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CONCLUDING NOTICE.

T
TT"F, design of tliis work, as explained in tlie Notice prefixed to tlie first volume, is

that of a Dictionary op Universal Knowledge for the People—^not a mere

collection, of elaborate treatises in alphabetic order, but a work to be readily consulted as a

Dictionary on every subject on which people generally require some distinct information

—

no article being longer than was absolutely necessary. Commenced in 1859, the work

is now brought to a close in 1868, and the Editors confidently point to the Ten volumes

of which it is composed, as forming the most Comprehensive—as it certainly is the

Cheapest—Encyclopaedia ever issued in the United Kingdom.

The original plan, as exemplified in the first volume, has been strictly adhered to

throughout ; and if, as the work proceeded, there has been any change in the method or

quahty of the execution, it may at least be affirmed that the change has not been for the

worse. After some experience, it became easier to find the person specially qualified

to write a particular kind of article, and thus the circle of contributors became widened,

and the distribution of the work more specialised. It was also seen to be desirable, in

regard to certain classes of subjects, to admit a rather ampler selection of heads. This

has been effected without increasing the scale of the work, not so much by less full

treatment of the subjects, as by increased care in condensing the statements and omitting

everything superfluous.

It will be observed that in the earlier volumes there are fewer notices of places

than in the later. These and other deficiencies in the Geographical department, have,

as far as possible, been remedied in the Supplement ; so that the Encyclop.edia

forms a complete Gazetteer. The minuteness of a special geographical dictionary is,

of course, not to be expected : with regard to towns, for instance, it may be well to state,

in order to prevent disappointment, that, as a rule, no place with a population imder

3000 in the United Kingdom, or under 5000 in other parts of the world, need be looked

for under its own name, unless it be historically or otherwise noteworthy. But towns,

rivers, &c. of secondary importance mentioned anywhere in the work find a place in the

Index, and thus a clue is given to some information regarding them, were it only their

whereabouts on the map.

In like manner, in the department of Biography, the limited scale of the work made

it necessary to exclude many names which would be desen'ing of record in an exhaustive

biographical dictionary. The intention has been to include only the more prominent

actors and thinkers, dead and living, especially such as have attained extensive celebrit\'.

The difficulty of making such a selection is known only to those who have tried it ; and
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the Editors were prepared to have the judiciousness of their choice frequently questioned.

In settling relative claims to distinction, the judgment depends much on the special

pursuits or sphere of thought of the judge. Of the omitted names to which attention

has been kindly called by correspondents, several have, on reconsideration, been introduced

into the Supplement.

Natural History has been copiously treated. Without any attempt at embracing a

complete exhibition of the three kingdoms of nature, the aim has been to give some

account of every class of objects having a general interest, more especially such as are in

any way of use in the economy of life.

The articles descriptive of the structure and functions of the human boily have been

selected and treated mainly with a view to illustrate the laws of health. The subject of

Health and Disease has received more attention relatively than is usual in such works ; and

the articles of this class will form a pretty complete Dictionary of Domestic Jledicine. How

important it is that some knowledge on these matters should be -widely diffused, is becoming

more and more recognised. The directions given in regard to treatment are chiefly meant

for those cases of sudden illness or injury where lay practice is necessitated by the absence

of professional assistance. But prevention is better than cure ; and the chief advantage

of a generally diffused knowledge of the nature and causes of diseases is, that it teaches

people how to avoid them. A review of what has been done in recent years for the

preservation of the health of communities, is given at some length in the Supplemext,

under the head of Sanitary Science.

Of the Sciences, the least adapted to encyolopredic treatment is ^Jfathematics. All

terms of common occurrence, however, have been introduced, and a brief exposition of the

subjects given, so far as could be done in an elementary way.

Natural Philosophy has received ample attention, and all the leading doctrines and

facts of general interest will be found under their ajipropriate heads, treated in a popular

way and divested as far as possible of the technicalities of mathematics.

Chemistry, some knowledge of which is becoming daily more indispensable in all

departments of life, receives a comparatively largo space. Prominence has been given to

those points of the subject that have either a direct practical bearing or a special scientific

interest. During the progress of the work, several changes in the nomenclature and nota-

tion of the science have come into general use ; but it was thought better to preserve

uniformity in the use of terms and symbols to the end, and to givo an account of the

changes in the Supplement.

A distinctive feature of this Esctclopxdla, it is believed, will be found to lie in the

number of articles devoted to religious beliefs and speculative opinions, and in the way

in which these topics arc handled. The principle followed has been, not to pronounce

an opinion for or against a particular doctrine, but to give a true and unprejudiced

account of it. To do this, however, in regard to matters of still living controversy, on

which almost every one has more or less of a personal feeling, is next to impossible ; and

therefore the plan has been adopted of giving the opposing views, wdierever it was
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practicable, as stated by tlieir respective adiierents. Tlius, the articles on the doctrines and

rites of the Eoman Catholic Church are written by a Eoman Catholic scholar ; the Unita-

rian scheme of doctrine by a Unitarian ; and the Seculatists have been allowed to state their

own case. In carrying out this principle, it has sometimes been necessary to employ two

writers on one article. The account of the Eeformatiox, for instance, is naturally -smtten

by a Protestant ; but our conception of the movement is not complete until we know

how the same events are looked upon by intelligent adherents of the Church of Eome

;

and accordingly, a paragraph is added wi'itten from the Eoman Catholic point of view.

Similarly, in the article Bishop, the Episcopal and Presbyterian theories of the origin and

nature of that office are from different pens. The principle of getting an account of a

system or doctrine from a believer in it has not been confuied to rehgion ; it has been

acted on in regard to Homceopatht, Htdkopatht, and many other subjects. The

Editors feel confident that in thus securing the most favourable representation of

both sides of a controversy, they were doing the best in their power for the ultimate

prevalence of the truth. We are not in a position to judge rightly between two opinions

until we know exactly what they are ; and this we can do only by having both before U5

in the light in which they appear to those that hold them.

The greaf world of thought of the East, with its hundreds of millions of subtle

intellects and prolific imaginations, has remained hitherto almost a sealed book in the

"West, except to a few oriental scholars. Yet the British public might be expected to feel

some interest in inquiring what kind of thoughts and fancies actuate the vast multitudes

of their fellow-subjects in Hindustan—what gods they worship, and with what rites ; what

things seem good to them, and what evil ; how, in short, they interj^ret the riddle of this

world, and the part they play in it. The means of gratifj'ing this curiosity is now made

more generally accessible than it has heretofore been, by the numerous articles, drawn from

original sources, on the religious and philosophic systems of India. (See the articles Ixdla,

section on Relkjion ; PueIx'a, Veda, Vishxu, Vedanta, TraxsmiCtRation, Buddhism^

Lajiaism, !N"mvANA, &c.) Attention is also called to the original articles on Moham-

medanism, and on its various schools, sects, and heresies (see Mohammedan'isji,

Koran, Suxna, Shiites, and others in the Encyclopedia proper, and particularly

the articles iloHAJiiiEDAN Sects, Motazalites, Isjiailis, Sinceee Brethren, &c. in the

Supplement). The reader who has been accustomed to think of the Old Testament

Scriptures as the whole of Hebrew literature, will be able, from the articles on the Talmud,

Haggada, Halacha, Essenes, and others, to form some notion of the rich treasures of

Jewish thought and learning that lie buried in the TaLnudic writings and have only

recently begun to attract attention.

True to its projected plan as a Dictionary op Universal Knowledge for the People,

Chambers's Encyclop^jjia wUl be found to be especially rich in notices of miscellaneous

matters. Some of the subjects introduced might perhaps be considered beneath the

dignity of a book aspiring to a more severely scientific character ; but all of them are,

if not instructive, at least curious or entertaining, and likely to occur in the course of

reading or conversation. During the progress of the work, the Editors have received

numerous assurances from parents how highly it was prized, even though only partly

issued, in households ydXh. young people at school, as a repertory of the kind of things

they are constantly in search of and often puzzling their elders about. This use of the
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ExcYCLOP-EDiA has been stcadilj' kept iu view; ami it is gratilying to learn that it is found

efficiently to servo the purpose intended. The numerous wood-cuts and maps will, it is

hoped, enhance its value in this respect.

To meet the more important of the changes that have taken place since the publi-

cation of the ExcycloPjEDIA began, as well as to remedy some deficiencies, a Supplement

of 409 pages has been added. It consists of: (1) Subjects that have only recently risen

into importance, or that had been overlooked
; (2) Subjects already noticed in the body of

the work, but wlrich have since undergone important changes, or, from other causes,

seemed to require to be treated anew.

In the introductory Notice, it was stated that the plan of the work was contrived

with a special view to render it eastj of consultation. This end will be still further served

by the Index of subordinate subjects at the end of this volume. Prefixed to the Indf-x

is a paragraph explaining its nature and use.

That in a work extending to 8320 pages, and consisting of upwards of 27,000 distinct

articles, in the production of which more than a hundred WTitors have taken greater or

less part—that in such a work, notwithstanding all vigilance to the contrar}% there shoidd

be not a few oversights, errors, and inconsistencies, is a matter of course. Yet, in spite of

such inevitable blemishes, the Editors feel confident that, in substantial accuracy and

trustworthiness, this ExcrcLOPiEDiA will bear comparison witli any book of the kind. To

the numerous correspondents who have favoured them by pointing out faults, or making

other suggestions, they beg leave, once for all, to return their best thanks for the uniform

courtesy with which their criticisms have been offered. Some of the complaints of

omission have been attended to in the Supplement ; others proceeded on mistaken ideas

as to what the ExcYCLOP.SDLi was intended for,

A list of the chief Contributors is given on a subsequent page. To this able staff, to

whose special knowledge of their subjects the ExcYCLOPiEDiA owes its chief value, the

Editors have to express their acknowledgments, and to thanlc them for the patience Avith

which they have submitted to the limits as to space and other trammels incident to

the nature of the publication, which often rendered the satisfactory treatment of their

subjects extremely difficult. The list does not include the numerous friends to whom
the Editors are indebted for single contributions on local or other matters coming within

their personal knowledge.

Finally, it is right that the public shoidd recognise, in Andrew Findlater, LL.D.,

the Acting Editor, who has borne the great burden of the immediate superintend-

ence of this work during its progress from beginning to end. Where a man of learning

has given ten years of his life to a task wliich confessedly ho has performed with skill,

taste, and unflagging perseverance, it seems to the Editors that, in simple justice to him,

his name should be made honourably and gratefully known.

W. & E. CHAMBEES.

Edinburgh, April 1868.
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UNIVERSAL KNOWLEDGE FOR THE PEOPLE

VITAL STATISTICS.

VI'TAL STATISTICS. The aunual Reports of

the Rpgistrars-jeneral for Englaud and Scothincl (see

Kegistuation) form a vaUiable storehouse of infor-

mation on the various subjects connected with vital

statistics. Besides detailed abstracts for each year
of births, marriages, and deaths, tables of the fatal

diseases, classified in combination with ages, are
given, and comments upon the salient points of the
year's registration accompany the whole. The
number of births, marriages, and deaths varies with
the state of trade, price of food, and the seasons,

and thus furnishes a test of the condition of a nation.

We shall notice separately each of these three divi-

sions of vital statistics.

1. Births.—From the 25th Report of the Regis-
trar-general for England, it appears that in 1SG2
there were registered in England (of which the
estimated popidatiou for that year is 20,3.30,407)

712,681 births, exclusive of still-born, being at the
rate of .3>504 per cent, to the popidatiou ; or 1 birth

to 29 lives. 363,534 were male and 349,150 were
female children, being in the proportion of 104 males
to 100 females. In Huntingdonshire, however, the
proportion was 114 males to 100 females; while
Dorsetshire and Rutlandshire reversed the pi'opor-

tions, giving respectively 99*9 and 97 males to 100
females. There is, it seems, no recorded excejition

to the rule that the births registered in the first six

months of the year exceed those registered in the

last si.x. In Scotland, during 1862, we find the
number of births registered to have been 107,138 ;

being 3'478 per cent, of the population estimated
for that year at 3,079,650.

lu England, there are on an average 5 children to

a maniage ; of these, three attain a marriageable age

to replace their parents and those who have no
offspring. In France, the average fecundity of a

marriage is 3'21 children. In Paris, it is 2'31.

Females of the age 20—40 produce 7 in every S of

the children born ; and the parents of nearly half of

the children born are under 30. The higher classes

of a country have fewer children than the lower, and
409

a larger proportion of their marriages are unfruitfid.

The average of European statistics shews I preg-

nancy in 81 to produce twins ; 1 in 7400 to produce
triplets ; I in 100,000, quadruplets. The mortality
of mothers in childbirth in England and Wales
decreased from 1 in 164, in 1848, to 1 in 212 in 1854.

The direct cause of the increase of population

in any country (apart from immigration) is, of

course, the excess of births over deaths, and this

will plainly depend on the following causes : (1.)

on the prolificness of marriages
; (2.) on the pro-

portion born which lives to marry; and (3.) on the

interval between the mean age of marriage and the

mean age of death. All these conditions must bo
favourable to shew the full power of increase in

action. They have never yet, on any large scale at

least, been found operating with maximum force.

In the United States, we find a combination of the

first two ; but from the ' expectation of life ' (see

Life, JMean Duration of) not being favourable in

that country, it follows that the third cause is

not in favourable operation.

2. Marriages.—It would seem to be contrary to

the principles of human nature that early marriages
should be united to longevity. Youthfid marriages
arise where the chances of the acquisition of wealth
in youth are favourable ; and when these are favour-

able the fact seems to tell against longevity. One
of the most interesting and useful points of view in

which registers can be considered is the evidence

which they give of the varying prevalence of the pru-

dential check to marriage and population in difi'ereut

countries and places. The prudential check will

shew itself in two ways—either by tlie proportion

of marriageable persons who are not married, or

by the lateness of the average age of marrying.
On the supposition of the natural prolificness of

women remaining at the same point, the birth-rate

will indicate the extent of prudential check in

whichever of the two waj-s it may manifest itself.

Suppose that from any cause the prudential restraint

on marriage were to become weaker among any
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people than it had hitlierto been, while the means
of maintenance reniaineil the same, what would
happen? A corresponding increase would imme-
diately take place in the annual mortality, and the

mean duration of life would be corres|)ondingly

reduced. And there can be no doubt that the pre-

mature mortality which ])revail3 all over the world

is mainly owing to impnuient marriages. The death
of one half of the human race under the age of

puberty does not take place in \-irtue of any law of

man's constitution, but from a disregard of the

admonitions of its laws. Those who have the means
of obedience under the conditions of civilisvd life

generally gicatly orr; yet not so greatly, for the most
part, as to be fatal to infant life. It is the want of

means, in other words, imprudent marriages, which
is the cause of the whole. The following table is

taken from an article ' On the Statistics of Klarriages

among the Kamilics of the Peerage,' by Archibald
Day, Esq. {Ansiiraiice Magazine, No. 4S). The
results as regards the peerage families are based on
the data of a century to December 31, 1833 :

PnOPOBTIOX PEB CE.VT. OF MAERIAGES.
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arises from the critical periods incident to female

life, and to the selection exercised by the public

against the offices.

The following are examples of the fluctuations of

the rates of mortality in Eni;Iand, at different ages

in the -25 years 1S3S— 1SG2. The mean annual

mortality of men aged 25—30, -wras -975 per cent. ;

but in iS49 it rose to 1 -236, and in 1S50 it was as

lo-w as Sll ; the range being thus '.'ioO per cent.

At age 55—60, the mean male mortality per cent,

per annum is 3-136, but in 1S49 it -was 3'653. and in

1S50 it was 2-979; thus giving a range of -eT-t per

cent.

In vol. viii. (for 1S60) of the Assurance Marjazine

will be found an interesting paper, by Mr Samuel
Brown, F.S.S., 'On Mortality amongst American
Assured Lives.' We extract the following table,

showing the
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It thus appo.ira th.it at the early period of life, aje
2l), tlie folUiwin.; trailcs, placed aeoording to their
C'xpectatimi, shew an inferior expeetatloii in com-
jiarison with the general results of rural, town, and
city distriets comhined: Clerks, potters, letterpress

printers, bricklayers, blacksmiths, mill operatives,

plnmliers, stone-masons, miners, wool-combers,
coopers, hatters, spinners, tailors, dyers, sawyers,
millwrights, town and city labourers, and shoe-
makers. 'J'he followini,' trailes shew a superior
ex|iectatioii : wheelwri;^hts, butchers, bakers,
weavers, domestic servants, carpenters, and rural
labourers.

At the la.st period given in the table, bricklayers,
tailors, mill 0|ierative3, printers, clerks, spinners,

miners, |ilumbcrs, hatters, blacksmiths, shoeni.akers,

wool-combers, coojiers, and sawyers shew an
inferior expectation ; and dyers, town labourers,
millwrights, potters, wheelwrights, bakers, stone-
masons, domestic servants, butchers, weavers,
rural labourers, and carpenters, shew a superior
ex])ectation, iu comparison with the general
results.

The compar.ative healthiness of various occupations
anion" the lower ranks in London is given by Dr
Letheby for the years 1S55— ISjG; and another
view of the healthiness or uuhealthiuoss of indus-
trial occupations as regards England generally, is

given by Vr Farr from tlie mortality of males at
and above the age of 20 following different indus-
trial occupations, iu ISol, as compared with the
number of persons enumerated iu them at the
census of that year. While the general annu.al
r.ite of mortality iu England, iu lS5l, of IdOO males
at and above the age of 20, was 20, that of farmers
w.is 2S ; shoemakers, IS; weavers, 17 ;

grocers, 11
;

blacksmiths, IS; carpenters, 19; tailors, 19;
labourers, 21; miners, 15; bakers, 17; butchers,
21 ; innkeciiers, 30. Takiug into account the ages
at death, the farmers were the longest li\ers.

Labourers, who form nearly a fourth of the males
of England, Imd a general mortality .almost the
same as that of the general pojiulatiou, but a very
high mortality at gi-eat .ages. At any one decade of

life, the mortality of inn and beer-shop keejiers

e.\ceeds th.at of .all the otlier classes, exeejit the
butchers, at .age 55— Gj. The mortality of butchers
was much heavier than that of any other class,

except th.at of innkeepers, under the age of 05;
this fact is supposed to be owing to intemperance,
slaughter-house effluvia, .and the use of too much
animal and too little vegetable food. All occui)a-
tions have their peculiar dangers which counter-
balance each other ; thus the tailor is not exposed
to the explosions so fatal to the miner, and the
labourer h.os exercise denied to the tailor.

The mortality in the army and uavy during peace
and w,ar shews many interestiug points. Statistics
tell us, that soldiers, though i>icked men, living in
costly barracks in Britain during peace, are nearly
as unhealthy as the jieople of our unhealthiest
cities, and sometimes almost twice .as unhealthy;
the average annu.al deaths of soldiers in Britain
being 175 ])er 10,000 ; iu the household cavalry it

is 110 per 10,000; 13.3 in the dr.agoon gujirds ; 187
in the inf.autry of the line ; and 204 in the foot-

guards. The mortality at all ages in the army at
home is .almost double that of civilians, ages being
.•ilike. Lung diseases and cholera are twice as
fatal to soldiere as to civilians. This excessive
mortality in the army seems owing to overcrowded
and ill-ventil.ated barracks and military hospitals,
sameness of (bet, and want of healthy exercise. The
following table, from the 25th Ueport of the Regis-
trar-general for England, shews the annual rate
of mortality per cent amongst the officers and

non-commissioned officers and men in the army
abroad in each of the years 1S5S— 1802 :

Ymt..



VITEBSK—VITERBO.

VITE'BSK, a government in the north of West
Kussia, bounded on the N.-W. by Coiirland and
Livonia, and on the N.-E. by the government of

Pskov. Area, 17,191 sq. m. ; pop. 804,.573. The
surface is, as a rule, hill}-, though wooded plains,

marshes, and lakes abound. The Dwina flows for

466 miles in this government ; and by means of this

river and its affluents, large quantities of timber are

floated down to the port of Kiga. The soil is not
fertile, tlie quantity of cereals grown being generaUy
insufficient for local consumption. Flax is success-

fully grown ; and this material, together with tindjer,

constitutes the chief articles of export. Ship-building

is carried on on the Dwina ; the lake-fisheries are

profitable ; and tanning is the most important branch
of industry.

VITEBSK, a city of West Russia, capital of the
government of the same name, on both banks of

the Weitem Dn-ina, 389 miles south of St Peters-

burg. It covers a very large area, and contains

many monasteries, churches, and synagogues. Manu-
factures are not extensive ; and the trade—the

chief articles of which are corn, flax, hemp, tobacco-

leaves, sugar, and timber—is carried ou by Jews,
who form the larger section of the pojiulation. A
railway is (August 1SU6) under construction between
V. and Duuaburg. Pop. 27,SGS.

VITE'LLIX. This name was, until recently,

given by chemists to a supposed protein body
occurring in the yelk of egg. It has been discovered

by Lehman that this substance is merely an admix-
ture of casein and albumen.

VITE'LLIUS, AuLfs, Roman emperor, son of

Lucius Vitellius the prince of the s3'co]ihants who
smTounded Caligula, but who, according to Tacitus,
' in his provincial administration exhibited the

virtues of a former .age,' was born September 24, 15

A. D., aud through his father's influence at court,

became consul, 48 A. D., and afterwards proconsid of

Afi-ica, where his administration gave great satis-

faction. He had been a companion of Tiberius at

Capreae, and was equally a favourite with Caligula,

Clau(.lius, Xero, and Galba, the last of whom
ajipoiuted him commander of the legions in Lower
German}', thinking his intense devotion to gastro-

nomic pleasures would effectually prevent his becom-
ing a rival. However, V. had not been a month in

his new post, till he had completely gained the
affections of Ms soldiers by extreme familiarity and
liberality (strongly contrasting with Galba's parsi-

mony) ; and on January 3, 69, they took him from
his tent, and proclaimed him em]ieror. This decision

was adopted by the rest of the troops in Gaul ; and
two armies, under Valens and C^cina, immediately
set out to secure Rome, V. following leisurely. A
notice of his contest with Otho in Northern Italy

will be found under Otho. The adherents of his

predecessor v,-ere leniently treated, with the excep-

tion of the centurions of Otho's army, who were put
to death, an act which greatly offended his own
supporters. V.'s journey to Rome was a curious

specimen of a triumphant advance, the nominal con-

queror being invariably muddled with liquor, and
the soldiers of his army str.aggling about, com-
mitting excesses of all sorts with perfect impunity.

At last he reached Rome, and without loss of time,

proceeded, by right of his otfice as Pontifex Maxi-
mus, to deify Nero. The administration was
mostly in the hands of the freedman Asiaticus,

though P. Sabinus (brother of Vespasian), and
the two generals who had gained for him the
imperial dignity, were high in authority ; and the

government was marked by great moderation, for

V. was too far sunk in the vilest debauchery to be
capable of tyranny. But he was not long allowed

to disgust the respectable part of the citizens of
Rome ; for the legions of Pannonia ami Illyricum,
having proclaimed Vespasian emperor, advanced
into Italy under Antonius Primus. They were
opjiosed by the Vitellian troops, commanded l)y

Ctecina, but through the treachery of the latter
general, gained a decisive victory near Bedriacum,
and another, on the following evening, over another
Vitellian army which had marched to the support
of the first. V., at this critical perioil of his for-

tunes, nothing abated his swinish indulgences ; but
his brother, Lucius, in the sojith, displayed more
energy, and defeated Vespasian's partisans in
several battles. Meantime, the soldiers, enraged at
the treachery of P. Sabinus, and his allies among
the senators and knights, stormed the Capitol, and
slew Sabinus. From this time, Rome was a scene
of unintemiitting violence and bloodshed, till the
troops of Primus entered the city. V. was found
wandering about his jialace in a state of stiipid

terror, and after being ignomininusly exposed in the
streets, was killed by repeated blows, his head
carried about Rome, aud his body thrown into the
Tiber, in December 69 A. D.—For a complete sketch
of his private life, see Tacitus's Ilisloria. ii. , iii., and
Dion C'assius, 65 ; see also Suetouius, ('<<. Duoiiec.
Cas.

VITE LLUS OWI, or the yell: of the egg of the
domestic fowl, is employed in pharmacy for the
purpose of ailministering substances insoluble in
water (the oils and resius, for example) in the form
of emulsions. The ich'itc is emplo}-ed as an antidote,

in cases of poisoning by corrosive sublimate or
with salts of co]ipcr. As a dietetic article in the
sick-room, eggs, either lightly boiled or poached, or

as ingredients of puddings, are invaluable; the
stomach, after an acute disease, being often able to
digest an egg, when any more solid article of animal
food would set up gastric irritation.

The article Egh, Chemistry of, requires a few
supplementary remarks. The albumen, occurring in

the white, is for the most part in combination with
soda ; in addition to this principal ingi'edieut, the
white contains fats (chiefly margarin), grape-sug.ar

(averaging 5 per cent, of the dried residue), and
soluble salts, in which the chlorides preponderate,
with a little sUica (for the f<irmation of feathers)

and fluorine. The yelk consists of casein (forming 14

per cent.), albumen (about 3 per cent.), fats, some of

which contain j)hosphnrus (about 30 per cent.), a little

grape-sugar, and miuTal constituents (about 15 per
cent.), in which ther*^ is a great preponderance of

potassium compi>uuds and phosphates. Of the pig-

ments of the yelk we only know that there is both
a yellow and red pigment, and that one at least of

them contains iron. Tt is difficult to conceive a
more concentrated form of nourishment than a food
thus composed of casein, albumen, fat, sugar,

potassium salts, phosphates, and iron ; and its

resemblance in composition to milk is very remark-
able.

The shell of the egg consists almost solely of car-

bonate of Hme (about 97 per cent.), with a little

phosphate of lime, and tr.aces of magnesia and
organic matter. The variety of colour in the eggs
of different birds is snpposed to be due to certain

modifications of bile-pigment with which they come
in contact in the cloaca.

VITE'RBO, a city of Central Italy, in the Papal
States, stands amid gardens and vineyards, at the
foot of Monte Cincino, 42 miles north-north-west of

Rome. Its weli-lmilt streets are paved with marble,

and there are numerous elegant fouutams. Its Gothic
cathedral contains the t<unbs of several popes, and
is memorable as the scene where Guy de ^loutfort
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nssassiimted Prince Henry, brother of Henry III. of

Kn;:l.-»n(l. Among other attractive Iniildiiigs are the

churches, mostly rich in works of art, the bishop's

jialace, and the city halls. There are many monu-
ments of antiquity, both within and without the

city. AIu*, vitriol, and sulphur abound in the neigh-

bourhood, and excpiisite wines are produced. Ko
important manufactures are carried on. Pop. 16,000.

VI'TEX, a genus of trees or shrubs of the natural

order Verbenacea:, the fruit a drupe, with a 4-celled

atone. V. A'jnii.i casttix, the Cii.isTi! Tkkk, a native

of the countries around the Mediterranean, is

downy, with digitate leaves white on tUe bacli, ana
has an acrid fruit, the seeds of which arc used in

Chasto Tree {Vitex Aynus castus).

SmjTim as an external application iu cases of colic.

It derives its name from the ])ractice of Grecian
matrons to strew tlieir couches with its leaves,

especially during the sacred rites of Ceres, in order
to banish impure thoughts ; for which ]uiri)Ose a

sjTup, made of its fruit, was .also, and purhajis still

is, use<l in convents in the south of Euroi)e, although,

in reality, it possesses sliiiudating properties.— I'.

JVci/umIo, an Indian species, has aromatic leaves,

which are bruised and a])plied to the temples for

relief of headache.— V. trij'olia is another Indian
species, whose leaves are a powerful discutient.

A'ITILI'GO was the name given by Celsus to
some kind of cutaneous eruption which cannot be
clearly identified. The term has, in recent times,

been used by diirerent writers in different senses,

but is now most commonly employed to design.ate

cutaneous jiatchcs characterised by loss of pigment.

VI'TIOUS INTROMISSION, in the Law of

Scotlan<l, means the unwarrantalile interference and
management of the movable estate of a deceased
person. The consefpience is, to make the intro-

mitter liable for all the debts of the deceased
person, though far exceeding the value of the assets.

The mode of putting an end to this liability is to

obtain confirmation as executor in the usual way.

VITO'RIA, a pleasant, gay, and thriving inland

town in the north of Spain, capital of the province

of Alava, stands on a gentle elevation, 70 miles

west of Pamplou.a. The old town, the Villa Suso,
c

consists of dark and tortuous streets ; the new town
is regularly laid out. Tliere are several charming
alaintilui, or public walks, especially La Florida

and El Prado. The Plaza Nueva, a sipiare of 220
feet, was built in 1701, and under its arcades is the
favourite promenade La winter. Brass and iron

wares, earthenware, caudles, and linen goods, are

manuf.actured, and a brisk general trade is carried

on with towns further inland. The plain surround-
ing the town is extensive and fruitful. The climate
is temperate and healthy. Pop. 18,700.

V. will be ever memorable for the decisive .and
important victory which Wellington gained here
over the French under Joseph Bonaparte and Jour-
dan, June 21, 1S1.3. The numbers in this encounter
^\ere nearly equal. The French lost 0000 killed and
wounded, 150 cannon, together with b.aggage, e-aj^les,

and an amount of booty in pictures, &c., which
amounted to 5,000,000 dollars. The direct result

of the battle of Vitoria was, that the French had
to retire from Smvin. About this engagement,
Southey says the French ' were beaten before the
towu, iu the town, through the town, out of the
town, behind the town, and all about the town.'

The loss of the British, Portuguese, and Spaniards
was 4900 men.

VITRE, an ancient town of Brittany, France, in

the dep. of llle-et-\'ilaine, on the left bank of the
Vilaine, 24 miles east of Rcnnes by railway. It is

a curious specimen of the old towns of the middle
ages, an<l is still surrounded with Gothic ramparts
iiaiiked with towers. At three miles' distance is

the Clifiteau des Itochers, the celebrated residence

of M.adame de Sevignt". Manufactures of cloth and
hats are carried on. Pop. 81)00.

VI'TRIFIED FORTS, the name given to certain

remarkable stone enclosures bearing traces of the
aetion of fire, about fifty of which exist in various
parts of Scotland. They are generally situated on
a small hill, overlooking a considerable valley, and
consist of a wall, which may have originally been
about 12 feet in height, enclosing a level area on
the suumiit of the hill. The most rem.irkable fea-

tui'c of these structures is, that the wall is ahva3'3

more or less consolidated by the action of fire— in
some cases only to the extent of giving a glassy
coating to its inner side, while in other instances
the vitrification has been more complete, the ruins
assuming the character of vast masses of coarse
glass. There is sometimes an exterior circuit more
or less distant from the interior, composed of loose

blocks of stone, which bear no traces of vitrilication.

Structures of this kind are to be found at Noath
and Dnnnideer, in Aberdeenshire ; Craig Phadrick,
Tordun, and Glenever in Inverness-shire ; Knock-
garril, in Ross-shire ; Creicli, in Sutherlandshire

;

Dunskeig, in Argyleshire; Finhavcn and Laws, in

Forfarshire; Barryhill, in Perthshire; Ivingarth, in

the island of Bute ; Anwoth, iu Kirkcudbright,
and elsewhere, but principally in the northern coun-
ties. They were first noticed by Mr John Williams,
in his Account of some litnnarhaUe Anclaii Hums
ktU'hj disconertil in (he UiijhlaiiiU and Northern Parts

of Scotland^ published in 1777. Mr Williams's obser-

vations led him to conclude that they were artificial

structures intentionally vitrified by a partial melting
of their materials. Mr Williams's views were
combated by other writei'S, who contended that the
supjiosed forts were of volcanic origin, a sup]iosition

quite irreconcilable with their obviously artificial

character. In 1828, the suViject engagi'd the
attention of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland,
a series of careful observations being made by Dr
Samuel Hibbert, one of the secretaries of that body

;

and the conclusion arrived at was, that while the
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structures were artificial, t'le vitrification was an
accidental effect, which might have arisen from such
causes as the frequent kimUing of beacon-fires as

signals of war and invasion, or of bonfires foiming a

part of festive or religious rejoicings. The burning

of signal or other fires, in particular cases, in the moat
instead of within the wall, may have caused the

occasional external \'itrificatiou. This view of the
origin of these structures has, ever since Dr Hib-
bert's observations, been very generally accepted.

The alkah produced from the accumulation of the
ashes of continually blazing wood-fires would be a
powerful aid to the fusion of stone : sandstone,
otherwise infusible, is made perfectly capable of

vitrifaction by the absorption of melted alkali. The
view originally taken by Mr Williams has since

been supported by Dr John M'Cidloch, who argues
that the character of the works shews them to have
been designed for defensive military posts, and
observes, that in some cases where the most acces-

sible materials for a stone-fort are incapable of

vitrification, stones more capal>le of being vitrified

have been brought from a distance. Unless in a
single questionable instance iu France, no simdar
structures have been observed out of Scotland

;

whence it has been suggested that they must be
the result of rites and customs peculiar to the races

of North Britain. Mr J. H. Burton considers the
preponderance of the evidence to be in the direction

of design ; but the question cannot be considered to

be set at rest yet.—See Arc/KBolopica Scolica, vol.

iv. ; M'Culloch's Hhjhtiinds and Western Islands of
Scotland; Wilson's Pnliistoric Annals of Scotland;
Burton's History of Scotland, chap. 3.

VITRINGA, CAirPEGlus, an eminent Dutch
divine and commentator, was bom at Leuwarden
in Friesland, IGth May 1G.59. He studied at
Franecker and Leyden, at which last place he was
created D.D. in his 20th year. In IGSl, he was
appointed Professor of Oriental Languages ; and two
years later, received the chair of Theology in the
university of Franecker, where he died, March 21,

1722. V. is regarded as one of the most learned
and laborious divines of his age, and has left many
excellent and erudite works, chiefiy commentaries
on portions of the Scriptures, nearly all of which are
in Latin. Among others may be mentioned, Commen-
tarius in Jesaiam; Amtcrisis Apocali/pseos Johannis
ApostuU; Commenlarius in Jeremiam; Comment-
arius in Zeckaraiam ; Veins Synaijoga ; Dissa-ta-
tiones Sacrm; Tijpus Theoloijicce Proplieticm, &o.

VI'TRIOL (derived from the Latin vitrum, glass)

is a term which the early chemists apjilied to glass-

like salts, distinguishing them by their colours into
blue vitriol, green Wtriol, and white vitriol. Blue
Vitriol is still the popular name for ^ sulphate of
cop]ier, which may be obtained on a large scale

in various ways, but most simply by boiling copper
in an iron pot with dilute sidphuric acid, by which
means we obtain a salt havuig the formula,
CuO,S03 + 5Aq, and crystalhsing in oblique [irisnis

of a clear blue colour, which are soluble iu four parts
of cold, and two of boiling water, and when mois-
tened, redden litmus paper. In large doses, it acts
as a powerful irritaut pmson, imless, as is frequently
the ca^-e, it is rejected by vomiting. In small but
repeated doses (as from half a grain, gradually
increased to two grains, made into pills with con-
seri'e of roses), it acts as a tonic and astringent, and
will often check the discharges in cases of chronic
diarrhoea and dysentery, when other medicines have
failed ; and according to Neligan, it has been found
serviceable in croup by checking excessive bronchial
secretion. It has been much employed in cases of

epilepsy, and is a valuable remedy in chorea and

other spasmodic diseases, especially when they occur
in weak constitutions about the period of puberty.
Its use in doses of from 10 to 15 grains as an active
emetic is mentioned in all works on materia medica;
but sulphate of zinc in a dose of a scruple, is as
efficacious, and safer. Externally, this salt in solu-

tion (varying from one to ten grains in an ounce of
water) forms a good application to indolent ulcers,

aphthaB, cancrum oris, and the sore throat in scar-

latina ; it is also used in chronic ophthalmia, and
as an injection in cases of urethral or vaginal dis-

charges. In the solid state, it is used as a caustic
to repress excessive granulations (proud flesh), to
destroy warts, and to excite indolent ulcers.

Green Vitriol is the popular name tor sulphate of
iron. Its characters, the method of obtaining it,

and its therajieutic uses, are sufficiently noticed in
the article Ikox.

Il7ti/e Vitriol will be described in the article

Zi.N-o.

Oil of Vitriol is the old name given to commer-
cial sidphuiic acid, in consequence of its oily appear-
ance, and of its being formerly obtained from green
vitriol.

Elixir of Vitriol is the old name for the aromatic
sulphuric acid of the Pharmacopoeia. It is a mix-
ture of three ounces of sulphuric acid and two pints
of rectified spirit, in which powdered cinnamon and
ginger have been digested. Its uses iu doses of
from ten to thii-ty minims, in a wine-glassful of
water, are much the same as those of ddute sulphuric
acid, but it is more agreeable to the taste, and sits

more hghtly on the stomach.

VI'TRO DI TRI'NA, the name given to a beau-
tifiU kind of glass which was made by the Vene-
tians in the loth century. Its distinguishing charac-
ter is a series of wave-like marks in opaque colours,

but usually white, arranged
pretty regidarly in the sub-

stance of transparent glass.

VITRU'\aAN SCROLL,^
a continuous scroll - work
forming a kind of cresting, Vitruvian Scroll.

used in classical architecture.

VITRU'VIUS, the name of two Roman archi-

tects, the most celebrated of whom is Makcus
ViTRUVius PoLLio, about whom we have no direct

information further than the mention of his name
by Pliny and Frontinus, though, from the references

to himself in his own work, we can gather that iu

all probabihty he was born about 76 or 80 B. c. He
received a liberal education, pursued specially those
studies which were calcidated to fit him for the
profession of an engineer and architect, and was
engaged in the African war (46 E. c.) as superin-
tendent of miUtary engines. He does not seem to
have become very popular as an architect, and
never succeeded in acepiiring wealth, though the
constant patronage which the emperor (Augustus)
was induced by his sister (probably Octavia Minor)
to extend to him, insured him comfortable subsistence
during his hfe. The only public work he executed
was a basilica at Fanum. V., in his book, De Archi-
tcctura, enters at some length into the reasons which
induced him to write it, the chief of them being, the
care bestowed by his patron (after settled peace had
been secured to the empire) on buildings public and
private, his intention to erect numerous edifices,

and the danger that, owing to the depraved archi-

tectural taste of the time, the beauty and correct-

ness of the pure Grecian models would be neglected.
The De Architectnra is arranged in ten books; the
Jirst of which contains a dedication to the emperor,
a general inew of architectural science, hints as to

the proper subjects of study for young aspirants,
7
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and directions for building cities ; the necoiid treats

of the early history of architecture, aud of the mate-
rials employed at various times, and contains a
sketch of the physical theories of various |ihiloso-

I)hers ; the third and fourth treat of the erection of

temples, and in counection with this, of the four

orders of architecture, Ionic, Corinthian, Doric, and
Tuscan ; the ji/th treats of ])ublic buildings ; the

tilth, of private houses in town or country ; the
seventh, of the finishing and decoration of private

buildings ; the eiijhth of water, the mode of discover-

ing it, whence it may be ol)taincd, and tlie modes
of conveying it in large quantities to a distance

;

the yiiiilh, of the j'rinciples of gnomonics, the rules

for dialling, and other subjects physical and astro-

nomical ; and the tenth, oi machines used iu building

and in military warfare, of the mechanical powers,

of mills, engines for raising water, odometers, &c.

To each book there is a preface, more or less con-

nected with the main subject of the book, ami it is

in these jirefatory remarks that we tliscovcr what
we know of V.'s pwrsonal history. Tliere have been
many editions of V. ; the first was published along

with Frontinus's Z)e Aquaductibus at I'ome about
14S6, and afterwards at Florence (1490) and Venice

(1497)- Kude woodcuts were introtluced into various

subsequent editions : and the edition of Bode (Berl.

1800) has a volume of plates; but the best edition,

that of J. G. iichneider (Lcip., .S vols. 1807— 180S),

is without illustrations.—See Sniith's Classical Die-

tiunarij of Biography and ilytholoijij.

VITRY-LE-FRANCOIS, a town of Fr.ance, in

the de[). of Mariie, on the right bank of the river

Marue, 128 miles e.ist of Paris by railway. The
first site of tlie town was at Vitry-en-Perthois ; but
it was taken and burned by Charles V. in 1544.

Fran9ois I. rebuilt V. on its present site, surrounded
with fosses and ramparts, and erected a castle for

its protection. Tliere are manufactures of hats and
cotton goods. Pop. 7G0U.

VITTO'RIA, a modern town of Sicily, in the

province of Siracusa, 18 miles north-west of Modica,

on the Camarana. It possesses little interest, and is

made only a noonday resting-place for travellers.

The soil of its vicinity, however, is fertile in fruits

and wines, bec-eulture is carried on, and the town
maintains an active trade in silli and cattle. Pop.

15,805.

VITUS, ST, DANCE. See Chokea.

VIVANDIKIIE, in continent.il .armies, and
csjieeially that of France, a female atteudaut in a

regiment, who sells spirits and other comforts,

ministers to the sick, marches with the corps, and
contrives to be a universal favourite. Although a

familiar frieiul to all, these women contrive to

maintain themselves respectable, and generally

respected ; and a corps is usually extremely jealous

of the slightest discourtesy being shewn to its

vivandiUre. The woman wears the uniform of the

i-eginu'Ht, short petticoats taking the place of the

man's tunic.

VIVK'RUID^'E, a family of Carnicora, having
the body elongated, the claws partly retractile, the

])upil of the eye circular during the day, and not

contracted into a vertical Line, as in the Fdida, and,

in general, a strong musky odour, proceeding from
a secretion in a pouch near the anus. To this

family belong the civet, genet, ichneumon, &c.

VIVISECTION—a term which is employed to

designate operations performed with the knife on
living animals, with the view (1) of increasing our
physiological knowledge

; (2) of confirming previously

known facts ; and (3) of giving dexterity in opera-

tive surgery— is a course of procedure which may

be traced back to almost the earliest [leriods of

medicine and surgery, and was largely jiractised

in tlie Alexandrian School. It is, however, only

comparatively lately— about half a century aj;o,

when the barbarous experiments of Magendie,
Ih-achet, and other distinguished French jihysi-

' olo'_:ist.s, became known in this country—that the
' suliject has attracted much popular notice; and
! during the Last ten years, attention has been so

I

si)ecially drawn to the atrocities sy.->tematically

carried on in the great French veterinary colleges

at .\lfort and Lyon, that a <lepntation of * 'I'ite

Uoyal Society for the Prevention of Ciip.-lty to

Animals ' laid a statement of the f.icts before tlie

Emperor Napoleon. When it is stated, that with
tlie nominal object of teaching the veterinary

students at Alfort to become skilful operators, six

living horses were supplied to them twice a week

—

that sixty-four operations were jierfornicd on each
horse, and tliat four or five horses generally died

before half the operations were completed — that it

takes nearly two days to go through the list— and
that all the old exploded operations, as well as

those now i>ractised, were performed—and lastly,

when it is borne iu mind that most, if not all, these

operations could just as instructively have been
I)ractised on the dead anim.il ^as is done in this

country), there cannot be a doubt that a vast

amount fif unwarrantable and gi'atuitous cruelty

was carried on iu these establishments. Although
the subject was brought before the Acadhnit Jus

Sdenccs, and warmly discussed, the final conclusion

was, * tiiat the complaints of the London Society

are totally without foundation ; and that there is

no occasion to take any notice of them.' We
believe that it is only by the veterinary colleges of

France that the view is advocated that vivisection

is necessary for the purpose of giving dexterity

in surgical oper.ations.* But while all right-

minded persons—except the m.ijority of the mem-
bers of the French Academy, whose votes were
probably influenced by a feeling of nationality—

•

must concur in the view, that the argument in

favf)ur of vivisecti<m utterly breaks down, some go
further, and doubt \vhether any experiments on
living animals, performed with the object of advanc-
ing medical and surgical knowledge, and of thereby
relieving, indirectly, human suffering, or prolonging
human life, are, on moral grounds, to be regarded
.as justifiable. In ojiposition to this view, it is

maintained that, under certain circumstances, and
with due restrictions, such experiments are not only
justifiable, but their performance becomes a positive

duty. It may be observed that, though in stating

this controversy the term vivisection is retained, the
remarks .apply to all kinds of experimiMits on living

animals. It is universally admitted that man may
destroy .animals for his food, and to furnish him witli

many of the necessaries and luxuries of life ; and most
persons go a steji further, and see no impropriety in

the pursuit of (ield-sports. Now, as iJr Markhain
argues in liis excellent prize essay on this subject,

in all these cases of admittedly legitimate destruc-

tion of animal life, the infiiction of pain is .a neces-

sary ingredient. In some modes of destruetitui, the
death-blow is dealt at once, and the pain is but
tieeting; whilst in others, the .agony of tlie death-
struggle is equivalent to a jirolonged and painful

torture. An ox may be at once stunned, while the
anim.al bled to death suffers prolonged convulsive
struggles. The humanitarian, if he be a siiortsman,

thinks little of the lingering pain which a wounded

• Vivisection: is it necessary or jnstijiahlef Being
two juize essays, puVjIislied by the Kuyal Society for

the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (Lond. ItiCG).
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bird or broken-legged hare undergoes ; nor, if he be
engaged in the whale-risherj', does he lament over
the [)rcjlonged suffering which the object of his

[)ursuit must suffer before its cajitiire. If, then,

man can legitimately put animals to a painful

death in order to supply himself with food and
luxuries, why may he not also legitimately put
animals to pain, and even to death, for the far

higher and more noble object of relieving the suffer-

ings of humanity, and of prolonging human life ?

To point out what gain has accrued to physiology

(and hence, indirectly, to the healing art) by experi-

ments ou living animals, would occupy many pages
of this woik. It is sufficient to allude to the facts,

that the doctrine of the circulation of the blood, and
of the existence of, and circulation through, the
lacteals, was thus established, and that nearly the
whole of our present knowledge of the functions of

the nervous system has been thus obtained, and
could never have been afforded by the most minute
anatomical research,* and that in consequence
of the knowledge tiius obtained we no longer divide

a motor nerve, and thus paralj'se the face, in the
liope of reliering tic douloureux ; while, on the other

hand, thanks to the researches of Brown-Sequard,
Bernaril, and others, we can now see our way to a
more rational mode of treating epdepsy, various
obscure forms of paral_vsis, &c. Without vivisection,

we could never clearly have understood the causes

of the sounds of the heart, without the knowledge
of wliich the stethoscope woidd have been useless

in the diagnosis of cardiac diseases ; nor should we
have known anything of the true nature of that
mysterious disease, diabetes. The Himterian
treatment of aneurism by ligature, which has saved
hundreds of human lives, was worked out by experi-

ments on living animals. The study of aniesthetics,

which, after jirolonged investigation, led to the
introduction of chloroform (soon, possibly, to be
superseded by some even less dangerous agent), was
unquestionably accompanied by the sutfocation of

many animals ; but surely no one who can form
any estimate of tbe vast amount of misery which
has been spared to humanity by the general intro-

duction of the use of chloroform into surgical and !

midwifery practice, can regret the sacrifice. Indeed, '

the advantage of the discovery is experienced in more

* See on this subject the remarks of Professor
Owen (appeniled, by permission, to Dr Markham's
prize essay) :

' The closest and most persevering
observation of the phenomena in the dead body coiUd
only teach the invariable relations of the nerves or
tendons ' [each of which was known under the common
name of neuron] 'to the muscle. When the idea
occurred to tlie Alexandrian physiologist to divide, in

. the living animal, the several kinds of white cords,

called neura by his predecessors, then, and then only,
w.as his science enriched with the power of distinguish-

ing true nerve from tendon, ligament, &c. Mr Walker,
of Edinburgli, was the first to suggest, in reference to

the previously known anatomical facts of the two roots

of the spinal nerves, tliat one was sensory, and the
other motory. Mr (afterwards Sir Charles) Bell has
deservedly reajted the credit of the discovery by putting
the idea to the test of experiment. He alone discovers

who proves—who converts a speculative into a positive
conclusion ; and it is not true, however the dicta of .7.

S. MiU may seem to support the proposition, that in

regard to these and otlier great truths of physiology,
experiment has been resorted to " only to coiifirm the
theory already fixed in the mind of the discoverer, and
to demonstrate it to the world." For a truth to be
operative or avadable, it must be " demonstrated to i

the worhL" Whether, prior to his experiments, the
i

theory of sensory and motory nerve-roots was fi.xed or
loose in tlie mind of Bell, it would have died with liim,

had he not, or rather the better e.xperimenters that
followed hmi, demonstrated its truth to the world,' i

ways than one upon the lower animals, since the
domestic animals are subjected to its beneficent
influence when surgical operations are necessary,
and since, in most cases, animals subjected to
physiological experiments are now usually rendered
insensible by it. If such questions as—the best
means of restoring to life jjersons apparently
drowned—why chloroform sometimes kills, and how
those who are suffering under apparently fatal

effects can be best recovered—admit, as they doubt-
less must, of a solution, that solution must be
sought for in experiments on living animals. These
and a multitude of similar considerations which
might be adduced, are sufficient, it is maintained, to
lead any unbiassed inquirer to the conclusion that
experiments on living animals, performed mth the
object of advancing medical, surgical, or toxicological

knowledge, and of thereby indirectly relieving human
suffering, or of prolonging human life, are not only
justifiable, but a matter of duty. There are, however,
certain conditions, the fiUfilment of which (as Dr
Markham well points out in his prize essay) is

indispensable to the jiroper and rightful performance
of experiments on living animals. First, the experi-
menter must be equal to the task he has under-
taken ; he must be a skilled anatomist, and a
physiologist, not only thoroughly acquainted \\-ith all

the known facts bearing on the subject which he is

about to investigate, but he must be capable of duly
appreciating all the facts which his experiment may
present. Secondly, if the experiment admits o£ it,

the animal shoidd be submitted to the action of
chloroform during the operation. Thirdly, when a
fact in physiology has been once thoroughly deter-
mined, all repetitions of the experiments, for the
mere jiurpose of exhibiting them to classes of

students, are unnecessary, and therefore unjustifi-

able. Professor Owen, speaking on this point,

observes :
' I re[)robate the performance of experi-

ments on living animals to shew the students what
such experiments have taught the master ; whilst
the arguments for learning to experiment by repeat-
ing experiments on living animals, are as futile as
those for so learning to operate chirurgically.'

VIZIER, or VIZIR (pronounced viz-ir'}, the
title of various high functionaries in the Ottoman
Empire, and other Jlohammedan states. The word,
which is of Arabic origin, and signifies ' he who
bears or supports (a burden),' was first bestowed as
a title of honour on the chief-minister of the first

Abbaside calif, in 750 A. D. During the decline of

this dynastj% the vizier had to 'bear the burden'
of government almost entirely, and consequently,
increased so much in power and authority, that the
califs thought it prudent to counteract his influence
by the creation of the new dignity of Emir-al-Omrah
(q. v.), which, being generally bestowed upon one or
other of the powerful alien princes who had made
for themselves sovereignties in Persia, was found
to be an efficacious counterpoise. The dignity of
vizier was first introduced among the Ottoman
Turks during the reign of their second sultan,
Orkhan, and the title was exclusively confined to
the sultan's jirime-minister ; but in 1.3S6, it was
conferred by Amurath I. on his «ctorious general,

Timur-tash, and the prime-minister's title was then
changed into vizir-a-::^liemj * grand or illustrious

vizier.' From this period, the number of viziers

was gradually increased, but since the commence-
ment of the 18th c, only seven of them are minis-
ters, tlie 'gi-and vizier,' and the six ' viziers of the
cupola,' who constitute the Divan (q. v.). The
grand vizier is, after the sultan, the most important
personage of the Turkish Empire ; he unites in his
own person the whole powers of the state, and is

charged with a corresponding responsibility. The
9
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other six viidcrs in the divan, who are generally

men well versed in law, and practically acqnainteil

with the details of adniiuistration, form a conncil

of advice, to whom the grand vizier applies when
he thinks proper, but who possess otherwise no

real power. The grand N-izier, on his nomination,

rcoiives a sheet of parchment, on which is engraved

the name of the sultan, and this he is bound always

to carry in his bosom.—The title of vizier is also

given to all the Pashas (q. v.) of three tails.

VIZZI'NI, a town of Sicily, ia the province of

Cat-ania, and 29 miles south-west of the city of that

name, stands on a hill. It is well built, and besides

containing a colle(;e and hospital, there are a number
of hanilsome buildings and churches, containing

many line pictures. Fruits in abundance are pro-

duced, and agates are found. Pop. 13,400.

VLAA'KIilNGEN, an unwalled town in South
HoUand, lies about live miles west from pLOtterdam,

at a short distance from the New Maas. It h;is a

good haven, and sends annually a large tleet of

vessels to the hemng-fishing, besides carrying on a

considerable shipping-trade with the Mediterranean,

Norway, North America, Portugal, and Spain. Pop.

(31st Ueceniber 18C5) 8324. Besides the hemng
and cod lishing and shipping-trade, the industries

are : shi])building, rope-sjiinning, distilling gin, -saw-

ing wood, grinding corn, boiling oil, tar. Ice V. is

one of the oldest towns in South Holland, the church

now called the Reformed Church having been con-

secrated by Willebrord in the 7th c, but nearly

rebuilt in 1744. It was the birthplace of the poets

Arnold Hoogvliet (1GS7—17G3) and Jacob van Dijk

<1745— 1828).

VLADIMIR, the name of two celebrated Russian

princes, the former of whom, Vladi.mir Sviato.si.a-

viTcii, was the first Christian sovereign of Russia.

On the death of his father (972), V., though illegiti-

m.ate, received Novgorod as his share of the heri-

tage, but was driven out by Jaropolk, who had
already murdered the third brother, Oleg. However,
v., by the aid of a body of Varangians (from Scandi-

navia), returned and overcame Jaropolk, by whose
ass.issin.ation (930) he became sole ruler in Russia.

Disemb.arrassing himself of his dangerous allies by
persuading them to take ser\ice with the Byzan-

tine emperor, he next recovered by force from the

Poles the pro\'inces of which they had dejirived his

brother, and subdued various tribes which had
recently revolted. Russia at this time was an ill-

compacted empire ; the various Slavic tribes which
dwelt within its boundaries acknowledged the

sovereignty of the Russian princes solely by the

payment of tribute, and that only when the princes

were powerful enough to enforce it ; hence it was
the custom for the jirinces personally, or their dele-

gates, to go their regular rounds after the fashion

of tax-collectors, backed up by a large armed retinue.

V. tried to increase the central authority, and one

of the means he adopted was the erection at his

capital, Kiev, of the idol Rerun (Thunder), the

supreme divinity of the Shaves, and of tbe images of

other inferior deities, Slave and Finnish. But a

few years more effected a remarkable change ; many
of V.'s subjects were Greek Christians ; his mother,

Olga, had become one ; besides, he wished to be

allied with the Byzantine imperial family ; and
moved by these and other reasons of jwrsonal or

patriotic ambition, he resolved to turn Greek Chris-

tian. His mode of arriving at conversion and matri-

mony was as curious as effective ; he first made an
attack upon the Byzantine Empire, then sent an
embassy to Constjintinople, promising peace and his

conversion, in exchange for the hand of Anna, the

sister of Constantine IX. ; tlu-eatcniug war in case of

10

refusal. His demands were gladly complied with ;

and after his marriage and l)a]>ti8m at Kherson in

988, he returned to Kiev, destroyed all tlie idols,

and commanded his subjects to be bajitised. They
had not the slightest objection to be baptised, if

their feared and admired prince wished it ; and for

days the Dnieper was crowded with applicants for

the tir<t testing ordinance of Christianity. It could
hardly have been expected that a conversion managed
in such a fashion would have affected the manners
and conduct of such an arbitrary, violent, and daring

jirince as V.
;

yet, strange to say, from 9SS he
appeared to have undergone a thorough mental and
moral transformation ; churches were built, schools

established, capital punishment was supiilanted by
a line, and such excessive lenity shewn to all crimi-

nals, that in the interests of good government, it

was found necessary to remonstrate with the

thorough-going convert. Formerly, the wisdom and
valour for which he was renowned were equ.alled by
his licentiousness, so that the chronicles had more
tlian one reason for saying that ' he was like unto
Solomon ;' but the strictest chastity characterised

the latter part of his lite ; and his charity to the

])Oor, and personal forbearance, were extreme. He
died in 1014, three years after his wife Anna.
The Russian Church has decreed him the epithets

of 'saint,' and 'equal of the apostles.'

—

Vladimiu
II. VsEVOLODO^^TClI, surnamcd Monomachua, grand-

jirince of Kiev, the great-grandson of the preceding,

was born in 1053. His father being a younger
son, there seemed to be little chance of V.'s attain-

ing power in the ordinary coui-se of events, in his

own country ; and he accordingly led a band of

auxiliaries to join Boleslas II. of Poland in his

wars with Bohemia ;
gaining such renown, as

on his return ranked him at the head of Russian
warriors. V.'s father having, as the eldest of the

Russian princes, sncceeded to the grand prin-

ciiiality of Kiev (1078), V. took advantage of the

opjiortimity to wrest from their lawful possessors,

Smolensk, Tchernigov, and Novgorod ; though some
years afterwards, his cousin Oleg, the dispossessed

jirince of Tchernigov, with the aid of the I'olotzec or

Cumans (a Turkish naticm which was at that time

the terror of the Russians), recovered his dominion.

V. haWng subsequently routed the Polotzee in several

engagements, became so extremely jiopular, that in

1112 he was chosen grand-prince of Kiev, and for

13 years displayed his eminent qualities as a ruler

and a warrior. The maintenance of internal tran-

quilht}', the improvement of old, and the building of

new towns, and the encouragement of commerce, on
the one hand ; and the successful campaigns against

the Tchudes, Poles, Polotzee, and Bolgars (a Moham-
medan commercial people settled on the Vol^a), on the

other, are the principal characteristics of Lis reign.

Most of V.'s fame, however, rests on his writings,

which present an interesting picture of the internal

life of Russia in the 1 1th c., and indicate prominently

the earnest piractical influence of the newly intro-

duced Christianity. V.'s mother was a daughter of

Constantine Monomachus ; and Alexis Comncnus,
who wished to be on good terms with his powerful

northern neighbour, is said to have sent him the

crown, sceptre, and sword of his grandfather, ^^llich

are still shewn as such, and which are employed in

the coronation of the czar.

VLADIMI'E, a government of Russia, bounded
on the E. by the government of Nijni-Novgorod, and
on the S.- w. by that of Moscow. Area, 18,290 sq.

m. ;
pop. (1866) 1,223,000. The surface is level or

undulating ; the soil consists chiefly of clay or sand,

and is fertile only in excei>tional spots. The princi-

])al rivers are the Oka and its tributaries, of which
the cliief is the Kliasma, a navigable stream. Of the
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lakes, which are numerous, but of inconsiderable

size, that of Pcreiaslav is remarkable for its produc-

tive fisheries, and is famous in history as being the

cradle of the Kussian fleet. After St Petersburg

and Moscow, the government of V. is the most
actively industrious in the Eussian Empire. Of its

manufactured goods, cotton-yam and cloth are made
to the value of 13.000,000 roubles annually ; chintz

and dyed goods, 12,000,000 roubles; linen, 2,000,000

roubles ; glass, 1,000,000 roubles ; iron and brass

foundries i)roduce goods to the value of 1,000,000

roubles ; and the manufactures of chemicals and
paper sire very extensive. The inhabitants are also

much employed in painting images and in knitting

stockings, which are used in Kussia and Siberia,

and yield 1,000,000 roubles per annum. The grain-

crops raised are insufficient for local consumption,

and corn is imported from neighbouring govern-

ments. Hemp is successfully grown ; and besides

being used in considerable quantities in local manu-
factiu-es, is exijorted to Archangel and St Peters-

burg. Forests, mostly of pine, form a border roimd
the government, but do not occur in the interior.

In the 9th c, the country was inhabited by Finns
;

and though it was subsequently conquered and
settled by the Slavonians, traces of the original

inhabitants are visible in the present population.

VLADIMIR, a town of Great Kussia, capital of

the government of the same name, stands on the

left bank of the Kliasma which is high and wooded,
125 miles north-east of Moscow. It was founded
in the 12th c, during the ascendency of the Dukes
of Vladimir, and was the capital of Kussia till 1328.

It contains many historical remains, as the Kreml

;

the ' Golden Gate,' biult in lloS; ruins of old forti-

fications, and many ancient churches. The eccle-

siastical seminary is important. There are several

manufactures, and a trade in com. Cherries are a

considerable local product. Pop. (1SC6) 12,248.

VODE'XA, a beautifully-situated town of Euro-
pean Turkey, in Eunuli, on a moimtain slope, 46
miles v.-est-north-west of Saloniki. Water is here

very abundant ; ton'ents rush headlong down the
middle of all the streets, and the sound of cascades

ia everywhere heard. The houses, from the arch-

bishop's palace to the humblest cottage, are pictur-

esque, but are not otherwise remarkable. The streets

are wretchedly paved. V. occupies the site of the

ancient Edessa, the early capital of Macedonia.
Pop. estimated at 12,000.

VOGHE'RA, a city of Xorthem Italy, in the

province of Pa\'ia, stands on a fertile elevated plain,

in a district rich in vineyards, orchards, and corn-

fields, 24 miles east-north-east of Alessandria by
railway. The Via Emilia passes through the

town, and divides it into two parts. There are

several handsome squares, of which that of the

Duomo is the chief ; the streets are adorned with

porticoes ; and there is an old castle, built by
Galeazzo Visconti in 1372. The civic palace con-

tains many valuable parchments and manuscripts

of the nth, 12th, and 13th centuries. Sdks, hnens,

canvas, and leather are manufactured. Pop. 13,800.

A''OICE (Lat. vox) may be defined as an
audible sound produced by the larymx, and may
be produced by any animal possessing that

organ ; while speech or articulate language may
be regarded as voice modified in the cavity of

the mouth. The Larynx (q. v.) is the organ by
which the so-called vocal sounds (or primary
elements of speech) are produced. In the article

Lakvnx, it is shewn that there are two groups of

muscles, which respectively govern (1) the pilch of
the notes, and (2) the aj>erture of the larynx. Those
which affect the pitch of the notes are di\'isible

'

into two antagonistic sub-groups, viz., (a) those
which depress the front of the thyroid cartilage on
the cricoid, and stretch the vocal ligaments ; and (h)

those which elevate the front of the thyroid cartil-

age, and relax the vocal ligaments ; while those which
control the aperture of the glottis are divisible into

(c) those which open it, and (</) those which clo-x it.

It is only the first of these groups, viz., the muscles
which stretch or relax the vocal Ugaments, that is

concerned in the production of voice. In the ordi-

nary condition of rest, there is a wide opening
between the vocal ligaments, which are in a state

of complete relaxation, and the air passes freely

between them. For our knowledge of the appear-
ances presented imder varjing conditions by the
interior of the larynx, we are mainly indsbted to

Professor Czermak, the inventor of the Laryngoscope

(q. V.) ; and the reader who wishes to enter fully

into this subject is referred to his work on that
instrument, of which a translation was pubhshed
by the New Sydenham Society in 1861. The three

Fig. 1.—Condition of the Laryni during tranquil
respiration

:

e, epiglottis; <e, fissure-like opening of cesophagus; c, fold of

mucous membrane bounding tbe opcnijig of the glottis

posteriorly,

figures, 1, 2, 3, represent respectively the condition

of the larjTix as seen during tranquil respiration,

its condition during the emission of the broad vocal

Fig. 2.—Condition of the Larynx during the emission

of the broad vowel sound A :

o,a, cartilages of Santoiiiii, surmounting the arytenoiil carti-

lages; e, eiiiglo'.tis; ire, inferior or true vocal cord; ire,

superior or false Tocal cord of ielt side.

sound A, and its condition during tbe emission of a

hifh or acute sotind. The movements of the arji^e-

noid cartilages during the production of vocal sounds

Fig. 3.—Condition of the Larynx during the emission
of a high or acute sound :

e, epiglottis; ct*, cushion of epiglottis; ire, true vocal cord;
SEC, false vocal cord.

can be distinctly seen—the views that had been
previously deduced, from theory and experiments

on the dead subject, being thus confirmed by ocular

proof. As soon as we wish to utter a sound, the

two arj'tenoid cartilages raise themselves in the

fold of mucous membrane which covere them, and
approach one another with surprising mobility.

This movement effects the approximation of the
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vocal cnnis, ami consequently the wntrjiction of

the jilottis (tig. 2). It is impossilile to study with

the laiyngoacope the raoilu of formation of the

gravest chest-souuils, because the arytenoid cartil-

ages become so raised that they almost come in

contact with one another, while they bend under

the border of the depressed epiijlottis, and thus

conceal the interior of the larynx. Duriuj,' the

emission of the most acute sounds, the ),d(>tlis

contracts into a mere line, on each siile of which the

vocal cords may be recognised by their whitish-

yellow colour; while further outward, and separ-

ated from the former by a narrow groove, are the

false or superior vocal cords uS either fide. 'I'lu'

arytenoid cartilages are r.aised, .and come in contact

in" the median line, tlie epiglottis is drawn out-

wards, and a short stiff tube is then formed above

the glottis ; .all these parts being, as we learn from

our sensations during the experiment, in a state of

very great tension. Independently, however, of

such observations as those we have reeordeil from

C'zermak's intLTcsting Memoir, any one may easily

]irove for himself that the aperture of the glottis is

nnich contracted during the production of sounds,

by co!n|i.aring the time occu|iied by an ordinary

expir.ation with that reciuired for the passage of

the same (piantity of air during the mainteuance of

a vocal sound ; moreover, the size of the aperture

varies with the note that is bi-ing produced, as may
be rcailily seen by any one who ci>mpares the time

during which he can hold out a low and high note.

When the distance between the vocal cords exceeds

one-tenth of an inch, no sound can be produced.

How the vuc.al cords jiioduce sounils, is a fpies-

tion which has long attracted the attention of phy-

siologists and physicists. To answer it, they were

comiiared with various musical instruments. More
than a ci'ntnry ago, Ferrein {De la Formtitinn de la

Vuix de I'JJviiime, 1741) comiuared them to vibr.ating

slrinijx ; and at first sight, there is an .ap|i.arent

analogy ; but <m further investigation (for reasons

whicli may be found in Carpenter's Ihimnn I'/iy.ti-

oioiji/, Gtli ed., p. 115), this view was found to be

untenable. Tlie analogues between the organ of

voice and the j!ule-;iipe, in which the sound is

produccil by the vil)ration of an elastic column of

air contained in a tube, were then investigated, but

founil to fail. The third class of insti-nmcnts with

whicli the human organ of voice has been com-

jiared are viln'atcn-y reeds or toni/iie.v, which may
either possess elasticity in themselves, or be m.ade

clastic by tension. From the ex]ieriments of Weber,

it apjiears that the action of the larynx h.os nuire

analogy to that of retJ-iustrnments than to the

instruments ]ireviously n.amed, ami though there

would seem at first sight to be a marl;eil dill'er-

cncB between the vocal ligaments and the mem-
branous tongue of any reed-instrument, tljis differ-

ence is not very great. Miiller ascertained that mem-
branous tongues m.ade elastic by tension m,ay h.ave

three <lifferent forms, of which the following, which

alone concerns ns, is one: 'Two elastic memlirancs

may be extended across the mouth of a sh(n-t tiU>e,

e.ach coveriog a portion of the opening, .and having

a chink left 0]ien between them.' Here there is

clearly an aiiproximation to the human glottis,

wdiieh may be increased by prolonging the mem-
branes in a direction par.allel to th.at of the current

of air, so that not merely their edges but their whole

j)lanes sh;Jl be thrown into vii>ratiou. Professor

Willis has, U]ion this principle, invented an iirl[l{ckd

glottis, in which the vocal ligaments are imitated by

leather, or jireferably by sheet india-rubber. It is

composed of a wooden pipe of the form of fig. 4, «,

hayin" a foot, C, like that of an org:in-pi]ie, and an

upper opeuing, long and narrow, as at B, with a
13

point. A, rising at one end of it. A piece of leather

or sheet india-ruliber doubled rounil this point, and
secnreil by being bound at V> with strong thread,

will form an artificial glottis, /), while its ujiper edges,

O, H, .are capable of vibrating or not by inclining

Kg. 4.

the ])lane3 of the edges. Two pieces of cork, E anJ
F, are glued to the corners to make them more
manageable. From this machine, various notes may
be obtained by stretching the edges of the leather

in the directitms of their length, (J, II ; the scale of

notes yielded by leather is mucli more limited than

that yielded by iiidia-rublier ; and other observers

have found that the middle coat of the arteries in

a moist state (as being more elastic, and almost

identical in structure with the vocal ligaments),

yields more satisfactory results even than india-

rubber. ' It is worthy of remark,' as Dr Carjieiiter

observes, 'that in all such experiments it is found

that the two membranes m.ay be thrown into

vibration, when inclined towards each other in

various degrees, or even when they are in parallel

planes, and their edges only approximate ; but that

the least inclination from each other (which is the

position the vocal ligaments have during the ordin-

ary state of the glottis) completely prevents any
sonorous vibrations from being produced.'

—

Op. cit.^

p. 7 1 S. The piteh of the notes [iroduced by membran-
ous tongues may be affected in various w.aj's (as by
incieivsing the strength of the blast, the addition of

a Jiipe, &c.), and is mainly governed by their degree

of tension, while the foregoing statements shew that

the sound of the voice is the result of the vibraticms

of the vocal ligaments which t.ake place according

to the same laws with those of elastic tongues gene-

rally. Little is, however, known with certainty

regarding the mode and degree in which the tones

are modilied by the shape of tlie air-passages gener-

ally, the force of the blast of air, and other circnni-

stauces.

'I'lu-falselto is a peculiar modification of voice, differ-

ing from tlie ordiiuary or e/iest mlrr, not only in the

higher jiiteh of the notes, but .aVso in their quality.

The theory of its production is still an open point,

into which we have not space to enter, further than

to remark that, according to Professor Whcatstone,

falsetto notes are to be exjilaincd by su]i]iosing that
' the column of air in the trachea may divide itself

! into luiriiiotiic leni/tUs, and may produce a recipro-

cation of the tone given by the vocal ligaments.'

The ]iressnre of the air within the trachea

during the production of voice is very consider-

.able. From observations m.ade by Cagniard-L.atour

on a man witli a fistulous opening in the trachea,

it was found that when the patient called out
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at the top of his voice, the pressure was equal

to that of a column of water SS inches in heigiit

;

M'hen he sjioke at his usual pitch, to one of 5

inches ; ami when he sang in a high note, to

one of about 8 inches. The L'lottis has been well

chosen by Dr Carjienter to illustrate the minute
precision with which the ilegree of muscular con-

traction can be adapted to the desired etlect. The
musical pitch of the toues produced by it is, as we
have shewn, regulated by the degree of tension of the
elastic vocal ligaments. Their average length, in a
state of repose, is ryVf'^ of •*" ioch ; while in the state

of greatest tension, it is about ygijths—the dilierence

being thus one-fiftli of an inch ; while in the female

the respective lengths are /jV^'is ^'"i tVs*'''^ respec-

tively—the difl'erence Ijeing thus about one-eighth of

an inch. Now, the natural compass of the voice, in

persons who have cultivated the vocal organ, is

.%bout two octaves, or 24 semitones. Within each
semitone, an ordinary singer could produce at least

ten distinct intervals (the celebrated Madame ilara

could sound 100 different intervals between each
tone, the compass of her voice being 21 tones), so

that 240 is a very moderate estimate of the number
of different states of tension of the vocal cords,

every one of which can be produced at \\ill ; and
the whole variation in the length of the cord being
not more than one-fifth of an inch, even in man, the
variation required to pass from one interval to

another will not be more than ^^^uu^^^ ^^ '^^^ inch

(while in such a case as that of Madame Mara the
distance would be reduced to -rr.Biratl^ of an inch).

In the ]>roduction of vocal souiuls, the delicate

adjustment of the muscles of the laryn.v, which is

requisite to the evolution of determinate tones, is

directed by the sense of hearing, being originally

iearned under the guidance of the sountls actu:illy

produced; but 'being subsequently effected volun-

tarily, in accordance with tlie mental conception of

the tone to be uttered, \^hich conception cannot be
formed unless the sense of hearing has previously

brought similar toues to the mind. Hence it is that

persons who are born deaf are also dumb. They
may have no malformation of the organs of speech,

but they are incajiable of uttering distinct vocal

sounds, or musical toues, because they have not
the guiding conception, or recalled sensation, of the

nature of these. By long training, however, and by
imitative efforts directed by muscLilar sensations in

the larynx itself, some persons thus circumstanced
have acquired the power of speech ; but the want of

a sufficiently definite control over the vocal muscles
is always very evident in their use of the organ.'—
Op. cit., p. 5.56. A fund of interesting matter in

connection with this suljject may be found in Dr
Kitto's Lost i^eivies. Although not boru deaf, he
became complelehj so iu early childhood, in conse-

quence of an accident. His voice became similar to

that of a person born deaf and dumb, and taught to

speak. It was observed that the words wlrich he
had been accustomed to use before his accident,

were stUl pronounced as they had been in child-

liood, the muscular movements eoncerued in their

production having been stdl guided by the original

auditory conception, while all the words subse-

quently learned were pronounced according to the
spelling.

The various muscular actions which are concerned
in the production of vocal tones, are commonly
regarded as being under the influence of the will.

It is, however, easy to shew that this is not the case.

We cannot, by simply willini) to do so, raise or

depress the larynx, or move one cartdage of it

towards or from another, or extend or relax the
vocal ligaments ; although ' we can readily do any
or all of these thnigs by an act of the will, exei'ted

for a specific purpose. We conceive of a tone to he

produced, and we will to produce it ; a certain com-
bination of the muscular actions of the larynx
then takes place, in most exact accordance with one
another, and the predetermined tone is the result.

This antici[jated or conceived sensation is the guide
to the muscular movements, when as yet the utter-

ance of the voice has not taken place ; but while we
are in the act of speaking or singing, the cimtractile

actions are regidated by the present sensations,

derived from the sounds as they are produced.'

From these remarks, in which Dr Carpenter has
placed a very difficult subject in as clear a Ught as

the subject admits of, it follows that the muscular
actions which are concerueil in the productiim and
regulation of the voice, arc due to an automatic
impulse, similar to what occurs in the movements
of the eyeball, and in many other cases that might
be adduced. There cannot be a doubt that the
simple utterance of sounds is in itself an instinctive

action ; although the combination of these sounds
into music or into articiUate language, is a matter
of acquirement.
Having exjilained the way in which the larynx

produces those tunes of which the voice fundamen-
tally consists, and the sequence of which becomes
music, we come to the subject of speech, which
consists in the modilication of the laryngeal
tones by other organs superior and anterior to
the larynx (as the tongue, the cavity of the fauces,

the lips, teeth, and palate, with its velum and the
uvula acting as a valve between the throat and
nostrils), so as to produce those articulate sounds of

which language is formed. The organ of voice is

thus capable of forming a large number of simple
S(juuds, which may be combined into groups, form-
ing words. Vocal sounds are divided into vowels
and consonants. AVhen a vowel is pronounced,
what happens ? This question is thus answered by
Professor Max Miiller :

' Breath is emitted from
the lungs, and some kind of tube is formed by the
mo^ith, through which, as thi'ough a clarionet, the
breath has to pass before it reaches the outer air.

If, while the breath passes through the vocal cords,

these elastic laniince are made to vibrate periodically,

the number of their vibrations determines the pitch of

our Voice, but it has nothing to do with its timbre,

or voweL What we call vowels are neither more
nor less than the qualities, or colours, or timbres of

our voice, and these are determined by the form of

the vibrations, which form, again, is determined by
the form of the buccal tube'

—

Lectures on t]ie Science

of Lan;juai/e, '2d series, p. 116. This writer enters

very fully into the various configurations of the
mouth requisite for the formation of the diflerent

vowels. (1.) In pronouncing ?t (the vowels are

all understood to be pronounced as in Italian),

we round the lips, and draw dow-u the tongue,

so that the cavity of the mouth assumes the
shape of a bottle without a neck. (2.) If the lips

are opened somewhat wider, and the tongue be
somewhat raised, we hear the 0. (3.) If the lips arc

less roimded, and the tongue somewhat dej)rc3sed,

we hear the a of the northern languages (as in auf/ust).

(4.) If the lips are wide open, and the tongue in its

natural flat position, we hear a. (5.) If the lips are

fairly open, and the back of the tongue raised

towards the palate, the larynx being raised at the
same time, we hear the sound c. (6.) If we raise

the tongue higher still, and narrow the lips, we
hear i. The buccal tube here represents a bottle

with a very narrow neck, of no more than six

centimetres (or about two inches and a quarter)

from palate to lips. Diphthongs arise when, instead
of pronouncing one vowel directly after another
with two efforts of the voice, we produce a sound

13
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durinr/ the change from one position to the other,

that would be required for each vowel. Though
the tube of the mouth thus modified by the tongue
and li]P3 is the chief agent in the production of

vowels. CzermaU has proved that the trlum palati

is changed iu position with each vowel, and that it

is lowest for a, and rises successively with e, o, v,

and 1, when it reaches its highest point. He like-

wise found that the ca\aty of the nose is more or

less o))ened during the [jroniuiciation of certain

vowels. Languages mi.iht h.ave been formed
entirely of vowels, but the existing words, con-

sisting solely of vowels, shew how unpleasant such
languages would have been. Something else was
obviously wanted to supply what Max MuUer
happily terms lite bones of iangiiage— namely, the
consonants. These are commonly divided into (1)

those which require a total stoppage of the breath
at the nicimeut [ircvious to their being produced,
and which cannot, therefore, be prolonged ; and (2)

those iu pronouncing which the interrui)tion is

partial, and which, like the vowel sounds, can be

I)rolonged at ]ileasure. The former are termed
explosive, and the latter coiititmous, consonants. In
prououncing the explosive consonants, the posterior

openings of the nostrils are completely closed, so as

to prevent the i)assage of air through the nose, and
the current may be checked in the mouth in three
ways—viz. («) liy the approximation of the lips

;
{h)

by the approximation of the point of the tongue to

tlie front of the ]>alate ; and {c) by the ajiproxinaation

of the middle of the tongue to the arch of the palate.

The letters b and ;) are pronounced by the Hrst of

these modes ; d and I liy the second ; and g (hard)

and /•, sounded as key, by the third ; the difference

between b, d, and ;/, on the one hand, and ;', t, and
I; depends upon the approximating surfaces being
larger, and the breath being sent through them
more strongly at the moment of o]iening in the
former than in the latter group. The conlimiotis

consonants may be subdivided into three classes,

according to the degree of freedom with which the
air is allowed to escape, and the compression which
it consequently experiences. In the^r.rf class, no
air ])asses through the nose, and the parts of the
mouth that produce the sound are closely approxi-
mated, so that the compression is considerable.

This is the case with )' andy", z and s, d and t, tli,

sh, &c., the movement of the tongue being also

concerned iu the production of several of these
souiuls. In the second class, including m, n, I, r, the
nostrils are not closed, and consequently, the air is

scarcely at all compressed. In pronouncing m and
n, the breath jiasses through the nose alone ; 711 is

a labial, like b, but the latter is foiraed with the

nose closed. Hence the passage of m to b (as in

lamb) is easy; so also is that from n to t, or from
n to f/, as is seen in the frequent combination of nt

and iKj in most languages. The sounds of I and r
(letters which Jlax jliiller places in a special group
under the name of Trills) are produced, according
to Ilclmholtz, as follows: 'In pronouncing r, the
stream of air is periodically entirely intennipted by
the trembling of the soft palate, or of the tip of tlie

tongue, and we then get an intermittent noise, the
peculiar jarring quality of which is produced by
these very intermissions. In pronouncing /, the
moving soft lateral edges of the tongue produce, not
entire interruptions, but oscillations in the force of

air.'

—

Die Lehre von den Toneni/ijindini'jeii, 18G3, ]).

116. The third class contains sounds which scarcely

deserve to be called consonants, since they are

merely aspirations, either simple, or modified by an
elevation of the tongue, causing a slight obstruction

to the p.assage of air, and an increased resonance in

the back of the mouth. The present h and the
14

Greek x are examples of these sounds. The method
of pronouncing these sounds is very fuUy discussed
in Max Miiller's Lectures, 2d Series, p]). 127— 130.

For further details, the readc?r is referred to the
admii-able chapter on ' Voice and .'Speech' in Carjien-
tur's Human Physiohtjij, and to Max Miiller's Lec-
tures on the Science 0/ Lanr/uage (from both of which
we have borrowed largely in this ai-ticle), to Mr
Bishop's article 'Voice' in the Cijclojmdiao/Anatomy
and Physiohrjy ; and tho various works of Fimke,
Helmholtz, Briicke, C'zermak, Dii Bois Raymond, &c.
mentioned by i\Iax Midler in his chapter on ' the
Physiological Alphabet.'

VOIDED, in Heraldry, a term applied to an
ordinary when its central area is removed, so th.at

the field is seen through it, and little but a mere
outline remains, as in the example No. 1—Azure, a
saltire voided argent. When the ordinary h.as its

outer edge formed of any of the lines of partition

Voided.

other than daucette, wavy, or nebuly, the voiding
is nevertheless plain, as in No. 2—Azure, a cheveron
engrailed voided or. An ordinary voided and
couped dififers from an ordinary coujied and voided
in so far as the former is open at the extremities,

and the latter enclosed. One ordinary may some-
times be voided in the form of another, as a cross

voided per pale iu the example No. 3.

VOIRE DIRE {veritatem dieere). In English
Law, when a witness is supposed to be liable to
objection for incompetency or otherwise, he is first

sworn, not in the cause, but on the voire dire, that
is, to answer questions relating to this incompetency;
and if it is apparent that he is incompetent, he is

discharged without further examination.

VOIRON, a town of Fiance, in the dep. of Is6re,

beautifully situated on the Merge, 15 miles by
railway north-west of Grenoble. Among the manu-
factures which are here can-ied on with great
activity are to be mentioned blacksmiths' work,
paper-making, uaU-maldng, and tanning. Pop.
(ISGl) 9U00.

VO'LANT, in Heraldry, flying. A bird volant
is represented flying bendways towards the dexter
side of the shield ; and its position may be distin-

guished from that of a bird rising by the legs being
diawu up towards the body.

VOLCA'NOES are conical mountains w'hioh

vomit flame and smoke, and occasicnially throw out
showers of ashes and stones, or eject melted rock
on the surface of the earth. Volcanoes may have
their origin on flat plains on the surface of the
earth, or even at the bottom of the sea ; but the
gradual accumulation of the ejected material

around the vent, thi'ough which it has been poured,
forms in time a mountain, if it is allowed to remain.
The waves swept away the cone of Grahame's Island

(q. v.), which in ISoI appeared in the Metliterranean,

scattering the lava and scoria! of which it was coin-

posed at the bottom of the sea. When, however,
the ejected materials are sufliciently compact to

resist the action of the waves, a permanent island is

produced, and sometimes increases in height with a
rapidity that can scarcely be imagined. In 17I'<), a
volume of smoke was seen to rise from the Facilio
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Ocean about 30 miles to the north of Unalaska.

The ejected materials having raised the crater above
the level of the water, flames issued from the islet,

which iEuminated the country for 10 miles aroimd.

Six years afterwards, when a few hunters landed on
the new island, they found the soil in some places

so hot that they could not walk upon it. Bepeated
eruptions have increased the diinensions of the
island, until now it is several thousand feet in

height, and between two and three miles in circum-

ference. In the same region is the volcanic island

of Kliutschewsk, which rises at once from the sea

to the enormous height of 15,000 feet.

The lava, scorife, aud ashes which are thrust out

of the crater form highly inclined and more or less

regular beds on the surface of the mountain, ex-

tending from the crater-mouth to varjring distances

down the sides of the volcano. This method of

increase gives the uniform conical outhne to vol-

canoes, without the terraces or breaks which are

found in almost all other mountains. The sides are

often furrowed longitudinally by straight narrow
raWues, which increase in number towards the base.

These are produced by the action of rimning water
obtained from rain or from melting snows during
an eruption. The rapidity with which floods rush
down the steep sides of a volcano gives a prodigious

force, which the loose scorice and ashes, and even
the solid lava, cannot resist.

The grayish colour of volcanic mountains is jiro-

duced by the ash and scoriae, which, though iu com-
position the same as the dark lava, have this lighter

colour from the minute subdivision of their particles.

^\Tien a particular series of rocks remain on the
surface, and are not covered by the products of

more recent eruptions, they weather and decompose,
and produce a very fertile soil, which is speeilily

clothed with vegetation, and thus change the whole
aspect of the formerly bare and uniformly-coloured
mountain.
The vent through which the materials are vomited

forth is called the crater. This is a more or less

circidar opening, communicating with the source
from which the ejected materials are obtained. The
crater has generally one side much lower than the
other—that from which the prevailing wind blows,
which carries with it the showers of ashes to the
opposite side of the mountain. In many cases, the
cone is truncated ; a wide hollow of immense extent,
and often of great depth, in the base of which the
crater is situated, occupies the summit. The Spanish
name Caldera is technically applied to these hollows.
Their origin has been a subject of considerable con-
troversy. Von Buch and others maintain that they
are craters of elevation ; that is, that the rocks were
originally spread out in nearly horizontal deposits,

and then upheaved into a dome-shaped mountain,
with the hollow caldera in the centre of its summit.
The more satisfactory explanation is that the original

cone, formed by the alternate deposition of the lava
and ashes ejected from the crater, has, from the
great heat of the molten lava rising in the tube of

the volcano, or from gaseous explosions, given way,
and fallen in. The cones both of Etna and Vesu-
vius have frequently fallen in and been reproduced.
In 1822, the summit of Vesurius was reduced by
800 feet. The immense size of some calderas seems,
however, opposed to this theory. That of the
island of Palma, one of the Canaries, is from three
to four geographical miles in diameter, and the pre-

cipices which surround the cavity are from 1500 to

2000 feet in vertical height. They form an im-
broken wall, excejjt at the south-western end, where
a deep gorge permits the passage of the torrent

which dr.iins the caldera. The precipices are tra-

versed by numerous vertical dikes, and exhibit all

the appearances which would be produced by the
falling-in of the huge summit of this once enormous
volcano.

The pressure of the incandescent lava often forces

for itself a passage to the surface before it reaches
the mouth of the crater, and this is more frequently
the case when the volcanic eruption is accompanied
with earthquakes. Immense vertical lissures are
found radiating from the centre of the volcanic
action, and reaching the surface of the ground, and
even rising to the simimit of the mountain ; these
being hlled with the molten rock, which in course
of time solidifies and forms often a large portion of
the mountain mass, as is shewn in the Val del Bove
on Etna (q. v.). The lava sometimes pours out of
these fissures instead of rising to the crater. In
1783, during a terrible eruption of Hecla, a pro-
iligious stream of lava flowed from a lateral crevice

;

moving slowly down the mountain-side, it reached a
distance of 50 miles in 42 days ; it then branched
into two main streams, the one rimning 40 miles,
and the other 50 miles further towards the sea.

Its depth varied from GOO to 1000 feet, and its

greatest width was 15 miles. The amount of lava
poured out into this stream would almost equal
Mont Blanc in bulk.

The power which exhausts itself in the eruption
of a volcano often shews itself by changes which it

produces in the level of the country around. About
a hundred years ago, a volcano appeared in the centre
of the great table-land of ilexico, aud raised an
area of nearly four square miles 550 feet higher than
it was before, covering it at the same time with
conical hdls of various heights, the highest of which
is JoniUa, which is 1600 feet high. But sometimes a
subsidence takes place. In 1772, a great part of the
Papandayang, a mountain in Java, was swallowed
up ; the inhabitants of its declivities were suddenly
alarmed by ti'emendous noises in the earth, and
before they had time to retire, the mountain began
to subside, and soon disappeared. The area thus
sunk was 15 miles long and 6 broad.
A volcanic eruption is generally preceded by

rumbhng noises and slight movements in the earth

;

then fittul puffs of gases and steam are given off.

These contain much sulphur ; and some volcanoes
give out such quantities of carbonic acid and other
mephitic gases as to destroy the animals in the
neighbourhood. Sir William Hamilton picked up
dead birds on Vesuvius during an eruption; in 1730,
all the cattle in the island of Lancerota, one of the
Canaries, were destroyed by these deleterious ema-
nations. The Ujias Valley in Java contains an
extinct crater; and the certain death which over-

takes every animal that penetrates the valley, is due
to the noxious gases given out from it, and not to
the Antiaris, which, though jdeldiug a deadly poison,

does not affect the atmosphere in which it grows.
The eruption itself begins, perhaps, with the ejection

of the finest dust, and that with such a force as to
project it high into the atmosphere, where, taken up
by air-currents, it is often carried to enormous
distances. In 1S45, the dust from Hecla was in ten
hours thickly deposited on some of the Orkney and
Shetland Islands : the ashes from Consequina fell,

in 1835, on the streets of Kingston, Jamaica, at a
distance of 700 miles ; and during the same erup-

tion, the tine dust covered the ground at a distance

of nearly 30 mUes to the south of the volcano, to a
depth ot more than 10 feet, destroying the woods
and dwellings, aud enveloping thousands of quad-
rupeds and bu-ds.

The flames seen issuing from the crater are

usually the reflection of the glowing lava emitted
from the crater, aud illimiinating the clouds of

vapour, scoria;, and ashes.
13
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Lava and scorite are at last vomited forth. Sir
|

William Hamilton says that, in 1770, the jets of

liquid lava from Vesuvius, mi.xccl with scoria) and
Btones, were thrown to a height of 10,1)00 feet,

fivingthc appearance of a column of fire. The lava,

owever, generally issues from openings in the side

of the mountain. It pours forth in a perfectly liquid

state, bright and glowing with the splendour of the

sun. At lirst, it flows rapidly; liut as its surface

hecoracs cooled and converted into slag, its velocity

diminishes. It has to burst the indurated coating

before it can cuntiuue its progress, and the liberated

lava when it flows bears on its surface masses of

scoria;, looking like the slag from an iron furnace.

The materials ejected from a volcano, though

differing greatly iu appearance, have the same

minerai composition. The ash is merely the pumice

in a very fine state of division, and the pumice also

is only lava made vesicular from contact with air

or water.

The theories pro)iounded to account for volcanic

action are either chemical or geological. Sir H.

Davy suggested that if immense quantities of the

metallic bases of the earths and alkalies were pres-

ent in the interior of the eartii, all the phenomena
w ould be produced by their oxidisation from contact

with air or water. Although the distinguished

author of this theory abandoned it, it has since

been taken up and advocated by Daubeny and
others. Bischof, assuming that the interior of the

earth consists of a highly heateil and fused mass,

considers that the mechanical action of water, eon-

verted into steam by the great heat, would produce

volcanic action. Both theorists seek supjiort for

their views from the fact, that the great majority

of volcanoes are situated on or near the sea-coast.

Geologists accepting also the doctrine of internal

heat, and believing that at a depth variously esti-

mated—by some as low as 10 miles, and by others

as high as 25 miles—tlie rocks of the earth are in a

state of fusion, explain volcanoes by considering

them as connections established between the interior

of tlio earth and the atmosphere ; and Darwin,

from observations made in all i>arts of the world,

believes that volcanoes are chiefly, and, indeed,

almost only found in those areas where subterranean

motive-power has lately forced, or is now forcing

•upwards the crust of the earth, and are invariably

absent in those where the surface has lately sub-

sided, or is still subsiding.

Volcanic action is limited to p.articular regions of

the earth. In these regions, the active vents are

distriljuted at intervals, and are generally arranged

ia a linear direction. The Pacific Ocean is bounded
by an almost imbroken line of active volcanoes.

Beginning in the New South Shetlands, where there

is an active volcano iu lat. G2' 55' S., we jiass to

Tierra del Fuego, and then on to the Andes, which
are throughout their whole course volcanic, although

the great centres of present action are confined to

Chili, Pera, the neighbourhood of Quito, Guatemala,

and Mexico. Tlie "line is continued northwards by
the burning mountains of North-western America,

and the Aleutian Islands carry the chain across to

Kamtchatka on the Asiatic side. Here turning

southwards, the line may be traced through the

Kurile Islands, Japan, Formosa, the Philippines,

Moluccas, New Guinea, and the Salomon and New
Hebrides groups, to New Zealand. From Celebes,

a branch proceeds in a north westerly direction

through .Java and Sumatra, to Bai-ren Island in

the Bay of Bengal ; and even beyond this we find

a region in Northern India subject to earthquakes,

which may lead us, on the one hand, to the volcanic

region in Tartary, or, on the other, through Asia

Minor to the Greek Archipelago, Sicily, Naples, and
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on to the Canaries and Cajje de Verdes. According

to the geological theory, the lines thus traced over

the globe would represent rising lands, where the

crust is less strong, and so less liable to repress the

expansive powers below. There arc a number of

isolated volcanoes also scattered over the surface of

the earth ; these are supposed to have opened a

star-shaped communication with the interior. The
most remarkable of these isolated vcileauoes are .Ian

Meyen, in lat. 70° 49' N. ; and those in leehiud

in the north, and Mount Erebus iu xSouth I'olar-

land, in lat. 77° *J- S.

A'OLE (Arvicola), a genus of rodent (puulrupeds,

of a gi-oup which some naturalists constitute into a

family {Arvkulhlce), but which is more generally

regarded as a tribe or sub-family of Miirklic ((j. v.).

This group is characterised by a thicker and shorter

form tlian that of the true r.ats and mice; an obtuse

muzzle ; ears of moderate size ; a round and hairy

tail, not so long as the body ; tlie molar teeth with

Hat crowns, which jiresent angidar enamelled plates.

These characters cxhiliit an approach to tlie Beaver

family (Castorida). The Lemmings (q. v.) belong to

this group. The species are numerous, .""nd widely

distriliuted, being found iu Europe, Asia, Africa,

anil Nortli and South America. Some of them arc

coini)letely terrestrial in their habits, others are

aquatic. Many are popularly called rats and mice,

as the species of the genus Arincola, which are

found in Britain. In this genus, the teeth are only

ten in number ; two incisors and throe molars in

each jaw. One of the most common British species

is the Field V. (A. (irjnsliii), also known as the

Meadow Mouse and Short-t.viled Field Mouse.

The whole length of the hea<l and body is scarcely

more than four inches, that of tlie tail rather more
than an incli and a quarter. The Field \'. has a

large head, a very obtuse muzzle, ears just appearing

above the fur, the thumb of the fore-feet rudimen-

tary, and without a claw. The upper parts are

reddish brown, the under parts ash-colour, the feet

and tail dusky. It burrows in the ground, or finds

a retreat for itself in the excavations of some other

animal, as of the mole. It chiefly inhabits low

and damp situations, and dry seasons are very fatal

to it. It [iroduccs from five to seven young at a birth.

It is sometimes very injurious to plantations, by

destroying the roots of trees and devouring their

bark. Excessive numbers of this little animal were

regarded m 1813 and 1S14 as threatening the destruc-

tion of the Forest of Dean, and the New Forest in

Hampshire ; and many trees were killed ; but a

remedy was found in digging pits into which the

voles fell, and from which they could not escape.

The same method has been successfully eni[iloyed

in some of the forests of continental Europe. This

species of V. is found in most parts of Europe, and in

many parts of Asia. It is common in the Hima-
laya.—Another very common British species is the

Water V. (.-1. amphiliia), popularly known as the

Water Bat, a much larger animal, the head and

body being about 84 inches in length, and the tail

4^ inches. The head is thick and short, the muzzle

very obtuse, the eyes small, the ears scarcely seen

beyond the fur ; the last joint only of the thumb of

the fore-feet conspicuous beyond the skin. The
fur is thick and shining, of a rich reddish brown

mixed with gray above, yellowish gray beneath.

Although the feet are not webbed, the Water V.

swims extremely well, and not only at the surface

of the water, but often under it. It burrows in the

banks of streams, ditches, and ponds. Its food

appears to consist chiefly of aquatic plants, although

it objects to no kind of vegetable f(Jod, and has

been known to store up potatoes in its burrow for

winter. It has been supposed also to feed on worms.
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frogs, and small aquatic animals, and to be destnic-

tive to the spawn of fish ; but this is very doubtful.

Tliis species is widely diffused over the continent of

"Water Tole {Arneola amphibia).

Europe. There is a black variety of it, common in

some parts both of England and Scotland, which
has been described as a distinct species (A. alra).

Several species of V. are found in North America.

VO'LGA, the most important river of Russia, and
tlie longest in Europe, has its origin in a marshy
plain among the Valdai Hills, in the government of

Tver ; lat. 57° N., long. 33° 10' E. From its source,

which is 550 feet above ordinary sea-level, and G33
feet above the level of the Casjiian Sea, into which
it falls, the river flows south-east to Zubzov, then
north-east past Tver and Koliazin to iluloga, where
it turns east-south-east, and flows in that direction

past Jaroslav, Kostroma, Nijni-Novgorod, and
Kazan, 50 miles below which, on receiving the
Kama, it turns south, passing Simbirsk, Stavropol,
and Samara. Here its course again changes to

south-west, and in this direction the river flows
until it reaches Tzaritzin, when it bends to the
south-east, and reaches the Cas])ian Sea, which it

eaters by many mouths, and after a course of

2320 mdes. The V. waters 9 governments—those
of Tver, Jaroslav, Kostroma, Nijni-Novgorod, Ka-
zan, Simbirsk, Saratov, Samara, and Astrakhan

;

but besides these, 12 other governments are watered
by its tributaries. The course of the stream is

generally divided into three parts—the upper jiart

reaching from its source to its confluence with
the Szeksna, and, though presenting many hind-
rances to navigation, yet capable of being tra-

versed from Tver to Rybinsk by craft of lA and
2 feet draught ; the middle part, from Eybinsk in

Jaroslav to Nijni-Novgorod, na\'igab]e for larger

craft ; and the lower V. from JS'ijni-Novgorod to

Astrakhan—where it is about 90 feet deep

—

navigable for the largest vessels. Below Astra-
khan, the V. is very much shallower—in some
places only 11 feet deep. At Tver, the breadth
of the river is 720 feet; at Mologa, 20G0 feet; at

Kijni-Novgorod, 20C9 feet, but sometimes in the
spring 2h miles broad ; at Simbirsk, about a mile
broad ; between Samara and Sysrau, from 1 to 3
miles broad. Below Tzaritzin, at the confluence of

the Sarpa, the river affords few facilities for navi-

gation, and is remarkable for the number of

branches into which it divides itself before it enters

the Caspian Sea. The banks of the V., which are

elevated in the upjjer and middle reaches, become
much lower as the river approaches its embouchure.
The chief ferries and commercial towTis on the V.
are : Rjev, Zubzov, Tver, Koliazin, Uglitch, Jlologa,

Eybinsk (the great centre of the corn-trade), Jaros-

lav, Kostroma. Nijni-Novgorod, Kazan, Simbirsk,
Samara, Tzaritzin, and Astrakhan. The system of

water-communication established by the V. and its

tributaries, is of the greatest importance to the
470

commerce of Russia, connecting as it does the cen-

tral districts of the country with the White Sea by
means of the canal of the Prince of WUrtemberg

;

with the Baltic by the three canal-systems of Tieh-

vin, Vishni-Volotchek, and Mariinsk ; with the Black

Sea by the Upa Canal, which connects the Oka and
the Don ; with the Caspian Sea by the great stream of

the V. itself ; and with Siberia by the rivers Kama
and Tchussovaia. The principal afiluents on the

right are the Oka {q. v.) and the Sura ; on the left,

the Tvertza, Mologa, Szeksna, and Kama (q. v.).

VOLHY'NIA, a frontier government of West
Ttussia, bounded on the S.-W. by Galicia, and
on the W. by Poland, from which it is separated

by the river Bug. Area, 27,3-lS sq. m. ;
pop. (1S66)

1,577,000, mostly Russians, Poles, Lithuanians,

Jews, Gemiaus, and Tartars. The surface in the

north of the goverament is low ; and plains and
morasses, covered with forests, abound ; in the south,

there are hills, branches of the Carjiathian Moun-
tains, but which do not rise higher than 1230 feet.

Almost aU the rivers flow north, and join the Pripet,

an affluent of the Dnieper ; a few streams, however,
flow west, and join the Bug, by means of which river

timber is floated down from this river to Prussia.

The sod is sandy or clayey ; agriculture flourishes

in the south, and corn is e.\ported to Odessa, Galicia,

Poland, and partly to Great Russia. Cattle-breeding

has always been a prosperous branch of industry in

V. uutU recently, but a line breed of sheep are stiU

reared, and the government possesses the finest

studs in the empire—those of the Princes Sangousko
and Tzartorisky. Of the woods, which form the

principal riches of the north districts, flr is the chief.

The forests abound in foxes, hares, and bears, and
hunting is a favourite pastime. Many sugar-mills,

cloth-factories, and distilleries are in operation, and
the manufactures are increasing j'early. Corn,

cattle, sheep, wool, cloth, linen, timber, honey, and
wax are the principal articles of trade.

V. in early times belonged to the ancient Rus-

sians, but was conquered by the Lithuanians and
Poles in 1020, and remained in their hands tUl its

annexation to Russia in 170S.

VOLITION. See Will.

VO'LLEY, the simultaneous discharge of a num-
ber of small-arms. The same operation from cannon
is called a salvo.

VOLNEY, CoN'ST.iNTiN Francois Chasseb(et7F,

CoMTE DE, was born at Craon, in Anjou, on the

3d of February 1757. He was the son of an advo-

cate of good reputation. His family name was
Chasseba'uf, but on arriving at manhood he assumed
the additional surname of Volney. He got his pre-

liminary education at the colleges of Ancenis and
Angers, and afterwards went through a protracted

course of study at the university of Paris. His
father wishing him to join his own profession, he

spent some time in preparing for the bar ; but he
renovinced law for medicine, which, however, he
never practised. He had inherited a competency

from his mother, and, soon after completirg his

studies, in the year 1783, he set out for Egj-pt, with

the intention of travelling in Egj-pt and Syria. Tliis

expedition occupied him about four years. On his

return to France in 1787, he published his celebrated

Travels in Sijria and E;i;ipt, which still contain the

most trustworthy as well as one of the liveliest and
most interesting accounts which have been pmblished

of the tribes with which he came in contact. This
work at once procured him a great reputation. At
first, there was a disposition to question the veracity

of some of his descriptions ; but their truthfulness

was fully confirmed when the French became more
familiar with the Egyptians and the Arabs through

17
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tlic expedition of 1796. The sagacity of the chief poli-

tical couelusions to which his residcace amon" these

peoples had lirought him, whicli in 178S he emliodied

in a ]am\Met—t'oiisideralion.i on the War iHweeii

the Turks and the Russians—h:ia also been shewn

by siil>se(iiient events. In 1790 he w.is elected

to the Ktats Gcncraux, as a member for his native

district, and took a somewhat prominent part in

the political discu-ssions of the years which fnUowod,

shewing himself, as he has done in his works, a fast

friend of the public liberties, a mocker at all sys-

tems of religion, and at the same time a fearless

oi'pf-nent of" popular excesses. He was imprisoned

for his outspokenness in 179,3, and was not liberated

till after the downfall of Eobespierre, in Jidy of the

following year.

In September 179-t, "V. published his Ruins ; Re-

flections upon the. lievohitions of Empires, upon which,

and upon his Travels, his reimtation chiuHy rests.

V. believed that political, like all other organisa-

tions, are subject to decay and destruction. The
discussions contained in the Ruins cover almost all

the radical questions in politics. Its principles are

those of 1789. It vindicates the doctrine of the

ri'^hts of man, establishes the duty of toleration in

matters of opinion, and maintains, with perh,a])S too

much of sarcasm and mockery, the human origin

and the essential falsity of all religious systems. In

the previous year, V. had published his Natural

Law, a catechism for a French 'citizen,' in which

he treats morality as a physical and material science,

to be studied upon the same methods as the other

natural sciences, and haviug no object but the con-

servation and improvement of society. This work

was afterwards republished under the title of the

Phjsical PrincijAes of Morality.

Towards the close of 1794, he was ajipointed

Professor of History in the short-hved Ecole Nor-

male ; and the brilliant tUscourses, not untinged
j

with paradox, which he delivered in this cajiacity,

made a sensation in Paris even at that unsettled

time. On the sujipression of the Ecole Normale iu
[

1795, he went to the United States, intending to

spend the remainder of his days there ; but circum-

stances made his residence there extremely ilisagree-
|

able to him, and he returned to France in the spring

of 1798. In his absence, he had been elected a mem-
j

ber of the Institute ; he was, soon after his return,
'

admitted to the Academy ; and henceforth his life,

though not inactive, was prosperous and unti-oubled. :

He had early been acquainted with Bonaparte, and

had been of service to him at the time when iiolitical

circumstances had deprived him of emjJoyment;

and Bonaparte, on becoming First Consul, desired

to associate him with himself in the government as

consul or as Minister of the Interior. V. refused

both offices, but accepted a seat in the Senate. He
protested against the estaljlishnient of the Empire,

and resigned his seat in the Senate ; but his resig-

nation W.IS declined ; and during the existence of the

Empire he formed one of the little band, sneered

at by Napoleon as ideolor/ues, who in the Senate

attemi)ted by their criticisms to restrain the arbi-

trary conduct of the emperor. Henceforth, however,

his occupations were mostly literary. He ]>ublished

Researches into Ancient Histonj, several of the pajiers

contained in which were vvi-itteu in the earlier part

of his career ; and also several linguistic works, in

which he attempted to popularise, and, Ijy means of

a universal alphabet, to simplify the stuily of the

eastern languages. He had accepted from iNajioleon

the title of Count, and the commandership of the

Legion of Honour ; and upon Najioleou's downfall

he was among those who were called to the House

of Peers by Louis XVIU. His latest work,

published iu 1819, was The History of Samuel, the

Inventor of the Sacrednesa of Kings. V. died on the

25th Ajjril 1820,shortlyafter completing his G.'id year.

VOLO'GDA, an extensive government of Great

Paissi.a, bounded on the E. by the Und Mountains,

and on tlie N.-W. by the government of Archangel.

Area, 151,500 sq. m.
;
pop. (ISGO) 9111,000, chieHy

Russians, but comjirising also a few Finns, by which

race this territory was inhabited in early times.

The districts in the east, adjoining the Ural Moun-
tains, are traversed by branches of that chain, which

rise to the height of from MOOO to 4000 feet. But
by far the greater part of the government is occu-

jiied by marshy plains, covered with impenetrable

forests. The soil is not fertile, except in the south-

west districts, which are the most densely peojiled,

and produce corn sufficient for local consumption

and the supply of the distilleries. In the middle

districts, there are comparatively few iidiabitants;

cultivated lanil is rarely seen, and hemp is the only

crop [)roduced liberally. The wooded morasses of

the north are inhabited only by Finnish tribes,

enr'aged in hunting. Tlie lianks of the rivera are, as

a ruFe, the only inhabited places. The principal

rivers, fifteen of which are navigable, are the

Northern Dwina, with its great upjier waters, the

Suchona, Jug, and Witchegda; and the Petchora,

with its affluents. Lakes are numerous. Salt-

works, iron-works, and distilleries are iu oiieration ;

and salt, iron, skins, tallow-candles, and cheese

are exported ; and corn and manufactured goods

imported.

VOLOGDA, a city ofGreat Paissia, in the sovith-

west angle of the government of the same name, of

which it is capital, stands on both banks of the

river Vologda, 4G7 miles east of St Petersburg. It

is said to have been founded in the 13th c. by
settlers from Novgorod, to which principality it

belonged down to the 15th c., when it was annexed

to Moscow. In 1553, when England opened up a

trade with Paissia, through the port of Archangel,

V. was the great entrepot for goods deported north

by the Northern Dwina; and even yet (18GG), it

exports to St Petersburg and Archangel various

products of its own and neighbouring governments,

to a considerable amount. Nigello and filigree

work are manufactured. Pop. (ISGG) 18,984.

VO'LSCI, an ancient Italian people, closely

related to the Umbrians. See U.mbkia. Their

territory was boun<led on the W. by that of the

Latuii, on the N. they marched with the /Equi and

Hernici, on the E. with the Samnites, and on the

S. they had the sea. Along nearly the whole of

their coast lay the Pontine Marshes, while, inland,

their territory was somewhat mountainous. The
V. were a brave and warlike people, who, frequently

in alliance with the ^Equi, were incessantly at war
with the Romans for upwards of 2(10 years previous

to .338 B.C., about which time they appear to have

been finally subdued, their territory incorporated

into Latium, and tliey themselves created Roman
citizens. See Latin I. These wars were very

harassing to the Romans, as they were often carried

on not so much by the V. as a whole, as by dillerent

cities, each frequently on its own account. Some
of the chief towns, and those which took a priiicipal

jiiirt in the wars, were Antium, Velitra;, Satricura,

Privernum, Ulubrie, Suessa Pomctia, Anxur, and

Tarraeina, and Later Forum Ajipii and Tres

Taberna;. The legend of Coriolanns (q. v.) is con-

nected with the Volseian wars. See Rome, Tak-
' QUiNii-s Sui-EP.BUS, Antiuji. From the time of

their linal subjugation, their history belongs to that

of Rome (q. v.).

j

VOLSK, or VOLGSK, a town of European

I

Russia, iu the government of Saratov, on the right
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bank of the Volga, 80 miles north-east of Saratov.

Fat and skins are prepared and exported to St

Petersburg, and corn is exported in large quantities

to Astrakhan and Rybinsk. The inliabitauts are

chiefly engaged in the culture of gardens and
orchards, and the fruits grown are exported priuci-

pally to Nijni-Novgorod. Pop. 24,340.

VOLTA, Alessanbro, a celebrated Italian physi-

cist, was born at Como, of a noble family, in 1745,

and received an excellent education. In 1774, he
was appointed Professor of Natural Philosophy at

Pavia, and continued to discharge the duties of this

chair till 1S04, when he retired to his native towp,

to spend the rest of his days. V., while but a

youth, had exhibited considerable taste for letters,

and had even written two poems, one in Italian, and
the other in Latin ; but as he grew older, he

abandoned all such pursuits, and devoted himself

exckisively to the sciences, especially those con-

nected with electricity. At intervals between 1777

and 17S'2, he visited Switzerland, Tuscany, Ger-

many, Holland, Fiance, and England, making the

acquaintance of the most eminent pjhilosophers

of these countries ; and on his return is said to

have introduced the culture of the potato into

Lorabardy. In 1796, he was one of a deputation

sent to solicit the forbearance of Napoleon ; and was
received with distinction by the French general,

who afterwards invited him to Paris, to exhibit, to

the members of the Institute, the action of the

'pile' (see Galva.n'ism), which he had invented,

enrolled him in the Legion of Honour, and conferred

on him the order of the Iron Crown, with the titles

of Count and Senator of the Kingdom of Italy. He
was also elected (1801) a Foreign Associate of the

French Institute, ten years after he had been made
a Fellow of the Royal Society of London. He died

at Como, March 5, 1826. V.'s contributions to the

science of electricity are of great importance, the

chief of them being his theory, in opposition to the
' animal-electricity ' doctrine of Galvani, that the

electric power resides in the metals; although, in

turn, he fell into the error of supposing that the

chemical action of the different kinds of metal on

each other was only incidental. He also invented

an electric battery, consisting of a series of cups
arranged in a circle, each cup containing a saline

solution, in which were immersed, edgewise, two
plates, one of zinc and the other of silver, the zinc

plate in one cup being connected with the silver one
in the next by means of a wire. This battery was,
however, soon after superseded by his ' pile.' He
also invented, in 1775, the Eltctrophonis (q. v.) ; in

1782, the electrical Condenser (q. v.), employing with
it an electrometer (see Electricitv), in which two
straws were employed instead of the gold-leaf

strijis now in use ; and also (1777) the hydrogen-
lamp, and the electrical pistol. Most of his import-

ant discoveries were communicated by him directly

to the Royal Society in the form of Memoirs, which
were published in the Philosophical Transactions

(1782, 1783, 1800) : and the Copley Medal was
awarded to him in 1794.—A collection of V.'s works
was published in 1816 at Florence, under the title

of Collezione ihlle Opere, itc, in 5 vols. 8vo.

VOLTAIRE (Francois-Marie Arouet, his true

name)—one of the most famous of French writers

—

was born, according to his own account, as given

in later life, on 20th February 1694, at Chatenay,
near Sceaux. The register of his baptism, however,
assigns Paris as the place of his birth, and dates it

21st November of that year. As to which of these

statements may be really the correct one, his bio-

grajihers are not yet fuily agreed. His father was
Francois Arouet, a notary of the Chitelet, lUtimately

Treasui'er of the Chamber of Accoimts ; his mother,
Marguerite D'Aumar, of a noble family of Poitoiu

Of two sons born to them, Francois was the younger.

I

He received his education at the College of Louis le

j

Grand in Paris ; and on its completion, he was set

to study law by his father. Put he found this

])ursuit too disgusting, and speedily quitted it for

the career of a man of letters. By his godfather, the
Abbe de Chateauneuf, who was very intimate with
her, he was introduced to the celebrated Ninon
de I'Enclos, and through her to the best French
society of the period. In these wicked and witty
circles, being himself deficient in neither wicked-
ness nor wit, the young man prospered extremely

;

and so perfectly unexceptionable was the company
in which he found himself, that one day he could

exclaim, looking round the table with compla-
cency :

' Are we all, then, either princes or poets ?

'

His father, however, deeply disapproving of the

life he led as immoral, and probably not inexpen-
sive, had him sent to Holland with an embassy.
Here he became involved in a love-affair of the
more respectable kind, which ended, not in marriage,

as he seems to have proposed, but in his being sent
back to Paris, to resume his gay career. Shortly,

it suffered another interruiition : on suspicion (un-

founded) of his being the author of some satirical

verses, reflecting on the government of Louis XIV.,
then just dead, he was sent to the Bastille (May 17,

1717), where he remained upwards of a year. This
time of imprisonment he improved by sketching his

famous poem, afterwards published as the Henriade,
and by finishing his traged^^ (Edipe, which was pro-

duced on the ISth November 1718, and had so great

a success with the public, as not ouly to delight the
author, but somewhat to molUfy his old parent,

who began to surmise that the despised ' poetry ' of

his offspring was not unhkely to come to something.
The same success did not, however, attend his ne.xt

ventures : his tragedy, Artcmire, produced in 1720,
was hissed off the stage ; and his Mariane, which
followed in 1724, fared but little better. Mean-
time, he had again visited Holland, making, on the
way, the acquaintance of Jean Baptiste Rousseau,
a poet of some importance, then living at Brussels.

The two geniuses met as friends, only to part as
in'econcilable enemies. Their quarrel is said to
have originated in a characteristic mot of V.,

who, his critical opinion being asked of an Ode
d la Posterile, which Piousseau read to him, had
the candour to reply thus :

' Mon ami, voilil una
lettre qui n'arrivera jamais a son adresse.' In the
summer of 1725 occm^red a misadventure, which, for

v., had important consequences. At the dinner-

table of the Duke de SuUi, he resented with spirit

an affront put upon him by the Chevalier de Rohan,
who, worsted in the war of wit, as most men were
likely to find themselves with V., avenged himself
some days after by having his adversary thi-ashed

in public by footmen. Subjected to so gross an
outrage, V. retired for a time into jjrivate Ufe,

assiduously perfected himself in the small-sword
exercise, and then courteously entreated the Chevalier
to a meeting in the dutllo. The Chevalier, as it

proved, had small stomach for the encounter ; having
immortalised himself sufBcieutly by his insult to the
poet, he considered it unnecessary to aspire to the
further immortality of being killed by him. Under
superficial pretences of accepting the challenge, his
practical answer to it came in the form of a Iciire de
cachet, \Vhich consigned V. once more to the Bastille.

His imprisonment was not on this occasion a long
one ; but it was only under sentence of exile that
he was permitted to issue from durance ; and on
doing so, he betook himself to England. Some
little time previous, the young Arouet had assimicd
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the name of Voltaire, destined to become so famous.

As to the origin of this name, considerable per-

plexity lias existed ; but there can scarce be a doiilit

of the correotuess of the conjecture thrown out by
^Ir Carlyle, in the second volume of his Frederick,

tliat it is simply an anagram of Arouet I. j. (Ic

jeune).

Arriving in England in 17-G, V. remained there

upwards of two years. Of this cjiisode of liis life,

we have only the most meagre account. It is

certain, in a general way, that he had the entree to

the best English society ; he knew Bolingbroke,

I'ope, and, we need not doubt, many others of the

intellectually distinguished. Of his visit to the

famous Mr Congreve, and the little skirmish of wit

between them, we have express record. It was a

whim of Congreve to affect dislike of his fame as an
author, as to a certain extent a disparagement of

liis claims as a person of quality. On his signifying

to V. that it was simply as this last he desired that

his friends should regard him, he was answered to

the effect, that had he been nothing more than the

elegant gentleman he considered himself, M. de V.

would scarce have thought it worth while to solicit

the honour of his acquaintance. To V., his residence

in England was fruitful of new knowledge and
ideas ; in the school of the English Deists, Boling-

broke, Collins, Tiudal, Wollaston, &c., he found
speculations much to his mind ; the philosophies

of Newton and Locke he studied diligently ; ami in

his subsequent dramas there may be traced a distinct

influence from Shakspeare, whom, however, he has

expressly vilified, as a barbarous monster of a

writer, intolerable to any reader with the least

tincture of orthodox French goiU in him. Not the

less the distinction remains with V. of having been

the first Frenchman to recognise in some decisive, if

grudging and inadequate way, the essential supe-

riority of our great national poet. The intellectual

debt thus indicated was not the only one which ^'.

owed to England. Whilst resident there, he pub-

lished in a revised form his e)iic poem, the Jlenriade,

a surreiititious edition of whioli had already ajipeared

in France. The work was dedicated in English to

Queen Caroline ; the subscription for it was headed

by her and other members of the royal family ; the

rank and fasliion of the country could not but follow

the illustrious example set them ; and for result,

V. could convey into his pocket a comfortable sum
(stated so high as iSUOO), which became the basis

of his future fortune. From the time of his return

to Paris in 172S, he had always on hand some money
speculation : investments in corn, bacon, or what-

ever a pretty i)euny could be turned by, with now
and then a fat army-eoutract, which a friend might
have interest to secure for him ; and so shrewd in

his finance was he, that, owing but little to his

books, which, despite of their immense [lopularity,

wei'e never a source of great jjrolit to him, his

income at his death is ascertained to have netted

some £7000 per annum, a revenue then to be styled

jirineely. Ot his literary labours, from this time

forward unremitting, the sum of which remains

in something like ninety volumes, no detailed

account can here be attempted. His was truly a

universal genius ; he wrote literally everything

—

histories, dramas, poems, disquisitions, literary,

philosophical, and scientific ; novels, for the most

part with some doctrinal purpose, of which his

famous Candide, or the Oplimid, may stand as the

type ; his literary correspondence was on an unex-

ampled scale ; and he was seldom without some
lieree polemic on hand, in which his adversaries had

to writhe for the amusement of the public, under

the scourge of his envenomed wit.

In the gay society of Paris, he became acquainted
20

with a certain Madame du Chatelet, who was living

apart from her husband, the Marquis, though still

on polite terms with him. ,Shc w;is (iKsez spiritudle ;

a most fascinating woman of the world, and in the

matter of intellectual aceomplishmcnt, the bluest

wonder of the period ; most especially she was deep
in inathematies, and had mastered the mysteries of

Newton's Principia. As himself an admirer of

Newton, V. could not but be charmed to meet him
thus surjirisingly ]iut into petticoats ; nor could a
woman so intellectual as ^iadanle fail, in her turn,

to appreciate the tender attentions of such a genius

as M. de Voltaire. Their intimacy became extreme ;

and finally, in 1733—the husband of the lady

behaving like a jihilosopher and man of fashion

of the time, and continuing now and then to visit

them—they went oil' to prosecute it undisturbed at

Cirey, an old chateau in Champagne, the priqierty

of JI. du Chatelet. Here, for the most }iart, they
diligently studied Newton together for the next

fifteen years. The arrangement seems to have been

on the whole a not unhappy one ; but towards the

close, it became compUcated for M. de \. by the

advent of another lover, in the person of a Monsieur
de Saint-Lambert. It is not conjectured that this

gentleman knew anything of Newton, or was at all

such a genius as V. ; but it is certain that, on
some other ground unexplained, he found favour

with Madame du Chatelet. The ]ihilosophy which
the husband had been good enough to jiractise in

favour of V., was now required of himself ; and
after a little unpleasantness he was able to i-ec(meile

himself to the inevitable. This curious triangular

love-afTair—or square, if we include the husband

—

was not, however, of very long duration. In 17-18,

Madame du Chatelet died in child-lied. V. was
overcome with grief ; and the touching reproach

which, in the first agony of bereavement, he
addressed to the culpable M. de Saint-Lambert,

a fortunate chance has preserved for us :
' Eh ! mon

Dieu! Monsieur, de quoi vous avisiez vous de lui

faire nn enfant.' This, which is now so shocking,

illustrates strikingly the morals of a period iu which
it seemed entirely conime llfaut.

To dissipate the sense of loneliness which over-

powered him in the loss of his ' divine Emilie,' as he
was wont, in his more lyrical moments, to call her,

V. once more betook himself to Paris, whence, in

1750, he proceeded to Berlin, on the invitation of the

young king of Prussia, Frederick, since known as

'the Great.' Between him and V., much corre-

spondence had already passed ; and they seem to

have entertained for each other a sincere admiration

and regard. When they came together, however, it

was found, as so often in such eases before and
since, that it is not in the matter of mountains only

that ' distance lends enchantment to the view.'

They quarrelled bitterly, and parted ; V,, at his

exit from the country, being suljjected to indignities

which he found it hard to forgive. Into the details

of the quarrel we need not enter. When we say

that the king was a poet at once most profuse and
most execrable ; and that the main function of V.

—

himself a poet—was to criticise and correct his

verses, it should almost seem that we indicate,

without going further, a sufficient orhjo vuili. V.
detested the king's verses ; the king coulil hardly

have been even tue very bad poet he was, without
heartily detesting V.'s criticism and corrections. Is

it marvellous that in no long time they got heartily

to detest each other? A reconciliation was after-

wards effected, and their literary correspondence

was resumed under the old forms of friendliness ;

but meantime V. had avenged himself in the

amusing but most scandalous chronicle, entitled I'ie

Privee da liui de Prusse, which was found at hia
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death amoug his papers, and published, as there is

pretty good reason to suppose the wicked wit

meant it should be.

After some years of a somewhat unsettled kind,

v., in 1758, established himself along \vith his niece,

Madame Denis, at Ferney in Switzerland, where,

with little exception, the last 20 years of his Ufe

were ]iassed. During this period, some generous

traits of character are recorded of him. Thus, he

rescued from extreme want a grand-niece of Cor-

neille the great dramatist, had her carefully educated

under his own eye at Ferney, and made over to lier

the proceeds of an annotated edition of her ances-

tor's works, which he issued for her express benelit.

His noble exertions in behalf of the (Jalas family,

the victims of a shamefiU persecution, are also wed

known. In 177S, he was induced by his niece to

revisit Paris. By the Parisians, the poet, now

in his S4th year, was received with a perfect

tumult of enthusiasm, the excitement connected

with which is thought to have hastened his

death, which took place on 30th May of that

year.

With the doubtful exception of Rousseau (Jean

Jacques), who in his character of rates and enthusiast,

was jjerhaps even more deeply influential, V. is by far

the most memorable of the band of celebrated writers

whose crusade against established opinions was pre-

paring the grand aiibule of the French Revolution.

As every one knows, it was mainly in the field of

religious polemic that his destructive energies were

exerted. It is common to stigmatise him as an

Atlieist, but this is simply to exhibit ignorance.

Discarding revelation, he steadUy upheld the truths

of naturar religion, and was, in fact, a Deist pretty

much of the English tj^ie. As such, he was not a

little despised by the more ' advanced' minds of the

period, Diderot and the Uke, who considereil belief

in a God clear evidence of intellectual infirmity.

His favourite weapon was ridicule, and there was

never, perhaps, a greater master of it. In a parti-

cular form of polished mockery, V. remains almost

witliout a rival. His prose is the perfection of

French style ; it is admirable in grace, clearness,

vivacity, and alive like a sparkling -mne with the

particidar quality of e.ymt peculiar to the people

and the language. As a dramatist, V. takes rank as

a worthy third^with his two great predecessors Cor-

neille and Racine. His most famous poems are the

Ilenriade, before mentioned, the one epic of the

language, and La Pucelle, which is, perhaps, more

properly to be styled infamous, such is the profanity

and indecency with which the writer has wilfvUly

defiled the heroic story of the Maid of Orleans. In

the historical works of V., with the utmost lucidity

of method, there are traces of a more philosophical

treatment than had previously been applied to such

subjects. For its narrative charm, his little histo-

riette, Charles Douze, familiar to every school-boy,

is in its kind a perfect model. Strange to say,

neitlier in French nor in EngUsh does any full or

adequate biography of V. exist. Of his earlier life,

a most racy and amusing sketch wdl r.e found in

the second volume of Mr Carlyle's Frederick the

Great; and his relations with Frederick are of

course in that work treated of in full, with the

writer's characteristic humour and insight. As a

critical estimate at once of the man and of the -writer,

nothing better can anywhere be found than Mr
Carlyle's earlier Essay.

Almost as we write, the first volume of a Life of

Voltaire has been published by Chapman and Hall.

'The writer, Mr Francis Espinasse, presents in a

lively and entertaining form the results of an

accurate and exhaustive investigation ; and tlie

work when complete, as proposed, in three volumes.

will, without doubt, ably supply what is hitherto a
desideratum in English literature.

VOLTE'RRA, a town of Central Italy, in the

province of Pisa, stands on a table-land at the height

of nearly 2000 feet above sea-level, .30 miles south-

east of Leghorn. It is surrounded by cyclopean

walls, whicii are in a better state of preservation than

any structures of the same kind in Italy. The gate

called I'Arco, and the remains of baths and of an
amphitheatre, are interesting vestiges of antiquity

;

the cathedral, municipal palace, and Pretoria, are

monuments of the middle ages ; and the Slaslio, a

prison, is a modern edifice. V. contains a college,

numerous schools, and a library of 120,000 vols.

Wine, oil, corn, and mulberry trees are grown in

the lands belonging to the town, which also pos-

sesses considerable mineral wealth. Pop. 13,099.

v., the ancient Volaterrce, was one of the most
powerful and important of all the Etruscan cities,

and came into the possession of Rome 47-t B.C.

;

after the fall of the Empire, it suffered much from

the invasion of barbarians.

VOLTIGEURS, picked companies of irregular

riflemen in the French regiments. They are selected

for courage, great activitj-, and small stature. It is

their privilege to lead the attack.

VO'LTI SU'BITO (Ital. turn quickly), in Music,

an indication placed at the foot of a page, to signify

that the Jiage ought to be turned without delay.

VO'LTRI, a town of Northern Italy, in the pro-

vince of Genoa, and 9} mdes west of the city of

that name, on the Gulf of Genoa. Its churches are

richly adorned ; it contains many fine villas, and
manufactures paper extensively. Near it are the

sulphureous springs and baths of Aqua Santa, very

eihcacious in cases of cutaneous disease. Pop.

11,802.

VOLTJME'TRIC ANALYSIS, in Chemistry,

consists in submitting the substance to be estimated

to certain characteristic reactions, the chemist

employing for such reactions liqiuds of known
strength, and from the quantity of hquid employed

to induce the reaction, determining the weight of

the substance to be estimated by means of the laws

of equivalence. The idea of this method first sug-

gested itself to Gay-Lussac in considering how most
readily to determine the amount of silver in an

alloy of that metal and copper ; but the method
itself did not come into general use till witliin the

last twenty years. The hquid reagents of known
strength are called standard solutions; and tlie

amount employed maybe estimated either by weight

or by volume, but the latter being the easiest of

application, is universally employed ; and hence this

method of analysis, based on the use of standard

solutions, is called volumetric analysis. In order

that a reaction may be applicable in volumetric

analysis, it must satisfy the two following condi-

tions : (1) It must not occupy much time ; and (2)

the termination of the reaction must be easily

recognised and iinmistak.able to the eye. The neces-

sity ^hat these conditions should be fulfilled, very

much limits the number of volumetric processes.

In addition to the ordinary chemical apparatus, this

kind of analysis requires graduated glass vessels of

different kinds for the measiu'ement of the standard

solutions. Of these, the most essential are : (1)

Pipettes, which are glass vessels of the form of figs.

1 and 2, intended for the delivery of the standard

solution. Fig. 1 is pro\nded with a single mark
upon the neck, while fig. 2 is divided and graduated

through its whole length, the division being always

made" into cubic centimetres (c. c), according to

French scale ; (2) Flasks graduated for the contents

in various sizes from one-tenth of a Utre to five
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litres, and used for tlie preparation of standard

solutions
; (3) liureltcs, or graduated tubes for

measuring the liquids used in an analysis. The
burette was invented by Oay-Lussac; but since

his time, various modifications have been proposed,

the best of which, for general piu-poses, is that

/\

Fig. 1.—A Pipette, containing 10 c. c.

Tig. 2.—A Pipette, containing 50 c. c, divided through

its whole length in c. c. ; being thus graduated for

measuring the delivery of fluids.

Fi". 3.

—

a, the india-rubber; b, the slips made of brass

wire, by which the india-rubber tube can be closed

at will.

which is known as Mohr's Burette. It is shewn in

fie. 3 ; and its lower part is attached to an india-

rubber tube and spring-clamp or clip (Quet.fch-JIahn).

Its principal advantages over other forms of the

instrument are, that its constant upright position

enables the operator at once to read off the number

of degrees of standard (or test) solution used for any

analj-sis, while the quantity of lluid to be delivered

can l)e most accurately regulated by the pressure of

the thumb and finger on the clamp ;
moreover, as it

is not held in the hand, no error is likely to arise

in the measurement from the beat of the operator's

hand. The greatest drawback to it is that it cannot

be used for "those test-solutions which decompose

india-rubber.

The standard solutions, known also as test or

titrated solutions (from the French word titre,

which signifies the standard of a coin), may be

diWded into (1) such as are immediately prepared

by weighing a substance of known composition, dis-

sohnng it, and diluting it to the required volume;

and (2) such as are prepared by approximate mix-

ture and subsequent exact analysis. The preparation

of the first kind requires no description ;
for the

preparation of the second kind, we must refer to the

article ' Analysis, Volumetric,' in Watts's Dictionary

of Chemistry, vol. i. p. 259, where the method is

fully explained, and as an example, the preparation

of a standard solution of sulphuric acid containing t

grammes of hydrated sulphm-ic acid in 1 litre is

given. It is obviously essential that the greatest

care must be taken both with resjieet to the gr.-ulua-

tion of the measuring instruments and the strength

and purity of the standard solutions, which must be

protected from evaporation and other hurtful inllu-

ences by being kept in bottles of 1 or 2 litres'

cajiacity, jirovidcd with well-ground stoppers.

Volumetric methods are usually classified as fol-

lows, according to the principles on whieh they are

based

—

(1.) Analysis by 8a(ura(iOH, when the qiiautity

of a base or an acid is measured by the quantity of

acid or base which is required for exact saturation

a point to be determined by test-papers, tincture

of litmus, &c. (2.) Analysis l>y oxidation and reduc-

tion, when the (|Uautity of the substance to be deter-

mined is found by the quantity of chlorine, bromine,

iodine, or oxygen to which it is eq\iivalent (regai'ded

as oxidant), or by the quantity of chlorine, bromine,

iodine, or oxygen which it requires to pass from a

lower to a higher stage of oxidation. The chief

oxidising agents are j)ermanganate of potash and

bieliromate of potash ; while the reducing agents

chielly used are lu-otoxide of iron and by]nisulphite

of soda. (3.) Analysis by precipitation, when the

determination of a substance is edected by precipi-

tating it in some insoluble and definite combination.

Our limited space does not admit of our giving an

example of more than one of these forms of analysis,

and from its historic interest we shall select the last,

in its application to the determination of silver.

We shall borrow Mr Sutton's account of this pro-

cess. ' Su]ipo3e,' he ol)serves, ' that it is desiralile

to know the quantity of pure silver contained in a

shilling. The coin is first dissolved in nitric acid,

by which means a bluish solution containing silver,

cop]>er, and probably other metals, is obtained. It

is a known fact that chlorine combines with sdver

in the presence of other metals to form chloride of

silver, which is insoluble in nitric acid. The pro-

portions in which the combination takes )ilace are

35-5 of chlorine to every lOS of silver; consequently,

if a standard solution of pure chloride of sodium is

prepared by dissolving SS'S grains of the salt— i. e.,

1 eq. sodium ( = 23) plus 1 eq. chlorine (= 33-5) or

1 eq. chloride of sodium— in so much distilled water

as will exactly make np 1000 grains by measure,

every single grain of this solution will combine with

OOIOS of a grain of pure silver to form chloride of

silver, which precipitates to the bottom of the vessel

in which the mixture is made. In tlie process of

adding the salt solution to the silver, drop Ijy drop,

a jioint is at last reached when the precipitate

ceases to form. Here the process must stop. On
looking carefully at the graduated vessel from whieh

the standard solution has been used, the operator

sees at once the number of gi-ains that have been

necessary to produce the complete decomposition.

For example, su]ipose the quantity used was r)20

grains ; all that is necessary to be done is to mul-

ti[>ly 00108 grains by 520, which shews the amount

of ]mre silver present to be .%-lG grains.' By volu-

metric as conii)ared with ordinary analysis, a large

amount of time, labour, and therefore of expense, is

saved ; at the loss, however, often of due accuracy,

unless the greatest care be taken that the standard

solutions are of due strength, and the instruments

accurately graduated. An analysis can thus be com-

pleted in a (|nartor of an hour, that would formeily

have occupied a day or more. Independently of its

a]ii>lication to jnire chemistry, it facilitates to a

great extent the chemical analysis of urine (on

whieh suliject see the English translation of Neu-

bauor and Vogel On tlie Urine, published by the

New Syd. Soc), of waters (on which see Parkes On

Hygiene), oi manures, soils, &o.; and its processes
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have been freely introduced in the British Phar-

macopoeia. The standard book on tliis subject is

that of Mohr, a German chemist ; the English

reader may consult the text-books of Scott of Dublin,

and Sutton of Norwich, and various Memoirs in the

Clmtiiical News*

VO'LUNTARY CONVEYANCE is, in Bank-
ruptcy and other proceedings, a conveyance which
is made without any legal consideration, either of

money or of marriajre ; and in competition with

creilitors having deeds made for consideration, is

often deemed fraudulent, and is generally postponed

or set aside altogether.

VOLUNTARYISM, the principles or system of

polity distinctive of those who advocate the separa-

tion of church and state ; the cessation of state

endowments and state grants for religious purjjoses,

and, in general, of all interference, patronage, or

exercise of authority on the part of the civol power
in the religious and ecclesiastical affairs of the

subject. The terms Voluntaryism and Volun-

tary have been in use since the date of the

keen discussions regarding civil estabUshments of

rebgion—commonly called the ' Voluntary Contro-

versy '—which sprung up in the second decade of

this century between churchmen and dissenters,

in Scotland ; and they serve to suggest, not

inappositely, the fundamental conception which
imderlies the creed of religious disseut, that all true

worship, or acceptable service in religion, must be

the free expression of individual minds, and that,

therefore, rebgion ought to be left by civil society

to mould itself spontaneously according to its own
institutions and spiritual nature, without violence

to individual freedom from any interposition of

secular authority or compulsory influence. Volun-
taryism seelcs to define more accurately the limits

of civil power by defining more adequately than
preceding theories had done the latitude due to

the movements of religion. Assigning the magis-

trate his jiroper sphere, it is equally careful to

assign the church and the individual their appro-

priate spheres of responsibility and duty in reference

to religion, within which they m.ay work unchecked,

in fidl harmony with all the claims of civil order.

Voluntaryism may be regarded as the formula of

advanced Protestantism, the corrected doctrine of

church and state, which the failure of the experi-

ment of national churches has forced on public

thought. It is a protest in modern language against
the encroachment of the temporal power, whether
under the name of magistrate, nation, or pobtical

majority, on the rights and Uberties of individual

conscience. Voluntaryism has sometimes been
eiToneousIy considered the offspring of theological

neutrality. On the contrary,- its leading advocates

base it on the expressed law of Christ respecting

the constitution, administration, support, and exten-

sion of the church, as well as on the rights of

conscience, the nature of civil government, and
considerations of general equity and policy. In its

most extensive sense. Voluntaryism embraces the

whole question of the province of the magistrate in

reference to religion and the church. Voluntaries

admit that magistr-ites as well as other men, being

under law to God, ought so to execute the pro-

per duties of their office that all shall be done in

consistency with the paramount claims of morality

and religion. At the same time, the nature and
design of ciril government excludes their authority

from the domain of religion and conscience, and
confines it to the secular concerns of iniUviduals and
of society. Magistrates, Uke other men, are imder
obligation to seek and to follow the highest avail-

able light and guidance in duty ; but it is not

therefore allowed them to convert the rules of the
Divine Word, which are addressed exclusively to the
individual conscience, into laws for ciWl society.

God alone being lord of the conscience, such laws

only—though revealed in His Word—may be adopted
and enforced in civil society as are requisite for its

outward preservation, peace, and good order, and
for the advancement of those secular interests which
are the proper care of its rulers. While, therefore,

magistrates, no less than other men—and for reasons

common to all favoured with the Gospel—ought, as

individuals, to embrace and profess the Christian

religion, and to employ wisely and justly the influ-

ence arising from their circumstances and station,

it is no part of their political or official duty, or of

the homage reqiured of them by Christ, to emit,

adopt, prescribe, or enforce a confession of faith

;

neither is it within their province to aim at estab-

lishing or propagating Christianity by the civil arm,
to provide for, endow, or subsidise its teachera

either in churches or schools ; but it is their duty
impartially to protect all their subjects, of whatever
creed, in the enjoyment of full religious hberty, so

long as their manner of exercising this civil right

does not infringe on the equal rights of others. On
this ground, and with such qualification, it is their

duty to abstain from all interference with the juris-

diction and economy of the chiu'ch—not excepting
the matter of its support—which being regulated, as

Volimtaries believe, by special ordinances of Jesus
Christ, its Head, it is an invasion of His prerogatives,

and a frustration of His law for its support and
extension, to place, or suffer to be placed, on the

footing of a civil establishment. The doctrine

regarding the support of religion has always been
an important article in the Voluntary creed, and, in

a restricted sense, Voluntaryism has been popularly

defined by this doctrine. Negatively, the duty of

providing for the support of Christian institutions

does not lie with the magistrate or nation. The
giving of property for the support of the gospel has

been elevated by Voluntaryism from the position of

an almost eleemosynary and political custom, to the

rank of a systematic obligation and a financial law
of the church. It is recognised as an act of religion,

the duty and privilege of all Christians ; and as

each man is a steward of his silver or gold, respon-

sible to none but its great Owner for his disposal of

it in religious matters, the magistrate can possess

no right to demand from him any portion for reli-

gious uses, or to apply to these uses the proceeds

of taxation imposed for general ends. CivU society

being promiscuous and variable in its constituents,

a fixed arrangement for the endowment of religious

bodies out of the pubUo funds, is a fixed usurpation

—as a system of occasional grants is an occasional

usurpation—upon the liberty and property of all

who dissent. The existence of an absolute una-

nimity among the subjects— even were it possible, as

it would bo otherwise, to ascertain and secure it

from time to time—however it might remove for

the moment from any minds the feeling of politi-

cal grievance incident to such arrangements, could

neither justify them .as a policy, nor alter their

character as an interference with religion in its

economics. In its broad aspect, as an overstepping

of the sphere of magistracy, all who restrict the
magistrate, on whatever specific grounds, to secular

affairs, must deem such interference objectionable
;

and Christian Voluntaries would reasonably ask,

why legal machinery shoidd be employed to g.-ither

the offerings which, in the state of public sentiment
supposed, must be flowing unforced through their

natural channels ? and in particular, whether, if

Christ has not appointed the magistrate to ' tithe

and toll' for his church, society can presume to
:3
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assign liiin a work beyond his province ? Tliere is

a manifust division of duties dictated alike by
reason and revelation ; and Voluntaryism claims the

results of experience as proof of the entire want
of adaptation in the compulsory or magistratical

iiower to deal with the support of a living religion.

To burden the rent-roll, increase the assessments,

distrain the goods and chattels of citizens, or even

to preserve the forms of le"al exaction for such a

purpose, are measures which it is hard to believe

cither politic, scriptural, or just. The pecuniary

supplies required for religious objects are to be

secured, according to Voluntaryism, solely through

the operation of moral influences and sacred motives.

Truth, as well as error, must be left to jirovide for

itself. The respousibility and privilege of providing

for the support of Christianity having been attached

by Christ to His church, it is further His law that

its institutions shall be maintained and extended by
the voluntary liberality of its friends. A primary
obligation rests on those enjoying the services of a

ji.istor to provide according to their ability f<pr his

maintenance, on the aiiostolic principle
—

' Let him
that is taught in the word communicate to him that

teacheth in all good things ;' while, on the equally

apostolic princijiles, that the labourer is worthy of

his hire, and that the strong should aid the weak, a

mutual and collective responsibility remains with

the general membership, to supjily each other's

ecclesiastical necessities, and to unite in measures
that may provide an adequate remuneration to the

jiastors or other ministers of the church. Civil

establishments of religion, together with all forms

of state endowments and grants for religious pur-

poses, are thus condemned by Voluntaries as lium;in

expedients, adverse to Christian development and
the working of the law of self-support, whicli alone

draws forth the resources, and educates the con-

sciences and habits of the peo))le. Inadmissible, as

introducing the compidsory element into the free

and delicate movements of Christian society, and
intruding magistracy into a sphere which the history

of all struggles for the higher liberty teaches must
be preserved to the individual and the church, these

institutions tend to foster political dei>endence and
chiss-feeling among the recipient bodies, and pre-

vent those relations of honoiU'able trust and respon-

sibility which best unite pastors and people. These
views express what may be called ecclesiastical

Voluntaryism. On the question of education, various

shades of ojiiuiou exist among Voluntaries. All are

agreed that the religious education of the young
belongs to the parent and the church, and is not to

be provided or superintended by the state. How
to secure this principle in cormection with a system
of national schools or government grants ior educa-
tion, continues to be the problem of Voluntaries.

Some seek the solution in a ]jlan of local boards

representing the parentage and community, who
shall manage the schools, and decide the character

of the teaching; and of these, some advocate separa-

tion of the hours for religious and secular lessons.

Others, who think that while by theoc methods
state superintendence may be avoided, state aiil

is yet directly or indirectly received for religious

instruction, would accept a system which provided
simply for schooling in secular or common branches.
Those known as Voluntary educationists reject tlie

idea of any national system, some on account of the
religious dithculty, and others on grounds con-
nected with the philosophy of education and the
tlieory of government. Voluntary educationists
would leave the education of the poor to be secured
by the operation of those influences which originate

and sustain other necessary and benevolent mea-
sures. The education of the children of classes not

necessitous they expect to flow from private enter-

prise and free associ.ation. Voluntaries consistently

object to grants to denominational schools de-

pendent on the condition of teaching religion, to

grants to ragged schools and all semi-religious insti-

tutions, as well as to the aiqioiutment and p.ayment

by the state of chaplains for prisons, the army, &c.

In reference to the Sabl)ath. holding the sacred

character of the day, some Voluntaries appear to

admit that the magistrate is both entitled and
bound not only to make it a iHpk non in his own
department, but also to prohibit labour and amuse-
ments throughout the nation. Others, equally

holding the niorality of the day, witli more regard

to strict theory, deny him the power of inllicting

pains and penalties, however mild, in a matter
radically religious, at the same time that they assert

the obligation of tlic state to secure all its memliera

due protection and facility in the practice of their

worship, and to make such laws for tliis end as may
be lit, in view of prevailing religious observances.

Regarding national fasts and thanksgivings, most
Voluntaries hold that the style of authority in which
royal jiroclamations appointing these have usually

been expressed is objectionable, as assuming a right

to prescribe the topics and language of devotion,

I
and to regulate its seasons, and insist that the lan-

guage of invitation should be substituted for that

of command. Some, while ready to comply with an

invitation of the sovereign to join in an offering of

prayer on occasions they judge suitable, do not

allow that it forms any part of magisterial duty to

issue such ap])eals, or that the royal act imparts

a national character to the service. Ordmary
political acts become national when done by the

proper national organs ; but no religious acts can

acquire a national character except they are jiartiei-

pated by the body of the jieople. When this is tho

case, the exercise is national, though not evoked hy
the call of the chief of the state, and it is not made
more national by that call. The advantage of sim\d-

taneousness and unity is attainable on the widest

scale by the natural concert of churches apart from

royal initiative, which, if it may be followed when
right, need not be waited for as indispensable to

true national worship. On the question of marriage,

^'ohmtaryism, recognising its character as a civil

transaction, demands that all religious parties stand

on the same level in regard to it. Witldioldin,"

legal sanction from all immoral connectiiuis, and
punishing broaches of the lawful contract, magis-

trates are not warranted to visit with penalties any
mere departure from the standard in-escribed to

Christian conscience, or embodied in ecclesiastical

law. I'olitical Voluntaryism, as it is sometimes
called, is simply Voluntaryism expressed in the lan-

guage of the iJoliticiau— the doctrine of the entire

religious equality of all citizens in tlie eye of law,

stated and defended without reference to specific

religious opinions, and in tho way of appeal to

princi[)Ies generally received.

VOLUNTEERS—the great defensive citizen-

force of Great Britain, in some degree corres])onding

to the National Guard of continental states. It is

essentially self-supporting, and wholly unpaid

;

although government arms the men, and contributes

a certain sum towards tho corporate expenditure.

The oldest volunteer corps is the ' Honourable
Artillery Company ' of the city of London, which
dates from the reign of Henry VII. : although still

called artdlery, it comprises artillery, cavalry, and
infantry, and is probably the oldest armed body in

Europe. When the country was in dread of inva-

sion hy Bonaparte, almost the whole available male
population tlew to arms as volunteers, and in 1S03
they mustered 403,13-1 effectives. About this time,
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George III. reviewed 150,000 volunteers. The force

gradually diminished, when the immediate danger
ceased ; and before the war closed, tliey were re-

[ilaeeil by a new force, called the 'local miUtia,' which
was sujiiiosed to be more thoroughly amenable to

government control. As early as 1S57, two small
volimteer corps, the 1st Devon and the Victoria Kifles,

had sprmig into existence; but in 1S59, the whole
nation seemed to awake to a sense of insecurity, with
a conijiaratively small armj-, half of which was abroad,
amid the enormous armaments of neighbouring
states. In a few mouths, 150,000 men had organised

themselves into companies; and in the following year,

government, which had at first shewn no favour
to the movement, gave it a helping hand by com-
bining the companies into battalions, by appoint-

ing paid adjutants and drill instructors, and by
the establishment of a staff of inspectors under
the control of an Inspector-general of Volunteers.

At present (1SG7), the volunteers number about
168,000 effective men, in a high state of training,

and capable of performing well all the simpler
military manoeuvres. They are divided into a small
number of Light Horse, Mounted Kifles, and Engi-

I

neers, a large force of Artillery, and a grand army
of Riflemen. Where GO men can be got together, a '

company of volunteers may be formed, which is

entitled to a captain, lieutenant, and ensign for its

officers. If a place can produce a corps of two
'

companies, the senior officer becomes ' Captain
Commandant.' Four companies make a major's
command. Six are sufficient to constitute a bat-

talion, for which government' provides an adjutant, '

usually an old military officer, who receives 10s. a I

day besides his forage. When there are a number
of detached companies in the different villages of a

district, they are gi'oujied into an administrative

battalion (or brigade for detached batteries of

artillery) w'ith an ailjutant, and with field-officers

selected from the neighbouring gentry. England
and Scotland are further divided into inspection

districts, each presided over by an assistant-in-

'ipector of volunteers, who ranks as a lieutenant-

colonel, and endeavours to keep the corps in his

district up to the standard of efficiency. Over all

these districts is the inspector-general of volunteers,

who is at the head of a department of the War
Office. Every company may have an honorary
assistant-siu-geou ; but a corps of two comjjauies

is entitled to an assistant-surgeon ; of four com-
panies, to a surgeon, who may have one assistant

when there aie six companies, and two for eight
or more companies. If a corps exceed a strength
of twelve companies, it is customary to divide it

into two battalions. The volunteer corps were
originally raised under an act of 1804 ; but the
cireimistances of modem times ha\ang rendered
various supplementary enactments necessary, the
whole were embodied in a new act, the 2G
and 27 Vict. cap. 65 (1S63), under which
the volunteer force of Great Britain is now
constituted.

Under this act, adjutants are .appointed by the

crown ; the other officers by the lords- heutenant of

counties (though practically they are elected by the

members of corps, or nominated by the commanding-
officers) ; the non-commissioned officers are ap-

pointed by the officers commanding. Adjutants
and sergeant-instructors are at all times subject to

the Mutiny Act—the other officers (and men) only
when their corps is embodied ; but the Queen can
at any time deprive them of their commissions.

Offences within corps, in time of peace, are punish-

able by fines or otherwise, as laid down in the rules

of the several corps, which must have the approval

of the Secretary of State for War. Every volunteer

on joining must take the oath of allegiance, and
must be of the age of 17.

The force may not be used in times of civil

disturbance, but may be embodied for active
service anywhere in Great Britain, whenever the
country is invaded, or invasion is apprehendeil by the
crown. The occasion must first be communicated to
parliament, or, if parliament be not sitting, to
the country, by an order in council, and then
the crown m.ay direct the lords-lieutenant of coun-
ties to call out any or all of the volunteer corps in
their respective counties for active service. Corps
so called out come under the Mutiny Act, and are
bound to march whithersoever the lord-lieutenant
may command. While embodied, officers and men
are entitled to the same pay as in the regular army.
In point of precedence, volunteers rank with, but;

after, the same ranks in the army and militia. The
yeomanry ai-e reckoned as part of the volunteers.
Among themselves, the volunteers rank in the
following order : 1st, Light Horse ; 2d, Artillery

;

3d, Engineers ; 4th, Engineers and Railway Trans-
port Corps ; 5th, Mounted Rifles ; Gth, Rifles.

Members of a corps are honorary and enrolled.

The first are merely subscribers of a certain amount

;

they are entitled to wear the uniform, but not to
interfere in any manner in the corps. The enrolled
members are the actual working-men ; they are
classed as 'efficient' and 'non-efficient'—the effi-

cient being those who are certified by the com-
manding-officer and the adjutant to have a compe-
tent knowledge of the duties of the service, and to
have attended the following number of drills :

For Itccniits during
a rc-noil not excceiling

Ki(;l'icen Munilii
prece-iing the Dnie uf the

AqiiuuI Kcturii.

Light Horse,

Artillery Volun-
teer?,

Fngineerfl.

Mounted Rifles,

16 squad or troop 63quadorlrorpdri;ls,
drills, , . . I 3 of whith hiive

been drills of lite

I

vhole corps,

30 diills, of which 24 12 gun-drills.
are ;:un-drills,

30 drills, . . 9 drills.

Rifle Torps, with 30
establiftlimentuf

j

a battalion,
'

Rifle Corps, not 30
having estab-
Ii?!unent of a ^

battalion, . 1

6 drills, of which 3 of
tile whole corps.

9 drills, of which 6

I

battalion, and 3
I

company drills.

9 drills, of whi h 3

j
battalion, and &
company drills.

The assistance afforded by the public to volunteer

corps consists in the sujiply of adjutants and of

sergeant-instructors in the proportion of 1 to a corps

of 3 companies or less, 2 from 4 to 7 companies, .*$

up to 12 companies, &c. The money aid is a capi-

tation rfrant of 30-«. .-mnually for each artillery

volunteer who is efiicient, and in other corps 20s.

annjially for each efficient volunteer, in addition to

which there is a rate of 10s. for each man who fulfils

certain conditions prescribed in the regulations. In
scattered administrative battalions, a charge of 4s.

for each efiicient is allowed to cover the cost of

attending battalion drills. These allowances are,

however, none of them personal, but are granted to

corps, to be expended by the adjutant, who is

accountable to the War Office, within certain limits,

according to the discretion of the commanding-
officer. Government likewise provides aU the

arms, and a certain quantity of practice-ammuni-

tion. Corps may choose their own uniform, subject

to the approval of the lord-lieutenant ; but no gold

lace or buttons may be introduced. Volunteer corps

do not bear coloui-s. The system has not j-et been
extended to Ireland.
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VOLU'TE, in Architecture, the spiral ornaments
of the Ionic and Corin-

thian capitals, probably

derived from Assyrian
architecture, in which it

is also used.

VOLU'TIDjE, a

family of gasteropodous
molluscs, of the section

Pcctiitihranchiata, all

marine, having a spiral

Voluto. shell, which is turreted

or convolute, the aper-

ture notched in front, the columella obliquely

plaited ; no operculum. The animal has a very large

loot, and a recurved siphon. The species are

numerous, and abound
chiefly in tropical seas.

Many of them have very

beautiful shells, much
prized by shell-collectors.

Several small species are

found on the shores of

Britain, of which Valuta

tornatllis is the only one

that is not rare. This

genus makes its appear-

SheU ol Valuta 107-nalilis. ance in the Cretaceous

strata, and increases in

numbers in Tertiary deposits, no less than 50

species being known in the Pleistocene beds.

VO'LVOX, a genus of minute organisms, the

type of a family called Volvocinecp, now regarded

as vegetable, and ranked among Protoplnjtes, but

which were at first supposed to be animals, and

were reckoned by Ehrenberg among Infusoria.

They are gloljular, or nearly so, are found in stag-

nant water, and move slowly tlirough the water,

revolving round an axis, by the agency of numerous

little filaments which project from green points on

their surface. It was on account of theii- motions

that they were formerly thought to be animalcules,

and, partly on the same account, it has been sus-

pected that they are not really protophytes, but

zooxpores of some kind of algie. This oiiinion,

however, is rendered improbable by their ai>pa-

rently possessing the power of reproduction ;
gi-een

granules being formed withiTi the parent globe, at

first adhering to its wall, and afterwards becoming

detached ; the parent glolie finally bursting, to allow

them to escaiJc. These frequently exhiliit, even whilst

within the parent globe,

a rotatory motion simi-

lar to its own. The
]iresence of starch in

the interior of the

\ 'ulrocineic has been
iL-tfcted by means of

liidiue, and is regarded

as a conclusive proof of

their vegetable nature.

The most common and
best-known species is

Volfox globator, which

is just visible to the

naked eye. It is

a transparent sphere,

having its surface studded with iuaumerable

green spots, united by a beautiful net-work. From
six to twenty young are often to be seen in its

interior.

VO'LVULUS (Lat. volvere, to twist) is the term

nsed in Medicine to signify a tmsting of the intes-

tine, (iroducing obstruction to the passage of its

contents. There are three distinct varieties of

:6

-^^^^4^",
^•'.

i'fe'Sii')^-'-'

Volvos globator.

rotatory movement capable of giving rise to vol-

vulus— (1.) A portion of intestine may have become
twisted on its own axis, and, in that case, even

semi-rotation brings the intestinal walls into contact,

so as to close the jjassage. This is a rare condition,

and only occurs m the ascending colon. (2.) The
Mesentery (q. v.), or a part of it, may be twisted

into a cone, dragging the intestine with it ; the

mesentery being the axis, and the intestine bein^

rolled up upon it. 'I'his form occurs in the small

intestine. (3.) A single portion or a coil of intestine

may ali'ord the axis roimd which another portion,

with its mesentery, is thrown, so as to compress it,

and close the passage. A cod of small intestine, the

sigmoid flexure or the crecum (sec Dige-stion, Organs
OF), may form the axis. All these varieties occur

chiefly in advanced life, and their seat is commoiJy
towards the posterior unyielding wall of the abdo-

minal cavity, the smootliness and yielding nature of

the parts anteriorly rendering such an event almost

impossible. The symptoms of twisting of the intes-

tines, especially of the sigmoid flexure, which is the

most common seat of the affection, are usually very

well marked from the begiiming. Great pain is

suddenly experienced in a smaU circumscribed

spot of the abdomen, obstinate constipation usually

setting in from that date. If the sigmoid flexure,

which Ues just above the rectum, is the seat of the

twisting, the abdomen soon becomes distended,

especially on the left side, the distention being

much more marked than when the twist is in the

small intestine, as might physiologically have been

expecteiL Vomiting, often constant and copious,

is usually present. These cases are so desperate in

their nature, that it is needless to enlarge upon their

treatment. Attempts to remove the displacement

by injecting water or air into the intestine by means

of a long tube, have often been made, liut with very

sUght success. Mr Pollock, in his article on 'Disease

of the Alimentary Canal,' in Holmes's St/slem nf

Surfer;/, remarks, that ' relief in twist of the sig-

moid flexure is just possible without opening the

alidomcn, provided the long tube be introduced into

the distended gut, its contents drawn off, and the

twist be reduced by the altered position of the

Ijowel. But no operation for the ultimate relief of

the p.atient will be successful imless the intestine be

unloaded first, and the twist then reduced.'—Vol. ii.

p. 158. The operations that have been proposed

for the relief of this and other intestinal obstruc-

tions are so often fatal, and, even when successful,

leave the patient in so wretched a state, with an

artificial outlet for the discharge of the contents of

the bowels, that it is doubtful whether they should

be recommended. It is simply a choice between

almost certain death in a few days, and a possible

chance of a prolonged (but usually a miserable) exist-

ence. There are, however, a few rules that shoidd

be universally known and attended to— viz., wher-

ever symptoms such as we have described occur,

aperients should only be given by the rectum< while

opium should be freely given by the mouth. Leeches

and hot fomentations should be applied to the seat

of pain ; and all solid food should l>e prohibited, the

nourishment being given solely in the fluid form.

VO'iNIER, a bone which, in the human skeleton,

forms part of the middle partition of the nose, and

the lower edge of which fits into grooves between

the apposed surfaces of the palatine processes of

the upper jaw and palate-bones. It exhibits many
modifications in the dilfcrent classes of Vertthrala.

Its position is indicated in the figiire of .4 rcAc/yps

Vertebrate Skeleton, in the article Skeleton. It is

specially noticed here because of the frequent

occurrence of the term vomer in articles on fishes

—

a very important character being often found in the
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presence or absence of teeth on the vomer, that is,

along the middle line of the roof of the mouth.

TCMITING consists in the stomach emptying
itself through the gullet and mouth. It is preceded
by a feeUng of nausea, a flow of saliva in the mouth,
and the breaking out of perspiration ; the counte-

nance grows pale, a feeling of weakness spreads over
the whole body, and the pulse becomes slow. At
last the muscles of the abdomen and the diaphragm
strongly contract, and the whole contents of the
stomach are ejected with greater or less violence.

The first matters to be ejected are the food and
drink present, then mucus from the stomach and
oesophagus, and lastly, bile from the duodenum. In
cases of disease, abnormal substances are sometimes
vomited, such as blood, fragments of the intestines,

and even excrementitions matters. Wlien the vomit-

ing is over, it is followed by languor and drowsiness,

or, if the excitement was inconsiderable, the usual

state immediately returns.

The causes of vomiting are various. In the first

stages of infancy, it is almost normal, and occasions

no disturbance of the system. In many animals,

too, it is a normal function of life, as when birds of

prey reject the hair and feathers of their victims.

The infant gets rid of the superabundant milk it

swallows by throwing it np with no trouble. Some
persons can excite themselves to vomit by swallow-
ing air.

The immediate causes of vomiting may be reduced,

according to Dr Carpenter, to the tliree following

categories :
' (1.) The contact of irritating substances

Nvith the mucous membrane of the stomach itself

;

these, however, cannot act by direct stimulation

upon more than its own muscidar coat ; and their

operations upon the associated muscles must take
place by reflexion through the nervous circle fur-

nished by the pneumogastric and the motor nerves

of expiration. (2.) Irritations apphed to other parts

of the body, likewise operating by sinqily-reflex

transmission ; as in the vomiting which is consequent
upon the strangulation of a hernia, or the passage

of a renal calculus ; or in that which is excited by
the injection of tsirtar emetic or emetin into the
circulating current, when these substances probably
produce their characteristic effect by their operation

on the nervous centres. (3.) Impressions received

through the sensorial centres, which may be either

sensational or emotional, but which do not operate
unless they are felt. In this mode seemS" to be
excited the vomiting that is induced by tickling the
fauces, which first gives rise to the sensation of

nausea; as well as the vomiting consequent upon
disgusting sights, odours, or tastes, and upon those
peculiar internal sensations which are preliminary

to sea-sickness. The recollection of these sensations,

conjoined with the emotional state which they
originally excited, may itself become an efficient

cause of the action, at least in indiWduals of

peculiarly irritable stomachs, or of highly sensitive

nervous systems.'

—

Principles ofHuman Physiolorpj,

6th ed., p. 77.

According to the oldest doctrine respecting

vomiting, it was held to arise solely from convid-

sive movements of the stomach, which was thought
to take on a motion contrary to the usual peristal-

tic motion. Baj'Ie advanced the opinion, that the
stomach is quite passive in the operation, and
that its contents are emptied entirely by its being
compressed tlirough the contractions of the abdo-
miual muscles and the diapliragm. An apparently
conchisive experiment of Ma^endie's, in which the
stomach was removed, and a IjlaJder substituted for

it, had more recently (in 1S13) satisfied most phy-
siologists as to the passiveness of the stomach in

vomiting, until Beclard and Budge shewed the

insufficiency of his experiment. It is found, in

fact, that in vomiting there are two sets of actions,

viz., (1) contractions of the abdominal walls, while
the diaphragm remains fixed, and forms a support
to the stomach, and (2) the stomach itself performs
jerking movements, the pylorus, or inferior orifice,

at the same time closing, while the cardiac sphincter
relaxes, without which last-named action vomiting
is impossible ; and that either of the two kinds of

movement—the abdominal or the stomachal—may
eject the contents of the stomach into the gullet.

In the treatment of vomiting, we must consider
it as a symptom rather than as a malady. Where
the stomach is irritated, rehef is afforded, according
to circumstances, by drinking cold water, aerated or
soda water, or, if necessary, by opium or nux vomica.
Cold applications outwardly also do good. In other
cases, infusions containing ethereal oils—camomile,
coffee, &c.—astringents, or correctives for acidity

—magnesia, soda, &c.—are the fitting remedies.
When the irritation is in the brain, the best remedy
is a horizontal position, with composure and dark-
ness. If a person in sound health is suddenly seized
with vomiting, poisoning may be suspected.

VONDEL, JooST VAM den (pr. Jost), the greatest

Dutch poet, was born at Cologne, Xovember 17,

1587, his parents, who were Anabaptists, having fled

from Antwerp to avoid persecution. His maternal
grandfather, Peter Kranen, ranked among the poets
of Brabant. When freedom began to raise the
head in Holland, the elder Vondel removed with
his family to Utrecht, and afterwards to Amsterdam,
where he prospered in trade. The poet's education

in boyhood was limited to reading and writing, but
his perseverance and love of study enabled him in

after-life to become intimately acquainted both with
ancient and modem literature.

At the early age of 13, his poetical efforts were
praised by Hooft. In his 23d year, he married
Maria de Wolf, to whose clever management V.
chiefly left his business as a hosier, while he devoted
himseh' to study and poetry. The -tragedies of V.

are very numerous, and the grandest specimens of

Dutch literature. Hia satirical writings and
epigrams are full of fire, energy, and spirit. One
of his most remarkable pieces is Lucifer, published
in 165-1, strikingly resembling Milton's Paradise
Lost, which appeared thirteen years later. V. took
an earnest and active part in favour of the Remon-
strants, Grotius and Oldeubameveld, drawing down
on himself the anger both of the clergy and court,

whom he attacked with the keenest satire.

Gysbrccld ran Aemstel, Adam in Banishment,
Palamedes, The Balavian Brothers, Solomon, Sam-
son, Adonijah, Noah, or the Destruction of the Old
World, Mary Stuart, &c., are splendid efforts of

genius. The Harpoon, The Horse-comb, and the
Decretum Horrihile are stinging satires on the ruling

powers both in church and state. V.'s translations

from the Greek and Roman writers are numerous,
the Metamorphoses of Ovid haling been rendered
into Dutch verse when he was 84 yeara old. V. left

no subject untouched, no measure untried. His
works (9 vols, quarto) contain many sea-songs, and
more than 100 odes. Many of the later poems were
written with a strong Roman CathoHc spirit, he
baling joined that church about 1640. Through
the imprudences of his son, to whom he had given
his business, V. fell into straitened circumstances,
and in 1658 accepted a situation in the City Pawn-
broking Office. In 1668, the magistrates allowed
him to retire with his salary of GoO guilders yearly,

which kept him above want. He was of moderate
stature, well made, and had an eagle eye. After
his powers <pf body and memory had begun to fail,

he coiUd still read without glasses. He died calmly
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on the 5th of February IG79, at the age of 91, and
was carried to his resting-place in the new cliurch,

Amsterdam, by fourteen poets, himself Princeps

Poetarura.

VOPADEVA is a celebrated grammarian of

India. lie wnite a grammar entitled Mugdliabodha,

which is held in high repute, especially in Bengal,

and was commented upon by iJurijndiisa. (Both

text and commentary have been edited at Calcutta

in 1801; previous editions contain merely the text

of V.'s grammar.) It differs from the great work of

P&n iiii
((J.

V.) in its arrangement as well as in its ter-

minology ; and Avithout the commentary of Durgadasa,

would uiit yield by far the information that may be

derived from Pun ini's grammar. It is valuable,

however, on account of many later Sanscrit forma-

tions, that could not be contained in the older work.

V. composed also a catalogue of Sanscrit dluXtiis, or

so-called radicals, in verse, called Kavikalpadrxima

(published at Calcutta, lS-18), and a commentary on

it, the Kdvi/akdmadhemi. Another grammatical

work, the lidmavijdkai-an'a is likewise attributed to

his authorshi]). According to a general tradition

prevalent in India, V. would also be the autlior of

one of the most renowned Purfin'as (q. v.), the lilul-

ijavala-Purdna ; and in a little treatise, the Durjana-

inukha-chapet'ika, or 'a slap on the face of the

wicked,' which is averse to this tradition, and main-

tains tliat Vyasa (q. v.) was the author of this

Purin'a, three other works of a religious character

are assigned to V.—viz., the Paramahanaapriua,
Jfukldphala, and JiarilUd. A little medical work,

the 8'utas lokadiandrilcd, though written by a Vopa-
deva (see Professor Aufrcolit's Catalogue of the

Sanscrit MS.S. of the Bodleian Librarn), does not

seem to belong to the author of the works just

mentioned. The date of V., given by some as the

12th, by others as the I3th c. after Clii'ist, is,

according to Burnouf's investigation, the second

half of the 1.3th century.—See E. Burnouf's Preface

to his edition, and French translation, of the lirst

nine books of Le Bhdgavata Purdn'a, vol i (Paris,

1S40).

VORANT, in Heraldry, a term ajiplied to an

animal represented as swallowing another ; as,

sable, a doli)hin naiant, voraut a lisli proper.

VORONE'JE, or VORONETZ (pronounced

Voronesh), a, government in the south of Great

Russia, bounded on the S. Iiy Little Russia and
South Russia. Area, '25,712 sq. m. ;

pop. (ISOG)

l,i)75,00(), consisting of lUissiaiis and German colo-

nists. It is watered by the Don, its two navigable

tributaries, the Voroneje and Klmper, and other

streams. The soil, mostly a black mould, is generally

fertile, and great crops of grain—wheat, rye, barley,

oats, and millet (which sujiply the inhabitants and
local distilleries, and are exported)—are produced.

Cattle and horses of a good breed are reared—the

best studs belong to the crown. The principal

manufactured articles are brandy, beer, cloth, beet-

root, sugar, skins, wax-candles, soap, tobacco, and
potass ; and corn, tallow, hemp-seed, cattle, and
horses are exported to Moscow, St Petersburg, &c.

VORONEJE, a town of Great Russia, capital of

the government of the same name, stands on the

right bank of the Voroneje, 150 miles south-west of

Tambov. It was founded in 15SG as a bulwark
against Tartar invasion. Peter the Great, who had
previously visited the town, Ijiiilt a fortress and a

dockyard here in 1694. Besides two cathedrals,

the town has many important civil, ecclesiastical,

and educational institutions. The commerce of V.

is extensive—the chief articles of trade being corn,

hemp-seed, and tallow. Poji. 40,9G7.

VO'RTEX (Lat. a whirlpool). Till lately, it was
28

a reproach to Hydrodynamics that the theory of

vortices or eddies in Hnids had not been jirojierly

brought under the domain of mathematical analysis.

Even nciw, the problem has only been partially .solved

by the labours chietly of Stokes (i|. v.) and Helin-

holtz (q. v.), as their beautiful investigations apply

only to perfect fluids, th.at is, fluids which oppose

no frictional resistance to change of shape. In

ordinary motions of perfect fluids, such as currents

and waves, the instantaneous change of shape of

a sm.ill sjiherieal portion makes it an ellipsoid by
(eimple extensions and cuuipressions vuthoid rota-

tion. The essential charaeteiistie of vortex-motion
is, that it involves rotation of some p.arts of the

fluid. Ilehuholtz has shewn that this rotational

or vortex-motion remaiiis with the parts of the

fluid which tirst have it, and cannot be transferred.

We can conceive no process by which vortex-

motion could be given to, or taken from, a perfect

fluid ; for to our reason fluid friction (which does

not exist in a perfect fluid) would seem to be
indispensable. Un such abstruse subjects we
cannot of course enter here ; but one result ot

Helmholtz's investigations is so curious that we
must mention it. We are all familiar with those

singular smoke-rings which ,are produced when a

mortar is fired ; or when, on a smaller scale, a
bjibble of ])hosjihuretted hydrogen takes tire in

air, or a smoker skilfully emits a pufl' of tobacco-

smoke. A very simple mode of producing them, ou
even a large scale, is to bore a hole iu one side of a
box, remove the oi>posite side, and substitute a cloth

or sheet ot india-rubber for it. A slight blow on
this membrane ejects a vortex-ring from the hole.

To make this vortex visible, we may burn phos-

phorus or moistened gunpowder in the box ; or

still better, sprinkle its interior with ammoni.a, and
introduce a vessel containing common salt and sul-

phuric acid. The sal-anmiuniac cloud which llUa

the box is admirably
adapted to display

the rings. The gene-

ral character of these

rings, or vortex-tubes,

is shewn in the dia-

gram (tig. 1) ; which
indicates that, besides

a progressive motion
as a whole, the ring

revolves about its

own central or medial
liue. Supi>ose two
such rings to follow each other, with their planes

parallel, and their centres moving in the same
line, llelmholtz shews that (at least in a perfect

fluid) the foremost will relax its speed^ and
spread out into a larger ring, while its follower

will contract, and quicken its pace, till it passes

through the other, \\hich in turn becomes the pur-

suer, and so on. This very curious result may be

realised in a tea-cup, Ity drawing the half-immersed
bowl of a tea-spoon along the surface of the te.i.

for a short w.ay, and withdrawing it. Two little

whirlpools, or vortices, are then seen moving side

by side. They are sections of the half vortex-

ring which has been formed in the liquid by the
spoon. A second half-ring may be at once sent

after them by another stroke of the sjioon, and the

phenomenon above described will be obtained.

When, on the contrary, two such vortex-rings meet,

their centres moving in one line, they both spread

out, and relax their speed indefinitely. This is

obtained iu a liquid by letting the half vortex-ring

impinge directly on the side of the vessel, when
it spreads out, and relaxes its speed

;
just as if

there were no boundary of the fluid, but a second
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vortex-ring occupj'ing the place of the image of tlie

first which would be formed Ijy a plane mirror sub-

stituted for the side of the vessel. When one vortex-

riug impinges obliquely on another, it rebounds
from it, and both are thrown into vibration, their

form of equUibrium bemg circular. They act iu

fact in this respect like solid india-rubber rings.

By forming them from an eili[>tic aperture, they are

produced in a state of vibration. A square aper-

ture gives them in a different state of vibration.

The impossibihty of producing or destroying

vortex-rings in a jperfect fluid—save liy creative

power—has lately led \V. Thomson (q. v.; to regard

Fig. 2.

the ultimate parts of matter as vortices of various

kinds ill a perfect fluid. Two such indestructible

vortex-atoms are here sketched (tig. 2).

The word vortex has also come into use in con-

nection with Descartes's once celebrated theory of

the universe, given in his Prhidpia Pkilosophice. In

this the rotation of the ]ilanets about the sun, the

satellites about the planets, &c. were explained (!) by
the hypothesis of vortices for ever whirling about

the central body. Descartes was a good mathemati-

cian, but in Natural Philosophy he jireferred meta-

physics to exiieriment, and of course erred enor-

mously. But he is not to be laughed at ; mistakes

more ridiculous than his are gravely propounded at

the jireseut day.

VORTICE'LLID^, a family of L^fusorki,

remarkable for beauty, and containing a greai

number of species, to which, from their form, the

name of Bell or Bell-Jlower A iihnalcul(','< is often given.

The genus Vorticdla consists of minute cup-shaped or

Group of Bell-flower Anhnalcules ( Vorticdla nehulifcra).

bell-shaped creatures, each placed at the top of a
long flexible stalk, the other end of which is

attached to some object, as the stem or leaf of an

aquatic plant. Around the edge of the bell or cup
u a fringe of rather long cUia, the motion of which
brings food to the mouth. The stem is flexible, and
is sometimes stretched out to its full length, some-
times contracted in a spiral form. The contraction

takes jJace instantaneously upon any alarm, the
cilia at the same time vanishing ; and it is very
interesting to watch a group of i'ortkelli£, which may
often be easily done with a Coddington lens, when
they adhere to the inside of the glass of an aqua-

rium. The stem is often beautifully branched, the
Vortlcella becoming a compound animal, like many
zoophytes, and the whole contracts or is extended
at once. The stem, slender as it is, is a tube,

through the whole length of which runs a minute
muscular thread, A cup or bell of a Vortlcella

sometimes develops a new fringe of cilia at its

point of junction with the stem, becomes detached
from the stem, and begins to move freely through
the water, till it finds a new place on which to fix

itself, reproduction thus taking place by gemma-
tion. Keproduction also takes place by encapsula-

tion. See Infusoria. To the family V. belongs
the genus Stentor, having a trumpet-shaped body,
and therefore receiving the popular name of

Trumpet Animalcules. They swim freely through
the water, at the same time rotating on an axis,

and attach themselves to objects by a sucker at the

lower or narrow end. They have a fringe of cilia

round the mouth, and the body of some species

is covered with cilia. They are very voracious.

They may often be found adhering to a twig or the

stem of an aquatic plant, collapsed into minute
masses of green jelly.

VOSGES, a dep. in the north-east of France,
formed out of the south part of the old province

of Lorraine, is bounded on the K. by the depart-

ments of Mouse and Meurthe, and on the E. by
those of Bas-Rhin and Haut-Khiii. Area, 2346 sq. m.

;

pop. 415,485. The surface is mountainous, the ter-

ritory being traversed not only by the Vosges Moun-
tains, which run along its east border, but also by
the FauciUes ^Mountains, which cross the dep. from
east to west. The chief rivers are the Moselle, and
its tributaries the Meurthe, Madon, and Mortagne,
all of which flow in a north or north-west course

through this department. The mountains in the

east are covered with vast forests of beech aud hr,

and at the base of the mountains are tracts of pas-

ture or rolling infertile plains. The west part of tlie

dep., called the Plaine, is very fertde iu cereals,

vegetables, and fruits. Among the hills, the climate

is cold ; on the Plaine, it is humid. About 4,4UU,U00

gallons of wine are produced annually, ^lineral

riches abound, there being iron, lead, co|iper, cobalt,

and antimony mines. Of the kind of cheese called

OCromey 23,571 cwts. ai'e made annually. The dep.

is divided into the four arrondissemeuts, Mireconrt,

Neufchateau, Eemiremont, Saint-Die. The capital

is Epinal,

VOSGES MOUNTAINS (Lat. Vorjesus iVons,

Ger. Waagau), a range of mouutaius in the north-

east of France and the west of Germany, run from
south to north, on the left bank of the Rhine, from
tlie borders of the departments Haute-Saone, Haut-
Rhin, and Doubs, north to jNlaiuz. The range runs
parallel with the Schwarzwald or Black Forest in

Baden and WUrtemberg, on the right bank of the
Rhine, and it separates wh.at were the old provinces

of Lorraine and Alsace. The summits are rounded
and regular in outline, and are called Itullons. The
cliief of them are the Ballon de Gnebwiller, 4G90
feet ; le Hobeneck, 4429 feet ; and the Ballon

d'Alsace, 4101 feet. The length within the French
boundaries of the V. M. is 100 miles. They are

2J
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covered with forests, and abound in rock-salt, silver,

copper, lead, and coaL

VOSS, JonAXN IIeinricii, cue of the foremost

classical writers of Germany, was boru in 1751 at

Sommersdorf in Mecklenbury, of poor parents. lu

177'2, lie went to tlie university of Gottiugen, and
tliere juiueil the ' Uaiubimd,' au association of young
poets, at the head of whom stood Burger and Boje.

V. hrst iuteuded to devote himself to theology, but

soon exclusively turned to Greek and Roman anti-

quities, under Ueyue's auspices. In 177S, he went
from Waudsbeck, whither he liad gone for the pur-

pose of editing the Musenalmanach, to Otterndorf,

in Hadeln, where he prepared his translation of the

Odyssey. This appeared in 17S1, and was received
i

with universal applause. In the next year he became
rector of Eiitin, whence, in 17S'J, he issued his Ger-

!

man translatinn of Viigil's Gcuri/ks. This was fol-
[

lowed, in 1793, by a new and revised eilition of the

German Odyssey and Iliad, which, however, did not

meet with as favourable a reception as the first.

His contests with Heyne (q. v.) gave also rise

chiefly to his Mytholoyical Letters, which appeared

in 17'J4. Among his jiurely German poetical works,

Luise, au Idyll (1783, revised 1795), takes a foremost

place. In 1799, he issued the whole of Virgd
in a German translation. In 1802, he went to

Jena, where he wrote the celebrated review of

Heyue's Iliad. In 1805, he was called to Heidel-

berg, where he wrote annotated German transla-

tions of Horace, Hesiod, Theocritus, 13ion, Mos-
chus, TibuUus, and Lygdamus. In 1821, he puljlished

a translation of Aristophanes, and a new edition of

Horace and Virgil. Among other literary labours

must also be mentioned his translation {with the

aid of his two sous) of Shakspeare's works, which,

however, is very inferior to Schlegel's. In opposition

to Creuzer'a Hymhol'ik, he wrote an Antisymbolik

(1824), in which he lifted up his voice against e.xag-

gerated praises of heathen mysticism ; and one of

his last papers was a violent denunciation of his

former frieud Stolberg, who had turned Roman
Catholic. He died at Heidelberg in 1S26. Among
his translations from modern languages may be
mentioned that from Galhind's Arabian A^iijhls,

and that of Shaftesburj''s works. A brief mention
may also be made of his two sons : (1) Heinkicii,

born 1779, a philologist of merit, who assisted his

father in his Shakspeare translation, and who was
a great friend of Jean Paul's. He had intended to

edit the latter's works, but died before him, iu 1822.

(2) Abrahaji, born at Eutin, Professor of the Gym-
n.asium at Kreuznach, who completed the Shakspeare
translation. He died in 1847.—See Paulus, Lebens-

und' Todeskunden von J. If. Voss (Heidel. 1826).

VOSSIUS, GERAr.D, one of the most disting\iished

scholars of tlie first half of the 17th c, was born of

Dutch parent|S near Heidelberg, where his father

was a Protestant minister. His father's name was
John Voss, but he, after the fashion of the time, had
Latinised it into Johannes Vossius, and hence his son

called himself Gerardus Johannis V., that is, Gerard,

the son of John. In 1578, the family returned to

Hollaud, and settled at Dordrecht, where V. went
to school. He afterwards distingiushed himself at

the university of Leyden ; and when 22, he returned

to Dordrecht, to become the principal of the

school, of which he was the most distinguished

pupil. He married shortly afterwards, but his wife

died in 1U07, leaving a family of three children. In

the same year, he again married, and by his second

wife he had two suns and five daughters. In the

earlier part of his life, V. does not appear to have
published much, but he became known to his coun-

trymen as a scholar and theologian ; and his assiduity

in study may be inferred from the fact that he would
never allow a friend to stay with liim more than a
qu.arter of an hour. In 1614, he became i)rincipal

of the theological college of Leyden, and while hold-

ing this appointment, pubhshed a work on Pela-

gianism (liisloria Pelttijiana). In it ho sjioke of

the Armiuians in an apologetic tone, and tliereby

brought down upon himself the wr.-itli of a largo

section of the Dutch clergy ; which caused him to

be deprived of liis oliiee in tlie tlieological college,

and of the income derived from it. His work had
attracted attention iu England, and it was some com-
pensation to him that he received from Archbishop
Land an office which brought himiUlU a year with-

out its being necessary he should live cut of Hol-
laud. Chiefly, it appears, to secure the means of

supporting his family, he retracted the opinions he
had expressed, in his book JJe Ilisloricis Latinis,

published in 1627, and he became reconcded to tho

church. In 1633, he was appointed Professor of

History in a new uuivcrsity at Amsterdam, where
he seems to have devoted liimself to the completion

of the great works on \vhich his fame rests. Among
the most important of these not mentioned aljove

were : Aristarchus sive de Arte Grammatica, Libri

VII.; De Historicis Greeds, Libri IV.; Commen-
tariorum Rkeloricorum sive Oratoriarum Institu-

tiomim, Libri VI.; De Veterum Poetarum Tempo-
ribiis, Libri II. In 1649, V. was climbing the
ladder of his library when it broke ; he fell under
the shelves and books, and died of the injuries he
received.

The children of V. were remarkable for beauty,

accomplishments, and learning. Grotius said of V.
in epigrammatic Latin, that it was doubtful whether
by his books or his children he had contributed

most to adorn the age. Five of his sons, Denis,

Francis, Gerard, Mathew, and Isaac, are known as

authors.

VOSSIUS, Isaac, a scholar and theologian, was
the only son of Gerard Vossius who sm-vived him.

He was born at Leyden in 1618. When 21, he pub-
lished an edition of the Periplas of Scylax, the Greek
geographer, with a Latin translation and notes. He
afterwards travelled in Italy, collecting valuable
manuscripts. In 1648, he took up his abode at the

court of Queen Christina of Swedeu ; but in 1658, iu

consequence of a quarrel with Salmasius, he returned

to Holland. In 1670, he came to England, and
here, .although he openly scofifed at religion, he was
ajipointed by Charles II. a canon of Windsor, and
had apartments assigned him in the Castle. He
died there iu 1688, and it is recorded tluat on his

deathbed he refused to take the sacrament, until

one of his colleagues argued that he ought to do so

for the honour of the chapter. His works are numer-
ous, but not so important as those of his father.

VOTERS, Abduction of, is an offence punishable
by fine or imprisonment, and by a jienalty of £50
besides, which may be sued for Ijy au informer. The
offence is included under the head of undue influence,

and by the 17 and 18 Vict. 102, s. 5, is defined to
be, the directly or indirectly making use of, or

threatening to make use of, any force, violence, or
restraint, in order to induce or compel such voter to

refrain from voting at any election.

VO'TIVE (Lat. votifWi, given in virtue of a vow

;

Fr. votum, a vow), in ecclesiastical use, signifies the
class of actions, offerings, or memorial records or
observances, which are intended either as the ful-

filment of a vow, or as a commemoration of the
accomplishment of the prayer which accompanied
the vow. Of such votive engagements there are
numerous examples in the Old Testament (Levit.

xxii. IS, Deut. xii. 6), as weU as in the ancient
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religions of the Gentile world ; and the ecclesias-

tical historian Theodoret (De Cur. Grcec. Affect., L S)

alludes to the practice in his own day of hani^ing

up, in the churches dedicated to the saints, little

models of hands, feet, eyes, &c., iu votive com-
memoration of the cui'e of lameness, blindness, and
other maladies supposed to have been obtained
through their intercession. The same practice

continued throuc^hout the succeeding centuries and
throughout the medieval period, and still prevails

in Jvoman Catholic countries, especially in Italy

and Southern Gennany. Votive offerings, often of

very considerable value, may be seen iu the churches
of most of the great Sanctuaries (q. v.), and in other
churches in special repute as places of devotion.

The offering verj' frequently takes the form of a
votive tablet, with an inscrijition detailing the event
on which it is founded. Sometimes the offering is

simply marked with the words ex voto, ' in fulfil-

ment of vow;' sometimes it is accompanied by a
model in wax, in wood-carving, or even iu precious
metals, similar to those alluded to by Theodoret

;

and occasionally by a model of some object, which ,

is meant to recall the memory of the favour received,
!

as of a ship, in case of escape from shipwTeck, &c.

Many of the great churches, hospitals, monasteries,
and other religious monuments of the middle ages
and of later times, were built ex voto ; and the
treasuries of most of the rich cathedrals and other

'

churches abroad contain objects of great value, the
result of votive engagements on the part of the
donors. The name votive is also applied in the
Eomau Catholic Church to the mass or other
service, when it is celebrated—as is permitted on
certain days and in certain seasons—not according
to the rite prescribed for the day itself, but accord-
ing to a rite selected by the celebrant himself from

;

a number of such ' votive masses ' and ' votive
offices,' as 'of the Passion,' 'of the Holy Trinity,'
' of the Blessed Virgin Mary,' &c., which are con-
tained in the Missal and Breviary.

j

VOUSSOIRS, the indi\'idual stones forming an i

arch, and of which the central one is the keystone,
i

They are always of a truncated wedge-form.

VOAV (Fr. vceti, from Lat. votum), a promise made
to God of a certain thing or action good in itself,

and within the dominion and right of the person pro-

mising. The practice of vows appears to have formed
part of the religious observance of almost all races
in any degree civilised ; and it largely pervaded the
whole ceremonial system of the Mosaic dispensation
(Gen. xxriii. 20, Lev. xxviL 2, 1 Chron. [I. Paralip.

Vidg.] xxix. 9, 2 Chron. xxxi. 6, Judges xi. 30,
Num. XXX. 2, Judith xvi. 19, Jon. i. 16). The
stringency of the obligation of fulfilling a vow when
once made, is distinctly laid down (Deut. xxiii. 21

;

Eccles. V. 4, 5) ; but it is equally clearly stated,

that it is by no means a matter of obligation to
make a vow (Dent, xxiii. 22). The practice of

making vows continued among the Jews in the time
of our Lord ; and St Paul, after his conversion to
Christianity, continued to conform to this usage
(Acts xviii. IS). It would be out of place to enter
here into the question, whether this observance was
meant by our Lord to form part of his new dispen-
sation, or to discuss how far the practice of vows,
especially of chastity, can be traced as in use among
the Christians of the first and second century ; but
it appears quite clear that in the end of the third,

and all through the fourth, the monastic life became
general in the East, and soon afterwards spread all

over the church. See ANTOJiA', Paul, Momachism.
It is imnecessary to add, that vows, while discarded
as a religious observance by the Reformers, enter
lai-gely into the system of the Koman Catholic

Church. The objects of these engagements amoncr
Catholics are very various ; but they are drawn, for
the most part, from what are called the evangelical
' counsels,' in contradistinction to ' precepts ' or
.'commands'—the most ordinary subject of vows
j

being tlie so-called ' evangelical ' virtues of poverty,
chastity, and obedience. Pilgrimages, however, acts
of abstinence, or other self-mortifications, whether
of the body or of the will, sjiecial prayers or reli-

gious exercises, are frequently made the object of
vows ; and there is another large class of more material
oljjects, as the building of churches, monasteries,
hospitals, and other works of public interest or
utility, to which medieval Europe was indebted for
many of its most magnificent memorials of piety
and of art. Vows in the Koman Church law are
either ' simple' or ' solemn.' The principal difference
between them consists in the legal effects of the
'solemn' vow, which, where the subject of such
vow is chastity, renders not merely unlawful, but
nuU and void, a marriage subsequently contracted.
A 'simple' vow of chastity makes it unlawful to
marry, but, except in the Jesuit Society, does not
invalidate a marriage, if subsequently contracted.
Catholics acknowledge in the church a power of
dispensing in vows ; but this is held to be rather
declaratory than remissory, and it is not acknow-
ledged in the case of vows which involve any ri^ht
of a third party. Bishops are held to possess the
power of dispensing in simple vows generally ; but
the power of dispensing in solemn vows and in
certain simple vows, as, for example, that of absolute
and perpetu.al chastity, and of the greater pilgrim-
ages, is reserved to the pope. The practical opera-
tion of the canon law regarding vows has evidently
been much modified, even in Catholic countries,
since the French Revolution, and the subsequent
pohtical changes ; but this must be understood to
regard chiefly their external and purely juridical
effects. So far as concerns their spiritual obligation,
the modern Roman theology recognises little if any
change.—See Ferraris, Bihliotheca Canonka ; Andre,
Cours de Droit Canon ; Welter and Wetse's Kirchen-
Lexicon.

VOWEL. See Letters.

VR'IHASPATI, or, as the word is written in
Vedic works, BR'IHASPATI (from hr'ih, probably
h}-mn, prayer, and pati, protector, lord), is, in Vedic
Mythology, the guardian of the hymns or prayers
addressed by the pious to the gods, and he is there-

fore considered as mainly instrumental in insuring
the elEcacy of the sacrifice. In consequence, he is
' the first-born iu the highest heaven of supreme
light,' because the prayers reach him first; he is
' seven-faced,' because his faces are the seven Vedic
metres; and he is 'attended by all the companies of

gods,' or ' represents aU gods,' when the sacrifice is

performed. Being thus the ' first sharer of the offer-

ing,' he is sometimes also identified with Agni.
His function of guardian of the hymns being simUar
to that of a priest aud spiritual teacher, he is further
represented as a priest of the gods, who himself
' celebrates worship ;

' as ' the observer of truth,'

and as imparting ' \'irtuous instruction. In the
epic and Puranic mythology, V. figures especially as
preceptor of the gods and R'ishis, and as such he also

causes them to perform sacrifices. A new character,
however, in which he appears at that perioil is that
of regent of the planet Jupiter; and in the cere-

monies performed in honour of the [lUinets and
described iu several Puran'as, a siiecial worship is

paid him in this capacity.

VR'ITRA. See Indra.

VU'LCAN (the name is probably connected with
fulgere and/uljur, and may be translated the 'bright
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or shining one') was the old Italian god of lire.

The various myths in connection with V. ]irove

the great anti(|iiity of his worship. Latterly, the

character, attrilnites, and history of the Greek
Hei)ha;stus were transferred to V., and the two
thus became identiHed. According to Homer
Hc])ha;stus was the son of Zeus and Plera ; later

accounts, however, asserting that the latter gave

birth to him without any cooperation on the part

of her husband. He appears to have been twice

violently expelled from Olympus—the lirst occasion

was shortly after his birth, when he was dropjied

upon the earth by his mother, who vi'as disgusted

with his sickly deformity ; he was received by the

marine divinities, Thetis and Eurunyme, with whom
lie dwelt for nine years. He afterwards returned to

Heaven, and on interfering in a quarrel between his

mother and Zeus, the latter seized him by the leg,

and Hung him from Olymjjus. After falling for a

whole day, he alighteil on Lemnos, where he was
kindly received by the Sintians. He afterwards

returned to Olympus. Homer m,ike3 him lame
from his birth, while later writers attribute this

A''ulcan.

•lefect to his second fall on Lemnos. Tlie i>opular

notion of V. or Hepha?stus ajipears to have been that

of a burly, lame, gooil-natured, awkward god, often

made the butt and laughing-stock of his fellows. He
had a magiiilicent jialace of his own in Olympus,
* immortal, brazen, shining like stars,' in A^'hich

was his workshop, containing an anvil and 20

bellows, which worked at his command. Later

accounts locate his workshop in the interior of some
volcanic isle, such as Lemnos, Lipara, Sicily, &c.,

and give him as workmen the Cyclojies, Brontes,

Steropcs, &c. IMany wonderful works of art are

ascribed to V. by the ancient poets, and as an artist or

artificer, he ajijiears to have been regarded as corre-

sponding in some rcsjiects to .\thene : both instructed

men in the useful and ornament.al arts, had the

power of healing, &c., and at Athens, had temples

and festivals in common. In the Iliad, the wife of

Hephsestus is Charis ; while in the OdynitPii, and
in later writers, he is represented as being much
tormented by the amours of his frail and charm-
ing spouse Aphrodite, with her favourite Ares
(liars). In the earlier statues, his lameness apjiears

to have been indicated ; but latterly, he w-is repre-

sented as a full-grown, vigorous man, with a board.

A^U'LCANISM, a term ]iroposed by Humboldt
to include all the evidences of internal heat, such as

volcanoes, hot sjiriugs, &c.

VULCANITE A.ND VULCANISED INDIA-
RUBBER. See Caoutchouc.

VU'LGATE is the name of a well-known Latin

translation of the Old Testament, done by Jerome,

who, when engaged in correcting tlie Itala {see

Italic V'kusio.n), conceived the plan of proilueing a
completely new version, done from tlie Hebrew
text itself. He ccmimcnced this labour about ;i85

A. D. (with the books of Sanuul and Kings), and
completed it in 405. This new version, although
not free from the reproach of casual hastiness, and
faulty and insulficient excgetical knowledge, yet

suqiassed all juevious ones in general eoriectness

ami accuracy ; a circumstance which did not fail to

bring Jerome into bad odour. The discrepancies

between the V. and the Itala, which had been made
from the LXX., were so numerous and important,

that the charge of heresy and falsilication of Scriii-

ture was openly preferred against the tr.-uislator by
RuMnus, and cvi^n St Augustine was doulitlul for

some time whetlier this ch.arge might not be true.

But gradually it made its w.-vy in the church, lirst

in Gaul, then in Rome—chielly through Gregory
the Great—and linally throughout the West. About
20iJ years after Jerome's death, it became the uni-

versally received version of the church. Not long,

however, did it exist in its jiure and unadidterated

form. Partly through the iiiHuence of the emen-
dated Itala, i)artly through the manifold general

causes of neglect, hastiness, and the rest, which
have gone so far to spt)il .almost every ancient M.S.,

the text of the \"ulgate had become so corrupted,

th.it in 802, Charlemagne commissioned Alcuin to

revise it by old MSS,, and to compare it with the

Hebrew text. This revision, lir)wever, to which
afterwards came other 'emendations,' in the Ilth

and 12th c. (by Lanfranc, Archbishop of Canter-

bury, and Cardinal Nieolaus res]iectively), completely

changed the original character of the work. Nor
dill the 'Correetoria Biblica' (i.e., certain collec-

tions of commentated and revised texts, issued at

the period), do much for the improvement of the

corrupted M.S.S. The confusion between the different

codices was chiefly remarked, when the Trideiitine

Conned, in 1.54G, lirst deulared the V. the authorised

version of the Roman Church, and decreed the pre-

paration of an authenticated edition. In I.'>G4,

tlie Pa])al Chair undertook the task ; but not before

151)0 did Sixtiis V. pioiluce the work. This, how-
ever, turned out to be so utterly incorrect and
faulty throughout, th.at the copies were speedily

sujipressed ; and another edition, which appeared in

1592, was prejiared under Clement VII 1., to which
in the next year (150.'J) that otlier edition succeeded,

which has since remained the normal edition of the

Church of Rome, and has been reiirinted unchanged
ever since. We may add, that the Anglo-.Saxon

translation of the Pentateuch and Joshu.i, by Aelfric

(10th c), has been made from the V., and not, as has

been erroneously sujiposed, from the Septuagint

;

and that the V. has also been repeateiUy translated

into Arabic (the Psalms even into Persian) for the

use of the Roman Catl^Dlics in the East.

VU'LNED, a heraldic term, applied to an animal,

or part of an animal— as, for example, a human
heart, wounded, and with the blooil dropping from
it. A pelican in her piety (see Pelican) is sometimes

described as vulning herself.

VU'LTURE {VuUiir),s. Linn.'c.an genus of rapa-

cious birds, now forming the family i'ulliii-idic, to

almost all the species of which tlie name V. is

jiopularly given. The Vtdluridit! have a longer beak
than the halconida; and it is straight at the base,

slightly or not at all toothed, the upper mandible
longer than the lower, and hooked at the tip, the

head generally bare, or covered only with a short

down, which in most of the species is the case also

with the nBck—a ruff or collar of soft feathers

surrounding the lower jiart of the neck, into which
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the upper part, and even most of the head, can be

withdrawn. The legs and feet are large, but the

claws are not nearly so large and strong as in the

Falconida; and are but slightly hooked. The

middle toe is very long. The wings are long, and

their expanse consequently great. Vultures have

great powers of flight, and many of them soar to a

very great height in the air. Their plumage has

not the neat and regular appearance of that of the

Fakonidm, but it is dense, and not easily penetrated

by shot. Vultures are mostly foiuid in warm
climates, and many of them are inhabitants of

Rmg Vulture [Vullur papa).

mountainous regions. They feed on carrion, which
it seems to be their office iu nature to remove from
the face of the earth, that the evil consequences of

its corruption may be prevented. They seldom
attack a living animal, but they have been seen to

sit and watch the approach of death, waiting for

their feast. They are not in general courageous

birds, and are often put to flight by birds much
smaller than themselves ; yet, if urmiolested, they

readily become familiar with the presence of man,
and some of them seek their food even iu the streets

of towns, in which they are useful as scavengers.

They gorge themselves excessively when food is

abundant, till their crop forms a great jirojection,

and sit long in a sleepy or half-torpid state to digest

their food. They do not cany food to their young
in their claws, but disgorge it for them from the

crop. The l>ai-eness of their head and neck adapts

them for feedmg on putrid flesh, by whicli feathers

would lie deflled ; and they are very careful to wash
and cleanse their plumage. The question has been

much discussed, whether vultures discern dead

animals by the eye, or are attracted to them by
the smell. It is certain that they possess great

powers both of smeU and of vision, and the reason-

able conclusion appears to be that both are of service

in dh-ecting them to their prey. The rapidity with

which they congregate to a carcass has been

remarked with admiration, and vast numbers have

often been seen assembled on a battle-field to devour

the dead.

The Vulturidm are divided into several genera, of

which one, Gypactos, approaches to the Fakonhke
in its cliaracters and habits, having the head
feathered, and not always fecLling on carrion, but

often attacking liWng animals. The Liimmergeier

(q. v.) is one of this group. The feet are feathered

to the toes, whdst the other vidtures have the tarsi

bare.

Some of the most notable species of V. have

already been described, as the Condor and the

471

Egyptian Vulture. The generic name Vullur is now
rettricted to those which have the head and neck

without feathers and without caruncles, and a ruft'

of long feathers or of down at the lower part of the

neck.
° To this genus belongs the T.iwny V., or

Griffon (F./H^ra.?), found in the south of Europe,

the north of Africa, and the west of Asia. It makes

its nest on the most inaccessible rocks of high

mountains, as in the Alps and Pyrenees, and some-

times in tall forest trees. It is a very large bird,

more than four feet in length. Its plumage is

yellowish brown, the quills and tail-featliers black-

ish brown, the down of the head and neck white,

the ruff white. When it has foimd a carcass on

which to feed, it remains on the spot, gorging and

torpidly resting by turns, till no morsel remains.

This V. has been seen in England, but only as an

accidental visitor. The moimtains and forests of

the south of Europe, as well as of the north of

Africa, and great part of Asia, are also inhabited by
the Cinereous V. (

Vullur or Gyps cincreus), another

large species, which departs from the typical char-

acter of the vultures in having the greater part of

the neck feathered, and comparatively large and

powerful claws. It does not, however, attack living

animals. India, Africa, and almost all warm coun-

tries, abound in vultures of different species, which

it is imnecessary to describe. In the southern

states of North America is found the Black V.

{Cathartes atratus), there generally known as the

Carrion Crow, a comparatively small species, not

quite two feet in entire length, of a deep black

colour, the head and neck covered with warty
excrescences, and a few hair-lU^e feathers. This

bird is also very abundant in many parts of South

America, where it is called the Gallinazo. Very
nearly allied to it, and found in the same regions, is

the Turkey Buzzard, or Red-headed V. (Catharlea

aura). These vrUtures are more or less gregarious,

Turkey Buzzard {Cathartes aura).

not only assembling where food is to be found, but

flyiug in flocks. They make their nests in hollow

trees, and sometimes iu the chimneys of deserted

houses, or on the roofs of houses. In some of the

towns of tropical America, they may be seen in

gr-eat numbers, perched during the heat of the day

on the tops of houses or on walls, asleep, with their

heads under their wings. The C^lifornian V.

(Cathartes Californianus) is the largest rapacious

bird of North America, being fully four feet long,

and about ten feet in extent of wings. It is black,

with a white band on the wings. It is found only

on the western side of the Rocky Mountains. It

much resembles the condor in its habits.
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VYAsA is tho reputed arranger of the Vedas

(q. v.), and the reputed author of tho Mahibhilrata

(q. v.), the PmWas (q. t.), the Brahmasdtras (see

Vedanta), and a Dharnias'astra. According to

trailition, he was a son of the sage Pards'ara and
Satijavatt, 'the truthfid,' who was a daughter of

King Vasu, and a heavenly nymph, Adrilia. Another
tradition makes him also the father of Blir'ita-

rdsht'i-a, Pdn'd'u, and Vidnm. On account of his dark

complexion, he was called Kr'islm'a (black) ; and
because he was bom in au island {dvtpa) of the

Yamuni (Jumna) river, his second name was Dvai-

pdi/ana. That the immense bidk of literature com-

prised by the above-named woi'ks, and relating to

different periods, cannot belong to the authorship

of one and the same personage, is no matter of

doubt. But the name itself of the individual to

whom it is attributed conveys the meaning which
must be sought for in some of the legends connected

with his history. Vijdsa (from the Sanscrit n and

as, literally, ' thi-ow in different directions,' hence

'distribute') means the person who arranges a

subject-matter in a diffuse manner, or the act itself

of such a diffiise arrangement, and is often contrasted

with samdsa (from sam and as, con-tract), the act

of making a concise arrangement, or of abridging

(compare the Greek omero-, from om = saiii = siai,

and ar = as). Vydsa is, therefore, a symbolical
31

representation of tho work of generations, as em-
bodied in the Vedas, the Mahfibbfirata, and the
Purun'as, and of the order which gradually was
brought iuto this literary mass. When, therefore,

the Vishn'u-Puran'a speaks of 28 Vyfisas who in

the reign of the present Mauu arranged tlie Vedas,
it is not impossible that some historical truth may
underlie tliis statement, implying, as it does, a
diiferent arrangement of the lliudu scriptures at

various times : and that tho Mahil)hlrata, aud tho
Piu'iin'as too, may have undergone various arrange-

ments and recensions, until they settled down in

their present form, sufficiently results from their

contents. Regarding the Brahmasfttras, tradition

itself seems only loosely to connect their author
with the Vylsa of the foregoing works, for it says
that he was in a former hie a Brfihman, A}ydnta-

ratamas, who, after having attained final beatitude,
' by special command of the deity, resumed a
corporeal frame and the human shape, at the period
intervening between the third and fourth ages of

the present world, and was tlie compiler of the

Vedas.' (See Colebrooke's MUccUaneous Essays, voL
i. p. 327, Lend. 18.37.) As the author of the Dhar-
mas'Slstra, V. is jiossibly a personage distinct from
the legendary individual bearing this name, as is the
case with other Vylsas who occur as authors of

other works.
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THE twenty-third letter of the
English alphabet, 'is a letter

which performs the double
office of a consonant and a

vowel. According to the decisive

experiments of Professor Willis

(Camhridge Phil. Trans., iii. 231),

the natural order of the vowels is i, e, a,

0, u, or the reverse ; in which the sounds

must be understood to be those which prevail

on the continent The sounds, then, of i (that is, ee)

and « (that is, oo) are the most remote, and the

attempt to pass with rapidity from either of these

to the others, more particidarly to the other extreme,

gives an initial breathing which has the character

of a consonant, viz., in the one case, ee-oo, or you; in

the other, oo-ee, or ««&' See Key's Alphabet. This

acute analysis of the articulations denoted by the

characters i« and ?/, throws a clear hght on the

double function they perform as consonants and as

vowels. The letter w, which originated in the

midcUe ages, is merely one v joined to another, as

its EngUsh name imports. It is pecuUar to the

English, German, and Dutch alphabets. It woidd
appear from a variety of phenomena in Latin and
Greek, that the Lat. v or «, used as a consonant, as

well as the old Greek diganima (F), were more of the

nature of the modern w, than of the decidedly

consonantal English v (see XJ and V). The French,

having, like the other Romanic nations, no character

w, express the sound by prefixing ou to the vowel

;

as oui (pron. toee), Edouard = Edward. In the

beginning of proper names they substitute (jii ; e. g.,

GiuUaume = WUliam. The Spaniards also use gu,

as in the many names compounded of the Arabic
wadi ; e. g., Guadalquivir ; but more frequently hit,

as in Chihuahua (pron. Chiwmm). In High-
German, which has become classical German, w is

confounded with w, and uwith/; thus, Wellington
is pronounced Vellington. In London, w is substi-

tuted for V, and v for «', with ' a most amusing
perversity.'

WAAL, The (Lat. Valis or Vahcd'is), an arm of

the Rhine, thrown off near the village of Pannerden,

in the Netherlands, flows thence to Nijmegen, Tiel,

Nieuw-St-Andries, between the Boemmeler- and
Tieler-waard, and unites with the Maas below Fort

Loevestein (Luvestein). The united rivers then

take the name of the Merwede, which, flowing past

Gorinchem and Dordrecht, becomes the Dude, or

Old Maas. See Maas.

WA'BASH, a river of the U. S. of America, rises

in AVestern Ohio, runs west and south-west through
Indiana, forming the southerly half of its western
boimdary, on tlie borders of Dlinois, to the Ohio
River, 146 miles from its mouth, is 550 miles long, and
navigable by steamers at high-water 300, and has

for its principal branches the Tippecanoe, Big Ver-
milion, Embarras, and White River—the last 200
miles long. The Wabash and Erie Canal connects

the lakes with the Mississippi

WAGE, Robert, an Anglo-Nonnan poet of the
12th century. Many different versions of his name are

given in his own books, as well as in the other books
which mention him. He is styled Vace, Wace,
Waece, Waice, Waicce, Waze ; Gasse, Gaice, Guace,
Guazi, Guaze, Guascoe, Gazoe ; and again, Wistace,
Huistace, Huace. It has been supposed that there
were really two poets, the one named Wace or
Guace, the other named Wuistace ; the one the
author of Le Roman du lioti, the other of Le Soman
da Brut. But variety in writing names was very
common in the middle ages, and it does not seem
necessary to resort to this supposition. About his

Christian name there is even more doubt than about
his siu-name. It is never mentioned in his poems,
from which the little that is known about him is

mostly derived. An old \rriter speaks of him as

Matthew; and it seems that he was first called

Robert in the Origines de Caen by Huet, whom
subsequent authors have followed.

W. was born in Jersey, in the reign of Henry I.,

and it is probable that the date of his birth lay
between the years 1112 and 1124. He was taken
to Caen as a child, and there he received the early
part of his education. He was afterwards sent
into the neighbouring kingdom of France ; but
he returned to Caen, and having entered into holy
orders, became a reading-clerk in the Royal Chapel
there. At Caen it was that he composed his works.
Henry II., to whom he dedicated ie Roman du Rou,
gave him a canonry at Bayeux, apparently about
the year 1160. He died in England about the year
1180, certainly before the year 1184.

Five separate works are attributed to W. ; but
three are sUght, short performances, and it is only
necessary to notice the two principal

—

Le Roman
du Brut d'Angleterre, and Be Roman du Rou. The
former premises that a certain Brutus, a son of

Ascanius, and grandson of /Eneas, settled in Bri-

tain, and became its first king. The book continues
the history of the British kings from Brutus to

CadwaUader, who died at Rome shortly before the
year 700. It is little more, however, than a literal

translation into the French from the Latin of

Geoffrey of Monmouth (q. v.). This poem seems
to have been completed in the year 1155. Le
Roman du Rou (RoUo) is a sort of history of the
Dukes of Normandy and of the Norman monarchy
in England. Neither of these works has the slightest

poetical merit. They are both interesting only as

shewing the state of the French language in the 12th
e.,and assuppljdng occasional facts and social traits

to the historian.

WA'CKE, a German miners' term, introduced by
Werner, to designate a soft variety of trap, that
has an argillaceous asjiect, and a greenish-gray
colour. It resembles indurated claj', but has been
formed of volcanic ashes or mud. It is often vesicu-

lar, and when the cavities are filled, it becomes
an amygdaloid- It is associated with trappean
rocks, and, indeed, often passes into basalt or
greenstone.
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WAD—WAGENINGEN.

AVAD, the popular name given in some parts of

Eni;lanil, as in Derl)ysliire, to au ore of manganese,

wluch is a hydrati'il peroxide, united \rith nearly

its own wei.u'lit of oxide of iron. Wad is also the

provincial iiamc of black lead or plumbago in

Cumberland.

WAD, in Clunuery, a compressible disc forced

home in the barrel after the jiowder, to confine the

latter to the least possible space before its explosion.

For great guns, the wad is commonly made of rope ;

for small-arms, of pasteboard.

WADERS, or WADING-BIKDS, a designation

often applied to the whole order of birds Oralke

Characteristic Features of Wailin^-birds :

1, Tlond and foot of Common Snipe ; 2, He.Trf anrt foot of Hinged
Dotterel ; 3, Head and foot of Common Godwit; 4, Head and
foot of Cuilen-.

(q. v.), or Grallatore--:, but really appropriate only to

some of them, the more aquatic iu their habits, as

Herons, Snipes, and Kails.

WADHAM COLLEGE, Oxford. In the year
IGIO, James I. issued a licence to Dorothy Wadham,
acting as executrix of the will of her deceased hus-
band, Kicholas Wadham, Esq., to found a ' College

of Divinity, Ci^nl and Canon Law, Physic, good Arts
and Sciences, and the Tongues.' Dorothy Wadham
purchased the site and ruins of the priory of the
Austin Friars, in the suburbs of Oxford, and built

the present college for a warden, 15 fellows, 15
scholars, and 2 chaplains. The fellows were formerly
elected from the scholars, and the tenure of the

fellowships wag limited to 22 years ; nine of the
scholarships were limited to certain counties, and to

the founder's kin. By the Commissioners under 17
and 18 Vict. c. SI, the fellowships and scholarshi[)g

were thrown open—the former to all persons who
had passed the examinations for a B.A. degree ; the
latter to all persons under 20 years of age. The
t 'ommissioners also abolished the limitations on the
tenure of the fellowships. One of the fellowships is

appropriated to the reader in experimental philos-

ophy. The value of the fellowships is supposed to

be about £100 a year. The scholarships are worth
£46 a year, besides rooms, and are tenable for Jive

years. There are several good exhibitions, especially

those founded by Dr Hotly—four for Hebrew, and
six for Greek, value £40 a year, and tenable for four
years ; also a law exhibition for a fellow, value £90 a
year ; and a medical exhibition for a fellow, of the
.same value. There are ten benefices in the gift of

this college.

WA'DI, an Arabic word signifying a river, a river-

course, a ra\Tne, or valley. It is supposed that the
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Greek oaxin is a corruption of wctxli. It is of fre-

quent occurrence in the names of places; e. g., Wadi-
Mu-sa (i. e., the Valley of Moses) in Arabia. In

Spain, where most of the rivers bear names given

them by the Arabs, wad has been transformed into

rjuad; e.g., Wadi-l-abyadli (the white river) has

become Guadalaviar.

WA'DSET, in Scotch Law, is the old n.ame for a

Mortgage (q. v.). The modern name is Bond and
Disposition in Security. See Heritable Secu-
r.ITIES.

WAFER, in relation to the Roman Catholic

iisage of the Eucharistic communion, is the name
given (chiefly by uon-C.atholics) to the thin circular

]iortions of unleavened brca<l which are used in the

Roman Chiu'ch in the celebration and administra-

tion of the Eucharist. In ancient times, the bread
and wine for the Eucharist were contributed by the

faithful ; and a place is found in the Eucharistic

serWce of every known liturgy for this offering, still

known by the name of Oll'ertory (q. v.). But in ^le

Latin Church, for many centuries, the breail (which,

as.being unleavened, and dill'ercnt from that in com-
mon use, needed special preparation) has been pro-

vided by the clergy ; and the practice has been
followed of preparing it in the form of thin cakes,

commonly, although not necessarily circtilar, and
frequently impressed with sacred representations or

emblems, as the Crucifixion, the Lamb, the Chris-

tian monogram, the Cross, and other sacred symbols.

The circidar form itself is by some ritualistic ^vritera

regarded as symbolical, the circle being a figure of

perfection. The wafers used in the Roman Catholic

Church are made of different sizes, the smallest about
an inch in diameter for the communion of the people,

a second considerably larger for the celebration of

the mass, and a third still larger to be placed in the

Monstrance (q. v.) for the service of benediction or

exposition. See Lord's Suprek.

WAFERS, thin di.scs of dried paste, mostly col-

oured, used for sealing letters, or for attaching

papers together. They are anade by mixing fine

wheaten fiour with water and any non-jjoisonoua

colouring materials, so as to form a mixture not

thicker than thin cream. A small quantity of this

is poured on the lower limb of a jiair of wafer-irons,

which are formed like a pair of pincers, but with
flat blades about 12 inches long by 9 in breadth, the
iimer sm'face of which is kept well polished. Be-
fore being used, they are heated over a charcoal or

coke fire ; and the liquid paste being poured on the
lower blade, the pressure of the two blades distri-

butes it equally in a thin sheet between them, the
superfluous material being squeezed out at the sides,

from which it is shaved ofi' by means of a knife.

In a few seconds of time, if the blades are hot
enough, the sheet of paste becomes dry and half

bakecl. The sheets so formed are then stamped out
into discs of the sizes required. Formerly, wafers
were very extensively tiscd, and their manufacture
was one of considerable importance ; but the intro-

duction of gummed envelopes has almost driven

them out of iise.

WA'GENINGEN, an old but well-built town in

the Netherlands, province of Gelderland, is situated

near tlie Rhine, to which access is had from it by a
canal. Pop. 5632. W. has good schools and other
useful institutions. The environs are beautifid, and
the Wageningsche Berg, now formed into a burying-
place, is especially picturesque.

Ship-building, brick and tile making, tanning
leather, rope-spinning, &c., with agriculture, are the
chief sotirces of wealth. W. received the rights of

a town in 1263. It is a neat, purely Dutch town,
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selected as a residence by many who wish to live

quietly, comfortably, and economically.

WAGER OF LAW, in the Law of England, was
an old form of givin;;; sureties that at some future

time the party would wage his law—that is, i)ut it

to the oath of the defendant, who swore in presence

of eleven compurgators as to the debt claimed. The
action was used in causes where there was some
secrecy as to the origin of the debt, or where the

defendant bore a fair character. That form of

action had long been in disuse, but was not for-

mally abolished tdl the statute of 3 and 4 Will. IV.
c. 42.

WAGERS, in the Common Law of England, were
held good, if they were not against the principles of

morality, pubHc decency, or sound policy ; and a
wager or bet was defined to be, a contract entered
into without colour or fraud Ijetween two or more
persons for a good consideration, and upon mutual
promises to pay a stipulated sum of money, or to

deliver some other thing to each other, according

to the residt of some contingency. A wager has
been held void which was made on the life of

Napoleon L, on the result of an election of a mem-
ber to serve in parliament, &c. Before the statute

of 8 and 9 Vict. c. 109, wagers above a certain amoimt
were declared to be illegal, but now wagers on a
race are not Ulegal. That statute provides that all

contracts or agreements, whether by parol or in

wi'iting, by way of gaining or wagering, shall be
null and void, and the money due thereon cannot
be recovered in any court of law ; but that enactment
does not apply to any subscription or contribution or

agreement to subscribe or contribute for any plate,

prize, or sum of money to be awarded to the winner
or winners of any lawful game, sport, pastime,
or exercise. If a siun of money has been deposited
with a stakeholder, not as a stake, but by way of

wager, it may be recovered back if notice is given
to the stakeholder before the event comes off. As
no wager can be recovered in a court of law, it is

merely a debt of honour, and if paid, it is in the
eye of the law the same thing as giving a gratuity.

If a promissory-note or bill of exchange be taken
as security for money either won by betting or

knowingly lent for betting, the consideration is

illegal, and the money cannot be recovered. A recent
act was passed for the suppression of betting-houses,

and imposes penalties on persons keeping or using
houses for betting purposes (17 and IS Vict. c. 119)

;

and justices may authorise constables to break into

such houses, and arrest all persons found therein.

Whoever by a cheating wager \vins money from an-

other, is liable to be indicted for obtaining the
money by false pretences.—In the Law of Scotland,

wagers are treated as pacta illidta, which it is

beneath the dignity of any court to entertain ques-

tions about, and so they are not recoverable by
action. The act S and 9 Vict. c. 109 does not apply

to Scotland, but there are older statutes of a some-
what similar eti'ect.

WAGES means the money given for personal

services, as distinct from the price of anything
sold, whether made by the seller or not. When a

man makes a basket, and sells it, the price is not

wages, though it may be the same thing to him.

The term h.is by general usage been limited to the

remuneration of hand-working. A manager of a

bank or railway—even an overseer or a clerk in a
manufactory, is said to draw a salary. It is gener-

ally a feature of wages, too, that they are paid at

short intervals, as being necessary for immediate
support. This division is connected with social

distinctions which have exercised a banefid moral
influence in the direction of improvidence. The

clerk at a hundred a year is supposed to be a
gentleman who dresses decently, and so adjusts his

expencUture that he can draw it quarterly. The
puddler or shingler who can make a guinea a day
is, by traditionary usage, a member of the needy
classes, who requii-es to draw his wages weekly, and
is expected to spend them at once. Wages are

more absolutely ruled by their value in the market
than other serrices. A writer of poems or a painter

of pictures does work which is exceptional—if

people are willing to pay him any price he may ask
for his work, there is jirobably no one who can com-
pete with him and undersell him. A lawyer or a

physician may also have special quaUties to a great

extent excluding competition ; and in appointments
to offices requiring trust, judgment, and skill, a
gi'cat many things have to be considered besides

the question, who will do the duty cheapest ? But
in the staple hand-works—the making of clothes,

the baking of bread, and the like—there are uniform
functions of the hand which a certain number of

persons will always be found ready to give for a
price. Strong efforts are made from time to time
—by combinations, strikes, &c.—to make wages
fictitiously high. These efi'orts are of course often

successful for a time, bringing profit to some
members of the working- classes, though injury to

others, and a general loss of the wealth of the com-
munity. But the great law of political economy,
that labour as well as all other things, will bring

what it is worth, ever prevails in the end in a
coimtry where trade and labour are free. See

C.1P1TAL, COJIBIXATION, LaBOUK, TkUCK-SYSTEM.

WAGNER, Richard, a contemporary German
operatic composer. He was born at Leipzig in 181.3,

and was educated at Dresden and Leipzig. In

1S36, he was Kapellnieister at Magdeburg, and after

spending some time in Konigsberg, Dresden, and
Riga successively, he came to Paris in 1841, where
he composed his two earliest operas, Eienzi and Der
fliegende HolUinder. Mienzi, when brought out by
him at Dresden, obtained for him the post of

Kapellmeister there. His next opera, Tannhiiuser,

appeared in 1845, also at Dresden. Being involved

in the political schemes of 1848, W. had to quit

Saxony, and took up his residence for a time in

Switzerland, where he composed Lohengrin and Die
Niebdungen. He spent the season of 1855 in

London, where he undertook the direction of the

Philharmonic Society's concerts. In 1S65, he was
invited to Munich, and greatly befriended by the

young king of Bavaria, who appointed him Director

of the Opera-house ; and he there produced Ms latest

opera of Tristan und Isolde ; but complaints of the

royal favourite interfering in state affairs obliged

King Ludwig to dismiss him. The public are

greatly divided regarding the merits of W.'s operas

and the soundness of his lesthetic opinions, one

party in Germany looking up to him as the greatest

musical genius of the age ; another pronouncing his

theories utterly visionary, and his music extra-

va'^ant and unintelligible. W. explains his notions

of the opera in a volume of essaj'S, entitled Oper
und die Drama, published at Leipzig in 1852.

ilusic, poetry, and dramatic effect shoidd, according

to him, not be made separate objects, but mutually

combine and assist each other. He takes to himself

the credit of having reformed the opera by, for the

first time, effecting this combination ; and his com-

positions are characterised by himself and his

admirers as 'Music of the Futui-e,' or 'Work of Art
of the Future.' Some of his operas, particularly

Tannhaiiser, are magnificent as spectacles, but they

are altogether deficient in melody. In all of them,

the words of the libretto, W.'s own composition,

are adapted to a declamatory style of recitative,
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relieved by harmomes and instrumentation in

accordance with the spirit of the situation. Lolien-

grin has been hia moat successful work.

WAGOX, a vehicle for the conveyance of

goods or passengers, is mounted on four wheels, but
varies considerably in the construction of its other
parts, accordinj; to the species of traffic in which it

is to be emploj'ed. Since the wagon has four
wheels, it is quite unnecessary that any part of the
weight should be sustained on the shafts, and
accordingly these latter are hinged to the fore-part

of the frame, so as to be raised or let down at plea-

sure. Wagons being generally drawn by two hoi-ses

abreast, two pair of shafts are employed ; and when
three horses are yoked abreast, the centre one is

the shaft horse, the right and left ' wheelers ' are
yoked by traces to the wagon-frame ; and each of

the latter is attached by a chain from its collar to
a shaft, so as to preserve the parallelism of its

action. Most wagons are set on springs, on account
of the weight of the vehicle, and the absence of the
steadjnug weight of the horse, owing to the shafts
not being immovably attached to the frame. For
facility in turning, the fore-wheels are occasionally
smaller th.in the hind ones ; and in addition, the
fore-axle of the lighter kinds of wagon is attached
to the body of the wagon by a swivel-joint, the
shafts or pole being in this case attached to the
fore-axle ; but the diminution of the size of the
wheels is open to grave olijection, on account of

the greater friction. It being almost impossible
for the beasts of draught to control and subdue the
momentum of a heavily-loaded wagon descending a
slope, it is necessary to employ a drag of some sort

;

the rudest forms of which are a thick cylinder of

tough wood inserted between two spokes of the
wheel, which, being carried upwards in the wheel's
revolution, is ' jammed ' against the under side of

the wagon-frame, and stops the wheel's rotation ; and
the chain-drag, which was merely a cliain firmly
fastened at one end to the wagon-frame between a
fore and hind wheel, and furnished at the other end
with a large hook, to hold the tire of the hind-
wheel ; the method of chaining the fore and hind
wheels together was also employed. But in the
better class of wagons, the slioe and break (see

Dkag) are now employed. The various forms of
wagon in common use are the brewer's ilray, the
railway lorry, the agricultural icain (in common use
in England and on the continent), and the huUoch-
carl of South Africa. The comparative merits of a
vehicle in which the horse has merely to draw, and
one, as the cart, in which he has to carry as well as
draw, have often been discussed, though never suffi-

ciently tested ; but it seems to be generally believed
that, despite the distress arising from his confined
position in the comparatively immovable shafts of

a cart, a horse can transport a greater weight to a
moderate distance by the same exertion of muscular
force in a cart than in a wagon.

WAGON-TRAIN, an indispensable companion
of an army under this or some other title. It ser\'es

to convey the ammunition, provisions, sick, wounded,
camp-equipage, &c. At the present time, in the
British arm}', the Mihtary Train performs this func-
tion, although in China (1860) and New Zealand
(1S62—1865) the commissariat provided and organ-
ised its own wagon-ser^-ice.

WA'GRAM, or DEUTSCH-WAGRAM, a village

of Lower Austria, on the left bank of the Eussb.och,
ten miles north-east-by-east from Vienna, is of little

importance, except as the site of the great battle

between the French and Austrians in the cam-
paign of 1809, which forced Austria to bow before

Napoleon, and submit to the onerous conditions of
38

the fourth treaty of Vienna (q. v.). After the capture
of Vienn.-i, Napoleon resolved to pass the Danube,
and complete the prostration of Austria's mihtary
strength by the destruction of her Last army—that
under the Archduke Charles ; and with this view,
he called in the Italian army, under Eugene Beau-
haruois, and all his outlying corjjs, concentrating
them in and about the island of Lobau ; and after
a few foiuts, calciUated to mislead the Archduke,
who, stationed on the north bank, was vigilantly
guarding the various crossings, succeeded in effectiiif;

a most extraordinary passage, ou the morning ot

July 5, 1809, from the island of Lobau to the north
bank, opposite Enzersdorf, landing 150,000 infantry,
30,000 cavalry, and 600 pieces of camion before six
in the morning. When the morning light shewed
the Austrians how they had been out-mancEU\Ted,
they retreated across the plain of the March-field to
its northern extremity, and took up a formidable
jjosition at W., and being closely followed up, were,
on the evening of July 5, attacked by a part of the
French army. By the vigorous exertions of the Arch-
duke in person, the assailants—after a temporary
success—were completely repulsed, and the Aus-
trians, exxUting in their second victory over Napoleon,
waited in sanguine expectation the events of the next
d.ay. In the morning, the Archduke resolved to
assume the oS'ensive, and succeeded at first in defeat-
ing the French centre under Massena, and in forcing
their left into inextricable confusion, followed by
total rout; but at the same time his own left was
turned by Davoust, and this success followed up by
a successful attack of Macdonald on their centre,
forced the Austrians to retreat, which they did in

the most orderly manner, can-jing vith them 5000
prisoners, and leaving 25,000 dead or woimded on
the field of battle—the French loss being about
equal. This drawn battle (the Archduke having, as
Savary says, ' in reaUty no reason for retiring'

)

had aU the moral effects of a victory for the French

;

and was followed on July 11 by the armistice of
Znaim, which resulted in the fourth treaty of Vienna.

WA'GTAIL (Molacilla), a genus of birds of the
family MotaciUidce, which is now very generally
regarded as a sub-family {MolaciUina:) of Syhiadce,
distinguished by a lengthened and slender bill, long
and pointed wings, rather long and sUghtly curved
claws, and a long narrow tail, which the bird
incessantly wags up and do-mj, with a jerking
motion. The genus Molacilla of Linn.'cus included
many of the SylriadcB not belonging to this group,
as the Red-breast, Nightingale, Black-cap, and
Blue-bird. The genus ilotacilla, as now restricted,

has a slender awl-shaped, sti-aight bill ; the nostrils

oval, on the sides of the bQl near the base, partly
covered by a naked membrane ; the wings of

moderate size, the first quill-feather the longest,

the second and third nearly as long as the first, the
tertials very long ; the tarsus much longer than the
middle toe ; the tail of twelve feathers, long, and
nearly equal at the end.—The wagtails run with
great celerity, and seek their food on the ground.
Their food consists chiefly of insects and small seeds.

They frequent the margins of rivers and lakes,

inundated fields, and other moist grounds. ' While
the cows are feeding, in moist low pastures,' says
AVhite {Kat. Hist, of Sdlorne), ' broods of wagtails,

white and gray, run round them, close up to their
noses, and under their very bellies, availing them-
selves of the flies that settle on their legs, and
probably finding worms and larvae that are roused
by the trampling of their feet.' Wagtails make
their nests on the ground, among moist herbage, or
in stony places. Their ffight is rapid and undula-
tory. They are natives of the temperate regions of

the Old World. No species is found in America.—
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A common British species is the Pied W. {M.

Yarrellli), which is from seven to eight inches in

length, the long tail included, and has prettily varied

white and black plumage. It is abundant over the

whole south of Europe, and is found there at all

seasons of the year, which is the case also in the

south of England ; but in more northern regions it

is only a summer visitant, as in the Orkney Islands,

where it is the first of the migratory birds to depart

southward, the migration taking place almost as

soon as the young are able for flight. The Pied W.
is incessantly in motion, jerking its tail, running

1, Yellow 'Wagtail (MotaciUa fiaya) ;

(M. Tarrellii).
, Ked 'Wagtail

quickly along the ground in quest of insects, and
making short flights from place to place, chirping
as it flies. It is often to be seen wading in shallow
water, in pursuit of aquatic insects, and catching
also small minnows when they approach the surface
of the water. This species was long confounded
with the 'White W. {M. alba), of the continent of
Europe, common from Sweden to the Mediterranean,
as also in many parts of Asia, and in elevated
situations in Indja and the north of Africa, but not
3 native of Britain. The two species are, however,
very similar.—The Gray W. {M. boarula) is bluish
gray above, with the rump and lower parts yeUow

;

a black patch on the throat in summer. It is

abundant on the continent of Europe, as well as in
Britain, and is commonly seen on pastures, often in
close attendance on cattle or sheep, whence the
French name, hergeronette, given to this and other
species of 'W. of similar habits.—The Yellow W.
{M. flava) and the Grees-headed 'W. (M. Rayi),
also British species, of which the latter is the more
common, belong to a sub-genus, by some regarded
as a distinct genus, Budytes, having the hind-claw
very long and sharp, and thus approaching in

character to the Pipits (q. v.) or Titlarks.

WAHA'BIS, or 'WABA.'BITES, a recent Moham-
medan sect, now dominant throughout the greater
part of Arabia. The movement may be considered
a puritanic reform, which seeks to purge away the
innovations and corruptions introduced in the course
of ages, and to bring back the doctrines and obser-
vances of Islam to the literal precepts of the Koran
and of the Sunna (q. v.), or oral instructions of
Mohammed himself. This purified faith the 'W'.

consider it their duty to impose at the point of the
sword—in this, too, following strictly the precepts
and practice of Mohammed and tiie first califs.

The founder of the sect, Ibn-abd-ul-Wahab, was the
son of an Arab sheik, or chief, and was born in

Nejed or Kejd (the Central Highlands of Arabia),

about the end of the 17th century. He is said to

have visited various schools in the principal cities of

the East, and to have lived some years in Damascus

;

and here he is represented as forming the resolution

to restore in its primitive shape the ruined structm-e

of IsLim. Kor was the task an easy one. Through-
out the Mohammedan world, the precepts of tlie

Koran had fallen into abeyance, more especially

among the Turks ; and reUgion was little else than
a round of external ceremonies—prayers, ablutions,

fastings, the worshipping of the holy sheiks or saints

at their tombs, and other superstitious innovations.

In Central and Eastern Arabia, where the faith of

Jlohammed had never taken deep root, matters
were even worse. According to Palgrave, ' almost
every trace of Islam had long since vanished from
Nejed, where the worship of the Djann ^enii), under
the spreading foliage of large trees, or in the cavern-

ous recesses of Djebel Toweyk, along with the invo-

cation of the dead and saeritices at their tombs, was
blended with remnants of old Sabsean superstition,

not without positive traces of the doctrines of Mosey-
lemah and Kermut. The Koran was unread, the
five daily prayers forgotten, and no one cared where
ilecca lay, east or west, north or south ; tithes,

ablutions, and pilgrimages were things unheard of.'

Central Arabia was at that time divided among a
multitude of virtually independent chiefs. One of

these chiefs, named Sa'u'd (or Saoo'd), a young man
of ardent and capacious mind, who ruled over the
small territory around the stronghold of Deraijeh, or

Dureeyeh* (in Nejed), was the first important convert
made by Ibn-abd-ul-'W'ahab after his return home

;

and the example of the prince was followed by his

kindred and retinue. The Wahabi is said to have
promised Sa'ud that if he would draw the sword in

the cause of pure Islam, he would make him sole

ruler of Nejed, and the first potentate in Arabia.
The prophecy was fulfilled, partly in Sa'ud's reign,

and fidly in that of his son ; and the Sa'ud dynasty
is at this day the chief power in the peninsula

;

while the descendants of Ibn-abd-ul-'\Vahab (who
Hved tUl 1787) continue to act as spiritual directors,

though without any acknowledged authority. It

was about 1746 that Sa'ud began to act as apostle

militant of the new, or rather revived Islam. One
after another, he subdued his heretical neighboiu^,
ofi'ering them the alternative of conversion or

extermination. Dying in 1765, he was succeeded
by his son, Abd-ul-Aziz, who carried on the same
pohcy with vigour and success. Extending his

sway to Hasa (Al-Ahsa, as Colonel PeUy speUs it,

and anciently Hajr), and other jilaces on the
Persian Gulf, he was brought in hostile contact
with the Turkish authorities of Bagdad, and from
that place an expedition was sent in 1797 against
the 'W'. by way of Hasa; but it failed to pene-

trate into Nejed, and proved fruitless. The 'VV.

now grew bolder in their plundering excursions
towards the Euphi-ates, and in ISOl, Sa'ud, the son
of Abd-ul-Aziz, led an army against the holy city of

Meshed Hussein, or Kerbela, took it, massacred the
greater part of the inhabitants, destroyed the tomb
of Hussein, the grandson of Mohammed, and carried

off the treasures. On this, a second Turkish arm}-
was sent from Bagdad against Nejed, but was routed,

and the greater part slain. The conquest of Hejaz was
next undertaken by the Wahabis. For two or three

* Nothing is more perplexing than the orthography
of Arabic proper names ; every traveller spells them
in a way of his own. In comparing Btirckliardt, Pal-
grave, and Colonel PeUy, it is often difficult to identify
the places and persons spoken about.
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years, Ghaleb, the ruler of Mecca, had been more
and more hemmed in by neighliourinj; chiefs wlio

had joined the W., and now, in 1803, Sa'iid collected

a large army, and defeating Ghaleb in several

battles, laid siege to Mecca, which, after a resistance

of two or three months, surrendered at discretion.

Not the slightest excess was committed, but the

people had to become W.—'that is, they were
obliged to pray more punctually than usual, to lay

aside and conceal their tine silk dresses, and to

desist from smoking in pubhc. Heaps of I'ersian

pipes, collected from all the houses, were burned

before Sa'ud's head-quarters, aud the sale of

tobacco forbidden.'—Burckhardt.

Failing to take Jiddah, into which Ghaleb had
thrown himself, the Wahabi forces went northwards,

and, in 1804, took Medina, where they stripjied the

tomb of Mohammed of its accumidated treasures,

and prohibited the approach to it of all but W., as

they considered the reverence paid to it liy the Turks
and others as idolatrous. At Sledina, ' the Wahabis
enforced with great strictness the regidar observance

of prayers. The names of all the adult male inhabit-

ants were called over in the mosque after morning,

mid-day, and evening prayers, aud those who did

not obey the call were punished. A respectable

woman, accused of having smoked the I'ersian pipe,

was placed uj)on a jackass, with the pipe suspended

from her neck, round which was twisted the Ion"

flexible tube or snake: in this state she was paraded

through the town.'—Burckh.ardt.

During these events, Abd-id-Aziz had been assass-

inated, in the end of 1803, by a fanatical Persian,

whose family had been murdered by the W. at

Meshed Hussein. He was succeeded by his sou,

Sa'ud II., who had for some time conducted the

wars, and was perhaps the ablest ruler and warrior

of the dynasty. For several years after the couqucst

of Hejaz, he continued to extend and consolidate

his power. Plunderiug incursions were made to

the very vicinity of Bagdad, Aleppo, and Damascus

;

while the Wahabi sheik of Asir (lying south of

Hejaz) imposed the new faith on a gi-eat part of

Yemen. On the east, Sa'ud took the islands of Bah-
rein, annexed a part of the Persian coast on the cast

side of the Gulf, and exacted tribute from the sidtan

of Oman. This brought him into conflict with
Great Britain, which sent (1808) a force, and severely

chastised the "Wahabi pirates that infested the

commerce of the Persian Gulf.

While these external struggles were going on,

several of the southern provinces of Kejed broke out

in revolt, instigated mainlj-, perhaps, by the local

chiefs, whose jtower, formerly independent, was
now circumscribed, or altogether taken away by
the central government ; but the rising was speedily

suppressed, and a terrible example was made of the

prorince of Harik and t'ae town of Hutah, which
last was completely demolished, and its inhabitants

(the male inhabitants were reckoned at 10,000)

butchered almost to a man.
From 1S0"2, the W. had prevented the great

pilgrim caravans from i-eaching Mecca, both because

they held the observances of the Turk and Persian

hajjis to be idolatrous, and also because they were
scandalised at the gross immorality and indecency

which were openly practised by these pilgrims. It

may easily be conceived what horror spread through
the Mohammedan world when it was told that the

tomb of the Prophet had been despoiled by heretics,

who j)revented the faithful from performing the

most sacred duty of their religion. Accordingly,

the sultan of Constantinople, the acknowledged
protector of Jlohammedanism, as early as 1804,

imposed on Mehemet Ali, the newly appointed

pasha of Egjqit, the task of recovering the holy
40

cities. With the dilatorincss, however, character-

istic of the East, nothing was done till 1811, when
an expedition was sent against them, vuider the

con\mand of the pasha's son, Tdsfln-Bey. Medina
was taken by the Egyjitian forces in 1812, and
Mecca in the following year ; and a jjrotracted and
desultory warfare, wth varying success, was kept

up with the W. in Hejaz and around its confines.

At last, in 1815, Ibr.aliim P;isha (q. v.) undertook to

penetrate into Central Arabia, and crush the hornets

in their nest. The enterj)rise was facilitated by the

death of Sa'ud in 1814. He wa.s siicceeded by his

son Abdallah, who, though an able warrior, was less

adi'oit in securing unity of action among the ntmic-

rous tribes luider his sway. It was not, however,

till ISIS, and after i-epeated conllicts, th.at llir.ahim

succeeded in decisively breaking the Wahabi force,

anil cajituring their capital, iJeraijeh, which was
laid in ruins. Abdallah-ibu-Sa'ud was scut to Con-
stantinople, where he and some of his ministers were
beheaded (1818). Ibrahim continued some montlis

in Arabia, consolidating his conquests throughout
Nejed and the adjoining provinces. His policy was
one of gentleness and conciliation towards the chiefs

and common people, aud of stern repression towards
the fanatical rehgious teachers ; and except among
these, his name is said to be yet popular throughout
Central Arabia. But the folly aiul tjTanny of the

vice-governors whom he left soon caused a general

insurrection ; the Egyptians had to retire to Kasim

;

and Turki, a son of Abdallah, was proclaimed sultan

of Nejed, Kiad being now chosen as the cajjital.

Kenewed expeditions were undertaken by the

Egyptian commanders, driving, tirst, Turki from
his capital for a time, and then his son and successor,

Feysul ; instead of whom, a chieftain favourable to

Egyptian rule was appointed. But soon after the

death of Mehemet AJi (1849), the Egyjitians gave
up the struggle ; Feysul was recalled from exUe ;

and imder him aud his son and vicegerent, Abdallah
II., who unites in a high degree the fanaticism and
ferocity of the W. with gre.at skill in military

tactics, the Wahabi sway, according to the accounts

of Palgrave in 1863, and of Colonel Pelly in 1865,

had become more powerful and <'xtcnsivc than ever,

and threatens to swallow u|) the entire peninsiUa.

Feysul is sometimes styled Emir (ruler), and some-
times Imaum (spiritual chief).

According to Burckliardt, there is not a, single

new jireccpt in the Wahabi code. The only differ-

ence between the sect aud the orthodox Turks
(improperly so termed) is, ' that the Wahabis rigidly

follow the same laws which the others neglect, or

have ceased altogether to obser\'e. To describe,

therefore, the Wahabi religion, would be to recapit-

idate the Mussulman faith ; and to shew in what
points their sect differs from the Turks, would be to

give a list of all the abuses of wliich the latter are

guilty.' One peculiarity of the W. is their zeal

.against gaudy dress— silk and gold orn,amcnts—and
tobacco. In their wars of conversion, 'No Smoking'
has been a kind of battle-cry. The recent traveller,

Palgrave, who came into more intimate contact with
the W. than Burckhardt, has a much less favourable

opinion both of their doctrines and theii- practice.

He describes their empire as ' a compact and well-

orgauised government, where centralisation is fully

understood, and etfcctually carried out, and whose
mainsprings and connecting links are force and
fanaticism. Its atmosphere, to spe.vk metaphori-

cally, is sheer despotism—moral, intellectual, reh-

gious, and physical. This empire .is capable of

frontier extension, and hence is dangerous to its

neighbours, some of whom it is even now swallowing
up, and will certainly swallow more if not otherwise

prevented. Incapable of true internal progress.
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hostile to commerce, luifavoiirable to arts, and even
to agriculture, and in the hi;;hest dep:ree intolerant

and aggressive, it can neither better itself nor benefit

others ; while the order and calm which it sometimes
spreads over the lands of its conquest are described

in the oft-cited Ubi soliludinem faciunt pacem
appellant of the Roman annalist. We may add, that

its weakest point lies in family rivalries and feuds

of succession, which, joined to the anti-Wahabian
reaction existing far and wide throughout Arabia,
may one day disintegrate and shatter the Nejdeau
Empire, yet not destroy it altogether. But so long
as Wahabiism shall prevail in the centre and uplands
of Arabia, small, indeed, are the hopes of cisdlisa-

tion, advancement, and national prosperity for the
Arab race.' Colonel Pelly characterises the W. as
' warlike Mohammedan .Quakers.'

The following statistical table of the W. Empire

was drawn up by Palgrave, mostly from the official

registers at Paad

:

ProTincei.
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46° 41' 48"), has probablv about 40,000 ; Kharfah,
8000 ; Hofluif (Al-Hufhui'), 24,000. Katif (Khutif)

is the most direct port o£ the W. dominions ; and
the proviuco of Hasa in which it is situated is the
richest.

To the north of Nejed and its dependencies, lies

a kingdom ruled over by a half-hearted ally of

Feysul's, Telal, the chief of Djebel Shomer, and
consisting of live pro\'ince3^Djebel Shomer, Djowf,
Kheybar, Upiier Kasim, Teymar—with a settled

jinp. of 274,000, and 160,000 Bedouins. Hayel,
the capital, has a pop. of 22,000. This part

of Arabia was ovciTun and converted during the

first outbreak of Wahabi propa£;andism ; bvit the

conversion was only seeming, and during the inter-

ference of Egy[)t in Arabian matters, the country

retrained a kind of independency. The great majo-
rity of the people are averse to Wahabiism, and,

indeed, care Uttle for Islam in any foi-m. Still, the
W. have nimierous partisans and missionaries and
spies in all the towns, and their iuilucnce is hated

aud feared by prince and people. Even Oman,
where the new Islam is said to be still more dis-

t.istefnl, has been brought in some degree xmdcr
tlie political sway of the Wahabis, and p.ays a small

yearly tribute.

Karsten Niebuhr (q. v.) is the first Em-opeau
writer who mentions the W. ; Burckhardt, Notes
on the Bedov.ins and Wahahia (1830), gives a sketch

of the Wahabi doctrines aud of their history down to

1SI5 ; Sir Harford Jones Brydges, for many years

resident at Bagdad, to his Accou7il of the Transac-

iiotis of His Majesty's Mission to the Court ofPersia,
appends a ' Brief History of the Wahauby ;

' Mcngin,
I/istoirc de VEytjpt sous le Gouvcrnement de Moham-
med AH; Coraneez, Ilistoire des Wahahis, with Maps.
The most recent authorities on the subject are

W. G. Palgrave's Narrative of a Year's Journey
through Central and Eastern Arabia, 1802—1863
(Macmillan & Co., 1865); and 'A Visit to the

Wahabee Capital,' by Lieut.-Col. L. PeUy, H.M.
Political Resident, Persian Gulf, in Geog. Soc.

Journal, 1865.

WAHOO. See Eoi.

WAI'BLINGEN, a town of Wurtemberg, on the
Rems, in the circle of the Neckar, with a pop. of

3260. It usually gets the credit of having given to

tlie family of the Hohenstaufen the title which
became Italianised into Ghibellines (see Guelpiis
AND Ghibellines) ; but Raumer (q. v.), the historian

of the Hohenstaufen dynasty, upholds the claim of

another Waiblingen in Wurtemberg, on the Kocher,
in the circle of Jaxt.

WAIFS, in English Law, are goods stolen, and
waived or abandoned by the felon on being pursued.
The goods belong to the crown, but the owner, on
doing diligence to prosecute and convict the thief,

can have them again.

WAI'NSCOT (Sax. 100.7, * wall, and scol or schol,

corresponding to Ger. Scheil, a split or cut piece of

timber—from seheiden, to divide ; the word would
thus mean wall-timber or boards), the name given
to boards linmg the interior walls of apartments.
Such lining, usually in panels, is very common in

Elizabethan architecture. The name is frequently
applied to the best kinds of oak-boards, from oak
having been so much i;sed for paneUing.

WAIST, in a Ship, is that portion of the ujipcr

deck lying between the fore and main masts. In
it the larger boats are stowed, and along its gun-
wale the crew pile their hammocks during the day.
In a steamer, the waist is much broken into by the
engine-room.
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WAITS (anciently spelled Waiijhles) is a pame
which has at successive jieriods of oiu- history been
given to different classes of musical watchmen. Tliu

word is one, in slightly varied forms, common in the
sense of guard or watchman to all the Germanic
languages. It is the German Wacht or Wache, Dutcli

wayl, lianish vaght, Swedish tvakt, Scotch tvate, and
the English watch. How the word in the form of

waits came to be exclusively applied to musical

watchmen in England and Scotland, it is impossilile

to say. In the time of Edward IV. the waits appear
to have formed a distinct class from both the watch
aud the minstrels. It was their duty, we learu

from RjTner's Fada-a, to pipe the watch nightly in

the king's court from Michaelmas to Shrove-Thurs-
day four times, in the summer nights three times,

and to make ' the bon gayte' at every chamber-
door and office, for fear of pyckeres and pillers.

The waits were not confined to the court ; there

were musical watchmen at an early period in

many provincial towns. In Exeter, a regular com-
pany existed in 1400. Beaumont and Fletcher
(Knight of the Burning Peslle) speak of the ' waits

of Southwark as rare fellows as any in England.'

The word in the pro\-ince3 was afterwards some-
times a])plied to the town musicians, who may have
represented the old waits, but who had no duties to

perform as watchmen. The name was also given to

the to\\m-band or to private musicians when cm-
ployed as serenaders. In this sense it is used in

the Taller (No. 222). The ^\Titer says that it had
become so much the custom for lovers to employ
the waits to help them through their courtship in

Nottingham, that the ladies of that place could get

no sleep, by reason of riotous lovers who infested

the streets with violins aud bass-viols between 12

o'clock and 4 in the morning. TiU recently, the

waits were ofUcially recognised in London and
Westminster. In London, the post of leader of the

waits was purchased ; in Westminster, the appoint-

ment was in the gift of the High Constable and
Court of Burgesses. In 1820, a Mr Mimro obtained

the post of official leader of the waits for West-
minster, with the exclusive right to serenade the

inhabitants, and make application for Christmas-

boxes. His prerogatives were invaded by other

musicians, and he prosecuted several persons before

the police courts. At present, in the metropolis,

the waits arc musicians who iJay during the uiglit

or early in the morning for two or three weeks
before Christmas. They call afterwards at the houses

of the inhabitants to ask for a Christmas-box. In

Glasgow, there were waits at an early period. The
magistrates still grant a certificate to a few musi-

cians, generally blind men, who pl.iy in the streets

during the night and morning for about three weeks
]irevious to New-Year's Day. Like the London
waits, they call at the houses of the inhabitants,

shew their credentials, and ask a small subscrip-

tion.^See Chambers's Book of Days, vol. ii. p.

742.

WAI'TZEN, a town of Himgary, charmingly
situated among vineyards, on the left bank of the

Dauulie, 21 miles north of Pesth, on the Vienna aud
Pesth Railway. It is a bishop's see, contains a noble

cathedral with consjiicuous dome, built in 1777, and
a handsome episcopal palace. Considerable wine-

culture is cari'ied on, and there are important cattle-

markets. Pop. 12,000.

WAKE (from the Anglo-Saxon wacian, to watch)

is the English equivalent of the ecclesiastical VigU
(q. v.). In early times, the day was considered as

beginning and ending at sunset ; Simdays and
holidays, in consequence, began not on the morn-
ing, but on the previous evening (the eve of the
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holiday), and worsliippers then repaired to the
churches for woi'ship. Tlie following day was spent
in amusement. Each church when consecrated
was dedicated to a saint, and on the anniversary
of that day was kept the parish wake. In many
places, there was a second wake on the birthday
of the saint. On these occasions, the floor of the
church was strewed with rushes and flowers, and
the altar and pulpit were decked vfith boughs and
leaves. In the churchyard, tents were erected to
supply cakes and ale for the use of the crowd
on the morrow, which was kept aa a holiday.
The second part of the festival seems to have
made most impression on the popidar mind, and
the word wake came to be applied to it. Crowds
resorted to the wakes from neighbouring parishes,
hawkers or merchants were attracted by the crowds,
and idtimately they became mere fairs or markets,
little under the influence of the church, and dis-

f
raced by scenes of indulgence and riot. In 12S5,
Idward I. passed a statute which forbade fail's

and markets to be held in country churchyards

;

but it does not appear to have put an end to the
evil. In 144S, Henry VI. ordained that all showing
of goods and merchandise, except necessary victuals,
should be discontinued on the great festivals of
the church. These regulations do not seem to have
been strictly enforced. An act of convocation
passed in 1536, during the reign of Henry Vlll.,
seems to have effected a more important change.
It ordered the day of the dedication of the church
to be kept in all parishes on the first Sunday in
October, and gradually that festival ceased to be
observed. The saint's-day festivals were not, how-
ever, affected, and they are still kept in many
English parishes imder the name of ' country
wakes.' A li/ke-waJce or liche-wake is a watching
of a dead body (A.-S. lie) aU night by the friends
and neighbours of the deceased. The custom no
doubt originated in superstitious fear either of

passing the night alone with a dead body, or of its

being interfered with by evil spirits. It must at
all times have led to scenes iU suited to the occasion,
and it now siu-vives only among the lower 'classes
in Ireland.—See Brand's Pojmta}- Antiquities, by
EUis.

WA'KEPIELD, au important andhandsome town
in the West Riding of Yorkshire, overlooking the
Calder, 9 miles south of Leeds, on the Lancashire
and Yorkshire Railway. The town consists of three
principal and many minor streets, and among the
chief buildings are the parish church, conspicuous
from its lofty and elegant spire ; the gi-ammar-
school, a wealthy institution, attached to which
there are six exhibitions to the imiversities ; the
library and news-rooms, com exchange, &c. Its
benevolent and scientific institutions are numerous
and important. The town has long been famous for
its manufactures of woollen yarn and cloths. The
district aroimd W. is agriciUtural, and the town is

noted for its corn and cattle markets. Coal-mines
are worked in the vicinity. W. returns one
member to the House of Commons. Pop. (1861)
35,739.

WALA'CHIA. See MouiAViA.

WA'LCHEREN, an island in the Netherlands pro-
vince of Zeeland, at the mouth of the Scheldt, contains
55,000 acres, and has a pop. of 45,000. The chief
places are Middelburg, Flushing, and Vere or Camp-
vere (q. v.). One half is meadow, the other rich
arable land, well wooded to the north. Where it is

not protected by natural downs, strong dykes have
been formed, that at West Kappelle being a magnifi-
cent work. The drainage-water is carriedofF bylarge
sea-sluices at Middelburg and Vere. Agriculture

is the principal employment. Ship-building, beer-
bre\ving, rope-spinning, weaving, sawing wood, grind-
ing corn, tanning leather, &c. are carried on, espe-
cially at Middelljurg and Flushing. From the latter

town, a railway is being constructed (ISGO) tlirough
West and South Beveland to Bergen-op-Zoora, join-

ing the other continental lines. The people are
chiefly Protestants. In many parts are large arti-

ficial mounds, supposed to have been erected by
the early inhabitants as places of refuge from high
tides.

WALCHEEEN- EXPEDITIOK, one of the
most disastrous military failures in the history of

modern warfare, was undertaken, like that of Sir

John Moore to Spain, with the view of helping the
continental allies of Britain, by creating such a
diversion as would prevent the concentration of

Napoleon's strength, in overwhelming amount,
against any one of his opponents. The expedition
was planned in 1S07, when Prussia, Russia, and
Austria were all in arms against France ; but it was
not tdl early in the summer of 1809 (when
Napoleon, who had meantime overwhelmed Prussia,
and reduced Russia to neutrality, was gradually
forcing Austria to succumb) that the British minis-
try resolved to carry it out. The plan was to send
a fleet and army up the Scheldt, and attack
Antwerp (the principal naval station and arsenal in

the north of France), whose fortifications, though
formidable, were much in need of repair, and whose
garrison at the time only numbered about 2000
invalids and coast-guards ; while there were not
more than 10,000 French soldiers in Holland. The
expedition, after numberless needless delays, at last

sailed on July 28 ; and, to the number of 37 men-of-
war, 23 frigates, 115 sloops and gunboats, accom-
panied by transports, carrying about 41,000 soldiers,

reached the Dutch coast on the following day. But,
iustead of obeying the orders of the minister of war.
Lord Castlereagh, to advance at once in force against

Antwerp, the commander-in-chief. Lord Chatham
(the elder brother of Pitt), frittered away his time
in the reduction of Vlissingen (Flushing), which
was not efl'ected till August 16, by which time
the gamson of Antwerp had been reinforced by
King Louis Bonaparte with the troops at his com-
mand (about 6000), and by detachments sent from
France, which swelled the garrison, by August 20,

to 15,000 men. About the end of August, Chat-
ham, who, as a general, was a methodical incap-
able, 'found himself prepared' to march upon
Antwerp, but by this time 30,000 men, under
Bernadotte, were gathered to its defence, and the
English army was decimated by marsh-fever, so
that success was not to be hoped for. However, it

was judged right to hold possession of Walcheren,
in order to compel the French to keep a strong
force on the watch in Belgium, and, accordingly,

15,000 men remained to garrison the island, the rest

returning to England ; but the malaria proved too
fatal in its ravages, and as peace had been concluded
between Austria and France, this force was also

recaUed. Thus an exceUently devised scheme,
through the utter stupidity of the agent chosen by
royalty to carry it out, failed in every point of

consequence, and ended in a loss of 7000 men dead,
and the peimanent disablement of half the remainder.
The failure of the Walcheren Expedition was made
the occasion of furious onslaughts on the ministry
in the House of Commons and in the public
journals.

WA'LDECK-PY'EMONT, a sovereign princi-

pality in the north-west of Germany, consists of the
old county of Waldeck, enclosed between West-
phalia, Hesse-Cassel, and Prussia, and the small
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county of Pyrmont, about 30 miles north of Wal-
deck. Area of WaklecU, 407 srj. m. ; of I'yrmont,

25 sq. m. : entire area, 4M2 sq. miles. Pop. of Wal-
<leck (1804), r>lfi-2l ; of Pyrmont, 7310 : entire poj).

(December 1S04) 59,143. The elevation of the

country is i^reatcr than that of most districts of

Northern Germany ; and the scenery, continually

alternating between inount.ain and valley, forest and
plain, comprises scenes of mnch natural beauty.

The two largest rivers are the Eder and Diemel,

affluents of the Weser. Among the miner.als found
are gold, copper, iron, and lead ; and mineral springs

occur. Agriculture and cattle-breeding are by far

the most common pursuits of the people, and with
the exception of leather, no articles are manu-
factured to any extent. An important article of

export, and one from which the prince derives a

considerable portion of his revenue, is the mineral

water of the Pyrmont spa.

The noble House of W., one of the oldest in Ger-

many, formerly o%vned, besides their present pos-

sessions, the counties of Swalenburg and Sternberg,

but lost the former in 135G, and the latter in 139"J.

W.-P. is now (1867) a member of the North German
Confederation. The chief town is Arolsen, with
2500 inhabitants.

WALDE'NSES CV'aldenses, Valdesi, Valesi,
VAtTDOls) are a Christian commimity who in-

habit a mountain tract on the Italian side of the

Cottian Alps, south-west from Turin. The district

is bounded on the N. by the Dora Ripaira, on the

S. by the Po. It is enclosed on all sides by spurs of

the Alps, which di-s-ide it into three valleys—that

of Perosa, drained by the C'lusone ; that of San
Martino, drained by the Germanasca; and that of

Lucerna, drained by the Pelice, all tribut.aries of the

Po. These valleys lie between France and Italy,

and immediately south of the great western route

into Italy by the passes of jMout Ceuis and Genevre.

The inhabitants are thus brought into communica-
tion with both countries ; indeed, they speak a
dialect more closely aUied to those of Dauphine
than to those of Piedmont; and they have used

French as well as ItaUan as the language of their

liturgy. The religious doctrines of the W. are now
similar to those of the Reformed churches. There is

a minister in each parish, called a harhe, and the

s\Tiod is presided over by an elected moderator.

Tlie W. had at one time bishops, but that was when
the sect was more widely s])read than it now is.

Mnch has been said of the origin of the Waldenses.

Their ovra historians assert that the community
lias remained from apostolic times independent of

the church of Rome, and boast that they can shew a

regular apostolic succession of bisho]is from the

earliest period of Christianity till that of the Refor-

mation. This statement has been very generally

admitted by uncritical writers, but in the light of

recent investigations, would seem to be no longer

tenable. Dieckhoff (Die W<ildenser im Mittelalter,

Gutt. 1S.5I) and Herzog {Die romauischen Wal-

denser, Halle, 1S53) have submitted the earl_y

history of the W. to a critical examination ; and
the result to which they have come, after an
examination of the manuscript records, is, that

the AV. had not the early origin claimed for them,

and were not Protestant before the Reformation,

altho\igh tliey entertained some opinions wliich,

so far, were in anticipation of those held by the

Reformers. They are also of the opinion that the

W. do not take their name from val, vallis, a valley,

as has been assumed, but from Peter Waldo of

Lyon, a merchant of the 12th c, who was less the

founder of a sect than the rejiresentative and
leader of a wide-spread struggle against the cor-

ruptions of the clergy. The church would have
44

toler.ated Peter Waldo, as it had tolerated St

Francis of Assisi, the foumler of the Franciscans,

and perha])3 have allowed him to form a new
order, h.ad ho not trenched upon ground dangerous
to the hierarchy. But he h.ad the four gosjiels

translated, and maintained that laymen had a riglit

to read them to the people. He exposed in this

way the prevalent ignorance and immorality of the

clergy, and brought down their wrath upon himself.

His opinions were condemned by a general eoimcil

in 1170, and he retired to the valleys of the

Cottian Alps. A long series of persecutions fol-

lowed, but Waldo's followers could not be forced to

abandon their opinions. They continued to be

known as the Leoniali, from the place of their origin

—the Poor People of Lyon, from their voluntary

penury

—

tiahotati, from the wooden shoes they wore
—and ITumHitati, on account of their humility. It

was natural that a body cruelly persecuted shoidd
I stand aloof from the church, and even offer armed
resistance

; yet we have no evidence of the manner
in which the W. first became a separate community.
They are now shewn to have been identical ^vith the

followers of Waldo, but they must not be confounded
with the Albigenses, who were persecuted at the

same period. The protest of the W. against the

j

church of Rome only related to practical ques-

tions, that of the Albigenses related to matters of

doctrine.

The W. at first seem to have spread in the upper

i
valleys of Dauphine and Piedmont, to which Waldo

' retired. They were subjected to persecutions in

1332, 1400, and 1478, and tlriven into many parts of

Europe, where their industry and integrity were

i

universally remarked. So widely had the sect been
scattered, that it was said a traveller from Antwerp
to Rome coiUd sleep every night at the house of

one of the brethren. In Bohemia, many of them
had settled, and they, without forsaking their

own community, joined the Hussites, Taborites,

and Bohemian Brethren—a connection which led

to a change in the principles of the Waldenses.

They adopted the doctrines of the Reformers, and
this led to more serious persecutions than any they

had previously undergone. Francis I. of France,

in possession of Piedmont in 1541, ordered them to

be extirpated. They were massacred at various

places in Dauphine and in the valleys they still

occupy, more especially at Jlerindol and Cabrii>re.

Several jiersons who refused to abandon their faith,

were burned alive, yet the sect continued to exist.

In 1560, the Dnke of Savoy, who had recovered pos-

session of Piedmont, urged by Pope Paul IV., forbade

the W. to exercise their faith, under the penalty of

being sent to the galleys for life. The W. sent him
a petition and apology for their creed, which ap-

peared to him so plausible, that he suggested that a

conference should take place between the Walden-
sian and Romanist divines. He was, of course, told

that the proposition was monstrous, and bnUied by
the pope and the courts of Sjjain and France so

effectually, that he despatched 7000 men into the

valleys, who were joined by two French regiments.

The W. offered a gallant resistance, but were over-

whelmed by superior force. Many prisoners were
burned alive, and women and children were rutli-

lessly slaughtered. The duke was disgusted with

these atrocities, and although denounced as no better

than a heretic at Rome, granted the W. an amnesty
on condition that their service should only be per-

formed at certain places in the valleys of Lucerna
and San Martino. The W. in the other districts,

and especially the JIarquisate of Salnzzo, were

then persecuted by the Jesuits. Charles I. of

England sent two embassies to the Duke of Savoy
to intercede in their behalf, but without avail.
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Victor Amadeus I., not long after, ordered the
W. of Saluzzo, under penalty of confiscation of

property and death, to become Catholics ; and the

edict was so rigorously carried out that, in a few
years, none of the sect remained in the district.

Charles Emmanuel II., in 1655, directed a fresh

persecution against the Waldenses. Some time
before, the people of Lucerna, inflamed it is said by
the (Uscourses of Jean Leger, a popular preacher, set

fire to a convent of Capuchins, and committed other

excesses. An inquiry was made, and it was found
that the W. had purchased property and built

churches and schools in districts where no conces-

sions had been granted them. They were ordered
within 20 days to sell their property, or profess

Catholicism. They resisted, under leaders named
Jayer and Jauavel, but they could not oppose the
forces sent ai;aiust them. Xo quarter was shewn to

women and cliildren, and atrocities were committed
—more especially by the French and Irish mercen-
aries in the serrice of the duke—which, recorded by
Jean Leger, were heard of with indignation in all

Protestant countries. Subscriptions were made in

England for those who had survived the massacre.

The Swiss cantons, and the states of Holland, sent

envoys to the duke. Cromwell addressed Latin
letters to him, written by ililton, and also sent Sir

Samuel Morland, who collected numerous manu-
scripts connected with the history of the W.,and
brought them to England ^^'ith him. A convention

was concluded, by which the Vi. were allowed again

to exercise their worship. In 1685, Louis XIV.
revoked the Edict of Xantes, and ordered the Duke
of Savoy to compel the W. to adopt Catholicism.

They were accordingly commanded to emigrate

or abjiu'e their tenets within 15 days. They resisted,

and were attacked by the troops of the duke
on one side, and those of Louis XIV. on the

other. They were overpowered, and the survivors

could make no conditions. A large number were
imprisoned at Turin, where many died ; others were
allowed to emigrate. Their whole property was con-

fiscated, and handed over to Roman Catholic colon-

ists. When the Prince of Orange became king of

England, the W. who had settled in Switzerland
resolved to return to their valleys under the guidance
of Henry Arnaud, one of their pastors. In 1GS9,

they gathered from all quarters to the rendezvous in

the great forest of the Pays de Vaud. On the night

of the 16th of August, they embarked on the Lake
of Geneva, landed on the opposite shore, and
after encountering the most determined opposition,

reached the valley of San Martino, after a perilous

march of thirty-one days. During the winter, a
French army of 22,000 men entered their territories,

and in the following summer attacked their fortifica-

tions, but were repulsed with great slaughter. For-

tunately, the French and Piedmontese at this junc-

ture quarrelled, and the latter, to secure the serwces

of the mountaineers, granted them an amnesty. They
are said to have fought not less than eighteen battles

against the French, and to have lost only thirty

men. This was the last persecution against the

Vaudois ; but it was not until the reign of the pre-

sent king of Italy that they were admitted to the

same pri\-ileges as lloman Catholics.—See Botta,

Storla (TItalia; Bender, Gesddchte der Waldenser

(Ulm, 1850) ; Morland's Churches of Piedmont;
GeUy's Waldeiuian Researches; Mnston, Israel of
the Alps (translated, Blackie, 1857).

WALES. See the articles Engl.vsd, Great
Bf.itaix, Prin'ce of Wales, and the names of the

various counties, towns, &c., of the principality
;

also Welsh Language and Literature.

WALES, Xew South. See New South Wales.

WALHA'LLA (the Hall of the FaUen, i e., heroes.

See Walkyrie-S) is, in Xorthern Mythology, the
name of the place of residence for the fallen in

battle. This brilliant hall stood in Gladsheim (the

house of joy) ; in front of it was the beautiful

grove Glasur, the trees of which bore golden leaves.

Before the hall, which was so high that its summit
could scarcely be seen, a wolf was hung, as a symbol
of war, over which sat an eagle ; the saloon itself,

ornamented with shields, and wainscoted with
spears, had 540 doors, through each of which 800 of

the inmates (Einherjer) could walk abreast. For
these Einherjer (\. e., the brave), who came after

death to Odin, was it destined. Renowned chiefs,

especially if thej^ had desolated many countries,

and nielded the blood-dripping sword far and wide,
were met and welcomed by Bragi and Hermode as
messengers from Odin. The hall was decorated to

honour them ; all the divine heroes stood up at their

reception ; the WalkjTies tasted wine for them,
which otherwise only Odin drank. All kings came
to Walhalla, even when they did not die on the
battle-field ; in general, these joys seem to have been
prepared only for those of high rank and the rich. As
it was honourable to come to WalhaDa with a great
retinue, and to possess many treaswes, the comrades
of a leader who had fallen in battle killed them-
selves of their own free will, and in his grave were
laid along with his horse and arms the treasures won
in fight. Every morning, the inmates marched out
at the crowing of the cock, and fought furiously
with one another ; but at mid-day all wounds healed,
and the heroes assembled to the feast under Odin's
presidency. Odin himself partook of nothing but
wine ; he gave the edibles to the wolves Geri and
Freki, who sat beside him. The guests ate of the
bacon of the boar Sahrimmer, and refreshed them-
selves with beer and mead, which flowed in abund-
ance from the udder of the goat Heidrun ; the
attendant Walkyries handed them the drinliing-

homs, imder Freyja's direction. Occasionally, the
hero rode by night to his grave, where the
beloved Walkyrie received him ; he reposed in her
embrace till, night disappearing, he exclaimed :

' It

is time to make the horse tread on the white stair

of the sky ; I must travel towards the west to the
bridge of heaven before the cock awakes the
warriors in Walhalla.' The half of the fallen be-

longed to Freyja. The boar Sahrimmer, of which the
heroes ate, was prepared by the cook Andhrimmer
in the kettle Eldhrimmer. Sa is explained as signify-

ing water ; and, breath or soul ; eld, tire ; hrim, i. e.,

frost, was the primitive matter of which the world
was made ; from the branches of the deer Eikthyr-
nir, standing over Walhalla, drops fell into the well
Hvergelmer, from which all rivers flowed. Accord-
ing to this, the heroes appear to be conceived as

stars or spirits of the constellations, which draw
their nourishment from the elements ; and Walhalla
stands for heaven.

The name Walh.vll.a is also given to a m.agnifi-

cent structure erected by Ludwig I. of Bavaria
(18.30—1841) as a temple of fame for all Germany.
He conceived the project in 1S06, when the Father-
land was at its lowest point of degradation, and
while he was yet crown-prince. The design of the
building was by Klenze, and the chief sculptors of

Germany have contributed to the execution of the
plan. It stands on an eminence 250 feet above
the Danube at Donaustauf, near Regensburg. The
temple is of nearly the same dimensions and pro-
portions as the Parthenon, and is built of marble.
By means of statues, Inists, rehefs, and tablets,

the mythology and history of Germany are illus-

trated, and her greatest names commemorated.
The undertaking is said to have cost 2,330,000
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florins. The chief blemish in this splendid stnic-

ture is, that a monument in honour of the

German people, instead of being built in the old

German style, has been made a copy of a Grecian

temple.

WALKER, Rev. Gf.orgk, an Irish clergyman,

distinguished for the part he took in the heroic

defence of Londonderry against the ai'my of James
II., was born in the county of Tyrone, of KngUsh
parents, in t)ie early part of the 17th century. He
was educated at the university of Glasgow, and
entering the church, became rector of Donoughmore.
The early life of W. was not remarkable. Wlien the

Irish army of James II. entered Ulster, and took
possession of Kdmore and Coleraine, W. sought

refuge in Londonderry, the head-quarters of ' the

Euglishry' since the times of James I., when the

conliscated lauds of the county liad been bestowed

on the corporation of the city of London, and a

Saxon colony, English and Scotch, had been planted

there, who had converted a waste into the richest

district of Ireland. The town was fortified suffi-

ciently to protect it from the pike-armed Celtic

peasantry, and it had resisted more than one attack.

But it was not so defended as to oppose regular

troops. Luudy, tJie governor, was in secret com-
munication with the enemy, and prepared to hand
over the town to them ; but some of his own officers

protested against this cour.se, and the citizens,

remarkable at the time for that high spirit which
characterises a dominant race, and the possession of

those qualities which made the soldiers of Cromwell
famous, determined not to yield. The bishop,

Ezekiel Hopkins, in vain inculcated the doctrine

of passive obedience at a conference ; he was inter-

rupted by a lad, one of a daring band known as the

'thirteen Scotch apprentices,' who called out: 'A
good sermon, my lord—a very good sermon ; but
we have no time to hear it now.' A Scotch fanatic

named Hewson urged the Presbyterians not to ally

themselves with the enemies of the Covenant ; but
he was laughed at by his countrymen. The thirteen

apprentices closed the city-gates, and defied the

enemy. It was then that W., described as an aged
clergyman who had taken refuge in the city, encour-

aged the townspeople to fight to the last. W.
saved Lxmdy from the rage of the jiopulace, and
enabled him to quit the city in safety. Major
Baker, who soon after died, and W. became joint-

governors, aided by Captain Adam Campbell. The
siege is the most memorable in British history. It

began in April, and lasted till the end of July 1089.

Tlie inhabitants were reduced to the greatest

extremities by hunger, but they were sustained to

the last by the rousing sermons preached to them
by W. in the cathedral, and the example he and
Captain Campbell set in heading sallying-parties.

When the siege was raised by the English fleet

entering the harbour, W. went to London. He was
warmly received at court, thanked by the House of

Commons, created D.D. by Cxford, and Bishop of

Derry by the lung. Portraits of him were in every
house in England, and his triumph would have been
complete had the Presbyterians not thought that

their share in the defence of the city was over-

looked, and provoked useless controversy. W.
could not be induced to take quiet possessiou of his

bishopric ; he woiUd head a troop at the battle of

the Boyne, and he was there kdled. A lofty pillar

has been erected to his memory at Londonderry,
and the Walker Club and the CampIjcU Club have
kept ahve to our times the recollection of the siege.

W. pubhshed in 1689 A True Account of the Siege of
Londonderry.

WALKING-STICK, the popiUar name of many
insects of the family PhasmidiK (q. v.), destitute (if

wings, and having a long, slender, cylindrical body,
like a small stick with the bark on, the delicate
legs resembling little twigs. Tlieir habits are very
similar to those of the leaf-insects or walking-leaves,

WALKING-LEAF.
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Walking-stick (Pha«ma gigaa).

and their peculiar appearance is, in like manner,
their protection. Most of them are natives of warm
climates, and they are widely distributed. Some of

them attain a large size. P/iasma gigas, an East
Indian species, is seven or eight inches long. A
species, between three and four inches long, P.
femoratum, is found even in the northern and north-
western parts of the United States.

WALKING-STICKS. The habit of using a
stick, either for support or merely as a fashion, is of

great antiquity ; and in modern times, the supply of

such articles constitutes a large branch of trade in
European countries, especially in Britain, France,
and Germany. The imports into London and other
English ports of sticks in the raw state, to be after-

wards dressed and mounted, is enormous, exceeding'
four and a half millions annually, and reaching a
value of about £25,000. They chiefly consist of the
small stems or canes of certain palms, as the Malacca
cane ; and others called Whangee and Penang
Lawyers ; the woody stems of some small species
of bamboo are also used, besides straight shoots of

orange, cinnamon, myrtle, and other shrubs. The
preparation and sale of walking-sticks are exten-
sively carried on in Hamburg, and the finer sorts
are richly and tastefidly mounted in Paris. London
is, however, the greatest mart for aU kinds of walk-
ing-sticks. Of British trees and shrubs, the oak,
crab, hazel, and sloe are used to some extent for the
manufacture of wallciug-stioks.

WALKY'KIES, beings of the Scandinavian
Mythology (q. v.), the legend of whom is the most
terribly beautifiU in the whole system. The name
is derived from the old Norse veil, which signifies a
heap of slaughtered men, and hjora, to choose. Val
itself contains the notion of chosen, elect, being
allied to Ger. wahlen, Scotch wale, to choose. The
Walkyries, also called battle-maidens, shield-maidens,
wish-maidens, are charming young women who,
adorned with golden ornaments, ride through the
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air in brilliant armour, order battles, and distribute

the death-lots according to Odin's commands. Fer-

tilising dew drops on the ground from the manes
of their horses ; light streams from the points of

their lances, and a flickering brightness announces
their arrival in the battle. With their charming
glance, they rejoice the glazmg eye of the hero, and
lead him to W.aUialla, where they act as his cup-

bearers. Two Walkyi-ies Hi-ist and Mist, are cup-

bearers to Odin himself.

They difler in regard to their origin; some of

them spring from Elves and other superhuman
beings ; some also are the daughters of princes, who
in their lifetime are nimibered among the Walkyries,

shewing all their qualities, and when they die, their

spirits become Walkyries. They ride generally in

companies of three, or of three times three, or four

times three, and have the gift of changing them-
selves into swans. They often choose noble heroes

for lovers. Thus, Swawa was the beloved of Helgi,

was twice, as Sigrum and Kara, re-born along with
him, and accompanied him in his battles as a sing-

ing swan, flying over his head. Brynhild is also

in the Norse heroic poem a Walkyrie. As a

punishment for having distributed victory and
death in battle contrary to Odin's will, he had
taken the office of Walkyrie from her, and doomed
her to marriage. Touched by Odin's magic rod,

she lay in a trance till Sigurd, borne on his

noble horse through the fire that flamed around
her castle, undid her armom-, and broke the spell.

Whoever deprives a Walkyi-ie of her swan-robe,

gets her into his power. Thus, three bold heroes

took possession of the three princesses, Walkyries

—

Hladgudr Swanhwit, Herod Alvitr, and Alran—as

they sat spinning tine flax by the seaside. They
stayed seven years with them, and then went away
to attend on battles again as Walkyries. Here they
resemble the swan-maidens of the German S.agas.

But amiable as they here appear, the song of the

Walkyries in the Njals Saga sounds terrible, as sit-

ting on a hOl, they weave the battle-web during the

battle of Sigtryg with the sUken beard and King
Brian of Ii-eland. The Walkyries were frequently

confounded with the Norns or Destinies. They
were also conceived under the figure of the clouds.

Thus, Hrist signifies dark sky, and Mist signifies

quaking. Most of the names of the Walkyries, how-
ever, relate to war and b.-ittle.

WA'LLABA TREE (Eperva foliata), a tree of

the natural order Leguminosce, sub-order Ccesalpinece,

a native of Guiana. The wood is deep red, often

variegated with whitish struaks, hard, heavy, shin-

ing, resinous, and very dm'able. The leaves are

pinnate, without a terminal leaflet ; the flowers in

panicles of numerous distinct racemes, on a long

pendulous flower-stalk. The calyx consists of four

sepals, connected into a tube at the base ; the corolla

of one roundish petaL

WALLACE, William, the famous Scottish

patriot, was the younger son of a knjaht of good
fanuly in the south-west of Scotland. Neither the

date nor the place of his birth has been ascertained

;

but there is no doubt that the former may be
assigned to the middle of the reign of Alexander
III. Nothing certain is known of his education or

his early years. His true history, even in the next
generation, was so obscure, that it is now impossible

to separate truth from falsehood or exaggeration.

He first appears, in the light of authentic history,

as the chief of a band of insurgents against Edward,
king of England. Taking advantage of his superior

power, of his influence over the barons of Nor-
man race, who then were the foremost persons

among the nobility of Scotland, and of the posi-

tion of umpire to which he had been chosen
by the various claimants to the Scottish crown,
Edward had established his supremacy over the
northern kingdom, and afterwards deposed John
Baliol, and attempted to govern in his own abso-
lute right. See Scotlaot), History. The injustice
of the claim, and the cruelty with which it was
enforced, roused the opposition of all classes in
Scotland except the higher nobles. The gentry
and the middle and lower classes of the Lowlands,
had for many years identified themselves with the
country in which they dwelt, rather than with the
great English race from which most of them drew
their descent ; and what has been called the War
of Independence began, which resulted in the
deliverance of Scotland from foreign rule, at the
cost of the comparative civilisation and tranquillity
which the country had enjoyed under the descend-
ants of Malcolm Canmore. In this struggle, W.
was the most successful leader; and in the course
of the year 1297, the insurrection became generaL
Edward himself was at that time in Flanders ; but
his general in Scotland, the Earl of Surrey, led his
army to Stirling. On the 11th of September, they
encountered the Scots under W., and were com-
pletely defeated. The whole kingdom submitted to
W. ; who, passing the Border, ravaged Cumber-
land and Northumberland without opposition. On
his retm'n from this expedition, he was elected by
his countrymen Governor of Scotland, in name of
King John, whose title was stUl recognised. In the
following year, Edward in person entered Scotland
at the head of a numerous army. He was met at
Falkirk (q. v.) by W. on the 22d of July; but the
Scots were defeated. It is generally assumed
that the jealousy of some of the Scottish
nobles, who envied the position of the gover-
nor, had aided in bringing about the disaster,

and W., in consequence, resigned his high office.

With this event, his brflliant public career may be
said to have terminated ; and the obscurity of the
remaining period of his life is almost as great as
that which covers its commencement. All that is

certainly known is, that he continued to struggle
for his country's independence, and never made his
submission to Edward, or took those oaths of fealty
to him which were so Hghtly made by the Scottish
nobles, and as recklessly broken. The events of
this period related by modem writers under the
name of ' Lives of Wallace,' are either transactions
in which there is no evidence that he took any
part, or the doubtful legends which, as years went
on, gathered round the name of the Scottish hero.
Some dooiunents of undoubted authenticity make
it probable that he was for some time in France.
The close of his life forms an exception to this
obscurity. When Edward ofiered pardon to the
other Scottish leaders on certain terms, W. was
excepted by name. If he chose to sun-ender, he
might do so, but it was to be without conditions,
and his life was to be at the king's mercy. Efi'orts

were also made to discover his retreat 'and secure
his person, and these were finally successful. In
the year 1305, he was seized by some of his own
coimtrymen, and dehvered to Edward. He was
carried to London, and with a mockery of the
forms of justice, tried for treason. He denied the
charge, asserting, mth truth, that he h.ad never
been the vassal or subject of Edward ; but his plea
was disregarded. He was condemned and executed
on the 23d of August; and his death was accom-
panied by acts of barbarity uncommon even in that
age, and marking the merciless character which
distinguished the later years of the English king.
Contradictory as are the accoimts of the English and
Scottish chroniclers, it is not difficult to discover
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the tnie cUaiacter of Wallace. He was the true

leader of a national insurrectiim against a foroinu

yoke. He shared in the cruel and \'iolent habits

of his time, and in this was more excusable than

the great kin'^ whose ambition and tyranny he

(i|i|Mwi-a. Thecruelties inflicted in his invasion of

Kuu'laiid arc undeniable, but he did what he could to

uurij^ate them ; and he should not be severely bl.amed

if, under far greater provocation, he tolerated what

tile good King David, in his War of the Standard,

was'unable to prevent. His memory lives, and

will ever live in the hearts of his countrymen,

will) know that they owe to him and to those who
{olloMcd in the .same course, that their history has

not lieen as unhappy as the history of Ireland.

The chief authority for the Life of Wallace, as told

by popular Scotch -writers, is the poem of Henry

the Minstrel. The fullest modern account is that

given by Mr Tytlor in the llrst volume of his

Ifistorij of ,Sroll<iiitl, and in his Life of Wallace in

the tii-st volume of his HcoUish Worthies. Reference

may also be made to the second volume of Mr
Burton's recently-published History of Scotland.

It is satisfactory to know that the residt of a care-

ful examination of the latest and best sources by a

writer so imjiartial, and so little apt to be carried

away by entliusiasm of any kind, as Mr Burton,

corroborates the most favourable estimate of W.'s

character.

WALLACE, William Vkcent, a British

musician and composer of operas, was born at

Waterford, of .Scotch parents, June 1, 1S14. He
early attained proliciency as a performer on the

pianoforte and violin—his performances on the

latter instrument bringing him under the notice of

Paganini. After being for some years leader of

the orchestra of a Dublin theatre, he emigrated to

Australia, where he lived for a considerable time in

the bush, and then suddenly appeared in Sydney as

a musician, and gave concerts in AustraUa, New-

Zealand, India, and America. In 1S43, he came to

England, and wrote his first opera, Maritana, which

was an immediate success both in London and

Vienna, and still holds the stage as one of the most

popular of English operas. Matilda of Ilanijanj

followed it in 1847. During a sojourn of some

yeai-s in Germany, W.aUace added further to his

musical culture; and after again visiting America,

composed Litrliiie, which was brought out in London

in 1S60, with even greater success than Maritaim.

In 1861, he produced The. Amber Witch j in 1862,

Love's Triumph; and in 1S6.S, The Desert Flower.

W. died at the Chateau de Bagen, in the south of

Fr.auce, 12th October 1865, leaving another opera,

Estrella, nearly completed. Without possessing

genius of the very first order, W. was a highly-cidti-

vated musician ; the freshness of the motives, and

the brilliancy of the orchestration of his operas, par-

ticidarly Maritana and Liirline, have stamped their

autlior as one of the chief English composers of tliis

centiu-y.

WALLENSTEIN (or, more correctly, WALD-
STEIN), Albert-Wenceslas-Eu.sebius vox, Duke
of Friedland, Sagan, and Mecklenburg, the most

remarkable of the long series of eminent men who
owe their prominence on history's page to the

Thirty Years' War, was the third son of a noble

though not wealthy Bohemian family, and was born

at tlie chateau of Hermance, in Bohemia, loth Sep-

tember 158.3. His parents, who were Protestants,

intrusted the care of his education to the Moravian

brotherhood of Koschumberg, who, however, made

little of their stubborn and passionate pupil. On
his parents' de.ath, his uncle, Albert Slavata, a zeal-

ous Catholic, took charge of the wayward youth,

4S

and having won him over to his own creed, sent

him to the Jesuit convictorium. at OlmUtz, ami to

the universities of Altorf, Bologna, and Padna,

where his education, such as it w.as, was completed.

^V.'s course of training had not eradicated, or even

moderated the ]iromineut faults in his natural

disposition ; on the contrary, his wilfulness and

independent spirit had gathered stabUity and

strength from inetlective opposition ; and his first

])rominent appearance on the stage of events

shewed a man of extreme iudividu.ality, gifted with

great and versatile abUity, Ijut ciiually remarkable

for oljstiuacy, jiassion, and pride. He afterwards

visited Germany, France, and Holland, took ser-

vice in the imperial army, then engaged witli the

Turks in Hungary, and, returning home at the close

of the war (1606), married an aged widow of noble

rank, who, at her death (1614), left him the wliole

of her great wealth. This, along with the fourteeu

domains bequeathed to him by his uncle, made him

one of the richest and most influential lords of

Bohemia, a position recognised by the imperial

court by the bestowal on him of the title of count

and the military grade of colonel. A second mar-

riage in 1617 with the daughter of Count Harraeh,

thr einperor's favourite, and W.'s firm adherence to

the imperial side during the Bohemian insurrectiott;

his maintenance, at his own expense, of a large

body of troops ; and his brilliant and M-ell-dirccled

gallantry at the battle of Prague, and in various

contests with Mansfeld and Bethlem Gabor, added

a powerful influence at court to his hitherto only

local eminence. The latter, however, was now much
increased by his purchase, at nuich less than their

value, of sixty confiscated lordships in Bohemia

;

and Ferdinand II. felt himself impelled to recom-

pense the valuable services of his faithful subject by

(1623) raising him to the dignity of a prince of

the empire, with the title of Duhe of Friedland.

(Friedland is a town situated close to the Prussian

frontier, about 60 miles north-north-east of Prague.)

Two years after, when the impossibility of main-

taining an army sufficient to restr.ain the Protest-

ant Eeague from uniting with the Danes against

him, threw the emperor almost into despair, W.,

seizing such a favour.able opportunity of grati-

fying his ambition, offered to raise, equip, and

maintain 50,000 men free of charge, ]irovided he

were intrusted with the absolute command, and

allowed to appoint his own oflicers ; a proiiosal

greedily accepted by the emperor. W. raised 30,000

in Bohemia ; adventm-ers from all quarters flocked

to his standard ; and in a short time his army far

exceeded the promised number. With this motley

Init not ill-disciplined array, he then marched into

jS'orth Germany, and acting in concert with Tilly

(fj. v.), routed Mansfeld at Dessau, hunted him

through Silesia and Jloravia, and on his junction with

the aniiy of Bethlem Gabor in Hungary, compelled,

by skilful strategy, the combined forces to remain on

the defensive. Pveleased by a truce with the Tran-

sylvauian prince and the death of Mansfeld, he

returned by Sdesia, recovered the fortresses which

Thurn had captured, forced the Elector of Branden-

burg to submit to the emperor, and joined Tilly in

annihilating the military power of Denmark. The

value of these services to the emperor's cause was

inestim.able, as Ferdinand well knew, and he accord-

inrdy turned a deaf ear to the loud complaints of

the North Germans, who had suflered grievously

from the rapacity, oppression, and licence which

W.'s soldiers were allowed to exercise without the

sbghtest opposition ; and rewarded their leader by

the gift of the Mecklenburg duchies, the rank of

oeneralissimo on land, and admiral of the Baltic.

W. speedily made himself master of his new
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territory; fitted out a fleet of 15 sail, by the aid

of which he captured Usedom and Rut;en, with
various Baltic ports, and laid siege to Stralsund.

But the Danes annihilated his nav-y ; and the
Swedes succoured Stralsund, the siege of which he
abandoned in despair. But as under cover of the

dread inspired by W'.'s arms, Ferdinand had
resumed liis tyrannical and aggressive schemes (see

Thirty Yeaf.s' War) in Germany, the Catholic

League, headed by the Duke of Bavaria, became
bitter adversaries of W., and backed by the intrigues

of France (which was represented at Vienna by
Father Joseph, a master of subtle and unscrupulous

diplomacy), j)artly forced and partly cajoled the

emperor to dismiss W., an act for the probable

consequences of which even Ferdinand, with his

extraordinary fortitude, trembled. W., however,
disappointed his sovereign's fears and his enemies'

hopes by obeying with apparent cheerfulness, being

somewhat moved thereto by the predictions of his

favourite astrologer,* who declared his star to be only

temporarily echpsed, and that it would soon shine

forth again with far greater lustre ; and retired to

Pracoie, where he Hved in his magnificent palace in

sovereign state, surrounded by a court composed of

barons, knights, and the principal officers of his army.

But the insidt and injury he had received were eating

into his soiU ; the frankness and afiabdity to his sub-

ordinates, which had hitherto distinguished him,

were changed for a gloomy taciturnity ; and much
of his time was spent in soUtude, brooding over his

wrongs, and scheming for revenge on the Duke of

Bavaria, whom he justly accused of being the cause

of his disgrace ; though all the while he kept a

calm but eager watch over the changes of opinion

in the court of Vienna, where several of the ministers

and nimierous secret agents were either in his pay,

or devoted to his interests. His eminent services,

his immense popularity, and his great talents,

pointed him out as the only hope of the empire

after Tdly's death, and Ferdinand saw himself

forced almost to kneel to his haughty subject, and
beseech him again to gird on his sword ; but W.
for a long time affected the utmost indifference to

re-engaging in active service, and at last consented

only on such conditions as made him the independ-

ent ruler of the empire in military affairs. With the

Swedes on the Danube, the Saxons in Bohemia, and
the army of the League almost annihilated, the em-
peror had no choice ; and W., three months after-

wards, was at the head of 40,000 men, well armed
and disciplined. But commands and entreaties were
in vain employed to induce him to save Bavaria from
the Swedes ; and ho lay itUe at Leitmeritz, gloating

over the pangs of his enemy, tdl, on Austria being

threatened, he advanced to Egra, and by menacing at

once Saxony and Nuremberg, brought Gustavus to a

standstill. The two armies lay opposite each other

for ten weeks, each suffering the extremities of

famine, hardship, and sickness, in the hope of weary-

ing out the other. At last, when half their numbers
had succumbed, Gusta\'us, who had made a fruitless

attempt to storm W.'s camp, retreated to the

Danube, whence his skilful opponent soon drew him
by marching on Saxony. The two again confronted

each other at Lutzen (q. v.), and though W. was
completely defeated, it was chiefly owing to the

superior discipline and morale of his opponents.

His army was recruited and reorganised in Bohemia

;

and, unable to make head against Saxons and

*"W., during his attendance at the Italian universities,

had deeply studied astrology ; and although far too

much has been made of tliis fact by his biographers,

there is no doubt that the mystic doctrines of this

pseudo-science had a strong hold on his mind, and at

times much influenced his conduct.
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Swedes combined, he found it advisable to gain time
by amusing his antagonists with illusory negotia-

tions, after repeated vain endeavours to persuade
the emperor to come to terms with the Protestant
princes. Jleantime his old enemies of the League
were in fidl activity at Vienna ; and the emperor,
chagrined at the humiliations to which he had
subjected himself to gain W.'s aid, was not slow to

give credit, real or feigned, to their misrepresen-

tations ; his dl-conccaled dislike was developed into

hatred by the stubborn pertinacity with which W.
insisted on the full observance of the terms of their

agreement ; and on W., who was kept well informed
of the state of matters at court, attempiting to

attach his officers permanently to himself by obtain-

ing their signatures (.January 12) to an agreement
to that effect, the emperor (January 24, 1634)
declared him a rebel, and ordered two of his old
officers, Piecolomini and Gallas, who had for some
time been acting as spies on his actions, to take
him dead or alive. W., with some devoted ad-
herents, including a guard of 200 dragoons, took
refuge in Egra, but was there assassinated, Feb-
ruary 25, 1634. W. was tall, thin, and why, with
Hvely l)rilliant eyes, tawny-reddish hair, and an
xmhealthy-looking, yellow complexion. ' He was far

superior to his sovereign in true pohcy, liberality of

sentiment, and religaous toleration ; but these qua-
lities only rendered him more obnoxious to the
bigoted emperor and his ministers.' As a general,

he holds the foremost rank, vigilance and presence
of mind, gi-eat judgment and imflinching persever-

ance, being his prominent characteristics; and of

him alone can it be said that he checked the pro-

gress and foiled the designs of the great hero of

Sweden. After his death, it was seen that the
treacherous miurder of one who had twice saved the
empire from destruction called for some justifica-

tion ; and accordingly a paper was published by
imperial authority, in which an attempt was made,
by misrepresenting every overture he had made to

his opponents, and every scheme he had employed
to divide his numerous enemies at court, to prove
that he had constantly meditated treason from the
time of his first disgrace. This view and its oppo-
site have foimd niunerous and enthusiastic sup-

porter's ; but without going further into detaU, we
may observe that the overtures made by him to the
Swedes and Saxons while in command were un-

doubtedly ruses de guerre, and were invariablj' found
to be such by his opponents ; that when the Sa.xons

invaded Bohemia, and took Prague, where he was
residing in disgrace at the time, he took no part on
either side, except such measures as an influential

citizen would adopt for the safety of the inhabitants

from insult and spoUation ; and lastly, that when,
after he had been declared a rebel, he did make
'treasonable' overtures to Bernhard of Weimar, the
latter, though W.'s defection would at that time
have been of the utmost importance, could not
convince himself that this was not another artifice ;

a proof that the former overtures were as above
stated.—See Coxe's House of Austria; Harte's
History of the Life of Gustavus Adolplms (1759), in

which many particulare of W.'s career are supplied

from the Itinerary of Carve, the chaplain to the
assassin, Devereux ; Gualdo-Priorato's Historia delta

Vita d'Alberto Vaktain, duca di Fritland ; and
Pelzel's Geschichte der BOhmeii (Prague, 1774, 1779,

and 17S2).

WALLER, Edmund, celebrated as one of the

refiners of English poetry, was born at ColeshiU,

Herts, on March 3, 1605—1606. He was of an
ancient and npideut famUy, and having p-assed through
Eton and King's College, Cambridge, was returned

to parliament, at the early age of 18, as member for
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Amersham, Bucks. In 1G31, he married a London
heiress, who died sliortly afterwards ; and the rich

wido'\\'er made suit to Lady Dorothy Sidney, eldest

dauL,'hter of the Earl of Leicester, whom he poeti-

cally and perseveringly commemorated under the

name of Sacharissa. Lady Dorothy, however, was
inexorable : ' she was not to be siibdvied,' as Johnson
says, ' by the powers of verse.' Meeting him in

her old age, she asked the poet when he would
again write verses upon her, and he imgallantly

roiilied :
' AVhcu you are as young, madam, and as

handsome as you were then.' Li the Long Parlia-

ment, \V. joined the jjarty of Hampden (who was
his cousin), and he was one of the commissioners
appointed to negotiate with King Charles L at

Oxford in 1643. He was soon gained over by the
royalists, and entered mto a conspiracy against the
diimiuant I'^f'y 'i the House of Commons, for

which he was fined £10,000, and banished the
kingdom. His conduct on this occasion was mean
and disgraceful. He not only confessed all he
knew, but all that he suspected ; attempted to

criminate innocent persons, and humbled himself

before the House of Commons in language inex-

pressibly abject and humiliating. After eight

years' exile, spent in France and Italy, he was
suffered to return to England ; and he then became
a supporter of the Commonwealth, and a jjanegyrist

of Cromwell, to whom he was distantly related.

'WTien Charles II. was restored, W. was equally
ready with a poetical congi'atulation ; but his loyal

strains were much inferior to those with which he
had hailed the Protector ; and it is said that when
Charles reminded him of this fact, the poet wittily

leplied :
' Poets, sir, succeed better in fiction than

in truth.' Up to his 80th year, W. continued a
member of the House of Commons, delighting all

parties by his wit and vivacity. He died at Beacons-
field, October 21, 16S7. W. began early to write
verses, and pubUshed two collections of his poems
—one in 1G45, and another in 1664. An edition

appeared in 1711, edited by Atterbury ; and one in

17-9, with copious ' Observations ' by Fenton. Pope
has eidogised the sweetness of W.'s verse. Some
of his smaller pieces are characterised by infinite

grace and harmony ; he has also occasional dignity

and striking imagery, as in the lines on Cromwell

;

and he is never involved or obscure ; yet his

rank among our poets is but a subordinate one,

as he is deficient in passion, energy, and creative

power.

WA'LLFLOWER (Cheiranthus), agenus of plants

of the natural order Cruci/erce, having the silic|ues

quadrangular from the prominence of the nerves on
the back of the valves, the seeds in a single row in

each cell, the stigma deeply 2-lobed, the lobes bent
back. The flowers are in racemes. The species are

annual, biennial, or perennial herbaceous plants,

some of them almost shrubs. The Comiion W. {€'.

cheiri) is foimd in rocky places and on old walls in

the south of Europe, and also, but less abundantly,
in the middle of Europe and in Britain. In its wild

state, its flowers are always yellow ; but in cultiva-

tion, they exhibit a considerable diversity of colours,

chiefly brown, purple, and variegated ; and they
attain a larger size. It is a universal favourite, on
account of the deheious odour of its flowers. The
varieties in cidtivation are very numerous ; but
there are among them no marked distinctions.

Double and semi-double flowers are not micommnn.
The plant is jierennial, but in gardens is generally

treated as a biennial, although fine kinds are pro-

pagated by cuttings, which soon strike root under a
hand-glass. The ordinary mode of cultivation is to

sow the seed of an approved kind, and to j)lant out
the seedlings. The flowers of W. have a bitter and

cress-like taste, and were formerly used as a medi-
cine.

WA'LLINGFORD, a small, but ancient and in-

teresting, parliamentary and munici]]al borough of

England, mostly in the county of Berks, and on the
right bank of tlie Thames, 1.3 miles north-north-west
of Heading. Of its three churches, that of St
Leonard's—rcbuflt in 1849—has a Nonuan doorway.
The earthworks with which the Romans encom-
jiassed the town, are still distinctly traceable. The
diversion of the London and Oxford Road from W.
uuich injured the old town, and it is now a placa

of little consequence. The borough returns one
member to the House of Commons. Pop. (1S61) of

municipal borough, 2793.

WALLIS, Rev. John, D.D., a very eminent
English mathematician, was the eldest son of the
Kev. John Wallis, incumbent of Ashford in Kent,
and was born there, November 23, IGIG. He was
brought uj) with a view to the church, and was
educated for his profession, to the strict exclusion
of all other branches of knowledge, in accordance
with the prevailing practice of the time, which
was in his case carried to such an extent that even
ordinary arithmetic was wholly neijlected. W.
never saw a book of arithmetic tfll he was 15
years old, and then only by accident. At the
age of 16, he was entered at Emmanuel College,

Cambridge, where .at that time mathematics found
no place in the course of studj% being esteemed
merely mechanical. After a brilliant career, he
took his degree, was chosen a Fellow of Queen's,
and took orders in 1640. On the outbreak of

the civil war, he sided with the parliament, and
was of great use to his party in deciphering inter-

cepted correspondence, an art in which like Vieta

(q. V.) and Battista la Porta, he was eminent.
In 1644, he was one of the secretaries of the
Assembly of Divines at Westminster, holding at
that time the living of St Gabriel, Fenchurch
Street ; and, in the following year, he joined with
other eminent men in the establishment of the
meetings for mutual instruction, which, 17 years
afterwards, develo])ed into the Royal Society. It

was not till 1647 that he commenced the study of

mathematics ; and, in 1649, he was chosen Savilian
Professor of Geometry at Oxford. The rapid pro-
gress he had made in his mathematical studies was
evidenced by the publication of his greatest work,
the Arilhinclka Injinitoriim, with a treatise on
Conic Sections prefixed, in 1655. In the same year
commenced his well-known controversy with
Hobbes—regarding a quadrature of the circle, which
the latter beUeved he had effected—which was con-
tinued at intervals till 1663, and was marked by the
usual quaint caustic satire of the time. W. had, of

course, the right side of the dispute ; but imfortun-
ately for posterity, his manly feeUng of forbearance
towards a deceased antagonist (Hobbes died in 1679)
prevented him from admitting his polemical treatises

into tlie collection of his works, which was pub-
lished 1693—1699. Kumerous other mathematical
works, as the Matlicsis Universalis (1657), Ccmmer-
cium Epistolicum (1658), Cuno-Cuneus (1663), J)e
Proportionibus (1663), De jEsta Maris (166S), a
treatise on Mechanics (1669, 1670, 1671), editions of

tlie works of Horrocks (1673), of the Arenarius and
Quadrature of Archimedes (1676), and of Ptolemy's
Harmonics (16S0), a treatise on Algebra (16S5), an
edition of Aristarchus and of Pajipus (1688), &o.,

were the products of his originality and industry.

We have besides numerous minor theological works,
polemical and expository, from his pen, none of

which, however, are important enough to call for

mention. Of his other works, the treatise on Logic
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(16S7) is of the highest excellence, and even at the
present day is well worthy of pei'usal ; and his

English Grammar (1653), written in Latin for the

use of foreigners, has only of recent years, when
the true principles of grammar are becoming better

understood, received the attention it merits. About
ICOS, W. joined the party who were in favour of

a restoration of kinglj' government, and his talent

for deciphering was now put in practice against

his former friends, an act for which he has been
abused with virulent injustice. At the Kestora-
tion, he was confirmed iu his professorship, was
appointed keeper of the archives at Oxford, and
roj-al chaplain. In 1692, he was consulted as to

the adoption of the Gregorian Calendar, and his

strong disapproval decided the government to retain

the old style. He died 2Sth October 1703.

It is exclusively as a mathematician that W.'s
name has obtained permanently a niche in the temple
of fame ; though as an expositor of the cardinal

doctrines of Christianity he was fully on a par with
South and Sherlock ; but his eminence in the former
character has thrown into shade even his services as

a scholar, and few at the present time remember
i

that it was he who first edited the musical works of

Ptolemy, Porphyrins, Aristarchus of Samos, and the
\

later work of Briennius, though the manner in which
these labours were effected indicates unquestionably
an immense expenditure of labour, and a high degi'ee '

of scholarship. His Arlthmetka JnfinUorum, is a
successfiJ attempt to solve, by means of the sum-
mation of series to infinity, a number of the more
simple problems of the calculus, such as the evalua-

tion of all cases of fifdx; and, in extension, to dis-

cover the limit oi Aa''—x-)"dx, of which the quadra-

ture of the circle is a particular case. There are

numerous other resiUts, which are, at the present

time, considered to belong to the more advanced
stages of the calculus ; and, in fact, W. is another

example of the strange blindness which, in full pos-

session of a principle, neglects to suit it with a
generalised form of expression. The best known of

W.'s results is his formula for t, which gives

X 2.4.4.6.6.8 ......

4 3.3.0.5.7.7 "^

WALLOO'JfS, the name given to a population be-

longing to the gi'eat Romanic family, more especially !

to the French stock, and occupj-ing the tract along
the frontiers of the German-speaking territory in

the South Netherlands, from Dimkii-k to Malmedy.
They are located more particularly in the Ardennes,
in parts of the departments of Pas-de-Calais, Nord,
Aisne, and Ardennes in France, but chiefly in South
Brabant, as well as in the provinces of Hainaidt,
Namur, Liege in Belgium, and iu the greater part

of Luxemburg, and finally in some towns and
villages in the neighbourhood of Malmedy in PJienish

Prussia. The W., whose numbers in Belgium, where
they are principally established, are stated at IJ
millions, are the descendants of the old Gallic

Belgaa, who held their ground among the Ardermes
ilountains when the rest of Gaul was overrun by
the German conquerors, but became eventually
Romanised, especially in their language, which
appears now as a patois or popular dialect of

French; of all the French dialects, however, the
greatest number of Gallic words have been pre-

served in it. See the unfinished work by Grand-
gagnage, Dictionnaire Elijmologique de la Langue
Wallone (Ligge, 1S45). The name W., in Dutch,
JValen, sufficiently shews their Gallo - Romanic
origin and their relationship, partly by race and
lartly by language, with the GaUi, Gaels, Walese,
iVelsh, Walachians, &c The Walloons of the

' present day resemble their French more than they
do their German neighbours. They are squat
and middle-sized, with powerfid limbs, dark hair,

deep simk, fiery, dark-brown or blue eyes. They
surjjass their Flemish neighbours in adroitness,

activity, and skill ; and their French in eamest-
' ness, perseverance, and diligence. In impulsive-
ness, they resemble^the latter more'than the former,
but their anger sooner cools than that of the more
deeply feeling Fleming. It is worthy of notice that
the Belgian revolution was pre-eminently the work
of the Walloon districts, and the most eminent
statesmen of modem Belgium are of Walloon descent.
It was against the Walloon spirit and tendencies
that the Flemish movement (see Flejiisii Lan-
guage AXD Literatuke) Was chiefly directed.

WALL-PIECE, a small cannon (or, in ancient
times, an arquebuss) mounted on a swivel, on the
wall of a fortress, for the purpose of being fired at
short-range on assailants in the ditch or on the
covert-way. There are distinct eWdences that the
great wall of China was originally constructed for
the reception of wall-pieces.

WALL-PLATE, a piece of wood laid along the
top of the wall of a building to receive the feet of
the rafters of the Roof (q. v.).

AVALL-TEEES, iu Horticulture, are fi-uit-trees

trained on walls for better exposure of the fruit to
sunshine, and for the sake of the heat radiated
from the wall. Brick walls are generally preferred,
and have a great advantage in the regiilarity with
which the nailing can be accomplished, but trees are
often also trained on stone walls, and the walls of

houses are sometimes used for this purpose. Trees
are trained on walls in hothouses as well as in the
open air. Flued walls are often used, the fruit being
thus jartLally forced by artificial heat ; and screens
of various kinds, as of reeds, canvas, and oiled paper,
are sometimes employed to protect blossoms in
spring. Woollen nets are also much used for this
purpose, and a net even with wide meshes affords

much protection from spring frosts. AVall-trees,

intended permanently to occupy the wall, are gene-
rally trained in the nursery -n-ith a dwarf stem only
five or six inches in length, so that the branches
may cover the whole wall, and no available part of
it may be lost. It is usual, however, in planting to
introduce riders alternately with the permanent
wall-trees, which are grafted or budded on tall

stocks, and occupy part of the wall till the other

^^

Horizontal Form.

trees have become large enough to require it all for
themselves. Garden-walls are generally 12 or 14
feet in height. DiflFerent modes of training w.all-

trees are practised, of which the principal areknown
as fan training and horizontal training. In the
former, the branches are arranged like the spokes of

SI
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a fan ; in the l;itter, a main Btem is led up, from

wlin.li tlioy are spread out horizonluUy on both

sides. Dili'ercnt modes are lueCerred for different

Fan Form.

kinds of trees, and the art of the gardener is dis-

played in keeping to his jilan of traijiing, and lauin(j

in branches so as" completely to fill up the siiace, .and

make every part of the w.ill productive. There is a

Dutch mode of training, which consists in leading

two chief branches horizontally to right and left,

and training shoots from them straight up to the

top of the wall. It is seldom employed in Britain,

are found in Asia. All are trees with alternate pin-

nated leaves. The genus Jinihtita is distinguished

by moncpcious flowers, with 18— '24 .stamens ; and a

drupe with a deciduous lleshy husk, wliieli bunsts

irregularly, and a deejily wrinkled .shell (putamen)

of two valves, within which is the seed, curiously

lobed and wrinkled, with a membran.aceous Usia

and partial dissepiments. The sjiecics of Hickory
(ij. v.) were formerly included in this genus.—The
CoMJio.v W. (./. regia) is a native of Persia and the

Himalaya, but h.as long been cultivated in all jiarts

of the south of Eurojie. The date of its introduction

is imkuown, but it w.as certainly cidtivated by tho

Half-fan.

except for white curr.ants. llidcrs arc not unfre-

quently trained in a star-like form, some branches

being led downwards, in order to fill the wall as

quickly as possible. It is necessarj' for the gardener,

in training wall-trees, to consider the habit of each

kind, particularly whether fruit is chielly to be

expected on young branches or on the sjniis of older

branches. Suiicriluons branches must in all cases

be carefully removed, and amongst these are to be

reckoned all fore-ri'jht shoots, or branchi-s which

project straight from the wall. The use of small

strands of cloth, .along with nails, to fasten branches

to walls, is familiar to every one. These strands

are renewed from year to year, so that they may not

cause disease by interfering with the growth of the

branches.

WA'LNUT {Jnalans), a genus of beautiful trees

of the natural order Juglandacece. This order is

nearly allied to Ammtacecc (q. v.), and partieul.arly

to the sub-order Ciqmli/tra (q. v.), or Corylaccw, but

differs in having the ovary one-celled, with a soU-

tary erect o\-id"e. The flowers are unisexual, the

male flowers in catkins, the female in tcrmin.al

clusters. The species, of which not quite thirty are

known, are mostly natives of North America; a few
62

'Wuhiut {Juylans regia).

Romans in the reign of Tiberius. It is a lofty tree

of GO—90 feet ; with large spreading branches. Its

folkage resembles that of the ash. The leaves have

2—4 pair of leaflets, and a terminal one. They
have a fine balsamic odour when bruised ; this

quality, however, being much more m.irked in some

trees than in others. An infusion of them has been

found useful in scrofula; and when bruised and

rubbed on the skin, they are eflicacious in curing

itch. Placed in wardrobes, they jirevent the ravages

of moths. The sap is limpid like water, but con-

tains luueh sug.ar, so that the tree is sometimes tapped

for it, like the sugar-maple, and tlie sugar is pro-

cured by evaporation. A pleasant kind of wine is

also made from it. An excellent pickle and a kind

of ketchup are made of the unripe fruit. The ripe

fruit is one of the best of nuts, and is an important

article of export from many parts of the south of

Europe. AV.alnuts are also exported in large quan-

tities from Cashmere and other Him.aLayan regions

to supply the markets of India. The outer husk is

removed before the nuts are brought to market. In

the south of Europe, walnuts are a very consider-

able article of food, and when perfectly fresh, they

are wholesome and nutritious, although in the state

in which they are imported into Britain they .are

not easily digestible. Just before they are rijie

they are much used in France with vinegar, salt

pepper, and shallots. Among the varieties of W.
in cidtivation is one with a very thin shell, which

is much esteemed. Walnuts yie'ld by expression a

bland fixed oil, which, under the names of Walnut

Oil and Kut Oil, is much used by painters, and in

the countries in which it is produced is a common
article of food. The cake left after the expression

of the oil is sometimes used as an article of food,

.and is also used for feeding cattle and poidtry.

The timber of the W. is of great value, and is much
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used by cabinetmakers. Gun-stocks are made of

it. It is light, although hard and fine-grained. The
wood of young trees is white and Uttle esteemed

;

tliat of old trees is brown, veined and shaded with
darker brown and black. The wood of the roots is

beautifully veined. Both the root and the husks of

the W. yield a dye, which is used for staining light-

coloured woods brown. The W., when meant to

become a timber-tree, is best sown where it is to

remain, as the roots are much injured by tians-

planting. The best kinds of W. for fruit are gene-
rally grafted.—The W. succeeds well in Britain as

an ornamental tree, even in the north of Scotland,
although it seldom quite ripens its fruit except in

the warmest parts of England. It was probably
brought to England by the Romans. It takes its

name from being foreign (A.-S. wealh or walk).—
Very similar to the Common W. is the Black W.
(/. nirfra) of North America, found in most parts of

the United States, except the most northern. It is

a very large and beautiful tree, the trunk sometimes
six or seven feet in diameter. The leaves have more
numerous leaflets than those of the Common Wal-
nut. The timber is even more valuable than that

of the Common W., and is used for the same pur-

poses. The fruit, however, is very inferior, although
it is sold in the mjirkets of American cities. The
partial dissepiments of the kernel are thick and
woody.—The Butter Nut (/. chierea) is abundant
in the northern and north-western states of North
America, and in Canada. It is a tree only about
50 feet high, with trunk about a foot in diameter

;

leaves with 15—17 leaflets ; the fruit elongated, and
externally covered with a viscid substance. The
nut is hard and rough, with prominent ridges, of

good quality, and sometimes brought to market in

America. The wood is not apt to split or warp, and
is useful for many purposes. Sugar is obtained from
the sap, as from that of the maple, but is of inferior

quality. The inner bavk is a mild cathartic, resem-
bling rhubarb in its properties. The leaves, reduced
to powder, are used for blistering, like cantharides.

—To the natural order Juglandacece belongs the
i genus Engel/mrdtia, foimd in the Malayan Archi-

pelago and the Himalaya. The wood of E. Eox-
burghiana, a Himalayan species, is much valued by
turners.

WALPOLE, Sm Eoeep.t, third son of Robert
Walpole, JI.P., by Mary, daughter of Sir Jefirey
Burwell, was bom August 26, 1G76, at Houghton,
in Norfolk. He received his education at Eton and
at King's College, Cambridge. On Jidy 30, 1700,
he married Catharine, daughter of Sir .John Shorter,

Lord Mayor of London. On 2Sth November
following, he succeeded to the family estates on the
death of his father. In 1702, he was elected

member of parliament for King's Lynn ; and in

1705, he was nominated one of the council to Prince
George of Denmark. In this latter capacity, he I

appears to have won the e^eem of Godolphin, i

Marlborough, and other Whig leaders. In 1707. he I

was appointed Secretary at War; and in 1709,

Treasurer of the Navy. Shortly after this, however,
bis fortunes suffered a temporary eclipse. He was
found gudty by the House of Commons of ' a high
breath of trust and notorious corruption,' and
accordingly, on January 17, 1712, he was expelled

the House, and sent to the Tower. There can be
little doubt that he had all his life a profound faith

in bribery, and never scrupled to exercise it ; but his

punishment on this occasion seems rather to have
been the result of party animosity than of virtuous

indignation on the part of the House. He had all

along been a strong Hanoverian, and on the acces-

sion of George I., he was restored to fortune. He
was made a privy-coimcillor, and had various other

j

high offices conferred upon him. On the impeach-
ment of Bolingbroke and others by his means, he

j

became, in 1715, Chancellor of the Exchequer, and
First Lord of the Treasury. A disunion of the
cabinet having arisen in 1717, he resigned office,

bringing in a Sinking-fund Bill on the day of his
resignation. In opposition, he was the determined

!
enemy of the South Sea Scheme. He was recalled
to office on the retirement of the Earl of Simder-
land in 1721 ; and from this time to his final

retirement in 1742, the life of W. may be said to
be the histoiy of England. In 172.3, his son was
created Baron Walpolc. In 1737, his power was a
good deal shaken by the disputes which had arisen
between the king and the Prince of Wales ; the
latter siding mth the Opposition, which began to
grow very formidable in the questions which arose
aljout this time between England and Spain. W.
was opposed to war ; the grand principle of his action
being, according to Archdeacon C'o.xe, ' the love of

peace ;
' according to Macaulay, however, his aim

was not the peace of his country, but of his own
administration. In 1740, a motion was mide in the
House to petition the king to remove Sir Eobert
W. ' from his Majesty's presence and counsels for

ever.' This motion was negatived by a large
majority ; but the power of the great minister was
evidently shaken. He resigned on 2d February
1742, when he was created Earl of Orford, with a
pension of £4000 a year. Charges of bribery were
now brought against him, and a committee of

investigation was ultimately appointed by the
House of Commons. It consisted of 21 members, of

whom only two were of his own party. The Report
was against him, but it was unsupported by evi-

dence, and proceedings were ultimately dropped.
The rest of W.'s fife was spent in tranquillity and
retirement. He died in 1745, aged 6S. In private
life, he was amiable and good-temi)ered. Love of

power appears to have been his ruling motive of
action. He had strong common sense, with clear-

ness of political I'ision, and next to his own interest

he had at heart the interest of his eoimtrj-. Doubt-
less, he bribed largely, but as Macaiday sa3-s : ' We
might as well accuse the poor Lowland farmers who
paid black-mail to Rob Roy, of corrupting the virtue
of the Highlanders, as accuse Sir Robert Walpole
of corrupting the virtue of parliament.'—See Co.xe,

Memoir of Life and Administration of Sir Eobert
Walpole (Lond. 1798) ; and Lord Macaulay's Essay
on Walpole^s Letters to Sir Horace Mann.
WALPOLE, Horace, third son of Sir Eobert

Walpole, first Earl of Orford, was bom in 1717.
He was educated at Eton and Cambridge. After
finishing his education, he travelled abroatl for some
years, principally in Italy, where he seems to have
acquired those tastes for which he afterwards
became so well known. In 1741, he returned to
England, and took his seat in parliament. But he
had no taste for politics, and never took any active

part in public life. In 1747, he purchased a piece of

ground near Twickenham. Here he built his famous
mansion—Stnawberry Hill. Its erection and deco-
ration may almost be said to have formed the
principal occupation of his long life. In 1758, he
published his Catalor/tie of Royal and yohle Authors.
This was followed by T!te Castle of Otranto, The
Mysterious Mother, and the Historic Doubts on the

Life and Beign of Richard III. The works, how-
ever, to which he owes the preservation of his name
are his Letters. These will always be interesting as

pictures and records of the society and fashionable
gossip of his day. Their interest is, however, con-
siderably marred by their palpable want of truth-
fulness. On the death of his nephew in 1791, he
became fourth Earl of OrfortL Ho died in his SOtb

S3
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year on JIarch 2, 1797. 'The faults of Horace
Walpolo's head aurl heart,' says JIacaulay, 'are
indeed sufliciently glaring. His writings, it is true,

rank as high among the delicacies of intellectual

epicures as the Strasburg pie among the dishes
described in the Atmanach des Gourmand'!. But as
the pt'ile de fuie gras owes its excellence to the
diseases of the wretched animal which furnishes it,

and would be good for notliing if it were not made
of livers pretcrnaturally swollen, so none but an
unhealthy and ilisorgauised mind coidd have pro-

duced such literary luxuries as the works of Wal-
pole The conformation of his mind was
such that whatever was little seemed to him
great, and whatever was great seemed to him little.

Serious business was a trifle to him, and trifles were
his serious business.'—See Letters, edited by Jlr
Peter Cunningham (S vols., 18.57) ; also Macaulay's
Essay on Letters of Horace Walpole.

WALPU'RGA, or WALPURGIS, St (otherwise
Walhurga), followed her brothers St WUibald and
St Wunnibald (sons of a king of the West Saxons),
in the time of St Boniface, from her native country,
England, to Germany, to help them in extending
Christianity. Wilibald established the bishopric of

Eichstadt about 741 ; and Wunnibald, the neigh-
bom-ing convent of Heidenheim about 745, the
direction of which last W. undertook, after his

death (about "Ci), as the first abbess, and continued
till the end of her own life (778). Her bones, from
which, according to the oldest biography, a miracu-
lous healing oil flowed, were transferred to Eichstadt,
where a convent was erected in her honour. That
old biography was written towards the end of the
9th c. by a monk, Wolfhart, in the monastery of

Hasenried, and contained, like all the later legends,
which ai'e based solely upon it, only a multitude of

marvellous stories of the usual stamp. A some-
what more special significance lies in the trait that
W. was not molested by biting dogs, and was in

consequence invoked for protection against them
and other ferocious animals. The veneration of W.
became widespread. Throughout all Germany, and
even in France, the Netherlands, and England,
cluirches and chapels were dedicated to her, relics

of her were shewn, and festivals celebrated in her
honour. The feast of Walpurga falls properly on
the '23th of February ; but as iu some German
calendars it is assigned to the 1st of ilay, the name
of W. has become associated, in a quite accidental
way, with some of the most noted popular super-
stitions. The 1st of Jlay had been one of the most
sacred days of all paganism; it was the time of

a great sacrillcial festival, and of the old Jlay
assembly of the people. For centuries on the 1st of

May, informal courts of justice continued to be
lield, the joyful May procession took place, and the
kindling of the sacred May-fire. See Belteln".
AVhen afterwards the old heathen gods had been
completely degraded into de\-ils by the Christian
missionaries, and when the belief in witchcraft had
come in vogue, the Walpurgis-night obtained natu-
rally a notorious significance, inasmuch as, during
the night between the .30th of AprU and the 1st of

May, the witches were held to ride on broom-sticks
and he-goats to the old places of judgment and sacri-

fice, in order to enjoy themselves there with their

master the devil. Such witch-liiUs were tolerably
numerous in Gennany and the neighbouring coun-
tries. The best known, however, was the highest
point of the Harz, the Brocken, Brocks or Blocks-
berg, which h.as obtained a wide celebrity as

the scene of the witches' Sabbath in Goethe's
Faust.

WALRUS.
6i

See Morse.

WA'LSALIi, a municipal and parliamentary
borough, Staflbrdshire, stands amid pleasing scenery
on a small stream, an affluent of the Tame,
eight miles north-north-west of Birmingham. Its

public buildings are accounted more tlian usually
handsome, and embrace a number of churches, a
free grammar and other schools, and a number of
charitable institutions. The iron manufacture, for
which the situation of the town on the edge of the
South Staflbrdshire mineral field affords facihties, is

the staple branch of industrj'. Tanning, currying,
the manufacture of harness and harness furniture,
and of every description of leather goods, are ex-
tensively carried on. Coal and lime works are in
oper.ation in the vicinity, and there is an extensive
trade in malt. W. returns one member to the
House of Commons. Pop. (ISGl) ;>7,7GO.

WALSINGHAM, Sir. Fraxcis, English st.ates-

man,of an ancient Kentish famil\% third and youngest
son of William Walsingham of Scadbury, was born
at Chiselhurst, Kent, in 1536. He studied at King's
College, Cambridge, and afterwards travelled on the
continent, where he remained until the accession of

Queen Elizabeth. Burleigh, with his usual discern-
ment iu selecting men of talent, discovered his
abilities, brought him into office, and sent him on an
embassy to France in August 1570. He remained
in Paris until April 1.573, and discharged diplomatic
duties with such consummate skill that he was,
on the recommendation of his great patron, ap-
]>ointed one of the principal secretaries of state to
Elizabeth. He was also sworn of the privy comicil,
and knighted. In 1578, he was sent on an import-
ant embassy to the Netherlands ; in 15S1, to France

;

and in 1583, to Scotland. He was, with some
reason, regarded by the adherents of JIary, Queen
of Scots, as the most insidious of her enemies
in the English council. He contrived to intercejit

most of her letters, and after having deciphered
them, sent them to their destination, in order to

obtain fresh intelligence from their answers. Some
of these deciphered letters are preserved in the
British Museum. W. soon held Mary secure in the
toils. Some time previous to September 1583, he
had bribed to his service Cherclles, the secretary to
the French ambassador Casteln.au, in whom Mary
placed implicit confidence. W. also won over Gray,
the envoy of the Dnke of Guise and other friends

of JIary to James VI. (.James I. of England), who
employed him to manage his correspondence wHth
his mother and his friends in France. The most
secret letters of Mary and of James thus came into
the hands of Walsingham. Up to Babington's con-
spiracy, or, as some have called it, W.'s conspiracy,
there was no evidence for charging Mary mtli being
accessory to any of the plots formed against the life

of EUzabeth. The real fountain-head of this con-
spiracy, and the chief confederates, were spies in

the pay of W., and all the coiTcspondence of Mary
and her friends passijd into the hands of Elizabeth's

dexterous minister. After the discovery and execu-
tion of B.abington, &c., W. went to Fotheringay as

one of the commission to try Queen Maiy. She
charged him with having forged the correspondence
produced against her, when W. rose in his jilace

and solemnly called God to witness that he had not
done anj-thing unworthy of an honest man, and that
he was wholly free from malice. Elizabeth signed
her death-warrant with a jest on W.'s hatred of the
Queeu of Scots. She had ordered Davison to bring
her the warrant, and when she had signed it she said

:

' Go ; tell all this to Walsingham, who is now sick
;

though I fear he will die for sorrow when he hears
it.' W. was distinguished even among the ministers
of Elizabeth for acuteness of penetration, extensive

knowledge of public affairs, and profound acquaint-
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ance with human nature. His administration of

foreign affairs was founded on the system of bribery,

espionage, and deception. He is said to have had
in his pay 5.3 agents and IS spies, in various

countries ; and no minister was better informed of

the intrigues of foreign courts. Notwithstanding
this diplomatic duplicitj', which was then universal

among pubhc men, W.'s personal integrity and
disinterested patriotism are undoubted. He was
of strict morals, favoured the Puritan party, and
in his later days gave himself up to religious medi-
tation. He retired from pubUc affairs some time
before his death, and resided at his house in

Bam Elms, where he died, April 6, 1590. Eliza-

beth was ready enough to acknowledge his dili-

fence, genius, and important services, yet she
ept him poor. There remain in the British

JIuseum (Harleiau MSS.) various letters from W.
complaining of his being wholly unable, on his

scanty appointments, to support his establishment,

though very inadequate to his dignity of ambas-
sador in France. Camden says he died so far in

debt that he was buried privately by night in St
Paul's CSiurch, without any funeral solemnity. The
queen was chary even in conferring honours upon
him, for he received nothing but his knighthood,
and held no offices when he resigned the charge of

foreign affairs. He was married, and his daughter
Frances became successively the ivife of Sir Philip

Sidney, of the brilliant and imfortunate Earl of

Essex, and of the brave soldier, Kichard de Burgh,
4th Earl of Clanricarde.

WA'LTHAM, a village of Massachusetts, U. S., on
Charles River and the Fitchburg Eailway, ten miles
north-by-west from Boston, has a broad street of

handsome residences, and manufactories of bleached
cotton goods, hollow iron-ware, machinery, chemi-
cals, boots and shoes, and machine-made watches,
of which 10,000 are made a year. Pop. (1860)
6397.

WALTHAJM ABBEY, a market-town in the
county of Essex, on the banks of the Lea, 13 miles
north of the east part of London, on the Great
Eastern Railway. It contains a spacious Norman
church, originally belonging to an abbey. The
river Lea here divides into several branches, which
are made to turn a number of gunpowder and flour

mills belonging to government. Enfield Lock, at
which is situated the celebrated government factory
for rifles, &c. (see Smail-aiois Factories, Royal),
is about a mile distant ; and many of the hands
there employed live in and around Waltham Abbey.
Pop. (1866) 7000.

WALTHER VOX DER VOGELWEIDE, the
greatest and most famous Minnesinger (q. v.) of the
middle ages, was born 1165—1170, in Franconia or

in Austria. Although his family was noble, he had
no possessions, and became a minstrel as much, per-

haps, from necessity as from impulse. His master
and early model was the elder Reinmar. It is

thought that his first public performances in ' sing-

ing and saying' date from about 1187 ; soon after

which, he found a warm patron in Friedrich the

Catholic, Duke o£ Austria. But this prince having
died in 1198, W. began the life of a wandering
minstreL in the course of which he visited the
courts of most of the German sovereigns. A few
details of his career are known. He twice (1199 and
1205) spent some time at the court of the Emperor
Phihpp ; and then lived six years at Eisenach with
a generous patron, Hermann, Landgraf of Thu-
ringia. During 1214—1215, he repeatedly visited

the Emperor Otho, by whom, as well as by PhOipp,

he seems to have been treated with imkingly parsi-

mony. From 1217 to P219, he lived with Duke

Bernhard in Carinthia, then returned to Austria,

and in 1220 received from Friedrich II. a small
estate at Wurzburg. He died about the beginning
of 1228. His grave has long been pointed out in

the Laurence Garden of the cathedral of Wurzburg

;

but a new monument was erected to him in 1843.

W. far excelled his master Reinmar, whom he
survived about 20 years, both in matter and style :

whUe in richness and versatility of mind all the

other Minnesingers must stand far behind him

;

for, to his wide sympathies and matured art, all

themes were alike : tenderness and depth, no less

than cheerfulness and gaiety, deep earnestness, as

well as playful raillery. He did not confine him-
self, like Reinmar, to minnelays, but wrote also

hymns, eulogies of his patrons, and didactic pieces.

He sang of the duties and dignities of the emperor
;

of the obUgations of princes and vassals ; of the
rights and wrongs of the question between the pope
and the emperor ; of the glory of the true church

;

and often his song conveyed earnest and cutting

censure. But it was only on conviction that he
gave praise or blame, never influenced by favour or
prejudice; and his censures of the church were
those of a candid but pious believer. From a
decided patriotic feeling, he stood (irmly by the
empire and the emperor in opposing the pretensions

and usurpations of the pope. His writings on this

subject had a widespread and powerful effect; they
alienated, according to the testimony of a contem-
porary, Thomasin, thousands from the pope, and
determined the pohtics, so to speak, of the Ger-
man poets for the whole century. W. was soon
recognised by his contemporaries as the master
of IjTic poetry ; and the traditions of the later

Minnesinger schools place him among the twelve
who, in the Emperor Otho the Great's time,

originated and established the noble art of

minstrelsy. Lachmann brought out a masterly
critical edition of W.'s writings (Berk 1827, 3d. ei
1853) ; and Simrock an excellent translation (with
explanations Ijy Simrock and Wackemagel, 2 vols.

BerL 1833 ; 2d ed. Leip. 1853) ; Uhland wrote a
beautiful accoimt of his life and writings {W. von
der VogelweHe, tin alhUutscher Dichter, Stuttg. and
Tub. 1822) ; and Hornig, a complete Glossarium to

his poems (Quedlinb. 1844).—See Reusz, W. von der
Vogelweide (Wurzb. 1843) ; Daffis, Ziir Lebensge-

schichte W.'s von der Vogelweide (Berk 1854).

AVALTON, IsAAK, author of the Complete
Angler, was the son of one Jervis Walton, a yeoman,
and was born at Stafford on 9th of August 1593.

Of his earlier life, not much is certainly known. In
the year 1624, we find him settled in Fleet Street^

London, and carr5'ing on business there as a hosier.

In the end of 1626, he married Rachel Floud, a
descendant of Archbishop Cranmer. From George
Cranmer, her uncle, who had been a pupil and
friend of Hooker, it is thought likely that W. derived
much of the material for his Life of that eminent
man. In August 1640, she died in giving birth to a
daughter, ha\-ing before had two sons, neither of
whom survived her. In 1043, W. retired from
business with such a modest competence as sufficed
for the simple way of life he affected ; and in 1647
he married a second time. The lady was Anne
Kenn, half-sister of the weU-known bishop of that
name. She bore to him a daughter and two .sons,

only one of whom lived, and died in 1662, to the
great grief of her husband, who survived her many
years. He died on the 15th December 16S3, at the
great age of ninety, iu the house of Dr Hawkins, his
son-in-law, prebendary of Winchester Cathedral,
and was buried in the vault of that sanctuary.
With the celebrated Dr John Donne, who died in

1631, W., who attended his ministry, had been on
55
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tenns of affectionate intimacy ; and on the publica-

tion of liis sermons in 1G40, he was induced to pre-

face them with a Life of the author. This, his first

pubhcation, was followed by Lives of Uooker, 8ir

Henry Wotton, and George Herbert, in succession
;

the whole four being reissued in a collected edition

in 1070. In 1G7S, the life of his friend. Bishop
iSauderson, Wiis added. The Complete Anijlci; or

ConlemplatU-e Man's Hecrcaliuii, was ])ublished in

1655, and it instantly attained the poi>ularity which
to tlii.s hour it continues to enjoy. In 1055, IGO-l,

lOGS, and 1070, successive editions were called fur.

To theeilitiou of 1C70, a little treatise on Fly-lishiiiL;

was added by Yv'altou's friend, Charles Cotton, in a
lishing-huuse built by whom, on tlie banks of the

river JJove, many of the later days of his happy and
blameless life lapsed peacefully in the pursuit of his

favourite recreation. The Complete Awjler, as a
treatise on the art of angling, may be regarded as in

guild paii; obsolete, but it continues and W'ill con-

tinue to be read for its charming simplicity of man-
ner, its pastoral freshness and jjoetry, and the pure,

peaceful, and pious spu'it which is breathed from its

(plaint old pages. The Lives, though somewhat less

widely known, are in their kind not less exquisite

and unique. Wordsworth has dedicated to them a
beautiful sonnet, in vvliich he speaks of the live

saintly names of the subjects of them as

Satellites burning in a lucid ring
Ai-ound meek Walton's heavenly mcmciy.

WALTZ (G er. Walzcr, literally, roller), a national

German dance, said to have originally come from
Bohemia. It lirst became a fashionable dance in

the other countries in the early part of the 19th
century. It is danced to music of J time Ijy any
number of couples, who, with the gentleman's right

arm round his partner's waist, wheel rapidly round
on an axis of their own, advancing at the same time
round the room. Of late years, a modilication of the
dance, called the ]'alse il Deux Temps, has been
very generally adopted, which is perhaps hardly
equal in gi-acefulness to the older waltz, as tlio step
is less correspondent to the rhythm of the music.

WA'MPUM, a name given to shells and shell-

beads, used as money, and worn for ornaments in

strings and belts by the North American Indians.

WANDERING JEW. See Jew, the W.^sder-
ING.

WANDEROO', a name which has been given to
several sj^ecies of monkey. The sjjccies commonly
described under the name is ilacarus silenus or

Silenus reter, a native of the coast of Malabar, a
monkey of rather large size, deep black tlu-oughout,

cxcc])t a ruff of long gray or white hair, fiom the
midst of which the face looks forth, and '\\hich

descends over the chest, givmg the animal a very
peculi.ar aspect. This monkey exhibits considerable
intelligence and docdity, and performs its tricks

with an absurd air of gravity.—Tlie name W., how-
ever, more ]>roperIy belongs to monkeys of the genus
Pycsbi/tes, natives of Ceylon, to which it is given by
the Singhalese, and appears to have been trausferreil

by mistake to the species just described, which is

not found in Ceylon. The w.anderoos of Ceylon are
all small monkeys. The best known species is

Prcshytes cephatopterus, found in the low jiarts of

the island. It feeds chiefly on the berries and buds
of trees, and is seldom seen on the ground. Twenty
or thirty are generally found together in a troop,

Wlien alarmed, they display marvellous agility in
leaping, or rather swinging from branch to branch,
using their powerful arms alternately, often flinging

themselves obliquely so as to catch the lower bougli

of an opposite tree, and taking advantage of its
lie

rebound to carry them up again till they can reach
a higher branch ; the females, all the while, being
often encumbered by their young, wliich cling to

them. This monkey is far from being so mischievous
.;s monkeys in general. ' In cajitivity, it is remark-
able for the gravity of its demeanour, and for an

s^.

Wanderoo Monkey {Afacacus siknus).

air of melancholy in its expression and movements,
which is completely in character with its snowy
beard and venerable aspect.'—Tennent's Ceylon.

Its disposition is extremely gentle and affcctiimate,

it is intelligent and docile, and very cleanly in its

habits.—Several other species of W. or Preshyles are

found in Ceylon, some of them in the more elevated
parts of the island.

WA'NTAGE, a market-town in Berkshire, in the
Vale (tf the White Horse, 2G miles west of Heading,
and 00 west of London. It manufactures agricul-

tural implements, and has an extensive trade in

corn. Pop. (1800) 3004.

WA'PENSHAW (Sax. weepen, weapon, and
sceawan, to shew), a periodical gathering of the
people, instituted by various Scots statutes, for the
purpose of exhibiting their arms, these statutes

directing each individual to be armed on a scale

proportioned to his property. There are numerous
Scots acts of the 15th and IGth centuries regulating
the subject of wapenshaws. In the time of war
or rebellion, ]iroclamations were issued charging all

sheriffs and magistrates of burghs to direct the
attendants of the respective wapeushawings to join

tlie king's host. During the reign of the later

Stuarts, attendance on the wapenshaws was enforced
with considerable strictness ; and in addition to

military exercises, sports and pastimes were carried

on by authority at these gatherings. 1'lie Coven-
anters, in consequence of these sports being of a
kind disapproved of by them, did what tliey could
to discourage attendance on the wajicnshaws.

WA'PENTAKE (Sax. ivccpen, arms, and tae,

touch), a name given in Yorkshire to the territorial

divisions of the county, similar to what, in most of
the other counties of England are called hundreds,
and in the more northern counties, zrards. The
terra has come down from Anglo-Saxon times, where
it, in the first instance, signified the assemblies of

each district held for the administration of justice
and like purposes, at which each vass.al attended
armed, and ' touched ' the spear of his overlord, in

token of homage. From the assembly, the word
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was transferred to signify the district within which
it was convened.

WA'PITI (Cervus Canadensis), a species of deer,

nearly allied to the stag, but considerably exceeding

it in size, being 44 feet in height at the shoulder.

It is a native of North America, found as far south

as Carolina, and as far north as 56° or 5T N. lat.

It is yellowish bro%vn on the upper parts ; the sides

gray ; a pale yellowish patch on each buttock,

bounded by a black line ou the thigh ; the neck, a

mixture of red and black, with long, coarse, black

"Wapiti {Cervus Canadensis).

hair falling down from it in front like a dowlap ; a
black mark at each angle of the mouth. The hair

is crisp and hard, but there is a soft down beneath
it. The antlers are large, much like those of the

stag, but the first branch bends down almost over
the face. The W. is c.^lled Elk and Gray Moose in

some parts of America, although very different from
the true elk, or moose deer. It is found chiefly in

low grounds, or in parts of the forest adjacent to

savannahs and m.avshcs. Its flesh is coarse and drj-.

The hide makes excellent leather.

WAR between states or nations, or between
parties in the same state {civil war), is analogous to

club-law (Ger./a?(s<rec/i<), or the law of the strongest,

among the individuals of a community, which is

the normal state of thiugs where no legal or

fixed rights are established, or where there is

no authority to enforce them. The prevalence of

war among nations is thus an indication of the
imperfection, or the total want, of international law.

If the sentiment of brotherhood were universally

diflFused, and a system of iutern.ational morality

estabhshed and generally accepted together with
an org.anis.ation for putting it in force, we can
conceive the necessity for war to cease. And
although the full reahsation of this state of things

may never be attained, it is nevertheless the ideal

goal to which all real progress tends. But it by no
means follows that in the present couditiou of the

world, while the sentiment of iuteraational justice

is yet in embryo, peace at any jn'ice is to be
preferred to war. When a community is in a st.ate

of anai-chy, the individual man must take the law
into his own hands, and defend his life and his

rights with violence if need be ; and nations in

similar circumstances must do the same. The
Balance of Power (q. v.), the shape m which the

sentiment of political morality in Europe seemed at

one time trying to crystallise itself, has gone again
apparently into chaos.

Wars are various in their occasions and objects,

sometimes breaking out in couseqxicnce of disputes

about territorial possessions or materi.al interests
;

at other times, having reference to the establishment

of some important point of civil or religious liberty.

In all cases, the aim of each contending party is to

weaken and overthrow the opposing party. At one
time, the art of war was supposed to consist verj'

much in wearing out the enemy by a slow process

of exhaustion, and thus wars were much jirotracted

;

but more recently the gi-eatest generals h.ave adopted
the method of rather endeavouring to strike sudden
and terrible blows, by which the war is sooner

brought to a termination ; and this method, although

it may often have been adopted without regard to

considerations of humanitj', is, in all probability, less

productive of suffering to mankind than the other.

Amongst rude nations, wars are conducted by
tumultuary hosts, suddenly congregated, and in

general, either after defeat or victory, soon dispersed.

But the wars of the more civihsed and powerful
nations have long been conducted by armies care-

fully trained and disciplined ; and in the case of

maritime powers, by means of fleets at sea as well

as of armies on land. Preparation for war amongst
such nations requires not only the forming and
training of the army, but vast provision in many
various ways of the means and materiel of w.ar.

JIuch science and skill are also applied to the con-

duct of militaiy oper.ations, and the principles upon
which they ought to be conducted have been care-

fidly investigated, and theories tested by an exami-
nation of the history of the most important cam-
paigns. See Stkategy, Tactics.

In the progress of society, certain vsages of war
have come to be generally recognised. These, of

course, have varied at different times, and in diffe-

rent parts of the world, according to the state of

civilisation and the prevalent feelings of the time :

they are also subject to modification from causes

less general. But the changes which have taken
place in them during the lapse of ages have been
in general favour.able to the interests of humanity.
Prisoners of war are no longer put to de.ath, nor are

they reduced to slavery, as was once very frequently

the case, but their treatment has become generally

more and more mild and kind. It is a well-under-

stood ride, however, that a prisoner of war obtaining

his liberty by exchange or otherwise, with the con-

dition of not serving again during a fixed period

against the same power, forfeits his life if he is found
so serving and is again taken prisoner. Amongst
all civilised nations, quarter is granted in battle

whenever it is sought ; and there are certain usages
univers.ally prevalent with regard to the capitula-

tion of fortified places, and of bodies of troops hope-
lessly hemmed in by superior forces, &c.

]]'ar-cries for mutu.al recognition and encourage-
ment in battle have always been common, each rude
nation or tribe having its own. The ancient war-
cry of the English was Saint George ! that of the
.Spaniards, San Jago ! and that of the French,
Mountjoie Saint Denis ! In the feuds of the middle
ages, each party, or the retainers of each noble family,

had a distinctive war-cry. Sometimes the war-cry
was the name of the family. Thus, in Scotland, the

retainers of the noble Houses of Douglas and of

Home rushed into battle with the cry of A Douglas !

a Douglas ! or A Home ! a Home ! The French
armies under Napoleon were accustomed to charge

with shouts of Vive VEmpereur

!

The invention of gunpowder hag effected great

changes in the whole art of war ; but the introduc-

tion of firearms has rendered b.attles less sanguinary
"o7
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and ferocious than they previously vrere. Whilst
lirearms were yet unknown, warlike en,2;ine3 of

various Idnds were employed ; but close combat was
more general, and often more protracted, and the

passions of the combatants had thus in ordinary

liattle more of that exasperation which fearfully

characterises the storming of a town.

TVA'RASDIX, a tovni of Austria, in the crown-
land of Croatia, two miles from the right bank of

the Drave, and about 40 miles north-north-cast of

Agrara. It is to some extent fortified, is sm-rounded
by straggling suburbs, and contains nine churches, a
few convents, and a gymnasium. Silk-spinning is

carried on ; and stonew.are, wine, and tobacco are

manufactured. Pop. 90U0.

WA'RBLER, a popular n.ame often applied to all

the birds of the family Sylviadm (q. v.), many of which,
however, commonly receive other popidar names,
as the Blackcap, Nightingale, Hedge-sparrow, Red-
lireast, Picdstart, Stonechat, Wheatear, Whitethroat,

&c. (q. v.), while many receive the name Warbler with

some adjunct. Several British species, commonly
thus designated, belong to the genus Halicaria,

others to the genus Si/lvia. The species of the for-

mer genus have the tail roiinded ; in the latter, it is

almost square or a little forked. The Salicarim are

also inhabitants of moist situations, whence they

are kno\vn as .?ef?3e 1]'arblers andHeed Warblers; the

Sylvice are inhabitants of woods. Of the former

genus is the Gkasshopper AV. {Salicaria locuslella),

not unfrcquent in many parts of England, and foimd
also in the south of Scotland and in Ireland. It is

found in most parts of the centre and south of

Europe, at least during summer, being partially a

bird of pass.age. It is of a greenish brown colour,

the centres of the feathers dark brown, producing a

spotted appearance ; the lower ])art3 pale brown.

It is a shy bird, hiding itself in hedges and bushes,

but very active often darting out lilce a mouse from

1, Sedge Warbler (Salicaria phrarimilis) ; 2, Willow
Warbler (Sylvia trochilus).

the bottom of the hedge, and receives its name from
its chirping, grasshopper-like note.—The Sedge W.
(Salicaria phragmitis) is the most common British

species of Salicaria, and is generally found in thick

patches of reeds or willows in marshes, or in other

situations close to water, and where the aquatic herb-

age is thick and strong. It abounds on the marshy
banks of the Thames. It is of a brown colour,

exhibiting various shades, finely intermixed; the
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chin and throat white ; the under parts buff colour.

—The Reed W. (Salicaria arumlinacea) is found in

summer in marshy situ.ations in the south of Eng-
land ; it abounds in Holland and in many parts of

Europe, and its range extends to the north of India.

It is of a uniform pale brown, with a tinge of chest-

nut ; the chin and throat white ; the under parts

pale bufT colour. Its nest is rem.irkablo ; it is

attached to the stems of three or four reeds, and

Nest of Reed Warbler.

formed by winding the branches of their panicles

together with a little wool ; and is conical and
deep, so that the eggs or young may not be shaken
out when the reeds are shaken by the wind.—The
Wood W., also known as Wood Wken (Sylvia

s)/lvicola), is common in the wooded districts of

England, in summer, p.irticularly in old plantations

of oak and beech. It is olive green, tinged with
yellow, the wings brown, the primaries and second-

aries edged with bright yellow, the tertials with a

broader edge of yellowish white ; the lower parts

yellow and white.—The Willow W. (Sylvia iro-

chilus) is very common in the south of England in

summer, but more rare in northern parts of Britain.

It frequents woods, shrubberies, thick hedgerows,

and bushes ; but builds its nest on the ground. It

is of a dull olive-green colour, the wing and tail

feathers dark brown, the wing-feathers edged with
green ; the under parts whitish, slightly tinged with
yellow. The tail is shghtly notched There are

other British species of more rare occurrence.—
Numerous species of W. are found in North
America, migratory birds, which spend the winter

in more southern regions. Not a few of the same
species are therefore reckoned among the birds of

the West Indies. Some of the European species are

in like manner found in Africa ; and Asia has many
species of W., among which some of the European
species are included. Australia has many species of

W., some of which are of very beautiful plumage.

WARBUBTON, Willlilm, a distinguished

English divine, commonly known as Bishop War-
burton, was born at Newark, in the county of Not-

tingham, on the 24th December 1698. He was the

eldest son of George Warbiulon, an attorney of that

place, who claimed descent from an old Che'shire

family. Young W. received his education at the

school of his native town, and afterwards at Oak-

ham in Rutlandshire, whidi he left in the year 1714,
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returning home to pursue the profession of his father,

who had died some years before. Having served

the necessary apprenticeship, he practised as an
attorney at Newark for some years, but \rith no dis-

tinguished success. His natural bent was towards
literature ; and he had all along expressed a desire

to take orders in the Church of England. Finally,

he quitted the legal profession with this object in

view ; and having gone through the necessary course

of study, he was presented, by Sir Robert Sutton, in

1728, to the rectory of Erand-Broughton, in the

diocese of Lincoln, where he remained for many
years. After publishing some comparatively unim-
portant pieces, he issued, in 1736, a treatise, entitled

The Alliance between Churc/i and State ; or the Neces-

sity and Equity of an Establislied Religion and a Test

Law. This work, which is still recognised as one of

the most masterly statements of the subject from
the point of view of the writer, drew great and imme-
diate attention; and in January 1737—1738, it was
followed by the first volume of the opus niagnnm,

on which Ins fame as a theologian must mainly con-

tinue to rest. This celebrated work. The Divine

Legation of Moses, demonstrated on the Principles of
a Religious Deist, from, the Omission of the Doctrine

of a Future State of Reivards and Punishments in

the Jewish Dispensation, though it encountered a

storm of adverse criticism, to which the writer

thought it necessary to reply in A Vindication, &c.,

at once established the position of W. as one of the

most potent intellects of the period ; and though its

main argument has since been extensively discred-

ited as more or less ' precarious,' not the less the

book, in virtue of its vast learning, its vigour, and
originality, will always maintain its reputation, as

one of the master-pieces of the great period of our
EngUsh theology. In 1739, a new and revised

edition of the first part of the work appeared. This

was followed, in 1741, by the publication of the
second part ; and the third and concluding section,

rather supplementary to the argument than essential

to it, was only given to the world after the death of

the writer.

Becoming involved in the controversy which fol-

lowed the appearance of Pope's Essay on Man, AV.

undertook the defence of the poet, and, in 1739—1740,

issued a series of seven letters, entitled A Vindica-
tion ofMr Pope's Essay on Man, by tlie Author of the
Divine Legation. The poet was much gratified ; and
between him and his vindicator a warm friendship

was the result, which only terminated with the
death of Pope, in 1744. He died, bequeathing to

W. one-half of his library, and such profit as might
accrae from any edition of his works published after

his death. To Pope, W. was indebted for opportu-

nities of cultivating the friendship of some of the
most distinguished men of the time—among othera,

of the well-known Ralph AUen, of Prior Park, near
Bath, to whose niece, Miss Gertrude Tucker, he was
married in 1745.

Though W.'s important services to literature and
religion were admitted, they did not for a long time
bring him any very great recognition in the way of

substantial preferment. On the appearance of The
Divine Legation, indeed, he had been appointed
Chaplain to the Prince of Wales ; and in 174G,

nearly ten years later, the Society of Lincoln's Inn
unanimously elected him to be their preacher.

In 1757, he was promoted to the deanery of

Bristol ; and finally, in 1760, Mr Pitt, afterwards
Earl of Chatham, bestowed on him the bishopric

of Gloucester, declaring that 'nothing of a private

nature, since he had been in office, had given him
so much pleasure ' as this exercise of his patron-
age. In the later years of his life, his mind became
seriously impaired ; and he was utterly prostrated

by the loss of his only son, whom he did not long
survive. He died on 7th June 1779.

W. was a keen polemic, and deeply engaged in all

the intellectual warfare of his time. In nearly every-
thing he wrote, there is the impress of a vigorous
and fertile mind, with an arrogance of tone, which
tends, in his treatment of adversaries, to degenerate
into trucidence and scurrility. In addition to those
already mentioned, it seems suflicient to give the
titles of a few of his more notable performances. In
1750, appeared his Jidian, or a Discourse concerning

the Earthquake and Fiery Eruption which defeated

that Emperor's Attempt to rebuild the Temple at Jeru-

salem, apropos of Dr Middleton's Inquiry concerning
the Miracidous Powers of the Christian Church,
Shortly after came two volumes entitled The Prin-
ciples of Natural and Revealed Religion occasionally

Opened and Explained; and in 1755, A View of
Bolingbroie's Philosophy, in a Series of Letters to d
Friend, which was held to be much the ablest of all

the answers to Bolingbroke which appeared. In
1757, he attacked Hume, in a publication entitled

Remarks on Mr David Hume's Natural History of
Religion, by a Gentleman of Cambridge, in a Letter to

tlie Rev. Dr Warburton. The bUnd deceived no one

;

and if we may estimate the success of the attack by
the annoyance it gave the philosopher, his allusions

to ' that low fellow Warburton ' may be held to in-

dicate success. In 1747, he went somewhat out of

his way to issue an edition of Shakspeare, with
notes critical and emendatory, which last, though
ingenious, and occasionally happy, did not greatly
add to his reputation. A complete and splendid
edition of his works was published in 178S, at the
expense of his widow, by his friend. Bishop Hurd,
who prefaced it with a biography.

WARD, Edwaed Matthew, E.A., an eminent
painter of the present day, was born in the year
1816, in London. He early displayed a taste for

art, and was educated in a way to develop it. In
1834, he was sent to study at the Royal Academy

;

and two years after, he went to Rome, where he
remained for some time, gaining, in 183S, a silver

medal, given by the Academy of St Luke. He
returned to England in 1839, making on the way a

short visit to ilunich, where he had lessons in

fresco-painting from the celebrated Cornelius. After

his return, he annually exhibited pictures at the

Royal Academy, though for some years without
any very decisive recognition. In 1843, he com-
peted unsuccessfuDy for the decor.ation of West-
minster Hall and the Houses of Parhamcnt, his

large cartoon specimen, ' Boadicea,' being generally

adjudged a failure. In the same year, however, he
made a very ' palpable hit ' by his picture, familiar

to every one as engraved, 'Dr Johnson perusing

the Manuscript of the Vicar of Wakefield.' His
steady progress thenceforward, in the estimation of

connoisseurs and the public, is sufiiciently marked
by the fact, that in 1853, having previously, as we
noted above, failed in the public competition for the
work at AVestminster, he was solicited by the Fine
Arts Commissioners to aid in tliis national under-
taking. Of the eight cartoons which he engaged him-
self to furnish, several have been completed. The
merit of these is unquestioned ; and one of them in

particular, ' The Last Sleep of Argyll,' is ranked by
competent judges as one of the most masterly
works in this kind which our country has as yet
produced. In fm-ther recognition of his merits,

Mr AV. was, in 1847, elected an Associate of the
Royal Academy ; and in 1855, he attained the full

honour of Academician. Of the works of an artist

so well known, it would be idle to attempt a cata-

logue. A few of the more notable are :
' The Fall of

Clarendon,' ' InterTOW between Charles II. and Nell
59
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0%vyii,' ' Tlio Royal Family of France in the Prison of

tlie Temple,' and 'CliarlotteConlayled toExecntion.'

In technical execution, Mr W. must be admitted a

m.astcr ; if ho fails a little commonly, on the side

of penetrative power and genuine imaginative

realisation, it would be unfair to say that his

failure is conspicuous, as compared with that of

others of liia brethren, wlio yet very well contrive

in these times to pass for poetic artists.—His
wife, Mns HENRiErr.v Wauti, is also favourably

known as a p.ainter, and as the grand-daughter of

James Ward, R.A., in his day something of an
art- celebrity, though now a little out of date.

WARDEN, an officer appointed for the naval or

military protection of some particular district of

country. In order to keep the districts of England
adjoining to Scotland and Wales in an attitude of

defence, great officers, called Lords Wardens of the
marches, were appointed, to whom the duty of

jiroteeting the frontier was committed. From this

source originated the name ward, applied to the
subdivisions of the counties of Cumberland, West-
moreland, and Dui'ham—a term afterwards extended
to divisions of a city, town, or burgh adopted for

municipal purposes. The custodier of Dover Castle

was created by William the Conqueror warden of

the Cinque Ports (q. v.), and guardian of the adjacent

coast; an office comprising extensive jurisdiction,

civil, naval, and military, the greater part of which
was taken away by IS and 19 Vict. c. 4S.—As to the

Lord Warden of the Stannaries, see Stannaries.

WAR DEPARTMENT, the entire administra-

tion of the military affairs of the nation. It includes

the purely military command under the Commander-
in-Chief, and the civil aihninistration under the
Secretary of State for War. This Latter includes

the manufacture of warlike stores, and their custody

;

the formation of defensive works ; the paying, feed-

ing, punishing, curing, arming, carrying, &c. of the

ami}'. The National Surveys form also a p.art of

this department. The whole department is con-

trolled by the War Office.

WA'RDHOLDING, the military tenure of land
in Scotland under the feudal system, by which the

vassal was bound to serve the superior in war when-
ever called on to do so. As the military duties of

the vassal could not be performed when he was
under age, the superior had a right both to the

guardianship of his person and to the possession of

his fee during his minority. An arrangement, how-
ever, was frequently made by which this right was
commuted into an annual payment, in which case

the fee was said to be held in Taxed Ward. When
an unmarried vassal succeeded, the superior was
entitled to a sum proportionate to the value of the

estate, called the Avail of Marriarje; and a larger

sum, called the Double A vail of Marriaijn, was due

when the superior named a wife for his vassal, and
the vassal, rejecting her, married another woman.
If a vassal alienated his lands or the larger portion

of them without consent of his superior, the fee

fell to the superior by what was called the casualty

of liecoijnilivii, which was a check on vassals im-

poverisliiug themselves to such an extent as would
render them unfit to perform feudal services. Ward-
holding was abolished by 20 Ceo. II. c. 50, as a

system hazardous to the public tranquillity, such

fees as were held ward of the crown being converted

into Blanch (q. v.) holdings, and those held of sub-

jects becoming feu-holdings, a yearly sum being

made payable to the superior, as a recompense for

the casualties which were done away with.

WA'RDIAN CASES, close glass cases placed

upon a trough containing soil, and accurately fitted

to it, intended for the growth of plants in the
CD

windows of apartments. Remarkable success has
attended the use of tliein even in tlie smoky atmo-
sphere of the largest towns. Ferns and other jilants

may now be seen in gre.at beauty and luxuriance in

AVardian Case.

these cases in the windows of houses in London and
in all the cities of Britain. They are especially

adapted to tliose plants which require an atmosphere
more moist than that of an inhabited apartment can
ordinarily be. They derive their name from the

inventor, Mr W. B. Ward of London. To the success

attending them, the invention and frequent use of

vivaria for marine animals is with great probability

attributecL

WARDLAW, Ralph, D.D., the most celebrated

preacher and theologian in the roll of Scotch Inde-
pendents, was a Seceder by extraction, and studied
in connection with the Associate Secession Church.
Before he had completed his curriculum, however,
he had convinced himself that congregational inde-

pendency w'as the scriptural system of church
government. In ISOO, he began to preach, and
after some time settled in Glasgow as jiastor of an
Independent church. In ISll, he was appointed
Professor of Theology to the Congregational body
in Scotland, in conjunction with the Rev. Creville

Ewing; an office he retained, along with his pas-

torate, to the period of his death, which happened
on the 17th December 1S53. W.'s life was a very
laborious and earnest one. Besides discharging

faithfully and ably the duties of the pul]iit and the
professor's chair, he was a voluminous author, often

involved in theological controversy, and a prominent
actor in the public i-cligious and philanthropical

movements of the day. His intellect was acute,

his understanding sound, and his style remarkable
for its perspicacity, vigour, and grace. The most
important of W.'s works arc : jbisconrses on the

Socinian Controversy (1S13) ; Lectures on Ecdesiaates

(2 vols. 1S21) ; JCssays on Assurance of Faith, and
on the E.i:lent of the Atonement and Univcrscd Pardon
(1S.3U) ; JJixcourses on the Sabbath (1S:!2) ; Christian

Ethics (18.33) ; Discourses on the Nature and Extent

of the Atonement of Christ (1S43) ; The Life of
Joseph and the Last Years of Jacob (1845) ; Con-
r/re;/ational Independency (1848) ; On Miracles (1852).

—See Life and Correspondence of lialjA Wardlaw,
by Dr Alexander (ISSli).

WA'RDOEHUTJS, a se.aport in Norway, at the

east extremity of Fiumark, stands on the island

Wardoe or Varduo, and is protected by a fort, the

most northerly fortiiication on the globe, being in

lat. 70" 22'. The inhabitants, inclusive of the

garrison of 24 men, number only 120. Not even

potatoes or barley comes to maturity ; and the few
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cows that are kept have sometimes to be fed on
herrings.

WA'RDSHIP, in English Feudal Law, was the

guardianship which the teudal lord had of the land

of his vassal while the latter was an infant or

minor. Until the majority of the infant, the lord,

out of the profits, provided a fit person to render

the services incumbent on the vassal. iSee Tenure,
Waeduolding.

WARE, a small market-town in Herts, 2i miles

north-east of Hertford. Malting, for which there

are several establishments, most of thera engaged in

supplying the London breweries, is the principal

employment. The springs of the New River, which
supplies London with water, are in the vicinity. In

one of the inns of the town, is still to be seen the

famous Bed of Ware, for a notice of which, see

Bed. Bop. (1S61) 5002.

WA'KEIIAM, an exceedingly ancient though
small town of Dorsetshire, stands between the

rivers Piddle and Frorae, 14 miles nearly due east

from Dorchester. It was a British town, and after-

wards a Roman station, and is surrounded by a

British vallum or rampart of earth, which, although

extremely ancient, is still about 30 feet high, and
is perfect on three sides. Stockings, shirt-buttons,

and straw-plait are manufactured. The borough,

comprising the parishes of Holy Trinity, Lady
Saint Mary, Saint Martin Arne, Bere Regis, Corfe

Castle, and parts of the parishes of East Stoke and
Morden, sends a member toparhament. Pop. (ISGl)

6G94
WA'REHOUSING SYSTEM is a plan for

lessening the pressure of excise or customs duties

by postponing payment of them uutil tlie goods

they are laid on pass to the consumer, or, at all

events, to the retail dealer. A merchant who might
import a thousand pounds worth of wine or tobacco,

if he only jiaid duty on it by instalments as it went
out to the dealer, would be cpiite unable to import

so much if he had to pay somewhere from one to

five thoiLsand pounds of duty on its arrival. The
system of bonded -warehouses was hence adopted.

The taxable commodity thus came to be locked up in

a government warehouse, and the duty to be paid on
its removal, along with a proportional fee or rent for

the custody of the article, or its accommodation
in government premises. Bonding in this manner
was part of the scheme of Sn- Robert Walpole in

1733, generally known as the Excise Scheme, which
was defeated from its unpopularity. The system
was first authorised by an act of George III. in

1802. When the customs laws were from time to

time consolidated, the Warehousing Act formed a

portion of the consolidation. In the consolidation of

1846, there was a separate ' Act for the Warehous-
ing of Goods.' In the latest consolidation of 1853,

the warehousing system is embodied in clauses 41

to 113 inclusive of tlie general 'Customs Consolida-

tion Act' (16 and 17 Vict. c. 107). This process,

by which the crown holds in custody the goods of

private persons, has produced some curious effects on
mereautde law and trading practices. When trans-

actions have taken j)Iace about bonded goods, shoidd

they be injured or destroyed, it may come to be a

question of nice adjustment who is to bear the loss,

seeing there is not possession to shew ownership

;

and still nicer questions sometimes arise as to

whether such goods are or are not part of a bank-

rupt estate. There is a difficulty in securing money
upon goods without transferring their absolute pos-

session, as in the case of pledging or pawning. The
warehousing system, however, by retaining the

goods for the owner, whoever he may be, has

created a complete system of paper-money iu the

transference of the title-deeds, as they may be
called, of such goods—the dock-warrants or other
documents—the possession of which is equivalent

to possession of the goods.

AVARM-BLOODED ANIMALS. Under this

title are included those vertebrates which possess a
four-chaml)cred heart and spongy lungs ; the heart

and lungs being so arranged that the whole of the

venous or impure blood is propelled over the large

but closely-packed capiDary area of the lungs, by
successive contractions of a special ventricle, receiv-

ing it from a distinct auricle (these being called the

right or pulmonary ventricle and auricle), while the

blood thus purified by the action of the air in the

lungs is conveyed to another auricle, and projiellcd

over the whole system by a second distinct ventricle

(these being known as the left or somatic auricle and
ventricle). The only animals which exhibit these

structural peculiarities are mammals and birds.

In man and in the ox, the mean temperature of the
interior of the body is 100' ; in the mouse, it is 99°

;

while in the whale it is 103°. In birds, it ranges, in

different species, from lOG" to 112°. The warm-
blooded animals present, however, gradations of

their heat-making power. In the hybernating
animals, there is commonly a loss of heat, of from 10°

to 20°, during their winter-sleep ; and iu the bat,

the temperature falls to 40°. In the cold-blooded
animals, the fishes, amphibians, and reptiles, the
temperature of the blood rarely exceeds that of the
surrounding medium. For the general characters of

the warm-blooded animals, the reader is referred to

the articles Birds and Mamjiali.^.

WA'RMING A^-D VE'NTILATION. AVakh-
IXG.—A certain temperature, constant within narrow
limits, is essential for the life of warm-blooded
animals, and the heat by which tliis temperature is

maintained is produced by the vital actions of the

body itseU. See Animal Heat, Temperature of
THE Body. Iu the case of man, however, at least iu

ordinary climates, and in the civilised condition, tlie

heat of the body, if allowed freely to escape, would
be dissipated faster than it is produced ; and
hence arises the necessity of clothing, houses,

and other means of retarding its escape. To
allow the body to continue dejiressed in temper-
ature be)-ond the natural state, instead of hardening,

infallibly weakens its vitality, and sows the seeds

of disease ; and that this error is committed on a
vast scale, in Britain more especially, is apparent
enough. The Reports of the Registrar-general shew
that, exactly as the thermometer sinks, the rate of

mortality rises and certain diseases of the most
fatal kind become more prevalent ; the vitality, in

short, of the community decreases as the warmth of

the atmosphere decreases. Could this be, if the
means taken to arrest the waste of heat from our
bodies, or to sujiplement it, were not, for the
majority of men and women, insufficient, or injudi-

ciously managed? This is a matter of literally

'vital' moment to one and all. The economy of

heat is a primary element in the art of living in

health and comfort; and 'no knowledge of common
things ' that we can think of can surpass in import-
ance a right understanding of the principles and
facts on which that art rests.

AVhere fuel is scarce the resource against the
cold of winter is thick clothing indoors as well as

out. This is said to be the regidar practice in

China ; and even in the south of Eiirope, fires are

dispensed with in weather when we should think
them absolutely necessary, and additional wrap-
pings are considered as appropriate while sitting

in the house, as in the open air. But wherever
fuel can be had, it is always preferred to wear

Gl
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within doors much the same clothinc; in winter as

in siunmer, and to keep the ajiai-tments nearly at

summer temperature by artilicial heat. It is this

special branch of the subject, viz., the artificial

warming of apartments, that wo are at jireseut to

consider ; and in doing so, we presume the reader

to be acquainted with the more general facts

regarding the generation of heat by combustion,

and its diflfusion, as stated in the articles CoJiBus-

TION, Flame, Fuel, Heat.
The great aim, it may be premised, in all plans of

warming is, as it is expressed by Dr Arnott, ' to obtain

everywhere on earih at will, the temperature most
congenial to the human constitution, and air as pure
as blows on a hill-top.' The obtaining of the desired

temperature woidd be comparatively easy by itself

;

tlie difficulty lies in combining warmth with pure
air. Warming and ventilation are thus in some
degree antagonistic ojjerations, and are therefore

best treated in one article. The various plans of

warming hitherto tried may be classed xmder the
four heads of—The Open Fii-e, Stoves, Gas, Steam
and Hot Water.

The Open Pire.—The first application of artificial

warmth consisted, most likely, in lighting a fire of

dried sticks and leaves in a grove, a cave, or other

natural shelter. When tents or wigwams came to

be erected, the fii'e would be lighted on the middle
of the floor, with perlia]is a hole in the roof for the

smoke to escape by. This primitive arrangement
may still be seen in some of the cabins of Ireland

and the Scottish Highlands. The Eomans warmed
their apartments chiefly by portable stoves or

chafing-dishes, without any regidar exit for the

smoke and fumes ; and a brasier of charcoal is Btill

the chief means of heating sitting-rooms in Spain
and Italy, which are in general without chimneys.
The Chimney (q. v.) is a modern invention.

The open coal-fire glowing in a grate, which is

the prevalent mode of warming dwelling-houses in

Britain, has an air of cheerfulness and comfort, and
a power of concentrating the whole family in one
social circle, that make it almost an object of

worship ; but it is not without serious drawbacks,
the most serious of which is the waste of fuel it

occasions. About one-half of the heat produced by
a common tire ascends with the smoke—the black

part of the smoke itself being an unconsumed part

of the fuel—while about a fourth of the heat

which is radiated into the apartment is, in ordinary

cii'cimistances, carried into the chimney between the

lire and the mantel-piece, and thus lost. It is cal-

cidated by Dr Arnott, that only about one-eighth

part of the heat-producing power of the fuel used
in common fires is realised, all the rest being dissi-

])ated into the surrounding atmosphere. A common
fire gives also a partial kind of warmth, heating the

side of the body next to it, but leaving the rest

cold ; and it ]iroduces draughts into our rooms
which are anything but safe or agreeable. Notwith-
standing these and other acknowledged evils, the

open fire continues to hold its place, partly perhaps

from prejudice, partly from real points of superiority

over other methods as yet practised ; and the

object of late has been, not so much to do it away,
as to improve it.

Grates.—One improvement consists in diminishing

the quantity of metal in immediate contact with
the fuel, and forming the back and sides of the

grate of fire-bricks. The bricks act like clothing,

and keep in the heat of the coals, thus rendering

the combustion more complete, and the fire far

hotter ; wliile iron, being a good conductor, runs

away with the heat as fast as it is generated,

and passes it into the wall, making the coals that

touch it dull and black. The same quantity of fuel,
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therefore, burned in a brick-lined grate, not only
produces more heat, but throws a greater proportion
of that heat out into the room, and less up the flue

and tlirough the wall, than when it is surrounded
by a mass of iron ; for radiation depends more upon
the intensity of heat than upon its ipiantity.

Another point deserving attention is the shape
given to the chimney-mouth, or recess above the
grate. When the sides are square with the back,
none of the heat falling on them is given out again
into the room. With a view, therefore, to throw
out the heat better, the sides, or covini/s, as they
are called, are inclined to the back at an angle of
about 130° ; and sometimes they are made curved
and of iiolished metal, in order that they may reflect

the heat without absorbing it. It is questionable if

simple brick slabs, placed at the proper angle, do
not throw out more heat than the most si)lendid

polished metal jilatca ; for though the bricks do
not reflect the rays of the fire, they become heated
themselves, and then radiate their heat into the
room. Plates of rough metal absorb the heat that
falls upon them as the brick does ; but being good
conductors, the heat passes through them into the
wall, and thus they never become hot enough to
radiate sensibly.

Much also depends upon the shape of the fire-box,

or grate itself. To see the imi)ortance of this, it is

necessary to attend carefidly to the exact way in

which an open fire heats a room. It does so almost
entirely by the rays of heat that it throws out ; and
these rays do not warm the air directly ; they pass
through it like light through glass, just as the
hottest rays of the sun pass through the upper
atmosphere, leaving it cold enough to freeze mercury.
It is only when the rays of the tire fall on the floor,

furniture, and walls of the room, that they give out
their heat ; and it is by coming in contact with
these solid heated bodies that the air is gradually
warmed. We may thus see the necessity of having
a fire lighted and burning brightly for a consider-

able time before the hour when the apartment is

expected to be comfortable.

The law that radiaut heat neither affects nor is

afTected by the surrounding air, also explains the
fact that an apartment may feel very cold, though
the air in it be at high summer heat. A church or
other massive stone building in frosty weather may
be filled with artificially-heated air and yet retain its

chilling effect for many hours. The warmth of the
living body is lost in two ways : the film of colder air

that touches it receives part of its heat by conduc-
tion, and rising up makes room for another film to

do the same ; a moderately heated body in cooling,

is robbed of about half its heat in this way. The
other half is given oli in rays, which pass through
the air, and imjiinge upon the objects around.
These objects are radiating back heat in return

;

but their temperature being low, the return is small,

and the warmer body is colder by the difl'erence.

Hence we are chilled by a cold wall or a cold
window without touching it, and though the air

between us and it may be at 70°.—To return to the
shape of the grate.

The chief object is to present as large a surface as
possible of glowing fire to the front. AVith this

\-iew, the grate is made long and deep, in proportion
to its width from front to back. This principle,

however, is carried too far in many grates. The
stratum of fuel is too thin to burn perfectly, csjio-

cially in the narrow angles at the sides, where the
coals seldom get to a red heat, and are only warm
enough to distil away in smoke. Such tires are

constantly going out, and are further from being
economical than a square box.

The practice recently come into vogue of jjlacing
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grates almost on a level with tlie floor, is also a

mistake. The iloor and the lower part of the

person receive no share of the radiant heat.

The chimney-throat, instead of a gulf drawing in

a constant wide current of the warm air of the

room, and causing draughts from windows and doors

towards the fireplace, should just be sufficient to

admit the burned gases aud smoke that come
directly from the fire, and no more. See Chimney.
This is the object of the movable plate in what
are called register-grates.

It would be endless to attempt to enumerate the

various forms of grate constructed, n'ith more or

less success, on the above principles. We shall con-

tent ourselves with a notice of the recent invention
of Dr Arnott, to whom the subject of warming
apartments is more indebted than to any individual

since the days of Count Eumford. It comes nearer

to the idea of perfection in an open fireplace than
any previous contrivance. Its peculiar advantages
will be understood from the following description :

Arnott's Smokeless Grate.—ab, ef{iig. I), represent

the front bars of a grate in a chminey of the usual

construction, rswu. The grate has no bottom, and

/ .Z.
\
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Fig.L

below it is an iron box, open only at top, into which
the charge of coal for the day—from twenty to

thirty pounds—is put. Any kiad of coke or coal

may be used. To light the fire, the usual quantity

of wood is laid on the surface of the fresh coal at ef,

and a thickness of three or four inches of cinders or

coked coal, left from the fire of the preceding day,

is laid over all. ' The wood being then Ughted, very
rapidly ignites the cinder above, and at the same
time the pitchy vapour from the fresh coal below,

rises through the wood-flame and cinders, and be-

comes heated sufficiently itself to become flame, and
so to augment the blaze. When the cinder is once

fairly ignited, all the bitumen rising through it

afterwards burns, and the fire remains smokeless.'

As there is no supply of air but through the bars

in front, the box being close underneath, the fire

must be gradually raised up as the combustion goes

on ; and this is effected by having a false bottom,
«s, in the box, which can be moved like a piston by
means of a rod. The rod has notches in it, and, by

means of the poker used as a lever, can be raised up
and then retained at any height by a ratchet-catch.
When the piston comes level with the bottom bar
of the grate, the coals may be replenished while the
fire is biu-ning, by pushing in a flat shovel over the
piston, so as to form a temporary bottom to the
grate, and support the fire, while the piston is

aUowtd to descend to the bottom. The shovel is

then raised up a little in front, or a part of the
upper edge of the box is made to fold down, and
fresh coals are shot iuto the box ; on which the
shovel is withdrawn, aud the combustion goes on as
before.

' A remarkable and very valuable quality of this
fire is, its teuacity of life, so to speak, or its little

tendency to be extinguished.' Even after it sinks
below the level of the box, it does not go out, but
continues to smoulder slowly for a whole day or
night, and is ready to bm'n up actively when the
piston is raised.

Another peculiarity of the Arnott grate is the
means taken to diminish the proportion of the heat
usually carried up the chimnej-. Of the thick
column of smoke that issues from a common chim-
ney-can, only a small fraction is true smoke or
burned air ; the rest consists of the warmest air of
the room, which becomes mixed with the true smoke
in the large space usually left between the top of the
fire and the throat of the chimney. ' The whole of

the air so contaminated, and which may be in volume
twenty, fifty, or even a hundred times gi-eater than
that of the true smoke, or burned air, is then all

called smoke, and must all be allowed to ascend
away from the room, that none of the true smoke
may remain. It is evident, then, that if a cover or
hood of metal be placed over a fire, as represented
by the letters yah in the diagram—or if, which is

better, the space over the fire be equally contracted
by brickwork, so as to prevent the diftusion of the
true smoke, or the entrance of pure air from aroimd
to mix with it, except just what is necessary to
bum the inflammable gases which rise with the true

smoke—there vrill be a great economy. This is done
in the new fireplace, with a saving of from one-third

to one-half of the fuel requii'ed to maintain a desired
temperature. In a room, the three dimensions of

which are fifteen feet, thirteen feet and a half, and
twelve feet, with two large windows, the coal burned
to maintain a temperature of 65° in cold winter days
has been eighteen pounds for nineteen hours, or less

than a pound per hour.'—Arnott's Wamiinrj and
Ventilation.

The hood is furnished with a throttle-valve or

damper, t, having an external index, shewing its

position, so as to give complete control over the
current. The provision made for ventilation in this

fireplace is considered further on.

Even in this, perhaps the most economical form
of open fire j'et contrived, there is still great waste
of the heat actually produced by the combustion.
To say nothing of what passes by conduction from
the fire itself into the wall, and is mostly lost ; the
quantity carried oS in combination with the hot
gases, though no more air is allowed to enter than
is necessary for complete combustion, is still great.

It deserves being noticed, that the proportion thus
carried ofi" is greatest in the case of fuel that burns
vnth flame. Experiment shews that a fire of wood
radiates one-quarter of its heat, the rest flying up ;

while the radiation from wood-charcoal is one-half

of the whole heat produced. Every one has felt that

a Hazing fire has far less warming effect than a
glowing one. Not that flame has not intense heat
in it—more intense even than a glowing fire ; but it

gives it out only by contact, and not by radiation.

It thus appears that any mode of heatint; that
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ik'poiids upon direct radiation, as the opea fireplace

cliietiy does, necessarily involves '^-eat waste of

fnel. This can l>e avoided only by applying the

lieat on a dilTcrent principle, which consists in lirst

inakinij the lire heat certain apparatus with con-

siderable surface, which then, by radiation and con-

tact with the air of the apartment, diffuses its heat

throughout it. This is the principle of the other

methods of warming, which we now proceed to

describe. The consideration of methods that com-
bine the two principles, will come most conveniently

last.

h'arminr; hy Sloves.—A dose store is simply an
enclosure of metal, brick, or earthenware, which is

heated by burning a tiro within it, and then gives

o\it its heat to the air by contact, and to surround-

ing objects by radiation. The simplest, and, so far

as mere temperature is concerned, the most effective

and economical of all warming arrangements, is

wliat is called the Dutch stove ; which is simply a

hollow cylinder or other form of iron standing on
the floor, close at to]), and having bars near the

bottom on M'hicli the lire rest.s. The door by which
the coals are put in being kept shut, the air for com-
bustion enters below the grate ; and a pipe, issuing

from near the toj), carries the smoke into a flue in

the wall. If this pipe is made long enough, )>y

giving it, if necessary, one or more bends, the

heated gases from the tire may be made to give out

nearly all their heat into the metal before they enter

the wall ; and thus the whole heat of the combus-
tion remains in the room.
The great objection to this form of stove is, that

the metal is apt to become overheated, which not

only gives rise to accidents, but has a hurtful eft'eet

upon the air. The exact nature of the change that

highly heated metal produces upon air is not very
well understood. It cannot be said to burn it, in

the proper sense of the word, for none of its oxygen
is abstracted, but it gives it a peculiar odour, which
is both unpleasant and imwholesome. This is

thought to arise in some measure at least from the

hot iron burning the particles of dust that light on
it, which particles consist of organic matter, such

as wool, wood, &c.

Part at least of the unwholesomeness of air so

heated arises from its excessive dryness ; it parches

and withers everything it touches, like the African

simoom. It must not, however, be supposed that

this is peculiar to air heated by contact with metal

;

nil- suddenly heated is always viiwhoknomcly dry.

This is an important point in regard to the subject

of warming, and rcquii'es consideration. A cubic

foot of air, say at 3'2°, can contain a certain quantity

of moisture and no more ; but if heated to 80°, it is

capable of containiug fre times as much, and has

thus become thirsty, and drinks up moisture from
everything that contains any. The heating of

air, therefore, does not dry it, in the sense of

taking moisture from it, it only renders it greedier

of more ; and this is equally tnie whether it is

heated by a stove or an open tire. The chief

difference is, that in the latter case the warming
is more gradual, and no part of the air becomes
very highly heated ; while the air that touches

a metal plate near redness is all at once ren-

dered intensely thirsty, and before its fierceness is

tempered by thoroughly mixing with the rest of

the atmosphere of the room, must be highly per-

nicious. But whenever the temperature within

doors is much higher than without, the air is in a

too thirsty state, and parches the skin and lungs,

unless means be taken to supply the necessary

moisture. A7> evaporating pan or other contriuaiice

is an essential part of warminr/ apparatus; it is

specially necessary to attend to this during east
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winds, which are generally too dry even at their

natural temperature.
All inqirovements on this simple and rude form

of stove aun at avoiding a liigh heat in the warming
surface, and this chiefly by lining the lire-box with
brick, and enclosing it in several casings, so as to

enlarge the heated surface. A general imtion of

these contrivances may be got from the annexed
cut (tig. 2), rejiresenting the
kind of stove called a coelde.

The tire is burned in a
small furnace within the
inner case, and the air is

warmed by circulating be-

tween the inner and outer

cases. When placed in the
ajiartment or hall to be
warmed, the outer casing

has perforations about the
top for the issue of the
warm air. For heating

churches and similar build-

ings, the stove is i)laccd in a separate furnace-room,
and the warm air is conveyed to the diffci'ent parts
of the building in pipes or Hues, while fresh air is

drawn to the stove through a channel or culvert
leading from outside the biulding to the openings
in the outer casing, where the arrows are seen
entering.

The stove invented by Dr Arnott is upon tho
same principle of an extensive and moderately warm
heating surface. Under a sense of professional

honour, Dr Ai'nott did not take out a patent for his

stove ; it was therefore made by many furnishing
ironmongers in the metropolis and elsewhere, some
of whom took out jiatents for what they considered
as improvements upon it. oN'o fewer than twelve
I)atcnts were taken out in one year for modifications

of this stove, all oftohich Dr Arnott considered to be

upon false principles. The consequence has been,

that many Arnott stoves, which had been introduced
into houses, have been given up on account of the
inconvenience felt from the species of heat which
they generated. It is also, however, to be observed
that the stove, made even n))on the most approved
principles, requires certain ailjunets and conditions

in order to operate healthfully and agreeably.

The accom])anying figure represents the Arnott
stove in the most improved form given to it by the

Fig. 3.

inventor. We give the dcsciiption in his own
words. ' The complete self-regulating stove may
indeed be considered as a close stove, with an
external case, and certain additions and modifica-
tions now to be described. The dotted lines and
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small letters mark the internal stove, and tlie entire

lines, the external case or covering. The letters

ABCD mark the external case, which prevents the

intense heat of the inner stove, abed, from damaging
the air of the room. F is the regulating-valve, for

admitting the air to feed the fire. It may be placed

near the ashpit door, or wherever more convenient.

The letters j^' mark the fire-brick lining of the fire-

box or grate, which prevents such cooling of the
ignited mass as might interfere with the steady
combustion. H is a hopper, or receptacle witli

open mouth below, suspended above the fire like a
bell, to hold a suiScieut charge of coal for 2-t hours
or more, which coal always falls down of itself, as

that below it in the lire-box is consumed. The
hopper m.ay at .any time Ije refilled with coal from
above, through the lid, 1-, of the hopper, and the
other lid, K, of the outer case. These lids are

rendered nearly air-tight by sand-joints ; that is,

by their outer edges or circumference being turned
down, and made to dip into grooves filled with
sand, ,as at e, e. The burned air or smoke from the

fire, M, rises up in the space between the hopper
and the inner stove-case, to pass away by the
internal flue, a:, into the other fi ue, X, of the outer
case. L is the ashpit under the fire-bars. G is the
ashpit door, which must be carefidly fitted to shut
in an air-tiglit manner, by grinding its face or
otherwise. M is the coal intensely ignited below
where the fresh air maintains combustion, but
colder gradually as it is further up. Only the coal

in the lire-grate below, where the fresh air has
access to it through the fire-bars, can be in a state

of active combustion.' The self-regulating valve
above mentioned is an ingenious contrivance by
whicli the passage for the air is rendered narrower
according to the force of the draught. Dr Arnott
describes various other plans of effecting the self-

regulation of the combustion.
A drawer inserted into the heated chamber of the

stove woidd serve for cooking meat, and a pot for

boUing might be placed upon the fire-box ; it is

therefore, as the inventor remarks, pecidiarly the
poor viands stove. Or, by making the space between
tile two casings water-tight, a vjater-stove is pro-
duced, which, besides securing a regulated heat,
offers many other conveniences.

In Russia, many parts of Germany, and other
northern countries of Europe, the stoves are usually
built of brick, covered with porcelain. They are of
the size of a large and very high chest of drawers,
and usually stand in a corner of the room. The
fire is burned in a furnace near the bottom, and the
heated smoke is made repeatedly to traverse the
structure from side to side, along a winding passage,
before it reaches the top, where a pipe conveys it,

now comparatively cold, into a Hue in the wall.

The heated mass of brick continues to warm the
room long after the fuel is burned. It is generally
suflieient to warm the stove once a d.ay. The same
quantity of wood burned in an open grate woidd be
consumed in an hour, and woidd hardly be felt.

Open-Jire. Stoves.—As a spepimeu of the numerous
plans for combining the advant.agcs of the stove and
the o[>en fire, we may take .Sylvester's stove or
griate, which is thus described in Konalds and
Kichardson's Technologi/ : ' The fuel is placed upon
a grate, the bars of which are even with the floor of

the room. The sides .and top of these stoves are
constructed of double casings of ii-on, and in the
sides a series of vertical plates, parallel \vith the
front facing, are included in the interior, which
collect, by conduction, a great portion of the heat
generated from the fire—the mass of metal of which
these are comjiosed being so proportioned to the
fuel consumed, that the whole can never rise above
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the temperature of 212° F. under any circumstances.
The sides and top of the stove are thus converted
into a hot chamber, offering an extensive surface of

heated metal ; at the bottom, by an opening in the
ornamental part, the air is allowed to enter, and
rises as it becomes warmed, traversing in its ascent
the different compartments formed by the hot
parallel plates, and is allowed to escape at the top
by some similar opening into the room.' The
Sylvester stove can either be placed in an ordinary
chimney recess, or be made to stand ornamentally
forward into the room. The feeding-draught may
be either taken directly from the apartment, or
brought by flues from the outside of the building.

The idea of having an air-chamber behind and
around the fireplace, from which warm an- would
issue into the room, thus saving part at least of the
vast amount of heat that is lost by passing through
the wall, is not new, having been put in practice by
the Cardinal Polignac in the beginning of last

century. But the way to carry the principle out to
the full would be to have the open fireplace in a
pier of m.asonry standing isolated from the wall,
like a German porcelain stove. A very small fire

would keeiJ the whole mass mildly heated. The
pier could receive any shape, so as to give it archi-
tectural effect ; and it miglit either terminate in
the room—the smoke, after parting with most of its

heat, being conducted by a pipe into the wall—or it

might be continued into the story above, where its

heat would still be suflieient to warm a bedroom.
An Arnott smokeless grate, set in the pedestal of an
ornamental column, which might either stand in
front of the wall or in a niche in its depth, might
be made the bcaii-idcal of comfort, economy, and
elegance.

Warming by Gas.—A prejudice arose against gas
as a medium of heat, from the first attempts to
employ it being made in an imskilful way. But
when care is taken to carry off the products of com-
bustion by a pipe, and to prevent overheating, gas-

stoves will be found economical and jjleasant, and
capable of being used in situations where a common
stove is inadmissible.

la stoves, gas should always be burned \rith the
Bunscn bm-ner, which is generally employed by
chemists when they make use of gas for heating
purposes. It consists of a small brass cylinder, or
chimney, set over the gas-jet, like the glass of an
argand lamp, with openmgs near the bottom to
allow air to enter. The gas being admitted into this

before lighting, mixes with the air, and when hghted
at the top, which is usually covered with wire-gauze
or perforated metal, burns with a pale-blue flame.

The most complete combustion and the greatest

heat are obtained in this way. Smoke, properly so
called, there is none. Still, it must not be forgot
that there is burned air—a cubic foot of carbonic
acid, besides a quantity of watery vapour, for every
cubic foot of gas used ; and therefore, even with
the Bunseu burner, these gaseous products shoidd,

wherever it is possible, be conducted away.
A pleasant and very serviceable gas-stove might

be constructed by making the casing double, to
contain water. It has been ascertained that a,

gallon of w.ater may be brought to the boihng-point
in 20 minutes by burning 4 cubic feet of gas, wliich,

at 4s. G(/. per 1000 feet, costs less than a farthing.

The cost of doing the same by a newly-lighted
coal-fire is more than threefold.

Steam and Hot Water.—The immediate warming
agent in these two methods is the same as in
Ai'nott's and other low-temperature stoves—viz.,

an extensive metallic surface moderately heated

;

but instead of heating these surfaces by direct con-
tact with the fire, the heat is first communicated to

65
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water or steam, and thence to the metal of a system

of pipes. This affords great facility in distributinj;

the heat at will over all parts of a building ; and
these inethod.=! are peculiarly adapted to factories,

workshops, and other large estabhshments. Other

advantages are—freedom from dust, and from all

risk of overheatinr; and ignition.

Steam.—Steam-warming is generally adopted in

establishments where steam-power is used, as the

same boiler and furnace serve both purposes. Wlieu
steam enters a cold vessel, it is condensed into

water, and at the same time gives out its latent

heat till the vessel is raised to 212°, when the con-

densation ceases. The condensing vessel is usually

a cast-iron pipe placed round the wall of the apart-

ment near the floor. In admitting fresh air into the

room it may be made to pass over this pipe, and
thus be warmed. The steam is conducted from the

boiler by a smaller tube, which may be covered with

list or other material, to jjrevcnt all condensation

by the way ; and the admission of the steam is regu-

lated by a cock within the apartment, means being

provided for allowing the air to escape. Where a

jiipe cannot be laid round the room, a coil of jiipe

may be formed, or the steam may be admitted into

a large vessel or into a hollow statue, forming

a steam-stove. Allowance must be made for the

expansion of the tubes by heat ; and they are so

arranged that the condensed water is conveyed
back to the boiler. One round of iron pipe, of four

inches diameter, is quite sutiicicnt to warm each of

tlie large apartments or stories of the printing-office

from which the present work issues.

There can be no proper comparison between this

plan of heating and that of common fireplaces.

Coal-fires cannot warm the air in large workshops
;

the heat is confined to their own immediate neigh-

bourhood; hence the workmen are often obliged to

draw near the grate to warm themselves. Accord-

ing to the plan here adojited, every part of the

house is equally heated, and the wliole of the work-
men are as comfortable during the hardest frosts as

if they were working in a pleasant summer day. It

is difficult to estim.ate the expense of supplying the

heat, seeing that the steam hajipens to be drawn
from a boiler which is always in ojieration for otiier

purposes. Excellent, however, as the process is, it

is for many reasons unsuited to private dwelling-

houses.

In ealcul.ating how much surface of steam-pipe

mil be sufficient to warm a room, it is customary
to allow about 1 foot square for every G feet of single

glass window, of usual thickness ; as much for every

120 feet of wall, roof, and ceiling, of ordinary

material and thickness; aiul as much for every G

cubic feet of hot air escaping per minute as venti-

lation, and replaced by cold air.

Hot Water.—Hot-water apparatus was applied as

early as 1777 by M. Bonnemain, in Paris, to warm
the hot-liouses at the Jardiu des Plantes, as well as

for the artificial hatching of chickens. It was first

introduced into England by the Marquis de C'ha-

bannes in 1816, and is now used iu many large

buildings. It is more economical than steam, except

Avhere a steam-boiler is required for nuichinery
;

and from this and other advantages, it is generally

preferred to steam-apparatus. One of these advan-
tages is, that the heat begins to be distributed, in

some degi-ee, as soon as the fire is lighted, while

with steam-api>aratus the wliole of the water must
be at boihng-heat before any steam enters the

pipes.

There are two kinds of hot-water apparatus

—

high-pressure and low-pressure. In the first, the

water is confined, and can be heated to any degree

;

in the other, it is open to the air, and cannot be

d

J

heated .above 212°. Fig. 4 will explain the way in

which water is made to carry

the heat of a furnace to any
jiart of a building by the low-

pressure methoil. rt is a

boiler, from the top of which
a tube issues, and after circu-

lating through the building,

re-enters near the bottom.

At the top of the circuit, there

is a fimnel, or a small cistern,

c, by which the tubes and
boiler may be kept full.

AVhen the fire is lighted at

the bottom of the boiler, the

heated portion of water, being lighter than the rest,

rises towards the top through the tube, hh, while the

colder water from dd flows in to take its place. Tho
tube is made to traverse the apartments to be
warmed, where it gives out its heat to the air ; the

returning portion of the pipe is thus always colder,

and therefore heavier than the other, so that the

circulation is constantly kept up. The warming
surface is mcreased, wherever it is necessary, by
coiling tho pipe, or by making exjiansions upon it of

various forms, so as to constitute water-stoves.

To avoid the necessity of so large a surface, and
such a mass of water as is required at the low tem-

perature the water attains in the jiipes of this kind
of apparatus, Mr Perkins introduced tho high-

pressure system. In this, the pipe is made compa-
ratively small, but very

L*

Brax'-i Room
Floor

strong, and is formed
into an endless circuit

cut off from the atmo-
sphere. The water is

heated by making a

number of coils of the

pipe itself p.ass through
the furnace ; and as

the whole circuit forms

a shut vessel, as it

were, the temperature
may be raised to 300°

and upwards, according
to the strength of the

pipes. This high tem-
perature causes a rapid

circulation. A com-
jiendious and readily

understood specimen
of the apparatus, cal-

culated for a house

of three stories, is ;ire-

sented iu the accom-
jianyiug engraving. In

filling the tube with
water, which enters at

6, care is taken to ex-

pel aU the air ; and at

a there is an expansion

of the tube, equal to 15

or 20 per cent, of tlie

cajiacity of the whole,

which is left empty
both of water and air,

to allow for the exjiau-

sion of the water when
heated. The arrangement of the jiipe m.ay bo
various : the plan generally followed is to jilace a

considerable coil of it within a pedestal or bunker,

with open trellis-work in front, iu a convenient |iart

of the room. It may also be made to wind round

the room, behind the skirting-board, which, bemg
perforated with holes, will allow of the entrance of

the warmed air.

a you n d
floor

:K

Furnace

Fig. 5.
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The hot-water apparatus has been fitted up by
Messrs Perkins and Heath in varioiis public build-

ings, warehouses, and gentlemen's houses ; and,

while sufficiently effective for the desii-ed end, it

has been proved to be attended with as few draw-
backs as any regulated mode of heating whatever.
But there is a great obstacle to its general adoption
in its expensiveuess. The temperature also becomes
at times so high as to cause a disagreeable odour.
Another objection is its liability to bui'St ; though,
from the tubes being of malleable iron, such an
accident causes more inconvenience than serious

danger.

Conservation of Warmth.—The art of warming
embraces not only the production and distribution

of hsat, but the construction of apartments with a
view to prevent its escape. The way to effect this

—setting aside in the meantime the necessity of

renewing the air— is, in the hrst place, to make the
walls, floor, windows, doors, &c. as impervious to

air as possible, to prevent the heat from being
carried oft' by currents ; and in the next place, to

make them bad conductors of heat. For this last

purpose, the walls ought to be sufficiently thick,

and, if possible, built of non-conducting materials.

Solid iron would make a cold wall ; wood, a warm
one ; and in this respect brick or porous stone is

preferable to hard stone. But the chief element in

a warm wall is that it Ije double, which every wall
in effect is, when it is lined by a coating of plaster,

kept apart from the waU itself by the laths. The
plate of confined air between the two is the most
effectual barrier to the passage of the heat outwards
that could be contrived. By making iron walls
double or cellular, with a lining of jjlaster, they
might be rendered as warm as wished. Windows
are a great source of cold, not merely by admitting
cold air, but by allowing the heat to pass by con-

duction through the thin glass. The air of the room
that touches the window is robbed of its warmth,
and is constantly descending in a cold stream
towards the floor. There is thus a cold influence

felt from a window, however close it is. This is

partly arrested by window-blinds, shutters, and
curtains, which check the flow of the air, and retard

its candying power. But a far more effectual plan
is to have double windows : either two frames, or
double panes in the same frame. The loss of heat
by a double window is said to be only one-fourth of

that by a single. Double windows are considered
essential in countries where the . winters are
rigorous.

By carrying those principles far enough, we might
succeed in well-nigh imprisoning the heat, and thus
produce a house of ideal perfection, so far as mere
temperature is concerned. But for the habitation

of living beings, another condition, seemingly anta-

gonistic to the former, is no less requisite— ' air as

free as that on a mountain-top.' In general practice,

the two hostile conditious are not so much sought
to be reconciled as compromised ; and then, as usual,

neither object is well attained. Circulation of air

is got accidentally, thi'ough the imperfections of

structure in our rooms—through the chinks and
bad fittings of the windows, doors, floors, and the
uneconomical fashion of our fire]jlaces. Were houses
much better constructed than they are, the inmates
woidd in many cases be suffocated outright, as they
ofteu partially are with the degree of perfection we
have already attained. Neither the airing of our
houses, nor the art of building them solid and warm,
can advance to perfection, uutil the former be no
longer left to chance, but be in every case secured
by special apparatus capable of direct control. We
now proceed to consider how this is sought to be
attained ; confining ourselves still to the leading

principles, and only noticing a few of the specific

plans that have been put in ju-actice.

Ventilation.—The necessity of constantly renew-
ing the air wherever living beings are breathing,
arises chiefly from the effects produced upon air in

the lungs (see Respieation). I'he average quantity
of carbonic acid in expired air or breath is found
to be 4'3 per cent, by measure. Now this gas, when
taken into the lungs, is a poison, and tends to arrest
the vital processes. Like other poisons, however, it

can be rendered harmless by dilution. The small
proportion naturally existing in the atmosphere is

perfectly innocuous, and may be considerably in-

creased without sensible effect. But it is decidedly
prejudicial to breathe for a long time air containing
1 measure in 100 of carbonic acid ; and it is con-
sidered desirable that the jjroportion should never
exceed 1 in 500. We may assume, then, what is

near the truth, that 20 cubic feet of air pass thi-ough
the lungs of a man in an hour. To reduce the
poison of this to 1 per cent., at which point it is

barely respirable, it requires to mingle with as
much fresh an- as will make a mixture of nearly
100 cubic feet ; and to make the dilution at all safe,

it must be carried five times as far. In other words,
the respiration of one human being vitiates hourly
about 500 cubic feet of air.

In addition to carbonic acid, expired air contains
an undue amount of watery Tapour. Minute quan-
tities of animal matters are also exhaled with the
breath, which in close ill-ventilated apartments
form a clammy deposit on the fm'niture and walls,

and, by putrefying, become organic poisons.

A further necessity for the constant renewal of

fresh air arises wherever lights are burned. The
deteriorated air of a fire goes off by the flue, but
Ughts are generally burned where the products
must mingle with the atmosphere of the apartment.
Now, a poimd of oil in burning consumes the oxygen
of 13 feet of air, and produces a large amount of

water in vapour, and also of carbonic acid. Every
cubic foot of gas consumes the oxygen of 10 feet o£

air, and forms at least 1 foot of carbonic acid,

besides watery vapour, sometimes mixed with sul-

phurous fumes.

To counteract these various sources of pollution,

and keep the air sufficiently fresh and wholesome,
in rooms where many persons are breathing, it is

fomid in practice that on an average about 20 cubic
feet of fresh air per minute for each individual must
be supplied.

Ventilation consists of two operations—the removal
of the foul air, and the introduction of fresh.

Though neither operation can go on without the
other going on at the same time, it is convenient to
consider the two separately.

The agents employed in removing the air from
apartments are chiefly two : that by which nature
effects the ventilation of the earth on a grand scale,

viz., the draught of ascending currents produced by
difference of temperature ; and mechanical force,

such as pumping. The former is the more common,
and is the only one applicable to private houses.

The column of air in the chimney of a lighted

fireplace being expanded and comparatively light,

exerts less than the prevailing pressure on the air

immediately imder and about its base. The air,

therefore, below and around it pushes it up, and
flows in to take its place ; the velocity of the move-
ment being in proportion to the height of the
chimney and the degree of heat. Thus, although it

is often convenient to speak of the air being dratmi
or sucked into the chimney, the force does not he in

the chimney, but in the greater pressure of the air

behind.

Wherever, then, there is a heated chimney, there
67
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is a means of rcino\nng the foul air. And in rooiu-s

moderately lofty and spacious, with windows and

other littings not closer than nsual, and a chimney-

mouth of the usual width, there is little risk, when
there are only a few inmates, of any serious vitia-

tion of tlie air. The heated breath that ascentls to

the ceiUng has time to diffuse itself gradually, and

be drawn in a dUuted state into the currents that

are setting from aU quarters towards the chimney.

These currents, however, are one great objection to

this mode of ventilation, as they consist in great

part of cold au- that has just entered by the doors

and windows, and are strongest where the inmates

sit to enjoy the lire.

The ascent of foul air to the top of the room
dictates its exit in that direction, rather than low

down at the mouth of the chimney. It is conceived

by some that the carbonic acid of the breath, from

its greater weight, must be chielly at the bottom of

the room ; but this is a mistake. The heated breath

ascends instantly, because it is, as a whole, lighter

than the air around it ; and the carbonic acid in it

does not tend to separate from it and faU down by
its superior weight, but, by the law of the diffusion

of gases, seeks to spread itself equally all over the

room, and would do so though it were lying at first

on the floor. It is on the principle of the foul air

ascending at first to the top of a room, that Ur
Arnott's ventdating-valve is contrived. The valve

may be used to supplement the open-lire draught in

smaU and crowded apartments, and is essential

where the tire is burned in a close stove or in the

smokeless grate. The valve is represented at v, tig. 1.

An aperture is cut iu the wall over the chimney, as

near to the ceiUug of the apartment as may be

convenient. In this is suspended a valve, capable

of opening inward to the chimney, but not iu the

otlier diix'ction, by which means a return of smoke

is prevented. The valve is so balanced on its centre

of motion, that it settles in the closed position, but is

easily opened. A tiap of otj square inches is sufficient,

where there is good chimney-draught, for a full-

sized room with company. This simple ajjparatus

may be painted or otherwise made ornamental. It

operates by virtue of the draught iu the chimney.

Whenever that is active from the presence of a tire,

the valve is seen to open inwards, and a stream of

air from the top of the apartment passes through

into the chimney, and is carried off. The operation

is precisely eqiuvalent to the stream of air always

passing into a chimney between the fire and the

mantel-piece, but has the great superiority of di-aiu-

ing off the most impure air in the room. A wire

descends to a screw or peg fixed in the wall, by
which the opening of the valve may be limited or

altogether prevented. This is a far more efficient

plan of ventilation than au open window, or au

upening in the wall uear the roof, leading merely to

the outer air ; where there is an open fire in the

room, such openings rather admit a rush of cold air

than let out the fold.

There is generally more or less draught in a

chimney even without a tire, from the air within

beuig slightly warmer than that without ; and this

action niight be strengthened by buruing a jet of

gas within the ventilating aperture at r. Where a

house is to be built new, some recommend having

.special ventilating-flues in the walls, separate from,

but close to the fire-flues, so that the air may be

heated, and an ascending current jiroduoed. In

weather when tires are uot required, the draught

can be maintained by gas-jets at the entrances to

the vents. This plan of causing a di-aught by gas is

applicable to churches and apartments without fire-

places.

\Vhere a fire is birrned for the express purpose of

OS

Fig. 6.

producing a current of air, it is called ventilation by
jirc-drduijht. The plan has been exemplified with
success in mines, where a fire being lighted at the

bottom of a sluift, air is drawn otT iu all directions

.around, and sent up the shaft ; to replace wluch,

fresh air is constantly pouring down other shafts.

ilany of our large buildings are ventilated by
fire-draught. Fig. G shews an arrangement by
which a school or

church maybe venti-

lated : aa, the floor-

ing perforated with
holes, through which
air, warmed by hot-

water pipes, passes

to the interior. The
ceiling, hh, is per-

forated, leadiug to a

chamber which com-
municates with a ver-

tical flue, cc ; which leads to the fireplace of the
warming-apparatus, situ.ated at the foot of a flue, ed.

As the only air which reaches this must pass from
cc, a constant cmTcut is maintained therein, and also

through the apertures in the ceihng. Dr Ileid

exempfified this method, first in his own class-room

in Edinburgh, and afterwanls in various jJubHc

buildings, among others, in the temporary llouso

of Commons, erected after the buruing of the old

house in 1S34. The i)lan was attended with some
inconveniences—iu fact, no plan can meet every
contingency—but, notwithstanding the storm of

hostile criticism that was raised at the time,

Professor Tomlinson (Treatise on Warminrj and
Ventilation, 18C4) gives it as his opinion that, 'in

the case of the temporary House of Commons,
where all the arrangements were left iu his own
hands, he succeeded in the proposed object of

removing the vitiated air, and keeping up a constant

su[iply of warm or of cool air to (iU its jJace.' The
arrangements for warming and ventilating the pre-

sent House of Commons are a modiUcatiou of

Dr Keid's plan.

In other cases, as at the prison in Jlillbauk, warm
air is admitted at the ceiling, and carried off by the

draught of a chimney in connection with the sides

or lower part of the rooms.

In these last-mentioned instances, the appar.atus

provides as well for the admission as for the removal
of air. In ordmary dwellings, no special provision

is iu general made as to admission. It is, in fact,

not absolutely necessary ; for the removal of a por-

tion of the air of a room never faUs to secure the

entrance of a fresh sujiply somewhere. Whenever
the chimney-draught or other means removes a little

of the pressm-e inside the room, the pressure without
forces air through every opening and chink ; and
even, were there no actual opeuings, would force it

through the porous substance of the structure—such
as mortar, and even wood itself. But this irrogidar

source of supply has various inconveniences. It

often rei|uires more force to strain the air in this

manner than the chaught is possessed of, and then

the chimney smokes ; it is smoke produced by this

cause that is curable by opening the door or window.
Another objection is, that impure air is often thus
dra«u iuto rooms from the lower parts of the

building and from drains about the foundation. For
these and other reasons, there ought, in all cases, to

be a free and legitimate eutrance provided for fresh

air, so as to give a control over it ; and this entrance

should be indei>endeut of the windows. It is a much
disputed iioint whereabout m a room the air should

be made to enter—some advocating openings for it

near the floor, others near tlie ceiling ; and it must
be confessed that neither method has yet been
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rendered unobjectionable. One essential thinf is, to
prevent the air frora rushing in with a strong cur-
rent, by passing it through minute holes spread over
a large space. A tube, for instance, leads from the
outer air to a channel behind the skirting, or behind
the cornice, and the air is allowed to issue into the
room through minute holes, or through a long,
narrow, and concealed opening covered with per-

forated zinc or wire-gauze. The passage or tube
leading from outside tlie wall can be more or less

closed by a valve regulated from the inside.

But the great dilticulty lies in the coldness of the
air directly introduced from the outside; whether
by the doors and \\nndows, or through channels in

the walls ; and all such plans of ventilation must be
considered as imperfect make-shifts. The fresh air

ought in every case to be warmed before being
admitted, or, at least, before being allowed to circu-

late in a sitting-room. In the smokeless grate (lig. 1),

the air is led directly from the outer atmosphere
into a channel (1, 2) imderneath the hearth, and
escaping below the fender and about the fire, is

warmed before spreading through the apartment.
With stoves and heated pipes, the air should enter
about the heated surface ; in stoves on the cockle
principle, the fresh air, as it enters, is made to pass
between the casings of the stove. With an open
fire, a very feasible plan is to make the fresh-air

channel pass behind the fireplace, and allow the
warmed air to escape from concealed openings about
the chimney-piece and jambs, or from behind the
skirting. In Condy's Ventilating-grate, the fire-

box is constructed of hollow pieces of fire-brick

communicating with the external atmosphere and
with the room.
For a house -with fii-eplaces of the usual construc-

tion, perhaps the simplest and most efiective expe-
dient is to admit the fresh air into the entrance-hall,

and there warm it by means of a low-temperature
stove or by hot-water pipes : its passage into the
several rooms can then be provided for by regular
channels, behind the skirting or otherwise. In
America, perforations are frequently made in certain

parts of the doors, before which silk curtains are
disposed, so as to temper the cm'reuts. It is almost
unaccoimtable that in this country the plan of warm-
ing the lobby and staircase is so seldom resorted to.

To say nothing of the comfort thus diffused through
the whole house, and the benefit in jjoint of health,

especially to weakly constitutions, the economy of

the arrangement is beyond ilispute. In the sitting-

rooms, not more than one-half the usual quantity of

fuel requires to be burned in the oiien fires ; and in

the beclrooms, as a rule, fires are rendered altogether

unnecessary in the coldest weather. It ought to be
observed that when air is admitted by a regular and
free chaimel, comparatively little is strained in by
the windows and other byways.

Ventilation by Fam and Pumps.—The fan-wheel
has been for many years used in factories, to which
it is particularly applicable, from the readiness with
which it can be kept in motion by the engine. It is

essentially the same as the barn-fanners ; the air is

di-awn in at the centre of the wheel, and flies oil at

the circumference by centrifugal force. The fan is

placed at the top of a flue, into which branches from
all parts of the establishment proceed ; and when it

is set in motion, it draws otf the air from every

apartment communicating with it. Dr Arnott
observed, that in the fan-wheel as well as in the

air-pump or bellows invented by Dr Hales, a great

deal of power was wasted by • wire-drawing ' the

air—that is, making it squirt thi'ough small valves

or other narrow openings. To obviate this, he in-

vented a ventilating-piunp, which supplied a hospi-

tal with fresh air, requiring no other motive-power

than the descent of the water used in the establish-

ment from a high reservoii' to the lower parts of the
building. It is described in his work on Warming
and Ventilation.

Transference of heat from the used air to (kefresh.—This is the kind of economy which is put in practice
in the Kespirator (q. v.) and in the Caloric Engine
(q. v.). Whatever difficulties—or impossibilities, as
some maintain—there may be in the way of turning
this transferred heat into a fresh source of power,
nothing seems simpler, in theory at least, than to
economise heat in this manner for the warming of
dweUings and similar purposes. The idea originated
with Dr Arnott, many years ago, who thus illus-

~^
Fig

trates it in the case of water : Suppose a a vessel of
boiling water, with a thin metallic tube issuing from
the bottom, and having a stop-cock at d ; and h a
similar vessel of water at freezing, the tube of which
is larger, and envelops the other. When both are
flowing simultaneously, the hot water, if the tube
is long enough, wiU have lost all its excess of heat
before getting to d, while the counter-current will
have gained all that the other lost. In an experi-
ment with tubes six feet long, the boiling water
from a issued from d at 3-t', and the freezing water
frora h issued from c at 210'. It is clear that if a
were a bath, the warm water in it, after being used,
might in flowing out be made to heat the cold water
from a reservoir, h, flowing into another bath below
c. We are not aware that the principle has ever
been acted upon ; but the possible economy of heat
is obvious, and it only reqmres mechanical ingenuity
to realise it.

It will at once strike the reader how desirable it

would be to do the same with the impure heated air

which we are obliged to eject from our dwellings.

Where the ventUatiou depends upon the draught of

a common chimney, it would seem impossible to

bring the entering air in contact with that which is

escaping ; but where the mechanical force of a
pump or a fan is employed, nothing seems simpler
than to make the two cui-rents run counter to one
another for a certain distance in close contact
through a system of tubes. The smoke even,

which, with the most economical arrangements, still

issues from the flues at a temper.ature considerably

above that of the building, might be drawn into

the current along with the foul air of the apart-

ments, and the whole reduced nearly to the tem-
poratm'e of the atmosphere before being allowed to

escape. Of course, there must be loss in the trans-

fereuce ; but a large percentage would be saved,

and the consumption of fuel woidd be reduced by
that amount. Were this ' double-current ventila-

tion ' applied to churches, ball-rooms, theatres, &c.,

where thousands of persons are assembled, Dr
Arnott believes that ' no other heating apparatus

will be required but the lungs of the companj'.'

iSTotwithstanding all the improvements recently

effected, it is beyond doubt that this important
branch of the art of Uving is still in a very rude
and imperfect condition. A wn-iter in the Quarterly

Review for April 18GG, in a very suggestive article

on Coal and iHmoie, points to the radical error of

the existing system, when he remarks that ' in a
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household fire heat is, as it -were, manufactiireil on

a very small scale ; and experience has proved that

the cost of production of an article has ahvays been

inversely proportionate to the scale of its manufac-

ture.' He accordingly suggests that ' it seems prac-

ticable, in a great measure, to supersede domestic

tires, and to lay on heat (heated air), or the means

of generating heat (low-priced gaseous fuel), to our

houses pretty much as we now lay on gas.' The

abatement of the smoke-nuisance, and systematic

and thorough ventilation, ought to be efiTeeted on a

similar joint-plan, ' by connecting the chimneys of

aU the houses with xmder<'round ciilverts, provided

at intervals with high shafts, in which, if necessary,

the draught upw.ards might be increased by fur-

naces. We have long been familiar with e.i:tensive

manufactories, covering large areas, in_ which are

very nimierous tires, all in commmiication with a

single lofty chimney. With such an arrangement,

no visible smoke should be produced, and with due

attention, a smoky chimney slioidd be impossible'

In the case of existing houses, the amount of recon-

struction necessary might be a serious obstacle; but

in building a new street, it might easily be made to

empty its entire smoke tlrroiigh the medium of a

single taU tower resembling those metlieval campa-

nili which are to be seen in Bologna and other

Italian cities.' It is further proposed to make the

ordinary sewers serve the purpose of culverts for the

passage of the smoke to the common chimney. The

sulphurous acid of the smoke would destroy the

noxious qualities of the sewage gases, and improve

the sewage for agricultural purposes ; and instead

of foul gases escaping througli every opening or

leak in the sewers, as at present, the powerful suc-

tion of the ventilating shafts would draw in fresh

air, thus establishing a thorough system of atmo-

spheric sewage. Another elTect of the common
chimney system would be to m.ake the transference

of heat, or double-current ventilation, spoken of

above, easily practicable in domestic houses. The
pipe through which the heated air and smoke were

being drawn away might be made to give^ up its

heat°to the counter-current of fresh air which was

being drawn in.

Even though such painstalcing plans of economis-

ing heat might not pay at the present cost of fuel

in this country, it is pleasing to think that there is

such a resource in reserve. It is not with all coun-

tries as with us ; and even our stores of coal are

not inexhaustible. It is an unwortliy, and, in tlie

real sense of the word, .an inhuman maxim, that

bids us ' let posterity look to itself.' If the absorb-

ing passion for present gain -n-ill not let us begin

jiractising economy now, we may at least seek to

devise and perfect plans to be in readiness when the

necessity comes. It is not uncommon to he.ar the

argument, that before the coals are done, something

else will be discovered as a substitute. We are at a

loss to imagine wh.at the something is to be, unless

it be the ingenuity to make the fuel th.at is now
wasted in a year last a himcb-ed ; and thia we believe

to be quite possible.

WA'RMINSTEK, a small ancient town of Wilt-

shire, on the west border of Salisbury Plain, and 19

miles north-west of Salisbury. The parish chm-eh

dates from the reign of Henry III. ; and the inter-

esting edifices in the town and neighbourhood are

nimierous. An important corn-market is held every

week. Pop. (1S60) 3G75.

WARNING, in Scotch Law, means a notice

given to terminate the relation of master and

servant, or landlord and tenant; con-espondiug in

England to notice to leave and notice to quit

respectively.
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WAR OFFICE, the immediate office of the

Secretary of State for War, and the centre on which

pivots the entire administration of the army. It is

subdivided into a number of departments, each

under a chief officer, who is at the head of th.at

section of the labour, and is directly responsible to

the Secretary of State. The last-named high officer

is aided by two Under-sccretaries of State, an

Assistant Under-Secretary, and a Mihtary Assistant,

tinder these and the heads of departments there are

about 450 clerks, with 50 messengers, &c.

WAR-OFFICE REGULATIONS consist of the

royal warrants regulating the pay, retirement, and

allowances of officers and men of the army, together

with the instructions to paymasters and others

considered necessary for the proper carrying out of

the warrant.

WARP, in Weaving, signifies the yarn or thread

whicli runs lengthwise in the cloth. See Weavino.

WARPING, a mode of improving land, practised

where rivers bring down Large quantities of mud, or

where mud is brought up from estuaries by the tide.

It is practised in some of the v.alleys of the Alps ;

and the rich soil brought down from the momitains

is thus arrested, and made to increase the fertility

of fields. It is practised also in England, on the

tidal waters of the Ouse, Trent, and' other rivers

falling into the Humber. There are no^ many
Iilace.? in Britain where the process of warping is

capable of profitable application. The term warp-

ing belongs to the banks of the Humber. The name
warp is there given to the large quantity of earthy

p.articles held in suspense by the tidal waters.

About a century ago, warping began to be

practised, by means of small tunnels made through

embankments, the water being allowed to re-

main, and deposit its sediment of earthy par-

ticles, before the sluices were opened for it to flow

off. Warping has now long been caiTicd on, upon

a larger scale, with large canals, embankments,

and flood-gates. Many acts of parliament have

been obtained for large warping canals, to lead

tide-water over great tracts of land. Land pre-

\-iously sterile and worthless has been covered

with good soil, aud has become very productive.

The ' compartment ' which is embanked around, in

j order to warping, is generally only fifty acres, or

less ; the farmer warjung only one tield in a season,

because in the meantime it is unproductive. In

some cases, however, 500 or GOO acres have been

warped in one piece. In the rivers which How into

the Humber, the water coming down the river in

floods is unsuitable for warping, and contains no

such qu.antity of sediment as the tidal waters.

WA'RRANDICE, in the Law of Scotland, is the

obli^.ation to indemnify the grantee, or purcluaser of

lantfif, by defect of title, there should be an evictive

or paramount claim estabUshed against the lands.

Warrandice is personal or real ; and personal

warrandice is subdivided into general and special.

Special warrandice is either (1) simple—i. e., that

the grantor shall do nothing inconsistent with his

grant ; or (2) warrandice from f.act and deed— i. e.,

that the gi-antcr has not done, and will not do any

contrary deed ; or (o) .absolute warrandice, or war-

randice against all deadly

—

contra omncs mortales—
L e., that the granter shall be liable for every defect

in the right which he has granted. Real warrandice

is where the gi-anter or vendor conveys another

estate or lands, called warrandice lands, to be held

by the grantee in security o£ the lands originally

granted.

WA'RRANT OF APPREHENSION is an

authority given by a justice of the jieace to

apprehend some criminal to answer a charge of
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misdemeanour, felony, or treason. It is in the form
of a command in her Majesty's name, issued by the
justice to a constable, and to all other peace-officers

of the county, reciting that an offence has been
committed, and that oath has been made as to the
offender, and commandin;^' the constable to bring the
offender before him (the justice), or some other of

her Majesty's justices, to answer the said charge,

and be dealt with according to law. The warrant
must be signed and sealed by the justice. It may
be issued and executed on a Sunday as well as any
other day. In Scotland, the sheriff or justice of the

j

peace who issues a warrant to arrest does not seal -

the document. In both countries, the warrant must
name the individual arrested. In England, the

party must either be taken or seized, or hands must

'

be laid on him, accompanied vrith the words :
' I

arrest you.' If the party arrested demand to see the
,

warrant, the constable, if a known officer, is not in

strictness bound to shew it to him ; but if the

officer is not a known officer, and not acting within
his precinct, then he must shew the warrant. It is

enough for the constable to say simply that he
arrests in the Queen's name. If the party to be

'

arrested be in a house, and the doors be fastened,

the constable may, after first demanding admittance,

and being refused, break open the doors. If, how-
ever, the house be a stranger's house, the constable

who breaks open the door is not justified in doing
BO unless the criminal be actually within. A gene-

ral wan-ant, L e., a warrant to apprehend all persons

suspected, without naming or particularly describing

any individual, is illegal and void for uncertainty,

for mere vague suspicion is not enough to deprive

any man of his liberty. A practice had obtained in

the Secretary of State's office ever since the Resto-
ration, grounded on some clauses in the acts for

regiUating the press, of issuing general warrants to

take up (without naming any person in parti-

cidar), the authors, printers, or pubUshers of such '

obscene or seditious bbels as were particularly speci-

fied in the warrant. When these acts expired in

1694, the same practice was inadvertently continued
in every reign, except the last four years of Queen
Anne, till the question was raised and decided as

to the validity of such warrants, and they were
declared by the Court of Queen's Bench illegal.

The House of Commons in 1766 also passed a resolu-

tion declaring the issuing of general warrants to be
illegal.

I

WARRANT OF ATTORNEY, in EngUsh Law,
is an authority given by a debtor to some attorney
to enter up judgment against him in any action that

,

may be brought to recover a particular debt. It is

generally given by a debtor when he finds he has ;

no defence, and wishes to gain time ; and if he do not
carry ont his promise, the effect is that the attorney
can inamediately sign judgment, and issue execution
against him, without the delay and expense of an

'

ordinary action. But to prevent the malpractices of

attorneys, and any imposition upon ignorant men,
no such warrant is legal unless the debtor had his

own attorney present, expressly named by him, and
attending at his request, to inform him of the nature
and effect of such warrant ; and such attorney must
subscribe his name as a witness. It is also provided
that all warrants of attorney shall be void unless

j

they are ffled, within 21 days after execution, with I

the clerk of the judgments in the Queen's Bench.

WARRANT-OFFICERS, on Shipboard, are the
]

highest grade to which seamen ordinarily attain.

They are the gunner, boatswain, and carpenter,
i

Their widows receive pensions.

WA'RRANTY, in English Law, is a promise or
covenant to warrant or secure, against all men, a

,

certain person the enjoying of the thing granted or

sold to him. As applied to ordinary sales of things

persoual, it is used to secure the truth of certain

representations which the purchaser has no means,
or has imperfect means, of ascertaining for himself,

and yet the knowledge of which is material to the
contract. The law does not imply from the mere
seller of an article in its natural state, who has no
better means of information than the purchaser,
and who does not affirm that the article is fit for any
particular purpose, any warranty or undertaking
beyond the ordinary promise that he makes no false

representation calculated to deceive the purchaser,
and practises no deceit or fraudulent concealment,
and that he is not cognizant of any latent defect
materially affecting the marketable value of the
goods. In the ordinary sale of a horse, the seller only
warrants it to be an animal of the description it

appears to be, and nothing more ; and if the pur-
chaser makes no inquiries as to its soundness or
quahties, and it turns out to be unsound and restive,

or unfit for use, he cannot recover as against the
seller, as it must be assumed that he purchased the
animal at a cheaper rate. And on the sale or
transfer of wares and merchandises, if nothing is

said as to the character or quality of the thing sold,

the buyer takes the risk of all latent defects un-
known to the seller at the time of the execution of

the contract of sale ; all that the seller answers for

being that the article is, as far as he knows, what
it appears to be. Whenever a man sells goods as
owner, he impliedly undertakes and promises that
the goods are his own goods, and that he has a
right to make the sale and transfer which he pro-
fesses to make ; and if he was not the owner, he is

responsible in damages if the real owner claims them
from the purchaser. If the purchaser does not him-
self inspect and select the subject-matter of sale, the
seller impliedly warrants the article he sells to be the
very article the purchaser has agreed to bu}', and is

responsible in damages if he furnishes a different

article. If the vendor is told the article is wanted
for a specific purpose, then he is taken to warrant
impliedly that the article he furnishes is sufficient

for that purpose. Every victualler or dealer in

provisions impliedly warrants them to be whole-
some and fit for food. But a private person who
does not trade in provisions is not responsible for

selling an unwholesome article of food without fraud
and in ignorance that it is unfit to eat. AATiere buyer
and seller have equal means of knowledge, then the
vendor is not liable for any representation which he
makes without fraud ; but if, from the nature of the
case, the vendor h.is the exclusive means of know-
ledge, then he impliedly warrants that what he says
is true. Warranty is also to be distinguished from
mere matter of opinion or belief. AMien a servant
sells a horse, he has no right to give a warranty,
imless his master expressly authorised him to do so.

In the law of Scotland, the doctrine of Warranty of

Goods does not substantially differ from the above.

WARREN is a place kept for the purpose of
breeding game or rabbits. In its strict legal sense,
a right of free warren can only be derived by grant
from the crown, and gives certain privileges to the
warrener as to recovering game and destroying dogs
which infest it (see Paterson's Game Laws, 20); but
in the popular sense, a warren merely means a
preserve for keeping game and also rabbits.

WATIRINGTON, a parliamentary and municipal
borough and manufacturing town of Lancashire, on
the right bank of the Mersey, 16 miles east of Liver-
pool by railway. After the parish church, which
is of Saxon origin, the chief buildings to be men-
tioned are the cotton and other factories and the

n
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cloth-halls. Xu the older streets, ancient wooden
houses are even yet to be seen. The inannfactures of
W. comprise cotton gootls, as fustians, twills, cordu-
roys ; sailcloths and sackini; ; lilcs, ]iins, wire and
wire-woven work ; glass ; leather and soap ; and a
famous ale is brewed. \'essels of 100 tons can
ascend the Jlersey as far as the briilge cjf this town.
Vo]). of jiarliamentary borough, which returns one
mendier to parliament, (lSGl)'i;G,947. (1871—33,053.)

AVA'RS.VW, formerly the capital of Poland
(q. v.), now (1807) capital of the Russian, or rather

Russianised, government of W., stands on the left

bank of the Vistida, about 300 miles east of Berlin
by railway. L.it. of observatory, 52° 13' K., long.
21° 2' £. It stands partly on a pl.iiu, partly on
rising ground sloping upwards from the left banlc

of the river, e-vtends over a \vide area, and consists

of the city proper, and of a number of suburbs,
several of which are beautifully built. A bridge
of boats 1G2G feet long connects \Y. with the suburb
of Praga, ou the right bank of the Vistula. The
streets are mostly narrow, though in several instances
they are broad ami handsome. The Vistula at W.
is broad, shallow, and ever-changing in its sandy
course, and is navigable for large vessels only
when, after thaw, rivers of melted snow pour down
into it from the Carpathians, or when it is swelled
by the autumn rains. But the only craft seen here
on the Vistula are rude rafts, usually laden with
wheat, which they convey to Uanzig by river, and
(within the last few years) steamers at intervals.

Seen from Praga, on the right bank, the Castle,

standing ou a steep ascent, has a most imposing
effect. Attached to the Saxon Palace are a spacious
court and gardens, which are considered the finest

promenade in the city. Among the other buildings
there are nearly 30 jialaces; the cathedral of St
John (dating from 1250), a Gothic building of great
beauty, contaiuiug statuettes and many interesting

monuments, among which is one by Thorwaldsen

;

the Lutheran church, the loftiest building in W.,
and numerous other places of worship, including
synagogues. There are several large and memorable
squares, as the Sigismuud Square, containing the
monument, erected by Ladislas IV., in honour of
his father, Sigismund III. In this square, in April
S, ISGl, 40 unarmed and unresisting Poles were
m.issacred. The citadel, erected by the Emperor
Nicholas, for the express purpose of intimidating,
and, if necessary, destroj'iug the city, commands,
from its situation, every part of Warsaw. The uni-
versity, broken up by the Emperor Nicholas after
the insurrection of 1830, has been re-established
within recent years, through the influence of the
Grand Duke Constantiue ; and besides this institu-

tion, there are several minor colleges, gymnasiums,
and other educational establishments. Woollen and
linen fabrics are manufactui'ed. Pop. (1SG3) 243,512.
(ISGG— 180,057.)

For the history of W., see Poland, John III.

(SOBIESKI), PONIATOWSKI, &C.

WA'RTBURG, Wak of the, the name given both
to a grave poetic contest, which is represented to
have taken place ou the Wartburg, and also to a
poem in the Middle High-German dialect, Avhich

commemorates the event. At the time when the
aforesaid dialect had attained its highest literary

development, and its poets enjoyed a brilliant repu-
tation, Hermann, the munificent Landgraf of Thu-
ringia, had made his court a sort of refuge or home
for the irrilalilc race, as well as for many other
people. It could hardly fail, under the circumstances,
that quarrels and jealousies should aboimd ; and, in

fact, allusions to these are sufficiently distinct in

several of the most distinguished writers who lived
72

at the Thuringian court— e. g., in Wolfram von
Kschenbach and Walther von iler Vogelweide. But
soon after, the conception of these things under-
went a si>rt of mythical transforin.ition, and tlie

occasional temporary and natural rivalries of the
poets were changed into a particular and premedi-
tated coutest for superiority in poetic skill ; and to
the list of those poets who actually had iiitercmirse

with each other at Eisenach were now added others
partly historical, and in part purely lietitious char-
acters—e. g., the virtuous Schreiber, Bitterolf, Reiu-
mar (subsequently coufoundcd witli Reininar von
Zweter), the almost mythical Hciurich von Ofter-

dingeu, .and the wlioUy mythicil Master Klingsur,
the Trausylvanian magician and astrologer. l)n tlie

b.asis of this historico-mythical tradition, and under
the formal influences of the then much admired songs
of emulation, riddle-contests, and ecclesiastical plays,

there was composed, about the year 1 300, a strange,

obscure, unharmonious poem in two parts, called

Kriec von Warlbiiiy. In the first of these, executed
in a long and artistically managed measure, and
entitled Tone dm Fiirsten von TliuriiKjia, Heinrieh
von Ofterdingen challenges the other jioets to a
contest in verse— the fate of the vaii(|uished to bo
deatli—and asserts the excellence of Leopold, Duke
of Austria, over all the other princes. Victory, how-
ever, inclining to the Eiscnachers, Heinrieh calls in

Kliugsor to his aid, who, on his jiart, lights his

verse-battle against Wolfram by tlie assistance of

evil spirits, with riddles and dark science. With
distinct reference to Klingsor's ' black art,' the
simpler and shorter measure of this second part is

called Schicarze Ton. Throughout the whole poem,
which m.ay be regarded as the first attempt at a
secular drama, but which is rather an intermediate
link between the Lyric coutest and the Drama, one
may trace an unmistakable imitation of Wolfram's
style of poetry. The author is unknown. From
the inequ.ality of the style, oue is disposed to
conclude that several hands \\ere employed in

its composition. The poem, which has been much
overrated in modern times, does not seem to have
exercised any particular iniluenee ou literature. In
a ]}rose form, the story of the Wartburg Contest
first appears—in the Thuringian Chronicles—after
the beginning of the 14th c., and probably owes its

origin to the poem. The poem was printed in a
separate edition by Ettmiiller (Ilmeuau, 18.30), and
is also to be found in Bodmer's aud Von dcr Hagen's
collection of the Minncsinrjer.—See Vou Plotz, Ucber
den Sdnrjerkrieg auf Warliurrj (Weimar, 1851).

WA'RTHK, the longest and most extensively
navigable affluent of the Oder, rises on the south-
west frontier of Poland, 35 miles uorth-west of
Cracow. In Poland, it flows north and west, and
the length of its course in this country is 300 miles.

It then flows west-north-west through Prussia for

180 miles, passes Posen, and joins the Oder at
Kustrin, where it is G20 feet broad. Total length,

483 miles, for 220 miles of which it is navigable.

WART-HOG (Phacoclmrus), a genus of Suidce,

closely resembling the true hogs hi most of their

characters, and particularly in their feet, but remark-
ably differing from them in their dentition ; the
molar teeth being much like those of the elephant,

and replacing one another in the same manner.
There are two triangular incisors in the upper jaw,
and six small ones in the under ; the tusks are

later.al, very large, project far from the mouth, and
are bent upwards ; there are six or eight molars in

each jaw. The head is very large, and the muzzle
very broad ; the cheeks furnished with large wart-
like excrescences, so that the appearance is altogether

very remarkable aud uncouth. The species are aU
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natives of Africa. They feed very much on the

roots of plants, which they dig up l)y means^f their

enormous tuslis. The Afkican W., or Haeuja (P.

^iiani), a native of Abyssinia and of the central

regions of Africa, from the coast o£ Guinea to that

of Jlozambique, is nearly four feet long, \vith a

naked slender tail of one foot, is scautUy covered

with long bristles of a light brown colour, and has

a mane sometimes ten inches long, extending from
between the ears along the neck and back. Another
species is found in the south of Africa (P. ^Elhioplcus

or Pallasii), the Valhe Vark of the Dutch colonists

Wart-hog [Phacochoems ^thiopicus).

at the Cape of Good Hope. The incisors of the
latter fall out at an early age, those of the former
are persistent.—A closely aUied genus is Potamo-
ch(eri(s, of which there are several species, as the
Bosch Varh of Cape Colony {P. Africanus), which
is nearly black, with whitish cheeks having a cen-
tral black spot ; and the Painted Pig of West
Africa (P. penicillatus), which is reddish, with black
face, forehead, and ears. The species" of Potamo-
chcerus frequent swampy grounds, and sometimes
receive the name of Water-hog. They have
longer ears than the true wart-hogs, tapering and
ending in a pencil of hairs ; the face is elongated,

and has a huge protuberance on each side. The
flesh of all the wart-hogs and water-hogs is in

high esteem. They are hunted by dogs, which
are often killed in the encounter with them. They
are much addicted to fighting among themselves.

WAETON, Joseph, D.D., was born at Dunsfold,
Surrey, in 1722. His earlier education he received
from his father, the Piev. Thomas Warton, sometime
Professor of Poetry at Oxford. At the age of 14, he
was sent to the great school at Winchester, whence,
in 1740, he was transfeiTed to Oriel College, Oxford,
where, four years afterwai\ls, he took his degree of

B.A. After passing the intermediate years as a
curate at Chelsea and elsewhere, in 174S he was
presented by the Duke of Bolton to the rectory of

Winsdale, near Basingstoke, a living of no great

value, yet sufficient to determine his mari'iage with
a Miss Damon, to whom he had been engaged.

Previous to this, he had become known as a WTiter

of verse in the Oeiifleman^s Magazine, Dodsley's

Museum, &c., and as the author of a volume of Odes
and other Poems. In 1751, he went abroad with the

Duke of Bolton ; and after his return, he issued, in

1753, an edition of Virgil, with a translation of the
Echfjues and Georgics. This, with the critical notes

and dissertations appended to the work, met with
great approval, and procured him from the university

of Oxford the honorary degree of JI.A. In 1750,

appeared the first volume of his chief literary per-

formance, the Essay on the Writings and Genius of
Pope, the second and concluding volume of which
was not given to the world till 1782. Venturing, as

he did, to question the positive supremacy which it

was then fashionable to attribute to Pope, W. did

not by this work attain any very instant increase of

pjopularity ; but the value in relation to the htera-

ture of tiie time, of the critical principles announced
in it, as also in his other more casual Essays, has

since been sufficiently recognised. In 1755, W.
was appointed second Master of Winchester School,

of which he became head in 176G. Soon after, he

re\-isited Oxford, and had conferred on him the

degrees of Bachelor and Doctor of Divinity. Of
preferment in the chiu:ch, he had subsequently his

full share. By the good offices of Dr Lowth,
Bishop of London, he was made, in 1782, a Pre-

bendary of St Paid's ; and the living of Thorley, in

Hertfordshire, was conferred on him. He obtained

besides, in 1788, a prebend in Winchester Cathedral,

and the rectory of Easton, wliich he soon after

exchanged for that of Clapham. The JIastership of

Winchester he resigned in 1793, and devoted him-
self to the preparation of an annotated edition of

Pope, which was completed in 9 vols. Svo in 1797.

At his death, 23d February 1800, he was engaged
on a similar edition of Dryden, of which he had
pubUshed two volumes. The poetry of W. can
scarcely be said to have secured a permanent place

in our literature ; but as a critic, his reputation

survives along with that of his more distinguished

brother.

AVARTON, Thojia-S, the j'ounger brother of the
preceding, was born in 1728, at Basingstoke, in

Hampshire, of which place his father had then
become vicar. Hi3 earlier education he received

chiefly at home from his father ; and in 1743, he
was entered at Trinity College, Oxford, where, in

1750, he took his degree of M.A. The year after, he
obtained a fellowship. He remained at the imiver-

sit}', employed as a tutor ; and in 1757, he was
made Professor of Poetry, in which capacity he was
much esteemed as a lecturer. In 1767, he took his

degree as Bachelor of Divinity, and was soon after

presented to the li\-ing of Kiddington by the Earl
of Lichfield. In 17S2, that of Hill Farrance, in

Somersetshire, fell to him by favour of his college
;

and these two unimportant pieces of ecclesiastic

preferment were the only ones he ever enjoyed.

Very early, he became known as a poet, and in

1754, he published a volume entitled, Ohserrationa

on the Fairie Queene of Spenser, which established

his reputation as one of the first critics of the day.

In a second edition of the work, issued in 1762, it

was expanded into two volumes. Of W.'s miscel-

laneous literary activity, no account need be given
in detail. The work by which he is now chiefly

remembered is his Ilistori/ of English Poetry, the

first volume of which was published in 1774. Two
other volumes followed in 1778 and 1781, but
at his death the work remained unfinished. In
its wealth of information regarding the earlier

portion of our literature, the book remains to this

day unrivalled. As a poet, also, W. takes dis'tinct,

if not very high rank. In 1777, he published a
collection of such of his scattered pieces as he
deemed most worthy of being reprinted, and the
acceptance it met with is shewn in the successive

editions of 1778, 1770, and 17S9, as also in the fact,

that on the death of Whitehead, the poet-laureate,

W. had the honour, such as it might be, of being
selected to succeed him in the office. The last work
on which he was engaged was an elaborately

annotated edition of the Jlinor Poems of MUton.
Of this, published in 1785, a carefully prepared
re-impression was issued the year after his death,

which took place suddenly on the 21st May 1790.

In 1S02, a new edition of his poems was published,

with a Life of the author b}' Jlr M.ant.
73
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WARTS (sometimes known in Surgery by tlicir

Latin name Verritrir) are collections of lengthened
Pa[]ilK-B of the Skin (q. v.), closely adherent and
ensheathed by a thick covering of hard dry cuticle.

From friction and exposure to the air, their surface

presents a liorny texture, and is rounded otF into a
small button-like shape. Such is the description of

the simple wart, which is so commonly seen on the

hands and lingers (and rarely on the face or else-

where) of persons of all ages, but especially of

cliildron. Amongst other varieties of warts are : (1)

One to which the term Verruca digilala has been
applied. It is more elongated in shape, and less

protected by cuticle than the preceding. It is said

to occur nowhere but on the scalp of women of

adult age, and sometimes to occasion great annoy-
ance in brushing and combing the hair. (2) Siib-

unijual warls, growing, as their specific name implies,

beneath or at the side of the linger or toe nails.

They originate beneath the nail, and as they in-

crease, they ctop out either at the free extremity or

the side of the nail, and are usually troublesome,

and often very painful. They are generally of

syphilitic origin, (o) Venereal varts, caused by the

direct irritation of the discharges of gonorrha;a or

syjOiilis, and occurring about the parts which are

liable to be polluted \vith such discharges. They
attain a larger size, and are more fleshy and vas-

cular than other warts.

Nothing is known of the causes of warts further

than the third variety is induced by an irritating

discharge, that the malignant form of wart which is

the beginning of chimney-sweepers' cancer is caused

by the irritation of soot, and that persons engaged
in dissection and post-mortem researches are espe-

cially liable to them ; hence we may infer they are

always due to some local irritation. Venereal warts

are certainly contagious ; with regard to others, we
cannot speak positively. In some cases, but not

invariably, blood from a wart is capable of produc-

ing simdar warts when applied to the skin. In con-

sequence of the capricious way in which warts often

spontaneously disappear, there are numerous popular

charms for their removal, several of which may be
found recorded in the pages of Notes and Queries.

Common warts are so apt to disappear, that they
may be often left to themselves. If it is desired to

remove them, glacial acetic acid is perhaps the best

remedy: it must be applied mth a camel-hair pencil

till the wart is pretty well sodden, care being taken
not to blister the neighbouring skin. One fir at

most two ap[ilications are usually sufficient. Nitrate

of silver and tincture of iron are jiopular and general

apjilications. Small warts hanging by a neck, may
often be very simply removed by the moderately
tight application of an elastic ligament (for example,

a small broken clastic ring) to the base. The wart
usually shrivels up, and falls off within a week.
The other varieties of warts must be left to the

sm'geon.

WA'RWICKSHIRE, one of the midland counties

of England, bounded on the \V. liy Worcestershire,

on the N. by Stafford and Leicester shires, and
on the S. mainly by that of Oxford. Area 503,940

acres; pop. (ISGl) 561,855. The surface, though
presenting no lofty hills, is marked by gentle emi-

nences and vales. The north tUstricts of the county
were formerly occupied by the forest of Arden, of

which there are still remains ; and the scenery, in

general remarkabl}^ rich and charming, is varied by
moor and heath. The principal rivers are the Avon,
flowing from north-east to south-west ; and the

Tame in the north. The soil varies much in quality,

being cold and heavy on the higher and more ex-

posed positions ; while in more favourable districts,

it is as a ride good. Of the whole area, 444,718
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acres are (1866) under -crops and grass and fallow,

and of this area 151,456 acres are under corn crops,

"2,771 acres under green crops, and 209,914 in per-

manent pasture. Of minerals, coal, stone, lime, and
marl are found. The county, exclusive of the
boroughs, returns four members to the House of

Commons. Chief town, Warwick (q. v.).

WA'RWICK, a municipal and parliamentary
borough, chief town of the county of the same
name, stands in the middle of the county, on the
Avon, 20 miles south-cast of Birmingham. It is

a very ancient town, and contains many ancient and
interesting buildings and institutions. Of these the
most notable is Warwick Castle, the principal resi-

dence of the Earls of Warwick, beautifully situated

on a rocky elevation, 40 feet high, on the banks of

the Avon. Of this edilicc, Guy's Tower, 128 feet

high, was built in l.'i94 ; and Ciesar's Tower,
stiU more ancient, is 147 feet high. The interior,

remarkable for its splendour and elegance, con-

tains valuable pictures and curious specimens of

armour. The Earl of Leicester's Hospital for aged
brethren has an annual income of i'201G. There
arc numerous other charities, with schools, libraries,

&c. Agriculture and general trade afford einploy-

ment to a large number of the inh.abitants, and a
small iron foundry is in operation. W. returns

two members to the House of Commons. Pop.
(ISGl) 10,570(1871—11,001).

WARWICK, a townsliip of Rhode Island, TJ. S.

America, 10 miles south-west of Providence, on
Narragauset Ba}-, and the Stonington and Provi-

dence Railway, containing the villages of Natick,
PhffinLx, Centreville, Arctic, Crampton, and Appo-
nang. It has 21 cotton-mills, 2 woollen, 2 bleach-

eries, 2 print-works, 15 churches. Drum Rock, a
balanced rook of great size, can be moved by a
child, and makes a sound which can bo heard for

nules. Pop. (1860) 8916.

WARWICK, Richard Neville, Eael of, K.G.,
poi)uIarly named the King-maker, was eldest son of

Richard, Earl of Salisbury, and Alice, daughter and
heiress of Thomas Montacute. He w.as born about
1420, shortly before the accession of Henry VI. Lord
I;. Neville, as he was then styled, early manifested
his distingiushed bravery and brilliant personal

qualities in a hostile incursion across the Scottish

marches, in which he accompanied his father, the

Earl of Salisbury. He became the most powerful
nobleman in the kingdom, by his marriage with
Anne, daughter and heiress of Richard de Beau-
cham]>. Earl of W.arwiok. He not only acquired hy
this alliance the broad lands of the Warwick family,

but was created Earl of Warwick, with succession to

the heirs of his wife. He is the most prominent
figure in the civil War of the Roses, one of the
darkest periods of our history. The Duke of York
gained his support by his marriage with Lady Cecille

NeviUe ; and wdien the barons declared the incapa-

city of Henry VI., and chose the duke to be pro-

tector of the kingdom, W. led into tlie iield his well-

tried borderers of Wales. The Yorkists and the
Ijancastrians first met at St Albans in 1455, when
W., rushing suddenly into the town at the head of

his men, mainly won the battle by his impetuous
onset. He was rewarded with the government of

Calais—'then,' says C'omines, 'considered as the
most advantageous appointment at the disposal of

any Christian prince, and that which placed the
most considerable force at the disposal of the
governor.' He also obtained command of the fleet

for five years. In 1458, he sailed from Calais with
five large and seven small vessels, and attacked a

fleet of 28 ships, belonging to the free town of

Liibeck. After a battle of six hours, he took six of
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the enemy's vessels. In 1-iCO, he landed in Kent at

the head of his troops, and entered London amidst
the acclamations of the people. He defeated the
queen's army, near Northampton, with great
slaughter, and obtained possession of the person of

the king, llichard, Duke of York, now advanced
his claim to the throne. Queen Margaret raised an
army to rescue the king ; and the duke committed
the idiotic monarch to the custody of the Duke of

Norfolk and W., while he advanced to Wakefield
to attack the Lancastrians. The duke was taken,
and put to death ; and W.'s father, the Earl of

S:disbury, witli twelve other Yorkist chiefs, was
beheaded at Pontefract. Another battle at St
Albaus W.1S won by the Lancastrians; but Edward,
Earl of March, now Duke of York, accompanied
by W., marched boldly upon London, which was
throughout Yorkist, and Edward was proclaimed
king by the style of Edward IV. The next battle

was that of Towton, near York. The Lancastrians
had retaken the pass of Ferrybridge, on the river

Aire, and AV. in despair at the loss of so good a posi-

tion, rode up to Edward, and dismounting, shot his

o^vn horse through the head, as a signal for an attack
from which there could be no retreat, exclaiming

:

'Sir! let him flee who will flee; but by this cross'

(kissing the hilt of his sword) ' I will stand by him
who will stand by me !

' i'he Lancastrians were
defeated with immense loss ; and Edward, returning
to London iu triumph, was crowned June 22, 1461.

The battle of Hexham was followed by the capture
of Henry ; and W., who had been left in command iu

London, placed the deposed king on a horse, under
whose belly his feet were fastened, and thus led him
tlu'ough Cheapside to the Tower. AV. having been
authorised to negotiate with Louis XI. of France for

the man'iage of liis sister-in-law, the Princess Eoune
of Savo}-, to King Edward, could not brook the
king's sudden marriage with Elizabeth AA'oodvOle,

and seemed inclined to shew that he could pull

down as well as set up kings. He was now at the
height of his power. To the earldoms of Warwick
and Salisbury, with the estates of the Spencers, he
added the offices of High-admiral and Great-chamber-
lain, together with the lord-heutenanoy of Ireland
and the government of Calais. Comines states the
income of his offices at 80,000 crowns a year, besides
the immense revenues accruing from his patrimony

;

yet he had the meanness to accept a secret pension
and gratuities from Louis XI. After being sent into
honoiu-able banishment by means of embassies to
France, Biu-gundy, and Brittany, he gave his daughter
in marriage to George, Duke of Clarence, without
asking Edward's permission. He soon afterwards
broke out into revolt against Edward, and concluded
a ti'eaty with Queen Jlargaret, by which it was
agreed that her sou. Prince Edward, shoidd espouse
Anne Neville, W.'s daughter, and that in f.iilure

of issue, the crown should devolve ou Clarence.

King Edward escaped to Holland ; and Henry VI.
resumed the sovereignty. Edward, however, raised

a body of Flemings and Dutchmen, and, landing
near Hull, advanced towards London. He gave
battle to King Henry's army, commanded by AV., at

Barnet, April 14, 1471. The battle was memorable
and important. AV. and his brother, Montague, were
left dead on the field, and with them fell the great-

ness of the House of NeviEe. This fatal battle, fol-

lowed by the decisive engagement of Tewkesbury,
completed the defeat of the Lancastrians, and con-
cluded the sanguinary War of the Hoses. It appears
(Fenn's Letters) that every individual of two gener-
ations of the great families of AA'arwick and Somer-
set fell on the field or ou the scafiold, a victim of

these sanguinary contests. AV. is the most conspi-

cuous iJersonage of these disturbed times. He kept

open house wherever he resided, and daily fed at his

various mansions 30,000. He loved turbulence for

its own sake, and was ready to make or unmake
any king, according to the caprice of the moment,
and in order to shew his power.

WA.SH, a wide estuary on the east coast of

England, between the counties of Lincoln on the
north-west and Norfolk on the south-east, is about
22 miles in length, and 15 miles in average breadth.
It is surrounded by low and marshy shores, and
receives the rivers AA'itham, Welland, Ouse, Nen,
and Nar. The estuarj' for the most part is occupied
by sandbanks, dry at low water, and betw"een these
sandljanks are the channels through which the
rivers mentioned flow into the North Sea. On
both sides of the channel by which the Ouse
falls int-o the sea, considerable tracts of land have
been reclaimed. Anchorage is afforded to vessels

by two wide spaces or pools of water, called respec-
tively Lynn Deeps, opposite the coast of Norfolk,
and Boston Deeps, opposite the Lincolnshire coast.

AA^VSHING AXD AA'ASHING-JIACHINES.
Although domestic washing is a simple enough
process, yet it may be useful to give a brief
description of the most efficient way of conducting
it, iu so far as experience and correct principles

can guide such an operation. The first essential is

suitable water, in other words, soft water. See
AV.iTER-suppLY. Yellow Soap (q.v.) being the kind
chiefly used in washing linen, it is wcU to bear in

mind that it is not desirable to purchase it very
jjale in colour, or very low in price. In order to
gratify the desir-e for a light colour, soap-makers are
obliged to reduce the strength of good dark soaps
with adulterants ; and it will give some idea of how
easily the demand for cheapness may be met, to

state, that hard soap, which should not contain so
much as 25 per cent, of water, can be made with as

much as 75 per cent. Soap, as is well known,
improves by keeping. Soft or potash soap is some-
times used to wash coarse things, on account of its

being stronger than hard soap, but its smell is

objectionable. Soda is easUy procured good; and
with respect to washing-powders, as their merit
depends on the amount of alkali which they contain,

suffice it to say that to buy them is only a dear
way of buying soda.

In arranging clothes for washing, it is desirable

to sort them into kinds most suitable for washing
together ; such as lace, nets, and fine musliu into

one heap ; white body-bnen into another ; coloured
things of the nature of prints and ginghams into

another ; and so on. It is also desirable to wash
clothes as soon as possible after they are soUed.
Previous to washing, all white articles should be
soaked for a night in cold water, iu which a little

soda has been dissolved, as the steeping in alkaline

water greatly aids in remoring all dirt of a greasy
nature. The clothes should then be washed twice
in clean tepid water with a sufficient supply of

soap. H the water ia quite cold, the dirt is taken
ofi' mth difficidty; and if too hot, it is apt to
fix it into the fibre of the cloth. The clothes

should next be examined for spots or stains, so as to
remove them, if possible, by an additional rubbing;
after which they are boiled for at least 15 minutes
in soap and water. Ink-stains or iron-moulds
require to be taken out with oxaHo acid, or the
essential salts of lemon (oxalate of potash) ; and
fruit-stains by bofling the stained parts with pearl-

ash. After being boiled, the clothes are rinsed
twice in cold water; and in the second rinsing,

a little stone blue is added, to neutralise any
yeUowness occasioned by the washing. AA'hen this

is done, they are wrung, and himg out to dry.
"
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For the washing of flannels, it is even more
desirable that the water should be soft than for

linen or eottou ; and it shoidd contain no soda or

potash in any form, as although a little alkali

would more etl'eetiially remove ilirt, yet it ahiays
turns woollens yellow, and at the same time
thickens them. It is well to remember also that

all rubljiui;, wrini,'ing, or sri\ieezinj; tends to make
woollen iioods shrink, by facilitating their tendency
to felt or m.it into a thicker faliric. With resjject

to ladies' coloured dresses made of fine wool, such
as merino, it is considered best to wash them in

warm soft water with ox-gall, say a pint in a
tubful of water. Ox-gall is a soap in its chemical
nature, and it clears and brightens t)iu coloui's.

The washing of printed cotton faljrics, especially

nuislins, has of late years become a difficult opera-

tion, on account of the fugitive nature of some of the
dye-stuffs employed. The beautiful hues produced
by the aniline or coal-tar colours, and by the

archil lakes in imitation of them, have led to their

being extensively used in calico-printing, as well as

in tire dyeing of silk and wool. These dyes can

scarcely be said to be permanent on any fabric ; but
on cotton they require to be fixed by mordants, sncli

as albumen (white of egg), which will scarcely stand
washing at all, and to which hot water is utter

destrnctiiiu. The same thing is true of some other

dj'cs, sucli as the light blue jiroduced by artificial

ultramarine. If economy is to be studied, it is f.ar

better to have jirinted dresses done in fast colours

—the reds and pnrples, from madder, for example

—

as they, although le^s attractive at first, can be
washed without injuring their appearance. All

such articles should be washed in soft warm water ;

tliat which has been used for flannels, if not too

dirty, will do. When thoroughly cleaned, rinse

them well in clean cold water, and do not allow
them to remain long in contact before they are

hung up to dry.

White silk articles, as stockings and gloves,

should be washed with soap, first in milk-warm,
and afterwards in nearly boiling water. They will

be improved if hung up for a short time in the

fumes of burning sulphur (sulphurous acid) while
still dam[).

We have now to notice the domestic washing-
maclimes which have, of late years, come into

rather extensive use. A machine of this kind,

when in motion, ought to produce at least as much
agitation as will keep uji a constant change in the
deterging solution in contact \Wth the linen, and at

the same time cause the clothes to slide over each

other in a somewhat analogous manner to hand-
washing. There is an old form of washing-machine
called the doUy-tuh, which has been in use in York-
shire for upwards of seventy years. It consists

essentially of a prcsser or doUy, which is simply a

round piece of wood, say ten inches in diameter,

with from three to five legs rounded at the ends
;

the whole exactly resembling a footstool, but with
the addition of an upright rod or spintUe from its

centre, with a cross piece at the top for working it.

Any vessel, such as a tub, barrel, or box, may be

used to hold the clothes, which are washed by
mo\ing the dolly first one w.ay and then the other,

at the same time a certain pressure being exerted

on them against the sides and bottom of the vessel.

Of recent washing-machines, a certain class of

them are modifications of the dolly-machine, with
Kpring-ribbed boards, on which the linen is rubbed
by a swinging motion. Another class consist of

boxes which also oscillate upon an axis, but operate

by jerking the clothes and water from side to side.

A third, and perhaps the most efficient class are

made upon the principle of the dash-wheel, so much
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used in large bleach-works. In this machine, the
materials to be washed are lifted by internal ribs on
the rim of a large wheel, and allowed to fall with
some force from fully half its height into the
cleansing liquid—this being of course repeated as
the wheel rotates.

The annexed figure shews a dash-wheel washing-
machine for domestic ])ur])ose3, by Messrs Summer-
scales & Sons, Keighlcy, Yorkshire. 'J'he names of

its separate parts are given in the references to the

Dash-wheel Wasliing-maclune

:

A, Drum inside of tub; P.. Tub -with cover remnved ; C, Tap to
drnw off water; D, Wooden rollers; E, Drip-board; F,
M-inffling-boards; G, "Wheels to remove the machine: II,

OsciUatinK motion for dash-wheel ; I, Brnsbes for dirty
clothes; K, Wheel thrown out of gear when mangling', in
gear when washing.

letters, but we may ex]J.i,in that the linen is put
inside the drum or dash-wheel, A (a sparred
cylinder), which has a reciprocating action, so that,

after maldng a complete revolution, it is reversed.

The clothes are thus driven both ways through the
water, and the quick reversing action of the
machine gives them a jerlc or dash at each change
of motion—the equivalent of the fall from a large

dash-wheeh There are brushes on the inside of the
drum, which are brought into play if the clothes

are coarse and dirty, but are turned out of action if

they are of a fine description. A machine of this

kind, '2<i inches wide, -wWl take in two jiair of

sheets or a dozen of shirts at a time, and by
turning the handle with a brisk motion, they will

be washed in eight or ten minutes. The lather

for linen is made up with one pound of soaji, half

a pound of soda, and three cpiarts of water—the

last being poured in boiling. Only about half as

much soap is required as for washing by hand.

The wringing is performed by passing the wet
clothes through the wooden rollers D, D, the upper
one being temporarily covered with flannel to protect

buttons, hooks and eyes, &c. from damage. The
necessary pressure is obtained by means of the
spring at J, and before tuniing the rollers, the
washjug-cylmder is thrown out of gear. With the

aid of the mangUng-boards, F, the clothes are

mangled by these same rollers.



WASHIKG OF FEET—WASHINGTON.

Waslunij hij Steam, though little kno\ra in

Englami, is practised to a considerable extent in

France. The French chemist, Chaptal, first brought
the process to perfection. Besides a saving of fuel,

soaj), and manual labour to the extent of at least one
half, the wear and tear of the linen attending rubbing
and beating is avoided. The eihcacy of steam in

washing depends upon its penetrating and dissolving

property. The clothes are lirst steeped in a lej' of

soda or potash, or in a mixture of alkali and soap,

and then hung in a wooden vessel kept full of steam
by a pipe communicating with a boder. On a small
scale, a large cask, made air-tight, wUl answer, and
a common tea-kettle will produce steam enough.
There must be an aperture to allow the air to

escape when the steam lirst enters ; the air

being expelled, the aperture is shut. In half an
hour, the du-t is sufficiently loosened to wash out
with ease, and the hnen is found to be extremely
white.

WASHING OF FEET (caUed in Latin Pcdi-
lacium, and sometimes Mamlatum, from the first

word of the 'little chapter' in the service), one of

the ceremonial observances of the Holy Week (q. v.)

in the Eoman CathoUc Church. It forms part of

the serWce of Holy Thiirsday, which day, from
the word mandatum, is also called Mauudj'
Thursday. The origin of this observance is

extremely ancient. It is founded on the example
and exhortation or precept of our Lord in John
xiii. 5—14 ; and is traceable in the "^Titings of

Justin, Tertulhan, Ambrose, and Augustine, as

well as in many of the early councils. In some
churches, however, or at least at some jiarticular

periods, the day fixed for the ceremonial was Good
Friday, although for many centuries it has uni-

formly been assigned to Holy Thiu-sday. It is

necessary, however, to distinguish from the cere-

monial of the Holy Week, another washing of the
feet (also called pcdilavium), which, in the case of

catechumens, preceded baptism, and which, in

many churches, was accompanied by a washing of

the head, captUavium, and took place on Falm
Sunday {<i. v.), thence called 'Dominica Captilavii.'

To this usage Sts Ambrose and Augustine distinctly

refer. In the medieval and modern church, the
washing of feet has generally followed the solenm
mass of the day. In those churches where the cere-

mony is stdl retained, the officiating bishop or priest,

weai-ing a cope, and girt with a towel, and attended
by a deacon and subdcacon, washes, dries, and kisses

the right foot of a certain number of pilgrims, gcner-
;

allj' twelve, in memory of the twelve apostles ; after

which all the pilgiims are hospitably entertained,

and served in person by the bishoji, who distributes

to each a dole in money or provisions. An appro-

priate service, consisting of a gospel (.lohu xiii.

1— 14) sung by the deacon, a chapter (' JIaiulatum

no\'iim') chanted by the choir, and a prayer by the

bishop, accompanies the crremonial. The wasliing

of the pilgrims' feet on Holj' Thursday forms a

very striking part in the Holy Week ceremonial as

carried out not only by the pope, but also by the

bishops in most of the great cathedrals abroach It

was also practised by kings and other roval and
noble personages, even down to a very recent date.

WASHINGTON, George, Commander-in-chief
of the Continental forces in the war of the American
revolution, and first President of the United States,

was born in Westmoreland county, Virginia, Febru-
ary 22, 1732 ; son of Augustine Washington and
his second wife, Mary Ball ; a descendant of John
Washington, who emigrated to Virginia from Eng-

|

land about 1657, who was a gi-andson of John
Washington, mayor of Northampton, and lirst

lay-proprietor of the Manor of .Sulgr.ave, in North-
amptonshire, who married a daugiiter of Shirly,
Earl Ferrers. Lawrence, an elder brother of John,
studied at Oxford ; John I'esided at one time at
South Cave, Yorkshire. Being royalists in the time
of Cromwell, both emigrated, and became landed
proprietors and planters in Virginia, in the district

between the Potomac and It.appahannock rivers.

Augustine Washington died when his second son
George was 12 years old, leaving a large property
to his widow and five children. His education in
the indifferent local schools extended only to
reading, writing, arithmetic, book-keeping, and
land-surveying, then an important acquisition. He
gi'ew taU, had great physical strength, and was
fond of military and athletic exercises. At the age
of 1.'), he wrote out, for his own use, 110 maxims of
civility and good behaviour. In 1740, his elder
brother, Capitain Lawrence Washington, served
under Admiral Vernon in the expedition against
Carthagena, and named his residence on the Poto-
mac Mount Vernon, in honour of his commander,
who offered George a commission as midship-
man on his ship, which, but for the opposition
of his mother, he would have gladly accepted. He
then spent his time chiefly with his brother at
Mount Vernon, and \\-ith Lord Fairfax, who owned
great estates in the Virginia valley ; and in 1748,
he engaged to survey these wild teiTitories for a
doubloon a day, camping out for months in the
forest, in peril from Indians and squatters. At the
age of 19, at the beginning of the Seven Years' War,
he was appointed adj utaut of the provincial troops,

with the rank of major; in 1751, he made his only
sea voyage—a trip to Earbadoes—with his brother
Lawrence, who died soon a fter, and left George heir

to his estates at Mount Vernon. At 22 (1754),

he commanded a regiment against the French,
who had established themselves at Fort Duquesue
(now Pittsburg), and held Fort Necessity against
superior numbers, until compeUed to capitidate.

The year following, when two regiments of

regulars were led against Fort Duquesne by
General Braddock, AV. volunteered ; and at the
disastrous ambuscade of July 9, 1755, lie was the
only aide not killed or woimded. He had four

bullets through his coat, and two horsES were shot

under him. The Indians believed that he bore a
charmed life, and his countrymen were proud of his

coiu-age and conduct. Two thousand men were
raised, and he was selected to command them. In
1759, he married Mrs JIartha Custis, a wealthy
widow, resigned his military appointments, and
engaged in the improvement of his estates, raising

wheat and tobacco, and carrying on brick-yards
and fisheries. He was, like nearly all Americans
of property at tliat period, a slaveholder, and i)os-

sessed at his death 124 slaves, whom he directed, in

his will, to be emancipated at the death of his wife

(who survived him but three 3'ears), so that the
negroes of the two estates, who had intermarried,

migiit not be separated. He was for some years a
member of the Virginia Assembly; and in 1774,
though opj)Osed to the idea of independence, and in

favom' of the union with Great Britain so ardently
desired by all British Americans, he was ready to

fight, if necessary, for the constitutional rights of

the colonists. He spoke seldom and briefly ; but
Patrick Henry declared him to be, ' for solid infor-

mation and sound judgment, unquestionably the
greatest man in the assembly.' The news of tlie

battle of Lexington (Aprd 19, 1775) called the
country to arms ; and W., then a member of the
Continental Congress, was elected Commander-in-
chief by that body. He hastened to the camp at

Cambridge ; compeUed the evacuation of Boston
;
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WASHINGTON.

Tvas driven from New York ; compelled to retreat

across New Jersey ; often defeated, and reduced to

the most desperate straits, by disaffection, lack of meu
and supplies, and even cabals aj;ainst his authority;

but by his calm courage, prudence, iirniness, and
perseverance, he brought the war, n'ith the aid of

powerful allies, to a successful termination ; and
(Dec. 2.'J, 178.')), the independence of the thirteen

colonies achieved, be retired from the army to

Mount Vernon, which he had, during the eight years

of the war, but once visited. lie refused pay, but

kei)t a minute account of Iiis personal exjienscs,

which were reimbursed by Congress. In 1781, he
crossed the AUeghanies to see his lands in Western
Virginia, and planned the James liiver and Potomac
Canals. The shares voted him by the state he gave
to endow Washington College, at Lexington, Va., and
for a university. The Federation of States having
failed to give an cfHcient government, W. jiroposed

conventions for commercial purposes, which led to

the Convention of 1787, of which he was a member,
which formed the present federal constitution, con-

sidered by him as the only .iltemative to anarchy
and civU war. Under this constitution he was
chosen president, and inaugurated at New York,
April 30, 17S9. With ' Lady Washington,' so termed
by the courtesy of the period, he presided over
a federal court, far more formal and elegant

than exists at this da)', and made triumjihal

progresses in the north and south. During his

second term of office, he was disgusted by the
opposition of the Ecpublican party, under the

leadershij) of Jefferson and Ilandol))h, and refusing

a third election, he issued, in 1790, his farewell

address, and retired to !Mount Vernon. In 1797,
when there arose a ditEculty with France, threaten-

ing hostiUties, he was appointed lieutenant-general

and commander-in-chief. On the 12th of December
1799, he was exposed in the saddle, for several

hom-s, to Cold and snow, and attacked with acute
laryngitis, for which he was repeatedly and largely

bled, but sunk rai)idly, and died, December 14.

His last words were characteristic. He said :
' I

die hard ; but I am not afraid to go. I believed

from my lirst attack that I should not survive it.
j

Jly breath cannot last long.' A little Later he
'

said : ' I feel myself going. I thank you for your
;

attentions; but I pray you to take no more trouble

about me. Let me go off tjuietly. 1 cannot last

long.' After some instructions to his secretary

about his bm'ial, he became easier, felt his own pulse,

and died without a struggle. He was mourned even
by his enemies, and deserved the record :

' First in

peace, first in war, and first in the hearts of his

countrymen.' W. was 6 feet 2 inches high, with
brown hair, blue eyes, large head, and strong

arms ; a bold and graceful rider and hunter ; atten-

tive to his personal appearance and dignity

;

gracious and gentle, though at times cold and
reserved ; childless, but very happy in his domestic
relations and his adopted children—nci)hew3 and
nieces. His best portraits are those by .Stuart, and
the statue by Houdin at Rielimond. He was an
exemplary member of the Church of England.—See
art. United States ; also Sparks's Life and Writ-

inrja of Wiiahinijion, 12 vols. Svo (Boston, 1834

—

IS.'J7) ; Life of Washinnton, by Chief-justice

MarshaU, 5 vols. Svo (PhUad. 1805) ; Life of
Washington, by Washington Irving, 5 vols. Svo
(New York, 1855—1S59) ; &o.

WA'SHINGTON, a territory of the U. S., in lat.

45° 30'^i9° N. ; long. 117°—125° W. ; bounded N.
by British Columbia, E. by the territory of Idaho,

S. by the Columbia River, which separates it from
Oregon, W. by the Pacific Ocean. Estimated area,

7 1 ,000 square miles. Its capital is Olympia, at the
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head of Puget Soimd ; V.ancouver, Wallawalla,
Cascade City, and other new towns, with a multi-

tude of mining \Tllage3 and cami)S, are scattered

over tlie territory. The chief rivers are the
Columbia or Oregon, on the southern border, which
also drains the wliole territory east of the Cascade
Mountains; theOkonagan, its great northern branch,
flowing from the lake of the same name in British

Columbia ; Lewis or Snake Kiver, and numerous
streams emptying into Puget's Sound and the
Pacilic. W. is rich in sounds and harbours. I'uget's

Sound, from 1 to 4 miles wide, and 8 fathoms or

more in depth, ojiena out of the Strait of J uan de
Fuea, penutr,ating 10!) miles into the heart of the
country, and with its bays and islands forming one
of the finest collections of harbours in the world.
Hood's Canal, a narrower channel on the west,
extends CO miles. Bellingham, on the eastern
shore of the Gulf of Georgia, has a tide of 20 feet.

There are also large and deep harbours, suitable for

naval stations, on the Strait of Juan de Fuea. The
great range of Cascade Mountains, a continuation
of the Sierra Nevada, passes through the centre of

the territory from north to south, about 100 miles
from the coast. Its chief summits are Mount
Baker, lat. 48° 44', 11,900 feet, an active volcano;
Mount Kainier, lat. 46° 40', 12,330 feet, an extinct
volcano ; Mount St Helen, 9550 feet, nearly extinct

;

Mount Adams, 91)00 feet, entirely extinct. East of

the Cascade Mountains, the soil is thin, rocky, dry,

and sterile, but with fertile valleys ; on the west,
and especially around Puget's Sound, the soil is

rich, and the coimtry covered 'vvith a dense ever-

green forest. West of the Cascades, the formation
is of tertiary sandstone ; near the Soimd, the
alluWum h.as a de])th of lOO feet. Lignite, or
tertiary coal, is fouml in many places. The moim-
tains are granitic, and near Mount Adams is a large

field of lava. East of tlie Cascade Mountains, the
formations are igneous and metamorphic, with trap
and volcanic scoria;. There are rich gold-diggings
in the north-eastern portion. The chinate in the
western district is almost precisely that of England,
with a rainfall of 53 inches ; east of the moinitaius,

tliere is but a quarter of the rainfall, and extremes
of heat and cold. The timber in the western
district is of great richness and abundance ; the
red fir and yeUow fiT (Abies Douglasii .and ^. qrandis),

growing 300 feet high, and 6 to S feet in diameter.
The vegetable and animal productions are the same
as in Oregon. Fish are very abundant, a dozen
species of salmon filling all the streams, with hali-

but, cod, herrings, and sardines in great quantities.

The water and mountain scenery is among the
finest on the continent. The chief product is

timber, of which 20,000,000 feet were exported in
ISGO. Steam saw-mills on Puget's Soimd and
Hood's Canal saw 40,000,000 feet per annum.
Wheat, barley, oats, potatoes, and the hardier
fruits, are produced in abundance. This territory

w.as discovered by Juan de Fuea, a Greek, in 1592;
visited by a Sjianish navigator in 1775, and three
years after by Captain Cook. In 1787, Berkeley,
an Englishman, re-discovered the Strait of Fuea,
which had been missed by others. Captain Gray,
an American, visited the coast in 1791 ; and tlie

J'jnglish Captain Vancouver in 1792; Captains
Lewis and Clark explored the interior during the
presidency of Jefferson, and settlements were made
by the Hudson's Bay Company in 1828 ; in 1845,
American settlers entered the territory, then a
part of Oregon. Wars with the Indians, in 1855
and 1S5S, retarded immigration, but in the latter

year, 15,000 persons were attracted by the dis-

coveries of gold-diggings at Eraser's Kiver, many of

whom became permanent settlers. The white pop.
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in 1S60 was 11,594; Indians variously estimated at

10,000 to .'iO.OOO.*

WASHINGTON CITY, the seat of the govern-
ment of the U. S. of America, is in the district of

Columbia, on the left bank of the Potomac Paver,
between Anacostia Eiver and liock Creek, which
separates it from Georgetown, lat. 3S° 51' 20"

N., long. 77° 0' 15" W., 39 miles south-west of Bal-
timore, 13G from Philadelphia, '220 from New York,
120 northe.ist of Richmond, 1203 from New. Orleans,
2000 from San Francisco, 160 above the mouth of the
Potomac, and 300 from the Capes of the Chesapeake.
The Potomac at W. is one mile wide, and of suffi-

cient depth for the largest vessels. The city was
laid out under the direction of General Washington,
on a handsome scale for the national capital, on a
plateau 40 feet above the river, with several eleva-

tions, with streets from 90 to 120 feet wide, and 20

avenues, 130 to 160 feet. The principal edifices are
the Capitol ; the White House, residence of the pre-
sident ; Patent Office; General Post-office; Treasury,
War, and Na%'y Departments ; Smithsonian Insti-

tute (q. v.), &c. The Capitol, on the summit of a
gentle elevation, in a pleasure-ground of 35 acres,

was commenced in 1793, burnt by British troops
in 1S14, completed in 1825, and extended by the
addition of two spacious wings in 1851 ; the centre
is 352 feet by 101, mth a lofty dome ; the wings,
142 by 238 feet ; the entire building being 751 feet
long, 324 deep, covering 34 acres—the centre of

white sandstone, the wings white marble. The
Kotunda, under the dome, contains several national
pictures by Trumbull, Weir, VanderljTi, Powell,
Chapman. &c. The Senate Chamber is a noble hall,

112 by 82 feet, with galleries for 1000 spectators;
the Hall of Representatives is 139 by 93 feet, with

The Capitol at Washington.

galleries for 1200. Tlie old Senate and Representa-
tive Chambers, used before the enlargement, are

beautiful rooms. The Congressional Library is 91

by 34 feet, ivith 70,000 vols., besides 80,000 vols, of

documents. The Capitol, containing also numerous
committee-rooms and offices, is highly ornamented
with rich marbles, frescoes, and groups of statuary.

The buildings of the Treasiu-y and State Depart-
ments, Post-office, &c., are massive and spacious.

The saloons of the Patent Office, filled with models,

are 1300 feet in length. A monument to Washing-
ton, intended to be COO feet high, is one-third built.

The city also contains numerous large hotels, 50
churches, a Roman Catholic and a Baptist college,

three daily and several weekly newspa])ers, acade-

mies, schools, &c. The public buildings alone,

however, are spacious and costly, the city in general

having a scattered and mean appearance. During
the War of Secession, from its exposed jjosition, it

was threatened with capture, and was surrounded
by fortilications, and converted into an entrenched

camp. Pop. in ISGO, C1,11S.

WA'SHITA, a river of the U. S. of America,
rises on the western borders of Arkansas, and runs

east and south-east through Louisiana, emptying
into the Red River, 30 miles from its mouth ; it is

500 miles long, and navigable to Camden, 300. Its

chief branches are the Saline River, La Fourche,

Tensas, and Little MissourL

• The eastern and larger portion of the W. Torritoi-y

of 1S60, is now included in the newly erected terri-

tories of Idaho and Montana.

WASHOE SILVER MINES, a rich deposit of

siliceous argentiferous galena, discovered in 1859 in

a range of hills on the east side of the Sierra Nevada,
on the borders of California and Nevada Territory,

near the soiurces of Carson's River, IGO miles east

by north of Sacramento. The ore jiroduces as much
as 2000 dollars to the ton, and is largely exported
to England. The discovery of these mines caused a
great excitement in California, and a large emigra-
tion.

WASP (Vespa), a Linnsean genus of insects, now
forming the family Vespidix, a very numerous and
widely distributed famil\% of the order llymenoptera
and section Acidcata. They are distinguished from
all the other Hymcnoptera, by their wings, when .at

rest, being folded throughout their entire length.

The wings of all the wasps exhibit a similar pattern
of nervation, with one marginal and three submar-
ginal cells, and an incomplete terminal submarginal
cell. Their antenn;u are usually angled, and some-
what club-shaped at the extremity. The maxilla
are long and compressed ; there are glands at the
extremity of the labrum ; the tongue is trifid, its

tips laciniated. The body is naked, or but shghtly
hairy. The general appearance resembles that of

bees ; the colour is usually black, with yellow mark-
ings. The division between the thorax and abdomen
is very deep, the abdomen often stalked. The legs

are not lifted for collecting pollen, like those of

bees. The females and neuters have stings, gener-
ally more formidable than those of bees. The larvae

have tubercles instead of feet. The wasps differ

very widely in their habits, some being soHtary, the
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family EummidcE of some cntomoloj^ists; others

social, to which the name VespiiUt is sometuncs

restricted. Neuters are only found among the social

wasps. Some of the solitary wasps make cm-ious

burrows in sand, or construct tubes of earthy paste

on the sides of walls, in which they form cells for

their eggs, at the same time jilacinj; there a store of

food for^the larv:c, some of them using for this pur-

pose perfect insects, others eaten)illars, w;liich are

stung so as t<i be rendered incapable of motion with-

out bemg killed. Others make little earthen cells

on the stems of jilants, and store in them a little

lioney for their young. The social wasps have

various modes of constructing their nests, which are

sometimes formed in excavations in the ground,

sometimes attached to walls, boughs of trees, &c.,

and formed of a paper-like, or sometimes a paste-

board-like substance, produced by mixing into a

pulp, with their saliva, small particles of woody libre,

torn by their broad and powerful mandibles from

gate-posts, palings, the bark of trees, &c. Great

diversities are to be seen in the arr.angement of the

combs within the nest. The combs are made of a sub-

stance similar to the outer covering of the nest, biit

generally thicker and firmer. As the nest is

eidarged, new paper is made for the purpose, the

whole nest being enclosed in the last-made envelope,

and the inner ones, which sufficed for its former size,

arc removed to give place to combs. Several inner

envelopes are generally found in a W.'s uest, so

that paper-making must be a great part t)f the

industry of these "insects. The nests of the wasps

of trojjical countries are often very large, sometimes

six feet long, and the communities very numerous.

In colder regions, the increase of the community

and of the nest is arrested by the approach of winter,

when the males and the neuters die ; but a few of

the females survive, passing the winter in a torpid

state in some retreat, and found new comnumities

in spring. In a community of wasps there are many
perfect females—not a single queen, as in the case of

hive bees. Wasps in their perfect state feed very

Nests of Various Species of AVasps

:

I, Vcspa ciabro j 2, V. llolsalica ; 3, V. vulgarij.

indiscriminately on a great variety of animal and
vegetable substances, as insects, flesh, fi-uit, sugar,

&c. Grapes or gooseberries, esjiccially if over-ripe,

are often found to contain a \V. in the interior.

Wasps often invade bee-hives and steal honey. There
is a BrazUiau species {M'jropetra Scutellaria) which
stores up honey hke bees. Wasps may be killed by
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pouring hot water on their nests ; but more easily

liy the vaiiour of burning sulphur, wiien the nests

are not in the ground; or etlier or chloroform may
be used to stupify the wasps, so that the nest may
be s.afely destroyed. The largest liritish species of

W. is the Hornet (q. v.), found only in the south

of England. The most abundant sjiecies, diffused

over all parts of tlie country, arc W'.spii vuhjaris

and V. media. The former is about eight lines long.

The front of the head is yellow, with a Ijlack centre;

there are many yellow spots on the thorax, and a

yellow band with black points at the posterior

margin of each ring of the abdomen ; the rest is

black. V. media is very similar, but rather larger.

V. viiUjaris makes its uest in the ground ; V. media

suspends it generally to the branches of trees, but

sometimes to the projections of walls.

WASTE, in English Law, has several meanings.

(1.) It means a common belonging to a manor, and by

analogy is often applied to pieces of land of no great

value, lying at the sides of highways or the sea-

shore. The presumption is that a strip of land adjoin-

ing a high%vay belongs to the owner of the land next

to it. (i.) Waste also means the spoil or destruction

to houses, gardens, trees, or other corjioreal heredi-

taments, coumiitted by tenants for life or for years,

to the injury of the remainderman or reversioner.

Thus, he who has a hfe estate, or an estate for years,

in a house or land, cannot change the nature of

things, as by turning meadow into arable, nor wood
into pasture, though he may better a thing of tlie

same kind, as by draining the meadow, &e. The
alteration caused by thus iliminishing an inheritance

is called waste, and its characteristics are to diminish

the value of the inheritance, or to increase the burden

upon it, or to impair the evidence of title. Waste is

either volnntary or permissive. The former consists

in the commission of acts which the tenant has no

authority to do—such as pulling down buildings,

felling timber, or opening mines. Permissive waste

arises from the omission of acts which it is the

tenant's duty to do—as, for example, suU'ering

buildings to go to decay by wrongfidly neglecting to

repair them. There is, however, incident to every

estate for hfe or years, the right to take estovers

—

that is, so much wood, stone, &c., as is required for

use on the tenement, for repairs, husbandry, and the

like pm-poses. It is a common practice, in family

settlements, to provide that, in addition to this jirivi-

lege, the estates of the tenants for lives shall be

without impeachment for waste. The effect of this

elaustt is to enable the tenant to take timljcr,

minerals, &c., severed by hunself or others during

the coutintiauee of his estate. But even where the

tenaut holds without impeachment of waste, he is

not entitled to cut down ornamental timber ; and if

he do so, a court of equity will restrain him by in-

junction. Wherever the tenant is committing acts

of a character especially destructive to the inheri-

tance, or still more, acts of wanton or malicious

mischief, the Court of Chancery holds that his

legal power to commit waste is being used uncon-

scientiously, and will restrain him.

WASTE LANDS, according to the general use

of the term, are uncultivated and unproCtable tracts

in j)opulous and cidtivated countries. The term

waste lands is not employed with reference to land

not reduced to cultivation in countries only partially

settled. There is a large extent of waste lands even

in the British Islands. Of the 74,000,01)0 acres which

they contain, only about 42,000,000 are arable land

aud improved pasture ; 2,000,000 acres are occupied

with woods and plantations ; 7,000,000 acres in

Scotland consist of sheep-pasture, generally at a con-

siderable elevation, and little improved by art;
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8,000,000 acres in Ireland are unenclosed pasture,

generally quite unimproved ; 3,000,000 acres are

mountain and bog ; and 12,000,000 acres consist of

unimproved and very unproductive land of other

kinds.

The improvement of waste lands is very much a

question of expense. It is often more profitable

to improve lauds alreadj' cultivated, aud to bring

them into a higher state of cultivation and produc-
tiveness, than to reclaim waste lauds ; in attempting
which, much money has often been lost, iluch of

the cultivated land of Britain is far from haWng
been brought to the highest state of cidtivation of

which it is evidently capable, or to a state equal to

that of the best cultivated lands of similar soil and
situation. In many instances, however, waste lauds
have recently been improved with gi-eat advantage,

and it seems probable that no small part of the waste
lands of the country are capable of profitable im-

l>rovement. The process must often be slow and
gradual, especially where the soil is naturally very
poor, as even the addition of large quantities of

manure to very poor soils will not render them
fertile, but on the contrary will be followed by a

sterility greater than before. The quautitj' of guano
which a rich soil would gratefully receive, wiU
destroy every vestige of vegetation ou a very poor
soil.

The waste lands of Britain are of very various cha-

racter. Some of them are bogs, already sufficiently

noticed in the article Bog. Others are marshes
and fens, generally very near the level of the sea,

and often within the reach of its tides, chiefly in

the eastern counties of England. See Bedford
Level. Of these, a great extent has been reclaimed,

and has become very productive ; much still remain-
ing, however, to be done. There are also extensive
moors both in England and in Scotland, often of

very poor soil, aud often also at such an elevation

above the level of the sea, as to render profitable

agriculture hopeless. This is not the case with all

the moors, and it is sometimes possible to effect

great improvement by drainage ; so that land, for-

merly almost worthless, may be converted into good
pasture. In many places, the heath has been extir-

pated, aud the moorland changed into good pastiu-e,

and even into good arable land. It is sometimes
found very profitable to break up such laud, even at

very considerable elevations, and afterwards to lay
it down in pasture, the produce being much greater
than it was before. Even in the most elevated
tracts, drainage is beneficial ; although it must
always be considered whether or not drainage will

pay. The highest sheep-pastures of the south of

Scotland have been greatly improved by a kiiul of

superficial drainage (sheep-drains), consisting of

mere open channels for water ; but in the greater
altitudes of the Highlands, and' amidst their more
rugged steeps, even this is out of the question. In
some cases, chiefly of the moi'e level moorlands,
much improvement is effected hy paring and burning,

the surface being pared off by the hreast-ploiigh or

paring-spade, and burned, generally in heaps, of

which the ashes are spread itjjon the soil. The
application of lime is of great benefit in many cases,

as is also that of chalk and of marl, but the ex-

pense must always be considered, and many tracts

of waste lands are so situated that the application

of such manures is impossible. Railways have
rendered the reclamation of waste lands profitable

in many districts, in which formerly it would not
have been so.—The chalk downs of the South of

England may, in great part, almost be considered as

waste lands, although used for sheep pasture ; but
they have been found capable of great improvement,
althouffh in a slow and gradual manner, by tillage,
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and the application of manures.—Sands near the
sea-shore are fixed by sowing certain grasses

(see AjdiOPHILA), and are capable of fiui,her

improvement by cidtivation and the application of

manures
;
particularly where the sand is in consider-

able part calcareous. The most barren and hopeless

sands are those which are almost entirely siliceous.

An experiment, on a very large scale, is now in pro-

cess of being made, on a sand of this kind, on the

coast of Essex, by applying to it the sewage of

London. Very different opinions have been ex-

pressed by scientific men, as to the probable result

of the experiment. Liebig deems the siliceous sand
incapable of profiting by the rich manure poured
upon it. The experiment is one of importance, not
only as to the reclamation of waste lands, but as to

the gi'eat question of the disposal of the sewage of

towns.

WASTING PALSY is one of the terras applied

to the disease described in this work under its old

name of TjVBES Doesalls.

WATCH, a small portable machine for measuring
time, the construction of which is essentially the
same as that of a clock (see Hoeology), except that
the moving power is obtained from the elastic force

of a coiled spring instead of from a weight, and the
movement regidated, so as to be isochronous, by a
Balance and Balance-spring (q. v.) instead of a pen-
didum. The gomg part of a watch consists of a
train of wheels and pinions, kept in motion by a
spring, called the main-spring ; the last and fastest

wheel of the train, the scape-wheel or balance-wheel,

acting so as to keep in vibratory motion a balance
whose movement, again—which is made isochronous

by the action of another spring called the balance-

spring—regidates to a uniform rate the revolution of

the scape-wheel, and consequently the motion of the

rest of the train, aud the uncoiling of the main-spring.

The main-spring is a thin ribbon of steel coiled in

a barrel. The inner end of it is fixed to a strong

spindle, the axis or arbor of the barrel, around which
it is coiled, and the outer end is fixed to the inside of

the barrel. By its tendency to uncdil itself, the spring
sets the barrel iu

motion, and it pro-

duces as many revolu-

tions of the barrel as

it makes turns itself

in unmnding (fig. 1).

As its elastic force is

greater when it is

tightly coiled than
when it has to some
extent unwoimd itself, the spring, if its force were
applied without modification to the watch-train,
woidd act upon it unequally, the power exerted
diminishing as the spring uncoded ; so much so, that
the watch coidd not go uniformly throughout the
day, though it might keep time from one day to
another. A piece of machinery, called a fusee, is

employed to correct the variations in the force of the
spring, and equalise the power exerted upon the
train. The fusee is a cone with a spiral groove,
connected with the barrel wliich contains the main-
spring by a chain, one end of which is fixed at the
broadest part of the cone, and the other end to the
barrel (fig. 2). The barrel moves the fusee by
means of the chain, which, as it runs off the sides of

the fusee, is coiled upon the outside of the barrel. In
mnding a watch the key is placed on the axis of the
fusee, and by the same movement the main-spring is

coiled around its spindle, and the chain wound off the
barrel, to cover the cone of the fusee. So when the
spring is all coiled up, and its force upon the barrel

is greatest, the chain is acting at the small end of
SI
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the fusee, aud its leverage upon the fusee is least

;

as the force of the sprini; diminishes, the chain
having got to a broader part of the fusee, the lever-

age is increased ; and the grooving of the fusee being,

fn_

Fig- 2.

when perfect, arranged so that a section of the fusee
along its axis would present two hyperbolas placed
back to back, secures that the force of the spring',

modified by the leverage of the chain, shall produce
a uniform motion of the fusee. From the fusee this

motion is communicated to the watch-train, the lirst

wheel of the train—called the fusee-wheel or the
great wheel—being set upon tlie fusee. The fusee is

introduced in ahnost all English watches ; but a
great proportion of foreign watches, and most French
spring clocks, have no fusee, and have the great
wheel fixed on to the barrel. Accurate time-keeping
is not to be looked for from such clocks or watches

;

but it is said that many of the main-springs made
upon the continent are so skilfully contrived, that
the force is pretty constant during the whole time
of unwinding.
Between the train of wheels and pinions in a

watch and that of a clock, until we come to the
escapement, there is no difference, excejit th.at there
is one more wheel and pinion in the watch-tr.iin

than in the clock-train ; the reason of which is, that
the scape-wheel of a watcli revolves, not like that
of a clock, in a minute, but usuallj- in about six

seconds, making necessary an additional wheel to

revolve in a minute and carry the seconds hand.
A great variety of watch escapements are in use.

The oldest, which is now going out of use, is the
vertical escapement. It exactly corresponds to

the crown-wheel escapement in clocks (see Hor-
ology). The accompanj-ing figure shews a watch-
train with this escapement. It may be useful also

as indicating, in a general way, the arrangement
of the wheel-work in a watch (fig. 3). The main-
spring contained in the barrel B, sets in motion

the barrel, which, by means of the chain c, moves
at a imiform rate the fusee F, .along with which
turns the fusee-wheel W, the first or great wheel
of the watch-train. It will be easily seen how,
from the great wheel, motion is communicated suc-

cessively to the centre-pinion D, and the centre-

wheel D' (which turn in an hour) ; to the third-wheel

pinion, E, and the third wheel, w-hich is upon the

same arbor, E' ; and to the fourth or contrate-wheel

pinion G, and the contrate-wheel G'. The U])right

teeth of the last-named wheel move the balance-

wheel pinion H, and with it the balance-wheel or

scape-wheel H', which is fixed upon its arbor. The
scape-wheel (and in this escapement the contrate-

wheel also) is what is called, from its shape, a crown-
wheel. Upon the arbor or verge of the balance K,
are two pallets, p, p, at a distance from each other,

equal to the diameter of the scape-wheel, and so
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placed that, as the scape-wheel revolves, its teeth
give them alternately an impidse in different direc-

tions, which keeps up the vibratory motion of the
balance. The balance is made to vibrate isoehro-

nously by the action of tlie IJalance-spring (q. v.)

;

and its vibration regidates the escape of the teeth
of the scape-wheel, and so the motion of the whole
train, exactly as that of the pendulum does in an
ordinary clock. The vertical escapement is liable,

though in a less degree, to the same objection as the
old crown-wheel and the crutch or anchor escape-

ments in clocks. There is a recoil of the scape-wheel
after one of its teeth has been stoj)ped by a ])allet,

wliich interferes more or less with the accuracy and
uniformity of the motion of tlie train. See HoiiOLOcy.
Almost inmiediately after the invention of the

lialance-sjiring, attempts began to be made to intro-

duce an escapement which would produce greater
accuracy than the vertical escapement. Hooke,
Huygens, HautefeuiUe, aud Tompiou introduced new
principles, each of which h.as since been successfully

applied, tliough they .all, from irajjerfect execution,

failed at the time. The firat real improvement was
made by George
Gr.aham, the in-

ventor of the dead
escapement in clocks

(fig. 4). This is

called the horizontal

escapement ; it was
introduced in the
beginning of the
last century, aud it

is still the escape-

ment used in most
foreign watches.

Fig. 4.

The impulse is given to a
hollow cut in the cylindrical axis of the balance,

by teeth of a peculiar form projecting from a
horizontal crown-wheel. Other forms of escape-

ment in high estimation are the lever escapement,
originally invented by Berthoud, improved by
Mudge ; the duplex escapeuicut, the principle in-

vented by Hooke, the constiiiction perfected by
Tyrer ; aud the detached escapement of Berthoud,
improved by Arnold and Eamshaw. The last-men-

tioned is th.at which is employed in marine chrono-

meters and in pocket-clironometers, as watches
made in all respects like chronometers are called.

The lever escapement is that whicli is used in most
English watches. In it the scape-wheel and pallets

are exactly the same
_, ,_

as in the dead escape- .'',.•
f;
""""-.^.,

ment in clocks. See /'/ W
HoROLOOY. The // ji \"^

p.allets,
J}, p (fig. 5) / ;

'"

are set on a lever
i I

which turns on their ';

arbor, A ; and there '•, \--/

is a pin, B, in a sm.ill \ \
disc on the verge or

arbor of the balance,

w'hich works into a
notch at the end o£

the lever. The pin
and notch are so

adjusted, that when a tooth of the scape-wheel has
got free, the pin slips out of the notch, and the
balance is detached from the lever during the

remainder of its swing; whence the name deiached

lever escapement, originally .applied to this arrange-

ment. On the b.alance returning, the piu again

enters the notch, moving the lever just enough to

send the tooth next in order to escape from the

dead face of the pallet on to the impulse face ; then
the scape-wheel acts upon the lever and balance ; tha

tooth escapes, and another drops upon the dead face

Fig. 5.
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of the pallet, the pin at the same time passing out

of the notch in the other direction, leaving the

lialanee again free. Tliis arrangement is found to

tave great accuracy and steadiness of performance.

To prevent the teeth from slipping away while the

balance is free, the faces of the pallets are slightly

undercut, and this makes them secure while at rest

;

moreover, there is a pin on the lever which moves
tlirough a notch on the balance disc, while the pin,

B, moves through the notch in the lever, which is -

so adjusted as to guard against the lever moving
and the teeth escaping, while the balance is free.

In watches, even more than in clocks, variations

of temperature, unless provided for, produce varia-

tions in the rate of going, the increase or diminution
of the temperature affecting to some extent the

moment of inertia of the balance, and to a great

extent the elastic force of the balance-spring. A
rise in the temperature makes the balance expand,
and therefore augments its moment of inertia ; it adds
to the length of the spring, and thereby diminishes
its elasticity, the elastic force of a spring varj'ing

inversely as the length ; and the time of vibration

of the balance, which depends upon the moment
of inertia directly, and upon the elastic force of

the spring inversely, is increased—the watch, that
is, goes more slowly—in consequence both of

the increase of the inertia and of the diminution
of the elastic force of the spring. A fall in the
temperature is attended by opposite results, the
watch going more rapidly than before. A watch
without a compensated balance would vary very
much more than a clock without a compensa-
tion pendulum, but that being usually carried in the
waistcoat pocket, it is kept at a pretty uniform tem-
perature. To invent a satisfactoiy compensation
was at one time the great problem for watchmakers.
The compensation can obviously be made in either
of two ways—by an expedient for shortening the
effective length of the balance-spring as the tem-
perature rises, so as to increase the elastic force

of the spring ; or by an expedient for diminishing
the moment of inertia of the balance as the temper-
ature rises, so as to correspond to the diminution
of the force of the spring. The first method was
that made use of by John Harrison (q. v.), who
first succeeded in making a chronometer capable
of measuring time accurately in different tem-
peratures ; but an adaptation of the other method,

invented about
eighty years ago
by Eamshaw, is

that which is

always employed
now (fig. 6) : tat!
is the main bar
of the balance ; and

^_^ i b, t b' are two
^T-^' compound bars, of

which the outer
part is of brass

and the inner part

of steel, carrj'ing

weights, 6, 6', which
may be screwed on
at different places.

The brass bar expands more with heat, and contracts

more with cold than the steel bar ; therefore, as the

temperature rises, the bars, with their weights,

bend inwards, and so the moment of inertia of the

balance is diminished ; as it falls, they bend out-

wards, and the moment of inertia is increased ; and
of coiu^e the diminution or the increase must
be made exactly to correspond to the diminution or

increase in the force of the spring.

The chronometer is just a large watch fitted with

Kg. 6.

all the contrivances which experience has shewn to

be conducive to accurate time-keeping— e. g., the
cylindrical balance-spring, the detached escapement,
and the compensation-balance. As a watch which
will keep time in one position will often not do so

equally well in another, marine chronometers are

always set horizontally in a box in GimbaU (q. v),

an arrangement which keeps the chronometer hori-

zontal, whatever the motion of the vessel.

The great importance of an accurate portable

time-keeper at sea is for determining the Longitude
(q. v.). This use was first distinctly pointed out by
Sir Isaac Newton. A committee of the House of

Commons^ of whom this philosopher formed one,

having been appointed on the 11th June 1714, to

consider the question of encouragement for the in-

vention of means for finding the longitude, the result

of their meetings was a memorial containing an
explanation of the different means proper for ascer-

taining the longitude, and recommending encourage-

ment for the construction of chronometers as the

best means of ascertaining it. An act of parliament

was then passed, offering a reward for this purpose.

The first chronometer used at sea was invented
by John Harrison. After many years of study it

was completed in 1736. After several further

trials and improvements, and two trial voyages to

America, undertaken for the satisfaction of the com-
missioners, the last of which was completed on the
ISth September 1764, the reward of £20,000 was
finally awarded to Harrison.

Somewhat later than this, several excellent chro-

nometers were produced in France by Berthoud and
Le Roy, to the latter of whom was awarded the
prize by the Academic Eoyale des Sciences. Pro-

gress was stiU made in England by Arnold, Eam-
shaw (the inventor of the compensation stiU in use),

and Mudge, to whom prizes were awarded by the

Board of Longitude, and under whom a perfection

nearly equal to that of the present day was obtained.

The subsequent progress of watch-making has been
chiefly directed to the construction of pocket-

watches on the principle of marine chronometers, or

to the combination of accuracy mth convenient

portability. The adjusted lever watch is now made
in Clerkenwell with a degree of accuracy which
enables the performance to be warranted within an
error of one second a day.

While the compensation of a chronometer can
never be made perfectly accurate for all degrees of

temperature, there are always two temperatures at

which a well-constructed chronometer -will go with
perfect accuracy. The explanation of this lies in

the fact that while the variations of elastic force in

the spring go on uniformly in proportion to the rise

or fall of the temperature, the inertia of the balance

cannot be made to vary as it should do, in exact

correspondence to them inversely. The variation of

the elastic force may be represented by a straight

line inclined at some angle to a straight line divided

into degrees of temperature ; the corresponding

changes of the -moment of inertia wiU be represented

by a curve, and this curve can coincide with the

straight line representing the variations of elastic

[

force only at two points, corresponding to two diffe-

rent temperatures. The particular points in the

case of any chronometer are matter of adjustment.

For instance, one chronometer may be made to

go accurately in a temperature of 40°, and also in

a temperature of 80°, at other temperatures being not

so accurate ; another chronometer to go accurately

at a temperature of 20° and of 60°. It is manifest

that the former would be adapted to voyages in

a warmer, the latter to voyages in a colder

climate. Apparatiis for testing chronometers have

been long in use in the observatories at Greenwich
13
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and Liverpool. In the latter, there is now .in

extensive .-ipparatus for this imrjiose, devised by the

ingenious astronomer, Mr H.artnui). In .1 room

whieh is isolated from noise and changes of tem-

per.atnre, the chronometers are arranged on a frame

under a glass case, so contrived that they may be

subjected in turn to any given degree of tempera-

ture. The rate of each under the different temjiera-

tnres is observed and noted, .and the chronometers

registered accordingly. These observations are of

the greatest importance both to ship-ciptains and

instrument-makers, who can have their instruments

subjected to the observations on p.ayment of a fee.

It may be stated that the main-spring had been

employed as the movin" force of time-keepers for

about a centni-y before the invention of the balance-

spring ; but very little is known about the action of

these°forcrunncr3 of the watch. A watch without

a bal.ance-spring must have been a very rude and

imtrustworthy contrivance. The honour of first

proposing the bal.ance-spring is imdoubtedly due to

our eouiSryman, Dr Hooke, though Huygens and

De Hautcfeuille also invented it independently much
about the same time.—.See lludimmtarii Trcalhe on

Clocks and Walckes, by E. B. Denison, Q.C. ; Wood's

Curiosities of Clocks and Watches.

WATCH, on Shipboard, a division of the crew

into two, or if it be a large crew, into three, sections

;

that one set of men may have charge of the vessel

while the others rest. The day and night are

divided into w.atches of four hours each, excejit the

period from 4 to 8 p.m., which is divided into tv.o

dog-watches of two hours' dur.ation each. Tlie object

of the dog-watches is to prevent the same mcu
being always on duty at the same hours.

WATCHING AXD WARDING, in Scotch

Law, mean the services rendered by one who holds

lands under burgage tenure. These services are

merely nominal.

WATCH-RATKS, in England, are the rates

authorised to be levied in a parish or borough

under the Watching and Lighting Act, 3 aud -1

Will. IV. c. 90, for the piu-pose of watching and

lighting the parish.

AVATEU {symb. HO,* equiv. 9, spec. grav. 1), in a

state of purity, at the ordinary tempeniture iif tlie

air, is a clear, colourless,t transparent Uquid, per-

fectly neutr.al in its reaction, and devoid of taste or

smell. At a temperature below .32° it freezes,

crystiiUising in various forms derived from the

rhombohedron .anrl six-sided prism. See Ice ;

Snow; Fcsino asd Fkkezing 1'oints; Heat. It

a]>pear3 from the researches of Arago and Fresnel,

that notwithstanding the gradual dilatation of

water below 39% its refractive power on light cou-

• Dnrins the last few years Gerhardt's views as to

the neccssfty of doubling the atomic weights of oxygen,

carbon, suljilmr, and a few otlier of the elements have

been gradually gaining ground. Tims, the coinliining

numbers of oxygen, carbon, and sulphur, instead of being

8, G, aud 10, are now fixed at 16, 12, and 32, and tlie

corresponding symbols are indicated by a liorizont.al

bar, which doubles the value of the sj-nibol ; 0, €, and

•B being written in place of O, C, and S. According to

these views, the sjnnbol for an ociuivalent of water is

H.,0, or H..0.., in place of HO, and the combining num-

ber is 18 in place of 9 (see CHEMISTRY, in Supplement),

t Although water is colourless in small bulk, it is blue

like the atmosphere when viewed in mass. This is seen

in tlie deep idtramarinc tint of the lakes of Switzerland

and other .lUjiinc countries, and in the rivers issuing

from tliem ; and in the w,ater in the fissures and caverns

found in the ice of the glaciers, wliich, except on the

Eurfacc, is extremely pure and transparent; and the

deep blue tint of the ocean is doubtless due to the

water itself, rather than to the salts dissolved in it.
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tinues to increase i-egularly, .as though it contracted.

Its density at 00°, aud at tlie level of tlie sea, is

taken at 1-000, aud forms the standard of com-

paris(Mi for all solids and liquids, hydrogen being

similarly taken as the standanl of conqiarison for

g:ises .and vajionrs. Distilled water is SIj tiniea

heavier than air ; a cubic inch weighs, in air at (i2°,

with the barometer at 30 inches, 2024;'JS grains,

and ill vacuo, 252'722 grains, the grain being t^Vs "f

the avoirdupois pound. See Avoiuuurois, Gallon.
For all pr.actical jjui-jjoses, water may be considered

as inconijircssible; but very .accurate experiments

have shewn th.at it does yield to a slight extent

when the pressure employed is very great ; the dimi-

nution of volume for each atmosphere of ]iressuro

being .about .'il-millionths of the whole.—See Miller's

Clinniical J'hi/slcs, 3d ed. p. 41. W.ater evapo-

rates at .all teniper.atures, aud under the ordinary

pressure of the atmosphere, boils at 212°, p,as3ing

off in the form of steam, wliich, in its state of

greatest density at 212°, compared with air at the

same temper.ature, and with an equal elastic force,

has a spec. grav. of 0-C2.^. In this condition it m.ay

be represented .as containing, in every two volumes,

two volumes of hydrogen and one volume of oxygen.

See Boiling, Steam, Vapouk.
AVater is the most universal solvent with which

the chemist is acquainted, and its operations in tliis

resi)cct arc equally aiqiarent, .although ou very

different scales, on the surface of tlie globe and in

the laboratory. This solvent action is usually much
increased by hc.at, so th.at a hot aqueous saturated

solution deposits a portion of the dissolved ni.atter

on cooling. Some substances are so soluble in

water, that they extract its vapour from the .atmo-

sphere, and dissolve themselves in it. Jloreover,

when water is heated in a strong closed vessel to a

temperature above that of the ordinary boiljnj'-

poiiit, 212", its solvent powers are much increased.

I'ieces of plate and crown glass, acted upon for four

months by water at 300° tin a steam-boiler), were

found by the late Professor Turner to be reduced

to a white m.ass of silica, destitute of .alkali ; whUo
stalactites of siliceous matter, more tliaii an inch in

length, liung from the little wire cage which en-

closed the glass—an experiment illustrating the

action which goes on in the Geyser sjirings of Ice-

land, which deposit siliceous sinter. All gases arc

soluble in water, but water dissolves very nnequ.al

quantities of different gases, and very une(jual quanti-

ties of the same g.as at different temperatures. Some
gases are so extremely soluble in this fluid, th.at

it is necess.ary to collect them over mercury. For

example, .at 32°, 1 volume of water dissolves some-

what less than -j'^th of its volume of hydrogen, and
exactly t\jth of its vohmie of nitrogen, while it

dissolves 506 and 1050 volumes of hydrochloric

acid and ammonia gases : aud while at 32° w.ater

dissolves I'S times its volume of carbonic .acid, it

dissidves only half that volume of the gas at 00°.

Water outers into combination with acids, bases,

and salts. When an acid has once been allowed to

c<mibino with w.ater, the latter cau seldom be entirely

removed unless by the intervention of a powiTful

base, which displaces the water, and allows of its

removal by heat. For example, if sulphuric acid

be largely diluted with water, and exposed to heat,

watery vapour alone .at first p,asses off; but .as the

tcmpenature is raised to about 000°, a point is

reaclu'd at which acid and water distil over together.

The liquid at this st.age of concentr.ation is found

to be composed of one equivalent of acid and one

of water (HOjSOj). The further Bcpar.ation of the

w.ater can only be effected by the addition of

a base, as potash, oxide of lead, &c. Water
which, as in this case, supiilies the place of a
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base, is called basic water, and the compound is

called a hydrate, or is said to be liydrated. Simi-

larly, water combines vith strong bases, such as

potash and soda, aud heat can only succeed m
reducing a mixture of potash and water to a condi-

tion represented by one ec|uivalent o£ each (HO,KO)

;

aud this last equivalent of water can only be re-

moved by the addition of an acid. In this case, the

water in combination with the base acts the part

of au acid. These compounds also are hydrates.

Ill these cases of acids and bases, the one equivalent

of water cannot be removed without completely

altering the chemical character of the body. (See,

fen' instance, in the article Sulphuric Acid, the

ditference between the properties of hydrated sul-

]ihuric acid and siJphurio anhydride.) la the case

of many salts, however, a certain quantity of the

water entering, so to speak, loosely into their com-
position may be expelled by heat without altering

the properties of the salt. The water capable of

being thus got rid of is called water of crystallisation,

and is taken up by the salt iu the act of crystallising.

The form of the salt depends upon this water of

crystallisation. In chemical formulie, this variety of

water is represented by Aq instead of by HO. For
ex.ample, iu the formula for rhoralnc phosiihate of

soda—2NaO,HO,P05 + 24Aq—the HO represents

au equivalent of basic water, while 2-tAq represents

24 equivalents of water of crystallisation.

It is less thau a century since the ancient view,

that water was one of the four elements, has ceased

to be believed in. It is now known that it is a

compound of oxj'gen with hj'drogen in the propor-

tion of one equivalent of e.ach. Hence its symbol is

HO, aud its combining number 9. When converted

into vapour, 9 grains of steam occupy the bulk of

8 grains of oxygen at the same temperature ; hence
the combining volume of aqueous vapour is equal to

2, if the comljiaing volume of oxygen be taken as 1.

That water is such a compound as has been just

stated may be proved either analytically or synthe-

tically ; and the subject is one of so great import-

ance in the history of chemistry, that we shall enter

r.ather more fully than usiial iuto the consideration

of these two modes of proof. The following simple

mode of separating water by voltaic electricity iuto

its constituent elements is borrowed from Fownes's
Manual of Chemistry : ' AVTien water is acididated

so as to render it a conductor, and a portion inter-

jiosed between a pair of platinum-plates connected
with the extremities of a voltaic apparatus of mode-
r.ate powei', decomposition of the liquid takes place

in a very interesting manner ; oxygen in a state of

perfect purity is evolved from the water in contact

with the plate belonging to the copper end of the

battery, and hydrogen, equally pure, is disengaged
at the plate connected with
the zinc extremity, the
middle portions of the liquid

remaining apparently un-
altered. By placing small
graduated jars over the
platinum-plates, the gases

can be collected, and their

quantities determined. The
accompanying figure will

shew at a glance the whole
arrangement ; the conduct-
ing-wires pass through the
bottom of the glass cup
and away to the battery.

When this experiment has
been continued a sufBcient time, it will be foimd
that the volume of the hydrogen is a very little

aljove twice that of the oxygen ; were it not for

the circumstance of oxygen being sensibly more

soluble in water than hydrogen, the proportion of

two to one by measure would come out exactly.'

In lecture-rooms, an ingenious but more complicated
apparatus, devised by Kopp, is commonly used to

illustrate the electrolysis of water. It has been
shewn by Mr C4rove that an extreme heat may, like

electricit}', be emploj'ed to decompose water into

its constituents ; and it is well known that if, in

the form of steam, it be passed over red-hot iron,

it parts with its oxygen to the metal, while the

hydrogen is given off as gas. The synthetical proof

of the composition of water is afibrded Ijy passing
pure hydrogen .and oxygen, in the ratio of two
volmnes of the former to one volume of the latter,

into a strong glass tube tilled with mercury, and ex-

ploding the mixture by an electric spark, when the

gases are replaced by a coiTesponding qiuantity of

moisture, and the mercury is forced into the tube so

as to fill it. The most satisfactory form of this sjti-

thetical proof is, however, afforded by reducing pure
oxide of copper at a red heat by hydrogen, aud
collecting and weighing the water that is thus
formed. The apparatus required for this experi-

ment, and the method of employing it, are given in

Fownes's Manual of Chemistry, 9th ed., p. 131, and
in Jliller's Inorganic Chemistry, 3d ed., p. 52.

Owing to its extremely solvent powers, the }mre
water w-hich we have been hitherto considei'ing is

never found iu nature. The nearest approach to a
natural pure water is 7-ain-water, after a continuance
of wet weather ; but even this water always con-
tains in 100 volumes about 2'5 volumes of atmo-
spheric air, with a trace of ammonia ; and in point
of fact, it seems impossible to obtain water which
does not contain this ingredient, for, after two distil-

lations. Professor Miller found from l'S5 to 2'3S
volumes of air in 100 volumes of water. In addition
to rain-water, the other natural waters may be
included under the heads of Sprinij-ioater, Mineral
Waters (already considered in a special article).

River-water (see Watep.-supply], aud Sea-water
(see below).

This article would be incomplete without a brief

notice of the prolonged and acrimonious controversy
that was for many years carried on, and is ])robably

now hardly to be regarded as settled, regarding the
respective clafms of different philosojihers to be
the true discoverer of the nature and composition
of water. In the year 1781, Cavendish made a long
and careful series of experiments, which, unfortu-

nately, wei'e not published till January 1784, when
his celebrated Memoir entitled Exi-ieriments on Air,

was read to the Royal Society. Iu the interval

(June 17S3), his friend, Dr Elagdeu, visited Paris, and
ou the authority of Cavendish, gave an account of

the experiments proving the composition of water
to Lavoisier ; and this delay between the discovery
and the date of publication caused his claims to

one of the most marvellous discoveries the world
ever saw, to be contested by an English and a French
riv.al, James Watt and Lavoisier. It may be briefly

stated, that Cavendish's experuneiits consisted in

explocling, in various proportions, mixtures of hydro-
gen and atmospheric air, and of hydrogen and
oxygen, and finding as the result a liquid which
proved to be pure water. (Priestley and his friend,

Mr Warltire, had made similar experiments, and
had noticed the deposition of moisture that fol-

lowed the explosion, but failed to recognise in it

anj-thing but the condensation of aqueous vapours
in the gases.) The general conclusion' to which
Cavendish came was, in his own words, ' that water
consists of dephlogisticated air united with jihlo-

giston,' and as dephlogisticated air was his term for

oxygen, and phlogiston his term for hydrogen, this

statement corresponds to the modern view of the
85
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nature of water introduced by Lavoisier. As
Lavoisier was from the first accused by the English

chemists of having acted unfairly towards them,

and as indeed his own claim only dates back to

June 25, 1783, he may be dismissed from further

consideration ; and during the lives of the English

claimants there were no public complaints on eitlier

side, although Watt, in private lettera to his friends,

hinted at L'avendish's incapacity and imfairness.

Hence, then—at all events, in tliis coiintry—scien-

tific men were startled when Arago, then Secre-

tary of the French Academy, published in 1838 the

Eloge of Watt, which he had read as far back as

December 1S34, iu which he charged Cavendish

with deceit and plagiarism, inasmuch as he was said

to have learned the composition of water, not by
experiments of his own, but by obtaining sight of

a letter from Watt to Priestley. The battle now
fairly began ; the first blow being struck in August
1839, when the President of the British Associa-

tion, the Kev. Vernon Harcourt, in his ojiening

address, vindicated Cavendish, and pointed out

Arago's misstatement. At a subsequent meeting

of the Academy, Arago, with Dumas to back hini,

defended his statements. Sir David Brewster

(Edin. Kev., January 1840) then sought to act as

mediator ; and the controversy, as might have been
expected, went on with increased acrimony ; and in

the summer of the same year, wlien the President of

the British Association published the Keport he had
delivered the preceding year, he added a postscript,

replying to Arago, Dumas, and Lord Broiigham

(who had appended 'An Historical Mote on the

Discovery of the Theory of Water,' to Arago's

Eloge). In 1841, Berzelius published what Dr
George Wilson terras ' a conditional judgment ' in

favour of Watt; and in 1845, in his Liwa of Men of
Letters (see Life of Wait, p. 400), Lord Brougham
followed on the same side. Dr Peacock (Quart.

Rev., 1845, p. 105), in renewing his book, assailed

his conclusions, and asserted the claims of Caven-
dislu In 184G, Mr Harcourt (Lond. and EiUn. Phil.

Mag., Feb. 184G) also replied to Lord Brougham ; and
in 1847, in the second edition of his Uinlory of the

Inductive Sciences, Dr Whewell maintained his old

conviction of the claims of Cavendish. In 1846, the

publication of the Corrcs]X>ndence of tlie late James
Wall on his Vixorery of the Tlieory of the Composi-

tion of Watir, with an introduction by his kinsman,

Mr Muirhead, who was editor, and a letter from his

son, formed a most important addition to the litera-

ture of this controversy. Finally, the question was
discussed, in 1847, by Sir David Brewster in the

North British Jleview, and in 1848, by Lord Jeffrey

in the Edinburgh Review, both of whom advocated

the claims of Watt. As we have no space to dis-

cuss Watt's real claims, we may here st.ite that

Dr George Wilson, whose Life of Cavendish is in

reality a strictly impartial history of the water-

controversy, maintains on very sound grounds that

in reality Watt was informed of Cavendish's dis-

covery through Priestley, as Lavoisier was through
Blagden.

Sea-water.—For an accurate knowledge of the

composition of sea-water, we are mainly indebted

to the investigations of Professor Forchhammer of

Copenhagen. Kot very many years ago, the only

elements known to exist in sea-water, in addition to

those constituting water itself, were chlorine, iodine,

bromine, sulphur, carbon, sodium, magnesium, potas-

sium, calcium, and iron. To these twelve must now
be added, (13) fluorine, discovered by Dr George
Wilson

; (14) phosphorus, as phosphate of lime ; (15)

nitrogen, as ammonia; (16) silicon, as silica, in which
form it is largely collected by sponges from sea-

water ; (17) boron, as boracic acid; (IS) silver; (19)
8G

copper; (20) lead ; (21) zinc ; (22) cobalt ; (23) nickel

;

(24) manganese
; (25) aluminium, as alumina ; (26)

strontium, as strontia
; (27) barium, as baryta. Seve-

ral of these elements, however, exist in such small
quantities that they can only be discovered indi-

rectly, that is to say, in sca-weeJs, marine animals,

or in the stony matter deposited at the bottom of

the boilers of oceanic steamers. The substances
which, in resjiect of quantity, play the principal

part in the ccim])Osition of sea-water are chlorine,

sulphuric acid, soda, potash, lime, and magnesia;
those which occur iu less but still determinable
quantity, are silica, phosphoric acid, carbonic acid,

and o.xide of iron. In the elaborate tables which
are annexed to his paper, Forchhammer has always
calculated the single substances (chlorine, sidphuric
acid, magnesia, lime, and potash) and the whole
quantity of salt for 1000 pai-ts of sea-water; but
besides this, he has calculated the proportion
between tlie different substances determined, re-

ferred to chlorine = 100, and of all the salts like-

wise referred to chlorine. This last number is

found if we divide the sum of all the s.-dts found
in 1000 j)arts of any sea-water by the quantity of

chlorine found in it ; and he terms it the co-efficienl

of that sample of sea-water.* This chemist divides

the sea into seventeen regions, his reasons for doing
so being that he could thus avoid the prevailing

influence which those parts of the ocean which are

best known, and from which he has taken most
observations, would exert upon the calculations

of the mean numlier for the whole ocean. In
reference to the salinitij of the surface of the ocean,

he has made the following observations. (1.)

The mean salinity of the Atlantic between 0° and
30° X. lat. is 36169 (i.e., this is the quantity of

salts in 1000 parts of water) ; the maximum, which
is also the maximum of the surface-water of the
whole Atlantic, being 37 '908, and occurring in 24° 13'

N. lat, and about 5" W. from the coast of Africa,

where no rivers of any size carry water from the
land, and where the influence of the dry and hot
winds of the Sahara is prevailing. This maximum is

equal to the mean salinity of the Mediterranean, and
is only exceeded by the maximum of that sea off the

Libyan Desert, and that of the Eed Sea. The mini-

mum is 34-2S3 in 4° 10' S. hit., and 5° 36' W. long.,

close to the coast of Africa, where the large masses
of fresh water which the great rivei-s of that region

pour into the ocean exercise their influence. (2.) In

the Atlantic, between 30° N. lat and a line drawn
from the north point of Scotland to the n^rth point

of Newfoundland, the mean salinity is 35946, the

diminution being due to the fresh water poured into

it by the southern mouth of the St Lawrence. (3.)

In the Baffin's Bay and Davis' Strait region, the

mean salinity is 33281, and the salinity increases

from latitude 04° towards the north, being in 64°,

32'92G, and in 69°, 33'598. This jieculiarity is owing
(says Forchhammer) to the powerful current from the

Parrj' Islands, which through different sounds passes

into Baffin's Bay, where it is mixed with the great

quantity of fresh water that comes into the sea

from the West Greenland glaciers. Had this fact

been known before the sounds that connect the

Parry Archipelago with Baffin's Bay were discovered,

it might have proved the existence of these sounds,

because bays and inlets shew quite the reverse : the

further we get into them, the less saline the water
becomes. (4) From eleven observations on the

Mediterranean between the Straits of Gibraltar and
the Greek Archipelago, he confirms the old view of

* We give these details because the term co-efficient

will now doubtless be permanently retained by writers

on the chemistry of sea-water.
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its great salinity ; its mean salinity being 37"936,

while that of the whole ocean is 34"3S8. Its

maximum (39"257) falls between the island of Candia
and the African shore ; and its minimum {36"301) is

at the Straits of Gibraltar. These results are due
to the influence of Africa and its hot and dry winds.

In salinity, the Mediterranean is only exceeded by
the Red Sea, whose mean salinity is 43'0G7- (5.)

The Black Sea, Uke the Baltic, is a mixture of salt

and fresh waters. In three different expeiiments,

the salinity varied from lS-146 to 11-880. At a

distance of 50 miles from the Bosphorus, the pro-

portions between chlorine, sulphuric acid, lime, and
magnesia, were 100 : ITTl : 4-22 : 12-64, while the

normal oceanic proportions are 100 : 11 -89 : 2-96 :

11-07; thus shewing a relative increase in the lime

and magnesia. (G.) As the Caspian Sea is consideredby
many geologists to have been formerly in connection

with the Black Sea, the resiUts of Slahner's analysis

of its waters are given. The salinity varied between
56-814 and 6-236, and the proportion between the

chlorine, sulphuric acid, hme, and magnesia, is 100 :

44-91 : 9-34 : 21-48, -n-hich differs extremely from
the normal proportion. Thus the Caspian Sea, if it

ever had any connection -with the Black Sea, must
have entirely changed its character since that time

—a change which might be occasioned by the differ-

ent salts which the rivers brought into it, and which
accumulated there by evaporation of the water;
or which might be caused by the deposition of

different salts in the basin of the Caspian Sea itself.

(7.) The Atlantic between 30° S. lat. and a line from
Cape Horn to the Cape of Good Hope, is less saline

than the corresponding region north of the equator

;

and all the samples from the -western part of this

region have less, while the samjiles from the eastern
part, nearer to the African coast, have considerably

: more sulphuric acid than the normal quantity. Does

I

this, asks Forchhammer, depend upon the more
volcanic nature of the west coast of Africa than the
east American coast? (8.) In the sea between
Africa and the East India Islands, the mean sali-

nity is 33-868. The minimum (25-879) is from a
place high up in the Bay of Bengal, and of course
much influenced by the Ganges. It lies, however,
about 300 miles from the mouth of that river ; and
another specimen taken 60 miles nearer the mouth
has a sahnity of 32-36.5, so that it would seem as if

some other cause (possibly fresh-water springs at the
bottom) had been in operation to weaken the sea-

water at the minimum spot. (9.) In the Patagonian
cold-water current, the mean salinity was 33-966

;

while three samples brought from the South Polar
Sea, by the late SirJames Ross, had different salinities

of 28-565, 15-598, and 37-513. Forchhammer can-
not account for these discrepancies. All the speci-

mens shewed a gi-eat excess x>i sulphuric acid ( 12-47

in place of 11-88, as compared with 100 of chlorine),

a result probably due to the volcanic nature of the
antarctic continent. Forchhammer's analyses of

waters from other of his 17 districts call for no
remark ; and the following are the general results

of his investigations. ' If we except the Xorth Sea,

the Kattegat, Sound, and Baltic, the Mediterranean
and Black Sea, the Caribbean Sea and the Red
Sea, which have all the characters of bays of

the great ocean, the mean numbers are the
following

:

S«i-water.
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These (li£ference8 are, to a great extent, dependent

upon currents both ou tlie surface and iu differeut

depths.'— (^/'. cil., p. Si'.l. SoiiR'tinies, salinity of

the surface-water is the same a3 that uf the deep

:

or one or mure ingredients may vary in its i>ropor-

tious : for exani|ile, in the Mediterranean, while the

deep water, j;euerally, is richer tlian the surface-

water in suliihuric acid, in some parts, as between

Sardinia and Naples, the surface-water is the richer

in that ingredient. Tliere are few observations on

the specilic gravity of the sea-water at dilFerent

dentils, i'or the following observations, we are

indebted to Sir James Ross. 'At 39° IG' S. lat.,

177° '2' W. lonr;., the specific gravity of the surface-

water was l-Oi;74; at 150 fathoms, 1-U272; and at

450 fathums, 1-02GS : all tried at the temperature of

GO' v., and shewing that the water beneath was
specilieally lighter than that of the surface, when
brought to the same temperature : our almost daily

experience eonlirmed these results.'

—

Vuijuije, &c.

vol. ii. p. 1.33.

Tlic important questions—How did the salts

which now occur iu the sea come into it ? Is it the

land that forms the sea, or is it tlie sea that makes the

land ? Are the salts that are now found in sua-water

washed out of the laud by the atmospheric water ?

Has the sea existed from the beginning of the earth ?

And has it slowly but continually given its elements

to form the laud? and theu' answers, constitute the

last part of Forchhamraer's most jihilosoiihical and
laborious Memoir. The following is, in a condensed

form, his reply to these questions. Suppose a

river had its outlet in a valley, with no communica-
tion with the sea ; the valley would be filled with

water till its surface was so great that the annual

evaporation was equal to the annual supply. There
would then be a physical, but not a chemical equi-

librium, because the annual loss would consist of

pure water, while the received water would contain

various mineral or saline matters, which would go
on increasing till chemical chaugi-s would occ;ision

precipitation of different salts. Now, in the water
of the assumed river, we should find tlie b.oses

prevailing in the following order—lime, magnesia,

soda, iron, manganese, and jiotash ; while the

acids, similarly arranged, were carbouie, sulphuric,

muriatic (chlorine), and silicic. Now, all these sub-

stances are found in sea-water, although in very

different proportions. The ocean is, in point of

fact, such a lake as we have here supposed, with all

the rivers carrying their dissolved matters into it.

' Why, then,' our author asks, ' do we not obser^'e

a greater influence of the rivers 1 Why does not

lime, the prevailing base of river-watei", occur in a

greater proportion in the water of the ocean ? In

all river-water, the number of ecpiivalents of sul-

phuric acid is much smaller than that of lime, and

yet we lind in sea-w.ater about three equivalents of

sulphuric acid to one of lime. There must thus be

in sea- water a constantly acting cause that de]irives

it again of the lime which the rivers furnish, and
we find it in the shell-fishes, the corals, the bryozoa,

and all the other animals which deposit carbonate

of lime.' These animals not only deprive the w.ater

of its carbonate of lime, but they likewise decom-
pose the sulphate of lime—a decomposition probably
depending ui)on the cai-bonate of ammonia formed
by the vital processes of these animals. The silica,

which is always present in river-water, is appro-

priated by the varied sponges, diatoms, &c., and
hence its scautiness in sea-water. With regard to

the sulphuric acid conveyed into the sea, a small

part enters into the composition of shells, corals, &c.,

and a greater part is attracted by sea-weeds, in

which it undergoes reduction, as already described,

while the balance remains in the sea-water. The
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magnesia of the river-water enters in small quantity

into marine shells and corals, but only a small

(juantity is thus abstracted from sea-water, while

the soda and muriatic acid, or chlorine, form, as

far as we know, by the )mrc chemical, or organo-

chemical action that takes place in the sea, no
insoluble eomiiound. ' Thus, he concludes, ' the

quantity of the diJi'ereut elements in sea- water is

not pro]iortional to the quantity of elements which
rivur-water pi»urs into the sea, but inversely to

the facility with which the elements in sea-water

are made insoluble by general chemical or organo-

ehemical actions in the sea; and we may infer tliat

the chemical composition of the water of the ocean in

a great ])art is owing to the influence general and
organo-cliemical decomposition has upon it, what-
ever may have been tlie composition of the primi-

tive ocean.'

WATIOK-BED, called also the Hydrostatic
Bi:i), or Floating JIatteess. It is well known
that the life and health of every part of the animal
body depend ou the sulheient circulation through
them of refreshed blood. See CiKCULATiox. Now,
when a person in health is sitting or lying, the

parts of the flesh compressed by the weight of the

body do not receive the blood so copiously ,as at

other times ; ami if from any cause the action of the

heart has become weak, the interruption will follow

both more quickly and be more complete. A pecu-

liar uneasiness soon arises where the circulation is

thus obstructed, impelling to change of position

;

and the change is made as regularly and with as

little reflection as the winking of the eyes to wipe
and moisten the eyeballs. A person weakened by
disease, however, while generally feeling the uneasi-

ness sooner, as explained above, and becoming rest-

less, makes the changes with increasing fatigue ;

and should the sensations liecome indistinct, as in

the delirium of fever, in p.alsy, &c., or should the

])atient have become too weak to obey the sensation,

the comi)rcssed parts are kept so long without their

natural supply of lilood, that they lose their vitality,

and become what are called sloughs or mortified

jiarts. These, if the patient survives, have after-

wards to be thrown off by the process of ulceration,

leaving deej) hollows to be tilled up by uew flesh

during a tedious convalescence. Many a fever or

other disease, after a favourable crisis, has terminated

fatally from this occun-ence of sloughing on the

back or saerimi. The same termination is common
in hngeriug consumptions, palsies, spine diseases,

&c., ami generally in diseases that confine the

patient long to bed.

It was to mitigate all, and entirely to prevent

most of the evils attendant on the necessity of

remaining long in a recumbent posture, that the

hydrostatic bed was devised by Dr Neil Arnott,

one of the Queen's physicians. The bed may be
shortly described as a mattress floating on water,

with a loose sheet of caoutchouc cloth jiroperly

secured between it and the water, to prevent its

being wetted. A person rests ou it as a waterfowl
docs on its bulky feathers, with as little inequality

of local pressure as if in a bath. A trough of the

dimensions of a wide sofa or a bed, having six or

seven inches depth of water in it, with the required

caoutchouc covering, is the foundation, on which
clothes and pillows are laid as in a common bed. A
fuU description is given in Dr Arnott's book, the

Elemtnls oj Physics (6th edition, Longman & Co.).

The bed not only prevents the occurrence of bed-

sores, but by lessening antecedent distress, lessens

also the danger of the illness.

On a sudden emergency, or when the need of ths

fluid support is not very urgent, local relief may be
given by foi-ming iu any way a partial hollow or
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"VVater-bud,

"U'ater Scorpion.

depression in a bed, and placing in it a water-sack
or bag half-filled, so as to remain loose or slack.

This approaches in effect the slack-sided cushion,

Tvhich is another modification of the invention.

AVATERBEASH. See Pyrosis.

WATER-BUDGET, a heraldic bearing in the
form of a yoke with two pouches
of leather appended to it, originally

intended to represent the bags
used by the Crusaders to convey
water across the desert, which
were slung on a pole, and carried

across the shoulders. The Trus-

buts, Bai-ons of Wartre in Holder-
uess, bore Trois bouiz d'eati, three
water-budgets, symbolising at once
their family name and baronial

estate ; and by the marriage of

the heiress, similar arms came to be assumed l>y

the family of De Eos, who bear gides, three water-

budgets argent.

WATEK-BUG, the popular name of a tribe or

section of Heteropteroiis insects, Hi/clrocoriic^, which
live almost entu'ely in water, and feed upon other

aquatic insects. The ante-

rior piortion of the first

pair of wings is homy

;

the antennae are very small,

and concealed beneath the
eyes. The Hi/drocorlsce

are di^-ided into two
families, Xotonectidce, and
Kepklce. Of the former,

the Boat-fly (q. v.) is an
example. The NepklcE are

popularlyknown asWater
Scorpions, from the form

of their fore-legs, which are efficient instruments

for seizing their prej^ Some of the Nepidce are

powerful insects, two or three inches long.

WA'TERBURY, a township and city of Xew
Haven county, Connecticut, U. S., 33 miles south-

west of Hartford, on the left bank of the Naugatuck
River, at its confluence Avith Great Brook and !Mad
River, whose falls furnish abundant water-power. It

is a well-built town, with a fine park and orna-

mental cemetery, 7 churches, '2 banks, and 30 large

manufactories of rolled copper, brass, German-
silver, plated ware, pins, hooks and eyes, buttons,
lamps, clocks, percussion-caps, &c. It has been built

up by small mechanics, and is the head-quarters of

the brass business in the United States. Pop. in

1860, 10,004.

WATER CALTROPS. See Trapa.

WATER CHESTXUT {Marrond''Emi),f\ie name
given in France to the edible seeds of the 'Trapa

natans (see Trapa).—The name Water Chestnut is

also given to the edible tubers of the Scirpus tubcr-

onis, a plant of the natural order Cyperacece (see

BuLRUSU and C'yperace.i:), which is cultivated by
the Chinese in tanks very abundantly supplied
with manure. It is destitute of leaves, except a

slender short sheath or two at the base of each culm.

It is stoloniferous, and the tubers are produced on
the stolons. They are in high estimation among
the Chinese, both for food and as a medicine, and
are eaten either raw or boiled. They are called

Pi-tsi or JIaa-tai.

WA'TER-COLOURS are painters' colours mixed
with water and some adhesive material, as gum or

size instead of oil. Those intended for drawings on
paper are prepared with great care, and are usually
formed into di-y cakes with gum. Those for colour-

ing walls and scene-painting are roughly prepared

with glue or size. These are often called Distemper
Colours, from the Italian term tempera, applied to
them to express their appUcation to temporary

: purposes.

i WATER-CRESS. See Ckess.

WATER-DOG, a kind of dog, of which the
Poodle (q. v.) is regarded as a sub-variety. The

)
head is rather large and round, the ears long, the
legs rather short, the general form compact, the
hair everywhere long and curly. The Water-dog
of England, common before the poodle had been
introduced from the continent, is still much esteemed

by professional wild-fowl shooters, and by the
fishermen of the north-eastern counties. It is about
IS or 20 inches high at the shoulder. The hair is

coarser and crisper than that of the poodle. This
dog was foi-merly sometimes used in London for
the brutal sport of himting and worrying domestic
ducks, placed in a pond for the purpose. It is an
inteUigeut and affectionate kind of dog, although
not of much beauty.

WATER-DROPWORT [CEnanthc), a genus of
plants of the natural order Umbdliferce; haA-ing ovato-
cylindi-ical fruit, not prickly nor beaked, each carpel

«S%?3^,

^\ VJ h.

Watcr-dropwort [G^nanthe crocata),

with five blimt convex ribs, and single vittae in the
interstices ; the calyx teeth lanceolate ; the jiet.als

obcordate and radiant, with an inflected point ; the
8»
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partial involucre of many rays ; the flowers of the
circumference on long sialics and sterile, those of

tlie centre subsessile and fertile. A nnmlier of

species are natives of Britain, large perennial plants,

with a strong and generally disagreeable aromatic
smell, and com|)onud or decompuiiud leaves. The
Co.MMON W. ((E. fiMiilusa) and the Hemlock W.,
or WATiiii He.mlol'K {(E. crocala), arc liuth common
in wet i)laces in Britain and througliout Europe, and
both are narcotic acrid poisons. The roots of the
latter have some resemblance to small parsnips, and
hence f.atal accidents have frequently occurred.

—

The FlNE-LEAVED W., called Water Fennel by
the Germans (ffi. phellandriinn, formerly known as
PItdlandrlnin aqimtiaim)., is also common iu diti'hes

and ponds both iu Britain and on the continent.

It has a jointed root-stalk (rliizomc), with tufted
whorled fil)res, and a strong zigzag stem dilated at
the base. The leaves are decompound. The fruit

has a peciJiar aromatic but disagreeable smell. It

is not so poisonous as the other sjiecies just named.
It was at one time erroneously regarded as a specific

against pulmonary consumption ; but it has been
advantageously employed in pidmonary complaints.

AVATEREE', a river of the U. S., formed by the
junction of the Catawba and Fishing Creek in North
Carolina, rims south-east into South Carolina, where
it unites with the Congaru to fonn the Santee.
Steamboats ascend the W. to Camden, 200 miles
from the sea.

"WA'TERFALL is a break in the continuity of

slope of the channel of a river or stream, so abniiit

that the body of water /uWs from the higher to the
lower level. Waterfalla occur most frequently in

mountainous countries, where the streams from
the mountain sides enter the valleys. It is only
when the side of the valley is composed of hard
rock that there can be a waterfall ; iu friable

.strata the stream wears out a ravine or side-valley.

These mountain waterfalls, however, are generally
rather curious and picturesque than grand, the
volume of water being iu most cases compar-atively
insignificant, though the height of fall is occasionally
very great. AU mountain waterfalls necessarily
change their aspect from season to se.ison—in

winter, a roaring torrent plunging headlong into the
abyss ; iu summer, often a mere film of water
trickling down the face of the precipice. Water-
falls in comparatively level districts are not nearly
so common, and their height of fall is insignificant

compared >vith that of mountain cataracts ; but
the much greater volume of water, its steady and
even flow to the head of the i)recipice over which,
in solid column, it descends with a thundering
Iiliinge, place such waterfalls among the grandest
of nature's phenomena. It is where the course of a
large river passes from a higher to a lower jilatcau,

and where the upper plateau is edged with rock,

that the grander cataracts are formecL If the rocks
are of the same hardness from toj) to bottom, the
edge of the escarpment, supposing it to be i>erpendi-

cular at first, becomes worn olf, and a slojie or
rapid is formed. But when the upper edge is hard
and the under strata soft and friable, the reverbera-
tion of the spray wears away the softer jiarts below,
leaving a jirojecting ledge at the top, which breaks
off, piece l)y inece, as it becomes too much under-
mined, so that the fall is constantly receding. The
([Urstion of the rate of regression of waterfalls has
not hitherto occupied much attention, and has only
been estimated in the case of Niagara, Bakewell
giving its annual value at 1 yard, wlille Lyell limits

it to about a third of this. Some of the most
remarkable waterfalls of the world are the Oreo
Falls at Jlonte Rosa, 2-iOO feet in height : Gavarnic
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(Pyrenees), 1400 feet; Staubbach (Switzerland), 1000
feet ; Jlaanelvau (Norway^ 94(1 feet ; Ni.-igara

(q. V.) ; Zambezi (q. v.) ; Missouri; and that in

Jlarijiosa County, California, said (on hitherto
unsatisfactory authorit}-) to l)e the highest in the
world. The cataracts of the Vclino and Anio, in

Italy, arc beautiful artificial imitations of this most
striking of natural phenomena.

WATER FLEA (Dapknia), a genus of EiUomoa-
traca, of the order Cladocera, and family Daphniadiv.
One sjjecies, D. moiioculus, is abundant in pools and
ditches in Britain. It comes to the surface in the
mornings and evenings, but keei)8 near the bottom
during the heat of the day. It swims by taking
short springs, whence its pojiular name. It feeds
on minute particles both of animal and vegetable
substances. It is a beautiful object for the micro-
scope ; the whole interior organisation being visible

'

through the transjiarent carapace. The male is

much smaller than the female, and comparatively
rare. The eggs, after leaving the ovary, are retained
in a cavity between the body and the cara]).'ice,

until the young have attained ahnost their perfect
form.

WA'TERFORD, a maritime county of the pro-
vince of Munster, Ireland, is bounded on the N. by
the counties of Tipperary and Kilkenny, on the E.
by Wexford, on the S. by the Atlantic, and on the
W. by the county of Cork. Its greatest length from
east to west is 52 miles, and its breadth, north to
south, 2S ; the total area being 721 sq. m., or4Gl,.'>G3

acres, of which .32;'J,.'J45 are arable, 105,490 waste,
23,46S in jilantations, 520 in towns, and 5779
under water. The pop. in 1851 was 164,051, and
in 1S61, i:i4,252; of whom 107,225 were Catholics,

3208 Protestants of the established church, and
the rest Protestants of otlier denominations. The
munber of acres under crops of .all kinds in 1SG2
was 112,279, of which 23,520 were under wheat,
32,900 under oats, 18.787 imder potatoes, 11,053
under turnips, and 19,775 in meadow ami clover.

The coast-line extends Irnm the estuary of the .Suir,

Watcrford Harbour, to that of the Black water at
Youghal, and is jjartly ilat, jiartly rocky, but in

general very dangerous for shiiipiug. The rocky dis-

trict contains some remarkable caverns. The surface
of W. is in general mountainous. The principal

ranges are Knoclouelcdown, the Cummcragh, Mone-
volagh, and Drum. The Cummeragh Mountains are
the loftiest, and abound in wild and picturesque
scenery. The Suir (q. v.) and the Blackwater (q. v.)

are the chief rivers. There are no lakes worthy of

note. The climate is moist, and over a consid-
erable jiart of the county the soil is marshy

;

but the upland districts are well suited for

till.age, and the lower pasture-lands, althongh
inferior in fattening properties to those of the
great central jilain, jiroduce excellent butter, which
is exported in laige quantities. In geological

structure, the mountains present the old and new
slate, separated by red and gray quartz rock and
(juartzose slate. Of quarry slate, there are two
principal varieties, which are raised extensively
for local use. The valleys belong to the limestone
series, being an outlying ])rolongation of the great
bed of the central jilain. Lead, iron, and copper are
found, and have all been raised with more or less

success. The two former, however, have proved
uniirofitable, but the copi>cr-works at Bonmahon
and Knockmahon have for many years been among
the most productive of the Irish mines. Marble
of several colours and of considerable beauty is

quarried near Capi>oquin and Whiteclmrch, and
potter's clay of good quality is found at Kildrum,
near Dungarvan. The chief occupations of the
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population are pasturage and dairy-farming ; but
a considerable manufacture both of cotton and linen

has been recently introduced at Portlaw, and the
shipping-trade has of late j-ears become active and
profitable.

W. is dirided into eight baronies. The most
considerable towns besides Waterford City (q. v.)

are Dungarvan, Carrick-beg—properly a subiu'b of

Carrick-on-Suir, which is in Tipperary—Lismore,
Cappoquin, Tallow, and Tramore. Clonmel, although
chiefly in Tipperary, lies partly within this county.

W. returns five members to parliament—two for the
county, two for Waterford City, and one for the
borough of Duugarvan. The county constituency
in 1863 was 36G4. The net annual value of property
in W., under the Tenement Valuation Act, is

£263,047. This district, in common with the
adjoining county of Wexford, is believed to have
been anciently peopled by a Belgic colony. The
Danes also formed a settlement at the mouth of the
Suir. From the date of the invasion, AV. became a
stronghold of the English, large grants having
been made by Henry II. to the family of Le Poer

;

and in aU the alternations of the subsequent
struggle with the Irish population, it continued for

the most pai't a firm centre of English influence.

The coimty aboimds with antiquities ecclesiastical

and mihtary, and of the Celtic and Danish, as well
as the Anglo-Norman period. (1871—pop. 122,825.)

WATERFORD, a city, capital of the county
of the same name, but itself a county of a city,

and a parliamentary borough, is situated in N.
lat. 52° 16', W. long. 7° 8', on the river Suir, 12
miles from the sea, and 97 south-south-west from
Dublin, with which city it is connected by the
Great Southern and Western, and Waterford and
Limerick Junction Railways, as also by the Water-
ford and Kdkenny Railway. The pop. in 1861
was 23,293, of whom 20,429 were Roman CathoUcs,
1909 Protestants of the established church, and
the rest Protestants of other denominations. The
city, with the exception of an inconsiderable
suburb, with which it is connected by a bridge of

39 arches, 852 feet long, opening for the passage
of ships, lies on the right bank of the Suir, along
which a handsome and spacious quay extends for

a distance of nearly a mile, and from which the
city ascends gradu.ally in well-built streets. Vessels
of 2000 tons are now enabled to discharge their
cargoes at the quay ; but there is an anchorage for

still larger ships about six miles lower down the
river, at Passage. The public buildings of most
considerable pretensions are the Protestant cathe-
dral and that of the Roman Catholic bishop, the
Protestant episcopal palace, the (Catholic) college of

St John, the Model National School, and the city

and county court-houses. In addition to the Union
Workhouse, there is an infirmary, a dispensary, a
fever hospital, a district lunatic asylum, and a
l^enitentiary. The afi'airs of the municipality are
administered by a mayor and corporation consisting

of ten aldermen and tliii-ty counciUors ; those of the
port, by a body of commissioners, 24 in niunber,
elected by the corporation and the Chamber of

Commerce. The trade of W. is mainly with Eng-
land, and lies chiefly in the export of agricul-

tural produce, butter, pork, bacon, corn, flour, eggs,

and live-stock. Steam-navigation has received a
great impulse, and there is now a ship-budding
yard, with patent slip, graving-bank, and dock, on
the Kilkenny bank of the river.

W. is originally of Danish foundation ; but at
the invasion, the city was taken by assaidt by
Strongbow, by whom it was enlarged, and made a
place of strength. It received a charter from John,
which was forfeited imder James I., but restored by

Charles I. in 162C. But few remains of its ancient
buildings are now to be seen. (1871—pop. 23,337.)

WATER-GLASS, the soluble silicates of potash
or soda, or a mixture of both. It is usually pre-
pared by boding .silica with caustic alkali under
pressure, about 60 lbs. to the square inch, in a
digester. When pure and solid, it has the appear-
ance of common glass, and is slowly soluble in boiling-

water. A solution of water-glass is used, mixed
with sand, &c., to foi-m artificial stone. It is also

spread on the surface of stone to protect it from
decay, as it sinks in and cements the particles

together ; and it enters into the composition of
some kinds of cement. In the art of Stereochromy,
or Fresco-painting (q. v.), water-glass is now much
used. It has also become usefid in certain dyeing
processes, having in some cases been found to answer
the purpose of dunging.

WATER-HEN. See Galllvule.

WA'TERLAND, Daniel, D.D., a clergyman of

the English Church, prominent in the theological con-
troversies of the first half of the 18th ceuturj'. He
was born on the I7th February 1GS3, at Waseley
in Lincolnshii'e, of which parish his father was the
rector. After going through the usual course of

study at Magdalen College, Cambridge, he was
admitted into orders ; and in 1713 he became
rector of EUingham, on the nomination of the Earl
of Suffolk. It was shortly after this that he pub-
lished his first book. Advice to a Young Student,

with a Method of Study for the first Four Years
—an unpretentious but useful work, which soon
became very popidar, and brought its author into

notice. King George I. appointed him one of his

chaplains in 1717. About this period he began to

be engaged in theological controversy, one of his

earliest works being a criticism of a book by Dr
Whitby, in which a severe attack was made upon
Bishop BuU's Defence of the Nicene Creed. Whitby
answered him ; W. rejoined; and in 1719 the latter

expanded his writings upon this subject into his

Defence of Christ's Dicinity. This work was shar|)ly

criticised by Dr Clarke and other Arians ; to whom
W. replied in a work ])uljlished in 1724. U]ion the
same subject he, in 1720, preached and pubUshed a
series of sermons at the request of the Bishop of

London. Within a few years after this he passed
through a rapid course of promotion in the Church.
In 1721 he was appointed rector of the jiarish of

St Augustine in the City of London ; in 1724 he got
the Chancellorship of the Cathedral of York. He
was appointed a canon of Windsor in 1727, and Arch-
deacon of Middlesex in 1728. He held along with
the latter appointments the valuable hving of Twick-
enham. During these years he was indefatigable in

controversy ; not only keeping up a paper war
against the Arians, but entering the lists against
free-thinkers, such as iliddleton and Tindal, and
against those of the Anglican body who did not
share his doctrines upon the subject of the Trinity
and the Eucharist, A Critical History of the Atha-
nasian Creed (1724); A Review of the Doctrine of
the Eucharist {I'i'S't}; and Scripture Vindicated (17^),
are considered among the most noteworthy of his

productions. In 1738 were pubUshed two volumes
of his sermons, edited by one of his friends—the one
upon Justification, the other upon the Communion
of Infants. AV. died on the 23d December 1740.

A complete edition of his works, accompanied by a
]>retty fiUl Memoir of his fife from the pen of Bishop
A'au JlUdert, was pubhshed at Oxford in 1823, in

ten volumes Svo ; an eleventh volume, containing a

general index, was added in 1828.

WATER-LILY, a name commonly enough given
to the different species of Nymphcca and 2\uphar,
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and also of 2felumhium, all genera of the natural

order XymplKeavce (ti. v.), and indeed often ex-

tended to all the plants of that order. Britain pro-

duces three species

—

Nympluea alba, the White
Water-lily; and 2t^uphar luteum and Nuphar

|'<5>1

White W.iter-lily [Ni/mphaa alba).

pumilum, called Yellow Water-lilies The two for-

mer are frequent in still waters in most parts of

the island; yiipJiar pnniilinn is mure rare, and
chiefly f"und in Scotlauil. All have heart-sha]ied

leaves, floating on the water. Tlie lieantiful and
fr.agrant white flowers of Xymphoia alba flnat njtnn

tjie water ; the flowers of the yellow water-lily, which
are of comparatively little beauty, are raised \<y

their stalks a little above it. The seeds of these,

as well as of the Water-lilj' of the Nile (Nyw]>ha;a
lotus—.fee LoTi's^, are farinaceous, and are some-
times used for food. The Turks prepare a cooling

drink from the stems of Nuphar luteum.—The
SwEET-scKNTrn Water-lily of North America,
Nymjilurji mlorala, has a large white flower of gi'eat

beauty, .and of very sweet smell. Not only Nym-
phn:a lotus, but .also jY. rubra, and X. pubeacens, are

regarded .as sacred plants by the Hindus. N.
rrt'ruh^a was .also held sacred by the ancient Egyp-
tians.

W.VTERLOO', B.VTPLE of, the decisive conflict

which annihil.ated the power of Najioleon I., was
fought, ISth .Tunc ISl.S, in a plain about 2 miles

from the village of W., and 12 miles south from
Brussels. Agreeably to the unanimous resolve

of the Allies to .attack N.apolcon ou all sides, and
crush him as they had done in 1814, British

and Prussian troops were st,ationed in the Nether-

lands, under the command of Wellington and
Bliiehcr respective!}-, in order to att.ack France
on the north. Napoleon, on his side, well aware
that for a eonsider.able time no weighty attack

cnuld be made on France excejit by these forces,

and fully recognising the immense advantage to be
gained by destroying one enemy before the others

coidd come up, r.a])idly concentrated the bulk of

his troops ; and with a suddenness and secrecy

which defied .all effective countcr-prcpai'.ations,

cro.ssed the Belgian frontier, and fell with one

part of his forces on the Prussians at Ligny
(q. v.), and with the other part, under Ncy's
immediate command, on the army of the Prince

of Orange at Qnatre-Bras (q. v.). The Prussians

—

as Wellington, after learning Bluchcr's dispositions

for the b.attle, had foretold—were, after a contest of

the most nlistin.atc description, completely defeated;

hut the Prince of Orange, by the aid of the rein-

forcements promptly forwarded to him by the F.ng-

lish commander, succeeded in withstanding Ney's
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att,ick. In the jilan preconcerted by the Allied

gcner.als such a result was not unforeseen, and in

accordance with their scheme of lirm resistance

and retreat if necessary (to allow time for the

Russians ami -Vnstrians to assemble on the eastern

frontier of France), Bliicher retreated northwards
(instead of ciistwards, .as Napoleon expected) nearer

the phace of rendezvous with Wellington at Mont St
Jean ; while early on the morning of the 17th, the
.'\nglo-Netherlanders retired along an almost parallel

route till they reached the forest of Soignies, m
front of which they were formed in battle-arr.ay,

f.acing southwards. Napoleon, imagining that the

Prussians were in total rout, and that their com-
jilete dissipation would easily he accomplished by
( irouehy's ilivision (33,1100 men), which ho had sent

in jnirsuit, crossed to QuatreBras with the rest of

liis troo])s, and uniting with Ney, marched in pursuit

iif Wellington, arriving on the plain of W. in the
evening.

The two .anuies which then confronted each other,

thcuigh nearly equal in strength, were composed of

very diflerent materials. The French army, number-
ing from G'.).009 to 72,2-17 men (according to French
authorities, English historians varying in their csti-

m.ate from 74,()li0 to no.OOO, though its exact

strength cannot be ascertained, owing to the loss of

the otiicial returns), was composed of veteran troops,

who had enthusiastically ranked themselves once
more under the standard of the chief who h.ad so often

led them to victory. The ,\nglo-Netherland3 army,
which numbered 09,804, of whom only 25,389 were
British, G793 of the king's German legion, 10,995

H.anoverians, 0303 Brunswickers, 292G Nassauers,

and 17, ISS Netherlanders, consisted, with the excep-

tion of a small number of Peninsular veterans, wholly
of young siililiers, a large jiropnrtion of whom had
never been under fire ; the Hanoverians were only
militi.a, some of them being fit but for g.arrison-duty

:

while tlie behaWour of many of the Belgian troops

during the liattle shewed plainly enough that they
m.ainly increased the numerical strength of the amiy,
as they left it to the Dutch soldiers to vindicate the
wrongs of the Netherlands. The French had 240,

while their opponents had only about l'A> guns.

With such an arm}', to maintain even a defen-

sive conflict with an army of veterans, commanded
by the greatest general of the time, was a task
which (labouring imder a mistake as to the exact
sujjeriority in number of his opponents) it required

all Wellington's rare tenacity of purpose to under-
take ; yet undertake it he did, depending ou
Bliicher's promise to join him .an hour after

mid-day.
On the morning of the ISth, the two armies

found themselves ranged in battle-array oppo-

site each other : the Allies, posted on a line of

eminence.'!, had their left wing resting on Frisclier-

mont, the farm-house of La H.ayc S.aiute in front of

their centre, while their right wing curved con-

vexly round behind Hougomont, and rested on
Braine Merbes. The French were ranged on a
parallel row of eminences, having La Belle Alliance

in their centre, with some divisions of cavalry and
infantry in reserve behind the rij^'ht wing ; Keller-

mann's dragoons behind the left wing; .and the
Guard, stationed with the 0th corps, in the rear.

Skirmishing had continued all the morning ; but
the first serious attack was not made till between
eleven and twelve, when a part of the 1st corps
advanced against Hougomont, with the view of

masking the more important attack to be made
.against the allied left. This preliminary assault,

however, though unsuccessful, was maintained with
great vigour for a eonsider.able time; till Napoleon,
dreading a further loss of time, prepared to make
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his graucl attack, ou the left centre. At this time
(half-past one p.m.), he learned that the advanced
guard of the 4th Prussian corps (Bulow's) was
ajipearini^ in front of St Lambert, 2—3 miles

to his right ; and being forced to detach his Gtli

corps (Lobau's) with the reserves of cavalry behind
his right wing, to keep them in check, he had to

modify his grand plan of attack on the Anglo-
Xetherlanders, and accordingly ordered Ney to

Iircak through their centre. At two P.M., after a
furious preliminary camionade, from which Welling-
ton sheltered his men (as at various other times

during the battle), by retiring them to the reverse

of the slope, Ney advanced against the left centre

with 20,000 men, but had only succeeded in putting

to flight a Belgian brigade, when he was attacked
and driven back by Picton's division, his retreating

columns charged and broken by the English cavalry,

and 2000 prisoners taken. Nevertheless, after a
brief space, Ney returned to the charge, and carried

La Haye Saiute, though his repeated attacks on the

infantry in position were constantly repulsed, and
his retreating columns severely handled by the

British cavahy, who, disordered hy success, were as

often overthrown by the French cuirassiers. By
this time (half-past four P. jr.), Bulow had succeeded
in deploying from the woods, and, advancing against

Planchenoit, in the rear of the French right, carried

it after a vigorous conflict. Lobau's corps, however,

aided by a reinforcement from the Guard, speedily

retook the post, and driving the Prussians back
into the wood, seciu'ed the French right flaidi for a

time ; Napoleon, though now learning that another
Prussian corps (the 1st, uuder Ziethen) was coming
up by Chain to join the Allied left, being still

confident that he could destroy the Anglo-Nether-
handers before the Prussians could render effective

aid. During the conflict with Bidow, Ney had been
warmly engaged with the centre and right of the

enemy, who had made various attempts to regain

the wood of Hougoraont and La H.aye Saiute,

and had supported his repeated attacks with
not only his own cavalry, but (by, at any rate, the
' tacit consent ' of the emperor) with the cuirassiers,

lancers, and chasseurs of the Guard, and the whole
of the mounted reserve, without, however, produc-

ing any result other than a great slaughter on both
sides, and the useless sacrifice of 18,000 of the finest

cavalry ever seen. Napoleon now resolved on
another vehement assault ou the immovable British

centre, and directed against it in succession two
columns, one composed of four battalions of the
Middle Guard, and the other of four battalions

of the MidtUe and two of the Old Guard, sup-

porting them with flank attacks of other infantry

di\nsions, of cavalry, and with a dreadful fire of

artillery. The advancing French were met with a
well-sustained fire from every piece which could

be brought to bear upon them ; the first attacking

column was fairly driven down the slope by the

English Guards, and the second was tot.ally

routed by a bayonet-charge of Adam's brigade, the

British cavalry following up the fugitives. Ziethen

had now (7 P.M.) joined the left of the English line
;

Bulow, further reinforced, had carried Planchenoit,

and was di'iving the French right wing before him ;

and the combined attack on the retiring masses
of the French by the whole effective force of the

Anglo-Netherl.anders on the one side, and of the

Prussian cavalry on the other, converted an ordi-

nary, though severe defeat into a rout unparalleled

in history. The magnificent cavalry, wantonly
destroyed by Ney in fruitless attacks upon an
impracticable' infantry, would then have been of

incalculable service, but they were no longer to

be had. The last square of the Guard still stood

its ground, to protect the flight of the Emperor

;

but it was speedily suri'ounded, and on the soldier-

like refusal of Cambronne to surrender, was in a
moment pierced through, and broken to jjieces.

From this time all resistance was over ; the roads
southwards, especially that to Genajipes, were
crowded with fugitives fleeing for their lives from
the pursuing cavalry ; and though the English Ught
cavalry, exhausted with their severe work during
the battle, soon ceased the pursuit, it was kejit ui)

with great energy throughout the whole night by
the Prussian troopers, who seemed bent upon at
once avenging the deiJeats of Jena, Auerstadt, and
Ligny, and glutted their fierce animosity by an
indiscriminate slaughter. The total loss in this

battle was, from the obstinacy and determination
with which it w.a3 contested, necessarily large;
the figures are: British and Hanoverians, 11,078;
Brunswickers, 687 ; Nassaucrs, (543 ; Netherlanders,
3178; a total of 16,186; which, added to 0990
Prussians, gives the aggi'ogate allied loss, 23,185.
The French had 18,50()' killed and wounded ; 7800
prisoners (some French accounts raise the total
list of hors de combat to 32,000), and 227 cannon
captured.

This great battle has given rise to numerous
controversies among the British, French, and Ger-
man historians of the gi-eat struggle between Europe
and Napoleon—the points in dispute being, (1)

as usual, the numbers engaged on each side, (2)

the ability shewn by each gener.al in his dispo-
sitions for "the conflict, and (3) the relative share of

the British and Prussians in producing the final

result. These questions can be briefly and satis-

factorily answered. The strength of the English
army is known from official estimates ; the French
army, as shewn by its manoeuvres throughout the
day, was more numerous, and though its amount
cannot, with perfect accuracy, be ascertained, it was
certainly over 70,000, and under 80,000 ; but the fact

that many Belgians in the Duke's army took to their

heels as soon as the French marched towards them,
and fled direct to Brussels, increased the dispro-

portion, already sufficiently great, between the two
armies ; the Prussians had only 35,000 men under
fire at W., and half of these only for about half an
hour. Fault has been found with Wellington for

giving battle in front of a wood, but the accusation

is foolish, as several good roads traversed the wood,
thus affording means of retreat, if necessary, and
the wood could have been held by skirmishers to

protect the retreating infantry. Napoleon's faults

were chiefly—the late hour at which he (not calcu-

l.ating on the arrival of the Prussians at all, and
certainly not without Grouchy) commenced the
conflict, and the reckless manner in which his

cavalry reserves were wasted ; and his neglecting

to take into account the steadiness—a steadiness

new to one of even his experience—with which, as

he was warned by Soult, who knew it only too
well, the British infantry were wont to maintain
their ground. As to the third point, there is no
doubt that Bulow's attack on Planchenoit distracted

Napoleon's attention, and drew off 10,000 of his

forces ; but though the Prussians had not come up,

the battle coidd not have been otherwise than a
drawn battle ; however, the effect of their successful

attack on the French right, by taking in flank also

the squadi'ons which recoiled before the invmcible
steadiness of the British, was' the conversion of

an otherwise drawn battle into a glorious victory.

Each of the three nations claims its right to give

name to this famous conflict—the French calling it

after Mont St Jean, a chateau in rear of the British

line ; the Prussians after La Belle Alliance ; while
the true victors on the bloody field assert theii-
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rightful claim, and will hand it down to all future

ages as the Bailie of Waterloo.

WATER-MAKK, the manufacturer's mark on
various kimla of i>ai>ur. See Papei:.

WATER MELON. See Melon.

WATER OUSEL. See Dippei;.

WATER-POWER. The value of water-power

depends much on the nature of the source of supply,

whether steady or otherwise. Wliere streams su])-

l>lying water-power are liable to fall off much in dry

weather, large impounding reservoirs are necessary

to keep the mills from being stopped during summer.
These, however, being generally expensive concerns,

are seldom made for one mill, but rather by some
association of mill-owners ; and often by a water-

comjiany or commission for supplying a towTi with

water, to afford compensation to the mills by storing

up flood-water, for what is abstracted for the use

of tlie town. On small streams, there is generally

a jiond provided tit to hold a uighf.'i water, or,

perhaps, even a Sunday's, in addition ; but in the

case of large rivers, there is, in general, only a weir

or dam across the river to direct the water into the

intake lade. When the inclination in the bed of

the stream is small, the lades require to be propor-

tionally long, to give sufficient fall, and are often

.above a mile long or more from the intake to the

lower end of the tail or discharge lade, where the

water is returned to the stream. The rise and fall

of the tide has been frequently used for driving

water-wheels.

The most usual, and generally the most eligible,

mode of applying water to the driving of machinery

is by means of a vertical wheel ; and the wheel is

put in motion either by the water acting on blades

or lioats by impulse derived from its velocity

acquired in falling, or by the weight of water being

applied to one side of the wheel. The former mode
of applying the water is generally adopted in low-

falls, say imder six feet or thereabout, and to what
is called an luider.shot wheel—i. e., a wheel where
the effective head of water is below the level of the

centre ; and to make the application efficient, that

portion of the periphery of the wheel measuring

from the point of impact of the water to a point

directly below the centre, requires to be surrounded

by a casing generally of stone, but sometimes of

cast-iron, called the .arc, closely fitted to the extre-

mity of the floats, so as to prevent any considerable

escape of water.

The wheel, which may be either of timber or of

Fig. 1.

cast-iron, or partly of both, consists (fig. 1) of axle,

a ; arms, b ; lioats, which are generallyradii of the
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circle, but are sometimes set a little obliquely to

the radius, pointing up stream, c; and generally

there arc also a sole, </, being a lining round the

circumference at the lower edge of the floats, having

openings for the escape of air ; and a shrouding or

circiUar plate, c, at each side of the wheel, and of

the same depth as the floats.

Sometimes, when there is very little fall beyond
the mere current of the stream, the lh>.ats simply

dip into the water like the paddles of a steamer, ia

which case, no sole or shrouding is required ; and
to make allowance for the rise of the water in the

tail-lade during floods, which is generally called

hack-water, and seriously impedes and sometimes
stops the motion of the wheel, occasionally the

wheel and its arc are so constructed as to bo
cajiablo of being raised or depressed together, with-

out throwing the machinery out of gear. This is

done in the case of the Inverness water-works,

where the wheel is liable to be nnich aftected by
the rising and falling of the river Ness.

Sometimes, in this country, and often on the con-

tinent, the machinery is all on board a vessel moored
in a river, so as to rise and fall with the level of the

water, and thereby keep its water-wheel always
immersed to the proper depth. At the old London
Bridge water-works, the wheels which rose and fell

with the tide were worked by the current of both the

flood and ebb.

The other mode of applying the water to a vertical

wheel by making it act by its gravity, is the more
perfect and economical mode, where circumstances

will admit of it, and is generally adopted in faUs of

any considerable height, say of six feet and upwards,

and where the water can be let on above the level of

the centre. The wheels are called respectively breast

and oversliol >i;heds, according as the water is let on
more near to the level of the centre or to the crown
of the wheel ; and they have, instead of straight

floats, curved or kneed buckets, according as they
may be made of iron-plate or of wood, and of such

a shape as to retain the water down to the lowest

possible point. There are generally in good wheels

ventilating openings in the sole for the escape of

air. The overshot wheel has this disadvantage

that, as the water has little or no power until con-

siderably past the top centre, the wheel is burdei#d
with a useless weight of water.

The direct overshot wheel has the water lam,
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without changing its direction, right over the top,

as in fif. 2 ; which arrangement has tiiis advantage

that, al the top of the wheel moves in the same

direction as the stream, it gets the benefit of the

whole initial velocity and impulse of the water

;

l)Ht, on the other hand, the Ix.ttom of the wheel,

if at all immersed in water, which it generally is

to some extent, meets with obstruction by moving

against the current.

The pitch-lack overshot is a modificatiou of the

last, making the water to pass alongside the wheel,

and then to return and be let ou the top of the

wheel in a contrary direction, as in fig. 3. This

requires longer and more complicated troughs, and

by the change in direction, part of the impulse from

the water is lost, but the bottom of the wheel

moves in the direction of the tail-water, and is not

liable to be impeded by being immersed in it.

On the whole, it is generally thou.jht better to

apply the water at about 30 degrees from the top

of the wheel. In such high-breast or nearly over-

shot wheels, the water is let on to the buckets over

the top of the sluice, which is made to open by

lowering, and shut by lifting, as in fig. 4. In this

way, however small may be the quantity of water,

it is always applied at the highest possible level,

. which is of importance when it is its weight multi-
'
pUed by the height of descent, and not its impulse,

that yields the effective power.

The structure of the overshot and breast wheel

is nearly the same as that of the undershot, except-

ing in the substitution of curved buckets, as in figs.

2 and 4, or angular buckets, as in fig. 3, for straight

power is appUed to a pinion P, working into seg-

ments either external, as in fig. 2, or internal, as in

fig. 4, attached to the shrouding. In this armngo-

Kg. 3.

floats ; but even in the undershot wheel the floats

are sometimes made with a slight curvature.
In any description of wheel, the motion may be

taken off the axle by torsion, which necessarily

requires rigidity in the arms, as in figs. 1 and 3 ; or

it may be taken directly off the periphery, when the

Fig. 4.

ment, there is no torsion of the axle, or transverse

strain on the arms, and therefore the latter are more

often made of round wrought-iron rods, with a slight

axle. This wheel is much lighter than with the

massive axle and the strong wooden or cast-iron

arms, and is called a suspension or spider wheel.

In reckoning the power of water, its weight being

62.J lbs. to a cubic foot ; theoretically, 528 feet, faUing

vertically 1 foot a minute, would be equal to 1

Boulton and Watt horse-power of 33,000 lbs. lifted

1 foot a minute ; but the effective power is far short

of that, and 60 per cent, of it, requiring 880 cubic

feet, f.alling 1 foot a minute, is generally reckoned

a fair allowance for an effective horse-powei-.

Seventy-five per cent., requiring 704 feet, falling 1

foot a minute, is about the highest that has ever

been spoken of, and it is doubtful whether even

more than 70 per cent, has ever been attained;

while -n-ith low falls and imperfectly constructed

wheels, it is often reckoned that a horse-power

requires nearly 1000 cubic feet a minute.

The velocity of the periphery of an undershot

wheel is usually from 500 to 600 feet a minute, and

that of a bucket-wheel, overshot or breast, from

300 to 450 feet. It is seldom that the whole height

of a fall can be advantageously made use of; for if

the wheel be placed so low as to get the benefit of

the whole height of the fall in low states of the

water, very often it is liable in floods, to have the

lower rim immersed, and to be obstructed or

stopped by back-water.

The most extensive application of water-power to

one work in Scotland, or probably in Britain, is

that of Deanston Cotton Mills, on the river Teith,

6 mUes above Stirling, where there are in one house

four wheels, 36 feet in diameter, and 12 feet in

breadth, and having a volume of water of S^
millions of cubic feet in \0h hours a day—falling

oo feet a minute. The most systematic application

of water-power, however, is probably that of the

Shaws Water-works, now the property of the

corporation of Greenock. There the yield of nearly

7000 acres of hiU-ground is stored up in reservoirs

of a capacity of 320,000,000 of cubic feet, and
conveyed by an aqueduct of about 6 miles in length

to the outskirts of Greenock, which it reaches .it

the level of 512 feet above the level of the sea, and

is then di%-ided into two lines of falls, one having
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1200 cubic feet a minute for 12 liours a day. and
the other the equivalent quantity of 10G6 feet for

13.i hours a day, divided eacli into 19 falls, for

which those already appropriated pay (ler annum
from £1, 15ji. to £4, 5tf. per horsepower, accordini;

to their distance from the centre of the town, anil

their height above its level. One foot of fall for

each line is rcckoned TS horse-power, which is a very
high cuniputation, being 792 jier cent, of the theoreti-

c.il horse-power. At the 'Cotton Mill,' where both
lines of falls are combined, there is the larijcst, or

nearly the Largest water-wheel in existence. It is

70 feet 2 inches in diameter, 13 feet wide, with IGG
buckets, having a depth of 17 inches. It has 22GG
cubic feet of water per minute, with a fall of G4
feet t inches, and is therefore nearly 200 horse-

power. By the Shaws computation, it would be 2IS
horse-power. It is a spider wheel, taking the i)0wer
off the circumference.

Of horizontal wheels : In the proper turbine (from

Ital. turbino, a whirlwind), the water passes cither,

first, vertically down through the wheel between
fi.ted screw-blades, which give it a spiral motion,

.;W;*.,H,JksV^«^.:VilS!«

Fig.;

and then strikes similar blades attached to a movable
s|iindle, but placed in the opposite direction, so
tiiat the impact of the water communicates a

^^
Fig. C.

rotatory motion to the blades and spindle, as shewn
in tig. .5, and in fig. 6 an enlargement of the parts,

the fixed blades being marked a, a, and the movable

portion of the machine hh

tion of the foregoing is to

or,

pass

second, a
the water

modifica-

from the

Eg. 7.

centre horizontally outwards through fi.xed curved
blades, a, a, figs. 7 and 8, so as to give it a rotatory

Fig. &

or tangential motion, and thereby cause it to act on
the blades of the wheel, hh, which revolves outside.

Fig. 9.

In the reactionary wheel, which is in principle
almost identical with Whitelaw and Stirret's wheel,
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previously described under the article Baekee's
Mill, the water is admitted at the centre of the
wheel from below, passes to the circumference
between curved blades of the wheel, and escapes by
tangential orifices at the circumference, there being

Fig. 10.

valves made to open more or less, according to the

quantity of water and to the power required. This

form of turbine is shewn in figs. 9 and 10, where the

water enters at aa, and escapes by hh.

The vorte.x: wheel of Professor Thomson (figs. 11

Fig- 11.

mil 12) takes in the water after descending through
the tubes, a, a, at the cLrcnmference, where, by
means of fixed blades, 6, i, it acquires a tangential

Fig. 12.

motion, and then passes through between the curved
arm, <•<•, of the wheel, and escapes at the centre,
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dd. As the two last described wheels work always
under water, they are not Uable to be obstructed by
back-water, or to have their power lessened thereby
more than what is due to the diminished fall, and
they are understood to yield a good percentage of
power, sometimes stated at 75 per cent. ; but all

turbines are somewhat delicate, and liable to be
choked by leaves or twigs, unless the water be
carefully strained. Although only a few horizontal
wheels have been described, their name is legion,
and it woidd take a book to mention them all, or to
describe their respective merits.
The reciprocatory hydraulic engine, as shewn in

fig. 13, works exactly on the same principle as the
ordinary non-condensing steam-engiue. The water.

Fig. 13.

under considerable pressure, is admitted at one end
of a cylinder, a, the exit valve, d, at that end
being simultaneously closed, while it is shut off

from the other end, and the exit valve, rf, there

opened ; and so the alternating action of the valves

and of the piston goes on continuously. To work
smoothly and effectively, the piston ought to be of

large diameter, in proportion to the length of stroke,

ancl to go slowly; otherwise the quick jerking is apt
to shake and to injure the engine ; and generally

it is better to have two cylinders and pistons work-
ing together, as that enables them to work more
equally, and to turn the crank without the use of

a fly-wheel.

Both the turbine and the reciprocatory engine
have been made use of as water-meters.

The turbine and the reciprocatory engine have
the advantage of being able to take the use of a
fall much greater in height than the diameter of

the largest wheel that can be made ; but for

all ordinary falls, a good breast or overshot wheel,
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or even an undershot, is, on the whole, generally

considered better.

WATERPROOFING. See Caoctchouc.
Besides the apiilication of caoiitchoue, peculiar

methods have been emiiloyeil to render clotli imper-

vious to water, at tlie same time allowing the

passage of air, the aijsence vf this property in the

imiiermeable caoutcliouc manufactures having been

found disadvantageous. Two plans are adopted fur

water-prooling woollen cloths, without rendering

them quite impervious to air—the first is to diji the

cloth into a sohition of soap, and thoroiighiy rub it

into the texture, after which it is dipped into a

solution of alum ; a decomposition of the soap and
alum is elTected, and the minute openings between
the fibres are in some way partly hlled so as to

exclude w.ater. In the second plan, the cloth is

dipped into a solution of gelatine or isinglass, and
afterwards in a solution of galls. A kind of tanning
process is the result, the gehitme which lias per-

vaded the cloth lieing rendered as insolulde as

leather by its union with the tannin of the galls.

WATER-SPOUT. See Whirlwi.\d.

WATER-SUPPLY. Water is one of the

primary wants of human life, no less essential than
air and food ; hence the strong and religious interest

that has always been attached to the means of its

supply. In the earliest records of civilisation, we
read of the digging of wells, and of quarrels about
the possession of them. The ' Pools of Solomon,'

near Bethlehem, which remain now almost ivs per-

fect as when they were built, were couuected with
a scheme for supplying Jerusalem with water. In

Assyria and Persia, from the earliest times, water
has been conveyed to towns from astonishing dis-

tances in open channels or canals, and in subter-

ranean tunnels, iir kaiials. In Egypt also, and in

China, gigantic works for conveying water, both fur

domestic use and for irrigation, have been in exist-

ence from remote antiquity. Nor were these under-

takings conhued to the eastern hemis|ihere ; we have
evidence of the existence of kindred works in pre-

Christian America. The ancient city of Mexico,
which was built on several islands near the shore of

the lake, was connected with the mainland by four

great causew.ays or dikes, the remains of wliich still

exist. • One of these supported the wooden aqueduct
of Chapoltepec, which was constructed by Monte-
zuma, and destroyed by the Spaniards when tlu'y

besieged the city. Hydraulic works on a great scale

had also been executed by the Incas of Peru. Of all

the ancient nations, the Romans paid the greatest

attention to the supply of water, and carried the
construction of aqurdiicts to the greatest perfection

and maguilicence. If we except the supply of New
York from the Croton river (see Aqueduct), and
that of Glasgow from Loch Katrine, the efforts to

supply modern cities are as yet insignificant com-
l)ared with those of the Rumans. The last-named
works, finished in ISoS, convey 19 million gallons a
daj' a distance of 'J6 miles. It is only since the
beginning of the sanitary movement, occasioned by
the repeated visitations of cholera beginning -with

1832, that the subject of water-supply, and more
especially the fjuatihi of water-supply, has seriously

occupied jiubhc attention. The residt of every
inquiry and every day's experience has been to bring
out more strungly the decided effects on the health

of a community arising from the quantity and quality
of the water at their command ; and as the river and
surface sources of supply near the chief seats of

population are becoming every year more contami-
nated by Sewage (q. v.), the drainage from manured
land, the droppings of animals, and the refuse of

manufactures, entenirise and engineering skill must
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be directed either to i)rociunug a supply of jiuro

subterranean spring water from the chalk or other
absorbent strata, or to bringing pure water from
greater (.listances than hitherto. Already it is sug-
gested to bring water to the metropolis from the
flanks of the mountain ranges of Cader Idris and
Plinlimmon in North Wales, from which the river

Severn is supjilied. According to Mr Batenian's
plan, which he has elaborated in considerable detail

to shew the jiracticableness of the scheme, the water
would be conveyed for the most part in an ojien

aqueduct, 173 miles long, and cap.able of .carrying 'J'_'0

nullions of gallons a day, to service-reservoirs on the
high laud near Stanmore, about ten miles from
London, from which it would be delivered, at high
pressiu'c, by means of pipes, to the whole city. The
initial cost he estimates at £8,000,000. If this pro-
ject is carried out, it will far outstrip the greatest
works of the Romans on their own plan. There
are rival schemes for taking the sujiijly from the
Lake chstricts of Cumberland and \\ estmoreland.
Owing to the cxceijtionally great rain-fall in these
regions {140 inches on an aver.age), it is calciUated
that the two lakes of UUswater and Haweswater,
with a dr.ain,age of 100 sq. m., receive together an
avcirage daily discharge of 550 million gallons.

From this water, which is veiy free from mineral
matter, there are proposals to supply not only the
metropolis, but the principal towns of the north-
west of England—Liverpool, Leeds, Bolton, Bury,
Blackburn, Hudderslield, &c. The }iro]ioaal also has
been revived, made in 1840 by the late Robert
Baton aiul the late Robert Stevenson, to supply the
whole of the metropolis with softened spring-water
to be derived from the chalk strata in the vicinity.

Recently, a covered conduit, SO miles long, has been
constructed, which conveys S million gallons of piu'o

chalk spring-water from the sources of the Dhids,
in Cham[)agne, to Paris ; and operations are going
on to bring the chalk springs of the Vaiuje, calcu-

lated to yield 'i'2 milUon gallons a-day, also to Paris,

a distance of 104 miles.

The chief points of interest on this subject may
be aiTaugcd under the heads of the Sources of

Supply, the Quahties of Water, and the Arrange-
ments for its Conveyance and Distribution.

Sources of Water.

The ultim.ate source of all frcnh water is Rain
(q. v.). When it has fallen on the earth, it presents
itself chiefly in the forms of surface-water, rivers,

and springs.

Sur/act-collection.—Rain-w.ater, as it is formed in

the upper regions of the atmosphere, is tlie iiurest

that natnre siijiplies ; but in descemling, it brings
with it whatever impurities are floating near the
surface, which, in the neighbourhood of towns, are
numerous, consisting of various gases, together with
soot and other floating particles, organic and
inorganic. Rain-water has a strong alhnity for

organic imi>urities—that is, the cuirujiting ingre-

dients derived frum vegetable and animal bodies,

and which are diffused over every surface in the
vicinity of livmg beings ; hence, wlien coUeeted'from
the roofs of houses, it has a tendency to rajiid putre-

faction. Being free from saline ingredients, it is

excellent fur washing, but is not generally pleasant
to drink.

But if we resort to a barren district of rock or

sand, destitute of vegetation, and remote from the
pollution of towns, we may obtain water with com-
paratively little organic impurity. Notwithstanding
several defects, it nap|ien3 in various places that a
surf,ace-sup]^ly is the best that can be had.

Jiivcrii.—The water oljtained from running streams
is in part what has flowed immediately from the
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surface, and in part the water of springs, shallow or

deep. In any case, a considerable amount of con-

tact with the ground has taken place, and in conse-

quence saline and organic matter is liable to be
dissolved in a greater or less degree. The extent

of the impregnation, as well as the kind of material

dissolved, will depend on the rocks and strata of

the river-basin.

Eiver-waters, besides the qualities they derive

from their primitive sources, are apt to contain mud,
decayed leaves, the exuvi» of fish, and other matters
in suspension, and are thus deficient in the clearness

and transparency so essential to the satisfaction of
;

the eye in a driuking-water. Moreover, the water i

partakes of the extremes of summer and winter tem- !

perature. But the great objection to water from
rivers is their general pollution from the manure i

used upon the laud, sewage, and manufaotiures, so

that there are now. few rivers left from whose
,

lower course a supply could be taken for domestic 1

purposes. On the other hand, the sujtjily from
one of our large livers is boundless aud unfail-

ing ; and it conveys the siu:face-draiuage and sj)ring

effusions of a large tract of country, without in- I

cm-ring any trouble or expense as to the original

sources. Kivers that issue from lakes are generally

the purest, as the suspended matter has time to be
precipitated.

j

Springs.—Tlie qualities that recommend water to

the eye and to the palate belong in a pre-eminent '

degree to spring-water (see Spuing) : it is clear,

sparkling, and of an agreeable and uniform tempera-
ture at all seasons of the year (about 50' Fahr.) ; it is

j

well aerated, and is totally free from the oifen-
I

sive taint so common in all other waters, as well

as devoid of the animalcules generated by organic

impurity ; and where a sufficient number of springs

can be collected to suffice for a town, it is the most
desirable of all sources of supply. Three-fourtlis

of the water brought to Edinburgh is spring-water
collected on the slopes of the Pentlands.

Qimlity of Water.
j

Perfectly pure water is hardly to be found ; rain-

water, and even artificially tlistilled water, are

only approximates. The chief impurities may be
considered under the heads of Mineral Matter in

Suspension, Mineral Matter in Solution, aud Organic
Matter.
Mineral Mailer in, Suspension.—When running

water comes upon a loose bottom, it carries the finer

particles of sand aud earth along with it. If the
water comes into a position of perfect stillness, the
matters thus fioated gradually sink to the bottom
again, with the exception of particles of clay, which,

!

owing either to their excessive fineness or to their
'

adhesive attraction for water, are incapable of being
satisfactorily separated either by subsidence or

filtration. Besides earthy matter, compounds of

iron and lead are also in some circumstances

present in a solid state, and may be got rid of by
filtering. To separate clay-powder from water, the
practice has long been resorted to in India aud
China of putting in a piece of alum, which seems to

produce a kind of coagvdation.

Dissolved Mineral Matter.—Spring-water, which
is generally clear and sparkling, holding no solid

matter in suspension, is seldom without a large

amount of dissolved mineral matter, sometimes as

much as 2 parts in 1000. commonly from 1 in 1000
to 1 in 20,000. Kiver and surface water also con-

tams more or less dissolved minerals (see Mineral
Waters). The great bulk of the solid matter held
in solution in ordinary waters consists of the salts of

soda, potash, lime, and magnesia. The most material

are the salts of lime and magnesia, as they are the

hardness ' in water, which
more particularly afterwards.

causes of what is called

we shall speak of

The most important salt of lime is the bicarbonate,

which is derived from chalk or limestone. Chalk
or limestone is a carbonate of lime—that is, a com-
pound of lime with one equivalent of carbonic acid
—aud is almost insoluble in water ; but when water
containing an excess of carbonic acid—as is the case
with S])ring-water especially—passes over lime-
stone, it gives the carbonate a double dose of car-
bonic acid, and converts it into bicarbonate, which
is soluble. The waters having bicarbonate of lime
for their chief impurity, are familiarly spoken of
as the chalk-waters. The other salt of lime often
present in water is the sulphate or gijpsum. The
important distinction between the bicarbonate and
the sulphate lies in the fact, that the first, the
bicarbonate, may be in great part precipitated, or
thrown down in a solid form, by boiling, which
drives off the solvent carbonic acid ; whereas the
second, the sulphate, cannot be so precipitated. The
chief effect of the boiling takes place in the first

five minutes ; but it may be increased by continuing
it for fifteen minutes or even an hour.

Apart from its hardness, it has been made a ques-
tion whether water containing salts of lime is

injurious or not to the human constitution. Dr
Lankester holds that there is evidence to prove that
carbonate of lime in large quantity is positively
injurious ; and most physiologists are agreed that
pure water is the best for securing the health of
animals and man.
With regard to magnesia, its salts are well known

to act as powerfiU medicines when taken in large
doses, and it may be presumed are not altogether
without effect in the small quantities existing in
ordinary magnesian waters. A foreign physician
has lately made the observation, that magnesia is

the characteristic ingredient of waters in the districts

where the diseases called cretinism aud i/oitre abound.
— Of salts of soda and potash, the principal is common
salt, or the muriate of soda. Sulphate of soda
(Glauber's salt) occurs aloug with the muriate in the
salt-springs of watering-places as well as iu the sea-

waters. None of all these salts have any effect on
the hardness. In the case of sea-water, which is

very hard, the effect is not due to common salt, but
to the lime and magnesian salts dissolved in it ; were
it not for these, sea-water would be perfectly suit-

able for washing, although not for drinking.—Salts

of iron in considerable quantity make what are
technically named chalybeate waters, wliich ijelong

to the medicinal class. When the iron exists in the
spring as carbonate, which is the most usual case,

on exposure to the air, it is changed into the per-
oxide, and falls down in the form of an ochery pre-
cipitate. Salts of iron give an inky taste to the
water, and a yellowish tint to linen washed in it.

Hardness in Water,—The quality of hardness in
water is commonly recognised by the dilficidty

experienced in washing, and by the amount of soap
necessary to form a lather. This quality is inj urious
also in the preparation of food ; but its action is

most universally felt iu washing operations. It
occasions the chapping of the skin, an enormous
waste of soap, an extra labour, and a corres-

ponding tear and wear of clothes. Every gi-ain

of chalk contained in water decomposes 10 grains
of soap ; and thus the hardening matter con-
tained iu 100 gallons of water, such as is sup-
plied to London, wiU destroy 35 ounces of soap

—

that is, the first 35 ounces of soap added to this
(piantity of the water will disappear without form-
ing any lather, or having any cleansing effect.

Soap is a compoimd, formed of an alkali (soda or
potash) joined to an oily acid, ^^'^len a salt of lime,
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then, is present in the water, the lime decomposes

the soap, .-inil C(>ml)ines with the oily acid to form a
lime-soap, which is insoluble, and has no detergent

j)ro]ierties.

The most usual hardening ingredients are the

salts of lime. Salts of magnesia and of iron are also

hardening salts. Salts of soda and jiotash have no
hardening ell'ect. Dr Clark, formerly Professor of

Chemistry in Marischal College, Aberdeen, has

devised a scale of hardness which is now universally

employed in the chemical description of waters.

The hardening effect that woiUd l>e produced by
one grain of chalk dissolved in a gallon of water is

one degi-ee of hardness ; in like manner, four grains

per gallon would produce four degrees of hardness
;

ten gi-ains, ten degrees ; and so on. The degrees

are expressed in numbers—thus, 1°, 4°, 10°, 15', are

one, four, ten, fifteen degrees respectively. The
degree of hardness of any particular water can be

readily and exactly determined l.py Dr Clark's Soap
Test (q. v.).

Next to washing, the deleterious consequences of

hardness are felt in various culinai'y operations,

especially in the furring of boilers and cooking
utensils, and in the infusion of tea. It is a fact of

universal experience that hard water reqiures more
tea than soft water to make an infusion of the same
strength, and also renders the infusion muddy. Sub-

carbouate of soda in crystals, by decomposing the

earthy salts, improves the water; but if more is

added than what wdl exactly decompose the earthy

salts present, it injures the line Uavour of the te:».

It may be stated generally, that for the purposes

of washing and cooking, a water of less than 0" is

soft, but above this point the hardness becomes
objectionable. At 8% the water is moderately hard

;

at 12 , it is very hard ; at lG^,the hardness is e.xces-

sive ; and much above this, it is intolerable.

To make theso observations more intelligible, we
may mention a few instances of known waters, with
their place in the scale, lu Keswick, the w.ater is

under half a degree of hardness ; in Lancaster, it is

lA"; and in Manchester, 2°. The water of the Dee
at Aberdeen, which is used for the sujiply of the

town, is 1.1° of hardness. The water of Loch Katrine

is of ren\arkable jiurity, having only two grains of

soUd matter of all kinds in the gallon, and 1° of hard-

ness. The waters of the Welsh mountains, from
which it is proposed to sujiply London, have on an
average less than 2°. The river Clyde, which for-

merly sujiplied Glasgow, is 4i°, and may also be

reckoned a soft water. The Thames at London, as

nell as the New Piiver, is about 13°, whde many of

the tributaries of the Thames rise as high as 10°;

but being all chalk-waters, they may he materially

softened by boiling. Springs from the chalk com-
monly range from 16° to 18'; but particular springs

are to be met with in some parts of the world four

or five times as hard, fi'om the presence of bicarbon-

ate of lime. The water of the Treasury pump in

London has from 50' to G0° of hardness. In many
parts of the continent, hard waters abound ; but the

testing of waters has not been so much attended

to there as in this coimtrj'.

From an extensive examination of the waters of

England and Wales, made some years ago by the

General Board of Health, it appears that in England
the hardness of springs in general is considerable

;

that a very large number of rivers have an injurious

and exceptionable amount of hardness (13°"05); and
that surface-waters may be collected in a state

that is to be considered soft (4°-94).

Lead in H'aier.—Injurious effects have frequently

arisen from the contamination of water with lead,

derived from leaden pipes and cisterns. Some kinds

of water are known to act jiowerfully on a leaden
lOJ

surface, and others scarcely at all ; but the qiuJities

and circumstances on which the action depends
have never been satisfactorily determined. Distilled

water, and soft lake and river waters in general, act
most decidetUy, but by no means in proportion to
their softness. The presence of air in the water
seems one essential condition ; light also in-

creases the action, as does the ])resence of vege-
table matter ; it has been observed that when
leaves drop by chance into a lead cistern, the
spots where they lie become visibly corrodeiL
The water of Loch Katrine, according to exten-
sive sets of exiicriments by distinguished chemists,
is allowed to have an intense action* on lead
under certain circumstances—viz., ' let. If the lead
lie bright and highly jiolished ; and 2<l, If the
lead and water be freely exposed to the access

of air.' But it ' does not exert any noxious
action on lead when the metal is in its ordinarily

dull state.' The coating formed on the surface of

the metal is held to protect it from further chemical
action. Still there are opposing facts to shew that

this protective action is not always to be relied on ;

and that water that has passed through any con-

siderable length of lead pipe, or stood for some time
in a short one, or in a cistern, .should never be used
without care ; a ninth part of a grain of lead per
gallon has been known to derange the health of a
whole community. Dr Clark made the imcxpected
discovery that sand-tilters completely separate the
lead.

Organic Impurities.—The contamination of water
by vegetable and aniinal substances takes pjace in

various ways. The most obvious and abundant
source of this class of ingredients is the sewage and
refuse of towns ; and next in order may be ranked
the contact with soils rich in oi'ganic matter. Among
organic impurities may be classed offensive gases,

such as carburetted, sulphiu'etted, and pliosphuretted

hydrogen ; vegetalde fibres in a state of rottenness
;

putrefying products of the vegetable or animal
kingdoms ; starch, muscidar fibre, &c. ; urea and
ammoniacal products ; vegetable forms— algse, con-

fervffi, fungi, &e. ; animalcules— infusoria, entomos-
trace;e, anneUidie or worms, &c. Water falling on
a growing soil, and running off the surface to lie in

stagnant pond.s, is in very favourable circumstances

for being tainted with vegetable and animal life.

Water-plants will spring up and feed numerous
tribes of animalcules, and each pool will be a con-

stant scene of vitality. In such a state, the water
is usually unfit for drinking ; the palate instantly

discerns a disagreeable taint, and no one wdl use it

who can do better. The surface-water of a district

overgrown with peat-moss has usually a peaty
ffavoiu-, as well as a dark and dirty colour. The
infusion of peat does not breed animalcules, being a
strong antiseptic ; but it is an objectionaljle ingie-

dient nevertheless. Very slow filtration has been
found to remove the colour of the infusion in some
degree, but not entirely. Lime removes the peat
most effectually, but there is both ex[)ense and risk

in applying it. It is perhajts doubtful whether any
specific unwholesomeness can be justly attributeil

to peat-water ; but it is unj)alatable, and the use of

it is shunned by the inhabitants of jjeaty districts,

and even by cattle. The presence of peat in the
lands used as collecting-grounds for surface-water—

•

and it is generally such worthless tracts that are so

employed—is a disadvantage attending that mode of

supply.

* The water of Loch Katrine is remarkably well
aerated, having 7\ cubic inches of air per gallon, of

which 2h inches are oxygen. Dr Clark has a suspicion
that the oxygen may turn out to be in some different

state or modification from common oxygen.
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Clialk-water, which, as it issues from a spring, is

perfectly free from organic matter, has a source of

contamination within itself. When exposed to light

and air, the duplicate dose of carbonic acid that

keeps the chalk dissolved, becomes decomposed

;

and the carbon of the decomposed acid gives rise to

a green vegetation, which soon acquires an offensive

marshy smell.

Organic matter in a putrefjihg state forms the
worst kind of contamination that water can have.

Though we may not know the precise effects of

these impurities on the animal system, the single

fact of their rendering the water- repulsive to the

taste and nauseous to the stomach would be suffi-

cient to condemn their use. What is disagreeable

to the senses, must be presumed to be unwholesome
in addition, until the contrary is proved. Though
no one has ever yet gone the length of maintaining,

as a general truth, the wholesomeness of water
aboimding in vegetation, insects, and decaying
matter, yet the water of the Thames, even within

the influence of the tides, where it is contaminated
by the whole sewage of the metropoUs, found de-

fenders imtil lately, on the plea that the amount
of impurity was too small to do harm. This ground '

is at leugth gi%'en up ; but Thames water above .

Teddington Lock is stUl sanctioned as safe water
for the companies to supply to the inhabitants of

London, notwithstanding the sewage of the numer-
ous populous towns that the river receives above
that point. As to this plea of smallness of amount,
the highest medical authorities hold that it is im-

possible to say how small a quantity of organic

matter in a state of fermentation may not do harm.
We are not, however, left merely to presimie that

organic impurity in water is prejudicial to health.

During the cholera visitation of 1853—18.54, a

gigantic experiment was undesignedly made on half

a millinn of human beings. It so hapjiened that a

certain district of London was supplied by two
rival water-compauies, the two mains running often

side by side, and some houses taking water from
the one, and some from the other. The whole inha-

bitants were li\-ing alike in all respects save one

—

viz., that one company drew its water from high up
the Thames, where it was of comparative excelleuce,

while the other drew its water from low down the

river, where it was profusely contaminated with
town-drainage. Among this population, there were
more than 4000 deaths from cholera ; and when the
epidemic had subsided, an inquiry was made, house
by hoxise, as to those deaths, and as to the water-

supply of the several houses where they had occurred.

The inquiry was conducted with every precaution,

to avoid sources of fallacy ; and the result was this

:

in the one set of houses, the mortahty per 10,000

of the population was 37 ; in the other set of houses

it was 130—that is to say, the cholera death-rate

was 3J times as gieat in the one set as in the

other.

It is a common notion that ei'eiij drop of water

teems with life ; but this is a mistake. Deep wells,

and spring-water in general, contain little or no
living organic matter. Consequently, it is quite

possible to obtain a liquid perfectly free from ani-

malcules and vegetation. The presence of living

creatures, vegetable or animal, discernible either by
the naked eye or by the microscope, is a proof of

organic taint in the water, and is one of the tests of

this kind of impiu'ity. With respect to rain-water,

Dr HassaU states, iu his evidence before the General

Board of Health :
' I have made several examina-

tions of rain-water immediately after its descent to

the earth, obtained in both to^vu and country, and
can confidentlj' assert that it does not, in general,

contain any form of living vegetable or animal

matter.' The conditions necessary for the develop-

ment of vegetation and animalcules over and above
the presence of matter for them to feed on, are air,

liriht, and stillness. With regard to the probable
effects on health of Hving creatures contained in

water, Dr Hassall's observations are worthy of

attention : ' All living matter contained in water
used for drink, since it is in no way necessary to it,

and is not present in the purest waters, is to be
regarded as so much contamination and impurity

—

is therefore more or less injurious, and is conse-

quently to be avoided. There is yet another view
to be taken of the presence of these creatures in

water—viz., that where not injurious themselves,

they are yet to be regarded as tests of the impurity
of the water in which they are found.'

Means ofpurifying Water.

The mechanical impurities of water, or the solid

particles rendering it muddy or milky, may in most
cases be removed by mechanical means. The two
processes for this puriJose are subsidence anifiltration.
The effects of subsidence are strikingly seen in the

case of rivers that pass through lakes. See Geneva,
Lake of. The subsidence of solid particles depends
on their ovra weight, as compared with the weight
of an equal bulk of water. To favour the process,

the most perfect stiUness should be allowed. It is

expedient to have partitions placed in the subsiding

reservoirs at short intervals, more effectually to

prevent the agitation of the water. The water
should be run off from the top, and not from the

bottom. By making the bottom of the subsiding

reservoir foi-m a declivity from opposite sides, and
providing means to let off the water occasionally

fi-om its lowest depth, it is possible to get quit of

the subsided mud. It is always found of advantage

in clearing water from solid particles, whether by
siibsidence or by filtration, to mix together streams

of different qualities.

In constructing an artificial filter on a large scale,

a basin is formed, having the floor nearly level, but

slightly inclining towards a centre line, and made
water-tight by puddling the bottom and sides with

clay. On the floor is laid a series of layers of

gravel, coarse at first, and getting gradually finer

upwards ; next, a layer of slate-chips or sea-shells,

then one of coarse sand, on which is placed the

actual filtering layer of fine sand. The depth of

this layer is from twelve to thirty inches, that of

the entire mass from four to six feet. The water

being admitted gently on the top of the sand, sinks

down and is conducted by a series of channels,

generally of tile-pipes, into the main drain. A filter

iu a clean state wUl pass from twelve to eighteen

vertical feet of water in twenty-four hours. The
solid matter intercepted does not penetrate more
than three-foiurths of an inch into the sand, so that,

by removing a very thin film from the surface, the

filter is again clean. 'WTiat is scraped off the top, is

capable of being washed and put again to use.

'This process of filtration,' says Professor Clark, 'is

efiicfcious iu removing mechanical impurities to an

extent that coiUd scarcely be believed without

seeing the process."

The cleansing power of sand can hardly bo

accounted for on the theory of mere mechanical

interception. Though there is no chemical action,

strictly speaking, there is no doubt that the attrac-

tion of adhesion is at work—a power that plays a

greater part in natural processes than has generally

been assi>'ned to it. Some substances manifest this

adhesive attraction more strongly than sand, and

have therefore still greater efficacy as filters;

though practically, and on the large scale, sand is

the most eligible. Powdered charcoal has long
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licen known as a powerful filtering medium, attract-

ing and detainiuj; especially orfjanic matter. Animal
cliarcoal, or that derived from burning bones, is

still more efficacious than wood charcoal. A filter

of animal charcoal will render London porter almost

colourless.

According to recent researches, it would seem
that loam and clay have similar properties, and
m.ay be made available as filters. Professor Way
states that ' they have jiowers of chemical action for

the removal of organic and inorg.inic matters from
water to an extent never before suspected.' The
filthiest liquids, such as putrid urine and sewer-

water, when i)assed through clay, dropped from the

filter colourless and inoffensive. The clay used
was that known as pipe-clay.

For filters for domestic use, see Filter,

Softening of Waier rendered Hard by Chalk—
Clark's Process.—This is one of the most beautlfid

applications of science to the arts of life that could

perhaps be named. We extract the inventor's own
account of it, as given in a pajier read before the

meeting of the Society of Arts :

' In order to explain how the invention operates,

it will be necessary to glance at the chemical com-
position and some of the chemical properties of

chalk ; for while chalk makes up the great bulk of

the matter to be separated, chalk also contains the

ingredient th.at brings about the separation. The
invention is a chemical one for expelling chalk

by chalk. Chalk, then, consists, for every 1 lb.

of 16 oz., of lime, 9 oz. ; carbonic acid, 7 oz.

'The 9 oz. of lime may be obtained apart, by
burning the chalk, as in a lime-kUn. The 9 oz. of

burnt lime may be dissolved in any quantity of

water not less than 40 gallons. The solution would
be called lime-water. Diuing the burning of the

chalk to convert it into lime, the 7 oz. of carbouic

acid are driven off. This acid when uncombiued, is

naturally volatile and mild ; it is the same substance

that forms what has been called soda-water, when
dissolved in water under pressure.

* Now, so very sparingly soluble in water is chalk

by itself, that probably upwarils of 5000 gallons

would be necessary to dissolve 1 lb. of 16 oz. ; but
by combining 1 lb. of chalk in water with 7 oz.

additional of carbonic acid—that is to say, vrith as

much more carbonic acid as the chalk itself contains

—the chalk becomes readily soluble in water, and
when so dissolved, is called bicarbonate of lime.

If the quantity of water containing the 1 lb. of

ch.alk with 7 oz. additional of carbouic acid, were
400, gallons, the solution would be a water of

the same hardness as well-water from the

chalk-strata, and not sensibly different in other

respects.
' Thus it .appears that 1 lb. of chalk, scarcely

soluble at all in water, may be rendered soluble in

it by either of two distinct chemical changes

—

soluble by being deprived entirely of its carbonic

acid, when it forms lime-water, and soluble by com-
bining Avith a second dose of carbonic acid, making
lip bicarbonate of lime.

' Now, if a solution of the 9 oz. of burnt lime,

fonnin" lime-water, and another solution of the 1 lb.

of ch.a^k and the 7 oz. of carbonic acid, forming

bicarbonate of lime, be mixed together, they will so

act upon e.aeh other as to restore the 2 lbs. of chalk,

which will, after the mixture, subside, leaving a

bright water above. This water will be free from
bicarbonate of lime, free from burnt lime, and free

from chalk, except a very little, which we keep out

of account at present for the sake of simplicity

in this explanation. The follo-ndng talile will

shew what occurs when this mutual action takes

place :
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A sm.all residuum of the chalk alwaj's remains
not sejiarated by the process. Of 17i grains, for

instance, contained in a gallon of water, only 16

giains would be deposited, and I4 grains would
remain. In other words, water with 174° of hard-
ness, arising from chalk, can be reduced to l.J", but
not lower.

'These explanations will make it easy to com-
prehend the successive parts of the aofteniug

process.
' Supposing it was a moderate qu^intity of well-

water from the chalk-strata around the metropolis
that we had to soften, s.ay 400 gallons. This quantity,

.as has already been explained, would contain 1 lb.

of chalk, and would till a vessel 4 feet square by
4 feet deep.

'We would take 9 oz. of burnt lime, made
from soft upper chalk; we first sl.ack it into a
hydr.ate, by adding a little water. When this is

done, we woiJd put the slacked lime into the vessel

where we intend to soften ; then gradually add
some of the water in order to form lirae-w.ater.

For this purpose, at least 40 gallons arc necessary,

but we may add water gradually till we have added
tluice as much as this ; afterwards, we may .add

the w.ater more freely, taking care to mix intimately

the w.ater and the lime-water, or lime. Or we
might preWously form saturated lime-water, which
is very easy to form, and tlion make use of this

lime-water in.stead of lime, putting in the lime-water
first, and adding the water to be softened. The
projjortion iu this case would be one bulk of lime-

water to ten bidks of the hard water.'

It is of importance that the lime-water—that is,

the softening ingredient— be put into the vessel

first, and the hard water gradually added, because
there is thus an excess of lime present up to the
very close of the process. Instead of lime-water,

the lime itself may be put at once into the vessel,

and some of the water to be softened gradually
added to dissolve it. The softened water thus
obtained has no action on le.ad-pipe? or cisterns,

as many soft waters h.ave. One ton of burne<l

lime, used for softening, will produce three and
a half tons of precipitate. The present water-

supply of the metropolis, if suljjected to Clark's

process, woidd deposit about fifty tons of chalk
daUj'.

The process was in operation on a large scale for

several years (1S54—1S61) at Plumstead, near
Woolwich, where 600,000 gallons daily were operated
upon with the most satisfactory result. These
works are now given up, though for reasons quite

apart from any failure in the process. But several

water-works have since been erected, or are in course

of erection, by Mr Homersham, C.E., London, for

supplying water from the cbalk springs softened by
Clark's method ; e.g. at Castle Howard, seat of the

Earl of Carlisle (1858) ; at Caterham, Surrey, for

the supply of Caterham, Warlingham, and several

neighbouring towns (1861); at Shooter's Hill, Kent,
for the War Office, for softening the water of the

Kent Company for the supply of the Herbert
Hospital, &c. (1865) ; at all of which works the i>ro-

cess is in successful operation. Mr Homersham has

also nearly completed works near Tring, Herts, for

the supply of Tring, Aylesbury, and other to>Tn3,

with softened spring-water. Mi Homersham finds

that spring-water from the chalk can readily, on
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the large scale, be softened down to from 2^ to 44

det^eea of hardness.

Clark's process is not confined' in its effects to

softening ; it has a decided influence as regards

organic impurities ; for it not only removes the

active source of corruption which exists in all chalk-

water, as above explained, but the precipitated

chalk carries dowTi ^th it a large proportion of

such organic matters as may be already present.

Several calico-printers in Lancashire have had
Clark's process in use for several years, for the

improvement of the quality of the water employed
in their processes.

Natural Process of Purifcation from Organic
Matter.—Although, by means of sand and other

filters, or of the liming process, organic contamination
of water may be much reduced, there still remains
enough to render the water unsafe for use. Is

•water, then, once corrupted with organic matter,

hopelesslj; and permanent!}'' so ? This question can

be answered in the negative. FUthy water has a

tendency to purify itself, and this in two ways. In
the first place, in any shallow stream of polluted

water, such as the kennels of a street, there may be
observed long brushes of a sort of slimy vegetation

adhering to every projection of the bottom. All

this matter has been ' disengaged from the water,

which thus flows away so much the purer. The
second and most effective part of the natural purifi-

cation consists in the actfual decomposition of the
impurities. The nitrogen of the decajring matter,

then, goes to form nitric acid, which, uniting with
bases, forms salts of the class called nitrates, of

which saltpetre is one. Thus, what was in a state

of putrefactive change, offensive to the senses,

breeding loathsome insects, and causing dangerous
disorders, is changed in course of time into a stable

and harmless product. This process is constantly

going on in rivers and other waters containing

organic matter. In the case of streams passing
through populous districts, the contamination goes

on at a rate far beyond the power of natural purifi-

cation ; but we can easily conceive how a river, very
much contaminated with organic impurities at one
part of its course, may, after flowing a long waj'

through an uninhabited tract, be almost restored to

its natural state. The process is one of oxidation,

and takes place at the expense of the free oxygen,
of which, in healthy normal water, there ought to

be 29 per cent, of the entire volume of gases held
in solution.

The oxidation is much favoured and hastened
when the water percolates or filters very slowly
through porous beds of earth. If the filtration has
been sufficiently prolonged to convert all the decay-
ing matter into carbonic acid or nitrates, the water
wHl be pure, as far as the organic taint and the
presence of animalcules are concerned, and will, in

fact, be neither disagreeable nor unwholesome, the
amoimt of the dissolved carbonates or nitrates being
unimportant.
Dr Smith has proved by direct experiment that

decomposing organic matter passed through a filter-

ing-bed is changed into nitric acid. ' A jar, open
at both ends, such as is used with an air-pump, was
filled with sand, and some putrid yeast, which con-
tained no nitric acid, was mixed with pure water,
and poured on the sand, and allowed to filter through.
The production of nitric acid was abundant.' It is

not improbable that other earthy matters, such as

loam and da}-, may have a still more decided influ-

ence in hastening the formation of the nitrates ; and
perhaps by imitating more closely the slow mode
of filtration by wmch nature converts surface-

water into spring-water, it may yet be practicable
to make the most contaminated waters fit for use.

Conveyance, Storage, and Distribution.

Into the engineering operations connected with the
conveyance of water from its source to the town to

be suppUed, we need not enter, beyond noticing, that

when the source is below the level of the houses, steam
or other power is necessary to Uft or propel the water
to the necessary height ; while in the more general

and more desirable case of the source being higher

than the place where the supply is to be delivered,

the water is made to flow by its own gravitation,

either in a channel or ciUvert with a continuous
descent, as in the ancient Aqueduct (q. v.), or in the
simpler and more economical modem plan of a line

of cast-iron pipes following the inequahties of the

surface. The annexed diagram represents an out-

line of this mode of conveyance ; where a is a lake

Kg. 1.

or reservoir situated in a mountainous district, and
b a town separated by several miles of irregular

country ; the course of the pipes is indicated by the

dotted line, and the pressure of the water at a suf-

fices to make the water rise at 6 to a height nearlj'

equal to that of the head. In many cases, both

principles are employed, the water flowing for the

most part in a gently sloping conduit, tunnelled

through hills where necessary, and being carried

through valleys in tubes descending and ascending

—an inverted siphon, as it is called. The Croton

Aqueduct, which suppUes New York, is carried across

the Manhattan Valley, upwards of 100 feet deep, in

this way. The Glasgow supply from Loch Katrine

flows mainly in a sloping channel carried through

timnels and over bridges ; but there are four miles

of iron pipings across valleys.

The extent of the storage in reservoirs depends

on the nature of the supply. If water is derived

from perennial springs, whose minimiun flow equals

the maximum demand, the storage may be the least

possible. If a river is the source, the reservoirs

should be large enough to hold such a stock as will

carry the consumers over the periods when the river

is polluted by rains ; they should also be large, on

the principle of allowing time for purification by
subsidence, especially if artificial filtration be not

employed. In places where the supply is obtained

from surface-drainage, or from a small stream, the

practice is to build reservoirs capable of contaming
a five or six months' supply, it being necessary to

provide against the greatest droughts that ever

happen in any season.

The reservoirs should be deep, so as to prevent

vegetation ; and the distributing or service reservoirs

shoidd be roofed.

In distributing water over a town, two different

methods have been adopted, known respectively as

the intermittent and the constant systems of supply.

On the intermittent system, water is laid on once a
day, or once in two or three days, as the case may
be, and fills a tank attached to every separate house,

and from this tank the water is drawn off as required.

The feeding-pipe of such a tank or cistern is pro-

vided with a ball-cock (see fig. 2), which ingeniously

shuts off or admits the supply, as the cistern may
be fidl or empty. On the constant system, no tank
is absolutely needed, but the house-pipes are kept
constantly charged through their unbroken connec-

tion with the distributing reservoir, which must
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therefore be higher than the highest house to be

sci'X'cd. The intermitteut supply was iintil lately

employed everywhere in the metropolis ; but it is

universally admitted that the other system is

vastly superior in

every respect. The
disadvantages of

the intermittent

practice have been
strongly set forth

in all the recent

official lieports on
sanitary imjirove-

ment : the expense
of the erection and
rcjiair of cisterns,

the trouble requi-

site to keep thi'm

clean, the contamination of the water by the neigh-

bourhood of sources of pollution, the frequent waste
of water that occurs, the difficulties imposed on
the poorer class of tenements where cisterns are not

jirovided—are a few of the objections urged .against

this mode of supply. In a letter ill the Timet, .'id

.January ISGG, Dr H. JeafTreson thus describes the

condition, in regard to water-supi>ly, of the centres

of typhus infection in Lambeth, ISouthwark, Bethnal-

grcen, &c. ' Those houses the best supi)lied have
each a butt, holding about SO gallons, into which
water flows from a stand-pipe for from ten minutes
to half an hour each day, and is supposed to supply

the wants of '20 persons for couhing, the washing of

their persons, house, and linen, and for the rinsing

down of the w.-c. at such times .is it may suit the

c.iprice of any one of the inmates. At other places,

a larger butt, but in rehition to the number of per-

sons proportionally smaller, sujiplies a whole court

of ten or more three-roomed houses, which have no
back-yards, and a popul.ation of loO people—members
of 30 different families.. On .Sundays, oven this

supply is absent, the water of the day before is gone,

and in many houses, th>-it for the Sunday cotiliing

has to be begged from neighbours who may have
provided themselves with a larger butt, who are

more provident or more dirty. Jlore than niue-

tenths of these water-butts have no covers ; and
fully half are so placed as to catch the drippings

from the foul eaves of the houses, and are lined

iutcrn.ally with scum and slimy vegetation.'

One important advantage, arising from the con-

stant sj'stem, is the ease with which w'ater can be

had in time uf fires. The water being supplied at

high-pressure, all that is necessary is to alli.x a hose

to the water-plug in the street, when a jet cor-

responding in height to the pressure is obtained,

which can be immediately directed ag.ainst the fire.

The ratio of the supply to the population varies

in different towns. In Edinburgh, it is .34 g.allons

for each individual ; in Glasgow, it is 45 gallons.

This includes the water furnished to works of vari-

ous kinds. The eight companies that supply London
pour into the city and suburbs not much less than
100,000,000 gallons daily, which gives 20G gallons

per house (including manufactories), or 2G g.allons

to each person. iSotwithstamling this, owing to

the neglect of the proprietors, ' thousands (jf the

poor get but little of it directly any day, and none
at all on Sundays.'

Cisterns, Pipes.—Owing to the action of water on
lead, already described, it is desirable to avoid the

use of that metal in connection with very soft lake

or river water. With reg,ard to lead pipes, if the pre-

caution is t.aken when the water li.as stood for any
time in them, of allowing the first portions to run off

before any is taken for use, little danger can arise

;

but either lead cister7is should be wholly avoided, or

means taken to ascertain whether they contaminate
the water; and if so, a remedy should be applied.

There are various substitutes for lead as a Hning
for cisterns. Sl.ate slabs are highly recommended.
Gutta-percha is also found to be an easily litted,

cheap, and durable lyiing. For a few days, the
water tastes of the naphtha used in applying the
lining ; but afterwards, no kind of water, not
even acids, have any action on the gutta-percha.
I'ipes of gutta-perclia may also be used ; they arc
cheap, and easily litted up.

Common Wells.—The simplest of all water-sup-
plies is that of a cottage or farmhouse in the country,
with a good spring risiug to the surface close by

;

and yet wh.at a poor use is usually made of such a
preciuus boon ! The country well is gener.ally a
simple cavity to receive the spring, rudely lined, it

ni.ay be, with stones, but with open mouth, into
which dust .and dead leaves are blown liy every wind,
and fold surface-water is trickling from all sides.

Being exposed to the light, there is generally a pro-
fuse vegetation on the bottom and sides, and, in
addition to these imjiurities, it is further muddied
by the dipping in of buckets, often dirty on tho
outside. Who lias not been disgusted, when asking
a drink at a cottage, to get water thick with dust
and visible im]>nrities, knowing, at the same time,
that it might be so easily remedied? A siu'facc-

spring should alw.ays be covered, and made to issue

by a pipe; half a d.ay's labour to create _a fall, and
a clay drain-tube, will gener.allj- convert a lilthy

puddle into a crystal fount. It is singidar to see
this blin<lness to the impurity of water in people
otherwise cleanly enough. This is a subject worth
the attention of country physicians and clcrgj'men.

The evil effects of drinking impure water are not
confined to towns. May not the putrid sore threat
and malignant fevers that often sweep aw.ay whole
households in the country, especially in autumn, be
partly owin^ to the cause now pointed at ?

Deep wells should invariably be covered, and
carefully protected from the infiltration of super-
ficial coze. The situation of pump-wells is often
singularly ill chosen in this respect. See Aktesiaut
Wells.

WATER-TABLE, a set-off in a wall sloped on
top to throw oft' the rain.

WA'TERTOWX, capital of Jefferson County,
New York, U. .S., on the Black River, SG miles
north-west from Utica, and 182 from Albany

;

has manufactories of cotton, woollen, flour, pa]>er,

iron castings, machinery, &c. An ice-cave extends
partly under the village. I'op. in 18G0, 7572.

WATERTOWN, a city of Wisconsin, U. S.. on
Rock River, and tlie Fond du Lac and Rock River
Railway, 40 miles east-by-north from Madison. The
city is built on both sides of the Great Bend, where
rapids with a fall of 24 feet afford water-jjower for

flouring and saw mills, foundries, and manufactories
of agricultural implements, furniture, woollen mills,

and potteries. Settled in 1S3G. Pop. in ISGO, 5302.

WA TERVILLE, a village of Maine, U. S., on the
right bank of the Kennebec River, at Ticouic Falls,

82 miles north-north-east from Portland. Around
the falls are clustered saw-mills, plough, axe, hoe,

and scythe factories, machine-sho])s, tanneries, &c.

W. has a Bajitist College, with 120 students, and
library of 15.500 volumes, an academy, &c. Pop. in

ISGd, 4425.

WATER VIOLET. Sec noTTOXiA.

WATERY GRIPES is the popular name for a
form of serous diarrha?a occurring iu infants, in
which there are copious discharges of thin watery
motions, often limpid, or almost colourless, and
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occasionally intermixed with flakes or shreds. This
form of diarrhoea may be induced in weakly
children by sudden impressions of cold on the sur-

face, so as to check perspiration ; or it may be

brosght on by cokl drinks taken when the body is

heated. The exhaustion brought about by the
copious excretions from the bowels is sometimes so

great that the case might be mistaken for one of

cholera. On the occurrence of such an attack, the

child should at ouce be wrapped up in warm flannel,

jilaced in bed, with a bag of hot dry bran over the

belly; and some arrowroot, with a little brandy,
given frequently in tcaspoonfuls or larger doses

according to age ; and the medical attendant should

be at once 'sent for. If medical aid cannot be
readily procured, opium must be carefully used to

check the profuse evacuations. One of the best

preparations is Aromatic Powder of Chalk and
Opium, every 40 grains of which contain 1 gi-ain of

opium. From 3 to 5 grains of this jiowder, with a

quarter of a gi'ain of ipecacuanha, may be given,

and repeated every three or four hoiu's for two or

three times, unless any head-sj'mptoms (due to the
opiimi) are perceived.

WA'TFOKD, a market-town in the county of

Hertford, on the banks of the Colne, IS miles

uorth-west of London. Straw-plait is manufactured,
and silk-spinning and malting, and a trade in corn

and live-stock, are carried on. Pop. 741S.

' AVA'TLING ISLAND, one of the Bahamas
(q.v.).

WATT, Jajies, mechanician, engineer, and man
of science, famous as the improver, and almost the
inventor of the steam-engine, was born at Greenock
in Scotland on the 19th of January 1736. His
father was a blockmaker and general merchant at

Greenock, was long a member of the councd of

that burgh, and for a time a magistrate. Two
members of James W.'s family—his grandfather
afid his uncle—had had some local reputation for

scientific or engineering ability. The former was a
teacher of mathematics, surveying, and navigation
at Crawfordsdyke, near Greenock ; the latter prac-

tised as a land-surveyor and engineer with great
success at Ajt. The grandfather, Thomas Watt,
had been brought early in life to Lanarkshire from
the neighbourhood of Aberdeen, where his family
had previously lived. The father of Thomas Watt,
the great-grandfather of James, is said to have
farmed a little property of liis own in Aberdeenshire,
and to have been killed while fighting on the side
of the Covenanters against the ilarquis of Montrose.
James AV. was very weakly as a child, and being

imable to go to school with regiUarity, he became,
to a great extent, his own instructor. "What school-

ing he did get, he got in the schools of his native
town. He early manifested a turn for mathematics
and calculations, and a great interest in machines,
and accordingly—his father's business, for which
he had been destined, having gi'eatly declined—he
was, at the age of IS, sent to London, to learn the
trade of a mathematical instrument maker. Ill-

health compelled him to return home .about a
year after ; but he had made good use of his oppor-

tunities in London ; and on his health improving,
he resolved to set up as a mathematical instrument
maker iu Glasgow. The incorporation of hammer-
men of that city put difficidties in his way ; but tlie

authorities of the university took him by the hand,
appointed him mathematical instrument maker to

the university, and gave him the use of premises
within their precincts. He occupied these premises
from 1757 to 1763. They seem to have been badly
situated for his business, for which, moreover, at

that time there was but little room iu Glasgow ;

and AV. during those years was scarcely able to

make a living. In 1763, he got a place of business

in the town, and after that, he did somewhat better;

still, he had to eke out his income l)y making or

mending fiddles (which he was aide to do, though
he had no ear for music), or doing any mechanical
job which came iu his way ; and no work requiring

ingenuity or the application of scientific knowledge
seems to have come amiss to him. At length, in

1767, he fell upon a new and a more lucrative occu-

pation. In that year, he was employed to make
the surveys and prepare the estimates for a canal

jjrojccted to unite the Forth and the Clyde. This
work could not be earned out at the time, because it

failed to obtain the sanction of parliament ; but
AA'^. had now made a beginning as a civil engineer,

and henceforth he got a good deal of employment
in this cajiacity. He made surveys for various
canals, for the improvement of the harbours of

Ayr, Port-Glasgow, and Cireenock, and for the
deepening of the Forth, the Clyde, and other rivers.

One of the tasks committed to him was to decide
whether a projected canal between the Firth of

Clyde and the AVestern Ocean should be made by
way of Crinan or of Tarbert ; and the last— also

the greatest—undertaking of this kind on which he
was employed was a survey for a canal between
Fort-AViIliam and Inverness ; a work which has since
been executed on a greater scale by Telford. In
his surveys, he made use of a new micrometer, and
of a machine, also of his own invention, for draw-
ing in perspective—the latter of which appears to
have been for several years about this time one of

his sources of income. The Eeports which he drew
up in the cai)acity of engineer are said to have been
remarkable for perspicuity and accuracy.

Living in the college at Glasgow, in constant
intercourse with the professors of the universitj',

with access to books, and with much unemployed
time on his hands—having, too, a great love of

knowledge, and a lively interest in mechanical
novelties, AV. had been a diligent student of science,

and experimenter in the application of science to
the arts. As early as 1759, his attention had been
directed to the capabilities of steam as a motive-
force by Mr Robison (q. v.), afterwards Professor

of Natural Philosophy in the university of Edin-
burgh, who was then a student in Glasgow. It

had occurred to Mr Robison th.at steam-pressure
might be used to propel wheeled-carriages ; but it

does not appear that either AV. or he attempted to

carry out this idea. In 1761 or 1762, however, AA''.

made a scries of experiments on the force of steam,
using a Papin's Digester. These do not seem to
have led to any results ; and it was not till the
winter of 1763— 176-t, that he began the investiga-

tions which ended in his improvement of the steam-
engine. During that winter, a working model of
the Newcomen engine, kept for the use of the natu-
ral philosophy class in the college, was sent to him
to be put in repair. W. quickly found out what
was wrong with the model, and easily put it into

order. But in doing this, he became greatly im-
pressed with the defects of the machine, and with
the importance of getting rid of them. The New-
comen engine (see StEjVji-engixe), was still but
little used, and only for pumping w.ater out of mines.
It was a cumbersome machine, and it required
so much fuel that the expense of working it had
restricted, and must alw.aj-s have restricted its use.

It was not a steam-engine at all. It was worked by
means of the atmospheric pressure ; steam being only
used in producing, bj' its condensation, a vacuum in

a cylinder, into which—the vaciuim made—a piston
was depressed by the pressure of the air. The
steam issuing from a boiler was admitted into the
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cylinder until it filled it, when the supply was cut
off liy a self-acting cock ; and then the steam was
condensed in the cyliniier by means of a jet of

water. The water so greatly cooled the cylinder
that the greater part of the steam at each stroke of

the piston was wasted in heating its walls ; and on
the other hand, much of the injected water was
heated to the boiling-point, and gave off steam,
which resisted the descent of the piston. W. found
that about four-fifths of the steam, and consequently
of the fuel, was wasted ; and he saw that to make
the machine work economically, two ajiparently in-

compatible conditions must be obtained— first, that
the walls of the cylinder must constantly be of the
same temperature as the steam which came in con-

tact with them ; and second, that the injected water
must never be heated up to 100', the boiling-point

ill vacuo. He now experimented ujmu the conduct-
in" power of various substances, and made trial of a
cylinder made of wood steeped in oil ; but with this

cylinder, though it cooled less rajiidly than a
metallic one, there was still far too much waste of

steam. Constantlj', from the end of 17G3, occupied
with the subject of steam, he at length, early in

1765, hit upon the expedient which solved all his

diiEcultics—the separate condenser, an air-exhausted
vessel, into which the steam should be admitted from
the cylinder and there condensed. The separate
condenser at once prevented the loss of steam in the
cylinder which had arisen in the process of conden-
sation ; and there was no diHicuity in keeping it

cool, so as to prevent the undue heating of the
injection-water. He had now got a perfectly econo-
mical engine on Xewcomen's principle, but he did
not rest content with this—he resolved to make
steam his motive-power. Closing the cylinder at
both top and bcittom, and connecting the piston with
the beam, to which it was to communicate motion,
by a piston-rod passing through a stuffing-box, he
admitted the steam by suitable valves alternately
above and below the piston, to push it downwards
and ujiwards in turn ; and this done, his invention
was substantially complete. He had at last made a
real steam-engine, capable of being worked vnth. a
comparatively small expenditure of fuel, and of

yielding any desired amount of power. Comparing
his invention with the atmospheric engine of New-
comen, it miist be admitted that it is not without
justice that the popular voice has awarded him the
name of inventor of the steam-engine.
W., soon after perfecting his model, formed a

partnership with IJr Eoelnick, then of the Carron
Iron Works, for the construction of engines on a
scale adapted to practical uses ; and a model was
erected at KinneU, near Bonowstounness, where Dr
Roebuck then lived. But Roebuck got into diffi-

culties ; and nothing further was done until, in 1773,
W. entered into a partnership with Matthew
Boulton of Soho, near Birmingham, when, Roebuck's
interest having been repurchased, the manufacture
of the new engine was commenced at the Soho Iron
Works. A patent for his invention had been taken
by W. in 17G9. He got from parUamcnt a prolonga-
tion of his patent for 25 years in 1775.
The advant.iges of the new engine were in no long

time found out by the i)roprietors of mines ; and it

soon superseded Newcomen's machine as a pumpiug-
engine. W. afterwards made numerous improve-
ments in its construction (for the most important
of which see Steam-engine) ; and in conjunction
with his partner Boulton, he immensely improved
the quality of the workmanship employed in build-
ing engines and other machines. In the years 1781,
1782, 1784, 17S5, he obtained patents for a series
of inventions—among them, the sun and planet
motion, the expansive principle, the double engine,
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the parallel motion, and the smokeless furnace, of

most of which the chief purjiose was to make
steam-pressure available for turning machinery in

mills. The accomi>lishment of this—extending the
application of the new power to the arts—was of

scarcely inferior importance to the invention of

the steam-engine itself. Tlie first contrivance
invented by W. for this purpose, was lost to him
through the treachery of a mechanic, who had liecn

employed in making the model, who sold it to a
manufacturer n.imed Prickards, who got a ]>atent

for it for himself. The application to the steam-
engine of the governor (see Steam-engine) was W.'s
crowning improvement. He made numerous inven-
tions unconnected with the steam-engine, several of

which he patented, but they are all of minor
importance.
He retired from business in the year 1800, giving

up to his two sons his interest in the extensive and
prosperous business which Boulton had created at
Soho. He died at Heathfield in Staffordshire, on
the 25th Au.gust 1819, in his S-ith year. W. was
tivice m.arried : first in 1703, to his cousin. Miss
Jliller ; and a second time shortly after liis removal
to Birmingham, to a Miss M'Gregor of Glasgow.
He had a most extensive and accurate knowledge of

the physical sciences, to several of which he made
important contributions—and an almost unsurpassed
fund of "eneral information. (His claims to be
considered the discoverer of the composition of

water are considered m the article AVater.) He
was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of Edin-
burgh in 1784 ; a Fellow of the Royal Society of

London in 1785 ; a corresponding member of the
Batavian Society in 1787 ; and in 1808, a corres-

ponding member, and .afterwards a foreign member,
of the Institute of France. The university of

Glasgow conferred on him the degree of LL.D. in

1806. His statue, the funds for which had been
raised by a pubhc and almost a national subscrip-

tion, was erected in Birmingham in 1824 ; and Bis

statue is now to be seen in the streets of many of

our larger towns. The honours paid to his memory
.and to himself in his later years appear to have
been deserved by his personal qualities, no less

than by the immeasurable benefits which his inven-
tive talents have conferred upon the human race.

WATTEAU, Antoine, was bom at Valenciennes,
in the year 1684. In 1702, he betook himself to
Paris, where for some time he worked as assistant

to a scene-painter. When this employment failed

him, by the retirement of his master from Paris, he
employed himself in copj-ing pictures. The talent
which he shewed in this himible walk of the art,

drew the attention of Gillot, a pojudar jiainter of

the day, who engaged him to assist in his studio.

In no long time, it was found that the pupil excelled

his master, who speedily relinquished the field in

his favour, and became an engraver. The success
of W. was now assured ; he was made a member of

the French Academy, and became by special favour
Peintre de Fetes Galantes du Hoi. In 1718, he
\-isited England, it is believed chiefly on account of

his health, and to consult a certain Dr Meade, then
famous, for whom, during his stay, he painted one
or two pictures. He remained about a year, with-
out, as it should seem, much Uencfit. After his

return home, his health gradu.ally declined ; and in

1721, he died at Xogent, near Paris.

In virtue of their charming colour and graceful
design, the pictures of W. continue to please, though
his rcput.ation as an artist is now but a faint echo
of that which, in his lifetime, he enjoyed. He
employed himself chiefly in jjainting small land-
scapes, with something of the nature of the Fete
Gaianle going on in them—idyOs in court-dress,
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n'hich, as preserving for us the fopperies of the time,

are not mthout a certain value distinct from their

properly artistic one.

AVATTLE. See Acacia.

WATTLE-BIRD {Antkochafa cartinculata), an
Australian bird, of the family of Honey-eaters [Meli-

phagidcB). It is about the size of a magpie, grayish
brown above, each feather striped, and bordered
with white ; the tail brown, long, wide, and gradu-
ated. It derives its name from a pendulous reddish
wattle ou each side of the throat. It feeds chiefly

on honey and insects extracted from the flowers of
Banksias, these trees continuing in flower most of

the year. It is a bold and active bird, and drives
away all other birds from the part of the tree which
it occupies.

WATTS, Isaac, was born on July 17, 1C74, at
Southampton, where his father had a boarding-
school. He was educated at the grammar-school
of his native place, and afterwards sent, at the
age of 16, to an academy in London, kept by Mr
Thomas Eowe, an Independent minister. Here
his devotion to his studies was so excessive as to
permanently injure his constitution. In 1696, he
became tutor in the family of Sir John Hartopp, at

Stoke-Newington, with whom he remained six

years. During the latter part of this time, he
ofiiciated as assistant to Dr Chauncey, minister of

the Independent Church in Mark Lane, to whose
post he succeeded in 1702. His health was through-
out infirm ; and in 1712, he was prostrated by an
illness so violent that he never thoroughly recovered
from its effects, though he lived for many j'ears

afterwards. A I'isit which he paid to Sir Thomas
Abuey, at Theobalds, for change of air, resulted in

his domestication in the establishment till his death,
36 years afterwards, ou ^November 25, 17-tS. As
his health permitted, he continued to discharge his
clerical duties, and to occujiy himself with literaiy

pursuits. His theological works were numerous,
but are now quite forgotten. Hi a treatise on Logic,
though loug since superseded, had in its day a con-
siderable reputation, and was adopted as a text-book
by the university of Oxford. By his well-known
Hymns for children, his reputation has been chiefly
perpetuated. So lately as 1837, his Horij'. Lyricm
were republished, with a Memoir by Southey. In
Johnson's Lacs of the Poets, a notice of him is like-

wise to be foimd.

WATJKE'GAX, a city and port of Wisconsin, on
the west shore of Lake Michigan, 35 miles north-by-
•west from Chicago, and 50 miles south of Milwaukee,
connected with both by railway. The town is

handsomely budt on a blufi', 50 feet above the
lake, and has 6 chm'ches, 2 academies, steam flour-

mills, and considerable commerce. Pop. about
4U00.

WAArE, the name given to a state of disturbance
propagated fi-om one set of particles of a medium to
the adjoining set, and so on ; sometimes with, some-
times without, a small permanent displacement of

these particles. But the essential characteristic is,

that energy (see Force), not Matter (q. v.), is on the
whole transferred. The theory of Avave-motion is

of the utmost importance in physical science ; since,

besides the tide-wave, waves in the sea, in ponds,
or in canals, undulations in a stretched cord (such
as a pianoforte mre), or in a solid (as sound-waves
or earthquake-waves), we know that sounds in air

are propagated as waves (see Sound), and that even
light (see Undulatory Theory) is a form of wave-
motion.
The general investigation of the form and rate of

propagation of waves demands the ajiphcation of

the highest resources of mathematics ; and the
theory of even such comparatively simple cases as

the Avind-waves in deep water (the Atlantic roll, for

instance), though easily enough treated to a first,

and even to a second and third approximation, has
not yet been thoroughly worked out, as fluid

friction has not been taken account of. In this

article, therefore, we wOl merely state some of the
more important conclusions which mathematical
analysis has established in the more diSiciUt of

these inquiries, comparing them with the observa-
tions of Scott Russell and others ; while we give at

fidl length the very simple investigations of the
motion of a wave along a stretched cord, and of the
propagation of a particidar kiud of sound-wave.
To find the rate at which an undulation runs

along a stretched cord, as, for instance, when a
harp-string is shaqjly struck or plucked near one
end, a very simple investigation sufiices. Suppose a
uniform cord to be stretched with a given tension in

a smooth tube of any form whatever, we may easily

shew that there is a certain velocity with which the
cord must be drawn through the tube in order to

cease to press oji it at any jwint, that is, to move
independently of the tube altogether. For the
pressure on the tube is due to the tension of the
cord ; and is reheved by the so-called Centrifugal
Force (see Centrai Forces) when the cord is in
motion.

If T be the tension of the cord, r the radius of
curvature of the tube at any point, the pressure on
the tiibe per unit of length is

T
r

If m be the mass of unit length of the cord, v its

velocity, the centrifugal force is

These are equal in magnitude, and so destroy each
other, if

T = ini'=.

Hence, if the cord be pulled through the tube ^-ith

the velocity thus determined, there will be no pres-

sure on the tube, and it may therefore he dispensed

with. If we suppose the tube to have a form such
as that in the figure, where the extreme portions

-
F̂ig. 1.

are in one straight line, the cord wiU appear to be
diawn with velocity r, along this, the curved part
being occupied by each portion of the cord in suc-
cession : presenting something like the appearance
of a row of sheep, in Indian file, jumping over a
hedge.

To a spectator moving in the direction of the
arrow with velocity v, the straight parts of the
cord wOl appear to be at rest, wliSe an imdulation
of a/iy definite form and size whatever runs along it

with velocity r, in the opposite direction. This is a
very singular case, and illustrates in a very clear
manner the possibility of the propagation of a
solitary wave.
Thus we have proved that the velocity with

which an undulation runs along such a cord is

41
If I be the length of the cord in feet, ir its whole
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weight, W the appended weight by which it is

sti-otcliod, (I = 322 feet, the measme of the earth's

gravity, this becomes

I ,y J-

This formula is found to agi-ee almost exactly with

the results of experiment. We can easily see why
it sliouUl be to some small extent incorrect, because

we have sup|>osed the cord to be inextensible, and
perfectly flexible, which it cannot be ; and we have
ncglecteil the effects of extraneous forces, such as

gravity, the resistance of the air, &c.

Let us next consider the motion of air in a cylin-

drical tube, in the particular case in which the leg

of a vibrating tuning-fork is applied at one end.

This is a simple case of the proj)agation of sound-

waves. We shall treat it liy a synthetical process,

somewhat like that given by Newton.
As we have already seen (see Pr.NDULUjr), a simple

vibration such as that of a pendulum or tuning-fork

is the resolved part, in a dctinitc line, of the luiiform

motion of a point in the circumference of a circle.

What we have now to shew is, that such a motion
of aU the particles of air in the Jiipe, the phase of

the vibration (or the position of the particle in its

path at any instant) depemling on its distance from
the end of the tube, is consistent with mechanical
principles. When this is done, it will be easy for

lis to trace, in this particidar example, the process

by which the wave is propagated from one Layer of

the fluid to the next. Wo must now consider

(a little more closely than in Pkndulu.m or Sound)
the nature of the simple vibration of each particle

of the air.

.Su])pose P to move, with uniform velocity V, in

the circle APB, and let PQ be drawn perpendicular

to the fixed diameter, OA. Then the acceleration

V^
of P's motion is 7— in the direction PO. Hence in

UA
the motion of Q, which is a simple vibration, we
have, by the ride for resolving velocities and accele-

rations (see Velocity),

PQ
Velocity of Q = -^V in the direction QO

;

Acceleration of Q = —-r —-r in the direction QO.UA UA
Next consider two particles of air near one another

in the axis of the tube, or the masses of air in two
contiguous cross-sections of the tube. If the phase
of vibration were the same for both, they would be
iQTuart;/ disiJ-accd from their original positions, and

the air between them
woidd be neither

compressed nor di-

lated. Hence, that

a wave may pass,

the phases must be
different. Let, then,

Q represent the posi-

tion of the one par-

ticle, or laj-er, in its

line of vibration at

any instant ;
Q', the

simultaneous posi-

tion of the other.

The first will be dis-

placed through a space OQ from its position of rest

;

the second, through a space OQ' ; and their distance

will therefore be altered by the amount QQ', which
may be taken to represent the compression or

dilatation. But it is easy to see that, as P and 1"

move round, QQ' is always proportional to PQ.
Hence the compression or dilatation of the air in

any cross-section of the tube is proportional to the

velocity with which it is moving. Hence the dilfcr-

ence of jiressures before and behind any such section

is i)roportional to the difference of velocities— i. e.,

to the acceleration of the motion while the section

passes over a sjiace eipial to its own thickness. And
this is consistent with nicch.aiiica! jirinciples, for the
7nass of air in the section is constant, while the
difference of pressures before and behind proiluces

the acceleration, and should therefore be jir<i]>or-

tional to it. The particles of air in cross-sections of

the tube therefore vibrate, each in the same period
as does the tuning-fork, but the jihase is latter for

each section in pro]iortion to its distance from the
fork. Where the phase is one or more whole
viliraticms later than tliat of the fork, the motion
is exactly the same as that of the fork, and sbiiul-

taitfiniff with it. At all other points, it is the same
as that of the fork, but not sinndtaneous. Thus,
the gi-eatcst displacement of the fork is innncdiately

shared by the layer next it, later by the next l.-iyer,

and so on. Thus, a wave of displacement travels

along the tube from one section to the next, while
each pai'ticle merely oscillates backward and for-

ward through (in general) a very small space about
its ]^osition of rest.

The reader who has followed the little geome-
trical investigation above will have no difficidty in

jiroving for himself th.at the velocity with which the
wave travels is proportional to

J;
where p is the pressure, and ^ the density of the
air. The easiest mode of doing this is to express, in

terms of these and other quantities, the eqiuitiou

given us by the laws of motion,

Mass X Acceleration = Difference of pressures,

and to assume that Hooke's (q. v.) Law hokls, even
during the .iiidileii compression of air. This, we
know, is not the case ; so that a correction has to
be applied to the above ex|iression, depending on
the heat developed by sudden compression or lost

in sudden rarefaction, by each of which the elastic

force of the air is increased. But this h;is been
already discussed in Sound.
The above fonnula shews ns, however, that the

velocity of sound is not affected by the pressure of

the air— i. e., the height of the barometer—since, in

stdl air, p is proportional to j. The velocity does
depend on the temperature, being, in fact, propor-
tional (ceteris paribus) to the square root of the
temperature measured from absolute zero. See
HE.VT.

AVe see also from the formiUa that the velocity is

inversely as the square root of the density of the
gas—the pressure being the same. Thus, a sound-
wave travels about four times faster in hydrogen
than in air.

Also we see that, within the limits of approxi-
mation we have used, the velocity does not depend
upon the intensity, pitch, or quality of the Soimd
(q. v.). The invcstig.ations which .seem to lead to
slight modifications of this conclusion are too
recondite to be introduced here. We can only
mention, also, the beautiful investigations of Stokes

(q. V.) connected with the extinction of a sound-
wave as it proceeds, partly by fluid friction, ))ai-tly

by radiation. And we may conclude by stating

that the residt of a completely general investigation

of the velocity of a sound-wave gives, to a first

approximation, the result we have deduced from
the study of a simple particular case.

Wti now come to the consideration of waves in
water. Of these, there are several sjjecies. One,
however, we may merely mention, as its theory is
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the same as that just briefly discussed. This is a

sound-wave, or wave of compression, in water. Its

velocity is considerably greater than that of sound

in air (see Sound). The others, which are com-

monly observed on the smface of water, depend on

mere changes of level, and their eflects; and in

studying them, we may consider water as incom-

pressible.

The first of these is wtat is called a lond or solilary

wave. Its essential characteristic is, that its length

is great compared with the de[)th of the liquid in

which it moves. To this class belong the tide-wave

(see TiDE-s), and the long wave which accomjianies a

canal-boat, and which we see slowly traversing the

canal when the boat is stopped. Scott FaisseU has

made many interesting observations on this wave,

all of which accord well with the results of the

mathematical theory of its propagation. The velo-

city of this w.ave depends solely on the depth, not

on the density of the liquid in which it moves—and
in a imiform canal the velocity is that which would

be acquired by a stone faUing fi-eely through a

space equ.al to half the depth of the water. Another

characteristic of this wave is that, after it has

passed, it leaves the water bodily transferred

through a small space along the bed of the

canal—forwards or backwards, according as it

consists of an elevation or a depression of the

water-surface. Scott EusseU has shewn that the

most favoivrable rate at which a canal-boat can

be drawn is when its velocity is such that it rides

on the crest of the solitary wave. If drawn at any

other speed, it leaves the soUtary wave behind, or is

left by it; and in either case, part of the horse's

work is expended in producing fresh soHtary waves.

An excellent mode of observing these waves is to

tilt shghtly a rectangidar box containing some

water, and restore it to its original position. A long

wave is thus formed, which is reflected repeatedly at

the ends of tlie box, and whose rate of motion may
be accurately observed by watching the image of a

candle reflected at the surface of the water. If the

sides of the box be made of glass, and some hght

particles be dispersed through the water, their

motions enable us to discover all the circumstances

of the propagation of this wave.

We next come to what are called oscillatory

waves in water or other hquids. To this class

belong all waves whose length from crest to

crest is small compared with the depth of the

liquid ; from ripples on a pool to the long roU of the

Atlantic. They are never observed as solitary

waves, their general characteristic being their peri-

odical recurrence. And, by watching a piece of

cork floating on the surface, we see that it moves

forwards when at the crest of the wave, and back-

wards through an equal amoimt when in the trough.

Also it rises while passing from trough to crest, and

sinks from crest to trough. Mathematical investi-

gation, confirmed by experiments with tio.ats at

sea, and with short waves in the glazed box before

described, shews that each particle of the water

describes a circle about its position of rest in the

vertical jJane in which the wave is advancing.

Particles at greater and greater depths describe

smaller and smaller circles. The diameters of these

circles diminish with extreme rapidity. At a depth

equal to the distance from crest to crest (i. e., the

length of the wave), the displacement of the water

is already only -jj-stli o^ tl^^t ^'^ t^"^ surface. At the

depth of two wave-lengths, it is about Ti7j,7[Tn;tli of

that at the surface. 'Thus we may see to how
small a depth the ocean is agitated even by the

most tremendous wind-waves ; for, according to

Scoresby, 43 feet is about the utmost difference of

level between crest and trough in ocean-waves. If

the wave-length be .300 feet (which is a large esti-

mate), then at a depth of .300 feet the water-particles

describe circles whose radii are only the Vsftl' of a

foot, or about four-tenths of an inch ; and at GOO

feet this is reduced to niV'''^ °^ ^^ ^'^'^^
'

'"'^^'^ ^^'^

depth of the Atlantic is in many parts more than

three or four miles. In this case, the velocity of

propagation of the wave has been shewn to be

where rj is, as before, 322 feet ; I is the wave-length

in feet ; and x is the ratio of the circumference of a

circle to its diameter (see Quadkatup.e of the

Cir.CLE). Thus, the velocity of an oscillatory wave in

deep water is proportional to the square root of its

length. This fact has been of use as an analogy

in helping us to account for the Dispersion (see

Eefkactiox) of Light, where, by experiment, we
know that the waves of red light are longer than

those of blue Ught, and also that they travel faster

in refiacting media.

When the depth is not infinitely great compared

with the length of a w-ave, theory and e.xpei-iment

agree in shewing that the motion of each particle

takes place in an ellipse whose major axis is horizon-

tal. These ellipses diminish rapidly in length as

we descend in the liquid, but stiU more rapidly

in breadth ; so that, as was to be expected, the

particles at the bottom oscillate in hoiizontal

straight hues. The expression for the velocity of

propagation is now by no means so simple as in

the previous cases—but is easily shewn to include

the values already given.

So far, the first approximation. A section of the

surface made by a vertical plane in the direction of

the wave's motion, is. shewn to be bounded by the

Harmonic Curve, orCurve of Sines, the form assumed

by a vibrating string (see SorxD) ; from which it

follows that the crests are similar to the troughs.

The second approximation makes the troughs flatter,

and the crests steeper, and also shews that the

particles are, on the whole, carried /onra)-(i by each

successive wave. The amount of this progi-ession

diminishes rapidly with the dejith below the surface.

A third approximation shews that_ the velocity is,

ceteris paribus, greater the greater is the height of

the waves.
When waves advance towards the shore, their

circumstances change, in general gradually, from

those of oscUlatory waves to those of waves of trans-

lation, as the depth of the water becomes less and

less considerable in comparison with the length of

the wave ; and it is found by experiment that they
' Ijreak,' as it is called, when the depth of the water

is about equal to the height of the crest above the

undisturbed level. AU the curious jihenomena of

breakers are thus easily explained by the residts we
have already given, when they are considered with

reference to the gradual alteration of the depth of

the water.

Finally, we must notice a singiUar phenomenon

often observed, viz., that of a series of waves

breaking on the coast, every eighth, or ninth, or

tenth, &'c. is seen to be higher than its predecessors

or successors. The exphination is simple enough,

and points to the simidtaneous existence of two or

more sets of oscillatory waves of different lengths,

due in general to quite distinct causes, which reach

the shore together.—For further information on this

subject the reader is refei-red to papei-s by Stokes in

the Cambridtje and Dublin Math. Journal, vol. iv.,

and the Cambridge Phil. Trans., vol. viii, and to

Airy's ' Tides and Waves * in the Encyclopedia

Metrop.
This might lead us to consider the very interesting

°
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case of ' Coexistence of Small Motions' presented by
the Interference (q. v.) of such waves ; but we have

already in various articles (see Polakisation',

SoiTNi), Undui-atory Theory) given sufficient

examples to illustrate the great princii)le.

There i-emains the consiJeration of the propa-

gation of waves in elastic solids, among which,

at least so far as luminiferous vibrations are con-

cerned, it appears that the Ether (q. v.) must be

ranked. This is a subject of a higher order of

diflicidty than any of those before mentioned, and,

in the case of light at least, has not yet been treated

in a thoroughly satisfactory manner, though such

men as Cauchy, Neumann, MaccuUagh, Green, and
Stokes have written profound memoirs upon it.

WAVRE, a town in the province of South
Brabant, Belgium, 15 miles south-east of Brussels,

has a pop. of 5241, who are mostly engaged in the

manufacture of hats, leather, and cotton-yarn. W.
is better known as the scene of a desperate and pro-

tracted condict between the French and Prussians,

on the 18—19th June 1815. The former, under
Grouchy, Gerard, and Vandamme, advanced against

the Prussians at the same time as Napoleon directed

the troops under his immediate orders against

Wellington at Waterloo (q. v.), and being much
superior in number (.32,000 to 15,200), drove the

Prussians, under Thielraan, into W., where they
defended themselves with desperate firmness, repuls-

ing thirteen different assaults in the coui-se of the

18th. On the following morning, Thielman, who,
had heard of the victory at Waterloo, attacked

Grouchy, but was repidsed with -sagour, though the

urgent orders of Napoleon forced the latter to re-

treat to Laon, instead of following up his success.

WAX. Under this term, chemists include various

matters of a wcU-known (so-called waxy) appearance,

derived both from the animal and the vegetable

kingdoms. WTiile in their general relations they
approximate to the Fats, they difl'er materially from
the latter in their chemical composition ; those of

them which have been carefully examined, being

found to consist partly of mixtures of alcohols and
compound ethers, and partly of free fatty acids.

Their general properties may be thus laid down :

They are solid or semi-solid matters; are easily

broken when cold, but at a moderate warmth .-ire

soft and pliable, .and fuse at a temperature below
212°. They have a peculiar glistening ap])earance,

are lighter than water, are insoluble in that fluid

and in cold alcohol, but dissolve readily in ether

;

they are combustible, and burn with an illuminating

flame, are non-volatile, and wheu heated in a free

atmosphere, undergo decomposition. In this cate-

gory are included spermaceti (which has been
already considered), bees' wax, Chinese wax, and
other less known kinds, as palm or vegetable wax
(obt.ained from the bark of Ceroxylon andicola, by
the .action of hot water and pressure), Camahuba
wax (an exudation fi-om the leaves of a Brazilian

palm), sugar-cane wax, &c.

Bees' wa.x is an animal secretion formed by the

bees from sugar, and constitutes the m.aterial of

which the cells of the honey-comb are composed.
It is obtained by expressing the honey, and fusing

the residue in boUing-water. In this state it is of a

yeUow colour (Cera Jlava). It may be bleached, so

as to form white wax [Cen-a alba), by being exposed
in thin slices to the action of solar light, or by the

action of nitric acid. (Chlorine readily destroys the

colour, but renders the wax unfit for candle-making,

as a portion of the hydrogen of the wax is replaced

by chlorine, and the candles, when burning, evolve

irritating vapours of hydrochloric acid gas.) From the

researches of Sir B. Brodie [Pliil. Tram., 1S48, 1849),

it appears th.at wax consists of three different sub-
stances, myricin, cerin, and cerolein, which are separ-

' able from one another by means of .alcohol. Myricin,
i which is insoluble in boding alcohol, constitutes more
than two-thirtls of the bulk of ordinary wax. Cerin,

or ccrutic acid, which dissolves in boiling .alcohol,

but separates on cooling, varies in quantity in

different specimens. In one samjile of genuine bees'

wax, Brodie foimd that it constituted 22 per cent.,

and it was always present in European samples,

while in Ceylon wax it was entirely absent. This
curious variation in the nature of an anim.al secre-

tion, under different concbtions of life, resembles the
vari.ations sometimes noticed in the acids of butter,

in which the butyric and caproic acids of one season
are replaced in another by vaccinic acid, differing

from the former acids in the amount of oxygen
alone. Cerolein, the substanoc soluble in cold .alco-

hol, is a greasy body, constituting 4 or 5 per cent,

of ordinary wax. Without entering into chemical
details, we may observe that bees' wax yields

the following derivatives: Cerotic acid or cerin,

HO,C5jn5303 ; eerylie .alcohol orcerolin, HO,CjjH.;;0

;

melissylic alcohol or melissin, HO,C,;(,Hi;,0 ; melissic

acid, H0,C|.^,H,,,„03 ;
palmitic acid, ilOjC^jHjjOj

;

myricin, CjoHjjOj ; and melene, CjoH^d.
Chinese }Vax (Cii^H,|,aOj) is supposed to be the

produce of a species of insect of the Coccus family,

and consists principally of cerotic acid, in combina-
tion with oxi<le of cerotyl.

Both yellow and white bees' wax occur in the
Pharmacopa'ia. The characters and tests, as given
in that work, are

—

0/ yellow wax: 'Firm, breaking
with a granular fracture, yellow, having an .agreeable

honey-like odour ; not iinctuous to the touch, does
not melt under 140", yields nothing to cold reetilied

spirit, but is entirely soluble in oil of turpentine

;

boiling-water in which it h.as been agitated, wlien

cooled is not rendered blue by iodine.' Of wliite

wax: ' Hai'd, nearly white, translucent ; not imetuoua
to the touch, does not melt under 150°.' The iodine

test is used because wax is often adulterated with
starch. Wax was formerly much employed inter-

nally as an emollient medicine, in cases of suspected
ulceration of the intestines. At present, it is only
used as an external agent, being an ingredient of
many ointments and pLosters.

The commercial value of bees' wax is very great

;

and if it were possible to ascertain the total

of the quantity produced, it would cause gi-eat

surprise .at the amount of valuable material
derived from a source apparently so insuffi-

cient. Its chief uses are for candles, modelling,

medicinal cerates or ointments, besides many minor
purposes. Nearly 300 tons are .annually imported
into Great Britain, the value of which is about
£50,000 ; but so large is the quantity consumed in

the ceremonies of the Greek and Roman churches,

that Russia alone consumes more than four times
that amount, and the various C'atholic countries pro-

bably ten times as much. The Is.sect Wax of

China, or Pe-l.a, has Lately been imported in small
quantities, and used in the manufacture of candles
by Messrs Price & Co. ; but it is far too costly

for general use (see Wax Ik.sect). In China, this

wax is very highly valued, and is so costly as to be
used only by the highest classes ; it is white, and
breaks with a crystalline fracture and jiearly lustre.

Of Vegetable Wax, there are four distinct kinds
known in commerce. The first in importance is the
Japan Wax, which is almost as white and compact
as refined bees' wax, which it closely resembles ; it

was first brought to Great Britain in 1S59, and
since then, some very considerable importations have
taken place. It is said to be obtained by boiling

the seeds of a species of Rhus {R. auccedanea). It
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has only been used in making candles. Brazilian
Vegetable Wax is also an article of regular

importation, but only in small quantities ; it is

obtained from the leaves of C'ori/pha cerlfera, the
C'arnahuba Palm of the Brazilians. It forms a
glossy vamish-like covering ; and when the leaves

are gathered, and begin to shrink from withering,

it cracks and peels off, and is collected and melted
into masses. It is hard and brittle, and of a didl

yellow colour. The candlemakers have used it for

mixing and improving other materials. In Brazd,
candles are wholly made of it, or half the quantity
of stearine is added. The A"EGET.iELE W^ix of the
Andes is also yielded by a palm (see Wax Palm).
.AJthough much used in Me.xico, it has not j-et

become of commercial importance to Europe. It

is chiefly used for candles in the churches. Myrtle
Wax, though rarely seen in Europe, is much used in

the British colonies of K^orth America, and the
United States, and at the Cape of Good Hope; it

is also in use in BrazO. It is jjrocnred by boiling

the berries of Myrica cerxfera in North America,
and probably from other species in Brazil, and at

the Cape of Good Hope. It resembles bees' wax
very much, except that it has a greenish-yellow

instead of a yellow colour. It is only used for

cancUe-making. See Candlebekry.
Of the manufactured compounds called wax, the

following are the chief—^•iz., Seallxg-wax (q. v.).

ISIODELLERs' Wax, used b}' artists for modcUiug
small works. It consists of equal parts of bees'

wax, druggists' lead-plaster— olive oil and yellow
resin, and just sxifficient whiting added to produce
the consistency of putty. Gilders' Wax consists

of four parts of bees' wax, well mixed by melting
with one part each of verdigris and sulphate of

copper.

The bees' wax of commerce is of a dirty yellow
colour, and mixed with many impurities. It has,

consequently, to imdergo a process of bleaching, l.>y

w'hich it is rendered quite white and piu-e. The
usual process is to melt the wax "^ith boiling-water,

and stir them together for a short time, so as to

separate the impurities from the wax. It is then
allowed to rest for a short time, and the pure wax
floats ou the top ; and when cold, is taken off in a
cake, the lower part of which is often discoloured
with the dirty water. This is scraped off, and
mixed with the next lot to be operated upon. The
purified portion is next remelted, and is then allowed
to trickle from the melting-pan on to a wooden
cylinder, revoh-ing rapidly, and partly immersed in

pure cold water, in a large cistern. This throws it

into the water in the form of line thin feather-like

flakes, which cool and harden instantly in the
water. When all is run off, the wax is removed from
the water, and laid on linen cloths, placed on tables

in a field for the air to bleach. From time to time,

the flakes are turned over and examined ; and when
the bleaching effect of the air seems to have stopped,

the wax is remelted, and converted into flakes in

the cistern, and replaced in the bleaching-ground
until it is quite white. Chemical processes are

sometimes resorted to, but they have not superseded
the oldest, and, as yet, the best method, just

described.

WiLX, Mineral, is a natural product, found in

small quantities oozing from rocks of tlie co.il forma-
tion. It is called Ozokerite by mineralogists, and
has been found in such quantities, iu one or two
wells in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh, as to

lead to the hope that it might have some practical

use. It is of a dark-brown, almost black colour, in

large lumps, of the consistency and lustre of hard
wax. Candles have been made of it, but r.ather for

curiosity than for use.

WAX-CLOTH, a name sometimes given, but
very erroneouslj', to Floor-cloth (q. v.).

WAX-FLOWERS. An elegant use is found for
bees' wax in the manufacture of wax-flowers. The
wax for this purpose is bleached and prepared in
thin sheets of various colours, which are cut out
into the shapes for petals and leaves, according to
the kind of flower to be imitated. They are easily

made to adhere, either by a sUght amount of heat,
or a Uttle melted wax.

WAX INSECT yCocens sinensis; see Coccus), a
very small white insect, a native of China, of

the same genus with the Cocliineal and Kermes
insects, and with the Scale insects, which are the
pest of our greenhouses, valuable on account of the
wax which it produces. It is found about the
beginning of Jime on the branches of certain trees,

on the jiuces of which it feeds, particularly ou
those of a kind of Sumach {/thus succedaneum).
The wax is deposited on the branches as a coating
which resembles hoar-frost. This is scraped off

towards the end of August, melted in boUing-water,
and strained through a cloth. See Wax. The
Chinese W. I. has been introduced by the French
into Algeria.—Another W. I. is foimd in South
America, but is not yet well known, nor has its wax
become an article of commerce.

WAX MYRTLE. See Caxdleeerky.
WAX-PAINTIXG is an art of great importance,

better known, however, under the name of
Encaustic Painting (q. v.).

WAX PALJI (C'ej'oxi/Ion—or Iriartea—amVcola),
a lofty pahn, found in the Andes, on the eastern
borders of Peru, at an elevation of 3000 feet and

Wai Pahn (Ccroxylon andkola),

upwards above the level of the sea. It grows to
the height of 160 feet, and on the cicatrices of the
fallen leaves, a resinous secretion is produced in

great abundance, composed of about two parts of

yellow resin, and one of a kind of wax, more brittle

than bees' wax. This wax exudes also from the
leaves, and is whitish, almost inodorous, except
when heated, when it gives out a resinous odour.

It is used by the inhabitants of the country in

which it is produced for making candles, but is

usually mixed with wax or tallow. It is probable

that tine W. P. would succeed well in the south of

Europe, as its native chmate is not dissimilar.

The usual method of obtaining the wax is by felling

the tree. Each tree yields about 25 lbs. The
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wax is scraped off, melted, and run mto calabashes.

The timlH-r of this palm is very hard and durable;

the leaves are used fur thatchiii-, aiul the hbres for

cordage The tree is a beautiful one, with a stately

6tem,1ind a head of large pinnate leaves.-In some

of the northern provinces of Brazd, wax is obtained

from the C'arnaluiba Palm (q. v.).

WAX-SCULPTUKE. The use of wax for sculp-

ture is believed to be of very ancient origin
;
aud not

only have the toml« of Southern Italy yie ded many

Bpecimens of the portraits of the deceased modelled

in wax, but many tine bronzes in antiquarian collec-

tions bear evident marks of havins been modelled

in wax by the process called cire-perdue. This

consists in producing a model in wax, and then

co-itin" it with clay or other material m a soft

state -"this is allowed to harden; and the wax is

then 'melted out by heat, and the molten metal

poured in. A very fine cast of the wax-figure is

thus obtained ; but, of course, the wax-model of

the artist is lost, after the tirst cojiy is taken;

hence such specimens are very higlily prized by

connoisseurs. During the 14th and 15th centuries,

the art of modelling in wax, or ceroiilastics, was

much practised, especially in Italy and m Germany,

by many of the first artists, even Michael Angelo not

exceiited ; and many of their original works in wax

are still preserved. They were chiefly, however, in

low relief, although very tine statuettes were also

produced by men of great eminence.

WAX-TREE ( r/smin), a genus of plants of the

natural order Hiiperkacea;, having a 5-parted calyx,

and 5 petals, generally covered with soft haurs on

the inside. All the species yield a yellow viscid

iuice when wounded, which, when dried, becomes

somewhat similar to gamboge. The species are

natives of the tropical parts of America.

WAXWING (Bomhycllla)', a genus of birds of

the family Ainpelklcc, or Chatterers (q. v.), having a

short straight, elevated bUl, with a very wide gape,

as in the Fly-catchers, but without bristles ;
both

mandibles notched at the tip; the wings rather

loD" broad, and pointed; the legs short; the toes

Dchcinian Oiatterer {Bomhycilla gan-ula).

long, with sharp and curved claws. The name W.
is Serived from a very peculiar character, which

the wings exhibit; some of the secondaries and

tertiaries tei-minating in homy expansions of the

shaft, resembling small pieces of red sealing-wax.

The species are few, but widely diffused over the

colder parts of the northern hemisphere. The

only Euroi>ean species is the Europe.vx W., or

Bohemian- Chatterer {B. f/arrula), which is found

in summer in the arctic regions of Europe, Asia,

aud America, migrating southwards in \\-inter,
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sometimes as far as the shores of the Mediterranean

;

most abundant in America, during winter, about

the great lakes and the northern part of the Valley

of tlie Mississippi. It is found .also in Jajian. It is

only an occasional winter-visitant of Britain. In

some winters, numerous flocks are seen ; in other

winters, .and more generally, none at all. It is in

severe winters that this bird is most frequently

seen in Britain, and hi the more southern parts of

Europe. It is gregarious in winter, and the flocks

are often large. It feeds on insects and worms,

seeds, berries, and other fruits. It is a liaiulsome

bird, nearly as large as the Song Thrush ; reildish

f r.a}-, with a black patch on the throat, aud a black

band on the forehead; the tail-coverts browiii.sh

orange ; the primaries, secondaries, and tail-feathers

tijipeil with yellow, two white Ijands on the wings

;

the lower parts silvery gi-aj'. The head is sur-

mounted by an erectile crest of brownish or.ango

feathers. The song of the W. is a weak wliistling,

bearin" a little resemblance to that of the thrush.

It is easily tamed. The flesh is said to be delicate

food.—The American W., or Cedar Bird (B.

cidrorum, or CaroHnensis), is a very similar, but

smaller species, found only in Xorth America, from

Canada to Central America, less migi-atory, and

never visiting arctic regions. The general colour is

reddish olive, 'passmg into purplish cinnamon in

front, and into ash-colour behind ; the chin black

;

no white on the wings ; the lower parts yellow. It

is crested like the European Waxwing. Great

tlocks of cedar birds collect in the end of summer.

They feed on berries, and are particularly foml of

those of the P>ed Cedar. The Cedar Bird is

extremely voracious, and when food abounds, some-

times gorges itself so much, that it may be taken

by the hauti It is in much esteem for the table.

—

Another species is found in Japan, having no waxy

drops on the wings.

WAXY DEGENERATION is a morbid process

in which the healthy tissue of various organs is

transformed into a peculiar substance, aUied in

some respects to amyloid compounds, and in others

to albuminous substances. Organs affected by this

degeneration have a certain resemblance in con-

sistency and physical character to wax. They may

be cut into portions of the most rcgidar shape, with

sharp angles and smooth surfaces ; aud the thinnest

possible slices may be removed by a sharp knife for

microscopical examination. Such organs are abuor-

mally translucent, increased in volume, solidity,

aud weight. Usually, the first parts affected by

this degeneration are the small blood-vessels, the

middle or muscular coat being lirst changed. Sub-

sequently, the secreting cells become similarly

affected. Wheu a solution of iodine is brought

iu contact with such tissues, a very deep violet red

colour is produced; and this deep red colour is

alone a sufficiently characteristic test. Although

amyloid degeneration is comniou to many tissues

and orrrans, the parts most frequently affected are

the si.leen, liver, and kidneys. This morbid condi-

tiou in one or more organs is the exjiressiou of a

general p.athological state, the conditions and

relations of which are as yet but little known.

WAYLAND,the Smith (.\ng.-Sax. Velaxd ;
old

\orse, VOluxdr; Ger. Wieland), was, according

to the old German Saga (the principal traits of

which arc .already contained in the older Edda,

but which is related iu the most detailed form in

the Viltinasaga), a son of the sea-giant Wate,

a nephew of King WiUdnus, and of the sea-nymph

Wac-hilt. His father had bound him, at first,

apprentice to the celebrated smith Mimi, then took

him across the sea to the most skilful dwarfs, from
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whom he not only soon learned all their science,

but far surpassed them.* He afterwards dwelt a
long time in Ulfdaler (the Wolf's Valley, which,
by comparison with other Sagas, appears to corre-

spond to the Greek Labyrinth) along with his two
brothers—Eigil, the best archer, to whom the oldest
form of the Tell legend attaches ; and Slagtidr, whom
the saga has not further characterised. The brothers
here met three swau-nj-mphs, and lived with them
for seven years, when they flew away to follow
battles as Walkyi-ies (q. v.). Afterwards, W. came to
King Kidung, who made him lame, by cutting the
sinews of his feet, and put him in prison, for which
W. revenged himself by putting the king's two sons
to death, and violating his daughter Beadohild,
who afterwards gave birth to Wittich, a powerful
champion of the German hero-legeuds. W. then flew
away in a feather-robe, which he himself manufac-
tured, and which his brother Eigil had tried first,

but was jirecipitated to the gi'ound. Skilfully put-
ting together and supplementing the various old
legends, Sinirock has produced the Saga of W., as

a whole, in his poem Wieland der Schniied (Bonn,
18.35), and in the 4th part of his HekUnhudi (Stuttg.

1843). The legend was a favourite one among ail

the Germanic nations, as is shewn by the frequent
allusions to it in Scandina\nan, Anglo-Saxon, EngUsh,
and German poems, as well as by the numerous frag-

ments yet extant in oral tradition throughout all

Teutonic countries. The German poems to which
the Viltinasaga appeals, whiuh were in existence
nj) to the 13th c, have been utterly lost. Even
beyond the bouuds of Germany, old French poems
and traditious tell of Gallans the smith. See
I)epi)ing and Michel, Veland le Fonjeron (Par.

1833). The legend of AV. is in fact one of those
myths common to the Indo-Germanic family. Be-
sides the German tradition, it is found most dis-

tinctly among the Greeks, in the different stories of

Dajdalus, Hephaestus, Erichthonius, and so forth.

Xext to Jacob Grimm's profound discussion in the
German Mylhologij, Ivuhu has pointed out in the
best manner the signification and ramifications of

the myth in his treatise. Die ilprachvergleicliung

vnd die Uhrgesc/dchte der Germ. Volker, in the
Zeilschrifl fiir veryleidiende Sprachforsehunfj (vol.

iv., Berl. 1854).

WAYNE, Anthoxy, an American general of the
war of the Revolution, was born at Waynesborough,
Pennsylvania, Jauuary ], 1745. His grandfather,
a native of Yorkshire, commauded a squadron of
dragoons at the battle of the Boyne, and emigrated
to Pennsylvania. Anthony was educated at Phila-
delphia ; at the age of IS, he was employed as a
land-surveyor, and was selected by Benjamin
Franklin to form a projected settlement in Nova
Scotia. At the beginning of the American revolu-
tion (1775), he was married anil settled on a farm
in Pennsylvania, taking an active interest in poli-

tics, and became a member of a Committee of Safety,
and studied military drill and tactics. At the
outljreak of hostilities, he raised a regdment of
vohmteers, of which he was appointed colonel, and
sent to Canada, where he covered the retreat of the
provincial forces at Three Rivers. He commanded
at Ticonderoga until 1777, when he was made
Brigadier-general, and joined AV'ashiugton in New
Jersey ; commanded the rearguard in the retreat"
at Brandywine ; led the attack at Germantown

;

captured supplies for the distressed army at Valley
Forge ; distinguished himself at Monmouth ; was
defeated at PaoU ; but achieved the most brilhant

* The name Wayland i.s from a root signifying art,
cunning ; from which come Eng. wile and (through old
l'"r.) guile. Ang.-Sax. vclan means to fabricate.
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victory of the war in the storming of Stony Point
(q. v.), Jidy 15, 1779. His courage and skill saved
Lafayette in Virginia in 1780 ; and he aided in the
siege of Yorktown, and commanded in Georgia.
At the close of the war, rewarded by popular
enthusiasm, and having, by his dash and audacity,
acquii-ed the sobriquet of ' Mad Anthony,' he
retired to his farm at Waynesborough, and engaged
in promoting the construction of roads and canals.
In 1792, he commanded a successful expedition
against the Indians of the north-western territories

;

where he remained, nntU 1796, as United States'
Commissioner. He died at the garrison at Presque
Isle (now Erie), December 14, 1796.

WAYS AND BIEANS, Cojesiittee op, a com-
mittee of the House of Commons appointed to
determine the modes of raising the money which
the House— after resolutions reported from the
Committee of Supply, and agreed to—have granted
to the crown. Like the Committee of Supply, it is

always a committee of the whole House. A chair-
man, elected l)y the Committee of Supply, but
known as the Chairman of the Committee of Ways
and Means, presides over both committees. One
of the most important occasions for -which the
Committee sits is to receive the Budget, or annual
financial statement of the year from the Chancellor
of the Exchequer. The propositions of the govern-
ment regarding loans, duties, taxes, tolls, and any
other means for raising revenue, are submitted to
the consideration of the Committee of Ways and
Means in the shai)e of resolutions. The amount
proposed to be raised must not exceed the sum
granted in the Committee of Supply ; and the
Chancellor of the Exchequer is bound to satisfy the
House, by a detail of the sums granted for the
several services, that the amount of these sums wUl
be a suHicient justification, in jjoint of quantity, to
the Committee of Ways and Means to adopt such
measures and impose such taxes as shall then be
recommended. Such resolutions as are agreed to
are adopted and embodied in bUis, and in tlue time
become law. See Supply, CoiiMirrEE of ; Pap.lia-
MEXT.

WEA'LDEN FORMATION, a series of fresh-

water strata belonging to the lower Cretaceous
epoch. Having been originally studied in the parts
of Kent, Surrey, and Sussex called the Weald, this

local name was given to the formation. It has been
divided into two series, which do not differ very mate-
rially from each other, viz.. Weald Clav, 500 feet

;

Hastings Sand, 740 : total, 1300. The Weald Cl.ay

consists of blue and brorni clay and shale with thin
beds of sandstone and shelly limestone. These
strata were probaljly lake or estuary deposits, and
contain the remains of the land Uora and fauna,
often in great abundance. The beds of limestone,
called Sussex Marble, are almost entirely composed
of a species of Paludina, not very different from the
common P. vivipara of English rivers. The clays
are often laminated by thin layers, consisting of
immense numbers of the shells of minute Cijprides.

But the most remarkable animal remains are those
of the huge reptUes which lived on the land,
tenanted the air, or abounded in the sea, such as the
Iguanodon (q. v.), Hykeosaurus (q. v.). Pterodactyl
(q. v.), and the numerous species of turtles which
have been described from these strata. The veget-
able fossds belong chiefiy to ferns, and to the
gymnospermatous orders of Conifers and Cycads ;

the fruits of several species of both orders have
been found ; and in some ])laces, the rolled trunks
oi Endogenites and Cluthraria, belonging to Cj'cads,
and of different species of coniferous wood, occur in

enormous quantities, as at Brook Point, in the Isle

113
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of Wicht, where the shore at low-water is strewn
with them.
The Hastings beds contain more sandstone and

less clay than those of the upper Weald Clays. The
picturesque sceneiy of the High Rocks and other

places in the neighbourhood of Tunbridge, is

weathered out of the bods of white sandstone

belonging to this period. The remains of the huge
Wealden reptiles abound in the sandstones of this

division. The Tilgate forest-beds, where Dr Mautell

lirst found the Iguanodon, and the rocks in the

neighbourhood of Hastings, are the best known
repositories of those remarkable fossils.

The deposition of the Wealden beds was followed

by a gradual depression of the land, when these

fresh-water deposits were covered by flie estuary

bctls of the newer Oreensand. The depression con-

tinued until the fresh-water and estuary strata

formed the bottom of a deep sea, on which were
dejiosited the immense beds of chalk and allied

strata which form the bulk of the Cretaceous series.

lu the process of elevation, these beds have suf-

fered denudation, so that districts which were
covered with Cretaceous beds have been cleared of

thorn, and immense valleys have been furrowed
through the Chalk, Greensand, and Wealden.

WEALTH. See Capitau

WEA'NING, AND FEEDING IN INFANCY.
The propriety of mothers nursing their own children

is now so universally acknowledged, that it is the

duty of the physician less frequently to urge mater-
nal nursing than to indicate those cases in which it

becomes necessaiy to substitute another mode of

rearing the infant. 'Women,' says Dr Maimsell,
' who laboiu' under any mortal or weakening disease

— as plithisis, ha-niorrhages, cjulcpsy—are obviously

disqualified from the ofhce of muse. Some who are

in other resjjccts healthj", have breasts incapable of

secreting a sufficient supply of milk. In other

instances, the breast may perform its functions

well, but the nipple may be naturally so small, or

may be so completely obliterated by the pressure of

tight stays, as not to admit of its being laid hold of

by the child. These are actual physical hindrances
to nursing. Again, women may, and, in the higher

classes, frequently do, possess such extremely sen-

sitive and excitable temperaments, as wLU render it

imprudent for them to suckle their own children.

Frightened and excited by every accidental change in

the infant's countenance, and inordinately moved
by the common agitations of life, such persons are

kept in a state of continual fever, which materially

interferes with the formation of milk both as to

quantity and quality. Women, also, who become
mothers for the first time at a late jieriod of hfe,

have seldom the flexibility of disposition or the

physical ajjtitude for the secretion of milk, i-equired

to constitute a good nurse.'

—

A Treatise on the

Management and Diseases of Children, 4th cd.,

1842, pp. 39, 40. In ordinary cases, the child

should be put to the breast as soon as the latter

begins to contain anything ; and when the secretion

of milk has fairly commenced, it will require no
other food until the seventh or eighth mouth,
provided the mother be a good nurse. During the
first five or six months, the infant should be put to

the breast at regidar intervals of about four hoiu-s

;

afterwards, when the teeth are beginning to ajipear,

the child need not suck more than four times in tlie

twenty-four hours, some artificial food being given
to it twice during the same period. This at first

may consist of soft bread steeped in hot water,
with the .addition of sugar and cow's mUk ; and
subsequently a httle broth, free from salt and vege-
tables, may be given once a day. The spoon is now

the host medium of feeding, as the food shoiUd be
more solid tlian could be drawn through the suck-
ing-bottle. The time of weaning should be that
indicated by nature, when, by providing the child

with teeth, she furnishes it with the means of

obtaining its nourishment from substances more
solid than milk. If the infant has been gi-adually

accustomed to a diminished supjily of maternal
and an increase of artificial food, weaning 'nill be a
compar.atively easy jtrocess ; and much of that
sufTering both to parent and child will be spared,
which commonly ensues when a sudden change is

made. In ordinary cases, the period of weaning
varies from the seventh to the twelfth month

;

sometimes the child is kept at the breast for a much
longer period, from the i>opular idea tliat lactation

prevents pregnancy, but such unnaturally prolonged
lactation is usually iujurious to both mother and
child.

In those cases in which it is inexpedient or impos-
sible for a mother to suckle her own child, the
choice of a wet-nurse becomes a subject of much
importance. XJjjon this subject, Dr Maunsell lays

down the following important jiractical rules :
' The

gre.at thing we have to look to is to ascertain that
both the woman and her child are in good health ;

and of this we must endeavour to judge by the
following signs : The woman's general appearance
and form shoidd be observed, and they ought to be
such as betoken a sound constitution. Her skin
should be free from eruptions ; her tongue clean,

and indicating a healthy digestion ; her gums and
teeth sound and perfect ; the breasts shoidd be
firm and well formed—not too large or flabby—and
with perfect, well-developed nipples. We shoidd
see that the milk flows freely, upon slight pressure ;

and we should allow a little of it to remain in a glass

in order that we may judge of its quality. It should
be thin, and of a bluish-white colour ; sweet to the
taste ; and when allowed to stand, sliould throw up
a considerable quantity of cream. A nurse should
not be old, but it is better that she should have had
one or two chiUlren before, as she will then be
likely to have more milk, and may be supposed to

have acquired experience in the management of

infants. Having examined the mother, we must
next turn to the child, which should be well nour-
ished, clean, and free from eruptions, especially on
the head and buttocks. We should also carefully

examine its mouth, to ascertain that it is free from
sores or aphthie. If both woman and child bear
such an examination, we may with tolerable security

prouoimce the former to be likely to prove a good
nurse.'

—

Op. cit., pj). 44. 45. In one respect, we
differ from this eminent physician. He holds that
'the more recently the nurse's own confinement has
taken jdace, provided she has recovered from its

elFccts, the better.' Supposing a luirse is required

for a new-bom infant, this rule holds good ; but
provided a nurse is required for an infant of three

or four months old (for example), it is preferable to
obtain a nurse whose milk is of that age. We
believe it to be a general physiological law that the
ago of the milk should correspond to the age of the
infant ; that is to say, that an infant taken at any
given age from its mother, before the normal jieriod

of weaning, should be provided with a muse who
was confined about the same time as its own mother.
A wet-nurse should be very much jireferred to any

kind of artificial feeding ; but peculiar cases may
occur in which it is impossible to ]u-ocure a nurse;
or an infant whose mother is incapable of nourishing
it may be the subject of a disease that may be trans-

mitted through the infant to the nurse. In these
cases, a food must be ])rovided as nearly as jiossible

resembling the natural food ; and this is naturally
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sought for among the food of animals. The milk of

the cow is most commonly used, in consequence of

its being the most easily obtained ; but ass's milk
more nearly resembles human milk, as is shewn
from tlie following comparative analyses by Pro-
fessor Playfaii'

:

Woman, Cow. Ass.

Casein, ... 1-5 4-0 1-9

Butter, . . . . 4-4 4-6 13
Su'jar, ... 6-7 3-8 6-3

AsUes 0-5 0-6

Water, . . . 88-0 890 90-5

The most important difference between cow's milk
and woman's milk is the great excess of casein in

the former. The former fluid may, however, be made
to resemble the latter in comijosition in either of the
following ways : (1) On gently heating cow's milk,

a membrane of casein forms on the stirface ; by
removing two or three of these membranes as they
form, we can reduce the quantity of casein to the
desired extent ; or (2) we may dilute cow's milk
with twice its bulk of pure water, and add a little

sugar. This food should be administered at a
natural temperature (of about 9S°) through a suck-
ing-bottle ; and as the child grows older, it will

soon be able to take natural cow's milk without
iuconvemeuce. The natm'e and importance of the
mixture of milk and farinaceous food known as

Liebig's Soup for Children, are described under
Soup.

The rules regarding the times, &c. of feeding

are similar to those laid down for suckling. As-
suming that the infant, whether brought up at

the breast or artificially reared, has been safely

weaned, we have to consider what rides should be
laid down regarding its food subsequentlj'. For
some months after weaning, the food should consist

principally of semi-fluid substances, such as milk
thickened with baked flour, or pap, to which a
little sugar shouhl l)e added. Light broths may
also be administered, especially in the occasional

cases in which millc seems to disagree ; and bread
and btitter may be tried in small quantity. We
shall conclude this article witli the following ' model
of a sititable diet for children,' which cannot be too

strongly impresseil upon the minds of all young
mothers. 'A healthy child, of two or three years old,

commonly awakes hungry and thirsty at live or six

o'clock in the morning, sometimes even earlier.

Immediately after awaking, a little bread and sweet
milk should be given to it, or (when the child is too
young to eat bread) a little bread-pap. The latter

should be warm ; but in the former ease, the bread
m.ay be eaten from the hand, and the milk allowed
to be drunk cold, as it is well at this meal to furnish

no inducement for eating beyond that of hungei'.

After eating, the child wtU generally sleep again

for an hour or two ; and about nine o'clock it should

get its second meal, of bread softened in hot water,

which latter is to be drained oS', and fresh mUk and
a little sugar added to the bread. Between one and
two, the child may have dinner, consisting, at the

younger ages, of beef, mutton, or chicken broth
(de[>rived of all fat), and bread. When a sufficient

number of teeth are developed to admit of che\ving

being performed, a little anunal food, as chicken,

roast, or boiled mutton, or beef, not too much
dressed, should be allowed, with a potato or bread,

and some fresh, well-dressed vegetable, as turnips

or caulillower. After dinner, some drink will he
requisite ; aud a healthy child requires, and indeed
wishes for nothing but water. Light, fresh table-

beer would not be iujmious to a chfld of four or

five years old, but it is unnecessary. Between si.x

and seven o'clock, the child may have its last meal
of bread steeped in water, &c., as at nine o'clock in

the morning. A healthy child which has been in

the open air during the greater part of the day,
will be ready for bed shortly after this last supply,
and will retpiire nothing more till next morning.
(Similar regimen and hours may be adopted through-
out the whole period of childhood ; only as the
fotirth or fifth year approaches, giving, for break-
fast and supper, bread and milk without water, and
either w.arm or cold, according to the weather or

the child's inclination. The supply of food upon
first awaking in the mornitig may also be gradually
discontinued, and breakfast be given somewhat
earlier.'

—

Oji. cit., pp. SO, 81.

WEA'SEL (3Iuslela], a genus of quadrupeds of the
family MusteUdm (q. v.), having a very elongated
body; short feet, with toes quite separate, and sharp
claws; four molar teeth on each side above, and five

below. The Common W. [M. vulgaris) is a native
of almost all the temperate aud cold parts of the
northern hemisphere, except the most arctic regions.

Its range does not extend quite so far north as that

Weasel [Mustcla vulgaris).

of the ermine. It is the smallest of the MusteUdm
of the Old World, not exceeding two inches and a

half in height, and seven inches and a haU in

length, from nose to tail ; the tail about two inches

and a half long, and terminating in a point, not so

bushy as that of the stoat or ermine. The female

is smaller than the male. The head is large ; the

ears short, broad, and rounded, the whiskers long.

The colour is reddish brown on the upper parts,

sides, legs, and taU; the throat and belly white.

The eyes are small, round, and black, with a very

keen expression, to which the whole habits of the

animal correspond. It is nimble and active, bold,

aud yet wary. It may often be seen peeping curi-

ously from ;i hole in a wall, but v.ainly does the

schoolboy attempt to strike it with a stone. Catching

it is out of the question for him, and so far well, for

it is ready to bite severely. It is a most persevering

hunter, its scent as keen as its sight, quarters the

ground like a dog, and wearies out animals larger

and apparently much stronger than itself. It preys

on mice, rats, voles, small birds, and other small

animals, sometimes even on hares aud rabbits, robs '

liirds' nests, devouring the young birds or sucking

the eggs, and is occasionally troublesome in poultry-

yards, killiug young chickens. It clhnbs walls and

trees with great agility, and does not hesitate to

plunge into water in pursuit of the water-rat. It

sometimes begins by sucking the blood of the

animal which "it has killed, aud generally devours

tlie brain ; but when food is abimdant, it carries the

body to its retreat, where a considerable quantity of

prey is often found, the W. preferring to eat it in

a half-putroiied state. The W. generally sleeps

during the day, and is most active at night. It has

a disltgreeablo smell, which is strongest in hot

weather, or when it has been pursued or irritated.

It is capable of being tamed when taken young, and

becomes docile and gentle. The female W. makes

a nest of straw-leaves and moss for her young,

which are produced in spring, four or five in a

litter ; often in a crevice of a bank, or in a hollow
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tree. The fur of the \V. is an article of cnmmcrce
ill some northern countries, and W.-skins are
cx])orted in considerable <|Uantity from Siberia to
Cliina. The W. sometimes, but rarely, becomes
white in winter, like the ermine.—The Ermine
(q. v.), or Stoat, is another species of weasel.

—

America lias several .species of W., of which one
(J/, pusilhi) is rather smaller than the Common \V. of

Europe, and has a shorter tail. It is abundant in

the northern parts of the United States, and its

range extends far to the north. In the United
States, it remains brown all winter ; but in the fur-

countries it becomes white.

AVEA'THER is the condition of the atmosphere
at any time in respect of heat, moisture, wipd,
rain, cloud, aud electricity ; and a change of weather
imjilies a change in one or more of these elements.
Erom the direct beariug wcather-chauges have on
human interests, they ha\'e from the earliest times
been closely watched, so that the causes by which
they are bro\ight about being discovered, their
approach might be predicted with some degree of

conlldeuce. The craving in the popular mind for

this knowledge is strongly attested by the prognos-
tics of the weather current in every language,
which, amid much that is shrewd aud of consider-

able practical vahie, embrace more that is vague,
and not a little that is })ositively absurd.

It is not necessary here to refer to Moore,
Z.adkiel, and other almanac-makers of that class,

except as proving by their mere existence a wide-

spread ignorance of even the most palp.able ele-

ments of jihysical law, which is a disgrace to the
educational system of the countrj'. Prognosticators
of higher pretensions rcjieatedly appear before the
])ublic, and it is curious to note how their predic-

tions are eagerly laid hold of by the newspapers,
and scattered broadcast over the couutrj-. Among
the latest of this clivss was JIathieu de la Drome,
whose jiredictions of stoiins and rains made so

much noise, that the Emperor Napoleon requested
the celebrated Leveri-ier to examine the grounds
on which the predictions were founded. The
exposure was complete. One of his principal ]>re-

dictious was based entirely on a high avera<ie. of the
rainfall at a particular season. On examining the
rainfall of the particidar years of which the average
had been taken, it ^^as found that the excess Wiis

entirely due to an imprecedentedly hea\'y rain

which occurred in one of the years at that season.

His fame was founded on a few hajipy hits, and on
his death occurring a shcjrt time after he began to

issue predictions of the weather. One of the most
remarkable pretlictions of recent times was that
made by an Irish nobleman in reference to the
weather of September 1SG5, which turned out to be
in accordance with the prediction—dry, warm, aud
fine, beyond precedent. The celebrity of this pre-

diction has, however, been greatly reduced by other
predictions made since," Aihich the events unfor-
tunately have not vcritied.

The changes of the moon were long, and in many
minds are stiU, regarded as supplying the elements
of prediction. In order to test the real value of

the moon's changes on the weather, the Greenwich
observations of 50 j'ears Avere carefully examined,
and it was found that the number of iustapces in

which the weather was in accordance with the
prognostication was one instance less than those
in which the weather was different. When brought
to the test of accurate examination and figures, the
theory of the moon's changes on the coming weather
is thus proved to be a complete delusion ; but since
most people have a bias towards forgetting the
unsuccessful prognostications, and remembering the
successful ones, the theory will likely contiuue to

be believed in, at least until some knowledge of the
natural laws be more generally dilTused, so as to
reveal its absurdity.

Eor some years, Mr Thomas du Boul.ay predicted
the general character of the weather of each summer
from the weather-conditions which prevailed during
the week of the spring equinox ]ireceding, believing
that the general character of the weather of the
next six months is already settled, and that it only
reijuires the necessary skill to read its features,
since these will remain generally constant till

autumn. For a few years, he speculated in grain
on the faith of the preilictions, which turned out
pretty correct. Latterly, the predictions have not
been verilied.

The Ifiilh is, that no prediction ofljie weather can
he made, ia the British Idands at kast, for more than
three, or jxrhaps only two days beforehand. Any
attempt at a longer prediction is illusory. We
would here refer to the article Storms, as "shewing
the possibility and mode of making real predictions
of the weather. Almost all the weather-changes of
Eurojie begin from the south-west, and jiass over
Great Britain to the north-east. Tusettled or b.ad
weather is accomiianied with a low barometer

;

elsewhere, the barometer is higher. Thus, then,
sui)])ose that, from weather-telegT.ams received, it

is Seen that everywhere in Europe barometers are
high, we maybe sure that no storm need be dreaded
for two daj's at least. But if, on the following
morning, barometers begin to fall a little in the
west of Ireland, and an easterly wind begins to
blow generally over Great Britain and Norway, and
a south-east wind over France ; then, since the
winds blow towards the lowest barometer, or rather
a little towards the right of it, the presumption ia

that a storm of greater or less severity is couiing u]<,

the centre of which is likely to pass over England.
This ought, therefore, to be closely watched by the
telcgi-aph ; and if the winds keeping in nearly the
same direction, or veering slowly towards the south
aud west, increase in force, and barometers in the
west of Ireland fall rapidly, a gi-eat storm is i)or-

tended, of the approach of which warning should be
at once tclegi-aphed to the different scai)orts. But
if, ou the contrary, the winds do not increase in
force, and the barometer fall slightly, or cease to
fall, the storm has either passed consideralily to
the north of the British Islands, or its approach
Avill l)e delayed for some time yet ; and hence, no
immediate warning is necessary.

It is our proximity to the Atlantic that makes
it imjiossible to predict the weather beyond three
days at the utmost. In Norway and "the Baltic,
and ])laces towards the cast of Europe, the weather
may be predicted for a longer time, since each storm
as it appears in the west may be followed in its

course by the telegraph, and the places which it

threatens be warned (^f the coming danger. In
America also, where storms chiefly advance from
west to east, gales aud unsettled weather are pre-
dicted at the sea-board in the east some days
before.

But the collecting of this information by the
telegraph is a work which, owing to the expense,
governments only can accomplish ; aiul from its

importance, it is an incumbent duty which they
should discharge for the benefit of the seafaring
population. From the great value of weather-
telegrams to persons interested in shii>ping, we
believe that the time is not far distant when each
of our chief seaports will be supplied with daily
telegrams of the barometer and the winds from live
or six jilaees, at some distance, and in different
directions, from the particular seaport. A good deal
may, however, be done by each one for himself, by
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observing his barometer, the winds, and the face of

the sky—especially the cirrus cloud—the most
elevated and delicate of the clouds. Ent ere these

simple observations can be turned to account, aud
made the basis of an iutelligent jjrediction, some
knowledge of the general features of Storms (q. v.)

is indispensable. Tliese specially— (1) Storms have a

circular area ; and (2) advance in an easterly direc-

tion, bearing a low barometric pressure with them.

(3) Winds blow from a high to a low barometer,
and (4) with a force proportioned to the difference

of the pressure. (5) Storms are first felt in the
upper regions of the atmosphere, or in the region of

the cin-us cloud ; and (G) in front of the storm the
air is warm aud humid ; in the rear of it, cold, or

cool and dry. With such observations (requiring

only a barometer), intelligentl3' intei"preted, particu-

lar]}' if hills form part of the landscape, the character

of the weather may be foreseen for one day, or

longer.

But though no prediction of the weather for

weeks or months beforehand can be made with any
pretensions to trustworthiness, yet guesses or sur-

mises may be formed which are not without value.

All observation goes to prove that predictions based
on solar or other astronomical causes are without
foundation, and that averages based on terrestrial

observations are the only guides we have in this

matter. Of this class are the interruptions which
occur in the regular march of temperature in the

course of the year. Thus, cold weather generally

prevails from the 11th to the 14th of April—that is,

the period of the 'borro^ving days' (O. S.), and in

the second week of jNlay ; and these, with some
other cold and warm periods, are almost co-extensive

with the northern hemisphere of the globe. Hence,
then, at these times, when the weather begins to

get cold or warm, it may safely be predicted that

such weather will last for several days. Again,
if, after a long-continued prevalence of south-west
winds, or the equatorial current, the polar current,

or north-east wind, should set in, it is highly proli-

able that easterly winds will prevail for some
time ; so that, if the season be winter, a continuance
of frost, and perhaps snow, may be looked for ; but
if midsummer, the weather will become dry, warm,
and bracing. But suppose easterly winds liave been
unusually ]iredominant in autumn, and south-
westerly winds begin to prevail in the end of

November or beginning of December, it is most
probable that the weatlier will continue exception-
all}' mild, with frequent heavy storms of wind and
rain, till about Christmas. This period occurs nearly
every year, and its commencement is popularly

known as St Martin's summer. If easterly winds
preponderate greatly above the average during the

sprmg months, the summer is likely to be charac-

terised by south-westerly winds, with much rain

and moisture, and little sunshine ; but if easterly

winds nearly fail in spring, the summer will be dry
and warm, it being expected that the polar current
Avill prevail in summer, biinging clear skies and
brilliant sunshine. Tliis latter forecast of the

summer is believed in by the Rev. L. Jenyns, and
several meteorologists of note ; but an examination
of the weather of the past eleven years shews that

it is oidy generally true.—See Rev. Leonai-d Jenyns'
Metenrolorpj (I85S) ; Popular Proijnoxtics of the

Weather in Scotland, by Arthur jlitchell, M.D. ;

Joitrnal of Scottish ileteorolorjical ScKietij, No. xiii.—

-

' InteiTuptions of Temperature.'

WEA'THERING, a slight inclination given to

the top of a cornice or moulding, to prevent water
from lodging on it.

WEAVER-BIKD {Phceus), a genus of birds of

the Finch family (Frinr/ilUdw), of a group or sub-
family (Ploccirue), to most of which the name
Weaver-bird is extended. Tlie name has reference
to the Temarkable structure of the nests of these
birds, which are woven in a very wonderful manner
of various vegetable substances, and are objects of
great interest. The Ploceinm are natives of the
warmer parts of Asia, of Africa, and of Austraha

;

Taha Weaver-bird [Phceus Taha).

none being found in Europe nor in America. The
species are numerous. They are small birds, with a
sti-oug conical bUl, the ridge of which is slightly

curved, the tip entire. The claws are large and
very long. The wings are pointed, the first quill

remarkably short. There is great diversity in the

form and appearance of the nests constructed by
different species. One of the best-known species is

the Philippine Weaver (P. Philippinns), the Baya
(q. V.) of India.—Many of the other weaver-birds con-

struct nests pretty much on the same plan with
this—pouches elongated into tubes, entering from
below ; those of some are kidney-shaped, and the

entrance is in the side. They verj' generally sus-

pend their nests in the same way from the extremi-

ties of branches, and often prefer branches which
hang over water, probably as affording further

security against monkeys, squii'rels, snakes, and
other enemies. Social habits are very prevalent

Nest of Pensile Weavcr-hiid.

among them, and many nests of- the same species

are often found close together. Some of them
attach the nest of one year to that of the year pre-

ceding, as the Ploceus pensilis of JIadagascar, which
sometimes thiis makes five nests in succession, one
hanging to another. Some of the African species

build their nests in company, the whole forming

one structure. Thus, the Social or Republican
117
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W. of Soutli Africa {Plocciis sochis or Pliilotarus

Itjjidiis) constructs a kiiul of uml)relIa-liUe roof,

under ivhicli 800 or 1000 nests have been found, the
nests like the cells of a honeycomb, and arranged
witli wonderful regularity. An acacia witli straight

smooth stem, such as ])redaceou3 animals cannot
easily climb, is often selected by the bird-commu-
nity. When the situation is chosen, the birds begin
by constructing the roof, which is made of coarse

grass, each pair afterwards building their own
ucst, which is attached to the roof. As new nests

are built every year, the weight of the stnicture
often becomes so great as to break down its sup-
port.

—

Tcxtor erythrwhynclms is a bird of the W.
group, which is commonly seen in South Africa
accompanying herds of bufTaloes, and feeding on
the bots and other insects which infest them,
.alighting on their backs to pick them out of the
hide. The bird is often of great use to the buffalo

in another w.iy, by giving warning of the approach
of an enemy.—The AVhydaw Birds (q. v.), or Widow
Birds, Ukewise belong to the group of Ploceina:.

AVEAA'ING, the art by which threads or yams
of any substance .ire interlaced so as to form a
continuous web. It is perhaps the most ancient of

the manufactxiring arts, for clothing was alw.ays a
first necessity of mankind. The methods by which
weaving is now accomplished have been explained
and illustrated under Loojl (q. v.) ; it therefore
only remains to describe the variations which may
be effected by ingenious appUcations of the powers
of the loom ; and as these are almost endless, some
of the more common and easily understood will be
chosen. The simplest form of weaving is th.at

employed in making the, mats of uncivilised nations.
These consist of single untwisted fibres, usually
vegetable, arranged side by side to the width
required, and of the length of the fibres themselves,
which are tied at each end to a stick, which is so
fixed as to keep the fibres straight, and on the
same plane, as in fig. 1. Then the weaver lifts up

Fig. 1.

every other of these longitudinal threads, .and passes
under it a transverse one, which he first attaches
by tying or twisting to the outemiost fibre of the
side he commences with, and afterwards in the same
way to that on the other side, when it has passed
through the whole series. The acquisition of the
art of spinning threads of any length enables more
advanced nations to give great length to the warp,
or series of threads which are first arranged, and
to p.ass the weft or transverse thread backwards and
forwards by means of a shuttle, without the neces-
sity of fixing .at the sides. The mechanical appli-
ances alreadj- described under Looji aid these ojicra-

tions to an amazing extent. That kind of weaving
which consists of jiassing the weft alternately over
and imder each thi-ead of the warp is called plain
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wea'ving, and a transverse section of the web would
be represented by fig. 2; but if the weaver takes up
first one and then two threads alternately of the

warj) series, and passes the weft under them for the

first shoot of his shuttle, and raises those which

Fig. 2.

were left down before for the second shoot, he pro-

duces a cloth with a very different .appearance, called

Twri.L (q.v.), many varieties of which may be i>ro-

duced by varying the numbers missed or taken up
—as, for example, one and three, instead of one and

Kg. 3.

two. Tlie simplest form of twill, viewed trans-

versely, would bo represented by tig. 3.

Tliere are few arts which require more patience
or skill than weaving. As many as from one to

two thousand threads often constitute the warp ;

and these threads m.ay be so varied in quality

(see Yarn) as to produce many varieties of fabric.

From that cause alone, there are almost inlinite

variations. Many m.ay be produced by the order
in which the threads are lifted for the passage of

the weft—that of itself can also vary as much or

more in its quality and other circumstances, so that
the inventive genius of the weaver finds incessant

opportunities for its display, and nice arithmetical

calcidations are required in estimating and allotting

the numerous threads to the endless variety of

p.atterns W'hich are constantly passing through the
looms. A really practical knowledge of weaving
can only be obtained by working with looms, and
studying such technical treatises as Watson's
Tluortj and Practice of the Art of Wcavinp, and
some of the elaborate treatises by the French
weavers.

WEBER, C.\nL Maria von, a musical composer
of high eminence, was bom at Kiitin in Holstein,

18th December 17SG. JIusical and dr.amiatio talent

had been hereditary in his family for some genera-
tions : his father, by turns officer in the army of the
Palatinate, finance minister of the Elector of

Cologne, music-director to the Prince Bishop of

Eutiu, and head of a company of strolling jil.ayers,

led a somewhat irregiUar and checkered life. Young
W. shewed early a genius for music, but his instruc-

tors were often changed, in consequence of his

father's change of residence. The teachers to whom
he owed most were Hauschkel ,at Hildburghausen,
Michael Haydn at S.alzburg, and Valesi and Kal-
cher at Munich. His father's impatience and want
of judgment were injurious to him in many ways,
particularly in the efforts made to bring him before

the public prematurely .as a musical prodigy. At
the age of l.'i, he composed an opera called Die
MaclU dcr Lithe iind dts Weins. When but 14, his

second opera. Das Waldmcidchcn, was brought out,

without much success at first ; but was afterwards
far better received than he himself thought it

deserved. The next effort of the young opera-com-
poser was Peter HchmoU und seine Nachhorn, com-
posed at Sakburg in 1801, and performed at Vienna
with but indifferent success. At Vienna, he became
acquainted, in 1803, with Joseph Uaydn and the
Abljc Vogler, and studied for some time under the
latter. In 1804, he left Vienna, to be conductor of
the Ojiera at Breslau, and while resident there,

composed the greater part of his opera of Hiibezahl.
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We next find him, iu 1S06, with Prince Eugene

of WUrtemberg at his court of Carlsruhe in Silesia,

Tv-here he composed two sj-mphonies and three con-

certos. In 1S07, he went to Stuttgart, as private

secretary to Dulce Ludwig, becoming also musical

instructor to his children ; and while there, he com-

posed the opera of SHvana, and a cantata called

Der ersle Ton, besides overtm-es, choral pieces, and
pianoforte works. Getting into disfavour and pecu-

niary embarrassments, the result of his father's

recldessness, he was dismissed the court of WUr-
temberg, and took up his residence successively iu

Mannheim, Heidelberg, and Darmstadt, at which

last place he composed his operetta of Abu Hassan.

He then made a musical tour through Germany,

during which his concerts were everywhere weU
attended. From 1S13 to 1816, he was director of

tlie Opera at Prague, which he entirely remodelled;

aud during his residence in the Bohemian capital

composed Kampf iind Sieg, and numerous other

songs, including that noble national scries from

Korner's Leier unci Schwert, which had no little

influence in rousing patriotic sentiment diu'ing the

war of liberation.

In 1817, he was invited to form a German Opera

at Dresden ; and there, during the remainder of his

life, he held the post of KapeUmeisler to the king of

Saxony. To this period belong liis most important

compositions, including Prcciosa, Da- Frcischiilz,

Suryanthe, and Oberon. None of these works, ho\v-

ever, were first brought out in Dresden. The music

to Wolff's Preciosa, the subject of which is taken

from a novel by Cervantes, was first produced on the

Berlin stage, where it made a powerful impression.

The author's chef-d'osuvrc, the opera of FrekcUutz,

the Ubretto of which was -wi-itten by the composer's

friend, Friedrich Kind, also first saw the light iu

the Pi-ussiau capital in 1822. It was a great suc-

cess : its novelty and beauty, as well as the deep

thought contained in it, excited an extraordinary

sensation throughout Germany, which soon extended

to France and England. Euryanthe, produced iu

Vienna in 1S23, was not quite so warmly received.

Bearing more the impress of labour and cultivation,

and less that of the composer's natural vein of

romance, it has never been in such general favour

as its predecessor. Oberon was written in prospect

of a visit to London to a libretto supplied by Mr
Planche. When W. set out for England, he was
already struggling against mortal disease. On the

8th March 1820, he appeared at Coveut Garden
Theatre as conductor of a selection from Freischiltz ;

and on the 12th of April following he also conducted,

on the first appearance of Oberon, with applause on

both occasions, incessant and uproarious. At his

benefit concert on the 2Gth of M.ay, he was hardly

able to go through the duty of conductor ; and on

the 5th of June he was found dead in bed in the

house of Sir George Smart, whose guest he was. He
was interred in the Roman Catholic Church, Moor-

fields ; but in 1844, his body was removed to Dres-

den ; and a statue of him by Reichel was erected in

ISGO in front of the Dresden theatre. W. was mar-

ried in 1818 to Carolina Brandt, an operatic singer

of some note, daughter of Brandt the vioUuist, by
whom he left a family.

The verdict of posteritj-, as well as of his con-

temporaries, has placed W. in the first rank of

musical composers. He was the first to use those

bold efTccts of harmony and modulation whose intro-

duction forms au era iu the history of music. In his

operas, the spirit of the romantic school appears in

its brightest and most captivating form ; and the

overtures are masterpieces of imagination, each pre-

senting an outline of the work to which it belongs.

Besides the above operas and songs, his musical

works are numerous, comprising concertos for the

pianoforte, clarionet, oboe, bassoon, and violoncello-

symphonies and overtures, one of the most beautiful

and characteristic of them being the overture to the

Beherrscher der Geister. Among his posthumous

writings is an Autobiography. His Life has been

WTitten by his son. Baron Max Maria von Weber,

and recently translated into EngUsh by Mr Palgrave

Simson.

WEBSTER, Daotel, American statesman and

jurist, was born at Salisbury, New Hampshire,

January IS, 1782, the second son of Ebenczer

Webster, a small farmer, and justice of the county

court. He entered Dartmouth College in 1797, and

taught school in winter to pay his expenses, and aid

his "brother, Ezekiel, who became a distinguished

lawyer, in fitting for college. On graduating in

ISOl, he commenced to study law, but was induced,

by the offer of a salary of .350 dollars a year, to

become preceptor of an academy at Fryburg, Maine,

paying his board by copying deeds. In 1804, he

went to Boston, and entered the law office of Mr
Gore, refusing an appointment of clerk of the court

of which his father was a judge, at 1500 dollars

a year. In 1805, having been admitted to the

Boston bar, he estabhshed himself at Portsmouth,

New Hampshire; married in ISOS; and having

engaged in politics as a member of the Federalist

party, was elected to CongTcss, where he immediately

took rank with the foremost men of the country.

His speech on the Berlin and Milan Decrees, and

his mastery of the questions of currency and finance,

gave him a high position; but he determined, in

1816, to remove to Boston, where, leaving politics,

he engaged for several years in legal practice of the

most extensive and varied character. In 1822, he

was a member of the Mass.achusetts Constitutional

Convention ; and December 22, 1822, he pronounced

at Plymouth, on the anniversary of the landing of

the PUgrims, the first of that remarkable series of

discoui-ses, or orations, which gave him the first

rank among American orators. In 1825, he gave

an oration at the laying of the corner-stone of the

Bunker Hill Monument ; in 1843, one on its com-

pletion. In 1826, he pronounced the eulogy of

John Adams and Thomas Jefferson, two fathers

and Presidents of the American republic, who died

on the same semi-centenary anniversary of the

Declaration of Independence; and iu 1851, a patri-

otic fliscourse on the laying of the corner-stone

for the extension of the Capitol at AVashiugtou.

In 1822, he was elected to Congress from Boston,

and was distinguished by his speeches on the Holy

AUiance and the Greek revolution, and his labours

in the revision of the criminal laws of the United

States. In 1826, he was chosen senator; and in

1830, rose to the height of his forensic renown in

a speech of two days, in the debate with Mr
Hayne, of South Carohna, on the right of ' nullifica-

tion.' W. and Clay were the leaders of the opposi-

tion dm-ing the administrations of Jackson and

Van Buren. In 1839, he visited England, Scotland,

and France; and in 1841, accepted the post o£

Secretary of State in the cabinet of General Harri-

son, and remained in that of Jlr Tyler, who, a,s

Vice-president, succeeded on the death of the Presi-

dent, until 1843. In 1844, he aspired to the

presidency, but the choice of his party fell upon

j

Mr Clay, whom he supported, but unsuccessfully.

I He was chosen senator for Massachusetts, and again,

in 1848, was disappointed of the presidential nomina-

tion by the popidar enthusiasm for the \-ictor of

Buena Vista, Crcneral Taylor. His senatorial efforts

at this period were directed to the preservation of the

Union by the advocacy of compromises on the slavery

! qucstiou, aud he gave oficace to the Abolitionists
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by defending the Fugitive Slave Law. In 1850, lie

liccaiiie again Secretary of State in the cabinet of

Mr Fillmore; and in iS52 was once more, and no

donUt grievonsly, disappointed at not receiving the

nomination to the presidency, which was given to

tk'neral Scott. He did not live to see the defeat

of his rival; but, after a brief illness, died .at his

country residence at Marshlield, jMassachusetts,

October 24, 1S.")2. Mr W. was a man of very

striking ajjpearance, large, swarthy, with deep-set

eyes, a deep powerful voice, and a solemn and
earnest manner. His collected writings and s])eeclie3

liave been published (G vols. Svo, 1S51), and his

Correspondence (2 vols. Svo, 1855).

WEBSTER, NoAn, American author .and philo-

logist, was born at Hartford, Connecticut, October

10, 1758, and entcreil Y:de College in 1774. In his

third college year, ho served under his fatlier, a

militia captain, in the w.ar of the Itevolution. He
was admitted to the bar in 1781, but engaged in

scholastic and literary occupations. Employed in

teaching a school at Goshen, New York, he pre-

pared his Grammatical Institules of llir jiiir/liih

Lnnffuarir, published in three p.arts ; and edited

Ounnior Wlnthrop^s Journal. In 1785, he wrote

Sh-lelu'S of American Polici/, nilvoccttbis. the forma-

tion of a new constitution, and gave public lectures

on the English language, which were published in

1789. He taught an academy in Pliiladelphia, and

wrote on the Constitution ; and in 1788, published

the American JIa;ia-.ine in New York. After a

few years' law-practice at Hartford, he engaged, in

1793, in the editorship of the Mincrra, a Federalist

daily jiaper in New Y'ork. In 1709, he published

A Brief Histor;/ of Epidemic and Pestilential

Diseases, the jfcUow fever having broken out in

NewY'ork; and pamphlets on International Law,
Banking, and F'in.ancc. In 1807, he ])ubli.slieil A
J*/iih)si>/)/iieitl and Practical Grammar of the Pn'j/isU

hanijuaije, and commenced his American Dietionarij

of tlie linglish Lnneiuaqe, ; but finding diiiieiUties in

etymology, he devoted ten years to its study, and
prepared a Sijnopsis of Words in Twenty Lanr/uages ;

then l»egan his Dictionary anew, and in seven years

completed it. In 1824, he came to Enrojie, to

consult Ijooks and learned men, sjiending some
months at l\aris and at Cambridge. In 182S, an
edition of 2500 copies of his Dictionary, in 2 vols.

4to, -Has issued ; followed by one of 3000 copies in

England. Numerous abridgments have been made,
which found a large sale. His ptementari/ Spellinri-

hool:, founded on his Institutes, up to 1802, had been

sold to the extent of 41,000,000 copies. A new
and thoroughly revised and eiUarged' edition of

his dictionary was finished in 18GG, and it is

now perhaps the most complete dictionary of

the English language yet pubUshed. Mr W.
also published a popular Ilistoi-y of the United

Slates, and a Manual of Useful Studies. He was
a judge, a member of the state legislature, and
one of the founders of Amherst College. He died

at New Haven, May 28, 1843.

WEDGE, one of the mechanical powers, and in

]irinciple a modilicatiou of the inclined

)>lane. Its normal form is here repre-

sented. The power is applied by jires-

sure, or more generally by j)ercussion, to

the back B, thus forcing the edge A
forwards. The wedge is employed for

such purposes as the sjilitting of wood,
the f.astenuig firmly of the handle of an

axe, tlie raising of a shij) in a dry dock,

&c. The investigation on statical j)rin-

ciplea of the mechanical advant.age of the wedge is

extremely nnsatisfactory, the power, which is scarcely

ever a ' pressure,' being always assumed to be one,

and the enormous friction on the sides of the wedgo
being generally neglected ; the theoretical result thus

.arrived at is that the pressure applii'd at the b.ack :

tlie resistance or weight : : J width of liack of wedge :

length of side. In the ap]ilic.ation of the wedge to

the .s)ilitting of wood in the direction of the fibres,

the split gener.ally extends some distance in .advance

of the edge of the wedge, and the action of the

latter is then a coml)ination of the action of the

wedge with that of the lever ; in fact, this compound
action is found more or less in all apiilications of the

wedge as a cutting or splitting weapon, ami tends

further to complicate the statical investigation of

its mechanical properties. The best and simplest

illustrations of the single wedge are axes, nails,

plugs, planes, chisels, needles, and all sharp-pointed

instruments.

WEDGWOOD, JosiAll, the creator of British

pottery as an art, was born at Burslem, in Stafford-

shire, in the year 1730. His father was a potter,

and very early he was set to work at the same
business. His education seems to have been of

the scantiest. After an abortive attenijit to settle

himself at Stoke with a p.artner n.amed Harrison,

he returned to his n.ativc place, and tliere com-
menced business as a potter. From the first, his

ardour for the improvement of the manufacture
was conspicuous. His first efforts were directed to

the refining of the material, and soon he succeeded

in producing a beautiful cream-coloured porcelain,

whieli became jiopularly known as (Jucen's Ware,
Queen Ch.arlotte having mucli admired it, and
extended her patronage to the manufacturer. Sub-
sequently, other improved materials were produced.

The attention of W. was not less assiduously

directed to considerations of form and decoration ;

he busied himself in emulating the grace of the

antiijue models; and the celebrated sculptor,

Flaxman, was employed to furnish designs to him.

In this way, what he found a rude and barbarous

manufacture, he raised to the level of a fine art

;

and he found his reward in the speedy amassing of

an immense fortune. In 1771, he removed his

works some little way from Burslem ; and to the

new site he gave the fanciful name I'.truria, as that

of the country of old most celebrated for the beauty

of its ceramic products. Here he built himself a

splendid mansion; and here, in 1795, he died.

Apart from his eminence in the .art to which he
mainly devoted himself, W. was a man of consider-

,able culture. Natural ])hilosophy, in particular, he

studied with much success. He was a fellow of the

Itoyal Society, as also of the Society of Antiquaries

;

and to the Philosopliical Transactions ho from time

to time conti'ibuted jiapers. He likewise interested

liimself deeply in all matters of jiublic concernment;

and mainly through his inilucnce it was that the

Grand Trunk Canal, uniting the waters of the

Mersey, the Trent, and the Severn, was carried out.

He was a man of much benevolence of character,

and the prosperity which flowed upon him through

life, he distinguished by the exercise of an almost

princely liberality.

Full particulars as regards this remarkable man
may be found in two lives of liim recently published,

the one, in 1865, by Eliza Meteyard (2 vols. Hurst
and Blackett), the other, in the same year, by
Llewellyn Jewett (Virtue and Co.).

WE'DGWOOD WARE, a beautiful kind of

pottery invented by Josiah Wedgwood in 1775.

It consists of flint, Potter's chay, carbonate and sul-

))li.ate of barytes, and zaffre, or some other colour-

ing material. It is also called Jasper Ware. The
beautiful classical designs on the earliest productions
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o£ this manufacture were many of them executed i

by Flaxman, and are very highly vahied.
|

WE'DNESBURY, a market-town in the south of

Staffordshire, in a district abounding in canals, coal ,

mines, and iron-works, Ti miles north-west of

Birmingham by railway. It was called Weadesbury !

by the Saxons, and for a long time took precedence,
;

in point of population and historical importance, of

Birmingham and Wolverhampton. It was here that
j

the great coal-held of Staffonlsliire was first worked.

The parish now contains proijably the largest works
in the kingdom for the manufacture of railway

I

plant ; and of its productions, iron, wheels, axles,
{

tubes, edge-tools, coach ironmongery, locks, screws,

&c., are prepared extensively for exportation. The
pop., which in 1S21 was under 7(I0(>, had in 18,51

risen to about 12,000 in tlie town, and 14,1500 in the

])arish; in ISGI the town had 1.5,298, anil the parish

22,000 ; and in 1867, the pop. of the parish was esti-

mated at 20,.500.

WE'BNESDAY, the fourth day of the week, the

Dies Murciu-u of the Komans, the Mittwoch (mid-
j

week) of the modern Germans. The name Wednes-
day is derived from the northern mythology, and

j

signifies Woden's or Odin's day. The Anglo-Saxon
form was Wodancs div/, the old German Wuotanes

j

tar. The Swedish and Danish is Onsdinj.

WEE'EO, or IBO, a small island off the coast
[

of Mozamljicjue, belonging to the Portuguese,
j

about 150 miles south of Capo Delgado. The
town is clean, with neatly-built houses ; there are

three forts, one rif which Serves as barracks for the

g.arrison, and, though contemptible as a defensive

work against a well-organised enemy, it is well

adapted for resisting tlie natives, between whom
and the Portuguese all along the Mozambique
coast, there seems to be perpetual hostility. The
pop. consists of nearly 3000 natives and a few
Europeans ; and though an important trade in ivory,

copal, &c., is said to be carried on, there are few signs

of activity in the harbour, and the natives for the

most part seem miserable, fever-stricken wretches.

WEED, Thurlow, American journalist, was
born at Cairo, New York, November 1.5, 1797, and
at the age of 10 years was cabin-boy on a sloop on
the Hudson lliver ; at 12 he was an apprentice in

the printing-office of Mr Croswell, at t'attskill

;

then lived for a short time in a backwoods settle-

ment, but at 14 returned to printing. He was a
volunteer in the war of 1812, and at the age of 21

established a newspaper in Western New York,
and during thi' Anti-M.asonic excitement, was
elected to the state legislature, 1820—1827, w'here

his peculiar aud almost unrivalled abilities as a

political manager or ' wire-puller ' were early recog-

nised. In 1830 he settled at Albany, the state

capital, and commenced the publication of the

Eveninrj Journal, an anti-Jackson, whig, or re-

publican paper, which became the organ of the

party, and of the state government when its party

was in power. Declining all offices for himself,

except the profitable cue of state printer, he is sup-

posed to h.ave exercised almost snjireme influence in

nominations and appointments, and to have secured

the choice of Presidents Harrison and Taylor

;

has been, through his whole career, the friend and
adviser of Mr Seward. In 1801, he was sent in a

semi-diplomatic capacity to Europe, and cm his re-

turn, was presented by the authorities of New York
with the freedom of the cit}^ where he became part

proprietor and one of the editors of the A'e.w York
Times, in which he has advocated a prudent and
conserv.ative policy.

AVEED (Lympliangciiis), 01 aShoi of Grease, con-

sists in inflammation of the large absorbent glands

and vessels situated between rhe hoi'se's thighs.

Karely, it attacks the coiTesponduig strnctures

between the fore-Umbs. It occurs in round-limbed,

indifferently bred, h.ird-wronght horses ; appears

particularly after a day or two of rest, after expo-

sure to cold, or during imperfect action of the

bowels ; and is said to depend upon more blood

being jiroduced than is required to replace the

natural waste of the body. It is identified by Lame-

ness, tenderness in the groin, and fever. The horse

must be bled, have a full dose of aloes, and when
the pain and tenderness are great, ten drops of

Fleming's Tincture of Aconite in water every two
hours ; the limb should be bathed for at least six or

eight hours continuously in hot water, aud then
rubbed dry and kcjit warm. The subsequent swell-

ing will be reduced by saline draughts, diuretics,

rubbing of the Umb, and exercise.

AVEEDS, the name given to all those plants which
grow wild in cultivated grounds, ancl. injure the

crops ; which they do both by choking them, and
by exhausting the soil. Those weeds which are

annuals or biennials, as charlock, yellow rattle, and
melilot, may gradually be got quit of by merely cul-

tivating, for a succession of years, such jilants as are

to be cut before the seeds of the weeds are fully

ripe. Perennial weeds, such as couch gi-ass, can only

be removed from the ground by repeated and care-

ful tilling ; and for this purpose, crops which require

much hoeing are advantageously planted, and re-

course is had to suumier fallowing in lichls, and
frequent weeding iu gardens. Thistles and other

large weeds are frequently pulled in corn-fields

before the corn comes into ear, and to prevent their

seeding, they are cut iu pastures. Sedges and
rushes, which spring up in great .-ibuudance iu

damp gi-ounds, disappear on thorough draining.

Leafy crops which thickly cover the soU, prevent

the growth of many weeds by the exclusion of air

and light. Weeds which have been rooted up form
excellent compost for manure. Those which make
their appearance in fallow grounds, serve for green
manuring when they are ploughed down.

WEEK (Goth. I7co; Old High-German, Wchha =
order, cycle (?) ; Lat. Vicis; Gr. Hvhdomas, Sabbuton;

Heb. Skabna, from Shcba, seven) designates generally

a period of seven days. It was probably first

instituted as a kind of bro.ad subdivision of the

periodical month, corresponding to the four quarters

of the moon, or about 7f days. Although found as

a civil institution among some nations at the earliest

time—e. g., with the Hindus, Assyrians, Persians,

&c., it is only with the Jews that we see a religious

signification given to the concluding or seveuth day
of that period itself. Both their cosmogony and legis-

lation are connected with it. The Sabbath (q. v.) is

emphatically the d.ay of rest, while seven weeks after

the Passover, the Pentecost or Feast of Weeks takes
place, &c. (see Seven). It is doubtful whether it was
through the Jews that this computation of weeks
was introduced to the Egj'ptians, but it is certain

th.it the latter at an early period couuted seven
periodical days, naming them according to the seven
planets then assumed. The application of the names
of the planets to the days of the week in the
order they now stand, originated in this way

:

It was an astrological notion that each ))lanet in

order presided over an hour of the day, the order,

according to their distances from the earth, being,

on the geocentric system, S.iturn, Jupiter, Mars,
the sun, Venus, Mercury, the moon. Assuming
Saturn to preside over the first hour of Saturday,

and assigning to each svicceediug hour a ]>lauet

iu order, the 22d hour will f.all again to Saturn,

the 23d to Jupiter, the 24th to Mars, aud the
121
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first liour of the next clay to the sun ; in the
same vay, tlie lirst hour of the foUowinj day falls

to the moon, and so on. From Alex.antlria, this seven
days' week H'.as imported, tojcthcr witli the n.ames of

the individual d.ays, to the Greeks—who ]ire\-iously

diviiled their month.s into three decades—and to the
Romans, about the time of Christ. Rome had pre-

viously counted her periods by eijrht d.ays, the
eighth day itself beini; ori!;inally called Xundmce
—a term later applied to the whole cycle—as

returning nono quoque die, when the country-
people were iu the habit of coming to town for the

purjioses of business, and chiefly to inquire after

])uljlic news, the changes in government and legisla-

tion, vacant places, and the rest. But the seven

d.ays' cycle soon found great favour among the
Romans, owing partly, perhaps, to the spread of

Egj'ptian astrology, although the change was not
officially introduced before Constantino. It is cer-

tain that the .Tewish n.ame Sabbath came into use
in Rome, and from Rome it spread to all the
Romanic languages, even into the German. It

survives in the Italian Sahbalo, the .Sjianish Snhaclo,

the French tiamedi (Sahhati dies), and the German
Samhardac, Avhieh afterwards became Samslag. In

the same manner, the Latin Septimana (the Greek
hebdomas) has become the modern designation for

week in the Italian SMimana, Sjian. Semana, French
Seniaine, and even in the Irish Scchtmainc. The
Codex Theodosianus is the first document Avhich

adopts the term Septimana in the meaning of

weeks. The Jews, as well as the early Christians,

had no special names for the single days, but
counted their number from the previous Sabbath,
beginning with Sundaj*, as the lirst after the

S.abbath, and ending \\ilh Friday, as the sixth

after the previous, or eve (Ercb) of the next Sab-

bath. After a very short time, however, young
Christianity, which in the same manner had endea-
voured to count from the /eria sccuiida, or second
day after Snudaj', to the Sepdhna (or Saturday), had
to fall back again upon the old heathen names, pre-

viously introduced in GaiU, Germany, &c. by the
heathen Romans. The Sunday, or dies Sulis, alone

was changed in many of the Romanic languages in

accordance with the new creed. It was called

K;iria!;e, dies Dominicvs or Dominica, the Day of the

Lord, a term which in Italian became Domenica,
in Spanish Domiiirjo, and Dirnanche in French. The
Germanic Fn'mtac (from froii = dominicus) occurs

but once. It is very curious to notice how the names
of the live d.ays of the week which followed those

named after the sun and moon, became Germanised,

as it were, or the names of the originally imported
gods translated into those of the Germanic divinities.

ThuSj the day of Mars became that of Ziu (see

Tyr). Jlcrcury became AVodan; and the fourth

day was called after the latter, in Dutch, Eng-
lish, and Scandinavian; while in Germany it was
simply called the middle of the week = MiUwoch.
The day of Jupiter became the day of Thor =
Thursday, Donnerstag ; while the Dies Veneris was
transformed into the day of Freya, the wife of Odin
(Wodan). The day of Saturnus, retained under
this name in some northern tongues, became a

lanr/ardciffc, or bathing-d.aj-, iu others ; while in

Upper Germany it remained a Sunday-eve {/eria

ante dominicam) or Samstar; (see above). Among
the Semitic nations, which, as far as our information

goes, seem to have had the computation by weeks
at the earliest period, the Arabs stand foremost;

and up to this day they count their days by seven,

beginning and ending -with the sunset previous to

each new day, and they count them instead of giving

them special names—except the Friday, which is

called the Day of Assembly (Yaum Al-Djiuna),

or Aruba (=Heb. A'rcA) Eve (of the Jewish Sab-
bath). Slavonians, Lithuani.ans, and Finns also

count their days from Sunday, instead of giving
them planetary names. The French Revolution
altered the seven days' week into a decade of ten
d.ay3, but the new computation introduced in 1703
was abrogated again in 1S0.5. Respecting the 'weeks
of years' (very similar to the lto)nan annorum heh-

domada), it 'will sutKce here to indicate that they
only occur in prophetical poetry, and seem to indi-

cate there certain seven years' cycles. For further
information on this subject, we refer principally to
Ideler's C/tronolo'jie.

WEEKS, Feast of (Gr. Peiilerosle = fiftieth,

Heb. Hhuhuoth, also called Feast of Harvest, Day of
the First-fruits, &c.), the second of tlie three great
Herjalim or Pilgrim Feasts of the Old Testament,
was celebrated seven weeks, or forty-nine days,
after the Passover. As the latter was the feast

of the barley harvest, so the former was that of

the wheat-harvest. The lirst two loaves of the
new crop were offered up on the day of the festival

—leavened, and containing about 3.\ quarts each
(the Mishnah speaks of their being 7 inches by
3), together with a peace-offering of two lambs.
Besides this, a gi-eat burnt and sin offering—the
fomier consisting of seven lambs, a bullock, two
rams, together with the appropriate meat and drink
offerings ; the latter of one kid—were added, accord-
ing to Leviticus (xxiii. IS) ; while Numbers (xxviii.

27) increases the number of the bullocks to two, and
only mentions one ram—a number more in accord-
ance with the regulations for the other festive sacri-

fices. The Jewish tr.adition, however, considers the
animals mentioned in the later passage as an ad-
ditional sacrifice ; and Josephus has indeed added
both up, except in as far as the rams are concerned,
of which he only gives two. Tradition has given
to this feast, which originally was only intended to
represent the solemn closing of the harvest, a new
significance by making it the anniversary of the
Sinaitic Legislation, which indeed must have t.aken

place iu the lirst d.ays of the third month. But the
Pentecost, which is always lixed in the Jewish
calendar on the Gth of Sivan, could not, before
the establishment of astronomical computation,
fall ahv,ays on the same day, but must needs
have fallen between the 5th and 7th of that

month. Moses himself nowhere lixes the date of

this festival .as he does with the others. The Kara-
ites, instead of referring the ' morning of [after]

the Sabb.ath' of Lev. (xxiii. 15) to the IGth of

Nisan, take it literally, and celebrate the festival

always on a Sabbath. The uncertainty of the limar
calculation and oliservation among the Jews of the
Dispersion, caused them also to add one day to this

festival—a usage still retained at present. There
seems to have been more of the character of a
harvest-home inherent in this festival than in the
Passover, which partook particularly of the character

of a large and solemn family-g.athering. For the
Christian adoption of this festival, see Pextecost.

WEEPING TREES are trees with remarkably
elongated and ]>endulou3 branchlets, gener.ally mere
varieties of species which ordiuarily have a different

habit, as the Weeping Birch, Weeping Ash, and
Weeping Willow, which are varieties of the Common
Birch, _Common Ash, and A\Tiite or Huntingdon
Willow. The Weeping Birch occurs in a wild state

iu some places iu the Highlands of Scotland, and is

a characteristic ornament of the landscape. Trees
intermediate in their habit between the Weeping
Birch and the common variety are of very frequent
occurrence. Weeping trees are much esteemed for

ornamental purposes, and are not only very beautiful
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in themselres, but as a contrast to other trees in

lawns and pleasure-grounds. They are therefore
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"Weeping "Willow.

carefully propagated in nurseries. The Weeping
Ash is often grafted on the Common Ash, but the

^M?;/M
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tendency to the Tveeping habit of elongated and
pendulous branchlets is manifested in some kinds

of trees, as the tendency to vary into a very opposite

habit, Avith the branchlets drawn up close together

(var. stricta of botanists), appe.ir3 in others, of which
the Swedish Juniper and the Irish Yew are familiar

examples.

"WEERT, an unwaUed town in the Netherlands,

province of Limburg, 12 mUes west-north-west of

Eoermond, on the ship-canal from JIaastricht to

's Hertogenbosch. Pop. 67S8. There are several

good schools, a collegiate institution, town-house,

two churches, and three market-places. In the

Church of St Martin is the grave of the Count
of Hoorn, who was beheaded at Brussels, in 1.5GS,

for adhering to the Prince of Orange in the struggle

for religious and political freedom. A beautiful

promenade leads to the other church, outside the

town, north of which are the ruins of the old castle.

Besides the markets for farm produce, horses, and
pigs, "W". has factories for making cloth, stockings,

and hats, com and oil mills. Here was bom, 1594,

Jan van "VN'eert, who, in boyhood a shoemaker's
apprentice, became commander of the Austrian army
and viceroy of Bohemia.

"WEEVER, or STING-FISH [TracUmis), a

genus of acanthopterous fishes of the family Urano-
scopidce, also called Trach'midte. In this family
the ventrals are composed of a spine and five jointed

r.iys, and are generally situated before the pectorals.

The scales are cycloid, or wanting. The eyeballs

"Weeping Birch.

result is seldom very satisfactory, the art o£ the
gardener forcing itseli too much upon attention. A

Greater "Weever (Trachinus draco).

are capable of being raised in a remarkable manner
out of their sockets, and of being retracted again to

the level of the orbits. The species frequent the

bottom of the sea. They are often furnished with
barbels, and have also a peculiar membranous
filament under the tongue, which they can protrude

at pleasure. In the genus Trachimia the head is

compressed, the eyes are placed high and close

together ; there is a long sharp spine on the hinder

part of the gill-cover. There are tn'o dorsal tins;

the second dorsal and the anal are long ; the
ventrals are close to the throat. Two species are

found on the British coasts, the Greater W. or

Sting-ecxl (T. draco), and the Little W. or"\'iPER

W. (7'. vipera). The former attains a length of

nearly one foot ; the latter, seldom of more than
four or five inches. The general form is long,

narrow, and compressed; the Little W. is propor-

tionally deeper in body than the Greater Weever.
The head of both is short, compressed, flat between
the eyes, and rough on the summit; both dorsals

and the anal fius are spiny ; aud in both the giU-

cover is furnished with a strong and sharp spine,

which is directed backward, and can be appressed

to the body, but which is also capable of being
made to stand out so as to present its point to an
adversary. Both species are of a yellomsh brown
colour. They inhabit parts of the sea having a
sandy bottom, aud often partially bury themselves
in the sand, but are ready to move off ^^ith great

celerity if disturbed. They can live long out of the
water ; and if left by the retiring tide, suflfer no
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inconvenience. If assailed, they can, by a sudden

bending of the body, in.ake use of one of the strong

spines of the gill-covers against the assailant ; and
the wcmnd thus inllicted is so severe, as to lead to

the opinion that the siiine is coated with a venomous
exudation. JS'aturalists, however, generally sup-

posed the popidar oiiiiiion to be erroneous, and the

severity of the wound to be merely owing to the

laceration eft'ected by the spine, until it was dis-

covered by Jh- (Junther, in 1804, that poison-glands

existed in connection with spines of some .South

American fishes of the family Siho-ida: A peculiar

stinging sensation attends a wound by a spine of a

W.,Which extends far up the arm, if the wound has

merely been in a linger, aud is nuirli more severe

tlian the pain of a wasp sting. There is also a

gi-oove in the spine, which has perliaps something
to <lo with the conveyance of the poison ; but no
poison-gland has yet been proved to exist. In
France, the fishermen are required, under a penalty,

to cut off the spines of weevers before selling them.

Weevers are esteemed for the table.

WEE'VIL (Curctdio), a Linnasan genus of insects,

now forming the tribe Bhi/iichoplioya, of the order

C'oleoptera, and section Telramera. They are

remarkably characterised by the prolongation of

the head into a beak or snout, at the extremity of

which the mouth is ])laced, and from which the

club-shaped antenna; spring. Some of them have
straight antenna; ; but the greater number have
the antenna; (jciiiculated, or bent forwards at the

second joint. Tlie species are very numerous, and
are distributed over all parts of the world. They
all feed on vegetable food, both in their larval and
in their perfect state ; and some of them are

notable for the mischief which they do in the

former state, to the young shoots, leaves, frnits,

and seeds of plants. They are diiu-nal insects,

many of them very sm.all, but others of consideraljle

size. They are slow, timid, and defenceless

;

although the long hard beak suggests to those

ignorant of its real nature and of their habits an
idea of danger in handling the larger species.

Many of them are of very dull and uniform colour
;

but some are amongst the most beautiful of the

C'oleoptera—resplendent with the finest hues, aud
brilliant as gems. Such is the well-known Diamond
Beetle (q. v.) of South America. The larvic of

weevils are soft, white, and footless, with very
convex rings, hard heads, and horny jaws. The
perfect insects are often found on leaves and in

Howcrs of the particular kinds of plants on which
they and their larva; feed. Ilhynchites hetulHi, a W.
often very injurious to vineyards, constructs a nest

for its larva; by rolling up the leaf of the vine,

jiicrcing the roll as it proceeds, and depositing eggs

between the folds in the inner part of the roll. The
larviu feed upon the leaf, which the parents further

adapt for their use by cutting the leaf-stalk half

through, so that the leaf hangs down, and by the

time they are ready to change into the chr^'salis

state, it drops off, or is blown oft" by the wind,

when they bury themselves in the ground to wait
for the return of spring. Other trees, as the pear-

tree, are infested by weevUs which destroy their

leaves in a similar manner ; the leaves of some, as

of the peach, often snfl'er injury from weevils which
devour them, like caterpillars, without rolling them
up ; and turnips arc subject to the ravages of certain

small species of W., which proceed in the same
manner. {Some species of \V. gnaw young shoots.

The shoots of fruit trees, and young grafts, are

sometimes destroyed by weevils, which bore into

them by means of their beak, and make a small

chamber in the centre, in which an e^*^ is deposited,

being pushed into its proper jilace l>y the beak.

The shoot is then cut thnmgh a little lower down,
and the parent W. may be seen chmljiiig upon it,

when the ojieration is nearly completed, to make it

fall by her weight, and returning again to her work,
if it is not yet ready to fall. She lays aliout two
eggs a ilay. but eontiinies her ojjeratious for many
weeks, so that niueli destruction is efi'ected. The
larva feeds on the ]>ith of tlie fallen shoot, and
deserts it when ready to become ,a chrysalis, to

bury itself in the ground.—The larva of a large

species of W. (Calandra palmnrum) inhaliits palm-
trees in South America, feeding on tlieir central

part, and is eaten and esteemed as .a delicacy.

When roasted, it almost melts into grease ; but its

flavour is said to be remarkably fine. This ^\'. is

black ; about an inch ami a half long ; its larva is

between two and three inches long. Another
sjiecies {Calandra sacchari) is very destructive to

the sugar-cane. Its larva is also eaten in the West
Indies and Guiana.—The wood of i)ine3 and firs is

the food of certain kinds of W., so that plantations

suffer severely from their ravages. Thousands of

acres of pines in the Southern States of America
have been destroyed by a \\'. {IIijlMiis palen), not

much more than a quarter of an inch in length

;

and some of its congeners in other countries are

scarcely less destructive, as HyUibius ahiclU in

Euroi)e.—There are many species of W. which
attack leaf-buds and llower-buds. Thus Aniho-
nomii-'i ponwnnn infests the ap]ile-tree, depositing its

eggs in the ftower-buds, and cutting off the jirospect

of fruit. Anilioiwmus jyi/ri is equally injurious to

the buds of pear-trees. Some species of Ithynchitcf

lay their eggs in fruits—as apples and plums—at an
early st.\ge of their growth, cutting the fruit-stalk,

that tlie fruit may fall to the ground. The Euro-
pean Nnt-W. (Ualairinus niiciim) laj's its eggs in

young hazel-nuts, upon which the larva; feed as the

nuts gTow ; a nearly alheil species attacks, in like

manner, the h.azel-nuts of America, and another
infests acorns. The l*ea-W. (q. v.) feeds upon peas ;

and other leguminous plants have their peculiar

species, which devour their seeds. The Oorn-W.
(q. v.) is very destructive to wheat, and other similar

species to maize, rice, and other kiud.s of grain.

WEFT, or WOOF, the thread which, in weavincr,

is passed by the shuttle backwards and forwards
through the warp. See We.wing.

WEIGHING-MACHINES arc of v.irious forms,

according to the quantity and species of the goods
whose weight is to be determined. The gre.at

majority of weighing-machines are founded upon
the principle of the Lever (q. v.), the only exceptions

being the various forms of the Siiring-balauce (q. v.),

to which might be added (though in such cases the

term ' machine ' is quite inapplicable) some of the
methods employed to determine specific gi-avity,

time of oscillation, &c. T'he simplest and primitive

form of weighing-machine is the Balance {q. v.)

with ctjual arms, which can be adapted either to

the maximum of accurate weighing or to the most
rajiid eqiiiponderance. But as this machine necessi-

tates the jjlacinr/ in one scale of weights equal to

the weight of the goods, it was soon found to be
more convenient to employ a lever with unequal
arms—the goods to be jilaccd in the scale attached

to tlie short arm, and therefore equipoised by less

weights, the ratio of the weights in the two scales

being in jiroportion to the ratio of length of the
arms. On this principle the stcidijard (see i5AL.\NCK),

the hcnt liver balance (see Bala>"ce), and the cart-

stecli/ard are constructed. But the convenience of

cquii)oisiiig a greater weight by one much less is

counterbalanced by a considerable diminution in

acciu'acy—one of the causes of error being the
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greater liability to flexure of the longer arm of the

lever ; and another, the necessity, for convenience'

sake, of having the arm which is afifected by the

coods to be -weighed as short as possible—the latter

of itself reducing the accuracy of the steelyard to that

of a symmetrical balance whose arms are each equal

to the short arm of tlie steelyard. However, on

behalf of the steelyard, there is again the adyantajje

of rapid equipoise. Each of these machines is vari-

ously constructed, the modifications having reference

either to convenience of use, or to the species or

•weight of the goods to be weighed : an example of

the former is the equal-armed balance (fig. 1), made

Kg. 1.

in an inverted manner, with the scales above, and

the rods which connect the scales with the beam so

united as to preserve their perpendicularity during

oscillation ; and the latter is appropriately illus-

trated by the fonn of cart-steelyard given in fig. 2.

The dotted hues, DD, DD, iudicate the grooved

plates on which the wheels rest ; E, E, E, E are the

foiu' points supporting the wheel-plates on the two
triangular levers, CBB, CBC ; the triangular levers

Fij. 2.

are supported by thehooked extremities of their bases,

B, B, B, B, upon fixed supports. A, A, A, A ; while

their vertices, C, C, are attached to a lever, FG, whose
fulcrum is at F ; G is attached by a chain to H, the

extremity of a lever of the first kind, whose fixed

support is at K, and on whose other arm (graduated)

the weights for equipoising the cart and its load are

placed. The machiue is thus seen to be compound,
consisting of the two triangular lever pieces, of a

simple lever of the second, and of one of the first

kind ; the weight L, if sufficient, raising H, and
with it G, and thence raising C, and so balancing

the do\vnward pressure of the cart and its load at

E, E, E, E. Various other forms of the cart-

steelyard are in common use, most of them more
complicated in construction and less accurate.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES. For the pro-

per carrjing on of mercantile transactions, and for

many other purposes, it is necessary that there be

fixed and readily-accessible standards of magnitude,

of weight, and of value. The lengths implied by
the names afoot, a hand, a cubit, a fathom, are far

too indefinite to have long continued to satisfy the

wants of civilised nations ; and in every coimtry,

by common consent, or by the action of government,

determinate measures have been agreed upon. These

measures, left almost to chance, have been different

from one nation to another, even from county to

county, sometimes from town to town, and still

more awkwardly, often from one trade or guild

to another.

Any one can appreciate the inconvenience of

such a want of uniformity, for, in every transaction

extending beyond his own sphere, he has to take

accoimt of the change of measure, the change of

weight, the change of money, perhaps of all three

at once. We all see and allow that there ought

to be only one system of weights and measures

in one country ; that one bushel in Winchester,

another in York—one acre in England, another in

Scotland, and a third in Ireland ; that Troy weights,

avokdiipois weights, apothecary weights, and all

the other local, conventional, and trade variations

which abound in the British dominions, form an

aggregate of unbearable confusion, leading to endless

mistakes and ceaseless quarrels. It is not more
difficult to perceive that if one system be advis-

able for one country, a universal cosmopolitan

system would be no less advantageous for the whole
world.

The only practicable method of establishing a

system of measures is to construct standards of

reference, and to preserve these carefully in some
public place. In order that these standirds may
not be worn and injured by too frequent use, it is

convenient to have authenticated copies deposited

in the various towns, so that all dealers and artificers

may have ready access to them, and so that all

makers of weights and measures may be without

excuse for errors in their workmanship.
To set up a standard of measure seems to be a

very simple matter—the authorities have only to

fix upon the proper length of a yard, to have a

piece of wood or of metal made to that length,

and to cause it to be properly marked and pre-

served. For common purposes, this seems to lie

quite enough : however, experience soon shews the

inconvenience of this simple jilan, for, by repeated

contacts, the ends of the yard-measure get worn.

Instead, therefore, of making a rod just a yard long,

they make it a little longer, and upon it form two
fine marks a yard distant from each other, and hold

this distance to be the true standard. By this

expedient, the effects of wearing are got rid of

;

copy after copy can be compared with the original,

without deterioration of the standard.

But use is not the only cause of deterioration :

wood decays or is worm-eaten, and metals are liable

to oxidation, so that the material has to be care-

fully chosen. This is not all. Every substance which
has been examined is found to change its size

with a change of temperature ; the standard bar is

shorter in winter than in summer ; and the change,

though it be so small as to be of no momeut to

the haberdasher, the wright, or the mason, is enough
to cause great trouble to those engaged in very

accurate work. Hence, iu the selection of the

substance to be used for the standard bai-, we must
have an eye to smallness of expansion as well as to

durability. The substances available, taken in the

order of their expansibility, are

—

deal, ylatss, plat-

inum, 'jold, silver, iron, brass, copper. Deal may be
jnit aside as wanting in durability, and the choice

may be said to lie between glass and platiuum,

neither of which is much acted on by the air, or by
the vapours which are found in the atmospheres of

larfe towns. The fragility of glass and the costli-

ness of platinum are objections ; but the latter is a
mere trifle when a national standard is concerned.

Platinum, then, seems to be the best substance.

The standard measure for the British Empire is a

brass rod, into which two pins of gold are inserted ;

these are dressed fiat with the surface of the liar,

and a small dot is made in the middle of each. The
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distance between the centres of these dots, taken
when the temperature is at G2° F., 13 declared to be
the true yard.

In the same way as the standard of measure, so

must the standard of weight be estabhshed. A
piece of heavy metal is made of the desired weight,

and is duly authenticated. The preservation of the

standard of wei^jht is a matter of very considerable

(litiiculty. Every occasion on which it is used, each
removal of dust from its surface, the actions of the

oxygen of the air and of the products of combustion
which are alwaj's floating aljout, produce a sure

though slow waste ; and all that can be done is

to retard this waste as much as possible. Perhaps
a lump of platinum would make the best standard;

but its softness is a decided objection.

In the use of a standard of weight, another
matter has to be taken into consideration. The
apparent weight of any substance is less than its

true weight by the weight of as much air as is

displaced by it. Now, the density of the air is not
constant—air, when warmed, expands very much
more than any solid bod}'; and therefore a ])iece

of metal appears to weigh more in warm than in

cold weather. Not only so, air is rendered more
dense by an increase of pressure, and so, when the
barometer is high, all hea%'y bodies become appar-

ently lighter ; when the barometer sinks, they
appear to become heavier. Thus the apparent
weight of the standard pound is continu.ally chang-

ing. If we accurately adjust two weights of brass

when the barometer is low and the air warm, and
afterwards compare them when the barometer is

high and the weather cold, we can perceive no
change, for, though each has lost weight, they
have lost alike. But if we had adjusted a weight
of iron to a weight of ))latiuum in light air, and
again compared them in dense air, the change would
have been at once seen. For, since a pound of iron

is more bulky than a pound of platinum, it displaces

more air, and its apparent weight imdergoes a
greater change than does that of the platinum.
Fortunately, these changes are too small to have
any ])orceptible influence on mercantile transactions,

yet they are sufficient to create the necessity for

it being enacted that the standard weight must be
lield as true when the air is in a specified state as

to warmth and prcssiu*e. The standard brass pound,
which serves for the British Empire, is directed to

be used when Fahrenheit's thermometer is at 62°,

and when the barometer is at 30 inches.

The thought naturally arises, what if, in the
course of time, the original standards bo lost or

destroyed ?

Time was when a seed of wheat gathered from a

well-ripened ear served suQiciently well to define a
grain weight ; and even now the Eastern jewellers

weigh their gems against the carat or carob-bean,

the hardness and uniformity of which seem to justify

the selection of it. But for the extended purposes
of modern commerce, and particiUarly for the more
delicate requirements of scientilic research, it is

indispensable that we find some unchanging object
of comparison ; and none can be lireferrctl to the
earth itself, as the most universally acceptable and
as the best defined. For the purposes of geographers
anil navigators, the circumference of the earth is

divided into degrees and minutes, the length of one
minute being the geographical or nautical mile

;

and it certainly would have been convenient if the
common or statute mile had agreed with this. The
dimensions of the earth are now known with a pre-

cision far gi-eater than is needed for ordinary pur-
poses ; the entire length of the circumference of a
meridian circle being 1.31,236,000 of our standard
feet, so that the length of a nautical mile is G073

]2C

feet and about 9 inches ; and it is highly probable
that subsequeut and more accurate measurements
will not alter this determination more than an inch

or two either way. It is usual to divide the minute
into 60 seconds, so that a second of the earth's cir-

cumference is 101'25, and thus if our standard foot

had happened to be one-eightieth part longer than
it is, there would have been exactly 100 feet in a
second, and 6000 feet in a nautical mile. When we
reflect on the dis[iarity of the foot used by different

nations, and recollect that 100 Vienna feet make
I03'6 English, as many Amsterdam feet 92-7, as

many Berlin feet 99'2, we can hardly help regretting

that our forefathers had not happened to hit upon
the exact 100.

The ancient Greeks were fond of dividing into

sixties ; this di^'ision still continues in our scales for

angles and for time ; and it is worthy of remark,
that if we divide the whole circumference of the
earth into 60 parts, each of these into GO, and again
each into GO, we arrive at a distance of 607'5

English feet. Now, the length of the ancient Greek
stadium or furlong is stated to be 6(I6| feet by some
writers ; and if deduced from measures of the Roman
mOe, is between 605 and 613 feet ; so that if we
desire a cosmopolitan standard, we can hardly do
better than go back to the ancient Greek siadium
or the Chinese li, corrected to suit the more accm'ate
determination of modem times : this would bring us
to the geographical foot, one-humlredth i)art of a
second of the earth's meridian.

The standard of weight is readily connected with
the standard of measm-e. Some substance which
can be easily obtained pure is chosen, and a definite

bidk of it is weighed. Distilled water is universally

selected for this purpose ; and in the British
sj'stem, the weight of one cubic inch of pure water
is declared to be 252'4oS grains when it is at the
temperature of 62° F.

It has long been known that water does not con-
tinue to contract as it is cooled ; the contraction
becomes less and less as the tem])erature approaches
to 41° or 39° F. ; and the water, when cooled more,
begins to expand, and continues to grow more bulky
until it be on the point of freezing. On this accoimt
it has been pro])oscd, and without any doubt it

would be the best plan, to take water when at its

greatest density as the standard for comparison,
because then an eiTor of a degi'ee in temjierature
will produce no perceptible error in the weight.
The operation of verifjdng the standard of'measure

by comparing it with the size of the earth is neces-
sarily an expensive and a complicated one, only
to be attempted under the auspices of a wealthy
government, or with the concurrence of several
nations; and it is desirable to find out something
more local and more easily obtained wherewith to
compare our measures. The length of the Pendulum
(q. V.) has been proposed ; and, on accoimt of a very
simple and beautiful property of pendulums, the com-
parison can be readily made. If we imagine an
excessively minute heavy body to be sns))ended by a
thread so fine that the weight of the thread may be
neglected, the compound so formed is called a simple
pendulum ; and the question becomes, what must
be the length of such a pendulum in order that it

may vibrate from side to side in, say, one second of

time. Now, it is clear that we cannot obtain this
length by direct experiment, since we cannot con-
struct such a i)enduhun. M. Biot tried to approxi-
mate to it by using a small ball of platinum hung
by a very fine wire. However it is known that if a
hea^"j' rigid mass, AB, be suspended by a knife-
edge (J, and if its vibrations be made in the same
time with those of a simple pendulum of which the
length is CD, then if we place another knife-edge
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B

at D, and reverse the ends A, B, the compound pen-

dulum Tvill again vibrate in the same time as before.

Hence, we have a very simple method of compari-

Bou. Having constructed a strong bar with two
knife-edges at a known distance from each other,

say at the distance of a yard ; let us then
by many trials, tilings, and scrapings, so

adjust it as that the times of vibration

shall be alike for the two knife-edges, and,

finaU}', let us count how many nljratious

such a pendulum makes per day, and then
we shall have a means of verifying cm-
measure.

The act of parliament which fixes our

present weights and measures, enacts that

the length of a pendulum ^^brating in one

second of mean solar time is 39'13929

inches : now the lengths of pendulums are

proportional, not to the times in which they
vibrate, but to the squares of those times

;

and so, if we know the length of one
pendulum, and the mimber of vibrations it

makes per day, we can calcuJate what
ought to be the length of another to vibrate

a given number of times. A convertible

pendulum having the distance between its

knife-edges exactly 36 inches, ought to

make 9008S'42 vibrations per day.

When only a degree of accuracy suffi-

cient for commercial and ordinary purposes

is aimed at, the above process is by no
means difficidt ; but when extreme precision

is wanted, the operation is attended with
many and very great diiSculties ; it involves

considerations which would hardly have been

expected. In the first place, our experiments are

made in air, and the buoyancy of the air lessens the

actual weight of the pendulum ; that buoyancy has

to be allowed for, and therefore it is declared that

the above length is that of a pendulum ribrating in

a vacuum. Xext, since the earth has a diiurnal

motion on its axis, every ' substance placed on it has

a centrifugal tendency which goes to modify what
otherwise would have been its gi-aritation ; this

centrifugal tendency produces the earth's oblateness,

and causes a variation in the intensity of gravitation

from one latitude to another. A stone is actually

heavier in Edinburgh than it is in Loudon. This

change in gravitation cannot be measured by a

balance, because the weights at each end of the

balance are changed alike ; but it is seen at once in

the going of a clock ; for a pendulum regulated to

go truly in London is found to go too fast when
taken to a higher latitude, and to lose time when
carried nearer to the equator. Hence, the enact-

ment that the pendulum must be swung in the lati-

tude of London. And again, the attraction which
the earth exerts upon bodies placed near it diminishes

with their distances, being inversely as the squares

of the distances ; hence, a clock carried from the

bottom to the top of a Mil loses time perceptibly,

and so it is necessary to have the additional enact-

ment that the pendulum be swimg at the level of

the sea.

In addition to those niceties, there are others con-

nected with the manipulation, such as the paraUeUsm
of the knife-edges, their bluntness, the extent of

the area of oscdJation, and the stability of the sup-

ports, so that altogether the exact measurement of

the length of the seconds pendulum is a matter of

very great complexity. All these difficulties and
ti-uubles notwithstanding, we may hold that for

all practical purposes, our system of weights and
measures—and it may be added, the systems of

all other civilised nations—is perfectly well esta-

blished, whether it be regarded as derived from

the dimensions of the earth, or from the intensity

of gravitation.

No sj'stem of measures can ever claim to be of

imiversal application from which geographical dimen-
sions are excluded. It is essential that the xiuit of

measure bear some simple relation to the earth's

circumference, for otherwise the operations of the

surveyor will not accord with those of the geo-

grapher. The only question, therefore, in regard to

the establishment of a cosmopolitan system, is as to

the number of parts into which the eai-th's circum-
ference is to be divided. Kow, the denary system
of numeration has already asserted its supremacy

;

one by one the schemes followed by diiferent nations

have given way to it, and their very languages have
been modified by its influence ; sufiicient traces

remam to shew how extensi%-e these modifications

must have been. The three-score and ten is not yet
forgotten in English, nor the quatre-vingt dix neuf
in French. In many trades the counting is stdl in

dozens and grosses
;
yet our merchants count their

interest, their discount, and their dividends in cents.

The surveyor divides the foot on his levelling staff

into tenths, hundredths, and thousandths ; he makes
his Gunter-chain of 100 links. The astronomer no
longer divides the second into sixty thirds, but into

hundredths; he gives his equinoctial time in decimal
fractions of the day, and he makes the arguments
for the planetary disturbances in thousandth parts

of the whole revolution. There is no single instance

in which the decimal system, once adopted, has
been abandoned ; slowly, but surely, its influence

will increase until it have displaced every other
system. See Decimal System.
Xo one opposes the abstract principle that one

system for the whole world would be best ; but
each nation retains an excusable partiality for its

own measures. AVe can never do away with our
good old EngUsh peunj' : what ! shall we give up
our time-honoured standard yard, and adopt the
new-fangled French mitre ? Admit the force of

such short-sighted arguments as these for ourselves,

and we must admit them for all other nations, we
must remain where we are. The ver}' idea of a
cosmopoHtan system carries with it that of national

abnegation ; and of this the French have set a noble
example ; they have put aside their ancient toisc,

their lieu, their 2ned, and their pouce, to adojit a
measure which commends itself to all" nations alike

by its want of nationality ; and the decimal S3'stem

of measures and weights must, whether we will it

or no, prevail against ;ill others.

WEIGHTS AKD JIEASURES have, since 1S2{,
been in great measure regidated by statute. The
statute 5 Geo. IV. c. 74 was passed to enforce imi-

formity in the weights and measures used in various
parts of Great Britain and Ireland ; and a standard
yard was defined as being then in custody of the
clerk of the House of Commons, and it was enacted
that all superficial measures should be computed
and ascertained by the said standard yard. The act
also described how, if the said standard j'ard were
to be lost or destroyed, another was to be made.
So the statute defined a standard brass weight of

one pound troy, and a standard gallon. That statute
was altered by a subsequent statute of 5 and
WiU. IV. c. 63, and inspectors were authoi-ised to bo
appointed by justices of the peace, who had power
to examine and stamp weights and measures. It
was enacted that any contract, bargain, or sale made
by any weights or measures unauthorised by the act
should be wholly void, and every such weight might
be seized by the inspector, and forfeited. One or two
exceptions were made by the act—such as weights
above 56 lbs.; wooden or wicker measures used
in the sale of lime; glass and earthenware jugs or

127
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drinking-cups, though represented as containiiij; the

ijuantity of any im|ierial measure, or any multiple

thereof, anil these are not illeu'al, thoui^h incorreet.

Hy a later act of 22 and 23 Vict. c. 5G, inspectors

have power to inspect the weights and measures of

persons selling goods in streets and public ])laees.

By a statute of 2'J and ."50 \'ict. c. 82, the custody

of the imiiorial standards of weights and measures

has been transfei'red to the Board of Tratle ; and
periodical comjiarisons are to be made every ten

years of certain standards.

WEI'MAR, a small but interesting town of Ger-

many, cai)ital of the grand duchy of .Saxe-Weimar-

Eisenach, and residence of the grand duke, (iO miles

south-west of Leipzig by railway. It stands in a

pleasant valley on the left bank of the Ilm ; but
the environs are in no way remarkable, and the

town itself is irregularly and rather poiirly built.

Though the residence of the court, and liuding its

subsistence in providing for the wants of distin-

guished visitors, W. carries on neither trade nor
luanufactures, and seems a didl, provincial -looking

town. The lustre conferred ui)on W. by the resi-

dence here, at the close of the ISth and the earlier

jiortion of the 19th centuries, of Goethe (q. v.),

Schiller (q. v.), Herder (q. v.), and Wieland (q. v.)

at the court of Karl-August (see Saxe-Weimar-
EisEXACii), has faded since that group was broken
up by death ; and now the interest of the town is

almost wholly derived from its monuments, tradi-

tions, and associations. The town church (Sladt-

kirche), dating from the year 1400, has an altar-

jiiece by Cranach, and contains a number of memor-
able tombs, among which are those of the brilliant

soldier, Bernhard of Weimar (q. v.) and of Herder,
the ];hiIosopher and critic. The ducal palace

ia a handsome building, some of the a]),artmeuts

of which are decorated by frescoes illustrating

the works of Goethe, Schiller, Herder, and Wieland,
The publiu library contains busts of these men of

genius ; and a number of relics, as the gown worn
by Luther when a monk, and (iustavus Adolphus's
leather belt, pierced by the bullet th.at caused his

death at Lutzen. The houses of Goethe, Schiller,

and Herder are still pointed out. The two former
of these )ioets lie interred in the grand-ducal burial-

vanlt. The park and gardens of the palace, within
which is the summer residence of Goethe, arc much
esteemed as a promenade. Pop. (1S(J4) 14,279.

WEI'.SSENFELS, a town of Pnissia, in the
government of Wcrseburg, and 12 mUes south of

the town of that name, ou the Saale. Pop. 10,G3S,

employed iu the porcelaiu-factory and in wool-
spinning, shoemaking, the manufacture of piano-
fortes, tanning, and a trade in timber. The castle,

formerly the residence of the dukes of W., is now
a barrack.

WELCKER, Friedrich Gottlieb, one of the
most distinguished scholars of Germany, was born
in the year 17S4 at Griinberg, in Hessen-Darmstadt

;

studied at Giessen ; was api)ointed one of the masters
of the Gymnasium there in 1SU3 ; and in the year
1806, travelled to Kome, where he remained two
years. Here he became acquainted with the cele-

brated Danish arehajologist, Zoega, whose Life and
Essays he afterwards jjublished, and by whose
example he was stimulated to that subtle appre-
ciation of the works of ancient art which a])iiears

everywhere in his works. Ou his return from
Italy, he was .appointed to a professorshij) of Ancient
Literature, lirst in Giessen, then m Gottingen, and
finally (1819) in the ne%vly erected Prussian uni-

versity of Bonn, which has since then been the
great scene of his scholarly activity.

\Y. belongs to that class of scholars who, since
123

Heync and Wolf, have given such a lofty inspi-

ration, such a philosophical signilicance, and such
a historical coni)>relicnsiveneb3 to those studies
which, for want of a better name, we are forced
still to designate philology. But ])hilology in

this country generally means the history and
philosophy of langna.^e ; with the (iermans, as
it did originally with the Alexandrian Greeks,
it means, the symi)athetic nnder.st.anding and the
imaginative reconstruction of the life and thought
of famous ancient peoples, b.ased ou the critical

treatment of ancient documents, or the tasteful
appreciation of the monuments of ancient art. It ia

needless to say that this ' jihilology ' is a very differ-

ent thing iium the minute verbal and metrical
])recisenes3 which was lung the leading charac-
teristic of scliolarshii) in tins country. Eur how-
ever im[)ortant these minutiio may be in their place,

they are manifestly valuable only as means to an
end ; and even when the end has been steadily kept
in view, it cannot be denied that some of our
greatest intellects have spent more of their strength
on these subsidiary matters than their inqiortanee
deserves. In W., Otfried iluller, and other Ger-
man scholars of the lirst class, we see a general
reaction against this narrow school ; and a reaction
which was sure to prosper, as it was li.ased on
thorough academic training, and had learned to
neglect no trifle and despise no minute jioint which
could be made subservient to higher jinriioses. If
it was the fault of (Jernian scholarship generally
that it was too professional and too academic, it is

the ])raise of JliiUer, W., and the school to which
they belong that they have bridged over the gulf
which separates learning from life, and inspired the
dry bones of tradition with a spirit which makes
them inti-lligiljle to the jireseut, and signilicant of

the future. The long academic career of W.
has been marked by an uninterrupted course of
scholarly activity. Many of his works are tracts

and ess.ays on arelueological subjects without ex-
ternal imity, but all exhibiting a remarkable com-
bination of extensive and accurate learning, fine

taste, delicate sensibility, and sound judgment.
We can only note here his three most important
works of a larger compass. The first is the JCsrhij-

lain Trilu'iii (1824), in which the organic connection
and sequence of the Greek dramas are set forth with
a richness of constructive detail not altogether free
from that fanciful and problematic element which is

one of the most distinguishing characteristics of
German scholarshi|>. The second is the Epic CijcU
(1835— 1849), a work which has done great service
to the right appreciation of early Greek literature,

by taking Homer out of that region of mysterious
isolation in which he had been previously allowed
to remain. The third, and perha])3 his greatest
work is the O'olleiiehn; or Greek Mythology,
recently comjjleted, which embraces all that is

good, and rejects all that is bad in the wide German
literature of this subject, with a delicate tact and
a just discrimination as valuable as they are rare.

Of all ^V'.'s works, this is the one that woidd most
probably bear witli credit the ordeal of an English
translation.

WELD, or WOOLD, also called Dyer's Rocket,
Dyer's Weed, and Yellow Weed {Reseda Luteola),

is a plant of the same genus with MiGNONErrB
(q. v.), a native of waste jjlaces in England, verj»
common in Germany and iu many parts of Europe.
It has an upright stem, 2—3 feet high ; lanceolate,

undivided leaves ; and long racemes of small yellow
flowers, with 4-partite calyx and prominent stamens.
It is used for dyeing. In order that it m.ay yield
a good dye, it requires to be cultivated with
care. The best is grown in France, England, and
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Dyer's Rocket {Uescd

Liitcoht).

Holland ; and that produced about Cette, in France,

is preferred to all other. Good W. must have flowers

of a beautiful yellow or greenish colour, and abound
in leaves ; that which is

small, thin-stemmed, and
yellow, is better than

that which is large, thick-

stemmed, and green

;

that which grows on dry
sandy soils is better than

that produced on rich

and moist soils. It was
formerly cultivated to a

much greater extent in

Britain than it is at

present, and was also

more used b}^ dyers than

it now is. W. is still,

however, a valuable dye-

stuff. It serves equally

for linen, woollen, and
silk, dyeing not only a

rich yellow, but, with
jiroper management, all

shades of yellow, and
producing a bright and
beautiful colour. Stuffs

previously dyed blue are,

by means of W.. changed
to a very pleasing green.

Large quantities of W. are imported from France.

WE'LDING, the process by which some substances

are united together in a softened state. It is gener-

ally applied to such metals as malleable iron, two
pieces of which, heated to redness, may be made to

unite by applying them together and beating with a

hammer. Other substances, such as horn and tor-

toise-shell, can be welded by first making separate

pieces soft by heat, and pressing them together,

which causes so intimate a union that no traces of

the junction remain after cooling.

WELLESLEY, Richard Colley Wellesley,
Makquis, K.G., English statesman, was born at the

town residence of his family, Grafton Street, Duhlin,

June 20, 1760. The family of Wellesley was of

Saxon origin, belonging to the county of Sussex, and
was among the most ancient in Ireland, one of

them having gone from England as standard-bearer
to Henry II., who gave him large grants of land in

Me.ath and Kildare. WUIiam de Wellesley was, in

1334, summoned to parliament as B.aron Noragh, and
was high in favour with Edwards II. and III. The
name (originally Wehslcy or Welsdey) was written
Wellesley till the 16th c., when it became abbre-

viated into Wesley. Mr Garrett Wesley of Dangan,
county Meath, married Miss CoUey, of Castle Car-

bery ; and on the decease of his son without issue,

tlie estates were bequeathed to his cousin, Richard
Colley, who thereupon assumed the name of Wesley.

The CoUeys, originally Cowleys, were also of ancient

descent, and came originally from Rutlandshire.

Richard Colley, who thus succeeded to the Wellesley

estates, though in no way related by blood to the

earlier Wellesley family, was created Baron Morn-
ington. His eldest son received (1700) the dignities

of Viscount Wellesley and Earl of Moruingtou, and
enjoyed the still more enviable distinction of being

the father of the Marquis Wellesley, the subject of

this notice, and of Arthur, first Duke of Wellington,

by his marriage with the eldest daughter of Ai'thur,

first Yiscouut Dnngannon. W.'s fathei', the first

Earl of Mornington, although chiefly known for his

talents as a musical composer, was a man of great

abilities. AV. received his education at Eton, and
afterwards at Chiistchurch, Oxford, at both which
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seats of learning his fame stood high. An eloquent

speech was made by him at Eton as early as 177S

;

and in 1780, he gained the University prize for the

best comi)nsition in Latin verse, in which he excelled

through life. His father having died in 17S1, W.,
on attaining his majority, took his seat in the Irish

House of Peers, took upon himself the pecuniary

obligations of his father, and placed the estates under
the management of his mother, who survived her
husband for nearly half a century. The debts of

the first carl were liquidated, but W. was unable to

preserve the family possessions. He was one of the

origin.al Knights of St Patrick when the order was
founded by George III. in 1783. It appears, from a
correspondence between Pitt and the Duke of Rut-
land, that at the age of 24 he had convinced both
statesmen that he was destined to distinguish him-
.self, and to render the public essential service. Dis-

satisfied with the limited field of distinction which
Ireland afforded him, he obtained, in 1784, a seat in

the British House of Commons as member for Beer-

alston. In 1786, he became one of the Lords of the

Treasur}', when he was elected for Saltash. Being
unseated on petition, he obtained a seat for Windsor,
and became a favourite of George III. Accident
directed his attention to India, and iu 1795, ho
became one of the unpaid members of the Board of

Control. In October 1797, he received a seat in the

House of Lords as Baron W. ; and, at a most event-

ful period, was selected to go to India as governor-

general. Four powers then divided the sovereignty

of India—the British ; Tippoo Sahib ; the Nizam
;

and the JIahrattas, comprehending Scindiah, Hol-
kar, and the Rajah of Berar; and the west of India

was the scene of invasion by Zemaum Shah. Tippoo
hated the English, and meditated their expulsion

from India ; and the troops in the service of the

Nizam and the Mahrattas were oflicered by French-
men. When W. an-ived at Calcutta, in May 179S,

Egyjit had been conquered by Bonaparte ; and the

native powers of India, incited by the French, were
imfriendly to British ride. His first operation was
one of gre.at boldness. Disregarding the remon-
strances of the Madras Councd, he ordered the

Nizam to disband 14,000 men, surrounded them
with a British force, secured the 124 Frenchmen by
whom they were officered, and sent them instantly

to Europe. Having annihilated French influence,

he began the reduction of the empire of Mysore.

On the 3d February 1799, he ordered General (after-

wards Lord) Harris to march with an army of 20,000

men direct from the coast upon the Mysore capital.

He himself removed to Madras, to be near the scene

of this eventful operation. In one short month, the
fortress of Seringapatam was taken, Tippoo Sahib
slain, and his dominions partitioned. Having
thus, in fifteen months, destroyed French influence,

struck terror into the native princes, and over-

thrown the most inveterate enemy of British rule

in India, he returned to Bengal Up to this period,

he had been the Earl of Mornington ; he w.as now
(Dec. 1799) created by the king Marquis of W., and
received the thanks of parliament. The East India
Company offered him £100,000 of the prize-money
realised at Seringapatam. but he refused, disdaining

to be enriched out of military spoil. He afterwards
accepted an annuity of £5000 voted him by the
Court of Proprietors. His next stej) was to place

the territories of the Nabob of the Cai'uatic imder
the administr.ation of the Company, in consequence
of the treachery of that prince. He also concluded
a treaty with Persia, to which he attributed ' the

fall of Zemaum Shah, the confusion of the Afghan
government, and the repression of the annual pro-

ject of invading Hindustan from Cabul '—then, as

since, the nightmare of Indian statesmen. In 1801,
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he sent a force of 7000 men up the Red Sea, to assist

in wresting Egypt from the French. The expeili-

tion, under General Baird, reached Egj'jit, and eflected

a junction with the army from England; but tlie

French had already surrendered. In 1SU2, in con-

sequence of lUfTereuces with the Court of Directors,

he tendered his resignation ; but was induced to

continue in office until January 1806. The Mahratta
war broke out ; the battles of Laswaree, Assaye,
Argaum, and Delhi were fought ; and Scindiah, the

Berar Rajah, and Holkar were stripped of their

dangerous inllueuce, and reduced to submission. A
large accession of territory rewarded the gallantry

of the army ; and in 1805, W. returned to England,
after the most brilliant administration ever known in

India. He had outshone even the native i)rince3 in

the pomp and splendour of his proOTesscs. He built

the palace of Calcutta ; founded and patronised

the college for Indian literature ; stimidated every

attempt of natives and Europeans to bring to light

the vegetable, mineral, and physical treasures of the
' golden peninsula

;
' and inaugurated those important

financial reforms which in a brief period raised the
revenue of the Company from 7 to more than 15

millions sterling. On his return, he was received

w^ith every mark of respect and approval by the
directors ; but as matter of course, there were
many eomi)laints that his administration had been
oppressive, especially towards the native powers;
and articles of impeachment were even presented

to the House of Commons, though they were
rejected with contempt. He now prepared to

enter anew upon a parliamentary career. George
III. wished him to be one of the secretaries of

state in the Portland cabinet, but he dechned
the oflfer. He went to Spain as ambassador-extra-
ordinary in 1809 ; landed at Cadiz on the day
the battle of Talavera was fought, and on the

2d Novemljer met his brother, the Duke of Wel-
lington, at Seville. In December 1S09, he was
appointed Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs;

and in 1810, was elected a Knight of the Garter.

He was favoiu'able, both in and out of ollice,

to the repeal of the penal laws afl'ecting the

Roman Catholics ; and when, in January 1812, the

Prince Regent refused to agree to a concession of

Roman Catholic claims, W. resigned his seat in the

cabinet. During the first ten years of the adminis-

tration of Lord Liverpool, he remained in opposition.

He protested against the insufficiency of the means
placed at the disposal of the Duke of Wellington, and
did not cease to demand that he should be assisted

to the utmost extent of the national credit and
resources, until the Duke had crossed the PjTcnees
at the head of his victorious arnij^ and brouglit the

war to an end before Toulouse. When the settle-

ment of the affairs of Europe was being arranged

in 1815, W. protested against the neglect of com-
mercial interests, but ivithout effect, fie now began
to ally himself with the more hberal section of the

Conservatives, who looked up to Mr Canning as

their leader, and accepted the office of Lord-lieu-

tenant of Ireland. Conciliation was to be the prin-

ciple of hip government, but he held office for five

years without effecting any material amehoration,

owing to the difficulties arising out of the state of

the penal laws. He was recalled from Ireland by
his brother when he took office in 1828. In ISoO,

W. accepted the post of Lord-steward of the House-
hold from Earl Grey ; and in 183.3, in the 74th year
of his age, he again proceeded to Ireland as viceroy,

where he remained until SirR. Peel's administration

of 1834. In 1835, on the restoration of the VTbig
party, he accepted the post of Lord Chamberlain,
which he only held for a few months. In 1837, it

became known to the Directors of the East India
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Company that he was in straitened circumstances,
and deriving little if any advantage from their

annuity of A'5000 per annum ; they therefore re-

solved that a suni of £20,000 shoiUd be vested in

trustees for his benefit. In 1841, it was further
resolved that liis st-atue should be erected in the
court-room, as a mark of the admiration and grati-

tude of the East India Company. He died at
Kingston House, Knightsbridge, on the 25th Sep-
tember 1842 ; and, in compliance with his will, was
buried in the vault at Eton College Chapel. An
authentic record of his Indian administr.ation was
undertaken by Sir Montgomery Martin, under the
chrectiou and at the cxjiense of the East India Com-
pany, and published in 1836 in 5 vols. Svo, entitled

Despatches, Minutes, and Correspondence of tlie Mar-
quis Wellesleij, duritir/ his Administration in India.
A thin Svo vol. issued in 1838 contains Despatclns
and Correspondence of the Marquis Wellesley, duriivj

his Mission to SjJain. The marquis published sever.al

pamphlets on various occasions : Substance of a
Speech in the House of Commons on tlie A ddress in

1794; Notes relative to the Peace concluded xoitli the

Mahraltas; Letters to the Government ofFort George,

relative to the new fonn of Government established

there; Letters to the Directors of the East India
Companij on the India Trade; &c. He was twice
married, but left no issue, and the marquisate
became extinct at his death ; the earldom, &c., w-ent

to his next brother, but afterwards reverted to the
second diUce of Wellington, as son of the great duke,
who was third brother.

WE'LLINGBOROUGH, so caUed from the medi-
cinal springs in its vicinity, is a market-town in the
county of Northampton, lOi miles east-north-east of

the town of that name. It carries on a considerable

trade in corn, boots, and shoes. Pop. (1861) 6067.

WELLINGTON, Arthur Wellesley.Dcke of,

K.G., one of England's greatest generals, was the
third son of Garrett, first Earl of Moruington, and
brother of the Marquis Wellesley (q. v.). He was
born May 1, 1769, at Dangan Castle, Ireland, and
comjdeted his mihtary education, a few years before

the French Revolution, in the military college of

Angers, in France. He entered the army as ensign

in the 41st Regiment in 1787, and became heutenant-
colonel of the 33d in 1793. in 1794, he embarked
in command of the 33d Regiment, to join the Duke
of York's army in the Netherlands. In this, his

first term of actual service, he commanded three

battahons on the retreat of the army through Hol-
land, and distinguished himself in several repidses

of the French. In 1796, he accompanied his regiment
to India, where his brother, the Marquis Wellesley,

shortly afterwards arrived as governor-general. He
commanded the subsidiary force of the Nizam, when
the reduction of the Mysore was decided upon,

and his division defeated Tippoo Sultan's right

flank at MallaveUy. At the assault and capture of

Seringapatam, he commanded the reserve in the

trenches. He was appointed to the command in

Mysore, and took the field (1800) against Dhoondiah
Waugh, a Mahratta freebooter, who was defeated

and slain. He was named second in command of

the expedition which sailed from India to assist the

Enghsh army in Egj-jit, but was prevented from

embarking by illness. It was in the Mahratta war
of 1803 that the young general won his first fame.

After besieging and capturing Ahmednuggur,
W., with only 4500 men, came upon the com-
bined Mahratta forces, 40,000 or 50,000 strong,

and not waiting for a larger British force that was
on its way, won the biilhant victorj' of Assaye

(q. v.). The victory of Ai-gaum followed ; and the

great fort of Gawulghur, supposed to be impregnable.
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having been taken in December, the JIahratta chiefs

sued for peace, after one of the most extraordinary

campaigns on record, W. was made K.C.B., and
received the thanks of the king and parliament.

In ISOo, he returned to England, and in November
commanded a brigade in Lord Cathcart's expedition

to Hanover. In 1806, he obtained a seat in the

House of Commons for Newport, Isle of Wight ; and
in April 1807, was appointed Chief-secretary to lie-

land, the Duke of Eichmond being Lord-lieutenant.

He held a command in the army under Lord Cath-
cart, in the expedition against Copenhagen in 1807

;

and after the affair at Kibge, negotiated the capitu-

lation of Copenhagen. He received the thanks of

the House of Commons in his place, and returned
to Ireland. In 1808, he commanded an expedition
which sailed from Cork, being the first division of

the British army sent out to assist in the expulsion

of the French from Spain and PortugaL He landed
at Corunna, and offered his aid to the army and people

of Galicia ; but the offer heing declined, he finally

landed (August 1808) with 10,000 troops at the

mouth of the river Mondego, in Portugal. The
whole of the north of Portugal was then in arms
against the French. The affairs of Obidos and
HoU^a were quickly followed by the battle of

Vimieira, in which he defeated Junot, who lost

3000 men and 13 pieces of cannon. After this

event W. signed the armistice which led to the

Convention of Cintra (q. v.). He subsequently gave
evidence generally in favour of this Convention at

the Court of Inquiry (November 22). Being super-

seded in the command of the army by men who
were only his superiors in military rank and seni-

ority, he returned to England. For the battle of

Vimieira, he again, in his place, received the
thanks of the House of Commons. On the death
of Sir John iloore, he returned to re-assume the
command of the Peninsular army, previous to

which he resigned the oifice of Chief-secretary

of Ireland. He arrived at Lisbon, and assumed the
command April 22, 1609. He had now to contend
with Soult and Victor, who had entered Portugal at

the head of a veteran army, and were in possession

of its finest northern provinces. Oporto had been
taken by Soult, and W. was anxious to bring him to

action at once, in order that he might not make his

retreat unharmed. The passage, at Villa Nova, of

the Douro, a wide, deep, and rapid river, in the face

of a formidable enemy, who had removed every boat
and barge to the opposite side of the river, was one
of the toldest and most successful operations of

the war. W. entered Oporto the same day, and fol-

lowed the French army. He was now, by a decree

of the Prince Regent of Portugal, Marshal-general
of the Portuguese army. The French had fallen

back to a point where reinforcements were to meet
them ; andon the 27th and 2Sth July 1S09, the enemy,
commanded by Victor and Sebastiani, were defeated

by the British under W. at Talavera. The slaughter

on both sides was terrible, in this desperate, almost
hand-to-hand conflict. W. was unable to follow

up his victory owing to the non-co-operation of the
Spanish army under Cuesta ; and the want of sup-

l)ties, and the junction of Soult, Ney, and ilortier

in his rear, compelled him to fall back upon Badajoz.

The thanks of parliament were voted for the victory

of Talavera, and Sir Arthur WeUesley was created

(4th September 1809) a peer by the titles of Baron
Douro of Wellesley and Viscount Wellington of

Talavera, with a pension of £2000. In May 1810,

the French collected under Massena in such supe-

rior force in his front that he fell back upon
Busaco, where he made a stand. Here the French
(September 27) made two attacks upon his position,

but were repulsed with great slaughter. After

this, he retreated to Torres-Vedras (q. v.), to the
occupation of which line of defence, and his

judicious method of maintaining it, the ultimate
success of the Peninsidar war may be chiefly

attributed. Massena, being unable to find sub-
sistence for his army, began his retreat to San-
tarein, followed by W., who pursued the French
in their retreat along the line of the Mondego.
In April 1811, he received the thanks of parliament
for the liberation of Portugal. Spain, however,
was now subdued by the French. The Spanish
armies were annihilated, and it was of the last im-
portance that W. should be able to keep his rear
open to the Tagus. W. having invested Almeida,
Massena attempted to relieve it, but was skil-

fully repulsed at Fuentes de Onoro, May 3 and 5.

The fall of Almeida followed, and W. ordered-
Badajoz to be invested. At this time, he had
great reason to complain of the want of support
and reinforcements from England. He had only
the force which had followed Massena from Torres-
Vedras, diminished by 9000 men, hors de combat in
so many sanguinary encounters. Writing to Mar-
shal Beresford, he said :

' I enclose a dispatch
from Lord Liverpool [then at the head of the Home
Government] ; I believe they have all gone mad.'
The siege was carried on with vigour ; but learning
that Soult and Marmont designed to join their armies
into one, in order to relieve Badajoz, and his own
inadequate force not justifying him in risking a
battle, he raised the siege, and retired to the frontiers

of Portugal. He next laid siege to the strong
fortress of Ciudad Kodrigo ; and on the night of

January 19, 1812, it was carried by storm, and the
garrison made prisoners. For this achievement he
was created by the Regency a Grandee of Spain,

with the title of Duque de Ciudad Rodrigo. He
again received the thanks of parliament, and a
further pension of £2000 a year, and was advanced
in the British peerage by the title Earl of Welling-
ton. He next marched towards Badajoz, invested
it in March, and carried it by storm, April 6, after

a frightful carnage ; the allies losing nearly 5000
men. In Jime, he advanced to Salamanca, captured
the convents there, which had been fortified by
the French, and drove Marmont to the Doiu-o. On
the 22d J'.dy, he gained at Salamanca one of his

greatest military triumphs. Marmont extended his

hue, with the view of turning W.'s right : but the
latter, perceiving that the enemy had thus weakened
their left and centre, vigorously assaOed the weak
points, and after an obstinate resistance, put the
whole army to rout. Ammunition, stores, two eagles,

eleven pieces of cannon, and 7000 prisoners, were the
trophies of victory. The loss of the allies was
only about 700 killed and 4000 wounded. Marmont
lost an arm, and four French generals were killed.

W. received the order of the Golden Fleece, entered
Madrid, was made generalissimo of the Spanish
armies, and was advanced in the British peerage
by the title of Marquis of Wellington. The thanks
of parliament were again voted to him, together
with the sum of £100,000, to be laid out in the pur-

chase of lands to be settled on him, his heirs, and
successors. In September, he marched to Burgos,
but failing to capture it, he again retreated to the
frontiers of Portugal. W. visited Cadiz and Lisbon,
where he was received by the whole population. In
May, he marched his army into Spain in two columns,
and on the 21st June gained, at Vitoria, another
signal victory over the French, commanded by King
Joseph, assisted by Marshal Jourdan. The enemy
lost 151 pieces of cannon and all their ammuni-
tion. The king's private carriage, letters, ftc, fell

into the hands of the victors, li exchange for the
biton of Jonrdan, which was found on the field, the
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Priuce Eogoiit forwarded to W. tlie liatiiii of a
Jicld-niarslial of Enjjlaud. By this sjilundid and
important series of victories, lie Ijad reached the
summit of martial glory. The deliveranee of Spain
from the French was now certain. Hi.s infantry

were soldiers who would, iu his own words, ' go
anywhere and do anything ;

' and even the invasion

of France itself seemed to his countrymen to bo no
longer chimerical. lie piu'sued the French army
to France by Pamplona. He failed, July 25, to

carry San Sebastian by assault, but gained another
decisive battle over Soult at the Pyrenees, and the
French army reti'eated into France. A second
attempt to carry San Sebastian by assault was
successful, but it cost W. 2;i00 in killed and
wounded. Ho now crossed the liidassoa, and in-

vaded France. Pamplona surrendered. After the

passage and battle of the NivcIIe, and the pass-

age of the Nive, the victorious army of \V. was
attacked, December 10 to IS, on the left and right,

by Soidt, who was defeated. Leaving two divi-

sions to blockade Bayonue, AV. followed Soult
with the rest of the army. On 27tli February 1S14,

he defeated Soult at Orthes, and crossed the Adour.
The affairs of Aire and Tarbes were followed by the
passage of the Garonne ; and on the 10th April,

W. consummated this series of brilliant victo-

ries by again defeating Soidt under the walls of

Toulouse. The allied llussian and German armies
having entered Paris, and Napoleoii having signed

his abdication a few days before, this hast battle

would not have been fought, l>ut for the nou-arrival
of news of the events of Paris. In a few weeks
AV. was iu Paris, presenting the trophies of his

brilliant cami>aigu to the allied monarchs. He
was created. May 3, Marquis of Douro, and Duke
of W. in the British jieerage, aud received an
additional grant of £400,000. He received for the
twelfth time the thanks of parliament for his

services, and on his arrival in England was greeted
with the utmost enthusiasm. On the i-'Sth June,
he took his seat for the lirst time in the House
of Lords. He next returned thanks at the bar
of the House of (Jommous, and was addressed by
the Speaker. He was appointed ambassador-ex-
traordinary to the court of France iu July 1S14,
whence he proceeded to the congress of Vienna.
Napoleon having escaped from Elba, the congress

was abruptly broken up. W. was ajipointed

commander of the British forces on the contineut

of Europe, and from Vienna joined the army at

Brussels. It appeared probable that Napoleon
would make a bold advance into Belgium, and its

defence was assigned to an Anglo-allied army under
W., and a Prussian army under Blucher. The
battles of Ligny (q. v.) and Quatre Bras (q. v.) were
succeeded on the 18th June ISlSby the great battle

of Waterloo (q. v.). Here the gi'and aud decisive

blow was struck ; here for the first and last time
the Emperor and the great English general met
and measured swords, and here the power of Napo-
leon was finally crushed. The allied armies, under W.
and Blucher, marched upon Paris ; the French army
evacuated Paris imder a convention; and Louis
XVIII. entered Paris the very day after the English
army. Slarshal Ney was brought to trial. He
relied upon the terms of tlxe capitulation of Paris,

and appealed in vain to W., who denied that the
French king was bound by the convention—a read-

ing which it is impossible to justify, as Sir A.
Alison has shewn in his Jllsfory of Europe. At the
request of the allied sovereigns, AV. took tlie com-
mand of the army of occupation, aud resided in

Paris from 1S1.5 to 181S. Two attempts were,
during this jjeriod, made upon his life : gunpowder
was ]>laced in his cellar for explosion ; and one
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Cantillon discharged a })istnl into his carriage ; for
which attemjit at assassination, Napoleon I. left the
miscreant a bequest in his will. When the allied

armies evacuated France in ISIS, the emperors of

P.ussia and Austria, and the king of Prussia, created
AV. a lield-marshal of their armies. He was created
Priuce of AVaterloo by the king of the Netherlands.
The gi'atitnde of the British nation was, mean-
while, enthusiastically manifested. Statues were
raised to his honour in the metropolis. Parliament
voted £200,000, in addition to former grants ; and
the mansion and estate of Strathlieldsaye were ]iur-

chased, to be held by AV. aiul his heirs. The office

of Master-general of the Ordnance, now aljolished,

but then comprehending the control of tlie artillery

branch of the service, was conferred upon liim. At
the coronation of George IV., in 1S21, he olliciated

as Lord High Constable of England. Iu October,
he attended George lA''. to the field of AVaterloo.

In 1822, he represented Great Britain at the Con-
gress of Verona, where ho inetfectually exerted his
influence to prevent the invasion of Spain by a
French army, in su|iport of al>solutist jirinoiples.

In 182G, he went on a special embassy to St Peters-

burg, when he induced the Emperor Nicholas to act
in common with England anil other powers, as
mediators in the quarrel between Turkey and
Greece. On his return, he was apjiointed Constable
of the Tower. In 1827, he succeeded the Dulic of
York as commander-in-chief of the army, and was
made colonel of the Grenadier Guards.

,

From tliis period, his political career may be said
to begin. AV^hen Mr Canning received the commands
of George lA'^. to form an administration, W., with
six other members of the Liverpool administration
(including Loi-d Eldon aud Peel), resigned oliiee. In
the explanations which he gave, he em]iliatieally

denied that he had entertained the ambition of him-
self filling the post of iirst-miuister ; aud said he
felt his incap.acity for such an office so stron^dy that
he should have been ' mad' if he had coveted it. In
August 1827, after Mr Canning's death, he again
accepted the command of the army, which he
resigned on being called upon by George IV.
(January 8, 1828) to form an administration. Of
strong Tory jjolitics, he w.os, nevertheless, the first

minister to cede to the growing pojnilar jiower.

The Test and Corporation Acts were repealed, aud
the removal of the Catholic disabilities was the first

measm'e proposed by AV. in the following session,

njion the ground of the formidable attitude of the
people of Ireland and the danger of civil war. This
measi\re involved him in a bloodless duel witli the
Earl of AVinchelsea. The French revolution of

1830 appears to have influenced him in making a
firm stand against reform in ])arliament, in tlie

same proportion that it raised the demands of the
jieople ; and when the struggle of Continental
Europe to emancipate itself from arbitrarv govern-

ment, strengthened the popular cry for 'parliament-

ary reform,' he chose the earliest moment to declare

the unalterable perfection of the representative

system of the country, and the determination of his

government to resist all measures of parliamentaiy
reform. His unpopularity became excessive ; aud
anticipating a defeat in the House of Commons, on
Mr Brougham's projiosition for reform iu parlia-

ment, AV. resigned office, and was succeeded by
Earl Gre}'. He had meanwhile become Lord
AVarden of the Cinque Ports. Under the adminis-

tration of Eaid Grey, AA'. held no office. He strenu-

ously ojiposed the Peform Bdl, and a Loudon mob
broke tire windows of Apsley House, and hooted
and pelted him in the streets. In January 1834, he
was elected Chancellor of the university of Oxford.

Upon the enforced resignation of Lord Melbourne,
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in November 1S3-1, he was sent for by William IV.
He declined to take the premiership, and was
intrusted by the king with the whole charge of the
govei'nment, and the seals of the three Secretaries

of State, until Sir E. Peel conld amve from Rome.
Peel constructed a Conservative government, in

which W. took the office of Foreign Secretary. In
April, Peel resigned, and henceforward AV. ceased to

take a prominent share in the civil government of

the country. He gave a generous welcome to Soult,

who represented France at the coronation of Queen
Victoria, and was received with great cordiality by
the people on this occasion. In August 1 839, a grand
banquet was given to him at Dover, as Lord Warden
of the Cinque Ports, on which occasion Lord
Brougham proposed his health in a brilliant eulogium.

In 1841, he accepted a seat in the cabinet of Sir E.

Peel, without office. In 1842, the Queen visited

him at Walmer Castle, and in the same year he
was reappointed to the command of the forces. In

1S45, he doubted the policy of repealing the Corn
Laws ; but in conformity with his usual ijractice, of

considering ' how the Queen's government was to be

carried ou,' he determined to stand by Sir E. Peel

in his attempt to abohsh them. W. not merely

consented to remain in the cabinet, but accepted the

higher office of President of the Council in lieu of

the post of Lord Privy Seal When the bill came iip

to the Lords, W., mth great emotion and earnest-

ness, warned the peers not to reject the bill, and
never to separate themselves from both the crown
and the House of Commons. His speech made a

great impression, and the bill passed a second read-

ing by a considerable majority. He retired with
the Peel government in July 1846. After this event,

he may be said to have withdrawn fi'om poUtical

strife, nor is it to be denied that his share in the

repeal of the Corn Laws cast a halo of popularity

around the remainder of his life. In 1848, he called

attention to the unsatisfactory state of the national

defences, in a letter to Sir J. Burgoyne. As com-
mander-in-chief, he directed great preparations to

be made to prevent a Chartist outbreak on the 10th

April. His last speech in the House of Lords was
delivered in support of the ililitia BUI, when he
declared that England had been carr3'ing on war in

all jxarts of the world with an insufficient ]>eace

establishment. On September 14, 1852, he was
seized at Walmer Castle with an cpUeptio fit, became
speechless, and died the same afternoon. His
remains were honoured by a public funeral. The
body, after lying in state at Chelsea Hospital, was
removed to the Horse Guards; and on the morning
of November 18, was borne through the streets of

London to St Paul's Cathedral, where it rests by
the side of that of Lord Nelson. The funeral

pageant was witnessed bj' a countless multitude.

His Despatches, pubUshed by Colonel Gurwood, in

12 vols., are the proudest monument of his glory; .

they exhibit him as a commander who overcame '

countless difficulties by honesty, sagacity, singleness

and constancy of purpose, and devotion to duty. '

Throxighout his long career, he appears the same
honourable and upright man, devoted to the service

of his sovereign and country, and just and consider-

ate to all those who served under him. As a

general, he was cautious, prudent, and careful of

the hves of his men ; but when safety lay in daring,

as at the battle of Assaye (q. v.), he could be daring

in the extreme. He enjoyed an iron constitution,

and was not more remarkable for his personal intre-

1

pidity than for his moral courage. The imion of
I

these quahties obtained for him the appellation of
'•

the ' Iron Duke,' by which he was affectionately

known in his later years. His parliamentary oratory

was plain and to the point. He spoke without

fluency or art, yet his strong sense and practical
' sagacious judgment gave him great weight with his

brother- peers. His tastes were aristocratic; and
his aides-de-camp and favourite generals were almost
all men of family and liigh connections. Altogether,
he was the very type and model of an Englishman

;

and in the general order issued by the Queen to the
army, he was characterised as 'the greatest com-
mander whom England ever saw.' He married, in

1806, the second daughter of the third Earl of
Longford, and by her (who died in 1831) he left two
sons—Arthur, the second duke (who also inherited
the earldom of Jlomington), and Charles, deceased,
whose son, Henry WeUesley, is heir-presumptive to
the title.

I Colonel Gurwood's Despatches of the Dulce of
Wellington, 12 vols.; Gurwood's General Orders of
Duke of Wellington, 1809—1818 ; Napier's History
of the Peninsular War; AMson's History of Europe;
Thibaudeau, Histoire de VEmpire ; Thiers, Histoire
de I'Empire; ilarquisof Londonderry's A'"arro(ice of
the Peninsular War, ISOS—1813; Gleig's Life of
Arthur, Duke of Wellington ; Bourrienne's Memoires
sur Napoleon ; Las Casas, Memorial de Ste-Helene ;
La Vie de Wellington, by Brialmont ; Speeches in

Parliament of Duke of Wellington ; Sir P. Peel's

Memoirs, by his Literary Trustees ; Despatches,
Correspondence, and Memoranda of Field-marshal
Arthur, Duke of Wellington, edited by his son the
Duke of Wellington. This is a continuation of the
former series of the Wellington Despatches and
Correspondence ; vol. i. (breaking off at December
1822) has just appeared (1867), and this series will
be brought down to the latest dates. See also

C'orrespondance de Napioleon /., an official record of
the thoughts and acts of the emperor, now iu course
of publication at Paris.

AVE'LLINGTON, a small market-town in the
county of Somerset, 7 miles south-west of Taunton,
at the foot of the Blackdowns, which are crowned
by a monument commemorative of the battle of
AVaterloo. The town gives title to the Duke of
WeUington. Blankets, serges, and other wooUen
goods and earthenware are manufactured. Poi).

(1861) 3689.

WELLINGTON, a smaU market-town of Shrop-
sliire, 10 mUes east of Shrewsbury, at the foot of

the Wrekin, on the Shrewsbury and Shropshire
Canal. The town forms the jimction of several
railways. It is situated in a populous mining and
agricultural district, with coal and iron mines, iron-

works, limestone quarries, and wire-mills in the
vicinity; while, in the town, there are smelting-
fiu-naces, nad-works, and malt-kilns. A spacious
pubhc market, with town-house and assembly
ri 'om, has recently been erected at a cost of about
£20,(100. The town has been recently thoroughly
ilrained. Pop. (1861) 5576.

WELLINGTO'NIA, a genus of trees, of the
natural order Coniferce, of which only one species is

known, W. gigantea, the greatest of all pines, and
indeed by far the largest tree of temperate chmates.
The genus is nearly alUed to Sequoia and Taxodium.
The foliage is very similar to that of an arbor vitte,

the leaves being verj' small, hke scales, and closely
appresscd to small slender branchlets. The leaves
of young jilants are longer and somewhat needle-
shaped. The branches divijle into very numerous
smaU branchlets. The flowers are generally solitary

and terminal, the male and female flowers distinct,

but on the same tree. The cones of the W. gigantea
are ovate, from H to 2 inches long, by li inch broad,
single, or in opposite pairs, rarelj' clustered, the
scales wedge-shaped, with about four seeds under
each. The ir. gigantea has a columnar stem, with
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branches only on the iiiiper half of it, the branches

of comparatively small size, and not forming an um-
brageous head. The stem attains a height of 3U0

feet, and sometimes more, perfectly straight and

erect. One tree is known, 321 feet in height; and

%

Wcllingtonia giyaiitca : The Thixe Graces.

(Copied from Hutchin'3 Scenes of li'otidcr in California.)

near it lies a larger one, which has fallen, and which
was broken against another large tree in its fall, its

diameter where it was broken, 300 feet from its

base, being 18 feet. Another tree is 102 feet in cir-

cumference at the base. The W. is found only in a
limited district in California, on the Sierra Nevada,
at an elevation of -1000 to .5000 feet above the sea.

J^^^

Cone and foUage of the WeUinfflonia gigantea.

It was discovered in 1850, by Mr Dowd, who, being
engaged in deer-hunting, came with astonishment
into the midst of a group of these trees, now known
as the Mammoth Trees of Calaveras. In this locality,

within an area of 50 acres, are 123 large trees, 20 of

which exceed 25 feet in diameter at the base, and
are therefore about 78 feet in circumference. A tree

which was felled was 302 feet in height, and 96 feet

in circumference at the groimd. It was sound to the
centre. Its age may be guessed at something like

3000 years. It was calciJated to contain .about

500,000 cubic feet of timber. Five men were em-
ployed for 22 days in felling it, by boring gieat

auger-holes and sawing between them. AVhen it

had been cut through, it remained steadfast on
its base, and more than two days were spcut in

driving in great wedges, to cause it to fall. A roimd
wooden house has been erected on the stimip, where
daneing-pdi-ties sometimes enjoy themselves. For
several years, the Wellingtonias of Calaveras were
supposed to be the only trees of their kind in

existence, but groups have more recently been found
in other parts of the same district, and scattered

trees in a number of localities. The W. has been
introduced into Britain, the climate of which is verj'

suitable to it ; tine young trees are now to be seen

in many places, and plants are common in nurseries.

The W. h;is been called Wanhingtoiiia by some Ame-
rican writers; but no reason, except national feeling,

has been alleged for the change of the name. Ae-
conling to the generally acknowledged inile in

natural history, the older name must be retained.

WELLS, an ancient city and municipal and par-

liamentary borough, in the county of Somerset,

jjleasantly situated^ at the foot of the Jlendip Hills,

15 miles south-west of Bath. It is a clean and cheerful

town, with runlets of water flowing through each
principal street. The cathedral, a remarkably beau-

tifid edifice, begun in 704, and enlarged in 1 138, ia

for the most part in Early English ; but its west
front, one of the noblest facades in the kingdom,
and which is enriched with ,300 statues, is in Gothic.

The bishop's palace, originally founded in 1088, is

surrounded by a moat supplied from the abundant
source of St Andrew's Well—from which the tovm
is said to derive its name—and by lofty walls.

There arc no manufactures, and the trade is chiefly

rctaU. Pop. (18G1) 4(548.

WELL-STAIRCASE, a ^rindin" staircase with
an apertme left in the centre, called the well, by
which light and air are admitted.

WELSER, the name of a famous extinct patrician

family in Augsburg. Julius W. was knighted by
the Emperor Otto I. for his services in the war
against the Hungarians. His son, Octavian W.,
settled in Augsburg, and from him descended the

patrician family, which always held important

posts in the couucil of that town. Bartholomew
W., privy counciDor of the Emperor Charles V.,

was so wealthy, that he could vie with the

Fuggers (q. v.) in muniticcnce. A\'ith the emperor's

permission, in 1520, he fitted out three ships in

Spain, which, under the command of iVmbrosc
Dalfinger of Ulm, sailed for America, and took

possession of the province of Caracas, which the

emperor gave W. in pledge. Twenty years after this,

the AVelsera gave up their possession voluntarily,

and it reverted to Spain.—The most famous of the

family was the niece of Bartholomew W., Philippine
W., a daughter of his brother, Franz W., born about
1530. She had received an excellent education

from her clever mother, and was exceedingly beau-

tiful. On the occasion of a Diet of the empire
at Augsburg in 1547, she was seen by the Arch-
duke Ferdinand, the second son of the subsequent
emperor, Ferdinand I., who fell in love with her.

The young girl firmly rejected all the advances
of this fiery youth of 10, and refused to have any
relation with him excepting by marriage. They
were therefore married in 1550, without the know-
ledge of his father, or of his uncle, Charles V. His
father, on hearing the news, was exceedingly angry,

and for a long "time his son did not venture to

appear before him. Even in other countries, this

misalliance made a, great noise. lu the meanwhile,
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the loving couple enjoyed the greatest domestic
happiness, and Philippine enchanted every one that
knew her by her intelligence and kindness of heart.

It was only after eight years that his father was
reconciled. Philippine, in disguise, herself handed
him a petition, and by her deportment on the occa-

sion, as well as her beauty, disarmed the angry
father. He forgave his son, declared his children

legitimate, and raised their mother to be Markgra-
vin von Burgau. This happy marriage lasted 30
years. Philippine died at Innsbruck in 1580. In
the palace at Schonbrunn, the portrait of the lovely

Philippine is stiU pointed out.

WELSH LANGUAGE asd LITERA-
TURE. The Celtic languages are divided into

two groups, Gaelic and Cjiiiric. To the latter of

these the Welsh belongs, and has even given name,
as forming the most important member of the

group, which comprises besides, Armorican (spoken

in Bretagne) and Cornish (now extinct). A con-

troversy has been waged concerning the nature

and closeness of the intimacy existing between the
Gaelic and Cymric tongues, but the question may
now be considered settled by the researches of the

Rev. Richard Garnett {Gentleman' s Magazine, May
1S39), who found, on examining the monosyUabio
words in the introductory part of Ifeilson's Irish

Grammar, that out of 270, no fewer than 140 were
identical in sense and origin with corresponding

Welsh terms, that 40 wei-e cognate, an equal

number borrowed from Latin, Saxon, &c., and that

only 50 were pecidiar to the Gaelic. Nevertheless, it

is not to be supposed that the affinity is as close as

that which exists between English and so-called

Scotch. It is rather (according to Mr Garnett)

such as exists between Icelandic and German. A
Welshman cannot understand a Highlander or an
Irishman ; he cannot even understand a Breton (as

used to be believed), though the language of the

latter is undoubtedly Cymi-ic. Most extraordinary

hallucinations were formerly curreut in regard to

the antiquity of the Cymric tongues. Pezron, the
Breton investigator, gravely affirmed that Welsh
and Armoric (which he considered the same) had
been ' the language of the Titans, that is, the lan-

guage of Saturn, Jupiter, and the other principal

gods of heathen antiquitj'.' The Rev. Joseph Harris,

editor of the Seren Gomer, remarked in 1814 that 'it

is supposed by some, and no one can disprove it,

that Welsh was the language spoken by Adam and
Eve in Paradise.' The fact, on the other hand, is,

that of the two branches of Celtic, the Cymric is

less ancient than the GaeUc, and that among the
CjTnric tongues the Cornish is probably older than
the Welsh. (See Norris, Ancient Cornish Drama,
Oxford, 1850.) But preposterous as the views of

most patriotic Welshmen are on this subject, it is

undoubtedly true that the Welsb is one of the
oldest living languages in Europe, and that it

possesses a literatiu'e reaching back to remoter
times than that of any modern tongue except Irish.

The most striking peculiarities of the language are

the abundance of its grammatical permutations, and
its facility in forming derivatives and compounds.
Of the former, two examples may be given by way
of illustration. The Welsh word for 'father' is

tad ; for ' my,' ftj. But you cannot say for ' my
father,' fy tad. After f\j, every word beginning
with I must change the t to nh ; and therefore the
correct phrase is fij nhad. So after ei, tad becomes
either dad or thad, according as ei means ' his

'

or ' her.' The rules of permutation are almost

,

endless, and, in the opinion of such Welsh scholars '

as are not Welshmen, useless, nothing being
j

gained in point of euphony or expressiveness.

The Welsh affirm that their language is ex- '

ceedingly harmonious, and it would serve no good
purpose to dispute the assertion ; but foreigners

ignorant of the tongue, and associating no definite

ideas "Kith the words that issue from a Welsh-
man's lips, generally fail to realise the fact, and
consider it in this respect—though not in others
^distinctly inferior to Gaelic. The language, or
rather the structure of sentences and the phrase-

ology, exhibits a certain stateKness, or even gran-
diloquence, characteristic, indeed, of uncivilised

nations. One thing specially deserves notice. The
Welsh people are profoundly attached to, and
fanuliar with it. It is not dying out, like Irish

or Scotch Gaelic. It has a genuine literary, as well
as oral existence even now, and though the changes
it has undergone since the days of Taliesin are
numerous and great—so great, indeed, that no
modern imlettered Cambrian can understand a word
of the early poetry of his country—yet it is essen-

tially the same tong\ie as Caesar and Agricola heard,
and is consequently to be regarded with veneration
as the soUtary living link that unites those distant
ages with our own.
There are extant, says Owen Pughe, some thirty

old treatises on Welsh gi-ammar and prosody. The
most important of these is one composed by Geraint
(880 A.D.), revised by Einion (1200 A.D.), and
regularly pri^Tleged by the sovereigns who then
exercised authority in Wales. It was first printed
by the Welsh MS. Society in 1856, under the editor-

ship of the Rev. J. Williams ab Ithel. Among
English grammars of the Welsh language, the best

is said to be that by the Rev. Thomas Rowland (2d
ed. 1857) ; among djctionaries, that of Owen Pughe,
entitled Geiriddur Cymraeg a Saesoneg, a Welsh and
English Dictionary (2 vols. 1793 ; 3d ed. 1861, et seq.).

It is, however, only a Welsh-English dictionary;
!

the most satisfactory English-Welsh dictionary is

that published by Daniel SUvan Evans (2 vols.,

Denbigh, 1852—1858).
The literature of Wales has been arranged into

four periods : the first extending from the earliest

times to the Norman Conquest (1066 a.d.) ; the
second, from the Norman Conquest to the English
Reformation (circa 15,36 a.d.) ; the third, from the
EngHsh Reformation to the beginning of the reign of

George III. (1760 a.d.); and the fourth, from 1760
to the present day. To what date the oldest speci-

mens of Welsh literature ought to be assigned, has
been the subject of sharp dispute. These specimens
are in verse, and are rhymed. The chief of their

alleged authors, with their supposed periods, are
Aneurin (510—560 A.D.), Taliesin (520—570 A.D.),

LljTvarch Hen, or ' the Old ' (550—640 a.d.), and
Myrddin or Merlin (530—600 a.d.). According to
Pinkerton (see his preface to Barbour) and Laing
(Dissertation on Ossian), they are not authentic;
but the vindication of their authenticity, first by
Sharon Turner in 1803, and afterwards, and more
criticall}-, by ilr Stephens of Merthyr-Tydvil, in his

Literature oftlie Kymry (1849), and Mr Nash, in his

Taliesin, or the Bards and Druids of Britain (1858),
is considered conclusive. The last two of these
\vriters, however, may almost be said to meet their

opponents half-wa}'. Of the seventy-seven poems
ascribed to Tahesin in the Myvyrian Archaiology of
Wales (a collection of all the most celebrated worka
in Wekh literature, 500—1400 A.D.), which appeared
in 1801—imder the auspices of Mr Jones, ilr Ed-
ward Williams (better known as ' Edward of

Glamorgan'), and Dr Owen Pughe—Mr Stephens
considers fifty-seven to be demonstrably sirarious,

and only twelve to be probably genuine, that is,

belonging to the age of Taliesin. Jlr Nash enables
us to form an independent judgment on the point,

for he translates some fifty of these poems, and we
135
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find that, instead of their exhibiting an antique

Welsh character, they abound in alhisions to

medieval theolo.iry, and frcfjncutly employ medieval

Latin terms. It is certainly unfortunate for the

reputation of the ' Chief of the Bards,' that the

specimens of his which are considered to be genuine

possess exceedingly small poetic merit. The life of

this famous but apparently over-rated genius is, of

course, enveloped in legend. He is said to have been

the son of a certain St Henwg, and to have been

educated at the College of St Cadog. His life was
spent successively at the courts of Uricn llheged,

Gwyddno, Prince of Cardigan, and King Arthur, and

his sepulchre is shewn near Aberystwith. It is still

caUed licchl Taliesin (Taliesin's Grave). Of the poems
whose authorshif) is ascribed to Aneurin, a prince

of the Cumbrian Britons, the most notable is that

entitled Gododin, in which he pathetically laments

a defeat of his countrymen by the Saxons. It is

reckoned authentic. (Several English translations of

the Gododin have been published, and a translation

of the whole works of Aneurin was published by Jlr

Probert in 1820.) Llywarch Hen, also a Cumbrian
warrior, is regarded as the finest and most poetical

of all the semidiistorical Welsh banls. Tradition

reports that he lived to the age of loO. The burden

of his verse is the miseries of old age, on which he

descants with melancholy eloquence. (See The
Heroic Eleyies and other Pieces of Lhjwarch Ilcn,

Prince ofl/ie Cumbrian Britons, with a literal tr.ans-

lation by William Owen, 1792.) The pieces ascribed

to Merddyn, in the ilijvyrian Archaiolorjtj, are in

all probability spurious. Besides the names already

mentioned, other poets of the first jieriod are

Gwyddno, Gwilym ab Don, Golyddan, lic.

The earliest specimen of Welsh prose now extant

is the collection of the laws of King Hywel Dda, or

Howel the Good (died 7-lS A.D.)—a work of great

value in illustrating the manners and morals of

early Welsh times, but it is very uncertain when
or by whom the collection was made. The oldest

extant MS. belongs to the 12th century. The latest

and most critical edition (Welsh and English) is that

published in IS4I by the Record Commission, and
edited by Aneurin Owen, son of Dr Owen Pughe.
Another work, entitled The Wisdom of Cadog the

Wise (a collection of proverbs pretending to be by a

St Cadog, who flourished in the Cth e., and was a

friend of Taliesin), is of such doubtful authenticity

that its claim can only be noticed in our sketch.

Second Period, 10G6— 153G.—A few years after

the date of the Norman Conquest, a new spirit was
imported into Welsh poetry by the inlluence of

GrulTydd ab Cynan, Prince of North Wales, and
Rhys ab TewdwT, Prince of South Wales, particu-

larly of the former. Gruffydd had been born during

his father's exile in Ireland, and was brought up in

that country, where he appears to have acquired

a familiarity with both the native Celtic literatiu'C

and that of the Dano-Norse invaders. In the year

1 111(1, he held a great Eisteddvod at Caerwys in

North Wales, which w.as numerously attended by
Irish bards and musicians. For tlie next three

hundred years, Wales is rich in native bards, a fact

that conclusively refutes the tragic story of Edward
I. having caused them all to be slaiu, lest their

patriotic songs should stir the Welsh to renew the

struggle for independence. Nearly sixty names
occur in the Jlyvyrian Archaiology between 112U

—

13S0. The first is that of Meilyr (1 120— 1 160), whose
best i)iece is entitled The Deathbed of the Bard.
MeUyr's .son, Gwalchmai ab Jleilyr (1150—1190),

who is said to have accompanied Richard Cffiur de
Lion to Palestine, is a superior poet to his father.

Fourteen of his productions are e-xtant. Gwalch-
mai's son, Einion (1170—1220), also figures as a
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poet. Forty pieces are ascribed to Cynddehv (1150
— 12flG), a contemporary of Gwalchmai, of which
jirobably the most interesting is The Deathbed of
Ci/nddilw. He has also some verses addressed

to Prince JIadog or JIadoc of Powys, whom en-

thusiastic Welshmen conceive to have discovered

America before Columbus. Other bards of this

second period .are Llywarch ab Llewellyn (1160

—1220); Hywel (1140—1170), a brother of Prince

iladoc, and writer chiefly of erotic odes ; Owain
CyveUioc (1150— 1197), also of princely rank, whose
llirlas, or the Long Blue Horn, is a great favourite

with more than Welslimen ; and above all, Darydd
ab Gwih/m [circa 13-10— 1400), who has been compared
to Ovid, to Petrarch, and to Burns. In his verses,

Welsh poetry undergoes a change—the bardic or

Scaldic sjiirit disappears, and a more humane, if

less patriotic spirit takes its place. Davydd sings

of love and of social amusements ; he was likewise a

fierce satirist, though at times very jienitent and
pious ; while, to complete his resemblance to the

Scottish poet, and also to jvistify the biblical name
he bore, he shewed an unmistakable predilection for

illicit love. Davydd's poems were first published in

Welsh, with a biography of the author by Owen
Jones and Owen Pughe (1780). An English tr.ins-

lation of some of them by Mr A . Johnes appeared in

1834. Besides the poets already mentioned, the

following names are in high repute: lolo Goeh, the

friend and bard of the famous Owen Glendower, who
is said to have lived to the age of 120; Sion Cent
('John of Kent'), a name given him from Kent-
church, in Hereford, where he resided (1380—1410),

and who, having adopted the opinions of the Lol-

lards, ultimately .attained the reputation of a wizard

;

and Lewis Glyn Cothi, who flourished during the

Wars of the Roses, and was bard to Jasper, Earl of

Pembroke, son of Owen Tudor and the widow of

Henry V.
Prose.—The oldest Welsh chronicler of the second

period is Caradoc, a monk of Llancarvan, who
flourished in the first half of the 12th century.

His work narrates in Welsh the history of his native

country from the death of Cadw.allader, 689, to the

times of Caradoc himself. It is a dry, illiterate alfair,

like the Anglo-Saxon Clu-onicle. Contemporary
with Caradoc was the famous Geoffrey of Monmouth
(q. v.). Bishop of St Asaph, who died in 1154. Ho,
however, though a Welshman, WToto in Latin, and
belongs, therefore, rather to the general literature of

England than to Welsh literature. His Chronicle

commences with the fall of Troy, and ends with the

death of Cadwallader, so that it forms an introduc-

tion to that of his friend Caradoc. In it the legend

of Ai'thur first assumes that romantic and chivalrous

ftjrm in which modern readers are familiar with
it. It is impossible here to enter into a discussion

of the question where the materials of the Arthurian
romance were first accumulated ; suffice it to say,

that evidence preponderates in favour of their Welsh
origin. To this second period must also be assigned

that charming collection, the Mabinogion, or

Children's Tales, of which a MS. volume of more
than 700 pages is preserved in the library of Jesus

College, Oxford, and is known as the Bed Book of
Hergest, from the name of the place where it was
discovered. A beautiful edition of this work in

Welsh and English, with preface and notes, was
published in 3 vols. (1S3S— 1849) by Lady Charlotte

Guest. The age of these tales, which relate princi-

pally to Arthur and the Round Table, is doubtfid.

The transcription in the Red Book of Hergest belongs

probably to the 15th c. ; but the date of their

composition may be safely held to be much earlier,

perhaps somewhere in the 13th century.

The Triads may also be here noticed. They are
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collections of historical facts, maxims ethical and
legal, mythological doctrines and traditions, and
rules for the structure of yerse ; all expressed with
extreme brevity, and regularly disposed in groups

of three. They were a very popular species of com-
position among the Welsh, and are of all ages.

Examples occur in the poems of Llywarch Hen, but
the greater part are found in transcripts and mis-

cellanies of the 16th and 17th centuries. The
'liistorical' triads are especially puzzling. They
occur in a so-called collection, made by one Thomas
Jones of Tregaron, about the close of the IGth cen-

tury. This Jones was originally, it seems, an emi-

nent robljer—a Welsh ' Rob Roy ; ' but in his later

years he reformed, married an heiress, and became
a justice-of-peace for the county of Brecon. The
peculiarity of his ' Collection ' is, that it gives a
totally different account of the origin of the Britons
from Geoffrey of Monmouth, bringing thera from a
' Summer Land ' (supposed to be Constantinople or

the Crimea^ over a sea called the ' Hazy Sea.' The
question arises, and has not been settled : Whether
are we to suppose Jones the fabricator of these
' triads,' or his account of the origin of the Britons

the genuine record of an ancient tradition ? In
favour of the former hypothesis, unfortunately, is

the circumstance that there is no trace of such
an ancient tradition in. the anterior literature of

Wales.
Third Period (1.5.36—1760).—This and the re-

maining period may be briefly sketched. The most
notable fact in its commencement is the compara-
tive ease "with which the Reformation made its way
among the Celts of Wales. The Celts of the High-
lands remained for a time, and those of Ireland

remain to this day, obdurate adherents of the old

faith ; but those of Wales, on the whole, swiftly

accepted the new religion. The art of printing h.ad

been in operation in England for more than half a

century before it was applied to the Welsh lan-

guage. The first book printed in the Welsh or

any Celtic language was an almanac, with a
translation of the Lord's Prayer and the Ten
Commandments (Lond. 1546). The author, William
Salesbury, was a scholar and a ze.alous Protestant.

In 1547, he published the first dictionary of Eng-
lish and Welsh, and executed the greater part of

the first translcxtiou of the New Testament into

his native tongue (Lond. 1567). In 15SS, appeared
the earliest translation of the whole Bible into

AVelsh. The author was a Dr William Morgan,
afterwards Bishop of .St Asaph's. A revised edition

of this, in 1620, by Dr Parry, Morgan's successor

in the bishopric of St Asaph's, is the translation

still in use among the natives of the PrinciiJality.

Contemporary with Salesbury, but an adherent
of the old faith, was Dr Griffith Roberts, who
lived on the continent, and published at Milan a
Welsh Grammar in 1567. Another contemporary
was Dr John David Rhys, whose principal work,
Cambrobr^/fannicce Cymrcfco^ve Lingjun Instittitioiies

et Hudimeiita, is a treatise on Welsh grammar.
The suspicious Thomas Jones of Tregaron, pos-

sible author, rather than collector of the 'historical'

triads, was a friend of Rhys, and died about
1620. In 1603, Captain Myddleton, one of the first

three persons who smoked tobacco in England,
pubhshed a metrical version of the Psalms in

Welsh, partly executed while cruising about in

the West Indies. The most celebrated poets of

the third period .are the Rev. Rees Prichard, vicar

of Llandovery (1579— 1644), whose Canwijll y
Cyrtirij (Candle of the Cambrians) is a metrical
version of his professional homilies or sermons, the
eloquence of which had previously won for him a
great reput.ation as a preacher; it is still popular.

the 20th edition having appeared as late as 185S :

Huw Morus, or Hugh Morris (1622— 1709), author
of a v.ariety of pieces, which his countrymen con-

' sider unsurpassed in humour, pathos, and even sub-
limity—an edition in 2 vols. a]>peared at Wrexham
(1823), under the title of Eos Ceiriorj (The Night-
ingale of Ceiriog) : and Goronwy Owen (1722

—

circa

! 1780), a gifted bard, but likewise an incurable

drunkard, whose principal poems are contained in

the first volume of a book entitled Diddanivch

\

Teuluaidd (Domestic Amusement, Lond. 1763). Of
!
the prose writers, the only noteworthy are Ellis

Wynne (d. 1734), author of the Bardd Cwsrj (Sleeping
' Bard, 1703), a series of visions of Hell and Hades,
written with great beauty of style ; and the Rev.
Moses Williams (1685—1742), an antiquarian scholar

of hi^h merit, whose JRepcrtorium, Poeticum, or List

of ^Velsh Poems and Catalogue of Welsh Books, is

very valuable.

Fourth Period (1760—1SG7).—Varibus causes
co-operated to give a new impetus to Welsh litera- -

ture after the accession of George III. Among
j

these, the most powerful were the establishment of

I

periodical publications, the institution of patriotic

societies, and the spread of Methodism. The first

important production of this period is entitled

Some Specimens of the Poetry of the Ancient Welsh
Bftrds translated into English (Lond. 1764), by Mr

f Evans, curate of Llanvair Talyhacrn, in Denbigh-
I shire. The next name deserving of mention is that

of Owen Jones (1741— 1814), who, though engaged
in mercantile occupations all his hfe, managed,
by his enthusiasm and liberality, to quicken and
extend the pubUo interest in Welsh liter.ature.

In 1771, he founded the Gwyneddigion (society

of the 'Men of Gwynedd'), which gave prizes for

the best performances on the Welsli hai-p, and
the best Welsh poems. In 1801—1807, he caused
to be published at his own expense, under the

editorship of Owen Pughe and Edward Williams,

three volumes of the Mjivyrian ArchaioJorpi, so

called in honour of himself, who had assumed the

bardic name of Jlyvyr, from his native vale in

Denbigh. Owen Jones w-as, however, rather a

Welsh Maecenas than a Welsh litterateur. The
next names of importance are those of the editors

just mentioned, Owen Pughe and Edward Williams.

The former (1759— 1835), according to Southey,

was a ' muddy-minded man ;
' nor is the fact th.at

he was a follower of .Joanna Southcott, and one of

1 her twenty-four elders, adverse to this description

I of his intellect. Be this as it may, Owen Pughe is

the great Welsh lexicographer ; his Dictionary of

Welsh (1793—1803) contains 100,000 words illus-

trated by 12,000 quotations. He also translated

1 Paradise Lost into Welsh, in which work he threw
off the chains of Welsh alliteration, an innov.atiou

generally acknowledged to be an im[u'ovemcnt.

Edward Williams (1745—1826), better known as lolo

Morganwg, is probably the finest Welsh genius of

the fourth period. Southey knew him, and liked

him greatly. His principal productions are Salman,

yr Eijlwys yn yr Anialwch (Psalms of the Church in

the Desert) ; but an Ode on the Mylholo'iy of the

Ancient British Bards in the Manner of Taliesin

(1792), accompanied by notes and specimens of
' Triads,' containing the metaphysical and religious

doctrines of the old Druidical bards, provoked a
long-protracted controversy. Morganwg said tliat

he had copied them from a MS. collection of a

I

Welsh poet, anno 1560, which was in his posses-

sion, and affirmed that the collection was of very
' great antiquity. He was often asked to produce it,

but always declined ; and Welsh critics of the
stricter sort have now ceased to believe in its

' existence. The three associates in the publication
137
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of the Miji'yrian Archa'iology had each oue son, and
all of these have become eminent in connection

•with the literature of their native country. Taliesin

Williams (17S7— 1847), sou of Edward Williams,

wrote ]ioetry both in Welsh and English ; Aneurin
Owen {1792— 1S51), son of Owen Pughe, among other

works, ]iublishcd an important collection of the

Laws of Wales; while Owen Jones, son of Owen
Jones, the Welsh MaHcenas, is still alive, and has a

high reputation as an arcliitect, the Alhambra at

Sydenham being a f.avourable specimen of his pro-

fessional talents. The foitrth period of Welsh
literature is naturally richer in critical than in crea-

tive works. Among Welsh antiquaries may be
mentioned the Rev. "Edward D.T,vies (175G— 1831),

autiior of Celtic Researches (1804) and Mytholor/ij of
t/ie Driikls {1800): the Rev. Thomas Price (1787—
1848), author of the Hanes Ci/mru a Ohenedl y Ci/mry

(1836-1842), a History of Wales and of the Welsh
nation from the earliest times to the death of

Llewellyn ; an admirable work, comprehensive,
critical, and literary (Price was an ardent and
voluminous writer, contributing to no fewer than
15 periodicals .at the same time) : and the Rev.
,Tohn Williams .ib Ithel, rector of Llan3'mowddwj'
in Merioneth, and editor of the Cambrian Journal.

In 1856, he edited, for the Welsh MS. Society, the

Grammar of Edeyrn, the Oolden-tongued, said to

be composed about 1270; in 1860, the Brut y
Tywyrogion, or Chronicle of the Princes; and in

1861 (et seq.). The Traditionary Annals of the

Cymry, reprinted from the Camhriaji Journal.

Williams is a rather credulous and uncritical

writer, but a scholar of undoubted merit. Probably
the ablest Welsh scholar alive is Mr Thomas
Stephens of Merthyr-Tydvil, a man at once patriotic

and honest, enthusiastic and critical. To him,
above all others. Englishmen desirous of obtaining

some clear and credible knowledge of Welsh litera-

ture, ought to apply. His principal works are

Studies on British Biography, and Literature of the

Cymry in the Twelfth and following Centuries. The
enlightened views of Stephens have met with great
acceptance among such English scholars as nave
paid atteution to the subject of Welsh history and
literature.

The poetry of the fourth period is not remarkable.
The principal names are—David Richards of Dol-
gelly (1751— 1827), author of a sort of epic on the
Trinity— a very unsuitable subject for an epic

—

and a paraphrase of the history of Joseph : David
Thomas of Caernarvon (1769— 1S22), who was very
successful at the Eisteddvods : David Owen of

GiN-ion (1784—1841), whose poems were collected

and published under the title of Blodau Arfon
(Flowers of Arvon) : the Rev. Daniel Evans, a col-

lection of whose pieces was published at Llandovery
in 1831, under the title of Owinllan y Bardd (The
Poet's Vineyard) : the Rev. Walter Davies (17(51

—

1849), also gre.at at Eisteddvods : the Rev. J.ames
Hughes (1779—1846) : the Rev. WiUiam Rees of

Liverpool, author of a spirited paraphrase of the
Book of Job, &c. : and the Rev. William Williams
of Caernarvon, author of Grawn Awen (The Treasure
of the Muse), &c.

A good deal of indifTerent Welsh prose has been
•written during this jjcriod on religious subjects,

owing to the sju'ead of Methodism among the
Welsh, but it may profitably be overlooked by a
foreigner ; and with a glance at the history of

Welsh periodicals and societies, we close our brief

survey of the subject. The first Welsh periodical,

edited by the Picv. P. Williams and Evan Thomas,
appeared about 1770, and was entitled Yr Eurgrawn
Cymraeg (The Welsh Treasure), but the first that
attained any measure of success •was the Seren

Corner (Star of Gomer), which was published at
Swansea (1814). At present, it exists as a Welsh
'quarterly' of evangelical views. In 1831, Y
iJrysorfa (The Treasury) was commenced, under
Calvinistic auspices ; in 1S3G, 1' Diwygiwr (The
Reformer), and Y Dysgedydd (The Teacher) ; 1833—1841, Y Gwladgarurr (The P.atriot), more a
literary than a theological magazine, and toler.iWy
clever ;

}")• Haid (Tilt Sun), a journal advocating
the interests of the Established Church ; and Y
Traelliodydd (The Ess.ayist), commenced at Den-
bigh (18-15), distinctly the best liter.ary organ in

Wales. It discusses, in the Welsli tongue, the
poetry and philosophy of modern Europe. In 1859,

a new quarterly was started at Ruthyu, entitled

Taliesin, as a companion and rival to The Essayist.

The leading Welsli newspaper is the Amserau
(Times).

A work of great value, commenced in 1856, is a
Welsh Encyclopedia, under the editorship of the
Rev. John Parry of Bala, and entitled Encydopcsdia
Camhrensis— }'' Gwyddoniadur Gymreig. Periodi-

cals, exclusively devoted to Welsh subjects, are

the Cambrian Register (3 vols., 1796, 1799, and
1818) ; the Camhro-Briton and General Celtic

Repository (3 vols., 1819—1822); the Cambrian
Quarterly Magazine (5 vols., 1829—1833) ; and the
Cambrian Journal, begim in 1854, and stUl going on.

Another valuable periodical is the Archceologia

Cambrensis, or 'Journal of the Cambrian .^rch.'co-

logical Association,' begun in 184C, and published
quarterly.

The leading Welsh societies, literary and anti-

quarian, th.at have existed, or still exist, are the
Cymmrodorion, established in London in 1751,
which lived for 30 years ; the Gwyueddigion,
also established in London in 1771, but extinct
some 20 years ago ; a second Cymmrodorion
(18'20—1843) ; The Society for the Publication of

Ancient Welsh MSS. (founded at Abergavenny,
1837) ; and the Cambrian Institute, founded in 1853.

The best work on Welsh literature, as abeady
mentioned, is that of Mr Thomas Stephens of

Merthyr-Tydvil, to wliich the reader is referred ;

as also to the various Welsh quarterlies, whei-e

almost evei-y question in Welsh literature is

copiously discussed. A very excellent and com-
plete survey of the subject is also to be found
in Knight's English Cyclopmdia, article 'Welsh
Language and Literatiu'c.'

WELSH ONION, or CIBOL {AlliumJistulosum ;

see Allioti), a perennial plant, a native of Siberia.

It has listular leaves and no bulb. Its leaves appear
very early in spring, and are then used in soups and
salads. Its flavour more resembles that of garlic

than of the onion. It has been long cultivated in

kitchen-gardens in Britain, and perhaps deserves
more attention than it receives, because it is ready
for use before any similar plant in spring. The seed
is sown in spring or summer ; leaves lit for use are
produced in the following spring, and the bed con-

tinues to be productive for a number of years. The
n.ame Welsh Onion is from the German Wiilsch, and
merely indicates a foreign origin.

WE'LSHPOOL (often vidgarly called Pool),
a municipal and parliamentary borough of North
Wales, in the county of Montgomery (of which
it is considered the capital), ISJ- miles west-
south-west of Shrewsbury. Powis Castle is an
ancient edifice, the oldest parts dating from the
12th c. ; and the park is much admired. Woollen
mills, tanneries, and malt-houses are in operation.

Pop. of parliamentary borough, (1861) 5004; (1807)
6000. W. is connected by a branch •with the
Shrewsbiu'y and Hereford and other railwaj's.
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WENDS from the same root as to wend, to wander,
and signifying the wandering or roving border
tribes), the name given by the Germans to a branch
of tlie Slaves (q. v.) which, as early as the 6th c,

occupied the north and east of Germany from the
Elbe along the coast of the Baltic to the Vistula, and
as far south as Bohemia. They were divided into

several tribes, which were successively subdued by
the Germans, and either extirpated or gradually
Germanised and absorbed, although remnants of

them are still here and there to be found.—In a
narrower sense, the name of Wends is given to those
remnants of the Slavic popidation of Lusatia who
still speak the Weudic tongue, and preserve their

peciUiar mannei's and customs. They number about
150,000. A collection of Wendic songs was pub-
lished by Haupt and Smaler (2 vols., Grimma, 1843
— 1844). The Wends, like the other subject Slavic

tribes, were, in early times, cruelly oppressed by
their German masters ; in recent times, their lot has
been more tolerable.

WE'NER, L.4KE, the largest lake in the Scandi-

navian peninsula, and after the lakes Ladoga and
Onega in Russia, the largest in Europe, is situ-

ated 150 miles west-south-west of Stockholm, and
about 30 miles inland from the Cattegat. It is over
90 miles in length, and varies from 15 to 48 miles

in breadth, is 309 feet in greatest depth, and lies 150

feet above sea-level. Area, 2005 sq. miles. From
the north shore a peninsula extends southward into

the middle of the lake ; and from the southern shore

a peninsula extends northward to within about
fifteen miles of the point of the northern penin-

sula ; the portion of the lake lying to the west of

these peninsulas receives the name of Dalbo Lake.

Of the numerous rivers that feed the lake, the chief

is the Klar, from the north, and its surplus waters are

discharged into the Cattegat by the river Gota. It

is connected by a canal with Lake Wetter, by means
of which, the Gota Canal, Lake Roxen, &c., inland

communication is established between the Cattegat

and the Baltic Sea. The lake is rich in fish ; it is

often xisited by sudden gusts of mnd, and is in

many places too shallow for navigation.

AVE'JJ'LOCK, a parliamentary and municipal
borough in the county of Salop, 12 miles south-

east of Shrewsbury. Pop. of parliamentary bor-

ough (1861), 21,590. The principal buildings in

Much Wenlock are the church, a building of con-

siderable antiquity, bearing traces of Saxon and
Norman architecture ; and the town-hall, a vener-

able and interesting structure, decorated internally

with elaborate oak carvings of the time of Charles

II. There are also a savings-bank, and a public

library and reading-room. The extensive ruins of

Wenlock Abbey ailbrd a rich treat to antiquaries.

The abbey was founded in the year 680, and was
the parent church of Paisley Abbey, Scotland. The
remains are now carefully preserved from further

dilapidation by the present owner, J. Milues
Gaskell, Esq., M.P. for the borough, who has con-

verted a portion into an occasional residence for

himself. W. is an ancient municipality, with sepa-

rate quarter sessions, and is the hrst borough that

acquired the right by charter of representation in

parhament. The town of Wenlock proper, or Much
Wenlock, is but small ; but the parhamentary
borough comprises 12 parishes spreading over a

large area, and includes the market-towns of

Madeley, Broseley, and Ii-onbridge, and the popu-
lous district of Coalbrookdale, where important
iron and brick and tile works are carried on. There
are also extensive limestone quarries in the neigh-

bourhood. There is a railway counecting W. with
the Severn Valley Railway at Buildwas, and

another connected with the Shrewsbury and
Hereford line. (Pop. 1871—21,283.)

WENLOCK GROUP, an important series of

rocks of Upper Silurian age, which are largely

developed in the neighbourhood of Wenlock. The
group is divided into an Upper and Lower series. The
Upper, known as the Wenlock Limestone, consists

of a considerable thickness, sometimes reaching 300
feet, of a gi-ay subcrystaUine limestone, so hard
that it has withstood the weathering which has
removed the softer shales above and below it. It

forms a ridge parallel to that of the Aymestry lime-

stone, running for 20 miles north-east to south-west
through the south-eastern portion of Shropshire.

Sometimes it contains huge concretionary masses of

crystalliae carbonate of lime, locally named ' ball-

stones ; ' in other places, it becomes thin and flaggy.

It abounds in fossils, especially in corals, crinoids,

moUusca, and trilobites. The Lower Wenlock series

consists of 1400 feet of Wenlock shale, and 150 feet

of WooUiope limestone and grit. The Wenlock
shale is generally a dark gray, almost black argil-

laceous rock, often containing elliptical concretions

of impure earthy limestone. It is worked in some
places for flagstones and slates. The Woolhope
limestone and grit consists of gray argillaceous

nodular limestones resting on fine shales. In Den-
bighshire, it appears as a coarse grit, often of great
thickness, and producing a very barren sod. The
fossils of the Lower Wenlock beds are of a similar

character to those of the Upper series.

WENS are encysted tumours, much more com-
mon on the scalp than in any other situation,

though occasionally observed on the face, shoul-

ders, &c., and consisting of obstructed sebaceous
glands, which enlarge by the internal pressure of

their accumulated secretions. The closed orifice

may be often noticed in the form of a small dark
point, and in that case the duct may sometimes be
gradually enlarged by the gentle introduction of

a probe or director, and its contents pressed out.

By this treatment, they may, at aU events, be kept
from being unsightly, and wUl sometimes shrivel

up and disappear. If this treatment fad, and the

patient finds the tumour so aunoying that he insists

upon its removal, it must be exterminated with
caustic or the knife. In consequence of the weU-
kno%ra dangers (especially erysipelas) that fre-

quently follow cutting operations of the scalp, the

caustic treatment is generally preferable. The most
prominent part of the wen must be thoroughly
cauterised with nitric acid or potash, which will lead

to the formation and separation of a slough, which
will lay open the tumour, which may then be left

to empty itself and wither, or may be emptied by
pressure, and cauterised within. As a general rule,

wens are better left alone, unless they can be
emptied by simple pressure, as severe operations on
them are frequently attended with danger.

WE'NTLETRAP {Scalaria), a genus of gaster-

opodous molluscs, of the family Turritellidce. The
shell is spiral, with many whorls, the whorls deeply
divided, and not always close together, crossed by
remarkably elevated ribs, the aperture roimd and
rather small. The animal is furnished with a pro-

boscis, and has the eyes placed on an external con-
vexity, the foot short and oval. About one hun-
cb-cd species of this genus are known. Those which
have the whorls close together are called False
Wentletraps by shell-collectors, those in which they
are not contiguous are kno«Ti as True Wentletraps.
Of the former, some are found in northern seas, as
Scalaria communis on the coasts of Britain and of

continental Europe, and S. Grcenlandica on those of

North America. S. Grcenlandica is particularly
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abundant on the banks of Newfoundland, and forms

part of tlie food of the cod. The true Wentletraps

are all natives of the seas of warm elimates. Some
of them are very beautiful. A species found in the

south-cast of Asia, and known as the I'EECious \V.

(.S. pretiosa), was once in such esteem amougst

shell-collectors, that an extremely fine specimen is

\VcntIctrap [Scalaria pretwsa).

said to have been sold for . 200 guineas ; and an

ordinary j)rice was from three to live pounds. This

shell may now be purchased for a few sliillinyg. It

is from an inch and a half to two inches long, snow-

white, or p.ale Hesh-coloured, with eight separated

—

but not widely sci)arated— whorls.

WE'RDAU, a town of Saxony, on the river

Pleisse, 4U miles directly south of Leipzig, and 49

by railw.ay. Pop. S436, mostly engaged in manu-
facturing cloth and in yarn-spinning.

WE'RDEN, a town of Khenish Prussia, on the

I!uhr, 17 miles north-cast of Dlisseldorf. Pop.

(ISOl) .577"), employed in the manufacture of cloth,

linen, and silk, and alum, and coal-mining.

AVE'REOILD (Ang.-Sax. uvr, m.an ; and geld,

satisfaction), a composition by which, according to

the custom of the Anglo-Saxons, Franks, and other

Teutonic people, homicide and other heinous crimes

against the person were expiated. There was an

established progressive rate of weregild for homi-

cide, varying at different times and among diller-

ent Teutonic tribes, from tlie weregild of the

ceoii, or peasant, to that of the king. In the

time of Tacitus, the weregild for homicide among
the Germans was due to the relatives of the

deceased ; that for other crimes one-half to the

injured jiarty, and one-half to the state. The
sum paid to the relatives in case of homicide, also

known as the iiiaii-wijrth, seems to have been looked

on as the crpiivalent of the dead man's value. As
the power of the community or king increased, the

exaction of retribution for the death of its members
was considered to be the duty of the state as well

as of the relatives, and the principle of division was
applied to homicide as well as minor crimes ; each

payment being a separate fidl equivalent for the

value of the deceased, the one to appease the feud,

the other to make atonement to the state. This

douljle weregilil is recognised in the compensation

for the death of a king by the laws of the Mercians

and Northumbrians. In the days of Edward the

Elder the weregild had become a much more com-

plicated penalty, the composition for homiciile

consisting of four ditferent payments, two of which,

the Ji'jht-wile, or penalty for a breach of the peace,

and the vvrerjM, went to the king as head of the

state ; while a sum called the hahfanij was paid to the

kindred to loosen the hand of the avenger of blood,

liO

and the manbote was given to the overlord to com-
pensate him for the loss of a vassal. The graduated
scales of weregild in use among the different Teutonic
nations throw nuich light on the gradations of society

at the jieriod. It doi's not appear that among tlie

nations who recognised the principle of weregild, the

relatives were bound to accept a compensation for

their kinsman's slaughter, in place of ajipeasing the

death-feud by blood ; the latter practice was often

resorted to instead. It was only through the exer-

tions of Archbisliop Theodore that Egfred, the

Christi.'in king of the Angles of Northumbria,
adopted the alternative of accepting a weregild for

Ids brother slain in battle by the Mercians, in place

of demanding the blood of the slayer. A similar

principle to that of weregild for homicide seems to

have been recognised by the Celtic nations, and
there are traces of it in the Mosaic code.

WE'RE-WOLF (Ang.-Sax. wer, a man), a man-
wolf, a man who, eitlier periodically or for a time, is

transformed, or transforms himself into a w'olf, be-

coming possessed of all the powers .and apiietites of

a wolf in addition to his own, and being especially

remarkable for his appetite for human flesh. The
belief in the transformation of men into wolves or

other beasts of prey has been very widely diffused ;
'

there is jierhaps no people among whom some evi-

dence of its former jircvalcncc does not exist. It

is not yet extinct, even in Europe. In many of the

rur.al districts of France, the lou}>ijaroa (tlie hatter

part of the word is a corruption of the Teutonic

wer-wolf), is still an object of di"ead. This suiier-

stition lingers too among the country-])eople of

Northern Europe, and a parlicular form of it

flourishes vigorously among the Bulgarians, Slavo-

nians, and Serbs, and even among the more intelli-

gent inhabitants of Greece. See Vampire. Its

details vary in different countries and districts.

The definition given above includes only the com-
monest and the best marked of its incidents. Prob-
ably, it has not yet entirely disappeared in any
country whose riinil districts are infested with
wolves or other wild animals ; and manifestations

fitted to suggest it may be occasionally observed in

the mad-houses of most countries. See Lycan-
TiiKOi'iA. The animal whose shape is taken, as

already stated, is not always, though usually, a
wolf ; it was probably always the animal most for-

midable, or considered most inimical to man. In
Abyssinia, it is the hyama.

Occasional notices of lycanthrojiy, as it is called,

are found in classical writers ; and lycanthropy, as

there described, w.as the change of a man or woman
into a wolf, so as to enable the man or woman to

gratify an appetite for human flesh, either by
magical means, or through the judgment of the gods,

as a punishment for some dire offence. Sometimes
the transformation was into the shape of a dog or a

bull. Ovid, in his Metamorphoses, tells the story of

Lycaon, king of Arcadia, who, wdien entertaining

Jupiter at a banquet, resolved to test his omni-
science by serving up to him a hash of human flesh.

The god, to punish him for this, transformed him
into a wolf. Herodotus describes the Neuri as

sorcerers who had the power of taking once a year,

for several days, the sh.ape of wolves ; and the same
account of them is given by Pomponius Mela.

Pliny relates that, in Arcadia, every year, at the

festival of Jupiter Lycajus, one of the family of

Aiitajus was chosen by lot, and conducted to the

brink of the Arcadian Lake, into which, after having
hung his garments upon a tree, he plunged, and was
transformed into a wolf. Nine years after, if alive,

he returned to his friends, looking nine years

older than when he disappeared. Some notices of

lycanthropy are to be found in Petronius ; and
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allusion to it is also made by Virgil in the 8tli

Eclogue. Marcellus Sidetes tells us of men wbo,
every winter, were seized with the notion that

they were dogs or wolves, and lived precisely like

these animals, spending the night in lone ceme-

teries. Tliis disorder attacked men chiefly in the

beginning of the year, and was usually at its

height in February. It is worth while observing

that the classical instances of lycanthropy mostly

refer to Arcadia, a pastoral country, whose inhabi-

tants suffered greatly from the ravages of wolves.

In Norway and Iceland, it used to be believed

that there were men who were ' not of one skin.'

Such men could take upon themselves other shapes

than that of man, and the natures corresponding

to the shapes which they assumed ; they had the

strength and other powers of the animal whose shape

they bore, as well as theii- own. It was beheved that

the change of shape might be effected in one of three

ways : simply by putting on a skin of the animal

;

by the soul of the man deserting the human body

—

leaving it for a time in a cataleptic state—and
entering into a body borrowed or created for the

purpose ; or, without any actual change of form, by
means of a charm, which made all beholders see the

man under the shape of the animal whose part he
was sustaining. The two former were the common
modes of transformation ; at any rate, the Sagas are

full of illustrations of them ; while illustrations of

the third mode are comparatively rare. Nothing of

the man remained imchauged except his eyes ; by
these only could he be recognised. Odin had, and
freely exercised, the power of varymg his shape.

Wben men changed their shape to prey upon their

kind, they always took the form of a wolf. It was
believed that many had the power of tlius trans-

forming themselves ; and gi-eat was the popular

dread of were-wolves. Perhaps the best stories of

were-wolves which are to be found are contained in

the Northern Sagas. Scarcely auj'where did the

beUef in them go so deep into the minds of the

people as among the northern races. In connection

with it, notice may be taken of what is called the

'Berserkr rage,' which ajipears to have been a

peculiar form of mania. The Berserkr yelped like

dogs, or wolves rushing into conflict, bit their shields

with their teeth, and committed terrible atrocities

while the paroxysms of their disease were upon them.
Berserkr has been rendered 'bare-skinned;' others

make it mean ' wolf-skin-coated ' (why not ' bear-

skin-coated?').

Olans Magnus states that in Prussia, Lithuania,

and Livonia, tliough wolves were very numerous and
troublesome, the ravages of the were-wolves were
regarded as much more serious. Evei-y year at the

feast of the Nativity at night, the were-wolves
assembled in great numbers at ajipointed places, and
proceeded to look out for human beings, or tame
animals, upon which they coiUd glut their a]>petites.

If they found an isolated house, they entered it, and
devoured every human being and tame animal it

contained ; after which—shewing that they were
not common wolves—they drank up all the beer or

mead. Similar testimony with regard to Livonia is

given by Bishop Majolus, who adds, that the trans-

formation into the wolf-form continued for twelve

days.

Instances of persons being changed into wolves by
way of pimishment, were freely believed in the
middle ages ; for example, St Patrick was believed

to have changed Vereticns, king of Wales, into a

wolf ; and there was an illustrious Irish family

which had incurred the curse of St Natahs, every

member of which, male and female, according to the

popular belief, had to take the shape of a wolf, and
live the life of a wolf for seven j'ears.

In the 15th and IGth centuries, the belief in
were-wolves was, throughout the continent of

Europe, as general as the belief in witches, which
it had then come to resemble in many respects. It

gave rise to prosecutions almost as frequent as those
for Witchcraft (q. v.), and these usually ended in the
confession of the accused, and his death by hanging
and burning. It was calculated to inspire even
greater terror than witchcraft, since it was beheved
that the were-wolves delighted in human flesh, and
were constantly lying in wait for solitary travellers,

and carrying off and eating little childi'en. The
were-wolves, like the witches, were now regarded
as servants of the devil, from whom they got the
power—often exercised by anointing with a salve

—

of assuming the wolf's form ; and it was believed
that great numbers of them trooped together to the
devil's Sabbath. The stories of mutilations and
other mishaps befalling them in the wolf-state, by
which, when they resumed the himian form, they
were identified as were-wolves, exactly resemble
the stories told of witelies. In September 1573,
we find a court of parliament sitting at Dole,
in Franche-Comte, authorising the country-people
to take their weapons, and beat the woods for a
were-wolf, who had already—thus went the recital—

' carried oft' several little children, so that they
had not since been heard of, and done injury to
some horsemen, who kept him off only with great
difficulty and danger to their persons.' Through-
out Europe, the judicial cognizance of witchcraft
and of lycanthropy ceased at the same time. In
Great Britain, where wolves had early been ex-

terminated, the were-wolf was only known by
rumours coming from abroad; but the belief that
witches could transform themselves into cats and
hares, which did prevad, was precisely analogous
to the belief in were-wolves, especially in its later

forms.

l-'he later forms of this strange belief were
obviously sophisticated. In its earlier shape, three
things are to be noticed—the power ascribed to the
were-wolf of transforming himself, either by chang-
ing the shape of his own body, or projecting his

spirit into another body ; his appetite for human
flesh ; his taking the shape and nature of the
animal held to be most malicious against man—the
wolf. As to the first of these, all that can here be'
done is to point to its connection with the doctrine
of Transmigration (q. v.), and to add that it has
been one of the commonest of human beliefs. As to
the second, is it unlikely that in the early times in

which the superstition had its origin, the appetite
for human flesh maj' have been common enough to
spread terror through whole districts ? It is, at
least, not improbable that every race of men has
had an experience of cannibalism ; and it may well
have been that, in occasional cases, especially under
conditions of disease, the taste for human flesh

survived the general practice of using it. Modern
Europe affords many rmquestionable examples of
this taste existing and being indulged in the midst
of comparative civilisation. There can be no doubt
that some of the unhappy multitude put to death
as were-wolves had re;iliy murdered and eaten the
flesh of human beings. But secret murders, imac-
companied by cannibaUsm, would tend to support
a popular belief in cannibalism. We have not to
go out of our own age for proofs ox the existence of

men afflicted with a homicidal tendency ; and in

times when the means of detecting crimes were very
imperfect, it is conceivable that the murders com-
mitted by one or two such persons would spread
terror, and give support to a superstitious theory
throughout a large district. The Marechal de lletz,

who lived in the time of our Henry VI., had caused
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to be stolen and put to death by torture, under the

most inhuman circumstances, man}' hundred children

—he confessed on his trial that he murdered 120 in

a single year. (A memoir of Gilles de Laval, Marechal

de Ketz, has been compiled from authentic docu-

ments by P. J. Lacroix, the eminent French anti-

quary.) Perhaps no society has ever been free from
men similarly constituted, and acting similarly

according to their opportunities. As to the third

point, if it be granted that a certain practice of, or

general suspicion of cannibalism existed among a

people who beUeved in the power of transformation,

it is easy to understand how the cannibal, getting

his victims by stealth, was supposed to indulge his

inhuman appetite under the guise of the animal most
unfriendly to man. And the existence of a form of

mania in which the madman had the hallucination

that he was changed into a wolf, yelled lilce a wolf,

lived in many respects like a wolf, was calculated

strongly to confirm the belief in men-wolves. In
conjunction with the mischief done by real wolves,

this itself may be thought almost enough to have
given origin to the superstition. The haDucination of

having undergone transformation into a wolf from
time to time, seems to have been one of the com-
monest by which we.ak and crazed brains were
I>ossessed during the period when the hunt for were-

wolves was kept up. The literature of this subject,

though abundant, is for the most part fragmentary,

and mixed up with other matters. A good account
of the subject will be found in The. Book of Were-

wolves, by Sabine Baring-GoiJd (Lond. 18G5).

WERNER, 'Abp-aham Gottlieb, a celebrated

mineralogist and geologist, born at Wehrau, on
the Queiss, in Upper Lusatia, September 25, 1750.

His father was director of a smeltiug-work, and he
was thus led almost in childhood to the study of

minerals. After some time spent at the Mineral-
ogical Academy of Frcyberg, he went to Leipzig,

where he studied natural history and jurisprudence.

Here, at the age of 24, ho published his tirst work
on mineralogy, a mere pamphlet on the external

characters of miner.ils. In 1775, he was appointed
Professor of ilineralogy, and curator of the Alineral-

ogical Cabinet at Freyberg. In 1780, he published

the first part of a translation of Cronstedt's

Mineralo^'j, in his notes to which he gave the first

outlines of the system which bears his name. In

1791, he pubUshod a Theory of the Formation of
Jiletallic Veins, which was translated into English
and French, and greatly extended his reputation.

He was not, however, a voluminous author, but his

views were diffused by his pupils, among whom
were the most eminent German mineralogists of the
time. lu 1792, he was appointed Councillor of

Mines in Saxony. He died at Dresden in 1817.

W.'s influence was very great in the promotion
both of mineralogy and of geology. In his miner-
alogical system, minerals were distinguished and
arranged chiefly according to their external char-

acters ; and mineralogists have now learned to

depend much more than he did on their chemical
constitution. In geologj', he did great service by
arranging the facts already known, and giiiding to

proper methods of observation. His theory was
extensively received for a time. It may be described

as the ojiposite of the Huttonian theory, accounting
for the present state of mineral substances iu

general by supposing them to have been dissolved

or suspended in water ; whilst the Huttonian theory
ascribed almost everything to the action of fire.

W.'s is sometimes called the Neptunian theory,

whilst that of Button is styled the Plutonic.

Modern geology recognises a certain measure of

truth in both, but rejects them alike in that
character of completeness or universality in which
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they were once advocated. W. classified rocks into

Primary, Transition, and Secondary ; and the terms
are still sometimes used, although merely as con-

venient names, not as indicative of opinions
concerning the rocks designated by them.

WERNIGERO'D^, a small w.illed town of

Prussia, in the government of Magdeburg, and 43
miles south-west of the city of tliat name, stands at

the northern base of the Brocken Mountain. Its

castle, the residence of the Coimts Stolzl)erg-Werni-

gerode, comprises a library of 40,000 volumes, and
a zoological garden. It manufactures linen, cloth,

and tobacco; and carries on copper-smelting and
paper-m.aking. Pop. 5572.

WE'SEL, a strongly fortified town of Prussia,

on the Rhine, 32 miles north-north-west of Dussel-
dorf. The I?hine, which here is joined by the
Lippe, is divided by a fortified island, and crossed
by a bridge of boats, protected on the left bank
by a fort. Of its churches, the Willibrod Kirche
was first opened in IISI. Cloth, hosiery, serge,

leather, hats, tobacco, and linen are manufactured,
and book-printing is carried on. The citadel is

defended by about 4500 men. Poj). (1S61), exclusive
of garrison, 13,597.

WE'SER (Lat. Visurgu), a river of Germany,
formed out of the Werra, which rises in the Thur-
inger-wald, and the Fulda, rising in the Ehiin-
gebirge, on the frontiers of Prussia and Bavari.-u

These streams, after a northern course, unite at
Munden, in Hanover ; and the luiited stream, the
W., flows north through Prussia, till, passing
Bremen, it forms for about 40 miles the boundary
between Oldenburg and Prussia, and enters the
North Sea by a wide but shallow estuar}', much
interrupted by sand. Entire length, 2G0 miles. It

communicates with the Elbe by a na^ngable canal

;

but though considerably improved in this respect,

the W. is not of much use as a naWgable stream.

The principal trading-town on its banks is Bremen.

WESLEY, JoHX, the founder of the Methodists
(q. v.), was born at Epworth, in Lincolnshire, Eng-
land, 17th June 1703. The family name was
variously spelled Wesley and Westlcy, and is sup-
posed to be the same with Wellesley, and to be
derived from a place of that name near Wells. An
Irish gentleman, Garrett Wellesley, Esq., of Dun-
gannon, oflfered to make Charles Wesley, younger
brother of John, his heir, on condition of his settling

in Ireland, believing him to be of his own family.

The offer was not accepted ; and the estate of Jlr
Wellesley went to another branch of the family,
which was soon raised to the Irish peerage, with
the title of Earl of Mornington, and from which the
Duke of Wellington and the ilarquis of Wellesley
sprung. The more immediate progenitors of John
W. were ministers of the church of England, of

Puritan principles. Some of them sulTered for non-
conformity. Bartholomew Wesley, the great-grand-
father of John, was ejected from his living by the
Act of Uniformity in 1662. John Wesley, the son of

Bartholomew, was also deprived of his living, and
was often fined, and several times imprisoned for

preaching contrary to the law. Samuel Wesley, a son
of this John Wesley, confoi-med to the Church of Eng-
land, but opposed the schemes of James II., refusing

to be bribed by offers of preferment, which, on
account of his erudition and talents, it was thought
worth while to make to him. He supported the
cause of the Eevolution. in circumstances of personal
danger, and in the beginning of the reign of

WUham and Mary, was rewarded with the li^ng of

Epworth. He wrote an epie poem entitled The
Life of Christ, and other similar works. He had a.

family of nineteen children. His \vife, Susannah
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Annesley, the daughter of an ejected minister, was
a woman of remarkable intelligence and ferrent

piety, who devoted herself very much to the educa-

tion, and particularly the religious education, of her

cliildren. His eldest son, Samuel, head-master of

Tiverton school in Devonshire, was a Tory and
High-Chiu'chman, who strongly disapproved of the

'new faith' and pecidiar coiu-se of his brothers

John and Charles. John W. was the second son of

Samuel, or the second who grew up to manhood.
In his iufancy, he had a- narrow escape from being

burned to death, when the parsonage of Epworth
was burned by some of the parishioners in their

rage against their pastor for his faithful repro\'iug

of their vices. Another remarkable story is con-

nected with the parsonage of Epworth, and with
the early years of John W.'s life—the continued

disturbance of the family, throughout a considerable

time, by loud kuockings and other noises, which
could not be accounted for, and which therefore

were regarded as preternatural, although Mr \yesley

and his household were less affected by the strange

visitation than perhaps its authors expected them
to be, and persisted in residing in the parsonage,

even making sport of 'Old Jeffery,' their unseen

visitant, who ' was plainly a Jacobite goblin, and
seldom suffered Mr Wesley to pray for the king

and the Prince of Wales without disturbing the

family prayers.'

John W. was a very diligent and successful student.

The religious history of his college life belongs to the

history of Methodism (q. v.). After much consci-

entious hesitation as to his motives and fitness for

entering into the clerical profession, he was ordained

deacon in 1725, and in 1726 he graduated as M.A.,

and was elected fellow of Lincoln College, Oxford.

In the same year he was appointed Greek lecturer and
moderator of the classes. He became curate to his

father at Wroote, a small living which Samuel W.
held along with that of Epworth, and whilst serving

here, he was advanced to priest's orders in 172S.

He returned to Oxford, and along with his yoimger
brother, Charles, entered into those religious asso-

ciations from which Jlethodism sprang. The inter-

course of the brothers Wesley at this time with
William Law, the author of the Serious Call, had a

great influence on their opinions and conduct. They
walked two or three times a year from Oxford to

visit Law at his house near London. In 1735, John
W. was induced to go out to Georgia with General
Oglethorpe, to preach to the Indians and colonists.

His religious views at this time were strongly tinc-

tured with asceticism. His intercourse with Mora-
^ans, who were his fellow-passengers to America,
and afterwards his fellow-labourers in the colony,

tended to stimulate his religious zeal. He attempted

to establish a discipline in the colony, very different

from that of the C'hiu-ch of England at home, and
failed in the attempt. The diiBcidties of his

position were incre.ised by an affair in which he
became involved with the daughter of the chief

magistrate of Savannah, whom he wished to marry

;

but on the advice of the Moravian bishop and
elders, to whom he submitted the matter, he with-

drew from her, and she very soon marrying another,

W. refused her admission to the communion ; upon
which her hiLsband raised an action at law, and W.,
finding Savannah no suitable place for him, and, as

he said, ' shaking the dust off his feet,' returned to

England, ha^Tng resided in America not quite tivo

years. With religious zeal undiminished, he main-
tained an intimate connection with the Moravians
in London. On 2-ith May 173S, some months after

his return to England, he attended a meeting
of a society in Aldersgate Street, where, whilst

one was reading Luther's preface to the Epistle to

the Ptomans, he experienced such a change of reli-

gious feeling that, notwithstanding all his previous
zeal, he ever afterwards regarded this as the time
of his conversion. 'I felt my heart strangely
warmed,' he says ; ' I felt I did trust in Chi-ist,

Christ alone, for salvation ; and an assurance was
given me, that He had taken away mij sins, even
mijie, and saved me from the law of sin and death.'
Many who accept generally Wesley's views of con-
vei-sion, doubt his opinion as to the date of his own.
After this, he visited the Moravian brethren at
Herrnhut in Germany, made the acquaintance of
Zinzendorf, and was introduced to the Prince Royal
of Pi-ussia, afterwards Frederick the Great. Eetum-
ing to England, he became associated with his old
college companion, Whitelield, and after his example
began, in 1739, the practice of open-air preaching.
From this time, the history of Wesley's life becomes
very much the history of Methodism. In 1740, he
solemnly separated himself from the Moravians,
finding that he differed from them on important
points of doctrine ; and in the same year the breach
took place between Whitefield and him, which
divided the Methodists into two sections, CalWnistic
and Ai-minian. In the evangelistic work which he
carried on in England, and in organising the
Methodist body, W. was indefatigable. He seldom
travelled less than forty miles a day, usually on
horseback, till near the close of his life, when he
used a chaise. In 1752, he married a widow with
four children, but the marriage proved an unhappy
one, and a separation ensued. His health gradually
declined during the last three years of his life, and
after a short illness, he died in London, 2d March
1791, in the SSth year of his age. His remains lay
in state for several days in his chapel in the City
Eoad, dressed in the sacerdotal robes which he
usually wore, with a Bible in his hand. W. was a
voluminous writer. His writings are chiefly j)ol-

emical and religious. His style in the pidpit was
fluent, clear, and argumentative, not imjjassioned

like AVhitefield's ; his countenance was mild and
grave ; and his manners agreeable, although he
exercised a very imperial domination over the
preachers of the Methodist bod}'. He was a man
of great benevolence, and gave away all his li\'ing

to the poor. Probably no man ever exerted so
gi-eat an influence on the religious condition of the
people of England as John W., and his influence has
extended to the most remote parts of the world.—Chakles Wesley, his younger brother, born at
Epworth, 18th December 170S, was associated with
hitn in the whole Methodist movement. Having
studied at Christ Chiu'ch, Oxford, and visited

.Georgia at the same time with his brother, he took
an active part in the subsequent work in England.
He was a clear and simple preacher, and a man of

fervent piety, but of a disposition very far removed
from asceticism. He is the author of a great
number of hjinns in use among the Methodists

;

some of which, however, are among the best and
most admired hymns in the English language,
replete with pious feeling, and of lyrical power and
sweetness almost unsiirpassed.—See The Works of
the Rev. John Wesley (16 vols., Lond. 1809) ; Life of
the Rev. John Wesley, A.M., by Dr Coke and Mr
Moore (Lond. 1792) ; and The Life of Wesley, and
the Rise and Progress of Methodism, by Southey (2

vols., Lond. 1820 ; new edition in Bohn's Standard
Library, Lond. 1864).

WESSEL, JoHAirx, called also Gansfort, a prede-
cessor of Luther, was bom at Groningen, 1419,

taught philosophy at Cologne, Louvain, Heidelberg,
and Paris, and died (1489) in his native town. On
account of his learning, he was called Lux Mundi
(Light of the World) ; while his enemies, on account
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of his opposition to tlie scholastic philosophy, termed
him Mciijister Conlradictloiuim (Master of Coutra-

ilictions). In his doctrine of justiticatioii by faith,

he forestalled Luther, who esteemed liim very
highly. After his death, a large j)ortion of his

writings wen' Imrned as heretieal. Another portion

appeared under th.- title of Farrarju Uerum Tlno-

hi/icaruin, of which Luther published an edition

with a preface (Wittenh. 1522), but the most complete

edition is that by Joh. Lydius (.\mst. 1017). See

Ullmann's Joh. Wcssel, em Vnrgiinger Luther's

(Hamb. ] S.'ii), and Biihring's Z'as Lcben Joh. WesseVs

(Bielef. 1S46).

WE'SSEX. See HErxArxnY.

WEST, Benjamin, Anglo-American painter, was
born at Springfield, Pennsylvania, October 10,

173S, of Quaker parentage, and with lack of oppor-

tunity or encouragement, surprised his friends by
his skill in cb-a\ving at the age of seven years, and
at nine jiainted a iiicture in water-colours, which, in

some points, he declared in after-life, he had never

surpassed. His first colours were made from leaves,

berries, &c., and his brushes stolen from a cat's

tail. Thus self-taught, at the age of IG he ])rac-

tised portrait-painting in the villages near Phila-

delphia, and painted for a gunsmith his first

historical jiicture, ' The Death of Socrates.' While
the Society of Friends were discussing the propriety

of his becoming a painter, he shocked their principles

still more by volunteering in a military e.\i)edition

to search for the remains of Braddock's army. At
IS, he was painting portraits in Philadeli>hia, and
later at New York, where, in 17G0, he was aided

by some generous merchants to go and pursue his

studies in Italy. At Pvome, he was patronised by
Lord Grantham, whose portrait he painted, became
the friend of Jlengs, and, as the first American
artist ever seen in Italy, attracted much attention.

He painted his ' Cimon and Iphigenia,' and ' Angelica

and Medora,' and was elected member of the

Academies of Florence, Bologna, and Parma. In

176;i, visiting England on his way to America, he

was induced to remain in London, and in 17G5

married Eliza Shewell, to whom he had been
engaged before leaving America. His 'Agi-ipi)iua

landing with the ashes of Germanicus,' attracted the

attention of George III., who was his steady friend

and patron for forty years, during which time he

sketched or ii.aiuted 400 pictures. His ' Death of

General Wolfe,' painted in the costume of the period,

against the advice of all the most distinguished

painters, effected a revolution in historic art. For
the king, he painted a series of 28 religious pictures

for Windsor Castle. His best-known works are
' Christ healing the Sick,' ' Death on the Pale

Horse,' and the 'Battle of La H.ague.' In 1702 he

succeeded Sir Joshua Keyuolds as the President of

the Royal Academy, but declined the honour of

knighthood. Through his whole career, he was the

generous friend, adviser, and patron of young artists.

Tlie Life and Studies of Benjamm West were com-

piled from materials furnished by himself, by John
'G.alt, in two parts (Lend. 1816—1820) ; and a bio-

graphy of him is also given in Cunniugh.am's Lives

of Eminent British Painters. He tUed in Loudon,

March 11, 1820, and was buried with great ponij) at

St Paul's Cathedr.al. His wife died 1817. Two
sons survived him.

WEST BRO'MWICH, a large and rapidly

increasing town of South Staffordshire, one of the

most important towns in the great m.anufacturing

and mining district known as 'The Black Country,'

five miles north-west of Birmingham. A few years

ago, W. B. was a mere ^-illage on a barren heath, and
it owes the rapidity of its growth mainly to the rich
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mines of coal and iron in the vicinity, and to the
industries to which these give rise. Very many
canals, and three railways, run thi'ough the
parish. There are numerous churches, schools, and
other important establishments. There .are very
large glass-works and also gas-works in the town :

much of the g.-is \ised in Birmingham, as well as

all that supi>lied to W. B., Wednesbury, and numy
other towns in the vicinity, being made here. The
manufactures of iron-wares of all kinds, as gnn and
pistol barrels, locks, swords, fire-irons, fenders, &c.,

and of all kinds of hollow- wares, as kettles, sauce-
jians, &c., are .among the great branches of industrv.
Pop- (IStil) 41,774.

WE'STBURY, a sm.all and ancient p.arliamentary
lioriiugh of Wiltshire, 20 miles north-west of Salis-

bury, and on the western declivity of the Salisbury
Plain. Its church, a tasteful edifice, was erected

—the older parts at least—in the l.'lth century.
For the most jiart uninteresting in itself, W. stands
iu the midst of a locality interesting from its many
antiquities. W. is' a station on the Wiltshire and
Somerset Railway. Pop. (ISGl) G49.5, chielly em-
ployed in agricidture, the manufacture of woollen
cloth of a superior quality, and the smelting of iron

ore, some extensive mines of which have lately boeu
discovered near the town, and which afford employ-
ment to many hands. (1871—pop. G395.)

WE'STCHESTER, a beautiful town, in a rich

agricidtural district of Penn.sylvania, U. S., 23 miles
west of Philadelphia, with elegant residences, a
granite court-house, a white marble bank, 8 churches,

an academy, a state normal school, and 2 public
libraries. Pop. (ISGO) 4757.

WE'STEKN" ATJSTRA'LIA, a British colony,

and the western section of the great island-conti-

nent of Australia, embraces the whole of that island

west of the 129th meridian. Its extreme length from
north-east to south-west is 1370, its average breadth
is 650 miles, and its area is estimated at 978,000
sq. miles. Pop. (1863) 18,780, including military
and con%"icts, and exclusive of aborigines. Revenue
(1863), £71,708; expenditure, i.7 1,073. This colony
w.as formed in 1829, .and in 1851 h.ad only 588G
inhabitants ; but within recent years a considerable

number of emigrants have been sent out under
the auspices of the Government Emigration Board.

W. A. was formerly named Swan Biver Setlleiyient,

from the river Swan, which joins the Indian Ocean,
after wiitering a considerable district in the ex-

treme south-west. Of the whole vast are.a, this dis-

trict in the south-west is now, as formerlj', the
only portion inhabited. There, mountain-ranges
rising in elevation from the coast inland, run jiarallel

with each other from south to north; the highest

summit being 5000 feet above sea-level. The cbmate
is agreeable and salubrious ; the soil, both on the

coast and in the interior, is light and dry. Bauds of

fertile land, where the sandal-wood and other trees

grow abundantly, and which are suitable for the
culture of the vine, olive, and tig, occur in the

middle districts of the country. Rivers, of which
tlio Swan is the chief, abound ; but are not of

much use for navig.ation. Magnetic iron ore, lead,

cojiper, and zinc ores are found in large qiuantities,

and there is a band of coal extending over GOO miles.

The number of vessels which entered in 1SG3 was
91; tonnage, 48,058: cleared, 87; tonnage, 46,219.

Imports in 1863 (chietiy sugar, tea, tobacco, spirits,

beer, soap, ironmongery, and clothing of various

kinds) amounted to £157,137 ; exports (chiefly wool,

timber, copper ore, horses, and whale oil), £143,106.

The capital is Perth, and there are several smaller

towns. The colony became (1849), at the request of

the colonists, a settlement for convicts, and has much
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benefited by their labour, a great extent of road, and
many bridges, jetties, laniling-places, and public
buililings, baWng been constructed by them. It is

now the only colony to which Convicts (q. v.) are
Eent.

WEST INDIES are already described under
Antilles {q. v.). See also the names of the
islands themselves—Jamaica, Cuba, Martinique,
&c. ; as well as the European countries that possess
them—Great Britain, Spain, France, Netherlands,
&c.

WESTMACOTT, Sik Rich.vt.d, E.A., an eminent
sculptor, the son of Eichard Westmacott, also a
sculptor in his day of some little note, was born in

London in 1775. His jjredilection for art was
e.arly manifested, and was carefully cherished by his

father. He received as a youth the best education
which London could then furnish, and in 1793 he
{iroceeded to Home to complete his studies. Here
le became in some sort a pupil of the celebrated
Canova, who shewed him much kindness and atten-

tion. His jirogress was rapid, and he distinguished
himself bj' carrying off the highest prizes offered

to the competition of tlie rising geniuses of the
day, in jiarticidar a gold medal given by the
Pope. In 1707, having, meantime, in recognition of
his talent and promise, been elected a memLier of the
Academy of Florence, he returned to London, where,
shortly after, he was married to a daughter of a
Dr Wilkinson, then of some medical celebrity. His
success in his art was not fur a moment doubtfid,
and very soon he found himself in fidl employment.
In 1805 he was elected an Associate of the Royal
Academy; in 1816 he was advanced to the full

dignity of Academician ; and in 1835 the University
of Ujcford recognised his eminence by conferring
upon him the honorary degree of D.C.L. Two
years afterwards, the honoiu- of knighthood was
bestowed on him. Previously, in 1827, he had
eucceeded Flaxmau as Professor of Sculpture at the
Academy, in which capacity he continued to officiate

tdl his death, which took place on September 1,
j

1850. The works of Sir Eichard W. by which he is ,

chiefly known are public monumental statues, in
some of which he had much success. Of these it

'

may suffice to mention his statues in Westminster
Abbey of Pitt, Fox, Perceval, and Addison, with the
monuments to Sir Raljih Abercromby and Lord i

C'ollingwood in St Paul's Cathedral. Jlany of his
works in the antique classical manner, are also of
exquisite beauty and finish.

WESTJIACOTT, Richard, E.A., son of the
foregoing, was born in London in 1799. After being
carefidly educated under his father in the art which
might seem to run in the family blood, he was sent
to Rome in 1820 to prosecute his studies further.
In Italy he passed six years ; and after his return to
London, he gradually won a reputation for himself as
one of the ablest sculptors of the day. Besides being
eminent in his art, he has likewise made himseH
known as a man of considerable hterary and general
attainment ; and in 1837 he had the honour to be
elected a Fellow of the Royal Society. In the year
follomng, the Academy recognised his more special
claims by assuming him as an Associate ; and in
1849 he attained the rank of Royal Academician.
On the death of his father, he was appointed to
succeed him in the Professorship of Sculpture, a
post which he is understood to fill with distinguished
ability and acceptance.

WESTMEATH, an inland county of the
province of Leinster, Ireland, bounded on the N. by
the counties of Cavan and Meath, on the E. by
Meath, on the S. by the King's Coimty, and on the
W. by Roscommon. It lies between N. lat. 53" 8
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' and 53' 48' ; and W. long. 6° 54' and 7° 55'. Its
greatest length, N. and S., is 35 miles, and the great-

j

est breadth is 25 nules ; the total area being 708
miles, or 453,468 acres, of which 365,218 are arable,

56,392 uncultivated, 8803 in plantations, 628 in
' towns, and 22,427 under water. The pojjulation
in 1851 was 111,109; in 1801, 90,879, of whom

: 83,749 were CathoUcs, 6334 Protestants of the
Established Church, and the rest Protestants of
other denominations. The surface is for the most
part level, the hdly district, which is in the north
of the county, not reaching at any point a higher
elevation than 710 feet. Nevertheless, owing to
the number of lakes, and the large extent of
wood in some districts, the scenery is in many
places highly pictirresque. Geologically, W. belongs
to the great central limestone series

; yellow
sandstone only occuning in two very limited dis-
tricts. Of the numerous lakes wliich diversify
the surface, one chain belongs to the basin of the
Shannon, which river, with its lakes, forms the
Vi'estern boundary, and separates W. from Roscom-
mon ; the other, towards the east, flows into the
basin of the Boyne. The Shannon is navigable for
steamboats throughout that portion of its course
which bounds this county ; and the inland naviga-
tion is further provided for by the Royal Canal, which
traverses W. from east to west, and by a branch of
the Grand Canal. The county is also traversed by
the Midland and Great Western Railway. The
climate is mild and less moist than that of the
more western midland coimties. The soil is a deep
heavy loam, producing herbage especially suited to
the fattening of cattle, which are here largely fed ;

sheep also are fed, but not in the same projjortion :

as are also horses and pigs. There is comparatively
little tillage, and almost the only cereal crop is oats.
The total acreage under crops of all kinds in 1862
was 120,337, of which only 914 were in wheat,
45,432 acres were in oats, 14,525 in potatoes, 393 in
turnips, 46,856 in meadow and clover. The quan-
tity under other green crops than turnips and
potatoes was small, and only 68 acres were in flax.

On the other hand, the total number of cattle was
78,826, of sheep 137,216, of horses 14,001, and of
pigs 10,720. The net annual value of property under
the Valuation Act is £319,901. W. is divided into
twelve baronies. The chief towns are the assize
town and capital, MuUingar (q. v.), Moate, and
Athloue, which is partly in the county of Roscom-
mon. It returns three members to the imperial
parliament, two for the county and one for the
borough of Athlone. The constituency in 1863
numbered 3602. W. anciently formed a portion of
the kingdom of Meath (q. v.), but in the 34th of
Hem-y VIII., it was erected into a sejiarate county,
and at first included Longford (q. v.) and part of
the King's Coimty (q. v.). Many antiquities of the
Anglo-Norman period" and some of the Celtic,
chiefly tumuli and raths, are found in this inter-
esting and picturesque coimty. (1871—pop. 78,416.)

WE'STMINSTER, The Citv axd Liberty of,
now forms part of the English metropolis. It is

bounded by Temple Bar on the east, the Thames on
the south, Chelsea and Kensington on the west, and
Marylebone on the north. The early history of W.
is that of the abbey, stiU the most interesting of its

puljlic buildings. In early times, that part of W.
which adjoins the Thames was surrounded by a
branch of the river, so as to form an island called
Thorney Island, from its being covered with brush-
wood. Here, on the site of the present abljey,

Sebert, king of the East Saxons, is said, in the 7th
c, to have built a church. It is supposed to have
been replaced by an abbey called Westminster, to
distinguish it from the cathedral chiu'ch of St
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Paul's, called originally Eastminster. The first

eilitiee of stone erected ou the site was built by
Edward the Confessor between 1055 and 1065.

The Pyx House, a low apartment, 110 feet lonf;

by 30 feet wide, vaulted and divided by a central

range of eijjUt jilain pillars with simple capitals,

is nearly all that remains of it. The principal

jiarts of the existing abbey were built by Henry
III. In rJ20 he erected a chapel dedicated to

the Viru'in, and a quarter of a ceutiuy later he
took down the old abbey of the Confessor, and
erected the existing choir and transepts, and the

chapel of Edward the Confessor. The remainder of

the building was completed under the abbots, the

western parts of the nave and aisles having been
erected between 1340 and 1-IS3. The west front

and its great window were the work of Richard III.

and Henry VII. The latter pulled do'mi the chapel

to the Virgui, erected by Henry III. at the east end
of the church, and built the chapel known as Henry
VII. 's chapel. This completed the interior of the

abbey as it now stands ; the only important

addition made since then having been the upper
parts of the two western towers, which were the

work of Sir Christopher Wren. The whole building

forms a cross. Its extreme length, including Henry
VII. 's chapel, is 511 feet; its width across the

transepts is 203 feet. The width of the nave and
aisles is 79 feet ; of the choir, 3S feet ; and of Henry
VII. 's chapel, 70 feet. The height of the roof is 102

feet, a loftiness unusual in English churches. The
eastern front, which is the finest, is still obstructed

by St Margaret's Church, and the westei-n is almost

entirely hid. It is the interior of the abbey, how-
ever, which has at all times excited the most
enthusiastic admiration. The harmony of its pro-

portions, and the ' dim religious light ' of the lofty

and long-drawn aisles, leave on the mind impressions

of grandeur and solemnity which churches of

greater size fail to jiroduce. The abbey was at one
time the buryiug-phice of the English kings, and
it has become a national honour to be interred

within its walls. It is crowded with tombs and
monuments. The chapel of Edward the Confessor,

at the east end of the choir, contains his shrine

erected by Henry III, the altar-tombs of Edward
I., Henry III., Henry V., and Edward III. The
canopy of that last mentioned deserves especial

notice. It is considei'ed to be one of the greatest

works in wood extant, and equal to anything in

the best age of medieval art. Against the altar-

screen in this part of the church stand the two
coronation chau-s. One, the kind's chair, encloses

the stone brought by Edward I. from Scone, on
which the Scotch kings were crowned. The other,

the consort's chair, was constructed for the coro-

nation of Mary, wife of WiUiam III. Both are

still used at coronations. Most of the English

kings, from the time of Henry VII. down to that of

George III., were buried in Hemy VII.'s chapel, and
there accordingly are the tombs of Queen Elizabeth

and Mary Queen of Scots. The most remarkable
monuments in other parts of the chm-ch are those in

the east aisle of the southern transept, knowm as
' Poets' Corner,' where many of tlie most eminent

British poets have been buried. There monuments
are erected to Chaucer, Beaumont, Drayton, Cowley,

Dryden, Milton, Gray, Prior, Shakspeare, Thomson,
Gay, Goldsmith, Addison, and Ben Jonson. In

the north transept are the monuments of Pitt, Eox,

Chatham, Canning, and Wilberforce. Elsewhere are

the monuments of the great engineers and inventors,

Telford, Watt, and Stephenson.
South of the abbey are the Pyx House ah-eady

mentioned, the chapter-house, the cloisters, the

building occupied by W. School, formerly the
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monks' dormitory, &c. W. School was founded l)y

Queen Elizabeth for the education of 40 boys
known as Queen's scholars, who are prepared for
the universities. Other pei-sons send their sons
to it, and it has long been ouo of the leading
English public schools.

The city of W. sprang up round the abbey, and
the English kings, in consequence of tlie jealousy
with which they regarded the privileges claimed by
the citizens of London, early took up tlieir abode
there. Wilham Ilufus, in 1097, erected a palace
between the abbey and the Thames. Its chief
apartment was a banqueting hall, with two rows of
pillars down the middle. This haU becoming ruinous
in the time of Itichard II., he pulled it down, and
erected in 1397—1399, ou the same site, and indeed
on the same foundations, the gTeat hall which
still exists. It is 90 feet high, and 290 feet long,

by 68 feet wide internally, and is roofed by 13 gi-eafc

ribs of timber, combined with a mechanical skill

which has not been excelled in any wcn'k of the
present age. The roof of Westminster Hall is the
linest specimen of the purely English art of forming
a Gothic roof of wood ; with the exception, perhaps,
of the Hall of Justice at Padiia, it is the largest

roof in Europe unsupported by pillars. The law
courts were established at the hall in 1224, and they
continue to be held in buildings which rest on the
northern side of the building, and open into it by
side-doors. These law-cotirts, as an excrescence and
out of place, are to be removed to the new buildings

about to be erected near Lincoln's Inn Fields.

The old Houses of Parliament which adjoined the
hall, and like it lay between the abbey and the
Thames, were burnt to the ground in 1834. It was
then determined to erect a new building on the
same site, but on a much grander scale. The de-

signs of Sir Charles Barry for ' the New Palace of

Westminster ' were selected as the best, and the
work was begim in 1840. The building, now com-
]ileted, or nearly so, is the most magnificent erected

in this country for many centuries. It may be
roughly said to form a parallelogram, 9110 feet long
by 3U0 feet in width. The principal rooms are the
House of Lords and the House of Commons, which
occupy the centre of the building, and run on the
line of its greatest length. They are separated by
an ' Oct.agon Hall,' with a diameter of 70 feet between
the waUs. From this hall, one corridor runs north
to the House of Commons, and another south to

the House of Lords, beyond which are the i-nyal

apartments at the extreme south of the building.

The entrance to the ' Octagon Hall ' is by a passage
known as St Stephen's Hall, which communicates
Ijy flights of stej)3 with an entrance in the east

front, and also with Westminster Hall, which, in-

eluded in the new building, forms its northern

vestibide. The state entrance of the queen is at the

south-western extremity, and is, of course, in direct

communication witli the royal apartments. The
building is surmounted by lofty spires and towers.

In the centre, above the Octagon Hall, rises the

central tower, 300 feet high. At each corner there

are towers ; at the sonth-west the Victoria Tower,
346 feet high ; at the north-west the clock-tower,

surmounted by a belfry spire 320 feet high. The
clock has fom' faces, each 30 feet in diameter ; and I

it strikes the hours on a bell weighing 9 tons, and
known as Big Ben. The appearance of the eastern

front is still marred by the buildings occupied as

law courts, which will, however, be removed on the

completion of the new Palace of Justice, near

Lincoln's Inn; and then it is believed that the

picturesque outline of the palace, seen from the

north-east, will for the first time prove all the merit

of the architect's designs. Professional critics have
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stated many objections to the building, the soundest

of which, perhaps, is that it stands too low. The
chief subject of regret in connection with it is, that

the stone of which it was built, a magnesian lime-

stone from Yorkshire, has begun rapidly to decay,

and that it will, in consequence, be impossible to

protect the rich ornaments of the exterior from the

influence of the atmosphere. The internal decora-

tions, frescoes, and statues are deservedly admired.

The House of Peers, 97 feet long, 45 feet wide, and
45 feet high, is rich with carved work gOt, and
stained glass. The throne stands at tlie southern

end. On the northern wall, on compartments, are

six frescoes, representing (1) the Baptism of Ethel-

bert (by Dyce) ; (2) Edward III. conferring the order

of the Garter on the Black Prince (by Cope)
; (3)

Henry, Prince of Wales, committed to prison for

.assaulting Judge Gascoigne (by Cope) ; (4) the Spirit

of PLcligion (by Horsley) ; (5) the Spirit of Chivalry

(by JIaclise)
; (6) the Spirit of Justice (by Maclise).

There are other frescoes and many statues in difi'er-

ent parts of the building, all worthy of notice, which
we cannot afford to enumerate.—See Dedication of
Westminster Abbey, by Dean Staidey; The Memo-
rials of Westminster, by Eev. Mackenzie E. C. Wal-
cott (1S51).

WE'STMOEELAjSTD, a county in the north-west

of England, bounded on the E. by Yorkshire, on the

S. and W. by Lancashire, and on the !>f. by Cumber-
land and Durham. Area, 485,432 acres, of which
213,876 acres are under crop—22,130 acres being

corn crops, 11,191 green crops, 18,159 clover and
other grasses, 159,931 permanent pasture (exclusive

of hill) ; number of cattle, 55,328; of sheep, 224,664.

Pop. (1861) 60,817. The surface is aknost whoUy
mountainous, the chief summit being Helvellyn

(3055 feet), jiartly on the western border, partly in

Cumberland. The other more important summits
are Loughrigg Fell, Bowfell, CrossfeU, and High
Street and Langdale Pikes. Lakes remarkable for

their beauty occur. The chief are Windermere
(q. v.), partly belonging to Lancashire ; and Ulls-

water (q. v.), between W. and Ciunberland. Moor-
lands are numerous and extensive ; but along the

courses of the Kent in the south, and the Eden in

the north—the principal streams—there are tracts

of fertile Land. The climate is mild and moist, often

with much snow in winter, the deep wreaths of

which frequently prove fatal to travellers on the
mountain tracks. The soil is mostly a dry gravelly
mould, favourable to the cidture of turnips, of

which great crops are produced. Pach pasture-lands

aboimd, and cattle, mostly of a large size, are

extensively reared. The county town is Appleby,
and the other chief towns are Ambleside, Kendal,
and Kirkby-Lonsdale. The county returns two
members to parli.ament. (1871—pop. 65,005.)

WESTPHA'LIA, a province of Prussia, lies

between Holland, Hanover, Brunswick, Hesse,
Nassau, and the Rhine Province. Its area is

775S English sq. m., with a population (December
1864) of 1,666,581, who, with the exception of

16,857 Jews, are of the purest German descent.

Of the popul.ation, 900,273 are Catholics, and
733,584 Protestants. W. is di\nded into three

districts—JIUnster in the north-west, Minden in the
north-east, and .^msberg in the south. The east of

the province presents vast plains covered with grain,

while the north-west exhibits an iininterruptedly

flat expanse of uncidtivated land. The climate is

generally temperate. The chief rivers are the Weser
(q. v.), the Ems, the Lippe, and the Roer or Ruhr,
none of which are navigable in Westphalia. The
products are, besides grain, excellent flax, potatoes,

wood, iron, copper, lead, salt, &c. ; and the chief

of the industrial products are iron, and articles of
iron, steel, and copper from the forges of Arnsberg

;

while manufacturing industry embraces flax-spin-

ning and linen-weaving in Minden, and extensive
jiroduction of woollen articles, stockings, and rib-

bons of esteemed quality. The exports consist of

these products, and of butcher meat, especially

hams. The capital of the province, iliinster (q. v.),

possesses a university, and is the seat of the
supreme CathoUc and Protestant religious autho-
rities of the province.—W. derives its name from
the West-falen, a section of the great Saxon people,

who migrated hither from the banks of the Elbe
soon after the Christian era ; and after the sub-

jugation of the Saxons by Charlemagne, the de-

posed leader, Wittekind, was allowed to remain
Duke of tlie Enfjern and Westfalen. At this time,

the country called W. (and occasionally denomi-
nated Sauerland) comprised all Germany between
the Weser, Rhine, and Ems ; and soon after, it was
siibjiigated by the dukes of Lower Saxony, and held
by them till, on the rebellion of Henry the Lion in

1179, the electoral archbishop of Cologne extended
his sway over it. It then became one of the circles

of the empire, and belonged to the Cologne electorate

till 1802, when most of it was given to the Hesse-
Darmstadt family. In 1807 arose the kingdom of
Westjihalia, which, besides a portion of W., also in-

cluded Electoral Hesse, Hanover, Brunswick, and
portions of Upper Saxony. This kingdom, erected by
Xapoleon as a preliminary to its incorporation into

France, was given to his youngest brother, Jerome,
who made Cassel his capital, and, despite the large

French garrisons with which the country was bur-
dened, and the extensive contributions in men and
money which it was forced to paj- to Napoleon, suc-

ceeded, by the establishment of the Code Napoleon,
and by shewing in various other ways his strong

desire to promote the weHare of his new subjects,

in acquiring their esteem. But the oppressive con-

scriptions and taxes for the behoof of the French
army and treasury gradually increased in amount,
and excited such resentment, that Jerome's life

n-as several times threatened. The king repeatedly
remonstrated with Napoleon, but without the

shghtest eSect ; and despite his efforts, the ' con-

tinental system ' was introduced into his states. In
1813, Jerome was chased from Cassel by the Rus-
sians ; and though he returned for a few d.ays, the

defeat of Leipzig forced him to take shelter in

France. By the treaty of Vienna, the states which
had been joined to W. to form the kingdom, were
restored to their former 'possessors, .-ind W. itself,

with the exception of a portion wliich had been
annexed to Hesse-Darmstadt, was united to Prussia.

WESTPHALIA, Treat\- of, also known as the
Treaty of iliinster, was concluded at MUnster and
Osnabruck (towns in the circle of Westphalia) in

1648, and in putting an end to the Thirty Years'
War (q. v.), restored tranquillity to Germany, estab-

lished a new system of jJoUtical equUibriiun in

Europe, and became the basis of all subsequent
treaties down till the French Revolution. The
minor states of Germany had long desired a
cessation of hostihties ; and as early as 1638, pleni-

potentiaries from France, Sweden, and the Empire
had assembled at Hambiu'g ; but it was not till

several j'ears after, th.at all parties agreed to Miin-
ster and Osnabruck as the places, and to March
26, 1642, as the time, of meeting of the congresses.

Ferdinand, however, was very loath to commit
himself to a detinite negotiation till the success

of his arms, the hope of succoiu- from Spain, or

a change in the French policy, should give him less

the position of a beaten opponent willing to accept
almost any terms ; and he accordingly temporised
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from time to time till his hopes of succour had
vanisheil. lu 1 G44, the congiesses opened ; the two
places of meeting; having been chosen to avoid any
rivalry between France and Sweden for supremacy,

to prevent any collision between the Swedish
representatives and the pope, and to separate the

Catholics from the Protestants. The represen-

tatives of France, the Emjiire, Spain, and the

Catholics of Germany, met at JSIuuster under the

mediation of the pope, and those of Sweden, the

Empire, and the Protestants of Germany under the

meiliation of the king of Denmark ; the representa-

tives of Sjiain, Portugal, the United Provinces,

Savoy, Tuscany, Lorraine, llantiia, and Switzer-

land being also j)resent ; so that this congress

included all the great European powers except

Britain, and almost all the miuor powers. As the

conflict was still carried on with undiminished

vigour, the inclination of fortune to one side was
the signal for excessive demands, which were met
on the otlier side by evasive proposals ; and it

was not till Torstensohn's decisive campaign of

1644—1G45 that negotiations commenced in earnest,

and the representatives made specitic proposi-

tions. The successes of Turenne and Wraugel
in Southern Germany, and the capture of Prague
by the Swedes under Konigsmark in July lliis,

at length overcame all the emjieror's dilatnri-

ness, and, the Osnabruck representatives having
arrived at jMiinster a few days before, the treaty

was finally signed at Minister, '24th October 1G48.

Its terms, as regards the Germanic Empire, were as

follows : The sovereignty and independence of the

differeut states of the empire were fuUy recognized,

and liberty was given them to contract any alliauces

with each other, or with foreign powers, if these

were not against the emperor or the empire ; all

religions persecution in Germany was forbidden ; the

treaty of Passau and the religious peace of 1555 were
conlirmed ; and with respect to the secularisation of

ecclesiastical bcnetices, everything was to remain in

Austria as it was in 1G24 (hence called the normal
year), and in the Palatinate, Baden, and Wiii-tem-

berg as it was in IGIS ; the power of putting under
the ban of the empire was only to be exercised with
consent of the diet ; and the Ueformed were put
on a footing of equality as to privileges with the

Lutherans. The territorial changes were as follows

:

the Lower Palatinate was restored to the eldest son

of the imfortunate 'Winter Kiug ' (Frederick V.,

Elector Palatine), and an eighth electorate was
created in his favour, but the Upper Palatinate and
Cham were given to Cavaria, on condition that,

should the two states become united, one electorate

was to be abolished (as hajipened in 1777, see

Bavaki.v)
;

part of Alsace was ceded to France

;

Upper Pomerauia, llugen with Stettin, Gartz,

Damme, Golnau, the isle of Wolhn, Peine, Schweiue,

and Divenau in Lower Pomerania, Wismar, the

secularised archbishopric of Bremen as a duchy,
and the bishopric of \'erdun as a principality, were
obtained by Sweden as fiefs of tlie empire, with
three deliberative voices in the diet, and an iudem-
nilication of 5,(J()I),000 crowns to be paid by the

empire ; Brandenburg obtained, as compensation for

its cessions in Pomerania, the secularised arch-

liishopric of Magdeburg as a duchy, and the bishop-

rics of Halberstadt, ilinden, and Camin ; Hanover
aud Mecklenburg were compensated for their share

in these cessions by secularised church lands ; and
Hesse-Cassel obtained the rich abbacy of Hirschfeld,

with 600,000 thalers. The independence of the

United Provinces was recognized by Spain, and that

of Switzerland by the Empire. The pope's agent,

Fabio Chigi (afterwards Pope Alexander VII.), pro-

tested vigorously against the liberal alienation of
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the possessions of the Church, and withdrew ; and
the king of Denm.ark's mediation being stopped by
his war with Sweden in 1644, the treaty was con-
cluded under the sole mediation of the liepublic of

Venice, and France and Sweden became guarantees
for its execution. France, Sweden, and the Pro-
testants were the only gainers l)y this treaty,

which, by weakening the great central autliority of
the om))ire, destroyed its unity, allowed France, as
one of the guarantees, a pretext for continual inter-

ference with its intei-nal all'airs, aud gave the coup
I ile grace to the independence of the remaining free

cities of the empire.

WEST POINT, site of the United States Military
Academy, and of a fortress erected during the War
of Independence, on the right bank of the Hudson
River, 52 miles north of New York. The Military
Academy is on a plain, 160 to 180 feet above
tlie river, .surroimded by the bold scenery of one
of the finest river-passes in tlie world. The forts

and a river chain were taken by the British in

1777, but abandoned after IJurgoyne's surrender,

and stronger forts were built, which General Arnold
bargained to betray—a plot foiled by the arrest

of Major Ajidre. The academy was established

in 1S02, for 40 cadet artillerists and 10 engineers.

The number was increased, in ISOS, to 156; in

1812, to 250. It is governed by a bo.ard of five

visitors aud a staff of 41 professors and teachers.

The education is free—each iniiiU engaging to serve

eight years. Each member of eongicss has the
right to nominate one cadet from his district, and
ten are appointed by the president. The course of

study and discipline is foiu' years : (1) mathematics,
engineering, fencing, bayonet-exercise, school of the

soldier; (2) mathematics, French, fencing, tactics of

infantry, artillery, and cavalry
; (.3) natural philos-

ophy, chemistry, drawing, riding, tactics
; (4) mili-

tary and civil engineering, mincralogj', geology,

chemistry, law, literature, practical military engin-

eering, tactics.

WE'STPORT, a smaU seaport town of Connaught,
Ireland, county Mayo, stands in a pretty valley at

the mouth of a small stream that falls into Clew
Jiay, about 35 miles north-north-west of Galway.
Formerly AV. was supported principally by lineu

ni.anufacturcs ; but it is now known mostly for its

trade in corn and provisions, and for its facilities

for sea-bathing. In the immediate vicinity is the
Reek, a mountain 2510 feet high, from which
m.agniiicent views of the coast and neighbourhooil

may be obt.ained. In 18G5, 171 vessels of 18,078
tons entered and cleared the port. Pop. (ISGl)

3819.

WEST PRUSSIA. See Prussia, province of.

WETSTEIN, the name of a Swiss family

illustrious for the talents and learning of its

members, originally from Kybnrg, m the cantou
of Zurich. Among the more noteworthy are

—

(1.) Jon. Jakob W., born at Basel in 1504, who
was first in the service of the Venetian state.

In 1C20, he became a member of the Suiu-eme

Council of his native town ; represented Switzer-

land at the Peace of Westphalia (1G4S) ; was raised

to the rank of a noble in 1653, aud died in IGGG.

— (2.) JoH. Rui). W., son of the iirecediug, was
born at Basel in 1G14, aud died there in 1GS3,

professor of thcologj-. He was a great o]iponent of

the introduction of the Formula Consrnttus, and
assisted Suicer in drawing up his Tlicsanms Ecclesi-

anticus.—(3.) Jou. RuD. W., son of the preced-

ing, born at Basel in 1647, and died there in

1711 ; also professor of theology, favourably known
as an early editor of Origen.—But the most dis-

tinguished member of the family is Joii. Jak.
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W., son of Joh. End. W., tlie younger, who was
born at Basel, 5th March 1G93. After a thorough
stud}' of the classics, Hebrew, philosophy, ami
mathematics, he was made a Ph.D. at the age of 16.

Four j-ears later, he became a minister, and gave
himself up to the study of the New Testament.
In 1717, he began to give lessons in theology at

the university of Easel, and continued to do so

until 1730, when (being suspected of Socinianism)
he was forced to leave Switzerland. He sought
an asylum in Holland, where the Remonstrants
appointed him professor of theology at Amsterdam
in 1733. He died there 23d March 1754. W.'s
great work is his edition of the New Testament,
with prolegomena, a collection of various readings,
and Latin notes (2 vols., Amst. 1751— 1752). Its

publication marks an epoch in the history of New
Testament criticism. Semler reprinted the pro-

legomena with additions (Halle, 17G4).

WETTE, De. See De Wette.

WETTER, Lake, after Lake Wener (q. v.), the
largest lake in Sw'eden. hes in Gothland, about 25
miles south-east of Lake Wener in direct line. It

is 70 miles long, 13 mdes in average breadth, has
an area of 850 sq. m., is 370 feet in greatest depth,
and is 300 feet above the level of the Baltic. It

receives about 90 small tributaries, though its waters
have only oueoutlet, the MotalaRiver, which, flowing
eastward, maintains the communication of the lake

with the Baltic. Its waters are clear, and of a beau-
tiful green colour, and it is surrounded by lofty

romantic shores, almost unbroken by bays. It is

remarkable for an irregular alternation of risings

and fallings, and for an occasional undulation, which
is so rapid and violent as to break the thick sheet of

ice with which it is covered in winter. Au intricate

chain of small lakes, continued westward by the Guta
Canal, connects Lake W. with Lake Wener, and
thus with the Cattegat. Lake W. contains few-

islands, and of these the chief is Wisingsij, IJ miles
long by I mile broad.

WE'TTERHORN (Peak of Tempests), a lofty

mountain of the Bernese Oberland. Switzerland, on
the east side of the Grindelwald, and about 10 miles
south-east of the Lake of Brienz. From the path
by which it is ascended, it rises in one vast precipice

of alpine limestone, seeming to threaten the traveller.

Height variously stated at 12,200 feet and 14,105
feet.

WE'TZLAR, a small town of Rhenish Prussia,
rh:irmiugl}' situated on the Lahn, 40 miles north
of Frank!urt-on-the-Maine. Part of its old cathedral
is said to date from the 1 1th century. W. is notable
as the scene of the Sorrotcs of Werther. Pop.
5500.

WE'XFORD, a maritime county of the province
of Leinster, Ireland, is bounded on the N. by the
county of Wicklow, on theE. by the English Channel,
on the S. by the Atlantic, and on the W. by the
counties of Waterford, Kilkenny, and C.irlow. Its

gi'catest leng'th north and south is 55 miles, and its

greatest breadth east and west is 34 miles. The
total area comprises 900 sq. m., or 576,010 acres,

of which 510,702 are arable, 45,501 uncultivated,

14,325 in ijlantations, 2392 in towns, and 3668
under water. The pop. in 1861 was 143,815, of

whom 130,103 were Roman Catholics, 12,759 Pro-
testants of the Established Church, and the rest

Protestants of other denominations. The coast-Une

of W., which extends from Kilmichael Point to the
estuary of the Suir, Waterford Harbour, is irregular,

and very dangerous for shipping. From the above-

named Point to Wexford Harbpur there is no
opening for navigation ; and as Wexford Harbour,
besides being intricate and dangerous, is also

obstructed by a bar, it offers little security in
boisterous weather. The coast from the southern
headland of Wexford Harbour, Rosslare Point, to the
mouth of the Suir, presents a succession of bays and
headlands. The headland called Carnsore Point
is the south-eastern extremity of Ireland. Parallel
with the northern coast-line, at a distance of a few
miles, is a range of sandbanks ; and the southern
shores are beset by outlying rocks and islets, which,
although somewhat guarded by light-houses and
light-ships, frequently prove fatal to shipping. The
greater part of the surface is tolerably level, but some
detached hills rise to considerable elevation. The
mountains of the border are miich mor« elevated, the
highest point of the Blackstaii-s being 2409 feet ; and
of Mount Leinster, 2610. There are few lakes, and
these of small size. The principal river is the Slaney,
which for some distance is the boundary between
W. and Carlow, but entei-s W. near Newtownbarry,
whence it flows by Euniscorthy into the sea in Wex-
ford Harbour. In its geological structure, W. be-
longs to the eastern clay-slate tract, w-hich stretches
in a south-westerly direction from the north of

Wicklow to the Atlantic, and which extends across
the level districts as far as the granite range
separating W. from Carlow. Granite is found in

the south-east of the county, and in some of the
detached hills, as are also beds of greenstone.
Silver was formerly raised near a place called

Clonmines, where traces of au ancient mine are
still seen, and galena has been found in the same
place. Copper ore is found at a ])lace called Ker-
logue, near W., and plumbago and asbestos have
been discovered near Enniscorthy ; but none of these
minerals has been raised with profit. The climate
is said to be singularly temperate, and the district,

as being sheltered by its mountain border, is con-

sidered more suitable, in point of temperature, for

agriculture than the adjacent coimties of Carlow
and Kilkenny, although inferior in fertility of soil.

The total acreage imder crops, in 1862, was
2.35,826: of which 21,881 was under wheat; 65,899
oats; .39,816 barley; 5911 beans; 24,284 potatoes;

lS,370turnips; 2107 mangold wurzel; 55,404 meadow
and clover, and the rest minor crops ; only GS acres

being under flax. The annual value of property
in W., under the Valuation Act, is £371,972. There
are but few and inconsiderable manufactures, and
the trade is chiefly in the export of agricultural pro-

duce, especially barley ; butter, cattle, pigs, poidtrv,

and eggs are also exported in large quantities. W.
is divided into nine baronies. The principal towns
are Wexford (q. v.), Enniscorthy, New Ross, and
Gorey ; Newtownbarry and Taghmon also deserve to
be noticed, as each having a population of about
1000 ; and Drmcanuon, although now very incon-

siderable in size, for the sake of its ancient fort and
interesting historical associations. The maritime
position of W. laid it open early to the incursions of

the Danes, to whom the name Wexford, or Weisford,
is traced by antiquaries. It was the first landing-

place of the Enghsh in the invasion, and formed part
of the tract granted by MacMurrough to the English
adventurers whose assistance he had invoked. By
the marriage of Strongbow with Eva, MacMurrough's
daughter, it came into his hands ; and after the par-

tition of his lands among his daughters at his death,

W. underwent many changes of masters. During
the civil wars which followed 1641, W. was the
scene of frequent contests ; and in the more recent

insurrection of 179S, it formed the theatre of the
only formidable conflicts of the peasantry with the
regular troops. There are numerous relics of anti-

quity, Celtic as well as Anglo-Norman, in almost
every part of the coimty. Upwards of a hundreil
castles are still traceable, and many ecclesiastical
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remains, of whicli tlie monasteries of Duiibrody,
Tiiiteru, lloss, and some otliers are not unworthy
of the liest days of medieval architecture. W.
returns four membei-s to parlianicut_j two for the
county, one for tlie borough of Wexfoi-d, and one for

th.at of New Koss. (1871—pop. 132,506.)

WEXFORD, capital of the county of that
name, a seaport, and parliamentary and municiiial

burgh, is situated at the mouth of the river

Slancy, 74 miles south from Dublin, with which
it conmumicates by tlie Wicklow, Wexford, and
Waterford Kailway, complete as far as Euuis-
corthy. The pop. in 1861 was 12,(115, of whom
11,573 were Roman Catholics, G49 Protestants of

the Kstablished Church, aud the rest Protestants of

other denominations. The town is situated on the
south-western shore of the estuary of the Slaney,
which is known as Wexford Harbour, aud along
which the qu.ay extends nearly 1000 yards, forming
a spacious and not inelegant terrace. Behind this,

the town extends in two nearly parallel sti'eets.

There are two Protestant, and three Catholic
churches. Of the latter, two are modern and hand-
some stnictnres. One of the former, St Selsker's,

is ancient, i>art of its walls dating from the English
invasion. There are also a Presbyterian, a Methodist,

and a Quaker meeting-house ; a convent of Francis-

can Friars, a nunnery, a Roman Catholic college, aud
National, Christian Brothers', and conventual schools.

Besides the union workhouse, there are also an inlir-

maiy and a fever hospital. The oidy manufac-
tures of any imjiortanee pursued arc those of distil-

lation and the grinding of com ; the chief industry of

the town being in connection with the export trade
of the county, already described. The position of W.
for export trade, favourable in itself, is much marred
by the sh.allowness and intricate character of the

channel of the Slaney, wliich has the further disad-

vantage of being obstructed by a bar. Great efforts

have been made for its improvement, a patent shp
and dock h.ave been constructed, aud an active

shipping-trade is carried on. The W. fisheries also

have long been reckoned among the most valuable

on the eastern coast. The town is extremely ancient,

and was occupied by the Danes as one of their I

strongest settlements. From the time of the inva-

sion, it became an English stronghold against the

native popiU.ition. During the civil wars of 1041,

it was occupied by the confederated Catholics, but
was taken by Cromwell in 1044. The insurgents of

17'JS also had. possession of it for a short time. W.
returns one member to the imperial parliament. Its

municipal affairs are managed by a corporation,

with a revenue from borough rates of £1200.

WEY'MOUTH, a township of Mass.achusetts,

U. S., on Boston Harbour, twelve miles south-south-

east of Boston, on South Shore Railway, containing

the fishing and coasting village of Weymouth Land-
ing, and the manufacturing villages of East Wey-
mouth and South Weymouth, with large factories of

nails, boots and shoes, &c. Pop. in 1860, 7742.

WEYMOUTH-AND-MELCOMBE-PvEGIS, a

seaport, a fashionable watering-place, and a mimi-
cipal and parliamentary borough of Dorsetshire, on
a bend of the coast facing the south-east, and at

the mouth of the river Wey, three miles north of

the isle of Portland, and eight miles south of Dor-
chester by railway, seven in a straight line. A pro-

jecting point, called the Nothe, separates the two
quarters—the old town of Weymouth lying to the
south <jf it, the modern town, Melcombe-Regis,
extending to the north, and facing the sea. The
two quarters communicate by means of a bridge
\vith a swing in the middle, to permit the passage

of ships. The old town is uninteresting in appear-

'
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ance ; Melcombe-Regis, elegantly built, stands on a
narrow peninsula, with the sea on the east, and an
estuary on the west side. Its chief features are the
sea-terrace and esplanade, the latter adorned with a
statue of George III., who largely i)atronised Mel-
combe. The harbour has fourteen feet of water at
full tide, and in the b.ay there is good anchorage
in seven or eight fathoms. Portland Harbour, now
in process of completion, will be a source of great
trade to the town. W.-and-M. is the seat of steaui-
tradic to the Channel Islands. Ship-buihUng, rope
and sad making, and the export of Portland stone
and Roman cement, emj)loy the great mass of tlio

inhabitants. The town is ccmnect'ed with the Great
Western .and London and South-western Railways,
and there is one in course of construction to connect it

with Portland Isle. Pop.(lS61) 11,383(1871—13,257).
WHALE, the popular name of the larger

cetaceans, particularly of all those belonging to the
families Balcen'ukc and Physetcridcv or Catodontidcc.
The latter family h;is already been noticed in the
article Cachoi.ot, and some of the species of Del-
ph'mUla;, also sometimes called whales, have been
described in sejiarate articles, as theCAAiNO Whale
and the Beldga. The Balcenidw alone remain to
be described now. In this family, the head is of

enormous size, as in the Catodonlida;, but is

Jaw. shewing the Baleen.

entirely destitute of teeth, instead of which, the
palate is furnished with an apparatus of baleen, or
whalebone, for the purpose of straining out of the
water the small crustaceans and acalephas, which
form the food of these whales. Rudiments of teeth,

Food of the Whale, consisting of minute slirinips,

sea-snails, medusae, &c.

however—dental pidps—appear in the fcetus of the
whale—sixty or seventy on each side of each jaw ;

but they are re-absorbed into the system, and tlie

plates of whalebone are not produced from them,
but from the integmments.

The fibrous structure of baleen, or wlialebone, it»

elasticity, and its heaviness, are well known. The
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plates of it in the mouth of a W. are very nume-
rous, several hundreds on each side of the mouth,
and they are very closely jjlaced together, so that

tlie mouth is filled with them ; the whole quantity

in the mouth of a large W. sometimes amount-
ing to nearly two tons in weight. They are sus-

pended from the roof of the mouth ; none proceed
from the lower jaw. They extend on each side from
the middle line of the palate, like the barbs of a
feather ; those in the middle of the mouth are longest.

The base of each plate is embedded in the substance
of the membrane that covers the palate, whilst its

edge forms a loose fringe, composed of fibres or

pliant bristles. The vast mouth being opened, water
is taken in ; and the small animals which enter with
it being retained for food, the water is allowed to

escape by the sides of the mouth.
The tongue is a soft thick mass, not extending

beyond the back of the mouth. The gullet of whales
is very narrow ; it is said not to be more than an
inch and a half in diameter even in a large W., so

that only very small animals can pass through it.

—

The head of whales occupies from a third to a fourth

of the whole length. The skuU is unsymmetrical, the

right side being larger than the left. The flesh is

red, firm, and coarse. The skin is naked, with the

exception of a few bristles about the jaws, and its

surface is moistened by an oily fluid. The lower
surface of the true skin extends into a thick layer of

hlubber, an open network of fibres in which fat is

held. The blubber is from a foot to two feet in

thickness, the whole mass in a large W. some-
times weighing more than thirty tons, and serves the
purpose of keeping the animal warm, as well as of

making the specific grai-ity of the whole body much
lighter than it would otherwise be, and of resisting

the pressure of the water in the great depths to

which it often descends.

The skin of whales is always infested with
parasites ; molluscs adhere to it ; certain kinds of

cirrhopods burrow and live in it ; and crustaceans,

such as the 'W'hale-louse (q. v.) attach themselves to

it, and feed upon it.

It has been attempted to calculate the age of

whales from the transverse lines on the plates of

baleen, and in this way it has been computed that

they attain the age of 800 or 900 years, each trans-

verse Une being assumed to indicate an annual check
of growth ; but it is evident that there is no good
ground for the assumption on which such calcidation

Ijroceeds.

In the gemu! BcUfEna there is no dorsal fin, nor
elevation of the back corresponding to it, as in some
of the family. The belly is smooth, not plaited, as

in the other genera of the family. The most im-
portant sjjecies, and indeed the most important of

all the whales, is that known as the Eight W., or

Gr.EENl,A>'D W. (B. miisiicelus). It inhabits the
seas of the northern parts of the world, and abounds
chiefly in the arctic regions. It is sometimes seen

on the coasts of Britain, and even in more southern
latitudes. It attains a size of sixty or seventy feet

in length. The body is thickest a little behind the

Jlippa's, or pectoral fins, tapering conicaUy towards
the tail, and slightly towards the head. The tail is

five or six feet long, and from twenty to twenty-five
feet broad ; foimed of two diverging lobes, broadest
almost where they are imited, but with a shght in-

dentation. The pectoral fins are eight or nine feet

long, and four or five feet broad. The mouth is

fifteen or sixteen feet long. The eyes, which are

situated on the sides of the head, about a foot above
and rather behind the angles of the mouth, are not
larger than those of an ox ; but the sense of sight

seems to be acute, at least in the water. The iris is

white. The blow-holes are situated on the most

elevated part of the head ; they are from eight to
twelve inches long, but of comparatively small
breadth. The upper parts are velvety black, the
lower parts white. The upper parts, in very old

whales, sometimes become piebald, the black being
mixed with white and gray. The period of gestation
is uncertain ; one young one is produced at a birth,

and is from ten to fourteen feet in length when
born. The mother displays great affection for her
offspring, of which whale-fishers sometimes take
undue advantage, harpooning the young one—itself

of little value—in order to secure the mother.
Suckling is performed at the surface of the water,
and the mother roUs from side to side, that she and
the yoimg one may be able to breathe in turn. The
usual rate of progress in swimming is about four or
five miles au hour, and whales often swim not far

beneath the surface of the water, with the mouth
\vide open to take in water from which to sift food.

Greenland or Eight Whale {Bakcna mysticetus).

The W. is capable, however, of swimming with
much greater rapidity, and when harpooned, it often

descends to a great depth in a few seconds. Its tail

is extremely powerfid, and a single blow of it is

sufiicient to destroy a large boat, or toss it and its

crew into the air, so that the whale-fishery is attended
with no little danger. Whales usually come to the
surface to breathe at intervals of eight or ten
minutes, but they are capable of remaining imder
water for half au hour or more. When they come
up to breathe, they generally remain on the surface

about two minutes, during which they blow eight or
nine times, and then descend. The noise which they
make in blowing is very loud, and the spout of water
ejected ascends several yards into the air, appearing
at a distance like a puft" of smoke. They often
assume, as if in sport, a vertical position, with the
head down, and flap the surface of the water with
the tail, making a sound which is heard two or three
miles off. The Greenland W. is not properly
gregarious, being generally found alone or in pairs,

except when numbers are attracted to particular
feeding-groimds, as is sometimes the case in the
bays and inlets of northern coasts.

It was formerly supposed that the Greenland W.
was an inhabitant of the southern as well as of the
northern parts of the world ; but the Southekn or
Cape W. (B. australis) is now regarded as a dis-

tinct species, the head being smaller in proportion
than that of its northern congener, and the colour a
uniform black. It attains the length of 50 or 60
feet. It is usually found in comparatively shallow
water near coasts. It oeciu^ not only in the colder

parts of the southern hemisphere, but throughout
151
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its temperate regions, and its range extends into the

tropics. It has been taken even as far north as

.Japan. Its capture is prosecuted to a considerable

extent, particularly on the co.asts of South Africa

and New Zealand, although this whale-fishery is

not nearly so imi>ortant as that of the northern

seas. Several other species of Balcciia have been
described, but they are imperfectly ascertained and
characterised, specimens not often coming under
the observation of competent naturalists in a perfect

state. The Nordkaptr of the Icelanders luis by
some n,aturalists been described as a distinct sjiecies,

although it is more generally regarded as a variety

of B. mystictlus. It liiflers, however, from the com-
mon variety in having the body more slender and
the head jiroportionally smaller ; the under jaw
very round, deep and broad ; aud the plates of

b.aleeu comiiaratively short. It is of a gray colour

;

the lower part of the head of a brilliaut white. It

is said to be more active aud more tierce than the

Common W., so that its capture is attended with
greater danger.

The species of the genus Merjapiera are called

lIuMP-EACKED WjiALES, and by whale-fishers ordi-

narily Hump-hacks. They have a rudimentary
dorsal tin, iu the form of au elev.ation of the back.

There are several species, but some of them are very

imperfectly known. J/, longimana, so called from

the length of the pectoral fins, is found in the North
Sea, and is included iu the British fauna. M. Ame-
ricana, the Berjiuda Hi-MP-BACKEO V/., occm-s

chiefly about the Bermudas, from which its baleen

is extensively imported. Another species, M. Pcea-

kop, occurs at the Cape of Good Hope.
The genus Bala-noptera, Phtjsalus, or liorqtiahis

'is tlistiugnished by having a dorsal liu. See

KORQUAL.
AU the species of these genera are objects of pur-

suit to -whale-fishers, although the Greenland AV.

is that which they prefer.

Important as the W. is to civilised man, both

for the oil and the whalebone which it yields, it is

still more important to the rude natives of arctic

regions, as the Esfpiimaux and Greenlanders, who
use its oil for food as well as for burning, aud to

whom its flesh .also is a chief article of food ; while

its bones aud baleeu are used for making tents,

sledges, bo.ats, harpoons, and spears ; the sinews

supply a substitute for twine or thread ; and the

membranes are used iustead of glass for windows.

There is no essential difi'crence in the way in which
the capture of whales is prosecuted by the rudest

tribes and the most civilised nations. The whale-

fishers approach the whale iu boats, and attack it

by hivrpoons to which lines are aflixed, following up
and repeating the attack, until its strength is ex-

hausted, taking advantage of the necessity Avhich it

experiences of coming at intervals to the surface to

breathe, aud finally killing it with lances, which
are thrust into the most vital parts.

In its most sun|ile form, the harpoon is an iron

spear about 5 feet in length, with a much fl.attened

point, Ijaving sharp cutting edges, and two large

Harpoon.

flattened barbs. Many modifications have been

made, the most important perhaps being the gun-

harpoon. The ordinary harpoous are attached to a

long fine at the opposite end to the barbed point,

and when the boat is near enough to the W.,

the man whose duty it is darts or plunges the

in

weapon with all his force into the animal's side.

In its fleeing from the attack, the line is rapidly

drawn out of the boat, until the creature is tired,

anil rises to the surface for air. The boat
follows, keeping as unieh of the line as possiijlc,

until, exhausted by jiaiu aud loss of blood, the
animal succumbs. It will be seen that much depends
upon the sharpness of the bl,ade-like edges of the
barbs, and their jiower to hold when iu ; hence
many ingenious devices of movable barbs have been
contrived, which close on the shaft of the instru-

ment in going into the auimal's flesh, but open
outwards as soou as there is any strain on the shaft.

The gun-harpoon is a short bar of iron with the
barbed sjiear at the cud, and a ring with chain for

the attachment of the line ; this is fired from a
small swivel cannon attached to the whaler's boat.

However well the harpoon m.ay be fixed in the
animal's body, its death aud capture are still very
diUicult matters to accomplish, and take much time.

To obviate this, a very ingenious expedient was
suggested by Hr Christisou, the eminent toxicologist

of Edinburgh University, that glass tubes containing

prnssic acid should be so placed in the shaft of the
harpoon, that the moment the cord or line was pulled

tight, they woidd be broken in the aninual's liody, and
occasion instant death. This plan has been tried

with great success, but has met with opposition

from the whalc-lishers, who have a prejudice against

using a jioisou which they see has such deadly
effects. Another mo<le of cmiiloyiug prussio acid is

to enclose a gLass tube containing it, in a hollow rifle

bullet .about four inches long, which is lired from a
rifle made for the pxu'pose, the bullet containing also

an exiJosive substance connected with a fuse, wiiich

is kindled as the rifle is fired, so that the bullet

bursts immedi.ately after penetrating the whale, and
spreads its deadly contents through the flesh. The
bullet is made of zinc, because it breaks into fr.ag-

meuts more angidar than any other metal. The
success of this method has been foimd to be perfect,

but sailors object to its use, dreading to touch the
carcass of a whale which has been killed by so

powerful a poison, for a wh.ale struck by a bullet

charged with prnssic acid only disappears for .about

five minutes, and rises to the surface dead. Strychni.i

has been used iustead of prussio acid, and with
similar results.

The lance used for killing the W. has generally

a blade 5 or 6 inches long, and 2!,- or 3 inches broad,

with sharp cutting edges, and a long woodcu
handle.

The ships fitted out from European and American
ports for the northern whale-fishery are geuer.ally

from 300 to 40t) tons burden. To protect them
from injury by ice, they are fortified with an addi-

tional series of jjanks, iron plates, and a fatss

or ice stem, on the sides of 'which are ice-knees,

—angidar blocks of wood filling up the concavity

formed by the stem and fore-planks. The stern is

also defended by ice-plaks of half-inch iron ; aud
many timbers and stanchions are added iu the inte-

rior of the vessel, great strength being a more im-

portant requisite than fast sailing. Each ship has

generally 6 or 7 boats, carver-built, from 23 to 2S feet

in length, each capable of carrjnng 6 or 7 men, with 7

or 8 cwt. of whale-Hnes, &c. The crew of a whaler

consists of 40 or 50 men, each of whom, from the

master to the boys, generally receives, in addition to

his fixed wage, a gratuity for every W. caught, and
a certain sum for every tun of oil produced by the

cargo. Each boat carries 2 harpoons and 6 or 8
lances. When the ship arrives in the vicinity of a
whaUng-ground, a look-out is st.ationed at the mast-

head. As soon as a W. is discovered, the ))oatg

are lowered, and a competition ensues among their
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crews, all exerting their utmost strength to reach

the W. lirst. The harpooner is read}-, as soon as the

boat is Biifficieutly near the \V., to hvirl his harpoon

with all his force ; the crew instantly back the

boat, and the W. generally plunges in terror to a

great depth, sometimes carrying out more than 200

fathoms of line. It remains below for 20 minutes

or more, and when it rises, the boats hasten to it

again ; it is struck with a second harpoon, and prob-

ably, Lustead of at once descending, it strikes

violently vnth its tail, to destroy its enemies, when
great caution is requisite. It cannot now remain

long below the surface, and when it comes up, prob-

ably spouts blood through the blowholes. When it

is lanced, it sometimes dies almost at once, but

sometimes there is a terrific struggle—the water is

lashed into foam, and dj-ed with blood. It not

uufrec|uently happens, that instead of dying at the

surface of the water, the W. descends, and does not

rise again, so that it is lost to the whaler. The
carcass of the W. is towed by the boats to the ship,

aud made fast to the ship's chains. The process of

Jlensiiiij is then commenced. Some of the crew,

having their boots armed with iron spikes, to prevent

tUem from slipping, descend upon the carcass, and
cut into the blubber with hluhher-spades, removing
a broad strip or hlanhet of skin, 20 or 30 feet long,

which is hoisted to the deck by means of a hook
and tackle. Gre.at cubical pieces of blubber, of half

a ton or a ton in weight, are then cut out, and
hoisted on deck. In this way, the process is carried

on, the W. being turned over and over, that every

part may be reached ; till, in three or four hours,

the whole mass of blubber is removed from it

—

probably amounting to 20 or 30 tons. Meanwhile,
others of the crew have descended into the mouth
of the W., and removed the baleen. The remainder
of the carcass is then flung adrift, and sometimes
sinks, but often swims, in consequence of incipient

putrefaction, to afford food for bears and fishes. The
blubber, after being received on deck, is cut into

smaller cubical pieces, and subjected at leisure to a

process by which the cellular tissue is separated

from it. This is called mahing-off ox trying-oul ; and
to accomplish it, the blubber is heated in a large

pot, and afterwards strained, the scraps or cracknels

from one pot serving as fuel for another, and the
ship being made filthy with smoke, soot, and grease.

The product is finally stored in casks, to be conveyed
home, and boiled for oil. A ton of blubber yields

nearly 200 gallons of oil. A single W. often yields

blubber and whalebone to the value of £700 or

£800. The whalebone is subjected to no process

but that of drying till it is brought home.
Ships often return from the whale-fishery clean—

i e., without having captured a single whale. The
greatest niunber of whales known to have ever been
captured by a single vessel in a season is 44 ; yield-

ing 299 tuns of oU, of 252 gallons each. This was
in 1S14 ; the fortunate whaler belonged to Peter-

head, in Scotland, aud the oU alone, according to

the price of that year, £32 per tun, was worth
£9568. 'UTien the price of oil and whalebone has

been higher, even greater profits have been realised

by whalers making fewer captures.

It is \isual for whalers to resort to the arctic

wh;de-fishery in spring, and to return in autumn

;

but Captain Penny adopted with great success, in

ISoS—1854, the method of wintering in the arctic

regions.

The Norwegians sent vessels to Greenland for the
whale-fishery in the 9th century. They had pre-

viouslj- prosecuted it on their own coasts, and the

Xormau settlers on the Bay of Biscay carried it on
there, whales inhabiting that bay in considerable

mmibers, tiU, through the eager prosecution of the

fishery, they became so few that about the 15th c.

it became unjirofitable, and was relinquished. In
1261, a tithe was laid upon the tongues of whales
brought into Bayonne, they being then highly
esteemed for food. The French, Spaniards, and
Flemings earlj' began to fit out vessels for the
northern whale-fishery; the English entered upon
it with great spirit in the end of the 16th c, and
about the same time the Dutch, Danes, and Ham-
burgers. The British Muscovy Coiopany obtained

a royal charter, giving them a monopoly of the
whale-fishery of the coasts of Spitzbergen, on the
pretence of its having been discovered by Sir Hugh
Wdloughby, although, in fact, it was discovered by
the Dutch navigator Barentz. -Other nations were
not disposed to acknowledge the claims of the
English ; the Dutch in particidar sent out a strong

fleet, between which and the ships of the Muscovy
Company an engagement took jilace in 1618, and the
English were defeated. The Spitzbergen bays and
seas were afterwards divided iuto fishing-stations,

allocated to the whalers of the rival nations. Xo
nation now asserts a claim to the exclusive right

of whale-fishing in any quarter. The Spitzbergen

fishery was thrown open to all nations in 1642.

The English for some time prosecuted the whale-
fishery sluggishly and with incompetent means ; the
Dutch carried it on with great vigour and success.

During the latter half of the 17th c, the Dutch
furnished almost all Europe with oil. In 16S0, they
had 260 ships and about 14,000 men employed in

the whale-Hshery ; but from th.at time the Dutch
fishery began to decline. In 1732, Great Britain

attempted to encourage the whale-fishery by a
boimty of 30i. a ton to every ship of 200 tons

engaged in it, which was raised in 1749 to 40s.,

reduced to 30& in 1777, and again raised to 40*. in

1781. The object of the bounty was not only to

encourage the trade, but to make it a nui'sery for

seamen. Ships, however, were fitted out rather for

the bounty than for the capture of whales, and during
the next five years after the reduction of the boiinty

in 1777, the number of ships employed in the trade

was reduced from 105 to 39. After 1781, it rapidly

increased, and continued to increase although the
boimty was reduced. The bounty w.as fin.ally

altogether withdrawn in 1824 ; yet in 1S15, when
the British whale-fishery was in its most flourishing

condition, only 164 ships were engaged in it. The
Dutch whale-fishery had in the meantime almost
entirely ceased, owing to the national calamities

consequent on the French Revolution. The British

whale-fishery is still prosecuted, although not nearly
to the extent that it was fifty years ago. The French
whale-fishery has in like manner declined. The
Americans are at present more actively engaged in

the whale-fishery than any other nation. The Xew
England colonies entered upon this enterjjrise at a
very early i)eriod, at first merely by boats on their
own coasts, which, however, were deserted by
whales before the middle of the ISth c, and ships

then began to be fitted out for the northern seas.

For a number of years, however, the American
whale-fishery also has been declining, owing to the
scarcity of whales, and because substitutes for

whale-oil and whalebone have been found.

Of aU British to^ms, Peterhead is that which of
late has shewn the greatest enterprise in the whale-
fishery, and next to it are Hidl and Dimdee. In
America, Ifew Bedford demands special notice. It

is at present the greatest whaling-port in the world.

Xantucket also sends out many whalers.

The ships engaged in the whale-fishery generally

add to their cargoes of oil by the capture of seals.

WH.U.ES, in point of law, belong to the crown,
according to the law of Englaud, if thev are caught
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or found within the territorial sea—that is, within

the limit of three miles from the shore ; or in the

inner seas, as distiuguisheil from the open sea.

This is contrary to the general rule—that he who
first captures a wiKl animal is entitled to the ]>ro-

perty thereof. Whales are thus called royal iish ;

and it is said sturgeons and i)orpoise3 also faU under

the same class. If the whales are not caught in

the territorial seas, which are part of the realm, but

in the open sea, then the law of nature applies, or

rather a secondary law or custom governs the right

of property, and that law, though varjdng sUghtly

according to locality, is, that the person who
first captures the whale is entitled to keep it. In

the Greenland seas, the local custom is that the

first harpooner who strikes tlie whale is entitled to

the property ouly if he continue to hold the whale
by the line attached to his harpoon ; but if his line

break, and a subsequent harpooner from another

ship finish the capture by obtaining possession, then

the latter is entitled, for it is a loose fish. This

rule, however, has been qualilied in this way, that

the first harpooner who strikes the fish and keeps

it entangled is entitled, even though a volunteer

come lip and officiously strike the fish, thereby

causing it to straggle and break from the first line.

At Gallipagos, South America, the custom is that

he who first strikes the whale with a drong, or loose

harpoon, is entitled to receive half of it. The same
rules govern the right of jiroperty in whales when
similar questions anse between parties litigating in

Scotland. The law of Scotland, as well as England,

adopts whatever local custom prevails where the

whale was captured.

WHA'LEBONE. The baleen plates which take

the place of teetli in the mouths of the Baleen

Whales (see Wii.\.le), constitute the whalebone of

commerce. They vary in length from a few inches

up to ten, and even in rare instances to twelve feet.

Their chemical constitution is albumen hardened

by a small proportion of phosphate of lime. Their

colour is usually of a bluish black, but in some
species they are striped lousritudinaUy with bands

of a whitish colour ; and they terminate at the

point in a number of coarse black fibres of

the baleen, which fibres ai-e also found more or less

down both sides of the blade. These fibres are

much used by brushmakers. There are three prin-

cipal kinds in the market, and they are generally

known as whale-fins. The first is the Greenland, or

Davis' Strait and North Sea fins ; second, the South

Sea, or black fish-fins ; third, the North-west coast,

or American whale fins. Whalebone requires some
preparation before being fit for use ; this, however,

is very simple. It is first trimmed—that is, all the

hail's are removed from the point and edges of each

blade ; and generally the surface of each flat side is

scraped. The blades are then boiled in water for

several hours, until they become soft enough to be

cut cosily with a common knife. The workman
then cuts them into lengths fitted for the purposes

to which they are to be applied. They are

chiefly tised in thin strips, such as stay-bones and
umbrella-ribs, and can be easily split for such

l)urposes, o\ving to their lamellar structure. Gene-
rally, the boiling is combined with a dyeing process,

to make the whalebone perfectly black, which is

preferred to the not agreeable natural colour. The
quantity annually imported into Britain rarely

exceeds 150 tons; but as the price ranges from
£iM to ioOO per ton, that represents a large value.

—Sti-ips of rattan canes dyed black are used as

a cheap kind of artificial whalebone, but the best

imitation is made of vulcanite or prepared caout-

chouc, which in many respects is superior to the
leil whalebone.
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Whale-louse.

WHALE-LOUSE (Ctjamus), a genus of Crus-
tacea, of the order Lirmodipoda, having the body
short and rather broad ; the legs short and stout

;

seven pair of legs ; the
first pair more slender than
the rest ; the first, second,

fifth, sixth, and seventh
pair furnished with sharj>

hooked claws, the third

and fourth not terminating
in claws, but in a long
almost cylindrical joint.

All the species are jiara-

sitic on C'etacea, attaching
themselves to the skin by
means of their claw.s.

Whales are sometimes so

completely covered with
them, as to appear of a whitish colour even at a
distance ; and when the whale is cajitured, its skin
is foimd to be deprived of the epidermis. Cyamiis
Celt is said also to infest the mackerel and other
fishes of the famdy Scomberidie.

WHANG-HAI', orYELLOW SEA, an important
inlet of the Pacific Ocean, washes the north part
of the east coast of China, and is bounded on the W.
by the Chinese provinces of Shang-tung and Keaug-
su, and on the E. by the peninsula of the Corea and
Japan. It terminates on the north-west in the Gulfs
of Pe-cluh-li and Leao-tong, and opens out in the
south-east into the Tung-hai, or Eastern Sea. It is

more than 600 miles long, and over 400 miles in
average breadth. The W. is shallow, and near
the land its waters are of a lemon colour, owing to
the nature of the bottom, which is often furrowed
by vessels naWgating it. By degrees, it is becoming
more and more sh.allow, owing to the quantity oi

alluvium borne doMTi into it by the rivers Hwang-
ho (q. V.) and Yang-tze (q. v.).

WHA'RNCLIFFE MEETING. By a standing
order of the House of Lords, which was proposed by
Lord Wharncliffe, and is stillknown bythe title of the
' Wharncliffe Order,' no bill to empower any company
already constituted by act of parfiament to execute,
undertake, or contribute towards any work other
than that for which such company was originally

established, or to sell, lease, or abandon its under-
taking, or any part thereof, or to amalgamate with
any other undertaking, or to dissolve, is allowed
to proceed in the House of Lords until it is reported
that such bill has been submitted to a siJecial meet-
ing of the proprietors of the company, convened
by public advertisement, and by circular addressed
to each proprietor; that such meeting was hehl not
earlier than seven days after the last insertion of

such advertisement; and that at such meeting the
bill was submitted to the proprietors present, and
approved of by proprietors iiresent, in person or
by proxy, holding at least three-fourths of the jiaid-

up cajiital of the company represented at such
meeting. Of late years, a number of bills are in

each session originated in the House of Lords ; and
since the introduction of this practice, the meetings
held in conformity -nith this order are popularly
known as ' WharncUQe Meetings.' The House of

Commons has adopted a corresponding standing
order apphcable to such bills coming from the
Lords.

WHAETON, Philip Whjlrton, Duke op, was
the son of Thomas, Marquis of Wharton, an emi-
nent member of the Whig party in Queen Anne's
reign, and Lord-lieutenant of Ireland from 1708
until after the fall of the Godolphin administration

in 1710. Macaulay says he was licentious and
corrupt ; but the faults of his Irish administration
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were largely redeemed by liis appointment of Addi-

son as Chief-secretary. George I. made him Lord
Privy Seal and Marqxiis of W. in 1715, but he

died three months aftemrards. His son, Philip,

born 1698, was educated at home by his father, who
aimed at making him a great orator, a Whig in

jwUtics, and a Presbj'teriau in religion. In a boyish

freak, he contracted a clandestine marriage at the

Fleet with the daughter of Major-general Holmes.

The shock is said to have killed both his parents.

W. soon parted from his wife, and in 1716 went
abroad -nnth a French Huguenot tutor, to be brought

up according to his father's dying instructions, in

strict Presbyterian priuciples, at Geneva. He con-

tracted debts, spumed the restraints of his tutor,

and ran away to Lyon. He \Tsited the Pretender

at Avignon, and, it is said, accepted from him the

title of Duke of Northumberland. He next visited

Paris, and after various extravagances, set out for

Ireland, where, although he had not yet reached his

19th year, he was aUowed to take his seat in the

House of Peers. He soon displayed such splendid

abilities in debate, and supported the government
with so much zeal, that although still under age, he

was, Jamiary 20, 1718, raised to the highest rank in

the English peerage. He did not take his seat in

the English House of Peers untU 1720. Here he

opposed n-ith much warmth the government mea-
sure on the South Sea BUI, and the bUl of pains

and penalties against Bishop Atterbury. His affairs

became hopelessly involved by his extravagance, so

that although he had succeeded to an estate of

£16,000 a year, he was soon comijelled to accept a

yearly allowance of £1200 from his creditors. He
set up a political paper, called the True Briton, in

1723 ; and lost no occasion of speaking, as well as

writing, against the ministry and the court. In

1724, he set out for Vienna, and then visited

Madrid, where he was served with an order from

the Privy Seal to retui-n home. He treated the

order with contempt, and afterwards went to Kome,
and appeared openly at the court of the Pretender,

from whom he accepted the Order of the Garter.

He now assumed the title of Duke of Northumber-
land. In 1727, he fought -n-ith the Spaniards and
against his coimtrymea at the siege of Gibraltar.

This last mad act lost him his EngUsh title and
estates, and led to his comdction under a bill of

indictment for high treason. He refused to make
his submission to the government ; and the rest of

his life was passed in France and Spain, at one
moment squandering his precarious supplies of

money in drunkenness and luxury, and at another
suffering the extremest poverty. He died in a

miserable condition at a Bemardine convent in Cata-

lonia, May 31, 1731. His brilliant talents and
wasted life were sketched by Pope in his Moral
Essays, in the lines beginning

—

Wliarton, the scorn and wonder of our days.

The Life and Writings of Philip, late Dulce of
Wharton, were published in 1732 (Lond. 2 vols.,

8vo) ; and another two-volume publication, entitled

Tlie Poetical Works of Philip, late Duke of Wharton,

and of tlie Duke^s Intimate Acquaintance, appears,

with the exception of the title-page and a prefixed

biography of W., to have been printed in 1727.

This publication, however, contains Uttle that is

even attributed to the duke.

WHATELY, PvicHAKD, Archbishop of Dublin,was
born in Cavendish Square, London, 1st February
1787, and was the fourth son of Dr Josegh Wliately

of Nonsuch Park, Surrey, Prebendajry of Bristol,

Vicar of Widford, and lecturer at Gresham College.

He was sent in due time to a private school at

Bristol, from which, in 1805, he passed to Oriel

College, Oxford. He took his Bachelor's degree in

ISOS, taking a second class both in classics and in

mathematics. He got the English-essay prize in

1810. In the following year, he was elected a

Fellow of Oriel College, which at that time ranked
among its Fellows not a few men destined to play

a considerable part in the world, and already

remarkable for their attainments and intellectual

actiwty—e. g., Arnold, Keble, Pusey, and the

elder Ne^\Tnan. In 1815, he became one of the

tutors of his college ; and about this time he wrote
(originally for the Encyclopedia Melropoli'xina)

what he afterwards expanded into his popular

treatises on Logic and Rhetoric. In 1821, he
married a daughter of W. Pope, Esq., of Hillingdon,

Middlesex. In the same year, he published two
works ; the one a volume of sermons on The Chris-

tianas Duty loith respect to the Established Govern-

ment and the Laws; the other a work which is

among the most celebrated and characteristic of

his "^mtings ; this was Historic Doubts relative to

Napoleon Bonaparte. Its object was to throw
ridicide upon the criticism to which the Gospel
narratives were subjected by sceptical writers, by
applying the same kind of criticism to events within

the memory of all the world, and starting doubts
as to whether these events had occurred. This jeu
d'esprii with a purpose created a great sensation.

It has been translated into several foreign languat'es.

In 1822, W. was presented to the living of Hales-

worth, in Suffolk. In the same year, he delivered the

Bampton Lectiires at O.xford, taking for his subject

the ' Use and Abuse of Party Feeling in Religion.'

In 1825, he was appointed by Lord Grenville Prin-

cij>al of St Alban's HaU, wliich, under his energetic

ride, quickly lost the bad character it had long

sustained in the university. In 1829, he was
appointed Professor of Political Economy; but he
was destined not to hold this office long enough to

do more than deliver an introductory course of

lectures. In 1831, Lord Grey's government, at the

instance of Lord Brougham, appointed him Arch-
bishop of Dublin and Bishop of Glendallach. After-

wards, in 1846, his episcopal charge was enlarged

by the addition of the bishopric of KUdare.
During the ten years preceding his appointment

to the archbishopric, W. had incessantly been
writing and publishing, chiefly upon theological and
ecclesiastical subjects. He belonged to the Liberal

school in rebgion and in poUtics ; he was opposed,

that is, to High Chiu-ch or Catholic views in

theology, and to Toryism in poUtics. He had taken
a keen interest in the political questions of the

time, and especially had made himself conspicuous
in the university by his advocacy of Cathobo
emancipation, of which the party in the church
which had most sympathy with the theology and
ecclesiastical system of the Roman Church were the

most determined opponents. When Sir R. Peel,

after his change of views on the emanciiiation

question, voluntarily submitted himself for re-

election to the university, W., though a Liberal,

came forward to support him, and was one of the

most active of those who endeavoured to prevent
his rejection. His Essays on some of Vie Peculiari-

ties of the Christian Peligion appeared in 1825 ; his

Elements of Logic, in 1820 ; the Elements of
Ehetoric, in 1S28 ; his Essays on some of the Diffi-

culties in Hie Writings ofSt Paul, &c., also in 1828 ; his

Thoughts on the Sabbath, in 1830 ; and in the same
year, the Errors of Jlomatiism traced to their

Origin in Human Nature. His Introductory Ltc-

tures on Political Economy were published in 1831.

By this time, his writings, and the great activity

and abdity which he displayed in his various pubUc
functions, had placed him .imong the foremost
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men of the university, and had also got him
rank amoii'^ the most remai-kalile thiukers and
•nTiters of his time. TlioUi;li many distrusted

him as a Liljcral, questioned the soundness of some
parts of liis tlieolo;4y, or thonght his manners too

eccentric, and his haliit of mind too pccuUar, for one

who was to rule over others, noljody questioned

that liis abilities and rejiutation were equal to the

high jiosition l^estowed ujion him by Lord Grey.

As Archbishop of Dulilin, W. was very active in

all matters of importance, social and ecclesiastical,

and shewed a deep interest in cveiy questicui

affecting the welfare of Ireland. He was one of the

original members of the Board of National Education,

and contmued a member till 1S.53, when he retired,

in consequence of a departure, as he thought, having

been made from the principles on which, up to tli.it

time, the national education had been carried on.

He was perhaps the most active member of the

Board, and the success of the national system was
in a great measure owing to him. Ho and mem-
bers of his family were always foremost in sujiport-

ing well-devised charitable schemes. His lilierality

was, in fact, unbounded, though an opposite iniprcs-

siou prevailed among those wlio did not know him,

because he wrote and spoke strongly against casual

benevolence, and used to say he had never given

a pciniy to a beggar. As archbishop, his rule was
firm and judicious. A slight disregard of etiquette

was about the worst thing ever alleged against

him : he was not lUsposed to make mnch difl'erence

between a rector and his curate. His activity as

an author was not stifled by his energetic discliarge

of his public duties ; indeed, he seems to have
been always either writing a book, or affording

literary helj) to others. Besides many charges,

sermons, and a few pamphlets, his Khujilom of Christ
Delineated, one of the most remarkable of his

works ; his Introductorii Lectures to tlie Study of St

Paul's Kpintles ; his Enijlixh SijnonijniK ; and his

annotated edition of Bacon's Essnijs—perhaps the

best example of good editing in the English lan-

guage—belong to this period of his life. A work,

published anonymously in 1855, Scripture lierela-

tions respectii)'! Good and Bad Atiyels, has been
generally ascribed to Whately.
He died on the 8th October 18G3. The world's

esteem and the regai'd of his friends for him had
been growing to the last. In early life, there was
much about him to shock the fastidious, and some
things which might hurt the sensitive ; but his

peculiarities softened and wore off as he advanced

in years. At O.'cford, he was noted for his rough
unceremonious manners, for which (together with
his dress) he was nicknamed the ^Vllite Bear ; and
for the plain speaking and rough ridicule with which
he would overwhelm an opponent in an argument.

He was remarkable, too, for his fondness for athletic

sports, which he indulged with a perfect indifference

to the minor proprieties. He used to say that his

abrupt and careless and seemingly unfeeling ways
were a recoil from the painful shyness for which
he had been remarkable in his youth. Those who
knew him, however, made light of his peculiarities

;

and few things about him are more pleasing than

his lirm belief in the merits of his friends, and the

number, the warmth, and the permanence of his

friendships. He had great talents for conversa-

tion, and was famous for his bon-mots, happy
repartees, and conversational pleasantries of every

kind. His writings are not so much remarkable

for subtlety of thought or novelty of view as for

strong logic, acuteness, feUcity of arrangement and
exposition, and the frequency and homely force of

his illustrations. He had the happy power of build-

ing up materials which might be old into a new,
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commodious, and almost a beautiful structure. He
did nothing for mere ornament's sake : though liis

imagination was abundantly fertile, it was used
only to ilhiuiinate his argument ; his images are
seldom impressive for their l>eauty, thougli admir-
ably lilted for didactic jiurposes. His theological

works have been charged with a 'cold rationalistic'

tendency, and with being wanting in reverence;

and it has been inferred, though perhaps too hastily,

from some passages in his writings, that he was
heretical on the subject of the Trinity. The Historic
JJouhlJi, the Essays on the Peculiarities of the

Christian Ilelii/ion, the Errors of liomanism, and
the Kiutjdom of Christ, are perhaps the most
valuable and characteristic of his writings.—The
Life and Correspondence of Ji. Whately, D.D., Ax.,

by his daughter, E. .lane Whately, was published
at London in ISGG. It is an interesting, though in

some respects a partial, and in some degree au
inadequate, memorial of l)r Whately. As might be
expected, the ' White Bear ' side of his character is

kept in the shade : but few examples are given of

the coarse but racy conversational wit which was
one of the Archbishop's claims to distinction among
his contemporaries. Aod it is scarcely possible to

gather from it what his exact position was in

theology or in literature, though the letters, which
form a great part of it, give a very fine inii)ression

of the qualities which distinguish his works.

WHEAT, the most v.aluable and, next to maize,

the most jiroductive of all the cereal grasses. The
genus Triticum, of which the species are jioinilarly

known either as Wheat or }Vheat-rirass, is distin-

guished by a spike with many-flowered sinkelets,

without stalks, and seated one on each notch of the
raehis, their sides directed to the rachis, which is

zigzag ; and two glumes, of whicli the lower is

either awncd or awnless ; the outer palea of each
floret having at the top a notch, in the centre of

which is the terminal point, sometimes prolonged
into an awn, or, in some sjiecies, with many florets

tapering into an awni without a notch. A nunilier

of species are found in Britain, of which T. repens,

well known as Couch Grass (q. v.), is the most
common ; but the seeds of none of them are of

any value. The native country of the cultivated

W. has generally been supposed to be the central

p.art of Asia ; but a discovery w.as made not many
years ago by M. Fabre of Agde, in the south of

France, that the jEifdops ovala, a grass of the

regions near the Mediterranean, and of the west of

Asia, becomes transformed by cultivation into wheat.
The announcement of this discovery was at first

received with much doubt, although the possibility

of the transformation had been suggested by pre-

vious botanists ; but it has been confirmed by
subsequeut observations and experiments. The
genus jEijilops, as hitherto recognised by botanists,

is distinguished from Triticum chiefly by its more
numerous awns, the glumes of J?, orata being gene-

rally terminated by 3 or 4 awns, prolongations of

then- ribs, and the paleee by 2 or 3 short awns. The
awns of gras.ses, however, aft'ord very uncertain cha-

racters, being extremely liable to disappear through
change of circumstances ; and among the cultivated

varieties of W., every farmer is familiar with
some that .are awned or bearded, and some that are

beardless, having scarcely a trace of awn. In the

wild J^ijilops, the ear is also much more easily

broken from the raehis than in wheat. In culti-

vation, the xE. ovnta very soon loses the awns of its

palea3 and of the lateral ribs of its glumes, and thus

assumes the ch.aracters of W., the ears at the same
time losing their fragility, the grain also increasing

in size, whilst the floral envelopes are proportionally

diminished, the leaves become larger, and the stem
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stronger. From seeds of the JE. ovata sown in a
garden ia 1838, JI. Fabre obtained W. of fair quality

in 1S40. Professor Buek-
'. < I ' man, of the Royal Agri-

cultural College, repeated
the experiment in Eng-

if^ / land. His first sowing was
/ / in lSo.5, and notwitlistand-

the disadvantages of

cold seasons and a cold

siLiuation on tlie Cotes-

wold Hills, he found the
spikelets much modilied in

ISoO, the warm summer
of that year producing a
greater change than had
taken place in jirevious

years (see Popular Science

Hevietu for October 1861).

The annexed cut shews the
n.itural state of a spikelet

of jE. ovata (tig. 1); the
S[Hkelet as modified by
cultivation from 1855 to

1S.59 (tig. 2) ; and for com-
parison, an ear of ordinary
bearded W. (tig. 3). 'J'lie

identity of the principal

cultivated forms of Triti-

cum with uE. ovata may
now be regarded as fully

established. These forms
have generally been in-

cluded by botanists under
the name 7'. vulgarc.

W. has been cultivated

from the earliest ages, and was a chief crop in

ancient Egypt and Palestine, as it still is in all

tlie temperate parts of Europe, Asia, and Africa.

It is cultivated to a considerable extent in tlie

north of India. In North America, it is very
extensively cultivated, and many parts of the

United States and British provinces are admirably
ad.apted to it. AVide regions of South America are

equally suitable, and W. of the finest cjuality is

produced in Australia. In the torrid zone, W. does

not succeed, except in elevated situations ; but it

nowhere succeeds better tlian in subtropical regions,

although it is a hardy plant, and when covered by
snow, endiu'cs even very severe winters in the north
of Europe. For its successfid cultivation, however,
it requires a mean temperature of at least 55° F.

for three or four months of the year. It is an
annual plant, and its capacity of enduring the cold

of winter is of importance oidy in connection with
the advantage to be derived from sowing in autumn,
so .as to have it more forward in spring. Its culti-

vation does not extend so far north as that of barley

or oats, or even of rye. In Europe, its northern

limit is about lat. 60°. The quality of the gr.ain

varies much in ditlerent soils and elim.atcs, and
particular varieties are also distinguished by 'ditfer-

ence of quality as well as by external characters.

The W. of tlie eastern parts of Britain, where the

climate is comparatively dry, is superior to that of

the western parts, where the sky is more cloudy

and the climate more humid, although the crops in

the west are not less luxuriant ; and the W. produced
in Britain is not found suitaljle for the manufacture
of macaroni, to which that of the countries near the

Jleditenauean is particidarly adapted. Although
hardy in winter and early spring, W. becomes more
<hdicate and susceptible of climatic influences as it

acb-aiicos in growth ; a prevalence of dry weather,
with bright sunshine from the time when it comes
into ear until it is ripe, is of the greatest importance.

Common" W. {T. vulture, asliviim, or sativum)
grows to a height generally of 3 or 4 feet, and has
ears or spikes generally 3 or 4 inches long ; the
s[iike 4-eornered, the spikelets about 4-flowered;
the palea; ventricose, ovate, truncate, mucronate or
awned, compressed under the point, rounded at the
back, the grain free. In consequence of long culti-

vation, in a gi-eat variety of climates, the cultivated
varieties of W. are very nimierous, more so than in

.)..*

V^

J
-/

^u

4, Cliiddain \\nieat ; 5, Pearl AVlicat; C, Spaldmg's
Prohiic lied Wheat.

any other kind of grain. jS^ew varieties are con-

tinually coming into notice ; and many are in high
estimation in particular districts, although little

known beyond them. Some botanists have attempted
to distinguish species among them, appropriating the
name T. cestivum to the awnless kinds, and T.

hiihernuin to the awned ; but intermediate forms
are very numerous, and the length or shortness of

the awn seems to depend upon accidental circum-
stances. Nor do the awnless or beardless kinds
perfectly correspond with the Summer W. of

farmers, preferred for sowing in sjjriug with a view
to a ero]) in the same season, and the awned or
bearded kinds to the Winter W., sown in autumn,
as some of the hardy varieties of Winter W. are
awnless, and some of those usually sown in sjiring

are bearded. Besides being classified as Bearded
and BeariUess, the varieties in cidtivation are also

distinguished according to the colour of the grain,

as White and Bed wheats. Some having the ears

covered with a short soft down are kno^\n as WoolUj
wheats. There ,ai'e also difl'erences in the length and
compactness of the spike, and in the size and form
of the grain, which is more rounded in some, and
more elongated in others. A number of varieties,

having the spike very compact or square, have been
sometimes classed together under the name of T.

compaction^ and the distinction is very obvious and
]icrmanent, although there is no reason for regarding
it as chai'acterising a distinct species. Akin to this
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13 tlie MUMJIY W. (T. compoaitum), in which the

spike is branched, aiul which is said, but on insuffi-

cient evidence, to have been produced from seeds

found in muuimy-cases in Egj-pt. -Mummy W. has

Ijeen grown in Kn;;hiud, of which the ears have liad

10 or 11 branches, and 150 grains have been found

in one ear ; whilst 00 ears have been produced by
a single seed. Kotwithstandini; these apparent

advantages, however, this variety does not serve the

puijMis's I'l tlic farmer so well as some others. In

7, Furn Wlieat ; 8, Mummy Wheat.

another group of varieties with compact ears (T.

turgidam of some botanists), the glumes are remark-

ably tumid, and .always awned. These are knnwni

by the names of Gray W., Pollard W., Duckbill

W., &c., and in Germany are commonly called

English WTieat. Polonian W. {T. Polonicum) is

the common name of a number of kinds of a very

peculiar appearance, with a long, loose, and somewhat
nodding spike ; tlie ghimes awned, and remarkably

long—t«-ice the length of the florets. The stems

are also very tall, sometimes more than 6 fee-t high.

These kinds, sometimes called Grecian or Moga-
DORE W., are cidtivated in some parts of the south

of Europe, in the south of Siberia, and in Africa.

Hard W., or Horny W. (T. durum), has rather

small, eloug.ated, and very hard grains, the palea;

h.ave remarkably long awns, and the leaves .are very

broad. It is much cultivated in the countries near

the Mediterr<anean, and Dr Eoyle suggests that it

woiUd be a valuable acquisition to Indi.a, as it yields

a good crop on comparatively sterile soils.
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The red varieties of W. are generally more hardy
than the white; the grain is inferior in quality, and
yielils less Hour, but these disadvautagos are more
than counterl)alaneed in many soils and situations

by the greater productiveness of the crop. Red
wheats are therefore preferred fur coiiijiar.atively

poor soils, but the white kinds are geuerally culti-

vated wherever the soil and climate are suitable.

The varieties with long straw yield the liest crops
in dry seasons, but the short-strawed kinds are best
when the season is wet. W. is p.articularly suited

to clay soils, and rich lieavy loams j but witli good
farming, excellent crops are produced even on light

sandy or gravelly, ami on chalky soils. Where the
climate is moist, a light dry soil is most suitable

;

soft deep soils being j)roductive chiefly of straw.

The land intended for W. must, at least in Britain,

be in a high st.ate of cultivation. W. is commonly
sown after green crops, beans, or bare fallow ; in tlie

soutli of England, often after grass or clover. It

may be sown, at least in autumn or the licginning

of winter, w'hen the ground is so saturated with
moisture, tli.at any other kind of grain would be

almost sure to perish. It is either sown broadcast

or in drills, and the practice of drilling becomes
more and more prevalent, both on account of the

saving of seed and the superiority of the crops pro-

ducecL The land prepared for W. is very often

manured with farm-yard manure ; artificial manures
—as guano—are also used. In .Scotland, it is a
common practice, when W. is to be grown after

turnips, to plough down the turnip-leaves in autumn,
before the W. is sown, and to apply guano in sjiriiig.

Nitrate of soda is another favourite top-dressing for

W., l)ut sometimes causes the plants to grow too

rapidly, so that tliey become tender, and suffer from
climatic iuthieuccs. Many farmers use both guano
and nitrate of soda for tofi-dressing W., and the

nitrate of soda is often mixed with common salt,

which is thought to be useful in giving strength

and vigour to the W. plants, preventing lodgiiif/ and
mildew. W. ought to be reaped before it is dead
ripe, unless when it is intended for seed, and it

ought to be stacked as soon as it is suiBciently dry
to be free from danger of heating. On very rich

land, W. sometimes becomes too lu.\uriant in spring,

and its growth needs to be repressed by cutting the

leaves with a scythe—a jiractice essentially agree-

ing with that mentioned by Virgil in his Georrjics

(i. Ill), of allowing cattle to feed upon the young
blades

:

Quid, qui, ne gravidis procmnbat culmns aristis,

Luxuricin segetum tenerA depascit in herbii,

C^uum primuni sulcos jequant sata?

The relative proportions of straw and gi'ain diflfer

very much in different varieties of W., and according

to differences of soil, climate, and season. The pro-

portion of the weight of grain to that of the whole
plant when dried so as to be ready for st.acking,

varies from 20 to 47 per cent. The composition of

the gi-ain itself varies eonsiderablj', as to the propor-

tions of starch, gluten, &c. which it contains. 100
parts of the grain of W., dried in the ordinary

manner, contain on an average—w.ater, 14'S.3 ;
ghitcn,

10-64; albumen, O'Oo; starch, 45-99; gum, J-.52;

sug.ar, 1-50; oil, 087; vegetable fibre, 12-34; ash,

2-;JG : total, 100-00.

The ash is ricli in phosphoric acid, m.agncsia, and
jiotash. Its comjiosition is as follows : Pot.ash,

29-97 ; soda, ."i-OO ; magnesia, 12-.'J0 ; lime, 340 ;
jihos-

phoric acid, 4G00; sulphuric acid, O-.'JS ; sdica, S-.'io;

jieroxide of iron, 0-79 ; chloride of sodium, 0-09

:

total, 100-00. For the processes by which starch

and gluten are obtained from W., see these articles.

The value of W. depends mainly on the quantity
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of fine flour which it yields ; the best W. yielding

76—SO per cent., sometimes even 86 per cent, of fine

tloiir, whereas inferior kinds seldom yield more than

68 per cent., and sometimes only 54—56 per cent.

In general, the smoother and thinner the grain is in

skin, the greater is the produce of fine flour. The
greater part of the husk of W. is separated from
the flour by the miller, and is known as hran. That
portion of the bran wliich is more finely divided

than the rest, receives the name of sharps or pollard.

See the articles Brax and Flour.
W. straw contains, on an average, in its ordinai'y

state of dryness—nitrogenous substances, 1'85; non-

nitrogenous substances, 67 '56 ; mineral substances,

4-59 ; water, 2600 : total, 100-00 ; and the composi-

tion of the ash is as follows : potash, 12-14 ; soda,

0-60 ; magnesia, 2-74 ; lime, 6-23
; phosphoric acid,

5-43 ; sulphuric acid, 3-SS ; silica, 67 'SS ; peroxide of

iron, 074 ; chloride of sodium, 0-22 : total, 100-00.

The principal diseases to which W. is subject,

some of which are often productive of great loss to

the farmer, are either owing to or connected with
the presence of parasitic fungi. See BtJNT, Mildew,
Rust, and Sjiut. An animalcule causes the disease

known as Ear-cockles (q. v.). W. suifers also

from the ravages of numerous species of insects.

See Hesslajc Fly, Wueat-fly, Coks-moth, and
WiREWORii. The larva of a Ground Beetle (Zahrus
y'thhus) is often very destructive to young W. in

winter and spring.

Spelt ( Triticum spelta) is regarded as a distinct

species from Common W., and is supposed to be a

cidtivated form of J^^rjilops cmulata, a native of the

coimtries near the Jlediterranean. The spikelets

are smaller than in Common W., and each spikelet

has two or three, rarely four, perfect florets, besides

a barren terminal one, the outer glumes and the

paleae are very broadly truncate at the top, and
notched, the awns very slender ; the ripened go-aiu

adheres closely to the palece or chaff. Spelt is sup-

posed to be the grain called Zea by the Greeks and
Far by the Romans. It is of little value in com-
parison mth W., but can be gn-own on inferior soils,

and is cultivated in Switzerland at an elevation

where W. would not succeed. The bread made of

it is coarse, and is used chiefly by the poorer classes.

—Another species, sometimes caUed Lesser Spelt,
or One-grained W. (

Triticum monococcum), is also

occasionally cultivated on poor sods and in elevated
situations in the centre and south of Europe. It is

sometimes called St Peter's Corn. The ear is small
and compressed, the spikelets contain only one per-

fect floret and a rudimentary one ; the awns are

long ; the grain is smaU, and adheres closely to the
chatf.

—

Triticum Beiigalense may be i-egarded as a
kind of spelt. It has remote spikelets, long awnis,

and long ii-regularly triangidar grains. It is cul-

tivated to some extent in India.

Wheat being the most esteemed of all the cereals,

particidarly for the making of bread, the increase

of its cultivation and use has marked the pro-

gress of agi-icultiu-e and of wealth in many
countries, and particidarly in Britain. It is only
of late that bread made of wheat has become
a common article of food among the labouring

classes in Britain. In some parts of the country, it

is stdl, indeed, far from being a principal article of

food among the peasantry, who use barley and
oats in various forms. In the 8th c, the monks
of the abbey of St Edmimd, in England, ate

barley-bread, because the income of the abbey
woidd not admit of their using wheaten bread
regidarly. At a later period, wheat was largely

usei.l, at least in the southern parts of England, for

a short time after harvest, but the supply was soon

exhausted, and recourse was again had to inferior

kinds of food. There was then no trade in corn to
equalise the price over the year. In 1317, when an
abundant harvest had been gathered in, the price of

wheat fell at once from 80s. to 6.s. 8(/. per quarter.
The rejoicings of harvest-home were, therefore, in
these times connected with a transition from poor
to good fare, and from comparative want to abun-
dance, such as happdy does not attend the same
occasion in our day. Down to the end of the 17th
c., wheaten bread was a principal article of food
only among the more wealthy ; and the servants in

their houses were stdl furnished with o.ats, barley,

and rye. In the northern parts of England, as well
as in Scotland, the use of wheaten bread was com-
paratively rare even at the middle of last century.
' So smaU was the quantity of wheat used in the
county of Cumberland,' says Eden, in his History of
the Poor (1797), 'that it was only a rich family that
used a peck of wheat in the course of the year, and
that was used at Christmas. The usual treat for a
stranger was a thick oat-cake (called haver-bannock)
and butter. An old labourer of 85 remarks that
when he was a boy he was at Carlisle market w-ith

his father, and wishing to indulge himself with a
penny loaf made of wheat-flour, he searched for it

for some time, hut could not procure a piece of
wheaten bread at any shop in the town.' At the
period of the Revulution, 1689, the quantity of wheat
grown in England was estimated at about 14,000,000
bushels, or about three bushels to each of the popu-
lation, wliich was then imder five raUlions. l\\ 1828,
about 100,000,0(10 bushels were produced, or about
seven bushels to each of the jtopulation, then under
fifteen millions (see Librurii of Entertaiiiunj Know-
led'je ; Vegetable Sub.stances usedfor the Food ofMan,
Lond. 1832). In 1866, there were 3,275,293 acres
under wheat in England and Wales, and 110,101
acres in Scotland, the pjroduce of which may be
estimated at almost 100,000,000 bushels; besides

which, a very large quantity of wheat has been
imported fi-om other countries. The cultivation of

w-heat now extends to the most northern jiarts of

Scotland, 4718 acres having been under this crop
in 1866, in the county of Elgin, and 4684 in Ross and
Cromarty, and even in Caithness 26, and in Orkney
and Shetland 79. The population of England and
Scotland being now about 24,500,(100, it appeai-s that
theqviantityof home-grown wheat consumed amounts
to fully 4 bushels for each of the jiopidation ; but
the wheat imported in 1866 amounted to about
42,000,000 bushels ; raising the amount consumed
to nearly six bushels per head of the popidation.

Ireland is left out of accoimt, as not being to a .great

extent either a wheat-growing or a wheat-consum-
ing country. The produce per acre is greater in

Britain than in any other wheat-growing country,

owing to superior farming, notwitlistanding disad-

vantages of climate and often of soiL The extent
of land now imder wheat has, however, of late years
diminished, owing to the foreign supply, and the high
price of butcher-meat making pasturage now protit-

aljle. The quantity of wheat prnduced in the United
States in 1860 was estimated at aliout 173,000,000
bushels, of which nearly 24,000,UUO bushels were
produced by the state of Illinois, nearly 17,000,000
by Indiana, and about almost as much by Wisconsin.
The progress of wheat-cidtivation in the ivestern

states has been extremely rapid. Illinois now pro-

duces more wheat than any other state of the
union. Chicago has become one of the greatest

wheat-exporting poi-ts in the w-orld. The exporta-

tion of wheat from Chicago began in 1S3S, when 78
bushels were exported; and in 1802, the quantity

exported amoimted to 22,902,755 bushels ; this rapid

increase being due to the increase of wheat-culture
in pre\aously unsettled regions. The greater part
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of the wheat exportoil from North America is to

(iri'at Britain. Ol tlie wheat imported into tlie

i'nited Kin;;ilom lUiriiiL; the live years 1SG2— I8GG,

tlie United States contributed 31 per cent. ; Prussia

and the otlier northern parts of Germany, ISS per

cent; Russia, IS per cent.; France, 12 per cent.;

British North America, 7 per cent., and Turkey, 2

per cent.

WHEA'TEAR, or FALLOW-CHAT [Saxlcola

anaiiOip), a liird of the genus popularly known by
the name Chat (i|. v.), of the family Si/lnadiT, a

common summer visitant of Britain, abounding on

downs and fallow liclds. Its geographic range is

"WlKiitL-ar [Saxicola cenanlhe).

wide. Its winter retreat is in the countries near
tlie Mediterranean, and chiefly in Africa; its

summer migrations extend to the furthest north of

Em'ojie, and to Iceland and Greenland. A few
wheatears sj)end the winter on the southern coasts

of England. The entire length of the W. is about
six inches and a half ; the tail is almost square ;

the brings are long and pointed ; and the legs are

long, enabling the bird tij hop about actively in

quest of food. Its food consists of worms and
insects, and it may often be seen perched on the

top of a clod or stone, looking out for them, and at

the same time on the watch against enemies. The
male is of an ash-brown colour on the ujijier parts

;

the forehead, a band above the eyes, and the tlu-oat,

white; a black jiiark extending from the base of

the bill to each eye, and expanding behind it, so as

to cover the oritice of the ear ; the wings, black

;

the rum]!, and two-thirds of the tail, except the

two middle feathers, white ; the tip of the tail,

black ; the two middle feathers of the tail, entirely

black; the breast, buff-colour; the belly and flanks,

pale bufly white. The female is less gaily coloured,

brown and gray i)revailing. The \V. makes its

nest in an old wall, or in a crevice of a quarry or

gravel-pit, often in a deserted rabbit-burrow, and
generally lays six pale-blue egcs. The male has a

pleasant, but not loud song, and sings well in con-

linement, in winter as well as in summer. This

little bird is much esteemed for the table, and p-cat

numbers are therefore amiually can^dit, not only on

the continent of Europe, but in England, where
comparatively few small birds are so\ight after for

such use. It is chiefly on the downs of the south

of England, where vast flocks congregate before

their autumn migration, that wheatears are caught

for the market. The shepherds catch them by
means of uooses placed in little excavations made
in the ground, advantage being thus taken of the

habits of the bird, which upon the least alarm, or

even the shadow of a passing cloud, runs to hide

itself in any little hollow that may be near. The
usual practice of the shejjherds is to cut out an
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oblong piece of turf, about 1 1 inches by S, and G
inches thick, which they lay across the hole that

is made, making sloping entrances at the ends of

the hole, and setting nooses under the tnrf in the
centre. As many as 84 dozen wheatears have been
thus caught by a single shepherd in a day. It is

not unusual for a shepherd and his lad to look after

from 500 to 700 of these traps. The season for

catching \\Jieatears extends from the end of July
to the end of .Se|)tember. They are partly sent to

the London market, but very many are consumed
at the watering-jilaces on the Sussex coast.

WHEAT-FLY, the popular name of certain

species of dipterous insects, which are often very
injurious to wheat-crops. One of them, Cec!((i>7niiia

Irilici (see Cecidomvi.^), sometimes called the

Wheat Midoe, and belonging to the same genus
with the destmctive Hessian Fly of America, is too

conmion both on the continent of Europe and in

Britain, but fortunately is not very abundant excei)t

in particular years. It is supposed to be the same
ily which appeared in the north of New England in

1S2S, probably imported from the Old World, and
thence si>read into New York and Canada, destroy-

ing a tenth part of the wheat-crop for several

years,' and only disappearing on being starved out
by a change of croj), or by late spring-sowing of

wheat. The eggs a»e deposited in the wheat when
it is coming into flower, and the larvic aljstracting

the juices, cause the gi'ain to shrivel. The perfect

insect appears in June, when great numbers may
sometimes be seen on wing in the evening, their

chief time of activity. It is about one-tenth of an
inch in length, pale ochreons or orange, downy,
with large black eyes, and long slender legs ; the
male with very long antenna;. The antenna; of the
male dill'er much in structure from those of the
female, as will be seen by the annexed fig. (17, h).

Whoat-fly [Cecidomyia Iritici).

(From Morton's Ctjclopa-dia of Agricutture.)

a, lar\'a in spikeU-t of wbcat; b, pup.a in tiie same: r, larva,

natural sizo ; d, do. magnified ; c, pupa, natural size
; /. do.

matniiHed ; p, a few joints of one of tile antenna? of a male
wiieat-fly: h, do. of female; i, female wlieat-tiy, natural

bize; A', do. ma^niitied.

and are of twenty-five joints, whilst those of the

female have only thirteen. The lan-a; are small and
lemon-coloured. A little black ichneumon lays its

eggs in the larva of the W., and is thus useful to

tiie farmer by destroying it.—The name W. is also

given to species of the genus Chlorops (see CoBX-
Fi.Y) destructive to wheat.

WH EATON, Henry, American jurist and
diplomatist, was bom at Providence, Rhode Island,
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Kovember 27, 1785, educated at Brown University;

admitted to the bar in 1802 ; after -n-hich he spent
several years in France, and six months in Loudon,
engaged in legal and literary studies. On his

return to America, he resided in New York, where
lie contributed papers on International Law to the
National Advocate, a daUy newspaper, and was
appointed a justice of the Marine Court. In 1S15,

he published a Digest of the Law of Maritime
Captures or Prizes, which has been commended as

one of the best works, in English, on the subject.

About the same time, he published an Essay on the

Means of maintaininr/ the Commercial and Naval
Interests of the United States. In 1816, he was
appointed Reporter of the Proceedings of the
Supreme Court of the United States, a post he filled

until 1827. His Ileports, filling twelve volumes,
a distinguished German has called * the Golden
Book of American Law ;

' and it is considered by the

legal profession as a work of extraordinary ability

and value. He also made frequent contributions

to the North American and American Quarterly

Seviews, and delivered addresses before literary

societies. In 1825, he was engaged in revising the

statute laws of New York ; in 1826, he wrote his

Life of William Pinchtey, of which he furnished an
abridgment for Sparljs's American Biof/raphies. In
1827, he was appointed Charge d'affaires to Den-
mark, and resided at Copenhagen tUl 1835, when he
was appointed Resident Minister at Berlin, and in

1837, Minister Plenipotentiary, which post he
occupied with distinguished credit uutU 1846. In

1831, his History of the Northmen appeared at

Philadelphia, London, and Paris ; in 1836, his

Elements of International Law ; in 1841, his Essay,
for -which he received the prize of the French
Institute, entitled VHistoire dii Droit des Gens en

Europe, depuis la Paix de Westphalie jusqjCau
Congres de Vienne, which, in 1846, was published,

greatly enlarged, in Leipzig and Paris, and an
English translation in New York. This work is a
standard authority, and its author received the
highest honours from the learned societies of

Europe, and his own countrymen. Having retired

from political life, he died at his residence at Dor-
chester, ilassachusetts, ilarch 11, 1S48.

WHEATSTONE, Charlrs, physicist and elec-

trician, was born at Gloucester in 1802. From
school he went to the making of musical instru-

ments, and afterwards entered into business on his

own account in London. But he was no ordinary
manufacturer : the scientific principles involved in

the construction of instruments occupied his thought

;

he made many improvements, and in 1823, pub-
lished a paper entitled New Experiments on Sound.
Endowed with remarkable ingenuity, he produced
numerous models and apparatus to illustrate the
phenomena of acoustics and of light, his attention

ha\Tng been dra«Ti to the latter by the analogies

between the two subjects. Few men have done so

much towards enabling the student to apprehend
the principles on which scientific theories are based,

particularly those of the undidatory theory of light.

In 1833, Mr W. communicated his first paper.

On Acoustic Figures, to the Royal Society; fol-

lowed, in 1834, by Experiments to measure the

Velocity of Electricity, in which, with a mirror

revolving 800 times in a second, he demonstrated
the velocity at 288,000 miles in a second—greater

than that of light. In the same year, he was
appointed Professor of Natural PhUosophy in King's
College, London. In 1836, he was elected a Fellow
of the Royal Society ; and in a course of lectures at

the College on the velocity above referred to, he
anticipated the electric telegraph by experiment-
ing through four miles of copper wire. In May
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' 1837, a patent was taken out in the joint names
of Cooke and W., ' for improvements in giving
signals and sounding alarums in distant places by
means of electric currents transmitted through
metallic circuits.' From this instrument, which had
five needles, has grown that system of electric

telegraphs which now ramifies over the length and
breadth of the United Kingdom. The first working-
telegraph—insulated copper wires enclosed in an
iron tube—was constructed on the BlackwaU Rail-

way in 1838.

To enumerate the titles only of Professor W.'a
papers on scientific subjects, and describe his
various inventions, would fill many pages : a few
only can be indicated here. In a paper on Bin-
ocular vision laid before the Royal Society in

1S3S, he explained the principle of the stereoscope,
an instrument of his invention : in 1840, he shewed
that, by means of electro-magnetism, a number of

clocks far apart might be kept going with absolute
exactitude from one central clock ; and in 1843, he
brought out his new instruments and processes for

determining the constants of a voltaic series. In
1840, and again in 1843, the Royal Society awarded
him their Royal Medal—a high acknowledgment of

the merit of his researches. Since then, scarcely
a year has passed without a paper on some recondite
scientific subject, or some new invention, or im-
provement on former inventions, from the hand of

Professor W., which have heightened his repu-
tation, and procured him substantial pecxmiary
reward. He has brought out his crj-ptograph, his

automatic telegraph in two forms; and his tele-

gi'aph thermometer and barometer, by which an
observer at the foot o£ a moimtain could read the
indications as shewn by the instruments on the
summit. His latest invention is a machine for the
conversion of dynamical into electrical force without
the use of permanent magnets, by which large

quantities of electricity can be produced at a cheap
rate, to be used for laboratory and manufactming
purposes.

Professor W.'s scientific writings are contained
in the Annals of Philosophy; Journal of the

lioyal Institution ; Philosophical Magazine ; Reports
oftlie British Association; and Philosophical Trans-
actions and Proceedings of the Royal Society. He
has sat many times on the Council, and has been a
Vice-president of the Royal Society, and is a Corre-
sponding Member of the Imperial Institute of

France, and of the leading scientific academies of

the principal capitals of Europe.

WHEEL AXD AXLE, the second of the
Mechanical Powers (q. v.), is a modification of the
Lever (q. v.). Its most primitive form is a cylin-

drical axle, on which a wheel, concentric with the
axle, is firmly fastened. When emploj'ed for

raising heavy weights, the weight is attached to a
rope which is wound round the axle, and the
power is ajjplied either to a rope wound round the
grooved rim of the wheel,

or to a handle fixed at

right angles to the wheel's

rim (in the latter case, the

wheel may be dispensed

with, unless it is useful as

a conservator of momentum
[see Fly-wheel], and an
ordinary winch substi-

tuted). The accompanying
figure exhibits a transverse

section of the common form
of the wheel and axle, and
shews that the wheel and
axle is neither more nor less than a lever, whose
extremities are not points as in the normal form,
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but the circumferences of the circles, whoso radii

are FA ami FB. Accordingly, the power and
weight are not attached to iiarticular points in these

circumferences, but to cords wound round them,

and thus the imaginary simple lever, AB (formed by
joining the points where the cords become tangents

to the circles), is preserved unaltered in position and
magnitude. The conditions of equilibrium are, that

P X AF = W X FB, or, sintc the circumferences

of circles are proportional to their radii, that

P : W : : circumference of axle : circumference of

wheel. When there is no wheel, but only a winch,

the circumference described by the power in one
revolution is substituted for the circumference of the

wheel. The capstan and u-indlass are simple and
common examines of this mechanical power, and
comViinations of toothed-wheels, or of wheels from
one to another of wliich motion is commimicated
by»au endless band, are compound illustr.ations of

the same. See WijrDLASii

WHEEL-ANIMALCULE. See Rotatoria.

WHEEL, Breaking om the. a very barbarous

mode of inflicting the punishment of death, formerly

in use in France and Germany, wliere the crimin.il

was placed on a carri.age-wheel, with his arms and
legs extended along the spokes, and the wheel being

turned round, the executioner fractured his limbs

by successive blows with an iron bar, which were
repeated till de.ith ensued. There was considerable

variety in the mode in which this punishment was
inflicted, at different times and in different places.

By way of terminating sooner the sufferings of the

victim, the executioner was sometimes permitted to

deal two or three severe blows on the chest or

stomach, known as coups de grdce ; and occasionally,

in France at least, the sentence cont.ained a provision

that the criminal was to be strangled after the first

or second blow. Mercy of this kind was, however,

not always allowed to be shewn to the victims of

the wheel : when Patkul, the envoy of Peter the

Gre.it, was put to death on the wheel by order of

Charles XII. of Sweden, it is said that the officer in

command of the guard was cashiered by the .Swedish

king in consequence of baring allowed the head to

be struck off before life was extinct in the manglcil

limbs. The punishment of the wheel was abolished

in France at the Revolution ; in Germany, it h.-is

been occasionally inflicted during the present c, on
persons convicted of treason and parricide.

AVHEELE'RA, a genus of trees of the natur.al

order Lefimninoxo!, sub-order Papilionacea;. The
wood of W. ebenuti, a native of the West Indies, and
of the tropical parts of America, is imported into

Britain under the name of A mcrican Ebony. It is

very hard, of a brownish-green colour, takes a line

pohsh, and is employed by cabinetmakers and
musical-instrument makers.

WHEE'LING, a city, port of entry, and capital

of West Virginia, D. S., on the left bank of the Ohio
River, and both sides of Wheeling Creek, 40 miles

direct, and 92 by river, below Pittsburg. The city

is built at the foot of the hills, which rise to the

Allcghanics, and is the terminiis of the B.altimore

and Ohio, and of the river division of the Cleveland
and Pittsburg railways. The great national roail

here crosses the Ohio, over which is a wire suspen-

sion-bridge, 1010 feet long. The hills around the
city are full of bituminous coal, which sells for 1</.

a bushel. In 1S62, there were 5.5 steamboats, nume-
rous fountb-ies, and other metallurgic works, 4 glass-

houses, 5 paper-mills, flour-mills, breweries, tanneries,

&c. ; and 2 daily newspapers. Pop. in ISGO, 14,.570.

WHEEL-WORK. The arrangement for con-
veying motion from one axis to another by means
of toothed-wheels, is familiar to every one ; it has
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I been in use since the days of Archimedes, and was
in use, ]irobably, for many centuries before ; but it

I

is ouly in modern times that the action of such

I
wheels Ilos been critically examined and imderstood.
To a superficial observer, the action appears to bo
extremely simple : a tooth of the driver pushes
ag.ainst a tooth of the driven wheel, thereby causing
tiiat wheel to turn round ; and, since by this turning

the teeth must beeome diseng.aged, it is requisite

th.it, before one tooth let go, a second tooth of the
driver be ready to take hold of another tooth of the
driven wheel. For this purpose, it is enough that
the distances between the teeth on the two wheels
be alike ; in other words, that the diameters bo
proportioned to the number of the teeth.

AAlien two unequ.al wheels act upon each other,

the smaller one turns faster th.an the larger. Thus,
if a wheel with 00 teeth work into one of 20, the
latter will turn ;{ times as quickly as the former;
and it is on this principle that the trains of clock-

work are arranged. For example, the great-wheel

of a, common house-clock m.ay have 180 teeth, and
may drive a smaller wheel, or pininn as it is called,

of 15 leaves, and in this case, if the great-wheel turn
once in 12 hours, the pinion must turn once in every
hour; the axis of this ])inion carries the minute-hand
On the same axis the hour-wheel is fixed, which may
have, say, 90 teeth, and m.ay drive a jiinion of 12
leaves. This pinion, then, must turn S times per
hour, or once in 7A minutes. On the same axis with
this last-mentioned pinion there is fixed the third-

wheel, having, perhaps, 75 teeth, and this drives a
pinion of 10 leaves, which, turning 7i times as fast,

must make one turn per minute. On the axis of

this last pinion the escape-wheel is fixed. This
escape-wheel has 30 teeth, each tooth acting twice
upon the pendulum, thus making CO beats per
minute. In such a case as this, there is no difficulty

in arranging the numbers of the teeth, and these
may be varied in many ways, provided the proper
proportions be kept. But in other cases, a consider-

.able amount of skill, and often a great deal of labour,

is required for the discovery of the proper numbers.
Thus, if it be wished to indicate the moon's age on
the dial of a. clock, we must have an index turning
once in the time between new moon and new moon.
This time, which astronomers call a lunation,

averages 29 days, 12 hours, 44 minutes, and nearly
3 seconds (2'853), and it is by no means an easy
matter to find out what number of teeth will ]iro-

duce this motion. The month-wheel would need to

turn rather more than 59 times as slowly as tho
great-wheel of the clock ; and if the mean lunation

had been 29A d,ays, without the odd 44 minutes, the
thing coidd have been managed by making a pinion
of 8 teeth lead a wheel of 59 teeth, on the axis of

which another j)inion, say, of 10 teeth is fixed, and
m.ade to work a wheel of 50 teeth. But then such
an arrangement would go wrong nearly three-

quarters of an hour every month, and in three

y ;ars would indicate new moon a day too early.

] d order to obtain a better train, we may compute
1 ho number of d.ays in 2, 3, 4, 5 lunations until we
get nearly a number of half-days. Now, 10 lun,a-

tions consist of 472 days, 1 1 hours, 45 minutes, or
almost exactly 945 turns of the grcat-wheeh This
pro])ortion can bo obtained by causing a pinion of

12 teeth to lead a wheel of 81 teeth, and another
liinion also of 12 teeth to lead a wheel of 105 teeth.

This arrangement gives an error of one qu.arter of

an hour in 10 months, or hardly an hour in 5 years.

If still greater precision be required, we must carry
the multijiles further : 33 lunations make 974 d,ay3,

12 hours, 131 minutes, or 1949 turns of the great-

wheel of the clock ; but then this number 1949 has
no dirisor, and it is quite impracticable to make a
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wheel of 19i9 teeth ; so that we must continue our

multiples in search of a better train. In this way,
when great exactitude is desired, we often encounter

an unexpected amount of labour. For reducing this

labour, the method of continued fractions is em-
ployed, and the toil is further lessened by the use

of tables of divisors.

Such calculations have to be made for the con-

struction of orreries, by which the times of the
rcTolutions of the planets are shewn ; and engineers

have to make them, as when a screw of a particular

pitch has to be cut. If, for instance, we have to

cut a screw of 200 turns to the French m&tre on a

lathe having a leading-screw of 4 turns to the

English inch, the axis of the lathe must make 50
turns while the screw makes 39 and a fraction, since

the m6tre is 39'37079 inches. By applying the

method of continued fractions, we discover that, for

2225 turns of the lathe-spindle there must be 1752
turns of the screw; and as these numbers can be
reduced into products—viz., 2225 into 5 x 5 x S9,

and 1752 into 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 73, we can easily get

trains to produce the required effect. From these

illustrations, it is apparent that the computation of

the trains of wheel-work is intimately connected
with the doctrine of prime and composite numbers.
The general sizes of the wheels and the number

of the teeth having been fixed on, the next business

is to consider the shape which those teeth ought to

have. Xow, for the smooth and proper action of

machinery, it is essential that the imiform motion
of one of the wheels be accompanied by a motion
also equable of the other wheeL Two curves have
been kiiown to give this quahty of equable motion
—viz., the epicycloid, formed by roiling one circle

upon another, and the involute of the circle traced

by the end of a thread which is being wound upon
a cjdinder, or unwound from it. But the general

character of all curves which possess this property

has been only lately examined. If it were proposed
to construct two wheels which shall have their

centres at the points A and B (fig. 1 ), and the one
of which may make 5 turns while the other makes
3, we should divide the distance AB into S parts.

Fig. 1.

and assign 5 of these for AC, the radius of the one
wheel, the remaining 3 parts for the radius BC
of the other wheel. Wheels made of these sizes,

and roDing upon each other, would turn equably,

and if the circumferences be divided into 5 and 3
parts respectively, the points of division would
come opposite to each other as the wheels turned.

The circumferences of these circles are called the
'jntch-Unes, and the portions of them included between
two teeth is called the distance of the teeth: the
distance, or arc CD, on the one wheel must be
equal to the distance CE on the other wheel, in

order that the motion may bring the two points D
and E together. For a reason that wUl appear in

the sequel, we cannot use wheels with so few as 3 or

5 teeth, and therefore we subdivide the distances CD
and CE into some number of parts, say 4, and
thus obtain wheels of 20 and 12 teeth instead.

Since the tooth of the one wheel must necessarily

come between two teeth on the other, the distance

between the teeth must be halved, the one half

being given for tooth, and the other half for space.

Having then divided off the pitch-line of the

wheel B, as in fig. 2, CD being the distance of

the teeth, CG the half-

distance, let us sketch
any contour, CFGHD,
for the shape of a tooth,

and let us examine what
should be the characters

of this outline. In the
first place, the form of

this outline must be
repeated for each tooth

;

and in the second place,

the line should be sjTn-

metric from the top, F,
of the one to the top, I,

of the next tooth, in

order that the wheel may
be reversible face for face.

These obvious conditions

having been attended to,

let us cut, in thin sheet-
brass or other convenient
material, a disc having this outline, and let us pin its

centre at the point B. Having prepared a blank disc
on which the outline of A is to be traced, let us sUp
it under the edge of the previous one, and pin its

centre at the point A. If, now, B and A being
held fast, we trace the outline of B upon A, we
move each of them slightly, but in the proper pro-
portion forward, and make a new trace upon A, and
so continue as far as needed, we shaU obtain a
multitude of curve lines marked upon A. The line

which envelops and touches all these cmwes is,

ob\'iously, the proper outline for the wheel A ; and
thus it appears, that whatever outline, ^^-ithin

reasonable limits, may have been assimied for the
teeth of B, it is always possible, by a geometrical
operation, to discover the proper corresponding
form for the teeth of A. ITiese forms may be called

conjugate to each other, inasmuch as, that if the disc

A were now cut out and used as B has been, the
identic form of B would be reproduced.

We may obtain a whole series of wheels. A', A",
A'", &c., from the same original B ; and from A, as

an original, we may obtain another series, B', B",
B'", &c., having various numbers of teeth. And it

has been shewn that any wheel of the series A will

work accurately along with any one of the series B.

So far well ; but then the wheel A of 20 teeth
may not be like the wheel B of the same number of

teeth. It becomes, therefore, a desideratum to
choose the form of the teeth of B in such a manner
that its conjugate of the same
number of teeth may have the

same form ; by such an arrange-

ment, we shall obtain a series

of wheels, any one of which
wUl work with any other.

If the number of the teeth of

B be augmented indeSnitely,

the outline of the pitch-line

will become nearly straight

;

and so drawing through C
(fig. 3) a straight line to touch
the pitch-line of A, we shall

have the pitch-line of the

straight rack, as it is called,

which could be worked by any
wheel of the series A. The

of this rack would
Fis. 3.

reverse

work with any one of the series B, and therefore, if

the series A and B be identic with each other, the
163
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rack must be its own reverse. Thus we obtain a

very important general result—viz., that if we mark

offalouu a straijht line distances, CD, e<iual to the

desired interval Letweun the teeth, and then draw

any line t'KLMD, consisting of four equal parts,

CK, KL, LM, MD, symnietrically arranged, all

the wheels obtained froin this, as the original, will

work into each other; and, moreover, the forms

thus obtained answer for internal as well as external

teeth.

Being then at liberty to choose any line w hatever,

subject to the above condition of symmetry, for the

figure of the straight rack, we may inquire whether

it may not be arranged so as to bring about other

desiderata. This line, it m.iy Ije noted, is not neces-

sarily curved ; it may be composed of straight lines,

or partly of straight and partly of curved lines.

The general appearance o£ this wavy line recalls

that curve known as the curve of sin.es, which,

indeed, is the simplest known curve, consisting of

,cqual and symmetric undulations, and unlimited in

extent. By changing the ordinates in any r.atio,

s.iy in the ratio of I'Q to Pit, the waves of the

cm-ve may be made shallower or deoper ; and on

studying the effects of such a change, we discover

some new and very important laws concerning the

contacts of the teeth of wheels.

Beginning with the curve of sines proper, in which

the greatest ordinate, SK, is equal to the radius of

a circle of which CD is the length of the circumfer-

ence, it is found that wheels traced from it can only

touch each other at one point : of course such wheels

cannot work, because the solitary contact is now on

the back and now on the front of the tooth. In

tliis case, the contour of the tooth crosses the pitch-

line .-vt an angle of 45°. On deepening the teeth,
i

still keeping to the same kind of curve, it is foiind

that the wheels begin to touch at n\orc i)oints than

one ; and when they are made so deep as that the

contour crosses the pitch-line at an angle of G5°,

there are always three contacts, neither more nor

less. If the teeth be still further deejicned, the

contacts become more numerous ; they appear and

disajipear in pairs, so that with an inclination of, say,

GS°, there would be sometimes three, and sometimes

live contacts. When it becomes 70° 17', there are

alw.ays live; and with an inclination of 73° 11', there

are always seven points in contact at once.

Of these points of contact, some arc on the sides

of the teeth, and others are near the top and bottom ;

the latter, on accoimt of the obliquity of their action,

are of no use in driving ; they may be called sup-

plementary, and their number is always one less

than the number of useful or working contacts. In

the system of seven contacts, four aie useful, two of

them being forwards, and two backwards, so that

two teeth are always in ^action at once ; an arrange-

ment by which a gi-adual improvement in the

equality of the teeth is secured by their wearing.

When two properly formed wheels are put in

motion, the points of contact move also, and

describe a jieculiarly shaped line, the nature of

which dc)iends on the character of the primary form

adopted for the tooth of the straight rack. Con-

versely, if this path of the points of contact be first

.assumed, and the law of motion in it be observed,

the form of the tooth of any wheel may thence be

obtaim/d ; and tliis leads us to the most convenient

way of making the delineation.

In tig. 4, the form of the straight rack and the

corresponding shape of the teeth of a wheel of

20 are shewn in contact, the depth of the tooth

being such as to give live contacts, which in the

drawing are at the live points marked 0. If we
suppose the rack to be slid upwards, carrying tlie

wheel along with it, the points of contact will

change ; and when the motion has been one-eighth

part of the interval between two teeth, these points

will occupy the positions marked 1. When a

Fi-. 4.

motion of another eighth is m,-ule, the two upper

contacts on the left hand merge into one, and are

.about to disappear ; at the same instant, two new
contacts begin at the lower point, marked '2

; and

thus the motion continues in the order of the num-
bers marked along the i>eculiarly shaped ])ath of

the points of contact. Tiiose contacts whicli occur

along the crossing lines of the curve, are working

Fig. 5.

contacts ; those which hajipcn along the two exter-

nal arcs, are supplementary. When the form of this

liath, and the positions of the successive points in

it have beeu obtained by calculation, the outline of

any wheel is easily traced geometrically. Figs. 5, C,

and 7 shew the path for the system of seven con-

tacts ; lig. 5, when the outline of the rack is the

curve of sines ; tig. 6 when the teeth of the Tiheels
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have the involute, and fig. 7 when they have the
epicycloidal form. In these figures, C", C ", C", are

the positions of the centres of wheels of 1, 2, 3 teeth.

Fig. C.

In ivfcll-constructed machinery, there shotild never
be fewer than seven cont.icts in the system, since of
these only four are working ; and therefore only
two teeth are fully engaged; and it is necessarj*

Fig. 7.

that two teeth be engaged at once, in order that the
wearing may tend to remove any imavoidable
inequaUties of workmanship.
When we attempt to delineate the forms of

wheels with few teeth by help of any of these orbits,

we find that the contours overlap each other ; iu such
cases, the following tooth of the conjugate wheel
eflfaces, as it were, the trace belonging to the pre-
ceding tooth ; and the contacts, though stOl hold-
ing good of the geometrical curves, become mechani-
cally impossible. Thus it is that there are limits
below which we cannot go in the numbers of the
teeth. If the overlapping occur at the shoulder of

J

the tooth, some of the useful contacts are awanting ; I

but when the replication is only at the point of
j

the tooth, the want of the supplemer tary contact
|

occasions no inconvenience. An examination of the
different cases shews that with seven contacts, the
smallest numbers which can be used on the three
systems just mentioned are 19, 17, and 11, so that
the system of epicycloidal teeth has, in this respect,

the advantage over the otheis. Clock pinions, then,
should not have fewer than eleven leaves.

This method of considering the subject was first

published by the writer of this article in A yew
General Theory of the Teeth of Wheels (Edinburgh,
1852).

It remains to cut the actual wheels to the shapes
thus formed. The essentials of the operation are
these : The blank wheel is attached to the axis of a
large divided circle, which can be turned round and
held in any desired position. A cutter, generally a
revolving cutter, is brought down upon the blank,
so as to notch out the space between two teeth

;

this done, the circle is turned roimd by the proper
number of divisions, and another space is cut, and
in this way the whole circumference of the wheel is

gone over. In order that the work be well done, it

is essential that the cutter be truly shaped; and
when the edges get blunted by use, it is no easy
matter to avoid spoiling the shape in the resharjien-

ing. WTiatever system be followed, the form of

the tooth varies from one number to another, so

that the cutter which answers for a wheel of 20
cannot do for one of 30 teeth ; and hence, when
accurate results are wanted, there must be a cutter
for each wheel. In order to avoid the expense of

so many cutters, each requiring to be careful!}- made,
the slovenly practice is too often followed of having,
perhaps, two cutters, one to be used for pinions, the
other for wheels ; and the residt is the intolerable

noise which is so common in miUs, and which, if

properly understood, should be taken as au indic.i-

tion of unnecessary expenditure of power.
When, as in the wholesale manufacture of clocks

and watches, multitudes of wheels are to be cut of

one size, careful attention can be given to the shape
of the cutter. The labour is economised by binding

a considerable nimiber of blanks together on the

dividing engine, and ploughing out the teeth of the

whole of them at once. For the small wheels, tech-

nically called pinions, which cannot conveniently be
fixed on the dividing-engine, /wiioK-w/res are used;
these are wires of brass or steel drawn through
holes of the proper shape, and having the leaves

running all along them. The watchmaker removes
the leaves from those parts where they are not
wanted, and thus obtains the pinion and its axle in

one piece ; in this way he gains the advantages of

solidity and economy of workmanship.
Among the many purposes to which wheel-work

is applied, it sometimes happens that an miequable
motion is wanted. Thus, in the construction of an
orrerj-, it is desirable that while one index turns
uniformly to shew the time, another may turn so as

to shew the unequal motion of the sun in the
ecliptic. In that case, the variations of the velocity

are small, and it is enough to divide the teeth un-
equally, as the slight inequality can hardly affect

the working of the apparatus. But when the

changes of velocity are considerable, the matter
must be more carefully looked into. If we suppose
the pitch-lines of two wheels to be uneven, and
to roll upon each other without regard to the
positions of their centres, the forms of teeth to be
arranged upon those pitch-lines may be traced out
almost iu the manner already explained for round
wheels. The pitch-line must be dirided into equal

distances, and the disc must receive a half-sliding

half-turning motion, so that the pitch-line may pass

through the point C (fig. S) always perpendicularly to

the Ime AB, which is the line of centres for round
16S
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wheels. The combination of tliia motion with the

IJiojier motion of the points of contact gives true

forms for the tcutlu

Fig. 8.

Thus, the form of the tooth can b(' obtained when
that of the pitch-line is known. Now, when two
discs, turnin'^ on fixed centres, touch each other at

any point out of the straight line joining; these

centres, there is a slipping of the one surface over

the other ; and therefore, in order th.it the pitch-

lines may roll together, they must bo so .sh.aped as

th.at the point of contact may be in the line of

centres. It can be shewn tliat, for any assumed

contoiu- of the wheel A, another contour having its

centre at B, and rolling upon A, is possible. But,

except in one or two special cases, the working out

of the problem has not been accomplished. It will

be enough hero to mention the single case of elliptic

wheels. The action of these is founded on the well-

known property of the ellipse, that the sum of the

distances of any point in it from the two foci

is constant, and that the curve makes equal angles

with these two lines. Hence two equal ellipses

turning on their foci, when their centres are at a

distance equal to the major axis of tlie ellipse, will

roll upon each other ; and teeth formed upon these

as pitch-lines wUl work perfectly. lu tig. 9, the

Fig. 9.

ellipses have their major and minor axes in the
pro))ortion of 5 to 4 ; with that proportion the
focus is at one-fifth part of the nuajor axis from one
end ; and therefore B, at one ])art of the revolution,

moves four times as fast—at another part, four times
as slowly—as A.
Sometimes one of the wheels has to lie quite at

rest during jiart of the motion of the other wheel.
This is accomplislied by causing some part of the
wheel that is to be stationary, to bear upon a
part of the circumference of the moving-wliecl
which is concentric with its axis. This is exem-
j.lificd in the arrangement for counting wheels
shown in Cg. 10. The object of this apparatus is to

count and record the revolutions of the wheel B. As
this wheel turns round, a pin E attached to it enters
into the sht CI II, and thus carries the wheel A
round as long as the pin remains in the slit, that is,

imtil tlie slit OH be brought into the position IK.
As soon as E leaves the slit .at I, there would be no
further connection between the two wheels, and A

ICG

could bo nuived anyhow, altogether independently of

B. In order to jirevent this, tlie disc B is made
nearly live-sixths entire, and parts of A are scooped
out between the slits so

as to receive and to lit

B. By this means A is

jjrcvented from being

turned either b.ackwards
or forwards imtil the pin

10 again come into one of

the slits. Wien tliis

happens, the projecting

])art at G finds room iu

the recess F. If there

be seven slits, OH. round
the wheel A, and if B
turn once in twenty-four
hours, an index attached
to A would shew the

days of the week ; and
the index might be made
to be stationary all d.iy,

the change being effected

during the night. An-
other examjile of this kind of interrupted motion
is scon in the ordinary dead-beat clock escapement,
in which the detaining surface of the pallet is

concentric with the axis of the crutch.

When the axes are inclined to each other, bevelled

wheels are used. Just as common wheels may be
regarded as fluted cylinders, bevelled wheels may
be described as fluted cones haN^ng a common apex.
The principles which regulate the formation of the
teeth of tliese are the s.ame as for plane wheels

;

but the apjilication of these principles is consider-

ably more intricate. Since both the teeth and the
spaces between them are tapered, it is impossible

to notch out the intervals by means of a revolving
cutter. Attempts have been made to construct
machinery for planing the teeth by means of a
cutter moving in a line towards the apex of the
cone, but the complexity of the apparatus, and the
slowness of the process, have prevented its intro-

duction ; and thus tlie accurate formation of bevelled

wheels has still to be accomplished by hancL

WHELK {Buccinum), a genus of gasteropodous
molluscs, of the f.imily Buccinidce. The shell is

ovate, turreted, and more or less ventricose ; its

mouth ovate, emarginate, or produced into a very
short canal below, the outer lip expanded, the inner

lip usually thin .and smooth within. The operculum
is horny. The animal has a liroad head, with two
tentacula, with the base of wliich the stalks bearing

the eyes arc miited ; tlie proboscis is large, and the

tongue armed with teeth, which are used for the
puqiose of rasping substances used for food—almost

anj' animal substance being welcome for this use

—

or for perforating the shells of other molluscs in

order to prey upon them. Tlicre arc about twenty

Whelk {Bucctnum ttiulatum) : a, the eggs.

known species, chiefly found on the coasts of t!ie

colder parts of the world. The British coasts pro-

duce several sjiecies, of which the most abundant is

the Common W. (B. undatum). It occurs from
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low-water mark to a depth of 100 fathoms, is some-
times three inches in length, grayish or brownish
white, with numerous raised ridges and spiral strife.

It is very widely distributed in the northern parts

of the northern hemisphere, and is one of the most
common molluscs of the arctic regions. It is much
used as an article of food, is cooked simply by boil-

ing, and is generally eaten with vinetjaraud pepper.

Great quantities are consumed in London, chieHy
by the poorer classes. In former times, whelks
would appear to have been more highly esteemed
than now. Eight thousand of them wei'e provided
for the enthronisation feast of William Warham,
Archbishop of Canterbury, in 1504. Yet on some
parts of the British coasts, as on those of Scotland,
whelks are never eaten, a prejudice existing against
them as unsuitable for food. The whellis brought
to the London market are mostly obtained by
dredging. On the coast of Galloway, where they
are used as a bait for catching cod, they are pro-

cured by letting down baskets containing pieces of

tish in about ten fathoms water. The baskets being
taken up next day, are found to contain many
whelks which have crept into them to feed on the
garbage. The name W. (or Wilk) is popularly given
in Scotland to the Periwinkle, the W. being known
by that of Buckie.—There are more than 100 fossil

species of W. in the Miocene formations.

WHELK, or BUBTTCLE. These are terms used
by the older English writers, and by Dr Craigie in

recent times, to signify the cutaneous disorder now
commonly known as Acne. The simple whelk, the
black whelk, the inveterate whelk, and the crimson
whelk, correspond to Acne simplex, A. punctata, A.
indurata, and A. rosacea of the more modern der-

matologists. The symptoms of the crimson whelk,
or fiery-face, must have been carefully observed by
our great dramatist before he could have written
Fluellen's graphic description of Eardolph :

' His
face is all bubukles, and whelks, and knobs, and
flames of fire, but his lips plows at his nose ; and it

is like a coal of fire, sometimes plue, and sometimes
red.'

—

Kbirj Henry V., act iii. sc. vi. The Chin-
whelk is the old name for the affection now known
as Sycosis or Mentagra.

WHEWELL, William, D.D., was born in 1795
at Lancaster. His father intended him for his own
trade—that of a joiner ; but the boy having excelled
at school in mathematics, was persuaded to go to

Cambridge. He entered at Trinity College, and
graduated (Second Wrangler, and Second Smith's
Prize-man) B.A. in 1S16. He became a Fellow,
and afterwards a Tutor of Trinity, where also, for

many years, he acted as a successful ' coach,' or

private tutor. In 1820, he became a Fellow of the
Eoyal Society. Between 182S and 1832, he was
Professor of Mineralogy in Cambridge; and between
1838 and 1855, Professor of Moral Theolog^y, or

Casuistry. In 1841, he was appointed Master of

Trinity ; and in the same year, he was President
of the British Association at its meeting at Ply-
mouth. He was also, for a tune, President of tlie

Geological Society. In 1855, he became Vice-chau-
celhjr of the university of Cambridge. He died
at Trinity (18G0), in consequence of injuries sus-

tained through a fall when riding.

W., when he acted as a private tutor, produced
several text-books on mathematical subjects (one of

which, his Dynamics (1823), is deservedly admired),
which were for a time popiUar, but may now be
said to have been superseded. He also contributed
a variety of papers to the Transactions of learned
and scientific societies, and to scientiiio journals,

and to the reviews. In some of these, he treated

of such subjects as the Tides, Electricity, Mag-

netism, and Heat ; in others, of abstruse and recon-
dite subjects, literary, historical, and metaphysical.
Later in life, while he continued to write papers
of this class, he concentrated his powers mainly on
the production of large works. Among the most
important of his books are

—

Astronomy and General
Physics considered in lieference to Natural T/ieulogy,

being the third Bridgewater Treatise (Lond. 1833)

;

History of the Inductive Sciences, from the Earliest

to the Present Times (3 vols., Lond. 1S37) ; The Philo-
sophy of the Inductive Sciences, founded ujmn their

History (2 vols., Lond. 1840); The Elements of
Morality, including Polity (Lond. 1855). Among his

other works are

—

The Plurality of Worlds, which
had considerable popularity from its subject; The
History of Scientific Ideas, Novum Organum Eeno-
vatum ; Notes on the Architecture ofOerman Churches;
Lectures on tlie History of Moral Philosophy in Eng-
land ; Indications of the Creator; translation of

Goethe's Herman and Dorothea; translation of

Auerbach's Professor^s Wife; translation of Gro-
tius's Rights of Peace and War ; a translation of

Plato's -works ; and The Platonic Dialogues for
English Readers. Besides these books, he published
many essays, as yet imcoUected. His last compo-
sition, so far as is known, is an attack on Comte
and Positivism, which appeared in Macmillan's
Magazine after his death.

W.'s acquisitions were most various ; it woxdd have
been sufficient occupation for the fives of most book-
worms to have made them. His writings, again, were
so various and voluminous, it might be thought suffi-

cient employment of the life of a mere clever book-
maker to have produced them. W. was neither
bookworm nor bookmaker. A clear-headed student,

he was always increasing his stock of knowledge
;

a vigorous and independent thinker and writer, he
was always giving forth the residts of his studies to

the public ; and having thus proceeded during a
long life of almost iminterrupted good health, he
may be taken as illustrating what at the Ijest may
be achieved by a man of ambition, ability, and
unflagging industry, without genius. He was nowise
superficial, like many pretenders to encyclopa;dic

knowledge ; he was really master of all that coidd
be learned on a great many subjects. It has been
said of him, ' knowledge was his forte, omniscience
his foible ; ' but it is absurd to suggest that a man
can have and strain after too nmoh knowledge, if

it be, as his was, thorough knowledge. His cliief

ambition was to gi-asp, survey, and co-ordinate the
sciences; and he did excellent service both to

science and history in the effort to gratify it. The
task suited one of his extraordinary acquisitions,

good sense, and philosophic comprehension. Had
he been a man of more imagination and ingeniuty,

he might, of course, have been better employed in

endeavom-ing to advance some single science. As
he was, this was beyond him : he made some original

investigations ; but the results must be pronounced
unimportant.

W. was a large, strong, erect man, with a red
face and a loud voice. He was an efiective jireacher

and lecturer, though in both characters wanting in

that ' something ' which wins and rivets the hearer.

He was accused of being arrogant ; and his general
bearing gave colour to the charge. A story, long
current, may be told as illustrating at once his

varied knowledge and his personal relations to his
brother Fellows. He used so to overwhelm with
his learning the company at the Fellows' table and
in the Combination Koom, that a conspiracy was
formed to put him down. Some Fellows got up
a knowledge of Chinese music from scattered articles

in old reviews, with which they presumed he woiild
be unacquainted. They then made Chinese mnsio

107
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the subject of, .13 it were, a casual conversation at

tal)le. For a time, contrary to his usual haliit, he

took no ]>art in the conversation. When they had
about exhausted themselves, however, he remarked:
' I was imiierfectly, and to some extent incorrectly,

informed regardins; Cliiuese music when I wrote the

articles from wliich you have drawn your infor-

mation.' Tliey were caught in their own trap, and
had, as on other occasions, to submit to be in-

structed.

WHEY. \\Tien any subst.ince, possessing the

projierty of co.agidating casein, is added to milk, the

coagulated casein separates in Hakes and clots, and

sinks to the bottom, eonstituting what is termed

the Curtis; while the supernatant, straw-coloured

thiid is known as the wlui/. Choese-makinf; affords

the principal source of who}-, which, tlius o1)tained,

forms, like butter-milk, a very valuable ];ind of

drink. Tlie whey of jjoat's milk is reL;anleil as

specially beneficial, and in Switzerland and else-

wliere, large establishments liavo lieen set up for

carrying out the whey-cure, eitlier alono or in

association with the grape-cure. There can be

no doubt tliat, were the cases judiciously selected,

much good, in tlic way of eliminating morbid matter,

might be effected in a few weeks by conlining the

patients to a diet of brown bread, grapes, and
whey ; while, on the other liand, many diseases

might be mueli aggrav.ited by that treatment. In
ordinary medicine, we recognise several useful

varieties of whey, as : White-wine wliey, jirepared

by the addition of sufficient sherry to a tumbler of

he.ited milk to coagiil.ate the casein. On decanting

off the whey from the curds, and sweetening, we
obtain a favourite sudorilic draught, wliich may be
taken with advantage as a sudoritic at bedtime,

whenever there is a threatening of incipient cold in

the head. Crcam-cif-lartar wliri/ and nUre-whru—
the former prepared bj' boiling 1(10 gr.ains of cream
of tartar in a ]iint of milk, and the latter by the

similar use of nitre— .act in the same w.ay as wine-

whey, but more powerfully. Tamnrind wlietj has
been already described in the article on that fruit.

WHIG AND TORY, the names which for the last

two centuries have been jiopularly applied to two
opjinsite ]>olitical parties in (Ireat Britain. Both
were at first names of reproach. Whirl was origin-

ally a nickname of the ]ieasantry of the Western
Lowlands of Scotland, said by some to be derived
from a word or sound used by them in driving their

horses ; by others, from wIiUj, ' an acetous liquor

sulisiding from sour cream.'

—

Jamicson. Its next
ajipUcation was to the bands of Covenanters, chietly

from the west of Scotland, who, subsequently to the
murder of jVrchbishop Sharpe, took up arms ag.ainst

the government, and after gaining some successes in

encounters with the king's troops, were defcateil at

Bothwell Bridge. Thence the name Whig (or Whiga-
more) came to be f.astened, lirst, on the whole Presby-
terian zealots of Scotland, and afterwards on those

English politicians who shewed a disposition to

ojipi isc the court, and tre.at I'rotestant nonconform ists

with leniency. The word Tory—said to be derived
from tora, tora, in Irish, ' give, give,' or ' stand and
deliver '—w.os lirst given to certain bands of outlaw.s,

h.ilf-robber, half-insurgent, professing the Koman
Catholic faith, who harassed the Knglisli in Ireland

;

and was thence applied reproaclifuUy to all who were
sujiposeil to be abettors of the imaginary Popish
plot ; and then generally to jiersons who refuseil to

concur in the exclusion of a Komau Catholic prince

from the throne. These two nicknames, which came
into use about IGSO, immediately became familiar

words, and have since been retained as designations

of two opposite political sides—the Tories being,
168

generally speaking, the adherents of the ancient

constitution of England without change, and the

supporters of regal, ecclesiastical, ami aristocratic

autliority ; while the Whigs have been the advocates

of such changes in the constitution as tend in the
direction of democracy. The most sweeping con-

stitutional change of the present century which the

Whigs have carried is the Keforiu Bill of 1S,1'2. E.ach

party, while preserving within certain limits a

general consistency of purjiose, has \nulergoue many
changes in its prineii)les, professi<jns, and modes of

action with the altering circumstances of the

country ; and among i)ersons who have been con-

sidered adlierents of each side at any given time,

there have seldom bei'ii wanting a variety of more
or less distinctive sh.ades fif opinion. A division

in the ranks of either jiarty has often led the more
moderate section of that )iarty to coalesce with tlio

ojiposite side ; and at other times, the extreme
jiarty of innovation, dropping their connection with

the Whigs, have adopted another name, as when
those politicians whose desire was to have the

whole institutions of the country remodelled on .a

democratic basis, assumed the designation of Rad'tcal

Ji'efurmers or Jiadicals. See also Chartlsm. For
a considerable time after tlie Pieforni Bill, the

governing section of the Whig party were more dis-

posed to maintain tlie principles of the changes

already made, than to insist on further constitutioiual

chauges ; and the iirinciples maintained by Whigs
and Ivories sometimes ajiproximated so closely that

the dilierencc seemed more one of men than of

measures. Sometimes one party, sometimes the

other, has appeared as the advocate of measures

which have proved beuelicial. In the agit.ation for

the repeal of the Corn-laws, which lasted from 1841

to ISlli, the Tories were ranked on the side of pro-

tection, and the Whigs of free trade ; liut the rela-

tions of the two parties had been the reverse at a
former period, when Jlr Pitt's advocacy of free

trade between England and Ireland was opposed
by the manufacturers of Lancashire, who succeeded

in getting his measure ]iostponed. During the last

twenty years, the names Liberal and Conservalire

have to a great extent su)ierseded the former party

designations of Whig and Tory.

WHI'INIBREL (Xumeiiius phirnpux), a bird of

the same genus with the Curlew (4. v.), and much

Whimbrel {Numemus pliaopm).

resembling it in form, plumage, and h.abits, but of

smaller size, and witli a bill considerably shorter in

proportion. The female, which is larger th.an the

male, is .about eighteen inches in length, the bill

being about three inches and a half. 'I'he plumage

of the W. is of a bright ash colour, with streaks of

brown on the neck and breast. The W. i;; a vei-y
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widely distributed bird, being found from the north

of Africa and of India to the arctic regions of Europe
and Asia. It occurs also in Japan. It is a bird of

passage, and visits Britain chietly in the course of

its spring and autumn migrations. A few whim-
brels breed in Shetland ; but the number is diminish-

ing, the eggs being in great request as a delicacy.

The flesh is also highly esteemed.

WHIK See Furze.

WHIN-CHAT {Saxkola ruhdra ; see Cn.ix), a
bird very similar to the .Stone-chat (q. v.), a summer
visit.ant of Britain and of tlie northern parts of

Europe. It is widely diffused over the British

islands in summer, but nowhere very abundant. The
head, sides of the neck, and upper parts of the body

^--i^-<=. N'
Wliin-chat {Saxicola ruoetraj,

are blackish brown, each feather bordered with rusty
yellow ; an elongated streak of white above each
eye ; the throat and a streak on each side of the
neck white ; the breast, rust-colour ; a large white
spot on each wing ; the tail white, except the two
middle quills and the tip, which are blackish brown.
The colours of the female are less distinct than those
of the male. The W. frequents furze (or whin)
bushes. Its song is pleasant.

WHINSTONE (probably from the same root
as irhine, and meaning the sounding, ringing stone),

a name popularly given in Scotland to any hard anil

compact kind of stone, as contra-distinguished to
sandstone or freestone, and rocks of sl.aty structure.

Thus, in most parts of Scotland, it is the common
ap])ellatiou of basalt, gi-eenstone, and other trap
rocks, whilst in some districts it is applied to
granite.

WHIPPING. Corporal punishment by whip-
ping, public as well as private, was formerly often
awarded by the criminal haw of England for minor
offences, such as petty larceny, and was not un-
frequently sujieradded to some other punishment,
such as imprisonment or the pillory. In early

times, and by the usage of the Star Chamber,
whipping could not be competently inflicted on a
gentleman.—In Scotland, sentence of whipjiing was
also frequent, the terms of the sentence sometimes
requiring it to be repeated at intervals and in differ-

ent parts of the kingdom. In the last century, the
Scottish burgh magistrates were in the habit of

awarding sentence of whipping on summary convic-

tions for police offences, such as broils, street out-

rages, and the keeping of disorderly houses ; but in

modern practice the competency of inflicting this

sentence at common law without the intervention
of a jury has been made matter of doubt. Whipping
used not long since to be an occasional addition to
the sentence of the .lustici.ary Court on persons
convicted of aggr.avated assaults.

The infliction of corporal punishment by whipping
on women was prohibited by act 1 Geo. IV. c. 57.

In act 5 and 6 Vict. c. 57, directed against attempts
to injure or alarm the Queen by discharging tire-

arms in her Majesty's neighbourhood, or otherwise,

the infliction of public or private whijiping not exceed-
ing three times is made jiartof the ])unishment. Act
25 and 27 Viet, (not applicable to Scotland) author-
ises whipping in addition to penal servitude in con-

victions for robbery, assaults with intent to rob,

and attempts to strangle or render insensible with
the view of committing a crime, the number of

strokes not exceeding 5i} in the case of an adult, or

2.5 in the ease of a boy imder 16. Fvecent legisla-

tion, both in England and Scotland, has made
various provisions for the infliction of this descrip-

tion of corporal punishment on juvenile culprits.

Whipping of boys under IG for various offences is

authorised by the English Criminal Consohdation
Act (1S61); it being provided that the whipping
is to be private, and not repeated more than once,

and the instrument of punishment to be speci-

fied in the sentence. Similar provisions, with some
additional ones, occur in 25 Vict. e. IS as to the
mode in whicli the same punishment is to be admin-
istered on summary convictions by justices. In
Scotland, the Prisons Amendment Act, 14 and 15
Vict. c. 27, and the act 23 and 2-t Vict. c. 105,

which superseded it, authorise the whipping of

boys under regulations made by the Lord Advocate,
and approved by the Secretary of State. By act 25
Vict. c. IS, no person above the age of 16 can now
be whipped in Scotland for theft, or any crime
against person or property. It is a very general
impression among magistrates that whipping to the
moderate extent allowed by 26 and 27 A^ict. has
had a most salutary effect in repressing certain

kinds of outrage, the apprehension of mere imprison-
ment, or even of penal servitude, having little effi-

cacy in the way of prevention. Thus, personal
chastisement, the oldest form of punishment for

crime, has to a certain extent been resumed in the
administration of the criminal law.

As regards corporal punishment in the army and
navy, see Floogixo.

WHIP-POOR-WILL (Caprimnhjiis or Antros-
tomus voclferiis), a species of Goatsucker (q. v.), a
native of North America, common in the eastern
parts of the United States. It receives its jiopnlar

name from the fancied resemblance of its notes to

the words Whij) poor Will. It is about ten inches

^liip-poor-WUl {Ca2>rimidffus rocifcrus).

long, the plumage very like that of the European
goatsucker, much mottled and indistinctly marked
with small transverse bands, the top of the head
streaked with black, a narrow white collar on the
throat. The bristles at the base of the bill are
very stiff, and more than an inch long. This bird
is seldom seen during the day, but seeks its food by
night, catching motlis, beetles, and other insects on
the wing. Its flight is near the ground, zigz.ag, and
noiseless. Its notes are heard only during the
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night, and arc clear and loud, so that when a few of

these Ijirds are close at hand, the noise is such that

those unaecustomcd to it cannot slee|i. In the

more southern parts of the United States, the W.
is replaced by a larger species, the Chnck-Will's-

Widow (q. v.), and on the U])per Missouri and to

the west by a smaller one (C. or A. NuUalil).

WHI'RLPOOL, a circular current in a river or

sea, produced by opposing tides, winds, or currents.

It is a phenomenon of rare occurrence on a large

scale, but illustrations in miniature may be noticed

in the eddies formed in a river by means of obstacles

or deflections. The two celebrated sea-whirlpools.

Charybdis (see Scvlla) and Slalstriini (q. v.) are

now "known to be merely ' chopping seas,' caused

by the wind acting obliquely on a rapid current

st-tting steadily in one direction while the tide is

lldwiiii:, and in tlio opposite direetion when it is

ebbing. During e.ilm weather, neither of these so-

called whirlpools is dangerous for large ships, but
when the current and the wind are strongly in ojipo-

sition, the broken swell is so violent and extensive

in the Malstriim as to founder large sliips, or drive

them against the rocks. Though in neither of these

two eases, formerly so much dreaded, is there any
vortical action, instances of such action do actually

occur in various localities, as in the whirlpool of

Corrievrekia (q. v.), and in some eddies produced

by opposing winds and ciurents among the Orkney
Islands.

WHI'RLWINDS AND WA'TERSrOTJTS.
Whirlwinds cbffer in many respects from the storms
described in the articles Ktor>ls and Tyriioo-vs.

They seldom continue longer than a minute at any
place, and sometimes only a few seconds ; their

breadth varies from a few yards to nearly a
quarter of a mile ; during their short continu-

ance, the changes of the wind are sudden and
violent ; and the barometer is not observed to fall.

(From Baddclej's Whirlurinds and Dust-storms of India.)

The direction of the eddy of the whirlwinds, espe-

cially when the diameter is very small, dillers from
the rotation of winds in a storm, in that it may
take place either way—right to left, or left to right

—according to the direction of the stronger of the
two winds which give rise to the whirlwind. Thus,
suppose it to arise from a north wind blowing side

by side with a south wind, and to the west of it,
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then, if the north wind be stronger, the whirl will

be north, west, south, aud east ; but it will be in a
contrary direction if the south wind be the stronger.

Whirlwinds often originate within the tropics during
the hot season, especially in flat sandy deserts ;

these becoming unequally heated by the sun, give
rise to ascending columns of heated air. In their

contact with each other, the ascending currents
result in eddies, which draw up with them largo

clouds of dust, and the whole is borne forward by
the wind that may happen to bo blowing at the
time. This is the origin of the dust whhiioinds of

Indi.a, which have been admirably described and
illustrated by V. F. H. Baddeley. These dust-
storms arc frequent in dry warm regions ; and
in the case of the Simoom (q. v.), which may bo
regarded as a succession of such whirlwinds, they
appear on a scale of the most appalling grandeur.

Extensive lires, such as the biu-niug of the prairie

in America, and volcanic crujitions, also cause whirl-

M'inds, by the conflicting currents of heated air they
occasion ; and these, as well as the whirlwinds
already mentioned, are generally accompanied with
heavy rains, hail, and electrical display.s. Whirl-
winds are also of frequent occurrence in France,
doing great damage to the vineyards and other
crops ; but in Great Britain they seldom occur.

Waterspouts are whirlwinds occurring on the sea

or on lakes. When fully formed, they appear as tall

pillars of cloud stretching from the sea to the sky,

whirling romul their axes, and exhibiting the pro-

gressive movement of the whole mass precisely as

in the case of the dust-whirlwind. The sea at the
base of the whirling vortices is thrown into the most
violent commotion, resembling the surface of water
in rapid ebullition. It is a popular fallacy that the
water of the sea is sucked \\\> in a solid m.is3 by
waterspouts, it being only the spray from the broken
waves which is carried up. Observations of the
rain-gauge conclusively prove this.

What are sometimes called walerspouts on landa,Te

quite distinct from these phenomena. They are

merely heavy falls of rain of a very local character,

and may or may not be accompanied with whirling

winds. They generally occur during thunder-storms,

being quite analogous to severe hail-storms, from
which they dili'er only in point of temperature. Also
all the moisture that falls is the result of condensa-
tion ; whereas, in the true waterspout, the rain is

mixed with spray which has been caught up from
the broken waves, aud carried aloft by the ascending
currents of the whirlwind.

AVIII'SKY (Gaelicuisjrc, water; ukge-bealha, com-
monly written usquebaugh, water of life), a spirit

made by distillation from grain of any sort, aijd

from other materials, as buckwheat, potatoes, affd

even turnips. The best is made from barley after it

has been m.alted ; but whisky of good quality is also

made from rye in some parts of the United States
;

and oats, rye, riee, millet, buckwheat, &c. are the
materials from which the inferior sorts are obtained.

Whisky is manufactured almost exclusively in

Scotland, Ireland, and the United .States of America;
the produce of the iirst-named country being gene-
rally considered best in quality. The manufacture
of whisky (as well as of other spirits) in the United
Kingdom is placed under the surveillance of the
Excise, and by act of parliament (G Geo. IV. c. SO) the
distiller is subjected to numerous stringent regula-

tions, with a view to prevent the evasion of the
very high duties. The mode of manufacture is

di'scribed under DiSTiiLATiON". The quantity dis-

tilled, according to the statistics for 1865, was,
in Scotland, 13,445,752 gallons ; and in Ireland,

5,G-tG,947 gallons ; and the proportion of this which
paid duty was, in Scotland, 7,378,931 gallons

;
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and in Ireland, 5,258,232 gallons; the remainder
being either exported or retained in bond. There
are doubtless no better subjects for taxation
than spirits, since they may in general be looked
upon as purely articles o£ luxury ; but the principle
attended to in fixing the amount of duty to be
charged is different from that which is followed in
fixing the tax on other superfluities. The object of

other taxes is simply to raise revenue ; in the case
of whisky and other intoxicating drinks, the aim is

also, and perhaps chiefly, to check their consumption.
The pernicious effects of the excessive use of

ardent spirits were prominently brought under the
notice of parliament about the commencement of

the 18th c. ; and by the imposition of the enormous
duty of 20i. per gallon, besides a heavy tax on the
retail dealers, it was attempted to put a complete
stop to the consumption except by way of cordial

or medicine. The effect produced by this oppres-
sive enactment was not such as was anticipated;

respectable dealers withdrew from a trade which
was now improfitable, and their places were sup-

pUed from the profligate and criminal classes, who
had not the slightest objection to break the law
and run the risk of fine. Smuggling flourished

extensively ; the officers of justice were assaidted,

and %-iolently prevented from discharging their

duty ; and informers, to whom a high reward was
held out by government, were himted down as
deadly enemies of the community. The act soon
became a dead letter, and in 1742 it was repealed,

and a moderate duty imposed.
In Ireland, the repressive system was carried to

a stdl greater extent, a fine being imposed on the
district in which illicit distillation was detected,
and the unfortunate operatives subjected to trans-

portation for seven years. The effect of this

attempt at repression was similar to what occurred
in England; of 10,000,000 gallons annuaUy (1820—
1823) consumed, only about 3,000,000 paid duty;
and frequent and murderous conflicts took place
between the smugglers and their abettors on one
hand, and the excise-officers and mditary on the
other, and much of the country was almost in a
state of rebellion. Scotland's history in this respect
is similar to that of her two neighbours. Illicit

distdlation flourished afresh at each rise of the duty

;

lawless violence was resorted to freel}', the common
people invariably sympathising with or aiding the
smugglers ; and in many cases the officers of excise
were effectually intimidated. The difficidty of
dealing with iUicit distdlation in Ireland and Scot-
land led to the adoption, beginrung with 1823, of a
considerably lower duty in these two countries than
in England. The following table exhibits the rela-

tive rates of duty on spiiits in England, Scotland,

and Ireland at difl'erent periods during the present
centxiry

:
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framed by committees of the Arlington and Poit-

land.

Ivlinond Hovlo, the first writer of any celebrity

on whist (oouimonly called the father of the game),

was horn in l(i7'i~it is said in the neighbourhood

of Halifax, Yorkshire, but on insufficient grounds.

He w.as educated .is a barrister. He first publislied

his Slwrl Treatise about 174-. He used to give

lessons in whist at a guinea a lesson. His Slmrl

Treatise ran through many editions (IG or more)

daring his lifetime ; and since his death, liis works
have been re)iroduced in numberless ways. Hoyle
died in Well)eck .Street, Cavendish Square, on
August 2'.), 170!), aged 97

Tlie game of whist is jilayed by fo\u' persons, two
being partners against the otlier two. 'J'lie jiartnurs

sit oiiposite to each other. Tlie partuorsliip is deter-

mined by cutting. Tlie two lowest are ])artners

against the two highest, and the lowest has the

deal and tlie choice of seats and cards. In cutting,

tlie ace is reckoned lowest. Each ))layer has a right

to shuffle the pack once before each deal, the dealer

li.aving the privilege of a final shullle. The shuflliug

being concluded, the player to the dealer's right

cuts the pack. Tlie dealer having reunited the

packets, is bound to deal the cards one at a time,

to the players in rotation, beginning with the player

to his left. He turns u]) the bottom card (called

the trump card). The deal being eumpleted, the

players sort tlieir cards, and the plajer to the dealer's

left (or leader) plays a card face upwards on the

table. The other ]ilayers follow in rotation, being

Ijound to follow suit if they can. When all have
played, the trick is complete. It is then gathered
and turned over by the winning side. The highest

card wins the trick. The ace is highest in playing
;

ami the other cards reckon in the order, king, (jueen,

knave, ten, &e., down to the deuce, or two, which is

lowest. If any pl.ayer cannot follow suit (i. e., has
none of the suit led), he may play any card he
pleases. If he plays a card of tlie suit turned up
(called trumps), he wins the trick, unless another
pl.aycr also, having none of the .suit led. plays a
liigher truui]!. The jilayer who wins the trick

becomes the leader for the next trick, and so on till

the whole hand (consisting of 13 tricks) is played
out.

After scoring, the mode of which will be presently

described, the player to the last dealer's left deals

in his turn ; and in snbseciuent deals, each pl.aycr

deals in turn, the rotation going to the left.

After the hand is played out, the scoring is thus

performed : the side who win more than six tricks

reckon one for eacli trick above six ; .and the side

who either separately or conjointly hold more than
two of the following cards, .ace, king, cpieen, and
knave of trumps (called honours), reckon as follow:

If they hold any three honours, they .score two
(that. being the excess of their honours over their

opponents') ; and similarly if they hold four honours,

they score four. At short whist, players who are

at four, cannot score honours. The same at long

whist witli players who are at nine. The side who
thus in one hand or in a succession of hands first

reach five at short whist, or ten at long, score the
game.
A g.ame at short whist is called a single, if the

adversaries have already scored three or four ; a

doiilde, if they have scored one or two ; a treble, if

tlu'y have scored nothing. A game at long whist is

a single, if the opponents have scored five or more ; a
double, if they have scored less. There is no treble

at long whist.

A rubber consists of the best two games out of

three. If the same players win two consecutive

games, the third is not played. The winner.: of the
17-J

rubber win in points the value of the games they
have won, and where the rubber has consisted of

three games, the value of the loser's game is deducted.
And whether two or three g.ames are played, two
points are added for the rubber at short whist ; one
jioint for the rubber at long. Thus, if at short whist
A 15 (partners) win a single and a double, they win
three points on the g.anios, and they .add two for the
rublter. making liv<' point-J. Had A l> W(mi the s.anie,

l)ut C D (their opponents) won a treble, they wouhl
have to deduct three points, the value of the opjio-

nents' game, and would only win two points. Long
whist is now seldom played.

Whist is a mixed game of cluance and skill. The
chance resides in the holding honours, and the for-

tune of having high cards dealt in the liand. The
skill consists in the application of such knowledge
.as sh.all, in the long run, turn the chances of the
cards in the player's favour. At the commencomeut
of the hand, the first lead jiresents a prolilem of

almost pure eliance ; but as the hand proceeds, obser-

vation of the fall (if tlie cards, inference therefrom,
memory anil judgnicnt conii' in, so that towards the
end of the hand wc are often presented with a
problem <if almost pure skill. It is these ever-vary-

ing grad.ations of skill ami eli.ance that give the
game its chief interest as a scientific pastime.

In order to become a skilful player, it is necessary
to bear in mind that the game is not one of any
given jilayer's hand against the other three, but .a

combination of two against two. In order that
two partners shall play their hands to the best

advantage, they must strive, as much as jiossible,

to play the two hands as though they were one. To
this end, it is advisable that they should pursue
some uniform system of pl.iy, in order that each
partner shall umlerstaml the plans of the other, and
so be placed in the most favour.able position to assist

him in carrying them out. The ex])erience of the
last hundred years has developed a system of play
tending to this result. Of this wo proceed to give

an epitome.

The first, or, .as it is commonly called, the orii/inal

lead should lie from the ]il.ayer'g strongest .suit. A
strong suit is one that contains either a large munber
of cards (four or more) or several high cards. The
suit containing the largest number of cards (nume-
rical strength) is the one to be mostly preferred.

The object aimed at in opening W'itli the strongest

suit is to exh.aust the cards of th.at suit from the
otlier hands. When this object is accomplished, the

(-ards of the suit which remain in the leader's hand
(called long cards) obtain a value which does not
intrinsically belong to them. They often become of

great service, for when led, they either compel the

adversary to trump, or they make tricks. And
when trumps .are all ont, the jilayer who has the

lead makes as many tricks as lie has long cards.

On the other side, by o|ieniug weak suits, there is

considerable risk of sacrificing partner's strength,

and of leaving long cards with the ojiponents.

.Some players are prone to lead single cards, but
experience shews that weak leads, as a rule, do
more harm than good. .Sometimes a trick or two is

m.ade by jiLaying a trumping game ; but the chances

are that such tactics sacrifice partner's hand, and
clear the suit for the adversaries.

The projier card of the strong suit to lead is, as a

rule, the lowest. The intention is for the third

player to pl.ay his highest, and so to assist in clearing

iiis partner's strong suit. Moreover, if the leader

keejis the best cards of his suit in his own h.and, he

h.as a fair chance of getting the lead again when his

suit is nearly or quite established. But with ace

and four or more small ones, it is considered best to

begin with the ace, lest the ace is trumped, second
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round. Also, witli a strong ser|uence in the strong

suit, it is lii'St to lead one of the sequence tirst, lest

the adversaries win with a very small card. The
following are the principal leads from sequences :

From ace, king, queen—lead king, then queeu.
From ace, king, and small—lead king, then ace.

From ace, queen, knave—lead ace, then queeu.
From king, queen, knave, and more than one

small—lead knave.

From king, queen, knave, and one small—lead
king.

From king, queen, and small—lead king.

From king, knave, ten, nine, &c.—lead nine.

From king, knave, ten, and small—lead ten.

From queen, knave, ten, and small—lead queen.
From knave, ten, nine, and small—lead knave.
After the first trick, the lead may remain with the

first leader. His best play, as a rule, is to continue

his suit. If the lead falls to another i)layer, his

play, as a rule, will be to open his best suit ; and so

on. If the lead falls to the first players partner, he
has choice of two modes of play. If he has a good
strong suit of his own, as, for instance, one of those

in the list above, and containing four or more
cai'ds, he would, as a riUe, open it ; if uot, he
would, as a rule, do well to continue the suit his

partner first led ; or, as it is commonly called, to

return his partner's suit. The object is to strengthen

partner by assisting to clear his strong slut.

In returning a suit, if the plaj'er has only two
cards of it remaining in his hand, he should return

the highest ; if more than two, the lowest. Tlie

exception is, if he has the winning card, he should

return that irrespective of the number of other

cards in the suit. The reason of this rule is that,

with but two cards of the suit remaining, the jilayer

is weak in the suit, and he is therefore bound to

sacrifice his good card to support his partner. But
with three or more remaining after the first round,

he i.s strong, and is therefore justified iu calling on
partner to support him.

This rule of play is most important. It should be

carefully observed with even the smallest cards, as

it enables partner to count the situation of the

remaining cards. For example : A leads a suit in

which C (his partner) holds ace, three, and two. In
returning A's suit, after winning with the ace, C is

bound to retiu'u the three, and not the two. When
C's two falls in the third round, A will know that

his partner has no more of the suit. But suppose
C's cards to be ace, four, three, and two. In return-

ing the suit, C is bound to choose the two. Then
after the third round, A wUl conclude \\ith cer-

tainty that C has at least one more card in the suit.

Late in a hand, the considerations with regard to

the lead vary. If there is no indication to the con-

trary, it is best for each side to continue the suits

originally opened by them. But the fall of the

cards may shew that it is disadvantageous to per-

severe in the suits first led. In such cases, the player

must have recourse to other and weaker suits. The
general rules to be observed here are— to choose a

suit in which there is reason to infer that the right-

hand adversary is weak ; or—but this is less favour-

able—one in which the left-hand adversary is strong.

Iu either case, if the siut chosen contains but three

cards, none higher than knave, or only two cards, it

is generally right to lead the highest.

The second player, as a rule, should play his

lowest card, in order to preserve his strength in the

leader's suit. The first trick in the suit is left to

jtartncr, who has an even chance of holding a better

card than the third i)layer. But if the second hand
has a strong sequence, he should jilay the lowest of

the sequence, by wliich partner's hand may be saved,

and a high card still remain over the original leader.

The following are the principal sequences :

AVith ace, king, queen—play queen.
With ace, king, &c.—play king.
With king, queen, knave—play knave.
With king, queen, &c.—play queen.
With queen, knave, ten—play ten.

With queen, knave, and one small—play knave.
When a high card is led, it is sometimes advisable

for the second player to cover it with a higher one.

The shortest rule is to put an honour on an honour,
if vath but two or three cards of the suit. With
king or queen, and four of the suit, it is better to

pass an honour led.

^Vllen the second hand has none of the suit led, he
should, as a rule, trump, if he has but two or three
trumps ; but he should not trump a losing card if

he has more than three trumps, the reason of which
will be expilauaed when treating of the management
of trumps.
The third hand, as a rule, plaj-s his highest card

iu order to support partner in his suit. The excep-
tions are, with ace, queen, &c., the queen is to be
played ; and if partner has begun with a high card,
it is often right to pass it.

The management of trumps varies according to
whether the player is strong or weak in them. If

strong (i. e., with four or more), they shoidd not be
used for trumping, if it can be avoided, but should
be kept together, iu hopes of establishing a suit, and
of remaining with the long trump, with which to get
the lead after the other trumps are out, and so to

bring it in. Thus, if the opponents lead a losing or
doubtful card, it is better, as a rule, not to trump it

when holding four trumps. But if the o]ipouenls

lead a winning card, it is, as a rule, better to trump it,

though holding four trumps, than to pass it in hopes
of bringing in a suit.

With five trumps, the chance of succeeding iu

exhausting the opponents' hands, and of remaining
with the long trump, is so considerable, that a player

having five or more trumps, should lead them ; and
as number is the principal element of strength, he
should not be deterred from leading trumps merely
because the foirrth hand has turned up an honour.
With four trumps only, it is better first to lead

the strong suit. When the adversaries' hands are

cleared of that suit, or so far cleared that the holder
of the long cards in that suit commands it, it is, as a
rule, safe to lead from four trumjis.

As a rule, less than four trumps should not be
led from. But a pla3-er is justiKed in leading from
weak trumps, if he holds winning cards in every
suit ; if the adversaries are both trumping a suit ; or
if the game is lost, unless partner has strength.

It is most important to return partner's trump
lead at once, unless he has led from weakness ; for

partner, by leading trumps, declares a strong game,
and it is then the best policy to abandon one's owu
plans, and to support his.

It follows that a player should not, as a rule, lead
a card for his partner to trump, unless he has four
or more trumps ; for with less than four trumps,
the player is weak ; and if he forces his [lartuer to
trump, partner is weakened also ; and the chances
are that by weakening partner under such circum-
stances, the command of trumps will remain with
the adversaries.

But a ])laycr may force his partner, although weak
himself, if partner has already been forced, and has
not afterwards led trumps ; if partner has already
declared weakness in trumps, as by trumpinr' 3

doubtful card second hand ; if two jiartuers can
each trump a different suit ; and when one trick

from partner's hand wins or saves the game.
The same considerations which make it inexpe-

dient to force partner when weak one's-sclf, shew the
173
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advantage of forcing a strong tninip-hand of the

opponents.
There are yet some general rules of jiLay which

have not been explained
The second, tliird, and fourth players should

alway.'j jilay the lowest of a scijuence. The ride here

given is in conformity with the play that woiUd
naturally be adopted in phaying cards that arc not

in sequence ; and by keeping to a uniform plan,

players are enabled to infer what cards their partner

docs or docs not hold. It is true that the adver-

saries often gain the same information ; but it is

found by experience that it is of more advantage to

inform partner than to deceive the opponents.

As a rule, it is advisable to lead out the winning
cards of partner's suit. The presumption is that he

has led from his strong suit ; and by leading out the

winning cards, the suit is cleared for him, and his

long cards are not obstructed. The reverse applies

to suits led by the adversaries. It is mostly right

to retain the winning cards of such suits as long as

possible, in order to stop the establishment of them.
When a jdayer has none of the suit led, he should,

as a rule, throw away from his weakest suit ; for by
discarding from a strong suit, its niunerical power
is damaged. But when the adversaries have shewn
great strength in trunips, it is not a<ivisablo to keep
small cards of a long suit, as it is not likely that it

can ever be brought in. Under such circumstances,

the pkayer should throw away from his best protected

suit, and keep guards to his weaker ones.

Players should watch the cards as they are played,

and endeavour to infer from them where the others

lie. Thus, if a player wins a queen with an ace, it

may be inferred that he has not the king, the nde
being to win with the lowest ; if a player leads

trumps at starting, it may be inferred, as a ride,

that he is strong in trumps, or has a very fine

hand. By recording in this way, and by counting

the number of cards played in each suit, skilled

players will often, towards the close of a hand, know
the position of all the important cards remaining in

;

and by means of this knowledge, they will be able to

play the end of the hand to tiie same advantage as

though they luul scon all the cards.

And lastly, and most imjiort.aut of all, pl.ayers

shoidd play to the score. Thus, wanting but one

trick to save or win the game, a winning card shoidd
be played at once. The example is stated as for one

trick ; but it should alw.ays l)e kept in mind how
many tricks are requisite to win or save the game,
or even a point, and the pl.iy shoidd bo varied
accordingly.

The pre^ous condensed outline embodies the
principal rides of play. For more detailed informa-

tion, the reader is referred to Professor P.'s Essay
on the modern scientific game (Longman, Green, &c.)

;

Cavendish's Principles of Whist (Do la Hue & Co.)

;

and ' J. C.'s ' Treatise on the game (Harrison).

They should be re,id in the order here indicated.

ILLUSTRATIVE n.\XI).

The follo\ving example (the figures for which
were kindly lent by the proprietore of The Field, in

whose columns are given many excellent illus-

trative hands) is given to shew how the play at

whist is conducted in accordance with the pre-

ceding general rules, and also how inferences from
the fall of the cards may be drawn and used.

The example is of the simplest kind, and is not
intended to exhibit any fine stroke of play. A, B,

C, and D are the four players ; they sit round the
table in the order of the letters, A C being partners

against B D. A is the first leader, and D the dealer.

We will suppose ourselves to be A, the score to be
loveall, and D to have turned up the four of hearts.

IT*

A's Uakd.
Ace, 2 of

Queen, 8, 7

9, C, 5 of

Queen, Knave,

5 of

7, 2 of

A

A
O

[A^ote.— It is a great assistance to inexperienced
players to sort the haiul from a pack, and pKay a
card to each trick, as would bo done in actual
practice.]

THE PLAT.

[Note.—The cards in each trick are pl.accd in the
order in which they are ])layed, the leader's card
standing first. The capital letter in front of each
card shews by whom it was played.]

A leads.
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D, putting on queen second hand, probably has
king (see preceding article). Also, he may be
presumed not to have the knave, or he would plaj*

the lowest of the sequence.

A leads. O
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frank ami fearless avowal of which at once in his

lireachin^ anil his writings led, in 1710, to his

e.\i)iilsion from his ]in_>fess(irshii) anil the university.

In the same year appeareil the most noted of his

ori:,'inal writing. ^1» Ilisloncul Pirjhce lo Primitive

Cliri.ilianilt) Jtci-iml. His siiliseqnent jiroseeution

in the church courts forms a curiously complicated

chapter in the history of such matters. The result

was, that after live years of vexatious suspense,

duri'ns which the proceedings swayed hither and

thithJi- in the strangest way, they proved in the

end aliortivc, and \V. was permitted to remain

formally a member of the Church of England.

By luaiiy of the clergy, however, much dissatisfac-

tion was expressed ; the famous l)r Sacbeverel in

particular thundered from -the jiuliiit against the

delinquent, and refused to admit him to comnumion

an example which was followed by others. It

seems significant of the social stigma attached to

him iu the minds of the orthodox, that when

Ilallcy, iu 17-0, proposed him as a member of the

Royal Society, his old friend Newton successfully

opposed his admission. W. himself, the most

amusingly vain of men, remained indeed dei'ply

convinced that Xi'Wton's conduct was dictated by

jealousy of his suiurior scientilic genius—a notion

in which he probably fouu<l not many to agree

with him. Having no ostensible means of liveli-

hood, W. was frecpiently reduced to great straits

;

but he had kind friends, who were ready to assist

him at need. In the dissemination of his relig-ious

opinions ho continued unwearied ; his publications

on the subject were numerous ; also, he occasion-

ally delivered lectures ; and he instituted a religions

society, which had meetings at his own house. He
also busied himself mueh'with scientific crotchets,

chief among which was a scheme for calculating the

longitude, of the success of which he was assured.

Hc°died on the •-'•-M of August 1752, at the great

a"e of So. Of all his uumerous works, a transla-

ti'on of Josephus was the only one which coutiuued

for a time to pi;rpetuate the name of its author;

and of this there have been several rejn-ints. His

Memoir of his own Life (published in his lifetime

in .'i vols. 1749—1700) is a curiovis specimen of self-

portraiture, and conveys a very vivid image of this

strange, whimsical, eccentric, but thoroughly honest

and conscientious man.

WMI'TBY, a parliamentary borough, market-town,

and thriving seaport in the North Hiding of York-

shire, on both sides of the mouth of the Esk, about

M miles uorth-uorth-e.ast of the city of York by

railway, and 42 iu a straight line. A stone bridge

with a swivel, by which vessels are admitted into the

inner harbour, connects the two parts of the town.

Two piers, of which the west one is about 1000 feet

long, ruu out iuto the German Ocean, and protect the

outer harbour, and it is further protected by two

inner piers, which break the force of the waves dur-

ing storms. On a cliff about UoO feet high stands the

iiarish church, which is approached from the town

below by a Hight of nearly 200 steps. There are

dry docks for the building and repair of ships ; iron

and jet ornaments are extensively man\ifactured—

the jet found in the vicinity having a world-celebrity.

Alum and ironstone—the latter fouud in great

quantities in the neighbourhood—are exported. Of

late years, W. has risen iuto importance as a watering-

place. In 1S05, 7.S8 vessek, of 37,787 tons, entered

and cleared the port. Pop. (ISGl) 12,051.

The Saxon name of the place was Streoneshalch,

but when the Danes took possession of it they called

it Whitby (white town), just as they changed the

Saxon Northweorthing into Deoraby or Derby. '1 he

termination by, which is characteristic of Danish

settlements, is a corruption of the old Norse b'jr,
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modern Icelandic lioT, a, dwelling, farnistciid, town.

In Devon the snihx occurs in the form /»<;« or beer,

.as in Kockbere, Larkbeer. (1871—pop. l.'!,0S2.)

WIII'TCHUHCH, a sm.all market-town of .Shrop-

shire, on a height, 20 miles uorth-north-e.ast of

Shrewsbury by railway. Trade in malt, hoiis, and
shoes is carried on. Pop. (ISlil) 3704.

WHITE, Henry Kikke, was born on the 21st

March 1785, at Nottingham, in which jilace his

fatlier was a butcher. It was ,at lirst intended that

he should be bred to his father's business ; but at

the instance of his mother, a woman of snjierior

intelligence, this plan was departed from, and he w.as

ai)prcuticed to an attorney. At his business ho
displayed exemplary diligence ; whilst his leisure-

hours were passionately devoted to intellectual

imrsnits, and especially to the cidtivation of ])oetry,

which he had very early begun to jiractise. He also

became a member of a literary society in Nottingham,

and Ijegan to attract notice by his fluency and
ability .as a sjieakcr. To the Moiillily Mirrur he was
wont to send contributions, and the merit of his

verses drew to him the attention of Mr Hill, its pro-

prietor. Acting on the advice of this gentleman, and
Mr Capel Lollt, who also took a generous interest

in him, he published in 1804 a small volume of

poems, which w.as cruelly treated by the critics, and
found little acceiitance with the )iublic. It was the

means, however, of securing him inilucntial friends,

notably Soiithey, who w:is shortly to become his

biographer, and the Eev. Mr Simeon, through whoso
influence a sizarship in St.lohn's College, Cambridge,

was procured for him. In his studies he highly

distinguished himself ; but the ardour witli which

they were pursued speedily proved the ruin of a

constitution .at all times delicate ; consumption

rapidly developed itself, and lie died October 19,

180G. The year after, two volumes of his Jleinalim

were published by his friend Southey, to whom his

MSS. had been intrusted, jirefaccd by a pleasing

Memoir of the deceased poet. Southcy's name
commanded attention ; and the touching story of

youth cut down in the flush of its early promise,

moved the pity of the world, and gave for a time to

the poetry of W. a popularity somewhat greater than

its merit would strictly, perhaps, have warranted.

He C!unc with all his youth and unblown hopes

On the world's heart, and touclied it into tears.

These tears are some time since dry ; and the

poetry is now a good deal forgotten. It is destitute

of force and originality ; but in virtue of its gr.acc,

elcance, jnst and pious sentiments, it may still h.avo

some claim to live as produced by a man so young
as]iiring to be a poet under tlifiiculties.

WHITE, r.EV. JosErn Blanto, w.as born at

Seville, in Sp.ain, on 11th July 1775. His father

was a merchant there of Irish parentage, who had
married a Sjianish Lady of old Andalnsian family.

Fintling his father's counting-house on trial not at

all to liis mind, he quitted it to prepare himself for

holy orders, and in 1799 he was ordained a priest.

But born with a mind ciu-iously restless and inquis-

itive, lie ceased iu no long time to find himself at

home in the Eomish communion ; and in 1810 ho

came to England, which he never afterwards quitted.

Joining hiinself to the English Church, he seems to

have meditated becoming one of its clergymen ; an

intention which it was quite as well he did not

can-y out, inasmuch as his specuhations rapidly led

him to results not recognised by English orthodoxy.

On coming to England, he settled himself in London,

where for some years he conducted a monthly

Spanish paper called El EspaiiiA. On the cessation

of the Peninsular AVar iu 1814, this publication
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ceased also, as having no longer a raison d'etre ; but
meantime its services to the t,'overnment of the day
liad been such as to seciu'e for its editor a pension
for life of £250 per annum. Subsequently, Mr W.
lived chiefly in London, employed as a man of

letters. Though iu literary circles recognised as a
man of tine talent, and known as a contributor to
the Quarterhj and Westminster lievicics, and other
high-class periodicals, he scarcely succeeded in

making a jiermaneut impression on the public by
any of his more formal publications. Of these, the
most important were : Letters from Spain (1S22),

contributed some years before to the ^^eio Monthly
Magazine; Practical and Internal Evidence against,

Catholicism (1S25); Poor Man's Presei-vation ai/ainst

Paper;/ (1S25) ; and Second Travels ofanlrish Gentle-

man in Search of a Peligion (2 vols. 1S33). He died
on the 20th May 1S41, in Liveqjool, whither he
had removed some years before. In 1S45 there was
given to the world, as his legacy to it, by much his

most striking and valuable work. The Life of the

llev. Joseph Blanco White, written h;i himself; witli,

portions of his Correspondence; edited by John
Hamilton Thom (London, 3 vols. Svn). This book,
at the time of its appearance, e.xcited a good deal of

interest, and is still eminently worth referring to.

The curious pictui'e it presents of a mind at once
pious and sceptical, longing and soiTowing after a
truth wliich it can nowhere find, or linding, contrive

to rest in, has, iu the present unsettled state of reli-

gious opinion, a very particular significance. Poor
W.'s Ufe-long ' search for a religion ' seems not
to have been a suceessfid one, and to have lauded
him at the last iu a condition of uearly entire

scepticism.

WHI'TEBAIT [Por/enia alba), a small fish of the
Herring family {Clupeidce), of a genus distinguished

by having teeth on the palate and pterygoid bones,

ou the vomer, and on the tongue. The W. is found
on many parts of the British coast, and is par-

ticularly abundant in the estuary of the Thames in

^^f^"*--- i^^-j-

Whitebait (Hoycnia alba).

spring and summer. It ascends estuaries in spring
iu shoals to deposit its spawn. Adidt W. are caught
on the coasts of Kent and Essex during winter.
The small fry begin to appear in the end of March
or beginning of Aprd. The W. is not uncommon iu
the Firth of Forth. This fish attains a length of
six inches, although the W. caught m the estuaries
of the Thames and other rivers, and much prized as
a luxui-y, are mostly young tish, not exceeding three

•pr four inches in length. They are caught by means
• of bag nets simk four or five feet below the surface

of the water. For several months, they continue to
ascend the river in shoals with the Hood-tide, and
descend with the ebb-tide, not being able to live in
fresh water. They are fried with iiour or crumbs

;

they are often laid on a napkin and sprinkled with
line flour and a little salt, rolled abojit till well
covered with flour, and then thrown into a pot of
boiUng lard, where they remain tUl they are of a

4S0

pale straw colour. Londoners resort to Greenwich
and Blackwall to enjoy W. dinners. It has become
the practice for her il.ijesty's ministers to repair to
Greenmch for a W. dinner every year before the
jirorogation of iJarUament in autumn. Some of the
corporations of London indidge in a similar annual
festivity. The young of hen-ing, pilchards, and
sjirats are often served up as W., although the true
W. is of more deUcious flavour. It was formerly
supposed that the W. was the young of the shad or
sprat, although it is now regarded as not only
specifically but genericaUy distinct. The W. has
the body more compressed than the herring ; the
beUy is serrated ; the lower jaw is longer than the
upper ; the scales are very soft, small, and thin, and
very easily rubbed oft' ; the coloiu- is silvery white,
greenish on the back. The food of the W. seems
to consist of minute crustaceans.

WHI'TEBOY, the name of an illegal association
of the peasantry in Ireland, which for a long series
of years was the fruitfvd source of agrarian outrage,
sometimes of a very revolting and sanguinary char-
acter. The association had its origin in the early
years of the reign of George III. ; and first took an
organised form in the county of Tipperary, where it

appeared in the shape of a united resistance to an
attempt on the part of certain proprietors to enclose
aud appropriate lands up to that time common. The
movement at the beginning was confined to thro'sving

down the newly erected fences, and destroying the
enclosure, from which circumstance the rioters were
in the first instance called ' Levellers ; ' but their
views soon extended further, and they addressed
themselves to the redress, first, of the oppressive
exactions of tithes, and afterwai'ds of various other
grievances, especially those connected with the
tenure of land. The name of Whiteboys was given
to them in consequence of their wearing white
shirts in their nightly expeditions. Many acts of
cruelty and outrage having been committed, a
special commission was issued in 1762 for the trial

of the oflenders ; but the repression was only par-

tial and temporary, and Whiteboyism reappeared
more than once in the southern province. In 17S7,
a new association, the members of which called

themselves ' Eight-boys,' appeared in the s.ame dis-

trict, and was made the subject of discussion in the
Irish parhament. The conflicts of the northern
Orangemen (q. v.) and Eibbonmcn (q. v.) for a time
drew attention away from the minor discontents of

the south ; but the same spirit of secret combina-
tion has continued among the peasantry down to
the present day. The .Shanavests, Caravats, Rock-
ites, Terry Alts, and other more obscure or more
local denominations, must be regarded as embodi-
ments of the very same discontent, which has
long held its ground among the poorer classes in
Ireland, and which, although undoubtedly exag-
gerated and embittered by the recollections of
hereditary wTong inseparable from the concUtion of

a conquereil people, are held, even by politicians of

moderate views, to have much justification in the
social condition of the people, and in certain striking
anomahes of the legislature in reference to Ireland,

and especially the endowment and establishment of
the church of a small minority of the population,
as compared with the other portions of the British
dominions.

WHITE COLOURS. The principal white
pigments used by painters are : (1) White Lead (see
I^ead), which is not only used as a colour, but
forms the body of most oil-paints

; (2) Dertn/shire
Whit£, which is sulphate of baryta

; (3) Pearl White,
or trisnitrate of bismuth ; and (4) iUnc White, or
hydrated oxide of zinc.
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WIIITEFIELD, Gkorce. one of the founilers of

Metliodisni, was born in the Bull Inn, at Gloucester,

oa the lUtU December 1714. lie was educated at

the granunar-scliool of his native town, at which
he ajipears to have distinguished himself, especially

by elocutionary ilisplays at the annual visitations.

On leaving school, ho was for a time engaged assist-

ing in the business of his mother, the hostess of the

Bull Inn ; but he obtained admission as a servitor

at Pembroke College, O.'Jord, when in his ISth

year. About three years earlier, John and Charles

Wesley had laid, in the university of Oxford, the

foundations of Methotlism—a system which, at

first, resembled the rule of a religious order more
than the bond of a religious sect ; recjuiring from its

professors ascetic observances and devotion to works
of piety and charity. It was not till he had been
upwards of a year at the university that W.
became associated wth the Methodists. He
at once made himself remarkable among them
for zeal, for the austerity of his asceticism, for

labour too great for his strength among the sick

and the prisoners in the jail. His health gave
way, and he had to go home, when his native air

soon restored him ; after which he carried on
at Gloucester the same pious and self-denying

practices which he had begun at the university.

His conduct drew upon him the attention of the

bishop of the diocese, who olfered, though W. was
only twenty-one, to admit him inuuediately into

orders. The oiler was accepted, and W. was
ordained a deacon in 1736, before he had taken his

degree. He preached his liret sermon in Gloucester

Cathedral, and the effect of it was remarkable.

The vehemence and earnestness of his oratory

deeply moved the audience ; and five persons are

said to have been driven mad with tear and excite-

ment. Complaints were made to the bishop ; but
this good man gave no heed to them—simply saying
that lie hoped the m.idness would last to the
followiu" Simd.iy. During the next two years, W.
))reached with similar results in various churches in

England.
Jleanwhile, Wesley had been in America estab-

lishing missions among the colonists ; and in 17.'i8

he desired W. to join him, a request that was im-
mediately complied with. W. had to go to London
to make arrangements for his journey ; and this

visit, though not his first, seems first to have made
him known to the inh.abitants of the metropolis,

npon all classes of whom—fine gentlemen like Ches-
terfield, and cool sceptics like BoUugbroke, as well

.OS the more mobile crowd—he afterwards made an
impression such as, prob.ibly, no other i>reacher

ever produced. His success in London was im-
mediate, and much exceeded all that had befallen

him previously. The doors of the chiu-ch in wliich

he w.as to preach were besieged before the dawn

;

the unlighted streets in the early morning were
filled with persons carrying lanterns, making their

way to the place of worehip many hours before the
time of service. This Listed until his departure for

America. He was hereafter to be almost as closely

connected with evangelical labours in America as

in England itself; but on this fii-st occasion, his

stay was short—only a few months. He returned

to bo admitted to priest's orders, and to collect

funds for the establishment of an orphanage in

Georgia. He soon went back to America, but not

before a beginning had been made of his split with
the English Church, whose clergy he offended by
preaeliiug in the open air, whether he got permission
from tlie parish clergyman or not, and by deviating,

whenever he thought fit, from the liturgy of the
church. But the remarkable and beneticuil effects

of his preaching on the rude miners and others who
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fiocked to he-ir him, consoled him for clerical cen-
sures ; and after this, he seems to have preached
almost by preference in the open air. His second
visit to America occupied nearly two years. Ho
came back in 17-11.

It was about this time that doctrinal differences
led to his separation from Juhu Wesley— both of

them being by this time disowned by the Estab-
lished Church. Wesley believed and preached the
doctrine of universal rcdem])tion ; W. w.as a rigid

Calvinist. Each thought ma belief of the utmost
importance, and in the end, each excommunicated
the other. W.'s supporters now built him a large

shed at Moorfields, near Wesley's chapel—whicn,
being temporary, w.is known as the Tabernacle

;

and his preaching gathered immense audiences
around him. But he had no talent for organisa-

tion ; and as soon as he went away on his frequent
and protracted journeys, his supporters began to dis-

perse. But that the Countess of Huntingdon, a lady
of wealth and of abilities, became a convert to his

riews, W. , in all probability, would not have
founded a sect. But tliis lady appointed him her
chaplain ; she built and endowed chapels to main-
tain his Calvinistic doctrines ; and thus a slight

memorial of W.'s preaching, though it more directly

commemorated the zeal and energy of Lady Hunt-
ingdon, remains in what is known as the Hunting-
don connection.

One of his most famous missionary journeys was
that which he made to Scotland in 1741. He went
to Scotland on the invitation of Pialph and Ebenezer
Erskine, well known as leaders of a secession from
the Church of Scotland ; but his notions were too
catholic for his frienils ; he was as ready to preach
in a parish church as to a seceding congregation,

and more ready .still to jireach in the open air ; and
the Erskines soon differed from and separated from
him. That the impression he made upon the people
of Scotland was very strong and very general, may
be inferred from the fact that the leading corpora-

tions of Scotland—P^diuburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen,
Stirling—admitted him to their citizenshi]>. At
Canibuslang, in Lanarkshire—a mining district,

mainly inhabited by rude colliers, then ailscripii

t/lebce—his preaching produced one of the most
remarkable ' reviv.als ' of modern times ; many
thousands were stricken with concern about their

soids, and violent physicil manifestations followed

upon their excitement—foaming at the mouth,
bleeding at the nose, convulsions—which, by
many who read of them, were attributed to Divine
influence, by others to the devil It was on his

return from this visit to Scotland, that W., making
a stay in Wales, met and manied a widow, a Mrs
James. His marriage, like that of Wesley, was not

a happy one ; and it is recorded that the death of

his wile, when it occurred, ' set his mind much at

liberty.'

To America, W. paid seven visits, several of

which lasted for two or three years. He set out for

America for the last time in 1709. He w.is ailing

at the beginning of the voyage ; he was ill at the
end of it ; and he died somewhat suddenly not long

after his airival in America, at Newberry, near

Boston, on the 30th September 1770. A collection

of his sermons, letters, and controversial writings

was published in the following year (7'/ie ]Vork.i of
the liev. George Whitefield, 6 vols. London, 1771)

;

and in 1772 were published his memoirs, by Dr
Gillies. His writings do not sustain the impres-

sion which would l)e derived from the accounts
of his preaching. They shew him as a man of

somewhat slender talent and common-place quaUty
of mind

;
quite unlearned ; entirely free from the

casuistical turn, as well as deficient in the worldly
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knowledge and prudence, for whicli Wesley, like

many other enthusiasts, was pre-eminent. His
success as a preacher seems to have been in no
small degree due to a sonorous but expressive voice

;

no doubt it was mainly due to the earnestness of his

faith, to the fluency and rude strength of his homely
language, and to that vehemence and impetuosity of

nature which, perhaps, is the thing most distinctive

of the orator. Of the Memoirs of the Life and Char-
acter of Georrje W/dtefield, by J. GiUies, D.D., of

the College Church, Glasgow, originally published
at London in 1772, subsequent editions, containing
additional matter, appeared in 1798, in 1811, 1812,
1S1.3, and in 1827. An anonymous Life of George
Whitefidd, founded upon his journals and letters,

and borrowing largely from the work of Dr Gillies,

appeared at Edinburgh in 1S2G. WhitefiekVs Life
and Times, by Robert Philip, D.D., was published
at London in 1837 ; and there has since appeared
a fidl memoir, tmder the title George Wldtejidd :

a Light rising in Obscurity, by Andrews (Lond.
1S04).

WHI'TEFISH {Coregonus albus, see CoEEGOifUs),
a fish of the family Salmonidce, of the same genus
with the Gwyniad, Vendace, Powan, Pollan, &c It

is found in the lakes and large rivers of ^orth
America, from the St Lawrence and its tribu-

taries to the Arctic regions, and is one of the most
valuable of American fresh-water fishes, abounding
over a great extent of country, and being excellent

for the table. It is the Attihawmeg of the north-

western Indians. The body is elongated but thick,

the head small and the muzzle pointed, the tail

forked, the scales large. The mouth is destitute of

teeth. It sometimes attains a length of two feet

and a half, and weighs ten pounds. It is bluish-

gray on the bade, lighter on the sides, and white
below. It spawns in October, proceeding from the
lakes up the rivers for this Yjiirpose. It usiuilly

s\vini3 in shoals, like its small British congeners. It

feeds chiefly on insects and entomostraca. It is

caught by nets, which are often spread under the
ice, and the fishery is attended with much labour
and exposure. The Indians sometimes spear it

through holes in the ice. The W. forms the prin-

cipal food of many Indian tribes, and of the fur-

traders, during great part of the year. It is often
salted by them. l"he flesh is bluish-white, chang-
ing to a pure white when boiled, whence the name.
The most southern lake in which the W. is found

[

is Lake Champlain. No fresh-water fish better
deserves to be made the subject of piscicultural

experiments than the W., and its acclimatisation in

Britain would probably be as easy as it is desirable.

—An allied species, the Otsego W. (C Otsego),

found in Lake Otsego, is also of exquisite flavour

;

but it is now rare.

WHITE FLUX. See Flux.

WHITE GUNPOWDEPv is a mixture that was
at one time employed in blasting, but is now scarcely

ever employed in consequence of the danger attend-
ing its preparation, and the facility with which it

explodes by friction. Its ingredients are chlorate
of potash, dried ferrocyanide of potassium, and
sugar.

WHI'TEHALL, a vLQage of New York, U.S.,

at the head or southern extremity of Lake Cham-
I
plain, and termination of the Troy and Chamijlain
Canal, with important railway and steam-boat con-
nections, and water-power for saw and flouring
mills, machine woollen and carpet factories. It was
settled by ilajor Phdip Skene in 1761, and called

Skenesborough ; in the war of 1812 it was an im-
portant military depot. Pop. in 1860, 4S60.

WHITEHA'VEN, a parliamentary borough
and seaport of Cumberland, near the point where
the estuary of the Solway Firth joins the Irish
Sea, 40 miles south-west of Carlisle by railway, 36
in a straight line, and 34 miles east-north-east of
Ayre Point, the northern promontory of the Isle of
Man. It contains a market-house, custom-house,
baths, and a theatre, as well as the West Cumber-
land Infirmary. The harbour is commodious, but
is now diy at low water. The sources of the
prosperity of the town are its vicinity to extensive
colUeries—some of which extend beneath the town
and stretch out imder the sea—and the extraordinary
abundance and richness of the hematite iron ore
foimd in the neighbourhood. Coal and iron mines
are numerous; there are ii'on smelting-works, and
iron and brass foimdries—the manufactured iron
being shipped mostly to the Welsh and Irish
markets. There are dry docks for the building and
repair of vessels ; and rope-making and the manu-
facture of thread and sailcloth are important
branches of trade. W. returns one member to the
House of Commons. In 1866, 5348 vessels, of
443,971 tons, entered and cleared the port. Pop.
(1861) 18,842. (1871—18,446.)

WHITE LADY, a being who, according to
popular legend, appears in many of the castles of
German princes and nobles, by night as well as by
day, when any important event, whether joyful or
sad, but particularly when the death of any member
of the family is imminent. She is regarded as the
ancestress of the race, shows herself always in snow-
white garments, carries a bunch of keys at her side,
and sometimes rocks and watches over the children
at night when their nurses sleep. The earliest
instance of this apparition spoken of was in the 16th
c. , and is famous under the name of Bertha of Rosen-
berg (in Bohemia). The W. L. of other princely
castles was indentified with Bertha, and the identity
was accounted for by the interman-iages of other
princely houses with members of the house of Rosen-
berg, in whose train the W. L. passed into their
castles. In the castle of BerUn she is said to have
been seen in 1628, and again in 1840 and 1850. The
most celebrated in Britain is the W. L. of Avenel,
the creation of Sir Walter Scott. It was long a
common belief in the Highlands that many of the
chiefs had some kind spirit to watch over the fortimes
of their house. Popiilar tradition has many well-
known legends about white ladies, who geueraUy
dv.-ell in forts and mountains as enchanted maidens
w:uting for dehverance. They delight to appear in
warm sunshine to poor shepherds or herd-boys.
ITiey are either combing their long hair, or washing
themselves, drying wheat, beating flax, or spinning"
they also point out treasures and beg for deliverance,
ofi'ering as reward flowers, corn, or chaflF, which gifts
turn in the instant into silver and gold. They wear
snow-white, or half white half black garments,
yellow orgreen shoes, andabunch of keys at then- side.
All these and many other traits that appear in indi-
vidual legends may be traced back to a goddess of
German mythologj' who influences birth and death,
and presides over the ordering of the household.
Still more distinctly the appellation W. L. and the
n.ame Bertha point back to the great goddess of
nature, who appears under various names, and who,
as Berhta (i.e. the brilliant, shining, white), held her
circuit on Twelfth-night and revealed her power.
\Vhen the legend goes on to say that the Bohemian
Bertha of the loth c. promised the workmen of
Neuhaus a sweet soup on the completion of biuldintr
the castle, and that this soup, along with carp, is
still given in remembrance of it to the poor on
Maundy Thursday, we recognise again the festival
dishes consecrated to Berhta, such as fish, oatmeal
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pimA or ilumplings, kc, wliich it is still customary
til cut about tliu time of Twelftli-uiglit ami Christ-

mas in most districts of Ocrmany.

WHITE LEAD. See Lead.

WHITE MOUNTAINS, a mountain-cliain of

Xew Eii;;laiiil, U.S., regarded as an outlier of the

Apii.ilaeliian range, commences at tlie iieadwaters of

tlie,-\roostook Itiver, in Maine, where its first summit
is Jlount Katahdin, and extends in a liroad pKateaH,

from 10(10 to ISUU feet high, west by south nearly

across Xew Hampshire, where it has twenty bold
jicaks, with deep, narrow gorges, wild valleys, beauti-

ful lakes, lofty cascades and torrents, forming the
Switzerland of America,' and a favourite resort of

summer tourists. Mount Washinjton, the highest
summit in New England, Ci285 feet, has a practicable

carriage-ro.ad and a hotel on its summit ; Mount
Pleasant, the second of the group, is -1712 feet ; the
lesser are named Franklin, jlonriie, .Tcllerson,

Adams, Madison. In the Franeonia group arc

Lafayette, 5500 feet, and Jloosehillock, id.iii. These
mountains furnish the chief sources of the Connecti-

cut, Merrimack, and Androscoggin rivers. The
rocks are ancient metamorphic, with naked granite

and gneiss. The Ammonnoosuck Itiver falls 5000
feet in .30 :niles, the Androscoggin 200 in a mile.

Five narrow and precipitous notches seem to have
been rent in the mountains, and give i)assagu to as

many rivers.

WHITE PRECIPITATE. See Mercukv.

WH1TE_ RIVER, a river of Arkansas and
^lissouri, U.S., rises in tlie Ozark Monutains, flows
north-east into Missouri, then turning east and
south-east into Ai-kansas, drains the north-eastern
]»ortion of tlie State, and iluwing soutlierly, empties
itself into the Mississippi near the mouth of the
Arkansas. It is SOO miles long, and navigable 350
miles.

WHITE SEA (I'aiss. jyehje-More). an arm or
great bay or inlet of the Arctic Ocean, which,
between Cajie Kaniu on the Kaninskaia Peninsula,

and C'a])e .Sviatoi on the Kola Peninsula, ])enetrates

the Russian government of Archangel southwards
to kit. C4' N. At its entrance between Capes Kauia
and Sviatoi it is 100 miles broad; after jienetrating

the land 150 miles in a stnith-easterly direction, it

narrows to a width of .''5 miles ; but after sweeping
south for 200 miles, it again considerably wiilens,

forming in the north-west the (Julf of Kandalak,
and ill the south .and south-east the great Gulfs of

Onega and Archangel or Dwiiia. The W. S. covers
an area estimated at 47,000 s(). m., and the length
of its co.ast-line is over UKJO miles. The coasts in

the north and east are mountainous, in other jilaccs

tle'y are mostly low, and abound in lakes, which
communicate with the sea by rivers. The greatest
de].th of tlic W. S. is ll.'i.'} feet. From the middle
of August ice fonns on the c<iasts sometimes to the
width of ,30 miles, and is not melted till the follow-

ing July.

WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS, a viU.age and
watering-place in Virginia, U.S., on Howard's Creek,
2((5 miles ^^•est of Richmond. It has hotel accom-
modation for 1500 guests. The spring is in the
lowest part of a beautiful valley, and is covered
by a dome supported by 12 Ionic column?, and
surmounted by a statue of Hygeia: it is 2000 feet

.above tide-water
;
yields 30 g.-iUons per minute of

water at 02° Fahr., impregnated with sul|)hatc3 of

lime, soda, magnesia, carbonate of lime, chlorides of

calcium and sodium, iron, iodine, sulphur, carbonic
acid, sulphuretted hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen. It

is considered efficacious in dyspepsia, liver diseases,

gout, rheumatism, and diseases of the skin and
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kidneys. The Red, Salt, and Blue Sulphur Springs,
at a <listance of 22 to 24 miles from the above, are
also much resorted to.

WHITE SWELLING. .See .Idints, Disea.ses of.
WHITETHROAT iCirruca chin-m), a bird of

the family Si/lriafhi: a summer visitant of Britain ;

plentiful during summer in the greater part of
England and in Ireland, but ccunparatively rare in
Scotland. It is also common during summer in the
south and middle of Europe, and is found even in the
north. It jil.aees its nest in a hjw bush, or among a
tangled mass of brambles and weeds. Its food con-
sists both of insects and berries. Its song is not

Wliitethroat {Carruca cincyca).

very sweet, but is delivered with great energj-, and
it seems to vie with other birds in singing, refusing

to be outdone. It is very lively and amusing as a
cage-bird, and very easily tamed. The whole length
of the W. is 5A inches. Its jdum.age is brown,
of various shades : the breast and belly brownish-
white, tinged with rose-colour in the male—
The Lesser W. {Currtica .ii/lrklla) is a sjuiMes of much
rarer oecui-rence in Britain. The Whitethroats
belong to the same genus with the Bl.ackcap (q. v.)

and the Garden Warbler (('. /wrl(?iisi)i), which is not
uncommon in Britain, and almost rivals the Blackcap
in the riclmess of its notes.

WHITE VITRIOL. See Zinc.

WHITE-WASH, slal:ed (juicklime, reduced to

the consistency of milk liy means of water. It is

used for colouring walls, and as a disinfect.ant. If

merely for colouring, a little size is added, but not
when useil for sanitary purposes.

WHITE WOOD RAUK. See f'.\N-F.i.i,A.

WHITGIFT, ,ToH.v, the tliird Protestant Arcli-

bishop of Cantcrliury, was born at Great (irinisliy,

in Lincolnshire, according to one account in 15;i(),

according to another in 1533. His father w.as a
merchant, and is said to have belonged to a family
long estaljlished in Yorkshire. His e:irly years
were p.assed within the Abbey of Wellow, near
Grimsby, of which his uncle was the abbot ; and
frfim that lie went to St Antony's .School in

Loudon, a religions house then in great re]iutalion.

About 154S, he was entered at (Queen's College,

Cambriilge. After a short time, he removetl to

Pembroke Hall, of wiiicli he continued a member
till 1555, when he was elected a Fellow of I'cter-

house. He t<iok orders in 15C0, and as he shewed a
remarkable talent for preaching, the Bishoj) of Ely
appointed him his ch.aplain, and gave him the living

of Feversham. In 15G3, he was a]ipointcd L.ady Mar-
garet's Professor of Divinitj'. In 1507, he Ijecame

M.aster of Pembroke Hall ; and in the course of the
same year. Queen Elizabeth, who admired his pre.aeli-

ing, and had m.ade him one of her eh.aiilaiiis, a]>pointed

him to the Mastership of Trinity College. About
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thi.? time, he also obtained the Eegius Professorship

of Divinit}^ and took his Doctor's degree. He "was

appointed Dean of Lincoln in 1571, Bishop of Wor-
cester in 1577, and Archljishop of Canterbury in

1583. He at one time held together—under a dis-

pensation from the archbishoji—the Deanery of

Lincoln, the Mastership of Trinity, the Kegius Pro-
fessorship of Divinity, and the living of Feversham;
and the dispensation enabled him to hold, along
with these, any other benefice whatever. This can-

not have been often paralleled, even in the history

of pluralities. Of course, the man so favoured had
ren<lered and was rendering considerable services

to tlie church and to the crown.
His first work, on becoming Master of Trinity,

was upon a revisal of the statutes of the university.

He obtained such powers for the heads of houses
as enabled them to eject from the Lady Margaret's
Professorship tlie able and energetic Puritan, Cart-

wright, on the score of his Calvinistic creed. He
afterwards, at the request of Archbishop Parker,
puljlished an answer to an ' Admonition of Parlia-

ment ' (drawn up by a clergyman named Field),

presented to the House of Commons on behalf of

the Puritans, in which it was maintained that, in

matters of doctrine and disciiiline, tlie cluirch

sliould admit nothing as authoritative but what was
contained in the Word of God. This work was pub-

lished in 1572. It has always been held that in it

W. vindicated the position of the Anghcau Church
against the Puritans with no less ability than
Bishop Jewell shewed in defending it against the
Komanists. He was answered by Cartwright on
behalf of the Puritans ; he replied, and Cartwright
rejoined ; and as the works on either side were
revised by the most learned and eminent men of the

two parties, they give an excellent view of the state

of opinions in the Anglican Church at this time.

After becoming primate, W. laboured assiduously
to secure uniformity of discipline in the church.

He had the full confidence of Queen Elizabeth, wlio

placed all the church patronage of the crown, in-

cluding the bishoprics, in his disposal, and he was
armed with fidl powers for carrying out his design.

He recpnred the clergy not only to subscrilje to the

Roj'al Supremacy, the Liturgy, and the Thirty-nine
Articles of the Church, but also to a set of additional

articles framed mainly with the view of purging the
church of Puritanism. The bishops were required
to administer those tests ; and the clergymen who
refused to accept them were deprived of their livings.

This measure was harshly conceived ; but W. is

said to have been a kindly man, and to have used
his authority over the clergy gently, especially in

his later years. He was made a Privy Councillor in

1586, and in that capacity drew up a set of statutes

for cathctb'al churches, to make their services con-

form to the princiidcs of the lleformation. He was
ofl'ered the chancellorship by Queen Elizabeth, but
he declined the office. On the accession of King
James, he seems to have been much alarmed for

the stability of the system which he had spent his

life in rearing ; and though the monarch treated

him with the utmost observance, anxiety upon this

account is said to have hastened his end. He died

of paralysis on the 29th February 1G0.3. He is

undoubtedly entitled to rank with the aljlest and
most distinguished prelates that have adorned the
Enghsh Church. He founded a magnificent hospital

and a grammar-school at Croj'don.

WHITING {Merlani/us), a genus of fishes of the
family Gndldce, differing from the cod, haddock,
and their congeners [Gadiis, or Morrhua) in having
no b.ai'bule on the lower jaw, and also in their more
slender form, which adapts them for pursuing their

prey more actively and fm"ther from the bottom of

the sea. ITie Common W. [M. vulrjaris) is abun-
dant on many parts of the British coast, p.art;cu-

larly on the western coasts of Britain, and on the
coasts of Ireland ; on the northern coasts of Scot-

land it is comparatively rare. It not unfrequently
attains a weight of three or four pounds— although
the whitings lirought to market are seldom of this

size ; brit a W. has been taken of seven pounds
weight. The head and body are compressed ; the
deepest part is at the vent, which is op[)osite the
middle of the first dorsal fin ; the upper jaw extends
a little beyond the lower; both jaws have long
sharp teeth, and there is a triangular patch of

teetli on the palate. The scales are small. Tliero

are three dorsal fins, and two anal fins ; the tail-fin

Whiting [ilerlangus vulgaris).

is even. The colour is dusky yeUow on the back,

the sides paler, the belly silver white ; there is a^

black spot on the upper part of the root of the

pectoral fin. The W. is a voracious fish, preying on
molluscs, worms, crustaceans, and small fishes. It

is caught chiefly by hand-lines and long lines ;

mussels and pieces of cuttle-fish are very generally

used for bait. It is in high esteem for the table,

and is regarded as particularly delicate and easy of

digestion. The flesh is of a pearly whiteness, whence
the English name. It very soon suffers change,

however, and is in good condition only a short time

after being caught ; but great numbers of small

whitings are sent to market, salted, and dried,

under various names.—Another species of W.,
CotJcn's W. (M. albiis), is sometimes taken on

the British coasts. It is more abundant in the

Mediterranean. It is more slender than the Com-
mon W., and the under jaw is a little longer than
the upper. The Co.il-fish (q. v.) and the Pollack

(q. V.) also belong to the genus JlerUiiiijiis.

WHITING is an impure carbonate of lime, pre-

pared by grinding and then washing chalk, so as

to separate the coarser jiarticles from the finer ones,

which are coUected in masses, and dried. It is

extensively used for size-paintiug, and as an article

of household economy, for cleaning jilate ; and on
emergency, may be employed as an antidote (in sus-

pension in milk) in cases of poisoning with oxalic,

or one of the mineral acids.

WHITLOW, or PAPvONYCHIA, is a painful

inflammatory affection of the phalanges of the

fingers, almost always proceeding to suppuration.

There are several varieties of this aSection, accord-

ing to the texture primarily attacked ; thus, it may
be situated in the skin, the cellular (or connective)

tissue beneath the skin or under the nail, the

tendons or tendinous she.aths running along the

fingers, or the periosteum. If the skin be the seat

of inflammation, vesicles appear, which soon dis-

charge pus, after which relief is rapidly afforded.

Such cases require little care or attention, and give

rise to hardly any constitutional disturbance. If

the cellular tissue is the primary seat of inflamma-

tion, there is a painful sensation of tenseness and
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throbbing of the part, and often consiJerable febrile

disturbance, until the pus can be evacuated.

Although this form is painful, no serious mischief

is to be apprehended. When, however, the tendons

and their sheaths, or the periosteum, are aifected,

a much more serious form of whitlow is dcveloiied,

wliich has been already discussed in the article

Tkndox. Ill this form, the suppuration may extend

up the arm, and occasion destruction of the joints,

and even death.

Whitlow may originate either spont.aneously, or

after an external injury, such as a prick from a

needle, tliorn, &c. In the treatment of the milder

forms, the linger or thumb should be held for half

an hour or longer in water as hot as can be borne,

after which lunar caustic shoidd be rubbed freely

over the painful surface ; and if there are any
febrile symptoms, the patient may take a powder,

consisting of 4 grains of calomel, 3 of James's

Powder, and 3 of Dover's Towder, at bedtime, to

be followed in the morning by an ordinary black

draught. Tlie hot local batiis should bo carried on

till matter shews itself ; and as soon as its presence

and seat are determined vrith certainty, an incision

should be made, to admit of its escape. Even if

suppuration has not taken place, a free incision into

the inllamed part often gives gi-eat relief. There is

a veiy pernicious popular idea that the application

of cobblers' wax, or some other stimulating sub-

stance, will draw the inllammation to the surface,

and bring the whitlow ' to a head.' There is reason

to fear that a considerable number of fingers are

annually sacrificed to this delusion. As it is not

always easy to state in an early stage how a whit-

low may turn out, it is ad\asable that surgical aid

shoidd always be at once obtained.

WHITNEY, Eli, American inventor, was born
at Westborough, Massachusetts, December S, 1765,

and was educated at Yale College, where he paid

his expenses, partly by school-teaching, partly by
mechanical labour. Having graduated in 1792, he
went to Georgia as a teacher ; but finding a generous

jiatrou in the widow of General Greene, of the

Kevolutionary army, he resided on her estate-, and
studied law. The cotton culture at this period,

especially that of the best kind, the ' gi'cen seed,'

was limited by the slow and diflicult work of sepa-

rating the cotton from the seed by lianil ; but ^Irs

Greene told her comiilaining iieighliours that she

was sure W. could help them out of their trouble,

for he coidd make anything. At their desire, ho
set to work under great disadvantages, for he had
to make his own tools, and even draw his own wire

;

but the reports of his success prompted some lawless

people to break into his workshoi), and steal his

machine, and get others made before he could secure

a ])atent. He, however, formed a partnership with
one Miller in 1793, and went to Connecticut to

manufacture cotton gins ; but the lawsuits in

defence of his rights took all his prollts, and .'50,000

dollars voted hiin by the st.ate of Soutli Carolina.

Finally, in 1798, he got a government contract for

the manufacture of tircarms, and was the first to

effect the division of Labour, by wliich each part

was made separately. He made a fortune by this

oiauufacture, carried out with ingenious machinery
at Whitney ville, Comiecticut; while he had but

baiTcn honour from the gin, one of the most
important of the whole series connected vnth the

cotton liianufacture. He died at New Haven,
January S, 1825. See CoTTOX.

WlirTSTABLE, a long, straggling, maritime
vill.age in Kent, on the south shore of the mouth
of the Thames, .at the mouth of the Swale, G miles

north-north-west of Canterbury, with which it is
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connected by railway. It is noteworthy chiefly

because some of the Largest artilicial oyster-beds

lie off the coast, which are regularly farmed by
different companies and proprietors. There are

breweries, rojie-works, copperas-works, and bo.at-

building-yards. Some Roman pottery has btun
found among the oyster beds, indicating that ]iioli-

ably a Roman station existed here. Top. (ISol)

3080; (1861)4183.

WHI'TSUNDAY, in Scotland, is one of the usual

terms for regiUating the letting of houses and farms.

It was formerly movable, but w.os lixed by st.at.

1690, c. 39, to mean the 15th May. In many
respects, however, local usage overrules the statute;

thus, in Edinburgh, the term of entry to a house is

the 25th of May.

WHI'TSUNTIDE (' White-Sund.ay-tide'), the

English name of the season of Pentecost (q. v.), is so

calied from the white garments anciently worn by
the newly-baptised catechumens, to whom that

sacrament was usually administered on the vigil of

Pentecost. The name ' Whitsuntide ' comprehends
the entire octave or the week which follows Pente-

cost Sunday ; but the word is more strictly applied

to the Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday of that week.

The two latter days, down to a very recent date,

were observed in the Roman Catholic Church as

holidays of strict obligation. I\Iany festive observ-

ances and celebrations were anciently practised in

connection with the Whitsuntide holidays, which in

England and other Protestant countries still subsist,

having outlived the religious association out of which
they originated.

WHITTIER, JonN Greenleaf, American author

and poet, was born at Haverhill, Massachusetts,

December 1807, in the Society of Friends. Ho
worked on a farm and at shoemaking in his boyhood

;

but at the .age of IS, having a strong desire for

learning, he studied for two years at a local academy.

In 1829, he became editor of the A iticriaiii Jilanu-

faclurcr, a paper established at Boston to advocate a
protective tariff; in 1830, he was editor of the New
Jitujland Kevietv, at Hartfoi-d, Connecticut, where he

wrote a Life uf Ilmlnanl, and Lcjcnds of New
Emjland. The subjects of these legends he after-

wards worked out in his poems, as iloijg Megone,

Bridal of Pennacook, Cfummlm Southwich, and
Mary Garvin. Returning from his literary labours

to his farm, he was, in 1835, elected to the M.assa-

chusctts legislature ; and in 1S36 appointed Secretary

of the American Anti-slavery Society, and became
editor of the Penns'jlcania Freeman in I'hiladel-

jihia ; and in 1840 removed to Amesburj', Massa-
chusetts, as correspondent of the National Jira; and
has since devoted himself to literature and philan-

thropy. His principal iiTitings are— Voices of Free-

dom, poems collected in 1836 ; Leaves from Mar-
(jiiret Smith's Journal, poems collected in 1836 ;

Old Portraits and Modern fiketdies, biogi'aphical,

1850; CoWecto/ Poems, 1850; ISunris of Labour, and
oilier Poems, 1851 ; The CItapel nf the Hermits, and
other Poems, 1853 ; Literary Recreations, 1854 ; 'i'lte

Panorayiux, and other Poems, 1850 ; Home Ballads,

and other Poems, 1859. These poems have liue ele-

ments of vigour, a nigged picturesqueness, a
corresponilence of rhythm and sound to sense, and
a rendering of popular feeling, which have given

them a wide circulation. His latest publication is

Tlie Tent on tlie Beach, and other Poems, 1867.

WHITTLESEY, or WHITTLESEA, a decaying
village and market-town in Camljridgeshire, 5

miles east of Peterborough. The population in and
about W. are mostly employed in agricultural pur-

suits and in brickmaking. Wiiiilesea-mere, a shallow
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lake, which formerly existed ia the north of Hunt-
ingdonshire, 4 miles south-west of W., was 2 miles

in length by 1 in breadth, and abounded in fisli,

water-fowl, &c., is now drained and laid out in fen-

lands, which are under cultivation. W. is con-

nected by a branch with the Great Northern and
Great Eastern Railways. Pop. (1851) 5472 ; (1861)

4106.

"WHO'RTLEBERRY (raccinium), a genus of

small shrubs, of the natural order Vacciniacece,

having a 4—5-toothed calyx, a 4—5-cleft bell-shaped

or urceolate coroUa, with the limb bent back, S or

10 stamens, with two-horned anthers, and a 4—5-

celled many-seeded berry. The species are numer-
ous, mostly natives of the northern pai-ts of the

world, with evergreen or deciduous, more or less

ovate leaves.—The Cojmmon- W., or Bilberry ( V.

myrtiUus), called in Scotland the Blaeberry, is very
common in Britain, and

- "
IN

I

Whortleberry
( Vaccinium

mt/rtillus).

in the middle and
north of Europe. It is

found also in Iceland

and in the northern
regions of North
America. It delights

in dry situations, but
is often foimd in woods,
and often on very ele-

vated mountains. It

varies from a few
inches to almost two
feet in height, and has
ov.ate deciduous leaves,

and dark purple ber-

ries. A variety oecm-s,

but rarely, with white
berries. The berries

are very sweet and
agreeable, and are

much used for making
, jelly. A kind of

spirituous liquor is

also made from them
in Germany.—The Boo
AV., or Great Bil-

berry ( V. uli'jinosum),

is common in the northern parts of Britain, and in

the north of Europe and Asia. It is said to cover
extensive tracts in Greenland. It grows in marshy
situations, and is a taller plant than the Common
Whortleberry. It has deciduous, obovate, entire

leaves, and a fniit larger than the Common W., and
inferior to it in flavour. The fruit is said to cause
giddiness when eaten in large quantity. An intoxicat-

ing liquor is made from it in Sweden and in Siberia.

The only other British species is the Red W. ( V.

vltis Idcea), which is often called Craiiberri/, because
of the similarity of its acid fruit to the Cranberry
(q. v.). It is a native of the north of Europe, Asia,
and America, and is plentiful in some parts of

Britain. Its fruit is much esteemed for preserves,

and is used in the same way as the cranberrj'.

Large quantities are sent to the south of Europe
from the shores of the GiUf of Bothnia. The plant
is a pretty dwarf slirub, with obovate evergreen
leaves, and racemes of flowers. V. biuxifoliam is

generally regarded as .T. mere American variety of

it.—Many species of Vacciniiini are in occasional
cultivation as ornamental shrubs, and the fruit of

most of them is agreeable, although in general it

wants acidity. Their more general cultivation has
[lerhaps been prevented by the prevalent notion
that they require a peat soil, but they succeed on
other soils also. Most of them are North American,
and the fruit of some of them is often brought to
market in North American towns.—The Black W.,

or Huckleberry {V. angustifolium or Gaylussacia
anrjustifolia), is a shrub about two feet high, much
branched and erect, with deciduous oval leaves.

The berries are of a shining black colour, and sweet.
It is widely diffused from Canada to Georgia. Tlie
Blue Tangle-berry

( V, frondosum., or Oaylussada
frondosa) is a rather larger and more spreading
shrub, -which grows near lakes and springs. The
fruit is slightly acid.—The Beax W. (

1'. nrsimivi, or
Gaylussacia iirsina) is found on the mountains of

North CaroUna ; the Box-leaved W.
( V. bradty-

cerum, or Oaylussada bradiycera) in Pennsylvania
and Virginia. There are other North American
species, as V. Canadense, V. humlfusiim, and V. par-
vifolium, humble evergreen shrubs. Several species
are natives of Jle.xico. V. ardostapJiylos is a native
of the coast of the Black Sea; and K. padifoliuni ia

a native of Mount Caucasus and of Madeira, on the
loftiest parts of which island it forms impenetrable
thickets, growing from six to ten feet high.

WHY'DAW, or WHIDAW, a maritime pro\-ince
of Dahomey (q. v.), on the Bight of Benin. It is

populous and very fertile, and exports palm-oil,
gold-dust, ivory, and many slaves.—The town
of W. is the principal seaport of Dahomey, and
in population the second town of the kingdom,
being inferior only to Abomey. The pop. is sup-
posed to be about 15,000. It is situated about a
mile and a half from the sea, close to a lagoon and
a swamp, between which and the sea a sandy neck
intervenes. Into the lagoon flow several rivers,

scarcely known except to slave-traders.

WHYDAW BIRD, WHYDAW FINCH, or
WIDOW BIRD

(
Vidua), a genus of birds of the

family of AVeaver-birds (q. v.), having long wings,
and a boat-shaped tail, the two middle feathers of
the tail of the males excessively lengthened diu'ing

the breeding-season. The name is derived from the
country of Whydaw in Western Africa, and Widow
Bird is a mere corruption of it, which, however, has
given to the genus its name Vidua (Lat. widow),
regarded as appropriate, because the long taQ of the
male drops off after the breeding season, aud also

because of the general dark colour of the plumage.
The species are natives of the tropical parts of

Africa and the south-east of Asia. They are
frequently brought to Britain as cage-birds, both on
account of their plumage and the sweetness of thcu-

song. The best known species
(
V. paradisea) is a

small bird, about the size of a canary, with black
and brownish-black phmiage, with a broad collar

of orange-rufous colour, and breast of somewhat
similar colour ; two feathers of the tail in the male
very broadly webbed in the breeding season, and
ending in a hair-like shaft, two feathers very much
elongated, sometimes a foot in length, and about
thrce-quai-ters of an inch iu breadth.

WICHERN, Jon. HeinTvICh, superintendent
of the Rauhes Haus (q. v.), near Hamburg, and
known by his exertions in the affairs of the Gennan
Home Mission, was born at Hamburg on the 21st
April 1808. He attended the Gymnasium of his
native town, and then studied theology at Gottingeu
and Berlin. Shortly after passing his examinations
at Hamburg, he directed himself to pr.aotical useful-

ness, visited the poor and the wretched in the courts
and lanes of the town, and undertook the direction
of a Free Sunday School for yioor children, in wliich
he soon gathercii roimd him from 400 to 500 scholars,

instructed by 40 voluntary male and female teachers.
At this time, W. declined the offer of a charge in

the neighbourhood of Hamburg, as he alreadv enter-
tained the idea of an institution such as the Rauhes
Haus, which ho opened iu 1S.'!3. From about 1840,

gs o:
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similar kiud in Germany, to which liis mother-insti-

tution gave rise. The oxami)K? was soon followed
by France <in a great scale (Mettray, near Tours),

then by Knulaml, Hollanil, and other countries. It

was chielly throiifjh the instij,'ation of W., that at

the first I'rotestant Ecclesiastical Assembly helil at

Wittenbers in 1S4S, for the purpose of coucertmj;

united action, a central Home Mission Committee
was appointed, under which title W. h.ad formed
the idea of comprehending all exertions on behalf of

the i>oor, the miserable, and the morally and reli-

giously lost. This Home Mission has exerted a wide
and benelicial iuHueuce on the north of Germany ; and
as a member of the committee, W. fouml in it an
extended lield for his exertions. Travelling through
all parts of Germany, W. was the means, by his

exhortations, of founding all sorts of institutions

and societies for education and the care of the sick,

of the poor, and of prisoners. On his return from a
visit to England in 1S51, the Prussian government
commissioned him to inspect all the houses of cor-

rection and prisons, and to suggest improvements.
Prevented by this constant ]iractical usefulness from
any great literary effort, he published but little. In
his JloiiK ilinsion of (he German Evanrjrdical C/utrch

(Hamburg, 1840), he explains his views of Christian
charity, and its relation to the ecclesiastical and
social questions of the day. Since 1848, he has
pulilished his Flkrjemle JiliiUer (Fugitive Leaves),
which contain jiarts of discourses delivered by him
at the ecclesiastical diets. In 1851, 'W. received
from the university of Halle the degree of D.D.

AVICK, a royal, parliamentary, and municipal
burgh and sea])ort, capital of Caithness-shire,
stands on both sides of Wick Water, at the mouth of
th.at stream, and at the head of an inlet called Wick
Bay, IG miles south-south-west of Duncansby Head,

• and 20 miles east-south-east of Thurso. The ]>arlia-

mentary boundaries inchulo the royal Inirgh, contain-
ing about 18.">0 inhal)itauts, which, M-itli the suburbs
of Louislnirgh and Boathaven, containing 1000 more,
lie on the north side of the river aiul bay, and
I'ldteney-town on the south side, having a pop.
of about ."JOOO—the total poj). of the ])arliamentary
burgh being, in 1801, 7475. PiUteney-town, a settle-

ment of the British Fisheries Society, is a nourish-
ing town, managed by Improvement Commissioners
under a local .act of jiarliament. The bay is about
a mile long by half a mile broad, exposed to frequent
storms from east and north-east. There is at
present an excellent tidal harbour of considerable
ca])acity, tlie iiroperty of the said society, which is

now in course of constructing an extensive break-
water, in deep water, which will cost over £120,000

;

but several years are still required for its comple-
tion. The institutions within the iiarlianientary
burgh comprise a county court-house and ])rison,

nine churches and chapels, a town-hall, the Pul-
teney-town Academy, and a chamber of com-
merce. There are two weekly newspapers. W.
is, and has been for many years, the great centre
of the herring-lishing in iScotland, though of Late

years the take has not been so great as it had
formerly been. Everj-tliing in the town is subser-
vient to the hen-ing-fishery ; and the trades—chiefly

barrel-making, boat-building, and rope-making—are
directly su])ported by it. In 1800, tlie uumiier of

boats employed in tlie lieiTing-harvest was 022, and
the take amounted to 50,000 crans. In 1S65, 1745
vessels, of 159,752 tons, entered and cleared the port.

The usual industries of a county town are jirose-

cuted with considerable spirit. (1S71—poji. 8132.)

WICK, the material used for the centre of candles
and lamps, which, from its porous nature, draws ujj

the oil liy capillary attraction in such quantities as

to burn easily. Usually, wicks are made of cotton,
but formerly llax, hemp, and rushes were used. For
ordinary candles, the wick consists of a bundle of
cotton thread, lying jjarallel with each otlier ; but
for wax, spermaceti, ]>aralliii, stearin, &c., they are
usually of twisted or plaited cotton. Very ingenious
contrivances have been ajiplied to the manufacturu
of candle-wicks, to prevent the necessity of suufling.
See Candi.i:.

WI'CKLOW, a maritime county of the province
of Leinster, Ireland, is bounded on the N. by the
county of Dublin, E. by the Irish Channel, S.

by tlie county of AV^exford, and W. and S.-W.
by the counties of Carlow and Kild.are. Its greatest
length is 40 miles, .and greatest breadth 'Si ; the
total area being 781 sq. m., or .500,178 acres, of
which 2U0„'i9.3 are arable ; 200,754 uncultivated

;

17,000 in plantations; ,'UI in town ; and 1000 under
water. The jiop. in 1851 was 92,078, and in 1861,

8G,170, of whom 70,044 were Catholics, 15,285
Protestants of the Established Church, and the rest

Protestants of other denominations. T)ie eoast-line

stretches in a southerly direction aliout 39 miles, is

in many parts jirecipitous, and being, moreover,
obstructed by sandbanks, is very dangerous for

shipping. The siu'face ascends in some parts most
abruptly from the sea, and a large portion is mcuint-

ainous and unproductive. The Wicklow Mountains,
however, form rather a group than a range, and on
the western and north-western side, decline less

precijiitoiisly towards the central plain. The most
elevated point is Lugnaquilla, which is 3030 feet

above the level of the sea. Several other ]icak3

approach this elevation, and the glens wdiich lie

between the several mountains or groiqis are exceed-
ingly picturesque, especially ( llendalough, Glenda-
liire, ImaU, the (ilen of the Downs, and Avoc.a, the
scene of jloore's well-known Irisli melody. The
Micthig of the Waters. The valleys are, for the
most p.art, of limited extent; but some phains of

considerable size lie upon the eastern and southern
shore. The lakes, although strikingly lieautiful, arc
few in number, and of small size ; and the rivers,

some of which drain the eastern, and others the
western slope, are little more than mountain
streams, at least so far as their course lies

within the limits of this county. The Liffey and
Slaney rise in W., but do not reach any considerable

volimie until after they have issued from it. The
great central group of mountains is a mass of granite,

which protrudes thi-ongh mica and cl.ay shite, to

which latter formation the minor elevations both on
the eastern and the western side generally belong.

The granitic ]>rotrnsion, which is one of the most
remarkable aud best defined in the kingdom, falls

away on the cast side towards the sea, and on the
west, towards the great central limestone. The
minerals of W. are numerous and varied in character.

In the granite and mica-slate are found galena, green
and white lead ore, and copper pyrites. From the
clay-slate tract are obtained golil, silver, copper,
iron, lead, zinc, tin, tungsten, maujjanese, arsenic,

and antimony. The quantity of gold found is very
small. Silver is found in combination with lead,

which is raised with great success and ]trolit at

(-•lenmalure. The oniper mines also are very pro-

ductive ; and of late years, the utilisation of the
sulphur, v.-hich was formerly wasted, has added
largely to the profit of the mining ojierations.

The climate resembles that of Wexford (q. v.). The
soil is very \'ari<uis in character. In the mountains, it

is thin and poor, but genenally dry, although there is

a cousideralJe proportion of bog. In tlie valleys and
level districts, the subsoil is generally gravel, and
the soil is for the nu)st jiart either dry, or, even in

the boggy districts, susceptible of drainage. On the
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whole, in the lowlands, the soil is moderately fertile

;

but there is little cultivation of w'heat, the chief

agricultural jiursuits beiug dairy-farming and graz-

ing ; and the culture, on a limited scale, of bai-ley,

oats, turnips, and jiotatoes. In 1S62, the acreage

under crops was 118,590, of which very nearly oue-

half—viz., 5S,36S—was under meadow and clover

;

ol,"2.'iS under oats ; lo.TSO under potatoes ; 5898
uuder wheat; 5231, turnips; 2401, barley ; and the

rest under the minor crops in small proj)ortions.

Flax-culture in 1S02 was entirely blank, and iu the

year 1S61 was represented but by a solitary acre.

In 1SG2, the number of cattle was 7-t,13S ; sheep (of

which a small breed prevails in this county), 17-4,320

;

horses, 1.3,(107 ; and pigs, 22,G1.S. The total annual
value of projjcrty iu \V.. under the Valuation Act, is

.t'25'J,988. There is a large number of villas and
many residences of gi-eat architectural preteusious,

with extensive and highly cultivated parks, espe-

cially in the ])icturesque district which lies ])e-

tween Bray and AVicklow. The county is divided

into eight baronies. The principal towns are Wick-
low (q. v.), the capital, Arklow, Baltinglass, Shille-

lagh, Rathdrnm, Bray, and Kewtown-iVIount-Keu-
nedy. AV. returns two members to the imperial

parliament. W. is described by Ptolemy as the

territory of the C'auci, and the names of the rivers

mentioned by him are still traceable in their modern
appeUatious. At the invasion, the greater part of

the lands of W. Avere granted to Maurice Fitzgerald,

and W. was included by John in the shire of Dublin.

Generally siieakiug, however, the authority of the

English in VV. was little more than nominal ; the
territory being imder the command of the chief of

the O'Byrne. A vigorous efi'ort was made by the

Lord-deputy, Sir Arthur Chichester, to establish the

king's authority in W., and in 1005 it was erected

into a separate county ; but again, iu 1041, the

population joined in the general uijrising. From the

date of the settlement, however, they were efTec-

tually held in subjection. Duriug the rebellion of

1798, W. was the scene of more than one conflict,

and the peasantry, in some districts, suffered severely

from the vindictive character of the repressive

measures adopted by the ascendant party.

W. abounds with autic^uities of the highest

interest. !Many tumuli, raths, cromlechs, and other
Celtic remains are preserved ; and there are very
many ecclesiastical remains of almost every period

of Irish Christian architecture ; those of Glenda-
lough, which include a round tower, are especially

interesting. (1S71—pop. 78,509.)

WICKLOW, a seaport, capital of the above
county, is situated at the mouth of the river Vartrey,

N. lat. 52° 58', W. long. 0° 3', 32 miles south-south-

east from Dublin, with which city it is connected

by the Wicklow, Wexford, and Waterford Hail-

way. The pop. in ISGl was 3448, of whom 2073 were
Catholics, 049 Protestants of the Established Chui-ch,

and the rest of other denominatious. It is an assize

town, the smallest in Ireland. The municipality

is administered by 1 6 town commissioners ; but

although it is a seaport the export trade is extremely

small ; nor are the fisheries of much value. The
principal exports are the products of the mining
operations and the agricultural produce of the dis-

trict. The streets are narrow and ill built, nor is

there any public building deserving of notice.

WICLIFFE. JOHM DE, the greatest of all the
* Reformers before the lleforraation,' was boi'n in

1324, and is sujiposed to have been a native of the
parish of the same name, near the town of Richmond
iu Yorkshire. He studied at Oxford ; but of his

early university career nothing is known.
W. first emerges iuto jjublic notice in 13G1, when

his name appears as master of Balliol Hall—as Balliol

College was then called. In May of the same year
he was instituted to the rectory of Fylingharn iu

Liucolushire, and shortly after resigned his master-
shiji and weut to reside at his rector}-. About 13G3
he took his degree, and began to read lectures on
divinity at Oxford, iu which his anti-Romish views
were first exfiounded. In 1368, he exchanged the
rectory of Fylingharn for the living of Ludgershall,

in Bucks ; and in 1374, was presented to the parish

of Lutterworth, of which he remained priest tUl his

death.

In the great struggle maintained by Edward III.

and his jiarliament against the pretensions of the
papacy, regarding tlic exaction of certain tribute-

money which had been gi'auted by Kiug John in

ackuon'ledgmeut of the fealty of the kingdom to

the Roman see, W., who had been advanced to

be one of the king's chaplains, was called upon
to reply to a defence of the papal claim, which had
been anonymously sent abroad. This he did
publicl}' at Oxford in an ingenious and powerful
manner, and thus early shewed his antii)athy to
the pretensions of Rome. A clear evidence of his

gi'owiug reputation is furnished by his appoint-
ment, in 1374, as second in a commission sent
to Bruges to confer with the papal legate as to
certain abuses on the part of the pajiacy com-
plained of by the English parliament. It was
probably on his return from this mission, that
W. was promoted to a prebend in the diocese of

Worcester, and at the same time presented to the
rectory of Lutterworth iu Leicestershu-e. Here he
laboured with great zeal, ]>reaching not only on
Sundays, but on the several festivals of the Church,
and shemng himself ' a most exemplary and im-
wearied j^astor.' Here also he began at length to

speak his mind as to the papacy. The insight into

papal doings which he had received at Bruges seems
to have confirmed suspicions previously forming in

his mind, and he is said, soon after his return to

England, to have styled the pope ' Antichrist,' ' the
proud worldly Priest of Rome, the most cursed of

Clippers and Purse-kervers ' (cut-purses). Then
began iu real earnest his troubles with the hierarchy.

In the beginning of 1378, he was summoned to a
meeting of Convocation, to be examined for his

opinions. He obeyed the summons, but he appeared
attended by his friend John of t;aunt and others.

A great tumult ensued, the London citizens bursting

iuto the chapel, and frightening the synod of clergy,

who were ordered to sist proceedings. The papal
authority was then invoked against him, and Gregory
VI. issued several bulls, three addressed to the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury and other bishops, one to the
kiug, and one to the university of Oxford, com-
manding an inquest iuto the erroneous doctrines

attributed to the Reformer. W. was accordingly

again summoned before the prelates at Lambeth

;

but on this occasion .also he was favoured by circum-
stances, and escaped merely with an injunction to

refrain from preaching the obnoxious doctrines.

These jjroceedings only served to make W. a
more thorough Reformer. He now entered upon his

great work of translating the Scriptures, and circu-

lating them among the common people. He had a
great retinue of poor preachers, who went from
village to village bearing copies of parts of them. He
also challenged the doctrine of transubstautiation.

Many of the people, the burghers and the middle
class, heard him gladly, and matters seemed tending

to an open rupture with the papacy. But the
times were not as yet ripe for this. Many who
otherwise sympathised with the Reformer were afraid

of his views about transubstautiation. He was
especially summoned to answer on this head, first,

1S5
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before ,1 synod at the Greyfiiars, London, and
finally before Convocation in l.'iSi >Ie aiipeared,

and defended himself witli great subtlety and
jiowor. His defence was unavailing. Twenty-four
' erroneous ' statements were jiiclced out of liis

works, which were in consequence condemned and
ordered to be burned. He was banished from

Oxford, but was allowed to retire to his parish

of Lutterworth. His health was already shattered

by liard work and many anxieties, and on tlie

last Sunday of the year l.'iSl, he was struck dow

n

by paralysis while conducting public worship, and
two days afterwards expired. W. appears to have

been a man of simple faith and of earnest and
manly courage. He made a strong impression

upon his age ; an impression there is reason to

think not entirely effaced even to the time of

the i;eformation. The Lollards, as his disciples

were called, were to be found not only among the

poor, but in the cliurch, the castle, and even on

the throne. Political mischances, however, overtook

the party in the following century, and only a few
traces of it survive<l here and there when the move-
ment of the ICth c. began.—See the Rev. W.
Shirley's edition of the Fasciculi Ztzaniorum
MaijUIri Johannis Wydif (185S), published under
the direction of the blaster of the Rolls.

WI'DDIN, or WIDIN, a fortified town of Euro-

pean Turkey, capital of an cyalet of the same name
ui Bulgaria, on the right banlc of the Danube, 140

miles eivst-south-e.ast of Belgrade. It is surrounded

on the land-side by morasses, and is defended by a

strong citadel, by walls, and by a fortified island in

the Danube. Its streets and bazaars are pestifer-

ously dirty. For centuries, W. has been a strong

post in aU the contests between the Turks and their

northern neighbours, and it is called by the Turks
the \'irgin Fort, from its never having been taken.

The industries and the active general trade which
it carries on, render the town a i)rosperous one.

Ships from the Black Sea can reach W. by the

Danulje at high water. Pop. about 30,000.

WI'DGEOX, or WIGEOX (ilareca), a genus of

ducks of the non-oceanic section, ^nth the hind-toe

not webbed, having the bill shorter than the head,

and of equal width throughout, much rounded at

the tii>, with a broad strong nail ; the laracUas of

the ujiper niandilile prominent ; the wings long and
pointed ; the tail wedge-shaped. The species are

-
^'

\-V!i. T^T^N -^"-"-^ \

AN'iJgeon, Male and Female (Mareca pcntlopc).

pretty numerous, migratory birds, appearing in

great flocks in the warmer countries which they
visit during the winter. Tlie Comio.v W. (Aiiajs or

ihiTcca penelope) is plentiful in Britain during
winter. A few breed in the most northern parts of

Scotland, but the ordinary breeding-place is in more
1S6

northern regions. This species is found at S(jn)e

season of the year in almost all parts of Eiu-ope,

and in Asia, as far south as the north of Indi.a. It

is found also in North America, along the Atlantic
coast. It is known as one of the birds of Japan.
Its whole length is about IS inches. The forehead
and top of the head in the male are white, the
cheeks and hind-part of the neck reddish chestnut

;

the npper p.arts "rayish white, crossed with irregular

zigzag lines of black ; the tail nearly black ; the
wingoovcrts white, tipped with black ; the primaries
dark brown ; a green speculum edged witli black

;

the throat, p.ile rufous; the breast and belly, white.

The female is very different, the head and neck
rufous brown, speckled with dark brown ; the back

I varied with two shades of brown, darker in the
' centre, and paler in the edges of the feathers. The
W. is the most common of all the duck tribe in

Lapland, frequenting grassy swamps, lakes, and
rivers. Flocks of W. appear in Scotland and
England, on Lakes and rivers, in winter, and most
abundantly in severe winters. They feed during
the daytime, and chicily on grass. The note of tho
W. is a shrill whistle, wlience its French name
Slffleur, and the English names. Whew Duck and
Whewcr. Its Hesh is good for the table.—The
Ajiekican AV. (Anas or Marcca Americana) is a
larger bird than the European W., lieing about 2l!

inches long. The upper jiarts are finely waved
transversely ^vith Ijl.ack and reddish brown, the

under parts are mostly white ; the top of the head
is almost white ; tlie wing-coverts white, the greater

tipped with black ; the speculum green, encircled by
black. It breeds chicfiy in the northern parts of

America, and is common in winter on the coasts of

the United States, and in the rice-grounds. Its

flesh is highly esteemed. It is known as an occa-

sional, but very rare visitant in the British Islands.

WIDOW (see Ju.s Relict.e, Scccessiox, JLvr-
rlvoe). a widow's ri"ht to dower, by the common
law of England, extends to a life estate in one-third

of tlie lauds and tenements of which her husband
died seised, and wliieh any issue she may have h.ad

miglit by possibility have inherited. The law of

dower was considerably altered by a statute .'} and
4 Will. IV. c. 105 ; and in crises where married
parties are entitled to real property, their rights arc

generally regiUated by contract. There are certain

modes of conveying and devising property so as to

prevent dower arising, an<l a widow s right to dower
is also generally prevented by giving her a jointure.

A woman loses her dower by a divorce, but not by
judicial separation or other misconduct.

WIELAND, CiiP.isropu Makti.v, one of the
greatest of German poets, was born, oth Septcmlier

173.'i, at Oberholzheim, near Bibcrach, his father

being p.astor of that jilaco and afterwards in

Bibcrach itself. Tho jn-ccocity of his jiowcrs early

excited attention, and when only 12 j'cars of age, ho
had essayed his poetical talent both in Latin .and in

German verses. In 1750, W. went to the university

, of Tiiliingen to study law, but occupied himself
more with the classics, and with recent literature

both native and foreign. From Tuliingen, he re-

turned to Biljerach in 1752. At this time, Klop-
stock's example had an extraordinary inUuenco on
him, so that he gave himself up to a mystical piety,

foreign to his nature, which ho gives utterance to

in the Empjindun(ien des CUrliUii (Tlie Christian's

Experiences). While in tins mood, an invitation

from Bodmer led liira to give up tlic intention of

graduating at (jottingen, and go to Zurich. The
number and nature of his productions at this time
shew tho clfect which the example of Bodmer's
desultory way of working was beginning to have
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upon him. He soon, however, returned to the
more congenial field of the Literature and life of

the Greeks. The lively interest which he took in

Frederick the Great, prompted W. to work out the
ideal of a hero in a great poem, for which purpose
he fixed on Cjtus. The first five cantos appeared
1757, and a new edition 1759; but the reception
it met with was not very cordial, aud consequently
it remained unfinished. The beautifid episoile from
the Cyropaideia of Xenophon, Arcuipes und Panthea,
appeared about this time, aud revealed W. as the
poet of love. In 17C0, he received an appointment
in his native town in connection with the law-
courts. At this period, he engaged in the arduous
t.ask of translating Shakspeare (S vols., Ziir. 1762

—

17G6). However little W., whose mind had been
formed after Greek, Itoman, and French models,
aud who was constitutionally incUned to pleasant
and easy trifling, was calculated to enter fidly into

the spirit of Shakspeare, he nevertheless was, for

his time, tolerably successfid, and opened up the
path for his successors.

W. now spent much of his time at Warthausen,
near Eiberach, the estate of the Coimt von Stadion,
an accomplished and highly intellectual man, but
thoroughly a man of the world, and averse to

all religious enthusiasm. From the tone of the
society he met here, as well as by the course of

his reading, W. became imbued mth that modern
French philosophy which runs through the most
of his later writiugs. In some of these, there is

an immistakable tendency to licentiousness, from
which his personal life always remained free ; in

most of them, however, he has blended the Greek
sensibility to outward impressions with the French
love of pleasure into a pecidiar gracefid philosophy
of hie. The first production which beat's the im-
press of this French-Greek sensuousness, was the
poetical tale Nadine, which he himself calls a
creation in Prior's manner. In 1766 and 1767,
Agafhon, a romance in 3 vols., made its appearance,
which greatly contributed to establish W.'s fame.
His views on the subject of love are most fidly and
worthily expoimded in the didactic poem Mumrion
(176S), a work of singular grace aud harmony of

treatment, which he himself called a philosophy of

the Graces. W. had, in the meanwhile (1765),
man-ied a lady of Augsbm-g, and acccjrted a call to
Erfurt (1769), as Professor of Philosophy in the
university. He terminated what may be called the
erotic period of his hterary career with the Ver-
Jclagten A mor (The Impeachment of Love), wherein
he, in a manner, vindicated the kind of poetry to
which he had tiU then devoted himself.

A period of delightful leisure and imdisturbcd
work began for ^\. when the widowed Duchess
Anna Amalie invited him to Weimar (1772), as

tutor to her two sons, with the status of Hofrath,
and a salary of 1000 thalers, which was continued
to him after his duties as tutor ceased. W. was
eutii'ely in his own place in the society of the
distinguished men (such as Musiius and Von
Einsiedel) already g.-ithered round this com-t ; and
his genius began to soar more courageously. He
wrote his vaudeville, Die Wahl des Hercules (The
Choice of Hercules), and the lyrical drama, Alces'.e

(1773), which were received with great approbation.

Of greater importance for German literature was
the publication of the German Mercury, a monthly
periodical, to which W., till towards the close of

Lis life, devoted himself with the greatest earnest-

ness, and which he made the vehicle for disseminat-

ing his aesthetical views. On the whole, however,
liis criticism was neither genuine nor very deep, and
suff'ered from that conventional narrowness which
was then dominant in France. 'His letters on his

I

Alceste in the Mercury (September 1773) contain
sulficient traces of this tendency, at which Goethe
and Herder were so much offended. The former
wrote in relation to it the satire Goiter, Uddcn,
und Widand (Gods, Heroes, and Wieland). W.
answered the attack with pleasantry and with his
characteristic good nature. Shortly afterwards,
Goethe himself joined the circle at Weimar, the
soul of which was the Duchess-mother, Anna
Amalie. W.'s literary powers developed themselves
here more and more ; and for more than 20 years,
almost nothing of any importance occurred, either

in the poHtical or hterary world, in which he did
not take a more or less active part. His hterary
productiveness shewed itself chieliy in the Geschichte
der Abderiten (History of the Abderites, 1773), a
charming work, depicting the follies of small com-
munities, in which the muse of Wisdom is disguised
under the garb of the Satyr. This was followed by
a series of tales and stories, partly imitations of
foreign originals, and partly of his own invention.
Oberon, a romantic heroic poem, the most perfect
and enduring of his greater works, appeared 1780
(last ed. Leip. 1S53). It was followed by the trans-
lation of Horace (Letters, 1782 ; Satires, 17SG) and
of Lucian (17SS). W. pronounced the Episiks of

Horace with the commentaries to be those of his
works on which he put the greatest value. He has
given us a complete sketch of his conception of the
Greek world in the Aristippe (ISOO). A collected

edition of W.'s works up to 1802, in 36 vols., with
6 supplementary vols, in large quarto, and large and
small octavo (new edition with the poet's life, 53
vols., 1828 ; 36 vols., 1839), was got up by the book-
seller Guschen in Leipzig. From the proceeds, W.
was enabled to buy the estate of Osmannstiidt,
near Weimar. From 1798 to 1803, he lived here in

the circle of his numerous family (his wife, in the
coiurse of 20 years, had brought him 14 children),

and devoted the greatest part of liis time to literary

labours, among which his Attic Museum (1796—1804)

and the 2Teue Attic Museum (1805—1809) were not

the least. In these publications, he strove to make
his coimtrymen familiar with Greek poetry, philo-

sophy, and rhetoric. In 1803, he sold his estate,

and returned to Weimar, where he very soon
became intimate with Schiller. Here he lived to

see the day of the battle of .lena, the death of the

Duchess Amahe, and also of Herder and Schiller.

The marks of honour which he received from Alex-
ander and Xapoleon, and his admission to the

French ' Institut,' helped to alleviate his many
griefs, among which one of the greatest was the
death of his wife, 1801, with whom he had lived for

so many j-ears in great happiness. His o^\n death
took place 20th January 1S13.

W. had neither the spirit of a reformer like

Klopstock aud Lessing, nor did ho att;un the
poetical greatness of Goethe or Schiller; never-
theless, he did great serrico to German literatm-e,

which has not always been sufficiently recognised.

He gave to German poetry, as it was rising into

true national imjjortance, the still wanting grace
and harmony of e.vpressiou and versification, iu

which respect Goethe learned much from him.
The poetic handling of medieval chivalry was
an entirely new creation of his, and thus the
school of romantic poetry is indebted to him for

its origin. He also introduced poetical materials
from England, France, Spain, and It.aly, which were
not without influence. In all his apjiropriations W.
exercised that fine discernment which seizes upon
what is universally human, so that he nowhere
ajipears as a bUnd imitator. His criticism, too, with
all its shallowness, contributed much to the diffu-

sion of general culture.—Compare, besides Gruber's
187
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Bioriraphk Wklaiul's (4 vols., Leip. 1827 ; vols. 50

5;} ot tlifi irorA-i), U'iehnd's nusgpivdlille liriej'e

(4 vols.. Zlir. \fi\ii), Aimmhl denkwiinli^er Jiritfe ('J

Vols., Wieii, Iblo), and jBi-i'/e an Sopliie Laroche,

liurl. 182U).

WIELI'CZK.4, a small town of Austrian Galicia,

10 miles ilirtctly east-sonth-east of Cracow, ami

the same l>y railway. It is remarkable fur its

salt-mines, in which the majority of its inhabit-

ants (about COOU ill number) are cmiiloyed. The
mines were discovered in V2oO, ami have been

eontiiuiously worked since that time ; though

some assert that there is abundant evidence to

]irove that they have been worked since the Otli

century. The town itself is entirely undermined

by the excavations, which cxteud upwards of

9j90 feet from cast to west, 3G00 feet from north

to south, and arc 178U feet in depth. The mines

c.\teiid to four stories or ' fields,' one below the

other. In the second story, the visitor is rowed
across a salt lake, and when he has reached and is

explorinj; the thinl story, he is informed that the

lake he lately crossed is now right above his head.

The stories are simply large chambers excavated in

one enormous mass of rock-salt, of great jiurity, and

ajiparently of inexhaustible extent. In one of the

ciiambers, the miners have scooped out a (iotliic

chapel from the soliil salt-rock, and have carved,

not without skill, a number of statues and obelisks

from the s.ime material. The mines produce

uj,l"JI tons Knglish per annum.

WIE'SBADEX, a town of Prussia, formerly capital

of the independent duchy of Kassau, one of the

oldest and most famous of the German watering-

places delightfully situated on the south sIo])e3 of

Mount Tannus, '-'G miles west of Frankfiirt, and 5

miles north-west of Mainz by railway. The town
has been called ' a city of lodging-houses,' and this

m.ay be understood from the fact, that during the
' season ' the number of the visitors is greater than

that of the resident inhabitants. But though almost

every house is ajipropriated to the reception or

entertainment of guests, the town is well anil rejju-

larly built. The KursaiiL comprises an extensive

dining-hall, in wliich frequently 300 iieo]ile sit down
to dinner, and which also serves as a ball-room,

together with reading and gaming rooms. In the

large gardens behind the Kiirsaal, it is tlie habit

of the visitors to sit in the evenings at their

numerous small tables, regaling themselves with

eoH'ee or ices—tlie men smoking, the women knit-

ting—and all either chatting or listening to

the music played by a baud on such occasion.?.

Other buildings are the Silihis.^iclmt (Little Palace),

containing a library of 60,00(1 vols., and a collection

of antiiinities, in which are a numljer of curions

lioman lia.i.ti-relk-i% statues, altars, &c. found in the

vicinity; the handsome Protestant church, linishcd

in ISOO; the superb Greek chapel, built by the

I>uke of Nassau as a mausoleum, in which repose

the remains of his first wife. There are 14 hot

springs, all of a high temperature, and numerous
bathing-houses throughout the town ; but the prin-

cii)al is the Kochhnmnen (Boiling-sprLngl, the tem-

perature of which is 1.5G' Fahr. The si)ring has all

the appearance of a boiling caldron, and so copi-

ously does it pour forth its waters, that, though they

are used both for drinking and to sujvply the prin-

cipal baths in the t<jwu, a vast quantity escapes,

and runs aw.ay through gutters and drains, sending

up clouds of vapour in its passage along tlie streets,

and adding to the warmth of the temperature of

W. in summer. Next in heat and volume to

the Kuchhrunnoi is the spring that rises in the

garden of the Adkr (Eagle) Hotel, the temperature

of which is 1.34° I'ahr. The use of the W. hot-

springs is consitlered highly etlicacious in cases of

gout, rheumatism, scrofula, and other skin diseases

and nervous aU'ections. Tlie waters of these springs

are saline, and contain silica and iron. The pro-

sjierity of \V. is entirely dnc to its springs ; and
tlie beauty of its situation and environment, the

agreeable walks and rides, the charming views of

the vicinity, and the never-failing gaiety that pre-

vails during the season, render it one of the most
popular of the spa.s. I'he season lasts from June
to September, and the number of visitors annually

is over 20,000. Pop. (18G2) 20,797.

\\^ is very ancient ; its springs are the Fonti-K

Malliaci mentioned by I'liny. The Humans built

a station here, and erected a fort on a hill on the

north-west side of the town, still known as the

Kumerberg, and which was garrisoned by the 22d
P.oniau legion. The Jlalliaci, a subdivision of the

German tribe called the Catti, allied themselves

with the Komans ; but in the .'Jd c, the barbarian

Germans rose against the Komans, and destroyed

their forts, including Wiesbaden. Urns, tiles, coins,

&c. are found abundantly whenever the foundation

of a house is dug; and that the Komans appreciated

the virtues of the waters is proved by the remains

of ancient baths that have been found, and by the

votive tablets recording the thanks of Komans wlio

had been restored to health by the waters, still

preserved in the museum.

AVIG (Lat. jjilim, the h.air ; p'tlnre, to pluck off

the hair ; from which was formed piliiccare, and
hence joiiwcca, a head of hair; this was transformed

in It.al. into perruca, French j^crruque, whence Eng.
periwui, shortened into I'v';/). The use of false hair

for concealing baldness, or for the supposed adorn-

ment of the head, appears to belong to all ages and
countries. There is an Egj-ptian wig in the British

Jlnseum, supposed to be about 4000 years old; and
some of the South Sea islanders are said to be skil-

ful wig-makers. Xenophon mentions that Astj'agea

wore an immense wig. .Several of the Koman
emperors wore wigs, and Lampridius relates that

the wig of the Emperor Commodus was highly
]>erfunu'd, and sprinkled with gold dust. After
this, there are no historical traces of the wig till

about the end of the 14tli c, when wigs made their

ajijiearance in France, and hence spread gi\adually

over other European countries. The fashion of

wearing wigs set in strong in the reign of Louis
Xlll. (IGIO—•lG4.'i), and for more than a century,

no gentleman of fashion could appear without one.

Such w.as the extravagance in this article of dresii,

that as much as three guineas an ounce was ]>aid

in England for line qualities of liair, and wigs were
made at a cost of £140. It was only towards tlie

end of the ISth c. that the unnaturalness of this

ornament appears to have been thought of, and it

began to be superseded by the queue with Hair-

powder (q. v.). Exccjit by judges and barristers,

wigs are now used only in cases of baldness, ami
then they arc made in imitatinn of nature, wliich

was by no means the case with the wigs of old

times.

WI'GAN, a prosperous and important manufac-

turing town, and municip.'d an<l parliamentary

borough, in Lancashire, on the Douglas, i.').!, miles

south-south-east of Preston, and about the same
distance from Liverjiool on the south-west, and
Manchester on the south-ea.st. Irregularly built,

and notwithstanding a number of uiipiovcments

made within recent years, W. is not of very pre-

possessing ajipearance, and contains few objects

worthy of special mcutioii. It stands in the midst

of a coal-field; and cannel coal abounds in the
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vicinity. C'ottoii-spiuuing, antl the mauufaotnre of

calicoes and other cotton goods, checks, and homo-
iiKide hneus, are extensively carried on. There are
also brass and iron foundries, factories for edge-tools,
and other metallurgic works, chemical works, paper-
works, and corn-mills. The river Douglas, and the
Leeds and Liverpool Canal, aft'ord facilities for
inland navigation; and connnunication with the
chief towns of this and the neighbouring counties
is maintained by railways. Top. (1S51) 31,941

;

(1801) 37,658. (1871—3<I,1G0.)

WIGHT, Isle of, an island in the English Chan-
nel, remarkable for the variety and beauty of its

scenery, and the mildness and salubrity of its

climate, lies ahnost centridly, close olf the southern
coast of England, in which it is partially embayed,
and is divided from it by a channel varying from
loss than 1 mile to more than G miles in Ijrcadth,
known as the Solent (q. v.), which spreads out to the
cast into the broad and safe anchorage of Spithead
(q. V.) and St Helen's Roads. Its form is remarkably
regular, its longer and shorter diameters (22 miles
5 fui'longs, and 13J miles in length respectively)
running almost due east and west, and north and
south. Its shape is rlioml)oidal, and has been com-
pared to a bird with expanded wings or to a turbot.
It i.s 56 miles in circuit, and embraces an area, in-

chidiug its inlets, of 98,320 acres. Pop. (1861) 55,182.
Newport, which returns two members to parliament,
the island retm-ning one, is the capital ; the other
chief towns are i'i/rfe,C'ott'es, and re«</ior(aU described
under their separate headings), of which the first

and last have sprung up from small villages within
the present century. Yarmouth is a small decayed
town near the western extremity of the island, for-
merly returning two members, a privilege once also
possessed by Newtown on the north-west coast,
a once important town, now sunk to an insignili-

caut hamlet. On the south-east coast, the delight-
ful health-resorts of Sandowii and Slianhim are
fast acquiring the size and importance of towns,
llailway coumiunication has been opened between
Kyde and Ventnor, and between Cowea ami A'ew-
port. Throughout the island there are good though
generally narrow roads, for the most part pictu-
resque and bounded by hedgerows. The chief physi-
cal feature of the island, to which it owes its shape
and much of its beauty, is a long undulating range
of chalk downs, extending, as a kind of backbone,
from the Culver Cliffs on tlie east, to the Needles on
the west, rising to its greatest elevation in Mottis-
tun Down, GOl feet (.\shey Down is 42-1 feet, and
13emlu-idge Down 355 feet) aljove the sea. The river
JMedma, rising near the southern extremity of the
island, flows north through a gap in this range,
expands into a tidal estuary below Newport, and
Hows into the Suleiitat Cowes, and divides the island
into the hundreds of the liast and West Mediue.
In addition to the central ridge, a second range of
chalk downs of greater elevation—St Boniface liown,
783 feet, Dunnose (Shanklin Down), 771 feet, St
Catherine's, 769 feet—rises at the southern point of

the island, and expands into a broail promontory,
the south face of which forms the picturesque dis-

trict known as the Undercliff, or * Back of the
Island,' of which Ventnor is the capital. This dis-

trict owes its remarkable beauty to a series of land-

slips on a gigantic scale, of pre-historic date, which
have laid bare a long wall of rugged cliff, below
which a succession of sunny terraces, due to the
gradual subsidence of the strata, slope gently down
to the sea. The whole of this part of the island is

completely sheltered from the colder winds, and
enjoys a well-merited reputation as a residence for

invalids suffering from consumption or any disease

of the respu-atory organs. Its remarkable healthi-

ness is attested by the returns of the registrar-
general, which prove that the death-rate of the dis-
trict is absolutely the lowest in the kingdom ; while
the mildness of its chmate is evidenced by the luxu-
riance of the myrtles, fuchsias, sweet-scented ver-
benas, and other exotics, which not only live through
the winter without protection, but attain the size "of

large bushes.

In a geological point of view, the Isle of W. is

most interesting. The great variety of strata dis-

played within so small an area, under circumstances
so favourable for examination, renders it one of tlie

best available localities for the young observer. The
north side of the island presents "a succession of
Tertiary or Eocene strata, including beds of fresh-
water Umcstone, which have been extensively worked
for building-stone for many centuries, and based on
beds of London and Plastic Clay. In Alum B.ay,
at the west extremity of the island, the rapid
succession of vertical layers of sand and clays of
bright and varied hues, produces a singular and
beautiful effect. The central ridge or backbone
consists of strata of chalk imbedding layers of
Hints, and the underlying formations in an almost
vertical position. Isolated masses of chalk that,
in consequence of their superior hardness, have
survived the marine and atmospheric waste, form
the well-known Needles, at the west opening of
the Solent, and the picturesque rocks of Freshwater
Bay. The downs at the south of the island belong
to the same formation, but here the strata have
been undisturbed, and are nearly horizontal. The
cliffs of the Undercliff are of the Upper Green-
sand, or Fu'estone, underlying the chalk. Below
this comes the Gault, or Blue JIarl. To the action
of the land-spi-ings upon this unctuous formation,
the land-slips to which the Back of the Island owes
its beauty are due. The Lower Grecnsand succeeds
the gaidt, occupying the greater ])art of the area
between the north and south chalk downs. This
forms excellent corn-land, and presents a wall of

cliff to the sea, diversified with many narrow
picturesque gorges, locally known as Chines, where
a small rivulet has eaten away the friable strata.

The chief of these are those of Shanklin, Luc-
combe, Blackgang, and Whale Chine. The fresh-

water Wealden formation is the lowest visible in

the island, and is seen in the cliffs of Brook to
the west, and of Iledcliff Bay to the east. Bones
of the colossal iguauodon and other saurians are
found in this formation.
The soil of the island is very varied, both in

nature and fertility. Th.it of the northern h.alf is, to
a considcraljle extent, a cold, stiff clay, more suited
for the growth of wood, esjiecially oak, th.an corn.

Of late years, however, much of the woodhand has
been cleared, and judicious draining operations, in

\\ hich the late Prince Consort led the way on the
royal domain of Osborne (near East Cowes), have
produced very beneficial results. Panning is still

on the whole somewhat primitive ; even on lan'e
farms the ilail may still be seen in use. The
soil of the south half is chiefly a red loam, which is

exceedingly }U'oductive, especially in crops of barley,
and, in the more rich and sheltered lands, of lehde
wheat, lii'd wheat is grown in abundance in other
j)art3 of the island; while the stiff'er clays of the
north grow capital crops of oats. The chalk downs
afford admirable pasturage for sheep, which are
celebrated for the pureness of their wool, chiefly

exjiorted to Yorkshire, and which furnish the London
market with early lamli, as many as 4U00 being
annually exported. But few oxen conip.aratively are
fattened. The chief exports are wool, corn, flour,

cement stones (septaria), and white glass-house
sand.

1S9
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The history of the Isle nt W. presents but com-
paratively few points of iuterest. It 13 supposed,

with much probability, to have been the tiu mart

of the Greek trailers iiieutioned under the name of

Ictis by Diodorus Siculus. The Komans knew it as

Veda or i'eclis, which is merely the Latinised form

of the native name. It was conquered for the

Ilomans by Vespasian in tlio reign of Claudius

(4.S A.)).). Cerdic, the founder of the kingdom of

Wessex, took the island C.'JO A. B., and handed it

over to his nej)hews, Stuf and Wihtgar. In GUI A.D.,

it was reduced by Wulphero of Mercia, and given

to Ethelwold, king of Sussex, from whom it was
wrested (GSG A.u.) by Ceadwalla of Wessex, to

whom, under the benign influence of Wilfrid, Arch-

bishop of York, the island owes the introduction of

Christianity. During the three centuries preceding

the Norman Conquest, it was repeatedly devastated

by the Danish pirates, who made it their strong-

hold, to which they retired with their plunder.

William the Conqueror gave it to his kinsman, Fitz-

Osborne ; Henry I. transferred it to the family of

Do Redvers, iu whose hands it remained till the

reign of Vldward 1., when it passed by sale to the

crown. During the French wars of Edward III.

and his successors, the island was repeatedly invaded

and pUlaged by the French. At the close of the

reign of Henry VIII., the armada despatched by
Francis I., under the command of D'Aiinebault,

made several landings on the coast, and inllicted

some dam.age, but were idtimately tlrivcu back by
the prowess of the islanders. The most interesting

event in the history of the island is the imprison-

ment of Charles I. in the castle of Carisbrooke,

after his flight from Hampton Court, from Novem-
ber 2.3, 1G47 to Septemlier 15, 1G4S. Carisbrooke was
.also the place of the imprisonment of his children.

Prince Henry and the I'rincess Elizabeth, the Latter

of whom died there, and was buried in Newport
Church, where a beautiful monument by Baron
Marochetti has been erected to her memory by
Queen Victoria.

Among the cclebr.atcd natives of the Isle of W. we
may notice Dr ilobert Hooke, the experimental jihil-

osophcr, born at Freshwater, IG.'iS ; and Dr Thomas
Arnold of Kugby, the regenenator of pubhc-school

education, born at E-ast Cowcs, 1795.

The anti(jnitie3 are not numerous. Sepulohr.al

barrows occur on the downs, and Saxon burial-

places have been discovered in several localities.

There are the remains of a Roman villa, with a
tesselated pavement, at Carisbrooke. The remains
of Quarr Abbey, near Ryde, are very scanty. Caris-

brooke Castle is a line ruin, occu])ying .a command-
ing position. The churches are )iictnrcsque, b\it

not remarkable for beauty of architecture. There
are but few monumental br.asses or other sepulchral

memorials of interest. (Pop. 1871—GG,1C5.)

WI'GTON, a market and sm.all manufacturing
town of Cumberland, in the midst of a specially

|

agricultural district, ll.i miles by railway south-
j

west of Carlisle. It carries on manufactures of

giugh.ams and checks. Pop. (18G1) 4011.

WI'GTOWN, a county forming the south-west

corner of Scotland, is bounded on the W. by the

Irisli Channel, N. by Ayrshire, E. by the Stewartry

of Kirkcudbright and the Solway Firth, and S.

by the Irish Sea. Its extent from cost to west is

computed at from 32 to 34 miles, and from north

to south 24 to 28 miles. This county, which con-

stitutes West Galloway, was formed about the

year 1,'541
; and is between 54° 38—55" 4' N.

lal., and 4' IG'—5° 6' W. longitude. W. is some-

what irregular in form, being deeply intersected

by two arms of the sea, one of which, Loch
130

Ryan, .i long narrow inlet, stretches southwarils

from the north-west corner for fully i) miles into the
county, while Luce Ray on the south makes a wide
indentation IS miles long with an aver.age of 12
wide, the heads of tlie inlet and b.ay being only
G miles apart. The western part of W., known as

I

the Jiliins (if (j alloti'uij, thus forms a peninsula

I

whoso length (from north to south) is 28 miles, and
' breadth l.J—G miles ; its northern extremity is

Corsewall Point, and its southern the Mull of

Galloway, each ])romontory being ]irovided with a
light-house. The south-e:istern half of W. is sepa-

rateil from the Stewartry by Wigtown Ray, 15 miles

long and 14 wide at its mouth, and between this

latter and Luce Ray, W. extends southwards in .a

blunt triangidar form, terminating in Burrow Ile.ad.

The inhabitants of W. were originally of Celtic

origin, and up to the midille of the ICth c., a Celtic

dialect was universally spoken ; and for a century
afterwards, it was in use in the remote districts. W.
is irregular in its surface, but its eminences are

inferior in lieight to those of any other county of

Scotland—none of them exceeding 500 feet. The
soil is varied, and—with the excejition of a portion
lying along the sea-shore, especially iu the south-

east, which consists of a rich loam—the quality is

mostly inferior. There is a large extent of moss
•and moor, mostly of a very poor and unproductive
natiu"e, judging from the api)earancc and i>roduce of

much of what has been reclaimed. There has, how-
ever, been a considerable improvement made of late

years in farm-buildings. The climate is rather
mild, but moist, the rainfall being comparatively
great. There are many dairy establishments iu

this county, almost exclusively for making cheese
similar to the Somersetshire cheddar. The cows aro
frequently let for hire at from iC9 to £12 per cow,
the farmer supplying all food, and the dairyman the
labour. Most of the cows are of the Ayrshire
bree<l ; it is dillicidt to obtain the pure native
breed of cattle ; and the Gallow.ay jiouy, formerly
in such vogue, is now hardly to be met with. The
.area of W. is over 512 sq. m., or 327,900 acres, of

which about three-fifths arc either uncultivated or
would be unprofitable to reclaim. The government
returns for 18CG give 37,242 acres under corn crops,

18,595 under green crops, ."8,941 under clover and
sown grasses, and 29,845 under permanent meadow
pasture. The number of cattle iu the same year
was 35,703, of which 14,980 are cows ; there are
118,GG9 sheep and 10,273 jiigs.

Besides numerous small streams, W. contains
three rivers of considerable size, the Crce, which
forms the eastern boundary, and the Bladenoch

—

both of which fall into Wigtown Bay— and the Luce,
which cm])ties itself into Luce Bay; tlie former two
are navigable for a few miles, and yield salmon
.and trout. The county also possesses several small
fresh-water lochs. In the Rhins of Gallow.ay, on
the soutli-west, is situated the jiarish of iCirk-

maiden, tlie most southerly point iu Scotland

—

hence 'from Maidcnkirk to John o' Groat's.' There
were at an early period a considerable number of
religious houses in the county ; and the cliurch,

believed to be the oldest in Scotland, founded
by St Ninian, was built near the site of what
is now the village of Whithorn. At the Refonna-
tion there were 21 parishes; the number has
since been reduced to 17. The princi])al towns aro
Wigtown, Newton-Stewart, Stranraer, and Whithorn.
There is no mineral wealth, and little trade or manu-
facture cari'icd on in W. There is a distillery

at Bladenoch, a woollen manufactory at Kirkcowan,
and some saw-mills and starch-mills .at Stranraer
and elsewhere. The mail-coach was hrst run through
W. iu 1S04, and was only superseded a few years
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ago by the railway between Dumfries and Port-
patrick, from which latter the shortest sea-passatje to
Ireland is obtained. The old valued rent was £5034

;

the new valuation in ISGG—18G7 was £183,962. The
pop., in lS(j], was 42,0'Jj ; constituency, returning
one M.P., in ISGG, 11S3. (Pop. 1871—38,795.)

WIGTOWN", a royal, municipal, and parliamen-
tary burgh, market-town, and seaport in the south-
west of Scotland, capital of the county of Wigtown
or West Galloway, is situated on Wigtown Bay, near
the mouth of the Bladenoch Watei\ It is 40 miles
west-south-west of Dumfries, and nearly 150 miles
distant by railway from Edinburgh. The parish
church was erected in 1852. It is of Gothic archi-

tecture, and much superior to the ordinary rim of
country churches. In the churchyard there are
three tombstones in memory of martjTS who
suffered iu the time of Episcopal persecution. Two
of them are old. On the summit of the Windyhill,
the highest ground in the neighbourhood of the
town, an obelisk of freestone was placed a few years
ago, iu memory of those same martyi's—two of

whom, women, are said to have been drowned here.

The authenticity of this event, though lately ques-
tioned by some, is doubted by very few in the
locahty where it is said to have happened. A large
and very handsome building, which is used as a
town-hall and court-house, was erected iu 1SG3.
Pop. (ISGl) 2101. There is no particular trade
carried on iu the town. At Bladenoch Bridge, how-
ever, which is held to be part of the burgh, although
nearly tlirce-fourths of a mUe distant to the south,
there is a distillery of considerable extent ; also au
iron foimdry and a coach-budding establishment.
W. unites with Whithorn, Stranraer, and New
Galloway in electing a member to the House of

Commons. The registered tonnage of the port in

ISGG was 3097. (Pop. 1S71—1S59.)

WIKAKA, the Waceda cles Indes of the French,
a dietetic preparation of cacao much used in France
for invalids. It consists of roasted cacao nibs and
sugar, in the proportion of three parts of the latter to
one of the former, well mixed together, and flavoured
^rith cinnamon, vanilla, ambergi'is, and musk.

WILBERFORCE, Willi.«i, was born at Hull,
ou 2-lth August 1759. His father was a wealthy
merchant, descended from an old family, proprietors
of WLlberfoss, in the East Riding of York. W., at
the age of 9, on his father's death, was sent to school
at Wimbledon, where, imder the care of a pious
aunt, he ran the risk of becoming a Jlethodist. But
his mother did not approve of a serious education,
and removed him to a Yorkshire school, where the
religious impressions he had received were soon dis-

sipated by a life of gaiety. His constitution was
delicate, but he was quick and sphited, and fond of
society, iu which his lively conversation and musical
talent made him a great favourite. While at school,

he addi'esscd a letter to a York paper ' in condem-
nation of the odious traffic in human flesh,' a subject
he seems never afterwards to have lost sight of. At
17i be entered St John's College, Cambridge, and iu
due time he passed his examinations with credit.

He came, on attaining his majority, into possession
of a large fortmie, and determined to enter parlia-

ment. In 1780, he was returned for Hull. He had
known Mr Pitt when at Cambridge, and in London
they became inseparable friends. W., in parliament,
however, remained independent of party. The
elevation of Mr Pitt to the premiership gave him
au opportunity of taking olhoe, but he declined to
do so. He rendered, however, elhcient service to his
friend. In March 1784, on the eve of a dissolution,
he spoke at a county meeting in York, called to vote
an address against the CoaUtion Ministry ; and such

was the eCTect of his eloquence, that when he had
concluded, a resolution had been come to by the
freeholders that he shoidd be asked to stand for
the county. He did so ; and in spite of opposi
tion from the great Whig families, he was returned
without a contest. W.'s success iu tue leading
county, set an examjile to other constituencies,

which was of very great advantage to the Pitt
miuistr3'. In the same year, W. made a tour on the
continent with some ladies of his family and Isaac
Jliluer, the Dean of Carlisle, during -nhioh the
serious impressions of his youth seem to have been
revived. In 1787, he in a great measure eschewed
gaiety, and founded an association for the dis-

couragement of vice ; and in the following year,
while iu very bad health, he entered ou his great
struggle for the abolition of the slave-trade, to
which he thenceforward dedicated his wliole time.
He was powcrfidly supported by the Quakers, and
by Mr Thomas Clarkson, who kept alive interest
in the subject beyond the walls of the House of
Commons. In 1789, he first proposed the abolition
of the slave-trade iu the House of Commons, and
met, as he expected, with powerfid opposition. In
1804, his bill was lirst carried through the Com-
mons ; it was thrown out in the Lords ; and in
the following year it was again lost in the Commons.
In 1806, however, a resolution was moved by Mr
Fox, pledging the Commons to a total abolition of
the slave-trade in the following session. It was
adopted by the Lords. Just before the discussion
began in January 1804, a work had been published
by W. against the slave-trade, which had a marked
influence ou public opinion and the subsequent de-
bates. The bill was passed by the Lords. In the Com-
mons, it was carried by an enthusiastic majority. Sir
Samuel Romilly, who siqiported the measure, com-
pared the feelings of Napoleon, then at the height of

his glory, with those of the EngUsh phdanthropist,
' who would that day lay his head upon his pillow,

and remember that the slave-trade was no more;'
and the whole House burst into applause, and greeted
W. with enthusiastic cheers. W. now sought to
seciire the abolition of the slave-trade abroach He
at the same time entered on an agitation for the
total aboUtion of slavery itself. DccliuLug health,
however, comiielled him in 1825 to retire from par-
liament, in which, since 1812, he had sat for the
borough of Bramber, having at the latter date
resigned the representation of Yorkshii'C. The
movement against slavery was then intrusted to Sir
T. Fowcll Buxton. Throe days before W.'s death,
news was brought him that tlio Abolition Bill

had passed a second reading, and ho thanked God
he had hved to see his countrymen spend 20
millions sterling in such a cause. He died 29th
Jidy 1833, and was buried as a national benefactor
iu Westminster Aljbey. In 1797, \V. mamed tha
daughter of Mr J. Spooner, the banker of Birming-
ham, by whom he had a large familj'. His third
son, Samuel, is the jiresent Bishop of Oxford. W.
is the author of a Practical View of Christianity,

which, on its pubhcation in 1797, met with great
success. In sLx months it went through five editions,

and it has since been translated mto most of the
European languages.—See the Life of Wilberfurcc,
by his Sons.

WI'LDBAD, a small town of Wiirtemberg, in
the Black Forest, romantically situated m a valley
watered by the Euz, about 32 miles south-south-east
of Carlsnihe, 18 miles of which are bj' radway to
Pforzheim, and the remaining 14 by road, through a
beautiful portion of the Black Forest. It is noted
for its thermal springs and baths, the water of which
ranges from 90° to 100° F. iu temperatm-e. The baths
consist of numerous basins formed round the springs
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as they giish from tlie rocks, and floored with sand modern decoy-pipe, the Iiirds, liowevcr, bein;; <;ene-

(or the comfort of the Iiathers. From tlie ciroiim- ', rally driven, and not enticed into it. The paiit/ura

stance tliat these baths are natural, or wilil, and not

artiliiial, the town derives its name. 'J'hc waters

arc nearly jinre, tlie principal ingredient tlicy cou-

t.iin being common salt. They are peculiarly bene-

ficial for rheumatism, gout, stiffness of limbs,

jiaralysis, &c., ami for some skin-diseases. The
season lasts from May till .September, and the num-
ber of visitors has stcidily increased from 470 in

lS;i() to 47S2 in ISOO. No gambling is allowed.

Goitre abounds here and in the neighbouring close

valleys of the Ulack F'orcst. Top. 2UUS.

WILD-FOWL, a popular term, synonymous with

Wiifer-fixrl, and generally apjilied to web-footed

birds, but sometimes employed also to include

herons, plovers, and other birds Avhich frequent

rivers, lakes, and sea-shores. The dili'ircnt kinds

are noticed under their proper heads.— Wiid-fowliiiij

is one of the most dilficult, and yet one of the most
interesting pursuits of the Ihitish sportsman. Jiock-

juwiuig (see Fowling) is not included under this

term. Wild-fowling is prosecuted in a great variety

of ^^.ays. The wild-fowler seeks his game with a

gun and dog, generally a retriever ; or he uses a

small boat, called a punt, adapted to the shallow

was a large ])urse or dr.ag-net, i>laced along the
banks of rivers. Tlie ancient wild-fowliTS some-
times practised a system of decoying, apparently less

perfect than the modern system, but essentially of

the same nature, enticing the birds to their snares
by movements intended i^y excite their curiosity, and
for this ]uir])Ose the fowlers clothed themselves in

feathered jerkins, and danced with peculiar motions
and gestures. Kooses and bird-lime were also much
employed in ancient times. The Kgyjitians made
much use of the throw-slick, a missile similar to the
boomerang of the Australians, and which was
dexterously thrown so as to hit the neck of the bird.

In more recent times, f.alconry w.os nuich ])ractised

for the ca]iturc of wild-fowl. U'he gun, decoys, and
tlight-]>onds are now chieliy in use. Althcmgh
many wild-fowl are killed with the ordinary fowl-

ing-piece, it is not thus that the greatest numbers
are obtained. Much larger guns are used in punts
and yachts, by which many are killed at one shot.

The stalkiiiij-liorsc is still used in some parts of

JCnglaiul, in order to enable the wild-fowler, armed
with an ordinary fowling-piece, to get within reach
of the bird.-J, whilst they are feeding on the level

waters in estuaries which wild-fowl frcciucnt ; or he I

sw.ampy ground which they chietiy frequent A
proceeds a little further to sea, in a boat with sails

; 1

''orse well trained for the purjiose .advances towards

sometimes he employs a vaeht, or he endeavours to tliem> the fowler concealing himself on the side of it

furthest from them. An ox is

sometimes trained for this use,

-'-., V and indeed the kind of animal
' \'.'~—

^

with which the binls are most
'^X familiar in the locality is most

suital)le. Artiticial stalking-horses

are sometimes em])loycd, made of

canvas, and stulfed with straw,

the head being down, as if grazing.

This practice is common in some
parts of France. The use of the
stalking-horse is very ancient.

Wild-fowl shooting is not un-

attended with ilanger. In the

pursuit of wounded birds on the

ooze, the sportsman or fowler must
use splushi^ra, thin boanls about
IS inches square, attached to the
feet, to iireveiit him from sinking;

and if he fall, it is very dilhcult

for him to regain his feet. Ho
cannot raise himself by resting his

hands on the mud, which only

makes him sink deeper and deeper,

nor can he do it by getting upon
hia knees. The only method is

to roll over on the back, drawinij

the arms out of the mud, ana
jilaeing one foot with his splasher

lirmly on the ooze, to j>ress both
hands on the knee of the leg so

raised, and give a vigorous spring.

The |iunter is also in great danger
of losing himself in foggy weather
when pursuing wounded birds,

and being unable to get back to

his punt, when a fearful death awaits him on the

return of the tide.

The curly-coated retriever is the best dog for the

wild-fowl shooter, but good training is necessary to

fit the dog for his iisc. The punter ought not to

cany a dog with him, because the dog, having no
oi)portunity of exercise after his return from the
water, soon suffers from the cold of the winter
weather in which the sport is pui-sued.

Sltdijinij for tvihl-fmcl is jiractised by iirofession,al

Fig. 1.—tjtalking-liorsD.

(From VtX&lan'i Encydopadut of Sural Sporia. Dy kind permission of the publislicrs,

Mefsrs Longman.)

approach his g.ime on land by the aid of a slalkiiifi-

home ; or he has recourse to decoys, and other con-
trivances, by which great numbers (jf wild-fowl .are

cajitured. It is chieliy on the eastern and south-
eastern coasts of England that wild-fowl abound in

Britain, and they are most abundant in sevt-re

winters, coming as migratory birds from the north ;

but the dr,aining of the fen-lands has gre.atly reduced
their numViers. The ancient Greeks and Eomans
captured wild-fowl by various kinds of nets, one of

which, called the arnumcnUim, was not unlike the wild-fowl shooters on sonic parts of the English
193
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coast, particularly that of Hampshire. The sledger
traverses the oozes by means of a smaU light sledge
called a launching-punt, with a gun in the iore-part.
He pushes it ahead, crawling on'his knees, and often
at fidl length on the mud, till he gets within ranfe.
His most severe work is on sands and dry ground.
The gunning-punl is a small generally flat-bottomed

boat, about 17 feet in length, with a gun placed in
the front of it, generally carrj-ing about hal£-a-pound
of shot at a charge. The pimt must be nicely trimmed,
£0 that the gim is nearly on a level with the surface
of the water; and the fowler, having approached the

birds where they are congregated, often kills great
numbers by its discharge. The sport is pursued
both by day and by night. The punt is generally
constructed to carry only one person, and although
he rows it in the ordinary manner till he discovers
the birds, he is obb'ged then to lie down in the punt,
and force it forward by a pole or by the oars with
no Lttle exertion, till he gets within range. The
danger is not inconsiderable of his mistaking another
punt in the darkness of night for an assemblage of

wild-fowl, and firing at his fellow-sportsman. In a
clear moonlight night he proceeds, if possible, against

^^.

.-#"'-'-

Fig, 2.—Gunning-punt approaching Wild-fowl.

(By perfusion of Messrs Longman.)

the light, so that he may see, and not be seen. By a

successful shot, great numbers of water-fowl are

often killed. The punt-gun is capable of being
tipped, that is, elevated so as to shoot water-fowl on
the wing ; and the most successful shots are often

made by waiting tdl they rise, and tipping the gun.

The pimter cannot expect to recover all his wounded
birds, and there are men on some parts of the coast

who make their living during winter mostly by
seeking for them in the morning.—The saiUng-punt
is a mere modification of the ordinary gunning-punt

;

the sail saving much hard work to the fowler, but its

use is attended with greater danger, and it is utterly

unsuitable for rough water. A sliootiwj-boat is there-

fore sometimes used ; but in it the gun cannot be
i

fixed level with the surface of the water, as in the '

,

punt, and still more is this the case with the shooting-
|

yacht. The practice of the sportsman is therefore

considerably different, and the best shots are gene-

rally made after the birds are on the wing. The
helmsman of the shooting-yacht must be quick and i

skilful in luffing up, in such a manner as to

cross the flight of the birds, that they may be well
i

exposed to the gun, which is generally larger than
the punt-gun. Great numbers of wild geese, swans,

&c., are often killed from the shooting-yacht. In
approaching the birds, the greatest caution is neces-

sary, and the men in the yacht must be carefully

concealed behind the bulwarks.
Notwithstanding the draining of the fen-lands,

many of the decoys of the eastern coast of England
are still very valuable, and in some instances, they
afford a considerable part of the living of the paro-

chial clergy. A good decoy-pond attached to a

rectory adds not a little to its value. It is in severe

winters that the decoy-pond is most productive. It

must be in a secluded situation, and the proprietor
481

takes care to keep it as secluded as possible, per-
mitting no use of the gun or rifle in its neighbour-
hood. An extent of three or four acres is about the
best for a decoy-pond. Very large ones are found to

be comparatively much less productive. The decoy-
pond ought to be surrounded with trees and copse ;

reeds and sedges being permitted to flourish near
the water. Several pipes are led off from the pond.

Fig. 3.—Wild-duck or Mallard, ilalc and Female.

in different directions, ditches of six or eight inches

in depth, of a curved form, and becoming narrower

towards the extremity. It is in these pipes that

the wild-fowl are caught, particidarly mallards, teal,

and widgeons, and often in very great munbers.
The length of the pipe is generally from si.\ty to

eighty yards, its breadth at the mouth from twenty
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to tliiity feet, diminishing to two feet at tlie ex-

tremity, where it terminates in a tunuel-net, gene-

rally carried out on the dry laud. The whole pi|)c

is si)anut<l with a light netting, spread upon semi-

circular bars of iron rod, in an arch of about twelve

feet above the water at the entrance, but becoming
lower as tlie piiH; becomes more narrow. To attract

wild-fowl to the ])ond, and to induce them to enter

the pipe, decoii-ducks are kept, constant inhabitants

of the jHind, ami rcgiUarly fed. Wildfowl coiue

more rc:ulily to the pond because of their presence,

and follow them also to the mouth of the pipe, and
into it, when they come at the well-known whistle

of the decoy-man, to feed on the gr.".iu which he
scatters for them on the water. It is only thus that

the decoy-ducks are of use. They are not trained

in any way, nor do they display any intelligence

beyond response to the whistle which invites them
to their food. Very different is the case with the

decoyer's dog, the piper, so called not from any
vocal powers, but from his use in enticing birds into

the pipe. The dogs best adapted for this purpose

are of a peculiar breed, small, fox-like, and very

lively aiul frolicsome. They are very carefully

trained, and their jieculiar ([ualities seem to be iu

some measure hereditary. On tlie convex side of

the curve of the pipe, for about thiity or forty yards,

instead of netting coming down to the ground,

screens made of reeds are placed of height suiii-

cient to conce.il the decoyer ; but they are placed

obliquely, with narrow outlets between them,
thi-oiigh which bis dog may pass, and with bars in

^»l

ijj. i.— \v ua-iuwi iJccuy-pipo.

the intervals .ibout 18 inches liigh, for the dog to

leap over. When the wild-fowl have been atti-acted

to the mouth of the decoy, and the decoyer, peei)ing

through the screens, perceives that they are in the
proper situation, he sends out the dog, which makes
sportive gambols in their sight, and they are

attracted hy the strange object, a-s slicc;i are when
a small dog plays aiiout in the field where they
graze. The}' enter the pipe in pursuit, as if for

gratification of their curiosity, and the dog leaps

over the first Icaping-bar, and disappears behind
the screens, where his master immediately rewards
him with a piece of cheese or other deUcacy. When
the wild-fowl have advanced a little further, the

dog is sent out again, repeats his gambols, leaps

over the second leaping-bar, and gets a second piece

of cheese. The curiosity of tl-.e birds coucerning
the frolicsome little animal seems to incre:ise, and
by and by they are comjiletely in the net, when they

hurry on to be inevitably caught at the far entU

The dog is trained to kcej) perfect silence. A single

bark would disperse the birds. The success of the
131

decoyer depends very much on the state of the
weather, and he must consider the direction of the
wind in order to the choice of the pipe he is to use.
Into such delails, however, we cannot enter. It is

in the daytime, and not by night, that wild-fowl
are captured in the decoy. They generally leave
the decoy-pond at night for neighbouring feeding-
grountls. The decoyer often finds it profitable
not to attempt the capture of birds When they
first appear on the pond, but to wait for a few
days, when they congregate in greater numbers.
Decoys are of so gieat value that many acts of

p.arliament have been passed for their regidation
and protection. A decoy which has been established
for twenty years enjoys certain privileges secured
by law, particularly as to the <piictude of its vicinity,

which must not be disturbed by the firing of guns
at wild-fowl apparently going to the pond, even by
the jiroprietors of land over which they pass.

FUijIil-ponds alone reuuiin to be noticed. These
are used chieUy for the capture of pochards or dun-
birds, which very seldom enter the pipes of the
decoyer. The same pond is sometimes used both as
a decoy-pond and a (light-pond. The ]K)chard,

having its legs placed fai- back, cannot rise from
the water so suddenly as the wild-duck or widgeon,
and skims the surface for many yards, proceeding by
a very gradual ascent. To capture Uights of pochards,
nets are used, which are fixed to a cumbrous appar-
atus of poles at the side of the pontL The pond
may be about seventy or eighty yards square. On
an embankment, about ten yards from the water,

strong iiosts are fixed, about twelve feet

high, two together, and about fifty yards
apart— the corners of the pond being gener-
ally occupied by trees. Further back, about
fifty feet, are slighter posts, about fifteen

feet high. Other posts are required for the
working of the net, the position and use of
which we cannot exidaiu ; but the purpose
of the whole is that the net, which is of
the form of a parallelogram, may be suddenly
thrown up into the aii-. In order to this,

it is attached to cross-bars, which work
between the twin posts, and heavily-weighted
l>oxes attached to two poles, aid in bringing
it into an erect position when requirciL

TTic fowler's skill relates very much to
the moment of raising his net, which he
does by drawing a bolt or trigger. The
net ought to rise so as fully to confront the
birds as they issue from the pond. I'cns are
formed on the embankment in front of

the net of reed-screens about three feet

high, by two or three feet square, and the birds

falling into them on being thrown back from the
net, are caught, not being able to rise again. The
number of pochards caught at once is sometimes
very great. At Mersea and Goldhanger in Essex it

has been necessary to employ a wagon and four

horses to carry them away, and they have fallen in

such heaps in the pens, that those below have been
stifled by those above.—For full jiarticulars concern-

ing WUd-fowling, the reader is referred to Colonel
Hawker's well-known work on Sliooling, and to Tlie

Wdd-fowler by Folkard.

Folkard, in his excellent work upon Wild-fowling,
remarks that ^vritcrs upon sporting literature gener-
ally apply correct terms to game and birds of the
land, while water-fowl are invariably classed by
them as ' flocks.' The modern terms, as ajiplied to

water-fowl, are, according to Folkard, as follows

:

' A herd of swans. A gaggle of geese (when on
the water). A skein of geese (when on wing). A
paddling of ducks (when on the water). A team
of wild-ducks (when flying in the aii). A sord or
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suit of mallards. A company of widgeon. A flight

or rush of dnnbirds. A spring of teal. A dopping
of sheldrakes. A covert of coots. A herd of

curlews. A sedge of herons. A wing or congrega-

tion of plovers. A desert of lapwings. A walk of

snipes. A fling of oxbirds. A hill of ruffs. A
small number of wild-fowl, as ducks and geese
(about thirty or forty), is termed a " trip." The
same of widgeon, dunbirds, or teal, is termed a
" bunch ;

" and a smaller number (from ten to

twenty) is called a "little knob." Of swans, it

would be said, a " small herd ;
" and sometimes of

geese, a " little gaggle," or a " small skein ;
" and

so of ducks, a "short " or " long team." '

WILD HUNT (Ger. Wilde or WiUhende Jagd

;

also Wildes or Wuthende^ Heer, Wild or Maddening
host ; Narlitjil'jer, 2Sight Huntsman, &c.), the name
given by the German people to a fancied noise some-
times heard in the air at night, as of a host of spirits

rushing alon^ over woods, fields, and villages,

accompanied by the shouting of himtsmen and the
bajing of dogs. The stories of the Wild Huntsman
arc numerous and ^videspread : although varying in

detail, they are uniform in the essential traits, and
betray numerous connections with the mj'ths of the
ancient gods and heroes. The root of the whole
notion is most easily discernible in the expression
still used by the peasants of Lower Germany when

• they hear a howling in the air, Wode himts' ( Wode
ja'jet), that is, Wodan or Oilin marches, as of old, at

the head of his battle-maidens, the Walkjnries, and
of the heroes of Walhalla

;
perhaps, too, accompanied

by his wolves, which, according to the myth, along
with his ravens, followed him, taking delight in strife,

and pouncing upon the bodies of the fallen. The
heathen gods were not entirely dislodged from the
imagination of the people by Christianitj-, but they
were banished from all friendly communication with
men, and were degraded to ghosts and devils. Yet
some of the divine features are still distinctly re-

cognisable. As the celestial god Wodan, the lord of

all atmospheric and weather phenomena, and conse-

quently of storms, was conceived as mounted on
horseback, clad with a broad-rimmed hat shading
the face, and a wide dark cloak ; the Wild Huntsman
also appears on horseback, in hat and cloak, and is

accompanied by a train of spirits, though of a differ-

ent stamp—by the ghosts of drunkards, suicides,

and other malefactors, who are often without heads,

or otherwise shockingly mutilated. One constant
trait of the stories shew-s how effectually the church
had succeeded in giving a hellish character to this

ghost of Wodan—when he comes to a cross road, he
falls, and gets up on the other side. On very rai-e

occasions, the Wild Huntsman shews kindness to

the wanderer whom he meets ; but generally he
brings hiul; or destruction, especially to any one rash
enough to address him, or join in the huutiHg cry,

which there are many narratives of persons in

their cups having done. 'Whoever remains stand-

ing in the middle of the highway, or steps aside

into a tilled field, or throws himself in silence

on the earth, esc.ipes the danger. In many dis-

tricts, heroes of the older or of the more modern
legends take the jilace of Odin ; thus, in Lusatia and
Orlagau, Bemdietrich, that is, Dietrich of Bern ; in

Lower Hesse, Charles the Great ; in England, King
Arthur ; in Denmark, King Waldemar. The legend

has also in recent times attached itself to individual

sportsmen, who, as a punishment for their immo-
derate addiction to sport, or for the cruelty they
were guilty of in pm-suing it, or for hunting on
Sunday, were believed to have been condemned
henceforth to follow the chase by night. In
Lower Germany, there are many such stories

current of one Hakkclberend, whose tomb even

is shewn in several places. Still, the very name
leads back to the myth of Wodan, for fiakkel-
berend means literally the mantle-bearer (from O.
H. Ger. hakhul ; 0. Xorse, hokull or hekla ; Ang.-
Sax. hacfle, drapery, mantle, armoiu'; and bern, to
bear). The appearing of the Wild Hunter is not
fixed to any particular season, but it occurs fre-

quently and most regularly in the twelve days
between Christmas and Epiphany.
Another versiou of the Wild Hunt is to be found

in the legend prevalent in Thuringia and the district

of Mansfeld. There the procession, formed partly
' of children who had died unbaptised, and headed by
Frau HoUe or Holda (see Berchta), passed yearly
through the country on Holy Thursday, and the as-

sembled people waited its arrival, as if a mighty king
were approaching. An old man, with white hair, the
faithful Eckhart (see Tannhacser and Vexcsberg),
preceded the spirit-host, to warn the people out of
the way, and even ordered some to go home, so that
they might not come to hurt. This is the benign
goddess, the wife of Wodan, who, appearing imder
various names, travels about through the coimtry
during the sacred time of the year. This host o£
Holda or Berchta also prefers the season about Epi-
phany. In one form or other, the legend of the Wild
Hunt is spread over all German countries, and is

found also in France, and even in Spain. In Lower
Germany, it has been preserved in an older and
purer form than in Upper Germany. It has prob-
ably some connection with Celtic mythology, but
not apparently with the Sclavonic.—See Grimm,
Deutsche Mythologie.

WILFKID, Saixt, an Anglo-Saxon bishop, was
born, of noble parents, in the kingdom of Bemicia
in 63i He was remarkable when a boy for his

good looks, gracefid manners, and ability. He
became at 14 the attendant on a Saxon nobleman,
who had retired to spend the last years of his

life in the monasterj' of Lindisfame. There his

attention was directed to the controversy as to the
time of celebrating Easter (q. v.) existing between
the two sections into which the Anglo-Saxon Chris-
tians were divided ; the one advocating the Roman
practice, which was that of the continental churches
generally, the other adhering to the Scoto-British.

\V. resolved to visit Rome to ascertain which
was in the right, and thither he went at the
age of 19, with recommendations from the courts

ot Kent and Bemicia. He returned to England
a warm partisan of the Roman party. From
Alfrid, king of Xorthumbria, he received a grant of

land and a monastery at Ripon, and there, in 664,
he was ordained a priest. The synod of Whitby,
which met in 064 to discuss the disputed ques-
tions between the two parties in the church, was
attended by the most distinguished members of

both, and among others, by Colman, Bishop of

Lindisfame, a^id Wilfrid. We have a curious

account of this conference. The king presided, and
seems at first to have been puzzled by the argu-
ments, but he noticed that Colman always referred

to St Columba, W. to St Peter—and it struck him
that the relative power of these saints had a close

connection with the points at issue. ' St Peter,'

said W., ' is the rock on which the Lord founded
his church, and to him he intrusted the keys of

heaven.' ' Did St Columba not receive the same
power ?

' asked the king. Colman could not say he
had, 'Then you both admit that God has given
the keys to St Peter ?' Both said they did. ' Well,'

continued the king, ' if it is so, I shall not oppose
him. Were I to do otherwise, I might find no one
to open the gate when I came there ; St Peter
might turn his back on me. We must not offend

him.' The council and audience were carried
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away by this argument, and the king aecided in

favour of the Koman i>arty. W. was aftcrwarels

named Bisliop of York, but he did ntot cuter into

possession of his see until GOO. He then sur-

rounded lumself with great ])omp, built churches,

one of which, at Hexham, was said to be the linest

north of the Alps, and strove to oppose the ecclesi-

astical to the royal jiower. A quarrel followed

with the new king of Xorthunibria, named Kgfrid,

and W. was deposed. He started on a journey

to Kome, to make a personal appeal to the pope;

but he w.as driven by a storm to the coast of

Friesland, the inhabitants of which were still pagan.

There, however, he was hospitably received by the

kinj. To his arrival, the people attributed an

excellent fishing-season and abundant harvest. He
was asked to preach, and he did so in his own
Anglo-Saxon tongue, which was perfectly intelligible

to the Frisians. Such was the effect, that he baptised

many thousands of the people, and all the iirinces.

The event is one of the most memorable in the

history of Northern Germany and Scandinavia, for

with it began the conversion of these countries to

Christianity by Anglo-Saxon missionaries, and the

introduction into them of the arts and knowledge

inherited from ancient civilisation (see Boniface;
Wili.ibrod). W. re;vched Rome, and the pope decided

in his favour ; but on his return to England, the

king gave no heed to the decree, and committed

him to prison. He escaped, however, to the

Weald of Sussex, where he converted the pa^an

inhabitants. He was afterwards recalled to liis

Bce ; and a proposal was made to elevate him to the

primacy, but he was still opjiosed, as the leader of

the Roman p.arty, and ultimately he was deposed,

and excommunicated. He again went to Rome,
remained there some years, returned to England in

705, and died at Oundle, in Northamptonshire, in

709.—There is a very interesting sketch of the

saint's life given in the 19th chapter of Bede's

Ecclesiastical Histori/. See also Lappenberg's Jlu-

torn of England under the Amjlo-Saxuns.

AVIXHELMSHOHE. See C.issEL.

WILKES, CnAi:l.E.s, American naval oflioer and
explorer, was born in New York in ISOl, and
entered the navy as mitlshipman in ISIG, served

in the Mediterranean in 1S19— 1820, and in the

Pacific in 1821—1823, where he was selected for a

separate command. In 1S2G he gained the rank
of lieutenant, and in 1S30 was appointed to the

DepOt of Charts and Instruments at Washington,

and was the lirst in the United States to set up
fixed astronomical instruments and make observa-

tions. After being employed in surveying George's

Bank, he was, in 18.38, appointed to the command
of an exploring expedition of five vessels and a

storeship, in which he surveyed the Samoan group

in the Pacific, discovered many islands and the

antarctic continent, which he coasted through 70° of

longitude, explored the Feejee group, and returned

in 1842, when he was advanced to the grade

of commander, and published a Narrative of the

United States Exploring Expedition (5 vols. imp. 8vo,

Philadelphia, 1815). Of the 11 supplementary quarto

volumes, he was the author of the one on Jleteor-

ology; and ia 1849, of a volume on California and
Oregon, entitled Western America. In 1856, he pub-

lished his Theory of the ]\'inds. Having been pro-

moted to the rank of captain in 1855, he, in ISGI, took

command of the United States steamer San Jacinto,

and forcibly removed from the British mail-steamer,

Trent, Messrs Mason and Slidell, commissioners of

the Confederate States to England and France, and
conveyed them to Boston, receiWng the thanks of

Congress and the acclamations of the people ; but
1%

at the demand of the British government, his act was
disapj)roved, and the commissioners restored. In
1SG2, he was jjromoted to the rank of commodore,
and to active service as actiug-rear-admiral ; but at
the close of the war, placed upon the retired list of

commodores.

AVILKES, John, a celebrated public character,

was bora in London, October 17, 1727. His father,

a brewer or distiller at C'lerkcnwell, sent him when a
lad to the university of Leyden, where he received an
excellent education. On his return to England in

1749, he married a Miss Jlead, an heiress, ten years

his senior. His good manners, learning, ready wit,

and open table secured him many friends, but extra-

vagance and dissipation soon involved him in difli-

cuities. He and his wife separated, and in a law-

suit which followed, facts came out most damaging
to his character. He was nevertheless named High
Sheriff of Buckinghamshire, and in 1757 returned

to ])arliamont as member for Aylesbury. In the

House, he joined in the i)opular clamour against

Lord Bute; and in June 17G2, founded a paper
entitled the North Briton, in which he denounced
him with such vigour and success as to drive him
from the ministry. He attacked with equal bitter-

ness the next ministry, insinuating that although Mr
Gre\nlle was nominally at the head of affairs, Lord
Bute still had the ear of the king. In the 45th
number of the North Briton, he charged the king
with having uttered a f.alseliood from the throne,

and in consequence, his house was entered, and his

jiapers were seized. He was himself connnitted to

the Tower, on a general warrant. But he was
released by Chief-justice Pratt, ou account of his

privilege as a member of parliament. His paper
was burned, by order of the House of Commons ; but
a riot ensued, shewing that public sympathy went
with Wilkes. A prosecution was next instituted

against the Undcr-secrctary of State by W. for the

illegal seizure of his papers ; and he obtained £1000
of damages—a declaration being at the same time
made by the Chief-justice that general ^\arraut3 arc

illegal. W. then went to France, on the plea of bad
health, and was expelled from the House of Com-
mons. In his absence, he was convicted of having
printed ])rivatcly an obscene poem, of which he was
one of the authors. It was hoped that evidence of

his immoral character would di.sgust the public with
him. But the copy of the book on which the pro-

secution had been founded had been obtained sur-

reptitiously from a printer employed ; and this fact

becoming known, the steps taken by the government,
instead of injuring \V., only added to the outcry i

against ministers. On the formation of a new min-
istry imder the Duke of Grafton, W. returned to

England, and becoming a candidate for Middlesex,
harangued great crowds in Loudon. After his elec-

tion, he was arrested, in consequence of his outlawry;

and on the way to prison he was rescued by a mob.
He, however, after it had dispersed, voluntarily

gave himself up to justice. When parliament met,

a crowd assembled to convoy liim to the House of

Commons. A riot took place, and the military were
ordered to lire on the mob in St George's Fields.

Many persons were wounded, and one was killed.

The coroner's jury who sat nu the body returned a
\
verdict of murder against the magistrate who had

' given the order to fire ; and he was tried for that
crime, but acquitted. W. secured a cojiy of a
letter from Lord Wej^mouth to the chairman of the

! Lambeth Quarter Sessions, in which it was recom-
mended that the military should be employed to

su]ipress disturbances in London. It was published
with a preface by W., in which he charged the
Secretary of State with ha\'ing planned ' the mas-
sacre in St George's Fields.' The House declared
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the preface to coEtain a seditious liljel, aud W. was
agaia expelled. He was after this re-elected several

times as member for Middlesex ; but the elections

were declared void. Colonel Luttrell, who vacated his

seat and opposed him, obtained only 300 votes; but
he was declared to be duly elected, in defiance of a
protest from the whole countr\\ W., still in prison,

was now recognised as the champion of public liberty,

and became the most popular man in England. In
1709, he obtained a verdict against Lord Halifax in

the Court of Common Picas, with £4000 damages.
He was shortly after discharged from prison on
giving a bond for good beha\'iour during seven years.

In 1774, he was chosen Lord !Mayor of London, and
again returned for iliddlesex, which he continued
to represent for many years. In 1782, the resolu-

tion by which he had been declared incapable of

re-election was expunged from the minutes of the

House of Commons, as subversive of constitutional

rights. The other resolutions relating to W. were
at the same time expunged. Two years later, he
withdi'ew from the House of Commons. He died

27th of December 1797.

WILKIE, SiE David, a distinguished Scottish

painter, was born in Fifeshire, at Cults, of which
parish his father was minister, ISth November
17S5. His boyish passion for art was too strong to

be resisted by his father, who, with much reluctance,

sent him, in 1799, to study in the Academy at

Edinburgh. Here he greatly distinguished himself

;

and returning home, in 1804, he painted his
' Pitlessie Fail',' a piece in which already his pecu-

liar genius is pronounced, and which brought him
the sum o£ i'25. The price seems paltry ; but for

the work of an unknown country strijiling in an
original walk of art, it was perhaps to be considered

handsome. Shortly after, W. proceeded to London,
intending to return to Scotland after a year or two
of study ; but the great success of his picture, ' The
Village Politicians,' determined him to settle in

the metropolis. Not that, pecuniarily, he was very
greatly benefited, £30 being aU that the Earl of

Mansfield coidd with difficulty be got to pay for the

picture, though aware that, on a point of honourable
scmple, the artist had refused repeated offers of

£100 ; but the originality and humour of the work
greatly captivated the public, and at once estab-

lished the reputation of the painter, who had soon
commissions in plenty, at greatly advanced prices.

In 1809, his brethren of the Eoyal Academy ratified

the favourable verdict of the public by electing him
an Associate ; and two years afterwards, he was
advanced to the rank of Academician. In 1814, in

company with his friend Haydon, he visited Paris,

and inspected with gi-eat deUght the art-treasures

at the Louvre. Though his father had died some
years before, and his mother and sister were now
living with him at Kensington, in 1817 he made a
rim into Scotland, and while the guest of Scott at

Abbotsford, painted his well-known picture of the

great poet and his family. During these years, W.
had been engaged on the series of pictures on which
mainly his fame rests ; pictures familiar bj' engrav-

ing to every one (The ' Blind Fiddler,' ' Card
Players,' ' Rent Day,' ' Jew's Harp,' ' Village Festival,'

'Blind Man's Buff,' 'Distraining for Rent,' 'The
Penny Wedding,' ' Raiding of the Will,' &c.), in

which the homely humours of humble life are ex-

pressed by a vehicle appropriately simple, and

—

though scarce in the higher sense to be called

colour— of charming purity and transparenc}'. In
this style, distinctively his own, his genius is com-
monly held to have culminated in ' The Chelsea
Pensioners listening to the News of Waterloo,'

which was painted during the years 1820—1821.

This work was a commission from the Duke of

Wellington, who paid the artist 1200 guineas for

it. Subsequently, he changed his style, sought
to emulate the depth and richness of colouring

of the old masters, and deserting the hom^Jy
life, which he coulcl treat so exquisitely, chose
elevated, and even heroic subjects, to the height of

which he coidd never rightly raise himself. The
florid picture, painted in 1830, of ' George IV.
entering Holyrood,' which, though not without its

line points, can delight no one but a flimkey, gave
the first hint of the change ; and no doubt a tour
over nearly the whole continent, which he made for

his health, in 1824, everywhere, of course, intent

upon the grand old masterpieces, did something to

stimidate the new and unwise ambition. By com-
mon consent, it has been adjudged unwise; and W.
remains, and will remain, memorable, not for the
quasi-high art of his later }"ears, but for the simpler,

truer, and, in every right sense, higher art of his

earlier time. He never, however, ceased to be
popular, and honours continued to be showered
upon him. On the death of Sir Henry Raeburn,
he succeeded him as Limner to His Majesty ; iu

1830, he was made Painter in Ordinary to His
Majesty, in room of Sir Thomas Lawrence deceased

;

and in 1836, the honour of knighthood was con-

ferred upon him. W. had never been robust, and
his health now began to give way seriously. In
1840, seeking to re-establish it, he once more left

England ; but he did not find what he sought.

Having visited Syria, Palestine, and Egypt, he died
on his voyage home, off Gibraltar, aud his body
was committed to the deep.

As an illustrator of Scottish character and
manners in the humbler levels of life, W., in bis

best pictures, may take rank with Burns in hJB

poetry, and Sir Walter Scott in his novels. As a
man, he was kindly, warm-hearted, and—though
with some touch of the canny Scot in him— ot

essential generosity of disposition.

WILL is, in EngUsh Law, a writing by which a

person entitled to propertj- declares what is to be
done with such property after his death. Though,
by the WiUs Act, 1 Vict. c. 26, a writing is indispen-

sable to a will, yet there is an exception in the case

of soldiers or sailors who, from their occupation, and
while in actual service, are allowed to make a verbal

or nuncupative will ; and this exception only ex-

tends to their personal estate, for they must make a
written will, like other persons, iu order to deal

with their real estate. An infant, or person under
21 years of age, cannot, since 1838, make a wUl. A
married woman can only make a wdi if she has
separate property, or her husband assents to her

wUl, or she makes the will by virtue of some jiower

of appointment vested in her. As a general rule, it

is absolutely necessary that the party making a
will should have a free and disposing mind at the

time ; and hence, if he or she is a lunatic, or drunk,

or acting under compidsion, fear, or undue influence,

the will is invahd. There is nohmit as to the time
preceding death when a wiU may be made : it is

enough that the testator was at the time capable

and sensible, though he died immediately after. A
will must be executed in presence of two witnesses,

who see the testator sign the will, or at least hear
him acknowledge it. But there is no particular form
of words in which a will must be made for the pur-

pose of disposing cither of realty or personalty. The
will must be iu writing, but it need not be in ink or

written continuously. The testator may sign by his

mark or by an assumed name. Though a seal is

not equivalent to signature, yet a person may have

a stamp to sign papers with, and that will be sufli-

cient for a will also. The testator need not sign the

wUl if he authorise some one to do so for him in his
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presence. Tlic siLiiature must be at the foot or end

of the will ; Init it it is iiLiccd so .is to le.nd a court

to the conclusion that it was intended to give effect

to the will, that will be cnoucth. Though the wit-

nesses need not know it is a will, they must be pre-

sent toi;ether when the test.ator signs it or acknow-
ledges his signature. The witnesses miist sign their

names or make their marks. A legatee, or the wife

or husband of a legatee, may be an attesting witness,

but by being so. he or she will forfeit any legacy left

to him or her by the will. But one may be an ex-

ecutor though he attests the will. A will is revoked

by the marriage of the testator or testatrix. The mere
fact of making a subsequent will does not of itself

operate to revoke a prior will, unless there is some
inconsistency in whole or in i)art ; and, as a general

rule, no will will be revoked by any prcsumjition of

an intention on the ground of an alteration in cir-

cumstances. The iisual way of revoking a will is

to burn, tear, or destroy it with the intention of

revoking the same ; or by executing another will

which expressly revokes the prior will. ANHien a
testator tears or cuts away that portion of his will

containing the signature and attestations, the pre-

sumption is th.at he intended to revoke the whole.

But merely cutting out a i)art of the will, or striking

it through with a pen, does not amoimt to a revo-

cation. It is to be borne in mind that, in order to

revoke by tearing, ifec, there must be an intention to

revoke, so that a mere accidental tearing will pre-

vent the act from having the force of revocation.

Wlien there arc interlineations or alterations in a
•will, it is presumed these are made after signature,

unless there is evidence to prove the contrary. A
vnll which is in any manner revoked can only be
revived by re-execution, or by a codicil shewing an
intention to revive it ; but many nice questions

have arisen as to what causes a will to revive.—In
Scotland, a will is used only to denote a testament
affecting personal or movable property; while a
will affecting real or heritable propeity can only be
made by way of a deed having a present oi)eration.

A will or testament may be^ written in the liand-

writing of the testator, and if signed by him, will not
require witnesses, being then called a holograph
will. In other respects, wills arc subject to nearly

the same rules which prevail in England with respect

to revocation, &c. Wills of real property are called

Dispositions or Deeds, and have a present operation,

and the mode in which tliey are drawn up is that of

convejnng tlie property to the disponee, but reserv-

ing the testator's liferent. The elt'ect of this is tliat

the testator retains the property in his own hands
while he lives; but the moment he dies, the disposi-

tion mortis causa comes into play, and the disponee
then takes the property, subject to the deed. See
Dked.

WILL. The Mind is divided into three distinct

functions—Feeling (see Emotion'), Intellect or
Thought (see I.ntellect), and WiU or Volition.

Under WiU, is included the ])utting forth of active

energy to move our own organs, or cliange something
about us ; but all energy is not voluntary energy.

The peculiarity of action from Will, in contrast to

other activities, as the powers of natm-e— wind, gra-

Wty, &c., is its being preceded or inspired hy/feliinjx,

or by the pleasures and pains of an individual mind.
Hence, Will is defined, action prompted by /eeliixj.

The feelings that prompt the will, called motives,
are our pleasures and our pains ;

pleasure felt or
imagined moves us to continue and increase the
pleasurable state; pain urges us to work for the
abatement of the pained condition.

In the maturity of the powei-s, a human being, or
animal, can perform a great variety of specilic ac-

tions it the bidding of the various wants or desires.
19S

The sensation of thirst induces at once a series of
eom)iIicated movements, ending iu the relief of the
painliU feeling. But no man or animal is born with
the ability to make a journey to a well, whenever
thirst is felt ; the human infant cannot even perform
the voluntary act of lifting anything to its mouth.
Our most ordinary voluntary movements are the
result of an education ; and the explanation of the
volitional energies consists in ascertaining what are
their beginnings or germs in the mental constitu-

tion, and how they are brought to the finished

state.

Three different facts of our nature appear to
concur iu forming the collective aijtitudes of the
WiU.

I. The fact termed Spontaneous Activity, or the
self-acting energy of the system, whereby move-
ments arise without waiting the stimulus of the
senses. Any actively tlisposed animal, after rest

and nourishment, begins to move merely through a
surplus of nervous power, and not because it is

wakened out of dormancy by the solicitations of

sensible objects. Withoiit this tendency to com-
mence movements in the first instance, there would
be no apparent basis for the voluntary acquirements.
See Spontaxeity. In imitation with the voice, for

exami>le, we must begin by uttering soimds, and
then discover by the ear their agi-eement or dis-

agreement with the sounds heard.

II. The second fact is the tendency to abide by a
movement giving pleasure, and to relax a movement
coincident with pain. From the lirst moments of

sentient life, every animal appears to possess this

propertj'. If a movement happens to coincide with
an access of pleasurable warmth, the animal main-
tains, and possibly increases, the movement : if the
warmth p.asse3 into pain, the movement ceases. The
infant sucks so long as the feeling is pleasurable,

and ceases when satiety comes on. This power may
be an offshoot of the general law connecting pleasure
with an increase, and pain with a diminution of vital

energy. See Emotion. However arising, the fact

is unquestionable, and is exem|iUfied all through
life. Without our going through any process of

deliberation or resolution, we sustain an activity

that brings us agreeable sensation, and remit an acti-

vity ending in pain. We keep our eyes fixed on a
cheerful llame, and irithdraw them when the glare

is overpowering: the process is self-acting and
intuitive.

III. The third fact is the operation of the Reten-
tive jjower of the mind, in joining together, by a
permanent association, movements and feelings that
have existed together for some time. This is a
branch of the great law of Contiguous Association.

See AssociATics of Ideas. The WUl is an educated
function, and education supjwses the plastic or fix-

in" operation expressed by the al)ove-nanied law.

But the chief nicety in explaining the growth of

the WUl consists iu shewing how the proper move-
ments and feelings originally came together. This
is the problem of the Development of Voluntary
Power, which would demand an extended Ulustra-

tion. A brief indication of the process must suffice.

One of the easiest examples is the moving of the
head to follow a light or other object pleasing to

the gaze. This power is not possessed at the com-
mencement of life, and the process of arriving at it

is supposed to be as foUows. The child has its eyes
fixed on the light, and enjoys the luminous excite-

ment. The light is moved to one side, and is there-

fore lost to the direct gaze, and there is no power
to recover it. An accidental movement of the head,

occurring by mere spontaneity, carries the eyes
round to encounter the light again, or to foUow it

as it moves ; the consequence is, that the recovered
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pleasure of the spectacle sustains the movement
that brings it. Now, every snch coincidence tends

to become fixed, by the law of plastic association ;

and after a few repetitions of the accidental concur-

rence, there is a connection formed between the

optical impression and the movement that is found
to go along with and sustain it. Thus it is, that a

movement of the object to the right hand, which
leaves a characteristic trace on the visual organ,

becomes associated with a movement of the eyes

and the head to the right hand ; and whenever the '

optical fact arises, the movement is apt to follow. '

This makes one distinct item in our volitional

acquisitions ; one instance of the power of definitely

acting to a definite feeling.

Another example might be taken from the feel-

ings of warmth and dullness—both ver}' powerful I

sensations in all animals. One of the most obvioiis !

means of attaining comfortable warmth is to crouch
j

and bring all the limbs close to the body. A very
early experience woidd connect this posture, ac-

cidentally hit upon, with the comfortable sensation ;

'

and, by virtue of the primary law of the mind, con-
!

necting pleasure with exalted energy, the move-
ment, once coinciding with the pleasure, woidd be
sustained and adhered to, so long as it brought the

pleasure ; and in course of a few repetitions, a

definite association would be formed between the

state of chdness and this mode of relieving it. By
a more lengthened and round-about process, more
complicated associations would be formed, such as

coming close to the warm body of a companion, nin-

ning into shelter, approaching a fire, going into the

simshine, &c. ; but, in all cases, the only mode of

attainment that can be pointed out, is (1) the con-

currence of spontaneous movements with feelings of

jileasure, or reUef from pain ; (2) the maintenance
of those movements by the first law of self-con-

servation ; and (3) the forming of a Hnk between
the two Ijy the force of plastic association.

The illustration may be varied by viewing the
case from the side of pain. The immediate and
direct result of pain, from the dawn of sentient life,

is to lower active energy for the time, and therefore

to arrest whatever movements are in progress : this

is the general rule, although there is an important
exception in the case of acute or pimgent pains,

which, in the first stage, stimulate and excite the
active members. Hence, when a movement happens
to coincide with a pain, it is Hable to be arrested

;

a bitter morsel in the mouth makes one oease chew-
ing, by reducing the active power for the moment.
The primitive endowment of the system would lead

to nothing further, until some chance movement of

the mouth tended to get rid of it, which movement
would be promoted and sustained by the pleasur-

able feeling of relief, which is the operation of the

principle from the other side.

The gro^rth of the WOl is conspicuously shewn
in Imitation, which is an acquired aptitude, and a

department of our voluntary power. In imitation,

there must be (1) a spontaneous tendency to move
the active organs concerned—the voice, the mouth,
the hands, &c. ; (2) a sense of the effect, with a
certain j)leasure in attaining it ; and (.3) a cement-
ing process, as already described. In learning to

speak, the infant must first articulate something of

its own accord ; the resulting soimd affects its own
ear, and is discovered to coincide vrith a sound
heard from others. The frequent repetition of the

articulate effort leads to its being coujiled in the

mind ^vith the soimd that it gives ; and when this

association is mature, the sound heard will induce
the articulating movement ; and this is the power of

imitation. But previous to the opportunity of asso-

ciating the exertion of the mouth, throat, and limgs

with the sound emitted, there does not appear
to be any capability to imitate articulate sounds.

The same would apply to imitation by the hands.

The Will in its fuU development includes not

merely a series of associations of movements with
the -ordinary pleasures and pains, but also the power
of performing actions to the word of Command, the
Imitative facidty just discussed, and the power of

acting from a mere Wish to perform a certain action,

or to produce a certain effect upon things about us
—as to open a window or stir the fire. It might be
shewn that aU these various aptitudes grow, by
successive stages, out of the three fundamental
facts above described. The process involves many
struggles and failures, from there being so much in

it depending on accidental commencements ; hence
one reason of the slowness of the early education of

human beings.—See Bain on The Emotiojis and the

Will. See also Free-will.

WILLE3IS, Jan Feanz, a distinguished Flemish
philologist and writer, and noted as one of the

originators of the gi-eat Flemish national move-
ment, was born, in 1793, at the little village of

Bouchout, near Antwerp. W., at the age of twelve,

was sent to the town of Lierre, to learn singing

and music, for which he had early evinced con-

siderable aptitude. At Lierre, which continued

to be the seat of some of those ancient Belgian

literary associations known as ' K6deryk-Kamers,'
or Chambers of Rhetoric, mysteries and other

scenic representations were given from time to time
in connection with these institutions; and during
W.'s residence in the town he was frequently called

upon to take part in these singular entertainments,

a circumstance to which he ascribed his first

impulse towards the study and cultivation of the

old Flemish language and literature. The talents

which he exhibited in his acting, and in the com-
position of satirical verses, attracted the notice of

several influential persons at Lierre, through whose
agency he was sent to Antwerp, to study in the

office of a notaiy; and in 1811, he contended

successfully for the prize awarded for the best

poem on the battle of Friedland and the peace of

Tilsit. From this period, his poetical and dramatic
compositions followed each other in rapid succession.

His ode Aen de Belgen (To the Belgians), which
appeared in 1818, in which he exhorted his country-

men to resume the use of their native Flemish, and
his clever treatise on De Nederduylsche Tael en

LeUerhinde (1819—1824), in which "he traced the

history of the Flemish and Dutch tongues from
their common origin to their gradiial but slight

divergencies, marks an epoch in the literary history

of Belgium. The Dutch government shewed their

scUlSB of his anti-French tendencies by gi\ang him
the post of Keeper of the Archives at Antwerp,
whUe the Royal Institute at Amsterdam elected

him a member of its learned corporation ; but the

Catholic party in Belgiimi resenting the attempt
made by W. to refer the decline of Belgian national

renown to the abandonment of the i?lemish ver-

naciJar, looked upon his writings with mistrust

;

and in 1830, when Belgium was definitely separated

from Holland, the dominant Belgian party deprived

W. of his office, and left him for a time in obscurity

and neglect. In 183.5, chiefly through the influence

of his old opponent, S. Van de Weyer, he was, how-
ever, promoted to the place of Keeper of the

Archives at Ghent, where he continued to reside in

the enjoyment of numerous literary successes and
national honours, till the period of his death, which
took place in 1846. W. had the satisfaction, during

the latter years of his life, of seeing the gradual

growth of the Flemish movement, which, since his

death, has continued to advance with steady progress,
199
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and has resulted in the formation of many literary

societies, the ]iublication of uumerous literary auil

historieai remains of the olil Flemish, and a more
general eidtivatiou of the vernacular. Among the

nnmercms Flemish works published by W., special

notice is due to liis version of the medieval poem
of liiiiiiLe !'(«, or Ueijnard tlie Fox, fur which he

claims a Flemish origin ; while, among the more
important of his strictly national works, we may
instance his editions of the rhymed chronicles of

Jan de Klerk and Jan van Heelii, and liis ilcnijd-

iiKjcn van Vaderlamhchtn Inhond.

WI'LLEIMSTAD, a fortified town in North
Brabant, on the Hollandsdiep, 10 miles north-west

of Breda, erected by William I., Prince of Orange,

to protect the traffic between Holland and Zeeland.

There are 7 bastions, 2 forts, 2 inundation sluices,

and a good haven. I'op. 1S60. In 1703, Baron van
Boetzelaar successfully defended W. against the

French, under Uumouriez, who, after a heavy bom-
bardment, were obliged to break up the siege. It

was the birthplace of the naval hero, CaUenberg,

who, when iJe Kuyter fell in action with the

French, succeeded to the command.

WI'LLEMSTADT, chief town of the island of

Curasao (q. v.).

WI'LLET (Sijmpliemia scmipalmata), a bird of

the family Scolopacidir, a native both of North and
South America. It is about fifteen inches long

;

dark ash-colour above ; the rump, upper tail coverts,

and <mder parts white, the tail gr.ayish, the tail-

feathers, all except the two middle feathers, spotted

with dark-grayish Ijrown ; the secondaries of the

wings white, with dark-brown spots. The bill is

two inches and a half in length, very thick, com-
pressed ; the wings long ; the legs long and strong,

the tail short and nearly square ; the toes partially

webbed. This bird is found in summer as far north

as the coasts of New England ; in winter, it retreats

to the Gulf States. The flesh is highly esteemed,

and the eggs are reckoned a delicacy. Willets are

usually seen in Hocks, and generally near the sea.

The name is derived from the note.

WILLIAM I., king of England, commonly called

William the Conqueror, was the illegitimate son of

Robert, surnamed Le Diable, Uuke of Normandy.
He was born in 1027, and succeeded to tlie duke-

dom on the death of his father, in 1035. Previous

to his father's death, he had been intrusted to

the care of Henry I. of France ; but it was owing
rather to the quarrels and jealousies of his own
subjects than to the protection of Henry, that he
was able to preserve his dominion intact until his

arrival at manhood. In 1047, he gained a victorj-

at Val de Dunes over a powerful competitor, Giiido

of Macon ; and in 1054, he defeated another rival,

Guillaume, Count of Arques, being aided in both
contests by the French. His ambition now began
to extend to England, where Edward the Confessor

reigned at this time. On visiting England, W. found

his hopes of succeeding Edward much strengthened

by the dominance of Norman influence in the coun-

cils of that monarch. On Edward's death, how-
ever, the Witenagemote (q. v.) chose Harold (q. v.)

to fill the English throne ; ignoring, according to the

monkish chroniclers of Norman oias, in so doing,

an alleged bequest of Edward in favour of William.

The Norman asserted his pretended rights by a

powerful invasion, and the result was his acquisi-

tion of the cro\\-n by the famous battle of Hastings,

October 14, 1066. Harold having been killed

in the fight, the Saxons chose Edgar Atheling as

his successor. Edgar was, however, soon obliged

to yield, and W. was crowned king of England,
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December 25, I0G6 ; from which d.iy his reign is

dated. Edgar remained for some time at his court,

and his treatment of the conquered people was at
first mild and conciliatory ; hut liis savage sup-
pression of a rebellion, which broke out in the
north in 1070, laid the foimdation of an irre-

concilable antipathy between Saxon and Norman,
which rendered a contiimance of this policy im-
possible. Before long, W. began to ride like a
true conqueror. Everywhere, the Saxons were
reduced almost to a state of slavery. The higher
classes were deprived of every office of church and
st.atc, while the people were gi'ound down by new
and oppressive taxes. Fortresses were erected over
the country, and garrisoned, to overawe the Saxon
inhabitants. In 1072, the Saxons were so far

reduced to submission, that W. found time to
le.id an army across the border into Scotland, iu

order to punish the king of that country, Malcolm
Canmore, for having received and protected Edgai-

Atheling. The Conqueror marched as far north as

the Tay, and received a nominal submission from
Malcolm. In 10S5, an attenijit was made to over-

turn the power of the luiglish king by Canute,
king of Denmark. A great naval armament was
got together for the purpose of invasion, but tho
enterprise w.os abandoned, its abandonment beiug
caused partly by bad luck, and partly, it is sup-

posed, by a sliilfiU apjilication of W.'s treasure. The
tax called the Dancficlt (q. v.) was re-imposed to meet
the expense caused by the threatened war. Dis-

putes having arisen between W. and his son Robert
respecting the duchy of Maine, which had come to

W. through his marriage, November 2, 1053, with
JIatilda, daughter of Baldwin, 5th Earl of Flanders,

father and son took up arms against one another.

The dispute was ultimately adjusted, through the
intercession of Queen JIatiUla. Most of the latter

part of W.'s life was .spent in Normandy, tho
government of England being entrusted mainly to

his half-brother, Odo, bishop of Bayeux. W. was of

a corpulent habit of bodj', at which fact it seems
that his brother-monarcli, Philip I. of France, had
pointed some sarcasm. W., in a fit of wrath, raised

an army, an<l invaded France. He took the city of

Mantes, and set it on fire ; but while in full enjoy-

ment of the blaze, his horse, stumbling on some
hot embers, threw him, and the injury he received

proved fatal. He died September 9, 1087. Stern

and ruthless as W. undoubtedly was, he yet knew
how to govern a nation and jiroteet it from foreign

aggressions. For more than two centuries England
had been harassed by the frequent descents of jiira-

tical hordes. He put an end to these. Never after

W.'s time did a Norse rover venture to shew face on
the English co.ast. In the common administration

of justice, he was royally impartial ; many of his

severities are even referrilrle in part to his thorough
hatred of anarchy, while his attitude towards the

church is admirable. He clearly defined the limits

of ecclesiastical judicature, and when the formidable

Hildebrand desired that the conqueror should do
homage to him for the kingdom of England, the

latter boldly refused.

WILLIAM II., king of England, surnamed
litifus, second son of William the Conqueror, was
born in Normandy in 1056. He was educated by
the celebrated Lanfranc, Archbishop of Canterbury.

He was the favourite son of his father, who, on hia

deathbed, recommended him to the barons and
prelates as his successor to the crown of England.
W. was, at the time of hia father's death, along with
him iu Normandy. But no sooner h.ad the event
taken place than he set o\it for EnglancL Landing
at Dover, he obtained possession of its castle and
of several other fortresses. He then presented
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himself t'l Lanfranc, who proposed him to the
nobles and prelates as their king. No opposition

was offered, and W. was crowned on .September 26,

10S7- Meanwhile, his elder brotlier, Robert, had
entered upon possession of the duchy of Normandy.
The relative position of the brothers was such as, in

these times, was sure to lead to war between them.
Eobert, at the instigation of Odo, Bishop of Bayeux,
endeavoiu'ed to excite an insurrection in England.
This attempt having failed, W., in revenge, invaded
Normandy in .January 1091. An ari'angement
having been ultimately come to through the media-
tion of Philip I. of France, Robert and W. then
turned their united arms against their third brother,

Henry, who had purchased from Robert the district

of Cotentin, comprising nearly one-third of Nor-
mand}-. The fortune of war went against Henry,
who was driven into exile. Returning to England,
W.'s next enterprise was an invasion of Scotland.

The life of W. seems to have been a continual

scene of strife. Returning from Scotland, he felt

himself called upon to renew the contest with
his brother, who had, meanwhile, strengthened
himself by an alliance with Philip of France. A
pecuniai-y payment, however, by W. to Philip
soon dissolved the bond between him and Robert.
W. would now, doubtless, have taken signal ven-

geance on his brother, had he not been recalled

to England by disturbances in Wales and in the
north. In the year 1096, Robert, having resolved
to go to Palestine, sold his duchy of Normandy
to W., for £10,000. This transaction led to a con-

test between W. and a chieftain named Helie
de la FISche, who had all along disputed Robert's
right to the Maine district of Normandy. Helie
was not, however, able to withstand the English
monarch, who now took the field against him. He
was obliged to disband his forces and take to flight.

This was the last warlike achievement of William
Rufus. He was shot (it is said, accidentally, though
there appears equally good reason to believe the act
intentional) by an arrow, supposed to come from the
bow of Sir Walter Tyrrel, while hunting in the
New Forest, on August 2, 1100. His body was
found by a poor charcoal-burner, who conveyed it

in a cart to Winchester. W. inherited the courage,
energy, and political talent of his father, but he was
ruthless and unprincipled.

WILLIAM IIL, king of England, was the pos-
thumous son of William II. of Orange, and Mar)',
eldest daughter of Charles I. of England. He was
born in 1650. The aUiance of his family with the
Stuarts excited the jealousy of Oliver Cromwell,
and by his influence, the young prince and his
descendants were declared to be excluded from the
Stadtholdership of the United Provinces. W. ' found
himself,' says MacaiUay, ' when first his mind began
to open, the chief of a great but depressed and
disheartened i>arty, and the heir to vast and inde-

finite pretensions, which excited the dread and
aversion of the oligarchy, then supreme in the
United Provinces.' The restoration of the Stuarts,
however, in England greatly improved his prospects

;

and on the murder of De Witt, W., then in his

22d year, was chosen Stadtholder. The republic
was at this time carrying on an apparently hopeless
war with its powerful neighbour, Louis XIV. of

France ; but by the msdom and determination of

the yoimg Stadtholder, the contest, which lasted
for nearly seven years, was in 1078 terminated by
the treaty of Nimeguen, in a manner highly advan-
tageous and honourable for the United Provinces.
A few years before, their ruin had seemed inevitable

;

and the fame of W. became great over Europe.
Shortly before this event, he had married his
cousin, the Princess Mary, eldest daughter of the

Duke of York, afterwards James II. of England.
This marriage, entered into solely from political con-
siderations, did not at first prove a happy one. W.
seems to have been jealous of his wife's position,

and too reserved to give iitterance to his feelings.

According to Maeaulay, a comjJete ex])lanation and
reconciliation were idtimately brought about by the
agency of Bishop Burnet.

In 16S6, W. became the head of a league formed
among the Protestant princes of Germany, the
kings of Spain, Sweden, and others, having for

its object to curb the power of Louis XIV. The
treaty hy which the alliance was constituted was
signed at Augsburg in Jidy ICSO. In England,
the tyranny of James II. was now beginning to
estrange from him the affections of every class of

his subjects. The eyes of all were turning towards
the Stadtholder as their only hope. Having formed
his resolution, W. conducted his ojierations with
great secrecy and skill. On the 5tli November
1688, he landed at Torbay, with an army of 15,000,
composed of English and Dutch. His success was
rapid and bloodless. Men of influence of all parties

gave him their presence and support; and on the
ISth of December following, he entered London
triumphantly as a national deliverer. The adherents
of .Tames held out for some time in Scotland and
Ireland ; but the death of Dundee ended their
resistance in the foi-mer country; while in the latter

it was ended in 1691, after a vigorous contest of two
j-ears, in which the Stuart party had, in most cases,

the advantage. The object of W., in accepting the
crown of England, was probably not so much to free

the English nation from the tjTanny of James, as to
enlist its power on his side against that of France.
In s])ite of his sterling qualities, and of the debt
which they owed to him, the English nation never
really liked William III. The death of his wife,

on whom the crOTim had been conferred jointly

with himself, in 1695, materially injured his posi-

tion. His schemes were thwarted by parliament

;

continual plots for his assassination were hatched
by the adherents of James ; and in his warfare
with France, victory was almost always on the sido

of Louis, W. being in person repeatedly defeated by
Luxembourg (q. v.) ; and it was not without a
struggle and a pang that he agreed to the terms of

the ]ieaec, eminently popular, however, which was
concluded at Ryswick on 10th September 1697.

The death of Charles II. of Spain in 1700, and
the succession of Philip of Anjou, was another
blow to his poUcy. He carried it on, however,
with unflagging vigour tiU his death, which was
occasioned by a fall from his horse, on Sth March
1702. The massacre of the Macdonalds of Glencoe
(q. v.), and his conduct to the promoters of the
Darien Scheme (q. v.), are two blots on W.'s re]>uta-

tion which his most thoroughgoing apologists have
been imable to eSace. However, he was undoubt-
edly a j>ractical genius of the highest order, and
the services which he rendered both to England
and to his native country can hardly be overrated.
During his reign the Bank of England had been
founded, the modern system of finance intro-

duced, ministerial responsibility recognised, the
liberty of the press secured, and the British con-
stitution established on a firm basis. In his domestic
life, he committed the error of a too stern repression

of all manifestation of kindly or genial feeling. His
manner was wliolly Dutch, and even his country-
men thought him blunt. ' In his intercourse with
the world in general,' says Lord Maeaulay, ' he
appeared ignorant or negligent of those arts which
double the value of a favour, and take away the
sting of a refusal.'—See Macaulay's Hislorij of
England.
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WILLIAM IV., kins of Great Britain ami I

Irclauil, tUirtl son of (imrae III., wa.s born on

2l8t August 17G5. Until 1771, be rcni.aincd, along

with the Prince of Wales and Prince Frederick,

under the care of Dr Majendie. lie w;is then sent

to Kew, where, with I'rjnce Edward, afterwards

Duke of Kent, he was under the puardianship of

Colonel Bude. On loth June 1779, he entered the

navy as niidsliipman on board the Prince Geonjc,

then under liear-admiral Dijrby. The Prince Geoif/e :

then joined Admiral llodney's squadron, on its way

to Gibraltar. After seeing a consider;U)le amount

of service. Prince W. w.is made a lieutenant ou

17th June 1785 ; and in the year foUownig, he

received his commission .as caj)tain. In 1789, he

was created Duke of Clarence and St Andrews, and

Earl of Munster, with an .lUowance from parlia-

ment of £12,000 a year. Subsequeut to this, several '

acts of insubordination rendered an actual continu-

ance of his prof(>ssion.al career impossilde. Ho was,

however, formally promoted tlirnu^^h the successive

ranks untU lie was made Admiral of the Fleet in

ISOl. Meanwhile, however, he had been living

almost entirely ashore, along with Mre Jordan, a

celebrated actress, with whom he had become con-

nected in 1791. By her he had a family of live

sons and five d.aughters who became known by the

surname Fitzclarence, and were raised to titular

dignities. Ou 11th Jidy 1818, he married Adelaide,

eldest d.aughter of the Duke of Saxe-Meiningen. The

issue of this marriage was two d.aughters, both of

whom died in infancy. By the death of the Duke
of York in 1827, the Duke of Clarence became heir-

presumptive to the throne, to which he succeeded,

on the death of his brother, George IV., on 26th

June 1S;)0.
]

The great event of the reign of W. IV. was the '

])assiug of the lieform Bill. After a fierce and pro- 1

tracteil struggle, the bill was read a third time in '

the House of Lords on 4th June IS.'iS, and three
|

days afterwards it received the royal assent. The

first Reformed parliament met on 29th J.anuary

ISS.S. The .abolition of coloni.al .slavery, the reform

of the poor-laws, and of the Irish church, were the

immediate results of the great constitutional change.

King W. died, after a short illness, on 20th June

1S:?7. He was succeeded by his niece, Queen
Victoria.

WILLIAM THE LYON, one of the e.arly kings

of Scotland, succeeded his brother, Malcolm IV., m
1165. He is commonly called W. the Lion, but

why he obtained that title is one of the mysteries of

iistor}-. When heraldry long afterwards became a

science, and was supposed to have been in use earlier

than it really was, it was not unnaturally sup|iosed

that he was the first king who used, .as a heralilic

achievement, the lion, afterwards the chief feature in

the ai-ms of Scotland. His predecessors had long

contested with the kings of England the sovereignty

of Nortliumljerland and other districts of what is now
the north of England. Under Malcolm, these claims

were virtually abandoned, .and the king of Scots

received, as a sort of equivalent for them, the earldom

of Huntingdon and other valuable estates holding of

the English crowni. AVilliam had still, however, a

hankering after the Nortliumbrian districts. He
.attended Henry of England in his continental wars,

and is supposed, when doing so, to have i)ressed for a

portion at least of the old disputed districts. In his

disappointment, he invaded them, after the example

of his ancestors. On the 13th July 1174, he fell,

almost by accident, into the hands of an English

party. For security, he was conveyed to Normandy,
and there lie consented, as the price of his liber.atioii,

to perform that homage for his kingdom which the

English kings so long in vain attempted to exact

2oa

from the government of Scotland. How far the

Scots community would have admitted that he had
a right to liind them to such a condition, may be
doubted. The treaty of Falaisc, however, as the

tr.ansaction was termed, from the place where it was
.adjusted, was revoked in the year 1189 by Richard
I. of England, in consideration of a payment of

10,000 marks, which he wanted for his celebrated

expedition to Palestine. W. had several disputes

with the church, but he was one of the early bene-

factors of the regular ecclesiastics, and founded, in

1178, the great .abbey of Arbroath, which he dedi-

cated to Thomas H Becket, who had been slain eight

years earUer. King W. died in 1214.

WILLIAM, Pkince of Orange, .and Coxrar of
XjissAU, the founder of the independence of the
Netherlands, was born at Dillenbiu'g, April 10, 15.3.'?.

His father, William, was the second son of Count
.John of Nassau-Dillenburg, and succeeded to the

German possessions of the family ; while his elder

brother, Henry, obtained the extensive estates in

Luxemburg, Brabant, Flanders, .and Holland. The
latter also by his marriage with Cl.andie of Chalons,

added the charming and valuable little principality

of Or.ange to his already extensive domains ; but his

son Kene dj'ing without issue, left Orange along

with the Low Countries' estates to W., in 1544.

W. had hitherto lived .at Dillenbnrg under the

care of his father, who was a zealous Lnther.an

;

but on his becoming the most powerful lord of the

Low Countries, he w;>3 sent to the Queen Jtegent's

court at Bnissels, and brought up in the Catholic

faith. At the age of 1.5, he became p.age to the

Emperor Charles V., who took an almost ]i.atern.al

care of him, attentively Avatched the dcvcloiimcnt

of his character, and, satisfied with the result,

took him into his inmost confidence, making him
the safe repository of the most important secrets,

employed him in various dijilomatic offices, .and in

1555, promoted him, over the lie.ads of all his veteran

officers, to the command of the imperial army on
the French frontier. In all these various situations,

]
W. acquitted himself completely to his jjatron's

satisfaction ; displaying acute intelligence, sound
judgment, and a precocious knowledge of men, while

bearing himself with a grace and dignity of manner
that gained universal e.'<teera. Charles, on his abdi-

cation, strongly recommended W. to his son Philip

as a confidential adviser; and accordingly, we
find him employed to draw up the treaty of

Cateau-Cambresis, and selected .as one of the four

hostages to bo given to France for its fidfihnent.

During W.'s residence in France, he w.as confiden-

tially informed by Henry II. of a secret arrange-

ment which was being formed between Franco and
Spain for the complete extermination of heretics in

both countries ; and with admirable nerve, dissem-

bling his liorror of the project, he resolved in his

own mind to oppose the execution of the scheme
in the Netherlands to the uttermost of his power.

On retm*ning to the Low Countries, he became
the leader of the party which devoted itself to the

maintenance of the chartered liberties of the

country, agitated for the recall of the .Spanish

troops, opposed the augmentation of the numljcr of

bishoprics (a pet scheme of Philip's, for his opjiosi-

tion to which he first incurred the liitter dislike of

his sovereign), and finally broke entirely with Cardi-

n.al Granvelle, the ])resiilent of the council, and the

willing agent of Pliilip's tyranny. Expostidations

to the Regent Margaret of Parma, and directly to

Philip himself, far from producing any good result,

seemed only to hurry the bigoted monarch to more
extreme measures ; the cruel edicts against heretics

were made still more stringent, and at the end of

1564, the inquisition was estabUshed. W., how-
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ever, steadily refused to allow these opiiressive

enactments to take effect in his hereditary govern-

ments of Holland and Zealand ; and though he
did not join in the famous protest known as the

'Compromise' which was presented to the regent

by the 'Beggars,' he supported their proposals

at court, seeing that, though maintained with
somewhat too much violence, their aims were tlie

same as his own. For the next few years, he
was unremitting in his exertions to impress both
the rulers and the people with the desirableness of

moderation, and on several occasions succeeded by
his personal influence in repressing religious dissen-

sion. Hitherto, he had laboured conjointly with
Counts Hooru and Egmont, but failing to convince

his two associates of the rank duplicity of the
king, of which he himself was assured by means
of the spies in his pay at the Spanish court, and
of his perfidious designs against them, he was
compelled to leave them to their fate, and retired

to his German estates. Hoorn and Egmont were
seized and executed; W., cited as a rebel (January

15GS), and, on the ground of being a knight of the

Golden Fleece and a sovereign prince, refusing to

appear, had his estates confiscated, and the Duke of

Alva arrived at Brussels, to reduce the provinces

to submission. W. had hitherto lived in a most
luxurioiis and extravagant manner, the splendour of

his household far exceeding that of his royal master

;

but now he effected a thorough retrenchment, and
disposed of his valuables, to equip four armies

for the invasion of the Low Countries. Two of

the armies failed completely; the third, under
his chivalrous brother Louis, was destroyed at

Jemmingen by Alva ; and the fourth, 30,000

strong, under his own immediate command, lay

in Brabant, unable to force Alva's army to a

conflict, tdl want of the means of paying his

soldiers forced him to retreat. His next attempt
was made in 1572, and though as unsuccessful on
laud as before, he succeeded in excitmg Holland,

Zeeland, Gelders, Overyssel, and the bishopric of

Utrecht, to rise for their liberties ; and was pro-

claimed by these provinces as their stadtholder for

the king, whose authority he and they still acknow-
ledged. Meantime, his coadjutors, the ' Beggars of

the Sea,' had taken Brill and Flushing, and had com-
mitted heavy depredations on Spanish commerce.
But ere long the fortune of the Spaniards on land
was again in the ascendant; fortress after fortress

fell into their hands, despite W.'s utmost efforts to

relieve them ; and though Holland and Zeeland stiU

remained faithful to the cause of liberty, he found
it impossible to raise an army which coidd fairly

cope with the enemy. He succeeded, however, by
breaking the dykes, in saving Leyden, though Ant-
werp and Haarlem experienced all the horrors of a

siege and capture. It was at this period that W.
openly professed himself a Calvinist, though, with
his usual moderation, he utterly disclaimed the

bigoted fanaticism which characterised his co-

reUgionists, and in which they went near to equal

their adversaries the Catholics. Success still at-

tended the patriot fleet, and though the gallant

Lmus, ^vith his brother Henry, was defeated and
slain at Mooker-Heide (14th April 1574), the ruin-

ous condition of the Spanish finances, and the

general detestation in which the soldiers of Philip

were justly held, helped W. to hold his ground.

In March 1575, conferences were opened at Breda
between the belligerents, but PhUip obstinately re-

fusing to yield an iota, they were broken off ; and in

October of that year, the provinces of Holland and
Zeeland pronounced Philip's deposition, and gave
power to W. to choose the country under whose
protectorate they were to be placed. Meantime,

the rapacity of the Spanish soldiery had roused
the fifteen provinces which stLU remained loyal to
Philij), and the league, known as the Pacification of
Ghent (October 1570), the object of which was to

drive out the foreign troops, and establish, at least

for a time, toleration in religion, was the con-
sequence. This was a brilUant success for W. ; and
though Don John of Austria, the new governor,
tried to dissolve it by the 'Perpetual Edict' (12th
February 1577), in which he granted nearly all

demands, W. succeeded, by skilfid policy, in foiling

the attempt. War was accordingly resumed, and
the patriots were defeated at Gembloux (31st

January 157S), though their spirits were from time
to time buoyed up by an occasional success. The
next governor, Alexander Famese, succeeded, how-
ever, in detaching the Walloon provinces fi'om the
league, though, to compensate for this, W. obtained
the signature of the Union of Utrecht (23d January
1579), the first foundation of the Dutch Piepublic.

In the following year, his two faithful provinces,

HoOand and Zeeland, after ha^^ng been nominally
under the sway of the Archduke Matthias of Austria,
and of the Duke of Anjou, proclaimed W. their

sole ruler, the Duke of Anjou being still acknow-
ledged as sovereign of the others. W., however,
after his long and desperate struggle for his country's
freedom, was not destined long to enjoy the honours
of sovereignty, for, on 15th March 1580, Philip had,
by GranveUe's advice, put a price of 25,000 gold
cro'nnis on his head, and the incitement of this

magnificent bribe produced various attempts to
assassinate him, the last of which, by Balthasar
Gerard, was successful at Delft;, 10th July 15S4.

AV. was four times married, and left by his first

wife, Anne of Egmont, Philip-WilHam, Prince
of Orange ; by his second, Anne of Saxony, the
famous Maurice (q. v.) ; and by his fourth, Louise de
Coligny, Frederick-Henry, who succeeded Jlaurice

as stadtholder of Holland.

WILLIAM I. (Ger. Feiedeich-Ludwiq
WiLHELM), the present king of Prussia, is the
secoud son of Frederick-WdUam III., and was bora
22d March 1797. He received a careful education,

joined the army at an early age, and was engaged
in the campaigns of 1S13—1814 against France.

On the accession of his elder brother, Frederick-
WUliam IV. (q. v.), to the throne in 1840, W.
became governor of Pomerania, and afterwards sat

in the Prussian diet, and vigorously supported the
absolutist party. In consequence, he was so much
dishked by the people, that on the outbreak of tho
revolution of 1848 he had to flee to England;
though he returned some months after, and was
elected to the National Assembly. However, from
this time he interfered little in the quarrels between
the Constitutionalists and Absolutists, though he
gladly accepted the command of the troops de-

spatched to put down the rising in Baden ; and in

October 1857, the king having become incapacitated

for business, W. was commissioned to act as regent,

a commission renewed from time to time till his

permanent installation in October 1858. At this

time he was very popular in Prussia, owing to his

supposed opposition to some of the obnoxious
measures of the king's ministers, and to his vigorous
advocacy of conjoint action with Britain and France
in the war of 1854; and his election as regent
was consequently opposed by the aristocratic and
pietistic parties, who were, on his elevation, dis-

missed from power, and a more liberal ministry
formed. On January 2, 1861, W. ascended the
throne ; and on the occasion of his coronation at
Konigsberg on ISth October following, he himself
put the crown on his head, declaring that he ' ruled
by the favour of God, and of no one else.' The
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reanlt of the elections to the Chamber of Deputies,

which were bein;^ carried on at the same time,

beiu':; much in favour of the liberal party, W., who
was nuitc astonished at the fact of the party whom
lie Uiokcd upon as the opponents of the crown

having a majority, attrilnited it to the intrigues of

secret enemies ; and in his address at the opening of

the Chambers, saying that he ' never could permit the

progressive development of our inner political life

to question or to endanger the rights of the crown
and the power of Prussia,' disclosed the principle nf

liis policy, a jiolicy which, «ith all the untlag'.'ing

perseverance and unconquerable obstmacy which
cliaracteriso men, like him, of thorough honesty,

unflinching lirmness, and considerable narrow-

mindedness, he has since unremittingly pursued.

The first chamber which sat after his coronation

was dissolved, despite the protest of a large majority

of the members ; but the succeeding electious

further increased the liberal majority ; and thougli

some popular measures were brought forward, and
some obnoxious taxes abolished, the new chaniber

proved as refractory as its predecessor, and refused

its consent to the extensive changes in the Prussian

military system (the king's i)ct sclieme), and to the

raising of money by loan, to be applied for that

and other ministerial i)rojects, till its constitutional

powers were fully acknowledged. On September 22,

1 SG2, Hcrr von Bismark-Schijnhausen, formerly the

ambassador .at Paris, w.as made prime minister ; and
the deputies having not only rejected the ministerial

budget, but resolved that the expenditure of moneys
not sanctioned by them was a breach of the consti-

tution, the chamber was dissolved, October 14, the

kin" declaring by message, that .as the three estates

could not .agree, ho should continue to do his duty

to his people, witliout regtird to ' these pieces of

paper called constitutions,' in which he had no
faith. The number of the liberals was furtlier

increased in the following year, and the contest

continued ; the deputies displaying the same firm-

ness and extreme moder.ation .as before; while the

Iving and his ministers made it plainly understood,

that if the lower chamber did what the govern-

ment asked it to do, all would be Well ; but if not,

the king would 'do his duty' without its .aid.

However, this strife between the old feudal and

the modern liberal doctrines was shelved at the

close of 1863, by the able strategy of Bismark, who
revived the old dispute with JJenmark regarding

its government of Slesvi" and Holstein, and by
forcing Austria to conjoint action, contrived to

make the question one of 'Germ.an' interest. See

Sr.ESVio. This quarrel being temporarily settled,

the attention of the chamber w.as diverted from

home alTairs by the dissensions between the two
governments .as to the disposal of the territories

taken from Denmark, by the war (see Germany
in SuprLKMEXT) between Prussia and Austria, and

by the subsequent arrangements for the consoli-

dation of the extended monarchy. The intense

national feeling of the Prussians h.as, on account

of the astonishing success of his foreign policy,

given an immense popularity to the king and his

government ; but with a continuance of external

tranquillity, the political contest between him and

his people cannot fail to be renewed. W. married,

nth June 1829, Maria Louisa of Saxe-Weimar, by

whom he h.a3 issue Friedricli-Wilhelm, the Crowu
Prince of Prussia, who married Victoria, the Prin-

cess-royal of England, and has issue ; and Louisa,

the present Gr.and-duchess of Baden.

AVILLIAM II. (Fkkderick George Lewis),

Kin" of the Netherlands, Grand Duke of Luxem-
burg, Duke of Limburg, &c. (1840— lSt9), son of

William I., w.as born at the Hague, Cth December
Ml

1792. In 1795, the Or.ange family sought an asylum
in England, whence a few years later, the hereditary
Prince of Orange-Nassau, afterwards William 1.,

1 king of the Xetherlands, went to settle at Berlin,

j

where his son attended the Military School. At the
age of 17, he was sent to study at Oxford; ami in

1811, joined the army in Portugal, and served on tlie

staff of Lord Wellington, to whom he became a<lju-
' taut, and speedily obtained the rank of colonel.

j

His bravery w.as conspicuous at Fuentes de Onoro
and Ciudad Itodrigo. At Bad.ajoz, the storming
column having been repulsed, the young prince met
and ralli('d the retiring troups, leading them anew
to the attack, and was the first to spring into

the breach. He took an active part at Salamanca,
Vittoria, and the battles of the Pyrenees. On the
return of the Orange family to the Netherlands,
William I. made him commander of the army. The
last cam[)aign of Napoleon brought the prince again
into active service, and he gained fresh laurels at

Quatre Bras and Waterloo, w'here he w.as wounded.
The Prince of Orange married, 26th February 1816,

Anna Paulowna, youngest sister of the Emperor
Alexander I. of liussia. When the Belgian revolu-

tion began in 183(1, he was called again into public

life ; and, as governor of the loyal districts, tried by
concessions to all.ay the storm, but the provisional

government at Brussels was not to be satisfied, and
having over-stepped the limits of his commission,

the prince was recalled. In .Tuly, he took command
of the army, and pushed to the centre of Belgium ;

when at Louvain, his victorious course was inter-

rupted liy French intervention, and the Dutch army
retired to the north. Having more liber.al views
than were then common, the jirince took little sliaro

in state affairs, and spent his life chiefly at Tilburg,

as commander of the army of observation. On tho

abdication of William I. (see Netherlands), the

Prince of Orange assumed tlie reins of government
(1840) as Willi.am II. The )>olitical movements of

1848 were felt in the Netlierlands, as in other

countries ; and the ministerial plans of reform not

having satisfied the party of progress, the king
announced his willingness to sanction whatever
changes in the constitution were thought necessary,

and the storm w.as averted. The new constitution

was proclaimed .Sd November 1848. W. died on
the 17th March 1S49, regretted by all ranks. He
was Marshal in the British army, .and held a
multitude of European orders.—See llel Levcu van
Wilh'm II., door J. J. Abbink ; also the same by
Bosscha.

WILLIAM III. (Alexander Vaxtl Frederick
Lewis), reigning king of the Netherlands, was born
19th P'ebruary 1817, and succeeded to the throne on
the death of "his father, Wdliam II., in 1S49. The
kingdom has since enjoyed uninterrupted peace,

material prosperity has increased, and the public

debt has been considerably reduced. W.'s reign has

been chiefiy distinguished for undertakings which
contribute to the true greatness of a nation. The
dr.ainage of the Haarlem Lake (q. v.) was completed

in 1852, removing an ever-enlarging enemy, and
adding nearly 60,000 acres to the wealth-producing
power of the country. In 1863, the slaves in the

Dutch West Indian colonies were emaneip.ated,

under wise restrictions. Ilailways have been exten-

sively constructed ; the water-way to Kotterdam
is being improved; and the formation of a can.al

through the Isthmus of Holland, with a fine harbour
on the North Sea, by which the largest ships will

easily reach Amsterdam, and 16,000 acres of land

be redeemed from the Ij, is in progress. While
Prince of Orange, W. married, ISth June 1839, the

Princess .Sophia Frederica Matilda, daughter of the

late King William I. of WUrtemberg. They have
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two sons—William Nicholas Alexander Frederick
Charles Henry, Prince of Orange, born 4tli Septem-
ber IS-tO; and William Alexander Charles Henry
Frederick, born 25th August 1S51.

WILLIAM AXD MARY COLLEGE, next to
Harvard College, the oldest institution of learning in
America, was established at Williamsburg, Virginia,

1692, and endowed with lands and placed under
the patronage of the king and queen of Great Britain.

In 171s, £1000 were granted 'for the support of as
many ingenious scholars as they should see fit.' In
1791, Eobert Boyle, Esq., gave part of his property
to this college for the education of Indians. At
the beginning of the Revolution, half the students
entered the army, and the French troops occupied
its buddings as a hospital. Here were educated
Presidents Jefferson, Madison, and Monroe, Chief-
justice Marshall, and General Scott. The library
has 53,000 vols.

WILLIAMS, JoH>", a celebrated missionary, was
bom at Tottenham, London, 29th June 1796. At
the age of 14, he was apprenticed to an ironmonger,
and during his apprenticeship, displayed a great
taste for mechanics, and acquired a knowledge of

mechanical arts, which he afterwards turned to great
account. Having become deeply religious, he offered

himself to the London Missionary Society as a mis-
sionary to the South Seas. He was ordained in

1S16, and sent to Euneo, one of the Society Islands.
Two months after his arrival, he was able to preach
to the people in their native tongue. From Eimeo,
he soon went to Huaheine, and afterwards to Rai-
atea, the largest of the Society grouj). His labours
here were attended with great success ; the island
became Christian, and the arts and habits of civiU-

Bation were introduced along with Christianity.

Wherever W. w-ent, he not only preached the gos-
pel, but instructed the people in the arts, so as to
elevate them from their state of barbarism. At
Eaiatea, he heard of Earatonga, the chief of the
Hervey Islands, and thither he went in 1823. The
mission which he founded there was eminently suc-
cessful ; not only Earatonga but the whole group of
the Hervey Islands being soon Christianised. In
his missionary work, W. made great use of native
teachers, trained by himself. He translated the Xew
Testament into the Earatongan language, and pre-
pared books for the schools which he established.
After spending some time in Earatonga, he wished
to retm-n to Eaiatea; but the island iu which he
lived lay out of the w-ay of vessels, and he resolved
to buUd one. He made all the necessary tools, and
in about 15 weeks completed the vessel itself, a boat
60 feet long, and IS wide, the sails of native matting,
the cordage of the bark of the Hibiscus, the oakum
of cocoa-nut husks and banana stumps. In this

vessel, during the next four years, he visited many
of the South Sea Islands, extending his missionary
labours to the Samoa Islands. In 1S34, he came to
England, where he remained for nearly four years,
during which he procured the publication of his
Earatongan New Testament by the Bible Society,

and raised £4000 for the purchase and outfit of a
missionary-ship for Polynesia. In 1S3S, he returned
to the chosen sphere of his labours, visited many of

the islands, and finally the New Hebrides, where he
hoped to plant a mission, but was killed, 20th
November 1839, and most of his body eaten by the
savage natives of Erromanga, on the shores of

which he had landed. His death was the occasion
of great lamentation in the islands which owed to
him their Christianisation and civilisation. W. was
remarkably successful as a missionarj', not only by
his own preaching, but through the instrumentality
«f natives whom he trained. He possessed in an

extraordinary degree the power of organising. His
mechanical skill and genius were also of great
service, and no other missionary has ever been so
successful in making the progress of civilisation
attend upon the progress of Chnstianity.

WILLIAJIS, EoGER, founder of the state of
Ehode Island, U. S., was bom at Conwjd Cayo,
Wales, in the year 1606. In his youth, he
came to London, and attracted the attention of Sir
Edward Coke by his short-hand notes of sermons,
and speeches in the Star Chamber; and was sent by
him to Sutton's Hospital, now the Charterhouse
School, in 1021; and on April 30, 1024, he entered
Jesus College, Oxford, where he obtained an exhibi-
tion. He studied Latin, Greek, Hebrew, French, and
Dutch, and was ordained a clergyman of the Church
of England, but soon became an extreme Puritan,
and emigrated to New England, arriviug at Boston,
February 5, 1631, 'a young minister, godly and

' zealous, with his wife Mary.' He refused to join
the congregation at Boston, because the people woidd
not make public declaration of then- repentance for
having been in communion with the Church of
Eugland ; he therefore went to Salem, as assistant-
preacher, but was soon in trouble for denying the
right of magistrates to punish Sabbath-breaking and

.
other rehgious offences, as belonging to the first table
of the Law. For his opposition to the New England
theocracy, he was driven from Salem, and took
refuge at Plymouth, where he studied Indian dialects.

Two years later, he returned to Salem, only to meet
renewed persecution and banishment from the
colony, for denjTng the right to take the Indians'
lands without purchase, and the right to impose
faith and worship. He held that it was not lawfid to
require a wicked person to swear or pray, which
were both forms of worship ; and that the power of
the civil magistrate extends only to the bodies,

goods, and outward state of men, and not to their
souls and consciences. Banished from the colony
in 1635, and threatened to be sent back to Eng-
land in order to prevent the infection of his new
doctrines from spreading, he escaped in mid-
winter to the shores of Narraganset Bay, accom-
panied l)y a few adherents, where he purchased
lands of the Indian chiefs, founded the city of
Pro^^dence, and established a government of pure
democracy. Having adopted the belief in adidt bap-
tism of believers by immersion, W. was baptised by
a layman, and then baptised him and ten others, and
fomided the first Baptist church in America. Later,
he doubted the validity of this baptism, and with-
drew from the church he had foimded. In 1642, he
came to England to procure a charter for his colony,
and published a Key to tlie Langua'jes ofAmerica, and
The Bloudy Tenent of Persecution for Cause of Con-
science Discussed, &c.—his chief work on the nature
and sphere of civil government. After returning
to Ehode Island, he came a second time to England
on business of the colony in 1051, when he published
Experiments of Spiritual Life and Health, and their

Preservations, dedicated to his friend. Lady Vane,
and written, as he says, 'in the thickest of the
native Indians of America, in their very wild houses,
and by their barbarous fires ;

' also, Tl(e Hireling
ilinistrii none of Christ's, and Tlie Bloudy Tenent yet

more bloudy by Mr Cotton's Endeavour to wash it

White in t/te Blood of the Lamb. At this period, he
engaged in an experiment of teaching languages by
conversation, and made the acquaintance of Milton.
He returned to Ehode Island in 1654, and was
elected President of the colony ; refused to persecute
Quakers, but held a controversy with them, and
published Georye Fox digged out of his Burrowes.
By his constant friendship with the Indians, he was
of great service to the other colonies ; but they
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rcfnscrl to remove their ban, or to admitr Rhode
Island into their lc.i<nie. He died in 1CS3.—See

Mc'Tnoirs, l>y James V. Knowles (Boston, 1833) ;

William Gammell (Boston, 1846); llomeo Elton

(London, 1852).

WI'LLIAMSBITRG, a city of Virginia, V. S.,

between York and James rivers, GO miles sonth-

cast of Richmond, the site of William and Mary
College (q. v.), andthe Eastern State Lunatic Asylum.

W. \VAs founded in 1G32, is the oldest incorpor.itcd

town in the state, and was the colonisU and state

capital till 1779. A battle was fought here between

(Jeneral M'Clellan and the Confederates, May 5,

1SC2. Present pop. about 1.500.

WILLIAMS COLLEGE, an institution of learn-

in" in Williamstown, M.issach\isi'tts, U. S., founded

i>j''a bequest of Colonel Ephraim Williams in 1755;

incorporated in 1793, with further endowments
of state grant, and the pi-i\'ilege of raising money by
a lottery. In 1836, it was provided with an astro-

nomical and magnetic observ.atory, the first in

America. It has since been liberally endowed by
Amos Lawrence and Nathan Jackson, and has 11

instructors, 240 students, a lyceum of natural his-

tory, and library of 20,000 vols.

WI'LLIAMSPORT, a shiretown of Pennsylvania,

TJ. S., on the left bank of the West Branch of the

Susquehanna River, between Lycoming and Pine

Creeks, 75 miles north of Il;u-risbui'g. It is on the

West Branch Canal, and the intersection of three

railways, and has 25 saw-mills, four planing-mills,

iron foundries, woollen factories, ten churches, three

newspapers, an academy, and two female seminaries.

Pop. in 1860, 7560.

WILLIBROD, or W^LBRORD, St, first Bishop

of Utrecht, and 'apostle of the Frisians,' claims notice

as being one of that meritorious band of British and
Irish mission.aries by whom Christianity was estab-

lished in Northern Germany. He was born about

the year 658, in the kingdom of Northumbria ; and,

although educated in the monastery of Ripon,

where he received the tonsure, was sent, for final

instruction, like most of the monks of that age, to

the schools of Ireland. After a sojourn of thirteen

years in that country, he resolved to devote himself

to the conversion of Frieslaud, in which some of his

fellow-monks had .already engaged with little success.

In 690, he sailed with twelve companions, and
p.assuig up the Rhine, arrived at Ultrajectum, the

))resent Utrecht, soon after the victory of Pepin over

the Frisians. By Pepin, they were warmly received

;

and W. having established the lirst beginnings of his

mission, went to Romp in 692, whence he returned,

with the sanction of the pope, Sergius I., and con-

tinued his lal)our till 695, when he again visited

Rome, and receiveil episcopal consecration, together

with the pallium of an archbishop. Fi-xiug his see

at Utrecht, he converted a large number of the in-

habitants, and extended his missionary colonies from

that centre as far as the Danish provinces ; and,

although ho received some check upon the death of

P(l)in ^n 714, yet the successes of Charles Martcl

enabled him soon afterwards to resume, under
similar favourable auspices, the work which, after

many alternations, ended iu the successful establish-

ment of Christianity. W. died at a very advanced

age in 738, at the monastery which he had founded

at Echternach, near Treves. Hia festival is the 7th

of November.—See Bede'a Ecclesianllcal History,

chaps. 10 and U.

WILLIS, N.\THA^^EL Parker, American author,

was born at Portland, Maine, January 20, 1807. His
father became the publisher of the Boston Recorder,

said to be the first religious newsjiaper ever jier-

manently established- Educated at Yale College, he
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obtained in 1828 a prize for Scriptural Poems. On
the completion of his college course, he established

the American Munthlij Mai/uzine, afterwards merged
in the New York Mii-ror, in which he was associated

with George P. Morris. In 1830, he visited Europe,

and contributed to the Mirror his Peneitliniji bij tliK

ll'o!/. Appointed attache to the American leijatioii

.at Paris, he h.ad favourable opportunities for observ-

ing European society ; and after a visit to Greece
and Turkey, returned to England in 1835, and ^^as

married to a daughter of a British officer. General

Staco. While in England, on account of some ]ier-

sonalities in his writmgs, more consonant to Amer-
ican than English manners, he became involved in a
qiiarrel with Captain Marry.at, which led to a duel.

He contributed to the London New Monthly liis

Inklings of Adventure, also published in three vols.

;

and in 1839, returned to New York, and published

a literary paper. The Corsair, and Letters, from
under a Uridi/e, written at a bcautifid country-seat,

named, in comi>limeut to his wife, (Jlonmary. Ho
wrote also at this period Tortcsa the Usurer and
Bianca Visconli, dram.os, and the descriptions of

scenery illustrated in Bartlett's United States and
Canada. In 1844, he engaged with Gener.al Morris

in editing the Daily Mirror. His wife died, and he
revisited Europe, and published Daxhcs at Life with

a Free Pencil, 1845 ; returned to New York in 1846,

he was married to a daughter of the Hon. .Jose])!!

GrinneU, of Massachusetts, and with his former

partner established the Home Journal, to which
he coutrilnited most of the following works, also

l)ublished in a collected form ; in 1850, People I have

Met, and Life Jlere and There; 1851, Jlurri/;iraphs,

Memoranda of a Life of Jenny Lind; 1853, Fwi
Jottings, A Health-trip to the Tropics, A Summer
Cruise in the Mediterranean ; 1854, Famous Persons

and Places, Out-doors at Idle Wild; 1855, The Pag-
bag ; 1856, Paul Fane, or Parts of a Life che
Untold; 1860, The Convalescent. Much of this

work was done during a long, brave struggle with
what appeared to be consumptive disease. Jlr W.
was an observant and thoughtful writer, discursive,

fragmentary, pioturesqiic, sprightly, quaint, and
graceful, full of elaborate ease, and ingenious spon-

taneity. He edited the Home Jourtud (General

Morris having died in 1804), and resided at his

romantic higldand retreat of Idle Wild, until his

death, January 21, 1867.—His sister is a popular

writer, under the nom de plume of 'Fanny Fern;'

and his bi-other, Richard Willis, is a musician and
musical critic.

WILLOW (Salix), a genus of trees and shrubs

of the uat<iral order Salicaceai, otherwise regarded

as a sub-order of Amentacc.ee. This order or sub-

order, to which the Poplar (q. v.) also belongs, is

distinguished by having the flowers naked or with

a cup-like perianth ; numerovis ovules ; a naked,

leathery, one-celled, two-valved fruit; seeds with
long hairs ; leaves with stipules. In the wiUows,

the flowers .are absolutely naked, the stamens from
one to live in number, the leaves simjile and deci-

duous. There are many species, but their precise

number is not likely to l)e soon dctennined, as tliey

are very diflicult to distinguish botauically, and
varieties .are very numerous. They are mostly natives

of the colder temper.ate regions of the northern hemi-

sphere, although some are found in warm countries,

.as Salix tctra-tperma in the hottest jiarts of India,

and another species .abundantly on the Ijanks of the

Seneg.al. Slost of them .are shrubs, and souie are of

very humble giowth, particularly those of arctic

and alpine regions. Thus, S. herbacea, which is com-

mon on the mountains of Scotland, seldom rises

more than an inch from the ground. <S'. arctica and
S. polaris are the most northern woody plants. Other
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small species are also found to the very limits of

peqietual snow in diliereut countries, as S. Lindley-

ana on tbe Himalaya. Some of tlie species have
already been noticed iu the articles Osier and Sal-
low. Some of those which more generally receive

the popular name W., are trees of large size, and
remarkalily rapid growth. The wood of some of

them, as the White W., or Huntingdon' W. (.S'. alba),

and the Ckack W. (.S'. fnnjiUs), is used for many
]nn'poses, being remarkably durable, especially in

damp situations, although light and soft. It was
anciently used for shields. Cork-cutters and others

employ it for whetting sharjj-edged implements. It

is very tough. It is used for making jiaddles of

ste.am-boats, because it wears better in water than
any other kind of wood. Willows are often planted
as ornamental trees, especially near streams and iu

moist grounds. Many kinds are also planted on the

banks of rivers, to retain the soil in its place, and
restrain the encroachments of the river. They are

the better adapted for this puqiose that tliey grow
readily by cuttings ; and willow-stakes driven into

a moist soil strike root, and soon become luxuriant.

The twigs of most of the \\'illows are very tough and
flexible, and are used by coopers for making hoops,

and by gardeners for tying espaher trees, and for

many similar purposes. They are much used for

basket-making and other kinds of wicker-work. See
Osier. Willow withes were probably amongst the

first ropes used by man. But the young shoots of

many of the kinds with ovate or httle elongated
leaves, are comjiaratively brittle, and ill adapted for

mcker-work. Willow trees are sometimes treated

as jiollards, and the lop used for fuel and other pur-

poses. They are also often grown as coppice-wood,

yielding a gi-eat bulk of hoops, poles, fuel, &c. The
leaves and yoimg shoots are in some countries used
as food for cattle, and even dried aud stacked for

that use. A fragi-aut water is distilled in the north

of India from the catkins of the Egyptian or Caliph
W. (S. Eijypliaca). A principle called Salicine exists

in the bark of willows, which has been found effica-

cious in intermittent fevers, and is sometimes used
as a substitute for quinine. It is crystalline and
intensely bitter.—The flowers of the W., which in

many species appear before the leaves, are much
sought after by bees. The male catkins of many
species are very beautiful, the prominent anthers
being of a line j'ellow colour, or as in S. purpurea, of

a rich purple. The Weeping W. (S. Babyloaica), of

which an illustration is given under Weeping Trees,
is a very ornamental species, a native of the East,
now much planted in Britain, and on the continent of

Europe, on account of its beantifid pendent twigs.

Wh.at is caUed Napoleon's W. is a variety of it.

—

The White W., or Huntingdon AV., is liy far the
largest species known in Britain. It attains a height
of eighty feet, and grows so rapidly that a cutting
has been known to become a tree of thirty feet in

ten years. Its head is much brauched and spreading,

its leaves narrow elliptical-lanceolate, sdliy beneath,

and sometimes also above.

WILLOW-MOTH {Caradrlna cuhicidarie), a
species of moth, of which the caterpillars feed upon
the gi'ain of wheat, often doing very much mischief.

The perfect insect is of a mouse colour, and its wings
are closed flat upon its back when it is at rest. On
the u|)per wings are three transverse wavy lines, and
some black dots. The under \Wngs are pearly white,

with a slight tinge of brown near the fringe, and
brownish uervures. The body is slender, the autennre
thread-like. The whole length, mthout the antennaa,

is rather more than half an inch. The caterpillar

varies in colour from dull ochreous red to dirty

green, with a blackish bead, two brown spots on the
first segment, a v/avy line on each side edged mth

black. The chrysalis is bright brown. This moth is

often abundant in summer, in hayfields, gardens,
and barn-j-ards. The caterpillar feeds on grain

Willow-moth [Caradnna cubicularis)

:

a, caterpillar ; b, pupa in its cocoon ; c, willow-molh at rest ;

d, insect with wings expanded.

through the winter, and draws the corn together
with a thin silken web iu February or March, when
about to assume the chrysalis state.

WI'LMINGTON, a city and port of Delaware,
U. S., on Christiana Creek, near its junction with the

river Brandywine, 2 miles from Delaware River, 2S
miles south-west of Philadelphia, on the Philadelphia,

WUmington, and Baltimore Railway. It is a hand-
some, regular town, commanding tine water-views,

aud has 26 churches, a town-hall, large hospital,

St JIary's Roman Catholic College, 4 banks, 6 news-
papers, and manufactories of steam-engines, radway
cars, and wheel car springs, iron steamboats, ma-
chinery, galvanised iron ; flotu'-mills, powder-miUs,

&c. Pop. in ISGO, 21,258.

WILMINGTON, a city and port of North
Carolina, U. S., on the left bank of the north-east

branch of Cape Fear River, 34 miles from sea. It

has a good harbour, with extensive internal naviga-

tion, aud railway connections, and large exports of

lumber, tar, rosin, turpentine, shingles, cotton, &c.

It has 5 steam saw-mills, 5 planing-mills (making
25,000,000 feet of lumber per annum), 5 turpentine

distilleries. During the war of ISGl—1S65, it was
one of the chief ports of the Confederacy, and was
frequented by blockade-rurmers, tmtil attacked by
Commodore Porter's fleet, aud land-forces under
General Terry, January 13, 1865 ; on the loth, Fort
Fisher was captured, and the town surrendered on
the 22d. Pop. iu 1S60, 9053.

WILNA. See VlLNO.

WILSON, Alexander, American ornithologist,

was born at Paisley, Scotland, Jtdy 6, 1766. He
was the son of a disfeUer, and was apprenticed to a
weaver, for whom he worked seven years, amus-
ing himself at the same time by writing verses.

As soon as he was free, he gratified a roving

disposition by mounting a pedler's pack, and went
to Edinburgh to take part iu a discussion, in which
he maintained the poetic claims of Fergusson against

Allan Ramsay, and, in the same cause, wrote The
Laurel Disputed, a Poem. The piece by which he
is best remembered, is a droll poem iu the Scottish

dialect, styled Watty and Meg. He also contributed

to The Bee, and made the acquaintance of Bums. He
was prosecuted for a lampoon upon a resident of

Paisley, and condemned to a short imprisonment,

and to burn the libel with his own hand at the

Paisley cross. Detei-miued to leave a country where
his genius was unappreciated, he sailed from Belfast

for America, and landed at Newcastle. Delaware,

July 14, 1794, -nith a few borrowed shillings in his

pocket, aud no acquaintances. He got work with a
copperplate-printer in Philadelphia, then with a
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weaver ; travclloj as a pedler in New Jersey, where

the brilliant iilumai;e of tlic birds attracted his atten-

tion ; then en.ua^ed as a school-teacher in runnsyl-

vania, and thcuwalkcd SOD miles to visit a nephew

in New York. Teaching a school once more in New
Jersey, he lived ne.ar the botanic garden of William

Bertram, who was well acquainted with birds, and,

stimidated and encouraged in his studies of nature,

AV. resolved to make a collection of all the bir<ls

that were to be found in Anieric.i. In October 1S04,

he set out on his tirst excni-siou, in which he tra-

velled to NLigara Falls, and wrote The Foresters, a

Poem. lu 1S05, he learned etching of a Mr Lawson,

from whom he had already learned to draw ; and
was employed on the American edition of J!ees's

Cijelopecdia. He soon prevailed \ipon the pub-

lisher, Bradford, to undertake an American Orni-

thology. In September 180S, he brought out the

first "volume, but in a style too costly for the

tastes and fortunes of the period, so that he obtained

only 41 subscribers in the eastern states, and

had no better success in the southern. The second

volume was, notwithstanding, brought out in ISIO.

Tlie following year, he made a voy.age down the

Ohio, and travelled overland through the then

unsettled region of the Lower Mississippi Valley,

from X.ashville to New Orleans, collecting specimens

for his third volume, published in 1 S12. Exjiloring

the New England States diu-ing the war with Eng-

land, he was arrested at Haverhill, New Hampshire,

as a British spy, a circumstance which jirob.ably

hastened his dea"tli. at Pliiladelphia, August 23, ISl.'J,

when he had completed seven volumes of his work.

The eighth and ninth were published after his

death by George Ord, the companion of his travels

and labours, and it was continued by Charles Li\eien

Bon.aparte, in 4 vols. 4to (I'hiladelphia, 1S25—1S33).

WILSON, Hor..vcK H.vym.vn, a distinguished

Sanscrit scholar, was lioru in London in the year

1786, and was educated for the modieal i)rofcssion.

In 180S he went to India as assistant-surgeon on

the Bengal establishment, and in a short time after-

wards, on account of his proliciency in chemistry,

obtained an appointment in the Calcutta mint as

assistant to Dr Leyden. He now applied himself

diliu'ently to the study of .Sanscrit, and in a few

years obtained so high a reputation for his scholar-

ship, that upon the decease of Hr Hunter in 181 1,

AV. w.as appointed to succeed him as secretary of

the Asiatic .Society of Bengal on the recom-

mendation of Mr H. T. Colebrooke. In 181.'?, W.
j)ublished his first work, viz.. The Mt'iihn Dtila, or

Cloud Mcsscnijcr, a Poem in Ihe Sanscrit Languaije,

hi KMiddsa ; translated into Enijlhh Verse, u-ilh

ifotes and lUuslralions, hy IF. II. Wilion. This

work, originally published at Calcutta in 1813, was
reprinted in Loudon in the following year. His next

publication was -1 Dictionary, Sanscrit and English,

translated, amended, and enlanjed from an Orijinal

Compilation prepared b;/ Learned Natires {Calcutta,

1819—1840). This work proved to be of great

advantage to students of Sanscrit, and added con-

sidei-ably to W.'s reputation. A second edition of

this work w.as published in 18.32 ; and a new eilition

of the same, greatly enlarged and improved, by
Professor Goldstucker (Berlin, 1S.5G, &e.), is now in

))rogrcss. W.'s next publication was A Collection of

Prmerbs and Proverbial Phrases in the Persian and
Hindustani Lamjuages ; compiled and tran.ilated

cJdeJly by the late Thomas Poebuck (Calcutta, 1824).

To this, W. prefixed a v.alu.able Introduction,

at the same time that ho edited the whole, with

considerable additions of his own. W.'s subsequent

piddicatious were as follows : 1. Select Specimens of
tlie Theatre of the Hindus, translaied from the

Original Sanscrit, 3 vols. (Calcutta, 1827) ; another
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edition, 2 vols. (Lond. ISi^-i). 2. Documents illustra-

tire of the Durmese War; witli Sketch of the
Events of the ]Var, and an Appendix (Calcutta,

1827) ; another edition (Loud. 1852). 3. A De-
scriptive Catalogue of the OrUnttd Manuscripts
and other Articles illustrative of the Literature, His-
tory, Statistics, and Antiquities of the South of India ;
collected by the late Lieutenant-colonel C. Mac-
kenzie, 2 vols. (Calcutta, 1828). 4. A lieviem of the

External Commerce of ISengal from 1813—1814 to

1827—1S28 (Calcutta, 183U). 5. The Paghti Vansa,
or Race of Paghu, a Historical Poem, by Kdliddsa,
with a Prose Interpretation of the Text, by Pundits
of the Sanscrit College of Calcutta (Calcutta, 1832).
Of this publication, W. w;vs the editor. C. Observa-
tions on Lieutenant Burnes's Collection ofEactrian and
ot/ier Coins, by H. H. Wilson, and J. Prinsep (1S34).

7. A Manual of Universal History and Chronology
(Loud. 1835). 8. The Vishn'u-Purdn'a, a System of
Hindu Mythology, translated from the Origiiuil

Sanscrit, and illustrated by A'otes (Lond. 1840). 9.

An Introduction to the Grammar of Ihe Sanscrit
Language, for the Use ofEarly Students [Land. 1841);

2d ed. (Lond. 1847). 10. Arieuia Antiqua, a Descrip-
tive Account of the Antiquities and Coins of Afghani-
stan, with a Memoir on the Buildings called Topes,
by C. Masson (Lond. 1841). 11. Selections from the

Mahdbhdrata, edited by F. Johnson (Lond. 1842) ;

this has a Preface and Notes by H. H. Wilson. 12.

Itig-Veda-Sanhita, a Collection of Ancient Hindu,
Hymns, translatedfrom the Original Sanscrit (Lond.

1850). 13. The Present State of the Cultivation of
Oriental Literature, a Lecture delivered at a Meeting

of the Iloyal Asiatic Society (Lond. 1852). 14. A
Glossary of Judicial and licvenue 'Terms, and of use-

ful Words occurring in Official Documents relating to

the Administration of tlie Govei-nment of British

India, from the Arabic, Persian, Hindustani, Jvc.

(Lond. 1855). 15. Principles of Hindu and Moham-
medan Lata, republished from the Principles and
Precedents of the same, by the laic Sir William Hay
Macnayhten, and edited by H. II. Wilson (Lond. ISCO).

Many of these works were jiroduced while W. held

the oIKce of Ass.ay-master.and.Sccret.ary of the Mhit
at Calcutta. In his official capacity, he often

received the thanks of the government of India for

reforms in the coinage and other services. He also

encoiu-aged in every way the progress of education

among the natives of India, especially Bengal. He
was for many years secretary to the Public

Instruction Committee at Calcutta, and took gre.at

trouble in directing the studies of the Hindu
College. He was at the same time noted for his

musical skill, and his talents as an amateur actor

—qualities which made him a great favourite in

Calcutta society. In 1833, the Boden Professorship

of .Sanscrit was founded in the university of Oxford,

and W. was elected to that lucrative post, not with-

out strong competition. He accordingly left Cal-

cutta for England ; and soon after his arrival was
appointed Librarian at the East India House, in

succession to Sir C. Wilkins. Tliis api)ointment he
held in conjunction with the professorship until his

death, which occurred on May 8, 1800. He was
married to a grand-daughter of the celebrated

Mrs .Siddons, by whom he had several children.

W., as an orientalist, takes rank with Sir W. Jones

and H. T. Colebrooke. Even the various publications

.above mentioned by no means sufficiently indicate

the extent and variety of his researcrhes, many of

which arc embodied in papers contributed to the

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and other

periodicals.

WILSON, John, famous as Professor Wilson, and
the Christopher North of Blackivood's Magazine,

was born on May IS, 1785, at Paisley, where hia
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father was a wealthy manufacturer. His earlier

education he received in the house of Dr M'Letchie,
minister of the parish of Mearns, a wild moorland
district in Renfrewshire, his boyish residence in
which he long afterwards commemorated in some
of his most charming essays. After having been
transfen-ed for a time to the care of the Rev. Joseph
MacintjTe of Glenorchy, in the Highlands, the love
of which became for him a lifelong passion, he was
sent to the university of Glasgow, where he remained
for foiu- years, distingiiished as on the whole a dili-

gent and successful, though somewhat fitful and
irregular student. In 1S03, he went to Magdalen
College, Oxford, where he became notable at once
for the splendour of his intellectual gifts, and for his
supremacy in the various athletic sports—boxing,
rowing, running, &c.—which have always formed a
not inconsiderable part of the education bestowed
at the English imiversities. In 180G, he signalised
himself by his Xewdigate prize poem, On the Stiuly

of Greeh and Homan Architecture; and the year
after, he took his degree of B.A., that of M.A.
following in ISIO. Meantime, he had left Oxford,
and settled himself in Cumberland, attracted partly
b)' the beauty of the Lake Coimtry, and jiartly by
a desire to cultivate the intimacy of Wordsworth,
of whose genius he was already a devout admirer.
He purchased the lovely little property of EUeray,
where, for some years, he resided almost constantly.
Besides Wordsworth, there were available in the
district for intellectual converse De Quincey,
Southey, and Coleridge (to whose Friend he contri-

buted some essays). With all of them, he became
intimate ; and when he wearied a httle of ' celestial

coUoquy divine' with them, he sougl^t a variety
to life in measuring his strength against that
of the far-famed Cumberland wrestlers, the very
sturdiest of whom has left it on express record that
he found him 'a vera bad un to lick.' In 1810,
he married a iliss Jane Penny, a Liverjjool lady,
of great personal attractions and much amiability
of character, in his union with whom he found
the main happiness of his life. He now seriously
devoted himself to poetry ; and in 1812, jjublished
his Isle of Palms, which attracted considerable
attention, and was followed in 1810 by Tlie City oj
the Plague. This work shewed a marked increase
of power ; but it is questionable, despite the grace,
music, and tender feeling of much of his verse,
whether, as a poet, W. would ever have succeeded
in developing the real force of his genius. His true
held, however, was found on the starting, in 1817,
of Blackwood's Magazine. Some years previously,
a pecuniary disaster had befallen him ; the fortune
of £30,000 left him by his father being so seriously
curtailed by the misconduct of a relative as to
necessitate the brealcing up of his establishment
at Elleray. On this, he transferred himself to
Edinburgh, where, in 1815, he was called to the
Scottish bar ; but it does not appear that he
had any opportunity of practice. As one of the
liriefiess, with plenty of spare time on his hands,
along with his friend Lockhart, then in similar
case, he lost no time in proffering his aid to Mr
Blackwood. The astute publisher was at no loss

to estimate the value of their alliance ; and it is

not too much to say that during its earlier years,
Lockhart and W. were the soid of the success of
the magazine. Presently, Lockhart was withilrawn
to succeed Gifford as editor of the Quarterly Review
in London ; and W., though never in any strict

sense its editor—Blackwood himself throughout
exercising a severe control—became, in the eye of

the public, more and more identified with the
Magazine ; in a certain modified, yet very real
sense, to all intents for many years he was editor
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of the Magazine, and under his famous pseudonym
of Kit North, swayed it before the world. In 1820,
he was appointed to succeed Dr Brown, deceased,
as Professor of Moral Philosophy in the university
of Edinburgh, his friend. Sir W. Hamilton, being one
of the defeated candidates. His real claims to such
a post, though not to be compared with those of
Hamilton—who, at that time, however, had given
little or no proof before the public of his consum-
mate accomjilishment and ability—have been some-
what unduly depreciated. They were not so by
Hamilton himself, whose opinion it was, as reported
by Mr De Quincey, that 'Wilson's philosophic
subtlety of intellect was not the least wonderful of
his many wonderful gifts.' Thus much is certain,
that as a professor, though somewhat desidtory in his
methods, he had au almost unexampled power of
stimulating the enthusiasm of his students. Out
of his class-room, however, it must be admitted he
but indifferently succeeded in attaining the staid
ideal proper to the learned and respectable class of
men with whom he was thus somewhat oddly asso-
ciated. He was the most ' muscular ' of ' Christians ;

'

and on more than one occasion, the singular spectjicle
was exhibited of a Scotch professor of moral
science taking off his coat in a public market-
place, to inhict personal chastisement on some
ruffian, whose obnoxious proceedings had done out-
rage to his nicer sense of the fitness of things.
Though sedulous and strict in his discharge of
his duties as a professor, W. was loyal in
his adhesion to Blackwood, and his contributions
to the ilagazine, in- their mere amount enor-
mous, continued to form the main part of his
activity. In 18-40, he suffered an irreparable loss

in the death of his wife. His grief for a while
nearly prostrated him, and seems to have flung
something of a shadow over what of life re-

mained to him. He continued, however, to con-
tribute to Blackwood, though now somewhat more
intermittently ; and in 18-12, he published, as The
Recreations of Christopher North, a selection, in two
volumes, from the mass of his essays furnished to
it. During the session 1852—1853, he was smitten
by an attack of paralj'sis, which permanently inca-
Iiacitated him for the discharge of professorial duty

;

and in Edinbm-gh, on AprU 3, 1854, he died.
During his last years, he enjoyed a pension of £200
a year from government, in acknowledgment of his
literary services. Besides his poetry and periodical
writings, he published in 1822 a volume of sketches,
entitled Liijhts and Shadoics of Scottiuli Life, which
was followed the year after by his tale of Margaret
Lyndsay. In these, as in his poems, the robuster
side of his mind is scarcely, if at all, represented

;

but the tender idyllic grace and charm by which
they are pervadeit, secured for them an extensive
popidarity, some portion of which they have since
continued to retain. In his miscellaneous prose
essays, critical and descriptive, and most especially
in the celebrated series of dialogues entitled Nodes
Amhrosiana, the true power of his genius is revealed.
Of the genius, there can be little question ; though
as to whether it has succeeded in embodyiu" itself

in forms which are likely to be permanent, there
may reasonably be difference of opinion. The
materials for judgment are before the world in
the coUectod (or rather selected) edition of his
ilisceUanies, published since his death by his
son-in-law. Professor Ferrier. As a magnificent
potentialih/, it is scarcely exaggeration to speak
of W. along with Burns and Scott as a member
of the trinity (so to speak) of Scottish literary
genius. Certain it is, that nearly as effectually as
they did, he stormed the heart of the Scottish
people, and became, iu his later years—the Great
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Novelist being gone—their idol and accepted lite-

rary representative. If he h-is left behind him no
work sacred as his literary munumciit, thus iniieh

was .ilniost involved iii the conditions under which
he wrote. Writing as he did from month to

month for the iust.-vnt puiijose of the hour,

wise and steady concentration of his enerfrfcs

became more and more difficult for him. Not
the less, when all reasonable deduction is made,
ho holds his jJace as one of the most not-

able literary figures iu the eai'lier half of this

century. His ranije of power is extraordinary:

from the nicest subtleties of feminine tenderness,

he passes at v,iil to the wildest animal riot

and the most daring grotesqueries of humour;
and iu what he terms ' numerous prose,' the prose
poem or rhapsody—a questionable and perilous,

though, within mse limits, a legitimate form of art

—he may be held, iu his liner passages, to be at

this d.ay without a rival. As regards his life in

detail, fidl information may be found in the affec-

tionate and felicitous Memoir, published iu 1SC3
by his daughter, Jli's Gordon.

WILSON, IticuAKD, <an Englisli landscape-
painter of great eminence, was the sou of a clergy-

man iu Montgomeryshire, and was born in ITl.'l at
Pinegas iu that county. His early love of drawing
attracted the attention of Sir George Wynne, his

relation, who had him placed under the tuition

of a portrait-painter in London, by name Thomas
Wright. In portrait-])aiuting, W. had considerable

success, but can scarcely be said to have become
eminent, when in 1749 he went to Italy to study the
works of the old masters. At Venice, he formed the
acquaintance of the then famous Zuccarelli, who
was so struck A\-ith the merit of a careless and ran-

dom landscape sketch dashed off by him as the
whim of an idle moment, that he earnestly advised
him to forsake portrait for landscape, as plainl3' his

true vocation. He was further encouraged in doing
so by the praises of Vemet at Rome, who was greatly
charmed by some of his earUer etrorts. To land-
scape-painting, he now exclusively devoted himself

;

ancl before returning to England in IToo, he had
succeeded at Home m establishing a consideraljle

reputation. In London, in 1760, he exhibited his

great picture, the ' Niobe,' which was bouglit by the
l)uke of Cumberland, and at once secured him rank
as one of the first painters of his time. Another
celebrated work, his ' View of Rome from the Villa
Madama,' was cxliibited in 17C5, and found a pur-
chaser in the Marquis of Tavistock. Strange to say,

hov.'ever, his pictures, since so famous, failed to hit

the general taste ; and while far inferior artists were
eagerly patronised by the public, W. was for the most
])ai't ueglccted. Failing in the general market, he
fell into the hands of the picture-dealers, to whom
he would frequently for a few pounds dispose of

pictures which have since been sold for large sums.
So straitened did he freciuently find himself, that iu

1770 he w;is fain to sohcit, and hajijiy to obtain, the
appointment of Librari.in of the Koyal Academy,
with the tiilling salary attached to it. As explana-
tion in part of his otherwise almost unaccountable
want of success, it is alleged that his manners were
rude, and liis temper somewhat imaccommodating

;

with his brethren in .art, he was notoriously the reverse

of popular ; and it is jirobable that iu the general

conduct of life he exhibited some lack of that tact

and skiU which even men of the most distinct geuius

may find of some little avail to jirocure them a

prompt recognition of it. By the death of a brother,

who left him a handsome sum of money, he was
rescued from the indigence, as it may almost be
called, in which the greater portion of his life had
been passed ; aud retiring to Llamberris in Denbigh-
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shire,' he died there some few years after in 178'2.

Of his numerous pictures, now much i>rized, many
are familiar to the public by engravings ; iu the
National Gallery, three very line specimens of him
may be found ; and sever.^l others form part of the
well-known Vernon Collection.

WILSON, General Sir Robert Thomas, was
born in the year 1777 in London, where his father
w.%s a painter. He was educated at Westminster,
and afterwards at Winchester, and wheu scarcely

17, he joined the 15th Light Dragoons, then
serving under the Duke of York in Belgium, and
took part in some sharp service, in which the regi-

ment greatly distinguished itself. Shortly after his
return to England, he was married to a lady of great
beauty and some fortune, to whom, through life, he
seems to have been ardently attached. In 1798, ho
was engaged in Ireland in the suppression of the
rebeUion ; and the year after, he served iu the unfor-
tunate campaign of the Helder, .and w.is present
with liis old regiment at the battle of Egmont-op-
Zee. That iu everything he proved himself a capable
officer, may be inferred from his appointment soon
after to command the Small force of cavalry which
served under Sir Ralph Abercromby iu Egyjit.

Here he formed a Aiarm frieu(hshii) with Gener.al,

afterwards Lord Hutchinson, who succeeded to the
command of the army after tlie death of Abercromby.
His next service was at the conquest of the Cape of
Good Hope iu January 1806, where again he com-
manded a small cavalry force. In tlie latter part
of that year he went abroad on the staff of his
friend. Lord Hutchinson, who was sent on a
mission to the king of Prussia, then a fugitive

from his capital, and awaiting the result of the
coiiHict pending beMveen Najjoleou and his allies,

the Russians. W. had now, for the lii-st time,
an opportunity of seeing war on a really gigantic
scale, being present at tlie desperate battle of Eylaiu
{q. v.). Tlie peace of Tilsit ensued, aud W. there-
upon returned to England. The struggle in the
Peninsula had now commenced, aud W. was sent to

take part in it ; he w.as active in the embodiment
and training of the Portuguese army, and subse-

quently, uuiler Wellington, he commanded a Spanish
brigade at tlie b.attle of Talavera. From this field

of action ho wa-s, however, withdrawn ; aud in 1812,
he was attached to the Russian army as English mili-

tary commissioner. During the tremendous struggle
which resulted in the capture of Moscow, and the
operations which followed in pursuit of the doomed
French army, he rendered imjiortant service both
in council and iu the battle-field ; and he seems to
have won the especial regard and coulidence of the
Emperor Alexander. Throughout the subsequent
campaigTis iu Germany, and those which followed
in France, ending with the capture of Paris in 1814,
he was present in a similar capacity iu the camp of

tlie allies. At Liitzen, he took command of the
Prussian reserve, and at a particular crisis of the
battle, succeeded in severely checking the enemy.
At Bautzen, he also distinguislied himself ; and a
day or two after, the Emperor of Russia presented
to him publicly the cross of the Order of St George,
saying that he gave it ' as a memorial of hi^ esteem
for liis courage, zeal, talent, aud fidelity to my ser-

vice.' His services during this period will be foimd
noted in every military History of the time; and
they amply prove him to have been a most gallant

aud accomplished soldier.

After the peace, he became involved in the unfor-

tunate matter of Queen Carohue ; aud for his censure
of the course pursued by government he was dis-

missed the army. He was afterwards, however,
reinstateiL In 1 1»41 , he attained the rank of general

;

and from 1842 to 1849, he held the post of governor
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of Gibraltar. In ISIS, he had. been returned to

parliament in the Liberal interest for Southwark,
and he retained his seat till 1S31. On 9th Hay
1S49, haring just returned from Gibraltar, he died

suddenly in London. During his life, he published

several works; in 180-t, An Inquiry inlo the Military

Force of the British Empire; in ISll, Campaigns
in Poland, with Jtemarks on the Hussian Army; and
in 1817, a Sketch of tlie Military Power of liussia.

During his foreign campaigns, he kept copious

private diaries ; and of these, two most interesting

volumes, ' edited by his nephew and son-in-law,

the Rev. Herbert Eandolph, M.A.,' were some
years since published by Murray of London. A
Life of liim has likewise been published by MuiTay,
under the same superintendence. I

WIXTON, a market-town and parliamentary
borough in Wiltshire, at the junction of the Xadder
and Wil}-, affluents of the Avon, Si miles west-

north-west of Salisbury. The New Church, a mag-
nificent Eomauesque edifice, decorated in the richest

and most tasteful manner, was erected in 1844 by
the Right Hon. Sidney Herbert, at a cost of £20,000.

The principal industrj' of the town is the manu-
facture of carpets, especially Axminsters, and the

carpets called Saxony, made of short staple wool. '

The burgh returns one member to the House of

Commons. It is a station on the Salisbiuy branch
of the Great Western Railwa3'. Po]). of parlia-

mentary borough (ISGl) 8657. (1871—8865.)

W., a very ancient, and at one time important

town, was the capital of the Anglo-Saxon Idngdom
of Wesse.x, and gave name to Wiltshire. From the

9th c. to the year 1244, it was a busy and pros-

perous place ; but in that 5'ear, the Great Western
Road, which had formerly passed through it on its

way from Old Sarum, was diverted, and the pros-

perity of the town came to a close. The town stands

near the site of a monastery given to Sir AVilliam

Herbert, fii'st Earl of Pembroke, by Henry VIII.

;

and the locality is rich in associations connected
\vith the Herbert family. Here Sir Philip Sidney
wrote part of his Arcadia. The present mansion is

noted for its collection of statues, and for its pic-

tures, including several excellent Van Dycks.

WI'LTSHIRE, or "RT^LTS (called by the Anglo
Saxons Wiltoiuhire, from their capital town, Wilton,
q'. v.), one of the south-western counties of Eng-
land, boimded on the W. and X. by Somerset and
Gloucester, and on the E. and S. by Berks, Hants,
and Dorsetshire. Area 865,092 acres; pop. (1861)
249,311. The county is divided into two imequal
jiarts—the plains in the north, and the hill dis-

trict, which comprehends the greater part of South
W. ; and the separation between these two parts is

very nearly that of the Great Western PiaUway, the
course of which across the coimty is from north-east

to south-west, past Swindon and Chippenham. The
plains incline north to the basin of the Thames,

i

which forms in part the northern boundary, and ai-e
|

noted for their agricultm-al capabilities. The sur-

face of this district is checkered \\-ith corn-fields and
ricli pastures, and here the cheeses for which W. is

well and favourably known are produced. The hill
\

district presents ranges of bleak downs, with deep 1

valleys, and is thinly peopled, much of it consisting

of solitary sheep-walks, on which it is estimated

700,000 sheep are pastured. Inkpen Beacon, 1011
feet high, at the junction of W., Hampshire, and
Berkshire, is the nucleus whence proceed the Xorth
and South Downs of Surrey and .Sussex, and the hills

which, running south through this county, become
the North and South Downs of Dorsetshire. Agri-
culture is carried on with the assistance of modem
improvements; many swine are reared, and W.

|

bacon is famous. Portland stone is quarried at
S«iudon, Tisbury, and in other localities ; and a
stone called Forest Marble yields coarse tiles and
flagstones, and is said to retain in perfect preserva-
tion 'the ripple-marks of waves and the footi)rints'

of crustaceans.' The manufacture of woven goods,
carpets and oth#r wooDen goods, silks and linens,

is carried on at Trowbridge, Wilton, Bradford,
Devizes, Heytesbury, &c. There are iron mines
and blast-furnaces at Westbury and Seend. The
principal rivers are the Thames, with its tributarj',

the Kennet ; and the Avon, ivith its tiibutaries,

the Kadder and Wil}-. The coimty, exclusive of

boroughs, sends four members to the House of
Commons. Cap., Salisbury. (1871—pop. 257,202.)
W. abounds in early and interesting antiquities.

Among these may be mentioned its Druidical
temples (see Avebct.y and Stoxehexge), British
entrenchments, roads, and villages, barrows (in

which beads, rude axes of stone, arrow-heads of

flint, and sometimes articles in gold, brass, or iron,

have been found along with the rehcs of mortality),

Saxon encampments, Roman roads and Xorman
castles, of which there are many remains.—See
History of Ancient Willdtire, by Sir R. C. Hoare.

WI'SCHESTER, a famous historical city, and
parUamentary and municipal borougli, chief town of

Hampshire, is situated in the middle of the county,
on the right bank of the Itchen, 67 miles south-west
of London by radway, aud GO in a direct line. It

consists of one main street, crossed by a number of

streets rimning at right angles to it, and was in
early times surrounded by a wall, of which remains
exist. The houses for the most part spread over a
hill rising from the valley of the Iteheu ; but the
cathedral, and some of the older and more interest-

ing portions of the city, stand on level gi-ound close

to the river-bank. The Castle-hill is the site of

the old castle or royal i)alace, built in the 13th c.

by Henry III., and of the magnificent hall, of which
the only remaining portion is used as the County
Court. About a mile from the town is the famous
hospit;il of St Cross, founded in 1136 by a bishop of

W., Henry de Blois, for 13 poor men, 'decayed
and past their strength.' It was munificently
endowed ; but its sources of income have been
narrowed, and its ancient charters and grants were
destroyed during the 13th centurJ^ Its income now
is £1088 per annum, and it supports 13 poor
brethren, afibrds relief to a number of external poor,

and distributes general doles on the eves of great

festivals. The hospital is entered by a gateway,
after passing which, a jileasing ^-iew is obtained
of the buildings, which occupy three sides of a
quadi-angle, the fourth side being occupied by a
most picturesque ancient church in Transition Nor-
man, which formed part of the institution. There
is a city library and a museum ; the latter contains
some very interesting local antiquities. Charles II.

commenced a palace here, but the part completed is

now used as barracks. The city cross in the High
Street, dating from the loth c, is very beautiful
in design.

The college of W., caUed originally 'Seinte
Marie College of Wynchestre,' now St Mary's
CoUege or Winchester College, was founded by
Wilham of Wykeham, Bishop of W., in 1387,

and the buildings were completed in 1393. The
biuldings are, for the most part, of the age of

the founder. Bishop Wykeham, and consist of two
quadrangles and a cloister, together with recently

erected houses for the commoners. The famous
dulce domum is sung by all the boys in the courts

of the college before the breaking up of the school

at the long vacation. The foundation consisted

originally of a warden, 10 Fellows, 70 scholars, a
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licailniaster (informalor), an usher (ostlarms) or

secuiul master, 3 chaiilains, 3 clerks or singing-men,

anil IG choristers. By an orilinanco of the U.vfonl

I'mversity Commission, wliicU took cflect in ISoT,

the number of Fellowshijis is to be rcdnceil, .as

vacancies occur, to six, the number of scholars to

be increased to 100, anil 20 e.Nliibitions to be foiuuicd

;

and in accordance with this regnlation, the number
of Fellows is now (1807) nine. The charter of tlie

school, which is in existence, was granted by
JMchard II. in l.'iOC, and continued by all the subse-

mient sovereigns of England, Mary exce])teJ, down
to Charles II. The visitor is the Bishoj) of W.,
and the warden and two Fellows of New College,

Oxford, hold an annual ' scrutiny,' which pr.acti-

c.ally consists in questioning the seven senior and
seven junior scholars as to their comforts, and listen-

ing to any complaints they have to make. The
endowment, which .aniounts at present to about
.t'17,000 annually, consists of landed ])roperty and
funded stock ; and of this about £2000 goes to

expenses of management. The warden and Fellows
are the governing body of the college. The jnipils

of the school are of two classes—foundation
scholars and commoners. The scholars are elected,

between 10 and 14 years of age, by the warden,
sub-warden, and head-master of the college, jointly

with the warden and two Fellows of New College,
Oxford, by competitive examination ; the average
annual number of vacancies being 10, and the
lunnber of candidates 151). The scholars are well
boarded, lodged, and educated, at the expense of the
foundation ; having to jiay, for some incidental
charges, only from £1, lOs. to i'o, lis. per annum

;

but tr.adition exercises a powerfid influence at W.,
and many of the quaint oldcustonis of the school, such
as dining off wooden trenchers, &c., are still retained.

The uiunljcrof tlie commoners has lluctuated much
;

but owing to the better position in which tluy were
l)laced l)y tlie new regulations of IS57, they have
averaged 200 annually for some years ; they gener-
ally enter between 11 and 10 years of age, and stay
3—4 years, and not being foundation-boys, are
boarded in the houses of the head and other uhasters,

at a tot.al annual cost of £115 (including expense of

tuition, pocket-money, and cost of travelling). "W.
possesses hi Fellow ships and oO scliolarships at New
College, Oxford ^also founded by William of Wyke-
h.am), open to scholars and commoners alike (since

1857), and ten.able for live years, besides numerous
other jirizes. Fagging is permitted to tlie IS chief

boys, who are called ' prefects.' The monitorial
system was first estaljlished here, and is still in force

—the monitors being tlie ' prefects.'

A church is said to have been built at W. in the
year 1C9 ; to have been destroyed in 266, restored
in 203, and converted into a ' temple of D.agon ' (by
wliom we are to understand Wndin) by the Saxons
under Cerdic in 40.'). In O.'jo, the jiollHted church
was pulled down, and a new one commenped, under
the superintendence of IJirinus, the lirst apostle of

Wessex ; and King Kynegils granted the whole of

the land for the space ot seven miles round the
city for tlie support of the eiiiscopal scat and the
re-established monks. From tlie year 674, the suc-

cession of bishops of W., of which the celebr.atcd

.St .Swithin (see SwiTHi.v, St) was one, continues
unl:)rokeu. Of Birinus's cathedral, however, in which
most of the Saxon kings of Wessex (see HErTAKinv)
were interred, and on the altar of which, according
to tradition. King Canute hung up his crown after

the well-known scene on the sea-shore, no portion
remains, and a new cathedral—the present one—was
built 'from tlie foundations' by Bishop Walkclin
(1070—1097); and .after its completion, and the
remov.al into it of the precious relics of Birinus's
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eathedr.al, that old edifice w.as pulled down. William
of Wykeham—regarding whi«e qiialilications to 1111

the episcopate, Wicliffe can say nothing mure than
th.at he was 'one wise in building castles'—w.as
Bishop of W. from 1367 to 1404, and has more
closely than any other bishop associated his name
with his cpisciqial city and its cathedral. Ho
greatly enlarged and biautilied the building, and
he began the transformation of the nave from
Norman to I'erpcnilicular. Tile cathedral is 520
feet long, longer than any other cathedral out
of It.aly, with the exceptions of those of Fly (560
feet), and Canterbury (525 feet). Its breadth
at the transepts is 208 feet, the length of its

nave is .'151 feet, its height SO feet, and a low
central Norman tnwer 150 teet high. The exterior ia

somewhat ilis.appointing, owing to its unusual want
of decoration, and to the lowness of its Norman
tower; but the interior is m.agniliceiit, and contains
many objects of the highest interest—as the tomb
of William Uufus ; bronze figures of Charles I. and
James i. ; mortuary chests which contained the
ashes of a number of West .Saxon kings and bishops,
but which were opened during the Civil War, and
their contents scattered about the church ; the
golden shrine of .St Swithin, with some excellent
specimens of sculpture, both ancient and recent ; the
tomb of Edmund, the son of King Alfred—Alfred
himself being buried in the vicinity—and the tomb
of Izaalc Walton. The various architectural styles
to be noted in the cathedral are : Early Norman iu

the crypt and transepts ; Early English in the
eastern aisles and chai)els behind the presbytery;
Decorated in the piers and arches of the presbytery

;

and Pei-pendicular in the nave, which, for beauty
and grandeur, is jierliaps unrivalled in England.
After the cathedral, there are many churches of

great interest, and in the Transition Norman and
Ferpendicular styles; and there are many other
buildings of a religious and educational kind. The
industries of W. are unimportant. Poji. of inunicip.al

and parli.ameutary borough (ISOl), 14,776, repre-

sented by two members. (1871—pop. 14,705.)

W., the lioman f'ciila JBeh/anim, was the site of

a British city before the arrival of the I'onians

in Britain, Ctn'r-O'trciit, ((I'lvcnt = champaign or
down). It afterwards became a I'oman station,

and, as such, w.as a i)lace of considerable import-
ance, and contained temples of Apollo and Con-
cord. AVhen taken by the Saxons in 495, it

contained at least one Christian church. The
Saxons changed the name Venta into Winte, and
called the town Wint.anccaster

—

!. r., the city of

the Winte, or Winchcbter. In 1265, during the
barons' war, W. was sacked. Up to this time the
trade of this town had rivalled that of London ; but
after being sacked, it never rcJcovered its commer-
ci.al ])rospcrity. From the time of Charles II., the
town has gradu.allydecUned—its chief sources of life

and movement being the cathedral and the college.

WINCHE.STER, a village of A'irginia, TI. .S., in

the valley of the .Shen.ando.ali, 150 miles north-north-

west of Bichmond, 71 west-by-north from Wasli-
ington ; 32 miles by railway to liai-per's Ferry. It

has twelve churches, an academy, two newsj>a]iers.

March 12, 1S62, it was occupieil by the Feder.al

General Banks, and w,as during the war the scene of

frequent conilicts, and occujiied in turns by the
Federal and Confederate armies. I'op. in ISOO,

4:J92.

WI'NCING MACHINE, the wheel used by
dyers for winding out of their dye-vats long pieces

of cloth. The vat is often divided by a ]iartition,

and the wincing-machine is generally so placed
that it will wind the piece of cloth from one
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compartment to the other, according to the direc-

tion given to the handle.

w'iNCKELMANX, Johaxx Joachdi, weU
known as the critical expounder and historian of

ancient classical art, "was horn of poor parents in
the }-ear 1717, at Stendal, in Prussia. He very early
shewed an eager desire for knowledge, and being sent
to the free school of the place, became so special a
favourite with the rector of it, that he was taken
into the rectors house as a companion, when age and
blindness made some assistance necessary to him.
After studying for a time in Berlin, he went, in 173S,

to the university of Halle, where he remained two
years engaged in the study of theology, which,
however, he found so distasteful that, at the end
of that time, he rehnquished it, accepting a situa-

tion as tutor in a j)rivate family at Osterburg. lu
17-13, he became a schoolmaster at Seehausen—

a

wretched position, from which he was rescued by
the Count von Bunau, who employed him as secre-

tary in his library at Nothenitz. Here he remained
some years. Being in the vicinity of Dresden, he
had frequent opportunities of inspecting the famous
treasures of art accumulated there. He also made
the acquaintance of some artists of eminence,
among others, the well-known Oeser; and the
enthusiasm was awakened which determined his

subsequent career. To the theory and history of

art he now resolved to devote himself; and on
being thrown into the society of the Pope's nuncio,

C'ardinal Archinto, he was induced, after some hesi-

tation, to become a Roman Cathohc, on a promise
of a pension being prociu-ed for him, to enable him
to i)roceed to Rome. Thither he re])aired in 1755,
having previously published at Dresden a treatise,

entitled Gedanken iiber die y^acha/nmuiij der Griech.

Werlce, &c. (Reflections on the Imitation of the
Antique, 1754). Ot this work he issued, in 175G,

a new and enlarged eilition. At Rome, he pro-

secuted his studies vnXh the utmost ardour, and
every facility was afforded him. In 175S, he visited

Naples, to examine the celebrated remains of Her-
cidaneum, Pompeii, and Paistum ; and went also to
Florence, for the purpose of cataloguing the famous
collection of antique gems belonging to Baron de
Stosch, a labour which occupied him for nine
months. Soon after, the Cardinal Albani appointed
him his, hbrarian, and the salary attached to this

post, with the pension continued from Dresden, in

itself a somewhat meagre pittance, enabled him to
p)rosecute his studies in comfort. The first-fruit of

these a]ipeared in his treatise, entitled Anmerkioigen
iiber die Baukunst der Allen (Remarks on the Archi-
tecture of the Ancients), which was jirinted in Ger-
many in 1702 ; and two j'ears afterward, the great

work of his life, on which he had been long en-

gaged, the celebrated Gexchiclile der Kunst des Aller-

t/iiims (History of Ancient Art), was issued from
the press of Dresden. In 1707, a supplement to it

was added. He also gave to the world the resiUt of

his researches at Herculaneum ; and in 1706, his

Monumenti Antichi Inedili, an elaborate work with
plates.

lu 17GS, W., by this time famous throughout
Europe, set out to revisit Germ.any. His destination

was Berlin ; but ou the way, a strange yearning
seized him for the Italy he had left ; on his

reaching Munich, it was no longer to be resisted ;

and he started thence on his return to Rome. He
went by Vienna, where the most tlattering atten-

tions were paid him
;
pi-oceediug thence to Trieste,

wliere he came by his tragic end at the hands of a
fellow-traveller, by name Francesco Arcangeli, who
murdered him in order to jilimder his eii'ects. In
this he did not succeed, being scared almost in the
act, and presently caught and executed.

W. was the forerunner of a great movement ; and
his influence has been deeply felt in all the subse-
quent literature of the subject to which he devoted
himself. Even at this daj-, when a good deal of it

is regarded as obsolete, his great Hititort/ remains as

a work not to be neglected by any one suriously
concerning himself \vith the study of this branch of
testlietics. The most complete edition of W.'s works
is Fernow, Mayer, and Schulze's (8 vols, new ed.

Leip. 1S2S).

WIND is air in motion. The force of the wind
is measured by Anemometers (q. v.), of which some
measure the velocity, and others the pressure. The
following are a few velocities of iWnd, translated
into popidar language : 7 miles an hour is a gentle
air ; 14 miles, a light breeze ; 21 miles, a good
steady breeze ; 40 miles, a gale ; 00 miles, a heavy
storm ; and SO to 100 miles, a hurricane sweej>ing
everything before it. We also add a few compari-
sons of velocity and pressiu'e : 5 miles an hour is

a pressure of 2 oz. on the square foot ; 10 miles,
i lb. ; 20 mdes, 2 lbs. ; 30 miles, U lbs. ; 40 mUes,
8 lbs. ; 51 miles, 13 lbs. ; 00 mUes, 18 lbs. ; 70 mUes,
24 lbs. ; SO miles, 32 lbs. ; and 100 miles, 50 lbs.

During the severe storm which passed over London,
on February G, ISG7, the anemometer at Lloyd's
registered a pressure of 35 lbs. to the square foot

—

in other words, the wind during that storm acquired
a velocity of S3 mUes an hour. Wind is most
frequent!}' measui'ed by estimation.

Seamen have more need than landsmen to pay
attention to every minute variation in the strength
of the wind, as well as its direction, and to adopt
such phrases as will render that strength generally
intelligible. The Anemometer (q. v.), which is used
on land by scientific men for this purpose, is im-
suited to the wants of seamen. They have found
it convenient to divide winds into twelve kinds, in

relation to strength, designated thus: faint air, lujht

air, light breeze, gentle breeze, fresh breeze, gentle gale,

moderate gale, brisk gale, fresh gale, strong gale, hard
gale, and storm. Each of these is determined by
the amoimt and kind of sail which a ship can safely

carry at that moment. The estimate of the wind's
force by the scale to 12, means that represents

a calm, and 12 a hurricane. If such estimations

be divided by 2, and the quotient squared, the result

will be the pressure in pounds, ajiproximately.

All •wind is caused, directly or indirectly, by
changes of temperature. Suppose the temperature
of two adjacent regions to become, from any cause,
diS'erent, the air of the warmer, being lighter, will

ascend and How over on the other, whilst the
heavier air of the colder region will flow in below
to supply its place. Thus, then, a difference in

the temperature of the two regions gives rise to
two currents of air—one blowing from the colder

to the warmer along the surface of the earth, and
the other, from the warmer to the colder, m the
upper regions of the atmosphere ; and these currents
will continue to blow till tlie equilibrium be
restored.

Winds are classed into Constant, Periodical, and
Variable Winds.

Cox.sT.'LN-T Winds. T/ie Trade-winds.—'Wlien the
part of the earth's surface which is heated is a whole
zone, as in the case of the tropics, a surface-wind
will set in towards the-heated tropical zone from both
sides, and imiting will ascend, and then separating,

floM' as upper cun-ents in opposite directions. Hence,
a surface-current wiU flow from the higher latitudes

towards the equator, and an upper-ciu-rent towards
the poles. If, then, the earth were at rest, a north
v.-ind would prevail in the northern half of the trlobe,

and a south wind in the southern half. But these
duections are modified by the rotation of the earth
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on its axis from west to east. lu virtue of this

rotation, objects on tlio earth's surfaee at the

equator ai'e carried round toward the east, at the

rate of 17 miles a minute. But as we recede from

the equator, tliis velocity is continually diminished ;

at lat. t)()°, it is only S.( miles a minute, or half of

the velocity at the equator ; and at the poles it is

nothing. A wind, therefore, blowing along the

earth's surface to the equator, is constantly arriving

at places which have a greater velocity tljan itself.

Hence, the wind will lag behind, that is, •will come
up against places towards which it blows, or become
an eaal wind. iSince, then, the 'winil north of the

equator is under the inlhience of two forces—one

drawing it south, the other drawing it west—it will,

by the law of the composition of forces, flow in an
intermediate direction, that is, from north-east to

south-west. Similarly, in the southern tropic, the

>viud -mix blow from south-east to north-west. All

obsei^vation confirms this reasoning. From the great

service these winds render to na^^gation, they have
been called the Trade-winds. It is only in the

Pacific and Atlantic Oceans that the trade-winds

have their full scope. In other jiarts of the trades'

zone, such as Southern Asia and intertropical Africa

and America, they are more or less diverted from
their course by the imequal distribution of land and
sea, as explained under MoNSOOX (q. v.).

lu the Atlantic, the North Trades prevail

between lat. 9° and ."0°, and in the I'acitic, between
lat. 9° and 2G° ; and the Sonlh Trndi's, in the Atlantic,

between lat. 4° N. and 22° S., and in the Pacific, be-

tween lat. -1° N. and 2.3,V° S. Tliese luuits, however,
are iKtt station.arv, Init follow the sun, ailvancing

northward from .January to June, and southward
from .Tuly to December.

Jii'iikin of Calm.^.—This is a belt, 4° or 5° broad,

stretching across the Atlantic and Pacitic, parallel

to the e<iuator. It marks the meeting-line of the
north and south trades, where they mutually
neutr.alise each other. Here also occur heavy rains,

and thunder-storms almost daily. This belt varies

its position with the trades, reaching its most
northern limit in Jul}', and its most southern in

January. When the belt of calms ncars the
African coast, in the (Jidf of (xuinea, the copious

rainfall gives rise to the strong steady-blowing gales

of that coast, e.aUed Tornadoes.

]!i hirn Trades.—It is ]u'ovcd by observation th.at,

while there is within the tropics a surface-wind
blowing toward the belt of calms, there is at the

same time prevailing, in the higher region of the
air, a eounter-eurrent constantly llowing toward the
poles. These great aerial currents descend to the
surface after they have passed the limits of the
trade-winds, forming the south-west or west-

eouth-west winds of the north teni]ierate, and the
north-west or west-north-west winds of the south

temperate zones. The wcstimj of these great equa-

torial currents is produced by the saltie cause that
gives cadimj to the trade-winds, viz., the rotation of

the earth on its axis. Owing to the interference of

the north-east or polar cun-ent with these winds, the
irregular distribution of land and water, mountain
and plain, and storms diverting them out of their

course, they do not blow with the constancy of the

regular trade-winds. They are, however, svilli-

ciently marked and decided to be classed with the
constant winds.

Pi:i:iomcAL Wixds. Land and Sea Breezes.—
These are the most general, as well as most easily

explained, of the periodical winds. On the coast,

within the tropics, a breeze sets in fi'om the sea in the
morning, at first a mere breathing on the land, but
gradu.ally it increases to a stiff breeze in the heat of

the (hay, after which it sinks to a calm towards
2U

evening. Soon after, a contrary breeze springs up
from the land, blows strongly seaward during the
night, and dies away in the morning, giving place to
the sea-breeze as before. These winds are caused
during the day, by the laud getting more heated than
the sea, consequently the air over it ascends, and
tlie co(]l air from the sea flows over on the land to
su])]ily its place ; and during night, by the temper-
ature of the land falling below that of the sea, and
the air becoming thereby heavier and denser, flows

over the sea as a land-breeze. It is within the
tropics where sea-breezes are most marked and con-
stant, liccause there the sun's heat is greatest, and
atmospheric pressure is practically uniform, excejit

in those rare instances where it is disturbed by
hurricanes. But in countries such as Great l'>rilain,

where atmospheric pressure is most commonly, to

some extent, greater or less than tliat of surround-
ing regions, the strength of the wind blowing from
the high to the low barometer is far stronger than
that which would result from the disturbance
caused by the imequal heating of land and water

;

and consequently the sea-breeze is not felt. In the
warm mouths, however, when barometers are nearly
equal over northern and western lOuropc, there is a
gentle sea-breeze all round (Jrcat Britain during the
heat of the day, and a laud-brccze during night.

Quite .analogous to the land and sea breezes are

the Monsoons (q. v.), which are only the north
trades drawn out of their course in summer by the

heated regions of Southern Asia—the south-west
monsoon being only a v.ast sea-breeze blowing on
Southern Asia, and contiuuing several mouths of

the year.

Variable Wind.s.—These winds depend on
purely local or temporary causes, such as the nature
of the ground, covered with vegetation or l)ai'e

;

the ]ihysical configuration of the surface, level or
mountainous ; the vicinity of the sea or lakes ; and
the passage of storms. Within the tropics, all

except the last of these is borne down by the great
•atmospheric currents, which jirevail there in all

their force. But in higher latitudes this is not the
case ; these, therefore, arc the regions where variable

winds prevail. The most noted of these wnds arc

the Simoom (q. v.), .Sirocco, .Solauo, and Ilarmattan

(q. v.). Tile Puna Winds prevail for four months in

the year in a liigh barren taVile-land in I'cru calleil

the Puna ; as they ajo part of the south-east trade-

wind, after having crossed the Andes they are

drained of their moisture, .and are consequently the
most dry and parcliing winds that occur anywhere
on the globe. In travelling over the Puna it is

necessary to protect the face with a mask from the
glare and heat of the day, and from the intense

cold of the night. The £ast Winds which prevail

in the British Lslands in sjuing are part of the
great polar current which at that season descends
over Europe through Russia. Their origin explains
their dryness and unhealtliiness. It is a jirevalent

notion that the east winds in this country are damp.
It is quite true that many easterly winds are pecu-
liarly damp ; all that prevail in the front part of

Storms (q. v.) are very damp and rainy, they
being simply an indraught of the air towards the
low barometer which is advancing from the west at

the time ; and it is owing to this circumstance that
in the east of Scotland the greater jiart of the
annual rainfall falls with easterly winds. All of

these damp easterly winds, however, soon shift

round to some westerly jioint. But the genuine east
wind, which is the <lread of the nervous and of

invalids, does not shift to the west, and is specially
and intolerably dry. In the third week of Jlay
1SG6 this character was strongly marked, when at

many places in Scotland the humidity was only 40,
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and on some occasions as low as 29 ; the degi'ee of

tliis dryness will be appreciated when it is stated
that the dryest month dnring eleven years ending
with 1866, shewed a humidity only of 73, saturation
being 100. While this wind lasted, the daily range
of temperature was double the usual amount, the
soil was parched, and the leaves of trees and ])lants

were blackened and destroyed. Deaths from brain-

diseases and consumption reach the maximum in
Great Britain during the prevalence pf east winds.
The Etesiayi Winds are northerly winds which prevail
in summer over the Mediterranean Sea. They are
caused by the great he.at of North Africa at this
season, and consist in a general flow of the air of

the cooler Mediterranean to the south, to take the
place of the heated air which rises from the sandy
deserts. The Mistral is a steady, violent north-
west wind, felt particularly at Marseille aud the
south-e.ist of France, blowing down on the Gidf of

Lyons. The Pampero blows in the summer season
from the Andes across the pampas of Buenos Ayres
to the sea-coast. It is thus a north-west, or part of

the anti-trade of the southern hemisphere, and so
far analogous to the stormy winds which sweep
over Europe from the south-west. But since it

comes from the Andes over the South American
continent, it is a dry wind, frequently darkening the
sky with clouds of dust, and dj-yiug up vegetation.
Lord Bacon remarked that the wind most fre-

quently veers ivith the sun's motion, or passes

round the compass in the du-ectiou of N., N.E., E.,

S.E., S., S.W., W., and N.W., to N. This follows in

consequence of the influence of the earth's rotation

in changing the direction of the wind. Professor
Dove of Berlin has the merit of havmg first pro-

pounded the iaio of the notation of the Winds, a,nd

proved th.at the whole system of atmospheric
currents—the constant, the periodical, and the
variable winds—obey the influence of the earth's

rotation.

WI'NDAGE, in a Gun, the difference in diameter
between the bore of the piece and the projectde
with which it is loaded. Formerly, a considerable

windage was allowed ; but this only served to
diminish the force of the e-xplosion, and to give an
irregular motion to the shot. In the present rifled

artillery, it is sought to reduce the windage to a
minimum, as '01 of an inch. Some windage is

indispensable, or the shot would jam either going in
or coming oiit.

WINDAGE (from cannon-balls), or WIND
CONTUSIONS. Military surgeons so often meet
with cases iu which serious internal mischief (as,

for instance, the rujiture of the liver, concussion
of the brain, or even a comminuted fracture of a
bone) has been inliicted, wuthout any external
marks of violence to indicate its having resulted
from the stroke of a cannon-ball, that they were led
to the conchision that solid objects projected with
great velocity through the air might inflict such
injuries indirectly by aerial percussion ; the hurt
being infhcted either directly by the force 'with
which the air is driven against the part, or indirectly

by the rush of air to refill the momentary vacuum
created by the rapid passage of the ball. So many
observations have, however, been made of cannon-
balls passing close to the body (even shaving pa^
of the head, tearing away jiortions of iiniform, or
carrying off the external ear or the end of the nose,
without further mischief), that this hypothesis is

totally untenable, and is now generally rejected.

The true explanation of the cases formerly attributed
to the \vindage of cannon-balls appears to rest,

according to recent views, ' in the jieculiar direction,

the degree of obliquity with which the missile

impinges on the elastic skin, together with the situ-

ation of the structures injured beneath the surface,

relatively to the weight and momentum of the ball

on one side, and hard resisting substances on the
other.' See Longmore's article on ' Gun-shot Wounds'
in Holmes's Siistem of Surgery, vol. ii., pp. IS—20,

where the subject is fully discussed.

WI'NDEEMERE, WINANDEUMERE, or

LAKE WINDER, the largest lake in England,
called, on account of the supposed superiority of

Lake Windermere, from Elleraj-.

its shores, in point of natural beaut}', over those

of the other lakes of North-western England,
the 'Queen of the L.ikcs,' is p.artly in the county
of Lancaster, and partly divides that county from
Westmoreland. It is 11 miles long, and about 1 mile

in extreme breadth, is fed by the Brathay and the

Rothay, the waters of wliich become united before

entering the lake, aud by the streams which drain
the neighboiuing lakelets of Esthwaite, Troutbeek,
aud Blelham, and discharges its sm-plus waters
southward into Morecambe Bay by the Leven.
Next to Wast Water, W. is the deepest of all the
English lakes, its greatest depth being 240 feet,

while Wast Water is 270 feet deep. It contains
215
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a number of islands, the largest being 28 acres
in superficial extent, anil the chief of which are
Roui;li Holm, House Holm, Lady Holm, and Cur-
wen's or Hullo Isle. Soft rich beauty is the princi-

I>ril eliaracteristio of the islands of the I;iUe, of the
wooded shores, and of the scenery around ; there
being a total absence of that wildness and sub-
limity which characterises some of the other lakes,

excei>t at the north end, where Langdale Pikes,
Harrison Stickle, Sea Fell, and Bow fell stand
forward prominently in the lanilscape. The east
and west shores are bounded by gentle eminences
exuberantly wooded, and numerous villas and
cottages peejiing out of the woods give an aspect of

quiet domesticity to the landscape. About a mile
from Waterhcad, at the north extremity of the lake,

is the town of Ambleside, Ih miles north-west of
which is ]!ydal, the residence of the poet Words-
worth ; in the vicinity of Waterhead is Dove's Nest,
the cottage at one time occujiied by jNIrs Hemaus

;

further down the east shore is EUeray, famous as
the residence of 'Christopher North ;' and half-way
down the lake, on the eastern shore, is Bowness.

WI'NDGALLS are puffy swellings about the
joints of animals, particularly of horses, correspond
to the ganglions of human surgery, and result from
irritation and inflammation being set np within the
delicate synovial cavities, which thus secrete an
unusual quantity of thickened synovia. Rest, mod-
crate work, wet bandages, and occasional blisters

reduce the swellings, but with fast roadwork they
are apt to reappear, especially in old horses.

WINDHABr, RinnT Hoy. Willi.oi, English
statesni.an, born, 17')(>, in Golden Square, London,
was son of Colonel Windham of Felbrigg Hall,
Norfolk, in which county the family had been
settled since the 12th century. He was educated
at Eton, and was afterwards sent to Glasgow
University, where he studied mathematics with
success. In 1701, he entered at L'niversity College,
Oxford. After the, usual course of travel, he began
to acquire notoriety as an opponent of the adminis-
tration of Lord North. His oratorical exercises
were interrupted by a design of visiting the North
Pole, and he accompanied the expedition in which
Nelson, then a youth, took part. He found the
sea-sickness intolerable, was put on shore in Nor-
way, and retiu-ned home in a Greenl.and wlialer. lu
I7S1, he w.as returned to jiarliament for Norwich,
and took his seat among the Wliigs. In 17S.'i, on
the formation of the Portland ministrj', remarkable
for the coalition of Lord North and' ilr Fox, he
became principal secretary to Lord Northington,
then lord-lieutenant of Ireland. Before le.-iving

England, he called upon his frienil Dr .Johnson, and
lamented that his situation would compel him to
sanction practices he could not approve. ' Don't
be afraid, sir,' replied the doctor, 'you will soon
make a very ])retty rascal.' Ill-health, or, perhaps,
conscientious scruples, soon caused him to resign his
secretaryship. In 17S4, he seconded Burke's motion
for a representation to the throne on the state of
the nation. There is an admirable and character-
istic sketch of \V. in Macaulay's description of the
trial of WaiTcn Hastings :

' There, with eyes i

momentarily fixed on Burke, ap|>eared the first I

gentleman of the age, his form developed by every I

manly exercise, his face beaming with intelligence
'

and spirit—the ingenious, the chivalrous, the high-
souled Windham.' Abandoning his old friends the
Whigs, he followed Mr Burke, and ranged hinjself
on the side of Mr Pitt in opjiosing the speculative
doctrines of the French i;e\olution, and supporting
the war with France. In 1704, he became secretary-
at-war under :Mr Pitt, with a seat in the cabinet.

21G

He now attacked his former friends with the ut-
most acerbity. He went out with I'itt in ISO], .and
sided with the Grenvilles in stigmatising the )ieace
of Amiens, concluded by the AiUlington'adniinistra-
tion in ISOl. This lost him his scat for Noi-wich,
but he was elected for St Mawes, and on the
return of the Grenville jiarty to power, he became
colonial secretary. In ISUG, he brought forwanl
his plan of limited service in the army, jjroposing
that the infantry should be enlisted for seven years
only, with liberty to renew their services for another
seven years, receiving an increase of p.ay ; cavalry
and artillery to be enlisted for ten years, the second
period six, and the third five years. He also jiroposed

I

to increase the pay and pensions of ofiicers and men,
]

and generally to better the condition of the soldier.
The plan was strenuously opposed, but passed into
a law. Ho went out of office in 1SU7, wlien the
I'ortland administration was formed (having pre-
viously declined the offer of a peerage), and strongly
denounced the expedition against Copenhagen, anil

I afterwards the disastrous Walcheren Expedition.

I

In ISUS, a chiuse was introduced by Lord Castle-

I

reagh (who had succeeded W. in office) into the
;
Mutiny Act, permitting men to enlist for life, con-
trar}- to W.'s scheme of limited service, which was,
however, re-adopted in lS-i7. In Maj-, lie under-
went a surgical operation for extracting a tumour
from his lup, from the effects of which he died June
3, 1810.

\V. was an excellent speaker, and one of the most
effective and skilful debaters of his time, as will
appear from his speeches collected by Mr Amyott,
his secret.T.ry, and published, with a Life prefixed, in
3 vols. 8vo. Fox said he had never met a meditating
man with so much activity, or a reading man with
so much practical knowledge. Pitt declared that
his speeches were the finest productions possible
of a warm imagination and fancy. Canning de-
scribed his elociiieuce as, if not the most com-
manding, at least the most insinuating that was
ever heard in the House of Commons. Dr Johnson,
who w.as much attached to him, declared that, in
the regions of literature, W. w.as inter slellais luna
ininons. He jiossessed brilliant conversation.al
powers. Yet, notwithstanding his great talents
and rare gifts, he appears in the page of history as
the mere shadow of a man. In his lifetime, he
gaineil the dispar.aging nickname of 'the weather-
cock.' He was fond of paradox, and once defended
bull-baiting in the House of Commons with great
vivacity and ingenuity. Although a man of refine-

ment and sensitiveness, he had a passion for pugil-
ism, and was a regular attendant njion prize-fights.

The publication of his Diary from 1784 to 181(1, by
Mrs Henry Baring (1860) discloses the secret of his

weakness. Jlorbidly self-conscious, he was always
watching himself, pulling himself to pieces, and
recording the doubts that haunted him as to his
mental capacity. Acknowledged by his contem-
jioraries to be one of the manliest of men, he suc-
ceeded in infusing into his mind doubts with respect
to his own courage. He got rid of this delusion by
going under fire in the trenches at the siege of
Valenciennes ; bnt no sooner was he convinced that
he was not a coward than he began to be afraid he
was discreditably insensible 'to the scenes which
were passing around him ! With brilliant faculties,

he was in fact an intellectual hypochondriac incap-
able of achieving anything great.

WIND-INSTRUMENTS, musical instruments
of which the sounds are produced by the agitation
of an enclosed column of air. They are generally
classified into u-ond instruments and brasa instru-
ments (both of which are played by the breath), and
the organ.
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The name wood instriunents is applied to musical
instruments constnicted either of wood or of ivory,

of which the principal are the flute, piccolo,

clarionet, flageolet, basset-liorn, oboe, and bassoon.
They are generally characterised by a soft, smooth,
aerial tone, resembling the human voice. By the
xise of holes and keys, considerable compass is given
to them ; they are capable of producing only one
sound at a time, but with considerable command
of piano and forte. Of brass instruments the chief

are the horn, trumpet, trombone, cornet-a-piston,

euphonium, bombardon, and ophicleide. They are

generally more powerful, and their quality more
piercing than wood instruments ; the ophicleide,

however, approaching more than the rest to wood
instruments in capabilities and tone. In a full

orchestra there are generally two flutes, two oboes,

two clarionets, two or four_h(jrns, and two bassoons,

frequently with the addition of two basset-horns,

one or two piccolos, and one or two ophicleides or

trombones. Each part, except when there is an
imusuaUy large number of bow-instruments, is

single.

The organ is a combination of a large number
of \\"ind-instrument3, sounded, not by the breath,

but by the admission of air into the wind-chest, by
means of keys pressed down by the performer.

WI'NDLASS is th.at modification of the wheel
aud axle which is employed in raising weights,

such as bucketsful of water from a weU, coals from
a pit, &c. Its simplest form is that of an axle sup-

ported by pivots on two strong upright pieces, and
pierced near one end with four or six square holes,

Fig. 1.—Ship's AVindlass.

into which handles, known as 7iandspii:es, are in-

serted. In other forms, a winch at each end is sub-
stituted for the handsjjikes. If the weight (say a
bucket of water) is to be lifted a considerable dis-

tance, the length of the rope which attaches it to

the axle largely increases the weight, and thus
aids the power when descending, cand counteracts

it when ascending. This difficidty is partially

got over by employing a double rope with two
buckets, one of which ascends while the other

descends ; but this modification, though partially

eS'ective for the end in view, lends aid to the power
when aid is least, aud hinders it when aid is most,

required. A more efficacious plan is to form the

axle not cyhndrical, but of a barrel-shape, like two
truncated cones placed base to base, and to fasten

two ropes, one to each end, so that when coiled up
round the barrel they approach the middle ; in this

case, when one rope is fully uncoiled, and winding-up
commences, the gross weight, which is then at its

maximum, acts at the minimum leverage of the

end, and as the progress in winding up diminishes

the weight, its leverage so increases that the

momentum is preserved uniform. On the other

hand, the empty bucket, when commencing its

descent, acts at its greatest leverage, and as the

unwinding of the rope adds to tlie weight, its

leverage becomes smaller, so that the momentum
of the descending weight always remains the same

;

and thus the strain on the power is preserved
uniform. The ratio of the weight to the power it

is sometimes found necessary to increase greatly

;

but with the ordinary windlass this could only be
effected by similarly increasing the ratio between
the leverage of the haudle and the radius of the
axle—an object attained by a great increase of the
former, rendering the machiue too cumbrous, or
by greatly dimiuishing the latter, and so weakening
it. The desired result is attained, however, in a
manner not liable to these objections, by the use of

the dijjerential axle (fig. 2),

an axle of which one half

is of greater diameter than
the other, and the single

rope, after being coiled

round the whole axle from
end to end, is fastened at

each end of the axle, and
the weight is hung by a
pulley, which is sup-

ported in a bulge in the
centre of the rope. As
the portion of tue rope

on one half of the axle is

unwound, that on the other halt is wound up ; but
since the rates of winding aud unwinding are
different, the bulge of the rope increases when the
rope is womid on the smaller end of the axle, and
decreases when it is wound off the smaller end.

The more nearly equal the two radii of the axle

are, the greater is the weight which can be raised

by the power—the ratio between the two being
W radius of circle described by power

P difference of radii of the portions of the axle '

so that if the radius of the power is 18 inches, and the
radii of the axle 5 and 4 inches, the power balances

a weight = IS times itself; while the strength

of the axle requires to be only equal to that of one
of the ordinary kind, in which the power can only
balance a weight = 4^ times itself. The same prin-

ciple is applied to the Screw (q. v.). For a very
accurate estimate of the mechanical advantage of

the windlass, the thickness of the rope nmst be
taken into account, by adding half of its diameter
to the radius of the a.xle.

WI'NDMILL is a mill for grinding corn, sawing
wood, or performing any other species of work for

which fixed machinery can be employed, the
motive-power being the force of the wuul acting
on a set of sails in a manner similar to that of a
current of water impinging obliquely on the flo.at-

boards of a water-wheel. The structure is a conical

or pyramidal tower of considerable height, and
covered over at the top with a species of dome,
aaa (fig. 1), which is so fastened as to revolve
upon it round the upper extremity of the shaft f,

as a centre, the motion being aided by the inter-

position of ' castors ' between the wooden rings
which form respectively the base of the dome and
the top of the tower ; the sails, h, b, are attached
to the extremity of the axis (/, so as to revolve in

a plane at right angles to it, and the motion they
communicate to the axis is transferred by the
bevelled wheels e and / to the upright shaft c, by
which it is in turn conveyed to the working
machinery at the bottom of the tower. The axis d
of the sails, which is inclined at an angle of about
10' to the horizontal, is fixed at one end to a projec-
tion from the top of the shaft c, and at the other
to a circular orifice in the side of the dome, so

th.at it revolves with the latter, carrying the sails

along with it ; this arrangement is adopted for the
2)7
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purpose of enabling the piano of rotation of the sails

to be placed always at rii^Iit angles to the direction
of the wind. This transference of the piano of

rotation was at one time effected by manual labour

rig. 1.

applied to a winch at the bottom of the tower,
the rotation being communicated, by an endless
band and wheel-worlc above, to the dome, the outer
circumference of the base of which, was, for this
purpose, furnished with a circle of rack-work. But
this clumsy arrans;ement was superseded in English
windmills by an ingenious contrivance due to Sir
William Cubitt, by which the wind itself was made
to turn the sails into their projier i>osition. The
apparatus by which this is eU'eeted consists of

a revolving Jli/er or fan, g, projecting from a
gallery fastened to the dome on the side opposite
to the sails ; /i, a long thin shaft to which a
revolving motion is communicated by a toothed
wheel on its outer extremity, from a correspond-
ing wheel on the axis of the flyer (these wheels
are not seen in the fig., being behind the flyer)

;

a piuion at the other end of the shaft

acts upon the cog-wheel i, which
carries, on the lower extremity of its

axis, a pinion I ; and this l.ast can, at

pleasure, be put into gearing with the
rack-work or cog-circle on the lower
edge of the dome. The construction

of the sails, wliich are four in number,
is shewn in lig. 2. Each sail consists

of a whip or radius of from 3,3 to

40 feet in length, firmly fastened at

right angles to the sail-axle, and
pierced at from Jth or 1th of its length
from the axle to its extremity with
about 20 holes, into each of which is

inserted a eross-b,ir of o—6 feet in

length ; and this framework, strength-

ened generally by light rods connect-

ing the ends of the cross-bars, is then
covered Avith canvas. The cross-bars,

however, are not, as in the figure, set

in the jilane of revohitiou of the whips,
for, in that case, the wind, acting in a
direction coinciding with that of the
sail-axle, would impinge perpendicu-
larly on the sails, and no rotatory

motion would result ; the bars, there-

fore, are set at an angle to this per-

])endicular direction, yet not all at the
same angle, for the velocity of each
jioint of the sail increasing with its

distance from the sail-axle, the inclination must
vary from the first cross-b.ar to the outer extremity.
It is found that a variation of the angle from 18°, at
the first cross-bar. to 7° at the extremity, is a very
effective form. The amount of sail th.at a windmill
can carry with advantage is limited, according to

4
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window is one of the most important features,

givinc;, Ijy the infinite variety of its outline, and the
graceful forms of its tracery, as mucli character and
beauty to the Gothic edifices, as the styles and
colonnades of ancient art gave to the classic

temples.

In the early Gothic or Norman stj'le, the windows
were small and comparatively stunted—they were
either simple openings with semicircular head, or
two such grouped together -irith a larger arch over

Fig. 1.—Eucknell, Oxford.

both, and with the usual mouldings and ornaments
of the style (fig. 1). The inside had generally a deep
splay, and simple moulding on the outside. Small
circuLir windows sometimes occur in Norman work.

In the early English style, the windows were
more elongated, and had painted arches. They are
frequently grouped in twos or threes, and placed so
close, that the wall between becomes a mullion.
The wall over the group contained -irithin the
enclosing arch, then becomes perforated with a
quatrefoil or other ornamental opening, and thus

Fig. 2.—Little St Marj-, Cambridge, cii-ca 13.50.

the simpler forms of tracery become introduced.
The interior arches are splayed off, and are fre-
quently very elaborately decorated with shafts and

arch moiddings. The lancet window (so called
from its shape) is common in this style. Circidar
windows are also used with tracery formed by bttle
radiating shafts with small arches. The triangular
window, on a small scale, is also occasionally to be
met with.

It is in the Decorated style that the windows
become enlarged and filled with mullions and
tracery. This is at first simple, and composed of
geometric figures such as the origin and progress of
Tracery (q. v.) naturally led to. As the style
advanced, more flowing forms were introduced,
until, in the 15th c, the tracery passed into the
Perpendicular Style (q. v.) in England, and into the
Flamboyant (q. v.) in France. The heads of the
lights, and the apertures in the tracery, are usually
foiled, and the inner jambs are splayed and orna-
mented with mouldings, shafts, &c. (fig. 2). In
elaborately traceried -nindows, the jamb and arch
mouldings are occasionally very small, but they
are usually bold and deep.

In the later Tndor style, the window-heads be-
came flattened into the four-centre arch ; and in the
time of Elizabeth and James I., the arch gave place
.altogether to the flat lintel with the opening divided
by mullions into rectangular lights, sometimes foiled
at top. Circular -nindows, with elaborate tracery,
are chiefly found in the Decorated period.

In domestic buildings, the windows are similar
to the above, but square-headed windows occur
more frequently to smt the height of the floors ; and
the space between the sill and the floor is recessed
and fitted "with seats. Transoms are also of common
oceun-ence. The Bow or Bay Window (q. v.) ia

.also a frequent and very elegant feature in the later
Gothic buildings.

In the revived Classic styles, the windows are
almost invariably plain rectangul.ar openings, with
either a flat lintel or semicircular arch-head. They
have sometimes architraves round the jambs and
lintel, or are ornamented mth pillars supporting an
entablature or pediment above. The architraves
are frequently carved, and the cornices carried on
trusses at each side.

The style of shop-fronts h.as been ranch modified,
and the windows enlarged, in consequence of the
facilities afforded by the use of phate-glass.

WI'NDSOR, properly called New WI^^)SOR, a
mimicip.al and parliamentary borough of Berkshire,
beautifully situated on the right bank of the Thames,
23 miles west-south-west of London. W. and Eton in

reality form one to'iiTi. The town is chiefly interesting
on account of its being the scene of Tlie Merrij Wires
of Windsor, and the antiquity of its castle and parks,
which have been a favourite residence of English
mouarchs, especially since the time of WUliam the
Conqueror. The elevated plateau of natural chalk
upon which it stands marked it out, no doubt, as a
naturally strong place from the earliest dates, but
the deficiency of water which such a position en-
tailed, was a serious objection to its being adopted
as a permanent residence for many years. The
older palace of the English kings was at Old Windsor,
about two miles distant, and considerable doubt
seems to exist among antiquaries and historians as
to the first English king who built solid work of
masonry at Windsor Castle. In the time of Edward
the Confessor it was probably a wooden structure,
as stone was difficult to be had, and wood was
abimdant. William the Conqueror probably built
the first substantial stone buildings, and regiUarly
fortified the place ; but the absence of water, except
what was carried to it from the Thames, must have
for a long time been a serious drawback to its

importance as a military station. The liistory of
the existing fabric begins in the reign of Henry
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III. The Imilclings may l>e said to be grouped in

three portions—the Middle Ward cimtainiui; the

Hound Tower ; the Lower Ward, on the west, con-

taininr; St George's C'haiiel, the houses of the Mili-

tary Knights, cloisters, &c. ; and the Upper Ward,
on the cast, containim,' the sovereign's jirivate

apartments. The nnliiiished chapel, whieli was
lie"Hu hy Henry III., was completed by Edward
IlF., relniilt by Jlenry VIX., and .added to by Car-

dinal Wolsey. Uniler this chapel is the burial vault

of the present royal family. The Itouud Tower, for-

merly believed to be Xorinan, but iu which there

is not a single yard of Norman nuasonry, was built

in the ISth year of Edward III. to receive the

Kouud Table of the knights of the newly founded

order of the Garter. Pop. (ISGl) 'JoM. The park

and forest immediately adjoining are 13,000 acres

in extfut, and contain many historic trees, such as

Elizabeth's 0.ak ; Sliakspeare's Oak ; the Long Walk,
made in the reign of Charles II. ; and Queen Anue's
Fvide of Elms, three miles long. Heme's Oak, ren-

dered so famous by Shakspeare, w.as blown down iu

September 1863, and a stone and young tree now
mark the spot. The oldest ]ilanted timber in Eng-
land, viz., that of the reign of Elizabeth, is also ui

Windsor I'ark, and there are many oaks of which
it is well established the age nuist be 1000 years.

—

See Satunlay /{eview, August 11, ISOO ; Tighe's

Annaii of Windsor; Meuzies' History of Windsor
FureM and Parks. (1871—pop. of p. b. 17,281.)

WINE, C'liEMiSTRV AND M.\NL'F.4CTUEE OF. Be-

fore entering into the chemistry of this subject, it

is necessary that the composition of the grape,

from whose juice it is derived, shoidd be under-

stood ; and as there is an immense variety of vines

yielding grapes of corresponding variety, and as

the same variety* will, iinder difl'erent external

influences, produce very different grapes, it is obvious

th.at our researches must be confined to the most
typical form of grapes. The principal component of

the juice of ripe grapes is water, in which are various

substances, either held iu solution or very minutely
divided. The juice as obtained by pressure, is

thick, and exposure to the heat of the sun rapidly

changes it into a fermented lir|\iid. As i>rincipal

comixments held in solution in the w.ater, I'rofessor

Mulder mentions ' sugar (both grape-sugar and fruit-

sugar), gelatine or pcctine
;
gum, fat, wax, vegetable

alljumen, vegetable gluten, and some other sul)-

Btances of the nature of extractive matters, which
are not, however, accurately determined ; tartaric

acid, both free and combined with potash (as cream
of tartar), partly also combined with lime ; in some
cases, we lind also racemic aciil. malic acid, jiartly

quite free, partly combined with lime, and, according

to some, tartrate of potash and alumina ; further,

oxide of manganese and oxide of iron, sulphate of

potash, common salt, phosphate of lime, magnesia,
and silicic acid may also exist.'

—

Chemistry of Wine.,

p. 5. Although no other ingTcdients have as yet

been discovered in grape-juice, others, which only

appear during fermentation, and impart not only

the vinous smell common to .all wines, but the aroma
(bouquet) and the flavour peculiar to each wine, must
exist in it m small quantities. In those cases where
the skins are allowed, as in the preparation of red

wine, to ferment with the juice, the constituents

imparting odour and flavour m.ay be drawn from

* A certain variety of grape, when grown upon the
Khine, furnishes a species of Hock ; the same grape,
when raised in the valley of the Tagus, yields BuccUas

;

whilst in the island of JIadeira it produces the ^vino

known as Sercial, which lias a flavour quite dilTercnt

from either of the others. See ililicr's Organic
Clianistri/, 3d ed. p. 187.

no

them. Colouring matter .and tannic acid are un-
di)ubtedly found in the skin, and are thus imjiarted

to red wines. Moreover, the grape-stones, which are
left with the skins, yield tannic acid freely during
fermentation. The different proportions in which
the inorganic matters—the jiotash, soda, lime, mag-
nesia, iron, manganese, suljihuric acid, phosphoric
acid, and chlorine—exist in grape-juice, exert a very
great influence upon the quality of the wine, both in

relation to its colour and its taste. A relative excess
of phosphoric acid, or of lime, or of soda, will induce
changes sulliciently obvious to the chemist, but
which we have not space to discuss. With regard
to the acids of gr.ape-juice, or must, ,as it is tech-

nically called. Professor Mulder observes that, as a
general rule, the three—viz., tartaric, nualic, and
citric— are rarely found together in one fruit, and he
doubts whether the presence of citric acid has been
fully jiroved. JIalic acid exists iu nnrii)e, and tar-

taric acid in ripe gra]ics ; and while no malic acid

exists in wine made from perfectly ri]ie giajies, a
small quantity is present in most wines. Iu the
article Taktakic Acid, it is shewn that a nearly
allied acid, rnconic acid, exists in exceptional cases

in gra])es. The quality of wine is only affected if

this acid bo largely present, because less lime than
usual will be found iu it, racemate of lime being less

soluble than tartr,atu of lime, and further, because
cream of tartar is more soluble than biracemate
of potash. Such wines are coiLsequently sweeter,

and— if red wines—darker coloured, than wines con-

taining only tartaric acid. The tpiantity of sugar
v.aries extremely. In the juice of very ripe grapes,

it may reach 40 per cent. According to I'ontenelle,

the juice produced in the south of France contains
from 30 to IS ])cr cent. ; while in the neighbour-
hood of Stuttg.art, Iteuss determines it at from 25
to 13 per cent. In the low and variable temper-
ature of Holland, the juice of the best gi'apes

yielils only 10 or 12 per cent, of sugar. The com-
liosition of the alliuminous matter is not clearly

determineil. In au analysis cjf the must fif the
Kiessling grapes of Grumbach, Beltz found that

the gluten (no albumen was found) was thirty

times less abundant than the sugar. It jirobably

varies at from 1 to A Jier cent. The only other

ingredient requiring notice is fat, which ij chiclly

but not entirely derived from the graiie-stones, in

which it is an abundant ingi'edieiit. It occurs in

wine, in minute quantity, in the form of a fatty

acid.

On the subject of the fermentation of the grape-

juice we shall only oli'er a few remarks, it has
been already stated that the saccharine contents of

grape-juice range from 13 to 30 jier cent. If we
regard all this sugar as gr.ape-sugar, C,„H,„0,;, with
an equivalent of ISO, then each atom may be
resolved into 2 atoms of alcohol, CjH^O^, with
an equivalent of 46, and 4 of carbonic acid gas, CO^,
with au equivalent of 22, according to the equa-

tion

—

Cratic-Bugar. Alcohol. Carbonic Acid.

C^JI^o = 2(C,H„0„) + 4^C0J,

provided that there is no loss ; or under the most
favourable conditions of fermentatiou, 180 jiarts (by

weight) of anhydrous grape-sugar, or 198 of the

hydr.ated sug.ar (with the formula, C,„H]jO,j), may
yield 92 parts of alcohol ; or, roughly speaking, 2
parts of sugar yield 1 of alcohol. ' According to this,'

s.ays Mulder, 'the juice of French and German grapes

gives, when analysed, as a maximum, from 7 to 15
jier cent, of alcohol by weight. But some of the

sugar remains undissolved, and, during fermenta-
tion, more alcohol is evaporated than water ; there-

fore, for such grape-juice, or rather for the \\nne
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to be produced from it, the alcoholic contents must
be under 15 \)er cent, as maximum, and 7 per cent,

as minimum.*

—

Op. cU., pp. 49, oU. According tQ

Mulder, sugar is found in all wine,"" and its rpiantity

depends to a considerable extent upon the treatment
;

to which the grapes are subjected before pressure.

Tokay wine, for example, is prepared from grapes
which have been allowed not only to get over-ripe,

but partly to dry on the vines ; viii cle paille is ob--

tained from grapes dried on straw exposed to the
sun ; and in both these cases, water is evaporated,
and the concentrated juice yields a wine of extra

strength. The strong heavj' wines used by the
ancients were thus prepared. When the grapes are

I

dried on the vine, the wine is called via sec ; and
when the juice has been evaporated by the aid of )

heat, the wine is called i^in co'ti. 1

In consequence of the close connection which
exists between the amount of sugar in the grape- :

juice and the excellence of the wine which it yields,

attempts are often made, especially iu bad seasons

(want of heat and light, and excess o£ rain), to

introduce extraneous sugar into the juice; or, as it

is technically called, to doctor it. For this purpose,

a cheap fermentable sugar is added to the sour i

juice, an adulteration which caimot subsequently be
detected by chemistry, although it may be sus-

pected, from the absence of the proper aroma from
the wine. Similarly, sugar is often added to good
grape-juice, in order to obtain a stronger wine
tbau the natural product, ilany imitations of Port
wine are thus manufactured. The character of the
\viue is much influenced by the extent to which the
process of fermeutation is allowed to proceerL If it

goes on till aU the sugar is converted into alcohol,

a (/);/ wine is produced ; when it is checked before
the change is completed, a rich, fniity vrijiQ is pro-

duced ; and when the wine is bottled whilst the
fermentation is still iu progress, effervescent wine is

formed.

Shortly after the must has passed from the wine-
press, symptoms of fermentation appear ; the juice

becomes more turbid, bubbles rise to the surface,

and a froth soon settles there. This process in a
moderate climate usually reaches its highest point
in three or four days ; and before it is quite
finished, the whole liquid mass is stirred up so as to
re-excite the process. For this purpose, in many
districts, a naked man used (we do not know if the
custom generally stiU exists) to go into the wine-
tub, who both accomplished the necessary stirring,

and promoted fermentation by his animal heat.
Several persons have been killed in this way by
suffocation from the atmosphere of carbonic acid
gas. In two or three weeks, the fluid becomes com-
paratively clear, and a j^recipitate forms at the
Ijottom. The nine is now removed from the sedi-

ment into another vessel, and a slow form of fermenta-
tion

—

after-firmcntation, as it is termed—goes on for

several months, sugar being constantly converted into

alcohol and carbonic acid, and a fresh precipitate

forming at the bottom. Several similar changes
into other vessels are made, to get i-id of the sedi-

ment, tiU it is fit for transferring into casks. That
the process of fermentation may go on satisfactoril}',

not only must water, sugar, and a nitrogenous
matter m a state of actual change be present, b>it

there must be a certain temperature and a certain

amount of
,
atmospheric air present. ' ^Although,'

saj's JIuIder, ' there is a wide interval between the

* Dr Bence Jones, in the Appendix to liis translation

of Mulder's work, declares, on the other hand, that
whUe Port, Sherry (except in two instances), iladeira,

and Champagne always contain sugar ; Claret, Bur-
gundy, Rhine, and Moselle wine (excepting one sample
of Sauteme) are always free from everj- kind of sugar.

extremes of temperature at which fermentation is

possible, the boundary is very narrow wliich limits

good and active fermentation in every kind of wine.
The grapes of each coimtry ripened under different

degrees of summer %varmth, and very unequally rich
in constituents, require very different temperatures
during fermentation ; and different temperatures are
also required for grapes which are the jiroduct of a
warmer or a colder summer. But on these points
we have little accurate knowledge. All we know is,

that a high temperature during autumn promotes
fermentation, and a low one is detrimental to it

;

and that inequality of temjierature during fer-

mentation is extremely injurious, and not unfre-

quently spoils the wine altogether.'

—

Op. cit., p.
CI. 'To what extent it is expedient to admit
atmospheric air to the must, so that the fermenta-
tion mav go on most favourably, is a point regarding
which there has been much discussion, and which is

not definitely settled. While some have asserted
that no air is necessary to the development of fer-

mentation, others have maintained that the wine is

improved by the free admission of air during fer-

mentation. Gay-Lussac proved experimentally that
air is essential to initiate fermentation, which would
then be continued without any fresh supply; and
for many years wine was made iu France with an
almost total exclusion of air from the fluid by an
arrangement intended to prevent the escape of

alcohol by evaporation ; but when the same chemist
proved that by the use of open vats scarcely -^Ajth

jjart of the alcohol was lost, this arrangement fell

into disuse. Judging from the method of prepar-
ing Bavarian beer, in which air is allowed to
enter freely, Liebig recommended the same in the
case of wine, and suggested that a large opening
should be made in the casks in which fermentation
takes place. This method has been tried on a
large scale by Von Babo, Crasso, and others, with
red wine, which was found to be of a better quahty
than that which underwent the same process in

a cask which was closed, and only provided with
a glass tube for the escape of the carbonic acid.

But in other experiments made with white wine,
the wine in open casks appeared to lose iu aroma

;

and hence the solution ot this question apparently
depends on the kind of wine. Liebig's opinion has
been very fiercely, and, as Mulder thinks, unfairly
attacked ; the probability is, that wines containing
much sugar may be allowed nith advantage to fer-

ment in closed vessels, wliile those less rich in that
substance may be left in open casks, provided the
temperatui'e be low and equable. When the main
object is to increase the quantity of alcohol, the
admission of much air is inj urious, since it promotes
the formation of acetic acid, and causes a corres-

ponding loss of alcohoL
The actual substance—/ermejiJ—which causes the

breaking-up of sugar into alcohol and carbonic acid,

has been submitted to careful chemical and micro-
scopical examination. Oue hundred parts of sugar
require about lo parts of ferment reckoned in the
dry state ; and as the analysis of ferment shews that
about half of it consists of albuminous matter, it

follows that J of a part of albuminous matter are re-

quired for the conversion of lOU parts of sugar into
alcohol and carbonic acid. Ferment consists of cella

or globules of Torula (q. v.), which are precisely the
same iu the production of wine and beer. It is the
contents of these cells which contain the active
albuminous matter; while the cell-wall, consisting of

cellulose, Cj„Hi(,Oi,„ and produced from gum or
vegetable mucus, is inert.

The leading points in which the constituents of

grape-juice and those of wine differ from one another
iu consequence of fermentation, are, that iu the
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wine there is a lUmirmtion (1) of the mucilaginoua

ami B.iccliarine matters, in ci)nse(iiieuce of the for-

mation of ferment and alcohol; cJ) of those sub-

stances which are insoluble in common water, but

are held in solution in the viscid must, as, for

oxam])le, phosphate and sulphate of lime; and (.'!)

of cream of tartar, tartrate of magnesia, and sul-

jihate of jiotash, which, being less soluble iu spirit

than in water, fall as the formation of alcohol

increases, lied wines lose a portion of colouring

matter and of the tannin, which is withdrawn by

tliese salts, and hence become of a lighter colour

and less astringent. Before noticing the aleo-

iiolic strength of different wines, we shall briefly

describe the concluding steps necessary for rendering

wine tit for use. The process of clearhnj is imder-

taUen with the view of removing all the sediment

in which albuminous matters may still occur, and of

diminishing the colouring matter and tannin of red

wines. Amongst the substances used for these pur-

poses maybe mentioned albiunen, isinglass, gum, milk,

lime, gyjisum, &c. In warm countries, gum is prefer-

able to albumen or isinglass. The addition of lime

throws down a precipitate of salts of lime, which

carries down, in the case of red wine, a considerable

([uantity of colouring matter ; its adcUtion gives a

sweeter and less astringent taste to the wine, and an

appearance of age. As a general ride, clearing in-

creases the durabihty of wine. Sulpliurisimj is a jiro-

ccss which is esi)ecially applied to sweet ^^•liito wmes,
which possess an excess of sugar and all)umiuous

matter, and little tannic acid, and thus become
I'asily decomposed. Its object is to check undue
fermentation, and to prevent the formation of mould,

which afterwards imparts a musty taste to the wine.

The process is effected by burning sulphur iu bottles

or casks, aud instantly pouring in the wine, which
absorbs the sidjihurous acid. Wine intended for

exportation to warm climates is usually strongly

sulphurised. Of course, great care must be taken

that the sulphur is free from its common impurity,

arsenic. In place of suljihurising, another method
of hindering the fermentation of sweet wine
is adopted in some parts of France ; it consists in

jiutting jjV.Tith j)art of powdered mustai'd into the

wine ; but how it acts is unknown.
Having traced the chemical history of wine from

its original state of grape-juice to the time when,
having been clarilied, and poured into casks and
bottles, it is lit for use, we ought, in order to com-

])leto the sketch, to notice the subsequent changes

which, in the course of time, it undergoes in the

cellar. The ages at which different wines attain

their perfection are, as is w-ell known, extremely

ihll'erent. 'As a general rule,' says Mulder, ' wines

which have retained a considerable portion of albu-

miuous matter,.aud possess but little tannic acid,

cannot resist the inUiieuce of time ; they become
acid, or undergo some other change. This occurs

iu the case of Uhiue wines, which contain but httle

alcohol ; aud all those wines which contaui much
sugar, or but little tannic acid, cannot be kept long.

Wines which can be cellared are those which im-

prove ; or, to speak more conectly, those wines are

stored which improve with age. iu these, odorifer-

ous substances are formed, and the wine becomes
less acid and better tasted. Such wine as is coloured

often deposits a consideraljle amount of sediment

;

aud if it be stored in casks, there is a constant incre;ise

of alcohol.'-

—

Op. cit., j)p. IUj, 100. Wine is improved
by being kept in wooden casks, as water escajies

by evaporation, aud the other constituents are rela-

tively increased. The vinous constituents being

thus concentrated, exert a stronger chemical action

ui)on each other, and render the wine not only

stronger, but better ffavoured. The change, how-

ever, does not stop here. The loss of water must
bo replaced by the addition of wine, otherwise the
action of the air would tui-n the wine sour, aud
convert the alcohol into acetic acid ; and the dimi-

nution of water, which is thus re])laced by wine,

causes a constant increase of tartaric acid. Wines
which are poor in sugar may thus soon become too
sour ; and consequently, all wines cannot undergo
this i>rocess. The popular ide.i, that wine which
has grown old iu bottles has therefore become richer

in alcohol, is altogether false, and is doubtless
founded on the fact, tliat it is only the strongest

wines that can be preserved. The colour, however, of

bottled wine is materially alfected by age : liqueur-

wines and red wines containing no large amount
of tannic acid, becoming darker, while wines which
are rich in tannic acid, as Port, for example, deposit

a sediment, and become lighter. Old bottled wines
contain odoriferous constituents—ethers of various
organic acids—which are not found in new wine.

For an explanation of the mode of formation of

these compounds, to which wine owes its aroma,
we must refer to the chapter on ' The Odoriferous
Constituents of Wine,' in Mulder's work ; we will

here merely remark, that diminution of the free

acids is necessarily associated with the formation of

these compounds, and that this diminution can only
occur by the acids being either decomposed or com-
bined with non-acid substances, botli of which
operations here take place as the result of a very
slow chemical process. This effect of time may,
however, be imit.ated by art ; aud if bottles corked,
but not quite filled with wine, are j>laced for two
hours in warm water at a temperature of 185°,

and after cooling, are filled, their contents possess

the flavour and aroma of wine that has been bottled
several years. This result M'as (triginally obtained
byAppert; but Vasteur aud others have, during the
last few years, again brought the subject before the
French Acadcui}'. Wines which have been long in

bottle sometimes acquire a peculiar ilavour, which
is incorrectly referred to the cork. It is in reaUty
due to the peculiar mould which grows from the
outside of the cork inwards ; and should it reach
the iuner surface, it imparts to the contents of the

bottle a pecuhar taste ; and this wine is said to be
corked, very similar to this is what is known as
' the taste of the cask,' a peculiar Ilavour sometimes
acquired by wine before bottling. This flavour is

regarded as dei)endent on the development of a
peculiar essential oil, during the growth of 'mould,'

on the surface of the wine. It can be removed by
the adilitiim to each pipe of about a qu.art of olive

oil, which dissolves the uniileasant llavouring matter,

and carries it to the surface.

In submitting matured wines to chemical analysb
it is foimd that they differ materially from one
another in theii' composition ; and especially as the

wine is, or is not, red. In white wine, no special

colouring matters are found, and only a trace of

tannic aeid ; while in red wine, both are present.

In wine generally, the principal ingredients are

alcohol aud water ; then sugar, gum, extractive

and albumiuous matters ; then free organic acids,

such as tartaric, racemic, malic, and acetic acid ; aud
salts, such as the tartrates of potash, of lime, and of

magnesia, sulpliate of jiotash, chloride of sodium,

and traces of phosphate of lime ; also, especially iu

old wines, substances imparting aroma, as a'uanthic

aud acetic ethers, aud other volatile odoriferous

matters (amongst which Jlidder mentions butyric

and caprylic ethers, each having a pine-apjjle odom*,

caproic, jielargonic, capric, and propionic ethers,

amylic alcohol, ami many of its ethers and other

compounds, ahlehyde, acetal, and jirobably racemic,

citric, aud malic ethers). In red wmes, and iu many
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others, a little ii-on, nnd possibly some alumina,
may be found ; and lastly, the best \\-inc3 contain,
according to Faure, a peculiar matter, which he terms
osnanthin, and to which he ascribes the substance or
body of the wine ; but which seems to other chemists
scarcely to diifer from frum or dextrine. These
ingredients, as Mulder observes, vary exceedingly
in jiroportion. The quantity of some is so small that
the substance almost disappears dui-ing analysis;
others can just be determined by a delicate balance

;

while others, again, are freely present. Putting aside
taste and smell as standards of comparison, most of
the essential dietetic and therapeutic properties of
Mine depend upon the alcohol, surjar, and J'ree acids,
especially tartaric acid, contained in it. In his
chapter on ' The Amount of Alcohol in Wine,'
Mulder gives a large number of analyses of different
wines in which the percentage of alcohol is deter-
mined. We shall here only give the abstract of the
analyses made by his translator, Dr Benoe Jones,
who found that the alcohol varies in
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nMiie. IIow or iinilor what conditions tlin mould
is formed, is not known, except that the admission

of air 19 favourable to the disease.

For further information on this suV)jcct, we m.iy

refer, inter alia, to Henderson's Jlistori) of A)icienl

and Modern Wines, Bence Jones's translation of

Mulder's Cliemistr;/ of Wine, and to the recent

works of .Shaw and Denman, in English; to those

of Jidien, Chapt.al, F.-iure (1844), and B.atilliat, in

Frendi ; and tu those of Kitler, Jialling, Von Babo,

Broniier, &e., in Cierman ; also to the chief works on
teclmoloj:iual chemistry in all languages.

MamiJ'acttire.—The mode of niannf.icturing wine
varies in its details in different countries. I'agnierre,

in his treatise On lite Winfx of Bordeaux, gives the

following description of the manufacture of the

superior Clarets. The grapes, after being gathered,

are picked; all that are lilccly to injure the quality

of the ^\^ne being carefully reiuoved. A pnncij)al

vat of the best fruit, which is called the mother-

cask (cuve-mire), is then made, into which, after

))icking, the workmen continue to put the best

grapes, without their stalks, and without treading

them, till they are from 15 to 20 inches deep ; after

whicli they throw about two gallons of old Cognac
or Armagnac upon them, and then another bed of

picked grapes, followed by two gallons more of

brandy, and so on till tlie vat is full. Spirit of wine

is then added, about four gallons being used for a

winc-vat of from 30 to ,3(5 tuna. The amount of

brandy and spirits that is added varies witli the

ipiality of the vintage, the better vintages requiring

tile less s])irit. When there is a deticiency of sac-

charine matter in the grape.s, starch-sugar is some-

times added. The cnve-nnrc, when tilled, is closed

and well covered with blankets to prevent the

entrance of air, and is left in this state for aljout a

mouth. A small cock or tap is placed in the

side of the vat at about a third of its %epth from

the bottom, in order to allow of the progress of

fermentation being observed ; and to enable the

manufacturer to know when the wine, having
become cool and sulEcieutly clear, may bo racked
off and put into casks, previously ]ireparcd by scald-

ing and rinsing with a little spirit. While the

cuve-mcre is at work, the ordinary vintage goes on as

follows : The grapes are trodden or acted on by
machinery in the press, and put with their stalks

into the vats, when the fermentation takes ]ilace

naturally. About a foot of the upper part of the

vat is not Idled, in order to leave sp.ace for the

fermentation, which in very mature vintages some-

times occasions an overflow of these limits. The
term chapeau is applied to the Hoatiug mass of stalks,

seeds, and skins on the surface. The vats are

li^litly covered, and in from a week to a fortnight the

wine is ready for being drawn off; for if it is left

upon the lees (marre), or in contact with its crust

[chajicau), it would take the disagreeable taste of

the stalks. The barrels in which it is then placed

are Idled to about two-thirds or three-fourths, after

which the cuvc-mire is emjiticd, and its wine is

poured in equal jiortions into these casks so as to fill

them ; and the remainder is used to replace every
week what is lost by evaporation, or may have
leaked away. All ]iroprietors have not the means
of making a cure-mere ; but in its absence, and with
the employment of small vessels, wine of an inferior

character is produced. The casks being full, are

left unbunged for about a week, the bung-hole
being in the meantime covered with a brick or piece

of wood. They are filled up every two days, and
after bunging, at least once a week, till the wine is in

a state to allow the cask to rest -Hith the bung-hole
at the side, which is not till after a year and a half.

White wines are made in a somewhat different
221

manner. The grapes are not, as in making red
wine, imt into the vat to ferment, but after tho
removal of the stalk.s, they are trodden, and when
taken from the press, tile juice, skin.s, and si'cds

are ))ut into casks, in which tlic fermentation takes
place, and wine is formed. When the fermentation
has ceased, the wine is racked off from the barrels
into smaller casks ; and any loss that subsequently
occurs from evaporation must be replaced once or
twice a week.
The nature of the wine-press possesses many

modilic.ations. The wine-presses of the Jews con-
sisted of two receptacles, or v.ats, jd.aced at different

elevations, in the upjier one of which the giMjies

were trodden, while tho lower onu rcceive<l tho
expressed juice or must (see Joel iii. 13). These
vats were usually licwu out of tho solid rock (Isa.

V. 2 (margin), and Matt. xxi. ;«). In Wilkin.son'3

Ancient EipiptiauK, vol. i. p. 40, tliere is a figure of

a wine-]>ress thus composed of two vats or recep-

tacles. The ])rocess of treading, which seems to
liave prevailed from the earliest ages, is shewn iu

our copy of that figure, the treaders being assisted

y<v^^\\\\\\\\\\\\\l//////////////i'/M////^

Ancient Egyptian Winc-prcss.

by rojiea fixed to the roof of the pres.s. A certain

amount of juice was allowed to exude from tho

rijie fruit by its own pressure before the treading

began. This was kept separate from the rest of the

juice, and formed the ijhncos, or ' sweet wine

'

noticed in Acts ii. 13. The first drops that reached
the lower vat were called the dent't, or tear, and
formed the first-fruits of the vintage, which were to

be presented to Jehovah (Ex. xxii. 29). Although
the ancient system of treading the grapes still pre-

vails in many countries, it is being gradually dis-

jilaced by various mechanical apjiliances. In some
]iarts of France, two wooden cylinders turning in

op]iosite directions are employed to crush the fruit

;

and the reader will find accounts of more complicated

)iresses in the various works on wine by Cyrus
Iteddiug and later authors.

Commerce.—The manufacture of wine has been
carried on in all countries where the grape coidil be

successfidly cultivated, from the very earliest periods

of history ; and during the present century, it has
followed the footsteps of man, and become estab-

lished in the American and Australian contiuents,

and promises to become, es]iecially iu the latter,

a most important introduction. The vine, like

most cultivated plants, is capable of producing
very numerous varieties, and these, of course, give

rise to different qualities of wine ; but far more
influence is exerted upon the quality of the wine
by climate, soil, and the position of the vineyard
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as to the sun's influcQce ; so that we not only

iiave wiuas peculiar to particular countries, but
of those, again, we have usually very numerous
varieties, iiroducod by special causes mthiu those

countries ; and in addition to all these, again, we
have other differences, produced by the degrees of

skill in the manufacture. The earliest wines of

which we liave any account were made in Asia, but
of these we know verj- little. Later on, we find

abundant evidence of the high esteem iu which
wine was held by the Greeks, Romans, and other

civilised contemporary nations ; and the name of

one of the choicest lloman wines has continued in

use to the present time, viz., the Falerniau. Trora

what we learn from Pliny and other writers regard-

ing the extraneous additions made by the Romans
to their gi-ape juice, and the treatment of the interior

of their c.asks, we should much doubt whether even
Falerniauwould be appreciated by the English palate.

The following extract from the article ' Viuum ' iu

.Smith's Classical Dictionary will give a notion of

the way in which the aucieuts ' cooked ' their wines :

' The principal substances employed as conditune or

seasonings were— (1) sea-water; ("2) turpentine, either

pure or in the form of pitch {pix}, tar (pix liquida),

or resin {rcsina)
; (3) lime, in the form of gypsum,

Ijurnt marble, or calcined shells ; (4) inspissated

nnist
; (5) aromatic herbs, spices, and gums ; and

these W'ero used singly or cooked up into a great

variety of complicated confections. It was custom-

ary to line the interior of both the dulia or casks,

and the amphorce or pitchers, with a coating of

pitch ; but besides this, it was customary to add
this sul)stauce, or resin, in powder, to the must
during the fermentation, from a conviction that it

not only rendered the wine more full-bodied, but
al.so communicated an agreeable bouquet, together
with a certain degree of raciuess or jiiquancy

(Plmy, iV. //. xiv. 25 ; Plutarch, Si/inp. v. 3).' The
modern Greeks, it is said, use turpentine or resin in

the preparation of their wine, as their ancestors did

two thousand years ago. Most Sicilian wines (the

ancestms of the Sicilians were Greeks) have a
decided resiuous taste, as have also the Cape wine.?.

The medieval history of wine is involved iu much
obscurity ; but we find such abundant mention of

Sack and Canary, that .althovigh we are not quite
clear as to the e.'cact liistory of those wines, we
are not left iu doubt as to the high appreciation
felt for them by the priesthood and nobility of

those times. The Greek islands seem to have fur-

nished a large portion of the wine then consuuied
m Europe ; aud the Malmsey of those times was
not the produce of Madeira, but of the islands of

Tenedos, Lesbos, Chio, and Candia. At a later

period the Burgundy Wines (q. v.) of France and the
Khine-wiues (q. v.) of Germany became famous, and
may be regarded as the commencement of that vast
commerce which has now spread aU over those
countries, and has led to such variety aud perfec-

tion in the manufacture of this valuable drink. It is

li'jyoud the limits of this article to give even a full

list of all the known varieties of wine, much less

to specify their peculiar qualities. The chief wines
of France and Germany are noticed under the heads
of Bordeaux (known in England as Claret), Bur-
gundy, Ch.impagne, and Ehine-wines (see also HoCH-
HEiJt and Moselle). There are very choice spark-
ling wines made in Germany of both the Khine
(or Hock) and Moselle classes ; the Moselle wines
have latterly been artilicially flavoured either with
musk or with elder-flowers, to irait.ate the flavour of

the Muscat grape. At first, it was carefully and
judiciously done, but is now often carried to excess.

—Hungarian and Austrian wines have lately come
into notice iu Britain, and the former have found

4S3

I much favour with some consumers. But although

Hungary produces the Tokay (q. v.), which, if genuine
aud old, is scarcely rivalled iu the world, yet the
wines commonly used are inferior in many respects

to the ordinary wines of France and Germany,
whicli they most resemble. The best known are

CVarlowitz, St George, aud Odenburg—white ; and
Erlauer, Ofuer, ileues, Buda, and GrosswardcLn

—

red wines. The best Austrian wines are those of

Steinberg, Vlislau, and Goldeck—red and white of

eacli ; also an effervescing wine somewhat like

Sparkling Burgundy, called SparkUng Voslauer.

The wmes of Spam and Portugal are in the highest

esteem iu Great Britain—those of the former country
best known under the general name of Sherry (from

Xcrcs), and those of the latter as Port (q. v.). The
Sjianish and Portuguese wines, like those of other

countries, diiTer widely in quality. The highest

class of sherries are those which are technically

called dry, that is, are free from sweetness. The
Montilla, Mauzauilla, Amontillado, and Vino de
Paste, are of this kind. Some red wines arc also

j

made in Spain, as the Tent or Kota Tinto, Paxarete,

Val de Penas, Benicarlo, &c. The produce of Spain
I is enormous, being estimated at nearly 136 miUions
of gallons.

About the middle of the last centurj'. Port, or
I the wine of Portugal, became the most important

1 wine for British use, and for the highest qualities,

very high prices ha\'e always been given ; indeed,

such is the demand for very old wines of the best

I

vintages, that as much as £35 per dozen bottles, or

I £17, 10s. per gallon, was realised at a sale for Port
mne of tlie year 1S20, only a year or two since.

This is probably the highest price ever reached for

!
Port ; but on the contiueut, the finest Tokay has

realised even more than £3(5 per dozen at Cracow.

Besides Port, we receive from Portugal Bucellas and
Lisbon, wliite wines ; and Colares and Calcuvella, red.

The ItaUan wines are very numerous. The best

reds are Lambrusco, Barbera, Barolo, Brachetto,

Grignolino, AJe.atico, Brolio, &c. ; the best whitfs,

Malvasia, Vino Santo, Lachrymal Christi, Vernaccia,

&c. Of sparUiiiri wines, the Pied and White Asti,

Passeretta, Ncbiola, and one or two others, are very

good. They differ much from the sparlding wines

of other conntries in being much less effervescing.

The chief Greek wines are those of Candia and
Cyprus, but not much of either comes to Great

Britain.

Madeira was long famous for its fine white wine,

but the almost total destruction of the vines by the

fungous growth known as the oidium, and causing

the grape-disease, temporarily stopped the trade.

It is, however, beginning to revive.

From the Cape o£ Good Hope, very large quan-

tities of inferior wine are sent to Europe, and sold as

Sherry. The Bed and White Constautia of that

colony are, however, excellent sweet wines, of a

very luscious character.

The United States of America have begun to

grow the vine extensively, and to produce wine.

At present, it has all been used for home consump-
tion. The most celebrated is the Catawba, and a
very good imitation of Champagne.
The Australian colonies have also commenced

wine-making, and have produced very fair qualities

;

the best is a Hock-like wine, called Cwarra.

Owing to the very fine produce of two small

vineyards on the banks of the river Yalta iu the

Crimea, belonging to Prince Worouzov, the Russian
government established a School of Wines in the

Crimea, but with very ind itferent results, as the efforts

of this estaljlishment have been to imitate the wines
of other coimtries, instead of prodneiug distinctive

ones of their own locality. The wines of the Prince
2.'5
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Woronzov aro great favoui-ites where known : the

finest is called Ai Danil ; the second, Massandra ; and
the third, Muscat. They are light white wines, of a

most agreeable flavour, and line golden-yellow

colour.

The following, taken from the annual government

returns, will sliew the vast commerce carried on in

this article of trade. Wine imported into Great

Britain from 1st Api-il 1S65 to :!lst March ISGG—
Ked, 0,803,5-29 g.aUous ; vahie, £1,GG0,214. White,

7,4GG,221 gallons ; value, £2,253,982.

Dietetic and Medical Vatue of ^Yine3.—It may
be laid down as a general rule, that the use of wine,

even iu moderate quantity, is not necessary for

young or adult persons enjoying good or<Unary

ii'jalth, breathing fresh country air, and not exposed to

overwork or any other abnormal depressing agency.

As, however, life advances, and the circulation

becomes languid, wine iu moderation becomes an
essential, or, at all events, a valuable article of food

;

and even in earlier life, the physician meets large

numbci-s of townspeople, especially women engaged
in sedentaiy occupations, who cannot digest the

national drink, beer, which is admirably suited to

our outdoor labouring popidation, and to persons

of higher rank \>"ho indulge freely in open-air exer-

cises, la such cases, the beer is replaced by the

more gratefid beverage, tea, which, however, when
taken too freely, and without sufficient solid food,

gives rise to a form of distressing dyspepsi.^, which
too often impels the sufferer to seek refuge in spirits.

In many such cases, cheap wine, which may be
purchased under our new tariU" at from \s. Gd. to

2s. a bottle, mixed with an equal bulk of water, will

be found an excellent substitute for the beer or

tea. We shall first notice the medical uses of those

numerous cheap French, German, and Italian wines

which have been, during the last few years, so jiro-

minently brought before the attention of the British

pubUo by certain enterprising wine-merchants ; and
then brielly notice the uses of the more expensive

wines, such as Port, Sherry, Champ.agne, &c. In the

first department of the subject, we shall take Dr
Druitt's Iteport on Chmp Wines as om- chief autho-

rity, and we shall regard as cheap wines those whose
price does not exceed 2s. G(/. a bottle. In prescribing

wine, whether cheap or dear, the physician desires

to give not merely alcohol, for that might be given

far more cheaply under the form of gin or British

brandy, but a compound liquid contaming not only

more salts ormincral ingredients than many a mineral

water, but also the extractive parts of gi-ape-juice,

and the powerful oils and ethers which give to wine
its sjiecial flavour or bouqiiet, and its singular exhil-

arating jiroperties. 'The distinctive elements of

wine,' says Dr Dnutt, ' are to be had in abundance
iu cheap Bordeaux, Burgundy, and other French
wines; iu Rhine wine; in the Hungarian, Austrian,

and some Greek wine ; and in all with a natural and
not injurious quantity of spirit. In iirescribing pure
wine—i. e., light natural, virgin wine—the practitioner

has a perfectly new article of both diet and medicine
iu )iis hands.'

—

Op. cit., p. 22. In coses of debility

aud indigestion, such wine as that which we are now
considering, diluted with cold water, may often be
freely prescribed with great advantage in place of

tea at breakf.ast, as well as at luncheon or dinner,

or dinner and supper, according as the patient

arranges his meals. The best of the che-a]) wines
are those of Bordeaux : they are pure, light, and
exhilarating ; moderately strong, seldom containing
20 per cent, of alcohol ; free from sugar aud other

materials likely to induce gout or headache ; aud
are admirably adapted, according to Dr Druitt
(who has experimented largely upon them), for

children with capricious and bad ai)petites, for
;:;6

literaiy persons, and for all whose occupations are
chiefly carried on indoors, and which tax the brain
more than the muscle. They should be taken at,

not a/)er, meals; and in many cases, when judi-
ciously prescribed, they wUl bo of more service to
patients sutfering from anaemia, chlorosis, dyspepsia,
or gouty ur rheumatic tendencies, than any form of
medicine. The Bordeaux vines are, moreover, of

great vise in relieving the restlessness, nightly w,an-

dering, and thirst that accompany scarlet fever and
measles iu children ; one part of wine with one
or two of cold water, according to age, being an
excellent drink, acting at once as a diaphoretic,

saline, and sedative. The Burgundy wines are
fidler, stouter (on an average, from 2 to 4 per cent,

stronger in alcoliol), and higher flavoured than the
Bordeaux of equal price. The cheap Burgundies
are inferior to the Bordeaux as medicinal agents

;

but the higher-priced wines (at and above 4* a
bottle) are of extreme ser\-ice in cases of debility

with nervous exhaustion, and, as Dr Druitt remarks,
' what Bordeaux is to the blood, that is Burgundy
to the nerves.' Some of the Hungarian wines which
are being now introduced into tliis country, are

excellent substitutes for Bordeaux ; and not having
the .acidity, austeritj', and coldness of the latter,

are often preferred by p.itients. Amongst the most
important of the dearer kinds of wine arc I'ort,

Sherry, .ind Champagne. Good old Port is a tonic

of great value in cases of fever and other forms of

extreme debility ; but many persons past 40 dare

not take it if they have any predisposition to gout.

Port wine given witli warm water, administered

with a biscuit at bedtime, often induces a good
night's rest during convalescence from fevers or

other weakening diseases. But during the last

15 or 20 years, its price has risen from 30 to 100
per cent. ; and the Port puich.ased at a vintner's by a
])0or invalid at 4s. a bottle is usually nothing but
doctored British spirit that h<is been sent to Ham-
burg to be transmuted into wine. In place of good
Port, now unattainable by the poor, tlie physician

had better prescribe good British brandy, if a strong

stimulant be required ; or such wines as the Hun-
garian Ofner or French Madeira, if it is the nutritive

v.alue of wine that is required. Sherry is, in a
dietetic point of view, the wine in most general use

in this coimtry, and if pure, it agrees well with most
constitutions. It is the only wine admitted into

the Pharmaeopa-ia, in which it is employed in the

composition of aloetic, antimonial, colchicum, and
other medicated wines. It is a wine that suits the

stomach in many cases of dj'spepsia, but is not

often prescribed medicinally. Champ.igue is a wine
that acts as a most valuable medicine in cases of

vomiting, iiritable stomach, &c., and when the

appetite flags, and there is great general debility.

Genuine Tokay is so rare a wine that it is almost

unnecessary to notice it ; it is, however, when pro-

curable, extremely valuable as a cordial for aged
persons of broken-down constitution.

WINIFREDE, St, a virgin saint of the ancient

British church, formerly held in great veneration in

Wales. Her history is obscure aud uncertain ; but

her name is noticeable in connection with the well-

known well, to the traditionary miraculous virtues

of which, Holywell iu Wales owes its origin as well

as its celebrity.

WINNEBA'GO, a lake, the largest in Wisconsin,

U. S., lying 40 miles west' of the middle of the west

shore of Lake Michigan, and connected by Fox
River with Green B.iy. It is 2S miles long by 10

wide, containing 212 sq. m., and is navigated by
several steamers. The east shore is for lo miles a

w,all of rock, hundreds of feet deep below the surface.
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WINIfEBA'GOES, a tribe of Indians who lived

around Lake Winnebago in 1639, and were engaged
in the war of Pontiac against the English in 17G2

;

in 1794 they were severely defeated by General
Waj-ne, and were engaged in the Black Hawk war
of 1831. In 1848, ^531, under a treaty with the
government, emigrated to ilinnesota.

WI'XXIPEG, Lake, the largest of the lakes
belonging wholly to British North America, lies 90
miles north of the state of llinnesota, and about
350 miles north-west of Lake Superior, in lat. 50°
—54° K, 96'—100° W. It is 264 miles long, 35
miles broad, has an area of 9000 sq. m. ; and lies

628 feet above sea-level. Its principal affluent is

the Saskatchewan (q. v.), and its surplus waters are
carried oflf by the Winnipeg Eiver, which, flowing
south-east, passes through the Lake of the Woods
and Eainy Lake, and enters Lake Superior. It is

connected by a series of streams and small lakes

with Hudson's Bay. A little to the west, and run-

ning almost parallel with Lake W., are Lakes Win-
nipegos and Manitoba, which by small streams are

connected with the former.

WINNIPISCIOGEE, or WTNNIPESAU'KEE
(the latter being the usual pronunciation), a beauti-

ful lake of New Hampshire, U. S., 25 miles long, by
some 10 miles wide, but extremely irregular, mth
deep bays, bold promontories, and numerous
islands from a few yards to many acres, with water
clear as crystal, stored with fish, and surroimded
with bills and mountain peaks. It is navigated by a
steamboat, and is a favourite resort of tourists to

the White Mountains.

WIXSEY, or WINCEY, a cloth of Scotch manu-
facture, consisting chiefly of wool mixed with a
portion of cotton.

WINTER GREEN, the popular name of plants

of the genera Pyrola and Chimapliila, of the natural
order Pyrolacece, which, according to some botanists,

is a sub-order of Erkece, distinguished chiefly by
difference of habit, but also by declinate styles,

seeds with a loose winged skin, and a minute
embryo in the base of fleshy albumen. Only about
twent}' species of Pyrolacem are known. They are

natives of woods throughout the whole of the
northern hemisphere, and are herbaceous or half-

shrubby plants, with a corolla of four or five

segments, which are almost petals, but are slightly

united at the base. Several species of Pijrola are
natives of Britain, perennial herbaceous plants, with
flowers of some beauty. Two species of Chimaphila,
half-shrubby plants, with beautiful evergreen leaves,

natives of North America, C. umbellata and C.

maculata, are valued for their tonic, diuretic, and
narcotic qualities, and are used in dropsy, calculus,

strangury, and other diseases.

AYINTERGREEN, On, OF, or GauUIieric Add,
is an essential oil yielded by the flowers of the

GauUheria procumlens (see Gacxtheklv), abun-

dant in New Jcrsej', and consisting chiefly of

salicylate of methyl (C.,H30,C„H505), mixed with

a small quantity of a hydrocarbon, termed GauWieri-

lene, which is isomeric with oil of turpentine,

and which, being more volatile than the salicylate

of methyl, is easily separated from it. The latter

is:so much the more abundant constituent of the

oil, that the two may be practically regarded as

identical. This oil is not only yielded by the

distillation of other plants, as the leaves and flowers

of Monotropa hypopitys, and the bark of Betula

lenta, but may be artificially formed by distUhng
a mixture of 2 parts of crystallised salicylic acid,

2 of anhydrous wood-spirit, and 1 part of oil of

«trioL In whatever mode it is obtained, it presents

the appearance of a colourless or yellow oil, of a

powerful, agreeable, and persistent odour; and
hence it is largely used in perfumery.

WINTER MOTH {Cheimatobia Irumala), a
species of moth, the caterpillar of which is very
injurious to plum trees. It has long been well
known as common in many parts of the continent
of Eurojie, and has of late begun to be very abun-
dant also in some parts of England, as in the Vale
of Evesham, in Worcestershire, celebrated for its

Winter Moth, wingless Female, and Caterpillar.

plimi plantations, where damage has been done by
it to the extent of £20,000 or £30,000 in a year.
It is an insect about half an inch long, of a li^ht-
brown colour. The male alone has wings; the
female, as in a few other moths, is wingless. The
eggs are hatched early in spring, and the cater-
pillars, at first very minute, feed upon the buds of
the plum. The eggs are deposited on trees, chiefly
aroimd the base of the buds, and in chinks of the
bark. Like most of the moths, this insect is

nocturnal in its habits. It is during night that
the males fly about the trees, and the wingless
females creep up their stems. The best mode of pre-
venting its ravages is to surround the stems of the
trees mth something over which the females cannot
cUmb from the ground, in which they pass their
chrysalis stage. Boxes are used for this purpose in
Germany, in which the ascending insects are trapped.
A more easy method is to coat the trees with a
composition of tar and grease in the beginning of
winter, the time at which these moths appear in
their perfect state, and when, of course, the laj-ing of
eggs takes place. By visiting the plantation of plum
trees with a lantern at this season, the gardener is

often also successful in killing great numbers of them.

WINTER'S BARK, a stimulant, aromatic, and

Winter's Bark (Wintera aromaiica).

tonic bark, resembling cinnamon, and used for the

same purposes. It derives its name from Captain
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Winter, who first brought it from the Strait of

Mai;cll,in in \ol'J. It is the produce of IJrhmis

WiiiUri, a native of si>uie of the mountainous parts

of South America, and ahiindant in the hnver

grounds of Cajic Horn and Stilton Island—an ever-

green shrub with laurel-hke leaves, corymbs of

white (lowers, and many-seeded berries. Tliis shrub

belongs to the natural order Mwinoliaceic, and to a

section of it wliicli has by some been constituted

into a sei>arate order, Winterarua, chietiy distin-

fiuished by dotted leaves and aromatic qualities.

The Star Anise (lUiclum) is nearly allied to it.

The bark of otlier species of JJriiiii/s has similar

properties to A\'inter's Baik, as that of J). Craiin-

hnsU; much used in Brazil as a remedy for colic,

and of v. axillaris, a New Zealand tree.

AVrNTERTHUR, one of the most industrious

and lieautifiil of the smaller towns of Switzerland,

ill tlie canton of Zurich, stands on the Eulach, 14

miles north-east of Zurich. Its situation among
hills, many of which are clothed with vines, is

i>l)ecially pleasant. Cottou-spinninj;, cotton-)>rint-

inj;, dyeing, and the manufacture of machinery

autl weapons, are actively carried on. Top. about

GOOO.

WINTHROP FAMILY.—.Twin-, governor of

the colony of Massachusetts, was born in Groton,

county of Siilfolk, England, January 12, LOSS, was
bred "to the law, appointed Justice of Peace at the

age of IS, and on account of his excellent and pious

character, was, in IG29, elected by the governor

and company of Massachusetts Bay to govern their

colony. He sold his estate, and, April 7, 1630,

sailed from Yarmouth with 900 persons. During
the voyage, ho composed an essay, entitled A
Model of Christian Charily. He was re-elected

governor every year until 1034, when he became
deimty-goveruor under Sir Ilarry Vane, with wliom
ho liad an anim.atcd controversy on the doctrines

of Mrs Hutchinson. In 1G37, he was ek-cted over

Sir Harry, .".nd continued governor, witli a brief

interval, during his life, and had more inlliience

probably than any other man in forming the jioliti-

cal institutions of the northern states of America.

He was opposed to an unlimited democracy, for he

said :
' The best jiart of a community is always the

least, and of tli.at best part the wiser part is always

the lesser.' He kept a journal up to IGJll, two
books of which were published in 1790; and tlie

third, found in the New ICngland Library, kept in

the tower of the Old Soutli Church in Boston, in

1816. A revised edition was published at Boston,

iu 2 vols. (1S25— 1826). He died at Boston, March
2(1, 1649.—JoirN, governor of Connecticut, son of

the preceding, was born at Groton, England, Feb-

ruary 12, 1606 ; educated at Trinity College,

l-)«l>lin ; made the tour of Europe ; went to America
in 1031, was chosen a magistrate in Massachusetts,

but returned to England; and in 163o went to

Connecticut, built a fort at the mouth of the

Connecticut Biver, was made governor of tlie

colony, and founded tlie city of New London in

1661. Ho obtained a charter for the colony from
Charles II., and was lirst ajipointed governor under
it; and, iu 1676, represented liis colony iu the

congress of the united colonics at Boston. He was a

man of eminent virtues, and considerable acquire-

ments. Some of his jmpers are contained in the

Phihsopliiral Transactions. He died at Bostou,

April o, 1676.—Jonx, LL.D., American scholar, a
descendant of the first Governor W., was born in

Massachusetts, 1715
;
graduated at Harvard College,

1732 ; and in 173S was appointed Hollis I'rofessor of

Mathematics and Natural I'liilosophy. In 1740, he
observed the transit of Mercury ; and, in 1761,

:2S

went to Newfoundland to observe the transit of

Venus. He published tracts on Earthquakes,
Comets, and other astronomical subjects. Died at

Cambridge, May 3, 1779.—RonKP.T Cuakles, LL.D.,
American statesman and orator, descendant of the
si.xth generation from the first Governor W., w.os

born at Boston, JNIay 12, 1809, graduated at

Harvard College in 1S2S, studied law witli Daniel
Webster, and was admitted to the bar in 1831, but
soon abandoned law for politics, and was elected to

the state legislature in 1834, where he served five

years, three .as Speaker of the House. In 1840, he
was elected to Congress, of which he was a mem-
ber for ten years, in 1847, he visited Europe, and
was the Whig candidate for Speaker, but defeated
after a balloting of three weeks. In 1850, he suc-

ceeded Mr Webster, wlio became Secretary of State,

as senator from Massachusetts, a place iu whicli ho
was succeeded by the more radical Charles .Sumner.

He was also defeated as a candidate for governor
of Massachusetts. His Aildrcsscs a nd Spcachc.^ were
published in 1852, and he has since then spent some
years in Europe.

AVIRE AND WIRE-DRAWING. The facUity

with which any metal can be drawn into wire
depends upon its ductility. Most metals have this

property; Imt some, like bismuth ami antimony, are

so brittle that they can only bo drawn out with
difficulty, and wire made from such met.als is use-

less, from want of tenacity. See Di'CTll-lTV.

iletals largely used for making wire, such na iron,

brass, and copper, are drawn by essentially tlio

same process. We m.ay take iron as an example. It

is ]ireparcd by cutting up fiat rolled )ilates into

square rods of a given thickness. This is done by
means of a pair of slitting rollers ; one of these has

r jQrTTn^' '"':
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to pass round tlie cylinder. This much is done by
hand, and then the cylinder, being put in gear, is

made to revolve and pull the wire through the

draw-plate— coiling it round itself as the dJawing
proceeds. After being once drawn, it is agaiu

passed through a smaller hole, and so the process is

repeated till it has been reduced to the size required.

Fine wire may require from 20 to 30 drawings. The
cylinder revolves slowly with a thick wire, and the

speed is increased as the size diminishes. After
being passed a few times through the draw-plate

the metal becomes brittle, and requires to be
annealed. Sometimes, a lubricating substance—as

wax, grease, or soap—is employed during the draw-
ing, esiiecially for line wires.

For some very accurate purposes, such as chrono-

meter springs, and for gold and silver lace, the wire

is drawm through jev^elled holes, that is, holes per-

forated in rubies and other hard gems. A silver

wire 170 miles long, and about -jTjoth of an inch in

diameter, has been drawn through a hole in a ruby,

and found, by a micrometer, to be of exactly the

same size at the end as at the beginning ; whereas
the drawing of a length of 16 miles of brass wire

through a steel di-aw-plate necessitates a readjust-

ment of the hole.

Platinum wire can be dra^vu as thin as j-jVuth of

an inch in diameter by first encasing it m silver,

drawing down the compound wire, and then dissolv-

ing off the silver with nitric acid. By the same
process, gold w-ire can be obtained only s-s'injtl' "^ "^
inch in diameter. It has been shewn by Babbage,
as an illustr.atiou of how greatly labour increases

the value of a raw material, tliat one pound of iron,

which costs twopence, \viU yield 50,000 wire pen-

dulum springs for watches, each weighing about

one-seventh of a grain, and selling at the retail price

of twopence.

Wire, although mostly cylindrical in form, is

drawn of many different sections, such as oval, half-

round, flat, triangular, moidded, and the grooved
pinion-wire from which the small toothed pinions

for clocks and watches arc cut. Copper wire of

different forms is used to form patterns in the
blocks used by calico-printers.

The following table (given by Dr Tomlinson) of

weights, omitting fractions of a pound, which were
sustained by wires 0'7S7 of a line in diameter, shews
the comparative tenacity of a few of the metals ;

Iron, 549 lbs. ; copper, .?0'2 lbs.
;
platinum, 274 llis. ;

silver, 1S7 lbs.
;

gold, 151 lbs. ; zinc, 110 lbs. ; tin,

oo lbs. ; lead, 28 lbs. It may be remarked here that
some kinds of brass wire have been noticed to

become extremely brittle in the course of time,

especially if subjected to vibration, and even to

break when used to support objects, without any
assignable cause.

The quantity of wire used in the English manu-
facturing districts must be enormous, steel and iron

wire being required for the manufacture of needles,

fish-hooks, hooks and eyes, carding-machines, screw-

nails, fencing, and basket-work ; brass wire for the

manufacture of pins, wire-cloth for paper-making and
other machines, and thain-making ; and copjier wire

for bell hanging. Nothing, however, has increased

the production of wire, both iron and copper, more
than the electric telegraph. Belgium, which a few
years ago exported noue, now exports 1200 tons

annually of iron wire.

WIRE-ROPES have come greatly into use of

late yeai's for winding purposes in mines and on
inclines, for the rigging of ships, and for numerous
engineering contrivances ; also for the construc-

tion of electric-telegraph cables. They are almost
always ' galv.anised,' that is, coated with zinc. A
hemp rope 6 inches in circmnferencc, and weighing

9 lbs. per fathom ; an iron-wire rope 2|- inches in

circumference, and weighing 5 lbs. per fathom ; and
a steel-wire rope 1^ inch diameter, and weighing
3 ll)s. per fathom, are all of equal strength—the
breaking strain of each being 10 tons.

WIRE-WORM, a n.ame given by farmers and
gardeners to the larv* of Click Beetles (q. v.), which
are long and hard, and often swarm in corn-fields,

gardens, and pastures, feeding on the roots of crops,

and doing great mischief. Tlie best known British

species are Elatcr or Agrwles lineatns, E. or A.
obscurus, and E. or A. spvtator. The first of these,

which is the largest, is in its perfect state about
half an inch long, with brown head and thorax,

clothed with cinereous down ; the elytra tawny,
strijied with brown. The larva, when full grown,

(7, perfect insect, mapnified ; /», natur-il size of perfect insect;

c, ^^ ire-worm miignitied ; (i, njtturul size of wire-worm.

is fully half an inch long, very narrow, yellowish,

hard, and shining, the jaws tipped with black. The
second species named is in its perfect state of an
earthy-brown colour. The third has a black head
and thorax, with many dots, the elytra light brown
with dotted lines. It is only about a quarter of an
inch in length. Wire-worms are very small when
first hatched, and are said to live for years in the

larva state, iloles, rooks, and jiheasants are usefid

in destroying them. Clover crops are said to have
the effect of increasing their numbers. Farmers and
gardeners resort to various means in order to get

rid of this pest, as hard rolling after a top-dressing

of lime, and mixing spirits of tar, gas-lime, or rape-

cake with the soil ; but one of the most efl'octual

is the strewing of slices of potatoes or turnips on
the ground, under which they soon congregate, and
great numbers are thus easily destroyed. The name
W. is often very vaguely used, so as to inchide not

only the larvae of some moths, but even myriapods
of the genus Julus (q. v.), which somewhat resemble
the true wire-worms in form, although iu reaUty
very different, and i>robably not injmious to crops,

as they are.

WI'SBECH, or WISBEACH, a m.arket-towu iu

Cambridgeshire, iu the Isle of Ely, occupies a posi-

tion of importance iu the Fen District, on the Nen,
IS miles east-north-east of Peterborough. W. is

connected by a branch of the Great Eastern Rail-

way with I'eterborough ; and two railways are .at

present in course of construction, which, when com-
pleted, will connect it witli the Great Northern
branch to King's Lynn, and directly with the
Great Northern main line. By the Nen, which falls

into the Wash, at the cUstance of 12 miles below
W., communication is maintained between tiiis

town and tiie North Sea. The navigation of the
river has been much improved within recent years,

and W. is considered the port of Cambridgeshire.
It is generally well built, cont.ains a number of

usefid institutions, and carries ou rope-spinning,
229 ^
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brewing, and general trade. Corn, timber, wool,

aalt, and seeds are exported ;
wine, deals, oil-

cake, corn, slates, and coal imported. In 1806,

722 vessels, of 77,749 tons, entered and cleared the

port. Pop. (1S61) 9270.

WI'SBY, a once famous seaport of the Swedish

island of (Jotldaud (q. v.), capital of the island, and

situated ou its west coast, about 130 miles south of

Stockholm. It is of the highest historical and anti-

quarian interest ; and though the time of its founda-

tion is unknown, it was, during the 10th and Uth
centuries (200 years before the establishment of the

Hanseatic League in 1241), one of the most import-

ant commercial cities in Eui-opc. It was a prin-

cipal factory of the Hanseatic League during the

14th and 15th centuries. The eastern trade, which

during the Uth and 12th centuries passed through

Eussia, and theuce down the Baltic to Gothland,

centred in W., and greatly enriched that port. In

1301, Valdemar III. of Denmark took the town by
storm, and, plundering it, obtained an immense
booty. This was a fatal blow to the pros])erity

of the place. The architecture of W. is exceed-

ingly interesting. Its ancient feudal walls and

towers exist in almost as entire a state as they

were in the 1 3th c, and render its appearance, as

seen from the sea, exceedingly striking. The early

grandeur of the town is attested by the fact, that

the town contains well-preserved remains of IS

churches, all of which date from the 11th and 12th

centuries, are varied in form and ornament, and are

a mine of interest to the student of Early Gothic.

The oldest is the church of the Holy Ghost, built

in 104G. St M.-ir/s, built in 1190, is the only church

now kept up for the use of the inhabitants. Pop.

(1SG5) 0043.

WISCHEHRAD (Old Slav, and P,ohem. w)/«-

chehrad, Pol. loyszogrod) is the name of numerous

to\vn3 and castles in all Slavonic countries ; e. g., the

original residence of the princes of Bohemia, now a

quarter of the city of Prague. The word is com-

posed of the root jct/s or wijsch, high, and hrad (Rus.

gorod, Pol. 'jrod, in some dialects griUz), a fort,

castle, town. Ili-ad is from the same root ns Ang.-

Sax. hreod, Eng. reed, rod, another form being yerde

or yard. It signified primarily a place defended by
rods or poles, a palisaded fort, and hence a town.

Sec Ton.

AVISCO'XSIIir, one of the United States of Ame-
rica, between lat. 42° 30'_4ri° 50' N., and long. 87°

—92° 50' W. ; 285 miles from nortli to south,

and 255 from east to west; containing 56,0110 sq. m.,

or 35,840,000 acres ; is bounded N. by Lake
Superior and the st.ate of Michif'an, E. by Lake

Miehig.an, S. by Illinois, and W. by Iowa and

Jlinnesota, from which it is separated by the

Mississippi and St Croix rivers. It is divided into

58 counties. Its chief towns are Milwaukee, Kaeine,

Kenosha, .TanesvUle, Watertowni, Waukesha, Jladi-

son (the capital), &e. Its chief rivers are the

Mississippi and its branches, Eock, Wisconsin,

Black, Chippewa, and St Croix, which drain four-

fifths of its surface ; the Jlenomonee on the north-

eastem border; Wolf and Fox, emptying into Green

Bay ; and numerous small rivers emptying into

Lakes Miehiaan and Superior. Besides these great

lakes and Lake Winnebago, the whole state is

studded with small, clear, and beautiful lakes, well

stocked with fish. The country is a high rvUing

prairie, from 000 to 1200 feet above the sea, with

uo cousider.able mountains, but numerous hills or

mounds. In the rainy season, the rivers Fox and
Wisconsin, emptying into the Mississippi and Lake
Michigan, flow into each other. The geological

formations extend only from the Primitive to the
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Devonian. On Lake Superior are primitive rocks,

granite, magnetic iron, quartz, slates, sandstone,

drift, and beds of red clay and marl ; sandstone

cliffs on the Mississippi ; the middle and southern

parts of the state liave tlie Lower Magnesian Lime-

stone, a belt of white sandstone with beds of shells,

then the lead-bearing group of Upper Mamesian
Limestone. Besides the great magnetic iron bed on

Lake Superior, and the rich lead region bordering

on Illinois, copper is found in several places ; zinc,

some sUver, plumbago, bitumen, peat, fine marble

(some of light pink with red veins, and lilue and

dove colour), gj^psum, and coal in email quantities.

Of the curiosities are earthworks in the forms of

meu and anim.als ; ancient fortifications ; Deal's

Lake, of GOO acres, on the summit of a mound 300 feet

high ; the precijiitous shores of Lake Pepin rising

to^oOO feet, 200 feet being a perpendicular wall of

magnesian limestone ; the high liluffs of the Missis-

sippi and Wisconsin rivers ; tlie f.aUs of the St Louis

(320 feet in 16 miles) and of the Menomonee (134

feet in 1.^ mile). The clim.ite is cold, the winters

long and severe ; but the state is considered one

of the most healthy in the west. The soil in the

north is broken, with drift and boulders, covered

with heavy pine forests, and not well adapted to

cultivation ; the middle and southern region, of

prairies and i)ark-like oak openings, is exceedingly

rich and productive, raising gi-eat quantities of

wheat, Indian com, oats, b.arley, potatoes, tobacco,

&c. Besides the great pine-forests of the north,

there are spruce, cedar, various oaks, hickory,

bu-ch, elm, sycamore, sugar-maple, &c. Of animals

there remain the elk, deer, bear, foxes, wolves,

beaver, gopher, &c. ; and numerous birds and water-

fowl, fattening upon the wild rice, on the margins

of the numerous lakes. The chief manufactures

are of iron, lumber, agricultural implements, flour,

spirits, and malt liquors. The chief export is

wheat, which .amounted, m lSG2,to ne.arly 20,000,000

busliels, some of which was sent from Jlilwaukee

to England without transhipment. There arc 13

railways, extending 920 miles, and extensive lake

and river navigation. State and government appro-

priations of land have richly endowed a st.ate

univei-sity at Madison, normal, high, and common
free schools, and the usual state asylums. The

constitution aud government closely resemble those

of the older states. There are 713 churches, of

which 241 are Roman Catholic—200,000, out of

287,500 worshipi)ers, lielonging to that communion.

W. was explored by the French missionaries iu the

latter part of the i7th c, and Indi.an trading-ports

were also established ; but the actual peopling of

the state has beeu recent, and very rapid—a largo

proportion being of foreign birth—German, Nor-

wegian, Irish, Welsh, &c." It w.as organised as a

territory in 1830, aud admitted into the Union as a

state in 1848. Pop. in 1840, 30,945; 1850, 305,391

;

1860, 775,873.

WISCONSIK, a river of Wisconsin, U. S., rises

in the northern centre of the state, and flows

southerly upwards of 200 miles to the Winne-

bago portage, thence south-west 114 miles to the

Mississippi River, 4 miles below Pr.airie du Chien.

Navigable 200 miles.

WISE, Henry Alexaxdek, American statesman,

was born at Drummondtown, Accomac county,

Virginia, December 3, 1806 ;
graduated at Wash-

ingt'on College, Pennsylvania, in 1825 ; studied law

at°Winchester ; settled and married at NashviUe,

Tennessee, but two years after returned to his native

eoimty, and engaged in politics ; in 1825, advocated

the nomin.atiou of GeneralJackson at the Baltiniore

Convention; opposed nidlification, but maintained
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the state-rights doctrines of Jefferson and Madison as
expressed in the Virginia resolutions of 179S, that
'each state for itself is the judge of the infraction
of the constitution, and of the mode and manner
of redress.' Elected to Congress in 1S33, he was
involved in a duel with his ojijionent, whose arm
he fractured. On the removal of the government
deposits by General Jackson, he went over to the
opposition or Whig party, but was sustained by
his constituents, oyer whom he had an unbounded
personal influence. In 1837, he was the second of

Mr Graves, a member of Congress from Kentucky,
who shot Mr Cilley, a member from ilaine, in a
duel. In 1840, he secured the nomination of John
Tj'ler as Vice-president ; aud on Tyler becoming
President by the death of General Harrison, had
a powerful influence in his administration. Nomin-
ated minister to France, he was rejected by the
Senate, but confirmed for Brazil, where he resided
until 1847. He was now ouce more identified with
the Democratic party ; and in 1854, after an arduous
electioneering campaign, in which, though in feeble

health, he travelled 3U00 miles, and made 50 stump
speeches against the ' Kjiownothiug ' or Protestant
native American party, he was elected governor
of Virginia. In 1S50, he pubUshed a treatise on
Territorial Government, maintaining the right of

Congress over the institution of slavery. In Decem-
ber of this year, he signed the death-wan'ant of

John Brown, hanged for treason in attempting to
excite a negro insurrection. In 1861, as member
of the Virginia Convention, he laboured for concilia-

tion ; but when his state voted for Secession, he
entered heartily into the war, and was appointed
Brigadier-general, serving in the Kanawha Valley,

aud later, defending Roanoke Island, where his son,

Captain AVise, was kdled.

WISEMAN, NiCHOL.iS, Cardinal and Eoman
Catholic Archbishop of Westminster, was born
August 2, 1802, at Seville, of an Irish family settled in

Spain. He was brought to Ireland in his childhood,
and received his first education at Waterford, whence
he was removed to the Eoman Catholic college of St
Cuthbert at Ushaw, near Durham. In his 16tli j-ear,

he entered as an ecclesiastical student the English
College at Eome, and after a very bi-illiant course,
received holy orders at Eome in 182."?, at which time
he was also admitted to the degree of Doctor of Divi-
nity, and was appointed Vice-rector of the English
College, and Professor of Oriental Languages in the
university of the Sapienza. In 1S2S, he published his
Horce Sijriaco!, and in the end of that year was
named Eector of the English College. It was while
he held this olEce that he delivered his Lectures on
the Connection of Science and Jievealed Eeligion (2

vols. Svo, 1S3G). But in England he first became
known by a series of lectures on The Doctrines of
the Catholic Church, delivered at Moorfields Church,
and published in two vols, in 1S3G. In the same
year he established, in concert with Mr O'Connell,
the Dublin Jievietc, a journal which has since con-

tinued to be the quarterly organ of the Iloman
Catholic body, and to which Dr W., even while
residing alsroad, was a regular contributor. In
1840, he was named Coadjutor Vicar-apostolic of

the Central District of England, with the title

of Bishop of Melipotamus Jn Partibus Infidelimn

(q. v.). At the same time he was appointed Presi-

dent of St Mary's College of Oscott, where ho
took up his residence. The circumstances of reli-

gions parties in England at this period contributed
much to bring Dr W.'s very remarkable abiUties

as a polemical writer into prominence ; and the
dissensions which arose in the Church of England
during the Tractariau Controversy, were turned to

effect by him in various lectures, pamphlets, reviews,

essaj-s, &e. In 1846, he was transferred as Coad-
jutor Vicar-apostolic to the London district ; and in
1849 became himself acting vicar. In the following
year, he came stUl more remarkably into notice,

during the progress of a change in the position of
the Eoman Church in England, which, for a time,
was the occasion of almost unexampled religious

excitement in the country. From the reign of
Elizabeth, the sees in England having been occupied
by bishops of the Established Church, and it being
penal for a bishop or priest of the Roman Catholic
Church to oiEciate in England, the Catholics, for
the necessary religious ministrations of their church,
had resorted to the weU-knoT^Ti exjiedient of a system
of bishops In Partibus Infidelium (q. v.), with the
title and authority of Vicars Apostolic (q. v.). This
form of church government, with some modification,
had in substance subsisted from the time of James I.

;

but from the date of the passing of the Catholic Eman-
cipation Act, a desire had gi-adually sprung up among
CathoUcs for the restoration of the normal form of
church government by the appointment of regidar
bishops. This measure was finally determined on
by the pope in the year 1850, and a new distribution
of the kingdom was made into twelve sees (one of
them archiepiseopal), in which, in order that it might
not be supposed to clash with the existing episcopal
system, the names of the ancient sees were carefully
avoided, the titles of the new bishops being taken
exclusively from cities and towns which were non-
episcopal. Dr W. was named archbishop of the see
of Westminster, which included great part of the
district already under his charge, and was at the
same time created cardinal. This measure, for
which the Protestant pubUc were but little pre-
pared, and which was made more formidable in
their eyes by the language which was employed,
although but following the established canonical
forms, and bearing altogether on the spiritual con-
cerns of the Catholics, was supposed to involve an
invasion of the rights and dignities of the Estab-
lished Chm-ch and of the crown, and called forth a
storm of religious excitement which was unexampled
during the memoiy of the living generation. M^hilst
this excitement, which was much influenced by a
letter addressed by the prime minister to the Bishop
of Durham, was at its height, the new cardinal, who
had gone to Rome to receive the cardinal's hat,
returned to England, and published an explanatory
address of great ability and moderation, but yet
firmly asserting the strictly constitutional rights

of his fellow-CathoUcs, entitled An Appeal to the

Reason and Good Feelinfj of the. People of Enrjland
on the Subject of the Catholic Hierarchy. This
address, as well as certain lectures subsequently
delivered b_y him, and extensively circidated, did
much to mitigate the excitement, which nevertheless
led to violent debates in parliament, aud to the
passing of an act prohibiting the use of ecclesiastical

titles other than those recognised by the law. See
EccLESLVSTicAl. TiTLES AssCTMPTiON AcT. Not-
withstanding these imfavourable circumstances of
his introduction into notice in England, however,
the undoubted abilities aud great literary emi-
nence of Cardinal W. eventually compelled the
admiration of the British public. He took fre-

quent occasion, moreover, by public lectures and
addresses on the neutral subjects of education,
literature, and art, to identify himself with the
spirit of pi-ogress, aud -nith the national sentiments
of his fellow-countrjTnen ; and notwithstandin" the
infirmity of his constitution, which began to fail

soon after his return to England as cardinal, he pub-
lished during these years a succession of works which,
although with the strong reUgious bias natural to a
Iloman CathoUc churchmau of earnest convictions,
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pos^i'ssed much, uevorthcloss, congenial to the sj-ni-

jLithii'S of cultivateil Kii'^lishiiK-n of every degree,
'i'l'.e Lectures on Jleliijioit and .b'cicHce already referred

to; On the Connection between the Arts of Deait/n

ami those 0/ Production ; on the Influence of \Vords
on Thou'jht and Civilisation : ou the Points of Con-
tact between Science and Art; Pecollections of the

Last Four Popes, and other similar works, obtained
au extensive circulation ; and partly from their effect

upon the public mind, partly, no doubt, from the
reaction eonseC|uent on what was soon felt to have
been a gi'oundless and exaj:;erated aUirm, (.'ar-

dinal W. came by degrees to command the respect
of the public at large. He died in his G.3d year,

on the 1.5th Febru,ary ISGo ; and his fimeral, which
was conducted with gre.it solemnity, and ex-

cited great public curiosity and interest, was wit-

nessed with every demonstration of respect by one
of the largest assemblies seen for many years in

London. Besides admittedly high professional learn-

ing, he was a scholar of rare and singiUarly various

attainments, an eminent linguist, a well-informed
scientitio scholar, a distinguished orator, a graceful

and vigorous writer, and an accomplished critic and
connoisseur of art. In addition to the works inci-

dentally mentioned above, he published 'J'he Heal
Presence of the Bod;/ and Blood of Uur Lord Jesus

Christ in the Eucliarist (8vo, 18.'?r>) ; liephi to Dr Tur-
ton on the Eucharist (8vo, 1830) ; Lectures on the

Ceremonies of llobj Week (8vo, 1839) ; Essays on
Various Suhjects (3 vols. Svo, 1853)—a selection of

articles contributed to the Dublin Peview and other
periodicals, and of other fugitive essays ; Fahiola,

or a Cliurch of the Catacombs ; a singidarly tnith-

ful and life-like picture of early Christian life in

classic Home ; Sermons (2 vols. Svo, 1SG4) ; with
many shorter jiublications not as yet collected.

lie also left a large collection of M.SS., many of

them prepared for the press, a selection from
which has already been announced as in the

press.

\VISHART, George, one of the early Eeformers
of Scotland, is supposed to have been a native of

Forf.irshire, a son of James Wishart of Pittarrow,

justice-clerk in the reign of James V. The exact

date of his birth is unknown. He first emerges into

notice in the Ijeginning of the IGth century. At this

time he taught a grammar-school at Montrose, and
made himself remarkable by introducing the study
of Gi'eelc. He began also to preach the doctrines of

the Preformation, and was obliged to flee into Eng-
land. Here he is found at Bristol about ir)38, preach-
ing the same doctrines, but being seized upon and
tlireateued with death, he publicly recanted. Later
he is found at Cambridge, in the centre of the

Anglican Iteform movement, which had begun
tliere under the influence of Bilncy and Latimer.

He is described at this time by a pu]Hl of the name
of Tylney as a ' tall man polde-headed, of melan-
choly complexion, black-haired, long-bearded, comely
of personage, well spoken after his country of

Scotland, courteous, lowly, lovely, glad to teach,

desirous to learn, abstinent in his habits, and
very charitable to the ])oor.' His portrait, which
has been preserved in the university of Glasgow,
answers to the personal characteristics here men-
tioned. He returned to Scotland in 1543 or 1.544,

with the commissioners sent to negotiate a treaty

with Henry VIII., and it was then that he entered
upon his special reforming mission, terminating in

his martyrdom. He appears to have possesseil great
powers as a preacher, although it is doubtful whether
he ever took orders ; and he travelled from town to
town, and county to county, making everjm-here a
great impression by his stirring words. Knox has
given in his Ilistori/, Book i., a very striking descrip-

tion of the cITects of W.'s jire.iebing. Its effect ripon

himself was the most important and fruitful of all.

When the ]n-eacher came to Lothian, Knox.cliarmiil
by his character and teaching, attached himself to

his person, bearing a 'two-handed sword' before

him. Tiiis precautionary defence w;i8 rendered
necessary by two attempts supposed to have been
instig.ated by Beaton against his life. His activity

and intluenee were too jtroniinent long to escaiie

notice. Cardinal Beaton had had his eye >ipon him
for some time, and while he rested at Ormiston,
after preaching a powerful sermon at Haddington,
he was made a prisoner by the Earl of Bothwell.

Beaton himself was in the neighbourhood with a
consideralile force, in case it should have licen

attemiited to rescue him. He was conveyed to ."^'t

Andrews, and immediately put upon his trial before

an ecclesiastical tribunal. Arran, the governor,

refused to give his countenance to the i)roceedings

;

but the Reforming preacher was nevertheless

condemned to be Ijurued at the stake ; and the
sentence was carried out before the castle or

c])iscopal residence at St Andrews ou the 1st of

March 1546.

W. is reported to have given utterance at the
stake to a prophecy of the death of the cardinal,

which took place about three months after his mar-
tyrdom. ' lint he who from yonder high jilace bc-

holdeth lis, with such pride shall, within a few ilays,

be in the same as ignominiously as now he is seen
prondly to rest himself,' are the words attributed to

him. This has ajipeared to some recent writers to

strengthen the susjiicion, otherwise suggested, of W.
having been accessory to the plot for assiissinating

the cardinal. The main gi-ound of this suspicion

is the discovery of a document in the State Paper
Otbee, bearing that * a Scotlshmaii called Wys-
shart,' a friend of the Laird of Brunstonc, was con-

cerned in this jilot. Mr Tytler confidently adopted
the view that this friend of the Laird of Brunstone
and the Ileformer were the same person, and it

cannot bo denied that there are reasons in favour
of this inference, not in the mere coincidence

of the name, perhaps, but in the fact of the asso-

ciation of the person bearing it with the Laird
of Brimstone, who was a familiar friend of AV. ; and
further, in the fact, that Kirkaldy of Grange and the
Master of Itothes, who are mentioned in the docu-
ment as conspiring either to ' apjirehend or slay the
cardin.al,' were afterwards re.ally the jieriietrators of

his murder. At the same time, it cannot be said

tliat there is decisive evidence to prove that the
' Wysshart ' of the state document was George W.,
the Ileformer and the martyr. The coincidences in

the case might be accidental, and the question will

probably remain among the questioned vexatte of

Scottish history.

WI'.SMAR, the second seaport of Mecklenburg-
Schwerin, at the head of a bay of the same name,
an inlet of the Baltic, 54 miles south-west of

Kostock by railway, 31 in a straight line. Its har-

bour, nearly land-locked by the island of Poel, is

the best on the Baltic coasts, and is furnished with
shiiibuUding docks. Its old fortifications have been
removed ; but many of its old liuildings, which are

exceedingly curious and pietnresque, remain. The
(iothie cluirch of St Mary (founded in 1339) is

300 feet long, and 200 feet broad, and has a tower
309 feet high. Commerce, the fisheries, tobacco
and sail-cloth manufactures, and agriculture are
the principal emjiloymcnts of the inhaliitants

;

there are also breweries and distilleries. W. is tlie

terminus of a branch of the Jlecklenburg Kailway,
and communication by steamers subsists between
it and Cojienhagen. In 1SG5, 717 vessels entered
and cleared the port. Pop. (lbG4) 13,133.
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WISSEMBOURG, a small fortified frontier

town of France, in the dep. cf Bas-Rhin, stands on

the Laiiter, 42 miles north-uorth-east of Strasbourg

by railway. It carries on a fiourishing trade, and
manufactures tiles, bricks, soap, hats, &,c. Besides

its fortress, a line of works, called the Lines of

AVissembourg, extend south-east to Lauterburg—

a

distance of nine miles. The cathedral, the only

remarkalile building, dates from the 13th century.

Pop. (ISOO) 5151.

WISTA'RIA, a genus of plants of the natural

order Ler/i(minosa\ sub-order Papilionaceir, having

pinnate leaves and flowers in terminal racemes, the

pod leathery. The species were formerly included

in the genus Ghicine. Some of them are amongst
the most magnificent ornament.al climbers known
in British gardens. W.J'rutescens, a native of Vir-

ginia, Illinois, and other parts of North America of

\\'istaria Chinensis.

similar climate, found cliiefly in niarsliy grounds,

attains the length of .'50 feet, and has beautiful

racemes of fragrant bluish ]nirple flowers. W.
Chinensis or consequana, a native of China, has

larger flowers in pendulous racemes, and its branches
run to the length even of 90 feet. In Britain,

these plants are generally trained ou walls.

WI'TCHCEAFT * is merely the form that the
belief in the ai-ts of magic assumed under the action

of certain notions introduced \>y Chri.'itiauity. Tlie

jiowers supposed to be possessed by the witches,

* Not a little light is thro^vn on the origin.il concep-
tion of witchcraft, and the magic arts in general, by
observing the primary meaning of the various terms
employed in connection with them. Tlie most strikmg
thing is tlie nmnbcr of tliose terms tliat come from
roots signifying simply io do, perform. From this

notion, the transition is easy to a variety of shades of

meaning, as is seen in Lat. /acinus, whicli radically

signifies a deed (from faccre, to do), but became
restricted to a bad deed, a crime. The Greek t^Zuv or

t^'/'.iv { = Kng. work), and the Lat. facfre, operari, were
used, without any addition, to signify to perform sacri-

fice or other sacred or magical rite. Accordingly, in

Low Lat., factura signified sorcery ; and in modern Ital.

fatinra =^ incantation, and fattacchicra = a sorceress

or witch. Lat. factum becomes in Span, hecho, and
means a crime ; while hcchiccro is a sorcerer, and
hcchiera, a witch. Tlie Portuguese /ciVifao, magic, is

also from Lat. factum ; and Sans, kratu, a sacrifice, is

from kri {= Lat. creare), to make.
Tlie Eng. ivitch is ricce in Ang.-Sax., which has also

viccian, to fascinate, and viccancrdft, tlie art of m.agic

;

the Low Ger. dialects liave .smiUar forms (e. g., Dutch
u-ikkerij = witchcraft) ; in High Ger. there are no cog-

nate names. These words, as is seen in the Dutch form,

and the rites and incantations by which they
acquired those powers, were substantially the same
as belonged to the devotees of the Greek Hecate

(q. v.), the Striga and Venetica of the ancient

Romans, and the Vala or Wise Woman of the

Teutonic pagans. But when, along with the know-
ledge of the one true God, the idea of a jmrely

wicked spirit, the enemy of God and man, was
introduced, it was natural that all supernatural

powers not proceeding dii'ectly from the true God,
shoidd be ascribed to liim. This gave an entirely

new aspect to such arts : they became associated

with heresy ; those who practised them must be in

compact with the devil, and have renounced God
and the true faith. Previously, if a witch was
punished, it was because slie had lieen guilty of

poisoning, or at least was believed to liave jioisoned

or wrought some other actual mischief. Now, how-
ever, such power was only the power to work evil

;

and merely to be a witch was in itself a sin and crime
that filled the jjious mind with horror. This feeling,

zealously fostered, first by the Catholic clergy, and
then no less by the Protestant, rose to a frenzy that

for foiu' centuries fiUed Europe with the most
shocking bloodshed and cruelty.

Almost all the various notions and practices

noticed under the heads Magic, Divination, I.v-

CANTATION, AUGUKIES, ChAEM, TALISMAN, OkDEAL,
Fetichism, Evil Eye, &c., are embodied more or
less prominently in the huge mass of superstitions

which formed the creed of wdtchcraft in its fuU
development. A reference, therefore, to those heads,
and to the kindi'ed subjects of Asteology and
ALCHEirY, saves the necessity of entering into

descriptive details cf what witchcraft was. What
was new and distinctive in the witchcraft of

Christendom was the theory of magical arts which
it involved. Tlie doctrine of the Devil (q. v.), as

finally elaborated in the middle ages, established in

the world a rival dominion to that of the Almighty.
The Arch-liend and his legions of subordinate
Demons (q. v.) exercised a sway, merely permitted,
no doubt, but still vast and indefinite, not only over
the elements of nature, but over the minds and
bodies of men—all except those who had been
admitted by baptism into the number of the
'redeemed' (see Atone:.ient), and continued to be
guarded by the faith and rites of the church. The
faithful could not be led into evil against their will,

nor essentially injured in jjerson ; but not even they
were altogether exempt from diabolic annoyance, for

the immunity does not seem to have extended to

have clearly no connection with u-itan (Ger. wissen), to
know, which is usually given as the root of the English
witch ; and the most probable etymology is that pro-
posed by J. Grimm, who derives them from tlie Gothic
reihan (O. H. Ger. wihan, modern Ger. ircihcn), which
signified to consecrate, but whicli he infers to have
meant prtmarilv to do, make, perform (see Dcntf:che
Miith., pp. :i6,"5S, 408; Deutsche Gramm. iii. ISl).

Willi, or uicltt, is evidently a denvative from tliis

root, and signified a thing made (Lat. factum), a creature,
a person, and, in some Teutonic dialects, a demon. A
vicca was thus a doer of sacred or magic rites (com-
pare the 'I'll do, I'll do, I'll do!' of Shakspeare's
witches). Wicked is a participle from the same root,

and signified prhnarily bewitched, accursed, hence
perverse. Wizard is probably a masculine form of

vicca,

Kearly corresponding to English witch were the Lat.
terms sae/a, a knowing or wise woman ; strix, stnf/a,

a kind of nocturnal bird, hence a witch ; vcncfica,
literally, a poison-maker, a concocter of drugs. The
Ger. hexe. Old Dutch hagetissc, Ang.-.Sax. haytessc, or
hiigcsse (from wliich Eng. hag), appear to come from
hag, cognate with Lat. sagus. In O. Korsc, hagr
signifies dexterous, cmining.
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their belongings. As .1 strictly logical consequence

of this assumed constitution of things, it followed,

that tliose mortals who had the gifts of producing

supernatural eflects of any kiiul (and that such gifts

had been possessed by individuals in all ages and

countries, was not for a moment questioned), must

derive their power from the Prince of Darlcness and

be acting as his agents—ahv.ays excepting, of coui-se,

those miraculous powers which the church herself

claimed to exercise in the name of Heaven. More-

over, as the universally coveted powers of fortune-

telling, and of controlling the elements for your own
benetit or the hurt of your enemies, coidd not be

supposed to be bestowed by a being of the devil's

char.-icter except as a quid pro (/uo, and as the object

dearest to the deal's heart—the very aim and end,

in fact, of his struggle with the kingdom of light

—

was t') win bade as many as possible of the souls

that had been redeemed from his dominion by the

death of Christ ; it was n.atural to conclude that the

price he would demand for his gifts -n-ould be

a renunciation of Christianity and entrance into

his service. Hence it came to be the established

belief, that in order to acquire the powers of witch-

craft, the person must formally sell his or her soul

to the devil. The idea of a covenant with the Arch-

enemy was not involved in tlie early and heathen

conception of magic. Originally, magic was identical

with the lowest form of religion, that is, Fetichism

(q. v.). It was grounded on the idea that certain

natur.al objects and certain rites and observances

had, in thamselves, a mysterious power of producing

wonderful effects ; and the art of the magician con-

sisted in the knowledge of these mysterious i)Owcrs,

and in the skill to combine and direct them to

special purjioses. The efi'ects were not conceived as

being ]>roduced by the interference of any conscious

being—go<l i>r devil. On the contrary, a human
beiug could, tlirough magical means, acquire control

over" supernatural beings. The Hindus can-y this

notion so far, that they represent some of their

6.agC3 as practising austerities and performing sacri-

fices an(l other rites, until they can control the

gods themselves, and even threaten their destruction

along witli that of the universe (see Visw.i.MiTUA).

The hit'lier kind of Kurojiean magic in the middle

ages wSi mixed up with wliat physical science there

then was ; and the most noted men of the time

were addicted to the pursuit, or were at least

reputed to be so. So far from deriving their power

from the kingdom of darkness, the scientific magi-

cian, by the mere force of his art, could compel the

occasion,al services of the Arcli-ficnd him.self, and

make inferior demons the involimtary slaves of liis

will. A belief, however, hail early existed that

indi\-iduals in desperate circiunstances had been

tempted to purchase, at the price of their souls, tlie

help of the devil to extricate them from their diffi-

culties (see TuEOPHlLUS) ; and hence a suspicion

began to grow that many m.agieians, instead of

seeking to acquire their power by the laborious

studies of the regiUar art, had acquii-ed it in this

illegitimate way. At last, as the system of dualism

above mentioned became more perfect, the art of

magic was wholly diaboliscd, and a compact with

the Evil One was thought to be the solo charter of

supernatural power. See Fau.st. This transforma-

tion took place earlier and more completely (about

the 13th c.) in reg.ard to those lower forms of the

m.agical art which constitute witchcraft proper, and

which have from ancient times been considered the

Bpeei.al province of women. The chief cause of the

prominent part assigned to the female sex in this

matter is noticed in the article Maoic. In addition,

it may be observed, that their more excitable tem-

perament renders them peculiarly liable to those

2H

Ecstasies (q. v.) which have been associated with

the gift of divin.ation from the priestess of the

ancient heathen oracle down to the mediimi of

moilern spiritualism. Further, when witchcraft

came to be prosecuted as heresy, the jjart assigned

to woman in the Scripture account of the Fall led

to her being locked upon as specially suited to be
the tool of the devil. Founded on this circumstance,

a constant element of the creed of witchcraft came
to be the belief in a carnal intercourse between
witches and evil spirits. The devil was supposed to

tempt them in the sha])c of a wooer, and the unholy
compact was consummated in carnal f.oshion.

The bargain w;is usually in writing, signed with
the witch's own blood. She was reliaptised, receiv-

ing a new name, and had to trample on the cross

and renounce God and Christ (among Kom.an
Catholics, also the Virgin JIary) in forms parody-

ing the renunciation of the devU in the formula of

Christian baptism. A mark was impressed on some
part of her body ; this marlc remained for ever after

insensible, and was one of the means of discovery

employed by the witchfimlers. The powers con-

ferred by Satan on these covenanted servants of

his, were essentially the same as had alw.iy3 been

attributed to sorcerers ; the mode of exercising

tliem w;»s also the same, namely, by charms, incan-

tations, concoctions, &c. The only change was in

the theory. Tliese mystic rites, instead of produc-

ing their clTocts by an inherent virtue, wore merely

symbols by which the witcli conveyed her behests to

the deWl and his ministers, who obeyed them accord-

ing to the compact. Anotlier difference to he noted

is, that the power was exclusively directed to work
e\-il—to raise storms, blast crops, render men and
beasts barren, inflict racking pain on an enemy, or

make him pine away in sickness (which w.as usually

done by makmg an image of wax, and stickmg it

full of jiius, or setting it to melt away before the

fire). If a witch attempted to do good, the devil

was enraged, and chastised her. A remarkable cir-

ctunstanee is, th.at witches seem to have been power-

less to serve their own interests, for they remained
poor and miserable.

A prominent point in witchcraft w.as the belief in

stated meetings of -witches and deWls by night,

called Witches' Sabbaths. First anointing her feet

aud shoulders with a s.alve made of the fat of

murdered and unbaptised children, the witch

mounted a broomstick, distaff, rake, or the like,

and, making her exit by the chimney, rode through

the air to the place of rendesrvous. if her own par-

ticular demon-lover came to fetch her, he sat on the

staff before, and she beliind him ; or he came in the

shape of a goat, and carried her off on his back. At
the place of assembly, the arch-devil, in tlie shape

of a large goat, with a black human countenance,

sat on a high chair, and the witches and demons
paid homage by kneeling to him, and kissing his

posteriors. The feast was lighted up with torches,

all kindled at a light burning between the horns

of the great goat. Among the viands there was
no bread or salt; and they drank out of o-x-hoofs

and horses' skiUls ; but the meal neither satisfied

the appetite nor nourished. After eating aud drink-

ing, they danced to music played on a bagi)ipe with

a horse's head for the b.ag, and a cat's tail for a

chanter. In dancing, they turned their backs to-

wards one another. In the intervals, they narrated

to one another what mischief they had done, and
jilanned more. The revel concluded with obscene

debauchery ; after which, the great go,at burned him-

self to ashes, which ivere divided among the witches,

to raise storms with. They returned as they came

;

and the husband was kept from being aware of the

wife's absence by a stick being hud in the bed,
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which he mistook for her. The places of meeting
were always such as had feelings of solemnity and
awe attached to them, derived from tradition or

otherwise ; the more noted are known to have been
places of sacrifice in heathen times (see Wal-
purga).
The prosecutions for witchcraft form one of the

most deplorable episodes in human history. They
shew more strikingly than anything else has ever

done, on the one hand, what relentless cruelty

human nature is capable of under the iulluence of a
fanatical delusion ; and on the other, how little

rehance is to be placed on the concurrence of any
number of mtnesses when any extensive excitement
prevails on a subject involving the sentiment of

wonder. Multitudes will be found testifying, and
testifying honestly, to alleged facts which fall in

with the prevailing belief, but have no better

foundation than their own heated imaginations.

In the early laws of Home, the Twelve Tables,

there were penal enactments against him who
slioidd bewitch the fruits of the earth, or conjure

away his neighbour's corn into his own field. A
century and a half later, 170 Koman ladies were
convicted of poisoning under the pretence of charms
and incantations ; which led to additional laws
against such practices. But in all this, the penalties

were directed against those who had done, or were
believed to have done, positive injury to another

;

and this is probably the meaning of the Mosaic law
against witchcraft. At all events, in the heathen
world, the mere possessing, or being believed to

possess, supernatural powers was not in itself a
crime. It was feared, no doubt, as being liable to

be turned to malicious purposes ; but on the whole,

magic was looked upon as a beneficial art, being, in

fact, the only form of the healing art known, and iu

part also the religion of domestic life. This view of

the subject continued to prevail for many centuries

after the reception of Christianity. Constantine, in

the 4th c, while ordaining capital punishment for

those who practised noxious charms against the life

or health of others, is careful to protect from pro-

secution all magical means used for good—such as

warding off hailstorms and excessive rains (Codex
Justin, lib. ix. tit. IS) ; and the distinction between
blacb and ickite magic was long kept up. It was
through the prosecutions directed against heresy,
which were systematically organised in the 11th c.

(see Inquisition), that the magic arts came gradually
to be all dyed black alike. Along with errors in

doctrine, the heretics were almost always accused
of magical practices, and their secret meetings were
represented as a kind of devil-worship, attended
with all kinds of abominations. Thus sorcery and
heresy became sjmonymous ; and to the dread of

supernatural power was added the feeling of pious
liorror. \\niite magic, no less than black, was now
looked upon as the work of Satan ; and the counter-

charms against the maHce of him and his agents
were to be sought only in the rites of the church
as ministered by the accredited servants of Heaven.
The belief in this ecclesiastical white magic was as

zealously cidtivated by the Protestant clergy as by
the lloman Catholic.

Fostered chieliy by the proceedings against heresy,

the popular dread of witchcraft had been on the
increase for several centuries ; and numerous execu-

tions had taken place in various parts of Euro]ie.

At last. Innocent VIII., by his celebrated bull,

Summis Desiderantes, issued in 1-lS-t, gave the full

sanction of the church to the prevalent notions

regarding sorcery, and charged the inquisitors and
others to discover and put to death all practisers of

these diabolical arts. Two special inquisitors, ap-

pointed for Germany (to which coimtry the bidl

was specially directed), Heinrich Institor and Jacob
Sprenger, with the aid of a clergyman of Constance,
Johannes Gremper, drew up the famous Malleus
Malejicarum, or Hammer for Witches ; in which the
whole doctrine of witchcraft was systematised, a
regular form of trial laid down, and a course of

examination appointed by which inquisitors every-
where might best discover the guUty. From this

we may date the beginning of the witch-mania
proper. The edict of 14S4 was subsequently en-
forced by a buU of Alexander VI. in 1494, of Leo
X. in 1521, and of Adrian VI. in 1522—each adding
strength to its predecessor, and the whole serving
to increase the agitation of the puMic mind upon
the subject. The results were dieadful. A panic
fear of witchcraft took possession of society ; every
one was at the mercy of his neighbour. If any one
felt an imaccountable illness, or a peculiar pain in
any part of his body, or suffered any misfortune in
his famdy or affairs ; or if a storm arose, and com-
mitted any damage by sea or land; or if any cattle
died suddenly, or, in short, if any event, circimi-
stance, or thing occurred out of the ordinary routine
of daily experience—the cause of it was witchcraft.
To be accused, was to be doomed ; for it rarely
happened that proof was wanting, or that condem-
nation was not followed by execution. Armed mth
the Malleus Malejicarum, the judge had no difficulty

in finding reasons for sending the most innocent to
the stake. If the accused did not at once confess,

they were ordered to be shaved and closely examined
for the discovery of devil's marks, and if any
strange mark was discovered, there remained no
longer any doubt of the party's guilt. Failing this

kind of evidence, torture was applied, and this
seldom failed to extort the desired confession from
the unhappy victim. A large proportion of the
accused witches, in order to avoid these prehminary
horrors, confessed the crime in any terms which
were dictated to them, and were forthwith led to

execution. Other witches seemed to confess volun-
tarily, being probably either insane persons, or
feeble-minded beings, whose reason had been dis-

torted by brooding over the popular witchcraft code.

In Germany, the prosecutions were carried to a
frightful extent. In the small bishopric of Bam-
berg, 600 fell victims to the delusion in the course
of about four yeai-s ; and in AVurzburg, which is

not much larger, 900. In the small district of
Lindheim, a twentieth part of the population were
sacrificed in the same space of time. Similar
accounts are on record regarding the other couutries
of Eiu-ope. In Geneva, in three months (1515

—

151G), 500 persons were burned. In the district of
Como, 1000 were burned in one year (1524), and
100 per annum for several j'ears afterwards. In
France, about the year 1520, fires for the execution
of witches blazed in every town ; and throughout
the century, the provincial parliaments were inces-

santly occupied with witch-trials and enactments
against them, especially against that form of the
superstition known as Lycanthropy (q. v. ; see also
Weee-wolf).

In England and Scotland, the witch-mania was
somewhat later iu setting in than on the continent

;

but when it cUd so, it was little if at all less wuleut
—the Reformation notwithstanding. Tlie statute
of Elizabeth, in 1562, first made witchcraft in itself

a crime of the first magnitude, whether directed to
the injur}' of others or not; and the act of James VI.,
in the first year of his reign in England, defines the
crime still more minutely :

' Any one that shall
use, practise, or exercise any invocation of any e\al
or wicked spirit, or consult or covenant with, enter-
tain or employ, feed or reward any evil or wicked
spirit, to or /or any purpose ; or take up any dead

ifo5
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man, &c. ; such offemlerg, duly and lawfully convicted

and attainted, sli.ill suH'cr death.' Many years had
not cl.ipsed after the p.assing i)f the st.atutc, ere the

delusion, which liad heretofore comniitted but occa-

sicnial local mischief, became an epidemical frenzy,

dev.astatinf! every corner of Knghand. The poor

creatures who iisually fell victims are thus de-

sc!-ilicd by an able observer: * An old woman witli

a wrinkled face, a furred brow, a hairy lip, a goMjer

tooth, a squint eye, a squeaking voice, or a scolding

tongue, having a raggoil coat on her back, a spindle

in iicr hand, and a dog by her side—a wretched,

inlirm, and imjiotent creature, jielted and persecuted

by .oil the nciglibourhood because the farmer's cart

had stuck in the gateway, or some idle boy had
jiretendi'd to spit needles and pins for the sake of

a holiday from school or work '—such were the poor

unfortunates selected to undergo the last tests and
tortures sanctioned by the laws, and which tests

were of a nature so severe that no one would have
dreamed of inllicting them on the vilest of murdcrei's.

They were administered by a class of wretches,

who, with one Matthew Hopkins at their head,

sjiruug up in England in the middle of the 17th c.,

and took the ])rofessional name of wUch-JiiulT^.

The jiractices of the monster Hopkins, who, with
his assistants, moved from ))lace to place in the

regular and authorised pursuit of his trade, will

give a full idea of tlie tests referred to, as well as

of the horrilile fruits of the witchcraft frenzy i)i

general. From each town wliich he visited, Hopkins
exacted the stated fee of 20a, and in consideration

thereof, he cleared the locality of .all suspected

persons, bringing them to confession and the stake

in tlie following manner : He strii)pe<l them nakeil,

shaved them, and tlirust pins into their bodies to

discover the witch's mark ; he wrajiped them in

sheets, with the great toes and thumbs tied together,

and dragged them through ponds or rivei-s, when,
if they sank, it w;is held .as a sign that tlie bap-

tismal element did not reject them, and they were
cleared ; but if they lloatcd—.as they usually would
do for a time—they were then set down ;i3 guilty,

anil doomed. He kept them fasting and awake,
and sometimes incessantly walking, for 24 or 4S
hours, as an inducement to confession ; and, in

short, practised on the accused such abominable
cruelties, that they were glad to cscajio from life by
confession. If a witch could not shed tears at

command, said the further items of this wretch's

creed, or if she hesitated at a single word in rejieat-

ing the Lord's I'r.aycr, she was in league with the

Evil One. After he had murdered hundreds, and
jnusued his trade for many years—from 1014 down-
warils—tlie tide of jjopular opinion finally turned

against Hojikins, and he was subjected, by a party

oi indignant experimenters, to his own favourite

test of swimming. It is said that he escaped with

life, but from that time forth he was never heard of

again.

The era of the Long Parliament was th.at, per-

haps, which witnessed the greatest number of

executions for witchcraft. Three thousand 2)ersoiis

are said to have perished during the continuance of

the sittings of that body, by legal executions, inde-

pendently of summary deaths at the hands of the

mob. Witch-e.\ecutions, however, were continued

with nearly equ.al frequency long afterwards. One
noted case occurred in 1004, when the enlightened

aud just Sir Matthew Hale tried and condemned
two women. Amy Dunny and Hose (.'allender, at

Bury St Edmunds, for bewitching children. It is

stated that the opinion of the learned Sir Thomas
Urowne, who was accidentally ])resent, had great

weight against the prisoners. He deel.ired his be-

lief th.at the children were truly bewitched, aud

supported the possibility of such possessions by
long and learned arguments, theological and meta-
physical. Yet Sir Alatthew Hale was one of the
wisest and best men of his time, and Sir Thomas
Browne had written an able work in exposition of

Popular Fallacies! Chief-justices North and Holt
were the first individuals occupying high places who
had at once the good sense and the courage to set

their faces against the continuance of this delusion,

and to expose the general absuidity of such charges

(1004). Summary executions, however, continued
for Some years to be still common, in consequenco
of confessions extracted after the Hopkins f^ishion.

In 1710, a Mrs Hicks and her daughter, .aged nine.

Were hanged at Huntingdon for selling their souls

to the devil, and raising .a storm by pulling olf

their stockings and making a lather of soap ! With
this crowning atrocity, the catalogue of murders in

England closes.

1 n Scotland, witchcraft as a crime per se was first

made legally punishable by an act passed in the
reign of Mary (1503). On coming to execute tho
functions of majesty, James A'l. made numerous
oliieial investigations into alleged cases of witch-
craft, and derived a pleasure in questioning old
women respecting their dealings with S.atan. In
1591), James, it is well known, made a voy,age to

Denmark to bring home his .apjiointed bride, the
Princess Anne. Soon after his arrival, a tremendous
witch-consjiiracy against the happy conclusion of

his homeward voyage was discovered, in which the
principal agents apjieared to be persons considerably

above the vulgar. The king had all the accused
brought before himself for examination, aud even
sujierintended the tortures applied to them to

iuilucc confession. One of them, Mrs Agnes Samp-
son, declared that one great object with Satan and
his agents w.as to destroy the king ; th.at they h.ad

held a great witch-convention at North Berwick
for no other end ; and that they had endeavoured
to eliV'ct their aim on many occasions, and parti-

cularly by raising a storm at se.a when James came
across from Denmark. The witches demanded of

the devil why he bore such hatred to the king,
who answered that the king was the ^Teatest enemy
he h.ad in the world. On this occasion, .30 persons
were executed on the Castle-hill of Edinburgh.
These proceedings, no doubt, gave occasion to the
famous work on Demonology which James VI. pub-
lished shortly after. The removal of James to
England moderated but did not altogether stop the
prosecutions. As the spirit of Puritanism gained
strength, however, they again increased. The
General Assembly w.as the body in fault on this

occasion, aud from this time forward, the clergy

were the great witch-finders in Scotland. The
Assembly passed condemnatory acts (1G40, 1G4.'{,

1044, 1045, 1049), and with every successive act the
cases and convictions increased with even a deeper
degree of attendant horrors than at any previous

time. At a single circuit held at Glasgow, Stirling,

and Ayr in 1059, 17 i)ersons were convicted and
burned for this crime. The ]iopular frenzy seems
to have e.'diausted itself by its own virulence in 1001

— lOO'J. After this period, the dying embers of

the delusion only burst out on occasions here and
there into a momentary flame. The last regular

execution for the crime is said to have taken place

at Dornoch in 1722, when an (dd woman was con-

demned by David Koss, sherift' of Caithness. The
number of victims in Scotland from first to last has
been estimated at upwards of 4000.

In the British colonies of New England, the

witchcraft mania raged with peculiar intensity. As
in Scotland and elsewhere, the clergy were the

prime movers. Two clergymen have obtained a
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special and unenviable notorietj' for the i)art they

acted in this matter. The one was the Kev. Cotton

Mather (q. v.), a man ivho was considered a prodigy

of learning and piety, bnt whose writings and pro-

ceedings in regard to the trial and execution of

witches, of which he was the chief instigator, shew
a degree of fanaticism, credulity, and blind cruelty

that is almost incredible. The other, a Samuel
Parris, minister of Salem, made use of the jjopular

feeling to gratify his own spite at individuals. At
last, iu the 'Salem tragedy,' as it is called, in 1692,

the executions, toi-tui-ings, aud imiirisonments rose

to such a height as to lie no longer endurable, a

complete re\'\Usion of public fe-ling took place, and
the delusion was broken. For details of iS'ew

England witch-trials, we must refer to No. 26 of

Chambers's Eeposilory of Tracts.

Dr Sprenger, in his Life of Mohammed, computes
the entire number of persons who have been burned
as witches during the Christian epoch at nine

millions.

Throughout the middle ages, it is doubtfid if one
person could have been found who doubted the

reality of witchcraft ; and it was not tiU the middle

of the loth c. that any one had courage to raise his

voice against the enormities which the delusion was
occasioning. The first, probably, to do so was a
physician of the name of J. Weier {De Pra'stigiis

DiEmoniDii, &c.), in Germany, in 15G3. He was
followed in 1584 by Reginald Scot (q. v.), ' a solid

and learned person, beyond almost all the English of

that age ' (Hallam), who demonstrated the absui'dity

and impossibility of the ])revalent notions. The
delusion, hoAvever, was still in the ascendant, and
found multitudes of defenders, who branded the

sceptics as ' Sadducees.' The most prominent of these

champions was James \J. of Scotland, who, through
his treatise on Demonology (1597). and his activity

in the inquisition of cases, is entitled to rank with
Pope Innocent and the inquisitor Sprenger, as at

the same time a chief enemy and chief encourager
of witchcraft. At last the world began to awaken
from the horrid nightmare ; the feelings of the

hvmiaue began to be shocked by the continued
butchery, and the more intelligent to question, if

not the existence of witchcraft, at least the evi-

dence on which the accused were for the most
part condemned. Advocates took courage to defend
a reputed witch, and judges, like !North and Holt
in England, to throw cold water on the proceed-

ings; aud the frenzy gradually subsided all over
Europe. Indi\-idnal cases occurred later on the
continent than in Britain. A man was executed
at Wurzburg in 1749 on a charge of sorcery; and a
witch was burned at Glarus, iu Switzerland, in 17S2.

Perhaps the latest instance of a judicial execution

for witchcraft occuiTed in 179.S, in the grand duchy
of Posen. The laws against witchcraft were f*prmal!y

repealed in England in 1736, in Austria not till 1766.

The cessation of judicial iiroceedings, however, did

not all at once put an end to popular outrages on
supposed witches. In 1751, an aged female paujier

and her husband were killed by a mob near Tring,

in Staffordshire ; and for the murder, one of the

perpetrators was tried and executed. jS'ot longer

ago than 1SG3, a reputed wizard was drowned in

a pond at the village of Hedingham, iu Essex ; and
it w;v3 considered worthy of notice that nearly all

the sixty or seventy persons concerned in the out-

rage were of the small-tradesmen class, none of the

agricidtural labourers being mixed up in the affair.

Besides such violent outbreaks, strikuig revelations

are frequently made in the course of judicial pro-

ceedings, how dee])-seated and general the dread of

witches continues to be throughout the more ignor-

ant strata of Eiu-opean society, especially iu rural

places ; and, concurrent with this, the faith in the

skill of certain ' wise men ' and ' wi.se women' (white

witches) to coimteract their malicious practices. As
recently as ilarch 1867, a man calling himself Dr
Harris (S. Wales) was committed for trial at the

next Radnorshire Assizes, for duping various persons,

by persuading them that their ailments were caused

by their being 'witched,' and pretending to cure

them by giving them written chamis to wear. From
one man he had extorted £4, fi-om another £G, and
so on.

The belief in magic or sorcery, in fact, contmues
to be the most energetic belief of the ignorant and
degraded all over the world, no matter what their

nominal religion is. To the mass of the adherents of

Buddhism in Central Asia, the lama or priest is

merely a wizard who knows how to ]irotect them
from the malignity of e\Tl spirits ; and, accortling to

Livingstone and other travellers, trials and execu-

tions for witchcraft are at this day common through-

out Africa, as they were iu Europe in the 17th c, and
under forms ludicrously similar. See Ordeal,
Magic.
Of the numerous books written about witchcraft,

we note the following : Sadducismiis Triumpha-
tns, Saddncisin Vanquished, or. Considerations about

Witrhcraft, a work vindicating the belief iu >ritch-

craft, by Dr Joseph Glanril, Chaplain-in-ordin-

ary to Charles II., who was one of the first

Fellows of the Royal Society, and WTote a meri-

torious treatise shewing the value of scepticism

in science. R. Baxter (q. v.), in his Certaintij of the

World of Spirit-i, upholds the same side. Balthazar
Bckker, a Reformed Dutch clergyman, was the first,

at the end of the 17th c, to attack the very founda-

tion of the superstition—namely, the belief in the

AexiX himself, or, at all events, iu the possibility of

his interference in the affairs of this world. A suc-

cessor of Glan\Tl, D. F. Hutchinson, chaplain to

George I., iu his Hixtoiical Essay concerninrj Witch-

craft (17JS), writes from the sceptical point of view.

Sir W. Scott, Letters on Demonolor/y and Wiich-

craft, entertaining but superficial. Brand's Popular
Antiquities of Great Britain, edited by Sir H.
Ellis (1855), gives a collection of witch-beliefs put
tojether without much connection or method. H.
Williams's Superstitions of Witchcraft (1865) takes a
wide historical xie-w of the subject, and evinces ex-

tensive reading : although loosely pnt together, and
a good deal spoiled by the ambition of fine writing

aud the display now aud then of narrow Protestant

feeling, it is on the whole one of the best books on
the subject in English. C. Mackay gives a good
digest of it in brief space in a section ot his work on
Extraordinary Popular Delusions (1841). Thomas
Wright, Kan-atives of Sorcery and Magic, 2 vols.

(1852), contains a large collection of the most inter-

esting stories of individual cases. Soldan, Gescliichte

der Hexenpirocesse (History of Witch-trials), (Stnt.

1843). Garinet, Hlitoire de la Maqie en France,
Ennemoser, Geschichle der Maqic,2ilt:d. (Leip. 1844);
translated by W. Howitt (Loud. 1854). L. F.
Alfred Maury, La Mayie et V Astrulorjie dans VAnti-
(juite el au Moyen Aije (Loud. 186U), attempts to

give a philosophy or theory of all superstitious

beliefs. J. Grimm, Deutsche Mytholoqie, with his

wonted sagacity and prodigality of learning, traces

the several elements of the witch-creed to their

roots in the beliefs of pagan times.

WITCH-HAZEL (//amtimfii^FirflriHicn), a North
American slirub of the natural order Hamameli-
dacece. This order contains only a very small
number of species, much dift'used over the world,
but none of them European ; shrubs or small trees,

with alternate, stipulate, feather-veined leaves,

and small axillary unisexual flowers. The W. is

2Z7
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often not more than G or 8 foot in heiglit, iliviiling

at the base into several cylimlrical grayish branelies.

Sometimes it attains a height of 20 or 30 feet. The
leaves are about four inches long, and two or three

broail. Tlie llowers are clustered, yellow and
showy, with long linear petals. They aj^ioar in

winter, or at the season when other trees and shrubs

are parting with their leaves. The English name is

derived from the sui)|)0sed virtues of a forked twig

as a divining-rod. The bark is nuieh esteemed as a
sedative and discutient.

•WITENA-GEMO'T (A.-S. witcria, genitive plu.

of wita, a wise man, from wUaii, to know, amX;i<:iiiut,

assembly, from melan, to meet), the great national

council of England in Anglo-Sa.xon times, by which
the king was guided in all his main acts of govom-
inent. Each kingdom had its own Witena-gemot
before the union of the Ilcjjtarchy in S27, after

which there was a general one for the whole country.

It was composed of the chief ecclesiastics, the

ealdormeu (see Axglo-Saxoxs) of shires, and some
of the chief pro])rietors of land. It would rather

appear, though the matter is not quite free from
doubt, that the lesser thanes, who formed part of the

scir-r/emol, or next inferior court, were not entitled

to form part of the general council. In the year

934, there were present at one of these assemblies

King Athelstane, four Welsh princes, two arch-

bishops, seventeen bishops, four abbots, twelve
dukes, and lifty-two thanes.

The powers of the Witena-gemot seem to have
been very c-Ktensivo. The kuig's title, liowever

hereditarily unexceptionable, was not considered

complete without its recognition, and it jjosscssed

the power of deposing him. It could make new
laws and treaties ; and along with the king it

appointed prelates, rejjulated military and ecclesi-

astical affairs, and levied taxes. Without its con-

sent, the king had no power to raise forces by sea

or land. It was also the supreme court of justice,

civil and criminal. The Witena-gemot was abolished

by William the Conqueror, and its powers were
only in part transmitted to parliament.— .See Hallam's
MidiUe A'les, c. S ; Sir I'\ i'algrave's lihe and Pro-
gress of the Engl'ixh Commonwealth ; and Kemble's
iSaxons in England.

WITHER, George, was bom on the Ilth June
1.5S8, at Bcntforth, an cst.ate in Ilamjishirc of

which his father was proprietor, and which in due
course fell to the son. Jle was educated at the

grammar-school of Colemorc, and afterward at

Magdalen College, Oxford, which he entered in

1GU4. He remained there several years, and after

passing some time at home, he went to London, and
entered himself at Lincoln's Inn. His bent was,

however, rather to literature than law ; and he
shortly became known in certain circles as a writer

of clever verses. In 1613, he came before the

public in a vohune of satire, the title of which.
Abuses Stripi and WhijU, in some sort defines its

contents. Certain things in the book were con-

sidered offensive by the authorities, and ho was
sent to tlie JIarsh.alsea prison, and kept there for

some months. During his imjirisonment were com-
posed his Satire to the Kings and his Shepherds'

Htmting. In 1622, appeared a collection of his

poems under the title Mistress of Philarete, and in

1G35, his Emblems, Ancient and Modern. Though
he had very much identified himself with the
party of the Puritans, among whom his \VTitings

were most popular, on the breaking out of civil

disturbance, he served as a captain of cavalry in

the ill-judged and abortive exj>edition of Charles I.

against the Scotch Covenanters in 1G39. ^Vhen a
little later, however, the general discontent deter-

23S

mined itself into the grand struggle between the
king and the English parliament, ho promptly
sided with the latter, and raised a troop of horse for

its service by the s.xle of his estate. In the army
of the parliament lie attained the rank of major; but
of his special services not much is known. On one
occasion he was taken prisonei-, and is said to have
owed his life to a joke of Donham's, who besought
the royalists to sjiare his life, on the ground that so
long as W. lived, he (Donham) was not the worst
poet in England. On the final triumph of the
side with which he had ranged himself, it appears
that opportunities were afforded him of feather-

ing his nest rather comfortably by the spoil of

the defeated Jiarty. With the Restoration natur-
ally a reverse came ; and as the reputed author of a
pamphlet entitled Vox Vidgi, of a so-called seditious

tendenc}', he was committed to the Tower, and an
imjicachment of him having been ordered, his life

for a time seemed to be in some danjjer. The im-
peachment was not, however, proceeded with, and
sooner or later—the date seems somewhat uncertain

—he obtaiiu'd Ills liberty. He died in London on
2d M.ay I0G7.

W. was an excessively voluminous writer. Up-
wards of 100 separate jmblications of his have been
noted by modern bibliographers (see 1st and 2d
vols, of Park's British Bibtiograj'her), yet, after

his death, his poetry fell into oblivion, or, so

far as remembered, was regarded witli such con-

tempt th.at we find him introduced by Pope in

the Dnneiad, as ' wretched Withers.' A later time
has, however, revised this decision ; the grace,

sweetness, fancy, and charm of natural simplicity

which distinguish not little of his verso have
since been sufhciently recognised ; and a modest
niche in the temple has been accorded him, from
which he cannot now be degraded. The men to

whom the resuscitation of his fame is chiefly owing
are Southey, Lamb, and Sir Egerton Brydges. In
his Shepherds' Hunting, in ji-articular, passages occur
of such rare and finished beauty, that no collection

of the choicest things in English poetry could bo
held to be complete which should omit them. His
Hymns and Songs of tlie Church were edited, with
an introduction, by Mr Ed. Farr in 1S56. By far

the best and most complete account of W.'s life and
writings is to be found in Wilmott's Lives of the

Sacred Poets (Lend. 183-1).

WITNESS, a ]ierson summoned, or capable of

being summoned, by a court of law, or some officer

authorised to take e^^dcuce relating to a judicial or

other proceeding. All jicrsons are liable to be
witnesses, either volimtarily or involuntarily, and it

is a duty which every citizen owes to his fellow-

citizens, to be available whenever his testimony is

deemed desirable. It is a compulsory duty, and the
presence of any person can be enforced, both in civil

and criminal cases. In England, the usual mode of

summoning a witness in a court of law, is by serving
him with a subpcena, i. e., a formal writ proceeding
in the Queen's name, reciting that a certain action
is pending in a court named, and a trial is to take
l>lace, and commanding the witness to lay aside all

and singular business and excuses, and appear at the
time and place before the court mentioned, under
a penalty (sub pcencX) of £100. This is called a
subpcena ad lestijicandmn. The corresponding term
in Scotch law is Diligence (q. v.). If the witness is

required to jiroduce a document in his possession,

it is called a subpa-na duces tecum, and he is told in

the writ to bring the document. If a witness do
not attend at the time and place mentioned, he is

liable to be punished, either by attachment, i. e.,

summary imprisonment for contempt, or by an action
for damages at the suit of the party siunmoning
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liim. The subpcena, or notice to attend, must be
served a reasonable time before the witness is

wanted, and it is generally necessary to give a day's
notice beforehand. During a ^-itness's attendance
on this public Anty, he is privileged from arrest

:

thus, he cannot be taken into custody for debt
while he is going to, remaining at, or returning from
the court. Moreover, he is entitled, before he go to

the court, to have his reasonable travelling expenses
paid to him, and a sum for subsistence wliile he
remaius in attendance. He is also entitled to a
reasonable allowance for his lost time while attend-
ing a ci\Tl trial, and courts of law allow 5s. per day
to a laliourer or jourueymau, 7s. Crf. to a master-
tradesman, and £1, Is. to £3, 3?. to professional men;
to females, according to their station in life. A
witness may, in a civil case, but not in a criminal
case, refuse to give evidence until his expenses are
paid. A witness, before examination, is required to

take an o.ath, which may be in any form which he
cousidera most binding on his conscience ; but he
nuist at least believe in a God and a future state

of rewards and punishments. When a witness is

examined, he is generally asked specific questions,

first, by the party calling him, and during this

examination in chief, the rule is that he is not to
be asked leading questions, i. e., questions which
suggest the answer that is required. The opposite
jiarty is then allowed to cross-examine the witness,
and in doing so, may ask leading questions, or test

in every way the truth of the witness's statement.
After this, the (vitness is re-examined. There is a
technical rule that the party calling a witness is not
allowed to impeach his credit, or ask anything
having that effect. There are certain questions
wliich a witness may refuse to answer. Such are
questions the answer to which might render the
witness liable to a criminal charge or penalty

;

but he cannot refuse if the effect would merely be
to render him liable to a civil action, or merely to

degrade him. If a witness live in a foreign country,
he cannot be compelled to come to this country by
any subpcena, and therefore the only way of getting
his evidence is to send a commission to some person

^ in the foreign country to take the examination there.

Where, however, a witness residing in Scotland is

required for a trial in England, and vice versa, he
may now be compelled by subpiraa to attend in the
same way as if he had resided in England or Scotland
respectively. If the witness is aged or iutirm, so
that his attendance at the trial woidd be dangerous
to him, he may be examined by a commissioner or
examiner before trial. In England, when a witness
is sworn, a New Testament is put in his hand, and
after the officer of coiu't repeats the form, he kisses
the book. The form is :

' The evidence you shall

give to the court and jury, touching the matter in

question, shall be the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth.' When the witness i.-i a Jew
or foreigner, the form varies. In Scotland, tlie

witness, when sworn, stands, holding up his riglit

liand, while the judge of the court repeats this form :

' I swear by Almighty God, as I shall answer to

God at the great day of judgment, that I shall tell

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, in so far as I know or shall be asked.'

WI'TNEY, a small m.arket and manufacturing
towu of Oxfordshire, in a dreary district on the
Wintlrush, 10 miles west-north-west of Oxford. It

is a neat and well-built town, consisting principally
of two streets. There is a spacious cruciform church,
a blanket-hall (built 1721), a town-hall, and cross

(1GS3). It is celebrated for its blankets, which are
distinguished for their peculiar whiteness, com-
municated, it is said, by the sulphureous qualities

of the waters of the Wiudrush, used in their manu-

facture. This branch of industry has, however,
somewhat declined, from the introduction of ma-
chinery for blanket-making in other towns. Gloves,
malt, pilot-cloths, and felting for paper are also

manufactured. The Saxon form of the name is

Witanci/e, and means, ' the island of the Wise Men,'
or 'the island of the parliament.' W. is con-
nected by a branch with the Great Western Rail-

way. Pop. (1S61) 34oS.

"WITTEKIND, a Westphalian chieftain, the most
celebrated leader of the Saxons against Charles the
Great, made his first appearance as leader in the
expeditions which the Saxons undertook in 77'1

against the fortress of Eresberg, in Westjihalia, and
the Frankish province of Hesse, while Charles was
subdiung the Lombards. When most of the Saxon
nobles submitted to the Emperor Charles at the
imperial diet at Paderborn in 777, W. fied to Sieg-

fried, king of Jutland, whose sister Geva he is said
to have mamed. In 77S, he returned, and when
Charles was absent in Spain, began to lay waste the
Rhine country. Charles's return obliged him again
to take refuge in Jutland ; but in 7S2 he fell upon
the Frankish army by surprise at the Sintleber&
and entirely annihilated it—an act for which
Charles took frightful vengeance by the execution
of 4.500 Saxons. On this, all the Saxon tribes rose
in arms, and the war was again led by W. imtil

7S5, when Charles entered into negotiations with
him, the result of which was, that W. repaired to
the emperor's camp at Attigny in Champagne, and
received baptism. After that, he appears no more in
histor}'. According to the legend, however, that is

stiU current among the people in Westphalia, Charles'

promoted W. to be Diike of the Saxons, and made
overEngers to him. From his castle called BabUonie,
situated in the neighbom-hood of LUbeck, he is said

to have ruled with gentleness and justice tiU 807,
when he met his death in a campaign against Duke
Gerold of Swabia. His bones repose in the parish
church of Engers, in the duchy of Ravensberg,
where Charles IV., in 1377, erected a monument to

him ; and on October 18, 1812, another monument
in his honour was erected at jSIiuden by the West-
phalian Society. The higher of the two hills which
form the Vv'estphaliau gates on the Weser, near
Minden, bears the name of Wittektadsberg.

WI'TTENEERG, a to^vn of Prussian Saxony, a
fortress of the third rank, stands on the right bank
of the Elbe, 55 miles south-west of BerUn, and 59
by railway. It is interesting as having been the
capital of the electorate of Upper Saxon)', as the
cradle of the Reformation, and as containing the
remains of the reformers Luther and Melancthon.
The once famous university, in which Luther was
professor, and mentioned by Shakspcare as the school
where Hamlet studied, is now removed and incor-

porated with that of Halle. In the Stadl-Kirche are
two remarkable but poor pictures supposed to be
by their contemporary and friend Cranach, in one
of which Melancthon is represented as dispensing
the sacrament of baptism, and Luther as preach-
ing to a congregation, of which the two foremost
figiures are his mfe and son. In the Sdiloss-Kirche
are the tombs of Luther and Melancthon, as well
as those of Frederick the Wise (with a noble bronze
statue by Vischer) and John, electors of Saxony.
Ujion the doors of this church—burned down by
the French, but replaced by others of metal

—

Luther hung up his 95 theses against the papal
doctrine of indulgences. The house of the great
Reformer, containing his chair, table, &c., and two
portraits of him by Cranach, remains almost un-
altered. The houses of Melancthon and Cranach
are also shewn. In the market-place is a bronze
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Pyer's TVoad
{fsdtis tinctoria).

stntiie of Luther liy Scliadow ; niid outside the
KIstcr Gate, a spot is ]>ointeJ out as the place

wlure Luther liurniil the jiapal bull. Manufactures
of woollen and limn coods. hosiery, and leather

are carrieil on. Brandy is distilled, and beer brewed.
Top. (1SG4) i;!,()s:j.

WOAD (/«((/»), a cenus of ]ilant-"! of the natural

order Cnin/Vm', bavinc a l-celled, 1 -seeded, l.iterally

c<iui)>ressod pouch, witli the valves keeled and
eventually separating. It eoutaius only a few

species, mostly natives of

the countries around the

Mediterranean. Dyeu's
W. (/. thicloriu) is some-
times found in cultivated

lields in England, but
most j»rol>ably has been
introduced, as it was for-

merly muck cultivated

both in England and Scot-

land, for the sake of a
blue dye obtained from
its root-leaves. The use

of this dye has ill great

part ceased, in couse-

qucuce of the more "cne-

ral introduction ami di-

minished cost of ini.li<;o.

Dyer's AY. is a biennial

plant, with oblong cre-

iiate root-leaves about a

foot in length, on pretty
long stalks ; an ujiright,

much branched leafy stem,

about .'! feet high; small
yellow flowers, and large

seed-vessels, about half

an inch long and 2 inches wide, hanging from
slender stalks. The leaves when cut are rciluced to

a p.aste, vhich is kept in heaps for about fifteen

days to ferment, and then formed into balls which
are dried in the sun, and which have a rather agree-

•able smell, and are of a violet colour within. These
balls are subjected to a further fermentation before

being used by the dyer. When W. is now used, it

is always in union with indigo, which improves the
colour. Even l)y itself, however, it yields a go^d
and very permanent blue. It is supjiosed that W.
was the dye used by the Picts for p.ainting their

I)ersons. W. is now cultivated only to a very small

c.\tent in Britain.

WO'EURX, a township of Massachusetts, U. S.,

10 miles north-north-west of Boston, on the Boston
and Lowell Jtailway, containing numerous factories

supjilied with water-power, country residence."! of

wealthy Bostonians, S churches, academy, &c. Pop.
in 1S60, C77S.

WODEX. See Odi.v.

VVODUOW, BoBERT, the second son of James
AVodrow, jiiofessor of divinity in the university of

Glasgow, was born at Glasgow in the year 1079.
He was educated at the university of his native city,

and after passing through the classes in arts, studied
theology under his father. At an early age he
devoted a considerable portion of his time to histo-

rical researches, and to this taste he probably owed
his ajipointment as libraiian to the university. He
did not hold this office long. Ha\ing finished his

theological studies, in the year 1703 he received a
license to preach from the presbytery, and in the
month of October of the same year was appointed
minister of Eastwood, .-i j)arish in the county of
llenfrew, at no great distance from Glasgow. In
that parish he remained till his death, faithfully
discharging the duties of his office, and decliiiiug

2i0

offers which were made to him I'f appointments to
p.isti'ial ch.arges of more importance. He had been
iirought ui> in the strictest priucii)le3 of presby-
tcrianism, and he zealously adhered to the party
in the Established Church, which was most
strenuous in maintaining those principles, and
in resisting what were deemed to be the encroach-
ments of the secular jjowcr. Soon after his settle-

ment at Eastwood, he began to devote his leisure

hours to wh.at became the chief object of his life

—

the writing of a history of the Church of Scotland
from the Itestoration to the llcvolution. Ho spared
no pains and no ex[*ense, so far as his limited means
could afford, in collecting materials for this work-
He corresponded with all persitns who could give
hiui any information, and transcribetl with his own
hand the civjl and ecclesiastical reconls bearuig on
his subject. The work was published in two folio

volumes, the first in 17-1, ami the second in the
following year. It was dedicated to King George
I., whom the author styles ' the best as well as
greatest of kings ;

' and in the year 1725 he received
an order on the Scottish e-xehequcr for £105, as a
mark of the royal bounty. It is |>roliable that this

sum was the chief pecuniary recompense of his

labours; but considerations of that nature formed
no part of the inducements which had led him to
undertake the work. A second edition of the history,

in 4 vols. Svo, was published at Glasgow iu 1828,
under the editorship of Dr Kobert Burns. AV. oon-
tcmjilated other works, chiefly of a biographical
character, illustrative of the ecclesiastical history of

Scotland. None of these were ]>ublishcd till the
present century. Two vols, of Jiis collections on
T/ie Lives of the ScollUh Reformers and most cml»ent
Ministers, and 4 vols, entitled Analecla ; or, a II is-

tori/ t'f lientarhahte Providenm.-^, have been j)rinted

by the IMaitland Club. Three volumes of his
corrcspoudenco were published by the Wodrow
Society— a literary club called after his name, and
instituted in 1841 for the publicatic^n of the works
of the fathers and early writers of the Bcformed
Church of Scotland. This corres])ondence, which
extends from the year 1709 to the jear 1731, throws
much light on the ecclesiastical history of tlie time,
and contains letters addressed to i>ersons of some
note in their day, not only in Scotland, but in Eng-
land, Ireland, and Xorth America. W.'s health was
impaired by the eagerness with which he pro.^ecuted

his laborious studies. He died on the 21st of

March 1734, in the 55th year of his age. His great
work— the one by which his name is generally
known— is the history. It is what it professes to be
in the title-page, a ' History of the Sufl'eriugs ' of

the Presbyterian Church, rather than an eeclesiiistical

history of the period. This of itself implies a one-
sided char.icter, and warns its readers that they
need not e.vpect an account of events not coming
within its limited range. Of its great value as a
storehouse of materials to the student of Scottish
history, no one who h.as examined its pages can have
a doubt. As little hesitation ^riJl there be in regard
to the absence of every grace of style. The only
question will be as to the degree of credit to be given
to the facts which the writer relates. So far as con-
cerns his fidelitj' iu transcribing records, and incor-

porating in the text the narratives furnished to him,
there is no reason to doubt his general accuracy.
But beyond this nothing can be said. His credulity

was so great as to make him entirely unable to give
any weight to intrinsic improbabilities or the conflict

of external evidence. He could rarely admit a fault

in those of his own side, and it is hardly an exag-
geration to say that he could never see a virtue in

his opponents. Much of his history is gathered from
the records of the Privy Coimcil of Scotland, and
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an examination of these valuable and voluminous
papers will make it pretty evident that W. disin-

genuously neglected to extract particulars which tell

against his party. It is obvious, therefore, that in the

perusal of his work, allowance must be made, not

only for the absence of whatever does not come
\^'ithin its proper subject, but also for exaggerations

of the virtues and sufferings of one party, and the
crimes and errors of the other. Tlie fullest memoir
of W. is that which is prefixed by Dr Burns to

his edition of the history. Interesting detaOs of his

domestic life and of his labours and studies will be
found in the printed volumes of his coiTespondence.

WOJWODA (Polish, Wojeu-oda), an old
Slavonic word (com])osed of wo/, warrior, and tcodit^

to lead), means, literally, army-leader or general,

and was from early times used by most Slavonic
nations in this sense. Afterwards, it became the
title of the elective princes before hereditary mon-
archies were formed. Thus, at one time, the princes

of Walachia and iloldavia were called Wojwodes

;

from the Greek emperors, w^th whom they had
been in intimate alliance from the year 1439, these
princes next received the title of Despots, a title

they afterwards exchanged for that of Hospodar.
The name was also given to the elective princes of

'I'ransylvania, whether dependent or independent.
The same title of Wojwoda was applied to the
elective chiefs of the Polish government before the
beginning of the Piast dynasty. Later, the name
denoted office and dignity; and was given, in the
former kingdom of Poland, to the governors in the
districts, or Wojwodschafts, into which the king-
dom was diWded. They had at first only a military
authority ; afterwards, however, both the civil and
military were united in one person, so that Woj-
woda and Palatine were one and the same. The
name of Wojwodschaft was pjreserved in Russian
Poland tEl recent tunes ; now the Polish Wojwod-
schafts are named uniformly with the other Pussian
' governments.'

"wojwodschaft (or WOJWODIXA) of
Seuvia. See B.iXAT.

WO'KIXGHAiM, or OAKINGHAM, a smaU but
improving market-town of Berks, 7 miles south-east
of Heading, at the junction of the Reading and
Staines and the Heading and Guildford Railways.
Shoes are made, and gau7e and silks woven. In
the original Hose inn. Gay, Swift, Pope, and Arbuth-
not, being detained here by wet weather, composed
among them the old song of Molly Mog. All
Saints' Church, a magnificent building, lately re-

stored, is remarkable for its massive challc pillars. W.
is the only to-wu in Windsor Forest. The ancient
amusement of bull-baiting was continued here until
within the last 25 years. Pop. (1S51) 2272; (ISOl)

2404; (1S6G) 2G0O.

WOLCHOIV, or VOLKHOV. See Iuiex, Lake,
and Ladoga, Lake.

WOLCOT, Dr John, better known under the
pseudonym of Peter Pindar, was born at Dodbrooke,
in Devonshire, in 173S. He was educated at the
charge of his uncle, a respectable surgeon and
apothecary of Fowey, iu Cornwall. After studying
medicine at the Loudon hospitals, he accompanied
Sir William Trelawny to Jamaica in the capacity
of medical attendant; but finding his professional
mcome too small for his wants, he solicited and
obtaiued a church-living in the island. His con-
gregation consisted mostly of negroes, and Sunday
being their principal holiday and market, the
attendance at chm-ch was very limited. Sometimes
not a single person came ; and W. and his clerk

—

the latter being an excellent shot—used at such
times, after waituig for ten minutes, to proceed to

484

the seaside, to enjoy the sport of shooting ring-

tailed pigeous. The death of his j>atron, Trelawny,
induced him to abandon both Jamaica and the

church. Eeturning to England, he tried to establish

himself as a physician at Truro, in Cornwall, but
does not appear to have succeeded. At anyrate, he
soon removed to London, where he gave himself up
to writing audacious squibs and satires in verse, on
all sorts of persons, from King George III. down to

the Liverymen of London, and even lower. W.'s
line in literature is not a very respectable one, and
most people would probably prefer obscurity to

a reputation like his ; but, to do him justice, Peter
Pindar is an excessively clever writer. Unscnipu-
lous, impudent, and coarse, he is j'et a master of

burlesque humour and comic caricature : his verse

is easy, vigorous, and idiomatic ; and his fancy rich

in the production of ludicrous metaphor. Two of

his raciest pieces, levelled at his sovereign, are

The Apple-dumplings and a Kin;/, and Wluthrcad's

Brewerji Vusilcd by their Majesties. Besides these,

we may mention his Lyrical Odes on the Royal
Academy Exhibition (the earliest of his London
efforts, and dating from 1782) ; Bozzy and Piozzi, or

the British Biographers ; Peeps at St James's ; Epistle,

to a Fallen 3Iinister ; Odes to Mr Paine ; and the
Lousiad, a Heroi-comic Poem, in five cantos ; &c.

The Lousiad has its foundation in the fact, th.at an
obnoxious insect had been discovered in the king's

plate among some green peas, which produced a
solemn decree that all the servants in the royal
Idtchen were to have their heads shaved. Some of

W.'s serious effusions actually possess considerable

merit. If the matter, or rather the themes of his

verse, had been less worthless, it woidd have stood
a better chance of permanent popidaritj'. In his

own Ufetime, his pieces were greedily read, and he
had an annuity from the booksellers of £250 for tlie

copyright of them. He was considered so formid-
able a personage, that the ministry are said to have
endeavoured to bribe him into silence. W., who
records this jiroof of his power, also asserts the
incorruptibility of his patriotism. He died 14th
January 1819.

WOLF, Fkedehick Aug., the most gifted classical

scholar ancl first critic of his age, was born 15th
February 1759, at HajTirode, near Nordhausen. He
was brought up and educated with great strictness
by his father, the leader of the choir and organist of

the place ; but was afterwards sent to the gymnasium
at Nordhausen. Here, imder the training of the
rector Hake, were developed in him not only that
restless ardour for the thorough study of the
ancient languages which actuated him throughout
life, but also, what was afterwards the predominating
trait of his character, the habit of inquiring and
judging for himself, and of inirsuing only one object
at a time. Before leav-ing the gj'ranasium for the
university, he liad read the principal ancient authors,
as well as the French, Italian, Si.umish, and English

;

and had also perfected himself in the theory and
practice of music. At the university of Gottin^en,
which he went to in 1777, with the intention of
studying philology exclusively, he attended the
lectures very irregularly, being ab-eady much given
to private study. For the rest, he lived very retired,

was httle visited or known, and was only intimate
with a few. However, he gave lessons to several
students in Greeic and also in Engbsh, for which he
published Shakespeare's Macbeth, with explanatory
notes (Gijtt. 1778). From Heyne (q. v.), who had
once excluded him from hearing a course of lectures
on Pindar, on account of the irregidarity above
noticed, he kept himself quite aloof. In order,
however, to commend himself to a man who had
so much influence as Heyne had, he laid before him,
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shortly before his tlei)arture in 1770, a dissertation,

eontainins some novel views regarding the Homeric

poems ; which, however, Heyne coldly returned. In

the same year, he went as teacher to the Pajdago-

f;ium at Ilfeld, and there first established his fame

by an edition of the .Symposium of Plato, with notes

and introductiiiu in German. In 1782, he was

aiipointed to the rectorship of the High School at

Obterodo, in the Harz; and, in 17S3, accepted an

in\'itatiou to Halle, as profes.sor of jjliUosophy and of

pcd.agoi^cal science. In Halle, \V. had at first

dittic"dlie3 to encounter, as he rather estrani;ed than

attracted students by the high tone of his teaching.

However, he soon learned to adapt himself to his

audience, and then the crowd of eager pupils was

very great. As academical teacher, ho went on the

j)rinciple that classical antiquity should be looked

upon chieHy as serving for a model of what is

noblest and greatest in public and private life, and

as such, is to be employed as a medium of education.

He made it the principal duty of his office to jiro-

vide able tcachei-s and siiperintendents for the

schools of his native country, and to deliver educa-

tion, as much as possible, from the scientific pedantry

of the old school of pedagogues. Literary labours

and fame he looked upon more as a suboriUnate

object ; and his efl'ectiveness as a teacher was un-

p.aralleled during the twenty-three years he lived at

Halle. He nevertheless established his reputation

as a scholar and critic by an edition of Dcmos-

thenes's Oratio adversus Ltptinum (1789), which

attracted much attention, and still more by his

celebrated Proleijoviena ad Homerum (1705), in

which he unfolded, with prodigious learning and

acutcness, his bold theory, that the Odj/itscji and

Iliad are composed of nimierous ballads or rhapsodies

by diirerent minstrels, strung together in a kiiid of

unity by subsequent editors (see Homeu). This

work made a great sensation through the whole of

Europe. Some scholars gave out that they had

long entertained similar notions regarding the

Homeric poems ; and Heyne insinuated that the

Prolegomena were only a reproduction of what W.
had heard at Giittingen. This gave rise to tlie

spirited L'riefe an Ihtjne (Letters to Heyne, Berl.

1797), of which the first three may be considered as

models of scholarly polemic and fine irony. Some
years afterwards \V. published the text of the four

or.itions o£ Cicero, whose genuineness ha<l been

called in question by JIarkland in England—namely,
Pvsl reditum in Scnatu, Ad Quirite/i post rtditiini.

Pro domo sua ad pontijiccs, De haruspicum re-

sponsis—appending the previous controversy, and

adding striking observations of his own in proof of

their spuriousness. He next went still further, and
attacked the authenticity of the oration Pro Marcello,

which had long been studied by the Ciceronians as a

model of eloquence and style, pronouncing it to lie

mere inUated declamation, in a diction harcUy L.atin,

and which Cicero never could have written. This

audacious scepticism produced no little alarm. After

having refused a call in 179G to Lcyden, in 170S to

Copenhagen, and in 1S05 to Munich, his position

was considerably improved, and he received the

title of Privy-councillor. .Vfter the disasters of

ISUG, the university at Halle was dispersed, and W.
was for a time reduced to great straits. However,
he soon found a suitable position as member of the

Academy of Sciences at Berlin, where he took an
active pai-t in the reorganisation of the university,

and became a jirofcssor. He was taken into the

Ministry of the Interior as member of the section for

public instruction ; but, finding that the duties

interfered with his time and strength for teaching,

which he considered his mission, he continued only

a short time in public office. He next gave up the

work of an oi-dinary professor, and reserved at last

only the jtrivilege of lecturing in the university on

such subjects as he chose. For the benefit of his

health he took a journey to the south of France m
April 1S24, and died at ilarseiUe, 8th August 1824.

The multitudinous works of W. wo cannot attempt

to enumirate. They consist chielly of critical

editions of classical writings, with dissertations and
annotations, and often with admirable translations

either in German or Latin. While in Berlin ho

edited, along with Buttmunn, the J/«.«'«(rt(/er j-l ((?)-

tkumswissenschafU-n (1807— 18 H>), and afterwards

the LHa-arischc AnaUdcn (1817—1820), which has

been pronounced perha] IS the best philological journal

that has ever been published, and which contains,

among other papers by W., a long notice of Bichard

Bentley. From the papers whieii he left, his son-in-

law, Kijrte, published Ideen iiher Erzieliumj, Schde

vnd Unirersitiil (Ideas on Education, School and

University; Qucdlinb. 18:15).—See Hanhart, AVm-
na-uu'iai an Fr. Auij. IC. (lias. 1825); KiJrte, icicn

und iitudicn Fr. Au(j. !!'.'« d-js Philologcii (2 vols.,

Essen. 1833); Gottholdt.i'V. j1h.7. W. die Philoloijcn

mid die O'l/mnasien (Kiinigsb. 18-13).

WOLF, JoiiANN Christia.v vo.v, a celebrated

philusojiher and mathematician, was born in 1670,

at Breslau. His father, a rather ]>oor but well-

informed artisan, made it his chief object to give a

good education to his son, who at an early age

shewed excellent abilities. W. received the elements

of his education at the gymn:i.sium of Breslau, and

went to Jena in 1699 to'study theology. However,

mathematics .and philosophy were his favourite

sciences, aiul to them he .almost exclusively devoted

himself. In ]iartic«lar, he studied Descartes and
'J'schirnhausen's writings, to whose Medlciiia mentis

he wrote annot.-itions, which brought him into con-

nection with Leilinitz. In 17(13, ho delivered at

Leipzig a graduaticm dis])utation, l)c Philosophia

Practica Uiiiversali, Methodo Matlteinatica Con-

scripta, which made a very favourable impression,

and then began to give lectm-es in mathematica and

]ihilo30i)hy, which were very numerously attended.

By various works wdiich he pubhshed on speci.al

branches of mathematics, his name became cele-

brated even in foreiLoi countries. When the incur-

sion of Charles XII. into Saxony obliged him to

leave I<cipzig, he received, on the recommendation of

Leibnitz, a call to Halle, as professor of mathe-

matics and natural philosophy. He there acquired

great celebrity by his systematical method of teach-

ing, as well as by numerous mathematical writings.

The clearness and definiteness of the ideas and pro-

positions which he exhibited in his mathematical

lectiu-es, were something till then quite unknown.
Hence it came that his system of metaphysical and

moral philosophy, which ho worked out accoriUng

to this mathematical method, and published, met
with universal approljation, and quickly .spread

tlirough Germany : it became a kind of r.ago to

treat all sorts of subjects in the mathematical

method, the effect of which was often ludicrou.'sly

pedantic. W., however, was violently attacked by
his colleagues in n,alle, cs])eeially by those theo-

logians wiio favoured the )iietism then coming into

vogue : he was declared to be a despiser of religion,

anil a teacher of error ; and a formal accusation was
brought against him to the goveniment. The im-

mediate ground of the accusation was his oration

JJp Philosophia Sinensinm Morati, in which he spoke

with ajiproval of the morahty of Confucius, besides

which the basest insinuations were brought against

him, derived from his doctrine of freedom, which,

it was said, encouraged social anarchy. By a
cabinet order of Frederick-William I., of date 15th

Kovember 1723, W. was deposed from his office, and
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commanded, under pain o£ death, to quit Halle in

24 hours, and the Prussian dominions in two days.

He did so on the 23d November, and met with a
favourable reception in C'assel, and was appointed
to a chair in the university of Marburg. The dis-

pute about his philosophical system now became
general, and nearly the wholo of Germany took
part either for or against him. At the same time
he received from abroad many marks of honour and
advantageoiis proposals, which last, however, he
declined. lu the meantime the Prussian govern-
ment had begun to regret the steps it had been led

to take against him, and had appointed a commis-
sion to re-examine the matter. This resulted in his

entire justification ; and when Frederick II., who
had a great esteem for hin\ and had studied his

system, ascended the thi'one (1740), W. was induced
to retui'n to Halle as Professor of the Law of Nature
and Nations, and with the titles of Privy-councUlor
and Vice-chancellor. In 1743, he became Chancellor
iu the place of Ludwig, and was raised to the rank
of Baron of the Empire by the Elector of Bavaria
diu-ing tlie regency. W. died in 1754. Before liis

death, he saw his philosophy spread over the whole
of Gei'many and a great part of Eurojie ; he had,
liowever, outlived his reputation as an academical
teacher. That he did great service to philosophy,

cannot be denied. If he did not enrich it by great

and brilliant discoveries, he at least directed atten-

tion to systematic method ; and by treating scien-

tific subjects in the mother tongue, he did much
to create that wide-spread taste for philosophical

speculation which has since been characteristic of

Germany. W. adopted Leibnitz's hypotheses and
principles, which he endeavoured to carry out into

a complete sj'stem and popularise. But although
the AVoltian philoso])hy was a great improve-
ment on the scholastic AristoteUanism that had
previously prevailed, its dogmatism coidd not
stand the criticism of Kant, and it is now a
theory of the past. By Ins voluminous \vritings,

written partly iu the German language, and the
immense number of his pupils, W. had a wide and
beuofieial infiuence on his age, more especially as

counteracting pietism and mysticism, then rampant.
He also did good service to the German language.
The multitude and extent of his writings is truly

marvellous, even if we look at nothing else than
the mechanical Labour of writing them. He treated
mathematics and philosopliy in a double set of

works ; the one iu full in Latin, the other shorter

as German school-books, of the most of which
several editions have been pubhshed. Besides these,

are a gi-eat number of treatises on single subjects

in physics, mathematics, and philosophy. His
systematic works on all the chief branches of philo-

sophy alone, amount to 22 vols, iu quarto.—See
Chrifitiaii ir.'s ehjima Lehcnuhesclirplbitnij {Christian

W.'s Ai\tobiogra]ihy), pubhshed by Wuttke (Leip.

1S41) ; Ludovici,.b'(n«HiiHn.'/ mul Ausziir/e der ftdmint-

lichen Streitschrifioi wegeii tier Wol/'scheii Plulo-

Bophie, n. s.v\ (Collection and Extracts of the Con-
troversies about tlio Wolfian Philosophy, &c., 2 vols.

Leip. 1737) ; by the same author, Ausfahrlicher

Kntwurf eiiier roUstundirjen Historie der Wolfschen
Fldlosoplde (3 voL^. Leip. 1737).

AVOLF (corresponds to Lat. vulpes, a fox), the

name of a vrilA anim.al of the same genus with the

<log, and of which it is indeed douljttul if it con-

stitutes a distinct species ; whilst, as to the difierent

kinds of wolves found in difl'erent parts of the

world, it must be deemed at present wholly uneer-

taiu whether they are to be regarded as species or

varieties, although they have, provisionally, received

specific names. There exists among them the same
close resemblance as in the different kinds of dog.

with a similarly marked distinction of characters,

which, however, it is difhcult to state as specific

characters are generally stated. The same difficulty,

therefore, occurs in the natural history of wolves as

in that of dogs, although the number of different

forms is not so great. In their most important
characters, and those which, as least subject to

variation, are generally regarded as best marking
specific distinction, they agree not only with each
other, but with dogs. The opiuion, that the W. is

the parent of the dog, or of some of the kinds of

dog, is favoured Ijy the identity of the period of

gestation, a point which seems to be pretty well

established, and wliich, in such a question, is to be
regarded as of great importance. Dogs and wolves,
also, intermix, but it is not yet fully ascertained
that the offspring will continue fertile among them-
selves. It is further observed that wUd races of

dogs, whether originally wild, or having become
wild (feral races), resemble wolves in many
respects, in their didl uniformity of colour, in their

lengthened muzzle, lengthened limbs, lank form,
and gaiint aspect, and even iu the bushiness of the
tail. It has been alleged, as a reason against

supposing the W. and the dog to be leally of the
same species, that the W. is incapable of domestica-
tiou and of attachment to man. This, however, is

not the case. Both the Common W. of tlie Old
World and the wolves of America have been found
capable of domestication, when taken young, and
instances are on record of their having displayed an
attachment to their master like dogs.

The Common W. (Canis lupus) inhabits Europe
and the northern parts of Asia, its range extending
from the Arctic regions as far south as the northern

parts of Africa and of India. It is of a yeUoTvish
or tawny-gray colour, •with strong coarse hair.

Common "Wolf (Caw lupus).

which is longest on the ears, neck, shoulders, and
haunches, but particularly on the thr-oat; the
uuizzle is black, tlie upper li|i and cliin white. The
ears are erect and pointed, the muzzle shar^i ; the
legs rather longer than those of the Shepherd's Dog;
the tail bushy, but not curling ; the eyes oblique,

giving a peculiar vicious ex]ircssion to the counten-

ance. The \V. is swift of foot, and hunts deer and
other animals, packs of wolves associating for this

purjiose ; it also often commits gi'eat ravages among
sheep, and attacks calves, but seldom full-grown

o.xen. It seldom attacks man, unless hard pressed
by hunger, when it becomes very dangerous. The
hungry wolves which sometimes descend, in severe

winters, from the forests of the Alps, Pyrenees, and
other mountains, are much dreaded by the inhabit-

ants of neighbouring regions ; and terrible stories are

told of travellers chased by packs of wolves iu the
213
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forest-covered jilaius of the cast of Europe and in

Spain. In jjcnoral, ttio W. i» cowanlly and sti'altliy,

aiipriiachiun slieepfolds and farni-lmildinj^s by night,

in search of prey, and readily scared by any demon-
stration of watchfulness, fleeing from dogs, and not

readily expo.-iing itself within range of shot. It

defends itself, however, with great vigour, when
compelled to do so. It is not easily tr.apped, being

extremely cautious, and appearing to nnder.stand

the nature and )iurpo3e of a trap almost as well as

those by whom it is set. Wolves liave often been
known even to approach a trap so skilfully as to

devour the l>ait without harm to themselves, getting

at it from below.

Diversities appear in the wolves of different

countries of Kurope and Asia, but nut very eonsiil-

erable. The French wolves arc generally browner,

and rather smaller, than those of Germany ; the

wolves of Ilussia are larger, and liave longer hair
;

the wolves of the Alps are brownish-gi-ay, and not
of large size ; in Italy and Turkey a tawny colour

])redominate3. In some very northern regions,

wolves become white in winter ; and white wolves,

probably albinos, sometimes occur in more southern

regions. The Black W. is the most marked Euro-

pean variety. It is found in the Pyrenees and in

Spain, and is very large and strong. Strings of

nudes are often followed by these wolves in the

passes of the Pyrenees, after evening conies on, and
they not imfrecpiently succeed, notwithstanding all

the care of the muleteers, in capturing some of the

animals.

Wolves are still very plentiful in some parts of

Europe. An oiiicial report of the Ilussian govern-

ment concerning the district of Livonia, for the year
1S22, states that the wolves in that district of about
20,0110 scpiare miles, destroyed in that year IStl

horses, 1S07 oxen, T.S.S calves, 15,182 shceji, I'Mi

lambs, 2.^45 goats, 1S3 kids, 4.102 swine and pigs,

and 703 dogs, besides geese and fowls. The W. was
formerly common in iiritain, and the Anglo-Saxon
name for January, Wolj'-montli, is signilicant of this

fact. Places of refuge from wolves were erected for

travellers in wild and xnipeopled districts, as at

Flixton in Yorkshire. King ICdgar commuted tlio

]>uuisliment of criminals on tiieir producing a certain

uund>er of wolves' tongues. Lands in IJeibysliire

were held on condition of killing wolves. It is not
easy to say at what date wolves ceased to exist in

Kn'.'land; it was probably about the end of tlie l.'ith

c, but they continued to commit serious ravages on
ilocks, in Scotland, in the end of the Kith c., and
the last W. in Scotland is said to have been killed

by Sir Ewen Cameron of Lochiel, in IGSO. They
existed in Ireland at least as late as 1710.

The American wolves are very similar to those of

the Old World. They have been dcscriljcd as
funning several distinct species, but are by some
included in one, doubtfully distinguished from the
Common W., and to which tlie name Cauls occiden-

talis is givciL The fur is thicker, and the form
more robust than in the Common W., the nuizzle is

less pointed, and the profile not so straight, the legs

and ears are shorter, and tlie tail is more bushy.
The Gr.AY W. {Canis occhlcntalis, var. fffiwo-alhits,

or C. ijrisrus) is abundant in the northern jiarts of

North America, except in the hnig-settled districts,

from which it has been expelled by man. It is the
only kind foun<l in Canada. A few still remain in

the mountainous and wooded parts of New England.
Packs of wolves hang around the herds of bullaloes

(bisons) on the western prairies, not daring to

attack strong animals, but ready to seize any sickly
straggler that falls behind the rest. They hunt and
run down deer. The Gray W. equals the European
miecies in cunning, and has been known to bite olf
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the cord close to the trigger of a set gun, and after-

wards to devour in safety the bait placeil before tiio

muzzle. It has also been known to haid up lisliing-

lincs set in a, hole of the iee, and to help itself to

the lish. It is frer|nently taken by means of i)it-

falls. On the prairies, the Indians kill great
numbers of wolves by enclosing thera in a circle

gradually reduced, but originally extending over
many miles. A premium of 10 to 20 dollars :i head
was formerly jiaid, in some parts of America, for the
destruction of wolves, jiartly by the state, and
jiartly by the county or town, because of their

ravages among sheep. The range of the Gray W.
extends to the coldest northern regions, as Melville

Island .and lianks's Land. In the north-western

states, the (u-ay W. gives place to the DirsKY W.
(Canis nubilus of many iiaturalist-s) ; and in the
south is the JiLACii \V. (C. ater or Lycaoti) ; whilst

on the ujiper ]iarts of tlie Missouri, the ^\'lIITE W.
appears, and the lluFous W. in Texas. They differ

little in characters and habits from the Gray Wolf.
—The Pr..\iiUK W. {<J. latraiis, or Lycieciis lalraiis),

the CovoTK of the Mexicans, is a very dill'ereut

.animal, more resembling the jaclcal. It is found
from Jlexico nortliwar<l3 to the S.askatchewau,

abounding on the vast jilains of the Missouri. It is

.'iO to 40 inches long, with a tail of lU or IS inches;

the muzzle sharj) and fox-like, the ears very large

and erect, fi>ur toes on each fn<.»t, aiitl on the fore-

feet a sliarp claw on the inside, two inches above

the ground, attached to tlie rudimentary thumb ;

the colour is usually dull yellowish gray, with
black cloudings, the under jiarts dirty white. It

hunts in packs. It is an extremely ileet quadruped,
excelling every other in the countries wliich it

inliabits, exce]»t the Prong-horn. Its voice is a

kind of snapping bark. The true wolves never
liark, the only sound they emit being a prolonged
and dismal howl.

South America has numerous species of Canidce,

some of which are known as Aguana wolves, and
are nearly allied to the Prairie A\'olf.

WOLF-DOG, a kind of dog used for hunting the

wolf, formerly abundant in NorW.ay and Sweden,
but now almost exclusively found in Spain, into

which it is suj>posei to have been introduced by the

Goths. It is of the same group with the .Shepherd's

Dog ; and is of a large size, little inferior to the

mastiff, with pointed nose, erect ears, Imig silky

hair, and a very bushy tail curled over the back.

In colour it is mostly white, with largo clouds of

tawny colour or brown.

WOLFE, The Pev. Ciiaelf.s, the son of a
county gentleman of Kildare, w.as born on 14th
December 1791, at Dublin. The family having
come to England on the ileath of his father, which
took ]>lace whilst he was yet quite }'oung, the boy
received his chief education at Winchester, where
he shewed himself an apt scholar. Being transferred,

in 1809, to the university of Dublin, he succeeded
in securing a schol.arship, and in 1S14 his degree

of B.ichelor of Arts, louring tliis jteriod, he was
actively employed as a tuttu" ; at this time it w.as

also that lie t-omiioscd tlie greater part of the
poetry which he left .as his legacy to the world. In

1817, his eelelirated lines on The liuriai of ,Sir John
Moore, siii;gested by reading Southey's impressive

account ot it in the Bdinliunik Auiiiial UtiiiMer,

were written ; and soon after, they found their way
into the newsjiapers. So generally admired were
they, that I'ven whilst the name of their author
remained unknown, they had won for themselves a
secure place in the memory of the British peoiJe.

As a singiUarly felicitous and touching jioetieal

record of a noble and pathetic incident in our
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national historj', they are perhaps not likely to he
forgotten whilst that history is patriotically read

and remembered. W., after qualifying himself to

take orders, became, in 1SI7, curate of Ballyclog, in

the county of Tyrone, from which he was shortly

transferred to the larger parish of Dououghmore.
His devotion to his duties was extreme, and was
repaid by the warm affection of all with whom they
brought him in contact. But they seem somewhat
to have overtaxed the strength of a constitution at

no time robust ; symptoms of consumption appeared

;

and a visit which he made to Edinburgh in May
1S21, developed it. He tried in search of health,

successively, England, the south of France, and
liually the sheltered Cove of Cork, in which last

place he died on 21st February 1S23.

His literary Hemains, consisting of sennons chiefly

and poems-, were given to the world, with a ilemoir,

in 1S25, by the Kev. John A. Eussell, M.A.,
arclideacon of Clogher, an attached friend of the

deceased. The work, though containing some poetry

of real merit, never made any great impression, and
is now cpiite forgotten. The one beautiful piece

V hich preserves for us the name of W., was attri-

buted by guess, whilst he lived, to more than one of

the most famous "\vriters of the day—as, notably,

Campbell and Cyron. Since his death, several

nefarious attempts have been made to filch from
him the fame he continues to derive from it.

WOLFE, James, the most famous English

general of his time, was born at Westerham, in

Kent, on 2d January 1727. His father was a lieu-

tenant-colonel, afterwards General Wolfe, an ofKcer

of merit and distinction, who served under Marl-
borough and Prince Eugene. Along with his brother
Edward, who was about a year yo\niger, James
received his first education at a small school in

that neighbourhood. From the first, the boy had
resolved to follow his father's profession of arms

;

and when little more than 13 years old, he started

to accompany the colonel as a volunteer in the

(mfortunate Carthagena expedition. An attack of

illness, however, made it necessary to put him
ashore at Portsmouth just before the fleet sailed.

In 17-42, he received his commission as ensign
in the 12th, or Colonel Duroure's Regiment of

Foot, with which he was soon after embarked for

service in Flanders. In the year following, he took
part in the famous battle of Dettingen ; and it is

evidence of the capacity he already began to dis-

play, that we find him, though still the merest boy,

acting in the responsible capacity of adjutant of his

regiment. After the battle of Fontenoy in 174.5

—at which W., who had now become a captain

in the 4th, or Barrell's Eegiment of Foot, was,

notwithstanding a current tradition to that efi*cct,

certainly not present—the British troops were
withdrawn from Flanders to assist in the suppres-

sion of the rebellion at home. With the army in

Scotland he served in the capacity of brigade-

major, and was present at the battles of Falkirk
aud Culloden. In 1747, he was again abroad on
service. At the battle of Laufeldt, he was wounded,
though not seriously ; and his conduct was so dis-

tinguished, that he was publicly thanked by his

commander-in-chief, the iJuke of Cumberlanth In
the beginning of the year 1749, he was ap])ointed

m.ajor of the 20th Foot, then stationed at Stirling,

whither he proceeded. In the absence of the colonel,

the command of the regiment devolved upon him.
In this resjionsible position, which was rendered
much more trying by the disaffection still prevalent,

young as he was, W. conducted himself with ailmir-

able tact and discretion. With little interruption,

he remained in Scotland till the end of 1753, when
the regiment returned to England. From the tone

of his correspondence, it is evident he was not
greatly delighted with Scotland or its inhabitants.

In the mismanaged expedition against Rochefort in

1757, W. was appointed to act as quarter-master-
general of the force. The total failure of the opera-
tions brought disgrace to nearly all concerned ; but
it became sufficiently known that, had W.'s prompt
and daring counsels been followed, the result would
have almost certainly been different ; and his reputa-

tion, already a briUiant one, rose considerably in

consequence. In particvjar, it appears that the at-

tention of Pitt was now first decisively drawn to him
as an officer of whom, in any enterprise intrusted

to him, great things might be expected. As marking
approval of his conduct, the fidl rank of colonel

was conferred on him. The high opinion thus
formed of him, was signally confirmed the year
following, when he was intrusted with the com-
mand of a brigade in the expedition against Cape
Breton, under General Amherst. A great success
was obtained in the capture of Louisbourg ; that it

was mainly due to W.'s skill, boldness, and activity

was quite clearly understood, and he became popu-
larly known as ' the Hero of Louisbourg.' Pre-
sently came the opportunity which was to consum-
mate his glory, in the instant of heroic death. Pitt
was now organising liis grand scheme for the expid-
sion of the French from Canada ; it was his just
boast that he ' sought for merit wherever it was to

be found ;' and the e.xpedition, which had for its

object the capture of Quebec, the enemy's capital,

he confided to the care of W., allowing him, as far

as possible, a carte blanche for the choice of his

subordinate officers. On 17th February 1759, W.,
advanced to the rank of major-general, and command-
ing an army of between 8000 and 9000 men, set sail

from England. At Louisbourg, he had news of the
death of his father, the state of whose health had
for some time been such as to prepare him for the
event. On the 26th June, W. landed his forces ou
the Isle of Orleans, opposite Quebec, and proceeded
to concert his plans for the attack upon it. This,

of which he had shortly before written as likely to

be found ' a very 7iice operation,' proved, on a closer

examination, to be one of stupendous, aud, indeed,
nearly hopeless difficulty. The system of defence
adopted by his adversary, the skilful and wary
ilontcalm, was such as to offer him no point of

advantage. In all liis attempts, though seconded
most ably by Admiral Saunders, who commanded
the fleet, he found himself completely foiled.

The season wore fast away during which ut)erations

could be continued ; and au abortive result seemed
imminent of the expedition fi-om which so much
had been hoped. But at last, at day-dawn of

the 13th September, he found himself at the
head of his little army, on the Heights of Abra-
ham, above the city, where Montcalm, sorely

against his will, was forced to risk decision of

the struggle by battle in the ojien field. Resolv-
ing to stake all on a final effort, W. had, during the
night, succeeded in scaling tlie cliffs at a jjoint

insutticiently guarded—an operation of such fright-

ful risk and difficulty, as in war h.as scarcely a
parallel. Of victory he had no doubt ; his little

force, now—exclusive of detachments necessarily

left behind—reduced to something hke 5000 men,
was indeed opposed to near SOOO of the enemy,
besides Indian auxiliaries ; but of these it was well

known that only a part could be depended on as

trained and veteran troops. The result justified his

confidence ; after a short struggle, the enemy was
driven from the field in complete rout ; the capitu-

lation of Quebec foDowed some days after ; and its

fall decided the fate of Canad.a. But W. did not five

to reap the fruits of his victory ; he died in its very
215
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hour. In person he led the right ; twice woundeil,

lie rcfiiscil to leave the front ; a third bullet pro-

strated him ; and he was carried, plainly dying, to

the rear. lie lived only long enough to know that

the battle was decisively won ; then rallying his

last strength to give one final order, and saying

:

• Kow God be praised ! I die in peace,' he expired.

The gall.ant ilontcalm also fell, paying, with almost

his last breath, the tribute of a true soldier to the

valour of the troops who had beaten him :
' Since,'

said he, ' it is my misfortune to be discomfited and
mortally wounded, it is a grMt consolation to me, to

have been vanquished by so brave an enemy. If

I could survive, I would engage to beat three times

the number of such forces as mine were, with a

tliird of British troops.'

The news of the victory was received in England
with a tumult of exultation, dashed with grief for

the loss of the hero to whom the nation owed it.

When parliament met in November, the House of

Commons addressed the king, praying that his

Majesty woiUd order a monument to be erected to

the memory of the dead soldier in Westminster

Abbey ; where, accordingly, an effigies of him may
be seen, with allegorical adjuncts as tasteless and
.absurd as nsual. He was buried beside his father,

in the family vault under the parish church at

G recuwich.

A single military achievement, however brilliant,

cannot bo made ground of a claim for the successful

sr>ldicr to take rank as a great captain. But that

W. had the true genius for command, wliich needed

only time and farther opportunity to win for him a

fame still more splendid, it is scarcely permitted lis

to doubt. Through the lower regimental gr.ades

he rose rapidly by sheer force of peieoual merit, at

a time when the service was a mere hotbed of cor-

ruption ; and on attainiu,^ to higher commands, he

in every instance gave evidence of the higher mili-

t.ary quaUties which proved him eminently worthy

of them. He had only reached the age of 33, wheu
in his last, and properly his one great achievement,

ho died, seemingly cut ofT ill the mere opening of a

brilliant career. He was of warm affections, and
frank and generous nature ; though his temper was
somewhat eager, imimlsive, and irascible, few men
have ever been more generally beloved ; and not

many men so famous have left behind them a

memory in every way so pure and spotless.

Till lately, no memoir of him in the least adequate

existed ; but in 7 lie Life of ilctjor-gencral James
Wolfe—founded on Original Uoaimi'nts, ami itlns-

trated by hii Correspondence, by llobert Wright
(Lond. Chapman and Hall, 1SG4), the want is now
competently supplied.

WO'LFENBUTTEL, a very old town of Bruns-

wick, stands in a low marshy district on both banks

of the Oker, 7 miles south of Ernuswick liy railway.

Its old fortificatious have been converted into

promenades. There arc several churches, scliools,

charities, and a college. In a handsome building

formed alter the model of the Pantheon at Kome,
is the famous library placed here in 1044, of which

Lessing was sometime hbrarian. It consists of

200,000 vols, and 3000 MSS., or, according to some
authorities, 220,000 vols., and contains some of the

finest missals in Europe, au imincnse collection of

Bibles, includiug Luther's Bible with autoirraph

notes. In the same institution are preserved the

great Bcformcr's marriage-ring, spoon, drinkiug-

ghass, and portrait by Cranaeh. The cultivation of

vegetables is carried on to a gicat extent, and there

are manufactures of lacquered and japanned wares,

paper-hangings, leather, tobacco, and litiueurs ; a

trade in com, cattle, and linen-y.orn. W. has five

annual fans. Pop. (1864) 9333.

State of the Urinarij and
Genital Apparatus in the

early embryo of tlic Bird :

a, Corpora "Wolfflana; 6. b,

their excretory ducts ; c, kiil-

ncj's ; J, ureter ; e, e, testes.

WOLFENBUTTEL FRAGMENTS. See
LeSSINU ; liEIM.VUUS.

WO'LFFIAN BODIES, important organs in the
vertebrate embryo, in which they serve only a
temporary jjurpose, except in the lowest class

(the fishes), where they remain permanently. In
the devclojimeut of the chick, these bodies may be
seen as early as the fourth day, lying along cither

side of the vertebral canal, from the region of

the heart downwards and
backwards, and consist-

ing of a series of cacal or
blind appendages, corre-

sponding \\nth the so-called

kidneys of fishes, which
in reality are true jier-

sistent WoUEan bodies.

On the fifth day, the a])-

pend.age3 become convo-

luted, and the body which
they collectively form in-

creases in mass. The ^
appendages are then seen "^xj,
to possess a secreting pro-

perty, and the fluid which
they secrete is conveyed
by the duct of each side

into the allantois, a sac

which, at the same time,

acts as a temporary res-

piratory organ, and is also

used as ,1 urinary bl.adder.

Hence these organs may
be regarded in the light

of temporary kidneys. In the chick, the true kid-

neys begin to form from the Wolflian bodies at tlie

fifth or sixth d.ay, and gi-adually increase in size

as the temporaiy organs diminish ; and at the end
of fa'tal life, only a shrunken rudiment of them can

be observed. In man, the process is very similar, the

Wollhan bodies beginning to appear towards the end
of the first month ; while in the seventh week, the true

Iddneys first present themselves. From the begin-

ning of the third month, the WoUfian bodies begin to

decrease, the kidneys increasing in a corresponding

ratio, and at the time of birth, scarcely any traces

of the former can bo seen. It was fonnerly believed

that the essential parts of the generative ai>i)aratu3

—the testes in the male and the ovaria in the

female—were also dcveloiied from these bodies ; but

this is not the case, as they have an independent

origin in a special mass of blastema jjeculiar to

themselves, in the immediate vicinity of the Wolf-

lian bodies.—See Carpenter's Princijilcs of Human
Physiology, 6th ed., p. SIO.

WOLFFIAN BOTTLES, the name given to a

.set of apparatus employed for the distillation of

Hydrochloric Acid (q. v.). It consists of a retort, a,

in which cUoride of sodium (common salt) is sub-

mitted to the action of !=uli)huric aoid, gradually

added through the funnel fc, and the vapour evolved

jiasses out into the first bottle (which, in the accom-

panying figure, is represented as h,alf full of water),

and is absorbed by the water. Tliis process con-

tinues till tlie power of absorption of the water in

the first bottle ceases (or, in other words, till the

water becomes saturated), when the vapour collects

in the neck of the retort and in the tube c, till it

acquires sufficient tension to force its way through

the water, and enter the second bottle by the

tube d. In turn, the water in the second bottle

becomes saturated, after which the gas is forced to

fmd its way into the third bottle through the other

two by means of the connecting tulje/ After the

force of reaction in the retort has become -weakened.
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the evolution o£ the gas is quickeued by the appli-

cation o£ a flame, which requires to he gradually
increased. Considerable heat being generated dur-
ing absorption, it is desirable that the bottles should
be immersed in cold water. The tubes, e, c, admit

Wolffian Buttles.

atmospheric air to prevent the rarefaction in the
retort tending to force the contents of the bottles
Ijack into it.

WOLF-FISH (Anarrhklias), a genus of fishes of
the family Blenniidce {see Blexny), having no ven-
tral tins, the pectorals very large, a single dorsal tin

extending from behind the head almost to the tail-

lin, a long anal tin, the tail-tin rounded ; the head
round, smooth, and blunt ; the teeth large and
strong, not attached immediately to the jaws, but
to bony processes connected with them by sutures.

WoU-fish [Anarrkiclias lupus).

The jaws are powerfiJ, the front teeth resemble
the canine teeth of mammals, whilst the vomer and
palate are furnished with teeth which have the
form of rounded tubercles. One species, the Commox
W., also called Cat-fi.sh and Sea-cat {A. lupus), is

found ou the coasts of Britain, and is plentifid in

more northern seas. It is frequent on the coasts of

Scotland, particidarly in the north, but is more rare

ou the English coasts. It is of a hght gray colour,

brownish tm the back ; the lower parts exhibiting

ten or twelve dark ti-ansverse stripes. The skin

is covered with much slime. It attains the length

of six feet, and is a creature of formidable and
even repulsive appearance : it bites savagely when
caught, and fishermen therefore generally despatch
it as soon as possible by knoclcing it on the head.
It preys chiefly on molluscs and crustaceans, which
its jaws easily crush. It is often very destructive

to nets, being an active and powerful lish. Not-
withstanding its ugliness, it is in esteem for the
table, and it is often brought to the Kdinburgh
market. It is much used in Iceland, both fresh and
salted ; and a Idnd of shagreen, used for bags and
pouches, is made of its thick skin. A very similar

species, A. romerlnus, is found ou the American
coast from New York to Greenland, and is not only
used fresli, but also spht, salted, and smoked.

WO'LFRAM is a native compound of tungstate

of iron and manganese, from which the metal Tung-
sten (q. v.) is usually obtained.

WOLF'S-BANE. See Aco^^TE.

WO'LGAST, a commercial town and seaport of
Prussia, in Pomerania, stands on the Peene, about
10 miles from its entrance into the Bidtic, and
33 miles south-east of Stralsund. The shallow-
ness of the water admits only the smaller class

of sea-going vessels entering the harbour. There
is a public dockyard and a school of navigation

;

and the inhabitants, who number about 6000,
are occupied in shipbuilding, seafaring, and in the
manufacture of candles, soap, and tobacco. The
larger ships discharge and take in cargoes at Euden,
a small island and pilot-station opposite the mouth
of the Peene, known as the landing-place of Gusta-
vus Adolphus in 1630. W. is a very old town ; it

was strongly fortified as early as the 12th c., and
was once the residence of the Dukes of Pommern-
Wolgast ; it was taken and retaken five times
between 162S and 1675 ; the Paissiaus phmdered
and burned it in 1713, and the Swedes retook it in

1715.

WOLLASTON, WiLixui Hyde, JI.D., a distin-

guished physicist, was the second son of the Kev.
Francis WoUaston, of ChiseUiurst, in Kent, and
was born Augiist 6, 1766. After the usual preU-
minaiy education, he was entered of Cains College,

Cambridge, where he studied for the medical pro-

fession, and took the degree of M.D. in 1793, in

which year, also, he was elected a Fellow of the
Pioyal Society. After practising as a physician at
Eiuy St Edraimds, he removed to London ; but
being beaten by Dr Pemberton in a competition for
the post of physician to St George's Hospital, he
determined thenceforth never to wiite a prescription,
' were it for his own father,' but to devote himself
wholly to scientific investigation. This sudden reso-

lution proved idtimately most beneficial, leading
him rapidly to wealth and fame ; for unlike many
eminent investigators of nature's laws and pheno-
mena, W. combined ' the genius of the philosopher

with the skill of the artist,' and succeeded in mak-
ing industrial application of several of his important
discoveries. His researches were prosecuted over a
wide field, but were i)re-eminently fruitful in the
sciences of chemistry and optics. To the facts of

the former science he added the discovery of new
compounds connected with the production of gouty
and urinary concretions, such as phosphate of lime,

ammonio-magnesian phosphate (a mixture of these

two forming the * fusible' calciJus), oxalate of lime,

and cystic o-xide ; the discovery in the ore of platinum
of two new metals, palladium (1804) and rhodiimi
(ISOo) ; and the determination (1S09) of the identitj'

of the supposed new metal tantalum with colum-
biiun. He also established the important doctrine

of multiple combinations of chemical substances in

a paper ' On Super-acid and Sub-acid Salts,' which
was printed in the Philosophical Transactions for

1808 ; and by suggesting the construction of a
synoptical scale of chemical equivalents, did much
to estabhsh in Britain the theory of definite propor-
tions. By his ingenious discovery of a mode for

making platinum malleable, he is said to have gained
£30,000, and his mode of hardening steel, and some
other discoveries of a practically usefid nature, were
also very lucrative. His contributions to optics

were the celebrated 'Goniometer' (q. v.), a most
valuable gift to mineralogists ; an apparatus for

ascertaining the refractive power of solid bodies;
the ' Camera Lucida ' (q. v.) ; the discovery of invis-

ible rays outside the violet baud of the spectnmi

;

and an immensity of valuable and interesting obser-

vations on single and double refraction. To other
sciences his contributions were also of importance,

for he was the first to demonstrate the identity of
:i7
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galvanism anil oommon electricity, and explain the
cause of the diUVrcnce ia the plicnnmena exliiliited

by each ; he invented a ' cryui>lioni3 ' for ilhistratin},'

the tlieory of heat ; coustriicted a most convenient
kind of blowpipe ; &e. W. was elected secretary

of the Koyal Society, November .'Wl, ISOG ; and on
Kovenibcr 'M, IS'JS, he was awarded one of the Royal
Medals for his discovery of the mode of making
jilatinuni malleable. He died of elTnsion of blood
on tile brain on December '22 of the same year.

His most important Memoirs, ."iS in number, will

lie found in tne Philosophical Transactions (1800

—

1829).

WOLSEY, TnoM.\j?, Cardinal, was born in

1-171 at Ipswich, in the county of SuU'olk, and is

reputed to have been the son of a butcher of that

])laee. Though thus of humble origin, it is certain

that by some means a good education was secured
I'.ini, and, at au iinu.sually early age, he was sent to

Magdalen College, Oxford, of which he became a
i'ellow. It is said that while at Oxford, he was
brought into somewhat intiniate relations with the

great Erasmus, iintjuestionably then in England.
He afterwards acted as tutor to the sons of the
Marquis of Dorset, through whose favour he
became, in 15U0, rector of Lymington, in Somer-
setshire. On one occasion, he ai>pears to have got
himself into ditHculties. At a fair in the neighbour-

hood, it was his misfortune one day, it is said, to be
found drunk and disorderly ; and by a certain knight
of the shire, by name Sn' Amias Poulet, he was
j)ut in the stocks for the misdemeanour. That he
figured in the stocks, is certain ; that he did so on
the score of drunkenness there is no adeijuate

evidence. A^Hicu the power to retaliate came to

him, he took his revenge on Sir Amias by having
him imprisoned for six years.

W., who was jilainly one of the most insinuating

of men, in .Somersetshire became intimate with a Sir

John Nafaut, a man of considerable mark. Through
the iudnence at court of this gentleman, he was
ap])ointed chaplain to Henry VII., with whom he
speedily ingratiated himself. Being sent by the
king on a special embassy to the continent, he
aetjuitted himself so dexterously, that he rose still

higher in favour ; and in 1008. the deanery of Lin-

coln was conferred on him. The year after, Henry
VIII. succeeded to the tlirone left vacant by the

death of his father. Nearly from this time forward,

the life of W., previously noted, indeed, as a rising

man, yet of no special public importance, is in eticct

the history of the England of which he imiilicitly

became the ruler. Erom Henry he enjoyed the
most unbounded favour and confidence ; and the
influence which he thus exerted in the conduct of

affairs was such as has seldom been exerted by a
subject. The most valuable ecclesiastical prefer-

ments were showered upon him ; and finally, in the
same year (1515), he obtained the bishopric of Lin-

coln, and the archbishopric of York. The year
following, the dignity of cardinal was conferred on
him by the pope, who, not long after, appointed him
also legate. Besides these ecclesiastical honours,

he was made by the king, in 1515, his Prime
^linistcr, and Lord High Cliancellor of England.
From this time, u]) to that of his forfeiture of the
royal favour, W. was one of the most important
men in Euro]ie ; and at home his power was almost
without limit. The revenues derived from his

various offices were of princely magnitude ; and
they were further enlarged by suljsidies from
foreign potentates, eager to conciliate his favour.

He did not bear his honours meekly ; in his way of

life he all'ected a sumptuous magnificence, and a
state only not royal, w-hilst in bearing he was
arrogant and imperious. He openly asiiired to be

US

pope ; and there seemed more than once ground for
supposing that this crowning object of his ambition
was really within his reach. He was, however,
disappointed ; and it has been surmised that his
resentment against Charles V., to whom he attri-

buted his failure, determined, to a considerable
extent, the foreign ]ioliey of the country.
Such a man could not fail to have many enemies,

eager, as occasion might oti'or, to discredit him with
his royal master ; and an occasi.ju at length came,
of which tliey did not fail to take advant.agc. To
the project on which the king had set his heart, of
divorcing Queen Catharine, and marrying Anne
Boleyn, W. shewed himself liostile ; of the latter
part of the scheme he w;is known to disajiprove

;

and his negotiations with a view to securing the
consent of the pope to the divorce were con-
ducted, as it seemed to the king, in a dilatory
and half-hearted manner. Heniy, where his
passions were interested, could little brook con-
tumacy of this kind ; his disple.asure was carefully
fanned, and the disgrace of AV. was accomijlished.
In 1.V2;), he was stripjied of all his honours, and
dr-iven with ignominy from the court. Symptoms
of relenting shewed themselves, however, next year
in the mind of the monarch, and it seemed as if W.
might again be taken into favour. The jirosjiect,

ivs it ])roved, was delusive. Being at the time in

Yorkshire, the .irehliislioiirio having been restored
to him, along with others of his minor preferments,
he was arrested on a charge of high treason, and
ordered to be conveyed to London for trial.

On his journey, he was attacked with dysentery, and
at the monastery of Leicester, in November 1530,
he died.

The faults of W.'s character are obvious ; but if

his [iride, ambition, and rapacity were inordinate,

his luxury and ostentation somewhat unbeseeming
a successor of the primitive ajiostles, he was not
without redeeming qualities. Haughty and inso-

lent to his enemies, and those whose claims ran
counter to his own, to his dependents and inferiors

he was generous, aflable, and humane ; antl not -a

few of them shewed their honourable sense of this
by devotion to him in his misfortunes. Of learn-

ing, he was a most liberal and cidightened ]iatron
;

and the endowment of Christ Church College,

Oxford, surrives as a monument to attest this. He
was plainly a man of large and splendid cajiacity

;

and he seems, on the whole, to have been a diligent,

faithful, cuuseieutious, and salutory counsellor and
servant of the monarch who so long and entirely
trusted to him.

WOLUSPA—i.e., the projihcey of Wala—is the
name of an old Norse poem, i>reserved in the older

Edda, which principally contains the description

of the creation and the destniction of the world.
The W.ala who delivers the utterances, whose name
properly signifies prophcitss, appears in it herself

as a mythical being. According to Weinhold's
explanation in Haui)t's Zcitschrift (1847), the poem,
as we have it now, was jiroduced out of older

popular songs by the hand of a later author at a
time when Christianity had ab'eady penetrated into

the north, somewhere in the lirst half of the 9th
century. Besides being contained in the Edda, it

has been separately published bv Grater (Leip.

1818), by EttmuUer (Leip. 183U), likewise by Berg-
mann in the Pouvics Islandais (Par. IS.'JS), and by
Dietrich in the old Norse Lcsehuch (Leip. 184,'i).

WOL"\T3RHA'MPTON, a nnmiciiial and par-

liamentary borough of StafTordshire, a flourishing

centre of the niaiuifacture of iron, iron wares,
and tin-plate goods, and the most jioimlous and
wealthy town of its couuty, 10 miles north-west of
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Birmingham, with which it is connecteii by rail-

way. Besides Komati Catholic aud other Noncon-
formist chapels, numbering in all 25, there are also

within the municipal borough 10 churches, of which
that of St Peter's is a stately edifice, with
a lofty embattled and pinnacled tower. In
the immediate suburbs there are (1S67) 3
new churches and 4 Nonconformist chapels.

Of these lo churches aud 29 chape!,?, 11

churches and two-thirds of the chapels have
beeu erected since 1S27. Its leading public

schools are—a thriving grammar-school,
founded 171-1; an Orphan Asylum, insti-

tuted ISoO, for orphans from all parts of the

kingdom, with lUO scholars, and room for

201) ; and a School of Practical Art, oi>ened

1S54. Among its philanthi-opic institutions,

a General Hospital and Dispensary, opened
1849, having 100 beds, and, like the Orphan
Asylum, supported by voluntary contribu-

tions, is the chief. W. sent members to

parliament first in 1S32, and became a
municipal borough in 1S47. It h.as Quarter
Sessions of its own, a spacious cattle-market,

and a market-hall. New corporation offices

aud police barracks are about to be erected ;

a system of deep sewerage is commenced ;

and its abundant water sup])ly is in the

hands of the corporation. There is a re-

cently erected bronze equestrian statue of

Prince Albert standing iu Queen Square. The town
possesses an Exchange, where iron-masters and mer-
chants assemble ; and an Agricidtui'al Hall, for the

use of farmers and corn-dealers. AV. stands upon
the western edge of the extensive coal and iion-

miniug district of South Staffordshire, and is the

metropolis of that district. Ou the south aud
east, the vicinity is covered with coal mines, iron-

Btone pits, blast-furnaces, forges, rolUng-mills, and
foundries; but on the north and west it is rural

and 2>icturesque. Its chief manufactures are tin-

plate and japanned goods (14 manufactories),

enamelled hollow wares, locks aud keys, edge-tools,

iron braziery and galvanised iron goods, gas and
water tubes, cables and railway fastenings, iron-

foundry goods, machiner}-, mills, cut nads, tijis,

cast hinges, electro-plate and pajiier-michG goods,

brass castings, and finished iron. Besides the estab-

lishments engaged in the hardware nianufactiu'e,

there are several llour-milU and chemical and arti-

fici.al manure works. The hardware gcJods manu-
factured at W. are remarkable for beauty of finish

and genuineness of workmanship. The town enjoys
unusual facilities for communication aud transiiort.

For a considerable time, it has commanded canal

communication ; aud quite recently, it has become
the focus of a number of converging lines of radway,
by means of which it is i)laced in direct relations

with the important quarters of the country. Its

market-day is Wednesday, imder a charter by
Henry III. (12.58). The borough returns two mem-
bers to the House of Commons. Pop. (1851) of

parliamentary borough,119,748; (1801)147,070. Pop.

(1801) of municipal borough, OU,S0O; (1807) 00,000.

W., a town of considerable antiquity, was origin-

ally called Hampton, and afterwards Wulfrune's
Hampton (of which its present name is a corrujition),

from the circumstance that Wulfruuc, the sister of

King Edgar, founded here (99C), the chiu'ch aud
college of which St Peters is the modern represeut-

ative. (1871

—

pop. of p. b. 103,408.)

WO'LVERINE. See GLrTTO.v.

WOMB, The, professionally known as the Uterus,

is a flattened, pear-shaped organ, whose position

and various paits will be best understood by a

reference to fig. 1. It consists of a body (1), a
base or fundus (2), a neck or cervix (.3), and a mouth
or OS iiieri (4). It lies in the line of the axis of the

outlet of the Pelvis (q. v.), with base directed up-

Fig. 1.—The Utems and its appendages viewed on their anterior
aspect

:

1, the body of the uterus ; 2, its fundus ; 3. its cervix ; 4, the os uteri;

5, tlie vagina laid open ; b', the broad ligaments of tlie uterus on left

fide ; 7, a cnnvexiry of the broad ligament eaused by the ovary ; 8, 8,

the round ligaments ; 9, 9, the Fallopian tubes ; III, 1(1, their fiinbi-i-

ated extremities ; 11, the light ovary ; li?, the utero-ovarian ligament
;

l.'I, the Fallopio-ovariaii ligament in the peritoneum of the anterior
surface. The membrane is removed on the right side to shew the
parts embedded in its folds.—From Wilson's Anatomisl's VaUe-
JlecuriK

wards and forwards, and the neck directed slightly

backwards. See fig. 2. In the unimpreguated
condition, which we are now considering, it is about
three inches iu length, two in breadth, and one in

thickness, aud weighs about an ounce and a half.

On laying it ojien, or exploring its interior by the

introduction of an instrument through the os uieri.

V'lg. 2.—Section of Pelvic Viscera, with the parts in

position

:

A, the uterus ; B, the bladder; C, the rectum (the latter two
bein;,' moderately distended :) n n is a line from the lower

border of the symphysis pubis to the promontory of the

sacrum ; b b, from the same spot to the lower margin of the

fourth sacral vertebra; cc, the axis of the uterus. "When
prolonged, it runs three quarters of an inch in front of

promontory of sacrum, and hits the end of the coccyx.

its cavity is found to be very narrow, and to contain

a little mucus. Its walls are nearly half an inch

thick, and are mainly composed of muscle-ceUs and
fibres running irregularly in all directions except

round the os, where they make a partial sphincter.

This muscular coat, which constitutes the bulk of

the organ, is covered externally with a serous coat,
249
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cleiived from the peritoueuiu, and is lined internally

by a mucous coat continuous witli that of the canal

called the vagina, l)y which the interior of the womb
communicates with the outer surface of the body.

This mucous coat abounds in small mucous follicles,

and is jirovided with ciliated Kpithelium (ij. v.).

The neck or cervix of the womb is distinguished

from the body by a well-marked constriction. The
mouth, or o.s", projects slightly into the vagina (which

is shewn as laid open anteriorly in the figure). This

opening is nearly round in the virgin, and trans-

verse after )iarturition. It is of considerable size,

and is named the orijicium vteri cxtcnmm ; it leads

into a narrow canal which terminates at the upper
end of the cervix in a smaller opening, the orijicium

internum, beyond whieli is the shallow triaugidar

cavity of the womb, of which it forms the lower

angle, while the two upper angles, which are funnel-

shaped, constitute the beginning of the Fallopian

Tubes (q. v.), whose apertures are so small as only to

admit the passage of a line bristle. The blood-

vessels and nen-ea enlarge in a very remarkable

way during pregnancy, so as to adapt themselves to

the increased wants of the organ, which, at the

ninth mouth of utero-gestation, weighs from two to

four pounds. The term appendages to the uterus is

given to the Fallopian Tubes and Ovaries (q. v.),

which are enclosed by the lateral folds of the peri-

toneum called the broad ligaments. The womb is

suspeudcd in the pelvic cavity in such a way as,

by its mobility, to escape rude shocks from without
or disturbance from the varying conditions of the

surrounding viscera, while at the same time to allow

of its vastly increasing in bullc with comparatively
little discomfort when pregnancy occurs. This is

effected by several dnplicatures of peritoneum, con-

taining variable quantities of fibrous and muscular
tissue, and known from their form or connection as

the broad, the round, the utero-sacral, and the utero-

vesical ligaments.

The uterus is an organ peculi.ar to the Mammalia,
and in comparatively few of them (excepting the
Apes and Cheiroptera) is it of the simple oval or

triangular form which we have described. It is lino-

horned in the Knminantia, I'achydermata, Solijjedia,

and Cetacea ; ami it is said to ho dicided where it

has only a verj' short body, as in most of the Car-
nivora and Edentata, and somo Kodentia, which
speedily divides both externally and internally, and
is continuous with the oviducts or Fallopian tubes.

The uterus is actually double, in some of the Eden-
tata, and in most of the Kodentia, including the
mouse and hare ; in which each Fallopian tube
passes into an iutestiniform litems, which has two
comi>letely distinct openings lying near to each other

within the vagina. In the Marsupiata and Mono-
treniata, the modifications of thia organ are still

more singular.

It is impossible to do more than name the chief

ofTices or fimctions of the womb. They may bo

divided into those which relate to (1) Menstru-
ation (q. v.), (2) Insemination, (3) Gestation, and (1)

I'arturition.—For a complete account of the ana-
tomy, physiology, and pathology of the uterus and
its .appendages, we must refer to a masterly article

by L)r Arthur Farre on th.at subject in the last

volume of the Cyclopcedia of Anatomy and Phy-
siotogii.

AVOMB, DiaE.v.sr.s and Deeaxgement of the.
In this article we shall not include the ailments of

the ]ire,gnant or of the puer]ieral state, some of which,
as Pldetimasia Dolens .and Puerpei-al Perer, have
been noticed in special articles. Many of the diseases,

however, which we shall have occasion to notice
may be traced to pregnancy, miscarriage, or severe
delivery, that had occurred months previously. A
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common resiUt of inflammation that often succeeds
miscarriage or a bad delivery is to check that pro-
cess of involution by which the womb ought to lie

restored in a few -weeks to the size and condition in

which it existed previous to the occiu:rence of

prejjnancy. For a lucid descri]itiou of the processes
which act on the enlarged wond) to restore it to its

original state, we must refer to Dr West On Diseases

of Women, 2d ed. p. 90. How inlhimmation acts
in inten-uptiug these processes, is not easily ex-
])lained ; but after it has passed aw.ay, its effects m.ay
remain in the enlarged size and altered stnicture of

the womb, changes which render it likely to suffer

from the alternation of activity and repose to which
the female generative system is li.able. In this con-
dition, the enlarged and lieaN'y uterus is very likely

to become prol.ai)3cd, or to become a seat of per-

m.aneut congestion or chronic inlianunation ; and
excessive menstruation and a feehng of weight in

the pelvis are almost always present. Besides this

form of enlargement, there is a far less common
form in which the enlargement of the womb takes
])lace independently of previous pregnancy, and is

the result of true hypertrophy. The symptoms are,

according to West, ' a seuse of weight in the pelvis,

pain usually of a burning character, ha'morrh.ages
having gradually come on, and forced themselves
by their slowly increasing severity on the patient's

notice.' The treatment is nnich the same in both
these forma of enlargement— viz., the recumbent
position on a hair or spring mattress, attention to

the bowels, and local leeching every fortnight, to

be continued for sever.al months, together with the
careful use of irou associated with small doses of

iotlide of potassiimi. Temporary separation from
the husband's bed should also be insisted on. There
is also a form of hyjiertrophy which is confined to

the neck of the womb, which occasions great dis-

comfort to the patient, and acts as a mechanical
impediment to sexu.al union. In these eases, no
relief can be afforded except by a surgical operation,

which is described in West, op. cit., ji. 77.

From these results of 'simple errors of nutrition,'

leading to increased growth of the organ, we jiass

on to the debatable and much-troddim ground of

injlamnialion of tlie womb. Acute inflammation of

the unimprcgnatcd womb may arise from unaccus-
tomed and excessive sexual iutorcom-se, sudden
supjiression of the mcnstru.al discharge, the ex-

tension of gonorrhccal inflaunnation, &c. ; but, as it

is comparatively rare, and seldom dangerous to hfe,

we .";hall at once pass on to an affection which by
most iiractitioners is regarded as one of the com-
monest to which woman is hablc—viz., chronic

inflammation and 'ulceration of the neck of the
womb. It is not forty years ago since .a French
jihysician, M. llecamier, invented an instrument

—

the Bpecidnm—for the application of local I'emedies

to the neck of the wcuub iu cancer; but the light

which this instrument threw upon uterine condi-

tions generally, led, amongst other residts, to the
conclusion, that leucorrhceal discharges (popularly

known as tlie whites) were often derived from, and
associated with, various morbid apjiearanccs of the
mouth of the womb, and could often be removed
by remedies directed to that part. Almost ever

since the specidimi began to get into general use,

a large number of old-fashioned practitioners raised

up a cry against its emploj-ment, on the grounds
of its indelicacy, its inutility, Ac, and denied the
very existence of various morbid conditions, which
the employers of the instrument declared they saw
Tvith its use. Hence two parties have arisen—one
who believe in the speculum and its revelations;

and another who reject the recent modes of

investigating uterine diseases, who take small
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account of the new facts regarding local disease

whicli have been revealed, and who regard uterine
ailments as resulting from constitutional derange-
ments, and who therefore trust mainly to general

treatment. iSTow, although the view that the local

disease is everj'thing, may not be universally true,

the opposite view is certainly untenable ; and Dr
West and other writers on this subject have
pointed out that there are reasons why the womb
should more frequently than perhaps any other organ
be the seat of certain forms of local ailment, and
should consequently require the frequent employ-
ment of local treatment. It would be out of place
in these pages to describe the characters of the
ulcerations or abrasions of the mouth of the womb,
which are so frequently revealed by the speculum,
or to enter into any detail regarding the high
pathological importance attached by some writers
to them. The conclusion which Dr West draws
from a prolonged investigation of this subject is,

that ' the condition of so-called idceration or

abrasion of the os uteri is far from infi'equeut, even
in cases where no uterine sj-mptoms were complained
of during life ; but that it is usually unassociated
with other important affectious of the uterus, such as

may be supposed to be the effects of inflammatory
action ; and, further, that such affections do not
seem to be readily excited by causes acting on the
neck of the womb, either when displaced, or when
the organ is in its natural position.'

—

Op. cif. p. 120.

Since uterine pain, disordered menstruation, and
leucorrhceal discharges—the symptoms usually asso-

ciated with idceration of the mouth of the womb
—are met with by impartial observers abnost as

'

frequently wilhout as with idceratiou, it ni.ay be
'

fairly inferred that this ulceration is neither a
general cause of uterine disease, nor a safe index of

its progi-ess ; and although the local application of

caustic to the os uteri is doubtless often successful

in restoring the patient to health, it must not be
considered as a general ride that the attempt, by

j

local remedies, to remove this condition is the one !

and all-important point in the treatment of uterine
disease. There is no doubt that, in the great
majority of these cases (excepting a few of the
more severe ones), temporary separation from the
husband's bed, the recimibent position (which

;

facilitates the return of blood from the womb and
adjacent parts), due attention to the diet and state
of the digestive organs, and the use of injections

of nitrate of sUver, which may be applied by the
patient, are sufficient in a few weeks to effect a I

cure. Chronic uterine inflammation of a more general
nature (as of the interior, or body of the womb),

{

witli very similar symptoms, is by no means rare. '

If the disease is met with in the acute form, leeches
should be applied to the womb itself ; iu the
chronic form, which is generally observed, the ]iain

!

in the back is best relieved by ,a croton-oil lini-

ment, composed, according to Dr West's directions,

of one part of croton oil to ten of the cam[)lu)r

liniment (of the London Pharmacopccia), which
shoidd be applied (without rubbing it in) with a
sponge twice a day on the back, at tlie seat of pain.

Eelladonn.a plaster or liniment also gives temporary
relief. The irritability of the bladder, which is a
common symptom, is usually associated with
abimdant phosphatic deposits iu the urine, and is

best relieved Ijy a combination of ten or fifteen

minims of dilute hydrochloric acid, half a drachm
of tincture of henbane, and two ounces or more of

decoction of Pareira-Brava (see Ci.ssa5ipelos), three
times a day ; and the tepid hip-bath may be used
\rith benefit. The same general rides as to rest, diet,

&c. which have been already given, must be attended
to. Under the best management, a tendency to

relapse is liable to occur at each monthly period,

and after several such relapses, the womb is found
(on surgical examination) to be enlarged and
hardened, and less movable than natural. This
condition is best removed by the carefid and i)ro-

longed use of bichloride of mercury in small doses,

which, as it is a deadly poison, must only be taken
by professional advice ; but the pain iu the groin

which usually accompanies this change, may be
relieved or removed by the application of a small
blister. The profuse discharge—both menstrual
and leucorrha\il—is best reheved by chalybeate

preparations, of which the following is a useful

and favourite compound : Take of sulphate of iron,

G .grains ; sidphate of magnesia (Epsom salts), 3
drachms; dilute sulphuric acid, h.alf a drachm;
syrup of orange peel, half an ounce; caraway water,
sufficient to make a mixture of 6 ounces, of which
1 ounce may be taken thrice daily, after meals ; or

if there be much htemorrhage, a mixture of alum
and sidphate of iron (4 grains of the former to 1

of the latter, dissolved in a small tumbler of water)
may be taken three times a day. A hip-bath,

containing half a poimd of alum to every gallon of

water, is often very useful as an astringent. It should
be taken in the morning before dressing, and the
patient should remain in it at least a quarter of an
hour. For the first time or two, the water may have
the chill just taken off. The same importance is

not at present attached to vaginal injections as when
it was beUeved that the vagina (and not the womb)
was the main source of leucorrhreal discharge. In
a case of leucorrhceal discharge of long standing,
an excellent astringent injection may be formed by
dissolving two drachms of tannin and half an ounce
of alum in a quart of water. Special forms of

female or vaginal sjTinges are sold for this pur-

pose. Of the application of caustics to the mouth
of the womb, we say nothing, as that is a matter
which must be left solely to the medical attendant.

From these remarks on the diseases of this im-
portant organ, we pass on to a very brief notice of

its occasional viisplacemcnts. The singidar mobility

of the womb (without which pregnancy woidd be
almost an impossibility) exposes it to the risk of

displacement to such a degree as often to give rise

to great pei-sonal discomfort. As all the causes
which tend to produce displacement (such as

increased weight of the organ during preguancj',

pressure of the superincumbent viscera, &c.) act in

a downward direction, the obvious tendency of the
womb is to be thrown downwards, or to sutler

Prolapsus (q. v.), an affection which, in its extreme
degree, when the organ is more or le?3 protruded
externall}', is termed Procidentia. Causes some-
times come into play which incline the up])er part
of the uterus either backward or forw.ard, giving
rise to rctrovin-sion and anieversion, instead of mere
prolapse. Prolapsus is sufficiently considered in the
article bearing that title ; and for a description of

the symptoms and treatment of the two last-named
misplacements, we must refer our readers to the
standard works on the Diseases of Women.
The tendency of the womb to hyjiertrophy has

been noticed at the beginning of this article ; its

individual tissues have a similar tendency to over-
gro^vth, shewing itself at particular parts, and thus
giving rise to tumours or outgrowths, which are
more common in this than in any other organ.
Under this head may be mentioned several varieties

of Polypus, which differ essentially in structin-e, but
all of which are invested by the mucous membrane
which lines the uterus, and are liable to be the
source of htemorrhage. Their removal by surgical

means is generally a m.atter of no difficultly. Much
more important than these is the Fibrous Tumour,
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nliicli is frequent in its occurrence, serious in its

ellVcts, and very sliclitly anienaUlo to treatment.

These tumours are of a spherical form and !irni

texture, resenibliu"; that of the womb itself, and
usually occur in groups; several being frequently

present, -while one or two are considerably larger

thau the others. The symjitoms to which they give

rise '\'arv extremely according as the chief tumour
lies on the outer part of the womb, and grows into

the abdominal cavity, or is developed within the

walls of the womb, or projects into the interior.

They may be of almost any size, cases being on

record in which they weighed from 70 to SO lljs.

In regard to the sj-mptoms of this affection, it must
be jiremised that sometimes these tumours exist

witliout exciting any disturbance, and that growths

on the outer sm-face give rise to comparatively un-

import.ant derangements, compared with those which
are imbedded in the walls, or occupy the cavity of the

woml^. It will be readily understood that women
who have passed the change of life (;\s it is popularly

called) sutler less from these timiours than younger
women. The diagnosis of fibrous tumour is efleoted

partly by manual and instrumental examination
(into which we shall not enter), and partly by the

symptoms—such as (1) haemorrhage occun*ing in

aliout 50 per cent, of cases independently of their

nature ; (2) disturbance of the menstrual discharge

in U'2 per cent, of cases, it most commonly being

excessive, and often painful ; (.'5) jiain, usually con-

stant, and occasionally only at the menstrual period,

described by some patients as a burning sensation,

by othei-s as a sense of bearing down, and by a few
as occurring in paroxysms of intense agony

; (4)

dysuria—pain in voiding urine, or difficulty in dis-

cliarging it, or frequent desire to pass it. It is

usually hieniorrhage, or inability to void the urine,

that first directs the attention of the patient to her

ni.dady. Its tendency to excite abortion often leads

the i>hysiciau to 5usi)ect its jiresence. Although,

as we previously mentioned, this is an affection

little amenable to treatment, a woman with these

symptoms shoulil at once consult a physician (if

po.ssible, the ]ihysician-accoucheur to a large hos-

pital), who, by his advice as to the general manage-
ment of the case, especially during the menstrual
period, may do much to palli.ate her sufferings,

iodine, bromiue (aud certain mineral waters con-

taining these elements), and mercury have been
vaunted as specifics, but nothing positive can be
said regarding their successful action; and certain

surgical operations have been recommended, which
are accompanied with so much danger to the jiatient

that it is needless to refer to them. But although

the action of medicines on these growths is avowedly
uncertain, nature in this as in many other cases

not unfrequently strives towards a more or less com-
]>leto cure, i'or example, if the tumour is ]>edicu-

lated, and lies in the uterine cavity, the pedicle may
finally give way, and the tumour may be expelled ;

or certain changes may take jilace in the interior of

a tumour, leading either to its disintegration and
elimination, or to its conversion into a chalky mass,

wliich, though not eliminated, induces no local dis-

turbances. These si>ontaneous cures are by no
means rare, although we can hariUy lead the patient

to expect them in any special case.

We shall conclude with a few words on a disease

which is the most painful and hopeless of all the

disorders to which humanity is liable

—

cancer of the

Womb. It is a disease M'hose leading features are

thus graphically—we may almost say, painfully

—

described by Dr West :
* Pain, often exceeding in

intensity all that can be imagined as most intoler-

able, attended by accidents which render the suf-

ferer most loathsome to herself aud to those whom
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strong affection still gathers round her bed ; the

general health broken down by the action of the

same iioison as produces the local sufl'ering, and all

tending surely, swiftly, to a fatal issue, which skill

cannot avert, from which it can scarcely take away
its bitterest anguish.' The three most constant

sym)>toms are pain, and hfeniorrhage, and discharge.

From an examination of 132 cases by the above-

named jihysician, the first symptom was found to

have been,

In 58 instances, or 43-9 per cent. , hEPmorrh.ipe without pain.

ir S6 ri Vya M pain of various kinds.

II IS II 13'C II hseinonliage ^\itll pain.

II Is II 13'u II IvucorrlKFa or other discharge
^vithout p:iin.

II 12 II 103 II p.iin and discharge sometimes
c tTensivc.

It is unnecessary to enter into further details

regarding the symjitoma of this disease, as cases of

this nature must always be under medical superin-

tendence, and for the same reason we need only say

regarding the treatment, that it is divisible into the

paltiaCive and the ctiratice, the former being directed

towards the three great symptoms, and the general

symjitoms of the cancerous cachexia (or constitu-

tion), while in the latter are included the operation of

extirpating the whole womb, or removing the neck
of the womb by ligature or excision. It is dilhcult

to speak with accuracy regarding the frequency

of this disease. An apiiro.xiniate estimate may be

formed from the fact that, in 1S51, the mortality

from cancer in lingland amounted to 1754 males

aud 4072 females ; the excess in the latter case,

amounting to 231S, must be due to cancer of the

breast or womb ; aud according to Tanchou, a French
pathologist, cancer of the womb is more frequent

than that of the female breast in the rate of 20 to 10.

Hence the yearly deaths from uterine cancer in Eng-

land amount to about 1074. The last-named writer

calculated, from ten years' observation of the French
records of mortality, that this disease causes 10 per

1000 of all female deaths. The disease is very rare

before the 25th year, and by far the most common
period of its appearance is between the ages of 40

and 50 years. Its average duration is 10 or 17

mouths, but it m.ay prove fatal in 3 or 4 months.

On the subject of cancer of the womb, Walsh Oii.

Cancer may be consulted ; and for further infor-

mation on the subject of this article gcucr.ally,

the reader is referred to the standard works of

Churchill, Lever, Simpson, West, &o.

WO'JIBAT {Phascolo7nys), a genus of marsupial

quadrupeds, constituting a distinct family, J'ltu.icu-

lomyda;, and of which only one species is known,
Pliascolomijs Wombat, a native of Austialia, abound-

ing chieHy in mountainous districts of New South
Wales, Victoria, South Australia, and Van Diemen's
Land, and in the islands of Hass's Strait. In many
of its characters, it resembles the Hodentia. The
incisors are two in each jaw, long, and chisel-Kke

;

they are hollow at the base, and continue to grow
as they are worn away ; there are no canine teeth

;

and the molars are five on each side in both jaws.

There is a wiile gap between the incisors and the

mol.ars. The W. is an animal of clumsy form, having

stout limbs and a blunt muzzle. It is 2 or 3 feet

long, plump, with a thick coat of long, gi-ayish

brown, coai-se, woolly hair ; the head large, fiat,

broad, with sm.all eyes and ears, the ujiper lip cleft

;

the feet five-toed, the claws long, except those of

the inner toes of the hind feet ; the tail verj' short.

It is plantigrade, and the soles of the feet are broad

and naked. It is nocturnal in its habits, slow in its

motions ; feeds on vegetable substances, and digs

up roots with its claws ; it makes its abode in

holes among rocks, or in burrows dug by itself.
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It produces three or four young at a birth. It is a

creature of httle intelligence, but gentle, and easily

domesticated to a certain, extent, not seeming to

care much for any chabge of circumstances, so long

o\

^.

Wombat {Phascolomys Wombat).

as its wants are supplied. It shews considerable suap-

pishness, however, if provoked. Its liesU is ]ire-

ferred to that of any other quadruped of Australia.

It is generally fat, and the flavour is somewhat
like that of pork. Wombats have frequently been

brought alive to Britain.—The remains of a fossil

species have been found in the caves at Wellington
Vallej', in Anstraha.

WOOD, AxxnoN'v, of some note as an anti-

quary, was born at Oxford in the year 16.32. His
school education he received chietly in the place of

his birth, and in 1C47, he was entered at Merton
College as a gentleman commoner. In 1G52, he took
his degree as Bachelor, and in 1655, became Master
of Arts. DeriWng from his father an independence,

he seems at first to have aimed at being a sort of

.Tack-of-.all-trades, as not bound in penalties of

hunger to follow out any jiarticular one. He prac-

tised the fiddle assiduously, and is said to have
attained considerable skill. Painting was also one
of his innocent hobbies, but none of his pictures

have been preserved to enable ns to test his pro-

ficiency. In addition to these accomjiUshments,

it wa.s his whim to concern himself with heraldry

and other antiquarian pursuits. He laboured much
in the libraries, and presently came to be noted for

his curious turn that way. In 1656, he came upon
Dugdale's Antiquities of Warmclshire, shortly before

published, the perusal of which greatly delighted

him, and awoke in him the fire of emulation. He
now worked still more assiduously ; and went about
among the tombs, copying old inscriptions. As
the fruit of these learned labours, he gave to the

world, in 1669, his History and A nti'juities ofOrford.
For the copj'right of this work W. received £100
from the university ; and Dr Fell, Dean of Christ-

church, thought so highly of it that he employed
one Peers, a student, to e.xecute a Latin translation

of it. The Historia et Anthjnitat'S Univcrsitatis

Oxoniemns was published at Oxford in 1674.

Subsequently, in 1601, as result of his further

investigations, W. published his Atlicnce Oroiiini.vs,

containing a fidl and particiUar accoimt of all the

authors, bishops, &c., who had adorned that seat of

learning from 1500 to 1600. In this work, he attacked
the character of the great Lord Clarendon, deceased;

a misdemeanour for which he was prosecuted at the
court of the university, and expelled. He did not
long survive this disgrace, dying 29th November
1695. His books, and a selection of his manu-

scripts, he left to the universitj- of which he had
ceased to be a member, and they are preserved in
the Ashmoleau iluseum. His life may be found
at large in the edition of his A thence Oxonienses
issued hj Dr Bliss in 1S4S.

WOOD AND WOODY FIBRE. The h.ard and
compact or tough and fibrous parts of plants are
composed chietly of a pecidiar kind of Vascular
Tissue (q. v.), which, when compact, is wood. It

exists chiefly in the stems, frequently in the
roots, and also in the inner bark of exogenous
plants, which yields many of the most valuable
flbres used in the arts, and in the midrib and veins
of leaves, some very useful flbres being obtained from
the leaves of endogens. See Fibre. Annual plants
contain little or no woody fibre, being composed
chiefly of Cellidar Tissue (q. v.), which also forms
great part of many herbaceous perennials, and of

all plants in a very young state. Woody flbre con-
sists of elongated cells tapering to both extremities,

lying close together, and overlapping one another,
sometimes much elongated into tubes. Wood is

entirely made up of cells of this kind, permeated in

exogenous plants by medidlary rays. The cells of

woody fibre have their walls thickened by suc-

cessive layers of cellulose and lignine, deposited in

their interior, so that thej' acquire strength. In the
inner bark of exogens, woody fibre is mixed with
laticiferous vessels (see Latex) and cellular tissue.

Woody fibre has generally no definite markings
on the walls of its cells ; but these sometimes appear
as simple discs, or as discs with smaller circles in

the centre. These discs are formed by concavities
on the outside of the walls of contiguous cells,

closely applied to each other, so as to form lenti-

cular cavities between them, as Mr Quekett proved
in fossil pine-wood, in w-hich he separated lenticular

masses of solid matter from between the discs.

When the smaller circle appears in the centre of the
discs, the ^Yoody tissue is described as Punctated.

This is especially the case in ConiJ'era, but is not
absolutely distinctive of them, the same character
appearing also in some other plants, as in Winter's
Bark. The small circle in the centre of the disc is

formed by the mouth of a canal, often funnel-shaped.

These canals or pores, connecting one cell with
another, are supposed to give to the wood of the
C'oiii/enc its peculiar fitness for making music;d
instruments.

Woody fibre is not jiroperly formed unless the
leaves of plants are well exposed to the hght. There
is no doubt that the Cambium (q. v.) performs an
important jiart in the formation of wood. There
has been much difl'erence of opinion among vegetable
physiologists, however, as to the mode of its forma-
tion. Two principal theories have long had and
still have their advocates—the Horizontal and I'tr-

ticat theories. According to the former—supported
by Duhamel, Decandolle, Schleideu, Mirbcl, Naudin,
Henfrey, &c.—the wood of trees is formed by hori-

zontal extension from the stem or from the bark, or
from both, for there is much diversity of opinion as

to these particulars. According to the latter—sup-
ported by Knight, Petit-Thouars, Gaudichaud, Liud-
iey, &c.—the wood is develojieil in a vertical direc-

tion from the leaves, every bud being, as the elder

Darwin long ago maintained, an embryo plant send-
ing leaves uj)wards and roots downwards.
Wood is not only valuable as Timber (q. v.), but

for fuel, being the chief fuel used in many parts of

the world. To woody fibre we are indebted also

for great part of our cordage and textile fabrics,

including the very finest of them, as muslin and lace.

Keduced to pulp, it is used for the manufacture of

paper.

A Icind of factitious or artificial wood, used for
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making ornamental articles, hag recently licen in-

venteii in Kiancc. It is called Buis dure. It is

formed of sawdust, heated to a high tenijierature, and

subjected to very great pressure. Its coniji.aetness

and liarduess exceed those of wood itself. Another

kind is made hy mixing blood with sawdust, and

coniprcssing. Sonic kinds of costly wood are also

imitated by mixin;; their sawdust with glue, and

casting the mixtui-o into the desired shape in moidds.

WOO'DKINE. See Honeysuckle.

WOO'DBRIDGK, a market-town and river-port

of Sullblk, on the right bank of the Deben, which

here expands into an estuary, 11 miles from the

sea, and S miles east-north-east of Ipswich. Vessels

of l-2(l tuns can reach the town. There arc a custnin-

house, a bonding M'arehousc, and docks in wliich

shiiibuiUIinu' is carried on. The church is a striking

edilice of lilack flint and freestone, witli a magni-

liccut tower. There is also a richly endowed charity

which .supports an excellent and well-conducted

grauuuar-school, commodious and extensive alms-

houses, a public dispensary and lilirary. Corn, Hour,

and malt are cxjiorted; coals imported. In ISfiS,

C'.)l) vessels, of 37,720 tons, entereil and cleared the

jiiirt. W. is a st.ation on the Great Eastern Railway.

I'op. (18G1) 4513.

WOOD-CABVIJfG is probably the oldest branch

of .art. Ajiparentlj', the lirst weapon was a club,

and the lirst attempt at decoration was some

scratching or carving on it. Amongst the Eg'yp-

tiaus, Greeks, and Romans it was much practised.

As a branch of Christian art it was one of the

earliest, and attained a high develoiimcnt in the

loth century. It greatly declined during the last

century, but has again reviveil, and promises to

.attain great importance. The wood-carvers of

Great Britain have shewn great capabilities, but

hitherto have lavished too much care npon llneness

of finish rather than on the artistic excellence of

their designs.

WOOD-CHARCOAL is the most important,

•Jthough not the purest, kiud of charcoal. Wood
consists of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, tho last

two being in tho proportion to form water. When
heated in the open .air, it burns comjiletely away,

with the exception of a small white ash ; but if the

supply of air be limited, only tho more volatile

matters burn away, and most of the carbon remains.

This is • the principle of the process of charcoal-

burning in countries where wood is abundant, as,

for example, in the Harz Mountains. 'A number
of billets of wood are built up vertically in two or

three rows into a large conical heap, which is

covered over with turf or moistened charco.al-ash,

holes being left at the liottom for tho air to git in.

A hollow space is also left in the midiUe of the heaj),

to serve as a flue for the gaseous matters which are

evolved. The heap is set on lire by throwing burn-

ing pieces of wood into the central ojiening, near

the top of which, however, a kind of grate, made of

billets of wood, is placed, to prevent the burning

fuel from falling at once to the bottom. The cnm-

bustiou then proceeds gradually from the top to the

bottom, and from the ceutre to the outside of tho

heap ; and as the central portions burn away, fresh

wood is continually thrown in at the top, so as to

keep tlie heap quite fidl. The appearance of the

smoke shews how the comljustiou is proceeding

:

when it is going on projjerly, the smoke is thick

and white ; if it becomes thin, and especially if a

blue flame appears, it is a sign that the wood is

burning aw.ay too f.ast, and the combustion must then

be checked, by pai-tially stopping up the holes at the

bottom, or by heaping fresh ashes on the top and
sides, and pressing them down well, so as to diminish
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tho draught. As soon as tho combustion is com-
pleted, tlie heap is com])lctely covered with turf or

ashes, and left to cool for two or three days. It is then

taken to pieces, and the jiortions still hot are cooled

by throwing water or sand upon them. 100 parts

of wood yield on the aver.age from 01 to G.5 ji.arts by
measure, or 24 parts by weight of ch.arcoal.'—Watts's

Dict'wnarij of Cliemistrii, vol. i. ]>. 759. The char-

coal thus prepared is the best suited for fuel. In
England, a large quantity of ch.arco.al is obtained in

the dry distillation of wood in cast-iron cylinders,

for the prejjaration of crude acetic acid. The char-

coal thus prepared is preferable for maldug gun-

powder, but is inferiiir for other purposes. A
peculiar kiud of charcoal of a reddish-brown colour,

and licuco termed charlon roiix, is prepared in

I'ranee for the manufacture of tho gunpowder used

for sjiorting purposes, by subjecting wood in iron

cylinders to the action of superheated steam vmder

a ]iressure of two atmospheres. Powder made with

this charcoal absorbs moisture more rapidly than

ordinary gunpowder.
The general properties of wooil-cliareoal are, that

it is black and brittle, and retains the form of the

wood from which it was derived ; it is insoluble in

water, infusible and nun-volatile in the most intense

heat ; its power of condensing gases is noticed in

the article on that snlijeet ; and from its power of

destroying bad smells, it has been regarded as

possessing considei-able antiseptic properties. It is

frequently stated that charcoal is a bad conductor

of heat, but a good conductor of electricity : these

properties dejjond upon the nature of the charcoal,

the lighter wood, such as willow, yielding a porous

charco.al, with little jtower of conduetuig heat (-r

electricity ; while boxwood yields a very compact
charco.al, which is a good conductor of heat and
electricity, and is admirably adapted for tho cvlii-

bition of the electric light. Charcoal never consists

entirely of pure carbon, tho degree of purity vary-

in;' directly with the temper.ature ; thus, ch.arcoal

cluirrcd at 4Sf)° cont.ains 05 per cent, of carbon, while

that charred at 750' contains 80, and that charred

,at 2730° contains !)G ; but the loss of charcoal occa-

sioned by these high temperatures is very great,

the three percent.ages of charcoal corresponding to

these temperatures being 50, 20, and 15.

The uses of wood-charco.al arc numerous and
extensive. It is very largely emiiloyed as .a fuel,

t.aking the same place in many comitries that co.al

occupies here. From its being proof a»;unst all

ordin.ary chemical agencies, 'a sujierlicial charring

is frequently resorted to, with the view to jirotect

wood from decay, as in the case of piles which are

driven into mud or into the bods of rivers to serve

as foundations. For tho same reason, it is a com-
mon practice to ch.ar the interior of tubs and
casks destined to hold liquids.'—JlUler's Inurgatiic

Chemistri), 3d ed., p. 77. In a finely-divided state,

it is commonly regarded, as has been already stati^il,

as an antiseptic; .and there is no doubt th.at tlie

oli'ensive etfluvia from .animal m.atterin an advanced
stage of putrefaction dis.nppear when the putrefying

substance is covered with a layer of charcoal ; but

in reality the decay goes on, without the emission of

any odour, till at length the whole of the carbcm is

dissipated as carbonic acid gas, and the hydrogen as

water, while the nitrogen remains as nitric acid.

For these explanations, we are indebted to Dr Sten-

honse, who has shewn that the action consists in a
rajiid jiroeess of oxidation, dependent upon the power
which linely-divided charcoal jiossesses of condens-

ing oxygen. In a finely-divided state, charcoal nut

only condenses gases to a marvellous extent, but has
tho power of absorbing colouring matters, bitter

principles, &c. ; and hence it is of extensive use in
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the laboratoiy. From the rapidity o£ its absorbing

action, ' Stenhouse has projiosed to use a respirator

filled with charcoal to protect the mouth and nos-

trils in an infected atmosphere ; and the employment
of trays of powdered wood-charcoal in dissecting-

rooms, in the wards of hospitals, and in situations

where putrescent animal matter is present, is found

to exert a most beneficial influence in sweetening

the atmosphere, by absorljing and decomposing the

offensive gases. These properties render charcoal a

valuable m.aterial in the construction of filters, not

only for decolorising purposes, but likewise for

assisting in purifying water for domestic use. It is

now also employed most successfidly to prevent the

escape of noxious vapoiu-s at the ventil.ating open-

ings of the sewers, as it allows the free passage of

air, but condenses the offensive effluvia in its [jores,

where they are destroyed by a process of oxidation.'

—Jliller, op. at., p. 78. Besides its employment in

the manufacture of gunpowder, it has many applica-

tions in the arts. In Medicine, it is at present chiefly

used to destroy fetor ; for which purpose it is applied

in the form of powder or poultice to gangrenous

sores, ph.agedcnic idcers, &c. ; it is .also largely em-

ployed in tooth-powders, as by its mechanical action

it removes incrustations, while by its chemical

.action it destroys fetor of the breath. In indiges-

tion, accompanied by much flatulence, it m.ay be

given in doses of two or three tea-spoonfuls sus-

pended in water, or may be administered in the

form of charcoal-biscuits. Very finely divided pop-

lar charcoal is regarded as the best for medicinal

uses.

WOO'DCHAT {Lanius rutilus), a bird which,

notwithstanding its name, is not a species of Chiat,

but of Shrike (q. v.). Its whole length is .about

seven inches aiul a half. The upper parts are

mostly black, the under parts white ; but there is

a white spot on the wing when closed, and other

sm.all portions of tlie wing-fe.athers are white, as

well as the outer tad-fe.athers, and there is a n.arrow

streak of white .above the base of the bdl on each

side ; the crown of the head and nape of the neck
are rich chestnut rech The W. is a rare bird in

Britain, but is .abundant in the southern parts of

Europe. It m.ay be regarded as an African bii"d,

being found from the Mediterranean to the Cape of

Good Ho])o. In Europe, it .ajipears only as a summer
visitant, but in Africa it occurs at all seasons of the
year.

WOCDCHUCK (Arctomys monax), a species of

Marmot (q. v.), inhabiting Ifortli America, from

"Woodchuck {Arctomys monax).

Hudson's Bay to South Carolina. It is from fifteen

to eighteen inches long, blackish or gi'izzled .above,

chestnut red below ; the form tliick, the head broad

and flat, with almost no apparent neck, the legs

short anil thick, the feet large, the tail bushy. The
hair is r.ather soft, the whiskers long and stout.

This anim.al digs deep holes in fields, on the sides of

liills, or under rocks in woods ; its burrow sl.ants

upwards, so th.at water may not enter, and within
are several compartments. It passes the winter in

the burrow, in a lethargic st.ate. The food of the
W. is vcgetalile, and it is j>articiUarly <lestructive

to crojis of red clover. It is easdy tamed, and
may be fed on bread, milk, and vegetables. It

fights successfully with a dog of equjil size. Tlio

name of Ground Hog is sometimes popularly given
to it. Its flesh is sometimes eaten, but is rauk.

WOO'DCOCK, the popid.ar name of certain birds
commonly regarded as of the same genus with the
Snipes (q. v.), luit of more bulky form tlian the true
sni)ies, and having shorter .and stronger legs. The
CoMMOx W. [Scolopax rustkola), well known as a

.1 ,. r^-

Woodcock (Scotopax ruslicola).

g.ame-bird in Britain, and highly esteemed as a
delicacy for the table, is found also in all parts of

Europe and the north of Asia. It is one of the
birds of Japan. It is only a winter visitant of most
parts of Britain, very r.arely breeding in England,
but it more frequently breeds in the northern parts

of Scotland. Its summer haunts are chiefly the pine-

forests of the northern parts of Europe and Asia

;

but in summer it inhabits higher and drier ground
than in winter, when it is chiefly to be found in

moist woods and swamps, seeking for worms, snails,

and slugs as food, boring \vith its long bUl in the
soft ground. The quantity of food which it devours
is very gre.at ; a single W. has been known to con-
sume in ,a night more earth-worms than half-lilled a
g.arden-pot of moderate size. The W. is .about

thirteen inches in length ; the upper parts varied
with ruddy, yellomsh, and ash colour, finely inter-

mingled, and marked by large black spots ; the
lower parts yellowish red, with brown zigz.ag lines

;

the quills striped with rod and black <ni the outer
edge ; the tail-feathers tipped with gray .above and
white below. The female is rather stouter and
larger th.an the male, and sometimes attains a
weight of fourteen or fifteen ounces. A W. of
twenty-seven ounces is on record. The W. makes
its nest in warm dry situations, on the ground, of
dead leaves loosely laid together. It "l.ays only
three»or four eggs of a pale j'ellowish or reddisii
brown colom\ As woodcocks usually breed in very
dry situations in the recesses of thick woods, the
young ones would be left to starve but for the
peculiar adaptation which en.ables the pai-ent to
transport them to moist feeding-grounds. It was
long believed that the female W. used only her feet

for carrying her young from place to place ; but Jlr
Charles St John, in his jyatural Uktorii and Sport
ill Mora/i, s.ays, tli.at from close observation he found
' the old woodcock carries her young, even when
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laifxer tlinn .1 snipe, not in her claws, •nhich seem t

quite iuf.ipaMe of hoklinf: up any woit;lit, but by
claspiiy; the httle bird tiyhtly between her thit;hs, 1

and so nWdini; it tisjht towards her own body.' The
W. feeds chielly by night. Gre.at nnndjcrs some-

]

times appear in some parts of Britain, in their

migrations. Besides falling to the gim of the

'

sportsman, they are sometimes caught by nets

jdaced in the tracks or open glades in woods, by

Woodcock Trap

:

Tlio upper portion of the fig. ebcws the separate parts; the

lower portion their arranpenient when plI. The part C
(being only Biipp"rto<i in its position by tlie pressure of 11}

is displaced l>y the weight of the bird ; tliis relieves the

sprinp A, and the prisoner is caught by the legs in the

running noose T.

(From St John's Xalural History and Sjiort in Moray.)

which they jiroceed from their retreats to their

feeding-grounds, and by nooses or springes set about

the places which they frequent.—The Ajierican

W. {Sriihpax (.'V riiilv'hcla minor) is a smaller bird

than tlie W. of Europe, being only about eleven

inches long ; very similar in plumage and habits.

Three transverse black bands mark the hinder part

of the head. It is found in all jiarts of North
America, and is greatly esteemed for the table.

WOOD-ENGKAVING, or XYLOGltArHY,
the art of engraving designs on wood, dill'ers from

copper and steel plate engravin.g by having the parts

intended to ])riut on the paper, in relief. While jAatca

are ]irinted I'rom the engraved lines by a laborious

and necessarily slow jirocess (see Exghavi.ng),

wood-engravings, having the object to be represented

on the surface, in tlie manner of a

type, may be jirinted along with the

matter it is intended to illustrate in

the ordinary printing-machine. This,

of course, is an important ]ioint in the

illustration of books, on the grounds

of cheapness and expedition. Another

advantage wood-engravings possess is,

that they can be multipUed to any
extent by means of the Stereotype

(q. v.) and Electrotype (q. V.) processes.

The invention of wood-engraving,

like that of gunpowder, has been

claimed for the Chinese, whose books

have certainly been printed from en-

graved wood-blocks for ages. It has

indeed been asserted that the art of

cutting figures in relief, and printing

impressions of them on paper, was
known and practised by that nation as

early as the reign of the renowned
Emperor AVu-Wang (1120 B.C.). There
is no doulit that wood-stamps were used by the
ancient Egyptians and Romans for stamping bricks

and other articles of clay; and that wood and
metal stamps of monograms, &c., were used in

various European countries, for attesting deeds and
other documents, at a very early period, when the
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ability to write w.as an extraordinary accomplish-
ment even for princes. It is not. however, until
the beginning of the loth c. that we lind any
evidence of the existence of wood-engraving, as
we now understand it. It appears to "have been
used in Germany at that time for printing play-
ing-cards and figures of saints. The earliest
print of whicii any certain information can be
obtained is in the collection of Earl Spencer. It
was discovered in one of the most ancient convents of

aTiftoam1a(iPiniiief;n8cintii3 \)irn3-;' onUcttaarcof"

V'-i- 1.

Germany—the Chartreuse of Buxheim, near Mem-
mingen in Bavaria—pasted within the cover of a
E.atin JIS. ; it rejiresents St Christopher carrying

the infant Saviour across the sea. and is dated 14'2X

Fig. 1. is a reduced fac-simile of this curious engrav-

Fig. 2.

ing. It is a v\ork of some merit, notwithstanding

its apjiarcnt roughness ; the infant Saviour and the

drapery of the saint being drawn with considerable

skill and vigour. The inscription at the bottom has

been thus translated :
' In whichever day thou scest

the likeness of St Christopher, in that same day thou
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wilt, at least, from death no evil blow incur.—1423.'

Shortly afterwards, a series of books, jirinted

entirely from wood-engra%'ings, called block-books,

were issued. They consisted principally of religious

subjects, with short descriptions engraved on the

same block. The most important of them were the
Apocalypsis, sen Historia Sancti Johaniiis ; the
Historia Virginis ex Cantlco Canticorum ; and the
Bihlia Pauperum, the last containing representa-

tions of some of the principal passages of the Old
and Xew Testaments, with explanatory texts. The
illustrations, of which Mr Jaclison, in ids treatise on
the History and Practice of Wood-engraving, gives

an elaborate account and several specimens, seem
to be drawn with a supreme contempt for perspec-
tive and proportion, but bear eridence of the dra-

peries, and hands and faces, having been carefully

studied. Fig. 2 is a copy of one of the cuts in the
Apocalypsis. It represents St John preaching to

three men and a woman, with the inscription :

' Conversi ah idolis, per predicationem beati Johannis,

Drusiana et ceterV (By the preaching of St John,
Drusiana and others are withdrawn from their

idols). Fig. .3, fi-om the Biblia Paupei'um, is curious

as shewing the general manner of representing the
creation of Eve during the loth c, the same subject
frequently occmTing previous to 1500. Both have
the appearance of cai'efid drawings ' spoiled in the
engraving.' Previous to the invention of movable
types, whole books of text were also engraved on
wood, and the impressions had evidently been taken

Fig. 3.

by rubbing on the back of the paper, instead of

steady pressure, as in the printing-press, the ink
used being some kind of distemper colour.

The Psalter printed by Faust and Schoffer at
Mentz in 1457 {see Gutenberg), is illustrated with
initial letters engraved on wood, and printed in two
colours, blue and red, which Mr Jackson considers
' the most beautiful specimens of this kind of orna-
ment which the united efforts of the wood-engraver
and the pressman have produced. They have been
imitated in modem times, but not excelled.' It is

worthy of note, that although printed upwards of

400 years ago, the freshness and purity of the colours
remain unimpaired.
As printing spread, the publication of illustrated

books became general in Germany and Italy, and

reached England in 1476 ; m which year Caxton
(q. V.) published the second edition of the Game and
Playe of the Chesse, with figures of the different

pieces. They are very rude, compared with the
earlier German works. Fig. 4 is a reduced copy of

the ' Knight,' and is interesting as one of the first

Fig. 4.

wood-engravings executed in this country : several

works followed, all, however, in the same rude
manner. The first attempt at something finer than
sim))le lines appears in the frontispiece to the Latin
edition of Breydenbach's Trarels, printed at Mentz
by Erhard Reuwich, 14S6. It is by an unknown
artist, and is an elaborate and really very beautiful

specimen of the art. It is also remarkable as being

the first engraving introducing cross-hatching to

represent dark shadows. The Hypnerotomachia Poli-

phili, printed at Venice by Aldus, in 1499, is worthy
of mention for the extreme beauty of the designs,

which have been ascribed by some authorities to

Raphael, and hy others to Mantegna. About the
beginning of the 16th c, a complete revolution in

the art of wood-engTaving was accomplished by the

genius of Albert Diirer. His productions exhibit not

only correct dra-ning, but a knowledge of composi-

tion and light and shade, and attention to the rules

of perspective, which, mththe judicious introduction

of subordinate objects, elevated them to the rank
of finished pictures. Diirer, however, in common
\vith most of the German artists of his daj', paid
very little attention to the propriety of costume in

his religious subjects ; one of his drawings in the
History of the Virgin (1511), for instance, represent-

ing the birth of the Virgin, shews the interior of a
German burgomaster's house of his own day, with a
number of gossips drinking from flagons, and other-

wise enjoying themselves. There has been consider-

able discussion as to the probability of Diirer having
also engraved his drawings. Most of the best
authorities on the subject, including Bartsch, Jack-
son, and Firmin Didot, agree in the negative. Mr
Jackson, who speaks with the experience of a
practical engraver, says :

' In most of the wood-cuts
supposed to have been engraved by Albert DUrer,
we find cross-hatching freely introduced : the
readiest mode of producing effect to an artist

drawing on wood with a pen or a black-lead pencil,

but which, to the wood-engraver, is attended mth
considerable labour. Had Albert DUrer engraved
his own designs, I am inclined to think that he
would have endeavoured to attain his object by
means which were easier of execution.' The reader
is referred to the article Dvker for an account of
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some of his mvmerous works. The best of Diirer's

conteinporary artists on wood were the painters,

Hans Burnkmair (q. v.), Lucas Cranach (q. v.),

and Hans .Schiuifflein. A series of works jiro-

jected by the Emperor Maximilian, including Tlie

Adventures of Sir T/ieunlauk, The ]Vise Kinij, The

Triumphs of 3fctximilian, &c., were illustrated by

these artists; but they are not equal to those of

Diirer.

Durins; the first half of the 16th c., the publica-

tion of books iUustrated with wood-engravinf;3 still

increased, and prevailed to a greater extent than at

any other time, with the exception of the present

day. The superiority of talent, Ijoth in drawing and
engraWng, however, still remained with the Ger-

mans. In France, although their figure-subjects

were inferior to those of their German neighbours,

their ornamental borders iu prayer-books, &c., of

which a great number were printed at this time,

were extremely beautiful. In Italy and England,

the art was very far behind. The most remarkable

work published at this time was the Dance of
Death (q. v.), issued at Lyon in 153S. The original

edition of this curious work contained 41 engravings,

representing the struggle between De.ath, generally

in the form of a skeleton, and different individuals,

such as the Pope, the Emperor, a Judge, Monk, Doctor,

Duchess, Old Man, &c. The drawings, which are

characterised by great vigour and skill, are generally

understood to have been executed by Hans Holbein

(q. V.) ; but whether he also engraved them, as has

been alleged, is more than doubtful. Towards the

conclusion of the century, however, the art had

made considerable progress in Italy, where some of

the best productions of Germany were equalled, if

not excelled. In England, it did not make much
progress. John Daye published almost the only

iUustrated books of the time, notably Queen Eliza-

beth's Prayer-book, which contains a tolerablj; well

executed portrait of Her Majesty. There is no

certain knowledge about any of the artists or

engravers, although John Daye is supposed to have

engraved some of his cuts himself. At this time

also, the practice of printing wood-engravings in

colours from different blocks became somewhat
common, although the attention of artists in that

line was mostly confined to ornamental subjects.

From the beginning of the 17th c, the decliue

of wood-engraving may be dated ; Germany, the

cradle of the art, being the first to forsake it ; the

only works worthy of notice were a series of blocks

on various subjects—designed by Eubens, and
engraved by Christopher Jegher of Antwerp, one of

the best wood-engravers of that period—some of

which are of great beauty. From this time, the art

fell into a state of great neglect, not, apparently, for

want of engravers, for wood-cuts of a certain kind

were always produced, but for want of artists able,

or willing, to make drawings worthy of preserva-

tion.

Nothing particularly deserving of notice occurred

until 1766, when John Michael PapUlon, an enthu-

siastic professor of the art in France, published an
elaborate history of the subject in an unsuccessful

attempt to restore it to its former importance. But
it was not until the genius of Thomas Bewick (q. v.)

was brought to bear on it, that wood-engraving
received that impetus which has made it what it

now is—one of the most important of the illustra-

tive arts. Bewick's most important works are his

Histories of British Quadrupeds (1790) and British

Birds (1804) ; all the quadrupeds, and almost all

the birds were drawn and engraved by himself.

The birds, especially are executed with a truthfid-

ness and skill which has rarely if ever been equalled.

These works are also famous for their collection

2S8

of tailpieces, which display an infinite amount of

humour and pathos. Fig. 5 is a reduced coi)y of one
of them—a poor ewe, in the starvation of winter,
picking at an old broom in front of a ruined cot—

a

scene, trifling as it seems, which tells a woefvd talo

of suffering. He entirely abandoned the elaborate

system of 'cross-h.atching' which prevailed so much
in the works of the older engravers, and produced
his light and shade by the simplest ])0ssible means.

The above example affords an excellent specimen

of a wonderfid effect bemg produced by a few simple

lines.

Since Bewick's time, wood-engraving has con-

tinued to flourish without interruption. He left

behind him several jnipils, the most successfid of

whom were Nesbet, Clennell (who engraved some
of the tailpieces in the British Birds), and William
Harvey. Harvey, however, forsook the burin for the

pencd ; and his drawings illustrating Milton's Para-
dise Lost, Thomson's Seasons, &c., especially such as

were engraved by John Thomson (perhaps the most
skilfid engraver that ever lived, and a pupil of

Kobert Branston, a self-taught engraver), still retain

a first-class place as specimens of wood-engraving.
The establishment of the Illustrated London JVeus
(1S42) tended greatly to famUiarise the public with
the beauties of wood-engraving. In the pages of

that periodical appeared the first drawings on wood
of Messrs John Gilbert and Birket Foster. The
spirited figure-subjects of the former, and the ex-

quisite landscapes of the latter, have done much to

raise the art to the very high place it now occupies

in England.
Of late years, the art has also made very great

progress in France and Germany. The style of

engraving, however, is quite different from the Eng-
lish, so much so, that a practised eye can distinguish

a French wood-cut at a single glance. The pro-

fessors of the arts of drawing and engraving on
wood in the present day are so numerous, and their

works generally so well known, that it woiUd be
needless, even if our space permitted, to attempt

eveti to enumerate them.
Practice of Wood-engravinrj.—The wood used for

engraving is boxwood, which has the closest grain

of any wood hitherto discovered. It is princi-

pally imported from Turkey for the purpose, as

the English box is too small to be of much use.

It is cut across the gi-ain in slices, which are

dressed to the same height as type, for convenience

in printing. Inferior kinds of wood, such as Amer-
ican rock maple, pear tree, plane-tree, &c., are used

for coarser purposes ; and for very large and coarse

subjects, such as posting-bUls, common deal is used,

and cut on the side of the wood with chisels and
gouges. When Hocks—as the pieces of wood are

termed—are required of a larger size than a few

inches square, it is necessary to join two or more

pieces together, as the amount of sound wood to be

got out of even a large slice is extremely limited.
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There is, however, for all practical purposes, no

limit to the joining process, as blocks have been

printed consisting of from 50 to 100 pieces. The
wood having been made very smooth on the surface,

and squared to the required size, is prepared for the

artist by being covered with a preparation of white

(commonly water-colour Chinese white) ; this gives

a very good surface for the pencil to work on. The
subject is then drawn in the ordinary way, the

tints being generally washed in with India-ink, and
the details tilled in with pencil. When the drawing
is finished, it is given to the engraver, who, pre-

vious to commencing, carefully covers the block

with paper, fastened round the edges with bees-

wax ; tMs is necessary, to avoid rubbing the draw-
ing out in the process. As the engraving proceeds,

he gradually tears the paper off.

The tools or gravers necessary in wood-engraving
are of three kinds—viz., gravers proper (fig. 6, a) ;

tint-tools (fig. 6, I) ; and scoopers, or cutting-out

tools for clearing out the larger pieces (fig. 6, c).

AAA

beautiful pictures altogether by ' graver-work ' from
drawings made entirely with the brush. .Skies and
flat tints are engraved with tint-tools which, from

a •6

Fig. 6.

They are arranged in different sizes, to suit the
different portions of the work. Fig. 7 represents

the Inethod of using the graver. Most engravers

Kg. 7.

use a glass of slight magnifying power, more for the

purpose of relieving the eyes from the strain of

fixing both eyes closely on a small object, than for

magnifying the work. When gas or other artificial

light is used, a glass globe fiUed with water, sHghtly

tinted with blue (to neutralise the reddish glare of

the light), is placed between the flame and the work :

this serves the double purpose of concentrating the

Ught on the block, and keeping it out of the eyes.

T\Tien the drawing is in outline, or mostly so, the

engraving is very simple : the process consists of

engra\-ing a line along each side of the pencil

lines, which are, of course, to be left in relief,

and afterwards cutting out the pieces between.
It will thus be understood that every part of

a woodcut which prints on the paper is the sur-

face of the wood left untouched, and that every
white part is cut or hollowed out. Fig. 8 re-

presents a httle subject outlined; fig. 9 is the

same subject finished. When it is complicated with
much shading, trees, &c., it becomes much more
difficult, and brings into play the artistic talents of

the engraver to preserve the proper shades, or

colour, as it is technically termed, and texture of the
different objects. Some engravers of the present

day are celebrated for theu' power of, producing

Fi^. o. Fig. 9.

their shape, are beat adapted for cutting straight

lines ; and by the judicious use of the different

sizes, the lines are left wider or closer, thicker or

thinner, as the tint is wanted darker or lighter. As
already mentioned, the tools are arranged in sizes

—i. e., those for light tints are broader at the points

than those for dark tints, so as to cut out more
white. Trees, foregrounds, &c., are cut with gravers,

which, as they are like a lozenge in shape, give more
scope for freedom of handling.

When the drawing is all engraved, a proof is

taken by inking the surface gently with printing-ink

on a dabber (a ball of cotton covered with silk), and,

a piece of India-paper being laid on it, by rubbing

the paper with an instrument called a burnisher,

until it is all printed. The engraver then sees

what touching up is requh-ed—a hght part to be

softened here, a hard dark part to be toned down
there, &c.—before it is finished and ready for the

printer.

When large blocks are to be engraved, the pieces

of wood are joined with screw-bolts, and the draw-

ing jirepared in the usual manner; after which
the pieces can be taken separate for convenience in

engraving, and also for the purpose of getting it

quicker ffnished, by having an engraver working at

each piece—a matter of some consequence in many
cases, as, for example, in the large engravings in the

illustrated newspapers.
As wood-engra\-ing, however, is at the best but a

slow process, it is not surprising that many attempts
have been made to introduce a substitute for it.

The point aimed at is to produce by some pro-

cess of etching (see Exgravikg), or otherwise,

an engraving m relief, directly from the draw-
ing of the artist, without the intervention of

the engraver at aU. It would occupy several

pages of this work merely to enumerate all the

processes which have been invented to accom-
pUsh this end. The only one which, from its being
partially successful, seems deserving of mention, is

called the Graphotype Process. The drawing is

made on finely-jirepared chalk, with a preparation

of siUca ; this hardens the chalk where it is applied

;

the spaces between the lines remaining soft, are

then carefully removed by means of a brush ; a cast

or stereotj-pe is then taken, as the chalk is of course

too soft itself to be printed from. A company was
formed in London some time ago to work out the
patent, but, so far as we have seen, they have not

yet produced much more than specimens.

See Jackson and Chatto's Hisiori/ and Practice of
Wood-tngravinij (uew ed., Lond. 1861) ; Papillon's

Traite de la Gravure en Bois (Paris, 1766) ; Bartsch's

Peintre-graveur ; Ottley's Inquiry into the History of
259



WOOD-LOUSE—WOODPECKEE,

Wood-louse
{Oitiscus 7iiurarius).

Engrai-ing on Copper and ^'ood; Firmin Didot,

J-'ssni lur VHMoirc de la Gravure sur Bois (Paris,

1S63).

WOO'D-LOUSE [Omsctts), a Linn.-can genus of

Crustacea, now forming the family Oniscidit:, of the

order Jsopodn. The autennie are four in uumlier,

l)ut two of them are very short, consisting of two
joints at most ; the other two are long and slender.

The tail is very short, but is composed of six seg-

ments. Wood-lice are terrestrial, and the respira-

tory organs are comjJetely enfolded by plates

tieveloped from the abdominal members ; the an-

terior plates being j)erforated by a row of small

holes, through which the air

has access to the gills. They
frefpient damj) situ.ations, and
are generally found in dark
and concealed ])laccs, under
stones, in holes of walls, under
the decaying bark of trees, &c.

They feed 'on decaying animal

and vegetable matter. They
I'un with some celerity ivhen

apprehensive of dauger, and
sometimes also roll themselves

up into a ball, so as to exhibit

only the jJates of the back.

The eggs are enclosed in a pec-

toral pouch. The Common W.
(Oii'iscus mtirariux) is very abundant in Britain, and
is to be fouuil in almost every locality suitable for

it. It is popularly known in Scotland by the name
of Slater.

VTOOD-OIL, the name commonly given Iiy

Europeans in India to a balsamic fluid, not really

an oil, obtained from tlie trunks of trees cliiefly of

the order Dipkraccm ((\. v.). The wood-oils of Indian

commerce are generally named from the countries

or jilaces from which they are brought, and it is

not yet known what trees yield jiarticidar kinds,

although it is certain that most of them are pro-

duced by species of Diptcrocnrpus. The name Our-

(j'ma Balsam, or (Joorjnn Bulvivt, is freiiuently given

to one of the most common kinds, the ]iroduce of

the Goorjun tree, Dipterocarpiis fiul/hialu.", and
other species of Dipterocarpus. Wood-oil is pro-

duced chiefly on the Burmese coast, and in the more
southern and eastern regions. It is obtained by
tapping the tree, and a))iilying heat to the incision

;

or by felling the tj-ee, cutting a hole iu the trunk,

and "kindling a lire in it, a groove being made for

the exuded fluid to flow into pots placed to receive

it. The trees -which produce it being often very

large, a single tree sometimes yields seven tons of

oil Wood-oil is used iu medicine as a substitute

-for Copaiva (q. v.), and in the arts as a varnish,

often in combination with coloured pigments, and

even as a sub.stitute for tar iu paying the seams <i£

shipping. It is veiy cS'ectual in preserving timber

from tile attacks of white ants. It is sometimes

used in making lithographic inks. Wood-oil has

a line aromatic odour, resembling that of cedar.

When allowed to remain at rest for some time, it

separates into two layers, the upper consisting of a

clear chestnut-coloured liquid balsam, and the lower

a kind of resin in flakes. It is, of course, this

resinous part only which remains when it is used

as a varnish, and the varnish has dried.

WOO'DPECKER {Picus), a Linnoean genus of

birds, now divided into a number of genera, and

belonging to the family Picula:, of the order Sain-

sorea. The toes are in pairs, two before and two
behind, with sharp strong claws ; the bill is rather

long, straight, and wedge-shaped, with a hard tip,

thetij) and sides compressed; the tail is usually

3G0

lengthened and rigid, although in some it is short
and rounded ; the vertebra? of the neck are greatly
developed, and the bust of thi' caudal vertebra: is

very large, with a long ridgelilie spinous process ;

the whole structure adai>ting these birds to run and
climb with the greatest facility on the stems and
br.anches of trees, in which they aid themselves by
the tail, like Creepers (q. v.), anil to seek their food,
which consists cliiefly of insects and their larvoe, by
digging in the bark and wood of trees with their
bill. In addition to the particulars already noticed,

they have the tongue fltted to serve as an important
instrument in obtaining their food ; the branches o£
the hyoid bone being greatly elongated backwards,
and iu front moving as in a sheath ; a jieculiar

arrangement and development of muscles enabling
them to extend the tongue far beyond the bill ; its

tip being horny, and furnished with barbed lilaments,

whilst its surface is covered with a glutinous saliva,

secreted by two large glands. Their powers of

flight are very moderate, and the keel of the breast-

bone is smalL The Barbets (q. v.) and Wrynecks
(q. V.) are referred to the family Picida:. Wood-
peckers are diffused over almost all parts of the
globe, but abound chiefly in warm countries. The
species are very numerous. They are mostly soli-

tary in their habits, and live in the depths of

forests. They feed in part on fruits and seeds as

well as on insects ; but much of their time is spent

Green Woodpecker (Picus viridis).

iu pursuit of these, and they may be heard at a con-

siderable distance, tapping the wood of trees with
their bill, to discover the place whore an insect is

lodged, and to get at it when discovered. The
common notion, that they are very injurious to trees,

is erroneous, as they do more good by preventing

the ravages of insects than harm by their pecking.

They strike out chips of wood with their strong bill,

and in this way enlarge holes in decayed parts of

trees for a roosting-place or a nest, carrying away
the chips to a distance, especially in the case of a
nest, as if for })recantion that it may not be dis-

covered. The nest consists of a mere hole in a tree,

jierhaps with a few chips iu the bottom of it, but

with no other lining. The plumage of woodpeckers

is generally of strongly contrasted colours, black

and white, or green and yellow, with red marks
about the head. There are several well-marked

groui)s of woodpeckers, differing in form, plumage,

and habits, which also are of different ,^eographic

distribution, some of them being entirely, and
some chiefly confined to particular parts of the

world.



WOOD-PRESERVING—WOODS AND FORESTS.

Only foiir species are found in Britain, and one of
'

them, the Great Black W. (Piai.^ or Dryocopus
martins), is of rare occurrence. It is about sixteen

inches long ; black, with a red cap on the head.

It is found in the pine-forests of many parts of

Europe.—The Gee.at Spotted W. (P. major), also

called French Pie and Wood Pie, is not uncommon
in some parts of England, but is rare in Scotland. !

It is found on the continent of Europe from Norway
to the Mediterranean. It is about nine inches and
a half in length. The colour is black, varied with '

white, the under parts grayish white ; the back of
|

the head in the male bright scarlet. The Lesser
Spotted AV. (P. minor) is not uncommon in the
south of England. Its whole length is about five

inches and three-ciuarters. It is widely distributed

in Europe and the north of Asia. Its colours are

similar to those of the last species, but differently

arranged. It is frequently to be seen searching for

insects on the moss-covered branches of orchard
)

trees.—The most plentiful of all the British species i

of W. is the Greex W. {Picus or Gecinus viridis). '

It is found in the wooded parts of Scotland as well

as in England, but is rare in Ireland. It is common
on the continent of Europe from Scandinavia to the

fiirthest south. It is about thirteen inches in length

;

and is mostly of a dark-green colour, tinged with
j'eUow ; the feathers over the nostrils and roimd
the eye, black ; the crown and back of the head,

bright scarlet, a black moustache extending back-
wards and downwards from the base of the lower
mandible, with a brilliant scarlet patch along the
middle of it ; the edges and tips of the wings
spotted, black and white. It chiefly inhabits elm
and ash trees, making its roosting-place and nest in

!

them in the manner already described. Among its
i

popular English names are Woodspite, Yaffle, Whet-

ile, and Woodwall. The Green W. belongs to a
group or section of woodpeckers entirely confined

to the Old Continent, and which are more frequently

to be seen seeking their food on the ground than
the more tyjiical species. The American species of

W. are very numerous, and some of them, which
want of space prevents us from describing, arc

amongst the best-known birds of the United States
and Canada ; as the Hairv W. (Pirns villosus),

which is to be found at all seasons in woods,
orchards, fields, and even in the midst of cities,

i

visiting farm-yards in winter to pick u]) grain—

a

lively, noisy, and active bird ; the Ivory-billed W.
{Picus or Campelojjhitits prijicipalis), which inhabits
the southern parts of the United States and Mexico

;

is called Cnrpentero by the Spaniards, from the
great quantity of chips which it makes ; and is

valued by the Indians for its ivory-like bill and
scai'let crest, which they use as ornaments. The
Red-he.ided AV. [Picus or Melanerpes erylhro-

|

ceplialus) is very common in most parts of North
America, and feeds much upon fruits and upon I

young heads of Indian com, so that a reward is

given for kUhng it. The largest species in the
northern parts of America is the Black W., or Log-
cock (Picas or Dnjotomus pileatus), which is about
eighteen inches long, the general colour greenish
black, with stripes of white from the eyes along the
neck and sides.—The genus Picumnus is the type of

a gi'oup of Picidce called Piculets, verj' small birds, I

with bill hard at the tip, broad rounded wings, I

and a short tail with broad rounded feathers, not
used for support, departing from the typical char-
acters of the family. They inhabit the warm
parts of South America, India, and the Eastern
Archipel.ago.

WOOD-PRESERVING. Several processes have
been employed of late j'ears for the purpose of pre-

venting the decay of wood from damp, atmospheric

action, or the destructive operations of animals and
parasitic plants. The principle in all has been the
same—viz., the injection into the vessels of the
wood of some mineral material, which, by combining
with the albumen of the woody tissue, prevents its

decomposition, or gives it a poisonous character.

The chief of the methods in use are that called

Kyanising (q. v.), creosoting, in which the preserving
material is the so-caUed creosote, or crude carbolic

acid of coal-tar, and the Boneherie process, chiefly used
on the continent. In this last, a solution of sidjjhate

of copper is used. WhUst the tree is still growing, the
head of the tree is cut otf, and the top of the bare
stem is hollowed into the form of a bowl, which is

then filled with the solution, which is afterwards
supplied as required. The liquid penetrates down-
wards, killing the tree as it goes, but giving to the
wood a most remarkable degree of durability, parti-

cularly when applied to such purposes as railway
sleepers, &c.

WOO'DRUFF (Aspierula), a genus of plants of

the natural order Bnhiacece. containing a number of

aunual and perennial species, with whorled leave.-:,

natives of the northern
parts of the Old World,
and distinguished by a
funnel-shaped or bell-

shaped corolla, a bifid

style, capitate stigma, and
dry didymous fruit. The
Sweet W. (A. odorala) is

common in shady woods
in Britain and all parts of

Europe. It has a creep-

ing root, a stem 5—10
inches long, weak and sub-

erect, four or five whorls
of lanceolate leaves, G—

S

in the whorl, rough at

the edge and keel, and
small white flowers. The
plant, when dried, has a
very agreeable fragrance,

similar to that of An-
thoxanthum odoratum (see

Vernal Grass) under
similar circuinstances. It

forms an agi'eeable herb-
tea, and enters into the
composition of the popu-
lar May-drinh of the Ger-
m.ans.

—

Dyer's W. (A.
tincloria) is a native of

the continent of Europe
and of Siberia, a perennial, with reclining stems
about a foot in length, whorls of six or four
linear leaves, the upper leaves opposite, the flowers
whitish. The root is used in D.almatia and else-

where instead of madder ; but the crop obtained
from a field is inferior in quantity to vhat of
madder.

WOODS AND FORESTS, and LAND
REVENUES, Commissioners of. In ancient
times, the principal part of the royal revenues of
England consisted of the rents and profits of the
crown-lands, which were composed of numerous
lordships and honours, with forests and chases. The
demesne lands reserved to the crown at the Con-
quest were at one time very extensive ; but while
they were often added to by forfeitures, they were
also so largely encroached on by grants to subjects,
that from the 12th to the 14th c, parliament had
often to interpose to compel the resumption of
grants thus made. The confiscation of the property
of the monasteries under Henry VIII., greatly
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WOOD-SORREL-WOOL.

increased tlie real estate of the crown ; and, not-

witlistandinf; alienations by that monarch and by

Queen Elizabetli, who disposed of part of the royal

domains, to avoid application to parliament for

supjilies, the crown, at the accession of James VI.,

owned very e.ttensive estates all over England.

The profusion, however, of James and his successors

reduced the roy.al estates to insignificance, and no

cfi'ectual restraint was imposed on their dilapid.ation

nntil statute 1 Anne, c. 1, prohibiting all alienations

of the crown-lands, except by leases not exceeding

31 years, or three lives. From the reign of Henry
VITI. to that of George III., the crown revenues

were subjected to repeated changes of management

;

and under George III., the system was first intro-

duced of surrendering the greater part of them to be
consolidated with the rest of the public revenue, out

of which the royal civil list is i)aid. The modern
administration of the land revenues of the crown is

founded on a statute of ISIO, establishing a Board
of not less than two, or more than three Commis-
sioners, called ' The Commissioners of his Majesty's

Woods, Forests, and Land Revenues.' The law re-

lating to the management of the crown-lands was
consolidated by act 10 Geo. IV. c. GO, which, re-

pealing a number of previous enactments on the

subject, placed the whole hereditaments of the

crown in England, Wales, and Ireland, except

advowsons and vicarages, imdcr the management
of the Commissioners of AVoods and Forests, with
large power of selling and leasing them; and pro-

vided that the annual land revenues should, subject

to certain deductions, be carried to the Consolidated

Fund during the king's life. This transfer to the

Consolidated Fund, the result of a special agree-

ment termin.ating with the life of the sovereign,

has been renewed mth his successors. Act 2

and 3 WiU. IV. c. 112, empowered the Treasury

to transfer to the Commissioners of Woods and
Forests the management of the crown-lands of

Scotland.

A large addition was made to the duties of the
Commissioners of Woods and Forests by 2 Will. IV.

c. 1, which, abolishing the ofEce of Surveyor-general

of his Majesty's Public Works and Buildings, in-

trusted to them the management of the public works.

This union, however, was .afterwards considered in-

expedient, and act 14 and 15 A'ict. c. '12, removed the

department of Public Works from the Woods and
Forests, and placed it under seji.arate control. A
recent act, 29 and 30 Vict. c. G2, has introduced

various alterations in the details of management.
The Commissioners of Woods and Forests act under
the control of the Treasury, and are required to

transmit annual accounts of the receipt and expen-

diture of their department, to be audited by the

Commissioners for auditing Public Accounts. The
yearly receipts from this source amount to about
£320,000. See Works, Boaed of.

WOOD-SORREL. See Oxalide^.

WOO'DSTOCK,a smalltown and parliamentary

borough, Oxfordshire, S miles north-north-west of

the city of Oxford. The pop. of the borough (which
includes several adjacent villages and hamlets) is

7S27, and is much larger than that of the town,

which contains only 1200 inhabitants. The manufac-
ture of fawn-skin gloves gives employment to about
1200 persons, residing in the town and neighbouring
viUages. W., or rather Old W., a little to the north
of the present town, was a residence of the early

English kings ; but no remains of the ancient palace

exist. Edward, the Black Prince, 'nas born here ;

Elizabeth was held prisonerby her sister Mai-y ; and
Chaucer resided here for some time. W. is also

famous in connection with Fair Rosamond, the
262

celebrated mistress of Henry H. It is now doubted,
however, if the labyrinth or maze which Henry is

said to have constructed for her behoof ever existed.

In the immediate vicinity is Blenheim Pari;, the
seat of the Duke of Marll)orough. W. returns one
member to the U. of Commons. (1871—po]). 7-177.)

WOOD-SWALLOW {Artcmns), a genus of birds,

resembling swallows in many of their habits, but
differing in the structure of their bills and feet, aud
belonging to the family of A 7npcliJtv, or Chatterers

(q. v.). The bill is very broad at the base, and
arched ; the tijiper mandible thick, but not ridged

;

the gape furnished with bristles ; the nostrils vride

ajiart, naked ; the feet short and strong; the wings
very long and pointed ; the tail short. Their (light

is rajiid. Their food consists chiefly of seeds. They
are natives of the East Indies and of Australia. An
Australian species (A. sordiduis) is sometimes seen in

great numbers, and is remarkable for the habit of

suspending itself in clusters on dead branches, like a
swarm of bees, one bird clinging to another, so that

as many thus hang together as would fill a bushel.

WOOL is a variety of Hair (q. v.). The term hair

is apjilied, in ordinary language, to a smooth, straight-

edged lilament like human or horse hair, without ser-

rations of any kind on its surface. Wool, on the
other hand, is always more or less waved, as in

fig. 1 ; besides which, externally each woolly lilament

is seen under the microscope to be covered with
scales overlying each other, and projecting wherever
a bend occurs in the fibre ; fig. 2, in which one of

the leaiUng varieties of wool is shen-n, both in its

''^i!|>|4tl!iii)tpi
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Fix. 1. I'iK. 2.

natural state {a in outline, and b complete) and after it

has \mdergoue the process of carding (c in outhne,

and d complete), in each condition both as a trans-

parent and as an opaque object. Upon the minute
points of difference here shewn, the value of wool
chiefly depends, especially with regard to the great

variety of its applications. If each fibre were
straight aud smooth, as in the case of hair, it would
not retain the twisted state given to it by s])inning,

but would rapidly untwist when reheved from the

force of the sjiinuing-wheel ; but the wavy condition

causes the fibres to become entangled with each
other, and the little projecting jioints of the scales

hook into each other, and hold the fibres in close

contact. Moreover, the deeper these scales fit into

one another, the closer becomes the structure of the

thread, aud consequently of the cloth made of it.

This gives to wool the quality of Feltinrj (q. v.). By
combing, or drawing the wool through combs with
angular metal teeth, some of the scales are removed,
and the points of many more are broken off, so that

wool which has been combed has less of the felting

projicrty, and is consequently better ada]>ted for

light fabrics ; and yarn made of such wool is called

viorslcd, and the cloths made of it worsted poods.

But such is the variety of wools obtained by careful

breeding and selection, that these diifereuces can be
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got witliout combing, some wools being found to
have naturally fewer serratures, and a less wavy
structure, than others. These are consequently kept
separate, and are called combing-wools ; wliUst
those wliich are much waved, and have many
serratures, are called carding-wools, from their being
simply prepared for spinning by carding-machines.
The serratures or points of the scales are exceedingly
small, and require the aid of a good microscope to

see them. They vary from 120U up to 3000 to an
inch.

Wool is the most important of all animal sub-
stances used in manufactures, and ranks next to

cotton as a raw material for textile fabrics. Its use
as a substance for clotliing is almost universal in the
temperate regions of the globe.

Previous to 1791, British woollen cloths were made
almost wholly of native-grown wools. At that time,

the whole supply of the country could not have
much exceeded 100,000,000 lbs. The merino wool
of Spain then began to displace them in the best
kind of goods, and the imports from that country
reached their maximimi in 1S05, being in that year

7,000,000 lbs. Before 1820, the German wool had
begun to supersede the Spanish, and was imported
largely tUl 1841. After that, the cheaper wool of

the British colonies to a great extent took the place

of the German, and the latter is now chiefly usfed

for only the finest cloths.

Wool varies in character according to the pecu-
liar breed of sheep which yields it, and also with
the nature of the soil, food, shelter, and climate.

In a wool of first-rate quality, the fibres are fine,

soft, elastic, sound, of good colour, and free from
deleterious or troublesome impurities : the commer-
cial value of any sample depends, therefore, upon the
extent to which it possesses these properties. If

it be a combing wool, it wUl also depend upon its

length of staple.

For technical purposes, shorn fleeces are divided
into two classes, one called hogs or tegs, the other
wethers or exces. The former are the first fleeces

shorn from the sheep, the latter are those of the
second and succeediug years ; but the meaning of

these terms varies a little in different districts.

The fleeces of yearlings are, as a rule, longer in the
staple, and otherwise of superior quality to the wool
of older animals. In the soutli of England, it is

customary to clip lamljs, and the wool so obtained
is called shorn lamb's wool. Wool taken from the
skins of slaughtered sheep is called shln-ioool or
pelt-wool, and is of a more variable quahty than
fleece-wool, on account of its being obtained in all

stages of growth.
As long-stapled wools are used for worsted goods,

and short-stapled for woollen goods, the various
breeds which yield these two leading kinds are
naturally divided into the long-woolled and short-

woolled classes of sheep. The Lincoln, the Leices-

ter, and the Cotswold breeds are considered good
types of the former ; and the Down, the Welsh,
and the Shetland breeds, of the latter.

The following brief notice of the characteristic

properties of the various native wools, is founded
upon the description given of them in the Jury
Eeport of the International Exhibition of 1862,
Class IV.

Of the ' long wools,' the Lincoln has greatly risen

in value of late years. It is coarse, of great length,

and silky in appearance, so that it is well adapted
for 'lustre' goods, in imitation of alpaca fabrics.

Leicester wool is highly esteemed for combing. It is

rather finer in the hair, but not usually so soft and
I silky in the staple as the last. Cotswold wool is

similar to the Leicester, but somewhat harsher. It

is not suited for lustre goods. Highland wool is

long stapled, and of coarse quality, but known to
be susceptible of great improvements. The practice
of ' smearing' greatly depreciates its value. It is

chiefly used for the coarsest kinds of woollen fabrics,
as carpets, rugs, and similar articles. It is also
used for Scotch blankets.

Of the 'short wools,' the different breeds of
Downs partake verj' much of the same characters,
but soil and climate so f.ir affect them. The South
Down is a short-stapled, small-haired wool, the
longer qualities of which are put aside for combing
purposes, and the shorter for the manufacture of
light woollen goods, such as flannel. The Hamp-
shire Dcnon differs from it in being coarser, and in
having the staple usually longer. The Oxford Down,
•again, exceeds the last in length and coarseness of
staple. The Norfolk Down, on the other hand,
when clean, is of a very fine and valuable character.
The Shropshire Down is a breed increasing in im-
portance, and is longer in the staple, and has more
lustre than any of the other Down breeds. Bijelands
wool is fine and short, but the breed is nearly
extinct. The Welsli and Shetland wools have a
hair-like texture, deficient in the spiral form, upon
which depends the relative value of high-class wools.
They are only suited for goods where "the properties
of shrinking and felting are not required. Shetland
wool is obtained of various natiu-al tints, which
enables it to be used for producing different pat-
terns without dyeing.

Of the intermediate wools, Dorset is clean, soft,

and rather longer, and not quite so fine in the staple
as the Dovm breeds. The Cheviot has increased
very much of late years in public estimation. It is

a small, fine-haired wool, of medium length, and is

suitable for wooUeu and worsted purposes, for which
it is largely used.

Some of the British colonies are very important
wool-producing countries, AnstraHa in this respect
standing far in advance of all other countries what-
ever, 'rhe Australian wool has in general a beau-
tiful, short, silky staple, well adapted for the manu-
facture of soft, pliable, and elastic fabrics. All the
settled districts of this continent have been found
well adapted to the gi-owth of fine-wooUed sheep,
and the extraordinary increase in the flocks forms
one of the must remarkalile features of the colony.
The breed has spnmg from three merino rams and
five ewes taken out by Captain M'Arthur in 1797.
The alpaca wool grown in Australia since the
creature was introduced some years ago is of inferior

quality ; but this is supposed to have arisen from
rearing the anim.als too near the coast, and hopes
are now entertained of succeeding better with it

inland.

The wool of Cape Colony has of late years been
greatly improved by the introduction of merinos,
and, as will be seen from the table below, the
exports from it are increasing very rapidly.

Among the imports from India, wool has of late

become an important article, the quantity having
risen from about 2,500,000 lbs. in 1840, to 20,000,000
lbs. iu 1860; but the supply has fallen off a little

since. A great deal of the Indian wool is coarse
and hairy, and can only be used for low-class goods.
We may state here that the most costly of all wools
is obtained from the Tibetan goat, and is found
next the skin, under the thick hair of the animal.
From it, the far-famed Cashmere shawls are made.
The highest price of any quality which is sold is

from Os. to "is. jier lb. in the native markets, but the
Maharajah of Cashmere keeps a strict monojjoly
over the best kind.

Tiu-ning now to European countries, it is some-
what sad to think that Spain, the native country of

the merino, which not so long ago sent all the wool
203
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for the best English cloths, has allowod its quality

to degenerate, and its once large supply to dwindle

away. The wool of .Saxony, Silesia, and some parts

of Austria, which is obtained from sheep of the merino

breed, is tlie finest produced in any country ; and

notwithstanding the lower price and nearly cqu.al

quality of the Australian, German wool is still

employed for the finest broadcloths, some kinds of

ladies' shawls, and a few other jjurposes. Great

attention is paid to the breeding and rearing of sheep

in GermanJ',
and large flocks are reared for their

wool alone. In Austria, the number of sliecp is

estimated at 30,000,000, and occasionally a fleece is

obtained so fine that twelve h.airs of it will only

equal in tiiiekness one hair from a Leicester sheep.

France produces a large quantity both of fine and
coarse wool. In Italy, the jiroductiou of wool from
mixed merino breeds has become a source of great

wealth. Russia, as might be expected from its great

extent, rears many qualities, from tlie finest merino

to a very coarse kind. The wools of tlie remaining

countries of Europe are of minor importance.

We must not omit to mention that the wools of

South .\morica are now att.aining great imi)ortance,

as will be seen by tlie table below, but it is neces-

sary to state th,at of the 18,000,000 lbs. imported in

ISGo, nearly 3,000,000 lbs. were of alpaca (including

llama and vicuna) wool. See Alpac.v. The wool
of the alpaca is very fine, from 6 to 12 inches long,

of various coloms, and well suited for certain kinda
of goods, Arhich are noticed imder Woollen and
Worsted MANi;r.\CTUKF..s. South American sheep'a

wool is of an inferior quality.

Much finer wool woidd be produced iu Britain

than is at jiresent, if it were not that the demand
for nnitton, and the unfitness of the merino sheep
for siipplying that article of good quality, lead our

farmers to choose breeds which are jminariUj

mutton-producing.
The following table will shew at a glance the

remarkable changes which have taken place iu the

sources from which Great Britain has derived its

supplies of wool, and also the steady increase in the

aggregate quantity imported

:

iMPOItTS OP "W'OOL FnOM THB P&INCIFAI. CoDNlElES.

Ytar.
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present it has steadily prospered. It is hardly

necessary to state that the woollen trade has shared,

in common with other leading textile manufac-
tures, the great advancement they have received

from the spinning-jenny, the midu, and the jjov/er-

loom.
There are two great classes of manufactures using

wool as a raw material ; in the one where carded wool
is emploj-ed, the goods are caUed ' woollen fabrics ;

'

in the other, where combed wool is used, the goods
are called ' worsted fabrics.' We shall first treat of

the Woolleti Maimfaclure.
As our articles on Spinning and Weaving are

general, we shall here briefly state the chief stages

in these processes, as applied to the manufacture of

woollen cloth. A fleece of wool is first sorted by ex-

perienced sorters into several qualities, as first sort,

or ' pick-locks ; ' second sort or quality ; third sort or

quality ; and so on. Sometimes, it is only divided

into three, sometimes into as many as six kinds.

The 'scouring' is the next step, and consists in

immersing the wool in an alkaline \yG, which forms
a soap with the natural grease of the fleece. This
of course acts as a detergent, and cleans the wool
thoroughly when it is washed in water. Upon the

perfection mth which the scouring is performed,

depends in great part the beauty of the dye. It is

often dyed at this stage, and is then said to be wool-

dyed ; if not d}-ed till it is woven, the cloth is said

to be piece-dyed. Eor some purposes, it is dyed in

the yam.
Scoured wool, whether dyed or not, next under-

goes the operation of ' willying.' The ' willy ' is a
machine used to cleanse the wool from dust and
other loose impurities. In many cases, seeds with
hooked scales hke burs are so thickly entangled
in the wool, that it requires to be passed through
a ' burring'-machine, and afterwards examined by
' picker.?.' This is especially the case with South
American wool, including that of the alpaca. After
this, the wool is sprinkled with olive oil, which
renders the fibres soft, flexible, and better fitted

for later operations. The next process consists in

tearing open the matted portions, and separating
the wool into small tufts by means of a machine
called a teaser, tucker, or dtv'd. It has a large
cylinder studded over with iron jiikes, which per-
forms from 1000 to 2000 revolutions per minute,
teasing the wool as it revolves, and thi'Oiving it out
like flakes of snow.
The two next operations are caDed scribbling and

carding, and are performed by two somewhat similar

machines, the essential parts of which will be under-
stood by referring to figs. 0, 7, and S in the article

Spinning. Each machine consists of a large cylin-

der surrounded by several small rollers, all covered
with wire cards or brushes. These, acting like fine

toothed combs, open out, mix, and blend tlie fibres

into a unifoi-m and continuous sheet or lap, in which
state it leaves the scribbler : but in the carder, the
sheet is at length converted into small rolls, say
from a quarter to half an inch in diameter, which
are afterwards joined together, and form the basis of

the thread. In the next machine, called the slub-

hing-billy, these rolls are drawn out, slightly twisted,

and, in short, half converted into yarn. The spindles

upon which these sluljbs or slubbings are wound
pass them to the spinning-mule, where they are con-

verted into finished yarn.

Comparatively recent improvements have made
the operations of scribbling, carding, and slubbing
continuous, mainly through the introduction of ,

Apperly's patent feeder, and of a modification of
|

the carding-machine called a condenser, which does
away with the use of the slubbiug-billy ; so that

[

what with the older machines is three separate pro-

cesses, with the newer may be said to be only one.
Each of the foregoing operations occasions a certain
amount of 'waste' wool, which is worked up again
into inferior goods. It was, in fact, to such waste
that the name shoddy was originally applied. In
the spinning process, the warp yarns, having to bear
the strain of the loom, are made in a different way
from those for the weft, and they are besides hard-
ened with size.

The difference between woollen and worsted
fabrics is owing in great part to the waj' the yam
for each is spun. Yam for woollen cloth is very
slightly twisted, so as to leave the fibres as free as

possible for the felting process ; worsted yam, on
the contrary, is hard spun, and made into a much
stronger thread. On account of the feebleness of

woollen yarn, it is more difficult to weave it by
power-looms than either worsted, cotton, linen, or
silk.

Woollen cloth is now woven chiefly by power-
looms. See Loom and Weaving. When the cloth
is taken from the loom, it has a bare look, and is

called the raw thread. It first requires to be brayed
or scoured, to remove the oil added to the wool before
spinning, and the size added to the warp. This is

done by immersing it in some ammoniacal detergent
liquid, such as urine and hog's dung, and squeezing
it between rollers, or beating it in the fuUing-stocks,
and then rinsing it in clean water. The cloth then
passes to the burler, who removes any knots or
burls, and helps any imperfections. The next pro-
cess to which it is siibjected is the milling or fulling,

and it is a very important one. In some mills, this

is still done by beating the cloth in the fulling-
stocks, which are heavy wooden mallets, raised by
wheels with projecting cams ; but a nev,-eT /idling-

machine has come into use, in which the cloth is

felted by passing it in a confined sjjace between
heavy rollers. With either machine, a thick solu-

tion of soap is used, and in the fulling-stocks an
ordinary broadcloth will take 60 hours to mill, but
a considerably shorter tune sufiices in the fuUing-
machine. The result of the operation is, that the
fibres of wool become so interlocked—so thoroughly
felted—as to leave no appearance of thread. The
shrinkage of the cloth in the milling is sometimes
nearly a half in the width, and about a fourth in

the length. Another scouring follows the milling,

and after that the nap or pUe of the cloth is raised
by Teasels (q. v.). These cirrious thistle-like heads
are set in frames, which are arranged upon a large
cylinder—the whole apparatus being called a gig-

mill. As the cylinder revolves, the spines of the
teasels raise the nap, which is afterwards cut by a
process termed shearing. For this purpose, a cutting-

machine with spiral blades arranged round an iron
cylinder, is used ; and when it revolves, the spiral

cutters, acting against a straight steel blade, shear
off the nap of the fabric like scissors. The cloth is

then boiled, or 'scalded,' to impart a lustre to it,

and to prevent spotting with rain. After this it is

dyed (if this is not previously done in the wool),
and finally it is pressed between polished iron plates

in a powerful hydraulic press. With respect to the
dyeing of black cloth, it may be as well to explain
that the term wooded colours, so commonly used in
the trade, originally meant that Woad (q. v.) was
used in conjunction with indigo as the basis of the
colour—a combination which produces the best and
most durable colour. Of late years, however, the
name has been applied to the colour of the fabric

when indigo itself has been used as its basis. It

is only the finest cloths that are now dyed in

either of these ways—logwood, a salt of iron, and
galls being much more generally employed to pro-

duce a black.
sss
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Names are given to various kinds of -n-oonen

cloths according to the style in which they are

tinislied, the special material of which they are

made, and the purpose for which they are intended.

Broadcloths are classed into ' su])ertines,' running

from 50 to CD inches wide ;
' mediums ' from 54 to

58 inches ;
' double milled ' from 5-t to 5G inches ;

and Venetians, which are twilled fabrics, from 5-1

to 58 inches. The general term broadcloth also

includes the following varieties, which, for the

most part, have less highly-finished surfaces—viz.

meltons, beavers, pilots, cloakings, china striped

cloths, India cloths, elastic glove cloths, and union

cloths which have cotton warps and woollen wefts.

NaiTOW cloths, which average about 27 inches wide,

include cassimeres, a thin, line, twilled f.abric

;

doeskin, also twilled, a strong, smooth-finished,

sometimes treble-milled cloth, now usually dyed
black for trouserings ; Tweeds (q. v.), which have

very much taken the place of fancy doeskins ; and
several other varieties. Then there are special

kinds both broad and narrow—such as army cloths,

riHe cloths, police cloth, ujiholstery cloth, carriage

clotli, coffin cloths, and many more. Flannels,

blankets, and some kinds of shawls, are also

included among woollen goods.

The public taste has changed very much of late

years with respect to the finish of woollen cloths.

Formerly, a firm, close, and hard fabric, with a

highly-dressed or glossy surface, was in demand

;

now, a softer and more pliable finish, without gloss,

is in favour. Foreign manufacturers think, liow-

ever, that a soft, rich, elastic clotli is ajit to lose in

strength what it gains in appearance, and do not

finish so higldy as the English. The desire for

fancy woollens is another marked feature of the

taste of the present da}-, and compels manufacturers

to expend considerable sums in the preparation of

designs and colours. It has also led to the enlarge-

ment of old, and the establishment of new art-

schools in both the woollen and worsted centres in

Yorkshire.

Of all the changes, however, which the jiresent

generation has witnessed in this trade, the most
remarkable is doubtless the production of cheap

cloths by the use of shoddy ; although cotton warps
have also done much in the same direction. Pre-

pared shoddy is obtained, for the most part, by
tearing up woollen rags by a sivifl, with ten or

twelve thousand iron spikes upon it, revolving inside

an iron cylinder. Shoddy now enters to a greater or

less extent into the composition of all but the very

finest woollen cloths. It began to be used about

50 years ago, but the prejudice against it is scarcely

yet overcome. In spite of this feeling, it has

become so necessary, that to stop the supjil}', would
be to shut one-third of the woollen mills in the

kingdom. The cxceUent finish now given to woollen

clotlis containing a large proportion of shoddy, and
also cloths with cotton warps, is quite surprising

;

and, moreover, their cheapness has brought com-
fortable clothing within the reach of the humblest
classes. Cloths with too large an amount of

shoddy in them are easily torn ; but if a judicious

admixture of pure wool has been employed, they wear
comparatively welL Formerl}-, the only use of

woollen rags was to make flocks for wall-papers, for

saddlers' stuffing, and some minor purposes—the

greater part being used as manure.
In the British Islands, the various branches of

the woollen manufacture are very extensively dif-

fused. According to a factory return made a few years

ago, it was carried on in 22 counties of England,
10 of Wales, 24 of Scotland, and C of Ireland. The
principal seat of the manufacture of superfine broad-

cloth is the west of England—Gloucestershire and
2C6

Wiltshire especially—where it has existed for cen-

turies. But Yorkshire is the gi-eat seat of the
woollen manufacture, if we tiike in all the kinds,
Ijceds and Huddersfield being the great centres.

One-half of all the operatives in the woollen fac-

tories of the kingdom are employed in Yorkshire,
and here, too, the trade has increased most rapidly,

both in the last and in the present century, owing
mainly, it is believed, to the success of the manu-
facturers in producing cheap goods. Blankets are

made chiefiy at Witney, in Oxfordshire ; at Dews-
bury, in Yorkshire ; and some i)laces in the south
of .Scotland. Halifax and the surrounding district

is the chief centre for flannels, but they are also

made largely in Wales. In Scotland, the woollen
manufacture is a very extensive one, but it has,

for the most jiart, been already described under
Tweeds.
The most recent authentic statistics of the wooUen

industry of the United Kingdom are for the year

1861, and are as under :

NUMBHa AND BIZB OF FACTOBIBS^

DtrlstoDB and Countie*.

England and AVales

—

Yorkshire,
Devonshire, .

Gl'tuceptersliirc,

Lancashire, .

Montgomery, .

Simicrsetshirc,

WiUshire,
Other counties,

Total, .

Scotland

—

.\berdeen,
Clackmannan, .

Peebles,
Perth,
Kosburgh,
Selkirli, .

Stirling,

Other counties,

Total,

Ireland,

Total, United King-1
dom, . . i

Number of
WooUon
Factorici.

924
lU
49
101
43
20
32

265

25
15

7
16
21
IC
23
61

NllTn^pr of
S]ilii<llet.

1,296,190
12,585
59,986

277,655
20,920
31,401

44,825
103,288

1,846,850

17,510
38,311
51,142
16,353
60,747

4C.363
.32,950
63,804

317,185

18,574

2,182,609

Number of
J"ow<r.
loomn.

11,405
255
CIS

6,377
262
401
649
477

20,344

93
214
101

'366

158
64

373

21,770

NUMBER OP OPERATIVES OF EACEf SEX SUPLOT^BD.
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1865, 4,392,000 lbs. The value of woollen cloths

imported in the same years was— in 1861, £119,654 ;

in 1S65, £190,221. In the annexed table, the

exports of woollen goods are given for 1860
and 1S65, and shew the prosperous state of the
trade

:

"VVooUcn yarns (lbs.}, . , , .

^Voollens : Cloths, coatings, &c. (yards), .

Flannels, blankets, and baizes (yards), .



WOOLLETT—WOOLSACK.

com])osed of wool and cotton. .3. Falirics composed
of wool and silk. 4. Falirics composed of wool, silk,

and cotton. 5. F.abrics coni)>i:sed of alpaca and
mohair mixed with cotton or siilc The first of these
classes includes the fabrics so well known nnder
the name of ' merinos,' and so called 1)ecause they
were first made of Sjianish wool : for the ' double-

twilled' kinds, the French still maintain their supe-

riority; but for the 'single-twilled,' the Yorkshire
makirs are considered tlie best. Tliis class also

eonii>rises shalloons, says, serges, Listings—all stout
and heavy fabrics—besides durants, buntings, mo-
reens, damasks, reps, Eussells, camlets, ami many
others, both for ilress and furniture. Mousseline
de laine was, as its name implies, originally all wool,
but it is now more generally mi.xed with cotton, and
jmnted.
The second class includes two fabrics, of which

the consumption for female dresses has been im-
mense—viz., Coburg and Orleans cloths, the former
being twilled, and tlie latter plain. Many of the
names used in the all-wool class are retained in this,

with the addition of the word ' union,' as union
merino, union shalloon, union damask, &c. Winceys,
now so popular for ladies' winter dresses, on account
of their warmth, are made of wool and cotton, from
yarns of a heavier and coarser kind than those
used for cloths like Coburgs. Winceys arc largely
m.ade at Aberdeen, Perth, Glasgow, and other places
in Scotland, as well as in Yorkshire.
The third class includes the rich Poplins (q. T.) and

Tabiuets (q. v.), made chielly in Dublin, and giving
emjiloyment there to about 1200 hands. Paramatta
or Henrietta cloth. Canton cloth, and others, are
made both of silk and wool, and cotton and wool.
Some Coburgs, Orleans, Eussells, aud Damasks are
likewise made with silk warps.
The fourth class—viz., mixed goods, iu which

silk, wool, cotton, and sometimes linen are used

—

includes peculiar kinds of some of the fabrics

named ajjove, and also vestings, linings, cravats,

shawls, scarfs, quiltings, boot and shoe cloths,

bar&ges, &c.

The f/th class includes alpaca lustres and mix-
tures—plain, twilled, and figured ; al|iaca jioplins,

umbrella and parascjl cloth ; mohair lustres, glaces,

Verona serges, barfcges, &c.

The term ' worsted ' is said to have derived its

origin from a village of that name in Norfolk, where
this manufacture was first carried on. Up to the
end of last century, worsted goods were a staple

trade of Norwich ; but the neglect of the factory

system there led to its being transferred to Bradford,
which has become renowned as the metropolis of

the worsted m.anufacture. It is also extensively
carried on at Halifax aud other places in Y'ork-

shire.

Like the woollen, some of the stati.'^tics of the
worsted manufacture are not more recent than 1801,

to which year the first two tables apply :

NUMBER AND SIZE OF FACTOIIIF9.

DiTiiioiA.
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which is composed of a large square bag of wool
without either back or arms, and covered with red

cloth. The woolsack was first introduced in the
House of Lords as the Chancellor's seat in the time
of Elizabeth, as a memento of an act which was
passed against the exportation of wool, that commo-
dity being then the main soiu'ce of the national

wealth of England.

WOOLSTON, Thomas, a heterodox divine of the

English Church, equally remarkable for ingenuity

a.nd learning, and for the singularity of his ojiinions,

was born at Northampton in 1669. He was educated
at Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge ; was elected

a Fellow of his college ; entered into holy orders,

and in due course proceeded to the degree of Bachelor
of Divinity. Gifted with a lively fancy, he became
a diUgent and appreciative student of the works
of Origen, and by them seems to have been first

imbued with a taste for the allegorical interpretation

of the Scriptures. That he was disposed to carry

this principle of interpretation much too far for his

contemporaries, ajipeared at once from his first work,
published in 1705. Tliis was, The Old Apolo'jy for
the Truth of the Christian lielujion against the Jews
and Gentiles revieed. In this work, W. maintained
that Moses was only an allegorical person, and
all his history typical of that of Christ ; that the

miracles of the Pentateuch were allegorical, and the

miracles attributed to Christ and the apostles pure
allegory too ; and he stigmatised as atheists and
apostates aU who receivecl the Scripture narratives

as literally, historically true. In subsequent pubU-
cations, he went further in the same du-ection ; also

maintaining that the Quakers approached more
nearly in doctrine and organisation to the primitive

church than any other religious body ; and de-

nouncing clergymen, because they made a profes-

sion of the ))astorate, as ' hii-eling priests,' worship-

pers of the Beast, and ministers of Antichrist. In

1721, he published The Moderator between the Infidel

and the Apostate, dialogues tending to shew that

the gospel mii-acles, by themselves, coidd not prove
Christ to be the Messiah. This work occasioned

great scandal : it abounded in expressions con-

sidered indecent and blasphemous ; aud it was
only through the intervention of Whiston, who
was friendly to him, and in favour of toleration

in matters of opinion, that the author escaped

a prosecution. Up to 1720, W. had continued to

live in his college, leading a studious and blameless

life, and shewing great kindness to the poor. In
1720, he went to live in London ; and in 1721, his

college, upon some piretext—really on account of

the scandal made by his writings—deprived him
of his Fellowship. The views set forth in the last-

mentioned work, W. developed more fully in a series

of six discourses during the years 1727, 172S, 1729,

repid^lished under the title Discourses on the Miracles

of Christ. He maintained—representing himself, as

in all his works, as the defender of true Christian

doctrine—that Christ's mu'acles, in themselves, were
open to the gravest doubts ; that, in fact, the gospel

narratives, if they were to be taken lit; rally, were
only a tissue of absiirdities ; aud that the authority

of the ancient church was against the literal, and in

favour of an allegorical acceptation of them. These
views were supported with a good deal of warmth,
and mixed up with them were tierce demmciations
of the order of clergy. The free-thinkers, both in

England and on the continent, were now trium-

phantly quoting W. in their favour ; and people

who had previously been disposed to treat him as

a maniac, whoso rhapsodies were too wild to call

for refutation, began to think it time to rescue the
Christian faith from so dangerous and dubious a

defender. No less than sixty answers were made to

the Discourses. Now, too—Whiston no longer inter-
vening—an indictment, at the instance of the Attor-
ney-general, was brought against W., on account of
the blasphemous and irreligious character attributed
to his works. He was tried before Chief-justice

Itaymoud at Guildhall, found guilty, and sentenced
to be imprisoned for a year, and to pay a fine of

£100. and ordered to find securities to the amount
of £2000 that he would not repeat his offence. He
was imprisoned in the Queen's Bench Prison; and

I

being unable to pay the fine, and both unable and

j

unwiUmg to provide the requisite securities, the

j

remainder of his Hfe was spent within the rules of

the prison. It was not long protracted. He died
on the 27th January 1731. His death-bed scene
has often been described as if it supported the
supposition that W. was insane, but surely with-
out good reason. It is st.ated that as he felt

death approaching, he closed his eyes with his own
fingers, saying to the turnkey who attended him,
that he desired to die decently ; and his last words
were :

' This is a struggle which .all meu must go
through, and which I bear not only patiently, but
willingly.' His body was interred in the churchyard
of St George's, Southwark.

"WOO'LWICH, amarket-town and parish ofKent,
the seat of the chief government arsenal of Great
Britain, stands on the south bank of the Thames,
about nine miles east of London. It stretches along
the bank of the river for two miles, and reaches
back from the river for half-a-mUe, as far as the
brow of the hill, where are the Itoyal Artillery Bar-
racks and Hospital. The general appearance of the
town has little to recommend it ; but the southern
suburbs are handsome aud regular. There are
numerous places of worship—established, r>oman
Catholic, and dissenting, and there are numerous
schools, a theatre, &c. Its dockyard, its govern-
ment manufacturing estabUshments for the produc-
tion of materiel of war of every description (except
gunpowder), and the fact that it is a great depot
for naval and military stores, and also the head-
quarters of the great corps of Pioyal Artillery, com-
bine to render W. a place of great importance. A
roj'al dockyard existed here as early as 151.5, and
the Henrife Grace de Diai, which conveyed Henry
VIII. to the Field of the Cloth of Gold, is said to
have been built here, though this statement has
been disputed. The Jioi/al George (q. v.) was built
here in 1751 ; and latterly, some of the largest ships
in the navy have been launched from it. 'The yard
comprises large dry docks, and a basin 400 feet long
by .'iOO feet wide, and is furnished in every respect
with the newest and most efficient apparatus. The
Pvoyal Arsenal, the largest in Britain, contains not
only the largest stores of all kinds—shot, shells,

cannon, &e.—which are required for our armies,
navies, and forts, but it comprises also establish-

ments for manufacturing them, and for constructing
gun-carriages and preparing ammunition for cannon
and small-arms. These works are carried on in the
three departments called respectively the Gun Fac-
tories, Carriage Department, and Laboratory. On
the common south of the town is the Royal Jlditary
Academj-, for the education of cadets destined for the
Artillery and Engineers. Pop.of parish (1S61) 41,695.

ATOONSO'CKET, a township of Rhode Island,

U. S., on both sides of the Blackstone River, 16
miles north-by-west of Proridence, on Providence
and Worcester Railway, containing a .central and
several smaller vUlages, 20 cotton-mills, 5 woollen-
mills, S machine-shops, iron-fomidries, sash, blind,

and planing mills, factories of thread, silk, gold
j>encil-cases, jewellery, musical instruments, "tin-

ware, marble works, &c., 7 churches, high school,
369
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2 newspapers, aad numerous handsome residences.

Pop. about 8000.

WOO'RAIil POISON'. Since the publication of

the article Cur,.\Kl, which is one of the synonyms
of this substance, the phj-siological action of this

fearfid ]ioison has been carefully studied by IJrs

Weir, Mitchell, and Hammond, of the United States

;

and the Essay in which tlieir joint laliours are

recorded is published in Hammond's Pliijsioloyical

Memoirs (18G3). This Essay is po valuable, and
contains so much original matter regarding two
other allied poisons whose native names are Corroval
and Vao, that wo shall give a brief abstract of its

contents ;
premising that, for the best accoimt of

the history of this remarkable poison, the reader

shoidd consult Bernard's Lerons snr les Kfcis des

Substances Toxujues (1857, p. 23S). We shall notice

the physical and chemical properties of this poison

before describing its physiological action. The best

of the earlier investigations of the poison is that

of Eoulin and Boussingault in 1828, who obtained

from the crude 'woorala' an alcoholic extract, to

which they gave the name of curarin. This curarin

was a solid transparent mass, of an excessively

bitter taste, and possessed in an eminent degree

of all the vh'ulence of the woorali. Heintz has
subsequently examined the precipitate which tamiic

acid throws down from the watery solution of the

Woorali or Curari Plant [Slrychnos toxifera).

poison, but only foimd that it contained no nitrogen,

and was composed of apparently inert substances,

as sugar, gum, resin, extractive matter, tannic and
gallic acids, &c. He sought in vain for strychnine
in it. Amongst the chief experimenters on the sub-

ject may be mentioned De la Condamine {Mem. de

I'Acaddmie des Sciences, 1745, t. G2, p. 391); Brock-
lesby {Philosophical Transactions, 17-17, vol. xliv. p.

408); Herissaut {Philosophical Transactions, 1751

—

1752, vol. xlvii. p. 75), who killed a bear ^vith a
poisoned arrow in less than five minutes; and nearly
killed himself and a small boy who was evaporating
an aqueous solution of the poison ; both, howevei-,

recovered imder the influence of fresh air, a pint of

wine, and a quantity of sugar; Fontana (1781), who
shewed that (notwithstanding the above experi-

ment) the vapour is not deleterious, and that the
state of the stomach at the time when the poison
was inhaled modified the result, an animal with a
full stomach being able to resist the action of a dose
that would prove fatal to one of the same size when
fasting; Brodie {Philosophical Transactions, 1811

—

1812) ; Virehow and Miinter (pubUshed in vol. i of

Schomburgk's Peisen in Briiisch Guiana), who, inter
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alia, shewed that the poison, even after being kept
dry for five years, is stUl intensely active—that its

physiological action corresponds with the result of

analysis in shewing the absence of strychnine, and
that it rather belongs to narcotic tlian to tetanic

poisons—and that death takes place not from
: any direct result of the poison, but indirectly, by
causing tlie cessation of the respiratory process

;

;

Bernard and Pelouze {Compt. Pend., 1850, t. xxxi.

p. 534) ; Vulpian {('ompt. Pend., 1854, t. i., 2d seiies,

p. 73) ; anil KoUiker {Proc<:edinr;s of the Poijal

Society, 1857), who, amongst otiicr important
conclusions, arrives at the following: (1) That the
urari (as he terms it) causes death very rapidly
when injected into the blood or inserted into a
wound ; and that when introduced by way of the
raucous membrane, its ell'ccts arc slow, and require a
large dose for their production ; wlien applied to the
skin of frogs, it is inoperative— (2) it acts throiigli

the blood, and destroys the excitability of the motor
nerves, while the sensory neires are liartUy at all

afTected— (3) when artificial respiration is carried on
in animals under its influence, many of the secre-

tions are increased, owing to the jiaralysis of the

j

vascular nen-es, and tlie consequent dilatation of

tlie vessels— (4) tliat in mammals, the poison causes
death by the paralysis of the respiratory nerves and
su]>pressiou of the respiration, wliich brings on con-
vulsions as a collateral effect.

The late researches of Weir, Mitchell, and Ham-
mond, on the two hitherto undeseribed varieties of

the poison, named Woorara, variety Corroval, and
Woorara, variety Vao, lead to the following results.

The corroval, which is asserted to be the strongest

arrow-poison, but of whose mode of manufacture
they could learn nothing, was in large lumps of a

brownish black colour, resembling vegetable extracts

of that tint. From its aqueous solution they obtained

a substance possessing all the qualities of an alkaloid,

and in an eminent degree the poisonous properties of

the corroval, to which they assign the n.ame Corro-

valia. Hence it differs materially in its chemical com-
position from ordinary woorali. From a large numlier

of experiments on living birds, mice, cats, frogs, and
alligators, they find (1) that corroval differs essen-

tially from any variety of woorali hitherto described

in its physiological residts
; (2) that it acts primarily

on the heart through the medium of the IJooil,

producing an arrest of the heart's action
; (3) that

the annihilation of voluntary and reflex movements
is a secondary result of its action, depending
primarily on the cessation of the heart's action ; (4)

that it acts upon the nerves from the surface to the
centre, and abohshes both the sensory and motor
functions ; (5) that it destroys muscular irritability

;

(G) that it paralyses the sympathetic nerve, this

being one of its primary effects
; (7) that it is

absorbed both from the intestinal canal and skin of

frogs ; and (8) that its poisonous effects are due to an
alkaloid hitherto undeseribed. The authors devote
42 pages to a history of their experiments on I^ao or

Bao ; but as they are of opinion that vao is only a
weaker variety of corroval, it is unnecessary to follow

their researches in this direction. It is obvious that

in corroval and vao we have a fearful poison, quite

distinct from ordinary woorali ; and we have entered
into further detail on this subject than we shoidd
otherwise have done, because, so far as we know,
they have not yet been noticed by any English
author.

WOOTZ is a finely damasked hard cast steel,

which is obtained from India. Faraday found

aluminium in a sample which he analysed, and
referred its peculiar properties to the presence of

this metal ; but other chemists have failed in finding

aluminium in wootz.
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WO'RCESTEESHIRE, one o£ the west-midland
counties of England. The conterminous counties are

those of Warwick and Stafford on the N., Warwick
and Oxford on the E., Gloucester on the S., and
Hereford and Salop on the W. Area, 472,165 acres,

whereof about 400,000 are cidtivated. Its greatest

length is 38 miles, aud greatest breadth, 26. The
surface is undulating, and there are depressed vaUeys
aud hilly ranges ; two of the latter are of consider-

able extent, and adorn its eastern and western sides.

On the west, the range terminates in the Malvern
Hula, the highest point of which is the Worcester-
shire Beacon, about 1100 feet above the level of the
sea. Its name is derived from its shape, a cone
towering beacon-like above the lesser eminences of

the chain ; but the highest peak of the range is

named the Herefordshire Beacon, which is slightly

more elevated than the other Beacon, and stands in

the county of Hereford. The eastern range is the
Bredon HUls, which form part of a chain extending
from Bromsgrove Lickey, near Birmingham, to the
Cotswold Hi 11 a, beyond Gloucester. The county is

well watered, and finely timbered, especially with
fruit-trees. The ehn grows very liixm-iantly, and
indeed is so common in every corner as to have
obtained the name of ' the weed of Worcestershire.'

The oak, beech, and other timber trees thrive well,

and of late the larch has been much planted. The
principal rivers are the Severn, the Teme, and the
Avon. Other streams there are, such as the Stour,

the Salwarp, &c., but except in flood-times, these
are mere brooks, and scarcely deserve the name of

river. The Severn is navigable from the sea at

Gloucester as high up as Shrewsbury ; but from au
intermediate place called Stourport, 14 mdes above
Worcester, the navigation is uncertain, except for

barges of very light draught. There are three
canals communicating with the Severn—viz., the
StafTordshire and Worcestershire at Stourport ; the
Droitwich, a little way above Worcester ; and
the Birmingham and Worcester, in the immediate
neighbourhood of the citj'. The W. portion of the
Vale of Severn is about 30 mUes long; the climate
is mUd and healthy; but the rainfall is compara-
tively small, and nearly the minimum of England.
The soU consists of almost every variety suitable

for vegetation, from strong deep clay and rich

vegetable mould, to light friable sandy ryeland,
with tracts of alluvial deposit, marl, and loam.
The Vale of Evesham is dependent on the Avon for

its fertility, which has long gained for it the repu-
tation of being the garden of the mid-west. It

produces abimdance of table-fruit, and vegetables of

the finest quaUty, and the rental of its kitchen-
garden ground is nowhere excelled by cidtivated

land anywhere, unless in the immediate neighbour-

hood of London. The agricidture of W. has been
greatly improved during these last twenty-five
years, and high farmiug is now much in vogue.

Excellent crops of wheat and other grains, turnips,

and potatoes are raised ; a large portion of the laud
remains in the form of meadow, and much of it

ancient pasture.

Hop-gardens are plentiful in the western division

of the county, and their produce ranks, in the estima-

tion of brewers, next to that of East Kent. W.
is par excellence a perry county, as Herefordshire
and Devonshire are cider coimties. Its pear orchards
are very beautiful in the time of blossom ; and
there is a splendid variety, called the ' black pear
of Worcester,' which attains a great size, and is

supposed to be the traditional pear blazoned on
the county's shield of arms.

There is no distinctive local breed of stock, either

cattle or sheep. The cattle most thought of are

Herefords and Shorthorns ; aud among sheep, the

favourite varieties are Shropshire Downs, Leicesters,
Cotswolds, and cross-breeds. Pigs are abundantly
bred aud fed. The markets are well supplied with
butcher-meat, bred and fed in the county; and
Londou, Birmingham, and the 'Black Country'
draw large supplies from Worcestershire. Poultry
are raised in considerable quantity, and the W.
farmers' wives have deservedly obtained a good
name for the condition and neatness in which
they are sent to market. The county possesses
great mineral wealth in coal, iron, salt, lime : the
first three are found in the north-eastern quarter
of W., but lime is very generally distributed. In
1S61, the pop. was 307,397; in 1867, it is esti-

mated at 325,000. Coal and iron mines are largely
worked in the neighboui-hood of the populous
borough of Dudley. Iron-works abound between it

and Stourbridge, where glass manufactures of an
ornamental character, on a large scale, have taken
root ; and there are abundance of coal-mines in the
neighbourhood.
The textile fabric manufactures are nearly confined

to carpet-weaving, which has long been carried on
successfully .at Kidderminster; and at present (1867),
this branch of industry having suffered a transition
from the hand-loom stage to power-working, has
just emerged from the usual uncertainty which
attends all nianiifactures submitted to that trial, and
appears to be thriving with a vigour commensurate
to the enlarged capability of its new powers. At
Eedditch, the needle and fish-hook manufacture is

carried on to a greater extent than in any other
place in England ; nail-making has been practised
for . centuries at Bromsgrove ; and at Droitwich,
about six miles from Worcester, salt has been
mauufactured from an inexhaustible supply of
brine for many centuries. The specific gravity
of tHe Droitwich brine is considerable, and
the supply seems inexhaustible. Of the pop.,
about 100,000 are connected with mines and
manufactures, and the remainder are engaged in
agriculture, or dependent on trade. W. pos-
sesses a county regiment of militia, consisting of
850 ofiicers and privates ; also the Queen's Own
Regiment of Worcestershire Yeomanry Cavalry, 726
sabres ; and the Worcestershire Regiment of Rifle
Vohmteers, comprising two b.-ittalions, each 800
strong. The county sends four knights of the shire to
parliament, and six members for the boroughs of
Evesham, Kidderminster, Droitwich, Dudley, Bewd-
ley (and Stourport united), besides two for the
city—making a total of twelve members from Wor-
cestershire. (1871—pop. 338,848.)

WO'RCESTER, a city, capital town of the
county of the same name, and a county of itself,

stands almost in the centre of the Severn Valley,
and is situated principally on the eastern bank of
the river, about 26 miles south-west from Birming-
ham. W. is of great antiquity; there are abimdant
traces of ancient iron-smelting works on the banks
of the river, adjudged by antiquaries to belong to
the times of the Roman occupation ; and the dis-
covery of other remaius at intervals, proves that
the city was a Roman station. The chief object
of antiquity now existing is the cathedral, which
is beautifully placed on a gentle elevation on
the west bank of the river, and stands within
its own precinct, but which, since the passing
of the act abolishing the isolation of ' pecuUars

'

and ' non-p.arochi.al places,' has been incorporated
in the city parish of St Michael. A cathedral,
dedicated to St Peter, was founded here as early as
the 7th c. ; but in 983, St Oswald built the church
and monastery of St Mary, near the cathedral of
St Peter. In 1084, Bishop Wulstan laid the
foundation of a new cathedral, many portions of
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wliich remain in the present structure, such as the

<-rypt (one of the oldest and most interesting in

England), the hases of and fragments in many of

the -n-alls. chaiiter-honsc, refectory, and cloisters.

In the Civil Wars, much damage was done to

the building, but none of its leading features were
destroj-ed. It is now distinguished by tlie sini-

phcity, if not plainness, of the exterior, but which
is amply compensated by the fine perspective, the

lofty roof, and generally charming eil'ect of the

interior. A thorough restoration, now approaching

completion, was commenced some years ago, at an
estimated cost of not less than £60,000 when com-
pleted. The Episcopal Palace in the city has been
transformed into the Deanery ; and the Bishop of

W., since the ecclesiastical commissioners assumed
the management of the episcopal and capitular

estates, has his residence at Hartlebury Castle. The
Bishop of Vl.'s revenue has been fixed by the ecclesi-

astical commissioners at £5000 ; and the livings in

his gift are numerous, and of considerable value.

Worcester chapter consists of the dean, 4 canons, 24
honorary canons, and 4 minor canons, including the
precentor. Besides 10 chorister boys, there are 40
other boys on the foundation at the College or Cathe-

dral School, who receive gratuitous education, and
-are paid £2, 1 3.s'. id. a j-ear. There are six teachers

in the school—three of whom are on the foundation,

and three are paid by the head-master out of the
fees received by him from the non-foundation boys,

of whom he may receive as many as jiresent them-
selves. Altogether, the College School at present

is attended by more than 100 scholars ; and the
branches taught include the elements of a classical

and commercial education. The parish churches of

the city are poor specimens of architecture. The
city does not shine in pubUc buildings ; an(J prob-

ably, next to the cathedral, the most important and
appropriate in construction is the county prison.

The pop. of the city and its suburbs, without refer-

ence to the census di^nsious into union and non-union
districts, was, in 1S61, about 32,000, and is now esti-

mated to be 30,000. The people are employed in

glove-making, including leather-dressing and stain-

ing; in porcelain factories ; iron-works, including

locomotive-engine factories ; tanning and currying,

horse-hair weaving, vinegar, British wine and sauce
making, and coach-building. Chemical manures
and agricultural implements are also manufactured
on a considerable scale. Glove-making is still con-

sidered the staple manufacture of the city ; but
one large factory has absorbed a large portion of

the business, and now there are not above two
dozen of master-tradesmen in the glove-way, great
and little, whereas 40 years ago there were nearly
100 in the trade. The porcelain factories are two,
and the number of hands employed by them in

all departments is about 400. The Royal Porcelain
Works are celebrated for fine taste in designing
and the beauty of execution of the highest class

of productions ; while the specialty of the other
factory, Messrs Grainger & Co.'s, is utility, com-
bined with purity of design and excellence in work-
manship. They are celebrated for their semi-por-

celain, which is so excellently glazed as to resist the
strongest acids. The city sends two members to

parliament, and is governed by a corporation con-

sisting of a mayor, sheritf, 12 aldermen, and 30 town-
councillors. (1871—pop. 41,480.)

WORCESTER, a city of Massachusetts, tj. S.,

the centre of a fine agricultural district, 45
miles west-south-west of Boston, with six diver-

ging railwaj's, in a valley surrounded by beautiful
hills, with deUghtful sites for residences, broad
shaded streets, and famed for its political and
philanthropical conventions. Among its institutions
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are, the American Antiquarian .Society, %vith a
library of 12,000 volumes, and cabinet; the State
Lunatic Asylum, which, in 13 years, out of 2306
patients, discliarged 1000 cured; Oread Institute,
for young ladies ; high, grammar, intermediate, and
]irimary schools, considered the model-schools of

New England ; also, manufactories of cotton, woollen,
carpets, hollow-ware, pistols, wire, paper, saddles,
locks, musical instruments, &c. There are 1!)

churches, 12 jieriodicals, 3 daily. Pop. (ISOO) 24,900.

WORCESTER COLLEGE, Oxford, was
founded, like Trinitj' and St John's, on the site

of an ohl monastic college. The ancient institution

was kno^vn by the name of Gloucester College,

because it belonged to the Benedictine Monks of

that city. After the dissolution of the monasteries,

it passed through various hands ; and latterly, was
a Hall attached to St John's College. In 1701,

however. Sir Thomas Cookes left £10,000 for the
purpose of endowing some existing College or Hall.

This bequest led to the erection of Gloucester Hall
into a College, for a provost, six fellows, and six

scholars, by letters-patent of Queen Anne, 1714.

Various fellowships and scholarships were after-

wards added, until the number of fellows became
21, of scholars 16, but almost all restricted to certain

counties, or to founders' kin. The Commissioners
luuler 17 and IS Vict. c. 81 reduced the number of

fellowships to 15, open without restriction, except
that candidates for a fellowshii) on the Eaton
foundation uuist be sons of clergymen of the Church
of England and Ireland, and must not be possessed

of property or income exceeding £150 a year. The
scholarships are now 15 in number—six on the
foundation of Sir Thomas Cookes, for persons

educated at Bromsgi-ove School ; one on the founda-
tion of Dr Finney, for natives of Staffordshire ; five

ou the foundation of Mrs Sarah Eaton, for sons of

clergymen of tlie Church of England and Ireland ;

and three on the foundation of Dr Clarke, which
are entirely open. The Cookes' scholarships are

tenable for six years, the others for 24 terms. The
scholarships are said to be of the value of £70 per
annum. There are also some exhibitions—four on
the foundation of Sir Thomas Cookes, v.alue £42 a
year, for persons educated at Bromsgrove School.

There are nine benefices in the gift of this College.

WORD, in time of peace, a signal notified in

the orders of the day, in virtue of a knowledge of

which a sentry will allow the utterer to pass. In the
field, the officer commanding fixes daily upon a word
and countersign (for which any arbitrary terms are

taken), and communicates them to the sentries on
guard, and to such other persons only as he may
choose to pennit to pass through the lines. Any
person then approaching a sentry without knowing
the tcord, has a fair chance of being shot ; if he
knows not the countersign, the sentry will take
him into custody, and deliver him to the officer of

the guard. Care has to be taken that the ' word

'

shoidd not suggest the ' eoimtersign.' Any arbitrary

combination is therefore adopted.

WORDSWORTH, Willi.\m, a distinguished

English poet, was born on the '7th April 1770, at

Cockermouth, in Cumberland. He was the second
son of John V/ordsworth, attorney, and agent on the
estates of the first Earl of Lonsdale. He was sent

to school at Penrith, where his parents had gone to

reside ; and after the death of his mother in 1778,

was transferred to Hawkshead, in Lancashire, at

the public school of which his earlier education was
completed. In 1783, his father died, leaving his

family in some difficulty. By Lord Lons<lale, a
considerable sum was due to them ; but his Lord-
ship, a man of most eccentric character, saw fit to
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resist the claim, witli all the vexatious impediments
which the law so plentifully affords. Enough,
however, remained, with some little assistance from
relatives, to carry forward the education of the
children. W. remained at Hawkshead till 1787,

in which year he was entered at St John's College,

Cambridge. Here he remained four years. In
the studies proper to the place, his interest was
shght ; but in his own fashion he was a diligent

student ; and jmetry became more and more his

favourite pursuit. In January 1791, he left Cam-
bridge, after taking his degi'ee as Bachelor. During
the autumn of the previous year, he had, along with
a fellow-student, made a pedestrian tour through
France, then in the early fervoui*s of its great Revo-
lution ; and thither, after leaving college, he returned.

His sympathj^ with the aims of the Revolution was
passionate ; and with the party of the Gironde he
seems to have cultivated relations of a somewhat
intimate kind, which, in the end, might have seri-

ously compromised him, had not circumstances,

probably of the pecuniary sort, determined his return

to England some little time before his friends

were sent in a body to the scaffold. The repub-

lican principles which at this time he held, he lived

to renounce in favour of a reasoned conservatism

;

and opposed as he was, in its earlier stages, to the

war waged against France, no one more patriotically

urged it, when the struggle became in effect a life

and death gi-apple on the part of England with the

military despotism of Kapoleon.

In 1793, W. came before the public as an author, in

two poems, entitled An Evenbirj Walk, addressed to

a Yoiincj Lady ; and Descriptive Sketches, taken during
a Pedestrian Tour amonrj the Alps. These pieces

abound in touches of refined and original observa-

tion of natm'e, but otherwise are not in themselves
speciaUy remarkable ; and they failed to make any
impression, except on a few minds, such as that of

Coleridge, then at Cambridge, who afterwards
professed to have discerned in them the seeds of

a great xmdeveloped genius. AV. was now in a posi-

tion of much perplexity ; his little finances were
almost entirely exhausted : for the church, which
his friends would fain have had him enter, he
had at this time an obstinate aversion ; poetry
had become with him a passion, to which he longed
to whoUy dedicate himself ; and unhappily it

appeared that his poetry would not in the least pay.
As a poet canuot live like a singing-bird by pecking
about the hedgerows, it became necessary for him
to Ijethink himself of some means of support

;

and he was on the point of proceeding to London, to

do liberal politics for the newspapex's, when unex-
pected relief came to him in the shape of a legacy.

The name of Raisley Calvert deserves to be remem-
bered with that of Wordsworth. An intimate

friend of the poet, he had formed a high opinion of

his genius ; and at his early death in 1795, he was
found to have bequeathed to W. the simi of £900,
expressly that leisure might for some years be
allowed for the undisturbed development of his

powers. Seldom has money been better bestowed
;

and small as the sum may seem, to a man of the
poet's simple tastes and entire singleness of aim,

it could suffice over a term of years. With his

only sister, Dorothy, his attached companion thi'ough

life, and always a devout believer in the brother,

no little of whose geuius she shared, he now settled

himself at Racedown Lodge, in Dorsetshire, remov-
ing in 1797 to Alfoxden, in Somersetshire, in order
to be near Coleridge, who had established himself

some three miles oft' at Nether-Stowey. Out of the
intimacy thus begxm, came the famous Lyrical
Ballads, published in 1798 by Cottle of Bristol, as a
joint adventure of the two poets. The volume had

4SG

no success ; but probably no man ever lived more
serenely self-appreciative than W. ; and he did not
allow himself to be disheartened by the neglect
meantime of the world. After a short tour in Ger-
many, along with his sister and friend, he returned
to his native Cinnberland, which he never again
permanently left. He settled himself first" at
Grasmere ; in ISOS, he removed to Allan Bank, in the
vicinity ; and in 1813, he transfeiTed his household
to Rydal Mount, the jjlace which, of all others,

remains specially associated with his memory. On
the death of the old Lord Lonsdale, the justice of
the claim of the Wordsworths against the estates
was admitted ; and in 1802, a sum of about
£8000 was by his successor made over to the
family. To AV. and his sister, their moiety of the
money may have been acceptable, as by this
time, one should saj', they must needs have been
seeing pretty nigh to the end of Eaisley Calvert's
convenient £900. Henceforth, a modest competence
was secure to them; and W. was wedded within
the year to JIary Hutchinson, a cousin of his own,
with whom he had been intimate from his child-

hood. In 1813, by the kindness of Lord Lonsdale,
he was appointed Distributor of Stamps for the
county of Westmoreland, a situation which brought
him, without much to do for it, a salary of i'oOO
a year. When, the year after, he pubUshed his
great poem. The Excursion, he dedicated it to Lord
Lonsdale, in a sonnet, expressive of ' high respect
and gratitude sincere ' for this comfortable increase
to an income sufficient, perhaps, but certainly not
excessive, for a man who had now a family grow-
ing up round him. Meantime, and pending the
ajipearance of this elaborate work, the reputation
of the poet had been surely, if slowly rising. In
ISOO, he had published, in two volumes, a second
edition of the Lyrical Ballads, disjoining his own
from those of Coleridge, and adding a quantity of
new matter; and in 1802 and 1805, further editions

had been issued. To these succeeded, in 1807, a
new collection, imder the title of Poems, in Two
Volumes. In these earlier wn-itings, there was a
good deal which almost wilfully seemed to invite

ridicide ; and for a good while, W. was merely the
laughing-stock of reviewers, more particularly of

Jeffrey, who, as editor of the great Edinburgh, at
this time figm-ed as chief Aristarchus of the day.
The more to popularise the ridicule, a nickname
was invented ; and ' the Lake School,' as it was
called, which, with W., included Coleridge and
Southey, who chanced to reside in the same district,

passed current as an easy name of scorn. It could
not be long concealed, however, that these volumes
of W., despite an occasional eccentricity in the
choice of mean and impracticable subjects, con-
tained a large body of true poetry of a singularly
fresh and original kind. A select circle of passion-
ate admirers, includiug men like Leigh Hunt, De
Quincej', and Wilson, eagerly pressed the true
claims of the poet ; and after the publication of the
Excursion, a volume of high and serious verse,
gravely defective in plan, and at times hea\y and
tedious, but with little or no trace in it of the
earlier oddities of the writer, it came more and
more to be felt that the laughers were getting the
worst of it, and that W., however he might now
and then indulge himself in whimsical tricks,

was really a man of true and lofty geuius, against
whom ridicide could not permanently avail. Their
occupation was not yet, indeed, quite gone; and
the subsequent appearance, in 1819, of Peter Bell,

a poem not without profound merits, but imhappily
with a donkey for the hero of it, allowed them to
resume their advantage a Uttle. But, on the whole,
the day of idle jeer was over; the tide of genuine
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appreciation had set in, and it continued to flow
steadily, till, long before his death, W. found him-
self recognised almost item. con. as at the head of the

poetical literature of his country. His later days
were passed serenely in honour. In 1S39, the

university of Oxford conferred on him its honorary
degree of D.C.L. In 1842, a pension of £300 per

annum was assigned him by government; on receipt

of which he ceded, in favour of his son, his situation

as Distributor of Stamps ; and on the death of his

friend Southey, in 18-13, he succeeded to the vacant
laureateship. On the 23d April 1850, he peacefully

closed a life so irare, serene, and priest-like in its

consecration to a lofty purpose, that we must go
back to Milton in order to find its parallel. It

remains only to enumerate the publications of W.
not included above. In 1815, appeared The While

Doe of litjhtone, which was followed by Tite

Wagr/oner, and a series of Sonneln on tlie River

Duddon. In 1822, he published a volume entitled

Memorials o/ a Tour on the Continent; some years
after, his Ecclesiastical Sonnets ; and in 1835,

Yarrow Revisited, and Other Poems, the fruit of a

tour to Scotland, memorable by his mournful part-

ing, at Abbotsford, with the dying Scott, which he
records in a beautiful sonnet. In 18-42, he issued

a collected editiou of his works, rearranged as we
now have them, in a somewhat fanciful fashion of

his own. Shortly after his death, a long auto-

biographical poem, in blank verse, was published,

entitled The Prelude.

By remanding it to truth and simplicity of natural

feeling as its basis, W. did more than i)erhaps any
other writer of his time to forward the great revival

of English poetry which distinguished the opening of

the century. But he was scarcely the originator of

the movement ; the new influence was, so to speak,
' in the air

;
' already Cowper in England, as in Scot-

land Burns, had preluded to the meloelious outburst
which was to fallow ; and to the last of these more
particidarly, as his early guide and exemplar, W.
has expressly recorded his obligations in a stanza

which, so far as we are aware, has hitherto escaped

quotation

:

' I mourned with thousands;, but as one
More deeply grieved, for he was gone
Whose light I hailed when first it shone.

And shewed my youth
How verse may build a princely tlirone

On humble truth.'

With the charm of natmal simplicity of manner,
common to him with these his predecessors, W.,
however, combined a depth of philosophic medi-
tation peculiarly his own ; there w.as bom with
him, moreover, a jiassiouate susceptibility to effects

of beauty in the material world, such as few men
can ever have been gifted with ; and out of these

blended elements arose that mystical communion
with Nature which pervades the whole body of his

poetry, and constitutes its truest claim to origin-

ality. By diffusion of this, and otherwise, his

influence on our subsequent poetry has perhaps
been as profound as any of the kind ever exercised,

and it has been almost wholly beneficial. Yet we
need not admire all we find in him. The early

ridicule directed against him, though it sinned by
excess and disproportion, was really to a great

extent deserved. Had he gone on writing nothing
but the 'Betty Foys' and 'Alice Fells' which
Jeffrey laughed at, we should not have had in this

place to do a biography of him. It is despite of a

good deal of this kind of perverse drivel, besides

mdifTerent matter otherwise, and not in the least

because of it, that he continues, and must long
continue, to be remembered.—See Memoirs of
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WORK. To do work is to overcome resistance.
If we try to lift a ton-weight, however we
may fatigue ourselves, we cannot move it, and
therefore we do no work. But we can lift wit!i

case a hundred-weight, and then we do more worlc
in proportion as we raise it higher. In lifting coals
from a pit, the work done is evidently in proportion
to the depth of the pit, and to the weight of the
coals raised. This and numberless other instances
are too well known to need further description.

We may therefore at once define the work done hy a
force as tlie product of theforce into the space tJtrough

xcliich it moves its point of application in its own
direction, and it is usually measured by engineers
and others who do not require absolute accuracy, in

foot-pounds, the work required to raise a pound one
foot high. If the motion of the point of application

be in the opposite direction to that of the force, the
work is done against the force. If the motion be
perpendicular to the direction of the force, no work
is done by or against the force. Thus, the work
spent in projecting a curling-stone, in opening a
massive gate, or in turning a large fly-wheel or grind-

stone, has nothing whatever to do with the force of
gi-avity—the body moved, in all these cases, is, as a
whole, neither raised nor lowered as regards its

distance above the earth's surface. If the direction

of the force be obHque to the direction in which the
point of application moves, we must resolve the
force, by the law of the Pariillelogram of Forces
(see Composition of Forces), into two components,
one in the dii'cetion of motion, the other perpen-
dicular to it. The former is the working com-
ponent ; the latter, as we have just seen, does no
work. A good illustration of this is foimd in the
case of raising stones from a quarry by cartin" them
up a series of incUned j)lanes, as contrasted with
hauling them up verticaUy. The work done in

either case is measured by the product of the weight
of the stones, and the height through which they
have been raised ; and tlius, for the same load of
stones, it will be the same whichever process is

adopted. This is evident from the property of the
inclined plane—viz., that the force required to sup-
port a body resting on the plane (which is the force

that has to be overcome when we haul it up the
plane) is to the weight of the body as the hei;/ht of

the plane to its length. Hence, this force, multi-
plied into the length of the plane, gives the same
product as the whole weight into the height of the
plane ; and these are the two quantities of work we
are comparing.
AVhen work is done upon a body, there is always

an increase of velocity, unless other forces act on
the body, so that it does an equal amount of work
against them. Thus, if we push a movable body,
such as a cart, along a road, the velocity graduaUy
increases, and would increase indefinitely were there
no friction and no resistance of the air (forces

against which work has to be done), and coidd we
move fast enough to keep continually pushing it,

however great its velocity may become. If, on the
other haud, by means of a roiJC and pulle3', we raise

a stone, if once started, it will ascend uniformly, so

long as we pull with a force just equal to its weight,
because, then, as much work is done on the stone
by the hand as it does against gravity. If we pull

with a force greater than its weight, we do more
work on the stone than it does agamst gravity, and
the upward velocitj' increases ; if with a force less

than the weight, the stone has to do more work
against gravity than is done on it by the rope, and
its velocity upwards becomes less. 'The measure of

the excess of work done on a body over that which
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it does against resistance is the increase of the

product of lialf the mass into the square of (lie

velocity—i. e., of what was formerly called the
Vis-viva of the body, what is now called its Actual,

or preferably, its Kinetic Energy. See Force. Hence,
as it is evident that if a body, or system, be acted
on by a set of forces which are in equilibrium, it

will have no tendency to lose or to acquire velocity,

its kinetic energy will remain unchanged, and there-

fore as much work m ust be done upon it by some of
the applied forces, as ii does against the rest, in any
displacement so slight as not to change the circum-

stances of the particular arrangement That is, when
forces are in equilibrium on a body, if the body be
slightly displaced, the sum of the products of each
force by the eU'ective component of the displacement
of its point of application is zero—the product being
positive when the force does work, negative when
work is done against it. This is the celebrated

principle of Virtual Velocities, the term virtual

velocity having been, very inconveniently, applied

to what we have called above the effective com-
ponent of the displacement of the point of applica-

tion of a force. It was often employed as the basis

of the whole of Statics, and very curious attempts

have been ma<le to give proofs of it (independent of

the laws of composition of forces), especially by
Lagrange. But the principle of Work, or Energy,
of which that of Virtual Velocities is a mere par-
ticular case, and which is at once applicable to the
whole range of Dynamical Science, is distinctly

enunciated by Xewton in a Scholium to his Third
Law of Motion. See Motion, Laws of. His words
are memorable, and should be universally known

—

Si cEstimetur agenlis actio ex ejus vi et velocitate con-

junctim; et similiter resistentis reaciio astimetur con-

junctim ex ejus partium singularum velocitatibus et

viribus resistendi ab earum. attritione, cohasioTie, pon-
dere, el acceleratione oriundis ; erunt actio et reactio,

in omni instrumentorum usu, sibi invicem semper
(equates. Newton has defined what he means by
the velocity of an agent—viz., the component of the
velocity of its point of application which is in the
direction of the agent. He has also she'mi what is

the measure of resistance arising from acceleration
(see Velocity) ; so that, merely using modem terms
instead of those employed by Newton, but in nowise
altering the scope of the above remarkable passage,
we have the following version of it : Work done upon
any system of bodies (literally, the parts of any

DESCEIPnON OF WOKK.
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steam-engmc3, especially those employed for pump-
ing; rainoa, is the duty, which is measured by the

number of foot-poimds of work done by a hundred-

weight of coals sujiplied to the furnace. A similar

mode of comparison is now applied to steam-engines

for a.fcricultural purposes, &c.

'Die quantity uf work which can be got out of

any machine, human, animal, or other, depends

in many cases ou the rate at which it is done,

or the horse-power actually exerted. An average

man can easily work at the rate of a horse-jjower

for a few minutes at a time ; but if lie were to work

at no other rate, he would do very little work in a

day. Various singtdar investigations have been

made, both theoretically and experimentally, as to

the most profitable rate of doing work, and their

residts are highly interesting. But to discuss them
properly would require more sp,ace than we can

afford. The table on preceding page, due to Pon-

celet, gives at least approximate notions of the

horse-power employed, and tlie whole work done, in

a working-day, by men aud animals vai-iously apply-

ing their exertions.

AVO'KKHOUSE, the name given to municipal

institutions, in England, in w-hich paupers arc

supported and maintained. The earliest mention of

them is to be fotmd in stat. 13 and 14 Car. II. c.

12, authorising workhouses to be erected in the

cities of London and Westminster, to which rogues

and vagabonds might be committed, by any two
members of the ' Workhouse Corporation,' a Board

created by the act, with the view of restraining

them from predatory habits, and compelling them
to work for their living. The provisions of this act

were, for the first time, carried into effect in the

reign of Willi.am and Mary, when a cor])oration,

headed by the Lord Mayor of Loudon, lifted up a

house in Bishopsgate Street as a workhouse, one

part of which, called the Keeper's Side, was devoted

to the purpose contemplated by the act of Cliarles

II.—viz., the reception of vagrants and disorderly

persons, committed by two governors; while, in

the other part, called the Steward's Side, poor

cliildreu were lodged, and taught various emi)loy-

ments and branches of education. A very few
workhouses were afterwards erected by local acts

;

but their general adojition throughout England

was first provided for Ijy act 9 Geo. I. c. 7, by
which the churchwardens and overseers of the

poor, in any parish or town, were empowered, with

consent of the majority of the inhabitants, to

establish a worldiouse, where the poor were to be

lodged and maintained. Two or more parishes

might unite in having one workhouse, and one

parish mi-jht contract for the maintenance of its

poor in the workliouse of another. Under this

st.itute, buildings began to be erected and hired all

over the country, with great zeal for workhouses, in

which the whole poor were housed, industrious and
profligate alike. Out-door relief, wliich had been

prohibited by the above statute, was reintroduced

by 36 Geo. III. c. 23, and before long, became the

rule under a variety of systems, by which assistance

was carried so far as to be a bounty on indolence.

The poor-rates rose immensely, and it became the

subject of general complaint, that the able-bodied

out-dooT pauper enjoyed a degree of comfort which
destroyed all stimidus to exertion. The result was
the passing of statute 4 and 5 Will. IV. c. 7G, which
has remodelled the whole administration of the

poor-law, and gi-eatly extended the workhoiuse

system. The Commissioners appointed by tliat

act, and the public Board substituted for these

Commissioners in 1S4S, have been empowered,
under certain restrictions as to consents, to order

workhouses to be built, altered, or enlarged as they
376

see fit, and may make by-Iawa for their govern-
ment, wliich the justices are to enforce. The various
workliouse officers, including m.aster, matron,
schoolmaster, sclioolmistress, nurse, )iorter, and
supcrintenilent of out-door labour, liave all tlieir

proper functions assigned them. I'ersons having an
order, cither from the Board of Guardians, the
relieving officers, or the overseers, are at all times
entitled to admission ; and in cases of necessity,

applicants must be admitted without an order. If

the house be full, the master is liound to refer the
a]>]ilicant to the i-elieving oilieer. whose duty it is to

find him relief elsewhere. Casual poor wayfarers,

.admitted by the master or matron, are to be kept

in a separate ward. There are various st.atutory

enactments regvilating the discipline of workhouses.

Kefusal to work at any suit.alile employment, in-

toxication, or other misconduct, is punished with
imprisonment and hard labour, not exceeding 41

days. A pauper aliscouding with clothes, or other

ju'operty Ijelonging to a worldiouse, is liable, under
7 Vict. c. 101, .and 13 .and 14 Vict. c. 101, to impris-

onment and hard labour. The separation of man
and wife, which is tlie usual ride, is, by 10 and 11

Vict. c. 100, relaxed wlien they are above CO years

of age. By 11 and 12 \'ict. e. 110, persons profess-

ing to be wayfarers or wanderers .are to be searched

on admission, and any money found on their jiersons

is to be apjilied to the common fund of the Union ;

and an appUeant for relief conceaUng such money,
is to be punished as a disorderly person. In every

workhouse, a register is to be kept of young persons

under 16 hired as servants or bound apprentices, and
the relieving officer is bound to visit them twice a

year, and inquire into their food and treatment.

Workhouses are of various sizes. One of ordinary

dimensions comprehends accommodation for 450 to

700 inm.ates of both sexes and different ages ; others,

in populous neighbourhoods, as near Manchester,

will accommodate 1.500 inmates. Classification as

reg.ards sex and age is an import.ant particular, and
is usu.ally well .attended to. lu some situ.ations, the

.alile-bodied inmates work at lield-l.abour within

boundary walls. There is no going in and out .at

pleasure. A workhouse is a sort of prison under

stern, though not unkind discipline, and tlio lead-

ing principle .always held in view is, that the oiler

of being accommodated shall act as a terror to idly-

disposed persons, who are inclined to seek parislr

relief. The establishment of a workhouse really

has this salutary effect; where there is no work-

house, the pressure on the poor-rates is generally

excessive. A half-empty workhouse is thought

a proof of good poor-law man.agement. The
administration of the workhouses of London
and some other large towns has recently been tlie

subject of unf.avourable comment on the part of a

large portion of the press and pubhc; it being

asserted th.at the regiUations of the Commissioners

are habitually transgressed, and the comfort and
health of the pauper are sacrificed out of considera-

tion to the ratepayers' pockets. The subject is

expected to be shortly made matter of legislation.

In Ireland, each of the unions of town-lands or

parishes into which the country is divided has its

separate worldiouse, under the management of a

Board of Guardians cliosen by the ratepayers, .and

relief is administered almost entire!}' in the work-

house.

In Scothand, the name workhouse is sometimes

given to institutions for the support of paupers, but

their correct legal designation is Pooriiouse. Pre-

vious to act 8 and 9 Vict. c. 83, establishments for

the reception of paupers had been erected in many
of the larger towns of Scotland, and the expense

connected"with their maintenance w.as considered
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a proper charge on the funds. Admission to these

almshouses was granted, as a matter of favour, to

the more deserving of the aged, iufirm, and friend-

less poor. No sj'stem of discipline was enforced,

as any improper conduct coidd at once be checked
by expulsion of the dehnquent.
Act S and 9 Vict. c. S3, which made a complete

change in the poor-law system of Scotland, aftords

jiowers for the erection of new poorhonses, and for

the enlargement and greater efficiency of those that
previously existed. The classes of poor for whom
they are designed are described as 'the aged and
other friendless and impotent poor,' and 'those poor
persons who, from weakness or facility of mind, or

by reason of dissipated or improvident habits, are

unable to take charge of their own affairs.' The
Parochial Board of any parish, or combination of

parishes, which contains above 5000 inhabitants,
may erect a poorhouse as soon as a resolution to
that effect has been approved by the Board of

Supervision. Two or more contiguous parishes,

with the concmTence of the Board of Supervision,

may build a poorhouse for their common use ; but
no poorhouse can be built, nor any existing poor-
house enlarged or altered, uutU the plans have
been approved by the Board of Supervision. The
Parochial Boards of parishes, or combinations of

parishes, in which there is a poorhouse, may receive

lioor persons from other parishes at rates approved
by the Board of Superrision. When two or more
jiarishes unite to build a joint poorhouse, the
expense of its erection and maintenance is appor-
tioned as determined by the parishes ; and for the
purpose of erecting, altering, or enlarging a poor-
house, power is given on certain conditions to bon'ow
money on the security of the future assessments of

the parish or combination.
Parochial Boards were empowered by the above

act, under the sanction of the Board of Supervision,
to frame regulations for the management and disci-

pline of poorhonses. But the Board of Supei-vision

has found it expedient, for the sake of greater effi-

ciency and uniformity of management, to frame a
general code of regulations, which, with a few
modifications for peculiarly circumstanced parishes,
now form the existing rules by which the Scottish
poorhonses are administered. The management of
each poorhouse is committed to a house-governor
and a matron, subject to the orders of a committee
of the Parochial Board or Boards of the parish or
parishes to which the poorhouse belongs. 'There are
minute provisions for the classification of inmates
according to age and sex, the discipline, medical
attendance, rehgious instruction, diet of the inmates,
and the duties of the different officers. Each poor-
house is to be visited at least once a week by a
committee of two or more members of the P.irochial

Board, who are to institute an inquiry regarding
a number of siJecified particulars, the answers to
which inquiries are to be submitted to the House
Committee at each meeting. There are at present
about 40 poorhonses in Scotland in connection with
190 parishes.

WORKING-DRAWINGS are the large plans
prepared by engineers and architects to guide the
workmen in executing the design. Many of these
are on a large scale, all mouldings and ornamental
work having to bo drawn out of the actual size of
the work.

WORKING-PARTY, a body of soldiers told off,

by command, to perform certain work or labour
foreign to their ordinary duties. A small exti-a pay,
called ' working-pay,' is allowed, averaging about
id. a day.

WO'RKINGTON, a market-town and seaport of

Cumberland, about a mile from the mouth of the
Derwent, 7 miles direct north of Whitehaven, and
the same distance by radway. Its harbour, fur-
nished with a breakwater and several quays, is safe
and commodious. To the coal-mines in the vicinity
the town chietly owes its prosperity—great quantities
of coals being exported—but iron-foundries, malt-
kilns, flour-mills, shipbuilding yards, rope and sail-

cloth factories, breweries, and chemical works are
in operation. Salmon fishery is carried on in the
river. Railways run north, south, and cast from
W., establishing communication in all directions.

In 1S65, 144^ vessels, of 128,663 tons, entered and
cleared the port. Besides coals, the exports are pig
and malleable iron, and the imports timber, &c.
Pop. (1S61) 6467.

WORKS, BoAKD OF. By 46 Geo. III. c. 142
(altered by 50 Geo. III. c. 52), the management and
control of public works and buildings, of which the
expenses are defrayed from the crown revenues or par-
liamentary grants, were intrusted to an oflScer called
the Surveyor of his Majesty's Works and Public
Buildings, whose duties included the superintend-
ence of the erection and repair of royal palaces, and
buildings used for the various branches of govern-
ment, and the management of public museums and
parks. In 1832, the duties of this officer were
transferred to the Commissioners of Woods, Forests,
and Land Revenues (see Woods ^Un'd Forests) ; but
this arrangement eventually resulted in a com-
plaint that the crown revenue was applied too easily
to the execution of public works and improvements,
by which means the Exchequer was deprived of the
funds which were due to it in exchange for the
Civil List, and parliament was unable to exercise
the proper control over an important branch of
public expenditure. The department of Public
Works was therefore again separated, in 1851, from
that of the Woods and Forests, and placed imder
the management of a new Board, called the Board
of Works and Public Buildings, composed of a First
Commissioner, specially appointed, who is a political
officer, and has a seat in the cabinet, together
with the Secretaries of State, and the President
and the Vice-president of the Board of Trade,
who are ex-ojicio commissioners. In adiUtion to
the control over public works and buildings,
possessed by the former united Board, the Board of
Works has also the management of the parks in the
metropolis, including the pulDlic parks formed under
recent acts, and of Richmond, Greenwich, Bushy,
Phcenix, and Holyrood Parks, and the pubhc gar-
dens at Kensington, Kew, and Hampton Court.
Among the duties of the Board are, the pro-viding of
public walks, and access to the national buildings
and collections—a branch of administration which
has, of late years, assumed a prominence which it

did not formerly possess. The Board is also
charged with many arrangements and responsibili-
ties connected M-ith the making of new streets and
roads, in London and elsewhere, and the erection
and repair of public statues. The Board of Works
is under control of the Treasiu-y, to whose sanction
all large estimates for public works must be sub-
mitted. The Treasury appoint the secretary, clerks,
and other officers of the establishment ; and with
the sanction of the Treasury, the Commissioners
appoint or employ such architects, surveyors, &o.
as may be necessary. The salaries and expenses of
the department,'and the charges for all her JIajesty's
public works, are annually ^voted by pariiament.
The accoimts of receipt and expenditure are annually
transmitted, to be audited by the Commissioners for
auditing Public Accounts.

WORM FEVER is a popular name for the
2; 7
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aflFection more scientifically knoim as Infantile

Remittent Fever. Although it is a disease which pre-

sents great differences in its course ami symptoms,

according to the circumstances which hare given

rise to it, its characteristic symptoms will be found

to jioint (as Sir Henry Marsh, the eminent Dublin

physician, long ago observed) to the mucous
membrane as the original seat of morbid action.

The disease seldom occurs during the first year

of life; but from the second to the twelfth year,

it is an affection often met with. Premonitory
symptoms usually occur, and may last for some
days. These sjnnptoms are thus described by Dr
Evanson: The child looks ill, and loses his colour;

he is languid or fretfid; complains of pain in the

head or bell}', is drowsy, but rests badly, starting

iu his sleep, or gi'inding his teeth. The a]ipetite

fails, the tongue becomes loaded, and the breath

offensive. Fever now sets in ; or the attack may
commence with high febrile symptoms, and be
ushered in by a cold fit. When once established,

the fever is remarkable for the distinctness of the

exacerbations, the daily niunber of which varies in

different cases. There is, however, usually one

well-marked exacerbation, occurring in the even-

ing, and lasting till morning, and followed by a

profuse sweat. Three is a common number—
namely, one in the morning, one in. the afternoon,

and a third at night. However cool and lively the

child may at other times be, it becomes fretful,

hot, and heavy, as the exacerbation approaches.

During the febrile period, all the sjinptoms become
aggravated. As the period of remission approaches,

these symptoms gradually become less severe, and
more or less perspiration appears. As the general

disease declines, the intermissions become length-

ened, while the exacerbations diminish in duration

and in intensity. Worms are often present in

remittent fever, and give rise to many of the above-

named symptoms; but as the symptoms often

remain after worms have ceased to be expelled, the

latter cannot be regarded as being always the sole

cause of this disease.

With regard to the treatment of remittent

fever, the first point is to improve the condition

of the intestinal canal, and to correct the morbid
secretions poured into it. ' From the deranged
state of the secretions,' says Dr Evanson, ' the

occasional use of a mercurial is often very bene-

ficial; and it may be given combined with an
aperient or a diaphoretic, according to the circum-

stances. The jiowder of jalap, simple or compound,
is that which we prefer, and the addition of some
ipecacuanha increases the effect.' He recommends
the following formida : Powdered jalap, 30 grains

;

powdered ipecacuanha, 5 grains ; calomel, 5 grains

;

white sugar, 10 grains. From 2 to 5 grains of this

powder may be given every three hours, till the

bowels are freely moved. He adds that, to give

cold drinks, and keep the body cool by light cloth-

ing and the use of an airy apartment (while we
enjoin quietness, and occasionally exclude the light),

is essential to recovery. When the bowels are not

irritable, a solution of crystals of tartar (bitartrate

of potash) given cold, iu the form of Imperial (see

Tartaric Acid), possesses many advantages, as it

acts on the kidneys, while it allays thirst, and
tends to keep the bowels open. In the more
advanced stages, when debility sets in, we have
found the mineral acids useful They can be
employed much sooner than quinine ; but the latter

may occasionally be prescribed at the close of the

complaint. If there are decided signs of intes-

tinal intlammation, leeches must be applied to the

abdomen ; when there is mere intestinal irritability,

Dover's Powder and the warm bath will give relief.
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If diarrhoea cannot be checked by other means,
turpentine, in doses of one or two drops, rubbed up
with gum-water, may be tried. In relation to diet,

the great point is to avoid giving such food as
leaves a bidky, indigestible residue. When con-
v.alescence begins, change of air often affords

remarkable benefit.

WORM-GRASS. See Spigelia.

WORMS, orVERMES (Compaeativi A.\atomv).
Most zoologists reg.ird the worms as constituting a
subdivision of the Akticulat.\ ; but one of our latest

and best writers on classification, Professor Huxley,
confines the synonymous terms .:\j5TlcrLATA and
Arthropoda to the Insects, Jlyriapods, Arachnidans,
and Crustaceans ; and places the higher worms, or

Annelids, y^'Mi the above classes, iu a primary divi-

sion, or sub-kingdom, of Annulosa ; and the less

highly organised worms, Scolccida (in which he
includes the liolifera or wheel-animalcules, the

Trematoda or flukes, the Tceniadce or tapeworms,
the Nematoidea or thread-worms, the Acantho-
cephala and the Oordiacea), in a sub-kingdom, to

which he applies the term Annuloida. The main
reasons of his placing the worms under two great

subdivisions are—(1) that the ^\jinclids resemble

the Arthropoda in the arrangement of the nervous
system, wfuch constitutes a gangUonated double

chain, traversed at one point by the oesophagus ; (2)

none of the Scolecids possess any characters in

common with the Arthropoda gcneraUy, or the

Annelids, other than those which they have in com-
mon with all animals. No scolecid has a definitely

segmented body, or bilaterally disposed successive

pairs of appendages, nor has it a longitudinal chain

of ganglia. These grounds of difference outweigh,

in liis opinion, the many points of resemblance
between the Annelids and the Scolecids—as (1) the

resemblance between the cihated larvs in many
cases ; (2) the resemblance between the forms of the

mature bodies of many Scolecids with that of one o£

the most familiar of Armelids, which is so close as to

have acquired for the Scolecids the popular name of
' worms ;

' and (3) the fact, that in the Annelids we
see the representatives of that singular system of

vessels which attains a perfect development in the
' water-vascular ' apparatus of manj- Scolecids. The
final settlement of the classification of these animals
must be decided by further investigation.

With regard to the general characters of worms,
it is well known that they are usually of a very
elongated form. In the higher groups, the division

of the body into a number of segments is very dis-

tinct ; while iu some of the lower forms no seg-

mentation can be detected. The segments, when
present, are usually homonomous, or, in other words,

are mere repetitions of one another. The soft and
contractile body may be cylindrical or slightly com-
pressed, or it may be flat and broad, and usually

presents a distinct dorsal and abdominal surface.

The lateral region is often provided, in the liigher

forms, with special appendages, resembling minute
stumps, which take ]iart in the respiratory process.

Amongst the cuticular appendages must be men-
tioned the bristles {seta), hairs, hooks, &c., which
are often seen. The nervous system of the highest

worms—the Aimehds—has been already sufficiently

described iu our notice of Professor Huxley's views.

From this condition it appears in the Scolecids to

become more and more rudimentary, till in the para-

sitic worms it totally disappears. The mouth is

absent iu the lower forms, but in the higher Ues in

the mesial line of the abdominal surface, in close

apj)roximatiou to the chief nen-ous (pre-oral) gan-

glion, from which most of the organs of the senses

derive their nerves, as the eye,the auditoryapparatus,
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and the organs of touch (especially the lips). Some
of the parasitic worms, as the tapeworms, &c., are

totally devoid of an intestinal canal ; others, as the
Turbellaria (with few exceptions), and the Trema-
toda, have an intestine, but no anal aperture ; while

the rest have an intestine provided with both mouth
and anus. The latter, when present, Ues on the pos-

terior part of the body, and sometimes (as in many
Turbellaria) on the dorsal surface. Except in the

Gephyrea or Sipuncidacea, the intestine, when pre-

sent, is simple, and devoid of convolutions, but is

often, as in the leech, provided with lateral blind

sacs. The vascular system in the most highly

organised worms consists of a closed system of

ai-teries and veins, presenting modifications in diffe-

rent genera. A large vessel which runs beneath the

dorsal integument may be seen under a microscope

to contract and propel the blood forward, thus
fulfilling the functions of a heart, and being the

homologue of the dorsal vasiform heart of insects
;

•while a corresponding venous trunk conveys the

blood in an opposite direction, and runs along the

under surface of the body. These great trunks are

united at each segment by transverse vessels, which
carry the blood from the ventral vein to the dorsal

artery. In the Nematelmia, or parasitic round-

worms, the system is much simpler ; and in the

lowest worms, no trace of true blood-vessels is dis-

cernible. None but the Annelida (q. v.), or highest

worms, possess special respiratory organs. These
occur in various forms. Thus, in the leech and
earthworm, a series of pores on each side of the

body lead to as many simple sacculi formed by an
inward folding of the integument. In the tubicolous

Annelids, such as the Serpula (a common inhabi-

tant in the aquarium), the respiratory organs are

in the form of long flattened branchi;e, radiating

from the head, and generally disposed in a spiral

form. When not filled by the red circulating

fluid, which the Annelids generally possess, they
are often beautifidly tinted with purple, green, and
yellow colours, and form a gorgeous crown. In the
Arenicola piscatorum (figured in the article AxxE-
LIDa), the respiratory organs are seen lying as

lateral tufts in the middle part of the body (fourteen

or sixteen in number on each side). In the lower
worms, there are no definite respiratory organs, the
process being carried on partly by the surface of

the akin generally, and partly by the water-canals
noticed in the article Tapeworm. As a general
rule, the worms are hermaphrodites, only one of the
five classes into which they are divided—viz., the
Nematelmia, having the sexes separate. A large

number of the lower kinds are parasitical ; the
others are inhabitants of sea and fresh water, mud,
earth, &c.

The worms are arranged by V. Cams into the
five following classes : (1.) Annulata, correspond-

ing to the Annelids of Owen, and described in the
article Ann'ELIDA. (2.) Gephyrea, including the
Sipunculus and its allies. (The term is derived
from the Greek gephyra, a bridge, because the
animals included in it form a connecting link or

bridge between the Echinoderms and the true articu-

late animals.) In the article SiPUXcrLCS (q. v.), in

which, according to the old view, that animal is

regarded as an echinoderm, there is a figure of a
British species, the/Si/iKnc«/«.s Bernliardits. (3.) Ch<E-

tognatha (signifying shaggy-jawed, from the Greek
chaiteeis, shaggy, and gnathon, a jaw), including the
single genus Sagitta, which was formerlj' errone-
ously placed among the Nucleo-branchiated Molluscs.
As the Sagitta is not elsewhere described in this

work, we may notice that it is a little fish-hke
animal with a distinct head, the mouth armed with
several pairs of lateral hook-like jaws, with an

elongated body furnished with one or two pairs of

fin-like organs, and with a broad and usually bilobed

caudal fin. The sagitta (so called from its arrow-

like appearance) is of small size, swims with great

Sagitta.

rapidity, and is common in the Mediterranean and
in the North Sea. (4.) Nematelmia (from the
Greek nema, a thread, and helmins, a worm), which
are described in a special article. (5.) Platyelmia
(from the Greek pAatys, flat, and helmins, a worm),
or Flat-vjorms, which are divisible into the three
orders : (1) Turbellaria, including the Planarias, &c.

;

(2) Trematoda, including the Flukes; and (3) Ces-

toidea, including the Tapeworms. These orders
are described in special articles.

For further information on the subject of this

article, the reader is referred to the various works
and Memoirs of Milne-Edwards, Grube, De Quatre-
fages (especially his Bambles of a Naturalist),

Schmarda, Blanchard, Leuckart, WUliams of

Swansea (in the Reports of the British Association),

&c. The British worms have not yet been fully

described by any competent naturalist, although
the labours of Williams of Swansea and Johnston
of Berwick (both too early lost to science), are excel-

lent as far as they go. Dr Johnston's Catalogue of
the British Non-parasitical Worms in the Collection

of the British Museum (Lend. 1863, pp. 366), with
20 plates, must be consulted by all who take an
interest in this subject, although, in consequence of

the delay in its publication, much of it is out of

date. It is understood that Dr Mackintosh, one of

the most distinguished of the younger generation of

Scottish naturalists, is preparing a work on the
British Worms for the Eay Society.

WORMS, AS A Disease OF IsTA>-CT. As we have
elsewhere (see Ascaeis, Entozoa, Tapeworm, and
Vermxpubes) treated of the natural history of the
worms infesting the human subject, and of the
remedies to be employed for their expulsion, we
shall mainly confine ourselves in this article to the
symptoms which are usually considered to be indic-

ative of the presence of worms in chOdren. These
symptoms are, however, in reality, only evidence of

irritation of the mucous membrane of the intestinal

canal, which may be due to other causes than worms,
as, for instance, the presence of indigestible matter,
unhealthy secretions, or the existence of a morbid
condition of the membrane itself. ' Indeed, the latter,'

says Dr Evanson, ' would seem necessary, in many
instances, for the production of any symptoms,
although worms were present ; as they have been
passed by children in perfect health, who expe-
rienced no inconvenience on their account. Even
the evacuation of worms does not prove that the
symptoms present were caused by them, though
doubtless they are Kkeh' to have been aggravated
thereby. The worm may have been but an acci-

dental accompaniment—a morbid condition of the
mucous membrane being the true source of the
symptoms.'

—

On the Diseases of Children, 4th ed. p.

345. Although all the sjnnptoms commonly referred

to the presence of worms may exist without them^
yet there is a group of sjonptoms which pretty cer-

tainly indicate their presence, and which, when
occurring together, should, at all events, excite our
suspicions. These symptoms are divisible into (1)

those dependent directly on the presence of worms
in the intestines ; and (2) those connected with the
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sympathetic relations of the digestive organs, and

due to some form of reflex nervous action.

(1.) ' Worms,' saj's Dr Evauson, ' may be suspected

to be present when a child looks jiale and grows

emaciated, while his beUy swells and liecomes hard

—

a Inlawing, pungent, or twisting pain being felt in tlie

stomach or about the navel. The ajijietite is usually

precarious, at times voracious ; the breath is fetid

;

and the bowels often deranged, being alternately

purged or costive, and much mucus ))assed in the

stools. There is commonly picking of the nose, or

irritation (often excessive itching) is felt in the

lower part of the bowels ; and when a child is old

enoufb, he may complain of a sense of sinking or

fainting, which seems to attend particularly on the

irritation caused by worms. When symptoms are

present, and cannot be accounted for by the exist-

ence of disease of the nmcoxis membrane or of the

mesenteric glands, we have good reason for beheving

that worms are their cause.'

—

Op. cit., p. 347.

(2.) Amongst the most marked sympathetic

symptoms are those of the head. The sleep becomes

unquiet, and the little patient is liable to start up
suddenly from slumber; grinding of the teeth is

common ; the pupils are often dilated, and there

may be headache, and sometimes convidsions—symp-

toms painfully like those of Hydrocephalus (q. v.),

Init often disappearing on the expidsiou of worms.

A di-y cough, unaccompanied by any signs of disease

of the thoracic organs, is regarded as a sympathetic or

rellex symptom of worms ; and vomiting, hiccough,

diarrhcea, tenesmus, and bloody stools often accom-

pany their presence. The Kouud-worm (Ascaris

lumhricoides) may be present in the small intestine

(its ordinary seat) in large numbers without occa-

sioning any disturbance ; but when it does give rise

to symptoms, the most prominent are shaq) colicky

pains about the navel, faintness, great emaci,ation,

and voracious appetite. The Thread-worm (Ascaria

or Oxyurls vermkularis) chiefly occurs in the rectum,

where it often exists ia large nimibers, looking Uke

bits of cut thread. In a recently voided stool, they

are seen to be in rapid motion ; hence they are

called Ascarhks (from the Greek askarkhein, to

jump), and hence also, in all ])robability, the gre.at

distress which they occasion as compared with the

quiet round-worms. The characteristic sign of the

presence of these thread-worms is the itching and

irritation felt in the rectum.

WORMS, an ancient and interesting but decayed

town of Hesse-Darmstadt, in a hi"hly fruitful

district on the left bank of the EMne, twenty

miles south-east of the town of Darmstadt, and com-

municating with Mainz and iMannlieim by railw.ay.

Pop. 10,325. Among its churches, the chief is the

cathedral, a massive building in the Byzantine

style, -with four towers, founded in the Sth, and

completed in the 12th century. On a hill near

the church called the laebfrauenkirehe, a highly

esteemed wine, called Lit-b/nmenmilch, is grown.

The manufacture of polished leather employs 2000

hands ; tobacco is also manufactm-ed, and a trade

in the wines and the agricultural produce of the

vicinity is carried on. W. is one of the oldest cities

of Germany, and is the scene of the Nibelungen-Lkd

(q. v.). It was occupied by the Romans, destroyed

by Attila, and afterwards rebudt l)y Clovis. It w.as

frequently the residence of Charlemagne and his

Carlovingian successors, was the place of convoca-

tion of many German diets, and was erected into a

free imperial city by the Emperor Henry V. The

most famous diet held here was that at which

Luther defended his position as a Reformer before

Charles \'. and the assembled princes and states-

men of the empire. See Refokjiation. The in-

dustry and commerce of W. were great during the
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middle ages, and its pop., as far liack as the time
of the Hohenstaufens, averaged G0,000, and even
amounted to 30,000 at the close of the Thirty Years'
War, but it w.os almost wholly destroyed by the
French in the destructive w.ar of 1G89 ; and though
soon after it w.as rebuilt on a smaller scale, it has
never recovered its former ]>rosperity. The site of

the old town is only partially occupied by the pre-

sent one, the rest being laid out iu gardens. Here,
in 1743, an ofiensive and defensive alliance was
entered into by Cireat Britain and Austria with
Sardinia.

WORMS, an island with an area of about 3G sq. m.,

belonging to the Russian government of Esthonia,

and lying to tlie east of Dagij. It is flat and gene-

rally well-wooded iu the interior, and throws out
numerous steep promontories, round which strong

cuiTcnts nm, so that, often for months togetlier,

it is cut ofl" from all intercourse with the neigh-

bouring islands of Oesel, D.ago, Rmiii, &c., as well

as with the mainland; and thus the iiduabitants,

who are of Swedish origin, have remained unmixed
with foreign elements. A stranger is a rare and
astonishing phenomenon on tliis island ; and he, in

his turn, is not less surprised .at the ])eculiar old

Swedish dialect, the architecture, and the manners
and customs of this small, poor, but happy insular

people.

WORM-SEED is the popular name forsautonica,

from which Santonin (q. v.) is extracted.

WORMWOOD is the popular n.ame for

Arlcmisla absinthium. It not only acts as an
anthelmintic, as its name implies, but it likewise

possesses tonic and stimulant properties, which

Wormwood {Ay'lcmista alsintJdum).

prevent the reproduction of worms after tlieir

expulsion. An Infusion of Woimwood, made by
poiu-ing a pint of boiling water over an ounce and

a half of the dried plant, letting it stand for an

hour, and straining, taken iu doses of a couple of

ounces once or twice a day, is a very good domestic

tonic, and may be prescribed with advantage even

in cases where worms are not suspected.

WORS.1VAE, Jens Jacob Asmu.ssen, a distin-

giiished Danish arch^ologist, was born in 1S21 at

Veile, in Jutland, where his father held the post of

justitsraad, or coimcfllor of justice. W. received
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the rudiments of his education at the Gymnasium
of Horsens, from whence he proceeded, in 1833, to

C'openliageu, with the intention of studying theology.

Having, however, soon exchanged his tlieological

studies for law, and again as speedily relinquished
the latter, he turned his whole attention to the
history and arch;eology of the north, which had
from an early .age presented sjjecial attractions to

his mind ; and in 1S38 he obtained the place of

assistant in the Royal Museum of Ivorthern Anti-
quities at Copenhagen, which was then under the
direction of the aVjle Danish arch^ologist, C. J.

Thomson, to whom this most valuable collection

owes its origin and its present state of excellence.

In 1844, appeared W.'s important work, entitled

I^uiiamo o<j Bravalla Slaget^ in which he, with con-

summate skill and profound erudition, detinitely

settled the loug-pending doubts as to the authen-

ticity and character of the Bleking rock inscriptions,

and satisfactorily shewed, that the supposed runes
were no rmies at all, but the mere weatherings of

the rock ; and consequently, that the interi^reta-

tion given by the great Icelandic scholar, Finn Mag-
nussen (q. v.), had no existence but in the mind of

its author. This bold but conclusive solution of a
loug-pending problem, which, from the days of the

great Danish historian, Sa.xo Grammaticus, had
occupied the attention of the most learned men of

the north, at once jilaced W. in the foremost
rank of northern archieologists ; and the numerous
worlis and monographs which have appeared from
his jien since then, have fully justified the high
promise given by his early laboiu's. During the ten

years intervening between this period and his nomi-
nation in 1854 to the honorary rank of Professor in

the university of Copenhagen, W. made repeated

visits to the other Scandinavian lands, to Great
Eritain, Germany, France, and other parts of Central

Eiu"opc, which retained traces of the former presence

of the Northmen. The D.anish government defrayed

the expenses of several of these journeys, the results

of which have been the publication of numerous
works and papers of interest, among which we may
instance his Minder om de Danske oij Nordmaenderne
i England, Slcolland og Irland (Copenhagen, 1851)

;

or ]\Iemori.als of the Danes and IS'^orwegians in Eng-
land, &c., of which an Enghsh translation aijpeared

the following year; and his treatise Om en forhis-

torisk saahaldet tyah Befolkninrj i Danmarh (Copen.

1849) ; &c. Some of the most important of his works
on the archaeology of his native country are his

Danmarks Oldtid ophjst vcd Oldsaijer (Copeu.

1843) ; Blfkinr/ske Mlndesmdrktr fra Hedenold,

184G ; Danevirke, 1848 ; and his Afbildnin/jer fra
del Kongeliije Museum fur Nordiske Oldsar/er, 1854.

W. has always shewn himself a warm patriot, and a

strenuous opponent of the spread of German tenden-

cies in the duchies, and his views in this du-ection

were forcibly enounced in his Jylland's Dansklied, a

treatise published in 1850, and especially du-ected

against Jacob Grimm's exposition of the question

of tierman national law. W.'s merits have been
fully recognised by his countrymen ; and the Danish
government has constantly shewn its sense of the

estimation in which he was held, by placing him at

the head of all important commissions connected

with the archeology of the country, appointing him
to important posts in connection with the University

and Antiquarian Museums, and bestowing upon
him various other marks of confidence and re-

spect.

WO'ESTED. Besides the application of this

term, explained under Wool and Woollen Manu-
FACTFKES (q. v.), it is also applied to the thick

loose woollen yarn used for knitting stockings, &o.,

known in trade as lingering yarn.

WOET. See Beer.

WO'RTHING, a fashionable and rapidly-rising

watering-place on the Sussex coast, ten milas west
of Brighton. The pop., in 186G, was about SOOO.

Its imiiortance began with the century, as, prior to
th.at date, it w.as merely a small unvisited fishing-

village. The climate is much milder than that of

Brighton, the town and its immedi.ate neighbour-
hood being encircled on the north and north-east
by almost an amphitheatre of hills, which greatly
shelter it from northerly winds, and render it one of

the best places for a wilder resort on the south coast.

The town has no noxious trades or manufactures,
but is essentially a place of resort for pleasure-

seekers and invalids. It has one of the finest and
longest sea-parades in the kingdom, being nearly
two mUes in length. The town has recently under-
gone a costly system of drainage, and is well supplied
with water ; whilst its mortality tables bespeak its

salubrity, being for the last seven years at the rate
of only 14'5 per 1000.—See Dr B.arker On the Climate

of Worthing (Churchill, London).

WOUNDS may be defined to be divisions of soft

Earts produced by external mechanical force. They
ave been classihed by sm-gdcal writers in various

ways, but the most useful .arrangement is that which
is adopted by Mr Paget, in his admirable Memoir
on 'Wounds,' in Holmes's Sj/steni of Surgery, and is

based on their mode of infliction. They are thus
divided, first, into 02)en and subcutaneous wounds ;

the former including those in which the outer part
of the wound is almost or quite as extensive as the
deeper part ; and the hatter, all those in which the
outer part of the wound is very much smaller than
the deeper pjart. These wounds (especially those of

the first kind) may be further divided into (1)

incised tvounds, such as cuts or incisions, including
those which remove a portion of the body

; (2)

punctured wounds, such as stabs ; (3) contused
wounds, in which the divided parts are bruised or
crushed

; (4) lacerated wounds, in which there is

tearing of the tissues ; (5) poisoned wounds, in which
some poison or venom is inserted ; and to these may
be added, as a siiecial variety, (6) gunshot u-ounds.

Simple, open, incised wounds will be more fully

noticed than any of the others, because they have
been most fxilly stiidied, and in their surgical rela-

tions are the most important. In a clean cut,

whether made accidentally or in a surgical opera-

tion, three things are chiefly to be observed—viz.,

the opening or gaping by the retraction of their

edges, the bleeding, and the pain. The gaping of a
wound is caiised by the retraction of the various

tissues which are divided. Of the various tissues, the
skin exhibits the gTeatest degree of retraction, and
then (in the order in which they stand) elastic

tissue, cellular or connective tissue, ai'teries, muscles,
fibrous tissues, nerves, and cartilages. In addition
to the immediate g.aping of fresh wounds, many
wounds, if they be not prevented, will continue to

retract for a long time. For example, in stumjis

that heal slowly, the limb terminates in a cone, in

consequence of the prolonged retraction of the
muscles. The bleeding from an incised wound depends
chiefly on the size and number of the divided vessels,

and on their connection with the surrounding parts,

but to a certain extent on the previous condition of

the wounded part, or on the peculiar constitution

of the patient. Gradually, 'with or without surgical

help, the vessels cease to bleed ; and then, if the
wound be left open, there is an oozing of blood-tinged

serous fluid, succeeded gradually b^' a paler fluid,

which collects like a whitish film on the surface,

and contains an abundance of white or colom-less

blood-eells, imbedded in a fibrinous (and therefore
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spontaneously coagulating) fluid. The nature of the

pain cannot be made clear by any description to

those who have not felt it ; and it is more than pro-

bable that a similar wound inllieted on two or three

persons woidd occasit>n dili'eront degrees of pain in

each. There are also differences, as Mr Paget has

pointed out, 'in both the kind and degree of pain,

according to the j)lace and manner of the wound.
Thus, in regard to the skin, wounds of the face and
of the extremities of the lingers and toes, seem to

be amongst the most painful ; those of the back
amongst the least so ; and wounds cut from within

are less painful than those from without. The skin

appears far more sensitive to wounds than any of

the deeper structures, except the nerves of sensation

themselves; but any part (as periosteum or tendons)

may become, by disease or distention, highly sensi-

tive.'

—

Op. cit., p. 581. The local consequences of an
incised wound are indicative of iutlammation. In

the course of an hour or more, the edges of the

woimd and the adjacent parts become swollen and
abnorm.alIy sensitive, feel hot and aching ; the

sutures (if any have been inserted) become tighter,

and the edges and intervening spaces gape in con-

sequence of the swelling. These symptoms gradually

subside in two or at least four days, unless there is

some abiding source of irritation. Kxcept in very

severe wounds, no general consequences are apparent.

In these exceptional cases, as in amiuitations, for

example, a shock and subsequent reaction (both

of which are described in the article SuoCK) are

observed. The duration of tliis feverish reaction or

traum.atic fever does not seem to bear any fixed

relation to the severity of the injury. Sometimes it

subsides within twenty-four hours ; more often,

after large woimds, it- does not subside for three or

four days, when the pulse and breathing gradu.illy

return to their natural standard, and the skin

becomes soft and cook The beginning of suppura-

tion often coincides with the subsidence of the fever.

If the fever should last more than four or five days

after the receipt of the injury, there is probably

some persistent irritation or some morbid complica-

tion.

The healing of open incised wounds may be

accomplished, according to the high surgical autho-

rity from whom we have already quoted, in live

different ways, if we include those in which the

process is assisted by treatment—viz. (1) by im-

mediate union, or (in surgical langiiage) by union

by the first intention
; (2) by primary adhesion, or

union by the adhesive inflammation ; (3) by granu-

lation, or by the second intention
; (4) by secondary

adhesion, or the third intention— i. e., by the union

of granulations ; and (5) by scarring under a scab,

the so-called suI)Cutaneous cicatrisation. Healing

hy immediate union takes place when the wounded
parts being placed and maintained in contact,

first stick together, and then become continuous,

without the formation of any new material as a

connecting mediiuu. For example, a flap of skin is

raised by dissection in the removal of a tumour or

a mammary gland, and is then replaced on the sub-

jacent parts. In three days at most, the union

may be complete, without any indication of in-

flammation, there being no evident elllux of blood,

no exudation of rejiarative material, and no scar.

In healing by primary adhesion, lympli exudes from

both cut sm^aces, becomes organised, gradually

connects the cut surfaces, and at length forms

between them a firm layer of connective tissue,

covered with a thin shining cuticle. These steps

are well seen after the operation for hare-Hp, for

example. In healing by granulation, the wound
becomes coated over witli the white film, containing

colourless blood-cells, as already described. If these
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glazed surfaces are brought and kept together, they
will prol)ably unite, the film becoming organised,
and contributing to form a bond of uuion ; but if

the wound be left open, the film increases, and
takes ]iart in the formation of (iranulations (q. v.).

' Vi'v cannot enter into the life-history of these granu-

]

lations, and can only remark, that they are finally

developed into a scar, consisting of fibro-cellular or
connective tissue, with a superficial layer of epider-

mis. The completion of the healing is accomplished
by the gradual imjirovement of tlie scar, in which
the connective tissue becomes more j)erfect in its

character, and the cuticle becomes thicker and
more o]mque. Healing by secondary adhesion, or by
third intention, ' is accomplished by the union of
two granulating surfaces (e. g., those of two Uaps
after amputation) placed and maintained in con-
tact. In this state the two surfaces simply unite,

or else new material, jiroduced from either or both
surfaces, adheres to both, is organised into con-
tinuity with both, and then imites them.'—Paget,
op. cit., p. 586. Healing by scabbing, or under a
scab, is, according to the same authority, the most
natural, and in some cases the best of all the heal-

ing processes. In animals, it is often observed that
if a wound be left wide open, the blood and other
exudations dry on its surface, and form an air-tight

covering, imder which scarring takes place, and
which is cast off when the heahng is complete. In
man, this process is less frequent, because, in the
first place, exudations seem to be more often pro-
duced under the scab, which detach it, and prevent
the healing ; and secondly, surgical interference
seldom allows this method to have a fair trial.

Such are the several modes of healing of simple,

incised, and all o]>en woimds. We have now to
consider the nature of the processes therein con-
cerned. Every wound is followed by more or less

tendency to an inflammatory jiroccss. This tendency
may not proceed beyond an increased sensibility

of the part a7ul a sbght efflux of blood, and there
may be no iutlammatory exudation ; and this is the
best condition for healing by immediate union in

wliich no new material is required ; or the inUam-
matory process maj' go on to the production of

lymph, and tlicn cease—a condition essential to

healing by adhesion. In healing by granulation, a
very low degree of inflammation (such as is requisite

for the eff'usion of the first materials for granulation)

is best; while for healing by secondary adhesion
or by scabbing, inflammation must be altogether

absent. The due understanding of these relations

of inflammation and the healing jirocesses of open
wounds, affords important aid as to tiie viode of
treatment. Nothing should be done to excite or
increase inflammation. So much as may be neces-

sary for some of the modes of healing, is sure to

occur spontaneously, and more will only do harm ;

on the other hand, the inflammation excited by the

wound docs not require special treatment, excei)t in

the case of organs (such as the eye, the peritoneum,
the lungs, the large joints, &c.) in which serious

mischief may be very rajiidly induced by inflamma-
tion. The position of the wounded jfart is a subject

of considerable importance. ' When comfort has, as

far as jiossible, been secured, the next object should

be that the wounded part should be relaxed, so that

the edges of the wound m.ay come near or together

;

that no part, and espcciaUy no muscle, should be on
the stretch, and that the direction of the wound
may be such as wiU allow fluids to flow away from
some part of it.' In the gi'eat majority of cases,

healing by immediate union, or by primary adhe-

sion, is most desirable, and shoidd be aimed at

—

the exception,al cases being wounds through many
structures, and exposing considerable surfaces of
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deep-seated bones ; deep wounds whose depth far

exceeds their length ; wounds of which the deeper

portions of the sides cannot be kept in good contact

;

wounds through parts in a very inflamed or other-

wise disordered state ; and those which are likely

to be troublesome from secondary hemorrhage—in

all of which there is a fear of the coUection of blood

and other fluids under the closed integuments. In
attempting to induce healing by either of these

modes, the points to be attended to are—the arrest

of the bleeding, the cleaning of the wound, the

exact apposition of its edges, and their maintenance
in this position, and the exclusion of the whole
wound from the air. If the bleeding arise from
vessels of considerable size, they must be tied,

t'viisted, and pressed (according to Simpson's plan)

or crushed at their ends ; but all these means, and
especially ligature, shoidd be avoided if possible,

because they are impediments to exact union ; and
spontaneous closure of the vessels by the action

of cold air or water, and pressure with dry lint, is

preferable. The cleaning of the wound is best

effected by allowing a gentle stream of water to

flow over it. Soft sponges are sometimes useful for

this purpose ; but they must be used as dabbing
(not as scrubbing) agents, and the greatest attention

must be paid to their cleanness : the sponge used
for the wounds or sores of one patient should never

be applied to those of another. Apposition is

effected by padding and bandaging, Sutures (q. v.),

and adhesive plasters—the former being useful in

deep wounds, while the latter two serve for more
superficial wounds. Although a simple incised

wound, after its sides have been thus brought into

complete contact, may be left exposed to the air,

some covering to exclude the air is deemed prefer-

able. Whatever is used should be light, not adhe-

sive, and not prone to decomposition—its object

being to protect the wound probably from a dele-

terious action of the air, and more certainly from
sudden change of temperatiire, friction, and dust.

Nothing is better for this purpose than lint soaked
in oil, or simple cerate on perforated linen. The
following remarks on the dressing of wounds are

condensed from Mr Paget's Memoir. No general

nde can be laid down regarding the time at which
any or the whole of the dressings should be removed.
In small wounds about the face, union may be com-
plete in two days ; but it is not so finu as to be safe

from probable accidents, and metaUio sutures pos-

sess the advantage of exciting so Uttle in-itation,

that they may be left in their places for any length

of time, till union is perfectly secure. They shoidd
therefore not be removed for four days, or, in the

case of large wounds, for a week, or longer. They
should not all be removed at once, and those that

are removed should be replaced by strips of adhesive

plaster ; the union or scar must be cleaned most
gently, and protected from the plaster with oiled

Hnt. If, on the first dressing, the union or adhesion

of the wound is progressing favourably, th«n it will

usuaUy be sufficient to dress it subsequently on
every second day ; and if aU goes well, the union

of small wounds may be regarded as safe at the end
of a week, and that of larger ones at the end of ten

days or a fortnight.

The rules which we have here given for inducing
heaUng by immediate union or by primary adhesion

may, in an emergency, be carried out by any intelli-

gent reader, and ought to be generally known. We
do not enter upon the modes of inducing the forms
of healing by granulation and by secondary adhesion,

as they ought to be carried on under surgical super-

intendence ; nor do we notice the last mode—that
of healing under a scab—because it is simply leaving

the wound to nature : the most that is required in

this case in the way of auxiliary treatment being to
cover the scab with dry cotton-wool, to protect it

and the subjacent surface from any causes that may
excite inflammation.
Of the other varieties of wounds, it is sufficient to

notice the most important points severally pecidiar

to each variety. Of punctured wounds, the most
serious are those which are made \idth blunt-pointed
instruments, such as nails, pitch.forks, iron spikes,

&c., for by these the injured parts are not so divided
as that they may retract, but are pressed aside with
much bruising, and can close again as soon as the
instrument is withdrawn ; and in this lies the chief

danger of these woimds, because blood or other
fluids are likely to extravasate into them, and
cannot readily escape. These fluids, by decomposing
or by mere pressure, may excite inflammation, and
thus cause deep and confirmed suppuration, and
great destruction of tissues. Some of the worst
forms of these wounds are those produced by sharp
teeth, probably (as Mr Paget suggests) because ol

the force with which, as they tend to meet, the
teeth crush the intervening parts. In contused
wounds, the great question is, whether their union
should or should not be attempted. If union is to

be attempted, the rules given for the treatment of

incised wounds must be followed, especial attention
being paid to their carefid cleaning, the removal of

clots of blood, and their warm covering with some
soft material, as cotton-wool. When it would be
useless, from the extent of the bruises, &c., to
attempt union, the following rules, as laid down by
Mr Paget, shoidd be adopted :

' The part should be
kept at rest, and as nearly as possible at its natural

temperature. For the latter purpose, and for protec-

tion, an excellent dressing is lint or cotton-wool
thoroughly soaked in olive oU, and completely fitted

to the part. Dry cotton-wool may be applied

over this, or oiled-silk. Water-dressing may be
similarly applied, or warm poultices, but they are

generally less comfortable. Irrigation is, in some
cases, very soothing, especially in ragged wounds,
but it should be with tepid water. The' methods of

the dressing, after the first, may be almost the same
as for incised wounds.'

—

Op. cit., p. 598. The treat-

ment of lacerated wounds is almost precisely the same
as that of contused wounds. Poisonous wounds are

sufficiently discussed in the article VENO3i0tT.s Bites
;

and there is a special article on Gun-shot Wounds,
which are, in reality, only an important variety

of contused wounds.
In conclusion, it must be mentioned that various

kinds of woimds are liable to certain complications,

of which some are local, and others general or con-

stitutional. Among the former are recurring or

secondary bleeding, pain, spasmodic muscular move-
ments, and the presence of foreign bodies ; whilst
the latter include defect or excess of reaction, trau-

matic delirium, fever, erysipelas, pyjemia, &c. Some
of these complications are treated of in special

articles of this work ; and for the treatment of the
remainder, we must refer to Mr Paget's Memoir,
from which most of the details of the present article

are borrowed.

WOUVERMANS, Philip, a Dutch painter of

note, was born in 1620 at Haarlem. Prom hia

father, Paul Wouvermans, a historical painter, he
inherited a taste for art. He studied first with his

father, and afterwards with John Wynants. He
passed his entire life at Haarlem in the assiduous
jiractice of his art, and died in the year 1G68.

Though his pictures are now highly valued, he is

said to have had little immediate success, and to

have lived in poverty, pretty much in the hands of

the picture-dealers. His pictures are, for the most
part, landscapes of small size, with figures profusely
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iutroiluccd, commonly in energetic action. His

battle-pieces, in particiJar, are ;,'roatly admired for

their spirit and vigour. He h.-vd two brothers, also

painters, John and Peter, who executed sulijects

somewhat similar, and whose works have not unfre-

quently been attributed to him ; but though both

artists of consiihTahle merit, they are plainly much
inferior to rhilip.

WRACK, or SK.\-WRACK, a name sometimes

applied indiscriminately to many of the larmr Alya'

of the sea-shores, but also employed to designate

the species of the genus Fuais (see FrcACE.E), some

of the most abundant of which .are employed on the

British shores for the manufacture of Ki-lp (q. v.),

and are .ilso much used as a manure. The genns

Fiiais has a leathery, dichotomous, i^ener.ally flat,

linear frond, usu.ally furnished with large air-cells,

which are included in the substance of the frond

;

the spores aixanged in tubercles, imbedded in

mucus, and collected in ren-ptades, through the

pores of which they are finally discharged. F.

rcsicuhsii-i, po])ularly known as Sea-wiirc, A't/yj-

tcare, and in Scotland as Blaclc Tana, is extremely

.abundant on all the rocky shores of ISritain, growing

between high and low water mark, and most plenti-

fully near high-watiT mark, often struggling for

existence on the very uiijicr line, and even found

among grass and moss in marshy ground occasion-

ally overflowed by the tide. It is the species chieHy

employed in the kelp manufacture, because it is

more easily coUecti'd than any other. It is of a

dark olive-green col<pur, sometimes two or three feet

in length ; the frond flat, entire on the margin, with

a centrjil rib ; the .air-cells spherical, in pairs, some-

times as large as hazel nuts; the receptacles soli-

tary, terminal, turgid, compressed, mostly elhptieal.

Oxen, sheep, and deer eat it, and seek it on the

sea-shore in winter when other food is scarce. In

Gothland, it is boiled and mixed with a little ccarse

flour as food for hogs. It has been used medicinally

in glandular affections, probably owing its value to

the iodine which it contains.

—

F. nodugus is another

very common British species, sometimes calli'd

Knobbed W., growing nearer to low-w.ater mark
than the last, and therefore not so often and easily

accessible, but esteemed the very best species for

the manufacture of kelp. It has vcinless fronds,

branched in a somewhat pinnated manner, with large

solitary egg-sha)ied air-cells, in the central line of

the frond. It sometimes attains a length of six feet.

—F. scrralus is also vei-y common, and is easily dis-

tinguished by its serrated fronds, and the want of

air-cells. It is sometimes called Bl.vck Wback. It is

less useful for kelp than the other species. In

Norway, it is used as food for cattle, generally

sprinkled with a little meal. It is preferred to

other species for jiacking crabs and lobsters to be

sent to market, as it keeps them moist, whilst,

haWng less nuicus than the other species, it is less

apt to ferment and putrefy. Some other species of

F. are common British Alf/ce, although much less

abundant than these. The use of W. for manure is

of great advantage to farmers on the sea-coast.

This kind of manure is better adapted for light than

for clay soils. The effect is Ijcneticial for almost all

kinds of crop. The W. ought not to be allowed to

lie long in a heap, as it is injured by fermentation,

but as quickly as possible applied to the land, and

covered by the plough.

Some of the Fuci, as F. veskulosus and F. serratus,

on receiving injury by wliich any part of the frond

is broken, throw out a cluster of young sprouts

from the inj ured jjart.

WRAXGLER, the name given at the university

of Caniliridgc to those who h.ave attained tirst-class

honours in the public mathematical examinations.
These examin.ations extend over eight days, the
pass in the jiajiers of the first three entitling .1

stu<lent to tlie degree of Bachelor of Arts. Thoso
only submit to the remaining live d.ays' exaniin.a-

tions who are competing fur mathematical honours.
The word wrangler is derived from the pidilic dis-

putations in which candidates for degrees were in

former times required to exhibit their powers, of

which the form is still preserved in the exercises.

The examination is conhned to mathematics, pure
and mixed ; it is conducted by two moderators and
two ex.aminers. At the close of the first three days,

lists are published of those who have ]>assed for

the common, or i)oll, degi-ee ; at the end of the
eight d.ays, again, lists are ]iubhshed of those who
have merited mathematical honours. The honour
men who compose the mathematical tripoa number
usu.ally from 1"20 to l.'iO, and arc tlivided into three

cl.asses— K^roH'/Ztrs, senior optimes, and junior optimes

—those in the host class being always the most
numerous. The head of the trijios is callc<l the senior

xcranijler. The number of wranglers, or men in tho

first class, varies from year to year. It has rarely

been under thirty-five, and has often been forty-five

or upwards, the number not being limited other-

wise than through the application of a certain high
standard of excellence.

WRASSE, or UOCK-FISH {Lahrus), a genus of

fishes of the family Lahridcc (q. v.), of the section h.av-

ing cycloid scales, Cydolabridce of Midler. They have
spiny fins, large thin scales, and an uninterrupted

<- ..

•~<\

.W'

B.aUan Wrasse {Labrus bergylla).

Lateral line. The mouth is protnisible, with thick

fleshy lips, folded so as to appear double. Tho
teeth on the jaws are simple, in one or more rows ;

the lower i)haryngcal bones are comidetely fused

together, and have broad grinding teeth. The form
is somewhat perch-Ukc, with the back more straight.

There is a single long dorsal fin, the spines of the

anterior portion of which are surmounted by short

mendjranous filaments, the posterior portion having
short and sjilit rays. The ventral fins are under

the pectorals. The colours are gener.ally very

brilliant. The species are numerous, aboimding in

trojiical seas, but sever.al of thera are found on the

co.ast3 of Britain. They chiefly frequent rocky

shores, and are generally seen in small sho.als, often

hiding under sea-weeds, 'i'hey feed on crustaceans,

molluscs, and marine worms. They arc often caught

by bait intended for other fish, but theh' flesh is

not much esteemed. The B.\llan W. (L. bergylla,

or maculalus) is one of the most common British

species. It attains a length of about 18 inches, and

a weight of more th.an three pounds. It is bluish

green, paler on the belly, all the scales margined

more or less broailly with orange red, the blue pre-

vailing in some specimens, and the orange m others.
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"Wreatli.

The Cook W. {L. tnixtus or variegatus) is not ub-

frequent on the southern shores of England. Its

prevailing colour is orange, striped transversely with
blue, particularly in the male, the colours of the sexes

differing so much that the female has often been
described as a distinct species, and is generally

knoira as the Red Wr.ASSE. There are several other
British species of this and closely allied genera, as

the CoKKWiXG (C'renilahrus melops, or tinea), about
six inches long, and of a greenish blue colour, varied

mth yellow. The colours quickly fade after the fish

is taken out of the water.

TVEEATH, WREATHED, m Heraldry. A
wreath is a twisted garland of silk of different

colours, otherwise called a torce, on which it has,

since the 14th c, been usual to place the crest. The
side-view o£ a WTcath thus drawn exhibits si.x

divisions, which are generally tinc-

tured with the livery colom-s—that
is, the principal metal and colour of

the shield. Every crest is now un-
derstood to be placed iijiou a wreath,
except when it is expressly stated to

issue out of a chapeau or coronet.

A wreath, when represented alone,

shows its circular form. A Moor's
head is sometimes encircled with a

heraldic wreath. A wreath is always imderstood
to be the twisted garland of silk above explained,
unless otherwise specified ; but wreaths of laurel,

oak, i\-y, &c. sometimes occur, and savages used as

supporters are often WTcathed about the head and
middle with laurel. Ordinaries are occasionally
wreathed, otherwise called tortilU, in which case
they are represented as if composed of two colours,

twisted as in the heraldic wreath ; as in the coat of

Carmichael, argent, a fess wreathed azure and gules.

WREDE, Kakl PniLipp, Prince of, a Bavarian
field-marshal, was born at Heidelberg, 2'Jth April
1767. Belonging to a noble family, he early obtained
official employment, and in 1792 was assessor
to the high court of Heidelberg ; in 1793, was
elected ' civil commissary ' in the Palatinate, and in

this latter capacity accompanied for five years the
armies of Wurmser, Duke Albert, and the Arch-
duke Charles, in Italy and Germany ; and frequently
took a du'ect share in mUitary operations. In 1799,
his military career may be said to have commenced
by his leading a body of Bavarian volunteers to
join the Archduke Charles, and for his distinguished
conduct in that campaign he obtained, loth May
ISOO, the grade of major-general. After the peace
of 1800, he devoted much time and labour to the
organisation of the Bavarian army ; and when war
was renewed, found himself at the head of the
Bavarian contingent, well disciplined and thoroughly
e(|uipped, fighting side by side with his former foes

the French, and tot)k a prominent part in most of

the campaigns against the Austrians, Prussians, and
Russians till 1813. But, after the retreat from
Russia, oflended at some real or fancied insults

which had been offered to him, he retiu'ned to

Munich, joined the anti-French party, which
was headed by the queen and crown-prince ; and
though his intrigues were put a stop to by the
victoiies of Lutzen and Bautzen, he soon after suc-

ceeded in In-inging about the treaty of Sth October
1813, by which Bavaria joined the coalition against
France, and before the end of the same month, was
at the head of 70,000 men. Attacked by Napoleon
with an inferior force, he was, after a bloody and
protracted contest, defeated at Hanau. He was
chosen soon after to command the fourth corps of

Schwarzenberg's army, and though unsuccessfid in

most of his petty conflicts, contributed consider-

ably to the successful advance on Paris. His
services were rewarded by the dignities of field-

marshal (7th March) and prince (9th June 1S14),

and by the gift of the domain of EUiugen. On the
brief renewal of the contest during the ' Hundred
Days,' W. was preparing to invade Lorraine, when
the battle of Waterloo put an end to the strife.

After this period, W. was employed on many im-
portant missions, and was charged with the pacifica-

tion of Rhenish Bavaria during the revolution of

1830. He died at Ellingen, lllth December 1S3S.

WREN, Sir CnRisToruER, a renownied English
architect, was born at East Kuovle, in Wiltshire, on
the 20th of October 1632. His father, Dr C. Wren,
was Dean of Windsor, and his uncle, Dr M. Wren,
was Bishop successively of Hereford, Norwich, and
Ely. At an early age, young W. was placed at

Westminster School, xmder the celebrated Dr Busby,
and whUo yet only in his fourteenth year, was
entered a gentleman-commoner of Wadham College,
Oxford. Here he made considerable progress in

mathematical studies, and attracted the notice of

the cultivators of jjhysical science—whether resi-

dent at the university or visitors—by his inventions
of certain mathematical instruments, and his general
zeal and enthusiasm in the pursuit of experimental
philosophy. In 1650, he took his degree of B.A.,
and in 1653, that of M.A., having been previously
made Fellow of All Souls. He now also became a
member of a society established at Oxford for the
improvement of uatiu'al and experimental philo-

sophy ; and in 1G54, is spoken of by EveljTi, in his

Diary, as ' that miracle of a youth ;
' also, in his

Sculptura, as ' that rare and early prodigy of univer-
sal science.' The acquaintance thus begun, ripened
into a firm friendship between W. and Evelyn.

In 1655, W. greAtly assisted in jierfecting the
barometer, then only recently invented. In 1657,
he left O.xford for London, where he became Gres-
ham Professor of Astronomy. In May 1G61, how-
ever, he returned to Oxford, as Savilian Professor
of Astronomy. The same year, he received the
degree of D.C.L. Before leaving London, W. liad,

in conjunction with Lord Brouucker, the Hon.

,

Robert Boj'le, Mr Bruce, Dr Wilkins, Sir Roljert

Moray, and others, who used to meet together at

Gresham College, laid the foundation of the future
Roj-al Society. Before the Society was formally
incorporated, the members felt much the absence
of W. from their meetings, and one of their first

proceedings was to get the king to lay his com-
mands upon hira to perfect a design he had in

hand of a globe of the moon, and to 'proceed
in drawing the shapes of little animals as they
appear in the microscope.' The lunar globe was
finished, much to the satisfaction of his Majesty,
who placed it in his cabinet of rarities. He also
summoned W. from Oxford to assist Sir John Den-
ham with his advice on architectm'al svUjjects ; the
poet Denham having been appointed Surveyor-
general of his Majesty's buildings, but possessing
little or no knowledge of the subject.

The study of architecture was one to which W.
had given gi'eat attention, while stiU a very youni'
man, notwithstanding his devotion to mathematics,
astronomy, chemistry, aud even anatomy. In 1663,
in his capacity of Assistant Survej^or-general, he
was offered a large salary to go to Tangier, to
survey and direct the works at the mole, harbour,
and fortifications ; but this commission he declined.
In the same year, W. was engaged by the Dean and
Chapter of St Paul's to make a survey of the
cathedral, with a view to certain projected repairs
in that vast fabric. He accordingly th'ew up a very
careful and elaborate account ot the state of the
budding, with suggestions for its improvement, and
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accompanying ilrawinf's and designs. All of these

were laid betorc the king ; but before any further

steps were taken for the restoration of St Paul's,

that building was levelled to the ground by the

memorable lire of 1GG6, and \V. was destined to be

the architect of the new cathedral, instead of the

restorer of the old. The lirst work actually built

from a design by W. was the chapel at Pembroke
College, Cambridge, in 1GG3. But in the same year

he designed the Sheldonian Theatre at Oxford,

which was commenced in IGfrt, and finished in 1C69.

In 1G64, W. also designed some valuable additions

to the buildings at Trinity College, Cambridge

;

particularly the beautiful western quadrangle known
as Xevile's Court. To this he added, in 16GG, the

Library of Trinity College, said by Gwilt to be
' one of his finest productions, and one with which
he himself was well satisfied. It consists of two
orders ; a Doric arcade below, open to a basement
supported by columns, which has a flat ceiling. . . .

The principal story is decorated with three quarter

columns of the Ionic order, well proportioned.'

In 16G5, W. visited Paris, where he made the

acquaintance of Bernini, architect of the Louvre,

and of other distinguished men. In the following

year, he returned, to find the Royal Society earnestly

engaged in searching out the causes of the great

plague, so soon to be succeeded by the great fire

which laid London in ashes. This disaster at once

opened a wide field for the exertion of W.'s genius,

lie formed a plan, and drew designs for the entire

rebuilding of the metropolis, embracing wide streets,

magnificent quays along the banks of the river, and
other well-considered improvements. In rebuilding

London, however, few of W.'s recommendations

were aclopted. He was certainly chosen to be the

architect of new St Paul's, ono of the finest non-

Gothic cathedrals in the world ; besides which, he
designed more than fifty other churches in place

of those destroyed by the fire. The great church of

St Paid, built on the model of St Peter's at Home,
was begun in 1G75, and completed in 1710, when
the last stone w.os laid upon the lantern by the

.architect's son, Christopher. Besides the numerous
churches mentioned, W. buUt the Royal Exchange,

Loudon, in 16G7 ; Custom-house, London, in 1GG8;

Temple Bar in 1G70; the Monument in 1671

—

1677; the College of Physicians in 1674—1G9S

;

the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, in 1675 ; the

Gateway Tower, Christchurch, Oxford, in IGSl

—

16S2 ; Chelsea Hospital, 1GS2— 1690 ; Ashmolean
Museum, Oxford, 16S3; Hampton Court, 1690;

Morden College, Blackheath, 1692; Greenwich

Hospital, 1696; Buckingham House, 1703; Marl-

borough House, 1709 ; the towers at the west fi'ont

of Westminster Abbey in 1713; besides the un-

finished palace of Winchester, in 1683.

In 1672, W. received the honour of knighthood.

In 1674, he married Faith, daughter of Sir John
Coghiil, by whom he had a son, Christopher, who
survived him ; and his wife dying, he married, in

1679, Jane, daughter of Viscount Fitzwilliam, by
whom he had issue, a son and daughter. In 1680,'

W. was elected President of the Royal Society.

In 1684, he was made comptroller of the works at

Windsor Castle ; and in 1685, he was elected

Grand Master of the order of Freemasons. He
was also elected a member of the House of Com-
mons for Isew Windsor in 1689, and being imseated

on petition, was immediately re-elected for the same
place. In 1698, he was appointed Surveyor-general

of the Works and Repairs at the Abbey of St Peter,

Westminster ; and in the same year, was again

elected Grand Master of the Freemasons. W. died

in his chair after dinner, on the 25th of February

1723, aged 90 years, and was buried in St Paul's
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Cathedral, where the appropriate inscription of ' Si

monumentum requiris, circumspice,' marks liis tomb.
During his declining years, he w.as treated with
neglect, and even injustice, by the court of Eng-
land ;

' one Benson ' was apjrainted by George I. to

supersede him in the office of Surveyor-general

;

and some private individuals carped at his works
in a most malevolent spirit. Steele, however, vindi-

cated the fame of his friend in the Taller, in which
W. is introduced in the chaiacter of Nestor ; and
few have been found since that time hardy enough
to call in question the weUmeritcd reputation of

Sir C. W. as a distinguished architect, mathema-
tician, and scientific observer,

AVREN (Ti-oijlodyta), a genus of birds of the
Creeper family (Ccnthiada), having a slender,

slightly curved, and pointed bill, the edge of the
mandibles entire ; the wings very short and roimded

;

the tail short, and carried erect; the legs slender,

and rather long. Their plumage is generally dull.

They are natives chiefiy of the northern hemisphere,
and most of them are American. They live on or

-^t^fil:

Wren and Uest (Troi;iAl>jli.s lulgarla).

near the ground, seeking for insects and worms
amongst low bushes, and iu other similar situations.

The Cojijiox or European W. {T. vuljaris) is

found iu all parts of Europe, and in the north of

Asia. It is more abundant in the northern than
in the central and southern parts of Europe, and is

found even in the arctic regions. It is a very
small bird, only about four inches long, reddish-

brown above, with narrow transverse streaks of

dark brown, j'ellowish white below, the greater

wing-coverts with tliree or four small bead-like

spots of white. From its peculiarity of form, and
its active, hvely habits, it is one of the most fami-

liarly known of British birds. It frequents gardens,

hedges, and thickets. Its flight is not long sus-

tained; it merely flits from bush to bush, or from
one stone to another, with very rapid motion of

the wings. It sometimes ascends trees, nearly iu

the manner of creepers. The male has a loud
sweet [song. The nest is large for the size of the

bird, oval, domed above, witli an opening on the

side, and is composed of hay or moss, lined with
feathers, and generally of materials such that it

resembles in colour the objects lieside it, and is not

easily discovered. It is often placed under the

thatch of a building, under the turf of a turf-

topped wall, against the side of a moss-covered

tree, or under an impending bank, always so as to

be sheltered from rain. The eggs are usually from
seven to ten in number, and the male is assiduous

in his attentions to the female in supplying her
with food during incubation, and afterwards assists

her in the care of the young. Two broods ara
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produced in the season. In severe Tvinter weather,

a number of wrens often take shelter together in

an old nest, or in a hole of a Trail ; sometimes they
roost in byres, to enjoy the warmth proceeding

from the cattle. 'flTien driven from bushes, the

W. is easily run down ; and the hunting of wrens
on St Stephen's Day is an old custom in the south

of Irelani ' In general, however, the W. is almost

as much a popular favourite in Britain as the Red-
breast. The name Kitty Wren is popularly given

to it in many parts of the country.—The Xorth
American species of \V. are numerous; some of

them, however, have recently been placed in new
genera.—The HousK W. (T. cedon) is larger than
the European W., being about five inches long. It

is reddish-brown above, barred with dusky, and
pale fulvous white below, with a light brownish
tinge across the breast. It is abundant in the
eastern parts of the United States. It is less shy
than the European W., and often builds its nest

near houses, and in boxes prepared for it. The
nests are made to fill the boxes ; and to effect this,

a large mass of heterogeneous materials is sometimes
collected. The song of the House W. is very
sweet. The male is a very bold, pugnacious bird,

readily attacking birds far larger than itself, as

the blue-bird and swallows, and taking possession

of the boxes which they have appropriated for

their nests. It even attacks cats when they
approach its nest.—The Wixtek W. ( T. hycmalls)

is so similar to the European W., that it is not

easy to state a specific difference. It is common
throughout Xorth America, from Labrador to

Louisiana, and partiaUy migratory. Several other

species are common in North America, as the

Caeoleja W. {Troglodytes or T/iryophorus Lndovi-

canus) and the Map.sh W. (Troijlodytes or Cisto-

phorus palusiris), both of which are foimd chiefly

in the vicinity of water. All of them agree very
nearly iu their habits with the Common Wren.

WRE'XHAM, a municipal and parUamentary
borough in Denbighshire, and one of the most
important towns in North Wales, 11 nules south-

south-west of Chester, on an affluent of the Dee.

The town is handsome and Uvely, and the church,

a handsome edifice in Perpendicular, was built

about the year 1470, though its tower, 135 feet in

height, was not completed till 1500. This church
contains a monument and two medallions by
Eoubilliac. In the vicinity are several collieries,

which, together with lead-mines, iron-works, paper-

mills, and breweries, give employment to the
inhabitants. It is also of very considerable import-

ance on account of its markets and fairs, one of

which, in March, lasts for fourteen days, and is

attended by traders of all descriptions, and from
great distances. W. unites with Denbigh, Holt,

and Euthen in sending a member to parliament.

It is a station on the Great Western Eailway. Pop.

(1861) 7562. (1S71—8576.)

WRIGHT, Thojias, an Enghsh antiquary and
historian, was bom near Ludlow, in 1810, and was
educated in the grammar-school of that town.
Erom school, he proceeded to Trinity College,

Cambridge, where he took his degree of B.A. in

1834, and subsequently that of M.A. At an early

age, W. shewed considerable literary talent,

and while still at the university, contributed to

Fraser's Magazine, the Gentleman's Magazine, the
Literary Gazette, and other periodicals. In 1836,

he came to London, and at once commenced the
career of a man of letters ; and from that time to

the present, he has been continually before the
pubhc in the capacity of author, editor, or translator.

In 1837, he was elected a Fellow of the Society of
|

Antiquaries; and in the following year, published
his first considerable work, entitled Queen Elizabeth

and her Times (2 vols. 8vo). In this year also, he
was one of the two founders of the Camden Society,

for which he edited various works at different

times, such as the Latin Poems of Waller Mapes,
Letters on the Dissolution of the Monasteries, &c.

He was also for some years Honorary Secretary of

the Camden Society. In 1843, W., in conjunc-
tion with his friend, Mr Eoach Smith, founded the
British Archffiological Association. He also took
an active part in the formation of the Percy and
Shakspeare Societies, and for each of these, from
time to time, edited volumes. Upon the deati of

the Earl of Munster in 1842, W. was elected

to succeed him as Corresponding Member of the
Institute of France, an honour never before attained

by one so young. There were several candidates

;

but W. was chosen by a large majority, among
whom were two ministers of state. Mil. Guizot and
Villemain. W. is also a member of the Society

of Antiquaries of France, of the Ethnological
Society of Paris, of the Eoyal Society of Northern
Antiquaries of Copenhagen, and of other learned
societies on the continent and in America.
Of W.'s various works—said to exceed 100

volumes in number, including, of course, transla-

tions and works edited for Societies—the following
may be regarded as the principal : Biographia
Britannica Literaria, 2 vols., of which the Anglo-
Saxon period appeared in 1842, and the Anglo-
Norman in 1846 ; Essays on Subjects connected with

the Literature, Popular Superstitions, and History

of England in the Middle Ages (2 vols. 1846) ; The
Archceological Album, or Museum of Naticmal Anti-

quities—the Illustrations hy F. W. Fairholt (1845);
England under the House of Hanover, Illustrated

from the Caricatures of the Day (2 vols. 1848)

;

Narratives of Sorcery and Magic (2 vols. 1851)

;

History of Ludlow (1852) ; The Celt, the Roman,
and the Saxon : a History of the Early Inhabitants

of Britain down to the Conversion of the Anglo-
Saxons to Otristianity (1852; 2d ed. 1861) ; History

of Ireland (3 vols. 1854); Wanderings of an Anti-

quary (1854) ; Cambridge University Transactions

(2 vols. 1854) ; Dictionary of Obsolete and Provincial

English (2 vols. 1857) ; History of France (3 vols.

1856—1862) ; Guide to the Buins of tlie Roman City

of Uriconium, at Wroxeter, near Shrewsbury (1859) ;

Political Poems and Songs relating to English His-

tory composed during the Period from the Accession

of Edward III. to that of Richard III. (2 vols. 1859
—1861). These volumes form part of the series of

works published, under the direction of the Master
of the KoUi, in Ulustration of the medieval history

of England ; Les Cent Nouvelles Nouvelles (2 vols.

1858), being a collection of medieval tales from the
only known manuscript of the same, discovered
by W. in the library of the Hunterian Museum,
Glasgow ; Essays on Archceological Subjects (2 vols.

1861) ; History of Domestic Manners and Sentiments
ire England during the Middle Ages, with Illustra-

tions by F. W. Fairholt (1861) ; A History of Caricature
and Grotesque in Literature and Art, with Illustra-

tions by F. W. Fairholt (1865). To these may be
added his edition of the Life of King Alfred, trans-

lated from the German of Dr E. Pauli (1852) ; and
the History of Jidius Casar, by the Emperor
Napoleon ILL, translated from the French by
W. in 1865.

WRI'GHTIA, a genus of plants of the natural
order Apocynacece, containing some of the greatest

twining shrubs of the East Indies, such as, attaching
themselves in the first instance to trees for support,

become themselves at last of tree-like thickness, as

well as height, and kiU the supporting trees by their
287
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choking embrace. The corolla is salver-shaped,

with scales in its throat : the fruit consists of two
erect follicles. The leaves are simple, generally

ovate, or nearly so. The timber of some species, as

AVriglitia tinctoria.

ir. nwUissima and IK. coccinea, is valuable. 1)'.

anlidi/sinterica, a native of Ceylon, yields CosESSl
B.tRK, a vahiable astringent and febrifuge ; W. tine-

toria, common in many parts of India, yields excel-

lent indigo, ahd was strongly recommended for cul-

tivation on this account by Dr Roxburgh, the

produce being large, and the plant less dependent
on rain than the species of Indigo/era.

AVRIT is a general term much used in the law to

denote a formal document proceeding in the Queen's

name, or the name of a judge or other officer of the

law. Such is a writ of summons commencing an
action at law. In nearlj* all actions and proceedings,

writs of various kinds are issued, which are named
from the nature of the particular act to be done.

WRITER, a term rather vaguely applied in

Scotland to a law practitioner, or the clerk to a law
practitioner ; and in provincial towns, designating

more deKnitel}- one of those law agents who act both
as practitioners before the sheriil", and generally as

factors in the management of private affairs, like

the WTiters to the Signet and solicitors in supreme
courts in Edinburgh. In Aberdeen, this class of

law-agents adoi)t the name of Advocates, in virtue of

an old usage, which has latterly had the authority

of a charter.

WRITER TO THE SIGNET, or CLEKK TO
THE .SIGXET, the name given to an important
body of legal practitioners in Edinburgh, con-e-

sponding generally to the highest class of attorneys

in London. They are said to derive this designa-

tion from having been originally clerks in the office

of the Secretary of State, where the different writs
that passed under the king's signet were prepared.

Act 1537, c. 30, cstabUshing the College of Justice,

mentions the Clerks to the Signet as a pre\nously

existing body ; and though no charter of incorpora-

tion is extant, the society is considered entitled to

all the privileges of a corjioration. The Keeper of

the Signet, an officer appointed by the cro-wn,

appoints one of the members of the Society of

Writers to the Signet his deputy, who is in use to

preside ,at meetings of the Society, and, along with
certain other members named by liim as commis-
sioners, to manage its affairs.

Admission to the Society must be preceded (1) by
attendance during two different sessions, or two full
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winter courses of lectures on the faculty of Arts of a
Scottish university, one of the certificates of attend-
ance being fr.'m a Professor of Humanity

; (2) by
an apprenticcsliip of five years' duration, which
miist not be entered on under IG years of age ; (3)
by attendance on four courses of law in the univer-
sity. Previous to admission, the candidate has also

to undergo two examinations, one in scholarship,
and one in law. The wlmlc expenses of admission
to the Soeicty, including the apprentice-fee of £200,
is £410, 15s. Gd.

It was long after the institution of the College of
Justice before the writers to the Signet began to act
as agents in the Court of Session. They were pro-

hibited from so acting by repeated regulations of

their own body, as well as by statute 1G72, c. 16,

and Act of Sederunt February 20, 1G7S; prohibitions
which, before the beginning of last century, seem to

have grown altogether obsolete. The writers to the
Signet have long been the principal body of law
agents practising before the sujireme courts of Scot-
laud ; and the individual members of the body .aro

also entitled to practise before the Sheriff Court in

all matters which have been transferred by stiltute

from the sujireme courts to the Sheriff Court, as

proceedings in bankruptcy. They possess the exclu-
sive right of prejiaring the warrants of charters of

land flowing from the crown, of signing summonses
citing parties to ajipear in the Court of Session, and
all other writs that pass the Signet as diligences for

affecting the person or estate of the debtor, or for

compelling implement of the decrees of the supreme
court. A very considerable proportion of the convey-
ancing business of Scotland is in their hands, and
they are largely emjiloyed as factors in the manage-
ment of private affairs. Jlost of them are notaries-

public, in which capacity they protest bills, authen-
ticate deeds for persons who cannot write, and
prepare various notarial instrnments, the most im-
])Ortant of which have been sujierseded by 21 and
22 Vict. c. 76, substituting registration of convey-
ances for instruments of sasine. All candiilatcs for

the office of notary-jniblic are remitted by the
court to the Society of Writers to the Signet for

examination. The writers to the Signet are iu
possession of a large and valuable library.

WRITERS' CRAMP, or SCRIVENERS'
PALSY, is a peculiar kind of local spasm, in which
every attempt to WTite instantly calls forth uncontrol-

lable movements iu the thumb, the index and middle
finger, so that the pen starts up and down on the
jiaper, and instead of a legible handv\Titing, a mere
scrawl results. ' The more,' says Romberg, ' the
l)atient persists in his attempt, the more the diffi-

cidty of using his pen increases ; and to the visible

and sensible contractions of tlie muscles of the
thumb, contractions of the forearm, and even of the
upper arm, are often superaddecL Abnormal sensa-

tions, especially of a sense of weight and constriction

of the hand, or of pain extending from the tipper arm
to the back, are occasionally jiresent. It is diag-

nostic of these attacks that they are 'instantly
arrested when the individual ceases writing ; and
that the h.and is capable of every other combination
of movements and exertions.'

—

The Nervous JJi.i-

cnjfcs ofMan, vol. i. p. 320. The disease is chiefly

confined to middle age, and scarcely ever occurs in

women ; and there can be no doubt that an occupa-
tion entailing much WTiting predisposes to it, the
rpiality of the paper or of the pen having nothing to
do with it. The treatment hitherto pursued, both
local and general, has, according to Romberg, been
' invariably ineffectual.' This is, however, too
strong a term, since he mentions a case in which
Stromeyer applied the princijile of division of the
muscles to the cure of writers' cramp, and in one

/-
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case a brilliant result justified the antispasmodic

reputation of tenotomy ; the patient being perfectly

able to write as early as the fourteenth day after

the subcutaneous division of the tendon of the

long flexor of the thumb.' The same operation was,

however, several times performed by Dieffenbach

without success, ilr SoUy, in his recently pub-
lished Surrfkal ExjKriencis, describes several cases

of this peculiar affection, in some of which judicious

treatment, combined with entire cessation of writing

for a considerable time, led to satisfactory results.

WRITING is the art of fixing thoughts in a

palpable and lasting shape, so as to make them
known to others. There are two principles cm-
ployed in this process, either se[iarately or jointly

—viz., IdeograiJhism and Phouetism. An ideo-

graph is either a picture of the object the idea of

•which is to be conveyed, or, at a later stage, some
symbol which stands, by common consent, for

the object, in which case it is called Symbolism.
Phonetism, on the other hand, is either SyUabism—

•

i. c, a combination of consonants and vowels which
form a word, or component parts of it—or Alpha-
betism, a system that further breaks up the

sj'llables into their single component parts of

vowels and consonants. All systems of writing

seem to have originated in ideographism, and to

have gradually arrived at phonetism. The pictorial

mode of ideography gradually led, as indicated, to

the sj'mbolical mode. The former, also called

kyriological (Gr. kyrio.^ principal, proper, the oppo-

site of metaphorical or symbohcal) writing, contents

itself mth representiug only bodily things, either by
fidly or partly depicting them, or by merely indi-

cating them by some special characteristic. The
latter—the symbohcal mode—represents abstract

things in accordance with their similarity to

corjioreal subjects, as in the hieroglj'phs of later

Egyptian times. Examples of the real delineations

of the subjects, or parts of them, which have been
replaced by conventional signs, we tind at an early

period in Egypt, as well as with the Aztecs, with
the primitive Assyrians, in ancient China, and in

Guiana. Phonetism here no longer aims at a
delineation of subjects or sj-mbols, but of the
sounds by which these objects are conveyed to

the mind. The fii-st step in phonetic writing is,

as we said, the syllabic, which by degrees becomes
alphabeticaL Difficidt though it be in many
instances to fix accurately the original ideographic
meaning of many of the letters now in use, there is

yet absolutely no doubt as to their having once
been mere pictures of certain things to winch a
meaning was attached, the souud of which was in

some shape connected with the present value of

the letter. Our knowledge of Phcenician, whence
our alphabet is directly derived, and of its cognate

dialects, enables us, in many instances, to trace

them Ijack to their jirimitive source. Thus, our A
was originally dejiicted as the head of an ox, a

likeness to which may still be traced in its Phoeni-

cian form, and its name (Alej)h = ox) has still sur-

vived iu Hebrew and Greek (Aleph or Alpha). This
process of the gradual change of a picture into a

character is most clearly traceable iu the various

stages of Egyptian hieroglyphics, which, when
written more cursively, assumed such difTerent

shapes (in hieratic and demotic respectively), that

often there remains scarcely a likeness between
ditferent forms of the same characters. Among
the ideographic methods, there are some, how-
ever, which scarcely seem to deserve the name
of writing, in the ordinary sense. Such are the
Peruvian quippos, or knots, "which, by changes in

colour, size, arrangement, and the rest, indicate

a certain special sequence of ideas ; further, the
4S7

'khernus' or sticks, which, before the introduc-

tion of their present alphabet, the Tartars used
to circulate among their tribes, to indicate the
number of men and horses to be used for some
special expedition. Similar to the Peruvian quijipos,

was (according to the celebrated Chinese work,
I-kimj) also the primitive Chinese mode of writ-

ing; while the Scandinavian and Germanic rimes
rather remind of the Tartar staves. Of a more
advanced stage appears the Mexican Pichne-writing,
a system by which single sj'Dables or words were
expressed by phonograms. The Chinese system
appears to combine both the ideographic and
phonetic charactei-s ; but there is scarcely a doubt
that even the phonetic signs are derived from
ideographic ones. The step to the alphabetic

system, however, was never taken by the Chinese.

When and how our present aljjhabet "was invented,

has been matter of sjieciUation from the earliest times.

The myths of antiquity ascribed it to Thoth (q. v.)

or to Kadmus, which only denotes their belief in its

being brought from the East (Kedem), or being
perhaps primeval. The Talmud ascribes it to

a special revelation. It has been a question whether
there were several original alphabetical systems, or
whether one is to be assumed as having given rise

to the various modes of writing now in use. Thus,
three principal sources—Semitic, Chinese, Indian

—

are given by Klaproth. It is, however, now agreed
on all hands that it is the Phcenician character, as

we now know it, to which we directly owe our own.
See PH(E^^CIA. From it many streams have flowed
out. The principal of these appear to have been
—First, the Semitic, in which the values of the
letters have remained almost identical with those

of the original Phcenician, with exception, perhaps,

of a few sounds added to them in Persian, for the

pm^iose of expressing certain Indo-Germanic sounds
not existing in Phcenician. This class has further

been subdlWded into Hebr^o - Samaritan and
Aramaic, the latter embracing the square or modern
Hebrew, which is closely allied to the Palmyrene,
the Estranghelo or Syriac, the Sabian, the Arabic
iu its different forms, the Mongol, the Pehlvi,

Ai'menian, &c. The second or central division

embraces the writing of Greece, Asia Minor, and
Italy, from the yEolo-Doric, Etruscan, Umbrian,
Oscan, and other but Uttle known kinds, to the
late Pompeian GratEti. A further group would
include the ' Indo-Homerite ' characters, and seems
to have originated in Central Arabia, whence it

appears to have spread to Africa and India, where
the Magadhi—the oldest variation the Phcenician

assumed here—gave rise to the live families of

Devan.aghari, Pah, Draridian, Oceanian, and Tibetan.

Yet, when we speak of the Plironician as
being the mother of all our known alphabets, we
must not be understood finally to ascribe to the
Phcenicians the original invention of it in the
first instance. We shall only indicate here that

the theory to that effect, held by Gesenius and
others, will probably, sooner or later, have to give
way to the more recent results of De Itouge's

investigations, who, ^vith great show of probability,

believes it to have been borrowed, or rather adapted
from certain archaic hieroglyphics of Egj'pt. It

would appear as if at some very archaic period the
Phcenicians had borrowed the hieratic signs then in

use ; as, indeed, the Prase Papyrus, the oldest in

existence, exhibits striking similarities with the
Phcenician characters. Instead, however, of simid-

taueously taking the Egyptian names for these

charactei-s, they invented new ones according to their

own fancy, and to the supposed similarity of the
characters to some particidar thing. The Egj'ptian

origin of the Phcenician character, if confirmed by
239
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further ri'searclics, would bo a striking instance of

the correctness of the trailition to that effect, which

Tacitus has preserved (Aiimil. xi. 14).

We have in the course of this work treated at

full length several points of this subject Sec

HiKiioci.Yrmcs, Cuneifohm, Alpiiabkt, &o. We
may therefore, for a fuller elucidation of the details,

refer to those articles. We shall only add in this

place that the manner of writinj is very diU'or-

ent with many nations. The iSlexicau picture-

writing begins at the bottom ; the Chinese and

.Tai):uusc, as well as the Iilon.i^ols, write in columns
bcgiuning from the top, and going from right to

left. The Egj-jitian liieroglyphics have no fixed

direction ; but the hieratic and demotic, though

the single letters are formed from right to left,

always nm from left to right ; as is also the case

in Ethiopic, Cuneiform, and Indo-Germaiiio lan-

guages generally. The Semitic languages have
retained the I'luenician mode of ivritiug from right

to left—all but the numerals—a mode still retained

in archaic Hellenic and Etruscan. By degrees,

however, the writer, not wishing to return to the

beginning of the line, and continuing right under-

neath the last word penned, a double mode was
introduced, called the boustrophedon—as the ox
ploughs. Finally, this too was abandoned, and
the direction from left to right was followeii About
the many various styles of modilication our char-

acters have undergone in the com'se of time, the

])Uuctuation of the words, and the rest, we refer to

Ai.l'ilAliET. The materials used for writing were
of the most different kind, as were also the mstru-

nients emi>loyed for the purpose. See PAryp.us,

Pen, &c.

WRITING FLUIDS. See Ink.

AVllO'NGDOKR, in English law, as well as popu-
lar ]iarlance, is he who commits some wrong for

which an action may be brought to recover damages.

WKY'NECIC (}'i(n.t), a genus of birds of the

Woodpecker family (Picidic), ha\nng a short,

straight, conical beak ; a long extensile tongue, with

Wryneck {Tanx torquilla).

a horny point ; wings of moderate size ; a rather

short and rounded tail ; the feet with two toes in

front, and two behind. One species, the Common'
W. (Y. lorrpiiUa). is a summer visitant of Britain

and the north of Euroiie. From its appearing at the

same time with the cuckoo, it has acquired the

name of Ciichin's Male. It is common in the soutli

of England, but very rare in the northern parts of

Britain. It is about seven inches long, of a rusty
ash colo\ir, irregidarly spotted \rith brown and
bl.aok. It feeds on catcrpill.ars and insects, and is

often seen on the ground near ant-hills, feeding on
the ants and their ' eggs.' The construction of its
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tongue resembles that of woodpeckers, and enables

it to seize its insect prey witl> wonderful celerity
;

the tongue is darteil out, and retracted, so that

the eye can scarcely follow it ; the two pos-

terior branches of the bones of the tongue being
much elongated, and muscles for its extension

attaclu-d to them. There is also a long gland on
each side of the lower jaw, which secretes a ghitin-

ous mucus, so that insects adhere to the horny tip

of the tongue. The W. generally makes almost no
nest, but deposits its eggs on fragments of decayed
wood in the hole of a tree. The young birds are

easily tamed, and are great favourites with boys.

In Fiance, it is common for boys to tie a string to

one of tlie legs of the bird, and to allow it to climb

trees in search of insects. It climbs readily on their

clothes. The name W. is derived from the habit

which the bird has of writhing its head and «ieck

quickly in various directions, with an undulating
snake-like motion, which it does jarticularly if

founil in its hole in a tree, making at the same time

a hi.ssing noise, so as to alarm the intruder ; but

on his drawing back, it suddenly darts out and
escapes.

WULSTAN, or WULFSTAN, and sometimes
WOLSTAN, a name of interest in connection with
Anglo-Saxon history and literature. There are

three individuals of the name especially noticeable.

— 1. A monk of Winchester in the 9th c, author of a

poem, in Latin hexameters, on the Miracles of St
Swithin, which is reputed the best Latin ])oem of

tliat ago produced in England.— "2. An Archbishop
of York, in lOU.'J, author of two pastoral letters and
several sermons in Anglo-Saxon, the most remark-
able of which is printed in Hickes's Tlic.smirus, vol.

iii.—3. The well-known Bishop of Worcester, and a
saint of the English calendar. He w.is born at

Icentum, in Warwickshire, about 1007, and educated
at Evesh.am and Peterborough. He became a priest,

afterwards a monk and prior of the monastery of

Worcester, and ultimately, in 1002, bishoi> of that

see. He lived through the troubles of the Korman
Conquest, and enjoyed the favour not only of the

Con<iucror, but of William Pvufus, and died in 109.">,

at the age of 87. He is by some rejiuted the autlior

of the portion of Anglo-.Saxon Chronicle which
extends from lU.'Jl to the death of the Conqueror.

AVU'PPERTHAL, a celebrated vaUey of Ithenish
Prussia (q. v.), derives its name from tlie river

Wupper, or Wipper, a small allluent of the llhine,

which rises between the towns of Wipperfiirth and
Hiickeswagen, 20 miles north-cast of Cologne. Its

course is hrst north, then north-west, past Barmen
(q. V.) and Elberfeld (q. v.)—the chief town on its

banks—then south-west to its junction with the
PJiine between Wiesdorf and liheindorf, 7 miles
below Cologne, after a course of 50 miles. The
w.iters of tile Wupper are very abundant, and for

the length of its coui-se it sujiplies motive-power
to an extraordinary number (aliout 400) of mills,

of various kinds. It is na\ngable for small craft

below Solingen (q. v.). The Valley of the Wupper
is the most actively industrious and most densely
peopled in all Genuany. Coal is found in abundance.

WU'RNO, a town of the Hunsa States, Central
Africa, IS miles north-east of Suknto, on the Sokoto,
a tributary of the Niger. It is extremely filthy

—

the small ravine whicli intersects the town forming
a most disgusting spectacle. Barth expresses his

astonishment at the quantity of cotton brought into

the market, which shewed what the tine vales in

the vicinity are cajiable of jiroducing. The pop.

is stated at from 12,000 to 13,000.

WU'RTEMBERG, The Kingdom of, lies in

S" 15'— 10' oO' E. long., and 47" 35'—49° 35'
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N. lat., is hounded on the W., S.-W., and N.-W.
by the Grand Duchy of Baden ; E., S.-E., and
N.-E. by Bavaria ; and S., for a few leagues, by the
Lake of Constance and Vorarlberg. Hohenzollem
makes a deep indentation into the land from the
south, and the entire boundary is very irregular.

Detached pieces of territory belonginc; to W. also

Ke in the adjacent countries. Its greatest length,

from the village of Simmringen in the north, to the
Lake of Constance in the south, is 139 miles ; and
greatest breadth, from the Katzenkopf, in the Black
Forest, eastward to the castle of Duttenstein in

Xerestein, 105 miles. The following table gives the
pop., according to the census taken December 3, 1SG4,

and the area iu sq. miles

:

Circlci.
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Soliillcr, Lhiaiul, Wiclaml, Kcrner; in theology and
pliilosophy : I'rint;;, CEc(ilain]ia<lius, ljen2;el, Baur,

anil Strauss, Gustavus W'cruer. &c. ; in science ami

art : Keiiler, Stiefcl, Tobias Mayer, the botanists

Josepli and Karl Friedrich Giirtncr, the cliemist

Schoidiein, the painters Eberhard Wiichtcr, Hetch,
and the famed sculptor Dannecker.
Every child between 7 and 14 years must attend

school. In a district havinc; 30 or more families, is

a public school, and a teacher for every 90 children.

There are four Protestant theological seminaries,

witli a course of four years ; gymnasia, grammar,
trades, and high schools in all the principal towns.

Tlic luiivcrsity at Tubingen has 41 ordinary pro-

fessors, 9 extraordinaiy, and 19 tutors. In ISG'J

—

1SG3, the students numbered G'JO, of whom 1G7 were
foreigners. At Hohenheim is an agricultural and
botanical Institution, in which farming, management
of forests, and gardening are scientilically taught.

Stuttgart has a polytechnic school, with 25 teachers,

9 assistants, and, in the summer of ISG.'f, 248 pupils.

The government outlay on education amounts
annually to 777,702 llorins.

Bcvciiiie, Ej-pcndUure, lir.—For the year 1SG3

—

1864, the revenue was 1G,239,GSS llorins; expen-
diture, 15,727,547. The civil list and appanages
amount to 1,127,192 florins: interest of the national

debt, 3,285,020 llorins. Of the income, C,S24„-)fl9

Horins came from public property, and 9,415,089
Horius from direct and other taxes. The railways
j-ielded 2,045,000 florins, and the jiost-office 24G,000
tiorins of clear revenue. The strength of the army,
inchiding the reserve, is 25,583 men.

GorermnrnI, ttr.—The crown is hereditary in the
male line, and failing that, in the female. Freedom
of the press and religion are enjoyed. The privy-

council consists of a president, the si.'c ministers of

state, and members named by the king. Tlie

legislative body is composed of two chambers
—the lirst being formed of princes of the roj-al

family, nobles, and members appointed by the
king, the last named not exceeding a third part

of the whole ; the second chamber is composed
of 13 representatives of the knighthood, 6 Pro-

testant general sui)erintendents, the chief bishop,

a member of the cathedral chapter, the senior

Pioman Catholic deacon, 7 rejiresentatives from
the cities Stuttgart, Tubingen, Ludwigsbiu'g, Ell-

wangen, Ulm, Heill)ronn, and Keutlingen, with a
representative from each of the G3 bailiwicks. ^lem-
bers of the second chamber are not eligible as such
before reaching their 30th yeai-. The king has the
power of proroguing or dissolving the chambers

;

but in the latter case, a new election must take
[ilace within six months. So long as there is no
meeting, the two presidents, two members elected

out of the first, and eight out of the second chamber,
carry on the public business.

IlUlonj.—The earliest inhabitants of W. were
l>robably Celts ; but when the Eomans came lii-st to

know the country, it was held by the Suevi, who
were succeeded by the Alemanni and the Franks.

In 1090, Com'ad, Count of Wurlcmberg, possessed

a castle near Caunstatt, and limited territories,

which were largely added to by Ulric I. from 124G
to 1265. Other extensions were gained by Kljerhard

L between 1279—1325; by Ulric II., who, though a

man of ]ieace, added Tubingen ; Eberhard II., who
secured Teck, Gutenberg, Kirehheini, licrrcnberg,

and other places. By the mai-riage of Eberhard IV.
vrith the Countess of Montbcliaril, that county
became connected with Wiirtemberg. At his

death, the possessions were divided between his two
sons, each of whom enlarged his portion ; and a few
years after tlieir death, Elicrhard V. secured a
reunion, and the land advanced rapidly in power

and imiHirtance. In 1495, the Emi>eror Jlaximilian
raised Elierliard to the rank of iJuke, with tlie

title of Eberhard I. In 1519, Duke L'hieh having
oH'ended the Swabian League by some arbitrary acts
of oppression exercised upon the imperial free city
of Iteutlingcn, he w.as forcibly ejected from W., and
did not reconquer his estates till 1534. While IJier-

hard III. was Duke (IG2S— 1G74), \\. suffered much
in conseejuence of the Thirty Years' War. Ludwi"
Eugene (1793—1795) having taken part in the
war against the French P.cpublic, a French army
attacked and compelled him to resign ilontbcliard,
and pay 8,000,000 francs.

With Duke Frederick II., who snccceded his father
in 1797, the most important i>eriod in the history of
W. begins. In 1800, compelled by the French to
flee from liis dukedom, he got back, by thi^ Peace
of Lunevillc, all his territories except jlontbeliard,
and instead, had others granted, with the rank of
Elector. Having aided Napoleon in the war against

Austria, at the I'eace of Presburg (2GtIi Deeemlier
1805), W. was further enlarged, and made a kincjdom.
After the battle of Leijizig, Frederick abaniloned
ihe cause of Napoleon, and concluded a treaty with
Austria, in which his lands were guaranteed. His
reign was arbitrary; and internal troubles were
thickening around him, when he died (30th October
1816), anil was succeeded by his son, William I.,

who was born at Liibin, in Silesia, 27th Sei>tember
1781. He was cordially welcomed to the throne,
and the expectations of his subjects were realised.

His first acts were to reduce the exiieiKiiture, and
introduce other reforms, prominent among which
was the liberal constitution of 1819. In 1848

—

1850, a strong agitation was kept up with tlie view
of obtaining some permanent modiiications in this

constitution, but without success. For nearly 50
years, he reigned over a iicojilc steadily increasing in

jirosperity, and died 25th J une 18G4, at Kosenstein
Castle. His sou, Charles Frederick Alexander,
now Charles I., born JIarch C, 1S23, succeeded
him. See Germany, in Sltplement.

WU'RZBURG, a former sovereign bishoiiric or

ecclesiastical principality of the German Empire,
was founded in 741 (according to otiier accounts,

742 or 746), and received endowments from the
Fraukish kings, wliich were afterwards increased

by the (Jerman emperors. The lirst bishop was
Burkhardt, who was consecrated by Boniface. The
patron saint was Kilian (q. v.), who is said to Jiave

preached the gospel here as early as 688. By good
management and economy, the bishops were able to

acquii'e numerous possessions of the neighbouring
Fraukish proprietors ; and out of these was gradu-

ally formed the extensive sovereign bishoi)rio of

W\, ruled over by the prince-bishop as Duke of

Franeonia. The dueal title and authority Averc lirst

conceded about 1120. In spiritual matters, the

bishops were under tlie Archbishop of Mainz. The
area of the bishopric was as much as 1827

sq. m., with a pop. of 250,000, and a yearly revenue

of 500,000 guldens. At the Peace of Luneville

(1801), the bisho]iric of W., like the other sjiiritual

I)rincij)aUtie3 of Germany, was secularised ; and in

1803, the greater part of it was confeiTCcl on the

Elector of Bavaria as a secular princii)ahty. The
last prince-bishop received a pension, and died at

Bamberg in 1808. At the Peace of Presburg ( 1 805),

Bav.aria gave up W. to the Grand Dulcc Ferdinand
of Tuscany, and the priiieiiiality was raised to the

dignity of an electorate. In 1806, the Elector

Ferdinand joined the (Confederation of the Rhine,

and from that time took the title of Grand Duke of

AVUrzhurg. By a decree of the Vienna Congress, the

grand duke received his hereditary state of Tuscany,

and W. reverted to Bavaria. At present, the greater
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part of the bishopric belongs to the circle of Lower
Francoiiia.

WUEZBUItG, capital of the former principality

of Wurzburg, now of the Bavarian circle of Lower
Franconia, is situated in a beautiful valley on both
sides of the Maine, over which there is a stone
bridge GOO feet long, of eight arches. The number
of inhabitants amounts to 41,082, of whom 2500
are Protestants. Among the imblic buildings, the
most distinguished arc the Episcopal Palace or
Ilesidence, rebuilt in 1720—1744, one of the most
magnilicent rojal residences in the world ; and the
spacious and excellently fitted-up Julius Hospital,
established in 1576. Of the numerous churches,
the most worthy of notice are the ricldy-decorated
cathedral, which was reljuilt in the 11th and follow-

ing centiu'ies ; the JIariou-kapelle, one of the most
beautiful monuments of old German art, with 14
statues of the 15th c. by Tilmann Paemenschneider

;

and the Neumiinster Church, containing the bones
of St Kiliau. The streets adjoining the Palace
Square are wide and straight, but most of the
others are narrow and crooked. In front of the
Julius Hnsjiital there is a bronze statue of the
founder. Bishop Julius, by Wiedemann, founded in

bronze by Millor; a monimient of Walther von
der Vogelweide (q. v.) stands in a niche outside the
Keumiiuster Kirche.
The university of W. was founded in 15S2 by

Bishop Julius, v,-ho also fmmded the hospital above
mentioned. The endowments for both institutions
were taken fi-om the possessions of the convents
that were destroyed during the Peasant War
(q. v.). In order to promote the study of medicine,
the hospital was put in connection with the uni-
versit)', the i>rofcssor3 of medicine being made
physicians and surgeons to the hospital ; this con-
nection has all along kept the metlical faculty in
high reputation, and promoted the jirosperity of the
imiversity as a whole. The present medical stafi'

includes several names of European reputation,
among others, Kiilliker (q. v.) and Virchow (see

Supplement). In the law facidty, a professorship
of French law was established in 1S21 for students
from the Rhine districts. There is also a faculty
of political •econom)'. The library contains above
100,000 vuls. In the JIusical Institute, any one
can receive instruction gratis in singing or in
playing on any instrument ; and twfce a week
there are great musical jiieces performed. In
W., besides the university, there is a gymnasium,
a Latin school, a district agriciiltui'al and trade
school, a seminary for Catholic priests, and a
seminary for training teachers, an orthopedic insti-

tution, a veterinary school, a school for midwifery,
a swimming school, a society for the improve-
ment of the arts and manufactm-es, and a female
society for the encouragement of skill in arts and
handicrafts among women. Besides the Julius

Hospital, there are asylums for the deaf and dumb
and for the blind, and other charitaljle institutions.

The manufactures are woollen stuffs and cloth,

mirror-glass, leather, tobacco, railway carriages,

and sparkling wines. The fortress of ilarienberg,

built on the site where Drusus founded a castle, is

situated on a hill 400 feet high, on the left bank of

the Maine, outside the town, and was, till 1720, the
seat of the bishops. On a slope of that hill, called

the Leiste, the Leistenwine grows, and on the Stein-

berg, opposite the fortress, the Steinwine. AV. is

connected with many imiiortant places by railway.

WU'RZEN, a small walled to%vn of Saxony, 15.;

miles cast of Leipzig, picturesquely situated

and surrounded by romantic valleys, on the Mnlde,
here crossed Ijy two bridges. Pop. about OOOO, I

employed in brewing, bleaching, wearing, and
hosiery-work. It is a station on the Leipzig and
Dresden Railway.

WYANDO'TS, a tribe of North American Indians,
of the Iroquois family, the Hurons of the French
writers, who called themselves Wendats or Yen-
dats, first kno\\Ti at Montreal, where, in the middle
of the 17th c, they became Roman Catholics under
the instructions of the French missionaries. Having,
as allies of other tribes, become involved in a war
with the Iroquois, they were nearly exterminated,
and the remnant emigrated to the country around
Lake Superior; then gathered at Mackinaw, 1670,
under the care of Father Marquette, thence came
to Detroit, where they furnished 400 warriors to
the English in 1S12. In 1S20, they were settled, to
the nundjer of 600, on the head-waters of the San-
dusky River in Ohio ; and in 1832, by a treaty with
the United States government, removed to Kansas,
where the few remaining have acquired the rights
of citizenship, each having of their divided lands a
farm of 40 acres.

WYATT, RicHAED Jony, an English sculptor of
great eminence, was born in Oxford Street, London,
on the od of May 1795. He belonged to a collateral
branch of the family which made the name of Wyatt
famous during two centiu'ies in connection with
architecture and sculpture, sharing their descent
from a stock of yeomen long settled at Weeford in
Staffordshire. Having the bias of his familj'
towards art, he became an articled pupil of Charles
Rossi, R.A., sculptor, and afterwards a student of
the Royal Academy, whose medal was twice awarded
to him during his pupillage. He afterwards passed
some time in Paris, studying under Bosio ; and from
Paris, in 1821, he went to Rome, and entered the
studio of Canova, where he had Gibson for a fellow-
pupil. The remainder of his life was spent in Rome,
ill complete devotion to the prosecution of his art

;

and he died at Rome on the 29th of May ISoO. His
youth had shewn great promise, in the estimation
of painters Uke Lawrence and sculptors like Canova

;

and the works which he produced in rapid succes-
sion, early placed him in the front rank of EngUsh
sculptors. Several of his works were shewn at the
Great Exliibition of 1851, and the medal for sculp-
ture was awai'ded to him, though he had died in
the previous year. Living only for his art, he
laboured at it incessantly—often, it is said, from dawn
till after midnight ; and the number of his works is

very great. Elegance and refinement, singularly
combined with animation and finish of workmanship,
are his characteristic merits, but his works also dis-
close a lively and graceful invention. His favourite
subjects were classical and poetical. His most
admired productions are in England, and casts from
several of them are to be seen at the Crystal Palace.
He was not admitted to the honours of the Academj-,
a by-law of that institution confining its member-
ship to artists resident in England.

WYATT, Sir Thojias, was born in 150.3, at
Allington Castle in Kent. His father, Sii- Henry
Wyatt, of a family originally of Yorkshire, stood
high in favour with Henry VII. ; and not less so
with Henry VIII., who succeeded him. In 1515,
the young W. was entered at St John's College^
Cambridge, where in due time he took his degrees
of Bachelor and Jlaster of Arts. Whilst still%ery
young, he was man-ied to Elizabeth Brook, daughter
of Lord Cobham. Through his father's influence, a
career at court was open to him. In this sphere he
was thoroughly well qualilied to succeed ; he was
one of the most accomplished men of his day ; of a
noble presence and fine manners, and withal dex-
terous and subtle in the management of affairs,

29J
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tlinugh of miirai)e.'iolie(l honour anil integrity. In
153U, he received at the liauds of the king the
honour of knighthooil ; and the next year he was
made high slieriiV of Kent. Though necessarily

involved iu much perilous court intrigue, he con-

tinued—though once or twice in some hazard of

losing it—to retain the favour of the king, and was
frequently emplojed by him iu positions of trust

and importance. His chief service was rendered,

as English ambassador at the court of Charles V.,

in which cai)acity he acquitted himself with much
diplomatic tact and skill. In 1542, in token of the

king's appreciation of his services, he received a
grant of lands, at Lambeth ; and the year after, he
was named high steward of the king's manor at

Maidstone. Hi: had now very much withdrawn
himself from public life, and lived for the most ])art

retired at Alhngton. On tlie 11th of October J 542,

he died at yherborne, of a fever contracted, it is

s.iid, on an overhasty journey caused by a sudden
simimons to attend the king.

jVmong the other accomplishments of W. was
tli.at of verse, which he seems to have begim to cul-

tivate early, and continued through life to prac-

tise. During his life, he had acquired considerable

reput.ation as a poet; and in 1557, his poems, along

with those of the eelebr.ated Surrey, were published

in London. As marking a stage -in the progress of

<nir early literature, they hold a permanent i)lace.

His love poetry is somewliat overrun v.'ith con-

ceits derived from the study of Italian models

;

but some of the shorter pieces are models of gi-ace

and elegauee. His satires also jiossess very con-

siderable merit. More lately, in 1815, an edition

of his works, in two volumes, was published in

London.

WYATT, Sm T^o^us, suniamed ' the Younger,'

to distinguish him from the jireceding, of whom he
was the only son, was born about 1520. After a

wild and riotous youth, he raised a body of men at

his own expense, and did good service at the siege

of Laudrecies (1544), displaying considerable :uilitary

talent ; and continued iu lionourable service on the

continent till 1550. In 1554, when the Spanish

match was in agitation, W. joined the insurrection,

and led the Kentish men to Southwark, after gain-

ing considerable successes over the royalists ; but
fading to captvu'e Ludgate, he became separ.ated

from the main body of his followers, and was taken
prisoner, and soon after executed, 11th April 1554.

WYCHERLEY, AVili.iam, a comic dramatist of

the jicriod of the llestoration, was born at CUve,
near Shrewsbiu-y, in 1640. His father, a cavalier

squire of £000 a year, sent his son to France at the

.age of 15; and during his residence on the banks of

tlie Charcntc, the youth was a favourite at the

court of the governor of Angoulemo, whoso accom-
]>lished wife, the Madame I'uvmbouillet of Voiture,

converted him to the creed of the tJhurch of Itorae.

On his return to England in IGGO, ^\^ studied a

short time at Oxford, where he was reconciled to the

Anglican Church, and he w.i3 entered of the Middle
Temple. His first comedy. Love in a Wooil, was
acted with great aiiplause, and p\ililishcd in 1G72,

and it was followed by three other successful come-
dies, 7'he Gentleman iJancinri-masler, IGT-'i ; Tlie

Counlri/ Wife, 1675; and Tlte Fluiii Dealer (his best

work), 1677. About IGSO, the di-amatisfc was mar-
ried to a young and rich widow, the Countess of

l)roghed.a, whom he had met at Tunbridge. The
lady was distractedly jealous of him, kept him from
frequenting the court, which lost him the favour of

the king, and watched him closely whertvcr he
went Slie did not live long, and she left him the

whole of her fortune ; but his succession to the estate

Silt

was disputed, and an expensive lawsuit ensued, the

costs of which, added to personal del)ts, fairly bi'oke

down the unlucky dramatist. He was committed to

the Fleet, and suffered to languish there neglected

for seven years. He was jiartly relieved by the
bounty of James II.—prol)ably because he returned
to the comnumion of the Church of liome—aiul he
succeeded to the patrimonial estate in Shropsliire

by the death of his father. This did not, however,
much relieve him, as the estate w.as heavily mort-
gaged, and strictly entailed. He was on bad terms
with the heir-at-law, his nephew; and on purpose to

injure tliis relative, W., at the ago of 75, married .a

young girl, on whom ho settled a jointure ; and eh^ven

days after this transaction—the last and pcrhap.s

the most scand.alous act of his life, .as Macaulay
describes it—the old dramatist died. His death
took ]>lace in December 1715, and ho was interred

in St Paul's Church, Coveut Garden. Uesides his

comedies, W. jiublished a volume of wretched il//s-

cdUiny Pocvts, 1704; and another voliunc, partly con-

sisting of ' moral relloctions,' was )iuliliahed .after

his death. The comedies of W., on wliich his fame
rests, reflect the literary taste, the manners, and
vices of the times in which he lived. They are, in

truth, grossly immoral and proHigate. They liave,

however, some literary excellence. The language is

clear and forcible, the dialogues often •witty and
lively, some of the characters vigorously drawn, and
the oliserv.ations and maxims scattered throughout
the dilTerent scenes are shrewd and sensible, and
expressed in a terse sententious style. W. was the

founder of that school of artificial comedy which
Congreve, Earquhar, aud Sheridan carried to its

highest i)erfection, imiiarting to it an airy grace
and brilliancy far above the reach of its first

master.

WY'COMBE, CuiiTiNO or Hioir, a munici])al

and parliamentary borough in Bucks, surrcniuded by
beech-clad hills, 2S miles west-north-west of London,
on the Wye, a small allluejit of the Thames. The
church of All Saints is a large and handsome build-

ing, erected in 1273 ; it is iu the Norman aud early

English style of architecture, and consists of a body
and two aisles, and, with the chancel, is ISO feet

long, aud the nave 48 feet high. The inwer is 9G
feet high, and was built in the year 1522. There
are corn aud i)apcr mills on the Wye ; bcecli-wood

chairs are made here, and lace-making is carried

on. At two miles' distance is the village of West
Wycoudje. The borougli returns two members to the

House of Commons. It is connected with the Great
Western Uaihvay. Top. (ISGl) of muuicip.al borough,

4221 ; of pari. b. (which iucludcs Cliipping Wy-
combe townshii)3), 8373. (1871—10,402.)

WYE, a river of England, of great picturesque

beauty and considenablo importance, an alUuent of

the Severn, h.as its origin iu two copious springs

which issue from the south-cast side of Pliuliuimon,

not two miles from the head-wat<;r of the Severn

(q. v.). It Hows in a south-east direction through
Montgomeryshire and Ladnorshire, forming the

south-west and south bouiulary of the latter, east-

soutli-east to the middle of Herefordshire, and then

south, dividing in its lower course the county of

Monmouth from that of Gloucester, and entering

the estuary of the .Severn below Chepstow. Length
of course 130 miles, for 70 miles of which to Hereford
it is navigable for barges, though large vessels can-

not ascend above Chepstow Bi-idge. At Chepstow
(q.v.), the tide rises higher than at almost any
other place in Great Britain. The chief afiluents of

the W. are the Lug aud Ithon on tlie left, and the
ilonnow, the Caerwen, and Irfron on the right. The
part of the river which separates Monmouth from
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Gloucester is that chiefly visited for its singiilar

beauty.

WYKEHAM, William de, was born at Wick-
ham, in Hampshire, in 1324. He was educated at

Winchester. The first oiiice which there is evidence

of his having held is that of clerk of the king's works,

in his manors of Heule and Yethamijsted. The
patent is d.ated Jlay 10, 1356. He rose quickly in

royal favour; and on October S, 13G6, by the king's

recommendation, he was elected Bishop of Win-
chester. He was consecrated October 10 of the

year following. Meanwhile, he had been appointed
Lord High Chancellor of England ; in whicli office

he was confirmed September 17, 13G7. He re-

signed on March 14, 1371, on a petition being
presented to the king against the government
remaining too long in the hands of men connected
with the church. He now devoted himself to

various objects of lasting usefulness. His prepara-

tory college or school at Winchester was opened for

teaching in 1373 ; but the building of the college

was not begun till 13S7. It was finished in 1393.

In the college which he instituted at O.xford, teach-

ing had also begun in 1373 ; but the building of
' St Mai-y's College of Winchester in Oxford ' was
not Ijcgun till 13S0 ; it was finished in 1393. He
began the rebuilding of V/inchester Cathedral in

I'.id.'t, and just lived to see it finished. Meanwhile,
he had become the object of resentment to the

Duke of Lancaster and party, at whose inst.ance he
was indicted for pecuniary defalcation, and other

crimes alleged to have been committed by him as

Keeper of the Privy Seal and Lord Chancellor. He
was heard in 1376 before a commission of peers,

bishops, and privy councillors, declared guilt}', and
a severe sentence was passed upon him. It was,

however, ultimately commuted into a fine, which
was remitted on the accession of Eichard II. in

1377. He was one of the council of 14 appointed to

the king in 13S6, and in May 13S9 he was again

made Lord Chancellor. He continued in office till

September 27, 1391, when he resigned ; and from
this date he appears to have taken little active part

in public aiJ'airs. He was present in the parlia-

ment held on September 30, 1399, when Eichard II.

was deposed. He was also present in the first

parliament of Henry IV. He died at South
Waltham, September 27, 1404—See Life by Dr
(afterwards Bishop) Lo'n'th (Loud. 1754), himself a

distintrvushed alumnus of Winchester School. W. of

Wykeham was one of the most munificent bene-
factors of the English Church ; but he was not a
fanatic. He loved learning, order, civilisation, and
purity of manners; and as Bishop of Winchester,
signalised himself by his rigorous reformation of

ecclesiastical abuses ; but he had not the slightest

tendency towards Protestantism, afforcUng, in this

respect, a most striking contrast to his great con-

temporary Wichft'e (q. v.). W. of Wykeham may
be taken as the type of a class of English Church-

men both before and after the Reformation—men
who are destitute of zeal on questions of doctrine,

but zealous for the dignity, culture, and practical

ellicieucy of the church.

AVYNTOUN, Andrew, an old rhyming Scottish

chronicler, lived in the beginning of the 15th century.

Except that he was prior of the monastery of St Serf

on Loch Leven, and wrote The Ori/g'jiiale Cronij-

kil of Scotland, well known and valued by students

of that kind of curious literature, almost no infor-

mation regarding him has been preserved. Though
with the usual proportion of extravagant fable, his

work is not without considerable historical import-
ance ; while philologicaUy it has very distinct value,

as a specimen of the old Scotch, then as nearly as

may be identical with the contemporary dialect

of England. The On/gynale Cronykil consists of

nine books or cantos, of which only the last four are

devoted to Scottish history ; the first five giving a
fragmentary outline of the history and geography
of the ancient world. W. was probably a well-read
scholar for his time. He repeatedly quotes such
authors as Aristotle, Cialen, Li\'y, Josephus, &c.,

and seems familiar with Virgil, Horace, and Ovid,
Origen, Jerome, and Augustine. His style is not
essentially different from Barbour's, and his versifi-

cation is the same—the pleasant octo-syllabic. In
1795, a s]]lendid edition of this curious old work
was published by Mr David Macpherson, in 2 vols,

octavo, from the MS. in the Library of the British
Museum.
WYO'MING VALLEY, a beautifid, fertUe valley

on the Susquehanna Eiver, in Pennsylvania, U. S.,

21 miles long by 3 wide, surrounded by mountains
1000 feet high, its name supposed to be a corruption

of the IncUan Maughifauwame—largo plains. It

was purchased about 1765 by a Counecticut com-
pany from the Delaware Indians ; but the settlers

were soon dispersed by hostile savages. In 17C9, 40
families came from Connecticut, but found a party
of Penusylvanians in possession, and for several

years there were continual contests of the settlers

with the Indians, and with each other. The Con-
necticut colony finally succeeded, and their town of

Westmoreland had 2000 inhabitants. In 1776 they
armed for their own defence against the English
and their Indian allies ; but in 1778, most of their

troops were called to join the army under Washing-
ton. June 30, a force of 400 British provincials, or
' Tories,' and 700 Seneca Indians, led by Colonel

John Butler, entered the valley, and were opposed
by 300 men, under Colonel Zebidon Butler. On
.July 3, the settlers were driven to the shelter of Fort
Forty (so called from the original number of famiUes),

with the loss of two-thirds of their number, many
soldiers and inhabitants being murdered, a half-

breed Indian woman, called Queen Esther, having,
iu revenge for her son's death, tomahawked four-

teen with her own hand, near a rock which bears
her name. On the 5th, the remnant of the troops
surrendered, and they and the inhabitants were
either massacred, or driven from the vallej% which
was left a smoking solitude. Campbell's Gerlrude
of Wyominr/, founded upon the stories of this
disaster, contains exaggerations and misstatements,
notably that of attributing the
leadership to Brandt, who was not
in the expedition. It was not till

the commencement of this cen-
tury that the disputes between
the Connecticut and Peun.sylva-

nian settlers were finally disposed
of. The valley is now one of the
most floiu-ishiug districts iu the
state.

WY'VERN^, a fictitious mon-
ster of the middle ages of frequent occurrence in
lieralcby. It resembles a dragon, but has only
two legs and feet, which are like those of tho
eagle.
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X
TIIIC last letter nf the proper Latin
alpli.abet, and tlic last l)Ut two of the
Knglish. It is in reality a snperlhi-

0113 character, liein^ equivalent in

English, as it \v:>s in Latin, to ko or

(in. In form, it con'es]K>nils to the

Greek x< '"'*' '" power to (jreek i. It was
"^^ a later addition to the Latin alphabet, liav-

\)j ing been introduced, according,' to Coi-ssen,

between the time of the Decemvirate and the

fall of Vcii: this accounts for its position in the

alj>habet. Some lioman scholars did not acknow-
Icdi^o the character, but wrote cs, ys instead ; and
this substitution frequently occurs in inscriptions

(o. g., ucnori for vxori). At one period of Ilomau
literature, .r5 was often written for x; e. £^., sa.r.^i(iii,

lexx. In the popular inomuiciation, the pittural

element of the character gradually disappeared, until,

in the later ]>eriod of the Kmpire, x was undistin-

gnishable from as or s; thus, insenptions shew vhit

for n>i7, mikx for mUes. This change survives in

modern Italian, which substitutes ss or « for the

Latin r, as muso = saxiuii ; stranco^ exlranf^ioti;

and uses x only in foreign words. In Sjianish, in

the beginning of words, x has a guttural sound,

sometliing between ch aud ;/. In German, the use

of X is mostly confined to foreign words; in native

words the soun<l is usually represented by cits, as

mtchsen, to wax or grow, though some write, e. g., axe
for a<:lise.—In Algebra, x is the usual symbol for the
mdcnown quantity which is to be determined.

XA'NTHEIXE and XANTHINE OF
FLOWE lis. The colouring matters of various

(lowers have been carefidly examined by Fremy and
Cloez, who believe that the various tints may be

refen-ed to tliree distinct substances, of which one

is of a blue or rose colour, while the other two are

yellow. These }iigment3 have received the names
of Cijanine, Xanthine, aud Xanlheine ; the first being

derived from the Greek I'l/anos, sky-blue ; and the

last two from xanthus, yellow. None of these sub-

stances have, however, been extracted in a ]>ure

comlition, and hence nothing definite can be stated

regarding their composition or jiroperties.

XA'NTHINE, or XANTIIIC OXIDE
(C,„H.,N'40.,), w;v3 lirst described by I)r JIarcet, who
regarded it as a very rare constituent of iirinary

calculi, and from its composition he gave it the name
of -iirlc oxide. During the last ten years, it has been
proved to be a normal iugi'cdient (although to a very

small amount) of human urine, and has been fiuind

in the brain, the spleen, the jiancreas, and the liver

of the ox; in the thymus ghmd of the calf; and
in the muscular tissue of the horse, the ox, and
of lishes; as well as in the liver of various

animals. Calculi composed of this substance are

extremely r.ire, the total kno\vn number obtained

from the hum.an subject being less than half a

dozen. They are of a light-brown cinnamon colour,

ossunie a waxy appearance when rubbed, and
consist of concentric layers easily separable from
one another. Xanlhine occurs in such vcrj' minute
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quantities in the various tissues, and is so r.are an
ingredient of calculi, that it is unnecessary for ns

to enter into any description of its properties,

further than to state that, when dried, it exists as

a yellowish white powder, which assumes a glisten-

ing appearance when rul)l)ed, and exhibits no signs

of crystallisation under the microscope; moreover,

the chemical dilllcnlties of detecting traces of this

substance are so great, that we shall not attempt
to describe its tests. It seems to be interniciliate

to uric acid and hypoxanthine,both in a chemical and
a i>hysiologio.al pomt of view. The composition of

uric acid is represented by tlie formula C',,|Il4N'406,

that of xanthine by UkiHjN^Oj, and that of hypo-

xanthine by C,jll4Nj(J._.. llic former two occur

siuudtancously, not only in the urine, but in the

spleen, the liver, and the brain ; while xanthine is

not only invariably nccomp.anied by larger or

smaller quantities of hypoxauthine, but the latter

can be made by the oxiihsing action of nitric acid

to yield a product from which xanthine (in j)lace of

hypoxauthine) may be obtained by a process of

reduction. Xanthine must be regarded as a higher

stage of oxidation of hypoxauthine, and a product
of the regressive metamorphosis of the tissues, which,
in the ordinary condition of the system, is excreted
in a more highly oxidised form of urea, uric acid, &e.

This substance is stated to have bi'en found by
Giibel in some oriental bezoai-s, extracted from the
intestines of certain ruminating animals. It is most
probable that the supposed bezoars were in reality

urinary calciUi.

XANTIII'PP^, the wife of Socr.ates, has
acquired the reputation of having been an arch-

termagant, doubtless not without some foundation.

It ought, however, to be remembered that her
n.aturally inlirni temper must have been not a little

tried by the small concern manifested by Socrates
in the regulation of his domestic atl'airs, which
appears occasionally to have made it ditiicnlt for

X. to ' make both ends meet.' Socrates himself, it

is known, had completely mastered his naturally

strong ajipetites and i>assions, and had acquired a
temper of ])erfect serenity. It is quite natural,

then, that contrast-lovers and story-mongers should,

as a foil, match so great a ))ractical phiIosoj)her

with a woman of such an imgoveruable temper as

X. is said to have been. She herself, if we can
trust I'lato, ajipcars to have really loved her
husbauil, and he at his death committcil her
tenderly to the care of his friends. JIany stories

are told of her, as of every other notable character

in history, to illustrate her pecidiar tendency, but

it is diliicidt to say how much credit ought to be
given them.

XANTHOIlRHiE'A. Sec Gr.v.ss Tkee.

XANTHO'XYLUM, a genus of trees and shrubs,

the ty]ic of the natunal order Xantlioxtjluriir, an
order closely allied to Jtutaoa; and chielly distin-

guished from it by imisexual flowers, including
more than 100 known species of trees and shrulis,

having opposite simple or pinnate leaves with
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pellucid dots, and no stipules, chiefly natives of

warm climates, and more jiarticularly of the warm
parts of America. The order is generally charac-

terised by pimsent and aromatic qualities, which
are strongly developed in the genus X. itself.

A', fraxineum, a North American species, a very

low, deciduous tree, with leaves somewhat like

those of the ash, common from Canada to Virginia,

is caUed Toothache 'Ikke, from the use made of

the hot acrid bark and capsules for the relief of

toothache. It is also in high repute in the United
States as a remedy for chronic rheumatism, for

which it is administered in the form of a i)Owder,

3

Xanthosylom fraxineum.

in doses of from ten grains to half a drachm three

times a day. Some of the species are popularly
called Peppep.s in their native countries, as in

India and Japan, where they are used as a substi-

tute for pepper. The bark of X. fraxineiun is a
powerful sudorific and diuretic, and other species

possess similar qualities; some are febrifugal, and
the seeds and unripe capsides of some are gratefidly

aromatic.—To the order Xanthfyxylacecs belong the
AiLAXTO (q. V.) and the White Ieon-wood ( Veprli
undulata) of the Cape of Good Hope, the wood of

which is very hard and tough, and is much used
for agricultural implements.

XA'NTHUS, the name of the capital of the ancient
Lycia. anciently called Arina, a city of the Tramilre,

or SoljTni, the primitive inhabitants. It lies at the
south-west corner of Asia Minor, and near the ^tI-

lage of Kounik. From the earliest historic times
to that of Croesus, the Lycians appear to have been
independent under native riders ; but after the fall

of Sardis and the capture of Croesus, the Persian
conqueror Cyrus sent an armj* for the conquest
of Lycia, led by Harjjagus, in 546 E.c. The most
desperate resistance was made by the Lycians,

and the people of X. burned themselves in their

citadel, rather than surrender to the conqueror, only
80 families surviWng the catastrophe. Keduced to

a Persian satrapy, they sent 50 shijjs to the expe-

dition of Xerxes against Greece, and contributed to

the revenues of Persia. Little is known of the

history of this town till the days of Alexander the
Great. Alexander took X., which is said to have
made as determined a resistance as it did on the
former occasion. In the war which ensued amongst
the successors of Alexander, Ptolemy took X. from
the garrison of Antigonus ; and the city subsequently

passed into the possession of the Ptolemies and

Seleucids. After the defeat of Antiochus, it was
ceded by the Komans to lihodes, but subsequently
had its liberties restored. In the c\\nl war be-

tween Brutus and the Triumvirs (4.'5 B.C.), X. was
taken by Brutus. The inhabitants a third time
dcstroj-ed themselves and their families, and few
survived the capture. From that time, X. belonged
to the Pioman Empire, and suffered in the earth-

quake in the reign of Tiberius ; but Lycia did not
lose all its freedom tiU the time of Claudius, who
reduced it to a province. X. w.ts situated 70
stadia, or 9 miles, from the sea, on t'.ic left bank of

the Sihres or Sibrus, the Greek Xanthus, or Yellow
Kiver, on a plateau of elevated ground, of nearly
rectangular sha])e, the elevated parts close to the
river rising 200 feet. The most remarkable edifices

in the city and its vicinity, . according to ancient
authors, were the Sarjiedonion, or Temple of Sar-

pedon ; that of the L}-cian ApoUo ; and Letoon, or
Temple of Leto. On tlie elevated ground, or Acro-
polis, stood the so-called Harpy Tomb, and an ancient
theatre of Greek workmanship ; while in the other
part of the city which lay to the east was a mixtiu'e

of Greek and Itomau buildings. The whole city and
its environs contained niunerous temples and tombs.
The iliscoveries of Sir C. Fellows in 183S revealed
the city of X., its temples and its monuments, and
they appear to faU into the following classes

:

1. The sepulchres of the early inhabitants, placed
inside the wall in shape of square columns, with
stei)-shaped bases, and sepulchral chamber on the
summit. The most remarkable of these is the
Har]iy Tomb, so called from the subject of the bas-
rehel's being the Harpies bearing ofl' the daughters
of Pandarus, king of Lycia—executed in a style

resembling the earliest efforts of oriental Greek art.

Another, with a frieze of hons and hunters in Persian
style, and the inscribed obelisk, with long Lycian
inscription and some Greek verses, apparently of the
time of Artaxerxes Longimanus, and made about
4CG B.C. 2. The tombs of the age of the Persian
subjection, with roof-shaped tops and ridges, and
imitation of woodwork, the sepulchral chamber for

the principal dead being at the summit, the others
in the middle and base, the sides ornamented with
reUefs of a later style of art. Of a later style, but
of more beautiful art, was the Ionic peristyle temple
or monument of 14 columns, with a solid ceila,

placed on a base or pedestal, both temple and base
ornamented with friezes, suj'posed to represent
the conquest of Lycia by Harpagus, and with
figures between the columns. The friezes repre-
sent hunts and feasts, the combats of Lycians
and Persians, and taking of the city of X. by the
latter—the whole treated in a style net unlike the
school of Pliidias and his successors. These sculp-
tures have been supposed to represent the exploits
of Haq^agus, or the suppression of the revolt of the
CUicians by a Lycian satrap, and to have been made
between 450 and .387 B.C. This temple was dis-

covered by Sir C. Fellows in 1840—1844.
The language found on the monuments of Lycia,

written in an alphabet of 23 letters, is an Aryan
dialect, distinguished by a prevalence of vowels.
The letters, with two exceptions, are archaic
Greek, and borrowed from by no means the
oldest form of that language. The syntax and
inflections are Aryan Indo-European, but many of
the roots are different from the languages of that
family, although certain words may be referred
to well-known equivalents—as r/oda, 'lord,' to the
Persian ; ledecme, ' son,' to the Slavonic ; and
lade, 'wife,' to the Anglo-Saxon. Some words,
too, resemble the Zend. The presence of many
Greek words barbarously transcribed can also be well
recognised in the different inscriptions, and some few
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flerived from thoir Persian conquerors—as r/Matrape,

or 's.itraji.' The inscriptimia are generally short

ami sepulchral, and follnw the ivcll-known formula

commonly used under the Itoman Empire, anil are

sometimes accompanied by Greek versions or trans-

lations, helping to explain the Lycian. One inscrip-

tion alone, recording; the exploits of one of the

family of the Harpagi after the battle of Eurymedon
(4G6 EX.). on the so-called obelisk of X., is of any
Icngtii. The langtiage seems to have lasted from
about the 5th c. ii.c. to the 1st c. a.d.—RawUnson,
Ilrrodotii.t, vol. i. ]>ii. 311, G7.'}; Si/nopsis of the Con-

tents of the British Museunj, lS5o, p. 105 ; Fellows,

Asia Minor (Lond. 1839) ; Ui.icoveries inLycia (18-U);

Birch in the Arcliaoloijia, vol. xx.x. pp. 176—204.

XAVIEK, St Fk.vncis, a celebrated missionary

of the Koman Catholic Church, was born of a noble

family at Xarier, in Navarre, April 7, 150G. Having
received his early education at home, he was sent,

when in his IStli year, to the college of Saiute Barbe,

at Paris, where he formed the acquaintance of

Ignatius de Loyola (q. v.), with whom he ulti-

mately became associated in the foundation of the

Jesuit Society. Under th.-it head will be found
detailed so much of his history as regards the first

establishment of the order, and the early labours of

its founders in Kome. It was while he was engaged
in these early labours of the society in Rome, that

X. attracted the notice of the representative of

John III. of Poi-tug.al at Rome, Govea, who sug-

gested to the king tlie idea of sending out members
of the new order as missionaries to the Portu-

guese colonies in the East. X. was chosen for this

piu-jiose in the place of Bobadilla, who had been
originally appointed, but w.os i)reventcd by sickness

from going on the expedition. Having sailed

from Lisbon, Ai>ril 7, 1541, and wintered at Moz-
ambique, he arrived at Goa, May C, 1542, and pre-

sented to the bishop his letters of authorisation from
the Pope Paul III. X.'s first proceeding, on finding

the excessively dejiraved condition of the European
Christians settled in India, was to endeavour, by
stirring up among them a spirit of penance and
religious fer\"our, to remove tne great obstacle to

the ellicacy of his preachin" to the n.ative popula-

tion, wliich was presented by the evil example of

the iirofcssing Christians of the colony. His efforts

in this preliminary reformation were eminently
BHCcessful, and he was equally blessed in his

labours among the pearl-fishing jiopulation of the

coast, from Cupe Comorin to the island of Manaar.
After a stay of more than a year in this region,

he returned to Goa, and with a fresh staff of assist-

ants, visited the kingdom of Travancore, where, in

the sjiace of a single month, he baptised 10,000

natives. Passing thence to Malacca, where he was
reinforced by three other Jesuit missionaries, sent

by Ignatius de Loyola in compliance ivith X.'s

earnest solicitatious, and having achieved great

success among the residents of the coast, he pro-

ceeded, in 1546, to the Banda Islands, to Amboyna,
and the Jlolucc.as. In all these places his success

was extraordinarj'. Having thus effected a first

estabUshment of the Gospel in many places, he
resolved to retrace his steps, and revisit the several

scenes of his preaching. He arrived at Malacca
in 1547, and thence by JIanassar, near Cape
Comoriu, where he stayed for some time, he
p.issed to the island of Ceylon, where he con-

verted the king of Kandy, with many of his

])eople. In May 154S, he returned a second time to

Go.a. His great object now was to carry out a pro-

ject for the conversion of the Japanese Empire,
which had been suggested to him by a Japanese of

high rank, whom he had attached to liimselt at

Malacca, and who accompanied him to Goa. This
1)38

.lapanesc, whom, with two of his domestics, he con-
verted and bai>tiscd, became a most valuable
au.\iliary. Through his aid, X. w.is enabled during
the voyage to acquire so much of the Japanese lan-
guage as enabled him to translate into Jap.ancse
and explain the Apo.stles' Creed; and .'dthough his

success in the first island which he visited was very
insignificant, yet at Eirando, and aftenvanls .at

Miako, his preaching was attended with extrafirdin-

ary fruits. At the latter jilace, he had failed

signally upon his first visit, which w.as made in a
very poor and humble guise ; but having returned
with a more imposing tr.ain, and under circumstances
of jjreater outward distinction, he obtained a ready
and favourable hearing, and made so la.sting an
impression that the mission which he founded con-

tinued to flourish for above 100 years, until the
final expulsion of Christianity from the Jap.ancse

Empire. His mission to .Japan occupied about two
.and a h.a!f years ; and in November 1551, ho s.ailcd

from Amanguchi for the purpose of returning to

Goa to organise a misiion to China. Touching at

Malacca, upon his voyage, he endeavoured to con-

cert with the governor an embassy in the name of

the king of Portugal, to China, under cover of which
he hoped to effect an entrance for his missionarj'

enterprise, but on his return from Goa to JI.al.acea,

he found a new governor, who was opposed to any
such attempt ; and he was obliged to adopt the
expedient of sailing in .a merchant-ship to the
island of Sancian, near Macao, which was at th.at

time the trading depflt of the Chinese with the
merchants of Portugal. From Sancian, X. , having
procui'cd a Chinese interpreter, hoped to induce one
of the native merchants to laud him secretly on the
coast ; but in this hope also he was baffled by the
fe.ars of the Portuguese, who dreaded for themselves
the vengeance of the Chinese authorities upon this

infr.action of the law. This disappointment, coupled
with the privations and labours to which he had
been exposed, brought on a violent fever, and under
the combined weight of mental depression and
physical sickness, this Christian hero sunk upon the

very threshold of what he had looked to as the

great enterprise of his life, in the island of Sancian

un the 22d December 15.52. His remains were con-

veyed to JIalacca, and thence with great solemnity

to Goa, March 15, 1554. Many miracles, attested

by numerous 'witnesses, were reported of X. in

almost all the stages of his career. Among these,

there have been some who reckoned the mir-

acidous gift of tongues. The evidence pf these
miracles was submitted to the usual process of

inquiry at Rome, and many miracles having been
established by the ordinary canonical ]>rocess,

X. w.as 'beatified' by P.aul V. in IGli), and
'canonised' by Gregory XV. in 1622, his festiv.al

being fixed upon the 3d December. His only

literary rem.ain3 are, a collection of Letters, in 5
books, Svo (Paris, IG.'Jl), and a Catechism, Avith

some short ascetic treatises. His Life, by P6re
Bouhours, was translated into English by IJrvden.

There is also a Latin LifebyTursellino (Rome, 1504);

and several in Italian, by Bartoli, Mallei, and
others. The most recent English contribution to

this interesting subject is that of Mr Venn.

XEBEC, an armed vessel of great speed, formerly

used by the Algerine corsairs. It carried three

masts, on which square or lateen sails could be set.

The bow and stern were remarkable for the small

angle they made with the water. The sides were
low, and the upper deck of great convexity, that

the water might readily flow off through the

scuppers. As this rendered them inconvenient for

walking on, gr.atings were laid at the sides of the

deck, to avoid the convexity. The crew walked dry
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on these gratings, while the water flowed out

underneath. Xebecs carried from 16 to 24 guns.

V\^

Xebec.

A few of these vessels—iinarmed—still sail the

ilediterranean as carriers of perishable goods.

XE'IflA, a handsome and flourishing town in

Ohio, U. S., and important railway junction,

on the Little Sliami Kiver, 65 miles north-east

of Cincinn.ati, the centre of a rich and populous
agricidtiiral district; it has a Lirge court-house,

jail, two newspapers, several churches. Pop. about
6000.

XEXO'CKATES, an ancient philosopher, was
born at Chalcedon 390 B.C., and died 314. At an
early .ige, he attached himself to Plato, and in

coiirse of time, was so much esteemed for his

proficiency in philosophy and high moral character,

that he was thought worthy of succeeding Speu-
sippus, Plato's successor, in the presidency of the
Academy. This post he filled most creditably for

25 years. He \vrote numerous treatises upon dia-

lectics, physics, and ethics, and drew with unusual
precision the boundaries between these three depart-

ments of philosophy. Of these works, merely the
titles have been preserved ; and what is known of

his doctiines is gathered only from notices of them
contained in various authors. He introduced into

the Academy, to a greater degree than before, the
mystic Pji^hagorean doctrine of numbers, in connec-
tion with the ideas of Plato. Zeus, the father,

nUing in heaven, he called Unity, as being uneven
number and spirit ; the AVorld-soul, which operates

through all things liable to motion and change, he
styled Duality. This di\-ine world-soid dwells in

the heavenly bodies, the Olympic gods, the elements

of nature, and also in terrestrial demons, whom he
regarded as intermediate between gods and men.
In his ethical teaching, he aimed at making the
Platonic doctrines more directly applicable to

ordinary life in individual cases, and pitched his

standard of excellence very high. He held that

virtue is in itself valuable, while other things are

only so conditionally, and that it extended to

thoughts as well as actions. He was himself of

irreproachable ch.aracter, of a well-balanced mind,
and temperate in his habits without cynicism.

His conversion of the youthful debauchee Polemo
into an earnest, virtuous man, and his disregard for

wealth, as shewn by his refusal of the oU'ers of

Philip and Alexander, are the best known incidents

in his long, usefid, and virtuous career.

XEKOTHANES, founder of the Eleatic School

of Philosophy, was bom at Colophon, in Asia Minor,
about 5S0 E. c, or, according to others, about 40 years

earlier. He spent the greater part of a life which
I

was prolonged beyond his 90th year, in banishment.
He passed many years in Sicily, and resided for some
time at Elea (whence adj. EUatic), in Lucania.

He composed many poems, historical, didactic, and
elegiac, which have all perished, except a few frag-

ments. He employed his poetry as the instrument
for disseminating his philosophical tenets. He was
the first to maintain the Eleatic doctrine of the
oneness of the universe ; and recognising clearly

the unity and perfection of the deity, he attacked
the prevalent mythology and the practice of attri-

buting to the godhead a human form and human
weaknesses. He was thoroughly in earnest, but
his logic was confused and contradictory. While
he held the existent to be identical with the deity,

and regarded it as the basis of phenomena, he also

maintained that the divine essence was neither

finite nor infinite, neither moved nor unmoved : not
finite, for then it must be limited by another,

whereas God is one; nor, on the other hand, infinite,

for only non-being is infinite, as haring neither

beginning, middle, nor end. The distinguishing

tenet of X. is his Monotheism ; and as a philosoiihical

rhapsodist, he sought to inculcate it, though he
failed to express it in a clear and system.atic

manner. His speculations are sceptical in then-

tendency, and appear to have had great influence

upon succeeding philosophers. His explanations of

physical phenomena were crude ; but one is recorded
in which he has anticipated modern geology. From
the shells and marine petrifactions found on moun-
tains and in quarries, he inferred that the surface

of the earth had risen gradually out of the se.a. In
the ISth c, Voltaire coiHd give no better explanation
of the fact of sea-shells being found on the moun-
tains of Spain, than the supposition that they were
the scaUop-sheUs dropped by pilgrims joiu-nej-ing

to and from the shrine of St James.

XE'NOPHOX, celebrated as a general, historian,

and philosopher, was born at Athens 445 E. c. At
an early age, he became a pupil of Socrates, and is

said to have been saved from death by that philos-

opher at the battle of DeUum. At the age of 40 or
thereabouts, he joined the exjjedition of the younger
CjTus against his elder brother, Artaxerxes Mnemon,
king of Persia. After the battle of Cunax.a, and
the treacherous massacre of the Greek generals, X.
played an important part in the adventurous retreat
known in history as the Pietreat of the Ten Thou-
sand; and it was his courage and conduct that
contributed mainly to its success. After ha%Tng
returned to Asia Jlinor, X. led a portion of his
forces upon a pillaging expedition, and amassed
wealth enough to enable him to live the life of a
country gentleman. Before retiring, he served
tmder AgesUaus, the Spartan general, against the
Persians; and at Coronea fought against his own
countrymen. Sentence of banishment had been
previously passed upon him at Athens, probably for
his share in the C3'rean expedition. His sympathies
were entirely Spartan. He soon afterwards settled
at Scillus, a small town near Olympia, in Elis, under
Spartan protection, where he lived upwards of 20
years, occupying himself with hunting, agriculture,
and writing. He is not mentioned as having ever
returned to Athens, though his sentence of banish-
ment was repealed, and his two sous were in the
Athenian division which aided the Spartans at
Mantinea. At last, X. was driven from his retreat
at Scillus by the Eleans, and took refuge in Corinth,
where he probably died, 359 B.C. His works are
numerous, and to judge by their titles and number,
all extant. His style is simple, elegant, but rather
monotonous and deficient in vigoiu-. As a philos-
opher, he holds no very high rank. He possessed
excellent practical talents, was a humane, sensible,
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religions man, Ijut seems to Iiave had neither genius

nor t:iste for si)eculative pliilosopliy. Ilia iiriiicipal

works are tlie Aiiahiisls, or narrative of Cyrus's

exiieilition, and the lletreat of the Ton Thonsanil

;

a History of (Jreoce in continuation of Thueyilitlcs
;

the CfiropcT'f'nt^ or eilucation of Cyrns the J'ililor—

a

sort of ]inlitioal romance, iii wliioli t'yrus is drawn
as tlie nioili'l iif a wise and i,'ood ruler. In the latter

worlj, X. clearly shews Ids lueference of a well-

regulated munarcliy to the democracy of his native
country. lie wrote besides, the Iteminiscences
{MemnrnhUia) of Socrates, a series of dialogues

intended to refute the charges n])n!i which that

I>hiloso]iher was executed ; also treatises on Hunting,
on the Horse, the Keveuues of Athens, and Domestic
Economy.

XERXES I. (the name is perhaps akin to San-
scrit h.ihdtrn, king), king of I'crsia, was the elilest

son of I)ari\is and his second wife Atossa, and was
appointed successor by his father, in iireference to

Artabazaues, his eldest son by his first wife whose
children were all born befoi-e Darius became king.

Darius died in the beginning of the year 4S.5 I!, r., in

the midst of his preparations for a third exiiedition

against Greece. X., after h.aving subdued the rebel-

lious Egyjjtians, and aiipointed his brother Aeha;-
menes governor, gave his whcde attention to the
eomjiletion of the jireparatiuns begun by his father,

which occupied nearly four years. Immense Imrdes
of men were gathered together from all parts of the
vast I'ei'sian lOmpire, from the ste]ipes of Central

Asia, from the banks of the Indus and its tributaries,

and from the interior of Africa ; an enonnous licet

was furnished by the Pho-'uicians and other mari-
time nations subject to Persia ; stores of iirovisions

sutlieient to support the immense army were col-

lected at dilt'erent points along the intended rrjute

of march. A bridge of boats, an English mile in

length, under the superintendence of Egyptians and
Pha-nicians, was built across the Hellespont. The
bridge, however, was destroyed by a storm, on which
(according to the lireck historians) X. ordered the
heads of the engineers to be cut oil', and w.oa so

enr.agod at the rebellious and disresjiectful sea, that

he ordered .'i(M) lashes to be a<lministered to it, and
a set of fetters to be cast into it. Another bridge,

consisting of a double line of bo.ats, was built ; and
a canal was cut through Mount Athos, at the jioint

of the peninsula of Acte in Macedonia, on which
the lleet of Mardonius had been wrecked in 402 V..C.

The jireparations were completed in 481 n. o., and
in the autumn of that year, X. arrived at Sardis,

where he wintered. In the spring of the following

year, the vast assemblage began to march towards
the Hellespont ; and, aceortling to Heroilotns, it

took seven days and nights to march across

the bridge. After crosing the Hellespont, the
march was continued along the Tliraeian coast

towards Doriscus on the Hebrus, where a halt was
made on a Large plain, and the army numbered. The
licet drew up near to Doriscns. According to Herod-
otus, the whole number of lighting-men, military

and naval, amounted to nearly 2,5110,000, and the

Hett consisted of 1207 shi]is of .war, besides 3(100

smaller vessels. These numbers were considerably
increased during the march between Doriscus and
Thermopyl.e by the Thraeians, Macedonians, Mag-
nesi,ans, and other nations thnnigh whose territories

X. passed on his way to (I recce. Herodotus sup-

poses that the number of cami)-follower3, exclusive

of eunuchs and women, would amount to more than
that of the lighting-men ; so that, according to him,
the whole number of peo])le assembled on this occa-

sion Would be considerably over C,0UO,00O, a nnmber
greater than the entire jiopulation of Ireland. This
number is doubtless greatly exaggerated ; still,

3U0

it cannot be doubted that this was one of the greatest
nuiltitudcs ever brought together for any purpose
under the sun. (irote, who discredits the immense
numbers given by Herodotus, nevertheless says : 'We
may well believe that the nundjcrs of Xerxes were
greater than were ever assendiled in ancient times,
or jierhajis at any known cjiocli of history.' This
immense f(nce moved on without resistance throu"h
submis.sive nations till it re.ached Thermopyla; (i|. v.),

where it was brought to a stand by the army
of I.eonid.as (q. v.). Although the Greeks were
entirely defeated and slain, it was not without heavy
loss to the Persians. On the same day, and on the
third d.ay after, the I'ersian licet, wliieh had ]ire-

viously sulTercd severely from a storm, was defeated
with heavy loss by the Greeks off Cape Artemisium
in Enbiea. X. continued his march on to Athens
through Phocis, wliieh he laid w.oste, and lluotia,

whose inhabitants joined him, with the exception of

those of Plata'aaudThes]iia, which cities he burned.
A detachment which he sent to attack Delphi met
with a signal defeat. When X. arrived .at Athens
(in the summer of 480, tliree months after crossing
the Hellespont), ho found the city deserted, the Athe-
nians having sent their families to Tnezen, yEgina,
anil Salamis. Athens was destroyed. Meantime
the two fleets bad sailed round from Knboa and
taken up their positions in the narrow str.ait between
Sal.amis and the Attic coast, where the famous nav.d
b.attle of Salamis took place (Se])tember 4S0 ii. <•.).

Sec Sai.amis. X. witnessed the light from a lofty

throne which he had caused to be erected on one of

the slopes of Jilouut ^Egalcus,

' The roclcy brow
Which looks o'er sea-born Balaniis.'

X. was a]ip.arcntly confounded at the unexpected .and

inglorious result of all his mighty preparatiinis for

the oN'erwhelmiiig of Greece, and becoming alarmed
for his personal safety, lied, nnilcr an escort of 60,000
men, with all haste towards the Helles])ont, which
he reached in 45 days. The bridge of boats having
been again destroyed by a storm, he crossed over to

the Asiatic co,ast in a vessel. Mardonius was left

with ;i00,000 men to carry on operations in Greece.
In 479 v.. c, the Greeks defeated Mardonius in the
famous battle of Plata'a (fj. v.), and on the same day
gained another victory over the Persians at Mye;de
in Ionia. Next year (478 b. c), the Persians lost

their last possession in Europe by the capture of

Sestos on the Hellesi)ont. The w.ar was continued
for a few years longer, though the struggle was now
virtually at an end. Little more is known of the
personal history of X., except that, in 405 li.c, ho
was murdered liy Artabanus, who aspired to the
throne, and w.as succeeded by his son Artaxcrxes.
From all that is known of X., he appears to

have been utterly ignoble in character, vain-

glorious, licentious, cruel, cowardly—the \ery
/kuu-'uImI, in short, of the worst kind of eastern
potentate. His history would be scarcely worth
recording were it ncjt for his connection with
Greek history. His famous invasion was muler-
taken apparently for no other purjiose than to

gr.atify a weak-minded vanity, which was delighted
with the idea of being able to assendjle at one time
'ships by thousands' and 'men in nations,' who
were at the mercy of his un]uincipled ca[)ricc.

XIMENES, FKASCI.S DE CI.SXEItO.S, by
which latter name he is commonly called in .Spain,

the well-known st.att-sman, .archbishop, an<l cardinal,

was bom of a humble family .at 'J'orrelaguna, in

('.astile, in 14o7. He w.as e<luc.ated .at Alcala de
Hen.arcs, Salamanca, and finally Pome, where he
obtained from the jmpe n provisi<uial or prosjiective

nomination to a prebend in the cathedral of Toledo.
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The archbishop, resisting the jiapal claim of ' jiro-

visor,' refused to admit X. ; and on his persistini; in

his claim, put him in prison, \vhere he was detained
for a long period. On his release, he was named
Vicar-general of Cardinal ilendoza at Siguenya

;

but he gave u]) this preferment, and entered the

Franciscan order in 14S2. His reputation for

piety and learning, led ti'.e rpieen, Isabella, to choose

him, in 1492, for her confessor ; and three yeai's

afterwanls, to name him Archbishop of Toledo—

a

dignity which he refused to accept untd he received

an express command from the pope. Having yielded

in the end, he continued as archbishop the life of

mortificatiou and austerity which he had practised

in his monastery; and he applied to purposes of

religion, charity, and public utility the whole of the

princely revenues of his see. As confessor and
confidential adWser of the queen, X., during the

lifetime of Isabella, was the guiding spirit of

Sijanish affairs ; and on her death in 1504, he held

the balance between the parties of Ferdinand and
Philip of Burgmidy, husband of Joanna, the heiress

of the crown. On the death of Philip in 150(5, X.
was appointed Fiegent, in consequence of the inca-

pacity of Joanna and the absence of Ferdinand,

and conducted the affairs of the kingdom tlirongh

a most critical time with consummate skill and
success. In l.'iOT, he was created Cardinal; and in

the following year, he organised, at his own expense,

and himself accompanied as commander, the cele-

brated expedition, consisting of 10,000 foot and
4000 iorse, for the conquest of Oran, on the African

coast. Ferdinand died in January 151(3, and on his

deathbed named X. Kegent of Spain till the arrival

of his grantlson Charles ; and although the grandees

had organised an opposition as well to himself as to

the royal authority, X., by his ])rompt and able

dispositions, overawed them into submission ; and
subsequently, by the same exercise of \igour and
determination, quelled the incipient revolt of

Xavarre. In order to the better consolidation of

the royal authority in Spain, X. urged very strongly

the speedy visit of Charles, who stUl lingered in his

Flemish principality ; but it was not till after the

lapse of a year and a half, that the king decided on
his journey ; and meanwhile, the enemies of X. had
so worked upon his jealousy and pride, that he
took the ungracious and ungratefid coiu-se of lUs-

missing his faithful, but, as he feared, too powerful

servant. X. had set out to meet the king, and
although labouring under gi-eat intinnities, continued

to prosecute his journey, when he was seized with

a mortal illness at Branguillas, near Aranda de
Duero, where he died, November 6, 1517.

As a statesman and administrator, the reputation

of Cardinal X. is deservedly of the very highest.

The social and political revolution which he elfected

in brealdng down the feuilal jjower of the nobles,

has often been compared with the analogous change
WTOught in France by IlichelieiL But the revolu-

tion of X. was, at least in its results, rather in the

interest of the people than, like that of Car-

dinal r.ichelieu, of the cro«ii ; and while it

freed the sovereign from the unworthy position

of dependence on the nobility, it established

the municipalities and the communal representa-
tives in the enjoyment of certain well-detined and
undoubtedly substantial privileges and immunities.
His munificence as a patron of religion, of letters,

and of art, lias been the theme of praise in every
history of his time. The university of Aleala de
Henares, which he planned, organised, erected, and
endowed, was a marvel of enlightened munificence
in such an age, and m.ay compare advantageously
with even the most princelj' foimdations of the most
enlightened times. His Complutensian Polyglot

(q. v.), besides being the first of its class, was, consider-
ing the resources of the period, perhaps the grandest
in conception among the projects of its own order

;

and the perseverance with which, during the long
period of fifteen j'ears devoted to its preparation,

he watched and directed its progress, is an evi-

dence that it originated from a genuine love
of sacred learning, rather than a passing impulse of

liter.ary enthusiasm. The cost of this gigantic
undertaking amounted, on the whole, to 80,000
ducats. His expenditure on churches, hospitals,

schools, convents, and other works of religion and
benevolence, was on a scale of corresponding muni-
ficence. He maintained thirty poor persons daily

at his own cost, and he rcgidarly set apart one half

of his income to the uses of charit}'.— See Hefele's

Der Cardinal Ximenes Jind die kirchliclitn Zu-
stiinde Spaniens am Ende dci 15, und Aiifanije dus

10 Jahrhiinderts (Tubingen, 1S51).

XYLOI'DIX is a substance which is precipitated

in the form of a white powder, insoluble in water,
alcohol, and ether, when w.atcr is freely added to a
solution of starch in cold nitric acid. Its composi-
tion is not determined with positive certainty, but
it is probably starch, Cj„H,„Oii,, in which either one
or two atoms of hydrogen are replaced by a corre-

sponding number of atoms of peroxide of nitrogen,

NO4. According to Professor Miller, there is a sub-

stitution of two atoms, so that the formida represent-

ing xyloidin is Ci.HjjXOj);©,^ It explodes when
sharply strack, and burns with violence at o56".

By the action of reducing agents, it is agaiu con-

verted into starch-

XY'LOL (Gr. xylon, wood) is an oily aromatic
fluid with a strong refractive power, and boiling at

about 2{jo°. Its composition is represented by the
formula C,„H,f, and it is regarded as the hj'dride of

a non-isolated radical, C'ibH,, to which the name
Xytyl is given. Xylol, mixed with toluol, cumol,
and cymol, is found amongst the oils which are
separated fi-om crude wood-spirit by the addition of

water.

XYLO'PHAGA (Gr. wood-eaters), a family of

Cok-opkra, of the section Teliamcm, nearly resem-
bling weevils, but differing from them in the want
of a beak. They have short antenna;, thickened
towards the tips, and sometimes leafy from the
base. The species are numerous, and are arranged
in many genera. They mostly live in wood, on
wiiieh they feed, both in their perfect and larval
states. Some of them are very destructive to trees

and timber. See Bark Beetle and Scolyt(.'s.

Some of the X. live in fungi, and feed on them.
3U1



THE last letter but one of tlio English

alphabet, is derived from the Greek r
(ti). It liad no jjlace in the earlier

Latin ali>habet, and only eanie into use

by Konian -m-iters in the time of Cicero

in spelling words borrowed from the

jrreek. In the Greek of the classical aj;e,

>/J^ " (T) no longer retained its pristine power
-<K (Ital. u or Eng. oo), but had degenerated into

a sound like the French i(, or even nearer to

i (ee) ; it could not therefore be represent<?d by the

Koman u or i.% which had remained (and remains

yet in modern Italian) undegeneratcd, and thns was
appended to the lloman alphabet as a new character.

Its use iu native Latin words, as syha for silva,

mtyra for salira, is an error of modern editors.

Italian has no ;/, but uses i instead, as sinfonia, sym-
phony. The other modern languages of Europe have

not only retained it in spelling words of Greek origin,

but some of them substitute it for i in native words,

generally in a very capricious manner. German
orthography has recently been purged of this abuse

;

and iu l)utch, where it had always the sound of

English i (at), the double character ij is now written.

In English, it is >ised to represent the semi-conso-

nantal power of i ovj (see I and J) in the beginning

of a word and before anutlier vowel, as yoke = Lat.

iuijum or jugum = Ang.-8ax. iuc; young = Ang.-

Sax. ioiig = Ger. jttiig. It has been suggested that

the practice of writmg ?/ at the end of a word
instead of i, while we rejilace it by i on adding a
syllable (e. g., lovihj, lovelier), may have arisen like

the habit of giving a tail to the last unit of tlie

Koman numerals (e. g., ij, iiij), in the wish to give a

kind of linish to the word anil please the eye. The
wotdd-be antique si)elling y, ;/', for t/ic, tliaf, is a

bUuulcr, arisiug from mistaking the Ang.-Sax. )>

(= th) for a y.

YABLONOr JIOTJXTAIXS, a name that has

long had a place in the geograpliy of the north-east

of Asia, designating a range of mountains which are

found to have no existence, the locality in which

they were supposed to be jilaced being an imdulat-

ing plateau.

YACHT is a small vessel constructed so as best

to insure strength, elegance, and siieed, and exclu-

sively enijiloyed for pleasure-saihng. Vessels of

this sort were lirst constructed in this country

in IGO-t, at which date a yacht v,-as built by

tlie king's master-shipwright for Henry, eldest

son of James I. of England ; the idea nf such a ves-

sel being taken from the Dutcli, among whom they

had been employed for some time previous. From
this time, yachting, steadily ])atronised by royalty,

became a favourite pastime of the nobility and

gentry, and is now so general, that there are no

fewer than .SO yacht clubs iu the United Kingdom,
possessmg 1200—1300 yachts. ThiB amusement is

encouraged by government, mainly because it

supplies an excellent training for seamen, who in

time of war become available for the royal navy,

while in time of peace they are no burden on the
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national treasury ; and accordingly, yachts nro
allowed to bear the ensign of the royal navy, sup-
plemented by the s))ecial flag granted by the
Admiralty to each club, and to relit and revictual

iu the royal dockyards. The oldest yacht club in

the United Kiugdom is the lioynl Carl; whicli,

under the title of the 'Water Club of Cork,' is

known to have existed as earl}' as 1720; and the
next in order of seniority is the Eoyal Yachl Sr/uail-

ron, founded in Juno 1S15, and having its head-
quarters at Cowes, Isle of Wight. The club wliich

stands fii'st as to the number of its members and
yachts is tlie Jioyal Thames Yaclit Cluh, which was
founded in 1S23, and has its head-quarters iu

London. Of tlio other clubs in this country, .'{

belong to Scotland (2 to Glasgow, and 1 to Eilin-

burgh), 4 to Ireland (1 to Queenstown, 1 to Kings-
town, 2 to DubUn Bay), and the rest to England,

being mostly located on the Thames, the channels

between Southampton and the Isle of Wight, or

along the north coast of Wales, from Liverpool to

Holyhead. Half of these clubs have been founded
since 1S40. Yachting is gaining ground in foreign

countries and in the British possessions, the United
States ranking next to Great Britain and Irehiiul in

the number aiul importance of her yacht chdia

(the chief of wliich is the New York Yacht Club)

;

and HoUanil, Belgium, France, Australia, Bernmda,
Canada, and Bussia have similar associations.

The jninciiilcs adopted in the construction of

yachts have fluctuated greatly, from the simple

unpretending rig, small tonnage, and clumsy bndd
of the early yachts of the Boyal Cork Club, to the

immense canvas area, larger size, and long naiTow
builil of the yacht of the present time. The yacht
of the early part of the century Avas built with a
fine run aft, and a blnfl' bow ; but about 20 years

ago, tliis stylo was supplanted by increased sliarp-

ness of bows and stern, a raking (slanting upwards
and backwards) stern-post, more depth, the draught
aft double of that forward, great fineness of tlio

water-lines, narrow beam, and immense sails. The
effect of these changes was a great increase of

speed, attended, however, with certain defects : one

of which Wiis that the dnninished breadth of beam
injuriously affected buoyancy, and the yachts con-

sequently were more lialjlo to be wetted in a lieavy

sea. In 1S51, the hollow manner in which the

crack yachts of the principal clubs in Enghand
were beaten by the yacht America of the New
York Y'achting Club, shewed their owners and
builders that they had still much to learn in

the way of improvement ; and with few excep-

tions, they wisely took the lesson. Tlie Amcriea
ha<l great breadth of beam, comjiaratively little

deptli inside, an upright stern-post, extremely

sharp entrance, and fine water-lines, and (the most
remarkable feature) her maximum breadth con-

siderably abaft the centre. With the exception

of the great breadth of beam, and little depth

inside, all the other characteristic jioints of the

American yacht were adopted by the builders of

yachts in this countrj' ; the difference between the
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draught aft and forward was diminished ; and the
result of these changes has shewn that they were
great improvements.
The materials used in the buildinc; of yachts

are wood, iron, and steel ; wood aloue, wood
and iron together, ii'on alone, and steel alone,

being the various ways in which the materials are

employed. Y'^achts built of wood, or of wood and
iron, are generally coj^jiered, to protect the planking,

and seciire the smoothness of surface essential to

speed. The considerations which determine the
relative length, breadth, depth, &c., are treated of

under Ship-euildino. Considerable stimulus is

given to improvements in constniction by tlic umn-
erous prizes which are offered for competition by the
various yacht clubs, and which amount to about
£7000 annually. These small, but powerfully built,

and thoroughly sea-worthy vessels have travei-sed

every sea on the globe ; numbers make trips to

Norway and the Mediterranean ; a few visit America
and the Indian and Southern Oceans ; and one or two
have cii'cumnavigated the globe. Some of the most
remarkable performances of yachts are the voyage
from Kew Y'ork to Liverpool of the Charter Oak,
13 tons, in 36 daj-s ; that of the Sylvie, 205 tons,

from Halifax to Ha\Te, in IGJ days ; those of the
Inca, Katinka, and Vivid, 25 tons each, from Eng-
land to Australia ; and the great Atlantic yacht-race
from Kew Y'ork to Cowes, in December 1SG6, which
was won by the Henrietta, 205 tons, after a voyage of

14 days. Y'achts may be diWded, according to the

style of their rig, into Cutters (q. v.), fore-and-aft

and square topsail Schooners (q. v.), and Y^awls

{q. v.). The tonnage of these vessels is very vaiial^le,

ranging from 3 to 420 tons in Britain, the average
tonnage being 30—50 tons. There are also steam-
yachts belonging to the various clubs, but they are

too insignificant in number to require more than
mention. The Victoria andAlbert anAthe Fairy,\mi\i

belonging to her JIajesty, are specimens of this class.

Y'AJNAVALKYA is the reputed author of tlie

S'atapatha-Brahman'a (see Yojiirveda, under Veda),
and of a Dharmas'iistra, or law-book (see Sansckit
Literature, sec. Law). His name jioints to his

being a descendant of Yajnavalka ; and, according
to ti'adition, ho was also a descendant of Vin'u'dmitra

(q. v.), and belonged to a branch of the Kus'ikas.

He seems to have occupied an influential position

at the court of King Janaka of Videha. Nothing
certain, however, is as yet kuo^vn regariUng the age
at which he lived.

Y''AK [Bos (irunnicns), a species of ox found in

Tibet, and domesticated there. It is r.inked by
Colonel Hamilton Smith in the genus Hison, along
with the Bison, Gaur, and Gayal, and by Mr Gray
in the new genns Pocphagits. The wild yak of

Central Asia is the largest native animal of Tibet,

and is found only near the limits of perpetual

snow, desccniling into the higher wooded valleys

in winter, and ascending in simimer to the pastures

of short grass and ca7'ice.s, some of which arc at

an elev.ation of 17,000 feet above the sea. It is

hunted by large dogs, and is very fierce, falling

upon an adversary not only \nth its homs but with
its chest, and crushing him by its weight. It is

generally blaclc The yak has been dcimestio.ated

from tiuie immemorial, and forms groat part of the
wealth of the inliabitants of the higliest and coldest

regions of Central Asia. The domesticated yak is

about the height of an English ox, which it much
resembles also in figure of Ijody, head, and legs. It

is covered all over, however, with a thick coat of

h^ng silky hair, hanging down like the fieece of a
sheep. The head is rather short; the eyes large

and beautiful; the horns not very large, sjireadiug.

taper'mg from the base, a little turned back at tlie

tijjs, a space between them on the forehead covereil

with a mass of curling hair ; the nose is smooth and
convex, the nostrils small. The neck is short ; the
withers high and arched ; the rump is low ; the

legs are short. Over the shuidders there appears a
bunch somewhat like that of the zebu, but it con-

sists only of long hair. The hair of the whole ridge

of the back is long and erect, but not harsh. The
tail is covered with a prodigious quantity of lonj
flowing hah', descending to the hock, and has much

w:

Yak (Bos grunniens').

the appearance of a large bunch of hair artificially

attached. Not a joint of it is visible. From the
chest, between the fore-legs, issues a large pointed
tuft of long hair. The hair of the shoiddcrs, rump,
and upper parts of the body is comparatively tliick

and short ; l.nit th.at of the lower parts is long and
straight, hanging below the knee, and sometimes
even to the groiuid. Y'aks exhibit great variety of

colours ; but black and white are the most prevalent.

It is not uncommon to see the long hair on the ridge

of the back, the tail, the tuft on the chest, and the

legs below the knee white, whilst aU the rest is jet

black. The groat quantity of hair, e\-idently a
protection against the cold of the climate for which
it is destined, gives the yak an appai'ent size far

beyond the reahty.

The }-ak docs not low like an ox, but utters a short

grunting soimd like a ])ig, as the expression either

of uneasiness or of satisfaction.

It delights in steep and rocky places. Hcoker, in

his Himalayan Journal, describes tiie calves as 'the
drollest of animals, lilce ass-colts in their antics,

kicking <ip their short hind-legs, whisking their
bushy tails in the .air, rushing up and' down the
grassy slo]ies, and climbing like cats to the top of

the rocks.' The yak is capable of becoming very
tame. The Tibetan girls call the yak cows by a
pecidiar cry to be milked.
The miUc of the yak is very rich, and the curd

made of it is much used by the Tibetans, both fresh
and dried, often powdered into a kind of meal. The
butter made from yak-milk is excellent, and is pro-

served for a long time in the dry and cold climate of

Tiljct in bladders. It is an important article of

Tibetan commerce. The flesh of the yak is of the
finest quality; that of the calves is much superior

to ordinary veal. Y'ak flesh is often dried in the sun
by the Tibetans, and eaten raw. The yak is never
used for tillage or draught, but is ' verj' nnich cm-
ployed as a beast of burden, and travels at a slow
pace twent}' miles a day, where no other beast of

burden could well be emplojeiL The lazy and
luxurious Iama3 of Tibet often ride upon it, an
attendant leading the animal. The hair is spun
into ropes, and made into coverings for tents. The
soft fur on the hump and shoulders is made into a
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fine .111(1 stronj; cloth. Cips, jackets, cloaks, and
blankets are nia<lc of the slciii with the hair on.

The taili! arc the c/micrieji, or lly-llapiiers, iispil in all

parts of India, aiitl which are to be seen p.artienlarly

on all occasions of state and parade, and soinetiiues

in the hands of the meaueat of grooms, sometimes of

the highest otiiecrs of state.

There is much reason to think that the yak
deserves a degree of attention which it h.ia not yet

received. It is still coutined to its native recrion,

whereas it is proljably adapted to increase the pro-

ductiveness and wealth of many parts of the worM.
It seems extremely suitable to Xorway, Iceland, and
other northern countries, and perhiip.i might be
advantageously introduced into the >Iighlands of

Scotland. Its hair is probably lit for other textile

jmrposes than those to which it has been ajiplied by
the rude Tibetans.

YAKSHA is, in later Hindu Mythology, the
name of a kind of demigods, who especially attend
on Kuvera, the god of riches, and aae employed iu

the care of his garden and treasures. According to

the ^'ishn'u-Purilii'a, they were produced by the
god Brahman, as beings emaciate with hunger, of

hideous aspect, and with long beards ; but Brahmauic
poetry generally represents them as inoticnsive, and
iu the Jlcghaduta of K;iUd:isa (q. v.), it is a Yaksha
banished from his wife who uttera the most poetical

thoughts, and is capable of the tenderest feelings.

The BuiUUiists, on the contrary, describe them in

some of their legends as cruel demons, who feast on
serpents and human corpses, and when tilled with
the Uesh they have devoured, indulge in lierce com-
bats ; but in others, again, as beings who also delight

iu dances, songs, and amusements, and sometimes
even enter the paths that lead to nirviiii'a. In

Buddhist legends, they also possess the power of

raising storms, and altogether occupy a far more
lirommeut position than is allowed them in the
Brahmauic pantheon.—See E. Buriiouf, IiUmductiou
di'JIisluiie du BuddliUme Indicn (I'aris, lS-14) ; the
same author's translation of Le Lotus de la Jionne

Loi (I'aris, IS.')^); and Spence Hardy's Manual of
BuddliUiii (Loiul. 1Sj3).— The Yakshas of the
Brahmauic mj-thology have wives, Yakshis, who
sometimes appear in tlie train of Umi (q. v.).

YAKUTSK. See Jakutsk.

YALE COLLEGE, an institution of learning in

New Haven, Connecticut, U. S., founded in 17IH) as

the collegiate school of the colony of Connecticut,
under the trusteeship of the ten princijial ministers
of the colony, who each contributed a gift of books.

It was first established at S.aybrook, and in 1710
removed to Xew Haven. Among its early patrons
were tioveruor Yale, wlioso name it bears, and Bishop
Berkeley. Of its four faculties, the meilical was
founded in ISl."!, the theological and legal in 18'22,

and the scientitic iu 1846. Its government consists

of the governor of the state, six senators, its presi-

dent, and ten ministers. The library has 4<J,0(JO

viils. ; the libraries of two literary societies, 12,0U0

vols. each. There is a geological and mineralogieal

cabinet of 30,000 specimens, and the college has the

historical pictures and portraits of Trumbull. It

has 45 instructors, COO students, and has had nearly
7U00 graduates.

YA3I (Dioscorco), a genus of plants of the natural
order Dioscoreacccc, diistinguished by an inferior

ovary and membranous winged fruit. The species

are mostly tropical, natives of the Hast and West
Indies, &c. They have tuberous roots and herb.a-

ceous twining stems. The great fleshy roots of some
of them are very much used as an article of food,
in the same way that potatoes are in more tem-
perate climates. They contain much starch, and
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geucr.illy become soniewh.at mealy and pleasant to
the taste when boileil. This, however, is not the
ca-io with .all : the roots of JJ. Iriji/ii/lhi, D. dinno-
mini, D. rhom, and sevcr.il other species with ter-

nate leaves arc verj- nauseous even when boiled, and
are poisonous. The tubers of all the yams contain
an acrid substance, which, however, is ilissipated by
boiUng, except in the sjiecies with componml havis.
The WiNOEi) Yam {D. alata) is an article of fo.id in

ilaily use in the .South Sea Islands. The roots are
I.^—3 feet long, and often .30 lbs. in weight, with .1

brownish or bl.ick akin, juicy and reddish within.
They vary exceedingly in form. The stem, which
is winged, twines up tall poles which are jirovided

for it by the cultivator; the leaves are between
heart-shaped and arrow-shaped. Two or three small
tubers are generally found in the axils of the leaves.

It is supposed that this sjiecies may be the original

of most, or jierhaps all, of the yams cultivated in

the tropical parts of Asia, Africa, and America—as

the Couuuon Yam of the West Indies (D. saliva).

Cumuiou Yam (Dioscorea saliva).

which luos a round stem and heart-shaped leaves;

D. huUn/na, in which the tubers in the axils of the
leaves att.ain the size of apples ; the Prickly Yam (U,
aculeain'', which has a prickly stem, and a fascicu-

lated, tuberous root ; JJ. gtohos'i, the most esteemed
yam of India, whicli has very fragrant flowers, and
roots -white internally ; 1). rul/tlia, another Indian
kind, with tubers sometimes 3 feet long, tinged
with red below the skin ; &c. The species are

not well .ascertained. Yams are jiropagated by
me.ins of tlieir tubers ; tl:e small axill.ary tubers, or

the small tubers produced at the base of the stem
around the neck of the large tuber, being used for

this purjiose.—A species of yam {D. Balafas) h.aa

recently been brought frnni the tcmpenate jiarts of

China, where it ajipears to have been long in culti-

vation, and is found to succeed well in France. It

is hardy enough to endure the climate even of

Scotkand without injury; but the he.at of the

summer is not sufficiently great and long-c<mtinued

for its jirofitable growth, so that, in general, the

jilant merely lives, without ])roducing a large tulier.

The rfiot is of very fine quality, and attains a very
considerable size. The stem requires the support of

a pole, round which it tmnes ; the leaves are more
elongated and acuminated than those of the West
Indian j-ams ; the root strikes perpendicularly

down into the ground, and forms its tuber often at

a very considerable depth, which is sometimea
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inconvenient to the cultivator ; but this is prevented

by putting a slate under it.

YAMA, the Hindu god, -who, at the epic and
Puran'ic period of Hinduism (see Isbia, sec. Kdi-
(jion), is the sovereign of the Manes, and the judge

of the dead, is, in the hymns of the R'igveda, a son

of Vivas'wat and Saran'yd, and a twin-brother of

Yami, whose desire to become his wife he resists.

His father is sometimes also called the Gandharva

;

and he is further represented there as possessing

two four-eyed dogs, which guard the road to his

abode (see J. Jluir, ' Yama and the Doctrine of a
future Life, according to the E'ig-, Yajur-, and
Atharva-vedas,' in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic

Hociely, Xew Series, 1865, vol. i. p. 287, ff.). The
idea represented by these mysterious deities has
been differently understood. Professor Roth takes

Vivas'wat for the light of heaven, Saran'yii for the

daric storming cloud, and Y. and Yami as repre-

senting the first human pair—the originators of the

race, or the Vedic Adam and Eve produced by the

union of the damp vapour of the cloud and the

heavenly light. The Vedic hymns, however, do not

afford the slightest groimd for such a fantastical

iutei'pretation of these names ; and as regards that

of Y. and Yami, tliey discoimtenance it even dis-

tinctly by describing Y. as resisting the sexual
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Yama.

aUiance with his sister. Professor Max MUller
understands Yivaa'wat to represent the sky ; Sar-

««'>/((, the dawn ; 1'., the day; and l'a;H(, the night

{Lectures on the Science of Languofje^ 2d Series,

Lond. 1864, p. 509, ff.). But this interpretation,

too, is open to the strongest doubts, inasmuch as

there is no valid ground for identifying the luminous
deity Vivas'wat with the sk}', or Saran'yii (from

saran'a, going, moving) with the dawn. It seems
more probable that the phenomena symbolised by
this myth are not of a luminous, but of an aerial

character ; the kindred myth of a luminous charac-

ter being that of the As'wins, who are likewise

the twin progeny of Vivas'wat and Saran'yfi, or

rather of Vivas'wat and 'a form similar to that

of Saran'yii,' and who represent the transition from
darkness to light, and the inseparable duality pro-

duced by the intermingling of both (see J. Muir,
' Contributions to a Knowledge of the Vedic The-
ogony and Mj-thology, No. 2,' in the Journal of
the Boyal Asiatic Society, vol. ii. 1866). For as

Vivajitcat, 'the expanding,' probably implies the

firmament ' expanding ' to the sight through the

approaching light, Uandharva, as usual, the solar

fixe, and Saran'yd, the dark and cool 'air' (the

4S8>

moving element), Y. and Yami seem to represent
the current of air produced by the effect of the
solar heat emanating from the firmament on the
cool air of the night, when the antagonism between
the warm and cold air of which this current con-
sists would be Y. repelling the union with his

sister Yami, though, at the same time, they are
' husband and wife while yet in the womb ' (of the
night-air). And since this phenomenon extends over
the whole atmosphere, the two four-eyed watch-dogs
of Y. are probably the eight or t^vice-four regions
of the compass, either each couple of them taken
together with their intermediate regions—whence
both dogs are called spotted—or the four regions
aud the intermediate four taken separately—whence
one dog is also called dark, &nd the other spotted.

Y. being produced by the solar heat, it becomes
then intelligible why it is said of Agni, the (solar)

lire, that he is born as Y., and Y. being a pheno-
menon of the air, why he is also identified with Vayu,
the wind, and why the intermediate space between
heaven and earth is assigned to him as his domicile.

It is probably a later conception of the Vedic period
which describes this abode as having been made for

him by the spirits or Manes, and Y. as ha\'ing been
the first who found his way to it ; and a still later

one, which represents him as the first of mortals
who went to that world, for in passages where these
ideas are expressed, there is an association between
the moving air and departed life which is foreign to
the oldest notions of the Vedas. It led to the
position which subsequently Y. assumed as a lumin-
ous king who dwells together with the ilanes, and
as the lord of Death—death then becoming his

messenger. Yet in the R'igveda, he has not yet the
office of judge of the dead which is assigned to him
in the later mythology of the epic poems and
Puran'as, and probably already in some of the

Upanishads. At the epic and Purin'ic period, Y.
entirely loses his cosmical character, though he is

still called the son of Vivas'wat. He then marries

13 daughters of the patriarch Daksha, is installed

as the king of the Manes, becomes the regent of the

South, and resides in Yamapura, a town of the

infernal regions, where he sits in judgment over
the souls of the departed which are brought before

him. They are generally fetched by his messengers,

who draw them with nooses out of the bodies which
they animated ; but in the case of very pious per-

sons, he assumes himself the function of separating
the soul from the body. After the soul has been
brought before him, he ordei-s his recorder. Chit-

ragupta or Cliandrafjupta, to read to him an account
of all the good and bad actions it had done during
its life, and which are kept registered in a book
called Agrasandhdni ; and according to their merit
or demerit, it is sent to heaven or the infernal

regions. The precise knowledge which the Puran'as
pretend to possess of all these proceedings, also

extends to the description they give of this recorder,

and to their enumeration of the assessors who
co-operate with Y. at his court.—Y.'s sister is

Yamuna (q. v.). Amongst his other names, Dliarma
('justice'), Dharmardja ('king of justice'), Antaka
('the ender'), Kdla. ('time'), and S'rdddhadeva
(' the god of the S'raddha,' q. v.), are of usual
occurrence.—^\'hen represented, he is of grim aspect

;

his colour is green, his garments red, and he rides

on a bufl'alo with a crown on his head, in one hand
holding a club, and in another the noose.

YA'JIBU, or YEMBO (lamhia of Ptolemy), a
maritime town of Arabia, on the coast of the Red
Sea, about 130 miles south-west of iledina, stands
on the edge of a barren plain that extends between
the mountains and the sea, fronting the northern
extremity of a narrow winding creek. It shares
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with other places the title of 'Gate of the Holy
City,' anil is the third quarter of the caravan road

from Cairo to Mecca, and is thus a place of con-

siderable importance. Y. being the port of Medina,

is supported by a considerable transport-trade and

extensive imports from the western coasts of the

Ked Sea. The harbour is good and well sheltered.

It is surrounded by walls with turrets, outside of

which are a few domes and tombs. The streets are

wide, the houses stand at a considerable distance

from each other, are built of limestone and coralline,

and have huge hanging windows. There is a large

market-place, a custom-house, some white-washed
mosques of a very simple form, and a few caravan-

serais. According to Burton, ' there is an independ-

ent bearing about the people, strange iu the East

;

they are ])roud without insolence, and look manly
without blustering. jNIoreover, the population has

a healthy appearance.' Pop. between GUOO and

7000. See Burton's Pilgrimage to El-Medinah and
Meccah (1855).

YAMUNA, the modem Jumna, is one of the

sacred rivers of the Hindus, mentioned as siieli as

early as in the hjonns of the Iligveda. Bathing in

it, especially where it falls into the Gauges, at

AUahaljad, was at a later ))eriod, and is now, sup-

posed to have the efficacy of removing sin, because

at Allahabad the god Brahman is said to have per-

formed a great horse-sacrilice—wheuce tliis place is

termed Pmtidgn, literally, ' sacrifice,' or Bhal'l'a-

imiyd'ja, literally, 'the best sacrilicc.' (Though
Allahabad, which is a celebrated place of pilgrim-

age, is thp. PrayAga, this term is also applied to other

places where two sacred rivers meet, four of which,

situated at the conlluence of the Ganges with the

Alakanauda, Pindar, Mandftkiul, and Bhagirathi,

are, besides Allahabad, held iu especial sanctity,

and severally ccdled Nanda-, Karn'a-, Jttidra-, and
Deva-Praydga.) In the Purin'io mythology, the

Y.—in Sanscrit, a word in the fcmiuiue gender— is

called a sister of the god Yamn (q. v.) ; and a legend

is also told in regard to her, according to Avhich

Balanlma, the brother of Kr'ishn'a (see Vishn'u,

the Sth Avatara), once ordered the river to come to

him, and as she disobeyed his bidding, plunged his

ploughshare into her banlcs, and dragged ner to

him. Y., the legend continues, was thus compelled

to quit her ordinary course, and to follow Ealarama
whithersoever he went. At last, however, appeased

by her entreaties, he let her go, after she had
watered all the country. Professor Wilson appends

to this legend, where occurring in his translation of

the ri's/iK'iJ-FumH'a, the following remark : 'The
legend probably alludes to the construction of canals

from the Jumna, for the purposes of irrigation ; and
the works of the Mohammedans in this way, which
are well known, were no doubt i)receded by similar

canals dng by order of Hindu princes.'— Vishnu-

Purdii'a (Lond. 1840, p. 572).

YANG-TZE-KIA'NG, 'son of the great river' or
' sea,' the principal river of Asia, the 'girdle of China,'

connecting together all the central provinces of that

empire situated between Tibet and Kokonor on the

west and the Pacific Ocean on the east. Its entire

length through all its nimierous windings, under

its various names, can hardly be less, but rather

more than 3000 miles. If regard be had to its

tributaries and to the cities to which its waters give

access, to the richness of the soil, and the variety of

the products along its banks, and above all to the

vast population scattered far and wide over the

valleys, and plains, and hill-sides drained by it and
its eonllnents, the Y'. has uo equal on the globe.

It takes its rise in the same elevated regions of

Central Asia which give birth to the Brahmaputra,
300

Makiang or Mekong, Salween, and Hwang-ho or

Yellow River. Its course at first is southward,
winding its way through an apparently level country,

and bearing the name Mura Uesu, or Tortuous
Waters. The magnitude of the stream nnist bo
considerable even in these upper regions, for it was
here, beyond the B.ayen Khara Mountains, tliat tlio

missionaiy traveller, M. Hue, in the winter of 1815,

saw a herd of wild o.xcn that had jierished, having
got frozen up in the ice while attempting to cross

the river. Leaving these upper regions, after tra-

versing the wide territory of Kokonor, the Tortuous
Waters run southward, and enter the province of

Yun-nan at about 28° N. lat. The river then Hows
in a south-east direction thnnigh this province, and
at about 20" X. lat. and 103° E. long, it turns north,

forming part of the boundary between the provinces

of Yun-nan and Sze-chucu. After entering the

latter juovinee, it flows iu a north-east direction

under the name of Kin-sJia-kiang (River of Golden
Sands), receiving at this part of its course many
tributaries. On the south, the tributaries of the

jirovinces of Y'un-nan and Kwei-chow are numerous,
but not large ; the principal one, the Oo or Woo,
flows through the latter. On the north, the trilju-

tarics are numerous and large, the jirincijial being

the Ya-loong, the Min or Wen, and the Kia-ling,

which force their way through narrow passes, roll-

ing over lofty precipices, and carrying with them
large inasses of ice. Two of these rivers are each

more than 1000 miles in length. It enters the pro-

\nnce of Hu-pe at about 110° E. long., shortly before

which it receives the name of Ta-kiang (Great

River). The Great River next runs east-by-uorth

through the entire length of the prov-ince of Hu-pe,
receiving in its jjrogress the waters of many lakes

and rivers, the principal being the Han-kiang, from
which the most illustrious dynasty takes its name,
which in turn gave to Chinamen the name of wliich

they are most proud—.Sous of Han. The two pro-

viuccs Hu-pe and Hu-nan— i. e., 'Jsorthof the Lakes'
and 'South of the Lakes'—contribute, by natural

or artifieiiU channels, to augment the main stream.

One of these lakes, the Tung-ting-hu, is the largest

in China, having an area of 300 sq. miles. After
receiving the waters of these lakes, the river pro-

ceeds iu a north-eastern course through the jirovinco

of Ngan-hwui, in which part are situated the cities

formiug the great mart Han-kow. Skirting the

north of the province of Keang-se, it receives the

waters of the Po-yang Lake, which receives nearly

the whole of the waters of the proN-ince of Keang-se,

and, like the Tung-ting-hu, j)0ui-s all its contents into

the Great River. Thence moving in a north-east

direction, it becomes broader and deeper as it tra-

verses the province of Ngan-hwui, receiWng tribu-

taries from both banks. Entering Keang-sn, and
passing Nankin, it travels southwards, intersecting

the 'Transport River,' or Yim-ho— i. e., the Grand
Can.al. Through the whole of this province it

receives tributaries, hel])ing to swell the Hood of

waters, till in one broa<l expanse, several miles iu

extent from north to south, they disembogue into

the Yellow Sea. To name the cities on the banks
and tributaries of this rival of the Mississippi, would
be to enumerate a large portion of the cities of the

empire. It is navigable by ships of the largest class

to 'JOO miles from its mouth, and for smaller vessels

to upwards of 1500 miles. There is a large steam
traftic on it up to Han-kow, nearly 700 miles from

its month. By the treaty of Tien-tsin, the Y. was
opened to foreign commerce as far as Han-kow

;

and speedily English and American steamers were

found plying between Shang-hae and Han-kow.—Dr
Bridgman in the North China Herald.

YANINA. See Jakdja.
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YA'NKEE, YANKEE DOODLE. Yankee, the

popular name for a New Englander in America, and
in Great Britain often ai)i)UeJ indiscriminately to

the whole population of the United States, was in

its origin a corruption of the word English as pro-

noimced by the Indians (Yenghies, Yanghies, Yan-
kees). It seems to have been first applied about

1775 by the British soldiers as a term of reproach to

the New Englanders, who themselves afterwards

adopted it.—Since the War of Secession, the Southern
popidation apply it to the Northern people generally.

The air known as Yan/.'ec Doodle was originally

Nanlcee Doodle, and is as old as the time of Crom-
well, to whom, under that name, the doggi'el words
belonging to it seem to have had a reference. It

was known in New England before the Kevolution

;

and one accoimt of its appropriation in America, as

a national air, is that after the battle of Lexington,

the brigade xmder Lord Percy marched out of

Boston, playing it in derisive allusion to the then
popular nickname of the New Englanders ; and that

afterwards the New Englanders, saying that the
British troops had been made to dance to Yankee
Doodle, adopted the air as they had adopted the
nickname. The citizens of the United States do not
now recognise Yankee Doodle, but Hail, Columbia, as

their national air.

YA'POCK (Cheironecles palmatus), a marsupial
quadruped of the Opossimi family, Didelphidae, the

only known species of its genus. It differs from the
opossums in having only five molars on each side of

each jaw, in its aquatic habits, and its incapacity

for climbing tiees. The muzzle is rather sharp

;

the eai-s naked and rounded; the tail long, scaly,

Yapock {C'/icironcctcs palmatus).

and prehensile ; the feet webbed ; the hind-feet with
au opposable thumb. The Y. iuhabits Brazil and
Ouiaua. It is rather larger than a rat. It is of a
brown colour, with three transverse gray bands,
white on the under parts. It feeds on crustaceans,
fishes, &o. It has cheek-pouches, in which it stows
away its food.

^
YAK, or YARE, a river of the county of Norfolk,

rises about the middle of the county. Hows east past
Norwich, and, receiving the Waveney, widens into
the estuary of Brej'don Water, is joined by the river
Bure at Great Yarmouth, 2.^ miles below which it

enters the North Sea, after a course of about 30
miles.

YARD (A.-S. f/eard, gijrd, Ger. fferte, a rod or
wand), the British standard measure of linear
dimension (see Weights .\nd JIe.\sut!ES), is sub-
divided into feet aud inches. The yard contains .S

feet, and each foot 12 inches. The terms 'yard'
and ' ell ' (the ell being, however, equivalent to 1

1

yards) are frequently (eornmonly, according to Ee-
corde) used synonymously by old authors.

YARD, in the rigging of a ship, is a timber which,
when in its normal position, is borne horizontally

at right angles to the ship's length at one of several
heights on a mast, for the purpose of sustaining and
spreading a square sail. It is upheld by the ' lifts,'

and trimmed out of its right angle to suit the vrmi.
by the ' braces.' The lower sails or courses are
upheld by the main, fore, or mizzen yards. Above
these are the topsail-yards, the topgallant-sail-yards,
and the royal-yards.

!
YARKA'ND, or YEKKIANG, the capital of

Little Bokhara, or Eastern Turkestan, in lat. 3S° 19'

N., long. 76° 10' E., on a river of the same name, a
branch of the Tarim (see TuEKEST.tN). It is sur-

! rounded by stone waDs three miles in circumference,
having extensive suburbs, -with a supposed pop.
of above 200,000. The houses are built of dried
bricks, the streets are intersected by numerous
canals, and an extensive commerce imparts to them
an animated appearance. This province being the

j

place to which Chinese criminals are banished, there
is a large convict population in Yarkand. It is

{ the chief emporium of the commerce between China

I

and the countries bej'ond the western frontier of
the empire. The principal articles of trade are
horses, silk, wool, cojiper, and jade. Jade is obtained
from the river in large pieces—yellow, white, black,
and reddish.

—

Chinese Jiepository.

YA'RMOUTH,^Great, a municipal and, until
1SG7 when it was disfranchised for corruption, a
parliamentary borough returning two members to
parliament, au important seaport, and fishing and
sea-bathing town, on the east coast of Norfolk,
19 miles directly east of Norsvieh, and 20J by raU-
waj'. It stands about 2A mOes above the mouth of
the river Yare, on a slip of land about a mile and
a half broad, washed on the west by the Yare, and
on the east by the North Sea. Between the town
and the suburb of Southtown, or Little Yarmouth,
on the right bank of the Yare, in Suffolk, communi-
cation is established by means of a bridge. Con-
nected with SouthtoMTi is the village of Gorleston,
near the mouth of the river. The principal streets
of Y. run parallel to the river, and are intersected
by loG cross lanes or 'rows,' which, as a rule, are
so narrow as to be impassable for ordinary wheel-
carriages, being generally not moi-e than from 5 to
S feet wide. The vehicles by means of which traffic

is carried on in the rows, are called ' Yarmouth
carts.' They are low, narrow, aud well suited for
convej-ing heavy goods. A quay of nearly two miles
runs along the river, and here are the town-hall,
the council-chamber, and several other handsome
buildings—the finest houses, however, being those
built along the esplanade on the beach. There are
many churches, schools, and other jiublic buildings,
including a sailor's home, fisherman's hospital, and
military asylum, the principal church being that of
St Nicholas, founded in the 12th c, a handsome
cruciform building with a tower and spu-e 16S feet
high. The town also contains a monumental column
l-t4 feet high, to the memory of Nelson. On the
coast are several batteries, three piers, besides two
at the harbour mouth, several pubUc gardens, and
a marine drive and promenade 2 miles long. Yessels
of over 200 tons can enter the harbour, which is
formed by the Yare. Y. is the principal seat of
the English herring-fishery, which employs 400
boats and over 3000 hands ; deep-sea fishing, the
produce of which is forwarded daily to London, is

also carried on, and employs many hands. The
curing of fish, especially of herrings, is important,
there being consumed for this purpose about 10,000
tons of salt annually; and the 'Yarmouth bloater'
is highly esteemed in London and throughout the
country. The quantity of fish sent from Y. by
raOway in the year 1S64 was 34,432 tona. An
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extensive exjiort trailo in agricultural produce, licr-

rinys, and malt is carried on. dials, timlicr, vines,

ami s.alt are imported. .Sliip-buildiug is carried on.

and a manufacture of crape and silk goods. In 1805,

•2189 vessels, of ;.'0.%'-99 tons, entered and cleared

the port. The navigation of the coast is dangerous,

but Yannouth iloads, which extend between the

coast and a line of .sandbanks a short distance oiT

shore, .are a safe anchorage. I'op. (1801) ol.SlO.

YARN. The name .apjjlicd to the thread spun for

the pui-pose of weaving cloths of various kinds. It

varies not only in the materials of which it is made,

but also in the fineness to which it is spun. This

latter quality is of great importance, as upon it

depends entirely the evenness and quality of the

manufacture. In order that uniformity may be

insured, a pomid of the m.aterial is taken as the

standard, and this is divided into hanks or cuts.

Thus, with linen yarn, a hank or cut consists of 300

yards ; ami if it takes 25 of these hanks to make a

pound, the yarn is called 253 ; and if 40, 40s ; and so

on. A hank of wool or cotton consists of 840 yards.

No material admits of such line S|)iuning as cotton.

Messrs Thomas Houldsworth & Co. of ilauchester

have probably produced the finest—that is the

thinnest—cotton yarn ever seen ; they have jiro-

duced 700s, of which muslin has been made, and
this is the finest ever woven ; but to test the won-

derful perfection of their machinery, they have

produced yarn too fine to be exactly estimated, but

believed to be No. 8000 or No. 10,000 ; or 10,000

hanks, each 840 yards, from one pound of cotton

—

or over 4000 miles in length.

YAROSLAV. SeeJAROSLAV.

YARROW. See Aciiill.ea.

YA'RROW, a Scottish stream, rendered famous
by song and ballad, rises a little over a mile east of

Loch Skene, at the place where the counties of

Dumfries, Peebles, and Sellvirk meet. It Uows in a

general north-east direction through Selkirkshire,

and joins the Ettrick about two miles above the

town of Selkirk, after a course of 25 miles. About

3J miles from its source, it expands into the Loch
of the Lowes, which is a mile long, and a quarter

of a mile broad. Leaving the Loch of the Lowes,

the small stream enters St Mary's Loch, separated

by a narrow neck of land, on which stands St

Mary's Cottage (Tibby Shiels'), from the other and
smaller lake. St Jlary's Loch is 3.^ miles long, and
nowhere broader than 7 furlongs. The peacefid

grassy hills which surround tlie loch slope down-
wards to the water's brink, uninterrupted by trees,

and compose a scene of great quietude, over which
broods the spirit of ' pastoral melancholy.' The
jircvailing calmness of the waters is pictured by
Wordsworth iu the lines ;

'Let ... .

The swan on still St Mary's Lake
Float double, swan and shadow.'

YASKA. See Nikukta.

YAW, in the motion of a ship or bo.at, is the term
for describing an irregular deviation iu the course

steered. A very chopping wind or sea oaai/ produce

this efi'ect, but the helmsman would usually have
the credit of bad steering.

YAWL, a decked bo.at having two masts, on the

first of which is a lugsail and topsail; and on the

aftermost, which rises almost from the sternniost,

a driver or fore-and-aft sail. It is a very easily

managed rig.

YAWNING may be either the simple result of

deficient aeration, or m.ay be brought on by the
mere sight of tlie act in another person, and is a
modification of the ordinary movements of respir-

ation, in which the inspiration is deejier than usual,

and is accompanied by a kind of sj)asmodic contrac-

tion of the muscles which depress the lower jaw,

and by a great elevation of the ribs and to some
degree of the shoulder-blades. ' The purely involun-

tary character of the movement,' says I)r C'ari)enter,
' is sometimes seen in a remarkable manner in civses

of p.alsy, in which the jKatient cannot raise his

shoulder by an elTort of the will, but does so in the

act of yawning. Nevi^rtheless, this act may be ]»er-

formed by the will, tlmugh not eonqiletely ; and it

is one that is jiartieularly excited by an involuntary

tendency to imitation, as every one nuist have
experienced who has ever been in company with ,a

set of j'awners.'

—

Pr'mcijAcs of Human P/ii/swloiji/,

8th ed., p. 280.

YAWS, known scientifically as Frnmlwsia, is

a cutaneous eruption of a very peculiar nature,

which commonly attacks negroes, but has been
noticed in Europeans. The disease is preceded by
languor and pain in the limbs, and shivering, suc-

ceecled by heat and restlessness, and is more severe

in children than in adults. After a few weeks, the

pure glossy-bhack colour of the skin gives jilace to a

dirty dull tint ; .and the jiatients often not only

loath food, but take to e.ating coals, chalk, eartli,

&e. The skin is then covered for a few days with

a white mealy scurf, as if it had been dusted with
Hour, after which [>imph.'3 like ])in-he,ads appear on

the forehead, face, neck, groins, &e., which inercaKO

for a week or more, growing into crusted jiustides,

which enl.arge until the base .attains the size of a

sixpence, or even a shilling. If the crust is removed,

a foul sloughing sore is exposed. The pustides

may, however, burst spontaneously, and discharge a

thick viscid matter, which hardens to a scab on the

surface. In the larger pustules, this surface at

length becomes elev.ated into a red granul.ated ex-

crescence, not unlike a wild r.aspberry [Framha'siu),

which is the true and characteristic yaw. In size,

it m.ay vary from th.at of a pea to that of a mul-
berry, and in colour it varies with the goner.al health

of the jiatient from a red to a pale white tint. It

has very slight sensibility, and mver properly su))-

jiurates, but discharges a glutinous lluid, which
communicates the disease by inocul.ation. When
the y.aw h.as remained for some time, it diminishes in

size, and as the p\istule heals, is finally covered with
skin, leaving little or no mark. When the disease

seems to have reached its height, one pustule

becomes much Larger than any of tlie others, and
instead of being elevated, is depressed. This is

termed the master or mother yaw, and requires

much care. When the mulberry-like excrescences

appear on the soles of the feet, the resistance of the

thick ejiidcrmis excites great pain. They are then

termed by the negroes Titbba; or cr.ab yaws. This

disease is endemic among certain tribes of native

.Africans, and is common among the negroes of the

West Indies and of North and South America. It

is contagious, and cannot be coramuuicated except

by the actu.al contact of yaw- matter to the abr.aded

siciu, or by inoculation, which is sometimes effected

by means of a large fly called the yaw-fly. The
interval between the reception of the poison and
the formation of the eruption varies from seven to

ten weeks. The disease scarcely ever attacks the

same individual more than once. ' Yaws,' s.ays Dr
Craigie, in his learned work on T/in J'radica of
Pliiisic, 'are hable to be confounded with the second-

ary [tertiary?] or cutaneous symptoms of syphilis,

with sivvens,* with the Arabian leprosy, with

* As Sivvens or Sibbens, and Eadcsyge, are diseases

not much known to the general public, and not noticed

in this work, wo may mention that sibbens is a tuber-
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radesyge, pellagra, and the red leprosy of Cayenne.'

Several writers of eminence regard yaws as the

same ^snth the disease described in Leviticus, chap,

xiii., as the Jewish leprosy, but the description of

the symptoms there given is not sufficiently precise

to furnish sufficient evidence regarding their identity.

With regard to treatment, mercury does more harm
th.-in good, and all that can be done with advantage
is to render the progress of the morbid processes

as little painful as possible. The most important
remedial agent is the warm bath ; and blood-puri-

fying drinks, such as decoction of sarsaparilla, &c.,

may be prescribed. Tlie Africans have their own
native remedies in the bark of trees called Yufo
.and BuUanta, taken in infusion or decoction; and
to destroy the mother yaw, they adopt the following

barbarous process : Iron is boiled in lime-juice

with a quantity of the common black ants and of

Malaguetta pepper, and the liquid thus prepared is

applied hot to the yaw.

YAZOO', a river of Mississippi, U. S., formed
by the union of the Tallahatchie and Y.allobusha,

runs south and south-by-west in a very serpentine

course, in a deep, narrow, sluggish channel, between
fertile cotton plantations, and empties into the

Mississippi Eiver, 12 miles above Vicksbiirg ; it is

200 miles long, and navigable at all seasons.

YEAR, a division of time containing a complete

course of the seasons, and depending upon the revolu-

tion of the Earth (q. v.) round the sun. Its duration

was variously determined by the nations of anti-

quity, the earliest method being the conventional

one of making it include a certain number of lunar

months ; the lunar month being, after the day, the

first period of time which was fixed. Twelve lunar

months, giving a year of 35-t days, were first taken
as a near approach to a course of the seasons. This,

though a pretty close approximation to the true

value of a year, was yet so incorrect (being defective

by more than 11 days) that it was soon found to be
necessary to intercalate these 11 days, in order to

preserve the year in a constant relative position

to the seasons. The intercalation was variously

efifected : thus, the Egyptians, who knew the year

of 365 days previous to 1500 B.C., divided it into

three seasons (' Winter,' ' Summer,' and ' the Nile,'

i. e., the Inundation of the jS'ile) of four mouths each,

made each month cont.ain 30 days, and introduced
live intercalary days at the end of the 12th month

;

the Greeks, who generally retained the lunar year
of 354 days, added 3 months in the course of every
eight years, giving an additional month to the

third, fifth, and eighth year of each cycle ; the

Komans also added additional daj's, but their system
of intercalation was continually changed, not always
for the better, till Julius Cffisar caused the adoption

of the solar year. The Romans lilcewise abolished,

in Asia, Egypt, and all the other countries under
their sway, the old method of reckoning by lunar

years, and compelled the adoption of the Julian

calendar, according to which the year was assumed
to contain 3G5 days 6 hours. The substitution of

the Gregorian Calendar in the 16th c. introduced for

the average length of the solar j'ear, 3G5 days 5

cular affection of the skin, often extending to tlie deeper
tissues, very infectious, and said to lie endemic in Dum-
friesshire, Ayrshire, and Galloway, first described about
a century ago by Dr Ebenezer Gilchrist ; while tlie

Radesyge, Spedalskhcd, Spedalska, Liktraa, Kortheni
Leprosy, or jlarsh Sickness, is endemic in various parts
of Scandinavia, consisting in its fully developed form of

*an eruption of pimples, scales, patches, and tubercular
pustules on the skin, terniinatmg in pusiform discharge,

witli or without ulceration.'— Craigie, op. cit., vol. L p.

690.

hom-3 49 minutes, which differs only by a few
seconds from its true value ; and this sm.aU annual
error, as well as the excess of the true year over the

year of 365 days, is compensated for by means of a
succession of Leap-yeam (q. v.).

The time at which the year began varied much
among different nations. The Carthaginians, Egyp-
tians, Persians, Sj'rians, and other eastern peoples

commenced their year at the autumnal equinox, at

which time the civil year of the Jews also began,

though their sacred year was reckoned from the

vernal equinox. The commencement of the Greek
year was at the winter solstice before Meton's
time, and was then changed to the summer solstice.

The Romans were the first to adopt the 1st day
of January as the first of the year, but their

example was not followed by subsecjuent European
nations for some time. In France, the commence-
ment was 1st JIarch under the Merovingians, 25th
March under the Carlovingiaus, Easter under the

Capetians, and 1st January from 1564. The eccle-

siastical year in Eiu-ope generally commenced on
25th March (see Date). The ancient northern
nations reckoned their year from the winter sol-

stice ; the Russians, till Peter the Great's time,

from 1st September, and the s.ame reckoning, known
as the Byzantine era, was in use in the Eastern

Empire. Of necessity, the commencement of the

year among Mohammedan nations has no fixed

position in relation to the sun's course or the

seasons, it being invariably a lunar year. In
Astronomy, there are several kinds of years depend-

ing upon the various configurations of the earth

in its orbit, and consequently varying in length.

First, there is the tropical, or (as it is sometimes

incorrectly called) solar year, which, from its

being recognised in legislation and history, and
commonly appUed in the measure of time, has

also received the name of civil year. This ye.ar

is defined as the time which elapses from the

sun's appearance on one of the tropics to its return

to the same, and has a mean length of 3C5'2422414
mean solar days, or 365 days 5 hours 4S minutes

497 seconds (see Pkecession). Next is the side-

real year, which is the period required by the sun

to move from a given star to the same star again,

and this year, aflfected as it is by Nutation (q. v.)

only, is one of the most invariable quantities

which nature presents us with, and has a mean
value of 365-2563612 mean solar daj-s, or 365 days

6 hours 9 minutes 9'6 seconds. The time which
elapses between the earth's arrival at its Perihelion

(q. V.) and its return to the same position, is known
as the anonialisiic year, and is equivalent to

365'25959S1 mean solar days, or 365 days 6 hours

13 minutes 49'3 seconds. The sidereal and anoma-
listic years have a merely astronomical importance.

YEAST. In the process of fermentation of

saccharine fluids containing albuminous matter, as

in brewing or wine-making, the originally clear

fluid becomes turbid, carbonic acid is evolved, and
the substance causing the turbidity gradually sep.ir-

ates in a graying foaming mass of a bitter taste

and an acid reaction. This is yeast ; and on exam-
ining it under the microscope, it is foimd essentially

to consist of aggregations of small oval cells of a

vegetable nature, known as the yeast-cells, yeast-

plant, or Tornla cei'erisice (q. v.). Yeast, as is well

known, has the property of setting up fermentation

in saccharine solutions; and beer-yeast, the kind
with which we are specially acquainted, possesses,

according to Professor Miller, this power in the

highest degree, as may be shewn by dissolving 4
parts of pure cane-sugar in 20 parts of water, and
adding 1 part of fresh yeast : if this mixture be
exposed to a temperature of about S0°, in less than
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an hour, fermentation will have comuionccd. The
iuvestigatious of Mitscherlich have led chemists

to distinguish two varieties of yeast—viz., tlie

Oher-he/e, or surface-yeast, and the Unttr-hrfe, or

sedinient-yeast, the former collecting on the surface

of the fermenting fluid, and the latter forming a

sediment. Surface-yeast is propagated by buds (see

ToiiULA Ckp.evi.sij:) and sediment yeast by spores
;

and each variety produces specific results upon the

fenneuting ilnid. The fermentation induced by the

surface-yeast is ra]iid and irregidar ; while that ]iro-

dnced by the sediment-yeast is slow and quiet.

The surface-yeast is fonned when the saccharine

fluid ferments at a temperature of from G5° to 77°

;

while the sediment-yeast is chietly produced when
fermentation takes place at the lower temperature

of from 32° to 45°. In their chemical relations, the

two varieties present no apparent difference. On
treating yeast with a solution of potash, a cellulose-

1

like substance remains, while an albuminate is dis-

solved. The action of yeast is destroyed by expos-

ing it to a teniperatnre of 212", by alcohol, by the

strong mineral acids, chlorine, iodine, and bromine,

oxide of manganese, creasote, &c. ; on the other

hand, it may be dried at a low temperature, or by

pressure, and may be preserved in this state without

losing its activity. The part which the globules

of yeast play in exciting the conversion of sugar

into alcohol "and carbonic acid, is very obscure ; but

an experiment of Mitscherlich seems to shew that

the sugar ferments only in those points which are

in actual contact with the globules. I'asteur's

experiments render it probable that the i)roces3 of

fermentation is connected with the assimilation of

the sugar by the yeast-plant during the develop-

ment o1 the yeast-globulcs, or, in other words, that

'the essential condition of fermentation is the con-

version of .albuminoid matter into organised globules.'

According to Rlitscherlich's analysis, the cells of

ordinary washed yeast in a condition to excite fer-

mentation contain (the ashes being deducted) : car-

bon, 47-0 ; hydrogen, O-G ; nitrogen, lO'O; sulphur.O'G

;

oxygen, 3o-8 ; while spent yeast (after fermentation

had"ceased) contained only 5 of nitrogen. The

inorganic matter amounted to 7'3 per cent, of the

dried yeast, and consisted entirely of phosphates.

The economic uses of yeast in bread-making,

brewing, &c. are noticed in other articles. Beer-

yeast [Cenvl/fix fermentiLvi) is an article of the

British I'liarmacopoeia. It is employed as a stimu-

lant in the advanced stages of low fevers, and is

especially serviceable in cases where, in consequence

of inllammatory symptoms, wine is inadmissible.

Neligan has found it of great service in intense

tympanitis following parturition. The dose is

two table-spoonfuls 'every three hours, and it may
be given in camphor mixture or peppermint water.

Yeast- poultice forms an excellent stimulating s.\i\Ai-

cation to foid and irritable sores. It is composed as

follows : Take of yeast, six fluid ounces ; flour, four-

teen ounces ; water heated to 100°, six fluid ounces.

Mix the yeast with the water, and stir in the flonr.

Place the mass near the fire till it rises.
_
This poul-

tice should be renewed every six or ei^ht_ hours.

Its special efficacy depends upon the carbonic acid

gas which it evolves.

If surface-yeast or under-yeast be collected and

jjlaced on a cloth to drain, and then pressed until

nearly dry, it can be kept -ivith care for several

montlis, and in that state is what is called Ger-

M.UN YEA.sr, for which a large trade has sprung

up within the last few years ; the imports to

Britain from the continent alone having amounted,

in the year ending 31st March 18GG, to 115,008

cwts., or about 5753 tons. It is chiefly imported

from Holland and Hamburg, and is obtained
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mostly from the great continental distilleries. Nearly

the whole of this large quantity is consumed by the

bakers. Patent Yeast is exactly similar, but is

raised from a wort made purpos<']y from malt and
hops. Ahtikiciai, Yea.st is a dough of wheat or

other flour, mixed with a small quantity of common
yeast, and made into small cakes, which are dried.

If kept free from damp, it long retains its fermeutivo

power.

Y'E'DDO (meaning, as written by the Japanese,
' River Door'), the largest and most important city

of Japan, the capital of the Tycoon or Shogoon
{(/eiierallsxhiio), the seat of the executive govern-

ment and (iorogio, or council of state, and tho

de facto capital of the empire.* It is situ.ated on

tlie island of Nipon, on the bank of tlio river

Okawa, where it debouches into the head of tho

Bay of Yeddo, in N. lat. 35° 40', E. long. l.'iO" 4(1'.

Its site is one of peculiar beauty. 'J'he broad valley

in which it lies slopes gradually to the w.aters of the

bay, and for leagues around are wooded hills, smiling

valleys, and an ever-luxuriant vegetation—ever-

green oaks, cryptogamia, conifene, in gi-eat variety ;

the cypress, the palm, and the bamlioo. In the

official quarter, the very heart of tho city, parks

with magnificent trees, temple-gardens, and broad

green slopes, gladden the eye ; wliilc in the suburbs

are hedgerows and shady lanes, clothed for the most

part with an evergi-een vegetation. Y'okohama

(q. v.), distant about 17 mUes, is the foreign mer-

cantile settlement of Y'eddo.

The proximate area of the city has been esti-

mated to be about 15 miles from north to south,

and S miles from east to west—a total of about

120 sq. miles. Estimates of tho pop. vary from

1,700,000 to 2,000,000 or 2,500,000 inhabitants.

Entering the city from the suburb of Sinagawa, by
the Tocado, or gi-cat imperial highway, the visitor

meets a continuous stream of people on foot, and

others in mirimons or canr/os, yakonius on horse-

back, and jierhaps tho corliije of a daimio, or terri-

torial and feudatory prince, made up of horse and

foot, bearing spear and halbert, crest and pennon

—

illustrating 'the phase of oriental feudalism which

still jirevails in Japan. Ward-gates, with deerepid

municipal guards, are of frequent occurrence. Shops

of all kinds, booksellers', .armourers', sword-makeis',

basket-makers', coopers', pawnbrokers', fruit-shops,

and many others, all open in front, succeed each

other. After traversing a mile of toc.ado and a

narrow street, an open space is reached—a sort of

boulevard—where fairs arc held, on one side of

which is the Tycoon's cemetery, looking like a

large and finely-wooded pleasure-ground. Crossing

the'bridge, the densely-populated commrrcial ijuarter

is gained. The shops are scarcely equal to those in

a Chinese street. 'I'heir signs are not a little gro-

tesque—a iish, flying a flag aloft, denotes the stall

of the fishmonger ; a large pile of coins, the office of

the money-changer. There is the street- vendor olfer-

ing his moving stock of merchandise for sale. Carts

of rude construction, piled with "oods, and drawn

by human cattle, are seen on their way to the

dwellings of the buyers. Touting men or buys,

outside the silk-mercers' shops, clamorously invite

the custom of the passer-by. _ The shops, which

arc open to the street, and unprotected by glass,

* .Strictly KpcakinfT, the city of Sliako, being tho

residence of the Mikado, the one supreme though ahnost

nnminal sovcrcisn of Japan (see Jap.\n), is the capital

of tlie empire ; but Y., where tho Tycoon and actual

sovereign holds his court, is praotically'tlie nietropohs

of the countrj'. As the Mikado is the phantom emperor,

and the Tycoon the real sovereign, so Miako is tho

nommal, and Y. tho actual capital of the kingdom.
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usually make little show, for the better sort o£

goods cannot be exposed to the damp and dust.

The bath-house, that notable institution of the

country, is seen in full operation. Dogs and
children abound everywhere. Large fireproof

depots, protected by a thick coating of stucco,

rise high above the ordinary shops, and patrols

march constantly through each ward night and
day, to give timely alarm of fire. There are many
fire-bells, stations, and well organised fire-bri-

gades. Kor are these precautions imnecessary in

a city where water is scarce, and the houses are

built for the most part of wood and lath, with a

slight coatiug of mud. The Japanese reckon that

the whole of Y. is burnt down by frequent fires,

now in one part, now in another, once in seven

years. Earthquakes are likewise of very frequent

occurrence. In one of the most thickly peopled dis-

tricts of the city, the Nipon-bas, the great central

bridge of Japan, spans the river Okawa. It is a

wooden structure, strongly fastened with massive

iron clamps, and from it, distances are reckoned to

every part of the empire in ri—a measure of Si-

miles British. T/ie official quarter, mth its triple

lines of bastion, rampart, and moat, the yamaslcas,

or palaces of the daimios, and the Tycoon's castle,*

is built on the summit of a range of hills in the

centre of the valley, and covers an area of several

miles in circumference. This heart of a great city

has been compared to a succession of Hyde Parks
or Kensington Gardens : green slopes, and overhang-

ing gi-oves, undulating lawns, deep moats, fed by
tributary rivers, massive walls and gateways, and
fine macadamised roads, are amongst its leading

characteristics. The Tycoon's palace occupies the

centre of the quarter, and the daimios' residences,

t

with gateways of elaborate architecture, stand

around, and are built on one side of a triple line of

great causeways or glaces, about CO feet wide ; on
the other side are deep moats, the home of myriads
of wild-fowl—the ibis of Egypt, storks, cranes, and
paddy-birds—which are protected by the most
stringent laws. Solidly constructed timber bridges

(not "drawbridges), flanked by high massive gate-

ways, are thrown across each moat in three or four

places. The walls and bastions are formed of poly-

gonal-shaped blocks of granite, fitted into each other,

but uncemented, to allow them to yield as much as

possible, without displacement, to the oft-heaving

ground. No ordnance is visible, and the whole
fortification shews ignorance of the principles of

military engineering, and appears to be useless as a

defence agamst artillery.

The climate is better than any other east of the

Cape. The sky is unclouded during the greater part

of the year, and this bright weather lasts even
through the early winter, and on to about the

middle of February, when rain and snow, and
easterly gales, may be expected. July and August,

with a maximum temperature of 92° and a minimum
of 63°, are the two hottest mouths of the twelve.

Diu'ing January and February, the two wettest

months, the temperature ranges between 1S° and
59°. Diu-ing March, April, and a part of May, the

weather is very pleasant, which is also generally

true of the autumn months. There is an astro-

* "When Sir Eutherford Alcock had an audience of

the Tycoon, August 1860, the palace was rebuilding,

having been destroyed by fire the year before, November
11, 1859.

f As a consequence of the moral and political revolu-

tion that has been going on in Japan since the opening
of the country to foreigners, the daimios have \vith-

drawn from Y., greatly to the injury of a considerable

number of the inhabitants.—See Blackwood's Magazine
for April 1807.

nomical school in Y., and an imperial na\'y-yard

stands on the left bank of the river, on the east of

the city.

It may here be noted, as supplementary to the

article Japa^', that, after much diplomatic pressure,

the treaties made by the Western Powers with the

Tycoon, and long ignored by the Mikado, have been
ratified by the latter in a decree dated November
'2-t, 1S65. This is a measure of the utmost import-

ance to the interests of the AVestern nations generally

in Japan, as it completes the validity of their

position, and leaves the daimios without any pre-

text for opposing the Tycoon in his foreign jjolicy,

and insulting the strangers he has admitted into the

country.

Sir Ptutherford Alcock's Capital of the Tycoon
(Loud. 1863) ; Bishop Smith's Ten Weeks in Japan
(Lond. 1861); OUphant's Narrative of the Earl of
Elgin's Mission to China, 1857, 1S5S, and 1859 (Lond.

I860); Yeddo and Pekin, by Robert Fortune (Lond.

1SG3) ; Parliamentary Pajiers, 1865—1866.

YEDDO, Bat of, an inlet of the North Pacific,

on the south-east coast of the island of Nipon,
Japan, lying between 35° and 35° 40' N. lat., and
intersected by the 140th meridian of E. long. The
city of Yeddo is situated at its north-western ex-

tremity. The depth of water, nowhere great,

decreases all along the banks, towards the town,
which, at low water, cannot be approached within

a mile even by a boat. Solid batteries of granite,

well kept, and in general aspect not unhke those of

Cronstadt, have been erected midway between the

anchorage and the shore.

YEKATERINBURG. See Ekateeinbukg.

YELATOM. See Jelatom.

YELL, one of the Shetland Islands (q. v.), and,

after Unst, the furthest north of that group, is sep-

arated from Mainland by YeU Souud, and from
Unst by Blue MuU Soimd. It is 17 miles in length,

5,V miles in average breadth. Area, 94 sq. m.

;

pop. (1S61) 2716. The west coast is rocky and
precipitous, but on the whole the surface is tame,

and consists largely of moorlands—the greatest

elevations being no more than 400 feet above sea-

level. Agriculture is in an unusually backward
state, and, though the surrounding seas are gener-

ally stormy, fishing is the chief emplojTnent.

YELLOW BERRIES. See French Beeries.

YELLOW-BIRD (Chrysomilris tristis), a bird of

the Finch family (FringiiUdce), a native of North
America, where it is very widely distributed. It is

rather more than five inches in entire length ; the

male in summer phvmage of a bright yellow colour,

with black crown, wings, and taU, the upjier and
under taU-coverts white. The female is ycUowisli

brown .above, and ashy brown below, and the male
assumes a very similar plumage in winter. Yellow-
bu'ds are often seen in large numbers, feeding on
seeds of thistles and other plants, and seldom
alighting on the ground. The nest is made of

lichens fastened together mth saliva, and lined with
soft substances. The song of the Yellow-bird is

very pleasing ; and it is a sprightly and attractive

cage-bird, easily tamed, and capable of being taught

tricks. Several allied species are found in the

western parts of America.

YELLOW COLOURS. The yeUow pigments
employed by painters are : 1. The varieties of

chrome prepared from chromate of Icid. See
Cheomiuji. 2. Several colours technically called

pinks—as Brotrn Pink, prepared as a lake from
a decoction of French berries and fustic ; and
English Pink and Dutch Pink, both lakes, pre-

pared by different processes from French or yellow
311
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berries and turmeric. X Naples Yellow, a mix-

ture of metallic antimony, reil-lead, and oxide

of zinc calcined, added to a small quantity of

lime, then fused, and afterwards ground to powder.

4. Kiiir/'s Yellow is a tersulpluiret of arsenic. 5.

Patent Yellow consists of 28 j)arts of chloride of

lead and 27 parts of carbonate of lead veil mixed
in powder, and then fused together. 6. Weld Yellow

is prepared from a decoction of Weld {Jicseda

luUoln), or dyer's weed, with alum, and is, in fact,

another yellow lake. It is much used in paper-

staining. 7. Gamljur/e, which constitutes the chief

yellow colour used in water-colour painting.

YELLOW FEVER is a disease endemic in low
districts near the sea, but under certain circum-

stances sporadic in other places, never apjieariug

beyond 48' of north latitude, m>r without a tem-
jierature of at least 72' F., nor above the elevation

of 2500 feet above the level of the sea, depending
in part on causes not yet known, but in circum-

stances favourable to its production, capable of being

propagated by contagion. It usually commences
Biuldenly (generally in the night or early morning)
with a sense of coldness, a rigor, or actual shivering,

followed by vascular reaction, as shewn by the heat

and dryness of the skin, headache, especially over

the eyes, and pain of the eyeballs, which are suf-

fused, and have a strange diunk-like aspect. The
limbs and loins are painfid; the tougue is loaded, and
its edges are red. 'J'liere is a peculiar and charac-

teristic llush or suil'nsion of the face, occupying a

zone of about an inch above and below the eyes.

Nausea, gastric imeasiness, and a tendency to vomit
soon supervene. These symptoms may gradually

lessen, and the patient will then regain his ordi-

nary health in 24 or 30 hours ; but if the symptoms
persist, they soon become more aggi-avated, and the

stomach ejects at first a clear fluid, which soon

becomes of a dirty-brown tint, and is liually suc-

ceeded by the true black romil. A yellow tint on
the conjunctiva is observed, which extends to the

skin of the face ; and as the disease advances, tlie

whole body becomes of a yellow colour, varying in

intensity from a jiale lemon to a deej) orange tint.

The anxious countenance indicates tiie distress of

the jiatient, who appears to be agitated by fearful

apprehensions or incipient delirium. The sldn feels

constricted, and is of a pungent heat. The bowels
arc constipated, and the red, clean, and tremidous
state of the tongue indicates the presence of intes-

tinal irritation, and consequently the increase of

danger. The urine and other excretions are more
or less suppressed. Eructations, liiccoughing, and
vomiting increase the distress and weakiiess. The
disease in fatal cases usually terminates on the second

or third day. The above train of symptoms is by
no means constant. Sometimes, when everything

seems favourable, black vomit suddenly appears, and
the patient immediately succumbs. In other cases,

]iatients experience no symptoms except severe j)ains

in the legs and siip)pressiou of urine, and die with-

out taking to their beds. lu all eases terminating

fatallj-, albumen a]>pears in the urine on the second
or third day. In females, the catamenial discharge

is sure to appear, whether due or not. The dis-

charges from the bowels, towards the close of the

disease, may be black or dark green, and these dark
evacuations are succeeded by what is termed the
' caddy-stool,' resembling dark sandy mud. As
yellow fever is not a disease of this country, we
shall not enter more fully into its symptoms.
According to Dr Jackson, who has wi'itten an excel-

lent treatise on this disease, the usual course of

yellow fever in its most concentrated form consists

of 12 hoiu-s of formmg period, 36 or 48 of formed or

proper fever, and 24 or 36 of declining or concludiug
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period. When the symptoms are less intense, the
]iatient m.ay survive to the 14th day. In the milder
modifications of this disease, the morbid symptoms
are jprolonged to a considerable extent. Death may
occur at any period of the disease, and the mode in

which it occurs is by syncope (fainting), urainia (or

poisoning of the blood by the .accumulation of urea),

ajiojilexy, or asphyxia or sullbcation. When the
black vomit is ]ilentiful, and the urine free, the intel-

ligence remains unaffected, but the skin becomes
cold and damp, the pidse small, and thially imper-
ceptible at the wrist, and death ensues from gradual
exhaustion and syncope. When the black vomit is

scanty, and the urine is suppressed, the poisoned

blood acts upon the 1u-ain, and the patient exhibits

wild delirium, followed by coma, convulsions, and
death. The ratio of deaths to coses in the disease

is alw.ays very high. From TuUoch's statistical

llejiorts on the Diseases of Soldiers, it appears that

in the Windwanl and Leeward command, the ratio

was 1 to 2} (or 3 in every 7 eases died), in the

Jamaica command it was 1 to IJ (or 3 in every 4
cases died), while in Gibraltar it was 1 to IJ (or 3
in every 5 cases dieil).

There are great differences of opinion as to the

proper treatment of this disease. Dr Blair, one of

the highest authorities on yellow fever, holds that

the disease may be cut short or aborted by pre-

scribing ' 20 grains of calomel added to 24 grains of

quinine, afterwards followed by two drachms of

carbonate of magnesia, and two ounces of sulphate

of magnesia in eight ounces of peppermint water.'

These aborting doses were repeated at intervals of

four or six hours, one dose being generally efficient,

but four have been given before the quinine induced

its speci.al symptoms of cinehonism. Many jihysi-

eians who h.ave h.ad much experience of this disease,

have no belief in the abortive treatment ; and some
treat their cases with antijihlogistic or lowering
remedies, and others with stimulants. It is prob-

•able that there is no one mode of treatment suitalile

for all cases, and that each should be treated accord-

ing to its s]iecial symptoms. The extreme heat of

the surface (a temperature of 107" has been observed

in the arm-|>it) may be relieved by the frequent

application of the wet sheet ; cupping or leeches

often relieve the head-symptoms ; and a blister to

the g:istric region may i-elieve the irritation of the

stomach. If there is no suppression of lu-ine, and if

that fluid is free from albumen, morphia is of great

service, but it must be given with great caution.

The food should be of the mildest form, such as

chicken-tea, arrowroot, sago, and barley-w.ater, and
these should be taken frequently in very small

doses, in consequence of the state of the stomach.

Similarly, with regard to all drinks, which are most
likely to be retained if sucked through a tube or

given by tea-spoonfids. Tea usually disagrees, but
cold infusion of oatmeal, and very dilute brandy and
water, are usually relished. Our highest authority

on Tropical Diseases, Sir J. Kanald Jlartin, states

that, whenever the disease breaks out, ' the most
speedy means of prevention [of its sjireading] in

res]iect to towns and garrisons, will always be found

in the removal of both the sick and the healthy to

a locality where the temperature is sufficiently low,

such as a neighbouring range, or dry ventilated

ground.' In all ships on service on the west coast

of Africa and other unhealthy stations, the following

rules (which we borrow from Dr Aitken's Hoiidhnok

of the Science and Practice of Medicine) should be

strictly attended to. A prophylactic dose of quinine

(live grains) should be administered to the men
daUy (a precaution that should be taken in .all mala-

rious regions, independently of yellow fever). When-
ever the fever .ajqiears ou board, the ship should at
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once put out to sea, and should proceed to the coolest

atmosphere nrithin reach. The most immediate
measures of prevention should be, to obviate direct

solar exposure, to prevent fatigue, and to check any
excesses in the use of spirits. Seamen should be
kept as remote from unhealthy coasts as is consist-

ent with duty, anchoring every evening a few miles

from the shore, if possible. Duties in boats should
as much as possible be conducted during the morn-
ings and evenings, the noon-day heats and the
deadly nocturnal emanations being to be equally
avoided. When men are landed, they should be
encamped on high and dry ground. Meals should
be regidarly served and carefidly cooked, and coffee

should be given early in the morning, and after

unusual fatigue or exposure, and no work should be
commenced tUl the coffee has been taken. Holds
of ships should not be cleansed on the spots where
the fever has originated, or during its prevalence,

but the process should be deferred tQl the vessel

is in a colder latitude. Lastly, green wood should
not be placed on board ship in hot climates, but the
wood should be barked and partly charred.

Dr Craigie, in his learned Practice of Pliyaic, gives

the following extensive list of synon}Tns of Yellow
Fever :

' Febris Jlama, Typlais eclerodes, Sauvages
and Cullen ; La Malaille de Siam, La Fievre Mate-
lotte, Vomito Priclo, Chapetotiada, Fiebre AmariUa
Hispanorum et Hispano-Americannrvm ; Xew Dis-

temper of 1G91 ; Kendal's Fever, Pestilential Fever,
Bilious Fever of Gamble ; Endemial Causus or Burn-
ing Fever of iloseley ; Malignant Pestilential Fever
of Chisholm ; Eemittent and Bdious Eemittent of

Hunter ; Concentrated Endemic Fever of Jackson
;

Tropical Continued Fever of Lempriere.' We shall

conclude with a short notice of the history of this

disorder. Long before the arrival of C^ortes in

Mexico, an extremely fatal epidemic disease used
to prevail amongst the native Mexicans. Epidemics
of special severity occurred in 1545, 1576, 1736

—

1737, and 1761—1762. Although Humboldt thinks
that the elevation of the table-land of Mexico (7200
to 7800 feet above the level of the sea) is sufficient

to exclude any idea of the identity of this disease,

known as Matlatxihuatl, with yellow fever, there
|

can be little doubt, from the similarity of the symp- '

toms, that the two diseases are really the same.
The Europeans visiting the shores of America soon
became painfully familiar with the disease ; and it

is almost certain that ' the jilague ' which so often
destroyed the English and Spanish troops at the end
of the loth and the beginning of the 16th centuries

|

•was in reality yellow fever. A disease bearing the
character of yellow fever appeared in 1618 among
the Indians in certain parts of Massachusetts, and
prevailed with much severity tiU 1622, and it com-
mitted great havoc among the emigrants to Vir-

ginia. When the expedition against Hispaniola in

1655, under A^enables, returned to Jamaica, they
met there ' an enemy (the plague) more severe than
the Spaniards, which in a Uttle time reduced the
army, originally 7000, to fewer than 2000 men.'
There can be little doubt that this plague was yellow
fever. In 1691, it was very fatal in Barbadoes,
where it was known as the aVew Distemper. From
about this date, yellow fever has been endemic in '

the West Indies. It was unknown at Carthagena
and along the coast till 1729, when it committed
dreadfiU havoc ; the Spanish galleons never remain- I

ing any time without interring one-half, or at least

one-third of their men. In 1740, it first appeared at
Guayaquil, since which time it has often oiScurred

;

and in all the towns on the coast of the American
continent and islands between 4.5° IST. lat. and 10"

S. lat., it appeared in jiroportion as Europeans began
to visit them. ' In this manner,' says Dr Craigie,

' Vera Cruz, Cumana, Havana, Acapulco, and La
Guayra have successively become its endemial
abodes ; and its appearance in these towns is as

uniform and certain as the arrival of the sun at the
tropic of Cancer. Of these places. Vera Cruz and
Havana may be regarded as the nursery of j'ellow

fever ; and from the month of March to that of

September or October, the disease rages like a
pestilence among the recently arrived Europeans,
and those natives who descend from the elevated

table-lands of the interior.' L'ntil the year 1793,

the disease was regarded as having a spontaneous
origin, and being due to tropical peculiarities operat-

ing on European and unseasoned constitutions ; but
that year the doctrine of infection suddenly started.

In that year the disease appeared with great viru-

lence in the island of Granada, and rapidly spread
over the Antilles to Philadelphia, and many parts

of the state of Pennsylvania, to JIassachusetts,

Xew York, CaroUne county Marjland, Alexandria
in Virginia, several counties in Xorth Carolina,

, and Caraccas in Venezuela. This outbreak was
preceded by a few days by the arrival of a vessel

' from Bulani, on the West African coast, at a harbour
' in St Granada, in which vessel, when stationed off

Bulam, fever had prevailed about five months
;

before to a great and fatal extent. This disease

was at the time termed the Bulam Fever, but soon
turned out to be ordinary yellow fever. Since 1763,

yellow fever has very often appeared as an epidemic

;
in the West India Islands and various parts of the
American states, and has even been endemic in

various parts of the south of Europe, especially

Gibraltar and Malaga. From the testimony of many
medical writers, it is certain that a disease essen-

tially identical with yellow fever prevails endemi-
cally along the west coast of Africa, at Senegal,

Sierra Leone, Cape Coast Castle, and the island of

Fernando Po. Fortunately for this country-, this

fell disease, which has repeatedly been brought to

our shores (.Swansea, Southampton, &c.), is at once
nipped out by our climatic conditions. When, last

year, it was imported into Swansea, Dr Buchanan,
who was at once sent down by the government to

watch the disease, and take the necessary measures to

prevent it from spreading, recorded 12 instances in

which, with filth, bad ventilation, and every other
condition favouring the fever, it failed in every case

to spread beyond the original victim. Altogether
there were 20 cases, of which 15 were fataL The
disease then disappeared.

A disease closely resembling, but apparently not
quite identical with yellow fever, is now (1867)
committing great ravages in Mauritius.

YE'LLOW-HAMMER, or YELLOW-EUNT-
I2sG (Emheriza cilrinella), a species of Bunting
(q. v.), which is one of the most common of small
birds in Britain, distributed over all parts of the
country, and is common also in most parts of the
continent of Europe, from Xorway and Sweden to

the Mediterranean. It is about seven inches in

entire length, and the male is a bird of brilliant

plumage, although there is something iu the short
thick form of the bird, and in the tints and distri-

bution of its plumage, which prevents it from being
greatly admired for beauty. It is, perhaps, also the
less regarded because it is so common ; and in many
parts of Britain there is a prejudice against it, so

{

that boys who would think it wrong to rob any
other bird's nest, esteem it a kind of duty to rob

I

that of the yellow-hammer. In the summer
plumage of the male, the head, cheeks, ear-coverts,

and nape of the neck are bright lemon yellow, with
I a few dusky black patches ; the upper part of the
back and wings are reddish brown, tmged with

^ yellow ; the wing-primaries are dusky black, with
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narrow external cdLres of lirii:;ht yellow ; the second-

aries, tertials, and wina-coverts dusky Mack, broadly

margined with rich chestnut brown ; the upper tail-

covel-ts reddish clicstnnt, edged with yellow ; the

tail-feathers dusky black, the central pair edged

with chestnut, and tinged with yellow ; the chin,

throat, and whole under surface, bright lemon

yellow, clouded on the breast and flanks with

reddish brown. The tail is slightly forked, and is

shorter than that of the Common Bunting. The

knob in the palate is also less conspicuous. The

female has much less yellow about the head than

the male, and her plumage is altogether much less

\'ivid. The Y. frequents hedges and low trees,

and is often to be seen, esiiecially in winter, in the

vicinity of houses, in flocks, with sparrows, chaf-

finches, &c. It generally makes its nest on the

Yellow li,uiini<r (Emlerka cilrinella), with
Nest and Eggs.

ground, under shelter of a bush or a tuft of grass,

fonning it of moss, roots, and hair. The song of

the male is very sweet, and consists of few notes,

which have been jocularly set to music with the

words, ' A little lit of bread, hut no-o c/icese.' He is

remarkably attentive to his mate, and takes his

turn in incubation. In Italy, great numbers of

yellow-hammers are caught, and fattened like

ortolans for the table. It is a curious and note-

worthy circumstance, that this bird is rare in insular

situations ; in the islands of the Jlediterranean, as

well as the Orkneys. The name Y'ellow-hammer is

a corniption of \''cllow-ammer ; Avimer, in German,

signifying Bunting. In Scotland, the Y. is known
as the Yoldrin or Yite.

YE'LLOWLEGS (Gambetla Jlavipes), a bird of

the order GraUatores, and family Scolopacidce.
^
It

is fully ten inches in entire length ; the bill, which

is straight and slender, being an inch and three-

quarters. The wings are long and pointed, the tail

short, the legs long, and the lo%vcr h.alf of tlie tiliiie

naked. The upper jjarts are ash-colour, with many
large arrow-headed and other spots of brownish

black, edged with white ; the lower parts are white,

with brownish lines and arrowhead markings. The
legs are yellow, and are very conspicuous wlien the

bird takes flight. This bird is generally distributed

over the eastern coasts of North America, from

Maine to Florida, migrating southwards in winter.

Small flocks arc seen wadinc; in search of food,

which consists of the fry of fishes, crustaceans,

worms, &c., sometimes on the margins of lakes, as

well as on the sea-shore. In ivinter, the Y. migrates

to the warmer parts of America. In autumn, it is

very fat, and is prized for the table.

YELLOW RI\T:R. See IIwaxg-ho.

YELLOW SEA. See WnANG-UAl.

YE'LLOWSTONE, a river of the U. S., rises in

zn

Sublette's Lake, near Fremont's Peak of the Ptoitky

Mountains, and receiving numerous branches from
the south. Hows north-easterly through tlie territory

of Montana, and empties into the Missouri Kiviy, in

the north-west jiart of Dakota Territory, lat. -IS" 5'

N., long. 104° W. It is 800 yards wide at its

mouth, 1000 miles long, and navigable 700 or SUO
miles.

YE'LLOWTHROAT (Tridia.i Manjlandica), a
bird of the AVarbler family (Sijlviadtv), very common
in North America, from the Atlantic to the I'.acilic,

most .abundant in the middle states, particularly in

Maryland. It prefers the neighbourhood of swamps.
It is about 5i inches long ; its colour olive green

above ; bright yellow on the throat, breast, and
under tail-coverts ; the males have a broad black

band on the forehead in summer, which (lisap])ears

in winter. Its song is pleasing, but not very

musical. It makes its nest on tlie gi'ound. It is

one of the birds best known to everyijody in North
America.

YELLOW-WOOD {Oxleya o-nnlJioxyla) a v.alu-

able timber-tree of eastern parts of Australia, of the

natural order Cedrclaeem. It is a gi-cat tree, often

100 feet in height. The wood is very yellow. It is

used for carpentry and boat-building.

YE'MEN, in a wide sense, includes the wholo
south and south-west of Arabia ; but, more strictly,

is the name only of the south-western corner of

the peninsida, bounded on the N. by Hcdjaz and
Nedjed; on the E., by Hadramaut and the Dahna,
or Great Arabian Desert; on the S., by the Gulf
of Aden ; and on the W. by the Bed Sea. It was
known to the ancients as Arabia Felix (Felix

being a mistranslation on the part of Ptolemy
of Yemen, which does not mean ' ha])py,' but
the land to tlie 'right' of Mecca), and they
obtained from it much frankincense, myrrh, and
other costly balsamic substances, in which it

abounds more than any other part of the world

;

they obtained also from its ports the products of

India, and other eastern regions, with which its

inhabitants maintained a constant trade. Tho
history of Y. reaches back to the highest antiquity.

The Joktanides, descendants of Joktan or Kahtan,
are its first possessors of whom we have any record

;

and from them it seems to have jiassed, about
2400 B.C., into the hands of the Himyarites, or

Horaeritcs. The Iliniyarito states and cities of

Saba, Thaphar, and Athana or Aden, attained at

an early period a high degree of prosperity, carry-

ing on a great commerce both by sea and land, and
they extended their dominion over a large part of

Asia and the north-west of Africa. See Sae.eans
and Aden. The persecution of the Christians by
the last Himyarite ]irinccs led to the overthrow of

the Himyarite power by the Aliyssiuians, 529 A. D.

From this date till UOl, Y. was ruled by Abyssinian
governors ; then for a short time by the Persians,

under Khosru (Chosroes) II. The followers of

Mohammed did not succeed in subduing Y. tiU

they had for a consider.able time been masters of

the rest of Arabia. Under all the califs, and
even under Saladin, Himyarite jirinces retained a
partial independence, which they reacquired when
the Turks, who con<|Uercd the country in the IGth

c, were expelled in the century following. To this

day the country is under the dominion of a number
of Himyarite ju-inces or sheiks, the most powerful
of them being for a time the Imam of Sania ((|. v.).

The political condition of the country is, and long

has been, very unsettled.

The people of Y. differ consider.ably in physical

characteristics, dress, and manners from the inha-

bitants of the other jmrts of Arabia, and their
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language gives evidence of a different origin. See
Sae^ans.
Our geographical knowledge of Y. has been much

increased by recent explorations, and charts of its

coasts have been laid down by officers in the service

of the East India Company. Throughout the whole
length of the country, at a distance of from 10 to

30 miles from the coast, a chain of mountains
extends, between which and the sea is a tract of

low ground, the Tehama, generally sandy and
desolate, but in some places very fertile, and
clothed with tropical vegetation. Inland fi-om the
mountain chain is a fertile table-land, at a general

elevation of about 4000 feet, yielding the produc-
tions of warm temperate rather than of tropical

regions. Some of the mountains rise to a height of

about 8000 feet. The slopes even of the more lofty

mountains are covered with luxiu-iant forests, and
the mountain valleys are of unsurpassed fertility.

The principal exports are coffee, dates, senna, gums
and giun-resius, wax, ivory, and goat-skin moi'occo.

Some grain is also exported. There are no rivers;

but good harbours are formed in some places by
natural openings in the coral reefs which line the
coast. The principal ports are Mocha (q. v.), famous
for the cofiee which it exports ; Aboo Arish, or

Gasini ; Hodeida ; Shehr ; and Aden (q. v.), which
is now in the hands of the British. Sanaa, the
capital, or nominal capital, is situated on the table-

land. Damar, Taas, Loheia, Eeit-el-Fakih, and
Zebeod are among the other principal towns.

YENIKA'Lfi STRAIT, sometimes also caUed
Stkait of Kef.tch, connects the Sea of Azov with
the Black Sea, forming a sea-passage between the
Crimea on the west and the Caucasus on the east.

It is over 20 miles in length, and at its narrowest is

less than 2 miles, and so shallow and interrupted by
shoals, that cautions sailing and steering are neces-

sary even for small steamers.

YENISEI', one of the largest rivers of Siberia,

foniied by the junction of the Oulou-Keme and the
Bey-Kerne, which rise in the mountains on the
southern border of Siberia. It flows north through
the centre of Siberia into the Arctic Ocean, forming
at its mouth a long estuary. In the earlier part of

its course, it is interrupted by falls and rapids ; but
afterwards flows through a great plain or steppe,
roceiving many tributaries, of which the principal
are the Upper Tunguska or Angara, from Lake
Baikal ; the Lower Timguska, from the Baikal
Moimtains ; and the Turoukchau. Its length is 2700
miles, and it drains a basin of upwards of 1,000,000
sq. miles. A great part of the Y. is navigable, and
is now regularly traversed by steamers.

YENISEI'SK, a town in the government of the
same name in Siberia, S50 miles east of Tobolsk, lat.

5S° 27' N., long. 92' IG' E., on the Y'enisei. Pop. GS24.

Y. was founded in ICIS, and is one of the most
important towns of Siberia, the chief article of trade

being furs, which are bartered by the native nomad
tribes. It is three miles in circumference, and has a

custom-house and arsenal.

YEO'MAN (Ang.-Sax. gemen, common), a term
which seems, in early English history, to have been
a])plied to a common menial servant, but after the
loth c. came to denote a class of small freeholders,

forming the next grade below gentlemen. The term
yeoman is sometimes considered identical with the
forty shillings freeholder, possessed of the elective

franchise.

YEO'MANRY, a volunteer force of cavalry in

Great Britain, numbering about 1-1,000 men, and
costing the country annually about £85,000. It was
originally formed during the wars of the French
Kevolution, and then comprised infantry as well as

cavalry ; but the whole of the infantry corps, and
many of the cavalry, were disbanded after the
peace of 1814. The organisation of the cori)s is by
counties, under the lords-lieutenant. The men
provide their own horses and uniform ; in consider-
ation of which they receive annually a clothing and
contingent allowance of £2 a man, are exem[)t from
taxation in respect to the horses employed on
yeomanry duty, and draw during the annual train-

ing 2s. a day for forage, besides a subsistence
allowance of 7s. a day. If called out for perma-
nent duty, they receive cavalry pay, with forage
allowance. The yeomanry are available in aid of

the civil power ; and in time of invasion, or appre-
hended invasion, the sovereign may embody them
for service in any part of Great Britain, under the
provisions or the Mutiny Act and Articles of War.
YEOMEN OF THE GUARD, a veteran com-

pany, consistmg of 100 old soldiers of stately
presence, employed on grand occasions, in conjunc-
tion with the gentlemen-at-arms, as the body-guard
of the sovereign. These Yeomen were constituted
a corps, in 1485, by King Henry VII., and they
still wear the costume of that period. Armed with
partisans, and in the quaint uniform, the men
present a curious sight in the 19th centiiry. The
officers of the corps are a captain (ordinarily a
peer), a lieutenant, and an ensign. There is also a
* Clerk of the Cheque and Adjutant.' AH these
appointments are held by old officers, and are con-
sidered as important prizes. The whole charge is

borne by the sovereign's civil list. The head-
quarters of the corps is at the Tower of London,
where the men are popidarly known as Beef-eaters

(q. v.).

YEO'VIL, a small municipal borough of Somer-
setshire, 20 miles south of Wells, on the borders of

Dorsetshire, a bus}', handsome place, built of red brick

and yellow Hamliill (a neighbouring quarry) stone,

and situated in a jileasing district on a hill-side

sloping to the Y'eo. The church of St John, a
structure of the 15th c., is much admired. The
height of the side aisles, and large size of the
windows, give it grace and lightness, and hence it

has been called the ' Lantern of the West.' There
are several other churches, besides schools, alms-

houses, and other charities. Kid and other gloves

are here more extensively manufactured than in any
other town in England. There are about 20 manu-
factories, in which are produced about 10,000 dozen
pairs of gloves per week. The numljer of males alone

employed in this manufacture is about 2000; the
females, who sew the gloves, all work at home, and
are mostly the wives and daughters of agricultural

labourers, inhabitants of the surrounding country,
and amounting probably to about 10,000. Woollen
manufactures and leather-dressing are also carried

on. It has received its charter of incorporation since

1851. Pop. (ISGI) 7957.

YE'RCUM, another East Indian name of the
plants c:illed iludar (q. v.), and of the fibre which
they yield.

YE'SSO, or JESSO, the most northerly of the
four principal islands which compose the empire of

Japan (see jAr.\N"), Ucs north of the central island

of Nipon, from which it is separated by the Sangar
or Tsugar Strait. It is about 350 miles in length

from east to west, and is 250 miles in extreme
breadth. Area estimated at 62,500 sq. m.

;
pop.

unknown. The surface is mountainous, and the

island is rich in minerals. The chief town, Matsmai,
on the south coast, is said to contain 50,000 inhabit-

ants. After Matsmai, the most important seaport

is Hakodadi (q. v.).

YE'THOLM, a parish of Scotland, in the
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north-east of Roxburghshire, bordering on England,

on the e.ist and north-east, 15 miles cast-north-east

of Jedburgh. 'J'he Hcauinnnt W.ater runs through

the parish, and on either side of tliis stream are tlic

villages of Kirk-Vetholui and Town-Yetliolni, tlie

former being the head-quarters of the gipsies in

Scotland. According to the census of Scotland for

ISOI, the vill.age of Yctholm cout.tiued 544 inhabit-

ants.

YEW [Taxtis], a genus of trees of the natural

order Taxaccte, -which is very generally regarded .as

a sub-order of Cuiii/c/'ir, and is characterised by
solitary and terniiual fertile Jlowers, with a solitary

ovule sessile iu the centre of a fleshy disc, forming

a sort of dru]ie when in fruit, and by dicotyledon-

ous seeds. The genus Taxiis is distinguished by a

solitary terniiual seed, surrounded by a succulent

cup. The species are dili'used over the whole
northern parts of the world, and are large and beau-

tiful evergreen trees, with narrow lanceolate or

linear leaves. The Common Yew (T. baccata),a, tree

Yew [Taxus baccuta).

of ."O—40 feet, and a trunk sometimes of great

thicl;ues3, Ijrancliing a few feet above the ground,

and forming a large and ilense head, is a native of

the middle and south of Europe and of Siberia.

Noblo sjiecimens of it are to be seen in many parts

of Britain. It attains a great age, at least 3U0 or

400 years. Its wood has been much used from very
early times for making bows, for which it is pre-

ferred to every other kind of wood. It is very
hard, and reckoned almost equal to boxwood for

tine work. The heart-wood is of an orange-red or

deep-brown colour. The fruit is red, and was long

reputed poisonous, but the pidpy part is not so
;

the seed, however, is a dangerous poison. The
leaves also are a powerful narcotic ; and although

they are sometimes given as a vermifuge, their use is

attended with danger.—The Irish Ykw (
T.fastifjlata

of Lindley ; T. Hiiicrniea of Hooker), originally dis-

covered in Ireland, and now very common in plea-

sure-grounds, is by many supposed to be a mere
variety of the common species, with upright fasti-

giate habit, but it dift'crs also in having the leaves

scattered, whilst those of the Common Yew are in

two rows.—The North American Yew (T. Cnna-
dciuis) is of humbler gi'owth.—The name jAP.A.y Yew
is sometimes given to Podocarpus jnacropliyUiis, a

tree of a genus nearly allied to Taxus, and recently

separatecl from it. It is a large and stout tree, a
native of Japan; its wood much valued for cabinet-

work. Other species o£ Podocarpus are natives of
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the warmer jiarts of Asia, of Chili, New Holland,
&c. P. iiiirl/tr is a lofty tree of the northern pro-

vinces of Japan and mountains of Nepaul, from the
seed of which an oil is cxtr.acted, lit for culinary
purposes, altliongh the seed itself is too astringent

to be eaten. To the order or sub-order Taxncem
belongs also the genus Salinhuria (see Ginoko), the
genus Dacrijd'mm (q. v.), and P/it/Uocladin, a genus in

which the foliage, as in .S'«/w'>«ri'«, hxs a remarkable
resemblance to the fronds of ferns. P. tridiomanoijea

is a large New Zealand tree.

YEZD, a considerable city of Western Persia,

capital of the jirovince of tlie same name, situated

on the soutli-west angle of the great desert of

Khorasan, in lat. 3'2° 7' N., long. 54' 50' E. It is

surrounded by a wall and ditch, is said to be five

miles in circuit, and consists of an old town and a
large modern suljurlj. It is the great emj)oriuiu of

the internal commerce of the enqiire, as it is a con-

venient resting-place for caravans from Kerman,
Herat, and Meshed, on the east and south-e.ast, and
which arc met here by mercliants from Ispahan,

Shiraz, Tehran, and other places on the west and
north-west. Manufactures of silk stuffs, velvets,

cotton and woollen fabrics, arms, and loaf-sugar

arc carried on, and the bazaars are spacious and
well supiilied. Pop. estimated at 50,000, many of

whom are Gucbres (q. v.).

Y'GGDlvASIL, the name given in Scandinavian
Jlythology to a tree, the greatest and most sacred of

all trees, which was conceived as binding togetlier

heaven, earth, and hell. It is an ash, whose branches
spread over all the world, and reach above the

heavens. It sends out three roots in three different

directions : one to the Asa-gods in heaven, another
to the Frost-giants, the tliird to the under-world.

Under each root springs a wonderful fountain, en-

dowed with marvellous virtues. From the tree

itself drops a honey-dew. Among its branches and
roots, several animals sit or run about : an e.agle, a
squirrel, four stags, a serpent, all having their own
proper names. The serpent, Nithhoggr, lies at the
under-world fountain and gnaws the root of Y. ; the
squiiTel, llatatuskr, runs up and down, and tries to

breed strife lietween the serpent and the eagle,

which sits aloft.

Of this old-world myth too imperfect an account
has survived to enaljle us to read its meaning. Some
writers in the middle ages bring it into connection
with the Cross. It is striking to find Yirgil {Oeonj.

ii. 201) descril)ing the ash as sending its branches
as high into the air as it sends its roots into the
earth

—

iEsculus in priniis, qu."e quantimi vorlice ad auras
^tkerias, tantum radicc in iartara tendit.

Remarkable coincidences, although of a fragmentary
kind, are also found in eastern traditions.

Jacob Grimm sees an intimate connection between
the world-tree Y. and tlie Jnufiiseulc, of wliicli

numerous traces are to be found in the records of

German antiquity. This is described bj- Rudolf of

Fuld as a great trunk of a tree set upright, and wor-
ship])ed in the open air ; the name Jrminsnl, he
exjJains as meaning the universal or all-sustaining

piUar (Ger. Sdnlf^ pillar). Such a tree-idol was de-

stroyed by tJharles the Great in his conquest of the

Saxons in 77-, at a place called Heresliurg, in West-
phalia, which was a chief seat of the pagan religion

of the Saxons. The word inniti, Ang.-Sax. eormen,

was frequently compounded with other words in the

earlier stages of the Teutonic languages, in the sense

of universal, greatest of all. As the primitive nature-

worship tended more and more to the jicrsonifica-

tion of particular powers, these trunk-idols were
associated with particular divinities, and perhaps
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had an image set upon them, or were cut iuto some
rude resemblance, as in the case of the Greek pillar-

images called hcrmm (see Hekmes). The coin-

cidence of the names irmhi and kermtr, which may,
however, be casual, has not faded to be remarked.
The Christmas tree of modern Germany may be
some kind of offshoot of the old notion of Yggdrasil.

Y-l\IOTH {Pltisia gamma), a beautiful species of

Jloth (q. v.), common in Britain and throni,'hout great

part of Eoi-ope, about an inch in entire length, with-

out reckoning the antenna;, which are not quite half

an inch. The colour is lilac, variegated with brown,
the upper wings beautifully marbled, with a shining

mark nearly in the form of the letter Y, or of the

Greek 7 (Gamma), whence the names. The lower
wings are dirty white, with a broad smoky border, and
a white fringe, spotted with black. This moth Hies

about during the day in summer and autumn. It is

very swift of flight. It lays its eggs on the under
side of leaves. The caterpillar is slightly hairy,

gi"een with a yellow line along each side, and live

white ones down the back. It feeds on the leaves

of a great variety of plants, as peas, beans, turnips,

cabbages, hemp, clover, oats, and other grasses. It

sometimes ravages gardens, but more in France
than in Britain.

YOGA (from the Sanscrit yiij, join ; kindred to

the Lat. juwj-, Gr. zeuj-, Gothic, jiuk ; hence junc-
tion, and figuratively, ' conceutration, religious or

abstract contemplation') is the name of one of the
two divisions of the Sankhya philosophy of the
Hindus. See Saxkhva. While the first of these

divisions, the Sankliya ])roper, is chiefly concerned
in teaching the tattwas, or principles of creation, and
the successive developmeut of the latter, the main
object of the Yoga is to establish the doctrine of a

Supreme Being, and to teach the means by which
the human soul may become permanently united
with it ; and since the Sankhya proper is sdent on
the creation of the world by a Supreme Being

—

whence it was charged, though unjustly, by its

opponents, with being atheistical—the Yoga, Avhich

is called theistical, is considered to be its comple-
ment. According to Patanjali, the reputed author
of this system, the term Yoija means ' the hin-

dering of the modifications of thinking;' and by
such modifications, which, he says, may be ac-

companied with afflictions, or be free from them,
he understands ' the three kinds of evidence

—

viz., jierception, inference, and testimony—mis-
conception or incorrect ascertainment, fancy,

sleep, and recollection.' The 'hindering of these
moclitications' is, according to him, effected either by
a repeated effort to keep the mind in its unmodified
state, or by dispassion, which is the consciousness of

having overcome all desires for objects that are seen

(on earth) or are heard of (in Scripture).' Dispassion

is condiicive to meditation ; tliis, again, is of differ-

ent kinds, and is attained either ' impetuously'—in

adopting various transcendent methods—or ' by a

devoted rehance on Is'wara, the Lord.' This Lord,

or Supreme Being, Patanjali then defines as ' a par-

ticular Purusha, or spirit, who is untouched by
afflictions, works, the result of works, or deserts

;

in whom the germ of omniscience reaches its extreme
limit ; who is the preceiitor of eveu the first, because

he is not limited by time ; aud whose appellation

is Om, the term of glory.' This word is to be mut-
tered, aud its sense is to be reflected upon, for ' from

it comes the knowledge of Is'war.a and the preven-

tion of ' the obstacles ' which impede Yoga. These
obstacles, Patanjali says, are 'illness, apathy, doubt,

listlessness about the accomplishment of meditation,

want of exertion, attachment to worldly objects,
|

erroneous perception, failure to attain any stage of

meditation, or inability to continue in the state of

meditation when it has been reached.' There are
several other methods to prevent these obstacles

from distracting the mind, and impeding its steadi-

ness. One, for instance, consists in pondering over
one single accepted truth ; another in * practising

benevolence, tenderness, complacency, and disregard

towards all objects in possession of happiness or

grief, virtue or vice ; ' another, ' in forcibly expelling

or retaining the breath;' another, in 'dwelling on
knowledge that presents itself in dream or sleep

;

'

&c. When all these modifications have disappeared,
the mind becomes free from ' the tingeing ' of the
e.xterior world, as the pure crystal is free from the
colour that seems to belong to it, when a coloured
substance is seen athwart it. After having described
the various modes in which the mind may appear
changed into the likeness of what it ponders, the
author of this system then proceeds to explain the
practical Yoga, by which ' concentration ' may be
attained. It comprises, according to him, mortifica-

tion, the muttering of certain hymns, and a devoted
reliance on the Lord. Through it, meditation is

established, and afflictions are got rid of. By afflic-

tions, again, he understands ignorance, egotism,
affection, aversion, and tenacity of life; which terms
are then the subject of an especial investigation

into the nature of what is to be got rid of, of

what is not desired to be got rid of, of what is

constituted by the cause, and of what is the
constitutive cause.—There are eight means or stages

subservient to the attainment of concentration

—viz., forbearance (yama), religious observance
(niyama), postures (dsana), regulation of the breath
(prun'dijama), restraint of the senses {pratyalidra),

steadying of the mind (dlulran'a), contemplation
(dhydna), and profound meditation (samddhi).—The
first stage, forbearance {yama), consists in not
doing injury to living beings, veracity, avoidance
of theft, chastity, and non-acceptance of gifts ; they
are the universal great duty.—The second stage,

religions observance (niyama), comprises purity—

•

external as well as internal—contentment, aus-

terity, muttering of the Vedic hymns, and devoted
reliance on the Lord.—The third stage of Yoga,
postures (dsana), is defined by Patanjali as ' that
which is steady and comfortable ' at the same time.

The commentators mention several varieties of such
postures. According to an interesting treatise on
the Yoga philosophy by Kaviuachandrapala, one
of these, called Sidelkdsetna, is practised by placing
the left heel under the anus, and the right heel in

front of the genit.als, by fixing the sight upon the
space between the eyebrows, and, while in this

motionless attitude, meditating upon the mysterious
syllable Om (q. v.). Of the posture called Padmd-
Sana the same treatise says, that it consists in

placing the left foot upon the right thigh, and the
right foot upon the left thigh, in holding with the
right hand the right great toe, and with the left

hand the left great toe, the hands coming from
behind the back and crossing each other ; while the
chin rests on the interclaWcular space, and the
sight is fixed on the tip of the nose. When the
command of such postures is attained, PatanjaU
says, the Yogin does not suffer either from cold or

heat, hunger or thirst, or similar afflictions.—The
fourth stage, regulation of the breath (jmin'dydma)
is threefold, according as it concerns exhalation or

inhalation, or becomes tantamount to suspension of

the breath, the latter also being termed kumbhaha
(from kumbha, a jar), because 'the vital spirits

then are as motionless as water is in a jar.' Through
such a regulation of the breath, the obscuration of

the pure quality of the mind is removed, and the
317
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latter becomes fit for acts of attention. Navlna-

chaudrap:!!;! describes different processes of the

Priu'-iyama as selected from different authorities.

One, for instance, consists, accordin;; to him, in the

act of inhaling throuj;h the left nostril for 7C7SS
Bceonds, suspending the breath for 30'7ir)2 seconds,

and exhaling through the right nostril for l'y'.io~6

seconds ; then inhaling through the right nostril

for 30'7i52 seconds, exhaling through the right

nostril for 76788 seconds, suspending the breath

for ."U'715'2 seconds, and exhaling thro\igh the left

nostril for 15'3d76 seconds ; Lastly, inhaling through
the left nostril for 7'67SS seconds, suspending the

breath for 30'71o2 seconds, and exhaling through
the right nostril for 15-3576 seconds. To tlie

Icumlhaka, of which there are eight varieties, the

same author observes, two processes are indispens-

able : sitting in one of the postures described ; and,

by means of an incision in the frcenura linguce, and
milking, as it were, the tongue, causing it gr.adually

to become so lengthened as to allow the rima glottidis

to be shut by pressing back the epiglottis with the

point of the retroverted tongue. Such hntibhakas, it

is supposed, produce the most wonderful effects ;

some of them cure diseases of the head and lungs,

dro)isy, &c. ; others make proof .against all sorts of

inflammation and fever ; the eighth or hast variety

of the kumbhaJca, especially, cures all diseases,

])urges from all sins, promotes longe\'ity, enlightens

the mind, and awakens the souL—The fifth st.age

of Yoga, the restraint of the senses (prati/dltdra),

means the withholding of the senses from their

respective objects, and the accommodating them
entirely to the nature of the mind. Accortling

to au authority quoted by Navinaehandrapfda, a

Yogin's senses are suspended when he can suspend
the respiratory movements for 10 minutes and 48
seconds.—This st.age is preparatory to the sixth,

or the steadying of the mind (dhdran'u), which
means the freeing of the mind from any sensual

disturbance, by fixing the thoughts on some part of

the body, for instance, on the navel or the

tip of the nose. This stage, it is supposed, can
bo accomplished when the Yogin is able to sus-

pend his respiratory movements for 21 minutes
and 30 seconds ; and, according to Kaviuach-
andra])ila, it is effected by different processes

—muttering the syllable Om 144,000 times, fixing

the eyes upon the tip of the nose, or the sp.ace

between the eyebrows, for two hours, swallowing

the tongue for two hoiu-s, &c.

—

Conternplation

{dhj/dna), the seventh stage of Yoga, is the fixing

of the mind on the one object of knowledge,
the .Supreme Spirit, so .as to exclude all other

thoughts. It is practised in consequence of the
' steadying of the mind,' as defined before ; and,

according to the authority quoted by N.avinachan-

draplla, a man can accomplish it when he is able

to suspend his respiratory movements for 43 minutes
and 12 seconds.—The eighth and last st.age of Yoga,
profound meditation {samddhi), is the perfect absorp-

tion of thought into the one object of meditation,

the Supreme Spirit ; it is devoid, as it were, of any
definite character, which would suggest a term .as

a]iplicable to it. In such a state, Navinachandrapala
s.ays, * a Yogin is insensible to heat and cold, to

pleasure and pain : he is insensible to blows and
wounds, to the effects of fire ; he is the same in

prosperity and adversity ; he enjoys an ecstatic

condition. He is free from lust, fear, and anger

;

he is disengaged from all works. He is not affected

by honour and dishonour. He looks upon gold,

iron, and stones with the same unconcerned eyes.

He is the same in love and in hatred ; he is the

same amongst friends and enemies.' And according

to the authority he quotes, such a state may be
31S

attained by a man who can suspend his respiratory

movements for 1 hour, 20 minutes, and 24 seconds.

—The last three stages are also comprised under
one distinctive name, ^am'yama, or "restraining,"

because it is chieHy on the perfection attained in

these three collectively that depend the wonderful
results which are promised to a Yogin when he
applies them to the contemplation of special objects.

Such results .are, for instance, a knowledge of the
past and future, a knowledge of the sounds of .all

animals, of all that happened iu one's former births,

of tlie thoughts of others, of the time of one's own
death, a knowledge of all th.at exists in the different

worlds, of stars .and planets, of the structure of

one's own body, &c. There are especi.ally, however,
eight great powers which a Yogin will acquire when
properly regulating and a]>plying the siun'yama—
viz., the power of shrinking into the form of the
minutest atom ; that of assuming .a gigantic body

;

that of becoming extremely light ; that of becoming
extremely heavy; that of unlimited reach of the

organs (as touching the moon with the tip of a
finger) ; that of irresistible will ; that of obtaining

perfect dominion over the iuuer organs of the
body ; and that of acquiring mastery over every-

thing. If the Yogin applies sani'yama to the con-

templation of the smallest divisions of time, and
the successive order in which such divisions occur,

he obtains a discrimination which enables him to

underst.and the subtle elements, and to see all

objects at once. ^Vhen his intellect h.as become free

from all considerations of self, and his spirit is no
longer subject to the residt of acts performed, and
when both have thus attained the same degree of

purity, the Yogin obtains eternal liberation.— In the
last chapter of his work, Patanjali then shews that
these perfections are not always obtained by Yogins
in one birth, but that Proir'iti, or nature (see S.\N-

kuya), generally in a succession of births, brings to

m,aturity the result obtained iu a prior birth. He thus
makes nature, not actions, the cause of each effect

;

meritorious actions merely serving, according to

him, to remove the obstructions wliich, from b.ad

actions, would arise to its regular progress, just as

water would take its n.atur.al course after the hus-

bandman, who would want to lead it from field to

field, had removed the obstructions that lay in its

path. .iVfter having then taught that the result of

actions, in successive births, consists in the recollec-

tion of a prior state, and in the obtainment of a
special (existence, a special duration of life, and
special enjoyments) ; and after having discussed the
different infiuences to which the mind may become
subject in its imion to different objects, Patanjali

winds up with describing the mode in which final

liberation gi-adually takes jilace. First, he says,

when .a person has obtained the discrimination con-

veyed bj' the Yoga doctrine, all ideas of self—such as,

I am different from another—cease. In consequence,

thought is turned inward, and this is the comnicnce-

ment of liberation. But, as still recollections, derived
from former existences, sometimes prevail in his

mind, they must be abandoned by him in the same
way as he has to overcome the afiiictions, above
specified. When he has succeeded iu this, his

knowledge will have become so iufinitc, tliat but
little will remain for him to be known. Then the
cosmical gun'as, or qualities, too (see .S.\NKin'A),

having accomplished the main object of s[)irit, will

have gradu.ally arrived at the end of their functions,

and, as a consequence, matter will become separated
from spirit. This is kaivalya, or true liberation,

for the mere power of the mind to retain its nature
after dissolution h.as taken place, is not yet true
Uberation.—The practical part of the Yoga was
admitted into the later Vedanta (q. v.). Its ethical
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portion is especially dwelt upon ia the celebrated

episode of the Mahibharata (q. v.), the Bhagavculgitd.

But the great power it has at all periods exercised

on the Hindu mind, is less derived from its jihilo-

sophical speculations or its moral injunctions, than
from the wonderfid effects which the Yoga practices

are supposed to produce, and from the countenance
they give to the favourite tendency of orthodox
Hinduism, the performance of austerities. It is

needless, however, to say that frequently these

practices were and are merely a cloak for imposture
and hypocrisy, and that the professional Yogins
(q. v.), numbers of whom are met with throughout
India, are often nothing but lazy mendicants or

jugglers, who, by impressing the vulgar with a
belief in their supernatural jiowers, convert it into

a source of an easy livelihood. Such followers of

the Yoga pretend, for instance, to foretell future
events ; they deal in palmistry, and profess to cure
diseases. There are instances, too, where, for a
handsome consideration, they aUow themselves to

be buried for a certain time, so as to exhibit the
power of the Yoga. Two such cases are related as

authentic in the treatise of iS'avinachandrapala ; and
it would appear from them, that a human being,

after having undergone certain preparations, such as

the Yoga prescribes them, may be shut up in a box
without either food or drink, for the space of a
month, or even forty days and nights, and yet
remain alive. The author of the treatise endea-
vours, indeed, to shew that the rules laid down by
the Yoga regarding the mode of respiration, the
postures, and the diet of a Yogin, may have been
founded on a carefid observation of the nature and
habits of hibernating animals ; and in support of

this view, he enters into a detailed investigation of

the effect of the Yoga practices on animal life. If,

as it seems, his statements are correct, much of

what otherwise would be incredible in the accounts
given of the performances of Yogins, could be
received as true, because adnuttiug of explanation.
The system of Patanjali was taught by him in a i

httle work caUed Yoyasidra, which consists of four
Padas, or chapters, each comprising a number of

Siitras (q. v. ). The oldest commentary on it is

ascribed to a Vywsa (q. v.) ; and this was commented
on by Vaclmspati-M'is'ra. Of other commentaries,
those by Vijuunahlakshu, Bhojadcva, and Narjoji-
Ihai't'a are the most appi'oved of.—For a fuUer
enumeration of works on the Yoga, see A Contribu-
tion towards an Index to the Blhlio'jraphy of thu

Indian Pjdlo.iophical Synfems, by Fitzedward HaU
(Calcutta, 1S5U). The first two chapters of the
Sutras have been translated, with annotations,
founded on the commentary of Bhnjadeva, by the
late J. E. Ballantyne (Allahabad, 1S53); and a para-
phrase, but somewhat too free, of the same com-
mentary is contained in the 4th vol. of William
Ward's View of the Iliston/^ Literature, and Udirjion

of the Hindus, <Lc., 4 vols. (London, 1S17— ISiO).

For a brief account of the system, see also the 1st

vol. of H. T. Colebrooke's Miscellaneous Essays, 2
vols. (London, 1837) ; and for the practice of the
Yoga, A Treatise on the Yorja Philosophy—that
referred to above—by X. C. Paul (i. e., Navinachan-
drapala), (Benares, 1S51).

YOGIN', a follower of the Yoga system of Hindu
philosophy (see Yoga), but in popular acceptation

a term generally denoting a Hindu ascetic or

devotee, a man who has entered the fourth stage

of religious life as described in the S'astras. A
large class of such persons forms a division of the
votaries of S'iva. See S'aivas.

YOKOHAMA (meaning, as written by the
Japanese, 'Cross Shore'), a town of Japan, in the

island of Nipon, the foreign mercantile settlement
of Yeddo, and the head-quarters of the plenipoten-
tiaries of the treaty powers. It is situated on the
south side of a bight of the Bay of Yeddo, about 17
miles from Yeddo, and opposite to Kanagawa.
Y. was substituted (1859) by the Japanese for

Kanagawa, the treaty port, which is on the
Tocado, or great highway, as the residence of the
foreign mercantile community, on account of its

greater isolation and distance from the route of the
hostile daimios, or territorial princes. The Japanese
government built, at a great outlay, solid granite
piers and landing-places, a large custom-house,
official residences, and shops for Japanese traders ;

besides houses and godowns for the foreign com-
munity and merchants. Y., which in 1854 was a
small Cshing-vUlage, extends along the sea-shore
for about a mde and a half, and is two or three
streets deep. The pop. exceeds 20,000. The
custom-house is nearly in the centre of the town

;

and east and west of it, lie respectively the foreign
and native quarters. The shops are filled with
goods to suit the foreign taste—such as lackered
ware of rare quality and bronze-work, baskets and
porcelain, fancy silks and embroidery, ciiriosities

I and articles of vertu. A causeway across the marshy
groimd connects Y. with the high road at Kanagawa.
A deep canal is drawn as a cordon around the settle-

ment ou the land-side, wluch cuts it off most com-
pletely from easy access to the surroimding country,
and at every })oiut of egress or ,ingress is a guard-
house, thus placing the whole community most
effectually under the watchful and jealous eye of
the government.

YONGE, Chaelottb Maky, a novelist of con-
siderable merit and popularitj^ was born in the year
1823. She is a daughter of the late Wdliam Craw-
ley Yonge, Esq. of Otterboume, Hampshire, some-
time an officer in the S2d llegimeut. The work by
which she is best known is The Heir of Bcdcbjffe,
which had great success, and has gouo through
several editions. Besides this, she is the author of

Heart's Ease, Dynevor Terrace, The Daisy Chain,
Tlie Lances of Lynwood, The Little Duke, &c. These
works exhibit much literary accompUshment, and
have secured for Miss Y. a pubUc of her own. The
spirit which pervades them is pure, amiable, and
pious ; and commonly the stories are more or less

contrived as vehicles of the High-Church opinions
to which the WTiter is wannlj' attached. Consider-
able sums accruing from the sale of her writings
she is said to have devoted to the aid of religious

missions in New Zealand. In addition to the fictions

by which she is chiefly knou-n. Miss Y., in 18G3,
published in two vols, a work On Christian Names,
their History and Derivation, in which much curious
enidition is displayed.

YO'NKERS, a viUage of New York, TJ. S., on the
cast bank of the Hudson River, 17 mUes north of
New York City, from which it is accessible by rail

and steamboat, filled with beautifid residences,

viUas, and cottages. It has six churches, male and
female academies, and several manufactories. Pop.
about 7000.

YONXE, a department in the north-east of

France, bounded on the N. by the department of
Seine-et-Marnc, on the E. by Aube and Cote-d"Or,
on the S. by Nievre, and on the W. bj- Loiret.

Area, 2S0S sq. m.
;
pop. (ISGG) 372,589. The de-

partment is watered by the river Yonne, which
flows across it in a north-east direction. The sur-

face is hilly, many of the hills being covered
with fruitful vinej'ards, the intervening valleys

being beautiful and fertile. The vineyards yield
annually upwards of 22,000,000 gallons of wine.
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There arc some fine forests in the (lei).irtmcnt.

The climate is generally liealthy, except in the

southwest, where the marshes often give rise to

fever. The soil produces ahuudance of grain, but

the cultivation of the vine is of the greatest import-

ance, the best wines produced here being tliose of

L'liablis, Joigny, Auxerre, and Tonncrre. The chief

mineral products are red granite, marble, litho-

graphic stones, pavement, red and yellow ochre, iron.

There are manufactures of cottons, woollens, beet-

root sugar, bricUs, tiles, &c. The chief e.\]iorts arc

timber, corn, and wine. It is divided into live

arrondissements—viz., Auxerre, Avallon, Joigny,

Sens, Tonnerre. The railway from I'aris to Lyon
passes through the department. The cajiital is

Auxerre ; the other chief towns are Avallon, Joignj',

Sens, and Tonnerre.

YORK, Hen-rv Bes'epict Mary, Dike of,

Cardinal, and Bishop of Frascati, the last male
descendant of the royal House of .Stuart, was the

second son of James (III. of England), commonly
known as the Pretender. Ho was born at Home,
March 2G, 17'2.5 ; and after the failure of the attempt

of his elder brother, Charles Edward, in 1 745, resolved

to enter the church. He w.as admitted to tonsure

and minor orders by Benedict Xl\'., and created

Cardinal in 1747. Clement XIII. consecrated him
Bishop of Corinth in parlibus infidelium, and after-

wards of the suburban see of Frascati, where he

took up his residence. He also enjoyed, through

the favour of the crown of France, the revenues of

two abbeys, which he held in mmmendam , as well

as a pension from the Sjianish court ; and the liberal

charity with which he dispensed his income among
the poor, and for the other charitable and religious

necessities of his diocese, endeared him to his

flock. These resources were lost .at the Revolu-

tion ; but, nevertheless, in the distresses of the

holy see which ensued, C.ardinal Y. sold his family

jewels for the purpose of relieving Pius VI. in his

necessities. On the occupation of Home, he with-

drew to Venice; but he returned in 1801. on the

restoration of the papal authority under Pius VII.

George III., having become aware of the failure of his

former means of income, granted him a jiension of

£4UU0 a year, which ho accepted, and enjoyed till

his death. Those to whom a jirinted record of the
' Last of the .Stuarts ' may be interesting, will find

a small collection of his ' Pastoral Letters,' in a 4to

volume published in Kome, and entitled Ajijiendix

ad Tusculaimm Synoduin, a Cclsitudine Ecjia Em-
mentissimi Ilmrici Episcopi Tusculani (Rome, 1764).

He was appointed by Pius Vll. Dean of the Saered

College, and held several other dignities, and was
much respected, as well by the Italians as by
foreigners visiting Rome. He died at Frascati,

.July 17, 1817, .atthe advanced age of ninety-two.

His last will, wiiich is a very interesting document,

is printed by Artaud in his Vie de Pie VII. His

monument, by Canova, in St Peter's, was erected by
order of the Prince Regent, afterwards George IV.

YORK, House of. See PL^tNTAGEXET.

YORK, the capital of Yorkshire, is situated at

the junction of the rivers Ouse and Foss, the tliree

Ridings of the county meeting at the same )il.ace,

and is nearly equidistant fi-om London and Edin-

burgh. It is the seat of an archbishopric, a county

in itself, and a municipal and parliamentary borough.

The government is vested in I'i aldermen and 30
councillors, of whom one, as in the case of London,
is Lord Jlayor. It returns two members to parlia-

ment. The pop. in ISGl was 40,377, being an
increase from 1851 of 4074 persons, and 704 in-

habited houses. Within the Poor-law Union of

which Y. is the centre, there are S3 parishes, with
320

an area of 79,709 statute acres, and a poj). in ISGl
of 59,158.

Y'. is amongst the most ancient of British cities.

Before the Roman iiiv,asion, it was one of the chief

towns of the Brigantes, the most numerous and
powerful of the British tribes. It was constituted
a Roman station, under the name of Eboracum, by
Agricola about 79 a.m., ami was very soon the prin-
cijial seat of Roman power in the north, jierhaps in

Britain. AVhile the Itoman dominion existed ni the
island, Y. was a city of the lirst imiHirtance. Here
Hadrian lived and Severus died. Here, too, died
Constantino Chlorus, the father of Constantino the
Great, and here, as many believe, his greater sou
w.as born. When the emperors visited the jiro-

viace, Y. was their chosen residcuee, and it was the
abode of the imperial legates when the emperors
were absent. Little is known of the city for a
century after the departure of the Romans, about
409 A.D., but it certainly suffered much during the
long conllict between the Britons and the Picts,

against whose incursions Y. was a material defence.

It afterwards became the cai)ital of Northumbria.
The lirst metroi>olitan church in England was built

here by Edwin, the JCorthumbriau king whom
Paidinus baptised ; and here also Edgar, the first

sole monarch of England, held, in the year 900, the
Witenagemot. William the Conqueror was long
unable to overcome this stronghold of the north,

notwithstanding his coronation by its archbishop,

Aldred. One Xormau garrison, numbering ."iOOO

men, was put to the sword in 1069 ; but William
exacted a terrible vengeance in the following year,

when he laiil w.aste the whole country between Y.
and Durham.
The first English parliament was held at Y. in

1100 by Henry II., and for 500 years afterwards
parliaments eontin\ied to be summoned occasionally

to the ancient city. Under Henry III., the courts

of King's Bench and Exchequer sat at Y. for seven
years ; and for a few months, Richard II. removed
thither the courts of King's Bench and Chancery.
During the insurrections conseiiuent upon the dis-

solution of the monasteries by Henry VIII., Y. was
seized by the insurgents of the ' Pilgrimage of

Grace;' and in its immediate neighbourhood, Fair-

fax, in 1644, conquered Prince liupert on ilarston

Moor. Typical of a very different time and order

of things is the fact that the British Association for

the Advancement of Science was lirst organised at

Y. in 1831.

A city so ancient necessarily presents, many in-

teresting memorials of antiquity. There are remains

or memorials of Roman towers and temples, and of

the earliest Britisli churches. One of the most
magnificent of the Anglo-Saxon churches was
erected at Y. in the Sth e., and this, destroyed by
fire, rebuilt, enlarged, and ch.anged from time to

time, is now known as York Minster. A portion

of the original chiu-ch was disinterred during the

excavations which followed the latest burning of

the minster, in 1829. The present structure takes

rank with the finest specimens of Gothic architec-

ture in the worUL It was mainly built in the 13th

and 14th centuries. Its length, from base to base

of the buttresses, is 524 feet, and its extreme breadth

250 feet, being 24 feet longer than St Paul's Cathe-

dral, and 149 feet longer than Westminster Abbey.
The magnificent east window is 75 feet high and .i2

feet broad, and contains about 200 compartments,

each a yard square, representing scriptm'al subjects.

War and lire have conspired to deform or destroy

this sjilendid cathedral. Twice it has been burned
down, once in 1009. and again in 1137, each time to

rise more beautiful than before. During the times

of the Commonwealth, much damage was done by
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war and -wantonness, and several of its older monu-
ments were mutilated or broken up. In 1S29, it

was set on fire by Jonathan Martin, a maniac ; and
the roof of the choir, 222 feet long, with all the
woodwork on each side, was destroyed. While this

disaster was being repaired, a workman's candle

was carelessly left burning, one night in 1840, and
again a terrible hre broke out, destroying the south-

western tower, with its splendid peal of bells, and
the roof of the nave. The cost of the repairs

e.xceeded £100,000.

A monastery of Benedictine monks was buUt, or

rather completed, at Y. in the time of William
Eiifus, which was in great part reconstructed about
the end of the 1.3th century. Its abbot had a mitre

and a seat in parliament. Some portions of the

original building yet remain. Thirteen seceders

from this monastery established, in 1131, the neigh-

bouring Abbey of Fountains, near Ripon, under
Cistercian nUe. On the site of the Benedictine mon-
astery now stand the museum and gardens of the
Y'orkshire Philosophical Society. The same order

had a priory dedicated to the Holy Trinity in Mickle-

gate, and a nunnerj' outside the walls at Clement-
thorp. Besides these, the Dominicans, Franciscans,

Augustinians, and Carmelites had each a monastery,

and the GUbertines a priory, within the city. In the

immediate neighbourhood were 16 hospitals. At
the Reformation, Y. contained 41 parish churches,

17 chapels, 16 hospitals, and 10 religious houses.

Twenty-two of the chiu-ches yet remain, and several

new churches and chapels of ease have been biult

in or near the city. The Roman Catholics have
two chapels, and the various bodies of dissenters, 14.

The educational institutions of Y. are numerous
and useful Kotable among them are St Peter's

School, founded in 1557 ; Archbishop Holgate's Free
School, dating from Henry VIII. ; the Blue Coat
School for boys, and the Gray Coat for girls, sup-
ported chiefly by annual subscriptions ; the York

\

Collegiate School (proprietarj') ; the York and Ripon
Diocesan Training-school for Masters ; and the
Yorkshire School for the Blind, dedicated to the
memory of William Wilberforce, and conducted in

a palace originally buUt for the Lord President of

the Council of the Xorth.
I

The Yorkshire Philosophical Society was formed
in 1822, and possesses a handsome building and
gardens on the site of the ruined St Mary's Abbey,
with a museum, rich in antiquarian relics and speci-

mens illustrative of natural historj'. Among other
public institutions are the County Hospital, the first

established in England north of the Trent ; the
Lunatic Asylum ; the Dispensary ; the Friends' !

Retreat ; and very many charitable foundations for i

the benefit of poor persons. The ancient castle,

with the exception of its imposing Clifford's Tower,
is superseded by the modem and commodious assize

courts. The Guildhall, a fine Gothic building, was
erected in 1446. There are also convenient assembly
and concert rooms, and a creditable theatre.

Whatever the trade of York may have been in

ancient times—and old writers speak of it in glowing
terms—it counts for little now. The making of

leathern gloves, combs, glass, &c., supplies employ-
ment to many ; some find employment in iron-foun-

dries, in flax-spinning, and the manufacture of linen;

and of late, the construction of railway carriages

has become part of the city industry.—See Drake's
Eljoracum ; Browne's Histor;/ of the Metropolitan
Church ofSt Peter s,York; Urittoa^s Cathedral Anti-
rjuities— York; Hargrave's H'vstory of York; Gent's '

York; Wellbeloved's Elmracum, or Y^ork under the

Momans. (ib~\—pop. of p. b. 50,701.)
j

YORK, a shire-town of Pennsylvania, on Codonis
'

Creek, 10 miles south-west of the Susquehanna
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River, 28 miles south-south-east of Harrisburg, at
the intersection of several railways. It has a
spacious granite court-house, numerous churches,
handsome residences, three banks, four newspapers.
Pop. in 1860, 8605.

YORK, a river of Yirginia, formed by the union
of the Pamunkey and Mattapony, flowing south-
east to the Chesapeake Bay, nearly opposite Cape
Charles. It is 40 miles long, and from one to three
miles wide. Yorktown, an ancient biit decayed
port, on the right bank, eleven miles from its mouth,
was the scene of Lord Comwallis's surrender, Octo-
ber 19, 1781.

YCRKSHIRE, which is larger in territorial

extent than any other two coimties in England, is

situated nearly in the centre of Great Britain, about
midway between London and Edinburgh. 'Its
extreme points,' says Allen, in his History of the
county, 'lie between the parallels of 53^ IS'—54°

40' N. lat., and between 2° 40' of W.—0° 10" of

E. long, from Greenwich. On the X. side, it is

separated, in its whole extent, from the county
palatine of Durham by the river Tees ; from the
mouth of the same river to the entrance of the
Humber, the whole E. side is boimded by the
German Ocean ; on the S. side it is divided from
Lincolnshire by the rivers Hiunber and Trent.
The boimdaries between Y. and the counties
of Xottingham, Derby, Cheshire, Lancashire, and
Westmoreland are merely conventional, being indi-

cated by no natiu-al feature of the coimtrj-.' The
longest diagonal of the county, north-west to south-
east, extends about 130 mUes ; the shortest, south-
west to north-east, about 90. It contains about
5983 sq. m., or above 3,820,000 statute acres. It is

divided into three Ridings, North, East, and AVest,

and a small district not included in any of the three,

the Ainsty of York. The Ridings (a corruption of

tri-thingor thirding), date back to Saxon times, and
are peculiar to Yorkshire. Each has a separate
mihtary and civil jurisdiction, and each its own lord-

lieutenant and public buildings. The Xorth Riding
contains 1 1 wapentakes ; the East, 7 ; the West, 1 1.

In the whole county, besides the archiepiscopal city,

there are 59 market-towns, 60 poor-law unions, and
1500 parishes and townships. The Xorth Riding
returns 2 county and 9 burgh members to parlia-

ment ; the East Riding, 2 county, and 6 burgh
members ; the West Riding, 4 coimty, and 14 burgh
members ; and the city of York, two members

—

making a total of 39. According to the census of

1801, the pop. of Y. was 2,015,541, of whom 991,826
were males, and 1,02.3,715 females. Three-fourths

of the whole number were resident in the West
Riding. In the ten years 1851—1860, there were
registered in the whole coimty 168,009 marriages,

695,439 births, and 439,313 deaths.

The history of the county in early times may
be mainly read in that of its chief city. Apart
from the events which transpired at, and in connec-
tion with York, there is Uttle to be recorded. It

was originally occupied by the Brigantes, and was
subjected by the Romans under Agricola about
71 A.D. When the Roman occupation ceased, it was
long and greatly troubled, first by Pictish, and then
by Saxon incursions. Under Saxon rule, the traces

of Brigantian occupancy were soon obliterated, only

the rivers, mountains, and a few remarkable natural

curiosities retaining their British names, while all

things else received Saxon designations. The coimty
formed part of the kingdom of X'orthumbria, taking
the name of Deira (the Countrj- of Deer), when that

kingdom was divided. In the troublous times which
preceded the Conquest, many battles were fought

against invading Danes, and generally -with success.
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At Stamford Brig, a. few miles from York, Harold,

the last of the Anglo-Saxon kings, defeated the

united Danif^h and Norwegian armies, three Aveeks

before he fell before the Normans on the fatal field

of Hastings. Among the more notable events of

later history, may be named the battle of WakeiieUl,

where the Duke of York was defeated by Queen
Margaret in 14G0 ; the battle of Towtou Field, near

Tadcaster, fought on Palm Sunday in 14G1, the

most sanguinai-y eonlliut of the bitter war between

the rival Itoses ; and that of Marston Moor, which

fave the final blow to the falling fortimes of Charles

. Since tliat time, with slight exceiitions, the history

of Y. has been one of peace and prosperity.

The surface of the coimty is greatly diversified.

On its north-western border runs a range of lofty

hills, many of them containing extensive caverns,

and giving birth to wild and romantic streams.

Here is Ingleborough, 2361 feet above the sea-level,

with its marvellous cave, half a mile long, full of

beautiful stalactites; WHiernside, 2384 feet high,

with its subterranean cataract of 75 feet in Weather-

cote Cavern ; and the vast mass of Miclde Fell, 2G00

feet, which overlooks the waters of the Tees and
Lune. Eastward, far away, rise the Hambleton and
Cleveland Hills. Lower down are the Wolds, a line

of chalk hills stretching from Flamborough Head to

Ferriby on the Humber. The hills and dales of

Craven, which cover a large tract of country in the

west, abound in natural beauty. Right down the

centre of the county, from the Tees to the Humber,
runs the great Vale of York. Across its northern

border Hows the Tees. Coming southward, we find

the dales of the Swale, the Ure, the Nidd, the

Wharfe, the Aire, the Calder, and the Dou, aU on

the western side of the county, each sending a river

to the central vale, where the united waters, with

the Derwent and a few smaller ti-ibutaries from the

east, form the Ouse ; while the Ouse, after uniting

with the Trent, becomes the Humber estuarj', which

rolls eight-tenths of the Y. waters to the sea. The
Kibble, rising in Craven, passes by Preston, and
fails into the Irish Channel, and is the only Y.

river which finds a western outlet. The Esk joins

the German Ocean at Whitby, and the Tees between

Kedcar and Hartlepool.

Geologically, Y. is too large a subject for us to do

more than touch. The Vale of Y., rarely more than

100 feet above the sea, has on its western side the

long slow elevations which cidminate in the Pennine

chain, while on the east rise the lower but more
sudden eminences of the Wolds and the high grounds

of Hambleton and Cleveland. On the west are the

millstone grit and mountain limestone, the two
coming together in lofty opposing eminences in

many parts of Craven, where, along the line of what
is called by geologists the ' Craven Faidt,' the lime-

stone i-ises into magnificent cUffs many hundreds

of feet in height, and nearly 2000 above the level

of the sea. The limestone is in many places very

rich in lead-ore. On the east lie the Chalk
Wolds, and the Oolitic and Lias formations, with the

Kimmeridge Clay of the Vale of Pickering, and the

aceimiulations of sand, gTavel, and other sediments

which make up Holderuess. In the south-western

district is a spleudid coal-field, intermixed with

ironstone, extending over 600 sq. mdes. Valuable

deposits of iron ore have also been discovered

recently in Cleveland, in the north-eastern pax-t of

the county.

In the north-west, the lower parts of the Iforth

Hiding, Craven, and the East Hiding, the land

mainly supjilies occupation to the inhabitants.

Craven is almost purely a grazing district, and so

are most of the upper lauds and dales in the coimty.

Excellent corn is grown in the vales of York and
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Cleveland, and the East Kiding has many large

and excellent farms. The horses of Y., both for

the race-course and for use, are too well known to

need eidogy. The manufactures of the county are

immense. Leeds is the centre of the woollen, as

liradford is of the wor.sted trade. Shefheld is the

pi-ineipal seat of the cutlery manufacture ; while the

Cleveland district is rapidly rising into importance
for mineral wealth ami enteriirise. The lai-go iron-

works of Low Moor, Bowhng, and llotherham, and
the Hax and linen manufactures of Leeds and
Barnsley, merit a jtassing notice, M'ith the blankets

and cloths of the HuddersHeld district, aud the nqw
llama and alpaca iiulustry introduced at Saltairo

near Bmgley, oy Mr Titus Salt. Harrogate, Illtley,

Askeni, and Croft are the principal inland health-

resorts of the county ; Scarborough, FUey, Bridling-

ton, and Whitby take the lead on the coast.

The public works of Y. rank with the finest

in the kingdom. Among them are the Aire and
Calder Navigation, 15 mUes long; the Calder and
Hebble Navigation ; the navigation of the Don aud

Sheffield regiou,40niilcs ; and the Huddersfield Canal,

one of the nujst surprising engineering works in

England. This canal is 20 miles in length, and rises

between Hudilerslield and Marsden by 42 locks to

the height of 656 feet. At this elevation, the highest

canal-level in the country, it passes by a tunnel

more than three miles long under Standedge, a
range of hills between M.irsden and Saddleworth.

The can.ol terminates near Dukiulield. Add to these

the Leeds and Liverpool Canal—wliich cost 46

years of labour, and is 12'J mUes long—besides
many smaller, but very costly undertakings, and
some idea may be formed of the activity of Y.

in this dii-ection. Its railw.ay communications

are excellent, and grow in number aud complete-

ness every year. On these lines, in consequence of

the moimtainous districts through which many of

them pass, are to be found some of the longest and
most difficult tunnels, viaducts, bridges, embank-
ments, and cuttings which have yet been attempted

by engineers in England.
A very brief reference to the antiijuitics and natu-

ral curiosities of the coimty must suffice. Tiaces of

great Roman roads are found in many places, as

well as of Roman, Saxon, and Danish encampments.

In the Wolds are many tumuli ; and it is supposed

by some that the singiUar and imposing mass of

rocks called Brimham Crags, which overlook Nidder-

dale, about four miles from Pateley Bridge, was once

a Druidical temple. The ruins of ancient abbeys

and priories are numerous and beautifid. Few can

rival the glories of Fountains and Rievaidx, and the

scenei-y wliich encompasses Bolton Priory is delight-

fid. Besides these, there are the ruins of KirkstaU,

Roche, aud Selby in the West Riding ; St Mary's at

York ; Jcrvaux, Byland, and Whitby in the North
Riding ; and many others. Of castles, we may name
in the West Riding, Conisborough Castle, near

Doncaster, one of the oldest and most interesting

ruins known to antiquaries ; Knaresborough, Ponte-

fract, and Skii)ton, the last still used as a residence :

in the North Ridiu", Richmond, with its imrivalled

Nonnan keep ; MidiUeham Castle, where the king-

maker, Warwick, lived, aud where Edward IV. was

immured ; aud Bolton Castle, the prison for a time

of Mary Queen of Scots : in the East Riiliug, Wresslo

Castle, once the home of the Percies. Of old York
Castle, nothing now remains but its massive

Chfford's Tower.
The lover of the picturesque will find the Y.

scenery full of charms. The rapid of Caldron

Snout, on the Tees, 200 feet in descent; High

Force, on the same river, a perpendicidar fall of

09 feet over a cliff of greenstone marble ; Aysgarth
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Force and Hardraw Force, on the Ure ; the Strid,

immortalised by Wordsworth, in Bolton Woods on
Wharfe; the magnificent Gordale Scar and Malham
Core, each nearly 300 feet in height, on the upper
waters of the Aire; and the uncounted glens and
streams among its myriad hills, are sufficient to

indicate the attractions of its river and moimtaiu
aspects. It "would require a volume to do them
justice. (1S71—pop. 2,436,113.)

See Allen's History of the County of York; Whit-
aker's Histories of liichmondshire, Craven, and
Leeds; Hunter's Hallamshire ; Gent's York, liipon,

d-c. ; Phillips's Geology of Yorkshire, and Rivers,

Mountains, and Sea-coasts of Yorkshire.

YOU'GHAL, a seaport, parliamentary, and muni-
cipal borough of the barony of Innakilly, county of

Cork, Munster, Ireland, situated in Lit. 51° 57' N.,

long. 7° 52' W., on the estuary of the Blackwater,
157 miles south-west from Dublin. The pop.,

which, in 1851, was 7410, was in ISGl, 6328. The
town is built with considerable regidarity, and
has some structures of interest, especially the

parish church, which is formed of the nave and
aisles of the ancient coUegiate church, built by the

Earl of Desmond in 1464; the 'clock-gate,' which
separates the northern from the southern division

of the town ; and Sir Walter Ealeigh's house, now
called Myi'tle Grove, which remains, with little

alteration, to this day. There is a handsome Roman
Catholic chxu'ch, as also churches of the several

other denominations ; two convents ; several schools,

endowed, conventual, and national ; a fever hospital,

a lying-in hospital, and several other benevolent
institutions. The trade of Y. is considerable, but lies

chiefly in the export of agricidtural produce. The
harbour, which is obstructed by a bar, does not

admit vessels of more than 400 or 500 tons burden ;

but the fisheries are extensive and valuable, and
employ a considerable number of hands. There are

several remains of buddings, civil, ecclesiastical, and
military ; and, according to the local tradition, the
potato was first planted at Y. by Sir Walter Raleigh,

after it was brought from America. Y. returns one
member to the imperial parliament. The consti-

tuency in 1S63 was 267. Its municipal aflfairs are

managed by commissioners, 21 in number,

YOUNG, Aethtjk, an eminent writer on agri-

culture, was bom September 7, 1741, and edu-
cated at Lavenham in Suffolk, In 1758, he was
apprenticed by his father, a doctor of divinity and
clergyman of the Church of England, to a mer-
cantile house in Lynn. But Y. had no liking for

business, and devoted much of his attention to

literature. On his father's death, in 1759, he under-
took the management of a small farm, of which his

mother had a lease. Six years afterwards, he became
a farmer on his own account in Essex. He seems, at

the same time, to have acted as a parliamentary
reporter ; and as he only saw his farm from Satur-

day till Monday, it need not be wondered that he
found it unprofitable. At the end of five years,

he gave £100 to a practical farmer to take the lease

otf his hands. In the meantime, however, he had
made notes of the results of numerous experiments
on his farm, which he afterwards published, under
the title of A Course of Experimental Agriculture.

His first successful book was, A Tour through the

Southern Counties of England, which was followed
by other works describing the state of agriculture

in various parts of England, and in Ireland. The
enthusiasm of Y., and his lively style, made his

writings popular, and by them the knowledge of

many judicious practices, confined to one locality,

was spread throughout the whole empire. In
17S4, Y. began the publication of the Annals of

Agriculture, of which 45 vols. 8vo were published.

Three years later, he was invited by Count de la

Eochefoucaidd to make a tour in the south of

France. What he saw, induced him to imdertake a
series of toiu-s in France, through a great part of

which he travelled leisurely on horseback. The
result was his most important work. The Agricul-

tural Survey of France. The author did not con-

fine his attention to agriculture, but described the

social and political condition of the people in a
lively and truthfid manner, and his work has
become, in consequence, the most rehable source of

information regarding the state of France just

before the Revolution. In 1801, the French Direc-

tory shewed the value attached to the ^ratings of

Y., by ordering the whole of his agricidtural works
to be translated into French. They were pubUshed
at Paris, in 20 vols. 8vo, under the title of ie Culti-

vateur Anglais. In 1808, Y. received a gold medal
fi'om the English Board of Agriculture, ' for long

and faithful services in agriculture.' He died April

12, 1820.

YOUNG, Brighaji, American Mormon leader,

was bom at Whittingham, Vermont, June 1, 1801,

and was the son of a small farmer proprietor. In
1832, having become converted to Mormonism, he
was made an elder of the Church of the Latter-day
Saints, and began to preach at the Mormon settle-

ment at Kirtland, Ohio. In 1835, he was aiipointed

one of the twelve apostles of the Church, and sent

as a missionary to the New England States, where
he was very successfid in making converts. After
the Mormons had been driven from Kirtland to

Missora-i, and from the latter to Illinois, and the
murder of Joseph Smith by a mob (1844), Y. was
chosen President in his place. The year following,

the charter of Nauvoo w-as repealed by the legis-

lature of Illinois; and after a cannonade of tlu'ce

days, the I\Iormons were driven from their capital

and temple, and led by President Y. to Utah,
where they amved, after a long and toilsome

journey across the plains, Jidy 24, 1847. Next
year, the great body of Jlormons arrived and
foimded Salt Lake City; and at the establishment

of the territorial government in 1849, President

Fillmore appointed Brigham Y. governor of the

Territory. Next year, the United States judges
were driven away, the governor removed, and
Colonel Steptoe appointed in his place ; but on visit-

ing Utah in 1854, he thought it an unsafe residence,

and resigned; the Mormon President exercising

supreme authority, and saying : ' I am and will be
governor, and no power can hinder it until the Lord
Almighty says : " Brigham, you need not be governor
any longer."' A new governor. Gumming, was
however appointed, and sent with a force of 2500
United States troops to protect him and the Federal
officers ; but Y. forbade it to enter the territory, cut
off the supply-trains, while the troops were reduced
to straits by being overtaken by snow in the
mountains. A compromise was, however, effected,

the Mormons pardoned, and the troops remained
imtil 1860, Brigham Y. still (1867) retaining the
presidency of the Church, assisted by Heber C.

Kimball and Daniel C. Wells, with 12 apostles, and
two bodies of the priesthood, and maintaining, by
the energy and prudence of his character, an almosfc

unlimited authority. See Mokmoxs, Salt T.ATti:

OiTT, and Utah.

YOUNG, Edwakd, the author of the well-

known Night Thoughts, was born in the year 1684,
at Upham, in Hampshire, of which parish his father

was at that time rector. He was educated at Win-
chester School, and afterwards, iu 1703, went to

Oxford. In 1708, a law fellowship in All Souls
323
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College was conferred on him by Archbishop Teni-

Bou. With law, however, he seems pretty uiiich to

liavc declined to meddle, occupyiug himself, liy pre-

ference, with poetry and religious studies. In 1714,

he obtained his degree of B.C.L. ; and that of P.C.L.

followed in 1719. Meantime, he had come before

the world as a poet, by publishing, in 1713, an Epintk

to C'cori)!', Lord Lansdoume, on his being created a

peer. For Y., ivho continued through life one of

the most persevering and audacious toadies that

ever flattered a patron, this was a characteristic

beginning. In the same year, he also published two
other poems of some length, entitled respectively

'riie Last Day, and Tlie Force of Kelirjion, or Van-

quished Lore; the year following, he again flowed

forth in A Poem on i!ie Death of Quf:en Anne.

These performances procured him some amount of

immediate reputation. In 1710, he ventured on the

more ambitious effort of a tragedy, which, under
the title of Dnsiris, was brought out at Drury Lane.

The piece had a fair success, through which means
it probably was that he attracted the notice of the

strange and eccentric Duke of Wharton, with whom,
in the end of that year, he was induced to go for a

.short time abroad. The duke seems to have enter-

tained for him a real kindness, and to have treated

him with much liberality. At the duke's death, Y.

set forth certain claims against his estates, which
he succeeded in making good to the extent of an

annuity of £200. The details of the case are jier-

plexed, and need not here be entered into. They
involve nothing dishonourable to Y., yet convey

a somewhat unpleasing impression that the ])ious

author of the Nujld Thoughts, in his extreme solici-

tude about the next world, contrived to keep a

pretty sharp eye to his little pocket-interests in the

])resent one. In 1721, was produced his tragedy,

The Jierenije, which, though unsuccessful at the

time, has since had greater acceptance, and is the

only one of his pieces still occasionally acted. His

third and last attempt in this field. The Brothers,

was produced in 1753. Between 1725 and 1728, ap-

peared in succession his satires, under the title of

The Lore of Fame, the Universal Passion. These

had a great success, and bi-ought to their fortunate

author money as well as fame. They abound with

wit and vivacious observation, and even now wiU
very well repay perusal. Of The Instalment, a poem,

issued in 172G, and addressed to Sir Robert Walpole

on his being made a Knight of the Garter, it seems

enough to say, that inasmuch as we incidentally

hear from Swift of a pension granted him, we
may surmise that this was the service to the

]>ublic by which .he had contrived to earn it.

In 1727, Y., having taken holy orders for the pur-

pose, was a])pointed one of the royal chaplains ; and

in 1730, he became rector of Welwyn, in Hcrtford-

sliire. The year after, he married Lady Elizabeth

Lee, daughter of the Earl of Lichfield, and -widow

of Colonel Lee. He is supposed to have beeu

very happy with her, as he exhibited gi-oat grief

on her death in 1741. It is believed th.at from

his solemn meditations on the event, he got the

suggestion of the Nirjht Thoughts, Viegun shortly

after, and published 1742—1746. By this work
almost solely it is that he has contiiuied to

be remembered. His mind retained its activity to

the last. He published various other works, now so

entirely forgotten, that it would be waste of time to

enumerate them ; and in 1702, sui)erintended a

collected edition of his works, in 4 vols. 12nio,

from which he had the grace to exclude certain of

the most fulsome of his dedications, probably as

having served their turn, and not likely to lie c:>f

further use. His death took place on April 12,

1705. Since that time, his h'i'jht Thoughts has
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passed through editions innumer.able, and is more
or less familiar to every reader. It displays much
gloomy force of pious reflection ; and has passages

of fine imagination, freijuently somewh.at marred
l)y an epigrammatic mannerism of expression.

Certain of its sententious lines have passed into

common use, and become in a manner {)roverbial.

Though now somewhat declined from the estim.ation

in \vhich he was long held, Y. must continue, on the

strength of it, to hold a distinct and even high
place in that interv.al in our literature which
di\ndes the artificial and so-called classical school of

Pope from the return to a simjiler and more njitural

manner, heralded some time afterward by Co^vI)er.

If we except his one gi-eat weakness of character

—

an inordinate apjjetite for preferment and worldly

honours, which sought its gratification in ways
somewhat servile and unworthy—there seems every

reason to believe that Y. was, on the whole, a very

excellent and worthy man, and sincerely devout

Christian.

YOUNG, TnoM.vs, JI.D., one of the most inge-

nious and original philosophers of this centurj-, and
almost as eminent for his scholarship and his hn-

guistic discoveries, as for his contributions to

science, was born at Milverton, in Somersetshire,

on the 13th of Juno 1773. His parents, Thomas
and Sarah Young, were Quakers of the strictest

sect ; and Y. had the impression that the peculiar

doctrines of the Quakers had a favourable influence

ujiou his character and career. In particular, he

connected with the Qn.aker doctrine of divine sug-

gestion the perseverance with which he fcjUowed up
any pursuit in which he engaged, to which he, like

Bulibn, was disposed to attribute all the discoveries

which his genius enabled him to make. Wonderful

stories of his youthfid jirecocity have been recorded,

and they seem to have more truth in them than

such stories usually have. In 1780, he was sent

to a boarding-school at Stapleton, near Bristol,

where he remained two years ; he was afterw.ards

put to a school at Comptou, in Dorsetshire, kept by
a Mr Thompson, who apjicars to have been an able

and judicious teacher. When he left Comptou, in

his 14th year, besides having a gi'eat knowledge, for

his age, of Greek and Latin and of Mathematics, he

had learned French and Italian, and, without any

tuition, had made considerable progress in Hebrew,

Persic, and Arabic. In 1787, he went to live with

Mr David Barclay of Youngsbury, near Ware, in

Hertfordshire, an eminent member of the Society of

Friends, partly as the fellow-pupil, partly as the

tutor of that gentleman's grandson, Hudson Gumey.
A Mr Hodgkin was called in to .assist the studies of

the two lads, but Y. soon proved to be superior in

acquirements to his instructor, .and virtually _the

three became feUow-students. Mr Hodgkin pub-

lished in 1793 a work entitled Calligraphia Greeca,

which he dedicated to Young. Y. continued to live

with Mr B.arclay till 1792, spending the summer
months in Hertfordshire, and the winter in London,

studying Greek and Latin, the modern langu.ages,

the Orient.al as well as the European, the higher

mathematics, and natural jihilosophy, and, by w.ay

of amusement, botany .and zoology. He taught him-

self to -write Liitin with fluency and elegance, and

to write Greek verses, which received the commen-

dation of some of the best judges of the time.

During the wmters of 1700 and 1791, he attended

lectures on chemistry in London. It may be re-

marked, that neither then nor at any subsequent

time did he shew much disposition towards exjjeri-

menting ; his bias seems to have been tow.ards the

pure rather than the observ,ational sciences.

Towards the end of 1792, under the .advice of

Dr Brocklesby, an eminent London physician, his
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mother's uncle, who had been gi'eatly impressed by
his abilities and attainments, he began to study
medicine ; and he attended medical lectm'es for two
years in the schools of London, and afterwards for

a year at the University of EtUubiirgh. After going

to Edinburgh, Y. gave up the Quaker dress and the

more inconvenient of the Quaker customs ; he took
lessons in music and dancing, mixed freely in

society, and occasionally went to the theatre. These
changes, though not intended to go further, eventu-

ally led to his complete estrangement from the

Society of Friends. From Edinburgh he went to

the German university of Gottingeu, from which,
after nine months' residence, he got the degree of

Doctor of Medicine. He continued upwards of a

year longer in Germany, and visited various medical
schools, returning to England in February 1707. At
that time, the membership of the CoUege of Physi-

cians was restricted to graduates of Oxford aud
Cambridge ; and to qualify himself for it, Y., on his

return, entered as a fellow-commoner at Emmanuel
College, Cambridge, at which he remained until he
took his degree in 1799. In the year ISOO, having
become a member of the College of Physicians, he
took up his residence in London, and began to prac-

tise as a physician. He took the degTee of il.B. at

Cambridge in 18U3, and that of il.D. in 1807. His
uncle, Brocklesby, who died in 1797, had left him
£10,000, besides his house in London, with his fur-

niture, librarj-, and collection of pictures, so that he
was in possession of a moderate competency.

In 1801, he was appointed Professor of Natural
Philosophy in the Koyal Institution, then newly
estabhshed, aud he began to deliver lectures early

in the following year. As a lecturer, he was not
popular, his style being too condensed, and the

matter of his lectures unsuited to the miscellaneotis

audiences of the Koyal Institution. He published

in 1802 a Syllabus ofa Course ofLeclnres on Natural
and Experimental Philosophj, in which, among other
things, he first announced his great discovery of the
law of the Interference of Light (see Interference),
which by itself, as Sir John Herschel has remarked,
would have procured him a scientific immortalitj'. It

was this discovery which first fairly turned the bal-

ance of evidence in favour of the imdulatory as against

the molecidar theoiy of light (see Undulatory
Theory of Light). It is Y.'s most important con-
tribution to science. He had been elected a Fellow
of the PiOj-al Society as soon as he was 21 ; in 1802,
he became its foreign secretary, a post which he
retained till the end of his life. He resigned his

professorship on his marriage, in 1804. fearing that

his filling a chair of science might interfere with
his success as a physician. The lectures which he
delivered as professor were the foundation of the
Course of Lectures on Natural and Mechanical Phi-

losophy which he published in 1807—a great work,
embodying a complete sy.stem of natural and mecha-
nical philosophy, on which he was engaged for

nearly five years. A new edition of these Lectures

was published in lS-15, edited by Professor Kelland
of Edinburgh. Y.'s doctrine of Interference was at

first unfavourably received by scientific men in

England : it was attacked and ridicided in the
Edinburgh Review ; and so little interest was taken
in the subject, that of a pamphlet which Y. pub-
lished in answer to the Edinburr/h lievieio, only a
single copy was sold. As has often happened, the

first recognition of the importance and ingenuity of

this and others of Y.'s speculations came from the

scientific men of the continent.

Y. was admitted a Fellow of the CoUege of Phy-
sicians in 1S08, and was elected one of the physicians

of St George's Hospital in 1810. He afterwards

published several medical works, which, though

they were little more than compilations, and are

now forgotten, shew that he was thoroughly versed

in the history of diseases and of medical opinion.

His hospital practice, too, is said to have been suc-

cessful ; but he had but little success in getting

patients. He retired from practice—retaining, how-
ever, his connection with St George's Hospital—

•

in 1818, on his appointment to be Secretary of the

Board of Longitude. On the dissolution of the
Board of Longitude, he became the sole conductor

of the Nautical Almanac; and afterwards, when
the system of life insiu'ance began to be popular,

he held, along with this post, the office of scientific

adviser of a life insurance company. During the last

years of his hfe^ he was a member of a council

appointed to advise the Admiralty in scientific

matters.

Y.'s greatest achievement, after his great disco-

very of the law of Interference, was made in con-

nection with the subject of Hieroglyjihics (q. v.).

He was the first to hit upon the process of inves-

tigation by means of which the received interpre-

tation of hieroglyphics has been arrived at. His
discovery, originally pubUshed in papers written

for the Society of Literature, and afterwards in the
Encyclopcedia Britannica, was given to the world in

a book in 1823. In his later years, much of his

attention was given to this and cogmate subjects.

He was engaged on an Egyptian Dictionary at the

time of his death. His miscellaneous writings, con-

tributions to the Transactions of learned and scien-

tific bodies, to Keviews, and to the Encyclopfcdia,

Britannica^ were very numerous. Three volumes
of them, two consisting of Scientific Papers, edited

by DeanPeacock, the third of Hieroglyjihical Essays
and Correspondence, edited by John Leitch, were
published in 1855.

He died, after several months of failing health,

and a short period of severe illness, on the 10th May
1829. His character seems to have been singularly

amialjle, and to have endeared him to a midtitude

of friends, by one of whom, Dr Peacock, Dean of

Ely, an ample biography of him was published in

1S55. Y. was, two years before his death, elected a
foreign Associate of the Academy of Sciences at

Paris, succeeding to the illustrious Volta.

YPRES, or YPEP>EX, a fortified and well-built

town of Belgium, in the province of AV est Flanders,

is situated in a fertile plain on both sides of the

Yperlee, about 29 miles south-south-west of Bruges
(.53 by railway). The marshes around the town
at one time rendered it very unhealthy, but con-

siderable improvement has been effected in this

respect by drainage. Y. was at one time one of the

most important manufacturing to'n'ns in Flanders,

the number of inhabitants in the 14th c. being

200,000, and the number of looms 4000. Its staple

manufactiu"e consisted of the cloth called, according

to some, after the name of the town. Diaper. The
only remnant of its once flourishing maniifacture is

the Cloth-hall {Les Halles), standing in the great

market-place, a buikling of prodigious size, in the

form of a trapezium, in a rich style of Gothic
architecture, and surmounted by a stately square
tower or belfry, with a clock and chimes. It

was begun in 1230, and continued tdl 1342 ; the

east end, supported on pillars, being added in 1730.

One of the wings is now used as the hotel-dc-ville,

and other parts are occupied by different public

establishments and concert-rooms. The cathedral

of St Martin is a fine Gothic edifice, with an altar of

Carrara marble, a richly carved pulpit, and a picture

doubtfully attributed to Van E3'ck. Other build-

ings are the churches of St Peter, St James, and St
Nicolas, the old castle-ward, two colleges, several

hospitals, barracks, numerous boarding and day
32S
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schools, &c The chief modem manufactures are

thread, lace, linens, woollens, cottons, silk, ribbons,

leather, oil, soap, tobacco. There are many tan-

neries, oil-mills, salt-works, dye-works, breweries.

The town is connected with the Yser by caual, and
is a station on the West Flanders Railway. Pop.

(1S02) 17,391).

Y. is a very old town, its origin dating from the

9th and 10th centuries. In 16S8, it was strongly

fortified by Louis XIV., and in the great European
wars was frequently subject to sieges.

YPSILANTI, a Fanariot family, which falsely

pretends to be descended from the imperial stock of

tlie Comneni, has fiumished various champions of the

Christian ])02)ulation imdcr Turkish rule. The first of

these. Prince CoNiiTANTiNE Y., was born in 1700 at

Coustantinojile, and for his translation of the works
of Vauban, was i-aised to high official rank by
Sultan Selim III., and was subsequently ajipointed

hospodar of Moldavia in 1709, and of AValachia in

1802. His administration of the government of

these provinces was marked by wisdom and energy

;

but his ill-concealed sympathies with Russia led
(ISOG) to his dismissal and flight to Transylvania.

Re-established in the government of AValachia by
the Russians, he shewed his hatred for the Porte by
inciting (1807) the Servians to insurrection; but
finding soon after that his allies, the lUissians, had
i-iews and aims quite inconsistent with his, and
unable to strive with both Itussians and Turks, he
took the oath of allegiance to the czar, and retired

to Kiev, where he died 2Sth July 181 G. He has left

numerous works, comijosed in Italian, French, and
Turkish.

His three sons, Alexander, Demetrius, and
Nicolas, followed up the same course of policy.

The eldest, Alexaxdee,bom in 178.S, served for some
time in the Russian army, and was chosen by the
' Hetairists ' as their chief in 1820. In promotion of

the cause of Rouman independence, he collected a

large sum by subscription in Russia, and afterwards
invading Moldavia, succeeded in j-aising an insur-

rection in both princiiJalities. But, little suited
by natural gifts to guide the movement he had
originated, he was attacked by the Turks near
Galatz, totally defeated, and forced to take refuge
in Austria, where he was an-ested and imprisoned.

Released after a time, but broken in spirit by
chagrin and privations, he retired to Vieima, wliere

he died 31st .Tanuary 1828.—His younger brother,

Dejietkiu.s, who was bom 25th December 1793, also

commenced his career in the Russian army, and
joined his brother in his schemes for emancijiating
from ser\-itnde the Christian population of Turkey.
Sent to Greece, armed with powers from his brotlier,

he took a glorious part in the cajiture of Tripolitza

(October 1820), but was less successful in the follow-

ing year in his attack on Eubma. His gallant

defence of Argos against the Turks, stopped the
victorious march of the latter, and gained (1823)
for him the honorary titles of President of Argos,
Prince of the Peloponnesus, President of the Legisla-

tive Coimcil, and Senator. His stubborn resistance

(1825) to the rictorious Ibrahim at Napoli was
anotlier valuable service to Greece. In 1827, the
gratefid Hellenes made him commander-in-chief of

their forces ; but some diiTerence arising between
him and the President, Capo d'Istria, he resigned
his post in January 1830. He died at Napoli di

Romania, 16th August 1832. Y. was insigni-

ficant in appearance, but had the soul of a hero ; and
was as deaf to the allurements of pleasure as to the
promptings of ambition.

Y'SSEL or IJSSEL, a river of the Netherlands,
formed by the junction at Doesburg, in Gueldres, of

I the Oude (OW) Yssel from Westphalia and the New
Yssel, an offset of the Rhine, cut by Drusus. After
tliis it flows north and latterly north-west past
Zntphen and Deventer, foraiing part of the bound-
ary between Gueldres and Oberyssel, and, ])as3iiig

Kampen, falls into the Zuider Zee, after a course of

about 80 miles, forming at its mouth a delta, which
is gradually increasing. Tlie principal aflluents are
the Borket, the Schipbeek, and the Grift.—There is

another river of the same name, a branch of the
Rhine, in the province of Utreclit.

Y'STAD, a seaport town in the extreme south of

Sweden, on the Baltic, in the laen of Malmohus, and
about 30 miles south-east of Mahno. The town is

well built, and lias a handsome market-place, two
churches, a town-house, barracks, &c. Tliere is a
good harbour, and a brisk and improving trade is

carried on, steamers plying to Stockholm, LUbeck,
Kalmar, Stettin, Stralsund, and Copenhagen putting
in here. It has manufactures of tobacco and snufl',

chicory, soap, woiillen cloths, and leather; there is

also some shipbuihling. Pop. about 6000.

Y'TTRIUM is a very rare metal, whose oxide
is the earth Yltria, which is found in the Scan-
dinavian mineral GadenoKte (a silicate of yttria,

glucina, and an oxide of cerium and iron), in YUro-
lanlaUle, and in one or two other very scarce minerals.
Neither the metal, the oxide, nor the salts of the
oxide are of any practical importance. According
to Mosander, three bases have been confounded
under the single name of yttria ; to the most abun-
dant of these he gives the name yllria, while he
distinguishes the others as erhia and terbia.

YUCATA'N. See Mexico.

YU'CCA, a genus of plants of the natural order
Liliaccce, natives of North and South America, and
some of whicli are often cultivated in gardens on
accoimt of the singu-

larity and splendour of

their appearance. V.
fftoriosa is a native of

Virginia and of more
southern parts of North
America, but quite
hardy in England. It

has a stem about two
or three feet high, the
iqilier part of which
produces a great tuft

or crown of large sword-
shapedevergreeu leaves,

each terminating in a
shar]> black spine. From
the centre of this crown
of leaves arises the
flower-stalk, of three
feet or upwards in

height, branching out
on every side so as to

form a great panicle.

The flowei's are bell-

shaped and diooping,
white with a purjile

stripe on the outside

of each segment of the
perianth. The fibres

of the leaves are used
by the American In-
dians to make a sort of cloth and cordage.—The
other species have a general resemblance to this in
habit and apjiearance. The fibre of tlie Yuccas is

similar to that of the Aijaves and Bromdias, and
])robably is often included under the name Pita
Flax or Pita Fibre.

YUDHISHT'HIKA, See Pa.n'd'ava.s.

Yucca gloriosa.
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YUGA (from the Sanscrit yuj, join ; kindred to

the Lat. jung-, the Gr. zetig-, Gothic, juk ; hence,
literally, junction) denotes, in Hindu mythology
and astronomy, a long mundane period of years,

which is preceded by a period called Sandhyd,
* twilight,' and followed by a similar period called

Saiiil/nidm's'a, 'portion of twilight.' Mami, the
Maii;il)harata, and the Purflu'as name four such
periods, three of which have already elapsed—viz.,

the Kr'ita-, Trcld-, and £)wdpara- Yurja ; while the
fourth, or Knll- Yiiga, is that in which we live.

The Kr'ita-Yuga, according to these works, con-
sists of 4000 divine years, its SauJhy'a of 400, and
its Sandhylm's'a likewise of 400 divine years. The
Treta-Yuga consists of 3000, and its Sandhya and
Sandhyam's'a of 300 divine years each ; the Dwlpara-
Yuga of 2000 divine years, with 200 such years to

its Sandhya, and 200 to its Sandhyam's'a ; and the
Kali-Y'uga of 1000 divine years, with 100 such years
to its Santlhya, and 100 to its Sandhytlm's'a. And
since a divine year comprises 360 solar years of

mortals, a year of men being a day of the gods,
these Yugas, with their Sandhyas and SandhyS,m's'as,
would severally represent 1,728,000, 1,296,000,

864,000, and 432,000, or in the aggregate, 4,320,000
solar years of mortals—a period called Mahlyuga,
or ' a great Yuga ;

' 4,320,000,000 years being a day
and night of Brahma. See Kalpa. The notion
on which the theory of these Yugas and their

Santlhyils and Sandhyam's'as is based, as may be
easily inferred from the foregoing statement, is that
of a descending progression, 4, 3, 2, 1, each of these
units muItipUed by 1000, and in the case of the
periods preceding and foUovring the Y'uga, by 100
years. The deterioi-ating process thus indicated in

the succession of these Yugas, is also supposed to

characterise the relative physical and moral worth
of these muudane ages. ' In the Kr'ita-Yuga,'
Manu says, 'men are free from disease, attain all

the objects of their desires, and live 400 years
;

but in the Ti-eta and the succeeding Yugas, their

life is lessened gradually by one quarter.' ... 'In the
Kr'ita-Yuga, devotion is declared to be the highest
object of men ; in the Treta, spiritual knowledge

;

in the Dwapara, sacrifice; in the Kali, liberality

alone.' See also for other passages the article

Kaliyuga. The present or Kaliyuga of the world
commenced in the year 3101 B.C., when in the
year 1S67, therefore, 49GS years of the Kaliyuga
would have expired.—Tlie term Yuga is sometimes
also applied to other divisions of time. The Vishn'u-
Puran'a, for instance, mentions, besides the Y^ugas
above named, a Yuga wliich consists of a cycle of

five years, called Sam'vatsara, Parivatsara, Idvat-
sara, Anuvatsara, and Valsara (see Wilson's trans-

lation of this Puran'a, 2d ed., by Fitzedward Hall,

vol. i. p. 49, ff.; vol. ii. p. 254, £F.) ; and a Y''uga, or

cycle of five years, is, as Colebrooke states (Mis-,

cellaneous Essays, voL i. p. 106, ff.), likewise the
cycle described in the astronomical treatises con-

nected with the Vedas. The use of the term
Y'uga, however, in such a special sense is not fre-

quent, whereas its application to the four mundane
ages is that which generally prevails in the classical

and medieval Sanscrit literature.—For other works,
besides those already referred to, which afford

information on these and other divisions of Hindu
time, see Kala Sankalita, a Collection of Memoirs on
the various Modes accordinrj to which the Nations of
the Southern Parts of India divide Time, &c., by

John Warren (Madras, 1825) ; and Camatic Chrono-
logy, the Hindu, and Mohammedan Methods of
reclconinq Time explained, &c., by Charles PhUip
Brown (Lond. 1863).

YULE, the old name (stiU in provincial popular
use) for Christmas. It points to heathen times, and
to the annual festival held by the northern nations
at the winter solstice as a part of their system of
sun or nature worship. In the Edda, the sim is

styled fagrahvel (fair or shining wheel); and a
remnant of his worship, under the image of a fire-

wheel, sur\-ived in Europe as late at least as 1S23.
The inhabitants of the village of Konz, on the
Moselle, were in the habit, on St John's Eve, of
taking a gi-eat wheel wrapped in straw to the top of a
neighbouring eminence, and making it roll down the
liill, flaming all the way : if it reached the Moselle
before being extinct, a good vintage was anticipated.
A similar usage existed at Trier (see Grimm, Deutsche.
Mylhologie, p. 586). The old Norse hvel, A-S. ?iveol,

have developed into Icel. hiol, Swed. and Dan. hjtd,

Eng. ivheel ; but from the same root would seem to
have sprung old '^orse jol, Swed. and Dan. yu?, A.-S.
geol, Eng. Yule,* applied as the name of the winter
solstice, either in reference to the conception of the
sun himself as a wheel, or, more probably, to hia
wheeling or turning back at that time in his path in
the heavens. Goth, hvcila, Eng. ichile, denote time
as wheeling or revolving. The general nature of the
festival, and the way in which the observances were
overlaid, or transfoi-med and masked by the Chris-
tian institution, are noticed under the head of
Christmas. In the gi-eenery with which we still

deck our houses and temples of worship, and in the
Christmas trees laden with gifts, we perhaps see a
relic of the symbols by which our heathen fore-

fathers signified theii- faith in the power of the
returning sun to clothe the e.arth again with green,
and hang new fruit on the trees ; and the furmety
still or lately eaten on Chi-istmas eve or morning in
many parts of England (in Scotland, the preparation
of oatmeal called sowans, is used), seems to be a
lingering memory of the ofTeriugs paid to Hulda or
Berohta (q. v.), the divine mother, the northern
Ceres, or personification of fruitfulness, to whom
they looked for new stores of grain. The burning
of the Yule-log (or Yule-clog) testifies to the use of
fire in the worship of the sun (see Eeltein).

YVETOT, an old town of France, in the dep. of
Seine-Inferieure, is situated on an elevated and fertile

plain, 32 miles north-east from Havre, and 23 north-
west from Eouen by railway. The houses are
mostly of wood, roofed with slates, the jirincipal

street being upwards of t^i'o miles long ; there is a
well-planted promenade, but the town contains few
objects of interest. "There are manufactures of
linen, cotton, calico, and velvet, and a considerable
trade in cattle and agricultural produce. Pop.
(1866) 8092. The Lord of Y. is st3'led ' Roi d'YVetot

'

in old chronicles, and antiquaries have been much
puzzled to account for the origin of the title. There
is a tradition that Clotaire, son of Clovis, having
slain one Gaulthier, Lord of Y., before the high
altar of Soissons, endeavoured to make atonement
for the sacrilegdous deed by conferring the title of
king on the heirs of Gaulthier.

* In one of the Frisian dialects, /«?e OTJole is used to
signify a wheel,
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THE last letter of the English and
other West European alphabets,

had no place in the original Latin

alphabet, but was adopted in tlie

time (if Cicero from the Greek
along with »/ (v), and thus stood

last. In Greek, it had the sixth ]ilaee, and
had the power of a double consonant, being

equivalent to ds or sd: in Latin, its use was
confined to words of Greek origin. Li High-

Ger., in which it is pronounced like ts, it cor-

responds to ( in the Low-Germanic and the Scandi-

navian tongues, e.g., zeit = Eng. tide (time). In

Ital., z or :; mostly takes the place of the Lat. li, as

in negodo = neriotium, palazzo =2Mlatium, and is pro-

nounced U, or, jjreceded by n, ds. In Eng. and in Er.,

it represents the flat sibilant sound of which s is the

sharp. But in Eng., as in the vast majority of cases

« has always been employed to represent the flat

sibilant sound as well as the sharp (e. g., in almost
all plurals, as hones, cards, iu words like revise, &c.),

there is a tendency to drop the use of z, excejit in a

few individual words, such as size, prize. Many main-

tain the use of z in words derived from the Greek,

especially from verbs in izo, as baptize, and also iu

words formed on the analogy of these, as ler/alize

;

but even the advocates of this rule do not act on it

consistently, and the mere English scholar is fairly

puzzled. This is one of the points of English ortho-

graphy most urgently calling for reform.

ZAANDA'M, or S.-VARDAM, an important town
in North HoUaud, is situated on both banks of the

river iCaan, at its entrance into the Y, a deep and
narrow bay of the Zuider Zee, 5 miles north-west

of Amsterdam ou the other side of the bay. In

former times, ship-building was carried on very

extensively at Z., but has now nearly ceased. The
whalc-tishiug, which, in 1701, employed 3.5 ships,

has been altogether abandoned. There is still a

considerable shipping-trade. The principal indus-

tries are sawing wood, preparing vegetable oil

—

chiefly from colza—manufacturing paper, grinding

grain, mustard, dye-stuffs, snuff, &c., making starch,

rope-spinning, and iron-founding. At a distance,

the town looks like a forest of windmills.

Z. is a pleasant place, and many of the inhabitants

are reputed to be wealthy. In 1697, Peter the

Great worked in one of the ship-building yards as a

cai-jjeuter, and the house in which he lived is care-

fidly preserved. It was visited in 1814 by the

Emperor iUexander of Faissia, and is now surrounded

with another building, to prevent exposure to the

weather.
There are two Dutch Eeformed churches, one

Lutheran, two Baptist, and two Roman Catholic

churches, a Jewish synagogue, and several institu-

tions for orphans and old people. Two public

schools, a school of design, and two poor schools are

maintained by the town. Pop. (ISGli) 12,320.

ZABERN (the Roman taberiKV, tavern) is the

name of three towns on the west side of the Upper
Rhine, two of them German, and the other French.
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The fii-sttwo arc in the Palatin.ate (Pihenish P.avaria)

—viz., Berg-Zabem, a town of about 30(10 inha-
bitants, on the Erieubach, occupieil chiefly with
ajjriculture aud some small mauufact\ires ; and
Rhein-Zabcrn, about four uides further east, on the
same stream, with little more than 2000 inhabitants,

noted for the two battles fought there aud at the
village of Jokgrin, about two miles further south,

between the Austrians and the French, 2yth Juno
I and 20th August 1793.

I The other, which, to distinguish it from these, is

called Alsace-Zabern, once likewise a German town,
now belongs to France. In French, it is called

8.\vi;i;NE, and is the chief town of an arrondissemcnt
in the dej). of Bas-Rhiu. It is situated on the Zorn,
which flows into the Rhine, and on the Paris and
Strasbourg Railway and highway, and also on the
JIarue and Rhine Canal, and possesses a palace and
college and 5100 inhabitants, who are employed in

making cloth, pottery, leather, and hardware, and
in the transport of wood from the Vosges Moun-
tains. It belonged iu the I2th c. to the bisho])a o£

Metz, and afterwards to those of Strasbourg. There
are still some Roman antiquities in the college. In
1G9G, the fortifications were razed. The stately

I)alacc was rebuilt by Cardinal Louis de Rohan, fam-
ous in the story of the Diamond Necklace (q. v.) ; it

served iu 1817 and 1818 as barracks for the Austrian
army of ocoup.ition ; of late, it has been converted
into an institution for the widows aud daughters of

the members of the Legion of Honour. The sur-

rounding scenery is rich in ruins and picturesque
eflects. A spiral walk, called the Zabern Path,
about niue miles long, leads, witli many windings
aud 17 covered bridges, to the top of the Vosges,
from which the spectator looks down on Alsace as a
garden. The Pass of Zabera, or Savernc, which
divides the Upper and Lower Vosges, is only 1325
feet high. The railway, the canal, the Zorn, and
highway, all run side by side along the charming
valley ; aud there is a constant succession of britlges,

embankments, viaducts, and tunnels throughout
the 45 minutes' journey from Z. to Saarbourg.

ZA'BISM. In the article on Saj!.«;ans (q. v.), we
spoke chiefly of certain inhabitants of Arabia Felix,

the ' Sabaioi ' of the Greeks, or ' Sab;ei ' of the
I'lOmans. It appears that this name was, iu the 4th
c. A. D., superseded by that of Himyarites, and
belonged to many tribes, that derived their descent
from one Saba ('a descendant of Eber, or descendant
of Noah '), who also was called Abd Shemesh

—

Servant of the Sun. These Sab;eans, who considered
themselves pure autochthons, in contradistinction to

the immigrated tribes, have often been confounded
with a number of other peoples of antiquity, and
with professors of many forms of religious belief

and speculation; in fact, the confusion that has
sprung out of the unwieldy mass of information

found respecting these many varieties, aud which
has been hopelessly mixed up by many generations

of orientalists and theologians, is ahnost without
parallel. We shall not here survey the uumifold
systems and theories that have been evolved from
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time to time, and handed down carefully, but we
shall rather—in the main foUowinj Dr Chwolson
—enumerate the principal stages of Z. as it appears,

considered as a religious phase of mankind. We
must premise that we exclude at once those imaginary
Zabians who were taken by the medieval Arabic, Jew-
ish, and Persian writers to be identical with heathen
or star worshippers, as well as those who, like the

ancient Chald;eans, the ante-Zoroastrian Persians,

the Buddhists, &.C., were vaguely called by that
name by Mohammedan and other writers of the
12th c. These iviiters all start from the notion that
idcilatry, star-worship, and Sabjeism were identical,

and they called nearly all those who were neither

Jews or Chi'istians, nor Mohammedans or Magians,
heathens or Sabfeans. Z. had then become, like

Hellenism, from being a nomen r/entile, an appel-

lative. Confining ourselves to historical Z., we
have to distinguish (1) the Chaldsean Zabians of

the Koran. These are the 'Parsified' Chaldee
heathens or non-Cliristian Gnostics—the ancestors

of the present Mendaites, or so-called Joannes
Christians, who live not far iiom the Persian

Onll, and speak a corrupt kind of Chaldee-
^Vramaic ; and (2) the Pseudo-Zabians, or Syrian
Zabians (in Harran, Edessa, Eakkah, Bagdad),
or, since 830—831 A. D., remnants of the ancient

Sj'rian but Hellenised heathens. These disappear

(as Zabians) since the 12th c, but perhaps still

exist, under some other name, in Mesopotamia. It

is those Pseudo-Zabians who spoke the most refined

Syro-Aramaean dialect. They form the chief repre-

sentatives of Z. emphatically deserving of the name.
The first named, or Chaldean (Babylonian) Zabians,

who transferred that name to the Harranic Zabians.

and were of great influence upon the development of

these latters peculiar speculations, are the people

meant under that designation by the Koran, and by
the Mohammedans of this day. They are, as we
said, also known as Christians of St John, or

Mendaites. Among the Kabathean heathens of the
north-east of Araljia and the extreme south of

Mesopotamia, near Wasith and Bassra, there arose, in

the last decenninm of the 1st c. A. D. a man named
Elxai (Elchasai = Scythianus), born in the north-east

of Parthia (probably an adherent of Zoroastrianism,
perhaps also acquainted with Buddhism), and spread
among them Parsee ideas and Parsee religious rites

and customs. They called themselves Mendaites

—

i. e.. Gnostics. Many of their religious legends and
tales they adopted at a later period from their Jemsh
and Mohammedan neighbours—chiefly, it is pre-

sumed, with a view of making themselvefe less hated
by the ruling Mohammedan powers. They received

the name of Ssabiin from their constant washings,
and purifications and baptisms. Their Arabic neigh-

bours occasionally translated this word into the
Arabic Al-MogtasUah, 'those who wash themselves.'

About a hundred years after the foundation of this

sect by Elchasai, Manes was born of Mendaite
])arents, and was brought up among the Mendaites.
He remained faithful to this creed up to his

24th year, at which period he founded the new
sect of Manichceans (q. v.), which did not at first

de^jart so considerably from Mendaism as it did
at a later period (see Manich^ans). To these
aboriginal Zabians there succeeded, in S30 A.D., a
totally different kind of sect under the same name
—viz., the Harranian Syrians. They themselves
derived their denomination from one Zlbi, who is

variously called a son of Seth, son of Adam, or a son
of Enoch or Idris, or a son of Methuselah, or of

some fictitious Badi or Mari, a supposed companion
of Abraham ; while the Mohammedan ^Titers, who,
like the Greeks, endeavour to derive everj-thing

from their native tongue, either declare it to be

derived from ssaha, ' to turn, to move,' because they
turned to the paths of untruth, instead of that of

the true religion— i. e., Islam ; or, as the Zabians
themselves sometimes explain it, ' because they
have turned to the proper faith.' Another Arabic
derivation makes them take their name, still more
absurdly, from a root ssahaa = to fall away from
the proper religion, or to turn one's head heaven-
wards— i. e., for the purpose of worshipping the
angels and the stars, &c. European scholars have
for the most part followed either Brooke or Scaliger,

who variously hold the name to have sprung either

from an Arabic root, which woidd point to their
having come from the 'east,' or, again, from the
Hebrew word for 'Host,' viz., of heaven, which they
were supposed to worship. The real state of the case,

however, is that, whatever the derivation of the
name, it did not originally belong to the Hai-ranians,
as we have stated already, but was assumed by
them, for the purpose of evading the Mohammedan
persecutions, from the people mentioned in the
Koran.
But it is by no means easy to say who these so-

disguised Harranians really were, and what, since

it was neither Judaism, nor Christianity, nor
Mohammedanism, nor Magism, their religion really

consisted of. Former investigators mostly took
them to have been a distinct race and people, and
their religion to have been composed of Chaldaism,
Parsism, Judaism, Christianity, Neo-Platonism, Gnos-
ticism, and Cabbalistic speculations. This, however,
is far from being the fact. Bi-oadly speaking, they
might perhaps best be described as Syrians, who,
partly descended from Greek colonists, had been
subject so long to Syrian influences that they
became in a manner Syrianised. Their religion

was heathenism, the old heathenism of their
Sj'rian fathers, which had, with incredible obstin-

acy, resisted not only Christianity', but rendered
even Mohammedan ill-will harmless by stratagem.
There can, however, be no doubt .about certain

foreign non-pagan elements having crept into it

during the eai-ly Christian centuries. Eclecticism
prevailed at that period, and it was not only Greeks
and Piomans that found the influence of foreigm,

chiefly eastern, metaphysical sjieculation irresist-

ible. But apart from that peculiar syncretism, we
find many other new additions to Harran idolatry
in the shape of Zabism. There are, first of all, a
certain niunber of legends about biblical personages
from whom they pretend to be descendants—legends
which, it may be presumed, they only, for the nonce,
permitted to belong to their sacred traditions.

There are further a number of laws of purity and
impurity, and of sacrifices, which strongly remind of

Judaism. Again, names of Greek and Roman gods,
such as Helios, Ares, and Kronos, occur, a circum-
stance that perhaps may be explained from the
prevailing tendency of the period of exchanging
the names of native divinities for Greek and I!oman
names. Besides these foreign elements, there are
certain metaphysical and physical views incorjiorated

in their creed which are distinctly traceable to Aris-
totle, and finally, the theurgico-Neo-Platonic reli-

gious philosophy of heathenism, such as it is found
in Porjihyry, Proclus, lamblichus, and the rest. All
these apparently incongruous elements, however,
infused into it by the circumstances of the period,

do not prevent Z. from being in reality heathenism.
Were further proof needed, we should find it in the
words of a celebrated Zabiau, Thablt ben Korra,
quoted by Barhebr^us, in the shape of a panegyric
on the town of Harran and its heathenism, uttered,

as Barhebrsus says, in his ' purblind obstinacy.'

After speaking of Christianity—not to its advan-
tage—for some time, Thabit rejoices over the
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ljlcssiu<;3 that still beloiif; to his native place,

Harrau, tliio>ij;li its having kept itself utterly unsul-

lied by that faitli. 'We,' he continues (the Zabians

or Hananians), 'are the heirs and progenitors of

heathenism, which has once been gloriously spread
over this globe. Blessed is he who oears his bunleu
for heathenism's sake, with iirra hopes. A\'Tio has

civilised the world and built its cities, but the nobles

and the kings of heathenism ? Who has constructed

the harbours and has made the rivers navigable ?

Who has taught the hidden science ? To whom else

has the deity revealed itself, given oracles, and told

the things of the future, but to the most celebrated

men among the heatheu ? . . . . Heathens have done
all these things. They have brought to light the

healing of soiils ; thej' have taught their salvation
;

tliey have also made manifest the art of healing the

body ; they have filled the world \vith institutions

of government and with wisdom, which is the

highest good. Without heathenism, the world
would be cmjity and poverty-stricken, and swallowed
up by great misery.'

Without entering into a detailed account of the

many sources whence our information is derived

with regard to the creed itself, we shall briefly indi-

cate that they are written in jVi'abic, in Hebrew,
aud iu Greek. The former are the most copious

;

those ia Hebrew are chiefly represented by Jlainio-

nides ; and the Greek are ascribed to various

pseudonymous writers, among whom figure Aris-

totle and Hermes Trismegistus. From their

various, and, to a great extent, contradictory state-

ments, we owe the following indications regarding

the principal points of this creed. The Creator, it

teaches, is in his essence, primitivity, originality,

eternity, One ; but iu his m.any manifestations iu

bodily tigures, manifold. He is chielly personified by
the seven leading planets, and by the good, knowing,
excellent, earthly bodies. But his unity is not

thereby disturbed. It is, the Zabians say, ' as if the

seven planets were his seven limbs, and as if our

seven limbs were his seven spheres, in w-hich he
manifests himself, so that he speaks with our

tongue, sees with our eyes, hears with our ears,

touches with our hands, comes and goes with our

feet, and acts through our members.' Kothing, we
are told, is more foreign to Z. than—what holds

good of the creed of the Sabaians only—rude star-

worship. Z., according to the authority of Sharas-

taui, expresses the idea that God is too great and
too sublime to occupy himself directly with the

affairs of this world ; that he therefore has handed
over the rnling of it to the gods, and that he him-

self only takes the most important things under his

s])ecial care ; that, further, man is too weak to

address himself directly to the Highest, that he
therefore is obHged to direct prayers and sacrifices

to the intermediate deities to whom the rule of

this world is intrusted. Thus the veneration shewn
to planets, and even the worshipping of idols, is

nothing but a sjnnbolical act, the consequence of

that original idea. There are many gods and god-

desses in Z. of this intenuediate stamp. It is not

the planets themselves, but the spirits that direct

and guide them and deliver them which are taken

as deities of this kind—deities that stand to the

spheres in the relation of soul to body. Apart fi-om

these, there are those gods who cause or represent

every action in this workL Every universal natural

deed or effect emanates from a universal deity,

every partial one from a partial deity that presides

over part of nature. Everj'thing that appears in

the air, which is formed near the sky or arises from
the earth, always is the product of certain gods, that

preside over these maniiestations, in such a manner
that the rain in general, as well as every special
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drop of it, has a presiding numcn. These spirits also

mould and shape everj'thing bodily from one form
into the other, and gradually bring all created
things to the state of their highest possible perfec-
tion, and communicate their powers to all sub-
stances, beings, and things. By the movement and
guidance of these spiritual beings, the different

elements and natural compositions are influenced
in such a w.ay that the tenderest jilant may jiierce

the hardest cliff. He who guides this world is called

the first spirit. These gods know our most secret
thoughts, and all our future is open to them. The
female deities seem to have been conceived as the
feeling or passive principle. These gods or intel-

ligences emanate directly from God without his will,

as rays do from the sun. They are, further, of

abstract forms, free of all matter, and neither made
of any substance nor materiaL They consist chiefly

of a light in which there is no darkness, which the
senses cannot conceive, by reason of its immense
clearness, which the understanding cannot compre-
hend, by reason of its extreme delicacy, and which
fancy and imagination cannot fathom. Their nature
is free from all animal desires, and they themselves
are created for love and harmony, and for friend-

ship and unity. They are not subject to local or

temporal changes, and they rule the heavenly
bodies, without finding the motion of the most
heavy too hea\'3', or that of the lightest too light.

Their existence is fidl of the highest bhss, through
their being near to the Most High, whom day
and night they praise, without ever feehng fatigue

or lassitude, to whom they are never disobedient,

but whose will they alwaj-s fulfil with sujireme

delight. They have a free choice, and always
incline to the good. ' These spiritual beings, our
lords and gods, are our intermediators and advo-
cates with the Lord of lords and God of gods.'

All substances and types of the bodily world eman-
ate from the spiritual world, which is the one from
which everything flows, and to which everything
returns, and which is fvdl of light, sublime and
pure. These two worlds con-espond to each other,

and are to each other like light and shadow. The
way to approach these gods, and, through them, the
liighest essence, is by imrifying our souls from all

passions, by keeping a strict guard over our words
and deeds, by fasting, heartfelt prayer, invocations,

sacrifices, fumigations, and incantations. By stead-

fastly persevering iu these and similar acts of devo-
tion, man may reach so high a step of perfection that

he may communicate even directly with the Supreme
Power. The planets, as the iiriucipal representa-

tive and intermediate gods, are to be carefully

observed, especially as regards— 1, the houses and
stations of tlie plauets ; 2, their rising and setting

;

3, their respective conjunctions and oppositions ; 4,

the knowledge of the special times and seasons, the
hours and days of the ruliuw of special planets ; 5,

the division of the different figures, forms, climates,

and countries, according to their dominant stars—
the prevailing notion of the Zabians being, like that

of the Chaldees and the sect of the so-called Mathe-
maticians (according to Sextus Empiricus), as well

as of the Neo-Platonists in general, that everything
below heaven was subject, in a manner, to the
influence of stars, or the spirits that inhabit and
rule them. Every substance and every action,

every country and every hour, has its special plane-

tary deity. It is therefore well to study carefully

tlie special conjunctions and figures, as well as the
special mixtures of incense, which might cause the
individual nimien to be propitious. Thus, e. g.,

according to the Zabian behef, the first hour of

Saturday stands under S.atumus, and it is therefore

right and advisable to select at that time such
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prayers, seals, amulets, dresses, and fumigations

as might be supposed to be particularly pleasing

to tliat planetary god.

In order to address themselTes to visible mediators,

some of the Zabians are supposed to have directed

their devotions to the stars themselves. But they
soon found how futile a Tvorship it was that

addressed itself to things that appeared and dis-

appeared in turn. They therefore manufactured
permanent representatives of them in the shape of

idols—idols wrought in as complete accordance as

possible vnth the theurgical rules derived from the

nature of the deity to be represented. They were
of gold, to represent the sun ; of silver, to indicate

the moon. The very temples in which they were
placed were of as many comers as were supposed to

correspond to the form of certain stars.

We know but little with regard to the cosmogon-
ical notions of the Zabians. Sharastani, one of our

l^riucipal authorities, only quotes ' Agathodsmon

'

as his authority for their assuming five primeval
principles, viz. : the Creator, Reason, the Soul, Space,

the Vacuum. Out of these, all things are composed.

According to another source (Kathibi), however, the

Zabians assumed two hving and active principles

—

viz., God and the Soul ; further, a passive one. Mat-
ter ; finally, two which are neither living nor passive

—viz.. Time and Space. Matter seems to have been
held by them to be primeval and everlasting, and to

it alone the existence of evil is attributable. God
created the spheres only, and the heavenly bodies

therein. It is these spheres (fathers) which carry

the tj'pes or ideas to the elementary substances

(mothers), and out of the combination, conjunction,

and motion of these spheres and elements, the vary-

ing earthly things (children) are produced. Matter
is, as we said, because of its defective nature, the

soiu-ce of evU, of ignorance, of foUy ; whilst the

form is the source and fountainhead of the good,

the right, the knowledge, and tha understanding.

Z. further assumes a renewal of tliis world after

each great 'world-year'—a space of 36,425 ordinary

years. At the end of these periods, the plants, the

animals, and the men that had existed within it,

cease to propagate themselves, and a generation of

each of them, different from all previous ones,

springs into life. How far this theory is identical

^vith the Babylonian, Egyjitian, and Indian theories

on the same subject, we cannot here investigate;

suffice it to call attention to the striking likeness

apparent in them all.

Man, tljc Zabians teach, is composed of contra-

dictory elements, which make him the vaciUatiug,

struggling creature he is. Passions and desires rule

him, and lower him to the level of brute creation,

and he would utterly lose himself, were it not for

such religious rites as purifications, sacrifices, and
other means of grace, by which he may be enabled to

approach the great gods once more, and to attempt

to become like unto them. There are different

kinds of souls ; or rather man's soul partakes partly

of the nature of the animal soid and partly of that of

the angelic soul. The sold never dies, and punish-

ments and rewards vrill affect oidy it, but not ever-

lastingly. But rewards and punishments wOl not

he wrought in any other future world, but in this,

only at different epochs of existence. Thus, aU our

present joys are rewards for good deeds done by us

in former epochs; and the sorrows and griefs we
endure, spring in the same manner from evil actions

we couunitted at former stages. As to the natiu-e

of the general (world-) soul itself, they say that it is

primitive, for if it were not so, it would be material,

as every newly-created being partakes of the mate-

rial nature. Yet a material soul would be au impos-

sibdity. 'The soul, which is thus an immaterial

thing,' says Kathibi, ' and exists from eternity, is

the involuntary reason of the first types, as God
is the first cause of the inteUigences. The soul

once beheld matter, and loved it. Glowing with the

desire of assuming a bodily shape, it would not

again separate itself from that matter of which
means the world was created. Since that time,

the sold forgot itself, its everlasting existence, its

original abode, and knew nothing more of what it

had known before. But God, who turns all tilings

to the best, imited it to matter, which it loved, and
out of this union the heavens, the elements, and
other composite things arose. In order that the

soul might not whoUy perish within matter, he
endowed it 'with intelligence, whereby it conceived

its high origin, the spiritual world, and itself. It

further conceived through it that it was but a
stranger in this world, that it was subject to many
sufferings in it, and that even the joys of this world
are but the sources of new sufferings. As soon as

the soul had perceived all this, it began to yearn

again for its spiritual home, as a man who is awaj'

from his birthplace pines for his homestead. It

then also learned that, in order to return to its

primitive state, it had to free itself from the fetters

of sensuous desires, and from all materialistic ten-

dencies. Free from them all, it woidd regain its

heavenly sphere again, and enjoy the bliss of the

S))iritual world.'

From all this, it wUl be seen, as we stated at

the outset—that the Zabians, about whom so much
has been theorised and fabled, were simply heathens

who had to a certain extent adopted and modified

Keo-Platonic ideas, such as floated in the mental
atmosphere of the early Christian centuries. It

would be needless to enter into a discussion about
the semi-fabidous personages to whom they ascribe

the foundation of their creed, such as Agathodsmon,
Arani, Hermes, and the rest; or some of those

mentioned by other writers, such as Zerdusht,

Nawassilj, Orpheus, and the rest.

The life of this sect was but short. After having
first been on terms of gi'eat friendship with the

ruling powers of Mohammedanism as well as with
Christians and Jews, and having filled many of the

highest and most responsible posts at the courts

of the kalifs, thej* were by degrees made the butt

of fanaticism and rapacity. Mulcted, persecuted,

banished at dift'erent periods, they disappear from
history since the middle of the 11th century. Some
obsciu-e remnants of them seem to have survived in

remote corners of Mesopotamia, but they, too, no
longer adhere to the original creed, but are mixed
up with the ilendaltes, mentioned above, and the

Shemsijeh, or sun-worshippers. Thus oljscurely ended
a sect which, for 200 years, had produced a host of

men pre-eminent in every branch of learning and
literature, in jjhUosojjhy, astronomy, history, natural

history, poetry, medicine, and the rest. Many of

these men, whose name and fame reached Europe,
were coufoimded with their Mohammedan con-

temporaries, chiefly because they lived in Bagdad,
at that time the centre of learning, the seat of

the kalifs and the high dignitaries of state. The
Jlohammedans, however, had so high an apprecia-

tion of Zabian learning, that it became proverbial

amongst them, and they could explain it only by
tracing it to a supernatural source, notably to

Hermes (Trismegistus), the father of the Zabi,

mentioned above.

We have in our sketch mainly followed Chwolson,
who, aided by profound learning and acumen, has
been the first to clear up the nature of Z., this

terrible stumbling-block of many generations of

investigatoi-s.—For detailed information on it and
all the many other points connected with it, we
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must refer our readers to the large work in which
he has cinboUied the residts of his investigntions,

Die Ssab'ur uml der Ssabi«ii)us (2 vols. St Peters-

burg, 1S5C). See also Neo rLATOxisTS, Gnostics.

ZACATE'CAS.c.'\pit.ilof the Mexican state of that

name, is situated in the windings of a deep valley or

ravine, between high hills, .ibout 320 miles north-

west of Mexico. It is built over .a vein of silver,

which has been deeply cx]iUired. The streets arc

narrow and crooked, but it has a line appearance
from a distance, owing to the size and massiveness
of its churches, and the elegance of some of its resi-

dences. There are also a college, a gunpowder mill,

and a mint. Pop. (ISOG) 10,000.

ZACHARIAS, a Roman pontiff, successor of

Gregory III. in 741, who is noticeable as one of the
series of Greek prelates by whom the destinies of

Rome and It.aly were nuich influenced iu the 7th and
Sth centuries. The n.ime of Z., moreover, deserves

honourable mention in connection with a work of

benevolence and charity, which the Roman Church
afterwards consecrated by intrusting it to a special

religious order—viz., the redemption of captives from
the pagan masters b\- whom they had been held in

slavery. During the troubles arising out of the
Lombard invasion, Z., by his interposition in more
than one instance in favour of the city of Rome with
the Lombard kings, contributed to that prestige of

the Roman see, which eventually led to its obtaining
the leadership of Italy, and in the end the temporal
sovereignty of Rome and the a<ljoining territory.

Z. died at Rome on the 14th March 752.

ZADO'NSK, a town of Russi.a, in the government
of Voroncj. .50 indes north of the town of that name,
and about 2.'i0 south of Moscow, on the left bank of

the river Don. Pop. 0897. The trade of the town
is not extensive, owing to the close neighboui'hood

of the commercial towns Eletz and Voronej. The
manufactures are insigniticant. Z. possesses a
renowned cloister.

ZAFARA'N-UO'LI, a town of Asia Minor, in

Anatolia, about 190 miles east-north-east of Scutari,

at the junction of two small affluents of the Chati-su.

It has four handsome mosques, a church, large baths
and khans, and extensive suburbs. It has a con-

siderable trade in saffron (whence its name), which
is cultivated extensively iu the surrounding country.

Pop. supposed to be about 15,000.

ZAFFRE, crude oxide of cob.tlt, made by roast-

ing cobalt ore antl reducing it to powder, with the
addition of about three parts of the finest white sand
used by glass-makers. It is extensively prepared in

Saxony, and is often imported into Britain. When
fused into a glass, it is intensely blue, and is much
used by enamellers and porcelain manuf.acturer3 as

a, blue colour.

ZA'HRINGEN, a small village near Freiburg, in

Baden, in the Breisgau, formerly a province of

Austria, but annexed to Baden in IS05. It is

historically noteworthy for the ruined castle from
which the Dukes of Ziihringen took their name, the

ancestors of the reigning House of Baden ((j. v.).

The Hapsburgs (q. v.) are traced to the same stock.

Guntram or Gunthrun the Rich, Count of Breisgau

—

son of the famous Erchanger, who raised himself to

the dignity of Duke of Swabia and was beheaded
for treason in 917—is assumed as the founder of

the House of Ziihringen. The ZUhrings claim to

be descended from his eldest son, Gebhard ; the

Hapsburgs, from the youuger, Langelin. After the
death of Duke Berthold I., 1077, the House was
dirided into two lines—the ducal or Ziihring line,

which became extinct in the male line in 1218, with
Berthold v., the founder of Bern ; and the markgraf
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or Baden line, from which the present House of
Baden is descended. The ducal Ziihrings exercised
a beneficent sway over a great part of Switzer-
land.

ZAIRE. See Congo.

Z.V'M.V, a city and fortress in Numidia, about
300 miles south-west of Carthage, near which
Hannibal was defeated by the Yoimger Scipio,
2Ul li.c. The flower of Hannibiil's forces con-
sisted of a small veteran army, that had shared
his fortunes f<u' many years ; most of the rest were
of inferior quality, of many races, variously organ-
ised, and of suspicious tidelit}'. But his greatest
deficiency was in cavalrj", an arm with which he
had repeatedly decided the victory iu former battles.

In Scijjio's army, on the other hand, Niunidians,
under M.isinissa, were present in overwhelming
numbers. The onset of Hanniljal's elephants, of
which he had SO, was defeated and made worse
than useless by the wise precautions of Sci])io ; the
cav.alry on his flanks were scattered by the furious

charge of JLasinissa and La^lius ; his front line of
mercenaries beaten back by the more numerous and
better-disciplined Romans. His veteran infantry,

hemmed in on all sides, fought with the courage of

desjjair, and were cut to i)ieces. Hannibal having
done everything, both before aud during the battle,

which could secure the victory, escaped with a few
horsemen. Of the Carthaginians, 20,000 were left

dead on the Held, and an equal number taken
prisoners. Of the victors, 2000 fell in the action.

ZAIMBE'SI RIVER and REGION. The ex-
tensive region in South-east Africa, known to

inediev.al geographers under the general name of the
empire of Monomotapa, is shewn on old maps as

drained by a river called Zamljese, or Zambere, on
the banks of which appear large towns, of which the
mythical ' Vigita Magna ' w.as supposed to be the
most famous. The course of the stream, which is the
modern Z., is, however, jiretty correctly delineated,

and even a small lake is shewn in connection \vith

it, not far from the real jjosition of Lake N'gami,
whose existence we only became aware of a few
years .ago, and which we now know m.ay be con-

sidered one of the most southern collections of inland

waters which communicate with the Z. River and
the more eastern lakes. The Nyassa or Maravi, as

well as the more northern lakes, Victoria N'yanza
and Tanganyika (the latter in connection with the
Nile basin), are also given with such a degree of

accuracy that it plainly shews, that in compiling
these early maps, the distinctive features of the
region must have been well known—principally, it

is supposed, from Arab sources, various settlements
of that people inhabiting the east and south-east
coast of Africa from tlie Red Sea to Sofala.

Although the lower region of the Z., for a dist.ance

of at least 300 miles from its mouth, has been in

possession nominally of the Portuguese since the
beginning of the 16th c, forming the captaincies of

Rios di Senna, Tete, and Quilimane, yet it is only
within the last few years, through the indefatigable

exertions of Dr Livingstone (1851— 1S.5G, and 1858

—

1SG4), Mr Oswell, Dr Kirk, Mr T. B.-iine.s, Mr James
Chapman, Charles Andersson, and other intrepid

African explorers, that we have got anything like

an accurate or scientific idea of this vast region,

which extends from 8° to 21° of S. l.at., and from
14° to 37° of E. long. ; and the total length of what
may be considered the main stream (called Leambye
in its upper course), from its month to the point
shewn on Dr Livingstone's inaji, where the Leeba
River, which proceeds from Lake Dilolo—on the sum-
mit of the watershed which divides the rivers rim-
uing north-west into the Atlantic from those running
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south-east into the Indian Ocean—joins it, cannot be

less than 1200 miles.*

The river-basin of the Z. presents some interesting

physical features. On the north, it is coterminous,

in all probability, Tvith a portion of the Nile river-

sy'stem ; on the south and west, an obscurely marked
water-shed, crossing the Kalihari Desert, separates it

from the Orange River basin and the rivers that nm
through Ovampo Land into the Atlantic ; on the

north-west, its head-waters probably rise close to the

tributaries of the great Congo River ; while on the

south-east, a well-defined mountain-range divides the

rivers flowing into the Z. from those which form the

Limpopo River, which, it is now nearly certain,

enters the sea under the name of the Sabia. It

thus forms, as it were, a central link between the

waters of the Cape Colony and those of Ejryj>t,

connecting, as it were, the regions round the Cajie

of Storms with those of the Mediterranean.
The name of Z. is preserved from the month of

the river, or rather a short distance above it, to the

junction of the main stream with the Chobe, in lat.

17° 31' S., long. 25° 13' E., which connects it with
the sluggish inosculating streams of the N'gami
region ; from thence it is called Leambye ; and its

course has been only laid down with any pretension

to accuracy as far as its junction with the Leeba
(lat. 14° 10' S., long. 23° 35' E.), when it appears to

turn suddenly to the north-east, forming a vast net-

work of streams, Tvhich anastomose with one
another, and appear to form several other connec-

tions with the main stream, far to the eastward,

through the Rafue, Loangn'a, and other branches, at

least if native reports can be trusted. Of the more
remote sources of the main stream, except Lake
Dilolo, we know nothing ; but the explorations in

•which Dr Livingstone (if still aUve) is now engaged
will probably throw a clear light on this point.

This part of Central South Africa may be con-

sidered as an extensive plateau or table-land, from
3000—4000 feet above the sea-level, with an outer
fringe or border of basaltic rocks, cutting through
which, the Z. River forms one of the most striking

scenes in the physical geography of the universe

—

namely, the Victoria Falls of Livingstone, or Mosio-
tunga, or ' Smoke sounds there,' of the natives. Here,
a few miles to the east of where the Chobe joins the
Z., the latter—a stream of 1000 yards in width

—

plunges down into a chasm more than 100 feet deep,

forming an immense crack in the basaltic rock, at

right angles to its course, and is carried along in a
narrow channel some 30 miles in the same direction,

between steep basaltic rocks, scarce 100 feet ajiart

from each other. The pictorial illustrations of Mr
T. Raines wiU give a far more ^-ivid idea of this

wonderfid fall than any verbal description.

The whole of this vast country, both north-east

and west of the upper course of the river, is very
imperfectly known; but it is ascertained that the

Okavango of Andersson, formerly supposed to be one
of the branches of Cuanene River, is connected with
the Z. basin. As we descend the river to the ocean,

it nms in a south-east com-se, varying in width from
500 yards to two miles and more, in the rainy

seasons. From the Portuguese town of Tete down-
wards, it is navigable, although with difficulty in

the dry season ; and it passes through one or two
narrow rocky gorges in the Lupata Mountains, which

* Lake Dilolo appears to have an outlet both to the
north and south; and the same thing is reported of

another lake to the north, called Kalagwe, whose
waters form the Loapula, or east branch of the Zambesi
to the south, while to the north they run into the
Lake Tanganyika ; and if the latter lake, as is supposed,
is connected with Baker's Albert N'yauza, a connection
with the Nile is thus obtained.

form ugly rapids, except when the river is in full

flood. About SO miles from the mouth, it receives

from the north the waters of the Shire, which runs
out of Lake Nyassa, the Maravi of old geographers,
an extensive sheet of water about 230 miles long, and
50 miles across at its widest part, extending between
lat 11°— 14' 30' S., and it enters the low country
about 50 miles from the ocean, where it divides into

many branches, forming a large delta, of a very
unhealthy character. The most northern stream is

called the Kwaka, or Kihmane, or Quilimane River
;

and the most southern and deepest channel, the
Luabo. At Kilimane, or Quilimane, about 18 miles
from the sea, is the residence of the Portuguese
governor of the region ; but there are various other
entrances used by slavers and contrabandists, which
are not very accurately laid down in our charts ;

and it is both difficiilt and dangerous to enter the
river without a competent pilot.

The A'ictoria Falls are estimated to be 2500 feet

above the sea-level. Tete is considered to be 400 feet

;

and the rapids of Lake Nyassa, where the Shire

issues from it, are 15.52 feet above the same ; while
Lake Shirwa, a smaller lake, south-east of Nyassa,
is 2000 feet.

The natives inhabiting the coast region drained by
the Z. must be considered of the pure negro type

;

whQe the ilakololo, who are found in the central

and upper coimtry, belong to the Betjuana family,

or rather, are a sort of Unk between it and the negro.

They are, however, to be regarded as conquerors of

the original tribes, called jlakalaka, who may be
classed as negroes, and are stdl numerous. The
Zulu tribe of Amatabele, imder Mosdakatze, who
inhabit the high region dividing the Limpopo from
the Z. basin, have overrun and conquered nearly all

the tribes south of them. The slave-trade is actively

carried on in the countries nominally claimed by the

Portuguese ; and the lamentable failure of our late

attempts to plant an episcopate and civilise the
natives through missionary influence, must be fresh

in the memory of our readers. The native popula-

tion may be considered large, as compared with that

of the Cape Colony or Betjuana Coimtry.

All the usual tropical productions are found, but
owing to the disturbed state of the native tribes, are

but little cultivated- The animal kingdom is very
similar to that of the adjacent regions of SouthAfrica

;

and an immense quantity of ivory is exported both
from the west and east coasts. The prevalence of the

Tsetse (q. v.) makes ti'avelling difficult in the inte-

rior. Extensive coal-fields exist, and gold is found
in the neighbourhood of Tete and Senna.—Vide
the Travels of Livingstone, 1st and 2d parts ; T.

Raines's Exploralioiiii, Andersson's Okavango, and
various articles in Journal of Royal Geographical
Society ; and Transactions of Royal Geographical
Society relative to murder of Dr Livingstone, and
expedition sent to ascertain his fate in June 1SG7.

ZA'MIA, a genus of jjlants of the natural order
Cycadacece, of which the species are found in the
tropical parts of the world. They have a tree-like

stem, with a single terminal bud and pinnate leaves.

The wood consists of concentric circles, with very
loose cellular zones between them. The male and
female flowers are on separate plants, in tessellated

catkins, the scales of which differ in form in the
male and female plants. The central part of the
stem contains much starch, especially in old jjlants,

and a kind of sago or arrowroot is made from some
of them. The central part of the stem of the Bread-
tree (Z. cycadis), of South Africa, which is about six

or seven feet high, with a scaly stem, is much used
as an article of food by the Kaffirs and Hottentots,

who prepare it by wrapping it in a skin well rubbed
with grease, burying it in the ground until it
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undergoes putrefaction, bruising it between two
stones, maJving it into cakes, .and baking it in wood-
ashes. There are niuneroua fossil species of Zamio.

Closely aUifd to it is the fossU genus Zaviltes.

ZAMIO'.STKOBUS, the generic name given to

several cones from the Secondary and Tertiary

strata, liecause they were supjiosed to be the fruits

of fossil zami.os. But Mr C'arruthera h.as shewn
(Journal of Botany, January 1SG7) that they belong

to trae Conifer*. He has, however, in the same
paper, described six sjiecies of fniits belonging to

zaniia-like cycads, to which he has given the generic

title of C'ycculeodrohus. They are all from the
Secondary rocks. No cycadean remains whatever
have yet been found in newer deposits.

ZA'MITES, tlie generic name under which are

included numerous forms of zamia-like leaves wliich

occur in Secoudary strata. No certain traces of the
trunks have yet been found associated mth them,
and only one species {Z. gl'jas) is accompanied with
fruit, and this is so anomalous that it casts consider-

able doubt on the determination of the affinities of

the foliage.

ZABIO'RA, a very ancient town of .Spain, capital

of the province of that name, is situated 40 miles
north of Salamanca, and 132 north-west of Madrid,
on the right bank of the Doui'o, which is here
crossed by an old stone bridge. It is the see of

a bishop suH'ragau of Santiago. Z. was of gre.at

importance iu the Moorish times, and is said to

have been enclosed by seven lines of walls, with a
moat between each. It is entered by seven gates,

is siu'rounded by a wall, has a massive square
tower with Norman arches, and many interesting

remains of meilia;val architecture. La Magdalena,
a church of the Templai-s, but afterwards belonging
to the order of St Juan of Jerusalem, is a simple
solid edilice of the 12th c, slightly modernised.
There .are 20 other churches, besides a theological

school, barracks, a prison, a normal and other
schools, a librarj', museum, &c. It has manufactiu-es

of serges, linens, leather, hats, liqueiu-s, brandy, and a
considerable trade in wine and grain. Sir J. Moore
urged the Junta of Salamanca to repair the defences
of Z., and receive there his stores, but his retreat

had commenced before they had done deUberating.
H.ad Z. been made tenable, Moore would have
falleu back on it, instead of on Corunua. The French
afterwards got possession of it, and although no
resistauce was made, the to^s^l was sacked, neither

age nor sex was spared, and the principal persons
were executed. It was again plundered by the
French, and has never recovered these visitations.

Pop. 0926.

ZA'MOSC, one of the most strongly fortified

towns of Russian Poland, in the government of

Lublin, 45 miles south-east of Lublin, and 140
south-east of Warsaw, surroimded by water and a
marsh. All the houses are built in the Italian

style with arcades. There is a large and beautiful

castle opposite the former university, town-hall and
arsenal, four churches, monasteries, theatre, &c.

There are beer aud porter breweries. Pop. about
5000.

ZAMOUSE {Bos hrachyceros), a species of ox or

buffalo, found in the tropical parts of Western Africa.

It is the Butih Cow of Sierra Leone. It differs from
the buffalo and all other BovidcE in several import-

ant particulars, especially in the very large size

aud peculiar fringing of the ears, and in the total

want of dewlap. The forehead also is flatter th.an

th.at of the buffalo. The coloiir is nearly imiform, a
pale chestnut. The hair is thin, and nearly erect.

The ears have three rows of long hairs springing from

the inside, and a tuft of long hairs at the tip. There
is a considerable space on the forehead between the

Zamouse {Bos Irachyceros).

horns, which are not long, extend outwards and
ui>wards, are suddenly incurved, and very sharp.

ZA'NESVILLE, a city of Ohio, U. S., on the
left bank of the Muskingum lliver, and opjiosite

the mouth of Licking River, 54 miles east of
Cohmibus, is a regidar well-built town, in a beautiful
and fertile valley, with steamboats to the Ohio, and
several railways. An iron railway bridge of .5.'i8

feet crosses the river, and bridges connect it with
its subm-bs, Putn.am and South and West Zanesville.
It has abundant water-power, aud rich coal and
iron mines ; cotton, woollen, nail aud glass fac-

tories; 5 iron foundries, 15 churches, public and
free high schools, 5 or 6 newsp.apers ; &c. Pop.
(1860) 9229.

ZANGUEBA'E. See Zanzibak.

ZA'NTE (ancient Zacyntlius), one of the principal
Ionian Islands, about 9 miles from the west coast
of the Morea, and 8 south of Cephalonia, is about
24 miles long, 12 broad, and h.as a superficies of 164
sq. miles. The greater part'of the island consists of

a plain, stretching from north to south, with a
breadth of from 6 to 8 miles, bounded on the west
by a Une of hills. The vine is extensively culti-

vated on the plain, and the wine produced is con-
sidered to be of a superior quaUty. The staple

product of the island, however, is the currant,

which is produced from a dwarif species of vine,

originally brought from Corinth. Pomegranates,
melons, peaches, and citrons also are grown. Z. is

said to have been colonised by Achjeans from the
Peloponnesus ; and it is mentioned in Homer with
the epithet ' woody,' which, however, is not apt
at the present day, although it is justly called,

in an Italian proverb, ' the flower of the Levant.'

It is subject to frequent earthquakes, which, it

would seem, are likely to recur about once in 20
years. The most notable mineral feature of Z. is

its pitch-wells, described by Herodotus, which are

situated about 12 miles south of the to^vu of Z.,

in a marshy district. Pop. (1864) 39,367.—ZANTB,the
capital, is the largest town in the Ionian Islands,

and is situated at the head of a small bay or harbour
on the east coast, on the site of the ancient town,
of which the only remains are a few columns and
inscriptions. The houses stretch along the semi-

circular outline of the bay to the distance of a mile

and a half, and extend up the slope of the castle-

hdL Most of the streets .are narrow, but clean, and
the older houses built in the picturesque Venetian
style ; the huge lattices of wooden framework,
resembling those employed in eastern harems, with
which the windows used to be fitted, are being

rapidly abohshed. The pi-incipal street is broad
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and handsome, the churches are numerous, and the
market-jjlace spacious. The harbour of Z. has been
greatly unproved of late years ; it is now protected
by a long mole, and has a light-house, but is still

somewhat exposed and insecure. A magnificent
and extensive view is obtained from the citadel in
the highest part of the town. Z. is the see of a Greek
protopapas, and of a Eoman Catholic bishop. Pop.
20,000.

ZANZIBA'K, or ZANGUEBAE. The territories

of the Sidtan of Z. comprise all that part of the east
coast of Africa included between Magdashooa, situ-

ated in 2° N., and Cape Delgado in 10° 42' S. lat.

They are bounded on the N. by the independent
tribes of Somal and GaUas, and on the S. by the
Portuguese province of Mozambique. The extent of
the coast is about 1 100 miles, and parallel to it are
numerous islands, the most important of which are
Zanzibar, containing the capital of the same name,
Pemba, and Mafia (Monfia on the charts). The
territories on the mainland have no defined limi t

towards the interior, being occupied by heathen
tribes, over whom the sultan's authoritj' is hardly
even nominal beyond the sea-board. The soil along
the coast is fertile in rice, mUlet, peas, beans,
melons, pimipkins, the sugar-cane, cocoa-nut, banana,
plantain, &c., and the forests supply the caoutchouc
tree and many valuable species of timber. Cattle,

sheep, and fowls are plentifiJ, and tropical wild
animals abound. Eice, sugar, molasses, ivory, gums,
gold, and cowries are exported. The heat on the
coast is excessive, and the climate very imfavourable
to Eiuopeans. The name Z. is applied to the coast
from 4° K to 12° S.

The island of Z., by far the richest and most import-
ant part of the sultan's dominions, is distant from 20
to 30 miles from the African coast ; it is about 4S
miles in length, and from 15 to 30 in breadth. It con-
tains an area of about 400,000 acres, and the soil is

in most parts of exceeding fertility ; being covered
with woods and plantations, and the frequent rains

causing perpetual verdui'e, it everywhere presents a
delightful appearance. It is very flat, the highest
point being not more than 300 feet, composed
entirely of coral, and abxmdantly watered by rivu-

lets, which flow at all seasons of the year. The
principal products are cocoa-nuts, cloves, rice, sugar-
cane, manioc, millet, and fniits in the utmost abund-
ance, especially oranges of the finest quality, which
can be purchased at the rate of 1000 for four shil-

lings. The island is intersected by paths and green
lanes in every dii-ection, afibrding a never-ending
variety of pleasant walks and rides. The country-
houses of the Arab proprietors, and the huts of their
slaves, are thickly dotted over the surface, sur-

roimded with gardens and fields. The hedgerows
are covered 'with flowering creepers, and pine-

apples grow amongst them in n'ild profusion. In
many parts are glades of undidating grass-land, of

park-like appearance, dotted with gigantic mango
trees; the ponds are covered with rushes and
water-lilies ; and the air is perfumed •with the
blossoms of the orange and clove. The pop. of the
island is estimated at about 250,000. The town
contains about 60,000 permanent inhabitants ; while
probably from 30,000 to 40,000 strangers come
from Arabia, Inilia, and the northern parts of Africa
during the season of the north-east monsoon.
The chief people are the Arab landed proprietors,

who form a sort of aristocracy, possessing large

plantations and numerous slaves; besides these,

there are slaves, free blacks, natives of the Comoro
Islands and Madagascar, and from 5000 to GOOO
natives of India, who keep nearly all the shops in

the town, and through whose hands nearly all the
foreign trade of the place passes. The language of

the court and of the Arab population is Arabic,
whUe the slaves and the free black population speak
a dialect called Klsawaheli, one of the great family
of South African languages.
The climate of Z. is extremely equable and salu-

brious, the thermometer having probably never
risen as high as 90°, nor fallen lower than 70°.

Nearly 200 inches of rain fall during the year, of
which half at least falls in March, April, and May.
The capital is extensive, but, like most oriental

towns, it is narrow, irregular, and ill built ; the
houses of the principal inhabitants, and of the
European residents, are large flat-roofed buildings,
generally with an interior courtyard ; and some of
them, and especially the palace of the sultan, may
almost claim to be magnificent.
The trade is very considerable. In 1S63, it was

as foUows : Imports, £544,903 ; exports, £467,053

:

total, £1,011,956. The imports consist of cotton
goods, brass wire, beads, arms, &c. ; and the exports
of gimi, copal, cloves, ivory, cocoa-nut, oil-seeds,
dye-weeds, and a great variety of other articles.
No export duty is charged, and only 5 per cent,
import duty.
The sultan has a considerable body of rabble

soldiery, but nothing approaching to a disciplined
standing army. His naval force consists of 1 frigate,

52 guns ; 1 frigate, 32 guns ; 1 corvette, 22 guns

;

1 brig, 4 guns.
The earliest settlement of Arabs on the east coast

of Africa occurred about 924 a.d. ; and for several
centuries, flourishing republics, governed by elders,
elected by the citizens, existed along the coast.
Vasco da Gama visited Z. in 1499, and in 1503 the
dominion of Portugal was recognised by the inhabit-
ants, who agreed to pay an annual tribute ; but the
Portuguese never held it for very long periods.
About 1735 A.D., they were finally expelled, and in
17S4, the island was taken by the Imaum of Muscat,
in whose family the government remained until the
death of the late Imaum, Seyed Saeed bin Sultan,
in 1854, when the Arabian possessions fell to his
son, Seyed Thoweni, and Z. and its dependencies to
Seyed ilajid, the present sultan, each division
becoming an entirely separate and independent
kingdom.

ZA'EA (ancient Jadera), the chief town of Dal-
matia, on the coast of the Adriatic, 73 miles north-
west of Spalatro, and about 12S south-east of
Trieste. The town is strongly fortified, and is built
in the foim of an oval, on a nan-ow promontory,
separated from the mainland by a moat, across
which is a drawbridge. The town is entered by two
gates, one from the sea, called Porta-Mariua, sup-
posed to be partly of Eoman construction ; and
one from the landward side, called Porta-di-Terra-
Firma. The ramparts, of Venetian construction,
and partly planted, agbrd a fine promenade to the
inhabitants. There is a spacious and well protected
harbour, which, however, is somewhat shallow.
The streets generally are narrow and iU paved, and
the drainage defective ; the town is not well sup-
plied with water. Of its churches, the most
noteworthy are its cathedral, founded by Henry
Dandolo, Doge of Venice, and the church of the
patron saint, St Simeon. There are many convents
and monasteries ; a lyceum, gymnasium, and other
schools; a barrack, and a naval and military
arsenal ; hospitals, a theatre, museum, and other
public buildings. There is a lofty marble column,
which is all that is left standing of an ancient
Eoman temple ; there are also the remains of a
Eoman aqueduct. Z. is the seat of the government
of Dalmatia, and the see of a Eoman Catholic arch-
bishop. The commerce is unimportant. Many of
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coastiug-tradc. The chief manufactures are rosoglio,

maraschino, leatlier, silk and linen fabrics. Pop.

SSoO, Italians by descent, and speaking the Italian

language. Anciently, Z. was the capital of Liburnia,

iu Illyricum ; and under Augustus it was made a

lloman colony.

ZARAGOZA. See Supplement.

ZAKAI'SK, aRussiantown, in the government of

Eiazan, 32 miles north-west of the town of Itiazau,

anil SU sonth-e.ast of Moscow, a few miles from the

right bank of the Oka, a tributary of the Volga.

The town was founded in tlie 13th c. ; and in 1531,

I\'an the Terrible erected on the site of the old for-

tilications a strong fortress, which thrice resisted

the assaults of the Tartars, and which stiU exists.

Another noteworthy object is the Cathedral of St

Nicolas, which dates from 1631. There are manu-

factures of soap and candles, as also several tan-

neries and breweries ; these, however, produce only

sufficient to meet the wants of the inhabitants. The
commerce of the town has sjreatly declined since

1S47, when the new road ot Eiazau was opened,

leaving Z. out of the way. Pop. 5062.

ZE'A (ancient Ceos), an island of the Grecian

Archipelago, one of the Cyclades, 13 miles east of

(Jape Colouna ; 14 miles in length, and 8 in greatest

breadth. It is somewhat egg-shaped. Its surface

rises from the coast in terraces, culminating in the

centre in Mount St Ellas, whose lat. is 37° 37' N.,

and long. 24° 21' E. The climate is healthy, and the

soil fertile. The products are wine, fruit, barley,

cotton, and silk. Attention is paid to the rearing

of cattle and silkworms. Pop. 5000. Pliny says

tliat Z. was once united to Eubrea, but that four-

fifths of it were carried away by the sea. Z. was
the birthplace of the lyric poets Simonides and Bac-

cliylides. The island once possessed four towns, liut

there is now only one, Zea, situated on the north-

west slope of the hill, about 3 miles from the coast,

on the site of the ancient Zidin, of which the most

important remain is a colossal lion, about 20 feet in

leni'th, lying a short distance east of the town. A
few remains are also stiU to be found on the sites

of the other three ancient towns. The harbour of

Z., Port St Nicholas, about 3 miles from the town,

admits the largest vessels, and is well freriuented.

ZEA. See Maize.

ZEBI'D, a town of Ar.abia, district of Yemen,
on the river Zebid, 15 miles from its mouth, 115

miles south-west of Sanaa, and CO north of Mocha.

The town is of great antiquity, on account of which

and of the dark colour of the bricks of which it is

built, it has a somewhat gloomy appearance. Z. is

strongly fortified, being surrounded by high walls,

said to be a league in circiut, flanked with mimer-

ous towers. It possesses a large mosque, with an

elegant octagonal tower. Z. was formerly a place

of much commercial importance, but it has declined

into comparative insignificance, owing to the accu-

mulation of sand iu the mouth of the river. Pop.

7000.

ZE'BIIA, a name sometimes given to all the

striped Eqitida, all of which are natives of South

Africa, and thus including the Dauw (q. v.) and

Quagga (q. V.) ; but also, in a more restricted use,

designating a single species, Equus or Asiniis Zebra,

a native of the mountainous districts of South

Africa. In the whole group, the characters more

resemble those of the ass than of the horse ; the

tail is furnished with long hairs only towards the

tip, and the hind-le"s are without warts ; the neck

is full and arched, tie mane stands erect. 'I'he Z.

is about 12 hands high at the shoidder. It is of a

light and graceful form, with slender lunbs and
narrow hoofs ; the head light, the ears rather long
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and open ; the ground colour white, or slightly

tinged with yellow ; the head, neck, body, and legs

striped with black, the neck and body ti'ans-

versely, but not regularly; the head with bands in

various directions, the legs with irregular cross

stripes. The Z. lives in small herds, inhabiting the

most secluded spots. Its senses of sight, smell, and
hearing are very acute, and the least alarm is sulfi-

cient to make a whole herd scam]ier off, with pricked

cars and whisking tails, to inaccessible retreats

Zebra (Asinus Zthra).

among the mountains. When attacked, however,

and compelled to defend themselves, zeliras do it

vigorously, the herd forming in a compact body,

with their heads towanls the centre, and their

heels towards the enemy, repelling even the lion

and leopard by their kicks. The Z. has been

domesticated, and used as a beast of burden, Init

generally shews a vicious and untractable disposi-

tion. The flesh is eaten by the n.ativcs and hunters

of South Africa. A hybrid has been produced
between the Z. and the ass.

ZEBU', one of the Philijipinc Islands (q. v.).

ZEBU, INDIAN OX, or BUAHMIN OX, a

kind of ox, very nearly allied to the common ox,

of which natui'alists generally regard it as a mere
variety, although some thiuk it a distinct species

(Bos Indicus). The most conspicuous distinctive

character is a large fatty hump on the back, above

the shoulders. The legs are also rather more
slender and delicate than in the European ox. The
hump attains a very great size in animals plentifully

Zebu or Indian Ox.

supplied with food, and not compelled to work ;

in those which ai-e ill fed or hard worked, it is com-

paratively small. It is alleged that intermixture

takes place freely with the common ox, and that

there is no difference of anatomical structure, but

these statements require verification. Mr Vasey
found the number of caudal vertebra; iu the Z. to
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l)c only IS, ^vhilst in the common ox it is 21. The
period of gestation in the Z. is also said to be 300
days, whilst in the common ox it is 270. The Z.

is diffused over India, China, the Asiatic Islands,

Madagascar, and the east coast of Africa. There
are many breeds, differing very much in size ; the
largest being larger than any oxen of Europe, whilst
the smallest are not much larger than a large

mastiff. The hiimp of the largest breeds is said
to be sometimes 50 lbs. in weight. English resi-

dents in India esteem the hump as delicious for the
table. There are hornless breeds ; but most of the
breeds have short horns. There is a breed with two
fatty humps, one placed immediately behind the
other, which is common in the vicinitj' of Sur.at.

The voice of the Z. resembles the grunting of the
yak, almost as nearly as the lowing of the ox. The
Z. is used in India both as a beast of draught and
of burden. It is yoked in the plough. It is occa-

sionally used for riding. It can travel from 20 to

30 miles a day. It is very gentle and docile.

The Brahminy or sacred bulls of the Hindus, con-
secrated to Siva, are all of this kind of ox. They
ai-e caressed and pampered by the people, and to

feed them is deemed a meritorious act of religion.

The Brahminy buU may go where he pleases ; it is

not la%vfnl to beat him, even if he be eating a valu-
able crop, or if he enter a shop and devom- the
articles exposed for sale. He soon learns to despise
shouting, which is the ordinary expedient to drive
him away, and makes himself at home everywhere.

ZECCHI'NO. Sec Ducat.

ZECHAHI'AH, called in the book of prophecy
which goes imder his name, * the son of Berechiah,
the son of Iddo,' but in Ezra, ' the son of Iddo,' was
bom in Babylonia during the captiWty, and accom-
panied the first band of exiles on their return to
Palestine imder Zenibbabel and Joshua. Verj' little

is known of his personal history, but enough to
assure us that he was a man of influence and a
leader among his countrymen. He combined in

himself the offices of priest and prophet. Ezra
expressly ascribes to Haggai and him the merit
of stirring np, by their prophetic inspiration, the
Iiatriotic enthusiasm of the Jews to complete the
rebuilding of the Temple. Later traditions, which
are probably more or less in the line of historic
fact, state that he assisted in providing for the
service of the Temple (various of the liturgical
psalms being ascribed to him), and that he was a
member of the great Synagogue (q. v.).

The prophecies of Z. may be di^'ided into three
parts: the first (chapters i.—viii.) consists mainly
of a series of risions relating to the building of the
Temple, the glory of the city, the removal of all

abominations out of the land, &c., and winds up
Tvith a prediction that Jenisalem will become, as it

were, a centre of religions worship to all the world.
The second (chapters ix.—xi.) threatens Damascus
and Phoenicia, and the cities of the Philistines with
ruin

;
predicts that Judah wiU be gi-eater than Javan

(Greece), that Israel and Judah wUl be reunited

—

though almost immediately he symbolically shews
the impossibility of this—and that both Assyria and
Egypt will be humbled. The third part sets forth
that dark times for Judah are drawing nigh, which
shall be as an ordeal for the nation. After sore trial,

it shall come forth thoroughly purged from iniquity,

and then the Lord wiU appear in his glory on Moimt
Ohvet, fight victoriously against the hosts of heath-
endom, and compel all who are not destroyed by
his wrath to worship Him at Jerusalem. A millen-
nium of holiness will then begin :

' In that day shall
there be upon the bells of the horses, " Holiness unto
the Lord " . . . yea, every pot in Jerusalem and
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in Judah shall be holiness imto the Lord of hosts'
(xiv. 20, 21).

Numerous Ijiblical critics, both in Germany and
England, consider the first part only to be the work
of Z., and it cannot be denied that the internal

evidence strongly favours this supposition. There
is a unity, consistency, and sequency in the visionary
predictions, and a harmony both of stj'le and matter
—the imagery bearing very distinctly the impress of

those two master-spirits of the exile, Ezekiel and
Daniel—that no candid critic can overlook, while
the remaining chapters are totally unconnected in
subject with what precede ; contain no allusion to
the post-exilian age, and speak of idols and false

prophets in a way that woidd be utterly meaning-
less if ajiplied to the times subsequent to the return
from the captivity. The style also is quite different

;

is softer, richer, more poetical. The spirit of Ezekiel
is exchanged for that of Jeremiah or the younger
Isaiah. \\T2ether these chapters are the work of
one or two authors, has also been elaborately dis-

cussed, the evidence being, on the whole, in favour
of the latter view.

ZE'CHSTEIN (Ger. mine-stone), a deposit of
calcareous rock which covers the Kupfer-schiefer,
and which received this name because it must be
cut through before reaching the mineral-bearing
beds beneath. It is the equivalent in Thuringia of
the fossUiferous limestones of Permian age of the
north of England.

ZEDEKI'AH, originaUyMATTA]Sr['AH,the last

king of Judah, son of the ' good Josiah ' by his wife
Hamutal, succeeded his nephew Jehoiachin. The
latter ha^ing rebelled against his master, Nebuchad-
nezzar, king of Babylon, was besieged in Jeru-
salem, and taken prisoner, after a brief reign of three
months. Nebuchadnezzar bestowed the vacant
throne on Z., doubtless in the expectation of secur-

ing a faithful liegeman. If so, he was mistakeu. Z.

was a weak unwise ruler, probably incapable of

political fidelity : in the phraseology of the Jewish
historian, ' he did that which was evU in the sight
of the Lord.' Forgetting his obligations to the
Babylonish monarch, he lent a ready ear to the
foolish braggadocia of the nobles and princes
of Judah, and in spite of the earnest and reiterated
remonstrances and warnings of Jeremiah, finally

consummated his perfidy by forming an alliance

with Egypt, the hereditary enemy of Assyria and
Chaldfea. Swift destruction overtook the traitor.

A Babylonish army invaded and ravaged the
country, besieged Jerusalem, and after inflicting a
crushing defeat on an Egyjitian force that was
marching to the relief of the citj-, reduced the inhabi-
tants to such horrible extremities, that they coiUd
no longer hold out. Z., accompanied b}' his wives
and children, fled in the darkness of night towards
the Jordan, but was overtaken and made prisoner
near Jericho. The monarch and his sons were
sent to Eiblah, at the north end of the valley of
Lebanon, where Nebuchadnezzar then abode. The
conqueror, with customary Asiatic cruelty, ordered
the sons to be slain before their father's face, and
then deprived the wretched parent of his eyesight.
Thus maimed, and bound with fetters of brass, he
was conveyed to Babylon (5S8 B.C.), where he prob-
ably died. The Temple and city were destroyed,
the inhabitants carried off into captivity, and the
kingdom of David and Solomon ceased to have a
place on the earth.

ZE'DOARY (Arab. Jedwar), the name of certain
species of Curcuma (see Titrmekic), natives of the
East Indies, the root-stocks {rhizomes) of which
are aromatic, bitter, pimgent, and tonic, and are
used for similar pm-poses with giuger. They are
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more used in the East than in Europe, but are

imported in small quantities, and sold under the

name of Zedoary. The Kocnd Z. of the sho]>3 is

the produce of Curcuma zidoaria, a native both of

India and China, having palmate root-stocks, straw-

coloured within. Long 2. is produced by C. zerum-

bet, a native of various parts of the East Indies,

having long palmate root-stocks, yellow within. Z.

is a powerful sudoridc.

ZEE'LAND, a province of the Netherlands, con-

sists of the islands Walcheren, Xorth Beveland,

South Bevelaud, Schouwen, Diiiveland, Tholen, St

Philip's-land, and Staats Flanders. It lies between
51° 20—51° 45' N. lat., and 3° 21'-4° 15' 54" E.

long., and has an area of 6G5 sq. miles. The boun-
daries are : South Holland on the N., the Easter

Scheldt on the E., Belgium on the S., and the North
Sea on the W. January 1, 1S66, the pop. amounted
to 176,169. The lloman Cathohcs numbered 44,769

;

the Jews, 632. There are ISO churches, and 21

different communions. The provincial capital is

Jliddelburg, in Walcheren. Other important towns
are Flushing, in the same island ; Goes (pron. Hum/),

in South Beveland ; and 2^erikzee, in Schouwen. The
greatest part of the soil, which is a rich clay, has

been redeemed from the sea ; and almost in the centre

of the islands Walcheren, South Beveland, and
Schouwen, there are seen still the high mounds of

earth called ' hills of refuge,' which the early inhabi-

tants formed as places of safety for themselves

and cattle when a high tide burst over the newly
acquired lands. The number of Polders (q. v.),

or drained districts, in the province amounts to

about 400. It is almost entirely arable, and pro-

duces the finest crops of wheat, barley, oats, rj'e,

peas, beans, and coLza. Potatoes are extensively

planted ; and in 1S65, the madder crop reached

5,761,671 lbs. The stock of horses numbered
23,394 ; horned cattle, 52,SS3 ; sheep, 37,537 ;

pigs,

17,205; and goats, 3871. In many districts of Z.,

extensive orchards beautify the farms.

The neighbouring seas abound with fish, and in

Schouwen, many eggs are collected, myriads of

water-fowls resorting thither to form their nests.

The principal industries, apart from agriculture, aie

the preparing of madder for the market, weaving
calicos, rope-spinning, ship-building, beer-brewing,

soap-boiling, making vinegar, salt, starch, tobacco,

tile and brick, tanning leather, grinding corn, saw-

ing wood, &C. The people of Z. are kind and hos-

pitable, and in the country parishes, are much
attached to their fairs, meetings for merry-making,

and other old customs, which might with advantage

be given up. Few marriages take place among
the agricultural portion of the population till abso-

lutely necessar}', but a case of desertion rarely

occurs, as it would utterly disgrace the young man
who did so.

On the 15th of October 1866, a fine ship-canal

through the island of South Beveland was opened,

and is to take the place of the Easter Scheldt, which
is to be crossed by a railway in course of construc-

tion, from Flushing, through Walcheren and South

Beveland, to join the main Belgian lines. In

February 1867, the works on the Easter Scheldt

were begun.

ZEITHU'N, a town and district in the high-

lands of Cilicia, lying in 37°—38° N. lat., and 34°

—35° E. long., inhabited by a community of

Armenian Christians, virtually independent of the

Turkish government, and forming in fact an Asiatic

republic. Z. lies in the upper basin of the Jyhun
or Pyramus, where that river crosses the Taurus

Mountains in descending from the table-land of

Asia Minor to the low plain of Cilicia, which sur-
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rounds the north-easteni corner of the Mediterranean
Sea. It is surrounded on all sides by inaccessible

crags, except on the east, where it is bounded by the
deep channel of the Pyramus. The hills are covered
with magnificent pines, plane trees, and evergreen
oaks. Springs and brooks, never dried up during
the summer, irrigate the meadows in all directions ;

but the soil, although abounding in patches of great
fertility, does not jiroduce grain in suilicient quan-
tity to supply the wants of the inhabitants. The
mulberry trees are, however, numerous in the
orchards, and give constant occupation to the women
in feeding silk-worms. The men are chiefly engaged
in smelting and manufacturing the iron supplied
by the moimtains into ploughshares, horse-shoes,

nails, &c., which they exchange for corn and other

articles at Marash and Kaisariyeh. Tlie language
of Z. is a rude dialect of Armenian, in which the
only literature consists of popular songs not com-
mitted to writing. Education is mucn neglected
among children, who, except when intended for the
])riesthood, are not sent to school after the age of 10
or 12. The inhabitants, like the kindred race in

Armenia, are free from Asiatic vices. They resemble
Europeans in their respect for women. Crime is

not frecjuent. No prisons e.xist, and it is asserted

that murder has never been committed in the
country for the sake of gain. There may be ex.ig-

geration in these statements, but the Zeithumlus are

certainly open-hearted mountaineers. They have,

however, shewn the greatest jealousy of foreigners

;

and imtil 1S54, when their covmtry was visited by
M. Leon Paul, a French Protestant clergj-man, we
only knew of them from the statements of Armenian
priests, and ai-ticles in the Armenian newspapers or

Constantinople. Even now, our information about
them is rather scanty. The government seems to

be patriarchal, vested in elders of the people, with
some prerogatives in the priesthood. When a
grievance is felt, complaint is made to the priests,

who meet in council, and refer the complaint to the
elders assembled as a senate: they decide on the
course to be taken. All offices are conferred by
popular election, the executive power being placed
in the hands of four princes. There are 20 villages

in the district, and the chief town, Z., ia said to con-

tain 20,000 inhabitants. The Zeithumlus can muster
an army of from 7000 to 8C00 men to defend the

mountaius against the Turkish pashas ; and they
are in alliance with a neighbouring Turcoman chief,

also independent of the Turks, who brings 10,000

men into the field. Z. is a relic of the -Armenian
kingdom of Cilicia, founded in the 11th, and de-

stroyed in the 14th century. Since that period, the

native populations have been gradually assimilating

to the 'Turks, a change much favoured by the extreme
facility with which the Turkish language is acquired.

It was not tiU after the Ci-imean War that the mas-
sacres in the East called special attention to the

existence of Z. and other Christian communities in

the East, which had some claim to European sym-
pathy. An attempt by the Turks to settle Circassians

near Z., gave Aziz Pasha of Marash an opportunity

of attacking the Christians, and the atrocities com-

mitted remind one of the worst excesses of Cawnpore.

The inhabitants defended themselves, however, with

the greatest gaUantrj-, twice defeating in the field

large Turkish forces ; and the struggle was at length

tei-minated by the interference of the French and
English governments at Constantinople, and the

recall of the pasha. Unfortunately, the Turks were
allowed to suppress the Armenian newspaper which
acquainted the European public with what is taking

place at Z., and we have ceased to receive recent

information regarding it. An interesting account of

the massacres and the defence of Z. will be found
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in the Revue des deux Mondes of February 1S63.
See also Spectator of 26th August 1865.

ZEITZ, a walled town of Prussian Saxony, in the
government of Merseburg, 23 miles south-west of

Leipzig, lies in a pleasant and fruitful district, on a
steep slope, on the right bank of the White Elster,
over which there is a stone bridge. The town is

very old, and has some good old pubho buildings ; a
cathedral, and foiu- other churches ; a good library,

containing 12,000 vclumes, besides ilSS. ; asylums
for orphans and lunatics, an old and new castle, &c.
The w^alls are pierced by six gates. There are manu-
factures of cotton, earthenware, leather, calicos,

hosiery, gloves, &e. ; several printfields, breweries,
and distilleries. Pop. 11,100. It is a station on the
Thuringian Railway.

ZELA'YA, a town of Mexico, in the state of
Guanajuato, about 120 miles north-north-east of the
town of Mexico, on the right bank of the Rio
Grande de Santiago, which is here crossed by a
handsome bridge. It has a fine cathedral, of mixed
architecture, Avith Corinthian and Ionic columns,
and numerous other churches and convents, which
are rich in works of art. There are manufactiires of
cotton and saddlery. Horses and mules are bred to
a considerable extent in the vicinity. Pop. 14,000.

ZELKOU'A (Planera Richardi), a tree of the
natural order ClmacecE, with a straight and erect
trunk of 75—SO feet high, one-third of which height
is ^vithout a branch, a large head, elliptical leaves
of 1—3 inches long, and small flowers with bell-

shaped perianth, and small roundish dry 2-celled
fruit, the cells 1 -seeded. It is a native of Georgia,
the north of Persia, &c., and is sometimes planted
in England. The timber is valuable, the aapwood
elastic, the heartwood very hard.

—

P. Gmelini is a
low tree, a native of Kentucky, and of some of the
more southern states of America.

ZEMINDATl, the name given to the governors
of districts or large towns in India, under the Mogul
rule. Many of the zemindars occupied in India a
position almost similar to the dukes and counts of
Western Europe in the middle ages ; they received
from their superiors, the nabobs or provincial gover-
nors, fiefs of more or less extent, for which they paid
a certain due annually, being then exempted from
all other imposts whatsoever. The dues paid by
the zemindars were of course exacted, with addi-
tions, from the ryots or cultivators, and constituted
a large part of the imperial revenue. Under the
Britii government, the same system of tax-collec-
tion is continued in Bengal, the zemindars in that
presidency being looked upon as the hereditary
lords or proprietors of their respective districts. The
zemindars of the Coromandel district were formerly
called polyghars. Under the zemindars were the
havildars, or heads of villages, whose duty it was to
collect their share of the tax imposed by the zemin-
dar, and as, like their chief, they took care to collect

an additional proportion for themselves, the most
atrocious oppression was commonly practised; the
'nabob ' pillaging the ' zemindars,' the ' zemindar

'

in turn plundering his ' ha\-ildars,' while the
ha\-ildar ' more than reimbursed himself at the

expense of the Hindu villagers.

ZEND,* the language in which are composed the

* Much uncertainty prevails as to the real meaning of
the word Zend. The name Zend-Avesta (q. v.) is, by
the native scholars, understood to mean commentary
{jftehlvi) and text, an opinion supported by the most
eminent Zend scholar of our day, Dr Hang. The
opinion of Max Muller to the effect that Zend is

identical with the Sanscrit chhandas—a name given to
the Yedic hymns—and Avesta = avasthina, a word
which, if it occurred in Sanscrit, would mean settled
text, requires further confirmation.

ancient sacred books of Zoroaster, first became known
thi-ough Anej^uetU-Duperron (q. v.). Many scholars
of eminence, like WiUiam Jones, Meiner, Heuning,
W. Erskine, and others, warmly contested the age
of these writings. They held that the idiom in
which they were couched had never been spoken in
any part of Persia, but was a Sanscrit dialect
which had been introduced from India for sacred
use. The so-called Zoroastrian writings, they said,
dated from the time of Ardeshir-Babegan, the
first Sassanian, in 230 B.C., or had at least been
re\vrittcn and redacted at that time. The first who
endeavoured to lay the foundations for a real gram-
matical knowledge of Zend was Ptask, the Dane,
who, in 1816, imdertook a journey to India and
Persia, in order to make researches into the origin
and nature of this language on the spot. Althouch
he did not live to make known all the results 'of
his investigations, he yet proved irrefutably that
the sacred language of the Parsees was closely con-
nected with that of the Brahmans; or, in other
words, that Zend ivas akin to Sanscrit, and that,
like the latter, it had retained some of the earliest
foi-mations of the Aryan dialects. Eugfene Bumouf
followed in his steps. He was indeed the real
founder of Zend studies in modem Europe. By
the aid of his knowledge of Sanscrit and compara-
tive grammar, he proceeded to decipher, for the
first time, the sacred writings of Zoroaster in the
original ; while Anquetil-Duperron, who first made
the Zend-Avesta known in a European garb, com-
posed his translation only from a modem Persian
translation. Both he and Bojjp contended for the
independent and ancient existence of Zend, holding
that Sanscrit, being a new language which came
from the north, was more likely to be derived from
the Zend than the latter from Sanscrit. The
opinion of Haug, the latest, and by far the most
successful investigator of Zend language and litera-
ture, is, that Zend is almost identical with the most
primitive—the Vedic—form of Sanscrit. We shall
give in the following sketch the results of his
studies, which unfortunately have as yet appeared
only in the preparatory shape of essays.
The Zend idiom, in its widest sense, embraces two

so-called ' Bactrian ' dialects, which, together with
the 'West Iranian ' languages, i. e., those of ancient
Media and Persia, form the stock of Iranian tongues.
These tongues were once spoken in what the Zend-
A vesta calls the ' Aryan coimtries ' (A irydo danhdvd).
The former, the ' East Iranian' or ' Bactrian' branch,
has survived, in its two dialects, in the scanty frag-
ments of the Parsee Scriptures only. The more
ancient of them is called the 'Gatha dialect,'
because the largest and most important pieces pre-
served in this peculiar idiom are the Gathas, or
songs ; the younger or 'ancient Bactrian,' also
' classical Zend language,' is the one in which the
greater part of the Zend-Avesta (q. v.) itself is

written. Both dialects seem to have died out in
the 3d c. B. c, leaving no Knguistio progeny. The
general character of Zend, in its widest sense, is
that of a highly-developed idiom,' inasmuch as it
is as rich in inflections (there are no less than three
numbers and eight cases) as is the Vedic Sanscrit,
and is richer even than the Latin in the variety of
forms inherent in its verbs and nouns. There are
numbers of compound words in it ; and the whole
syntax bears the stamp of an advanced stage of
linguistic progress. A genuine sister of SajScrit,
Greek, Latin, and Gothic, it is yet only known to
us, much as is the Hebrew, in its declining phase.
The forms are no longer accurately kept distinct,
and a return to the originally uninflected state is
noticeable, principally in the verbs. -It may be
that the Bactrian grammar had never been properly
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fixed liy rales, and that, in the absence of that

tender care wliich the Brahnians took of the preser-

vation of the Sanscrit texts and idiom, many corrup-

tions and abbreviations gradually crept from the

colloquial into the classical languaije of Zend, and
were thus peri>etuated ill the surviving remnants.

As siH>n as the language of the Zoroastrian books

died out from daily use, these books were mechani-

cally copied, time after time ; and any number of

blunileis, unchecked by an uuderstandiug of the

structure or the details of the language, crept in

unheeded. The oldest copies are the best, com-
paratively speaking : the more modem the copy,

the oftener the terminations are found as separate

words; vowels are inserted according to the faulty

pronunciation of the writer ; and a number of other

faults, of omission or commission, are patent at first

sight, solely due to carelessness and ignorance.

Before indicating the general character of Zend, we
shall briefly observe that its two dialects differ both

jihonetically and grammatically ; and the phouetieal

difTerences are so great, that, at first sight, it would
almost appear as if they were caused by different

localities rather than ages, but, on closer inspection,

it is found th.it the smging of the Githas, Vhereby
certain vowels were lengthened out, has caused

in.any of these striking peculiarities. GrammaticaUy,
the Gltha dialect shews many deviations from
Zend, traceable to the more primitive state of the

Bactrian language which it represents. But the

differences between the two are not «o great as

bet:\'een the Vedic and the classical Sanscrit, and
between the Greek of Homer and the iVttic dialect.

At most, the Gatha may be reckoned to be one
or two hundred years older than that classical Zend
which formed the cl.assic.al language of the ancient

Iranian Empire, as depicted in the earlier parts of

the Shiih Ndmeh.
There are twelve simple vowels and about four-

teen diphthongs in Zend, for each of which there are

special characters. Of vowels pecidiar to this idiom,

m,ay be mentioned the S (long, with a nas.al sound),

used chiefly in the genitive jjlural termination

;

further, the c, which, in the Gatha dialect, often

replaces the fin.al 6 of the usual Zend, and which, bj'

the frequency witli which writers confound it with
I, woidd also prove itself closely allied to that sound.

There is, further, an initial a to be observed, which
probably crept into the Zeud texts when they

were transcribed into their present characters,

which, no doulit, are borrowed from the SjTiao.

This a corresponds to the Aleph prostheticon of

the Semitic idioms. Again, the short vowels are

alw.ays lengthened at the end of a word in the

Gatha dialect : omng most probably to the circum-

stance that the Gatha literature—the most sacred

hymns—were sung, and the singer's voice resting

upon the final vowel, whether long or short, had the

effect of lengthening it even in the MSS., written

mostly from memory. Of consonants, there are 6
gutturals, 2 pal.at.als, 4 dent.als, 3 labials, 4 semivowels,

5 sibilants, 5 nasals. The roots are mostly mono-
syllaliio, consisting occasiomaUy of one vowel only,

or being a combination of a vowel with a simple or

double consonant, or of two consonants with a vowel
between them; e.g., i, to go; dd, to give; fl'f?, to

go ; mere, to die ; as, to be ; &c. Additional sounds
added to the simple roots, enlarge and otherwise

change the meaning of a word

—

dd, to make, be-

comes, by the addition of th, dath, to place ; from
mere, to die, is derived mercuch, to kill. Three
chief modifications are to be noticed in the verbal

roots, irrespective of tense and mood

—

'ntz., the
' causal form,' expressing the idea of ' to make,' ' to

get made,' which is formed by lengthening the
vowel of the root, and adding the syllable aya, as
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in Sanscrit. Next stands the desiderative form,
expressing tlie wish of obtaining anything, which is

formed by the reduplication of the first syUablc,
and the addition of .« to tlie crude form before the
terminations. The Last or intensive form, used to
render the verb more emphatic, was originally pro-
duced by a simple reduplication of the root and tlie

termination ; afterwards, only the vowel of tlie first

part w.as lengtheneil, and the consonants following
were omitted. Three voices—the active, middle or
reflective (Lat. dei)oncnt). and the p.assive—obtam in
Zend, as in Greek and .Sanscrit ; and there are four
chief moods, which may be used in all these three
voices—the indicative, subjunctive, potential, and
imperative. The sulijunetive is of a double nature,

the one expressing tlie ' might, would, or should,'

the other the ' may '—a feature lost in clas.':ical

Sanscrit, and only to be met with in the ancient
haugiiage of the Vedas. The potential, too, is of

two kinds, corresponding to the Sanscrit ' potential

'

and ' precative.' There arc as many tenses iu Zend
as there are in Sanscrit, though fewer than in Inreek,

which is, in this respect, the richest of the Aryan
stock. There may be distinguished one formation
for the present, foiu- for the past, and two for the
future.

The general scheme of the (active) present and
imperfect is as follows :

PRESENT.
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up by a demonstrative pronoun. There are some
iikler forms to be found in the Gatha dialect only.

Most of the pronoims resemble closely the Sanscrit
forms. The relative is sometimes used as a demon-
strative. The numerals from one to ten are : aSva,

dva (va, duge, ayS), thri, chathware, poiicha (menda),
khshvas (khshvidem), hapta, asta, nava, da9a.

The foUowin;; numbers are formed by the addition

of the single cardinal numbers to the ten or

daca : 20 = vi^aiti. 100 = ^atem, 200 = duye faitfl,

10U0= hazanra, 10,000= baSvare, 100,000 = ahokhsta.
The ordinals are : paoirya, first ; bitya, second

;

tliritya, third ; khtiiiryah, fourth
; pukhdha, fifth

;

&c. ' Multiplication numerals ' are formed by addi-

tion of heret and vat— e. g., hakeret, once ; bizhvat,

twice ; thrizhvat, thrice ; &c. Particles and prepo-
sitions are often identical with those of Sanscrit.

The latter may be separated from the verb, if form-
ing part of it, as is the case in the Vedic and Homeric
languages, but not in classic Sanscrit or Greek.
We have started with the now fully proved asser-

tion that Zend is closely allied to Sanscrit, more
especially to the ancient Vedic dialect. To the
latter it bears about the same affinity which the
difl'erent Greek dialects (»35olic, Doric, Ionic, Attic)

bear to one another. The ancient Brahmans and
the Parsees are but two tribes of the nation which
is called Aryas both in the Veda and Zend-Avesta,
the former somewhat to be compared to the lonians,

the latter to the Dorians. But in comparing Zend
with Sanscrit, it is noticeable that it resembles more
the primitive Vedic than the classical Sanscrit. In
verbal forms, chiefly moods and tenses, the classical

.Sanscrit is much poorer than it is in its primitive
A'edic phase, having lost various forms of the sub-
junctive mood, most tenses of all other moods,
except indicative, the manifold forms expressing the
infinitive mood, while aU these are found completely
preserved in the Vedas, Zend-Avesta, and Homeric
Greek. From these and many other signs, it would
indeed follow as if the classical Sanscrit had been
formed long after the separation of the Iranians from
the Hindus. The differences between the Vedic,
.Sanscrit, and Zend are very minute in grammar, but
important both phonetically and lexicographically,

like the difference between German and Dutch.
But the philologist can easily transform, by slight

phonetic changes, the Zend word into the Sanscrit
one. As a striking proof of the original identity of

grammatical forms between the two, the circum-
stance m.ay be cited of their both exhibiting certain
identical irregidarities.

For Zend Literature, we may refer both to our
articles on Peksiax L.vjjgtjage and Literatuke and
to Zend-Avesta. We confine ourselves here to a

brief mention of the principal items. At the head
stand the five G^thas, which may safely be ascribed

to Zoroaster and his disciples themselves. There is

no doubt that what now survives is but a scanty
fragment of what once existed of this literature.

Proljably they but represent a selection of verses

considered most efficacious for putting down evil

influences, and for increasing the welfare of the
Zarathustrians. The Gathas, as they now stand,

may be comp.ared to the Samaveda, which contains

selections from the Rigveda, used at the Soma
sacrifices. Next in order stand the Yasna, or seven
chapters, containing songs and prayers, which dates
from a ra\ich later period ; and here again the first

portion, or ' Younger Y'asna,' is of still later date
;

and on the same line stands the Visparad, the collec-

tion of prayers called ' All Heads,' in 23 chapters.

The Vendidad, on the other hand, represents con-

versations held by Zoroaster \vith Ahuramazda on
religious topics, and is most likely the work of the
high-priests of the Iranian community of later

periods. The Yashts, or songs and conversations,

are the latest. The age of the different works men-
tioned is fixed by Haug in the following manner

:

The G:ithas about 900 or 1200 B.C. ; the larger por-

tion of the Vendidad at about 900 or 1000 B.C.

;

the younger Yasna,- about 700—SOO B.C. ; the latest

part of the Vendidad (the Pazend) being written
as late as 500 E.c, when the collection of the chf-

fereut parts also seems to have taken place. This
computation would give the Zend, or rather the
famed Parsee literature, a range of about 800 years,

or from 1200—400 B.C. Cf. Haug's Essays on the

Relirj'mn of the Parsees (Bombay, 1862).—See Per-
.siAN Language axd LiTEKATtiEE, Zend-Avesta,
Zoroaster.

ZENP-AVESTA, or r.ither (as the Pehlvi books
have if), AVESTA-ZEND, is the name of the sacred
writings of the Parsees (q. v.). The word Avesta
(avastha) means text, scripture ; Zend; or Zand, trans-
lation or commentary andy paraphrase. According
to the last researches in this province, it would seem
as if only a small portion of the entire collection
now extant were formed by Avesta, or text, the
rest being made up of Zend, or commentarj', with-
out text. The term Zend has indeed changed its

meaning repeatedly. From an authoritative in-

terpretation, emanating from the highest source,
in time becoming embodied in the text itself, it

came to denote, later, a translation into the native
idiom of Persia (the Pehlvi), made by the Zoroas-
trian priests during the Sassanian period. There
is fiu^;her a special ' Zend doctrine ' to be noticed,
which differs considerably from that contained in
the Avesta. A still further explanation of that
Zend doctrine is the Pazend, a word often to be
met with in connection with Avesta and Zend.
Of this we shall further have occasion to speak.
But before proceeding with an elucidation of the

contents and purport of these Zend writings, we
must devote a brief space to a sketch of their his-

tory, or rather of the different phases the acquaint-
ance with them on the part of the West has under-
gone. The doctrine of the ' Magi,' as the ancient
world was wont to call the priests of Zoroa.strianism,
as well as those of India, Persia, and Babylonia,
is first alluded to in Jeremiah, where the chief of
the Magi is mentioned among Nebuchadnezzar's
retinue. In the New Testament (Mat. ii. 1), Magi
come to worship Jesus at Bethlehem. The earliest
account among Greek writers is furnished by Hero-
dotus, who, on the whole, seems well enough informed
for his time. Besides him, we hear of accounts
liy Ctesias, the Greek physician of Artaxerxes
II., by Deinon, Theopompos, and Hermippos. But
only fragments from their \vritings have survived,
embedded chiefly in Plutarch and Diogenes Laertius.
Pliny, Strabo. Pausanias, Dion Chrj-sostomus further
enlarged the stores of knowledge, which, more or less
trustworthy, may be gathered from independent
sources. Omitting later Greek writers, such as
Damascius, Theodoras of Mopsuestia, &c. we turn to
Armenian writers of the 5th Christian century.
Among them we find Eznik and Elizaius, from whose
records we may gather that the Zoroastrians at theii
time were split into two parties, the one called Mog,
the other Zendik ; the former inhabiting chiefly
the western parts—Media and Persia principally
acknowledging the Avesta ; while the latter, living
principally in the east (in Bactria), followed the tra°
ditioual explanations, or Zend proper. To the Arabio
writer Masudi (950 a.d.) we owe a comparatively ,

correct account of the sacred book ; while Sharastani
(1153 A.D.) is perhaps the first among his country-
men who ranks the Zoroastrians with those other
professors of Semitic creeds, the Mohammedans,
Jews, and Christians, and not among the idolaters
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and pajans. In Lis time, tbey were already sjjlit

into many sects, those who believed in the transmi-

gration of souls, like the Brahmans, Buddliists, &e.

As a successfully carried out piece of deception, it

is to be noticed that Mohammedan writers, for the

most part, seem to countenance the fable palmed
n])on them during the times of persecution by the

JIagi, that Zoroaster was identical with Abraham

—

in which there is not one atom of truth. The nations

of modern Euro])e came into contact with the

adiierents of Zoroastrianism in the western parts

of India, and in the 17th c., some MSS. of their

sacred books were brought to England. But no one

was able to read them ; and Hyde himself, the

celebrated O.\ford scholar, was luiable to make any
use of them when, in 1700, he wrote his learned

work on the Persian E,eligion. A sort of romantic
fre.ik first put Europe into the possession of the

key to this book, the language of which had been
lost for above a thousand years. A young French-
man, Anquetil-Duperron, happened to see a few
pages that had been copied from a Zend MS. in

the Bodleian Library, and he instantly resolved to

betake himself to India in quest of the original

Zend writings. To achieve this purjiose, he, being

without means, had to go as a sailor on board a ship

belonging to the French India Company, bo<ind for

Bombay, in 1754. The French government, however,
stejijied in shortly afterwards, and furnished liim

both with money to purchase MS8., and with a pen-
sion, that he might pursue liis studies with gi'cater

ease. He prevailed upon several of the dusturs,

or learned priests, to introduce him into the mys-
teries of the holy language and rites, and further to

sell him some of the most valuable works couched
in it. When he considered himself sufficiently com-
petent in Pehlvi and Zend, he commenced a trans-

lation of the whole Zen<l-Avesta in French, in nr^O.

Two years later, he returned to Europe ; and having
convinced himself, liy a comparison with the Oxfonl
MSS., that those he had acquired of the sacred

MTitings were genuine, he went to Paris, where
he deposited his treasures—180 MSS. in diflcrent

oriental languages ; and published, ten years after

leaving India (1771), the first European translation

of the Zend- .4 vesta, to which was added a great

deal of supplementary matter, bearing more or less

on the suliject. The work ereateil a profound sensa-

tion throughont Europe ; but, after a while, voices

began to be heard by no means so favourable as had
been anticipated by the bold aud persevering dis-

coverei'. Apart from the objections raised against

the new book by Immanuel Kant the philosopher,

on the score of its not containing any traces of

philosojihy, a much gi"aver question was ventilated

in England

—

viz., that of its authenticity. It was
not that Anquetil was charged with forgery, but
the priests, it was said, had found in him a ready
dupe. It was principally Sir William Jones, who,
in a trenchant letter addressed to Anciuetil-Du-

perron (in French, being, as Sir William Jones said,

the only language which Anquetil understood

—

a lUlle), tried to jirove the utter untrustworthi-

ness of the whole work. He was aided therein by
Puchardson, the Persian le.xieographcr, who, from
foiu" reasons—neither of whiek, however, is valid

—

came to the conclusion that the book was a spurious

fabrication. While in France there was but one
opinion on the subject—viz., that English scholars

were trying to run do\vn the work out of sheer spite

and jealousy—the opinions of Germany were rather

divided. Some, hke Meiners and Tychseu, fully

acceded to the proofs arrayed against it; but there

arose another renowned German scholar, KJenkor,
who, in token of his complete and unreserved trust

in the genuineness, set about translating Anquetil's
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French translation into German, adiUng several
appendices, &c.,and principally pointing out the now
generally recognised agreement between the more
important heads of the doctrines as contained in the
book and in the classical writers. Thus matters
stood for a long while. In Germany, Anquetil's
translation, as rendered by Klenker, became the
standard work even for theologians; in Euf'land,
none any longer thought about it, it having been
fully agreed upon by the highest authorities that
it was nothing but a clumsy forgei-y. More than
fifty years had elapsed from the appearance of th.at

work, when a Dane, P>ask, undertook to look into

the matter. Having himself acquired many Zend
aud PehhT M.SS. in Bombay for the Copenhagen
library, he wrote (182G) a pamphlet, in which he
first shewed not only the close affinity between the
language of the Zend-Avesta and Sanscrit—which
had been pointed out by Erskiue and others before

—and further proved it to be, not a, corruption of

Sanscrit, but a distinct Language. He also proved
that modern Persian was derived from Zend, as

Italian from Latin—a step which at once removed
all doubts about the genuineness of the work, and
confirming, however, how, to a certain extent, An-
quetU, to whom all praise was due for having been
the first pioneer, had, thi'ough the absence of the
requisite philological aids, been occasionally misled
in his version iu the most woeful manner. The
learned dustur himself—with whom Anquetil com-
municated only in Persian—though wcU acquainted
with the Parsee traditions, and favouring mostly
the general sense of the p.issages, yet possessed no
grammatical knowledge wh.atsoever of the language
he pretended to teach. Rask luad ]iointed out the
way ; Eugene Burnouf followed it. He indeed may
be called the fo\uidcr of Zend phUology. For more
than twenty years, this eminent scholar devoted all

his energies to elucidating, commenting, and discuss-

ing this language and the sacred writings couched
in it, and in publishing texts and translations. In
Germany, Olshauseu, Bopp, Miiller, Brockhaus,
Spiegel, Hang; in Co[ienhageu, Westerg.aard, have
been busy ever since in editing and translating

either portions of or the entire Zeud-Avesta ; and
though the rediscovery of the langu.age is by no
means an accomplished task, yet, thanks to theu'

indefatigable labours in this field, we are certain

that, sooner or hater, we shall be in the full posses-

sion of all the facts connected with the language
and its sacred depositoiy, the Zend-Avesta.
We now address ourselves to the book itself. We

know, both from the Parsee traditions and from
independent classical witnesses, that the Zend-Avesta
was originally of very vast extent, incomparal)ly

vaster than the work that now exists imder that

name. Pliny sjieaks of 2,000,000 verses composed
by Zoroaster ; and an Ar.abic writer, Attavari,

mentions the number of 12,000 cowskins (jiarch-

ments) of which Zoroaster's writings consisted. No
doubt these are but round Eastern figures ; but it

may safely be assimied that the sacred literature

in question must once have l)een of very great extent.

The Parsees ascribe its loss to Alexander the Great,

but it is more likely that their traditions in that

respect refer to the Mohammedan conquests. Yet
even then, the greater part of the sacred literature

was already lost, and the date of Alexander may
in so far be correct, th.at the Greek ideas that fol-

lowed in his wake turned the believing minds from
the primitive faith, and carried a gradual neglect

and loss of the documents in which it was contained,

with it. For 500 years—from the Macedonian con-

quest, 335 B.C., to the accession of the Sassanians to

the throne of Iran, 235 A.D.—the Zoroastrian religion

was not supported by any kings, and decayed in
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consequence. But when the Sassanians assumed
the rule, their principal endeavours were directed to

the revival of the ancient faith ; and their unceasin*^

researches after the ancient fragments of the Zoroas-

trian gospel have resiUted in the small collection

which we now possess. Yet the names and the
summaries at least of all or most of the lost

portions have survived. The whole scripture is

reported to have consisted once of 21 nosks, or

parts, each containing Avesta and Zend—that is,

text and commentary on it. The number 21 was to

correspond to the 21 words of which the most sacred
prayer of the Zoroastrians (the Honovar) was com-
2>osed. The first of these sections comprised 33
chapters, containing the praise and worshij) of

angels ; the second (22 chapters) contained prayers
and instructions to men about good actions ; the
third (22 chapters), an explanation of religious

duties and commandments, and the way to avoid
hell and acquire paradise ; the fourth (22 chapters),

knowledge of both this and the future worlds and
their inhabitants, revelations concerning hciven,

earth, water, trees, fire, men, and beasts, the resur-

rection of the dead, and the passing of the bridge
Chinvat ; the sixth (35 chapters) treated of astro-

nomy, geogi-aphy, astrology ; the seventh (22 chap-

ters), of food, lawful and forbidden ; the eighth (50
chajiters, of which, at the time of Alexander, only

13 were extant) treated of the different heads or

chiefs in the creation ; and the ninth (in 60 chap-

ters) contained a code of laws for kings, governors,

&c.—also a portion about the sin of lying ; the tenth

(60 chapters) treated of metaphysics, natural philo-

sophy, divinity, &c. ; the eleventh (60 chapters)

treated of the reign of King Gustasp, and his con-

version to the religion, and its propagation by him
through the world ; &c. Of all the 21 nosks, how-
ever, one only, the twentieth (in 22 chapters), called

the Vendidad, has survived complete. This treats

of the removal of uncleanliuess of every description,

from which great evils arise in the world. Some
fragments of the other parts only, chiefly the

fourth and eleventh, have sur\'ived. But there

are now in sacred iise among the Parsees other

books either not included in the foregoing list, or

but imperfectly indicated in it. Of the former
are the Yazna (Izeshne) and the Visparad (Vis-

poratu). To the latter class belong 24 sections

called Yashts, and some small prayers of different

kinds, such as Afrlgiln, Nijilyish, Gahs, and Sirozah,

or Calendar. Before speaking of these books, we
shall say something about their authorship, for

which point we further refer to Zoeoa.ster (q. v.).

By the nnanimous consent of both classical

m-iters and the Persians, the whole bulk of the

sacred- literature is ascribed to Zoroaster himself.

They were supposed to be the substance, or, as

was held afterwards, the very words of divine

revelations from God to the prophet, in the form
of conversations. These revel.itions do not at

first appear to have been committed to writing, but
to have been orally preserved by his disciples and
adherents, and to have been handed down by them
to posteritj'. Surprising as this may seem at the
sight of what has remained, as the iuliuitely larger

bulk even of what has perished, it nmst be borne
in mind that, e. g., the Vedas, the Talmud, and
the Simnah have been preserved equally faithfully

in the mouths of many generations. The name
Zoroaster or Zarathustra—in as far as to him is

ascribed the authorship of the whole of the sacred

writings—is to be taken collectively rather than
individually, i. e., as indicating a school of successors

and high-priests of the founder, who is designated
Zarathustra iS/jito77!a; while the chief divines who
took his place in after-times were only called

Zarathustra. That their decisions and sayings were
afterwards ' hedged in ' with the same reverence aa
those of the foimder himself, need not be argued at
length. All that can really be held to emanate from
the prophet himself are the five Gdthas, which form
part of the Yazim (Sansc. yajna, sacrifice). This
Yazna consists principally of prayers to be recited
at the sacrificial rites—such as the consecration
of the Zoijthi-a, or holy water ; of the Bare9ona,
or bundle of twigs of a particular tree; the pre-
paration of the sacred juice of a plant called homa
—the Indian Soma (q. v.)—taken to be an emblem
of immortality; the offering of certain cakes;
&c. The whole of the Yazna now comprises 72
chapters, probably corresponding to the (twelve
times six) 'seasons' during which Ahuramazda
created the world. It consists apparently of two
parts belonging to different periods. The older is

written in what Haug calls the Githa dialect (see

Zend), and was considered sacred even at the time
when the other books of the Zend-Avesta were com-
posed. This ' older Yazna ' was divided again into
the Githas and some minor pieces. The former,
five in number, are small collections of (metrical)

sacred prayers, songs, and hymns, exhibiting philo-

sophical and abstract thoughts about metaphysical
subjects. The name itself signifies ' song.' Their
metre resembles chiefly that of the Vedic hymns.
They are without rhymes, and only the syllables

are counted. The first bears the heading (which is

also intended for the other four), 'The Revealed
Thought, the Revealed Word, the Revealed Deed
of Zarathustra the Holy ; the Archangels first sang
the Giithas.' They are aU more or less devoted to
exhortations on the part of the prophet to forsake
polytheism (the devas, or gods), and to bow only
before Ahuram.azda. The difference between mono-
theism and idolatry is pointed out in the respective

sources whence they flow—^iz., ' existence ' and ' non-
existence.' The mission, activity, and teaching of

Zoroaster are dwelt upon more or less in all Gathas,
but chiefly in the second. To the other portion
belongs further the ' Yazna of seven chapters,' which
seems to have been composed by early disciples,

and which consists of prayers in prose, addressed to
Ahuramazda, the angels, the fire, the earth, the
waters, and other spu-itual beings—genii presiding

over the different i>arts of the good creation

;

further, over devotion, speech, &c. There is further

a chapter containing a formula by which the ancient
Iranians were received into the new religious com-
mimity. The so-called younger Yazna, written in

the common Zend language, is of more varied con-

tents, such as, an invitation to Ahuramazda and all

the good spirits to be present at the sacrifice ; further,

pieces referring to the preparation and drinking of

the homa juice ; next, the praises of the genius
Serosh, and a commentary on the most sacred
praj'ers. The Visparad, which forms the next
most important part of the Zend-Avesta, coutains

a collection of prayers, composed of 23 chapters,

'm-itten in Zeud (not Gatha), aud resembling the
younger Yazna. They refer to the same ceremonies

—the preparation of the sacred water, consecration

of certain offerings, &c. Next are to be considered

the Yashls, in 24 divisions. Yasht (yest'i) means
worship by prayers and sacrifices, and in the Avesta
indicates certain laudations of sacred persons and
objects—yazatas (had) = angels ; and in so far

diflerent in nature from the invocations in the

Yazna and Visparad, that, while in the latter the

divine beings are in\nted promiscuouslj', the single

Yashts are addressed to individual numina, such as

the archangels, the sun, the heavenly water, the

star Tisfrya, &c. In these songs—the work of

Median bards, probabl}"—are also found the primary
343
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sources of the legends contained in the Shah-ndmeh

(q. v.). Before speaking of the Vendidad, the
' Pentateuch ' of the Zoroastrian ' canon,' we shall

yet briedy mention some smaller iiieces, which are

now used as common prayers by the Parsees, such

as the five yijiiyish, or praises, addressed to the sun,

the moon, the water, and the fire ; the Afrtgdns, or

blessings to be recited over a certain meal prepared

for an angel or a deceased person ; the live Gdhs, or

prayers to the angels set over the five ditferent

times of the day and night; and finally, the Sirozah,

or thirty days, being a calendar, or rather an enume-
ration of the thirty di\'ine beings that jjreside over

each of the days. It is chiefly recited on the

thirtieth day after the death of a man. The Vendi-

dad, to -which we now turn, is the code of religious,

civil, and criminal laws of the ancient Iranians.

It consists of 22 chapters or fargards = sections.

It seems to have survived in a fragmentary state

only, and is evidently the work of mauy hands
ancl many centuries. It appears as if, starting from
old sayings in the Avesta, the Iranian high-priests

in various periods had interpreted them often at

variauce with each other : these their interjiretations

(Zend) were made the theme of further interpreta-

tions (P&zend), and the three phases of interpretation

were received in the course of time as equally autho-

ritative among the faithful. There are three parts

to be distinguished in the Vendidad. The first is

introductory, containing an enumeration of 16 Aryan
countries over which the Zoroastrian religion was
spread ; fm'ther, legends of King Yui-ia, and recom-
mendations of agriculture. The second part (chaps.

4— 17) forms, as it were, the gi'ouudwork of the

Vendidad, treating of laws, ceremonies, and obser-

vances. The third part is a kind of appendix,

treating of various subjects, chiefly of a medical

kind, such aa spells agaiust diseases, &c. Here also

ought to be mentioned the Bundehesh, written

entirely in Pehlvi, which seems a compilation of

several extracts and fragments of partly ancient,

partly recent Zoroastrian writings, forming a sort of

compendium or dogmatic handbook of Zoroastri-

anism. For an account of the latter, we refer to

GuEDRES, Paksee-s, and Zoroaster.—liurnouf, Ven-

didad-Sadc ; Olshausen, Vendidad Zend-Avesta;—
French translation by Anquetil-Duperron, German
by Klenlcer ; Spiegel (the German text, with
Spiegel's commentary, retranslated into English by
Bleek); Eask, Alter und JEehtJtcil dcr Zendsjn-ache

;

Hang, Essays; &c.

ZENGG, SEN J, or SEGNIA, an important
fortified seaport town of Austria, in Military Croatia,

on the Adriatic, 71 miles south-east of Trieste, at

the termination of the Josephine lload, opposite the

island of Veglia. Z. is the see of a Koman Catholic

bishop, has a tolerably large and elegant cathedral,

an upper gymnasium, a seminary for priests, an
academy, and school of navigation ; a small harbour

(free), somewhat unsafe ; and some trade in grain,

honey, wax, wine, salt, tobacco, wood, fish, and
cattle. Pop. 5000.

ZE'NITH, a word, like Nadir (q. v.), borrowed
from the Arabic, is the name given to that point of

the heavens which is directly overhead, i. e., in line

with the spectator's position and the centre of the

earth. It is thus the upper i)ole of the spectator's

horizon, as the nadir is the under pole. The word
would seem to be connected with the Arabic san, a
' point.'

ZENJA'N, a populous and thriving town of Persia,

in the province of Irak-Ajemi, about 170 miles

north-west of Teheran, and 70 miles south-south-

west of the Caspian Sea, on the table-land of Azer-

bijan, at the junction of the roads from Hamadan
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and Teheran to Tabriz, on a tributary of the Kizil-

Ouzen, which flows into the Caspian. It is sur-

rounded by orchards, has old walls, a palace, a
mosque, bazaars, and a trade iu carpets, woollen
cloths, arms, lead, and gunpowder. Pop. estimated
at 15,000.

ZE'NO, a philosopher of Elea, a town of Lucania,
iu Italy, was a favourite disciple of i'armenides.

He visited Athens, and the illustrious Pericles was
one of his pupils. According to the account usually

given, on his return to Elea, he jomed a conspiracy

to deliver his native town from the tyrant Nearchus,

and on the faihu'e of his plot, was captui'ed, and put

to the torture. On being interrogated as to his

accomplices, he named the principal courtiers, and
is said to have bit his tongue oil', and spat it in

the tyrant's face. However, the historical evidence

for this account is unsatisfactory ; and whether Z.

perished in his attempt or survived the tyiaut, is un-

certain. He held the usual doctrines of the Eleatic

school respecting the unity and the immutability

of all things, distrust in knowledge acquired through

the senses, and reliance on pure reason. He did not

deuy that there were phenomena or appearances,

but he maintained that these were not real exist-

ences. Ill this he anticipated the Berkeleyan theory.

But he is chiefly remarkable for having been the

first to employ the style of argument known by
the name of Dialectics, in which error is refuted,

and truth sought to be established, by the reductio

ad ahsurdum—a method so skilfully employed after-

wards by Socrates and Plato. He devoted his great

powers of argumentation to enforce the doctrines

first broached by Xenophanes, and more systemati-

cally developed by Parmenides. His works were iu

prose, but only small fragments have been preserved.

ZENO, founder of the Stoic philosophy, was born

at Citium, in Cyprus. The dates of his birth and
death are imeertain. He flourished in the early

part of the 3d c. n.c, and was a contemporary of

Epicurus. His father w'as a merchant, and on his

trading voyages brought home with him from Athens
some writings of the Soeratio school. By these, Z.

is said to have been attracted to the study of philo-

sophy. At the age of 30, he was shipwrecked off

the coaat of Athens, and having lost his property,

he wUlingly adopted the Cynic doctrines, in which
contempt for riches is conspicuously taught. He
attached himself first to Crates, but soon became
dissatisfied with the coarse, ostentatious disregard

for established usages, and the indifference to specu-

lative inquiry, which characterise the Cynic sect.

He next joined the school of the Megaric Stilpo,

and there became a proficient in the art of disputa-

tion. Stdl unsatisfied, he betook himself to Polerao

the Academician. Having thus made himself master

of the tenets of the various schools, he proceeded to

ojien a school for himself, wherein he might shew
forth the result of all his inquiry, and develop his

own peculiar system. See Stoics. He selected

for the purpose the ' Painted Porch ' (Stoa Poikile),

from which his sect has got its name, and there,

till his 98th year, as is said, continued to teach

those doctrines, which, in spite of serious drawbacks,

incidcate that manly energy and simplicity, fortitude

under suffering, and reverence for moral worth, which
made disciples of so many of the noblest characters

among the Pvomans. As a man, Z. deserved and
gained the highest respect. The Athenians honoured
him with a gold crown and a pubUe burial, and his

countrymen erected a monumental pillar to his

honour. Of Iris numerous writings, scarcely anything
remains save the titles.

ZENO'BIA, queen of Palmyra, succeeded (267

A.D.) her husband Odenatus, who had been acknow-
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ledged by Gallienus as his colleague in the Roman
Enniire. Xearly the whole of the eastern provinces

submitted to her sway. When Aurelian assumed
the piu'ple, he marched against her with a large

army, and after defeating her in several battles,

besieged her in Palmyra. Her hopes of being

relieved by the Persians and Arabians being disap-

pointed, she attempted to escape by flight, but was
captured, 273 A.D. Before the conqueror, her courage
failed, and she saved her own life by imputing the

blame of the war to her counsellors, especially the

celebrated Longinus, who was accordingly put to

death. Z. was led in triumphal procession at Rome,
decked with splendid jewels, and almost fainting

under the weight of gold chains. She was presented

by her conqueror ^^'ith large possessions near Tivoli,

where, in the society of her twosons, Heronnianus and
Timolaiis, she passed the rest of her life in comfort and
even splendour. She was a woman of great courage,

high spirit, and strikingly beautiful. With purity

of morals in private life, she combined prudence,

justice, and liberaUty in her administration. Her
literary acquirements were considerable ; she spoke
Latin and Greek, as well as the oriental languages,

with fluency. The balance of authority is said to

be in favour of the belief that she was attached to

the Jewish faith.

ZE'XTA, or SZE>"TA, a town of Hungary, in the

county of Bacs, on the right bank near the Theiss,

120 miles south-south-east of Pesth, in a beautiful

plain. Cattle-breeding is carried on. Pop. 15,000.

It is celebrated for the victory of Prince Eugene
over the Turks in 1696.

ZE'OLITE (Gr. leo, to boil), the common name
of a large group of minerals, often called the

Zeolitic family. They receive this name from
their melting before the blowpipe. They are all

soluble in acids, and most of them gelatinise in acids

in consequence of silica being set free. They are

hydrated silicates of alkalies or alkaline earths,

most of them containing alumina. Magnesia is

rarely present in them. Their composition, how-
ever, is very various. They are generally found in

amygdaloidal cavities, or in fissures of trap and
other Plutonic rocks, as granite and gneiss, ap-

parently as deposits from water percolating through
the rock. They sometimes, but rarely, occur in

veins. They are found either in crystals or of

crj-staUiue structm-e, often in plates or tine scales,

often in needles or fibrous. Among them are

A natcime, Satrolite or Mesotype, Scokzite or Keedle-
stone (Xeedle Zeolite), Stilhite, Heulandite, Brew-
sterite, Apophyllite, Chaha^ite, Harinotome or Cross-

stone, and Laumonite. The number of species and
varieties which have been described and have
received distinct names, is very large.

ZEPHANI'AH (the name probably signifies a
'watcher of the Lord'), a Hebrew prophet who
flourished during the reign of Josiah, in the latter

part of the 7th c. E.c. The subject-matter of his

brief ' prophecy ' is the temporaiy desolation of

Judsea ('I will utterly consume all things from
ofl' the land,' i. 2), on account of the mfidelity and
worldliness of the inhabitants, Jerusalem being spe-

cially assaUed by the author for her filth and pollu-

tion ; the tyranny and the rapacity of her rulers,

and the violence and treachery of her priests and
prophets. At the same time the prophet predicts

the destnictiou of the surrounding heathen nations,

the Phdistines, the Moabites, Ammonites, Ethiopia,

and AssjTia. The close, in which he declares that

God will leave a righteous remnant in Israel, and
for their sakes will ultimately bless the laud with
pei-manent peace, is couched in a strain of tender
exultation.

ZERBST, capital of the former duchy of Anhalt-
Zerbst (see A-Nhalt), a town of Xorth Germany,
in the duchy of Anhalt-Dessau, 10 miles north-

west of the town of Dessau, and 6S south-wesc
of Berlin, is situated on a level sandy spot ou
the river ICuthe, a tributary of the Elbe. It con-

sists of a walled town, with four suburbs. Close
to the town is a beautiful large palace, the ducal
residence. The town has four Protestant churches,

a Roman Catholic one, and a synagogue. The
church of St ^Nicholas is a beautiful specimen of

Gothic architecture. The town is the seat of a
court of justice ; has a high school, called the

Francisceum ; female, industrial, and other schools ; a
house of correction, and orjjhan asylum, hospitals,

and a workhouse. The chief manufactures are

articles in gold and silver, silk, wax, soap, stone-

ware, carriages. There are many breweries, whose
produce is exported in large quantities. The vege-

table products are considerable, and the ciUture of

hops is earned on. Handsome baths have been
erected over a mineral spring recently discovered
here. Pop. 11,379.

ZEULEXRO'DA, a to^vn of the North German
Confederation, in the principality of Reuss-Greiz,

10 miles west of the town of Greiz, and 51 south-

south-west of Leipzig, stands on a high plateau, in a
wooded hiUy district. Z. has suflered severely at

various times from conflagrations, and is now regu-

larly built, consisting of a walled town and foiu"

suburbs. It has a spacious market-place with a
beautiful court-house, two churches, a burgher and
free school, and a hospital. Besides some bleach-

works and a trade in cattle, there are m.anufactures

of woollen goods, especially hosiery, the fineness of

which is famous. Pop. 5200.

ZEUS (Sansc. div, light, djaus, heaven, devas,

god; Lat. Ju-piter and Dies-piter, i. e., Father Zeus ;

Ang.-Sax. Tiu, whence Tuesday) was the greatest

of the national deities of Greece. According to the

most received mythology, he was the son of Crouos
and Rhea, brother of Poseidon and Hera, the latter

of whom was also his wife. He expelled his father

and the older dynasty of the Titans ; assumed the

sovereignty of the world, and successfully resisted

the attacks of the giants and the conspiracies of the

gods. In the allotment of the world, after the

dethronement of the Titans, Z. gained the rule of

heaven and air. Hades of the infernal regions, and
Poseidon of the sea ; "while the earth was left

subject to the influence of all three, though Z. was
regarded as ha%'ing the supremacy throughout all

departments. Crete, Dodona, and Arcadia were the
places where the worship of Z. was most cultivated

;

and although originally the inhabitants of these

places may not have looked upon themselves as

worshippers of the same god, yet, in process of

time, ail the local gods revered under the name of

Z. were at last merged in one great Hellenic divinity

;

a process which was carried still further out when
he was identified with the Jupiter of the Romans
and the Ammon of Libya.

Besides the epithets of Z. from the seats of his

worship, he had many titles applied to him from his

various powers and functions, moral and physical.

He was the father and king of gods and men ; the

protector of kings, of law and order; the avenger of

broken oaths and of other offences ; he watched
over the state, the assembly, the family, over

strangers and suppliants ; his hand wielded the

lightnings and guided the stars ; he ordained the

changes of the seasons, and, in short, regulated the

whole course of nature. All prophecy, too, w.as

suin^osed to originate in him, and it was from him
the prophetic god Phoebus received his oracular
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gift. He dispensed, as it pleased him, both wenl
and woe to mortals ; l>\it whether he could control

the Fates tlicmselves, is a point about which the

ancients disagreed, as men have done in all ages

where the question of free-will and fate is concerned.

Of the many epithets applied to Z., perhaps the
best known is the Olympian, from that Olymjius

in Thessaly whose summit was believetl to be his

residence as well as that of tlie other gods. His
most celebrated festival was the 01ym])ic, held at

Olympia, in Elis, after the end of every fourth year.

Combined with such exalted conceptions of the
majesty and power of Z., we find many stories

current respecting his amours with mortals and
immortals ; he is represented as acting with caprice,

anger, deceit. Probably, in many cases, an ancient
Greek of average position and capacity did not view
such matters with any very strong feeling of dis-

approbation. Others, again, as Xenophanes (q. v.),

protested against the transference to the gods of

human passions and failings ; or, as Pindar, main-
tained that they woidd believe nothing of the gods
that was discreditable to them; or, as Euripides,

argued that such tales were sufficient to disprove
their divinity ; or, as Euhemerus, held that the
local worship of Z., like that of other deities, was
owinCT to the fact, that divine honours were paid
to deified men at the place of their burial, and that
of course it was no wonder to find himian actions

assigned to gods who had once been human. In
modern times, the various myths were at one time
explained as symbolical of various celestial and ter-

restrial phenomena, such as the apparent motion of

the sun, the alternation of day .and night, the changes
of the seasons, and so forth. The most rational ex-

planation is as follows : In early times, men thought
and spoke of natural objects as if they were per-

sonal agents, employing names for them which were
literaUy, not symbolically significant. But from
lapse of time, and the departure of various triljes

from their original scats, in many countries the
meaning of these words became obscured, and
though men still used them, their real significance

was forgotten, and terms which originally had
expressed some process of nature, were conceived
to n.arr.ate some incident in the history of a person.

For example, the expression that the sun follows

the dawn, w.a3 misunderstood, and gave rise to the
myth of Phoebus jnirsuing the nj-niiih Daphne,
because the word Daphne was no longer understood.
Such misconceptions were then, by successive ages,

elaborated into myths, more or less fanciful, and
even revolting. In this respect, Z. has fared uo
better, or rather much worse, than the other deities.

In the same way as the Greek war-god Ares is a
personage much inferior to the Latin Mars, so the
serious and unimaginative Eoman's conception of

his majestic Jupiter Optimus Maximns (the best,

the greatest), was more elevated than that conceived

of Z. by the sensuous Greek. But this might be
expected fi-om the difl'erent character of the two
peoples. Except in the grander attributes of

omnipotence and fatherly care of the universe,

we can trace little in common ; for the Jupiter of

the Latin ])oets, as portrayed in Virgil and Ovid, is

drawn entirely from Greek sources, and is merely
the Z. of Greek mythology with au altered name.

ZEU'XIS, the celebrated painter, was born at

Heraclea, probably the city of that name in Lucania.
He is also styled of Ephesus, which means that he
belonged to the Ionian school of painters. He
nourished in the latter part of the 5th c. B. c, and
was at Athens about the beginning of the Pelopon-
nesian war. He excelled in the treatment of light

and shade, in accuracy of imitation of natural
objects, and in expressing the perfection of human.

and particularly female beauty. Tliis last he
effected by selecting the finest models he covdd find
for each separate part. His most famous pictures
were ' Zeus enthroned, with the Gods standing
round;' 'Helen;' 'The Infant Hercules strangling
the Serpents ;

'
' The Female Hippocentaur.' By tlie

exercise of his art, he attained to gi-eat riches" and
fame, and like his rival Parrhasius, was exceedingly
conscious of his pre-eminence. He repeatedly jire-

sented rather than sold pictures to cities that wero
anxious to possess them, because he thought uo
money-price could pay for them. Greece was jilun-

dered of many (^f his masterjiieces by her Roman
conquerors ; and one of the noblest, the ' Hipjiocen-
taur,' was lost on the passage to Kome. Designs on
vases, sarcophagi, and other works of antiquity exist

adorned with reiiresentations of the same subjects
as Z. painted, and probably were imitated from his

productions.

ZEYST, a large \'illage in the Ketherlands, pro-
vince of Utrecht, is surrounded by beautifiU well-

wooded estates and country-seats, the summer resi-

dences of many of the lirst famUies of Amsterdam.
The industries are making soaj), candles, and vine-

gar, brass and zinc founding, &c. On a rising ground,
and surrounded by tine old trees, stands the Dutch
Reformed church, built in 11 SO. There is also a
Roman Catholic church. In 1740, a society of

Moravian Brethren settled at Z. , where they have
built a separate quarter, consisting of i)ublic and
private buildings, erected along the sides of two
large grassy squares, called the Easter Plain and the
Wester. Besiiles the church, there is an excellent
day and boarding-school, which is resorted to by
children of parents belonging to various Protestant
communions. The immarried members hve, the
males in the Brothers' House, the females in the
Sisters' House. Another building is set apart for

widows. There are also family residences, work-
shops, and warehouses. In 1SG6, the pop. of Z.

numbered 52,5C.

ZIE'RIKZEE, an old and important town in the
Netherlands, province of Zeeland, is situated in the
south-east of the island of Schouwen. It was forti-

licd before the beginning of the 11th c, and owed
its rise and prosperity to the shipping-trade and_
fishing. The walls have been levelled, planted
with trees, and formed into shady w.allis. Z. has
two havens, the old and the new, two Dutch
Reformed churches, a Lutheran, a Roman Catholic,

a small dissenting church, and a Jewish synagogue.
There are a grammar-school, school of design, and
other excellent public schools maintained by the
town. The principal means of living are traile in

agricultural produce, shiiijiing, ship-bmlding, fishing,

weaving caUcos, beer-brewing, drying madder, saw-
ing wood, grinding com, &c

Z. suffered severely in the contests between
Flanders and Holland for the possession of Zeeland.
In 1.303, the Flemings besieged it with a large army,
but were compelled, by Count William of Holland,
to retire, on the lOth of August 1304. In the long
war of independence, after an obstinate defence, the
Spaniards took Z. on the 2d of July 1576. Poj).

(ISGO) 7S44.

ZIGZAG, in Military Science, a trench of

approach against a fortress ; so constructed th.at the
line of trench may not be enfiladed by the defenders.

See Siege.

ZIGZAG, a decoration characteristic of the
Norman style of architecture. It consi.sts of one
or more mouldings running in zigzag lines, and is

used with great effect. The zigzags are employed
in great profusion, and are sometimes undercut so
as to he detached from the mouldings.
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ZI'LLEH (ancient Zela), a town in Asiatic
Turkey, in the pashalic of Sivas, about 30 miles
west-south-west of Tokat. It is built on a height,

with a small flat conical hill in the centre of the
town, which is evidently the mound or road, of

which another portion is still seen at Thyana, the
construction of which was attributed to Semir-
aniis. Scarcely any remains of antiquity are to

be found here ; an ugly fortress of the middle ages
having usurjjed the place of its beautiful temple.
This was the field of Juhus Cjesar's battle with
Pharnaces, of which he wrote ' Veni, \'idi, %'ici.'

There are several large khans, and manufactures of

coarse cottons. Its annual fair, of 15 or 20 days,

from the middle of November, is often frequented
by 40,000 or 50,000 persons from the commercial
towns of Asiatic Turkc}'. There are about 2000
houses, the population being almost entirely

Turkish.

ZI'LLERTHAL, one of the principal valleys in

the Tyrol, traversed by the Ziller, is about 50 miles

long. Towards the south and south-west, it is

bounded by lofty glaciers ; but towards the north,

wJiere it opens into the valley of the Inn, it is toler-

ably fertile. Among the eight secondary valleys

are the Duxerthal—famous for its precipitous

glaciers, 1200 feet high—and the Zenithal, both
remarkable for several great waterfalls. The inhabi-

tants of the Z., who number about 14,000, are cele-

brated even in the TjtoI for their handsome, well-

built figures ; and their fine Alpine songs are

well known and appreciated in London and Paris.

The chief wealth of the Z. is derived fi-om the rear-

ing of cattle. About 5000 head of cattle are

exported yearly'; but, notwithstanding, the valley is

not able to support its numerous population. Many
of the men hire themselves out as servants for the
summer, while others go about as pedlers, selling

essences of herbs and gloves, of which 10,000 pair

are made yearly. The principal town is Zell. For
some years, the valley has been much visited by
artists, chieflj' from Munich.

In recent times, the inhabitants of Z. acquired
considerable notoriety by a part of them leaving
the Komau Catholic Chui'ch, and emigrating. For
a considerable time, they had been in the haliit of

reading the Bible, and were on friendly terms with
the Protestant Church, although still attending the
Roman Catholic service; but when, in 1820, the
Catholic clergy began to enforce auricular confession

with greater strictness, a number of them thought
seriously of going over to the Protestant Church.
Ere long, they not only objected to the confessional,

but to the worship of the saints, absolutions, masses
for the soul, purgatory, &c. In 1830, they began to

leave the church ; and by 1832, the number of

dissenters had amounted to 240. The Emperor
Francis, to whom, on his visit to Innsbriick in 1832,

they addressed a petition regarding their religion,

promised them toleration ; but after considerable

delay, they were told (1834) that they must either

return to the Catholic faith or remove to Transyl-

vania, where there were Protestant congregations.

As the Zillerthalers could not agree to this, they
formed the resolution, as the Protestants of Salzburg
had once done, of seeking a refuge in Prsssia. This
was granted; and the Zillerthalers, who had been
allowed by the Austrian government to sell their

property, set out, August 1837, for Prussia. In all,

399 men, women, and children arrived, 2d October,
at Schmiedeberg, in Silesia, where they were to stay
until the arrangements for their reception in

Ermannsdorf were completed. The king gave them
22,500 thalers (£3375) on their settlement, and
(1839) made them a further grant of 12,500 thalers

(£1875) for a church and school. The colony

Zimb.

received the name of Z., and is divided into Upper,
Middle, and Lower Zillerthal.—See Geschichte der
Zillertliakr Protestanten (Niirnb. 1838) ; Rheinwald,
Die Evangelischgesinnten im Zillertltal (4 Aufl., Berk
1838).

ZIMB, a dipterous insect, exceedingly destructive
to cattle in Ab3'ssinia, as the Tsetse (q. v.) is in

more southern parts of Africa. It probably belongs
to the same family, but this has not yet been ascer-

tained. It is sujiposed to be the Zebub of the
Hebrew Scriptures (Is. vii. 18). Bruce describes it

as very little larger

than a bee, but thicker
in proportion ; the
wings broader, and
without colour or spot

;

the head large ; the
upper lip sharp, hav-
ing at the end of it a
strong pointed hair, a
quarter of an inch long

;

the lower hp with two
similar bristles. The
flight of the insect re-

sembles that of the gadfly, and is attended with
a peciiliar buzzing. The Z. is found only where
the soU consists of a rich black loam ; but all the
inhabitants of the sea-coast, along the southern
shores of the Red Sea, and southwards beyond
Cape Guardafui, are compelled to remove their
cattle in the rainy season to the nearest sands,
in order to prevent their destruction by this pest,

as well as those of more inland districts from the
mountains of Abj-ssinia northwards to the conflu-

ence of the Astaboras and the Nile. ' As soon as
this plague appears, and their buzzing is heard,'
Bruce says, ' aU the cattle forsake their food, and
run wildly about the plain tUl they die, worn out
with fatigue, fright, and hunger.' The camel, the
elephant, and the rhinoceros are liable to the
attacks of the Z., as well as the ox ; but the
elephant and rhinoceros protect themselves by roll-

ing in mud, which, when dry, coats them as a kind
of armour.

ZIMJIERMAN, JOHA.N-N Georo, a native of

the town of Brugg, in the Swiss canton of

Bern, in which his father was a senator, was
bom on the Sth December 1728. He was educated
at home, in the first instance, and afterwards at
Bern, preparatory to his going to the university of
Gottingen to study medicine. This he did in the
year 1747. By his countryman, the celebrated
Haller, he was kindly welcomed ; he became an
inmate of his house, and had the advantage of his

valuable aid in the prosecution of his studies. In
these he displaj^ed the utmost ardour, not content
to confine himself to medicine, but aiming at a
large and liberal culture. In his specialty, so great

was the proficiency attained, that on his taking his

degi-ee of Doctor in 1751, he published a work
entitled DUsertatio PhyjRiolo'jica de Jrritahilitate,

which not only at the time attracted attention by
its originality of view, but even now is held to be
not without value. In 1752, he began to practise as

a physician at Beni with every prospect of success

;

but shortly after, the post of public physician fall-

ing vacant in Brugg, his native place, he was induced
to transfer himself tliither. About this time, he
was married to a relation of his friend and pre-

ceptor, HaUer. Despite the extensive jiraetice he
speedily acquired, with such a reputation for skill

as brought jiatients from a great distance to consult
him, he continued to cultivate other pursuits ; and
in 1756, he published a miscellany of prose and
verse, remarkable as containing the first sketch of
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his treatise On Snlitude, -nhich afterwards became so

famous. In 17.58 appeared his work on National

Pride, an ingenious and ,ible dissertation, which
immediately became popular, and carried the name
of tlie writer, by translation, into nearly every coun-

try in Europe. ' Th.-it lie did not, however, neglect

his special dep.artment of study was proved in 1763

by the ai>])earance of an elaborate work ou Experi-

ence in Medicine ( I on dcr ErfaJiriing in dcr Arzenci-

kunst ; Zurich, 2 vols. Svo). Of this, the great value

was instantly recognised, and it still continues to

enjoy some portion of its first reputation. Z. was now
a man of European note ; and among other .advan-

tageous offers made to him was that of the post of

Physician to the king of Britain at Hanover, %vith

the title of Aulic Comicillor attached to it. This he
accepted ; and to Hanover he accordingly went in

1768. His repute as a physician continued here to

increase, and from all quarters came tlocks of people

to have the benefit of his ad\nce. In 1770, he had
the misfortune to lose his wife ; and this distress

was complicated by an attack of an internal malady,
which soon after obliged him to go to Berlin to

undergo a perilous operation. This was successfully

performed, but did not preclude a return of the

complaint some time after. His only daughter now
died ; and a son who survived sunk under the influ-

ence of disease into something like entire idiocy.

Z., who had almost from his very boyhood had to

struggle against a constitutional melancholy, became
now, as it almost seemed, a confirmed and hopeless

hj'pochoudriae. From this deplorable state he was
rescued for a time hy a second marriage, into which
his fi-iends persuaded him ; and as fruit of his

rcrived interest in life, he gave to the world, in
j

1784, his celebrated work On Solitude (Ueber die]

Einsamkeit ; Leipzig, 4 vols. Svo), a book which
speedily became a pojmlar favourite throughout
Euiope. In 1786, he was in\'ited by Fredericlf the

'

Great, then in his last illness, to attend him at

Potsdam. On going thither, he found th.at the case

of the king was beyond the reach of his art. He
remained, however, for some time ; and as the

result of his sojourn, he published in 178S and 1790,

two works on Fredericli the Great, the manifold
indiscretions contained in which involved him in

much painful and acrimonious controversy. In
e.KCUse of much in the books not easily to be

'

defended, everything seems to shew that they were
merely the first indications of a return of his consti-

tutional malady in an aggravated, and, as it jiroved,

a finally intractable and hopeless form. His melan- '

choly hallucinations continued to grow upon him,

till he was at length little better than a mere
maniac ; and on the 7th of October 1795, he cUed at

Hanover. During these last sad years, he had con-

tinued at intervals to wi'ite and pubhsh ; but in

everything thus produced there was evident the

wreck of his once brilliant faciUties. As a physi-

cian, a philosopher, a man of gener.al accomplish-

ment, and a writer of singular power and felicity,

Z. was unquestionably one of the most remarkable

figures of his time. Of Zimmerman on Solitude every

one must needs have heard : it no longer retains

the immense popularity it once had ; but along

with his more expressly medical treatises, which are

of interest— if not very much now otherwise—in

relation to the history and development of his pro-

fession, it must still continue for a time to per-

petuate the name of its writer.—See Z.^s Eigene

Lebensbeschreibting (Autobiography, Han. 1791) ;
'

Tissot, Vie de Z. (Lausanne, 1797) ; Wichmann, Z.'s

Krankengeschichte \Han. 17S6).

ZINC (symb. Zn, equiv. 32-5, spec. grav. 6-8), or

Spelter, as it is often called in commerce, is a hard
bliush-white met.al, lustrous externally, and when
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broken, exhibits a foli.aceous crystalline fracture.

At ordinary temiieratures, it is somewhat brittle ; but
when heated to above 212°, it becomes ]>erfectly

ductile and malleable, and may be drawn out into
wire or beaten into thin plates. At about 400', it

.again becomes so brittle th.at it may be easily pulver-
ised. It fuses at 773°, and at a white heat may be
volatilised ; and if the vapour be exposed to the air, it

burns very biilliantly, and is converted into oxide
of zinc, which is de))Osited in copious white flakes.

The temperature of its boiling-point is estimated by
Deville .at 1904°. On ex[iosure to the air, zinc soon
loses its metallic lustre, and .assumes a gr,ay appear-
ance, in consequence of its surface becoming oxidised,
while the metal beneath is thus protected from fur-

ther change—a property which renders this metal
especially usefid for many economical j)urposes. It
has no action on water at ordinary temper.atures,

but if a mineral acid be present, it readily decom-
poses water, and is employed to decompose the
water of dilute sulphuric acid, when hj-drogen is

required. Moreover, a hot solution of potash acts
on zinc, hydrogen being liberated, while oxide of zinc
is formed and dissolved in the alk.aline solution.

Zinc precipitates from their solutions most of the
electro-positive or basylous metals less oxidisable

than itself.

This metal is never found in the native st.ate

;

the chief ores from which it is extracted are noticed

below.
The commercial zinc obtained by the ordinary

methods of extraction usually contains a small
quantity of lead, iron, and carbon, with occasional

traces of arsenic and copper. In order to obtain it

in a chemically pure state, a stream of sulphuretted
hydrogen is passed through a slightly acidulated
solution of sulph.ate of zinc, and after the removal
of any precipitate that may be found, the solution

is boiled so as to expel the gas, after which the zinc
is precipitated in the form of carbonate, by the
addition of carbonate of soda. The carbonate is

converted by ignition into oxide of zinc, which must
be distilled in a porcelain retort with the purest
available form of carbon, as, for example, charcoal
prepared from loaf-sugar.

Zinc is commonly regarded as forming only one
compound with oxygen—namely, the protoxide of
zinc (ZnO), although it has been suggested that the
film which is formed iipon the surface of metallic
zinc by exposure is a sub-oxide. Protoxide of zinc
is obtained by heating the metal in the air, the white
oxide thus obtained being formerly known as Lana
philosophica, from its woolly appearance ; while it

was known as Flares zinci, or Flowers of Zinc, in

pharmacy. The process of manufacturing this oxide,
when it is required as a pigment, consists, as Pro-
fessor Miller remarks, ' in distilling zinc from clay
retorts into chambers through which a current of

air is maintained. The volatilised metal bums at
the high temperature to which it is exposed under
these circumstances ; and the oxide is deposited
in a series of condensing chambers.'

—

Inorganic
Chemistry, 3d ed. p. 545. The pigment thus ob-
tained is known as Zinc White. The impure
oxide of zinc, commonly known as Tuttij, is ob-
tained from the flues of furnaces iu which brass
is melted. A hydrated oxide of zinc (Zn.HO)
is precipitated in a white gelatinous mass from
the solution of the salts of zinc by the addition
of potash or soda, but redissolves iu an excess of
the alkali. Oxide of zinc is readily soluble in acids,

and is capable of being reduced by charcoal, but not
by hydrogen. The most imi)ortaut salts formed by
oxide of zinc are the suliihate and carbonate. Sul-
phate of Zinc, or Vi'hUn Vitriol (ZiiO.SO, -I- 7Aq),
occurs iu large transparent, glistening, four-sided
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prismatic crystals, resembling those of Epsom salts.

At a temperature a little below 212', the crystals

lose six equivalents of their water of crystallisation,

and at a somewhat greater heat, they lose their last

equivalent, and preriously to losing their water of

crystallisation, they fuse in it. This salt is readily

soluble in water, requiring 24 parts of the latter for

its solution at 60'. It is obtained in considerable

quantity as a residue in the process of obtaining

hydrogen from dilute sulphuric acid and zinc ; and
it is prepared on the large scale by roasting and
lixiviating zinc-blende or sulphide of zinc, which,

when heated in the presence of air, is oxidised into

the siJphate. Carbonate of Zinc (ZnO,CO;) consti-

tutes one of the most important of the zinc-ores

—

viz., the common or rhomboidal variety of calamine,

a name which is derived from the property which
this siibstance possesses of adhering after fusion in

the form of reeds to the base of the furnace. Car-

bonate of zinc may be artificially prepared by
precipitating a salt of oxide of zinc with carbonate

of soda, when the required salt falls as a white
precipitate ; this is, however, not simple neutral

carbonate, but a basic carbonate, having the com-
position expressed by the formxda 2(ZnO,CO.,),

3(ZnO,HO). Of the haloid salts, the Chloride of
Zinc ^ZnCl), formerly knomi as Butter of Zinc, is the

only one reqxuring notice. This salt is obtained in

the anhydrous form by burning zinc in chlorine

gas, and in the hydrated state by dissolving zinc in

hydrochloric acid, and evaporating the solution,

chloride of zinc being thus formed, while hydrogen
escapes in the gaseous form. In the anhydrous
state, it forms a whitish-gray, semi-transparent

mass, which fuses readily, and sublimes at a high
temperature. When exposed to the air, it soon

deliquesces, and is soluble in water in all propor-

tions. The watery solution has a burning and
nauseous taste, and m a concentrated state acts as a

powerful caustic. It may be crystallised with 1

equivalent of water from its aqueous solution ; and
it is soluble in alcohol. It ' forms double salts with
the chlorides of sodium, potassium, and ammo-
nium ; and a concentrated solution of the double

chloride of zinc and ammonium (H4XCI -I- ZnCl) is

much used for the purpose of removing the film of

oxide from the surface of metals, such as zinc, iron,

or copper, which are to be united by the operation

of soldering.'—Jliller's Inorganic Chemistry, 3d ed.

p. 546. With sulphur, zinc forms only one combina-
tion—viz., sulphide of zinc, or blaide (ZnS), which
is one of the most abundant of the zinc minerals.

Blende, when pure, is of a pale brown colour, but
it is commonly blackish from admixtiu-e with sul-

phide of iron. It usually occurs crystallised in

rhombic dodecahedra, or aUied forms, but sometimes
is foimd in the massive state. Sulphide of zinc

may be obtained artificially as a white precipitate,

which, on drying, becomes yellow, by the addition

of sulphide of ammonium to a solution of a zinc-salt.

Zinc forms several important alloys, amongst which
brass (consisting of 2 parts of copper to 1 of zinc)

and German Silver (q. v.) may be specially noticed.

Professor Miller sums up the characters of the salts

of zinc as follows :
' The salts of zinc are colourless

;

their solutions have an astringent, metallic taste,

and act rapidly as emetics. They are distinguished

by giving no precipitate in acid solutions with sul-

phuretted hydrogen, but they yield a white hydrated
sulphide of zinc with sulphide of ammonium.'

Manufacture.—That the P^mans were acquainted
with the art of making brass—an alloy of copper

and zinc—is proved by the analysis of some of

their coins struck soon after the commencement
of the Christian era. Yet zinc itself was not

known in Europe as a distinct metal imtU Para-

celsus described its distinctive properties in the

16th century. Probably the Roman brass was pro-

duced by smelting ores containing both zinc and
copper, some of which are at the present day
smelted in Sweden. Zinc, however, was brought
from the East by the Portuguese long before it

became an article of commerce in Europe, and is

supposed to have been known and made into

articles of use and ornament both in India and
China from an early period.

There are several ores of zinc, but only two of

much importance—viz., blende and calamine. Blende,

black-jack, or sulphuret of zinc, contains, when
pure, about 67 per cent, of zinc, but, like most
ores, it is rarely found pure. The usual composition

of English blende is eiuc 61, iron 4, and sulphur 33.

It occurs in all the older geological formations, and
is often associated with the ores of copper and tin,

but most frequently with lead ore—occurring, of

course, like these in veins. Blende crystallises in

the form of the rhomboidal dodecahedron. The
crystals have considerable brilliancy, but their

lustre is waxy rather than metaUic. In this country,

it is usually of a dark colour, from the sulphuret of

iron which it contains—hence the miners' name of

hlach-jack. Sometimes it is sufficiently argentiferous

to allow of the jirotitable extraction of the silver.

Blende is found in Wales, Isle of Man, Comwajl,
and Derbyshire. It is also found in a good many
localities on the continent—Sweden, in particular,

being rich in this ore.

Calamine, or carbonate of zinc, contains, when
pure, 52 per cent, of zinc, but it varies much in the

projjortion of metal which it contains on account of

impurities. Its primitive crj'stalline form is the
rhombohedron, but calamine as well as blende
occurs more frequently massive than in crystals. It

is usually either of a didl yeDow or reddish-brown
colour. Like some other useful substances, cala-

mine was formerly exported from England as

ballast, through ignorance of its value. It was at

one time raised to a considerable extent in Somer-
setshire, Derbyshire, and Cumberland, but it is

chiefly the last coimty which produces it now.
Belgium, Silesia, and Carinthia are well-known
continental localities ; and quite recently, most
extensive deposits of it have been discovered on the

north coast of Spain, which are estimated to last for

ages.

Ked oxide of zinc is found in !New Jersey, U. S.,

where it is smelted. This is an oxide of zinc with a
small quantity of oxide of manganese, which gives

it its red colour. SUicate of zinc, or electric cala-

mine, is another rare ore, generally associated when
found with calamine. It is said to be smelted in

the United States, and to yield very pure zinc.

There are several distinct processes for the extrac-

tion of zinc from its ores, and of these the English,

the Belgian, and the SUesian are the most import-

ant. The EngUsh process is as follows : The zinc

ore (blende or calamine) is crushed between rollers

to the size of hazel-nuts, and then roasted for about
twelve hours, vnth. occasional stirring, in a calcining

furnace. The furnace ia which the roasted ore is

reduced very much resembles a glass-furnace. It ia

either circular or oct.igonal in form, and usually

contains six pots or crucibles, made of Stourbridge

fireclay, about 3 feet high by 2J feet in their widest
diameter. In the bottom of each pot there is an open-

ing, from which a sheet-iron tube, in two pieces,

descends about 8 feet, and under its open end there

is a sheet-iron vessel to receive the condensed zinc.

Fig. 1 gives a sectional view of this furnace, and fig.

2 a view of one of the pots with its appendages on a
larger scale. Zinc being volatile at high tempera-
tures, is smelted by distillation, and in the English
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process it is called distillation ^jer descensmn. An
entire charge—that is, a charge for the whole six

Fig. 1.

jiots (a)—consists of one ton of calcined ore mixed
with a proper quantity of ground coke. When the
pots are charged, their covers are fixed and luted on,

the conical portion of the descending pipe (6) be-
ing previously securely fixed and lined with fireclay.

The hole in the bottom of the pot is plugged -nnth

wood, which becomes converted into charcoal by the
heat, and is then sufficiently porous to allow the
zinc vapoiir to pass down, while at the same time
it stops the descent of the coke or ore. The heat of

the furnace is graduaUy raised, and soon produces
vapour of zinc in the
pots, which condenses
as it descends the
pipes (c), and drops
into trays [d) placed
at the bottom of each
pipe. Sometimes a
tube becomes stopped
by a lump of zinc,

and when this hap-

pens, the furnace-man
melts it svith a bar of

red-hot iron. It takes
nearly three days to

work off the above
charge, which yields

about 8 cwts. of zinc,

and requires about 25
tons of coals for its

distillation. It is

necessary to watch
rij,. J. the pots with great

care while the process

ia going on, as any leakage usually causes much
loss of zinc. The rough zinc, as it is called, is

removed from the pans, where it accumulates in

limips, and melted in cast-iron pots. It is then

well stirred and skimmed, and finally cast into

ingots or cakes of the ordinary commercial size

—

the skimmiiigs being worked over again with a
new charge of ore.

The Belgian furnace differs greatly in its con-

struction from the English. It consists of from 60
to 80 small fireclay retorts, a, a, a, each about .3

feet 6 inches long, by 8 inches in diameter, and set
3eo

i

r7

in a series of rectangular compartments, filling up
an arched chaniber. Fig. 3 sliews a transverse
section of this furnace. There is a clay nozzle or
condenser, b, b, b, attached to the front of each
retort, and on the end of this nozzle there is a sheet-
iron receiver, c, c, c, for the condensed zinc. The
fireplace is shewn at d, and e is the pit to coUect the
residue from the retorts. The retorts are charged
with ground and roasted calamine, mixed \vith

small-coal free from suljihur. As the upper retorts
receive less heat than the lower ones, they are not
so heavily charged, and they are, moreover, sujiplied

with less pure ores. At the end of every six hours,
the receivers are emptied of their melted zinc. In
this process, a ton of ore can be smelted in 24 hours,
and the yield from it is about 40 per cent, of
metaUio zinc.

In the Silesian furnace, fireclay retorts, about 4 feet

long by 1 foot C inches in diameter, are arranged in
two rows, back to back, and placed horizontally on
a flat furnace-bed, with a fireplace ou a lower level

running along between the backs of the retorts. A
condensing apparatus comes away with a curve from
the upper part of the front of each retort, and
descends some 2 feet below it. From this, the zinc,

on condensing, drops on the ground, or into a tray
placed to receive it.

With regard to the comparative merits of these
three processes of smelting zinc, no very decided
opinion appears to be yet arrived at by those who
have the best means of Judging. The Belgian pro-
cess consumes the least fuel, but requires the
greatest amount of labour; the Enghsh, on the

Fig. 3.

other hand, is worked with the least amount of

labour, but requires the most fuel ; whilst the
Silesian holds a sort of middle position between
those extremes. Each, however, has minor advan-
tages and disadvantages which the others have not.

AU three processes are in use in England,
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Zinc, at ordinary temperatures, is a comparatively

brittle metal ; but about the begimiing of the

present century, it was discovered that, if heated

to between 200° and 300° F., its malleabdity and
ductility were so increased that it could be rolled

with facility into thin sheets, or drawn into fine

wire. Since this was known, the uses of the metal,

which formerly was only employed along with
copper to make brass, have become greatly ex-

tended. In sheets, it is used for roofing, baths,

water-tanks, spouting, and the like ; also for cover-

ing ships' bottoms instead of copper. A consider-

able quantity is consumed for name-plates, for

engi'aving upon, and for galvanic batteries. Per-

forated sheets with various ornamental patterns are

manufactured for screens, blinds, light fences, and
similar objects. As a material for casting artistic

works, zinc possesses the desirable properties of

having a low melting-point, and of taking a sharp
impression from the mould, so as to require but
Uttle labour from the chaser ; it has also consider-

able hardness. It has, in consequence, become a

favourite material on the continent for making casts

of statues, statuettes, and different kinds of orna-

ments.
Of late years, zinc has been applied with great

success to the coating of sheet-iron for roofing and
other purposes, and also for coating various kinds of

iron wire, especially telegraphic wire. See Gai.-

VA^TSED Iron.
We may remark here, that when zinc is exposed

to a moist atmosphere, its surface becomes coated

with a thin compact film of oxide or rust, which
protects the metal beneath from further oxidation,

whereas the rust of iron appears rather to penetrate

the body of the metal vrith greater ease when it has
once begun. Hence the value of zinc as a material

for roofing, and also for protecting the surface of

u-on roofs.

The average annual produce of the zinc mines of

the United Kingdom, for several years past, may be
taken, in round nimibers, at 15,000 tons of ore,

yielding about 4000 tons of zinc, of the value of

from £80,000 to £100,000, according to the market
price of the metal, which has varied considerablj'.

Our imports, in like manner, have amounted to

about 30,000 tons annually of metallic zinc, the
greater part of which came from Prussia, Belgium,
and Holland.
Oxide of zinc is now employed to a large extent as

a white pigment. It is of a purer coloiur than white
lead, does not tarnish and blacken like it with sul-

phuretted hydrogen, and is much healthier for

operative painters, but imfortimately it is deficient

in body. It is also used as an ingredient in pottery
colours. An impure sulphate of zinc, known as
white vitriol, is also employed in various arts.

Medical Uses.—In its purely metallic state, zinc
produces no effect upon the animal economy, but
several of its compounds are very active medicines.

As a matter of convenience, we shall consider these
compounds alphabetically, beginning with acetate of
zinc, a salt not considered in the article on the
chemistry of this metal. It is obtained by dissolving,

with the aid of heat, carbonate of zinc in a mixture
of acetic acid and distUled water, filtering the liquid

while still hot, and setting it aside to crystaUise. In
this process, the carbonic acid of the carbonate of

zinc is displaced by the acetic acid, and escapes with
effervescence. The salt is obtained in thin, translu-

cent, and colourless crystalline plates of a pearly
lustre, with a sharp unpleasant taste, soluble in water,
from which it may be precipitated, pure white, by sul-

phuretted hydrogen, and evolves acetic acid when
decomposed by sulphuric acid. The crystals con-
tain 3 equivalents of water, and their composition is

represented by the formula, ZnO,C^H303 + 3Aq.
Acetate of zinc is not much employed internally, but
it is one of the most valuable local astringents, and
is especially useful (in the form of solution of
from 3 to 5 grains in an ounce of water) in the
treatment of skin-diseases attended with much
discharge, such as eczema, impetigo, &c., when the
first inflammatory symptoms have subsided ; and
it forms a useful astringent in the milder form of

ophthalmia. It was the active ingredient in Sir
Astley Cooper's celebrated injection for gonorrhcea
in the third week—six grains of sulphate of zinc

mixed with four fluid ounces of dflute solution of
subacetate of lead, when sulphate of lead is precipi-

tated, and acetate of zinc is held in solution. WTien
employed as an ointment in skin diseases, from 4 to
10 grains finely powdered may be rubbed up with
cold cream or simple ointment. Carbonate of Zinc
is obtained for pharmaceutical purposes by the
decomposition of sulphate of zinc in solution and
carbonate of soda, when the carbonate of zinc is

precipitated as a white, tasteless, inodorous powder,
insoluble in water, but soluble with effervescence
and without residue in dilute sulphuric acid. This
preparation has been introduced as a substitute for

native calamine, which formerly had a high reputa-
tion, but was so frequently adidterated as to render
an officinal salt of known composition very desir-

able. Either in powder, or in the form of ointment,
it forms an excellent astringent application for the
treatment of intertrigo (or chafing of the skin), ex-

coriations, and chronic skin diseases attended with
much discharge. Turnei'^s Cerate, although not in

the Pharmacopceia, is in general use as a di-j-ing

and healing ointment, and is one of the most popular
remedies for superficial biirns and sores. It is made
by taking prepared calamine (or carbonate of zinc)

and wax, 7i ounces of each, and olive oil 1 pint.

Melt the wax, and mix the oil with it, then remove
them from the fii'e, and when the mixtiu'e begins to

thicken, add the calamine, and stir constantly till

they cool. Chloride ofZinc, in the form of colourless

opaque rods, obtained by pouring the corfeentrated

solution into proper moulds, is used in surgery as a
powerful caustic in cases of cancer, fungous growths,
&c. In toothache caused by caries, a minute portion
of chloride of zinc introduced into the cavity of the
tooth after the removal of the diseased parts, affords

almost immediate relief. In consequence of its

powerfully destructive properties, it should never be
applied except by the surgeon. The solution of this

salt, commonly known as Burnett's Disinfectant
Fluid, is of much use in. the sick-room or hospital

ward as a deodorising agent ; as, however, it pos-

sesses strong caustic properties, great care must be
taken that it is not administered internally in

mistake for some other medicine. Few j'ears pass
without several fatal cases of this kind being
recorded. Oxide of Zinc is characterised in the
Pharmacopoeia as 'a soft, white, tasteless, and
inodorous powder, becoming pale yellow when
heated, and forming with diluted sidphuric acid
a solution which gives a white precipitate with
hydrosulphide of ammonia.' It is employed inter-

nally with much success as a tonic in chorea
and epilepsy, in which it must be given for a
considerable period, and in gradually increasing
doses tUl a scruple is taken daily. In doses ot

one or two grains combined %vith extract of henbane,
it forms an admirable night-pill to check the per-

spiration in pulmonary consimiption. Employed
externally, either in the form of powder or ointment
it forms a good astringent in cases of excoriation,

sore nipples, intertrigo, slight ulcerations, &c. The
officinal ointment containing SO grains to an ounce
of simple ointment, is too strong for ordinary cases,
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and is apt to cake upon the siu'face : these defects

may, however, he removed hy the addition of gly-

cerine. Sulphate of Zinc is employed as an astrin-

gent, a caustic, an emetic, and a tonic. As an astrin-

gent' it is given internally in small doses (of from

half a grain to two grains, made into a pill with con-

serve of roses), in cases of chronic diarrhcea, chronic

bronchitis, and loug-standiuL; leucorrhoea ; while it

is used topically as a lotion in old ulcers (from 5 to

20 grains to an ounce of water), as a collj-rium

in (Sironic ophthalmia, and as an injection in the

abortive treatment of gonorrho?a (i. e., when we
wish to cut short the disease before inflammatory

symptoms appear). As a caustic, this salt, in its

anhydrous state, and finely levigated, has been

strongly recommended by Sir James Simpson.

He appbes it in the form of powder ;
of a paste

made witli glycerine in the proportion of a drachm

of the latter to an oimce of the powder ;
or of

an ointment consisting of two drachms of prep.arcd

lard, rubbed up with an omice of the powder. It

has also been successfully used in the Unblin hos-

pitals. Sulphate of zinc may be given in the same

doses as the oxide as a tonic in cases of nervous

palsy, and in the exhaustion dependent upon sexual

excesses. In large doses, as from 15 to 30 grains, it

operates as a safe and speedy emetic, and is pref-

erable to all other emetics in cases of poisoning.

In toxicological researches—as in Marsh's Test

for jl?-6'enic—great care must be taken to see

"that the zinc which is employed is perfectly free

from arsenic, which is a not uncommon impnrity.

ZINCO'GRAPHY is essentially the same art as

Lithography (q. v.), zinc-plates being substituted

for those of stone. One form of the art is described

under the name of Anastatic Printing (see Pkist-

ING). A style of it, called Paneiconography, brought

forward by GiUot of Paris f.>r the purpose of repro-

ducing, by lithographic, autograpliic, or typographic

proof, any drawing with crayon or stump, or any

engraving from wood or copper, is thus described :

A plate of zuic finely polished is prepared, and if an

original drawing is to be copied, it is done by the

artist in lithographic crayon on this jJate ; auto-

graphic writing done with the crayon, lithographs,

and fresh proofs of wood or copper-plate engravings,

must be transferred in the usual way to the surface

of the i^late ; and whilst stiU wet, an ink-roller is

passed over, so as to give a deeper impression. Rosm
very finely powdered is then sifted over, which

adheres to the wet ink, and becomes consolidated,

so that the superfluous powder is easily brushed off

from the parts not covered with ink. The plate is

next placed with its face upwards in a shallow

trough containing ddute sulphuric or hydrochloric

acid sufficient to slightly cover it; the trough is

then gently rocked, so as to make the acid flow

backwards and forwards over tlie jilate, and if this

be continued for some time—an hour or upwards—

all the parts of the plate not covered with the mk
and rosin arc etched deep enough to be used as a

relief-plate for printing from. In impressions where

there are large interspaces, it is usual to saw them

out ; and in some cases, where it is found th.at the

relief is not suSiciently high, the raised parts are

re-inked, and again covered with the rosin, and sub-

mitted a second time to the action of the acid. Old

engTavings may be transferred by lajdng them to

become damp on a board wetted with acidulated

water, and then applying the ink-roller to the face

of the engraving ; the ink only acts upon the ink-

lines of the engraving, and is repelled by the acid

moisture which has been imbibed by the uncovered

white spaces. A slight pressure will then easily

produce a copy on the polished zinc-plate, which is

perfected by the subsequent operations.
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ZI'NGEL (AKpro), a genus of fishes of the perch

family, remarkable for the elong.ated form of the

body, and for having the month situated under the

projecting and rounded snout, also for the rough-

ness of their scales. The dorsal fins are widely

scjiarated, and the ventral fins are large. OiJj' two
species are known : of which one, the Z. of the

Zaigil [Aspro vuhjaris).

Danube (^1. zhigel), inhabits that river and its

tributaries, attains a length of fifteen inches, and

a weight of two or three pounds ; the other (A.

vulaaris) is found in the Rhone and its tributaries,

and also in more eastern rivers, although unknown
in those of the west of France, and is only six or

seven inches long. Both are esteemed for the table.

ZINGIBERA'CE^. See Scit-AJMIne-E.

ZINZENDOBP, NicoLAUs Lmwid, Cotn.-T VOK,

the founder of the existing sect of the Moravian

ISrethren, or Herrnhuters, was born at Dresden,

2Gth ISIay 1700. His father, a Saxon state minister,

dying while Z. was a chUd, the latter was educated

by his grandmother, a learned and pious lady, the

Baroness von Gersdorf. Spcner, the head of the

Pietists, w-as a frequent visitor at her house, and

his conversation, and the devotional exercises in

which Z. took part, influenced his character while a

mere child. In 1710, he went to Halle, where he

spent six years, under the special care of Francke,

the philanthropist. Z. founded amon^ his fellow-

pupils a religious society, to which he gave the

name of the ' Order of the Grain of Mustard-seed.'

In 171G, he was sent by his relatives to Witten-

berg, where Pietism was in less repute than at

Hafle ; but he adhered to his early religious impres-

sions. Two years afterwards, he travelled through

Holland and Fr.ance, everjrwhere endeavouring to

convert the distinguished persons whom he met to

his own religious riews. On his return to Dresden,

he was appointed a member of the Saxon state

coimcil, and maiTied the sister of the Count Reuss

von Ebersdorf. But political life was little to

his mind, and he returned to his country-seat in

Upper Lusatia. While residing there, he acci-

dentally met a wandering carpenter, named Chris-

tian David, a member of the old sect of Moravian

Brethren, of whom some stUl remained in Moravia,

professing the doctrines taught by John Huss.

Da\'id described the persecutions to which the sect

were exposed ; and Z. invited him and his friends

to settle on his estate. They accepted the proposal,

and the colony received the name of ' Herrnhut.'

Z. acted with great liberality to the settlers, and

their success attracted much attention. In 1734, Z.

went under a feigned name to Stralsund to pass

an examination in theology, and was ordained a

minister of the Lutheran Church. In 1736, he was

banished from Saxony, on a charge of introducing

dangerous novelties in religion. He repaired to

Holland, where he founded a Moravian colony, and

afterwards to Esthonia and Livonia, where he also

founded colonies. In 1737, at the request of King

Frcderick-WilUam I. of Prussia, he was ordained

Bishop of the' Moravians. In the same year, he

went to London, where he was received with much
consideration by Wesley. In 1741, he went to

North America, accompanied by his daughter, and
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founded tlie celebrated Mora^^an colony of Bethle-

hem. The Herrnhuters, in the meanwhile, by their

good conduct and iudustry, had won the respect of

all classes in Saxony, and in 17-47, Z. was allowed
to retiuTi to Herrnhut. Having received authority

by act of parliament to establish Moravian settle-

ments in the English colonies of Korth America, he
returned thither to do so. He finally settled at

Herrnhut ; and his first wife being dead, married
Anne Xitschmann, one of the earliest colonists from
Moravia. He died on 9th May 1760. Thirty-two
]ireachers, from all parts of the globe, accompanied
the coffin to the grave. Z. was the author of more
than 100 works in verse and prose. His hjTnns,
used in worship by the Moravians, are objectionable
on account of their pious indecency. The same
may be said of his sermons, especially of those
ivhich refer to the Holy Ghost as a spiritual mother.
His writings are often incoherent or mystical, but
they abound with passages in which deep and
original thought is expressed with great clearness

and beauty.—A Life of Z. has been written by
A^arnhagen von Euse, pubUshed in his Denkmalen
(Berlin.lsaO).

ZI'OX. Mount Z. is the name of the hill on
which the south-west part of Jernsalem, the City of

Cavid, or Upper Citj', with the citadel of David,
stood. At the present day, onlj' the north half

belongs to the city, the city wall running obliquelj-

over the hill. On the west, and still more on the
south side, it descends steeply into the Vale of

Hinnom, to a depth of 300 feet. Mount Z. is 2537
feet above the level of the Mediterranean Sea.
With the prophets and poets of the Old Testament,
Z. often stands for the whole of Jerusalem (also

called ' Daughter of Zion '), particularly in reference
to the Temple. See Jerusalem.

ZIECO'KIUM (symb. Zr, equiv. 33-6) is the
metaUic constituent of the earth zircouia, which is

found in association with silica in the minerals zircon
and Injacintli. The composition of zirconia is usually
represented by the formula Zr.^Oj, but Swanberg
I'o^rards zirconia not as a pure earth, but as a mix-
ture of three ; and to one of the metals, whose
earths he thinks that he has isolated, he gives the
name of Norium. The sources from which zirconiimi
is derived are so scarce (it being found only in Cey-
lon, one district of the Ural, and Southern Norway),
that it is unnecessary to enter into any details
regarding it.

ZI'BKKITZ, or CZIEKNITZ, L.ike (Ger. Czh-lc-

nil'-ersee, Lacus Lugeus of Strabo), a small lake of
Au.stria, in Carniola, about 20 miles south-south-
west of Laibach, and 30 miles east-north-east of
Trieste, is situated in a deep valley to the south of
ilount Javornik, and to the north-east of Mount
Slivinza. The lake is about 5 miles long, and between
2 and 3 broad, is surrounded with uunierous villages,
chapels, and castles, contains four small islands—
on the largest of which is budt the hamlet of Ottok

—

and has no surface outlet. It is about 5G feet deep
in the deepest pait, and is very irregidar in shape.
It is worthy of notice only on accomit of the very
remarkable phenomenon of the occasional disap-
pearance of its waters for several weeks, and even
months, during which the bottom is often covered
with luxiu'iant herbage, which the peasants make
into hay ; sometimes also they manage even to sow
and reap a small crop of buckwheat in its deserted
bed. The waters, however, are not perfectly regu-
lar in their disappearance—indeed, sometimes for
live or six years together they have not retired at
all—but generally they drain off in the end of
August, and return, if the season be wet, in five

or six weeks. It takes between 20 and 25 daj-s to
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empty the lake, but the return of the waters is

sudden and unexpected, its basin being refilled

sometimes in 24 hours. The phenomenon is ac-

counted for by the nature of the bed of the lake.

It is composed of limestone, and, hke all the Car-
niolaic plateau, is full of deep fissures and caverns,

through which the waters disappear at irregular

intervals, returning when the rain sets in. Some
of these openings are 50 feet deep, and the chief
ones are known to the peasantry by particular names.
They communicate with subterranean reservoirs,

penetrating the interior of the surroimding moun-
tains, through which the waters are replenished or
drawn off. There are 12 of these openings which
discharge water into the lake as well as draw it off,

and 28 which draw it off only. Through the former
of these the water pours in after rainy weather as
from a spout. WTien the surface of the lake reaches
the caverns of Velka-Karlanza and Malka-Karlanza,
the waters are discharged by these into the valley
of St Canzian, and, after disappearing several times,
fall into the Unz, above Planina. Sometimes, how-
ever, the volume of water is so great that these
caverns prove insufficient to carry it off, when the
lake overflows and covers the neighbouring country,
sometimes submerging villages. In 1S34, the lake
was drained in Januarj', and remained perfectly
dry till the end of February 1835, a circiraistance

without parallel since the time that any records of

its history have been kept. The lake is pretty well
stocked with fish, and at certain times is the resort

of great munbers of waterfowl, wliich aflbrd both
sport and profit.—There is a small -s-illage of the
s.ame name on a small stream that falls into the
north side of the lake.

ZISKA,* or ZIZKA, Jony, of Trocznov, the
famous leader of the Hussites, was born at Trocz-
nov, in the circle of Budweis, Bohemia, about 1360.

His family being noble, he became a page to King
Wenceslas of Bohemia, but his gloomy and thought-
ful temperament unfitted him, wldle yet a mere boy,
tor the frivolous occupations about court ; so, em-
bracing the career of arms, he served as a volunteer
in the EngUsh army in France, and afterwards
joined Iving Latlislas of Poland with a body of

Bohemian and Moravian auxiliaries, and great!}-

distinguished himself in the war against the Teu-
tonic Knights, deciding the dreadful battle of Tan-
nenberg (in which the Grand JIaster and 40,000
knights were left dead on the field) by desperate
charges at the head of his contingent. High honours
were heaped upon him by the king ; but the war (in

which Z. had lost his right eye) being now over, his
restless spirit led him to join the Austrians against
the Turks, and subsequently the EngUsh against the
French ; and returning to Bohemia soon after the
mm-der of John Huss (q. v.), he became chamberlain
to King Wenceslas. Z. was an adherent of the
Hussite doctrine ; and the tragical fate of its apostles,
and the tyi'annical cnielties exercised bj' the
imperial and papal officers on its adherents, excited
in his mind the hveliest indignation and resent-
ment. A mdespread sentiment of a similar kind,
originating as much from patriotic as from reUgious
feelings, existed in the kingdom ; and a powerful
party was soon formed, which urged upon the king
a policy of resistance to the decisions of the CouncU
of Constance. Z. soon became jirominent among the
leaders of this party, and his personal influence with
the king gained for it the latters sanction to offer

* It is often stated tliat John of Trocznov was called
Z. on accoimt of his being ' one-eyed,' but this is erro-
neous ; Z. was the name of the family for generations
before his tijne, nor does it signify * one-eyed ' in either
the Bohemian or the Polish language.
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resistance, tlioudi the king's vacillating disposition

incapacitated him from giving effect to his own
honest convictions, and taking open part with his

snbjects against their op[)ressors. After the ont-

break at Pragne (.'iOth July 1419), in which the

violent belia\'iinir of the Catholics was avenged by
the precipitation of 13 magistrates from the council

windows, Z. was unanimously chosen leader of the

Hussites, and the lirst great religious conflict of

Germany was commenced in earnest. The shock
]irodiiced by news of this outbreak was fatal to

AVeuccslas, and his death gave more of a political

character to the contest, as when his brother, the

Emperor Sigismiuid (the same who had allowed his

safe-conduct to Huss to be violated), attempted, by
advancing an army of 40,000 men into the country,

to obtain the throne, his project was frustrated

for a time liy the Hussites, who insisted on their

religious and political liberties being secured, and
totally defeated his army with a hastily levied force

of not more than 4000. On the retirement of the

impeiialists, Z. completed his conquest of Bohemia
by the capture of the castle of Prague in 1421 (the

town had been taken in the spring of 1420), and
secured his hold of the country by the erection of

fortresses, chief of which was that of Tabor, whence
his party derived its name of Taborihs (cj. v.). The
varied experience acquired by Z. in foreign warfare

was now of immense service to his party ; his fol-

lowers were armed with small firearms (then little

known) ; and his almost total deficiency in cavalry

was compensated for by the introduction of the

Wagciiburg (or ' cart-fort,' constructed of the bag-

gage-wagons), to jirotect his little ai-my.from the

charges of the mail-clad knights. Numerous other

inventions and ingenious c<intrivance3 mark Z.'s

brief career as leader of the Hnssites, and shew his

eminent qualities as an engineer and a general. In

1421, he lost his remaining eye at the siege of the

castle of liabi ; but though now totally bhnd, he
continued to lead on his troops to a succession of

victories almost imexampled in history—the list of

13 pitched battles fought by liini, always with much
inferior force, including only one defeat, and that so

much resembling a drawn battle, that his opponents
dared not molest his retreat. His greatest achieve-

ments were the rout (ISth January 1422) of Sigis-

muud's second invading army, which was driven into

Moravi.a, and 2000 men of it drowned in attempting

to escape across the frozen Iglau ; and his great

victory at Anssig, over the (Jerman crasading army,
commanded by Frederick the Warlike of Waxonj-,

and the Elector of Brandenbui'g. In the latter con-

flict, the furious onset of Z.'s troops was steadily

sustained by the Saxons, who were choice troops,

and the fanatic Hussites recoiled in astonishment
at a successful resistance which they had never be-

fore encountered. Z., apjirised of the circumstances,

approached on his cart, thanked his men for their

past services, adding, ' and if you have now done
your utmost, let us retire.' Thus stimulated, they
made a second charge still more furious tlian before,

broke the Saxon an-ay, and left 9000 of it dead on
the field. Sigismund was now convinced that the

conquest of hohemia was inipossil)le, and after a

time proposed an arrangement with the Hussites,

by which full religious liberty was allowed ; and Z.,

who had an interview with the emperor on the foot-

ing of an independent chief, was to be appointed
governor of Bcthemia and her dependencies. But
the war-worn old chief did not live long enough to

complete the treaty, for, while liesieging the castle

of Przibislav, he was seized with the plague, and
died, I2th October 1424 He was buried in a church
at Czaslav, and his iron war-club was hnng up over
his tomb. A foolish story was long current that, in
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accordance with Z.'s express injunctions, his skin
was flayed off, tanned, and used as a cover for a
drum, which was afterwards employed in the Hus-
site army ; in order that even when dead he might
be a terror to his enemies.

The only accusation which can with justice bo
made against Z. is on the ground of excessive
cruelty, the victims being the moidts and priests

who fell into his hands. It would have been ex-
tremely curious if Z. had not laid himself open to
such a re])roach, for the btnuiing alive of the pro-

ji.agators of the faith to which he adhered, the
atrocious cruelties practised on such Hussite priests

as fell into the hands of the imperialists, and the
seduction of his own favomite sister by a monk,
were events ill calculated to induce him to moderate
the hatred entertained by himself and his follo\vcr.s

against their oi)ponents. The war was carried on
mercilessly by both parties, and it was unreasonable
to expect that the party assailed, and the one uiune-

rically weaker, should first set an example of mode-
ration.

ZI'TTAU, a town of Saxony, 48 miles east-south-

east of Dresden, and G9 by railway, is situated near
the Bohemian frontier, close to the junction of the
Neisse and JIandau. The town is well built, and is

surrounded by a double wall; has many churches,

the most notable of which is the Byzantine Church
of St John, finished in IS.'IG ; a splendid court-house,

one of the finest in Saxony, erected 1S44 ; a good
library of 12,000 vols. ; a gymnasium, a normal, a
free, an industrial, a Catholic, an infant, and other

schools ; several charitable institutions—as a work-
house, infirmary, asylum for orphans, &c. Z. is the
centre of the linen and damask manufacture of

Saxony. There are also woollen manufactures,

bleachfields, dye-works, paper, oil, and saw mills,

and iron-foundries. From its proximity to the
Bohemian frontier, it enjoys a considerable trade
with that country. Pop. (1SG4) 14,290.

ZLATOU'ST, or KLIUCHI (Golden Mouth), a
town of Russia, in the government of Orenberg,
among the Ural Jlountains, abmit 150 miles north-

east of Ufa, on the river Ufa. It consists chietiy of

wooden houses, and the inh.abitants are mostly
miners. It is the centre of the iron and gold mines
of the district. There is an extensive manufactory
of sword-blades, which are considered the best in

the empire ; other articles of inlaid and embossed
steel are also manufactured. Pop. 15,000.

ZMEINOGO'KSK, or ZMIEF, a town of Siberia,

in a mountainous district of the government of

Tomsk, upwards of ."50 miles south-west of the town
of Tomsk, on the river Smievka. The town is situ-

ated in the vicinity of one of the most productive

silver-mines in Siberia, which was cUscovered in

17.36, and belonged to the Demidoft' family till 1745,

when it became crown |iro]ierty. Since its discovery,

it has yielded nearly the half of tlie whole quantity

of silver produced by the Siberian mines. Pop.

5990.

ZOAR, a village in Ohio, V. S., on the Oliio Canal,

111 miles north-east of Columbns, settled in 1S18,

by a German community, who hold in common 9000
acres of land ; they have also a wooUen factory,

several mills, a store, church, and schools, all

man.iged by an agent and three trustees, elected by
po]iul.ar vote.

ZO'BO, a hybrid between the Yak (q. v.) and the

common ox of India. It is not very mdike an Eng-
lish ox. It is common in the western parts of the

Himalaya, and is valued as a beast of burden, as

well as for its milk and its flesh.

ZO'CLE, or SOCLE, a square plain jilinth xmder
the base of a column.
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ZO'DIAC (Gr. zodiakos, commonly derived from
toon, an animal), the name given by the ancients

to an imaginary band extending round the celestial

sphere, having as its mesial line the ecliptic or appa-

rent path of the sun. It was fixed at about 16° in

width, for the purpose of comprehending the paths

of the sun and of the five planets (Mercury, Venus,
Mars, Jupiter, and >Saturn) wliich were then known

;

and as, of these planets, Mercury has by far the

greatest inclination of orbit to the ecliptic, and the

value of that element in his case is only 7° 0' 9",

the width given to the zodiac was amply sufficient

for the required purpose. But when the career of

planetary discovery commenced in the beginning of

the 19th c, the first three which were discovered

(Ceres, Pallas, and Juno) at once destroyed the idea

which had been long seated in men's minds, that no
planets existed beyond the limits of the zodiac, by
exhibiting orbits inclined to the echptic at no less

angles than 10° 36i', 34° 4-2|', and 13° 3^; and a

large number since observed have been found to

wander from 0° to 1S° beyond the zodiac, from which
circumstance they have, along with the three above
mentioned, been denominated ultra-zodiacal planets.

The stars in the zodiac were grouped into 12 con-

stellations, to each of which 30° or -rjth of the whole
circle, was assigned, though it often did not fill up
that space, but was only situated in it ; and this

equable division into sirjns was of great advantage
in defining the positions of the sun and planets .at

any epoch.

The constellations, with the appropriate symbols
of the corresponding signs, are as follow :

Aries (Ram) cp
Taurus (Bull) y
Gemini (Twins) H
Cancer (Crab) 52
Leo (Lion) Ji
Virgo

(
Virgin) UfJ

Libra (Balance) £=
Scorpio (Scorpion) ^^\,

Sagittarius (Archer) f
Caj)ricomus (Goat) VJ
Aquarius

(
Water-bearer)

;

Pisces (Fishes) X
As one h.alf of the ecliptic is to the north, and the

other to the south of the eqiiator, the line of inter-

section of their planes is a diameter of each, and the

two points in which this line meets the celestial

sphere are known as the equinoctial points. The
comparative immobility, with respect to the ecliptic,

of these points, suggested at once the employment
of one or other of them as a point from wliich to

reckon, and accordingly that jioint at which the sun
crosses the equinoctial from south to north was fixed

uiion, and called the first point (or commencement)
of Aries. After the sun had advanced eastward
thi'ough this sign—i. e., 30° along the ecliptic—he
entered the sign of Taurus, continuing his course

onward through the others in the order in which
they are given above, again crossing the equinoctial

southwards at the point where he emerged from
Virgo, and entered Libra. This was the case Avith

the sun during the time of Hipparchus (q. v.), but

though the equinoctial points move very slowly, yet

they do so mth great uniformity, and the westerly

motion of 50" aunuaUy which they describe along

the ecliptic, has at the present time separated the

sign Aries from the constellation Aries, and caused

the former to correspond almost to the constella-

tion Pisces. This gradual retrogression of the signs

through the constellations of the zodiac will con-

tmue till they accomplish, in about 25,S6S years, a

complete circuit; after which period the sign and
constellation of Aries will coincide, as they did in

the time of Hipjiarchus. Neither the zodiac nor its

constellations are of much use now in astronomj',

except as, like the other constellations, affording an
easy though somewhat fantastic nomenclature for

the stars, and a rude, but sometimes convenient

mode of reference to their positions.

The porticos of the temples of Dender.ah and Esne
in Egypt have representations of the zodiacal con-

stellations, which are of great antiquity, and have
formed a fruitful theme of discussion. M. Dupuis,

in his Oriijine des Cultes, has, from a careful inves-

tigation of the position of these signs, and calcu-

lating precession at its usual rate, arrived at the

conclusion that the earliest of them dates from
4000 B.C. This conclusion is controverted by M.
Fourier, in his Eecherches sur lea Sciences, d-c. de

I'Ei/jipte, who makes the representations at Esne
ISdO years older than the other ; but his hypothesis

has been in turn overthrown by MM. Ideler and
Biot. The truth seems to be that nothing is as yet

definitely known respecting these ancient repre-

sentations ; for the manner in which the investiga-

tions have been mixed up with the BibUcal ques-

tion of the antiquity of man, has prevented any
truly scientific research. The Greeks would seem to

have borrowed their constellations from the Egyp-
tians and Babylonians, and this is corroborated, to

some extent, by occasional remarks in Greek writers

as to the positions of various constoUations at

certain times, which positions are inconsistent with
the supposition of the observer being in Greece.

The zodiacal figures of the Hindus, ancient Per-

sians, Chinese, and Japanese have such a remarkable
resemblance to those of the Egyjitians, that there

can be little doubt as to their common origin.

ZODrACAL LIGHT is the name given to a
singular appearance seen after sunset or before sun-

rise, at all seasons of the year in low latitudes, but
rarely in this country, except in March, Aprd, and
May in the evenings, and six months later in the
mornings. It is obvioitsly due to illuminated (partly,

perhaps, self-luminous) matter surrounding the sim
in a very flat, lenticidar form, nearly coinciding

with the plane of the ecliptic, or rather with the

sun's equator, and extending to a distance from the

sun greater than that of the earth, since its apex is

often seen more than 90° from the sun. It seems to

have been first distinctly pointed out by Cassini,

and was long regarded as the sun's atmosphere.

This idea, however, is totally irreconcilable with
mechanical principles ; since, to assume so flat a
form, in spite of the enormous attraction of the sim,

and its own elasticity, an atmosphere would have to

revolve with a velocity so great as to dissipate it

into space. The only conceivable exidanation of the

phenomenon is, therefore, to be found in supi>osing

it to consist (like the rings of Saturn) of an immense
assemblage of small cosmical masses, rocks, stones,

and pieces of metal, such as are continually en-

countering the earth in the form of aerolites or

meteorites. For the dynamical stability of such a
system, it is only necessary that each fragment
should separately describe its elliptic orbit about
the sun. The mutual perturbations of the system,

on account of the enormous mass of the sim, w'ill be
exceedingly small, excejit in the case of actual

collision ; but some of the planets will have a con-

siderable effect upon it. That this is the true ex-

planation of the phenomenon, is now generally

believed. Some very curious recent observations

on the August and November meteorites of lS66(see

Meteokites in SurPLEMENx) have shown that these

bodies move in orbits almost exactly the same as

those of two known comets. The comet, then, is

merely that portion of the ring of small masses,

revolving all nearly in the same orbit, where the

gi-eatest number are, for the time, collected : and it

is possible that to the collisions, which must most
frequently occur where the sejiarate jiarticles are

most numerously grouped, are due the spectral

phenomena of incandescent gases which have been
obsen'ed in the heads of comets by Huggins and
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others. Such speouhations, were this the jihice

to jiursuc tliem, might easily be extended to the

sudden production, aud changes of form, of the

t.-iils of comets which occur uear perihehon, for

there the separate masses must necessarily be much
more crowded together, and their impacts must be

increased both in number and violencei

ZO'IIjUS, a grammarian, born at Aniphi[iDlis.

Authorities vary respecting the age in which he

lived, and the manner of his death. The usual

account is that he lived in the time of Ttolemy

I'hiladelphus, and that he solicited, but without

success, the patronage of that monarch. He gained

notoriety for the bitterness with which he attacked

]Iomer, whence he was surnamed Homeromaslix,

Homer's Scourge. His name is used proverbially for

an austere and malignant critic, as Aristarchus is

for one caudid and intelligent. All his works are

lost.

ZO'LLVEREIN (Ger., meaning 'customs-imion'),

a union of diU'erent independent German states,

under the leadersliip of Prussia, so as to enable

them, in then- commercial relations with other

countries, to act as one state. When, after the

war of liberation in 1S15, the poUtical union,

destroyed by the downfall of 'the holy Komau
Empire,' had been restored to a certain degree in

the German 'Bund' (see Germany), internal com-

merce was felt to be trammeled and depressed by

the collection of revenue at the frontiers of every

petty state ; nor was it possible, without united

action, to can-y out the policy in regard to foreign

commerce which might be thought best for protect-

ing and developing the native trade and manufac-

tures. The first suggestion of such a union came
from Prussia ; but it took many years before an

actual beginning \v.as made, aud still longer before

it reached its present extent, as the plan was
opposed for a long time by the jealousies aud special

interests of many of the states.

From 1S19 to 1S2S, only some of the minor jirin-

cipalities enclosed within the Prussian territories

Lad been got to conform to the Prussian commercial

system; but in 1S28, Hes.se-Darmstadt, and in 1S31,

Hesse-Cassel, gave in. This was followed, in 1833,

by the accession of Bavaria, WUrtemberg, the

kingdom of Saxony, the priucipality of the same

name, Schwarzburg, and Eeuss ; and in 1835—1830,

by that of Baden, Kassau, and Frankfurt-on-the-

Wain. The adhesion of other states was given

gradually, that of Hanover not till 1851. Pecently,

Slesvig-Holsteiu and Laueuburg have, .is parts of

the Prussian monarchy, also entered the Z. ; so

that at present it embraces all Germany except the

German provinces belonging to Austria, the three

free cities, Hamburg, LUbeck, and Bremen, and the

two duchies of Mecklenburg. Dm-ing the period of

its formation, several rival unions were formed, but

none of them lasted long.

The treaty of union is .agreed upon for a definite

term of years, and is renewed from time to time

(1S4'2, 1853). The principle of its .action is this : the

whole teiTitory embraced by the Union forms com-

mercially (in reg.T,rd, at least, to coimtries beyond its

limits) one state. The duties on exjjorts, imports, and
through-transports are collected at all the fron-

tiers of the Union according to a uniform tarilT (sub-

ject to some concessions, m.ade on special grounds,

to individual states) ; and the proceeds, after paying

the expenses of collection, are divided among the

members of the Union in proportion to their several

populations. In regard to the internal trade of the

Union, as the duties on articles manufactured for

home consumi)tion are different in the different

states, a complicated system of drawbacks comes
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into phay, in order to put the commerce of all on an
equ.al footing. The net proceeds of the Z., which in

1834 amounted only to 12,178,701 th.alers, h.ad risen

in 181)5 to 23,991,085 thalers ^abont £3,000,000).

As a proof of the benelicial working of the Z., the

advocates of the jirotective policy to which it has

adhered, point to the .almost complete disappearance

of foreign goods from the German market, the in-

creased demand for (ierman goods (especially hard-

ware) in other countries, and the growing wealth
and prosperity of Germ.iny.

It ajipears probable th.at the Z. will not only be
cnntinued in its present limits under the new order

of things, l:)ut that the whole of non-Austri,an Ger-

many will soon be included in the union, which is

about to be reorganised.

ZOLOTONO'SHA, a town of Paissia, in the gov-

ernment of Poltava, stands on a river of the same
name, a tributary of the Dnieper, about 110 miles

west of the town of l'oltav.a. The town has two
convents. There are no manufactures or trade

worth notice. Pop. 0804.

ZO'MBOB.'a town of South Hung,ary, on a broad

plain about 120 miles south of Pcsth, capital of the

district of Bacs, near the Bacs or Francis Canal, by
means of which it communicates with the Danube.

It has handsome county buildings, Greek and Itoman
Catholic churches, gymnasium and other schools,

barracks, town-house, cJcc. There are silk manufac-

tures, and a trade in grain and cattle. Pop. 22,-100.

ZONU'KIDtE, a family of saurian reptiles,

having the head covered with regular polygonal

shields, the body and tail with large scales ; the

sides furnished with a longitudinal fold of the skin,

covered with sm.all scales ; the tongJie fiat, nicked at

the tip, the eyes with two v.alvular lids. The species

are numerous, n.atives of warm climates. The form

of some is rather short and thick, others are long and
serpent-like. In some also, the limbs are well de-

veloped, in others they are merely rudimental, and

in some the very rudiments of them are entirely

concealed under the skin.

ZOOXOGY (Gr. zOon, an .anim.al, and lorios, a dis-

course), the science which has for its subject the

Animal Kingdom (q. v.). This science, itself a branch

of Natural History (q. v.), is divided into a number
of br.anches, which are often pursued as distinct

sciences, the subject being too large to be thoroughly

studied except in this manner ; although it is also

necessary that the results of investigation in parti-

cular departments should be brought together, so

that the animal kingdom may be viewed as a whole,

and the relations of the most widely different groups

of animals to each other determined. The number
of species of animals is far greater than that of

plants, and the diversity among them is also greater,

so that a division of the science of Z. into branches

relating to different groups, very n.aturaUy takes

place. Thus, the branch of Z. which has the
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Mammalia for its subject has been called Mazohrj;/

(Gr. mazon, ateat), an unhappily chosen and essentially

incorrect term, which has not come into general use;

and it is a curious circumstance that this, which
may be called the highest branch of Z., has no
popularly received name. It is otherwise with the
branches of Z. relating to the inferior classes of Ver-

tebrala ; that which has Birds for its subject is uni-

versally known as Onntliolotpj (q. v.); that which
relates to Jieptiles is Herpetoloijy (q. v.), and the sub-

ordinate branch relating to serpents is sometimes
called Ophiology ; that which relates to Fislti^s is

Ichthyology (q. v.). Among Invertehrate animals, the
great group of Molliisca is the suliject of the science

of Malacolori'j (q. v.), although this term is not in

such general use as some of those already men-
tioned ; and when shells rather than the animals
which bear them are considered, the term Coiicholorpj

(q. V.) is employed. No particular term is commonly
applied to the branches of Z. which treat of the

Crustacea, Arachnida, &c. ; but that which relates

to Insects is universally known as Entomology (q. v.),

and the term Hdrnintholoijy (q. v.) is employed to

designate that which has Worms for its subject. No
similar terras are used* for the branches of this

science which relate to other groups of Invertchruta.

The science of Z., however, divides itself into dis-

tinct sciences, not only in accordance with the divi-

sions of the animal kingdom, but also with regard

to particular branches of the subject which may be
stuiUed either in relation to animals generally, or to

any particular species. Thws, Anatomy (q. v.) may
be regarded as a branch of Z., when the term Z. is

taken in its largest sense, as including man along

with the inferior animals, and Ethnology (q. v.) must
in like manner be considered as belonging to it.

The anatomy of the inferior animals is sometimes
called Zootomy, and the term Comparative Anatomy
is emploj^ed when their structure is studied in rela-

tion to that of mau, and the structiire of one division

of the animal kingdom in relation to that of the

others. Physiology (q. v.) is one of the most import-

ant branches of Z. ; and vdth it that branch of chem-
istry which treats of animal substances is closely

connected. A very interesting branch of Z. is that
which relates to the habits and instincts of animals.

It can hardly be said to have been constituted into

a separate science, but has received much attention
from those naturalists who have devoted themselves
to the study of particular groups of animals.

We have no evidence that the study of Z. was
prosecuted to any considerable extent before the
time of Aristotle. In his hands it liecame at once a
science, and the foundations of a S3-stem of classifi-

cation were laid. No artificial system of classifica-

tion has ever been proposed in Z., like the sexual

system of Linnjeus in botany ; but from the very
first to the present day, a natural grouping of ani-

mals has always been attempted. To this, the
widely marked distinctions between the principal

groups almost unavoidably led. Aristotle brought
to bear upon the subject the highest powers both of

observation and of generahsation, and some of the

groups estabUshed by him stiU retain their place in

the most modern systems. Ai'istotle divided the

whole animal kingdom into two great sections, the

highest, Enaima, consisting of animals having blood

(i. e., red blood), and the lower, Anaima, of animals
having a colourless fluid instead of blood, the former
corresponding to the Vertebrata, and the latter to

the Invertehrata of modern zoologists.

No other ancient writer deserves much notice in a

historic sketch of zoology. ^-Elian and Pliny shew no
capacity for the scientific treatment of the subject,

and in thtir writings, facts are largely mingled with
fables. During the middle ages, Z., Uke other

kindred sciences, was almost completely neglected.

For many centuries, the only name worth mention-
ing, in connection with the history of the science, is

that of Albert, Count of BoUstiidt, commonly called

Albertus Magnus ; whose knowledge, however, was
entirely derived from Aristotle and other ancient
authors, and all he did was merely to caU attention
to the forgotten science, without making any con-
tribution to its advancement. From his time, in the
first half of the l.Sth c, to the beginning of the IGth,

Z. was again almost completely neglected ; but the
new activity of mind which then displayed itself

soon sought this as well as other directions, and an
impulse was more especially given to Z. as well as to

some other branches of science, by the progress of

geographical discovery; curiosity being awakened
with regard to the strange productions of the New
World, and of the eastern and southern regions, till

then equally unknown. The names of Belon (q. v.)

and Eondelet (see Supplejiext) are the two greatest

in this department at this period, and by them Z. was
enriched with many new facts, while attempts were
also made at a more perfect classification. Aldro-
vandi (see SuppLEiiENT) and Gesner (q. v.) soon
followed them, besides others who began to direct

their attention more specially to particular branches
of Z., some of whom greatly extended the science

by their observations on the animals of newly dis-

covered countries. It was not till after the middle
of the 17th c, however, that any real progress was
made in classification, founded upon a philosophical

study and comparison of animals. The works of

Eay (q. v.) are described by Cu\'ier as 'the founda-
tion of modern zoology.' The materials, however,
were in great part prepared, and the first outline of

a system sketched by Willughby, the friend of Eay,
whom Eay long survived, and whose works he
edited. From the days of Aristotle, Z. had never
been prosecuted with such acutencss of obser\'ation,

accuracy of descrijitiou, and breadth of philosophical

generalisation as it was by Willughby and Itay.

The progress of the science now became very rapid.

Buffou won for it, by his interesting descriptions

and brilliant style, the general attention of the
educated portion of society, not only in his own but
in other coimtries, and was almost immediately
followed by Linna?us, who, extending his studies from
botany to Z., not only extended the science by
his own observations and discoveries, but rendered
it far greater service by gathering together the facts

ascertained by others, and by the improvement
which he efl'ected in classification. Some of the
larger groups established by Linnaeus have been
retained by aU subsequent naturalists without essen-

tial modification of their characters, and even his

smallest groups—genera—have been very generally

retained, although now regarded as constituting

tribes or families. According to the Linnasan system,

the animal kingdom is di\-ided into six great classes,

which are further brought together in groups of two
each, as follows

:

Heart bilocuLir, with two 1 Viviparous. I. Mammali.l.
auricles, blood warm, red, j' Oviparous. 2, Lirds.

Heart unilocular, with one )_ '\Vith lungs. 3. Amphibia.
auricle, blood cold, red, ) With yills. 4. Fishes.

Heart unilocular, with one i .,,.,„, „„,i,„n^_ .,. Insects.
auricle, eirculat.ng fluid > Withtentacula. 6. Vermes.
(5'iHfC5) cold, white, . )

The orders into which Linnreus di-i-ided these classes

have, in the most important instances, been already

noticed, either under the classes, or sepanately. It

was, however, in constituting and defining the

genera that Linnaeus shewed in the highest degree

his powers both of observation and arrangement.

His labours in the lower departments of the animal

kingdom were much less perfect than in the higher;
°
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but others speedily entered upon the field, and

whilst new species of animals and their habits con-

tinued to be described, the study of comparative

anatomy was also diligently prosecuted, and thus

preparation was made for a more complete and pliil-

osophical system of zoology. The names of Pallas,

Hiuiter, and Jilnmenbach are particularly worthy to

be noticed ; bnt more than any other, the name of

Cnvier, who, like Linnajus, took a comprehensive

view of the whole subject of Z., and carried forward

the work of minute observation as well as of gener-

ahsation. His system of classification is rather an

improvement of that of Linnaeus than one funda-

mentally new, and it has formed a new starting-

point for all further progress. The divisions, the

classes, and many of the orders of Cuvier's system

have already been noticed under their proper heads,

so that it may be enough here to give the most
general outline of the system, shewing Cnvior's four

great divisions of the animal kingdom, and the

classes which he arranges under them.

Div. I. Vebtebrata. Class I. Mammalia.
ri II. Arcs (Uirds).

« III. licptilia (Reptiles).

•r IV. Pisces (Fishes).

Div. n. MoLLUSOA. Class I. Cephalopoda.
pp n. Fteropodd
" III. Gasteropoda.
" IV. Accphala.
H V. Braehiopoda.
n VL Cirrhopoda.

Div. III. ARTICUL.V.TA. Class L Insccta (Insects).

II n. Crustacea.
II III. Arachnida.
" IV. Annelida.

Dlv. rV. EiUJlATA. Class I. Echinodennata.
PI II. Entozoa.
pp III. Acalcpka:.

n IV. PolnpL
II V. Infusoria.

The system of Cuvier has been modified by
L.amarck, Virey, Dumeril, De Blaiuville, F. Cuvier,

and others ; and in consequence of the progress of

scientific discovery, more considerable changes have
recently been jiroposed by eminent naturaUsts, some
of them amounting almost to a reconstruction of

the greater part of the system ; whilst in particular

departments, and especially those which contain the

lower forms of animal life, Cuvier's arrangement,
regarded by himself as merely provisional, may be
said to have already become completely antiquated.

A complete system of the animal kingdom has
been proposed by Agassiz. He adopts the four

great divisions of Cuvier, but makes much change
in the subdi\'isions, acknowledging, however, that

much is still uncertain, and that a satisfactory

arrangement must depend upon anatomical and
embryological researches yet to be made. The
following is an outline of his system :

Division I.—Radiata.

Class I. Poll/pi, Order I. Actirioidece.

'r 2. I/ate>/07widc(C.

IP IL Acalepha:, Order 1. Sydroidea' {h\c\ml-

ing Siphonojjkora).
pp 2. Discopkorte.

« 3. Ctenophorw.
r in. Ecldnodcrmata, Order 1. Crinoideie,

It 2. Astcroidecc.

II 3. Echinoidece.
II 4. Holothuridw.

Division II.—Mollusca.

Class I. Acephala, Order 1. Bryozoa (including

the Vorticcllidt^j.

It 2. Brachiipoda.
II 3. Tunicata.
II 4. Lamellibranchiata.

Class IL Gasteropoda,

in. Cephalopoda,

Order 1. Pteropoda.
II 2. Hetcropoda.
II 3. Gasteropoda pro-

per.

Order 1. Tctrabranehioia.
II 2. Dihranchiuta.

Division III.

—

Aisticdlata.

Class I. Vermes,

II. Crustacea,

III. Insccta,

Order 1. Trcmatnidem (m-
cludinj^ Cci^lui-

dcte, PlanariiV,
audHiritditiidit).

II 2. Ncntatoidcai (in-

cluding Acantho-
ccphali and Gor-
diacea').

II X Aititefidee.

Order I. Itutifcra.

II 2. Eutumostraca (in-

cluding Cirrho-
poda).

II 3. 2'ctradccapioda.

II 4. Decapoda.
Order 1. Myriapoda.

II 2. Arachnida.
11 3. Insccta proper.

Division IV.—Vertebiiata.

Class L Myzonta, Order 1.

II. Pisces (Fishes

proper), Order 1.

II HL Ganoidece,

II rV. Selachia,

PI V. Amphihia,

II VL Bcptilia,

pp VIL Aves,

2.

Order 1.

pp 2.

IP 3.'

I. 4.

I. 5.

IP G.

Order 1.

p. 2.

I. 3.

Order 1.

IP 2.

I. 3.

Order 1.

II 2.

I, 3.

II 4.

Order 1.

II 2.

I.
!'

Myxinoidecc.
Cyclostomata,

Ctcnoidca.
Cyehidcce.
Culacanthia;.
Accipciw^eroidcic

Sauroidae.
Silaroidne.
Pkclo'jnathcce.

Loplivbranchicw.
Chimeerce.

Galeodcs.
Batides.
Caxilica'.

lehthyodi.

Anura.
Serpen tcs.

Saurii.

lihizodontes.

Testndinata.
Naiatorcs.
GralUe.
Itasorcs.

Inscssores (includ-

ing Scansorcs and
Accipilres).

Marsupialia.
Hcrbivora.
Carnivora.

The three Cuvierian divisions of Vertehrala,

Mollusca, and Articidata have been very generally

retained by systematic zoologists, without much
change as to the classes or even orders of animals

included in each, although it is now generally

admitted that the Ciifliopoda are not to be r.ankcd

among the Mollu.va, but, as Criintacrans, among
the A rticulata ; and the Pohjzoa or Bryozua, formerly

placed with other ' zoophytes ' .among the Badiata,

have been removed by many n.atnralists to a place

among the Mollusca. Amongst the Radiata of

Cuvier, great changes have been made; and it m.ay

be well to indicate here some of the chief of the

new groups which have been proposed, and pretty

generally accejtted by naturalists, although their

proper order and their relations to caen other

cannot be so well set forth as in those departments
of the animal kingdom which have been more
thoroughly studied. Greater importance has been

assigned by recent natur.alists than by their prede-

cessors to the nervous sj'stem as a basis of classili-

cation. The lowest animals, those iu which no

IP VUI. Mammalia, Order 1.
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trace of a nervous system has been discovered, have
been formed into a separate division of the animal

. kingdom, under the names Acrita and Protozoa

(q. v.), the latter of which has obtained general

preference. Higher in organisation than the

Protozoa are the Nematoneura of Owen, having a

nervous system distinctly traceable in a filamen-

tary form, and including aU the higher orders of

Cuvier's liadiata. Some groups, as Anthozoa (see

Zoopiiyte), still occupy a doubtful intermediate

place between Protozoa and Nematoneura. To the

Arliculata, Owen has, with regard to their nervous

system, given the naxae Horhoijanrjliata (q. v.), and
to the Alollusca the name Jleterogangliata (q. v.).

In Uke manner, he has recently introduced in his

classification of the Vertebrata the terms Hemato-
thermal and Hosmatocryal, these being merely words
formed from the Greek, and signifying respectively

Warm-blooded and Cold-blooded, the former includ-

ing Mammalia and Birds, the latter. Reptiles and
Fishes. Further information about the recent clas-

sification of some of the lower groups of animals,

wiU be found in the article Worms.
In the study of Z., far more attention has been

paid recently than formerly to the relation which
each part of the animal organisation bears to the
whole, as the Respiratory JSystem to the Circula-

tory System, the Digestive System, the Nervous
S3'stem, &c. The study of the science has thus
become more philosophical, and the view obtained
of nature more complete ; and if the difficulty of

classification is found greater than when characters

derived from particular parts of the organisation
were more exclusively regarded, the result, when
fairly wrought out, is a system at once more
perfect and more natural.

ZO'OPHYTE (derived from the Greek zuon, an
animal, and p/iytoii, a plant, and signifying an
animal-plant) is a term which was employed by
Cuvier in the same sense as he employed liadiata
—viz., to designate the lowest primary division of

the animal kingdom, which includes many animal
organisms that are fixed to a definite spot of rock,
shell, &c., and have the form of plants. His
zoophytes included the anomalous groups of

Infusoria, Entozoa, and Padiaria,* the latter of
which was subdivided into the Hydrozoa, Anthozoa,
AcalejAce, Echinodermata, and Brtjozoa* Subse-
quent writers excluded the Infusoria and Entozoa
from the zoophytes, and left only those constructed
on the radiated type. These were afterwards foimd
to present extreme difierences of structure, and it

became obvious that the lower forms of Hydrozoa
and Anthozoa could not be associated with the
Bryozoa, which approximate closely to the lower
molluscs. The tenn is now never employed by
scientific naturalists.

ZO'OSPORE (Gr. zOos, living, and spora, a seed),

in Botany, the name given to those Spores (q. v.), or
seeds of acotyledonous plants, which being fiu'uished

with cilia, move spontaneously for a short time after
being discharged from the spore-case of the parent
plant. The motions of their cdia resemble those of
the cQia on the EpitheUum (q. v.) of the higher
animals, and on the external surface of some of the
lower tribes, as A calephm (q. v.). In these cases in
the animal kingdom, as in this case in the vegetable
kingdom, there is no appearance of volition, the
motion being probably owing to changes of hygro-
metrio or of electric condition, or of both. The
purpose served by the ciliary motion in zoospores,
is evidently the wider diffusion of seeds ; and the

* These terms have been introduced since the time
of Cuvier—the former, we believe, by Owen; and the
latter by FaiTe.

cessation of the motion after a certain time permits
the seed to become fixed, in order to germination.

Zoospores are foimd in Characece, Alyce, Fumji, and
Lichens. They have often been mistaken by ob-
servers with the microscope for animalcules. Simi-
lar to them, in the property of locomotion, simidat-
iug that of animals, is another class of bodies, also

connected with the reproduction of acotyledonous
plants, called Phytozoa (q. v.).

ZO'RXDORF, a vUlage four Euglish miles north of

KUstriu, was the scene of the bloodiest of the many
desperate conflicts of the Seven Years' War (q. v.).

The Prussians having for the second time been
ordered by the Czarina Elizabeth to invade Prussia,

advanced towards Berlin, committing frightful

devastations, while Frederick the Great, with the
bulk of his forces, was engaged with the Austrians
in Silesia and Saxony. The Russians, under Fermor,
were 50,000 strong, and easily drove before them
Dohna's little Prussian army of 15,000 ; but
Frederick being speedily apprised of this new
invasion, hastened northwards with such a reinforce-

ment as raised the army to 30,000 ; and after
taking care, by the breaking down of bridges, &c.
to cut off their retreat, engaged the invaders. The
battle, which commenced at eight in the morning of

August 2.5, I75S, and lasted till evening, consisted
mainly in a succession of furious charges, accom-
panied with a tremendous artdlerj'-fire, and was
not decided tdl Seidlitz, by an able movement,
tiurned the Russian flank. The Russians, now
discovering that they were nearly surrounded,
fought with the utmost desperation, and ultimately
both armies bivouacked ou the field of battle. In
the morning, however, Fermor drew off his forces,

diminished by 20,000 men, 103 cannon, and 27
standards ; having inflicted on the Prussians a loss

of 13,000 men, 26 cannon, and a few standards.
Generals Soltikof, Czeruitohef, and Prince Sidkow-
ski were made prisoners by the Prussians on this

occasion ; and, oddly enough, the first named was
the conqueror of Frederick II. in the next great
battle between the two noi'thern powers, at
Kunersdorf (q. v.).

ZOROASTER, or rather ZARATHUSTRA
(which in Greek and Latin was eorrujited into
Zap.astrades and Zop.oastkes ; whfle the Per-
sians and Parsees altered it into Zerdusht), is the
name of the founder of what is now known as
the Parsee religaon. The original meaning of the
word is -unceitain, and though there have been
many conjectures formed about it, yet not one
of them seems to be borne out by recent investi-

gations. Most probably, it only indicates the
notion of ' Chief,' ' Senior,' ' High-jiriest,' and was a
common designation of a spiritual guide and head
of a district or province. Indeed, the founder
of Zoroastrianism is hardly ever mentioned without
his famdy name—viz., Spitama. He seems to have
been born in Bactria. The tenns he applied to him-
self are either Manthran, i. e., a reciter of Manthras

;

a messenger sent by Aliuramazda ; a speaker

;

one who listens to the voice of oracles given by
the spirit of nature ; one who receives sacred words
from Ahmamazda through the flames. His life ia

completely shrouded in darkness. Both the Greek
and Roman, and most of the Zend accounts about
his life and works are legendary and utterly unhis-
toricaL In the latter, he is to a great extent repre-
sented, not as a historical, but as a dogmatical
pei-sonality, vested with superhuman, or rather
tUvine powers, standing next to God, above the
archangels themselves. His temptations by the
devU, whose empire is threatened by him, form the
subject of many traditional reports and legends.
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He is represented as the abyss of all wisdom and
truth, and tlie master of the whole livinf; creation.

'We worshi))'—so runs one of tlie prayers iu the

Fra\'arilin Yasht— ' the rule and the guardian angel

of Zarathustra 8pitania, who first thought good
tliouf;hts, who first spoke good words, who first

jierformed good actions, who was the first priest, the

first warrior, the lirst cultivator of soil, the first

prophet, the lirst who was inspii-ed, the first wlio

lias given to luaulcind nature, and reality, and
word, and hearing of word, and wealth, and all

good tilings created by JIazda, which embellish

reality ; who lirst caused the wheel to turn among
gods and men, who lirst praised the purity of the

living creation aud destroyed idolatry, who coufessed

the Zarathustriau belief in Ahnram,azda, the religion

of the living (iod .against the devils Through
whom tlie whole true and revealed word was heard,

which is the life and guidance of the world
Through his knowledge and speech, the waters and
trees become desirous of growing ; througli his

knowledge and speech, all beings created by the

lloly Spirit are uttering words of happiness.'

In the old Yazua (see Zend-Avesta) .alone, he
ajipears like a liviug reality, a man acting a great

aud prominent part both in the history of his

country and tliat of mankind. His father's name
seems to have been Pourush.lspa, and that of his

daughter, the only one mentioned of liis children,

Pouruchist.a. Very obscure, however, remains, even
by this account, the time when he lived. T!ie dates

generally given are as follows. Xautlios of Lydia
places him abont GOO years before the Trojan war

;

Aristotle and Kudo.Kus jilace liim GOOO years before

Plato ; others, again, 5000 years before the Trojan
war. Bcrosos, a Babylonian historian, makes him
a ILabylonian king, and the founder of a dynasty
whicli reigned between 2200 an<l 2000 r..r. over

Pjabylon. T!ie Parsees place him at tlie time of

nystaspes, Darius's father, whom they identify with
a king mentioned in the Shali-X:imeli (q. v.), from
whom, however, Hyst.aspes is totally distinct. This
account would place him at about 550 B.C. Yet
there is scarcely a doubt that he must be considered

to belong to .a much earlier age, not later than 1000

B.C. ;
possibly, he w.as a contemiiorary of Moses. It

is almost certain that Z. was one of the Soshyaiitos,

or fire-priests, with whom the religious reform,

which he carried out boldly, first arose. These were
probably at lirst identical with the Vcdic Atharvans
(lire-jiriests), as indeed Zoroastrianism is merely an
advanced stage of Brahmanisni. Tlie former creed,

that of Ahura, by w.ay of eminence, transformed,

after the outbreak of the schism, the good beings

of the latter into devils or devas; e.g., the purely

Brahmanic Indra, Sharv.a, K:isatya, &c.—unless it

promoted them into saints aud angels (yagat.as).

The coiillict that led to this schism between the

Iranians and those Aryan tribes which immigr.ated

into Hindustan Proper, and whose leaders became
afterwards founders of Brahmanisni, sprung from
many social, political, aud religious causes. The
Aryans seem to have originally led a nomad life,

until some of them, reaching, in the course of their

migrations, Lauds lit for jiermauent settlements,

settled down into .agriculturists. Bactria and the

parts between the Oxns and Jaxai^tes seem to

have attracted them most. The Irauiaus became
gradually estranged from their brother tribes, who
atlhered to their ancieut nomad life ; aud by degrees,

the whilom affection h.aving turned iuto hatred,

considered those jieaceful settlements a fit jirey for

their de]]red,ations .and inro.ads. The hatred thus
nourished, by further degrees included aU and
everything belonging to these devastators ; even
their reUgiou, originally identical with that of the
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settlers. The ' Deva religion ' became, iu their eyes,
the source of all evil. Moulded into a new foVni,

styled the ' Ahura ' religion, the old elements were
nuich more changed than was the case when Judaism
became Christianity. Generation after generation
further added and took aw.ay, until Zar.athustra,
witli the energy and the clear eye that belongs to
e.Nalted leaders and founders of religions, gave to
that which had origin.ally been a mere reaction aud
sjiite against tlie ]irimitive ' Br.ahni.aiiic ' f.aith, a new
and independent life, and for ever fi.xed its dogmas,
not a few of which have sprung from his own
br.ains.

It is, as we said in the article on the Zknd-AvivST.^,
chiefly from the Gatlias that Zarathustr.a's re.al

theology, unniutilated by later ages, can be learned.

Ills leading idea was monotheism. Whatever m.ay
have caused the establishment of the dualism of

gods, the good and the evil, in the Persian religion

—

a dualism so clearly marked .at the time of fsai.ali,

that he found it necessary to jirotest emphatically
ng.aiust it— it w.as not Z. who proclaimed it. His
dnalism is of a totally different n.aturc. It M'as

merely the principle of his s]>eculative philosophy

—

a sui)position of two primeval causes of the real and
the intellectual world. His moral jihilosophy, on
the other hand, moved in a triad—thought, woitl,

and deed. There is no comiilete .system of Zoro.astriau

[ihUosophy to be found in the Zend-Avesta, any
more than there is a devehiped Platonic system laid

down explicitly in the Pl.atonic writings ; but from
Ai'hat is to be gathered in the documents referred to,

it cannot be doubted that Z. was a deep aud gi'cat

thinker, far .above his contempor.aries, aud even
many of the most enlightened men of subsequent
.ages. If jiroof were needed for the high appreciation
in which he was held in antiquity, it might be found
in the circnnistancc, tliat even the (ireeks .and

Itomaus, not particularly given to overrating foreign

learning and wisdom, held him in the very highest
estimation, as may be seen by their reiterated

praises of the wisdom of him whose name they
scarcely knew how to pronounce.
With reg.ard, then, to the lirst point, his mono-

theism, it sullices to mention, that while the lire-

priests before him, the Soshyantos, worshipped a
plurality of good spirits called Ahur.as, as opposed to

the Indian devas, he reduced this jilur.ality to a unity.

This one supreme being he called Aliuro Mazdao
(th.at Ahura which is Mazdao), or the creator of the
universe—the Auramazda of the cuneiform inscrip-

tions of the Aclienienidian kings, the Ahurniazd
of Sassanian times, and the Hormazd or Ormazd
of modern Parsees. This supreme god is by Z.

conceived to be 'the creator of the earthly and
spiritual life, the lord of the whole universe, at

whose hands .are all the creatures.' The following

extract from the Gatha (Ustavaiti) will leave no
doubt on that mueh-eontested point :

' Blessed is

he, blessed are all men to whom the liviug wise

God of his own comm.and slioidd gi'ant those two
everlasting powers (viz., immortality aud wliole-

someness) I beheve Thee, God, to be the

best thing of all, the source of light for the world.

Everybody shsill choose Thee as the source of light.

Thee, Thee, holiest spirit Mazda ! Thou ereatest

all good things by means of the power of Tliy good
mind at any time, and proniisest us, who believe in

Thee, a long life. I believe Thee to be the powerful

holy god Rlazda ! for Thou gnvest with Thy hand,

filled with helps, good to the pious man, as well .as

to the impious, by means of the warmth of the tire

strengthening the good things. From this reason,

the vigour of the good mind has fallen to my lot.

. . Who was in the beginning the father and the

creator of truth ? Who shewed to the sun and the
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stars their way ? Who causes the moon to increase
and wane, if not Thou ? . . . . Who is holding the
earth and the skies above it ? Who made the waters
and the trees of the field ? Who is in the winds
and in the storms that they so quickly run ? Who
is the creator of the good-minded beings. Thou
wise ? W'ho made the lights of good effect and the
darkness ? WTio made the sleep of good effect

and the activity ? Who made morning, noon, and
night ?' Ahuramazda is thus to Z. the light and the
soiu-ce of light. He is wisdom and intellect ; he
possesses all good things, temporal and spiritual,

among them the good mind, immortality, whole-
someness, the best truth, devotion, piety, and
abundance of all eai-thly good. AU these gifts he
grants to the pious man who is pm-e in thought,
word, and deed. He rewards the good, and punishes
the wicked ; and all that is created, good or evil,

fortune or misfortune, is his work alone.

We spoke of Z.'s philosophical dualism, and of
its having often been confounded with theological
duahsm, which it is certainly very far from bein"-.

Nothing was further from Z.'s mind than to assume
anything but one supreme being, one and indivis-
ible. But that everlasting problem of all thinking
minds—viz., the origin of e\'il, and its incompati-
bility •n-ith God's goodness, holiness, and justice

—

he attempted to solve by assuming two primeval
causes, which, though different, were united, and
produced the world of the material things as well
as that of the spirit. The one who produced the
1-ealUy (gaya) is called Vohu Mano, the good mind

;

the other, through whom the non-reaUty (ajy^iti)

originated, is the Akem Mano, the naught mind.
To the first belong all good, true, and perfect things;
to the second, all that is delusive, bad, wickecL
These tn-o aboriginal moving causes of the universe
are called twins. They are spread everJ^vhere, in
God as in men. AVhen united in Ahuramazda,
they are called CpentO Mainyus, and Angro
Mainyus— i. e., white or holy; and dark spirit.

It is only in later ^^-ritings that these two are
supposed to be opposed to each other, not within
Ahuramazda, but without—to stand, in fact, in
the relation of God and Devil to each other. The
inscriptions of Darius know but one god, without
any adversary whatsoever. But while "the one side
within him produced all that was bright and
shining, all that is good and useful in nature,
the other side produced all that is dark and appar-
ently noxious. Both are as inseparable as day and
night, and though ojiposed to each other, are indis-
pensable for the preservation of creation. The
bright spirit appears in the blazmg flame, the
presence of the dark is marked by the wood eon-
verted into charcoal. The one has created the Ught
of the day, the other the darkness of night; the
former awakeus men to their duty, the other luUs
them to sleep. Life is produced by the one, and
extinguished by the other, who also, by releas-
ing the soiU from the fetters of the body, enables
her to go up to immortality and everlasting life.

We have said already that the original moliotheism
of Z. did not last long. False interpretations, misun-
derstandings, changes, and corruptions crept in, and
duahsm was established in theologj'. The two prin-
ciples then for the first time became two powers,
hostile to each other, each riding over a realm of his
own, and constantly endeavouring to overthrow the
other. This doctrine, which appears first fully devel-
oped in the Vendidad, once accepted by some of
the most influential leaders, it soon followed that,
like terrestrial riders, each of the two powers must
have a councU and a coiu-t of his own. The num-
ber of councillors was six, each ha\'ing to rule over
some special province of creation ; but Ahuramazda,

who at first merely presided over this council, came
gradually to be included in their number, andwe then
read of seven instead of the usual six Ameshaspentas,
or Immortal Saints. These six supreme councillors,
who have also found their way into the Jewish
tradition embodied in the Talmud, are both by
etymology and the sense of the passages in which
they figure, distinctly seen to be but abstract nouns
or ideas, representing the gifts which God grants
to all those who worsliip with a pure heart, who
speak the truth, and perform good actions. The
first of these angels or principles (Vohu ilano) is
the vital faculty in all living beings of the food
creation. He is the .son of Ahuramazda, and jicne-
trates the whole living good creation. By him are
wrought all good deeds and words of men. The
second (Ardibehesht) represents the blazing flame
of fire, the light in luminaries, and brightness and
splendour of any and every kind. He represents,
as the light, the aU-pervading, all-penetrating Ahura-
mazda's omnipresence. He is the preserver of the
vitality of all life and all that is good. He thus
represents Providence. The third presides over
metals, and is the giver of wealth. His name is
Sharavar, which means possession, wealth. The
fourth (Issaudarmat = Devotion) represents the
earth. It is a sj-mbol of the pious and obedient heart
of the true Ahuramazda worshipper, who serves
God with his body and soul. The two last (Khordad
and Amerdat) preside over vegetation, and produce
aU kinds of fruit. But apart from the celestial
council stands Sraosha (Serost) the archangel, vested
with very high powers. He alone seems to have
been considered a person.ohty. He stands between
God and man, the great teacher of the prophet him-
self. He shews the way to heaven, and pronounces
judgment upon human action after death. He is, in
the Y.azna, styled the Sincere, the Beautifid, the
Victorious, who protects our territories, the True,
the Master of Truth. 'For his splendour and
beauty, for his power and victory,' he is to be wor-
shipped and invoked. 'He first sang the five
Gathas of Zarathustra Spitama;' that is, he is the
bearer and representative of the sacred tradition, in-
cluding the sacrificial rites and the prayers. He is the
protector of aU creation, for ' he slays the demon of
Destruction, who prevents the growth of nature, and
murders its life. He never slumbers, but is always
awake. He guards with his drawn sword the whole
worid against the attacks of the demons, endowed
w^ith bodies after sunset. He has a palace of 1000
pillars, erected on the highest summit of the moun-
tain Alborj. It has its own light from inside, and
from outside it is decor.ated with stars He
wallis teaching religion round about the world' In
men who do not honour him by prayer, the bad
mind becomes powerfid, and impregnates them with
sm and crime, and they shall become utterly lUs-
tressed both in this hfe and in the hfe to come.
In the same manner as Ahuramazda, his counter-

part, AngromainJ^ls, was in later times endowed
with a coimcil, imitated from the one just mentioned,
and consisting of six devas, or devils, headed by
Angromamyus himself, who is then styled Devanam
Devo = arch-devil. The first after him is called
Ako Jlano, or Naught Jlind, the original 'non-
reaUty,' or evil princijile of Zoroaster. He pro-
duces all bad thoughts, makes man utter bad words
and commit sin. The second place is taken by the
Indian god Indra; the thu-d, by Shiva or Shaiu-va •

the fourth, by Naonhaitya—the coUective name
of the Indian Ashuras or Dioscuri; the fifth and
six-th, by the two personifications of 'Darkness' and
'Poison.' There are many devas, or devils, besides
to be found in the Zend-Avesta, mostly allecorical or
S3Tnbolical names of evOs of aU lands. Awhile the
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heavenly council is always taking measures for pro-

moting life, the infernal council is always endea-

vouring to destroy it. They endeavour to spread

Lcs and falsehoods, and altogether coincide together

with their great chief, with the devil and the infer-

nal hierarchy of the New Testament.

Thus Monotheism W.1S in later times broken up and
superseded l>y Dualism. But a small party, repre-

sented by the Magi, remained steadfast to the old

doctrine, as opposed to that of the followers of the

false interpretation or Zend, the Zendiks. In order

to jjrove their own interpretation of Zoroaster's

doctrines, they had recourse to a false and ungi-am-

matical explanation of the term Zervana Akarana,
which, merely meaning time without bounds, was
by them pressed into an identity with the Su])reme

Being; whilst the passages on which the present

Destiu-3, or Pai-see priests, stiU rest their faulty inter-

pretation, simply indicate that God created in the

boundless time, i.e., that He is from eternity, self-

existing, neither born nor created. Two intellects

and two lives are further mentioned in the Zend-
Avesta. By the former are to be understood the

heavenly, spiritual ^^isdom, and the earthly -wisdom,

i. e., that which is learned by ordinary teaching and
experience. The two lives are in the same manner
distingidshed as the bodily and the mental, i. e., body
and souL From these two lives, however, are to be
distinguished the 'iii-st' and 'last' lives, terms which
refer to this life and the life to come. The belief in

the latter, and in immortality, was one of the prin-

cipal dogmas of Z., and it is held by many that

it was not through Persian influence that it became
a Jewish and a Christian dogma. Heaven is called

the ' House of Hymns,' a place where angels praise

God incessantly in song. It is also called the ' Best

Life,' or Paradise. ' Hell ' is called the House of

Destruction. It is the abode chiefly of the

priests of the bad (deva) religion. The modern
Persians call the former Behesht; the latter, Duzak.
Between heaven and hell, there is the bridge of

the gatherer or Judge, over which the soul of the

pious passes tmharmed, while the wicked is preci-

pitated from it into hell. The resurrection of the

body is clearly and emphatically indicated in the

Zend-Avesta ; and it belongs, in all probability, to

Z.'s original doctrine—not, as has been held by
some, to Later times, when it was imported into

his religion by other religions. A detaUed de-

scription of the resurrection and last judgment
is contained in the Bundehesh. The same argu-

ment—the almightiness of the Creator—which is

now employed to shew the possibility of the ele-

ments, dissolved and scattered as they may be, being

all brought back again, and made once more to

form the body to which they once belonged, is made
use of there to prove the Kesurrection. There is

still an important element to be noticed—viz.,

the Messiah, or Sosiosh, fi-om whom the Jewish and
Christian notions of a Messiah are held, by many,
to have been derived. He is to awaken the dead
bodies, to i-estore all life destroyed by death, and to

hold the last judgment. Here, again, a later period

introduced a plurality, notably a Trinity. Three
great prophets are also to appear when the end of the

world draws nigh, respectively bearing the names
of Moon of Happy Rule, Aurora of Happy Kule, and
Sosiosh, who is supijosed to be the son of Zarathus-

tra, begotten in a supernatural way ; and he will bring

with him a new jjortion of Zend-Avesta, hitherto

hidden from man. Even a superficial glance at this

sketch n'ill shew our readers what very close

parallels between Jewish and Christian notions on
the one hand, and the Zoroastrian on the other, are

to be drawn ; but, as we have noticed under Parsee-s

(q. v.), an attentive rea<ling of the Zend-Avesta

reveals new and striking points of contact almost on
every page.

We have in the foregoing sketch mainly followed
Haug, the facile princeps of Zend studies in these
days ; but we have also taken into account the views
of Windischmann, Spiegel, and other prominent in-

vestigators, and principally by quoting the woriU of

the sacred sources themselves, when feasible, put our
readers in a position to judge on the main points
for themselves. We cannot, however, do betti-r

th.in thus briefly summarise, in conclusion, tlie

principal doctrines of Z., as drawn from a certain
speech (contained in the Gathas\ which, in all prob-
ability, emanates from Z. himself.

' 1. Everywhere in the world, a duality is to be
perceived, such as the Good and the Evil, hght and
darkness ; this life and that life, human wisdom
and diWne wisdom. 2. Only this life becomes a

' prey of death, but not that hereafter, over which
the destructive spirit has no power. 3. In the
universe, there are from the beginning two spirits

at work, the one making life, the other destroying
it. 4. Both these spirits are accompanied by intellec-

tual powers, representing the ideas of the Platonic
system on which the whole moral world rests. They
cause the struggle between good and evil, and all

the conflicts in the world, which end in the final

victory of the good prineii)le. 5. The principal

duty of man in this life is to obey the word and
commandments of God. 6. Disobedience is punished
with the death of the sinner. 7. Ahuramazda
created the idea of the good, but is not identical

with it. This idea produced the good mind, the
Di\'ine Spu-it, working in man and nature, and devo-
tion—the obedient heart. S. The Divine Spirit can-
not be resisted. 9. Those who obey the word of
God will be free from all defects, and immortal. 10.

God exercises his rule in the world through the
works prompted by the Divine Spirit, who is work-
ing in man and nature. 11. Men should praj' to
God and worship Him. He hears the prayers of the
good. 12. All men live solely through the bounty
of God. 1.3. The soul of the pure will hereafter
enjoy everlasting Ufe ; that of the wicked will have
to undergo everlasting jjunishment—i. e., as modem
Parsee theologians explain, to the day of the resur-

rection. 14. All creatures are Ahuramazda's. 15.

He is the reality of the good mind, word, and deed.'

See PAnsEts, GcEDKES, Zexd, Zend-Avesta, &c.

ZOSIMUS, of Constantinople, a Greek historian,

who Uved in the 5th c. a.d. He wTote the History
of the Koman Emperoi-s, in six books, from Augustus
to 410 a. d. His style is concise, clear, and inter-

esting. He seeks to unfold the causes of the decline

of the empire, and being himself a jiagan, he adduces
as the chief, the neglect of the pagan religion wTiich

attended the progress of Christianity. The unspar-
ing severity with which he assails various Christian
emperors, especially Constantine, has been considered
by some (e. g. Bentley) to detract from his credibihty

as a historian. From his own point of view, he shews
a considerable degree of acuteness in his remarks.
Kothing is knowTi of his personal history.

ZOSIMUS, Pope, and successor of Innocent I.,

requii'es a brief notice on accotmt of his connection
with the history of the heresiarch Pelagius (q. v.).

Z. was a Greek by bu-th, and was elected Bishop
of Eome, March 1, 417. The African bishops had
condemned the opinions of Pelagius, and this

judgment had been ratified by Pope Innocent. In
the interval, however, Pelagius ajipealed to the
pope; and his disciple, Celestius, came in person
to Rome, where he presented a confession of faith

in his own justification. Z., having convened a
councd of bishops and submitted this to them, was
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induced by the specious explanations of Celestius

to suspend the judgment, and even to write to the

African bishops, recommending a reconsideration

of the case. This apparent conflict of Z. with his

predecessor, although it has been used by the

GaUican as well as Protestant controversialists as

an argument against papal infallibiUty, was never-

theless only temporary. On further examination

of Celestius, Z. became sensible that he had been
deceived ; and even before the reply of the African

bishops, confirmed and renewed their original

condemnation of the Pelagian doctrine. He died

December 26, 418. His Letters, which are curious

and interesting, are found in Constant's Eptstol<E

Bomanorum Pontifictivi.

ZOUAVES (Arab. Zicaica), a body of troops in

the French army, which derives its name from a
tribe of Kabyles, inhabiting the mountains of Jur-

jura, in the Algerian province of Constantine. Long
previous to the invasion of Algiers by the French,

these Kabyles had been employed as hired merce-

naries in the service of the rulers of Tripoli, Tunis,

and Algiers ; and after the conquest of the last-

named country in 1830, the French, in the hope of

establishing a friendly feeling between the natives

and their conquerors, took the late Dey's merce-
naries into their ser\'ice, giving them a new organ-

isation. Accordingly, General Clausel created, in

1830, two battalions of Z., in which each company
consisted of French and Kabyles in certain propor-

tions, officers, subalterns, and soldiers being selected

from either race ; the Z., though retaining their

Moorish dress, were armed and disciplined after the
European fashion ; and the battalions were recruited

by volimtary enlistment. As it was soon found,

however, that the system of commingling the two
races did not effect the object intended, the French
and Kabyles were formed into separate companies;
and in 1837, they were divided into three battalions,

and put under the command of a colonel. Their
first colonel was Lamoriciere, who mainly effected

their reorganisation, and under whom, as well as his

successor, Cavaignac (q. v.), they distinguished them-
selves in many a bloody conflict with the Arabs of

the south. Gradually, however, the native element
was eliminated, and since 1840, they may be con-

sidered as French troops in a Moorish dress. In
1852 and in 1855, their numbers were greatly aug-
mented, and they now amount to about 1.5,000 men,
divided into four regiments of three battalions each.

They are recruited from the veterans of the ordinary
infantry regiments who are distinguished for their

fine ' physique ' and tried courage and hardihood

;

clad in a loose jacket and waistcoat of dark-blue
cloth ornamented with yellow braid, loose madder-
coloured trousers, brown cloak, madder-coloured
Fez cap with a yellow tassel, surrounded by a green
turban, a li^ht blue sash of wool, yellow leather

leggings, and white gaiters ; and armed with a
carbine and sword-bayonet. The uniform of the
officers and subalterns is the same as that of the
hussars.

One regiment of Z., of two battalions, is incor-

porated in the Imperial Guard. The name Z. was
also given to several regiments which served on the
side of the Federals in the recent American civil

war ; but except by their brilliant and picturesque
dress, they were not distinguishable from the other
volunteer regiments of the army.

ZSCHOKKE, JoHAXX Heinkich Dauiel, one
of the most eminent German authors of this century,
was bom at Magdeburg on March 22, 1771. On
leaving school at the age of 17, he joined a company
of players in the capacity of a dramatic author.
He travelled with them for some time, after which

he returned to his family, and entered the university
of Frankfurt. There he seems to have studied all

subjects from divinity to administration [Kameral-
wusenschaften). He at the same time acted as a
private teacher, and published plays which brought
him some reputation, but no pay. In 1795, he was
disappointed in obtaining the post of Ordinary Pro-
fessor, for which he applied, and set out on a tour
through Germany and France. He settled finally

at Eeichenau, in the Grisons, where he opened a
boarding-school. So much pleased were the govern-
ing bodies of the canton with his establishment,
that they presented him with the citizenship. In
return for this favour, he wrote a History of the
Grisons, published at Zurich in 1798 (Geschkhte des
Frehtaats der drei Biinde in RhiUien). In the same
year, however, Z. became unjiopidar in the canton
by advocating its annexation to the Helvetic Ee-
public established by the French, and his school
was in consequence closed. He removed to Aarau,
then the seat of government, where he was emploj'ed
as a commissioner to settle the affairs of Unter-
walden, Uri, Schwyz, and Zug, a trust which he
discharged with the utmost abihty and good temper.
The beuevolent interest, indeed, which he mani-
fested in the sufferings of the popiUation has made
his name memorable as a national benefactor. It
would be tedious to enumerate the political and
administrative affairs in which Z. was actively
engaged after this period ; we find him at one time
protesting against the arbitrary proceedings of the
French, and at another pointing out the jjrudence
of concession, but always taking a course marked
by practical sagacity and wisdom. In 1804, he was
presented with the citizenship of Aargau and ap-
pointed Inspector of Woods and Mines. In the same
year, he founded the Swiss Messenger (Schweizer-

boien), a publication which rapidly became popular.

It was followed by the iliscellany of the Latest
News (Miscellen fur die nrntsle Weltkunde), which
was continued down to 1813. In 1811, he added a
monthly periodical, the Erheiterungen, to these pub-
lications. He died at Aarau, June 27, 1848. Z.'s

works are very numerous, and are always character-

ised by soimd information, good sense, and a vigor-

ous and effective eloquence. The most important of

his historical works, not mentioned above, are His-
toiy of the Forest Cantons, a History of Bavaria, a
Popular History of Switzerland. His novels or tales

are more numerous and better known ; among the
best are The Creole, Alamontade, Jonathan Frock,
Clementine, Oswald, and MeUter Jordan. As a poet
and play-writer, Z. has less merit The most popu-
lar of aU his writings was the Hours of Devotion,
a Sunday periodical : it supplied a complete expo-
sition of modem rationalism, and yet displayed such
zeal and eloquence in the cause of sound morality,
that it met with approbation from persons of all

creeds. It has gone through 40 German editions,

and, with many other works of Z., has been trans-
lated into English. A collected edition of the works
of Z. was published at Aarau in 1825.—See Life of
Zschokke by Munch (Haag, 1831).

ZSCHOPPAU, a town of Saxony, in the circle

of Zwickau, and about 26 miles east of the town
of that name, on the river Zschoppau. It has a
castle and two churches ; manufactures of hosiery,

cloth, lace, &c. ; weaving, wool-spinning, dyeworks,
bleach-fields. Pop. 7000.

ZUG, the smallest of the Swiss cantons, is about
14 miles in length by 10 in width. It had, in 1860,

a pop. of 19,608. The south-eastern part of the
"

canton borders on the Alpine region, and is billy

and pastoral ; the north-western part, sloping to

the plain of Switzerland, and enclosing a great part
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of the Lake of Zug, is a rich and beautiful country
of coru-liuUis and orchards. The chief exports of

Z. are dried fruit, cattle, and the products of the
dairy. Z. is a representative democracy, all citizens

above 19 enjoying the francliise. There are two
councils, one consisting of 162 members, which dis-

charges legislative functions, and another consisting

of 54 members, which conducts the administration.
The inhabitants speak Swiss-German, and are
Roman Catliolic. The battle of Jlorgarten, which
founded the independence of Switzerland, was fought
on the frontier of this canton in 1.315 ; but it was
not till 1,352 that Z. joined the Swiss Confederation.
—Zug, the capital of the canton, has a pop. of

from 3000 to 4000.

ZUIDER ZEE, a large gulf penetrating deep
into the Ketherlands, between 52" 2G'—53""20' N.
lat., is about GO miles in length, and 210 miles in

circumference. The islands Texel, \lieland, Ter
Schelling, Ameland, and Schiermonnikoog, reaching
in a chain from the most northern point of Holland,
are the remains of the former line of coast, which
form a brealvwater against the North Sea. From
Dunkirk in French Flanders to the north of Hol-
land, the interior is defended from the sea by sand-
hills or downs. Here, as at the mouth of the
Scheldt, the sand-barrier was broken, and the
waters overllowing the low lands, separated the
province of Friesland from the peninsula of North
Holland, and, ba\'ing united with the small inner
lake Flevo, formed the present Zuider Zee. This
flood occurred on November 1, 1170.

In the Z. Z., lie the islands Wieringen, Urk,
Schokland, and Marken, with a pop. of about 5000
soiUs. Fishing is the principal industrj-. The light-

tower, on the east point of Marken, stands in 52°

27' 37" N. lat. ; and the inhabitants are a hardy,
industrious, and independent people, who live by
fishing and exporting me.adow-hay. They cling

tenaciously to their- old customs, and never marry
except among themselves. The houses .are built on
artificial mounds, or ' hills of refuge ;' and the island

being liable to frequent and heavy floods, few cows
or sheep are kept, no gardens or trees planted, the
necessaries of life being almost all brought from the
mainland.

From the south- east of the Z. Z., a long n.arrow

.arm, called the Y (pronounced 7), nms nearly due
west, through the peninsula of Holland, towards
the sand-hills which defend the land from the North
Se.a. A strong sea-dyke and locks are in progress

of construction to cut off the Z. Z. from the Y,
through which a broad ship-canal is being made
between Amsterdam and the North Sea, on which a
new harbour is to be formed. As the works pro-

ceed, .about 15,000 acres of land wiU be drained, and
converted into pastures. There is also a plan
devised for dyking in and draining the central

portion of the Z. Z., from the mouth of the Yssel
to Enkhuisen, by which room woidd be made for

200,000 inhabitants, and a new pro\'ince, containing

500,000 acres, added to the Netherhands.

ZU'LU, or A1L\ZULU, is the name of that
portion of the Kaffir race who inhabit Natal and
the region north-east of it, until they gradually
merge into the mere negro of the east coast, north
of the Zambesi. The Kaffir organisation appears to

hold an intermediate place between that of the
negro and a higher t}i3e ; and as we go south and
west, from the swamps and malaria of Delagoa B.ay

and Sofala to the more healthy and bracing regions

of Natal and Independent Kaffraria, the Kaffir

features appear, as it were, to grow more refined

—

the mouth protrudes less, the lips are less thick,

and the nose assimilates more to that of the
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European, although the distingiushing type of
woolly hair m.ay still continue.

Tlie Z. Kartir is a far more .ami.ablc sava,^e than
his lirothcr tlie Amakosa of the Cape frontier dis-

tricts. He is less warlike and predatory, more
industrious, and far more willing to act in the
capacity of a f.arm-labourer or domestic scrv.ant.

In language, customs, habits, &c., although certain
tribal and local differences occur, yet they may be
called common to all the nation, as a Z. K.alHr lias

no dilliculty in understanding a native of British
K.affraria; and his views of a future state, pur-
chase of wives, &c,, are pretty similar. Tlie Z. is

by nature social, light of heart, and cheerful ; Iiis

affections are gentle, stead}', and endiu-ing ; his
passions arc, however, strong, and called out when
in a state of war. He is comjiar.atively chaste

;

crimes which stain Eurojiean or Eastern civilisation

are unknown to him. He is hospit.able and honest,
yet greedy and stingy ; he is kind to his own f.amily,

yet cruel to dumb animals ; and whatever the better
nature of his impulses may be, yet when his great
chief commands war, he is converted into a demon.
He is proud, and very easily can distinguish between
an English gentleman and the loafing tribe with
which too many of our colonies are afflicted. The
writer of this article, by the exercise of a little

kindness and firmness, has experienced the most
utter devotion from individu.als of the Kaffir race
generally. Their reasoning powers are good, and
with an improved education, a Z. rationalist might
not disgrace a chair in the Sorbonne.

It is from the Z. country, however, that those ter-

rible tj-rants who so long devastated South-eastern
Africa, the chiefs Chaka, Dingaan, Moselikatze,
&c. issued. The training of their subjects to a
peculiar mode of w.arfare spread desohation and
h.avoc for many years amongst the Betjuana and
other tribes of the interior, until eventually these
mighty chiefs with their thousands of followers,
fightmg, like Homer's heroes, hand to hand, armed
with stabbing assagais and shields of ox-hide,
the colours of which distinguished the different
regiments they were formed into, melted away
with broken power into comparative iusignifi-

cance before the terrible rifles of a few himdred
emigrant Dutch Boors, who, in their turn, gave w.ay
to the energetic action of the British authorities
(see Nat.vl). The Zulus, .although they have very
often serious intestine wars amongst themselves,
yet live on very friendly terms with the Natal
colonists, amongst whom a considerable number of
refugees from the country east of the Umtugela
dwell in peace and safety, .and arc, in many cases,

fast acquiring a companative independence.
A number of missionary societies of the Wesleyan,

American, Norwegian, and Episcopal churches labour
amongst these triljes ; and considerable interest has
lately been felt with reg.ard to Bishop Colenso's
peculiar views for the evangelising these heathens,
and his Z. is becoming almost as famous as Macau-
lay's New Zealander.

The Aniafengu tribe, now settled along the Cape
frontier, are a broken tribe of Zulus, driven far to
the south-west by Chaka or Dinga.an, then reduced
to slaverV by the Amakosa Kaffirs, and freed by Sir

B. Diirb.an in the Kaffir w.ar of 1834—1835. The
principal Z. tribes are the Amazulu, the Amahute,
Amazwazi, and Amatahele. The last, under the
chief Jloselik.atze, have emigrated far to the north,

where, amongst the mountains which separate the
valley of the Limpopo from the basin of the Zam-
besi, they still issue forth, and carry their depreda-
tions as far north as the Lake Nyassa, where they
were found by Dr Livingstone three or four years
ago. It is .almost impossible to give an accurate idea
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of the number of those tribes inhabiting south-east

Africa : it has been variously estimated from half

a million to two millions or more. Of the language
spoken by the Z. and other Kaffir tribes, it miist be
observed that that in use by the Natal and Zulu-
lanil Kaffirs is much more pure than that spoken
by the Kaffirs on the Cape frontier, where Hottentot
clicks and vulgar colonial Dutch words have got

very much mixed uj) with it.

ZU'LTJLAND. The country lying north-east of

the colony of Natal, between its east boundary, the
I'lntiigela and Umzimyati rivers, lat. 29° 10' E., and
Delagoa Bay, lat. 26' S., long. 32° 40' E., is generally

knoivn under the name of Z., or the Zulu couutiy,

inhabited by independent tribes of Zulu Kaffirs,

those living in the immediate vicinity of the Natal
colony being subjects of the paramount chief Um-
panda, and his sou Ketchwayo, the successor of the

tyrants Chaka and Dingaan. The great coast chain
of mountains, which form in the Cape Colony the
Stormbergcn, and further to the north-east the
Kahlamba and Drachenbergen, still continue well

defined to the north-east, running parallel to the

coast, but 120 miles distant from it, separating the

coast region of Z. from the higher plateaux inhabited
by the Dutch Boers of the Transvaal Eepubhc, and
rising to an average height of COOO or 70U0 feet.

East of the Umtugela Paver, the country spreads

out into large, undidating, gi'assy plains, but sparsely

wooded ; while towards the foot of the mountains
the kloofs afford some excellent timber. The
])rincipal rivers are the Umvoluzi or St Lucia River,

which enters the sea about SO miles north-east

of the Natal frontier ; and the jSIapoota and its

branches, which drain the north part of the region,

and fall into Delagoa Bay. The country along the

coast between the St Lucia Eiver and Delagoa Bay
is very flat, marshy, and imhealthy. A considerable

range of mountains, called the Lebombo, run from
the Umvoluzi Eiver almost in a northerly direction

to beyond Delagoa Bay, about half way between
the coast and the first range we have mentioned,
forming a supporting buttress to a plateau of high

level, similar to those so common in the Cajje Colony
and Natal.

This is generally a fertile region, and, as far

as the coast-line, is healthj-. Sugar, cotton, and
other tropical products can be grown as advanta-
geously as in the Natal colony, to which it fonns,

as it were, an intermediary linlc between the fever-

regions of the east coast and the more healthy

climate of Natal and the Cape Colony. The St

Lucia Eiver marks the boundary-line beyond which,

to the north-east, Europeans cannot live. Although
our traders have tolerably well explored the Zulu
country, yet no good map of the region exists, a;nd

we know very little of its geology or mineral pro-

ductions. None of the rivers are available for

inland navigation, although a large lagoon inside

the mouth of the St Liicia Eiver can be ascended

for a few miles. The rivers wliich How into Delagoa

Bay from the north are sluggish streams, often

with no perceptible current, and can be ascended

a considerable distance. A large quantity of ivory,

rhinoceros' horns, hides, &c. are collected in this

region by traders from Natal ; and cattle, Indian

corn, &c. thrive well in the country before the

swampy region commences. The principal tribes

are all of the Zulu race—the Amazulu inhabiting the

region bordering on Natal; the Amahute, Amaz-
wazi, &c. the country in the neighbourhood of

Delagoa Bay. The Portuguese have a very decayed

fort aud settlement on Delagoa Bay, garrisoned by
a few mulatto soldiers, and carrying on some trade

witli the natives and Dutch Boers in gunpowder,
muskets, calico, &c., in exchange for ivory, horns,

and other native produce ; and a contraband one
in slaves is also, we fear, winked at by the autho-
rities, as captures are often made along the coast by
our cruisers. The Dutch emigrant Boers, who very
much require a port on the sea-board of South-east

Africa, woidd long since have seized on Delagoa Bay,
if it were not from a wholesome dread of the very
unhealthy climate, which appears to affect those
stalwart sons of the highlands of South-east Africa

more even than it does Europeans or Korth
Americans.

ZUMALA-CAEKEGUY, Do>r ToM.vs, the most
distinguished of the generals who supported the
cause of Don Carlos during the Spanish CivU War
of 1833—1840, was born in 1"S9 at Ormaiztegua,
in the Biscayau produce of Guipuzcoa. Of an
aristocratic, though not wealthy family, he was
deeply imbued from infancy with royalist senti-

ments, which gathered strength with increasing

years, till they led him, like the Vendean leaders,

to sacrifice fortune and life for a prince wholly
unworthy of such devotion. At the time of the inva-

sion of the Peninsula by Napoleon, Z. was a student
of law at Pampeluna, and like many of the Spanish
youth, he deserted his studies to take up arms
against the invader, serving in Mina's corps till the

close of the war. He afterwards served under
Quesada in the ' Army of the Faith;' and on the
re-establishment of absolutism, was raised to the
rank of colonel, and appointed governor of Eerrol.

He displayed excellent admimstrative qualities

;

but his decided leaning to the party of the Carlists

(though he repelled indignantly all proposals to

proclaim Don Car"los king during the life of Ferdi-

nand VIL) becoming known, he was tried by a
council of war, and acquitted. In 1S32, when the
army was purged of all officers suspected of Carlisni,

Z. was dismissed, and retired to Pampeluna, where
he lived in retirement till the death of Ferdinand
and the rising of the Basque population called him
to head the Carlist insurrection (October 11, 1833).

His motley army was wdthout uniform, ill fed, and
ill paid; yet the profound esteem in which 'el

Tio Tomas ' was held by his followers enabled him
to maintain an effective discipline. The over-

whelming superiority in number of the Chris-

tines, however, forced him to adopt a defensive

system of tactics ; so, holding the command of

Biscay and Navarre, and the strongholds of Fuen-
terrabia and Irun, to assure his retreat into France,

if necessary, he kept his opponents at bay, defeated

Eodd in the valley of Amescoas (August 1, 1S34),

routed another force of Chi-istinos at Viana (Sep-

tember 7), gained a second victory in the Amescoas
Valley in the following spring, completely defeating

Valdez, after a battle of four days, and routed
Iriarte near Guernica. These brilliant successes

of his skilful and devoted partisan flattered the too

sanguine and somewhat weak-minded Don Carlos

with the hope of speedily seating hunself on the

throne, rendered him less willing than formerly to

be guided by the counsels of Z., and led him to

interfere with the latter's schemes, to his own detri-

ment. Accordingly, after another year's successful

fighting with the Christines, Z. was ordered to lay

siege to Bilbao ; but on June 15, 1835, he received

a gun-shot wound so severe that he died ten days
afterwards. With Z.'s death, all hope of success for

the Carlists was extinguished ; and though the war
dragged on desultorily for some years longer, the

result was never doubtfuL Z. was as distinguished

for generosity aud disinterestedness as for fidelity

;

and so much had he impoverished himself by hber-

ality to his soldiers, that neither his wardrobe nor
his treasury supplied the means for his decent inter-

ment.—See Henningsen's Twelve ilonths' Campaign
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tcith Zumala-Carrerfuy in Navarre and Oie Baegue
Provinces (2 vols., ]^nd. 1S3C).

ZU'RICn, .1 canton on the north-eastern frontier

of Snitxerlaud, is drained by the Khine and its

tributaries. Its pop., in 18C0, was Geii.iC). It is

traversed by riilges of lofty hills, ninninj; north-west
and south-cast, between which lie three valleys, form-

ini; almost its whole surface—those of the Toss, the
Glatt, and the Limmat. The I^ke of Zurich pcne-'

tratcs Z. for a distance of 26 miles, and connects it

with the cantons of Schwyz and .St GaU. Z. has not
a fertile soil, but it is carefully cultivated. A con-

siderable quantity of corn is raised in the canton,
though not enough to sup[)ly the wants of the popu-
lation. Vineyards and orchards are numerous ; but
the pasture-lands are of much greater importance,
and cattle form the chief wealth of the agricidtural

population. Z. was one of tlie earliest seats of the
cotton manufacture in Europe, and the spinning and
weaving of cotton are still prosecuted with great
success. The silk manufactures are nearly as im-
portant ; and more recently, the progress made in

the manufacture of r.aihvay locomotives and other
machineiy, has been a cause of some .alarm to
English engineers. The mechanics of Z. divide
their attention between agriculture and manufac-
turin" industry, and are among the most prosperous
and best educated working-men in Eiuope, The
government of the canton is a representative demo-
cracy—all adult citizens of 20 enjoying the franchise.
The great council of 212 members is elected chieflj-

by the citizens, but to a small extent by its own
members. It appoints an executive council of IK
members, which continues to act for six years, and
which is presided over by the burgomaster. The
chief towns are—Zurich, the capital, and Winter-
thur (pop. from 5U00 to COOO). But there are a
large number of popidous and thriving villages

scattered over the canton, which are now connected
by a railway system. (1S70—pop. 2S4,7S6.)

ZURICH, the capital of the canton of the
same name, is situated at tlie point wliere the
limmat issues from the Lake of Zurich, and
unites with its tributary, the SihL Its pop. in

I860 was 19,75S. It is one of the most ])rosperous

manufacturing and commercial towns of Switzer-
land ; yet the nan-o\v streets and lofty houses of

its older quarters, on the high groimd east of the
river, give it the quaint appearance of a medieval
city. There are manj' interesting old buildings

—

the most remarkable being the cathedral, erected
iu the llth century. The imiversity, the gym-
nasium, and the school of industry have long
enjoyed a high reputation. The town library is

extensive ; and nmuerous museums of natural history,

&c., indicate the intelligence and cultivated tastes

of the population. (1870—pop. 21,199.)

ZU'RUMA, a town of Ecuador, South America,
in the dept. of Assuay, on the west slope of the
Andes, about 30 miles from the west coast, and 90
south of Guayaquil. It is situated in a mining
district^its gold and silver mines having rendered
it formerly very iiojiulous, but its importance has
greatly declined. Pop. about GOUO.

ZUTPHEN, a fortified town in the Xetheriands,
province of Geldtrland, is beautifully situated on
the right bank of the Yssel, where th.at river is

joined by the Berkel, in a picturesque district of

country, chiefly under cultivation, and variegated
with abundance of wood. It is one of the oldest

towns in the kingdom, but has many elegant modem
buildings. The fortifications arc promenades, from
many points of which lovely prospects are obtained.

Z. has an extensive trade in wood, bark, and
grain. There are factories for weaving and spinning,

grain, wool, oil, and paper mills, many tanneries, .t

soap-boiling establishment, and a large carpetmanu-
factoiy. The j)rincipal building is the Great Church,
supposed to have been founded in 110.'5 ; it and the
Broedcrenkerk (Church of the Brethren) belong to
the Reformed Communion ; the Roman Catholics,

Lutherans, and Baptists have each a church, and the
Jews a synagogue. Besides good schools for tlie

ordinary branches of education, there arc a grammar-
school, school of design, a theatre, and a concert-

hall. The town has several charitable institutions

for the sick, orphans, and old people ; also the
provincial lunatic asylum, which can receive 220
patients. On the 1st of January 1866, pop. 15,.304.

At Rysselt, a village near Z., is a reformatory,

called the Xetherlands Mettray, in which a number
of boys are educated, taught farm-l.ibour, and
various handicrafts. On the 2uth of May 1SG6, they
amounted to 149. Since 1851, when the colony was
founded, 117 have been Avithdrawn by their )iarents,

and 204 placed in situations by the directors :

Farm-labourers, 54 ;
gardeners, 61 ; joinci-s, 14

;

smiths, 6 ; house-painters, 2 ; shoemakers, 8 ;

tailors, 9 ; b.akers, 6 ; carrier, 1 ; brickl.aycr, 1

;

miller, 1; house-servants, 3; seamen, 11; soldiers,

21 ; office-clerks, 4 ; assistant-teacher, 1 ;
jihoto-

graphist, 1. The reformatory is maintained from
annual contributions, legacies, and a small sum
charged for each boy. The legacies received during
1865 amoimted to £595 ; gifts for the buildings,

£104; contributions, £1222; for the boys, £1024;
and flora the produce of the farm and garden, £438.

ZVEXIGORO'DKA, an old town of Russia,

government of Kiev, on the Tikritch, a tributary

of the Bug, about 98 miles south of the town of

ICiev. Pop. 10,010. The trade and manufactures
are not worthy of notice.

ZV'O'RNIK, a town of European Turkey, in the
province of Bosnia, on a narrow strip of land on the
left bank of the Drina, about 60 miles north-east

of Bosna-Serai. The tovni is strongly fortified,

standing on the face of a steep hill, at the summit
of which is a strong fortress commanding the valley

of the Drina. It has several mosques, Greek and
Roman Catholic churches, lead mines, and a con-
siderable trade in timber. Pop. about 12,000.

ZWEI'BRUCKEN. See Deux-Ponts.

Z AV I'C K A U, a pictiu-esque, irregularly-built,

ancient-looking town of Saxony, in a pleasant valley
on the left bank of the ilulde, 60 miles south-west
of Dresden. The river is crossed here by three
bridges. The towTi is the capital of the circle of
Zwickau, and is the seat of a district court, court
of api)eal, and other public offices. Of its churches,
the most noteworthy is that of St JIary, the finest

Gothic edifice in the Erzgebirge, dating from 1453,
distinguished by its tall tower, from which an ex-

tensive view can be obtained ; it contains a very
fine altar-piece by the old German m.astcr Wohlge-
muth, and other interesting works of art. There
are also a splendid court-house and exchange ; a
cloth hall, a district infinnary ; a gymnasium, with
a library of 20,000 vols. ; a burgher, Catliolic,

trade, and other schools ; an old castle, which has
been converted into a workhouse. The town is

prosperous, and the population increasing. There
are cloth manufactories, breweries, dye-works,
chemical works, tanneries, oil and saw mills. The
chief source of its wealth, however, and that of the
neighbouring villages, are the rich beds of coal in

the surrounding district. There are also large ii'on-

works in the neighbourhood. The town is connected
by railway with Leipzig, Dresden, and other import-
ant places, and has a considerable transit trade.

Pop. (1864) 22,432.
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ZWIU'GLI, TJleich, one of the most important
of the reformers, was born 1st January 1484, at

Wildhaus, in the canton of St Gall, Switzerland,
and was one of eight sons of the amtmann of that
place. He studied first at Bern ; then at the uni-

versity of Vienna, where he devoted himself to
philosophy ; and afterwards at Basel, where, under
Wj-ttenbach, he directed his attention to theology.

He became pastor in 150G in Glarus. At this time,
his studies were chiefly directed to the Latin classics

and the church Fathers ; but having begun to learn
Greek in 1513, he from that time devoted himself to
the New Testament He wrote out the Epistles of

Paul in the original language, and learned them by
heart, which was of great service to him afterwards
in his disputations. In the capacity of army chap-
lain, he attended the campaigns in Lombardy of
the inhabitants of Glarus for the pope against the
French, in 1512, 1513, and 1513, for which service
he received a pension from the pope tiU 1517. In
1516, the liberal-minded administrator, Geroldseck,
invited him to be preacher in the convent of Maria-
Einsiedeln, famous for its pilgi-images. Here Z.

began to preach against man}' abuses prevailing in
the church ; he also called on the bishops of Sitten
and Constance to bestir themselves for the improve-
ment of the church imder the giudance of the Word
of God. So little was he then suspected, that the
papal legate, Antonio Pidci, conferred on him, in

1518, the diploma of chaplain to the Holy See. He
was soon afterwards called to Zurich; and he
entered on his office as pastor in the great cathedral
there, 1st Januarj' 1519, with a discoui'se, in which
he declared himself for the pure gospel unfettered
bj' glosses. In this office, to which was joined in

1521 that of canon in the cathedial, he laid the
foundation of his subsequent work as reformer. The
same cause that had stirred Luther into actirity
gave the impidse to Zwingli. In 1518, Bemardin
bamson, a Franciscan from Jlilan, came to Switzer-
land for the purpose of selling indiUgences for the
benefit of the papal court. Z., who was still in

Einsiedeln on Samson's first appearance, opposed
him both there and afterwards in Zurich with the
whole force of his pidpit eloquence, and succeeded
so well that Samson was not allowed to enter the
town of Zlirich. From this time, Z., although
attacked by the monks and many of his brother
canons, advanced with rapid steps in his reforming
career ; for the magistracy of Ziirich supported his

measures to such a degree that, as early as 1520,
they issued an order throughout their jurisdiction

that the Word of God should be taught without
human additions. In 1522, the Reformation was
formally established in Zurich. At this time, Z.

•\vrote his first book against the fasts of the Roman
Chm-ch ; he also began to study the Hebrew lan-

guage. The offers of high promotion made to him
by Adrian VI. could not make him waver. In
Januarj' 1523, the government of Zurich invited all

theologians disposed to enter the lists with Z. to a
conference at Zurich, which was attended by 600
clergy and laity. Z. had arranged the articles of

faith, to the number of G7, which were to be the
subject of the conference, and defended them so

ably against the attacks of the celebrated Joh.
Faber, afterwards Bishop of Vienna, that the council

of Zlirich declared in favour of Z.'s doctrines, and
upheld him and his assistants in adliering to them.
The second disputation, October 1523, at which Z.,

before more than 900 people, spoke against the
worship of images and the mass, was the cause of

the removal of all pictures and statues from the
churches of the city of Zurich and its jurisdiction

;

and this was followed, in 1524, by the abolition of

the mass. In the same year, Z. entered into the

married state with Anna Eheinhard, aged 43, the
widow of a nobleman of the name of Me3er von
Knonow. In the following year, he published
his creed. Von der wahren und falsc/ien Belljion
(Of the True and False Religion). .He had thus,
in a few years, placed the work of reformation in
his native land on a soUd footing. He now
pressed zealously forward in the same coui-se ; while i
the magistracy of Zurich, who all along actively
supported him, abolished the begging friars, brought
matters relating to marriage before the secmar
courts, and instituted a better management o£
church property. On a great many points, Z. was
at one with Luther and the other German reformers

;

only, in regard to liturgical matters, he carried out
his reform more radically according to the Bible,
and rejected the dogma of the presence of Christ in
the Lord's Supper. In order to heal the breach that
had, as early as 1524, broken out between the two
parties of the new religion on the latter point, a
meeting between the Saxon and Swiss reformers
was brought about by Philip, Landgrave of Hesse,
at Jlarburg in 1529. The conference lasted for
three days, but little progress was made towards
imity of opinion. See Sackajientakiax. In 1531,
open war broke out between Zurich on the one
side, and the Cathohc cantons of Lucerne, Schwyz,
Uri, Unterwalden, and Zug on the other; and Z.,
by command of the council of Zurich, had to take
the field with the banner of the canton, which had
always been borne by a priest. On the 11th October
came the conflict; and as their opponents were
more than double in number, and also better led,
the Ziirichers were beaten, and Z. was among the
fallen. His collected works were pubhshed in
Ziiiich in 1 545, in 4 vols. ; a selection, in two vols.,
appeared m 1819—1821, edited by Usteri and
Vogelin.—See Rotermund, Z.'s Lebeii CBrem. 1818);
Hettinger, Huldr. Z. und Seine Zeit {Ziir. 1S42).
Of all the reformers, there is none more fitted to

excite our love and respect than Zwingli. Fearlessly
honest in purpose ; with a clear head and eye for
the truth ; less violent, if less eloquent than Luther;
more candid and open-minded, if less systematic
and penetrating in spiritual insight than Calvin

;

he stands before us quite as original, if not as
prominent as these reformers. His work was not so

I

great as theirs, his influence not so extended ; but
his character was quite as genuine, and his labour,
in some respects, qiute as enduring.

ZWO'LLE, the capital of the Netherlands pro-
vince of Overyssel, is situated on the Zwarte Water,
and by the canal called the Willemsvaart has con-
nection with the Yssel. It is one of the finest
towns in the kingdom, having many beautiful
private and public buildings. Both within and
without the gates are pleasant promenades and
drives, shaded by large trees. The siurounding
conntiy consists of rich meadows and cultivated
fields, adorned by pretty countrj'-seats. Z. has three
extensive suburbs—Diezenpoorten, Kamperpoorten,
and Sassenpoorten. It is most favourably situated
for commerce, having, by navigable waters, com-
mimication -n-ith the proWnces around the Zuider
Zee, Hanover, England, and other maritime nations.
The trade in farm-produce and stock is very great.
Principal industries are shipbuilding, tanning leather,
rope-spinning, beer-brewing, soap-boiling, weaving
calicos and stockings, book and plate printing,
making salt, cooperage, and refining sugar. The
most important buddings are the To«-n House,
Palace of Justice, and Great Church. There are many
excellent charitable institutions ; and besides those
for the ordinary branches of education, a flourish-
ing grammar-school, in which Pope Adrian VL
was partly educated, and a school of design. Z. has
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ZYGODACTYLA—ZYMOTIC DISEASES.

a cabinet of natural history, a literary anil a musi-

cal society. Jlere the poet llhynvis Feith (1753—
1S24) was born, and Thomas-a-Kempis lived (iui'ing

71 years, lietweeu 1S15 anil ISGti, the jrop. has

increased from l-J.STO to 20,448.

ZYGODA'CTYLA (Gr. yoke-footed), a name
piven by some naturalists to a section of Pachi/der-

mala, distinguished by liavini; two principal hoofs

iijion which the animals wallc, so that the foot

resembles that of tlie Rumhmntia. Tliis section

includes only one famil}% the Siiiila:—Tlie term
ZvGOD.vCTYLOUS BiEDS is often applied, in Ornitho-

i lo.uy, to those birds which have the toes in pairs,

I

two liefore and two behind, as most of the Scaitsores,

' or Climbers (q. v.).

! ZYGOPHYLLA'CE^. a natural order of exo-

genous plants, allied to J^ithiacea', and containing

about one huuiLrod known species, herbaceous jilants,

shrubs, and trees, cliieHy natives of subtropical

countries. They liave opposite, generally pinnated

leaves, without stijiules. The flowers are solitary,

or two or three together ; the caly.x 4—5-parted

;

the petals alternate with tlie calycine segments,

and clawed ; the stameus twice as many as the

petals, generally rising from the back of small hypo-

gynous scales ; the ovai-y simple, 2—5-celled, with
two or more ovnles in each cell. The fruit is cap-

sul.ar, rarely somewhat lleshy, with four or five

angles or wings. The most important genus is

(hiaiacum (q. v.). The abundance of species of

ZyrjophjUum and some other genera constitutes

one of the most striking features of Nortli African

and Arabian deserts. The llowers of Z./ahivjo are

employed as a substitute for capers, under the name
of liain-capcn. Those of Mclianlhus major, a

native of tlie Cape of Good Hope, abound so much
in honey, that it is obtained from them for use by
niirely shaking the branches. The Turks use the

seeds of Peganum harmala both as a spice and for

dyeing red.

ZYMO'TIC PISE.'VSES have been already re-

ferred to, and the most important of them are

mentioned in the article Kosoi.oCY. The class of

diseases to which Dr Farr has assigned this now
gcner.ally accepted term, comjirises those which are

tpUlank, ctidetiuc, aud conlar/ious, as, for examjile,

I /(Tcr, small-pox, plarpte, influenza, cholera, hooping-

comjh, &c. As Dr Farr obsen-es :
' The diseases of

this class distinguish one coimtry from another,

or one year from another ; they have formed epochs

in chronology ; and as Niebuhr has shewn, have

influenced not only the fate of cities, sucli as Athens

and Florence, but of em])ircs ; they decimate armies

and disable fleets ; they take the lives of criminals

tliat justice has not condemned ; they redouble the

dangers of erow-ded hospitals ; they infest the

habitations of the poor, and strike the artisan in his

strength do«-n from comfort into helpless jiovertj^^

;

they carry away the infant from the mother's
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breast, and the old man at the end of life ; but their
direst erujitions are excessively fatal to men in the
prime and vigour of age. They are emphatically
called the morhi popnlares.' It must not be assumed,
as the origin of the word [zynK, the Gr. for a,

ferment) might lead the reader to infer, that all

the so-called zymotic diseases are true fermentations,
for the class is intended to comprehend all the
principal diseases whicli have prevailed as epidemics
or endemics, and all those which are communicable
either bi/ human contact or by animals in a state of
disease, as well as the diseases th.at result from the
scareitji and the deterioration of the neccssanj kinds
of food, or Ircim 2^arasitic animals. The diseases of
this class thus arrange themselves into the four
orders of Miasmatic, Enlhetic, Dietic, and Parasitic
disorders, of which /tvpr, syphilis, sairvij, and worms
may be regarded as the types.

Ur Car]icnter, in a Memoir on The Predisposing
Causes ofEpidemics, shews that the conditions which
give rise to zymotic diseases m.ay be referred to the
tliree following categories : (1.) Conditions which
tend to introduce into the system decomposing
matter that has been generated in some cxtern.al

source, as, for example, putrescent food, w.ater con-

taminated by sewage, or other decomposing mat-
ters, and air charged with miasmatic emanations.

(2.) Conditions which occasion an increased produc-
tion of decomposing matter in the system itself.

The best example of this class of conditions is

ali'orded in the puerperal state (or childbed), in

whieli the tissue of the womb is undergoing rapid
disintegration, and the decomposing matters which
would l)c harmless at other times, arc now able to

act upon the blood of the wom.an, so as to induce '

that most fat.al of all the zymotic diseases, puerperal
fever. (3.) Conditions which obstruct the elimina-

tion of tlie decomposing matter nonii.ally or exces-

sively generated within the system, or almormally
introduced into it from wiUiout. For example, any
obstacle to the elimination of urea or uric acid,

carbonic acid, biliary matters, lactic acid, &c., gives

rise to as true' poisoning as if these substances

had been injected into the blood-vessels. The
most important of the laws by which zymotic
poisons are governed, are noticed in the article

Viius.
The average annual r.ate of mortality in this

country at the present time is nearly 22 per 1000,

or 1 in 45 of the popiUation ; and the deaths from
zymotic diseases vary from 21 to 20 ])er cent, (or

amount to nearly one-fourth) of the total number
of deaths. Taken in order of their greatest fatality

tliey would be tlius arranged : cholera, tyjihus and
other forms of continued fever, scarlatina, hooping-

cough, measles, croup, small-pox, dysentery, and
erysipelas—the other diseases being less fatal.—For
further information on the subject of this article,

the reader is referred to Aitken's Science and
Practice of Medicine.



SUPPLEMENT.

BBEVILLE, a fortified tomi of

France, in the dep. of Somme, stands

on tlie river Somme, about 12 miles

"] from its mouth, and 90 miles north-

•rj\/ by-west of Paris. The town is built

_ Jv; partly on an island, and partly on the

banks of the river ; the streets are narrow

'and ill paved, and the houses built mostly of

brick and wood. The bnildiug most worthy of notice

is the Church of St Wolfran, commenced in the reign

of Louis XII., whose fajade is a splendid example

of the Flamboyant style, being pierced by three

deep portals, and surmounted by three high Gothic

towers. The chief manufactures of A. are velvets,

series, cottons, linens, sacking, hosiery, jewellery,

soap, glass-wares, glue, paper, &e. It is a station on

the Railway du Kord, and is connected by canals

with Amiens, Paris, Lille, and Belgium. Vessels of

between 200 and 300 tons can sail up the Somme as

far as AbbovUle. Pop. (ISGG) 18,042.

ABBIA'TE-GRA'SSO, a town of Italy, in the

province of Milan, 14 miles west-south-west from

Jlilau city, on the Canal di Bereguardo. It has silk

manufactures. Pop. 9177.

ABEOKU'TA, a city, or rather collection of

small towns or villages, capital of the province of

Egba, in the kingdom of Yoruba, on the west coast

of Africa. A. is about 80 miles, by the river

Ogun, north of Lagos (on the Bight of Benin),

and 240 miles west of the Lower Kiger. It is

situated 5G7 feet above the sea-level, on an undu-
lating plain, fantastically broken by masses of gi'ay

gi-auite, aud covered with bush. Looking down
on the city from a height. Burton says :

' The
scene before me wants neither grandeur nor beauty ;

there is a gorgeous growth aroimd—hill, water,

forest, and homestead all are iireseut The
primeval forest has been cleared away around the

town, yet there is not a vestige of cultivation ; aud
if you ask for the farms, you are told that they

are distant some 5 to 20 miles. The reason is that,

if placed within reach, nothing could defend them
from the depredations of robbers aud cattle.' A. is

surrounded by a wall of hardened mud, from IS to

20 miles in circumference, between 5 and 6 feet high,

without embrasure, and pierced here and there
' with an aperture by way of loophole.' The town
itself. Burton found to measure 4 miles by 2. The
houses are square, aud built of mud, with tall roofs

of thatch ; the streets are narrow and irregular, and

the only scavengers are the sun, the \ndture, and the

pig. There are a few E\iropeau traders and mis-

sionaries; the success of the latter, according to

Burton, not having been extraordinary. There is a

trade in palm-oil and grain. Pop. estimated at

150,000.—For further interesting details, see R. F.

Burton's Ahmkida and the Camaroons Mountains

(1SG3).

ABERA'VON, or PORT TALBOT, a parliamen-

tary and municipal borough on the south coast of

\Vales, iu Glamorganshire, near the mouth of the

Avon, about 30 miles west of Cardiff. It is beauti-

492

fully situated near the valley of Cwm Avon, in
which are extensive mining-works belonging to the
Bank of England. The town has a good harbour aud
docks, is a station on the South Wales Railway, and
communicates regularly with Bristol by steamers.
The valley of the Avon is shut in by lofty hiUs,

wlide every available space is occupied by copper
and iron works. There is a stone bridge of one
arch over the river. A. imports ore from Cornwall

;

and exports copper, tin, and coal. Along with
Swansea, Keath, &c., it returns one member to

parliament. Pop. of municipal borough (1861)

291G. (1871—3396.)

ABERGAVENNY (the Roman Gohanium), a
market-town of England, in Jlonmouthshire, 13
miles west of Monmouth, is beautifully situated in

the valley of the Usk (the garden of Wales), at

the junction of the Usk aud Gavenny, and is

sui-rounded on every side by high mountains and
thick woods. The town is regularly and compactly
built, and many improvements have of late years
been made. St Mary's Church, which was once
a tine cruciform structure, and contains many
interesting monuments, has been spoiled by alter-

ations. The castle, which is very ancient, is now a

ruin. The principal modei'n building is the lunatic

asylum. There are collieries aud iron-works in

the neighbourhood. The Hereford aud Tredegar
I'lailway passes near the town. Pop. (ISGl) 4G21.

A'BINGTON, a township of Massachusetts,

U. S., 20 miles south-east of Boston, with a jiopu-

l.ation, iu 18G0, of 8527, engaged in the nuinufaeture

of boots, shoes, and nails.

ABOMEY. See CmoMEy.
ABO'BTION is the term used in Medicine to

denote the expulsion of the 2iroduct of conception

(the impregnated ovum) from the womb before the
sixth month of pregnancy. If the expulsion takes

place after that date, and before the proper time, it

is tei'med a premature labour or iniscarriaije. In law,

no such distinction is made. The frequency of

aliortion as compared with noi-mal pregnancy is very
(hll'erently estimated by dili'erent writers; but the
best evidence leads us to the belief that abortion is

of far more common occurrence than is generally

supposed, and that it takes place on an average iu

one out of every three or four cases of jjregnancy.

The following are amongst the causes predisjiosiny

to this accident : (1) A diseased condition of either

parent, and especially a syphilitic taint. (2) A pecu-

liar temperament on the part of the mother. Those
I women who present a strongly-marked nervous or

sanguine temperament seem to abort with singular

facility ; and the same tendency is observed in those

in whom the catamenial or monthly discharge is abun-
dant or excessive. Again, very fat women, while
they have a tendency to sterility, are liable to abort

when pregnancy does occur. Any cause interfering

with the normal oxidation of the blood—as, for

instance, the constant breathing of imjiure ah', may
provoke abortion—a fact excellently illustrated by
the experiments of Browu-Setjuard on pregnant
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animals (rablilts), -when be shewed that the ainilica-

tion of a ligatmo to the Mindpipo excited uterine

coutraetions, cuiliiij;, if the experimeut were cou-

tiuiied loug enoui^h, in abortion, but ceasing if air was
freely readiiiitted into the lungs. Change of climate,

.13 from India to Kiiglaud, certainly predisposes to

this accident ; and it lias been obser\-ed by various

writers that gre;it poUtical events, the horrors of

war, and famine, exert a similar action. The mar-
vellous events tU,at occurred in Paris in 1S4S were
8|)cedily followed by an extraordinary number of

abortions and of still-born childreu ; and a simQar
fact had been previously noticed by the elder Nagele
and IIolTmanu during the famine of ISIU and during
the siege of Lcyden. Nor can there be a doubt that,

anicmgst the causes predisposing to abortion, must be
included the omi)loyment of such corsets and other
garments as by their tightness interfere with the
circulation of the blood, and alter the natural posi-

tion of the womb and of the abdominal viscera.

Many diseases siijiervening during the cour.se of

I)reguancy, especially the eruptive fevers (as sniall-

jiox, scari.itiua, &c.), almost invariably lead to alior-

tiou of a very dangerous character ; and it has been
known from the time of Hijipocratcs that intermit-
tent fevers have this eflect. Amongst the direct

causes of al.iortion may bo placed blows on the
abdomen, falls, any violent muscular ellbrts, too long
a walk or ride on horseback (indeed, women with a
tendency to abort should avoid horseback during
pregnancy), a sevci-e mental shock, &ic. Moreover,
the death of the ftetus from any cause is sure to
occasion abortion.

The sijmptohis of .abortion vary accordmg to the
Bt.age of pregnancy .at which it is threatened, and
according to the exciting cause. Many of these
resemble those of congestion of the womb, such as a
sensation of weight or painful pressure in the region
of the loins or sacrum, extending to the bladder and
rectum (with or without Tenesmus, q. v.); these
Bymjitoms being .iggr.avated by standing or walking,
aiul being aecomi>anicd by chills, accelerated inilse,

loss of appetite, and a general feeling of discomfort.

A discharge of serous lluid, sometimes slightly
tinned with Idood, is then observed. The feeling of

weight is replaced by pains, leading to the expulsion
of the ovum, which, during the first two months, is

so small as commonly to escape detection. In more
advanced stages of jiregnaucy, the pains are more
severe, the discharge is more abundant, and consists
chielly of blood ; and after more or less time, the pro-
duct of conception escapes either in whole or in part.

In the former case, the patient h,as little further
trouble; in the latter, hiemorrhage will probably
continue, and the parts retained m.ay putrefy, and
give rise to serious spnptoras. After about the
commencement of the fourth month, the symptoms
gradually ajiprcximate to those presented in ordi-
nary partiurition.

In the irealinent of abortion, prophylactics (or

the giuarding against causes likely to lead to it)

hold the lirst place. Women liable to this affec-

tion should, on the slightest threatening, assume as
ninch as ]>ossibIc tlie horizontal position, avoiding
all bodily exertion or mental excitement. They should
use non-stimulating foods and drinks, and kce]) the
bowels open by gentle aperients—such as manna
and castor-oil, and carefully avoid aloes and other
medicines irritating the lower bowel. Moreover, a
separate bedroom must be insisted on by the phy-
sician. We shall only enter into the curative treat-
ment so far as to state that if it is deemed necessary
to cheek haemorrhage before jjrofessional aid can
be called in. cloths soaked in cold water may be
ajijilied locally (care being t.aken to change tliem
before they grow warm), and iced water containing

an astringent, such as a little alum, may be given
internally. Further proceedings must be left to the
medical attendant.
There arc occasional cases (as where the outlet

of the pelvis is very contracted) in which it is neces-
sary to induce abortion by professional means, but
it would be out of place to enter into this subject
in these )jages. It cannot be too generally known,
that all attempts at procuring criminal aliortion,

either by the administration of jiowerful tlrngs, or
the a]iplic.ationof instruments, are accompanied with
extreme danger to the jircguaut woman.
ABOUT, Edmoni) Fkancjoi.s Valentin, a French

litterateur of great and rising reputation, w;is born
at Uieuze, on the 14th February 1S28. Ue studied
first at the Lycce Charlcm.agne, where ho greatly
distinguished himself ; and afterwards .at the Eeole
Normale. In the beginning of lSo2, he received an
appointment to the French School at Athens, an
institution sujiiiorted by the French government,
with no very deliuite object, but with the lio]ie that
the members, who are selected on account of their
.attainments and promise in scholarship, and left

perfectly free to choose their own stmlies, should bo
able to make contributions to the history or the
archi-eology of Greece. A. remained at Athens for
about two years. He wrote, as required by the
terms of his appointment, a Jlemoir for tlio Aca-
demy of Inscriptions, entitled Vile tV E'jiiie ; but
it was .as the satirist of modern Greece, not as tho
investigator of Grecian antiquities, that his name
first became familiar to the public. On his return to
France, towards the end of 1S53, he published L<i
Grice CoiUemporaiim, a work which at once attained
to great jiopularity, and was in course of tlie follow-
ing year translate<l into several foreign languages.
This work, full of lively and pointed sketches,
abounding in shrewd and witty observation, its

censures, I'cry severe as tliey were, scarcely seeming
olfensive, from the case and perfect good-himionr
with which they were conveyed, at once made its

author be regardeil .as among the most promising
writers of the day. It iiiuiuestionably alfected
European o|)inion .as to the character and the capa-
biUties of the modern Greeks ; the truthfulness of
its portraiture being conlirmed by all who had
special knowledge of this people. It gave earnest of
the qualities which go to making a brilliant novelist

j

and A. did not long delay to come before the ]iublic
as a novelist. IIis lirst novel, 'J'oUa, aii]ieared in the
Jiccue (Us JJciix Monties, and was repulilishcd early
in ISoo. It did not disappoint the high expecta-
tions formed of it ; but tlie author had laid himself
open to a charge which, \vhcnever it can be colour-
ably sustained, is certain to be disastrous. He had
taken many of his leading incidents from an Italian
work, Vittoria Sarordli, ]>ublished in 1S4I, and .soon
.after withdr.awn, the incidents contained in which
were well known as actual occiurenees ; and though
something of this w.as hinted in the book, there \vas
no distinct .acknowledgment of it. A hue and cry
of plagiarism w.as got uji against A., from which his
reputation took some time to recover. IIis comedy,
CuiUcrii, brought out in February 1S56 at the
Th6ati-e Fraufais, did not make his peace with tho
Parisians ; it was a comiilete failure, so far as the
theatre-going jmblie was concerned, and had to bo
withdrawn after two representations. A set of
stories which he now began to contribute to tho
Moniteur, however— ic? Mariae/cs de. Paris—\\m\
a success which mure than made up for the savage
criticism which he had had to endure : they ]ilaced
him high in jjuljlic favour ; and since then, his career
has been a series of successes. Lcs Mariaries <le

Paris was followed by Le Hoi des Montagues (ISoU),
Germaine (1857), Les Ediaasea de Mallre Pierre
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(1857), and Trente et Quarante (1858)—all novels ori-

ginally contributed to the Monitcur.

In 1S59, after a tour in Italy, o£ a portion of

wliicli he contrib\ited a description to the Moni-
tcur, A. published a political pamphlet

—

La Ques-

tion llomaine—which, displaying the same quali-

ties as his early work on Greece, but matured,

and wielded for a dctiuite object, and being, more-

over, regarded as written with the approval of the

Kmperor of the French, created a sensation through-

out Europe. His object was to expose the abuses

of the ecclesiastical government at Fiome ; and
nimierous answers to his work were made by friends

of the pa|)acy. In the following year, he published

two political pamphlets, La Nouvelle Carte d'Eu-

ropc, and La Prusse en 18G0 ; both of which, being

taken as indicative of the Emperor Najioleon's

leanings, underwent criticism in all parts of Europe.

A second work on iJome

—

Home Contcmporaine—
appeared in 1S61. M. A.'s political views are impe-

rialist ; and he was decorated with the Legion of

Honour in 1S5S.

Of late years, he has been producing novels with
unabated i>opularity ; . and he has also written

several slight dramatic jiieces, which have been
favourably received. It is unnecessary to put down
a catalogue of works which are perfectly famUiar to

those who are interested in French contemporary
fiction. In 1SG4, he pubhshed ie Proi/j-t*, a work
of considerable pretensions, in which he discussed at

great length, but with his usual liveliness of style,

the existing state of scxjety, especially in France,

and the methods of improving it. His conclusion

was that in France there were needed for progress

the liberty of association (for the purposes of jiroduc-

tlou and trade), an amendment of the land-system,

a jiroper distribution of popidation as between
country and town, the absence of police interfer-

ence in the aflairs of private persons, freedom of

religious worship, and other similar conditions.

To Englishmen, who have most of these things in

some measure already, the book might seem oiJy a

eiillectiou of common-places neatly put ; but in

France it led to a good deal of discussion. The
most novel part of it, perhaps, was the argument
against the subdivision of land which has taken
place in France, which, according to M. About, is

excessive, ^ud is impoverishing the country.

ABU', a mountain of India, in the territory of

Serolie, in llajpootana, rising far above any other of

the Aravulli ridge, and said to be about 50U0 feet

above the sea. The base is broad, its circuit being

estimated at forty or fifty miles ; the summit is very

irregular, ami divided into many peaks. It is a

celebrated place of pilgrimage, especially for the

Jainas, who have a magnificent group of four temples

at Dilwara, about the middle of the mountain, one

of which is described as ' the most superb of .all the

temples in India.' Before it, is an equestrian statue

of the founder, Bimul Sah, a Jain merchant of

Auhuhvara. All the temples exhibit symjitoms of

decay. The summit of A. is about 40 miles north-

east from the British cantonment of Deesa, and it

has lately begun to be used as a sanatoriimj.

A'CARUS roLLICULO'EUM is the most

generally accepted name for a microscopic parasite

residing in the sebaceous sacs and hair-follicles of

the huiuau skin. It is also known as the Demoih'X

follicnlorum, the generic name being derived from

the Greek words demos, lard, and dcx, a boring

worm. It was first described by Dr Simon of

Berlin in 1842, under the title oi Acarus follicidorum,

which was suggested by the eminent zoologist,

Erichsen of Berlin. In the following year, Mr
Erasmus Wilson made it the subject of an elaborate

memoir which appeared in the PJdlosophieal Trans-

actions, in which, as there are doubts as to its exact

zoological position, he simply terms it the Entozoon

foUiculorum. According to Professor Owen, who
gave it the name of Demodex, it represents the

lowest form of the class Arachnida, and makes
a transition from the annelids to the higher arlicu-

lata. As regards the size and form of these animals,

there is much variety ; they pass their whole exist-

ence in the fatty matter of the sebaceous cells,

moulting repeatecily during their gi-owth, and being

finally expelled from the follicles with the secre-

tions of these organs. Their presence has no refer-

ence, according to Mr "Wilson, to disease of the skin

or of the foUicles. They are met with in almost

every person, but are most numerous in those in

whom the skin is torjiid, in invalids, and in the sick.

They vary in length from iVtli to j^th of an inch,

and the accomiianying figure represents the magni-

fied parasite. Their nurnber is various; in some
persons not more than two or three can be found

in a follicle, while in others Mr Wilson has seen

upwards of fifteen. The head is always directed

inwards, and when a number are present they seem

to be collected into a conical bundle, the larger end

of the cone being formed by their heads. The situ-

ation in which they are most commonly found is the

skin of the face, and particidarly that of the nose,

but they have also been met with in the follicles

of the back, the breast, and the abdomen. As far

as we know, they are never found on the limbs.

A reference to the figure shews that
j,

the animal possesses eight thoracic ap-

pendages (c, c) of the simplest and most
rudimentary kind, each of which is ter-

minated by three short seta'. The in-

tegiunent of the abdomen is very finely

anuulated. The mouth is suctorial or

proboscidiform, consisting of two small

spine-shaped maxilte (h), and an exten-

sive labium capable of being elongated

or retracted ; it is provided on each side

with a short, thick, maxillary palp (a, a),

consisting of two joints with a narrow,

triangular labruni aliove. The sexes

arc distinct, but the differences between
the male aud female are not well recog-

nised. Ova are frequently seen, both

in the body of the female and in de-

tached discharged masses. Any of our

readers may readily observe their own
acari by collecting between two pieces Aenrus ful-

of thin glass the expressed fatty matter llculwum,

from a nasal follicle, and moistening it magnified,

with a drop of olive oU. Very similar

if not identical animals have been found in the

contents of the pustules of mangy dogs.

ACAYUCAN", a town of Mexico, a military port,

about 1(10 miles south-south-east of Vera Cruz,

having trade in cochineal. Poj). GOOO.

A'CCRIKGTOIf, a manufacturing town of Eng-
land, in Lancashire, which has recently increased

much in size and importance, lies in a deep valley,

surrounded by liUls, about 34 mdes north-cast of

Liverpool, and l.'S miles cast of Preston, cm the banks
of a small stream, the Hindburn. Pop. (1S51) 74SI

;

(18G1) 13,S72. Christ Church is a fine Gothic build-

ing, erected in ISoS. The inhabitants are mostly

employed in cotton factories, weaving, and calico-

printing. A. is considered the centre of the cotton-

printing business. There are coal-mines in the

neighbourhood, in which many of the inhabitants

find employment. It is a station on the Lancashire

and Yorkshire Ilailway.

—

Old Accf.ington is an
adjacent chapelry, also with cotton manufactures.

871
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ACE'RUA (.inc. Acerra), a town in South Italy,

in the province <>l" Caseita, nine miles north-east of

Naples, with which it is connccteil by railway. It

w;w once fortilieJ, but the walls are now crnmbling

into ruins. It has a cathedi'al and seminary. The
country aronuil is fertile, but extremely unhealthy,

bein^ alllictecl with malaria, caused partly by the

shi'.'gish ariilicial channels called the liegj Lagni,

the representatives of the (^/aiiiiis iioii aijiius

Acerris of Viryil ; and partly by the ilax-grounds,

where the stalks are left to macerate. Top. (1861)

11,717.

ACETAIi (Ci„H|,Oj) is a colourless liquid, of an

agreeable odour, and a flavour said to resemble that

oi the hazel-uiit. It is one of the products of the

slow oxidation of alcohol under the inlluence of

linely-divided platinum, or of chlorine, or of dilute

sul|)huric acid and peroxide of manganese. Its

sjiecitic gravity is O'Sil, and it boils at 221°. It

yields various reactions and products of interest in

organic chemistry.

ACETIFICA'TION. Since the article Acetic
Acid was written, a totally now view has been

adopteil regarding the process liy whicli wine, beer,

cider, and alcoholic fluids generally become con-

verted into acetic acid, when they are exposed to

the action of the air, and especially in hot weather.

The views held by Liebig regarding the i)art that

wood-shavings, sanil, ash, &c. play in condensing

oxygen, and transmitting it to the alcohol, arc now
supplanted by those of I'astenr, who maintains that

the true acetifying matter is a very minute myco-
derma—a s)ieeial vegetable organised being. It is

impossible to conceive a more simple form of

vegetation, consisting of extremely minute spores

arranged in chains ; each spore having a mean dia-

meter not exceeding TrVuth of an inch, and the

length being aljout twice as great. The rapidity of

the development of these spores, under favourable

circumstances, is almost inconceivable ; and the

jjower whioh they possess in lixiug the oxygen of

the air, and of transmitting it to tlie alcohol, and of

establishing an incomplete comliustion of the latter,

is no less wonderfid. A surface of a square yard
covered with this plant, is aide, in the course of 24

hours, to flx the oxygen of more than lOUO quarts

of air. The temiierature of the surface of the fluid

at which this slow conilnistion is iiroceeding is

considerably raised, and often remains for several

days at 21" or 25° above that of tlie siu'rouuding

air. The process which has just been describecl

bears a very close analogy to the respiratory ]irocess,

the oxygen of the air being in one case fixed by
minute vegetable cells, and in the other by the

blood corpuscles.

A CETYL (CjUjO:..), known also under the names
Aceloxi/l and Ol/i'il, is an organic radical not yet

isolated, but which is sujiposed to exist in acetic

acid and its derivatives ; the rational fornnila for

acetic acid being on this hypothesis CjH^O,.
/

H "

i

"=•

See Types, Ciiemic.\i. The reason for assuming
the existence of this radical in the acetic compounds
is, that the formula to which it leads allbrds the
simplest explanation of the most important reactions

of acetic acid. Thus, when acetic acid is treated
with a metallic oxide or hydrate, the basic

atom of hydrogen is replaced by a metal, and
an acetate of the metal C.H^O^

j
q^ j^ produced.

The term acetyl was formerly applied to the radical
C^Hj, and the anhydrous acid was regardeil as a I

biuoxide of this radical. Hence the two other I

names for the subject of this article—the former
j

suggested by Kolbe, and the latter (an abbreviation
of oxygen-ethyl) by Williamson. I

3:2

ACHALGA'NJ. a town of British India, in the
territory of Oude, and district of liainswana, four
miles north-east from the tiangcs, in X. lut. 20' 2."/,

and E. long. 8(J^ .'{.")'. Top. .1000, of whom CUO are
Midiammedans, and the rest Hindus.

A'CHOHES are one of the forms of pustules—viz.,

that in which the pustules arc very small, but have
large inflamed bases. They are most common on
the faces of children, and their secretion forms those
large, thick, irregnlar scabs, resembling dried honey,
which are so common on children's chins. They
seem to be inflamed hair sacs or sebaceous follicles.

Their treatment is the same as that for Impetigo

(q. v.).

A'CNE (])robably from fir. ahne, an efllorcs-

cence) is .an imjiortant skin disease. It is placed by
some dermatologists in the order PuKliila: and by
others in tlie oriler TiiIkituUi, which includes solid,

li.ard elevations of the skin, much lar'.;er than
Pdjnthe. The scliaceous follicles of the Skin (q. v.)

are the primary seat of the affection. Their natural
secretion accumulates in their interior, and there

is, at the same time, a tendency to inflammation of

the follicle and surrounding tissue. It is by no
means rare to lind on the face and shoulders of

young persons about or above the age of iiubcrty a
numlier of black spots, each of which is placed on

a slightly-raised pale b,ase. These black points are

called comedones. Pressure at the base occasions

the expulsion of a little, elongated, spiral, white
mass, with a black point or anterior end, commonly
but erroneously regarded as a worm.* Interspersed

are other spots, with the base more raised and in-

flamed, which become more or less ]ierfcct iiustules,

each of which rests on a comparatively large red
base. In some of the inflamed follicles, coagulated

lymph (to use the old phraseology) is thrown out,

and a small hardened ni:vss is the result. Accord-
ing as one or other of these ap]>earances preponder-

ates, we have different varieties of this disease.

When the pustule is the most striking feature, the
alfectiou is called -Ic/i^ siiiijikx or vuhjaris ; when
the black points abound, it is Acne punchUa ; and
when there is decided induration, it is Acne indii-

rata. AVe have already mentioned the age at which
this affection commonly occurs : it is never seen in

children, and is rare in aged persons.

As long as there is no inflammation, the treatment
simply aims at favouring the escape of the contents

of the sebaceous follicles, by rubbing the face and
other aft'ecteil ])art3 with cold cream at bedtime,

washing on the next morning with soap and water,

and gentle subsequent friction with a soft tuwel.

When acute inflamniati<in is present, and the ]ius-

tules are very tender, there is no better ajiplication

than tepid w.ater, with or without a little gelatine

in solution ; .and subsequently the ointment of the

hyjiochlorite of sulphur has been found useful by
Wilson and others. Acne hidurata, which is the

least tract.able of the tliree forms, is sometimes

benelited by the ajiplication of fly-blisters. In all

these cases, the state of the digestive organs must
be carefully attended to.

Acne. Rosacea is, according to some ^VTitcrs, a much
more gi'ave variety of acne ; wlule others regard it

as a special disease, to which they assign the name
of llosacea, under wliicli term it is described in this

work.

ACQXJAVrVA, a town of South Italy, in the

province of Bari, 10 miles south of the town of P.ari,

in a healthy situation .at the foot of the A])ennine3.

It is surrounded with walls and ditches, has a

• In the midst of the white mass of sebaceous matter,

a parasite, Acarus follictdorum (q. v. in SuitlementJ,
is, however, often found.
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Iiandgome parish church, several conveuts, two hos-

pitals, &c. Pop. 6770.

A'CRI, a town of South Italy, in the province of

Cosenza, 13 miles north-east of the town of Cosenza,

in a beautiful and healthy situation, with a fertile

country around. Pop. (1861) 11,977.

ACRITOCHRO'MACY (Or. aJcnlos and cJirom-

ntia, "which, when associated, imply ' inal>ility to

discriminate between colours') is a term "wliich

seems likely to supersede Colour BUiidiiess, Dallou-
ism, Achromatopsia, &c.

A'CROLEIN (CgHjOj) is a colourless, limpid,

strongly refractiuj; liquid, lirjhter than water, and
having its boiling-point at about 12o\ It consti-

tutes the acrid principle produced by the destruc-

tive distillation of fatty bodies, and is in part

due to the decomposition of glycerine. It is best

pi-epared by distilling a mi.\ture of glycerine and
anhydrous ]]hos])horic acid, the object of the latter

being to eli'ect the removal of the element of four
atoms of water from the glycerine (C'liHuO,;), which
contains the elements of acrolein (C'gHjOj) + those
of four atoms of water (HjOj). In its state of vapour,

it is extremely irritating to the eyes, nostrils, and
respiratory organs—a property to which it owes its

name. The puugent smell given off by the smoul-
dering wick of a candle just blown out is due to the
liresence of acrolein. "When mixed with a solution

of pot.ash or soda, the irritating odour disapjiears,

and is replaced by one of cinnamon ; while a
brown resinous substance is formed ; and certain

oxidising agents, as oxide of silver, convert it into

acrylic acid [CgHfi^).

A'CUPRESSURE, a mode of arresting hemor-
rhage from cut arteries. It is based on the prin-

ciple of temporary metallic compression, and was
first suggested to the scientific world by Sir James
Y. Simpson, Bart., in a paper read before the Royal
Society of Edinburgh, December 1S59. The simplest

mode of practising it may be thus described : The
needle is passed tlirough the flaps or sides of the
wound, so as to cross over and compress the orifice

of the bleeding artery, just as in putting a flower in

the lapel of one's coat, one crosses over and com-
presses the flower-stalk with a pin pushed twice

through the lapel. The middle portion of the
needle—the only part of it which is in immediate
contact with the fresh surface of the wound

—

bridges over and compi'esses the artery at its bleed-

ing orifice, or jierhaps a line or two more on its

cardiac side. 'The head and point of the needle are

First Method.

exposed externally on the cutaneous surface of the
flap or side of the wound. ' When jiassing the needle

in this method,' says Sir J. Y. Simjison, 'the sur-

geon usually places the point of his left forefinger or

of his thumb upon the mouth of the bleeding vessel,

and with his right hand introduces the needle from
the cutaneous surface, and passes it right through
the whole thickness of the flap till its ^Joint ])ri:)jects

for a couple of lines or so from the surface of the
wound, a little to the right side of the tube of the
vessel. Tlieu, by forcibly inclining the head of the

needle towards his right, he brings the projecting

portion of its point firmly down upon the site of

the vessel; and after seeing that it thus quite shuts

the artery, he makes it re-enter the flap as near

as possible to the left side of the vessel, and pushes
on the needle till its point comes out again at the
cutaneous surface. In this mode, we use the cuta-

neous walls and component substance of the flap as

a resisting medium, against which we compress and
close the arterial tube. But in some wounds, a
neighbouring bone or other firm unyielding texture

forms the best and readiest point of resistance

against wdiich to pin and compress the artery by the

acupressure needle.'

This is the first and simplest mode of applying
acupressure. Six other methods, however, have
been suggested ; and as each of them has its pecu-
liar appropriateness as a haemostatic agent, it will

be jiroper to enumerate and describe them. The
appliances which these other methods require are

—

'

a pin with a glass head, to admit of sufficient pres-

sure for introduction ; a needle threaded with iron

wire ; and a loop of inelastic iron wire, 5 or 6 inches

in length. The pins and needles should be of

various sizes, and they should also be bayonet-
pointed; the latter form being superior to the

spear-pointed, as facilitating introduction, and as

being less apt to cut the tissues.

Second mode : The needle is inserted in the fresh

surface at a little distance from the vessel; it is

pushed on, causing its point to rise up as near the

artery as possible; it then bridges over and com-
presses the artery ; then its point is made to dip into

the raw surface of the wound on the other side of

the vessel ; finally, it is forced on tmtil it emerges a
second time on the wound. The passive or elastic iron

wire with which it is threaded enables it to be easily

withdrawn. Third mode : The needle is entered on

Third Method.

one side of the artery; is pushed behind so that its

point emerges on the opi>osite side of the vessel; a.

loop of inelastic wire is then passed over its point, so

as to bring the wire over the track of the artery .and

behind the stem of the eye-end of the needle;

finally, the wire is drawn sufficiently to close the

vessel, and is fixed by a tw'ist or half a twist round
the needle. The needle may again be witlulrawn

by the wire which threads it. Fourth mode : This
differs from tlie third only in substitutiug a loug

pin with a glass head for the acupressure needle

threailed with iron wire. The pin is preferred to the

wire-threaded needle, as avoiding entanglement with
tlie wire, and consequent pain in withdrawing the

needle. Fifth mode : This, which, from its inventor,

Dr Knowles, formerly house-surgeon of the Aber-
deen Hospital, is also called the Aberdeen mode, has

two varieties, which differ from each other only in

the extent of the rotation given to the instrument
by wliich the twist is effected. In the former
variety, the instrument undergoes a half ; in the

latter, it undergoes a quarter, rotation of a circle.

.

In either case, a threaded needle only, or a long pin

only, is required. In the former, the instrument
is inserted some lines to one side of the bleeding

artery, and passed behind it ; its point is then made
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to emerge on the surface of the -wohikI a few lines

on the other side of the vessel. Then the needle (or

pin) is twisted half ,i rotation, so as to brin^ its head

to the side where its point was before making the

twist—tlic instrument buing now above instead of

lii'low tlie artery, and pressed well down upon it.

Finally, the point of the instrument is jiushcd into

the tissues beyond the artery, so as to secure it in

the proper ]iosition, and retain the twist. The latter

(antl preferable) variety requires only a quarter-rota-

tion to be given to the acupressing instrnraent.

Fir-^t, the needle (or pin) is entered on one side of

tlie bleeding; .artery ; then pressed onw.ard a few lines

in the same direction as the lengtli of the vessel, so

that its point emerges on the surface of the wound.
Secondly, a quarter-rotation is given to it, so as to

place it above the artery ; and it is well pressed

down against the sm.all portion of tissues between

the instrument and the vessel. Thirdly, tlic instru-

ment is secured, and the twist retained by sending

the point into the tissues beyond the artery. Sixth

mode : This was devised by Dr Keith of Aber-

deen, and requires a long pin with a dnplicature of

passive iron wire. The point of the pin is inserted

a few lines from the artery
;
passed below or by t)ic

side of it ; and afterwards ]>ushed on so as to make
the point emerge a few lines Ijeyoiul the bleeding

mouth. Tlie dnplicature of iron wire is then thrown
over the point of the pin ; then the two ends are

crossed behind the stem of the pin, so as to take the

bleeding mouth between them. The ends of the

wire are then pulled tightly enough to stop the

licemorrhage ; then brought forward by the sides

of the ]iiu (one on each side), and lin.ally li.ved by a

h.alf-twist in front ot" the pin, and close down upon

it. Seventh mode : In this, a long needle is p.assed

through the cutaneous surface pretty deep into the

i^^^^

Seventh Method.

soft tissues, at some distance from the vessel to be
compressed ; then it is made to emerge near the
vessel ; tlien it bridges over and compresses tlie

artery ; then it is (lipped into the soft parts on the
opposite side of the vessel ; and iln.ally, its point
is l)rought out a second time through the common
integument.

The advantages of acupressure as a h.Tiiiostatic

agent (though not yet universally recognised, and
indeed strongly denied by some practitioners)

have seemed to many eminent siu-.;eon3 to be
these : lirst, it is not only the easiest of aiiplication,

but it is the quickest mode j'et devised for arresting
lucmorrhage ; second, this abridgment of tlie time
required for arresting lia;mon-ha;;e, lessens the risk

of suppuration, and other elfects of the higher
grades of inllammation in the stump ; third, it causes
no condition which must be followed by suppura-
tion, whereas the use of the ligature has never been
knosvn to obtain immediate union, or union by
primary adhesion, without the formation of pus ;

fourtli, it has never been followed by pyemia—

a

constant and distressing result in the case ot the
lig.iture ; liftli, the presence of a foreign body in the
woimd—always a source of irritation—is of much

shorter duration in the case of the needle than of

the ligature, while the former does not divide and
strangle the arterial coats, like the latter ; sixth, the

patient on whom acupressure has been pr.actised is

comforted by the assurance, that in a very few
hours after the operation, all foreign matter will lie

removed from the wound—a consolation which he

never enjoj'ed with the liaature.

—

Proceedhig-H of
the Jloyal Society of Ediiwurgk, vol. iv. p. 249 ;

Edinburgh Sfedieal Journal, January ISGO ; Medical

Times and Gnzrtte, February 11, ISUO ; Aciipresmrr,

1 vol. Svo, by Sir J. Y. Simpson (Edin. 1805) ; and
.1 Practical Treatise on Acupressure, by ilr Pirrie

and Dr Keith (Load. 1867).

A'DA, a town of tlie Austrian Empire, in the

Woiwodena, eight miles south of Zenta. Top. S2()0.

ADAFU'DIA, a town of the Felattah country,

West Africa, about 400 miles soutli-e.ast from Tiin-

buktu, in about 13° G' N. lat., and 1° .1' E. Imig.

It is situ.ated in a dry, healthy, and fertile plain,

and is surrounded by a mud w.all. I'op. sujiposed

to be about 24,000t A large traile is carrieil on,

.and slaves fomr a principal part of the merchandise.

ADA1MNAN, Saint, a member of the early Irish

Church, to whom the world is deeply indebted for

the information about that remarkable community
which he left to posterity. His name was properly

Adam, of wLich Adamnan is a diminutive. It is

one of the peculiarities of that early cliurch that

the genealogies of its eminent members have been
preserved with a minuteness scarcely rivalled in the

days of peerages, lie w.as born in the county of

Donegal about the year G25. In the words of Dr
Keevcs :

' His f.ather, Itonan, w.as sixth in descent

from Conall Gulban, the head of one of the two
great races of the Northern Hy Neill, and in virtue

iif his birth, claimed kin to St (,'ohimbaand many of

the sovereigns of Ireland. The father of lionan was
Tinne, from whom came the jiatronymic Ua Timie,

or grandson of Tinne, an ai)pellative which is

occasionally found coupled with A.'s name. Kimnat,

the mother of A., was descended from Enna, a son of

Ni.all, whose race, the Cincl Enna, possessed them-
selves of the tract lying between the channels of tlie

Foyle and Swilly, which was called the Tir Enna, or

land of Enna, and answers to the modem barony of

Kaiihoe." He was, like ni.any ot the eminent Irish

clergy, a statesman as well as an ecclesiastic, and
we hear of his being sent on missions frohi his own
jieople to Alfred, king of Northumbria. In the year

070, he was elected Abbot of lona. Ilis rule over

that community w.as not, however, destined to be
])cacefiil and fortunate. Tlie views held by the

Irish (Jliurch abrmt the holding of E,aster and the

form of the tonsure are now [iretty well known as a

ch.apter in the history of the church. However
little their own importance might be, they are sig-

niticant as the object of a bitter contest in which
that church resisted the rules ])romnlgated from
i;orae. In his intercourse with the .Saxon Church,
\. had adopted the llomish or orthodox views, as

they are termed, and endeavoured to ])ut them in

]iractice in his own community. He was thwarted
in tliis object, and it is said that mortilication at the

failure caused his death. He <lied in the year 704,

on the 2."d of September, which is the d.-iy of his

translation in the calendar. He left behind him an

account of the Holy Land, containing matters which
he says were communicated by Ar'culfus, .a French
ecclesiastic who had lived in Jerus.alein. It is

•valu.able .as the earliest information we po-ssess of

ralestine in the early ages of Christianity. But far

more valuable is his Vita Suncti Cohnnlxv, his Life

of St Columba, the converter of the I'icts, and
fo'imdcr of lona. Along with miracles and many
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other stories palpably incredible, this book reveals a

great deal of distinct and minute matter concerning

the remarkable body to which both the author and
his hero belonged. There are several editions o£

the book, but all others are now superseded by that

of Dr Eeeves, edited in 1S57 for the Bannatyne
Society of Edinburgh, and the Irish Archieological

Society. Nearly all the iufoi-matiou to be had about

the early Scoto-Irish Church is comprised in that

volume.

ADENI'TIS a:sd ANGEIOLEUCI'TIS are the

terms employed in medicine to indicate inflammation

of the lymphatic glands and inflammation of the

lymphatic vessels respectively. In most instances

of inflammation in the absorbent or lymphatic

system, the vessels and glands are simultaneously

involved. Although there is plenty of evidence,

from the examination of the dead body, that inflam-

mation of the lymphatics may occur internally, it

is only observed in the Uving subject in connection

with the skin or an idcerated surface. The disease

usually originates in an open woimd of almost any
form, as a puncture, a cut, or a blister. This wound
is directly infected by some morbid matter, as, for

example, some local iutianunatory product, such as

the putrid secretion of a sore ; but more commonly
by some irritating or poisonous matter from without,

or some gaseous matter. The inflammation that is

thus set up in the lymphatics always extends up-

wards from the wound, and may be traced by lines

of redness following the course of these vessels, and
not of the veins, and terminating where the inflamed

vessels enter a gland. In the arm, for example, they

never pass the "armpit, in which the axillary glands

lie. The tenderness along these inflamed tracts is

excessive, and extends to the next gland, which
appears to arrest the further progress of the poisoned

lymph, by becoming itself inflamed. The degree of

inflammation of the gland may vary from slight

enlargement with tenderness on pressure, to profuse

suppuration. The suppuration may not take place

till a week or more after the inflammation of the

vessels has subsided, and may excite no rigors or

other constitutional symptoms ; and a patient may
be quite unconscious that there is anything serious

the matter with him, when half a pint or more of

matter may be collecting in and around a gland in

the armpit. The constitutional symptoms attend-

ing an attack of acute inflammation of the

l3'niphatic vessels [angitioleuciii^) are often severe,

and are thus simimed up by Mr Moore in his essay
' On Diseases of the Absorbent System ' in Holmes's

System of Surgery : ' Eigors, nausea, and vomiting,

heat of skin, thirst, dryness and coating of the

tongue, with constipation, sleeplessness, and a feeling

of languor, are usually the severest accompaniments
of the disease. If the fever be typhoid, if there be

profuse fetid sweats, severe muscidar pains, high

excitement, or di'y burning heat of the skin, and
marked delirium, the ))oisou is no longer limited

within the lymphatic channels, but has infiltrated

the cellular tissues, and has tainted the blood. As
the inflammation subsides, a cutaneous eruption or

fetid discharge from the bowels comes on, and the

general symptoms become those of exhaustion.'

The foUowing observations on the treatment of

inflamed absorbents are mainly taken from Mr
Moore's essay. Many of the ordinary duties of

life pei-petuaUy expose manual labourers and others

to this painful affection. In the way of prevention,

the practice of smearing the hands with oil or

grease before touching noxious fluids, is found to

prevent the mischief which might arise from absorp-

tion by a cut or sore, and is a useful precaution in

dissection and in post-mortem examinations ; and
there can be no doubt that the timely application

of a layer of collodion or of court-plaster mit;ht

avert many attacks of inflamed absorbents. When
symptoms of this form of inflammation supervene,

the wound should be thoroughly cleansed, by being

laid more open, if all its parts are not freely exposed,

and then put under a stream of water, syi-inged, or

soaked in a hot bath, as may seem most suitable. If

recent or punctured, it shoidd be sucked, and then
freely touched with a pencil of nitrate of sUver. If

flabby, it should be treated with a stimulating

lotion of sulphate of zinc or of coi)per ; if fetid, it

shoidd be waapped in a solution of Coudy's Fluid,

or in chlorinated lotions ; and if sloughy, it should

be covered with Peruvian balsam and a poultice of

linseed meal, charcoal, or 3'east. A warm poultice of

one of these kinds, frequently changed, is usually

the most soothing apphcation. At the same time,

nitrate of silver should be two or three times drawn
along the red tender lines indicating the course of

the lymphatics, after which the arm should be
enveloped in cotton-wool ; and perfect rest in a

comfortable position enjoined. Due attention must
at the same time be paid to the general condition

of the system, and especially to the condition of the

intestinal secretions.

ADENOCELE (Gr. adene, a gland, and ieU, a

tumour) is the term now employed in surgery to

indicate a kind of new growth in the female breast,

the tissue of which closely I'esembles the breast-

tissue itself. It is synonymous with the terms
' Chronic Mammary Tumour,' ' Pancreatic Sarcoma,'
' Mammary Glandular Tumour,' ' Hj'datid Disease of

the Breast,' ' Serocystic Sarcoma,' &c. The diver-

sity of names indicates the diversity of the out-

ward forms seen in these growths. A fidl account

of these tumom-s, and of the treatment to be adopted
{which consists in excision), is given in Mr Birkett'a

article, ' On Diseases of the Breast,' in Holmes's
System of Surgery.

ADE'RNO (ancient Adranum), a town of Sicily,

17 miles north-west from Catania. It is situated at

the base of Mount Etna, close to the Simeto, on
which are some remarkable cascades near the town.
It is suiTOUuded by walls, is a very clean town, and
is fuU of convents and nunneries, mostly founded
by the Normans, so that bare walls of lava and
grated windows appear everywhere, and the soimd
of bells is almost incessantly heard. Pop. 13,000.

A'DIPIC ACID (C.^HgOcaHO) is a cUbasic acid

of the oxalic series, na\^ng the general formula
C„„H„„-n03; and is obtained in the form of white,

opaque, hemispherical nodides (which are in-obably

aggregations of small crystals), by the oxidising

action of nitric acid on oleic acid, suet, spermaceti,
and other fatty bodies. The name is derived from
the Latin adej>s, fat, and must not be confounded
with that of a similar acid of the same group, kuow^^
as Sehacic Acid.

ADJYGU'RH, a town of British India, in the
presidency of Bengal, and province of Allahabad, GO
miles west-north-west from llewah. It has a for-

tress, situated on a very steep hill, and accessible

only by well-defended paths. The hill, which is of

gi-anite, is isolated, and separated from the north-
western edge of a plateau by a very deep and im-
passable ravine. Within the w;Jls of the fort are
two great masses of ruins of temples, resembling in
architectural character those of Southern India, and
covered with the most elaborate sculptures. A. was
for a short time the capital of a small Mahratta
state, was taken by the British under Lieutenant-
colonel Martindell, in 1S09, after an obstinate resist-

ance, and restored to its previous possessors, who
were Eajputs. The native line of rajahs became
extinct in 1855. Except the summit of the hill,
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occui>ied by the fort, which is liealthy, A. is very

subject to in.ilari.-v. The fort is SCO feet above the

town, which is 460 feet above the sea. Pop. about
500O.

A'DOWA, a town of Abyssinia, the capital of

Tigre, 145 miles north-e.ost from Gomlar. It is

situ.'xted partly on the slope anil i>artly at the

l)ase of a hill, on the left bank of the llasam, a

feeder of the Atbara, which is a lar^e branch of tlie

Nile. The houses are of the conical form common
in Abyssinia, resularly disposeil in streets, ami
mingliil with yanlens and trees. A. is the cliief

entrepot of trade between the interior of Tigre and
the coast. It has an extensive transit tr.ade, in

which gold, ivory, and slaves are articles of import-

ance. It has also manufactures of cotton fabrics,

and iron and brass wares. Pop. estimated at about
SUOO.

A'DRA (ancient ./I ?j(?e)'a), a seaport town of Spain,

in the province of Granada, and 49 miles south-

east from Granada. It is sitviated on tlic shore of

the Jlcditerranean, at the mouth of the Adra. The
ancient Abdera, founded by the Phoenicians, was ou
a hill, at the base of which the modern town
stands, iu a situation luilietilthy on account of

swamps. The jiort is not good, being nmch exposed
to the west. The houses are generally of one story.

There is one toler.ably wide street, the rest are

narrow and ill paved. From the watch-tower of A.,

in former times, a tocsin sounded the alarm on the
approach of African pirates. Lead mines in the

neighbourhood give employment to many of the

inhabitants, and trade to the port. Among the

other exports are grajics, wheat, and sugar. Fishing
and the distillation of brandy are carried on. Poi).

7400.

ADTTXLAJIITES. An attempt, in the year
ISGO, by the government of Karl Ihissell and Mr
Gl.adstoue, to carry a measure which would have
brought about a sweeping reduction of the elective

franchise, gave occasion to a, large number of the

more moderate Liberals to secede from the Whig
leaders, and vote with the Conservatives. The
designation of AduUamitcs was f.ostened on the new
party, in conseiiuenee of Mr Bright having, in the

course of debate, likened them to the political out-

laws who took refuge with David in the cave of

Adullam (1 .Samuel, xxii. 1,2); a comp.irison taken
up by Lord Elcho, who humorously rejilied, that
the band congregated in the cave was hoiu'ly increas-

ing, and would succeed in delivering the house from
the tyranny of Saul (Mr Gladstone) and his armour-
bearer (Mr Bright).

AFFUIQUE, S.UN-T, a town of the dep. of

Aveyron, France, on the Sorgue, a tributary of

the Tarn, .*U miles south-south-e.ast from llhodez.

It is situated in a beautiful valley, bet\i'een two
mountains, .md is surrounded by meadows, orchards,

and vineyards. The streets are broad, but the
houses are mostly old and mean. It has woollen
and cotton manufactories and tanneries. There is

a considerable trade in wool ; and a princi[)al article

of trade is the celebrated Hoijw/tirt C'/rcm", m.ado
from ewe-milk, chielly in the mountain pastures

around the neighbouring vilKige of Itoquefort.

About 10,000 cheeses are made annually. They
are kept iu cellars by the cheesemongers to ripen.

This kind of cheese was sent to ancient Piome, and
is highly praised by Pliny. Pop. (ISGG) 5075.

AFIUM-KARA-HISSAR {Opium Black Castle),

a city of Asia Minor, in the ]i.a.shalic of Anatolia,

170 miles east-by-north from Smyrna. It stands
near the Akar, i)artly on level ground, and partly ou
arising ground among rocks. Above the city, towers
an isolated rock of 300—400 feet in height, almost

precipitous on most sides, and very steep on that by
which alone it is accessible. The summit has iu

former times been fortified. The streets of the city

are very narrow. Most of the liouses are of stone,

and well built. A great trade is carried on, the
city being an entrepOt between Smyrna and Euro|.e

on the one hand, and Armenia, the countries on the
ICuphrates, and Persia ou the other. The jiroducts

botli of Euro]icand the East are to bo found iu its

markets. A principal article of trade is opium, i.ro-

duced in the neighliourhood, and from it the city

derives its name. There are here and in the neigh-

bourhooil manufactures of felts, carpets, arms,

and saddlery. The saddlery of A. was formerly in

request throughout the whole Turkish Empire, but

the demand for it has greatly fallen off. The pop.

is supposed to be about t)0,000.

AGAIjA'CTIA (Gr. ft, not, and palaclc, milk),

a want of the due secretion of milk. It may depend
either on organic imperfection of the mammary
gland, or upon constitutional causes. In the latter

case, the secretion may often be excited by warmth
and moisture, by the stimulus of the act of sud;-

ing, and if this fail, by the aj>[>lieation of the leaves

of the castor-oil plant to the breast.

A'GAT.V DE GOTI, Santa, a town of South
Italy, in the province of Benevento, 14 miles e.ost

from Capua. It is situated on a hill of volcanic

rock, surrounded by the Isclero, an allluent of the

Volturno. It is an ei>iseop.al seat, and lias a cathe-

dral, seven other churches, and an abbey. Pop.

7051.

AGHMA'T, or AGHMET, a fortified town of

Morocco, the capital of a province, on the left bank
of the Enlis, a tributary of the Tensift, on the north-

western slope of Mount Atlas, 24 miles south from
Morocco. Pop. 0000, ot whom about 1000 are Jews.
A. is said to have been at one time the residence of

the Moorish emperor.

AGIs O'XE, a town of South Italy, in the jirovince

of Molise, and 22 miles north-west from the town
of C'ampobasso. It stands on a hill, and is said to

occujiy the site of the ancient Aijuihnia. It is cele-

brated for its copper-works. Pop. in ISCl, 10,230.

AGO'ST.\, or AUGU.STA, a fortified city of

Sicily, in the province of Catania, 12 miles north
from Syracuse. It stands on a peninsula ]irojecting

into the Mediterranean. It is said to occujiy the
site of the Megara Jfi/lihca of the ancients, but
contains no ancient remains. The jiresent city was
founded by the Emperor Frederick II. in 1220. It

w.is the last place in Sicily to hold out against
Charles of Anjou, but was betr.ayed into the hands
of William L'Estendard, one of his barons, in 12G8,

when it was sacked, and its inhabitants mercilessly

butchered. It remained desolate for years, but
having been repeopled, and begun again to jjrosper,

it was burned and razed to the ground in l.'JGO in

another Sicilian war ; and again was taken and
burned liy the Turks in 1551. Finally, in IGG.'i, it

was destroyed by an eartbcjuake, when one-thinl of

the inhabitants perished. It lias tliree long parallel

streets. The houses are generally of one storj-. The
port is spacious, but of rather ilillicult access. Salt

is the chief article of export. Oil, wine, cheese,

fruit, honey, and sardines are also exported. Pop.
9735.

AGUILA'R DE LA FRONTE'RA, a town of

Andalusia, Spain, in the province of Cordova, oecu-
]iying the summits and slopes of sever.il low hills on
the left b.ankof the C.abr.a, 2G miles south-south-east
from Cordov.a. Many of the houses are of three
stories, and the town is remarkable for the white-
ness of its houses and the cleanness of its streets. It
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has three fine squares, and a dismantled Jloorish

castle. The chief trade is in corn and wine. Many
of the inhabitants are employed iu agriculture, and
in the breeding of oxen, horses, and mules. Pop.
11,S3G.

AGU'R, a town of India, in the territory of

Gwalior, the possessions of Sciudia's family, on
the ronte from Oojein to Kota, 41 miles north-

east from Kota. It stands iu an open plain, 1598
feet above the sea, is surrounded by a rampart of

stone, and has on one side of it a large and iiue

tank. Pop. about 30,000.

AHMEDNU'GGUR, a Eajpoot district of Guze-
rat, in the division called ^lyhee Caunta, pohtically
connected with the presidency of Bombay. It is

under the rule of the Kajah of Edur, subject to

British sovereignty. The amoiuit of tribute from
A. is £S96 a year.—The principal tfiwn is Ahmed-
nujrgur, on the banks of the Haut Mati, a branch
of the Sabarmati, in an e.xtensive plain, 92 miles

north-north-west from Baroda. It is surrounded by
a fine old stone wall. Pop. 9000.

AHMEDPU'R, a town of India, in the native
state of Bhawulpur, and 25 miles south-west from
Bhawulpur. The houses arc mostly built of mud

;

but there is a large and lofty mosque, with four tall

minarets. There are maniifactures of matchlocks,
gimpowder, cotton, and silk. The jioj). has been
estimated at 30,000, but other estimates make it

much less.

AIDAX, Saint, one of those distinguished monks
of the early Scoto-Irish Church, who were received

into the calendar of samts by a sort of acclamation,
and without the ceremony of canonisation. His
period is the midiUe of the 7th century. He was
the first efficient missionarj' who propagated Christi-

anity in the north of England. Oswald, the cele-

brated king of Northumbria, requested the com-
munity of lona to send to his court one of their

brethren who would teach the Christian religion to

his people. As the history has come down to us,

the first person sent was a certain Cormac, who
was too dogmatic and intolerant to be a successful

missionary. On his returning after a failure. A.,

who possessed the patience, geniality, and jjopular

manners fitted for the task, was successful. He
left a great reputation, and, as the earliest jjromul-

gator of Christianity in the northern districts, is

generally counted the first iu the lists of the
bishops of Durham.

AIDO'NE, a town of Sicily, in the province of

Caltanisetta, 20 miles east-by-south from Caltani-

setta. It crowns the summit of a lofty height, com-
manding a view of the great plain of Catania. It

was one of the settlements of the Lombards, who
accompanied P>oger the Norman in his conquest of

Sicily. The road which leads to the town is very
rugged, bordered by luxuriant pi-ickly pears. Pop.

C920.

AIN-TA'B, a town of Syria, near the source of

the Kowek, an affluent of the Euphrates, 59 rjiles

north-north-east from Aleppo. It is tolerably well

built : the houses are mostly of stone. It is well

supplied with water, pure streams of which flow

constantly through the streets. It has a castle

built upon a mound, resting on rock, and of very
striking appearance. The chief trade is in hides

and leather ; but cotton, sheep's and goat's wool,

wax, wheat, and rice are also of commercial import-

ance, being chief articles of produce in the surround-

ing district. A. is supposed by some to be the

ancient Antiochia ad Tauntm. Pop. 20,000, com-
posed of Turks, Greeks, and Armenians.

AIRE, or AIKE-SUR-L'ADOUR (anc. Vicua

Julius), a town of the dep. of Landes, France, on

the left bank of the Adour, 76 miles south from
Bordeaux. It is a bishojj's seat ; and its cathedral,
which has been often destroyed and rebuilt, is one
of the most ancient in France. A. has been a i)lace

of consequence from the days of the Roman con-
quest of Gaul, and was the capital of the Visigoths
under Alaric, but is now much decayed, and dimin-
ishing in population. It has hat manufactories and
tanneries. Pop. 2000 in ISGG.

AIRE, or AIRE-SUR-LE-LYS, a town of the
dep. of Pas-de-Calais, France, on the Lys, 30
miles south-east from Calais. It is a fortress of
the third class ; the town well built, but its situa-
tion low and marshy. The barracks are capable of
contaiuing 6000 meu. There are manufactures of
woollen stuffs, linen yarn, thread, hats, starch,
Dutch tiles, and soap; also some trade in grain.
Osier-work is carried on to some extent. Pop.
(1SG6) 4727.

AJCRUO'CA, a town of the province of Minas
Geraes, Brazil, 100 miles north-west from Rio de
Janeiro. It is situated in a fertile country, at the
northern base of the Sierra Mantiqueira, on the
river Ajuruoca, one of the head-waters of the
Parana. The surrounding district once yielded much
gold, which has apparently been exliausted; but it

jiroduces excellent crops of tobacco, millet, mandioc,
sugar, and coffee. Smne are reared for the market
of Rio de Janeiro. Pop. (including district) about
12,000.

AKBARPU'R, a to-ivn of India, in the British
district of Cawnpore, 2S miles west from Cawnpore,
on the route from Cawnpore to Etawa. It is the
capital of a pergunnah of the same name. Pop.
6330.

AKHALZI'KH, or AKI'SKA, a town of Russian
Armeui.i, 90 miles west from Tillis, on the left

bank of the Dalka, an affluent of the Kur. It is

situated in a valley of the Keldir Mountains, and at
such an elevation above the sea, that the winter is

severe, although the summer is very hot. A. was
anciently called Keldir or Chaldir. It is without
walls, but has a strong citadel, built on a rock. The
mosque of Sultan Ahmed, built on the model of St
Sophia, in Constantinople, has a Hbrary attached to
it, which was accounted one of the most valuable in
the East ; but the Russians, alter acquiring posses-
sion of A., carried off great jiart of its most valuable
treasures to St Petersburg. Maize, wheat, barley,
fla.v, cotton, silk, grapes, figs, and honey are pro-
duced in the surrounding district. Some manufac-
tures are carried on in the town, and it maintains
an active trade with various places on the Black
Sea. Pop. 15,000, two-thirds of whom are Arme-
nians.

AK-HISSA'R (anc. Tlnjath-a), a town of Asia
Minor, in Anatolia, 52 miles north-east from
Smyrna, on somewhat elevated ground in the valley
of the Hyllus. The streets are paved with carved
stone, and other relies of antiquity abound ; but
there are no ruins of ancient buildings. Cotton
goods are exported. Pop. estimated .at OOdO, of
whom about 5000 are Turks, and the remainder
mostly Greeks.

AKHLA'T, or AEDI'SH, a town of Asiatic
Turkey, in the pashalic of Van, and 58 miles north-
west from Van. It is situated on the north-west
shore of Lake Van, and is surrounded by a double
w.all and moat, and further protected by towers and
a citadel. Pop. estimated at 6000. The old city of
A., at a little distance from the present to\^Ti, in a
ravine, was the residence of the kings of Armenia,
and was the scene of many conflicts between the
Greeks, Armenians, and Persians. It was taken

377
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and (lev.istateJ in 12iS by Jel.il ud-decn, and com-

plutfly destroyed by an earthquake in 124G.

AKHTY'UKA, a town ot European Russia, in

the government o£ Ivharkov, and oS miles north-

west from Kharkov. It is situ.ited on a sni.ill river

of the same name, i>n .afllncnt of the Dnieper. It

was founded by the I'oles in IGU. It hag manufac-

tures of light textile fabrics, and a great annual

fair. The neighbourhood is very fertile. Pop.

l;j,'J40.

A'ICKOX, a town of the state of Ohio, North

America, the capital of Summit Coimty. It is

situated ."G miles south of Clevehand, on tlie Little

Cuyahoga, which falls into Lake Krie, and at the

junction of the Ohio and Erie Canal with the Penn-

sylvania and Ohio Canal, at the highest point in the

course of the former canal, whence its name (Gr. a

summit). It is also on the Cleveland and Zanesville

Railway. It was first settled in 1S2."). It has

woollen factories, tlour-mills, a steam-engine factory,

a stove factory, &c. The machinery of all its pubUc

works is driven by water-power. It is a place of

consider.able trade. Pop. GOUO.

AK-SHE'HR (While Cil;/, anc. Phihmelion), a

city of Asiatic Turkey, in the pash.alic of Karaman,

five miles south of the salt lake of Ak-shehr, at the

entrance of an extensive mountain valley. The

houses rise in successive terraces on the slope of a

hill. There is here a celebrated carpet manufac-

tory. Pop. estimated at GOOO.

AK-SU', a town of Chinese Turkestan, 2fi0 miles

north-east from Yarkand, on an affluent of the

Tarim, and on the southern base of the Tliian-shan

Mount.ains. It is the military head-quarters of this

part of the Chinese Empire, ami a large garrison is

maint.ained in it. It was formerly the residence of

the kings of Kashgar and Yarkand. In 1710, it

was nearly destroyed by an earthquake, and in the

beginning of the jircsent century, sutFered terribly

from an inundation, in which ;i(KJO persons perished.

It is celebrated for its manufactures of cotton cloth

and elaborately ornamented sadiUery. It is much
resorted to by caravans, as an entrepot of commerce

between Russia, Tartary, and Chin.o. The pop. is

very variously estimated from GOOO to 20,000 and

upwards. Sliecp and cattle are extensively reared

in the neighbourhood.

AKYA'B, a town ot Further India, the chief

seaport of the district of Akyab or Aracan Proper,

and the capital of the province of Aracau. It

was formerly called Twet-twe, and sometimes

still receives that name. It is situated on the

eastern side of the island of Akyab, at the mouth

of the Kuladync or Cohadyne. The houses are

well built, the streets broad and regular. The

town is rapidly rising in commercial importance.

Light-houses have been erected for the benelit of

the harbour. Poj). .about 5000 in ISGl.

ALABA'MA, The, an armed vessel of the Con-

federate States of America, which iuUicted terrible

injury upon the sliippiug of the Northern States of

the American Uniou during the civil war which

broke out iu 1801. The career of the A. was m
more than one respect unparalleled m the history

of any previous naval war. She was, for a war-ship,

a small vessel, built for speed, carrying a few guns,

and intended not for lighting, but for preying upon

defenceless merchant-ships. She was almost the

only vessel the Confederate States had upon the

open seas ; but the destruction she wrought was so

great, and in ellect so alarming, as to produce a very

marked diminution in the number of commercial

vessels carrying the flag of the United States. She

was built, too, m a British port, and never, at any

time, entered a port of the state by which she was
373

commissioned : there was no port available for the

dispos.al of her prizes, and, ship and cargo, they

were usually burned. Her career demonstrated how
completely, in the present state of commerce, under
the conditions of navigation and naval warfare pro-

duced by steam and long-range artillery, belligerents

fairly matched might ruin each otlicr at sea

;

and it raised iutern.ation.al questions between the

United States and Great Britain, which are likely

to be solved by a new definition of the duties of

neutrals in time of war. Even the end of the A.
was singular and instructive : perhaps it was too

honoura^jle an end for such a career as hers. She

went down in an artillery duel, quixotically entered

upon for a fancied point of honour, with a vessel

protected by armour : illustr.ating the impntence,

in modern naval warfare, of the gallantry of the

most gallant of seamen agaiust advantages derived

from speed, armament, and armour.

At the beginning of the civil war in ISGl, the Con-

federate States weVe without a navy, and apparently

without tlie means of acquiring one. Their popula-

tion was agriciUtural ; they had neither ships nor

seamen ; and the Northern States promptly insti-

tuted an elfective blockade of nearly all their ports.

The .able men who had planned the secession of the

Southern States from the jVmerican Union had not

overlooked the subject of a navy ; but events had

been agaiust them. They had reckoncnl upon secur-

ing a part of the United States lleet ; and before

the war commiMiccd, they had determined upon

fitting out small and swift vessels, carrying a lew

heavy guns, to cruise agaiust the Northern com-

merce. They had no lack of able naval officers ; for

a majority of the senior naval officers of the United

States were Southern men, and were at their com-

mand. Early in 18G1, while jiarleyiug was still

going on between the North and the South, and

hopes of a peaceable separation were not extinct.

Captain Raphael Semmes had been empowereil by

the Southern leaders to purchase shijis and stores

for the South ; but as regards ships, Cai)t.ain Semmes
appears to have been unsuccessful. It w:us not till

sever.al montlis after the war began, in June 18G1,

that the Confederate States were able to send tlieir

first armed cruiser to se.a. This was the Stimter, a

small steamer, which had previously traded between

New Orleans and Havana. Captain Semmes, who
was appointed her commander, was singularly qua-

lified for the work expected of him. Ho was a

n.ative of Maryland, about 51 years of age ; he had

been a Commander in the United States navy, and

now held the same rauk in the service of the

Southern .States. Besides possessing high profes-

sional abilities and attainments, he was a man of

acute intellect and of decided character ; and he was

tlioroughly instructed in the principles and details

of international law and etiquette. Ho seems to

h.ave united with the good qualities of a naval

offlccr the qualifications of an able lawyer, diplo-

matist, and publicist. He could be trusted to

secure for a war-vessel of the Confederacy, however

small, every advaiit.age to which she was entitled

from neutr.al powers ; to give to subjects of neutral

powers, and of the other belligerent alike, nothing

which was not strictly their due ; to carry out

without llinching, unmoved by taunts and abuse,

the work of destruction which was expected at his

hands. His career in the Sumit-r is a record of

triumphs won over neutral governoi-s and ministers,

who were disinclined to actmit the little Sumter to

the position of a belligerent war-vessel ; of clever

avoidance of the enemy's cruisers, of which several

were always on his track ; and of the destruction

of valuable sliips and cargoes belonging to citizens

of the United States. The Sumter and her captain
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n-ere soon known throughout the ivorkl. The enemy
called Captain Semmes a jiirate, and could they

have caught him, would probably have treated him
as a pirate. But he apjiears to have done nothing

but what it was his right as a belligerent to do ; at

anjTate, he was scrupulous not to exceed the pre-

cedents of international law. It was upon his system
of burning his captures, not upon the captures them-
selves, that the people of the Northern States

foxmdcd their charge of piracy ; but no Confederate

port was open to him for the tUsposal of his prizes ;

and his treatment of them, though it greatly shocked

an age which had seen scarcely anything of naval

warfare, was warranted by precedents, and was
probably, tliough not unquestionably, within his

right. As an occasional resource, to be adopted
upon an emergency, the burning of captures made
at sea is undouljtedly lawful ; it is not so certain

tliat a belligerent is at liberty to can-y out a system

of burning captures, made without the hope of

being able to bring them into port for adjucUcation

before a prize court. The cruise of the Sumter,

which began on the 30th June ISGl, with her escape

from New Orleans, then strictly blockaded, was
over before the end of the year ; but she had cap-

tured IS vessels, had spread alarm through the

Northern seaports, and had put shipowners and
merchants to heavy charges for insurance ; and by
disinchning merchants to ship their goods in North-
ern vessels, had seriously injm'ed the shipping-trade

of the Northern States. Eventually, she was laid

up at Gibraltar, and declared unlit for further

service : had she been seaworthy, it would have
been very (Ufficult to carry her out of a port where
she was diligently watched by Northern cruisers.

She had, however, verified the anticipations of the

Confederate government ; and in ISG'J, this govern-

ment found a successor for her, much better fitted

for the work to be done, and destined to far greater

celebrity. This was the Alabama.
This vessel was built for the Confederate govern-

ment by Messrs Laird and Sons at Birkenhead.

She was a screw steam-sloop of 1040 tons register,

built of wood, and for speed rather than strength.

She was barque-rigged, and was fitted with two
engines of 350 horse-power each ; she was pierced

for 12 guns, and had the means of carrying two
hea\'y pivot-guns amid-ships. She cost £47,500
without her equipment ; including her equipment,

£51,710. Semmes, now a captain in the Confederate
service, was, in June 1S62, appointed to superintend

her equipment, and take command of her when
ready for sea. Both Captain Semmes and Com-
mander Bullock, who had superintended the budd-
ing, were enjoined by the Confederate government
to keep the destination of the vessel as secret as

possible, and carefully to avoid any infringement of

public law, or of the municipal law of Great Britain,

which would give the British government a pretext

for seizing her. These instructions were carefully

acted upon. The destination of the 'No. 290,' as

she was called from her number in the list of steam-

ships constructed by the Messrs Laird, was so well

concealed, that she was nearly finished before it was
suspected by the emissaries of tlie United States.

According to previous practice, there was no great

difficulty in avoiding the infringement of the pubUe
and of the municipal law in such a case. It had
been held lawful to build vessels for a bellige-

rent in neutral ports, and lawful to purchase

guns and stores in neutral ports, though they
might be for the equipment of vessels thus bmlt.

What had been held unlawful was the equipment
with guns and warlike stores of a vessel built for a

belligerent in a neutral port pre^noua to her leaving

the neutral jmisdiction. Captain Semmes did not

intend to equip his vessel at Birkenhead, and there-

fore, supposing the rides of public law to luave

remained unchanged, he intended no infringe-

ment of the law. But the United States minister
called upon the British government to detain
the ' No. 290,' submitting some evidence that
she was intended for a Confederate war-vessel. He
maintained, or, at anyrate, it has since been main-
tained on the part of the United States, that her
construction, being that of a war-vessel, was so dif-

ferent from that of vessels built for trade, as itself

in some measure to constitute an equipment for war.
The British government consulted the crown lawj'erg,

who at first thought the evidence of destination

insufficient. Afterwards, when further evidence was
jiresented, a delay was caused by the illness of Sir

John Harding, the Queen's Advocate. ^Vhen an
opinion favourable to the detention of the vessel

was at length given, 'No. 290' was gone. The
builders, made aware of the danger of a seizure, had
made haste with their work ; the vessel, though
unlinished, was got ready for sea ; under pretence
of a trial trip, she made her way down the Mersey
to Jloelfra Bay, where the work remaining to be
done was actively carried on ; and on the morning
of the 31st Jidy 18G2, warning having been given

that she was to be seized that day, the ' No. 290

'

steamed away from the British coast. The ablest

Englisli lawyers were of opinion that there had been
no infringement of the law, but that a case had
been presented which the British government was
bound to submit to a court of law. The detention

of the vessel diu-ing a protracted lawsuit would
have served the purposes of the United States

almost as well as her condemnation ; and as she

must have been detained but for the delay caused
by Sir J. Harding's illness, it is not without a show
at least of reason that the United .States govei'nment
now claims from Great Britain indemnification for

the losses consequent upon her escape.
' No. 290 ' made for Terceira, one of the

Western Islands, where she arrived on the 13th of

August—her speed and sea-going qualities being

fully proved upon the voyage ; and a few days after

she was joined by the Agrippina of London, carry-

ing her gims, stores, and supply of coal, and by
the Bahama, with Captain Semmes and his officers

on board. By the 24th of August, she had shipped
her armament and stores, and was ready for sea ;

and now Captain Semmes produced his commission
to the sailors, named the vessel the A., and hoisted

the Confederate flag. The sailors on board the A.
and her cousorts were Englishmen, all entered for

a feigned voj-age ; but with few exceptions, they
enlisted under Captain Semmes, though the terms
uiion which they insisted were exorbitant. The
crew now consisted of SO men all told ; and the
armament of eight 32-pounder3. By the end of

August, the vessel was got into good order ; and she
made her firet capture on the oth of September.
Within eleven days of that date, she captiu'cd and
burned property the value of which exceeded her
own cost. The people of the United States were
filled with indignation against Great Britain for

permitting the escape of such a destroyer. Their
indignation against 'l.he pirate Semmes' was only
less than the alarm with which they regarded the
depredations of the A. Several fast-sailing cruisers

were sent in search of her.

Captain Semmes made for the American coast,

which he had determined to make his first cruising-

ground. He wag amliitious of making a few cap-
tures within sight of New York ; but running short

of coal, he was obliged to give up this somewhat
daring scheme, and make for a coaling-station.

He afterwards lay on the track of the California
j;9
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in.iil-stcaincrs nmnins; between Aspinwall and New
Yijik ; and after waiting for some time, he captured

the Ariel mail-steamer, with 140 marines, several

United States olliccrs, and 500 other jiassengere on

board. A heavy gun and a quantity of specie were all

that he took hy this ca[)ture, but it greatly raised

the prestige of the A., and increMed the alarm of

Ameriean shipowners. The passengers and crew of

the .cl nV/ were too numerous to be taken on board

the A. ; and as Captain Semmes found yellow fever

raging at Kingston in Jamaica, at which port he
intended to have landed tliem, he was unable to

di'stroy the vessel, and had to set her free, after

taking a bond for a large sum to be paid on the

conclusion of the war. Shortly after, on the 11th

January ISO.'i, an encounter occurred between the

A. and a United States vessel, which still further

augmented the reputation of the former. Cruising

otf Galveston in Texas, the A. gave battle to the

United States gun-boat llattura.^. an old vessel,

somewhat her inferior in armament, and sunk her

after a few broadsides. The destruction of the IIul-

tcras and the capture of the Arid -were the most
remarkable events in the career of the A. until her

closing scene arrived. Her history consists of a
monotonous succession of captures made in diflferent

seas, her prizes being merchant-vessels incapable of

resistance, which were burned, or, wheu there was
convincing evidence of the neutral ownership of the

cargo, which did not often happen, liberated upon
bond. She captured in all 65 vessels ; and the value

of the property she destroyed has been estimated at

4,000,000 dollars. It was, however, by the heavy
msuratioe fur war-risks to which slie subjected them,
and still more Ijy the ditfieulty she caused them in

getting freights, that the A.'s career inflicted the

greatest injury ujwn the shipowners of the United
States. When the pursuit after her became too hot

on the American coast, she sailed for the Cape of

Good Hope, and cruised in the eastern sea-s. lleturu-

ing to Europe, she arrived in the English Channel in

June iS04, and on the llth of .Tune entered the

French port <if Cherbourg to relit and supply her-

self with stores. She had been nearly two years at

sea, and had got into bad condition ; her sjieed and
sailing qualities were considerably inipaireiL Per-

mission to make the necessary repairs was given by
the authorities of the port of Cherbourg.

But within a few days, the United States steamer,

Kearaaii'', commanded by Captain Winslow, a former
sliipmate of Captain Senimes, arrived at Cherbourg

;

and she made a demonstration which the olheers and
crew of the A.—writhing under the abuse that had
been heaped upon them, and aware that their career

had been inglorious—regarded and resented as a chal-

lenge. Captain Semmes knew, and probably shared

their feelings, and determined to giatify them ; he
sent notice to the United States consul that he
would sail out and fight the Knarsage. The two
shijis were, to appearance, not uiiequally matched,
in reality the Kearswjn had considerably the advan-

tage in number of crew, armament, speed, and
general condition ; besides that, she was ])rotected

amid-ships by armour. Tlie fact of her being thus

protected, and the extent of her su]ieriority, seem to

have been unknown to Captain Semmes. The tight

took place on Sunday, the 19th of June, rnitside the

port of Cherbourg, all Cherbourg gazing at it from
the neighbouring heights. Tlie KearMUjc, having
the superiority ni sailing, was able to keep at a
distance of about 500 yards from her enemy ; her
armour in a great measure protected her from the

enemy's shot; and, as might be expected, her guns
were better serveil than those of the Alabama.
Before the light had lasted an hour. Captain Semmes
found his slup was sinking, and gave ortlers to i)ull

down his Hag. The boats were got out, and the
woumled placed in them ; but before the Kcarsuije
could come to the rescue, the A. went to the bottom.
The boats of the Kcariiitt/i; saved many of the crew.
Others, including Captain Semmes, were picked up
by an English yacht, belonging to a Mr Lancaster,
the JJctr/iouuf/, which had been near during the
light, and had been allowed by Cajitain Wiuslow to

helji in rescuing the A.'s crew. These the Deer-
Imuml immediately carried within the neutral juris-

diction. The American captain was very angry at

being de])rivcd of his most important prisoner by
thu l)i'er/iou>id ; and Semmes and the others saved
by this vessel were afterwards charged with having
broken their faith as prisoners who had asked for

quarter from the Kearmije. But as regards the
JJcirliound at least, there was no room for any
charge ; the seamen of the A., once ujion its deck,

were entitled to the protection of Great Britain, and
no previous compact could have deprived them of

it.

It is to be hoi)ed that as a result of the nejiotia-

tions now pending between Great Britain and the

United States, any such international complicatii>ii

as that arising out of the case of the A. will be

rendered easily avoidable. A full account of the

Alahama's career will be found in a work published

at London in 1SG4

—

'J'lir I'rui-ie of llie Alabama and
the liumter, compiled from the papers of Captain

liaphael Semmes.
(The claims of the United States against Great

Britain for damages done by the Alabama and other

vessels, was linally refen-ed to a court of arbitrators,

who met at fleneva, and gave a decision against

Great Britain to the amount of £;{,'2'2i).lGG, I3s. 4.1.)

ALAIS, a town of the dep. of Gard, France,
situateil in a fertile ))lain, on the right bank
of the Gardou, at the base of the Ccvennes
Jlountains, 23 miles north-west from Klines, with
which it is connected Iiy railway. It embraced
the Protestant cause in the religious wars of

France; ami Louis XIII. in person, accompanied
by the Cardinal de Ilichelieu, besieged it, and
having taken it in 10'20, demolished its walls.

Three years later, the Baron of Alais having taken
part in the rebelliiin of Montmorency, the castle

was destroyed. l*rotestantism still prevails to a
considerable e.Ktent. A. is a very tlourishing town,
and owes its i)rosperity chiefly to the mineral

wealth of the surrounding district, which produces
coal, iron, lead, zinc, and manganese. The coal and
iron mines are of chief importance. There are

large iron-foundries in the town and neighbourhood.
There are also manufactures of rilibons, stockings,

gloves, vitriol, and earthenware. A. is an episcopal

seat. Pop. (ISGG) I2,3'J2.

ALAJUE'LA, a city of the state of Costa Kiea,

Central America, "2.3 miles west-north-west from
Cartago, and a little on the western side of the

water-shed between the Atlantic and the Pacilic.

It contains many good houses, and has extensive

suburbs of detaclied houses, embowered among
trees and flowering shrubs. The neighbourhood is

chiefly devoted to the culture of the sugar-cane.

Pop., including suburbs, 12,575.

A'LAJIOS, Los (i. e., 'J'/ic I'ophirs), a town of

Mexico, in the state of Sonora, and department of

Sinaloa, 110 miles north-north-west from Sinaloa.

It is situated in a barren plain, but in a region

famous for its silver mines. The houses are mostly
of stone or l>rick, covered with stucco. Provisions

are dear, being brought from a ilistance, and the
town is very insutficiently sui>plied with water.

I'op. 10,000.

ALA-SHEHR (i. e., The Exalted Cif'j, ancient
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Philadelphia), a city of Asia Minor, in the pashalic

of Anatolia, 75 miles east-liy-soiith from .Smyrna,

at the north-east base of Jlount Tmolns. It was
foiuided by Attains Philadelphus, king of Pergamos,
about 200 B.C., anil is famous as the seat of one of

the ' Seven Churches of Asia.' It is still a place of

considerable iuiportance, ami carries on a thriving

trade by caravans, chiefly witli Smyrna. It is sur-

rounded by a wall, and is of large extent ; but the
streets are narrow and dirty, and the houses gene-

rally mean. There are many interesting remains of

antiquity. Pop. supposed to be about 15,000.

ALAU'SI. a town of the republic of Kcuador,
South America, in the province of Chiml)orazo, 70
miles east from Guayaquil, at an elevation of 79S0
feet above the sea, in a valley of the Andes, on the
river Alausi, which flows into the Gulf of Guayaquil.
The vaUey of the Alausi is extremely fertile, pro-

ducing sugar, grain, and fruits. There are manu-
factures of wooUen and cotton cloth in the town.
Pop. UOOO.

A'LBA (ancient Alha Pompeia), a very ancient

city of Korth Italy, in the province of Cuneo, on
the right bank of the Tanaro, 31 miles south-east

from Turin. It is situated in a plain surrounded by
hills. The neighbourhood jiroduces much wine and
silk, besides corn, oil, and fruits. The town lias an
extensive trade in cattle. It is an episcopal seat

;

the cathedral was founded in 1486. Pop. 1)677.

ALBACE'TE, a town of Spain, capital of the pro-

vince of the same name, in ilurcia, l.'iS miles south-

cast from JIadrid, and a station on the railway
from Madrid to Alicante. It stands in a fertile but
treeless plain, is built with some degree of regidarity,

and contains a numljer of scpiares and many good
houses. It is a place of considerable trade, and has
great cattle-fairs in September. It is noted in Spain
for the manufacture of knives and other steel goods,

which, however, are very inferior to those of Shef-

field. Pop. 11,000.—The province of Albacete is

partly formed from the former kingdom of Murcia,
and p.artly from New Castile. It is generally hilly,

and in some parts mountainous, some of its moun-
tains attaining an altitude of 5000 feet ; but it con-

tains also rich jilaius and fertile valleys. Agriculture
is in a more advanced state than in most parts of

Spain ; corn and wine are largely produced, as also

oil, hemp, tobacco, saffron, fruits of various kinds,

and honey. Great numbers of sheep, goats, oxen,

horses, mules, and asses are reared. The mineral
wealth of the in-ovince appears to be considerable,

but is not turned to much account. The area of

the produce is 51166 sq. m. ; i)op. 201,118.

ALBAY', a town of the island of Luzon, Philip-

pine Islands, the capital of a jiroviuce of the same
name, in the south end of the island. It is situated

about two miles from the Bay of Albay, which is

au excellent harbour, and very near a volcano also

called Albay, which is in a state of constant activity.

Earthquakes are frequent, but the province is very

fertile. The town is regularly built, contains some
good houses, and is a place of considerable trade.

Pop. 13,115.

A'LBERT N'YANZA (the Little Luta Nzige of

Speke), a large lake of East Central Africa, one of

the reservoirs of the Nile, situated in a deep rock-

basin, distant, at the nearest jioint, SO miles west of

the Victoria JS'yanza. So far as yet known, the

A. N. is of an oijlong shajie, and extends from lat.

2' 45' N. to 2° S.—upwards of 300 miles. Where
crossed by the equator, it is 92 English miles in

breadth. On the east, it is fringed by precipitous

cliffs, having a mean altitude of 1500 feet, with

isolated peaks, rising from 5000 to 10,000 feet. The
surface of the lake is 2720 feet above the sea, and

1470 feet below the general level of the country ; its

water is fresh and sweet, and it is of great depth
towards the centre. The north and west shores of

the lake are bordered by a massive range of hills,

called the Blue Mountains, which have an elevation
of about 7000 feet. Tlie existence of this vast lake
flrst became known to Europeans through Speke
and Grant, who, in 1862, heard of the Luta Nzige
as a narrow reservoir forming a shallow back-water
of the Nile. See map to article Nile. When
Speke and Grant, after the discovery of the Victoria
N'yanza, were, in 1863, descending the Nile on their
return to Europe, they met, at Gondokoro, Mr (now
Sir) Samuel White Baker (q. v.), who was ascending
the river in the hope of meeting with and aiding
these travellers. Aa soon as they informed him of

the reputed great lake, Baker agreed to undertake
its exploration. .Joining a trading party, he travelled
south-eastwards to Latooka, which he describes as
the finest country he h.ad seen in Africa. His
course was now south and south-west, through the
countries of Obbo and i\Iadi, crossing the Asua, a
tributary of the Nile, on 9th January 1864. Jour-
neying next in a south and south-eastward direction
over iminhaljited jirairies and swampy hollows, he
came upon the Nile at the Karuma Falls, lat. 2°

17' N., at the identical spot where it had been
crossed by Speke and Grant. Being prevented, l>y

the jealousy of King Kamrasi, from following the
coiuse of the stream to the westward, he was forced
to proceed, by slow marches southward on the west
side of the Somerset or Nile, to M'rooli, leaving
which, his course lay south-west on the south side
of the Kafoor Paver. After a toilsome march of
eigliteen days from M'rooli, the party came in
sight of the glorious expanse of water. Baker says :

'Weak and exhausted with more than twelve
months' anxiety, toil, and sickness, I tottered down
the stee]) and zigzag path, and in about two
hours reached the shore. The waves were rolling
upon a bank of sand ; and as I drank the water,
and bathed my face in the welcome flood with a
feeling of true gratitude for success, I named tliis

great basiii the Albert N'yanza, in memory of a
great man who had passed away.'
The spot where the party flrst reached the lake,

Vacovia, is in lat. 1° 14' N., 30° 40' E. Embarking
thence in canoes, the party coasted north-eastward,
and ill 13 days arrived at Magungn. lat. 2° 16' N.,
near the mouth of the Somerset I!iver. At this

part, the lake was under 20 miles in width, and
apjieared to stretch away iu a north-west direction.

From Magungo, 250 feet above the lake, the
travellers had a view of the Nile ^'alley for 15 or 20
miles northwards. Ascending the Somerset, at a
distance of 25 miles from its mouth, tlie canoe-
voyage was interrupted by a grand cataract 120 feet
high, which was named the Murchison Falls. The
explorers proceeded south-eastwards for about 30
miles to Kisoona, and then a march north-east for

about the same distance brought them to the
Karuma Falls, where they flrst entered the lake-
region. The name Somerset is adopted from Spekc's
flrst map, in order to distinguish that river from the
Nile proper. It issues from the Victoria N'yanza at
the Itipon Falls, and flowing north-west and west
for about 230 miles, it enters the A. N. within
30 miles of its northern extremity, and soon quits
it to form the true Nile, {"rom the Pujion Falls
for 30 miles north, and from the Karuma to the
Murchison FaUs, 45 miles, the Somerset forms a
series of rapids. The A. N. receives the drainage
of a great equ.atorial mountain range, where rain
falls during ten months of the year. The scenery
of the lake is descrilied as extremely beautiful.

Salt, which is very abundant in the soil on the
3sil
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eastern shores of the lake, is iiow the only article

of traile to the inhabitants. Foniierly, Magiingo
was a larf;e town, when the trade from lvarai,nie,

in iat. 2° !S., was coudnoteJ in larj^e boats Bent by
Uunianika, the king of the country, with cowrie

shells and brass bracelets from Zaujjuebar, to be

uxchauged for ivory.

ALUO.STA'N, a town of Asi.atio Turkey, in the

|i.ashalic of Marasli, and 39 miles north-east-by-uorth

Irom Marasli. I'op. estimated at 90U0.

ALBO'X, a town of Andalusia, Spain, in the pro-

vincc of Aluieria, 4"J miles norlh-cast from Alnieria,

on a small alllueut of the Alinanzora, which divides

tile town into two jiavts. It has some f;ood streets

and buildings, and a line square. lUankets, coarse

linen and lieuij»en fabrics, and eartlienware are

inanufactured. There are also corn and oil mills.

There is a creat annual fair iu Kovember, lasting

for a fortnight. I'op. 7430.

ALBU'GO is a term eniiiloyed in Surgery to

designate the white opacity that often follows

ulceration of the cornea of the eye. In infancy, the

comparatively rapid interchange of materials will

often diminish to a great extent both the extent and
density of these spots ; but in after-life, they do not

undergo similar absorption, nor are they amenable
to surgical relief.

ALBUXO'L, a town of Spain, in the province of

Orauada, 41 miles south-east from Granada, and
about 3 uiiles from the coast of the Mediterranean.

It is a -well-built towni, with clean jiaved streets.

The sm-roundiug district abounds in vineyards, and
is also very productive of ligs and almonds. The
making of wine and brandy, and the drying of

raisins, are the chief occupations of the inhabitants

of the town itself. Pop. 0704. The port of A. is a

small place called La Uabita.

ALBUQUE'KQUE, a town of Estremadnra,
Spain, in the jirovince of Badajoz, and 24 miles

north from liadajoz. It is a decaying place. Cotton

and woollen fabrics are manufactureil, also earthen-

ware, soaji, and chocolate. The neighbourhood is

fruitful, producing corn, wine, oil, ilax, honey, and
fruits. I'oji. 5470.

ALBUQUEUQUE, a town of EcrnaUlIo County,
New Mexico, U. S., oii the left bank of the Itio

Bravo del Norte, 41 miles south-south-west from
Santa Fc. Top. ODUO.

ALCALA' DE GUADAI'RA (The Caslle of the

Ci'i(«(/a!r«), the ancient Carthaginian /y/i'HJ/i/Jrt ('place

of many springs'), a town of Andalusia, Spain, in

the province of Seville, and 7 miles east-by-south

from Seville. It stands near the Gnadaira, partly

on a hill, so that some of the streets are very stee]>,

and is overlookeil by the ruins of an ancient Jlooiish

castle, once one of the most important, as its ruins

are still among the linest, iu Spain. This town is

beautifully situated, and on account of the salubrity

of its climate, is much resorted to as a summer resi-

dence by the inhabitants of Seville. It is celebrated

for producing the (inest bre.ad in Spain ; there are

more than fifty liakeries in the town, anil Seville is

chiclly siii>plicd from it. The water-mills and mule-

mills for making Hour are more than 201) in number,
and with the bakeries, give employment to great

part of the population. JOvery process connected
with the making of bread is conducted with the

greatest care. Seville is also siijipbed with water
from the hill above A., which is jicrforatcd by
tunnels, some of them C miles in length, forming
underground canals. Some of the tunnels are

believed to be Ilcjinan works, but most of them are
known to have been made by tlie Moors. The
water flowing tlirough the subterranean canals is

3S2

as clear as crystal. The neighbourhood of A. is

fertile, producing corn, wine, oil, silk, honey, and
fruits, also shec]) and oxen. Tup. 6702.

ALCALA' LA UEA'L (Th,' Jloijal C«s//e),a city
of Andalusia, Spain, in tlie province of ,Iaeu, anil

20 miles north-west from Grauad.a. It is situated on a
conical hill, in a narrow valley, on the north side of

the mountains which separate tlie province of Jaeu
from that of (jranada, at an elevation of nearly 3000
feet above the sea. It is a very jiicturesque town,
irregularly built, with stee]) aud narrow streets and
bold towers. It was the stronghold of the Alcaide
Ibu Zaido ; and being taken in 1340, by Alonso XI.
in ]ierson, it obtained the name Itcal. It has a
hospital, formerly an abbey, a very line building.
The neighbourhood produces p-ain and fruits of the
finest quality, and the inhabitants of the town are
mostly engaged in agriculture. There is some trade
in wine and wool. I'op. 11,521.

A'LCAMO, a town of Sicily, in the province of

Trajpaiii, aud 2.'J miles e.xst from Trapani, in the Val
di ilazzara, on the higli-road between Talermo and
Trajiani. It is said to have been founded by the
Arabs, on their first invasion of Sicily in 827. The
originid town stood on a liiU, and long retained a
Moslem population, who were driven out by the
Emperor Frederick II. in ]2.'>3, and the new town
was built at the foot of the hill. A. is surrounded
by a battlemented wall of the I4tli century. The
houses are mostly mean, and the streets irregular

aud dirty ; the whole place having an air of poverty
and decay. It contains, however, some line old
churches and palaces. I'op. (ISGl) 19,518.

ALCANI'Z, a town of Aragon, Sjiain, in the pro-
vince of Toruel, 03 miles soutli-east from Saraiiossa.
It is situated on a rising ground on the rightljank
of tlic Guadalupe, which is here crossed by a bridge
of nine arches. It is a ^vell-bllilt town, with wide
paved streets, and a number of squares. It has a
magnificent collegiate church, in which are many
lino tombs and pictures. There are manufactures of
silk, woollen, and coarse linen fabrics, hats, and
soap ; there are also flour and oil mills, and some
trade in gi-ain, cattle, aud the manufactures of the
town. I'o]i. 0100.

ALCA'KTAIIA, a seaport town of Brazil, in the
)irovince of Maranham, 17 miles north-west from
Maranh.am, near the mouth of the Bay of St Marcos.
Most of the houses are only of one story. The more
wealthy residents are mostly cotton-jilanters ; the
poorer classes live chiefly by tishing, and by making
hammocks of some of the iieculiar libres of the
country-. There are salt-pits not far from the town.
Cotton, rice, and s;Jt are exported. I'o]). 10,000.

ALCAUA'Z, a town of La Mancha, Spain, in the
province of Albaccte, and 30 miles west-south-west
from Albaccte. It stands on the slope of an isolated
hill, ou the left bank of the Guadarmeua, a feeder

j

of the Guadalquivir. A ruined castle crowns the

j

summit of the hill ; and there are also the remains
of a line Koman aqueduct. Some of the streets are
very steej). The inhabitants are jiartly employed
in weaving aud irou-\\ orking, jiartly iu agriculture.
To]). 7325.

ALCAUDE'TE (anc. UdUuman), a town of
Andalusia, Spain, in the province of Jaen, and 22
miles south-west from Jacn. It is situated in a
hollow, enclosed by three hills, ou an alUuciit of the
(;u.adalquivir, is overlooked by the ruins of an
ancient castle, and is tolerably well built. There
are line pictures iu some of the churches. Oil aud
rope making, weaving, and agricultiu-e are the chief
employments of the inhabitants. Grain, silk, oxen,
sheeji, goats, |)igs, mules, and asses are produced in

,
the neighbourhood, i'op. C242.
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ALCA'ZAR DE SAN JUA'N (anc. Alee), a town
of New Castile, Spain, in the province of Ciudad
Keal, and 49 miles north-east from Ciudad Real, on
the Madrid and Alicante liailway. It is regulai'ly

built, and has two good squares. There are manu-
factories of soap, nitre, and gunpowder. Pop. 7540.

ALCI RA (anc. Scehatiada), a town of Spain, in

the province of Valencia, 20 miles south-by-west
from Valencia, on an island in the river Xucar, the

two branches of which are here crossed by stone

bridges. It is surrounded by old walls, \rith strong

towers. The principal streets are wide, but the
town is ill built. The inhabitants are chiefly

emjiloyed in the manufacture of earthenware, the

production of silk, and agriculture. The surround-

ing country is much intersected by canals, exhibit-

ing an admirable specimen of the system of irrigation

introduced l)y the Moors. Pop. 9250.

A'LCOHOL, Physiological axd Poisonous
Action of. Alcohol, in a concentrated form, e.xerts

a local irritant action on the membranes and tissues

of the animal body. According to various circum-
stances, as, for example, its greater or less dilution,

the quantity in which it is administered, the empti-

ness or fulness of the stomach, and the natm-e of

the animal on which the experiment is made, alcohol

m.ay either act as a gentle stimulus, which assists

the digestive process, or it may excite such a degree
of irritation as may lead to the disorganisation of

the mucous membrane. It is well known that
dilute alcohol, in contact with animal matter, at a
temperature of from CO" to 90°, undergoes acetic

fermentation, and it wag maintained by Leui-et and
Lassaigne that a similar change took place in the

stomach. It appears, however, that only a small

part of the alcohol imdergoes this change ; and it is

the small part thus changed which produces the
penetrating aud disagreeable acidity which charac-

terises the eructations and vomited m.atters of

drunkards. Alcohol is, however, for the most part,

rapitUy absorbed in an unchanged state, either in

the form of liquid or vapour ; and tliis absorption

may take place through the ceDular (or connective)

tissue, the serous cavities, the lungs, or the digestive

canal. This is shewn by the experiments of Orlila,

who fatally intoxicated dogs by injecting alcohol

into the subcutaneous cellular tissue, or liy making
them breathe an atmosphere charged \rith alcoholic

vapour ; aud by Kayer, who injected about half an
ounce of proof-spirit into the peritoneum of rabbits,

^\hich alm<jst immediately became comatose, and
died in a few hours. It is, however, only with
aljEorjition from the intestinal canal that we have to

deal, in relation to man. Almost the whole of this

absorption is effected in the stomach, and it is only

when alcohol is taken in gi-eat excess, or is mixed
with a good deal of sug.ar, that any absorption

beyond the stomach occui's. The rajiidity of the

absoi'ption varies according to circumstances. The
absorption is most rajiid when the stomach is empty
and the drinker is fatigued ; while the action is

delayed by a full stomach, and especially by the

presence of acids, tannin, or the mucilaginous and
Baeeharine ingredients of many wines. Fatty mat-
ters have a similar action, and hence it is that

(as we learn from Dr Pemn's elaborate article on
' The Physiology of Alcohol,' in the Dictwiiiiaire

Eiici/clopcdique des Seieuce.i Midieides, vol. ii. p. 577,
ISGo) 'we must accomit for the EngUsh habit of

taking a very fat soup, or even a glass of oU, before

proceeding aux libations.^ The mode of action of

alcohol on the system, and the various phenomena
of drunkenness, are sufficiently described in the
article Intoxication. Previously to the year ISCO,

the actual presence of alcohol in tlje blood had been

attempted to be proved by many chemists, but no
satisfactory evidence upon this point had been
adduced ; and its presence had also been sought for

in the expired aii' and in the secretions, but the
resxdts were equally doubtful ; and Liebig's view,
that alcohol was oxidised in the blood, and after

passing through various stages of oxidation, was
linally converted into, and eliminated from, the
system as carbonic acid and water, was almost
generally accepted. In that year, however, an
elaborate work, abounding in well-devised experi-

ments, and entitled, Du SOle de VAlcohol el des Anes-
thesiques dans t Onjan'ma, was published by three
well-known physiological inqiiirers. Mil. Lalle-

mand. Pen-in, and Duroy, and received a prize,

with high commendation, from the Academy of

Sciences. In this work, it seems to be proved
beyond all doubt that ' alcohol stays for a time in

the blood, that it exercises a direct and primary
action on the nervous centres, whose functions it

modifies, perverts, or abolishes, according to the
dose ; that neither in the blood nor in the expired
air are any traces to be found of its transformation
or destruction ; that it accumiJates in the nervous
centres, and in the liver ; and that it is finally dis-

charged from the system by the ordinary channels
of elimination.'—Perrin, op. cil., p. 580. So far

from carbonic acid being one of its final products, it

is now ascertained that alcohol causes a diminished
exhalation of that gas. The alcohol, when it has
entered the blood, is ditiused over the whole
organism, remains during, apparently, diS'ercut

periods in different organs, and almost immediately
begins to escape ; and if as much wine or spuit is

taken as contains 80 grammes, or rather more than
2i ounces of alcohol, the urine passed some hours
afterwards yields, by distillation, an amoimt of

alcohol capable of burning ; and the elimination by
this channel continues for 16 horn's or more. The
elimination by the lungs continues fur abont 8
hours. The authors believe that in man the cluef

excreting channel is the skin, but they have no data
to shew how long this eUmiuation is continued.

They fiu-ther shew that, when a quantity of tin

ordinaire, equivalent to half au ounce of alcohol,

has been taken by a he.althy man, the presence of

alcohol may be readily detected in the blood, the
expired air, the urine, and the cutaneous exhalation

in the com'se of half an hour after the ^^ine has
been taken. In animals destroyed when intoxicated,

the portions of the brain aud of the liver ai-e found
to yield, weight for weight, considerably more
alcohol than the blood. The fact of the retention
and accumulation of alcohol in the nervous centres
and fiver, tends to throw much light on the special

diseases of drunkards.
The action of any kind of alcoholic drinic in

moderate doses, is that of a somewhat rajjid stimulant. .

The bodily aud mental ])owers are for a time excited
beyond their ordinary strength, after which there is

a corresponding depression. Although the alcohol
which is introduced into the system cannot act as a
true food (for in that case it would not pass through
the system unchanged), it indirectly takes the place
of food, by diminishing the wear and tear of the
system, and thus rendering less food suliicient : a
fact which is proved by chemical experiments, shew-
ing that less carbonic acid aud urea (which are the
ultimate products of the carbonaceous and nitro-

genous tissues) are given off when alcohol is ad-
ministered in moderation, than when it is totally
witliheld.

The influence of an excessive dose of alcohol has
been demonstrated by various series of experiments
on animals, and im.fortunately by many observed
cases in man. If a poisonous dose of alcohol is
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given to an animal (a dog, for example), its .action

on the nervous system is the first jioint that is

noticed. The dog ceases to exhibit the ordinary con-

trol over its ninsenlar movements, wljieh seem to be

no lunger under tlie influence of the -will. It walks

with uncertain .ind doubtful steps, till the liiml-lcgs

lose their jiower, the fi)re-legs still preserving some

activity. The general sensibility becomes more or

less abolished, .ind the animal can no longer see or

feel. Soon afterwards, the respiration fails ; and

linally, the circulation is arrested, and life ceases

with the last beat of the heart.

As eases are of frequent occurrence in which it is

almost impossible for non-professional ]iersons (the

))oliee, for example) to distinguish between extreme

drunkenness and certain other morbid conditions, as

apoplexy, concussion of the brain, aud opiuni-|)oison-

ing, it may be practically useful if we lay down a

few rules on this subject. In concussion aud in

very extreme intoxication, there is profound coma
or sleejiiuess ; but in the latter case, the odour

of the l)reath removes all dithculty of diagnosis.

The most difficult cases are those in which the

symptoms of concussion or apoplexy are .associated

with an alcoholic odour of the lireath ; in such cases,

the head shoidd be most carefully examined for

marks of violence, and every effort should be made
to olitain a history cif the case from those who bad
previously seen the jiatient. lu poisoning by opium

or laudanum, the peculiar smell of the drug m.ay

generally be detected in the breath (a test which,

however, fails if morj^hia h.as been taken). In

])oi5oning by opium, the face is pale, and the pupils of

the eyes are coutr.acted ; while in drunkenness, the

face is flushed, and the jnipils are generally dilated.

Another diflt-rence (to winch Dr A. .S. Taylnr calls

attention) is this—that while perfect remissions are

rare in ]ioisoning by opium, in poisoning with .alcohol

the ]iatieut often recovei-s his senses, and subse-

quently dies. In either kind of poison, the stomach-

]iiiinp should be used, and the ejected contents of

the stomach may facilitate onr diagnosis. A sul-

]ili.ate of zinc emetic should be prescribed, if there is

no stomaeh-immp .at hand ; and after the stomach

has been well cleared out, cotJee aud other strong

stimulants should be given.

ALCOHOLS. During the last few years, our

knowledge of the properties of ordinary alcohol aud
of the general class of bodies to which the term
AtcolioU is applied, in consequence of their resem-

blance, in certain chemical reactions, to ordinary

alcohol, has been very much enlarged. We shall

fii-st make a few supplementary additions to the

article Alcohol, and shall then proceed to notice

the class of Alcohoh.

In the article Svktiiesis, a method is described

by which Berthelot artitieially formed alcohol from
inorganic compounds. He has since devised another

method, which throws much light on the nature

of the composition of this substance. On combining

the hydro-carbon ethylene, or olefiant gas (CjH^),

with hydriodic acid (HI), we obtain iodide of ethyl

(CjH.,!) ; and by {irolonged boiling with caustic

potasli, the former compound may be converted

into alcohol, as is shewn in the equation,*

lodUIOof EthjL UyJ. of PoUifU. AlcohoL

CH.J K
H O, = ""'I'l^^ + 1!

Here it is seen that the iodine of the iodide of

* We have expressed the substances in the following
ec|uation in accordance with the theory of types, because
the substitution of the ethyl for the potassium is thus
more clcarlv seen than in the corresponding equation,
CjHjI + 2kO = C^HoO., + KL
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ethyl .abstracts the potassium from the hydrate

;

while tlie group CjHj, which constitutes ethyl, is

sul)stitiiteil for the metal. Alcohol may thus bo
reg.arded as .a hydrate anah)i:<uis to hydrate of

])ot;ush ; and if the latter is regarded jw water in

which one atom of hydrogen h:i3 been replaceil by
one of pot.assium, so alcohol may be regarded aa

water in which one atom of hydrogen has been
replaced by the monatomic radical ethyl. Hence,
while .alcohol was regarded, according to the coni-

liouiid radical theory, a.s hydr.ated oxide of ethyl,

CjlIp.llO, it is now regarded, according to the old

theory of Types (q. v.), as water in which one .atoiu

of hydrogen is replaced by one atom of ethyl, C^Hj,

and is expressed by the formula ',
.''

! 0;.

The action of oxygen on alcohol requires a brief

notice. In a nearly anhydrous state, alcohol h.as

little tendency to oxid.ation, but when freely diluted,

and exposed to the air, it rapidly becomes oxidised

into acetic acid, a result shewn by the equation,

AIooIipU Acetic Aeltl.

C.HjOj -(- 40 = C,H,Oj -t- 2H0.

This conversion is, however, not a direct one, an
intermediate compound, termed Aldehyde (q. v.),

being iirst formed, which is rapidly oxidised into

acetic acid. The oxidation of alcohol into aldehyde

is represented by the equation,

AlcohoL AMcbyilA.

CjHoOj -1- 20 = C.H^Oj -1- 2H0;

while the further oxidation of aldehyde into acetic

acid is represented by

AMchydc Acetic Acid.

Q,\ifi, -f 20 = C,H,0,.

Chlorine and alcohol react singularly ou each
other—the linal proilucts being hydrochloric acid,

and a very remarkable colourless oily fluid of ,a

jieculiar in'iietrating .and irrit.ating odour, called

ildoral, which is represented by the formiil.a,

CjCliHO.j. Dilute .alcohol distilled with chloride

of lime (iileaching-powder), yielils chloroform; and
this is the most economical process for obtaining

this invaluable compound. Heated with .an excess
of siil[>huric .acid, alcohol loses .all its oxygen in the
form of water, and is converted into ethylene, the
result being shewn by the equation,

Al-oliOL Elliylcra.

C^HjO. = C,Hj + 2h6.

A less complete dehydration, under the action of

sulphuric acid, converts alcohol into ether. The
process is a complicated one, but the ilnal result is

expressed by the equation.

2(C,HA) = (CjH,0)„ -1- ILO,.

The best tests for discovering the presence of

alcohol are— 1. Its hot pungent taste, its odour,

and its great volatility. 2. Absorbed in asbestos,

it burns with a jiale blue flame, which deposits no
carbon on white jiorcelain ; and when burned in the

mouth of an inverted test-tube, containing a few
drojis of solution of baryta, it jiroduces a well-

marked deposit of carbonate of b.aryta— carbr>iiic

acid and water being the products of its combustion.

.'i. It dissolves camphor. 4. It sets free green oxide

of chromium when boiled with a few drops of a

saturated solution of bichromate of ]i"tasli, mixed
with sulphuric aciil. The cliromiuni test, originally

discovered by Dr Thomson in ISlli, is that ou which
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the French physiologists Lallemand, Perriu, and
Dm-oy relied in their investigations regarding the

presence of alcohol in the blood, urine, expired air,

&c.—See Alcohol, Physiological Action of.

Alcohol is of a double use to the chemist, inas-

much as it furnishes a cleanly and valuable fuel

when used in the spirit-lamp, and possesses remark-
able solvent powers "without in general exerting

chemical action on the dissolved substances. It

dissolves many of the gases more freely than
water, as, for example, nitrous oxide, carbonic acid,

phosphuretted hydrogen, cj'anogen, and the hydro-
carbons, as, for instance, ethylene. Amongst the

mineral substances which it dissolves may be men-
tioned iodine, bromine, boracic acid, the hydrates

of potash and soda, the chlorides of calcium,

strontium, magnesium, zinc, platinum, and gold, the

percldoride of iron, corrosive sublimate, the nitrates

of lime, magnesia, &c. ; whilst amongst organic

matters, it dissolves many organic acids, bases, and
neutral bodies, the resins, the soaps, and the fats,

which latter, however, dissolve more freely in ether

than in alcohol. The alcoholic solutions of substances

useil in medicine are called Tinctures.

In the article Polyatojiic Alcohols (q. v.), the

general characteiistics of the class of bodies now
Unown as alcohols are briefly given. The term alco-

hol is now so far extended as to include all neutral

compounds of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, which
react upon acids in such a way that water is elimin-

ated while ethers are produced. We shall endeavonr
to elucidate the nature of the different classes of

alcohols by giving one example of each principal

kind. In a monatomic alcoliol (see Polyatomic Alco-
hols), half the hydrogen iu the primary type for

\\ ater, ,] j 0;, is replaced by an organic radical

;

thus, in methyl-.alcohol,orwood-spirit, one equivalent

of hydi'ogen, H, is replaced by one equivalent of

the organic radical methyl, C^H^—the formula for

methyl-alcohol being ^-^'
j
O., or C,H,0., ; while

in ordinary viuio or ethyl-alcohol, there is a similar

replacement by the radical ethyl, C^H^—the formula

for this (the ordinary) alcohol being 'jj' 0^, or

CjH.O,.
The monatomic alcohols are more abumlr.nt tlian

all the polyatomic alcohols together. There arc

se\eral series of them, of which the most important

arc alcohols whose raibcal is of tlie form C'.,„H.,„ ^ , (as

C;:lI;j,CjH^,CcH;), and which are represented by the

formula C,,.H„„ ^ A> or '^-'"^=" + »

|
0.. Of these,

twelve are at present known. They are intimately

related to the fatty acids, whose general fornuda is

C,.;n.j„Oj, which maybe formed from the alcohol Ijy

oxidation - 0„ being substituted for Hj. Tluis, alco-

hol, represented generally by C;„H2„^.P;, yields

the fatty acid represented by t';„II;„04 ; for example,

methyl-.alcohol, CH^O.,, yields" formic acid, C^H^Oj;

ethyl-alcohol, C'jH'iP;, yields acetic acid, €41140^, and

so on. The three highest alcohols of this set, whose

formula? are CsjHjjO.^, O^jH-oO,, and C^HajO.,, known
as cetylic, cerotylie, and melissylic alcohols, are

solid waxy or fatty matters. There is one alcohol

whose radical is C'j„H,-, and whose formula is

C'iull,,0.,—viz., the solid substance known as Borneo

Camphor (see Uesixs) ; and iu cholestcriu (an ingre-

dient of the bile), whose formula is C's.iHjiO, the

radical is C^.H,,. JJintonilc alcohols belong to the

secondary water type, W- O4, iu wliich, as before,

half the hydrogen, II.j (wliich, in this case, is two
atoms), is replaced by one atom of a compound
radicah The radical is often marked with two
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dashes iu such cases as these, to indicate that one of
its atoms replaces two of hydrogen. Thus, the most
important diatomic alcohol, glycol, is rejiresented,

according to the theory of types, by the formula

^H^ ! ^'' ''^ ''^tl'cal being C4H4. In the tr'talomic

TT \

alcohols, we take „' ! 0,;, or the tertiary tj'pe of

water, and rejilace half the hj'drogeu— viz., throe
atoms, by one atom of an organic radical, which we
consequently mark with three dashes. The well-

kuown substance glycerine is the only example of

Oj., while its ordinary

this rex)laces three atoms of h^xlrogen, its typical

formula is ' "tj^' j
Og ; its ordinary formula being

Ci.HsOj;, which throws no light on its internal con-
stitution. One tetratomic and one Itexatoniic alcohol

have been discovered.* The former is erythrite, n,

substance obtained from the litmus lichen ; one atom
of its radical, C5IT5, replaces four atoms of hydrogen,

and its typical formula is written ^ ^u [ O3
;

while the latter is mannite (the chief ingredient of

the well-known substance ISIanna, described in the
article Sugar), iu which one atom of the radical,

C'ljHj, replaces six atoms of hydrogen, its typical

formula being ' ''tt

formula is Cj»II,40j.2.

We have entered somewhat fully into the con-

sideration of this somewhat difficult subject, because
it is one of great general interest, as shewing the
close chemical connection between various gi'oups of

bodies of apparently totally ditlerent natures. No
one could have anticipated, ten years ago, that such
very different substances as cholesterin and mannite
were allied to ordinary alcohol.+
ALCO'RA, a to-nn of Valencia, Spain, in the

province of CastcUou, 43 miles north-north-east

from V.'vlencia. It is tolerably well built. Jlauy
of the inhabitants are employed iu the manufacture
of earthenware and the distilling of brandy. C'oru,

grapes, silk, and hemp are among the principal

productions of the neighbourhood. Fruits are a

chief article of export. Pop. 5G09.

A'LDEHYDE (CjH.O.^) is a volatile fluid j.ro-

duced by the oxidation aud destructive distillation

of alcohol and other organic compounds. Its dis-

coverer, Dobereiner, called it Ihjld oxi/fjcn ether ; its

present term is an abbreviation of alcohol dcliijdro-

r/enitum, its composition being represented by that

of alcohol from which two atoms of hydrogen have
been abstracted. In the article on this subject iu

Watts's Dictionarij of Chemisirn, ten dilferent modes
of obtauiiug this substance are given. It is sulli-

cient here to state that the best modes of jireparing

it may be found in that work, or any recent treatise

on orgauio chemistry. It is a thin, transparent,

colourless liquid, very inflammable, burning with a
blue flame, and having a spec. gr. of 0"S, a boiliug-

* A second tctratonuo alcohol, propjlpliycite, CoHjOj,
has been lately artitici.-iUy formed by Carius ; anddulcitc,

which is isomeric with mannite, is now regarded as a

second hcxatomic .ilcohol. We mention these facts to

shew what constant additions are being made to this

class of bodies.

+ There can be no doubt that the sugars will soon be

universally admitted to be alcohols, as Berthelot sug-

gested a few years ago. In one of our best and latest

worl;s on cheuiistiy, Naquet's Principcs cle Chimie,

fondie sur les Theories Moderncs (2d ed., 1SG7), cane-

sugar, melitose, trehalose, mycose, melczitose, lactose,

and parasaccharose (most of which arc described in the

article SuGAU, q. v.), arc placed under the head of
' ^Ucohols Polyglucosides.'
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iwint of about 71°, and a punsent, siifTocatiiit; odniir.

It mixes in all iHoiiortions witli water, alcohol, and
ctlier, and dissolves sulphur, phosphorus, and iodine.

As is shewn in the article Alcoiidi.s, it constitutes

nn interniediato sta.so in the oxidation of alcohol

into acetic acid. Aldehyde nnist ho regarded as a

monobasic acid, inasmuoli as it contains one atom

of h3'drogen replaceable by a metal. Thus, when
potassium is gently heated witli aldehyde, one

atom of 11 is replaced by one of IC, the resulting

compound being aldehydate of potiish, CjH:,KO„.

A'arious salts of this kind may be formed, of which
the most important is aldehydate of ammonia, or

aldehyde-ammonia, C^H.itNlljlO.;, which is obtained

in transparent shining crystals, and is a compound
that has led chemists to the discovery of a large

number of very remarkable derivatives.

AIjDEIIYDKS arc a class of organic com-
ponmls, iutornu'diato between alcohols and acids

;

the ordinary aldehyde, described in the preceding

article, being, as we have seen, intermediate between
ordinary alcohol and its corresponding acid—viz.,

acetic acid. It has been .shewn in the article

Alcohols that the compounds of this cl.ass related

to the fatty acids are represented by the general

formula, G._..,Tr.„,..();, while the corresponding acids

have tlie formnia, Ci;„H„„04. Each aldeliyde is

derived from the corresponding alcohol by the

ahstraction of two atoms of hydrogen, and each

aldehyde is converted into its eorrespoudiug acid

by the addition of two atoms of oxygen. These
essential f,acts arc shewn in the equation,

Alcol.cl. AI.UI1.V.IC.

Cj„H.„,„o., - n., = C;„ii,,.o,,

and

C.,„n.,.Oj + Oj = C5„H;„04.

Kino aldehydes of the form C.^H..„0.,, corre-

sponding to n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, S, 11, 12, an.l IG, are

at jtrescnt known, the simplest being ordinary or

acetic .acid, C.|IljO.,, and the highest being palmitic

aldehyde, Cinlbi^Ou It is obvious that, as far as is

yet known, there is not of necessity alw.ays an
aldehyde intervening between the alcohol and
corresponding acid ; for exam]ile, metliylic aiul

cajiroylic alcohols have not yet yielded an aldehyde.

Amongst aldehydes not connected with the pre-

ceding group may be mentioned various organic

compounds which have been recently shown to

belong to this class—thus, acrolein, CnlljO.,, is

.acrylic aldehyde; camphor, C.j,|II|,;Oj, is canipholic

aldehyde; bitter-almund oil, Ci^lI^O..., is benzoic
aldehyde; oil of cumin, C,r,llg0.j, is onninic .alde-

liyde ; oil of cinnamon, C,j^IlgO^, is cinnatnic alde-

hyde; salicylous acid, CuH„Oj, is salicylic aldehyde;
and anisylona acid, C',,ilIjOj, is anisylic aldeliyde.

Jilost of these aldehydes are obtained directly from
plants, .and cither exist in them ready formed, or

are given ofT as vol.atile oils oa distdlation with
water.

For the best account of the ablehydes with which
we are acquainted, we must refer to the chapter on
th.at subject in the second editiim (18G7) of N'aquet's

J^rhicipm lie Chhnk,/o)i(lce snr let Tht'urii'i^ Modernc'i,

vol. ii. pp. .'iS4

—

W5, in which will be fonml a full

account of the .aldehj'des derived from the mon-
atotnic alcohols, of the modes of jn-eparing them, of

the properties common to all aUleliydes, and those
Bpeeially belonging to diirerent series, the rational

forin\d;D and constitution of aldehydes, and the
aldehydes derived from diatomic alcohols or [glycols,

in which this chemist include;;! not oidy salicylous,
salicylic, and glycolic aldehydes, but that remark.able
Bynthi-tie product, Furfurol (q. v.).

ALDROVANDI, Ulv.s.se,s, one of tlio most dis-

tinguished naturalists of the IGth c, was horn at

Bologna, probably about the year l.")2i He was
descended of a nohlc family, and received an excel-

lent education, jiartly in his n.ative city and partly
at Padua. Some ()f his religi'Uis opinions having
been called in question, ho travelled to K(Une in

1551), to vindicate himself ; and whilst there, stuilied

Uoman antiquities, and wrote a treatise on ancient
statuary. At Home, he formed the acquaintance of

Komlelet. On his return home, he devoted himself
to the stuily of botany, and having taken his degree
in medicine at the University of Bologna in IS.'i.'j,

he was in the following year appointed to the chairs

of l'hiloso]ihy and Logic, .and also to the lectureship

on Botany. He practised medicine for some time in

Bologna, and ajiiiears after a short time ti liavo

exchanged some of the chairs which he held in the

university for that of Natural History, to the study
of which Bcience ho .ap])lied himself with great
devotedness. He established the Botanical Garden
at Bologna in 1507. He was much employed, during
many years, in forming a nuiseum of natural history,

collecting sjiecimens with great assiduity, and
employing drauglitsnien to make ligures of them for

the gi-eat work on natural history which he con-

tcmiilatcd. In the pursuit of his favourite science,

he travelled into diirerent countries, hut no jiarti-

cnlar record of his travels remains. Inspiring others
with a ze.al similar to his own, he had the pleasure

of seeing his museum rapidly increase. Ho linally

bequeathed it to the lienatc of Bologna, ami it

became the foundation of the epleiulid |inblic

muS'.Mim of that city, where many of A.'s specimens
remain to this day. He left behind him, also, at his

death, a protligious mass of valualjle manuscripts,
which still remain in the inibhc library of Bologna,
a store of >\hich proper use has never yet been
made, and in which there is probably much corre-

siiondence of eminent men, interesting as showing the
first steps of iirogress of the science of natural
history, after the long dormancy of the middle .ages.

All hisstudies and collections were made subservient
to his work on Natural History, the lirst volume of

whicli—on Birds—appeared in 1509. Six volumes
.ajipearcd during A.'s life ; other seven were pub-
lished under the dircutinn of his colleagues and
pupils after his death, which took place in IG(),">. It

has been stated in many notices of his life, and was
long commonly believed, th.at, by his scientilic jmr-
snits, A. reduced himself to circumstances of great
poverty, and that he died in a iniblic hospital ,at

Bologna ; bnt the story, although Bayle has adopted
it in his Dictionary, rests on no .sullicieiit evidence,

and there is reason to think that it is not true. It

is diflicult to procure a comjileto edition of the
works of A., and the volume on Minerals is es]iecially

rare. A. h.as been censured for excessive copious-

ness in tilings of little importance, and at best
merely serving to illustrate his subject and render
it interesting. He shews, however, great anxiety
to Set forth all that is known on every subject of

which he treats ; ho writes of natural history in a
way which shews that he greatly loves the science,

and at the same time witli a devout and reverent
spirit, always beholding in the works of creation the

traces of the Creator's hand.

A'LDSTONE, or ALSTOX, sometimes called

Alston Moor, a market-town of the county of

Cumberland, England, .'iO miles east-south-east from
Carlisle. The jiarLsh of A. contains extciisivt; ami
very ])rodnctive lead mines, formerly belonging to

the Earls of Derwentwater, and now to the Lonls
Commissioners of the Admiralty. 'I'hc town has
manufactures of worsted y.arns and Haunt:!. It is

situated in a mountainous district, on the declivity
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of a steep hill, near the confluence of the Nent
and South Tyne. It is connected by a branch
with the Newcastle and Carlisle Itailway. Pop. in

1S61, 291S ; in 1SG7, about 27U0.

ALESSA'NDRIA DE'LLA KO'CCA, a town of

Sicily, in the province of Girgcnti, and 17 miles

nortli-by-west from Girgenti, picturesquely situated

iu a mountainous district. Pop. of commune, 5214.

ALEWIFE {Alosa tyrannus), a fish of the same
genus with the Shad (q. v.), which, iu the end of

spring and beginning of summer, appears in great

numbers on the eastern coast of North America,

and enters the mouths of rivers to spawn. It

appears in Cliesa]ieake Bay in March, on the coasts

of New Yorlv and New England iu April, and on
those of the British provinces about the 1st of May.
It abounds in the Bay of Fundy, but is more rare

in the Gulf of St Lawrence ; and the Bay of Mira-

michi apjiears to be its northern limit. It ascends

rivers only as far as the tide extends, and after

spawning, returns to the sea in the middle of sum-
mer. It prefers a soft, muddy bottom. Its length

is not more than 12 inches. The A. is called Sprimj

IIcrriiKj in some places, and ijanpurau by the French
Canadians. It is inferior to the herring, yet it is a

valuable fish. The fishery is prosecuted in the

rivers, by small-meshed seine-nets, set across the

stream. Large quantities are taken iu the rivers of

New England, Now Brunswick, and Nova Scotia.

The harbour of St John's, New Brunswick, alone

produces from 12,000 to 20,1100 barrels annually.

This fish, in a salted state, forms a considerable

article of export from the northern parts of Ame-
rica to the ^Vest Indies.

ALEXANDRI, or ALEKSANDRI, Vasilio
(Basil), a Rouman poet and littemletn; was born at

Jassy, the chief city of Jloldavia, in 1S2L His
family was of Venetian origin. After spending
several years at a French bo.arding-school at Jp.ssy,

he was sent, in his fourteenth year, with a tutor to

Paris ; and in due course he obtained from the

University of Paris the degiee of Bachelor of

Letters. He is said to have thereafter made trial

iu succ^'ssion of the study of medicine and the study
of law, and to have found neither of them to his

liking ; he certainly followed uji neither, but with-

out qualifying himself for any profession, went
back to Jassy in 1S39. He found at Jassy a band
of y'ung men educated, as he himself had been, in

France, whose minds had been formed upon the

literature and the political ideas of France ; who,
besides being ambitious of literary distinction, were
zealous for political equality and for Rouman
nationality and independence. He naturally became
the associ.ato of these men; and soon after his return,

made his debut in literature by coutribntiujf a story,

TIte Flower-girl of Florence, to a periodical con-

ducted by them under the editorship of Cog.alniceano.

He became a frequent contributor to this periodical.

Unfortunately, it was not destined to live long,

being su]ipressed by order of Prince Stourdza. It

was in 1S42, after a long excursion among the

mountains of his native province, that he first

made his appearance as a poet, publishing several

pieces, most of them strongly tinged with national

feeling. At this time, too,' it was that he began to

write the songs and ballads upon which his chief

claim to literary' reputation at present rests. In

1S44, ho suddenly attained to an almost unbounded
local pop\Uarity as a ]>lay-writer. Having become
concerned in the management of two theatres at

Jassy, the one French, the other Moldavian, he pro-

duced a series of pieces, some in French, others in

Rouman, which, though mostly slight and hasty

performances, had merit enough to excite the

enthusiasm of his countrymen. Gcorrjes de Sada-
<]0ura, Jasxy en Carnival, La Pierre de la Mainon,
La Noce Villnijcoise, are the titles of the most
important of them. In 1S44, he had also, in con-

junction with Cogalniceano and Prince John Ghika,
set on foot a new periodical, devoted to literature

and science ; but this, like the one already men-
tioned, was not suffered to live long—it was sup-

pressed by the government,. after a career of only
nine months.

A. was engaged in the revolutionary movement
which took place at Jassy in the year of revolu-

tions, 1848, and on its failure, had to betake himself

for a time to Paris. Tliere, through the press,

during the short period of his exile, he laboured to

arouse public opinion in favour of the independence
of the Roumans ; and his ell'orts, though they were
unsuccessful at the time, helped, with those of

others, to preiiare the way for what took place

several years after. It was to the Russian war that
Moldavia and Walachia were destined to owe their

virtual emancipation from the yoke of Turkey, and
the chance of obtaining self-government and union.

The union of the two princii)alities was carried by
the resolution of their inhabitants, backed by the

support of France, in spite of jiohtical obstacles that

seemed almost insurmountable ; and A. did not

a little to inspire the resolution of his country-

men. A song which he wrote at the ci'itical

moment in IS5G, The Hour of Union, became
exceedingly popidar, and, by its stirring appeals to

the feeling of Rouman nationality, helped to allay

the jealousies which divided the two principali-

ties, and to make them work together for the

union. A. took a prominent [lart in all tlie political

transactions which cidminated iu this result. It

should be stated, that two years earlier, when tlie

death of his father had put him into possession of

the family estate, he had emancipated the serfs who
lived upon it ; and that this example found so many
imitators that the government found itself almost

immediately compelled to decree a general measure

of enfranchisement.

A.'s Popular Bedlads of Poumnnia, which ho

had begun to compose in 1842, appeared at Jassy

in two parts iu 1852 and 185;J. Uiie of the [larts,

translated into French by himself, was afterwards

published at Paris under the title of Ballades el

Chantes Popnlaires de la Houmattie. His collected

dramatic works were published at Jassy in 1852.

Another volume of poems apjicared at Paris in

1853; and of this volume a French translation,

with the title, Lcs L>oina.'!, Poesies Moldares, was
soon afterwards produced by M. Yanesco. Le
Collier Liltcmire, a miscellaneous collection of

pieces in prose and verse, many of which had pre-

viously appeared in periodicals, he published in

1857. A., as may be inferred from facts already

stated, has written largely in periodicals, but
mostly upon subjects of passing interest. All his

works, besides their intrinsic merits, which are

very considerable, are interesting from the conucc-

tion they have with the growth of a national feeling

among the Uoumans.

ALEXA'NDRIA, a to'wn of Dumbartonshire,

Scotland, on the west bank of the Lcvcn, opposite

to Bonhill, three miles from Dumbarton, on the

Glasgow, Dnniliarton, and Vale of Leveu Railway,

It is a town of recent growth, of a neat and pleasing

appearance, in the midst of beautiful scenery. It

has extensive cotton-iuinting Avorks, and other

public works. Pop. in 1861, 4212.

ALFONSI'NE, a town of Italy, in the province

of Kavenua, nearly four miles north-west from

Ravenna, in a le\el, irrigated, and fertile district.

Pop. of commune, 6741.
'
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ALFRKTON, a market-town of Derbyshire,

Eiifilainl, 1-! iiiilos iiorlh-north-cast from i)erl)y,

ami one mile aiul a half e:ist from tlie Derby and

Leeds Uaihvay. It lias mauufactiires of hats, stock-

ings, and brown earthenware. Tliere arc collieries

and iron-works in the vicinity. The town is irre-

f;ularly built, and contains many very old houses,

lint hiis of late rapidly increased. It is said to

derive its name from Alfred the Great. Pop.

(ISUl) 4U'J0.

ALHA'JIA (Arab. The Bath; the Koman .-Is/iV/ia

Jiillensis), a town of Andalusia, Spain, in the

jiroviuco of Granada, 25 miles south-west from
Granada. Its situation is extremely jiicturesque,

on the edge of a projecting; rook, overhan;;ing a

deep chasm of limestone hills, through which tlie

river Marchan foams, and with mountains in the

background rising to the height of 8000 feet. Vine-

yards and gardens mingled with the houses on the

steep slopes add to the interest of the scene. A. is

a decayed town, although its warm sulphureous

baths are still fre(juented by visitors in the begin-

ning and end of sunnuer. The Moors derived a

large revenue from its baths. It was a famous
fortress of the Moors ; and its ca)>ture, in 1482,

prepared tlie way for that of Granada. There are

still remains of the Moorish castle and town wall.

There are ruins also of a Roman aqueduct : tlie

prineip.'d bath still in use is a Moorish edilice ; and
a smaller one is supposed to be llomau. I'op. 6284.

ALHAJIA, a town of Mnrcia, Spain, 17 miles

south-west from Murcia. It is celebrated for its

warm mineral waters, aud is resorted to for bathing.

It has a ruined castle. Pop. G935.

ALHAURI'N EL GRA'ND]!;, a town of

Granada, Spain, in tlie province of Mal.aga, aud
19 miles west from Malaga, on the north side of

the Sierra dc Mijas, and near the Faala, an allluent

of the Gnadalherce. It is a well-built town, with a
number of squares, wide well-paved streets, aud
many fountains. There are remains of a Itumau
aqueduct and of an Arab fortilication. Many of the

innabitants are employed in working the marble,

freestone, and granite quarries of the vicinity, and
its lead and anlimoiiy mines. Pop. 5514.

A'LIA, a town of Sicil}% in the province of

Palermo, ."SO miles south-east from Palermo, pictur-

esquely situated on the crest of a hill, in a moun-
tainous and eragay disti-iet, near a torrent called

the Fiume Torto. Pop. 5425.

ALICA'TA, or LIOATA, a town of Sicily, in the

province of tiirgeuti, and 20 miles south-east from
Girgenti. It is most beautifully situated on the

sea-coast, at the month of the Salsa (anc. Uimera
MiriJionalis), one of the largest rivers, if not the

largest, in Sicily ; its buildings stretch along the

shore, and occniiy the steep slope of the hill, wliich

is crested by tlie great old fortress, now indeed of

little strength, but of imposing ajipearance. On
the brow of a bill to the west of the town, is the
dismantled castle of St Angelo, said to occupy the

site of that in which the tyrant Ph.alaris kept the
brazen bull, his celebrated instniment of torture.

A. itself is generally believed to stand on the spot

where the ancient Phiidias was Iniilt (280 E. c.)

by Phintias, tyrant of Agrigentiim, after he had
destroyed Gela, the inhabitants of which he trans-

ferred hither. The jilace and immediate neigh-
bourhood were the scene of some memorable battles

in the wars between the Carthaginians and Sicilians,

and between the Carthaginians aud Itomans. In
the middle ages, A. suH'ered severely from the
deprcilations of Barbary corsairs. It has a very
b.ad port, the sea being so shallow that only vessels

of sm.all size can approach the town ; larger vessels
3^8

.are comjielled to anchor about a mile from the
town, and are loaded aud unloaded by the aid of

suiall craft. Yet A. has a eonsider.ible tr.ide,

exiiorting corn, m.acaroni, fruit, almonds, pistaehio-

luits, sulpliur, soda, aud wines. I'oj). 14,338.

ALT, SOULS' COLLEGE, Oxford, was founded
in 14.'t7 by Henry Chiehele, sometime J'"cIlo\v of

New College, and successively Bishop of St Daviils

and Arehbishoji of Canterbury, for a warden, 40
fellows, 2 chaplains, and clerks. However, by an
ordinance framed by the commissioners appointed
under the statute 17 and 18 Vict. c. 81, ten of tlio

fellowships have been suppressed in order to the
endowment of two professorshijis, to be called ' the

Chiehele Professorship of International Law and
Diplomacy,' aud ' the Chiehele Professorship of

Modern History.' The remaining fel!owslii])3 are

open to all, irrcsi»eetive of birth (date or place),

position, or lu'ofession, provided only the candid.ites

have passed all the examinations required for B. .\.,

and have obtained either some prize or scholarshii)

open to general comiietition, or a 'first-class' place

in one of the public examinations of the university.

The candidates also mu.st be examined in Juris-

jirudenee and Jloderu History. The patronage
includes 19 beneHeos, situated in Kent, Oxford,
Essex, (iloucester, Berks, Bucks, Herts, Northamp-
ton, Salop, Surrey, and Wilts, of an annual value of

i.'7925. In 18G0, this college h.ad 101 members of

convocation, and 1 17 on the books.

A'XjLYL (Lat. allium, garlic) is an organic radical,

represented when in combination by Cull,-,, and when
in the free state by Cj.jII,.j. The first compound
discovered was iodide of allyl, which was obtained
by Berthelot and De Luca in 1854 ; two years later,

they isolated allyl; and shortly afterwards, \\'er-

theim demonstrated its existence in the oils of

mustard and garlic. Its properties, and those of

some of its most important compounds, are described
in the article Gaulr', Oil of.

ALMA'DA, a town of Portugal, in the province
of Estrcmadura, on the south bank of tlie Tagus,
opposite to Lisbon, and distant from it less than
two miles. There is frequent steam-eommunication
with Lisbon. A. is built upon a height, from the
summit of which, above the town, there is a mag-
nificent view of Lisbon and the Tagus. A. h,as a
strong castle on a rock. The surroumling country
is well cultivated. A. has long been cclebr.ated for

its figs. Near it is the gold mine of Adissa. Pop.
5500:

ALMA'GRO, a town of New Castile, Spain, in

the province of Ciudad Ileal, aud 1,3 miles east-south-

east from Ciud.ad Ileal. It is situated in a high
arid plain, but is very well built, with wide paved
streets, a line square, and a puljlic walk lined with
trees. Its most noteworthy building is an old

church of beautiful architecture. It is a place of

greater activity than most Spanish towns, and its

whole aiipearance indicates prosperity. Brandy,
soap, and earthenware are manufactured, and lace-

making gives emiiloyment to about 8000 women in

A. and the ncighbmiriug villages. The surrounding
country is celebrated for its mules. There are two
great annual fairs, at which mules and lace ore sold.

Pop. 12,005.

ALMA'N.SA, a town of Murcia, S]iain, in the

province of Albacete, and 43 miles cast-by-soiith

from Albacete, on the Madrid and Alicante Railway.

It is situated in a wide pilain, and is tolerably wi 11

built, and rather flourishing. The Vfija, or plain

around the town is irrigated by water from a large

reservoir called the ronlano uf AlO'ifini, and is

A'ery fertile. Many of its a^ue-breeding swamjis

have been drained aud brought uuder cultivation.
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A. carries on manufactures of linen, hempen, and
cotton fabrics, the materials of which are suj)plicd

from the ueighbonrhooJ, also of Ijrandy, leather,

and soap. Pop. S73l5.—Near A. the French, under
the Duke of Berwick, natural son of James II. of

England, gained a victory, on 25th April 17117, over

an army of Spanish and Englisli trooiis, commanded
by Henry de Piuvigny, Earl of Gahvay. The
French were more than twice the number of their

opponents. Euvigny fought tmder orders from
home, contrary to his own judgment, and was
deserted by the Spaniards almost as soon as the
battle began. The battle of A. was, in its results,

one of the most important in the War of the
Spanish Succession. See Succes.sion Wars.
A'LMAS, a town of the Austrian Empire, in the

Woiwodina, 10 miles west from Maria Theresiopol.

The inhabitants are almost all Ilomau Catholics.

Pop. SOtlO.—Almas is the name of many small towns
and villages in Hungary.

ALaiAZO'KA, a town of A'alencia, Spain, in the

province of Castellou, four miles south-by-east from
C'astellon de la Plana, in a plain on the left bank of

the Mijares, three miles from its mouth. It has

some wide and well-paved streets and squares.

Linen and woollen fabrics and paper are manufac-
tured. The surrounding country is fei'tile, produc-
ing wheat, barley, maize, oil, oranges, &c. Pop.
5150.

ALMODO VAK DEL CA'MPO, a town of New
Castile, Spain, in the province of Ciudad Eeal, 22
miles south-west from Ciudad Pieal. It stands on
the summit of a ridge, near the Vega, a branch of the

Guadiana. The streets are tolerably clean, but ill

paved. There are ruins of an ancient castle. The
inhabitants are chietiy employed in agriculture, and
the only manufactures are domestic. Pop. 5G20.

ALBIO'RA, the principal to^vn of the British

district of Kumaon (q. v.), India, 87 miles north

from Bareilly, on the crest of a mountain ridge,

5.337 feet above the sea, on the head-waters of the

Kosila, a branch of the Eamgunga. It consists

chiefly of one street, three-quarters of a mile long.

The houses have a ground story of stone ; the upper
stories are of wood, covered with a sloping roof of

lioaA'y gray slate, ou which small stacks of hay are

sometimes erectcil. The ground story is generally

white-washed and tricked out with grotesque paint-

ings. Detached hoiises, both of Enroiteaiis and
Brahmaus, are scattered along the face of the moun-
tain below the town. A. is a British military

station, the lines of the regular troops and Fort
Moira being close to the town. Since it came
under British sway, it has been rapidly increasing

in prosperity.

ALMORAVIDES (' The Moravides'), orMOllA-
BETHUN, the name of an Arab dynasty that ruled

in Africa and Spain in the-llth and 12th centuries

of the Christian era. The name A., which is com-
monly given to this dynasty by Western writers, is

a eorrujition of the Arabic word Al-iiiorabilh, 'the

champion of religion.' This sect took its rise about
1IJ50 among the Arab and Berber tribes which
dwelt on tlie slopes of the Atlas range facing the

Atlantic, and was founded by a Moslem teacher

called Abdalla-ben-Yasim, who undertook to rescue

these tribes from the gi'oss ignorance in which they

were plunged, and instructed them in the doctrines

of the Iiiohammedan faith. The new proselytes

soon exhibited the fruits of this teaching by descend-

ing from their hills, under the leadership of a chief

named Abu-bokr, and conqueruig the kingdom of

Fe.^. The adjoining kingdom of Morocco shared
the same fate ; and tlie victorious enthusiasts,

under the famous Yussuf-ben-Taxfin, the cousin of

Abu-bekr, next crossed the Strait of Gibraltar, and
subdued .Spain to the Tagus on one side, and to the
Ebro ou the other. But this extensive and i>ower-

fnl dominion w'as of too rapid growth to possess

much stability ; and during the reign of Ali, the sou
of i'ussiif, arose the sect of the Ahuohades (q. v.),

which after a time expelled the A. from Africa, and.

in 1144 subdued their power in Spain. It was the
Almoravide princes who introduced the Maravedi
(q. v.) into Spain, and in that and the word Marabuls
(q. V.) their name is still preserved.

ALMUNECA'R (\vs\y. Al Mimnecah, the gorge),

a seaport town of Andalusia, Spain, in the provuice
of Granada, 31 miles south of Granada. The port i.s

somewhat exposed. The town is generally well
built. It was a place of importance in Moorish
times, when the coast of Granada was highlj' culti-

vated and extremely productive, particularly in

sugar and cotton. Etiorts have recently again been
made to extend the cultiu-e of both. The inhabi-

tants of A. are chiefly engaged in agriculture and
sugar-refining. There is a considerable trade in

cotton, sugar, and fruit. Poji. 5000.

ALO'IiA, a town of Andalusia, Spain, in the
province of JIalaga, 18 miles north-west of Malaga,
on an elevated site near the right bank of the Gua-
dalherce. Some of the streets are well biult and
well paved ; some are very steep and in-egulai-.

There are ruins of an ancient Gothic castle. The
inhabitants are mostly employed in agriculture.

Soap and suliihate of soda are manufactured. The
neighbourhood produces much oil and excellent

wine. Pop. 6794.

ALPES MARITIMES, a dep. of France, in

the extreme south-east, on the shores of the
Mediterranean and confines of Italy, formed in

ISGO, of the ancient county of Nice, then ceded to

France, and formerly belonging to the kingdom of

Sardinia, and of the arrondissement of Grasse,

detached from the department of Var. The chain

of the A. JI. forms the northern boundary of the

department, and from it numerous spurs run
seaward, among which are lovely and fertile

valleys. The chief rivers of the department are

the Loup, the Var, and the Paillon, at the mouth
of which Nice is situated. The climate is mild
and pleasant in the vicinity of the sea, and
in the lower valleys, although the higher mountains
reach to altitudes where whiter always reigns. The
vine and olive are much cultivated in the more
favoured localities ; oranges, lemons, and figs are

produced in abundance and of excellent quality ; a

considerable extent of land is devoted to tobacco,

and not a little to the cultivation of herbs and
flowers for the preparation of essences and perfumes.

Grasse is jiarticularly famous for the manufacture

of perfumery. In many parts of the department,

there are noble forests. In the more elevated

parts, much land is used for the pasture of sheep,

and also of goats, of which these regions possess

a highly esteemed breed. The silk-worm is reared

to a considerable extent, and the keeping of

bees is a source of no little wealth, honey being

lar"ely produced and exported. The mineral riches

are not great. There are some quarries of white

marble, and .some mineral springs. Among the

chief branches of industry, besides those which are

strictly rural, are brass-founding and the making
of bijouterie. The tunny, anchovy, and sardine

fisheries give emidoyment to many people on the

shores of the Mediterranean, and great quantities

of anchovies and sardines are ex;)orted from the

]iort of Cannes. The department is divided into

three arroudissemeuts—Nice, Puget-Tlieniers, and
Grasse. The capital is Nice (o. v.\ and the other
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principal towns are Antibes (q. v.), Villcfranclie, '

Cannes (q.v.), Grasse (q.v.),anJ ^i(nton, or Mentone
1

(q.v.), on the eastern frontier.—The county of Nice

was bestowed in l;!SS on Amaileus VII., Duke of I

Savoy, anil latterly formeil part of the kin_i;ilom
[

of Sardinia till ISGO, except that it was seized
j

by France in 1702, and for a time formed into the
|

department of Alpes JIaritimes. It was re.stored

to Sardinia in 1S15. After t!ie treaty of 18G0 was
|

conclnded, it was apiirehencled that the people of

this rei^ion, on account of their race, customs, and
lansjnasc, wonid not shew the same willingness

to be transferred to France as the people of Savoy

;

bnt no transference of territory was ever more easily

accomplished, or with less ajuiarent dissatisfaction

of those most nearly concerned. The poi). of the

department in ISGG was 198,818.

ALTAI' JIOUXTAINS. Since the article Altai
w.as written, the cijilorations of linssian snrveyors

have led to a more deliuite knowledge of the form

and limits of this im|)ortant range, which is now
descrilied as a separ.ate system, one of the four par-

allel chains which constitute the skeleton of Kastern

High Asia, covering the great tableland. The A.
forms an ali)iue girdle, intersected by wide valleys

tr.aversed by many streams, among which are the

Ti'Z river, llowing west to the L'bsa Nor (lake), and
the Kobilo, flowing south to the Tke Aral Lake.

The general direction of the range is from west to

east, about the parallel of 50° north. It extends
between the meridians of 84° and 100° east. On the

cast, the A. is separated from the Uaurian mountain-
system by lakes Kosgol and LaiUal ; on the west, it

terminates in the Katunsk ilountains, a small iso-

l.ited gronji, in which Mount Behika ri-ses to 12,7!'0

feet, far aljove the line of perenni.il snow, with
extensive glaciers on its western flanks. The climate

of the A. IS not so severe as might be inferre<l from
its position. The winters are frequently mild, and
comparatively little snow f.iUs. The mountain
sli>pes are covered with rich grass, and their Hanks
are in many parts ailorhed by m.agnificent cedar
forests. Stags, hares, and wolves aboimd in the
lower, and hears in the higher portions of the range.

Tiie A. is celelirated for its gold, silver, and lead

mines. Barnaul, on the northern slope of the range,

is the chief mining town ; and the village of Zemino-
gorski, south of JJarnatd, is in the centre of the

richest silver mines in the Russian Emjiire. North'
of the Ubsa Nor (lake), the Tangnu Ula Mountains,
connected with the A. on the north, rise to upwards
of 11,000 feet. They furnish abmidanee of white
marble of an excellent quality.

ALTAMU'HA, a town of South Italy, in the
province of Bari, and 28 miles south-west from
iJari, at the eastern base of the Apeimine.'?. It is

a well-built and beautiful town, suriounded with
walls, and having a magniiicent cathedral. The
surrounding country is fertile, produces much" oil

and wine, aud abounds in rich pastures. A. is

supposed to occupy the site of the ancient Lupuzid.
JIany line Grecian antiquities have been dug up.
Pop. (ISGl) 17,193.

ALTE'A, a seaport town of Valencia, Spain, in

the province of Alicante, and 25 miles north-e.ast

from Alicante. It stands on a rising grouufl, on
the right bank of a sm,a!l river called the .Alg.a,

and at tlie head of a b.ay. It h.as wide streets, but
many of them are steep. The inhaViitants are
mostly engaged in agriculture ; some of them are
fishers and sailors. Linen fabrics, ropes, and soap
are manufactured. Po]i. 5502.

A'LTENA, a town of Westphalia, Prussia, in the
government of Arnsberg, 40 miles north-east from
Cologne. It stamU on the right bank of the Lenne,

in a deep and jiieturcsque valley. It has large
public works, the machinery of which is moved by
water-power, and manufactures great quantities of

neeiUes, pius, aud otliur small articles oi hardware.
There are also stocking manufactories and tanneries.
Pop. 6154.

ALT-O'FEN, a town of Hungary, on the right
bank of the Daiudje, about two miles above Ofen or
Buda, of which indeed it may be considered a subuib.
The towns are almost united. A. is a decayed
place, but of great antiquity, and is believed to
occupy the site of a llomaj town, Skamhria or
Ai/iiiiuitm. liemains exist of a lionian aqueduct, a
bath, aud an amjihitheatre. i\ttila made this his

capital. Pop. 11,730.

A'LTON, a to^vn of Hampshire, England, of
considerable antiquity, near the Wey, JG miks
north-east from Winchester. It is i)leasnutly
situated among picturesque hills aud woods.
Most of the houses are of brick, but some are
of stone. The principal street forms jiart of tlie

main road from Loudon to Winchester. The church
was erected in the reign of Henry VII., and is in

the Perpendicular style. Its tower, older than the
rest of the edifice, has massive Norman arches. A
branch railway connects A. with tlie South-western
Railway. Bombazines were formerly manufactured
here. Good hoiis are grown in the neighb(uirhood,
and there arc large breweries in the town, the ale of
which is much esteemed. Pop. (ISCl) 3769.

ALTON, a city and jiort of entry of Illinois,

U. S., on the left bank of the Mississijipi River, 21
miles above St Louis, 3 miles above the mouth of

the Missouri River, the terminus of the Chicago aud
Alton Railway, and centre of a largo commerce.
The city contains a Roman Catholic cathedral, 10
churches, 2 daily and 2 weekly newspapers, state
I)enitentiary, ami nimicrons mills and manufactories,
witli an abundant supply of coal and limestone.
Pop. (ISGO) 6333.

ALTOO'NA, a village of Peunsylvani.a, U. S., on
the Central RaiUv.ay, at the eastern l>a3e of the
Alleghanies, 244 miles west of Philadelphia ; con-
tains 1 1 churches, 2 banks, G hotels, and large
locomotive works and machine-shops. Laid out in

1849. Pop. (ISGo) 5300.

A'LTIMNCHAM, a market-town of Cheshire,
England, «n Bowden Downs, eight miles south-west
from Manchester. It is situateil on the Cheshire
Midland Railway, and near the Duke of Bridge-
water's Canal, which has contributed greatly to its

prosperity. It is a very neat and clean town, and
on account of the salubrity of the air, is niuch
resorted to by invalids from JIanchester. It has
manufactures of cotton yarns, cloths, and bobbins,
but a chief em|)loyment of its inhabitants is the
raising of fruits aud vegetables for the market of
Manchester. Pop. (ISGI) CG28.

A'LVA, a vilbge of Stirlingshire, Scotland,
jileasantly situated on nearly level ground at tlie

mouth of a romantic glen of tlie Oehil Hills, 7
milea north-e.ast from .Stirling. The ]iart of Stir-

lingshire in which A. is situated is detached from
the rest of the county, and enclosed betweeu
the counties of Clackmannan and Perth. A. is a
place of great industrial activity, having extensive
woollen factories. Formerly the prevailing branch
of industry was the bhmket trade. In later years
this h.as been entirely superseded bj' the maunfac-
turc of shawls. Tweeds are also being introduced.
The number of looms employed is aliout llllO, the
steam-looms having been introduced during the
])resent summer (ISG7). To the cast of the village

is a glen, named the Silver Glen, where two pits are
still to be seen, marking the site of old silver mines.
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The communion cu])s still in use in the parish church
are made of silver derived from these mines.
Immediately behind the town is Alva Glen, noted

for its ])icturesque beauty and magnihcent water-
fall. About a mile to the west of the village is

Balquharn Glen, also a very romantic spot. Pop.
(ISGl) 3147 ; at present (1SG7) above 3500.

ALV.VRA'DO, a town of Mexico, in the depart-
ment of Vera Cruz, on the Gidf of Mexico, at the
mouth of the river Alvarado, 50 miles south-east
from Vera Cruz. The situation, close to a lagoou,
is unhealthy. A bar at the mouth of the river
prevents the entrance of vessels of more than 12
or 13 feet draught, but within the bar, the harbour
is sheltered from every wind. Great part of the
town consists of cane-built cottages, roofed with
palm-leaves. The river has a course of not much
more tlian 100 miles, but collects the waters of an
extensive swampy district. Much rice and cacao
are produced in the coimtry aroimd Alvarado. Pop.
6UUU.

ALWUR, or MACHERY, a P.ajpoot state of

India, ur.der the control of the goveruor-geueral's
agent for the states of Rajpootana, but having a
considerable measure of independence. It lies

between N. lat. 27° 4'—2S° 13, and between E.
long. 70° 7'—77" 14'. Its area is about 3570 sq.

miles ; its pop. estimated at 2S0,C(I0. The capi-

tal, Alwur, is a small ill-built town, sunounded
by a wretclicd mud wall, situated at the base of

a rocky range of quartz and slate, 1200 feet above
the atljacent country, and at least 2100 feet above
the sea, 94 mUes west-north-west from Agra. The
palace of the Rao Rajah is a curious square building,

having its walls pierced with a great number of

small windows, and covered with glaring and
grotesque paintings. The revenue of the Rao Rajah
is estimated at about £180,000. The mihtary force

of the state amounts to about 3000 infantry and
4000 cavalry. The inhabitants, who are called

ilewattis, are a rude and savage race. In former
times, the Mewattis were a predatory tribe, and
from the 13th to the 15th c, carried their raids even
to the gates of Delhi.

AMARA'KT^ (anc. Ante Moranam), a town of

Portugal, in the province of Minho, on the Tamega,
a branch of the Douro, 32 miles north-east from
Oporto. The Tamega is crossed by a handsome
stone bridge. The town is well built, but didl and
decayed. A church, erected in the IGth c, is an
interesting specimen of the Flamboyant style. A.
was the scene of a fierce conllict between the

French and the Portuguese in 1S09, when the

bridge was defended by the Portuguese for several

days, and the French committed great barbarities.

Pop. 55U0.

AMA'SIA, AMASIEH, or AMA.SIAYAH (anc.

Amasia), a town of Asia Minor, the principal town
of the pashalic of Sivas, on the right bank of the

Yeshil-lrmak, about 80 miles from the mouth of

the river, and 200 miles south-west from Trebizoud.

It stands in a deep and narrow valley, and the
river flows through a naiTow channel, between
precipitous rocky banks. The streets are narrow
and crooked ; the houses mostly of wood, although
some are of stone, all covered with tiles. The river

is crossed by three stone bridges, and one woodeu
bridge. One of the stone bridges is supposed to

be Roman. The ancient town, the birthjilace of

Strabo, occupied both banks of the river, and the
remains of the Acropolis crown a lofty rock on the
side of the river ojiposite to the present town.
There are numerous other interesting remains of

antiquity, particularly the tombs of the kings of

I'ontus, whose capital A. was, excavated in the

face of a steep rock, and some Saracenic buildings.
AVater is raised from the river by means of wheels
driven by the river itself, for inigation of the
gardens and mulberry plantations. JIuch silk is

produced in and around A.; also wine, cotton,
com, and madder. Silver, coppei-, and salt mines
are wrought in the neighboiuhood. Silk and salt
are the chief articles of export. A. is the seat of
an Armenian bishop. Pop. 25,000, of whom about
3000 are Armenians.

AMATRI'CE, a town of South Ital.v, in the
province of Aquila or Abruzzo Ulteriore II., on the
right bank of the Tronto, 21 miles north-by-west
from Aquila. It was formerly a place of much
greater importance than it is at present. It has
live churches. The inhabitants are chiefly employed
in agricultiu-e and the manufacture of blankets.
Pop. 2242.

AMBA'TO, or ASIENTO D'AMBATO, a toivn
of Ecuador, on the north-eastern slojie of Chim-
borazo, 06 miles south from Quito, SSo'J feet above
the sea. It was destroyed in 1G9S by an eru|ition
of Cotopaxi, but was soon rebuilt, and became
more lioiuishiug than before. It carries on an
active trade in grain, sugar, and cochineal, the
products of the surrounding country. Pop. 12,000.

A'MBER, a decayed city in the Raj|ioot state of
Jeypoor, India, four miles north-by-east from Jey-
poor, in 20' 59 N. lat., and 75" 58' E. long. It is

situated on the margin of a small lake, in a deep
hollow among hills ; and its temples, houses, and
streets are scattered among numerous ravines open-
ing on the lake. Comjjaiatively few of its houses
are now inhabited; but everywhere are to be seen
ghastly Hindu ascetics, sitting amidst the tombs
and ruined houses. On the slope of an adjacent
hiU is the vast and gorgeous palace of Amber, a
building remarkable for its m.assiveness and solidity.

AME'LIA (anc. Amcria), a town of Central Italy,
in the province of Perugia, 21 miles south-west of
Sjjoleto. It is picturesquely situated on the moun-
tains between the Nera and the Tiber, about seven
miles from the junction of the two rivers. It is

the seat of a bishop, and has a cathedi-aL Pop.
of commime, 7024.

A'MIDES are a group of organic compounds,
derived, under certain conditions, from ammonia
(NHj, or !NHHH), by the exchange of one or more
atoms of hydrogen for a corresponding number of
atoms of a metal, or a compound radical The first

of these compounds that was discovered was that in
which one atom of hydrogen was replaced by one of
potassiimi (>;HHK, or IS'HJv), the resulting product
being regarded as a compoimd of IsHj [amiclogoi)
w ith potassium, and being termed amide of potas-
sium. At present, the term amide is restricted to
the case in which one or more atoms of hydrogen
are replaced by an add radical, and the amides are
called primary, secondarj-, or tertiary, according as
one, two, or all three of the atoms of hydrogen are
replaced by the acid radical. The primary amides
may be obtained in various w.ays, of which we shall
mention two : (1.) If we heat an ammoniacal salt,

two atoms of water are given off, and the amide
corresponding to the acid is left ; thus, acetate of
ammonia (^HJO•C^H.^O.^) - water (H.,0..) = acct-
amide {C.H3(NH.,)0..}, which, expresscd'typicallv, is

H > N, -where C^HjOj is the radical of acetic

acid. (2.) If an anhydride is submitted to the action
of ammonia, there are simultaneously formed an
amide and an ammoniacal salt. Thus, valerianic or
valeric anhydride (C,„H,,03)., + ammonia (XH^),. =
valerate of ammonia (NHjOCi„Hi,Oj) + vakramide
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{C,„n;i(NH„)0.,}, wliiub, expressed typically, is

C!j„ll.,l).,
)

"

J I /'S, where C^Jl^O, is the aciil raiUcal of

H )

valeric aclil. Tlio amiilcs are, for the most part,

callable of bcini; obtained in a crystalline form, and
are fusible vobitile bodies. For a description of the

more comjilicated forms of amides, and fia- a history

of tlieir general properties, the reader is referied

to the article ' Amides ' ill AVatts's Diciionnry of
ChcinMf:i, and to tlie chapter on Amides in the 2d
edition (ISGT) of Xarpiet's I'niieijies de Clihiilc, vol.

ii. ]ip. ;iU— .'JOS. If, in place of au add radical, a

base radical replaces one or more atoms of hydrogen

in ammonia, a ehiss of compounds, termed (unhien, is

formed, whose composition is noticed in the article

OuGANIC Ba.ses.

A'MLAVCn, a town of Anijlesey, North Wales,

on the north coast of the islaml, 11 miles north-

west from Dcaumaris. It stands on a rising ground
close to the sea, and consists of one principal street,

with diverging streets and lanes. It is a busy bjit

rather dirty town, deriving its importance and
wealth almost entirely from tlie rich cojiper mines
in its vicinity, the mines of the I'arys Slonntain.

Copper-smelting is carried on in A., and contributes

not a little to make the town luiplcasant. A har-

bour has been formed by excavation out of tlie solid

slate rock, at the expense of the mining companies,

and is capable of receiving vessels of COO tons

burden. It is protected by a breakwater. A
branch of the Chester and Holyhead liailway ter-

minates at Amlwch. A. is a-ssociatcd \vitli Beau-
maris, Holyhead, and Llangefni, in returning one
member to parliament. Pop. (18G1) 3-207.

AINIO'L, a town of Persia, in the province of

JIazandcran, on the Heraz, a river whieh flows

into tlio Caspian .Sea ; 70 miles north-east from
Teheran. The town is unwalled, but has good
bazaai-s, and is a jilace of considerable prosperity

and wealth. Tlie river, which is powerful and
rapid, is crossed by a bridge of twelve arches.

Kxtensivo ruins indicate the former importance of

Amol. Its most notable building is the mausoleum
of Seyed Quam-u-deen, king of Sari and Amol,
who died in l.'57S. In the suburbs are a grand
p.alace, which once belonged to Shah Abbas, and
tliree towers, said to have been temples of the

ancient (luebres, or lire-worshippers. The iuh.abitants

of A. cultivate rice and cotton, or are employed in

the iron forges and cannon-foundries of the district.

Tiie ])op. in winter, when greatest, is estimated at

35,000 or 40,000 ; in summer, many of the inhab-

itants retire to summer residences in the mountains,

which approach witliin about live or six miles of

the town on the sontli.

AMPHIU'IMA, a curious genus of Batrachia,

Amphiunia means.

having an cel-like form, a large head, thick and
extensile lips, denressed and rounded snout ; the

3'J.'

neck contracted, with a transverse fold at the

I

throat ; numerous small teeth on the maxillary and
palate bones, a single spiracle on e.uh siile of the
neck; four legs, all very small and two-toed. A.
means is found in the southern and south-western

' parts of the United States. It attains a hnglli of

I

more than two feet, and is of a bluish-bl.ack colimr.

It lives in muddy water or in mud, burrowing like

a worm in the ditches of rico-iields, and feeds on
small lish, molluscs, and insects. It is regarded by
the negroes as highly venomous, but there is no
reason for the notion.

AlMl'llNA'TH, a cave amidst the mountjvins
which bound Cashmere on the north-east. It i.s a
natural cave in a rock of gypsum, about 100 yards
wide, oO liigli, and 500 deep. It i.s believed by tlie

Hindus to be the residence of the god Siva, and is

therefore visited by multitudes of pilgrims. It is

inhabited by vast numbers of doves, which fly out
in alarm on the loud shouting of pr.ayers by the
pilgrims, and this is supposed to indicate the accept-

ance of their prayers.

AIM Y'GDALIN (C4„H.,-N0.,.,CH0) is a crystalline

prineiiile existing in the kernel of bitter almonds,
the leaves of the Cerasus laiiro-ccrasus, and various

other jilants, which, by distillation, yieht h^'drn-

cyanie acid. It is obtained, by extraction with
boiling alcohol, from the paste or cake of bitter

almonds, which remains after the lixed oil li.as been
separated by pressure. The alcoholic Solution

usually contains more or less oil, which must be
removed by decantation or liltration ; it must then
be evaporated till a syrup is left, which must be
diluted with water, mi.\ed with yeast, and set aside

to ferment, in order to get rid of any sugar that may
be present : on now Altering anil evaporating, tlie

amygdalin crystallises in thin transparent needle-

like prisms. It has a sweetish somewhat bitter

taste, and is not poisonous, and when treated with
alkaline solvents, ammonia is exjielled, and am3'g-

dalic acid, 110,CjgII„|.,0„j, is produced. Its most
remarkable change is, however, that which is

noticed in the article Ai.monh.s, VoL.vni r. I)n. of,

and which may lie thus briefly stated, ^\'llen the
bruised almond kernel, or almond paste, is binught
in contact witli water, the iieculiar odour of bitter

almonds is almost immediately evolved ; and in

twenty-four hours, all traces of amygdalin will

have disappeared, its place being taken by essential

oil of almonds, hydrocyanic acid, sugar, and formic
acid. This transformation is due to the ]ire.seiice of

a peculiar uitro''cnous matter called Emnlsiu (ij. v.),

or syn.aptase, which sets U)) a kind of fermentation.
As the proportion of hydrocyanic acid which is

liberated by the above reaction is fixed, Liebig and
Wcihler recoinmeud that amygdalin should be em-
ployed in preparing that acid for medicinal purposes.

Amygdalin may be dissolved in water for any length
of time without undergoing change ; but if it be
mixed with an emulsion of sweet almonds, im-
mediate deconi])osition emsues. Seventeen grains of

amygdalin, when dissolved in an ounce of emulsion
of sweet almond.s, furnish exactly one gi-oin of ]iuro

hydrocyanic acid, which may be readily diluted to

the strength of the Pharmacopoeial acid.

A'MYL (CjoH,,) is the fifth in the series of alcohol

radicals whose general formula is C„„H;„,.,, and of

which methyl and ethyl are the iirst two members.
It is obtained by heating amyl-iodide with an
amalgam of zinc in a closed tube at a temperature
of about 350', and is one of the natural jiroducts of

the distillation of coal. It is a colourless li<piid,

with a spec. grav. of 32', a boiling-point of 311", and
a somewhat aromatic odour, and it exerts a right-

handed rotatory action on a ray of polarised light.
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It enters into a large number of chemical compounds,

most of whioli— as, for instance, bromide, cldoride,

iodide, &o.—are derived from aniylic alcohol, which

bears precisely the same relation to amyl that

ordinary alcohol bears to ethyl (CjH,). Amylic
alcohol is sufhciently described iu the article Fusel
Oil, which is the name given to tlic crude alcohol.

It seems invariably to accompany orJin.ary alcohol

wlien the latter is pi-epared by fermentation, and

apijarently occurs in largest quantity in those liquids

wliich remain most alkaline during fermentation.

ANA'GNI (anc. Anagniu), a town of Central

Italy, ',M miles east-south-east from Kome. It

stands on a hill iu the midst of a fertile district, and
although an ill-built town, is the residence of many
uoljle families. It is tlie seat of a bishop. There

are some remains of ancient Ijuildings. The ancient

Anagnia was tlie chief city of the Hernici. It was

a place of importance during the whole period of

Roman history, and Virgil mentions it as the
' wealthy Anagnia.' Pop. 0000.

ANCA'STE, a town of the Argentine Republic,

Soutli America, in the province of Cataniarca, 23

miles north-east from Catamarca. Pop. (ISC'J) SOOO.

AJfDEXNE, a town of Belgium, iu the jirovince

of Namiir, 10 miles east from'Namur, and nearly 2

miles south from the Maas. It has manufactures

of delft-ware, jjorcelain, and tobacco-pipes, for the

last of which it is jiarticidarly famous. Cotton-

spinning, bleaching, and other branches of industry

are also prosecuted. There are beds of jiipe-clay,

quarries of marlile, and lead, iron, and coal mines

iu the neighbourhood. Pop. 64.5S.

ANDERA'B, or INDEUAB, a town of Bokhara,

Independent Tartary, on the northern slope of the

Hindu Kush Mountains, and on the right or

northern Ijank of the Anderab or Inderab River, a

l)raneh of the Ghori or Kunduz, itself a branch of

the .Jihun, SO miles south-south-east from Kmiduz.
It is surromided by gardens, orchards, and vine-

yards. It is a principal entrepot of commerce
between Persia and India. Pop. supposed to be

about 6500.

ANDKHUY', a town, formerly of Bokhara, but

now of Afghanist.an, Central Asia, about 200 miles

south of Bokhara, on a river flowing north tow.ards

the .Jihun, but only part of which has as yet been
traced. It lies on the high road to Herat, and is

much exposed to the attacks of the Emirs of Bok-

hara and Afghanistan. Down to the year 1840, it

is said to have been tolerably flourishing. It was
then subject to Bokhara, and was compelled to

oppose the victorious march of Jlohammed Khan,
who besieged it during four months, and at last only

took it by storm. The city was plundered, and left

a heap of ruins. The present sovereign, Gazanfer

Khan, to preserve himself from utter destruction,

threw himself into the arms of the Afghans. A.

contains (ISG.S) about 2000 houses, which form

the city, and about 3000 tents, which are either in

the environs, or scattered over the oases in the

desert. The ]>op. is estimated at 15,000, consisting

principally of Turkomans, with a mixture of Uzbegs

and a few Tadjiks.—Vambery's Travels in Central

Asia.

A'NDRIA, a city of South Italy, in the province

of Bari, 31 miles west from the town of Bari. It

stands on a plain, and in its vicinity are nimierous

caverns {antra), whence its name. Its cathedr.al, a

fine edifice, w.as founded in 1040. During the wars

of the Parthenopean Republic (q. v.), it was besieged

by the republican army under General Broussier,

and being taken after a gallant resistance, was
burned, at the suggestion of Ettore Carafa, Count

of Ruvo, himself its feudal lord. The neighbovu-ing

country is famous for its almonds, which are a
principal article of trade of the city. Pop. (ISGl)

30,007.

A'NDROS, an island of the Grecian Archipelago,

the most northern of the Cyclades, sei>aratcd from
Eubtt'a by a channel, the Doro Channel, si.x miles

broad. 'Ihe island is 25 miles long, and about
10 miles in its greatest breadth. Its eastern

coast is very irregular. It is very mountainous, and
on some of its mountains snow lies during great

part of the year. The soil is very fertile, and wine,

silk, wheat, barley, lemons, oranges, and pomegi'au-

ates are prtnluced. .Silk is the chief article of

export. The pop. is supposeil to be al:)out 15,000.

The chief town, Axdros, is situated on a bay of the

eastern coast. It has manufactures of silk and
carpets, and a large port, which, however, is suitable

only for small vessels. Pop. 5000.

ANDU'JAR, a town of And.ahisia, Spain, in the

pi'oviuce of Jaen, 24 miles north-north-west from
Jaen, on the right bank of the Guadalquivir, at the

base of the Sierra Morena. Its streets are irregidar,

but many of the houses are well built. The river is

crossed by an old dilapidated bridge. The situ.ation

of the town is unhealthy. The inhabitants are

mostly employed in agriculture ; but tliere is some
trade in grain, fruit, od, and cattle, the produce of

the neighbouring country, and the town is famous
for the manufacture of the porous cooling clay water-

vessels which are in general use throughout Spain.

The Convention of Bayleu was signed here ou 23d
July 1808. Pop. 9353.

ANGEIOLEUCI'TIS. See Abe.mtm.

ANGHIA'RI (anc. Casirum Angidare), a town
of North Italy, in the province of Arezzo, Tuscany,
10 miles north-east from Arezzo, on the slope of a

hill near the Sovara, one of the head-waters of the

Tiber. In 1440, a battle was fought here, iu which
the Milanese were defeated by the Florentines.

Pop. of commune, 0941.

ANGORNOW, or NGORNU, a town of Eomu,
Central Africa, on the south-western bank of Lake
Tchad, 15 miles south-cast from Knkawa. The
surrounding country is very level and monotonous,

but fertile. The waters of Lake Tchad arc usually

some miles distant from the town, yet the whole
Ultervening plain is sometimes ci^vcred with water,

and the town itself is liable to destructive inunda-

tions. It is a place of considerable commercial
importance ; the prmcipal articles of trade are

slaves, cotton, amber, coral, and metals. The poji.

is supposed to be about 30,000.

A'NGRA, the capital of the Azores, beautifully

situ.ated on the south coast of the isl.and of Terceira.

Its harbour is the best in the island, but is exposed

to violent storms during certain months of the year.

The principal exports are wine and grain. The
town is strongly fortified. It is the seat of tlie

Bishop of the Azores, and has a cathedral. The
streets are broad, and have footpaths, and tlie

houses are mostly of three stories. Pop. about

13,000.

A'NGRI, a town of South It.aly, in the jn-ovince

of Salerno, and 17 miles north-west from Salerno,

not far from the Naples and Nocera Railway. The
surrounding country abounds iu vuieyards and
cotton plantations. Pop. 0921.

ANHY'DRIDES is the term now commonly given

to the compounds formerly known as anhydrous

acids, which was a very unsatisfactory name, seeing

that these bodies do not present any of the ordinary

properties of acids. In some eases, they are tlie

result of the dehydration of acids, and iu all cases

they represent iu their composition the acid minu.^
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water. One of the most eminent French chemists,

Professor Wiirlz, lays ilown the following general

Jirineiplcs :
' (•) The anhyilriiles of monobasic acids

(d) contain the elements of two molcenles of a

uiouoliasic aciil, viiuiis one molecule (which corre-

sponds with two atoms) of water ; {2) the anhy-

drides of hibasie acids (i) contain the elements of a

molecule of a bibasic acid, jniinis a molecule of

water ; (3), the anhydriilcs of tribasic acids (c) con-

tain the elements of a tribasic acid, minus water.'

Thus, usiug the modern formuliB and the tyi)0

theory, we give a case of each form of acid :

Nitric AiiliyiirlJe.

NO,
i

"^

riiojjiliorlc AaliydrlJc

(„)
2(^^"0^J0.)

- HA =

('')

Sulphuric Acil.

S.Oj
"H.,

0, - H.O,

riioiphor.c Aclil.

(i-) 3IL0.. = 2(rO;.03)

The reader who may not at once be able to

iuterjiret these formula;, will readily see that

{^^^
1 0") = NOs-HO, the old formula for nitric

acid, that ^=^<
|
O4 = 2(.SOynO), the old fui-mida

for sulphuric acid, -which is no^ universally placed

amongst the bibasic acids; and that / jj- 1 0^^}

= P0j..'5H0, the old formula for tribasic phosphoric

acid. ^According to the old system, the three anhy-

drides would be represented by NO;, SO.,, and PO5
respectively. We might hiive taken organic acids,

as, for example, acetic acid, succinic acid, in place

of nitric and sulphuric.

The anhydrides of the monobasic acids are formed

in vaiiuus ways ; thns, hypochlorous anhydride is

formc(l by the action of chlorine on oxide of mercury ;

nitric anhydride is formed by the action of chlorine

on nitrate of silver, &c. By the action of ammonia,

the anhydrides of monob.asic aeids are converted

into amides; thus, benzoic anhydride (C,,H.,OJ

+ ammonia (NH.,) — benzamide (CuHjNO.j) + water

(HO). The anhydrides of tribasic acids ai'e often

formed by tlie mei'e action of lic.-it on the acids, as

is tlie case with lactic and taitaric acids.

The anhydrides present no uniformity of appear-

ance ; for e.\-am[ile, carbonic anhydride (commonly

known as carbonic acid, which in reality is COj.HO)
is a gas ;

iiliosjihoric anhydride is a v, hite powder ;

nitric anhydride occurs in crystals ; sulphuric

anhydride is a ductile wax-like substance ; while

the anhydrides of the organic acids ai-e oily bodies

heavier than water.

The most important pi-opoi-ty of this class is their

conversion into the corresponding acids, under the

inlluence of water.

A'NILINE is now universally regarded as,

in a technological point of view, one of the most
imjinrtant oi-gauic compounds yet discovered (see

Dvk-Stui'F.s). Its chief ]ihysical and chemical

characters are dcsciibed under the head of I'litiii/l

(q.v.), an org.anio radical, represented by C'lJIj,

wldcli, if aniline is (as Hofm.ann believes) a deiiva-

tiou of ammonia, replaces one of the atoms of hydro-

gen, yielding JI > N, or C,JI;N, which is the

formula for this compound. There is one salt of

aniline whii-h requires notice, because its therapeutic

V.ahie h.as lieeu highly praised—viz., the suljihate of

aniline, wliieh is prei]aied by satui'atiiig a certain

amount of aniline with dilute sulphuric .acid,

evapor.ating to dryness, and extracting the residue

with boiling alcohol, which, on cooling, leaves white

silvery scales of sulphate of aniline. To obtain the

s.alt quite pure, it m.ay bo dissolved and separ.ated a

second time, after which it must bo preserved in

well-stoppered bottles. The im|)ortance which the

aniline manufacture as a dye-stuH' has aeipiired

during the last few years has led to the study of its

physiological, therapeutical, and toxicological pro-

perties, and hence to the hygienic jirecautions which
should be adopted in the chemical works devoted

to its preparation, as well as to the inlluenees which
the aniline colours may exert ou those who employ
them in dress, &o.

The ph/sioloiikal action of aniline has been

recently studied by nearly a dozen independent

observers, and the following arc the principal

resvilts at which they have arrived : («) When admin-

istered internally in a modcrale dose, this substance

causes a consider.able muscular excitement, lasting

for some minutes, and then gradually disapiicaring.

When given in a poixoiioiis ilu.-c, it causes an imme-
diate How of viscid saliva, from which the animal tries

to free itself by rubbing its mouth on the ground ; in

about ten minutes it becomes quiet ami dull, and
coldness supervenes, which continues and increases

till death. The other most apjiarent symptoms .are

ccjnviilsive spasms, which first affect the hind legs,

but soon extend to the anterior extiemities. The
eyelids are widely separated, while tlie pu]iils are

somewhat contracted ; and the tumultuous heating

of the heart and the hurried resiiiratory movements
shew that the convulsive state of the other muscles

has extended to those which regulate the most

iinp'irtaiit vital functions. From ten to fifteen

drops of aniline will thus prove fatal to a rabbit or

to a dog of medium size. In still larger doses the

poison causes the animal's head to be convulsively

drawn backwards, and death rapidly ensues. On
ex.amination after death, an odnur of aniline is found

to be given off by the blood, wliose globules, when
inicroscoiiically examined, arc found to be partially

disintegrated and deprived of their red pigment.

{h) Its effects on animals, as well as those of nitro-

henzine, from which it is produced, when inliahd in

a slate of vapour, h;ive been carefully studied by M.
Bergerow, whose experiments were so arranged as

to ilnitate the conditions to which workmen are

exposed in the aniline manufactories. As might be

expected, the effects of aniline are slower and less

marked than when the substance is introduced into

the stomach, but are of the same character—the

spinal cord and nuiscul.ar system being more or less

exvitnl; while the va|Kjur of nitro-benzine, which

seems to .act primarily on the br.ain, causes stupor.

On the whole, the experiments tended to shew that

aniline, notwitlistaiidiiig the terrible sp.asmodic

symptoms which it excites, is less serious in its

consequences and more transient in its action than

nitro-benzine. The phenomena oliserved in experi-

ments on animals closely correspond with those

which have been observed in cases in which man
h.as been exposed to the noxious vapour. The
following ca.se recorded by Mr Knaggs seems well

to illustrate the effects of inh.aling a barge dose of

aniline vapour : A workman bn.ke a carboy contain-

ing a large qn.antity of this liiiuid, which fell over

him without entering his iiimitli. In trying to wipe

up the aniline, lie resiiired the vapour for some time,

felt giddy, and complained of his head anil chest.

When seen some hours afterwards, his face and

body were of a livid leaden blue; tlie lips, gums,

tongue, and eyes of a corpse like bluish pallor; he

was~brc.athing' by gasiiing, and appi-ared at the point

of death. There was then no convulsion, and he was

quite sensible. His pulse was small and irregular.
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Under very energetic treatment (alcohol, ammonia,
chloric ether, internally, and cold aiTiisions and
siua|iisms externally), he recovered. According to

Dr Letheby, who has reported a similar case, the

aniline undergoes changes in the blood similar to

those which it undergoes in the formation of the

dye-stuffs ; and the mauve, magenta, &c., that are

thus formed in the circiJation, occasion the blue or

violet colour which the gums and mucous membrane
of the mouth present in these cases.'

The symptoms observed in the various experi-

ments on animals led several ]ihysician3 to try its

therapeutic action in diseases of the nervous system.

Sidphate of aniline was the form selected, and
chorea the disease on which it was especially tried,

although it has also been administered in ei)ilepsy

and other nervous diseases. The results are con-

tradictory ; and till further evidence of its value is

adduced, it is not likely to sujiplaut other medicines

of the same class.

The workmen employed in the fabrication of

nitro-benzine and aniline (for the two are prcparetl

in the same works) suffer, for the fii'st day or

tv, o after commencing this occupation, from severe

snjira-orbital headache, frequently accompanied with
nausea and vomiting. While some persons suffer

so severely that they are compelled to seek another
employment, most, after a fortnight's experience,

cease to feel the ill effects, excejit accidentally, as

after extra work or intense heat. Till they become
seasoned, most suffer from vertigo, which rapidly

disappears on exposure to a current of fresh ail' ; and
sometimes the vertigo is succeeded bj' loss of consci-

ousness. Sometimes the face becomes congested, the

patient staggers and falls to the ground in a semi-

comatose state like a drunken man ; in tlie course of

an hour or two he wakes uji, suffering only a feeling

of fatigue. In other cases, regidar epileptiform

convulsions of the limbs and tetanic spasms of the

neck are observed, the patient often remaiiiing in

this state for an hour or more before recovery. Such
may be regarded as the acute symptoms exhibited

by new hands. Those w^ho have become seasoned,

complain of great general languor, a jiartial loss of

sensation in the up])cr extremities, and constipation

of the bowels; and they almost always present a
decolorisation of the skin and mucous membranes, in

consequence of the impoverished state of their blood,

which is said to lie r.apidly restored by making the

patient inhale oxygen gas or compressed air. In
reference to the intiuence of the aniline colours on
the health of those who use them, it may be
remarked, that even if tliey were poisonous, they
adhere so tenaciously to the stuffs that are dyed
with them, that there is no fear of the detachment
of a no.vious powder, as in the case of the arsenical

greens. But fortunately they seem perfectly harm-
less even when taken internally, according to Son-

neukelb, provided they are completely freed from
the arsenic, lead, mercury, or i>ther poisonous metal
that has been employed in the oxidation of the

aniline. Hence, when they are quite pure, fuchsine

and the allied pigments may be safely emjiloyed

in coloui'ing sweetmeats, liqueurs, confectionery,

ices, &c., which it is very satisfactory to know,
seeing how largely they are at the present day
emi)loyed.

A'XKLAM, or AXCL.\M, a town of Prussia, in

the province of Pomerania, 44 miles north-west from
Stettin, on the right Ijank of the Peene, and 4 miles

from its mouth in the Kleine Half. The river is

navigable to A., which carries on a considerable

commerce, and has long been a place of commercial
importance, having been admitted into the Hanseatic
League in 1319. It has manufactures of linens and
woollens ; it has also several breweries, soap-works,

and tanneries, and ship-budding is actively jiro-

secuted. During the middle ages, A. suffered more
than almost any other town from tire and pestUence

;

and in the wars of the I7th and ISth centuries, it was
again and again besieged and sacked. On the close

of the Seven Years' War, in ITlj2, its fortifications

were hap]>il_v dismantled. It is still, however, sur-

rounded by an old wall with three gates. It con-

tains many interesting specimens of the Hanseatio
or North German architecture, very like the Flemish.
Pop. 12,133.

A'NXAEERG, a town of the kingdom of Saxony,
in the district of Zwickau, on the right bank of the
Sehm, 18 miles south from Chemnitz. It is situ-

ated 1800 feet aljove the level of the sea, in a mining
district ; the surrounding hills containing mines of

silver, tin, cobalt, and iron. It has extensive manu-
factures of lace and of sUk ribbons. The ribbon
manufacture was introduced here by Protestant
refugees from Belgium, who fled from the persecu-
tion carried on by the Duke of Alva. Pop. (1864)
10,537.

ANXECY, a town of the dep. of Haute Savoiei
France, at the north-western extremity of the Lake
of Annecy, and 21 miles south from Geneva. The
Lake of Annecy is 1426 feet above the sea, and is

surrounded by magnilicent mountain scenery. It

is about 9 miles long and 2 miles broad. Its watei'S

flow by the Ficran to the lihone. In the ]2lh c,
A. w.is cviUed A iineciacum novum, to distinguish it

from Old A., Aiiiifciacum vetiis, which occupied the
slojies of a neighbouring hill, and was a place of

some consequence iji the times of the Komans. In
the earlier part of the middle ages, A. belonged to
the Counts of Geneva, and on the extinction of that
House, it passed to the House of Savoy, in whose
[lossession it remained, except for a brief period
under the French Empire, untd the transference of
Savoy to Fi-ance in 1S60. It has manufactures of

linens, cotton-yarn, glass, sulphuric acid, and steel-

wares. Its linen bleachiields have subsisted since
1050. The town is clean, and has an air of resjiect-

able antiquity. The shops in many of the streets

are under ai'cades. The most remarkable buildings
are the chateau, once the residence of the family of

Genevois-Nemours, the old bishop's palace, the
cathedral, and the modern church of St Francis, the
latter of which boasts of possessing the relics of St
Francis of Sales and La Jlfere ChaataL Pop. (ISCG)
9305.

ANXONAY (anc. Annoneum or Annoniacum), a
town of the dep. of Ardtche, France, at the junc-
tion of the Deaume with the Cance, which unite in
the centre of the town, 37 miles south from Lyon.
It is an active and prosperous manufacturing town,
the chief manufacture being that of |>aper, of which
300,000 reams are produced annually. Tliere are
also manufactiu-es of glove-leather, mostly from kid
skins, and of silk and cotton twist, and woollen
cloth. The paper-mills of A. were established by
the father of the celebrated aeronauts, Montgolfier

(q. v.), who v.cre born here, and to whom there is a
monument in the Grande Place. The situation of
the town is picturesque and reniarkaljle ; the houses
are placed among rocks, and some of the streets
are very steep. A large quantity of silk is jiroduced
in the neighbomhood. Pop. (ISijG) 15,697.

A'KSPACH, or, more properly, Ax.sbacii, a town
of Bavaria, the capital of the circle of Jliddle Fran-
conia {MillH-Franhii), on the Kczat, 25 miles south-
west from Nurnberg. It h.is manufactures of cotton
and half-silken fabrics, tobacco, earthenware, I'lay-
ing-cards, cutlery, and white lead ; .also a consider-
able trade in wool, flax, and corn. The situation is

pleasant, but there are no remarkable buildings,
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except the deserted palace of the former margraves

of A., surroumled by gardens, and the clmrcli of St

Giinibert, said to occupy the site of a church erected

in the Sth c, around which the town grew. Tlie

margraves of A. were a branch of the family of

Hohenzollern. The last of them sold his ]iossessions

in 1791 to Prussia ; and in 1806, Na])oleou I. trans-

ferred A. to Bavaria. Top. (ISGl) ll2,'J73.

ANTA'CIDS are medicines which correct abnor-

mal acidity of the stomach and intestinal canal by

directly combining with the free acid that may be

present. Their action is obviously merely tempo-

rary, as, unless combined with other medicines, they

do not correct the morbid condition which causes

the undue acidity ; and their too prolonged use must
be carefully avoided, since, at all events, some of

these medicines, as the alkalies and their carbonates,

are liable to induce a state of general aiia;mia,

morbid deposits in the urine, and a series of symp-
toms not nnlilcc those of scm-vy. Antacids are best

given in association with vegetable tonics ; and for

the reasons already stated, their administration

nuist be carefully watched, and should be occasion-

ally omitted. Dr Neligau makes the following

excellent remarks on the particular remedy to be

emjiloyed for special forms of acidity :
' When the

aciil exists in the stomach in the gaseous state,

anunonia or its carbonates should be preferred, as,

in consetjuence of their volatility, a gaseous acid

which would elude the action of the fixed alkalies,

ni.iy be neutralised by them. If the acidity be

present in the lower bowel, as in the CKCum or

colon, ra.agnesia or lime ought to be administered,

as being less likely than the other antacids to be

neutralised or absorbed before it reaches that

portion of the intestinal canal. When the acid

exists in the urinary organs, the alkalies will be

found best adapted, as they have a tendency to act

more directly on the kidneys ; and when it is iit/ik

(or uric) aciil which preponderates in the urine, the

preparations of lithia or potash should Ije preferred

to those of soda, as the salts formed by the two former

with the acid in question are much more soluble

than those formed with the latter. In persons of a

corp\dent habit of body, jiotash is to be preferred

to ammonia or soda when the use of an alkali is

indicated. And finally, ammonia and its jn-epara-

tions are best adapted for the old and debilitated,

a5 also for those of enfeebled constitution.' The
antacids include solutions of ammoni.o, lime (com-

monly known as lime-water), potash, and soda,

various carbonates of these substances, magnesia and

its carbonates, aud the carbonate and citrate of

lithia.

Many of the medicines of this class possess other

properties besides that of neutralising free acids

;

but a notice of such properties does not fall within

the scoi>e of the present article.

ANTISPASMO'DICS. See Spa.sm.

ANUPSHUHU'R, a town of India, in the British

district of Bolundshnliur, North-weat Provinces, on

the right bank of the Ganges, 73 miles east from

bellii, on the route to Bareilly. The channel of the

Ganges is hero about a mile wide, but only about

one-iifth of that space is occujiied by the stream in

the dry season. The to-mi is ill built and crowiled,

the houses either of mud or iU-cemcuted brick.

Pop. 8047.

A'NXJS, The, and its Diseases. Tlie term anw.s

is ap]>lied by anatomists to the lower or (in the case

of animals) the posterior aperture of the intestinal

canal ; tlie rectum terminating externally in the

•anus. With regard to its anatomy, it is suHicient

to state that it is kept firmly closed on ordinary

occasions by the exlernal and inhrnal sj'hiiiclcr
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nuiscles, the former of which contracts the iutegu-

meut around the opening, and, by its attachment to

the coccyx behind, and to a tendinous centre in

front, hel])3 the hnator ani nuiscle in supporting the
ajierture during the expulsive ellbrts tliat are made
in the passage of the fa'ces or intestinal evacuations

;

while the latter or internal spJcincter, is an aggrega-
ticm of the circular muscular fibres of the lowest
part of the rectum, and acts in contracting the
extremity of the tube. The main function of the
levator ani muscle is expressed in its name, it being
the antagonist of the diaphragm and other nmscles
which act in the expulsion of the fa'ces. The in-

tegument around the anus lies in radiating plaits,

which allow of its stretching without pain during

the passage of the fasces ; aud the margin is provided

with a number of sebaceous glands, which, in some
of the lower animals, secrete strongly odorous

matters. See Anal Glands. Infants are occasion-

ally born with an imperforate anus, or congenital

closure of the rectum. In the simplest form of this

affection, the anus is merely closed by thin skin,

which soon becomes tUstended with the Meconium
[r\. v.). More comiilicated cases are those (1) in

which the gut terminates some distance above the

seat of the anus in a blind sac or jioueh
;

(i) where
the rectum terminates in the bladder, &e. For-

t\mately, the closure by a Layer of skin is far the

most common form of ini])erforate anus, and the

little patient is at once relieved by a very simple

surgical o]ieration. If, however, no treatment be

adopted, which is too often the case, in consequence

of a ]iopidar delusion tliat the alFecticm is incurable,

the abdomen becomes distended and hard, vomiting

comes on, the vomited matters soon assume a fa;cal

smell, aiul the infant dies in a few days, either from
exhaustion or rupture of the intestines.

Spasm of (he Sphincter Ani is by no means a

rare affection ; it is characterised by violent pain of

tlie anus, witli ditliculty in passing the freces. On
attenqiting an examination, the muscle feels h.ard,

and resists the introduction of the finger. It usually

occurs in sudden )iaroxysms, which soon go off ; but

sometimes it is of a more persistent character. Its

causes are not clearly known, and although most
surgeons regard it as a special affection, some con-

sider that the spasm is U'jt a disease in itself, but

merely a s^'mjitom of some sliglit excoriation or

ulceration. Sujipositories contaiuing opium or

belladonna introduced during the period of relaxa-

tion, are sometimes of i\se ; and if there are ulcers,

they must be specially treated. Ulceration occur-

ring as a breach of surface at one or more points

around the anus, but not extending within the

orifice, is by no means uncommon in persons who
are not attentive to cleanliness, and especially in

women with vaginal discharges. Strict attention

to cleanliness, tliu patient being directed to ap]ily

warm water to the parts at least twice daily with a

sponge (which after each operation should be care-

fully rinsed out), .and one or two ajiplicatinns of the

solid nitrate of silver, followed by blaek-wash, will

effect a speedy cure. If the idcer is seated partly

trithout t\iQ anus and partly iP'7/ym the rectum, the

distress is iiuieh more severe, and the treatment often

requires the use of the knife. Fisnirc of the anun

is a term applied to an affection consisting in one or

more cracks, excoriations, or superficial ulcerations,

situated between the foUls of the skin and mucous

membrane at the verge of tl;e anus, and only

slightly involving the rectum. They give rise to

intense pain during the p.ossage of the evacuations,

and for some hours afterwards to gi'cat discomfort,

smarting, and itching. The treatment to be adopted

is to eiiileavour to procure regidar and somewh.at

soft evacuations, and to sponge with warm water
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immediately afterwards, tlie parts being dried with
a soft cloth. One or two apiilications of solid nitrate

of silver will sometimes cure the disease ; and an
ointment of oxide of zinc, or one containing cldoro-

fcn'ni, will sometimes serve to allay the irritation

and heal the parts.

—

Pruritns ani, which simply
means intense itching and irritation of this part, is

perhaps rather to be regarded as a symptom of

certain morbid changes rather than as a sjiecial

disorder ; but as it is a very common affection, and is

productive of much sufl'cring, it must not be jiassed

over. It is often associated with an unhealthy
state of the intestinal secretions, or with simple
constipation ; "with a congested st.ate of the mucous
membrane ; with a disordered condition of the
womb ; with the pi^sence of thread-worms in the
rectiim, &c. ; and it is peculiarly common in persons

whose occupations are sedentary. The affection is

often much aggravated by the jiatient's being unable
to refrain from scratcliing the parts, which leads to

exxoriations, ulcerations, thickening of the skin, &c.

The symptoms are usually most severe when the
suffei'cr begins to get warm in bed. If the affection

arise from worms, or a loaded state of the large

intestines, enemata and purgatives will give imme-
diate relief. If imhealthy excretions exist, attention

must be paid to the diet, and the occasional admin-
istration of a pill containing a gi'ain of calomel and
four grains of watery extract of aloes, together with
the local application of soap and water to the [larts,

will often stop the itching. If there are any cracks
or idcers, nitrate of silver must be applied until they
heaL To prevent the reappearance of these sores,

the patient shoidd bathe the parts night and morn-
ing with a strong solution of alum. An ointment
composed of a drachm of calomel and an ounce of

lard is strongly recommended l>y Mr .Smith of

King's College Hospital, when other means have
failed ; who also states that the daily iutrod ac-

tion of a well-oiled bougie, made of black wax, will

sometimes succeed in very obstinate cases. The
other principal affections of the anus are Fistula,

Piles, and Prolapsus, which are discussed in special

articles.

AOXLAGA'XJ, or AOUNLAH, a town of India,

in the British district of BareiUy, 21 miles south-

west from Bareillj-, on the route to Allj'gurh. It

has a large bazaar. Pup. 7649.

APATHI'N, a town of Hungary, in the county of

Bacs, near the left bank of the Danulje, 49 miles

south-west from Theresiopol. It has manufactures

of woollen cloth, and a considerable trade in hemp,
silk, madder, and woad, the products of the vicinity.

Pop. 9;J53.

A'PELDORN, a beautiful village in the Nether-

lands province of Guldcrland, is situated about 17

miles north from Arnhcm, on a canal which joins the

river Grift, a branch of the Yssel, by which, aud the

public roads from Arnhem and Utrecht to Deveuter

and Zutplien, it has much traffic. The Loo, a hunt-

ing-lodt'e of the king, is in the neighbourhood.

Besides agi'iculture, making paper, grinding corn,

founding copper, manufacturing Idankets and coarse

woollen cloth, &c., are the princii)al industries.

Pop. of A. and adjoining hamlets (1S65), 12,087.

APH.VSIA (Gr. a, not, and phasin, speech) is a

term adopted by the eminent French [ihysician,

Trousseau, to denote a remarkable symptom of

certain conditions of the nervous system in which the

liatient is moi-e or less unable to express his thoughts

in speech. The disease has been casually noticed

by many earlier observers, amongst whom Dr Parry

of Bath may be especially noticed ; but it was not

until within the last live or six years that it has

received the attention which its great singularity

demands. Before receiving its present name, it

had been termed Ajjliemia (from a, not, and phemi,
I sjieak), and Alalia (from laleo, I talk). Voisin, in

an elaborate Memoir on this subject, published in

ISGo, observes that it may be due to several causes.

It may be congenital or acquired, and in the latter

case is due to some form of lesion or injury of the
anterior lobes of the brain. This fact was observed
as long ago as 182.5 by Bouillaud ; but in ISGl, dur-
ing a discussion of the Authropo]t;gical Society of

Paris, as to whether certain facidties, such as lan-

guage, are or are not localised in special parts of the
brain, Broea advanced the view, that the faculty of

language has its seat not only in the anterior lobes,

but in the left lobe, and occujiics exactly the exter-

nal left frontal convolution, where the anterior lobe
jneets the middle lobe immediately in front of the
fissure of Sylvius. This singular conclusion was
deduced from oidy two post-mortem examinations
which had just occurred at the Bicetre, but a num-
ber of previously published cases supported it; and
Dr Hughlings Jackson, of the Loudon Hospital,
' has seen about seventy cases of loss or defect of

speech with hemiplegia, and in all but one, the
hemiplegia was on the right side, indicating disease
of the left side of the brain.'

—

Lancet, November 26,

18G4. Moreover, in the two cases which during the
last year [troved fatal in the Edinbtirgh and Glasgow
Inlirmaries, Dr Sanders and Dr Gairduer traced the
disease to the exact spot described by Broea. It may
be caused by wounds, tumours of various kinils,

including hydatids, or by softening of the left ante-
rior lobe, and has occasionally, but very rarely, been
found in association with lesions of other parts of

the cerebrum, aud even of the cerebellum aud spinal
cord. According to Voisin, in 146 cases, the left

anterior lobe was affected in 140, and the right in

only 6 cases. A variety of aphasia has been noticed
in typhoid fever and in the first stage of small-pox

;

also in certain chronic cachexias or intoxications, as,

for example, in sy)ihilis and chronic alcoholism ; and
there are cases in which the affection is purely
nervous, and results from epilepsy, an over-taxed
brain, &c. The patients in whom true aphasia from
disease of the brain occurs, are excellently described

by Dr Gairdner in his essay On the Functions of
A rliculale Speech, &c. (Glasgow, ISGG). This descrip-

tion, in a condensed form, is as follows : These
patients have been the subject of some form of dis-

turbance of the cerebral functions, sometimes with,

but sometimes also without a m.inifest disturbance
of the intellect. It may have lieen epilejisy or
apoplexy, in which latter case, as has been already
noticed, there is often paralysis, almost invariably on
the right side of the body. This paralysis may be of

any extent of com2)leteness, but in many cases the
jiatient has such command over the movements of

the tongue and lips, as to shew that it is not from
paralysis his speech is affected. The states of

intellect and consciousness arc cqua'Iy variable, the
patient occasionally ajjpearing and behaving as if

he were in perfect bodily and mental health, ex-
cept for the aphasia. Sloreover, the ajihasia itself

shews itself in the most varied forms. In the more

I

tri\-ial cases, it is little more than an aggravation of

the common defect of forgetting, or being unable to

recall the name of a person or thing when wanted.
Dr Gairdner records the case of what he calls ' an
aphasic,' who could conduct an ordinary conversa-
tion jiretty well, but who could not name the days
of the week, and would, for instance, call Monday
' the first working-day,' and who had forgotten, or

could not give utterance to his own name. Some-
times a patient will perfectly articulate such expres-
sions as these : ' I want , I want Where's
the' , almost always stopping short at the name

397
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of the olijocfc. SDnietimea the jiatient's vocahulary

is liniited to one or two common words, as ' Yes '
or

' Js'o;' or piTliaps lie utters only one or more unin-

telli'iililc words, as in the case of one- of 'J'roussean's

patients, who fur fnnr montlis uttered notliing Ijut

' Cuiisim' to every possible question, unless wlien in

moments of great irritation, and lie would then

articulate ' Siteoii, snm»'—probably an abldvviation

for a Fieuch oath. Strange to say, certain aphasics

who can articulate absolutely nothing else, can swear

with perfect facility. Such exclamations as 'Oh!'

'Dear me!' 'Uod bless my life!' and ' D—n it!'

are oftiii the only utterances of those patients. Dr

H. JacUson, in a Memoir on Alihasia, in the first

volume of the Lonilnn lluspilid Jteporls, has made
some excellent remarks on this peculiarity, which

are well worthy of iienisal by all who study mental

philosophy. He ingeniously regards an oath not as

a ]iait of language, but as 'a sort of detonating

coinmn.' The general reader may aUo read with

advantage the histories of two cases recorded by

Trousseau, in which Fronelimen of high mental

cap.acity, and well acquainted with the disease (one

of thein an eminent physician in Paris, who had

sjiecially studied the diseases of the brain ; and the

other. Professor Lordat of Montpellier), have passed

tlu-ough attacks of aphasia, have recovered, and

have described their own cases.

Aphasia may be either temporary or persistent;

in tlio former case, being due to loss of nervous

energy, congestion, or some other functional dis-

order ; while in the latter case, it is jirobably

associated with disease of structure. It is unneces-

sary to describe tlie treatment, which v.aries accord-

ing" to the peculiarity of each individual case, and

miist be left solely in the hands of the physician.

APHO'NIA (Or. fi, not, and jihoiii; voice) is

the term useil in Medicine to signify a more or

less conqilete loss of voice. It is altogether dis-

tinct from mutism, in wliich it is impossible to

form articulate soumis, aiicl in most eases the

voice is not entirely gone, but only nuire or less

lost or suppressed. The voice is essentially pro-

diiceil (as lias been proved in the special article on

th.at subject) by three distinct agents—viz., (I) the

expiration of air, ('2) the opening of the glottis, and

(.!) the tension of the vocal cords -and hence any-

thing interfering witli expiration, or with the func-

tions' of tlie glottis ami v..cal eoi-ds, may cause

aphoui.a. Tlius, it may result from paralysis of the

respiratory muscles, from inilmonary einphysema,

and sometimes from pncumcuiia; or it may be

caused by diseases of the larynx, as chronic laryn-

gitis, oedema of the glottis, polypus, &c. ; or by pres-

sure on the larynx caused by aljscesses, vegetations,

anil any kind o'f morbid growth ;
or it m.ay be tr.aced

to sr)me functional or organic disturbance of^ the

inferior vocal cords. Thus, the muscular fibres

which act on these cords may become alVccterl in

acute laryngitis by extension of the inflammation,

(r their aeliiou may be impeded by the pressure of

false membrane in croup. In typhoid fever, the

aphonia wliich is so conunouly observed is due to

ulceration extending to these structures. Again,

in cases of lead or phosphorus poisoning, there is

aplionia due to f.atty degeneration of these muscles.

Not uufrcquently, aphonia may bo traced to com-

pression of the recnrrent or inferior laryngeal nerve,

which is the nerve supplying motor power to all the

muscles of the larynx, with one trilling exccpti(ni.

Such pressure is not unfreqnently caused by an

aneurism, an abscess, tumour, &c. In tlie s.ame way,

a wound or contusion of the imeumoga-strio nerve,

or one of the recurrent branches, will cause aphonia,

or, more commonly, an extremely hoarse modilica-

tion of the Voice, in consequence of the laryngeal
308

muscles being par.alysed on one Bide, and remaining

active on the other, Tliere are cases of direct

nervous action being interfered with ; but there are

many cases of what may be termed rcjicx njilioii'm,

as when the voice is often more or less lost in the

course of pregnancy when accompanied with cou-

vulsions, or in consequence of tlie jiresence of intes-

tinal worms, or after the rapW siqipression of an

exanthematons rash, or of a long-continued ha;m-

orrhagio discharge. Aphonia is, moreover, very

commonly associated with hysteria.

When aphonia is not due to irremovable causes,

as tumours pressing on the recnrrent nerve, fatty

degeneration of thclaryngeal muscles, &c., it gener-

ally disa])pears after a longer or shorter interval. It

occasionally assumes remarkable intermittent shapes.

In one instance, the aliection came on regularly at

the same time of the year for seventeen years,

beginning daily at noon, and Lasting the remainder

of the day, for a period varying from three to seven

months. "Another case is recorded in which, during

fourteen years, a young woman coidd only speak

during two or three hours daily.

In those cases which are ainenaUo-to treatment,

emetics, electricity, strychnine, leeching, blistering,

croton-od liniment, and iutcrn.al application of

nitrate of silver, have been found to be the most

useful remedies.

APO'LDA, a town of the gi-aiid ducliy of Saxe-

Weimar-Kiseuach, Germany, on the Werlitz, a

feeder of the Saale, eight miles north-east from

Weimar. It is a station on the Thuringian Kail-

way, between Weimar and Weisseufels. It is a

place of much industrial activity, haviiig extensive

mauufaetures of hosiery. Pop. (1SG4) ST'il.

ARABGI'R, or ARABKIR (ane. AiHihmci), n

town of Asiatic Turkey, in tlie pashalio of Sivas, in

a mountainous and rocky district, not far from

the Kujihratcs, and loO miles south-south-west

from Trebizond. It contains a jiop. of about

30,01)0, nearly one-fourth being Armenians, the

other three-fourths Turks. It is to the enter-

prise and industry of the Armenians th.at the town

owes its prosjierity. It is specially noted for the

mannfaeturo of goods from English cotton yarn.

The neighbouring couutry is inhabited by Tur-

comans.

ARAGO'NA, a town of Sicily, 8 miles north-north-

east from Girgenti. It is a poor town, and stands

in the midst of liare green downs ; but the hills

above it are clotlied with jiiiies, cypresses, olives,

almoud.s, and carobs. The only object of interest

is the oM castle of the jirinces of Angon.a, a huge

building, in the Kenaissance style, which h.as falku

mucli into decay. Pop. 7'.) 17.

ARAVU'IjIjI, a range of mountains in Western

India, extending from aljout 'J'!" 40' N. hit., /-t" K
long., to 'Jir 00' X. hit, 75' K. long. The highest

summit is Abu ((]. v.). The north-eastern extremity

of the range sinks into comparatively low rocky

hills. The' north-western side is very bold and pre-

cipitous, the south-eastern less so. There is no road

practicable for wheel-carriages across this range for

a dist.iuce of 220 miles.

A'RCE fane. Ar.r), a town of South Italy, in the

juovince of Caserta, 00 miles cast-south-east from

Home It is situated on a hill near the Mris

;

and the summit of the hill, which is lofty and pie-

cipiton.s, is crowned by an interesting medieval

fortress called Homi d'A nv. This fortress was con-

siderel impregnable till it w.as scaled and taken by

the invading^army of Charles of Anjou in 12GI).

Numerous inscriptions in which the name of Cicero

occurs have been discovered near A. ; and some
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ruins near the tcjwn are known as L'o/a di Cicerone,

or Cicero's Barn. Top. of commune, 54G7.

ARCIDO'SSO, a town of Central Italy, in the

province of Grosseto, 23 miles north-east from
Grosseto, on a feeder of the Umbrone, among the

Apennines. Pop. of commune, 5S59.

A'RCUS SENI'LIS, a not very well chosen term
for a change occurring in the cornea of tlie eye, in con-

sequence of fatty degeneration of its marginal part.

The term is objectionable, because tlie change usually

commences before the advent of old age, and further,

because the arcti.i, or arch, is usually converted into

a complete circle by tlie time that the patient lias

readied tiie age of sixty or seventy years. Tlie

areas senilis usually commences at or even before

the age of forty years, as an opaque whitisli crescent,

skirting either the upper or lower margin of the

cornea ; and from this coinmeiicement it extends

along the edge, till it finally becomes a complete

circle, which sometimes assumes a chalky whiteness,

and gives to the eye a very peculiar appearance. On
careful examination, it may be seen that a narrow
interval of partially clear coi'uea always intervenes

between the arcus and the opaque sclerotic. As
far as the eye is concerned, the formation of this

cii'cle is of little importance, Imt it is of great diag-

nostic value to the pli^'sician if, as Mr Canton and
several late observers maintain, its presence indi-

cates the coexistence of fatty degeneration of the

heart.

ARDOYE, a town of Belgium, in the province

of West Flanders, 17 miles south from Bruges.
Linen-bleaching is the principal branch of industry.

Brewing and candle-making are also carried on.

Pop. (including the commune, which is not large)

G47S.

ARECI'BO, a town of Puerto Rico, Sp.anish

West Indies, on the north coast of the island, it is

the chief town of a province of the same name. It

has a considerable trade, and a railway has been
proposed to connect it with San Juan. Pop. Il,lb7.

ARGE'NTA, a town of Central Italy, in the

province of Eerrara, and IS miles south-east fioni

Eerrar.i, on the Reno, in the plain near the Marshes
of Comacchio. Pop. (ISGl) of commune, 15,920.

ARIA'NO (Arianmn), a city of South Italy, in

the province of Principato Ulteiiore, beautifully situ-

ated on a steep hill of tertiary limestone, at the

height of 2SU0 feet above the sea, in one of the

most frequented passes of the Apennines, on tlie

main road from Naples to Pnglia, 50 miles north-

east from Naples. It is a bishop's seat, and has

a line cathedral. The chief manufacture is eaithcn-

waro. 'J'here is a considerable export trade in wine

and in butter. A. is said to have been fonnded by

Diomed. lioger II. held a p.arliament here to settle

the affairs of the province, after his defeat of the

allied armies of Pope Innocent II. and the Prince of

Capu.a. In tlie southern f.ace of the hill on which
the city is built, hundreds of caves have been dug,

which are the habitations of many of the poorer

inhabitants. Pop. 12,5SS.

ARLOX (anc. Orolannm), a town of Belgium, the

ca]iital of the ]irovince of Luxemburg, 24 miles

•west-north-west from Luxemburg. It is a station

on tlie railway between Naniur and Luxemburg.
It is a neat and prosperous town, and has a consider-

able trade in corn, woollen stnlls, leather, iron, &c.

It li.as frequently suffered the ravages of war. The
French pillaged it in 17!KJ, after a victory won in

its neighbourhood over the Aiistri.ans. Pop. \1SG1)

5047.

ARMEXTIERES, a town of the dep. of Nord,

France, on the Lys, near the Belgian frontier, eight

miles north-west from Lille. It is a station on tlie

railway between Hazebrouck and Lille. 'J'he town
is well built, and is active and prosjierous, having
manufactures of cotton, linen, lace, thread, sailcloth,

beet-root sugar, and soap, and a considerable trade

in grain and bricks. Large quantities of bricks are

made in the neighbourhood, and are exported by
boats on the Lys. Pop. (18GG) 13,9U1.

A'RMOUR-PLATES. The employment of thick

slabs of iron to protect the sides of shi]>s of \A"ar and
the fronts of fortitications, is quite a recent inven-

tion ; or rather, the modern system is the practical

realisation of plans suggested Icuig ago by Merscnno
and others. In 1842, Mr B.alinano of New York
proposed that war-ships should be clad with several

thicknesses of iron plate, riveted one u|ion another,

the plates being individually ^th inch thick. Soon
afterwards, Jlr Stevens, an American shipbuilder,

made further suggestions on the same subject, and
other jiractical men kcjit the matter before the
attention of the authorities in various countries. In

1S54, the French sent several (loating-batteries to

the Black Sea, clad with iron ]ilates ; ami the Eng-
lish Admiralty hastily imitated this exani]ile, ]iro-

ducing eight very slow and unmanageable batteries

in 1855— 1S50. Then came in a Hood of suggestions

for arming our regular ships of war in a similar

way. The Admiralty, dismayed at the thought of

dismantling the existing fleet, which had cost so

much, delayed the subject as long as they could,

but without abandoning it. In 180(1, the French sent

to sea La Gloire, a timber-built ship of war, altered

from a 90-gnn three-decker to a 40-gnn corvette,

clad with 4i-inch iron jilatcs, having a burden of

3000 tons. This jirocceding at once set the English

government on the alert ; they saw that further

delay would be imprudent, and they set about the

creation of an armour-clad na\'y. jiany problems

had to be solved—whether to case old wooden ships

with armour ; to build and case new wooden ships
;

or to build new vessels, of which the hull as well as

the armour should be of iron. Then arose further

problems—how near the bulwarks should the

armour-])latcs come, how near the bottom of the

vessel, how near the stem and stern ; also, what
thickness of iron, and whether the same thickness

in every ]iart.

From ISOl to 1SG7, the British Admiralty have
been eng.aged on a scries of costly constructions and
reconstructions, intended to afford eventually solu-

tions to the above problems. Several of the ships

built have cost from £.300,000 to £450,000 each;
several half-tinished timber three-deckers have been

cut down and converted into iron-chads ; and vari-

ations of detail almost innumerable h.ave been intro-

duced. Referring to other articles for information

on war-shijis generallj', we here giA'C a list of Eng-
lish vessels which form the iron-clad navy, thrown
into groups to facilitate comjiarison. Those which
are wholly clad—i. e., covered with armour-plates

in all parts of the hull needing protection—arc the

jMinotaitr, Aijincourt^ Nort/ntviberlaml, liotjal Onk^

Prinee Consort, Caledonia, Ocean, Lord Clyde, Lord
Warden, Jloijal Soccreign, Prinee Albert, Scorpion,

Wijrern, ICrehus, Terror, ThnnderhoU, L'lna, Tlinn-

der, and Hercules. Those which are partially clad

— i. e, covered with armour-plates only in the more
exposed [lortions— comprise the Black Prince, ir«r-

rior. Defence, Pesisiance, Aeliitles, Hector, ValianI,

Poijal A Ifred, DeUerophon, Zealous, Pcdlas, Farourite,

Ilesearcli, Enterprise, Viper, Vixen, Waleiivileh,

Penelope. Regarded as to the material of which
the hulls are mostly built, and on which the

armour-plates are laiil, the following are timber-

built: J'oyal Oak, Prinee Consort, Cahdonia, Ocean,

J!oi/((l Alfred, Zealous, Lord Clijde, Lord Warden,
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Pallas, Farouriti', Hesearch, Enterprise, J!oi/al Sore-

reign, Etna, anil Tliinuler. The I'l'xfn is wood ami
iron ; all the rest are iron. The (limcn'siuns and
weight of these ships, laden as they are with arinour-

jilafes varying from 3 to 7 inches in thickness, are

enornions. 'J'he load displacement of three of tluin

is about 10,000 tons each; three, 9000 to 10,000;

three, 7000 to SOOO ; ten, G'JO to 700 ; three, 4000 to

GOOO ; and the remainder, under 4000. Whatever
the tliiukness of the armour, the plates are nicely

tongued and gi-ooved to lit closely together edgewise.

The bolts which fasten them to the ship are gene-

rally about two inches thick, expanded at one end
to form a head, and having a screw-thread at the

other to receive a nut.

It is not yet known whether the thickest armour
will resist any shot that can be hurled against it

;

whether, in other words, the thickest practicable

armour will overcome, or be ovei'come by, the

heaviest practicable shot. E.xperimeuts at enormous
cost have been conducted by the government for

some years to determine this important question : a

natural reiiilt h.as been that cannon are made larger

and larger, and armour-plates thicker and thicker,

in the struggle between artillery and ship-building.

The experiments (so far as England is concerned)

have been conducted principally at Shoeburyuess,
but also on board the Thunderer at Portsmouth.
The usual mode is, to construct a target resembling
the armed side of one of our iron-clads, and then to

try to pierce it with shot lired from guns at various

distances. A Warrior target, for instance, consists

of a 4i-inch armour-plate, backed by IS inches of

teak, and an inner skin of Jth inch iron ; while a
Lord Warden target has 4i inches plate, 30 inches

teak, and l.t inch skin. A few examples will serve

to illustrate the method of i)roceeding.

Ill August ISOU, a iraiWor target was built U|i

at Shocbury— i. e., a target similar in strength and

Fi^. 1.—Front View of Trrtrrmr Target, after practice

with COO-poundcr iVmisttong Guiu

construction to the side of that ship. .A Klci-soirs

steel shell, Armstrong's conical shell, aud Talliscr's

^f^vSt

- Ill f .1

going clean through the target, armour aud all, and
Imrsting behind. (In another occasion, a Talliser 1 13-
Ib. shot went through the target even at an angle
of 30° from the iierpendicnlar. The Lord Warden
target has been pierced by OA and 10 inch shot at

chillod-iron shell were fired at it from a 7-inch gun
at 200 yards : the Palliser shot excelled the others.

IC'O

Fig. 3,—Section of do., shewing the hole made by the
GOO-lb. shell, and displacement of the upper plate.

a, armour plalinp, 41 in. thick {displaced); A, U-ak backiiif?, 13
in. thick : e, hoiler-phitc skin, \ in. thick ; (/, wroughl-iron
beams; e, platform.

a distance of 1000 yards; while the thinner ^yurrioT
target was pierced at 2000 yards. The Bcllerophon
target is more ponderous than the Warrior, having
Ginch armour, 22 inches of teak backing, and 1 inch
iron plate behind all. Still more ponderous is the
Hercules target, with 9-inch armour. Some of the
targets tried do not resemble the sides of any parti-

cular shijis, but have the armour-plate backed up
by some ])eculiar combination of wood and iron

which seems to the inventor ailvantageous. One of

these, invented by Mr Chalmers, has attr.ictcd

much attention by its power of resisting shot and
shell. As more tlian h;\lf in nuiiiljer of our iron-

clads are weaker than the Warrior, and as the
iram'or target has been reiieatedly pierced through
and through by the I'alliscr ll.'j-lb. chilled shell,

the future value of tliose sliij>s in warfare is an
anxious problem. Whether artillery will overcome
armour-plates 7, S, and 9 inches in thickness, is a
question of calibre and range.

Armour-clad forts are also attracting attention.
Various experiments on this subject were made in

1 SOI, 1S02, and 1SG3. In 1804, a line of iron-cl.id fort

was built up at Shocbury, to test several modes of

construction. In the same year, the Iiussian govern-
iiient emjilnycd the Milhvall Company to build a
wrought-iron shield, as an experiment for the defences
at Cronstadt. The front w.as made of 12 inches
thick of iron in horizontal bars ; this was backed by
14 inches of thiciiness in upright bars ; and the whole
strengthened with enormous stmts, brackets, ribs,

aud dovetails of iron. The shield was to form the
facing or armour for a battery of three of Knip[i's
600-p"under steel guns, and measured 43 feet by 10.

The shield, with its foundation-iilate, weighed 140
tons. In one experiment at Shocbury, a plate 13
inches thick was placed in front of a mass of granite

14 feet thick, and lired at with 200-poun.der3 : four

shots cracked the granite, although the plate was
not pierced. The Americans made an experiment
in Chesapeake B,i\-, in September 1SG6, on a tem-
porary fortification, made of enormous granite blocks
faced with 10-inch armour: shots of 430 and G20 lbs.

were fired from Kodiuan guns, at a range of .350

yards, and eleven such shots destroyed the whole
fabric. The Tliundirer has been fitted up as a
target-ship at Portsmouth, partly to test very thick
plates at very short distances. The plates are
listened to an enormous bulkhead near one end
M the shi]), aud the guns placed near the other end.

(Ill one occasion, in ISGG, a Palliser 115-lb. chilled

shot, with an extra charge of powder, fired at 25 feet

off, went clean through a 7-inch plate and 45 inches
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of teak biilkliead. On another occasion, in the same
j-car, a Hercules target, with a 9-inch ylate, was
(irocl at with an S-incli spherical shot at 30 feet

:

the shot maile a dent 2i inches deep, but did not
further disturb the plate. Some of the plates

cx[ierimented on in this ship, in March 1SG7, were
IG feet Ion:;, ^\ wide, and 7 inches thick ; others
were s'.iorter, hut 4 feet wide, and weighing 5 tons.

On the relative strength of armour-plates and
great guns v.'\\\ depend, not only the general char-
acter of future iron-clad navies, but also the emi)loy-
lueut of iron in fortilications, either as a facing to
granite walls, or as a material for revolving turret-

forts, such as have beeu suggested for Spithead.
Regarded as articles of manufacture, armour-plates

were at first produced mainly by hammering, several

thicknesses of iron being welded one upon another,
at a white heat, by blows of a ponderous steani-

liammer; but it is now more customary to produce
them bj' rolling than liy hammering—pressure being
considered to produce more satisfactory results than
percussion. ^V^latever the thickness of the sl.ab is

to be, operations are commenced with plates about
an inch thick : these are heated, rolled, cut, piled

np, heated and rolled over and over again, tmtil the
reipiired thickness is produced. Tlie rollers are
placed further and further apart, as the slalj becomes
thicker and thicker. Some of them are truly enor-

mous masses of metal, solid cylinders 8 feet long by
.32 inches diameter. At the Atlas Works of Jlessrs

Brown & Co., ShefEeld (the chief manufactory for

ar!nour-plates\ there h.is been produced a rolled slab

17 feet long, 7 feet wide, and \i inches thick, weigh-
ing 30 tons ; and there is no re.ison to doubt the power
of modern ajipliances to exceed these dimensions, if

necessary. For armour-plates, the metal is very
scrupulously selected, and every part of the i>ro-

cesses conducted with great caution. The bolts,

too, for fastening to the teak are undergoing many
experiments, to determine the liest form of head at

one end, and of screw at the other.

AROK.SZ.\LLA'S, a town of .Jazygia, Hungary,
H miles north-east from Pesth, and an entrepot for

the trade between that city aud Upper Hungary.
It stands in a plain on the Gyiingoys Patak. a small
stream, by which it is almost encircled. The sur-

rounding country is fertile, and afTords excellent

pasture. Pop. S170.

AllOaiA'TICS constitute a cl.ass of medi-
cines, which owe their properties to the essential

oils, to benzoic and cinnamic acids, to volatile pro-

ducts of distillation, or to odorous glandular secre-

tion?. The plants that contribute to this class of

medicines are those which yield essences, cam-
phor, or odorous resins, and amongst the families

which yield the most imjiortant aromatics are the

Labiatic, Umbellifera?, Laur.T.'c.re, Myrtace,-e, Aur-
antiacea:, Coniferro, Scitamincw, Orchidc.-e, &c.

In some cases, the aromatic matter is diffused

throughout all parts of the plant, but it is usually

condensed in particular organs, such as the root, in

the ease of .ginger and galauga ; or the bark, in the

case of cinnamon, canella, and cascarelia ; or the

(lowers, as in the case of cloves ; or the fruit, .as iu

the case of anise and vanilla ; or the wood, as in the

case of sand.al-wood and aloes-wood ; or the leaves,

?-:i iu the case of most of the Labiatse, UmbeUifera3,

&e.

Aromatics maj' bo arranged in the following

sub-classes: (1.) Those in which the active principle

is an essential oil, as the oil of thyme, lavender,

cajejiut, iieroli, fennel, &c. (2.) Those containing

camphor, or an allied body, such as artiticial cam-
phor obtained from turi)entiue. (3.) Bitter aromatics,

in which there is a mixture of a bitter princi[ile and
49t

an essential oil, as chamomile, tansy, worm-wood,
&c. These are tonics and vennifuges. (4) Those
of which musk is the type, such as civet and amber;

i and certain plants with a musk-like odour, such as

j

Malva 7noscala, Jltmu/us vwschatiis, and Hibiscus
(ibelmoschus. (.5) Those containing a fragrant resin,

! as benzoin, raj'rrh, oliljanum, storax. and the balsams
of Peru and Tolu, which possess stimulant ^tro-

pcrties. (G) Lastly, those which are artitieially

])roduced by destructive distillation, as tar, creosote,

benzol, or the various empyreumatic oils.

A-s a general rule, these substances act as diffus-

ible stimulants of more or less power, aud as anti-

spasmodics, while those in which a bitter principle
is present act as vermifuges and tonics. The whole
class were formerly regarded as possessing disinfect-

ant and antiseptic proi)erties, aiul there is no doubt
that some, as coal-tar, creosote, &c., strongly possess
this [jroperty. In this country v,e usually associate
aromatics with other medicines ; but in Franco
aromatic infusion, lotions, baths, &c., are much
prescribed. It will suffice to give the composition of
aromatic infusion as an illustration. Take eqnal
parts of the leaves of sage, ordinary and lemon
thj-me, h3'ssop, origanum, wormwood, and mint.
Infuse 50 parts of these leaves iu 100 jiarts of

boding water.

AIITERE0T0:MY, or the opening of an artery,
is an opcr.ation that has been strongly advocated iu

those cases in which it is desirable to produce a
more decided and immediate effect upon the cerebral
circulation (as in severe forms of sanguineous apo-
plexy) than coiUd be produced by ordinary vene-
section. It is supposed by some surgeons to relieve

pressure on the brain more efficiently than opening
the jugular vein could do; and whether this is the
ease or not, it is a simpler and less dangerous opera-
tion. Tlie only vessel operated on is either the
temporal artery itself or one of its main Ijranches.

The operation is a simple one, but should, of

course, only Ije nndert.aken by a surgeon. To arrest

the flow of blood when sufficient has been taken,
the artery should be complete!}' divided, and after

the parts have been sponged, a compress, or small pad,
shoidd be applied to the wound, and secured by a
bandage, which must bo carefully adjusted, so as, if

possible, to remain undisturbed fur four or live days,

when it may lie removed, and the wound covered
with a strip of plaster

A'RTERIE.S, Diseases of. Host of the import-
ant morbid conditions of the arteries are those
which are occasioned by the deposition of alhc-

rowa (a Greek word signifying a tumour or deposit
containing matter like atlii/C; meal or groats) on the
free surface of the inner coat of the vessel ; a new
inner lining to the artery being thus furnished.

As atheroma has the efleet of weakening, enlarg-

ing, and occluding arteries, according to the extent
and period of the deposition, it is expedient brielly

to notice the most impiortant stages of its progress.

In the earliest stage, atheroma consists of a thin,

soft, and clear memljrane, lining a part or the whole
of the tube. It seems to be a mere addition to the
artery, in whose original coats there is no .Tppear-

ance of di.sease. It is most prob.ably a deposit on the
inner surface from the blood. On the inner surface

of the new coat, a similar layer gradually forms,

and in course of time, becomes the foundation of

subsequent formations ; aud when many strata have
thus been deposited, the collective mass ceases to

be transparent, and becomes converted into an
opaque :naterial similar to hardened albimien, and
finally to ligament. Until this consolidation occurs,

the coats of the artery are not much affected

;

but by their adhesion to the hardened deposit, they
iil
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lose tlieir strength, elasticity, niul natural colour,

and tlicir functions are dustroyeil. 'J'lio indurated

deposit may now undergo cue or other of these

changes : it may cither Bofteu in its interior, in

wliicfi case it degenerates into a pulpy mass of

cholestcrine, oil-globules, alliuniinous and chalky

moleeulcs ; or it may be converted ijito a layer of

iiard, chalky, bone-like matter. This latter change

(cretefaetiori or ossilication) takes i)lace only in the

extcrn.al oldest layers of thick deposits ; and noth-

ing intervenes between the bony plate and the

middle co.it of the artery, for the inner or lining

coat i)art.ake3 in the morbid change. It is obvious

that either of these changes (softening or hardening)

must gradually lead to disease of the arterial coats

generally. 'J'lie process of change is slow, and the

change itself can only bo detected in the living sub-

ject when it is in an advanced stage, lu the radial

artery and others which lie superliciaUy, the finger

can often detect rings or tubes of chalky m.atter.

Most commonly, however, the state of the arteries

is detected by some secondary symptom.
Atheromatous de]posit is at first attended with a

narrowing of the calibre of the vessel, varying with

the thickness of the deposit, and most marked at the

points of bifurcation. Smaller arteries m.ay be com-
pletely obliterated, whilst the larger arteries may
be very much contracted. Thus, the common iliac

has been found to have its canal diminished by
about one half, and the great ascending branches of

the arch of the aorta, the subclavian and carotid

arteries, have been foimd very nearly closed. A
Liter consequence of the s.ame disease is dilatation

of the vessel. The power of the outer coats being
insullicient to compress the deposit and to close in

upon the blood, by which each contraction of the

left ventricle of the heart distends them, they
remain wide and distended during the relaxation of

the ventricle, and the artery thus slowly expands;
the enlargement being most marked at parts where
there is most obstruction to the blood-current, as,

for example, in curved arteries. These dilatations

are apt to terminate in regular aneurism. The
changes which wo have already described have an
effect on the retractile power of the arteries. A
healthy artciy, if cut across, may shorten to the

extent of an inch and a half, as has been actually

measured by Mr Jloore (' Diseases of the Arteries,'

in'IIolmes's (>i/ste7n of Surycri/, vol. iii. !>. 32U) ; but
the retractile power is destroyed by the deposition

of bony rings or plates. But although incapable of

shortening, the arteries sometimes become abnor-
mally lengthened, and cousecpicntly become not
only dil.atcd, but also tortuous. If the outline of

superficial arteries thus afleeted be watched, each
pulsation of the heart is seen to increase their cur-

vature ; and deep-seated arteries (as the iliac) are

thus often forced from their normal positions.

Another condition involving mncli danger is this :

an ossified artery loses the smoothness which the
interior of the vessel ought to pi'cseiit, and from the
displacement or cracking of a bony j)Iatc, there m.ay
be sharp rough projections expcjsed, to which the
fibrin of the circulating blood may adlicri'. These
little clots becoming detached, may be carried with
the blood till they become arrestcil, and plug up
an artery, thus presenting ca-res of embolism or
Thrombosis (q. v.). Again, the relation of this dis-

ease to accidents and surgical operations on arteries

is obvious. A blow may crush a diseased artery,

when a healthy elastic vessel might have escaped
injury. Such a slight movement as suddenly lifting

the arm to the head, for the purpose of securing
the hat in a sharp gale, has been known to have
been followed by aneurism of the axillary artery. A
ligature applied to any ossified artery, is very apt to

lu2

cause it to break, and the dillieulty of securing such
vessels is often very great. It is to this form of

disease that most of the failures of operations for

aneurism arc due. Having thus noticed tbe most
important changes which are induced in the arteries

by .atheroma, and the evil consei|uences to which
they may give rise, we shall now direct attenticju to

an important cause of occlusion—that, namely, in

which the canal is closed by an imported foreign

body, and especially by fibrinous plugs originally

formed in the heart, and transported to other parts

in the stream of the blood. When a large artery, as,

for example, the priucipal artery of one of the

limbs, is ' suddenly plugged in its higher part, a scu-

s.atiou of severe i)ain is conimouly the inunediato

result of the accident. In some cases, the jiain

extendj .along the course of the vessel, which,
though pulseless, is extremely tender ; in others, the

suffering is referred to some distant part of tho
limb, as, for instance, to the calf. Signs of a defi-

cient circulation succeed, and they may amount to

pallor, loss of temperature, numbness of the sur-

face, or even to that "torpor" which is observed to

precede the total death of a limb iu certain cases of

injuries of vessels. Such toi-j)or implies not only a

loss of cireul.ating blood, but also a cessation of all

feeling and motor power in the limb.'—Moore, op.

cii., p. 33.^. Although Gangrene (q. v.) is always to

be fcareil as the result of an obstructed :'.rtery of

large size, it does not invariably follow ; as a colla-

teral circulation may be established, and the life of

the limb may be thus saved. \'cry young persons

will endure the obliteration of very large vessels

without gangrene ; and a case is on record {Mai.
C'/ih: 'J'ran.t., vol. xxix. p. 214) in whicli '.all the
main arteries of both upper extremities and of tho

left side of the neck were reduced to solid cords,'

and yet no gangrene ensued. From the descrijition

of the symptoms, the nature of a case of sudden
occlusion of a large artery by a plug may possibly

be recognised, or, at all events, suspected even by
a non-professional observer. Medical aid must at

once bo sought. The early indications of treat-

ment are to preserve the temperature of the part, to

favour tho establishment of a collateral circulation,

to protect the limb from irritation or injury, to

give nourishing blood-making food, and to relievo

pain by the judicious use of opiates. I'he later

treatment, if the affection is not cliccked, is that
which is described in the article (JANiiitiiNE.

—

Arkriiis, or Injlammatiun of llie Arlaries, was a dis-

ease which was formerly recognised by jihysicians.

No such specific general disease is now believed in
;

but the changes which Lave been already ileseribed

as occurring Ir consolidated atheromatous deposits

—

cither softening or ossification—are aeeoniiianied by
an uimaturally \'aseular condition of the attenuated
arterial walls, extending to true local iullanunation,

and even to suppuration.

—

Aneurism (a tumour con-
taining blood, anil communicating witli the cavity of

an artery) has been considered in a special article.

AUTIFI'CIAL LIMBS. With the cxceiilion

of the celebrated artificial h.and of the (lennan
knight, Uiitz von Berlieliingen'—who llourished

* The ii-on hand of this knight, who has l;oci! iinnior-

t:discd Ijy Goethe, is jtrcscrved .at Jaxtliauscn, near
lleilbrun)!, .and a duplicate of it is in the .Suhloss at
Kibach, in the (_>tlcn\v.ald. It is stated in .Scott's

JJurdiT Anli<i!iitics,\oL ii., p. 206, that tho f.amily of
Clcphanc of Carslogio ' have been in possession from
time innueniori.d of a hand niatlc in the exact repre-
sentation of that of a man, curiously fonned of steel,'

which was conferred by one of the kings of .Scotland on
a laird of Carslogie, wlio had lost his haml in the service
of his coimtry.—Sec A'o(cs and Queries for July 17,
IS'JZ, p. 35.
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in the early part of the IGHi c. (1513), aud

who was na\ued The Iron-handed—whiuh weighed

three pounds, was so constructed as to grasp a

sword or lauce, and was mvented by a mechanic

of Nuremberg, our knowledge of artilicial limbs

dates from the time of Ambrose I'are, wliose

CEuvrcs de Chirunjie were published in 1575. The
twelfth chniiter of that volume, as translated by

Kk'. 1.

Thomas Johnson in 1G05, shews 'by what means
arms, legs, and hands may be made by art, and
placed instead of the natural arms, legs, and hands

that are cut off or lost.' The accompanying figures

Kg- 2.

are copies of his drawings of 'an hand made arti-

fici.ally of iron (fig. 1),' and of 'the form of an arm
naade of iron verie artificially (Hg. 2).' He also gives

a drawing of 'a wooden log made for a poor man'

(lig. 3), which is simply the common wooden leg

with bucket receptacle still in use. No improve-

ijionts worthy of record were made from the time

of Ambrose rare to the beginning of the present

century, whcu Baillif of Berlin constructed a hand

which did not exceed a pound in weight, and in

which the fingers, without the aid of the natural

hand, not only exercised the movements of tiexion

aud extension, but could be closed upon and

retain light objects, such as a hat, aud even a

pen. ' Artificial hands,' says Jlr Heather Bigg, ' are

now constructed, by means of which a pin may
lie picked up from the gi-ound, a glass raised to the

lips, food carried to the mouth, and a sword drawn

from its scabbard, and held with considerable firm-

ness ; while a combined arm aud hand is fabricated,

wliich is equal to the ordinary requirements of his-

trionic declamation.'— 0)(/ioi«-o.7;;/, ISlio, p. 157. The

utility of an artificial arm depends much on the

nature of the stump. A stump above the elbow is

best suited for an arm when it gradu.ally tapers to

its lowest end, and terminates in a rounded surface.

When an arm is removed at the shoulder-joint, and

there is no stump, an artificial arm can stdl be

fixed in its proper place by means of a corset. In

amputation below the elbow-joint, the best stump

is one which includes about two-thirds of the fore-

arm; while a stump formed by amputation at the

WTist is very nusatisfactorj'. The simplest form of

artificial arm intended to be attached to a stump
terminating above the elbow, ' consists of a leathern

sheath accurately fitted to the upper jiart of the

stump. The lower cud of the sheath is furnished with
a wooden block and metal screw-plate, to which can

be attached a fork for holding meat, a knife for

cutting food, or a hook for carrying a weight.'

—

Op.

cit. p. 160. The arm should be so carried as to

represent the position of the natural arm when at

rest. It is retained in its position by shoulder and
breast straps, aud forms a light, usefid, and inex-

pensive substitute for the lost member. More com-
[ilicated, and therefore more expensive pieces of

apparatus are made, in which motion is given to the

lingers, a lateral action of the thumb is obtained, and
the wrist-movements are partially imit.ated ; and a
degree of natural softness is given to the hand by a

covering of gutta-percha aud India-rubber. Such a
hand, says Mr Bigg, is often more symmetrical in

aspect than the natural hand, but it possesses no
efficient grasping power. Hence provision has to be
made for attaching various instruments to its pakn,

such r^ special hooks, which can be removed at

pleasure, for driving, shooting, &e. ; apparatus for

using the knife and the fork, for grasping the pen,

&c. : indeed, the number and variety of instruments

capable of being applied to an artificial hand are

extremely gi-eat. Nothing has tended so mucli to

the very highest development of artificial arms and
hands, as an accident which happened nearly a

quarter of a century ago to the celebrated French

tenor, M. Boger, who lost his right arm above the

elbow. It was necessary, for his future appearance

on the stage, that he should have an artilicial limb,

which would serve the purposes of histrionic action,

aud permit him to grasp a sword and draw it from its

scabbard. Such a contrivance was inveuted in 1S15

by Van Petersen, a Prussian mechanician, aiul

the French Academy of Sciences commissioned

MM. Gambey, Bayer, Velpeau, and Magendio to

report upon it. For a history of the nature of

the limb, the reader is referred to the report which

appeared in the Compies Itcndus for that date, or to

l\lr Bigg's Orthopraxy, pp. 17(5—181. The appara-

tus, which weighs less than IS ounces, was tested

upon a soldier who had lost both arms. By its aid

he was enabled to pick up a pen, take hold of a leaf

of paper, &c. ; and the old man's joy during the

experiment was so gi'eat, that the

Academy presented him with n

pair of these arms. Van Peti r-

sen's conceptions have been tx-

tended and improved by Mcsiia
Cliarricre, the celebrated surgical

mechanics of Paris, aided by M.
Iluguicr, the well-known sur-

geon. A very marveUons arm has

also been almost simultaneously

constructed by M. Bechard,

w hich, ' by means of a single

point of traction, placed in pro-

nation, executes first the move-

ment of suiiination, next in suc-

cession the extension of the fingers

and abduction of the thumb : the

liand is then wide open.'—Bigg,

oji. Cit. p. 190.

Artificial legs having fewer

requirements to perform than

artificial arms, are compara-

tively simple in structure. We
borrow the description of our

figure of the ordinary bucket leg iu commou use
403

Fig. 3.
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amongst the poorer classes from Mr Bigg's Ortho-

praxy. 'It consists of a hollow sheath or bucket,

A, accnrntely conformed to the sl>apo of the stump,

anil liuvin'^—in lieu of the more symmetric pro-

portions of^the artificial leg—a 'pin,' B, placed at

its lower end to insure connection between it and

the ground. This form of leg is strongly to bo

reooramen<Icd when expense is an object, as it

really fulfils all the conditions excepting external

similitude embraced by a better piece of mechanism.

It is likewise occasionally employed with benelit by
tliose patients who, from laik of confidence, prefer

learning the use of an arlilieial leg by first practis-

ing with the commonest substitute.' As, when the

body rests on a single leg, the centre of gravity

jiasses through the tuberosity of the ischium, it is

cssenti.al that the bucket should be so made as to

have its sole point of bearing against this part of the

pelvis.

Of the more complicated forms of artilicial leg

three are especially popular. The first of these is

of English origin, and owing to its having been

adopted by the late Manjuis of An.;lesea, is known
as the Aiirjlenea lerj. For a description of it, the

reader is referred to Gray's work on Artificial

Lim'j.i, one of the firm of tirays having been the

constructor of the legs used by the marquis. This
was for a long time the fashionable artilicial leg.

The second leg worthy of notice is that invented by
an American named Palmer, and called the Palmer
Irr/. From its lightness and the greater case of walk-

ing with it, it has long superseded the Anglesea leg

in America. In the tliird of these legs, also invented

in America, and known as Dr Bly's le;/, the i>rinci-

pal faults of the two other legs have been com-
jiletely overcome. The advantages of this leg are

thus summed up by Sir Bigg, who lias fully described

and figured its mechanism: (1.) Adajitation to all

amputations either above or below the knee. (2.)

Rotation and lateral action of the ankle-joint. (3.)

Power on the part of the patient to walk with c.ise

on any surface, however irregular, .as, owing to the
motion of t!ie ankle-joint, the sole of the foot readily

accommodates itself to the nnevenness of the
ground, which is au advantage never before possessed

by any .artificial limb. (4.) The ankle-joint is ren-

dered perfectly indestructible by ordinary wear,

owing to its centre being ci>mpo3ed of a glass ball

resting in a cup of vulcanite ; thus it never gets out

of repair, as the Anglesea leg but too frequently
does, and the original cost is almost the only
one the iiatient incurs. (5.) Tlie action of the
ankle-joint is created by five tendons, arranged in

accordance with the ]iositiou assigned to them in a
natiu'al leg. These tendons are cajiable of being

rendered tight or loose in a few instants, so tliat the
wearer of the leg has the jiower of adjusting with
)>recisiou the exact degree of tension from which he
iinds the greatest comfort in walking, and also of

giving tho foot any position most pleasing to the

eye. (6.) There is a self-acting spring in the knee-
joint, urging the leg forward in walking, and iinjiart-

ing autom.atic motion, thus avoiding the least

trouble to the patient, who lind^ the leg literally

and not metaphorically walk by itself. (7.) Tho
whole is covered by a beautiful flesh-coloured

enamel, thus avoiding the clumsy appearance of the
wood, as is alw.ays found in an Anglesea leg, admit-
ting of its being washed with soap and water like

the human skin. (8.) At the knee-joint there is a

mechanical arrangement representing the crucial

ligaments, and atTording natural action to that arti-

culation by which all shock to the stump in walking
is avoided. This leg is patented, and as might be
expected, is somewhat expensive.

In coses of arrested development of the lower
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limbs, short-legged persons may be m.ade of the
ordinary height by the use of two artificial feet

pl.aced twelve or more inches below the true fe.t,

and attached to the legs by means of metallic rods,

jointed at the knee and ankle.

Other parts not entitled to be called limbs,
can also be replaced by mechanical art— such as the
nose, lips, cars, palate, cheek, ami eye In the
present advanced state of plastic surgery, defi-

ciencies of the nose, lips, and palate can usually
be remedied by an operation ; cases, however, may
occur where an artilicial organ is reijuired. Artifi-

cial ears are moulded of silver, painted the natural
colour, and fixed iu their jilacc by a spring over the
vertex of the head. Loss of an eye causes sad dis-

figurement ; but the artificial eyes of BoLssonneau
(see his Jlciiseir/ncmi'iils Oiniraux eiir Us Yetiu:

ArtificicU, leur Adnption et leur Usii(/,), which have
been shewn in all the recent public exhibitions, com-
pletely throw all others in the shade, and cannot be
detected without the closest inspection. For further
details on all these subjects we must refer to Mr
Bigg's volume, which is a complete cucycl<ipa;dia on
these and allied topics.

ARTVI'N, a town of Asiatic Tiirke.v, in the
pashalic of Trebizoiid, 100 miles east from the town of

Trcbizond. It is situated in a ravine, on the Tehoruk,
which is here crossed by a bridge. The houses are
mostly built of wood, but some are of stone. 'J'he

inhabitants mostly belong to the iloman Catholic
Church. Olive and mulberry groves mingle with the
houses. There is some trade iu butter, wax, honey,
olives, and oil, the products of the neighbourhoocL
Pop. supposed to be about G500.

ARZIGXA'NO, a town of Xorth It.dy, 11 miles
west-by-south from Viceuz.a, in a jilain surrounded
by hills, near the Agno. It has manufactures of

woollens, leather, and silk twist, also an active trade
iu wine and in cattle. In the neighbourhood are

brick-M-oiks, lime-works, and coal mines. Pop.
7287.

ASCII, a town of Bohemia, in the extreme west
of that country, close to the border of Franconia,
about four miles north from the Erzgebirge, on a
sm.all aUluent of the Kgor, and 100 miles west-north-
west from Eger. It h.as cotton, linen, and woollen
manufactures. Pop. 7420.

ASCIA'NO, a town of Tuscany, North It.aly, in

the province of Siena, 12 miles south-east from
yiena, on the left bank of the Ombroiie. The town
stands on the slope of a hill. Its churches contain
some fine pictui'cs. Poj). 2ilS2.

A'SHBORNE, or ASHIiL'ItX, a market-town of

Derbyshire, England, a shr>rt distance from the left

bank of the Dove, in a fertile valley, amid beau-
tiful scenery, 13 miles north-west from Derby. The
streets are pretty regular, the houses mostly of
brick. The jiarish church of A. is supposed to have
been erected in the loth century. There are a
grammar and a free school, and a number of
well-endowed charities. The cotton manufacture
is canied on here to a considerable extent ; the
lace manufacture to a small extent ; and there is an
active trade in m.alt and cheese. A. is connected
by a branch with the North Staffordshire Railway.
Pop. (1861) .3501.

ASHTAliU'LA, a rapidly increasing town of tho
state of Ohio, North America, on the Cleveland and
Erie Railw.ay, 3 miles from Lake Erie, and 49 miles
north-east from Cleveland. It stands on a river of
the same name, which tlows into Lake Erie, and at
the mouth of which there is a harbour. It is a
place of considerable trade. Pop. (ISGO) 12,000.

ASIAGO, a town of North Italy, 22 miles north
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from Vicenz.-u It staniU ou a ridge, among the

southern spurs of the Alps. It is celebratetl for the

manufacture of straw-hats, and also for carpenter-

work and turning. Pop. 5140. The surrounding
district, known as the 'Seven Communes,' is well

wooded, and abounds in sheep and cattle (see

Sette Cmuicni).

ASIXALU'NGA, or SIXA LOXGA (anc. Ad
Mcusuian), a town of Tuscany, North Italy, in the

province of Siena, 22 miles south-east from Siena,

on the Siena Ilailway. It is heautiiuily situated on
hills bordering the Val di Chiaua, and is a well-built

town, with wide and well-paved streets, and a hand-
some collegiate church, in which are many line

jiaiatings. Pop. of commune (ISGl) 8330.

ASO'CA {Joncsla Asoca), an Indian tree of the

natural order Leginninosce, sub-order CiPgalpinea;,

remarkable for the beauty of its red and orange

flowers. The leaves are abruptly pinnate, shining,

and very beautiful. The A. is tpften mentioned in

Indian poetry, and is connected also in various ways
witli the Hindu mythology.

ASO'LA, a fortified town of Northern Italy, in

the province of Brescia, situated on the left bank of

the Chiese, 19 miles west-north-west from Mantua.
It is a place of great antiquity. The chief branch
of industry, not agricidtural, is the manufacture of i

silk twist. Pop. of commune (1S61) o-Hl.

ASPA'RAGINE (CJl^'Sfi^,2B.O) is a crystalline
[

substance which exists readj' formed in common
asparagus, in the marsh-mallow, in comfrey, in

potatoes, in chestnuts, in the leaves of the deadly
nightshade, in liquorice-root, in the milky juice of

the lettuce, in the tubers of the dahlia, and in the
young shoots of vetches, peas, beans, &c. Aeconl-
ing to Piria, the young shoots of these plants,

when formed in the light, contain as much aspa-

ragine as when they are giown in the dark, but
the asparagine disappears as the plant arrives at

the flowering stage. Other chemists, including

Pasteur, tiud that vetches gi'owu in light are free

from asparagine. This substance is readily ob-

tained from the exjiressed juice of the young
shoots of asparagus, of young vetches, &c., which,
after filtration and evaporation to a syrup, soon
deposits it in crystalline prisms of a right rhombic
form. These crystals dissolve freely in boiling

water, the cooled solution having a mawkish and
cooling taste, and a slight acid reaction. Aspara-
gine exhibits two remarkable transformations. (1.)

When its aqueous solution is heated with alkalies

or acids, it is decomposed into aspartic acid

(CjHjNOj) and ammonia ; from this and other

reactions, there is no doubt that it should be
regarded, according to modern "vaews, as the Amide
(q. v.) of aspartic acid. (2.) While a solution of pure

asparagine-ci-ystals remains unchanged, if any colour-

ing m.atter is present the solution p.asses into fer-

mentation, aud the whole of the asparagine is

converted, by the assimilation of hydrogen, from
the pigment into succinate of ammonia, a reaction

which may be expressed as follows :

A'paragine. Su(.cin3t<! ofAtr

C»H„N.,Oo,2HO -f H, = 2NHj,C,H^0y

Like most of the amides, this substance unites

botli with acids and alkalies, but the resulting

compounds are of little general interest. That
asparagine plays an important part in the physio-

logj- of plants, is obvious from its w ide distribution.

A'SPE, a town of Valencia, Spain, in the province

of Alicante, and 21 miles west from Alicante, near
the river Elcha. It is pretty well built, but the

streets are nan'OW and winding. It has numerous
flour-mills and oil-mills, also soap-manufactories and

brandy distilleries. There is a considerable trade

in wine. Pop. G7-14.

ATE'SSA a town of South Italy, in the province

cf Chieta, and 23 miles south-south-east from Cliiet.i.

It has a beautiful collegiate church, and several other
churches aud convents. Pop. of commune, 9171.

A'THERSTONE, a market-town of Warwick-
shire, England, on the borders of Leicestershire, 16

mUes north-east from Birmingham ; in a valley sur-

rounded by finely wooded hills, on the Koman road
caUed Watling Street, the Trent Valley IJailway,

and the Coventry and Fazely Canal. The town is

irregularly built ; many of the houses are very
ancient ; the old houses are of stone, the modern
ones of brick. Some of the modern churches and
other pabUc buildings are handsome structures.

Hats, stockings, and ribbons are mamifaetured here.-

Pop. (1861) .3857.

ATLANTIC TELEGRAPH. Referring to

other articles for details concerning the scientific

and mechanical principles of electro-telegrapAy, the
Atlantic cables may more especially be described

here.

The possibility of Laying an electric cable in

the Atlantic, from Europe to America, was sug-

gested by Professor Horse so far back as 1843 ; but
it was not until 1S54 that Mr Cyrus Field and
others discussed the means of practically reaUsing

the idea. Lieutenant Maury discovered that the
bed of the Atlantic, between Ireland aud Newfound-
land, forms a kind of plateau, covered with soft

ooze, favourably situated as a restiug-jilace for a

cable. In 1855, negotiations were carried on, partly

in America, but chiefly in England, to establish a
company and raise capital ; which objects were
attained in 1856. The 'New York and Newfound-
land Telegraph Company' connected Newfoimd-
land with the mainland of America by cables and
land-wires ; but the 'Electric Telegrai)h Company'
undertook the laj'ing of a cable from Newfound-
laud to Ireland, with a capital of £350,000, in

shares of £1000 each. A length of 2500 English

miles of cable was ordered, and was completed
by the summer of 1 S57. The conductor consisted

of 7 fine copper wires, No. 22 gauge, t\risted

tightly together, forming a cord ^'jth inch thick,

and weighing 107 lbs. per mile. This thickness was
increased to |th inch by a core of tliree layers of

gutta percha. Outside the core was a jacket of

hempen yarn, saturated with pitch, tar, bees-wax,

and boiled linseed oiL The outer sheath consisted of

18 strands, each formed of 7 No. 22 iron wires. The
whole diameter was about -/vth inch, and the weight
1 ton i>er mile. In the manufacturing processes,

the wires and yams were tn"isted round each other

by revolving drums and circular tables worked by
steam-power ; while the coatings of giitta percha
were applied by forcing the substance through dies

which had the copper conductor passing through
theii' centre. The Js^iar/at-a and the A^jamemnoitj

the one lent by the United States government and
the other by the English, took 1250 miles of the

cable each, and steamed forth from Valentia (west

coast of Ireland) on August 7, 1857. The A'iagara

paid out her portion of cable as she went. Ou
the 11th, in an attempt to slacken the rate of pay-
ing out, the cable snapj/cd, and the end sank in 2000
fathoms water, at 280 miles from Ireland. The
appliances on bo.ard were not suliicient to remedy
the disaster, and the two ships returned to Ply-
mouth, where the two portions of cable were
placed in tanks until the next following year.

The Atlantic Telegraph Company raised more
capital, made 900 miles adilitional cable, and pre-

pared for a new attempt in 1858. The A'iagara and
403
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Agamemnon were again employed; but the sub-

mei'sion was to begin in mid-ocean, one sliip pro-

ceeding eastward, and the other westward, after

splicing the two halves ot the cable. They left

\'alcntia, June 10 ; but it was not till the 2Gth that

they could liuish the splice and commence the sub-

mersion. On the 2'Jth, a double breakage took place,

and 144 miles of cable went to the bottom, wliolly

severed from the rest. The Anamemnon returned

to England for improved appliances and further

instructions ; and a month was thus lost. On July

29, the two ships again spliced their two halves of

cable in miil-ocean, and proceeded with their work
without further disaster. On August G, the Aga-
memnon readied Valentia, and the Kiwjara New-
foundland, and exchanged congratulatory messages
through the whole length of cable. Soon afterwards,

greetings were exchanged between the Queen and
tlie President, and between many public bo<lies ami
ofUcial persons. The station at Newfoimdland w.os

connected by wires and cables \vith the general
telegraphic system of America ; and that at \ alentia

with the general system of Europe. The cable con-

tinued working until September 1, sending 129
messages (of about 1 1 words each on an average)
from Eugland to America, and 271 from America to

England. The signals then ceased, and the cable
has never spoken since ; it is sui)iioscd to have been
injured by the winter's sojourn at Plymouth.
From 185S to 1SG4, the Company were engaged

in eudcavouriug to raise new c.ai)ital, and to obtain
increased subsidies from the Euglish and American
governments ; whUe scientific men were making
imjirovements in the form of cable, and in the
app.iratus for submerging it. At length the Tele-

graph Construction and Maintonanee Comp,any
(formed by au amalgamation of the Gutta Perelia

Company with the wire-cable-makiug firm of Glass
and Elliott) made au entirely new cable, much
thicker and more costly than the former one. The

Great Easlcrn paying out the Atlantic t'aWe.

conductor, 300 lbs. per mile, and Ith inch thick,

consisted of seven No. IS copper v.ircs, each ^'oth

iuch thick. The core was formed of four l.aj-ers of

gutta ]icrcha alternating with four of Chatterton's
Compound (a solution of gutta percha in St"ckholm
tar) ; the core and conductor together were 700 Ihs.

jier mile, and Tj'jth inch thick. Outside this was a
jacket of hemp or jute yarn, s.aturiitcd witli preser-

vative composition. The sheath consisted of 10 iron

wires, Xo. 13 gauge, each previously covered with
5 tirred Manilla yams. The whole cable w;is Ulli
iuch tliick, and weighed o5j cwt. per mile, with a
breaking strain of 7J tons. During the processes of

uianufacturc, the electrical quality of the cable was
tested to an extent never before [>ractiscd. The
portions of finished core were tested by inuncrsion
in water at v.ariou3 temperatures ; then under a
pressure of GOO lbs. to the square inch, to imitate
the ocean pressure at a profotmd depth: then the
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conduction of the copper wire was tested by a g.al-

vanometer ; and then the insulating property of the
gutta percha, by various means. After the pieces

had in these ways been testcil, they were spliced

end to cnil, and then the S[ilicc3 or joints tested.

Nothing was taken 'upon trust.'

As the cable {2'!00 miles) weighed more than 4000
tons, it v.as resol/cd to c:nploy the Great Haslern
steam-ship to oariy it out and lay it. Three enor-
mous iron tanks were built in the fore, midiUe, and
aft holds, from 50 to GO feet diameter each, by
204 feet deep; and in these the cable was deposited,

in three vast coils. On July 2.'f, 1SG5, the Great
L'asta'n started from V;dentia with her burden, the
main cable being joined end to end to a more
massive shore cable, which was drawn u]) the cliff

at I'oilhummemm Bay, to a te!egra[ili house at the
top. The electric condition of the cable was k^'pt

constantly under test during the progress of tlio
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ship ; and more than once, the efficiency was dis-

turbcil by fragments of wire piercing the gutta
perclia, and destroying the insulation. On August
2, the cable snapped by over-straining, and the end
sank to the bottom, in 2000 fathoms water, at a
distance of 10C4 miles from Ireland. Then com-
menced the remarkable process of dredging for the
cable. A five-armed gi'apnel, suspended from the
end of a strong iron-wire rope, five miles long, was
thrown overboard ; and when it reached the bottom,
it was dragged to and fro across the line of cable by
slow steaming of the Great Kaslern ; the hope being
that one or other of the prongs would catch hold of

near to it as calculations could cst-ablish. Certain
buoys, left anchored there twelve months previonsly,

had been carried away by the storms of the pre-

ceding winter ; but the latitude and longitude had
been very carefully registered. The Great Easlern
started from Heart's Content on the 9th, and then
commenced a series of grappling operations, whicli

continued through the remainder of the month.
The c^ble was repeatedly caught, and raised to a
greater or less height from the ocean-bed ; but
something or other snapped or slipped every time,

and down went the cable again. At Lost, after

miich trial of patience, the end of the cable was
the cable. A series of disasters followed, by the safely fished up on September 1 ; and electric

breaking of swivels, and the loss of grapnels and messages were at once sent through to Valentia,

ropes; until at length, on August 11, it was found
that there were no more materials on board to

renew the grappling. The Great Eastern returned
to England, leaving (iiichidiug the operations of

1S37— 1S5S) nearly 40<)0 tons of electric cable useless

.at the bottom of the Atlantic.

A new capital, and new commercial arrange-

ments altogether, were needful for a renewal of the
attempt. iVnother cable was made, slighth' differ-

ing from the former. The jacket outside the core

Section and External Appearance of Atlantic Cable of liOo.

was made of hemp instead of jute ; the iron wires
of the sheath were galvanised, instead of being left

in their natural state ; and the Manilla hemp which
covered them was left white instca<l of being tarred.

These few changes made it weigh nearly 500 lbs.

per mile less, mainly through the absence of tar

;

while its strength or breaking strain was increased.
Enough of this cable was made to span the Atlantic,

with aUo\\ance for slack ; while a sulEcient addition
of tlic ISG.J cable was proWded to remedy the disaster

of that year. Everything connected with the stow-
ing of tlie cables in the shi]>, the rate of speeil, the
pajiug out, the testing during the voy.age, the
grappling in case of breakage, and the apparatus
jfor signalling, was rigorously examined, and numer-
ous improvements introduced.

The Atlantic telegraph operations in ISGG were
of a remarkable and interesting kind. On July 13,

the Great Eaxicrn set forth from Valentia, accom-
panied b)' the steamers Terrible, Medicay, and
Al'iatnj, which were to assist in the submersion and
in subsidiary matters. The line of route was chosen
nud\v,iy between those of the ISaS and 1SG5 cables,

far the most part a few miles from each. The Great
Eastern exchanged telegrams almost continuously
witli ViUentia (luring her progress. The mishaps
were few in niunber, and easily remedied ; and the
Great Eastern safely entered the harbour of Heart's
Content, NewfouncUand, on the 27th. There then
ensued a series of congratulatory messages similar

to those of 1S5S. .-Vfter this, operations commenced
for recovering the end of the 1SG5 cable, and com-
jileting the submersion. The Albany, Medieay, and
Terrible set olT, on August 1, to the spot on the ocean
beneath which the end of the cable was lying, or as

just as well as if the cable had not had twelve
months' soaking in the Atlantic. An additional

length having been spliced to it, the laying recom-
menced ; and on the Sth the squadron entered
Heart's Content ; having thus succeeded in laying a
second line of cable from Ireland to America.
During the winter 1SG6—1SG7, the two cables

continued to work uninterruptedly ; but in Jlay
1867, the 18GG cable was injured by an iceberg-

which scraped over it about three miles from the
Ne^\'foundland shore ; but the damage was
soon repaired ; again in JiUy 1SG7, the same
cable broke about fifty miles from th.e

Xewfoimdland coast. The earlier cable,

that of ISGo, is up to the present time
(.\ugust 1SG7) in perfect working order.

The charge for telegraphic messages was
at first very high, £20 for 20 words and
under ; but this was reduced in 1SG6 to

£10, which is still (Sept. 1SG7) the rate.

The increase of trade more than counter-
balanced this decrease of charge ; the cables
gradually earned more than £1000 a day
on an average. The rapidity of telegraph-
ing has increased from 2 words per minute
(in the old 1S53 cable) to 8 or 10—or

even IG for fjmiiliar conversation. As the apparatus
employed is now exquisitely sensitive, feebler im-
pulses will suffice ; and this is found to be better
for the cable. As an experiment, one drop of acid
and one morsel of zinc, iu a percussion cap, have
produced battery power enough to send an impidse
through the whole length of cable.

A short new cable, 42.^ cwt. per mile, w.as laid

in the summer of 1SG7, to replace the former one
from Newfoundland to Cape Breton.

Several plans have been pi'oposed for telegraphic
cables to cross the Atlantic, some north, and some
south of the existing lines. One that meets with
considerable favour wouLl go rid Scotland, FarOe
Islands, Iceland, Greenland, and Labrador ; it would,
in f.act, consist of four cables, with connecting land-
wires.

A'TRI (anc. Hadria Picetm), a town of South
Iti>Iy, iu the province of Teramo, and 14 miles south-
east from Teramo, on a steep hill, G mUes from the
Adriatic. It is of very great antiquity, and some
of its coins bear a legend in Etruscan characters.

Jiumercims remains of public builtlings, baths, ami
walls attest its ancient importance. In a hill near
the town are some remarkable subterranean cham-
bers, supposed to be excavations of a very remote
.age. Tliey are fonned with the greatest regidarity,

but their purpose is unknown. A. is a bishop's see.

It has an aspect of stagnation and decay. Pop. 3632.

ATRO'PIA, or A'TROriXE (CajH^NOo), is an
alkaloid existing in all parts of the deadly night-
shade (Atropa Belladonna), and in the seeds of the
thorn-apple {Datura stramonium) ; hence it has also
been called Datl'RIA or P.vturixe. The I'hanna-
coptei.al directions for extracting it from the roots of
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bellado:ina by means of alcoUol arc somewhat com-
plicatciL It is (irst talccii up in combination with

malic acid, wliit-h is removfJ l)y the acUlition of

lime ; snli>iinric acid is then acUloil, which tlirows

clown tlie lime and forms sulphate of atiMpia : the

atrojiia is libeiateil by carbonate of potash, which
also scjiarates and resolves impurity, and is taken

up by chloroform, which, after beini; distilled off,

leaves atropia, vhich must bo finally pnrilied by
decolorisatiou with charcoal, and crystallisation

from an alcoholic solution. The crystals occur

in colourless silUy needles, united in tufts. It is

so highly ]ioisonous, that uo one has ventured
to use it internally in medicine, A siuL'le drop of

a solution containing one grain of atropia, one minim
of nitric acid, three minims of spii'it, and a drachm
of distilled water, let fall on the lower eyelid, will

dilate the pupil to fully double its ordinary size in

the course of about ten minutes, the dilatation lasting

for four or live days. The solution thus used is

now generally preferred to the dirty jiraetiee of

smearing the vicinity of the eye with belladonna

ointment, in all those cases in which the oculist

re(iuires the pupil dilated.

ATUOWLI, a tov.'n of British ludia, the chief

place of a pergunnah of the same name, in the dis-

trict of Allygurh, North-west Troviuces, G.'{ miles

north-north-east from Agr.o. The streets are wide,
the bazaar good, and the sujiply of water abundant.
Pop. 1 2,722.

AUBAGNE (.anc. Alhctula), a town of the
dep. of l!ouehes-du-Hh6ne, France, stands on the

llnveaune, 9 miles cast from JMarseille, with which
it is connected by railway. It is Ijuilt with some
regularity and elegance. The ancient town stood

on a hill, at the base of which the present town
is situated. It was the capital of the Albicii, who
were subdued by Julius C'jesar. The castle, once
of great strength, is now in ruins. The church was
founded in 1101. This town is a jihace of con-

siderable activity, manufacturing }iottei-y, tiles,

paper, &c. It has also tanneries and distilleries.

Toll. (ISGlJ) 45;iS.

AUBUSSON, a town of the dcp. of Cr'ense,

France, I2o mihs west from Lyon. It is pic-

turesquely situated on the Creuse, in a narrow
valley or gorge, surrounded with mountains and
rocks. It is a well-built town, consisting cliii-lly

of one broad street. It is celebrated for the manu-
facture of carpels, which is said to have been intro-

duced by the Arabs or Saracens, who settled here in

the Sth century. Tanning and dyeing are carried on,

and there is some trade in wine. Top. (18GG) GOCl.

AUGIER, Guii.LAUME Victor Emile, a French
dramatist of considerable reputation, was born at
Valence, on the 17tli of September 1S21), and was
educated for the profession of an advocate. He soon,

however, shewed a ijredilection for letters, especially

the drama. In lSi4, he conii>oseil a [liece in two
acts, and in verse, entitled La Chjiii:, which he
offered to the Theatre Frani,ais, but without success.

The Odcon, however, received it, and it w.as jiKayed

at that theatre with consider.able applause for nearly
three months. This, while it is the lirst, is said to

be likewise the best of A.'s works, containing some
excellent moral lessons, set in a framework of the
anticpie, and made attractive by elegant versilica-

tiiui. In the following year, the Theatre Franyais
sought his services, and he jiroduced for that theatre
his second comedy, entitled Cn Homme de Bun, in

three acts, and in verse. 1'his was a comedy of the
day, and was only partially successful. A third,

i'^lrcH^Hntre, which appeared iu 1S4S, was better
received ; still there was said to be too much
of common-place in the moral sentiments with
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wliicli it abounded. Guhrirlle, in five acts, aiul

in verse, which appeared in 1840, was also a
highly moral piece, and gained for its author
tlie Monthyon ]>rize. In 1S.V2, A. wrote a drama,
entitled Vmiie, in which IJai'hcl took the luiu-

cii>al part, but in si)ite of all her eliorts it proved
a failure. lie was more fortunate witli La I'ltrre

dc Touc]tf\ a jirose comedy in live acts, written in

jiartncrship with Jules Sandeau, and iirodnced in

lS.").'i. In the same year he wrote a verse-comedy,
in three .acts, entitled I'liili'irrlf, said to be a charm-
ing f/eitre piece, in which the grace of the details

supplies the absence of intrigue. His subserpicnt

pieces, however, belong all nmre or less to the
comedy of intrigue. Such are Le Maria<je (V Ohjmpe ;
Lf! O'riidre de J/. Poii'ii't\ written in partncrshij)

with Jnles Sandeau; and La Uifanche de Oeorrjes

Daiidin—nil Jiroduced in ISoii; La JemiPusc, in

ISo8 ; Les Lionncs I'aiivrcs, in the same year,

written iu conjunction with K Foussicr ; anil the
BeniL Mttriatje, also iu conjunction with Foussicr, in

ISoU. Either singly or in eonjvnictiou with others,

M. A. has also written Lis Lll'ionUs, Le FiU de
Gilioifcr, Maitre iltn'rin^ La Chaatic ou Jioman,
Ullahit Vert, and Saplio—the last mentioned an
opera, the music by Gounod. In ISoG, he published
a small volume of Poesies, some of which are very
elegant both in thought and expres.siou. Usually,

A. is regarded as one of the leaders of the school of

good sense ; in his later iiieces, however, approaching
too much to the manner of the youjiger Dnmas. In

1S5S, M. A. w.as elected a member of the Academic
Frani'.aise in the i)lace of Salvaiuly, and iu the same
year was promoted to the rank of ofticcr in the
Leijion d'Honneur.

AUGUSTO'WO, a town of Tijland, the cajiitalof

a circle of the same name, on the IS'etta, a feeder of

the Bug, 138 miles north-east fmni WarsaV. It

w.as founded by Sigismund Augustus, king of I'oland,

in 15o7. It has woollen and linen manufactures,
and some trade in horses and cattle. (Jreat part of

the surrounding district is occupied by lakes and
marshes, or covered with forests. Pop. S49t.

AULAPOIiAY'. or AI.EPPI, a town of Indi.a, in

the native state of Travancore, on the sea-coast,

in 9° 30' N. lat., and 70' 24' K. long. There is no
shelter for shiiiping, but shijis anchor four or live

miles from tile shore. There is, however, a consider-

able trade in tinilier, betel-nut, coir, jiepper, and
cardamoms. This town communicates witli Quilon
and Trivandrniu on the south, and with Cochin on
the north, by canals jiarallel witii the sea-coast,

and conueeting a series of lakes or back-waters.

Between these and the sea is a communication by
a wide creek, tlirough which the tindjer for export-

ation is floated, which is brought from the forests

of the Itajah of Travancore on the Western Ghauts.

AUMALE, a town of Algeria, on one of the head-
waters of tlie Sahel, 07 miles southeast from .Algiers.

It is situated on the great road from Algiers to

Constantine. It is a strong military iiost, with
banacks, m.agazines, auil hospitals. Pop. (ISGl)

519G, of whom 1408 are Enroiieans.

AUSTIN, John, a distinguished writer on juris-

prudence, was born on JIarch .'{, 1799. At the .age

of IG, he entered the army, and served as a subal-

tern with his regiment in Sicily. But he left tiie

service after the pe.ace, and in ISIS was called to

the bar. In 1820, he married Jliss Sarah Taylor of

Norwich (see following article), to wluun he had l)een

att.ached for n]any years, and went to live in Queen
Square, Westminster, next door to Jeremy Bentham
and Mr James Mill. In their society, his attention
w.as naturally turned to the subjects he afterwards
cultivated with success. lie was comiielled by bad
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health to abandon his iiractice at the bar, about
the time when the imivcrsity of London was
founded, and he then received the aiipointment of

Professor of Jui-is[irudence. To fit himself for the

chair, in the autumn of 1827 he settled at Bonn,
then the residence of Niebuhr, Brandia, Schlegel,

Arndt, AVeleker, and Mackeldey, and he remained
tliere throughout the "winter. He returned to

England well acquainted with the writings of some
of the most cmiueut of the continental Jurists. His
lectures were well received by a few distinguished

men ; but tlie subject was not recognised as a neces-

sary branch of legal study, and evidently did not
suj)ply that kind of knowledge best calculated to

]ii'omote practical success in the legal professions. A.
believed the position of a German [irofessor of law to

be the most enviable in the world ; and with a small

but sure income, he would have devoted his great

powers to the exclusive cultivation of the subjects

discussed in his lectures. But, unfortunately, no
provision was made for the Chair of Jurisprudence

beyond class fees, and in the absence of students A.,

in 1832, was reluctantly compelled to resign his

ajipointment. In the same year, he pidjlisheil his

Piorlnce of JurUprmkncc JJclcrmhied, a work, at

the time, little appreciated by the general judjlie,

and the small success it met did not encourage
him to undertake other ])ublications on the allied

subjects. In the estimation of competent judges,

however, it placed its author in the highest rauk
among writers on jurisprudence. In 1833, he was
ajipointed by Lord Brougham a member of the

Orimiual Law Commission. The jjost was not

much to his taste, as he did not believe that the

pubhc received any advantage from such bodies, in

the efficacy of which for constructive i)urpose3 he

put no faith. ' If they would give me £200 a year,'

he said; ' for two years, I would shut myself up in a
garret, and at the end of that time I would proiluce

a complete map of the whole field of crime and a
dr.ift of a crimmal code.' These, he thought, a com-
niission might with some j)rotit revise and amend.
A. was afterwards aiipointed a member of a commis-
sion to incpiire into the gi'ievances of the Maltese.

He returned to England in 1S3S, not in good health,

and was advised to try the springs at Carlsbad.

Daring his stay in Bonu he had been delighted with
the respect the Germans manifest for knowledge,
their freedom of thought, and the simplicity of their

haliits. With his slender means, decent existence

in England was scarcely possible, and he removed
\\ith his family to Germany, living at Carlsbad

iu summer, at Dresden and Berlin in winter.

The revolution of 1S4S drove him back to Eu,^I.and,

and he then settled at Weybridge, where he died in

December 1859, universally respected for the dignity

and magnanimity of his character. His lectures on

t'-ie princi[iles of jurisprudence had remained iu

mxnuscript and imperfect. Since his death they

have been prei>ared for the press by his widow, and
published between ISO! and 1863, under the title of

Ledun-s on Jurisprudence, heiiirj a Sequel lo ' 71ie

Frjeiiice of Jurisprudence Determined,' etc. On this

work his fame now rests.

A.'s great merit consists in his having been the first

English writer who attached jirecise and iutelligible

meaning to the terms which denote the leading

coueeptious underlying all systems of jurisprudence.

With a very perfect knowledge of the methods of

Koman and English law, he displayed genius of the

highest order iu devising a novel systeiii of classi-

fication for the subject-matter of his science. The
work he did is incomplete, but it forms a sure

foundation to future labourers in the same field.

It is universally recognised as an enduring monu-
ment of learning and genius, and it entitles its

author to t.ake rank with Hobbes and Bentliam,
as one of the three Englishmen who have made
contributions of importance to the philosophical

study of law. A. said of himself that his si)ecial

vocation was that of ' untying knots '—intellectual

knots ; and it was so. He set himself to the task

of exposing the errors hid under the phrases and
metaphors current among writers on law, and this

he accomidished with such skill and subtlety as to

make his works models of close and sound reasoning.

In education, they now perform a most important
part—that of disciplining the mind of those who
devote themselves to the study of law and of the

mental sciences generally in the difficult art of

precise thought ; and iu this way they exercise an
inlliience it is scarcely possible to over-estimate
on the I'ising generation of lawyers, publicists, and
statesmen.—See Memoir of A. prefixed to the Lec-
tui-es on Jurisprudence, and an article on A. iu J. S.

Jlill's Dissertations and Discussions.

AUSTIN, RIp.s Sae.\h, wife of the preceding, is

well known as the translator of many of the best
contemporary French and German works. She
belonged to the Taylors of Norwich, a family re-

markable for the men and women it has produced
distuiguished by literary and scientific ability. A
faithful and devoted wife, she spent a great many
years with her husljand abroad, and she enjoyed the
friendship of many of the most eminent persons in

continental society. Mrs A. translated from the
Cierman, Characteristics of Goelhe, hy Falk, &c., with
notes (1833) ; Fragments from the German prose
Writers, with notes (1841) ; and The Story vnthout
an End, by V. W. Carove (several editions). She
also translated from the German, IJanke's Popes of
Pome and his History of Germany durinrj the Pefor-
mation. Such is the excellence of these works, that
they have been commended by the best judges as

deserving to retain a ]ilaee in English historical

literature. Mrs A. translated from the French M.
Cousin's Peport on Public Education in Prussia
(1834), and M. Guizot's work on The Emjlish Hero-
lution (1S50). She published in 1839 a work On
National Education ; and in 1857, Letters on Girls'

Schools and on the Training of Working-women. From
1861 to 1863, she was engaged in editing her hus-

band's lectures from his uianuscrii>t3, a duty she

discharged With very great ability. She died at

Weybridge, on the 8th of August 1SG7.

AUSTRALIAN EXPLOrvATIONS. Since the
article Ai'.sTr.ALiA was written, additional informa-

tion collected by the various exploring expeditions

which have repeatedly traversed this island conti-

nent, has largely modified the character there given

of its interior. The expedition of Sturt from South
Australia to the centre of the country in 1845, dis-

pelled the notion of a great inland sea, but it sub-

stituted the much less hopeful one of a vast and
Ijurniug lifeless waste ; and this opinion ap]ieared

to be corroborated by the fate of the gallant Leich-

hardt, who, after his successful overland journey
from New South Wales to Port Essiugton in North
Australia, started in 18-47 to traverse the island

from Queensland to Western Australia, and was
never more lieiird of. It was for a time universally

considered as decided, that a million of square

miles in the interior was hopelessly barren, and in

consequence, further explorations were abandoned.
However, in I85S, John M'Douall Stuart, a com-
panion of Sturt in his travels, having made a short

expedition to the north-west of the colony of South
Australia, brought back the cheering news, that a

very extensive tract suitable for colonisation existed

in that quarter, well supplied with lakes and run-

ning 'creeks,' and presenting millions of acres of
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excellent pasture. Despite, therefore, the nniv.al of

Grcory in the same year from the north-east of

the colony with acUlitional jinfavoiirable reports,

Stnart resolved to resume once more the ex-

ploration of the interior from sonth to north

;

and startinj; from South Australia in ISOD, he
Iiclil a generally north-by-wcst course, till his

further pro;;rcs3 w.as sto[ipcil by the throateuini;

aspect of the n.ativcs, at a point in lat. 1S° 17 S.,

long. 134° E. Ketnniinj,' with his two compa-
nions to organise a stronger force, he retraced his

steps (1801) on the previous track ; but after travel-

ling 100 miles further than before, was baliled by
an impenetrable scnib, through which he in vain

sought a passage. Want of provisions forced him
to return a second time; but nothing daunted, ho
started once more in ISG'2, along the now fami-

liar path, and on July 21th of that year stood on

the shore of the Indian Ocean .it V.au Diemcn's
Gulf. Mr Waterliouse, the naturalist, who .accom-

panied Stuart in his third expedition, divides the

country passed through into three regions : tlie first,

cxteuiUng as far north .as lat. 27" 18' S., is w.atered

by springs, and is suitable for pastoral purposes,

though subject to great heat and drought in

summer. The springs cither issue from the surface

of the plains, or from the tops of curious conical

eminences evidently of volcanic origin ; these emi-

nences varying from the sine of a beehive to a con-

siderable hill. The second region, extending north-

wards to lat. 17° 30' S., is much more defective in

water-supply, and its vegetation chiefly consists of a

pungent-Havoiu'ed coarse gr.ass, known as ' jiorcupine

gr-ass' (otherwise Sphii/ex or Triodia pinnjeiis), good
pasture being only found in the hollows of creeks.

This region also presents several ranges of hills of

low elevation, the maximiun heiglit being 2000 feet

above the plain. The third region, which extends

from lat, 17° 30' S. to the sea-coast, possesses a rich

soil, sometimes lacustrine, and sometimes .alluvial,

clothed with the usual abundance of tropical vege-

tation, and well timbered.

Tlio resumption of the exploration of interior

Australia by Stuart had the cll'ect of arousing

gener.al attention to tho subject in the other

colonics ; and accordingly, while Stuart w.as on
his ISOO expedition, tho colony of Victoria w.as

fitting out another party fur the s.ame purpose.

This ex|)edition, which was put under the command
of K. O'llara ISurke, consisted of a large party with

a number of camels (which had a short time pre-

viously been imported by the Victorian government
from IndiiO, and left Mclliourne on August 20,

ISGO, reaching Cooper's Creek in tho middle of

December. Finding th.at his comjiany was too

numerous, and too much cncnndjered, Durko left

the greater portion at the creek luuler Brahe, to

await his return, ami with his second in com-
niatul, Willi.ara John Wills, and two otliers, Gray
and King, st.arted, with camels, 1 horse, and 12

weeks' provisions, in a northerly direction, reach-

ing the mouth of the Flinders lliver, at tlio head
of the Gulf of Carpentari.a, on February 11, ISCl,

being the first exjilorers who crossed Australia fi'om

sea to sea. Unable, however, to obtain a view of tlie

ocean, on account of the extensive marshes which
skirt the co.ast-linc, they commenced their return

journey, and arriving at Cooper's Creek on April 21,

found, to their astonishment, the camp completely

deserted. From indications marked on a tree close

by, they were induced to dig at its foot, and found
a small supply of provisions, and a note to the effect

that tho party in waiting had left Cooper's Creek
to return home ; the note being dated April 21, the
very day on which the exhausted explorers reached
the camp, and having been only seven hours written
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when re.ad by Burke. In their worn-out condition,
it was a hopeless t.ask to think of following this

fresh party to the river Darhng through 400 miles of

desert, though, had they done so, they woulil have
met Brahe returning with a third section of the
expedition, which he h.ad met at the Darling, and
led b.ack to Cooper's Creek, reaching it on M.ay S,

but retracing the ro.ad to tho Darling, on Muding
(after a very slight ex.amin.ation) no signs of Burke's
party having arrived there ; so Burke, resolving to

gain the nearest pastoral station of South Australia,

l.TO miles distant, tho three travellers (Gray had
already succumbed to fatigue and famine) imrsued
this new route at the rate of 4—5 miles per day, till

want of water compelled them to return to tho
Cooper, though, had they known that the station

they sought was not more than 50 (instead of, as

they thought, 100) miles off, they might by a strong
effort have reached it, and been saved. Instead
of this, they returned to Cooper's Creek ; and their

camels being now all dead, and their provisions

nearly exhausted, they resolved, as a last resource,

to seek out some camp of n.atives, where they might
remain till assistance reached them from the colony.

But their limbs were grov.ing feebler antl feelilcr;

at last, on Juno 2S, Wills bay down to die,

rccpiesting the others to go on ; and on June 30,

Burke also succumbed. King, the sole Survivor,

succeeded in reaching the natives, \iilh wlumi ho
liveil for 2.J months, till a jiarty under Howitt,
« hich w.as sent out fronr Victoria in quest of Burko
and Wills, arrived at tho creek, and rescued him.

Biu'ke's experiences of the intei'inr are, as far as wo
can gather from the scanty records, equally favour-

able with those of Stnart. lie found some good
gr.assy country north of tho Cooper, then p.asscd

through a sandy and stony district j but from tho
tropic of Cajirieorn to the sea, a large proportion

was richly clail with verdure and well watered,
with now and then a range of hills traversing it.

The un.aecounted-for absence of Burke anil Wills
produced much excitement in tho two southern
colonies, and gave birth to three separate expedi-

tions, with the view of bringing aid to the missing
explorers. Two of those were lilted out by Victori.a,

and one liy South Australia. The former two were
iuteniled to act in concert, and were sent rouiul

fron\ Melbourne to Iloekh.ampton, in Queensland, in

the Firijhj of 200 tons. At rioekhampton. Walker
and his party were landed, in order to make the

Gulf of Carpentaria overland, while the brig pursued
her voy.agc to the head of the gidf, and lauded Lands-
borough and his jiarty .at the mouth of the river

Albert, in the middle of Octol)cr ISGI. On the 17th,

Landsborough commenced his march, and following

out his instructions to make for Stu.art's ' ceutr.al

'

mount, followed up the Albert and Gregory rivers,

and thence diverging more to the west, fouucl

th.at the w.atcr-supply had wlmlly failed. Tuni-
i[ig then southwards along tho river Herbert,
his small party of three whites and two .aborigines

in .all were compelled to stop in lat. 2U' Hi' S.

by the menacing .attitude of the natives, and re-

turned to their dcpOt on tlie Albert, which they
reached on Janu.ary 19, ISG2. J [ere they learned

that Walker h.ail .arrived on December 7, bringing

the important news that he had foiuid traces of

Burke's party on the Fliuders; ami Landsborough
aecorilingly resolved to penetrate in an easterly

direction. On reaching the Flinders, he found all

traces obliterated by the rains, but notwithstanding
ascended the river for 280 miles, then crossed to tho

Thompson, followed it up for tho greater part of

its course, afterwards striking out eastwards to the

Barcoo or Cooper, and failing to reach Coojier's Creek
on account of tho extreme drought, made for the
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settlements on the Darling, and arrived at Melbourne
in August 1802. Landsbornugh found the countiy
between the gidf and the Thompson to consist of

good soil thickly grassed ; and, with rare exceptions,

water was generally abundant.
The South Australian expedition was got up on a

much larger scale, consisting of S men, 4 camels,

26 horses, 12 bullocks, and 100 slicep, and was put
under the command of M'Kinlay, an experienced
explorer. It started fi-om Adelaide on August 16,

ISfll, and on September 24, had passed the nirthest

settlements of the colony ; crossed the formerly
mysterious Lake Torrens, which was at that time
a dry desert ; aud came into a district abound-
ing with lakes and creeks, and luxuriantly clad

^vith gi'ass whenever the rain afforded sui>i)ort to

animal life. Hero it was learned that the fate of

Burke aud Wills had been ascertained, aud the

party then held northwards for the Gulf of Carpen-
taria. Leaving the lake district, they entered the

Great Desert, whose inhospitable nature had been
so vividly described by Sturt sixteen years before

;

but curiously enough, in a district in which Sturt
had almost perished of thirst, JLIviulay's party
were almost can'ied away by a flood. In lat. 25° S.,

they emerged on an extensive country, abound-
ing in gnvssy plains, watered by rivers, and in-

tersected by hill ranges ; aud iu lat. 22' S. they
entered upon a country of tropical character,

reaching the Leichhardt, which they followed down
till the deep and broad mangrove crcelis and boggy
flats which form a wide border round the beach of

the gulf, hindered their further progress ; so th.at,

like all the preceding explorers, with the exception

of Stuart, a glimpse of the ocean was denied them.
From the Leichhardt River they thou proceeded in

an cast-by-south course, reaching Bowen at Port
Denison, in Queensland, in the beginning of August
1SG2, and thence reached Adelaide by sea.

The results of these explorations of interior

Australia .agree in this, that there is a much larger

extent of tcn-itory available for colonisation than
was formerly believed ; that, iu fact, by far the
greater portion of the interior is more or less suit-

able for colonisation, and that only to that portion

of it lying in the centre in lat. 21'—25' S. can the
term desert be with justice permanently apjilied.

Yet Sturt's desert was certainly no fancy, aiul his

route to the centre of the interior was throiigh a

barren waterless waste, while M'Kinlay, wlio fol-

lowed nearly the same track, was delighted with
abundance of rich pastuie aud water. The truth

seems to lie between the two extremes ; Sturt's

expedition was carried out during a j'C.ar of unusual
dro\ight, while the I'ecent expeditions here sketched

took place during exceedingly moist seasons, the

year ISO!— 1SG2 being the wettest the colonists

of Victoria had ever known. Consequently, we
shoiUd err in supposing the interior to be a mere
desert on the one hand, or a blooming, well-watered

exiianse on the other. It is in re.ality a surface

covered with soil more or less fertile ; the basaltic

rocks and cl.ays being the most, and the quartz,

sandstone, and granite least fertile ; and the rain-

fall is siifhcient, in ordinary seasons, to revive the
dormant germs of vegetable hie, and cover the

surface with a crop of grass more or less luxuriant.

On the other hand, the occasionally long continuance

of drought, accompanied with an excessive amount
of evaporation, wholly dries up some streams, con-

verts others into a series of pools, connected by
threads of water, or ' creelis,' reduces extensive lakes

to marshes or to shallow pools, in which the concen-

tration of the soluble salts of the soil renders the
water so brackisli as to be wholly undriukable, and
restores the verdant siu'face for a time to the

condition of a desert, herbage remaining only on the
banks of creeks. The rainfall, whicli is the sole

water-supply in the central districts, does not occur
at regular intervals, but there is every reason to
suppose that the excessive drought experienced by
Sturt has not reappeared since 1S45. Occasionally,
the fall of rain is so excessive as to convert the whole
of a plain, as far .as the eye can roach, into a shallov.-

sea, which, however, soon disappears by the drainage
of the rivers and creeks, or under the influence of

the excessive evaporation, and in an almost incred-

ibly short period thereafter, the ground is clothed
with verdure. The climate of the northern districts

is very different ; there we have a temperature even
lugher, but its effect on vegetation is rendered very
favourable by the frequent and moderate rains;
and tliis region is well suited for colonisation.

L^p to the present time, the western half of Central
Australia has not been explored.
Those expeditions have also contributed a few

facts respecting the rivers of Xorth Australia. The
Flinders, which was explored by Landsborough to
3S0 miles above its source, was estimated by hmi to
be fidly 500 miles, and the Albert 100 mUes long

;

the Roper was found by Stuart to be a deep wide
river at about 100 miles from its mouth ; and, on
the whole, the river-system of North Australia
is considerably juore extensive than v,as formerly
supposed.

In 1S65, an expedition under the command of
M'lnt^Te, an exjterienced explorer, was fltted out
for the purpose of searching for evidence as to tlie

fate of Leichhardt and his party, but it could not
advance further than Cooper's Creek. However, in

the end of 1866, another expedition was being organ-
ised for the same object, and though its results are
not yet known, hopes are entertained of its success.

M'KinIa}''s exploratory tour in Northern Australia
in the middle of 1SG6 also failed, his party, as in

his previous celebrated march across Australia, hav-
ing been nearly carried away by a sudden flood.

A new colony is (1807) to be founded at Port
Anson iu Aruhem's Land, in lat. 13° 30' S., long. 130'.

AUXERRE (anc. Auttssiodorutv), chief town of

the dop. of Yoime, France, stands on the Yonne,
90 miles south-east from Paris, with which it is

connected by railway. It is situated on the slope

of a hill, in a rich and beautiful district abound-
ing in vineyards ; but the city itself is generally
ill built, the streets narrow, crooked, and dirt}'.

Its aspect from a distance is very imposing, the
most i>romiucnt feature being the cathedral, a gi'aiul

aud beautiful cdilicc. It is dedicated to St Stephen,
aud although part of it is as old as the I3th c., it is

not yet completed. The gTcater p.oit of it is in the
Flamboyant style, but the choir is in the Early
Gothic. The pauitcd glass of the windows is very
splendiiL The chapter of A. was at one time
one of the richest in France. The church of St Ger-
main is another line building, with a lofty choir and
transepts, and a very ancient detached tower. It

contains crypts in which are the tombs of the early
counts of Auxerre. The cluirch of St Pierre is a
beautiful specimen of the Italianised Gothic, built

in the 16th and 17th centuries. There is a curious
old clock-tower over a gate-house, with an ugly
skeleton spire of iron bars. The ancient walls of

the city have been converted into boulevards. A.
was a flourishing town before the Roman invasion

of Gaid. It successfully resisted the Huns under
Attila, wlio ouly ravaged its suburbs. Clovis took
it from the Romans. After his death, it became
part of the kingdom of Burgundy. 1'he English
took it iu 1359, but it was retaken by Du Guescliu.
Charles VII. gave it up to the Duke of Burgimdy.
It was finally imited to the kingdom of France by
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I.oiiis XI. It 11.15 a coinnuinal collcu'c, a imiscum

of aiitiiniitios, and a liotanio Kanleii. The princijial

niamifaotuiTS are of strings fur musical instruments,

woollen cloths, hosiery, "earthenware, ami leather.

The Yonne becomes navigable here, ami large

quintities of Burgundy wines are sent down it to

I'ai-is ; there is also a considei-able ex|iort trade in

timber and in charcoal. Pop. (1SG6) l;i,0G2.

AVALLOX (anc. Ahallo), a town of the dep. of

Yonae, France, 26 miles south-e.-ist from Auxcrre,

on a steep liill of red granite, nearly surrounded by

the Cousin, wliieli here Hows through a ravine.

Around the town runs a broad terrace-walU, shaded

with lime-trees, about 50'.) feet above the bed of the

river. The surrounding country is fertile, yielding

much wine and grain, and abounding also in excel-

lent pastures, on which great numljcrs of cattle and
sheep are fed. The town is generally well built,

and has broad and clean streets. The church is

ancient, and has a curious Romauesquo portal.

JIamifactures of various kinds are actively carried

on, ]iartieularly of woollens and paper ; and there

are distilleries, tanneries, glass-works, &e. There is

also a considerable trade in the produce of the

neighbourhood. A. is a very ancient town, of Celtic

origin. It was s.ieked by the Saracens in T.'il A.D.,

ami by the Normans in 84.3 ; taken by Charles VII.

in H.'i.'i, retaken by I'hilip the Good, Didve of

Buri'undy, in 1455; and pillaged by the troops of

the League in laiYi. Top. (ISGO) -4010.

AVE'IRO (anc. Arreium), a city of Portng.al,

in the province of Beira, 31 miles north-west from

Coiml)ra. It is situated on the Ria d'Aveiro, a

salt lake or lagoon, extending live leagues to the

north, and sep.ar.-ited from the sea by a narrow bar

of sand. Into this lake the Vouga, the Antua, and

some smaller rivers How. During a year of great

drought, the sand-liar closed up the seaward open-

in", a vast mass of sand rpiickly accumulated, and

the low grounds were inundated, the water of the

rivers cseaiiiug only by liltering through the sand.

In summer, the lake thus made is partially dried,

and marshes are formed, the cUluvia from wliich

hiive rendered the city very unhealthy, so that its

population has fallen from 14,000 to 5000, its

present number. In 1808, the government opened

a new passage through the sand-bar, and executed

other works which dried part of the inundated

grounds, and improved the sanitary conditions of

the city, which, however, are far from being good.

A. is abishop'a see, but its cathedra! is ' a scpuilid

aa 1 tawdry room, up one pair of stairs.' It is a

jilace of considerable activity ; it has manufactures

of earthenware, but the chief article of trade is

salt, which i.s made in the marshes in summer.

Other important articles of trade are lish, wine, oil,

and oranges. The anchovy, sardine, herring, and

oyster fisheries are actively prosecuted. Tlie city has

a deserted apiiearance. Its streets are narrow and

dark, and seamed with filthy canals of salt-water.

AVE'LLA (anc. AheUa), a town of Central It.aly,

in the province of Avellino, 20 miles east-north-e.ast

from Naples. It is delightfully situated in a hilly

district, and commands a very extensive view. A
ruined castle marks the site of the ancient city,

which was founded by one of the Greek colonies

from Chalcis, and w.as celebrated in Roman times

for its apples and pomegranates. Virgil speaks of

it as matijh-a Abella. Poil of commune (ISGl) 522S.

AVEZZA'NO, a town of South Italy, in the pro-

vince of Aquila, 22 miles south from Aquila. It is

situated in a beautiful and fertile plain, covered

with almond trees and vineyards, abnut a mile from
Lake Fiicino. It has a large square, in wliich is a

palace of the Colonna family. The town belongs to

the Baiberinl family, \\hose baronial castle is a con-

spicuous object from the shores of the lake. Tho
castle and some of the churches contain numerous
ancient marbles with inscriptions recovered from the

lake. 'J'he jircsent town is aliout two miles distant

from the site of Alba, tlie city of the Marsi, cele-

brated in the history of the I'lOinan Repuljlic, wlii -h

occupied the crest of a hill ; a small village on the

site still retains the name of Alba. Pop. (IStil) 44-44.

AVIGLIA'NO, a town of South Italy, in the

province of Basilicata, ten miles north-west from

Potenza, on one of the head-waters of the Sele,

near the bifurcation of the .'\peniiines. It stands

on the brow of a hill, jiart of which gave w.ay, after

long-continued rains in 1824, carrying with it a por-

tion of tlie town. A. has an elegant collegiate church.

The pastures of the neighbourhood are celebrated

for their largo and line oxen. Pop. (1801) 92.'!0.

AVILE'S (anc. Flaviijnav'iii), a town of Astnrias,

Sp.ain, ill the i^rovince of Ovicdo, and 19 miles

north-by-west from Oviedo, at the mouth of the

chief branch of the Aviles, which is here crossed by
a bridge, and is navig.able at high water for vessels

of the largest size up to the town. It has several

good squares, but the streets are irregular and
arcaded. There are copper-mines in the vicinity,

and a considerable trade is carried on in copper

vessels manufactured from their produce, as well as

in coal, which is obtained not far from the town.

Mauuf.aetures of earthenware, glass, linen, &e., are

also carried on. A. is one of the cr.adlcs of the

Spanish monarchy, and contains a number of curious

old buildings. The charter granted to the town by

Alonso VII. in ll.'i.j is preserved among the public

records. Pop. GOOO.

AVRANCHKS (auc. Ahraiica-), a city of the

dep. of Slaiiche, France, near the left bank of

the Seez, 3.'5 miles south-south-west from St Lo.

It stands on the sides and summit of a high hill,

which extends in a long ridge, and the ascent of

which is by zigzag roads on terraces. This hill

commands a very wide and beautiful view of a

finely wooded and cultivated district, with a wind-

ing river, which exjiaiids into .a broad estuary, at

the mouth of which is the high islet pcalc of Mount
St Michel. A. was formerly a bishop's see, and
its cathedral was one of the most magnificent in

Normandy, bnt was totally destroyed by the mob
during the Revolution. A stone still preserved on

the site of the cathedral is s.aid to be that on which
llenry IL of England kneeled before the paji.al

legates to receive absolution for the murder of

Becket. Before the Roman conquest of G.aul, A.

w.as the capital of the Abrincatui. It was a jilace

of importance during the lioman ])eriod. Charle-

magne fortified it, but it was taken by the Norm.ans

in SG5. It w.as afterwards a frequent olijeot and
scene of strife during the wars between the French

anil English. It h.as m.anufactiircs of lace, tiles, and
bricks, and a little trade in grain, butter, cattle, &c.

Pop. (ISCG) 775G.^

AYASIO'NTE, a town of Andalusia, Spain, on

the left bank of the Guadiana, and near its mouth,

where it forms the boundary between Spain and
Portugal. It stands on an .acclivity. The ujijier

part of the town consists of narrow and irregular

streets ; those of the lower part are regular and

wide. There are three public squares. The jirinci-

ji.al occup.atiou of the inhabit.ant3 is fishing. Boat-

building and lace-m.aking were once very exten-

sively carried on, but both have greatly declined.

Pop. 8000.

AYO'KA, a town of Spain, in the jiiovince of

Valencia, and 5!) miles south-west from Valencia,

on the upper part of a river of the s.ame name, an I
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siturited in an extensive hollow at tlie base of a lime-

stone mountain. It lias four squares and wide
streets. On tiie summit of tlie hill are the remains
of an old castle, close to which the town once stood.

The inhabitants are chiefly employed in husbandry
?.ud oil-making. Pop. 5412.

AZIMABA'D, or TIKOWLI, a town of Sirhind,

India, in 20" 43' N. lat., and 77" E. loni;., en the
route from Kurn.al to Lodiana, 9 miles north-west
from Kurnal. Its site is slightly elevated above
the neighbouring plain, which is inundated in the

rainy season. It is suiTOundcd by a high brick

wall, pierced with loopholes for cuisketry, and
ha\Tug bastions siu'mouuted -with towers. A lai-ge

caravanserai is enclosed Avith a lofty embattled w.-iU,

having a tower at each corner, and surrounded by a
deep ditch, capable of being fiUed with water.

AZU'A, a town of the island of .Saa Domingo,
not far from the south co.ast, on the Bia, and near its

mouth, GU miles west from St Domingo. Pop. GUifO.

AZUA'GA, a town of Estremadiira, .'>pain, in the
province of B.adajos, 20 miles east from Llerena. It
is situateil in an elt-vated district, drained by the
head-waters of the JIatachel, a branch of the Guadi-
ana ; the surrounding country produces much grain,
is partly covered with extensive oak forests, and con-
tains large tracts of heath, bright in summer with
the blossoms of different species of chtus. Pop. G400.

B
ACOLOR, a town of the island of

' VvV"''^'
Luzon, Philippines, the capital of the

I vJi^v , province of Pampanga, 3S miles north-

west from Jlanila. Pop. S737. It

stands in a plain, near the river Para-
^(^'1 i pangi, with which it is connected by a canal.

"^^^J BA'CUP, a rapidly-increasing and very
il&U^/ prosperous town of Lancashire, and station
P^isi^ of the East Lancashire llailway, situated in

a beautiful valley near the borders of Yorkshire, 15

mUes north from ilauchester, and 12 miles east-by-

south from Blackburn. Great improvements have
been and are still being made iu the condition and
a]ipearance of the town. There are many churches
of all denominations, a mechanics' and a literary

institute, reading-rooms, &c., and in August 1SG7 was
opened a beautiful market-house. Tlie pop. was
G951 in 1851, and 10,935 in ISGl. B. has extensive

cotton-factories, dye-works, brass and iron foundries.

There are numerous coal-mines in the neighbour-
hood ; and ^vithin a mile from the town, large

woollen manufactories.

BADA'RKA, a town of Oude, India, in the dis-

trict of Baiuswarra, four miles east from the Ganges,
and five miles east from Cawnpore. Pop. SOOO, of

whom only 50 are JIussidmans.

BAGA'RIA, or BAGHEEIA, a town of Sicily, in

the province of Palermo, nine miles east-bj'-south

from Palermo, with "vvhicli it is connected by
railway. Pop. (ISGl) 11,762. It is beautifully

situated at the base of the isthmus which separates

the Bay of Palermo from that of Termini, and is

surrounded by groups of palatial villas of the

Sicilian nobility, abandoned after the jiroprietors

had ruined themselves by the festivals here cele-

brated in honour of Queen CaroUne, at the com-
mencement of the present century.

BAGXA-CAVALLO, an inland town of Italy,

formerly belonging to the Pap.al States, 11 miles

west from Ravenna, in the province of that name.

Pop. (ISGl) 386.5. B. was a Roman city, called

Tiberiacuni, in honour of Tiberius. The ]>resent

town is walled, and was formerly famous for its

strong castle. It has a cathedral, dedicated to St

ilichael the Archangel. It is connected by a

canal with the Po di Primaro.

BA'GNI DI LU'CCA [Bal/is of Lvcca), a large

inland vill.age of Italy, in the province of Lucca, and
13 miles north from the city of Lucca. Pup. of

commune (ISOl) S23S. It is one of the most fre-

(pic-nted bathing-places in Italy, and is situated in

one of the finest valleys of Tuscany, the valley of
the river Lima, a branch of the Serchio. There are
hot springs of various temperature from 9G° to 136°

Fahr., scattered over a limited neighbourhood.
Their waters contain sulphate of lime, sulphate of

magnesia, muriate of magTiesia, and other salts.

The rock from which they issue is a Tertiary
sandstone. Great part of the population of Bagni
di Lucca consists of English and other visitors.

Gambling "was at one time carried on here to a
great extent, but was suppressed in 184G.

BAGXO A RIPOLI, a famous Italian bathing-
place, in the jirovince and circle of Eloreuee, five

miles east-north-east from the city of Florence.

BAGXO IX ROMAGXO, a town of It.-.ly, in

the province of Florence, and 35 miles east-by-

j

north from Florence city, on the right bank of

i the SaA"io, not far from its source. It is a much
frequented bathing-place, having hot springs of

temperature 108'—110" Fahr. It has a fine old

! chiu'ch, and another magnificent old building used
' as a bathing est.ablishment. The neighbourhood is

' fertile, particularly on the banks of the river ; the
mountains are clothed with forests of pine, chest-

nut, beech, and oak, on the fruit of which swine

I

are fed.

I

BAGNOLO, a town of Piedmont, in the province
of Cuueo, 12 miles north-west from .Saluzzo, on the

left bank of the Grana, at the foot of the Aljis.

j
—Another small town near Brescia bears this

name ; also a town in the province of Reggio, iu

Emilia; and a town of the province of Lecce, iu

South Italy, as well ns many vill.agcs in Italy.

BAHAR, or BEIIAR, a town of Bengal, 34
miles south-east by-south from Patna, the chief

town of a British district of the same name (see

Bau.\i:). It had, upwards of 50 years ago, a
pop. of nearly 3U,C00, but is now a decayed town,

the original city being indeed nearly deserted, and
the present town consisting of houses scattered

about its remains, and interspersed with fields,

gardens, and groves. There are some remains of

line mosques. The ruin of this town began with its

sack by the Mahrattas about 1742, and was com-
])leted by a famine some \'ears after.—The present

district of Bahar is but a small portion of the great

province which was called by that name iu the

erajiire of Delhi.

BAILEY, S.iMUEL, a writer on politics, political

economy, mental philosophy, and other subjects,

was born in 1791 iu .Shellield, where he received his
413
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education, and has continued to reside. He was by
oocupatioii a banker, but is understood to bo now
retired from busiui'ss. His worlds arc : Jissays on the

I'ursiiil of Trulh and on the Progress of Knowkdije

(1S'21) ;
Questionsfor Discussion in I'olities, Political

Economy, and other Departments ofKnouiedje (\Si'i)

;

A Critical Dissertation on the Xattirc, Measures, and
Causes of Value (1S25) ; A Letter to a Political Eco-

nomist, occasioned by an Article in the Westminster

J'evieu) 0)1 the Suhjecl of Value (182G) ; Pssai/s on the

Formation and Publication of Opinions (1S2;))—

a

sequel to his work on the Pursuit of I'ruth; A
Discussion of Parliamcnianj Iteform (1831); The
Jtitti'tnale of Political liepresenlation (IS.'io) ; The
Iliijhl of Primoijeniturc Examined (1S37) ; Money
and its Vicissitudes in ]'alae {IS.'JT); A Defence

of Joint-slock Banh and Country /ssues (lS-10) ; A
Jleviev) of Berkelefs Tlicory of Vision (1842) ; A
Letter to a Philosopher in Itcply to some Jlecent

Attempts to I'indicate BLrkelcy's TItcory of Vision

(lSi.'J) ; The Tlicory of Peasoniny (1851) ; Discourses

on Various Subjects, Literary and Philosophical

(1S52) ; Letters on the Philosop>hy of the Human
Mind (three series, 1S55, 1858, 1S63) ; On the Re-

ceived Text of Shakspeare's Dramatic ]Vritinjs, and
its Improvement (2 vols. 1SG2, ISGO).

Sir B.'s works on the Pitrsuit of Trulh and the

Publication of Opinions gave a great imjietus to

liberal and advanced views. His writings generally

arc distinguished by independent thinking, logical

precision, a careful English stjde, and warm aspi-

rations fur th.c improvement of mankind. His
treatises on the mind, while abounding in original

suggestions, expand and enforce the views of tiie

school of Ijoel<e in metaphysics, and what is termed
the doctrine of Utility in morals.

BAI'LJIENT, an English Law term, defined to

be ' a delivery of goods for a particular purpose,

upon a contract, exi)ress or implied, tliat the pur-

pose shall be carried into cU'ect, and that, wiien

that is done, the goods shall be restored by the bailee,

or person to who]n tliey are delivered, to the ov.'ner

or bailor, or according to its directions.'

—

Tomlin''s

Diet,

B.VIN, Alexa.vpee, writer on mental pliilosophj',

was born at Aberdeen in 1818. He entered Maris-

ch.il College and University in 1S3G, and gi-adnatcd

in lS-10. From IS-U to 18i4, lie assisted the Pro-

fessor of Moral I'hilosophy in Mari.schal College,

and in 181-1—1815, taught the class of Natural

I'bilosophy. In the wmter of 1815—ISIG, he
lectured on Natural I'liilosoiihy in the Andersonian

University, Glasgow. In 1847, he became Assist.ant-

Eccretary to the Metropolitan Sanitary Committee,

and was thence transfen-ed to the same ollice in tlie

General Board of Health, wliich oliieo he resigned

in 1850. In 1857, he was first appointed Examiner
in Logic and Moral Pliilosophy in the university of

London. For several years, he acted as Examiner
in Mental I'liilosophy at the competition for tlio

linlia Civil Service. In 18G0, he liec.ame Professor

of Logic in the university of Aberdeen.

Mr B. began as a writer in 1810, by contributing

to the Westminster lleview. He also contributed a

considerable number of treati.sc3 to tlie publications

of \V. and 11. Chambers, especially in the educational

department ; among them was an edition of the

Moral Pliibjsophy cf Pcdey, leith Dissertations and
^'otes (1S52). In 1855, he brought out 'J'he Senses

and the Intellect, and in 1859, Tiic Emotions and the

Will, completing a system of the human mind. In

1801, appeared The iSludy of Charaeler, includin;/ an
Examination of Phrenology . In 18G3, he published

an EiKjUsh Grammar, and in ISCG, a Manual of
Enejliih Composition and lilidoric.

Hi

As a thinker and writer, I), is remarkable for the
subtlety and minuteness of his analysis and the
clearness of his exposition. He belongs decidedly
to the empirical or experimental school of philusophy,
in ojjposition to the a priori, or transcendentah His
chief work, 'The Senses and the /((((/(cx-f, together with
The Emotions and the Will, is the most cumplete
systematic exjiiisition of tlio phenomena of the
hnman mind in the English, or perhaps in any
language. B.'s ]isychohigy is based on physiology,
after the manner of Hartley's ; but instead of con-
sidering the human organism as capable only of
receiving impressions and of acting in response
thereto, he finds in it a power of originating active

imimlses (see SroxT.VNKlTv), and tlius obvi.atea

many of the defects alleged by a priori pliilosopliers

to inhere in the system of sousationalisni, as hitherto
exhibited.

BAITOO'L, or BElTOOIi, a fortified town of

British India, in the presidency of Bengal, ami
territory of Sanger and Nerbndd.a, ,50 miles uortb-
cast from Ellichpoor. It is the cai>i tal of a pcryunnah,
which has an area of 990 s(]. in., and .a pop. of 93,411.

It is situated on the small river Maelm.a, a tributary
of the Tow.a, in a pleasant vallej' at the south baso
of the Satpoora range. B. came into the possession

of tlic Biitish in 1818.

BA'JBIAK, a large viU.agc of the Austrian Empire,
in Upper Bacs, in the Servian Woiwodsehaft, 10
miles south-west of Theresienstadt. Pop. 5G10.

BAKEli, Sir. S.vmuei. Wihte, K.l?., an African
traveller, was born in IS21. He is the son of Mr
Samuel Baker, of Thorugrove, in 'Worcestershire.

B. was educated as an engineer, and at an early age,

went to Ceylon. There, led by the love of lield-

sports into the recesses of the isl.and, lie gave evi-

dence of that love of adventure 'uhieh was to make
him famous as an exjilorer. In 1854, he published
a work entitled The IHjle and the Hound in Ceylon ;
and in 1855, Eiyhl Years' Wunderimjs in Ceylon.

B. aftcrw.ards superintended the constrnetion of

the railway which cunnects the Danube across
the Dobrndscha with the Black Se.a. In ISCO,
B. married Florence, the daughter of F. von Sass,

a young Hungarian lady of great talent and
enterprise ; and in company with her, he uiider-

to.'jk a journey of exploration on tlie Upper Nile.

They set out from Cairo in -Aiuil ISGl ; and B.
devoted lii^ attention liist to the .\tbara and Blue
Nile, the chief aftluents of the Nile, which descend
from the highlands of Al.yssiui.a. In June, ho
arrived at the course of the Atbara, which was at
that season dry, or marked only by a few stagnant
pool.s. On the 2.'iil, when the Abyssinian rainy
season had set in, a noise like distant thunder M.as

heard, and in a few seeuuds the river-bed h.ad been
conveitcd into a torrent 20 feet deep. Eight d.ays

later, it had become a gre.at river, charged with
mud, washed from the hills, A\iiich it carried
down to the Nile, to cause the inundations and
mud deposits of Egyjit. B. reached Khartoum
in June 1SG2, and there he had an o]iportunily
of contrasting the Blue and \Vliite Nile. He
found the former, like the Atbara, to be a mountain
torrent, rising and fulling with the Abyssinian
rains, but always free from dejiosits of mud. The
White Nile did not thus rise and f.all, and its

water, never pure, had a disagreeable taste of
vegetation, shewing that it proceeded from lakes
and m.arslics. When B., with his wife, quitted
Khartoum to ascend the White Nile, he had in his

pay an escort of 90 iiersons, 29 camels and asses,

and three large boats. After j passing tlirough

a wonderful region of forests and marshes, the
travellers reached Gondukoro, a rendezvous of the
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ivory-merchants or slave-dealers from the Lower
Nile, and the traders of the interior. They had only

been there a fortnight, when they were joined by
Speke and Grant, who had penetrated into those

j

regions from the so\ith, and whom they were able

to relieve when mnch in need of assistance, Speke
and Grant told B. of the Victoria Is'yanza, which
they had just discovered and explored, and that tlic

natives had described to them another great lake,

named Luta Kzige, which they had been unable to

visit. B. resolved, if possiMe, to reach this lake.

With an escort reduced to 17, he and his wife again

set out ; and after a series of adventures, in which
Mrs B. e.xhibited uui>aral!eled tact and daring, they

arrived, on 14th March 1S64, on the top of lofty

cliffs, from which they beheld a vast inland sea, the

thinl of the great African lakci?, and the equal of

the Victoria N'yanza. To it B. gave the name of

the Albert K'yanza- In 18G4, B. had awarded to

him, for his relief of Speke and Grant, the jiatrou's

modal of the Geographical Society ; and in 1SG5, as

a reward for his discoveries, he received tlie honour

of knighthood. In 1S66, he pubhshcd The Albert

N^yanza, Great Basin of the A'ifc, and Eiploratlons

of (!iC Nile Sources. I

BALAGHA'T DISTRICTS, the name given to

a large tract of elevated country in tlie south of

India, 2S,GG9 sq. m. in area, and extending from the

rivei-s Tumbuddra and Krishna in the north to the

furthest extremity of Mysore in the south. It in-

cludes Mysore, and the districts of Bellary, Cud- I

dapah, and Kurnul. It was part of the ancient

Hindu kingdom of Bijyanagar, or Carnata, was con-

quered by the Mohammedans, and fell into the

hands of the British on the final overthiow o£

Tippoo (q. v.). The name Balaghat signifies Above 1

the Ghauts. I

BALASINO'RE, or BALASIlST:SmVAR, a'

petty native state, or jag?nre, of India, in the proviuce

of Guzerat, protected by the British government, and
politically connected with the presidency of Bom-

:

bay. It extends from N. lat. 22° 53' to 23° 17', and
from E. long. 73° 17' to 73° 40', and contains an
area of about 2oS sq. miles. The river iSIalii flows

through the jaghire. The native ruler is styled

Nawab of Balasinore. Ho has a revenue of 41,548

rupees, of which he pays 10,000 rupees as tribute to

the British government. The pop. of B. is estimated

at 19,092. The Nawab maintains a force of only

8 horsemen and 50 foot-soldiers, who are employed
in revenue, police, and other services.—The capital

of the jaghire also bears the name of Balasinore. It

is rather a thri\ing towm, and is surrounded by a

walk It is 51 mdes north from Baroda.

BALO'TRA, a town of India, in the R.ajpoot

state of Joudpore, 59 miles sonth-west of the city of

Joudpore. It is situated on the right bank of the

river Looueo. Being on the high-road from Joud-

jiiire to Dwarka, a celebrated place of pilgi-image iu

the west of Guzerat, it is a great resort of pilgrims,

with whom its bazaar is often crowded. Many of

tlio inhabitants of the town subsist by providing for

their wants. The town is supplied with good water

from 125 wells, lined with masonry. Pop. 7275.

BAMPU'RA, BHAMPUBA, or BHANPURA,
a town of Hindustan, in the territoi-y of Indore, on
the Rewa, 1.344 feet above the level of the sea,

al)out ISO miles south-west of Gwalior. It is situ-

ated at the b.ise of a range of hills, is surrounded

by a waU, and has an unfinished fort, built of stone,

which encloses an unfinished palace. Both palace

and fort were begun by Jeswunt Row Holkar, of

whom there is a beautiful marble statue in the

palace. B. is the principal jilace of a pergninnah

containing 70 villages. Pop. 20,009.

BA'NAS, or BUNAS, the name of three rivers

of India.— 1. A river of Rajpootana, rising on the
western frontier of Mewar, iu the AravuUi Moun-
tains, about N. lat. 24° 47', E. long. 73° 28'. Flow-
ing through Jlewar for 120 miles, in a generally

north-eastern direction, receiving the Boris, or
Beruch, on the right, and the Botaseri on the left,

it passes tlie town of Tonk, where it changes its

course to the south-east, and falls into the Chunibiil
in N. hit. 25° 54', E. long. 70' 50', after a total

course of 320 miles.—2. A river which also rises in

the Aravulii Mountains, and after a south-westward
course of ISO miles, is lost in the Runn of Cutcli,

terminating in a mmiber of small and intricate

channels.—3. A river of Rewah, in Bundelcuud,
having a north-westward course of about 70 miles,

aud falling into the Sone near Ranijjur.

BANAWARA'M, a to-wn of India, in the terri-

tory of Jlysore, in a fine open coimtry, among the
head-waters of the Hugri, 81 miles north-^\e3t from
Mysore. It is a town of some antiquity. It was
taken in 1G94, iu a night-assault by Chika Deo,
Rajah of Mysore. Vi'hen it had fallen under tliC

dominion of Hyder Ali, the inhabitants were in

gieat part removed to Nagapuri, a new town which
Hyder had founded in the vicinity. Previous to

this removal, the jiop. was about 10,000. The
new town proving extremely unhealthy, the survi-

vors of the people of B. were permitted to return to

their old habitations.

BANDAJA'N, a pass over the Himalaya, forming
the southern boundary of Kuuawar. It is amidst
mountains of gneiss, and is covered with perpetual

snow. The summit of the pass is 14,854 feet above
the sea, and is iu N. lat. 31° 22', E. long. 78° 4'.

BA'NDOX, or BANDONBRIDGE, a town of the
county of Cork, Ireland, on the Bandon, 12 miles

south-west from Cork, with which it is connected by
a railway. The houses are built of stoue. There
are several good streets, and numerous ecclesiastical

and other public buildings. B. was originally

peopled by a colony of EngUsh Protestauts, and was
so strictly I'rotestant, that tiU about the beginning
of the present century, no Reman Catholic would
hjve been allowed to settle in it. More than three-

fourths of the population are now Roman Catholics,

and there is a Itoman Catholic convent. B. was at

one time a i>rosperons mauufactming town, cotton-

siiinning and weaving being extensively carried on;
but these branches of industry have been almost
entirely relinquished, and the pop., which was
9049 m IS41, had diminished to G243 in ISOl. It

returns one member to the House of Commons. The
j

country around B. is very beautiful, well wooded,
undulating, and pastoral. 'I'he river Bandon rises in

the Carberry Mountains, and at its mouth forms
the harbour of Kinsale. Sjienser dt'scribes it as
' the pleasant Bandon, crowned by many a wood.' 1

1

has a course of 40 miles, for 15 of which it is navi-

gable, to Innishannon, 4 miles below Bandon.

BANJOEMA'S, ato-wn of Java, 22 miles fion\

the south coast, iu S. lat. 7° 33', and E. long. 109°

20'. It is situated at the opening of an extensive

j
and very fruitfid valle.v. It is tolerably well built,

and carries on a considerable trade. Pop. 9000. B.

is the residence of a Dutch governor, and has a fort

and gaiTison. It is the cai>ital of a province of the

same name, which is one of the richest and most
productive in Java.

BANSWA'KRA, a Rajpoot state in the west of

Malwa, bordering on Guzerat. It extends from JT.

lat. 23° 10' to 23° 48', and from E. long. 74° 2' to
74' 41', and has an area of 1-140 sij. miles. The
pop. is suj>posed to he about 144,000. This state

was dependent on the empire of Delhi until the
415
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asociulency of the Maliraltas, by ^^ lioni it was fear-

fully o[>pres.sei.l. In 1S12, the ruler made overtures
to the British government, offering to become tribu-

tary on condition of iirotection ; anil an arransenieut
to this effect was concluded in 181S.—The ea|pital,

also called Banswarra, is on the route from ftlhow
to Decsa, 12.'i miles nnrth-west from Mliow. The
majority of the inhabitants are Hindus, but the
Mussulmans are also pretty numerous. The ii.alace

of the ]!awul, or chief, is a large, turreted, battle-

mcnted building, on a rising ground overlooking the
town, near a beautiful tank, overhung with trees.

BARBACE'NA, a city of Brazil, in the province
of Minas Geraes, 150 miles north-west from Kio de
Janeiro. It is situated on the top of two hills in

the Sierra Mautiquciia, and at an elevation of .about
y.")IM) feet above the sea, so that, although within the
tropics, it enjoys a mild climate. The streets are
broad and straight, the jirincipal ones i>aved and
provided with fojtpaths. The houses .are low, and
have gardens behind. The inhabitants arc chiefly
engaged in gold-mining and in exporting cofFee and
cotton to l!io do Janeiro. B. is the centre of a pro-
ductive district, the pop. of -nliieh is Ii.',00t).

BARBA'DOES LEO, which seems to be identical
with the Jilrj>lia)itiasis of the Afahs, is a disease
which is characterised by hyjiertrophy of the skin
and of the sidjcutaneous areolar tissue. Kotwith-
standing its name, it may affect the arm, female
breast, &c. It begins with acute febrile sj'mptoms,
and inflammation of the superliciallym|>hatievessels.
'J'lie )iart swells, and becomes uneasy from tension,
the glands being especially large and hard. The
skin varies in a]ipear,ance, being sometimes white
anil shining, anil in other cases of a ilaik colour,

and studded with projecting veins. The swelling is

snnietinjes very great, and finite h.ard. In some
parts of the body, .'ikin which would natundly weigh
less than a couple I'i ounces, is thus converted into a
tumour weighing from KlU to 150 lbs. The disease
is endemic in the tropics ; and in the cases which we
Bee in this country, it ahv.ays ajipears that the dis-

ease commenced in a hot counti-y.

Iodine is recommended by some doctors, and well-

regvdated jire.osure by others. The leg has been
am)iutatcd, ni eonsequence of the annoy.-inee caused
by its great weight ; but this should be regarded
as an ultimate resource, and ligation of the femoral
artery, which often causes great subsidence of the
swelling, should be first tried.

BAllCELLO'NA and PO'ZZO DI GO'TTO,
two towns of iSicdy, in the province of Messina,
standing close together, so as i-eaily to form one
town, the two parts of which are separated by a
small stream, the Fiume di Castro Iteale, supposed
to be the Longanus of antiquity. Pop. (1S61)
l.'i,'257. The chief street is a long street of mean
houses of a single story. B. is situated in a broad
plain, l>etween the mountains and the sea, abounding
in corn, wine, oil, and fruit. It is 22 miles west-
south-west from Messina.

BARCLAY, JoH.v, M.D., lecturer on anatomy in

Edinburgh, and eminent for his attainments both in

human and comi)arative anatomy, in physiology,
and in other br.anches of natural science, was born
iJeeeniber 10, 1758, at Cairn, near Drunini.aquhanee,
iu Berthshire, Scotland, and was educated at the
parish school of Muthil, and afterwards at the
university of St Andrews. He studied for the
ministry of the Church of Scotland, and was
licensed as a jn'eachcr, but afterwards devoted him-
self to the profession of medicine, and particularly
to the study of anatomy. He obtained the degree
of M.D. from the university of Edinburgh in l/'JG.

After spending a year iu London, ho became a

private lecturer on Human and (_'om]iarative Ana-
tomy in Edinburgh. He published in ISO.'i, .-1 Xno
Aiialomrad Xomctidature ; and in ISOS, a treatise
on the Miiscidar Motions of the Human liodij. In
1S12, ajipeared his Description of the Arlerici of ike

Unman Jiodi/, a. work of vast labour and .aceiirato

observation. In 182.5, not long before his death, he
jjublished An Iminiri/ into the, Ophuunn, Ancient and
Modern, conceriiini/ Life ami Oninnimlion. He died
at Edinburgh on 21st August 1S2G, leaving to the
lioyal College of Surgeons in Edinburgh his admir-
able anatomical collection, for the reeci>tiou of
which a suit.able .and splendid li.all w.as erected.

BA'liDI, a small town of Italy, on the left bank
of the Ceno, 81 miles westsouth-west from Barnia,
in the province of Piaceuza. The town is com-
manded by a castle, situated on a hill, erected in

the Otli century. In the vicinity are noble forests

of ehestniit, beech, and oak. B. was formerly the
capital of the duchy of Bardi.

BA'RGA, or BABGA DE GARFAGNANA, a
to-nii of Italy, in tlie province of Lucca, 25 miles
north-north-east from I'isa, near the left bank of

the Serchio. B. has a fine collegiate church, and
is celebrated for its gunpowder manufactories.
The sides of the neighbouring mountains are covered
with noble chestnut forests.

BA'RGA PASS, in the Him.alaya, iu X. lat. 31°

IC, E. long. 78° 19', the highest part of it about
15,000 feet above the sea.

BA'UKING, a town of the county of Essex,
England, iu a low Hat situation, on the left bank of

the Boding, .about two miles above its junction with
the Thames, and live miles north-east of London, on
the North Woolwich Railw.ay. Pop. (ISOl) 507U,
among whom are many fishermen, who pursue
their occupation on the Thames, the tide flowing
up the Roding to the town. 'The mouth of the
Rodiug is often called Barking Creek. The neigh-
boiuhood sends hirge quantities of potatoes and
vegetables to the London market. 'There is also

a transit trade in coal and timber. The church of

St Margaret is an edifice of considerable beauty, in

the Perpendicular style, and prob.ably of tlie begin-
ning of the lutli c. ; but it contains three cohinms
of the Early Norman style, supposed to have been
brought from the ruins of the adj.aecnt abbey.—

•

Barkinii Ablicy was one of the richest uunucries in

England. It was founded about G77 a.d., in the
reigns of Sebba and Sighcre, kings of the E.ast

Saxons, by St Erkcnwald, Bishop of London, whose
sister, St Ethelburga, was the first abbess. In 870,
it was bm-ned to the ground by the Danes, and the
nuns killed or dispersed. It was rebuilt .and

restored to its former s[plendour by King Edgar, in

the middle of the 10th century. 'The Abbess of

I'.arking w.as one of four ladies who held the rank
of b.aroncss in right of their olKce. She lived in

great state, and always furnishcil a quota of men
to the king in time of war. She was required also

to maint.ain certain embankments on the Thames.
Several queens of England, and other ladies of very
high birth, assumed the ollice of AVjbess of Barking.
After the suppression of convents by Henry VIII.,
the abbey buildings soon went to ruin, and scarcely
any remains exist exeejit the gate-house,

BARNES, Eev. William, poet and philologist,

is author of three collections of poems written in

the dialect of Dorsetshire, the lirst entitled Poems <f
Rural Life in tlie Dorset JJiulict, nitli a JJissirtation

and Glossary (Loud. 1844); the second, IlieomeliJ

liliijmes, &c. (Loud. 185'J) ; and the third. Poems Oj

Rural Life, &c. (Loud. 1SG2). The first of these
collections readied a second edition iu 1S47, shew-
ing that at least some interest was taken even at
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that early period in Mr B.'s ' hwomely rhymes.' They
were not critically noticed, however, so fai" as has

heen ascertained, until November 1859, when a

highly eulogistic reriew of them appeared in the

North British Review, pronouncing Mr B. to be ' the

best writer of rustic eclogues since Theocritus.'

The reviewer also says, speaking of Mr B.'s poetry,
' that it combines in a higli degree the special

merits of Wordsworth and Burns, but iu a way
which is so perfectly origin.al, as to bear no trace of

even a perusal of those poets liy the author.' Such
praise, .although exaggerated, is not altogether with-

out foundation. Mr B. is a true poet, combining
with a genuine love of nature, as seen in the rich

grazing-lands of Dorsetshire, a keen sympathy with
the rustic population, their hopes and fears, loves,

joys, sorrows, and superstitions. It is for this

audience that Mr B. professes to write, and it is

rally such that can thoroughly appreciate his verse.

Had he written in the language of books, his poetry
would have obtained a wider circle of readers.

Attention was ag.aiu called to Mr B.'s poems by a

writer in 3Iacmillans Magazine for Jime 1S62, in

an article evidently from the same pen as that

in the Nortib British, and claiming for Mr B. a

place ' at the very head of the properly idyllic

jjoetry of England.' In that article, we are informed

that in the previous year (1S61), the pension-list,

which announced a yearly grant of £50 to Mr
Close, in consideration of his deserts as a poet,

mentioned one scarcely larger in amount conferred

on Mr B. in consideration of his acquirements as a
phllolor/ist. Mr B. was born of humble parent.age

at Bush-hay, Bagber, Dorsetshire, in 1810, and
was for many years Master of the grammar-
school at Dorchester. He is B.D. of St John's

College, Cambridge, was ordained in 1847, and was
jiromoted from the curacy of Whitcombe to the
rectory of Winterbourn-Came, iu Dorset, in lS6i
Besides the collections of poems mentioned, Mr B.

is author of An Imvstkjution of the Laws of Case in

Lanf/uage (Lond. 1840) ; An Arltlimetical a7id Com-
mercial Dictionarxj (Lond. 1840) ; The Elements of
English Grammar (Lond. 1842) ; The Elements of
Linear Perspective (Lond. 184"2) ; S. Geflysta {the

Helper) : an Anglo-Saxon Delectus (Lond. 1849)

;

Holes on Ancient Britain and the Britons (Lond.

1858) ; V^lews of Labour and Gold (Lond. 1859)

;

The Song of Solomon in the Dorset Dialect, from the

authorised English Version (Lond. 1859)—printed

at the expense of Prince Louis Lucien Bonaparte

;

Thv, or a View of the Boots and Stems of the English
as a Teutonic Tongue (Ijoni.. 1S62). The philological

works of Mr B. shew considerable learning and
ability.

BARNUM, Phine.\.s Tatloe, American show-
man, was born at Bethel, Connecticut, July 5, 1810.

His father was a tavern-keeper; and while young
B. attended the ^-ilhige school, he traded witli anil

jilayed practical jokes upon his father's customers.

At the ago of 1."!, he was employed in a country
store ; and about five years afterwards, went
largely into the lottery bu.sine3s. When only 19,

lie maiTied claudestinely, and then moved to Dan-
bury, where he edited Tlia Herald of Freedom,
and was imprisoned GO days for a libel. In
1834, he removed to New York, where, hearing
of Joice Heth, nurse of General Washington, he
bought her for 1000 dollars, and with the aid of

forged documeuts and puflfing, exhibited her to

considerable profit. Reduced again to ))overty, he
sold Bibles, exhibited negro dancers, and wrote for

newspaper.s, until he bought the American Museum
in New York, which he raised at once to prosjicrity

by exhibiting a Japanese mermaid, made of a fish and
monkey, a white negi-ess, a woolly horse, and finally,

493

a noted dwarf, styled General Tom Thumb, whom
he exhibited in Europe in 1844. In 1847, he ottered
Mademoiselle Jenny Lind 1000 dollars a night for

150 nights, and received 700,000 doUars—the con-
cert tickets being sold at auction, in one ease for

050 dollars for a single ticket. He built a -i-illa at
Bridgeport, in imitation of the Brighton Pavilion,
and engaged in various speculations, one of which
—a clock-factory—made him bankrupt. Settling
with his creditors in 1857, he engaged anew in his

career of audacious enterprises, and made another
fortune. In 18G0, he stood as a candidate iu Con-
necticut for a seat in the United States Congress,
but was unsuccessfid. His Autobiography (1854)
has the merit at least of frankness. His Lectures
on Temperance aud Making Money drew large

audiences.

BABOA'CH, BROACH, or BHARUCH, a large
town of British IntUa, giving its name to a collect-

orate iu the presidency of Bombay. It is situated on
an elevated mound, supposed to be artificial, about
80 feet aliove the level of the sea, on the north
bank of the Nerliudda, 25 miles from its mouth.
The Nerbiidda is here a noble river, two mUes wide
even at ebb-tide, but shallow, aud the navigable
channel winding and difficult even at high water.
It abounds in fine fish. B. is a very ancient town

;

it is supposed to be the Barygaza of Anian. Situ-

ated in the midst of a most fertile district, it was
formerly a very flourishing town, with a large popu-
lation ; but fell, in consequence of political troubles,

into decay. It has of late begun to recover pros-
perity, and its commerce is increasing. Its pre-

sent pop. is estimated at 12,971, \vithin the walls;
but including the suburbs, which are extensive,

the pop. is reckoned at 18,361. B. belonged to the
Mussulman kingdom of Guzerat, on the overthrow
of which by the Emperor Akbar, it was assigned to

a petty n.awab ; aud falling under the dominion of

the Peishwa, was taken by the British in 1772,
ceded to Scindiah in 1783, iu acknowledgment of

the kind treatment of some British prisoners ; and
again stormed by a British force in 1803, since

which date it has remained iu the possession of the
British. The heat at B. is often excessive, and the
situation is regarded as imhealthy. B. cai-ries on a
considerable trade with Bombay and Surat—the
principal exports being raw cotton, grain, and seeds.

It was long famous for its manufactures of cloth

;

but that of the finer kinds has fallen off very much,
in consequence of the importation of English goods.

Many of the weavers of B. are Parsees, of whom also

are some of the more opulent classes—as ship-owners
and ship-brokers. B. has one remarkable institution

—a Brahmanical hospital for sick animals, into which
horses, dogs, cats, monkeys, peacocks, and even
insects are received. It is ostensibly attended by a
number of Brahmaus, who derive a good income
from lands devoted to it, aud from voluntary con-
tributions.

BARQUESIME'TO, a city of Venezuela, the
capital of a province of the same name, situ.ated

on an affluent of the Portuguesa, iu a high plain,

156 mUes west-soiith-west from Caraccas. B. was
founded by the Spaniards in 1552 ; and in the
beginning of the 19th c. was a flourishing town, with
straight wide streets and some flue buildings, the
pop. about 15,000; but in 1802, it was almost "totally

destroyed by an earthquake. The existing town
has been mostly built from the ruins. The po]i. is

supposed to be about 12,000.—The province of I5ar-

quesimeto extends along the coast of the Caribbean
Sea, contains an area of 9305 sq. m., and a po]). of

about 113,000. ^^^leat, maize, coffee, cacao, indigo,

and cattle are its principal products.
417
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BARRA MA'NSA, a towii o£ Brazil, ia the

province of Rio tie Janeiro, autl 70 miles uorfch-west

of the city of that name. It is situated ou the riglit

hank of tlie Paraliiba. Pop. 6000.

BA'RROW-IN-FURKESS, a seaport and rapidly

increasinj; town of North Laucashire, England, situ-

ated on the south-westorn coast of the peninsula of

Furness, opposite to a small island called Barrow

Island, wliich is traditionally rejiorted to have been

in former times a burial-place ot Norse rovers. It

ia 8 miles south-west from Ulverston, and 18 miles

west-north-west from Lancaster. It is connected

by railway with Daltou (q. v. in Supplement), from

which it "is not quite four miles distant, and so

with the whole railway system of England. The

growth ot B. has of late years been so rapid

as to be almost unparalleled in the history of

the towns of England. In 1847, it was an insig-

nificant lishing-village of about 300 inhabitants

;

in 1857, the population was more ^an 2000, a

large proportion being sailors and fishers ; and now
(1867) the popidation is estimated at upwards

of 12,000. This rapid increase is owing to the

great quantity of iron ore, of the best quality—red

hematite—which exists in the neighbourhood, and

the establishment both of mines and smclting-works.

A small quantity of iron ore from this neighbour-

hood was, for many years, exported to be smelted

elsewhere ; but about ten years since, smeltlug-

works wore established at B. by Messrs Schneider,

Hannay, & Co., which soon gave employment to a

great number of men, and converted the old fishing-

village into a prosperous town. In 1805, these

works produced about 160,000 tons of iron. In

1866, the Barrow iron-works were taken over by the

Barrow Hematite Steel Company, which has now
11 blast-furnaces in constant operation, ai-ranged in

a straight line along the sea-shore. The Company
raise their own ore, and the production of the

mines for the present year (1867) is estimated at

about 400,000 tons. The amount of pig-ii-on made
weekly is about 4000 tons, ef which about 800 tons

are taken to the steel-works, and there converted

by the Bessemer process into steel. Great quanti-

ties of limestone and coke are used in the iron

furnaces and steel-works. The red hematite of B.

yields an average of 57 per cent, of iron. The B.

steel-works are the largest Bessemer steel-works in

Britain, and their great enlargement is proposed. In

the B. works, the iron is conveyed in a molten state

from the blast-furnaces to the ' converters,' where it

is made into steel. Some of the steam-hammers em-

ployed have heads of five tons weight, and some of

six tops. Copper as well as iron ore is obtained in

considerable quantity near B., and is exported to

the amount of about 3000 tons annuaU}'. About
20,000 tons of slate are also annually quarried in

the neighbourhood, and sent by coasters or by rail

to other parts of Great Britain.

The town of B. is built on a regular plan, mostly

in rectangles. St George's Chm-ch is a handsome
Gothic building, erected chiefly at the expense of

the Dukes of Devonshire and Buccleuch, the prin-

cipal laud-owners of the town and neighbourhood.

There are other places of worship belonging to the

Chiu'ch of England and other denominations.

The Furness Railway Company have recently

expended a large sum of money in converting the

channel between the mainland and Barrow Island

into docks. The total cost is estunated at £200,000.

One dock, about 30 acres in extent, has been

recently completed and opened (September 1867).

It is expected that Barrow Island will soon become
a great seat of iron shipbuilding. Various other

branches of industry have also begun to be attracted

to Barrow. Its foreign trade is still inconsiderable,
lis

its chief import being timber from Canada. The
harbour, however, is excellent, being fonned by the
island of Waluey, a low island aboiit eight miles
long, and nowhere much more than a mile in

breadth, which extemls along the south-western
coast of Furness. This island is separated from
the mainland by a channel which, immediately to

the north-west of Barrow Island, is very narrow,
but on the south-west expands into a bay or basin

of about three miles long by two broad, opening
from Morecambe Bay. From the excellence of the
harbour, the abundant facilities of railway convey-

ance, and the mineral wealth of the district, it may
confidently be expected that B. will soon become a
very important commercial town.

BARTHI^LEMY, Augtote-Maeseille, a French
poet and politician of some eminence, was born at

Marseille in 1796. AVhilst still very young, he was
sent to the coUege of .TuiUy ; and he had scarcely

completed his studios when he began to actpiire

reputation in his native to^vn as a poet of distinct

promise. He was naturally attracted to Paris,

where, at first, his verses, published without his

name, did not attract much attention. Gradually,

however, he became known ; and in 1825, in con-

jimction with his fellow-townsman, M. Mery, he
issued a collection of satirical epistles, under the

title Les Sklknnes: and the year after, a mock-
heroic poem. La Vilh'Uade, ou la Pri.w du Chdteau

de li'woli. This vigorous political squib had a great

success : in the course of the year, it ran througli

'

fifteen editions, and is said to have put into the

pocket of the young authors some 24,000 francs.

Continuing to work together in opposition to the

government of Charles X., and in the interest of

Napoleonic ideas, they put forth upwards of 20

pieces of a like satirical cast before 1830. The
Revolution of July of that year found B. in prison

for an offence done to the government in one of his

later publications. His liberation of course was
immetliato; and along with his friend Mery, he
celebrated the victory of the people in a poem
dedicated to the Parisians, and entitled VInsurrec-

tion, wliich is characterised by the gi-eat critic, M.
de Sainte-Beuve, as one of the happiest productions

of the wi-iters. A pension of 1200 francs, bestowed

on him by Louis-Philippe, did not deter B. from

attacking his ministers with the same asperity he

had exercised towards those of the dethroned

monarch ; and in consequence, it was within a year

or two withdi-awn. During aU the changes which
followed, B. was indefatigable as a vei-sifier on

the political events of the day; but, except for

readers intimately versed in the detail of these,

the mere list of his numerous productions could

have only the very faintest significance. The force

and brdliaucy of his satire is on all hands admitted ;

and though, in his later years, his popularity

somewhat declined, his writings throughout exer-

cised considerable influence in determining opin-

ion among the lively population of Paris. He
was, from the first, a warm supporter of the

present Napoleonic regime. His death took place,

August 1S07, at Marseille, of which city he was
librai'ian.

BASANTGA'NJ, a walled town of Oude, Indi.a,

in the district of Salon, 55 miles north-west from

Allahabad. Pop. GOOO, of whom one half are

Mussulmans.

BAUD, a town of the dep. of Morbihan, France,

situated on the Evel, 20 miles north-west fi-om

Vannes. Poji. (1866) 1413. B. has some trade in

grain, cattle, hemp, butter, and honey. Near B. is

a statue of granite, known as the Vemia of Quini-

pily, worthless as a work of art, but remarkable on
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account of its liistory. Its origin is unknown, but

it is supposed, from its Egyptian character, to be a

Gallic Isis. Down to the i7th c, it was worshipped

with foul rites, and even now is regarded with
superstitious veneration by the peasantry. It

appears to have been first called Venus iu inscrip-

tions on the pedestal set up in 1689.

BAUPE'TTAH, a town of British India, in the

presidency of Madras, 29 miles from Guntoor. Pop.

supposed to be about 20,000.

BAYA'MO, or SAN SALV.IDOR, a town in the

eastern part of the island of Cuba, 60 miles north-

west from Santiago. It is situated in an unhealthy
plain, near the left bank of the Canto, a small

river which falls into an arm of the sea called the

Canal of Bayamo. The town carries on a consider-

able trade. Pop. (1S61) 7411.

BEAUREGAKD, Peter Gustave Totjssaint, a

general of the army of the Confederate States of

America during the War of Secession, was born
of a family of Canadian French descent, on his

father's plantation, near New Orleans, Louisiana,

about 1S21. He graduated the second of his class

at the military college of West Point in 183S

;

was appointed second-lieutenant of artillery, and
transfen-ed to the engineers ; won his brevet of

Captain at the battles of Coutreras and Chuiubusco,
in Mexico, and of Major at Chepultapec, where he
was t\vice wounded After the Mexican war, he was
engaged upon the fortitications of the Mississippi, and
was, for a time, superintendent of the military

academy at West Point. At the secession of

Louisiana, he resigned, February 20, 1861, and was
appointed by the Confederate goverrmient to the

command at Charleston, South Carolina, where,
April 11, he commenced the war by the bombard-
ment of Fort Sumter (q. v.). July 21, he won the

battle of Bi.dl Eun. March 5, 1862, he took com-
mand of the Army of the Mississippi, under Gene-
ral A. S. Johnston, and on April 6, fought the
battle of Shiloh—on the first day a victory, and on
the second, when the Federals had been reinforced,

a partial defeat to the Confederates, with the loss

of General Johnston. After holding General Hal-
leck in check for tvvo months, he was obliged, by
his faUing health, to retire for a time from active

service; but in 1863 defended Charleston; and in

186-4 commanding at Petersburg, aided General Lee
in the long and gallant defence of Kiohmond, the
capture of which closed the war. He has since been
appointed President of the New Orleans and Missis-

sippi EaUway; and in 1866, iu the interests of the
Company, he visited New York, London, and Paris,

being everywhere received with the highest distinc-

tion.

BE'CSE, New, a market-town of Austria, about
four miles east from Old Becse. Pop. 6472.

BECSB, Old, a market-town pf the Austrian
Empire, in the Servian Woiwodschaft, 24 miles

north-north-east from Neusatz. Pop. 11,222.

BEDNO'RE, or NUGGUK, a large city of

Mysore, India, situated in the midst of a basin in a
rugged tableland of the Western Ghauts, at an
elevation of more than 4000 feet above the sea, iu

N. lat. 13° 50', E. long. 75° 6', 150 miles north-

west from Seringapatam. It was at one time the
seat of government of a rajah, and its pop.

exceeded 100,000. In 1763, it was taken by Hyder
Ali, who pillaged it of property to the estimated
value of £12,000,000, and subsequently made it the
seat of his own government, calling it Hyder-
nuggur (Hyder's Town), of which the name Nuggur
is an abridgment. It was taken by the British

under General Matthews in 1783, but soon retaken

by Tippoo, at the head of a vastly superior force,

when General Matthews and ail the principal
British officers were put to death. The neighbour-
ing country is mostly covered with dense and luxu-
riant forests.

BED-SORES are often a very troublesome com-
plication of disease, to which a patient is liable when
for a long time confined to bed, and is either unable
or is not allowed to change his position. Thus they
are liable to occur in cases of continued fever, or
any other prolonged debiUtating disorder, in para-
lysis from injury of the spinal cord, and in cases of
fracture of the thigh. The skin, at certain pro-
jecting bony parts, chiefly about the region of the
buttocks, or on the heel, is apt to inflame, ulcerate,

and slough, especially if the patient is not kept per-
fectly clean—as, for example, when the evacuations
and urine escape involuntarily. The patient some-
times complains of a sense of cliscomfort at the parts,

as if he were lying on dry crumbs of bread ; at
other times, he seems to feel nothing. Hence, in
all cases of prolonged supine position, the parts
naturally pressed upon by the weight of the body
should be carefully examined every day or two, as
prevention is far easier than cure. When a long
confinement to bed is expected, attempts should be
made to thicken the cuticle, and enable it to bear
pressm'e better, by rubbin" the skin with a stimulant
such as spirits or eau-de-Cologne. If the part, when
first seen, looks red and rough, further damage is

often prevented by covering it \vith a piece of calico,

on which soap-plaster has been spread ; the local

pressure may be removed by an-cushions specially

constructed for cases of this kind, and in many
instances, Amott's Water-bed (q. v.) aflbrds great
comfort. If the case is one in which it is admis-
sible, the patient should be made to alter his posi-

tion 6'equently. When there are excoriations, and
a threatening of sloughing, a poultice composed of

equal parts of bread-crumbs and of finely-gi'ated

mutton suet, mixed over the fire in a saucepan, with
a little boiling water, is often a comforting and use-
ful application. After sloughing has fairly begun,
stimiilatiug applications, such as resin ointment,
must be applied. It is worthy of notice, that bed-
sores come on earlier in cases of fractured spine than
iu any other : they generally appear by the fourth
day, and have been seen two days after the accident.
They commonly form one of the most powerful
agents in destroying life in cases of this accident,
diseases of the urinary organs being the other.

BEET-ROOT SUGAR. Recent statistics of
this manufacture afi^ord the following results : The
quantity of beet-root sugar made on the continent
in two successive years was, in round numbers, as
follows

:

1663—IS64 (tons). 1864—1S65 (tons).

ZoUverein, . . . 185,000 165,000
France,.... 135,000 120,000
Austria 75,000 65,000
Russia 45,000 40,000
Belgium, .... 25,000 22,000
Baltic countries, . . 10,000 10,000
Holland, &.C., . . . 3,000 3,000

In 1865—1866, there was a very large increase of

quantity, nearly, but not quite maintained in 1866
—1867

:

16&5—1666 (tODs). 1666—IS67 (loni),

ZoUvc-ein, . . . 185,000 200,000
France, . . 278,000 200,000
Russia 100,000 125,000
Austria, . . . 68,000 75,000
Belgium 41,000 30,000
Baltic countries, . . 17,000 15,000
Holland, &c 4,000 5,000

It is evident from these figures that France has
fluctuated more than any other of the continental

coimtries in the quantity produced. The beet is
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more i)recarious than the cane, l)oth in the produc-

tion of j>lant per acre of land, and of sugar per ton

of plant. There were 33G beet-sugar factories in

llussia in ISGl, 27U in the Zollverein in ISGo. 4;in

in France in 1S6G. A good j-ield is said to be 20

tons of root per acre, and one ton sugar from 1 2 tons

root ; but sometimes there is the far lower estimate

of 1000 lbs. sugar per acre, seeing that clumsy pro-

cesses as well as bad seasons limit the yield. The
United .States Ijcgan the beet-sugar manufacture in

1SG2; the civil war interrupted it; but in ISCG, a
new German company was established at Chats-

worth, in Illinois, with new seeds to plant, and new
retiniug apparatus. In the autumn of 1S66, they liad

GOO acres of beet growing. The attempts to malie

beet-sugar a ju-otitable manufacture in Ireland, have

never met with much success, although often re-

newed. Were it not that Euglisli laud is so very

valuable, tliis branch of industry would iirobably

have taken root among us.

The distilling of spirits from beet lias not been so

successful as the makiug of sugar. It received a

temporary impetus from the Reports of the Paris

Exhibition in 1S55 ; but there has always been a

difficulty in making the residue available as cattle-

food. A new distillery was established at Lincoln

in 1858, for obtaining spirit from heet and mangold-

wurzel ; and a new mode of applying the residue

(lialf a ton from every ton of root) as cattle-food.

But these and all other attemjits in Eugland have
failed. The Commissioners of Inland Revenue said

in 1SG4 : 'After patiently watching these experi-

mental distilleries for seven years, we are relieved

from further an.xiety on the subject by the final

relinrpiishment of the manufacture by the last of

those gentlemen who had embarked iu the uuder-

taking. We understand that in all these cases the

experiment has entirely failed as a commercial

speculation.'

As to its uses in other ways, Payen recommends
the mixture of beet farina with Hour, in the propor-

tion of 1 to 2, for bread, which he says makes and
bakes well, and keeps good for live days. Beet has

been made into a kind of pasteboard or papier-

mache, in Haute Marne, for tea-trays aud orna-

ments. Beet coffee, or hetlerave torrfjUe, mixed
with an equal weight of West India coffee, is used

to some extent in France, as being less heating, and

requiring less sugar than the latter singly.

BELJU'RIE, or BAILJURIE, a town of India,

in the British district of Moradabad, Is'orth-wcst

Provinces, two miles north-west from Kashipur.

Pop. 7354.

BELLEVILLE, chief town of the county of

Hastings, Canada West, situated on the Bay of

Quinte, Lake Ontario, aud on the Grand Trunk
Itailway of Canada, 42 miles west from Kingston.

It is a very thrivina town. Here are several iron

foundries. Pop. (1861) 7000.

BELLOWS. See BLOWTMG-iLVcmxE.s.

BELLU'R, a large town in the territory of

Mysore, India, 40 miles north from Seringapatam,

with a fort, which has a strong mud rampart aud
ditch. The town itself was formerly protected by a

similar rampart, which is now ruinous.—Another
town of the same name, also in Jlysore, is situated

00 miles west-north-west from this, a mile from the

west bank of the river Yagachi, or Bhadri, one of

the head-waters of the Cavery.

BELOIT, a city of Wisconsin, V. S., on Rock
River, on the Southern State Railway, 75 miles south-

west of Milwaukee, built on two jilains, one 70 feet

above the other, with broad shaded streets, groves,

aud handsome residences. It has a college, tine

churches, several flour and paper mills, foundiies,
420

and manufactories of agricultural implemeuts, &c.
Pop. (ISU5) over 5000.

BELPA'SSO, a town of Sicily, on the lower part
of the southern slope of Mount Etna, in the pro-
vince aud S miles north-west from tlie town of

Catania. Pop. (1861) 70;i8. Below the town is an
expanse of brown lava, but tlie surrounding country
is generally rich and fruitful. A town called Mel
Passo, from the abundance of honey in its neigh-
bourhood, stood not far from the site of the present
town, but was destroyed by an eruption in IGGO;
wlien the inhabitants removed to a locality a few
miles off, in the plain, and built a town of which
the desolate remains arc still to be seen, bearing the
name of Belpasso Veccldo ; malaria compelled them
to leave it, and to return to the mountain-slope, not-

withstanding its occasional dangers.

BE'LPER, a market-town of Uerliyshire, Eng-
land, on the Derweut ; a station on the North ilid-

land Railway, seven miles north from Derby. It is

well buUt, in great part of gritstone, which is

obtained in the neighbourhood. Oue of the most
cousj)icuous public buildings is a cliurcli, of recent

erection, on au eminence above the town ; the
union workhouse is also worthy of notice, being a
splendid buildhig iu the Elizabetlian style of archi-

tecture. B. is, to a considerable extent, a town of

recent gi'owth, and owes its prosperity to the estab-

lishment of cotton-works licre by Jlcssrs Strutt, one
of whom was recently elevated to the peerage as

Lord Belper. In these works, a very gi-eat number
of operatives are employed. The manufacture of

silk and cotton hosiery is also largely carried on in

B., giring employment to upwards of 2000 per-

sons. Nad-making and the manufacture of brown
earthenware also give employment to many of the
inliabitants. B. was at one time the residence of

John of Gaunt, part of wliose mansion still remains.
Pop. (18G1) 9509.

BENAVE'NTE, a town of Spain, in the province
of Zamora. It is situated on the western or right
banlc of the Esla, opposite to the mouth of tlic Cea,
34 miles north from Zamora. It is overlooked by
a huge half-ruined castle, and surrounded by a
decayed mud-wall, in which are six gates. It has
spacious streets and squares, six churches, a number
of schools, three hospitals, a bishop's palace, &c.
The castle was formerly the seat of the family of

Pimentel, Counts of Benavente, to whose progenitor

it was gTanted in 1394. The interior of the castle

was desolated by Soult, on his retreat from Oporto,
and fragments of scidpture still lie scattered about.

It was at B. that Moore's retreat commenced, 28th
December 1809 ; and it was the scene of other inter-

esting events of the Peninsular War. The manu-
factures of B. consist of linen, woollen, silk, and
cotton fabrics. Pop. 12,4G4. There is no bridge at
Benavente. The Esla is crossed by a ferry-boat.

BENEDICT BISCOP, an English ecclesiastic

of the 7th c, who exercised a most important
iuUuence on Anglo-Saxon civilisation and learning.

He was born about the year C29, of a noble Nor-
thumbrian family (liis patronymic, according to

Eddius, being Baducing), and until about his 25th
year, was a courtier of Oswin, king of Northumber-
land. About that time, he gave up his court-life,

and accompanied Wilfred to Rome (G54), where he
spent about ten years in stud3', aud from which
he seems to have returned soon after the synod of

Whitby in GG4. In G65, he was in Rome a second
time, being sent on a mission by Alchfrid, king of

Northumbria. After a stay at Rome of a few
months, he proceeded to Lerins, in Provence, where
he became a monk, received the tonsm-e, and spent
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about tvro yenrs, thus acquiring a knowledge of

monastic discipline. He returned to Eonie in 6GS,

came to England with Theodore and Adrian, and
was made abbot of the monastery of St Peter (after-

wards that of St Augustine) in Canterbury. This
he resigned two j'ears after, and went to Rome for

a third time, for the purpose of bringing home the
literary treasures which he had already collected.

He returned about 673, bringing with him a large

collection of valuable books, and repaired to Nor-
tbumbria, where King Ecgfrid gave him land near
the mouth of the Wear, on wlueh he founded the
famous monastery of Wearmonth. Workmen were
brought from France to build and glaze the church
and monastery, this being one of the earliest

instances of the use of glass for windows in England.
He also introduced from Gaul and Piome (which he
visited again in 678) church utensils and vestments,
rehcs, pictures, images, and again a vast number of

books. He also brought with him John, arch-

chanter of St Peter's, who introduced the Pioman
choral ser\-ice. On his return from this visit to

Rome, King Ecgfrid presented him with more land
on the other side of the Wear, at a place called

Girwi, on which he built a second monastery,
dependent on Wearmouth. B. made his tifth and
last joiu-uey to Rome in 6S5, and, as on former occa-

sions, came home loaded with books and pictures,

bringing with him also, according to Bede, two
silk palls * of incomparable workmanship.* Shortly
after his return from Rome, about 6S7, he was
seized with palsy, under which he languished three

years, dying on the 12th January 690. During
his long illness, he often anxiously exhorted his

monks to look carefully after his books, and preserve

them from loss or injury.

The benefits conferred by B. on Anglo-Saxon civil-

isation, which was then only in its dawn, and the
impulse given by his labours to Anglo-Saxon learning,

were greater than can now be estimated. It is not
certain that he wrote any books, and those ascribed

to him are of little value ; but by his personal teach-

ing, and especially by his founding at Wearmouth
such a valuable and, for the time, extensive library,

he implanted in the nation a taste for hteratiire and
learning, which soon was fruitful in results, and
continued to be so for many centuries. Bede, who
was his pupil, has w-ritteu a life of B., and the
numerous works of this 'venerable' author are the
best proof of the extent and variety of information
to which he had access in the monastery of Wear-
mouth.—See Wright's Bioijraphia Britannica Liter-

aria.

BENEDICT, JuLE.s, a musician and composer,
German by birth, but, since 1836, resident in

England. He was born at Stuttgart in 1805, and
studied first under Hummel at Weimar, and after-

wards under Weber at Dresden. On Weber's
recommendation, he was, in 1824, made music
director of the KUrnther Thor Theatre, Vienna

;

and he afterwards filled the same post in Naples.

While in Naples, he produced an opera buffa called

Graciiita ed Eriusfo, and an opera seria, / Porto-

gesi a Goa. In Paris, and afterwards (1835) in

London, he appeared with great success as a pianist.

In 1S36, he took up his permanent residence in

London, and was, during that year, director of the
opera buffa at the Lyceum, where he produced an
operetta of his own, composed in Naples, Un Anno
ed un Giorno. Turning his attention afterwards to

English opera, he composed Tlie Gipsy's Warning
(183S), The Brides of Venice (18-14), and The Cru-
saders (1846), three works which, translated into

German, have been well received in the composer's
native country. He conducted the opera in Covent
Garden Theatre in 1S43 and 18-44, and the Norwich

Musical Festival in 1845, and has since conducted
much at concerts and great musical gatherings in

London and in the provinces, besides being a suc-
cessful pianoforte teacher. In 1850, he conducted
at Mademoiselle Jenny Lind's concerts in America.
In 1860, lie produced a cantata, Undine, at the Nor-
wich Musical Festival, which was very well received.

His Lihj of Killarne'j, first given in 1862, at Covent
Garden, was his greatest operatic success. He has
since produced a cantata, Eicliard Cceur de Lion:
an opera di camera. The Bride of Song ; a romantic
opera, Esmeralda; and a cantata, St Cecilia. His
operas have much di'aniatic and melodic beauty,
and in style and feeling are singularly English, to be
the composition of a foreigner. B. has also com-
posed music to The Tempest and JIacbeth, besides
numerous songs, orchestral pieces, and pianoforte
works both in the classical form and of a lighter

style.

BEPU'E, or BEYPORE, a seaport of India, on
the western coast, six miles south from Calicut, at
the north side of the estuary of a small river which
rises in the Western Ghauts. Its situation is very
beautiful. It has a considerable trade in timber,
particidarly teak, which is floated down the river

for exportation. Ii-ou ore is found in the neigh-
bourhood, and iron-works have recently been estab-

lished here. B. is the tei-minus of a railwaj' now
in course of construction, across the peninsida of
India from Madi';'.3, and will probably soon become
a place of great importance.

BERCE'TO, a town of Italy, in the province and
25 miles south-west from the city of Parma, beau-
tifully situated amongst the Apennines. It is a
clean, Avell-built town. The church is an old
Gothic building. The mountains rise rapidly to the
west of B., and some of the scenery wliich they
present is very wild and desolate.

BE'EGA, a town of Catalonia, Spain, situated

near the river Lobregat, 52 miles north-north-west
from Barcelona. Its streets are paved, but mostly
narrow and crooked. It has five squares, three
chiu-ches, several convents, a hospital, schools, &c.
It is overlooked and defended by a castle with a
strong battery. Pop. 6333, mostly employed in
husbandry and as muleteers ; the produce of the
fields, vineyards, and olive-yards of the neighbour-
hood giving rise to a considerable trade. Cotton
fabrics are also manufactured in B., and this branch
of industry is on the increase.

BE'EGEDORF, a town of Germany, on the
Berlin Railway, 10 miles east-south-cast from Ham-
,burg. It is a place of considerable trade, and is the
capital of a very small territory, of about 36 sq. m.,
under the joint government of the free cities of Ham-
burg and Liibeck. Pop. of territory above 12,000.

Part of tliis territory is known by the name of the
Four Lands

(
Vicrldiidtr). It is inhabited by a well-

conditioned and industrions population, much occu-

pied in the cultivation of fruit and vegetables, not
only for the market of Hamburg, but for that of

London. Peach and apricot orchards, and fields of

strawberries, extend over gi'cat part of the dis-

trict. Cattle-husbandry is also carried on, and
much attention is devoted to the rearing of poultry.

The people of the Four Lauds are distinguished

from their neighbours by peculiarity of dress, and
even each of the four small communities from
which the name has been derived has some distin-

guishing pecuHarity of its own.

BE'RI, a town of India, in the British district of

Rohtuk. North-west Pro\-inces, in N. lat. 2S" 40', E.
long. 70° 40', 36 miles west-by-north from Delhi.

Pop. nearly 10.000.
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BERKHA'MSTEAD, Great, or BERKHAM-
STEAD ST PETER'S, a market-town of Hertford-

shire, England, situated in a deep valley, on the

right bank of the small river Bulborn, on the Grand
Junction Canal and the London and North-western

Railway, 28 miles north-west from London. The
main street is about a mile in length. The town is

well built, mostly of briek. The parish chnrch, a

cruciform building in the centre of the town, is

chieliy in the Perpendicular style. The father of

the poet Cowper was rector of B., and the poet him-
self was born here. The town is supposed to be of

Saxon origin, aud the kings of Mercia had a palace

or castle here. William the Conqueror met the
nobles and prelates at B., and took an oath to rule

according to the ancient laws aud customs of the
country. He bestowed the castle and manor of B.

on his half-brother, the Earl of Moreton. The
castle was rebuilt in the reigu of King John. The
property having reverted to the crown, was bestowed
by Edward lU. on his son, the Black Prince, when
he created him Duke of Cornwall, and has since

been held by the Princes of Wales as Dukes of

Cornwall. A few massive fragments of the wall of

the castle still remain, to the east of the to^^^l. A
free grammar-school was founded in the reign of

Edward IIL, and still subsists, having been lately

much enlarged and enriched by the establish-

ment of several exhibitions. A charity-school was
founded under the will of Thomas Bourne in 1727.

Straw-plaiting is carried on to a considerable extent
in B., and a vast number of wooden articles are

made, as bowls, cricket-bats, hoops, toys, &c. The
curing of ham is now extensively carried on. There
is a weekly corn-market. Pop. (1S61) 3631, since

which time it has considerably increased.

BERNA'LDA, a town of South Italy, in the
province of Potenza, 32 miles west-by-south from
Tarauto. Pop. (1861) 5862.

BERNARD, CL.iUDE, a distinguished physiolo-

gist, was born at Saint-Julien, near Villefranche,

in the de)i. of the Rhone, on the 12th July 1813.

He studied medicine at Paris ; was admitted in 1839
as a pensioner in one of the hospitals ; and in 1841,
became Magendie's assistant at the College of France.

He graduated in 1843 as Doctor in lledioine, aud
ten years later, as Doctor in Science ; and was
appointed in February 1854, to the chair of General
Physiology in connection -nith the Faculty of Sciences

in Paris. The same year, he was chosen member of

the Academy of Sciences ; and in 1 855, he succeeded
Magendie as Professor of Ex])erimental Physiology
in the College of France. B.'s first researches were
devoted to the physiological action of the various

secretions of the alimentary canal. His Memoir,
published in 1844, in the Gazelle Medicale, treats of

the mechanism by which tlie gastric juice is secreted,

and also of the modifications which alimentary sub-

stances imdergo from that liquid. To the Comples
Soidus of the Biological Society he also contributed
papers on the Saliva, on the Intestinal Juice, on the
Influence of the Different Pairs of Nerves on the
Digestive Apparatus, and on the Respiratory and
Circulatory .Systems. His first really original paper,

however, was that on the Function of the Pancreas,

in which he demonstrated that that viscus is the
true agent of the digestion of fattj' bodies. This
essay obtained, in 1849, the grand prize in experi-

mental physiology, and was printed in the Comples
Sendus of the Academy of Sciences in 1856. In
1849, appeared his first researches on the Glycogenic
Function of the Liver, establishing the doctrine,

that the Idood which enters the liver does not con-
tain s\igar; while blood which leaves that organ, and
goes to the heart by the hepatic veins, is charged

with it. He also shewed the jnflucnco of the
nervous system on this function, and produced
artificial diabetes by division of the pneumogastric.
For this discovery, which was keenly criticised,

but is now regarded as soimd, he obtained, in

1851, the grand prize in expciimont.al physi-
ology. In 1852, he laid before the Institute his
E.xjierimental Researches on the great Sympathetic
System, and on the Influence exerted by Di\'ision
of this nerve on the Animal Heat. This paper pro-
ciu'cd him, for the third time, the prize of experi-
ment.al physiology in 185.3. Since 1854, when he
succeeded Roux as Member of the Institute, he has
continued his researches on the glycogenic function
of the liver, and has also published his courses of

lectures at the CoUcge of France, on Experime7ilal
Physiology in, Us Application to Medicine (1855

—

1856) ; on The Effects of Toxic and Medicated Sub-
stances (1857) ; on The Physiology and Pathology of
the iVen'OMS System (1S5S) ; on TVie Physiohgicdl
Properties and the Pathological Alterations of lite

various Liquids of tlic Organism (1859) ; on Nutri-
tion and Development (1860) ; and his Introduction
to the Study of Experimental Medicine (1865). In
1861, he was elected Member of the Academy of

Medicine (Anatomical aud Physiological Section)
;

and ou the 31st July 1862, he received the distinc-

tion of OflScer of the Legion of Honour.

BERNAY, a town of France, in the dep. of

Eure, pleasantly situated on the right bank of the
Charentoune, 26 miles west-north-west of EvTeiix.
Pop. (1866) 5731. Woollen, linen, and cotton manu-
factures are actively carried on, also paper-making,
bleaching, dyeing, and tanning. There is a con-
siderable trade not only in the products of these
manufactures, but in grain, cider, horses, and cattle.

B. is the seat of the greatest horse-fair in Fi-ance,

which is held in Lent, and is attended by nearly
50,000 persons, who congregate from all ])art3 of

France, chiefly to purchase post and diligeuco
horses, for which Normandy has long been cele-

brated. B. is the seat of a tribunal of commerce.
The church of St Croix has a large and magnificent
altat, and marble statues and sculptures : the church
of La Couture was formerly celebrated for the cure
of persons possessed of evil spirits. The grain-
market occupies part of the remains of an interest-

ing old abbey church. B. has a conununal college,

and a hospital.

BERTINO'RO, a town of Italy, in the province
of Forli, formerly belonging to the Papal States, sLx

miles south-east from Forli, pleasantly situated on
a hill, the slopes of which are famous for their

wines. At the foot of the hill, to the west, flows the
Ronco. B. is the seat of a bishop, and has a cathe-
dral, three other churches, and five convents. It

was one of the ancient fiefs of the Malatesta, by
whom it was given to the church. Pop. of commune
6388.

BESSEGES, a large and thriving village of

France, in the north of the dep. of Gard, 11 miles

north from Alais. It is situated on the river Ceze.

A railway connects B. with Alais. There are exten-

sive coal-mines in the neighbourhood. Pop. (1866)
7969.

BESSENO'VA, a large ^•illage of the Austrian
Empire, in the Woiwodena, on the north b.ank of

the Aranka, eight miles west-south-west from St
Jlildos. Pop. 7896.

BETHLEN-GABOR (or, as he would be called

in Western Europe, Gabriel Bethlehem or Beth-
LEN, it being a common custom in Hunrary and
Transylvania to make the baptismal fijllow the
family name) was descended from an ancient and
distinguished Protestant family of Upper Hungaiy,
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which also possessed important estates in Transyl-

vania, and was bom in 1580. He rose to prominence
daring the ti-oubles •n-hich distracted the principality

in the reigns of the two Bathories, Sigismund and
Gabriel ; and on tlie death of the latter of these

iinfortunate princes, succeeded (1613), by the aid

of the sultan, in being chosen sovereign prince of

Transylvania, the House of Austria being at that

time in no condition to offer effective opposition.

In 1619, when the Bohemians rose in defence of

their religious and political rights, they looked
eagerly for support to B., who had already gained a
%vide reputation as a warrior and a champion of

Protestantism ; and the Transylvanian prince, too

glad of such an opportunity to gratify his ambition

at the expense of his enemy, Austria, eagerly

profi'ered his support. He accordingly marched
into Hungary, took Kaschau, his advance more
resembling a triumphal procession than a hostile

invasion, and on arriving imder the walls of Pres-

burg was greeted with every mark of joy by
the citizens. With an army now swelled by Him-
garian volunteers to nearly 100,000 men, he pur-

sued his route towards Vienna, driving before him
the Spaniards under Bucquoy, and the Aiistrians

under Dampierre ; and would doubtless have cap-

tured the capital, had not the severity of the season,

and the want of provisions, combined with the

reinforcement of his opponents, and the defeat of

liis lieutenant, Kagotski, in Hungary, compelled him
to retreat for a time. However, though he retired

as far as Kaschau, he did not relinquish his hold of

Hungary, of which, by the assembled diet, he had
been cro^vned king at Presburg, 25th August 1G20 ;

but, resuming the offensive, on the defeat and death
of Bucquoy, before Neuhausel, he recovered the

fortresses which the imperialists had retaken, and
spread terror and devastation to the gates of Vienna.
His alHes, the Protestants of Germany, being appa-

rently crushed, B. concluded ])eace with Ferdinand
II., receiving the toMTi of Kaschaxi, with seven
Hungarian counties adjoining Transylvania, the

principalities of Oppeln and Katibor in Silesia, and
the dignity of prince of the empire. This treaty,

however, was soon broken by the emperor, who
thought so favourably of his own situation as to

imagine he could violate his agi-eement with im-
prmity ; but he was soon undeceived, for B, raising

an army of 60,000 men, invaded Mora\'ia, obtained

the solemn renewal of the former treaty, and then
retreated homewards. His marriage with Catharine
of Brandenburg in 1625 involved him once more in

the Thirty Years' War ; but he finally retired from
the contest in the following year, and thenceforth

devoted himself exclusively to the internal affair's of

Transylvania. He died in 1629, after a lingering

and painful illness. B.'s reign was a glorious and
flourishing epoch in the history of the little princi-

pality ; for not oidy did the great siiccesses achieved

through his military talents give a prestige to its

arms, but his protection of science and letters, in

both of which he was well accomplished, did much
to aid the progress of learning. He founded the

Academy of Weissembiu'g at Karlsburg, and in-

stalled there, as professors, Opitz, Alstedt, Biester-

lild, and Piscator.—His brother Stephen succeeded

him, but was soou compelled to resign the throne.
.—To the same family of Bethlen belong John and
WoLFGiUJG, both Chancellors of Transylvania, the

former of whom is celebrated for his work Eerum
Transijlvankarum, lihri iv. (Hermannstadt, 16S3),

which gives the history of the principality from
1629 to 1663 ; and the latter of whom wrote a His-

tory in 16 books, the MS. of which, from long

neglect, had been much damaged, but which was
afterwards restored and comijleted, and jiubUshed

(6 vols.) at Hermannstadt in 1792, under the title of

Wolffianr/i de Belhlen Historia de Eehus Transyl-
vanicis (1526—1609).

BEUST, Fkiedf.ich Ferdinand Fkeiherr
VON, Austrian prime-minister, one of the most pro-

minent modern politicians. His family is of old

nobility, distinguished both in the field and the
cabinet. B. was born on 13th .January 1809, at

Dresden, and after a careful preliminary education

in Dresden, he attended the universities of Gottin-

gen and Leipzig. Having conceived early a liking

for politics, he devoted himself to diplomacy. After
spending some time in travel (1834—1835), he served

as secretary of embassy, first in Berlin, and then in

Paris. In 1838, he represented his government at

Munich, where he began to shew his diplomatic

talents, and soon acquired a certain celebrity. Eight
years later, he went to London in the same char-

acter, from which he was removed in 1848 to Berlin.

When called back to Dresden in 1849, he received

the portfolio of Foreign Affairs. In this office, he
declared against the adoption of the new constitu-

tion for the German Empii'e, and when thereupon
an insurrection broke out in Dresden, he called in

the assistance of Prussian military, which speedily

crushed it. A few years later, he ^vas made Minister

of the Interior. On the death of Frederick VII. of

Denmark (1863), B. came forward prominently as

the exponent of the German national feeling on the
Sles^g-Holstein question. In the name of his

government, he disavowed the London protocol, and
urged a policy favourable to the wishes of the
Duchies, and in harmony with the national feeling

of Germany. And, indeed, so prominent and
popuLir did he become at this time, that he was
sent as representative of the German Bimd (the first

that ever was sent) to the London Conference, where
he stood his ground firmly, taking for his basis the
principle of nationalities. Alwaj's the friend of

Austria, he naturally supported that country in.

the crisis of 1866, joining in the declaration of war
against Prussia, against the "\™hes of at least the
liberal party in Saxony. After the termination of

the ' six weeks' war,' and the decided defeat of his

part3', he was obUged, at the demand of Prussia, to

resign his office, on account of his hostile attitude

towards that country. He has since entered the
service of Austria, and risen to the head of affairs.

The chief residt of his policy in the reorganisation

of the empire is the reconciliation of Himgary
(1867) on the footing of its remaining a separate

kingdom. See Geiolvky in Supplement.

BEU'THEN, or BUTOM, a to^mi of Prussian
Silesia, the cajjital of a circle of the same name, in

the government of Oppeln, and 50 miles south-east

from Oppeln, near the Polish frontier. It has manu-
factures of woollen cloths and earthenware. The lan-

guage generally spoken is Polish. Pop. (1864) 12,852.

BE'ZDAN, a market-town of the Austrian
Empire, in the AVoiwodena, about three miles east

of tlie Danube, and 12 mUes west-north-west from
Zombor. Pop. 7782.

BHADA'KSA, a town of British India, in the
district of Packhamrat, in Oude, on the Tons, 75
miles east from Lncknow. Pop. 5000, of whom
2000 are Mussidmans. Here is an eleemosynary
establishment, foxmded by the Nawab Vizier Asa£
ud Dowlah, with an endowment of 15,000 rujices a
year, the jjroceeds of which are divided indiscrimi-

nately among Mussidman and Hindu religious men-
dicants. It is under the charge of a Seiad, or
descendant of Fatima.

BHANPUEA See Bampuka.

BHATGO'NG, one of the chief towns of Nepaul,
423
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situated about 9 miles south-east from Khatmandu.
It contains a palace of strikinj; appearance, and
other notable biiililings. It is the favourite resi-

dence of the Rrabmaus of Xepaul, who form the

gi'cater part of its inhabitants. Its present jjop. is

estimated at 12.000, but it is supposed to have once
contained 00,000 inhabitants.

lillOJPU'R, a town of Oude, India, in the dis-

trict of Eainswarra, live miles from the left bank of

the Ganges, and 50 miles south from LiicUnow.

Pop. about 9000, of whom only 150 are Jlussul-

mang.

BHOWA'K, BHOWANY, or BHEWANNEE, a

town of British India, in the district of Rohtuck,
North-west Provinces, 55 miles west of Delhi. It

has a fort, and was formerly the stronghold of a

petty chief, on account of whose hostile acts it was
taken by the British in ISUO. The jiop. is said to

be 29,442.

BHU'JI, or Bl.TI, a small hill-st.ate of India,

extending for .about 20 miles along the left bank of

the Sutlej, and about 7 miles at its greatest breadth.

Its centre is in about 31° 13' N. l.-it., 77° 16' E. long.

Its pop. is supposed to be about 25,000. Having
been overrun by the Goorkhas, it was, on their

expulsion, bestowed by the British government on
the present family.

BIA'NA, a to\\-n of India, in the territory of

Bhnrtpore, 2.'i miles south-west from Bhurtpore. It

is situated on an eminence in a small pl.ain, between
two ranges of hills. It Avas once a place of much
greater importance than it now i?, and was one of

the most famous forts in India. The town con-

tains many temples, and the whole ridge of the

hill is covered \vith the remains of large build-

ings. A high pillar of stone called Bhim Lat, or the

Slajf of BIdm, is conspicuous over a wide extent of

country.

BIG.\HPU'R, a toT\-n of Oudc, India, in the dis-

trict of Baiuswarra, four miles from the left bank of

the Ganges, and 40 miles south-west from Lucknow.
Pop. 0000, of whom only about 100 are Mussul-
mans.

BIHA'R, or BAHADURGANJ, a town of Oude,
India, 44 miles north-west from Allahabad. It has
a fort. Pop. about 10,000.

BIJAPO'KE, a town of India, in Guzerat, in the

Guicowar's territory, on the route from Mhow to

Deesa, 200 miles north-west from Mhow, and GO
miles south-east from Deesa. Pop. 12,000.

BIJAWU'R, a town of Bundelcund, India, the

capital of a small territory of the same name. It

is situated in a mountainous tract, 115 miles west
from Eewa, in 24° 37' N. lat., 79° 31' E. long.—The
raj or state of Bijawur contains an area of 920 sq.

m., and a pop. of about 90,000. It pays no tribute,

but is required to maintain a force of 100 cavalry

and 1300 infantry.

BIJNO'UR, a town of India, the chief town of

the British district of the same name. North-west
Provinces, in 29° 22' N. lat., 78° 11' E. long. It is

on the route from Moradabad to Mozutfurnuggur,
31 miles east from jMozuffurnuggur. Pop. about
11,000.—The district of Bijnour has an area of 1904
sq. m., and a pop. of about 696,000. Cotton, sugar-

cane, and wheat are the principal crops.

BIKANI'R, or BEEKANEER, a town of India,

the capital of a Rajpoot state of the same name, iu

N. lat. 28°, E. long. 73° 22'. It is situated in a
singularly desolate tract, hard, stony, and utterly

unlit for cultivation. The town is surrounded with
a battlemeutcd wall, and has a very imposing
appearance. The pop. is estimated at 60,000.—The
state of Bikauir extends from north to south about

4'.'1

100 miles, .and from cost to west about 200 miles. Its
area is 17,676 sq. miles. The climate is remark.able
for extreme changes of temperature, the tempera-
ture during the night being often very cold,

whilst the day is very hot. Ice is often formed
on jiouds in winter during the night, whilst
the summer heat during the day sometimes
reaches 123° Fahr. The m.ajority of the popu-
lation are by descent Jauts, a jieople inhabiting from
a very remote period a great extent of country
between the Himalaya and the Indian Ocean. The
rajah and dominant race are Rajpoots. Brahmans
are numerous, but if they do not eat, they trade in

oxen. There are many Jains. The burning of

widows w,as in former times extremely jirevalcnt in

Bikanir. One corjise is said to have been burned
with 84 victims. The anniud revenue of the state

is about £05,000. The militarv force amounts to

about 5000. The pop. is about 1)40,000.

BI'LSA, or BHIL8.\, a town of India, in Malw.a,
in the territory of Gwalior, Scindi.a's dominions, on
the right bauk of the Betwa, ISS miles south from
Gwalior, and 32 miles north-east from Bhopal. It

is situated on an elevated mass of trap rock, and
has a fort enclosed by a stone wall, and furnished
with square towers and a ditch. Outside the walls,

are some spacious streets, and many good houses.

B. was taken from the Hindus by Samsuddiu
Altamsh, sovereign of Delhi, in 1230; and after

several times changing hands between Hindu and
Mussulman masters, was finally incorporated with
the empire of Delhi by Akb.ar in 1570. The ]iop. is

about 30,000. B. antl the pergunnah of which it is

the capital, are said to yield a revenue of 325,000
rupees. The finest tobacco produced in India is

from a small piece of land, about three acres, near
Bilsa. Its superiority is said to be entirely owing
to careful cultiv.ation. 'There is at B. a brass cannon,
of beautiful workmanship, said to have been made
by order of Jchaugir, 19^. feet in length, with a bore
of 10 inches.

BI'MAH, a river of India, a branch of the Kistnali

(q. v.), rises in the table-land of the district of

Poena, in the presidency of Bombay, at an elevation
of 3090 feet above the level of the sea, and following
in a south-eastward direction, falls into the Kistna,
in N. l.at. 16° 24', E. long. 77° 20', after a course of

more than 500 miles.

BINO'NDO, a town of the island of Luzon,
PhiUppines, on the right bank of tlie Pasig, opjiosite

to Manila, with which it is connected by a m.agni-

ticent stone bridge, 411 feet in length. 'This bridge
is regarded as the gi-eatest structure erected by
Europeans in the East. E. is chiefly inhabited by
natives of the Philippines, but is also the residence

of some Europeans. It is the scat of government of

the province of Tondo. Pop. 29,200.

BIO'RNEBORG, a seaport town of Finland, on
the Gulf of Bothnia, at the mouth of the Kumo, 70
miles north-north-west from Abo. Pop. (1801)

7105. Shipbuilding is carried on. Timber, i)itch,

and tar are the principal exports.

BIRCH, S.\3iUEi., keejier of the Oriental An-
tiquities in the British Jliiseum, is a son of tlie

late Rev. S. Birch, rector of St Mary Woolnoth,
iu the city of Loudon, and was born in London, in

the year 1813. B. was educated at Merchant
Taylors' School. In 18.34, he entered the public

service under the Commissioners of Public Records

;

and in 1836, he obtained the appointment of assist-

ant in the dejiartment of Antiquities, British

Museum. In this capacity, B. acquired au exten-

sive acquaintance with archaeology in all its

branches. He studied not only Greek and Roman
antiquities, including nimiismatics, but applied
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liimself with untiring zeal to Egyptian liierogly-

phics. In process of time, he so distinguished

himself in this difficult branch of learning, that

he gained the notice of the celebrated Chevalier

Bunsen, who gladly availed himself of B.'s know-
ledge in the philological portion of EgijpCa Place
in Universal Hislori/. The chevalier, in his pre-

face, thankfully acknowledged this assistance in

the foUowing terms :
' This English edition owes

many valuable remarks and additions to ray

learned friend, ilr Samuel Birch, particularly in the

gi-ammatical, lexicographic, and mj'thological part.

That I have been able to make out ot the col-

lection of Egyptian roots, printed in the German
edition, a complete hieroglyphical dictionary, is

ow-ing to him. To him also belong the references

to the monumental evidence for the siguillcation of

an Egyptian word, wherever the proof exhibited

in ChampoUion's dictionary or grammar is not
clear or satisfactory. .... The work may now be
said to contain the only complete Egj-ptian gram-
mar and dictionary, as well as the only existing

collection and interpretation of all the hierogly-

phical signs ; in short, all that a general scholar

wants, to make himself master of the hieroglyphic

system, by studying the monuments.' After Bun-
sen's decease, B. was engaged to prepare for the
jiress and edit the fifth and concluding volume of

EdypVs Place, a task which he has performed in an
admirable manner, giving the residts of all the
discoveries made by Egyptologists, since the

pubUcation of the first voliune, in 1848, down to

the present year (1867). B. has also prepared a
second edition of the first volume of Egypt's Place,

published at the same time as vol. 5, and in which
the same care has been taken to make the work
correspond with the most recent investigations of

hieroglj'phic scholars. It was by the particular

desire of Bunsen, as expressed on his death-bed,

that B. undertook the revision of his work on
Egypt. B. is now universally recognised as the
foremost Egjqjtologist in this coimtry. In 1S44,

upon the retirement of Mr Barnewell from the office

of assistant-keeper in the department of Antiqui-

ties, B. was appointed his successor. In ISGl, upon
the retirement of Mr Hawkins from the post
of keeper of the Antiquities, that department was
divided into three separate and independent depart-

ments, Yiz., the department of Oriental, Medieval,
and British Antiquities, and Ethnographj- ; the
department of Greek and Koman Antiquities ; and
the department of Coins and Medals. B. was
appointed keeper of the first-named collections

;

but last year, a fourth department was constituted

out of these collections, \-iz., that of British and
Medieval Antiquities and Ethnography, at the

head of which ilr Franks was placed, the conse-

quence being, that B. is now the keeper only of

tne Egyptian and Oriental Antiquities. In 1SG2,

B. received the honorary degree of LL.D. from
the university of St Andrews. He is a corre-

sponding member of the Institute of France (Aca-

demie des Inscriptions et des BeUes-Lettres) ; also

of the Academy of Berlin, of the Academy of

Hercidaneum, and of the Archieological Institute of

Home. B.'s principal publications are as follow

:

Gallery of Antiquilies selected from the British

Museum by F. Arundale and J. Bonomi, with

Descriptions by S. Birch (1842); Vieivs on the

Kile, from Cairo to the Second Cataract, dratcn

on Stone, from Sketches talxn by Owen Jones and
J. Goury, with Historical Notices of the Monu-
ments by S. Birch (1843) ; Catalogue of Greek and
Etruscan Vases in the British Museum (1851), drawn
up in conjimction with Mr Xewton ; A n Introduc-

tion to the Study of the E/jypjtian Hierojbjphs,

contributed to Sir J. Gardner "Wilkinson's work,
The Egyptians in the Time of the Pharaohs (1857)

;

History ofAncient Pottery (2 vols. 1858) ; Description

of the Papyrus of Nas-hhem, Priest of Amen-ra, dis-

covered in un Excavation made by direction of H.R.H.
the Prince of Wales in a Tomb near Gournah at

Thebes (privately printed by command of the Prince
of Wales, 186.3). Besides his Egyptian and classi-

cal labours, B. has also studied Chinese, and in

that direction is author of the following brief con-

tributions, viz., Analtcta Sinensia, short stories

from the Chinese (1841) ; The Friends till Death, a
tale translated from the Chinese (1845) ; and Chinese

Romance— Tlie Elfin Foxes (18&Z). B. has likewise

contributed papers to fhe Arclmologia, to the Trans-
actions of the lioyal Society of Literature, the Revue
Archeologirpie, the Archdologische Zeitung, and the
ZeitsehriftfUr Aegyptische Sprache nnd Alterthums-

kunde. He has also written many articles for

the English Encyclopedia, principally on subjects

connected vnth Egyptian antiquities and hiero-

glyphics. In the same class of subjects, he has
been a much valued contributor to Chambers's
Encyclopeedia.

BISCE'GLIE, a seaport town of Italy, on the
Adriatic, in the province of Bari, in the former
kingdom of Xaples, 21 miles north-west-by-west
from Bari, It is built on a rocky promontorj',

defended by strong fortifications. The port admits
only vessels of small biu-den. B. is a bishop's seat,

and has a cathedral, besides two collegiate and
several other churches, convents, a seminary, a
hospital, &e. Eain-water is collected in pubhc reser-

voirs, the water-supply being otherwise very insuffi-

cient. Pop. (1861) 16,427. Around the town are

many fine villas and country-houses. The neigh-

bourhood produces good wine, and has acquired
particidar celebrity for its currants, which are said

to be equal to those of the Ionian Islands. During
the Crusades, B. was famous for its hospital, founded
by Bohemond, for pilgrims from the Holy Land, (A

which some rains still exist.

BISMARK-SCHOEXHATJSEX, Gkaf Cap.l
Otto vox, Prussian prime minister, perhaps at

this moment the most prominent man in Europe,
was born in 1813 at Brandenburg, of an old family,

of which various members have gained a reputation

both as soldiers and statesmen. B. received his uni-

versity education at Giittiugen, Berlin, and Greifs-

wald, where he studied law. After he had finished his

studies, he Uved for a time on his estates. Before
1847, he was little heard of, but about that time he
began to attract attention in the Prussian parhamenfc
as an ultra-royalist, and an advocate of the extremest
absohitism. He was one of those who opposed the
scheme of a German Empire, proposed by the Ger-
man parliament of 1849. His diplomatic career
commenced in 1851, when he was appointed chief

secretary of the Prussian legation, at the resuscitated

German diet at Frankfurt. Hero he began to mani-
fest that zeal for the interests and aggrandisement
of Prussia, which has since uudeviatingly guided
him, often regardless of the means. In the diet, he
gave open expression to the long-felt discontent with
the predominance of Austria, and demanded equal
rights for Prussia. In St Petersburg, whither he
was sent in 1859, he is said to have tried to bring
about an alliance between France, Prussia, and
Russia, but without success. By this time he had ac-

quired the special regard and confidence of the king,

who sent him, in the spring of 1862, as ambassador
to Paris, in order to give him an insight into the
polities of the Tiuleries, before taking the direction
of affairs at home. In autumn, when the king's
government could not obtain the consent of the
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lower house to the new military organisation, B.

was recalleil, to take the portfolio of the ministry for

Foreign Affairs, and the presidency of the cabinet.

Not being able to pass the re-organisation bill and

the budget, he closed the chambers (October 180-),

announcing to the deputies that the king's govern-

ment would bo obliged to domthout their sanction.

Accordingly, the army reorganisation went on ; and

the next four sessions of parliament were closed or

dissolved in the same way, without the government

obtaining, or even caring to obtain, the sanction of

the house. The people were now looking for a coup

d'itat, and the government for a revolution. At
this crisis, the death of the king of Denmark
opened up again the Slesvig-Holstein question, and

excited a fever of national Crerman feeling, which B.

was adroit enough to work so .as to aggrandise

Prussia by the acquisition of the Ducliies, and re-

concOe his opponents to his high-handed policy by
being able to jioint to the success of the newly-mo-

delled army. Throughout the events which ended

in the huniillation of Austria and the reorganisation

of Germany under the leadership of Prussia (see Gek-
jiANT in Supplement), B. was the guiding spirit;

and such is the magic of success, that from being

imiversally disliked, he has become the most popiJar

man in Germany. What is perhaps still stranger,

the man who, of all others living, has been the most
strenuous upholder of absolutism, and has all along

manifested the strongest contempt for public opinion,

recently (May ISGV) received the thanks and con-

gratulations of the extreme democrats of Great

Britain for gi\'ing to North Germany a constitution

based on universal suflVage. The truth probably

is, that B. never cared for the unification of Ger-

many, on which his popularity among Germans rests

;

it is more than suspected that he even disliked it.

What he did care for was the aggrandisement of

Prussia ; and the national asjiiration for union pre-

sented itself as the only means to attain his end.

But in order to give this national feeling a fair field

of action, it was necessary to swamp the obstructive
' particularism ' of the aristocrats and bureaucrats

in the petty states by the votes of the people, and

hence the democratic constitution of the new Ger-

man parliament. B. probably saw that thus, and

not otherwise, would the leadership of Prussia be

real. B.'s personal appearance is that of a man
of energy ; in social Ufc, he is genial and witty

;

in the discharge of his public duty, earnest aud

stern ; he possesses a great deal of personal cour-

age, and has shewn mmself cool aud fearless in

battle.

BISULNU'GGUR, or BISANAGAR, a town of

Incha, in Guzerat, in the territories of the Guicowar.

It is situated on the route from Mhow to Deesa, 82

miles north-west of Mhow, and 44 miles south-east

of Deesa. It has a considerable transit trade, in

sending iron and other heavy goods to Marwar.

The manufacture of cotton cloths is carried on to a

considerable extent. Pop. 18,000.

BISULPU'R, a town of India, in the British

district of BareUly, North-west Provinces. It is

24 mUes south-east from Bareilly. It has a good

bazaar, and is abundantly supplied -with water.

Pop. 7245.

BITTENFELD, HEKWAitm vos, a Prussian

general, one of the three leaders that commanded
the invasion into Bohemia in 1866. B. was born in

1796, and gained his first martial laurels in the War
of Liberation, especially in the battle of Leipzig. In

the year 1848, he commanded the first regiment of

the Guards. In 1863, raised to the rank of general,

he acquired great fame through his daring crossing

of the Sund, and caiiture of the isle of Alsen. In

the campaign of ISGG, he was intrusted with the
occupation of Saxony, and then with the command
of the army which advanced from Saxony into

Bohemia, and co-operated with that of Prince
Frederick Charles in the advance on Oitschin. He
contributed largely to the brilliant victories of

Hunerwasser, Gitsehin, Miinchengriitz, and Konig-
gratz ; and stands in the highest favour both with
the peojde aiul the sovereign, who lias conferred on
the aged hero the order of the Black Eagle.

BLA'CKBURN, an inland town of Lancashire,
England, 21 miles nortli -north-west from Manchester,
and 12i miles by railway cast -by -south from
Preston. It stands on a stream, from which it

appears to derive its name, a branch of the Bibble.

The surrounding district, formerly known as Blach-

bumshire, or BUigbornshire, was long very ivild and
dreary, but is now very populous. (3oal and lime

abound in it. B. had acquired some importance as

a market-town in the 16th century. Its manufac-
turing prosperity can be traced back at least to the

midflie of the 17th c, when it was noted for the

production of a kind of linsej'-woolsey known by the

name of Bladchtirn Chccls, afterwards superseded by
the Blackburn Grays, so called from their being

printed unbleached. In the course of the 18th c.,

the cotton manufacture became the chief industry

of the town, which is now one of the chief seats

of it, the number of cotton factories being very

large, and many of them employing from 1000 to

2000 operatives. The value of the calicos and
other cotton goods annually produced was estimated

some years ago at nearly £2,000,000 sterling, and
is now certainly much more. The steam-power
employed in the works for spinning and weaving
cotton has been more than doubled within the last

20 years. Many improvements in machinery for

the cotton manufacture have been made in B.,

among which the first place in importance as well

as in date must be assigned to the invention of the

spinning-jenny, by James Hargreavcs (q. v.), a native

of the town, in 1767. His invention, however, was
regarded with so much ])oj)ular dislike, that he was
compelled to remove from the town, and it was not

tUl the beginning of the present c., that it came
into general use in the cotton-works of Blackburn.

The pop. of B. m 1851 was 46,536 ; and in 1861, it

had increased to 63,126. It is now (1867) probably

about 75,000. A range of hills on the north of the

town shelters it from the coldest winds. Many of

the streets are spacious, and the town is generally

well built. A park of 50 acres, known as the

Corporation Park, has recently been laid out for

public recreation. The most elevated part of this

park is about 700 feet above the level of' the sea,

and commands a very extensive %'iew. The parish

church, St Mary's, is a very beautiful Gothic budd-

ing, erected between 30 and 40 years ago. There

are numerous other places of worship, both of the

Established Church, and of various denominations

of dissenters. The Grammar-school was founded

by Queen Elizabeth in 1.567 ; and there are many
other educational establishments, and many bene-

volent and religious institutions. The finest building

in the town is the new Exchange, recently erected,

in the Gothic style, and containing a magnificent

room, 40 yards by 20. The town-hall is also worthy

of being mentioned. B. is supplied with water

from capacious reservoirs, which have been con-

structed in the neighbourhood. The Leeds and

Liverpool Canal, passing on the south side of the

town, affords important f.aciUties for the conveyance

of goods ; and B. is connected by several railways

with all the neighbouring towns, and so with all

parts of the kingdom. B. is governed by a mayor,

12 aldermen, and 30 common-councilmcn. It scads
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two members to parliament, a privilege wliich it

obtaineil under the Reform BiU of 1832.

BLACK DEATH, The Recent, is the title com-
monly given to a very fatal disease which occurred
in Ireland, in an epidemic form, in the j-ears 186G

—

1867. It is described under the title of EpiDEinc
CEREBK.iL JIENINGITLS.

BLA'CKrOOL, a flourishing town in the town-
ship of Laj'ton-cum-Warbreck, in the county of

Lancaster, is now a very considerable place, lying
on the coast of the Irish Sea, between the estuaries

of the Ribble and the Lune, distant from Poulton-
le-Fylde 4 miles, and from Preston 18 miles. The

Eop.
in 1861 was 3506, and since that period it

as very considerably increased ; but the numbers
who resort here during the bathing-season far

exceed the permanently resident inhabitants. Up-
wards of 100,000 visitors annually come from East
Lancashire, Manchester, Yorkshire, and other parts
of the kingdom. B. is one of the most frequented
bathing-places in the west of England, the sands
being excellent. It has a branch railway con-
necting it with the Preston and Wyre Railway,
which affords easy access from Preston, Liverpool,

Manchester, and all parts of the kingdom. There
is also another railway connecting it with Lytham,
another favourite bathing-place on the Ribble, about
7 Bides to the south. B. has a fine pier sti-etching

out into the sea about 500 yards, which cost

£15,000 ; also another pier, now (1867) in the course
of construction, which, when finished, will extend
further. There are three established churches, a

Roman Catholic chapel, and five other chapels for

the Wesleyans, Independents, &c. Besides excellent

streets and ten-aces of houses elegantly built, it has
many large hotels (one of which, recently erected,

cost upwards of £12,000) ; there is also a theatre,

libraries, news-rooms, &c. There is no trade or

manufactures ; the locjging-house keepers depend
solely on the large concourse of yisitors. rishing is

the emiJoyment of many during the winter months.

BLANC, Le, a town of France, in the dep. of

Indre, on the Creuse, 33 mUes west-south-west from
Chateauroux. It is beautifully situated, and is a
neat and well-built town. It was formerly strongly

fortified, but the fortifications are dismantled. Its

principal industries are the manufacture of coarse

woollen cloths, and tanning. Vinegar is also made
here ; and there is a considerable trade in the -wine

of the district, and in iron, fish, wood, and pottery.

There are several iron-works in the vicinity. Pop.

(1866) 45S4.

BLOWING-MACHINES. The earliest blowing-

machine was, doul:itless, some form of the common
bellows, the idea of which is supposed to h.T.ve been
derived from the lungs. A very primitive form of

this instrument is still in use in some Eastern coun-

tries, consisting simply of the skin of some animal

sewed into a rude bag with a valve and nozzle. The
older forms of domestic bellows are all constructed

on the same principle

—

viz., a chamber formed of

two boards with flexible leather sides, having at one

end a nozzle with a narrow mouth ; and in the lower

board, a valve of considerably larger area for the

admission of air. When the bellows are distended

by drawing the boards apart, air is sucked in by the

valve, to replace the vacuum which would otherwise

be formed; and then, when the boards are being

closed, the valve, which only opens inwards, is shut

by the compressed air; and the latter, having no
other escape, is forced out at the nozzle.

The great fault of the common bellows is, that it

gives a succession of puffs, and not a continuous

lilast. One remedj' for this was to use two bellows,

60 that one was blowing while the other was filling;

but it was afterwards found that the double-bellows
secured a still more uniform blast. This machine,
shewn in fig. 1, is merely the common bellows with

r-^

Kg. 1.—Section of Double-beUows for a Portable Forge.

a third board of the same shape as the other two
placed between them, so as to form two chambers
instead of one. The middle board is fixed, and both
it and the lower one have valves placed in them
opening inward. A weight on the lower board keeps
the imder chamber fiUed with air ; and when this
board is raised by a lever or otherwise, the air which
it contains is forced into the upper chamber. The
exit-pipe is attached to the latter, and a weight is

placed on the upper Ijoard suflSciently hea\'y to press
the air out in a continuous stream, the continuity
being maintained by the large quantity of air always
present in the upper chamber, and the uniform
pressure of the weight. Sometimes a spring is used
instead of a weight to press out the air. Even with
the double-bellows, however, the constant refilling

of the upper portion from the lower prevents the
blast from being quite regular.

For such purposes as the supplj'ing of a continu-
ous stream of air to a flame lor glass-blowing or
soldering, a very convenient form of apparatus has
been constructed by Mr P. Stevenson of Edinburgh,
which the diagrams (figs. 2 and 3) will explain. By
means of the common bellows worked by a treadle,

=^^

I i

Fi?. 2. Fig. 3.

air is blown into the lower portion of a small
cylinder containing a quantity of water, and having
a diaphragm in the middle of the height, with a wide
pipe reaching nearly to the bottom. When the
apparatus is at rest, the water remains below the
diaphragm, as shewn in fig. 2 ; but when air is blown
in, it gradually rises through the pipe to the posi-
tion shewn in fig. 3. The water as it descends then
presses out the air in a steady stream by the exit-

pipe, as a valve prevents it retxuming to the
bellows.
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Bellows maiie entirely of wood except the nozzle,

first made in Germany in the IGth c., are in use in

some continental countries. They arc usually of

large size, and the contrivance consists in havuig

two boxes, of which the sides of the upper enclose

those of the lower, so that the former can move up

and do^^Ti on the latter without atlmittinf; air except

by a valve, as in the common bellows, of which, in

fact, they are only a modification.

The Chinese have a very simple form of bellows,

shewn in fig. i, which is not only interesting in

Fig. 4.—Chinese Bellows.

itself, but also because its action is almost the same

as the blowing-engine. It is merely a square cham-

ber of wood, with a close-fitting piston, which,

when drawn from the nozzle, opens the valves r, i',

to admit air, and when pushed in the opposite

direction, shuts these valves, and forces the ail- out

by the nozzle.

For blowing a domestic fire in a chimney, the

most effective "contrivance is a metal screen to close

the front of the aperture above the grate, so that

the supply of air must all pass through the fire.

This kind of blower, however, will only act when
the fire is already producing as much heat as to

cause a sensible draught up the chimney.

For smelting and refining furnaces, where a blast

with a pressure of 3 or 4 lbs. per square inch is

required, blowing-engines of large size are usually

employed. In our article Iron, this kind of engine

is referred to, and a small figure of one given ; but

we shall here describe the blowing apparatus itself

more in detail. A blowing-engine consists, as shewn
in fif. 1, article Iro.v, of a steam-engine, with the

ordinary steam-cylinder at one end, and a lilast-

cylinder at the otlier end of the beam. Such, at

least, is the construction i)refcrred for the larger-

sized engines; but sometimes a horizontal arrange-

ment of the cylinders is adopted for those of smaller

size. The blowing-cylinder, X, shewn in fig. 5, is

of cast-iron, with an air-tight piston, P, which, as it

ascends and descends with the motion of the engine,

alternately inhales ami expels the air at each end.

To effect this, a series of valves are provided, and
these are arranged as follows : Inlet valves are

placed on the top of the cylinder at A, and also on

three sides of the box at B, but on the fourth side

of this box there are two outlet valves at C. These

valves consist of numerous openings, against which
leather flaps lie when they are shut. Valves of a
similar nature are placeil at the bottom of the

cylinder ; those for the inlet of air at D, E, and F

;

and those for outlet at G. When the piston descends,

it would create a vacuum in the upper portion of

the cylinder, provided there were no openings in it

;

but the external air pressing on the inlet valves,

opens them, and fills the sp.aoe above the piston ; .at

the same time, the outlet valves at C, which only

open outwards, are tightly closed by the air pressing

inwards from the pipe JM. Again, when the piston

ascends, it compresses the air above it, and exactly

reverses the action of the valves ; that is to say, it

shuts the inlet valves at A and B, opens the valves

at C, and allows the compressed air to pass along

the outlet pipe M, which is made of large size, so as

to offer as little resistance as jiossible to the passage

of the air. The valves at the bottom of the cylinder

work exactly in the same way, the inlet valves, D,
E, and F, opening when the piston ascends, and
shutting when it descends, thus compelling the in-

haled air to pass into the pipe M by the lower outlet
423

valves at G. The air is conducted by the pipe

M into a receiver of large capacity, which serves to

equalise the blast before it i)asses to the tuyeres.

See Iron, tig. 1.

A blast-engine at Shelton Iron-works, of which
the blowing-cylinder is S feet 4 inches in diameter,

and has a 9-feet stroke (represented in fig. 5), work-
ing with 186 horse-power, and making 32 single

strokes of the piston per minute, inhales 10,700

cubic feet of atmospheric air per minute ; but this is

compressed by the blomng-cylinder to a pressure of

S lbs. ]>er square inch above the atmosjihere, which
reduces the volume supplied by the cylinder to

13,083 cubic feet. Its volume, however, is largely

increased .again, when raised to the hot-blast tem-
perature, before entering the furnace. Much valu-

able information respecting blowing-engines and
blast apparatus will be found in Ur Percj''s large

Fit: -Section of a Blowing Cylinder, Shelton Iron-

works, Stokc-upon-Trent.

work on Jletallurgy, vol. ii., from which the above
figure is taken.

In the Catalan forges of .Spain and the south of

France, there is a very ingenious water-blowing
machine in use called a Trompc ; but it can only be
advantageously emjiloyed where a fall of a few
yards of water is available. Its construction will

be understood by an inspection of fig. 6. A strong

wooden cistern, C, to act as a reservoir for the

water ; wooden pipes, P (generally two in number),
through which it descends ; and a wind-chest, W,
to allow the air and water to separate, constitute

the essential parts of the apparatus. It is put in

operation by lifting the wedge f with a lever ; this

allows the water to rush down the pipe, and in

doing so, it draws in air through slojjing holes, «, a,

called aspirators, at the throat of the pipe. A con-

tinuous current of w.atcr and air is thus supplied to

the wind-chest, which is provided with an opening

at for the escape of the water, while the air passes

out in a regular stream by the nozzle-pipe at n. The
height from which the water falls determines the

tension of the bl.ast ; but the height seldom exceeds
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27 feet, which gives a pressure of from 14 to 2 lbs.
to the square inch. It is asserted that no other
blowing-machme gives so equable a blast as the
tromi)e, and it i.s the least costly of any; but it has
the serious defect of supplying air more or less
saturated Tvith moisture. The theory of this
singular machine has never been satisfactorily
explained, although one or two able jihilosophers,
who have specially studied the matter, inclme to

Fig. C—Trompe, or "Water-blowing Machine (vertical

soctiouj.

the belief that much of the air is carried down the
pipe by becoming entangled in water. It is found
that the separation of the air from the water is

greatly promoted by allowing the falling current to
impinge on a narrow platform at 2^-

The fan, or Fanners (q. v.), as it is sometimes
called, is another machine of great value for pro-

ducing currents of air. It has long been in use as

a winnowing-machiue for agricultural purposes, and
also for creating a blast to melt pig-irou in foimdries.

More recently, it has been employed instead of

bellows in smithies, on account of its gi'eater con-
venience and the steadier blast which it yields. A
domestic bellows has even been introduced on the
fan principle. The fan is also much used in the
ventilation of buildings, ships, and mines. For the
last, it is now considered preferable to the jjan of

furnace-ventilation, especially where there are fiery

seams of coal.

In its construction, the fan is like a wheel, having
the arms tipped with vanes, instead of being joined
by a rim. It is placed inside a chest—usually in

an eccentric position—with openings on each side
round the spmdle for the adudssion of air. The
motion IS given by steam or other power; and as it
revolves, the centrifugal action sucks in ail- at the
centre, draws it towards the tips of the vanes, and

Ti'- -Fan (vertical section).

these impel it forward through the exit-pipe. Fie 7
represents a vertical section, and fig. S, a plaiT of
a blowing-fan, in which v, v, v, v are the four vanes

;

0, one of the central openings ; c, the chest or fan-case

;

and e, the e.xit-pipe. Engineers differ as to the pro-
portions which should be adopted for the fan, and as
to the extent of spiral which the fan-case should have.
For foundi-ies and smithies where the pressure of the
blast required is from four to five ounces per square
inch, the following have been found to suit very
well in practice : the width of the vanes, as well
as their length, made one-fourth of the diameter of
the fan ; the inlet openings in the sides of the fan-
chest, one-half, and the degree of eccentricity, one-
tenth of this diameter. There is a segmental slide
shewn at s in fig. 7, by which the opening into the
debvery-pijie may be increased or diminished. For

Fig. S.—Fan (horiiontal section).

such purposes, fans vary from 3 to 6 feet in diameter,
and they are entirely constructed of iron. Double
fans have been introduced by Mr Chaplin in England,
and by M. Perrigaidt in France. In these, two simple
fans are so disposed on one spindle that the blast
produced by one passes in its compressed state
through a tube to the other, which largely augments
the working pressure. In Piatt and Schiele's sUent
fan, the air enters by a central entrance at one side
only, and is expelled from the case at the opposite
side. The vanes are a peculiar shape, and describe
what the inventor (Schiele) calls an antifriction

curve. It is said to be very efficient, and so also

is another form of noiseless fan by Mr George Lloyd,
London.
For the use of the fan in ventilation, see that

head. In some cases, fans are of large size ; some
also are of peculiar construction. Agricultm-al fans
(see Fanners) are not usually placed in an eccentric

position in their cases, and only some kinds of venti-

lating fans are. One of the happiest apijlications

of the fan has been to draw off and render harmless
429
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the fine steel diist in the operation of needle-grind-

ing. It has been lately employed to recover the

waste gases in Ijlast furnaces. A hot-air fan of an

ingenious kind has been introduced tor heating and

drying purposes by Mr .1. R. Davidson, London.

A modilied form of the fan, called a ceittn/ur/al

disc, patented by Jlr Eammell (Patent No. 27 IS,

\ov. ISOO), has 'been successfully employed by the

Pnciunatic Dispatch Company for the transmission

of the mail-bags. See Psecmatic Dispatch. This

machine can also be used to produce a blast, to raise

w.ater, and to propel vessels.

In tlie Paris Exhibition of this year (1S67), there

is an excellent blowing-machine, something on the

principle of the fan, by Messrs Roots of Conners-

viUe, U. S. It is thus described in the EnoUiee.r for

August 23, 1867: 'A pair of horizontal shafts,

geared together .at both ends, traverse a case of the

foi-m of two semi-cylinders, separated by a rectangle

equal in depth to the diameter of the semi-cylinders,

aud in -n-idth to the distance between the centres of

tlie shafts These shafts carry a pair of solid

arms, each having a section somewhat resembling a

ligure of eight, the action of which, as they revolve,

takes the air in by an aperture at the bottom of the

machine, and expels it with considerable pressiu-e, if

required, at the top.' Fig. 9 will further explain

9.—Eoots' Blowing-machine.

the construction of this machine. It gives a much
greater pressure of blast than is attainable by the

fan.

For the purposes of ventilation, and also for

expelling accumidations of hot air, dust, waste

flyings, &c., in factories, a machine has been con-

stnicted by Mr J. Howorth, Farnworth, Bolton,

called a revolving Archimedean screw-ventilator. It

consists of an Ai-chimedean screw enclosed in a tube

with jiroper means of lubrication. Its diameter is

30 inches, and it is made to be set in motion by
steam or other power, but it is also furnished with a

hood, on the top of which there are curved vanes,

which turn the screw by the action of the wind.

Immediately beneath these, there is another series

of lateral vanes for the escape of the hot air.

BLUEFISH {Tenmodon saltator], a lish of the

family Scomheridce, of a genus having no detached

iinlets, no isolated dorsal spines, and no lateral

armature of the tail, two dorsal fins, the first of

which is small, and two deeply-hidden spines in

front of the anal fin. The only known species is a

native of the east coast both of North aud South

America. The upper parts are of a bluish colour,

the lower parts whitish, a large black spot at the

base of the pectoral fins. The mouth is crowded
•with teeth, the jaws are furnished vnth large ones.

The B. preys on other fishes, as the weak-tish,

menhaden, and mackerel, the shoals of which it

pursues. It is very swift, strong, and voracious.

It sometimes attains a length of three feet, and a
weight of 14 lbs. It is much esteemed for tho

taljle, and great numbers are brought to market ia

New York, Phil.adelphia, and other towns about tho

end of summer. It is often caught by trolling, as

it bites readily .at any object drawn swiftly through
the Wiater. It frequently ascends livers even to

fresh water.

BOATBILL (Cancroma cochlearia), a bird of the

Ileron (q. v.) family, the only known species of a

genus diifiering from the true herons in little else

Boatbill {Cancroma cochlearia).

than the form of the bill, which is comparatively

short, and very broad, the mandibles resembling

the bowls of two spoons placed one upon the other,

the upper mandible overlapping the lower, keeled

on its upper ridge, and hooked at the jioiut. Tho
B. is about the size of a domestic fowl, has shorter

limbs than most of the herons, but resembles them
in plumage, and is abimdantly provided with elon-

gated feathers on the back of the head and neck,

which it erects when irritated. Its gener.al colour

is rusty red, the forehead and breast whitish. It

inhabits Cayenne, Surinam, Brazil, &c., sits perched

upon trees which hang over streams, and darts

down upon fish, which seem to be its principal

food.

BODE, The Bakons de, a family of doubtful

nationality, best known in England in connection

with a claim for indemnity frequently brought

before parliament. The first member of the famUy
connected with England was Chakles A. L. F. de
B., a baron of the "Holy Roman Empire. He was
born at Neuhof, in Germany, in 1741, and became
an officer in the regiment of Nassau, which, although

in the service of France, consisted exclusively of

Germans. The baron had landed property in

Germany, and remained German when he married

a Miss Kennersley, an Enghshwoman. Two years

afterwards, a son was born of the marriage at

Locksley, in Staffordshire, named Clement J. P. P.

de B., who returned when a child with his parents

to the continent. In 1787, Baron Charles purchased

an estate in Lower Alsace, held under German
feudal tenures, in terms of the treaty of Miinster,

aud thither he went to reside. The Revolution,

however, broke out, and in 1791 the baron con-

sidered it prudent publicly to surrender his estates

to his son. Two years later, the family was
obliged to emigrate, and the property was con-

fiscated. After leaving France, Baron Charles

bought a fief held of the Archbishop of Cologne,

and he died a German in 1797. Clement, his son,
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became an officer in the Russian artillery, married a
Russian, and, -with his regiment, entered Paris in

1814 After the peace, conventions were entered
into, under which British residents who had suffered

during the Revolution by confiscation were to be
indemnified. A large sum was handed over by
France to England, to be divided among the claim-
ants, one of whom was Baron Clement. The fact

that he had been invested as proprietor of the
estate in Alsace at the time of confiscation, that his

mother was English, and that he had been born in

England, secured at hrst a recognition of his claim
to the extent of making it an item of the calculation

for fixing the amount of the indemnity ; but it was
afterwards rejjudiated, on the groimd, that Baron
Clement was not an EngUsh subject at the time of

confiscation, and that he had sustained no loss

through his connection with England. He died in

1S46. His son, Baron Clement A. G. P. L., took
out letters of administration to his father, and pro-

secuted the claim of his family ; imtil now, however,
without much success. He petitioned the House of

Commons in 1852, and his ease was fully discussed.

See J. Hodgkin's pase of the Baron de B. in its Pre-
sent Aspect (1860). Baron Clement is naturalised as

a British subject, and has married an Englishwoman.
He has acquired reputation as an Eastern traveller,

and is the translator of Bokhara, its Emir and
People, from the Russian of EUianikoflf (1845), and
the author of Travels in Lauristan and Arabistan
(1845), and of an interesting .4 ccom;;^ ofHilly Darjhes-

tan and the Lesghi Tribes of the Eastern Caucasus,
referred to with approbation by Earl de Grey in his

address to the Geographical Society in 1860.

BCEHME'RIA. The China-grass plant, B. nivea,

lias recently been introduced into cidtivation in some
of the southern parts of the United States, under its

Malay name of Bamee, It succeeds well, and the
results as to produce of fibre have proved very
encoui-aging.

BOISSOITADE, John- Feanois, a distinguished
classical scholar, bom at Paris, August 12, 1774, of

a noble Gascon family. He was originally intended
for the administrative career, but after experiencing
some of its more violent vicissitudes, he renounced
it for philology, in which he had always found his

favourite recreation. He soon made himself known
to the critical world by his acute and learned con-

tributions to the literary journals, was appointed
Professor of Greek in the Academy of Paris in

1809, and entered on the active duties of the
chair in 1812. In 1813, he was admitted into the
Academy of Inscriptions ; and in 1S2S he succeeded
Gail as Professor of Greek Literature in the CoUege
of Prance. Beyond this high position he never
aspired, but pursued his investigations with an
energy which no mere social or public ambition
could distract. His more important works are

these : PhUostrati Heroica (Paris, 1806) ; Marini
Vila Prodi (Leip. 1S14) ; Tiberitts B/tetor de Figuris
(Loud. 1815) ; isylloge Poetariim Gracorum (Paris,

1823—1826) ; Babrii Fabulm (Paris, 1844) ; &c. He
contributed in his earher years niunerous papers on
philological subjects to Parisian, English, and
German joiirnals, and gave the cause of classical

study in France a powerful and still perceptible

impidse by his eloquent and attractive lectures

from his chair. In spite of his many and laborious
philological works, he also signalised himself as a
French lexicographer and beUe-lettrist, and was one
of the most copious and valued contributors to the
Bior/raphie Universelle. He died in 1859, leaving
behind him a reputation for learning almost Ger-
man in its profundity, and more than English in its

elegance.

BO'LI, or BOLY, a town of Asia Minor, in the
pashalic of Anatolia, on the left bank of the river

Boli, and on or near the site of the Roman Hadrian-
opolis, 136 miles east from Constantinople. The
to%vn occupies an eminence, at the extremity of a
fertde plain. It has several mosques. There are

mineral springs near the town, and baths much
frequented by the Turks. B. is on the caravan
route from Constantinople to Erzeroum. Pop. 6000.

BOLSWA'RD (Lat. Bolverda), an old town in

the Netherlands, province of Frieslaud, lies 15 miles
south-west from Leeuwarden. It is surrounded by
a high earthen wall and broad canal. The church
of St Martin, in the Gothic style, is the largest and
handsomest in Friesland. There are several benevo-
lent institutions, and a grammar-school. The trade
is chiefly in butter, cheese, and cattle. Ship-
building, tanning leather, making brick and coarse
pottery, spinning worsted, carding wool, &c., are

the principal industiies. In 1S64, pop. 4617.

BOM JARDIM (L e.. Good Garden), a town o£

Brazil, iu the province of Ceara, 20 miles south-by-
east from Crato, iu a rich and beautiful mountain
valley. It is the centre of an extensive district,

yielding mandioc, sugar, &c. Pop. 6000.

BONI'LLO, a town of Spain, in the province of

Albacete, and 34 miles west-north-west from Alba-
cete. Pop. 5980.

BO'NYHAD, or BOISTHARD, a market-town of

Hungary, iu the county of Tolna, 20 miles north-
east from Fiinfkirchen. Pop. 5340.

BO'EA SA'MBA, a curious httle hah"-independent
state, or raj, iu India, within the jurisdiction of the
pohtical agent for the south-west frontier of Bengal.
Its central point is in N. lat. 20° 55', E. long. 83° 10'

;

its area is about 622 sq. m. ; the pop. is estimated
at 28,000. The country is rugged, and the people
savage. Outlaws from other parts of India have too
often found refuge here. The revenue is about
=€400 a year. A tribute of £16 is paid to the
British government.

BORGE'TTO, a town of Sicily, in the province
of Palermo, and 13 miles west-south-west from
Palermo. It is a long straggling town, of mean
houses, but picturesquely situated on a wooded cliff

overhanging a plain, and itself overhung by a lofty

precipice of red rock. Pop. (1861) 5977.

BORGOMANE'RO, a town of Korth Italy, in

the province of Kovara, and 19 miles north-north-

west from Kovara, situated near the left bank
of the Agogna. It is a walled town, well buUt,

and contains a communal college and an hospital.

It has Httle trade. Pop. (1861) 4604.

BO'RGO SAN DONI'NO, a city of Xorth Italy,

in the pro\'ince of Paitna, situated in a plain, 14
miles north-west from Parma, on the railway
between Parma and Piacenza. It is surrounded by
walls, has several good streets, is an episcopal see,

and has a cathedral (the oldest part of which is

in the Lombard style), several chui-ches, and several

educational institutions. Manufactures of silken,

linen, and woollen fabrics are carried on; and oil

and wine are produced in considerable quantities.

The city derives its name from a saint, who is

said to have been a soldier in the army of

the Emperor Slaximian, and to have suii'ered

martyrdom here. The shrine of St Donino has
long been one of the most frequented in Italy.

There are some curious remains of very rude
medieval sculpture in the cathedral Pop. (1861)

4119.

BORGOTA'RO, a town of North Italy, in the

pro\"ince of Parma, and 35 miles south-west fi'om

Parma, on the left bank of the Tai-o, a tributary o£
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tlie To. It is encircled by walls, and is well built.

I'op. (incliulins; CDinmune) G'J'SS. The siirroiuuliug

district is hilly and wooded.

BOROVITCHI, a town of Russia, in the govern-

ment of Novj;i>rod, 98 miles cast of the town of

Novgorod, on both sidts of the river Msta, near

some rajiids. Fop. S70G. Its situation on the great

canal and river water-way which connects the

Volga with Lake Ladoga, renders it of considerable

commercial importance.

BO'RZNA, a town of Russia, in the government
of Tchernigov, 50 miles south-east of the town of

Tchernigov. Pop. 5341.

BO'SCO REA'LE, a town of South Italy, in the

province of Naples, at the south base of JNIount

Vesuvius, 10 miles east-south-east of Naples city. It

contains several churches and couvents. Pop. (18G1)

4553. Good wine is produced in the neighbour-

hood, and much silk. This town was in imminent
danger of destruction by the eruption of Vesuvius
in 1830, when a stream of lava advanced towards
it with a front of about a mile and a half broad,

and a dejith of about 1'2 feet, enveloped the town,
and consumed the wood on both sides of it, in

which were many magnificent oak, Uex, and ash

trees. The larger trees, as they were enveloped in

the lava, poured out jets of hissing steam from
every knot and branch, and then exploded with a

loud noise, leaping into the air to the height of lU

or i;0 feet.

BOUCICAULT, Dion, dramatic .author and
actor, was born at Dublin on the 20th of December
1S22. He was brought up under the guardianshi[)

of Dr Dionysius Lardner, the well-known popular

writer on science, and was educated at University

College, London. He produced his first dramatic
work very early—before he was 1!) years old. It

was signally successful, and its success determined
his career. This was London Asmrance. It was
first performed at Covent Garden Tlieatre in March
1841 ; and it has ever since remained a favourite

with playgoers, both throughout Great Britain and
in America. Much of the success it had in London
must be ascribed to the admirable acting of Jlr

Charles Mathews ; but it had merits of its own
Buiiicient to secure to it the favour.able verdict of

the public. The plot was slight, but ingenious

;

it aboim<led in comic situations ; the dialogue was
brisk and sprightly ; there was no lack of wit, and
there was perh,aps somewhat too much of those

flippancies and pleasant impertinences which average

theatre-goers prefer to wit. Once embarked in the

career of a play-WTiter, B. produced piece after

piece in rapid succession, and greatl}' increased the

reputation which his first attempt had brought him.

Old Heads and Younr/ Hearts, Lore in a Maze,
Used Up, Louis XL, and The Corsican Brothers

were among the most popular of his early works.

.Several of these are still stock pieces at our

theatres ; and to playgoers, the mere enumeration
of their names will shew that B. distinguished

himself equally in comedy, farce, and melodrama.
When he went upon tlie stage, as he soon did, he
added a high reputation as an actor to the reputa-

tion he had previously gained as an author. I'rom

1853 till 1860, he was in America, where his popu-

larit)' was scarcely less than it had been in England.
On his return to England in 18G0, he produced
at the Adelphi Theatre, a play, Tlie Colleen liaicn,

which proved among the most successfid of modern
times, and which, if not the first of a new school,

has at least supplied a new descriptive name to

our dr.amatic literature. 7'he Colleen Baton was, hap-
pily enough, described as a ' sensation drama ;

' its

interest depended largely upon scenery, mainly upon

startling incidents and astounding stage-effects. It

was not a high kind of work, or fit to stand the tests

of a good dramatic ])iece, as nobody knew better

than the author ; but it suited the public taste, and
the author made a fortune by it. It has been
)ierformcd at almost every theatre in the United
Kingdom ; it had a great run in America too ; it

was even translated into French, .and brought out at

the Aml)igu Theatre at Paris. Mr B. subsequently
produced at the Adelphi—of which he was for some
time joint-manager with Mr B. AVebster—another
' sens.ation ' drama. The Octoroon, the pojndarity of

which was only inferior to that of Tlie Colleen Bami.
Having quarrelled with Jlr Webster, he, in 1SG2,

opened a new theatre in London, the Westminster,
erected on the site of what had been for generations

known as Astley's Amphitheatre ; but this specula-

tion turned out unfortunate, and B. was ruined by it.

He has since, however, re-established liia fortunes
l-iy new J>lays, brought out at the Princess's, the
Holborn, and other theatres, in some of which he
and his wife—formerly Miss Robertson, a very
popular actress—took the leading parts. The Streets

of London and Flying Scud have been the most
popular of his recent works, all of which are of the
' sensation ' school, with which, it may be said, he
first familiarised the public. He has written
upwards of 150dram.atic pieces ; and in illustr.ation

of the facihty with which he has composed works
which—all deductions made—are of considerable

merit, it may be said that he lately stated to a
royal commission that ho would undertake to write
plays for all the theatres in London. He is un-

doubtedly capable of writing better works than any
he has yet written ; but he found the public taste

bad, and instead of making thankless attemiits at

improving it, he has been content to gratify it ; and
in fact has helped to debauch it. As an actor, B.

has always been popular, without attaining to high
excellence in his vocation. He wants some natural

gifts, without which a man cannot be a great actor :

he has an immobile countenance, an indifferent

voice, and a too artificial manner. Any success he
has had has been gained by the soundness of his

judgment, his great cleverness, and his intimate
knowledge of stage business.

BOUTARIK, a village of Algeria, in the pro-

vince of Algiers, and IG miles south of Algiers. It

is an important mUitary station on the road from
Algiers to Blidah and Gran. It has well-frequented

markets, and a considerable trade in corn, cotton,

olives, oranges, tobacco, raisins, and cattle. Pop.
5100.

BOUVA'RDIA, a genus of plants of the natunal

order Cinclionacea: (q. v.), and of the same tribe with
the Cinchona (q. v.), or Peruvian Bark. The calyx
is 4-partite, with teeth between the segments ; the

corolla tubular and 4-fid ; the stamens 4, included

within the corolla; the capsule 2-celled. The
species are natives of Mexico. One of them, B.
triphylla, with oblong ternate leaves and trigonous

branches, has obtained a place among the favoiu'ite

ornaments of fiower-borders in Britain, but requires

careful protection from frost. To preserve it, the

roots are generally taken up, and are sometimes
placed in a greenhouse or frame for the winter,

sometimes in a dry cellar. Its beautiful corymbs
of scarlet flowers are produced from June till

November.

BRADDON, Miss Maiit Elizabeth, one of the

most popular novelists of the day, was born in

London in the year 1837. Her father, Mr Henry
Braddon, was a solicitor. She very early shewed a
turn for literature, which she indulged in the usual

maimer, by sending verses and other trifles to the
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niajazines and newspapers. In ISGO, she essayed a

aome\vh.at more sustained efi'ort in a little com-
medktta called Tlie Loves of Arcadia, \vhicli w.as

brought out at the Strand Theatre ; and the year
after, she published a volume of verse entitled

Garibaldi and other Poems. Neither these, hoM'-

ever, nor the tales which she now began to issue

through the medium of the Temple Bar and St

James's Mar/azine—Ladij Lisle, Tlie Captain of the

Vulture, Ralph the Bailiff, &c.—in any decisive way
succeeded in drawing to her the attention of the
public. Her first great success came with the
puMication, in 1S62, of Lady Audleifs Secret, which
instantly attained a great popularity. This has
since been extended by the appearance of Aurora
Floyd, Eleanor's Victory, John JJarchmont's Ler/acy,

Henry Dunbar, Tlw, Trail oftlie Serpent, The Ladies'
Mile, Sir Jasper's Tenant, Only a Clod, The Doctor's

Wife, and Rupert Godwin. Than these, wh.atever may
be judged their exact merits, few books of the period
have secured a wider circle of readers. They mainly
depend for their interest on good bold effects, of

what is termed, in the slang of the day, sensat'ion,

and the art of their appeal to ' that low Wee curi-

osity ' in the conduct of a story, carefully leading up
to some suspended and unforeseen denouement. In
their particular way, thourrh without much claim to
attention as regards either character or sentiment,
they display imdoubted talent : in style, they are
fresh and vigorous, and their narrative power
strongly excites the reader's interest. Miss B. is

still in uninterrupted literary actirity ; and .as her
facility of production is great, she wdl probably
continue to produce books in rapid succession, so
long as the public continues to read them, as now,
with avidity.

|

BRAY, Mks Anna Eliza, an authoress, is

daughter of the late John Kempe, Esq., of the New
Kent Road, Surrey, and was born towards the end of

last century. At an early age, she shewed much
of the imaginative faculty, and a taste for design,
which latter brought her the acquaintance of the
celebrated Mr Stothard, R.A. From Stothard she
took lessons in drawing; and in February ISIS,
married his second son, Charles Alfred Stothard,
also an artist, and author of a well-known work
entitled The Monumental Effu/ies of Great Britain,
selected from our Cathedrals aiui Churches, &c.
In July ISIS, she accomijanied her husband to

France. Their tour and residence in France lasted
nntU about the middle of November in the same
year ; and Mrs Stothard wrote an agi'ceable and
lively account of her first foreign experiences, under
the title of Letters written during a 2'our through
Nor)nandy, Brittany, and other parts of France, in

ISIS, leith Numerous Lwpavinijs afltr Drawings by

C. Stothard, F.S.A. (Loud. 1820, 4to). Subse-
quently, Mrs Stothard accompanied her husband on
a similar tour in the Netherlands. In May 1S21,

however, she had the severe misfortune to lose

her husband, who was killed by falling from a
ladder. In IS'23, Mrs Stothard wrote a life of

her husband, entitled Memoirs, including Journals,

Letters, Papers, and Antiquarian Tracts of the late

C. A. Stothard, with Connective j\^olices of his Life,

and some Account of a Journey in the Netherlands.

Distress of mind brought on ill health, and Mrs
Stothard suffered from an affection of the eyes,

which obliged her to give up literary labour alto-

gether for more than two years. In 1S25, she
married the Rev. E. A. Bray, vicar of Tavistock ;

and in the following ye.ar, jiublished a historical

romance entitled De Foix, which she had begun
during her first husband's lifetime. The idea of

this romance was conceived during the tour in

Normandy; and similarly, that of her second
496

romance, TJte White Hoods, during her tour in the
J

Low Countries. This was published in 1828, and
was followed by The Protestant, also in 1S2S ; Fitz

of Fitz-Ford, a 'Legend of Devon (1830); The Talba,

or Moor of Portugal (1830) ; Warleirjh, or the Fatal
Oal; a Legend of Devon (1S3-1) ; Trelawny of
Trelawne, or the Propheci/, a Legend of Cornwall
(1S37) ; Trials of the Heart (1839) ; Henry De
Pomeroy (1842); and Courtenay of Walreddon, a
Romance of the IVesl (1S44). A collective edition

of all these romances was published in ten volumes
in 1845, with a ' general preface,' in which the
writer mentions the circumstances under which
each was producecL ilrs B. is also author of

The Borders of the Tamar and the Tavy (1830),

The Mountains and Lakes of Switzerland (1841),

Trials of Domestic Life (3 vols. 1848), Life of
Thomas Stothard, R.A. (18.51), A Peep at tlie Pixies

(1854), and Handel, his Life, Personal and Profes-
sional, with Thoughts on Sacred Music (1857). In
Jidy 1S57, Mrs B.'s husband died ; and in 1859, she
published Poetical Remain-'!, Social, Sacred, and Mis-
cellaneous, of the late Edward Atkins Bray, selected

and edited loith a Memoir of the Author, by Mrs
Bray (2 vols.). We are not aware that anj-thing

has issued from Mrs B.'s pen since this pubUcatiou.

BRAY, a maritime town, situated partly in the
county of Dublin, partly in that of VVicklow, 13
mUes south-east from Dublin, with which city it is

connected hy two different lines of railway—the
Dublin, Kingstown, and Bray Railway, and the
Dublin, Wicklow, and Wexford Railway. The
pop. in 18G1 was 4182, of whom 3455 were Roman
Catholics, 665 Protestants of the Estabhshed Church,
and the rest of other denominations. Some years
since, B. was a small and unimportant fishing-

village ; but the beauty of its situation, and the
f.acilities of access to Dublin, have made it a ijopular

watering-place, as well as a favoiu'ite position for

villa residences ; and under the enterprise of a few
active proprietors and speculators, it has not only
grown in its dimensions, but the extensions have
been carried out with excelleut taste and spirit.

The most striking buildings are the new hotels, and
a sp.acious and highly decorated Turkish bath. The
affairs of the municiiiality are administered by
town commissioners.

BRAZIL CABBAGE, or CHOU CARAIBE
(Ccdadiuni sagittifoVmm, or Xanthosoma sagittifolia),

a plant of the natural order Arucece, nearly allied

to Cocco (q. v.), and veiy similar to it, although it

differs in having arrow-shaped pointed leaves. It

is supposed to be originally a native of tropical

iVmerica, but is now in common cidtivation thi'ough-

out the whole tropics ; not only the root being used
for food like that of cocco, but also the leaves,

boiled as greens. Both root and leaves are almost
entirely destitute of the acridity so generally char-
acteristic of the order.

BREECH-LOADING ARMS AND NEEDLE-
GUNS. To be loaded at the breech, and to be
fired by the jienetration of a needle into a deto-
nating cap within the cartridge, are distinct attri-

butes in a weapon ; and altliougii the latter system
has only been before the pubhc for about "thirty

years, systems for breech-loading have been tried,

accepted, and abandoned without number durmg
tlie last three centuries. Indeed, a sort of instinct

dictates that loading at the breech is the preferable

course ; and all the earliest muskets were so made,
the system being doubtless abandoned from the
difficulty of accurately closing the breech, in those
days of rough workmanship. The extr'aordin.ary

efficacy of these principles, especially in combin-
ation, have, however, only been very prominent
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durin;; the wars of the last few years, and not-

ably in the Prussian campaigns of 1864 against

Denmark, and of 1SG6 against Austria. The suc-

cesses of the Prussian arms were attributed in no
small degree to the rapidity with which their troops

could lire as compared with the encmj'. They had,

in greater or less numbers, borne these same rities

since 1835, but these were the iiret opportunities

of using them in warfare. To all the other i)ower3,

whose men still Carried muzzle-loading rities, and
who had debated, without practical result, for

years past the question of ai-mament with breech-

loaders, soldiers thus armed appeared irresistible.

From .hdy 18G6 to the present moment, the hammer
and the anvU have been busy night and day
throughout the ciNnlised world in making the

weapons of death yet more deadly. Scarcely two
countries seem to have adopted the same plan

:

each nation has elaborated a system from among its

own inventors. Those possessing no great reserve

of rifles have prepared new arms ; but the majority

of governments have been content, in the first

instance, to convert their existing stock into needle-

firing breech-loaders of as good a construction as

circumstances woidd permit. Thus, Britain, after

offering a handsome prize for the best design,

selected one said (subject to some controversy) to

be the invention of the late Mr Snider.* As this

weapon has been produced aheady to the number
of nearly a quarter of a million, and as it has con-

lirmed the favouralile auguries entertained of it by
accuracy of lire, and by loading thrice to the muzzle-

loader's once, much of the following article will be

devoted to a consideration of it. At the same time,

it is to be borne in mind that the British govern-

ment only regards the Snider arm as a make-shift,

reser\-ing to itself the idtimate selection of a pattern

on which to manufacture new weapons. It is not to

be imderstood from the foregoing paragraph that

Britain adopted a breech-loading arm in a sort of

panic after the battle of Sadowa. It was after the

Danish campaign, on the 11th July 18G4, that it

was decided as an absti'act question to arm the

British infantry with breech-loaders ; a. portion of

the cavalry having for nearly ten years past been

armed Avith Sharp and Terry carbines, loading at

the breech. The selection of an arm took longer ; but

by the beginning of 1S55 it had been decided to con-

vert our great stock of rifles on the ' Snider' system.

BreeMoadhiij.—The advantage of breech-loading

is obvious : to be able to insert the charge at the

head of the barrel instead of at its mouth, is to save

time, and to avoid exposure to hostile lire during

the operation of loading and ramming home, which

of necessity involves considerable outstretching of

the limbs. The great condition of success is, that

the biUlet shall be propelled with equal force, and
with equal safety to the rifleman, as from the

muzzle-loader.

* The originality of the invention, though claimed by
Mr Jacob Snider, was disputed on behalf of Mr F. E.

Schneider, and :Jso of a Comishman, Mr John Poad
Drake. Really, tlit^ro was little originality about it, for

there are in the To^wer armoury two nmskets with a

breech apparatus scarcely perceptibly different from tlie

present gim. However, the SVar Department recog-

nised substantially Mr Snider's claim, and paid liim—or

his representatives, for he died October 25, ISGG—

a

reward of £14,500 for his ingenuity ; while a small sum
was paid to a Mr Wilson in consideration of some share

he had in the invention. There was a controversy

between Snider and the government ; but it hinged not
on any refusal to admit his claim as inventor, but
rather on legal doubts, occasioned by money difficulties,

as to the person capable of giving a valid acquittance.

Snider died before this question was definitively settled.
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When a charge is ignited, the constituents of the
gunpowder, assuming a gaseous condition under the
heat engendered, exi)and into a volume of light gas
many times greater in bulk than the powder before
occupied. On the amount of this expansion, and
its sudden action on the projectile, the force of the
shot depends. Any joint m the breech-piece through
which a portion of this gas can escape, without
having imparted its thrust to the ball, tends, there-
fore, to lessen the range and penetration ; while the
shock of the explosion falling more severely on this

than on any other part of the barrel, tends yet
more to dislocate the breech-piece, and diminish the
closeness of the joint's fit. lu weapons which do
not call for a long range, as revolver pistols, a jier-

ceptible interval is left between the chamber and
barrel, through which much gas escapes ; but in

rifles, which have range and penetration as jirincipal

objects, there is prbnd facie groimd for preferring

a muzzle-loader. The gas, however, is far from
pure as generated in the barrel, for much water is

produced and held in suspension, while there is also

a sohd residuum consisting of unbumed materials of
the powder. In the muzzle-loader, these clog (or,

technically, foul) the barrel, filling the grooves, and
rendering the ramming home of succeeding charges
more and more difficult. The efl'ect is, that a solid

mass of unbumed matter is gradually forced by
ramming into the head of the barrel, destroying the
accui'acy and usefulness of the weapon. In the
breech-loader, this solid deposit must be provided
against both ways. The backward throw on
firing (for, of course, the charge explodes with equal
power in every direction) tends to force it into

the mechanism of the joints, preventing t'neir proper
tit, and continiially augmenting the esca])e of gas.

On the other hand, the deposit is prevented from
accumulating in the barrel by the fact, that suc-
ceeding charges are inserted behind it, and, by
their explosion, force the sohd matters out at the
muzzle. Thus, iu the matter of fouling, if the
gases can be prevented from blocking up the
breech-apparatus, the breech-loader has a great
advantage over tlie muzzle-loader. This protection

of the breech-apparatus is the problem which
inventors have had to solve.

A moderate escape of gas in front of the first

position of the ball, is not found to be any material
disadvantage. If, then, the barrel could have an
opening, as iu fig. 1, at a, where the cartridge could

r
FiS.L

be inserted, and then pushed backwards towards h,

an escape of gas through the joints by which a
might be subsequently closed would be compara-
tively immaterial; but this formation would be
impracticable, because the explosion of eacli car-
tridge would drive the fouling more and more
towards b, tdl ultimately the chamber Ijctween b
and a would be imable to contain the cartridge. It
is clear, therefore, that the charge must be inserted
either at the barrel's head b (in fig. 2), or, if the

Pis. 2.

barrel be opened, in a space close to that head, as c
In either of these cases, the breech at b must be
solidly closed to resist the explosion. A third case,

as in the Snider, is where the cartridge is inserted,

as at c, and then pushed forsvard to the position d,
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the aperture c being closed by a solid breech-piece

irhich completely fills that portion of the barrel,

and forms, with the barrel's head, a massive foot to

resist the backward pressure of the fired powder.
But a perpendicular mo^-iug joint is found, in

practice, to lead to a serious escape of gas : such a
joint is shewn in fig. 3, and is natu-

rally the most convenient in an
arrangement like the Snider, where

p-^ o the breech-piece turns on a hinge.
'= In the Prussian needle-gun, the end

of the barrel is the frustum of a cone, which fits

into a corresponding cavity in the fore-end of the

breech-piece a, as in tig. 4 ; this also is a service-

^ able form, precluding any deleterious
I escape, but only available when the
"^— breech-piece is pushed up from the

t'-
— rear. In the Snider and several other

breech-loading weapons, the cartridge

is made itself to close hermetically the
aperture between the barrel and the fore-end of the
breech-piece. This is done by leaving a gi'oove. as at

a in fig. 5, roimd the hinder-end of the barrel : the

Fig. 4.

••
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All that is now needed to fire the gun is to press spiral spring asserts its power, and drives the needle

iipiiu the trigger, until the point o bears, when the into the heart of the cartridge, tlie parts all rcsum-

bolt I, being^relcased by the depression of k, the I iug the positions in tig. 9. At lirst sight, ouu cau-

V

Fi". 7.—Prussian Needle-gun : Half-cock.

not help exclaiming: 'What a complicated apjiaratus

with the four cyfinders aud the .springs;' but, in

reality, it is as simple .is almost any other gun, for the

whole mechanism of the Lock (q. v.) is dispensed

with. If it be desired to take the needle-gun to

pieces, press the trigger till the point, p, bears. If

the breech-handle be then in the hinder part of its

f'roove, the breech-piece with its contents will slip

out of the ch.imber. Pressing down, ne.\t, the

spring !, until the second catch is passed, there is

nothing to retain the lock, /;, in the breech-piece

;

and the lock being free, the needle, with its .ittached

bolt and spring, falls readily out of its fore-end.

The gun is thus taken to pieces in a few seconds,

and as many sufhce to put it again in fighting

order. The most delicate jjortions are the needh;

and the spiral spring ; but in case of accident t'>

these, there is a spare one in a small cavity opening
by a spring in the butt-end of the stock. The worst
feature about this celebrated gun is its weight, 12
lljs., or .'J.'i per cent, heavier than the Enfield or

Snider rifle.

8.—Prussian Needle-gun : Fidl-cock,

The converted Enfiohl or ' Snider ' rifle was
selected in I860—ISCG by the British government
from the specimens submitted at an ojien competi-
tion of inventors. It is an extremely simple weapon,
and though by no means free from faults, has given
very satisfactory results up to this time. The ordi-

nary Enfield barrel is sliortened by about three
inches, and the heel of the remainder is screwed
in to a strong ring, a (figs. 10, 11), with which is

connected by a powerful hinge, b, the solid breech-
piece, c, which, when shut, as in fig. 11, completely
closes the breech. Through this jiasses the needle
or bolt from d to e; the normal position of the

needle is maintained by a spir.il spring within the

nipjile/ (which screw's into the upper side of c), .and

is such that the needle does not jtroject at e, while

it does project at d. At r/ in the breech is a small
compressible knob, which fits into a niche in the
breech-piece, ai>d serves to keep it from shaking u]>

by ordinary motion, but is too weak to op])ose

opening by the finger on the projection //. Given
the breech open as in fig. 10, the cartridge is inserted

aud jiushed forward into the barrel, where its metal
rim fills the groove left around the barrel's heel.

The breech-piece, c, is closed down, as in fig. 11, the

hammer, i, drawn to full-cock, and the piece is ready
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for discliarge. On the trigger being pullcJ, the I into the detonating cap of the cartridge, with a

hammer falls, drives in the needle at d, and out I sharp blow at e, liring the charge. The hammer is

."] ,/-cAAr^v'-O, '/

.\,-vA' —^TT

)\mi.\iimiLi3^

Fig. 9.—Prussian Needle-^n : Instant of firing.

drawn hack to half-cock, the needle flies itp to its | former position, the breech-piece, c, is thrown back,

h

W.,

Yl^, 10.—Sliidur ; OpLli.

and slid on its hinge h, along the pin /.-, until the
|

part b touches the part I, a process during which

Fij. 11.—Snider : Closed.

n small catch, m, hooks back into the breech by its
|
the hinge moves the breech-piece to its former place,

projecting rim. the empty cartridge-case. A motion I and the gun is ready for anotlier charge,

of the finger now throws this out, a spring within I The cost of altering an 'Enfield' to a 'Snider'
137
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varies from 15a to 20.«. : already (October 18G7)

about a quarter of a million have been converted

;

and by tbe end of March ISGS, it ia intended that

350,060 shall be ready for use. The government
factories can convert 1100 rifles daily.

At fir.st, the tiring of the Snider was inferior to

the old Enfield ; but, by alterations in the bullet,

efTected by Colonel Boxer, in the direction of de-

creasing the specific gravity at tlie apex by the

insertion of a wooden plug (sec fig. 6), this condition

has been reversed, and the Snider now fires 30 jier

cent, better than the old Enfield. Of coui-se, these

changes add to the cost of the cartridge, which has,

however, these great perfections—first, tliat it is

absolutely impervious to wet ; and second, that fire

can scarcely bo communicated to it otherwise than

through the detonating ea[). A suigle cartridge has

been fired within a barrel of loose cartridges with-

out exploding any of the others.

Adverting to fig. G, wliich is as nearly as possible

two-thirds the size of an actual Snider cartridge :

the whole is enclosed in a roll of thin brass foil, out-

side which is a covering of oiled paper. Next the

foot is the round of millboard a, encircling the

percussion cap b, which communicates witli the

powder c. Between the powder and the ball is a

layer of wool, d. The ball, e, has, as cxjilained

above, a peg of wood inserted at the apex, and a

conical hollow is made at the base : into the wider

part of this is dropped tlie wooden plug/, while on
the circumference of the bullet, and outside this

conical hole, are four small cannelures or cuts in the

lead. When the powder explodes, the wooden plug

is driven forwards to the head of the hollow, driving

the base of the bullet outwards tiU the lead com-

pletely fills the grooves of the rifie—a process aided

by the eomp.aratively less resistance at the canne-

lures. These cannelures are also receptacles for a

wax lubrication which prevents fouling, interposing

always a film of wax between the bullet and the

barrel. The charge and bullet are held together

by the copper sheathing being j)ressed into the

cannelures. Keturning to the percussion-cap, we
should find, if it were enlarged, an apparatus—as in

fig. 12—where a is a thin plate of copper closing the

mouth, 6 is a brass bead called the ' anvil,' and c is

detonating powder of great sensitiveness. The
needle pierces a, drives the anvil down upon the

detonating powder, which explodes, and through

the opening d, communicates with the powder in

the cartridge. The weiglit of the bullet is 4S0
grains; of the powder, 70 grains :

the cost being about £3 per

thousand.

'^^i'^S'''B From this description, it is evi-

Wfcy dent that the Snider cartridge is a

jj
complicated arrangement ; but in

the first place, it is not much

•5 1° r more so than that of the Ziind-
,^nider ap.

nadelgewehr, though vastly more
efficient ; and, in the second, it must be borne in

mind that the separate operation of capping is dis-

pensed with.

In comparing the Snider and the Prussian gun,

the former has certainly the greater simplicity

;

while its smaller weight (9 lb.s. 4 oz. to 12 lira.) is an
immeasurable advantage. Of the two, it is prob-

ably the loss likely to get out of order, but would
jjerhaps be the most difficult to restore if it did.

There is this difference of a material character

between the two weapons, that in the Prussian ami,

the needle, by its own mechanism, lires the charge
;

while in the Snider, it is a mere medium for convey-

ing the blow of the hammer.
It may be useful here to say a few words as to

the course pursued by foreign governments in this
133

matter, which is held to be of sufficient ini]iortauce

to pi-ecipitate or delay political conii)lications.

Prussia adheres to its ucedle-gim. England con-
verts on the Snider ])rinciple (with a bore of '577

inch), reserving the ciuestion of a smaller bore riflo

for now SU])plies. Belgimn and Turkey convert as
Sniders ; but the latter has ailopted the ' Samson

'

rifle for new weapons. France docs not convert,
but selects the 'Chassepot' for new supplies, with a
bore of only •4.33. Austria converts after Wiinzl.

Portugal's and Italy's new rifles are to be Wcstley
Richards' ; Sweden's, HUgstorm's; liussia's, Laidley,

while her present stock are converted on Terry's
])rinciiile. The United States have chosen tlie

Berdan and Spencer systems. Switzerland converts
on the Amsler-Milbank principle, and makes new
arms on that of Winchester, an American.
The breech-loaders with and without the needle-

arrangement are too numerous even for mention

;

one of the most remarkable is the Spencer Magazine
Rifle, having, in a tube in the stock, a series of

cartridges, which, by a 5im])le action, pass into the
barrel ior discharge. As the gun can ordinarily

be loaded at the breech without drawing on the

magazine, it is doubtless that this reserve would be
a powerful means of defence in a moment of danger,

as in resisting cavalry ; but among its drawbacks
are Aveakening of the stock, serious increase of

weight, and, worst of all, great comi)lexity and
delicacy—fatal objections in the rough usage of

active service.

BRE'NNER PASS, a pass in the main chain of

the Alps, on the road between Innsbruck (<]. v.) on
the north and Botzen (q. v.) on the south, connect-
ing the south of Germany with Venice and the
north-east of Italy. The B. P. is the lowest which
crosses the main chain of the Alps, the summit being
only 4775 feet above the level of the sea. Lofty
mountains rise above it to the further height of

more than 7500 feet, yet the scenery of the pass is

less sublime and less interesting than that of any
other of the great passes of the Alps. It is open at

all seasons of the year. At the summit of the pass

is the village of Brenner, a resting-place for travel-

lers, 'with a ]iop. of about 400. The climate here

is so severe that corn seldom ripens. Here the
traveller finds in close contiguity the Eisach, a small
stream, which, after growing to be a considerable
river, joins the Adige, and the Sill, a tributary of

the Inn ; the one stream flowing to the Gulf of

Venice, and the other into the Black Sea. On ISth
Augusf; 1SG7, a radway through the B. P. was
opened, and thus a complete line of railway com-
munication is established between Germany and
Italy ; Botzen having already been connected by
a railway through the valley of the Adige, with
Verona, and so with the whole of Italy—Innsbruck
being likewise connected with the railway system
of Germany. This work was begun by the Austrian
government when Venetia belonged to the Austrian
Empire, and with the view not only of facilitating

military operations, but of restoring the commercial
prosperity of Venice, by making it the port of

Southern Germany. The prosecution of the works,

however, was not arrested by the gi-eat political

changes which took place. A liberal commerci.al

treaty, recently made between Austria and Italy,

binds the two countries togetlicr in community of

interests, restoring, in fact, the natural state of

things with which political animosities had long

interfered ; and it has already begun to be a]>par-

ent, from the activity with which the roads are

being repaired on some of the Alpine passes, and
particidarly that of the Stelvio, that both Germans
and Italians appreciate the importance of an inti-

mate commercial intercourse. The distance from
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Innsbruck to Botzen in a direct line is only 52
miles, but by the windings of the road or of the
railway, it is much increased.

BREZO'AVA, a market-town of Hungarj', in the
county of Xeutra, on a river of the same name, about
19 miles north-west of Leopoldstadt. It has a
E,oman CathoUc church and a Protestant church,
tanneries, and distilleries. Pop. 5516.

BEI'ERLY HILL, an ecclesiastical district of

Staffordshire, England, two miles north-north-east
from Stourbridge, ou the Oxford, Worcester, and
Wolverhampton Railway. It is a place of much
activity, the district abounding in coal, iron, and
fireclay; and there are here numerous collieries,

large iron-works, glass-works, brick-works, and
potteries. The manufacture of steam-boilers is

extensively carried on. Pop. (1861) 10,755.

BRITA'NNIA METAL. The present composi-
tion of Britannia metal at Birmingham is usually
90 tin + 8 antimony + 2 copper, without any zinc

or bismuth ; although some manufacturers deviate a
little from this formula, by adding one or both of

the metals last named. The manufacture was
begun at Sheffield by Hancock and Jessop, in 1770 ;

it reached Birmingham towards the close of the
century, and made gradual progress. At first, the
articles were made by stamping with dies, and
soldering up into form ; this, being a slow operation,

rendered the articles expensive. Afterwards, the
curious process of tnetal-spinninrj was introduced

;

and this, with the subsidiary operation of swag-
ing, rendered a great reduction in price possible.

In the spinning process, a thin sheet or piece of

Britannia metal is placed upon a wooden model
shaped like the article to be made ; the model is

made to rotate in a lathe ; and burnishers and other
tools are employed to press the yielchng metal into

all the cmratures of the model. Ductihty is an
essential quality to the attainment of this end with
the metal ; how complete it is, may be seen in such
articles as Britannia metal teapots and dish-covers,

the principal forms of which are not given by
hammering, stamping, or casting, but by spinning.

Besides spinning and swaging, the processes include
stamping, soldering, casting, and polishing. When
electro-plating was introduced, an increased use of

Britannia metal arose, as it forms a good gi-ound

or basis for the deposited silver. Britannia metal
spoons and ladles, made by casting, stamping, and
burnishing, have been nearly driven out of the
market by German silver ; but the former metal is

more largely used than ever for hot-water jugs, soup
tureens, gravy-dishes, vegetable and side dishes,

di-am bottles, drinking-cups, sandwich cases, wine-
coolers, soap-boxes, Uquor-frames, cruets, waiters,

trays, &c. ; and as a basis for electro-plate. Bir-

mingham is the chief seat of the manufacture.

BRI'XHAJI, a market-town and seaport of

Devonshire, England, beautifidly situated on the
south side of Tor Bay, 5 miles south from Torquay,
and 11 miles directly south from Exeter. The town
occupies the sides of two hills, and is divided into two
parts, called Upper and Lower B., the former con-

sisting chiefly of a long straggling street. Some of

the more recently erected parts of the town are well

built, and contain good houses, but the older parts

are mean. The prosperity of B. depends chiefly on
its fisheries, it being the head-quarters of the great

Devonshire fishery of Torbay, in which many vessels

are employed, mostly trawlers, of which there are

about 200. These are decked sloops of 40 to 50 tons

burden, and generally managed by three men and a
boy. Great quantities of fresh fish are sent to

London, Bath, and Bristol. Considerable qnantities

of iron ore are raised in the neighbourhood and

shipped here. B. has also a number of vessels
engaged in the coasting and foreign trade, the
foreign trade being chiefly with the Mediterranean.
The Admiralty have an establishment here for
watering the navy. Near B. is a station of the
South Devon branch of the Great Western Rail-
way. It was at B. that the Prince of Orange,
afterwards WilUam III., landed, November 4, 1688.
Pop. (1861) 4390.

BRO'MSGROVE, a market-town of Worcester-
shire, England, near the small river Saliy-arp, 12 miles
south-south-west from Birmingham. It is l.J mile
east from a station on the Birmingham and Bristol
PiaUway. The Birmingham and Worcester Canal
also passes near it. It is situated in a highly culti-

vated and richly wooded vaUey. The principal
street is about a mUe in length. There is a very
flourishing grammar-school, "founded by Edward
VI. in 155.3. The linen manufacture was formerly
carried on at B. ; button-making and nail-making
are at present the principal branches of industry.
B. returned two members to the House of Commons
in the reign of Edward I., but was afterwards dis-

franchised on petition of the inhabitants themselves,
because the trade of the town had declined. Pop.
(1861) 5262.

BROOKS, Chaeles Shikley-, novelist and jour-
nalist, is the son of Mr William Brooks, an architect,

and was born at BriU, in Oxfordshire, about the
year 1820. B. was educated chiefly by the late

Rev. T. J. Bennett, canon of St Raid's ; and upon
leaving school, was articled to an attorney. Upon
ser\-ing out his time, he passed with distinction the
examination in the Law Society's Hall. Literature,
however, had more charms for him than the law,
and he had not long been settled in London, before
he tried the experiment of living by it as a pro-

fession. He wrote dramas

—

Our New Governess,
Honours and Tricks, Tlie Creole, The Daughter of
the Stars; and he contributed at the same time to
some of the leading periodicals and journals. An
introduction to the editor of the ilorninr) Chronicle
procured him a steady engagement as writer of the
Parliamentary Summary for that journal. He was
also sent by the proprietors of the Chronicle on a
mission into Russia, Syria, and Egj'pt, to report on
the condition of labour and the poor in those coun-
tries ; and the results of his observations appeared
in a series of letters in that journal. B. has also

been a contributor to Punch from the commence-
ment of that periodical. The 'Essence of ParUa-
meut ' in Punch is said to be regularly contributed
by him. He has also written for it ' Jliss Violet
and her Offers,' ' The Naggletons,' &c. B. has also
contributed political and other articles to the
columns of the Illustrated London Xy'ews. As a
novelist, B. is a graceful and pleasing WTiter, and
therefore deservedly popular. He is author of

As2>en Court, The Gordian Knot, and The Silver
Cord, the last mentioned having been originally
published in Once a Wed:. B. is likewise author of
The Russians of the South, which ajipeared in the
Travellers' Librarj', vol. vi. ; and he is now publish-
ing in numbers a new novel, under the title of

Sooner or Lata:

BROOM-CORX, a grass cultivated in North
America for the manufacture of brooms and whisks,
which are made of the tops of the cidms and the
branches of the panicle. It is regarded as a mere
variety of the same species (Sorghum saccharatum),
of which the shaloo, or sugar-grass (see ScGAK-CA^E
and DuRKA), is another variety. It has been much
longer cultivated in North America, however, than
the sugar-yielding variety. Its introduction is

ascribed to Dr Franklin, who, seeing an imported
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whisk in the possession of a lady of Pliiladelphia,

found a single seed on it, and planted it. It is said

to have been lirou;,'ht from the East Indies. It is

now e.\tensively eidtivated in all parts of the United

States, and espeeialiy liy some lirauehes of the reli-

gions soeiety ealled Shakers. The manufaetnre of

hro.ims is annually becomini; of greater importance,

much capital beins invested in it. The eroj) of B.

lias a beautiful appearance when near matnrity.

It often attains a height of 1'2— 15 feet. The stalks

are long and hard, and mostly used for manure,

althougii cattle will feed on them before they are

touched by frost, and cattle are very fond of the

leaves. The seed is used like Indian corn, for feed-

ing poultry, and sometimes for feeding cattle and
horses. The usual practice in harvesting B. is to

be!id the stalks i.i

—

3 feet from the ground, and
leave them a few days to drj', then to cut them
over C—8 inches below the panicle, laying the tops

in heaps, to be conveyed to the scraper, which is often

wi-ought l)y horse-jiowcr, and which removes tlie

seed from them. Improved niacliinery has recently

begini to be employed in the manufacture of brooms
ami whisks from B., and they are therefore pro-

duced with nuich greater rapidity tlian before. It

is siijiposcd th.at, in ISOII, .about 1(1,0(10 acres of

B. were cultivated in tlie state of New York,
9000 in Illinois, GOOO in Ohio, and about an equal

amount in all the other states of the Union, or

30,000 acres in all ; the value of the ]>roduce about

1 ,.')'.)0,000 dollars. Great numbers of brooms and
whisks of this material are exported to Britain.

]! 11 ()W N, CiHRLES Foster, an American
humorist, better known .as ' Aktemus Ward,' was
born in Waterford, Maine, in 1S3(), and graduated
from the free village school into a printing-ofHee

—

the American boy's college. As a printer's boy, he
worked in all tlic principal towns in New England,

until settled at Boston, where he began to write

comic stories aiul essays. A roving disposition carried

liim to the West, and he was eng.aged .as local editor

in Toledo, and later in Cleveland, Ohio, where liis

letters from ' Artemus Ward, showman,' a pretended

exhiliiter of wax tigures and wild beasts, first

attracted general attention. In 1860, he became a

contributor to I'an'U'i Fair, a New York comic
weekly pa})er ; and being invited to lecture, soon

became very popular and attractive. As a lecturer,

in ISO.'i, he visited California, making the overland

trip, visiting Salt Lake City, the Mormon capi-

tal, and drawing crowds in every town he visited.

In 1SU4, he oiiened his illustrated lectures on Cali-

fornia and Ut.ah in New York with immense
success; and in ISOG, was induced to visit England,

where he became a contributor to Punch, and gave
his lecture on the Mormons in the metropolis,

at the Egyptian Hall, Biccadilly. But while con-

vulsing crowded audiences with laughter, he was
wasting with pulmonary disease. Early in 1SG7, he

went to Guernsey for a milder air, but with no

beneht ; and was about to embark for jVmerica, when
he died at Southampton, M.arch G, 1SG7. He was
taU, slender, with strilcing features, and a most
amiable character, which attracted and attached to

him many friends. By his will, after providing for

his mother, leaving legacies to his friends, and his

lilnary to the best lioy in the school of his native

village, he left the bulk of his property in trust to

Horace Greeley to provide an asylum for printers.

His collected writings, which have had a wide circu-

lation in America and England, are Arkmus ]Yard

His Buoh ; Arle/uiis Ward among the Mormons;
Artemus Ward aiiiowj the Fenians; and a posthu-

mous collection and biography entitled Artemus
^Yard in England.

BKSHESI'NY, an insignificant town of Poland,
|

no

in the government of Warsaw, G2 miles south-west
of Warsaw, near the railw.ay that connects Warsaw
with Vienna and other places. I'op. 537o.

BRYOPHY'LLUM (Gr. hnion, moss, ^imljjn/ltun,

a leaf), a genus of jilants of the natural order
Cranxuluctw (rj. v.). Jl. ealj/riuum, a succulent
shrubby plant, a native of the Moluccas, with
quinate or almost jiinnate leaves, oblong deeply
crenul.ated leaflets, ami jianielcs of large pendulous
greenish-yellow llowers, is not unfrcipient in British

hot-houses, being regarded as an object of interest,

upon account of its jn'oducing bnds on the edges of

the leaves nuu'e frei|nently than .almost any other

plant. These buils are capable of forming inilepend-

ent }>lants. 1'his curious mode of propagation is

found also in the Bog Orchis [Malaxis paludosa], a,

])lant of a very dili'erent natural order. See Blu
and Lkai'.

BRUISE, or CONTUSION, signifies an injury

inflicted by a blow or sudden iircssure, in which
the skin is not womidcd, and no l)oiu? is broken or

dislocated. Both terms, and esiieei.ally the lattei%

are emjdoyed in surgery to include all such injuries

in their widest range, from .a black eye to a
thoroughly crushed mass of muscle. In the slighter

forms of this injury, as in ordiiuiry simple bruises,

there is no tearing, but only a concussion of the tex-

tures, the utmost damage done being the rujitnre of

a few small blood-vessels, which occasions the dis-

coloration that is always observed in these cases. In
more severe contusions, the subjacent structures

—

muscles, connective tissue, vessels, &c.—are more or

less ruptured, and in extreme cases, are thoroughly
crushed, and usually become gangrenous. The
quantity of blood that is extravasated mainly de-

pends upon the size and numlier of the ruptured
blood-vessels, but ]>artly .also on the n.ature of the
textures of the injured jiart. Thus, a lax tissue, as

that of the eyelids, favours the escape of blood into

the surrounding parts. Moreover, the constitution

of the patient has some inllnence, and many persons,

especially (according to Mr Paget, in his article on
'Contusions' in Holmes's jS'ysfc' hi of Hurgerij, vol. i.)

pallid, fatty, soft-skinned women, though snlfering

from no apjiarcnt disease, are subject to extrava-
sations, and consequently to discolorations, very
disproportionate to the injuries th.at cause them.
The most characteristic signs of a recent contu-

sion are more or less Shock (q. v.), pain, swelling,

and discoloration of the surface from efiused blood
(commonly known as Ecdiyutosis, q. v.). There ia

nothing special in the character of the shock, but
it is worthy of notice that it is most severely felt in

injuries of special parts—as the testes, the breasts,

and the larger joints, which are often followed by
remarkable general depression, faintness, loss of

muscular jiower, and nausea. The immecliate jjain

following the blow is succeeded by a feeling of

numbness, which, after a varying time, unless the
jtart is killed, gives place to a heavy, aching pain.

Although some de]>ression may usually be observed
immediately after the iuUietion of the blow, swelling
of the parts rapidly follows, as m.ay be well seen in

the ease of a child receiving a blow on the head, or

of the wale tluat rises after the las'u of a whip.
In lax parts, such as the eyelids, the swelling is

often considerable, and may remain for a week or

more ; but in other i)arts, it usually subsides in two
or three days. The discoloration of the skin conse-

quent on blows is of a more or less purple tint,

varj'ing from black to crimson or jiink. * Blackness,'

says Mr Paget {op, cit.), 'usually indicating intense
injury, is probably due to the extravasation of

a large proportion of entire blood ; crimson or pink
tints, to the jirevaleuce of a blood-stained fluid;
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blue, to the degrees in -vvliieh blackness is veiled

by the cuticle and skin, as the colour of blood in

veins is ; and perhaps some of the shades of pink

to the partial aeration of the blood by the penetra-

tion of ail- through the epidermis. After a variable

time, proportionate to the severity of the injury,

these colours fade out, passing most commonly
through gradually lightening shades of brownish

olive, green, and yellow.' The causes of these

changes of colour are not clearly known ; as, how-
ever, the changes are not observed in bruises of

]iarts removed from air and light, they are jirobably

due to o-xidation and actinic agency. When a

severe bruise tends to a natural cure, and there is

no iuHamniation or sloughing, the eft'used blood is

generally absorbed, the liquid portion rapidly dis-

appearing, while the blood-cells are more slowly

removed. In some cases, it is probable that the

effused blood becomes organised into vascular con-

nective tissue, which takes part in the repair of the

injured tissue. We need not follow the course of

a bruise in which active inflammation with suppu-

ration ensues, or in which sloughing takes place,

as these complications must be treated according to

tlie ordinary rides for those affections. There are,

however, one or two 01 consequences following

partial recovery, which require notice. Thus, in

some organs, as the breast, abscess may ensue long

after a blow; or a sensitive indurated lump may
remain; or (more commonly) there m.ay be long-

continued pain, without change of texture ; or,

lastly, cancer may ensue. Blows on superficial

bones, as those of the skull, are not nnfrequently

followed by very painful thickening of the perios-

teum ; and a muscle violently struck may be para-

lysed, and rapidly waste away ; and constitutional

diseases, such as gout and rheumatism, are well

known to localise themselves with special severity

in ]iarts th.at have once been seriously bruised.

With regard to treatment, sunple and uot very

severe bruises require little treatment but the rest

necessary for the avoidance of pain ; but the removal

of the swelling and discoloration may be hastened

by the application of various local stimulants, which

seem to act by accelerating the circulation through

the brmsed part, and promoting the absorption of

the effused fluid. Friar's balsam, compound soap

liniment, or poultices made with the roots of black

bryony beaten to a pulp, are popular remedies of

this class. Mr Paget regards the tincture of arnica

as the best application. Where the skin is thick,

it may be gently rubbed over the bruised part in an

undiluted state ; where the skin is thinner, it should

be mixed with an equal bulk of water ; or, which

is probably better, it may bo constantly a]ii)lied as

a lotion if dUuted with five or six parts of water.

Pugilists, who are probably better acquainted with

ordinary bruises than any other class of men, are

in the habit of removing the swelling of the eyelids

that often naturally occurs during a prize-fight, to

such an extent as to close the eyes, by at once

puncturiug the eyelids at several ])oints with a

lancet ; aiid their favourite remedy for a black-eye

or other bruise on the face is a fresh beef-steak

applied locally, as a poultice. Bruises of a more

severe nature, as when there is much breaking or

crushing of the tissues, must, of course, at once be

placed "in the hands of a surgeon.—For further

details on this subject, the reader is referred to Mr
Paget's excellent article, from which we have freely

quoted.

BUCCA'RI, or B.A.KAK, a free port of Austrian

Croatia, on an inlet of the Gulf of Quarnero, 5

miles east-south-east from Fiume. It is beautifully

situated on the slope of a hill, and has a small but

very good and safe harbour. The Hneu manufacture

is carried on here, and ship-building is actively pro-

secuted ; but the inhabitants are principally sailors

and fishermen. The tunny fishery is the chief

fishery of this part of the Adriatic. The vine is

extensively cidtivated in the neighbourhood of B.,

and good wine is made. Pop. 5070.

BUCKLAND, Fkaxcis Trevelyan, a son of the

Eev. Dr Bnckland (q. v.), liorn at Christ Church
College, Oxford, December 17, 1S2G. He was edu-

cated at AVinchester School, and at Christ Church
College, Oxford. He devoted himself to the study

of medicine ; and after being house-surgeon of St

George's Hospital, London, was appointed assistant-

surgeon to the 2d Life-guards in 1S.5-1-. From this

situation he retired m )86.'J. In ISOO, he was aji-

polnted Inspector of Salmon Fisheries for England

and Wales. From his boyhood, he manifested an

enthusiastic delight in natural history, especially

when it could be applied practically to the cidti-

vation of useful quadrupeds, birds, or fish, in

which study he was encouraged and guided by
his father. He has contributed a vast number of

brief papers on various branches of his favourite

science to the Timts, Field, Queen, Land and Water,

&c. He is also the author of Curiosities ofNatural
Iliston/ (Lond. 1857 ; second series, 1860 ; thii-d

series, 2 vols., 1866), and of a work on pisciculture,

entitled Fish-hatchinr/ (Lond. 1863); and editor of

a new edition of his father's Bridgewater Treatise

(Routledge, 1858). He was first secretary to the

Acclimatisation Society of Great Britain and Ire-

land. He is an acute observer, and his writings on

subjects of natural history in great part exhibit

the residts of fresh and original observations, which

his sprightly style exhibits in a most interesting

manner. He has long taken a great interest in

fish-cultirre, and has been actively concerned iu the

recent endeavours to promote it in England. He
has, at his own cost, established under the Science

and Art Department, South Kensington, a 'Museum
of Economic Fish-culture,' illustrating the natural

history of salmon and sea-fish by means of plaster-

casts, which he makes with his own bauds, and by
preparations and dissections in spirits. He has also

collected a series of oysters, illustrating their natural

history and cidtivation. He has received one silver

and two bronze medals from the fish-culture exhibi-

tions at Boulogne and Arcachou.

BU'CZACZ, a town of the Austrian Empire, in

CJalicia, 30 miles east-north-east of Stanislawow, on

the Stripa, a considerable aftiuent of the Dniester.

A treaty of peace between the Poles and the Turks

was signed here in 1672. Pop. S523.

BUDAO'N, BUDAUN, or BUDAYOOX, a

town of India, 140 miles north-west of Lucknow,
giving its name to a British district of the Eohil-

cunddivision of the lieutenant-governorship of the

North-west Provinces. It is situated in 28° 2'

iSI. lat., and 79° 11' E. long. Its pop. was officially

ascertained in 1848 to amount to 21,360. It was
occupied by the mutineers and a body of liberated

prisoners from Bareilly, June 1, 1857. The Euro-

jjeaus escaped by flight. It was captured by General

Whitelock, AprU 19, 1858, and the rebels in this

quarter were soon afterwards entu'ely siibdued.

—

The district of Budaou contains an area of 2368

sq. m., and a pop. of 1,019,161, of which nearly

six-sevenths are Hindus, and the remainder mostly

Mussulmans. The district is a level, fertUe tract

on the Ganges and tributaries of it, of which the

chief is the Kamgunga.

BUDHA'NTJH, a town of India, in the British

district of ilozuS'urnuggnr, Korth-west Produces,

on the route from Kurnoul to Meerut, 43 miles

south from Kuruoid. The surrounding country is
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wooded and well cultivated, and the bazar of the
town is well supplied. Pop. 6750.

BU'FFO (Ital. from corrupt Latin huffa, a slap on
the cheek, as practised by clowns and mountebanks
in farces), an Italian theatrical term applied to an
acti'r or operatic singer who takes the light or
humorous jiaii; in an opera or play. A burlesque
ojiera is called opera hujd'a, and a burlesque play,

commcdia buffn.

BUHKEA'CH, a tovra of Oude, India, the i)rinci-

pal ]ilace of a district of the same name. It is in

N. hit. 27° 3-t', E. long. Sl° .S.S'—Go miles north-east
from Lucknow. It is an old town, of considerable

size, situated in a pleasant wooded plain, on the left

bank of the Sarju. The houses are mostly built of

nuid and covered with thatch ; but the mausoleums,
mosques, and residences of merchants are of brick
and lime-mortar. North-east of the town is the
tomb of Selar, a reputed Mussulman saint, to which
tliere is a great concourse of pilgrims annually in

the month of May.
BU'KKUR, a town of the Punjab, about three

miles east from the Indus, on a water-cour.se derived
from the great river, and ilowing parallel with it,

lyi) miles west of Laliore. It is situated in a
fertile district, and carries on an active commerce.
Pop. 5000.

BU'LLiE are collections of serous fluids of con-

sider.able size, situated immediately beneath the
cuticle, and rising from the true skin. They differ

from vesicles only in size; and no very detinite

line can be drawn between a large vesicle and a
small bulla. They usually vary in diameter from a
quarter of an inch to two inches. They may be
followed by crusts or by ulcerations. They consti-

tute a special order of skin-diseases, which includes

Pempliigus and liupia (q. v.).

BU'LLAS, a town of Spain, in the province of

Murcia, and 26 miles west-north-west of the town
of Murcia. It is situated on a hill, IS40 feet above
the sea. Tlie streets are steep and unpaved. B.

has manufactures of linen and hempen fabrics,

earthenware, and brandy, and a considerable trade
in manufactured goods and grain. Pop. 5145.

BULRAMP'UR, a town of Oude, India, near

the frontier of Nejiaul, in N. lat. 27° 24', E. long.

82° 15', on the Kaptee, in a plain, 90 miles

north-east from Lucknow. It is a town of con-

siderable size, but mostly of mud houses, covered
with thatch. From B. there is a magniticent view
of Dhawalagiri. The town is on one of the most
frequented routes between Lucknow and NepaiJ, so

tliat during spring and summer it is much thronged
by traders, exchanging the products of Hindustan
and Tibet.

BU'LSAR, a seaport of India, in the British dis-

trict of Surat, presidency of Bombay, on the estuary

of a small river of the same name, which falls into

the Gulf of Camlxay. It is 44 miles south of

Surat. It is a thriving jilace, with manufactures of

ginghams, and a considerable trade in grain, salt, and
sugar. Pop. 7000, chieHy weavers and sailors, but
partly also employed in agriculture.

EULUBGU'RH, or BALLAMGARH, a town of

India, the ))riucipal place of a Jaghire of the same
name, called also Furreedabad. The town is situ-

ated oa the route from Delhi to Muttra, 29 miles

south of Delhi, in a pleasant well-cultivated coun-

try. The town is not large, and is very crowded,
surroimded by a high brick wall, with mud
bastions and a deep ditcK The jaghire has an
area of 190 sq. m., and its pop. is supjjosed to be
about 57,000. The Britisli have never interfered

with the civil or criminal affairs of the jaghire,

except when their interference was requested, dur-
ing the minority of the present rajah ; but the
Rajah of B. derives his rights from the British
government. The revenue of the state is estimated
at 100,000 rupees. The rajah maintains a small
force of 100 cavalry and 350 infantry.

BU'NDI, or BOONDEE, a town of India, in N.
lat. 25° 20', E. long. 75° 43', 190 miles south-west
from Agi-a, the capital of a small state of the same
name. It is situated in a valley nearly surrounded
by rocky hills. The palace of the rajah is on the
slope of the hill above the town, and is of great
magniticence and beauty, consisting of a number
of parts built at different dates, but harmonising
extremely well to"etlier. The town contains few
notable cdiliees. It has two good bazars, but it is

a j)lace of little coumierce. It is celebrated for its

iron manufactures.—The raj or state of Bundi has
an area of 2291 sq. miles. A range of mountains,
running north-east and south-west, divides two
nearly equal level tracts—that on the south-east
extending to the river Chumbul, and that on the
north-west to tlic base of the mountains towards
Ajmcre. The climate is said to be unhealthy.
Although the rajah and dominant portion of the
inhabitants are Rajpoots, the greater part of the
popidation, particularly in the mountains, are

Meenas, supposed to be an aboriginal race, who are

indefatigable freebooters. The military force of the
state, including the troops of the feudal chiefs and
the police force, is CI70 men. The revenue is about
£50,000.

BU'NGAY, a market-town of the county of

Suffolk, England, 30 miles north-north-east from
Ipswich. It occupies the sides and snuiinit of a
gently rising hUl, on the right bank of the Waveney,
and is a well-built town, with -vvide streets, the
principal ones diverging from the market-place. The
town grew around Bungay Castle, which is supposed
to have been erected by the Bigods, Earls of Norfolk,

and of the walls of which some ruins still remain.
The ruins of a Beuetlictine nunnery are also to be
seen in the town. The Church of the Holy Trinity

is an edifice with a round tower, supposed to be of

the time of Edward the Confessor. 1'here are numer-
ous places of worship, belonging to different denomi-
nations, and schools, charitable institutions, assem-
bly-rooms, &c. What was formerly the tlieatre is

now used as a corn-hall. B. carries on a consider-

able trade by the river AVaveney in corn, malt,

flour, coals, and lime. Pop. (1861) 3805.

BU'NION is a term applied in Surgery to
enlarged bursas, or synovial sacs, situated in the ante-

rior part of the foot, and especially over the meta-
tarsal joint of the first or the fifth toe (see Foot),
and accompanied by more or less distortion of the
joint. In the great majority of cases, bunions ai'e

directly produced by the pressure of badly-fitting

boots; and if the boots are constructed of patent
leather, or any material which stops the excreting
action of the skin, this, too, m.ay Ije regarded as au
indirect cause of their formation. A buniou begins

as a painful and tender spot over one of the meta-
tarso-phalangeal joints ; the part gradually enlarges,

and there are indications of an effusion into a natu-

ral bursa or a newly-formed sac. The j'rogress of

the afl'ectiou may sto]) here, the bursa remaining,

and serving to protect the sulijacent parts from pres-

sure ; but far more frequently it undergoes re;ieated

attacks of inflammation, causing its enlargement

;

or becomes the seat of corns ; or suppuration of the
contents of the cyst ensues. The last accident

may be followed either by obliteration of the cyst,

and cure, or by a troublesome form of ulcer, espe-

cially in persons of languid circulation.
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It is only in its early stage that there is any
hope of remoN-ing the disease ; subsequently, the
treatment must be only palliative. The tender
spot that precedes the enlargement should be
covered by night with wet lint and oUed sillc, while
by day a boot or shoe exerting no pressure on the
part should be worn. If the part is very tender, it

may be covered during the day with soap-plaster
spread on wash-leather. As soon as a cyst can be
detected, the part should be occasionally treated
with strong tincture of iodine, with the view of pro-
moting absorption. The wi-iter of the article on this
subject in Holmes's System of Surgery^ recommends
an ointment of biniodide of mercury (ten grains to
an ounce of lard) for the cure of bunions when
unintlamed, and for such as have much fluid within
them. It should not be applied so constantly as to
blister the skin. ^Vben, from any cause, inflam-
mation takes place in the sac, water- dressing, or a
poultice, should be applied; and as soon as there
are definite signs of sujipuration, a free incision
should be made, which at once relieves the pain,

and is often followed by a complete ciu'e.

The xUcers resulting from the bursting of a
bunion are very difficult to heal, especially in old
persons whose circulation is languid. Stimulating
local applications, such as ointment of resin, should
be applied, while opiiun and stimulants should be
prescribed for internal use, together -n-ith nourish-
ing diet. Such idcers, imder the best treatment, not
very unfrequently form the starting-point for senile

gangrene.

BU'JfZLAU, JcNO or K'eue (^ew Bunzlau), a
town of Bohemia, on the left bank of the Iser, a
tributary of the Elbe, .31 miles north-east from
Prague. It is well built of stone, has several

churches, a Jewish sj-nagogue, barracks, a hospital,

a Piarist gymnasium, &c. It has manufactures
of cotton and woollen fabrics, soap, and leather. It

is said to have been founded by King Boleslaf in

973, and the fort built by him still exists. Its

Bohemian name is Mlada Boleslaw. Pop. 7779.

BTJEA'SS,a town of India, in the British district

of Paneput, Xorth-west Provinces, on the route

from Kurnal to Kythul, in N. lat. 29° 45', and K
long. 76" 40'. Pop. 30,050.

BUKE'NDA or BROANG PASS, a pass across

the most southern range of the Himalaya, in N. lat.

31° 23', E. long. 7S° 12'. It is reached from India
by travelling up the Pahur River nearly to its

soiu'ce. The highest part is 15,095 feet above the
sea.

BURE'NG, a remarkable valley of Cashmere, in

K. lat. 33° 20'—33° 30', E. long. 75° 10'—75° 20',

and extending in a direction from south-east to

north-west. Its upper extremity reaches nearly to

the summit of the Snowy Panjal Mountain. The
whole valley appears to be honeycombed by caves
and subterraneous water-channels. The Bureng
River, which flows through it, suddenly sinks
through an opening in its rocky bed.

BURHAMPOIIE, a town of Bengal, India, in

the British district of Jloorshedabad, on the left

bank of the river Bhagruttee, a great offset of the
Ganges. It is rather more than four miles south from
Moorshed.ibad, and the village of Gossunbazar lies

between. The situation is low and moist, and was
deemed very unhealthy for Europeans, cholera and
other endemic diseases prevailing gi'eatly ; but sani-

tary measures recently adopted have been attended
with very beneficial results, and as a military station,

B. is said to be as healthy as any in Bengal. Many
fine houses have been erected by Europeans, the

place being the site of the civil establishment of the
district, as well as of a military cantonment.

BURHAUXPUB, a large to\v-n of India, in the
territory of Gwalior, or possessions of Scindia's

family, on the right bank of the Tapti, in X. lat. 21°

IS', E. long. 76° 20', 280 miles north-east from Bom-
bay. The banks of the Tapti are here bold, rising

00 or 70 feet above the stream. The town is sur-

rounded by a rampart of brickwork, and contains a
palace buUt by Akbar. A few of the wealthier
merchants have good houses, built of teak, and pro-
fusely decorated with carvings. The most wealthy
and influential are the Borahs, a Mohammedan
tribe, who inhabit a distinct ward, which they shut
up at night, excluding all other persons. There
are maniuactures of muslins, flowered silks, and
brocades, for which the place was formerly famous,
so that, in the 17th c, they were exported in great
quantities to Persia, Egj-pt, Russia, and Poland.

BURXS, PiEV. Jaeez, D.D., a Baptist minister,

and one of the most prolific religious writers of the
present day, was born at Oldham, near Manchester,
in 1805, and was educated at Chester, and after-

wards at Oldham Grammar-school. After helping
his father as a medical practitioner, and acting as

assistant in a drapery establishment, he joined the
Methodist Isew Connection, and removed at the age
of 21 to London. In 1S2S and 1S29, he published
his lirst two works. The Christian Sketch-book and
The Spinlual Cabinet, which gained him much popu-
larity among the religious public. After having
exercised the functions of the ministry at Perth, in

Scotland, for a few years, he returned to London in

1835, to become minister of the General Baptist con-
gregation assembling in New Church Street Chapel,
Marylebone. Here his fame increased so much,
that it was found necessary twice to enlarge his

chapel during the first 25 years of his ministry, in

order to afford room for the large numbers who
flocked to hear him. He has been elected by the
body to which he belongs to fill various posts of

honour, and has lectured in all parts of the United
Kingdom on Temperance, Peace, Abolition of Capital

Pimishment, &c. In 1839, Dr B. became editor of

the Temperance Journal. About 1846, he received

the degree of D.B. from the Wesleyan University

of Middleton, Connecticut. Meantime his pen has
not been idle, the number of his separate works
being upwards of thirtj-, some of them consisting

of a number of vols., and one of them. Sketches and
Skeletons of Sermons, of 15 vols., having reached the
14th edition. The following are the names of a
few : Christian Exercises for every Lord's Day
(1858) ; Christian Philosophy, or 3Iaterials for
Thought (1849) ; Deathbed Triumphs of Eminent
Christians ; Lightfor the House ofMourning (1850)

;

Pulpit Cyclopcedia, 4 vols. (1846— ISOO) ; Marriage
Gift-hook and Bridal Token (1862) ; &c., all of which
are of high popularity among a large section of the
English and American evangelical religious world.

BURNU'GGUR, a town of IntUa, in Guzerat, the
territory of the Guicowar, 52 mfles north from
Ahmedabad, in X. lat. 23° 48', E. long. 72° 38'. It

is a place of considerable trade, wliich is mostly in

the hands of wealthy Brahmans. Pop. 12,000.

BURTOX, Richard Fka>cis, one of the most
daring and successful of modem travellers, was bom
in 1821 in Xorfolk. He is the son of Colonel J. X.
Burton, and was educated in France and England.
In 1842, he entered the Indian army, and sen-ed
many years in Sindh. While in this emplojTuent,
he exhibited a remarkable facihty in acquiring the
Eastern languages, and a still more remarkable
dexterity in imitating the appearance and habits of

the natives of India. In 1851, he published his first

important -viork.—Sindh, and the Eaces that inhabit

the Valley of the Indus—full of graphic description.
Hi
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and interesting to all reaclei-3. B. had acquired a

very familiar acquaintance with Hindustani, Per-

sian, and Moultani. He had devoted special atten-

tion to Aral)ic, and had made such progress as to lie

able to speak it like a native. Possessed of tlicse

qualilications, he resolved to explore Arabia in tlic

(lis<;uise of an Afghan iiili;rini ; and after a visit to

England, he set out on his journey. J'olitical com-
motions i)revented him from traversing the whole
country, as he intended ; but his Personal JS^m-rative

of a ri/f/rimar/e lo El Mcdinah and Meccah (1S55)

records one of the mtjst daring feats on record. A
perpetual strain on the ingenuity was necessary to

keei> up his assumed character, most ditiicult in

moments of fatigue, and in the midst of sln-ewd and
observant fellow-travellers. The next journey
undertaken by B. was into the country of the

Somaulis, in Eastern Africa. It proved less .suc-

cessful than was anticipated. B.'s companion. Lieu-

tenant Stroyan, was killed, and B. himself was
wounded. He succeeded, however, in reaching Harar
(q. v.), a most important town in Eastern Africa,

not before visited by any European, and in pene-

trating a vast and populous region scarcely known
to geographers. The journey led to a still more im-

portant series of expeditions—those to the country
of the Upper Nile. Towards the end of 1S3G, B. set

out in company ^\*ith Lieutenant Speke, also of the

Indian army, to ascertain the truth of the reports

collected by the missionaries, that a vast sea existed

in the heart of the continent. The journey is one
of the most memorable of our time. It led to the

discovery and exjiloration of the gi-eat lake of Tan-
ganyika, and the opening up of the eastern part of

the continent. B. was rewarded with the medal of the
Geograjjhical Society. His health had been affected

by his African journeys, and he sought to recover it

by a journey in North America, from which he
brought the first reliable account of the Mormons.
In ISUl, B. was appointed eousid at Fernando To,

on the west coast of Africa, and while holding tliis

appointmcut, he visited the C'ameroons Mountains,
and went on a mission to the king of Dahomey, the

incidents of both jom-neys being recorded in two of

liis most interesting works. B. has since become
consul at Santos, in Brazih He was entertained at

dinner, before his departure, by the members of the

Anthropological Society, and in a speech by Lord
Stanley, who presided, will be foimd an interesting

account of his career.— See Report ofFarcwdl Dinner
to Captain Burton, reprinted from the Anlhropo-
lo'/ical Hcriew (1SG5).

The following is a list of the principal works of

Cajitain B. not mentioned above: Sindli, or the

Unltappy VaUeij (ISol); Goa and the Due Moun-
tains, or Sir, Months of Sick-leave (1851) ; Falconry

in the Valleij of the Indus (1S52) ; First Footsteps iji

Fast Africa, or an Exploration of Ilarar (1S5G)

;

Tlie Lake Jlerjions of Central Africa, or a Picture of
Exploration (1860) ; The City of the Saints, and
Across the Pocky Mountains to California (18C1);

Aheokuta, or the Cameroons Mountains (ISfl.S) ; 'J'he

Nile iiusiH—Part I., shewing Tanganyika to Ije

Ptolemy's Western Lake Keservoir, &c. ; and Part

II., Cajitain Spcke's discovery of tlie source of the

Nile, a Keview by J. M'Queen (1804) ; A Mission to

Gelele, Kinii of Dahome, with Notices of the so-called

Amazons, &c. (1864).

BUSSAHI'R, a hill-state of Northern India, on

the border of Chinese Tartary, in N. lat. .30° 56'

—

:',2' 8', and E. long. 77° 34'—78° 52'. It is one of

the most elevated and mountainous countries in

the world, tlie lowest part being more than .'JOOO

feet above the sea, and much of it from 70U0 to

12,000 feet. The Sutlej flows through the country

from east to west. The district on the north of
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the Sutlej is called Kunawur, that on the south is

B. Proper. 'Ihe climate in the lower jiarts on the
southern frontier is almost tropical, and there are
many genial and fertile districts of mild tenqierate
climate ; other districts are near, and within the
limits of perpetual snow. The vine succeeds ad-
mirably in many places, and it is supposi-d that
some parts of this state are extremely suitable for

the culture of tea, which, indeed, is cultivated to
some extent. Very rich deposits of copper ore have
been discovered in Kunawur, and co]>per-mining is

])rosecuted near the south-west frontier. The in-

habitants are little advanced in civihsation ; many
of those in the more northern parts have strongly
marked Mongolian features. Polyandry prevails

among them, and the females left unmarried take
refuge in Lamaic convents. The rajah and upper
classes in the southern parts are Ilajpoots, and the
people generally are of Hindu race. Their observ-
ance of Hinduism, however, is very partial ; they
eat readily any kind of flesh, except that of the ox.

The Kajah of B. holds his dignity by a grant from
the East India Company, made on the expulsion of

the Ghoorkas in 1815. The tribute iiaid is £1500.
The po]). is estimated at 1 50,000.

BUSTO-ARSIZIO, a town of Northern Italy, in

the province of Mdan, and 20 miles north-west from
Mdan. It stands in a fertile plain, which ])roduces

much wine. In one of the churches are numerous
statues and fine paintings, by Daniel Crespi, a native

of the town. Kemains of ancient buildings shew
that B. was in ancient times a ])lace of considerable

importance. It is a place of active trade, and has a
cotton-thread factory. Pop. (1861) 9078.

BUTERA, a town of Sicily, in the province of

Caltanisetta, and 8 miles north-north-west from
Terranova. It stands on a height on the left

bank of the Manfria. lluins of great antiquity exist

in the neighbourhood, but the ancient name is

unknown. In 853, B. w.os besieged for live months
by the Saracens, who raised the siege on the sur-

render of 6000 people as slaves. B. was almost the

last town in Sicily taken by the Normans, having
held out against Count Itoger till 108'J. The
present castle is of Normaii erection, and contains

a number of medieval antiquities. Pop. 4527.

BUTLER, Ben-j.vjiix Feankltx, general of

Volunteers, U. S. army, was born at Deerfield, New
Hampshire, November 5, 1818. He graduated at

Waterville College, Maine, in 1838, studied law at

Lowell, Massachusetts, where he was admitted to

the bar in 1841, and became distinguished as a

criminal lawj'er and democratic politician. He w.as

a member of the state legislature in 1853, of the

state senate in 1859—1860, and a delegate to the

Democratic National Conventions at Charleston and
Baltimore in 1800, where he supported the nomi-

nation of Jefferson Davis and John C. Breekcnridge,

and was nominated as the Democr.atie candidate for

governor of Massachusetts. B. had risen to the

rank of brigadier-general of militia ; and at the out-

break of the War of Secession, April 17, 1861, he

marched with the 8th Massachusetts Brigade, and
after a check at C4reat Bethel, was appointed to the

command of Baltimoi-e, and subseqiiently of Eastern

Virginia, with his head-quarters at Fortress Monroe.

In February 1862, he commanded the military forces

sent from Boston to Shi]) Island, near the mouth of

the Mississippi ; and after New Orleans had sur-

rendered to, the naval forces under Commander
Farragut, he held military possession of the city,

and by ins severity, and especially by an, at least

aiiparently, atrocious order respecting the treatment

of women, brought upon himself the intense detes-

tation of the Southern people, and a very general
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feeling of reprobation. Eelieved of liis command,
he returned to Fortress Monroe, acted under General
Grant in his operations against Petersburg and
Eichmond, and, June 1.3, 1865, by his refusal to

co-operate with the naval forces, caused the failure

of the first attempt to take Fort Fisher, the chief

defence of Wilmington, lietuming to Massachusetts
at the end of the war, he took an active part in
politics as an extreme Radical, advocated the im-
peachment of President Johnson; and in 1S66, was
elected member of the House of Representatives of
the U. S. Congress.

'ABE'ZA DEL BUEY, a small
town of Spain, in the province of

Badajos, SO miles east-south-east

of the town of Badajos, on the
north slope of the Sierra el

Pedrose. The town is tolerably

well built, and lias a number of

churches and other public buildings. Pop.

539.5, engaged chiefly in the manufactm-e of

woollen and linen cloths.

CADA'MBA, or KUDUJIBA, the wood of seve-

ral species of Naiiclea, a genus of trees of the

natural order Cinchonacecc, natives of the East

Indies, having flo^^•crs with a funnel-shaped corolla.

X. cadamha is a noble tree, with orange-coloured

fragrant flowers, collected in heads about tlie size

of a small apple. The leaves are from six to ten

inches long. The wood is yellow, soft, and fine-

grained. The tree is highly prized for the shade
which it affords ; the wood is used for various pur-

poses. N. cordifolia is a large tree, plentiful in

mountainous districts of Hindustan ; the wood
yellow, close-grained, .and used for fiooring-planhs,

packing-bo.xes, and many other jiurposes, as is also

that of N. parviflora. All kinds of C. wood are,

however, liable to be injured by moisture, and can
only be used where they are to be kept dry.

CAHE'TE, or CAETE, a small town of Brazil, in

the province of Minas Geraes, about 250 miles north
of Vdo de Janeiro. The town is tolerably built, has

some chmches, a hospital, primary school, electoral

college. Agriculture and mining are carried on.

Pop. about UOOO.

CAIVA'NO, a town of Southern Italy, in the

province of Naples, and 8 miles north of the city

of that name. It was a place of consideraljle

strength in the middle ages, and still retains many
remains of its waUs and towers, though they have
suffered severely in the various revolutions of

Naples. Pop. 9-141.

CALABAR BEAN, a very remarkable medicinal

agent, which has just been introduced into the new
edition of the British Pharmacopteia (1867). It is

the seed of Phjsostigma venenosuvi, a twiuing, half-

shruljby plant, a native of Western Africa, of the

natural order Lefjuminosa', sub-order Papilionacefe,

nearly allied to the kidney bean, but of a genus
distinguished by the hood-shaped stigma, and the

deeply-furrowed hilum of the seed. The following

are the leading characters of the bean itself

:

' About the size of a very large horse-bean, with

a very tirm, hard, brittle, shining integument,

of a brownish-red, ]iale chocolate, or ash-gray

colom'. Irregularly kiduey-shajjed, with two flat

sides, and a furrow running longitutUnally along

its convex margin, ending in an aperture near one

end of the seed. Within the shell is a kernel, con-

sisting of two cotyledons, weighing on an average

about 4G gi'ains, hard, white, and pulverisable, of

a taste like that of the ordinary edible leguminous
seeds, without bitterness, acrimony, or arom.atic

flavour. It yields its %Trtues to alcohol, and imper-
fectly to water.' It is used in the form of an emul-
sion by the natives of Africa, as an ordeal when
pel-sons are suspected of witchcraft. About twelve
years ago, Dr Chi-istison very nearly fell a victim to

his zeal for science in experimenting on some speci-

mens of this bean which had been sent to Edinburgh
by some African missionaries. In 20 minutes after

taking 12 grains of the powdered seed, he was seized

with giddiness and a general feeling of torpor ; on
which he took an emetic, and thus emi)tied his

stomach. The giddiness, wealvness, and faintness,

however, increased to such a degree, that the physi-
cians who were called in found him prostrate and
pale, with the heart and pidse very feeble and irre-

gular, and the faintness so great as to threaten
immediate death, the mental faculties remaining
perfectly clear. He conipl.ained of no jjaius or

uneasy feehugs, nor did the faintness of the heart's

action give him any discomfort. Under tlie use

of stimulants, warmth, pulsation, and the power
of moving gradually returned, and the ne.xt day he
was quite well. In 1854, 50 children were poisoned
by eating these beans, which were swept out of a
ship at Liverpool. A boy aged six years, who ate

six beans, cUed very rapidly. The chief symptoms
in these cases were griping, vomiting, aud contracted
pupils ; the face was pale, the eyes bright and pro-

truding, and in trying to walk, the childi-en stag-

gered as if they were diimk. According to X)r

Harley, this agent destroys life by paralysmg the
respiratory muscles, and although it weakens the
heart's action, is rather a respii'atory than a cardiac

[loison. Dr Fraser, in a paper which he lately

communicated to the Royal Society of Edin-
burgh, on tlie subject of this poison, maintains that,

in mammals, death is generaUy produced by a
combination of syncope (faintness) with asphyxia
(suffocation) ; the symptoms of the one or the

other depending on the dose, which, when Large,

at once destroys the heart's action. It has been
tried medicinally in small doses (one to four

grains of the powder, or xV'-'^ *" i'-li of •''• grain of

the extract) in chorea, tetanus, aud other diseases

of the nervous system ; but its v.alue as an internal

medicine can hardly be said to be as yet established.

Its principal use at present is to produce contrac-

tion of the pupils. This can be done by intro-

ducing into the eye cither a minute quantity
of the extract, or of p.aper, or gelatine rolled in

a sheet, saturated with the extract, and divided

into small squares, one of which is sufficieut to pro-

duce the desired effect, which commences in about
10 miuutes, and lasts for about 20 hours. It is

regarded as a very valuable addition to our ophthal-

mic remedies,
145
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CALASCIBE'TTA, or CALATAS-CIBETTA
(Saracenic = Castle of Xibcth, or Scibet), a town of

Sicily, near its centre, 54 miles south-east of I'alermo,

iu the province of Caltanisetta. The town is mean
anil dismal looking, and is built on a stee]) and
isolated height, the summit of which is 2570 feet

above the sea, and commands a magnificent view.

It was founded iu lOSO. The only object worthy of

notice is the tower of the principal church, which is

of early architecture. Pop. 5255.

CA'LLA, a genus of plants of the natural order

Aracea:, or, according to some botanists, of the

CaUa palustris.

natural order Orontiacea, whicli is distinguished

from Aracea only by having hermajihroilite flowers.

Tho genus CaUa is characterised by a flat sjiathe

(q. v.), witliiu which is a cylindrical spadix (see

Siwtue) covered with naked flowers, appearing
as a mere mixture of stamens and pistils, and a
one-celled ovary with G—8 erect o^^^lcs. The
known species are few, and natives of very difTerent
climates. C. palustris is found in swamps iu

Europe, Siberia, and North America, but not in

Britam. It has a creeping root-stock, and heart-
shaped, stalked leaves, the midrib of which is pro-
longed beyond the blade into a point ; the spatlio

is white, and the spadix yeDow. The root-stock

is extremely acrid and caustic ; but being deprived
of its acridity by grinding, boiling, and macerating,

is made by the Laplanders into a kind of bread
called Mlssebroed, whicli they hold in liigh estima-

tion.—The well-known and beautiful Ilichardla

Elhiopica was formerly included in this genus, and
is often still called Calla.

CA'LLERNISH, a district on the west coast of

the island of Lewis, about IG mUes from Storno-

way, remarkable for its circles of Standing Stones

(q. v.). There are four circles, at no great distance

from one another, but without any visible relation.

The principal one, of which the figure gives a bird's-

eye view, is of a more than usually elaborate design.

'A double line of iqiright stones run parallel to
each other in a northerly direction, while a single

line of similar stones is projected fi'om the south,

east, and west points, thus giving a cruciform
figure to the structure. A stone of larger dimen-
sions than any of the others occupies the centre of

the circle, and completes the whole That
the position was chosen and laid do«m from astro-

nomical observation, can easily be demonstrated
by visiting the spot on a clear night, when it will

be fouud that by bringing the u]iper part of the
single line of stones extending to the south to bear
upon tho top of the large stone in the centre of the
circle, the apex of that stone coincides exactly with
the pole-star The stones themselves are not

L:
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Callomish Circle.

columnar, or shaped into any form ; they are simply
broad, Hat blocks of gneiss—the all-prev.ailing rock
friini the Butt of the I^ewis to Barra Head. Tlie

following are their dimensions : diameter of circle,

about 40 feet ; length of west line, 4." feet ; length

of east line, ,'38 feet; length of south line, 69 feet;

length of aveune, 270 feet ; breadth of avenue, 27
feet ; average height of stones, G to 8 feet ; height

of centre stone, 12 feet. There are 13 stones in

the circle including the centre one, 10 in the

avenue, 5 in each of the east and west, and G in

the south arm. The measurements of height are

taken from the present level ; but it must be borne
in mind that there is a bed of peat-moss, 4 or 5
feet thick, through which the stones rise from the
clay beneath; this gives a height of IG to 17 feet to

the cfentre stone, and from 10 to Vi feet to the
446

others, exclusive of the foundation.'

—

Notice of the

Stone Circle at Calleriiish, communicated to the
Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, by Jlr Hcury
Callender, March 1857.

CALTABELLO'TA (a Saracenic name = 'the
Castle of the Cork-trees'), a town of Sicily, (Jirgenti,

7 miles north-east of Sciacca, most picturesquely
situated around an ancient castle, which crowns a
steep rock overhanging a stream (auc. Crimisus), of
the same name as the town. Of its churches the
Ohicsa Malrice is a beautiful relic of the middle
ages, resembling a mosque, with a single row of

cohmins down the middle. C. was captured by the
Saracens in 840 a.d. Pop. 5572.

CALTAVUTU'RO, a town of Sicily, province of

Palermo, and 37 miles south-east of the city of that
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name, on a small river, the Grande. The town is of

Saracenic origin. Jasper is found in the neighbour-

hood. Pop. 5119.

CA'LW, an important manufacturing town in

Wurtembc-rg, and capital of a bailiwick of the same
name, in the Circle of the Black Forest, lies in the
vaUey of the Nagold, on both sides of the stream,

over which are two stone bridges. Cotton and
woollen spinning, dyeing tiirkey-red, maniifachiring
woollen and cotton fabrics, making leather, stout

shoes, cigars, &c., are the principal industries.

Though the streets in the old town are irregularly

built, there are many large and beautiful houses.

Pop. (1SG4) 4397, nearly all Protestants.

CA'MDEN, a city of New Jersey, U. S., on the
left bank of the Delaware Piiver, opjjosite Philadel-

phia, with which it is connected by 4 steam-ferries.

It is the terminus of the New Jersey Central and
Cape Island and Atlantic City Eailways. It has
a court-house, 2 banks, 2 railway depots, 15

churches, ship-yards, iron-works, foundries, manu-
factories of machinery, &c. Pop. (1865) 18,000.

CAMO'ERA, the name of a secret society, existing

throughout all parts of the former kingdom of

Naples, the members of which are called Camorrlsli,

and have exercised lawless force to a great extent
over the tumbler classes of society. Under the
Bourbons, they openly presented therasel^s at

markets, hackney-coach stations, jiublic spectacles,

and all occasions of popular amusement ; assumed
the right of deciding disputes ; extorted a portion

of whatever money passed from hand to hand for

purchases, rents, wages, and the like, or in games

;

imdertook also the transport of smuggled goods, and
contracted for the commission of serious crimes.

Their readiness for violence and murder, and their

close association among themselves, made them so

much dreaded, that even Camorristi who had been
thro^vn into prison, succeeded in exacting money from
their feUow-prisoners, and from the jailer himself.

The society has a central rendezvous in every
large provincial tonTi, and twelve such in the city

of Naples. Those w'ho belong to each of these

sections of the society are under the absolute govern-

ment of a chief elected by themselves, with whom
is associated a treasurer. The latter has the charge

of the common fund into which all the Camorristi

of that section pay their whole gains, for equal dis-

tribution among all their associates. Candidates
for membership must shew that they have neither

been guUtj' of espionage nor theft ; also that neither

their wives nor theii- sisters are prostitutes ; and
must swear upon an iron crueitix a fearfid oath of

fidelity and secrecy. The candidate remains for a

year, with the designation of Pkciotto cVonore, as a

pupil under an old Camorrista ; and having com-
pleted this probation, and given proof of his courage

and obedience in circumstances involving danger of

life, he is advanced to the rank of a Ficcioito di

srjarro. Finally, after a lunger period, and when he
has given proof of his fitness on a number of occasions,

he is admitted to full membershii) of the society as

a Camoi-rhta. Each Camorrista carries about mth
him two knives of peculiar form, by which the

members of the society recognise each other. They
are held under the strictest discipline. Disobedience

is punished by flogging, suspension from employ-

ment, or expulsion ; treachery, even on the part of

a member who has been expelled, is pimished with
death. If two Camorristi quarrel, their chief decides

the question between them ; but in difficult cases,

a duel with daggers is the mode of decision. Under
King Ferdinand II. the Camorra was tolerated for

political reasons. The government of Francis II.

endeavoured to put down the society, and the police

received instructions to seize and transport all known
members of it. Those who remained entered into

alliance with the Garibaldi committee, and ren-

dered essential service in the expulsion of the
Bourbons. An attempt was now made to employ
them in the police serWce, but completely failed.

The Camorra having faUen out with the new govern-
ment, the members of the society now chietiy live

by robbery in South Italy.—See Jlonuier, La
Camorra, Nothie Sioriche {Flor. 1S63).

CAMPA'NHA, a town of Brazil, about loO miles
north-west of Pao de Janeiro, surrounded by bare
hills, much cut up by gold mines. The houses are
built chiefly of earth, and surrounded by gardens.
C. has several churches, a Latin school, an hospital,

theatre, &c. Pop. COOO.

CAMPI'NAS, or SAN CARLOS, a town of

Brazil, in the province, and 70 miles north of the
city, of Sao Paiio, is situated in a fertile and pictur-

esque district, on a small river, the Piraticaba, a
feeder of the Parana. There are large cofiee and
sugar plantations in the surrounding district, and
large quantities of sugar are exported. Many of the
houses are built of mud or clay, and the immense
church, whose walls are five feet thick, is composed
of beaten earth. Pop. 6000.

CANADA has recently acquired a more enlarged
signification. An act of the imperial parliament
(called shortly the British North America Act)
was passed 29th March 1S67, and came into force 1st

Jime of the same year, uniting federally the former
separate provinces of Canada, Nova Scotia, and New
Brunsivick into one Dominion, imder the name of

Canada. The upper and lower divisions of the
former Canada (q. v.), which had been politically

united since 1840, are again dissociated, so that the
federation consists of four members or pro%'inces, as

under

:

English Egtiniatccl
square Miloi. Pop. tlsO").

Quebec (formerly Lower Canada, or) omnon^
Canada East) f

•'^"."-"
|

Ontario (formtrly Upper Canada, or) ,,, ,„„ ,

, ,„„ ...
Canada West), . . . . /

l^l,i60 ) 3,800,000

New Brunswick,
Nova Scotia,

Total,

27,105

18,660j

377,045

The constitntion of the Dominion is after the model
of the mother-coimtry. The parliament consists

of the Queen, an Upper House styled the Senate,
and a House of Commons. The Queen is repre-
sented by a Governor-general (with a salary of

£10,000), who exercises his authority with the aid
and advice of a council, styled the Queen's Pri\'y

Council for Canada, chosen from time to time by
the governor. The Senate consists of not more
than 72 members, 24 for each of the prorinees of

Ontario and Quebec, and 12 each for the maritime
provinces. The senators are chosen by the governor-
general, and hold the appointment for life. Among
other C[ualifications, a senator must have real

property to the value of 4000 dollars, and must be
resident in the province for which he is appointed.
The Speaker of the Senate is nominated by the
governor-general. The House of Commons consists

(for the present) of 181 members—82 for Ontario,
65 for Quebec, 19 for Nova Scotia, and 15 for New
Brunswick. The duration of a House of Commons
is five years. Until the jiarhament of Canada
otherwise provides, the franchise and other regula-
tions are to be the same as those hitherto in force
in returning members to the House of Assembly in
the several provinces. The House of Commons
elects its own Speaker. Any bUl passed by the
houses of parliament, even though assented to by
the governor-general in the Queen's name, may
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afterwards be disallowed liy the Queen in Council.

Each province has an executive and legislature o^ its

own, presided over by a lieutenant-governor, and
constituted in tlic niuantinie jiretty much as l>el'orc

the uuiou. The lieutenant-governors are apj)ointed

by the governor-general. The jirovincial jiarlia-

ments may, under the provisions of the act, amend
from time to time their own constitutions.

In the distribution of legislative power betv.-ceu

the general and the jirovincial parliaments, certain

classes of subjects of a local nature are assigned
e.xclusively to the legislatures of the provinces,
while subjects of more general concern are assumed
V)y the i)arliaiiient of Canada. Among the sul>jects

eiuimerated in tlie act as coming under the latter

description are : the public debt and jiroperty

;

taxation (for federal purposes), postal service, mili-

tary and naval defence, the salaries of the civil

officers of the general government ; the census

;

navigation ; money, weights, and measures ; co])y-

rights ; marriage and divorce ; criminal law. The
provincial legislatures, again, have the jiower of

taxing themselves for j>rovincial ])ur])Oses, and of

borrowing money on the sole credit of the province
;

of regulating and paying provincial ofhccrs ; of

establishing asylums, &c. Education is also left to
the provincial legislatures, with certain provisions
against encroachment on the rights of religious

minorities.

The debts of the several provinces, at the union,

are assumed (with certain limitations) by the federal

government ; and, on the other hand, certain duties
and revenues, and certain pulilic works and jiro-

pcrties belonging to the several provinces before the
union, are taken possession of, to form a consolidated
revenue fund for defraying the interest of these
debts, and for the other expenditiu'e of the federal
government.

Provision is made for the iutroductiou of uni-

formity of laws, which, however, must be with
consent of the legislatures of the several provinces.

The union of the various British Americau pro-

vinces had licen long and e.agerly discussed, ])ul)lic

opinion in Canada being generally in its favonr,

but in the other provinces, strongly ojiposed to it,

from the natural apiirehension, that the immense
preponderance of C. in population, wealth, and general
importance would utterly swamj) the others. How-
ever, after much and earefid consideration, the
great advantages which it was shewn the scheme
would confer, overcame the jiroviucial jealousies,

and the ]iro-fcderalists in Kova .Scotia and New
Brunswick came to preponderate. Newfoundland
and Prince Edward Island have hitherto with-
stood all attempts to bring them into the confeder-
ation, but the state of feeling on the suliject has
changed much of late in both of these colonics. In
British Columbia, and in the Red Pviver Settlement,
there is a unanimous feeling in favour of annexation

;

and should those settlements, as well as tlie Hud-
son's Bay and North-west territories, be included
in the confederation, its extent would amount to
;i,,"S6i),300 English sq. m., and surpass that of the
United States. (In 1S71, British Columbia and the
Bed River Settlement, the latter imder tlie name of

Manitoba, were admitted into the Dominion.)
In 1865, the mercantile marine of the provinces

constituting the new Domiuion compriseil ()575

vessels, of an aggregate tonnage of 9i,'J,5;i3 tons,

and rauks in importance next after those of the
United Kingdom, the United States, and France.
The imports in 1SG6 amounted to 575,27(),.'>CG, and
the exports to «,71,951,G9!) ; the revenue for IhtJo

was $13,023,109, and the expenditure $14,173,071 ;

and the total debt of the confederation is 1,77,500,000.

CANANDAI'GUA, a beautiful village in New
418

York, U.S., at the northern extremity of the lake of
the same name, on the Rochester and Syracuse
Railway, 220 miles west by north of Albany. Its
broad shaded streets of villas and gardens are
sui-rounded by fine scenery. It contains the county
buildings, 7 churches, 3 banks, 2 newspapers. Pop.
about 5000.

CA'NCRUIM O'RIS, known also as Xoma, Waler-
caiicer, and Water-caiih-i; is a iieciiliar form of morti-
fication, arising a])i)arently from defective nutrition.

The disease seldom occurs except between the
second and eleventh j'cars, and is usually preceded
by measles, remittent or intermittent fever, or some
other serious disease. The following is the ordinary
train of symjitoms : more or less general disturbance
of the system, accompanied by loss of apjictite, fol-

lowed by swelling of tlie salivary glands, and a pro-
fuse flow of saliva, which escapes from tlie mnuth
involuntarily during sleep ; ulceration of the gums,
which swell aud become livid ; looseness of the
teeth ; and the appearance of ash-coloured spots on
the gums and adjacent mucous membrane, which
turn into dark-coloured sloughy sores. These sores
spread rajiidly by a gangrenous process, cxjiose

the bone, and finally make a large apei-ture in the
cheek. In some cases, the entire cheek has been
destroyed in a very few days. Fortunately, this

terrible disease is more rare in this country than in

some parts of the continent, and most of the cases
recorded are described by foreign writers. Van
Swieteu describes a case in wliicli he saw the first

set of teeth fall out, the second set destroyed, the
lower jaw exfoliated, and the lijis, cheeks, tongue,
and chin eaten away before the child died. 1'he
obvious indications of treatment are to remove the
patient to ])ure air, to ailminister tonics, nourishing
food, and (in moderation) stimulants ; to touch the
diseased parts with nitrate of silver, or glycerido
of carliolic acid, and to wash out tlio mouth fre-

quently with a weak solution of Condy's lluiiL

CANDE'LA, a to'wn of Southern Italy, iiroviuce

of Foggia, 22 miles south of the town of Foggia.
Pop. C057. It is pleasant!}' situated on the summit
of an eminence. The surrounding district is very
fertile.

CANDLE-FISH, or EULACHON {T/mlelcht/iys
Piirllicus), a remarkable fish of the family Salmo-
nidn; nearly allied to the Capelin (q. v.), and, like

it, strictly a sea-iish, approaching the coasts to
spawn, but not entering rivers. The C. inhabits
the Pacific Ocean, near the western shores of Ame-
rica, from Vancouver's Island northwards. It is

not larger than a smelt, has a somewhat pointed
and conical head, a large mouth, teeth on the
pharyngeals, and the tongue rough, but the lower
jaw, palatines, and vomer destitute of teeth. The
coloiu* is greenish olive on the back, passing into

silvery white on the sides and belly, sjiarsely

spotted with dirty yellow'. It is probably the
fattest or most oleaginous of aU fishes, or indeed
of animals, and is used by the Indians not only as
an article of fooil, but for making oil. To broil or
fry it, is nearly impossible, because it almost com-
pletely melts into oil. Indeed, the Indians often
use it, in a dried state, as a lamj) for lighting their
lodges, merely drawing through it a piece of ru.sh-

jiith, or a strip from the inner liark of the ' Cyiuess
Tree ' of these regions. Thuja gif/aiitfa—a species of
Arbor Vita;—as a wick, a long needle of hardwood
being used for this [inrpose ; and the fish being
then lighted at one end, burns steadily until it is

all consumed. In order to use the dried fish for

food, the Indians often melt it into oil, by the
ai)plication of heat, and drink the oil. It is also

eaten imcooked. Drying is accomplished without
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any gutting or cleaning, the fish being fastened on
skeivers passed through the eyes, and hung in

the thick smoke at tlie top of sheds in which
wood-fires are Iccpt hurning. They soou acquire
a flavour of wood-smolce, and the smolcing heljis to

preserve them. They are then stowed away in

large frails, made from cedar-bark or rushes, in

order to be used for food in winter. Immense
shoals of C. approach the shores in summer, and are
caught iu moonlight nights, when they come to
sport at the surface of the water, which may often

be seen glitteiing with their multitudes. The
Indians paddle their canoes noiselessly amongst
them, and catch them by means of a monster comb
or rake—a piece of pine-wood from six to eight feet

long, made round for about two feet of its length at

the place of the hand-gi-ipe, the rest flat, thick at the
back, but having a sharp edge in front, where teeth
are driven into it about four inches long, and an
inch apart. These teetli are usually made of bone,
but the Indian fishers have learned to prefer sharp
iron nails when they can get them. One Indian,
sitting in the stern, paddles the canoe ; another,

standing with his face to the bow, holds the rake
firmly in both hands, the teeth pointing sternwards,

sweeps it with all its force through the glittering

mass, and brings it to the surface teeth upwards,
usually with a fish, and sometimes with three or

fom*, impaled on each tooth. This process is carried

on with wonderful rapidity. "When a sufficient

quantity of C. has been dried for winter, the rest

that are caught are made into oil, being, for this

jmrjiose, piled in heaps imtil partially decomposed,
and then jilaced in large square pine-tree boxes ; a
layer about three deep in the bottom of each box,
covered with cold water, and a layer of hot stones

put in, then a layer of small pieces of wood, another
layer of fish, stones, and so on. The oil is slcimmed
frtim the siuiace of the water iu the boxes. A vast
quantity of oil is thus obtained. The C. is an
excellent article of winter-food in a climate of which
the %^-inter is severe ; and notmthstanding its

excessive fatness, is of agreeable flavour. It has
not yet become an article of economical value to the
civilised inhabitants of North-western America, but
seems very likely to do so, and to acquue a very
considerable commercial importance.

CAPRE'KA, or CABRERA, one of a group of

small islands called the Bucciuari Islands, iu the
8trait of Bonifacio, to the east of the north point of

Sardinia (q. v.). They belong to the Italian pro-

vince of Cassari. C. is separated from the coast of

Sardinia by a strait of little more than a mile in

breadth, and by a similar narrow strait from the
island of Maddalena, which lies to the west. Its

greatest length, from north to south, is about six

miles, and its breadth is from two to three miles.

Like JIaddalena and the rest of the Buccinari Isles,

and the neighbouring coast of Sardinia, C. is rocky,
bare, and unfertile. It has no streams, and is in

few places adapted eitlier for the jiasture of cattle

or for the plough. In former times, it was the abode
only of wild goats—whence its name (Lat. and Ital.

capra, a goat)—and rabbits, and was occasionally

visited by goat-herds and fishermen. It has recently

acquired celebrity as the ordinary residence of

Garibaldi, who acquired a jjroperty and built a
house here in 1S54. He dwelt here from 1S54
to 185S, and again made it his abode in the
autumn of 1860. It was to C. that he was
recently {Septendjer 1S67) sent in honourable
banishment by the Italian government, after having
been taken prisoner at Asinalunga, in consequence
of his design of entering the Roman territory to

jn'omote au insuiTection and overthrow the papal
government.
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CAPRO'IC, CAPRY'LIC, asb CAPRIC
ACIDS are represented by the formula CjaH^Oj,
CijHijOj, and C„(|H.,,jOj, and are members of the
acetic or fatty-acid series. They derive their names
from capra, a goat, in consequence of their more
or less resembling in smell the odour of that animal.
They may all be obtained from butter by pressing out
*he portion which remains liquid at 60°, saponify-
ing this oil, and distilling the soap which is thus
foi-med with sulphuric acid. The liquid which
passes over contains these three acids, together with
butyric acid, which, by being converted into baryta
salts, are separable from one another. AU three
of these acids are also obtained by the oxidation
of oleic acid by nitric acid ; and caprio acid is also
obtained by acting upon oil of rue with fuming
nitric acid ; hence it is frequently called rutic acid.

CA'PULETS AND MO'NTAGUES, the English
spelling of the names of the Cappelletti and Mou-
tecchi, two noble families of Northern Italy, chiefly

memorable from their connection with the legend
on which Shakspeare has founded his play of Romeo
and Juliet. According to tradition, both families
belonged to Verona; but this does not apjiear to
have been the case. The Cappelletti were of Cre-
mona, and the fact that their buryiug-ground and
the tomb of Juliet are shewn at Verona, only
proves how easy it is, in a country of ruins like
Italy, to connect fact with fable. It has also been
asserted that one family was Guelf and the other
GhibeUine ; but this is disproved by a reference to
them in the Purrjatorio of Dante (canto vi. 1. 106). The
poet is blaming the Emperor Albert for neglecting
Italy, the very garden of his domain. ' Reckless
man,' he says, 'come see how the Montecchi and
the Cappelletti are oppressed ;

' and the context
shews that the Guelfs were the oppressors in both
cases of these great Cxhibelline f.amilies. The Em-
peror Albert was murdered in 1.30S, and this event
has supplied the Veronese with a date for their
legend. The first publication in which we recognise
the essential incidents of Shakspeare's play is the
novel La GidUctla, by Luigi da Porto, printed in

1535, after the death of the author. He states, in
an epistle prefixed to the work, that the story was
told him ' by one Perigrino, a man fifty years of age,
much experienced in the art of war, a pleasant com-
panion, and, like almost all the Veronese, a great
talker.' In 1554, Bandello pubUshed in his collec-

tion of tales another Itahan version of the legend.
It was entitled T/ie unfortunate Death of tico nn-
haptpy Lovers, one by Poison and the other of Grief.

Both writers fi.x the date of the event by saying
it took place when Bartholomew dalla Scala or
Scaliger niled Verona. A French version of the
tale was pubhshed by Pierre Borsteau in Belleforest's

Histoires Trarfiques. It was translated into English
in 1567, aud published in Painter's Palace of Plea-
sure. About the same time, Arthur Brooke pub-
lished an English poem on the same subject, entitled

The Tragical Hislorij of Romeus and Juliet, loritten

first in Italian by Bandell, and now in Enrjlish.

There is evidence that au English play had appeared
previously, and that before Shaksjieare's time the
story was so well known iu England that it had
sujiplied subjects for tapestries. Shakspeare's play
seems to have been principally based on the
English poem. It was Brooke who fii-st called
the Montecchi Montagues, and the Prince of
Verona Escalus, instead of Scala. Wright and Gary,
in translating Dante, have followed the example of
Shakspeare, and puzzle English readers by referring
to the ' Capulets and Montagues ' as GhibeUine
families. The historical date of the tragedy has
not, however, been adopted by modern stage mana-
gers and Shakspearian critics, who very properly
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bring dowu the action from the beginning to the

close of the Hth c, when commercial opulence, and
the revival of arts ami letters, supply accessories

more in keeping ^^•ith the ib-ama than the ruder age

to which history must assign the 'civil broils' and
the fall of the C'apulets and the Montagues.— See

notes to Dante in Cla^sici Italiani, and Knight's and
Dyce'a S/uikspeare.

CA'EBIDES, formerly termed Careckets, are

compounds of carbon with metal. None of them
occur in a natural st.ite.

CARBO'LIC ACID. Since the article on this

substance appeared in the Kncyclopccdia, much
has been ascertained regarding its uses, both as a
therapeutic agent and as a disinfectant. It has
been introduced into the new British Pharniacopceia

(1867), where its characters and tests are thus
described : ' In colourless acicular crystals, which at

a temperature of 95° become an oily liquid, ha\'inga

strong odour and taste resembling that of creosote,

which it also resembles in many of its characters

and properties. Its specific gravity is 1 0G5 ; boiling

point, 370". The crystals readUy absorb moisture

on exposure to the air, and they are thus liquefied
;

the acid, however, is but slightly soluble in water,

but it is freely soluble in alcohol, ether, and
glycerine. It does not redden like litmus paper ; a

sUp of deal dipped into it, and afterwards into

hydrochloric acid, and then allowed to dry in the

air, acquires a gi-eenish-lilue colour. It coagiUates

albumen. It does not affect the jilaue of jiolarisa-

tion of a r.iy of polarised light.' It may be taken
internally in doses of from one to three grains in the

same class of cases as those in which c^'eosote is

prescribed. Its principal uses are as external appli-

cations, in which, in various degrees of dilution, it

is serviceable in unhealthy ulcerations, gangrenous
sores, ozffina and all fetid discharges, gleet, the

destruction of lice, and especially, as Professor

Lister has shewn, as an application in compound
fractures (in which it coagidates all albuminous
effusions, and forms a solid crust, iniperme.ible to

air, over the broken surface), and to abscesses imme-
diately after they have been opened. Indeed, it is

most probable that his investigations on the treat-

ment of abscess will, hke those on the treatment of

compound fractures, lead to a total alteration in

this department of siu-gery. The observations of

Pasteur and others have shewn that, in even appar-

ently the purest air, numerous organic germs are

always floating. In a hospital ward, these germs
are multiplied to an extraordinary degree. In any
wound exposed to the atmosphere (.as a compound
fracture), decomposition takes place by the action

of these germs, and hence it is necessary to introduce

the carbolic acid, which has the power of destroying

these germs, into the interior. In an unopened
abscess, no septic organisms are present, and the

object of the surgeon is to guard against their

introduction from ^vithout, and at the same time to

afford a free exit for the discharge of the contents

of the abscess. The following are the outUnes of

Professor Lister's mode of proceeding : A square

piece of rag is dipped in a solution of one part of

crystallised carboUc acid and four parts of boiling

linseed oil, and is laid upon the skin where the

incision is to be made. The lower edge being raised,

a scalpel dipped in the oil is plunged into the cavity

of the abscess, and a sufficient opening made ; and
the moment the knife is withdrawn, the raised part

of the rag is dropped upon the skin as an antisejjtie

curtain, beneath which the pus escapes. The cavity

of the abscess is firmly pressed, so as to remove as

nearly as possible all the existing pus, and if it

should seem expedient, a piece of Unt dipped in the

oily mixture may be introduced, so as to check
bleeding and prevent primary adhesion of the cut
surfaces. 'Thus,' says Professor Lister, 'the evacu-
ation of the original contents is accomplished with
perfect security against the introduction of living

germs. This, however, woiJd be of no avail unless
an antiseptic dressing could bo applied that would
effectually prevent the decomposition of the stream
of pus constantly flowing out beneath it.' He finds
that the most suitable dressing is made as follows :

Six tea-spoonfuls of the ody solution are mixed with
common whiting (carbonate of lime) so as to form
a putty, which is sjjrcad upon six inches square of

common tinfoil, strengthened with adhesive ])laster

to prevent its tearing. The tin thus spread with
putty is laid upon the sldn, so that the middle of it

corresponds with the point of incision, the antiseptic

rag used in opening the abscess being removed the
moment previously. The tin is then fixed with
adhesive plaster, the lowest edge being left free for

the escape of the discharge into a folded towel
placed over it, and secured with a bandage. The
dressing must be removed every day, and a piece of

rag dipped in the oily solution must be placed on
the incision when the first tin is removed, so as to
guard against the possibihty of the entrance of

germs during the cleansing of the skin with a dry
cloth, and pressing out any discharge that may
e.xist in the cavity. If a piece of lint was inserted

into the wound, it must be removed when the tin

is apjdied. From the absence of the iixitation

excited by decomposition, pus almost at once ceases

to be formed under this treatment ; and large

abscesses, after their original contents have been
evacuated, often yield in 24 hours only a few drops
of serum in the course of a few days. The Phar-
macopoeia gives the glyceride of carbolic acid (con-

sisting of one part of the acid to four of glycerine)

as a good form for local appUcation ; but the
proportion of acid must varj' with the case.

The value of carbolic acid as a disinfectant is

placed beyond all doubt by the investigations of Mr
Crookes, made at the request of the Royal Com-
missioners, who were appointed to obtain informa-
tion and report on the cattle disease. As an account
of his experiments is reprinted, in a very cheap
form, from the Appendix to their Third Report, and
is accessible to every one, we will merely insert the
recommendation of the Commissioners: 'That the
use of carbolic acid should become general through-
out the country in uninfected as well as in iufected

districts. There is little doubt that even w-erc there
no danger from cattle-plague, the great purifying
effect of the substance on the air of cattle-sheds

woidd contribute greatly to the health of the
animals.'

CARI'PE, a tovi'n of Venezuela, South Americ.i,

situ.ated in a fertile valley of the same name, 50 miles
south-east of Cumana. The valley is noted for a
cavern frequented by the remarkable bird called

Guacharo (q. v.). Pop. of town and valley, 5000.

CARLl'SLE, the capital of Cumberland county,
Pennsylvania, U. S., 18 miles south by west of Har-
risburg, the centre of a rich agricultural country

;

seat of Dickinson College, a flourishing Methodist
institution ; with 12 churches, 2 banks, 5 newspapers,
machine shops, rail-car factory, and United States

barracks ; was shelled by the Confederates, Jidy 1,

18G3. Pop. (18G0) 5664.

CA'RLOS, S.iJf, a town of Venezuela, South
America, in a vaUey on the Aguare, a feeder of the

Orinoco, 120 miles south-west of Caracas. Before

the wars of independence it was a place of consider-

able importance, having been one of the richest

towns in the province. The to^vn is handsome and
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well laid out. The pop. was formerly 10,000, but
is now considerably less. Tlie iahabitants are

engaged chiefly in the rearing of cattle, and the
cultivation of indigo, cotton, and coffee, of which
there are still considerable plantations in the neigh-
bouring savannahs.

CA'RLSHAMJT, a fortified town on the south
coast of Sweden, about 30 miles west of Carlscrona,

at the end of a beautiful valley. The harbour is

small but seciure, and a considerable trade in iron,

timber, pitch, and tar is carried on. There are

manufactures of sail-cloth, tobacco, hats, soap, and
leather ; there are also dye-works and ship-bmlding
yards. Pop. (1S6-1) 5892.

CARXARTOS', Hexkt Howaed Molyneux
Herbert, fourth Earl of, bom in Grosvenor Square,
1831. His family is a branch of the House of Her-
bert, Earls of Pembroke, springing fi'om Major-
general the Hon. W. Herbert, whose son, Henry,
was created, in 1780, Baron Porchester of High-

1

clere, Hampshire, and advanced to the earldom of

Carnarvon in 1793. The present earl was educated
at Christ Chiurch, Oxford, where he was first-class

in classics in 1852. His father dying before he was
of age to sit in the House of Commons, he lost the
advantage of the training in public speaking and
statesmanship which the sons of peers usually enjoy
during the lifetime of their parents, in the Lower
House. He took his seat on the Conservative
benches, and soon shewed himself ambitious of

parliamentai-y distinction. His earlier speeches in

the House of Lords were not thought to exhibit

much vigour and grasp of intellect, and were marred
by a simpering and affected delivery. He was
appointed governor of Carnarvon Castle in 1854. In
1858, he became Under-secretary of State for the
Colonies, in the administration of the Earl of Derby,
and displayed much industry and business aptitude

in the discharge of his official duties. In 1859, he
was elected High Steward of the University of

Oxford. He resigned ofiiee with the Conservative
ministry in 1859, and availed himself of the period
of leisure thus obtained to visit the East. The feuds
of the tribes in the Lebanon had broken out in a
massacre of the Christians ; and the Earl of C. gave
the world the benefit of his investigations, in an
interesting work, entitled the Druses (q. v.) of the

Lebanon. On his return, he delivered lectures in

the country, and speeches in the House of Lords, on
prison-discipline, education, and other social sub-

jects. When the Conservatives again returned to

power in 1866, C. was offered by Lord Derby the
high oflSce of Secretary of State for the Colonies,

with a seat in the cabinet. His appointment was
regarded with some misgiving, doubts being enter-

tained whether he had acquired the weight and
aptitude for affairs which belong to exijerience.

He soon, however, obtained for his colonial admin-
istration a large share of public confidence. He
censured in calm and measured language the mis-

conduct of the courts-martial during the Jamaica
insurrection, and especially the trial and execution

of Mr Gordon ; and the pacification of the colony
satisfactorily progressed under his instructions.

During the recess, he developed and framed a plan

for the confederation of the British North American
colonies ; and when parliament met in 1867, he ex-

plained the provisions of the measure in an elaborate

speech. The bill met with general approval in both
Houses, and it passed ; but before it obtained the
royal assent, C. had, with two other colleagues in

the cabinet, resigned office upon the Reform Bill of

the Derby government, which he regarded as demo-
cratic in its operation, and dangerous in its results.

When the Reform BUI came before the House of

Lords, C, in an animated speech, vindicated his

consistency at the expense of his colleagues; and
in the discussions in committee, he addressed the
House with a degree of vigour and argumentative
abiUty, which give promise that he will occupy a
prominent place in the future debates of the Upper
House. As a speaker, he is fluent, but somewhat
pretentious in manner, and his voice so weak and
thin, that he is unequal to the delivery of a long
oration. He married, in 1861, the only daughter of

the sixth Earl of Chesterfield.

CARCRA, a town of Venezuela, South America,
in the province of Caro, 210 miles west-south-west
of Caracas, and 60 miles east of Lake Maracaybo, on
the Tocuyo. The town is well bmlt, has a hand-
some parish church, convent, hermitage, &c. There
are manufactures of leather, rojies, and fine ham-
mocks from the fibre of the Agave fatida. A trade
is carried on in agriciUtural produce, and in the
aromatic balsams, resins, gums, and wild cochineal

for which the disti-ict is famous. The pop., which
was formerly much larger, is now about 6000.

CAROUGE, a town of Switzerland, in the canton
and about one mile south of Geneva, on the left

bank of the Arve. It is beautifully situated, regu-
larly built, and surrounded by villas, orchards, and
meadows. It has a handsome Roman Catholic and
a Protestant church. There are manufactures of

thread, clay pipes, leather, watches, and pottery. ,

There is a bridge across the Arve connecting the
town with Geneva. Pop. 5S17.

CARRAPA'TO, a species of Tick (q. v.) of the i

genus Ixodes, which infests dry bushy jilaces in the
|

interior of Brazil, hanging in clusters of many hun-
dreds on very slender twigs, and ready to attach

itself to any quadruped or man that passes, instantly

burying its beak in the skin, from which it cannot
be detached without considerable force. Horses
and oxen suffer very much from the attacks of the

C, of which in diy seasons the numbers are so

great, that whole herds of cattle are destroyed by
the exhaustion which they produce.

CARVIX-EPIXOY, a town of France, dep. of

Pas-de-Calais, 11 miles south-south-east of LOle,

and about the same distance by railway. There are

manufactures of beet-root sugar, starch, earthenware,

and leather. Pop. (1866) 5180.

CA'SIA, or POET'S CASIA {Osyris aOia), a shrub
of the natural order Santalacece, a native of the
south of Europe, 3-4 feet high, with linear-lanceo-

late deciduous leaves, long supple branches, nume-
rous small white flowers, and red drjjpes (stone-

fruit) of the size of a pea. The branches are used for

making crates. The shrub has been much admired
for its modest beauty. Keats speaks of

' The drooping flowers

Of whitest casia, fresh from summer showers.'

CASSIDA'RIA, a genus of molluscs—class Ga»-
teropoda (q. v.), order Pectinibranchiata—mth uni-

valve shells, generally regarded as belonging to the
family Buccinidm or Whelks (q. v.), but as forming

a connecting link with the family MuriddcB (see

^IrREX). The shell is ventricose, with a moderately
elevated spire, the aperture elongated, and the canal

recurved, but not very abruptly—much less abruptly

than in the nearly allied genus Cassis (see HEijurr
Sheli.)—the columellar lip covered with a plate,

and the outer lip similarly margined within. The
recent species, which are not numerous, belong to

tropical and subtropical seas. Fifty fossil species

have been described. The genus first appears in

the Upper Cretaceous measures, where a single

species occurs. In the Eocene 11 have been found,
451
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and about 40 in the Pliocene. It lias its fullest

dcvcloiHuent as a recent shell, uo less than 70 species

being known.
The name Casiitlarice is sometimes given to a

family of colcojiteroua insects, of which the type is

the genus Cassida. See ToKToisE Beetle.

CASTIGLIO'NE, a town of Sicily, province of

Catania, on the north slope of llount Etna, on the

riglit bank of the Cantara, 35 mik'S south-west of

^lossina. The town stands on a sc^uare rock rising

abruptly from tlie valley, and having a double crest,

on which stand a domed church and the ruins of

a feudal e.istle. Here, in 1'297, in the war of the
Vespers, Admiral Roger Toria raised the standard
of rebellion against his sovereign, Frederick of

Aragon. In the cUstrict are several large nut-

plantations, which jiroduce the best Sieiliau hazel-

nuts. l>op. (ISCl) 4-220.

CA'THA, a genus of the natural order Celcutracea;.

The fruit is a three-cornered cajisule.

—

C. cdtiUs,

sometimes called Ar.'VIiian Tea, the Khat of the
Arabians, is a shrub with erect smooth branches,

elliptical obtusely serrated leaves, and small flowers

in axillary cymes. It is a native of Arabia, and
the Arabs ascribe to its leaves, even carried about
the person, exti'aordinary virtues as a preventive of

jjlague, with probably about as much reason as our
forefathers had for esteeming the rowan tree formid-
able to witches. When fresh, they are stimulant,

narcotic, and intoxicating, and are eaten with greedi-

ness by the Arabs. They are very antisoporiiic, so

that a man, after using them, may keci) watch for a

whole night without drowsiness.

CATTLE-PLAGUE, RINDERPEST (Gcr.), or

STEPPE MURRAIN, is a contagious eruptive
fever, or exanthema, of the bovine species ; sheep,

goats, deer, and other allied species occasionally,

however, catcli it from cattle. It occurs indigenously

on tile plains of Western Russia, whence it has at

various times overspread most parts of the Old
AN'orld. The specilic virus from diseased or in-

fected animals is the only source of cattle-plague ;

no filth, overcrowding, or other health-depressing

cause has hitherto produced it. As in smallpox,

scarlatina, and other eruptive fevers, an incubative

stage, varying between two and twenty days, inter-

venes between the inti-oduction of the virus into the

system, either by inoculation or cont.agion, and the

development of the characteristic symptoms. These
consist essentially of congestion of the mucous and
cut.aneous surfaces, with a sort of aplithous erujition,

and thickening, softening, and descjuamation of the

snjierficial investing membrane. The disease runs

a tolerably fixed and definite course, which is not

materially altered by any known remedial measures.

It seldom attacks the same individual a second time.

Uistury.—The cattle-plague has been recognised

for ui)wards of a thousand years. It ajipears to

have destroyed the herds of the warlike tribes

who overran the Roman Empire during the 4th

and 5th centuries. About SIC, it travelled with the

armies of Charlemagne into France, and about the

same jieriod is also supposed to have visited Eng-
land. Several times throughout the course of every

century it S])read from the plains of Russia over the

western countries of Europe, and is stated to have
again visited England about 1225. Although occa-

sioning, every few years, great losses on the continent

of Europe, the jilague does not appear to have again

shewn itself in England until 1714, wlien it appeared
at Islington about the middle of July, was very
destructive for aliout three months, but was again
cot rid of towards Christmas. In 1744, it was in

Holland, destroying there, in two years, 20(1,(100

cattle ; in Denmark, from 1745—1749, it killed
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280,000 ; in some provinces of Sweden it spared only
2 per cent, of the horned cattle. It made terrible

havoc throughout Italy, destroying 400,000 beasts
in Piedmont alone. In April 1745, the i)lague was
again imported into England, jirobably by some
wliite calves from Holland, where, as already stated,

it had for some time i)rc\ailed. It continued its

devastations for twelve years, but it is now im|)Os-

sible accurately to discover the losses it occasioned.

In the third and fourth years of its ravages, 80,000
cattle were slaughtered, and double that number are
sujiposed ti> have died. In 1747, 40,000 cattle died
in Nottingham and Lancashire alone ; whilst, so late

as 1757, 30,000 ]icrislicd in Cheshire in six month.s.

In JIareh 1770, the disease was brought witli some
hay from Holland to Portsoy, in the Moray Firth ;

several cattle died, and others, to the value of £799,
i I2«. 2d., being destroyed, the further spiead of the

I pest was prevented. By the wars wliieli wasted
Europe towards the close of the last and first eigliteeu

years of the present century, cattle-pl.ague was
spread widely over the continent, and occasioned,

wherever it occurred, terrible losses. Since then,

at short intervals, it has spread—always being
traceable to its source on the Russian plains—over
Poland, Hungary, Austria, Prussia, ])ortion3 of

Germany and Italy, and from the Black Sea has
extended to Egj"])t.

I

The British outbreak of 18G5— 1SG7, like its jirc-

decessors, undoubtedly came from Russia. The
steamer Tonninrf from Revel, brought 331 cattle

and 330 sheep "into Hull on 29th May 1SG.5. A
portion of the cattle had come from the interior of

' Russia, where the plague then was, or recently liad

been ; the eai*go was rapidly landed, and \'ery

hurriedly inspected. Nearly half of the cattle were
1 distributed in various lots to butchers in Leeds,
Derby, and Manchester, but, curiously, these do
not ajipear to have left any contagion in their trail.

One hundred and seventy-five came to London,
remained from the Monday evening until Thui-sday's

market in lairs at York Road, adjoining the cattle-

market. It is stated, in a leader in the Times of

: I5th August, that rinderpest was seen in the nietro-
I ])oUtau market as early as I2th June. Certain it is

: tliat more than one lot purcliased on I'.ltli June
! carried the disease to several dairies in and about
London. The first cases were mistaken for cases of

poisoning, the cows they had stood beside were sent
into market, and thus the subtile disorder in a few
weeks spread into many dairies, both in town and

I
country. Twenty-three Dutch cattle, after having
stood over for several markets, were sent back to
Holland on 2d July, carried with them the con-
tagion, W'cre placed in a field near Schiedam, but
soon sickened and died, thus spre.a<ling tlie disease

in Holland. During the next six montlis, plague
cases were repeatedly reimported thence into ICng-

land. Until 1 1th August 1805, no restrictions

whatever were ]jut upon the removal of cattle

;

diseased and infected animals were freely taken to

I

fairs and markets, were ojienly travelled by road
and rail ; whilst the metropolitan market continued
every week to send forth infected cases, not only to

the neighbouring counties, but to Hampshire, Bir-

mingham, Hereford, Livcqiool, Edinburgh, and even
to Aberdeenshire. As early as IStli .July, the jicst

was brought from London to Iluutly hy four calves
;

subsequent outbreaks occurred in tlie same way.
The stamping-out system was, however, early and
rigidly enforced in Aberdeenshire, and eight distinct

outbreaks of the plague were promptly got rid of.

In Edinburgh, it appeared probably about 9th
August, was brought from London by some low-
priced foreign cows ; in six weeks, about SDO, or one
half the dairy cows iu Edinburgh, had died—200
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having been buried in one trench. By the end of

.Janiiaiy, four-fifths of the dairy cows had perished,

but Edinburgh was reported clear. In Glasgow, the

first case occurred on 19th August, in a cow sent

from Edinburgh. By 30th Sejitemlier, 432 cases

were reported, and it continued to spread. By the
middle of October, it was in Mr Harvey's valuable
stock of SOO, of which 23 died in one night, and to

save further loss, 50 healthy animals were in one
day disposed of to the butcher. From Falkirk
Trysts, as from Bai-net, Norwich HUl, and other
large English fairs, the disease was transmitted into

fresh localities. From the autumn trysts, it was
carried into Perthshire, Forfarshire, and Fifeshire.

Diseased cattle passing along in railway trucks,

appear to have spread the contagion over the fields

adjoining the line at Thornton, Fifeshire. Into
West Lothian it w.as conveyed early in September
by lambs from the Edinburgh market.
The rapid spread of the insidious disorder may be

gathered from the fact that, whilst, during the week
ending 24th June 1865, there was only one outbreak
at Mrs NichoU's dairy at Ishngton, and 30 animals
affected, by 30th September there were 1702 farms,

sheds, or other places in which the pest had
appeared, and 13,263 animals had been attacked.

Three months later, 8252 separate places had been
visited, and 62,743 animals attacked. During six

months, the aggregate of cattle attacked was 76,002.

During the three months to 30th March, 13,443
farms and other premises had been infected, and
147.275 cattle attacked. In December 1865, the
fresh cases each week reached 9000 ; but in spite

of remedial and preventive measures, of orders in

council, and restrictions on the movement of stock,

the number of weekly cases steadily increased to

15,706 in the third week of February. ' The Cattle

Diseases Prevention Act' passed 20th February 1866,

and the advantages flowing from the restrictions

thus tardily imposed on the trade in cattle, and the
slaughter of diseased and infected animals, were
speedily apparent. In four weeks, the number of

cases was reduced by one half. During the three

months ending 30th June, 28,276 cases were re-

ported ; during the next three months to 30th
September, the numbers fell to 2108 ; whilst, to

20th December, the three months' cases were but
149 ; to 30th March 1867, 89 new cases were noted.

Throughout April and May the number of cases

continued steadily to decline ; but during the week
ending 25th May a fresh outbreak occm-red in the
Finsbury district of the metropolis, and 81 animals
died, or were slaughtered to prevent the further

spread of the pest. With the exception of an isolated

outbreak in Essex, which was promptly stayed by
slaughter of the ailing and suspected animals, the

country was free of plague during August. By
the ' Consolidated Order of Council ' (August 1867),

foreign cattle, from 13th September 1867, are to be
slaughtered at the ports of debarkation, and the

reintroduction of cattle-plague into Great Britain is

thus tolerably effectually guarded against.

The total nimiber of animals affected in Great
Brit.ain to 31st August 1867, has been 278,923;
about 125,000 have died, whilst ne.ariy 60,000
healthy cattle have been slaughtered to prevent
the further spread of the disease. The numbers
of cattle in England, Wales, and Scotland, attacked,

kUled, &c., may be thus approximately stated

;

about 11,000 cases known to have been attacked
are, however, unaccounted for.

Attacked.

223,673
8,388
46,863

Total, 273,923

England,
Wales, .

Scotland,

Killed.

102,740
1.180

6,263

110,133

Died.

90,450
5,794
28,083

124,332

RecoTered

21,,M9

1,117

10,707

33,413

Causes.—The development of cattle-plague by
filth, overcrowding, miasmata, hot weather, or other
such causes, is untenable. Faulty hygiene, by lower-
ing vitality, probably renders the animal more prone
to the attack, and less able to bear up against it,

but it cannot originate plague. Like hydrophobia,
smaUpox, or syphilis, it is developed only by the
special virus, which appears to have its habitat on
the Russian steppes. This virus occurs abvmdantly
in the blood of every plague-stricken beast, in the
discharges from its nostnls, mouth, or eyes, in the
off-scourings from the bowels, probably even in the
breath. It may be transferred to healthy beasts by
inoculation. A httle of the blood or nasal or other
mucous discharges of a plague case, if introduced
underneath the skin of a healthy cow, develops the
disease within a few days. The transference of the
vii-us or contagion from the sick to the sound
animal, is not always so direct .and evident. As
vrith other catching diseases, the viras may be
carried considerable distances in the air ; its par-
ticles are minute, but they have powerful vitality

;

it may adhere to the food that has lain before in-

fected beasts ; to the Htter from the stalls, or even
after it has been heaped for weeks ; to the clothes
of attendants ; to the floors, walls, or staDing of

buildings ; to imperfectly cleansed cattle-trucks.

So subtile and potent is the plague poison, and so
'

endowed with the power of self-multii)lication and
gi-owth, that a very minute portion of it finding

access to the blood of a healthy animal of the
bovine race increases so rapidly, that, to use the
words of the Commissioners' Report, No. III. p. 4,
' the whole mass of the blood, weighing many
pomids, is infected ; and every small particle of that
blood contains enough poison to give the disease to
another animal.' It may gain access to the blood
probably through the air-passages, perhaps also by
absorption through the mucous surface of the bowels,
or even through the skin.

Symptoms.—In from three to six days after an
animal has been exposed to the \'irus of cattle-plague,

or about 36 to 48 hours after being purposely in-

oculated, the temperature of the body is raised by
several degrees. A delicate thermometer, if intro-

duced into the vagina or rectum, instead of marking
about 102° F., indicates 104° to 106°. As yet, the
appetite, secretion of milk, breathing, and pulse are
scarcely if at all affected, and but for the elevation
of temperature, accompanied sometimes by dulness,

the animal might be supposed to be in the best of

health. Two or three days later, or usually within
six or eight days after the beast has taken in the
subtile virus, the mucous membrane of the mouth is

generally observed to be slightly reddened, and
soon a graniilar yellowish-white eniption, consisting

of thickened epithelium cells and granules, appears
on the gums round the incisor teeth, and by and by
on the lips and dental pad. Some hours later, the
same eruption extends to the cheeks, tongue, and
hard palate. Within 48 hours, or about the sixth

d.ay of attack, a crust of epithelium covers the
gums, lips, and mouth, and when wiped away, or
accidentally rubbed oft", leaves the abraded mem-
brane red and v.ascular, and exhibiting patches of

erosion. The membrane lining the vagina indicates

very similar appearances ; it is reddened and vas-

cular, dotted with grajnsh translucent elevations

about the size of rape-seeds, covered with a whitish-

yellow, usually sticky discharge, and occasion.ally

marked with patches of excoriation. The skin, like

the mucous surfaces, is congested ; there is hence a
perverted development of scarf skin, and of the
oleaginous secretion of the irritated sebaceous

glands. The skin is thus invested with a furfura-

ceous desquamation ; whilst on its thinner portions
453
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about the lips, between the thighs, and on the

udder, there are pajjular eruptions or elevations.

Al>out two, or even three days after the tempera-
ture has been increased, and usually one, or even
two days after tlie appearance of the characteristic

crui>tion on the C'unis, the constitutional syn]])toms

jiresent themselves. The animal is dull, hangs
its head, arches its back, the eyes are leaden and
watery, and from both eyes and nose there latterly

comes a dirty slimy discharjje. Appetite and
rumination are irregular, and in dairy cows, the
secretion of milk rapidly abates. The breathing,

especially towards the sixth day, is oppressed, ex-

jiiration is jiroloni^ed, and accompanied by a peculiar

gi-unt. The pulse is small and thready, and quickened
as death approaches. The bowels, usually at lirst

contincd, become, towards the sixth or seventh day,

much relaxed ; the discharges passed, often with
pain and straining, are profuse and liquid, ofl'ensive,

acrid, pale coloured, and occasionally mixed with
blood. The patient loses weight and strength,

totters if it attempt to walk, and prefers to lie

rather than to stand. Death usually occur.s about
the seventh day, and is j)receded by muscular
twitchings, a peculiar sickly, often offensive smeU,
a cold clammy state of body, moaning, grinding of

the teeth, and rapidly increasing j)rostration.

Prorjnusk.—Cases usually terminate unfavourably
when about the fifth or sixth day the animal tem-
perature falls rapidly ; the pulse becomes small,

quick, aud weak ; the breathing more dillicult, dis-

tressed, and moaning ; the diarrhoea increased ; and
the depression more notable. A more favourable
teiTuiiiation may be anticipated when, after the fifth

day, the heightened temperature, so notable even
from the eiu'liest stages, abates gradually ; the
breathing becomes easier ; the pu£e firmer ; the
visible mucous membranes appear healthier ; and
patches of extravasation, or erosion speedily dis-

appear.

Sheep do not take rinderpest spontaneously, and
even when kejit with diseased cattle, or inoculated

with cattle-plague virus, they do not catch the dis-

ease so certainly as cattle do. When diseased, they
exhibit, however, very similar symptoms, but Pro-

fessor Kiill, and other observers, record that upwards
of 40 i>er cent, recover. Goats, deer, antelojies,

gazelles, yaks, and indeed all animals taking
rinderjiest, exhibit with tolerable uniformity the

same characteristic sj'mjitoms.

Post-morlcm Appearances.—The mucous mem-
branes are generally deeper coloured than natural,

are congested, softened, marked in places with
the same gianular patches discoverable during life

within the mouth and the vagina, and in bad cases

exhibit oedema, htemorrhage, and sloughing. The
first three stomachs sometimes contain a good deal

of food, but shew less declension from health than
the fourth stomach, of which the mucous membrane
is dotted with spots of congestion and extravasation.

The coats of the bowels are thinned and easily torn.

The mucous coat, especially towards the middle of

the small intestines, the opening into the coacimi,

and posterior half of rectum, is much congested,

bared of epithelium, aud sometimes ecchymosed,
but never ulcerated. Peyer's glands, so generally

inflamed in the somewhat analogous typhoid fever

of man, are perfectly healthy. The liver, spleen,

and pancreas seldom present any special api)ear-

auces. The respiratory mucous membrane, like the

digestive, is vascular, and marked with submucous
h;emorrhage ; the limgs are generally cnphesem-
atous, the heart often marked with petechial spots.

The urino-genital, like the other mucous membranes,
is congested in females, especially towards the
lower part o£ the vagina and vulva; the kidneys

are sometimes rather softened ; the serous mem-
branes and nervous centres are perfectly unchanged.
Dr lieale, by his microscopical observations, dis-

covera in the cai)ill.aries a great increase of nuclear
or germinal matter, and white blood-corpuselcs,
which he believes may account for the local con-
gestion. The blood itself is dark in colour; in tlie

later stage-s it contains less water, probably owing
to the draining diarrhcea, aud about double its

usual pi'oportion of iibrine. 'J"he muscular tissues

are softened, easily broken down, and contain an
abnorm.al amount of soluble alljumen. The urine is

little altered in quantity, but from the lirst rise in

the animal temperature, it contains an increase of

urea varying from 5 to 15 per cent. The chief

change in the milk is its rapid diminution in

quantity, and the increase of its fatty matters.
The bile is watery, ofTcnsive, and prone to decom-
jKisition.

Treatment.—Cattle-plague is proved to be an
eruptive fever. WHien the specific ])oison, on which
such disorders depend, has entered the body of a
susceptible subject, no remedy has yet been dis-

covered which can destroy it, or even materially
shorten or mitigate its effects. Until such an anti-

dote is found, there can be no hope of a certain

cure. The Cattle-plague Commissioners have col-

lected information regarding the four following

methods of treatment—namely, the antipldogistic,

the tonic and stmiulant, the antiseptic, and the
special. Diverse as are these systems, the per-

centages of recoveries, varying from 2.5'S3 to 27 '4.5,

were so nearly alike, that it is fair to conclude that

no one of the systems tried exercised any notal>le

influence in checking the mort.ality. Partly, ])er-

haps, from the varying virulence of the iilague,

partly from the differences in the nursing and care
bestowed on the animals, the ])roportion of recoveries

has varied greatly in different localities. Up to the
end of 1865, in Huntingdon they were only 4003
per cent. ; in Korfolk thcv were 12102 ; in Flint,

15-909; in Scotl.and, 19-889: whilst in Fifeshire

they reached 24-552 ; and in Yorkshire, 29-731 ycv
cent.

Like smallpox, measles, and other eruptive fevers
in man, rinderi)est runs a definite course which
cannot safely be interfered with. Rational treat-

ment is therefore limited to warding off untoward
symptoms, careful nursing, and husbanding the
failing strength. It must, however, be rememljered
that throughout the progress of the disease there is

constantly given oft from the sick body minute
jiarticles, which are capable of developing the dis-

order in healthy cattle. Hence plagne-sul)jects, by
the orders in council, are very properly desired to

be immediately destroyed. Except, therefore, for

purely scientific puqioses, and with carefid precau-
tions to prevent the spread of the jioison, it is unwise
to attempt remedial treatment. Where, however, a
beast is to have a chance of recovery, so soon as the
elevated temper.ature indicates the accession of the
disease, solid indigestible food should be withheld,
and the patient restricted to mashes, gruel, boiled
Imseed, malt, and other food, which can be digested
without the necessity for rumination. The para-

mount importance of such a dietary is clearly

demonstrated in the returns of the Edinburgh Cattle-

plague Committee to the government commissioners.
The recoveries amongst 310 cattle 'fed with dry
food, and treated medicinally with drugs,' were
13-C. Amongst 303 cattle treated with mixed food
and hay, 222 recovered. Where mashes were given
during sickness, but dry food supplied during con-
valescence, the recoveries reached 61 '5; whdst in

95 cottagers' cows, -whose chief ordinary dietary

consisted of mashed food, aud which were fed in
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the same manner throughout both sickness and
convalescence, and were besides carefully nursed
but not doctored, the recovei'ies reached 737.
Wliere the bowels at the outset are costive, a dose

of oil, or a very small quantity of some saline pur-

gative, may be required. Cold water, gruel, mashes,
or stale bread soaked either in water or beer, should
be offered at short intervals throughout the attack.

The animal, kept in an atmosphere of about 60°,

shoidd be comfortably clothed, and have its legs

bandaged. The hot-air bath and wet-packing has
been repeatedly tried, but although probably useful

in the earlier stages, appear, when the disease is

fidly established, to harass and weaken the patient.

Small and repeated doses of sulphite of soda have in

some cases proved useful, and may be conjoined
with carefully regulated moderate doses of such
stimulants as ale, whisky and water, sweet spirit of

nitre, spirit of ammonia, or strong coffee. It is

most important, however, that these and other such
medicines should l^e drunlc by the animal of its own
accord in its gruel, Vi'ater, or mashes, as the forcible

horning over of drenches always disturbs the patient.

The inhalation of chloroform, although temporarDy
relieving the distressed breathing, does not appear
to exert any permanent benefit.

Prevention.—From what has been stated regarding
the nature and cause of cattle-plague, it must be
evident that its prevention can only be effected by
the destruction of the specific virus, or by removing
beyond its influence all animals on which it might
fasten. Sparks fall harmless where no inflammable
materials lie within reach. Into Great Britain and
Ii'eland, fresh importations of plague must be
guarded against by greater care and increased
restrictions in the introduction of foreign cattle.

These should be admitted only into certain legal-

ised ports, provided with siutable markets, lairs,

and abattoirs, whence no fat stock shoidd be per-

mitted to be removed alive. Store stock from
abroad, or home-bred animals that have stood in

the metropolitan or other large markets where
foreign beasts are admitted, should be placed in

quarantine yards or fields, under proper inspection,

for at least fifteen days. By neglect or evasion of

such precautions, plague, during 1865 and 1S66, was
almost every week carried from the Islington and
other large markets. By attention to such regu-
lations, not only would cattle-plague be prevented or
confined to the narrowest limits, but the spread
of pleuro-pneumonia and mouth-and-foot disease

would also be similarly checked. Sheep, fresh hides,

hay or other fodder, and litter from countries where
plague exists or has recently visited, ought not to

t>e allowed to enter British ports.

Rinderpest being found to resemble smallpox in

men and sheep, it was thought that its propagation
and vindence might be abated by vaccination with
cowpox lymph ; but cattle, even when effectually

vaccinated, which is often a difficult task, readily

take rinderpest, often in its most mortal forms.

Inoculation with the discharges from mild cases

and from young calves has been tried as a palliative

;

but the disease, thus artificially developed, loses

nothing either of its severity or of its dangerous
contagious character. Cattle in Oxfordshire receiv-

ing for several weeks daily doses of sidphite of

soda are stated to have had the plague in a mild
form.
Where an outbreak occurs, the diseased animals

must be promptly destroyed, and all cattle in
immediate contact with them should likewise be
slaughtered. This ' stamping-out system ' prevents
the multipUcation and diffusion of the virus, and
hence saves stiU further losses. It is rigidly and
BuccessfuUy carried out in many continental coun-

tries. By stamping out and strict isolation, eight
or ten outbreaks in Aberdeenshire were got rid of

without serious loss. A French outbreak on the
Belgian frontier in September 1865 was stamped out
with the sacrifice of forty-three animals. The
disease was imjiorted to Paris in November by two
gazelles purchased in London by the French Acclim-
atisation Society. Before it was stayed by slaughter
and segregation, thirty-four animals, including yaks,
antelopes, deer, gazelles, goats, and peccari, died or
were destroj-ed. The determined slaughter of dis-

eased and infected animals, and the restrictions on
the movement of all stock, were the only means
that reduced the number of attacks during the
British outbreak of 1865 and 1866. As is officially

recorded in the Commissioners' lleport. No. IV., p.

6, ' where the percentage of kUled is high, the ratio

of increase of the disease is low, and vice versd.

This has generally been noticed imder each county
and district.'

When plague is in the neighbourhood, it is desir-

able daily to sprinkle the walls, wood-work, and floor

of the sheds and hovelling with carbolic acid solution,

and to keep up throughout the premises a continual
odour of this useful antiseptic, and even with a
diluted solution of the acid, or with M'DougaU's
disinfecting soap, to wash over the cattle twice a
week. The animals should be carefidly fed on
digestible soft food ; receive daily about an ounce
of sidphite of soda in a mash ; and, in order to note
the first access of the disease, should have their

temperatiu-e examined by the thermometer every
night and morning.
The recommendations of the Cattle-plague Com-

missioners for the purifj'ing of infected sheds, litter,

and manure must receive careful attention. In
whatever premises infected beasts have stood, the
walls should be lime-washed, a pint of carbohc acid
being added to each pailful of the whitewash. The
floors and wood-work, after being washed and
scrubbed with boiling water, should be sprinkled
with a strong solution of carbolic acid. The sheds
beiog emptied of their living inhabitants, and the
doors and windows closed, sulphur should be burned,
and the vapours allowed to float about for a couple

of hours before the sheds are again thrown open to

the purifying influences of abundance of fresh air.

A pound of sulphur placed on a shovel of burning
coals wUl suffice for a twelve-stalled shed or byre.

Where cattle-plague has raged, this cleansing and
fumigation should be repeated, and, if possible,

several weeks allowed to elapse before the premises
are again occupied by sound animals. All shovels,

forks, buckets, or brooms that have either directly

or indirectly come in contact with diseased or
infected animals, should be washed vrith the car-

bolic acid solution. The clothes and boots of

attendants, inspectors, and others coming in contact
with plague-stricken animals must be similarly

cleansed. The manure should be sprinkled with
carbolic acid at intervals of a few days, and then
covered over with a foot of earth, freely mixed with
soil, or carted away and ploughed in. It is safer

thus to put the manure on the arable land than to

use it as a top-dressing for the pastures.

Authorilies.—Official Reports of the Commissioners
appointed to inquire into the Cattle-plague, Nos.
I., II., III., and IV. ; The Cattle Plague, by Pro-
fessor John Gamgee.

CAVARZE'BE, a town of Northern Italy, pro-
vince of Venice, 22 miles south-south-west of Venice
city. Pop. 11,903. It is situated on the Adige,
which divides it into two parts called C. destro and
C. siyiistro. Its soil is fertile, and its inhabitants

carry on an active trade in cattle, sdk, and wood
for fuel.
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CE'GLIE, .1 town in Southern Italy, province of

Lecce, IS miles north-cast of T.iranto. To]). (1861)

ll.SGl. It produces much grain, and has line

pastures.

CENEDA, a city of Northern Italy, province of

Troviso, 3(> luilcs north of Venice. Pop. 817S. It

stands at the base of a mountain. It is an episcopal

see, has a very handsome modern cathedral and
a fine monolithic fountain. Under the republic

of Venice, it was rich, and famed for its manufac-
tures of woollen cloth, silk, and paper. C. is very
ancient, datinc; from the time of the Komaus, but
now it is a decayed city.

CHAILLU, Paul B. I)L', a distinguished tra-

veller, was born in the south of France, about 1820.

His father was for many years a merchant tradin:'

on the Gaboon (fp v.) Eiver, in Western Africa, and.

thither he was carried when a boy. He liveil there
for several years, and became familiar with the
habits and languages of the natives, thus—as well

as in his habituation to the climate—unconsciously
jircparing himself for the explorations which he w.as

afterwards to utulert.ake. In 1S42, the French made
a settlement and built a fort on the Gaboon. Under
the protection of this fort, Ijoth the elder and
younger Du C. resided and carried on their com-
mercial pursuits for some years. Du C. afterwards
went to America, where he resided for a num-
lier of years, aud was naturalised by the legisla-

ture of the state of New York. lu October ISoo,

he sailed from New York to West Africa, where
he spent four years in explorations, making many
interesting discoveries, and travelling, as he himself
tells us, about 8000 miles, always on foot, and
unaccomi)anied by other white men. He returned
to America, and after subjecting his specimens in

natural history and ethnological notes to the exami-
nation of the scientific men of New Y^orlc aud
Boston, he crossed the Atlantic to England, and
published a volume of travels

—

Ex])lo)'atioiis ami
Adventures in Er/uulorial Africa, wilh Accounts of
the Manners and Customs of the People, and of the

Chase of the Gorilla, Crocodile, Leopard, Elephant,

and other Animals (Lond. 1801). His travels were
in a region lying between N. lat. 1° 30', and S. lat.

2°, and extending from the coast to .about E. long.

14° 15' ; and the work in which he gives an account
of them contains very important contrilmtions to

geographical, ethnological, and zoological science.

Under the first of these heads must be ranked, as

of chief importance, the information concerning the
Pernand Vas, Ogobai, and Eembo rivers (see Ocobai
in SiTrHMENT), aud concerning the mouutaiu chain

which, between the equator and S. l.at. 1°, stretches

from west to east from the neighbourhood of the coast

far into the interior of Africa. He made kno^vn
the existence and described the characteristics and
habits of a number of African tribes, among which
particular interest attached to his account of the

Fans (q. v.), a cannibal tribe, inhabiting a region ou
the western side of the coast-range of mouutains,
just to the north of the equator. His contributions

to zoology related not only to the gorilla and other
remarkable ajjes, some of them previously quite

unknown, but iucliided also many new species of

mammals aud birds. Many of the statements con-

tained in his volume, however, being very extra-

ordinary, it was received with much distrust, and
was subjected to very adverse criticism ; to which
it was the more exposed because the author's jour-

nals having been put into the hands of a literary

gentleman in America to be ])repared for the press,

separate journeys were mixed up in the narrative,

and the chronology was thrown into confusion.

Much discussion took place in newspapers and
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periodicals, and some writers went so far as to
assert their belief that Da C.'s stories about the
gorilla were entirely fabulous, and that he had
never seen the anim.'il alive, but had purch.ased
the si)ecimens wliich he brought to England from
natives on the coast. His descriptions of nest-
building ai)cs were, of course, also received with
incredulity, and the truth of his account of the
cannibal Fans was much doubted. The maps
drawn uji by Dr Barth and Dr Petermann in 1802
moved the [lositious of all the places which he had
visited much nearer the coast than he had li.xed

them, so as greatly to reduce the length of his routes.

The general trustworthiness of Du C.'s narra-
tive w.as, however, maintained by some men of tho
highest eminence, and particiUarly by Sir Roderick
Murchison and Dr Oweu. Du C. resolved to confiito

his opponents, and vindicate his own rejmtation, by
another expedition to Africa, for which he prepared
himself by a course of scientific study, to enable him
to make astronomical and other observations, and
by acquiring the art of photography. During his

first explorations, he had laid down the i)ositiou of
j)laccs from comjiass-beariugs only. The substan-
tial accur.acy of his obscrv.ation3 was, however, in
the meantime conlirmed by a French goverumeufc
exj)edition under Messrs SeiTal and Griflbn du
Bellay, which explored the Ogobai Paver in 1802

;

and Dr Petermann then reconstructed his map
of that i)art of Africa as Du C. had originally

laid it down. His statements regarding the can-
nibalism of the Fans were also confirmed by
Captain Burton, who himself travelled among them.
Du C, however, proceeded on his secontl expe-
ditiou. He freighted a small schooner, aud sailed

in her from England on Uth August 1803, carrying
with him not only an ample store of scientific

apparatus, but also of goods for presents to tho
natives, or b.arter with tlieni. He reached the
mouth of the Fernand Vas Itiver on 10th October,
aud was warmly welcomed by the African chiefs

whom he had formerly known; but he sustained a
grievous misfortune in the loss of .all his scientific

instruments aud many other valuable articles,

through the swamjjiug of the canoe by the surf, as
they were being lauded from the schooner. Ho
was compelled to send to England for another set of

instruments, and to wait till they arrived. Mean-
while, he made several excursions in the neighbour-
hood of the coast, through the almost imjieuetrable

jungle which covers the western coast regions of

equatoriid Africa, aud had abundant oiJportunity

of co2ifirming his former observations regarding
the gorilla. He also had live ones caught and
brought to him by the natives. In Sejitember 1804,

Du C. having received his new supply of instru-

ments from England, started on his expedition

for the exploration of the interior. He was attended
by a body-guard of ten Commi negroes, in thick

canvas trousers, blue woollen shirts, and worsted
caps, each man having a blanket to keep him warm
at uight. There was difficulty, however, in getting

leave to set out on the expeditiou at all. It is the
universal rule among the coast tribes of West
Africa to prevent, if possible, all strangers from
])enetrating into the interior, even if it be oidy to

the next tribe, through fear that the exclusive

pi-ivilege of trading with that tribe should be lost.

A gr,and palaver was held ou the subject, and it \saa

at last agreed that Du C. should be allowed, as

a special favour, to ascend the Fernand Vas or

Ogobai, as his object was not to trade, but to shoot

animals, and to bring away the skins and bones.
' Truly,' the chiefs and councillors said, ' we do
not know what Chaillie has in his stomach to

want such things, but we must let him go.' Du C
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revisited some of the scenes of his former explora-

tions—the Ogobai, the Eembo, and their branches.

He suffered great hardships, being sometimes at a

loss even for food, and his attendants being almost

all at one time ill of smallpox, which made fearful

havoc among the native population, and exposed
him to the dangerous suspicion of having caused it

by •n-itchcraft. He passed through a forest district

so dense that animal life is scarcely found in it, and
an almost unbroken silence prevails by day and by
night. He found also in his joiirneyings many
scenes of extreme beauty, scenes of mountain and
meadow, hill and pasture-land, groves of plantains,

groves of lime-trees remarkable for dark foUage,

stately palms, and clear sparkling streams. An
imfortunate misunderstandijag took place at last

between Du C.'s party and the inhabitants of

a vUlage which he had reached. A conflict took
place, the natives became exasperated, and it was
with difficulty that the traveller escaped, being

obliged, however, to resign all thought of proceeding

further. He reached the mouth of the Femand
Vas Kiver on 21st of September 1865, and found a

vessel there loading for London. He had lost

everything but his journals ; all the treasures in

natural history which he had collected were gone.

He brought home, however, his astronomical obser-

vations, which have been carefully examined by the

most competent persons, and the map of western
equatorial Africa has been made much more com-
plete and correct than before. Du C. did not pene-

trate, on any of his journeys, much more than
240 miles in a dh-ect line from the coast, but his

discoveries have been numerous and important, and
amongst them are about eighty new species of

mammals and birds. No one now affects to doubt
the right of Du C. to be ranked among the most
enterprising of travellers, and the truthfulness of

his narrative is universally admitted. The account

of his second expedition to Africa is entitled A
Journey to Ashango-Land, and Further Penetration

into Equatonai Africa (Lond. 1S67).

CHAMBRE INTROUVAELE (Fr. unfindable

chamber ; i. e., the chamber the like of which is not
to be foimd again) was the name sarcastically given
to that Chamber of Deputies in France which met
after the second return of Louis XVIII. (Jxdy 1815),

and which, by its fanatical ro\'alty, began to throw
the country and society anew into commotion. The
former chamber, which had shewn much moderation,

had been dissolved under the influence of the court

party ; and the ministry, led by Talleyrand, had
done everything to procure for the ruHng party at

least a manageable chamber adapted for business.

The number of the deputies was arbitrarily raised

fi'om 259 to 392 ; and to secure the victory of a conj-

plete restoration, all rushed forward who saw in the

constitutional charter an encroachment on their

privileges and pretensions. AVhen it is considered,

in addition, that the elections, at least in the depart-

ments of the south, took place under terror and the

sanguinary outrages of a pojiulace in a state of poli-

tical and religious excitement, that the press was
stifled, and the people deprived of all freedom of

expression by the foreign armies, ultra-royalism

could not fail to be completely triumphant. When
the ministers saw this startling residt, they did not
venture to open the session ; they resigned, and
gave place to the Richelieu ministry. Then broke
out the most frightful excesses in the southern pro-

vinces. At the elections in Nimes (22d August),
more than 100 persons were kdled by the royalist

bands. At last, on 7th October, the king opened
the chamber, ou M'hich he enjoined quietness and
moderation ; and it appeared as if it did take this

advice to heart for an mstant. But when, in one of

the first sittings, Boyer d'Argenson asked for the
intervention of the chamber in behalf of the Pro-
testants, who were being slaughtered in the south
by the lUtra-royalist bands, the speaker was called

to order, and the chamber from that time ceased to

observe any bounds or moderation. The fanatical

legislation of this chamber inspired the ministers,

the king, and especially the Emperor Alexander,
with so much aversion and api)rehension, and also

met so decidedly with the disapprobation of all

peaceful and sincere friends of the throne, that the
news of its dissolution, on 5th April 1816, was
received with universal rejoicing. The electoral

law of 5th February 1817 prevented the return of a
simdar chamber ; and it was not till by the modified
electoral law of 1820 that idtra-royalism regained a
predominating influence in parliament. It is said

that Louis XVIII. first used the epithet Chambre
Introuvable in an ironical sense, and that the
majority of the chamber took it seriously as a
compliment.

CHA'NDAH, a to^Yii of India, on the south-west
frontier of the territory of Nagpore, on the left

bank of the river Eraee, near its junction with the
Wurda, 90 miles south of the town of Nagpore. Its

%vaUs, built of cut stone, and surrounded by a high
parapet, are G miles round, from 15 to 20 feet high,

and flanked with round towers large enough for the
heaviest guns. Within the place, and almost equi-

distant from the north and south faces, is a citadel

;

the rest of the interior consists of straggling streets,

detached houses, and plantations. It is well sup-

plied with water. In 1818, C. was taken by the
British.

CHANDHAIREE', or CHANDEEI, a town of

India, in the province of llalwa, in the territory of

GwaUor, in a hdly and jungly district, 105 miles
south of GwaUor, near the left bank of the Betwa,
a tributary of the Jimina. It is at present much
decayed, on account of JIahratta oppression, the
scourge of war, and the decay of its manufactiu-es,

which are undersold by the cheaper fabrics of

Britain ; but the extent and architectural excellence

of its ruins indicate its splendour and importance
in former times, when it is said to have contained

14,000 stone houses, 384 markets, 360 caravanserais,

and 12,000 mosques. The fort of C, formerly
deemed impregnable, consists of a strong rampart
of sandstone, flanked by circular towers, and is

situated on a high hill. Among other remains of

former greatness, is a jiass cut through a sohd rock
100 feet high. During the native wars, being a
place of importance, C. was frequently besieged.

Under JIahratta sway, it became a haunt of free-

booters, very troublesome to the native districts

under British ride or protection ; and on the conclu-

sion of the treaty of 1844, it was, among other
lands, assigned for the maintenance of the in-

creased Gwalior contingent, commanded by British

oliicers.

CHAJTDPOO'R, a town of British India, in tho

North-west Provinces, district of Bijnour, about
930 miles north-west of Calcutta, and SO north-east

of Delhi. It is of considerable size, and has a pop.

of 11,491.

CHAXK-SHELL, the popular name of the shell

of several species of Turbinella, a genus of gasteropo-

dous molluscs of the group Siphonostomata (q. v.),

natives of the East Iniliau seas. These shells are

obtained chiefly on the coasts of the south of India

and Ceylon, and form a considerable article of trade

to Calcutta. They are much used as ornaments by
Hindu women, the arms and legs being encircled

with them ; and many of them are buried with the

bodies of opulent persons. Those which are thro\vu
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up on the beach, after the death of the mollusc, and
have become whitened, are little valued, but fresh

sheila readOy liud purchasers. The commercial

Chank-shell.

returns shew an exportation of chank-shella from
Madras amounting to the number of 2,460,727 iu

one year, 185,3—1854, the value of which was about

£10,000. The quantity ordinarily exported is

smaller. A chank-shcll opening to the right is rare,

and is highly prized in Calcutta, so that a price of

£50, or eucn iilOO, is sometimes paid for one.

CHARLES X., or CHARLES-GUSTAVUS,
king of Sweden, was born at Nj'kiiping, 8th Novem-
ber 1622. After studjaug at the university of

Dpsala, he travelled througli France, Germany, and
Switzerland, joined the army of Torstensohn (q. v.)

in 1642, fought at the battles of Yankovitz and
Leipzig ; and at the close of the war was the reiire-

sentative of Queen Christina at the conferences

which were held for gi\'ing effect to the treaty of

Westphalia. On the abdication of Christina, Cliarles-

Gustavus, who was the son of Gustavus Adolphus's
eldest sister Catharine, and John Casirtiir the

Palatin of Zweybruck in Clerburg, succeeded as next
heir, 17th June 1654, to the throne of a kingdom
which, after his accession, he discovered to be in

an almost bankrupt condition. There was a debt
of 10,000,000, while the revenue did not amount
to 800,000 crowns, out of which one-fourth was
granted as a pension to the ex-queen, whose care-

lessness and extravagance had brought about this

deplorable state of matters, and who, in the words
of the aged chancellor Oxenstierna, ' had cost

Sweden dearer than ever an enemy did^' She had
taken away everj'thing belonging to the royal resi-

dences which was portable ; and C. was forced -at

first to borrow even a set of kitchen utensils. C.

was the second of the three great warrior-monarchs

of Sweden, but unlike his uncle, who could plead

religious giounds, and his grandson, who was at first

forced to light for self-preservation, C. seemed to

make war jirincipally for war's s.ike. First he
attacked Poland in July 1055, because the Polish

monarchs had not resigned their claim to the
Swedi.sh throne; captured in the same year
Warsaw, Cracow, Thorn, Elbing, Posen, and Kalicz

;

and drove the king to take shelter in Silesia : he
then assailed the Danes, who had declared war
against him, crossed the Belts on the ice, and
speedily made himself master of all the continental

possessions of Denmark. Next marching from isle

to isle over the frozen sea, he ultimately, by menac-
ing Copenhagen, compelled the treaty of Roskild

(7th March 1658), which gave to Sweden, Holland,

Scania, Bleckingeu, Bomholm, and the other Danish
possessions beyond the Sound, and emancipated
Sweden from the Sound Dues. Charles, however,
still cherished enmity against the Danes ; and
after fruitlessly projwsing to the Dutch and English
a partition of Denmark, he invaded Zeeland, and
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attacked Copenhagen in 1659. The capital, however,
defended itself valiantly, aided by succour from the
Prussians and Dutch ; and the Swedish monarch
was compelled to abandon the siege. Soon after,

while labouring to effect a complete reconciliation

with Poland in order to be free to attack the Danes
in Norway, he died suddenly at Gothenburg, Feb-
ruary 2.% 1660.

CHARLES XL, one of the ablest kings of

Sweden, was the son of King Charles (X.) Gustavus,
and was born November 24, 1655. While he was
little more than four years old at his father's death,

the government was committed to his mother
Hedwig as regent, and a coimcil. The peace of

Oliva (ilay 3, 1060) with Poland, by which Sweden
obtained Esthonia, j)art of Livonia, and Oesel, and
the Polish monarch renounced all pretensions to

the Swedish crown ; and that of Copenliagen
(June 6, 1660), gener.ally confirmatory of the treaty

of lioskild with Denmark, were the first important
acts of the government. A treaty with Russia on
the basis of the status quo followed in 1661 ; and
from this period till 1672, the kingdom was free from
foreign wars. In December 1672, C. (whose educa-

tion had been so ill attended to that he had reached
manhood before he could read) took the reins of

government, and by the allurements of France, was
induced to make war on Brandenburg. This un-
provoked attack was disastrous to the Swedes, for

they suffered a severe defeat from the elector at

Fehrbellin (1075) ; and though C. revenged himself

by defeating the Danes (who were allied with
Prussia) at Halmstadt, Lemd, and Landskrona, hia

fleet was defeated by the Dutch near Oeland, and
again by the Danes at Bleking and Kioge ; and
many of Sweden's recent acquisitions were wrested
from her. These, however, were restored by the
peace of Saint-Germain-en-Laye (17th September
1679), which closed this needless and unfortunate
contest. In 1680, a straggle commenced between
the crown, sup])orted by the burghers and peasants,

on one hand, and the nobles on the other ; and a
considerable diminution of the power of the nobles

W'as the consequence. The resumption of all the
crown lands which had been alienated since 1009,
was a fatal blow to the preponderating power of

the nobles ; and by a voluntary declaration of the
states, December 9, 1682, the king was invested
with absolute authority. This voluntary erection of

a despotism by the jieople, a thing of rare occur-
rence in the world's history, is yet more extraordi-

nary at the close of the 17th c. ; and it speaks
highly for C. that he never employed his imlimited
authority otherwise than for the best interests of

his kingdom. By a judicious administration of the
revenues, he was enabled to extinguish the public
debt (16S0), reorganise the fleet and army, and by
1693 to dispense with the calling up of extraordinary
subsidies. Though absolute, lie never imposed a
tax but with consent of the states ; and he every
year published a detailed account of revenue and
expenditure. In 1693, he was formally declared
absolute by an act of the diet. The foreign policy

of the country was also conducted in a manner
equally satisfactory and effective. Deux-Ponts fell

to him as heir to his cousin Friedrich-Ludwig, the
last palatine, in 1681 ; the attempts of the Danes
upon Holstein were rigorously repressed, and many
small outlying territories were brought under his

sway. His anxiety for his subjects welfare was
particularly shown by commercial and maritime
regulations superior to any that then existed in

Europe ; and by his numerous journeys to .^11 parts

of his dominions to examine for himself into the
remote details of the administration. A codifica-

tion of the laws was commenced, but was unfinished
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at his death, which took place at Stockholm, 15th
April 1697.

CHATSK, or SCHAZK, a town of European
Russia, government of Tambov, 175 mUes south-east
of Moscow, on a small river of the same name. It

is situated in the midst of a vast fertile plain, con-

tains a nimiber of churches, and has a trade iu hard-
ware, grain, and cattle. Pop. 7281.

CHAUVINISME. Chauvin was the name of the
principal character in a French comedy, which was
plaj'ed with immense success at the time of the
Restoration. He represented a bragging veteran of

the empire, who was continually talking of his

achievements at AusterKtz and Jena, and his deter-
mination to take a brilliant revenge for Waterloo.
Since then, a chauviniste has come to mean a man
who is always seeking quarrels with his neigh-
bours, and will not admit that any one is brave or
great but himself.

CHEATDLE, a small but neat market-town of

England, in the moorland district of the north part
of the county of Stafford, 14 miles north-north-east
of the town of Stafford, 3 miles from the Froghall
station on the Chumet Valley branch of the North
Staffordshire Railway, and 4 miles from the Blyth
Bridge station on the main line from Derby to
Crewe. The town is seated in a pleasant vale,

surrounded by bills mostly planted with fir and
other trees. The parish church (St Giles) was a
very ancient structure, but was rebuilt in 1837—
1838. A magnificent Roman Catholic church,

erected at the sole expense of John, Earl of

Shrewsbury, was opened in 1846. There are several

dissenting chapels, various schools, a mechanics'

institute, a large tape manufactory, and also one
for sUk. There are copper and brass works a short

distance from the to^wn, and coal and limestone

abound ia the vicinitj'. Pop. (1861) 3191.

CHE'LIFER, a genus of Aradmida (q. v.) of the

order Tradiearia, and of the family to which, from
their resemblance to scorpions without tails, the

name Pseudo-scorpions, or False Scorpions, has been
given, the true scorpions belonging to the order

Pulmonaria. The genus C. consists of minute
species in which this resemblance is very strong.

The palpi are elongated and armed with pincers.

The species live under the loose bark of trees, in

chinks of old furniture, &c. One species, C. can-

croides, about a line and a half in length, is fre-

quently to be seen in old books, herbaria, &c., and
is called the Book Scorpion ; it is said to be useful

as feeding on the insects which are most destruc-

tive to books and collections in natural history.

CHELM, a town of Russian Poland, in the

government of Lublin, 126 miles south-east of War-
saw. It is the seat of a United Greek bishop, and

|

has a theological seminary. The Poles were de-
\

feated here by the Russians, June 4, 1794. Pop.

5640.

CHEMICAL TOYS, which during the last

two years have been brought protoiuently before

the public, deserve a brief notice. ' Pharaoh's

Serpents,' which have been already described in

the article Sclphoctanogex, are highly poisonous,

and during combustion evolve dangerous vapours.

Larmes du Diable, or ' Crocodiles' Tears,' are formed
of metallic sodium, bum mth extreme violence

if thrown into water, or even if moistened 'with

water or heated, and scatter particles of caustic

alkali, which may inflict serious burns. ' Sunshine
in Winter Evenings,' ' Fiery Swords,' &c. are formed
of magnesium, and, like the preceding, may cause

serious burns. ' Sensation Cigarettes ' are charged
with gun-cotton, and project, when fired, noxious

vapours into the mouth ; while pyroxylin, which is

bibidous paper rendered highly explosive by the
action of strong nitric and sulphxiric acid, and which
is identical with gun-cotton, is the active agent in
the various toys known as ' Will-o'-the-wisp Paper,'
' Parlour Lightning,' ' Fireflies,' ' Aerial Glow-
worms,' ' Chinese Fire-paper,' &c.
The use of these toys in teaching rudimentary

chemistry to children and young persons is quite
incommensurate with their danger.

t CHEJIISTRY. It is impossible in this article
to do more than briefly describe some of the most
important of the numerous changes which have been
introduced into the science of chemistry within the
last six or eight j'ears (1867).

I

1. The system of measuring temperatures, lengths,
weights, and volumes has been altered. The centi-
grade has completely superseded the Fahrenheit
thermometric scale in all recent chemical works, and

j

the French metric (which is a decimal) system has
been adopted for all measurements and weights,
inches and their fractions being replaced by lOths or
lOOths of a metre, and grains by grammes. It has

; this advantage over all other systems, of possessing

!
one fundamental linear unit, from which all the
ramifications of linear, superficial, or sohd dimen-

j

sions, and of weight are derived. See ilfeTRE,

LiTKE, Gkajhie, Franc. This unit is the 10-
I millionth part of a quadrant of the meridian, or of
the distance from the pole to the equator. It is

j

only to measures of weight and capacity or vol-

;

lune that we need here refer. ' Multiply' says
Dr Hofmann in his energetic appeal in favour of
the metric S3'Stem, ' the cubic mfetre by one million,

and you have a fit measure in terms of which to
express the capacity of the Atlantic, or its cubical
contents of brine; divide the cubic metre by one
million, and you arrive at the petty volume of the
gambler's ordinary die.'

—

Modern Chemistry, p. 124.
This last-named volume, the millionth of a cubic
mfetre, taken as so much distilled water at a tem-
perature of i' C. (its point of greatest density),

furnishes the metrical unit of weight called the
gramme, which thus forms a link connecting weight
with measure. Again, dividing the edge of a
metre cube, which is a linear mfetre, into 10 parts,

called decimetres, and cubing one of these parts,

we obtain a unit of volume or capacity to which
the term litre is applied. The various weights
in use are all multiples or divisions by tens. Thus,
10 mfetres form a decamfetre, 100 a hectometre,
and 1000 a kilometre ; while •nj*!' of "• m^tre is

called a decimfetre, ^-J^th a centimfetre, and yxrW^h
a millimetre, the Greek prefixes in all cases denot-
ing multiplication, and the Latin division. The
reader will do well to recollect the following
rough comparisons between the chief French and
English measures chiefly used in chemistry, as
otherwise he can form no conception of the length,

size, or weight of the substances treated of : A m&tre
= nearly I'l linear yard = 3937 inches; a milli-

metre = 0'039, or nearly ^th of an inch; a centi-

mfetre = 0"39, or nearly fths of an inch ; and a deci-

metre = 3'94, or nearly 4 inches; a gramme = 15'43

grains; and a litre = rather more than 61 cubic
inches, or a pint and three-quarters. The accom-
panying figure rej>resent3 a cubic decimetre. Two
of the edges of the front side are divided, as

may be seen, into 10 linear centimetres; and
the space occupied by a cubic centimetre ia

shewn on the upper right-hand comer of the
tube. Now, a cubic decimetre is employed as a
imit for measures both of weight and of volume, for

in the former capacity it contains, at 4° C, 1 kilo-

gramme, or 1000 grammes of distilled water, and in

the latter it loses its name of Idlogramme and
receives the appellation of litre, which corresponds
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to 1000 cubic centimetres, or ni'jrntU of a cubic
mfetrc. Chemists have long felt tlic want of an
appropriate vohimr, with its corresponding weijlit,

to sorve as standard imits of measurement, and
Professor Hofmanu has selected 1 cubic deciniHre
= 1 litre, as the most apjiropriate unit of volume,
and the weight of this measure of pure hydrogen as
the unit of weight, hydrogen being taken at 0" C.

temperature, and 0™70* pressure. To this stan-
daril wei)j)d-xin\t, which = 0-0S96 of a gramme,
he assigns the name of criih, from the Greek
krilhi, a barley-corn, signifying figuratively a small
weight ; and the weight is now in universal
acceptation amongst modern British chemists.
There is jiroliably no figure in chemical science
more important than this one (0-0896 of a gramme)

\
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= 0'S064: gramme.'

—

Op. cit. p. 131. In coucluding
this subject we will ouly further remark, that wheu
a closely approximative result suffices, the crith may
be estimated at O'Ot) gramme.

2. Such terms as atomic weight, atom, and mole-

cule are now- employed in a stricter sense than
formerly. Every element has been held from the

time of Dalton to have a number called its atomic

weight. This number, according to Dr Frankland,
one of our most distinguished modern chemists, is

made to represent, as far as jwssible :
' ls<. The

smallest proportion by weight in which the element

enters into or is expelled from a chemical compound
—the smallest weight of hydrogen so entering or

lea-\-ing a chemical compound being taken as imity.

'2d, The weight of the element in the solid condition

at any given temperature contains the same amount
of heat as seven parts by weight of solid litliium

at the s.ame temperature, 'dd. The weight of the

element which, in the form of gas or vapour, occu-

pies, under like conditions of temperature and
l)rcssure, the same volume as one part by weight of

hydrogen.'

—

Lecture Notes for Chemical Students,

ItiOG, p. 2. Recent investigations have led chemists

to assign to many of the elements double the atomic

weights that were previously assigned to them.

Thus, taking as formerly the atomic weight of

hyili-ogen as the unit, the atomic weight, or, as it is

now often styled, the atomic number of oxygen is

changed from 8 to 16, that of carbon from 6 to 12,

that of sidphur from 10 to 32 ; and this doubling is

by the latest writers extended to most of the ele-

ments except the halogens, nitrogen, phosphorus,

boron, the metals of the alkalies, gold, and silver.

The old atomic weights are still recognised as com-
bining or equivalent numbers. The reason why this

doubling of the number has been adopted wiU be

presently given. The distinction between an atom
and a molecule must be clearly recognised. ' We
may define an atom of an elementary body to be the

smallest jiroportional weight thereof which is capable

of existing in chemiccd combination ; and we may
define the molecule of an elementary body to be the

smallest proportional weight thereof which is cap-

able of existing in the free or uncombined state.'

This, which is HoEmanu's definition (Modern Che-

viistrij, p. 157), is now generally accepted. Thus a

molecule (or elementary molecule, as it is often

termed) may consist either of an isolated atom, or

of a group of atoms.
The bulk of a molecule, or the molecular volume

of an element in the gaseous or vaporous state, is

the same as the molecular volume of hydrogen at

the same temperature and pressure, and in a large

number of cases the molecular weight of an element

is twice its atomic weight. Dr Frankland gives the

following list of the elements whose molecular

volumes have as yet been determined : The mole-

cules of mercury, cadmium, and zinc contain one

atom, and are termed monatomic molecules ; those of

hycb'ogen, oxygen, chlorine, bromine, iodine, fluorine,

nitrogen, sidphur, and selenium contain two .atoms,

and are termed diatomic molecules; the molecules

of oxygen, as ozone, contain three atoms, or are

triatomic ; while those of phosphorus and arsenic

are letratomic, and those of sulphm- imder certain

conditions are hexatomic. Thus an element, as in

the cases of oxygen and suljihur, m.ay, under different

conditions, have two distinct molecular weights.

We shall presently refer more fully to the subject

of atomicity.

3. We shall now proceed to explain the reasons

why many of the atomic weights have been doubled.
' It is obvious,' s.ays Dr Odling, in his elaborate

article on ' Atomic Weights ' in Watts's Dictionary

of Chemistry, vol. i. p. 4515, ' that the atomic weights

of an element and of its combinations should be
selected so ,as to express the entire series of com-
binations by the simplest series of formula ; so as

best to accord with the chemical jiropei'ties and
metamorphoses of the bodies ; so as best to illustr.-ite

their analogies witli other bodies ; and so as to be
in relation with their physical properties, such as

their specific volumes, specific heats, isomorphism,
&c.' We shall endeavour to shew how he applies

these views to prove that, in the case of oxygen,
10 parts of that element, or the quantity thereof

which unites with 2 atoms of hydrogen, is the
smallest proportion of oxygen that can enter into

a combination. ' We find, m the first place,' s.ays

Dr Odling, ' that the quantity of oxygen contained
in the great majority of definite oxidised com-
jjounds must necessiarily be represented by 16, or
some multiple of 10 parts. Thus, the molecules
of all hydrates, double oxides, acids, o.xisalts, .alde-

hydes, ketones, alcohols, o.xacid-ethers, and a great

number and variety of other compounds, doubtless

forming together 99 per cent, of all known com-
poimds of oxygen, cannot be represented save
with 16 }iarts, or some midtiple of 10 p.arts of

oxygen, i^or example, the molecides of hydrate of
potassium,* benzoic aldehyde, acetone, chloral, hypo-
chlorite of sodium,* &c., each contain 10 parts of

oxygen. The molecules of spinelle, brown hiematite,

camphor, benzile, acetate of sodium,* benzoic acid,

&c., each contam twice 10 parts of oxygen. The
molecules of nitric acid, glycerin, chlorate of jmtas-

sium*, salicylic acid, augite, &c., each contain three

times 10 jiarts of oxygen.' We need not carry the

quotation further, it being sufficient to remark that

jDr OtUing gives similar lists of substances whose
molecules each contain 4, 5, 6, 7, &c. times 16 parts

of oxygen. Hence it follows that, when two bodies

ouly differ in composition by the different propor-

tions of oxygen which they cont<ain, th.at diH'erence

amounts to 10 parts, or some multiple of 16 parts

of o.xygen. This is well shewn in the two following

series of bodies given by Odling, in the former of

which the symbols are arranged according to modcim
views :

KCl, Chloride of potassium.
KnlO-j, Hypochlorite of potash.

KCIO4, Chlorite of potash.

KClOu, Chlorate of potash.

KCIO5, Perchloi ate of potash.

CjH4, Ethylene.
CJH4O.2, Aldehyde.
C4H4(J4, Acetic acid.

C^H^Oq, Glycolic acid.

C4H4OS, Glyoxylic acid.

It is obvious that in both these series each term
differs from the preceding one simply by 0^., or 16

parts of oxygen. Again, the quantity of o.xygen

which can be liber.ated by any reaction, and
which, either alone or in the form of water, can
be added to or separtited from a compound, must
be 16, or some multiple of 10 parts. Thus, each

molecule of nitr.ate of soda (NaOjNO^), when decom-
posed by heat, yields nitrite of soda (XaO,N03)
and 0-2 (or 16 parts of oxygen) ; simUarl}', each

molecule of permangan.ate of potash, when decom-

posed by sulphuric acid, yields manganese, alum,

and O4 (or twice IG parts of oxygen) ; .and each mole-

etUe of chlorate of potash (K0,C105) is decomposed

by heat into chloride of potassiimi (KCl) and 0^
(or three times 10 parts of oxygen). Again, water

(and consequently its main constituent, oxygen) is

alw.ays eliminated in double or some higher even

atoms. Thus, formic acid (O2H.2O4) yields carbonic

oxide (CjOo) and two atoms of water <H.,0..)

;

.alcohol (C4H6O2) yields defiant gas (C4H4) and two

atoms of water (H.Pi) ; oxalate of ammonia (>'Hj,

C2HO4) yields cy.anogen (CoN) and four atoms of

water (H4O4) ; and innumerable addition,al examples

* In these cases, one of the new forms of nomenclature

is introduced.
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might bo given. On these grounds (and many
additional ones might bo adduced if apace permitted)

it becomes obvious that if the vast majority of

oxidised bodies were correctly formulated, they

would lie represented more simjily by the formulie

in which = 10 than by formula! in which = 8.

Reasons of a similar nature have led to the dupli-

cation of the atomic weijjht of carbon, sulphur, and
many of the other elements. There must obviously

be some meaus of distinguishing when indicates 8

or 10 parts of oxygen, U indicates or 12 parts of

carbon, &c. Various modes of distinction have been
adopted by diircront chemists. In Watts's Diction-

ary of Chemistri/, now in the course of pul^lication,

the new atomic weights are represented by the

same symbols which have hitherto been adopted for

the old weights ; while the latter (when they are

occasionally mtroduced) are printed in italic capitals

;

thus, water is represented by H^O in the new
and by HO in the old system, acetic acid by
CoHjOj in the new and by C'JIJ),^ in the old

system, &c. A more common means of indicating

when the value of the symbol of an element is

doubled in value is by drawing .a horizontal bar
through it, a notation due to JJerzeUiis ; thus,

C,0,S- represent respectively an atom of carbon,

of oxygen, and of sulphur in the new system. This
system is useful in forming, as it were, a bridge to

facilitate the passage from the old to the new
system, and will gradually disappear when all

chemists recognise the doubled atomic weights.

Naquet, Jliller (in the 3d edition of his Chemistry,

1864), and othei-s, adopt this barred system, and the

latter frequently gives the formuUe i)ertaining to

both systems ; for example, FeO,S03.HO,CHO, or

¥eS04.H„O,GH5O, represents the composition of

the crystaiUsed sulphate of proto.xide of ii'ou often

described as protosulphate of iron.

—

Inorganic

Chemistry, 3d ed, p. 6. Some writers, as Frank-
land, in his Lecture ^''oles for Chemical Students,

1800, following tlie plan of Watts and the con-

tributors to his Dictionary, unreservedly adopt the

doubled atomic weiglits, and represent them by the

old formulae ; thus, 0, C, and S represent in these

works precisely double the weight of o.xygen, car-

bon, and sidphur that these capitals represent in the

1st and 2d editions of Miller's Chemistry, Fownes's
Manual of Chemistry, and other standard works
published a few years ago. It is now customary
for the writers of chemical i)aper3 who object to

the barred symbols as being imseemly, to insert at

the commencement C = 6, = 8, or C = 12, = 10,

in order that the reader may be able to recognise

which system is adopted.
Chemical Nomenclature is still in an unsettled

state. The chemists of all countries are, with one
notable exception, .agreed as to the names and symbols
which shoidd represent the different elements. The
French chemists persist in designating nitrogen by
the name of azote, and of using Az instead of N for

its symbol ; and in Italy the term azoto is still

employed, but as it is often cou]iled^rith the symbol
N, it will probably soon be exchanged for the more
general term nitrogen. When the elementary

Bodies imite together, they form a binary compound.
The nomenclature of the binary compounds is in a

transitional state. The compounds of sulphur with
metals used to form sulphurets, latterly they have

been termed sulphides, and now they are denomin-
ated after a third fashion ; sulphuret of potassium

(for example), after having been for some years sul-

phide of potassium, now being termed potassic sul-

phide. In order to obtain uniformity, the following

rule is adopted by the representatives of the modern
school. The names of binary compounds are formed
from those of their constituents, the English or
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Latin name of the positive constituent with the
terminal I'c preceding that of the negative con-

stituent, which is made to end in tUe. Thus

:

potassium and sulphur form potassic sulphide

;

sodium and oxygen form sodio oxide (formerly soda
or oxide of sodium) ; silver and eUorine form
argentic chloride (formerly chloride of silver) ; lead

and iodide form plumbic iodide (formerly iodido

of lead) ; calcium and chlorine form calcic clUorido

(formerly chloride of calcium), &c. When the same
elements form two compounds, the one which con-

tains the smallest proportion of the negative element
is distinguished by changing the terminal syllable of

the name of its positive constituent into ous, while
the terminal ic is retained for the compound con-

taining the larger proportion of the negative element.

Thus, 1 atom of iron and 1 atom of oxygen form
Ferrous oxide (the old protoxide of iron) ; 2 atoms of

iron and 3 atoms of oxygen form Ferric oxide (the

old pero-xide of ii"Qn). Sometimes the same elements
form more than two compounds with one another,

and then the prefixes hypo and per are employed.
When a binary compound contains oxygen, and
becomes an acid when made to unite with water, or
becomes a salt when uuited to a base, it is termed
an Anhydride (q. v.) or anhydrous acid. Thus 1

atom of carbon and 2 atoms of oxygen form carbonic

anhydride, formerly known as carbonic acid gas ;

1 atom of sulphur and 3 atoms of oxygen form
sulphuric anhydride, &c. In a considerable num-
ber of cases, the trivial or common name has not

been displafced by the new systematic name ; thus

water, ammonia, hydrochloric acid, phos[ihuretted

hycb-ogen, sulphuretted hydrogen, &c., are not as

yet replaced by hydric oxide, hydric nitride, liydric

chloride, hydric phosphide, hydric sulphide, &e. ; and
soda and potash are still preferred by some chemists

to sodio and pot.aasio hydrates.

The term acid was originally applied only to

substances which, like vinegar, possessed an acid

taste ; it is now made to include a large number of

compounds which do not possess this property.

The most general definition of acids is that of Ger-
hardt, which is adopted in Watts's Dictionary of
Chetniitry—namely, that ' acids are salts of hydrogen.'

A more inteUigible definition to ordinary readers is

that which is adopted by Frankland, in which an
acid is described ' as a compound containing one or

more atoms of hydrogen, which become displaced

by a metal when the latter is presented to the

compound in the form of a hydrate.' Thus, using

the new nomenclature and atomic weights, nitric

acid and sodic hydrate yield sodic nitrate and
water

—

Nitric Acid. Sodlc Hydrale. Sodic Nitrnf. Water.

or, NO3H -I- NaOH = NOjNa -f HjO,

in which reaction the hydrogen of the nitric acid

is displaced by the sodium of the sodic hydrate

(or soda), and as only one atom of hydrogen
is displaced, nitric acid is said to be monobasic.

When an acid admits of the displacement of two
atoms of hydrogen, it is termed dibasic—as tartaric,

oxalic, and, according to recent views, sulphuric

acid ; and when three atoms can be replaced—as in

the case of common phosphoric acid, H3PO4, in

which H3 may be displaced by K3 or Ag3, the acid

is termed tribasic. The nomenclature of the com-

pounils of acids with bases is still unfixed. The
names of the alkali-metals (potassium, sodium, and
lithium) and alkaline-earth metals (barium, calcium,

(fee.) are now commonly substituted for those of their

oxides in the nomenclature of the corresponding

oxygen salts—as, for example, carbonate of sodia:n

and sulplutle of calcium for carbonate of soda and

sulphate of lime. The names of these bodies are
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thus brought into uniformity with those of the salts

of iron, copper, &;o. In Watts's Dictionary and Prank-
land's Lecture Notes such compounds are denomin-
ated sodic carbonate, calcic sulphate, sodic nitrate,

&c. ; and these terms will doubtless soon be gener-
ally adopted for the metallic salts of the oxygen-acids
C'euerally. The nomenclature of complex inorganic
liodies is founded, for the most part, on the theory
of types, the names of particidar compounds
being obtained from the name of the type by pre-
fixing to it adjectives which express the natitre of
the element by which the hydrogen of the tjrpe is

replaced and the number of atoms of it contained in
one molecule of the compound. By way of Olustra-
tion, we give a simple and a complicated example :

!C1 Hf ( -

f^ = bismuthic oxychloride, while tJ^ < Oj =

tetramerciiro - tetrahydrio dioxi - dichloro - dinitride.

The nomenclatiire of organic compounds is founded
on the same principles as that of inorganic bodies ;

but our limited space prevents our entering into this

subject.

Chemical Notation has been considerably altered by
certain members of the recent chemical school ; but
on the whole, the modifications, since the time when
the system of Berzelius was introduced into England
in the third edition of Turner's Elements of Chem-
istry, are not numerous. The most important are
the introduction of ' general formidaj ' by Gerhardt,
in which letters of variable value are used as

coefficients instead of numbers, and Odling's method
of denoting the atomicity of polyatomic elements
and radicals by means of accents placed above the
symbols, which are then called dashed symbols.
See Trlads. Chemists are still at variance as to

whether, when two or more atoms are represented
in a compound, the figure indicating the repetition

should be above or below the symbol ; whether, for

example, water should be represented by H-'O or

HjO, and alcohol by C^H^O or CjHsO. The ordinary

or dualistic sj-stem, according to which the elements
combine iu couples to form compoimds, which
similarly unite by twos, led to the division of salts
into two classes—viz., into salts composed of an
oxygen acid and an oxygen base, which were hence
called oxygen salts, as XaO,S03, and K0,N05, which
in the old notation represent sulphate of soda and
nitrate of potash ; and binary or haloid salts, of
which chloride of sodium, NaCl, is the type, which
are formed by the union of the radical in hydrogen
acids with some metal. Davy considered that the
former class might be made similar to the latter by
regarding them as composed of a metal and a com-
poimd radical having the same electro-negative
chemical relations as the radicals in the hydrogen
acids. According to this view, a radical, SOj, not
yet isolated, combines with hydrogen to form
sulphuric acid, and with a metal to form sulphates,
sulphuric acid being represented by H,SOj, and
sulphate of lime by CajSOj. In Hke manner, nitric
acid and the nitrates were supposed to contain a
radical, NO5. Against this view Gerhardt urges that
we know nothing of the proximate constitution, but
are merely acquainted with the idtimate composition
of compounds. Hence we now no longer use a formula
for sulphiu-ic acid indicating its supposed constitu-
tion (H0,S03), but regarding it as a dibasic acid, ex-

press it, either as Miller does, by HjSO^j, or by HoSO^

(where S = 32 and = 16), or by ^^- I 0,, if we

adopt the type-notation ; and we must not omit that
Frankland, who may be regarded as the leading
representative of the English school of modem
chemistry, represents it Dy the formula SOjHoj,
when Ho is the abbre\-iated formida for HO, and
represents a compound radical, to which he gives the
name of hydroxyle, and which is commonly known
as binoxide of hydrogen, being expressed, according
to the old system, by HO;. The following examples
may enable the reader to pass from one system to
another

:

Sulphate of potassium.
Sulphate of zinc,

Kitrlc aciJ,

>i itrate of sodium.

Old System.

KO.SOs
ZnO.SOs.TIIO
nO.NOj
NaO,N05

Barred System.

K.,SP4
Zi»S&4-7H20

NaN^S

Kew Atomic Weights.

KoSO.
Z;S04.7H,0
HNO3
NaNOs

FranUaad's Notation.

SOoKo.
SOtI02Zno".60H.
NOoHo.
KO^Nao.

The Ko, Zno", and Nao in Frankland's notation

represent compound radicals, to which he has given
the names potassoxyl, zincoxyl, and sodoxyl, and
which are represented in the ordinary new notation by
KO, ZnO., and NaO. These new names will probably

soon get into general use in consequence of Frank-
land's great influence as the teacher of chemistry in

the government School of Mines, and at the Royal
Institution.* We must refer to the article Triads for

a description of what is meant by atomicity, or, as

Hofmann terms it, quantivalence, and the reader 'v\aU

do well to study Lectures 10 and 11 of his Modem
Chemistry. In the article just mentioned, we have
stated that the degree of atomicity of an element is

indicated by the number of dashes with which it is

furnished. In the so-called Graphic Notation, which,

* Another peculiarity of Frankland's notation is the
introduction of thick letters (Egyptian capitals). His
formiUie are so ^v^itten as to denote that the element
represented by the first symbol of a formida, and printed

in this type, is directly united by points of attachment
or bonds with the other elements or compound radicals

following the first symbol. Thus, to use his own illus-

tration and notation, the fonmUa SO0H02 (sulphuric

acid) signifies that the hexad atom of sulphur is com-
bined with the four bonds of tlie two atoms of oxygen,
and also with the two bonds of the two atoms of

hydroxyl. (By hexad we mean an atom with six bonds,
one of which is subsequently figured in the text.)

in the hands of Kekule, Crum Brown, Naquet,
Frankland, and others, has proved a most valuable
aid in explanation of the constitution of chemical
compoimds, the degree of atomicity of an atom 13

thus expressed : H' by (^nV- , Zn" by -(z5y- , B"'

(boron) by \^ I
Ci, by -{^ , K' l>y^0" , and

S" by -{sV . ' ^0 element,' says Frankland, ' either

alone or in combination, can exist with any of its

bonds disconnected ; hence the molecules of all

elements with an odd number of bonds are gene-
raUy diatomic, and always polyatomic—i. e., they
contain two or more atoms of the element united
together. Thus

:

Hydrogen,
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as a, mouatomic molecule, its owu bonds satisfying

each other. Thus :

Symbolic Cni|)l.ic

lis" (^Mcrcurj,

Zinc,

This graphic notation is most useful in fixing upon
the niinil the true meauini; of symbolic formul.-e,

.ind in elucidating the internal arrangement of the
very comjilex molecules which often occur in both
mineral and organic comjiounds. It also affords an
easy means of shewing the causes of isomerism in

organic bodies. The following example will suffice

to illustrate our meaning. The simplest of the
alcohol family, methylic alcohol, is derived from
marsh-gas by the substitution of one atom of Frank-
land's hydroxyl, Ho or HO (0 = IG), for one of

hydrogcu.

cii3no(orcn40).

Marsh-gas. Metbylic alcohol.

The Clasxijicalion of Organic Compounds has,

during the last few years, been much improved.
Until a comparatively few years ago, organic com-
pounds were arranged, according to their most
obvious projjerties, into acids, bases, fatty bodies,

&c. Now the great majority of these compounds
are .arranged iu series, of which each group dill'ors

from the ])rccediug one by a fixed aduitiou.al num-
ber of certain atoms. Thus (see Miller's Organic
C'liemi^try, 3d ed. p. 3i) eleven alcohols are repre-

sented by the general formula C„H»„^«0 (new nota-

tion), the first being represented by (JH^O, and the
others differing from it by an additional number of

multijiles of Cil;. Bodies of analogous properties

thus united .arc termed homuloguun. Again, every
compound iu a homologous series yields other com-
pounds dilFering in composition from that from
which they are derived, but yet bearing a different

rel.ation to it. Thus, .alcohol yields ether, aldehyde,

and acetic acid, and these so-called helervhijmts

bodies form collateral series. This mode of classifica-

tion is daily extending. It includes Ike organic

radicals, such as raethjd, ethyl, allyl, phenyl, cyano-

gen, &c. ; the hydrides oftJie compound radicain, such
as methylic hydride or marsh-gas, benzol, cyanic

hydride or hydrocyauic acid, &c. ; the alcohoU,

which form one of the most important of the

famdies of organic comjjounds, and which are con-

sidered iu a special article in this Si'pplement ; the

aldijht/des and ethers, both of which .are specially

described ; the acids, of which the monobasic acids

alone include six scries, amongst which are the

acetic or fatty series, rei)resented by the general

formula C„H„„0;, and containing 19 or 20 distinct

acids, the oleic series, the lactic series, the benzoic

or aromatic series, &c.—while the dib<asic acids m.ay

be divided into four series, in which occur the

succinic series, containing nine acids, most of which
present several modifications, and the tartaric series;

the Anhydrides (q. v.), of which those belonging to

the acetic acid group may be arranged in scries ; the

ketones or acetones ; the compounds of nitrogen con-

taining the amines, amides, imides, &c. ; and, in

short, excepting the n.atural alkaloids, the protein-

compounds and their derivatives, the uric acid

group, pigments, &c., there are few organic com-

jiounds which will not soon find a definite place in
a series.

In this article we have strictly confined our
remarks to the subjects bearing on general, and for
the most part on theoretical cliemistry. We may,
however, allude, in conclusion, to two subjects
which have undergone a great development during
the last few years—viz.. Volumetric Analysis anil
the Synthesis of Organic Bodies, both of w'hich are
discussed iu special articles.

The gencr.al tenor of this article shews th.at

chemistry is at present in .altogether a transitional
state. As Professor Anderson of Ula.sgow obser\-e3

in his recent address to the Chemical Section of the
British Association (September 1SG7), the atomic
theory, which, at the commencement of the i)resent
century, sufficed to explain .all the facts of chemistry
that were then known, is now quite inadequate to
that eniL At that time, chemists were acipiaiuted
with comparatively few compounds, and in these,

oxygen was of such preponderating importance, that
the science might have been almost termed ' the
chemistry of oxygen.' O.xj-gcn is now deposed
from its high place, and is supi)lanted by carbon to
such a degree, that one of the fii-st living chemists
has actually proposed for organic chemistry the
name of ' the science of the carbon-compounds.'
Facts gradually accumulated in the course of time
which did not admit of explanation on the Daltoniau
theory ; and as their number increased, such terms
as catalysis, allotropy, &c., were invented, under
which such facts were grouped together .as were
supposed to depend on sluiilar causes. Such group-
ing may have certain temporary advant.ages, pro-
vided it is distinctly understood that, to use
Professor Anderson's words, it is ' the grouping of
ignorance.' It was not, he adds, till the mtroduc-
tion of the theory of atomicity (see Ti;i.VD.s), which
shews itself in every chemical fact, that the doubts
of all thoughtful chemists began to find distinct

expression. The time has come when we nuist

cither totally abandon the atomic theory of D.aIton,

or must so completely modify it as to render it

substantially a new theorj-. Most chemists are as
yet reluctant to abandon a theory which has con-
verted a crude m.ass of isolated facts into a com-
paratively perfect science; whilst a few, whose
claims to our confidence are, however, of the highest
order, hold with Sir Benjamin Brodie, that the
atomic theory can no longer be advantageously
used to elucidate chemistry .as it now exists, and
that the time is come for the adoption of some
other system of symbolic expression or notation
than the graphic and other formuLo! which have
recently been introduced into our text-books and
lectures. In his Calctdus of Chemical Operations,
which w.as published in the Philosophical Transac-
tions for 18(36, and in his recent discourse On Ideal
Chemistry, read before the Chemical Society on
June G, 18G7 (and miuutely reported* in the Chcmicd
yews for June 14, and the Laboratory for June
1.5), Brodie has made a systematic attemjjt to
express the composition of chemical compounds by
a method in which the idea of an atom has no
place. In his system, the exact facts of chemistry
are to be expressed by sj'mbols, a symbol being a
rigid exjiression of a fact, not a figure of an object,

and not of necessity having an arithmetical mean-
in". ' Symbols,' he observes, ' are of two kinds.

A\ e may have symbols of things, and we may
have symbols of operations. Symbols of operations

are simply symbols of what we do to thiugs. Take

* It is mainly from these reports that we have
endeavoured to give the following abstract of Sir

Benjamin Brodie's views.
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a popular case. Ordinary language is an imperfect

!

symbolic system, and here we have just these two I

kinds of symbols. A " dog " is the symbol of a I

thing; and " beating," " caning," " coaxing," and so

on, are the symbols of operations, or of something

which we may do to a dog. We have marks by
which we express things, and marks by which we
may express what we do to things. We might also

have a third kind of symbol ; we might have
the symbol of an operation and a thing together.

Thus, if we did not wish to represent particularly

what sort of animal we were going to beat, we
might have a single mark for " beating an animal ;

"

the thing and the operation being included in

one.'

In the fundamental conception of his ideal

chemistry, all chemical substances are supposed to

be brought into the condition of perfect gases. ' Of
course, we may deal with the properties of the

combinations of solids and liquids, but here it is far

more difficult for us to arrive at any intelligible and
simple resiJts; and, whether rightly or ivrongly,

before beginning to think about the nature of a
chemical substance, I, for my part, always couceive

it as brought into the condition of a gas. And to

go a little further, and to speak a little more
definitely, we shall always consider the chemical

substance brought into the condition of a gas at the

temperature of 0° C, and at a pressure of 760 milli-

metres. This is the sort of ideal chemical world
with which we have to deal. It is a world of :

gases.' I

The two units employed in his system are the

unit ofmatta- and the unit of space. The former is

thus defined : The unit of ponderable matter is t/iat

portion ofponderable matter which, at a temperature

of 0° C, and at a pressure of 760 millimetres of
mercury, occupies a space of 1000 centimetres.

From considering the imit of matter, he passes to

the consideration of the unit of space, which is, the

volume of 1000 cubic centimetres. ' And,' he observes,

'just as, before we begin to think about chemical
substances, we must bring them all, theoretically, to

the state of gas, so, before beginning to think about

the unit of chemical substances, we must begin by
thinking about a unit of space. This is the funda-
mental conception of this method ; and it is a

notion which appears to me to be almost essential

to any constructive chemistry at all—that is, the

conception of the unit of space ; let its therefore

clearly understand what the unit of space means.'

[The lecturer here exhibited a hollow cube, with
glass walls, and of the dimensions above assigned to i

the unit of space.] ' You have to do something

else, however, before you get the unit of space. It

'

is indeed the space of 1000 cubic centimbtres which
[

is confined within these glass walls ; but before you
can get at the unit of space, you have to go a step

further, and by the process of imagination, or by
the efforts of reason, you have to divest this cube of

glass weight, and take out of it all the ponderable

matter which it contains, and conceive the space

within the walls divested of matter altogether.

Xow, this unit of space is so fundamentally import-

ant to us, that I shall begin by giving it a mark to

itself. The mark which I give to that imit of space

h the symbol 1. When you see tjiat mark, it is to

recall to your mind the matter contained in the unit

of space. Xow, what is that matter 1 It is simply

no matter at all ; there is no ponderable matter in

it.'

The next point is to connect the units of space

with those of matter. How are we to conceive a

space becoming matter, or of matter getting, chemi-

cally, into space ? This is effected by the aid of an
operation, by which the empty unit of space is

4y3

turned into a unit of ponderable matter. The
symbol x is used to represent this operation, rl,

then, represents the operation of putting matter of

a certain density into the unit of space, at 0° C. and
760 mm. The same kind of matter, at double the
density, and contained within the same space, but
still under the same conditions of temperature and
pressure, would be represented by xxl, or x-l ; of

three times the density, by xxxl, or a^l. Again,
another kind of matter might be represented by y ;

then yl. y-1, and j^l, would signify the unit of space
filled «-ith matter of y under its ordinary density, or
double or three times this density, but always under
the same conditions of temperature and pressure.

These symbols might be combined thus, o-yl would
mean the unit of space filled with x and y at the
same time, but imder the normal conditions. The
symbols then represent weights and kinds of

matter : x and y may be said to be operations of

combination. Let A be the matter of x, and B the
matter of y, then x would mean the operation of

combining A, and y would mean the operation of

combining B. xl then would mean ' combine A
with the unit of space,' and yrl woiJd represent
' combine A with B in the unit of space.'

By this mode of constructing symbols, we may
represent such facts as the following :

2 vols, of hydrochloric acid contain the same
ponderable matter as 1 vol. of hydrogen and 1 vol.

of chlorine

;

Or, 2 vols, of water contain the same ponder-
able matter as 2 vols, of hydrogen and 1 voL of

oxygen.
Or, to express a similar fact in the language of

the calculus

—

2 units of space of ammonia contain the satne

ponderable matter as 3 units of hydrogen and 1 unit
of nitrogen.

In order to be able to construct a definite system
of chemical symbols, we must start with an hypoth-
esis of some kind, or mnst have some one known
symbol. The hypothesis, in this system, is, that
the unit of hydrogen is a simple weight whose
s^'mbol is expressed by a prime factor a,* which
is termed the vtodulus of the symbolic system.

The symbols in the subsequent tables, as indicating

chemical operations, must be regarded as symbols
of primary operations, or operations which cannot be
resolved or decomposed into any other symbols.
' When I say,' observes Brodie, ' that the symbol of

hydrogen can be expressed in chemical equations by
one letter, I mean, that in the changes and transfor-

j

mations of chemistry, that imit of hydrogen is never
broken up or decomposed into parts. It is con-

' structed at once, by one operation. Let us now

I

take a more complex substance, oxygen ; it is not
easy to conceive of its unit being made up by less

;
than two operations.' As an illustration, he suggests

that if each combination, as it occurred, was indi-

cated by a vocal sound, we should have one note

when hydrogen, and two notes when oxygen, was
formed. Hence, the symbol of o.xygen,t which is ^,
must indicate that it is formed by two operations.

* The terra prime factors is applied by Brodie to the
symbols of simple weights, from their analogy- to the
prime factors of numbers. The subject is discussed in

.Section V. of his memoir on The Calculus of Chemical
Operations. The reader will readily see the reasons

why 5, X. 'i f. "^d ^ *re selected as the prime factors

of oxygen, chlorine, nitrogen, phosphorus, and carbon

;

J and represent mercury and sulphur respectively, as

being the initial consonants of the Greek words
uipx^vps; and Seioi.

+ The mode by which such symbols as ^ for oxygen,
eel for water, tez for hydrochloric acid, and ax- for
chlorine, are arrived at. may be explained as follows :
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Water is represented by «! ; it is made by two
operations, one of which is identical witli the opera-

tion by which hydrogen was made, and the other

with one of the operations by which oxygen was
made. Hycb-ic peroxide is made by three opera-

tions, one of which was identical with that by
which hydrogen was made, and the other two with
those by which oxygen was made. It is therefore

represented by a"^. Chlorine, a-^-, is made by three

operations ; hydrochloric acid, «;^, is made by two
operations, one of which was the same as that of

hydrogen, and the other, one of the three operations

by which chlorine was made. Nitrogen, av', is made
by three operations ; ammonia, ii^i, by three opera-

tions. These symbols, in fact, arc condensed equa-
tions, uncombined with extraneous matter.

We are thus led to the singvUar result, that there

are at least three classes of elements, represented

by three kinds of symbols :

Those of the first class are elemental bodies, the
units of which are made by one indivisible operation,

and include hydrogen, «, and mercury, S, probably
also zinc, tin, and cadmium.

I Those of the second class are double elements,
and are made by two operations, as oxygen, f-

;

sulphiu-, P, selenium, x-, and jierhaps carbon, but as
this last is not certain, the element is represented

! by x".

The third and largest class contain the elements
made by three operations ; chlorine, a^'i *"! nitro-

I gen, a>', may be taken as its representatives. There
are many compounds, as, for example, peroxide of

hydrogen, aj-, wliioli are analogous to the member.^
of this group both in their proi)ertie3 and their

symbols.
The following tables shew at a glance how a con-

siderable nuuiljer of the common chemical elements
and their compounds are expressed according to this

system, tlie first contaming symbols of hydrogen,
oxygen, sulphur, and chlorine, and their com-
pounds, witn iodine and bromine ; the second
containing symbols of the combinations of carbon,

hydrogen, and two or three other elements; and
the third containing sjTiibols of compounds of

nitrogen, hydrogen, oxygen, phosphorus, and
chlorme

:

Unit of apace 1

Hydrogen, . . . . «
OJjRen, p
Water, «<
Peroxide of Hydrogen, . . aj-
Sulphur i-

Protosulpliide of Hydrogen, . a1
Bi»alphide of Hydrogen, . «P-
Sulpliurous Anhydride, . . 6=-

Sulphuric Anhydride, . . (1^^

Sulphurous Acid, . . . aflc*

Sulphuric Acid, . . . otOi^

Chlorine aX"
Hydrochloric Acid, . . ax
Hypochlorous Acid, . . . avS
Chlorous Acid, . ^ . . a>;«-

Chloro8ulphurous Acid, . . a.x-K
Hypochloropiilphurous Acid, ttx^i^

Chloroaulphuric Acid, . . a'-c-ff

Iodine, aafi

Bromine, .... «^-

Carbon «'

Acetylene, .... etx^

^(arsh G.-is, .... a.-*

Olefiant Can,.... «s««

Carbonic Oxide, . . . *{
Carbonic Acid, . . x^
Alcohol tL^x-i

Ether n'x'J
Glycol, a?x°?'
Glycerine a^x^^
Anhydrous Acetic Acid, , , «.^x^
Tetrachloride of Carbon, . v,'x*x'
Chloroform a-'x^x
Chloracetic Acid, . , . u-xx-l-
Trichloracetic Acid, . . . a,-x^x-i
Cyanogen tfv-«3

Hydrocyanic .\ci 1, . . . aix
Methylamine, . . . a^vx

Mercuric Ethide, . . . a'^x-3

IM.
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elements. May tliese not be the spectra of some of

the components of those matters which we, in tlie

present state of our knowledge, regard as simple

bodies ? May they not, in fact, be some of those

prime factors which have been represented by the

symbols t;, », |, (> Another system of S3'm-

bols might have been constructed in which the unit

of hydrogen would be represented by «„, and the

formulfe would then have held a simpler relation to

the existing system of chemical symbolism, but

there are strong reasons for preferring the use of

the system in which u. is employed to represent the

standard amount of matter.

We have endeavoured, in as brief a space as

was compatible with clearness, to lay this very

complex subject before our readers. Many objec-

tions will doubtless be brought against any system
that would almost entirely uproot all our recognised

opinions ; but when we fiid Sir Benjamin Brodie's

%'iews received with approbation by the most emi-

nent physicists and chemists of the day (as may be

seen by the speeches of Clerk Maxwell, Stokes,

Williamson, Odling, &c., at the close of the delivery

of the lecture, and by the numerous articles the

subject has called forth in the scientiiic journals),

we do not think that we should be doing justice to

our readers if we had not introduced them into this

article.

CHERXJBINI, Luigi-Carlo-Zenoeio-S-Vlva-
toee-Maeia, an eminent musical composer, was
bom at Florence in 1760, and received his early

musical training there under the Fehci (father and

sou), P. Bizzari, and C. Castrucci. He afterwards

studied for a j^ear at Bologna under Sarti, to

whom he owed his thorough knowledge of coun-

terpoint and fugue. He visited Loudon in 17S4,

where he brought out two operas, La Finta

Prindpesia and Giulio Sabino, and afterwards

settled in Paris for the remainder of his life, pay-

ing occasional visits to Italy. His IJiyenia in

Aulide appeared in 178S; and in 1791 his Lodoisl-a,

which work first secured proper appreciation for

his genius, and effected a change in the whole
character of the French school of composition.

These operas were followed in succession by Elisa,

Medea, Les Deux JournCcs (also known as Die
Wassertrager), Anacreon, and L'Hdtellerie Portu-

gaise. His latest opera, AU Baba, was produced,

after a long interval, in 1833. Besides operas, C.

wrote numerous masses, motets, and other sacred

compositions of so great merit, that Beethoven

regarded him as the greatest living master of

sacred music ; also quartets for the -s-iohn, \-iola,

and violoncello, and symphonies. His latest work,

Cours de Contrepoint el de Fugue, appeared in

1S35. C. ched at Paris in 1842, and his Requiem,

the last of his masses, was performed at his

funeral service.

CHICOPEE, formerly Caeotsville, and includ-

ing Ohicopee Falls, a manufacturing town of Massa-

chusetts, U. S., on the left bank of Connecticut

Piiver, at the mouth of Chicopee River, 5| miles north

of Springfield. Chicopee Falls supplies water-power

to numerous cotton and wooUen factories, paper-

mill s, brass cannon and bell foundries, and the

Ames Sword Factory, the largest in the United

States. It has 10 churches and several newspapers.

Poj). 1866, 7201.

CHIFF-CHAFF (Sylvia hippolais), a small

species of warbler, very widely diffused, being found

both in England and in the neighbourhood of C'a,l-

cutta. It is common iu the south of Europe, is in

Britain a summer l>ird of passage, arriving, however,

very early in spriug, and does not extend north-

ward into Scotland. Its general colour is brown;

the imder parts lighter. It is a very sprightly little

bird; but its song consists merely of a frequent

Cliiff-chaff {Sylvia hijjpolais).

repetition of two notes resembling the syllables

which form its name.

CHILLICO'THE, or CHILICOTHE, a city of
Ohio, U. S., beautifully situated on the right bank
of the Scioto Eiver, 4.5 miles from its confluence
with the Ohio, and the same distance south of

C'olumbiis, on the Cincinnati and Marietta KaUway,
and Ohio and Erie Canal; has 13 chvirches, 3 banks,
court-house, foundries, steam-engine and agricul-

tural implement factories, &c. Founded in 1796,
and former capital of the state. Pop. (1860) 7626.

^
CHINANDE'GA, a town of Central America,

Nicaragua, stands in a fertile plain at the foot of

some mountains, about IS mUes north-west of Leon,
and about 10 miles from the Pacific coast. The
houses are straggling, of one story, built of adobes,
and many of them are enclosed by gardens and
plantations. Maize, sugar, cotton, hides, and poultry
are produced in the vicinity. Pop. about 10,000.

—

Old Chinandega, which is contiguous, has a pop.
of about 4000.

CHINESE EDIBLE DOG. The kind of dog
used as an article of food in China, and reared in

order to be so used, being esteemed as a delicacy, is

a small dog of greyhound-like form, with somewhat

Chinese Crested (Edible) Dog.

terrier-like head, and muzzle more elongated than in

terriers. It is fleet and active, gentle and affec-

tionate. The skin is almost destitute of hair; but

there is a variety ha-i-ing a crest of long hair on the

head, and a large tivft of hair at the tip of the

slender and otherwise naked taiL
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CHI'TTAGONG WOQD, the wood of Chick-

rassia labuldris, a tree of the natural order Cedrc-

lacnv, a native of the mountainous countries to tlie

east of Bengah In some parts of India, it is called

Cellar or Mustard Cedar, names, however, which

are also given to other kinds of wood. C. W. is

much valued in India, and is used for all purjioses

for which ni.ahof'any is used in Britain. It makes
beautiful and liglit furniture, but is apt to warp in

very dry weather. Beautifully veined and mottled

pieces are occasionally met with, and are highly

valued.

CHIU'SA, La (so called from the ground having

been originally unclosed as pasturedand for liorsesj,

a town of Sicily, in the province and 'M miles soutli-

suuth-west of "I'alermo, on the slojie of some hills.

The town was built in 1320. Agates are found in

the vicinity. I'op. (ISGl) U5'J2.

CHLO'KODYNE is a patent or quack medicine

of considerable popularity, invented by a Dr C'ollis

Browne, but largely imitated by various chemists. It

contains opium, chloroform, jirnssic acid, and ]irob-

ably In<li:ui hemp, and is llavourcd with sugar

and" peppermint. As it is a]it to sejiarate into two
liquids on standing, it shouhl never be taken unless

it has ])reviously been well shaken ; and as, in tak-

ing a dose of chlorodyne, the i)atieut swallows an

unknown quantity of three or four of the deadliest

poisons with which we are aeqiuiinted, it is always

.vdvi.^able to liegin witli small do.scs. It is unques-

tionably a compound which sometimes succeeds in

allaying pain and inducing slec]), when opiates have

failed ; but whether a jihysiciau is justilicd in

recommending a remedy with tiie composition of

which he is unacquaiuted, is a dciubtful question.

Ten or lifteeu drops is the average dose.

CHOPIN, Fr.iiDliEii', a I'olisli musical com-
poser of considerable note. He was born at Zela-

zowa-wola, near Warsaw, In ISIO, and studied music

at Warsaw under Professor Joseph Eisner. An exile

after the revolution of 1830, he took up his residence

in Paris, where he lived admired both pmfessionally

and in society. His health, always delicate, broke

down in 1837, when he went for a time to Majorca,

from wliich he aftervwards returned, benelited by
the change. After again sufi'ering much from illuess

and de]iression of sjiirits, he visited England and
Scotland in 1848, and in London was welcomed
with enthusiasm in ])ublie and private, lie never

recovered from the fatigues of this journey, but died

in Paris, 17th October 1840, and was buried, by his

desire, beside Bellini, in the cemetery of Pfcre-la-

Chaise. His compositions, restricted to pianoforte

music, are in high esteem among musicians, and
consist chiefly of preludes, uottornos, jiolonaises,

mazurkas, and valses, with a few concertos and
sonat.as. They are pervaded by a sensitive, restless,

and highly poetic fancy, and aliound in subtle

ideas, gi-aceful and original harmonic eil'eets, and ricli

ornamentation. The so-called polonaises, mazurkas,

and valses are not dance music, but dreamy com-

positions suggestive of the rhythm and character of

these dances, in which the iieeuliarities of Polish

national music are blended with French elegance

and taste.

CHRO'NOGRAPH. Different forms of time-

measurers, or time-recorders, under this designation,

have been invented within a recent period.

lioisoii's chronograph is intended to measure inter-

vals of time down to tenths of a second, for use at

horse-races and other occasions where a seconds

watch is not exactly suited. It has an ordinary

quick train lever movement, carrying hands which

move over a dial. One of these is a seconds

hand, very pecidiarly made. This seconds hand is
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double, consisting of two distinct hands, one super-

posed on the other. The outer end of the lower-

most hand has a small cup with a minute hole at

the bottom ; while the corresponding enil of the
upperni'wt liand is bent over so as exactly tu re.ieh

this jmncturc. The little cup is filled with ink,

having a consistency between th.at of writing fluiil

and i)rinter3' ink. Suppose that a horse-race is

about to take place. The observer keeps a steady
look-out for the fall of the starter's flag, or whatever
the signal may be ; he gives a pull to a cord or string

connected witli tlie mechanism peculiar In the instru-

ment ; by this movement, the outer ami bent end of

the upper seconds hand dii>s down through the ink-

cup in the lower hand, and through the puncture to

the dial. A small lilaek spot or mark is thus made
upon the dial-plate ; and this is repeated as each

horse passes the winning-jiost. If tlie eye and hand
of the operator are ([iiick and accurate, there is a

reliable record thus p!-i'sented by the instrument of

the duration of the race, sometimes as close as one-

tenth of a second. The instrument is now adopted
at the principal races as a suitable one for tho

purpose ; recent instances were the Derby, tho

Oaks, the Goodwood, the Newmarket, and the

St Leger of I8C7. It wUl probably be available for

many other purposes.

Stranrje's chi-ouograpli is designed for a more
seicntilic purpose, and constructed with more care-

ful details. The object is to measm-e extremely

short intervals of time, for the determination of

longitudes in great trigonometrical surveys. The
observer, when a particular star traverses the field

of his telescope, touches a small ivory key ; and on
the instant, a dot or maik ajipears on a sheet of

paper coiled round a barrel Tlie instrument being

connected with an astronomical clock, there is a dot

made for every beat of the pendulum ; and as these

dots are a considerable space apart (considerable,

that is, for the refined instruments of the present

day), it is jiossible to determine so wonderfidly

minute an interval as one-hundredth of a second.

One of these machines, made at Paris under tho

direction of Lieutenant Strange, was cxliibited in

18G.5 at the Soiree of the President of the lloyal

Society ; it was intended for us;; in the great trigo-

nometrical survey of India.

Other forms of chronograph have been adopted
by astronomei-s. One was suggested by Professor

C. A. Young in 18C6 to assume the functions of a
rccordinri chronograph, by marking the instant of

observ.ation in hours, minutes, seconds, and hun-

dredths of a second, in printed characters, and in

a form suitable for preservation and reduction.

Diagrams of the apparatus, given in the American
Journal of Science and Art, shew a somewhat
elaborate combination of wheels, cylinders, magnets,

armatures, kej^s, dials, tyi>e-wheels, &c. ; but tho

plan, we believe, has not yet been practically tried.

CHKYSOBALANA'CE^*:, or CHllYSOBAL-
.\NE.'K, according to some botanists, a distinct

natural order of plants ; according to others, a sub-

order of ltosACE.1; (q. v.). They are distinguished

from the other plants usually included in the order

liosacea: by their irregular ])etals, and by having

the stamens also irregular, eitlicr in size or position
;

the ovary stalked, its stalk adlieriug on one side to

the calyx, the style proceeding from its base. The
fruit is a drupe of one or two cells. The species

are trees or shrubs, natives generally of trojiieal

and sub-tropical regions. About 50 species are

known. The fruit of many is eatable, as the Cocoa
Plums (q. v.) of the West Indies [Cliri/sobalamis),

the fruit of Parinarium exceUura in Sierra Leone,

and that of Moi/uilca rjrandijlora in Brazil. The
kernels of some resemble sweet-almonds, as those o£
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rarinarium campestre and P. montanum. A useful

oil is expressed fi-om the seeds of Prinsepin utiUs, a

spiny plant, common in some parts of tlie Himalaya
ilountains, and which is also planted for hedges in

the Khasia Hills, at an elevation of 5723 feet above

the sea ; whilst in Sikldm, it is only found where
the elevation ia above SOUO feet. This plant would
in all probability succeed well in Britain, and an
attempt shoidd certainly be made to introduce it.

CHUCUI'TO, or CHUQUITO, a town of Bolivia,

in the dep. of Pnno, and 100 miles east-north-east

of Arequipa, ou the west shore of Lake Titicaca, at

the mouth of a stream flowing from the Andes.

It was formerly of much greater size and importance
than it is at jiresent, having had, it is said, at the

beginning of the 18th c., the incredible number of

300,000 inhabitants. Its present pop. is only about

5000. In the province of the same name, of which
it is the capital, there are mines of silver and gold,

and interesting antiquarian remains.

CHU'NAM, the Indian name for a very fine kind
of quick-lime made from calcined shells or from very
piu-e limestone, and used for chewing with Betel

(q. v.), and for plaster. Both recent and fossil shells

are used for making chunam. Extensive beds of

fossil shells employed for this purpose occur in the

south of India, particularly in low marshy situations

near the sea-coast. The shcUs used are in the first

place very carefully cleaned ; they are then calcined

in kilns, with wood charcoal. When chunam is to

be used for plaster, it is mixed with fine river-sand,

and thoroughly beaten up with water. A little

jaggerij (coarse sugar) is also added. When veiy
beautiful work is desired, three coats of chunam are

given to the wall, and the result is a plaster almost
equal to marble in its polish and beauty. The third

coat is apphed in the form of a very fine paste, con-

sisting of four ptarts of lime and one of fine white
sand, beaten up with whites of eggs, sour-milk, and
rjhee (butter). After it has been rubbed on mth a
wooden rubber, the surface is washed with a cream
of pure lime, and is rubbed with a polished piece of

quartz or rock crj'stal. During this process, the

wall is sprinkled with powder of pot-stone, and the
rubbing is continued until the wall is quite dry,

every trace of moisture being finally removed by a
cloth. Chunam is an important article of trade in

India.

C'HUK (Fr. Coin, anct. Curia Elimtorvm), a town
of Switzerland, capital of the Grisons, in the valley

of the Upper Rhine, in a fertile plain about 2000
feet above the sea, and surrounded by high moun-
tains, CO mUes south-east of Zurich, ou the Plessur,

about a mde from its junction with the Ehine. It is

of importance as standing ou the great road to Italy

by the Spliigen and Bcrnardin passes, and thus pos-

sessing a considerable transit trade. C. stands on
imeven ground, has narrow streets, and is divided into

a high and low town. The bishop's palace, and the

quarter around it, inhabited by the Iloman Catholics,

occupy the summit of an eminence, and are separ-

ated from the rest by walls and battlements, closed

by double gates. In the same quarter stand the
old cathedral, a round, arched, or Byzantine edifice,

founded in the 8th c. ; the Church of St Lucius or

the Dom, a ciuious example of early-pointed Gothic,

including fragments of earlier buildings. It con-

tains singular old carving, paintings, and statues,

and also, it is said, the bones of St Luciiis, who Avas a

British king. Behind the episcopal palace is a kind
of ravine lined with vineyards. In the lower town
there are also some very ancient buildings. Eom-
ansch is still spoken in the vicinity ; a newspaper
in this dialect is published in the town ; and a
considerable collectiou of Eomansch literature is to

be found in the library of the cantonal schools.

There are several new roads leading in difl'erent

directions through the Grisons ; and a railway con-

nects the toAvu with Zurich and other places.

There are manufactures of zinc wares and cutting

tools. Pop. (1S60) 0990, of whom about 1000 are

Catholics.

CIALDINI, Ent.ico, son of Giuseppe Cialdiui,

civil engineer in the Modenese service, was born at

Castel Vetro, in that duchy, August 10, 1813.

Incurring the displeasure of his Jesuit preceptors,

he was sent by his parents, who designed him for

the medical profession, to study at the university of

Parma. When the abortive insurrection of 1831 broke
out in the duchies, C. joined the volunteers of Keg-
gio ; and on the capitidation of Ancona, embarked for

France. Here he resumed his medical studies, living

in the IJue de la Harpe, and eking out his scanty
means by translating for the booksellers. The
struggles against absolutism in the Iberian Penin-

sula opened auew the career of arms to the Italian

exiles. He determined to join the legion raised by
Don Pedro in France against the Sliguelists. A
severe attack of cholera delayed his departui-e till

Slarch 1833, when he sailed for Oporto with letters

of introduction from several Parisian notabUities.

Arrived off the port, he thi'ew the letters into the

sea, determined to trust to his merit alone, and
enlisted as a private in the 2d Piegiment, composed
mainly of Italian refugees. His great personal

courage soon secured his promotion ; and the unaui-

moiis vote of his comrades pronounced him the

worthiest man to receive the Order of the Tower
and Sword decreed by the government to his

company.
After the capitulation of Evora, C. joined (Octo-

ber 22, 1835) the legion of Oporto, formed under
Borso di Carminati for service in Spain. In this

force, in which Fanti and Durando were officers, C.

gained further honours. At Cherta he received the

Cross of San Ferdinand ; and in the retreat from
Morella, by a great effort of strength and courage,

saved the life of his brother Guido. In 1S39, he
exchanged, with some sacrifice of rank, into the

regular amiy, in which, at the close of the war, he
found himself captain "with another decoration. The
fact that some of his old chiefs conspired against

Espartero in 1841, seems to have caused him to be
sent on half-pay to Valencia, where he married a
lady of good family. In 1843, he followed Narvaez
in his march against Madrid ; was made by him
colonel of the regiment of St Ferdinand ; and after-

wards employed in organising the Civil Guard on
the model of the French f/endannerie. He was in

this force w-hea Charles Albert headed the Italian

rising in 1848. A Ijold and loyal soldier, C. had
always kept aloof from the plots of the secret

societies ; but now he at once threw up his appoint-

ments in Spain, and hurried to Italy, arriving in

time to aid his old comrade Durando in the defence
of Vicenza. Here he received a dangerous wound,
and fell into the hands of the Austrians. On his

i-elease, he was employed by the Sardinian govern-
ment in the arduous task of reducing to regular

discipUne the mindy volunteers from the duchies.

He succeeded at last, and fought well at the head of

his new regiment in the brief campaign of 1849.

During the ten years that elapsed from the defeat

of Novara to the renewal of the war in 1859, C. was
actively employed. In the Crimea, he commanded
the 'Sd cUvision of the Sardinian Contingent ; and on
his return was appointed inspector-general of Ber-
saglieri and aide-de-camp to the king—a rare distinc-

tion for a man of plebeian origin. He was entrusted
by Cavour •\\ith the formation of the famous Caccia-
tori delle Alpi, placed under the comm.and of
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Garibaldi after the declaration of war, and co-0]>er-

ated actively with them at the head of the 4th
division. The victory at Palestro was his chief

exploit, the further progress of the Italians heins;

stepped by the peace of Villafranca. In ISOO, the
success of Garibaldi in the south, and the forma-
tion of a papal army, led to the intervention of

I'iedmont. Fanti entered the .States of the Church
with two divisions, one of which was under the
command of Lieutenaut-genei-al Cialdini. The
oamjiaign thus commenced was the most brilliant

in C.'s history. He reduced I'esaro ; intercepted,
by a prompt and skilful movement, the march of

Lamoricierc on Ancona ; defeated him at C.istel-

lidardo, and compelled Ancona to surrender. Then
tm-ning southwards, where the irregular forces of

Garibaldi were beginning to weary before a first-

class fortress and a veteran army, he defeated the
troops of Francis II. on the Garisliano. Diplo-
in.acy delayed the fall of Gaeta till February 13,

18G1, when it yielded to C. after a vigorous bom-
bardment, as did the citadel of Messina shortly
afterwards. Turin erected a statue to C. ( VincUore
Semi're), and Keggio elected him deputy in April.

In the following summer, he was sent as governor to

Naples; but was relieved in a few mouths at his

own request. He had also to act against Garibaldi
on the occasion of the second Sicilian expedition.
A\Tien the army of Italy was reorganised in 1863, C.
was appointed to one of the chief commands, with
Bologna as head-quarters. Senator in March 1864
he signalised himself by his brilliant speech in favour
of the transfer of the capital (December 1864). In the
war of 1866, the advice of La M.armora was followed,

and the defeat of Custoza was the result. C. was
thus prevented from acting on the line of the I'o

;

and before a new campaign could be fairly opened,
the cession of Venetia put au end to active opera-

tions. La Marmora resigned his command as chief

of the staff in favour of C, and some bitter words
are said to have been exchanged on the occasion.

CICINDELA, a genus of insects of the order
Coleoptera, section Pentamera, the type of a large

family, Cicinddirlce. This family is nearly allied to

Carabida, and the insects belonging to it are among
the most voracious of

(j^ > . *V ^'^'' those beetles which,
,*' both in their perfect

and larva state, jirey

on other insects.

They have a strong
head, with projecting
toothed mandibles,
and are particularly

distingmshed by a
sort of hook or nail,

which is articulated

by its b.iso to each of

the lower jaws or
maxilla;. They are

more abimdant in
tropical than in cold countries ; a few species, none
of them large, are found in Britain. The head of
the lar\a is large, concave above, and the liack
furnished with two remarkable hooked spines,
which are said to be used as anchors to fix it .at

any part it chooses of its burrow in the earth
;

whilst the soil which it cxcav.ate3, is carried to the
mouth of the burrow in a sort of natural basket
formed of the concave back of the head and the
recurved mandibles. The hxrva lies in wait in its

burrow, its head just level with the ground, till its

prey comes within reach, upon which it suddenly
rushes.—C campestris, a green species with whitish
spots, is common in most parts of Britain, in dry
sandy places exix)sed to the sun.

Cicindcla campestris, larva
and perfect insect.

CINALO'A, a town of Mexico, in the state of the
same name, on the liio (^'inaloa, about 50 miles from
its entrance into the Gulf of California. It is a
thri\Tng place, with gold-washings in the vicinity.

Pop. about 9000.

CINI'SI, a town of Sicily, in the jirovince of
Palermo, 14 miles west-north-west of Palermo, near
the coast. It is a neat, cheerful town, with straight,
regiUar streets, and has 6714 inhabitants. The Bene-
dictine convent here was once a feudal cistle.

CINNA'MIC ACID am> the CINNAMYL
SERIES. Cinnamyl is a compound radical, as yet
imisolated, which is represented by the formula
C'lsH-Oj, and which includes amongst its compounds
cinnamic acid (CjjHyOjjHO), oil of cinnamon, which
is chemically a slightly impure aldehyde of cin-
namic acid, or a hydride of cinnamyl (CigH70j,H),
chloride of cinnamyl (C,„H;0;,C1), styrone or per-
urine, known chemically as cinnamic alcohol
(C,jHj,,0„), ciunamol and styrol, each represented
by the formula C,eHj, and styracin (C„H,,;Oj). Wc
shall briefly notice the most imjiortant of these
compojmds—viz., cinnamic acid and oil of cinnamon.
Cinnamic Acid (CigHjOj) crystallises in colourless
prisms, which are sparingly soluble in cold water,
but dissolve readdy in boiUng water, alcohol, and
ether. It fuses at 266°, and boils witli or without
decomposition, according to the manner in which it

is heated, at about 570°. It is converted by most
decomposing agents into benzoyl comjiounds, such
as benzoic acid, oil of liitter almonds, &c. ; for

example, when fused with hydrate of potash, it

assimilates the elements of water, and breaks up
into acetic and benzoic acids ; when boiled with
peroxide of lead, it is converted into oil of bitter
almonds and benzoic acid, &e. It exists naturally in
a free state in liquid storax, the balsams of Tolu and
Peru, and gum benzoin, and is often deposited in
large crystals from old samples of oil of ciunamou
and from cinnamon water. It is always formed
from oil of cinnamon when the latter is exposed to
the action of the air, and it has been synthetically
or artificially formed by exposing equivalent quan-
tities of chloracetyl (CjH^O.Cl) and oil of bitter
almonds (CijH,;0») to a prolonged heat in a closed
glass tube. Oil of Cinnamon and Oil of Cassia,
although prei)ared from different kinds of trees, are
virtually identical in their composition, each con-
sisting mainly of cinnamic aldehyde, or hydride
of cinnamyl, mixed with certain resinous matters.
Oil of cinnamon is au article of the materia medica,
and in doses of one minim to a five-grain pill, forms an
excellent aromatic addition to cathartic pill-masses.

CI'TRIC ACID (C,,HsO,4, or C,.-HjOi„3HO) is a
powerful tribasic acid, which crystallises in large
transparent colourless prisms. These crystals are
readily soluble in water and alcohol, but are in-

soluble in ether. The crystals contain two atoms of
water of crystallisation (not expressed in the above
fonnulae), which are exj)elled at a temperature of
212'. Citric acid has a strongly acid taste and
reaction, and displaces carbonic acid from the car-
bonates. Its watery solution quickly becomes
mouldy on exposure to the air, and the acid is then
found to be converted into acetic acid. 'When
heated to about .350°, vai)our of acetone and car-
bonic oxide are given off, and a residue of aconitic
acid (CioHjOi;), an acid occurring in the leaves and
roots of monkshood and other species of Aconite, is

left ; and when fused with potasn, it assimilates the
elements of water, and is decomposed into oxalic and
acetic acids, as shewn in the equation :

Citric Aci<l. Oxjilic Acid. Acnic Add.

C1.HA4 + 2H0 = C,H„Oj -I- 2C^hIo^
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These reactions illustrate the changes which organic

acids naturally undergo in the vegetable kingdom.
It is to the presence of citric acid that a great

many fruits owe their .agreeable acidity. It occurs

in a free state either alone or associ,ated 'with malic
and tartaric acids in oranges, lemons, cherries, cur-

rants, raspberries, gooseberries, strawbemes, whortle-

berries, &c., and in several tubers and bulbs, as in

the potato .and onion. It also exists in combination
with potash or lime in pot.atoes, onions, and .arti-

chokes.

This acid, which is almost always prepared from
lemon or lime juice, is thus obtained. The juice,

after undergoing incipient fermentation, is fUtered,

and neutralised mth ch.alk ; and the insoluble citrate

of lime thus formed is decomposed with very dilute

sidphuric acid. On the removal of the sulphate of

lime that is thus formed by filtration, the solution

of citric acid must be concentrated tiU a film begins
to form, when the crystals readOy separate on cool-

ing. Citric acid has also been prepared from unripe
gooseberries, whose juice is allowed to ferment ; and
after the removal of the alcohol by distillation, the
acid is separated in the way already described. 100
lbs. of gooseberries yield 10 lbs. of spirit of spec,

grav. 0'928, and 1 lb. of crystaUised acid.

Citric acid is used largely in manufactures

;

calico-printers employ it for discharging the mor-
dant from the cloth in patterns; and it is iised in dye-
ing silk'u'ith safflower, and for heightening the tint of

cochineal. The raw material from which the acid

for these purposes is obt.ained ' is a black fluid like

thin treacle, which comes from Sicily, and is obtained
by inspissating the e.^cpressed juice of the lemon
after the rind has been removed for the sake of the
essential oil.'—Watts's Dklionamj of Chemistry, vol.

i. p. 995.

The most important of the numerous salts of

citric acid are the citrates of lime, pot.ash, ammonia,
and iron. Citrate of Lime {CioH50u,3CaO -f 4Aq) is

formed in the preparation of citric acid, and is a fine

white crystalline powder, more soluble in cold than
in hot water. Citrate of Potash (Ci.HjOn.SKO
+ 2Aq) is formed by neutralising the acid with car-

bonate of potash, and crystallises in clear deliquescent
needles, insoluble in alcohol. Citrate of Ammonia
(Ci2H50u,3NHjO) can only be obt.ained in solution.

Citrate of Iron is prepared by dissolving freshly
precipitated peroxide of iron in a warm solution of

citric acid; a reddish-brown solution is formed,
which, on evaporation, yields brUUant scales of a

light-brown colour. Excepting the first, all these salts

are employed in medicine—the citrates of potash
and ammonia as diaphoretics and febrifuges (see

Aekated "Waters), and the citrate of iron as a

tonic. Lemon juice, in which citric acid is the most
active ingredient, is a most v.aluable medicine in

scurvy, active hajmorrhage, rheumatism, &c. ; and
when it cannot be obtained, citric acid is the best

sid)stitute. The general uses of citric acid in com-
bination with an alkali have been already noticed.

CIVITANO'VA, a to\vn of Central Italy, pro-

vince of Macerata, 12 miles west of the town of

M.acerata. Pop. (1861), including the port, 4278. It

stands not far from the Adriatic, and has a fine

harbour, much frequented. Its lands produce vines,

olives, and pasturage. It is an industrial and com-
mercial city.

CLAVA'KIA, a genus of Fungi of the division

Hymenomycetes, subdivision Clavati. The spores

are produced equally on all parts of the sm-face.

The species are numerous, some of them simple and
club-shaped, some branched. Some are natives of

Britain. C. Botrytis, a species common in oak and
beech woods in Germany, growing on the ground.

among moss, grass, heath, &c., is gathered when
yoimg, and used as food, having a very agreeable
sweetish taste. It ceases to be edible when it

becomes old. Another German species, C. flava,
which grows on sandy ground in fir-woods, is used
in the same way. Other species appear to possess
similar properties, and Liebig foimd them to con-
tain the saccharine substance called Mannite. C.
Botrytis is the Keulenpilz, and C.flava theZiegenhart
(goat's-beard) of the Germans.

COACH-DOG, or DALilATIAN DOG. a variety
of dog apparently allied to the hounds, although it

is s.aid to be deficient both in keenness of scent and
in sagacity. It is often kept in stables, becomes
attached to the horses, and may be seen nmning
after carriages. Its general light colour and nume-
rous dark-brown spots are constant characteristics

;

as are also its short hair, tail destitute of brush,
and inoffensive disposition. Its origin is vmcertain

;

the name Dalmatian is probably altogether mis-
leading ; and it is supposed that it may have been
brought from India, where a very similar kind of
dog exists.

COAL-SUPPLY. Referring to Cap.eonif-
EKO0S SrsTEJii and Coax for various details con-
nected with the localities of coal-beds, the diversity
of qualities, and the modes of working, we shaU.
treat here of a question which has recently been
accepted as one of great importance to the welfare
of the nation—viz., the amount of available sup-
ply. All the coal now existing was formed untold
ages ago, when the conditions of temperature and
moisture on the earth's surface were different from
those now prevailing. Coal is not a growth annu-
ally renewable, but an accumulation which we are
gradually spending. We are living, not on the
interest of our coal, but on the capital. This is

a truth which scientific men have recognised for
some time past ; but statesmen and manulacturers,
mine-owners and merchants, have paid singid.arly

little attention to the subject, imder the supposition
that the existing stock will last for so great a period
as to relieve us from all anxiety on the matter.
John Williams in 1789, Sir Jolm Sinclair in the
Statistical Account of Scotland, Robert Bold in 1812,
and Dr Buckland in I80O were almost the only
WTiters, until recently, who cautioned England that
her supply of coal will not last for ever. Two
volumes on the Coal Question, by Mr Hull and Mr
Jevons respectively, have now, however, effectually
roused public attention to the matter.
At the Newcastle meeting of the British Associa-

tion, in 1864, Sir W. G. Armstrong, as chairman,
forcibly urged the subject on the attention of scien-

tific and practical men. He said: 'Contemplating
the r.ate at which we are expending those seams
of coal which yield the best qualities of fuel, and can
be worked at the least expense, we shall find much
cause for anxiety We have already drawn
from our choicest mines a far larger quantity of coal
than has been raised in all other parts of the world
put together ; and the time is not remote when we
shall have to encoimter the disadvantages of in-

creased cost of working, and diminished value of
produce.' He urged especially that we ought not
to squander our coal as at present. We waste
nearly all the smoke, heated air, and heated gases
from our flu-naces ; we waste s.adly in our open fire-

places; and there is a vast quantity of small-coal
recklessly burned at the pit's mouth. Various
statistics as to supply and consumption had
furnished Sir W. G. Armstrong mth his data. So
widely have estimates differed as to available
quantity still in store, that between 1792 and recent
times, the conjectures, for Northumberland aud
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Durham aionc, varied from 200 years to 1700 years,

as the period during which the wjiiile nation could

be su|i[>lied from this one coallield ; but more
earnest atteniiits have been made in late years to

arrive at approximate fi^^ures. In 1S.')4, it was esti-

mated that the coal-tields of the United States

covered 130,000 sq. m. ; United Kingdom, 12,000 ;

S|)aiu, 3400; France, 1700; Belgium, 500: and
that the annual ]>roduee w.as in the Uniteil King-
dom ol,000,1100 tons; Belgium, 5,01)0,000; France,

4,000,000 ; and United States, 4,000,000. But this

estimate for the United Kingdom was very far

below the truth. In 1S57, M. de Carral, a Prussian

mining-engineer, estimated the whole coal-mining

of that year in all ciJimtries ,at 1"25 million tons, with
an average value of 7.'. per ton at the iiit's mouth

;

he credited Prussia with enough unexhausted coal

to supply all the world for 000 years. In 1861, Mr
lUibert Hunt ascertained, by reliable mineral statis-

tics, that Great Britain raised SO million tons in the

year ; that the quantity was increasing by nearly

three million tons every year ; and that we were
working our mines at thrice the rate which had
been in force 20 years before. These facts had
much influence in drawing the attention of public

men to the subject. The produce of Great Britain

in 1801 was from 3052 collieries ; and the different

districts joined in the supply as follows : Durham
and Northumberland, 19 million tons; Lancashire,

12 ; Yorkshire, ; Staffordshire and Worcester-

shire, 7 ; South Wales, 7 ; Derbyshire and Notting-

hamshire, 5; Scotland, 11 ; all other districts, 10

—

amounting to a total of 80 million tons. M. Burat,

in his iiitualion de. Vlndmlrk JlouiUere en 1804,

estimated the coal-produce of the world at 141

million tons, of which he credited Great Britain

with about four-sevenths. In the same year, Sir

W. G. Armatrimg, taking Mr Hull and Mr Hunt as

his authorities, estimated the available stock of coal

in the United Kingdom at 80,000 million tons,

rejecting all scams below 4000 feet as too dee]) to

work, and all less than two feet thick as too thin

to work. Taking 1804 as a standard of consumption,

it would last 030 years ; but at the rate of increase

of recent years, it would only last 212 years, because
this rate would be geometrical and not merely
arithmetical in its progression. He further esti-

mated that the available seams of the Tyne, Wear,
anil Tees ilistriet, at the present rate of increase,

will barely last 100 years—es])ecially if we continue,

as at jiresent, to burn '2\ million tons per annum at

the pit's mouth in the Durham and Northumberland
collieries, in 1S05, the estimate of production was
O.'J million tons, of which 30 million was used for

our own domestic fireplaces, 25 million in iron

manufactui'es, 9 miUiou exported, and 29 million

miscellaneous. For the year ISOG, the produce
exceeded 100 milli(jn tons.

In the year 1800, the (piestion came into the arena
of the British parliament. On April 17, during

a discussion in the House of Commons on tlio nuvlt-

tax, Mr J. Stuart Mill urged the propriety of

commencing some arrangements or other for paying
oil' the national debt ; recommending the jiresent

prosperous state of the nation as a suitable time for

making a beginning, and not postponing it to a date
when the exhaustion of oiu' coal would jilace us at

a relative disadvantage. Ho dwelt on the fact, that

cual is one of our greatest sources of national

wealth ; and lie accepted as trust\^orthy the calcu-

lations of Mr Jevons—that in three or four gene-

rations, we shall have scarcely any usable coal at

a less depth than 4000 feet, a depth which will

either be unworkable, or workable only at a greatly

increased cost. This speech made a great impres-
sion on the House; and the government, a few days

afterwards, undertook to ascertain what facts the
officers of the Geological Survey jiossessed on the sub-

ject. On May 3, the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
.Mr Gladstone, made his liuaucial statement for the
year, in which he accepted Mr Mill's views, ba.sed

.13 they were on the ojiinions of Sir Itoderick
Murchison, Sir .John Herschel, Sir W. G. Armstroii'',

Dr I'ercy, Mr Hull, Mr Jevons, and other authori-

ties. He assented to the i)robal)ility that by the

year 1970, if matters go on at their present rate,

we sli.all have no coal left. ' I disbelieve and dis-

approve,' he added, ' of all attempts to limit by law
the consumption of coal. In vain would it be to

think of stopping the consumption of coal in this

country ; in vain would it be to think of diminish-

ing that consumption by the iin|iosition of a tax;

and it would be more vain still to think of prohibit-

ing its exportation.' In other words, the remedy, if

any, can not be by legislation. MrGhulstone intro-

duced the subject again on ilay 24, when proposing

a ]ilan of terminable annuities to commence the

redenn)tioii of the national debt. During the
debate, Jlr Laing, Professor Fawcett, and Mr
Saniuelson disputed the theory that the rate of

increase in consumption will be in geometrical pro-

gression, and they consequently demurred to the con-

clusion that our available store of coal is so near
exhaustion. 'When,' said Mr Laing, 'co.al becomes
scarce, certain branches of industry in which coal is

very largely consumed, will have to be given uji to

a great extent, and other branches of industry in

which coal is less extensively u.sed, will be carried

on instead.' The question was brought to a de-

cisive point on June 12, when Mr Hussey Vivian
moved an address to the crown, pr.ayiiig for the
appointment of a royal commission to investigate

the whole matter. In an elaborate and exliaustive

speech, he stated his reasons for believing that the
forebodings lof Jlr Hull and Mr .Jevons are too
gloomy—that advancing science will enable miners
to contend against the temperature and pressure of

deeper mines than have hitherto been thought
practicable ; that we shall be better able than ever
to ventilate and drain the deep workings ; that the
area of coal workable even with our jiresent means
is larger than has been estimated ; that the mag-
nesiaii limestone and new red sandstone beds are

likely to ati'ord an ojiening for new stores of coal

quite incalculable in amount; th.at the theory of ail

increase of consumption in a geometrical ratio is not
ten.able ; and that we shall probably economise
consumption in future 3'eara by the adoi)tion of new
processes, new furnaces, new stove-grates, smoke-
consuming apparatus, and the utilisation of waste
heat and gases. Although entertaining these favour-

able views, he nevertheless suggested official inquiry.

The government assented; and a Koyal Commis-
sion, comprising the Duke of Argylc, Sir Itoderick
ilurchison, Sir W. G. Armstrong, Mr Vivian, Mr
Prcstwich, Dr Percy, Jlr Jukes, Mr llobert Hunt,
and scver.al other exiicrienced men, was appointed,

in July 1800. The labours of this important com-
mission were still in progress in September 1807.

COA'TBllIDGE, a rising and prosperous town
of Scotland, in the parish of Old Monkland, about
eight miles directly east of Glasgow, on the Monk-
land Canal and Caledonian Railw.ay. The town is

straggling, has some good houses, and a number of

small villages or suburbs on its outskirts. There
are si.\ churches besides the parish church, two
academies, and several other schools, banks, &c. The
town is ill the centre of a mineral district, is sur-

rounded by about lifty smelting-furnaces, and
contains eight malleable iron works, one tin-work
(the only one in Scotland), and several other works
coimected with the ii'on manufacture. C, owing
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to the great increase in the iron trade, has grown
very rapidly in size and prosperity within the last

20 years. Pop. (1S31) 7-11; (1S41) 1599; (ISol)

8561; (ISGl) 1U,501 ; and still rapidly increasing.

COBA'N, a town of Central America, Guatemala,
in the dep. of Vera Paz, in a fertile valley on the
Piio Dolce, 55 miles north of the town of Guatemala.
The inhabitants are nearly all Indians, are gene-

i-ally industrious and some of them wealthy, and
possess plant.ations of sugar-cane, bananas, pimentos,

and various kinds of fruit-trees. Pop. estimated at

14,000.

COCCOMI'LIA, or COCUMIGLIA (Pnmus
coccomilia), a species of plum, a native of Calabria,

and of which the bark—particularly of the root

—

is much used in that country for the cure of inter-

mittent fevers. Its valuable qualities have been
strongly attested by NeapoKtau physicians, and it

is employed both in private practice and in mihtary
hospitals, but it has not come into use in other

countries. The C. has obovate leaves, short double
flower-stalks, and austere tawny-yellow fi'uit.

CO'CUIM OIL, a solid oil or vegetable butter,

obtained from the seeds of Garcinia purpurea, an
Indian tree of the same genus with the mangos-
teen. It is white or pale greenish yellow, brittle

or fri.able, with a faint and not unpleasant odour.

It melts at 95' P., but when cooled after being
melted, remains liquid to 75° F. It is used for

mi.xing with ghee (butter), and is exported to Britain

for mi.xing with bears grease iu the manufacture of

pomatum.

COHESION"-FIGURES, a remarkable class of

ligures produced in liquids by the action of their

natur.al cohesive attraction for the surfaces of other

liquids or soUds on which they are deposited, or by
induced cohesive attraction effected by the means of

electricity. They may be described under four

heads; (1) The Surface-cohesion Figures of Tomlin-
sou ; (2) The Submei'sion-figures of Tomlinson

; (3)

The Breath-cohesion Figures of Strethill Wright

;

(4) The Electric-cohesion Figures of Strethill

Wright.
1. Tlie Surface-cohesion Figures of Tomlinson.—

This class of figures was submitted to the Chemical
Section of the British Association by ilr Charles
Tomlinson of King's College, London, in 1S6I. He
shewed that a drop of an * independent liquid,' such
as an oil, alcohol, or ether, when gently placed ujiou

chemically clean water, spreads itself out into a
definite figure as it enters into solution or diffuses

itself over the surface. He stated that each figure

is characteristic of the tiuid emjdoyed, and that

any change in the chemical or molecular state of

the fluid is attended with a corresponding change
in its ' cohesion-figure.' Hence he recommended
that these figures slioidd be .ipplied to the quali-

tative analysis of various liquids whose ordinary

methods of testing were inoperative or inadequate.

Cohesion analysis, performed as he directs, has

been applied with signal success in the verification

of oils and balsams, and as a ready means of intli-

cating the changes which take place in those bodies

by age or oxidation. The cohesion-figures of Tom-
linson, from their great beauty and variety, com-

bined with the exquisite harmony of colouring

displayed by numy of them, have been employeil,

like those of tlie kaleidoscope of Brewster, to sug-

gest forms for the jiattern-designer.

In the production of cohesion-figures, water was
the receiving surface generally employed by their

discoverer ; but in certain cases, he also employed
other fluids, such as mercury, acetic acid, cocoa-

nut oil, and castor oil in the cold state ; and
spermaceti, white wax, lard, and sidphur in a

state of fusion. On each of these substances, the
liquid to be tested formed a different and charac-
teristic figure, and hence additional means of com-
parison and verification were afforded. Fig. 1

^m: "v:rf?^.

Tig. 1.

shews the surface-cohesion figure of oil of lavender
on water.

2. The Submersion -Jigttrcs of Tomlinson.—In the
Philosophical Ilagazine for June 1S64, this author
brought forward a new series of cohesion-figures of

liquids, in which the drop, being of great specific

gr.avity, instead of forming a figure on the surface,

sank beneath it, and formed a figure as it slowly

made its w.ay to the bottom of the vessel. In order

to exhibit these phenomena, he employed a column
of liquid iu a cylindrical vessel. He states that a
solution of cochineal dropped into water formed a
figure tyjMcal of a large class of these figures. A
drop laid on the surface sank down, opened into a
ring, which became depressed at two opposite

points ; from these points, Unes of fluid descended,
which temiinated in secondary rings; the second-

ary rings, in like manner, cb-ooped down into lines

carrying tertiary rings, and so on, until the lower
part of the vessel became crowded with a compli-

cated system of drooping rings and lines. Oil of

lavender in a column of alcohol, fusel oil in paraffin

Fig- 2.

oil, iu benzole, in ether, &c., gave various and dis-

tinctive ligures. He foiuid that similar figures were
obtained by the use of oils drojiped into colimins
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of liot spennaceti, lanl, wax, &c. ; and that these

fittiires unilerwciit considerable variation under the

intluenco of change of temperature. Fi^. 2 shews
the submei-sion-figure of oil of lavender in alcohol

;

fig. 3, that of fusel oil iu paralHn oil. We have
already stated that each
of these figures, whether
surface-figures or submei-
sion-tigures, is character-

istic of the tlni<l which
forms it ; and Tomliusdn
considers, with regard to

the siir/acf-fyure, that it

is a function of the co-

hesive force and diffusi-

bility of the liquid, and
the adhesion of the sur-

face on which it is de-

[losited : he also consi-

dered that it might be a
function of the solubility

and the dillusibility of

the fluid in question, or

of the solubility, the

density, and the mole-

cular attraction ; while

with regard to the sub-

viersion-figure, he thought
each (igiu-e to be a func-

tion of the solubility, the

density, and the mole-

cular attraction.

3. The Ureath-coliesion

'M"r:m (a,,'\ \'\K-\ FiaurcsofStnlliiUWright.

Ill 'I
' 'Ui U ,' S '

—These figures were dis-

I
'

I

il
I 1 111, covered by Dr StrethiU

ll''i 'i I AaI'I '^^'''«'''' "^ Edinburgh,
'' ' I 'i' ' I' "" -\ljA and communicated to the

Iltiyal Scottish Society

of Arts on December 12,

1SG4. This author, who
had long been engaged iu

observing phenomena counected with the modifi-

cation of cohe.sive attraction j)roduced between
solids and fluids by heat and electricity, was induced

to take up the subject afresh by the publications of

Tomlinsou, and one of the results was the produc-

tion of iiis so-called 'breath-cohesion figures.' He

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

employed as the recipient surface a freshly-split,

and therefore chemically clean, surface of mica ; on
. this he placed a single drop of the fluid to be expe-
rimented on. He then breathed upon the surface,

and instantly the drop flashed out into a figure

characteristic of the fluid of which it was comimsed.
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By this means, a variety of substances, such .as

vegct.able extracts, tinctures, and cs.senti.-J oils, and
anunal fluids, such as senmi, vaccine lymj)!!, bile,

mucus, .and urine in its various pathological cou-
ilitions, coiUd be examined. By dusting the fii'urea

with hair-powder or lycopodium, he was also en-
abled to render them permanent, and to exiiibit
them iu his lectures, expanded to a diameter of
fourteen feet by the oxyhydrogen microscope. Fi".
4 shews the cohesion-figure of vaccine lymph ; fi".

Ks

5, that of urine containing a small proportion of

bUe ; fig. 6, oil of bitter almonds. In general
appearance, the breath-cohesion figures bear a strong
resemblance to vegetable forms, especially to the
fronds of the Dcsmidiea. In mauy of them, as in

Fij. fi.

the Desm'idiem, a very distinct bilateral symmcti-y is

apparent. Others, again, simulate the forms of the
laxgeT Alijce. A great many arc resplendent with
the hues of the soap-bubble, arranged in concentric

bands and curves of excessive beauty ; while others

are veined throughout so as to resemble sections of

agate. Dr Wright considers that the brcath-cohcfiiou

figure is the product of electric attractive force

developed on the freshly-split mica, as a well-known
consequence of cleavage.

4. The Electric-cohesion Figurea of SlrdhlU IVrir/lU.

—These figures were described by Dr Wright to

the Koyal Scottish Society of Arts on April 11, 1S64,

and arc produced by electrifying drops of various
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fluids placed on a clean plate of glass, viJcanite,

mica, or other smooth non-conducting substance. By
this method, an endless variety of beautiful dendritic

figures are produced, differing not only with the fluid

em]iloyed, but also with the slightest change in the
character of the surface on which it is placed, and
with the electricit}', whether positive or negative,

which is imparted to the drop. The electric-cohesion

figures are produced in the following manner: A
sheet of plate-glass is laid upon a plate of blackened
metal, and in the centre of the glass a drop of the fluid

to be operated on is deposited with a clean glass rod.

The metal plate and the drop are then connected
with the opposite poles of an induction coil (capable

of giving a spark of about half an inch in length) in

full action, and immediately branches protrude from
the drop, which slowly creep over the glass untU
they closely cover a circle of four or five inches.

The accompanying figure (fig. 7) shews that pro-

duced on a surface < i mica by the positive ) ole

Kg. 7.

from a solution of cyanide of potassium. .Sulphuric

acid, and solutions of potash, deliquescent salts, and
organic fluids, give the best figures ; while nitric

and muriatic acids and distilled water do not form
figures under the electric influence.

COMAYA'GUA (formerly Vallabolid La
IfuEVA), chief city of Honduras, Central America, 190
miles east of Guatemala, in a tine but unhealthy
vaUey, 1800 feet above the sea, on the right bank of

the Hiunuva, which flows into the Pacific. The city

was founded in 1540, is the see of a bishop, has a
cathedral, college, ecclesiastical seminary, several

convents, and a rich hospital. Pop. 8000 ; it was
18,000 pre\-ious to 1827, when the city was burned
by the monarchical faction of Guatemala, and has
never since wholly recovered.

COMMEMOPvA'TIOX, or ENC-E'XIA, the
great festival of the Oxford academic year, r^ually

takes place on the third Wednesday after Trinity

Sunday. It is of very ancient date, pubhc exercises

and recitations having been held from time imme-
morial in honour of the act, or jieriod when Masters
of Arts and Doctors complete their degrees, at first

in St Mary's Church, but subsequently to the erec-

tion of the Sheldonian Theatre (1669), in that
building.

At present, the proceedings consist of a Latin
oration in honour of founders and benefactors,

delivered in alternate years (according to the
bequest of Lord Crewe, Bishop of Durham) by the
Public Orator and the Professor of Poetry ; the

presentation of the honorary degree of D.C.L. to
strangers eminent in science, politics, &c., who are
introduced to the Chancellor, or, in his absence, to
the Vice-chancellor, by the Public Orator, in a short
Latin speech ; and the recitation of the Xewdigate
or English prize poem, the Latin prize poem, and the
Latin and English prize essays, the three last named
prizes being the gift of the Chancellor. During the
ceremonial, the northern extremity of the theatre
is occupied by the Vice-chancellor, doctors, proctors,

&c. ; the area or pit by Masters of Arts and their
friends ; the lower seats in the semicircle by lady
visitors ; and the upper, or gaUerj', by Bachelors
and Undergraduates, who claim on this occasion all

the time-honoured privileges of a gallery audience.
Commemoration Day itself is only the culminating
point of a week of gaiety, in which concerts, balls,

theatrical representations, &e. replace the usual
studies of the university, and in which heads of
houses and tutors are only tolerated in so far as
they give a sort of oflicial sanction to the general
festivity. In the theatre itself, the more strictly

academic and solemn portion of the proceedings
receives but scant}' respect from the majority of the
audience. A momentary jiause may perhaps be
made when the 'Xewdigate' is being recited, or
when some 'lion' of imusual mark advances to
receive his degree ; but as a rule, the noisy humours
of the gallery command much more attention than
the stately periods of the Public Orator, or the timid
recitations of the jirize essayists. Of late, however,
a feeling has spnmg up among the senior members
of the university (shared in, it is said, by several
distinguished strangers) that the licence of the
gallery has exceeded all due limits, and it is not
impossible that before long the date of commemor-
ation may be altered to a time when the under-
graduates are not in residence.

The Vice-chancellor, who holds his office for four
years, generally presides at Commemoration, but it is

usual for the Chancellor to do so once in the period
of each vice-chancellorship. These occasions are
called Grand Commemorations.

COMMEJ* TKY, a town of France, in the dep.
of Allier, eight miles south-east of Moutlueon, on
the (Euil. It stands in the centre of one of the most
important coal-fields of France, and within the last

thirty years has risen from a mere village to be a
busy and populous town. Poj). (1866) 7920, mostly
engaged in the coal-mines and iron-works. A rail-

way connects it with Montlucon and other places,

and with the Canal de Ben-y. In 1846, an immense
fire consumed an enormous quantity of the coal in
the mines.

COMPRESSED-AIR ENGINE. One mode of

emploj'ing air as a motive-power is described in
C'alokic Engixe (q. v.). Another obvious way is

to compress it, and then apply it in the manner of

high-pressure steam. Although compressed air has
been used for working small engines in confined
situations, such as Tunnels (q. v.), it is not at aU
likely that it will ever come into extensive use,

owing to the great waste of power attending it.

This waste arises from two causes—first, the friction

due to forcing the compressed air along a great

length of pipe ; and secondly, the loss from the
dissipation of the great heat which resiilts from its

compression. If, say, 100 cubic feet of air is com-
pressed into 1 cubic foot, it will become very hot,

and although it is very easy to keep in the air, it

is impossible to keep in the heat. In spite of every
precaution, the heat will find its way through the
vessel in which the air is confined, and through the
pipes in which it is being transmitted, and this is

equivalent to a portion of the air itself leaking out,
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because, when the air is permitteil to expand in

working the eiisjine, it will not attain the bulk it

, originally hail of 100 cubic feet. The prcatcr the
original compression of the air, the higher its

temperature will rise; and as this caloric, which
cannot be kejit from escaping, is practically a part
of the bulk of the air, it follows that the losa of

power from this cause will increase with the pressure
or tension of the air. Even were it possible to

prevent the escape of the heat, by covering the
vessels and pipes with some non-conducting sub-

stance, it would not be practicable to use the liot

air in the same way as steam is used, because the
lubricating material necessary to keep the piston

and slide-valves from ' tearing ' would be decom-
posed by the high temperature. In steam-engines,

there is always a small quantity of water in the
cylinders and slide-valves, arising from the con-

densation of a portion of the steam, and this

suffices to lubricate the piston and valves. It is

well knoAvn that when steam is snptrlir.ated so
hif'hly as to prevent a slight condensation in the
cylinder and slide-valves, they are very rapidly

destroyed. Air rises in temperature when very
much compressed, and we cannot use it until its

temperature falls ; and as this involves a great
waste of power, it follows that where economy is

of any consequence, air cannot be used as a mode
of transmitting mechanical power. Indeed, no tluid

can be economically used for transmitting power
for any great distance. We have just seen that
compressed air is very unsuitable ; steam is even
more wasteful, because it condenses into water in

long pipes. Water itself loses much of its force

from fi-iction in passing through long Jiipos, unless

they are of very large size ; and in applying it to
working Hydraulic Cranes (q. v.), where the weight
to be raised varies, great waste of power arises

from the fact, that the cylinder, in which the ram
works, has to be filled every time the crane is

worked with water at the full pressure of GOO or

700 lbs. to the square inch, even when a pressure
one-tenth of that amount woiUd suffice to laise

the weight. In short, the power actually used in

working a hydraulic crane is always the maximum,
even when the weight to be raised is a minimum.
It uxes as much power to lift a hundred-weight as

it does to lift a ton. The extreme haudiness and
other practical advantages possessed by the hytlraulio

cranes leave a large balance in their favour, not-

withstanding their waste of power.
In boring the ilout Cenis Tunnel (see Tdnnel),

air is compressed at the mouth of the tunnel by
the abundant water-power easily obtainable there,

and forced along to the working face through small
iron jiipes, for working the boring-machines. General
Hanpt, an able American eugineer, who has been
engaged in some extensive tunnelling operations
in the United States, has proposed a plan for using
ordinary steam boUcrs and engines close to the
working face in the tunnel, and drawing out the
smoke and vitiated air throiigh a wooden trunk,
by means of a large fan at the mouth of the
tunnel. This scheme offers the very gre.it advan-
tage of having to deal only irith air and smoke
under pressure diflfering but little frinn that of the
atmospliere. A wooden trunk of no great strength,
and involving little difficulty in keeping it suffi-

ciently air-tight, would take the place of strong
cast-iron pipes, which require to be perfectly air-

tight, and are necessarily, from their considerable
cost, of such a small size as to involve great loss of

power in forcing high-pressure air through them.

CO'NCORD, the capital of Xew Hampshire, U.S.
—called KijiFORD before the American Eevolution,
from which Count Kumford took his title—is on
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the right bank of the Merrimac River, 59 miles
north-west of Boston, lat. 43° 12' 29" N., long. 71°
2!)' W. C. is .1 h.andsome village, extending two niiles

along the river, with state-house, state-prison, state
lunatic asylum, city hall, two railway dC'pOts, nine
churches, four or live newspa|)crs, and manufactures
of carriages, iron, steel, machinery, nui.^ical instru-

ments, woollens, leather, &e. I'op. (ISGO) 10,890.

COXDOJr, & town of France, in the dep. of
Ocrs, pleasantly situated on a height on the river
Baise, here crossed by two bridges, 25 miles north-
north-west of Audi. The town is very old, having
been founded in 721, is irregularly built, but has
handsome suburbs. It h.as a handsome Gothic
chiu'ch, an exchange, and two hos|>itals. There is

a very considerable trade in grain, flour, wine, and
brandy, and manufactures of cotton and mixed
fabrics, cotton yarn, and earthenware. C. was for-

merly the capital of an extensive district, now
comprised in the departments of Gers, Landes, and
Lot-et-Garonne. Bossnet was at one time Bishop
of Condom. Pop. (1860) of the town proper, 4897.

CONGE'STION may be detined to be ' excess of
blood in the vessels of a ]iart, with diminished
motion of that blood.' The chief causes of congestion
may be classed under the two heads of (1) conges-
tion from venous obstruction, and (2) congestion
from want of tone in the vessels.

1. Congestion from venous obstruction is easily

illustrated by tying up the arm, as is done before
opening a vein, when the veins are compressed more
than the arteries. If the ligature is kept on for a
sufficient time, the veins swell, the fingera become
red, and then livid, and the whole liml) is swollen.
C'old applied to the surface of the body acts simi-

larly on it, and contracts the veins more rapi<lly than
the arteries, which lie deeper; and the purple colour
of the hands and face after exi>osure to cold shews the
congested st.ate of the capillaries. ' Congestions,' says
Dr C. J. B. Williams, ' are caused in external organs
by an obstruction of the veins leading from them.
Thus, congestion of the brain may be produced by a
tight cravat or by a tumour pressing on the jugular
veins. EtJbrts of straining, coughing, holding the
breath, and asthmatic paroxysms which impede the
flow of blood thrmigh the lungs, cause congestion
in v.arious parts. Tubercles in the lungs cause con-
gestion of that organ. Obstruction to the transit

of blood through the liver causes congestion in the
abdomen, haemorrhoids, &c.'

—

Principles ofMedicine,
2d ed., p. ISO.

2. Congestion from want of tone in the vessels

includes a numerous class of cases. In atony of the
vessels generally, as in extreme debility, certain
fevers, &c. , there is general congestion of the parenchy-
matous organs—the lungs, liver, &c.—and the blood
gravitates to the lowest parts, giving rise to what
is termed Injpostatic congestion of the jjosterior parts
of the lungs, the skin of the back, &c. In other cases,

the weakness is local, as when the feet swell after

long standing, in consequence of over-distension of

the veins. Similarly, a continued stooping posture
may occasion headache, giddiness, and the other
symptoms of congestion of the brain. Congestive
ali'ections of this kind are often mistaken for inflam-
mation, and instead of being treated by tonics, are

treated by depiction, which, although afl'ordiug

tein[iorary relief, increases the evLL

Another cause of congestion is over-excitement of

the vessels, and this often occurs at an early stage

of inflammation, or as a residt of that process.

We must pass over the symptoms and effects of

congestion, because they vary very much according
to the organ afl'ected, and shall conclude with a few
words on the general remedies for congestion. First
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in order, we must notice such as remove the cause,

as the loosening of a ligature, or the removal of a
tumour compressing veins, elevation of the head in

a6Fected brain, and the reciunbent position in con-

gestion of the haemoiThoidal or uterine vessels.

Pressure, by supporting the weak vessels, and fric-

tion, by increasing the onward movement of the

blood in the veins, are often of great use. Astrin-

gents, such as solutions of alum, sulphate of zinc,

tannin, oak-bark, &c., may be applied with advan-
tage locally to certain parts, as the eye, throat,

rectiun, &c. ; and stimulants may be similarly used,

as a capsicum gargle to a relaxed sore throat.

JledicLaes of these classes may also be given inter-

nally. Thus, the principal action of bark, quinine,

and arsenic in the ciu-e of ague is supposed to lie in

their reducing the great visceral congestion that is

always present. A glass of strong hot brandy and
water will often remove a congestive headache, and
a stimulant draught will often relieve the pulmo-
nary congestion which follows a fit of asthma.
Various remedies are supposed to have a special

power of removing the congestion of certain organs

:

thus, mercurials are recommended for congestion of

the liver ; digitalis and cantharides for congestion
of the kidneys ; and squills, benzoin, and the bal-

sams for bronchial congestion.—For further details,

the reader is referred to the excellent work of Dr
Williams, from which we have quoted.

COXGOO'Jf , or KOXGUX, a town of Persia, on
the Persian Gulf, 130 miles south of Shiraz. It has an
excellent and safe roadstead; and both wood and
water, which are generally scarce in the gidf, may
be obtained here. Pop. 6UU0.

COXSANGUI'XITY (Lat. con, together, and
sanguis, blood), the relationship which subsists be-

tween persons who are of the same blood. It is

either direct—which is the relationship between
ascendants and descendants—or collateral, between
persons sprung from a common ancestor. In the
direct line, a son is said to stand in the first degree
to his father ; a grandson, in the second degree to

his grandfather ; and so on. In the collateral or
obUque line, two different modes of numbering the
degrees of consanguinity have been in use, the one
that of the civil, the other of the canon law. By
the civil law, the degrees are separately numbered
do^^Tiwards to each party from the common ances-

tor, the common ancestor not being counted. Thus,
brothers are in the second degree of consanguinity

;

uncle and nephew in the third ; cousins-german in

the fourth ; and second cousins, or the children

of cousins-german, in the sixth degree. By the

canon law, consanguinity in the equal oblique line,

i.e., where the parties are equally removed from
the common ancestor, is computed by the num-
ber of degrees between one of them only and
the common ancestor ; brothers being said to stand
in the first, and cousins-german in the second,

degree to each other. In the unequal oblique line,

Le., where the parties stand in different degrees

of relationship to the common ancestor, the degree

is determined by the number of steps between
the common ancestor and the party further re-

moved from him : thus, uncle and nephew are

computed as in the second degree to each other,

because the nephew, the further removed of the
two, stands in the second degree to the common
ancestor, his grandfather. The canon law computa-
tion is more generally used by English lawyers,

though statute 22 and 23 Car. I. c. 10 adopts that
of the civil law. Scotch lawyers, since the Refor-

mation, have generally used the civil law mode of

computation.

Affiniti/ is the relationship brought about by

marriage between a husband and the blood-relations

of his wiie, or between a wife and the blood-rela-

tions of her husband. The relations of one spouse
in any particular degree of consanguinity stand in
the same degree of affinity to the other spouse.

There is no relationship by affinity between the
blood-relations of the husband and those of tho
vriie.

Consangiiinity and affinity have been at different

times and in different parts of the world more or
less looked on as impediments to mairiage between
the parties related. Among the ancient Persians
and Egyptians, marriages are said to have been
sometimes sanctioned between brother and sister,

and even father and daughter. The Athenians,
while permitting marriages between brothers and
sisters uterine, prohibited them between the same
relations by the father's' side or the full blood. In
the book of Genesis, we read of Abraham marrying
his half-sister. The Levitical law prohibited mar-
riage between relations in the direct fine, between
brother and sister, nephew and aunt, and apparently
by implication, imcle and niece. A son was pro-
hibited from marrj-ing Ms father's wife.

The Roman law prohibited marriage between
ascendants and descendants, a prohibition extended
to relations by adoption, and even after the dissolu-

tion of that tie. In the collateral line, the pro-

hibited degrees included brother and sister (extend-
ing to persons so related by adoption where the tie

continued to exist), and all cases where one party
stood i?i loco jmrentls to the other, as uncle and
niece. Marriage between cousins-german, at one
time prohibited, was declared lawful by Arcadius
and Honorius. The degrees prohibited in consan-
guinity were b}' Constantine also prohibited in
affinity.

By the old canon law and early decretals, mar-
riages were prohibited between persons as far

removed as the seventh degree of consangiunity or
affinity—i.e., between persons who might, by the
ci\'il law computation, be within the twelfth degree
to one another. The fourth council of Lateran,
1215 A.D., narrowed the prohibition from the seventh
to the fourth degree ; i. e., the grandchildren of

cousins-german. Affinity was held to be constituted
not merely by marriage, but by the spiritual rela-

tionship of standing sponsor at baptism, and by
ilHcit intercourse ; marriage being prohibited be-

tween persons one of whom had had carnal connec-
tion with a relation in the fourth degree of the other.

A marriage between persons related in any of these
ways was accounted incestuous, and the children
bastards. The pope assumed the right of granting
dispensations from impediments to marriage arising

from consangiunity and affinity, a power which
seems to have been first exercised in the 12th cen-
tury. In no instances have dispensations been
granted to relations in the direct line, but one or
two dispensations are said to have been granted
between brother and sister ; and between uncle and
niece, they are stUl occasionally granted in countries

where the canon law continues to be binding.
Between remoter relations, they have been common.
The extent to which these prohibitions were carried,

and the possibihty of their being dispensed with,
naturally tended to encourage prolligac}' and lax
ideas of the marriage tie, it being hardly piossible to

say of any marriage that it might not one day be
proved invahd. The Council of Trent restricted

the impediment of affinity from iUicit intercourse to

the second degree.

In the countries which embraced the Befonnation,
a general relaxation took place in the prohibitions

to marriage from consanguinity and affinit}-. In
England, 32 Hen. VIII. c. 3S allowed all persons
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to marry who were not prohibited by the Levitical

law ; and according to the interpretation put on
this statute, the prohibitions included all relations

in the direct line, brother and sister, and collaterals,

when one party is brother or sister to the direct

ascendant or descendant of the other ; the dejirics

prohibited in consanguinity being equally prohibited

in aflinity. The prohibitions from consanguinity

have been held to extend to bastard relations. But
down to 1835, marriages within the prohibiteil

degrees were valid and the issue legitimate, unless

the marriage had been annulled by a declaratory

sentence of the Ecclesiastical Court, which could

only be obtained while both spouses were alive. By
act 5 and G Will. IV. c. 54, all marriages within

the prohibited degrees of consanguinity and affinity

were made absolutely void.

In Scotland, for a very short time after the Refor-

mation, the jiapal power of dispensation was exer-

cised by the crown. Acts 15G7, c. 14, and 1567, c. 15,

professing to take the Levitical law as the stand.ard,

assimilated the prohibitions from consanguinity and
affinity to those of England. Incest, or sexu.al

intercourse with persons within the prohibited

degrees, was, by the former statute, made a capital

crime. As to marriages between b;istard relations,

the law of Scotland is in a, doubtful state ; but there

is no prohibition against marriage with a relation

however near of a person with whom one has had
sexual intercoui-se.

In France, the Code Napoleon prohibits m.arriage

between ascendants and descendants lawful or

natural, and persons similarly connected by affinity

;

and in the collateral line between brothers and
sisters lawful or natural, and persons similarly con-

nected by affinity. Marriage between uncle and
niece, and aunt and nephew, is also prohibiteiL In
Spain and Tortugal, the cauou-Iaw restrictions are

in full force, with the corresponding system of per-

missive dispensations. In various countries of

Europe, as Denmark, no prohibitions from affinity,

except m the direct line, are recognised. In most of

the United States of America, marriage is allowed
between uncle and iiiece.

CONVALESCENT HOSPITALS, although as

yet r.aie in this country, are institutions of the

greatest importance. All who are acquainted with
our ordinary hospitals, which are often situated in

crowded parts of populous cities, must feel that a
very considerable number of patients must almost
of necessity die soon after returning to their own
unhealthy homes, simply for want of an institution

where convalescence may be developed into perfect

health, under the geuer.al influences of pure air, gentle

exercise, and a nourishing and well-regulated diet.

The convalescent hospital must be regarded as a
stage in the process of cure intermediate between the
ordinarj' hospital and the patient's home : it is an
equally necessary aildition both to civil and military

hospitals. One of the greatest of our military sur-

geons, liobert Jackson, writing in 180.3, recommends
' separate and detached houses,' and the removal of

convalescents ' to other apartments or hospitals.' He
states his firm conviction, as based on long and most
extensive experience, that soldiers, in a state of con-

valescence, recover their health better and sooner

in sheds, huts, and bams, exposed occasionally to

\^-ind and rain, than in the most superb hospitals in

Europe. ' Pure air,' he adds, ' in this respect, is

alone superior to all forms of cure, and to all other

remedies without such aid.' The same great autho-

rity frequently notices relapse as being the leading

cause of mortaUty in general hospitals. With re-

gard, to the nature and construction of such hos-

pitals. Sir James E. Martin, one of our highest
living authorities on sanitarj- matters, remarks that

«78

' there must be separate and equ-iUy well-ventilated
•ipartments for the refreshment of sleep and for that
of iiioals, besides covered-ways for exercise in b.id

weather, and ojien spaces for exercise in fair

weather. The scale of diet must also rise with the
advance towards health. Where practicable, a cer-

tain iinniber of convalescent hospitals should bo
constructed on the sea-board.'— ' On Convalescent
Hospitals,' in Holmes's Si/stem of Sunjery.
The magnilicent establishment at Vincennes,

founded in 1S57 by the Emperor of the French, may
be taken as a tj'jie of what convalescent hosj)itai3

ought to be. We borrow the details from Sir James
K. Martin's article. It is composed of a main
building, with two long wings, two stories high,

with a ground floor, and contains more than 40()

beds. It contains a chapel, airy dining-halls, with
marble tables and convenient seats, a library and

S
"ay-rooms ; the wings in both stories being sub-
vided into rooms, e.ich containing three beds, and

looking towards the south. E.ach p.itient has the
use of a press, ^rith lock and key. There is ample
garden-ground attached to the building. The insti-

tution is tilled by convalescents from the Paris
hospitals, from charitable boards, from accidents
received in the public dockyanls, from members of

benefit societies, &e. The mean duration of resi-

dence is 22 days, the p.atient remaining till he is

either completely cured, or declared incurable. The
diet is regulated by the director and head physician,

and usually consists of soup at 7.30 A-M. ; meat aiul

vegetables at 10.30 a-m. ; soup, roast meat, vege-
tables, and salad or dessert at 5 P.M. ; each con-

valescent receiving a jnnt of Burgundy, and as
much bread as he may choose. The liead physician
may modify this diet as he pleases. Numerous
means of diversion, as skittles, balls, draughts,
dominoes, &c., are afforded, but cards are prohibited

;

and the library, the greater part of which has been
presented by Paris booksellers, is much resorted to,

there being on an average fifty readers. The con-

duct of the inmates is exemplary; submitting with-
out murmur to the regidations, being polite to e.ich

other, and respectful to the office-bearers. They are
careful of the furniture, garden-llowers, &c., and are
.attentive to the cleanliness of their rooms. They
are allowed to see their friends either in the par-

lour or the garden on Sunday, Monday, and
Thursday. The officers are : a director, treasurer,

head physician, and three house-surgeons ; six
nurses, a chaplain, five clerks, a store-keeper, four
overseers, and f^rty subalterns. The simple fact,

that this hospital, in less than three years, admin-
istered relief to 14,000 convalescent artisans, affords

undoubted evidence, were such evidence required,

of the utility of such institutions. Several estab-

lishments of the kind are .already in operation in

England. A convalescent hospital of some size has
been recentl}' (1SG7) erected in the neighbourhood
of Etlinbur;^h by the munificence of XVilliam S.

Brown, Esq., Woodhatch, Sun-ey. It cost £12,000,
and is calculated to accommodate between 50 and
60 patients. It is attached to the Eoyal Infirmary
of that city, and is supported by voluntary contri-

Initions.

CO'PRA, the dried kernel of the cocoa-nut, from
which cocoa-nut oil has been expressed. It is much
used in India as an ingredient of curries, and is .i

c.msiderable article of trade l)etween one part of

Intlia and another, as from the Malabar coast to
Bombay, from which it is re-exported to Calcutt.i.

CO'PTIS. Very similar to the C trifoliata, noticed

in the article Coptis, is C. teeta, the Golden Thread
of Assam, the root of which has long been in high
repute in Assam and neighbouring countries. It
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has come iuto extensive use in India as a bitter

tonic, and is sold at a very tigli price. Great effi-

cacy is ascribed to it as a tonic for patients begin-

ning to recover ; but it is of no value as a febrifuge.

COQUITO {Jubcea spectabitis), a beautiful Chilian

p.alm, of the same tribe with the cocoa-nut, rising

\vith a naked stem to the height of 40 or 50 feet, and
bearing a crown of wide-spreading pinnated leaves.

By cutting off the crown, the sap is obtained in

great quantity, continuing to flow for months ; and
when boiled down to the consistence of treacle,

becomes a very sweet syrup, and forms, under the
name of Palm-honey {miel de palma), an article of

great importance in the domestic economy of the
Chilians.

CORA'TO, a large town in Southern Italy, pro-

vince of Bari, 25 miles west of Bari, is situated

on a fertile plain, where much cattle is reared.

Pop. (1S61) 24,576. It is an ugly, dirty town,
although it boasts of having been founded by the
Kormans. It has a fine church, fine convents, and
an orphan asylum. It was between C. and Andria
that the famous ' Challenge or Tournament of

Barletta' took jjlace between 13 Itahans and 13

Frenchmen on February 13, 1503, in which the
Italians were victors.

CORXWALLIS, Cai!oli>-e Fkaxces, was bom
on the 12th July 1786, and was the younger
daughter of the Rev. William ComwalUs, rector of

Wittersham and Elam in Kent. Her childhood was
precocious ; but she escaped the usual fate of pre-

cocious children. She lived to a good old age ; she
was even more remarkable as a woman than as a
child ; and her mind was growing, if not in \dgour,

in boldness and freeness, even to the last. Her char-

acter, as well as her intellectual powers, appear to

have been early developed ; and from expressions
in her mother's Diary, we learn that her premature
sensibility at the age of seven caused her relatives

no little concern. When she was a Uttle older, she
began to produce literary works ; and the writing
of histories, poems, commentaries, and essays, though
not pursued to the exclusion of the ordinary interests

of her age, appears to have occupied much of her
time, and to have been her chief delight for several

years. Some specimens of her juvenile compositions
have been included in a volume of her Letters and
JRanains, published in 1S64. In character, and in
respect of the tastes and abilities which they dis-

play, they certainly are very remarkable as the
productions of a child. Notwithstanding this early

promise. Miss C. was not destined to be an early

authoress. She was brought up in the decorous
Ufe of an English country parsonage ; she was sen-

sible of, and at first, perhaps, was not imaffected by,

the prejudice against female authorship which pre-

vailed thirty or forty years ago. It was not till she
was getting old that she began to publish books,

and even then she was careful to keep her author-

ship a secret.

She received the school education usually given to

young ladies in her time ; a worthless education, as

she afterwards thought. She was encouraged by
her mother and other friends in supplementing it by
severer and more useful studies ; but the ill-health

of her father, which imposed many duties upon her,

and the state of her own health, were considerable

obstacles to her progress. GraduaDy, however, she

acquired a thorough knowledge of Latin and Greek,
and a considerable knowledge of Hebrew; and
made herself conversant with nearly every study
which occupies the more thoughtful of men—with
philosophy, theology, history, natural science, social

science, politics, and even law. In her latter days,
her knowledge of most of these subjects was only

surpassed by that of men who had taken them for
their specialty. From an early age, she carried
on a correspondence with many persons whose
intimacy was calculated to stimulate and aid her

;

and a selection from her Letters has been published.
They are often intrinsicaDy valuable and interest-

ing ; and, moreover, they present a curious picture
of the progress of her mind and the development
of her opinions. In style, they are always excellent,

and the subjects treated are very various, and
seldom ephemeral Theology, philosophy, historj',

politics, and social questions afibrd the themes she
most often discussed with her correspondents. To
these Letters we are indebted for what little has
been made known to us of her life ; Jliss C. having
desired that her Life should not be written, and
having carefuUy destroyed the papers which might
have supplied the materials of a memoir. As regards
religion—the great interest of her life—we learn
from these Letters how, imder the influence of
enlarged knowledge and reflection, she gradually
drifted away from the narrow orthodoxy in which
she had been brought up, and adopted views which
some woiild call more enlarged and rational, others
latitudinarian. It is to the study of the Greek
Fathers, and to the influence of a long residence in
Italy, which began in 1826, that she ascribed the
complete change which took place in her religious

opinions. It is right to say, that while she was bold
and fearless in accepting beliefs far removed from
those of her age and country, her faith in Chris-
tianity became stronger instead of weaker, and that
she w-as always careful not to wound the honest
opinions or prejudices of others. Among the most
esteemed of her correspondents was Sismondi, who is

said to have made her an offer of marriage when she
was about 20 years old. The offer was declined,
but without causing any abatement of friendship or
admiration on either side.

Her first work. Philosophical Theories and Philo-
sophical Experience, hy a Pariah, appeared in 1842.
It was the first of a series entitled ' Small Books on
Great Subjects,' which she had formed the idea of
writing with the help of a few friends. Of the 20
volumes of this series which appeared between 1S42
and 1854, nearly all—all the most important—were
written by Miss CornwaUis. The subjects discussed
were very various—the Connection of Physiology
and Intellectual Science, Ragged Schools, Grammar,
Criminal Law, Chemistry and Geologj-, Greek
Philosophy, and the History and Influence of Chris-
tian Opinions. The works in which the last-

mentioned subject was treated

—

The State of Man.
before the Cominrf of Christ (1 vol), and The State of
Man after the Coming of Christ (3 vols.)—were the
most important of the series. She had designed to
add to them one more volume—a Survey of the
Present Condition of Enghrnd, Social, Political, and
Religious ; but this was never completed. The
series attracted much attention in this country, and
still more in America ; and the books in which
Christianity and its influence were considered were
so judiciously written, that, though presenting a
system of thought and behef entirely tUiierent from
our orthodox Christian teaching, they were favour-
ably received by many of every religious partv.
These are still the best short and popular account
we have of subjects of great interest and importance,
of which the majority of the clergy even were pro-
foundly ignorant twenty years ago. In illustration

of the ignorance which prevailed amongst Anglican
clergy at a time still recent. Miss C.used to say
that she once met a clergyman who had never heard
of the Fathers ; and that among a multitude to
whom she applied for information about their writ-
ings, not one knew anything about them. Besides
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the 'Small Books on Great Subjects,' Miss C. pub-

lished in 1S47, Pericles, a Tale of Alliens, wliicli

good jikI^cs have declared to be an admirable

jiicture of Athenian life ; and in 1853, she publislied

a prize essay on Juvenile Delinquency.

From an early period of her life, her health had
been infirm ; in her later years, it was very preca-

rious, and she was for the most part contined to

bed. She lived latterly at Ildwells, near Tun-
bridge Wells. She died there on Januarys, 1S.")S.

A voluminous author, her name was at her death
unknown to t!ie world, and it remained unknown
until the publication of her LiKcrs and Rernahm in

1SG4. She had two reasons for making a secret of

her authorship. First, there was a strong prejudice

against female authorship in her young days, and
even when she Ijegan to wTite ; and she feared not

the ridicule or scorn, but the neglect which miglit

await her books were it known that they were
written by a woman. She wrote in the hope of

doing some good, and she concealed her name, that

her purpose might not be frustrated. Secondly, she
vrished to shew the world wliat the female intellect

was capable of, and the concealment of her name
made her secure of impartial criticism. She believed

iirmly that the intellects of women were not inferior

to the intellects of men, and that their apparent
inferiority was entirely the result of inferior training.

She regarded the jiraises bestowed upon her books,

the acknowledgment of their originality, accuracy,

and vigour, as a trilnite not to herself but to her sex.

If the books do not jirove the intellectual equality

ol the sexes, they certainly prove tliat Miss C. was
a very exceptional woman. We know from her
letters and from the testimony of her friends, that
her masculine brain and a great stock of erudition

did not jtrevent her from aflbrding a beautiful

example of the graces and charms of the feminine

character.

CORRE'GGIO, a town of Northern Italj-, pro-

vince of Reggio, 20 miles east of I'arma, on a canal

that communicates with the I'o. I'op. 2596. It is

very handsome, reguUirly built, and has a castle, a
cathedral, and a theatre. It was a barony of the

lords of Correggio, who were great patrons of lettei-s.

It is the birthplace of the painter Antonio Allegri,

surnamed Correggio ; and of the engraver Jesi, &c.

COTHEN, or KOTHEX, an ancient town of

Germany, in the duchy of Anhalt-Dessau-Cuthcn,
22 miles south-west of Dessau, and about S2 south-

west of Berlin, on a tributary of the Saale, and at

tlie junction of railways from Berlin, Magdeburg,
Bemburg, and Leipzig. The streets are broad, the

town is neat and well built, is surrounded by
high walls, and is divided into the old and new
town. It contains a castle with three towers,

several churches and schools, a synagogue, a library,

a handsome railw.ay station containing a gaming-
house, and various charitable institutions. Pop.

(1864) 11,985.

COTONEASTER, a genus of jilants of the

natural order liosacece, sub-order PomncfO', ha'N-ing

polygamous flowers ; a top-shaped caly.x, \rith five

short teeth; five small, erect petals; erect, short

stamens ; and a top-shaped fruit, the nuts of which
atlhcre to tlic inside of the calj-x, but do not cohere

in the centre. The species are pretty numerous,
shrubs or small trees ; some of tlicm evergreen

;

with simple undivided leaves, more or less woolly

beneath ; small Howers in lateral cymes ; and small

fniit not agreeable to the palate, but the bright

colour of which, and its remaining on the tree in

winter, make them very ornamental. C. vulgaris

is a deciduous species, a native of hills in Europe
and Siberia, and said to be found wild in a single
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locality in Wales. C. tomentosa is also found in

the Alps. Most of the species are natives of moun-
tainous jjarts of Asia ; they are sufficiently hardy

V.;^ '

Cotoneastor \nilgaris.

for the climate of Britain, and have become among
tlie most common of our ornamental shrubs. Some
of them, as C. rotiindi/idia and C. micmphylla—both
from the north of India—are much used for covering
walls.

COTTON FAMINE. The history of manu-
facturing industry does not present a more strilving

episode than that which was connected with the
etl'ects of the Civil War in America on the cotton

manufactures of Great Britain in 1861 and following

years.

The years 1859 and 1860, imp.aralleled for the
magnitude of the cotton manufacture, had much to

do with the collapse that followed. So rajudly h.os

this branch of industry increased in Lancashire,

that the immigrants into that county from other
lUstricts have varied from 10,000 to 20,000 a year
for a long series of years, irrespective of the natui-al

increase of population by the excess of births over
deaths. The imjiorts of raw cotton, the exports of

manufactured cotton, the number of mills, the num-
ber of hands, all were .it their maximum in 1860.

The imports were l."!90 million ll)s., of which 1054
millions were worked up in Great Britain. Tlicre

were 1920 mills in Lancashire, 275 in the adjacent
portions of Cheshire and Derbyshire, and enougli

elsewhere to make up a total of 2650. Tliere

were 440,000 hands employed in these mills ; by
age, 90 per cent, adults and young persons, and
10 per cent, children ; by sex, 44 per cent, males,

and 56 females. The machinery was worked by
steam-engines ha%-ing an aggregate of .300,000

horse-power. There were more than ,30,000,000

spindles, making from 4000 to GOOO revolutions

per minute; and .3.")0,000 power-looms. Tlie fixed

capital in mills and machinery was valued at

£54,000,000 ; while the money paid for wages in

that year was £11,500,000. The cotton goods of

various kinds manufactured for home consum])tion

used u]) ISO million lbs. of cotton, and were valued

at £24,000,000 ; while the exported goods—consist-
ing of 2776 million yards of calico, muslins, &c.,

and 197 million lbs. of yam—were valued .at the

enormous sum of £50,000,000; besides £2,000,000

more for cotton hosiery and small wares. The
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total value for home consuraption and export,

£76,000,000, exceedud the total imperial revenue for

that year. Considering that, of 1890 million lbs.

imported, no less a weight than 1120 millions came
from the United States, there is at once evidence

afl'orded of the tremendous effect that would be

produced by any stoppage in the American cotton-

trade. Irrespective of tliis, however, there would
have been a stagnation in oiu' manufacturing dis-

tricts in 1861, even if raw cotton had been plentiful

and cheap. The m.auufacturers had glutted all the

markets by the wholly unprecedented extent of

their operations in 1S60. The English warehouses,

as well as those elsewhere, were full ; and time was
needed to carry off the immense stock. There
were cotton goods on hand in Great Britain at the

end of the year valued at £20,000,000; while in

India our merchants continued to pour in goods

even when the consignments of 1S60 exceeded

£17,000,000.
Fort Sumter was bomb.arded in April 1801. This

was virtually the beginning of the American Civil

AVar, and the beginning also of the rise in the price

of cotton. A blockade was early established by
the Federal government of Washington ; and it

was only by 'nmning' this blockade th.at cotton-

laden ships could clear from the Southern or Con-
federate ports. The price of Middling Orleans

(the kind of cotton mostly used, and that which
governs the price of all other kinds) rose from
l^tl. to 9rf., IVd., and I2(/., as the ye.ar advanced.

There was thus a twofold motive for lessening the

operations of the Lancashire mills—the markets
were so fully supplied with manufactured goods,

that no immediate augmentation was necessary
;

while the increase in the price of the raw material

rendered manufacturing less profitable than before.

The Liverpool dealers made colossal fortunes by
the enormous rise in price of every bale of cotton

which could reach the country from any quarter

;

while the manufacturers were also prosperous, be-

cause they coidd sell their accumulated stocks of

calicos and y.arns at much higher prices than had
been obtainable in 1860. It was the operatives who
suffered. One by one, the mills were put upon half-

time, because the mill-owners had not much induce-

ment to spin and weave, under the extraordinary

double influence itljove adverted to. It was not
until autumn, however, that these effects were
heavily felt, when there was the enormous quantity

of 1000 million lbs. of cotton, raw and manufac-
tured, on hand in Great Britain. When half-time

began at the mills in October, there were, in Lanca-
slnre and the two neighbouring counties, 890 spin-

ning-mLUs, 593 weaving-miUs, 035 spinning and
weaving mills, and 152 other cotton-mills of miscel-

laneous kinds, employing 369,453 factory-hands

;

and all these four classes of establishments became
equally embarrassed. India or Surat cotton could

still be had in consider.able quantity, at 10(/. per lb.

instead of its former price of 5d. ; but it was greatly

out of favour, on accouut of its dirty condition,

and the shortness and hardness of its staple. In
November, there were 49 mUls stopped, throwing
out 8063 hands, while 119 were working half-time

—

placing something like 20,000 persons on half their

usual wages. In Cecember, Middling Orleans rose to

12(/. So singular was the state of things, and so

uidike what woidd be called a ' f.amine," under other

circumstances, that the actual quantity of raw
cotton in Great Britain at the end of the year
(280 million lbs.) was greater than ever before

known in the history of the trade ; but as the
market-price of j-arns .and piece-goods at that time
scarcely equalled that of raw cotton }>his wages,
the manufactm'er could scarcely operate without a

loss ; and therefore, he either closed his mill, or

placed his hands on half-time. It was not so much
a famine of cotton as a f.amine of employment.
The year 1862 opened very gloomily. KeUef com-

mittees began to be formed in Manchester, Wigan,
Blackburn, Preston, and other towns, to distribute

subscribed funds to such of the hands as were
totally out of work. The streets were thronged
with the unemployed ; but there was no disturbance,

and scarcely any begging. Sewing-schools were
established by ladies in the several districts, to

teach the factory girls useful domestic needle-work
—of which they are generally very ignorant—to get

them to make clothes for themselves and others

;

and to shield them from the ^-icious temptations

which would beset them during a period of idleness.

The ladies also won upon the affection of the girls

by reading to them, and sympathising in many
ways with their sorrows. Many of the manufac-
turers set apart large rooms as school-rooms and
soup-kitchens for the boys and men, and abundant
stores of soup were pro%'ided at Id. per basin. The
Poor-law Board sent down instructions to the

local guardians how to give as much elasticity as

possible to the system of parochial relief. In April,

Blackburn had only IS mills on full-time out of 84,

the rest being either on half-time or closed; and
there were 9000 of the inh.abitants receiving paro-

chial relief. Most of the other towns were in nearly

as bad a plight. In Maj', matters were woree

;

Preston had 10,000 operatives out of work, and
Blackburn had just about half-employment for

27,000. Middling Orleans rose in price to 15d., and
manufacturers had more inducement to speculate

in cotton than to spin it. Meanwhile, great efforts

were made to assist the distressed operatives. The
letters of a ' Lancashire Lad ' in the Times, with the

text, ' Con yo help us a bit ?
' made a great impression.

The Daili/ Telegraph raised a fimd of £5000 by its

own exertions. The Lancashire landowners estab-

lished a ' Cotton District Piclief Fund ' in London,
to which they subscribed £11,000 in one day; the

Lord Mayor established a ' Mansion-house Com-
mittee,' which received subscriptions from all

parts of the world ; Manchester established a
' Central Relief Committee,' as a nucleus for various

local funds ; while a great county meeting brought

in £130,000, of which £70,000 was subscribed in one

day in one room. Mr Farnall was sent down by
the Poor-law Board, as special commissioner, to

superintend the plans for parochial relief. A P>ate-

in-aid Bdl was passed through parliament, to enable

the government to issue Orders in Council, autho-

rising parishes to raise money on the guarantee of

future rates ; it was only to be done where the cur-

rent poor-rate had already reached a high figure,

and the money raised was to be applied strictly to

mitigate the distress of the operatives. Notwith-

standing all these sources of assistance, the work-
people became reduced to great distress. ' The
pawnbrokers' stores,' said an eye-witness, 'were

glutted with the heir-looms of many an honest

family. Little hoards were drained to meet the

exigences of the time. Many found it the sorest

trial of their lives to ask for food ; and it is a happy
circumstance for all to remember, as it is honour-

able to those of whom it is recorded, that none

suffered more severely than those who had a struggle

to overcome their unwillingness to subsist upon food

which they had not earned. Rents were falling in

arrears, and many a house which had held only one

family, was now occupied by three or four, in order

to economise rent, fuel, and furniture.' Neverthe-

less, none died of privation, and the average sickness

was even less thau usual. It was a fact well ascer-

tained that spirit-diinking was less indiJged in than
4S1
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in tiiDPS of full wages. Weanwhile, the m.-miifac-

tiirers began to make great profits ; the prices of

yarns anif cilicos rose rapitUy, anil the stocks were

sold off -which had been so long on hand. Middlini;

Orleans rose to 2s. 3d. in October, and thus there was

less ind\iccment than ever to p\irchase for the sake

of manufacturing. Strange as it may appear, HU.OdO '

bales of cotton were resold by the manufacturers I

themselves during the year, at the very time when

the phrase ' cotton famine ' was on the lips of every

one ; but the simple fact was, that more profit

coidd be made by reselling tlian by manufacturing.

It was a gloomy winter, that of 18G2—1863, for

the mill-hands. In October, the loss of wages was

estimated at £136,000 per week. In November,

there were 208,000 persons in the Lancashire district

receiving out-door jiarochial relief, and 144,000 others

aided by subscribed fimds ; there were at the same

time 20.0(10 mill-girls at the sewing- schools. At
Christmas, there wore 250,000 hands totally out of

work ; those, and about as many more dependent on

them, received £40,000 a week from the imrishes

and the committees. Vast sums were sent from

various parts of the world to be spent in winter-

clothing only, and prodigious stores of second-hand

clothing were contributed by private families. As
the money relief seldom exceeded 2s. or 2s. 6d. per

week per apphcant, to purchase clothing out of this

was of course impracticable. The small shopkeepers

also suffered greatly ; for there was only one-third

the amount of wages received by their customers

per week th.at had been received two years before.

Emigration schemes were much discussed, but were

net carried on very largely, because L.->ncashire

men felt convinced that trade would revive after

a time. Meanwhile, the rate of wages was not

lowered ; few mill-owners proposed it, and the

operatives were rootedly against it ; however small

the quantity of work, it was paid for at the old

rate.

No date can be named for the actual cessation of

the distress ; it died out by degrees. When the

manufacturers had sold off their old stocks, they

recommenced buying more to spin and weave

;

because, although the price of raw cotton was enor-

mously high {-Is. 5d. for Middling Orleans m M.ay

1863), the selling price for calicos and muslins was

now proportionaljly high, and therefore they could

manufacture at a profit. In June 1863, a ' Public

Works Act' was passed, to enable the govern-

ment to advance i;l,200,000 for public works in

the cotton districts—partly to make good drain-

age, roads, water-supply, &c., and p.artly to yield

£600,000 or £700,000 as wages to the unemployed

cotton-hands in doing so much of the work as

they coidd manage. The money (to be repaid

by parish rates at subsequent dates) was to be

advanced by the Exchequer Loan Commissioners

on the recommendation of the I'oor-law Board, and

a government engineer was to examine and sanction

the several works to be executed. All these opera-

tions were to be confined strictly to the cotton dis-

tricts, where the distress existed. Mr R. A. Arnold,

the resident government inspector of these pubUc

works, states in his History of llie Cotton Famine,

that by the month of June 1865, there had been

works planned, and in great part executed, under

the clauses of this and a supplementary bill, to the

amount of £1,846,000. They comprised the making

or improving of 276 miles of street and highway,

304 miles of main sewer, reservoirs for 1500 million

gallons of water, several parks and cemeteries, and

a lart'e area of land-drainage. Nearly 30,000 per-

sons Sad been fed bv the wages of the cotton ope-

ratives on these works. The subscriptions to meet

the distress reached the vast sum of £2,000,000 ;
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while the outdoor poor relief was about £1,000,000

more than in an cipial i>eriod of average time:'.

The fluctuations in the value and quantity of

cotton available during this extraordinary period

are strikingly shewn in the following jiaralkl

columns, relating to the raw cotton imported, and
the money paid lor it

:
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imbibed the idea, that it was sinful to eat any kind
of animal food, or to drink anj-thing stronger than
water. Determined to follow, literally, the injunc-

tions given to the young man in the gospel, he sold

off his stock in trade, distributing the proceeds

among the poor, and took up his residence in a hut,

situated on a rood of ground near Ickenham, where
for some time he lived on the small sum of three-

farthings a week. His food consisted of bran, dock-
leaves, mallows, and grass ; and how it agreed with
him we leam from a rare pamphlet, principally

written by himself, entitled The EnrjlUh Hermit, or

the Wonder of the Aye. ' Instead of strong drinks

and wines,' says the eccentric Roger, 'I give the old

man a cup of water ; and instead of roast mutton
and rabbit, and other dainty dishes, I give him
broth thickened \rith bran, and pudding made with
bran and turnip-leaves chojiped together, at which
the old man (meaning my body) being moved, would
know what he had done, that I used him so hardly.

Then I shewed him his tranSCTessions, and so the
wars began. The law of the old man in my fleshly

members rebelled against the law of my mind, and
had a shrewd skirmish; but the mind, being well
enlightened, held it so that the old man grew sick

and weak with the flux, like to fall to the dust.

But the wonderful love of God, well pleased with
the battle, raised him up again, and filled him full

of love, peace, and content of mind, and he is now
become more humble, for now he will eat dock-
leaves, mallows, or grass.'

The persecutions the poor man inflicted on
himself, caused him to be persecuted by others.

Though he states that he was neither a Quaker, a

Shaker, nor a Ranter, he was cudgelled and put in

the stocks; the wretched sackcloth fi-ock he wore
was torn from his back, and he was mercilessly
whipped. He was four times arrested on suspicion

of being a wizard, and he was sent from prison to

prison; yet still he would persist in his course of

life, not hesitating to term all those whose opinion
differed from his by the most opprobrious names.
He published another pamphlet, entitled Dagon's
Downfall, or tlie great Idol digged up Boot and
Branch ; the English Hermifs Spade at the Ground
and Root of Idolatry. This work shews that the
man was simply insane. We last hear oi him resid-

ing in Bethnal Green. He died on the 1 1th of Sep-
tember 16S0, aud was buried in Stepney Churchyard.
•

—

Chambers's Book of Days, vol. ii p. 334.

CREUZOT, Le, a town of France, dep. of Saone-
et- Loire, 12 miles south-south-east of Autun. It is

situated in the midst of a district rich in coal

and iron, and possesses large iron-foimdries, which
turn out cannon, anchors, steam-machinery, &c., and
which employ 7U0O workmen. A short railway
connects the town with the Canal du Centre, which
traverses the coal-field. There is also a glass

manufactory, one of the most import-

ant in France. C. has of late increased

rapidly in size and importance. The
pop., which in 1S41 was 4000, in 1S6G
had reached 22,688.

CRO'QUET, an open-air game, in

which two or more players endeavour
to drive wooden balls, by means of

long-handled mallets, through a series

of arches set in the ground according
to some pattern. The player who
first makes the complete circle of the hoops or

arches wins the match ; but during the progress of

the game, e.ich player may have the progress of

'

his ball retarded by his adversaries, or assisted

by his aUies ; and these friendly aids and hostile ,

attacks constitute the chief interest of croquet.
Although generally spoken of as a modem game, '

it seems to be really a revival with modifica-

tions of the sport with a mallet and ball which
was popular in England in the days of the

j

Stewarts, and gave the name Pall ilall to localities

in various towns in England as well as on the
continent (see Ball). The name (It. palla, a ball,

and maglio, a mallet ; Fr. palemaille) suggests an
;
Italian origin ; but the game was early in vogue in

; France, and thence passed into England, probivbly in

the beginning of the 17th century. Blount's Glosso-

graphia describes the game as quoted in the article

,
Ball, and gives figures of the
mallets, which are here repro-

duced. This game seems to

,
have gone out of fashion early

I

in the ISth centurj-. Who
I resuscitated it in its modem
I

form, and how it got the
name of croquet, are questions

;
that have not been answered

;

but since 1850 it has been
growing in popularity, and is

now the most prevjilent of

all summer amusements. One
advantage of the game, and
the chief ground, perhaps, of its

popularity, is, that it is one of

the few out-door amusements
in which the two sexes can
join on equal terms.

A croquet-ground should be a
well-rolled level grass plat or

lawn, not less than thirty j-ards

long by twenty yards wide

;

nor, for play upon the grandest
scale, more than a hundred
yards by sixty. The boimd- Hallets used in the

^

aries of the groimd should be old game of PaU-

well defined, either by a raised ™ .'

[

walk or a trench. The game may be very well

j

played on an ordinary cricket-field, or in an enclosed
meadow. Indeed, the grass plats in the squares of

large towns have of late been very generally appro-
1 ijriated to croquet. Croquet can also be played upon
, a well-rolled gravel-gi'ound, or upon the sea-shore,

I

where the sands are hard and dry. Hardness is

essential, so as to prevent the ball from sinking into
the ground while making the ' croquet.'

The DIPLE5IEXTS used in croquet are mallets,

balls, posts (or sticks), and hoops (which are called
indifferently hoops, wires, or arches). To these are
sometimes added a cage, or a pair of tunnels; or
hoops, tunnels, and cage may be all employed in the
same game. The progress of each player may be
marked with either clips or a marking-board.

Tlie Mallets sho\Ud be light and handy ; with ash
shafts, and boxwood or ash heads. The heads of
the mallets are of various shapes—as the dice-box,

Mallets used in Croquet.

which is the most common shape ; the plano-con-
vex, the hammer-head, and the cue-shape. The
last, which has only lately come into use, has a flat

end and a pointed end ; the latter, like a bdliard-

cue, being tipped with leather. The head of the
mallet should be from four inches to four and
three-quarters in length, by not more than two
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inches and tliroe-eigliths at its greatest iliametor,

BO that the ceutre of the niallet-heail sluniM
corrcs|)i»uil to the centre of the liall. The hamlle
or shaft shoiiUl be from two feet nine inches to

three feet in length. Next tlie head there should

be a ring of paint, correspouiUug in colour to the

jilaycr's ball, and the series of colours on the start-

ing and turning posts.

The BalU are made of box or beech, thoroughly

__ well turned and seasoned. Boxwood
^^**^^ is generally jireferred, but there has

fa^sSgffl^ lately been introduced a ball coni-
^ ~

' posed of cocoa-nut libre and india-

^ rubber, which i.s very pleasant to play

with. These balls are jierfectly round,
'^

are made of the correct size and weight,

and are known as ' Nicholson's Patent Compound
t-'roquct Balls.' The proper size of the balls is

three inches and a half in diameter. AVhere wooden
balls are emjiloyed, they should be kept rubbed
with linseed-oil when out of play.

A full set of croquet balls consists of eight, sever-

ally painted, in whole or in i)art, Idue, ]iink, black,

yellow, brown, orange, green, and red, so as to

determine the order of play.

The Posls are two or

three in number, according
to the jiartieidar style of

game played. They are

each about two feet in

height, round in shape,

pointed at the lower end
like a cricket stump, and
painted in rings corresi)ond-

iug to the colours of the
balls—the top line blue,

and then pink, black, Ac,
as in the diagram here
shewn.

The Hoops (wires or

arches) are nine or ten in

number, according to the
jilan of the game ]>layed.

Each hoop is about two and
a half times as wide as the
ball. The hoops are made
of galvanised iron, or iron

painted white, and are either round or flat at the

top; and when set, should stand about 15 inches

The Post.

Hoops.

out of the gi'ound. Wlien ten hoops form the 'set,'

eight of them shoidd be marked with a ring of

colour like the balls, and two left entirely white.

By having the hoops painted white or galv<anised,

they are easily distinguished in an imperfect light.

The TunneU are made of wood or iron, smaller

than the hoops, with flat sides. When used, the
])layer is sometimes restricted to one way of running
them. They merely add to the diflieulties of the
gam*', and arc not very popular or essential.

TItf Cage consists of an additional pair of white
hoops placed crosswise in the ground, either with
or witliout a suspended bell at their junction.

Clips or discs of tin, marked with the several
coloui-s, are sometimes used to mark the game by
being luiug on the hoops as each player passes

Tminel. The Case.

through ; but many players do without the clips

altogether. In the place of the clips, a markimj-
hoard, the same in principle as the pool-board in

billiards, is now often used.

Terms used in the Came.

In croquet, as in other games, there are various

terms employed, which, to the uninitiated, often

sound strange and meaningless. We mention tho

most indispensable.

Roquet dironounccd rokay).—The word is used to

denote that when both balls are 'in play,' the

player's ball hits or strikes another ball. The
making a roquet gives the player the privilege of

croqueing (])ronounced krokai/imj) the ball struck.

The roquet can only Ije made once in each turn
U]ion the same ball. A second roquet, M'ithout .a

point in tlie interval, does not count ; but it may
Ijc made for tlie purpose of driving away an oppo-

nent's ball, cannoning, &c. ; the player's turn ending
there, unless liy the same stroke he make a point,

or roquets another ball, which he has not previously

struck during the roun<l, .and since making a ])oint.

Croquet.— When one ball has roqucd anotiier, the

Taking the Croquet.

player sets his foot on his own ball, and with a blow
of the mallet, drives the ball in contact with his

own in any direction. The croquet may be either
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' tight,' ' loose,' or ' rolling.' The heel of the player

either rests on the grouud, with the front of the

foot on the b,T,ll, or the middle of the foot or toe

presses on the b.ill. The first jilau is the best, as,

if the ball move from under the foot, there is no jar

or fall.

A TirjJit Croquet is made by the player placing

his baU close to the one he has rorpied, then fixing

his belli in position with his foot, he strikes it witli

his mallet, and drives the other ball away. But if

tlie player's ball slip from under his foot, the stroke

following the croquet is forfeited.

A Loose Croquet is made in three w.ays : first, by
the player placing his ball close to the one he has

roqued, and striking the former, in a line passing

through the axis of each—by which plan the player's

ball remains stationary while the other flies for-

ward ; secondly, by the player striking the ball at

any angle, so .as to drive the balls in opposite

directions. This is called a 'splitting croquet.' And
lastly, by touching tlie roqued ball slightly, with as

little movement m the player's ball as need be.

Tliis last stroke is called ' taking two turns off ' the

roqued ball. In any case, the latter must be suffi-

ciently moved to satisfy the umpire as to the fair-

ness of the stroke.

A EolUnij Croquet is made by placing the two
balls in juxtaposition as before, and the player
striking his own ball in such a way as to make it

follow after the ball struck. This is also called a
' following stroke,' and is made by striking your ball

high ; while in a fvjht croquet, yon hit yoiu- ball

below its centre, and with a sudden drawback
motion of the hand, as in maldug the screw in

billiards. Either croquet may be made with one
hand, or with both hands, and with the foot upon
your ball, or without it. Considerable judgment is

required to make the croquet in such a way as to

assist yom- oivn g.ame aud encumber that of your
opponent by one and the same stroke.

The Side Stroke.

The Side Strol'c is made b\' raising the mallet to

the shoidder, and hitting your ball fidl in the
centre.

The Slrairjhl Stroke is made with the mallet held

straight to the axis of the ball, perpendicularly in

front of the body.
Spooninrj is simply pushing the ball, which is

considered unfair. The test of a spoon is th.at it

makes no noise. The umpire must decide, on being
appealed to, whether the ball is a sjjoou or a
tap.

When a ball has been roqued, the player takes
up his own ball, and places it close to the roqued
ball. He then makes his croquet as above
described.

la Play.—A ball is said to be 'in play' as soon as
it has nm the first hoop ; and it remains in filay till

it makes a roquet, when it is

III Hand.—The ball lieing 'in hand,' cannot score
tUl it has made a croquet, after which it is ag.ain
' in jihay ;

' but unless it makes a point, it continues
' in hand ' to the b.all or balls it has croqued for the
rem.ainder of its turn. When it has made another
pomt, it is ' in pLay ' again to all the balls, as at the
beginning of its turn.

Bead Ball.—A ball is said to be ' dead ' when it

has run all the hoops ' in order,' and has struck the
winning-post.

J?i Order.—This terra is used to signify the hoops,
tunnels, cages, posts, &c., in their regular order of
pl.ay, according to the plan or an-,angemcnt adopted
in placing them in the ground. AVTien a player has
made the complete round of the hoops in their
proper sequence, he is s.aid to h.ave made his ' tour

'

or ' round ' of play. The game is won by the side
or player succeeding in first driving the.baUs tlu-ough
the hoops, in order, to the turning-post, and then
back again to the winning-post.

The Starlii]'/ and Winninrf Post is the stake from
which the play in the game proceeds. T/ie Turning-
post is the stake placed .at the other extremity of
the hoops, directly opposite the starting-post ; and
round which the pLayer must strike his ball before
he makes the return-route.

To Dismiss a ball, is to strike it to a distance.
Punning a Hoop is when a ball is struck fairly

through the hoop next in order of play. Pueing a
Hoop is the f.ailure of a ball to reach the hoop aimed
at. The pl.ayer who misses his first hooi> is by some
pl.ayers known as a hooJuj. Ricochet is the striking
of the player's ball .against two balls in succession.
This stroke, which is sometimes called the double
roquet, is precisely similar to the cannon in billi.ards.

A Wired Ball is one which cannot be croqued, by
reason of the leg of the hoop intervening. A Rover
is a pLayer who has made the complete toiur of the
hoojis, ' in order,' and elects to remain iu the game
to .assist his side .and encumber their adversaries.
Roquet-croquet.—This term is sometimes applied to
a croquet made without the foot of the player being
placed on his ball.

Tlie Points of the Oame.

The points reckoned are—1. Emming a hoop ; 2.

Rnuning a tunnel or cage ; 3. Striking the winning-
post : each in the regular order of play.

1. A hoop is said to be 'run' when a ball haS"
fairly passed through it while in phay. A baU is

considered to have ' passed its hoop ' if it cannot be
touched by a straight stick—.as the handle of a
mallet—laid on the grouud p.arallel to the hoop on
the side whence the pkayer struck.

'2. In nuining a tunnel, the b.all must pass com-
pletely through: and in nmning a cage, the same
test may be applied as for the hoop. Where a bell

is suspended—as in the Eglinton Game—it must
be nmg before the point can be scored by the
pl.ayer.

3 The n-inning-post must be fairly hit, so that
4S5
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thu Mow may be heard, or the post be seen to be
moved from its jiosition.

Any lioop, tunnel, cage, or post, moved from its

peqiiiulicular by a blow from a ball or mallet, is to
be Bet straight by the captain or umpire.
The player is not conii>clle(l to ]>Iay for a roquet

or iioint. It is sometimes better pl.ay for him to
strike his ball towards a particular spot, so that on
his turn coming round ho m.ay make his hoop the
more easily. But, of course, he is liable to be
roqued by a succeeding player.

The order of the colours on the posts, and con-
sequently the succession of the players, is not
arbitrary ; it may be arranged in any way chosen
by the players ; but the plan here given is that
whidi is usually adopted.

The Game.

The game of croquet may be played by any
number of players not exceeding eight—four on
each side. It is common, indeed, when two players
engage in a match, for each to have two balls. In
the opinion of many, croquet is best pl.ayed liy two
or three players on each side. The hoops being set
according to one of the plans following, or in any
other way decided on by the players, the game
commences by the choosing of ' sides.' The players,
for distinction's sake, take balls and mallets of
opposite colours—those on one side choosing, saj",

blue, black, brown, or green ; those on the other
the light balls—pink, yellow, orange, or red. This
done, the players address one another as pink, brown,
&c., according to the colour of their balls.

The player whose b.all is nearest the top of the
post—according to any succession of colours th.it

may be adopted or determined on—starts from a
mallet's length of the slartinrj-post, and endeavours
to strike his ball through the first hoop. If he fail

in 'running his hoop,' he must wait till his turn
comes round again ; his b.all, meanwhile, remaining
on the groimd to be struck (roijued) or croqued by
any of the succeeding players. If, however, the
player succeed in making his Hi-st hoop, he goes on
to strike his ball through the second hoop, and so

on till he fail ; which, from the peculiar angles or
lines of direction between the hoops, he will prob.ably

do at his third hoop. The other colours then play
in their order. It is unnecessary to follow all their
strokes ; but let us suppose that orange, w'hom we
will make a lady, is just passing through her second
hoop, blue, pink, black, yellow, and brown, lying in

various positions in the neighbourhood of the third
and fourth hoops, one or other of which they are
severally desirous of tlireadiiig. Orange, having
passed her ball through a hoop, is entitled to
another hit. Carefullj' calculating her distance, she
strikes her partner, yellow, gently, just impelling
that b.aU towards the mouth of the hoop through
which yellow has to pass. The same stroke brought
orange nearly below the third hoop, which a long
stroke would enable it to pass. Like passing a
hoop, striking another ball—friend or foe—ogives

another turn ; consequently, orange has a choice
before her. She m.ay aim for the third hoop, and,
as she is a good player, jirobably passes it ; but the
distance is considerable, and any pebble or slight

irregularity in the groimd m.ay cause her ball to

diverge from the direction in which it was struck.
On the other hand, as there are several balls in her
vicinity, she prefers to work her way to the hoop
by successive strokes among her neighbours, dis-

tributing flavours as she goes. Blue, an enemy, lies

nearest, still anxious for Tiis third hoop. A gentle
tap with the mallet brings orange against him.
This entitles her either to another free stroke or to
a croquet She chooses the latter, and to perform
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it, selects a spot as unfavourable .as jiossible for
lilue. The turning-post seems suitable ; she hfts her
ball, places it at the side of blue farthest from the
turning-post, (irmly plants the ball of her left foot
on her own ball, and bringing down tlie mallet with
A sharp stroke ujion her nwn ball, while she holds
it (irm with her foot, sends her azure enemy tlyiin'

over the lawn in the direction of the turning pnst^
and even beyond it. Having croqued, she is eutitUil
to another turn. She similarly eroques pink ; but
pink being a friend, she eroques liim through his hoop
and well up for his fourth hoop. Black escapes
orange's attention, and she, after eroqueing pink,
passes the hoop herself, by so doing acquiring
another turn ; and as she has passed a hoop between,
she may again aid yellow or pink, or i>ass on to her
other hoops herself, as she pleases. With the aid
thus obt.ained from other balls, a good player m,\v
sometimes pass the whole round of hoops without
beinj; once 8toj)ped. There is also what is called
' taking a stroke off' another baU. This consists in
first hitting it, .is if to make a croquet, and then
placing your own b.all by it, to strike your ball in
the direction you wish to take, merely touching the
other ball as you go. The touch is essential, or the
player forfeits the right to i)lay again.
When a player has passed all the hoops on the

one side, he makes his w.ay round the turning-post,
aud proceeds to run the hoops on the other side,
in the contrary direction, but with the same restric-
tions and methods as before. Having p.assed

through the Last hoo]), he m.ay proceed to strike the
starting-post, which is also the winning-post. By
doing so, he is out, or ' dead,' and of course can pl.iy

no more. If, however, he be a good jjlayer, he may
considerably benefit liis friends and annoy liis ene-
mies by becoming a ' Rover,' and travelling about
from hoop to hoop aiding his partners against their
foes. Of course, if a Rover be a clever player, the
opposite side will do their best to strike his ball
against the winning-post, and so stop his further
ravages. On the other hand, if he be an awkward
croqueur, it is best to let hun live, .as his side cannot
win, though all his partners be out, so long as ho
can be kept afield.

This description, with the aid of the Rules and
Definitions of Terms, wiU, we fancy, enable anybody
to ])lay croquet without much trouble.
Each side should choose a captain or leader to

conduct the game ; and it is also well that an
umj)ire, who thoroughly understands the theory and
laws of croquet, should be selected to decide dis-

puted points.

The Arrangement ofOie Hoops.

Various plans for the placing of the hoops have
been adopted by croquet players ; but the general
principles of the game are the same in all cases,

whatever the shape of the ground or the disposition
of the arches. The following is the original jjlan,

and the easiest way of setting out the hoops ; and
a clever player may make the entire roimd without
stojiping.

To set out the hoops in this fashion, drive in the
starting-post (which is also the wnning-post), and
set the first hoop in a straight line from it at a
distance of 12 feet. Set the second hoop 10 feet

farther on ; then draw a diagonal line of 20 feet,

and set up the third hoop, with tlie fourth hoop 10
feet distant in a straight line, and the fifth hoop 10
feet farther. Then draw another diagonal of 20
feet, and set up the si.\th hoop immediately opposite
the second ; carry the seventh hoop 10 feet back in

a straight line, and fix the turning-post 12 feet

back, to correspond \vith the starting-jjost. After-
wards, complete the other side in precisely the same
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way. Thus, the order of play will be from the

starting-post to hoop 1, and so on to the turning-

post, and thence back to the winning-post. The
perfect lines shew the onward march of the balls,

and the dotted lines their return. This arrange-

ment is carried through all the diagrams here given.

Post.

I

I

starting and Winning Post.

The Original Plan for Ten Hoops.

Of course, the distance from hoop to hoop must be
greatly governed by the space of the groimd ; but
the proportions here indicated should be generally

observed. A tape or line marke<l in feet or yards
will be found of great assistance in setting out the

hoops.

In the following plan, the players will find a
little more variety and difficulty. Nine hoops only

are employed, and instead of the centre hoop, there

may be a cage either with or without a belL Care
must be taken to place the hoops iu directly corre-

sponding situations on either side, with the starting

and turning posts at equal distances from the first

and last hoop at each end. The colours of the hoops
should correspond with the order of the colours on
the posts—blue, pink, black, &c.—with the middle
hoop or cage white. Sometimes a post is set up in

the centre instead of a hoop or cage. In this latter

case, the post must be struck with the ball. Various
modifications of this plan will suggest themselves to

clever players.

.Sometimes ten hoops are placed in a circle, with
a cage in the middle, which arrangement makes the
game rather more diificidt; sometimes two extra
posts are added; in fact, the variety of figures

which may be improvised by an ingenious captain

is almost endless. But whatever the number of

hoops, posts, &c., and whatever the arrangement

TurningJ

m
Post.

starting and Winning Post.

Arrangement for Nine Hoops, or Eight Hoops and a
Cage or Post.

adopted, the main elements of the game are the
same.

Laws of Croquet.

In the following rules, we adopt the principal
conclusions arrived at by a committee of players
selected by the editor of The Field, the Country
Gentlemaris Neiospaper, a great authority upon all

points connected with out-door sports and amuse-
ments.
L The order in which the players follow each

other is to be decided by lot.

II. Each player commences by placing his ball on
the ground, and striking it through the first hoop,
from any place not more than a m;illet's length from
the starting-post.

m. If the player miss making his first point, his

ball is taken up, and remains in hand till its turn of

play comes round again.

IV. The player who makes his first hoop, goes on
as long as he can do so ' in order.'

V. Any player roqueing a ball, must croquet it

before he plays for his next hoop.

VI. If a player roquet a rover against the winning-
post, he cannot take croquet, as the ball is ' dead :

'

he therefore loses his next stroke.

VII. A ball 'in play,' driven throxigh its proper
hoop, or cage, or lutting a post, ' in order,' by any
stroke, whether by a baill on his own side or by an
antagonist, counts that hoop, cage, or post.

VIII. If a ball, after roqueing another, run a hoop
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or cage, hit a post, or make another roquet, before

it has taken its croquet, it is considered to be in

hand, and cannot mark the point.

IX. If a ball, while passing tlirougU a hoop,

roqiuts another, the croquet must be taken, and the

hoop does not count.

X. A liall which rests under a hoop shall not be

considered to have passed that lioop if a straight

edge laid against the front legs of the hoop touch
the baU.

XI. All strokes must be made Iiy the player

Btanduig on one side of his ball, except iu games in

which it shall be mutually agreed to use the side

strykc or the straight stroke indill'crently.

XII. Either one haud or both hands may be used
in striking the l>all, but no plaj'cr shall be allowed

to gi-asp his mallet at less than lifteen inches from
its lieatL

XIII. All strokes must be made with the end and
not i\-ith the side of the mallet. But either end of

the mallet may be used. ^Vllcu a ball is struck

with the side of the mallet-head, the stroke is to be

-forfeited, and any balls moved are to be replaced to

the satisfaction of the captains.

XIV. The player who finds another ball touching

his own, may strike the latter as sharply as he

l)leascs, and afterwards—being in hand—take the

croquet off it.

XV. A rover may roquet and croquet any ball

belonging to either his partner or antagonists; but
he is allowed to do so only once during each turn,

when he then takes another stroke after each

cro(iuet.

XVI. The rover may be roqued and croqued by
any ball iu play; and if it be struck ag.ainst the

winning-post, it is dead, and must be takeu up from
the grouniL •

Xv II. When a ball is struck beyond the limits of

the ground, it must be immediately replaced within

half a mallet's length of the edge of the ground,

measured from the spot where it went off, at right

angles to the margin.

XVIII. Wliere clips are used, it is the business of

the captain on each side to place them on their

proper hoops ; but where clips are not in use, each

player must remember his hoop next iu order. In

cases of doubt, the player may iuqiure of the captain

on the other side as to his projjer hoop 'in order.'

XIX. The game is wou by all the players on one

or other side making the complete round of the

hoops, in order, and striking the winning-post ; the

side which first succeeds in doing this, wins.

XX. The umpire shall decide all cases of dispute,

on being appealed to, and his decision shall be final.

XXI. Pcnallies.— 1. If in making a tight croquet,

the player allow the ball to shp from under the foot,

he loses his next stroke, and must allow his ball to

remain where it rolls.

2. If in ' taking two turns ' ofl' a ball, the player

fail to move it, he loses his next stroke.

3. If a player touch or stop any ball that is in

play and ruUuig with hand, foot, dress, or mallet, or

in any way oVistruct its progress, he loses his turn

for that round ; but if either of these acts be done

by a player on the other side, the owner of the ball

may either take the stroke over again, or allow his

l)all to remain where it was moved, and proceed

with the game.
4. If, in taking aim, the player strike the wi-ong

ball, the latter must be replaced to the satisfaction

of the captain (or umi)ire), and the player loses his

turn.

5. If a player, from any cause, strike a ball a

second time, he loses his turn, and forfeits his stroke

;

and the ball so improperly lut must be replaced, to

the satisfaction of the captain on the other side.
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C. Any i)layer going on out of liis turn, loses

any and all jioints he has made, provided the error

be discovered brfurc the next i)layer makes his

stroke. The ball or balls so struck are to be
replaced or allowed to remain where they are

struck, at the option of the captaiu on the other
side. liut if the mistake he discovered ajV-r the

next jilaycr has made a stroke, then the ball played
in error must stand.

". The jilayer loses all benefit from his stroke if

he play with a wrong ball, or croquets a ball to

which he is not entitled to play. In such a case,

the jilayer's turn is lost, and the ball or balls must
be replaced. But if a second stroke be made before

the error be discovered, no penalty can be exacted,

and the player proceeds as though he hail nuvde no
mistake. But if, in the opinion of the umpire, on
being appealed to, a wrong ball was wilfully played

with, or a wrong ball wilfully croqueted, the jilayer

loses his turn, and the balls must be replaced or

allowed to remain as they are, at the option of the

opposite captain.

8. The ]ilayer who pushes or spoons a ball loses

his turn and all jioints he may have made by the

stroke, and the balls must be replaced to the satis-

faction of the adverse captain {or umpire), or allowed

to remain where they roll

9. If the player, in taking aim, move a ball more
than the length of a mallet's head, he must be
considered to have made his stroke; but if his

ball be moved less than that distance, he may make
his stroke over again. The decision as to distance

to be determined by the umpire, ou being appealed

to.

P-VRLOUK CROQUET.

During winter evenings, or in wet weather, the

lovers of croquet may l)lay at the game within

doors, either iu a large iday-room or on a table.

Sets of implements Utr various parlour and talile

games akin to the croquet of the lawn, are now
jiroduced by various makers. The lioo)i3 for parlour

croquet are set on feet, so that they will stand

fP tl P.

Tlie Croquet Stand.

straight and firm. All the rules of ordinary croquet

are obsened ; while for the other games, rules are

given with each set of implements.

CSERVE'NKA, a town of Hungary, in the county

of Upper Bacs, on the Fr.inzens Canal, about 1.'>I)

miles south of Pesth. Pop., which is German, CG82.
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CTJLLE'BA, a fortified maritime town of Spain,

on the Mediterranean, at tlie mouth of tlie Jucar,

in tlie province, and 23 miles soutli-south-east of

the town, of Valencia. C. is irregularly built, but

clean ; has an old castle, several churches, schools,

convents, a hospital, extensive baiTacks, &c. From
its position, it is considered a place of great military

importance. It stands on the outskirts of an agi'i-

cultural district, ' an Eden of fertility,' and the

inhabitants are mostly engaged in agriculture, cattle-

rearing, fishing, and the i»roduction of oil and wine.

A considerable coasting-trade is carried on with
France and the Jlediterraneau. Pop. 7S21.

CU'LNA, a town of India, in the British district

of Burdwan, jn-esidency of Bengal, 47 miles north
of Calcutta, on the right bank of the Hooghly. The
town contains a vast number of temples, is a station

of the Free Chm'ch (Scotland) Mission, and has a

nourishing English school. It is a place of consider-

able trade, rice, grain, sUk, and cotton being the chief

articles of commerce ; and of late years, the traffic has
greatly increased, in consequence of its being found
a convenient station for steamers plying between
Calcutta and the upper provinces. C. is said to

have 60,000 inhabitants, the chief part of whom are

from different parts of the country carrying on trade
here.

CU'MBERLAND, a township of Rhode Island,

V. S., on Blackstone River, and Proridence and
AVorcester Railway, 10 miles north of Providence,
containing extensive manufactories of iron, machi-
nery, cotton, boots and shoes, &c. Pop. (ISGO)

8339.

CUMBERLAND, a city of Maryland, IT. S., on
the left bank of the Potomac River, at the foot of

the Alleghanies, the eastern terminus of the National
Koad, and the western of the Chesapeake and Ohio
Canal, 179 miles west-by-north from Baltimore. C.

is a station on the Baltimore and Ohio Railway. It

contains county buildings, S chiirches, 3 newspapers,
flour-mills, &c. The C. semi-bituminous coal is

supplied from this region. Pop. (1860) 8478.

CURTIUS, Erxest, a distinguished German phil-

ologist and antiquary, born Sejitember 2, 1814, at

Lubeck. After a good preliminary education at the
High School of that place, he attended several

German universities (Bonn, Gcittingen, and Berlin)

as a student of philology. In further pursuance
of the path he had chosen—viz., the investigation

of Greek antiquity—he went (1837), in company
with Professor Brandis, to Athens, where he stayed
several years. When his teacher, 0. Midler (q. v.),

came to Athens, C. accompanied him in his travels

through Greece. On the death of iluller at Athens,
in 1840, C. returned to Germany, visiting many
places in Italy by the way. He graduated in Halle,

and after he had taught for some time at two Berlin

gj'muasinms, he received an extraordinary professor-

ship at the university of that place. His Aitfcdota

Dclphka, Inscriptiones Attica; Duudechn, and The

Alcropolis of Athens, were pubUshed about this time.

In 1844, he was called to the honourable position of

tutor to the present Crown-prince of Prussia. Six
years later, he returned to his academical office,

untU, in 1S56, he accepted a call to Gijttingeu, as

Professor of Classical Philology. One of his prin-

cipal works is Peloponnesos, a description of the
country of Greece with reference to its traditions,

history, and monuments. In his Attic Studies, he
has begun to publish the results of a second journey
to Greece in 1S62.

CURTIUS, Georg, a distinguislied classical

scholar, the brother of the former, who has acquired
a high reputation for the light he has thrown on
the Greek and Latin languages, by applying to them
the comparative method. Born April 16, 1820, at
Lubeck, he studied at Berlin and Bonn. After a
short activity at Berlin, and a longer stay at Prague-
and Kiel universities, he accepted (1862) the Pro-
fessorship of Classical Philology at Leipzig. Of his

published works are to be noted, De Nominum
Gracorum Formatione (Berl. 1842) ; Die Sprachver-
gleichung in ihrer Verhdltniss zur Classischen Philo-

logie (Dresd. 1845) ; Sprachverqleichende Beitriige zur
Gr. und Lett. Gram. (Berl. 184(5); De Nomine Homeri
(Kiel, 1855). His Griech. Granimatic (2d ed., Prague,
1855) is in high repute, and his Grundziige der
Griech. Etymoloijie (Leip. 1862) is a most valuable
contribution to that department of phdology.

CU'RUKU OIL, or ERAHMADU'ND^U OIL, a
pale j-ellow, limpid oU, obtained in large quantities

in India from the seeds of the Argemone (q. v.) Mexi-
cana, or Prickly Poppy, a plant accidentally intro-

duced, but which now flourishes luxuriantly in all

parts of India. It is used for lamps, and for other
purposes, but possesses properties which render it

unfit for food.

CUTTEAMU'NDU, the juice of the EujyJiorhia

Cuttimuiulu, a, species of Spurge (q. v.), a native o£

India, particidai-ly of the Northern Circars. It is

used for cementing iron with other substances, as
for uniting the blade and handle of a knife. The
fresh juice is used as a vesicant. In a di'ied state, it

is capable of being moulded into any form, and a
great variety of articles may be made of it, as of

gutta percha. A medal was awarded to Mr Elliot

at the London Exhibition of 1S51, for the introduc-

tion of this interesting substance to notice.

CY'BIUM, a genus of fishes of the family Scorn-

heridm (q. v.), haviug a loug first dorsal, detached
fiulets, an elongated body, a keeled tail, no pec-

toral cuirass, and no armature on the lateral line,

compressed trenchant teeth in the jaws, and very
numerous ^^lliform teeth in other parts of the
mouth. A number of species are natives of the
seas of the East Indies, some of which are much
esteemed for the table ; and one species, C. Commer-
soni, is used in a dried as well as in a fresh state

;

and iu a dried state is, to some extent, an article of

commerce in India.
1S9
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A E' T, a tovm of the island of

Luzon, Philiiiiiines, situated on a
river of the same name, which
falls into the Bay of San Miguel
on the eastern side of the island.

Some of the houses are built of

stone and some of uipa palm. Poji.

7702.

DAXIAS, a town of Andalusia,

Spain, in the province of Almeria, and 18

miles west-south-west from Almeria, about
nine miles from the ilediteiTaneau, on a

small river, which is na^ngable for boats up
to the town. The inamediate neighbourhood is

a dreary sandy plain ; but not far ofT are moun-
tains coutaiuiug lead and antimony mines, wliich

afford employment to many of the inhabitants of

the town. Husbandry and fishing are the other

principal occupations. The streets are mostly
irregular, and the town is ill buUt. It sufTered

considerably from an earthquake in ISOi. Near D.,

on the Sea-side, are mineral baths, much frequented.

Poj). 90(JO.

DALRY', a town of AjTshire, Scotland, on the

Garuuck, near the mouth of the Kye, 20 mUes south-

west of Glasgow; it is a station on the Glasgow and
South-westeru Railway. The vale of the Uarnock
is natui-ally beautiful and fertile ; but its mineral

wealth in coal, lime, and iron h.is recently caused a

great change in its aspect, and it is much distigured

by blast-furnaces, &c., and by vast heaps of refuse

from mines. D. was recently a small village, but
has of late rapi^Uy increased in population and
importance in consequence of the establishment of

iron-works at and near it. D. possesses also a large

woollen mill, which gives emplovment to upwards
of 400 hands. Pop. (1851) 270G ; (1801) 4232;
(1SG7) about 5000. It is feared that the increase in

population and ])rosperity wUl not long continue, as

the ironstone is being rajjidly exhausted.

DAXTON, a town of Furness, Lancashire, Eng-
land, on a gentle accUHty, about three miles and a

half from the sea, and 18 miles west-north-west

from Lancaster. It is connected by railway with
the railway-system in Lancashire on the one hand,
and with that of Cumberland on the other. There
are iron mines and foimdries in the vicinity, and
malting is carried on, but not to so great an extent

as formerly. Near the town are the ruins of Fur-

ness Abbey, founded in 1127 by Stephen, Count of

Boidogne, and afterwards king of England, for
• monks of the Cistercian Order. Pop. (in 1861) 3200.

DARAGU'NJ, a tovcn o£ India, in the British

district of Allahabad (q. v.), on the left bank of the

Ganges, opposite to Allahabad, with which it is

connected by a ferry. The bed of the Ganges is

here about a mile wide, two-thirds of the width
being occupied in the dry season with wet sand
and mud, over which the iiassage is difficult Pop.
910:{.

«00

' DARJEE'LING, a sanitary station of British

Inilia, in a district of the same name, in the Sikkim
Himalaya, It is situated at an elevation of 7400
feet above the sea, on the side of a great hollow or
b.isin, in which flows the Kunjeet, a branch of the
Teesta. Forest-covered mountains rise above it,

where the rhododendrons of the Himalaya grow in

great luxuriance. It commands a magniticent view
of the snowy ranges of the Himalaya to the north
and west. >rotwithstanding frequent heavy rains,

and a very great aunu.il raimall, the climate is veiy
salubrious. D. is only about 36 miles from the
plain of Bengal, and 308 miles north from Calcutta
It was obtained by the British government from the
Piajah of Sikkim in 1835, in order to be made a
sanitary station. A further portion of the territory

of Sikkim was annexed to the district in 1850, in

consequence of outrages committed by the rajah on
British subjects. Tea cidture has recently been
introduced ; and in 1862, there were 8762 acres

under tea—the estimated produce being 78,224 lbs.

of the first quality.

DATENPORT, a city of Iowa, tJ. S., on the
right bank of the Mississippi, at the foot of the
u|)per rajjids, and opposite Rock Island, Illinois, on
the Great Western route from Chicago, is 330 miles
above St Louis. It is connected with Rock Island
by a railway drawbridge across the Mississippi

;

contains 13 churches, 3 banks, Griswold College,

cotton, woollen, and other manufactories. Coal is

abundant, and a large trade is carried on by rail

and river. The scenery is of the finest on the
Xorthem Mississippi. Pop. in 1860, 11,267; 1865,
about 17,000.

DAWLEY MAGNA, or GREAT D.AWLEY, a
town of the county of Salop, England, on the Severn
Valley RaUway. Pop. (1861) 6365.

DEAK, Franz, Hungarian politician, was bom
in 1803 at Kehida, in the Hungarian county of Zalx
Ha\'ing studied law at Bvb, he began to practise

as an advocate in his native county, and soon
became noted for his eloquence and enlightened
patriotism. Elected in 1832 to the national diet, he
quickly placed himself at the head of the Uberal oppo-
sition. Kot less averse to all v-iolent measures than
infiexible in adherence to the constitutional rights
of Hungary as an iudependent kingdom, he began
that policy wliich he has unde\natingly pursued, of
opposing, by legal and constitutional means, evcrj*

attempt of the imperial government to infringe on
these rights. This firm and moderate policy has
enabled him to effect more than one reconciliation

between Hungary and the Austrian emperor as her
king—temporarily in 1840, and now (1867), it is to
be hoped, more permanently. While ujiholding the
independence of his country, he laboured for its

internal improvement, promoting measures for the
elevation of the peasantry, and advocating the
abolition of the odious exemption from taxes enjoyed
by the nubility. His Wews on this last point
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displeased the party of the nobles, and for some
years after 1840 his county did not return him to

the diet. He still, however, continued to guide the
councils of the moderate Uberal party, and in spite

of his aversion to extreme measures, he promoted
the association for national defence, in the view of a
possible struggle with Austria. After the revolu-

tion of ilarcn 1S48, he became ilinister of Justice

iu the cabinet of Count Batthyanyi (q. v.), and had
formed the project of effecting a general reform in the
administrationof justice in Hun garj', which, however,
the war rendered impossible. D. used every effort to

ward off the war, and come to an arrangement with
Austria. On Kossuth's coming into power (.Septem-

ber 17, IS-tS), D. resigned his portfolio, and retained
ouly his place in the diet. In the last months of

1849, at the approach of Prince Windischgritz, he
proposed to sue for peace, and was one of the
deputies sent for tliis purpose to the Austrian
generaL It is well known that that step failed, and
that D. was even for some time a prisoner at Pesth

;

he then %vithdrew from public affairs, and retired to

his estate. WTien the Hungarian revolution was
suppressed, he refused the invitation sent him by
M. de Schmerling, Jlinister of Justice at Vienna, to

take part in the legislative conferences, as he dis-

approved of the policy followed by Austria with
regard to Hungary. He did not return to public
life till ISGO, when a constitution was granted to his

country.

Ou hearing of the arrest of Count Ladislas Tfileki,

D. set out for Vienna with IL Eiitvos, and procured
the release of his countryman, as well as the promise
of an independent Hungarian ministry. Returned
by the city of Pesth to the diet in 1861, he became
in it the leader of the moderate party, at the same
time that the extreme partv collected round Count
Teleki The death of the latter (8th May) destroyed
the only influence which could counterbalance that
of D. ; and the diet appointed him to draw up the
address to the emperor. D. demanded, in that paper,

the constitution of 1S4S, a Hungarian ministry resi-

dent in Pesth, the return, without restriction, of

the exiles, and the restitution of their property.
Piejected at first by the emperor, this address was
again drawn up with some modifications in the
details ; the emperor answered it by a rescript

which with diiBcidty dissimulated his repugnance
to such an arrangement ; and in his turn, D., in

name of the diet, protested publicly against the
imperial rescript. On the 23d, the emperor pro-

nounced the dissolution of the Hungarian Diet,

which did not separate without protesting anew,
under the direction of D., against the illegality of

the measure which dispersed them. Among the
events consequent on the war between Austria and
Prussia in 1866, has been the final triimiph of D.'s

policy in the establishment of that constitutional

relation between Hungary and the Austrian crown
for which he has all his life contended, and in the
arrangement of which he has taken the leading part.

See Ger-maw in Sttpplemext.

DEBTS, Eecovert of. Courts of law, besides
serving to decide cases in which questions of

fact or law are really in dispute, serve an import-
ant purpose in facilitating the recovery of debts,

against which the debtor has no defence other
than that he is unable, or unwilling, to pay.

The great majority of the cases in which the ser-

%'ices of courts are required is of this kind. The
statistics of the English county courts rive a stiik-

ing illustration of this. Of the number of cases
which are entered for judgment, it appears that
about 95 per cent, end in favour of the plaintiff;

whereas, had there been any question really in

dispute, the defendants, with the advantages they

possess, might have been expected to be at least

as often right as the plaintiffs. The knowledge of
this has had much to do with modif}'ing judicial
proceedings. Another cause which has operated
in the same direction is, that the consequences of
issuing a decree are now much less serious, as a
creditor holding a judgment has not now the
exorbitant powers over his debtor that he once had.
The theory, accordingly, on which judicial pro-
ceedings are based, has very much changed. For-
merly, lawj'ers thought that every case should come
into court, prepared for being disputed on every
point, and thus a great deal of expense was in-

curred before it was known whether there was to
be any dispute at alL The end now in view is, that
there should be a cheap means of obtaining judg-
ment in imdisputed causes ; and that, at the same
time, every precaution shoidd be taken, that if the
defender has any good ground of defence, he should
have the opportunity of stating it ; and that, when
stated, it shoidd receive due attention. Various
law reforms have been carried to facilitate the re-

covery of debts with this end tacitly, at least, in
view. In England, as might have been expected
from the courts of law being situated in a great
commercial capital, law reform has proceeded
further in this direction than iu Scotland; but in
both countries, it has made great progress.

Understanding by debt the price of services ren-
dered, or goods furnished, it may be useful to point
out shortly the proceedings that must be taken to
recover it. li the debt exceed £50 iu amount, the
creditor must, in England, proceed in one of the
superior courts of law; and, in Scotland, he may
proceed either before the superior court or before
one of the sheriff-courts ; but in any view, he must
prepare for considerable expense—the services of
professional advisers being in practice imavoidable
—and for a more or less tedious litigation. If the
debt do not exceed £.50, the creditor may proceed
in the English or Scotch county courts (in Scotland
called the sheriff-courts), and the proceedings are
simple and expeditious.

In England, the first step to recover a debt not
exceeding £50 in the county court, is for the
creditor to go to the registrar of the district with-
in which the defender resides, or to the jurisdic-

tion of which he is on some other ground amenable
(30 and 31 Vict. c. 142*). He there fills up a printed
form, called a plaint, shortly stating the claim and
the ground of it. The registrar upon this issues a
summons, and gives it to the bailiff of the court,

who serves a copy of it on the defendant This
summons names a day on which the parties must
appear before the judge. Xo written pleadings are
in general necessary; but if the debtor has any
special defence—such as, that he has a counter-
claim against the plaintiff, or that he (the defend-
ant) was a minor at the time the debt was con-
tracted, or that he has been discharged under
the bankruptcy acts—he must give the creditor
notice in writing five days before the hearing. If

he simply denies the debt, he has nothing to do but
to attend the hearing, with what witnesses he may
require. If the ^vitnesses are not likely to come
voluntarily, summonses to enforce their attendance
(as well as the jjroduction of documents) may be
obtained at the registrar's office. At the hearing,

the judge (unless a jury have been required) pro-
ceeds himself in a summary way to trj- the cause.

He examines the witnesses on oath, keeping no
record of the evidence; and, on hearing the parties,

* This act contains a schedule enumerating the
statutes regidating proceedings in the English county
courts.
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gives jiulgmeiit at once. If he decides for the

plaintiff, he may make the sum payable at once,

or by instalments. The costs are according to a

lixcd scale, which may be seen in the court or in

the registrar's oilice.

There are proWsions for parties having their case

tried by jury, and also for appeal on questions of

law. Either party who wishes it, may ask for a

jury ; and if the sum claimed exceed £5, the demand
nuist be complied -with. If there be a jury, the

number of jurymen is live, and their verilict nuist

be unanimous. The party dissatisfied with the

verdict may ask for a new trial, and the judge, if he

thinks right, may grant it on such terms as he

thinks reason.ible. This power to try by jury is

used veiy rarely indeed— less than one per cent, of all

the cases which go to trial being tried in that manner.

The riglit to appeal is against decisions in point of

law, and against the admission and rejection of evi-

dence. The appeal is to the superior courts of law

at Westminster. It is taken by requiring the juilge

to state a case for the opinion of the higher court,

and thereafter entering it for discussion there. The
appellant must give security for the costs of the

apijcal, and (if defendant) for the amount (both of

jirineipal and costs) contained in the judgment.

The right of appeal is not much exercised, and the

parties have it iu their power to agree beforehand

^in writing) that there is to be none.

When judgment is for the creditor, and the order

for p.ayment is not complied with, execution may
issue against the goods of the debtor. In certain

cases, the debtor may also be imprisoned. Tlie

debtor is summoned to shew cause w'hy he has not

obeyed the judgment. At this hearing (whether the

debtor attend or not), the creditor may get an order

to commit, if he can shew to the judge's satisfaction

that the debtor obtained credit on false pretences,

or by fraud, or that he wilfully incurred the debt

without a reasonable expectation of being able to

pay it, or if he have made away with or concealed any

of his property to defraud his creditors, or if he has

had, since the judgment, sufficient means to p.ay it

without defrauding other creditors, and has refused

to do so. Imprisonment under these judges' orders

is of verj' frequent occurrence, and—exceptionally

iu England—it has not the effect of extinguishing

the debt. If the debt recovered (exclusive of costs)

exceeds £20, and there are no goods, the judgment
may be removed into a superior court, and there

enforced liy the same modes of execution as a

judgment originally obtained there.

Although it is competent to proceed in the county

courts for sums as large as .£'5(1, they are not much
used for sums above £20. AATien the debt docs not

exceed £20, there is a certain compulsitor on the

creditor to resort to the county court, for if he

resort to a superior court, and recover no more
than that sum, he will have no costs, unless he

satisfies the court th.at he had sufficient reason for

taking that course. In point of fa«t, there is only

about one ease for a sum exceeding £20, for a hun-

dred which do not exceed it ; and the average

amount sued for is between £2 and £3.

In Scotland, debts not exceeding £12 may be re-

covered in the Sheriff Small-debt Court. The creditor

takes two copies of his account to the office of the

sheriff-clerk for the circuit in which the debtor

lives; from him he obtains a summons, in which the

day for the trial is fixed; and this summons he
t.aices to an officer of the court (sheriff-officer), who
serves a notice, with one of the copies of the

account, on the debtor, at least sLx days before the

trial. Both parties may employ an officer to cite

such witnesses as they require. The creditor must
appear at the trial, either by himself or by one of
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his family, or by such other person as the sheriff

ra.ay iiermit. Law-agents require sjieoial permission
to appear, unless where both parties consent. If

the defender intend to jilead a counter-claim, he
must cause a sherilf-officer to give a copy of it to
the pursuer, at least one free day before the trial

;

otherwise, there are no written pleadings. On the
day fixed for the trial, if the debtor does not .apjvear,

decree is given against him, with expenses, as a
matter of course ; against which he can afterwards
be ' rejioned' only on consignment of the exjienses

and a sum of lOx. If both parties appear, the judge
hears the case. If the pursuer or the defender have
clearly no good ground of action or defence, he
disposes of it at once ; but if not, he examines the
witnesses on o.ath. No record of the evidence is

taken. At any time before judgment, the case may
be remitted to the ' ordinary court ' of the sheriff,

where it is conducted by agents on written plead-
ings and written proof. Otherwise, the whole pro-

ceedings are concluded in one day, adjournments
not being permitted, except in special cases. After
judgment, there is no a]ipeal, except on the ground
of want of jurisdiction, malice, op^iression, or wilful

neglect of the statutory ftu-ms, in which cases there

is an apj)eal to the Court of Justiciary. If the sum
decerned for, together with the expenses, do not
exceed £8, 6s. SiA, there is only execution against
the debtor's goods ; above that amount, there is

also execution against the person.

Kecently, the Debts Recovery Act, 1SC7 (30 and
.31 Vict. c. 96), has extended the small-debt juris-

diction, with important .alterations, to £50. The
class of debts that m.ay be sued for between £12
and £50, has been limited to those which most
require summary proceedings—namely, those which
prescribe if not sued for within three years, such
as all ordinary merchants' .accounts, and accounts
for jirofcssional services or for servants' wages.
The princip.al differences between this and the
proper small-debt proceedings are, that agents arc
allowed to appear ; that there are two days in

court, one at which the grounds of action and
defence are stated, and an ailjourned one, at
which the witnesses are examined ; that the judge
makes a note of the pleas of the parties ; that a
record is kept (if required) of the adjnissions in fact

and of the evidence ; and that there is a right of

appeal, if the debt does not exceed £25, from tha
sheriff-substitute to the sheriff, and if it exceed £25,
also to the Court of Session. If the judn;e be not asked
to take a note of the e\ndence, there is no apjieal in

matters of fact. All the fees and costs, whether
]).ay.able to the sheriff-clerk, the officers of the court,

or the law-agents, are distinctly stated in the .act,

and must be hung up in every court. In other
respects, the proceedings are analogous to those in

the Sm.all-debt Court, .and, like them, may proceed
either at the principal town of the county, or at

one of the towns at which sheriff's circuit-courts are
held.

In England and in Scotland, there are other
courts which deal with the recovery of debts beside

the county courts. The Sheriff's Court of the city of

London has a jurischction similar in general to that
of the English county courts ; and there are local

courts, such as the Court of I'assage at Liverpool,

and the Manor Court at Br.adford, which exercise

jurisdiction in small as well as other debts. In
Scotland, the m.agistrates of royal burghs, and the

justices of peace, possess a small-debt jurisdiction

for debts not exceetUng £5 in amount. The pro-

cedure in them is similar to that of the Sheriff

Sm.all-debt Court.

DECAJIPS, Alf.xaxdke-Gadeiel, a celebrated

French painter, was born at Paris in 1S03. He was
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a pupil of JI. Abel de Pujol, the well-known histori-

cal painter, but he seems not to have been very-

amenable to tuition. He was one of those who
cannot be made to imitate approved models, and he
soon began to strike out a style of his own, which
was new to the public, and was long in becoming
po|iular. About 1S30 he made a torn? in the East,

which had a considerable effect upon the character

of his works. For several years after his return he
painted chiefly Eastern subjects. Either the novelty

of his subjects—Eastern scenes and customs being
then comparatively unfamiliar to Eiu-opeans—or the
novelties of his manner, made the public hesitate

in its verdict upon these works ; while they were
not unfrequently rejected by the jury at the Aca-
demy of Paintings. Gradually, however, they grew
into favour ; and the prices fetched by these and the
other works of D. shew that he is now among the
most esteemed of the artists of his time. He

;

painted landscapes, genre-pieces, and historical pic-

tures ; but though he has produced works in each
of these kinds which are of the highest order of

merit, his animal pictures are those which first

attained to popularity among his countrymen. D.
had a great deal of humour ; and he loved to

j

paint animals of all kinds. The monkey was his

specialty ; and a series of humorous pictures in

which the monkey, or groups of monkeys, are intro-
]

duced—now widely known by engravings or litho- I

graphs—were among his best and most popular
works. In one of this series, Les Simjes Experts,

he managed to convey a stinging criticism upon the
1

judges at the Academy who were so slow to admit
his merit as an artist. Successful as he was in

animal painting, D. was much chagrined by the pre-

ference shewn by the public for his genre over his

historical pieces—which, by English critics at least,

are now considered among the finest productions of

the French schooL Of his landscapes, and even of

his historical works, the majority are taken from
Eastern subjects. It was perhaps a consequence of

the tardy recognition given to himby critics and other
authorities, that not more than one of his pictures

is now in a public collection in France. His works
are in private hands ; but at the Exposition Univer-
selle of 1855, sixty of them were brought together,

and an opportunity was thus afforded of comparing
them with the more accessible works of other con-

temporary painters. His pictiires divided attention

with those of Ingres, Delacroix, and Vemet, and
received the award of a medah D. was made a
chevalier of the Legion of Honour in 1S39, and was
promoted to the grade of officer in 1851. He died

at Fontainbleau on the 22d of August ISGO, of

injiu-ies which he sustained by falling from his

horse.
I

Hiunour, as has been indicated already, was one
of the principal characteristics of D.'s most popidar

works. His really great—his historical—works
|

were remarkable for the fineness, in many cases

the srandness, of the conceptions, and for a large

and free style of treatment deemed over-daring and
irregidar by connoisseui-s, but usually resulting,

nevertheless, in a very impressive tout ensemble.

Undoubtedly, his execution had considerable faults,

but they were closely associated with its merits.

His dra\ving was often careless, and when some
favourite effect was to be produced, he never hesi-

tated to set perspective at defiance. The boldness

of his colouring, and the startling light-effects intro-

'

duced in his pictures, were what critics at first

;

found most fault with. These are, however, the

pecidiarities of his manner, and now that they are

no longer strange, they find not only apologists but

admirers. If they were merits, they were of a kind
which, in the hands of imitators, were very apt to

j

degenerate into faiUts, and the French artists who
have taken D. for their model, have, by their

exaggerations, done not a little to imperil the
reputation of their master.

DE'CTAUIs', a town of India, in a detached
portion of the native state of GwaUor, belonging to

Scindia, on the route from Mow to Baroda, twenty
miles west from Mow. It is the capital of a per-

gunnah of the same name. It is ISSl feet above the
sea. Pop. estimated at 6000.

DELFTSHA'VEX, an old town in South Holland,
is situated on the Maas, two miles west from Eotter-
dam. It is defended from floods by three strong

dykes. The principal buildings are the Reformed
Church, which is a handsome cniciform building, the
PiOman Cathohc Church, and the town-house. There
is some trade and shipping ; but the chief sources

of wealth are distilhng spirits, beer-bre«-ing, iron-

founding, ship-building, sawing wood, and other
industries. In 1SC5, pop. 542-L

DELI'RIUM EBRIO'SUM, a term intended to

denote a form of acute mania, having intoxication

for its exciting cause. It is often mistaken for

DeUrium Tremens {q. v.), and doubtless has fre:

quently been dealt with as such in criminal cases.

It originates either from a single fit of intoxication,

or a short course of intemperance—frequently of

periodical occurrence—in those who are mentally
excitable from hereditary pecidiarity of constitu-

tion, or fiom some previous injury of the head, and
who may have experienced some cause for depres-

sion of spirits. It is marked by an imcontrollable

desire for di'ink, which, when gratified, only leads

to further imperious demands, until the thing itself

is loathed, and a fit of sickness brings about re-

covery. In the coiu"se of the paroxysm, however,
more or less of indecorous conduct or wild and
vicious passions are displayed ; so that, unless the

affected is restrained, and stimulants withdrawn,
violence is apt to be offered to any one coming in

the way. It is in this state that homicide and
murder are so frequently perpetrated. On the

delicate question of legal responsibility connected
with this state, we do not here enter.

DELI'RIUJI XERVO'SUM or TRAUMA'TI-
CUM, a term given by Baron Dupuytren, the

celebrated French sm-geon, to designate an attack

of delirium with tremors, which frequently super-

venes on severe bodily injuries, such as gunshot
wounds, bums, and fractures—chiefly met with in

large hospitals—in the case of persons of weakly con-

stitution, and who are irritable and nervous, and have
beeu intemperate in their habits. It has been con-

sidered by some as identical with Delirium Tremens

(q. v.), but it only simulates that affection, being but

a symptom of a sympathetic fever, having a tj-phoid

character.

DELI'RIUM TRE'MEXS is the term given to

a disease originating from the abuse of alcoholic

stimidants by those of a nervous and irritable tem-
peiament, characterised by a combination of deli-

rium n-ith muscular tremors. The tremors are

general, but chiefly of the hantls, and of the tongue

when protruded ; and the delirium is of a muttering,

sight-seeing, bustling, abrupt, anxious, apprehensive

kind. The individual affected cannot foUow out a

train of thought, explain an illusion or perverted

sensation, or perform any act correctly ; and although

at one moment partially conscious and rational, is

the next incoherent and excited by the most ridicu-

lous fancies of a spectral kind, such as \-isitor3 in

the shape of devils, cats, rats, and snakes, or by
alarming occurrences, such as robberies, fires, and
pursuits for crimes. All this is ushered in and
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attended hy complete sleeplessness ; and during

the attack, in an uncomplicated form, there is no
violence or ferocity of demeanour (see article Deli-

lUUM Ebrioscm), although mischief to himself or

othei-s may be done under false impressions ; and he

is easily jileased by gentleness and indulgence, and
fretted by restraint and opposition. The face has

generally a pale dirty colour, and anxious expres-

sion ; eyes startled but lustreless, sometimes con-

sider.ibiy suflfused, and the pupils not contriicted,

unless under treatment with opium, or when intlam-

mation of the membranes of the brain h.is super-

vened ; skin warm and moist, often perspiring

copiously ; tongue sometimes loaded, but generally

jme, moist, and remarkably clean ; appetite small,

but the individual will often take whatever is pre-

sented to him ; thirst by no means urgent, with
seldom or never any craving for spirituous liquors

;

alvine evacuations bilious and offensive ; uriue

scanty, high coloured, and often albuminous ; the

ptdse usually ranges from 90 to 120, and is gen-

erally soft, but of various degrees of fulness and
smallness. The precursory symptoms are not pecu-

liar to or pathognomonic of this disease, but com-
mon to many other febrile affections implicating

the functions of the sensorium, of the circulation,

of digestion ; and the paroxysm—distinguished by
the above phenomena—^nms a remarkably uniform

course, independently of age and constitution. In
genuine uncomplicated cases—that is to say, when
not precipitated by other illness, such as bronchitis,

pneumonia, erysipelas, and fever ; or some accident,

such as contusions and fractures—wlien the illness

is more of the nature of the Delirium TraunLaticum

(q. V.)—the paroxysm runs its course in from two
to three days, and terminates in sleep, from which
the individual generally awakens convalescent.

The above description has l)cen taken from a

paper by Dr I'eddie of Edinburgh, referred to under-

neath, whose views shall here be further develoiied.

Previous to its publication, the generally received

opinions regarding the essential nature of delirium

tremens were, that it is a disease of exhaustion or

irritation of nervous power, .and that it has the

habitual .abuse of intoxicating liquors for its predis-

posing, and the .abstraction or diminution of the

accustomed stimuli for its exciting, cause ; and con-

sequently, that the proper treatment consists in the

continuation of stimulants— ' a hair of the dog that

bit'—together \vith large opiates to act on the same
princii)le, and force on the salutarj', or what has

been called the critical sleep. Since then, however,

a great revolution has taken place in the views of

the medical profession regarding the p.athology and
treatment of delirium tremens ; and in consequence

of this, a fatal result in a genuine case of the disease

now seldom or never occurs, where these views are

understood and acted on.

It has been shewn that the more the history and
phenomena of the affection are examined, the greater

will the difficulties surrounding the second part of

the proposition above stated become. It has been

shewn that the affection is specific and ])eculiar,

uniform in its symptoms and progress ; and that it

is essentially a form of nervous poisoning—a toxico-

logical result from the accumuLation of alcohol in

the system through the continued abuse of stimu-

lants. It has been observed that the alcohol—in

whatever way it may be atomically changed or

chemically combined—acts on the nervous pulp ot

the brain through the medium of the circulation, and

sets np in it an alcoholism or alcoholic erethism,

manifested by a certain amount and kind of ex-

haustion of the cerebral and muscular functions,

together with decided over-action in the meningeal

vessels ; and that the alcoholic principle, although
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acting at first slowly, begins ere long to poison tlie

gray m.attur of the brain, so that every additional

drop thereafter brings it more and more into .a

Eoisoned condition, until at length, unless arrested

y judicious treatment, the state of irrigation tciuls

to inflammatory action and serious encephalic mis-
chief. While, therefore, the first part of the above
proposition is true—though explainable in a very
different way from formerly received opinions—the
second part, viz., that the diminution or abstraction

of the accustomed stimulus, is the exciting cause ol

the disease, is altogether untenable. Analogy will

not bear out the assertion. Mercurial fumes, or the
oxides of mercury, when long inhaled or absorbed
into the body, as in the case of quicksilver miners,

gilders, and others, in the course of time produce an
attack of shakiu"; paralysis—the trcmhlcnient mercu-
riel of the French pathologists ; but will the work-
men thus long exposed be more likely to bccomo
affected with tremors when removed from tlu;;

poisonous atmosi>here and occup.atiou, than if con-

tinuing at their work ? The reverse is well known
to be the fact, not only in the case of such artisans,

but of those who are beginning to suffer in a some-
what similar way from le.ad-poisoning. In both
affections, when the symptoms are jirecursorj' or

recent, a cure can be effected only by removal from
the injurious occupation ; otherwise, the symptoms
deepen with hourly increasing rapidity, until trem-
ors are succeeded by sleeplessness, delirium, an<l

ultimately coma. Then, too, for example, saliva-

tion from any of the preparations of mercury,

and narcotism from any opiate, are not intensified

by withdrawing these agents after a certain

jioint is rcachetL On the contrarj-, a continu.ation

beyond that stage, particularly in some kinds
of constitution, more rapidly develops their pecu-

liar physiological manifestations ; an<l now, an in-

linitesim.ol dose will do wh.at a large dose in an
earlier stage coidd not. Thus is it with alcoholic

stimulants in the production of deUrium tremens.

In those of a highly sanguine temperament, and of

a nervous irritable disposition, the effect of a certain

length of indulgence is to induce this condition

(just as in subjects ^^•ith the tendency to gout, a,

certain amount of high-Uving is apt to produce an
attack of th.at affection), and beyond that stage, a
sm.all quantity of alcoholic stimulus will keep up
and deepen the effect, which, i>reviously, a large

dose woiUd not do, or, in another indi\'idual, covud

not pro<luce, whatever quantity is imbibed. Thus
is explainable the very common erroneous statement

made in regard to an indi\-idual affected with
delirium tremens ; th.at altlKiugli for a considerable

time he h.ad systematically indulged in considerable

quantities of spirits, wine, or malt liquor, or in all of

these, yet for a week or two he had tlrunk very
spioringly, and, within the last few days, little or

none ; indeed, that he Wias now suffering from the
withdrawal of his wonted stimulus, in meritorious

efforts to free himself from a habit of which he had
begun to be ashamed. All this seems plausible :

but the statement should rather have been that,

.although consuming large quantities of drink at one
time, he h.ad felt latterly a smaller quantity affect

him ; that he then reduced still further the amount,
V)ut exjierienced an equ.al if not greater constitu-

tional effect therefrom ; and thus, from day to day,

reduction was forced on him by his own sensations

I of gastric irritation, nervous excitement, and mus-

cular debility—these feelings being, in fact, neither

more nor less than the premonitory symptoms of an
attack of deliriimi tremens, and just wh.at might be
looked for on the i-iew that the alcoholic principle

is in such instances a cumidative poison, and the

exciting as well as the predisposing cause of the
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affection. That such is the true solution of the

problem, cannot he doubted ; and if a suspension or

diminution of habitual supplies of stimulants be at

any time followed by symptoms of deliriiun tremens,

this is not to be regarded as the result of the change
in the practice of the individual, but as occurring in

spite of it, and because the constitutional effect is

already produced, and the premonitory stage of

the disease begun. In a considerable number of

instances, drink is taken freely up to the period

when the disease is developed, there being no dimi-

nution of the quantity consumed, and no interval

in the practice ; and when there really is some
diminution from the amount of preWous supplies, it

is on account of the systMn being already affected so

much that a less quantity now produces a greater or

equal effect. On the other hand, it may be safely

averred, in contradiction to the popular error, that

although stimulants are at once taken away from
the habitual dram-drinker, a paroxj"sni of deUrium
tremens wUl not be produced if the peculiar diathesis

is not yet established, and the precursory sjTnptoms
of the disease are not already begun. He may
experience much mental disquietude and physical

discomfort, and feel weak for a time, just as a
goiuTnand would feel lowered and depressed by the

abstraction of his accustomed good living; but
this would soon pass off, without the occurrence of

the usual signs of delirium tremens, more especially

without those spectral illusions or phantasms, which
are common to poisonings with several other agents

of the narcotico-acrid class.

It seems unnecessary to add more on this part

of. the subject, than that experience derived from
some of our large prison-establishments shews that

while fully three-fourths of the criminals committed
belong to the intemperate classes, and a large

number, especially of the debtor class, are habitiial

drinkers up to the moment of admission, no bad
effects are observed from the sudden «-ithdrawal of

the wonted stimuli, and the substitution of prison-

fare.

In regard to the treatment of this remarkable
disease, it is evident, from a common-sense consider-

ation of its phenomena and pathology, that the non-
stimidating and non-opiate plan must be the safest

and best. If more spirits deepen the paroxysm, by
' producing greater cerebral determination, then why
administer even one drop additional ? And if opiates

combined with spirits, or given alone, act in the
same manner, and tend to occasion congestion in the
blood-vessels of the brain, why run the risk of inflam-

mation, convulsions, and coma, in an endeavour to

force on the salutary sleep ? It must not be over-

looked that this sleep is the normal termination of

the paroxysm, and is not to be viewed as a part of the

affection, or in the same light as we are accustomed
to regard a critical swe^t or other discharge. It

indicates diminished acti\'ity of the cerebral circula-

tion and functions, and the commencement of con-

valescence. Hence, in a large proportion of instances,

the sleep will take place spontaneously, and it will

be safer to do nothing at aU. The object, therefore,

of treatment should rather be to remove all hin-

drances to sleep than to force it. In the more
severe cases, this is best done by a moderate and
well-regulated course of tartrate of antimonj', the

action of which, in this affection, appears to be
remarkably sedative. It greatly diminishes excited

action, induces weariness of muscle, general nervous

exhaustion, and mental languor. It thus removes
all obstacles to the occurrence of the salutary sleep,

and favoirrs it ; and when the individual exhausted
seeks his couch, he finds repose—not as a dru^ed
sleep, but naturally and profoundly—awaking in

general with restored reason and muscular controL

Digitalis has been given with the same view, also
il)ecacuanha and aconite ; but none of these answer
the various ends so well as antimony. In the
milder cases, however, no medicine is required, and
it seems enough to do in such, what is essentially
necessary in the severer attacks—to support the
strength—the organic functions of life—by suitable
nourishment, such as soups, ca/e au lait, and white-
of-egg, and to soothe in every possible manner the
excited feelings of the patient. Nothing is more
hurtful in delirium tremens than restraint, particu-
larly that of the strait-waistcoat. It increases the
cerebral excitement by the never-ceasing struggles
for liberty which ensue, so that fatal convulsions
have very frequently been the result. All the
control required is the presence of one or two judi-
cious attendants, who will hvmiour the patient in
his whims and fancies; who will speak and act
regarding them so as to assure him of safety, and to
relieve him of that apprehension which is the most
characteristic featuie of the delirium ; and who will

mildly but firmly interpose, if he attempts anything
which may accidentally prove injurious to liimsell

or others. The apartment, however, in which the
patient is confiDed should be well secured, for he
may rush out at the door, or leap from a window, in

the fright and frensiy of imagined danger. The
larger, too, the room is, the better, that he may
have space to advance and retreat, according as he
wishes to scrutinise or avoid a suspicious or distress-

ing object of his fancy ; to arrange and rearrange
the furnitm-e; or to carry on, after a fashion,

the imaginary duties of some bustling occupation.
Besides this, there shoidd be abundance of light, so
as to dissipate terrifying hallucinations. The ex-
penditure of muscular effort without any restraint,

aids greatly in producing a safe kind of mental
and physical exhaustion ; and the individual, lan-

guid and worn-out, lies down voluntarily, and falls

into the desired and restorative sleep.— Tlie Patho-
logy of DeUrium Tremens, and its Treatment with-

out Stimitlants or Opiates, by A. Peddie, M.D.,
F.E.C.P.E., &c., pp. 51, 8vo. (Sutherland and Knox,
Edinburgh, 1854.)

DE'LITZSCH. a town of Prussian Saxony, 15
miles north from Leipzig, with which it is connected
by railway, on the right bank of the Lobber, a small
river. It is an old but weU-built town, and has
manufactures of tobacco, wooUen cloth, and hosiery.
It is the capita! of a circle, for the most part flat,

but producing much corn and fruit. Pop. (1864)
7643.

DE'LLYS, a seaport town of Algeria, 49 miles east
from Algiers. The French part of the town has
wide streets, and a square planted with trees. The
Arab part, which is greatly more populous, retains

its old character : its streets are narrow and tor-

tuous. The climate of D. is reckoned very salu-

brious. The vine and the olive succeed well in the
neighbourhood. Bec/iena, a kind of sorghum or
durra, is a principal crop. There is a considerable
trade in grain, oU, and salt. Pop. (in 1861) 3600.

DELPHIXORHY'XCHTJS, a genus of. cetacea
of the family Delphinidce, having one dorsal fin like

the true dolphins, but the beak not distingvdshed
from the forehead by a furrow. D. Bredanensis, or
D. rostratus, a species about eight feet long, black
above and reddish below, has been thrown ashore
on the French Atlantic coast. A much larger

species, D. curonatus, attaining the length of thirty

to thirty-six feet, is described as one of the whales
of high northern latitudes, having been seen in num-
erous flocks among the ice-islands near Spitzbergen.

DELTJ'NDUXG (Prionodon rjracilis), a carnivor-
ous animal inhabiting the forests of Java, referred

496
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to the family Viverridcf, but regarded as a coancct-

ing link between that family and Felidce. It is of

Delundmig {Prionodon, gracilis).

Blender form, with a long cylindrical tail, and is

prettily streaked and spotted.

DESIAVE'XD, Mount, an extinct volcano of

Persia. It forms the loftiest peak of the Elburz
Chain, which separates the low shores of the
Caspian Sea from the high table-land of Persia.

AHhough no longer subject to eruptions, D. bears
traces of its having been an active volcano within
the most recent geological epoch. Its summit
is conical, covered with sijphur, and rent by
heated fissures. The crater is still visible, and the
surface of the mountain is in many places covered
with scorioB. At its base hot springs give e\idence
of the continued existence of volcanic fire at no gi-eat

distance beneath the surface. A great deposit of

sulphur covers the summit of D., and is brought
down to the plains in bags to be disposed of as an
article of commerce. Although the path that
leads to the jieak is, for this reason, familiar to

the iidiabitants of the adjoining districts, the
mountain was not ascended by anj' European till

1S37. In September of that year Mr William T.

Thomson of the English Embassy at Teheran, with
the view of taking important bearings from a point

which commands an extensive view of the shores

of the Casjiian, determined to reach the summit.
He set out from the base with four guides, three of

whom deserted him when they experienced the
effect of the rarified atmos]iliurc on their breathing.

The first night he slept below the snow limit ; the
second night iu a sidphur cavern near the .summit,

so highly heated that it was impossible to place the

hand near a crevice of the interior. On leaving this

place of shelter, the traveller's wet clothes were
instantly frozen with a bitter blast from the Caspian.

The height, as recently determined by the Russian
Survey, is 21,000 feet.

D. towers high above the neighbouring mountains,
the adjacent summits not exceeding two-thirds of

its elevation. At all times it has been a conspicuous^

object from the great trade route between India

and the West, along the edge of the Persian table-

land. It is not then to be wondered at that it is

connected with the earliest Persian as Etna is con-

nected with the earliest Greek traditions. There
seems indeed more than an accidental coincidence

between the fables which relate to the two moun-
tains. According to the Greeks, the giant Typhon
was buried under the volcanic region of SieUy, and
the earthquakes and eruptions were caused by his

cfl"orts to escape. Fire proceeded from his mouth,
and he was figured with one hundred snakes grow-
ing from each shoulder. Zohak, a personification of

the b.ad ))rinciple, w.as in the same way supposed by
the Persians to be Ijuried under Dcmaventh He
was figured with one serpent growing out of e.ach
shoulder; and in other respects be uad much in
common with the Greek monster.

DENNERY, or D'EXNERY, Adolphe Phi-
lippe, aFrench dramatic writer of .lewish extraction,
was born at Paris on June 17, 1811. His first era-
]iloymcnt w.as that of clerk to a notary; he gave
that up to become a painter; and afterwards, while
still very youn^, he became a contributor to the
newspapers. The first dramatic work in which he
had a hand was brought out in 1831 ; this was
Emile, ou le Fils d'tin Pair de Francf, and it w.as pro-
duced by him in concert with JI. Charles Desnoyer,
a well-known lilUraleur and theatrical critic. It
had some success, and D. followed it up with two or
three others, which h.ad so much popularity th.at

his services as a jday-writcr came into consider-
able demand. He was a ready WTiter, and always
able to come up to a fair standard of merit ; and,
encouraged by the theatrical man.igers of France, he
has been one of the most prolific of dramatic authors.
He has produced, by himself or in concert with
others, about 200 pieces in one style or another ; and
a few years ago, nearly a himdred of his^jiieces

might be seen ujjon the stage at one time. Latterly,
D. has been a man of business as well as an author.
He was ajipointed director of the Theatre Historicpie
in 1850, but resigned this appointment almost
immediately. An attempt which he made in 1855
to establish a new theatre, which he first proposed
to call the Theatre ilu Peuple, and afterwards the
Theitre du Prince Imperial, did not succeed ; but
since that, he has had a large share in establishing
and in managing a public company, in which many
persons connected with the press ami with tlio

theatres were concerned—the SocietC Thermale de
Cabourg-Dives. Of this company, wliose speculation
consisted in develojiing the attractions of a now
watering-place (in the dep. of Calvados), he has
been successively secretary and managing director.
D. was decorated ^rith the Legion of Honour on
the 10th December 1849, and w.as promoted to the
rank of officer on the IGth of August 1859.

DENTA'RIA, a genus of plants of the natural
order Ciniciferce, having a lanceolate compressed
silique. One species only, J), hulhifira, is found iu
Britain, and is a rare plant, with a simple stem, the
lower leaves i)iunate, the upper leaves simple, and
rose-coloured flowers, the axds of the leaves pro-
ducing bulbs, and the creeping rhizome having
tooth-like knobs, whence the name D., and the
English name Coral-root. The root, when dried,
is said to have greater pungency than pellitory of
.Spain, and was formerly used in the same way for
toothache. Z). dipInjUa, a Xorth American species,

is called Pepper-root from the same property.

DEOBU'ND, a town of India, in the British dis-

trict of Suharuniiorc, I\orth-wcst Provinces, 20 miles
south-east from Suharunpore, on the route from
Suhamnpore to Mozufi'urnuggnr. It is situated
between the rivers Hindun and Kali Nuddee, the
one a branch of the Jumna, the other of the Ganges,
in an open cultivated country. Pop. 18,038.

DEKA'YEH, or DEREY'EEYAH, a town of

Arabia, formerly the capital of the Wahabees. It is

situated near the centre of Xcdjed, 430 miles north-
cast from Mecca. It was a town of some conse-
quence before the time of the Wah.abees, but attained
its highest importance under their dominion. See
Wahabis. It was taken by Ibrahim Pasha in

1819, after a siege of seven mouths, and nearly
destroyed It stands in a valley about half a mile
in breadth, tilling the whole breadth of the valley,
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and may probably have at one time contained
'10,000 inhabitants, whereas now its pop. is not

astimated at more than 15,000. The situation

is very beautiful, and rich gardens and fields are

interspersed with the houses and scattered around
the city.

DE'SIO, a town of Xorth Italy, in the province of

Milan, 11 miles north of Milan, on the Milan and
Corao Eadway. It is a well-built town, surrounded
with gardens and vineyards, and has a fine hospital.

The inhabitants are chiefly employed in agriculture

and the rearing of cattle. Pop. 4574.

DEWA'S, a town of Malwa, India, 24 nules north-

north-east from ludur, on an affluent of the Chum-
bul. It is the capital of a petty state or raj under
British protection, held conjointly by two chiefs of

the Uneage of the Puar or Pramara Rajpoots, once
very powerful, although now of fallen fortiuie. The
mihvary force of the state consists of 175 horse and
500 foot ; the pop. is about 25,000, the revenue
about £40,000.

DHO'LKA, a town of India, in the British dis-

trict of Ahmedabad, presidency of Bombay, 22 miles

south-west from Ahmedabad. It is situated in the

midst of ruined palaces, mosques, mausoleums, and
spacious tanks lined with masonry. It is sur-

rounded by a mud wall foiu: miles in circuit. Pop.
25,000.

DIAPA'SON REGULATOR. The French, who
give the name of diapason to the tuning-fork, have
lately made attempts to use that instrimient in

connection with clockwork, iiartly as a means of

counting very small intervals of time. M. Duhamel
made an arrangement in which a cylinder, by means
of a screw-tajiped end, was made to advance a little

in the direction of the axis ; this cylinder was
covered unth blackened paper, and was rotated by
means of clockwork. A diapason had a style or

marker, made of a small bit of pointed spring, fixed

to the end of one of the prongs. On the diapason
being sounded in the usual way, and the spring

placed lightly against the cylinder, the style traced

a sinuous white line on the black paper. The sinu-

osities became visible representatives of minute
intervals of time, the prongs ^•ibrating possibly

hundreds of times in a second. M. Lissajous de\'ised

an electrical apparatus to prolong the "vibrating of

the prongs ; but it was too complex for practical

use. M. Breguet then proposed clockwork for this

purpose, superseding the pendulum and the spiral

spring by a diapason. The diapason regulates the

rate of motion of the train of wheels by the equa-

bility of the vibration of the prongs, \\Lile the train

of wheels tends to increase the time during which
the prongs vibrate and sound. An index, carried

by an arbor round a dial, may be made to count or

record the vibrations. Breguet's experiments have

gone as far as instruments giving 20O simple vibra-

tions (100 double or to-and-fro vibrations) per

second. There are means of making the diapason

more or less acute in sound, or •with a greater or less

nimiber of vibrations in a second, by meeharucal

treatment of the prongs : it can, by a proper distri-

bution of metal, be made to yield any required note

within certain limits ; and thus, with the aid of the

style, the paper, and the cylinder, it may be made
to give a kind of \-isible existence to excessively

minute intervals of time, such as ^^th part of a

second. Fidler details are given in Breguet's descrip-

tion of the apparatus in the Eevue Chronomelrique.

DI'CHROISM (Gr. dis, twice, chroma, a colour)

is a term chiefly used in Ci-ystaUography to designate

the property which many doubly-refracting crystals

yiossess of exhibiting dift'erent colours, when viewed
ui difl'erent dii-ections. It, or the alUed term,
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Dichromatism, has also been applied to those fluids

which appear of different colours when viewed by
reflected and refracted light ; when seen in thick or

thin layers, &c. For example, venous blood, or any
blood impregnated with carbonic acid, hj'drogen, or
nitrogen, appears, when seen in moderately thin
la5'ers, to be of a purple coloiu-; whOe in extremely
thin layers it appears green.

I3IETERICHS,.JoAcni3i Frederick Christiax,
an eminent veterinary surgeon, was born on the 1st

of March 1792, at .Stendal, in Prussia. He was at

first a farrier; but at the age of 21, he obtained a
fellowship at the Veterinary College of Berlin, where
he soon attracted notice by his proficiency. In
1817, he gained, after a brilliant examination, the
title of Superior Veterinary Physician. In 1818, he
undertook, at the instance and expense of the Prus-
sian government, a tour through France, Wurtem-
berg, Bavaria, Austria, and Hungary. On his

retiuTi, he was appointed to a chair in the Veteri-
nary College of Berlin, which he held for four years.

In 1830, he accepted a post in the General Military
School of Berlin, where, in 1841, he was appointed
Professor in Ordinary. His publications, which are

widely known, and have been translated from the
Geiinan into various languages, are on Pulmonary
Consumption in Cattle (15erlin, 1821) ; Maniud of
Veterinary Surgery (1822) ; On the Art of Shoeing
Horses (1823) ; On the Breeding and Propagation of
Races (1824) ; Manual of General and Special Phar-
macology (1825) ; On the Education of Horses (1825)

;

JIanual of Special Pathology and Therapeutics for
the Use of Veterinary Surgeons (1828) ; Manual of
the Practical Kimwledge of Horses (1834) ; Manual
of Obstetrics (1845); Manual of the Education of
Domestic Animals (1848); The Principal Defects

of Horses, and the Mode of Diagnosing them

(1853); Names of the Particular Regions of the

Horse, tcith Indications of Maladies and Defects

(1853).

DIETRICH OF BERN", the name under which
the Ostrogoth king, Theodorio (q. v.) the Great,

appears in the German heroic legends; in which
by Bern, his capital, Verona, is to be understood.

As early as the 7th c, he would seem to have
become the centre of a distinct cycle of legends.

A little later, he was, with a not unusual disregard

of all historical truth, brought into connection

with the traditions of Attila, or Etzel. According
to these legends, D. is said to have fled from
Italy before Ottacher (Odoacer), or Ermanarich

;

to have met, along with his attendant vassals,

with a hospitable reception from Etzel ; but after

many years, to have again got possession of his

kingdom. The extermination of the royal House of

Burgundy by Attila, wliich is an historical event,

was the cause that D., as well as Etzel himself, was
woven into the Burgundian and Prankish Siegfrieds-

sage ; and thus he appears, in the second part of

the ifibelungen, at Etzel's court, and is handled by
the poet with special predilection. There have been
numerous poems, besides, of which D. was the centre

and principal hero. It is verj- probable that the

Hildebrandslied, of the 8th c, is the fragment of

such a poem. Except this, we have only late ver-

sions of these legends ; for example, Schlacht vor

Raben (Ravenna) of the 13th c, Alphari's Tod (13th

c), Zwerg Laurin, oder der Heine Rosengarten (15th

c), Dietrich's Ahnen, Dietrich's Flucht, &c.

DIKAMA'LLI, a gum-resin which exudes, in
amber-coloured transparent drops, from the ends of

young shoots of Gardenia (q. v.) lucida, nn Indian

tree. It has a very powerfid fragrance, and has
been found extremely usefrd in hospitals, in keeping

away flies, and especially as a dressing for woundS
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and rumiing sores. It has but recently been brouglit
into use.

DIKOWA, or DEEGOA,.i large town of Bomu,
Central Africa, about 60 miles south from Kouka,
anil about half that distance from the south-western
angle of Lake Tch.id. It is in a great cotton-grow-
ing district, and is a place of consideralJe trade.
The spinning and wciving of cotton are also exten-
sively carried on. The houses are mostly of clay,
but each has its court-yard; and within the town
are many magnificent fig-trees, the foliage of which
contributes much to the beauty of its appearance.
Pop. supposed about 30,000.

DI'MA, a large town of Abyssinia, in the state of
Anih.aia, on an affluent of the Abai, 150 miles south-
south-east from Gondar. The houses are mostly of

stone, and the church is one of the largest edifices in
Abyssinia. The town is divided into many quarters
by stone walls.

DIMIDIA'TION, in Heraldry, a mode of mar-
shalling arms, adopted chielly before quartering and
impaling according to the modern practice came
into use, and subsequently retaiued to some extent
in continental though not in English heraldry. It

consists in cutting two coats of arms in half by a
vertical line, and uniting the dexter half of the one
to the sinister half of the other. Coats of husband
and wife were often so marshalled in England in

the l.^th and 14th centuries. Mr Blanche traces
the double-headed eagle of the Gennan Empire to a
dimidiated coat, with half an eagle for the eastern,
and another half for the western empire.

DINDIGU'L, a to^vn of India, in the British
district of Madura, presidency of Madras, at
the extremity of a valley of the same name, on
a feeder of the Cauvery, 247 miles south-west of

Madras city. It is 700 feet above the level of the
sea, and built on a gentle declivity ; the streets arc
wide, the houses well built, and the bazaar plenti-

fully supplied. The pop. is supposed to be between
6000 and 7000, exclusive of the miUtary. The fort

is situated on a wedge-shaped mass of gneiss, which
rises to a height of 280 feet, perfectly naked, except
near the summit, where some stunted trees and
shrubs grow on patches of thin soil. The ascent is

on the eastern side by a flight of stone steps, the
other sides being nearly perpendicular. Near the
summit, there is a weU of great depth, popularly

reputed unfathomable, which yields excellent water.

DIOCLETIA'XUS, Valerits, born in humble
life near Salona, in Dalmatia, 245 A. D., inherited

from his mother, Dioclea, the name of Diodes, which
he afterwards enlarged into D., and attached as a
cognomen to V.alerius, a name of the most patrician

associations. He adopted a military career, and
served with distinction under Probus and Aurelian,

accompanied Carus on his Persian campaign, and
finally, on the murder of Nimierianus having been
discovered at Chaloedon, he was proclaimed emperor
in 2S4 by the army on its homeward march. The
suspected assassin of Numcrianus, the prefect Ar-
rius Aper, he slew with his own hands, in order,

it is alleged, to fulfil a prophecy communicated to

him, while still a lad, by a Dniidess of Gaul, th.it he

shoiUd accede toA throne as soon as he had killed an
aper (wild-boar). In 285, D. commenced hostilities

against Carinus (the joint-emperor along with the

deceased Kumerianus), who, although victorious in

the decisive battle that ensued, w.as murdered by

Jfis own officers, thus leaving to D. the undisputed
supremacy. His first years of government were so

molested by the incursions of Barbarians, that, in

order to repel their growmg aggressiveness, he took
to himself a colleague—namely, Maximianus—who,
under the title of Augustus, became joint-emperor
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in 286. T>. reserved for himself the charge of the
eastern empire, and cave the western to Maxiniian.
Still the attacks of the barbarians continued as for-
midable as ever. The empire was menaced by the
Persians in the east, by the Germans and other bar-
barians in the west ; and in order to provide for its
Iiermanent security, D. subjected it to a still fur-
ther division. In 292, Constantius Chloru3 and
Galerius were proclaimed as Ca;s.ars, and the distri-
bution of the Roman Empire W.-13 now fourfold :

D. taking the East, with Nicomedia as his seat
of government; Maximiau, Italy and Africa, with
Milan as his residence ; Constantius, Britain, Gaul,
and Spain, with Tr6vcs as his headquarters

;

Galerius, Illyricum, and the entire valley of the
Danube, with Sirmium as his imperial abode. It
was upon his colleagues that most of the burden of
engaging actively in hostilities foU, as D. seldom
took the field in jterson. Among the conquests, or
rather re-conquests, that were made imder his rule,

may be enumerated that of Britain, which, after
maintaining independence under Carausius and
Allectus, was, in 296, restored to the empire; that
of the Persians, who were defeated, and compelled to
capitulate in 298 ; and that of the Marcomanni, and
others of the northern barbarians, who were driven
beyond the Eoman frontier. D., after 21 years'
harassing tenure of government, desired to pass the
residue of his days in tranquillity. On .the 1st of
ilay 305, accordingly, he abdicated the imperial
throne at Nicomedia, and compelled his colleague,
Maxiniian (much against the latter's will), to do
likewise at Milan. D. sought retirement in his
native province of Dalmatia, and for 8 years resided
at Salona (see Spalato), devoting himself to philo-
sophic reflection, to rural recreation, and to horti-
cultural pursuits. Two years before his abdication,
he was instigated by his colleague, Galerius, to that
determined and sanguinary persecution of the Chris-
tians for which his reign is chiefly memorable. H©
died in 313.

DIO'GENES, the Cynic philosopher, was a native
of Sinope, in Pontus, where he was born about 412
B.C. His father, Icesias, or Icetas, by name, and
a banker by occupation, was convicted of having
swindled, and so the yoimg T>. had to leave Sinope.
His youth had been that of a spendthrift and a rake

;

but on coming from Sinope to Athens, he became
interested in the character of Antisthcnes, by whom,
however, his first advances were repelled. In spite
of his inhospitable reception, D. renewed the attempt
to find favour with Antisthenes ; but though often
driven away by blows, his perseverance at last pre-
vailed ; and Antisthenes, moved with compassion,
consented to admit him as a i)upiL D., from being
an extravagant debauchee, plunged into the opposite
extreme of austerity and self-mortification. He
would roll in hot sand during the heat of summer

;

in winter, he would embrace a statue covered with
snow. His clothing was of the coarsest, his food
of the plainest. His bed was the bare ground,
whether in the open street or under the porticoes.

His permanent residence (if such it could ne called)

was a tub which belonged to the Metroum, or the
temple of the Mother of the Gods. His eccentric life

did not, however, cost him the respect of the Athe-
nians, who admired his contempt for comfort, and
allowed him a wide latitude of comment and rebuke.

Practical good was the chief aim of his philosophy

;

for literature and the fine arts he did not conceal

his disdain. He laughed at men of letters for read-

ing the sufferings of Ulysses, while neglecting their

own; at musicians who spent in stringing their

lyres the time which would have been much better

employed in making their own discordant natures

harmonious ; at savans for gazing at the heavenly
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bodies, while sublimely incognisant of eartlily ones

;

at orators who studied how to enforce truth, but
not how to practise it. He was seized by pirates on
a voyage to ^gina, and carried to Crete, where he
was sold as a slave. When asked what business he
was proficient in, he answered :

' To command men.'
His purchaser was Xeniades of Corinth; but the
slave soon came to rule the master, acquired his

freedom, was appointed tutor to the children, and
spent his old agfe as one of the household. It was
here that he had his interview with Alexander the
Great. The king opened the conversation with :

' I

am Alexander the Great,' to which the philosopher
answered :

' And I am Diogenes the Cynic' Alex-
ander then asked him in what way he could serve

him, to which D. rejoined : ' You can stand out of

the sunshine.' Alexander is said to have been so

struck with the Cynic's self-possession, that he went
away, remarking : ' If I were not Alexander, I should
be Diogenes.' lia spite of his early excesses and his

subsequent privations, D. lived at Corinth till 323
B. c, when he died, at the age of 90.

DIPSOMA'S'IA (Gr. d'lpsa, thirst, and mania,
madness, or eager desire) is a term intended, whether
correctly or not, to denote a condition in which cer-

tain individuals manifest an irresistible craving for

alcohohe drinks. OccoiLtSTA (Gr. oinos, wine), used
by German writers ; and the English Dbixkixg
Insaxity, are also intended to designate the same
state. It is of importance to distinguish dipsomaniacs
from ordinarily intemperate and drunken individ-

uals. In our streets and in society, we are only too
familiar vrAh. the various phases of the habit and
vice of drunkenness, and the different grades and
circumstances of drinkers, such as the morning
dram-drinker; the jolly social drinker; and the
individual who, knowingly and intentionally, gives

himself up to a debauch. While many thus of their

own choice degrade and injure themselves, they are
generally able, for a time at least, to perform tolerably
well their usual occupations during business-hours,
ilany hard drinkers can exercise wonderful control
over themselves, choosing the time to drink and the
time to keep sober ; and while sober, can discharge
aU their family, professional, social, or even religious

duties—so far at least as outward appearances go.

Some of them may drink continuously, imtd attacked
by what is called Delirium Tremens (q. v.), or fall

into the state of Delirium Ebriosum (q. v.); but
when the supplies are stopped, and the necessary
treatment is undergone, they are soon able to resume
their usual duties, and too soon, in general, their

former pi-actices.

There is, however, especially in persons of a
nervous and sanguine temijerament and constitution

—and more readily in women than in men—a con-
dition in which the mere vice is transformed into

a disease, the vicious habit into an insane, impul-
sive propensity, and then the drunkard becomes a
dipsomaniac. The alcoholic principle, by habitual

abuse, per\'ert3 the action, if not the nutrition of

cerebral matter ; and the frequent disturbances of

the mental functions from fits of intoxication, the
loose and irregidar habits engendered, and the
alternate states of remorse and attempts to drown
conscience by more copious libations, all combine to

create the dipsomaniac. He loses entire command
over his will ; has no power to resist the craving for

alcoholic stimidi ; and is transformed into the
involuntary slave of an insane propensity. Physi-
caUy, the dipsomaniac has a lamentably broken-
down aspect ; limbs feeble and tremulous ; visage

pale, leaden-coloured, or sodden ; and eyes watery
and lustreless. But in the manifestations of mind
and heart, the change is stiU more sad. A process
of mental deterioration goes on simultaneously with

the habit of indulgence ; the main aim of life is

how to obtain liquor ; capacity for business is limited

to the means of gratifying the craving ; the pre-

cepts of morality and religion, the ties of nearest
and dearest kin, have no sway over him ; indeed,
no consideration, himian or divine, will interpose

any barrier in the way of gratifying the propensity,

whenever it is possible. Xor does he now drink
with real relish, socially and convivially, but will

swallow spirits, away from society and observation,

even as it were a drug; and the only satisfaction

derived from the act is, that it secures insensibUity
to the wretched state of mind which prompts the
insatiable desire. When this has gone on for some
time, although a suspension of the use of stimulants
be imposed by the interference of friends, or the
occurrence of an attack either of the form of delirium
or maniacal excitement mentioned, yet his mind has
suffered so materially, that itnless control is exer-
cised over him, and continued for a considerable
period, he returns immediately like the ' dog to his

vomit.' His moral feelings become more and more
perverted, and his intellectual powers weakened.
He is thus rendered either facile or wasteful, and
incapacitated for the ordinary business of life ; or
he is irascible, resentful, or mischievous, and tor-

ments and annoys those about him, or commits
homicide or suicide ; or he becomes decidedly insane.

.Such is acquired dipsomania. But very frequently
it is met with as a disease, ah orirjine—a constitu-

tional, and, in the greater proportion of instances, a
hereditary affection. When it takes this character,
dipsomania resembles other constitutional diseases

;

and such cases especially illustrate its affinity to
insanity. It is well known that gout and rheumatism,
or disease of the heart, may be developed from errors

in the mode of living of indiriduals in whose family
connections there is no sign of predisposition ; while,

on the other hand, these diseases may also exist in

virtue of a strong hereditary tendency, without any
appreciable infringements of the laws of health.

And so also dipsomania ; for, while frequently result-

ing from acquired vicious habit, it occurs likewise
from an insane hereditary taint, very frequently
visited on children by the sins of their parents,

especiaUj' if the latter have suffered from repeated
attacks of delirium tremens, or have been in

reality confirmed dipsomaniacs. Indeed, it has
even been met with in the offspring of dipso-

maniacs during the years of childhood, and that also

in the sudden paroxysmal form. But what goes
stdl further to prove its affinity to insanity, is the
well-known fact, that in the family of the dipso-

maniac, not only several cases of the insane drink-
ing propensity are often met with, but marked
instances of mental disorder in other forms. Some
interesting examples of this may be found in the
Edinburgh Medical Journal for April 1S5S, by Dr
Thompson of the Perth prisons. WTien dipsomania
thus occurs from constitutional organisation, the
disease is assuredly of a worse type than when it

springs merely out of the vicious habit of drinking.

There is generally more eccentricity of habit and
deportment, more perversity of mind and disposi-

tion, and more untruthfulness and deceit, which is a
remarkably uniform feature in this malady. The
^ctim of it is more unscrupulous in the means
employed to gratify the ruling desire of existence ;

and when the disease is fairly developed, and
allowed to take its course unrestrainedly, the moral
sense becomes utterlj^ jjerverted, and the intellect

annihilated, so that the affected is readily led to

the commission of crimes which would not other-

wise be perpetrated, or sinks into a state of com-
plete imbecility or hopeless mania. A^'hether, there-

fore, the disease exists in its ordinary phases and
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intensity from voluntary intemperance ; or whotlur
it s[iring3 out of the propensity, as a consequence of

abnormal organisation—and these are sufficiently

characteristic to ]>re3cnt a marked line of distinction

from the ordinary vice of intemperance—the patho-

logical and mental phenomena and results are the

same—viz., an insatiable craving for alcoholic

stimulants, with complete loss of self-respect and
self-control in gratifying the desire, despite all

obligations due to God and to man. There are

generally also some special features in e.ach case,

affording adilitional eWdence of decided mental
unsoundness. Some of these are wastefulness and
senseless extravagance ; ridiculous eccentricity of

conduct
;
gross indecency of behaviour, and obscenity

and profanity of language ; tendency to theft of

articles of little or no value—often of one class or

kind of things ; extreme pcrverseness and vindic-

tivcness of disposition ; and im]iulsive violence,

which leads readily to the commission of homicide

or suicide.

These, then, are the features, variously combined
in different cases (of which many examples could be

easily given), which distinguish instances of dipso-

mania from ordinary drunkenness, and warrant the

opinion that the condition described is a form of

mental affection—a disease, like any other insanity.

Almost all mccUcal men, we believe, now liold this

view, or at least that it should be tre.atcd as an

insanity ; and it has of late been very widely

accepted by the general pidJic, at anyrate by all,

without exception, who have come in contact with
instances in their own famihes or among their

friends.

If such, then, is a correct view of the case, it

follows that special pliysical treatment nuist be
adopted before moral and spii'itu.al agencies can be
expected to oper.ate with any chance of success ; and
as the dipsomani.ac is incapable of governing his

own will, and making any effort to sulxlue his ruling

desire, it is evident th.at ho should be placed tinder

the power of others who have the means of con-

trolling him. From the very nature of tlie malady,

however, it is scarcely to be exjicctcd that the

inveterate drunkard will voluntarily submit to con-

trol, or continue under it for a sufficient length of

time to receive lasting benefit ; and therefore it

seems essential, as in the case of other insanities,

that legal power, with proper ])recautions and re-

Btrictions, should be available, to secure the posses-

sion of his ]>erson, and the protection of his property.

It is undoubtedly the duty of a good and wise

government to proWde for such care, when it is so

well known that the consequences of unrestrained

action may be so serious to the individual chieHy

concerned ; when families are so often thereby

jilunged into deep distress or absolute ruin ; and

when the amenity of society is so frequently

outraged by a display of mischievous eccentricity,

or glaring indecency, or by the occui-rcnce of

some ffagrant crime. ' The liberty of the sub-

ject' is a precious trust, but the absence of law
to meet the case of the insane drunkard, is in

reality licence for evil, since no precaution is t.aken

to prevent most grievous infringements of the

liberties of others. It is certainly an overstrained

delicacy in legislation to shirk interference with a

cl.ass of cases which lead to so much jirivate misery

and public expenditure, as the records of our

courts of law, prisons, poor-houses, and lunatic

asylums can amply attest. But considering tlie

case of the dipsomaniac fi-om another point of

view, a facility by law to control, would confer

on himself an unspeakable benefit. It would tlius

afford him his only chance of cure and restoratiou

to society, instead of permitting him to go on

to wreck and ruin. Indeed, the neglect of law to
proviile snch a check and remedy, seems incon-
sistent, unjust, and inhumane, when we consider,

that while it permits tlie insensate drunkard to

endanger his life, to waste his property, anil deprive
his family of that which they are justly entitleil to

expect from his hands during life, or to fall to them
at his death, it holds him responsible for any crimi-

nal act he m.ay commit. No tloubt, the law assumes
th.at he drinks voluntarily, and with his eyes open
to all the consequences, and that his practices there-

fore form an aggravation of his guilt ; but such is

not the case, for he drinks— iia lias been shewn

—

involuntarily, and without any reliection as to

ultimate consequences ; and he is manifestly unable
to exercise his reason aright, or govern his will.

That the existing law of lunacy does not meet the

case of insane drinkers, is well known, and much
felt. One would imagine that the definition of

insanity— * a jierson so diseased and affected in mind
as to render him unfit to be at large, either as regards

his own personal safety and conduct, or the safety

of the persons and ]iruperty of others or of the

public' (20 and 21 Vict. c. 71, s. .S) ; and again,
' a person of unsound mind ' (2,'j and 2(> Viet. c. .'54,

s. 1)—recognises a dipsoinani.ac as a fit object for

control. ISut the ancient dicta of English and
.Scotch judges, as to the n.ature of insanity, still

appear to adhere to the leg.al mind ; and as medical

certifiers now require to state the facts on wliich

they form their opinion, the statement that one or

the chief manifestation is excessive intemperance, or

an nncontroUable craWng for intoxicating liquors, is

quite enough to prevent a sheriff—or at least some
sheritfs^from granting the wished-for warrant. He
declines to interfere unless there is evidence of some
furiosity in the ease, or the existence of a delusion

;

and in all probability, were he to do otherwise, and
the case be carried into court, a dehverance would
be given against the jilea of insanity. At anyrate,

the uncertainty in the atlniinistration of law in such
cases, and the danger of subjection to annoyance
and expense, even did they gain their plea, deter

medical men from granting certificates, which, other-

wise, they would most unhesitatingly do. In the last

Lunacy Amendment Act (29 aiuf 'SO \"iet. e. 51, s.

I"), ISGG), as permission is given to the superintend-

ent of any asylum, with assent, in writing, from one
of the Commissioners in Lunacy, to admit as a
boarder any person wishing to submit himself to

treatment—whose mental condition is not such as to

warrant certificates of insanity— it was supposed
likely to open a door for the admission of dipso-

maniacs. But it has only in a very few instances,

and for a very brief [leriod of time, been taken
advant.age of, under the temporary pressure brought
to ))ear on them by friends, &c. Indeed, there is the

same difficulty in getting individuals to go volun-

tarily into private sanitaria, refuges, and boarding-

houses for inebriates—where no legal steps are

available—or, when admitted, to detain them suffi-

ciently long so as to effect a cure.

Establishments for inebriates, on a small scale,

have existed in this country for many years ; and
there are at present several excellent ones, for the

middle and upper classes, in various parts of the

country, particularly in Argyleshire, lloss-shirc,

Inverness-shire, and Perthshire ; besides, several

medical men, clergymen, and farmers throughout

Scotland receive one or two boarders of this class.

Into these pilaces, however, only a very few indi-

viduals go quite voluntarily ; iu fact, it is generally

under more or less constraint. Straitened cir-

cumstances, bodily suffering, the tears and entreaties

of relations, threatenings of being cast off altogether,

and such-like influences, may succeed perhai)s iu one
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out of ten or twelve instances ; but soon abstinence

from drink, judicious medical treatment, good diet,

pure air, exercise, occupation, and amusement, so

improve the ph3'sical condition, that ere long, and
before deeper and more radical changes can be
effected, or the tone of the moral feelings restored,

they become restless, and demand liljerty as a right,

which they know well cannot be disputed. Out in

a few weeks or months, therefore, fully three-fourths

of those admitted go, or are taken by injudicious or

timid friends, and the result may easily be imagined.

Years rather than months of control, and gradual
trials of liberty on probation, are necessary to effect

a permanent cure in any considerable proportion of

the more confirmed cases of this malady. Taking
into consideration, therefore, these uncertainties,

there is evidently not much inducement for parties

to invest money in the establishment of a desirable

and trustworthy institution. For a good buUding,
in a pleasant and salubrious situation, with some
ground attached, must be secured ; the furnishings

must be comfortable, the cooking good, and consider-

able opportunities must be provided for within-door

and out-door occupation, amusement, and cheeriness.

In fact, all the arrangements must be made so as to

provide such new and relishable enjoyments as will

counteract or take the place of the cravings for

alcoholic stimuli, and prevent, as much as possible,

discontentment with the situation in which they are

placed. Admission to the private boarding-houses,

which do exist in this country is generally at the
rate of £100 per annum—imless some extra accom-
modation or arrangements are required ; and pay-
ments are made quarterly in advance. The chief

stipulations made on entrance are, that no pocket-

money be allowed ; that no stimulants are to be
placed on the table, or given, unless in particular

circumstances, under medical direction, since the
smallest quantity tasted is apt to keep up or excite

a desire for more ; and that should there happen to

be any hotels, taverns, or spirit-shops in the locality,

intimation be made at these places, that no debts
will be paid for drink furnished to the boarders. The
only public institution in Great Britain for the
treatment of inebriates is the Queeusberry Lodge,
Edinburgh, in connection with the House of Kefuge.
Into the latter, from 100 to 200 intemperate persons
—chiefly of the lower classes, and mostly females,

have for a number of years been admitted ; but a
year ago, a handsome building, distinct from the
Eefuge, was finished, and comfortably furnished so

as to accommodate 27 female boarders of the better

classes, at the rates of from £-10 to £100 jier annum,
according to the accommodation given. Already a
considerable number have been admitted; and in

several instances, apparently with excellent resiJts,

although, as yet, there has not been time to test

satisfactorily the success of the institution. It is to

be hoped, however, from the excellence of its design

and management, that its social results will be most
valualjle ; and that it wiU prove the practicabihty

of working such an institution, after it is once

founded—and even nith lower scales of payment
for board—so as to become self-supporting. From
this, a good hint may be taken by any one who has
money to bequeath for a tndy benevolent purpose.

In several cities of the United States of America,
somewhat similar institutions are in active oper-

ation, some of them amply endowed, others partly

supported from public funds, although into all the
admission is only voluntary. Of these, in the

state of Massachusetts, the Boston ' Washingtonian
Home ' was Incorporated by the legislature in 1S59,

and is pointed to as a model institution—although
on a small scale—^^•ith results highly satisfactory.

But the institution about which we have heard

most is the New York State Inebriate Asylum, at
Binghampton. It is a massive and costly structure
sufficient to accommodate about 200 individuals,

amply endowed, and possessing every arrangement
and appliance for the treatment of the unfortunate
class requiring its aid. But its usefulness has
apparently been much checked during past years
by the occurrence of a destructive fire, and some
other untoward circumstances. It has been recently
restored to working order, and placed under the
supeiintendence of Dr Albert Day, who was
previously so efficient in the management of the
Washingtonian Home ; and a great amount of

good is expected to resiUt from his labours in
this new and larger sphere. It is evident, how-
ever, from the number of boarders reported as
annually undergoing treatment in these American
asylums, that they receive all sorts of drunkards

;

and we fear that the good accomplished must, in a
large proportion of instances, be only partial and
temporary. Thus, the Washingtonian Home

—

which has accommodated hitherto an average of

about IS persons daily—is said to have had from
250 to 300 cases annually under treatment ; so that
the necessarily brief average residence of each,
holds out little hope that much lasting benefit can
have residted in„the cases, at least of such con-

firmed inebriates as we have described under the
name of dipsomaniacs, and for whom we desire

some legislation. Doubtless, such institutions must
be of much social value, were it only in contribut-

ing, for a short time, to the greater happiness of the
indiTOlual chiefly concerned ; but it is only a some-
what prolonged course of physical, mental, and
moral treatment under judicious control, followed
by carefuUy extended probationary liberty, that can
permanently benefit the real dipsomaniac.
The Americans appear to be in advance of us in

legislation regarding the care of the person and
property of inebriates ; for to the magistrate, or
rather judge, is committed the care and custody of

aU insane persons, and of all persons who are waste-
ful and incapable of conducting their own affairs, in

consequence of habitual drunkenness ; and he is

empowered to provide out of their estates for their

safe keeping and maintenance, and for the main-
tenance of their families and the education of their

children. Hence it might be inferred that legal

power is given to enforce the care and treatment
of insane drinkers in lunatic asylums, or in reforma-
tory asylums, such as those at Binghampton or
Boston. But this does not seem to be the case

;

and although much good must be done to this un-
fortunate class of individuals imder the voluntary
system, an infinitely gi'eater amount woidd, we
conceive, be accomplished were compulsory mea-
sures resorted to in the worst class of cases, when
voluntary submission is unattainable or utterly
unavailing.

It is pleasing to see the freedom of legislation on
this and other subjects in a new countrj-, where
antiquated precedents and prejudices do not drag
tlie wheels of reform, and where common-sense
views of social interests prevail. In Southern
Australia, a great step has lately been taken in the
right direction, chiefly through the exertions of Dr
M'Arthy of Melbourne, who had considered with
lively interest the late discussions in this country
regarding the treatment of dipsomaniacs. In March
last, after a full ventilation of the question, the
government brought in and carried through the
houses of legislature a measure placing inveter-

ate inebriates in the same category with insane
persons, and providing, in connection with a Lunacy
Amendment Act, for their voluntary admission to
any asylimi or refuge, or compulsory control and
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maintenance there, should satisfactory evidence be
brought before ' the Master in Lnuacy ' of the neces-

sity for the stej). Ere lone, our law-makers will

have l>eforo them the results of tliis Australian

tentative legislation ; but in the minds of many
in Scotland a conviction has long since been felt

that some law is absolutely necessarj' to meet the

case of insane drinkers ; and in 1857 and 1861,

our Commissioners in Lunacy gave utterance to

most decided views to that effect. Some with
them have thought that provisions of this kind
should be embodied in a Lunacy Act ; but we in-

cline rather to the opinion, that the case requires

special legislation ; and that separate asylums, sani-

taria, reformatories, or by whatever name inebriate

institutions may be called, should be provided and
licensed for this class of the unsound in mind.
Interference \vith personal liberty would thus be
more in accordance with the delicacies of the case,

less painfiU to the feelings of those chiefly con-

cerned, and more likely to seciu'e the humane and
remedial objects contemplated. Besides, the arrange-

ments proposed would greatly relieve ordinary

asylums, in which the dijisomaniac inmates have
hitherto been confined, and in which apparently

they have occasioned much trouble and annoyance,

from their comparatively early return to sanity,

consequent on abstinence from stimxdants, while as

yet they had undergone very little moral improve-
ment ; and apart from this, the malady itself could

in many respects be much better treated when
separated from other insanities.

Were sufficient facilities afforded, under govern-
ment sanction, for the control of dipsomaniacs, and
their detention until fit for liberation, we have no
doubt numerous institutions—and better than those

hitherto existing on voluntary enterprise—would
spring up in v.arious parts of the country, to accom-
modate indi^duals of all gi'ades of society. Insti-

tutions so licensed, and endowed with necessary

powers, would not only be productive of much
public good, but be remunerative. Even supposing

it necessary that government should establish three

or four inebriate asylums in central situations of the

country, these would soon bo found to a great

extent to be self-supporting, while they woidd
assuredly lessen the burdens of the country other-

wise, by the diminution of disease, destitution, and
crime. Parochial boards, too, might send their

inveterate drunkards into such asylums with more
benefit and more economy than they can keep them
in the wards of a workhouse. Into these houses,

ready and immediate admission might be afforded

for eases of sudden and wild delirium or mania from
drink—say, on a medical certificate attested by a

magistrate, justice of the peace, or clergyman ; but

such cases not to be detained longer than the acute-

ness or violence of the attack lasts, without infor-

mation being given by the superintendents to the

authorities appointed for this purpose, and the

proper fonns gone through. The other conditions

of admission would be either voluntary or compul-
sory—the former with consent of the dipsomaniac,

without a formal warrant, and residence to continue

only so long as he desired it ; and the latter at tlie

instance of any friends, medical men, or other parties

applying to a sheriff for the necessary powers, or at

the instance of a public prosecutor, for the good of

the community, supposing no other parties are found
willing, or could be compelled, to take the requisite

steps. All arrangements in regard to forms of appli-

cation, medical certificates, sheriffs inquiry and
permission, the character of the institutions to be
licensed, the public and private duties of superin-

tendents in regard to the reception, protection,

care, detention, and dismissal (whether probationally

or finally) of boarders, could cosily be adjusted, if

the chief matters were agreed on.

There are just two other jwiuts to be brought
into view so as to remove the objections wliich
otherwise might naturally l)e urged against these
))roposal8. The first is, that careful inspection of

the i)roposed institutions should be made by com-
missioners appointed for the purjiose, so as to see
that all necessaryhumane and remedial arrangements
are properly earned out, and that no one is detained
longer than is essential for recovery ; and the second
is, that they, along with the medical superintend-
ents, should decide when the inmates, although
still under control, are sufficiently sane to execute
any testamentary deeds, or to conduct other busi-

ness matters, or to perform—under more or less

surveillance of course—any external civil privilege ;

or when they maj' be allowed probational leave of

absence, as a preliminary ste]) to linal liberation.

These latter arrangements would do much to remove
the odium connected with personal restraint, and
the 'supposed infringement of civil privilege ; and
woidd effectually prevent any one from seeking to

impose or prolong control from improper motives.

In the foregoing descriptions and remarks, we
have dra^vn freely from Dr Peddie's papers on The
Necessily for some legalised Arrangements for the

Tre^itment of Dipsomania, or the Drinking Iiisanili/

(Edin., Sutherland and Knox, 1858) ; and Dipso-
mania, a Proper Subject for Legal Provision, read
before the National Association for the Promotion
of Social Science at Glasgow, in 1860. To these

we refer for a fidler elucidation of the subject ; and
we would also specially refer to Dr Christison's

admirable lecture On some of the Medico-legal Jlcla-

lions of the Habit of Intemperance (Edin., Adam and
Chai-les Black, 1861).

DISS, a market-town of the county of Norfolk,
England, on the right bank of the Wavcney, 19 miles
south-south-west from Norwich. It is a station on
the Great Eastern Railway. The town stands on
the elope of a hill ; its streets are narrow, but
many of the houses very good. There are brush
manufactories and breweries. The church of St
Mary is a large and handsome Gothic building.

Pop. (1861) 316i.

DISSE'CTION WOUNDS. The practical study
of anatomy is attended with certain dangers, wliieh,

however, during the last quarter of a century h.avo

been much lessened. The atmosphere of the dis-

secting-room, now comparatively pure by the appli-

cation of proper ventilation and other sanitary
measures, was, less than a generation ago, too com-
monly loaded with noxious emanations, which more
or less poisoned the blood of those who continuously
inhaled it, and consequently produced nausea, sick-

ness, diari'hoea, a bad taste in the mouth, and other
symptoms. Dissection wounds, which are always
attended with a certain amoimt of risk, were ren-

dered more dangerous by the low state of the
system, induced by the depressing influence of the
surrounding air. Now, probably in consequence
partly of the purer air, and partly of the general and
extensive use of antiseptic injections into the vessels

of the subjects to be dissected, it rarely happens
that severe symptoms foUow a cut or puncture. We
may incidentally remark that a pimcture in making
a post-mortem examination, when the body is com-
paratively fresh, is much more likely to be followed

by serious consequences than a wound in the dis-

secting-room in which the bodies have been IjTng

for some weeks.
In the great majority of cases, punctures or cuts

in the dissecting-room are followed by no unpleasant
results ; it being an established rule, that every
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puncture should he carefully sucked as soon'as it is

observed, and then freely touched with nitrate of

silver. When, however, the poison has been ab-

sorbed, and is going to act, the patient begins to

have a feeling of general illness in less than 24
hours. He is low-spirited, faint, and chilly, and
often complains of nausea. Then come rigors,

intense headache, rapid and sharp (but weak) pulse,

a coated tongue, vomiting (sometimes), and great

restlessness. The first local symptom is intense

pain in the shoulder of the wounded side, which is

followed by fulness of the neck and armpit, extend-
ing in the form of a doughy swelling down the side

of the trimk, and assuming a pinkish tint.

The general symptoms increase in severity, the
breathing becoming difficult, the pulse very rapid
and weaker, the tongue dry, brown, and often tremu-
lous when protruded, and the skin more or less

yellow. The case may terminate fatally at or before
this stage ; or abscesses may continue to form, from
which the patient may more slowly sink ; or if he
suriave, the arm may remain stiff' and useless, or

some of the fingers may be destroyed by gangrene.
In the article Poisoxs we have noticed the rapidity
with which death occasionally ensues in these
cases. The essential points of treatment are briefly

summed up as follows by Dr Dniitt in his excellent

remarks on this subject in The Surgeon's Vade-
mecum: 'The indications clearly are to eliminate
the poison from the blood ; to support the strength

;

and to relieve pain, and promote the discharge of pus
or sloughs.' The treatment, both general and local,

is, however, so similar to that of Pj-ajmia, that it is

sufficient to refer our readers to that article.

As a precautionary measure in post-mortem
examinations, the surgeon, especially if he be out of

health, or if the patient have died from a disease of

an erysipelatous character, should thoroughly anoint
his hands with lard. A^ery thin india-rubber gloves
have been recommended as a safeguard to dissectors

;

but they have not been foimd to answer
;
probably

frorq the constraint to which they subject the action
of the fingers.

DIVIRIGI (anc. TepJwene), atown of thepro^-ince
of Piumih, Asia ilinor, on the Km-ner-Su, a branch
of the Euphrates, 28 miles north-west from Arabkir.
Pop. supposed to be about 10,000.

DOE'SBOEGH (Drusushurg!), a tow-n in the
Netherlands, province of Gelderland, lies 11 miles
east-north-east from Amhem, on the right bauk of

the Yssel. It was formerly fortified, but the walls

have been broken down, planted with trees, and
foi-med into pleasant promenades. An entrenched
camp has been constructed on the north-east side,

between the Yssel and Old Yssel, which here imite.

The streets are broad, and man}' of the houses
handsome. There are several benevolent institu-

tions, a grammar-school, boarding-schools for boys
and girls, and good public schools. The trade is

considerable. Smp-building, book-printing, the mak-
ing of Eau de Cologne, preparing mustard, &c., are

carried on. In 1S64, pop. 40(3-L

DO'KKUM, a town in the ^Netherlands, province

of Priesland, lies 12 miles north-east from Leeu-
warden, on the Ee (pronounced Ay), which cuts it

into two irregular parts. Within the town is a

broad haven, suited both for sea-going and iidand
ships. There are several regidarly built streets and
many neat houses. The trade in flax, cattle, wool,

and chickory is extensive. In the Dokkimimerdiep,
shrimps are largely taken. Ship-building, gin-dis-

tiUing, beer-brewmg, carding wool, &c., are principal

industries. There are a grammar and other good
schools. In 1864, pop. 4535.

DOLI'NA, a town of Axistrian Galicia, in the

circle of Stryi, 60 miles south from Stryi, on an
affluent of the Swica, a branch of the Dniester. It

has extensive salt-mines. Pop. 5974.

BOLLINGER, John J. Ignathjs vox, one of

the most distinguished of the divines and theo-
logians of the modern Eoman Catholic school of

German}-, was bom at Bamberg, February 28, 1799.

He was educated in the episcopal seminary of

Wurzburg, where he received holy orders. For a
short time, he engaged in parochial duties in his

native diocese; but having manifested a peculiar

fitness for a hterary life, he was appointed professor

in the seminary of Aschafi'enburg, whence, in 1826,
on the establishment of the new university at

Munich, he was transfen'ed as a member of the
Theological Faculty, being appointed to the chair of

Ecclesiastical History of that important institution.

From the first, he was distinguished as a ready, no
less than profound, writer. He inaugurated his new
professional career at Munich by a work on The
Doctrine of the Eucharist during the First Three Cen-

turies, in 1826. The studies of his chair, however,
lay rather in the direction of history than of doc-

trine ; and his first essay as a historian was a volume
on the History of the Reformation, which was
designed as a continuation of the imfinished Hund-
hook of Church Hiitwy by Hortig. Being dis-

satisfied with this work, he projected an entirely

new History of the CImrch, of which the first volume
was published in 1833, and the second in 1835, and
which was speedily translated into French, and also

into English. This work, however, was oul}' carried

in its extended form as far as the 15th c. ; although
a compendium which came down to the Reforma-
tion, was issued between the years 1836—1843, in

which years Dr D. published several other works,
the most important of which, for general literature,

is a very learned and suggestive essay on The His-
tory, Character, and Influence ofIslamism (4to, 1838).

A still more curious work is a large compilation in

three massive volumes, entitled The Reformation, its

Internal Development and Effects (1846—1848). The
design of the work, which consists almost entirely

of extracts (connected by a very slight thread of

narrative) from the writings of the leading reformers,

especially Germans, and of other contemporary Pro-

testant writers, is to present, in the words of the
actors in the great religious drama of the 16th c,

a picture doctrinal, moral, social, and pohtical, of

that memorable revolution and of its results ; but
as the great body of the authorities are German,
the interest of the work is mainly national, many of

the names being little known beyond the limits of

Germany.
For a time, having relinquished the chair of his-

tory to his friend Dr Mijhler, D. imdertook that of

Dogmatic Theology ; in which capacity he deUvered
lectures on ' The Philosophy of Religion,' on ' Sym-
bolism,' and on ' Patristic Literature,' none of which,

however, have been published. But he was a frequent

contributor to the well-known Mimich journal, the

Historisch-politische Blatter, many of whose volumes
contain articles and series of articles from his pen.

He jjublished also about the same time several

pamphlets on subjects of occasional interest or of

local controvei'sy ; and he was one of the projec-

tors and (in the early volumes) chief contributors,

of the weU-known Catholic cyclopjedia entitled

Kirchen-Lexicon. His articles on Luther, on Bossuet,

and on Duns Scotus, attracted much attention, and
are distinguished by great learning and brUlianc}', as

well as by much moderation. ,In the pohtieo-reh-

gious movement which agitated Germany in 1846

—

1847, D. was called to a prominent position, being

elected to represent the university of Mimich in the

Bavarian chamber. Several of his speeches have been
503
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published ; but in the strange upturning of parties

which took place in the latter year, D. was deprived

of his prufessorship, and thus became disqualilicd to

sit in the chamber ; but in the German parliament

of Frankfurt in 1S48, he was restored to ]>ublic

atfairs, and was at once recognised as the leader of

the Catholic party. Most of the measures of imjiort-

auce bearing on the relations of church and state,

wliich (however ineffectively) were originated in

that assembly, were prepared or suggested by him.

In 1849, he wiis restored to his professorship at

Munich, and also to his place in the Bavarian
chamber, which he held till 1852. Since that year,

he has devoted himself entirely to theological litera-

ture. His work on the well-known PhUosopliumena
of Hippolytus (q. v.), entitled Hippolylus and Kal-
tofus (1853), is a masteqiiece of patristic criticism;

and the still more comprehensive work called

lUiitlienism and Jiidah-m, the Vestibule of tint

Jlistorij of Christianity, is considered the most
masterly survey of the religious, moral, and social

condition of the world at the advent of oui- Lord,

which has appeared in any language. It was
followed by a work in two volumes, The First

Affts of Christianity, to which it was designed

as an introduction, while the latter work itself

was intended to form the introduction of the

history of the development and i)rogress of the

Christian religion. In the agitation which per-

vaded the Catholic world during the early dis-

cu-ssions of the ciuestion of Italian unity, 1).

delivered an address at Munich, which, in conse-

quence of a hasty and garbled report, was repre-

sented by the journals as hostile to the temporal

sovereignty of the pope. In order to vindicate him-
self from this charge, and at the same time to explain

his real opinions on that important question, D.

published, in ISGl, an elaborate work entitled The
Church and the C7i«rc/ic«, which is ]>artly a compara-
tive survey of the social and constitutional condi-

tions, as well of the several nou-Catholic commu-
nions, as of the Catholic Church itself, and partly a

resume of the history and the present condition of

the I'apal States ; the object of the writer being to

shew, that while the possession of temporal sove-

reignty is, in the present order of things, the means
providentially established for maintaining the spiri-

tual independence of the papacy,yet such sovereignty

is by no means essential ; that the papacy long

existed without it, and that even if it were over-

thrtjwn, I'rovidence would devise another means of

attaining the same end. The second part of the

work enters into a criticism of the civil and eco-

nomical administration of the Papal States. The
]pulilicatiou of these strictures is understood to have
given dissatisfaction to the authorities, as being,

altliough well meant, inopportune, and from this

inopportimeness, unfriendly. A similar feeling is

said to have been drawn forth by the i)art taken

more recently by Ur I), in reference to an association

of German Catholics called the Catholic Union, some

of the principles of which were supposed to trench

dangerously npon the province of authority in

matters of religions inquiry ; but his orthodoxy and

learning are unquestioned, and his influence, esj)e-

eially among Catholics of his own nationality, is

very great. In addition to his accomplishments in

book-learning, Dr D.'s attainments as a linguist arc

very remarkable. Besides the learned languages, in

which he possesses a rare mastery, he speaks and
writes most of the modern languages with remark-

able ease and purity.

DOLO, a town of Northern Italy, in the govern-

ment of Venice, and 12 miles west from Venice,

near the Venice Railway, on the Brenta and Brentano.

It is a station on the railway between Padua and
SOi

Venice. In the vicinity are many tine villas of the
Venetian nobility. I'op. 5523.

DO'NA, San, a town of North Italy, in the
jirovince of Venice, 18 miles north-cast from Venice,
on the left bank of the Piave. Pop. C098.

DO'RCHESTKR, a beautiful city of Massachu-
setts, U. S., on Boston Bay, four miles south-east of

Boston. It contains many elegant residences, IG
churches, two banks, aud manufactories tif paper,
iron, cotton, chocolate, and furniture, which is a
large trade. The fortification ipf Dorchester Heights,
in 17"(), compelled the evacuation of Boston. I'op.

in 1800, 9709.

D0R6, Paul Gustave, a French artist of great

and versatile jjower, was born at Strasburg in 1832.

He was educated at Paris, and very early gave
indication of superior ability. His lirst attempts
were sketches, contributed to the Jiiurnal])our Jiire

and others of the Paris ])eri(jdical8. In 1855, he
exhibited his picture of the ' Battle of the Alma,'
which was followed Ijy the ' Battle of Inker-
mann ' in 1857. In this year he lirst became heard
of in England by the reissue of his illustrations

of the legend of the ' Wandering Jew,' the jiower of

weird and grotesque imagination disi>layed in which
could not fail to an'cst attention. The success of

this work might seem to have determined the
future career of the artist, who has since chiefly

worked as an illustrator. His productiveness iu
tins fleld has been, and continues to be .amazing.

His chief imdertakings hitherto have been illustrated

editions of llahelais, of the Conte.^ Drolatiijues

of De Balzac, of Dante's fJirina Comniedia, and of

J)on Quixote—to which must be added a vast mass
of miscellaneous work. At Christmas 1800, there
was issued a splendid edition of Tennyson's Elaine,

enriched with a series of his choicest designs. He is

now (1807) engaged iu illustrating the Bible ; and it

is understood tliat, on the conclusion of this great
work, he is pledged to proceed with Homer and
Shakspeare. In addition to his work of this kind,
he has, from time to time, reproduced as pictures

and exliilnted in Paris certain select designs from
the works on which at the time he chanced to be
engaged. D. is unquestionably one of the most
remark.able geniuses of his time ; and in 1861, he
received the decoration of the Legion of Honour, in

recognition of his claims as an artist.

DOUGLAS.S, Fkederick, American orator and
journahst, was bom at Tuckahoe, near Easton,
Alaryland, about 1817. His father was a white
man, his mother a negro slave, and he was reared

as a slave on the plantation of Colonel Edward
Lloyd imtil ten years old, when he was transferred

to a relative of his owner at Baltimore. There he
worked in a ship-yard, and taught himself to read
and write. At the age of 21, he escaped to New
York, and thence to New Bedford, in M.assachusetts,

where he married awoman of colour, and worked until

1841, when he attended an Anti-slavery Convention
at Nantucket, and spoke so eloquently on the subject
of slavery, that he was emploj'cd as an agent of the
Massachusetts Anti-slavery Society, and lectured for

fourlyears with great success. In 1845, he pub-
lished his Autobiography, and accepted an invitation

to make a lecturing tour in Great Britain, where, in

1840, a contribution of £150 was made to buy his

freedom. Returning to America, he established, in

1847, Frederick Dowjkiss's Paper, a weekly abolition

newspaper, at Rochester, New York ; and deserting

the extreme party of Garrison disunionists, he
denounced slavery as imconstitutional. In 1855, he
re-wrote his Autobiography, which, with the title of

My Bondaije and my Freedom, attained to a rapid

sale of 20,000. Jlr D. is a tall, dark mulatto; a
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bold, vigorous, earnest, and fluent speaker, and a
ready and able debater.

DOWNING COLLEGE, Cameridgk, founded
solely by Sir George Downing of Gamlingay Park,
Cambridge, who,by a wall of date 20th December 1717,
devised his estates in the counties of Cambridge,
Bedford, and Suffolk to various relations in succession,

and on failure thereof, to build and found a college on
a plan to be approved of by the two archbishops of

England and the masters of St John's and Clare

Colleges. Owing to various litigations and other
difficulties, it was not till 22d September 1800 that

the college received its charter, sealed with the
Great Seal, nor till May 1821 that the buildings

were sufficiently advanced to admit of under-
graduates residing and keeping terms. The college

will consist of a master, two professors {one of Law
and one of Medicine), at least 8 fellows, and at least

10 scholars; but as yet only the master, professors,

and 5 fellows have been appointed, the election

of the remainder being deferred till the building is

completed. Of the 8 fellows two must be resident,

and of these one must be in holy orders ; the resident

fellows hold their fellowships for life, but the tenure

is affected by marriage ; the 6 non-resident feUows,
who are presumed to be persons actively engaged in

the stuilies of law and medicine, hold their fellow-

ships for 12 years. This college had, in 1865, 46
members of senate, 2S undergraduates, and 90
members on the boards.

DRAINAGE-TUBES, in Surgery, are

a recent but important addition to the surgi-

cal appliances for which this profession is in-

debted to a distinguished French surgeon, M.
Chassaignac. They are composed of india-rubber,

about ^th of an inch in diameter, ])erforated with
numerous holes, and of various lengths. They are

of great use in chi-onio abscesses. Empyema (q. v.),

&c. ; and the method of employing them is as

follows : In the case of a large chronic abscess,

which it might be dangerous to empty at once, the

surgeon takes a long trochar (a tapping instrument
such as is used to draw off the fluid in abdominal
tlropsy), introduces it at the top of the abscess, and
brings it out as near the bottom as possible.

Through the tube of this instrument a drainage-

tube is inserted, which is secured in its place ; the

tube of the trochar being removed. Through the

drainage-tube the pus oozes out, drop by drop, and
the abscess is thus emptied. Like aU new inven-

tions, it has its advocates and opponents. Thus,
while Mr Paget, in his article ' Sinus and Fistula' in

Holmes's System ofSurgery, says : that ' drainage, for

which the perforated caoutchouc-tube of M. Chassaig-

nac is a very happy invention, is applicable to a

great number of cases ; but chiefly to those in which
a sinus or incomplete fistida depends mainly on
pus collecting at a level below or distant from the

aperture of discharge, or more generally, when
pus is apt to be retained '—Mr Paget's surgical

colleague at St Bartholomew's Hospital, in his

article ' Abscess,' which immediately precedes that

from which we have just quoted, objects to the

drainage-tube on the grounds that, as a foreign

body, it sets up irritation, and adds that ' if a

proper opening be made there can be rarely any
occasion for a drainage-tube ; and however carefully

it is inserted, it must of necessity inconvenience and
distress the patient.' Notwithstanding Mr Coote's

objections, drainage-tubes are gradually getting into

use in hospital practice.

DRAPER, Joii.~i WiLLi.lM, American chemist

and physiologist, was born near Liverpool, England,
May 5, 1811, and educated at a Wesleyan school at

Woodhouse Grove, and later pursued his studies in

chemistry under Dr Turner of the London Uni-
versity. In 1833, he joined some of his relations

who had emigrated to America, and in 1836, took
his degree of Doctor of Medicine in the university

of Pennsylvania, and was appointed Professor of

Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, and Physiology, in

Hampden Sidney College, Virginia. In 1839, re-

moving to the city of New York, he was connected
with the preparatory department, and in 18-11,

joined Doctors Mott. Patterson, &c. in founding the
Medical College of New York tiniversity, in w'hich

he was at first Professor of Chemistry, and in 1850,
of Physiology. He is a clear and able lecturer, and
a voluminous writer, having been a liberal contri-

butor to the American Journal of Medical Science

and the Edinburgh Philosophical Journal, and pub-
lished a treatise on The Forces which produce
Organisation in Plants (4to, 1844) ; Text-book of
Chemistry (12mo, 1846); Text-hook of Natural Phil-

osophy (8vo, 1847) ; Human Physiology, Statical and
Dynamical, or the Conditions and Course of Life in

Man {8vo, 1856). This work is a thorough treatise

on the chemico-vital theory, and profusely and
admirably illustrated. Dr D. has also published
Thoughts on the Future Policy of America (8vo,

1865).

DROY'LSDEN, a large and rapidly increasing

village of Lancashire, England, in the parish of

Manchester, and 4 miles east from Manchester, a

station on the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway.

It is situated on an elevated plain, is irregularly

built, the houses of brick, but many of them very
neat. The cotton manufacture is extensively carried

on ; there are also print-fields, dye-works, and
coiijjeras-works. Pop. (1S61) 5980.

DUBU'QUE a city and port of Iowa, U. S,, on
the right bank of the Mississippi, 450 miles above
St Louis, built on a bluff 200 feet high, contains a
city hall, market-house, U. S. custom-house. Episcopal

seminary, suri'eyor-general's office, 14 Protestant

and 3 Catholic churches and cathedral, 5 news-
papers, of which 3 are German. Settled in 1788, by
Julian Dubuque, a French trader, it became the

centre of a large trade, and is the chief dep6t of

the great lead region of Illinois, Wisconsin, and
Iowa. Pop. (1860) 13,012; (1805) about 16,000.

DUFOUB, GuiLLAXJME Hexki, a Swiss general,

was born at Constance in 1787, of a Genevese family.

While Switzerland formed part of France, he
studied at the Polytechnic School of Paris for two
years ; and on learing it, he received an appoint-

ment as an officer of engineers in the French army.

At the fall of Napoleon, he entered the Swiss ser-

vice, and rapidly rose to the rank of colonel. When
the government survey of Switzerland was under-

taken, he was appointed Director—at the same time

acting as the Principal of the S'wiss Jlilitary School

at Thun. In 1840, he published A Treatise on the

Artillery of Ancient and Medieval Times ; and in

1842, A Manual of Military Tactics. In 1847, he
was raised to the rank of general, and intrusted with
the command of the army employed against the

Sonderbuud. He defeated their forces at Freiburg

(13th November) and at Lucerne (24th November);
and by his promptitude and skilfid manceuvres,

secured a triumph for the hberal party in time to

prevent the interference of foreign powers, diplo-

matically or otherwise. The diet voted him a gift

of 40,000 francs, and for a time he was the most
popular man in Switzerland. His politics were not,

however, those of the Genevese democrats, and in

1848 they deprived him of the public offices he had
previously held. In 1856, he was again admitted to

the council of Geneva, and sent on a special mission

to Louis Napoleon a propos of the dispute between
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Switzerland and Prussia about Neufchatel (see Kern
in Supplement). In 18G4, he acted as president of

the conference held at Geneva relative to the
treatment of the wounded in time of war.

DUPPEL, or DYBBOL, a small fortitied tomi of

the duchy of Sles\-ii;, in the peninsula of Sunde-
witt, near the Als Sund—the strait whicli sejiarates

that poninsida from the isle of Alseu, and 10 miles

north-east from Flensburg. During the war between
Germany and Denmark, it was bombarded for more
than a month by the Prussians, and finally taken,

AprU 18, 1S64.

DU'RKHEIM, a town of Rhenish Bavaria, on
the Isenach, 20 miles north from Landau. It

stands at the entrance of the valley of the Ise-

nach, at the base of hills which skirt the plain of

the Khine, and the neighbourhood is very beautiful.

Many invalids resort to D. on account of its amenity,

and to take the ijrape-cure. It has manufactures of

tobacco, cutlery, and paper. D. was formerly the

residence of the princes of Leininsen-Hardenburg,
whose palace was burned by the French in 1794.

Not far ofT arc the salt-works of Philli]ishall. The
summit of a neighbouring height is crowned by a

rampart of loose stones, 6—10 feet high, 60^0 feet

wide at the base, and enclosing a space of about two
sq. m., called the Heidenmauer (heathens' wall),

which the Romans are said to have built to keej)

the barbarians in check, and where Attila is said to

have passed a winter, after having wrested the

fortress from the Romans, when pressing on his

way to Rome. Pop. (1864) 55S1.

DURUY, ViCTOK, historical writer, ex-professor,

and Minister of Public Instruction in France, was
bom at Paris in 1811. Members of his family were
employed as designers in the lace-works at Gobelins,

and he was, in his boyhood, intended to follow their

occu]i:itiou. He was, on this account, somewhat
late in lifginning his classical studies, which he did

at tile College KoDin, then called the College Sainte-

Barbe ; but the progress he made was rapid enough
to enable him to enter the Ecole Konnale in his

nineteenth year. Here his career was sufficiently

distinguished to obtain for him, in 1833, in succes-

sion, the position of teacher of history in the College

of Rheims—which he only held for two months—and
that of teacher or Professor of History at Paris, in

the College Henri Quatre, now the College Napoleon.
This college (as well as the former) is a school of

secondary instructiou, in which history forms part

of the ])rogramme of studies of the second (the next

to the highest) class. The post which D. obtained
in it was therefore by no means a high one. He
continued to fill it till 1861. He had meanwhile
gained a considerable reputation as a teacher of his-

tory, and as a writer on history and geography.

Most of his books were school-books, but they were
so good that they had a great influence upon the

teaching of history in French schools. He got the
decree of Doctor of Letters in 1853. In 1861 andthe
following year, he passed through a r.apid course of

promotion. He was first appointed an Academy-
inspector of the Academy of Paris (an inspector of

schools of secondary instruction in the district under
the jurisdiction of that Academy) ; next. Master of

Conferences at the Ecole Normale ; then Inspector-

general of Secondary Instruction ; and, finally. Pro-
fessor of History in the Ecole Polytechnique. From
the last-named post he was, on the 23d June 1863,

by imperial decree, advanced to the office of Minister
of Pubhc Instruction.

D., who, by activity and ability combined, had
made himself distinguished while filling at somewhat
humble office, was no sooner charged with the con-
trol of Public Instruction, than he began to carry

out important changes in the educational system of
France—which had undergone scarcely any modilica-
tion since the introduction of Guizot's Education
Law in 1833. He instituted a tribunal for trying
charges brought against professors. He has since
remodelled the examinations for the degree of
Bachelor of Letters. He first susjiended, and after-

wards abolished, the division of the highest class,

which had prevailed in schools of secondary instruc-

tion, into two sections : the one rhetorical or literary,

the other philosophical (scientific)—thus making
th« study of science obligatory upon all who juisseil

through the school curricidum. He introduced
other changes into the course of secondary instruc-

tion, of which the most important—at any rate, that
which has been most discussed—was the teach-
ing of contemporary history in the Lyceums, or
de]iartmental public schools. Previously, the text-
books used in teaching history in these schools were
Bossuet's Hiitoire Univefselle and Montesquieu's
Grandeur et Dicadence des Jiomains —these works
being supjilemented by the lectures of the professor.

D. had a text-book prepared for their use, contain-
ing a compendium of French history to so late a
period as that of the recent French invasion of

Mexico ; and it has been alleged that this work,
and the circulars which the minister published for

the instruction of teachers of history, disclosed a
systematic attempt to imbue the youth of Franco
with a Bonapartist view of recent history—to make
the teaching of the schools a source of future
strength to the Empire. Perhaps it would be lUffi-

cult altogether to acquit V>. of the Machiavellian
design imputed to him. As to primary instruction,

he officially proposed to the Emperor to make it

compulsory and gratuitous ; but the jiroposal was
badly received by the public, and the Emperor
withheld bis sanction. He has, during the present
year, procured legislative sanction for a measure
which will greatly increase the numlier of jirimary

schools, especially of girls' schools, for which the
provision made had previously been inadequate.
The night-schools for adults, too, have been gi'eatly

improved and extended imder his care ; and the
educational libraries established in connection with
them arc proving very effective aids to the educa-
tion of the working-classes. Last year, he procured
an enactment for establishing schools of special

secondary instruction, intended mainly to teach tlie

elements of science to boys of the lower middle
class who are to be engaged in manufactures or

commerce, and, in the country districts, to give
systematic instruction in the methods of agriculture

and horticvUture.

The matters which have been mentioned are only
a few of those which D., with bold and unsparing
hand, leaving no part of the system of education tm-
touched, has dealt with since bis entry upon office.

It is unquestionable that he has in many cases

effected imjirovements ; but the spirit and tendency
of his adniimstration have been strongly impugned,
and his conduct has been jealously watched by the
best portion of French society. It is alleged that

he has been steadily attempting to secure the
entire control of education for the state ; and to

use nation.al schools as a state instrument. For
examjJe, the changes which he introduced in the

examinations for the degree of Bachelor of Letters

are said to have been intended to force candidates

to study at the government establishments ; and
they do seem, if their working has not been misre-

presented, to place candidates educated elsewhere
at a disadvantage. In such charges as tliis, there

may be exaggeration or misconception ; but U. is an
ardent Bonapartist, and it is natural to suppose
that he has intended the results which his acts are
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calculated to produce. He is still Minister of

Public Instruction. He was decorated with the

Legion of Honour in 18-15, and was promoted to be

an officer of the order in 1863. He has been an
officer of the Turkish order of Medjidie since

1S57.

Of D.'s numerous works, not a few were n-ritten

for a series published under the title L'Histoire

Universelle, of which D. was the editor. His earliest

work, Geographie Politique de la Eepublique Romaine
et de VEmpire, first appeared in 1838 ; it was fol-

lowed by Qeograpkie Historique du Moyen Age in

1839; Geographie Historique de la France in 1840;
and Atlas de Geographie Historique Universelle in

1841. In 1840, he published the first volume of a

work of greater pretensions than these

—

Hutoire des

Romains et des Peuples soumis cl leur Domination ; a
second vohune appeared in 1844; a third in 1853,
under the title L'Etat du Monde Romain vers la
Fondation de I'Empnre ; but the work appears to be
stUl incomplete. Histoire Sainte d'aprSs la Bible
(1845), Histoire Romaine (1848), Histoire de Franee
(1852), Histoire Grecque (1851), were among his
subsequent productions. In 1862, appeared two
volumes of his Histoire de la Grice Ancienne, a
work which has been crowned by the French Aca-
demy. Histoire Moderne (1863), Histoire Populaire
de la France (1863), Histoire Populaire C'ontem.-

poraine (1864), Introduction Generate a I'Histoire de
France (1865), were works prepared under his direc-
tion, and some of them partly consisting of extracts
from his previous writings on French history.

E
i
A'GRE, another name for the
Bore (q. v.) in tidal rivers.

EAR, Diseases or the. See
Deafness and Otitis.

EAU DE LUCE is the name
iven to a preparation which was
rmerly a very popular stimulant,

ud is still occasionally used. It is

.1 mixture of oil of amber with

.'Jcohol and ammonia, and has a
milky appearance. It had a great repu-

"T-^ tation in cases of snake-bites.

rO ECRASEUE, the name of a long steel

instrument, invented a few years ago by a distin-

guished French surgeon, M. Chassaignac, and con-
sisting of a fine chain which, passed round any
structure—as the base of a tumour, for example

—

gradually constricts it, and finally crushes its way
through it by means of a screw or rack for tighten-

ing it, which is worked at the end of the handle.
The advantage of this instrument over the knife is,

that it causes little or no bleeding, the torn vessels

spontaneously contracting and closing. It is speci-

ally applicable to cases of cancer of the tongue,
piles, ijolypi, and various kinds of tumours. When
a sohd mass—as, for example, a considerable por-

tion of the side of the tongue—is to be removed,
the chain is sometimes pressed through the centre,

and made to cut two lines successively in the form
of a V, in which the diseased structure is included.

As the pain which is caused by this instrument is

very great, the patient should be placed completely
under the action of chloroform before it is applied.

ECRICO'K, or ICPJCOK, a town of Guinea,
the capital of a petty chief, on the Old Calabar
river, about 100 miles from its mouth. The river is

here about a mile broad. The town consists of

mud-houses, erected on platforms.

ECTHY'MA is a pustular disease of the skin, in
which the pustules often reach the size of a pea,

and have a red, sUghtly elevated, hardish base. In
the course of two or three days after the appear-
ance of the pustule, it is replaced by a scab, which
adheres firmly to the base, and is somewhat concave.
On its removal, a deep red mark, a new scab, an ulcer,

or a healed scar remains. The disease m.ay be acute
or chronic. The acute form is ushered iu by slight

constitutional, not amounting to febrile, S3-mptoms,
and by a burning or pricking pain at the seat of

the eruption, which is usually confined to the neck
and shoulders. The disease runs its course in ten
days or a fortnight. In chronic ecthyma, the pus-
tules which follow in crops (often for several months)
are usually scattered over the extremities. This
form of eruption indicates a low state of the system.
It sometimes follows the acute disease, and not
unfrequently is a tertiary symptom of syphilis.

Pustules, which in no resi)ect seem to differ from
those of ecthyma, are produced by various local
irritants. Thus the affection of the hands, popu-
larly known as the grocer's itch, is produced by the
irritation of brown sugar, perhaps by the acari
which are so often present in it. Stone-masons are
said occasionally to suffer from a similar disease.
With regard to treatment, the acute form woidd in
most cases doubtless disappear in the course of a
fortnight, if left entirely to itself ; but as the bowels
are usually disordered, an occasional alterative
aperient, as a few grains of gray powder with a
little rhubarb, may be prescrilTed, and tepid water
appHed locally gives great reUef. The patient
should, moreover, be kept on a moderately good,
nutritious diet. In the chronic form of the aflec-

tion, a meat diet and the use of wine or porter are
essential; while tonics, such as a combination of
bark and nitric acid, are called for. Tepid baths
are often useful, and if there is sleeplessness, an
opiate should be taken at or shortly before
bedtime.

EDA'M, a town iu North Holland, lies 12 nules
north-north-east from Amsterdam. It has seven
entrances, and hes within a green dyke, ornamented
by two rows of elm-trees. There is an extensive ti-ade

in wood and cheese. The principal industries are
ship-building, rope-spinning, sawing wood, tanning
leather, &c. There are a Lutheran, a Baptist, a
Eoman Catholic, and two Reformed churches, one of
the latter having beautiful painted windows. In
1864, pop. 5180.

E'DENKOBEN, a town of Rhenish Bavaria, in
the cii-cle of Pfalz, sis miles north-north-west from
Landau. It has a station on the Mannheim and
Strasburg Railway. It is surrounded by vineyards,
which jiroduce much wine, but not of very good
quahty. Chestnuts are also produced in large quan-
tity in the neighbourhood. There is a bathing
establishment at E., also several mills and manufac-
tures of fii'e-arms. It has important grain markets.

607
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Near it are the royal ^-illa of Lujwigshohe, and the

church and tower of the ruined convent of Heils-

bruck. Top. 5140.

E'DUCT is a term employed in Chemistry to

indicate that the body to which it is ai]plied is

separated by the decomposition of another in whicit

it previously existed as such. It thus st.iuds in

opjiosition to product, which denotes a compound
not ])reviously existing, but formed during decora-

])osition. Thus, the volatile oils which pre-exist in

cells in the fruit and other ]>arts of plants, and oil

of sweet ahnonds obtained by ]iressure, are educts
;

while oil of bitter ahnonds, which does not pre-

exist in the almond, but is formed by tlie action of

emiUsin and water on amygdalin, is a product.

EI'BENSTOCK, a town of the kingdom of

Saxony, in the circle of Zwickau, ami IG miles south-

south-east from Zwickau. It stands in a high and
bleak district. It has extensive manufactures of

chemical products, muslins, lace, tobacco, and tin-

ware, and a considerable trade in cattle. Medicinal
jilants are very extensively cultiv.ated. Poj). (18G4)

0100.

EJXJ'TLA, a town of Mexico, in the province of

Oajaca, on a small river, 250 miles south-south-east

of Mexico city. It was the caj)ital of a dep. of the

same name, in the new division of the country made
by Maximilian. Pop. 7128.

EKHMI'M, or AKHMIM, a town of Upper
Egyjjt, 53 miles south-south-east from Siout, on the
right bank of the Nile, and .about a quarter of a

mile from it. It occupies the site of the ancient
Chemuis, or PannjmUs, one of the great cities of

the Thebaid. Remains of ancient buildings exist.

Cotton fabrics are manufactured here. Pop, sup-

posed to be about 10,000.

EL BASSA'N, ALBASSAN, or ILBASSAN, a
town of European Turkey, in the province of

Albania, on the Scom))i, 35 miles east from the
mouth of that river. It stands in a fertile plain,

surrounded l)y mountains, is the capital of a sanjak,

and the seat of a Greek bishop. It has raauufac-

tiu-es of iron and copper wares. Pop. 5000.

ELCHO, Fr.\XCIS WEMY.SS-Cn.VRTERIS-D0UGLAS,
Lord, born August 4, 1818, is eldest son of the
eighth Earl of Wemyss. This ancient Scottish family
has a traditional descent assigned it from the House
of Macduff, Earl of Fife. Sir jlichael de Wemyss in

1290 w.is sent to Norway by tlio lords of the regency
in Scotland to conduct the young Queen Margaret
to her dominions. He swore fealty to Edward 1. in

1290, and was a witness to the act of settlement of

the crown of Scotland by Kin" Robert I. at Ayr in

1315. From him lineally descended Sir John
Wemyss, who was created a baronet in 1625; raised
to the peerage of Scotland as Baron Wemyss of

Elcho in 1628; and advanced to the dignities of

E.arl of Wemyss in the county of Fife, and Lord
Elcho and Methel, in 1633. Although indebted for

his honours to Charles I., he was engaged during
the subsequent civil wars on the side of the parlia-

ment. David, fourth earl, was appointed by Queen
Anne Lord-high-admiral of Scotland, and one of the
commissioners for concluding the treaty of Union.
The eldest son of the fifth earl having taken part in

the rising of 1745, escaped to France after the battle
of Culloden, and was attainted. At his death, the
family honours were taken up by his brother Francis,
sixth earl, who, baring inherited the estates of his

maternal grandfather. Colonel Charteris, of Amis-
lield, couilty Haddington, had assumed the surname
of Charteris before that of Wemyss. Francis, liis

grandson, became heir to the titles of Earl of
March, Viscount Peebles, and Baron Douglas of
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Ncidpath, on the demise of William, third Earl of
March, and fourth Duke of Quecnsberry, in 1810.
In 1821, he was made Baron Wemyss of the United
Kingdom, by which title the possessor of tlie earl-

dom holds his seat in tlie House of Ixirds. A
parliamentary reversal of the attainder of Lord

\

Elcho, obtained in 1826, put beyond (piestion tho
' succession to the Scottish honours. His son, the
present earl, is Lord-lieutenant of Peeljlesshire, and
lieutenant-general of the Royal Archers.

Lord E. was educated at Christ Church, Oxford,
where he gr.iduated B.A. in 1841. He w.is returned
to the House of (,'ommons as M.P. for East Glouces-
tershire from July 1841 to February 184(i, and has
sat for H.addingtonshire since 1847 to the present
time (1867). He took liis seat on the Conservative
benches, but accepted office, with other members
of the party of Sir Robert Peel, in the coalition

government of tlie Earl of Aberdeen, and was .a

Lord of thcTreasury from January 1853 to Februaiy
185.5. In 1859, the menacing attitude of France,
and the periodical recurrence of seasons of alarm,
caused by the unprotected state of our shores, and
the possibility of inv.asion, led to an organisation of
Rifle Volunteers in Great Britain. In this move-
ment. Lord Elcho took the earliest and most
prominent part. He organised a regiment of
London Scottish Volunteer RiHes, of which he was
appointed major in 1859, and lieutenant-colonel in

1860, and went to Hythe Barracks, to receive
instruction in the use of the Enfield rifle, and to
the camp at Shornclifle, in order to become
familiarised witli regimental duties and brigade
movements. Lord Elcho also projected the National
Association for the Promotion of Kitlc-shooting,
the first shot at whicli was fired by her Majesty,
July 2, 1860, at Wimbledon. He and other
patriotic noblemen and gentlemen associated with
him in the Volunteer movement, had the satisfac-

tion of assisting, in 1860, at two grand reviews by
the Queen of various brig.ades of \'olunteer Rillo
corps—of 20,000 men in Hyde Park, and 22,000
men in Edinburgh. The War Office assisted in
organising the force, and thus was consolidated tho
Volunteer army of Great Britain, who adopted .as

their motto, 'Defence, not Defiance.' The National
Ritie Association, mainly under tlie auspices of Earl
Spencer and Lord E., has become an established
institution—the centre and keystone of the Volun-
teer movement. Lonl E. has since given addi-
tional efficiency to the Volunteer movement by
watching, in his pl.ace in parliament, its financial
relations with tlie government. In 1865, Lord
E. took a more active part in )>arliamcntary
politics than had been possible during his labours
in jiromoting the Volunteer movement. He spoke
against the £6 franchise proposed by Mr Baines,
and gave notice of a motion for a Royal Com-
mission to examine into the extension of tho
franchise. When the government of Earl Russell
brought in the Reform Bill of 1S66, Lord E.
organised a secession from the Whig ])arty, under
tho leadership of Earl Grosvenor, which was nick-
named the ' Cave of Adullam,' but which succeeded
in defeating the Bill, and displacing the govern-
ment. Lord Derby, on his accession to the premier-
ship, offered a post in his government to Lord
E., but the offer w.as declined. In 1867, his

party found themselves powerless to prevent the
p.assing of a more democratic Reform Hill than that
which in the previous ye,ar they had thrown out.

Lord E. is a fluent and pleasant speaker, and
he is exceedingly popular with the Volunteers both
of England and Scotland. He married, 1843, the
Lady Anne Frederica, second daughter of the first

Earl of Lichfield, who has assiduously assisted in
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the great work o! his life—the organisation and

success of the Volunteer movement.

ELECTRIC LOOM. A reference was given in

Jacquap.d Loom to Weaving, for a notice of

Bonelli's electric loom ; having been accidentally

omitted in the last-named article, the notice is

inserted here. The machine is not so much a

loom, as an electric ai)pendage to the Jacquard

apparatus. Although not at present brought much
into use, its principle is very beautiful, and is

likely to be suggestive of other applications.

The apparatus -n-iU suit any Jacquard loom. The
desitJ-n or pattern to be woven is painted with a

brush and black varnish on an endless band of

paper covered with tinfoil. \\Tien in action, the

band passes under a series of metallic teeth con-

nected with a galvanic battery. Whenever the

foil touches a tooth, a galvanic cm-rent is sent

through them both to coils of -wire surrounding

small"bars of iron : the bars become temporary mag-

nets ; but as soon as the varnish on the foil touches

a tooth, the galvanic current and the magnetism

alike cease. There are thus produced rapid alterna-

tions of action, which are made to work the Jacquard

apparatus in a remarkably ingenious way. Small

iron rods are placed opposite the ends of the small

bars ; when the latter are in a magnetic state, they

attract or draw forward the former to a small dis-

tance ; but when the bars are not magnetic, the

rods are not attracted. The rods fill like pistons,

but without tightness, a series of holes in a vertical

iron plate, and are drawn a little way out of these

holes whenever the bars are magnetised. Now, the

pattern on the foil continually changes the contact

of the foil and the varnish with the teeth ; this

change makes the bars alternately magnetic and

non-magnetic ; this, in its turn, varies the order in

which the rods are drawn out of the holes ; and

this, finally, converts the plate into a sort of Jac-

quai-d card, with its holes partially open and partially

closed, in accordance with some determinate pattern,

and changing these openings and closings continu-

ally. A treacUe moves the plate towards the bars,

with a swinging motion ; and each swing is accom-

panied by one throw of the shuttle. This is for one-

colour thread ; if there are two or more, there must

be as many bands of tinfoil as colours : the arrange-

ment is more complex, but the principle is the

same. By varying the velocity of moving the band,

the pattern may be made larger or smaller, and

thicker or thinner in the closeness of the web

;

while the design may quickly be changed by sub-

stituting another strip of foil.

ELE'CTRO-ME'TALLURGY. Since the writ-

ing of Galv^ujism, many advances have been made

in°the art of electro-metaUm-gy. At that time it

was nearly always the case, in electro-plating, that

the silver presented a dull appearance when drawn

out of the trough,- requiring to be poUshed by a

burnisher and a scratch-brush. Messrs Elkington

have, however, de\ased a mode of causing the

galvanic action to poUsh the metal. If bisulphide

of carbon be added to the bath, or, better, if the

article be dipped into a bath containing this

hquid after immersion in the usual acid solution of

silver, a thin but hard and bright layer of sUver is

deposited ou the main layer, brUliant enough to do

without pohshing. There are certain difliculties in

the process which render it only applicable under

some circumstances.

Both copper and brass are now mailn by electricity.

Messrs Elkington have a plan for bringing copper

ore, by the usual processes, to that degree of

refining called ' pimple ' or ' blister ' copper ; after

which the rest of the operation is performed by

electricity. The pimple copper is cast into plates

eighteen inches square by three-quarters of an inch

thick, one of which is used to form the positive

pole in a battery ; the negative pole being a very

thin sheet of pure refined copper, about one-thirtieth

of an inch in thickness, and perhaps twelve inches

by six. This thiu plate forms the basis on which

any amount of pure copper may be deposited. Par-

ticles of pure copper, by the electric action, separate

themselves from the crude plate of pimple metal,

and attach themselves to the thiu plate of pure

copper. By this means plates twelve inches by six,

and an inch thick, are produced, fitted to use in

various ways for casting or rolling. The metallic

impurities of the pimple copper fall down as a

residue, which has a value for some purposes.

M. Heeren, of Hanover, makes brass by electro-

deposit. Brass is a compound of copper and zinc,

and he brings these two elements together in the

trough. An article of any kind, which is to

be covered with brass, is placed in a hot solu-

tion containing, among other chemicals, sulphate

of copper and sulphate of zinc ; and an electric

current is sent through the bath. As copper is

more electro-negative than zinc, and separates more

easily from its solution, the deposit woidd be wholly

of copper imder average circumstances ; but by
adopting means to retard the action of the copper,

and accelerate that of the zinc, the two metak are

deposited in the proportion to constitute brass. Mr
Bradbury has invented a mode of depositing pure

zinc on an engraved copper-plate, with such exqui-

site thinness and regularity as to preserve all the

fine hues of the engraving. In one hour a layer

may be thus applied, from which fifteen hundred to

two thousand impressions can be taken ; and then

it may be stripped off, and a new laj-er deposited

The object held in ^-iew is, to midtiply greatly the

nimiber of impressions that may be taken from any
one engraved copper-plate.

The manufacture of electro-plate has now become

a very large and important branch of industry,

chiefly at Birmingham. Cups and competition

trophies for all kinds of contests; presentation

plate, dinner services, tea and coffee services in

various degrees of completeness ; forks and spoons,

cruet-stands, liquor-stands, nut-crackers—are now
made of electro-plate, in immense quantities ; a thin

layer of pure sUver being deposited on a foimda-

tion of nickel, German silver, or some other white

metal.

The making of large copper or bronze statues by
electricity instead of by casting, is another depart-

ment of the art which is making great strides.

Between the years 1S61 and 18G6, Messrs Elkington

produced in this way statues of Crompton, Gold-

smith, the Queen, the Prince Consort, Lord Hd],

Mr Fielden, Lord Howe, General Murray, Lord
Hopetoun, Lord Combermere, General Seaton, and

the Earl of Eglintoun, varying in height from 6 feet

to 1.3i feet. The last-named colossal statue, that of

the Earl of Eglintoun, weighs two tons. There is a

trough or deposit-tank at the works of this cele-

brated firm, 15 feet long, 9 feet wide, and 9 feet

deep, that will contain 6G00 gallons of acid solution.

The French are also making gi-eat progress in the

art. M. Oudry has taken electro-casts of the bas-

reliefs on Trajan's column at Rome, covering 700

square yards. He has also coated many thousands

of the iron lamp-posts of Paris with copper by electro-

deposit, as well as numerous fountains, &c., produc-

ing most of the good effects of bronze at a much
smaller expense.

ELE'CTROPHONE, an instrument devised by
Dr StrethiU Wright for producing sound by electric

currents of high tension. In its simplest form, the
509
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electrophoue consists of two metallic plates separ-

ated l)y a slieet of cartridge-paper, the whole being

closely pressed together by a heavy weight or screw.

Such an instrument, when its plates are connected

with the terminals of a small induction-coil, forms a

sonorous condenser, the note of which varies with
the rapidity of action in the electrotome or contact-

breaker. The more complicated electrophone com-
mimicated to the Eoyal Scottish Society of Arts,

25th April 1S64, by Dr Wright, of which a diagram
is shewn in tig. 1, is composed of four curved plates

of the thinnest sheet-zinc, each two by four feet,

.arranged as in the figure, and each separated from
its neighbour by a double layer of imitation silvered

jjaper, the silvered sides being in apposition to the

zinc. The plates 1 and 3 and 2 and i are connected
by fine wires, c and </, which also connect the

instrument with the induction-coil. When this

instnmient is connected with a small coil, the

tenninals of which afford a spark almost inaudible,

it becomes charged and discharged with each
impiUse of current, each charge being attended by a
sonorous tap given out by the whole mass of metal
thrown into vibration, and the rapid succession of

taps producing a prolonged trumpet-note, the power
of wluch may be increased by adding battery-power to

the coil. The electrophone has been recommended
by its author for use as a telegraphic relay capable

of giving two or four signs with a single wire, with

#ic

Fig. 1.

the advantage over other relays that perfection of

contact was not necessary to its working. Fig. 2
shews the mode of working the electrophone as a
double relay with four signals and the galvanometer

of Thomson ; A represents the
needle of the galvanometer, B and
C the wires communicating with
an electrophone. When the needle
is deflected to the right, it falls

on the points B and C, and sounds
the electrophone through B, A, C.
The signals are produced liy long
and short contacts, as in the code
of Morse. The second set of

signals are produced by the re-

versal of the line-current, which
throws the needle on the points
of the arrangement D, connected
with a second electrophone of

dilTercnt tone. The electrophone
has been employed as a lecture

table instnmient to report to a large audience
results of processes which can only Be rendered
sensible by the most delicate galvanometric app.ar-

atus. Thus, the effect of acids and salts on the
conductibility of water and flame, the retarding
effect of diaphragms and of distance in various
solutions between the elements of the voltaic pile,

and even the most difficult of all experiments, the
determination of the slightest variation in the
electric equilibrium of muscle and nervous tissue,
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Fig. 2.

may be indicated in loud and varying tones by the
chemist and physiologist to his class, and phe-
nomena hitherto only perceptible to a single close

observer may be rendered manifest to the thousands
M"ho crowd the lecture-rooms of popular scientific

institutions. Fig. 3 shews the adaptation of the

Fig. 3.

electrophone to the galvanometer. AB represents

the needle of the galv.anometer suspended by a silk

fibre, C ; D is a small vessel of mercury communi-
cating by a fine wire with the centre of the needle ;

while a similar wire, attached to the end of the
needle B, dips into the curved trough EF, cont.iin-

ing distiUed water. The wires inserted into D and
F connect the coil with the electrophone, the current
passing through F, E, B, 1). When the needle is

deflected, the tract of water between E and F is

shortened, and the electrophone gives forth a
gradually increasing sound. By a delicate system
of levers attached to the wrist, as in the Sphygmo-
graph (q. v.), the rhythm .and character of the
human pulse, and its variation in disease, may be
indic.ited to the class by the physician. Further,
the electrophone may be adapted to the telephone
by placing the primary wire of the induction-coil in

connection with the membr.ane of the latter instru-

ment (see Telephone), and thus a song gently sung
ia one place may be rej)eated in trumpet-tones in
another hundreds of yards distant.

ELEPHANT!'ASIS is a term applied to two
varieties of skin-disease, in which the limbs, from
their enlargement, and from the changed condition
of the skin, have a slight resemblance to those of
the elephant. There is the elephantiasis of the

Greeks, which is usually regarded as the same as the
eastern leprosy, and as the spcdaliskhed of Norw.iy

;

and the chief features of which are described in the
article Leprosy. In this aflcction, the size of the
limbs and the state of the epidermis are compara-
tively slightly altered. In the elephantiasis of the

A rabs, which seems to be identical with the Bar-
badoes Leg (q. v.), there is great enlargement of the
aBected parts, and the skin is much thickened.

ELLEZE'LLES, a large village of Belgiimi, in
the province of Hainaut, 16 miles north-east from
Touruay. Linen-weaving is extensively carried on.

There are several flour-mills, breweries, and a salt-

refinerj'. Pop. 546S.

ELLIS, William, an English missionary, bom
in the latter part of last century. In January ISIG,
he sailed with his wife for the South Sea Islands,
as a missionary of the London Missionary Society,

and laboured there for nearly ten years. He set up
in Tahiti the first printing-press in the South Sea
Islands. In 1S24, he returned to England, on
account of the illness of his wife. He was for some
years employed at home in the business of the Lon-
don Missionary Society. In 1S26, he published a
Narraiive ofa Tout through Oicht/hre ; and in 1829,

Polynman Researches, 2 vols. In 1839, he published
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a History of Madagascar, 2 vols., compiled from
government papers, and information received from
missionaries. In 1835, his wife died, and two years
afterwards he mamed Miss Sarah Stickney, who
for many years conducted a school for girls at Hod-
desdon, in Hertfordshire, and who is well known as
the authoress of many popular works, among which
are The Women of Enrjlaiid (1S3S), The Daughters

of England (IS-tl!), The Wives of England (1843),
Hearts and Homes (1S4S—1849), and The Motlters

of Great Men (lSo9). Her works are all of an excel-

lent moral and rehgious tendency, and have been
very ^videly circulated both in Britain and America.
She was educated among the Society of Friends, to

which her parents belonged.—In 1853, Mr B. was
sent to Madagascar by the London Missionary
Society, to inquire into the state of things in that
island, and i>articidarly into the condition and pros-

pects of the Christians there. In 1859, he published
an interesting and valuable work, entitled Three
Visits to Madagascar, during 1853—1856, vxith

Sfotices of the People, X'atural History, &c., a work
to which we are largely indebted for our present
information concerning that island. In his Poly-
nesian Researches, as well as in this work, Mr E.
gives much information concerning the inhabitants,

scenery, and productions of the countries which he
visited, and few works of greater general interest

or higher value have come from the pens of modem
missionaries. In 1S67, he published another work,
the nature of which suiBciently appears from its

title, Madagascar Revisited, describing the Events of
a New Reign, and the Revolution which followed,
setting forth also the Persecutions endured by the

Cliristians, and their Heroic Sufferings, ivith Notices

of the Present State and Prospects of the People.

ELSSLER, Fa^-xt, a celebrated danseuse, was
bom in 1810 at Vienna, where she received her
early training, and appeared at the age of seven on
the boards of the KUrnther Thor Theatre. Along
with her sister Teresa, she went to Italy to com-
plete her education in 1827. On their retiu-n, the
two sisters were received with immense enthu-
siasm in Berlin, Vienna, Paris, St Petersburg, and
London ; Mademoiselle Fanny more especially, who,
by her wonderful dancing of ' La Cachucha,' was con-
sidered to have almost eclipsed TaglionL In 1841,
both sisters excited, if possible, a gi-e,ater furor in
America. Returning millionaires, F. E. retired

to a rUla, in the neighbourhood of Hamburg, whUe
Teresa entered into a morganatic marriage with
Prince Adalbert of Prussia.

E'MBOLISM (derived from the Greek word
embolon, a i)lug) is the term employed by recent
pathologists to designate the plugging-up of a vessel

by a clot of coagidated blood-fibrin, by a detached
shred of a morbid growth from a diseased cardiac

valve, &c. It is in cases of dl-nourished, broken-
;

down constitutions, or after a protracted or a debiU-

tating illness, that the morbid tendency of the
fibrin to coagulate spontaneously within the veins

chiefly exists, and in such cases very tri^-ial circum-
stances may call it forth, esjiecially if they lead to

any pressiu-e on the vessel. Clots, or portions of a
clot, may be transported by the blood-current from
the venous system to the right side of the heart,

and block up the piUmonary artery either entirely

or in part : li the occlusion is entire, sudden death
is produced ; while, if it is only partial, gangrene, or
inflammation of a pskrt of the lung, commonly
ensues. Many of the sndden deaths of women in

child-bed (till recently quite inexplicable) are due
to this cause, the plug being foi-med in the inflamed
uterine veins, or possibly, in some cases, in the
right side of the heart, and passing from thence to

j

the spot where its arrest proves suddenly fatal.

Several cases of this kind are reported in Simpson's
Obstetric Memoirs. Similar accidents may happen
in the arterial system. A detached fragment of

a diseased tricuspid or aortic valve of the heart, or
a separated fragment of coagulated fibrin, may be
driven onwards in the blood-current, and enter
and occlude some of the cerebral arteries, causing
softness of the brain, by cutting off the due supply
of nourishment. For fiu'ther details, the reader is

referred to an exhaustive treatise on this subject
published a few years ago by Cohn, entitled Ueber
embolischen Krankheiten.

E'METINE is the alkaloid which forms the active
principle of ipecacuanha root. It is a yellowish-
white powder, which is slightly soluble in cold water,
but dissolves readily in alcohol. When taken in-

ternally, it exhibits violent emetic properties, j^jth

j

of a grain being sufficient to cause vomiting.

[

EMIMANUEL COLLEGE, CA^mEtDGE, was
founded in 1584 by Sir AValter Mddmay, Chancellor
of the Exchequer and privy-counciUor in the reign
of Queen Elizabeth. The foundation fellowships
are 12 in number (to be increased to 13 when there
are sufficient funds), and are open to all her
Majesty's subjects who are members of the Church
of England and hold the degree of B.A. All the
foundation fellows are obUged to proceed regidarly
to the fm-ther degree in Arts, Law, Jledicine, or any
other facidty they have selected. There must be
four of them always in priest's orders ; and any who
are not tutors or bursars in the college, are boimd to
be in orders at the end of the seventh year of their
fellowship, at the risk of forfeiting it three years
afterwards. The college also possesses two fellow-
ships and four scholarships on Sir W'olstan Dixie's
foimdation (but the Dixie fellows have no voice in
college affairs, nor any claim to the offices or divi-

dends of the college) ; 1"2 scholarships of £G0 a year,
paid from the general revenues of the college ; five

of £30 a year, founded by Dr Thorpe ; other five of

the same value, founded by various benefactors

;

and other five (of £50, £32, £16, £12, and £10),
for which candidates from certain schools have
a preferable claim. The patronage of the college

consists of 24 benefices, situated in the eastern
and south-western counties of England ; and of two
schools, one in Norfolk, and the other in Suffolk.
In 1865, this coUege had 260 members of senate,

63 undergraduates, and 404 members on the boards.

ENCEPHALOCE'LE (derived from the Greek
encephalon, the brain, and kele, a tumour) is the
term applied to a tumour projecting through the
skidl, in one of the parts where the bones are incom-
plete in infancy, and consisting of a protrusion of
the membranes of the brain, containing a portion of

brain itself. The most common situation of such
tumours is in the middle fine and at the back of the
head. Surgical interference is scarcely ever justifi-

able, and all that can usually be done is to give
uniform support to the tumour, and to defend it

from injury.

ENCHOXDRO'MA is the term employed in
Pathological Anatomy to signify au abnormal car-

tdaginous gro\rth. These growths most commonly
occur in connection with the bones, and they are

not unfrequent in some of the glandidar structures.

See TraouBS.

ENCUMBERED ESTATES' COURTS. See
IxccjLEEKED Estates' Courts in Supplement.

"eNDE'RMIC -iXD HYPODE'RMIC METH-
ODS OF TREATMENT. These terms are, as
the names imply, used to desigTiate certain methods
of making the skin an agent for the reception of
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medicines. The endermic method consists in raising

a blister l>y the ordinary process, opening it by a
I

small jiuncture, which must not be at the lowest
j

part of the bladder, gently pressing nut the tluid

contents, and thcu injecting a medicinal solution, by

means of a small syringe, through the jnmcturc into

the emptied sac ; or, if the medicine is in the form

of powder, it may be scattered over the raw surface.

The endermic method is now almost entirely super-

seded by the hyi)odermic metliod, in which mecUcines

are introduced into. the subcutaneous cellular tissue

by means of a very iiuely pointed syringe. For the

invention of this process, the science of medicine is

indebted to Dr Alexander Wood of Edinburgh. It

is chiefly, but not solely, to anodynes that these

methods are especially applicable. It has been

found that morphia given by Dr Wood's method

acts more speedily and more powerfully than

when given by the mouth : moreover, the medi-

cine given in this way docs not disturb the func-

tions of the stomach, and may be administered

in those cases of irritation of that organ in which

medicines introduced into it would be rejected by

vomiting. A solution of acetate of morphia, care-

fully freed from any excess of tlie acid, and of such

strength that three minims shall contain one-third

of a grain, is commonly employed, the dose varying

from"one to three minims, or from one-ninth to one-

third of a grain of the salt. If the general effects

of the morphia (as reUef of pain and sleep) are

required, any convenient part of the body, as, for

instance, the fore-arm, may be selected : the sldn,

pinched up between the fore-finger and thimib of

the left hand, is penetrated by the point of the

syringe, and the solution injected. When a local

action is required, as in the case of various forms

of neuralgia, the solution should be injected as

near as possible to the seat of pain. .iVs some

patients are remarkably susceptible to the action

of morphia administeied in this method, it is adins-

able to begin with the smallest of the above-named

doses.

A scientific committee appointed by the Royal

l^Iedical and Chirurgical Society of London to inves-

tigate the jihysiological and therapeutical effects of

the hypodermic method of injection, have just sent

in their Report, which was read in June 1SG7.

Amongst the most important pliijsiolorjkal facts

which were observed, the following may be especially

mentioned. Watery solutions of drugs subcutane-

ously injected were far less rapid in their action than

when they were introduced into a vein. On compar-

ing the effects of medicuies subcutaneously injected

with those produced when they were administered

by the mouth, or by injection into the lower bowel, it

was found that, in the case of some drugs, the local

action was different according to the mode of admin-

istration, although the general effects produced

were of the same'kind. Thus, aconitine given by the

mouth affected the salivary glands ; when given

by the rectum, it caused irritation of the gut ; and

when given by the skin, it occasioned local pain.

The smallest dose fatal to rabbits was, by the

mouth, ^th, by the rectum, ^'^th, and by the skin,

jijjth of a grain : it was thus five times as energetic

when given subcutaneously as when given in the

most usual way. The effects of morphia when

injected under the skin were also more rapidly mani-

fested and more intense than when given by the

mouth or rectum. A solution of podophyllin, which,

when administered by the mouth, acts as a powerful

cholagogue (bile-provoking) aperient, when injected

into the skin, gives rise to free action of the kidneys.

The investigations of the therapeutic value of this

mode of administering drugs were limited by the f;iet,

that many substances (aconitine, for examiile) give
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rise to great local irritation when used subcuta-

neously. In cases of simple neuralgia, atro]>inc wag
found "to have a very beneficial effect when thus

L'ivcn, and in some cases more pcrinauent relief

t'olli>wed its injection than that of morphiii. The
value of the latter drug was found to be much
increased by this method, the required action being

of longer duration, and being ])roduced with greater

rapidity and intensity. The same advantages fol-

lowed this mode of giving quinine in iutermittcut

fevers, but some caution is requisite in giving large

doses, as iiritation may arise from its ))resenco

under the skin. Amongst the conclusions at which

the committee arrives are the following: (1) That,

as a general nUe, only clear neutral solutiims of

drugs should be employed, decidedly acid or alkaline

solutions being apt to cause irritation, and even local

ulcers, at the' point of application ; (2) that, as in

the case of podophyllin, symptoms are observed to

follow the administration of some drugs by the

skin, which are wanting when the same drugs are

otherwise administered ; and (.3) that the advan-

tages to be derived from this method of introducing

drugs arc (a) rapidity of action, (b) intensity of

effect, (c) economy of material, (d) certainty of

action, (c) facility of introduction in certain cases,

and (/) in some drugs, the avoid;mcc of unpleasant

sjTnptoms. .

E'NDROD, a large village of Hungary, in the

county of Bekes-Csanad, on the Kbrijs, 90 miles

east-south-east from Pesth. Pop. 7519. The sur-

rounding district produces much corn, wine, flax,

honey, and cattle.

ENSCHE'DE, a town in the Netherlands, pro-

^-inee of Overyssel, lies about four miles from the

Hanoverian boundary, and 30 miles west-north-

west of Zutphen. Besides fustians and dimities,

cottons for exjiort to Java are largely manu-

factured. Cotton-spinning, bleaching, dyeing, and

calendering also employ many of the' inhabitants.

There are several benevolent institutions, a Reformed,

a Roman Catholic, a Baptist Church, a Chamber of

Trade, and grammar-school, in which French, Eng-

lish, and German are taught. In 1S04, pop. 4GG4.

EOTVOS, Jo.SEPU, B.\KON, a Hungarian -miter,

bom September .3, 1815, in Ofen. He received an

excellent education in his parents' house, and (1825

—1831) studied philosophy and law at the univer-

sity of Pesth. After passing as advocate in 18,33,

he entered on a professional career, which he, how-

ever, soon abandoned, in order to devote himself

entirely to literature. As early as 18.30, he began

to publish several works—viz., the comedies Kriti-

kusok and HdzasulCk, and the tragedy Boszd, which

met -n-ith gre.at approbation. After his return from

a journey through Germany, France, England,

Switzerland, and the Netherlands, his work on

Prison Jle/orm (Pesth, 1S3S) appeared, which called

forth an entire literature, and gave the impulse to

numerous reforms of this kind in Hungary. This

was followed by his novel, The Carthusian (Pesth,

1838), which took its place as one of the best

productions of Hungarian literature. The excite-

ment which arose with Kossuth's appearance in

journalism drew E. also into the arena ; and his

defence of Kossuth, Kelet nepe. s' a Pctili liirlap

(Pesth, 1841), against Sz6chenyi in the contest be-

tween these two leaders, suqiassed even Kossuth's

\vritings in clearness and skilful reasoning. When
the liberals, in 1844, split into WunicipaUsts and

Centralists, E. became one of the most eloquent

advocates of the latter. His articles on this sub-

ject, published in the Pcsli Hirlap, distinguished

for their varied knowledge, richness of thought,

and eloquence of style, appeared collected under
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the title Reform (Leip. 1846). About this time,

too, appeared two large novels, A^ FahC Jerfifzoje

(The Villaae Notary, 3 vols., Pesth, 1844-1846;
Ger. by Mailath, 3 vols. ; 2d ed., Pesth, 18-51) and
Marfi/arors^iig 1514-6CH (Hungary in 1514, 3 vols.,

Pestii, 1847—1848 ; Ger. by Dux, 3 parts ; Pe.sth

and Leip., 1850), of which the first describes, with
masterly truthfiUness and vividness, the country
life of the present time ; and the latter, the' rising

of the peasantry of the Dozsa in 1514. After the

revolution of March 1848, he was appointed Minister

of PubUc Worship, but fell far short of the expecta-

tion entertained of him, as, being too httle a man
of action, he was not fit to cope with the stormy
times. He left the country even before the disso-

lution of the B.atthyanjT ministry in August 1848,

and went to Munich, where he stayed till 1851,

occupjHng himself exclusively with literary studies.

The most important fruit of his labours of this

})eriod is, Tlie Injiuence of th^. Ideas of the 10th

Centuiii on the iitate and Society (Hung, and Ger.,

Pesth and Vienna, 1851). Besides which, he pub-
lished in the German languatje. Die Gleichberech-

ti(iung der Nationalitiiten (The Equal Eights of

KationaUties, 2d ed., Vienna, 1S51). In 1851, E.

returned to Hungary, and was an adherent of tlie

policy of Deak (q.v. ). His anonymous publication,

Die Garantien der Macht und Einheit Oesterreidis

(Leip. 1859), made a great noise. In 1865, E.

began a weekly political paper, and in the same
year published a work on the question of Nation-
alities. (M, his death, February 1871, every news-

paper in Buda-Pesth assumed mourning for three

days.

)

EPIDEMIC CEREBRAL MEXINGI'TIS is a

disease which has been noticed and described by
many American physicians since the year 1811,

when Dr North specially drew the attention of the
profession to it. In 1838—1840, it appeared in

France, and committed great ravages in Versailles,

where the mortality was 23 per cent. ; in Stras-

bourg, where the mortality was 42 per cent.

;

in Lyon, Nancy, and other garrison towns. The
patients, in these cases, were almost entirely young
conscripts ; and the disease was regarded a^ non-
infectious. In the spring of 1846, it appeared in

the Dublin and Belfast workhouses, boj's under 12

years of age being the only victims, while girls

under similar circumstances escaped ; it likewise

appeared in the constabulary depot, in the same
year, amongst the recruits. In 1863, it was very

fatal in the United States. In 186-5, it ravaged

West Prussia : of 2000 cases recorded, half died ; and
of 347 cases, 330 were under 14 years of age. In
this epidemic, no mention is made of the purple

spots which have e.xcited such alarm in Ireland

;

and in the United States, two forms of the disease

are recognised—one marked by shock, weak pulse,

purpled limbs, and coma, death happening within

the first day; the other presenting signs of cerebro-

spinal mischief, such as tetanoid s[>asms, and death

here occurring in three days. Purple spots were
present in 27 out of 44 cases.

We now pass to the consideration of the so-called

Black Death, which, during the last and the present

year, 1806 and 1S67, has caused such intense alarm

in Ireland, and especially in Dublin. The history

of this disease is as follows : A healthy medical

student, aged 19, Residing in Dublin, fell iU with

chUliness and malaise about noon on March 18, 1866.

When he was visited in the evening, it was found

that he had vomited frequently and was very
pirostrate ; purple blotches appeared on his skin

during the night, and about noon next day, he
suddenly fell into stupor, and was dead at two, or

about 26 hours from the apparent commencement
501

of the symptoms. Drs Stokes and Benson, who,
with Mr Croly, saw the case, at once recognised it

as presenting a novel type of disease. A girl, aged
18, presented similar symptoms on April 2, but
recovered. Fatal cases were recorded on May 12,

13, and 17. According to Dr Mapother—from whose
excellent P>eport 'On the Malignant Purple Fever
Epidemic in Ireland,' read before the Epidemio-
logical Society in July 1867, the materials of this

article are almost entirely drawn—it appears that

63 fatal cases have been registered (up to July) in

the Dublin district, exclusive of eight deaths amongst
soldiers. This able physician gives the following

description of the symptoms, which include two
types of very different severity, and in this respect he
agrees with the American observers. In the graver,

life is rapidly extinguished as if by a blood-poison ;

in the milder, the symptoms are those of inflam-

mation of the cerebro-spinal axis, or its membranes.
Dr Stokes, however, regards these latter phenomena
as secondary to the essential disease, and believes

that they will always appear, if the patient lives

long enough for their development. The earliest

symptoms are chilliness and a sense of impending
danger, and vomiting of a persistent character soon
foUows. There is constipation till shortly before

death, when the evacuations are involuntarily dis-

charged. The tongue is dry ; the pulse abnormally
compressible, and usually over 100. The dark
purple blotches, caused by the escape of dissolved

hffimatin (colouring matter of the blood) from the

smaller vessels, are situated in and under the true

skin of the legs, hands, face, back, and neck. These
patches vary in size from that of a pin's head to

that of a walnut, and are often sufficiently raised to

be detected by the touch. The skin is dusky and
moist, sometimes even bathed in sweat. In some
cases, stupor, and in others, dehrium and intense

restlessness, are the forerunners of death. The
rapidity with which this disease runs its course is

appalling. A healthy boy, aged lOJ years, sank in

less than five hours from the time of his seizure

;

and of 41 investigated fatal cases, 14 terminated
within 24 hours. Of these cases, 21 were females,

and 20 males. Youth predisposes very strongly to

the disease. No jmsition in life ailbrds exemption :

one young nobleman, three medical students, two
undergraduates, and several inhabitants of the

lowest hovels—the seats of tyjAus and cholera

—

were amongst the victims.

With regard to treatment, almost every kind has
been tried, and each has been found equally unavail-

ing. The external application of cold to the spine and
head, as advocated in various forms of disease by
Dr Chapman, deserves a trial. Dr ilapother sug-

gests that the disease is due, like scurvy, to the w.ant

of fresh vegetables as an article of food ; and if this

view is correct, it is satisfactory to feel that if this

terrible malady is incurable, it is at all events
preventable. A few cases of this disease have been
recorded as occurring during the last few months
in various parts of England. They would probably
have passed unnoticed but for the Dublin epidemic.

EQUI'NIA, or GLANT)ERS. In the body of

this work, glanders has been considered simply as

a disease peculiar to animals, and especially the
horse. We shall here consider it as a disease affect-

ing man, to whom it is transmissible from animals.

It is remarkable that although the disease in the
horse and ass has been recognised from the time of

Aristotle (who describes it as common in the ass),

it was not till the year 1810 that Waldinger of

Vienna drew attention to the fact, that special pre-

cautions should be taken in the dissection of horses
affected with glanders and farcy, inasmuch as the
most serious and often fatal consequences might arise
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from the ioociJation of tlie morbid matter. Strangely

enough, however, he docs not seem to have noticed

that the disease thus induced in man is identical

with that of the horse; and it was not till 1S21

that Schilling recognised this important point. It

w.as not till a living physician, Dr Elliotsou, pub-

lished his Memoir On the Glanders in the Human
Subji'cl, in 1S30, th.at the attention of the medical

profession in this country was directed to the sub-

ject. In IS.^T, Eayer, in his Memoir De la Morve
et (lu Farcin chez tHomme, collected all the cases

that had been observed up to that date, and gave a

complete description of the various forms of glanders

both in the horse and in man; and in 1843, Tar-

dieu published his investig.ations, De la Morve et

dii Farcin Clmmi'iues. It is to these writers and

to the brothers (i.-imgee (' Glanders—E<iuini.a,' by
Arthur Gamgee, M.D., and John Ganigee, in Rey-
nolds's System of Medicine, vol. i. ISGG) that we owe
almost all our knowledge of this terrible disease.

In the great majority of cases, the disease is trans-

mitted from the horse, the ass, or the mule to man

;

but several instances have been recorded in which
it h.%3 been transmitted fi'om one human being to

another. The disease is no doubt generally due to

inoculation, but the virus is also probably capable

of being absorbed by imbroken mucous membrane.
Most of the recorded cases have occurred in men of

good constitution and in the prime of life. The
four varieties of this disease which occur in the

horse have .also been observed in man—viz., (1)

Acute Glanders, ("2) Chronic Glanders, (3) Acute
Farcy, and (4) Chronic Farcy.

Acute Qlanders is the commonest form. The
period of inoculation ranges, in the majority of cases,

from three days to a week. If there is a distinct

wound or abrasion through which the poison has

been absorbed, the parts around the broken surface

become red, tense, and painful, often before the

appearance of any of the constitutional symptoms,
such as a general feeling of illness, great depression of

the spirits, headache, rigors, increased rapidity of

the pidse, and pain in the joints. A characteristic

pustular eruption, often accompanied by bulL-e or

blebs, appears on the face and limbs ; and abscesses

frequently occur on the face and about the principal

joints. A yellow, purulent, fetid discharge, often

mixed with blood, exudes from the nasal mucous
membrane, which is invariably the seat of a pustu-

lar eruption, or of idceratious. The prostration

which is observable from the beginning increases

during the course of the disease. The pulse becomes
weak and frequent, the breathing difficult, the voice

feel>le, and the bowels very rela.\ed, the sti>ol3 being

extremely fetid. Delirium now sets in, which is

followed by coma and death. Death usually occurs

about the end of the second week, but the duration

of the disease has been known to vary from three

to fifty-nine days.

—

Chronic Glanders is so rare an
.affection in man that it hardly requires notice.

The course of the disease usually extends over
several months ; and only one case of recovery is

reiiorted.

—

Acute Farcy seems only to difJer essen-

tially from acute glanders in the fact of there being

no affection in the mucous membrane of the nos-

trils. The cutaneous eruption may or may not be

present ; in the great majority of cases, it is pre-

sent, and the disease then follows exactly the same
course as glanders. ^Mien there is no eruption,

there is merely an inflammation of the lymphatic

vessels and glands, or An^eiolcucilis (q. v.), accom-
panied with the formation of soft subcutaneous
timiours at various jiarts. This form of the disease

often terminates favourably, or may merge into

Chronic Farcy, which is characterised by the forma-

tion of an abscess on the forehead or elsewhere,
SH

which is followed by indolent and fluctuating

tumours, which follow one another in various pai-ts

of the body, open spont.aneoualy, and form very
intr.actable ulcers. The disease usually runs its

course in about a year. Of twenty-two cases
recorded by Tardieu, six recovered.

Little need be said regarding treatment, since no

I

remedies have been found to exercise any influence
, in checking the course of acute glanders. Arsenic,

I

combined with strychnia, has been found usefnl in

chronic glanders in the horse, and is recommended
;
by the brothers Gamgee as worthy of trial in man

;

I
and some relief might probably be afforded by the
application of weak injections of carbolic acid into

1
the nostrils.

ERCKMAKN—CHATRIAN (Emile Erck-
MA>'X and Ai.EX.\NDRE Chatkian), two French
men of letters, the first of whom was born 2((th

I

May IS22 at Ph.alsbourg ; the second, 2d December

I

1S26, in the village of Soldatenthal, commime of

:
Abreschwiller, both in the dep. of Meurthe—one of

those departments of France which formed i>art of

;
the old duchy of Lorraine. E., the son of a book-
seller, went through a rather irregular course of

study at the college of his native town, went to

I Paris in 1S42 to study law, which he broke off

several times, and only passed his third examination
in 1857, and finally abandoned the study in the
following year. During the interv.al, he had set

himself to make a name in literature, in co-opera-

tion with M. Ch,atrian. The latter, belonging to an
old family of glas3-m.akcrs in Meurthe, ruined by
reverses in trade, w.a3 acting as tutor at the college

of Phalsbourg, when in 1847 he was introduced to

M. Erckmann. From that time the two friends

employed their pens in the same works, which they
signed with the two names united in one ; and it

was only about ISGSthat the authors informed their

readers that the numerous works of fiction, which
had obtained a widespread popularity, and were
supposed by the general public to be the work of a
single ^vriter, were the fruits of their friendly

collaboration. Their early works attracted com-
par.ativcly little notice ; and it is said that their

first work was rejected by all the newspapers of

Paris, and by many provincial journals. In 1S4S,

they pubUshed several feuilletons in the Democrale
die Jiliin, which h.ad just been started : Le Sacrifice

d!Abraham, Le Bourgmcstre en Bouieille, &c., which
they have since published separately. At the same
time they wrote a drama, Le Chasseur des Ruines,

for the Arabigu-Comique, which the theatre ac-

cepted, subject to changes, which they refused to

make. They produced another drama, L^Alsace en

1 1814, for the theatre of Strasbourg, which was sup-
' pressed by the prefect on the second representation.

; They wrote numerous novels at this time for differ-

ent journ.als, some of which were very little noticed,

while others remained in MS. for years. Despair-

ing of being able to live by their pens, E. recom-
menced his law studies, and C. obtained a situation

in the olEce of the Eastern Railway. It was not
till 1859 that L'lllustre Docteur Maiheus (1S59, in-

18 ; 3d edition, 1864), published by the Librairie-

Nouvelle, gave a certain £clat to the collective name
of Erckmann—C'hatrian. Since then, they have
written a great many novels and tales ; and their

reputation as romance-writers h,as steadily in-

creased. The secret of their success lies in their

having faithfully depicted the manners of the simple,

hardy, and warlike popiU.ation of their native pro-

\nnce. Le Fou l't'r7o/(1862, in-18) is one of a series

of novels, the subjects of which are taken from their

national history, and gives a picture of the invasion

of 1814. Yegof, as the name indicates, is a mad-
man, whose hallucinations are brought in to explain
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the marvellous in the tale. Le Conscrit de 1813
(1864) and Waterloo (1865) are fragments of an
autobiography, and are supposed to be the recol-

lections of a common soldier, and relate the disas-

trous campaigns of 1813 and 1814. These may be
called the gems of their collection. Le Joueur de
Ctarinette (1863), a simple story of a village musician,

and Les Amoureux de Catherine, another tale of

village life in the same volume, are nearly perfect.

The last work of MM. E. and C, VHomme du
Peuple (1865), is less favourably spoken of as a work
of art. It pictures the life of the modem French
workman, with political discussions from his point
of view.

ERNST, Helnt.ich WrLHEUi, an eminent
violinist, born at Brunn, in Moravia, in 1814 He
early became a pupil of the Vienna Conservatoriimi,

studying under Seyfried and Mayseder. At the
age of 16, his talents excited much interest on his

appearance in public at Munich, Stuttgart, and
Frankfurt ; and he soon afterwards performed in

Paris. His first visit to London was in 1843 ; and
he returned in subsequent years, spending the in-

tervals in Paris and in different parts of Germany.
His playing was characterised by immense bril-

liancy, combined with passion and sentiment. He
suffered much from acute neuralgia, which latterly

interfered with the exercise of his art ; and the last

seven years of his life were spent at Nice, where
he died, October 8, 1865. E.'s compositions have
generally a bravura character, and include works
for the violin and orchestra, quartetts, &c.

E'SCUWJbilLER, a town of Rhenish Prussia, in

the circle of Aachen, and nine mOes east-north-east

from the city of Aachen (Aix-la-ChapeUe), is a
station on the railway between Aix-la-Chapelle and
Cologne, and stands at the confluence of the lude
and Dente. It has extensive manufactures of

ribbons, woollens, canvas, needles, iron-wire, and
machinery, also of wax-cloth, lace, glass, vitriol, and
vinegar. In the vicinity are mines of zinc and lead.

Pop. 13,737.

E'SKAR, a term applied in Ireland to certain

objects in the superficial drift, which occur in several

parts of that coimtry, and are not unknown in Scot-

land, but which are more abundant in Sweden than
in any other known country, being there recognised

as Csar. An eskar is generally a long linear ridge

of rounded gravel, including pieces of considerable

size ; in Sweden, they often have rough erratic blocks

deposited upon them. It is an imsettled point

whether they are connected n-ith glacial action ; if

connected with it, the whole appearances and con-

sistency demonstrate at least subsequent marine
action. There is a remarkable eskar on a moor
spreading below Dirrington Law, in Berwickshire

(900 feet above the sea) ; another, about a mile long,

has been pointed out amidst a vast alluvial accumu-
lation at St Fort, Fifeshire.

ESQUI'NTLA, or ESCUINTLA, a to^ra of the

state of Guatemala, Central America, 25 miles south
from Guatemala, on the river Michatoya, which
falls into the Pacific Ocean. It has a fine church.

Pop. 6000, consisting in great part of Indians.

ESSENCES. This term is frequently used as

synonymous with volatile oils.

EVAIfS, Miss Maet A., understood to be the

daughter of a dissenting minister in Derbyshire,was
bom about the year 1820. Before she became
known as the author of the remarkable series of

fictions with which her name is popiUarly associated,

she had already acquired reputation in the literary

circles of the metropolis as a writer of distinguished

abUity. She contributed largely to the Westminster

Scvieic, of which she is said to have been at one

time joint-editor, and is known to have been the
translator of the famous Lehen Jesii of Dr .Strauss,

an English version of which was published in 1846.

During 1857, there appeared in Blackwood's Maga-
zine, with the signature of George Eliot, a series of

stories under the title of Scenes of Clerical Life,

the very unusual merit of which instantly attracted
attention. They seemed to proclaim with great
distinctness the advent of a new novelist of fresh

and original power. It was from the first sufli-

ciently well understood that the signature was a
mere nom de j)htme; and no little curiosity was
excited as to the personaUty of the author unknown.
This feeling was much deepened by the publication
in 1858, by the Messrs Blackwood, of the novel of

Adam Bede, which attained an immense success, and
at once secured for the writer almost undisputed
rank -nath the most eminent novelists of the day.
This was followed, in 1859, by Hie Mill on the Floss,

which amply sustained the reputation of the writer

;

and in 1861 by Silas Marner, the Weaver of Baveloe,
a tale in one volimie, which, as to art, is perhaps
the most perfect of any of this series of works.
In 1861, the Scenes of Clerical Life were republished
from BlaehrooiFs Magazine, to meet with a renewal
of the favoiir with which they were originally

received ; and in 1863, Eomola, an elaborate histo-

rical novel of Italian life, was published by Messrs
Smith, Elder, & Co., in whose Cornhill Magazine it

had preWously from month to month appeared.
This work has never had quite the popularity of its

predecessors, but is considered by a selecter circle

of readers—and perhaps on the whole with justice

—the greatest intellectual effort of the author.
Meantime—though the avowal has never in any
formal fashion been made—it had by degrees
become positively certain that Miss E. was the
' George Eliot ' of these works ; and by not a few
competent critics a place had been franily assigned
her at the very summit of this branch of our litera-

ture. Her last book, Felix Holt, tlie Radical, pub-
lished last year (1866) by the Messrs Blackwood,
was distinctly the book of the season, and was
almost everywhere received with acclamation. Cool
critics here and there, however, n-ill probably be of

opinion, that whilst it indicates no dechne in power,
and contains passages in various kinds as e.^cquisite

as any produced by the writer, it is distinctly, per-
haps on the whole, her hast complete and satisfac-

tory performance. In virtue of the finish and
mellow harmony of her writing, with its reflex of
general culture and accomplishment, her genuine
[ihilosophic power of thought, her deep and serious
view of life, admirable humour, and masterj' of the
springs of pathos, there cannot certainly be more
than one or two novelists now living who are to be
ranked on a level with George Eliot.

EXHIBITIOIfS, Industkiai,. Since the article

on this subject appeared in the Encyclopedia, three
international exhibitions have been held—one in 1862
in London ; the next in 1865 in Dublin ; and the
third, that of Paris, during the present year (1867).
That of 1862 was held in a vast brick building,

lighted by a roof and two immense cupolas of glass,

designed by Captain Fowke, E.E., and erected on a
large space of land acquired by the Royal Commis-
sioners of the Great Exhibition of 1851, adjoining
the beautiful garden of the Horticultural Society at
South Kensington. The space covered was 1,291,800
square feet, or aboiit 17 acres, including some por-
tions of the buildings of the garden, lent by the
Horticultural Society, for refreshment-rooms, &c.
Of this vast space, 391,146 square feet were occupied
by objects exhibited, besides 284,670 square feet of
wall and other vertical space made by internal

partition, &c. ; to which must be added 93.220 of
SIS
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horizontal ami vertical space occupied by works of

art, arraiineil in one of the most admirably con-

structed galleries ever designed for such a purpose.

It was evidently the idea of the projectors of this

building that it might be retained and devoted to

other purposes after the exhibition, in tlie same ,

way as the Palais do I'lndustrie, in which the Paris
|

Exhibition of ISTiS was held, is still retained,
j

and is both a useful and ornamental acquisition to

the French capital. But neither this jiroject nor

the building itself found favour with the public,

and it was destroyed iu ISC'!, a year after the close

of the exhibition. It will give a gooil idea of the

vastuess of these great international cxhil)ition3 if

we give a few figures shewing the numlicr of cx-

hil)iters, visitors, and other statistics of that of 18G2.

Thus, there were 20,348 exhibiters in the Indus-

trial Division, whose exhibits were arranged in

.S6 cliisses ; and 2305 artists, in four classes, in the

Fine Art Division : or in all, '2S,G53. Of these,

8487 were British manufacturers, and OflO lintish

artists; and 17,861 foreign manufacturers, ami 1315

foreign artists. The extent of the Fme Art collection

surpassed all expectations : it comprised 3370 ]>aint-

ings in oil and water colours, 901 pieces of sculpture,

1275 engravings and etchings, and 083 architectural

designs. The number of visitors .averaged .30,328

per day. The aggregate number was 6,211,103

from the date of opening, May I, to its close,

October 31. The money taken for admission

amounted to £328,858. There were 620 jiersons

appointed to examine the articles exhibited, and
adjudicate the rewards, which consisted of medals

and certificates of Honourable Mention. The entire

cost of this gigantic affair was i'321,l)()0. This was
secured against all risk of failure liy a voluntary

guarantee entered into by 1152 gentlemen of all

ranks, who pledged themselves in various sums,

amounting, in the aggregate, to £450,000. The
following are the classes into which the enormous
aggregate of the world's productions was divided :

1. Mining, Quarrying, Metallurgy, and Mineral

Prodticts. 2. Chemical Substances and Products,

and Ph.armacentical Processes. 3. Substances used

for Food. 4. Animal and Vegetable Substances used

in Manufactures. 5. Railway Plant, including Loco-

motive Engines and Carriages. 6. Carriages iKjt

connected with Rail or Tram Roads. 7. Jlanufac-

turing Machines and Tools. 8. Machinery in

General. 9. Agricultural and Horticidtural Ma-
chines and Implements. 10. Civil Engineering,

Architectural, and Building Contriv.ances. 11. Mili-

tary Engineering, Armour and Accoutrements, Ord-

nance and Small-arms. 12. Naval Architecture-
Ships' Tackle. 13. Philosophical Instruments, and
Processes depending upon their Use. 14. Photo-

graphic Appar.atus and Photography. 15. Horo-

logical Instruments. 10. Musical Instruments. 17.

Surgical Instruments and Appliances. 18. Cotton.

19. Flax anil Hemp. 20. Silk and Velvet. 21. Wool-
len and Worsted, including Mixeil Fabrics. 22.

Carpets. 23. Woven, Spun, Felted, and Laiil Fabrics,

as Specimens of Printing or Dyeing. 24. Tapestry,

Lace, and Embroidery. 25. Skins, Fur, Feathers,

and Hair. 20. Leather, including Saddlery and
Harness. 27. Articles of Clothing. 28. Paper,

Stationery, I'rinting, and Bookbinding. 29. Educa-

tional Works and Appliances. 30. Furniture,

Paper-hanging, and Decoration. 31. Iron and
General Hardware. 32. Steel Cutlery and Edge
Tools. 33. Works in Precious Metals and their

Imitations, and Jewellery. 34. Glass, for Decorative

and Household Purposes. 35. Pottery. 36. Toilet,

Travelling, and Miscellaneous Articles. 37. Archi-

tecture. 38. Paintings and Drawings. 39. Sculp-

ture, &c. 40. Etchings and Engravings.
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Notwithstanding nuich opposition and ill-feeling,

the International Exliil)ition of 18(>2 jiroved a great

success. Like its predecessor in 1851, it gave a vast

impetus to trade gener.ally, and it enabled the
pul)lic to form correct opinions npr>n the j)ri>gress

of our manufactures, and tlieir shorlcoinings wlien
comi)ared with otliers. Ivvcli of the following foreign

countries respondeil to the invitation of the Royal
Commissioners, and was ami)ly representeil ; and
from nearly .all, a staff of commissioners and officers

were sent to ctuuluct their l)usiness. and watch over
the interests of their exhil>iters in London : (.'entral

Africa, Western Africa, Belgium, Br.azil, China,
Costa Rie.a, Dennuirk, Ecuailor, France and its

Colonies, Germany—Austri.a, Zollverein (Duchy of

Anlialt-Bernburg. Duchy of Anhalt-Dessau-Cotlien,

(<rand Duchy of Baden, Bavaria, Brunswick, Franlt-

furt-on-.Maiue, Hanover, Hesse-Cassel, Grand Duchy
of Hesse, Principality of Li)ipe, Grand Duchy of

Luxemburg, Nassau, Grand Duchy of Oldenburg,
Kingdom of Prussia, Kingdom of Saxony and
I'rincipality of Renss [.I. L.], Grand Duchy of Saxony,
Duchy of S.axe-Altenburg, Duchy of Saxe-Coburg-
Goth.i, Duchy of Saxe-Meiningen, Principality of

Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt, Priuci|)ality of Schwarz-
bnrg-.Sondershausen, Principality of Waldeck, Wiir-

temberg), Mecklenburg, llansc Towns (Bremen,
Hamburg, Liibeck)—Greece, Hawaiian or Sandwich
Islands, Hayti, Ionian Islands, Italy, .lapan, Liberia,

Madagascar, Netherlands, Norway, Peru, Portugal,

Rome, Russia, Siam, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,

Turkey, United States, Uruguay, Venezuela.

The next exhibition of importance was that held
in Dublin in 1865, which w.as originated by a com-
pany, whose object was to establish the lu'incijjle of

decennial exhibitions, and, if possible, inalte this

one pay the expense of erecting the magnificent

building in which it was lichl, and thereby form a
permanent home for such exhibitions and other
usefid purposes iu future. This building was of

brick, covered with stucco, and the roof of glass

and iron, liglit but commodious galleries running
entirely round the interior. The whole surface occu-

pied by the structure was 5700 square yards. It was,

in every respect, well adapted for the purposes for

which it was raised, and had an extensive i)lcasure-

garden nearly suiTouuding it. The exhibition was
successful iu everything but its pecuniary results.

It was amply patronised both by foreign exliibiters

and visitors, and like that of ISG2 in London, and
the previous ones of Dublin and Paris, it combined
fine arts with the manufactures, mining, and other

industries.—The present year lias witnessed, iu

Paris, the greatest of all international exhibitions,

Ijoth with respect to its extent and to tlie sco2)e of

its ])Ian. Its site is on the Cham])-do-M,ars, the

great military parade-ground of Paris, and it occu-

pies the enormous sjiace of 37 acres. It consists

of a large building of an elliptical form, arranged

in twelve concentric circles, with a small ojien

central garden. Tlie outer circle is much more lofty

and broader than any of the others, is roofed with
corrugated iron, and lighted with clere-story win-

dows, and is devoted to JIacliinery of all kinds, and
to the processes of manufacture in various branches

of industry. Outside this circle are jilaced practical

illustrations of the food dejiartment, in the form of

restaurants of all nations—the exhibitionof sjieoimens

of food-substances being in small courts within the

outer wall, or back to back with the restaurants.

Tlie first circle within that for Machinery is for

Metallurgy, Chemistry, Dyeing, &c. ; then follow

Textile Staterials, Clothing, Household Furniture,

Personal Ornaments, Plate, Porcelain, &c. ; then

matters relating to General and Special Education.

Then comes the Gallery of Fine Arts, in which the
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paintings, sculpture, and other fine-art works of all

nations are exhibited ; and within this circle, again, is

another, in which an archseological collection from
each country is displayed for the purpose of sheiring

the rise and progress of industrial art in every
country. This is a novel and most valuable addi-

tion, which has been admhably conceived and
carried out. Another most important feature in

the Paris Exhibition is the Park, or out-of-door

jiortion, wliich occupies by far the larger part of the
whole space. In this are shewn actual examples
of the styles of domestic and palatial architec-

ture of most countries, and even the tents of some
of the nomad tribes, such as the Kirghis Tartars,

and Samoyeds of the Russian Empire, the Bedouin
Arabs, &c. The beasts of burden of different nations,

such as horses, camels, &c., are also shewn, and all

kinds of civil and military erections of general

importance. The Exhibition has had great and
deserved success ; it has been visited by most of

the principal monarchs of the world, and vast mul-
titudes of people of all nations. For some reason,

however, no reliable statistics have been published,

and it is feared that, pecuniarily, it will not succeed.

It seems to be the culmination of industrial exhibi-

tions, and it will teach the lesson, that it is possible

to go too far in this direction, for in many respects

it has been quite unmanageable, and shews the

necessity of narrowing the limits of future exhibi-

tions, if we desire to obtain the best results.

EYRE, Edwakd Jons, a distinguished explorer

and English colonial governor, is the son of the late

Rev. A. EjTe, Vicar of Hornsea, and Rector of Long
Reston in the East Riding of Yorkshire, and was
born in 1S17. He was educated at the grammar-
schools of Louth and Sedbergh. He was originally

intended for the army ; but at the age of 17, he
resolved to emigrate, and seek his fortune in

Australia. After serving a short apprenticeshi()

with a settler on the Hunter Kiver in New South
Wales, he became a squatter on his own account in

the same colony, and invested in the business a

capital of £400. The idea struck him, that cattle

might be profitably driven overland by the Murray
River from New South Wales to South Australia

—

thus saving tlie difficult and circuitous voyage from
Sydney to Melbourne. He made the attempt ; and
it proved so successful that, with the profits, he was
able to purchase an estate on the Lower Murray,
where he took up his abode. He was appointed
resident magistrate and protector of aborigines.

The natives had been cruelly ill used by the colo-

nists who had penetrated farthest inland, and had
even been shot and poisoned with impunity. Mr
E. sought to remedy these evils, and discharged the
difficult task of settling the disputes between the

settlers and natives in a manner admitted by all to

have been most judicious, just, and humane. A
movement was made, in 1S39, to explore the

unknown region between South and Western
Australia, lying north of the Great Australian

Bight. Two routes were siiggested—one north of

Lake Torrens, the other along the sea-coast. E.

warmly advocated the former, and offered, if it

were adopted, to head the expedition, and pay one-

third of the expense ; and the subscribers to the
fund at Adelaide accepted his oti'er. In 1S40, he
set out with a company of four Englishmen and
two native boys ; but the expedition proved unsuc-

cessfid ; and after wandering for months along the

muddy or sandy shores of Lake Torrens, the party
i

were compelled to return to Port Lincoln, whence
j

they were conveyed to Adelaide by a vessel sent

for their relief by the governor. Then E. deter-
j

mined to attempt the southern route. In February
|

1S41, although strongly urged to abandon the
uudertaking, he set out, accompanied by a man
named Baxter and three aboriginal boys. Baxter
was killed, two of tlie boys deserted, and E. was left

to complete the journey with one boy, named WyUie,
a native of Western Australia. For a week "at a
time, E. was without water, and he would have
finally fallen a victim, like other Australian ex-
plorers, to fatigue and thirst, had he not obtained a
fortnight's rest in a whaler anchored off the coast.
He reached King George's Sound on the 7th July,
having thus accomplished a journey of 1000 miles
in four months in one of the most sterile regions
known to exist. His journey proved that no route
of any value can be opened up along the southern
coast of Australia, and that no fertile spots break
the waste—a fact of immediate importance so long
as Western Australia remains a penal settlement.
E. published a Jom-nal of his Expedition, in which
he included an account of the natives and their
relations with Europeans. In 1845, he returned
to England ; and in the following year, he received
the appointment of Lieutenant-governor of New
Zealand, under the governor, Sir George Grey. It
was his special duty to administer the governjneut
of the middle island. At the expiry of the cus-
tomary six years' service of a colonial governor, E.
returned to England, and received the appointment
of Lieutenant-governor of St Vincent. In 1S62, he
was appointed governor of Jamaica, for which his
success in dealing with the inferior races in
Australia seemed pre-eminently to fit him. When,
in October 1865, the negro disturbances broke out
in Jamaica, E., acting in conformity with the
almost universal feeling of the white popidation,
and guided by his knowledge of the negro char-
acter, resolved to check the progress of disaffection
among an ignorant and half-savage population by
prompt and energetic measures. A general panic
prevailed. Martial law was proclaimed under a
local statute. A ilr Gordon, beUeved to have
taken a leading part in the rebellion, was hurriedly
tried on a Saturday, by court-martial, and hanged
on the following Moudaj-, after the sentence had
been confirmed by Eyre. The insurrection was
successfully repressed. Complaints, however, were
made that Gordon had been condemned irregularly

and on insufficient evidence ; and that other excesses
of severity had been committed. A commission sent
out to inquire into the facts came to the conclusion
that such was so far the case, and E. was recalled.

He returned to England, and took up his abode
at Adderley Hall, near Market-Drayton, Salop.
English opinion was much divided as to the course
he had taken. Those who disapproved of his con-
duct, represented by Mr John Stuart Mill, M.P.,
and Mr P. Taylor, M.P., resolved to prosecute
him on a charge of murder. An Eyre Defence
Fund was raised, and a committee appointed for

his defence, in which the most prominent place
was taken by Mr Thomas Carlyle and Sir Roderick
Murchison. E. was summoned before a London
police court, but declined to attend, on the ground
of non-residence. On the 25t!i of March 1867, he
appeared before the petty sessions at 5Iarket-Dray-
ton, where the charge of murder made against him
was dismissed by the m.igistrates. No one doubts
that E. is a brave, kind-hearted, and honourable
English gentleman ; but it must be admitted that
he committed a grave eiTor of judgment in endorsing
the sentence against Mr Gordon, without seeing
that the evidence was sufficient, led away, as he no
doubt was, by the panic around him.—See Journal
of Expedition of Discovery by Eyre, and Life of
Eyre, by Hamilton (Hume, 1867).
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\CTORY ACTS. Important ex-

tensions and various modincations of

,_i ^j the factory acts have recently been

'1«V-'C. made. The acts 23 and 24 Vict. c.
''^

7S, 2G and 27 Vict. c. 38, and 27 and
2S Viet. c. 98, have extended tlie provisions

( of thf factory acts to bleaching and dyeing
works, calendering worlds, and works in

which the processes of finishing, hooking,
or lapping, or of making and packing j'arn or

cloth of cotton, wool, sUk, or flax, are carried on. The
provisions of the acts were applied to persons
employed in lace factories by the act 24 and 25
Vict. c. 117. The Factory Acts' Extension Act,

1864 (27 and 28 Vict. c. 48), refers spcci.ally to certain

trades regarded as more than usually unwholesome
—namely, the manufacture of earthenware (except
common bricks and tiles), of lucifer-matches, of

))crcussiou-cai)S, of cartridges, paper-staining, and
fustian-cutting. It jirovides that every factory to

which it ap])lic3 shall be kept iu a cleanly state,

and be ventilated in such a manner as to render
harmless, so far as is practicable, the gases, dust, or

other im])uritie3 generated in the process of manu-
facture that may be injurious to health ; and it

gives the manufacturers power to make special

rules, mth the sanction of the Home Secretary, for

the guidance of the work-people, so as to prevent
the requii'ements as to cleanliness and ventilation

from being infringed, and to punish any breach of

these rides by a peualty not exceeding £1. The
Factory Acts' Extension Act, 1SG7 (30 and 31 Vict.

c. 103), is the most important act which has been
passed on the subject since the passing of the lead-

ing act in 1844. It extends the scope of the acts

very considerably, making them apj)ly to (1) blast-

furnaces, or premises in which the process of

smelting is carried on
; (2) copper mQls ; (3) mills

for converting iron or steel ; (4) foundries for iron,

copper, brass, or other metal
; (5) premises in which

meclianical power is used in the manufacture of

machinery, of any article of metal, or in the manu-
facture of india-rubber or gutta-percha ; (G) premises
in which the manufacture of paper, of glass, or of

tobacco, letter-press printing, or bookbinding is

carried on ; and lastly (7) any premises constituting

one trade establishment in which fifty or more
persons are employed in any manufacturing process.

The act makes a number of temporary modifications

of the preceding acts, so as to prevent hardshii> by
the sudden introduction of their prorisions into the
new trades. It also contains a muuber of pennanent
modifications of their provisions, of wliich the prin-

cipal only can be pointed out. It gives power to the
Home Secretai-y, in all trades whose customs or

exigences require it, to authorise the occasional

employment of males of IG beyond the hours

allowed by the factory acts ; to authorise children,

young persons, and women to be employed at differ-

ent hours ; to modify the regulations as to fencing

machinery ; and to modify the arrangements as to

holidays, and as to working on Saturday afternoons.

These powers the Home Secretary can exercise only
within certain narrow limits. Power is also given
to him to sanction certain delations in regard to

the hours of labour in some specified trades, such
as letter-press printing and bookbinding. The act
also contains some retrulations to be kept iu view iu
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applying the former factory acts to the glass, paper,

and others of the new trades. Amongst its general
provisions is an important one to prevent such
over-crowding in factories as might be prejudicial

to health. It must be confessed, however, that
although its provisions are very benelicial, the act

of 18G7 has not left the law in a satisfactory con-

dition in so far as its arrangement is concerned ; but
it is undei'stood that it is in contemplation to con-

solidate at some early period all the acts relating to

the employment of persons in factories. See Woi:k-
siiop Regl'lation Act.

FAIR ISLE, an island about 3 miles long by 2
broad, lyiug between Orkney and Shetland, or 25
miles from either ; ecclesiastically, it belongs to the
parish of Dunrossness, in Shetland. It was on this

rocky isle that one of the vessels of the Spanish
Armada, having on board the Duke of Medina
Sidouia, was wrecked in the attemjit to escape
northwartls, 1588. The vessel Iiaving gone in

pieces, the crew were thrown on the hospitality of

the i)oor islanders. The Duke, after a time, got to

Quendale House, on the mainland of Shetland, and
eventually lauded in safety at Dunkirk. From the

Spaniards on this occasion, the n-atives of Fair Isle

acquired a knowledge of the art of forming woollen
articles, such as caps, mittens, and scarfs, m divers

colours, the preparation of which is still a staple

emiJoyment in the island for purposes of export.

FA'BNWORTH, a town of Lancashire, two miles

and a half south-east from Bolton-le-Moors, near the
Tonge, a branch of the Irwell. It is a station on the
Manchester and Bolton Railway. It has a pictur-

esque embattled chapel, of the 15th century. The
manufacture of sail-canvas, and the making of

watches, tiles, &c., are carried on. Pop. (1861)
8720.

FARRAGUT, David Glascoe, Vice-admiral of

the American navy, was born near Knoxville,
Tennessee, in 1801 ; and at the age of eleven yeai-a

entered the navy as midshipman, imder Captain
David Porter, in the Essex frigate. At the age of

21, he was made lieutenant, and appointed to the
Norfolk Na^-y-yard ; in 1833, he commanded the

Natchez, on the Brazil station, and in 1838, in the
West Indies ; iu 1847, he was appointed to the
sloop-of-war Saratoga; in 1851, made Assistant-

inspector of Ordnance; in 1854, sent to construct

a navy-yard in California; and iu 1855, with the

rank of captain, appointed to the steam-frigate

Broohbjn, in the home squadron. In January 1802,

he was appointed to the command of a naval expedi-

tion to act against the Confederates in the Gulf of

Mexico ; and on April 24, after a heavy cannonade,
his squadron passed the forts at the mouth of the

Mississippi, and on the 28th, he received the sm-
reuder of New Orleans. Ascending the Mississijipi,

he took Natchez ; and aided by a fleet of gun-boats,

which had descended the river, made an attack on
Vicksburg, which failed; and he withdrew to I'ensa-

cola, and operated against the coast of Texas.'

Piaised to the rank of ^^ce-admiral in March ISC'J,

he once more passed iij) the Mississippi, successfully

ran past the heavy Confederate batteries of Fort
Hudson, and aided General Grant in the combined
attack on Vicksburg, which resulted in its capitula-

tion, July 4. In August 1864, after a furious
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engagement between his fleet and the Confederate

forts and vessels at MobUe, in which the Tecumseh

monitor was sunk by a torpedo, with the loss of all

on board, he succeeded in capturing the forts, which

led to the fall of the city. Admiral F. has been one

of the most active and successful commanders in the

American navy, and out of 50 years was only 11

years unemployed at sea.

FECHTEK, Chaeles Albert, an actor of some

eminence, and manager of one of the London

theatres, was bom in Loudon about the year 1S23,

his father being a Frenchman, and his mother an

Englishwoman. When only three or four years old,

he went with his parents to France, and was there

educated as a sculptor. His predilections were,

however, in favour of the stage ; and, believing

himself capable of interesting the public as an actor,

he appeared for the first time at the Salle iloli&re,

in a piece called Le ilari de la Veuve. Afterwards,

he acted for some weeks at the Conservatoire, and

then went with a traveUing company, which per-

fonned in the principal cities. In 1S46, F. per-

formed in Berlin with considerable success ; in the

following year, at the Vaudeville in Paris, and the

St James's Theatre, London. After this, he played

by turns at the Ambigu, the Varifites, the Theitre

Historique, and the Porte St Martin. In 1853, he

re-appeared at the Vaudeville, where he created

the part of Duval in the Dame aux Camelias. His

acting also brought success to the Fils de la Nuit at

the Porte St Martin, and to La Belle Gabrielle, in

the performance of which he met with an accident

that almost cost him his life. F. was also the

original performer in those two melodramas, Les

Freres Corses and Pauline, since so celebrated on

the English as well as the French stage. While

making these preUminary essays, as if to quaUfy

himself for a stiU higher class of impersonations, F.

used to appear, as the season of the French plays in

London came round year after year, at the St

James's Theatre. At length he was announced to

appear in an English version of Buy Bias at the

Princess's, on the 27th of October 1S60. This being

his first appearance on the English stage, there was
considerable interest taken in the performance. F.,

however, passed through the ordeal triumphantly.

He threw himself heart and so\il into the character,

and so perfectly identified himself with it, that

people almost forgot his French accent, in admiring

the energy and finish of his acting. On the 20th

of March in the following year, he appeared in the

character of Hamlet, the highest flight that can be

attempted by any actor. There were prophecies of

failure and prophecies of success, but neither of

them came perfectly true. F., in the performance

of this great character, while abandoning the tradi-

tions of the English stage, shewed himself capable

of appreciating the difficulties he had to contend

with, and in some measure of surmounting them.

He was the scholar and the gentleman throughout

;

and it was certainly a curiosity for the English

public to listen to an actor who, as it was said at

the time, ' went straight from the book to the

boards,' and gave a thoroughly independent con-

ception of the character of the Danish prince. Of

course, there was much in it that was to be con-

demned : there was both exaggeration and distor-

tion ; while many passages in the play which oiight

to have told with great effect, seemed to make httle

impression on him, and consequently little or none

on the audience. StiU, the impersonation was, upon

the whole, one that marked F. as an actor of very

high powers. The same may be said of his imper-

sonation of Othello, in which he appeared in the

following October. Subsequently, F. became the

lessee of the Lyceum Theatre, where he produced

The Duke's Motto and Bel Demonio, both of them
pieces which, although they had a long run, depend

more for their success upon the accessories of dress,

scenery, and startling situations, than upon intrinsic

merits as dramatic compositions.

PELANITCHE, or FELAN'ITZ {anc. Canafix),

a town of the island of Majorca, 27 miles east-south-

east from Palma. It is situated m a valley, sur-

roimded by mountains, and is well bmlt, with a

number of squares and wide streets. It has a con-

vent and a hospital. On a neighbouring Mil, is an

ancient Moorish castle, with subterranean vaults.

Linen and wooUen fabrics are manufactured ; rope-

making and brandy-distUling are also carried on.

There is some trade in the products of the neigh-

bouring country—rice, coffee, sugar, wine, brandy,

fruit, a°id cattle. Pop. 8102.

FE'NIAN SOCIETY, a political association,

chiefly of Irish or Irish Americans, secret in the

beginning, but eventually acting by open warfare, the

object of which is the overthrow of the English autho-

rity in Ireland, and the establishment of a repubUc,

in which the rights of the native race should, as far

as practicable, be recognised and represented. The
etymology of the name has been the subject of some

discussion ; its origin being by some confoimded with

that of a secret society, -with very similar objects,

which existed in Ireland some years back, under the

name of the Phoenician Society. It is certain, never-

theless, that the name is taken from that of the

ancient Irish military organisation called Fionua

ELrinn, which took its appellation, though not its

origin, from the celebrated hero of Irish legend, as

weU as history, Finn (or Fionn) MacCumhail. The
accounts of this renowned liody, with which the

bardic literature of Ireland aboimds, are most

curious. It was designed as a national mihtia, and

its origin is ascribed, by Keating, to Sedna 11., who
was monarch of Ireland about 400 years B. C. In

time of peace, it consisted of three bodies, each

formed on the model of a Eoman legion, and con-

sisting of 3000 men ; but in war, it was capable of

being enlarged to any required limit. In winter, it

was maintained in quarters at the public cost. In

summer, the men were to maintain themselves by

himting and fishing. Candidates for enrolment were

required to be of an honourable family, to be irre-

proachable in morals, and to bind themselves to

observe the laws of justice and morality ; they were

required to be of a certain height, and strong, supple,

and vigorous of body ; each being submitted, before

enrolment, to an ordeal, in which his powers of

speed, strength, endurance, and courage were tested

by trial with his futiu-e comrades. The bardic

accounts of some of those conditions are extravagant

and amusing in the highest degree, but the gener-

ally historical character of the institution is unques-

tionable ; and it subsisted until the reign of Carbry,

son of Cormac MacArt, by whom the body of Fionna

Eirinn was disbanded, and the members having, in

consequence, transferred their allegiance to Mocorb,

king of Munster', suffered an almost total extermina-

tion in the battle of Gavra, 2S4 a.d., which formed

the theme of many a bardic poem from the days of

Oisin (known in Gaelic legend as Ossian), son of

Finn MacCumhail, downwards.
Adopting the name of this ancient military asso-

ciation, the modern Fenians (or Fiuians) are a secret

association for the purpose of overthrowing by force

of arms the aUen ascendency of the Saxon, and of

restoring to the ancient Celtic population their legiti-

mate status and influence in their native country.

In its present form, it is of recent origin, being in the

main the work of certain among the political exiles

of 1848. It had its first seat in America, where the
5U
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Irish population has largely increased since the Irish

famine of 1846— 1S47. Many of the emigrants of

that period being driven from their homes, whether
by process of arbitrary ejectment, with a view
to the consolidation of farms, or from inability

to j),ay any longer the rent which, until the f.-iilurc

of the potato, they had contrived to maintain,

carried with them a sense of fancied wrong, which
prepared them for almost any enterprise which
seemed to promise revenge. Others had already

been sympathisers, if not participators in the in-

surrectionary projects of 1S48 ; and almost all were
deeply imbued with that spirit of gener.il political

and soci.'vl discontent, which, from a variety of

causes, has long been the normal characteristic of the
peasantry and working population of Ireland. By
all these, tlic ]>rospect of a secret organisation for

the establishment of Irish independence was eagerly

accepted. The most openly active seat of the

organisation was in the western states, especially

Chicago ; but the movement was directed from New
York, and possessed ramitications in almost every

city of the Union containing any considerable Irish

population. The association was conducted by a

senate, and consisted of ' circles,' each directed by
a centre, and comprising smaller circles with sub-

ordinate centres. The duty of the centres was to

enrol members, who bound themselves, generally by
oath, 'to be faithful to the Irish Republic .as at

present virtually estabhshed ;

' to instruct and prac-

tise them in milit.ary exercises ; to raise funds for

the purposes of the association, e5]>ecially for the

purch.ase of arms and munitions of war ; and to

extend the organisation by every means at their

disposah Agents were sent into Ireland, and to the

chief seats of the Irish population in England ; and
wliile the work of secret enrolment was industriously

carried on in Ireland, measures were openly con-

certed in iVmerica, as well for the raising of funds

by private contributions, as for the ])urcliase of arms
and military stores. Opportunely, too, for the
))urposes of the enterprise, the termination of the
civil w-ar in America set free a large number of

military adventurers who had served as privates or

as olKcers in one or other of the Americau armies,

and whose experience of service was turned secretly

but most actively to account in the tr.aining of the

young recruits enrolled in the Fenian consjiiracy in

Ireland. Newspapers, moreover, both in America
and in Ireland were established or subsidised for

the purposes of the conspiracy; and journals, broad-

sides, ballads, and other inflammatory publications

were largely circulated among the pe.asantry and
artisans. Taverns, alehouses, and otlier i)laees of

cntert<ainment were the ordinary places of meeting

;

and in such places of entertainment w,as commonly
laid the scene of one of the most formidable of the

plans of the conspiracy—an organised attempt to

seduce the Irish soldiers from their allegiance, and
to prepare the way for their deserting to the ranlvs

of Fenianism, when it should have reached tlie

expected degree of maturity. It became api)arent,

moreover, that in this, unlike almost all similar

movements, pains were taken by the organisers to

exclude the Catholic clergy, by whom the Fenian
confederation had from the first been steadily

resisted, from all knowledge of its character and
objects, as well as of the names or number of its

members in the several localities ; and many of the

most active of the leaders were distinguished by
the freedom of their religious opinions, and by their

unconcealed disregard of clerical authority.

For a time, these designs were carefully concealed,

and even when a certain publicity was given to

them, the scheme appeared so wild and imjiractic-

able tluat it was regarded with incredulity, or was
5:20

looked on but as an impudent attempt, on the part
of a body of nnprincijjled adventurers, to jiraetise

upon the patriotic susceptibilities of the ignorant and
excitable Irish, especially in -Vmerica. By degrees,
however, partly from the imjiunity arising from this
contemptuous incredulity, the movement acquired
more soliility, and the government ascertained by
reliable information that Fenianism, however corrui)t

in some of its sources, and however wild and extra-
vagant in its aims, Wiis nevertheless a reality with
which it had become necessary to grap])lo. Measures
were taken with great promptness and determina-
tion. The Habeas Corpus Act having been sum-
marily suspended, all the known leaders in Dublin
and in the ]>rovincial districts of Ireland (most of

them Irish Americans) were at once jilaced under
arrest. The chief journal of the conspiracy was
suppressed and seized ; additional troops were moved
into Ireland, and other measures of repression were
vigorously carried out. By these energetic measures,
pulilic tranquillity was maintained in Ireland ; and
although prosecutions were instituted, and a few
individual conspirators convicted, so universally was
the movement condemned by the public ojiinion of

the country, that most of the prisoners were dis-

charged, on condition of their leaving Ireland. But
although thus in ajipearance extinguislied, the
embers of discontent continued to smoulder among
the poorer peasantry and the working population of

the towns ; and a certain prestige was given to the
fallen cause by the escape from prison, under circum-
stances of much mystery and a high degree of

romance, of the most .active and crafty of the leaders

of the conspiracy. His return and that of other exiles

to America renewed the agitation in that country.
In the early summer of 1SG6, a raid was attempted
into Canada, and although it proved so utter a
failure as to cover its projectors with ridicule, an
organisation was secretly piyaued both in America
and in Ireland, which resulted, in the spring of the
present year (18G7), in an insane and utterly abortive

attempt at insurrection at home. The pl.an of the
conspirators was to seize the castle and military
stores at Chester, and having cut off telegraphic
communication, to convey these arms to Dubliu, in

which city, .as well as throughout the country
generally, a simultaneous rising w.as to take place in

concert with the enterprise at Chester. The attempt
was defeated through the treachery of one of the
conspirators, by whom the plot was revealed. A
partial insurrection, however, took place concurrently
with the intended attack on Chester, in the county
of Kerry ; and a few weeks later, a more extensive
movement was attempted in the counties of Dublin,
Louth, Tipperary, Limerick, and Cork. But the
jjersons engaged in it were for the most part either

American and Irish-American adventurers, or arti-

sans, day-labourers, and mechanics, generally un-
provided with arms, and in many cases scarcely

beyond the years of boyhood. The only military

enterprises undertaken l)y them consisted in a series

of attacks on the barracks of the rural constabulary,

in almost every instance unsuccessful ; most of the
jiarties disjiersed, or were made prisoners after a
single night's campaign. The rest betook themselves
to the mountains, and after a few days of exposure
and hardship, in which they man.aged to evade pur-

suit, anil carefully avoided all encounter \rith the
military, they were either captured or dispersed.

The lea<lers have been tried at a sjiecial commission
held within the spring of this j'car (1867), and for

tlie present, tranquillity has been restored in Ireland.

Much discontent, however, still exists ; and a.s the
foreign organisation is uncontrolled and still actively

ni;uiitained, it is impossible not to look to this as a
serious element of danger, and a persisting incentive
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to domestic disaflfection. The latest of tlie Fenian
enterprises in England we are able to record has been
the attack on a police van at Manchester, with the
liberation of two suspected Fenians, and the nrnrder

of an officer of police, Se})tember 1S67.

FERNA'NDO DE NO'RONHA, a lonely island

of the Southern Atlantic, in lat. 3° 5U' S., and long.

32' 25' W., about 125 miles from the coast of Brazil, to

which empire it belongs. It is about eight mUes in

lenglA. The surface is rugged, and rises into a peak
about 1000 feet high, the upper part of which is

very steep, and on one side somewhat overhauging.

The island is mostly covered with wood ; but as

little rain falls, and sometimes two years elapse

without any, there is little of tropical Uuxuriance.

It is used as a place of banishment for Brazilian

criminals. No woman is allowed to land on the
island.

FEROZABA'D, a town of India, in the British

district of Agra, North-west Pro\"inceg, 24 miles

east from Agra. It is the principal place of a
pergimnah of the same name. It was formerly
named Chandwar, and was a place of much greater

importance than at present. Its fine edifices are

mostly deserted and in ruins ; most of the inhabited

houses being cottages thatched with straw. It is

surrounded by a wall, outside of which are many
mounds and shapeless ruins. Pop. 12,674.

FESCH, Joseph, Cardinal and Archbishop of

Lyon, was born 3d January 1763 at Ajaccio. His
father, a Swiss officer in the service of Genoa, had
married a widow, whose daughter by a former hus-
band, Letizia or Ltetitia KamoKno, became the
mother of Napoleon Bonaparte. F. was thus the
half-brother of Letizia, and the imcle of the future

Emperor. He had entered the clerical profession,

but left it at the outbreak of the French Revolution,

and, in 1795, became comnfissary to the Army of the
Alps under his nephew in Italy. The First Consul
having resolved on the restoration of the Catholic
worship, F. resumed the clerical habit, and "was

active in bringing about the concordat with Pope
Pius VII. in 1801. He was now (1S02) raised to be
Archbishop of Lyon, and in the following year to

be cardinat In 1S04, he w^as sent as French ambas-
sador to Rome, where he ingratiated himself with
the pope by his adroit management and ultramon-
tane sentiments, and contributed to induce the pope
to undertake his mission to Paris to consecrate

Napoleon as Emperor. F. accompanied the pope,

and assisted at the coronation ; and for his services

at Rome, he was rewarded by the office of Grand
Almoner and a seat in the senate. In ISOG, the

Archbishop of Regensburg, Arch-chancellor and first

Prince Elector of the just-expiring German Empire,
and about to become the Prince Primate of the

nascent Confederation of the Rhine, chose F. to be
his coadjutor and successor ; and, along with all

these dignities, he received a stipend of 150,000
florins a j-ear. In 1S09, Napoleon wished to

invest him with the Archbishopric of Paris, but F.

declined it, as he had long been dissatisfied with the

Emperor's poUcy in regard to the papal chair.

In ISIO, he presided at a national conference of

clergy assembled at Paris, and the views which he
maintained there, with even more than usual keen-

ness, brought him into complete disgrace with the

Emperor ; who was still further exasperated against

him by a letter which F. wrote to the pope, then
(1812) in captivity at Foutainebleau, and which was
intercepted. He lost his imperial dignities and
pension, and the prospects of the Primacy of the
Rhine Confederation were also taken away by the
ajipuintment of Prince Eugene to be Grand Duke of

Fraukfurt. After this, F. lived in a sort of banish-

ment at his bishopric of Lyon. At the approach of

the Austrians in 1814, he fled to Rome with his sister

Letizia, the mother of the Emperor, where he was
received with open arms by the pope. The return
of Napoleon brought him back to France, and during
the Hundred Days, he was nomijiated a member of
the Chamber of Peers, though he never took his

seat ; but, after the battle of Waterloo, he had
again to take refuge in Italy. The royalist clergy
now persecuted him with accusations and lampoons
which he in no way deserved. His resistance to the
will of his nephew, and indeed his whole conduct,
seem to have been actuated by sincere zeal for what
he considered to be the interests of the church.
^Vben called upon by the Bourbons to resign his
ej)iscopal office, he obstijiately refused ; and it was
not till 1825, after receiving a j^apal brief interdict-

ing the exercise of his clerical functions, that he
resigned the charge, but not the title. In 1837, an
attempt was made to reinstate him, to which, how-
ever, the French government refused assent. He
lived in the greatest friendship with his sister,

Madame Mere, as she was styled, till his death.
He died 13th May 1839. Of his famous and very
large collection of paintings, he bequeathed a part
to the city of Lyon, and the rest was disposed of in
a series of auctions at Rome after his death.

FEUI'LLEA, a genus of plants of the natural
order Cucitrbitacece, named in honour of Louis
FeuUlee, a French botanist and traveller in Chili.

The species are generally half-shrubby climbers,

natives of the warm parts of America. The seeds,

at least of some of them, as F. cordifolla and F.
trilobata, contain a great quantity of a bitter fixed

oil, which is obtained by expression, and is used for
lamps. It has also a high reputation in the West
Indies and BrazU as a cure for serpent-bites, and
an antidote to some kinds of vegetable poisons,

and is certainly, in smaU doses, an active and safe

emetic and purgative.

FIELD, Cykcs West, an American merchant,
one of a family distinguished for ability, was born
at Stockbridge, Massachusetts, November 30, 1819.

At the age of 15, he went to New York, and entered
upon a commercial career, which he pursued with
such energ}- and success that he was enabled in 1853
to partly retire from business, to spend some time
in South American travel, and then to engage with
great enthusiasm in the promotion of the Atlantic
telegraph, for which he secured a charter from the
colonial government of Newfoundland for 50 years

;

and being joined by Peter Cooper, Moses Tajdor,
and other American capitaUsts, he organised, in

1854, the New York, Newfoundland, and London
Telegraphic Company ; and in 1856. the Atlantic
Telegraph Company. Devoting himself entirely to
the work of uniting the Old and New World, he
crossed the ocean nearly thirty times in its prosecu-
tion ; and on the laying of the first cable, IS5S, was
received by his countrymen ^vith enthusiastic

plaudits. Undiscouraged by the speedy failure o£
the first cable, he continued his exertions ; and on the
success of the cable of 1865, received a gold medal
at Liverpool, and a vote of thanks from the American
Congress. See Atlantic Telegeaph.

FIGLI'NE, or FIGHINE,a town of Central Italy,

in the jjrovince of Florence, and 15 miles south-east
from Florence, on the left bank of the Arno. It is

surrounded by a rectangidar wall, and is traversed
by a fine sti-eet, through which passes the great road
from Florence up the valley of the Arno. The silk

of F. is reckoned the best in Tuscany. Pop. 4533.

FIGUE'IRA, a town of Portugal, in the province
of Beira, at the mouth of the Moudego, 23 miles

west-by-south from Coimbra. Its harbour, is a,

521
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Bin.-Ul bay or estuary of the Mondego, and is safe, but

difficult of access, particularly for large vessels. It

carries on, however, a considerable trade. The

chief exports are salt, wine, vinetj.-vr, oil, dried fruits,

and oranges. The wine shipped from F. is known
in England by the names of Fiffvdra and Sairrada

Wine. It is quite differeut both from port and

from sherry. It is best when new, and does not bear

keepinf long. F. is much resorted to as a bathing-

place. Pop. 3267.

FILADE'LFIA, a town of South Italy, in the

province of Catanzaro, 18 miles west-south-west

from Catanzaro, on the western side of the Ajien-

nines, and on a branch of the Angistola. Pop. 4939.

FINA'LE, a town of North Italy, in the province

of Modena, on the Panaro, 2'2 miles north-east from

Modena. It is surrounded by walls, has manufac-

tures of linen and silk, and an active general trade.

Pop. (1S61) 4722.

FIORENZUO'LA {FlornUlola), a town of

Northern Italy, in the province of Piacenza, 22 miles

west-north-west from Parma, on the Arda, in a beau-

tiful and fertile plain. It is a station on the rail-

way between Parma and Piacemia, and is also on the

ancient Jimilian W.ay. It is well built, and a place

of considerable activity. It formerly had numerous
conventual and other ecclesiastical establishments.

The principal church is still collegiate, and contains

some curious reUcs of ancient art. There are some

interesting relics of medieval times in Fiorenzuola.

It is supposed to occujiy the site of the ancient

Fidentia. Pop. 2907.

FI'RBOLGS, the name given in the fabulous early

history of Ireland to a tribe said to have descended

from the Nemedians, who, under their leader Neme-

dius, landed in the island about 2260 B.C. ; and after

217 years, left it, on account of the oppression to

which they were subjected by pirates called the

Fomorians. The emigrating Nemedians formed

three hands—one went to Thrace, and from them
descended the F. ; a second to the north of Euroj)e

or Lochlan, from whom descended the Tuatha de

Danann ; and the third to Alban or Scotland, from

whom spnmg the Britons. The F. returned to

Ireland in three tribes, one of which more especially

bore the name Firbolg; the others were called

Firdomnan, and Firgailian. The three tribes, how-

ever, were under five leaders, by whom Ireland was

divided into live provinces. With Slainge, the first

Firbolg king, who began to reign 1934 B.C., and

reigned only one year, the Irish historians begin

their account of the Irish monarchy and list of

kings. The F. were driven out, after they had

been thirty-six years in Ireland, by their kinsmen,

the Tnatha de Danann, from Scotland, they having

previously passed over to that country from

Lochlan; and these, in their turn, were expelled

or conquered by the Milesians. The most recent

investigators of the early history of Ireland regard

the story of the F. as having some basis of truth,

but no chronological accuracy ; the different tribes

having long subsisted in the coimtry together, and

with varjing fortunes as to temiwrary superioritj^.

See Ikel^ind.

FIRMINY, a town of France, in the dep. of Loire,

six miles south-west from St Etienne, with which

it is connected by a branch railway. Near it are

rich coal-mines. It is a place of much activity,

and has manufactures of silk, glass, and hardwares.

Ribbons and nails are among the articles of niann-

f.-»cture most largely produced- Much lamp-black is

also made. Pop. (1S66) 7747.

FIROLA, a genus of gasteropodous molluscs, of

the order Helcropoda, entirely destitute of shell—

althowgh there is a small branchial shell in the

nearly allied genus Carinaria ; of a very elongated

form, having the mouth situated at the extremity

of a ])roboscis ; tentacula wanting, or merely rudi-

mentary ; and generally remarkable for great trans-

parency of substance, often enlivened with golden

spots. They swim by means of the foot, wliich is

compressed into a fin, are often to be seen at the

Firola Frederid.

surface of the water in calm weather, and are

abundant in tlie warmer temperate and tropical seas.

The oxygenation of the blood is supposed to take

place in part through the delicate tissues, .as there

are no special breathing organs but a ciliated band.

FISHING. The capture of fishes for food has

been carried on in a v.iriety of ways from the most
remote antiquity, and is probably at least as ancient

as the hunting or trapping of any kind of wild

animal. The supply of food yielded to man by the

waters seems alw.ays to have borne a very consider-

able proportion to that yielded by the kind. Of all

modes of capturing fish, the most simple and primi-

tive is th.at of taking them with the hand, which is

still an amusement of boys, who thus catch trout in

small streams by groping below the stones where

they hide. This is called in the e.-ust of Scotland

(lumping, in'the west r/inneling or guddling. Even sea-

fish are sometimes taken by the hand, approaching

the shore in such dense shoals that the water seems

almost to be filled with them. This is particularly

the case on the north-western coast of North Ame-
rica, a region which appears to .-ibound in fish more
than any other part of the world ; and there, besides

the occasional use of the mere hand, the Indian often

catches fish by means of a hand-net or a basket,

paddling his canoe into the midst of the shoal, and,

as it were, baling the fish out of the water. The
use both of the net, in various forms, and of the

hook and line, as well as also of the fishing-rod, are

very ancient. Allusion is made in several places of

the Old Testament to the use both of nets and
hooks in the capture of fish. Some of the most
important fisheries, as the herring-fishery, are can-ied

on almost exclusively by the net. For different

fisheries, however, nets of very different kinds are

used. See Fisheries and Nets; also Herkino,
Saxmon, and other articles on the most important

kinds of fish. The capture of some very valuable

kinds of fish—as cod, haddock, and others of the

same family—takes place chiefly by means of the

hook and line, and either by what is called the long-

line, to which many hooks are att.ached, and which

is extended horizontally over a bank frequented

by the fieh, its place being marked by floats, and

dra\vn after the lapse of at least several hours ; or

by the Mnd-line, which, being let down over the

side of a boat with a tinker proportioned to the

strength of the ciurent, is -watched by a fisherman

holding it in his hand, and hauled up immediately

on a fish being felt to bite. The baits are, of course,

various, according to the opportunity of procuring

them and the kinds of fish. The use of the fishing-

rod along with the hook and line is not so general

for the capture of sea-fish as of fresh-water fish.

See Anoldjg. A rude fishing-rod, however, is

often used for the capture of some sea-fish. The
Pollack (q. V.) or lythe, the mackerel, and some

other lish of the British seas, are often caught by
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rod-fishing from boats under sail. The young of the
Coal-fish (q. v.) are caught in great numbers by the
tishing-rod from rocks on the British coasts ; and
this, which is chiefly an amusement for boys in most
[larts of Britain, supplies no inconsiderable part of

their food to the inhabitants of Orkney and Shet-
land. The shooting of fishes with arrows is practised

by some of the South American Indians ; some very
large kinds of fish—as the Arapaima (q. v.)—are

occasionally harpooned ; and many large fish, both
of the sea and of the fiesh water, are killed by
means of spears—a mode of fish-capture common
enough in some parts of Scotland, and much employed
by salmon-poachers, the spear—three-pronged

—

being known as a leister. Torches are also used
by night in many parts of the world, both in sea
and river fishing, to attract fishes by the light,

which in this way has an almost certain effect.

The poacher on a Scottish salmon-river conjoins
the use of the torch with that of the leister, and
this is popularly known as ' burning the water.'

It is now wholly illegal, as is the use of the leister

under any circumstances. The flying- fish is similarly

attracted by torches on the coasts of the South Sea
Islands, but a small net is used instead of a fish-

spear. The inhabitants of the South Sea Islands
take advantage of the habit of some fishes, of

leaping out of the water when alarmed, to catch
them by meaift of rafts in the shallow lagoons,

encircling them so that they finally leap upon the
rafts. The Indians of North-western America
sometimes adopt a similar method of captiiring the
Viviparous Fish (q. v.) of their coasts. Other very
peculiar modes of catching fish which are in iise

among them are described in the articles Caxdle-
Fisa and Salmon of North America in the
Supplement. They also take the Vancouver Island
herring (see Herring, Vascouvek Isla>'I>, in

Supplement) by constructing long dams of lattice-

work on flats left dry by the retiring tide, in which
the fish are caught wluch have come in with the
tide. This method of taking herring, however, has
long been known on the British coasts ; and cruires,

which are lattice-work constructions of a smaller
size, have been used with great success in many
places. Cruives are also very effective in the cap-

ture cf salmon, a suitable place of the river being
chosen for them, and they being so contrived that
the fish readily get in, but do not readily get out.

A very pecuUar mode of taking fresh-water fishes

is practised in Ceylon, by means of a fimnel-shaped

basket, open at both ends, which is suddenly
plunged down, the wider end downwards, till it

sticks in the mud, when, if a fish is felt to beat

against the sides, it is taken out with the hand.

The capture of fresh-water fish by means of

vegetable poisons of various kinds, is practised

equally in the East Indies, in Africa, and in the warm
parts of America. The poisons used do not render

the fish poisonous. The poisoning of trouts and
other river-fish with lime is too frequent in some
parts of Britain, and is one of the worst kinds of

poaching, all the fry, as well as the fish fit for the

table, being destroyed, and the mischief often ex-

tending far farther down the stream than the perpe-

trators of it proceed in pursuit of their spod.

Cormorants are trained by the Chinese for the

captia-e of fish. Otters have also not unfrequently

been trained and employed for the same purpose.

For a full account of sea-fishing, and the apparatus

employed, the reader is referred to The Sea Fisher-

man, by J. C. Wilcocks.

FLAHAULT DE LA BILLARDERIE,
Auguste Charles Joseph, Comte de, a French
soldier and diplomatist, was bom at Paris on 20th
April 17So. He was destined for the army by his

father, a general ofiicer ; and when a mere lad, he
crossed the Alps with Napoleon as a volunteer in a
cavalry remment. He was rapidly promoted to the
rank of aide-de-camp of Napoleon. He distinguished
himself in the Peninsular War and the Russian cam-
paign

; and in 1813, received the title of Count, and
the rank of general of division in the new army.
On the return of Napoleon from Elba, he was one of
those who recommended him to abdicate in favour
of his son. He became an exile after Waterloo

;

and while in England, married a Scotch heiress,

Lady Keith, the proprietor of Tulliallan, in Clack-
mannanshire, and a British peeress in her own right.

His name was afterwards removed from the list of
exiles. After the revolution of 1S30, F. returned
to France, and was restored to his rank in the army.
He entered the household of the king, and was
appointed ambassador to Vienna, a post he held
from 1842 to 1848. After the estabhshment of the
second Empire, F. was called to the senate ; and in
1S60, sent as French ambassador to London, a post
for which his acquaintance with this countrj-, and
connection through his wife with the higher classes

in England, well fitted him, and which he retained
until 1862. In 1864, he was named Grand Chancellor
of the Legion of Honour. F. has no son. His
daughter married the fourth Marquis of Lansdowne.

FLOATING-DOCKS. So long as ships remained
of a small size, no difficulty was found in effecting

repairs on their hulls by the simple method of lay-

ing them on any convenient beach or sandbank at
high water. The receding tide woidd leave them
high and dry for a few hours at a time ; and by
actively working at the repairs during low water,
they could generally be accomplished, without any
special contrivance for taking the vessel out of the
water. This plan is not, however, applicable to the
larger vessels now in use. The rise and fall of the
tides is in many localities insuflicient for the purpose
of lea\ang the hull dry at low water, and the larger

the ship the greater the risk of 'beaching.' Numerous
plans have been adopted for getting at the bottoms
of large vessels. Fig. I represents a mode of heeling

Fis. 1.

over ships which answers verj' well. A is a lighter

of sufficient size and weight, provided with very

powerful ' heaving-do^vn tackle,' consisting of strong

ropes, B, passing through very large blocks. These
tackles are made fast to the masts of the vessel,

which are prei-iously secured by extra stays, on
the upper side at D ; and then, by working the

tackles, the hidl of the vessel is heeled over until it

assumes the position shewn in fig. 1. Of coiirse,

this plan necessitates the removal of the whole of

the cargo. When the vessel is lightened of aU
removable weight, the whole of one side, and even
the keel, can be thrown out of the water, the
other side offering sufficient buoyancy to carry

the whole weight of the vesseL By hauling the
vessel over first on one side, and then on the

other, the whole of the hull can be got at without

any dafficulty. Of course, still-water is required to

carry out this method -nath safety. Where there is

no rise and fall of tide, the lighter. A, is not required,

as the tackle, B, can be made fast to the quay or

pier. Gra\Tng or Dry Docks (q. v.) offer a very
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easy plan for repairing ships ; but they arc always

very costly to construct, and in many localities,

snlliciently firm foundations are not attainable.

Floating-docks have been in use for many years.

Until quite recently, they have been built of timber,

in the form of a large box with a llapdoor falling

down on strong hinges at one end. They arc

moored in still and shallow water, with a depth just

Euflicient to allow the vessel to lloat into them as

they rest on the bottom. The (lap-door is then

raised up, and the water pumped out. 'ITiose timber

docks are incapable of being U'sed in deep water, in

consequence of their want of stability. If the

vessel being docked happened to be so light that

the dock began to float before the water was all

pumped out of the dock, it was very apt to heel

over, and thus cause the water to rush to one side,

endangering both ship and dock. A considerable

number of wooden floating-docks, of a size sufficient

to dock large vessels, have been built in the United
States of America. Some of these American docks
have been built in sections ; that is, a number of

short docks are joined together to make a structure

long enough to take in a long ship ; liut those

wooden erections have little strength or durability.

It was not until the introduction of iron as the

material for constructing them, that floating-docks

were made capable of working in deep water, and
able to take in the largest class of ships.

Jlr R. W. Thomson, C.E., of Edinburgh, designed

in 1S59 a great iron floating-dock for the jiort of

Sourabaya, Java. The task of making this dock
was offered to several of the jirincipal iron ship-

builders, but tlie high price demanded for its con-

struction led Mr Thomson to devise a new mode of

executing such works. Hitherto, the ]ilan followed

was to build up the structure in this country,

fastening all the parts together by means of screw-

bolts, putting on each individual piece in its jilace

a mark indicative of its special position, pulling

the whole down again, and re-erecting it abroad.

In fact, the entire work had to be done twice

over. Mr Thomson determined to make every

separate piece of the Sourabaya Dock from draw-
ings, and to di.spense altogether with the costly

operation of building up in this country. Some
idea may be formed of the skiU and care required

for the proper fulfilment of this undertaking, when
it is stated that there were upwards of 75,000

separate plates, ribs, and angle-irons, every one of

them shaped, punched with numerous holes, and
ready in every respect to be riveted into their

places without any further preparation. It was
absolutely necessary that every one of the two
millions of holes that were to be punched in all

these plates and pieces of iron should be accurately

in its right place. The making of special draw-

ings for so many separate pieces was, of course, out

of the question ; but Mr Thomson succeeded in

carrying out his S3-5tem so completely, that there

were only about 450 separate forms to be made.
Not only was the variety of the forms of pieces

reduced, but the uniformity of the pieces of any
particular form was so provided for that each

would fit into any one of the places where its class

appeared. Thus, a plate belonging to the bottom
of the dock would fit equally well into any part of

the bottom ; it could even be turned upside down,
or end for end, and still aU the numerous holes

punched in the plate would fall precisely opposite

the equally numerous holes already made in the

ribs, &c., to which the plate was to be attached.

It was the same with all the other classes of pieces

—they, and all the holes in them, would tit precisely

in any of the localities for which they were destined.

By svstematising the work in this manner, it

S3i

became possible to spend sufficient time and care on
the making of drawings and template's for each of

the separate 450 forms which composed the whole
dock, to insure almost mathematical accuracy iu

the form of each piece, and in the positions of every
hole in it. Another advantage of this method is

the immense saving of labour in erecting the dock.
Under the old plan of shaping each piece of iron so
that it would fit only into one S)iecial place, it had
to be searched for aiuid thousands of jueces similar

to, and yet not capable of being substituted for it.

The mere turning over of the innumerable plates

and angle-irons in search for individual pieces

becomes a source of great expense. Mr Thomson's
system rendered this costly and weary toil im-

necessary by the fact, that any one of perhaps a
thousand pieces that first came to hand would
answer equally well. When the matcri;d for the
docks is discharged from the ships, each of the 450
classes of pieces is piled u|> by itself, and the work-
men have nothing more to do but to take the jiiece

on the top of the pile, perfectly sure that it will fit

accurately any of the thousand possible positions to

which its class belongs. Another point kept steadily

in view by Mr Thomson in designing the Sourabaya
Dock was to use only the ordinary forms and sizes

of iron made for general commercial purposes. Iron

of this kind can always lie ]irocured cheaper, and
also more readilj', tlian when it has to l)e made of

unusual shapes and sizes. All the iron for the
Sourabaya Dock was used just as it came from the
rolling-mills. The plates were all flat and rectan-

gular, and the angle and T-iron all straight. The
structure was so designed that no bending or

heating of the pieces was required. It can easily

be imagined that a dock so carefully planned would
be cheaply made.

Fig. 2 represents an end v iew of the dock. The
water-tight compartments A, A', B, B', and C,
were all completely under the command of the

powerful centrifugal steam-jiumps, so that they
could be separately filled or emptied in a very
short time. In tig. 2, the dock is shewn heeled

over to one side, for the purj)ose of getting at the

Fig. 2.

bottom for repairing or cleaning it. This tilting

over could be accomplished by filling the compart-

ment A', and emptjing all the others. The water-

tight compartments were divided in their longi-

tudinal direction into five separate divisions, making
in aU 25 water-tight compartments, any one of

which could be fiUed or emptied at jileasure ; thus

affording complete command over the dock, and
admitting of its being jmt into any required level,

notwithstanding any irregularity in the distribution

of the weight resting on the dock.
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The French government had to provide a dry
dock at Saigon, in Cochin-China, for the use of the
large steamers which had been subsidised by it

to run between France and China. The soft muddy
character of the soil at Saigon rendered the con-
struction of a stone graving-dock impracticable.
The French admiral, commander-in-chief of Cochin-
China, hearing of the construction of the Sourabaya
floating-dock, and having examined the plans of it,

recommended his government to have a similar

dock, on a much larger scale, constructed for Saigon.
This great dock has just been erected at Saigon.
Fig. 3 is a view of it. The performances of the
Saigon Dock are in every way most satisfactory.
It has lifted, high and dry out of the water, the
70-gun frigate PersCvcrante, and is capable of lifting

any ship in the French navy. Another great dock
on Mr Thomson's principle has been erected at
Callao, and is likewise answering its purpose admir-
ably. It has lifted out of the water many large

Fig. 3.—Floating-dock at Saigon, with the Perseverante of 70 guns. (From a Photograph.)

vessels, among others the United States man-of-
war Wateree, and the Peruvian iron-clad Iiidepeiid-

eiicia. The latter ship weighed, when lifted by the

dock, 3300 tons. As the CaDao Dock floats in an
open roadstead, some apprehension was felt that the

swell woidd cause too much movement to admit of

ships being safely docked, but it has done its work
in the most satisfactory way. None of these iron

docks have doors or gates for excluding the water.

The bottom part is made of sufficient depth and
buoyancy to Hoat the vessels clear out of the water,

and the equilibrium of the dock is maintained

during the time it is under water, for the purpose

of admitting a vessel, by the great displacement
offered by the hollow sides, AA' (fig. 2). The total

weight of these docks varies from 1000 to 3000 tons,

and they cost from £20,000 to £60,000 ready for

work.

FLOATING WAREHOUSES. The danger
that attends the storing of petroleum and other

inflammable and explosive chemicals has led in

France to the construction of warehouses, store-

houses, or magazines that will float in a dock or

basin, and can be moored at a distance from build-

ings on land. So far as concerns England, an act

of parliament was passed in 1SG6, relating to the
carriage and storing of dangerous substances : it

applies more especially to nitro-glycerine, but it

gives power to the Pri\'y Council to apply the pro-
visions to other dangerous substances. The pre-

cautions, however, go very little further than this,

I
that all casks or packages containing the substance

I
are to be marked ' specially dangerous ; ' and that

1 every carrier and every warehouse-keeper may
[•exercise a choice as to whether he will warehouse
or carry the article or not. In France, .as we
have said, floating warehouses have been con-

structed, two being finished in 1S64, and others

I

added in later years. They, or some of them, are

i in a large commercial dock and entrepot, established

i at .St Ouen, between Paris and St Denis. The con-

i struction of the floating fabrics is remarkable. Each

I

warehouse or magazine consists essentially of 100

I

hollow iron cylinders, arranged in four rows of
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25 cacli, firmly lashed or strapped together to

form a kind of raft. Each cylinder, sixteen

feet long by six or seven in dijimeter, has lienii-

Fpherical ends, with a man-hole at one eml. They
are placed upright when in position, so .is to be tilled

with petroleum, glycerine, gunpowder, or any other

substance, through the man-hole. As they vnll

hold 25 tons each, their united capacity is 2500
tons. There is a wooden covering to the top of the
collected mass of cyhnders, and roimd the sides .as

far down as the line of flotation, to shield the iron

from fluctuations of temper.ature. This covering is

m.ade of thick planking, fastened to the cylinders

by angle-irons which have been riveted to the
Latter. At the head and stern are large hawser-
holes, to admit hawsers for towing and mooring the

floating f.abric, bringing it into and taking it out of

a b.asin or dock, and warping it to a quay or dock
wall ; or, when the vessel is moored in the middle
of a basin, far away from buildings, a barge may
deliver or receive the dangerous cargo, and thus the
vessel be kept .altogether away from qu.ay3 and
wh.arfs.

FliORI'DIA, a town of SicUy, in the province of

Noto, seven miles west-north-west from .Syrcacuse.

It stands in a wide plain, amidst vineyarils, olive-

groves, and corn-iields. The houses are mostly low
and small Pop. 70.30.

FLOTOW, FRiEDRicn von, a living operatic

composer of Germany. Born at Tentendorf, in

Mecldenburg, in 1811, he w.as .at first intended for

the diplomatic profession ; Ijut finding a musical
career more congeni.al to him, he took lessons in

composition from Reicha, in Paris. His earlier

operas were refused by the managers of the Paris

theatres; and his reputation was lirst established by
his music to Le. Navfmr/e. de la MMiise, produced
in 1838 at the Thfiiltre de la Renaissance, which was
a great success. Since then, he has composed various

light operas, including Le Foresticr^ VEsclave de
Camolins, Alessandro Slraddla, UAme en Peine,

Martha, and Jiiihezald, which have .attained con-

siderable popularity both in France and in Germany,
.and are characterised by e.asy and lively dr.amatic

action, readiness of invention, pleasing melody, and
gr.aceful instrumentation. Martha has, since it was
produced in London, become a great favourite in

this eountrj'. After residing .altem.ately in Paris

and his n.ative town, F. was, in 1854, appointed
iutendant of the theatre at Scliwerin.

FOKTCHA'NY, or FOKTSHAN, a town of

Walachia, on the Milkov, a branch of the Sereth,

105 miles north-north-east from Bucharest. The
Milkov diodes Wahachia from Moldavia, and a
large sulmrb of F. is in Moldavi.a. In 1789, F. was
destroyed by the Russians. It was burned by the
Turks in 1822. The inhabitants arc mostly Greeks
and Jews. Pop. (1860) 13,104.

FOOD. Tile food of man is derived entirely

from the vcget.able and animal idngdoms.
Of animals used for food by man, the catalogue

is very large. S.avages, impelled by hunger, and
unrestrained by any of those opposing considera-

tions which are .always powerful with civilised man,
eagerly devour almost every animal on which they
can lay their hands, vertebrate or invertebrate,

and whether in a fresh state or f.ar gone in

putrefaction.

There is no vertebrate animal of which the flesh

is known to be poisonous or positively unwholesome,
except some species of fish, chiefly found in tropical

seas. Of vertebrate anim.als, every class—Mammals,
Birds, Reptiles, and Fishes—aSbrds common and
much esteemed articles of food. Of mammals, those

principally used for this purpose are the herbivorous
526

quadrupeds, and most of all the ruminants, of some
of which the milk also ia much employed. Tho
flesh of some of the pachyderms is also used, ))arti-

cularly that of the ho" ; and that of some of the
rodents, as the hare, r.abbit, capybara, &e.—although
the idea of eating others of the rodents, as mice and
rats, would be rejected \nth disgust by all except
savages. The flesh of monkeys is eaten in some
parts of the world, although a strong aversion to it

is more generally entertained, at least by civilised

nations, but probably altogether on the ground of

resemblance to the human form ; for travellers who
have been compelled to cat monkey-flesh, declare it

to be very good. The flesh of whales .and other
ordinary Oetiicea is scarcely used oxce])t Ijy rude
tribes ; although that of jiorpoises was formerly in

great request in England, especially during Lent,
the porjjoise passing for a fish. The flesh of tho
herbivorous Cetacea, as the mauati and dugong of

tropical seas, is esteemed. The flesh of some of tho
herbivorous marsupial quadrupeds, .as the kangaroo,
is eaten ; but that of the carnivorous marsui)ials and
of carnivorous ijuadrupeds genenally is rejected.

—

Tlie same general remark apjJies to birds : the flesh

of birds of jirey is rank, coarse, and unfit for human
food ; but that of almost all birds which feed on
leaves, seeds, and other vegetable substances, or
on insects, woi-ms, niolluscs, &c., is good for eating.

Web-footed birds, particularly the AnatUhv, and
g.allinaceous birds (inchuling pigeons), arc more
extensively used than any others ; but liirds of

other orders .are also eaten ; and some of the sm.all

Insesmres, as oi-tolans, bee- fins, larks, &c., are
brought to market as dchcacics.—Of reptiles, one
order—th.at of Ophidian reptiles, or sei-pents—affords

food only to savages; but some of the Cheloniau
reptiles—turtles—.are in high esteem ; the B.atra-

chian order contains the frogs, which find a place on
the most luxurious tables in some countries of
Europe; and to the S.aurian order, or lizard-like

reptiles, belong species—.as the iguanas of South
America, creatures of sufficiently uncouth appear-
.ance—which, however disgusting to British readers
in general may be the thought of eating them,
many of their countrymen have learned to esteem
as a delicacy. The eggs of turtles and iguanas .are

.also used for food, as well as those of many kinds of
birds. Of mammals, birds, .and reptiles, the parts
chiefly used for food .are the muscles or flesh, and
the f.at ; but other parts of some anim.als .are also
used, as the kidneys, the lungs, the livers, the sto-

machs of niminants (tripe), the gizzards of birds,

&c.—Very many kinds of fishes are excellent for
food, both of cartdiagiuous and bony fishes ; and
they belong to many different families.

Of invertebrate animals, some of the molluscs are
very generally used. It is unnecessary to do more
than name oysters, mussels, and the snails of Italy

as examples. Comparatively few molluscs, however,
form articles of hiunan food. The same rem.ark
applies to crustaceans, although crabs, lobsters,

cr.ay-fish, pra\vns, and shrimps are well-known
exceptions. It may almost be said that no .articu-

l.ated anim.als of any other class arc used for food
except by savages ; the occasional use (jf locusts and
of the larvjE of some coleopterous insects (gru-gru

worms, &c.), scarcely requiring a qualification of the
statement. And of the radiated animals, the same
general statement may be made ; the Bechc-de-mfr,
or Trepan;/—of which, however, the use is .almost

confined to the Chinese—being the only considerable

exception.

Honey, although collected and modified by insects,

is r.ather a product of the vegetable than of tho
animal kingdom. The same remark ajjplies to a,

very different substance, the sea-weed gelatine of
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which certain swallows of the East Indies make
their edible nests.

All the great divisions of the vegetable kingdom
yield food for man—the phanerogamous, however,

much more largely than cr^'ptogamous plants. Of

the latter, the mosses and hepaticce contain no

species that is used for this purpose ; the same may
almost be said of Uchens, notwithstanding the tripe-

de-roche and Iceland moss ; but numerous species

of AlijcE and of Fun(/i are edible; and a few ferns

supply unimportant articles of food. Of phane-

roganious plants, it is perhaps impossible to say

whether the endogenous or the exogenous are most

important in this respect, notwithstanding the place

of the cereal grasses amon» the former. The plants

yielding food are also distributed among many
natural orders, although some, as Graminew, Laju-

minosce, and Cruciferce, contain a large number of

the most useful species. The parts of plants which

yield food are very various : the roots and tubers,

bulbs, &c. of some ; the stems of others ; leaves

;

flowers ; the fleshy part of fruits ; the seed, &c.

The part which man appropriates to himself is

either used uncooked, or requires to be cooked in

order to fit it for use. Sometimes, also, other pre-

vious preparations are necessary, as the gTuiding

of corn, &c. Except in the case of ferns, when
the cryptogamous or acotyledonous plants are used

for food, the whole plant is used, e. g., mushi-ooms,

carrageen, Iceland moss. Sometimes no part of the

plant is itself fit for use, but it contains some sub-

stance which is, and which man extracts by suitable

processes, as in the case of arrow-root, sago, and
other kinds of starch, sugar, &c.

The first place among articles of vegetable food

must be assigned to corn, the seeds of the C'erealia

(q. v.). The next place, perhaps, belongs to the

potato and yam, after which come the banana,

cassava or mandioc, and the different kinds of

pulse.

Regarded more botanically, the articles of food

are

—

1. Roots, properly so called, of which the turnip,

carrot, parsnip, beet and mangold, cocco or eddoes,

may be mentioned as among the most important

;

but the number of esculent roots and of roots

yielding articles of food, is very great.

2. Tubers, of which the potato, yam, and batatas

or sweet-potato, are the most important ; with the

cassava or mandioc and the arrow-root as yielding

stai'ch ; but of which many others are also \ised, as

the nieUoco {ullacus], the oca (oxalls), the earth-

nut, c&C.

3. Rhizomes, or root-stocks, of which some are

simply boiled, whilst others are chiefly valued for

the starch (arrow-root, &c.) which they yield.

4. Bulbs, as those of the onion, garlic, shallot, &c.

The most important are alhaceous.

5. Stems, which, in some cases, are eaten along

with the leaves, whether as salads or boiled vege-

tables ; but of which some are more important as

yielding sago and other kinds of starch. The
eatable part of asparagus is a stem in the beginning

of its growth, and the same statement apphes to

some other plants ; the eatable part of kohl-rabi is

a peculiar swelling of the stem.

6. Leaves and leaf-buds, as those of kale and
cabbage, with other greens of all sorts, spinach,

lettuce and aU the other salads ; the terminal buds

of palms (palm-cabbage), &c.

7. Flowers and adjoining parts, as in cauliflower

and artichoke.

S. Fruit (exclusive o: seeds), used either as a

principal article of food, as in the case of the

banana, and, to some extent, of gourds, or more
generally as an article of luxury. See Fruit.

9. Seeds, of which the most important are those

of the cereal grasses (see Cerealia), along with
which must be mentioned those of buckwheat,
quinoa, the lotus of the Nile and other water-lilies,

the nelumbo, the water-chestnut and other species of

Trapa, many kinds of pulse, as peas, beans, lentils,

kidney-beans, chick-peas, &c., and nuts of many
kinds, some of which, as the chestnut and cocoa-nut,

afford, in some countries, substantive and important
articles of food, whilst the greater number are

rather articles of occasional use and of luxury.

There are also other seeds which are capable

of being used, and are occasionally used as

food.

Sugar, which may well he reckoned among
important articles of food, is obtained from the juice

of stems, as of the sugar-cane, some palms, and the
sugar-majjle, and of roots, as of the beet, &c.

Alcoholic beverages are obtained from vegetable

substances and juices which contain sugar, or which,
by some artificial process, are, in the first instance,

converted into sugar; as the juices of fruits (the

grape, apple, &c.), the juices of stems (the sugar-

cane, palms, &c.), the juices of roots and tubers

(beet-root, potatoes, &c.), and the seeds of the
cereal plants (barley, rice, &c.).

Besides the substantive articles of food, and
beverages more or less generally used, there are

very many condiments, which are obtained from
the vegetable kingdom, and of which the botanical

sources are almost equally various, as mustard,
pepper, ginger, cloves, capers, &c.

FORTUNE, Robert, a distinguished botanist

and traveller, was born in the county of Berwick in

1S13. After completing his education at a Scotch
parish school, he served an apprenticeship as a.

gardener, and obtained employment in the Royal
Botanic Garden at Edinburgh. There he had good
opportunities of obtaining a sound knowledge of

botany and the higher departments of his own pro-

fession, so far as they relate to the cultivation of

subtropical and tropical plants imder glass in a
temperate climate, and these opportunities he turned
to good account. He afterwards obtained a situation

in the gardens at Chiswick, where his abilities and
acquirements attracted the attention of London
naturalists. He was, in 1S42, sent by the Botanical
Society of London to Northern China to make a
botanical exploration of the country. His joiirney

was most successful, and he sent home a very large

number of new and valuable plants. He gave an
account of his adventm-es in his Three Years'

Wanderings in Northern China, a work which
places its author in the foremost rank of contem-
porary explorei-s. F., on his return to England,
acted for a time as curator of the Physic Garden at
Chelsea. In 1842, he was appointed by the East
India Company to proceed to China to make
investigations relative to the cultivation of the tea-

plant ; and on his return to England he published a
work entitled Two Visits to the Tea Countries of
China. He has since been employed by the
American government to collect for them seeds,

chiefly those of the tea-plant, in the East. The
latest importaut work by F. was published in 1863.

It is entitled Yedo and Pekin, a Narrative of a
Journey to the Capitals of Jajmn and China. It

devotes special attention to the natural productions
and agriculture of the districts visited.

FORT WAYNE, a flourishing town of the state

of Indiana, North America, at tlie confluence of the
St Joseph and St Mary rivers, which form the
Maumee, and on the Wabash and Erie Canal, 122
miles east-north-east from Lafayette. It is a great
railway centre, and its growth has been very rapid.
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A fort was erected here by order of General Wayne
in 1794 and it continued to be a military post till

1819. r<M'- U» ISCO) 10,388.

FOU'LA, or FOULAH, an island of Shetland,

parish of W.alls, from which it is distant 20 miles in

a westerly direction. It extends 3 miles in lenirth liy

IJ in brcidth, and rises to a height of 1369 feet

Fig. L—General Appearance of Fotda from the Sea.

above the sea. It is solitary, and with it there is no
regular communication. V. has about 250 inhabit-

ants, who subsist by lishiuj; and farming on a sm.all

scale. On the island, there is a school maintained
by the Society for Propagating Christian Knowledge

;

there is also a chapel connected with the Church
of Scotland, and a chapel with a missionarj' main-
tained by the Congregational Union of Scotland.

F. is chieHy remarkable for its sid)liiae cliffs of

red sandstone on its north-western side, where the

precipice rises from the .sea-margin to a height of

nearly 1201) feet, being the grandest tiling of the

kind in the British Islands. Among the sea-birds

which occupy the cliffs is the Skua Gull, or Bonxie
(Lcstr'is cataracles). Of this powerfid bird there are

about 13 pairs, which are prized by the natives for

their services in keejiing down the numbers of the
e.agles on the cliffs. The landing-place on F. is at a
scattered hamlet of wretched thatched huts on the

south-cast. Here there is a store, at which imported

>.-.,.- ijp

Fig. 2.—A Foula Uut.

commodities are bartered for fish and other articles,

and at which an apartment is let to strangers, there

bi-ing no inn. F., however, is rarely visited by
strangers, and little is known of it even in Scotland.

FOURCHAMEOULT, a rapidly increasing

town of France, in the department of Nibvre, live

miles north-north-west from Nevers, near the right

bank of the Loire, which is here crossed by a suspen-

sion bridge. It is a station on the railway between
Orleans and Nevers. There are great iron-foundries,

employing between 2000 and 3000 workmen. The
manufacture of arms is extensively can-ied on. Poj).

<in 1SG6) 6280.

FRA'GA, a town of Spain, in the province of Sara-

gossa, 63 miles west by south from Saragossa, on
the left bank of the Cinca, which is crossed by a
suspension bridge. The town stands ou a slope.

and is poor and half-ruinous, with ill-paved streets.

The environs abound in pomegranates and figs.

The small green figs of this district are celebr.ated

as particularly delicious, and when dried form the

chief article of export. F. is supposed to ocoipy
the site of tlie ancient Oallica Flat'ia. I'op. .'5028.

FREPEUICK-CHARLES, a Prussian ]irince,

son of Prince Charles (brother of Kinc William),

was born at Berlin, 20tli March 1828. In his early

youth, he manifested a great liking for warlike

occuijations ; and the first Slesvig-Holstein war
(1840) saw him in the field as captain, and not
without honour to himself; in the camp.aign in

Baden also he g.athered laurels and h(>uour.able

woimds ; and in the second Slesvig-Holstein war
his name became famous through the storm of the
Diippel entrenchments. But his chief title to fame
rests on the part he jilaycd in the campaign of ISGG
against Austria, where he commanded one of the

invading armies, and where his able generalship

contributed not a little to the fin.al success of the

war. He has indeed been blamed for excess of

caution in advancing through Bohemia to the

rendezvous at Gitschin, where his nKue prompt
appearance, it is said, would have saved the Silesian

army from the danger of serious disaster which it

encountered in passing the defiles ; but it may, in

fairness, be assumed tiiat the caution was necessary
until the contrary is proved.

The iirince is not only practically but theoreti-

cally distinguished in his profession. Besides his

services in the reorganisation of the cavalry, he has
wntten several military works of great merit ; one

of them, entitleil JJow to Beat the Frcncli, attracted

a good deal of attention when it ajipcared.

The jmnce is a soldier from his very heart, and as

such, much esteemed and liked by both officers anil

men. He was manied to Marie Anna, I'rincess of

Auh.alt, in 1854.

FRK'DERICK CITY, a city of Maryland, U. S.,

two miles west of the Monacacy River, 44 miles
nctrth-west of Washington, Ho by railroad we.>*t of

Baltimore, on a branch of the Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad; a handsome town with 12 churches, three

banks, college, academy, seminaries, two news-
papers, and manufactories of iron, wool, leather,

fiour, and tobacco. Pop. (18G0) 8142.

FRE'DERICKSBURG, a city of Virginia, U. S.,

is built in a fertile valley on the right bank of the
river Rajipahannock, at the head of tide-water, 110
miles from Chesapeake B;iy, 65 miles north of Itich-

iiiond, and had, in 1860, the county buildings, live

churches, two seminaries, orphan asylum, and ex-

tensive manufactories of flour and tobacco, and a
pop. of 5022. December 13, 1862, it w.as the
scene of a battle between the Federal army, com-
manded by (ieneral Burnside, and the Confederate
army under General Lee, in whicli the ftirnier was
repulsed, and driven b.ack across the river with a
loss of 12,321, while the Confederates, strongly
posted on the hills south of the city, suffered but
trifling damage ; but the city itself was nearly
destroyed.

FREDERICK - WILLIAM, Crown-prince of

Prussia, only son of King William ((|. v.) of i'russia

and Queen Augusta, Hc'e Duchess of M'ciniar. Born
ISth October 1831. His earnest cliaracter and
eminent talents were early developed under tlic

care of excellent masters, among others of Ernest
Curtius (q. v.), w'ho also accomjiauied him to the
university of Bonn, where the prince was matricu-
lated in the law faculty. After the completion of

his education, the prince visited several foreign
countries, among others, England, where it seems he
became attached to the Princess Royal, eldest
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daughter of Queen Victoria, and was married to her

on the 25th January 1S5S, with the highest appro-

bation of both nations. Of the issue of this union,

there are now Ii\-ing two sons (the eldest, Frederick-
William, born 27th Januarj' 1S59). Since his fatlier

ascended the throne, the crown-prince has taken
jxirt in the more important affairs of state. He
served in the Danish campaign in a subordinate
capacity; nevertheless he gave sufficient proofs of

his great ability to cause the king to intrust to

him an important (according to some, the most im-
2>oi-la)tt) task in the war with Austria in 1SG6,

namely, the command of the left Prussian wing
o]ierating iii and from Silesia. How ably the prince
played his part, and how his timely appearance on
the battle-field of Ki3niggratz decided the fortune
of the day, is well known (see Germany, in Sup-
plement).
Through the brilliant results of the war, the

Prince aud the other members of the royal family
have acquired a popularity among the Prussian
jK'ople which they by no means formerly enjoyed.

The crown-prince is said to be of a noble, frank, and
humane character. His figure is tall aud manly, aud
his features unusually handsome.

FBEGEXA'L DE LA SIERRA, a town of

Spain, in the province of Badajoz, and 30 miles
south-east from Badajoz. It stands in a valley

among mountains on the right bank of the RIartiga.

The streets are wide and well paved, and the
houses in general well built. There is an ancient
castle, erected by the Templars, within which is

the bull-ring, capable of containing 4000 people.

Leather and linen fabrics are extensively manu-
factured. Pop. 5975.

FREIBI'RA, a seaport of Chile, in the province

of Atacama, at the mouth of the Guasco. It is a

place of some trade. Vop. 10,000.

FRESNI'LLO, a mining town of Mexico, in the

state of Zacatecas, 30 miles north-west from Zaca-

tecas, on a feeder of the Santiago or Tololatlan. It

has a spacious square, in the centre of which is a

splendid fountain. In the neighbourhood are silver

and copper mines, which are among the most pro-

ductive in Jlexico. Pop. 12,000.

FREU'DENSTADT, a town in Wiirtemberg, and
capital of a bailiwick of the same name, in the circle

of the Black Forest, 40 mUes south-west of Stutt-

gart, is situated on a rock which is wasb.ed by the

Murg. It was founded in 1599 by Duke Frederic

I., and peopled by Protestant refugees from Austria.

It has a considerable trade in wood, cattle, aud
fruit. Cotton-spinning, wea\'ing, bleaching, smith-

work, especially making nails, &c., are the principal

industries. The town is regularly built. It has

a good market-place mth arcades, and a graminar-

school. The environs are beautiful, and present

many interesting prospects. Poji. (1S64) 5131,

nearly all Protestants.

FREY'STADTEL, FREYSTADT, or (Hung.)

GALGOCZ, a town of Hungary, in the circle of

Xeutra, 84 miles north-west from Pcsth, on a height

above the left bank of the Waag, opposite to

Leopoldstadt. The Waag is here crossed by a long

bridge. F. contains a fine castle belonging to Count
Erlody, situated on a steep limestone cliff, with fine

gardens. There is also a curious round tower, sup-

jiosed to have been a Turkish minaret. Various

articles of wood are extensively manufactured.

There are important cattle-markets. Pop. COOS.

FRIE'DEBERG, a walled town of Prussia, in

the province of Brandenljurg, 56 miles north-east

from Frankfurt, on the Peza. Around it are

several lakes. It has woollen manufactories and
502

tanneries, and some trade in cattle. Pop. (18C'4)

5895.

FUE'XTE A'LAMO, a town of Spain, in the
province of JIurcia, IS miles south from Jlurcia, at
the northern base of a range of hUls, and at a short
distance from the canal of Murcia. Pop. 0250.

FUE'RTE DE ANDALGA'LA, sometimes more
briefly called ANDALGALA, a town of the Argen-
tine Confederation, in the province of Catamarca,
72 miles north by west from Catamarca, in a moun-
tainous district. Pop. 5500.

FUERTE, or VILLA DEL FUERTE, a to%vn
of Mexico, in the province of Siualoa, 75 miles north
by west from Sinaloa, on the Rio del Fuerte, which
flows into the Gulf of California. It is a place of
some commercial importance. Pop. SOOO.

FTJNA'RIA, a genus of Mosses, with terminal
fruit-stalks, and oblique double peristome, both the
inner and outer having sixteen teeth. A few
species are found in Britain, one of which, F. hygro-
metrica, is an object of particular interest on account
of the hygi-ometrio properties of its fruit-stalk,

which, if moistened in the lower part, twists several
times round in one dii-ection ; and if moistened in the

Funaria hy^'ronietrica :

a, plant, natural pize ; h, leaf, magnified ; c, capsule, magni5eJ :

d, capsule, magnified, with lid removed.

upper part, twists several times roimd in tbe
opposite direction. This is owing to a peculiar

arrangement of the cellidar tissue, which is spiral in

one direction at the base of the stalk, then straight,

then spiral in the opposite direction. The structure

of the fruit-stalk has been closely examined and
commented on by Dr Lankester (Annals of Nat.
Hist., vol. iv.). F. hygrometrica has very concave,

ovate, entire, apicidate leaves. It is very common
on old buildings and on drj' barren soils ; and is

said to be almost always found where a wood-fire

has been burning on the ground, as on the site of

gipsies' encampments, &c.

rii'NFHAUS, FU'jS'FHAXJSEL,or HA'KGEN-
DEXLISSEJ^, a town of Austria, in the circle of

Unt, about 2 miles north from Vienna. It has silk,

satin, woollen, cotton, and red leather manufactures.

Pop. 13,639.

FUSA'RO, L-4KE OF, a small lake of South Italy,

in the pro\-ince of Naples, 11 miles west from Xaples,

on the peninsida of Baioe. It is not far from the

site of the ancient Cumse, of which it is supposed
to have Ijeen the port. Ximierous remains of mas-
sive buddings, villas, and tombs are stdl to be seen

in the neighbourhood. At the southern extremity

of the lake is a canal of Roman construction.
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communicating witli tlie sea, now known as tho Face

del Fusufo. The water of the lake is brackish, more
salt than fresh. The lake is famous for its oysters,

which have been cultivated here (see Oyster) since

the times of tho ancient Romans. They are larger

anil of finer £lavo\ir than those of the Bay of Naples.

The lake is supposed to be the crater of an extinct

j

volcano ; and, in 1S3S, great quautities of iio.\iou3

gases were emitted, by which tho oysters of the lake

were killed. The lake of F. received from tho
ancients the name of Acheriisia Pains, ])ri)baljy at

first bestowed on it by tho Greeks of Cunu-e in con-

sequence of its proximity to Avernus, and its crater-

like character. In the later times of the Komaa
Empire, however, its banks were adorned with tho
villas of wealthy Komans.

G
ADJA'TCH, or GADITCH, a town

of South Russia, in the province of

f,
Poltava, and (J5 miles north-by-west

friim Poltava, at the confluence of

the Khoral with the P.siol. It has

§) seven churches and a monastery, and
an active trade in agricultural produce.

Pop. (1863) 8312.

L^ GAI'SIN, or GAJSSIN, a town of South

J Russia, in the government of Podolia, 172 miles

uorth-by-west from Odes^ Pop. (1S63) 9G30.

GALLARA'TE, a market-town of North Italy,

in the province of MUan, and 24 miles north-west of

the city of Milan. It is situated on the eastern

side of the Somma HiUs, at the commencement
of the fertile region that extends to Milan, with

which place it is connected by railw.ay. It is

well built, and surrounded by ancient walls ; has

extensive steam cotton-mills, and an active trade in.

agricultural produce. Pop. 4484.

GALLIA'TE, a town of North Italj', i" thc^^fersons, and "the total number so employed is 7000.
province of Novara, four mUes east-north-ca.st fri>m

Novara. It is rather a mean and dirty town, with

an old castle and an old church. There are silk-

mills here, and cottou-stulTs are also manufacturciL

G. has an annual fair, which lasts three days. Pop.

(18G1) 0503.

GA'NGI, a town of Sicily, in the province of

Palermo, 53 miles south-east from Palermo. It

occupies the simimit and slopes of a steep and lofty

hill. A more ancient town of the same name stood

two miles to the south, and is supposed to have

occupied the site of the ancient En/ju'mm. The old

town of G. was destroyed in 1299 by Frederick II.,

for the rebellion of Francesco Veutimiglia, its feud.il

lord. One of the best Sicilian painters of the 17th

c., Giuseppe Salerno, was born here, and is generally

known as Lo Zoppo di Gangi, from his lameness.

One of the churches contains a much-admired paint-

in" of the ' Last Judgment,' from his hand. Pop.

(1861) 10,5.35.

GANGS, AOKICULTUEAI., a name specially given

to companies of women, and boys and girls, brought

together for labour in the fen-districts of England,

or the low and level tracts which lie south of the

Wash in tlie counties of Lincoln, Cambridge, Nor-

folk, Suffolk, and Rutland. Not many years ago,

the part of the country referred to was a marsh

with corn-fields, an agricultural population would
have spread into it, and that hou-ses would have
been erected for theii' accommodation. This, how-
ever, is not the case. Englisli landlords sUuu tho

resiiousibility incurred under the existing poor-law,

by the erection of houses for laliourers ; and capi-

talists avoid an investment which is never found
profitable. The reclaimed land is accordingly culti-

vated by labourers brousjht from the villages, which
are numerous on the high ground that borders it

;

and, to save expense, they consist, as much as pos-

sible, of women, girls, and boys, paid at the lowest

rate given in England for agriciUtural labour. Tliey

work in two kinds of gangs—private and pubUc.

The former consist of from 12 to 20 persons, and
are directly hired by the farmer, and placed under
the charge of an agricultural Labourer. Tho popu-

hation so employed numbers 20,000. The public

gangs are hired by a class of contractors known as

gang-masters, who personally sui)erintcntl and p.ay

the labourers. Each public gang consists of about 30

i'hcy plant potatoes, thin turnips, weed with tho

hoe or hands, and pull turnips and beet. Their
squalor and immorality have long attracted notice,

and, two years ago. Lord Shaftesbury called atten-

tion to it in the House of Lords. A Royal Com-
mission was appointed, and their Reports have been
published. They give a picture of this system of

labour, which is declared to be even more horrible

than any given of American slavery by Mrs Stowe.

The gangs consist, in large proportion, of girls

aud boys from 11 to 17 years of age, who not only

work six days a week in the fields from 8 to 5
o'clock, but must go to aud from their work. The
distance in some cases is 16 miles, so that they are

compelled to leave their homes before 5 in the morn-
ing, and to return after 8 at night. Childi-en of G

arc even pressed into the service. While at work,
the gang-masters compel the weak to keep pace

with the strong, and often do so by striking and
kicking them with the utmo.st brutality. The gangs

often work ankle-deep in mud ; they trudge all day
through standing corn, wet with rain and dew ; and
they frequently return wet up to the waist. Colds

and rheumatism impair their health, and it is need-

less to say they lose all self-respect, and become

quite unfit for household duties. The worst remains

to be told. The boys and girls return home without

crossed by streams which had not the necessary fall
]

any control on the part of their seniors, often in the

to carry their waters to the sea. Dykes and canals

have, however, been constiucted to drain the wilder-
^

ness, and it has been converted into one of the
|

most fertile agricultural districts of England, pro-

ducing magnihcent crops of every kind. While
,

the surface supported only scanty herds, and w.as

overhung with malaria, it had no inhabitants. It

might have been expected that when covered
530

dark, and the greatest profligacy is the consequence.

Their jirecocity exceeds that of the most neglected

town populations, and the number of girls under

the age of 17 who become mothers is perfectly

fri'Tlitiul. Among the last acts passed at the close

of °the session 1866—18G7 was one for the regula-

tion of agricultural gangs. It applies exclusively to

England, is to come into operation on 1st January
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1868, and provides that, after that date, no woman
or child is to be employed in the same gang with
men or boys, and that no woman or girl is to be

employed in any gang under a male gang-master,

unless a woman licensed to act as superintendent is

also present with the gang. Licenses are to be
granted by justices in divisional petty-sessions for

six months, and for acting without a license the

penalty is to be twenty shillings a day. Proof is to

be given to the justices that the applicants are

proper persons to be licensed ; and they may
annex conditions as to the distances within which
children are to be allowed to travel to their work.

The evd, it was believed, is too deeply rooted to be
dealt with by one enactment, and it is expected
that the present act wiU be followed by more
sweeping measures.

GAN6UE (Ger. Gang, a vein), the stony matrix
in which metallic ores occur. Quartz is the most
common gangue, but calc-spar is also very frequent,

sulphate of barytes and iiuor-spar not unfrequeut.

Large portions of the gangue are generally worked
and submitted to metallurgic processes for the sake
of their contents.

GAS-ENGINE. Many attempts have been made
to utilise, as a motive-power, the expansive force

arising from the explosion of a mixture of common
coal-gas, such as is in general use for illuminating

purposes, and common air. The only attempt of

this kind which has had a considerable success is

that of Lenoir, a French inventor. The cut repre-

sents his engine. It resembles in its general features

Clas-engine :

A, electric battery ; B, distributor of electricity; C, electric
igniters ; D, admission of air (atmospheric) ; E, admission of
gas {common coal-gas) ; F, exhaust pipe ; G, water-pipe
(inlet) ; H, water-pipe (outlet) ; I, India-rubber pouch.

an ordinary horizontal steam-engine. It has two
slides, one on each side of the cyUnder, which are

opened and closed by eccentrics in the usual way.
Through one of the slides, air and gas flow into the
cylinder, in the proportions of about 11 of air to 1

of gas, until the cylinder is nearly half fidl, when
the connection with the galvanic battery is made by
the revolution of the shaft at B, causing a spark
inside the cylinder, and consequent explosion of the
mixture of air and gas. This explosion forces the
piston from the middle of the cyhnder to the further
end. The products of the exjjlosiou then escape
from the cylinder by the other slide-valve, which
opens at the proper instant. The momentum which
the fly-wheel has now acquired will carry the piston

back to the middle of the cylinder, sucking in be-

hind it, through openings, which arc made by the
action of the eccentric on the slide, a fresh supply
of air and gas ; and when the piston has reached
to the middle of the cylinder, the further inflow of

air and gas is stopped by the slide closing, and
at the same instant a spark of electricity is sent

into the air and gas, exploding it as before. The
first half of the stroke of the piston is thus

employed in sucking in the requisite quantities of
air and gas, and the last half of the stroke giving off

the power arising from the explosion of the mixture
of air and gas. Notwithstanding the high first cost
of this engine, for it exceeds that of an ordinary
steam-engine (including boiler) of equal power, it

has come into rather extensive use, especially in
France. It is much used in Paris in hoisting up the
builders' materials in the great building operations
going on there, and also for numerous purposes
where a power of two or three horses only is

required. The gas-engine requires no stoker, and
the saving of the wages of this attendant turns the
scale of economy in favour of the gas-engine, when
his wages exceed the outlay for coals. It consvunes
about 50 or 60 cubic feet of gas per hour for each
horse-power, or about 1000 cubic feet per day for an
engine of two horse-power—s.ay 24s. per week. Now,
it is obvious that the w.ages saved by dispensing
with a stoker will go far to pay the total cost of
keeping the engine going. The cUificulties attending
its use arise from the heat developed by the explo-
sions in the cylinder, which burns the lubricating
material necessarily used to make the piston slide

easily on the cylinder. However, by keeping a
current of cold water slowly circulating through the
jacket of the cyUnder, the heat is kept within
moderate bounds ; and for purposes where a very
small power is required, not exceeding 2 or 3 horses,

and where gas does not cost more than 4s. or 5s.

per 1000 cubic feet, it can be kept going for less

cost than a small steam-engine of equal power. In
consequence of the piston doing useful work for
one-half of the stroke only, the cylinder requires

to be considerably larger than the cylinder of a
steam-engine of eqital power. A 2 horse-power gas-
engine has a cylinder 8 inches diameter, and 16
inches stroke. A high-pressure steam-engine of this

size would be 6 horse-power at least.

GAS-LIGHTING IN RAILWAY TRAINS.
Many methods have been tried within the last few
years for lighting railway carriages with ordinary
street gas ; but, although tolerable success has been
obtained, no one plan has yet completely fullilled

all the conditions of the case.

The more prevalent schemes are those in which
the gas is contained in an elastic receptacle. Mr
Allen's plan, tried on some of the Scotch railways,
is to place an india-rubber bag or box in the guard's
compartment ; it is protected by iron rods or bauds,
and weighted to press out the contents as the ex-
haustion goes on. The bag is filled with gas at the
station from whence the train starts. A tube from
the bag passes out by an opening from the van, and
leads up to metal j^ipes that run along the roofs of
the carriages. An india-rubber tube forms an
elastic link from carriage to carriage ; and small
pipes bend down through the roof to supply burners
in the interior of each carriage. The guard can
regulate the supply, making the lights brighter or
dimmer by easy apparatus imder his control. The
chief disadvantage of sitch plans as this is, that no
carriages can be added to or deducted from the
train without disturbing the arrangements, seeing
that the tubing forms a connected system from end
to end.

Mr Dalziel's plan, tried on the South-eastern and
the Great Northern lines, enables each carriage to
maintain its light irrespective of the others in the
train. There is a reservoir imderneath the floor of

the carriage ; consisting of a boiler-like wrought-
iron vessel, nine or ten feet long by a foot and a
half in diameter ; it is invisible, and in no way
incommodes the passengers. It is fiUed at the
station, before the train starts, with gas enough to
last all the burners in the carriage during a double

631
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through-journey to some distant station and back

asain. Pijics lead up tlie ends of the carriage, and

jiion'^ the top to the s]>ots where they bend down to

supply the burners. The gradual exhaustion of the

reservoir wonld produce a constantly decreasing

pressure on the gas, and a consefpient dimness uf

tlie liglit ; but this is prevented by the use of an
automatic com]ienaatiug valve, which maintains the

pressure equably. The gas, in the first instance, is

forced iuto the reservoir at a pressure of 120 lbs. on

the square inch.

The Metropolitan or Underground Railway, run-

ning for so great a part of its length through a dark
tunnel, would be insupportably gloomy if the car-

riages were not well li"hted. A very brilliant

system of gas-lighting is tlierefore adopted. At the

Paddington or Bishop's lioad Station, before the

starting of each train, gas is conveyed from a gas-

holder up through elastic tubes to the top of each

carriage, where an oblong box extends from end to

end. ^This box or chest contains enough gas to last

for two short journeys, supplying from 12 to l(j

burners for each carriage. The briefness of the

journeys renders practicable here a plan which

would not be available for a jouruey of several

hours.

GEMO'NA, a to%vn of Venetia, l.T miles north-by-

west from Udine, on a feeder of the Tagliameuto.

It is situated in a deep basin among mountains, and

is a well-built town, surrounded by walls. G. has

a largo transit-trade, and two important annual

fairs. Pop. (1857) 0583.

GENZA'NO, or GKNSANO, a town of the Papal

State, Italy, 17 miles soiith-by-east from Rome, in a

district of hills and ravines. G. has several broad

and straight streets, proceeding from a handsome
squai'e, which is ornamented with a beautiful foun-

tain. On one of the hiUs above the town is the

feudal mansion of the Cosarini family. G. is cele-

br.ated for an annual festival, held on the eighth

day after Corpus C/tri.^ti, called the Infiorata di Gen-

zano, from the custom of strewing the streets with

flowers, so as to represent araliesques, heraldic

devices, figures, &c. On occasion of the festival,

many visitors are attracted from Rome. IVip. 5000.

GEU.'VNIA'CE/E, a natiu-al order of exogeuous

plants, consisting of herbaceous plants and slirubs,

of which about 500 species are known, distributed

over the whole world, and particularly abundant in

South Africa. The stems are jointed, usually tumid,

and easily broken at the joints. The leaves arc

simple in some, divided in others, opposite, or alter-

nate, with Hower-stalks opposite to them ; they

have membranous stipules. The calyx consists of

live persistent sepals ; the corolla of five petals,

which are clawed. The stamens are united by
their filaments, hypogynous, twice or thrice as

many as the petals. The ovary consists of five

carjiels, placed around a long awl-shaped torus or

carpophore, to which the styles cohere ; ripening

into a fruit wdiich consists of five small one-seeded

shells, cohering around the base of a long beak, the

indurated style of each carpel finally curUng back

from the b.ase upward, and can-ying the seed along

with it. The indurated styles are iu many species

extremely hygroscopic, and their twistings and un-

twistings seem intended to move the seed after it

has fallen, until it reach a fit idace for its germina-

tion. See Geranium.

GERMANY. Since the article on G. was written,

important changes have taken place in the ])o!itical

relations of its component parts; and we pro))ose

here to give some account of these changes «nd of

the warVhich led to them. The immediate occasion

of the war was the difference that arose between
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Prussia and Austria aa to the occupation and dis-

posal of the territory taken from Denmark (see

SLiavio) after the Convention of Gasteiu (1SG5).

But the real grounds lay in that rivalry between
the two states for the leader.ship of G., the
germ of which is as old as the time of the (jreat

Elector (see Frederick-Wiluasi), and which has
shewn itself at many epochs of the history (see

Ger.many, Hislorii). There can be little doulit that

the feeling of the German people, as distinguished

from the princes and bureaucr.acy, has, in recent

times at least, been in favour of the purely German
Prussia as their leader, rather than Austria, the

gi'eat mass of whose jiojiulation are Slaves and
Magyars. And when the parliament of Frankfurt,

in iS50, offered the imperial crown to the king of

Prussia, the unity of G. might have been secured

without bloodshed, had the monarch been resolute,

or had he had a Bisniark for his adviser. But that

0])porfcunity being let slij), and the incubus of the
' Bund ' being restored, it became apparent that the

knot must be cut by the sword.

By the treaty of Gastein, Austria and Prussia

agreed to a joint occupation of the Elbe duchies

;

but to preveut collision, it was judged ]irudent that

Austria should occiijiy Holstein, and Prussia Sles-

vig. Already a difference of jjolicy had begun to

shew itself : Prussia was believed to have the

intention of annexing the duchies ; while Austria

began to favour the claims of Prince Frederick of

Augustenburg, and wished to refer the disposal of

the matter to the Bund. In the meantime, both

nations were making ready for the struggle. In

fact, the preparations of Prussia had been going on
for two or three years ; and the new organisation of

her .army, which iuad occasioned the protracted

contest between the government and the house of

dejuities, had been made with a view to some such
eventuality as was now to occur. The preparations

of Austria were made more openly, .as she eonld

plead the necessity of meeting the warlike attitude

of Italy ; which power, looking upon the quarrel

between Austria and Prussia as a precious oppor-

timity, was actively arming, with a view to strike a
blow for the liberation of Venetia, and had secretly

entered into an alliance with Prussia.

At this crisis, England, France, and Russia invited

the disput.ants to a conference. Prussia and Italy

,
r&adily consented ; but nothing came of it, thro\igh

j

the obstinate pride of Austria, who would not allow

her position iu It.aly to be even taken into consiilera-

tion. Never, perhaps, was a greater blunder made.

Had she at this moment ceded Venetia for a reason-

I

able compensation, she would have replenished her
' cm|ity treasury with a good many millions, have
made Italy friendly, or at least neutral, and set free

her best army of 80,000 veterans for the incvit.able

contest with her northern rival. A few weeks later,

I

she made the concession w^ith a bad grace, without

compensation, and to no purpose.

On the failure of the conference, Benedck, com-

[

mander-in-chief of the Austrian army of the north,

issued an order of the day, dated 12th May, in which
he announced that he had been appointed ' to lead

the brave and faithful Austrian army against the

unjust and wanton foes of the empire.' It only

remained to find a form<al ground for the declaration

of war, and that ground was found in the Slesvig-

1 Holstein question. In the sitting of the German

I

diet, June 1, 1SG6, Austri.a, disregarding the Conven-

1 tion of Gastein, placed the whole matter at the dis-

posal of the Bund, and then i}roceeded to convoke

the states of Holstein ' to assist iu the settlement of

the future destination of the duchy.' Prussia pro-

tested against this as an insult and a violation of

' treaty ; demanded the re-establishment of the joint
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occupation ; and, while inviting Austria to send
troops into Slesvi^, marched troops of her own into

Holstein. Instead of responding to this invitation,

Austria witlidrew her forces altogether from Hol-
stein, nnder protest ; and then, calling attention to

this 'act of violence' on the part of Prussia, pro-

posed that the diet should decree 'federal execu-
tion ' against the enemy of the empire. This event-
ful resolution was carried by a great majority on the
14th June 1866 ; Hanover, Saxony, Hesse-C'assel,

Hesse-Darmstadt, and the 16th Curie voting for it.

The resolution having passed, the Prussian plenipo-

tentiary, in the name of his government, declared
the German Confederation dissolved for ever, and
immediately Vv-ithdrew.

When the news of the federal execntion was
received in Berlin, identical notes were sent to the
courts of Saxony, Hanover, and Hesse-Cassel, de-

manding the reduction of their armies and assent

to the convocation of a common German parUament

;

on which condition, Prussia would guarantee their

territories and sovereign rights as her allies. Twenty-
four hours were allowed for the decision ; and when
the term had expired without assent, the Pi'ussian

troops, which had previously been concentrated on
the frontiers, crossed at once into the three kingdoms,
and took military possession without resistance.

The Saxon army retired into Bohemia, to join the
Austriaus ; that of Hanover, after vainly trying to

make its w.ay south to join the army of the Bund,
and bringing on the nseless ailair of Langensalza,
was forced to lay downi its arms, and return home.

Besides the moral advantage gained by this dis-

play of promptitude in paralysing her declared
enemies and securing the adhesion of waverers,
Prussia had by these occupations secnred her rear,

and, in Saxony, had won a favourable basis for

operating against Austria. The Prussians now lost

no time : war was declared against Austria ; and,
following the example set by Frederick the Great,
the troops immediately began to march into

Bohemia. To their own surprise, as well as that of

all Europe, they were allowed to pass the easily-

defended defiles without opposition, or even seeing
.an enemy. So great was the reputation of Benedek,
th.at every one now began to look for some deep-
laid plan by which the enemy was to be enticed
into the heart of the country, only to be completely
and at once overwhelmed. But, as it turned out,

there was no plan at all. With their usual sluggish-

ness, the Austrians were taken by sm-prise in a state

of unreadiness—ill organiseil, ill ecp^ijiped, ill pro-

visioned; and although in actual engagement the
soldiei's fought bravel}% they were animated with a
very different spirit from their ojjponents. The
Prussian people had at the outset been rather averse

than otherwise to the war ; and in some places, it

required strong measures to make the Landwehr
take the field. But once imder arms, and as the
object of the struggle became more apparent, they
entered into it with enthusiasm, and manifested a
rare combination of soldierly qn.aUties, the results

of a universally diffused education, .and military

training. And while such was the quality of the
men, seldom if ever has an army taken the field so

well organised, with the plan of the campaign so

well laid, the arms so efficient, and the equipments
in every waj^ so complete.

The Prussian host invaded Bohemia at three

several points : the central army, under Prince Fred-
erick-Charles (q. V. in Supplement), entered from
Eastern Saxony, crossing the frontier range of the
Erzgebirge by Krottau, Friedland, and Neustadt,
towards Reichenberg ; the western or ' Elbe ' army,
under Genera! Herwarth von Bittenfeld, started

from Dresden, and entered Bohemia by Neustadt

and Schlukena\i towards Gabel; while the eastern
or ' Silesian ' army, under the Crown-prince,
Frederick-William (q. v. in Supplement), invaded
from Silesia by the Landshut and Nachod passes,
marching towards Trautenau and Skalitz. The
first of these armies numbered 72,000 infantry,
11,000 cavalry, and 29t guns; the second, 34,000
infantry, .3900 cavalry, and 132 gims ; and the third,

92,000 infantry, 12,500 cavalry, and ,348 guns—in
all, 225,400 men, and 774 guns. To oppose these,
the Austrians had 55,000 infantry, 5400 cavalry,
and 172 guns (inclusive of the Saxon army, which
had been withdrawn into Bohemia on the approach
of the Prussians), under Count Clam-Gallas, stationed
along the frontier north of Turnau and Leitmeritz

;

and 186,000 infantry, 16,000 cavalry, and 544 guns,
under Marshal Benedek, the commander-in-chief, in
Eastern Bohemia, behind the Riesengebirge—in all,

26'2,400 men, and 710 guns. As "the Austrians
expected the attack from Silesia, by far the greater
portion of their army was stationed behind the
Eies'engebirge ; so that when Von Bittenfeld and
Prince Fr.-Karl crossed the Erzgebirge (June 24),
they foimd themselves opposed by only the outlying
brigades of Clam-G.allas, which they forced to retire

towards Turnau and Munchengriitz, after defeating
them in some insignificant combats at Reichenberg,
Langenbriick, Liebenau, and Turnau, and in a severe
struggle at Podol, which cost the Austrians in all

2400 in killed, wounded, and prisoners ; the loss of the
Prussians being only 124 men. The first and second
Prussian armies, now united, advanced leisurely,

driving the enemy before them towards Miinchen.
griitz, where Clam-Gallas had strongly posted him-
self, and where, on June 28, he was attacked by
the combined Prussian armies, and after a brief but
severe contest, forced to retreat in haste. By
several routes, the combined armies under Prince
Friedrich-Karl now continued their onward march,
routing the detached corps of Austrians and Saxons
which attempted to bar their progress ; and after a
severe contest (June 29), which cost the Prussians
2000 men, and the Austrians about twice as many,
took possession of Gitschin, and encamped on the
following morning between that town and Horzitz,

h.aviug est.al)lished communications with the Crown-
prince ; while Clam-Gallas retired to join the main
body under Benedek, after having, with a force only
half as numerous as his opponents', and still more
inferior in guns, compelled his antagonists to spend
six days in making an advance of 40 English mdes.

Meanwhile, the third Prussian army had advanced
in two divisions, the right wing through the jiasses

of the Riesengebirge by Landshut, tovvanls Trau-
tenau ; the left by Glatz, towards Nachod and
Skalitz ; while the centre divisious crossed by Brau-
nau, all crossing the frontier on June 26. The
deiiles were traversed without opi)Osition, the
Austrians being ouly posted at the mouths of the
passes ; but as the left wing under Steinmetz de-

bouched towards Nachod, it was assailed (.June 27)
by Eamming's Austrian corps, and driven back into

the jiass. Steinmetz, however, persevered ; and by
the aid of his guns, and repeated charges of cavalry,

succeeded, after a conflict of six hours, in extricating

his corps from the defile, at a cost of 1191 killed

au<I wounded, to 6000- on the part of the Austrians.

Both armies being reinforced, the contest was re-

newed at Skalitz on the 2Sth ; but, though long and
bloody, it was on all sides favourable to Steinmetz,

who lieat the Austrians back upon Josephstadt,

witli a loss in killed and wounded of 5815, and 5850
prisoners, with five guns. The Prussian right wing,

under Benin, had also a double conflict with the
Austrians, who were posted to receive tliem ; tor,

after extricating themselves from the Landshut defile,
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and seizing Trautenau, they were met (June 27) liy

General Gablcntz, and, after a long-continued light,

were driven back to their previous canipinp-i^round,

losint;, however, only 1423 men, to about 3500 of the

Austrians. Gablentz being much exhausted with

lii3 harilly-wou victory, obtained reinforcements

from Benedek ; and the Prince of Wiirtemberg, with

a cori>s of Guards, being sent by the Crown-prince
(who marched with the centre, ready to afford sup-

))ort to either wing when necessary) to attack
Gablentz by Eypel, fell upon him (June 28) while

he was preparing to complete the defeat of Boniu,

and, after a severe combat, or rather series of

]iartial nnconnected combats, the Austrians were
this time defeated, with a loss of 4000 men, and an
equal number of iirisoners ; the Prussian loss being
only 834 killed and wounded. The three Pnujsian
armies having thus effected a Hrm lodgment in

Bohemia, moved steadily forward in lines, converg-

ing to a point north of the Austrian army, which
was now concentrated between Josephstndt and
Kiiniggriitz ; and the kin" of Prussia, who- had
arrived (Jidy 1) at the head-qnarters of the 1st and
2d armies, hearing of Benedek's intention to assault

them before the Crown-prince's army could come
to their aid, resolved to anticipate him, and ordered
an attack on the Austrian position at S a.m. on
.luly 3, at the same time sending off an urgent dis-

patch to hasten the arrival of the Crown-prince,

whose host, at 8 a.m. on the 3d, was 15 miles off.

The Prussians, at the commencement of the light,

believed they had to do with onlj' the h.alf of the

Austrian army, but they were soon undeceived, for,

after carrying the villages in front of the Austrian
position, and advancing up the slope, they were met
by such a crushing fire of artillery as completely
sto]ii)ed their further progress. Benedek then
directed his reserves against the Prussian left, in

order to cut it off from the Crown-prince, but all

his endeavours to drive it permanently from its

position failed. The conflict, which was mainly an
artillery-light, tluis continued without intermi-ssion,

and the I'russian left was almost on the point of

giving w.ay before the overwhelming nunil^ers of

its assailants, when the wavering of the Austrian
right unmistakablj' shewed that a portion at least

of the third army had arrived, and attacked them
in Hank. Tliis new assailant becoming more for-

midable every minute, speedily rolled up the

Austrian right wing ; and the advance of the 1st

and 2<l armies, by i)ai-tially enclosing the Austrians
between two tires, threw them into great confusion.

Their array was soon broken, and dissolved in pre-

cipitate flight ; multitudes perished in the morasses,

in the waters of the Elbe, and under the wheels of

the fleeing baggage - wagons ; but the undaimted
attitude of the splendid Austrian cavalry, and the

deficiency of the Prussians in that arm, greatly

mitigated the horrors of the rout. The Prussians

lost iipwards of 9000 killed and wounded ; the

Austrian loss was 16,2.'Jj killed and woimded, and
22.684 prisoners, with 174 guns and 11 standards.

After this decisive defeat, all hope of staying the

advance of the Prussians with the army of Benedek
was at an end ; a truce was asked for, but refused

;

and the victorious Prussians pushed forward towards
Vienna, whither Benedek, by a long and circuitous

march, had drawn his beaten forces. At the same
time, the southern army, which had been emplojed
against the Itahans, was collected at the capital,

and every precaution was taken, by the erection of

entrenchments, fortifications, &c., to insure the
safety of Vienna, when, by the agency of the
Emperor of the French, a truce was agi"eed to,

which afterwards led to a treaty of peace. I

A few days before this campaign had commenced,
1

the Italians, burning with eagerness to free Venetia
from the yoke of the alien, and combining with all

the enthusiasm and heroic spirit of a young nation,

no small portion of its overweening presumption, had
assembled an army of 200,000 men, one half of wliich,

under General Delia Marmora, was destined to cross

the Mincio between Peschiera and Mantua ; while the
other half was stationed round Bologna, to operate
on the lower Po. To oppose this force, the Archduke
Albert, the commander-in-chief in Venetia, h.id

about 90,000 men near Verona, besides the garrisons

of the Quadrilateral and Venice, which, of course,

were not available for field-service. On June 23 (on

which d.ay it was notified to the Archduke that

hostilities woidd bo conmienced). La Marmora's
army crossed the Mincio, imopposed by the
Austrians; and the Italian commander, not expect-

ing attack, masked the fortresses of Peschiera and
Mantua, and marched the rest of his array forward
in a somewhat careless fashion. The Archduke,
however, had been all along watching his opponent;
and after having succeeded in getting him entau'ded

between the river and the hills, he attacked him
(June 24) with his whole force. The Italian left

was speedily broken and driven back, and would
have been wholly destroyed had not General Pianell,

whose division was on the right banlc of the Mincio,
crossed the river, and held the assailants at bay
during the rest of the day. The Austrian attack on
the Italian right was, however, at first unsuccessful.

In the centre, where were situated the village of

Custoza and Jlonte Belvedere, the keys of the ])osi-

tion, an obstinate struggle was maintained on both
sides throughout the day, but toward.^ 4 r.M. victory

inclined to the Austrians, and soon after they
gained jjossession of the ))ositiou wliich decided the

day. The Italians fell back, in fair order, towards
the Mincio, \m|)ursucJ by their exhausted o]>ponents,

and on the following day, were all again assembled
on the right bank of the river. The Italians lost in

killed, wounded, and i>risoner3, 8175 men, and
several ])iece3 of artillery; while the loss of the
Austrians was about SUOO men. This j)lan of the
campaign having failed, the Italian gener.als set

about devising another, and spent more than a week
in deliberation and discussion. At the end of this

time, news came of the great defeat which the
Austrians had sustained in the north, ami of the
cession of Venetia, by the Emperor of Austria, to

the Emperor Napoleon. Though it was not for

a moment in doubt that this cession w.a3 only a
round-about way of surrendering the province to

Italy, the Italian government, true to the Prussian
alliance, refused to conclude a sei)arate treaty ; and
(the .-Vrchduke's army having been, as before men-
tioned, withdi'awn for the defence of Vienna)
C'ialdini's army crossed the Po (July 7), and occu-

pied Padu.a, Vicenza, and Treviso ; while Garibaldi,

at the head of his volunteers, and General Medici,

with a diWsion of Cialdini's army, advanced U]) the

Lake of Garda into the Trentino, the small body of

Austrians in the district being wholly unable to

ofl'er a successful resistance to such an overwhelm-
ing attack. Not content, however, with attacking
Austria by land, a fleet was equipped, and de-

spatched, under Admiral Persauo, to assail the

Dalmatian coast, and retrieve for Italy l)y her na\'y

the disgrace which had fallen upon her army ; and,

accordingly, Persano directed an attack on the

island and forts of Lissa, and failed. News of this

attack being communicated to Admiral Tegethoff,

the commander of the Austrian fleet in the Adriatic,

he sailed at once for the relief of Lissa ; and though
his ships were inferior in number, size, and weight
of ordnance, and only 7 of them ironclads, to 12

more powerful vessels of the same sort in the Italian
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fleet, he bravely led hia ships to the attack, de-

stroyed or sunk two of the largest of the enemy's
vessels, broke through his fleet, and took up a posi-

tion in front of Lissa, ready to renew the fight if

necessary. The Italian fleet, however, drew off,

aud on the following morning, was out of sight,

making for Ancona.
Thus baffled both on land and sea, Italy, though

vigorously professing her determination to go hand
in hand with Prussia, was very loath to agree to the
armistice signed by the two belligerent German
powers at Nikolsburg, on July 26 ; and attempted
to salve her chagrin by insisting upon the surrender

by Austria to her of the Trentino. Prussia, how-
ever, having agreed with Italy only for the cession

of Venetia, was not inclined to supjiort this demand;
and Italy, seeing that she must either make peace

or fight for the Trentino, single-handed, against

Austria, gave way reluctantly, and agi-eed to the
armistice, August 12.

A third contest was, about the same time, in pro-

gress between Prussia and those minor states of

Germany which had raised armies to support Aus-
tria, viz., Bavaria, Wiirtemberg, Baden, and Hesse-
Darmstadt. After the capture of the Hanoverian
army, the Bavarians, who, under Prince Charles of

Bavaria, had been advancing slowly to join them,
took post, on June 30, at Suhl, in the valley of the
Werra. A second army had been assembled under
Prince Alexander of Hesse-Darmstadt, and bad been
drawn together in front of Frankfurt. To prevent
the junction of these two armies, the Prussian
general, Vogel von Fiilkenstein, who had 48,000
infantry, 3300 cavalry, and 90 guns, threw a part of

his forces forward toward Fulda, aud with the
remainder attacked the Bavarians, who %vere inferior

in number, and routed them at Dermbach, Kalten-
ordheim, and Hiinfeld, driving them towards Kiss-

ingen ; he then turned hia superior force against

Prince Alexander, whom he forced to retreat towards
Darmstadt. The two armies were now completely
separated, and Von Falkenstein found little diffi-

culty in keeping them apart during the rest of the
brief campaign, aud in routing the Bavarians at

Kissingen and Hammelburg, and the Darmstadters
at Asehaffenburg, and driving the broken remnants
of the two armies south of the Main. He then
crossed the Main, and occupied Wiirzburg, in Bavaria.

After some little delay, peace was concluded between
these four minor states and Prussia ; but, unlike
Austria, of which they were merely the allies, some
of them were forced to submit to a certain loss of

territory.

The states north of the Main which had taken
up arms against Prussia, were completely incorpor-

ated—viz., Hanover, Hesse-Cassel, Nassau, Frauk-
hirt, and a small portion of Hesse-Darmstadt, as well

as Slesvig-Holstein and Lauenburg ; and the other

states north of the Main were united with Prussia

in a confederacy of a more intimate nature than
before existed, called the North German Confedera-
tion,

Bavai-ia, Baden, Wiirtemberg, the part of Hesse-

Darmstadt south of the Main, and Liechtenstein

were not included in this union, but were invited to

reform their armies and enter into a closer nuitual

relationship, with a view to a military and political

connection with the Confederation.

Saxony, which had prominently figured in the
contest as an ally of Austria, was doomed by Count
Bismark to incorporation ; but Austria, supported
by France, so steadily opposed this arrangement,
that it was abandoned, and the little kiugdom was
ailmitted into the Confederation.

Austria, by the treaty of Prague (23d August
ISCG), was completely excluded from |iarticii)ation

in the new organisation of the German states, and
formally agreed to the surrender of Venetia to
Italy, to the incorporation of Slesvig-Holstein with
Prussia, and to the new arrangements made by
Prussia in Germany. A portion of the fifth article

of this treaty secured that, if the 'inhabitants of
the northern districts of Slesvig declare, by a free
vote, their desire to be united to Denmark, they
shall be restored accordingly.' Though losing no
territory to Prussia, Austria had to pay 40 millions
of thalera for the expense of the war, after which pay-
ment the Prussian troops were to be withdrawn
from the imperial territories.

Saxony resigned to Prussia the right of garrison-
ing Kdnigstein, and of partially garrisoning Dresden,
and paid ten million thalers of war-indemnity

;

Bavaria (by treaty of Berlin, 22d August) surren-
dered several districts of Lower Franconia to
Prussia, aud paid 30 millions of gulden for wa"-
indemuity ; Baden (by treaty of Berlin, 17tli

August) aud Wurtemberg (by treaty of 13th
August) surrendered no territory, but paid, the
former six, and the latter eight, millions of gulden ;

while Hesse-Darmstadt (by treaty of Berlin, 3d
September) surrendered various districts of the
province of Ober-Hesse, receiving in return several
districts formerly belonging to Electoral Hesse,
Nassau, and Frankfurt, and paid three miUions of
giUden for war expenses ; also the province of Ober-
Hesse, into which were to be incorporated the
districts ceded by Prussia, was to form a part of the
North German Confederation, the other parts of

the grand duchy south of the Main being uncon-
nected with it. Even the little principality of

Eeuss had to pay 100,000 thalers into the fund for

Prussian invalids.

This extensive rearrangement of territory will be
more distinctly shewn in the table on the following

page, giving a list of states which are members of

the new North German Confederation.

The southern German states, as yet independent
of the northern confederation—viz., Bavaria, Baden,
Wiirtemberg, Hesse-Darmstadt, and Liechtenstein
—have a total area of 43,990 sq. m., aud a population
(1S6G) of 8,524,400. The new North German Bund,
as now constituted, possesses a common parliament,

elected by universal suffrage, in which each state is

represented according to its popixlatiou. The first

or constituent parliament, which met early in 1S67,

was employed in deliberating over the details of the
proposed constitution for the Bimd, which was
drawn up and submitted to it by Count Bismark.
After a few weeks' deliberation, the draft, with a
few modifications, was agreed upon and submitted
to the chambers of the several states for their

assent, which, in most cases, was at once given.

The new elections then took place, and the first

regular North German parUament met in September
1867. The items of the constitution most interest-

ing to non-Germans are, that there is to be a
common army and fleet, under the sole command
of Prussia ; a common diplomatic representation

abroad, which must, of necessity, t)e little else

than Prussian ; and to the same power are in-

trusted the management of the posts aud telegraplis

in the Confederation. The ZoUvcrein (q. v.) has
also been remodelled, and a treaty including the
southern states as members is all but concluded, a
step which paves the way to their entrance into the
new confederation. As the southern states are

already bound to Prussia, by treaties of alliance

offensive and defensive, the king of Prussia, in case
of a war, would have at his disposal an armed force

calculated at upwards of 1,100,000 men.
The hope of a united Germany, wliich has long

been cherished by ardent patriots, and which, uuder
5jj
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the old Bmiil, was mainly ileferred by the existence Gcnnan Coufcderatioa, ia thiiaiD a fair way of being
uf two jwuerful rivals, Au:jtria ami IVussia, iu the ' realised.

1. Prussia, including the
Former Kingdom of Pnisina (Incladln? Lauenburg Bince 1865), .

ri Kingdom of Hanover,
Ilesse-Casaci,

Ji^iissau,

Free City of Ftankfiirt,
Slesvig-liolstein,

l>iHtricl.'» ceded by Bavnria— vIs!,, Cauladorf, Oersfeld, and Orb, .

Di»trict« ceded by llettsF-DnrniHtadl— viz., Hesse-Uomburg, Am
Jlomburfff and Amt-Aleiscnheim, '}

Ktnpdnm of Saxony
Gi-uiiii'Ductiy of Mccklenburp-S^hwerin,

•r Mecklpnburg-Strelilz,
II Oldenbui'tr

II Saxe-Weimar, ....
Duchy of Brnnfiwick,

I. Anhalt
II Saxe-Mcinill(»pn,

II Suxe-Coburg-Gotha, ....
II .Saxe-AltenburKi

Principality of Lippe-DetmolJ, ....
II Waldeck,
11 Schwar/'iurff-Ruiiolstadt. . .

II SchwarzburK-SondcrsllaUJten, .

II llcups (younper branch),
II ileuss (nlder brancli

,

•I Schaumbiirg-Lippc,
Free City of narobur^r,

n Liibeck,
II Bremen, ......

Part of llesse-Darmstadt (proTince of Obcr-llease),

Total of North German Confederation,

Eng. S(l. Kiln.

198,093
14,848
3.67:l

1,»10

34
6,8uy

214

423

135,304

5.777

6, IBS

1,052
2,42K

1,403
1,424

1,026
!t56

759
510
438
433
374
333
320
145

171
136

127
74

1,26S

160,245

Pap. (ini).

19 304,843
1,923,492

737.283
466.014
89,837

960.996
32,976

76,102

23,590,543

2,343,994
552,612
99,060

301,813
280,201
292.708
1U3,046
17S,0C5

164,527
141.839
111.336

59,143
73,752
66,189
86,472
43,924
31,382

229,'J41

50,614
104,066

225,696

29,230,93!

Iu the sprinj; of 1867, difficulties arose between
Prussia and Franco rospoctini:; the occup.ition of the
fortress of Luxcmburi^ by the former ; aud as the

latter had pvirch.a.sed tlic province of Luxemburg
from tlie king of Holland, though the formal deed of

sale w.a3 not drawn up and signeil, slie maintained
that the fortress was pai-t of the province, antl that

the right which Prussia formerly possessed of garri-

soning the city ceased when tlie province was ex-

cludeii from the list of (jerm.'ui states. .\ war
seemed imminent between the two powers, when,
by the good ollices of the Kritisli government, a

congress was .assembled in London, at whicli rejire-

sentativcs of the great powers (Italy taking her

place among them) were present ; aud after a few-

sittings, it was agreed that France shoiikl not

proceed with her scheme of purchase, that Prussia

should ev.acuate the fortress, and th.at the jjrovince

should remain to the king of Holland, and be

regarded as a sort of neutral ground, under the

combined guarantee of the powers represented at

the congress.

Austria (which, curiously enough, though com-
pletely beaten by Prussia, lost to that power not an
inch of territory, and though decisively victorious

over Italy both on land and sea, lost to her van-

quished .adversary one of her fairest provinces) has

been fully cm[)loyed since the conclusion of peace in

conciliating the various nationalities under lier sway.

By granting to Htmgary the constitution for which
that kingdom rebelled in 1818, and which involved

a separate lntern.al .aibuinistration, the Emperor
Francis-Joseph h.as succeeded in conciliating the

great majority of the high-spirited and independent

Hungarians, aided greatly towards the production

of tliis residt by the politic counsels of his chief

adviser. Baron von Beust (q. v. in Supplement),
and by the conciliatory bearing of the moderate
liber.al [)arty in Hungary, wliicti, under the lead-

ership of Deak (ii- v. in Si-ppleme.nt), h.as in

its fimi stand for Hungarian freedom, not for-

gotten to give a i)i'omineiit ])lace to the interests

of the Austrian Empire generally. Still, how-
ever, the attitude of the non-Hungarian provinces,

Transylvania, Croatia, and Slavouia (e8])eei.ally

of the latter two), which are now ])oliticalIy

united with it, and are represented in the Hunga-
rian iliet at Pesth, gives rise to considerable uneasi-

ness ; these three ]>roviuces having been long jealous

of Magyar supremacy, and steadily opposed to any
direct union with Hungary.
The weakness of Austria's present position con-

sists in her jxissessing a large German popul.ation in

the western provinces, which, imbued, like all other

•jermans, with the enthusiastic love of ' Fatherland,'

may at any moment, by external or internal agency,
bo imjielled to seek reunion with G., and conse-

quent emancipation from allegiance to the .\ustrian

emperor. Italy, though baffled in a military point

of view in the contest of ISOfi, obt.ained Venetia,

and concluded a treaty of peace with Austria.

[The result of the war between France and Ger-

many in 1870—71 (see France) w.as to complete

the fusion of the northern and southern states of

the latter country, and to raise the king of Prussia

to the dignity of Emperor of Germany. One of the

terms of peace was the cession of Alsace and part

of Lorraine to Germany.]
GE'RMERSHEIM, a town of the Rhenish P.al.a-

tinate, or Khenish Bavaria, on the left b.ank of the

Rhine, at the mouth of the Queich, eight miles

south-west-by-south from Spires. The situation is

marshy and unhealthy, but it w.as chosen by the

r.omans for a station and fortress, which was called

Vieus .lulius. The Emperor Conrad II. built a

castle here. The town was founded beside the castle

by the Emperor liudolph I. in 1276, and endowed
w-ith all the rights and privileges possessed by
Spires. H.aving passed into the hands of the

Electors Palatine, G. was t.aken by Leopold of
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Austria in 1G22; and fell into the hands of the
French in 1644, by whom it was restored to the
Elector Palatine at the peace of Westphalia ; but it

was again taken by the French under Turenne in

1674, when the walls were demolished, and the
towers burned. After the death of the Elector
Charles, the French seized the town and the district

belonging to it in 16SS. as pertaining to Alsace.

Hereon followed the G. War of Succession, and the
country was desolated. The peace of E.yswick
restored G. to the Palatinate ; and having been
fortified, it was assailed in vain by the French in

1715. It was in the midst of the scene of greatest

conflict between the French and Austrians during
the middle of last century. The Rhine is crossed

his strength, is only to say that his powers fell short
of the very highest ; but the attempt shewed an
elevated taste and a noble ambition ; the execution,
too, was in many respects excellent, and the work
greatly raised the author's reputation. Many of his
subsequent pictures have had a success in no degree
equivocal ; several of them are now widely known by
engravings. In 1859, he exhibited his noble picture
of Roman gladiators in the amphitheatre, with the
motto :

' Caisar, ave, Caesar Imperator, morituri te
salutant,' which raised to the highest pitch his
reiJutation as a colourist and painter of the human
figure, while making a profoimd impression by the
success with which the human interest of the scene
was rendered. With 'Phryne before her Judges,'

at G. by a bridge of boats. The town is strongly exhibited in 1861, he won fresh honours as a
fortified. It contains a ruinous old castle, in which
the Emperor Rudolph of Hapsburg died. There is

some trade in com, hemp, flax, &c., and a fishery of

some importance in the Rhine and Queich. Pop.
5322.

GEROME, Jean-Leon', one of the most eminent
of hvlng French painters, was born at Vesoul, in

the dep. Haute-Saone, on the 11th of May 1824.

He received his early education in his native town,
where his father followed the trade of a goldsmith.

In his seventeenth year, he went to Paris, and

colourist and draughtsman. In the same year, he
exhibited, among other pictures, his ' Socrates search-
ing for Alcibiades at the House of Aspasia ;

' ' Deux
Augures non jamais pu se regarder san rire ; ' and a
portrait of Rachel. 'Louis XIV. and Mohfere,' 'The
Prisoner,' and the ' Death of Caesar ' are among the
best known of his subsequent works—the last, a
finely conceived and nobly painted picture, which,
for its architecture, its colour, and the subserviency
of details very strikingly rendered to a definite
human interest, demands the highest admiration.

entered the studio of Paid Delaroche, at the samel The ' Death of C^sar,' the ' Phryne,' the ' Gladiators,'

time attending the course of instruction given at '

^"'1' Louis XIV. and Mohfere,' are among the jjictures

the School of the Fine Arts. He continued till 1844
the pupd of Delaroche, whom, in that year, he
accompanied on a tour of considerable length in

Italy. It was not till 1847 that one of his pictures

was exhibited at the Louvre ; since then he has
scarcely ever failed to exhibit, and his works soon
gained for him the reputation of being one of the
most promising artists of the time. A slight indica-

tion of the position he had made for himself by 1851
is the fact, that he was commissioned by the minister

of G. which have been exhibited in London. G. has
painted admirably several Eastern subjects ; and of
the mural pictures which he has executed for the
city of Paris, one, the 'Plague at Marseille,' painted
in one of the chapels of the chivrch of St Severin,
has received the highest encomiums. Though not to
be ranked among painters of the first class, as a
colourist and figure-painter he probably has no
superior among living artists.

GHOSTS, Optical. Many remarkable exhibi-
of state to furnish a design for a vase which was to tions have been introduced in recent years, based
be manufactured at S6vres in commemoration of ' on certain simple laws of optics long known to scien-

the London Exhibition of that year. In 1853, he tific men. The mysterious phantom appearances h.ave

travelled for some time iu Turkey and upon the led to the designation of jAo«^« ; but nothing neces-
eastem waters of the Danube. He has since ex- sarily either ghostly or ghastly attaches to the exhi-

tended his knowledge of Eastern scenes by a long
j

bition. No new principle has been discovered; it is

journey which he made in Egypt and the adjacent !
nothing more than an ingenious apphcation of mech-

countries in 1856, during which he made a valuable
:
anism to render visible to a body of spectators certain

collection of sketches, besides accumulating expe-
i

phenomena of reflection and transmission, by varying
riences of great value to an artist, and the subject-

i

the intensity of light passing upon or through large

matter of future pictures. In 1855, he received the plates of glass, and by adjusting the position of the
Cross of the Legion of Honour ; and in 1863, he was actors with reference to the glass and to the spec-

appointe<l Professor of Painting in the School of the ,
tators.

Fine Arts, a position which he continues to hold. Mr Dircks, in a paper read before the British

Many of his pictures have been exhibited in London, Association at Leeds in 1858, and afterwards em-
and there are few contemporary French painters bodied in a voliune, said that liis attention had long
whose works are so well known to the British

|

been directed to this matter. In 1 838, he devised
public, or so high in favour with English critics, something which, under the name of a ' transparent
Among his countrymeu, his reiJUtation is very high,

and is still rising.

From the commencement of his artistic career, G.
painted pictures which shewed him an admirable
colourist and a promising designer, but it was not
till 1855 that he attempted a really great subject.

In that year, liis picture, ' Le Siticle d'August et la

Naissance de Jesus-Christ ' was exhibited ; it was

mirror,' he thought likely to be productive of curious
optical eSects ; but he abandoned the subject for

nearly 20 years. In 1856, he hapiwned accident-
ally to see a sohd body so peculiarly placed as to
appear to be transparent ; and this led him to
make a variety of experiments, to comljine an
oliject with its shadow or its reflection in such a
way as to render their discrimination difficult.

much canvassed by the critics, on the whole was
;

He supposed a theatre or room, with spectators

received with favour, and ultimately was purchased placed on an elevated and darkened series of seats ;

by the state. It was an allegorical composition, and he shewed how they might see two illuminated
intended to be symbolical of the close of pagan

i

figures on a stage, without knowing that one was a
civilisation and the dawn of Christianity—a work reahty and the other a reflection. By following out
to try the greatest powers ; and the artUt not only the idea, he saw how an actor might get behind a
aimed at the high mystic flights which had taxed plate of glass, and seem to communicate with the
all the might of the Raphaels and Michael Angelos,

^

but attempted to combine mth these a representa-
[

tion of the highest views of modern philosophy. To !

say that, in trying so much he had miscalculated

shadow or ' double ' of a second actor—how, in other
words, a living or solid figure might be so associated

with a mere phantom, that the two could play
a sort of drama together, suddenly terminated,

537
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perhaps, by one of them fatling away, and vanish-

ing throuj;h the wall or furniture of the a|iartment.

ilr Dircks cmistructed a small box or model to

illustrate the iirinciple ; and as it really contains

the germ of moat of the lar^'e subsequent exhibi-

tions, we will describe it. The accompanying
diagrams shew the outside view, the vertical sec-

tion, and the ground-plan. ABODE is an oblong
box enclosed on all sides, higher at one end than at

3-'

0i

J^

rig. 1.—Outside View,

the other ; F, O arc two doors at the sides of the
box; H, I, J are three tl.ajiped or hinged openings
at the top of the box, H for tlie eye of the spectator,
I to put in the models or ligures, and J to admii;
light ; KK is a transparent vertical plate of glass,

forming a p.artition in the box; L, M are two com-
partments separated by this partition ; N is an
opaque screen, to shield a portion of the compart-
ment L from the eye of the spectator. Now, with
small figures or models, very curimis optical ofl'ccts

can bo ]ireseuted in this box. I'laee two figures,

V and 2, in the two compartments, one in each.
An eye at A will see the real figure Z, and the

Fig. 2.—Vertical Section.

reflection Y' of the figure Y, but not Y itself ; and
both will appear to be in the same compartment.
By opening in various degrees the flap J and the
side-doors F and G, or by closing any one of the
three, and opening the two others, the admission of

light may be so rcgidated as greatly to modify the
etl'ects. In order that Y' may appear real, no solid

body should be placed immediately before or behind
it, or its transparency woidd at once be detected.
If the apparatns were large enough for living per-

formers, Z would not see Y', although he would see

y ; but by a little rehearsal, Z and Y' might appear
to act together. If, omitting Z, two figures exactly

alike, or two similar globes or cubes, were jilaced

at Y and Y', then Y' would appear to a spect.ator

like a substance and a phantom combined ; and

Fig. 3.—Ground-plan.

according to the mode of throwing the light more
strongly on the one or the other, the substance
might seem to dissolve away into the ]ihantom, or
the phantom into the substance. By supposing a
small theatre or large room to bo used instead of a
box, living performers instead of model figures, and
ranges of seats instead of an eye-hole, this a|)paratus
would become a jihantom exhibition for many spec-
tators at once.

The exhibition of Messrs Dircks and Pepper,
patented in ISO."), gave celebrity and popularity
to the subject, being shewn at the Polj-technic In-
stitution, London. The main purpose, as described
in the specification, is, 'to associate on the same
stage living jiersons and phantoms to act toge-
ther.' There is a stage like that of a theatre

;

and an under-stage at a level six feet or so lower,
between it and the spect.ators. The st.age can be
.seen by all the persons in the haU or theatre

;

but the imder-stage (though nearer) is so managed,
by means of screens, dimness of hght, and dark baize
lining, that its existence is scarcely even suspected
by most of the spectators. There is a large plate of
jinsilvered glass nearly upright, between the under-
stage and the st.age, so artfully framed and .adjusted

as to be invisible, and allowing persons on the 8t<age

to be seen almost as clearly as if there were no
glass there. An actor, whom we will call the
hidden actor, is on the under-stage, entirely below
the level of the real stage, and out of sight of the
spectators. A strong light is thrown upon his face
and figure, and is reflected from the front of the
gl.iss towards the spectators, who can thus see tlie

refiected image, but not the hidden actor who pro-
duces it. For brevity's sake, we will call this
refiected image the phantom. In order th.at the
reflected light m.ay come in a proper direction to
the spectators, the glass is pl.wed either upright or
slightly leaning forward at the t"i>, according to the
height at which the seats of the sjiectators are
placed. If the light is very strong on the hidden
actor, and rather f.aint on tlie glass, the phan-
tom appears with wonilerful force and vividness.
By means of a trap-door closing over the under-
stage, the phantom m.ay be made to disaj)jtear

instantly ; or by v.arying the intensity of the hght,
the phantom may seem to dissolve gradually. If

the under-stage is too small for this, a small bust or
model may take the place of the hidden actor

;

while, on the other hand, if the under-stage is very
large, and aU the arrangements jilanned on a com-
plete scale, there may be a whole group of hidden
actors and actresses carrying out the details of some
story by being reflected into phantoms all at once,
or one or two .at a time ; they may even dance and
sing, making their phantom reflections ajipear to do
the like. In all this, there is no mirror or silvered
glass, nor is there any focussing lens. The visible

actors on the visible st.age may take up such positions
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as to be near the phantoms, and combine with
them to play a dramatic scene. By having a trap

in the nnder-stage, up which a hidden actor may
ascend, or one in the proper stage, up which a visible

actor may ascend ; by arranging the transparent
sheet of glass in such a way that it may be varied in

incUnatiou, and either raised or lowered ; and by
thron-ing light of various colours on the hidden
actors, the ghostly effects may be very strikingly

diversified.

Most of the subsequent patents relate to exten-

sions of this method, with cei-tain minor additions.

Munro's patent (1863) is concerned chiefly "nith

placing between the lamps and the hidden actor

screens and media of various kinds, so as to let light

fall on some parts, and leave others in darkness. In
this way a phantom may be shewn as if dismembered,
head severed from the body, legs and arms separated,

&c. By placing a movable mirror or silvered glass

near the hidden actor, and shifting this while the
action is going on, the phantom may be made to go
up and do«-n and across the transparent glass. By
the aid of two or more mirrors, the phantom may be
magnified or diminished in size. By other arrange-

ments, the visible actor may seem to enter a soUd
cube, or may seem to give a bottle or a letter to the
jAantom—effects due, in fact, to the superposition of

a reflected image upon an object seen by transmitted
light. Maurice's patent (1SG5), instead of causing
a hidden actor to be reflected as a phantom, makes
the visible actor himself become a sort of phantom
before the eyes of the spectators. The phantom of

a hidden object is superposed upon the real form of

the actor, by nice adjustment ; and then, if the light

is dimmed which falls upon the actor, and the light

brightened which falls upon the hidden object, the

former will appear to fade away into invisibility ; or

the arrangements may be so managed as to make
him seem to go through a solid wall, or to be sus-

pended in the air, or walking, or flying.

Without further describing particular arrange-
ments, we may remark generally, that the most
striking effects of these illusions are those which are

due to the superposition of two pictures or scenes,

one reflected /ro)7i the glass screen, and the other
seen throurjh it. It is easy to see what room there
is for the exercise of ingenuity in contriving com-
binations of effects. The details of dramatic scenes

can be enacted by phantoms and real persons com-
bined. Punch and Judy can be made to go through
their vagaries and batter each other, one being a
real figiu'e, and the other a phantom ; and it is not
until Punch sinks through the solid floor that the
spectator knows which was the phantom.

GIA'KRE, a town of Sicily, in the province of

Catania, 42 miles south-west-bj'-south from Messina,

on the slope of Mount Etna, and not much more
than a mile from the sea. It is a rapidly increasing

town. Many of its inhabitants are vine-growers and
exporters of wine, the surrounding district being

famous for its vineyards and the quality of their

produce. Pop. (1S61) G026. The shipping port of

G. is Riposto, about a mile distant; pop. (1861)

480.3. It is a busy place, and many small craft are

built. G. has a doubtfid claim to be regarded as

the ancient Callipolis. About five *miles above the
town, on the slope of Mount Etna, are the remains
of the celebrated Castagno de Cento Cavalli, supposed
to have been the greatest chestnut tree in the world.

See C'HEsycTT.

GILL, John, D.D., a Baptist minister, of some
eminence as a theologian, and especially deserving
of remembrance as one of the few EngUsh divines

who have brouglit rabbinical learning to bear on the
interpretation of Scripture, was born at Kettering,

Northamptonshire, November 23, 1C97. His parents
were in humble circumstances, but they placed liim
at the grammar-school at Kettering, from which,
however, they were compelled to withdraw him
before the completion of his course, on account of
the enforcement of a rule requiring all the scholars
to attend the parish church. He pursued his studies
in private, and by his own unaided efforts, attained'
considerable proficiency in Latin, Greek, and
Hebrew. He afterwards devoted himself much to
the study of the rabbinical writers. Having be<mn
to preach at an early age, he became, in 1719, pastor
of a Baptist church at Horsleydown in Southwark

;

from which, in 1757, he removed to a new chapel in
Carter-Lane, near London Bridge, and there con-
tinued to minister till his death, October 14, 1771. G.
was a very voluminous author ; many of his works
were on controversial subjects, often of mere tem-
porary interest, but he jiroduced also some which
are still studied or consulted by divines. His first

important work was an Exposition of the Song of
Solomon (fol. I72S), in which he vindicated the
authenticity of that book against \^Tiiston. His
Exposition of the New Testament appeared in three
folio vols, in 1746, 1747, and 1748 ; and his
Exposition of the Old Testament subsequently at
several dates in si-^c folio vols. The complete work,
a commentarv on the whole Bible, has been since

repubUshed (9 vols. 4to, Lond. 1809—1810). G.'s

other principal works are

—

A Body of Doctrinal
Divinity (2 vols. 4to, Lond. 1709), and A Body oj

Practical Divinity (1 vol. 4to, Lond. 1770), which
were afterwards repubhshed together as one work
(3 vols., Lond. 1795). He wrote also, as a contro-
versialist, in defence of the doctrine of the Trinity
and of Calvinism. He was a very high Calvinist.

As a writer, he is extremely discursive and diffuse,

by which the value of works full of thought and
learning is much diminished. G. received the
degree of CD. from the Marischal College and
University, Aberdeen, in 1748. He sent to Dr
Kennicott a collection of quotations of the Old
Testament in the Talmud, differing from the ordin-

arily received text, which Dr Kennicott made use
of and acknowledged in his great work.

GILLS, or BEANCHLE, are the respiratory

organs of those animals which obtain the oxygen
necessary for their well-being not directly from the
atmosphere, but from the air held in solution in the
water in which they live. In animals modified for

atmospheric respiration, the air enters the sj'stem to
meet the blood, a peculiar set of movements, more
or less comphcated, being appointed for its constant
renewal. In aquatic animals, on the other hand
(excluding aquatic mammals), a different plan is

required, in consequence of the small quantity of

air contained in the water ; and hence the aerating

surface is extended outwardly, so as to yield a larger

space than could be obtained in the interior. The
blood is being perpetually driven along this surface,

which is so constructed as to admit freely of the
passage of air ; and by the natural movements of

the body, or by others of a special nature, a fresh

supply of aerated water is constantly afforded. The
chief forms of respiratory apparatus in different

classes of animals are shewn in the accomi)anying
diagram, borrowed from Dr Carpenter's Compara-
tive Physiology. ' Let AB represent the general

exterior siu'face of the body ; then at a is shewn the
character of a simple outward extension of it, forming
a fohaceous gill, such as is seen in the lower Crus-
tacea ; and in like manner, h may represent a simple
internal prolongation or reflection, such as that

which forms the pulmonary sac of the air-breathing

gasteropods. A higher form of branchial apparatus
is shewn at c, the respu'atory surface being extended
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by the stibdivision of the gill into minute folds or
filaments, as we see in fishes ; and a more elevated

form of the pulmonary apparatus is seen at rf, the
membranous surface being extench'd by subdivision

of the internal cavity, as in birds and mammals.

Fig. 1.

Lastly, at e is shewn a plan of one of the "pulmo-
nary branchite " of the Araihnid.a, which forms a kind
of transition between the two sets of organs—the

extent of surface being given Ijy giU-lilce plications

of the membrane lining the interior of a pulmonic
cavity.'

We shall notice a few of the different forms of

gills that occur in various classes. It is in the
Annelida that we find the first distinct organs of

this kind. Their blood is transmitted to a series of

gill-tufts, wliicli are composed of a delicate mem-
brane prolonged from the extreme surface, and which
may assume the form of branching trees or of deli-

cate brushes made up of a Inuidle of separate

filaments. These tufts are supplied freely with
l^lood-vcssels ; and fresh portions of blood and of

water are being constantly l)rougIit into ccnt.act by
the natural movements both of the animal and tile

surrounding medium, and by the action of the cilia

covering the respiratory organs. The tufts are

sometimes attached at intervals along the whole
length of the liody, as in Arcnkola, in which there

are 13 jiair (see Annelid.v) ; while in other cases they
occur abnut the head only. In the latter case, they
are extrenuly beaiitiful, having the ajipearance of a
flower endowed with the most brilliant tints. Two
anim.als common in the .aquarium, the Serpula and
the Terehella, owe their resplendent beauty to these

tufts (see figure under SerpulaV In all of the (Crus-

tacea, exceiiting some of the lowest forms, whose
general surface is soft, gills are ])resent. The Bran-
chiopodUf belonging to the sessile-eyed Crustacea, or

Edrioplithalmii, are so called because their fins or

feet present the form of simple plates or flattened

vesicles, which float in the surrounding fluid, and
expose the blood to the oxygen which the water
contains. The branchire may be appended to the

thoracic liiulis in the form of memljr,anoii3 jilates

(as in Amphipodn), or to the abdominal limbs as

subdivided lamelU'c (as in Isopoda), or the l>rancliial

plates may expand into vesicles attached to the

thoracic feet (as in Lteiiwdipoda). Amongst the

Crustacea with eye-stalks, or Podnp/illialina, the

respiratory pl.ates, in the order Stoinapoda, are

external, and are appendages of distinct locomotive

organs, each plate being divided into a series of

small filaments or tubes, so as to resemble a broad
feather. Their position is abdominal, as is seen in

,Sqtnlla. Here tlie gills have begun to .assume more
of tlie character they jJi'csent in fishes, the laniiii-

ated or leaf-like form being replaced by one in

which the surface is greatly extended by minute
subdivisions into delicate filaments. In the order

Decnpoda, including the er.ab and lob.ster, the

respiratory orjjans are of a more speci.al ch.aracter,

and .are lodged in branchial chambers protected by
the carapace. A special apparatus is here found
for the purpose of securing a constant current
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of w,ater over the aSrating surface. The gilla

in tliesc animals are in the form of long, slender,
(luadrangiilar pyramids, and consist either of nume-
rous thin plates or niinute cylinders arranged per-
lieiidieul.ar to the axis of the i)yramid. There aro
it such branchial pyramids on e.aeh side in the
crabs, while in the lobster tliere are 2'2. For
further details on the respir.atory organs of the
Crustacea, the reader is referred to Professor
Owen's Lectures on the Cnmparat'we. Anatomy and
Pliil.-tioloqti iif the Invertebrate Animals, 2d edit,
1855, i>i..

;i2()—.-iii

In tlie sub-kingdom Mollnsea, we find sevcr.al

modifications of gills. In tlie LamcUihranchiaia, or
common bivalves, there are, as a general rule, two
gills on each side. Here the gills arc intern.al highly
vasciUar folds of the mantle lining the valves, and
are strengthened by delicate jointed filaments, which
support several rows of vibratile cilia, whose con-
stant motion gives rise to regular respiratory cur-
rents. This form of gill m.ay Ijo readily examined
in the oyster or common mussel. In the branchif-
erous pasternpoda, the form and position of the
gills are very variable. In the Xitdiliranchiuta

(see Alder and Hancock's splendid monograph on
this order as occurring

in the British seas), they
arc disposed, as their

name implies, without
any protection, over vari-

ous jiarts of the body,
where they often form
beautiful tiiftsof delicate

leaf-like or arborescent

appeiid.ages, as may be
seen in IJoris (q. v.). One
of the arborescent pro-

cesses forming the gills

of J)orh Joh n.ston i seit^r-

.ated and magnilied, is

shewn in the accompany-
ing (ig. 2. The highest

.and nu)st numerous sub-

division of the branehif-

erous g.asteropoda—the order Peclinibranchiuta—
derives its name from the peculiar comlj-like ar-

rangement of its gills, which have a special cavity at
the fore part of the back, caused by an arching of the
mantle. The gills of Palndina vivipara are shewn
in fig. .3. Finally, in the highest class of mol-
luscs—the Cephalojioda—the gills are the organs

Fig. 2.—Gill-process of
i>oris, ma^'iiificii.

Fig. 3.

Tho pectinntcd branclilrc alnne are seen. The concave 8ur''acc

rests on tlic inlfstine.—TIio entire fi^'iire of Pidudina
riripnra, copied frnm Cuvier, is to be found in Carpenter's
Cunipnrative Fhysiology,

used for classification ; there Leitij:; two orders

—

viz., the Tetraliraiidiiata, with four ^alls, and the
JjU'ranchkttii, witli two ciHs. The arrangement of

these ^nlls, and their rehations to other organs,
are seen in the accomiian3''ing figixre of Se^na (tig. 4).



GILLS.

In the article Fishes, the gills are of necessity

briefly noticed, but all details regarding thera have
been postponed to this article. The fullowiug

Pig. 4.—Sepia officinalis.

In the Dibranchiates, of which Sepia may bo taken as an
example, each gilJ consists of a number of triangular vas-
cular laminae, extending transveroely from either sitle of a
fleshy glandular stem, and decreasing in size to the ex-
tremity of the gill. Each plate is composed of smaller trana-

Terse laminEe. which are themselves similarly subdivided ;

tlie entire gill presenting the tripinnated structure, which
affoids an extensive though close-packed surface for the
subdivision of blood-vessels. The number of plates in a gill

varies in different genera; in Sepia there are thirty-six pairs.

The stem of the gill is not only attached by its base, but by
a thin membrane, through most of its length, to the mantle.
The above description, and the figure, have been borrowed
from Owen's Lectures on the Comparative Aiuttonn/ and
Physiology of the Invertebrate Animals, 2d edition, p. (;2i.

The original figure ia due to Mr Spence Bate.

remarks on the gills of fishes are condensed from
Trofessor Owen's Anatomy of the Vertebrates, vol. i.

)jp. 475—488. In the Ct/clostonii, which, if we
e.\cept the lancelet, constitute the lowest order
of fishes, and include the genera Myxhie and
Pctrotni/zon, of wltick the hag and lamprey are

examples, the brauchiie or gills are sacciform, with
extern.al spiracles, and six or seven in number on each
side. Each gill-sac receives its proper artery either

from the branchial artery or one of its branches.
' The leading condition of the gills in other tishes

may be understood,' says Professor Owen, ' by sup-

posing each compressed sac of a Jlyxine {tit iu figs. 5

and 7) to be split through its plane, and each half to

be glued by its outer smooth side to an intermediate

septum, which would then support the opposite

halves of two distinct sacs, and expose their vas-

cular mucous membrane to view. If the septum be

attacheel by its entire margin, the condition of the

Fig. 5.-.-TVV0 GiU-sacs of

Bdellostoma.
Fig. 6.—Two Gill-sacs of

Lamprey.

jjill iu the Plaglostomi (sharks, dog-fish, rays,
skates, &c.) is effected. If the septum' be liberated
at the outer part of its circumference, and the

vascular surfaces are produced into pectinated
lamelligerous jirocesses, tufts or filaments proceed-
ing from the free arch, the giU of an ordinary
osseous fish is formed. Such a gill is the homo-
logue, ndt of a single gUl-sac, but of the contiguous
halves of two distinct gill-sacs, in the Myxines.
Already, in the lampreys, the first stage of this
bi-partition may be seen (fig. 6), and tlie next stage
in the sharks and rays ; consequently, in these fishes

a different artery goes to the anterior branchial
surface of each sac or fissure from that which
supplies the posterior branchial surface of the same
fissure ; whilst one branchial artery is appropriated
to each supporting septum or arch between the fis-

sures, as. it is to the liberated septum or branchial
arch in the ordinary osseous fishes.'

—

Anatomy of
Vertebrates, vol. i. p. 476.

The lampreys, myxinoids, and plagiostomes (sharks
and rays) are termed fishes with -fixed gills,' because
in them each supporting septum of the anterior and
posterior branchial mucous surfaces is attached to
the pharyngeal and dermal integument by its entire
outer margin, and the streams of water flow out by
the same number of fissures in the sldn (as at /;, iu
figs. 5 and 6) as those by which they enter from the
pharynx, /. In the osseous
and in the ganoid fishes there
are ' free gills,' the outer
border of the supporting
branchial arch being un-
attached to the skin, and
playing freely backwards and
forwards, with its gill-sur-

faces, in a common gill-cavity,

which has a single outlet,

usually in the form of a
vertical fissure.

In the myxinoids (as the
hag) there are (see fig. 7) six

or seven branchial sacs, ?H,

on either side, and their

outlets are produced into

short tubes, which open
into a longitudinal canal, /„•, directed backwards,
and discharging its contents by an orifice, /(, near
the middle line of the ventral surface ; between
the two outlets, h, h, is a third larger one, i,

which communicates, by a short duct, with the
end of the oesophagits, I, and admits the water,
which passes from that tube by the lateral orifices, f,
leading into the branchial sacs. These sacs, which
are developed from the oesophagus, and which may
be regarded as the simplest form of piscine gnll, have
a highly vascular, but not a ciliated, mucous mem-
brane, which is arranged in radiating primary and
secondary folds, so as to increase the surface. In
the lampreys, there is a further separation of the
respiratory from the digestive tract, for each internal

blind duct communicates with a median canal,

beneath and distinct from the cesophagns.

In all the higher fishes, the inlets to the branchial
interspaces lie on each side of the fauces, and are

equal in number with the interspaces ; while, except
in the jilagiostomes, there is only one outlet on each
side. These outlets vary extremely in size, being
relatively largest in the herring and mackerel fami-

lies, and smallest in the eels and lophioid fishes (as

the Angler, q. v.). The length of time that different

fishes can exist out of water depends on the modifi-

cations for retaining water in the branchial chambers.
As a general rule, the chamber is largest when the
outlet is smallest, as in the eels, blennies, and
lophioids, and these are the fishes that survive the

longest out of water, except in such cases as the Climb-
ing Perch (q. v.) or Anabas, in which the branchial

apparatus possesses complex labyrinthic appendages.
541

Fig- 7.—Branchial Or-
gans of ilyxuie.



GIMIGNANO-GLADBACH.

The main object of the gills of fishes beins; to cx|)Ose

the venous blood, in very thin-walled vessels, to

streams of water, the branchial arteries rapidly sub-

divide into capillaries, which constitute a net-work

in one layer, supported by an clastic ])late, and
covered by a tcssulated

but non-ciliated epithelium.

This covering and the capil-

lary wall are so thin .is to

admit free interchange to

take place between the
blood, loaded with carbonic

acid, on the one hand, and
the aerated water on the

other. The extent of res-

piratory surface is increased

in various ways, of which by
far the most common is, ' by
the production of the capil-

laiy-supporting plates from
each side of long, com-
pressed, slender, pointed

processes, extendint;, like the

teeth of a comb, Hjut in a
double row, from the convex
side of each branchial arch.'

In this figure, the course of

the blood through a pair

of brancliial processes is

shewn : a is a section of

the branchial artery ; d is

the branch going along the
outer margin of the process

;

e is the vessel receiving the
blood from the capillaries,

after it has been changed,
and returning it, along the inner border of the
process, to the branchial vein, c. The number
of vascular plates or lamelto attached to each
branchial process has been estimated at 135 in tlie

carp, 7U0 in the eel, 1000 in the cod, 1400 in the
salmon, aud IGOO in the sturgeon.

From the above imperfect sketch of the beautiful

structure of the ordinary type of gill in fishes, we pass
ou to the consideration of these organs in Amphibia
or Batrachia. In the lower or perennibranchiate
members of this order, the gills exist permanently,
but in the great majority they are mere temporary
organs. The subject is briefly noticed in the article

Bateachia ; but one or two additional observations

m."iy be made. In the newt (Triton), a little animal

Fig. 8.—Diagi-am of the
circulation of the
Blood througli the
Branchial Leaflets.

Kg. 9.—Head and Branchial Appendages of the Larva
of a Newt, ma^ufied.

common in most parts of England, and readily kept
in a vessel of fresh water, three pair of external

gills are developed, at first as simple filaments, eacli

with a capillary loop, but speedily expanding ami
giving off looplets. The gUl is covered with cili.ited
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epithelium, which loses the cilia before the absorp-
tion of the organ, and this takes place after a few
(lays of larval existence. In the larval frog, the gills,

which are on a simpler plan, diminish about the
4tli, and disappear on the 7th d.iy. The jiarts of

the branchial framework which supports the deci-

duous gills never get beyond the cartilaginous stage.

Tliey thus readily shrink, and become more in-

ternal as the head increases in size. As the gills of

the perennibranchiate amj)hibians, in all essential

I>oints, resemble those already ilcscribed, it is

unnecessary to notice them.—The present article

nuist be regarded as supplementary to l\iispiR.\TiON,

OuGANS AND Procks-s OF, in which the comparative
anatomy of the subject was altogether omitted.

GIMIGNA'NO, Sax, a very ancient town of

Central Italy, in the province of Siena, aud 22 miles
south-south-west of Florence, is situated on the top
of a hill 1220 feet above the sea. One of the most
curious features of the town is the number, 14, of

lofty square towers in so small a space, the largest

of which is built on an arch under which passes a
street, aud was erected in 1298. Of the many
churches and monasteries which the town once con-
tained, most are in ruins. The j)rincipal of those
still standing are the CoUeqiala or AssunUi, which
contains some fine old frescoes by various masters ;

the chapel of St Fina, with frescoes by D. Ghirlan-

dajo ; and the church of St Avguslin, begun in the
l.'Jth, but not completed till the end of the 14th c,
also containing frescoes. There has been of late

years established in the suppressed monastery of

San Domenico, a house of correction for convicted
females, who are sent here from all parts of the sur-

rounding country. Pop. 2587-

GIOVA'NNI (Sa.v) in FIO'RE, a town of South
Italy, in the province and 24 miles east of the town
of Uosenza, is situated at the confluence of the Neto
and Arvo, in the SUa Forest. Pop. (ISGl) 9154

GIOVANNI (San) ROTONDO, a town of South
Italy, in the province of Foggia, aud 19 miles north-

east of the town of that name, near Mount Gargana.
Tliere are manufactures of linen and woollen fabrics.

Pop. (1801) 678G.

GI'TSCHIN, or GICZIN, a town of Bohemia,
the capital of a district or circle, stands on the
Cydliua, 48 miles north-cast of Prague. It consists

of the town proper and four suburbs, and had a
population in 1857 of 5715. There are important
corn-markets. The former Jesuits' college is now
used as barracks ; but there are a gymnasium and
other schools. G. was once the capital of the duchy
of Friedland. When Wallenstein chose it in 1027
for his residence, it was merely a collection of some
200 miserable hovejs ; his activity and munificence

soon converted it into an elegant and ])ros])erou3

city, in which he built (lO.'iO) a splendid p.al.ace.

His body, in 1639, was laid in the neighbouring
Carthusian monastery of Walditz ; three years after

the Swedish general Baner sent the head and right

hand to Sweden ; the remains lay neglected for a
century, until they were removed by Count von
Walilstein to Milnchengriitz.

GIUGLIA'NO, a market-town of South Italy,

eight miles north-west of Naples. It contains four

churches, a castle, and a hospitaL Pop. (18G1)

10,542.

GLA'DBACH, or BEEGISCH-GLADBACH, a

town of Khenish Prussia, in the former duchy of

Berg, and in the government of Cologne, eight miles

north-east from Cologne. It is a place of consider-

able industrial acti\"ity, and has manufactures of

nets, paper, and percussion caps. Pop. (18G4) 5548.

GLADEACH, or MONCHEN-GLADBACH, a
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town of Rhenish Prussia, in the government of

Dilsseldorf, 14 miles west from DUsselilorf, pleas-

antly situated on a rising ground near the left bank
of the Niers. It is a principal seat of the manufac-
turing industry of Rhenish Prussia, and has in-

creased very rapidly within the last twenty-five

yeai's. Besides being a station on the railway

between Aix-la-Chapelle and Westphalia, it is con-

nected by another line with Dilsseldorf. Among
the branches of manufacture earned on, are the

weaving of linen and cotton, di'uggets and velvets.

There are also extensive dye-works and bleachfields.

Much flax is grown in the neighbourhood. G. is a
very ancient town, haring existed at least as early as

the days of Charlemagne. It formerly contained a
famous Benedictine abbey, founded by Archbishop
Gers of Cologne, in 972. Pop. (1S64) 18,675.

GLADE-NET, a kind of net used for the cap-

ture of birds in the glades of forests. It is much
used both in England and in some parts of the con-

tinent of Europe for the capture of woodcocks. It

is made of a breadth suitable to the glade in which
it is to be suspended, through which the birds are

known to be accustomed to pass ; and is made
of fine thread-netting, edged with cords, having
weights attached to it below, so that when the rope
by which it is held up is let go, it falls at once to the
ground ; a rope from the upper part of it passing

over a pidley in a tree, and being held by the hand
of the fowler. When the net is ready, the neigh-

boiu-ing parts of the wood are beaten, to disturb the
woodcocks ; and when they approach it, it is let

down, or drawn up, as may be necessary. In
England, the use of the glade-net is common chiefly

among poachers and gamekeepers, who, without the
knowledge of their employers, but tempted by the
high price of woodcocks, resort to this method of

obtaining money. Other birds and sometimes hares
are also caught in the glade-net. In Siberia, the
glade-net is employed for the capture of wild-fowl,

and glades are opened, in order to its use, between
one lake and another, or between a lake and a river

near together.

GLADCVA, a town of European Tui-key, pro-

vince of Servia, on the Danube, immediately below
the 'Iron Gate' or rapids of that river, 110 miles
east of Belgrade. The place is of little importance,
except as being the chief quarters of the Danube
Steam Navigation Company, its inhabitants convey-
ing merchandise by land betwixt it and Orsova,
about 13 miles further up the river. About 2i
miles below it are the remains of the bridge biult by
Trajan across the Danube.

GLA'NDFORD BRIGG, or BRIGG, a market-
town of England, in the Parts of Lindsay, in the

county of Lincoln, and 22 miles north-north-east of

the city of Lincoln, on the navigable river Ancholme,
which falls into the Humber about 10 miles from
Glandford Brigg. It is a station on the Sheffield

and Lincolnshire branch of the Great Northern
Railway. The town is clean and regidarly built,

has a handsome modern church with a lofty spire,

several other places of worship, a corn exchange,
schools, &c. Its free grammar-school was founded in

1609. A considerable trade is carried on by means
of the Ancholme, in com, coal, aud timber. The
ton-n rehes mainly for its prosperity on the corn-

market, which is one of the best in the county.
The com exchange is a large budding, admirably
adapted for the purpose for which it was erected.

Formerly, a large business was done in the dressing
of hare and rabbit skins for tlie use of hat manu-
facturers, but there is now (1867) only one estab-

hshment of the kind remaining. Pop. (1861)
3138.

GLASS SNAKE [Ophlsauriis), a genus of reptiles,

belonging to the group Saurophidia of Gray, ranked
by some naturalists among serpents, and by others
among saurians. There is only one known species,

a common native of the United States. It is serpent-
hke in form, and entirely destitute of limbs.

" The
head is like that of a lizard. The eye has a movable
lid, as in lizards. The length is sometimes three
feet and a half. The body and tail are marked with
transverse lines of black, green, and yellow, each
scale exhibiting these three colours. The mouth is

small, aud the animal feeds on insects, molluscs, cSfcc.

It frequents dry places, and can neither cHmb nor
swim. It is remarkable for the readiness with which
the joints of the tail break off upon any irritation,

so that it is very difficult to secure a perfect speci-

men. The joints thrown off are soon reproduced.
The caudal muscles do not pass from one joint to
another, so that the breaking of the tail involves no
rupture of muscular fibres, but only a separation of
one muscular plate from another.

GLO'SSOP, a town of Derbyshire, England, 19
miles west-north-west from Sheffield, on a small
river which falls into the Etherow, a branch of the
Mersey. A branch railway, about a mile in length,

connects it with the main line of the Manchester,
Shefiield, and Lincolnshire Railway. It is situated
in the midst of the beautiful scenery of the Peak,
on a rising ground, above a deep valley, the Dinting
Vale, over which the radway is carried by a \'ia-

duct of 16 arches. The suburb of Howard's Town
exceeds the older town of G. in magnitude. G. is

the chief seat of the cotton manufacture in Derby-
shire. There are also woollen and paper mills, dye-
works, print-fields, bleach-fields, and iron-foundries.

The parish church of All-Saints' is an ancient
edifice, recently enlarged and improved. Pop.
(1861) 19,126.

GMELI'NA, a genus of trees of the natiu-al order
Verbenacem, having a small 4—5-toothed calyx, and
a large, obliquely bell-shaped corolla. G. arborea,

called GooMEAE, or Koojieak, in India, is the most
valuable for its timber. The tree attains a gi-eat

size, and is \videly diffused, both in Hindustan and
the Eastern Peninsula. It has he.art-shaped leaves

and pannicled flowei-s. The wood resembles teak,

but is closer in grain, and fighter. It bears exposure
to water better than most kinds of timber. It is

used for many purposes, as lor foundations of build-

ings, decks of boats, Venetian blinds, picture-frames,

&c.

GMU'NDEN, a town of the Austrian Empire, in

Upper Austria, 32 miles south-west from Linz. It

is situated at the lower extremity of the Traunsee
or Gmimdensee, the Lake of Traun or Gmunden,
where the river Traun issues from it, in the midst
of scenery at once extremely grand and beautiful,

and where a region of mountains, precipices, and
gloomy pine-forests passes into one of gentle hills

and rich cultivation, (t. is a well-built town. It

is connected by a branch-railway with the raUw.ay
between Linz and Salzburg. The salt-mines of the
vicinity give occupation to many of the inhabitants,

and the town is a chief station of the salt-trade.

Steam-boats ply upon the lake. Pop. (1857) 5623.

GOHA'NUH, a town of British India, in the dis-

trict of Rohtuk, in the North-west Provinces, 45
miles north-west of Delhi. It is situated on the

Rohtuk branch of the Delhi Canal, and near the

northern extremity of a great depression of the sod,

extending about 50 mUes southwards. Poi). 6668.

G O LD—Extraction by Sodium Aj1j\.lg.ujs.

Certain difficulties which attend the separation of

gold by amalgamation—caused by the presence of

other metals which, from their easy oxidation, cover
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the gold with a film of tarnish, and prevent the
compiuto action of the mercury on the gold— have
led to the employment of sodium amalgamated with
mercury iu various proportions. The compositions

have been made the subjects of two patents, one by
])r Wurtz of New York in 1804, the other by Mr
Crookes of London in 1865. Three kinds are now
]ireparod in this country by Messrs Johnson,
Iilatthey, & Co. of London, and are sent iu con-

siderable quantities to the gold districts, where
tlicir use is said to increase the yield of the
precious metal by fully one-seventh part. The
separate compositions are known in commerce as

Patent Amalgams (A, E, C), supplied in l)an-els of

2 to 5 cwt. each, or smaller quantities in tins or
jai-s. These amalgams are of different metallic com-
positions, suited to v.arious cl.osses of ores. They
are prepared in accordance with the formuhe of the
patentee, and each contains the same li.\ed propor-

tion of sodium. The average strength retpiircd for

use with ordinary ores may be considered to be 10

lbs. of either of them (as the nature of the ore

requires) to from 200 to 300 11)S. of mercury. The
price is 3s. Gil. jjcr i>ound.—Concentrated Amalgam
(A), five times the strength of the above

;
prepared

in solid bars for shipment when the expense of

freight or land-carriage is great. Proportion for
use—10 lbs. of this amalgam to from 1000 to 1500
lbs. of mercury. The price is 5s. per lb.

GO'LDBEllG, a to\vn of Prussia, in tlio province

of Silesia, and in the government of Liegnitz, 12
miles west-south-west from Liegnitz, on the Katz-
bach (q. v.), a brauch of the Oder, famous in the
history of the war of ISl.*?. The town is situated

on a rising ground, on the right banlc of the stream.

It is partly surroimded by walls, and protected by
three forts. There arc extensive manufactures of

woollen cloths, hosiery, and gloves. Pop. (ISOl)

6S5G.

GONORRHCE'A, described also as Blennor-
P.IIAGIA by some writers, is the most common form
of venereal disease. It has been known from very
remote times ; it is generally believed that the

sanitary measures inculcated iu the 15th chapter of

Leviticus have reference to this disorder as occur-

ring amongst the Jews; and it was described by the

Greek anil Roman physicians. It consists in an
inllammation of the mucous membrane of some part

of the generative organs, producing a muco-purulent
or purulent discharge from the diseased surface.

Hence its name of gonorrhcea, which is formed on the
erroneous supposition that the discharge consists of

the s])ermatic lluid, is unsuitable, and the attcm))t

to substitute blennorrhagia, which signifies ' a flow

of mucous matter,' has been made. Although it

is termed a venereal disease, it is totally distinct

from Syphilis (q. v.). Although gonorrlirea is, iu

the great majority of eases, the result of direct

contagion from sexual intercourse with a person who
is similarly aiTccted, there is no doubt that a very

similar urethral discharge may arise from constitu-

tioual and other causes irrespective of contagion, as

iu scrofulous, gouty, or rheumatic subjects. More-
over, it is certain that this disease in the male may
proceed from intercourse with a woman in whom
no morbid change of the mucous membrane can
be detected by the speculum. Eicord, a French
physician of great authority in this dejiartment of

medicine, lays down the proposition, that 'gonor-

rhoea often arises from intercourse with women
who have not had the disease.' Diday, another
high authority, maintains ' that from the very fact

of a woman having a discharge, no matter what its

origin, she is liable to give a discharge to a man.'

Euglish Burgeons are gradually taking a similar
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\'iew, and admit that gonorrhoea may be the pro-
duet of other causes tlian a specific poison. The
fact of the disease being usu.ally caused by im]>ure
intercourse is proof of the presence and action of
the jioison, but is no evidence of that jioison lieing
of a specific character; any poison capable of being
generated by simple inflammation being probably
sutiicieut to induce tile disease.

Men arc so much more liable to contract this dis-

ease than women, that we shall confine oiu' remarks
to gonorrhoea in the male. The symptoms usually
apjjcar in from three to five days after exposure to
contagion. The }iatient feels an itching or tingling
sensation at the extremity of the urethral passage,
whose orifice has an abnormally florid appearance,
and is usually closed by a viscid, colourless secre-
tion. This jiremonitory stage may last for a day
or two, when there is swelling of the parts, and a
thick cream-like pus exudes from the urethra. The
passage of the urine is accompanied by a smarting
or scalding sensation, and takes jilace mth eonsid-
eraljle difficulty, in a contracted or twisted stream.
At night, a painful condition of the parts, known as
chordee, and due to sjiasm of the muscular fibres of
the urethra, is apt to come on. This stage may last,

with slight variations, for a space varying from one
to three weeks, its length depending on the patient's

mode of life, and the number of ))revious attacks,
the first being always the worst, and each succeeding
one being gradually milder. The disease having
thus reached its height, gradually subsides ; the
various sj'mptoms abate in severity, and after a period
of uncertain length, the discharge either ceases or

assumes an almost entirely mucous character. If it

ceases, the ]iatieiit may be regarded as cured ; if the
mucous discharge continue, it is known as gleet;

and it is only to this condition that the term
blennorrhagia is truly .•ipj)llcable. This gleet often
remains, iu defiance of all treatment, for months,
and its presence often preys very unnecessarily upon
the jiatient's mind, so as to derange his health, and
to suggest unnecessary fears regarding the loss of

his virile powers. It is from patients of this kind,
who cannot be persuaded that the discharge is

unaccompanied by any further mischief to tliem-

selves (further than possible annoyance arising from
the fact that thej- should not marry so long as any
dUeharge exists), and that it is sure iu due time to
cease, unless there is stricture or some other excit-

ing cause, that advertisuig quacks draw their
greatest profits.

There are considerable discrepancies of opinion
amongst the highest medical authorities regarding
the treatment of this disease. Various quack medi-
cines, in the form of prophylactic washes, to be
emjiloyed after exposure to possible contagion, are
daily advertised in certain cheap and disreputable
journals ; but as Dr Druitt somewhat quaintly but
very tridy remarks :

' The only prophylactic to be
relied on is cliastity ; next to this, soap and water,
followed by an aluiii wash.' To these directions he
might have added, that the virine should be dis-

charged as soon as possible afterwards, so as to wash
out the urethral passage. If the patient apply for
advice on the first suspicion of the mseaae, before any
acute inflammatory symptoms have set in, and if he
can devote his whole time to his cure, he should
keep a constantly recumbent position, should live on
a farinaceous diet, avoiding meat, wine, and beer, and
the abortive treatment should be tried. This con-
sists in the injection into the urethra, every four or

six hours, by means of a glass syringe, of a solution
of two grains of nitrate of silver in eight oimces of
<listilled water, ^y about the second day, the
ilischarge will begin to lessen, and the use of the
injection must be stopped; and if any tinge of
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Llood has appeared iu the discharge, the remedy
must at once be discontiuued. If the diminution
extend in a few daj's to a total disappearance of the
discharge, the jiatient is cured ; if a sliglit discharge
coutiuue, a weak sahition of sulphate of zinc (one
grain to the ounce) may be injected two or three
times daily for a few days. Dm-iug this treatment, the
bowels should be kcjit freely open by an autimonial
saline mixture, and the patient should drink freely

of barley-water, linseed-tea, and similar mucilagin-
ous fluids. If this treatment be adopted at the
very first, we can usually cut short, in a week, an
att'ectiou that might possibly be troublesome for

months ; if it be tried after inflammation is fairly

established, it is very apt to give rise to stricture.

If a patient does not seek advice till the acute stage
has set in, perfect rest in the recumbent position

shoidd be insisted on ; but if, as is too often the
case, the patient is unable to caiTy out this import-
ant regulation, all exercise must be avoided as far as

possible, and the parts affected shoidd be properly
supported by a bandage, specially sold for that
purpose, and termed a suspensory bandage. A very
low, unstimulating diet must be insisted on, and
all stimulatmg drinks strictly prohibited, while he
should partake freely of mucilaginous ddueuts ; and
as a medicine, an alkaline saline diuretic should be
prescribed, such as a combination of a scruple of ace-

tate or bicarbonate of potash, half a drachm of tincture

of henbane, and twenty minims of nitrous ether, with
a little tartar emetic in urgent cases, administered
iu a small timibler of water, containing a little gum
iu solution, or of barley-water, three times a day.

As an outward local application, nothing is better or

more soothing than water as hot as the patient can
bear it. When, imdcr these means, the scalding jiain

iu micturition and the local swelling subside—but
not till then— certain medicines which exert a
special influence on inflamed mucous membranes

—

viz., copaiva and cubebs—shoidd be administered.

Copaiva may be administered in half-drachm doses

three or four times daily ; and after a few days, the
dose may be increased, if necessary, to double that

amount. Under no conditions can it be made an
agi'eeable medicine. Some practitioners combiue it

into an emulsion with yolk of egg, liquor potass^,

or gum-arabic ; others recommend that it should be
taken floatuig on a wine-glassful of water to which
a little tincture of orauge-iieel has been added. If

;

the gelatine capsides of cojiaiva can be dejiended on 1

as being genuine, they afford an easy mode of tak-

ing tills medicine. In whatever form it is taken, it is
i

li.able to produce an eruption of the skin, consisting

of small red patches somewhat resembling nettle-
|

rash. Although the rash is perfectly harmless, and
speedily disaiipcars on the discontinuance of the •

medicine, and the administration of one or two
saline purgatives, it often causes great alarm to a

patient who has not been duly warned of its possible

occuiTence. Cubelis is a less unpleasant medicine
I

tlian copaiva. To be of service, at least a drachm
of the powder shoidd be taken three times a day

|

suspended in milk. A confection formed by mixing
powdered cubebs with balsam of copaiva, which
may be swallowed as a bolus with an envelope of

moistened rice-paper, is an efficacious form of

prescribing these medicines. In the third stage,

when the urgent sjTiiptoms are abating, the patient

should continue the use of copaiva and cubebs, and
should begin to use injections, commencing with one

composed of a scruple of bismuth and half a grain

of acetate of mor|ihia in an ounce of water con-

taining sufficient mucil.age to keep the bismuth in

suspension, to be used thrice daily. After a few

days, it may be replaced by one of su!i>hate of zinc

(one grain to an ounce of water), which may be
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increased in strength if necessary. If a gleet
remains, it must be treated with tonic medicine,
especially tincture of iron, exercise in the open an-,

sea-bathing, good diet, &c. ; and the under-side of the
urethra may be painted with tincture of iodine, or
in very obstinate cases, treated with a slip of blis-

tering tissue. A well-marked case of gonorrha;a,
when left entirely to itself, rarely runs a shorter
course than from tlu'ce to four months. Various
forms and compUcations of gonorrhcea occur, into
which it is unnecessary for us to enter in this work.
As has been mentioned in the article Ophthalmia,

the purulent discharge of gonorrhoea, if brought iu
contact with the conjunctiva, may occasion destruc-
tive disease of the eye. There is also a trouble-
some aftection, accompanied by pain, swelling, and
tenderness of the joints, with feverishness, which is

apt to supervene towards the decline of the dis-

charge, which is known as gonorrheal rheufiuitism.

I'Vom what has been stated reg.-irding the so-called
ahortive treatment, it is obvious that, by applying
for medical aid on the earliest suspicion of contagion,
the patient may save himself from a long and
troublesome disease, which, if neglected or badly
treated, may give rise to a serious local affection

—

namely, stricture of the urethra. As patients with
diseases of these organs are ai)t to entertain remark-
able and altogether erroneous views as to their

constitutions being iiTctrievably ruined, aud to the
possible outbreak of secondary and tertiary symp-
toms, it is the duty of the practitioner always to
impress upon them that, as a general rule, gonor-
rhoea is mercl}' a local affection, and cannot give rise

to any subseciuent constitutional symptoms.

GOODSIR, John-, Professor of Anatomy in the
university' of Edinburgh from 1S4G to 1SG7, was born
in 1814, at Anstruther, Fifeshire, in which county
his father and grandfather had, for many years,

practised the profession of medicine with gi'eat

repute. Very early iu life, his studious habits and
thoughtfid disposition attracted attention, and when
little more than a boy, he was sent to the university

of St Andrews, where he passed through a four

years' course of literary and philosophic study. He
i\'as aftenvards apprenticed to Mr Kasmyth, dentist

in Edinburgh, and during his apprenticeship,

attended the medical classes both in the university

and extra-mural school in that city. He studied
anatomy under Dr Knox, and natural history under
Professor Jameson, and was the intimate friend of

Edward Forbes, George 'Wilson, Samuel Brown, and
other young men, who have since made for themselves
names as ardent students of the natural sciences.

The position of his native town on the sea-coast

had vcrj' early caused his attention to be directed to

marine zoology, and along with his younger brother,

Harry, who was afterwards lost in the unfortunate
Franklin Expedition, he had begun to dissect marine
animals, and study their forms and structure, before

he commenced his medical studies. His training as

a dentist led him to imdertake an investigation into

the Development and Structure of the Teeth, which
he afterwards published in an elaborate memoir, and
in which he gave the first consistent account of the

various stages thi-ongh which these important organs

pass. This Essay, published in IS39, at once caused
him to be recognised as an observer of great origin-

ality and acuteness. On obtaining his diploma at

the College of Surgeons, in Edinburgh, he returned

to Anstruther, to assist his father in practice ; and
though actively engaged for some years in the
arduous duties of a country doctor, he yet found
time, not only to pursue numerous important patho-

logical investigations, but to continue and extend
his studies in anatomy and natural history. He
formed at the same time an Anatomical Museum,

513
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characteiisctl liy the great beauty of the jircpara-

tious, which was aftcrwaiils aciiuire.l by tlio govern-

ment for the use of the Queen's College, Cork.

He retiirueil to Edinburgh about 1S40; anil on the

conservatorship of the Museum of the Royal College

of Surgeons becoming vacant, he apiilietl fur, ami

obtain«l, the oliice. Jlaviug now acquiretl a more

extensive field for pathological research, he devoted

much attention to the stnicture and mode of growth

of tumoui-s, and other pi-oducts of disease ; and in

1S42—1S43, delivered courses of lectures on tlie

diseases of bone, cartilage, and of the various changes

which take place in inliammation of these and other

important organs. The improvements in the con-

struction of the compound microscope, about this

period, furnished liim with a most valuable histru-

mcnt for conducting his inquiries into the more

recouditg structiu-ar phenomena, which constitute

the fundamental nature of the changes from a

healUiy to a diseased condition of tissues and organs.

At the same time, he also investigated the minute

structure of the healthy tissues, more especially

with reference to the mode in which they performed

their functions. He was one of the Krst observer

who strongly insisted on the general dillusion,

throughout the animal textures, of tlie minute bodies

calleifdHcfci ; and he pointed out their importance in

connection with the processes of growth, secretion,

anil nutrition. His Memoir on Secreting Structures,

])ublishcd in 1S4'-, in the Transactions of the lioyal

tsocktu of Edinhuf'jh, shewed, in a most conclusive

manner, the influence exercised by the cells within

a gland on the secretion formed in its interior. In

the same year, he published a description of a case,

in which a very remarkable vegetable organism, now
known as the Sarcina vcnlriculi (see Saiicina), was
periodically discharged in the fluid ejected from the

stomach during vomiting. In the following year, he

communicated to the Itoyal Society of Edinburgh

an account of the structure of the Unman I'laceuta,

which is regarded as a most imjiortant contribution

to the anatomy of that coni]ilox organ. Many of his

jihysiological and pathological essays were after-

wards incorporated in a special volume, published in

IS15, and the facts which tlicy contain have con-

tributed very m.ateriaUy to establish the important

modern pathological doctrine of the origin of morbid
]iroilucts from changes in the pre-existing elements

of the tissues of the body.

His studies in comparative anatomy and natural

history were not, however, neglected during this

period. He was an active member of the Wcrnerian
Society, and, along with his friend, Edward Forbes,

communicated both to it and other scientitic bodies

several papers on the Anatomy of Animals, new to

science, which they had discovered. His papers on

Pclonaia, Thalassema, and Amphioxus attracted

cs))ccial attention.

In IS-W, he was appointed assistant to Dr Monro,
Professor of Anatomy in the university of Edinburgh.

His enthusiasm and devotion to anatomical work
rapidly gatliered around him a large class of students,

and on the resignation of Dr Monro in 1846, he was
appointed by tlie town-council to the Chair of

Anatomy, ilis reputation as an anatomical teacher

now became materially extended, numerous students

were attracted to his class, and for many years the

attendance each winter-session amounted to between
SOO and 400. His great success as a teacher was
due, not so much, perhaps, to any special aptitude
for public speaking, but to the earnest and pains-

taking way in which he brought his subject before

his students ; to his thorough knowledge of anatomy,
not only in its minute details, but in its relations to

physiological and pathological processes ; and to the
uilluencc exercised by his manly and straightforward

character. He devoted much of the time not occu-

l)ied in the duties of his class to tlio extension of the
Anatomical Museum of the university, and dissected

and [)re])ared a large number of specimens to illus-

trate the modilications, in form and structure, of

the organs met with in the dissection of dilferent

kinds of animals. His prei)arations of the echino-

dermata, mollusca, and cetacca are especially

worthy of notice.

He h.ad a keen sense of the beauty and symmetry
of (trganic forms, and iiis philosophic mind eai'Iy led

him to undertake an investigation into the consti-

tution of the skeleton in the vertcbrata, the general

results of which be communicated, in 185G, to the
British Association for the Advancement of Science.

A collected edition of his writings, eilited by his

brother, the Kev. J. T. Ooodsir, and his successor

in the chair, Professor Tuiuer, is in course of pre-

paration.

His devotion to work, and his unremitting atten-

tion to the duties of his chair, at length began to
tell on his robust fr.ame ; and for some years before

his death, signs of failing health were visible. Early
in ISU7, he was obliged to withdraw from all active

work ; ami ho died at South Cottage, Wardie (near
Ediuliurgli), JIarch G, in that year.

G.'s intellect was eminently comprehensive. He
was not a mere technical anatomist, but studied his

science in its relations to morphology, teleology, and
pathology. In his philosophic grasj) of jirinciples, iu

the extent of his ac<(uirements, and in his devotion
to his science, he was a worthy disciple of his great
compatriot, John Hunter.

GOODYEAR, Charles, American inventor, was
born at New Haven, Connecticut, Decendier 29, 1800,
the son of an iron-manufacturer, with whom, at the
age of 21, ho went into business in Philadelphi.a.

Failing in the iron trade, his attention was attracted
to the manufacture of india-rubljcr, and he expended
all his means, ami reduced his family to utter desti-

tution, in experiments with various mixtures and
processes, the most successful of which «ere with
magnesia, lime, and nitric acid, to make it available
for waterproof shoes, clothing, &c. His efl'orts

were a series of failures, excepting a partial success
in treating the surface of rubber goods with nitric

acid, until he bought of one Hayward, a rival ex-
perimenter, an invention for mixing india-rubber
with sulphur. The great secret of vulcanisation,

in which the two substances, submitted to a high
temperature, are converted into the elastic, endur-
ing, and heat and cold defying fabrics now in use,

was an accidental discovery made while standing
by a stove, and idly subjecting a mixture of rubber
and sulphur to its heat. This new jiroduet he
patiently perfected, discovering new uses to which
it could be ap]ilied, until it required sixty patents
to secure his inventions. Some of these rights were
secured by other persons iu England, and in Franco
they were forfeited by an informality ; so that, by
these means, and iu consequence of expensive law-
suits, he has gathered little from ten years of toil

and privations, but the honours awarded to his skill

and jierseverance in giving to the world a staple

now applied iu diflferent countries to 500 uses, and
employing G0,000 workmen in its manufacture.

GOOLAI'REE or GOMU'X., PASS, an important
pass in the north-west of India, across the Suliman
range from the Derajat into Cabul. It enters the
mountains at their eastern base, in lat. ^'T G N., and
long. 70" E. It holds its course, which is very
winding, by broken rugged roads, or ratlier the
watercourses of the Gomul, through the wild and
mountainous country of the JIuzarees. It is of

great importance, being the middle route from
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Hindustan to Afghanistan, as the Khyber is the
northern, ami the Bolan the southern. Immense
caravans, consisting principally of Lohani Afghans,
every spring traverse it westward from the Indus
and the adjacent countries, and returning in the
autumn, winter in the Derajat. It is much infested
by freebooters of the Vaziri Afghan tribe, and the
caravans have often to fight their way with much
loss of life and property.

GORIC.V, a to\vn of the Austrian Empire, in
Croatia, 10 nules south-south-c-ast from Agram, in
the valley of the Save. Pop. (1857) 7902.

GOSSELIES, a town of Belgium, in the province
of Hainaut, four miles north-by-west from Charleroi,
and on the canal from Charleroi to Brussels. It
has manufactures of woollen cloth, hats, nails,

cutlery, soap, &c. ; also bleachfields and tanneries.
There are coal-mines in the vicinity. Pop. (1SG3)
GSG4.

GOTJGH, John B., American temperance lecturer,
was bom at Sandgate, Kent, England, August 22,
1S17 ; his father, a pensioner of the Peninsular War;
and his mother, a village schoolmistress. At the
age of 12, he went to America as an apprentice, and
worked on a farm in Oneida county, >'ew York. In
1831, he went to New York City, where he found
employment in the binding department of the
Methodist book establishment ; but habits of dis-

sipation lost him this employment, and reduced
him to that of giving recitations and singing
comic songs at low grog-shops. He was married
in 1839; but bis drunken habits reduced him to
poverty and delirium tremens, and probalily caused
the death of his wife and child. A benevolent
Quaker induced him to take the pledge ; and
he attended temperance meetings and related his
experience with such effect as to influence many
others. In 1842, he had a short relapse into
drunkermess ; but an eloquent confession restored
him to favour, and he lectured in various parts of
America with great success. In 1853, he was
engaged by the London Temperance League to
lecture two years in the United Kingdom, where
he drew large crowds by his earnest, and by turns
amusing and pathetic orations. An Autobiography,
giving the details of his experience, and a volume of
his Addresses, have had a wide circidation.

GOUNOD, Felix Chaule-S, an eminent French
operatic composer. He was born in Paris in 1818,
studied at the Conservatoire there under Hale\-y,
and also under Lesueur aud Pauer. Obtaining the
first jirize of the Institute in 1839, he was sent to

Rome to complete his musical education ; and while
there, devoted himself chiefly to religious music. On
his return to Paris, he was for a time attached to
the church of the Jlissions Etrangeres, where his

earliest compositions were performed : one of them,
a Mes-se Solennelle, was the first work which brought
him into general notice. For a time, he contem-
plated taking orders, and went through part of the
preliminary noWtiate. His first opera, Sapho, was
produced in 1851 ; in 1852, he vrrote choruses for

Ponsard's drama of Vlyssr.; and in 1854 appeared his

opera of La Nonnc Sanglante. His comic opera, Le
Sledecin malgre lui, produced in 1858, was a great
success ; it was followed in 1859 by Faust, which
at once attained a widespread European popularity,

and raised its composer to the foremost rank of con-
temporary musici.ins. Philemon et Baucis followed
in 1800 ; and in 1802, La Heine tie Saba, which has
since become popular in England under the name of

Irene. The opera of Mireilie was produced in Paris
in 1801 ; and the oratorio of Tobias, written in 1864,
was first performed in London in 1800. In G.'s
compositions are to be foimd deep musical science,

a profusion of new and original combinations, and
an almost unequalled command of the resources of
the orchestra. There is great dramatic power in his
oper.as, aiid one of their marked features is the
prominence given to declamation over melody.

GRA'FRATH, a town of Rhenish Prussia, in the
government of Diisseldorf, and 12 miles east-by-
south from Diisseldorf, on the Ittcr. It has manu-
factures of cotton goods, silk ribbons, and iron-ware

;

and has recently much increased in manufacturing
industry, wealth, and population. Pop. (1804) 5322.

GRAND-COMBE, La, a town of France, in the
dep. of Gard, 35 miles north-west of NImes, with
which it is connected by railway. Near it are some
very important eolheries, which supply the French
steam-navy at Tovdoiu In the town are oil-mills

and glassworks. Pop. (1866) 8706.

GRANIER DE CASSAGNAC, Eeexakd
Adolpue, a name well known among Parisian
journalists, aud not unknown in the Palais de
Justice, was born at Averon-Bergelle (dep. Gers), in

ISOS. He was educated at the college of Toulouse,
and contributed for a short time to the southern
press, but soon quitted the provinces for Paris,

where Victor Hugo introduced him to the Journal
(les Debuts, and Jievue de Paris. Here his vehement
style did not give satisfaction, and he was engaged
by SI. Girardin to write literary criticisms for La
Presse. In 1840, he sailed for the Antilles, in hopes
of poUtical advancement, ingi-atiated himself with
the planters, although he narrowly escaped being
murdered by the blacks, married a Creole lady,
Mademoiselle Beauvallou, and returned to Paris
as deputy for Guadeloupe. Not being able to
arrange a satisfactory engagement "with La Presse,

he founded the Globe, ultra-Orleauist, and violent

to such a degree that the opposition journals agreed
to ignore it (la conspiration du silence, as it was
caUed). The Globe faOed; and in 1845 G. de C.

started L^Epoque, also violent, and also a failure. It

was merged in the Presse, not, however, before its

editor had been openly accused in the Chamber of

Deputies of selling his influence with the govern-
ment. Shortly before the Revolution, he was
employed by M. Guizot to set up a niinisteri.al

paper at Rome. In 1848, he returned to France,
and after a while reappeared in Paris, as an ardent
supporter of the Prince President, and a bitter foe to

his old patrons, the House of Orleans. He edited
the Pouvoir (1850), and WTote tor the C'onstilutionnel

with an excess of zeal and a pretence of exclusive

information which led to an averlissement. In
1852, he was elected as the government candidate
for Miraude (Gers), for which he has been I'c-elected

in 1857 and 1SG3. In the Chamber, he spoke in

favour of the Army Dotation Bill, advocated direct

taxation on all descriptions of funded property,

additional protection for the interests of literature,

and the formation of a local railway in his depart-

ment. On the 23d of May 1857, he was made Grand
Oflicer of the Legion of Honour, and at the close

of the same year, founded Le lilreil, a weekly
religious organ, which died the next year. Ho
has since been principal editor of the semi-official

Pays, and in 1863 was manager of the l\^ation^

The attacks on Belgium this year (1807) in the
former paper were disavowed in the Moniteur. The
appearances of G. de C. before tiie courts of justice

have been very numerous. In 1842, he was tried for

a duel with M. Lacrosse, of whose father he had
written disrespectfully, aud whom he lamed for life.

In 1845, he prosecuted M. Hdbey for libel in his

pamphlet on the Venality of the Press. In 1847, he
was mixed up in the duel in which his brother- in-law,

Beauvallon, killed Dujarrier of La Presse, and about
547
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wliieh stmnc^c tliincrs were said. He was also sued
l)y Dclasalle for a debt which ho declared he liad

IKiid. M. Delasalle gaiacd his cause. lu IS.jo, his

])ul)lislicr )>ri)ccedcd against liim for iioii-delivery

of a MS. on the Kastern War. The duel between
I'aul de C. of the Pays and a writer iu the Soldi (in

which G. de C seconded his son), and the unseemly
cjuarrel between tlie Cxss.ignacs and 11. \'ermoid

of the Courricr Franfain, are matters of recent

notoriety. His most imi>ortaut works are : A
Voijarje to (he AntiUen (1S-J4) ; The Queen of the

iVnirie.i, a rom.mco (1845); The Causes of the French
Jteiolulion f;/"l~SO (ISoO) ; The History of the Direc-

/r))i/, a reprint from the C'onslilnlionnel (1851—1856)

;

The Fall ofLouis Philippe {iSaT) ; The Giromlinsand
the Massacres of September {\860), &e. All his writ-

ings are remarkable for vigour of style, but the

thorough-going partisan.ship of the author greatly

impairs their liistorical value.

GRANMICHE'LE, a town of Sicily, in the pro-

vince of Cat.iuia, aud 30 miles south-west from
Catania, on a mountain ridge, at an elevation of

17CS feet above the se.a. Beautiful marbles arc

jiroduccd in the neighbourhood. The town was
foimded iu the end of the 17th c. by the Braneiforte

family, aud peopled with the inhabitants of the
licishbouring town of Occhiala, which \\:\s destroyed
by the earthquake of 1G93. Top. (ISCl) 9931.

GRANT, Fi!.\N-ci3, Lor.D Cullex, a Scottish

judge and political writer, was the son of Archibald
Ciraut of Belinton, a cadet of the family of (Jrant of

Grant, chief of the clan of that name. He was Ijoru

about the year IGGO, was educated first at Aberdeen,
and afterwards at Lcydcn, adopted the jirofession of

the law, aud distinguished himself by bis loyal zeal

for the successive governments of William III.,

Quoeu Anuc, and George I. He wrote in favour of

the Union, on the Observance of the Sabbath, on the
Law of Patronage in the Church, essays on Law,
Religiiin, aud Kducalion, and l!c(Iections on the
Rebellion of 1715. For seventeen year:*, he filled the
position of a jnilge with great ability aud integrity.

He died at Edinburgh in 17-C.

GRAKT, I'ATniCK, Loiii) Elciiies, a Scottish

judge, was born iu 1C90. He collected the Decisions

of the Court of Session from 1/33 to 1757, and wrote
annotations on Lord Stair's Institutes. He was
celebrated as an acute and learned lawyer. He
died in 170.?.—His son, Joii.N Gkant, bccauic one of

the Barons of Exchequer iu Scotland.

CR.'VNT, J.VMES, of Corrimony, iu Inverness-shire,

born iu 17-13, died in 1S.'!.">, w.as author of Fssai/s on
the Oriifin of Societi/, 1785, aud Tliouijhls on the

Ori'jin and Descent of the Gael, 1814. The latter is

a learned aud ingeniotu work, imbued with Celtic

feeling and cntluisiivsm.

GRANT, Mr,.s, of Carron, author of the popular
song of Roys Wife of Aliliralloch, w.as born near
Aberloui', in BanfTshire, about the year 1745. She
was twice married—first to her cousin, Jlr (!rant of

Carrou, near Elchies, on the river Spey ; and secondly,

to Dr Murr.ay, a physician in Bath. She died at

Bath about 1814.

GRANT, Sir William, an eminent lawyer, was
descended from the Grants of Baldornie, and was
born at Elehies, in Strathspey, in 1754. He was
sonic time Attorney-general in Can.ada, then M.l'.
for Shaftesbury, and subsequently for ISuutl'shire ;

was si.xteen years Master of the llolls, from which
he retired in 1SI7, and died in 1832. Lord Brougham
describes him as the greatest magistrate that ever
adorned the English bench; and Charles James I"o.x

declared that he was the only man in the House of
Commons whom he had any diffidence in replyiu"

to. This arose from the fact, that Grant was a moat
logical debater and close reasoner.

GRANT, Mrs Anne, a miscellaneous writer,
whose works were among the first to draw jiublic

attention to the romantic scenery aud peculiar
manners of the Scottish Highlands, was born iu

Glasgow in 1755. She was the daughter of a
British officer named M'Vicar, who became barrack-
m.aster of Fort-Augustus. She married the liev.

James Grant, chaplain of the fort, and subsequently
minister of Laggan. Left a widow in destitute cir-

cumstances, Mrs G. iiublished by suUscription a
volume of Poems (18(t3), which were well receivcil

;

in ISOC, Lettersfrom the Mountoin-i —a highly po]iular

work; in 1808, Memoirs of an American Lady: in

1811, L'ssays on the Superstitions of the Iliijhlandcrs

of Scotland; &c. Iu 1825, Mrs G. received from
government a pension of ilOO a year. She died in

1S3S.

GRANT, Charles, Lord Glenelo, was born iu

India, at Kiddcrjiore, presidency of Bengal, iu 1779.
He was of a Highland family, the Grants of Shew-
glie. His grandfather (who was slain at the battle
of CuUoilen) m.arried oue of the Macbeaiis of Kin-
chyle ; and his father was born iu Aldourie House,
on the banks of Loch Ness, also the birthplace of Sir
James Mackmtosh. The father of Lord Glenelg
(also Charles Grant) went early to India, became
one of the most distinguished dircctoi-s of the East
India Company, represented for many years the
county of Inverness iji parliament, and was, along
with Wilberforce, Thornton, Zachary Macaulay,
and others, a leading member of the Clapham sect,

described liy Sir James Stephen in his Fcclesiastieal
Essays. He died in 1823, aged 77. Charles, his
eldest son, was carefully educated, aiul distingTiished
himself at Magdalene College, Cambridge, where ho
took his degree of il.A. iu 1804. In ISUo, he pub-
lished a poem on the lustoration of Luarniny in the
Fast, which had carried the university prize awarded
by Dr Claudius Buch.anan. He was called to the
bar in 1807, but never [iractised. In 1811, he was
elected M.l'. for the Inverness district of burghs

;

and afterwards succeeding his father in the county
representation, he continued in the House of Com-
mons for a period of 25 years, at the expiry of
which he was raised to the peerage by letters-patent
bearing date May 8, 1835. G. held for live years
the ofKce of a Lord of the Treasury; and in 1819,
succeeded to the important aj)pointment of Secretary
for Ireland, which he continued to lill for about two
years. He was the first Secretary for Ireland that
sought to carry out conciliatory measures. Ho
endeavoured to supjiress the Orange demonstra-
tions, to secure the impartial administration of
justice, aud to devise a system of natiou.al education
adajited for Catholics as well as Protestants. Nearly
all that has since been done w.os proposed by this
enlightened statesman, and the future historians
of Ireland will point to him as one of the genuine
thotigh ill-requited benefactors of that country.
From 1823 to 1S27, G. was Vice-president of tlie

Board of Trade ; from 1S.30 to 1834, President of
the Board of Control ; and from November 1834 to
February 1839, Secretary of State for the Colonies.
After this period, G. withdrew in a great measure
from public affairs, but supported the Liberal jiarty
by his vote. He died at Cannes, in France, in 18CG.
Lord Brougham pronounced G. to be 'the purest
statesman he had ever known.' Ho was an eloquent
speaker, though partly from dilhdence, and )>ai tly
from indolence, he spoke but seldom. Some of his
despatches as Colonial Secretary, on the rights of
the natives iu the colonies, on repressing idol-
atry, and abolishing slavery throughout the British
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jiosscssions in South Africa, are models of elevated
and jiist thought, and of fine impressive English.

GRANT, Sir Kobert, governor of Bombaj',
brother of Lord Glenelg, was born in 17S5. In
ISOl, the brothers took their degree of B.A. together
in Cambridge, Charles being third, and Robert fourth
wrangler, with the additional distinction of Charles
being first, and Robert second medallist. The latter

was called to the bar at Lincoln's lun in 1S07, sat

for some time in the House of Commons as member
for Inverness, and afterwards for Norwich and for

Finsbury. In 1S34, he was knighted, and aT>pointed

governor of Bombay. He died at Dapoorie in 183S.

He was author of two treatises on Indian Afi'airs,

and of several hymns and short poetical pieces,

gi-eatly admired, which were collected and published

by Lord Glenelg in 1839.

GRANT, Sir Frascis, fourth son of Francis
Grant of KUgraston in Perthshire, was born in

Edinburgh, 1SU3. He received his education at

Harrow aud at the university of Edinburgh, and
was, it is said, originally intended for the Scottish

bar, but soon abandoned all thoughts of legal

honours, to follow his natural genius for paint-

ing. He studied drawing imder ISomei-vile, a local

artist of some repute, and was enabled, by the

kindness of Lord Elgin, to form his taste in that

nobleman's gallery. A noble portrait by Velasquez
is said to have exercised an esjtecial influence over
the young painter's future art-career. His first

picture was e.thibited in 1834, when he at once

took rank among the best jiortrait-painters of the

day, aud was regarded as a worthy successor of the

courtly Lawrence. His most famous works are

those in which he has combined the Likenesses of

distingiiished characters with scenes of English

sport. The 'Meet of H.M. Stag-hounds,' painted in

1837 for Lord Chesterfield, and containing no less

than 46 portraits ; the ' Melton Huut,' executed for

the Duke of Wellington ; and the ' Cottesmore,' for

Sir R. Sutton, are the best known in this class.

Among his other paintings, may be mentioned the

equestrian portraits of the Queen and Prince Consort

for Christ's Hospital; the picture of the beautiful

Marchioness of Waterford; and those of Lords
Palmerston, Russell, Gough, Macaulay, Hardinge,

&c. In 1842, ilr G. was elected Associate, and in

1851, Academician. In 1855, he received one of the

three gold medals awarded to British artists at the

Paris Exhibition (for kis 'Meet of H.M. Stag-

hounds'), aud was also elected Member of the

Belgian Academy. In 18G6, the President's chair

in "the Royal Academy having become vacant,

through the' death of Sir C. Eastlake, and neither

Sir E. Landseer nor Maclise being desirous of the

post, Mr G. was elected m February by 23 votes

out of 29, and soon after received, according to

ancient jjrecedent, the honour of knighthood. Sir

Francis has been twice married. His first wife was
a Miss Farquharson of Invercauld ; his second,

Isabella, daughter of Mr and Lady Elizabeth

Norman, and niece to the Duke of Rutland, by
whom he has a numerous family.

GRANT, L'ltsses S., Lieutenant-general of the

army of the United States, was bom at Point

Pleasant, Clermont coimty, Ohio, Aprd 27, 1822

;

graduated at the military academy of West Point

in 1843, and served under General Taylor in the war
with ilexico, 1846, up to the capture of Monterey.

His regiment was then transferred to the expedition

imder "General Scott, and he took part in every

action from Vera Cruz to Mexico, aud was brevetted

first-lieutenant and captain for meritorious conduct

at Mohno del lley and Chapultapec. In 1852, he

served irv Oregon ; but in 1853, having little taste

for the routine duties of a peace establishment, he
resigned his conmiission, aud settled at .St Louis.

Missouri, whence, in 1859, he moved to Galena,

Illinois, and engaged in commercial pursuits. At the

beginning of the War of Secession in 1861, he volun-

teered his services, and was appointed colonel of an
niinois regiment. In August, he was appointed
brigadier-general, commanding the important post

of Cairo, occupied Paducah, and led an expedition

on the Mississippi. In February 1862, he distin-

guished himself in the capture of Fort Donaldson,
on the Tennessee River, and was made major-general.

AprU 6, at Pittsburg Landing, or Shiloh, the
Federals were attacked by Generals Johnstone and
Beauregard, and driven to the shelter of their gun-
boats ; but on the following day, being reinforced,

they drove the Confederates to their entrench-

ments, with heavy loss, including that of General
Johnstone ; General G., with six regiments, leading

the charge which won the battle. Succeeding
General Halleck in the West, he commanded the
land-forces which, in conjunction with the navy,

reduced Vicksburg, July 4, 1863, soon followed by
the fall of Fort Hudson, and the opening of the

Mississippi. He then took command of the army
of Tennessee, which hail suffered a disastrous defeat

imder General Rosencranz, and defeated General

Bragg at Chickamauga; and was, in 1864, appointed

Lieutenant-general and C'ommander-in-chjef, and
personally directed the operations of the great final

struggle in Virginia, in which the northern forces,

thoiigh often repulsed with hea\-y losses, finally

compelled the evacuation of Richmond, April 2,

1865, followed on the 9th by the surrender of the
Confederate army under General Lee, and soon after

of the entire Confederate forces. General G. issued

a congratulatory address to the armies of the

United States, June 2, 1865, and has since held the

post of commander-in-chief, and been considered the

probably successful candidate for the presidency.

Simple, reticent, earnest, and persevering in his

character, he owed his miUtary success not so much
to strategy as to superior numbers and resources

and hard fighting, in which even a series of victories

left his enemy less able to resist. Congress, in

recognition of his eminent services and success,

placed in his hands the military goverament of the

conquered South ; and in September 1867, on the

suspension of Mr Stanton, secretary of war, Geueral

G. received, and to the astonishment of many,
accepted the appointment of Secretary of War ad
interim from President Johnson.

GRAPE-HYACINTH {Muicdri), a genus of

bulbous-rooted plants, of the natural order Liliacece,

nearly allied to the h3'aciuths, but differing in the

globose or subcylindrical periaulh, contracted at the

mouth, aud 6-toothed. The species are natives

chiefly of the countries near the Mediterranean, and
the warmer temperate parts of Asia. Some of them
are frequent in our flower-borders. M. moschatum

has a smeU of musk. M. racfmomm is a somewhat
doubtful native of the south of England. The
flowers of the grape-hyacinths are mostly blue.

GRA'PHIS (Gr. graplio, to write), a genus cf

lichens, which gives its name to a tribe, Graphidece,

remarkable for the resemblance which the fructifi-

cation [upothf-cia, or sltiehh) assumes to the forms of

the letters of oriental alphabets. Hence, some o£

these little plants have received such names as

Scriptvre-wort. A pecuUar importance has recently

been acquired by some of the Graphidece, from their

being found only on the bark of particular species

of Cinchona, so that they guide to the ready identi-

fication of some of the most valuable commercial

barks.
649
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GRA'PHOTYPE is one amonf; numerous modes
invuntod witliiii tlic last few years of producing an
engraved surface from wliicli printiug can be clt'ected

by tlie ordinary press. Line-engraviug, mezzotinto

engravin;,', aquatint, and ctcliing i>rescnt the design

or picture in intaglio on a metal jilate, the lines

being cut, and therefore below the surface of the

plate ; they cannot be ]irinted by ordinary typo-

graphy, because the ink-roller inks the parts that

ought to be left clean, and leaves the lines of the

device untouched. Wood-engravings, and stereo-

types and clectrotyjies taken from them, can be
printed side by side with type in the same page, and
by the same operation ; and licnce the vast extension

of this mode of illustrating books and newspapers.

The inventors of (jrnpliolijpc are trying to introduce

a cheap substitute for engraved wood-blocks. Mr
De Witt Clinton Hitchcock, a draughtsman and
wood-engraver, having occasion for a little enamel
white powder, scraped some from the surface of a
visiting-card, and then observed that the ink-lines

remained just as distinct and prominent as before,

not having been removed by the scraping. This
slight incident suggested the new process—sketching
the design on a chalky surface, and brushing away
the chalk from between the lines. Mr Hitchcock's
first experiments were partially successful, and
he then received aid from otlu^rs in establishing a
modus operandi. In the latest form of the process,

after many intermediate experiments, the block

is superseded by a zinc plate covered mth finely-

pounded French chalk, brought to a hard and
very line texture by enormous pressure, with a
glossy surface produced by an interposed steel plate.

On this white surface, sized and dried, the picture

is drawn with camel or s.able hair pencils, dipped in

an ink made of glue and lampblack. When drj',

the white or nuinked portions are rubbed down by
means of a small litch-hair brush, and pads covered
with silk velvet. The rubbing is continued until

the white is sunk suHiciently below the level of the
inked jiicture or design. The i)late is then s.atu-

rated with liipiid glass or silicate of soda, which
converts the French chalk into a kind of marble.
The success with which .all the white is rul>bed

down between the inked lines, depends on a variety

of circumstances—the hardness of the white, the
evenness of the surface, the completeness of the
petrifying action by the silicate, the ]>rotccting

power of the ink or varnish, the quality of the
brushes and nibbing-pads, and the careful manage-
ment of the rubbing itself. Whether the lino Hues
of the device can be preserved from breaking up
into saw-like irrcgnharities, and whether the numer-
ous requirements and qualities of a wood-engravin"
can be suecessfidlv realised, a long course of trial

can alone shew, 'rhe matter has been taken up by
a company.

GRA'PPLE-PLAXT (Uncaria procumlcns), a
procumbent plant of the same genus with the
Gambir (q. v.), a native of South Africa. The seed-

vessel h.as many hooked thorns, and clings most
tenaciously to any animal—a provision for the dis-

tribution of the seed. When it lays hold of the

mouth of an ox, Livingstone says, tlie anim.al stands
and roars with pain and a sense of helplessness.

GRA'SS-MOTH (Cramhus), a genua of small
moths, allied to the Clothes-moths, of which the
species are numerous, inhabiting p.astures, where
tliey are often seen to rise in groat numbers when
disturbed, and soon to settle again on the blades of

grass. Their form, when their wings are closed,

is long and narrow, pointed at the liead, abniptly
cut olf at the opposite end. They are often brown
and white, sometimes silvery and gnldon.

GRAY, JoH.v F.DWAnn, naturalist, born at Wal-
sall in the year 1801), was educated for the medical
profession. In 1821, he published in tlie name of

iiis father (who w.as author of Siipjilement lo the

PItarmacopain, and other works) his Katural Ar-
rangement of British Plants, in which, for the first

time in the English langn.agc, the new method w.as

adopted In 1824, he entered the Uritish M\isenm
a'i assistant in the Natural History Department,
where he found scope for the employment of his

extensive knowledge and accuracy of observ.ation,

and w.as subsequently appointed Keeper of the
Zoological Collections. This important jiost he
still retains, to the manifest advantage of zoological

science, for the British Museum collections are the
most complete in the world : a mommient of his

lierscvcring activity through more than forty years.
His success is partly due to his quickness in seizing

the peculi.ar characteristics of anim.al forms, which
renders him a good cl.assilier. For this great work,
the Roy.al Bavarian Academy of Sciences .at Munich
conferred on him tlie title of Ph.D. Dr G. has also

written much on subjects connected with his de-
partment. The mere titles of his books and papers
make a long list, numbering nearly 500. His zoolo-

gical and natural history catalogues are not mere
lists, but are enriched with synonyms and ample
notes, whereby study of particular subjects is greatly

])romoted. I)r G. has not confined his activity to

his special department : he .assisted in the forma-
tion, and was elected jiresident, of some of the
scientific societies of London which are now in pros-

perous condition ; and he is still a Vice-])i'esideut of

the Zoological Society, and takes an active part in

tlie man.agement. He has, moreover, advocated
sanitary and house improvements, extension of
education, the ojiening of museums, gardens, and
g.alleries of .art .and science to the public ; and he
claims to h.ave anticip.ated Sir Rowland Hill in his

proposal for a low uniform rate of postage. Ho has
at various times given vaUi.able evidence before

parliamentary committees, on the management of

the British Museum and other subjects ; and ho
served on the juries of the Great Exhibitions of 1851
and 18G2.

Dr G.'s princip.al works are : Illustrations of
Indian Zoology, 2 vols, folio ; The Knowsley Mena-
gerie, 2 vols, folio ; Spicitegia Zonlogica—on Mam-
malia, Birds, liepliks. Fishes, Molliisra, Shells; a
Synopsis of the Contents of the British Museum ;

besides Catalogues of the .Specimens in the Zoolo-

gical Department, which have greatly facilitated

the study of those collections. He has .also written
many scientific papers, which have been imblished
in the Pliilosojmical Transactions, the Transactions

of the Linncean Society, tlio JCncyclupadia Melropoli-

tana, Anncds of Natural History, and the I'iports of
the British Association ; the whole comprising a m.ass

of facts and principles highly valuable to natui'alists.

In 1820, Dr G. married a lady who h.as rendered
him important aid in his studies, and is known as

authoress of Figures of Molluscous Animals, for the

Use of Students, a work in five volumes. In 18;i2,

ho was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society, and
h.as since served on the Couneih He is a member
of some of the i>rinciii.al societies .and .academies in

England and on the continent.—His brother, Mit G.
U, GliAY, is known to students of natur.al history

all over the world .as author of The Genera of Birds.

GREA.se. V.arious kinds of t.allow, f.at, drip-

ping, and kitchen-stufl' receive the general name of

grease, as applied to aever.al manufacturing |iro-

cesEcs; but the name is now more technically given
to tlie lubricating unguent cmjiloyed for the rolling-

stock of r.ailway companies. While oil is the luliri-

cator for the delicate parts of the locomotive, grease
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is necessary for the axles of tUe wheels. So vast is

the quantity used, that the annual demand amounts
to thousands of tons; and, as the quality is very
important, most of the threat companies make their
own—establishing a marked distinction between the
two kinds used for locomotives and for wagons.
Locomotive grease usually consists of taUow, oil,

carbonate of soda, and water. Much depends on
the consistency. If the grease is too thick, the
a.xle-boxes become hot ; if too thin, it is used up too
c^uickly. Again, if there is too much alkali, there
is a residue left in the boxes ; if too little, the grease
is too soft and wastefuL The grease is always j-el-

low; but it is made of a thinner consistency for
cold weather than for hot. The following are given
as the constituents of two kinds that meet with
approval, to produce one ton of each kind of grease,
allowing a certain percentage for waste

:
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from Australia could be realised, the directors deter-

miind oil a tiinl trip across the Atlantic. It was a

disaster. The ship left the Thames, September 8,

1859 ; an explosion of steam-pipes took pL-vce off

Hastings ; seven persons were killed, and several

wounded ; and the voyage abruptly came to an end

at Weymouth. Jlr Brunei died immediately after

his vast ship had made this her lii-st but futile

attempt to bravo the ocean. After a winter and
spring spent in costly repairs, aci'imonious recrimin-

ations, and suits in law and equity, the ship started

again ou June 17, ISGO. Leaving .Southampton on
that d.\v. she crossed the Atlantic in cloven days,

and reached New York on the 2Sth. ])urlngtho
remainder of 1800, and the greater part of 1801, slio

made many voyages to and fro, losing money by the

failure of the receipts to meet tlio current expenses,

and constantly required repairs. In December,
wlien political relations with the United States

looked ominous, tlic G. E. served as a trooivship,

carrying the Guards over to Canada with a degree

of comi'ort never before experiouced by UOUO bumau
beings in one ship.

The years 1802 to 186-1 were nearly a blank as

concerns the history of the Great iasleni. No
attempt w.as made at a voyage to Australia and
liack ; the trips across tile Atlantic had not been
remuner.itive ; the government did not often require

the services of so Vivst a fabric as a troopship ; and
the Uomi)any were always embarrassed by over-

hanging debts. To so desperate a conditiou did

matters descend, that the ship was put up for unre-

served sale by auction, in February 1804, and
brought oidy £'2o,WM. Tlie purchasers formed them-
selves into a new Company. Later in tlio year,

negotiations were entered into with the Atlantic
Telegra])h Coni]iany and the Telegraph Construction
and Maiuteuauce Com])any, for tlie employment of

the G. E. as a cable-laying ship. The passenger
accommodation w.as wholly removed from the
interior, to make room for the enormous iron tanks
in which the c:il>lo was stowed. The arrangement
and services of the ship in 1805 and ISGG, will be
found briefly noticed under Atlantic Teleceaph
in .SiPPl.KMENT. Li 1S07, when the Paris Inter-

national Exhibition was approaching completion,

a distinct Company, or body of speculators, char-

tered the ti. E. for a certain numl)er of months,
to convey visitors from New York to Havre and
back again—under the expectation tliat tlie num-
ber of such visitors would be so vast as to defray
the whole of the expenses, and yield a large profit.

A great outlay was incurred, to reconvert the
vessel from a eablol.aying to a p.asseuger ship,

and for extensive renewals of machinery. The
ship started from Liverpool for New York in M.ay

;

but the speculation proved an utter failure, there
being neither wages for the seamen and engineers,

nor ]irofit for the speculators. In December 1867,
tlie sliip was quietly lying in the Mersey, waiting
for any new career that might ofler—the hull as

sound as over. The original name, Leviatlian, was
changed to Great Jiasleni, then to Great Ship, and
then back again to Great Eastern.

GREE'NBACKS. During the Civil W.ir in

America from 1801 to 1865, the immense expendi-
ture of the L'nited States government led to the
jirinting of an unprecedented numlier of bank-notes,
bonds, and currency papers of various kinds. These
documents, from the colour presented by them, or
some of them, obtained the name of rircenhack'', a
designation which became almost as famiharly used
in Congress as among the general public. At first,

the manufacture of these notes taxed the resources
of the government in a very embarrassing way ; and
there was ample reason to suspect that forged notes

Tind bonds were abundantly in circulation ; but, by
degrees, .a fine ami large est^iblishnient w;i3 organised
.at W.ashington, under the immediate controi of the
Secretary to the Treasury. In this establishment,
everything w.as conducted from first to last ; rags,

fibres, plates of steel, and colours were t.akon in,

and finished notes were sent out. It was only under
very rare circumstances that strangers were ailmittcd
to view the operations ; but one such occasion, in

1804, led to a general description of the iil.ace being
given in most of the newspajiers, from which it w;«
copied into some of the English scientific journals.

Speaking of the establisliment as it w:i3 in 1804,
and not touching upon any of the nuHlilications

which may since have lieen introduced, there were
distinct and sejiarate departments for mechanical
re]>airs, p.aper-making, ink-making, p.aper-wettiiig,

plato-engraving, jirinting, numbering and denomin-
.ating, and cutting. In the iiaper-mill, all the
jiapcr for the greenbacks was made, witli a degree
of scru|iuliius attention and uniformity tluat cannot
always be insured in a jirlvato estalilisliment. It

w.as necessary to have a p.'.per that would wear
well, would not split easily, and would be suffi-

ciently non-photographic to baflle a forger. Dr
Gwynn made many experiments, with .a view to

attain excellence on these points ; and at length
he jiroduced a kind of paper neai'ly as strong as

parcliincut and as smooth as satin. 'J'he nature of

tlie nuiterial was known only to himself ami the
government. There w.as a lilire in the pa]icr, quite
mouUled or felted into its substance, which could
not bo photogr.aphed without discolouring the sheet
to which it was transferroil, giving it the apjiearaiico

of a co.arse, bkack, s|iider-web, wliicli would instantly
have betrayed the forgery. In another dejiartment,

the ink was made by means of grindiug-machiues,
one for each of the several colours used in the
various kinds of notes and bonds. Wliile these
operations of p.aper-making ami ink-making were in

progress, the engraving of the plates was conducted
in another deiiartment. The stecl-plates were
engraved with the most minuto and intricate

devices which the hand and the eye of the artist

could execute : it mattered little wh.at device w.as

selected, Jirovidod it were dilUcuIt for a forger to
imitate. One particular note was, in its main
features, .an engraved copy of a jiicture in the
rotunda of the Capitol at \V.asliiiigtou ; and the
engraving is said to have occuiiied a whole year to
execute. All the devices, of whatever kind, were
made to co-oper.ate with delicate water-lines in the
paper, to render forgery dilhoult. As tlie plates
wore costly to engrave, and fitted to yield only a
certain (though large) number of impressions each,
a mode of multiplication was adopted which had
for many j-ears been largely used in England. The
processes were thus connected : 1. The engraver
executed the design on a smooth plate of soft steel.

2. Tlie plate w.as hardened by well-known processes
of heating and cooling. 3. A roller of soft steel

was iiressed with immense force over the hardened
plate, and took upon its surface the device in relief:

as the roller was equal in length to the length of the
plate, jind ctj^ual in circumference to its breadth, tlie

curved surface exactly took in the whole of the
device. 4. Tlie roller w.as hardened. 5. The hard-
ened roller w.as used aa a matrix to produce any
number of jil.ates in soft steel, which h.ad the device
in intar/lio, like the original plate. 0. These plates,

when hardened, were used to print from.

The paper, the ink, and the plates being thus pre-

pared, all was ready for the printing. In the earlier

period of the working of the establishment, jiresses

were used such as are generally emjiloyed by cojiper-

plate printers; each press attended by a woman to
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place and remove tlie paper, and a man to manage
the inking and the pressure ; but afterwards, a

large room was Idled with hydranlic printing-presses,

wliich conducted the operations much more rapidly.
'

The notes, as fast as printed, were interleaved with
sheets of thin brown paper, to prevent blurring. In i

numbering and denominating the notes, a yellow
|

mordant was employed, of such kind that the note i

coulil not be photograi)hed without producing a
black impression from the yellow portion. The
uumbering-machine was worked by a treadle ; there

were six discs with figures on their edges, and they
so acted on each other by means of ratchets, that
they coidd print anj- number from 1 to 999,999. For
consecutive numljering, the machine adjusted its

own figures after each j)rintiug. The notes were I

usuall}' printed four on a sheet, and were afterwards
j

severed and trimmed by a cutting-machine, which
made them all precisely equal in size and shape, i

So complete was the check established in all the
operations, that ' not even a blank sheet,' said a
narrator, ' much less a printed one, is passed from
one hand to another without being counted and
receipted for ; and unless there is collusion from
one to another iu every process through wliicli the

paper has to pass before it is finished, there cannot
be an over-issue. The paper is issued from one room,
and is re-issued from that room sixteen or eighteen

times before it is put into circulation ; being

counted, charged, and recei]jted for each time, and
recounted, recharged, and re-receipted for through
each process that it passes after leaving that roonL'

For the English system, see Bank-xotes.

GREESSHANK {Totamis ghllis), a bird of the
same genus with the redshank and some of those

known as sandpipers, but differing from them in

the stronger and slightly recurved bill. It is

about the size of a woodcock, but has much longer

legs. The bill is about two inches long. The tail

Grconshank {Tvlamis glotiis).

is short. The lower part of the tibiie is naked.

The plumage is mostly dusky brown on the upper
parts, the feathers edged with yellowish white; the

under parts are white. Small flocks of this bird

are seen on the British coasts in the winter months,
and sometimes near inland lakes and marshes. A
few remain to breed iu the Hebrides and north of

Scotland, but the greater nimiber repair to more
northern regions. The geographic distribution of

the species is extremely wide even for a bird of

passage ; from the arctic parts of Europe, Asia, and

America, it extends southward as far as Java and
Jamaica.

GRE'WIA, a genus of trees belonging to the
natural order Tilinceie, having simple and more or

less ovate leaves, and a drapaceous fruit contain-

ing four 2-celled and 2-secded nuts. They are
African and Asiatic, mostly tropical and subtropi-
cal Some species, as G. snpitla and G. Asiatica,

natives of the warmer parts of India, yield pleasant
fruits, much used in the manufacture of sherbet.

B\' the inhabitants of the Himalaya, the inner bark
or bast of G, oppositifoUa is used for the same pur-
poses as that of the lime tree in Europe ; and the
leaves of G. dhltjma and other species are given as

fodder to cattle, and dried and stacked for winter
use. The wood of G. dkhjma is used for boats.

That of G. dastlca is much valued for purposes
requiring strength and elasticity, as for making
bows and the shafts of carriages.

GRIGORIO'POL, a town of South Faissia, in

the government of Kherson, on the left bank of the
Dniester, 7S miles north-west from Odessa. It is a
fortified town, and regularly built, is inhabited
chiefly by Armenians, and has manufactures of silk

and cotton stufl's. Its Armenian inhabitants have
received large grants of land in the vicinity, but
neglect its cultivation, and are chiedy occupied in

commercial pursuits. I'op. (18G3) C543.

GRIVEGXEE, a town of Belgiimi, in the pro-

vince of Liege, and about two miles south-east from
Liege, on the right bank of the Oiu-the. Steam-
eng;nes and other machinery are extensively manu-
factured; also nails, co]iper wire, and strings for

musical instruments. G. has brickworks, and
worsted and fulling miUs. There are coal-mines in

the vicinity. Pop. (1863) 6124.

GRODEK, or GEUDEK, a town of Austrian
Galicia, 1.3 miles west-south-west of Lemberg, with
which it is connected by railway, is situated partly

on a hill between two small lakes, and partly on
three small islands. Pop. 7381, consisting chiefly of

German colonists, but including also a number of

Jews.

GROSSE TO, a town of Central Italy, capital of

the Slaremma (q. v.), on the Orabrone, aboiit 10 miles

from its mouth, and 70 miles south of Florence. The
town is very unhealthy, but it is well built, and is

regularly fortitied, the walls forming a pentagon
with brick bastions and two gates. It is the seat of

a bishop, has a fine cathedral, two convents, hospital,

&c., and in the centre of the square a colossal statue

of Leopold II. There are manufactures of silk and
woollen goods, glass, &c. About 6 miles from G.
are the ruins of the very ancient Etruscan city of

Ruselhf, the Cyclopean walls of which may still be
traced. It was at one time so powerful as to be
one of the twelve cities of the Etruscan league. Pop.

(1861) 3917.

GRO'TTE, a town of Sicily, in the province, and
13 miles north-north-east, of Girgenti. It derives

its name from the number of caves in the rocka

around it, which prove it to have been an ancient

site. It is supposed by some to be that of Erhessus,

a town where the Romans deposited their mditary
stores during their siege of Agrigentum, in 262 B.C.,

biit which was seized by Hanno, the Carthaginian
general. Sulphur is found largely in the neighbour-

hood. Pop. (1861) 6-4(58.

GUASONIEN. Under this name, Du ChaiUu,
in his recent second volume of travels, A Visit to

Ashaiigo Land, mentions a great bird of prey, inha-

biting the tropical parts of Western Africa, hither-

to unknown to naturalists, which he thinks may
553
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probably rival in size tlie couilor of South America.
He failed, liowever, in all endeavours to procure a
specimen, the bird being apparently very wary, lie

regards it as an eagle, and not as a vulture, and its

h-ibits shew this conjecture to be probable. The
traveller says :

' Sever.al times I have been startled

in the forest by the sudden cry of anguish of a
monkey who had been seized by this " leopard of

the air," as the natives often call it, and then saw the
bird, with its jirey, disappear out of sight.' On one
occasion, he saw a nest of this bird at the top of a
gigantic tree, but the young had flown away. At
the foot of the tree lay more than 100 skulls of

monkeys, of difTerent sizes, some of which must
have been formid.ible animals.

GUEBWILLER, a town of France in the dep. of

Haut-Ilhin, 15 miles south-south-west of Colmar, on
the right bank of the Lauch, at the foot of the Ballon
de GuobwUlcr. The town is well built, has two hand-
some churches, one built in the 1 1th, and the other
in the middle of last century. There are manuf.ac-
tures of tape, ribbons, cottons, wooUen cloths, gloves,

nails, and refined sugar ; there is also an extensive
manufacture of siiinning-machinery. In the vicinity

are coal-mines and slate-quarries; good white wine
is abundantly produced in the district. Pup. (ISCG)

12,218.

GUEUX, or 'The Beggars,' the name assumed
by the confederated nobles and other m.alcoutents
who opposed the tyrannical jiolicy of Philip II. of

Spain in the Low Countries. I'liilip having sent nine
inquisitors to that country to put into execution the
decrees of the Council of Trent, provoked by tliis

act the bitter resentment of the Protostauts, .as

well as of the Catholics aud nobility, who saw in

it an attempt to curtail their ancient liberties. A
Earty of opposition was thus formcil, and, headed
y Counts Louis of Nassau and Henry de Brede-

rode, declared in an act called the ' Compromise,'
which w.os remitted {5th April 15GG) to the Ilegent
Margaret, their fixed determination to ignore utterly

the authority of the inquisitors. On the .admission

of a deput.ation from them to an audience, the regent
seemed somewhat unner\-ed by their bold front, and
inclined to yield to their demands ; when one of

her council approached her, and whispered that
she ' need not be afraid of these gatherings of

begg.ars.' The remark having been overheard
by some of tlie deput.ation, the abusive epithet
was assumed .as the title of their association. As
a sign of fraternity, each of the ' beggars ' wore a
meiUiI called the ' beggar's denier,' made of gold or
silver, and stamped on the obverse with the image
of Philip II., and the inscription, ' In everythmg
faithful to the king ;

' and on the reverse with a
wallet, such ns the mendicant monks carried, held in

two hands, with the words, ' even to the carrying of

the w.allet.' The ' beggars ' maintained a long and
vigorous contest against the despotic proceedings of
I'hilip and his advisers, but were ultimately compelled
to succumb to superior force. A branch of them,
' the Beggars of the Se.a,' under the bold le.adership

of the savage Count de la Marck, were almost uni-
formly successful in their enterprises : they several
times defeated the Spanish fleet, captured transports
with suppUes for Alv.a's army, captured several for-

tresses, and succoured besieged i)l.ace3 along the
coast.

GUICOWAR, or ' the Herdsman,' the designation
of a powerful Mahratta prince, whose dominions .at

the present time include most of Guzerat (q. v.),

with Baroda for caiiital. The G. originally, as the
name denotes, was an officer in the establishment
of the rajahs of Satara, the supreme rulers of the
Mahratt.as (q. v.), and after a time rose high in rank

from his military services, being ultimately ajipointed
hereditary second in command of the Mahratta
armies, of which the commandin-chief w.as vested
in the family of Sindi.o. Pelajeo, who became ii.

in 1721, by predatory excursions gradually acquired
authority over Gnzer.at ; and his son IXani.ajee, who
succeeded in 17.12, still further extended the bounds
of this ample dominion. The latter then threw
of! his allegiance to the Peishwa, but being taken
prisoner by treachery, he w.as cuinpelled to yield
one half of his dominions, and do hom.ago for the
other half. Annnnd U.ao, who ascended the throne
in ISOO, was the first prince of the lino who h,ad
intercour.5o with the British Indian government

;

and it is worthy of remark that, down to the jiresent
time, the relations of the British with these M.ahratta
princes have been unintcrrujitedly friendly. The two
powers came into contact on the occasion of a civil

war between the reigning prince and an illegitimate
brother who nsiiired to the tlirone ; and in consider-
ation of the aid afforded him by the Bomb.ay govern-
ment, the G. agreed l>y treaty to disband his Arab
soldiers, and receive a IJritish subsidiary fr>rce, 15th
March 18(12. This was effected, not without some
disturbance on the part of the refractory soldiery;
.and various other agreements having been made
from time to time, the wliole of them were included
in a treaty of general defensive alliance, 21st .^pril

1S05, by which a pennancnt British subsidiary fnree
is maintained by the Guicowar. This prince held
himself aloof from the disputes between the British
government ami the other four great Mahr.atta
chiefs, but in 1810 he became involved in a quarrel
with the Peishwa with respect to some districts

elaimeil by each. The Peishwa caused the ambas-
sador of the G., an able and upright minister, to
be treacherously assassinated ; and refusing the
demand of the British Itesident (who was bound by
the treaty of 1S05 to aid the G.), th,at his inf.amou3
agent should be given up, became involved in hos-
tilities with the Calcutta government, which ulti-

mately terminated in the destruction of his state
and jiower. Syajee lJ.ao, who ascended the throne
in 1819, abolished suttee in February 1840.

GUrsnOllOUGH, a market-town of the North
Riding of Yorkshire, 5 miles from the mouth of the
Tecs, and 40 miles north of York. It is connected
with tlie Stockton and Darlington branch of the
North-eastern Itailw.ay. The town lies at the foot
of the Cleveland Hills, consists chiefly of one main
street of good houses, has several churches, grammar
and other schools, almshouses, and market-house.
The earliest alura-works in England were est.ablished
here about the year IGOO. There is a trade in wool.
Rope-making, brick and tile m.aking, and tanning
are carried on. The recent develoi)inent of the iron-

stone mining in the neighbourhood has brought a
large number of miners and others to reside in and
about the town, so that, since ISGI, the population
li.as greatly increased. A rich monastery once stood
here, of which a small part still remains, built in
1119 by Robert de Brus, lord of the town. At
the time of the Reform.ation, this was one of the
wealtliiest and most magnificent monastic institu-
tions in the kingdom. Recent excavations have
brought to light many interesting antiquities.
Among other objects, the workmen came upon the
remains of an oak cofiin, containing a skeleton,
which was found to measure feet 8 inches in
length. Pop. (ISGI) 3794.

• GUI.se, a town of the department of Aisne,
France, situated on the left bank of the Disc, 37
mUes north-north-east from Soissous. It is walled,
and othersvise fortified- It is an ancient town, and
was of much consequence in the early Mars of
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France. Within the town are the niins of a castle,

from which the famous Dukes of Guise (q. v.)

derived their title. G. is now a jilace of considerahle

commercial and industrial activity ; has linen and
cotton manufactures, tanneries, &c., weekly markets,
and eight annual fairs. Pop. (1SG6) 5099.

GULU'NCIIA (Coeculus cordiJ'oUus], a plant of

the same genus wliich yields Calumha (q. v.), ex-

tensively used in the East Indies as a tonic and
febrifuge. It is largely cultivated in some parts.

It is a climber, with heart-shaped leaves. It ex-

hiljits a wonderful tenacity of life. When it has
acquired the diameter of half an inch, it is not
unusual to cut from the main stem a portion of

from 20 to 30 feet in length, when the part sus-

tained by the branches of the tree sends do^ii
threads to the ground, which take root, and become
new stems. To plant it, a few yards of the stem
are merely made into a coil, and hung on the branch
of a tree (Tenucnt's Ceylon).

GUN-COTTON". Since the article on this

material w.is written, gi'cat improvements have
been eli'ected in its manufacture and aj)[ilieation,

and in consequence, its use is raiiidly extending,
especially in Great Britain, where it is found of

gi'eat advantage in mining operations, owing to its

not producing smoke when exploded. i'or the
improvements as well as the invention of gun-
cotton, we are chiefly indebted to the Austrians,
the most important improvement being that of

Baron Lenk, consisting chiefly in the following
precautions in the maniifaetm'e : 1. A perfect
cleansing and di'ying of the cotton. 2. The use of

the most concentrated and pm-est acids procurable
commercially. 3. Steeping the cotton a second
time in a mixture of the strong acids. 4. Continu-
ance of this steep for forty-eight hours. 5. A
thorough purilication of the gun-cotton from free

acid by washing in a nmniug stream for several
weeks. This may be supplemented by washing in a
weak solution of potash, but is not absolutely neces-
sary. The foUoMang are the important advantages
insured l.)y the new method of making gun-cotton :

For Purposes of Arlilkrij.— 1. The same initial

velocity of the projectile can be obtained by a
charge of gim-cotton one-fourth of the weight of

gunpowder. 2. There is no smoke from the explo-
sion of gun-cotton. 3. Gun-cotton does not foul

the gmi. 4. Gim-cotton does not heat the gun to
the injurious degree of gimpowdcr. 5. Gun-cotton
gives the same velocity to the projectile with much
smaller recoil of the gim. G. Gun-cotton will pro-
duce the same initial velocity of projectile with a
shorter length of baiTcl, 7. In projectiles of the
nature of explosive shells, gun-cotton has the advan-

'

tage of breaking the shell more equally iuto nuich
more numerous pieces than gunpowder. 8. When
gun-cotton is used in shells instead of gunpowder,
a qiiantity equal in weight to one-third of the latter

produces double the explosive force.

For Civil Enr/inecrinrj and 2\I!mng.—9. In driving
tunnels through hard rock, a charge of gun-cotton
of given size exerts double the explosive force of

giuipowder, so as to render a smaller number of
holes necessary. 10. Gun-cotton also may be so used
as, in its explosion, to reduce the rock to much smaller
pieces than gunpowder, and so facihtato its removal.
11. As gun-cotton produces no smoke, the work
can proceed nuich more rapidly, and with less

injury to the health of the miners. 12. In working
coal-mines, the advantages of bringing down nmch
larger quantities of material with a given charge,
and the absence of smoke in the explosion, enable a
much p-eater quantity of work to be done in a
given tune at a given cost. 13. The weight of gun-

cotton required to produce a given effect in mining
is only one-sixth part of the weight of gunpowder.
14. In blasting rock under water, the wider range
and gi-eater force of a given charge is a great
element in cheapening the cost of submarine work.
15. The peculiar local action of gun-cotton, to
which the effects of gunpowder shew no analogy,
enables the engineer to destroy and remove sub-
marine stones and rocks without the preliminary
delay and expense of boring chambers for the charge.
For Military Enrjineci-imj.— IG. The smaller weight

of guu-cotton offers great advantages in facility of

transport, the weight being one-sixth that of gun-
powder. 17. The peculiar localised action of gun-
cotton enables the engineer to destroy bridges and
palisades, and to remove every kind of ol)stacle

with great facility. 18. For submarine exjilosion,

either in attack or defence, giin-cotton has the
advantage of a much wiiler range of destructive
power than guupowder. 19. For the same purpose,
gun-cotton, from its lightness, has the advantage of

keeping afloat the water-tight case in which it is

contained, while gimpowder sinks it to the bottom.
For Naval Warfare.—20. Where guns are close

together, as in the batteries of ships and casemated
forts, the absence of smoke removes the great evd
of the firing of one gun impeding the aim of the
next, and thus gun-cotton facilitates rapid firing.

21. Between-decks also, the absence of smoke
allows continuous rapid firing to be maintained.
The absence of fouling and of heating are equally
advantageous for naval as for military artillery.

General Advantages.—22. Time, damp, and ex-
posure do not alter the qualities of the jjatent gun-
cotton. It has already been preserved ten years
without injury or decay. 23. It can be transported
through fire without danger, simply by being wetted,
and when dried in the open air, it becomes as good
as before. In the case of a ship, or a fortress, or a
city being on fire, this quality may be of the
greatest value. 24. It is much safer than guu-
powder, owing to its being manufactured in the
shape of ro]ie or yarn. Loose gunpowder escaping
from its package, or spilled by accident, is a frequent
danger and cause of explosion, from which manu-
factured gun-cotton is free. 25. The patent gun-
cotton has the pecidiarity of being entirely free from
the danger of spoutaneous combustion, and it is

constant and unalterable in its nature; for these
reasons it secures that degree of safety and certainty
which, at the time of the original invention, the
gun-cotton of SchiJuhein did not possess.

GU'ivKFKLD, a tovra of Carniola, Austrian
Empire, on the right bank of the Save, 4G miles east-

by-south from Laibach, at the base of a moimtain-
range. It is supposed to occupy the site of the
Roman Noviodumun. The district produces much
wine. There are thermal s]nings and baths in the

town. It contains a Capuchin monastery. Pop.

(1857) 50G5.

GURMUKTESWA'R, a town of British India, in

the district of Meenit, on the route from the town
of Meerut to Moradabad, and 31 miles south-east of

the former. It is situated on the right bank of the
Ganges, about 4 miles below the reunion of the

Biirha Ganga, or old course of the Ganges, with the

present main channel, which, a mile and a half

above the town, is crossed by a much-frequented
feny, on which 15 boats constantly ply. G. may
be regarded as the port of Meerut and the adjoining

district of the Doab. Pop. S7S1.

GYARMA'T-BALA'SSA,orBALASSA-GYAE-
JIAT, a town of Hungary, in the county of Xeograd,
42 miles north-by-east from I'esth, on the left bank
of the Eipel or Ipoly. The surrounding district is
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very beautiful ami fertile, producing much excellent

wheat. Near the town are the ruins of a castle,

once bdonijins to the Balassa family, ami famous as

havini; been oftcner than once heroically defended

against the Turks. Top. (1S57) CO'JS.

GYO'iMA. a town of Hungary, in the county of

Cukc3, S9 miles soutli-east-by-east from I'ustli, and

on llie r:ul way between Testh and Temcswar. It

stands in a l>l;un on the bank of the Kiiios, whieli

is here crossed by a bridge. There is a I'rolestant

church. I'op. (ISd") S5T5.

(;YPSY-W011T (ii/co/)H.s Eiiroptm.^, a perennial

plant of the natural order Labiata; with stem about

two feet high ; opposite, ovatodauceolate, scarcely

stalked, .almost pinn.atilid, \vrinkled leaves ; and

dense whorls of small whitish (lowers with purjilc

dots, tlie limb of the corolla 4-eleft and nearly

Cfiual ; only two stamens jierfeet. It grows in

ditches ami wet jilaces, in Britain .and on the conti-

nent of Europe. It is a febrifuge. The juice stains

cloth a jiermanent black colour, and gypsies .are

said to use it to give a dark hue to their skin,

whence the Knglish name gypsy-wort, and the

Frencli Ifa-be des Bohemians.

GY'ROSCOPE (Greek) is the name given to an

instrument for the exhibition of various properties

of rotation and the composition of rot.ations. It

differs from a top in h-avinj^ both ends of its axis

supported. The invention is prob.ably French or

(!erman, and in some of its forms it dates from

about the end of l.ast century ; but no certain infor-

mation can be obtained on these points. We will

consider only two of its many applications.

First, if a mass be set in rotation aliout its prin-

cipal axis of inertia of greatest or least moment,
it will continue to revolve .about it; and, unless

extraneous force be applied, the direction of the

axis will remain unchanged. Such, for instance,

would be the case with the e.arth, were it not for

the disturbances (sec Ni"r.\Tioy and Piikce.ision)

produced by the sun and moon : the direction of the

axis would remain lixed in space (i. e., the polo-star

would be always the same star), in spite of the

earth's motion in its annu.al orbit. It is for this

very reason that modern artillery is rilled, so that

the projectile revolves .about its axis. If, then, a

m.ass of metal, as, for instance, a circul.ar disc,

lo.aded at the rim, and revolving in its own ]ilane,

be made to rotate rapidly about its axis of greatest

moment of inertia, and if it be freely supported (in

gindjals, like the box of a compass), the direction of

its axis will be the s.ame so long as the rotation

hvsts. It will therefore constantly point to the same
star, and may, of course, be employed to shew that

the apparent rotation of the stars abo\it tlie e.arth

is due to a real rotation of the earth itself in the

opposite direction. This application was made by
Foucault shortly after his celebrated Pendulum
(i[. V.) experiment, and he is gener.aUy looked upon

as the inventor. The Transaclioiis of l/ie Jioi/nl

Scottiih Socklij of Arts, however, shew that this

ajiplication of the gyroscope was made many years

before (ISIarch 1S3G), by Mr E. Sang, C.E. It is, in

pr.actiee, by no means so perfect a mode of ]>roving

the earth's rotation .as the Foucault pendulum ; but

this arises solely from unavoidable defects of work-

mansliip and nuaterials—the m.ass of the gimb.als,

and the friction on the pivots. Professor Smyth,
the Scottish Astronomer-Koyal, has recently applied

this property of the gyroscope to the improvement
of our means of making astronomical observations

at sea. A telescope, mounted on the same support

as the ends of the axis of the gyroscope, will, of

course, be .almost un.altered in position by the rolling

or pitching of a vessel ; and a steady horizon, for

sextant observations of altitude, is procured by
attaching a mirror to the support of the gyroscope,

.and setting it once for .all by means of spirit levels.

The mechanical difficulties of coustnu^tion have not

yet been rpiite got over, but there seems to be little

doubt that this application will some day be of very

great practical value.

But the most singular i>hcnomena shewn by tlie

gyroscope are those dejjcnding on tlie composition of

rotations. We have already seen (Uot.mion) that

any motion whatever of a body wliich has one jioint

lixed is of the nature of a rotation .about an axis

p.assing tlirough that point. Hence, simultaneous

rotations about any two or more axes, being a motion
of some kind, are equivalent to a rot.ation about a
single axis. Tlie etiect, then, of impressing upon
the frame in which the axis of the gyroscope is

suspended a tendency to rotate .about some axis, is

to give the whole instrument a rotation .about an
interinediate axis ; and this will coincide more nearly

with that of tlie gyroseo]ie itself, as the rate of its

rotation is greater. It is hardly jiossiblc to explain

to the non-mathematical reailcr the exact nature of

the compound motion, which consists in the rolling

of an ini.agin.ary cone lixed in the gyroscope ii]ion

another tixed in space ; but the rotation of the

axis of a top round the vertical (when it is nut

'sleeping ' in an upright position), and the precession

of the e,arth's axis, arc precisely similar phenomen.a.

Thus, when the gyroscope is spinning, its axis being

horizontal, a weight attached to the framework at

ime end of the axis (lig. b) makes the whole rotate

about the vertical ; attached to the other end, the

rotation takes place in the opposite direction. And
the framework may be lifted by a string attached near

Gyroscope.

one end of the axis (fig. a) without the gyroscope's

falling. Its axis still projects hnrizontally from the

string, but it revolves as a whole round the string.

Various other singular experiments may be m.ado

with this ajiparatns; and others, even more curious,

with the gyrostat of W. Thomson (q. v.), which is

sim[ily a gyroscojie enclosed in a rigid case, by
which the ends of its axis are supported. When
a gyrost.at is made the bob of a pendulum iiiuler

certain conditions, the plane of vibration of the

pendulum turns, .as in Foucault's celebrated experi-

nient, Init in general at a much greater rate.
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I^^AI'DUCKS (i. c, Drovers, from tlie

Hungarian //cyrfi'i, jiliir;il Jlojdiik),

J originally a designation of cattle-

herds in Hungary. Afterwards,

with the Ladki Cool:, rhiladcljihia, in -which city

she has since resided. Besides her labours as editor,

she has written Skckkes of American C/uaacla-

;

Traits of American Life ; Flora's Interpreter;
"] the word came to signify a class ot i Good Housckeejniip ; Gronvrnor, a Tra'jcdij (founded
- mercenary foot-soldicis, ready to

[

on the story of Colonel Hayne,
^\, accept pay frcm any who would
'

"
' employ their services, but display-

ing great gallantry in the field of

(f { I battle. The remarkable constancy with
u A '

^^ li'ch they stood by Bccskai throughout
^ ^ the war of the revolution, was rewarded by

that prince with a gTant of a district as their own
possession, and at the same time with the privileges
of nobilit}'. This grant was made by a public
decree of 12tli December 1005, and was coutirmed
by the diet in 1G13. Except the privilege of
exemption from taxes, which Charles III. took
away, the Haiduoks enjoy all the rights of
nobles to the present day. Their residence,
the Haiduck district, remains independent of the
county authorities, and is under the direct admin-
istration of the national government. The Hai-
duck district lies within the county of Xorth
Bihar, between the Theiss and Transylvania, has
an area of about 594 sq. m., and six priueijial

Haiduck towns: Boszurmeny, with 17,500 inhab-
itants; Dorog, with 9100; Hadhaz, with 5100;
Nanas, with 12,440 ; Szoboszlo, with l;i,5G0 ; and
Vamospu-cs, with 3G90 : in all, 01,390, chiefly
Magyars, of whom 55,900 belong to the Reformed
Church, the rest being Uomau Catholics, Greek
Cathohes, and .Jews. The capital of the district is

BuszoiTueny. In course of the present century, the
name Haidncks has begun to be applied to the
macers of Hungarian courts and the halberdiers of

the Hungarian magnates ; also to the lackeys and
other attendants in German courts.

HAI'NICHEN, a town of Saxony, 28 miles west-
south-west of Dresden, on a tributary of the ilnlde.
Wool-spinning, weaving, and the manufactm-e of

j

cloth are carried on. Pop. (ISGt) 7053. I

HAL, a town of Belgium, in the province of

South Br:d)ant, on the Seune and the Charleroi
Canal, 10 miles south-east of Brussels. It is a
station on the Jlons Hallway. The church of St
JIary is a rich Gothic edifice, containing a chapel
resorted to by pilgrims on account of a black mir-
acle-working wooden image of the Virgin, two feet

high, which has acquired enormous wealth from the
offerings of pious devotees. The high altar has a
marble rcredos, unequalled in the Netherlands,
carved by ilone, a native artist, 1533. The town
has breweries, tanneries, distilleries, several mills,

and manufactures of wicker-work and articles of

wood. Pop. (1S03) 7S17.

HALE, Sakaii Joskpua, American authoress, was
burn at iS'e\\port, New Hanijishire, 1795; her maiden
name was Buelh Married to David Halo, an eminent
lawyer, about 1S14, she pursued with him a regular
course of study imtil his death in 18i'2, when she
devoted hei-seli to authorshii>, and produced her
earliest work, The Genius of Oblivion, and other

Poems (Concord, N. H., 1823), followed by Xorlh-
wood, a Tale of A'cw England (Boston, 1S27). In
1S2S, she removed to Boston, and edited the Ladies'
Magazine, monthly, until 1837; when it was united

martyr of the
Revolution) ; The Judge, a Drama nf American
Life; three metrical romances (entitled y1 //'£ Jla;/

;

Three Hours, or The Vigil of Love ; and Harnj
Grey) ; and her most imiiortant work, Woman's
Record, or sketches of all distinguished women
from tlie creation to 1S54 (2d edition. New York,
1855). All her works are characterised by good
taste, and her tales and pioems by vivid description
and strong pathos.

HALLE, CiiAKLES, an eminent pianist, was born
at Hagen, in Westphalia, in 1819 ; studied first at
Darmstadt, and afterwards at Paris, where his

reputation was established by his concerts of

classical music. He afterwards settled in England,
where his time has been principally divided between
London and Manchester. In purity of style, he is

considered almost without a ri\al, and "the best
living interpreter of Beethoven. His aim has ever
been to raise the popular standard of musical taste,

an object in whieli he is believed to have achieved
no small success in London, Manchester, and else-

where.

HALLECK, FiTZ-Gr.EEXE, an American poet,
born at Guilford, Connecticut, in 1795. By his
mother, JIary Eliot, he was descended from John
Eliot, 'the apostle of the Indians.' He became a
clerk in a bank in New York in 1S1.3, in which
employment he remained for many years. He was
afterwards for a cousideralde time the confidential
agent of 3Ir John Jacob Astor in his commercial
affairs, and was appointed by him one of the original
trustees of the Astor Library in New York— a posi-
tion which he held to the end of his life. In 1849,
he retired from banking and mercantile pursuits,
and took up his residence in his native place, where
he spent the remainder of his days. From his boy-
hood, H. WTOte verses, some ot which he sent to
newspapers ; but in his collected poems, he has
included nothing published earlier than his lines on
Twilight, which aiipeared in a New York jiajicr in
1818. In the following year, he became associated
with Jose]ih Kodnian Drake in coutributicg the
humorous series of The Croaker Papers to the same
journaL The illness of Drake soon jint an end to
these papers, and H. commemorated his friend's death
in a very beautiful little poem. In 1849, H. wrote
his longest poem, Fannti, a satire on the literature,

fashions, and politics of the time, in the measure of

Don Juan. It is said to have occupied less than
three weeks in its composition, and derived its

immediate and great popularity rather from the
pungency of its alhisious than from any higher merit.
In 1822—1823, H. visited Europe; and in 1827,
published an edition of his jioems, in which were
included sevei-al pieces Fnggested by the scenes and
associations of the Old World, among which the lines
on Alnwick Castle and on Bums particularly com-
manded admiration. H.'s style is spirited, flowing,
and graceful ; his versification almost always vci-j-

smooth and harmonious. His )iocms display ninch
geniality and tender feeling. Their humour is deli-
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catc and refined. Few poets, and iiarticiilarly few

Aniciitan poets, wlio have written well and acquired

popularity like 11., have written so little. His

whole ]ioenis are included in a 12nio volume of very

moderate size. H. died iu November 1SG7.

HALLUIN, a town of France, in the dcp. of

Xord, II) miles north-north-east of Lille. Weaving,

Llcachinj;, coUou-spinnius;, and hriek-makiiig are

carried on, and there are mauiifactures of liueu and

calico. I'op. (1806) S'JUl.

HALO'XYLIX, the name of a new kind of

explosive material or hlastin,;,'-i)Owder, which has

been invented iu Styria by two brothers, and is

described as incapable of spontaneous ignition, and

as quite free from smoke and noxious gases. It is

composed of non-rcsiuons sawdust, charcoal, nitre,

,ind ferrocyanide of potassium, and is twice the

Imlk of gunpowder, but one-half more po\yerful.

For blasting and mining purposes, it is coiisidered

as preferable to gimpowder.

IIA'.MAH (Gr. Epiphania, and the Hamalh of

the liiblc), a city of SjTia, liO miles north of

Damascus. The town is built on both sides of the

Orontes, which is here crossed by four bridges. A
number of liuge wheels, turned by the current, raise

the water iuto aqueducts, which convey it to the

liouses and mosques of the town. 'I'he town is

enclosed by walls, and the houses arc built in the

Damascus style of sun-dried bricks and wood.

The princii)al structures arc the governor's palace,

many mosques, baths, bazaars, and the wheels and

aqueducts already mcntioued. There are nianuf.ac-

turcs of silk, cotton, and woollen fabrics, gold and

silver thread. H. ranks among the oldest cities in

the world. It was a noted place, and the capital of

a little kingdom, when the Israelites came out of

Eg)-pt ; and its name is mentioned in almost every

passage in which reference is made to the northern

border of the Promised Land. Top. 3t),0U0.

H.\ NDICAPPING is the term used in various

games and sports to denote the placing of competi-

tors, good, bad, and iudilVerent, on such a footing that

all shall have, as nearly as possible, an equal chance

of winning. Thus, in horse-racing, when the speed

of one horse has been asccrtauied to be greatly

superior to that of another, the swifter of the two,

in a handicap race, is made to carry e.\tra weight

to an amount that shall be deemed sulKcient to

reduce its speed to a level with that of its antago-

nist. AVHiere the public performances of a horse have

been exceptionally good, and when both sjieed and

endurance are found to be of an unusually high

character, the pcn.alty inllicted in all future handi-

caps is very great, amounting sometimes to a weight

several stones above that of very inferior competitors.

The hcaa ideal of a handicap would thus be one

in which the merits of the animals should be

so nicely discriminated, and the weights so accu-

rately adjusted, that all the competitors slioidd

pass the winning-post at the same time, and thus

run a ' de.ad-hcat.' This is, of course, impossible

in practice, but it is nevertheless the ideal at

which the liandicapper must aim ; and the nearer

lie approaches to it, the more perfect is liis work.

In racing, no jockey with his s.iddle, &c., must

weigh less than live stone seven pounds, but the

maximum is left in the hands of the handicapper,

who a[iportions to each horse a weight correspond-

ing to its public performances, age, and s"ex. No
appeal is allowed from his decision, nor can he be

called upon to give the reasons that may have actu-

ated him in allocating weights. Vested with such
arbitrary power, he should be a person of sound
judgment, unquestionable integrity, and thorough

exi)erience. His usual mode of constructing a

handicap is to select the best and the worst horso

entered for a race, placing such a weight upon
the former as he supposes shall bring it down
to a level with the lattcr's minimmn of live stone

seven pounds. He then proceeds to adjust the

weights of the iutcrmctliato horses according to

their varied merits.

When the liandicaps have been piddishod, no
alteration can take place in the relative wei"ht3 vi

the horses entered, unless one of these should prove

a winner during the tinu- intervening between the

issue of the handicap and the period of its decision
;

iu which case, e.Ntra weight, varj'ing from threo
jiounds and U[]wards, m.ay have to bo can'ied by
the winning horse, as a penalty for his intermcdi.ate

victory. Kach jockey, with his saddle, &e., is weighed
jirior to starting, the exact extra weii;ht to be carried

being made up by lead strips let into the saddle-

fiaps. He is aJso wcijrhed a/lvr the race, to prevent
the possibility of his liaving carried either more or

less than his proper weight; a precaution, moreover,

th.it is rigorously observed after every kind of race,

whether handicap or otherwise.

Though principally pertaining to liorse-raciiig,

h.indicapping is resorted to in many other sports.

Iu pigeon-shooting from traps, the shooter stands,

as a rule, 21 yards from the traps, that being the
distance usually alloweil to average perfornieri).

The more skilful the shooter, the furtlier back has
he to stand from the traps ; the distance allowed

by an acknowledged ' crack ' shot to liis inferiors

ranging from 1 to 10 or even 15 yards. Iu games
such iis chess and draughts, certain ' men ' are

allowed to the inferior player ; iu billiards, the

lictterof two allows his antagonist a certain number
of ' points,' so as to cquaUse or h.indicap their

respective games ; at cricket, the eleven of All Fng-
land will sometimes jilay .against twenty-two others,

the competition being at times very close. In

swimming aud in podestrianism, the inferior com-
petitors are allowed a certain 'law,' or start; in

yachting, the vessel of greater tonn.age is handi-

cappeil with lesser ones, by allowing them extra

time for the performance of the race.. For instance,

a fifty and a thirty ton yacht start for a race, the
former allowing the latter, s.ay, live minutes. I'hey

titart tofjfthei't and the heavier yacht reaches home,
say, threo minutes ahead of the lighter; iu that

case, the lighter yacht's handicap of live minutes
gives her the race by two minutes, though she was
last to reach home. The principle of handicapping

is the same, whether applied to lield-sports or homo
amusements ; it is the art of endeavouring to

equ.alise, by certain peu.alties, the good, b.id, and
iudill'ereut.

HA'NLKY, a town of Staffordshire, England, in

the district known as 'J'/ie Pollcnex, and included in

the larliamentary borough of Stoke-upon-Trent
(i|. v.). It is two miles and a half from Newrastle-

under-Lyme, about one mile fruni Stoke, and one

mile from the North .Staffordshire lluilw.ay station

and canal offices. The principal portion of the

town has au elevated site. 'The streets are not

very regular, but they are \vidc and well paved ; and
many of the houses are well built. There are several

ciMumodious market-places. Thci-e are numerous
jdaces of worship of the Church of England and other

denominations. Among the ]iuljlic institutions is

an infirmary.—Contiguous to H. is Shelto.v, which
may bo regarded as forming with it one town. The
manufacture of earthenware and china is the prin-

cipal employment of tlie iuh.abitauts of both. At
Shelton is a villa called Etruria, erected by Josiah

Wedgwood, remarkable for the Etruscan vases

with which it is ornamented, imitations of ancient

vases found in Italy, aud the study of which was of
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great use to him in his endeavours to improve the

manufacture of earthenware. Tlie pop. of H. and

Shelton together in 1S61 was 31,953.

HA'EAR, a city of East Africa, in the eoimtry of

the Gallas, the ancient metropolis of the Hadyah
Empire, about 219 miles south-west of Berbera,

which lies opposite to Aden, at the mouth of the

Red Sea ; lat. 9' 20', long. 42' 17'. The city, which

is about 5500 feet above sea-level, lies upon the

slope of a hiU from west to east ; in the latter

direction are plantations of bananas, citrons, limes,

the coffee-tree, the khat—a theine plant well known
Ln Arabia—wai-s or 'bastard saffron' (safflower), and

sugar-cane; westward are gardens and orchards on

a terraced slope ; northward is a hill covered with

tombs ; and to the south, the city falls into a valley

or raviue. It is about one mile long by half a mile

broad. The streets and alleys are like mountain-

roads, strewed with rubbish and with heaps of rocks

;

and the abodes, built of sandstone and granite,

cemented vdth a reddish clay, present a dingy

appearance. H. is surroimded by an irregular wall,

pierced with five large gates, and defended by

nidely-biult oval turrets. The men are very unpre-

possessiug in appearance ; but the women are much
better looking, and appear to be of a different type.

The men are engaged in trade ; while the women
spin, weave, and cidtivate the gardens. Morals are

very lax, and the peojile are much addicted to

into.xication with mead and Abyssinian beer. The

language of the inhabitants is Arabian, mixed with

sonie apparently indigenous African dialect, and is

spoken nowhere else. H. is celebrated for sanctity,

erudition, and fanaticism, none but the purely reli-

gious sciences bein 5 studied. The peopleare extremely

bigoted, and hold aU foreigners, but particidarly

Christians, in hatred and contempt. The city is

governed by an emir, whose -will is law, who demands

the utmost obsequiousness from all under him, but

who administei-s his will with a certain amoimt of

rude but prompt justice. Murderers are given up

to the nearest kin, and their throats pubhcly cut w-ith

a butcher's knife. H. is essentially a commercial

tovra. It is the grand depot for the coffee, the wars-

dye, the cotton, the gmns, the tobacco, and the grain

of the GaUa country, the produce of which is con-

veyed to Berbera three times a year in unmense

caravans. There is also an enoi-mous sLive-trade car-

ried on, H. being a rendezvous for slave-caravans

from all the surrounding countries. The imports are

American cottons, shawls, silks, brass, copper, cut-

lery, dates, rice, sugar, guupowder, and paper. Pro-

visions are exceedingly cheap, 120 fowls, accoriling

to Burton, being purchased for a dollar, and the

same s'.mi sufficing to provide a man \\-ith bread for

a year. The only coin is a bit of brass, coarsely

stamped, equal to the 6Gth part of a doUar ; and

the emir imprisons all subjects who possess any

other money.
H. was founded by Arab invaders, who, m the

7th c., conquered and colonised the tract between

the lied Sea and the Abyssinian mountains. Pop.

10,000, inclusive of a considerable number of Gallas

and other Bedoiuns. It was visited in 1855, at

great risk, by the fearless and indefatigable Burton

(q. V. in Supplemkst), to whose interesting account

we are indebted for most of our information.—See

Burton's First Footsteps in Eastern Africa (Long-

man, 185G).

HA'RELD (Ilarelda), a genus or sub-genus of

ducks of the oceanic section (see DrcK), nearly

allied to pochards, scaups, &c. ; having a short,

thick bill, hi-h at the base, the lanimie projectmg

at the edge of the mantUbles, a high forehead, a

thick neck, and two feathers of the middle of the

tail in the males greatly elongated ; whilst the
females have the tail short and rounded.—The
LoNo-TAiLED DccK, or H. [If. (ikicialis), inhabits

the arctic regions both of the old and new worlds,

remaining on the seas of the north as long as any

Long-tailed Duck, Female and Male {Hardda glacialis).

water remains unfrozen, and then betaking itself to

more southern regions. It is plentiful, during
winter, in the inlets of Orkney and Shetland, but is

rather rare in the southern parts of the British

Islands. It is sometimes brought to the London
market. Its winter migrations in America extend
as far south as Texas. The male, particularly in its

summer plumage, is a very beautiful bird. It is

about 17 inches long, without the long tail-feathers

;

with them, 22 or 2i. It is a very lively and noisy

bird ; flies swiftly, and is a most expert diver. It

lines its nest with down, which is said to be equal to

that of the eider, but has not yet become an article

of commerce.

HA'ROLD"S CROSS, a vill.igc-suburb of DubUn,
situated on the Grand Canal, three miles south-by-
west from the centre of the citj'. It is built nearly
in the form of a square, within which lies a spacious

green, anciently the scene of periodical village

festivals. The pop. in 1S61 was 3S39. It is the

seat of a cotton-factory ; and although the vUlage
is poor, there are many handsome villas in the

vicinity, which is also remarkable for the handsome
cemetery of Mount Jerome. H. C. also contains

two convents of nuns, to which are attached free

schools for the female children of the village.

HAR'\':EST-FLY, the popular name in the V. S.

for species of Cicada (q. v.) which are common in that

country, and make their appearance as winged insects

in the season of har\-est. C. scptemdecim is called

ihe Seventeen Years^ Locust, from a popular belief that

i .J I
•

Harvest-fly {Cicada septcmdecim).

it lives for that period in its larval state, a belief

which seems to have arisen from the appearance of

these insects in unusual numbers at intervals of

about seventeen yeai-s. Its colour is black, the
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willy's anil wingcovors veined MitU orange red.

Near the tifis of the wing-covers there is a dusky

zy^/A'i line in the form of the letter W, on account

of^wirich the ajipearance of this lly i" great numhers

is 8U|ierstitiou»ly regarded as indicative of aiipro.ich-

ing war.

HAUPUK.a town of British India, in the North-

west I'rovinces, in the district of Meerut, M miles

south of the town of that name. It is of con.'jider-

able size, and lias a iiop. of 13.95S. Government

has a breeding-stud here, which has obtained cele-

brity U<v the character of the horses passed into the

dillereut branches of the service.

HAWKS, Fr.vxcis Listkr, D.D., LL.D . Ameri-

can clergyman and author, was born at Xewbern,

North Carolina, June 10, 170S; educated at the

university of North Carolina; admitted to the bar

in 1S17-, in ISIO, elected to the state legislature;

i)\it bi'iug drawn to the church, he was ordained,

in IS'27, a clergyman of the Kpiscupal Church, and

was engaged at New Haven, riiiladel|ihia, and St

Thom.-is's't'hurch in New York, until 1813. During
this perioil ho was appointed historiographer of

tlie Eiiiseopal Church in America, and visited Eng-

land in search of documents. In 1S.S7, he founded,

with l)r Henry, the ^Veio York Hevkir, and
established St Tliomas's Hall, a high school, ,at

Flushing, Long Island, which involved him in

heavy pocnni.ary lial.iilities, charges based upon
whicii were lirought against him on his election in

184.3 as Ilishop of Mississijipi. Ho was acrpiitted

of the charges brought against him, but <lcclined

the bishopric. In lS4t, he becanie rector of Christ's

Church, in New Orleans, and president of the

university of Louisiana. In 1813, he declined the

bishopric of Hhode Island, and liecame rector of

Calvary Church, New York. In this busy career he

published JlejHtrls of the Supreme Court of ^'ortU

Carolma (4 vols., 1823—1828), Cuntribulions to the

Ecclesiastical J/islori/ of the Uniltd Statrs (2 vols.,

1836—1840), K'jiipt and its Monuments {lS49).Auri-

cuUir Confession in the Protestant Episcopal Church

(1850), a translation of Kovero and Tschudi's

Antiijuilies nf Peru (1854), and edited the p.apcrs of

General Alexander Hamilton, biographical works,

several juvenile books. Commodore Perry's Ej'pcdi-

tion to tlie China Seas and Japan in 1852— 1854, and
j

a portion of a Ilistorij of A'orth Carolina. He died

in New York, September 27, 1866.

H.A.YES, ArGr,STrs Allex, American chemist,

was born at Windsor, ^'crmont, February 28, 1806;

educated at the military academy m his native town

;

studied chemistry under Professor Dana of Dart-

mouth College ; and in 1825, distinguished himself

by his researches into the pro.\imate elements of

American medicinal plants, discovering the organic

alkaloiil Sangninaria ; and in 1827, investig.ated the

compounds of chromium. In 1828—having removed
to Boston—in connection with the growing manu-
factories of New Knglanil, he devoted himself to the

chemistry of commerce, of dyeing, and the manufac-
ture of copper and iron. His numerous papers were

published in the Proccedini/s of the Boston Society

of Natural History, American Journal of Science,

Annual oj' Scicnlijic Discovery, &c. In 1837, his

investig.ations into the generation of steam and
economy of fuel, led to the construction of improved

furnaces and boilers. He also discovered the pro-

cess of reducing pig to malleable iron without loss

by the use of tlie oxides of iron ; new processes in

copper-smelting, the decomposition of alcohol, and
formation of chloroform ; and the oxidation of alcohol

in the human system. As state assayer of Massa-
chusetts, and in the employ of the Federal govern-

ment, he made important invcatigatious into the
SCO

])roperties of guano ; examined the constitution of

sea-water at various depths, and its effects on the
copper-sheatliiiig of vessels ; and bj- a series t»f use-

ful stuilies ami experiments has added to tho
n.ational wealth and the domain of science.

HAYES, Isaac T., M.D., American explorer, was
born about IS.'iO, educated to the medical profes-

sion, and ajipointcd surgeon to the Arctic expedition

under Dr Kane, with which he returned to the
United States in 1855, convinced that there existed

an open sea around the north pole, and anxious to

lie.ad an expedition for its exploration. In this

project he was aided by Mr Henry Griuuell, by the

American Geograjihical and Statistical Society, and
by Sir IJ. I. Murchison and the Geographical

Society of London. In June 1860, he lifted out a

schooner of 133 tons, ami sailed from New York

;

July 6, 1800, penetr.ated to 82' 45' N. lat., making
extensive explorations and observatiiuis of the

coasts and their inliabit.mts. and returncil to Boston
October ISOl, when, lindingthc civil war in progress,

he volunteered as surgeon in the Federal army

;

ami at the restoration of peace, jniblisheil The Open
Polar Sea, a Xarralive of a Voyarie of Discovery

toward the North Pole, in the Schooner United States

(New Y'ork and Lond. 1867) ; in recognition of

which he was awarded a gold medal by the Itoyal

Geogi-aphical Society.

HEDGEHOG PLANT, a name given to those

species of niedick {Mcdiraijo) which have the imda
spirally twisted and rolled up into a ball, beset with
sjiines. The peculiar ajipearauee of the pods makes
them o))ject3 of interest, on which account they
sometimes find a jilace in ilower-borders ; and like

the other Medicks (q. v.), they are useful in the

countries in which they abound, as afl'ording excel-

lent food for sheep and cattle. They are particu-

larly plentiful on sandy grounds near the sea in

some parts of South America, and their pods are too

plentiful in the South American wool imported into

Britain.

HELIOTYPO'GUAPHY (otherwi.se Photohelio-

praphy ; from Gr. h'lius, the sun). Mr De la Hue,

in the Observatory at Kew, h.as ]iroduced, on sheets

of paper, jiicturcs in which the solar spcjts are re-

presented without the aid of drawing or engi-aving

of any kind. In one fonu of operation (noticed in

the Procccdinr/s of the Royal Astronomical Society),

the sun's spots were viewed through a Newtonian
reflector of 18-incli object-glass and 10 feet focal

length, producing an image that would have made
the sun's disc three feet diameter. By a nice ailjust-

meut, the image of a jiortion of tlie disc was received

on a gl.ass-plate rendered sensitive by collndiou.

The lii'st part of the process was then complete

—

the sun painting a picture of his own spots on a

piece of glass. Then came the transfer of this

negative to a positive, by the usual iihotogi-ajihio

means of printing, but with a varnish of very com-
plex chemical nature on the positive plate. Tiiis

completed the second stage—photogi-aphy producing

a very faint picture on the positive plate. Then
came chemistry : by dissolving away certain con-

stituents of the varnish, which had been more
affected than the rest by the actinic force of the

sun's light, the surface of the positive ])late became
a series of ridges and hollows, relievi ami yitaijlic,

extremely minute in their differences of level, but
still sutiiciently marked to convey the notion of a

kind of engi-aviiig. Next came eleetrotyjie, or gal-

vanography. The plate, in the state just descriljed,

served as a matri.x or foundation on which an
electrotype cast could be taken. By Pretscli's pro-

cess, this cast may be so varied as to be availalile

either for surface-printing or for printing on the
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copper-plate plan. Under Photographic Exgrav-
I-NC, and those paragraphs of Photography which
rchxte to Celestial F/iotoiinip/uj aud Plioto-'jalvano-

grajih;/, irill be {oiuid details sufficient to render
the suljject o£ heliot^-pography intelligible without
further description.

HELMET-SHELL (Ci-f.s.si'o), a genus of gastero-

podous molluscs of the family Bucrinhlai: the-animal

much resembling the common Whelk (q. v.), with
which it also nearly agrees in habits ; the shell

swollen, rather thick and solid, with bold ridges, a
short spire and a long .aperture, the outer lip toothed,

the canal recurved. The species, which are pretty

numerous, are all natives of tropical seas. Most of

them are beautiful ; and they are used by engravers
for making cameos, the differently coloured layers

producing exquisite effects when skilfully cut.

HE'LMOND, a town in the Netherlands, pro-

vince of Xorth Brabant, lies 21 miles south-east

from Bois-le-Duc,on the .-Va and South Willemsvaart.

It has a good haven. The principal industries are

the manufacture of cotton, woollen, and linen fabrics,

cotton-printing, dyeing, calendering, beer-brewing,

&c. In 1864, pop. G57I5.

HE'LSIXGBORG, an ancient fortified seaport

town of South Sweden, ,33 miles north-north-west

of the town Malmii, on the Sound, opposite Elsiuore.

Steamers leave H. almost daily for Copenhagen,
Malmii, Elsiuore, and other places. There is a good
harbour. Earthenware and iron gooi.ls are manu-
factured. Pop. (ISGI) 6602.

HEMP PALM (Chammrops excelsa; see Cha-
ji.tROPS), a palm of China and Japan, the fibre

of the leaves of which is much employed in these

countries for making cord.age. Hats are also made
of its leaves, and even cloaks and other garments
for wet weather.

HE'NLEY-ON-THAMES, a town of O.xfordshire,

England, on the left bank of the Thames, 35 miles

west from London. The Thames is here crossed by
a h.andsome bridge. H. is on a branch of the Great
Western Eailway. There are several charities, aud
a reading-room and v.aluable library, open to all

ratepayei-3, bequeathed by Dean Aldrich of Henley,

who died in 1757. Malting is a principal branch

of industry ; there are also breweries ; and there

is a considerable trade in corn, flour, aud timber.

Pop. (IS61) 3419.

HE'RI, HERI-RUD, or HUE I, a river of Cen-
tral Asia, which rises in the Hindu Kush Moun-
tains, about 150 miles west from C'abul, pursues a

western course through Afghanistan, for more than

300 miles through a fertile and beautifid valley, in

which stands the city of Herat (q. v.) ; then bending

suddenly to the northward along the boundary
between Persia and Turkestan, aud afterwards

north-west through Turkestan, it has a further

course of fully 4U0 miles, till it terminates in the

swamp of Tejend, 150 mUcs to the east of the

Caspian Sea. After entering Turkestan, the H.
soon begins to lose its water in the sand of the

desert, and the latter part of its com'se for hundreds

of miles is dry, e.xcept at certain seasons of the

year.

HERMES, George, a Roman Catholic philoso-

pher and di\-ine of Germany, whose system has been

the occasicm of a long and acrimonious controversj',

was born at Drcyerwalde, in the diocese of Pader-

born, in Westphalia, April 22, 1775. Having
received his early education from his parish priest,

H. entered the gymnasium of llheiua, and thence

was transferred, m 1792, as a theological candidate,

to the university of Jlunster, where he speedUy
distinguished himself, as well by his ability and

504

acuteuess, as by his ])iety and exemplary life. lu
1798, he was ajipointed Professor in the gymnasium
of MUnster; and after nine yeai-s, he w.is named
Professor of Theology in the univei'sity of the same
place. His lectures being of a popiUar character,
and addressed mainly to the examination of the
modem philosophical systems, and thus bearing on
revelation, attracted many hearers, and established
for H. a high reputation in Germany ; and when, in

1S19, the new mixed university of Bonn was estab-
lished, H. w.as appointed to a professorship of
theology. His early reputation attended liim here,

and students Hocked to his lectures from all parts
of Germany, and even from the Low Coimtries. lu
this office he continued until his death, which
occun-ed May 26, 1S31.

The gieat object which H. appears to have pro-
posed to himself was to counteract the influence of
the philosophical sj-stems, which, when he entered
on his career as a professor, were in the enjoyment
of their fidl popidarity, and especially that of Kant

;

and with this view, he sought to deduce the founda-
tions of all philosophical inquiry from the same
first principles from which the Kantian philosophy
takes its dejiarture. His S3"stem, therefore, pre-

supposes in the mmd, as the stai-ting-point of all

rational inquiry, a blank condition, which, as vari-

ously described by friends and enemies, is either

simply the absence of all i)revious conviction, or a
state of positive doubt, analogous to the so-called

Pyrrhonism of the ancient schools. The Hermesian
method of investigation, in like manner discards, in

the first stages, aud so far as investigation is jier-

mitted to extend, all principle of authority ; and in

the details of metaphysical inquiry, in the selection

of the arguments of the existence of God, and of the
nature of divine attributes, he departed widely
from the old text-books of the schools ; although in

the general sum of the doctrines of the Roman
CathoUc Church, his orthodoxy does not appear to

have been in any degree called into questiou. The
objections which arose lay rather against his

method than against its actual doctrinal resiUts.

It is remarkable, too, that although his ^\•ork,

Einkitmiy in die Chyist-Kal/ioUsrhe Tlieologie (Intro-

duction to Christian-Catholic Theologj'), was pub-
lished in 1S19, and again in 1S31, it was not until

after H.'s death that the controversy regarding his

system took a dotiuitc form, and eventually, at the

instance of Clement Augustus Droote-Vischeriug,

Archbishop of Cologne, was refeiTed to Rome. It

would be out of place here to enter into the particu-

lars of the controversy which ensued, the chief assail-

ant of the system being a learned Italian professor of

the Collegio Romano, the Jesuit, Father Perrone;

while its defenders were almost exclusively Germans,
most of them H.'s own friends and pupils. The con-

troversy was a very protracted one ; and a very large,

although, it must be confessed, excessively dull and
misty literature, has grown out of the subject. It

will be enough to say, that after a protracted exam-
ination, the doctrine of H. was condemned by a

brief, dated September 26, 1835. The German
partisans of H., who had at their command a theo-

logical journal of considerable circul.ation, the

Journal of Bonn, protested from the fii-st ag.ainst

this condemnation, to which they apphed, at least

practically, the well-known distinction of * fact ' and
' right,' which had been long ago emploj-ed by the

Jansenists ; contending, that althovigh the doctrines

j

contemplated by the brief were rightly condemned,
as being unsound and untenable, yet no such doc-

j

trines were taught by H., or contained in his book.

Two of the leaders of the party. Professors Braun
and Elvenich, went to Rome to urge a recon-

sideration of the condemnatory decree : but their
I 5C1
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mission was unavailing, and the decision was ordered

to be enforced without reserve. The Archbishop of

Cohigne accordinyly insisted on uni|ualilied submis-

sion ; and tlie troubles which anise from the ojiiiiisi-

tion which he encountered, tended much to eomjiii-

cate tlie dilliculties of a conliict which arose between

him and the Prussian government, as to the ques-

tion of ' mixed marriages,' and which led eventually

to his arrest and deiirivation by the crown. The
controversy was continued, as well in Itome as in

Germany, for a considerable time ; by degrees, how-

ever, the ilermesian party fell away. The professors

of various universities, individually or in bodies,

accepted the papal condemnation ; and although

some have still persevered in their resistance down
to a comparatively late period, they have been

almost exclusively of th.-it extreme i>arty, many of

whom openly seceded from Komc, under the name
of the German Catholic Church, and whose prin-

ciples go even beyond orthodox Lutheranism, and

may be regarded as verging ou tlie most advanced

borders of nationalism.

HERMOSI'M.O, a city in the north-west of

Mexico, in tlie state of Sonora, ou a river of the

same name, about 00 miles east from the Californian

Gulf, anil 90 nortli of the port of Guaymas. The

town lies in a valley, 1(» miles long by 4 broad.

The climate is dry and very hot, but the place is
!

nevertheless considered healthy, being free from the

ciiidemics which often accompany very high tern-

jieratnres. The valley is very fertile, and produces

grajies, melons, figs, oranges, limes, lemons, citron,

peaches, and pomegi-.auatcs in great abundance.

'J'he vine, however, is the principal object of cnl-

tivatiiin, not less than luUO barrels of brandy being

annually made. The town has a large trade with

Guaymas, being the jirincipal entrepot for the trade

with tlie interior. Pop. about 18,000, including

about .'WOO Va(|ui Indians, who are the labourers of

the town.

HERRING, Vancouver Island (Mdelta
C(rrulai), a fish of the same family with the herring,

and much resembling it both in appearance and

otherwise. The genus Mdelta <liH'crs from Clupea,

to which the herring belongs, chielly in having no

teeth, except that name may be given to a rough

band on the tongue. The Vancouver Island herring

aliounils on the north-western coast of North
America. It is generally about ten inches in length.

Its colour is bright steel blue, shading away on the

sides to brilliant silvery white, the iins yellowish

white. Immense shoals of these herrings appear on

the coast at diflerent seasons from February to

July ; often ]nirbucd by dogfish, so that fleeing from

the enemy, they even rush upon the shore, where

great numbers die among the pebliles. Tliey allord

a chief part of the sea-harvest of the Indians, who
take them by various means—by the raUe, such as

is used for the Candle-fish (q. v.), for the shoals often

so fill the water that it may be employed ; by hand-

nets ; and by long dams of lattice-work, along the

outside fif great mud-ilats left dry by the retiring

tide. The spawn of this fish is also a favourite

article of food of the Indians, and is obtained by
placing great quantities of lir branches in the mud
over the Hats, within the dams used for catching the

herring. The spawn gets entangled among the

branches, and is removed to be di-ied in the sun.

Great niunbers of the herring caught by the Indians

are used only for the extraction of oil. The Van-
couver Island herring seems likely to acquire a great

commercial importance.

HERZ, Henri, a pianist and composer for the

pianoforte. He was bom, of Jewish parer.tago,

at Vienna, in ISOG, and educated prineiiially in

Paris, where his talent was early recognised ; and
his eomjiositions became popular over Kurope. He
was received with great applause on visiting ICng-

land in 1S.'!4, and America in 1S40. In \KV1, he

received the decoration of the Legion of Honour.

H.'s music is characterised by elegance and a cer-

tain originality, and hoMsan important place among
works written for the pianoforte.

III'VYWOOI), a huge and populous town of Lan-
cashire, ICngland, eight miles north from M.anchester,

(m the left bank of the Roach, a branch of the

Irwell. It is not far from the Kochdalc Canal, with
which it is connected by a branch canal ; and it is

ou the line of the Ijancashirc and Yorkshire Itail-

way. H. has recently increased with great rapiility,

both in population and wealth, partly in consequence

of extensi\"e coal-mines in the neighbourhood, and
partly through manufactures of various kinds. It

has become an important seat of the cotton manu-
facture, there being more than fifty large f.aetories

in the town and vicinity. Fustians, calicos, nan-

keens, ticks, and other cotton fabrics are produced.

Iron-founding, boiler-making, and the nianufaetnro

of power-looms, are also extensively carried on. H.
is situated in the parish of Bury. I'op. (18U1)

12,824.

HI'LDEN, a town of Rhenish Prussia, nine miles

east-south-east from IJlisseldorf, on the Itterbach.

It is a r.apidly-increasing place, with woollen and
linen manufactures. Pop. (ISG4) 502.').

III'LVEKSUIM, a beautifully situated village in

North Holland, lies 15 miles south-east from Amster-
dam, in the midst of undulating corn-lields, varie-

gated with wooiUands. The eliief industries are

agriculture, the manufacture of strong strijied white

cottons, carpets, and horse-clotli.s, spinning and
dyeing wool. There are two public schools, with
COO pupils, an institute for young ladies, and another

for young gentlemen, a Reformed Church, a Roman
Catholic Church, and a Jewish synagogue. Pop.

(ISO!) 0190.

HINDLEY, a town of Lancashire, England, three

miles south-east from Wigan, with which it is

connected by railway, on the Manchester Road.

Its gi'owth has of late years been rapith There
are numerous coal-works in the vicinity ; cotton-

spinning and the manufacture of cotton poods

are also extensively prosecuted. There are |>lace3

of worship belonging to the Church of England, and
to a number of other denominations ; a free

grammar-school, and numerous otlier schools. Pop.

(ISOl) 8477 ; (1807) about 10,000.

HIPPO'PHAGY. The adoption of horse-flesh as

food for man h.as at various times occnpied the

attention of physicians. That semi-civilised nations

eat horse-flesh is well known. Witness Sir John
Chardin's Account of the Crim-Tartars, who, he

tells us, when their horses were worn out, killed

them, and cut up the best parts of tlie llesh into

ste.aks about an inch thick. The Tartar rode for

hours with such a steak between his saddle and his

horse, then dismounted, turned the steak, momited
again, rode several more hours, and then ftuind the

steak tender enough for eating. A writer in Noks
and Queries draws attention to a book, written by a

Spanish prelate in the time of the Emperor Chaiius
^'., in which mention is made of a grand Spanish

banquet, comprising roasted horse-flesh among the

viands. Burton, in his Anatomy of ihlancltobj,

says :
' Young foals are as commonly eaten in Siiaiu

as red-deer ; and to furnish their navies, about
Malaga esiiccially, often used'—probably as ship

salt-provisions.

In 1855 and 1S5G, there was a good deal of dis-

cussion in Paris rclati\e to the formal introduction
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of horse-llesh iuto the meat-markets. M. Geoffrey
St IlilaiiC delivered a lecture declaratory of the
wholesome character of this food ; aud some of the
more enthusiastic advocates of the jilau formed
themselves into a so-ealled Hipii02)hagic, or Horse-
eatmg Society. The French are famous for their

skill in so modifying the operations of cookery as to

obtain as many varieties of Uavour as pcssilile with
any and every kind of meat ; and this skill %\-as

exercised abundantly in disguising (if not removing)
the somewhat coarse taste aud oilour of horse-flesh.

Tlie journals of the time spoke of banquets held by
the llippophagi, in which the principal dishes were
horse-tlesh, variously cooked and diversified.

lu ISOG, there was official recognition of the intro-

duetiou of this kind of food iuto the market, uuder
such restrictions as were deemed suitable. Accord-
ing to a statement in the Journal of the Society of
Arts, the Prefect of the Seine issued an ordonuauee
in June of that year, recognising horse-llesh as

human food, estaljlishing special slaughter-houses or

abattoii-s for it, and laying down detailed regula-

tions. Ko ordinary horse-slaughterers, but only
those specially ajipoiuted, are to engage in the trade.

The animals are to be killed iu presence of a veter-

inary inspector, who is also to stamp or seal every
distinct joint of meat after inspection. Unhealthy
liorscs are excluded from the supply ; they may be old,

aud worn out for work, but still healthy (the sujjply

mostly comes from Koiniaudy). All restaurateurs

who use horse-flesh Lu their potages, bouiUis, &c.,

are to acquauit their customers distinctly with the
fact. Within a few weeks after the issue of the
or'donnance, there were establishments for horse-

flesh bouilli and soup, and others for horse-flesh

sausages, iu Paiis, avowedly sanctioned by the
authorities. In November, there were said to be
twenty tons of this meat sold weekly ; the better

jiurtions being used by the kee[)ers of cheap res-

taurauts, aud the remainder sold for various pur-

poses at about twojience per pound. The decision

pronounced upon the better portion of horse-flesh,

by the medical men of Paris, is, that it bears some
such relation to ox-beef as brown bread does to

wheateu—quite as wholesome, but not so pleasant in

taste.

Durmg the continuance of the French Inter-

national Exhibition of 1SG7, some of the humbler
restaurants of Paris were much visited by diners

on horse-flesh, which was in many cases served up
in three or four courses dressed in different ways.

There has been something achieved also iu France
in feeding puidtry with this kind of diet. One estab-

lishment was described, in ISOi (iu the Journal
above quoted), as covering 30 acres, furnishing

accommodation for 100,000 pullets at one time.

The pullets were divided iuto groups, according to

ago, each group having its own yard and dormitory.

The pro[irietors had horse-abattoirs of their own,
where they killed horses bought for the purpose.

The purchase-money was recovered by selling the

hides to tanners, the heads and hoofs to Prussiau-

Ijlue makers, the marrow to perfumers, the bones to

button-makers, the hair to horsehair-workers, the

intestines to the makers of musical strings aud gold-

beaters' skiu, the tendous to bowstring-makers, the

blood to certain manufacturers, aud the horseshoes

aud nails to dealers in old iron ; and then the ilesh

was clear profit. The flesh was boiled and chopped
small, and given as food uuder certain regulations.

It was found more profitable to rear poultry for the

sake of the eggs than for the chickens, as the

hens laid all the year round. Iu the winter 18G3

—

1804, there were 40,000 dozen eggs sent weekly to

market, where they brought about sixpence per

dozen. It was found that each hen yielded twelve

shiUiugsworth of eggs annually for four years, at
the end of which time she was fattened fur three
weeks on bruised grain, and sent alive to market.
The refuse of this great establishment, owing to the
pecidiar effects of horse-flesh upou the poultry, was
found to be a very rich and valuable manure.
HPTCHIN, a. town of Hertfordshire, England,

14 miles north-west from Hertford, on the Hiz,
a branch ut the Ivel, and feeder of the Ouse, 420
feet aljove the sea. It is a station on the Great
Northern Eailway, and from it important lines of
railway branch off to Bedford and other ]jlaces on
the north-west, aud to Cambridge, &e. on the north-
east. The town is irregidarly laid out, but generally
well built, with spacious streets. The principal
trade is in corn, malt, and flour. There are several
large breweries. Many females are employed iu
straw-plaiting. There are lavender farms iu the
neighbourhoocL 11. was a place of some consequence
in the days of Kiug Alfred. Pop. (1861) G330.

HOA'ZIN, or TOUEACO (Opkthocomus cris-
talus), a, bird nearly as large as a peacock, which it

somewhat resembles iu its gait and manners ; a
native of Guiana and Brazil

;
generally referred by

Hoazin [Opisthocoimis cristutus).

naturalists to the family Crachhe (witli curassuws
and guans) and the gallinaceous order; but by some
regarded as of the order In^cssores, aud as allied to

tlie idantaiu-eaters. Its anatomy is remarkable :

it has an enormous crop, whilst the gizzard is \ery
small. It is gregarious, and frequents marshy situa-

tions.

HOmMANN, Ei;nest Tueod. Aiiadeus, pro-
perly Wii.uELM, one of tlie most original tienuan
story-tellers, was born 24th January 177G, at
Kijnigsberg in I'liissia. He studied law there, and
then found employnieut iu the governmeut offices at
Grossglogau and in Berlin. In 1800, he became
assessor to the government in Posen; but inconse-
quence of some able caricatures of his, which Gene-
ral Zastrow and others iu high positions apjilicd to
themselves, he was removed in 1S02, as councillor,

to Plock, and 180.'>, iu the same capacity to Warsaw,
where the entrance of the French ended his career.

Without prospects or fortune, lie made use of his

kuowdedge of music as a means of livelihood, aud,
though sometimes reduced to great straits, managed
to support himself by giving mnsic-lessous, aud by
contributing to the Ilusiail ikr^cttc of Leipzig. In
1813, he went to Dresden as music director to a com-
pany of players alternating between Dresden and
Leipzig, and continued to conduct the orchestra
of the company till 1815. In 181G, he was again
appointed by Prussia to be councillor iu the Iloyal
Supreme Court of Judicature at Berlin, where, "be-

fore long, ho was seized with a disease in his back,
5C3
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the coiiscqueuce of his irrcjjiilar life, ami after m\i<h

siiflering, aied 2«h July 18-22. Fioiu his yi.iith, he
,

hnil devoted all his leisure hours to the study of

luusie. In I'osen, lie brought Goethe's vaudeville,

Sclinz, Lit:', viid Jliiche, on the sta;4e, and comi>osed

at Warsaw the musie for numerous jiiecoa at other

theatres. The reiiuest for a eollcetiuu of his eom-

iiositions which had appeared in the Miislail O'azelle,

induced hiiu to publish his J'haiila.sU.itiicl:e in Cat-

lul's Manitr (4 vols. Bamb. 1S14 ; 3d ed. 2 vols.

Leip. 1825). These were followed by Klixire d'-s

Tcufih (Berl. 181G), Nachlsiid'e (i vols. Heil. 1817),

and Vie Scmjiiousbrihler (i vols. Berl. 1819—1821,

along with a supplement, 1825, containin;^ H.'s last

stori'cs) ; LeI'fiisaim'.chlen ties Kalcr Miirr (Views

of Life, by Kater Murr, 2 vols. Berl. 1821—1822),

Da- JJoppi'I'jciiirjer (The Double-goer, Briinn, 1824),

and a few shorter stories. H. was a man of thorough

ori<'inality, and gifted with the rarest talents ;
wild,

licentious, and yet an exeelleut man of business

and lawyer, who iicrformed the duties of his office

well. He had a keen understanding, which speedily

detected the weaknesses and absurdities of every-

thiii.". At the same time he shewed himself full of

fantastic ideas, and a believer in demons. His char-

acter was made up of incongruities : he was bitterly

sceptical, and yet visionary to insanity ; epicurean

to ciVeminacy, and stoical to rigidity. Between these

contradictory extremes range his novels, which, like

his whole character, betray something diabolical. In

his humorous (lights, he reminds us of Jean Paul,

whom he perhaps surpasses iu real interest and in

inventive power, but whom he falls far short of in

depth of humour, purity, and power of language.

H.'s fancy revelled in mysterious caricatures, l)rc-

se'ntiiig a frightful coulnist between jest and earnest.

The w-ondertul apparitions which he introduced into

his stories, as taking part in daily life, were part of

iiis ordinary w.ay of thinking. ]Iowever, although

these fantastic creations are often amusing and

interesting, it is neither on these nor on his larger

novels, so often wild and odd, that bis fame vests,

but more on his novelettes, which arc masterpieces

in miniature, such as J/iiVcr Martin vml Seine

Gescllen; Dai Majorat; J'riiitcin Scmtcru ; Dofje v.

Do'/aresse ; &c., which are not mixed up with spec-

tral machinery. IL's talents were most wonderfully

various; lie not only distingnished himself as a

jioct and composer, but as an able sketcher of cari-

catures ; and many of the most pojuilar caricatures

of Napoleon were from his pencil. He handled

language in a masterly way, although not free from

mannerism. A collection of his choice works, A iis-

gemiliKe k'ctiriflai, appeared in Berlin (10 vols., 1827

— 1828). His widow, Mieheline, born Hover, added

five supplementary volumes (new ed. Stiittg. 18.39).

There is an excellent biography of il. by his friend

,1 i:. Hitzig, in his work A us JI.'s Lcl>^n uml Xach-

lass (2 vols. Berl. 182.3). In foreign countries,

particidarly in France, II. has been repeatedly

translated and imitated.

IIOFFJIAN'N, Aio. Hlixricii, commonly called

HoFFMANX vos Fai.i-ersleben, a distinguished

German poet and meritorious philologist, w;is born

2d April 1798, at Fallersleben, in the district of

Lunebiir", where his father was a merchant and

burgomeistcr. Having received his elementary

education in Hehnsted and Brunswick, he went,

in 1810, to the university of Giittingen, which, iu

1819, he left for Bonn. He soon gave up theology,

which his father had destined him to, and occupied

himself cxehisively with philological and literary

studies, which, from his first acciuaintance with the

Brothers tJrimm (1S18), turned more and more to

his native language and literature. After travelling

through the Ithinc countries and Holland in search

5G1

of popular poetry, and living for some time in

Berlin, lie was made keeper of the university library

<if Breslau in 182.3, Kxtraordinary Professor of the

university there in 18.31), and Ordinary Professor of

the German Lanf;uagc and Literature in lSo5. The
publication of his Uu])utHiache. Liedcr (Unpolitical

Lays) led to his being deprived of his oliiee, 2()th

December 1842. For some jears afterwards, H.,

thrown entirely upon literary work for his support,

led a waudering life through the whole of t!erniany,

Switzerland, and Italy, the subject of laudation on

the one hand, or of vituperation on the other, and

at times kept under the surveillance of the police.

In IS4.5, ho was naturalised in Mecklenburg.

Restored to his rights in Prussia 1848, he drew

from that time his statutory salary as a pension.

He married in 1819, and settled on the Pdime, lirst

in Bingerbriick, then, 1851, in Neuwied, until, in

1854, he went to Weimar, and for some years (1854

—1857) edited the ]Ydmar Annual. In 1809, he be-

came librarian to the Duke of Batibor at the castlo

of Korvei, on the Weser. H.'s literary [irodiictions

are partly of a seieutilio, partly of a poetical kind.

Through the lirst, he ranks among the most distin-

guished investigators iu the department of German

language and literature. The following writings

deserve special mention : Hurts Bilyifce (vols. 1—8,

Leip. and Berl. 1830—1837) ; Jiiintke \'os (Berl.

1834, 2d ed. 1852) ; Monumcnia JJlnonensia (Gent

1837) ; Gischichte tits Deutschen Kircluntitds bis tuif

Luther (History of German Hymnology, Bresl. 1832,

2d ed. 1853) ; AltiltulsiJte J!Uilli r (Old German Frag-

nients, 2 vols. Leip. 1835—1840); Pulilische Gcdichle

avs DeutstJier Vorztit (Political Poems from German

Antiquity, Leip. 1843) ; JM-ulsdie Gescllsclia/tslieder

ties 10 uud 17 Jalirhundirls {OiTma.n Social Songs

of the IGth c. and 17tli e., Leip. 1844) ; Sj)endcn zur

Dcutschun Liltratm-ijischictde (Contributions to the

History of (ierman Literature, 2 vols. Leip. 1845)

;

Theoi>kUus (Han. 1853) ; Die Deutsche Phitotoijie im

Grumlriss (German Philology in Outline, Berl. 1830).

H.'s own poetry has a close alliance to popular

song, and hits the tone of geunine simplicity,

tenderness, and pathos to a degree that scarcely

any other jioet of recent times has succeeded in

doing. Many of these songs actually circulate

among the people from mouth to mouth. It is also

remailiable that H., although not a cultivated

musician, sets his songs to the most delightlid tunes

himself, which only require artistic tinishing. His

juvenile songs are especially charming; his love-

songs are not less tender ; and his poetical pictures

of the life and way of thinking of the German
people, such as tlie drinkin<' and rustic songs, are

unique in their kind. The following collections may
be particularly mentioned: AUeuiannische Lieder

(.\llemannic .Songs, 5th ed.. Manli. 1843) ;
Qediclite

(Poems, 2 vols. Leip. 1S34, Glh ed. Han. 1SG4)

;

Ulmnlel)en (Uhine life, Mainz, 1851 ; Xeuwied,

1865) ; Soliltileuliedir (Soldiers' Songs, Mainz, 1851);

Fuii/zig Kimlerlietler (Fifty Children's Songs, Leip.

1843); Fuufzifj neup Kimlerlicder (Fifty New Chil-

dren's Songs, Manh. 1845) ; ricr;i.7 Kiiiderlietlcr

(Forty Children's Songs, Leip. 1S47); Deutschea

Vvlks'jesanrjbueh (German Popular Song-book, Leip.

1848). Of a ditlerent kind, but also jiopular by

their airs, are the Unpolitische Lieder (Unpolitical

Lays, 2 vols. Hamb. 1840—1841), which excited

great attention. With these are connected Deulsrhe

Lieder aus iter Sehwciz (Swiss German Songs, Ziir.

1843; Altona, 1802); Deutsches Liedabuch (Ger-

man Song-book, 2d ed. Leip. 1850).

HOG-GUM, the name given in the West Indies

to a resinous substance, which is there extensively

used as a substitute for i>itch, to tar boats ami

ropes, also for strengthening- plasters, &c., and
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internally as a diuretic, laxative, and stimulant
medicine. It is still disputed what tree produces
the trne hog-gum ; some ascribing it to ilomnohca
coccinca, of the natural order (Juttifaae ; some to
Jihiis metojnum, a species of sumach, of the order
A iiacardiacece ; and some to Jlehcigia lalsamijera,
of the order Amyriducea. The probability seems
to be that all these—and perhaps other—trees yield
resinous substances of very similar quality, and
commouly designated by the same name.

HU'HESCHEID, a town of Khenish Prussia, 17
miles east-by-south from Diisseldorf. It has exten-
sive lead-works and iron-works. Pop. (18G4) 9013.

HOLLOW-WARE. There are two classes of
iron good^ so called—viz., cast-iron hollow-ware,
and wrought-iron hollow-ware. Both kinds include
cooking and other vessels for domestic use, and
comprise also some other articles, snch as cofl'ee-

mills, which are moidded and tinished in a similar
way. V/rought-irou hollow-ware is largely made
by the process of Stamping (q. v.), but a great deal
is also made by the older way of joining pieces
together. Vessels of this kind not intended for
cooking are generally coated with zinc, while those
wliich are, have usually a coating of tin. Both
metals are piit on the iron by immersion. There is

also a process in use for coating the surface with
silieious enamel, which will be described presently.
Since the introduction of these methods of pro-
tecting and beautifj'ing the surface of iron, domestic
vessels of this metal have gi-eatly taken the place
of those made from copper and brass.

Cast-iron hollow-ware is finished in three ways

—

some of it is enamelled, some tinned, and some of it

is left black, or untinned ; but there is comjiarativelj'

little of the last now used. The process by which
tinned hollow-ware is made was patented by Jona-
than Taylor, a Birmingham workman, in 1779. It

is conducted as follows : A vessel, such as a sauce-
pan or goblet, is cast in a mould prep.ared in the
ordinary way from an iron or a brass pattern. See
FouxDiXG. The vessel is then Annealed (q. v.), so

as to soften the cast-iron preparatory to turuiug,

and such articles are then turned quite smooth on
the inside, by means of a common lathe when they
are circiUar, and by an oval lathe when they are
oval like fish-pans, a workman holding and direct-

ing the tool in both cases. Self-acting lathes have
been tried, but hitherto without any saving in the
cost. The operation of tinning follows ne.xt, and is

performed by the workman pouring small quantities

of melted tin on the inside of the vessel, which he
rubs on with a piece of cork, gr-adually going over
the whole surface. A little sal-ammouiac is thrown
in during the process to make the tin adhere.

Handles of malleable iron are then put upon such
vessels as require them, and a final linish is given
to them by coating the outside with a black varnish
which is dried iu a stove. The covers of saueei>ans

are made of tin-jilate, those for tea-kettles of cast-

iron.

With respect to the enamelling of cast hoUow-
ware, a patent was taken out for this as far back as

1799; but the process then introduced, iu which
the enamel contained lead and tin, was ulti-

mately abandoned. The subsequent jiatent of

ilessrs T. and C. Clark of Wolverhampton, taken
out in 1S39, has been more successfnL Their enamel
is applied to the cast-iron in two coatings, one of

which forms the body of the enamel, and the other
the glaze, both being free from metallic oxides. It

is especially desirable to avoid the oxide of lead, as
it does not resist the action of acid substances in
culinary operations. As iron, iu common with most
metals, dili'ei-s from any vitreous enamel iu the rate

of its expansibility by heat, there is of course &
difficulty in securing the permanent adhesion of

the two substances, especially with such an article

as a cooking-vessel. In the case of cast-iron

vessels, however, the difficulty has been practically

overcome.
In England, cast hollow-ware is made chiefly iu

the Midland hardware Jistrict, of which Birming-
ham and Wolverhamjit u are the centres. Eight
manufactories make ti. ncd, and two enamelled
hollow-ware. A few more make the black or
uutinned kind. About 2.500 hands are employed,
and the quantity of materials annually consumed is

estimated at 12,0(J0 tous of pig-iron, 1000 tons of

wrought-iron, 177 tons of tin, and 23,000 tons of

coke and coal. Iu Scotland, there are si.x manufac-
tories of tinned hollow-ware—that of the Carron
Company, whose goods have long been famons ; the
Shotts Iron Company; the Falkik Iron Company;
and three in Glasgow. Wrought-iron hoUow-ware
is made principally in Birmingham and the sur-

rounding district, and the nimiber of hands employed
upon it is probably nearly the same as for cast-

iron goods of this kind.

English hollow-ware is sent to most civilised

countries, but for export trade the best markets are
found in the British colonies. Little or none is

taken by France, and scarcely any by the United
States since the outbreak of the civil war, on
account of the high duties.

With regard to the comparative merits of the
different varieties of hollow-ware, there is no doubt
that the kind made of enamelled cast-iron is, on the
whole, the best for cookiug purposes, although it is

about one-fifth dearer than when merely tinned,

and is, moreover, not liked by cooks for any but
small-sized vessels, on account of its being some-
what heavy. Enamelled wrought-iron cooking-
vessels are much lighter to handle, but then upon
them the enamel does not stand nearly so well, very
probably because the comiaratively rapid heating

up of the thin iron of which they are made, more
rapidly destroys the adherence of the two sub-

stances. A great deal of cast-iron tinned hollow-

ware is now made without being turned, an omission

easily detected by the uneven surface which the
inside of such vessels presents. Articles so finished

are, of course, cheaper than when they are smoothed
on the lathe ; but for look, durability of the tinned
surface, and least trouble of cleaning, those which
are turned are decidedly preferable.

HOLY FIKE, iu the Church of Rome, a light

kindled at Easter, by sparks struck from a tliut, in

remembrance—accordiug to the missal—of Christ

as the great corner-stone, and hailed by kneeling
ecclesiastics with the words 'Light of Christ'

{Lumen C/insli). The ceremony takes place on
Holy Saturda}', of which day's ser\-ice it forms a
striking part ; and at Rome, it takes place in the
presence of the pope himself; all the lights iu

the chapel having been previously extinguished,

to be rekindled at the new fire.—The kintUing of

the Holy Fire iu the Church of the Holy Sepidchre
at Jerusalem, at the Easter of the Oriental Church,
is represented as miraciUous. The Greek and
Armenian clergy combine on this occasion, and
amidst processions, solemnities, an excited multi-

tude, and scenes disgraceful not only to the name
of rehgion but to human nature, the expected fire

makes its appearance from within an apartment iu

which a Greek and an ^Vnneniau bishop have locked
themselves.

HOP FROTH-FLY, or HOP FROG-FLY
(Amhbjcephalus inlcrritptus), a species of Froth-fly

(q. V.) which sometimes appears in gieat numbers iu
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hoii-groumls, and does considerable mischief. The
perfect insect is about a quarter of an inch Ion;;,

of a yelliiw colour, variegated with black. It

frequents hedges and grassy places as well as bop-

plantations.

HO'RDl^, a town of Prussian Westphalia, on the

Emsche, S3 miles south fro' i MlUister, with which

it is connected by railway. Near it are jiroductive

coal-mine.", and the town lias recently increased

with great rajiidity. NaJ-maldn;; is can-ied on.

Poi>. (ISGI) S151.

HOUN BO OK, the primer or apparatus for

learnint; tlie elements of reading, used in KuL^land

before the days of printing, and common down to

the time of George II. It consisted of a single leaf,

containing on one side the alph.abot large and small,

in bl.ack-ii'tter or in Roman, with perhaps a small

rcfimcnt of monosyllables. Then followed a form

of exorcism and the Lord's Prayer, and as a ilnale,

the lloman numerals. The leaf was usually set in

a frame of wood, with a slice of tr.ansparont born in

front—hence the name of /(o;-/)-book. TluTO was a

h.andle to hold it l>y, .and usu.ally this handle bad a

hole for a siring, whereby the apparatus was slung

to the girdle of the schol.ir. Sometimes the leaf

was simply pasted against a slice of born. At first,

the leaf was of vellum, with the characters in

writing ; latterly, of jiapcr, and printed. The horn-
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Hornbook—17th century.

book was prefaced and othernise ornamented with
figures of the cross, and hence came to bo often
called Christ Cross Kow, or Criss Cross How.
Common as hornbooks at one time were, copies

ICC
'

of them are now exceedingly rare. The annexed
representation is cojiied from ono given by Mr
llalliwcll, as taken from a bl.ack-letter ex.ample
which was found some years ago in pidling down
an old farmhouse at Miihlleton, in Derbyshire. A
portrait of King Ch.arles I. in armour on horseback
was upon the reverse, aflbrding us an approximation
to the date. In Notices of l<'w,}ilive Tracts, [irinted

for the Percy Society (1849), Mr Ilalliwell ligures a
more perfect sjiccimen, which he assigns to tiie time
of Klizaljcth. Allusions to the borriliook abound in

the older writers ; Sheustone, e. g., in The i)(j/toul-

mistress, tells us of the children, how

' Their hooks of stature sni.all they take in hand,
"NVliicli with ]iLllucid liorn secured are.

To save from fiot'ors wet the letters fair.'

HORODE'NKA, a town of the Austrian Empire,
in the province of East U.alici.a, on an allhient of

tlie Dniester, lOG miles south-east from Lcmberg.
Pop. 8151.

HOTCH-POTCH, a Scottish di.sh, may be
delined as a kind of mutton-broth iji which green
pe.as take the place of barley or rice. This is a
dish only to be obtained in jicrfection in summer,
when green peas are in season. Put on two quarts
of water, and when it boils, put in three pounds of

the back-ribs of mutton or lamb, paring oil' the fat

if there be too much. Put in with the meat two or

three carrots cut into squares, ami two grated, also

three or four sweet young tiunips in sqiiares, a
cauliflower and a lettuce cut down, a few young
onions shred, a little p.arsle^', and .about a pint of

sweet young peas, lioil this for an hour and a half,

then take out the meat, and cut it in chops, haying

it aside. Add another pint of 3'oung peas, seasoning

with pepper and salt ; and when these peas are

done, ]iut in the chops. In a few minutes after-

wards, serve np the whole in a tureen. Instead of

cutting the moat into chops, it is not unusual to keep
it whole, and serve it sejiarately. Is'cek of nmtton
makes excellent hotch-jiotch. The composition of

the mess m.ay bo varied by the addition of beans,

white cabbage sliced, or asparagiis points. Some
boil the empty hulls of the jieas in a little water
a|iart, and add the strained liquor to the rest,

which gives additional sweetness. Hotch-potch is

considered the chrf-d'cein-re of Scottish cookery.

HOXJ'GHTON-LE-SPllING, atown of the
county of Durhan\, England, nearly 7 miles north-
cast from Durham, on the Great ivoilhern llailw.ay.

The town of II. has recently much increased, and
owes its prosperity mainly to the numerous coal-

mines of the neighbourhood, the coal produced by
which is of the most excellent quality. Pop. (ISGl)

3S2t. The surrounding district is very populous,
and contains numerous vilhages.

• HUEE'PvTUSBUKG, a royal hunting-scat, not
far from Leipzig, built in 17-1 by Augustus III.,

then ]>riiice, afterw.ards king and elector. It was
much injured dui'ing the Seven Years' \Var, and
has a historic celebrity on account of the treaty by
which that war was ended, called the Peace of

Hubertusburg. 'J'his treaty of peace was signed
here on I5th February ITG.'i, by the representatives
of Prussia, Austria, and Saxi>ny ; and by it the
position of Prussia was established amongst the
great powers of Europe. Maria Theresa relin-

quished all claim to the provinces wliich h.ad been
acquired by I'rassia ; and Frederick the Great
restored his elector.ate to the king of Poland,
I'jicctor of Saxony.

HUFELAND, CiTRi.sTOPiiEn William, one of

the most distinguished pbysici.ans of modern times,
was born on 12th August 1702, at Langensalza in
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Thuringia. After having completed a general and
medical ediication at tlie best schools in Germany,
he was appointed physician in ordinary at the court
of Weimar, where his father and his grandfather
had previously lilled the same office. Retaining
this honorary title, he removed in 1793 to Jena, to

be ordinary professor of medicine there ; and after

refusing a number of invitations to other places, he
went from Jena to Berlin in 1798 with a number of

very honouraljle professional appointments. On the
foundation of the university of Berlin in 1809, he
became one of its professors. He died 25th August
183(5. He had a very high reputation for skill and
tenderness as a physician, and he was equally
esteemed for his intellectnal abilities and his noble
and benevolent character. A number of benevolent
societies and institutions owed their existence to
him, and many others found in him a zealous and
liberal supporter. His puljlished works are numer-
ous, chieHy on medical and physiological subjects.

His ilahohiotik, or the Art of Prolonging Life,

originally published in 1790, was translated into

almost all the languages of Euroiie. Translations
exist in Servian, Hungarian, and Hebrew. Amongst
his most important works are one on Scrofula,

Uther die Ursadieii, Jirlxnnlniss, vnd JTcUiDir/ der
Skrofelkranhheit (Berlin, 1795), which has gone
through several editions, and has been translated
into several languages ; an advice to mothers on the
Physical Treatment of Children, published in 1799;
and his Endiiridion Medicum, or Introduction to

the Practice of Medicine, published in 1836.

HUGHES, TnoMA.=!, English author and politi-

cian, second son of John Hughes, Esq. of Doniiigton
Prior}', Newbury, Berkshire, was born at UfBugton,
Berks, in 18*23. He was educated at Rugby under
the celebrated Dr Arnold ; entered Oriel College,

Oxford, in 1841, and took his dogi-ee of B.A. in

184.5; was called to the bar at Lincoln's Lui in

1848, and became a member of the Chancery Bar.

In 1850, he gave to the world Tom Brown's ISchool-

days—a picture of life at a public school, evidently

written from the author's own personal experience,

and recording the vivid and enduring impressions
he brought with him from Rugby. This work
attained great popularity both in England and
America, especially among the young. It was
followed, in 1858, by Tlie Scourinrj of the Wliile

Jlorse; and in 1861, by Tom Brown at Oxford, in

which the mental history of his hero is continued,

with sketches of college life and incidents. II.

pursued meanwhile the study and practice of the
law. He gained the confidence and good-will of the
working-classes by endeavouring to promote a better

understanding between masters and men, and by
teaching the latter the value of co-operation as a

means of social elevation. He has, however, never
failed courageously to rebuke the narrow prejudices

and mischievous views held by certain members of

trades-unions. At the general election for Lambeth
in ISOo, he was placed at the head of the poll, the
working-men being especially enthusiastic in secur-

ing his return. He took his seat on the Liljcral

benches, and has since taken a prominent part in

debates relating to the combinations of trades-

unions, and the amendment of the law of master
and servant. H. is the author of some pamphlets,
and has written various articles in reviews and
magazines, together with prefaces to the works of

J. il. Lowell and other American authors.

HUMMEL, JoHANN Nepomuk, an eminent
pianist and composer, born at Presburg in 1778.

His earliest musical instructions were derived from
his father, the director of the Imperial School of

military music; after which he went to Vienna,

where Mozart, forming a high opinion of his talents,

took him viiider his tuition. He appeared in public
in 1787, being then but nine years of age, at a con-

cert given by Mozart in Dresden ; after which he
gave concerts in Germany, Denmark, England, and
Holland. In London, H. had the advantage of

Clemcnti's instructions in 1791 ; and in Vienna, in

1793, he took lessons from Albrechtsbei-ger in com-
position, and from Salieri in dramatic writing. From
1803 to 1811, he held the post of Kapellmeister to
Prince Nicholas Esterhazy ; and he was at a later

period Kapellmeister at Stuttgart and Weimar. He
\-isited Paris for the first time in 18'22; and in 18.33

became conductor of the German Opera at the
King's Theatre in London. He died at Weimar in

1837. H.'s pianoforte works rank amoug the jnirest

and most classical compositions for that instrument
—his concertos are full of artistic skill; he has
besides composed masses, which are in high esteem,
and several now nearly forgotten operas and can-
tatas. His playing was characterised by the same
solid qualities as appear in his compositions.

HUSCH, a town of Moldavia, on a feeder of the
Pruth, 40 miles south-east from Jassy. It is the
capital of a cUstrict. Here the treaty Ijetween the
Russians and Turks was signed in 1711. Pop.
1S60) 12,764.

HUXLEY, Thomas Henky, naturalist and com-
parative anatomist, born at Ealing, Middlesex, in

1825, was educated at the school in that town, and
afterwards stutUed medicine in the Medical School
of Charing Cross Hospital. In 1846, he entered the
medical service of the royal navy, and did duty at

Haslar, under the late Sir John Richardson, until

the winter of the same year, when he was appointed
assistant-surgeon on board the lialllesnake. This
vessel, commanded by Captain Owen Stanley, was
commissioned to survey the intricate passage within
the Barrier Reef skirting the eastern shores of

Australia, and to explore the sea lying between the
northern end of that reef and New Guinea and the

Louisiade Archipelago. Imbued with a passion for

natural history, Mr H. devoted himself with zeal

and intelligence to the study of the numerous
marine animals collected from time to time during
the survey, and made them the subjects of scientific

papers, which he sent home, diflideut as to their

value. They were published, however,»by the Royal
Society and the Linna;au Society, and made their

author known, while yet a young man, to the

naturalists of Europe. Towards the end of 1850,

the liatllcsnake returned to England, and Jlr H.
had the gratification to find that his paper On tlie

Anatomy and Affinities of the Family of the Mcdvsce
had been published in the Philosophical Transac-

tions. Thus encouraged, he set to work to arrange

his large accumulation of facts and observations,

with a hope (which was disappointed) that the

Admiralty would contribute towards the cost of

their publication. In 1851, papers on other branches
of the same sul>ject were printed in the Philosophical

Transactions; and in the same year Jlr H. was
elected a Fellow of the Royal Societj-. In 1852,

one of the two Royal Medals annually given by the

Society was awarded to him, iu recognition of the

scientific value of the papers above referred to. In
those papers, much light was thrown on the structure

of a number of animals before unknown, or but little

known, to British naturalists. In 1854, Mr H.
was appointed Professor of Natural History in the

Royal School of Mines, in place of Professor Edward
Forbes, and, among his lectures in that institution,

has delivered courses to working-men with beneficial

residts. In 1857, jointly with Dr Tjnidall, he wrote
a paper, Observations on Glaciers, which was printed
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in the Philosophiciil Tranaaclioiis; ami in tlie foUow-

iiicr year lie ilelivcreil the Royal Society's (.'roonian

Icctiiie, (ht the Tlicorij of the, Virlebrale Skull, in

which a hi-hly important anatomical question was
discusscil. In 1S5'.), his Iar:,'e work on T/ie Oceanic

Ilijdiozoa ; a Dencription of the Cali/cophorhlie and
J'hii-to/ihorldtE observed during his voyage, was
liuljlislicil l>y the Ray Sooiety with illustrative

)ilato3. He hiis since published papers on the

(ilyptodon, and the Osteology of that genus ; and
in jiajiers on the MoUusca, has shewn tliat those

animals have a common ty|ie or ])lan. similarly to

tlie Annulosa and Vertebrata. The views therein

embodied have been set forth in a popular form in

the ICit'ilish ('ijcU)pa:dia, to which work Mr H. was
a large contributor. He h.-xs also written articles in

tlie ylH/Ki/s and Magazine of Xatural Jlislori/jihv

Quarterbj Journal of the JIicioscopical Socieli/, and
the Xatural Hidorij lieview. Some of his Lectures,

and a work on Man's Place in 2\'ature, have
appeared in a separate form. The title LL.D. has

been conferred on Mr H. by the university of

Edinburgh. He is I'h.D. of 13resl.au; is Hunteri.au

I'rofessor of Comparative Anatomy in the Royal
College of Surgeons, and Fulleriau Professor of

Physiology in the Roy.al Listitution. He is a Vice-

president of the Zoological and the Geological

Societies, and is a member of the principal scientific

academies of the continent and the United States.

HYDNO'Il.\, a genus of plants of the n.atural

order Phizanthacca: H. Afrieana is a native (jf

South Africa, where it is called JackaXx Koal. It

is a parasite cUielly on the roots of large succuleut

Hydnora.

spurges, and is a plant of most extr.aoiilinary appear-

ance and structure, resembling a fungus rather than
a phanerogamous plant. Its flowers and fr\iit are

entirely concealed in its interior. It h.as a smell

like that of ,a fungus, or of decaying ro.ast-beef.

The .South African savages ro.ost and eat it.

HYDRA'STIS, or ^VAR^'ERIA, a genus of

jilants of tlie natural order Paniniculocece, allied to

Ayiemone, but having flowers destitute of pet.als,

and succulent or baccate fruit, collected into a head.

The only known species, //. Canadensis, a perennial

herbaceous plant, with tuberous roots, and head of

fruit resembling a raspberry, is common in watery
places in Canada, and among tlie Alleghanies, as far

sonth as Carolina. Its root is used for dyeing
yellow, and also in medicine as a tonic. Y'ellow
Root and Oraxge Root are its American names.

HYDRAULIC CRANES have come into very
extensive use within the past few years. Wherever
a large number of cranes have to be worked near

blJS

each other, water-pressure is by far the most man-
ageable, eennoniieal, and convenient nioile of working
them. Sir ^V. .-Vrmstrong & Co., of Newcastle, have
taken the lead in introducing this kind of m.aehinery.
They have fitted up a gi'eat many railw.ay g(*ds-
statioiis with eoui])lete systems of hydraulic cranes.

Fig. 1 lejiresents one of the simplest forms of

hyiiraulic cranes, such as are in use for loading
goods in a railway station. It is made entirely of
iron, and consists of two upright cheeks, .-V, between
whieh there is fi.\ed a hj'draulic ram (similar to that
used in the hydraulic press), occupying the lower

Pig. :.

half (.f the upright frame A. The upper end of

this ram carries a jiulley 1>. -V siniil.ar pulley is

fi.xed to the uju-ight frame at C. .\ chain is secured

to a br.acket, D, on the upright frame. This chain

p.asses u[) over the pulley B, down and under the

pulley (.', and then over the pulley E, on the end
of the jib of the crane. It is obvious that tlie rising

and falling of the ram will cause the chain, K, to

.ascend and ilescend with its load (I.

The ram is forced to ascend by the admission of

water under great pressure by the handle H, which
serves also to allow the water to How out after it

has done its work, and the ram descends by its own
weight, allowing the chain, F, to run down with or

without a load on it.

The pressure usu.ally employed in working hy-

draulic cranes is greatly in excess of the pressure

.admissible in the case of ste.ani. .Six or seven

hundred pounds to the square inch is usu.ally em-
jiloyed as the working-pressure. It is got up to

this great pressure by means of an aiTangemeiit

called an accumulator, whieh consists of a large

hydraulic r.am of IG or 18 inches in di.ameter. A,
fig. 2, earrjing a wrought-iron cylinder, B. This
cylinder is filled with stones or gravel to the weight
of GO or 70 tons. A powerful horizontal steam-

engine forces water into the cylinder C, and slowly

raises the ram. A, with its enormous loail. Pi[)e3 lead

away from the cylinder to the cranes in the differ-

ent parts of the station, and are thus sujiplied with

water under the great pressure caused by the load B,

fig. 2, forcing the ram A, lig. 2, into the cylinder.
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rig. 2.

The load B, fis. 2, is constantly rising and falling a

little as the cranes draw their siiiii>lies from the

cylinder C, fig. '2. If the cranes were snpplied direct

from the force-pumps of

the steam-engine, without

the intervention of this

accumulator, their action

would be jerky and un-

steady. The accumulator

acts as a reservoir of power,

and when it happens that

a great number of cranes

are drawing off water at

the same mom?nt, and in

excess of what the engine

force-pumps can supply, the

ram descends, keeping up
the while the full 700 lbs.

pressure ; and then, when
the cranes are demanding
less abundant supjilies, the

cn''iue overtakes its work,

and sends the ram up again.

When it arrives at the top,

it touches a lever communi-
cating with the throttle-

valve of the engine, and

thus slows or stops the

engine when the accumu-

lator has mounted to its

maximum height. The moment it begins to descend,

the lever is relieved, the throttle-valve opens, and

the engine goes on again with such speed as the

work demands. „ -r> c i

It is easUy seen that when the pulley B, hg.l,

rises any given distance, the weight G wdl, at the

same time, rise double that distance, because B
raises a double length of chain ; and, m the same

way, by passing the chain twice, thrice, or any

greater number of times over pulleys at E and C,

iif. 1, the weight G, fit'- 1, can be made to travel

aiiy number of times further than the ram. It is^

in fact the reverse action of a block and tackle, ii

the block is made to move, the full will move

further thau the block in proportion to the number

of times the rope passes over the sheaves, ihis

kind of aiTangement is adopted when it is desired

to lift anything to a considerable height, such as

'rain to upper floors of a warehouse. There is, of

Souree, a diminution in the weight the machine can

hoist, in proportion to the excess of travel of the

load to that of the ram.

The hydraulic lifts, or ascending rooms, now in

use in many large hotels, are constructed on the

same plan as the accumulator, fig. 2. A cyUnder,

C is sunk G!) or 70 feet into the gi-ound, thus ad-

m'ittinc' a ram, A, of nearly equal length to nse out

of it on a sufficient pressure of water being forced

into' it by a steam-engine. The asceniUug room

take.? the place of the loaded cyUnder B. Balance

weights are attached to the ascending room, to
,

steally its movements, and to guard against any

failure in the mechanism. A rope passing from

bottom to top of the channel, through which the

ascendin</ room rises, affords to the person in the

room the'means of regulating its movements.

HYDRAULIC ENGINES are sometimes used

where w-ater under high pressure is obtainable.

They do not differ in any essential particular from

a steam-engine. As the pressure under which they

work is from five to ten times gicater than that of

a steam-enmne, they are much smaller. One form

of hydraulic engine is described under the head of

Water-power. Another common form is that of

three small cylinders in which three plungers work.

The water is'admitted into the cylinders by means

of valves, and forces the plungers outwards. These

plungers are comiected with a three-throw crank

;

and when they have completed their outward

travel, or working stroke, the water is allowed to

escape from the cylinder; the plunger then slides

inwards, to be again forced outwards by a fresh

rush of water admitted at the proper instant into

the cylinder by the action of the valve.

HY'PNUJI, a genus of mosses, which contains

many of the most Common British species, growing

on moist groimd, in woods, on old trees, &c. Many
species have stems of considerable length and much

Hypnum dendioides :

a, plant about Ualf natural size; i, leaf magniBtd; c and d,

capsule luagnifiea.

branched. The frnit-stalk springs from a lateral

tubercle. The peristome (see Mosses) is double,

the exterior of IG teeth, the interior a membrane

divided into 16 segments, with alternate cilia.

HYTHE (.\.-S. Jiaven), a parliamentary and

municipal borough and market-town of England,

and one of the Cinque Ports (q. v.), m the county of

Kent 14 miles south of Canterbury, and about halt

a mUe from the coa-st of the Euglish Channel, at the

east end of Romney Marsh. Lympne or Limne (the

Partus Ltmwth of the Romans), the ancient castle

a'ul harbour, about 2i miles west of H., is now

about two mUes from the coast, the sea haviiig

.radually retired, first, to West Hythe, and then to

tlie present haven, which is stUl sUting up. The

town stands chiefly at the foot of a cliff, and

consists of one main street, runmng parallel to the

sea, with smaller ones branchmg off. It has an

interesting church, partly Norman and partly Early

English. "Under the chancel of the church is an

extraordinary collection of human skulls and bones

—many of the skulls ha-\-ing deep cuts m them—the

ace and origin of which are altogether uncertain. H.

is°now a place of gieat resort in the bathing season.

The parliamentary borouch of H. includes I'olkstone,

Sanduatc, and some smaUer places. Pop. of rnuni-

cinarboroufh, which includes \\ est Hythe, 3001.

H". is about a nide from the Folkstone and Dover

Railway.
j^,



J y>^^ CICA, a gcims of trcc3 of the nahiral
,K^(Sj \]i order Amijrulaceir, haviiii; pinnate" leaves with aa oiUl terminal luallet,

a and white flowers in paniclcd racemes :

(fl tlie (lowers having a small 5-toothed

, "^ calyx, 5 petals, 10 stamens, and a cup-

{"iitlii shaped disc with 10 crenatnres on the

'^!'\^' marnin, the fruit a drupe.—/. icicariha

<^\. yields the American Elemi (q. v.).— /. hcicro-

plii/llii, a tree of Ciuiana, yields a ycUciw aro-

matic l)alsani, which long retains its fluiility, and

is used as an a])plieation to woimds. The resinous

seeds are very fragrant.— /. hrptaplojUa and /.

G uiancns':!>, also natives of Guiana, j'icld very

fragrant balsams, which harden into a gray resin,

used as incense in churches and for other jinrposes,

and esteemed useful as a medicine in dysentery.—/.

aUUsima is a tree 100 feet high, a native of Guiana,

of which the wood is known as Wldte Cedar and
Ited Cedar, and as Acnijori, Samaria, Mara, and
Curana Wood, is used for fiu-niture and house-

carpentry, and for canoes.

rCO, a town of Brazil, in the province of Ceara,

in a plain on the Salg.tdo, ahout 12.") miles from its

raoutli, and 210 miles north-west of Parahiba. It

is the most important town of the interior of the

province. The greater jiart of the inhabitants are

shopkeepers, who supply the interior with articles

of European manufacture, receiving produce in

return, which they send down to the coast. Pop.

6000.

ILIIATO, a town of Portugal, in the province

of IJeira, five miles south from Aveiro, near the

Atlantic, and mostly inhabited by fishermen. I'op.

(ISCS) 8215.

IMO'SCHI, a town of the Austrian Empire, in

the province of D.almatia, 72 miles south-cast-by-

east from Sebcuicn, in N. lat. 4T oO', and i). long.

17° 15'. Its situatiou is among the mountains,

about 1378 feet above the sea. There are markets

twice a week, which are much frequented by Turks,

who bring for sale horses, cattle, sheep, goats, pigs,

grain, butter, cheese, &o., and buy wine, brandy,

and manufactured goods. I. has of late rapidly

increased in size. Voyi., which probably iucludes a

district as well as a town, 22,000.

IMPOO'N [AiUdope or CephaJopus mergens), a

Impoon {Ccphalcfpvi mergens).

email species of antelope, very plentiful in South
Africa, in wooded districts. It is about 21 inches

(70

high at the Bhoulder, of a browuish-ycllow colour,

with white belly. The horns arc shprt and conical,

set far back, and inclined backwards. It lives

solitary, or in jiairs. From its habit of plunging'

amongst bushes when jmrsued, standing on its liinu

legs at intervals to observe its pursuers, and disap-

pearing again, 'the I. is called Diqiher-hok (T>'wcT-

buck) by the iJutch colonists of South Africa,

among whom its ilesh is in great esteem.

INAJA' PALJI (MuximUiana rer/!a), a South
American p.^vlm, common in the countries near the

Amazon ; having a lofty, massive stem ; very hnig,

Inaja Palm {Utaximiliana rcgia),

drooping, pinnate leaves, with leaflets in groups of

three, four, or live at intervals along the midrib,

from which they stand out in difl'erent directions ;

numerous si)a<lices ; large woody spathcs ; ami

densely chtstered elongate fruit, with a hard stony

seed, a Layer of soft pulp, and a tough skin. The

leaves are sometimes more than 50 feet long. The

great woody spathcs are used by hunters to cook

meat in, and with water in them, they stand the

lire well enough for the puqiose. They are also

used as bask<'ts and as cradles by the Indi.-ins.

The fruit is eaten by the Indians, .and is particu-

larly attractive to monkeys and some kinds of

birds.

INCU'MBERED ESTATES' COURTS
are tribunals, established under recent statutes, for

the purpose of disposing more readily than the

ordinai-y judici.al machinery will permit, of landed

I

property subject to incumbrances, or legal claims

at the inst.ance of other persons than the pro-

prietors. The want of such courts was first felt in

Ireland. A quarter of a century ago, the rents of

I many Irish estates did not sufEce to pay the interest
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of the debts created over tliem, and the number of

such incumbered pro]ierties was increased by the

abolition of the corn-laws in 1S40, which lessened

the demand for those products of tillage which
had rendered the cultivation of the soil possible

by cottier tenants. It was necessary that Ireland

should become a grazing country ; but it could only

do so in the hands of capitalist farmers, or land-

lords farming themselves, and a complete revolu-

tion in tenure was necessary to put them in pos-

session of the soil. The sluggish and expensive

procedure of the Ooivrt of Chancery made it impos-
sible to effect this ; and it became necessary to call

into existence some more simple machinery by
which property could be transferred from the old

to a new class of proprietors. An auction-mart

rather than a legal tribunal was wanted, under the

control of officers able to scrutinise titles and
adjust cl.iims on landed property with care, yet

without undue-del.\v, and authorised to sell incum-
bered estates in the open market, to hand over a

good and simple title to the purchasers, and to

divide the sum realised among the proprietors,

mortgagees, and others concerned, according to

their interests. To accomplish this, an act (11 and
12 Vict. c. 48) was passed in 1848; but, owing to

defective construction, it was found inoperative.

It was followed, in 1840, by a second act (12 and
13 Viet. 0. 77), the object of which was to enable

any owner of land, or of a lease of land for not less

than 61) years unexpired, subject to incumbrance, to

apply to commissioners, to be ajipointed under it, to

direct a sale. Under the provisions of this act,

three 'commissioners for the sale of incumbered
estates in Ireland ' were appointed, and constituted

into a court of record, which, however, was not to

be permanent. It opened its jiroceedings at Duljlin,

appropriately enough, in the deserted house of an
'incumbered nobleman;' and the lirst sale was
made on February 21, 1850. The total number of

petitions presented in the eight years ending 1857,

was 441.3, of which 1.3G3 were lodged Ijy owners.

The number of absolute orders for sale during the

same period was 3547. The gi'oss amount produced

by sales from the foundation of the court up to

August 1859 was £25,190,839, of which there was
distributed to creditors £24,229,027, including

£3,G92,f)ll, allowed to incumbrancers who became
purchasers. A sura of .£901,809 remained in hand
to satisfy unadjusted claims. At this period, how-
ever, the business before the court had almost

ceased. There were, in fact, no longer mortgagees

exasperated by long-suffering left to petition ; all the

incumbered land had been sold, and everybody with

claims on it had been paid. The ' judicial auction-

eers ' had rendered a great public service ; and it

came to be a question if the new tribunal should not,

with wider functions, be rendered permanent. Why
should unincumbered not obtain the same privileges

as incumbered estates ? Why should the court not

take cognizance of leases under as well as above

£00? Jlr Whiteside advocated the establishment

of a permanent tribunal with these powers—one

which would enable all owners and tenants ner-

vous as to their title, to come before the court,

and have it made capable of resisting all attacks.

Accordingly, the Landed Est.ates (Ireland) Act (21

and 22 Vict. c. 72), passed in 1S58, abolished the

Incumbered Estates' Court, and transferred the

judges and officers to the Landed Estates' Court,

which was rendered permanent with the wider
functions required, and with v.arious other powers
connected with the declaration of title, partitions

and exchanges of land, the redistribution of inter-

mixed lands, or other duties imposed upon it by
subsequent statutes. The Record of Title Office,

the counterpart of the Land Registry Office in

England, has been since placed under its direction.

Between the 1st November 1858 and 31st January
1862, the amount realised by sales made by the
Landed Estates' Court was £5,940,990 ; and the
ajiproxim.ate capital value of estates brought under
its jiu'isdietion, but remaining unsold, £3,604. 006.

The rental and value of the estates sold in 1863,

1864, and 1805 are indicated in the following sum-
mary :

I8(>3.

Net rental of estates gold, 69,151
A mount of purchase money, 1,27S,3C1

Kuraber of sales, . , . 29G

1804. isss.

83,300 60,333
1,312,6l'9 1,051. !'02

34i 311

There can be no doubt that the statutes calling into

existence these courts have facilitated a great revo-

lution in the tenure of the land in Ireland. They
have supplied the means by which the greater part

of the soil has passed rapidly from cottier tenants
(i. e., labourers jiaying rents determined by com-
petition) and an embarrassed and non-resident

gentr}', to capit.alist farmers and to landlords

who cultivate the soil them.?elves, and under whom
the country has rapidly increased in agricultural

prosperit}'. The process has, however, iuilicted

great hardships on the peasantry, who could no
longer subsist in their former numbers on the soil.

The displaced cottiers have emigrated, removed in

search of work to towns, or remained as f.ann-

servants on their old holdings. It is asserted th.at

all have rather benefited in their standard of liWug
by the change, but this is denied even by many
authorities who t.-ike little heed of the sentimental

grievances necessarily involved in so great a dis-

placement of the population ; and it would at

present be jirematiire to express any opinion as to

the ultimate effect of the legislative measures
referred to on the political and social condition of

the Irish people.—See 'The Story of the Incum-
bered Est.ates' Court,' by Percy Fitzgerald, which
appeared in All the Year Homvl, published sepa-

rately in 1862; and Thom's Irisli Almanae, wliich

gives annually a summary of the information con-

tained in the Return made to the House of Commons.
In 1854, the West Indian Incumbered Estates'

Court was estaVilished under the statute 17 and IS

Vict. c. 117, entitled 'An Act to facilitate the Sale

and Tr.ansfer of Incumbered Estates in the West
Indies.' The purposes and regulations were similar

to those of the Irish Incumbered Estates' Act, the

court of the chief commission being held, however,

in Westminster, where it still sits.

INDIGO BIRD (Cyano.ipka ajanca), a North
American bird of the Finch family [Frinriillida), a

n.ative of the United States, as far north .as the

Jlissouri, which it visits in summer, and of Central

America, where it spends the winter. It is about 5.^

inches in length, of a lie.autiful blue colour, variously

tinged and shaded, the lores and angles of the chin

velvet black. It frequents open jilaces on the edges

of woods, and delights to sit singing on the top of a

high tree. Its song is very sweet. It is easily domes-
ticated, and is much in request as a cage-bird.

INGRES, Jf,.\n" Domenique Auouste, one of

the most eminent painters of tlie French school,

w.as born at Montauban, September 15, 1781. A
casual view of a copy of one of Raphael's pic-

tures, inspired him (so it is said), at the age of

ten, with the ambition to become a painter: he
forthwith began to study drawing ; and after having
been successively the pupil of a M. Roques and of

M. Briant, a landscape-painter, he went to Paris

in his 17th year, and entered the studio of the great

painter Da%'id. He remained mth Da^id as a pupil

for four years. He carried off the second prize for

671
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liaiiitinr; at the Acailciiiy of the Fine Arts in ISOO
;

ami in the following year, he took the lirst—an !

hononr whicli has soaiccl}-, in any other case, hecn

awanleil to so yonng an artist. Tlie picture which

gaineil for him this hi^h distinction was ' The Arrival

of the Intercessors at the Tent of Achilles.' It if)

now at the School of Fine Arts, ami unqncstionahly

it compares well with many of the works which

have maile him famous. In ISO'J, he c.xhihitcil two
portraits, v«hich still rank among his linest works

of this class ; in 1804, he cxhihiteil a portrait of the

First Consul, and also a portrait of himself. He
again paintcil Napoleon, now become Kni|icror, in

180G, ami the jiictuvc was bought for the llopital

(les Invaliile.f. In KSOG, he set out for Home, w here

he continucil to live for many years. He seems to

have made a re|)utation in Italy early, and the com-
missions he received, iueluding several from the pope,

prove that his reputation stood very high. From
Iiis countrymen, however, the pictures which he

scut to Paris, for many years met only with neglect

or ridicule. It was at Florence, where he resided

from 1S20 to 1S24, that he painted a jiicturc which

at length gained him a party of enthusiastic ad-

mirers among the I'arisians. The jiicturo was ' Le
\'ccu do Loiiis XUI.' It w;i3 exhibited at the

Louvre in IS'24, and though much decried as well

as much admired, it still raised I., jireviously almost

unnoticeil, at a bound to the chief i)I,ice amiuii'

French idealist painters of tliat time. He received

from Louis XVUI. the Cross of the Legion of

Hono\ir; and he was forthwith appointed to succeed

Baron Denou as I'rofcssor at the Academy of the

Fine Arts.

Now that he had become the acknowledged head
and representative of a school of art, it was natural

that his work should be sidijcctcd to a searching

criticism, more eager to detect faidts than discover

merits. He brought ujion himself a perfc'ct tempest

of discussion in 1S27 by a work called ' L'.Vpo-

thuose d'IIomi!rc,' which his admirers declared to be

a m.astorpiece ; while the party of his detractora

—

then numerous and iullueuti.-il—condemned it as

bad in drawing, as poor in colouring, and especially

as being ungraceful, coarse, and even vulgar in con-

ception. The French critics seem now to be agreed

not only that this was I.'s finest attempt at epic

painting, but that it places him at the head of the

French school, and on tlie level of the greatest p.iinters

tlie world has seen. Many foreign judges, however,

are disposed to hold that the strictures originally

made upon it were to a large extent well founded.

The discussion which it originated ranged over all

the painter's work ; it w.os renewed year after year,

and the bitter expressions of some of his critics

made such an impression ujjon I., that from 1832 to

1831, ho exhibited nothing but two portraits, and
in the latter year embraced an ojnioi-tunity which
oflered of again establishing himself in Italy.

He became Uircctor of the French Academy at

Home, a post v.hich has been held by many distin-

guished artists, and in which his predecessor was
Horace Vcrnct. This time, he remained in Italy

for about ten years. During these j-cars, he sent

many pictures to be exhibited at Paris ; these gra-

dually WTought upon the public t.astc ; and when he

returned, he found his coiuitrymcn unanimous and
enthusiastic in admir.ition of him, and in raptures

about his latest composition—'Chendjini [the com-

Eoser] Inspired by the Muse.' ?>ince then, it has

ecu treason in Paris to breathe a doubt about the

greatness of Ingres. The state ratitied the decision

of the public by the liberality with which it bestowed
its honours upon him. He w.xs made an Oliicer of

the Legion of Honour in 1841, a Commander in

184."i, and Grand OlHccr in ISJo; he was named a

senator on M.ay 2.5, 1SG2; and he was soon after

ajipointi'd a member of the Imperial Council of

Public Instruction. He hua been a nu'inber of the

Institute since 1825. Many of his works are now
in imblic collections. At the Paris Fxliibition of

185"), a room was set apart for bis jiietures, and one
of two grand medals of honour was awariled to him
—Eugene JJel.acroix getting the other. He con-

tituietl to exercise his art almost to the close of his

life ; and whatever may be thought of the success

of his higher aims, he shewed himself to the last

what he h.ad .always been, the most jiainstaking,

conscientious, and learned of painters. The Naiad
which he painted in 1801 (' La Source'), and whicli

was his Solitary contribution to the Li>ndon Kxhi-

bition of 1802, is considered the linest of his later

works ; it w.os enthusiastically admired, even by
those who strongly dissented from the jiraises

lavished by his countrymen upon his more ambitions

undertakings. He died in January of the present

year (1807). During the summer, an exhibition of

his works took jilace in Pari-s, at which almost all

his pictures ami the cartoons for his works in stained

glass and mural pai.-.tings, were brought together.
' L'Apotheose d'Homfire,' ' Le Martyre de St

Symphonea,' 'La Naissance de Veniis Anadyonujne,'
' I,a Source,' ' L'Odalisfiue,' and the portrait of M.
Bertin, aine, m.ay be mentioned as among the most
characteristic—they are certainly among the most
admired— of the wjirks of Ingres. His admirers

—

who are at present the whole body of his country-

men—recognise in him, among modern painters, tlie

most faithful and persevering, and the most suc-

cessful student of the traditions of the P.eiiaissance
;

they declare his paintings equal in jiowcr and lide-

lity to the best works of the gi'cat masters. On
the other hand, it is maintained by his censors or

detractors that 1. was dchcicnt in invention and in

refinement ; that all the good things in his works
have been borrowed from ancient pictures ; and
that, moreover, he co]iied badly from his models,

and often spoiled what he borrowed by his setting

of it. Such censures ajipear greatly ex.aggeratcd

;

but it m.ay be conlidently s.aid that I. is at present

worshipped by his countrymen with a somewhat
blind veneration ; and that they would do well to

exjiend upon a few re.ally great works the admir-

ation which they lavish upon everything that pro-

ceeded from him.

INJE'CTOR, Giffard's, is now in general use

for feeding water into steam-boilers, particularly

locomotive boilers. Feed-pumps are diihcult to

keep in order when driven at high speed. The very

rapid action of the valves severely tries their

durability. In the case of locomotives, inconveni-

ence was often occasioned by the fact, tli.at their

fecd-immps acted only when they were running
;

and thus, if an engine hajipened to stand still for

any length of time, the water occasionally got too

low in the boiler. The injector acts equally well

whether the engine is ninning or at rest.

The diagram fig. 1 will give an idea of the

es.sential ]iarts of the injector. A is the steam-

boiler, 15 being the water-level, CDF a pipe into

which steam is admitted : this pipe terminates in a

cone DF, which is enclosed in a larger cmie HIL
In the cone UF, the pointed plug E can be raised

or lowered so as to increase or diminish the area of

the aperture at its lower end F. G is a ]>ipe com-

municating with the water-cistern, and admitting

water into the external cone HH. K is a jiipc

communicating with the boiler under the water-

level. On ojicning communications between the

boiler and this apparatus, it might be expected that

steam would rush out at F, and water at K, both

currents meeting with great force, and esca[iing into
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tlie atmospliere between tlie two openings. Para-

doxical as it may appear, the outflowing stream of

water at K, although it is actr.ally flowing under a
greater pressure than the current of steam escaping
at F, due to the head of water arising from the

difference of level between the aperture at K and
tlie water-level at B, is overpowered, and driven
back into the boiler ; and not only is the outflowing
current of steam at F able to diive back the stream

I of water trying to escape at K, but the torrent of

steam drags witli it a large quantity of water w ith

which it comes into contact as it is passing through
the cone HH. This water finds its way into the
cone HH, through the pipe G, from the tender or
cistern, and constitutes the feed-water. The steam
rushing from the aperture at F will necessarily be
condensed by the cold water with which it comes
into contact in the cone HH. The explanation
offered of the action of this apparatus is as follows.

The opening at F, through which the steam csca|ics,

has nearly twice the area of the opening into which
the water is to be forced .at K. The opening in the
cone HH is also larger than the aperture at K,
and it apjiears that the meclianic.al power contained
in the flow of steam from F is, as it were, trans-

formed from a large area to a smaller, with a corre-

sponding increase in its intensity. This diminution
of its volume arises from its condensation by the
cold water through wliich it has to rush in the cone
HH. We get thus the mechanical power due to a
column of large area concentrated into a small area,

with a corresponding increase in its \eIocity, and to

this increase of velocity is due the fact, that a current
issuing at FH will enter at K, in spite of the
counter-pressure at K. The injector for feeding
boilers is rather an expensive
apparatus, in consequence of

the niunber of adjustable parts

requu-ed to be i>rovided. Vari-

ations in the pressure of steam
require alterations in the area

of the steam-passage, and in the

distances between the mouths of

the conical openings for the out-

flow and inflow of steam and
water.

Fig. 2 shews in section an
injector such as is now in

common use.

Fig. 3 shews in section a
simple form of injector for rais-

ing water. Steam issuing from
the pipe S, into the vessel Wll,
will draw the water through the

pipe T, and force it up through the narrow neck
below r>, to a height of about one foot for every
pound of jiressure per square inch. It is doubtfid
if those injectors can work so economically, as

regards expenditure of steam, as ordinary slow-

moving pumps ; but they possess many conveniences
and advantages, which are bringing them into use.

INNES, TiiOJLis, the author of A Critical Ensaij

on i/ie Ancient Inhabitants of Scotland, was the

second son of James luncs of Drumgask, in the
parish of Abojme, and county of Aberdeen. He
was born at Dnmigask in the year IGG'2, and at the

age of lo, was sent by his father, a zealous Koman
Catholic, to be educated at the miiversity of I'aris.

He was ordained priest in 1001, and took his degree

as Master of .^lis in 1G94. He continued in France
for some years, discharging his ecclesiastical duties,

and assisting his elder brother, Lewis, Principal of

the Scots College at Paris, in arranging the valuable

records which had been deposited there by James
Beaton, the last Ptonian Catholic archbishop of

Glasgow. In 1G9S, I. returned to Scotland, and
oflBciated as a missionary priest at Inveravon, in

the old diocese of Murray. He again went to Paris

in 1701, and passed the rest of his life at the Scots

College, with the exception of one or more visits

which he made to Britain. The great object of his

life was to write the true history of Scotland, and
to refute the fabulous narratives which had been

hitherto generally received by his couutrymeu.
The latter part of his task was fully accom|ilished

Fig. 3.
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l)y Ilia Critical Essni/, wliicli was published at London

iu 17'2n, ill 2 vols, lie had pri-iiarcd himself for the

work by a careful study of all the materials which

he could lind ill the libraries of France, and of tlie

books, whether ]>rinted or in manuscript, which he

was able to consult durin:; his journeys to England

and Scotland. In the winter of 17-4, he was seen

by Wodrow, who hail one feeling at least in connnon

with him, and who thus refei-s to him in his Ana-

kcia: 'There is one Eather Iiiiica, a prie.st, brother

to Father lunes of the Scots College at Paris, who
has lieen in Edinburgh all this winter, and mostly

in the Advocates' Library in the hours when open,

looking books and manuscripts. lie is not engaged

in politics, so far as can be guessed ; and is a monk-
isli, bookish jierson, who meddles with nothing but

literature.' In the Critical Essay, I. examined the

authorities on which depended what was then gene-

rally received as the history of Scotland, and eliewed

how little reliance was to be placed upon them.

IJut not content with overthrowing fable, be pointed

out Y'hat the true history was, an»l where it was to

be found. The difficulties in the way of this intjuiry

were very gi-eat. Even at the present day, when
most of the materials for Scottish history have been

printed, it is no easy m.atter for the student to

examine them. In L's time, they were for the most
part in nianuscri[it3, whose very existence was
unknown except to a few antiquaries. Every sub-

seiiuent writer on this portion of Scottish liistory

h.as admitted the high merit and the ]iractic.al use-

f\iluea3 of L's work. He gave his ready assistance

to all who were engaged iu jMirsuits similar to his

own, particularly to Bishop Keith in his llistorij of
Scotland r.nd his Calaloijue of Scolti.A Jlifhops, and
to Dr Williins in his Concilia Ma<ina! lirilannicB et

IlHicrnicc. To this last work he also contributed a

valuable Letter on the ancient form of holding

synods iu Scotland. I. died at I'aris on January 'ZH,

1741, in the S'Jd year of his age. The Critical Essay
has now become a comparatively scarce work, but
lias never been reprinted. It was intended by its

author to be au introduction to a Civil and Eccle-

siastical History of Scotland. One volume of this

History was prejiarcd by its author for the press,

extending from the introduction of Christianity to

the death of St Columba in 597 ; and another

Volume was also left iu an incomplete state, bring-

ing down the narrative to (he year S2L The whole
w.as printed in one volume by the Si>alding Club in

1853, under the editorsliip of Mr Grub. Imjierfect

as it is, it forms a valuable addition to our historical

literature, being distinguished by the same learning,

acuteness, and moderation for which tlie Critical

Essay is so remarkable. As has recently been
observed, its author loved truth better even than he
loved his church. A fidl biographical notice of I.,

and an account of liis various works, will bo found
iu the jireface to his Civil and Ecclesiastical Jlistory.

lUETON, Ilr.N'iiY, an English general of the

period of the Commonwealth, was the eldest son

of German Ireton, of Attenton, in Nottinghamshire,

and was born in IGIO. He studied law at Oxford,

but on the breaking out of the Civil War, offered

his services to the Parliament. His connection with
Cromwell, whose daughter, Bridget, he married in

lOlG, greatly .advanced his interests. At Nascby,
he was taken prisoner by I'upert, but rescued some
hours after, when Cromwell's Ironsides decided the

fortune of the day. I. was one of the most implac-
able enemies of the king, and signed tlie warrant
for his execution. When Cromwell passed over to

Ireland to subdue that country, he was accompanied
by his son-iu-law, on whose vigour, judgment, and
tact he placed much reliance. Cromwell's pres-

ence, however, was soon required in Scotland, and

the complete subjugation of Ireland w.is intrusted

to Ireton. His career was brief, but successful. Ho
was, however, unsparing in his severity. On the

l.")th November 1051, ho died of the plague before

the walls of Limerick. His remains were conveyed
to England, and iuteiTcd iu Westminster Abbey ; but

after the Picstoration, they were disinterred, and
burned at Tyburn. I. left one sou and four daughters.

1S.\BELIjA II. (M.MtlA Is.VDEL Ll ISA), queen of

Spain, the elder daughter of Ferdinand Vll. by his

fourth wife, Maria Christina, of the Two Sicilies,

was born at Madrid, October 10, IS,"!!), and by a

decree which set aside the Salic law in Sj)ain, and
was contirmed by the Cortes, March 29, IS.'iO,

became the heiress-ajiparent to the throne, which
she ascended on the death of her father in Septem-

ber 1S33, her mother being apiiointed queen-regent.

An insurrection in favour of her uncle, Don Carlos

(q. v.), who, according to the Salic law, woidd have
succeeded to the throne, immediately broke out iu

the north-eastern provinces, and raged with great

violence for seven years, but was illtimately sii|)-

pressed by the aid of Britain, France, and Portugal.

Uuring this tumultuous e)ioch, effective internal

administration was imjiossible, and it was necessary

to conciliate as far as possible all parlies, in onler

to prevent desertions to the Carlists. iJefore the

revolt had been crushed, which was conclusively

ellectcd in 1S39, politicians had begun to divide

into two classes, the Moderados, or ' conser-

vatives,' and the Exaliados, or 'hberals;' and
though the queen-regent sided with the former

party, she found it necessary to enlarge the

liberal constitution of 1834, and ultimately (]8;i7)

to re-establish the constitution <if 1S12. The
attemjits of the Moderados to inaugurate a more
narrow policy in 1839 failed, and Maria Christina

was forced to llee to France, leaving the regency
and the care of the young queen to Esjiartero (q. v.).

On November 8, 1843, the queen was declared by
the Cortes to have attained her majority ; and this

was followed soon after by the return of the (pieen-

niother, the military dictatorship of Narvaez, and
an anti-lilieral ]>olicy. The question known as the

'Spanish Marriages,* which at that time agitated

the dilferent courts of Europe, was settled by
French inllucncc, the queen marr3ing her cousin,

Don Francisco d'Assisi, eldest son of Ferdinand
Vll.'s youngest brother (October 10, 1S4U); while

her sister, ilaria Ferdinand Luisa, espoused the

Duke of Moutjiensier, the fifth son of Louis

Philippe. This niariiage of the queen, based wholly
upon the political interests of the party in iiower,

has been fruitful of domestic annoyances, estrange-

ments and reconciliations rapidly succeeding e.-ieh

other. After eight years of authority, during \i hich

he had re[)re5sed all liberalism with an iron hanil,

and foiled the intrigues both of tlie Carlists and
the king-consort, Narvaez gave jjlace to Murillo

{January 1851), who began by promisuig liberal

reforms, and agreed to a concordat with the pope.

A change to almost purely absolute government in

1853, was followed uy the banishment of many
chiefs of the constitutional party, and a formidable

rising of the army took jJace. The queen-mother
(led to France, and Espartcro was once more ]iut at

the head of an administration in which liberal

luinciples held sway. But the queen disapproving

of his policy, he resigned in favour of O'Donnell,

July 14, 1S5G, who was soon after supiilanted by
Narv.aez ; and the latter, in turn, had (October

1857) to make way for a liberal government. In

July 1858, O'Donnell was restored to jiower, and
with the? exception of a brief interval in June 1805,

in which Narvaez was president of the council,

maintained himself in the premicrshii) till his death.
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NovcinljcT 1S67. The character of the government
has of late years been utterly despotic, and the
popnlar discontent is only kejit down by the
severest repression. The cluef foreign events of L's

roign have been—repeated negotiations of the United
States with Spain, with the view of purchasing the
island of Cuba ; the rectitication of the Pyrenean
frontier; the successfid war with Jlorocco (q. v.) ;

the annexation and subsequent evacuation of St
Domingo (see Hayti) ; the discreditable squabbles
witli the republics of ChiU and Peru ; and ditfi-

culties with Britain, arising out of outrages perpe-
trated on some British shijis and their crews.
By her marriage, I. has live children, one of whom

is a son— \-iz., the Infant Alfonso Francisco, Prince
of Asturias, born November 28, 1S57.

rSKELIB, or ESKILUP, a town of Asiatic
Turkey, in the pashaUc of Anatolia, near the Kizil-

Irmak, about 2GU miles east of Scutari. There are
several mosques and a ruinous castle on the top of

a bold and naked limestone rock. In the neigh-
bourhood are sepidchral caverns, some of which are
sculptured- Pop. estimated at 9000.

ISLES, Lords of tue. The Lords of the Isles

are famous in poetry and romance, but no proper
historical account of them has j'et been written,

and it is difficult to discriminate between truth and
fable in the various notices whicli have been pre-
eerved. The Western Islands of Scotland, or
Hebrides, as they were afterwards called, originally

a portion of the domains of the Scots and Picts,

were afterwards subdued by the Norwegians. When
Scotland became consolidated into one monarchy,
its kings endeavoured to wrest the islands from the
Norsemen ; and during the contest which ensued,

the various chiefs sometimes professed allegiance to

the long of Scotland, and sometimes to the king of

Norway, or their own more immediate superior,

who ruled in Man. The Scottish supremacy was
finally established by the victory of Largs, in the
reign of Alexander III., and the linal cession of the
islands by Magnus, sou of Haco, king of Norway,
made in the year 12G0. By that treaty, all the
islands of the Scottish seas, excejit those of Orkney
and Zetland, were surrendered to Scotland. Man
was conquered by the English during the wars of

the succession, but the other islands remained sub-
ject to the Scottish sovereigns. The lirst name which
generally appears in the lists of the Lords of the
Isles, as distinct from the kings of iMan, is Somerled;
and the great chiefs who afterwards held the
islands and portions of tlie mainland near them,
claimed descent from this powerful lord. He
appears prominently in Scottish history in the

middle of the r2th c, during the reigns of David
I., and his grandson and successor, Malcolm IV.

How he acquired his gi-eat authority, is not pre-

cisely knovni. Even the race to which he belonged
is uncertain ; probably, like most of his subjects,

he was of mixed descent, Norwegian and Celtic.

His sister was married to Malcolm Mac-Heth, the

head of the great Celtic family of Murray, who
has been confounded by most Scottish writers with
the impostor AVimund, and whose true history

has been explained by Mr E. W. Robertson in his

Scotland under her Early Kings. la the year 11G4,

Somerled landed on the coast of Renfrew, at the

head of his subjects of Argyle and the Isles, and
was defeated and slain. His dominions seem to

have been divided among three of his sons—Dugal,
Angus, and Keginald or Ronald, The descendants

of bugal became Lords of Argyle and Lorn; and
those of Reginald, Lords of the Isles. Reginald is

said to have been succeeded by Donalil, and Donald
by Angus Mor, who was the father of Angus Og.

We know from Barbour that Angus of the Isles,
' Lord and Leader of Kintyre,' gave his fealty to
Bruce when most hardly pressed at the beginning
of bis reigu, receiving him into his castle of
Dunaverty, and tliat he afterwards fought under
the great king at Baunockbnrn. This chief is the
hero of The Lord of the /nlcs, but his name, as
Scott tells us, ' has been, etiplionke rjratla, exchanged
for that of Ronald.' John of the Isles, son of
Angus, married, first, his cousin. Amy of tlie Isles,

and secondly, JIargaret, daughterof King Robert II.

;

and among his descendants by these marriages are
said to be the M'Donalds of Sleat, Keppoch,
Glengarry, and Clanranald. During the troubled
and disastrous reign of David II., John of the Isles

was able to maintain himself in a state of practical
indojiendence of the Scottish crown. He was at
last, however, obhged to submit. He met Da\-id at
Inverness in 13G9, and gave hostages for his fidelity.

His successor was Donald, his eldest son by
Margaret of Scotland, and the most powerful of all

the Island lords. He set the kings of Scotland at
defiance, and made treaties as an independent
sovereign with the kings of England. He married
Margaret, daughter of Euiihemia, Countess of Ross.
Margaret's brother, Alexander, Earl of Ross, by
his marriage with a daughter of the Regent Albany,
left an only child, who became a nun. Donald
claimed the earldom in his wife's right ; and when
this claim was refused by the regent, he prepared
to maintain it by force. Taking possession of Ross,
lie marched at the head of a large army from
Inverness, thi'ough Murray and Strathbogie, entered
the Garioch, and threatened to destroy the burgh
of Aberdeen. At Harlaw (q. v.), near Inverury, he
was encountered on St James's eve, 1411, by a
Low'Iaud army much iufcrior in number, com-
manded by Alexander Stewart, Earl of Mar. The
action was fiercely contested, and, though not
decisive in itself, the Lord of the Isles retreated,

and all the advantages of the combat remained
with Mar. This engagement, famous in history

and song, probably saved the Lowlands of Scotland
from Celtic supremacy. Donald was soon after-

wards obliged to surrender the earldom of Ross,
and to submit to the Recent. He was succeeded
by his son, Alexander. This lord, like other great
Scottish nobles, was seized and imprisoned by
James I., who was determined to allow no rule in

Scotland except his own. When restored to liberty,

he again broke out into insurrection, but his army
was routed ; and in order to obtain pardon, he
appeared at the altar of the church of Holyrood,
and kneeling half clothed before the king, presented
his sword, and implored forgiveness. After a shoit
imprisoimient, he was again pardonecL Upon his

mother's death, he assumed the style of Earl of

Ross, and seems to have been in possession of the
earldom. He was succeeded as Earl of Ross and
Lord of the Isles by John, his eldest sou. Jolm,
like his predecessors, acted as if he were an inde-

pendent sovereign rather than a vassal of the king
of Scots. He entered into a confederacy with the
earls of Doughas and Crawford, the one, the most
powcrfid nobleman in the south, the other, in the
centre of Scotland; and had tliey acted together
with promptness and determination, the House of

Stewart might have ceased to reigu. In October
1401, at his castle of Artornish, on the coast o£

Argj'le, he granted a commission to his kinsman
Ronald, and Duncan, Archdeacon of the Isles, to

enter into a treaty with Edward IV. of England.
By that treaty, which was concluded in the follow-

ing year, he agreed to become liegeman to Edward,
and to assist him in conquering Scotland. He was
attainted more than once, and finally was oljligcd

57S
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to resign the c.irlilom of linss, which was annexed
to the crown. This took iilnce on the lOtli day of

July 1-170. and John was at the same time created

Lord of the Ishs. He is said to liave died in I I!I8.

After his tleeease, the title of Lord of the Islea was
assumed by iJonald the Bastard, son of Angus of

the Isles, an ille<;itimate son of John, Lord of the
Isles ; and several chiefs were attaiuted in 1503 ami
150.1 for supportinj; his ehiiins. In July 1545,

another Douald, styling himself Eari of lioss and
Lord of the Isles, [iresidiug in a s'ut of Highland
parlianient, granted commission to tlie Hishoj) Elect
of the Isles and another person to enter into a
treaty with the Earl of Lenno.x, then acting for

Henry VIII. of England. This document is given
by Mr Tytler, the historian of Scotland, who
rem.arks that 'it is a diplomatic curiosity, not one
of the Highland chieftains, eighteen in number,
being able to write his name.' In a paper addresseil

by tile Highland Commissioners to the l*rivy

Council of England, they speak of their constituents

as ' the auld enemies to the realm of Scotland,' the
very name by which the .Scottish rarliament was
wont to speak of the English. Various jiersons,

claiming to be descendants of Jolin, hjarl of lioss,

assumed the style of Lord of the Isles ; but the title

does not ai)pear to have been recognised after his

decease, excejit as anuexed to the crown. The eldest

son of the Scottish sovereign has generally used the
style of Lord of the Isles, along with his other titles.

ISM.\ILIS is the name of a very advanced 'free-

thinking' Mohammedan .?eL-t, of the Sliiite branch
of Islam (see .SuiiTEs), which s|ir,ang uj) in the Uth c.

A.D., and sjiread throughout Mohammedanism. I'>e-

coguising Ali alone as the rightful successor of the
Prophet, they held Abu I!ekr, Uniar, Othman, Moawia,
to be usurpers, and counted their Imams, or repre-

sentative prophets, from Ali only. The seventh
Imam wivs one Ismail, who lived about 150 Hedjrah
(772 A.li.),the son of Jafar Assadik, or rather of his

son, Mohammed. He was su]>posed to be the
righteous I'ropUet, the only orthodox, sjiiritual

head. The notion of the Imam, in general, is that
of an ever-living, though, at times, hidden, supreme
guiile of the people, who, after a time, is restored to
hunianit}', or at least to the believing part of it. A
prayer, preserved to us by Ibn Chaldun, will best
shew the peculiar notion connected with this belief,

to which no small part of Islam confessetL Every
evening, a certain number of Imamiehs prayed :

' O
Imam, appear unto us ! Humanity is awaiting thee

;

for righteousness and truth have i)erished, and the
world is gone down iu darkness and violence.

Appear unto us, that we may, through thee, return
unto (iod's mercy.' It was thought, in fact, that
Ali himself had reajipeared in every Imam, and
that he would descend again, some d.ay, ' from
the clouds,' to miite all believers, and to restore
the jiure faith. The real importance of this sect,

which had existed unobserved for some time, dates
from .-Mid.ill.ah Ibn Maimun, whipse father h.ad

been executed for professing materialistic doctrines,

and trying to turn people away from the doctrines
of Islam. Abdallah seems to have pr.actic.ally

carried out his father's notions, but more cautiously.

He is described by the Arabic writers as an utterly
irreligious and unscrupulous materialist or ' Zendik.'
The Messiah, whom he preached, stood higher than
Mohammed himself, and though he did not exactly
reject the Koran en bloc, he yet contrived to allego-

rise and symbolise away nearly all its narratives
and ]n'oce])ts. But the systematic way in which
Abdallah went to work, in trying to undermine,
and eventually to abrogate, all Islam, and, as his
biographers have it, to replace it by materialism,
atheism, and immoralitv, is very remarkable indeed.
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He established missionary schools ; and the
instructions given to the young missionaries were
artfully designed to win over not merely all the
difVerent Mohammedan sects, both Sunnites and
Shiites, but also Jews and Christians. The mission-
ary's (dai's) first task was to win for himself the
jierfect confidence of the proselyte to be, by the
affectation of great orthotloxy, and by a v.ast display
of pious learning, chielly Koranic. 'I'he disciple is by
degi'ccs to be cross-examined on ditlicult passages,
on their ' spiritual meaning,' and on some points
touched ujion belongini' to the jiliysical sciences.

Only matters of aeknowuedged obscurity and uncer-
tainty are chosen as subjects of di.scourse, matters,

the re.il understanding of which belongs exclusively

to the ' aristocr.acy of learning.' Generally, the yo\itii

is so deeply impressed with the erudition dis-

played, the ex]icctations raised, the mystery, ami the

rest, that he will follow gladly to the end. But, at

times, the missionary meets with a less docile sub-

ject, a man who may be accustomed to discussions

on these topics, who may have ])ondered over these

things himself : the dal shall api)ear to .accommod.ate

himself to such a one's views, ajiplaud .all he s.ays,

and thus ingratiate himself with him ; .all the while

taking care to shew himself well informed on those
points which may be in favour with his diseijilc,

and that mode of faith which he jirofesses. All

this is to be done very carefully, lest the other
might ' susjiect and betray.' The onlinary indi-

vidu.al, on the other hand, is, after the lirst pre-

liminaries, to be told that religion is a secret

science, that most people know i:othing of it, or

utterly misunderstand it, that if the Moslems
knew what degree of science (iod has imparted to

the Imams, by quite a special favour, there would no
longer be any dissensitjns among them. The dis-

eiiilc, whose curiosity has by that time been fully

roused, is the!i to be instructed in a few allegorical

interpretations of both the jiractice and theory of

the Koran ; aild when he is convinced of the desira-

bility to know more, and everything that the master
knows, the latter is merely to )>oint out to him that
all this knowledge belonged of right to all Islam, but
that the wickedness and pervcrseness of those who
followed the wrong sui-cessor, has caused all dissen-

sion and infidelity in the ccmimunity of the believere.

It is the Imams who are the dispensers of the right

interpretation, not people's own reason and judgment.
For the religion of Mohammed, they were to tell

the disei]ile at this stage, w,as not a thing easy to

comprehend. It did not mean to Hatter the senses,

or to dazzle by outward signs. It was, on the
contrary, a dilficult, the most dillieult m.alter.

Only angels of the lirst rank, or a pro2)het specially

chosen, or a faithful servant whose heart God had
Searched and found true, were worthy of bearing
this most ]ireeioH3 of all burdens. By these and
other speeches, the ordinary disci])Ie is soon brought
to revere and to admire the d,ai beyond all other
men around him, upon whom he henceforth only
looks as inferior beings and infidels, and his desire

of knowing more or all becomes p.ossionate. But
hitherto the procedure luas been discreet. All th.at

was desired in this lir.-^t preliminary stage, w'as to

unsettle the man's faith. The [ireparatory (jues-

tions put to the neojihyte were so contrivetl as

completely to puzzle and bewihler him (e. g.—Why
did God take seven days to the creation of the
world? Why are there twelve wells and twelve
months ? What is the figure of your soul ?) ; and if

the missionaries themselves proceeded to answer
them, it was by allegnrising interpretations of the
Koran, the .Sunnah, and the Laws. But they used the
common artifice of stojiping short just in the middle
of an explanation, for they saitl, when pressed to
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contmue: 'These things are not lightly to^ be

communicatecl ; God always requires a pledge first.

If you -svill swear into my hands, with the most

solemn and inviolable oaths, never to divulge our

secret, never to give any assistance to our adver-

saries, never to lay a trap for us, and never to

speak to us imless for the purpose of telling us the

truth, then I will tell you more.' When, if the

neophyte has taken the requisite oath—and it is

only at the very commencement of the initiation

that oaths are of any moment to the I.smaili—he

is further asked to contribute a certain sum of

money, as a -pledge for his sincerity. Should the

convert, however, exhibit the slightest degree of

reluctance either in swearing or in paying, he is

instantly given up by the dai—' a prey to the never-

to-be-solved doxibts of his heart.'

Thus far the frst preliminary degree. In the

second, the missionary begins to initiate the neo-

phj'te's mind into the doctrines of the Imamat—i. e.,

to prove to him, by arguments and proofs best

adapted to his mind, how the understanding of

God's religion can only be accomplished by follow-

ing the revelations given to and communicated by

certain special delegates ; whose names are commu-
nicated to him in the third degree. There are, he is

told, seven such Imams, as there are (according to

the Koran, Sur. 65, 12) seven planets, seven heavens,

seven earths—viz., Ali, Hassan, Husein, Ali Zein

Alabidin, Mohammed Albakir, Jafar Assadik,

Ismail. In the fourth degree, the proselyte learns

that the number of the prophets whose task it was

to abrogate at different periods the ancient forms of

faith, and to substitute new laws, is also seven, like

that of the Imams ; that each of them had a ' com-

panion,' to whom he confided his whole dispensation

and its sacred meanings, and that the latter com-

municated the same in a secret manner, and by oral

tradition, to another man after him, who again

handed it down to a successor ;
until, after a string

of seven such ' successors.' or scmict (silent ones), in

contradistinction to the prophet (natik) or speaking,

teaching one, a new Imam is born. The traditional

chain iSis thus never been broken. After seven

times seven such successions of prophets and their

' silent ' successors—during which seven religions

were successively abrogated—there appeared the

last and crowning prophet, who abrogated all the

reli"ions that were before him, and who is the

' chief of the last centirry '—the last natik. These

seven are: (1) Adam, with his companion ('Soos')

Seth ; (2) Noah, with Sem ; (3) Abraham, with

Ismael ; (4) Moses, with Aaron. The last of the

seven 'silent ones' that followed him was -John, the

son of Zachariah. The 5th is Jesus, the son of

Mary, with Simon ' Kepha '—by them supposed to

be Arabic = purity. The Gth of the ' speaking

prophets' is Mohammed, the son of Abdallah ;

with him was AU, the son of Abu Talib; and

lie was followed by six other 'silent ones,' who
transmitted to each other the secret mysteries of

his religion ; the. last of whom was Ismail, the son

of Jafar Sadik. The 7th of the prophets is the

' Chief or ' Master of the century.' In him cidmi-

nate and are completed all those sciences which are

called ' the Sciences of the Primeval Ones.' It is he

who has first fully opened up the inner and mystic

meaning of the words of faith ; from him, to the

exclusion of every one else, their explanation is to

be received. He, and he alone, is to be followed,

obeyed, and trusted in all things. By utterly sub-

mitting to his words and teachings alone, man is in

the right path. All the prophets and all their

teachings without exception before him are abro-

gated tiiroush him and by him.

In the ffth degree, the Koran and its precepts
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are made the subjects of discussion. It is proved to

the convert how utterly wrong and foolish it is to

interpret the words in their usual sense. Here,

again, great subtlety is brought to bear upon the

disciple. If he be a Persian, he is told that the

Arabs are the oppressors of his country, upon which,

with other humiliations, they have also imposed the

slavish warship of this book. If he be an Arab,

his mind is wrought up against the Persians, who,

he is told, have appropriated to themselves the ponti-

ficate and the sovereignty, that by rights belonged to

the Arabs. He is then instructed in a multitude of

mystical relations of things depending upon numbers.

The practical religious instruction begins with the

sixth degree, into which the neophj-te only enters

when fully prepared in his mind to deny all posi-

tive religion, and when he has given the most un-

doubted pledges of his discretion and silence. Every
Koranic precept is now allegorised. Prayer, tithes,

pilgrimage, legal purity, and other rehgious obser-

vances, are cautiously and systematically inter-

preted to mean certain spiritual things only. These

precepts, the missionary explains, have only been

established 'as enigmas by the philosophical pro-

phets and Imams, who saw in them the only

means of keeping the common people in depend-

ence, of exciting them to actions useful to society,

of preventmg them from hurting each other, and to

commit gross crimes.' But by slow degi-ees, the

philosophers, Plato, Aristotle, Pythagoras, and

their systems are introduced to the neophyte.

They and their systems are contrasted \vith

the "Prophet and the Imams, and their dicta. The
. result is represented as by no means flattering to the

latter. He is distinctly shewn the absurdity of a

blind belief in so-called historical traditions; it is

made clear to him how hearsays and legends differ

from reason and the full and free action of the logical

faculties : in this way the open contempt with which

the Imams themselves are then spoken of, no longer

shocks the disciple to any very great extent.

The seventh degree paves the way for the negation

of God's unity, which is fidly carried out in the

eighth. Here the Demiurgos, i. e., a second god, but

little inferior to the Supreme Being, is the real

creator of all things. The first Cause, or the ' Pre-

existing,' has neither hands nor attributes; no one

is to talk of Him, or to render Him any worship.

Much as this part of the doctrine has given cause to

discussions within the bosom of the I. themselves, it

is yet scarcely doubtful that it is the notion of the

Demiurgos that has crept in here. Hamza himself

speaks of this 'pre-existence' as the Word, or Logos

(q. v.), although nothing can be more obscirre than

the manner in which this most abstruse dogma is

either explained or denied by the different doctors.

The Koran and the ' Word of God ' are then taken

in hand, and explained to the jiroselyte in a fashion

very different from the one he had been accustomed

to before. The resurrection, the end of the world,

the supreme judgment, the distribution of rewards

and punishments, are treated as allegorical or

mystical symbols of the revolutions of the stars

and the universe, which follow each other periodi-

cally, and of the destruction and reproduction of all

things terrestrial, such as physical science and

philosojihy teach. The ninth and concluding de.gree

of initiation frees the proselyte from all and every

restraint with regard to his belief. He may, and

some do, adopt the system of Manes (see Lares),

of the Magi (q. v.), of Aristotle or Plato, or he may
proceed eclecticaUy with them all. As to the

notions previously instilled into his mind with

regard to the prophets or the Imams, he is now
led to look upon all those ' inspired' people as with-

out exception inferior to Jlohammed ben Ismail,
'
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the chief ami doctor of the last perioiL The <Us-

ciple learns, at this stage, that no miracle has

ever been jierformcd by any one of them ; that

the prophet is merely a mau distinguished by his

purity and the perfection of his intelligence, and

that this purity <>f his intelligence is precisely what

is called 'iirojjhecy.' God throws into the prophet's

mind what jileases ITim, and that is what is under-

stood by ' Word of God.' The prophet clothes this

•word afterwards with flesh and bones, and com-

municates it to the creatures. He estabhshea by

this means the systems of religious institutions

which appear to him the most advantageous for

the ruling of men ; but these institutions and

behests are but temporary, and intended for the

preservation of order aud worldly interests. No
man who knoics need practise any single one of

them ; to him, his knoided'je suffices.

As to ilohammeJ, the son of Ismail, of whom the

proseIyt« is told at first that he will reappear in

this world—he is afterwards represented to him as

merely destined to reappe.ir in his doctrine, by
means of the jiropagation of his pure philosophy by

the mouth of his disciples and apostles. As to the

Arabs themselves, the missionaries teach that Goil

abhors them, on account of their having killed

Husein, the son of Ali, and that he has therefore

taken from the califs the Imamat, as he took from

the Israelites the prophetical succession, when they

had killed their prophets.

Thus the creed of the I. had been gradually built

up. Many changes were introduced into it at dif-

ferent times, and among them, this very important

one : That the i>erson of Mohammed, the son of

Ismail, itself w.is changed for another, a descendant

of Abdallah, the son of Maimun Kaddah.

The two principal wTiters on this subject are

Makrizi and Nowairi ; to the latter of whom the

greater part of the foregoing information is due.

He has preserved for us at length the very curious

oath imposed upon the proselytes at the beginning

of the initiation ; and also certain instructions

reserved for the missionary himself, which simply

teach him to ' be all things to all men.' The
following is a characteristic samjile :

' Then, again,

there will be those to whom you must preach

the belief in a living Imam. Say Mohammed
ben Ismail is alive at this moment. Be very

gentle and very modest with them; pretend to

despise gold and silver; make them recite fifty

prayers a day ; recommend them to abstain from

lying and other ^es, also from wine. These people

are of the utmost use to us. Leave them in their

special creed, only just telUng them some of the

mysteries of the number Seven ; but break their

spirit by the surcharge of prayer. These will be

our best proofs against any assertions of an

advanced disciple, if he should betray us. Further-

more, these people, when properly managed, are

sure to leave you at their death all their money, as

they would, during their lifetime, give you every-

thing they possessed without a murmur. The more

advanced, you may at once inform of the abrogation

of Mohammedanism by our Imam—of the worth-

lessness of the Koran and its la^re in their liter.-il

sense. To the still higher disciples, you may confide

the entirely S])iritual nature of the Imam's " life " in

such a manner that their belief in the dogma of the

resurrection is practically destroyed by it From this

stage you will conduct some to the renunciation of

the belief in the e.icistence of those heavenly

beings, the " angels," and the creation of Adam
as tile first man on earth, while there were many
before him. Having arrived at this point, you will

find it marvellously easy to destroy the dogma of

the existence of God and the mission of angels to
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the ]>rophets, and to substitute for all this our own
truth— i. e., the eternity of the universe. The last

step is the abolition of both Mohammed ben Ismail

and Ismail, who are only the " gates " to knowledge.'

So far the doctrines of the I., who, doubtless,

aimed—apart from an original desire of purifying

and allegorising Mohammedanism, and elevating it

to a philosophical system—at iiolitical ])0wer. How
far one of their principal bianehes, the Kahma-
TiilANS, succeeded in this, will be found under that

heading. See Makrizi, Nowairi, Silvcstre de Sacy,

JidUjion ilea Drums, &c.

ITALY. Since the article Italy w^as written,

the events which are recorded under Germa.vy in

the Supplement, have led to the augineut.ition of

the kingdom of I., by the acquisition of the province

of Venetia, with an area of 9709 sfj. m., and a pop.

of 2,485,989. By the annexation of the Pap;d States

(q. v.) in Oct. 1870, the kingdom of Italy received a
further increase of 450 sq. m., with 700,000 iuhabs.

I'TRI, a town of South Italy, in the province

of Terra di Lavoro, six miles north-west of Gaeta,

picturesquely situated on a lofty isolated hill, sur-

mounted by a ruined castle. I. is the birthplace of

the celebrated bandit, l'"ra Diavolo. Poj). (1861)

G17G.

I'TTT, a town of Brazil, in the province of San
Paulo, and 40 miles north-north-west of the town of

San Paulo, on the Tiete, in one of the most fertile

districts of the province, and surrounded by lofty

hills. Most of the houses are built of earth or mud
in a framework of wood. Sugar-cane is extensively

cultivated in the surrounding district. Pop. 10,000.

ITURBIDE, Don ArcusTiN de, Emperor of

Mexico, was the son of a Biscayan nobleman and a
rich Creole, and was born at Valladolid, in Mexico,

in 1784, or, according to others, in 1790. On occa-

sion of the first insurrections in Mexico, he was
appointed by the viceroy, Apodaca, to the command
of the militia of his province, and was successful

against the insurgents ; but he afterwards inclined

more to their cause, and bein;^ intrusted by the

viceroy with the command of the army in 1821, he

went over to them, when he found it impossible to

obtain a sep.irate constitution for Mexico. In May
1822, he ascended the throne of Mexico .is emperor,

under the name of Augustin I., and the Congress

declared the crown hereditary in his family. He
seemed to aim at ruhng well, but rather as a des-

potic than a constitutional sovereign. His reign

w.as full of trouble, and came to an end in less than

a year by his abdication on March 20, I82.S. He
received a pension of 25,000 piastres from the Con-

gress on condition of his residing in Italy, and went

with his family to Leghorn ; but having still many
partisans in Mexico, he was induced to return

thither in 1824, in order to repossess himself of the

throne, and was almost immediately taken prisoner,

and shot in PadiUa, on JiUy 19 of that year. The
Mexican Congress made a provision for his family.

His son was adopted by the late Emperor Maxi-

milian of Mexico as his heir, Maximilian himself

being childless. The overtlirow of the Mexican

Empire, however, has cut off his prospect of a
throne. •

IVANO'VO, atown of llussia, in the government

of \nadimir, 150 miles west-north-west of Moscow,

on the river Ouvod. The n.ame of I. is found in the

annals of the 16th century. In 1741, it came into

possession of the Counts Sheremetieff, to whom, at

the present day, belongs the territory of I., the pop.

of which amounts to 24,000. The pop. of the town

proper is (1861) 5432. I. is the centre of the Russian

cotton manufacture, which gives employment to a

great part of the inhabitants, not only of the town.
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but also of the surrounding district. There are also

large cotton-printing establishments in the town.

The cotton-manufacture of I. has increased to a

very considerable extent since 1812, in which year,

on account of the French invasion, the greater part

of the workmen left Moscow, and settled here. It

is expected that the projected connection of I., by
means of a branch, with the Moscow and Nijni-

Novgorod Eailway, wiU give a fresh impulse to

the industry and commerce of the place.

ACITA'RAPALM (Degmonmsmac-
roacanthus), a palm found in the

forests of the low lands of the

Amazon district in South America.
It has a slender flexible stem (see

Desmosccs), often 60 or 70 feet long,

outer part of the stem, cut into long

'llI*ai/°*
strips, is much used for making those very

^Ix strong and elastic plaited cylinders in which
\ '• the grated root of the mandioc (cassava or

tapioca) is squeezed, to free it from its

poisonous juice. It might probably be found useful

for many other purposes, and seems eminently
suitable for many kinds of wicker-work.

JACO'VA, or YAKOVA, a town of European
Turkey. Albania, in the pashalic of Scutari, on the

White Drin, 20 miles north-west of Prisrend. Pop.

18,000.

JA'XKOVATZ, a town of the Austrian Empire,
in the Servian Woiwodena, 81 miles south-south-east

from Pesth. The surrounding country is level and
fertUe. Pop. 10,076.

JATJ'LNA, a town of India, in the Deccan,
Nizam's dominions, situated on a gently sloping

decli\"ity, in a rugged country, 38 miles east of

Arungabad. It has a fort and cantonment for

British troops. The climate is healthy, and favour-

able for the production of vegetables and fruits.

On the opposite bank is the old town of J., now
much decayed, but formerly large and flourishing,

having enjoyed an extensive trade in grain and
silks. It j'et possesses to some extent a manufac-
ture of silks for native use. Pop. 10,000, of whom
about a hfth are Mussulmans.

JAVA, The Isli>T) of. In addition to the
information given in the general and special articles

on •!., the following details seem desirable. In

1864, the pop. of the residencies or governmental
divisions amounted to

:
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Djokjakarta, the capital, is situated on the right

bank of the Oe|iak, in 110° 21' aO' E. long., and
7° 46' S. lat., at the south-aouth-west base of the

mountain Mcraiii. The city is lar^c, and regu-

larly built. It is the seat of the sultan, the resi-

dent, and assistant-resident. Pop. 5U,U0U, of whom
600 are Europeans.

Japara, on the north coast, has a very warm
climate in the interior, and though vegetation is in

general luxuriant, yet scarcity of water is sometimes

fult. The resident has his seat at Pati, in 110° 56' 7"

E. long., and 6° 45' 30'' S. lat., which is regularly

built, and has a pop. of 10,000.

Kadoe—i. e., hollow—is a large basin formed by
lofty mountains, of which .Soembing is 10,911 feet

high, and tlie Sindoro 10,312. It is one of the

smallest residencies of J., but densely peopled. Its

fertility is increased by the abundance of water
Honing from the surrounding mountains. The
amount of coffee produced is very great ; in 185S,

the fruit-bearing trees numbering 30,937,695. Beau-
tiful marble is found in great quantities. The
capital is Magelang, situated on the cast bank of

the Progo, in 110°10' 7' E. long., and 7° 20' S. lat.

Pop. 34,000.

Kediri consists of a plain bounded by mountains
on the north, cast, .and west. The naWgable river

Brantas, which flows through a great part of the
residency before falling into the sea at Surabaya,
affords great trading facilities. The people, however,
are low in the scale of activity and morality, which
may partly result from Kediri having been, under
the former Javan jirinces, a penal colony. They are

greater slaves to opium than any other people in the
Indian Archi])elago. Kediri, the scat of the resident,

is situated on the right bank of the river Kediri, 000
feet broad, which lii^hcr up is called tile ilrantas.

The streets are broad aud planted ou both sides

with tamarind trees.

Pasoerocwan, which is washed by the Strait of

Madura, has important llsheries, and is fameil for

its race of horses. Pasoeroewan, the capital of the
residency, is situated near the sea, on the river

Gemboug, in 112° 55' 2"E. long., and 7° 3S' 40" S. lat.

The Preanger Regencies are partly occujiied with
mountains, forming two chains. Between these are

many extensive valleys of the richest soil. The
raomitains are of basalt. There are many rivers, of

which live are navigable. The numerous lakes give

good sujiplies of fish and water-fowls. The b.ays on
the coast arc also frequented by fishing-boats. The
mountains are covered with coffee plantations to
."1)00 feet above the sea-level, while the low and
marshy grounds produce rice abundantly, and the
villages are hid with cocoa-nut palms and other fruit-

trees. In no other residency is the tea-culture so

extensive. The forests produce good timber, the
b.araboo attaining a height of 80 feet. There are

rhinoceroses, tigers, h.arts, wild swine, &c., and birds

of great variety and beaut}'. The natives are

honourable, simple, and obedient, and subsist from
the growing of coffee, rice, fruits, &c., the rearing of

horses and buffaloes, making s[)inning-whecls, mats,

gold and silver work, &c. The women weave very
beautiful cotton-cloth. Coffee and tea, and later,

also cinchona, are the only products raised for the
government.

Probolinggo is fertile, and produces good crops of

rice, coffee, and sugar. The south coast is covered
with forests, which contain many teak trees. There
are tigers, wild dogs, monkeys, squirrels, &c. Pro-
bolinggo, the capital of the residency, lies on the
coast, in 109° 21' 45" E. long., and 7° 23' 22 ' S. lat.,

and is extensive and populous. From this port,

amch of the produce of the land is shipped for the
Netherlands.
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licmbaiig produces the usual crops. The northern
l)ai-ts .are dry and sandy ; and in the south arc exten-
sive forests, abounding in teak and other valuable

,
timber trees. The residency is washed by the .lava
Sea, and the jieojile on the coast find their living
by trade, fishing, and ship-building. Rembang, the

I

capital, is regularly built, and besides the jiublic

olliccs, has a small Protestant church, a government
school, and an institution for the education of girl.s.

i
.See Samakanc, .SfitABAVA, and Surakarta.
Tagal is very fertile. It is washed on the north

by the Java Sea, and the fisheries arc important.
In the south of the residency is the volcano .Slamat,

11,320 feet high, which is clothed with forest to
' the height of S500 feet, and on the southern side
descends by regular terraces to the bed of the riv(.'r

Ser.ajoe. Tagal, the capital, is a small but neatly
built town, with a considerable coasting-trade. The
natives are industrious and good handicraftsmen.

JAWO'ROW, a town of the Austrian Ein|iire, in the
province of East Galieia, 28 miles north-west from
Lemberg, on the Krakowska, an afUuent of the
San, which itself is a branch of the Vistula. Close

I

by the town is a lake, abounding in fish. J. is

I built in the form of a square, and has extensive
suburbs. It has mineral springs. Near it arc
large paper-mills. Many of the inhabitauts are
Jews. Pop. 7209.

I

JAY, 'William, an English Independent or Con-
gregational minister, of much celebrity for his pulpit
eloquence, and as a voluminous writer of devotional,
practical, and other religious works, lie was born,
M,ay 8, 1769, at Tisbury, in Wiltshire. His father
w.as a stone-cutter and mason, and young Jay's first

employment was that of a, m,asoii's Ijoy ; but whilst
still yonng he was sent to Marlborough Academy, an
institution of the Congi-egationalists for the training

j

of young men for the ministry. According to a cus-
tom prev.alcnt amongst the Congregation.alists, ho
was sent out to j/rcacn in country villagca almost in
his boyhooil—in f.act, before he was 10 years of age.

His education being completed, he officiated for a
year in a chapel .at Clifton ; and in 1791, was settled

as p.astor of a ' church ' in Bath, which position he
occupied for 62 years. He retired from it in January
1853, and died on December 27 of the same year, at

the .age of 84. Mr Jay's published works, in general,

attained to a rapid and very extensive ])opularity.

Among them are .Sermons, Family Prayers, Morning
and Evening] Exercises, Mornini/s with Jesus, an
Essay on Marriage, ilemoirs of the Rev. Cornelius

' Winter, Jlemoirs of the Rev. .John Clark, Lectures
on Female Scripture Characters, and an Auto-
biography. A collected edition of his works, in 12
vols., revised by himself, was jmblished in 1841, but
is of course incomplete, some of his works being of

more recent date.

]
JEISK, or EISK, a town of Russia, in the

country of the Kuban Cossacks, or Black Sea
Cossacks, on the eastern shore of the .Sea of Azov,
60 miles south-west from Azov. It stands on the
shore of a small land-locked bay, into which flows

the river Jeislc It was founded by imjierial ukase
in 1848, with a view to its being a trading seaport,

and an entrejiot for the agricultural produce of the

i

surrounding coimtry. Consideraljle privileges were
guaranteed to its inhabitants, and it has rapidly
sjirung into importance. Pop. (1863) 16,747.

JE'SI, or lESI (anc. JEsium, or JEsis), a pros-

perous manufacturing town of Central Italy, in

the jiroviucc of Ancona, and 15 miles south-
west of the city of Ancona, on the left bank of

the river Esina. It is surroumled V)y walls, has
a cathedr.al, and several other churches and con-

I

vents. It has manufactures of paper, silk, and
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woollen hosiery and linen, and a large trade in wine
and olives. .J. is the birthplace of the German
emperor Frederick IL Pop. (1861) 11,4U'J.

JEWS EAR (Exklium auricula Judce), a fnngus,

one of the Hymenomycetes, which grows on decaying

parts of living trees, particularly elders. It is a

native of Britain. In size and form it bears some
resemblance to a human ear. It is soft but carti-

laginous, wrinkled, and generally brown. It is

stemless. The spores are produced on the upper
surface. The under surface is fibrous and downy.
J. E. was formerly in repute as a topical discutient

and astringent. It may be kept long in a dried

st.ite. It is still sold in the shops, but Polyporus
versicolor is often substituted for it. The genuine

J. E., after being dried, swells when immersed in

water ; the Polyponis does not.

JIKA'DAZE, or SHIKATZE, a to«Ti of Tibet,

capital of the district Zang, on the right bank of

the Zangbo, 190 miles west of Lassa. Pop. esti-

mated at 100,000.

JIME'NA, or XIMENA, a town of Spain, in the

province, and 50 miles east of Cadiz, on the cast

declivity of the Sierra de Gazules. The town is

regularly buOt, the streets steep, but clean. There
are sever.al churches and schools, a prison, town-
house, &c. There are manufactures of leather,

linen, earthenware, &c., and a trade in fruit and
wine. Pop. 5S78.

JO'ACHIM, Joseph, an eminent Hungarian
violinist, was born in the neighbom-hood of Pres-

burg in 1830, received his early instruction at Pesth
under Szer\'awinsky, director of the orchestra at the

theatre there, and made his debut in public at the

age of seven. He afterwards became the pupil of

Bohm at Vienna, and at Leipzig studied counter-

point under Hauptmann, and made the friendship

of Mendelssohn. His first appearance in London
was in 1844, when, though only in his 14th year, he
was at once allowed to' be one of the most distin-

guished of contemporary violinists. His perform-

ances at Vienna, Pesth, Paris, aud London have
since established for him the position of the first

violinist of the day. In power and brilliancy of

execution, and all the mechanical qualities of play-

ing, he is little if at all behind Paganini ; while in

the intellectual qualities, he far surpasses that artiste,

and possesses, in an almost unequalled degree, the

faculty of seizing instinctively the idea of the
composer. His works, which include overtures,

Hebrew melodies and other songs, and compositions

for the violin, are pervaded by the same tenderness

and depth of musical feeling that characterise his

playing.

JO'ACHIMSTHAL, a town of Bohemia, near
the frontier of Saxony, 69 miles west-north-west
from Prague. It is situated in a valley, on the
Weseritz, a feeder of the Eger, which itself flows

into the Elbe, near the eastern opening of a remark-
able gorge or pass among the lofty Erzgebirge, and
at an elevation of 2366 feet above the sea. The
town has a strange antique appearance, and the
llathhaus is a very remarkable building. J. was
formerly of greater importance than now, owing to

its mines of silver, which are still wrought, but are
not so productive as they once were. The produce
of the silver-mines of J. in the 16th c. was, at an
average, 21,897 marks. For about a century before

1852, the average produce was only 3181 marks

;

and from 1852 to 1862, it was 3232 marks. Silver-

mines have been wrought at J. from a very remote
period ; one mine is 3U0 fathoms deep. The whole
number of miners employed at J. in the 16th c.

was about 12,000, with 400 overseers and other

officials, and 800 siirveyors. Besides the silver

obtained from the mines of this neighbourhood, it

produces also lead, tin, and iron to a consideraljle

amount. J. is the seat of offices and coui-ts of

mines. Dollars (tluders) were first coined here, and
hence their name (see Dollar). Goitre and cretin-

ism are lamentably prevalent at Joachimsthal.
Much coarse lace is made in the surrounding
mountainous district. Pop. 5041.

JOE MILLER'S JESTS, or the WIT'S VADE-
MECUM, a well-known collection of facetiae, first

published in 17.S9. A great proportion of the good
things which this book contained appears to have
been the product of the period immediately jireced-

ing its publication. They are more often humorous
than witty, and they seem to have been all the
more popiilar on account of a profusion of coarseness
and indecency, such as the taste of the present age
could not endure. A second edition of the Jests

was called for in the year of the first publication

;

they came to a fourth edition in the following year ;

and the work, growing in size at every fresh ai)pear-

ance, had reached its 14th edition by 1760. Innu-
merable issues of it, or of works founded upon it,

bearing the same or similar titles, have since been
published in England and America. It has, in

many cases, been modified more or less, to suit the

growing nicety of the public—with detriment, it

must be said, to the quaUty of its humour; and,

indeed, it would almost seem as if humour Uour-

ished upon obscenity as flowers do upon manure.
A lithographic fac-simile of the first edition,

which is now exceedingly rare—there is no copy
in the British Museum—was published in 1861.

The exact title was as follows :
* Joe Miller''s Jests,

or the Wit's Vade-mecum; being a Collection of
the most Brilliant Jests, the Politest Repartees, the

most Elegant Bons-mots, and most Pleasant Short
Stories in the English Language. First carefully

collected in the Company, and many of them tran-

scribed from the Mouth, of the Facetious Gentleman
whose name they bear ; and now set forth and
pubHshed by his Lamentable Friend and Former
Comiianion, Elijah Jenkins, Esq. ; most humbly
inscribed to those Choice Spirits of the Age, Captain

Bodens, Mr Alexander Pope, Mr Professor Lacy,

Mr Orator Henley, and Job Baker, the Kettle-

drummer. London, T. Read, Dogwell Court, White-
friars, Fleet Street, 1739.'

The Joe Mdler whose name has been handed
down in connection with this compilation of jests

was Joseph Miller, an emment comic actor, reputed

among the tavern-haunters of his time as a fellow of

infinite humour. He was born, it is believed, in

London, in 16S4; he died in London in 1738, and
was buried in the churchj'ard of St Clement Danes
in the Strand, where there is a tombstone erected

to his memorj^ bearing an epitaph by Stephen
Duck. He was a great favourite with the ijublic,

and is said to have contributed by his acting to the

popularity of Congreve's plays. Ben in Love for
Love, Sir Joseph Wittol in the Old Bachelor, and
league in the Committee, were the characters in

which he was most successful ; his portrait was
])ainted in the last two of these. The compiler of

the Jests was John Mottley, an author of no great

rejiutation, who is said to have amused himsefi by
WTiting down or dictating them at a time when he
was laid up with the gout. Mottley was the son of

a Colonel Mottley, who, having been high in favour

with James II., followed James into exile, got a

command in the service of Louis XIV., and was
killed at the battle of Turin in 1708. Colonel

Mottley had married before the Revolution a

Gloucestershire lady of considerable fortune. Hi£

wife her family being zealous for the Revolution

—
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refused to accompany him to St Germain. Three
or four years later, he made a stay of considerable

length in England upon a secret commission from

J.-vmes ; and his son, the compiler of the Jests, was
bom in London in 1G92. Mottley was educated at

St Martin's Library-school in London ; and, through
the influence of Viscount Howe, who wiis a con-

nection of his mother, he got, .it the .age of sixteen,

a place in the Excise Office. This place he lost iu

1720. apparently through some involvement in the
bubble speculations of that year ; and afterw.ards,

thoufih he had jiromises both from Lord Halifax

and from Sir Robert Wiilpole, he never succeeded

in obtaining an oflice. He had to live by his wits,

and he produced live or six plays—the first of

them named the Imperial Captive—which met with
some success. He seems to have owed not a little

to the patronage he received from people of fashion

and from the court. In 1739, the year in which
he produced Joe Miller's Jests, he also jniblished a
Life of the great Czar Peter, in 3 vols. 8vo. This
work was published by subscription, and had the

sui)port of the royal family, and of a great number
of the nobility and gentry. He followed it up in

1744 with the History of tlie Life and Beli/n of the

J'mpress Catharine o/Eiissia, 2vo\s.Syo. Theseworks
were mere compilations from the journals and other
publications of the time ; but with the lapse of

time they have acquired some value, through the
scarcity or disappearance of the authorities upon
which they were founded. Mottley died on the 3d
of October 1750.

JOHNSOX, Andrew, seventeenth President of

the United States of America, w.a3 born at Kaleigh,

North Carolina, Decemlier 29, 1808. At the age of

four ye.ars, he lost his father, who was drowned in

attempting to save the life of a friend ; and when
ten years old, he was apprenticed to a tailor, whom
he served for seven years, receiving ho schooling.

A visitor to the shop where he worked used to read
aloud from a collection of speeches of British

statesmen. This aroused young J.'s interest and
ambition ; he learned the alphabet, borrowed the
book, and with the aid of a journeyman, learned to

read, working at it two or three hours every night.

At the expiration of his apprenticeship, he worked
for two years as a journeyman at Laurens Court
House, South Carolina ; but a love-disappointment,

caused by his humble position, induced him in 1826
to emigrate to Greenville, Tennessee, where he soon
after married, and his wife taught him writing and
arithmetic. In 1828, he was elected to his first

oflice—alderman of the village ; in 1830, ho was
chosen mayor, and twice re-elected; in 1835, he
was elected to the state legislature, and again in

1839 ; in 1840, he was a presidential elector, and
canvassed the state for Mr Van Buren, the Demo-
cratic candidate ; iu 1841, he w-as elected to the
state senate; and in 1843, to the Congress of the
United States, where for ten years he supjiorted the
policy of the Democratic party. In 1853, he was
elected governor of Tennessee, and again in 1855.

In 1857, ne was elected by the legislature a member
of the United States Senate, in which he advocited
the union policy of the Republican party ; and on
the occupation of Xashville by the Federals, 1SG2,

was appointed by President Lincoln military

governor of Tennessee. In this position he gave
so much satisfaction to the North, that in

1864 he was nominated by the Republican party
for the oflice of vice-president, and was elected
with President Lincoln, then re-elected for his
second term, and took the oath of office, March 4,

1865. On the 14th of April, by the assassination
of President Lincoln, he succeeded to the presi-

dency, but soon disappointed his party by taking a

moderate, conservative course, scrupulously le-ipect-

ing his oath to support the constitution, pardoning
great numbers of rebels, and oi)posing his veto to
many bills jKisscd by Congress to hinder the recou-

stniction of the South on the principles of its former
constitutional representation. In 1806, his policy

appeared for a time likely to meet with pujiular

favour ; but some indiscreet and violent speeches,

during a tour to Chicago and St Louis, turned the
tide against him, and iu the congressional cluotions

his opponents triumphed by increased m.ijorities.

His vetoes were generally nullilieil by the two-
thirds votes of both Houses, and the President was
threatened by the Radicals with impeachment and
deposition. A majority of a committee of Congress,
appointed to consider the nrntter, actu.ally recom-
mended his impeachment; but Congress (December
1867), by a larj;e majority, decided not to act on
the recommendation.

JOONAGHU'R, a town of India, province of

Gujerat, on the peninsula of Kattywar, 235 miles
north-west of Bomb.iy. It is advantageously situ-

ated on a ridge of sandstone, is surrounded by walla
five miles in circumference, and has a citadel aud a
mosque. The town is ill built .and duty, and ouly
about a h.alf of the space within the walls is occu-
])ied. The trade is insignificant. Pop. variously
estimated at from 5000 to 30,000.

JUAREZ, Be.vito, President of the Mexican
Republic, w.-i3 bom at Ixtlan, of Indian i)arents,

about the year 1807. Notwithstanding the dis-

advant.ages of birth, he succeeded in establishing a,

reputation as an advocate, became governor of his

native state, 0.axaca (1848—1852), and an .active

member of the liberal p.arty. Exiled during the
dictatorship of Santa Anna, he returned when the
republic w.as restored, was elected to the new
congress (185G), and appointed President of the
Supreme Court in 1S57, and consequently, iu case
of vacancy by death or default. President aU interim,

of the republic.

On the overthrow of the liber.al President, Comon-
fort, by Zuloaga and the clerical party (January
1858), J. refused to recognise the usurjier, and
finally estabhshed himself at Vera Cruz, by holding
which he secured the receipt of the customs dues

—

in other words, of the larger half of the entire state
revenue. Here he set up a provisioniil government,
styling himself Constitutional President, .and issuing
decrees for the confiscation of the property of the
church, the institution of ci\'il m.arriage, &c., in
accordance with the reforms carried by Comonfort
in 1857. Jleanwhile, Miramon, who h.ad super-
seded Zuloaga (January 1859), prepared to take
the field against his rival His movements were,
however, del.ayed by a counter-rising of Juarists in

ilexico ; and before he again .advanced, J. had
secured recognition from the United States by
conceding the jirotectorate (refused to thera by
Miramon) over the proposed transit routes in the
north and in the isthmus of Tehuantepec. Early in

1800, Miramon besieged Vera Cruz, but his army
suffered from want of suppUes, his transports were
intercepted by the United States ship-of-w.ar

Saralofja, and after a few weeks, he was compelled
to retire with loss. J. now assumerl tlie oirciisive.

At S.an Miguelito, Miramon was ti't.ally defeated by
Ortega, and Hed to Europe. His rival entered
-Mexico (January 1861). caused himself in June to be
formally elected president for four years, and pro-

ceeded to execute the decrees against the clergy

with great severity. But the finances of Jlexico

were now in a state of disorder, which even tlio

wholesale confiscation of church lands could not
remedy. In July 1861, the government decreed
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suspension of payment for two years of the indemni-

ties due to England and France, and formally

secured by the hj'pothecation of the customs dues.

This act, coming at the end of a long series of

outrages (mainly the work of Miramon and his

faction), led to the intervention of the allied

powers, and the occupation of Vera Cruz by
England, France, and Spain. But it soon appeared
that the French aimed at more than a simple redress

of grievances. The appearance of the clerical chiefs

Sliramon and Almonte in their camp, and the

extravagant demands of M. de Soligny, rendered
any arrangement impossible. The failure of the
negotiations at Soledad (February 1862) was fol-

lowed by the conference of Oriz.iba (April 9), in

which England and Spain formally withdrew.
France now threw off the mask, and J. appealed

to the coimtry, proclaiming a guerrilla war, and
concluding a loan of 25,000,000 dollars with the

American minister, C'orwyn. The victory of Zara-

goza at Puebla (ilay 5, 1862) raised the hopes
of the Mexicans ; but fresh troops arrived from
France. Puebla fell (ilay 18, 1863), after a gallant

resistance. Herico and San Luis de Potosi followed,

and in 1864 the republican government was removed
to Monterey. The arrival of Maximilian in May
was succeeded by further losses from battle and
desertion. In August, J. sent his family to Xew
Orleans, but ' le petit Indien ' himself still held on,

although forced back on Chihuahua, and thence a
year after across the frontier. Hi a four years of

office had also expired, and Maximilian availed

himself of these events to issue the fatal decree of

October 1865, in which he declared the republic

extinct de jure et de facto, and sentenced to death
all Juarist leaders taken in arms. J. proclaimed
in answer that he held office until the expulsion of

the invaders rendered a fresh election practicable.

By this time the complete pacification of the South-
em States enabled the Washington cabinet (which
had persistently recognised J.) to interfere effectu-

ally on his behalf. Under diplomatic pressure (1866),
Kapoleon withdrew his troops, and the positions

evacuated by the French were immediately occupied
by the republicans. The unhappy Maximilian made
a final stand in Queretaro, but was betrayed by
Lopez, and shot (Jime 19, 1867) by order of court-
martial—an ungenerous but not unjustifiable act
of reprisal which J., it is said, woiUd have been
unable to prevent. Mexico and Vera Cruz were
reoccupied shortly after, and the triumph of the
liberals was consummated by the re-election of J.

to the presidency (October 1S67), after a ten years'

struggle, in which he had successfully maintained
the constitution of 1857, under which he took office,

against domestic treason and foreign intervention.

There is much reason to hope that J., who, as gover-
nor of Oaxaca, was universally esteemed, and whose
honesty as a reformer has been attested by the i

British charge d'affaires (Mr Mathew's Report, 1861),
and by all the leading men in the United States,
will inaugurate a new era in Mexico of progress and
tranquillity.

I

JUJUT', a town of the Argentine Confederation,
South America, on a river of the same name, about
300 miles north-north-west of Santiago. It is said
to be a place of some trade, being on the main
route from Salta across the moimtains into Bolivia.
Pop. (1860) 6900.

I

JUIjALPU'E, a town of India, capital of the
per^nnah of the same name, 100 mUes south-west I

of Lucknow, on the river Betwa. It is said to be
|

a place of some importance, and to contain a pop.
of 10,000. The coimtry to the south is wild, and
sterile, being much cut up by ravines.

|

JU'LIA, the only child of the Roman emperor
Augustus, was his daughter by his second wife,

Scribonia, and was bom 39 B.C. She was only a
few days old when her mother was divorced. She
was educated with great strictness; was distin-

guished for her beauty, talents, accomplishments,
and agreeable manners; and was married at a
very early age, 25 B.C., to her cousin, Marcus
Claudius Marcellus, the sister's son of Augustus.
After his death, she was again married, when little

more than 17 years of age, to Marcus Vipsanius
Agrippa, to whom she bore three sons and two
dau^ters. He djTiig, 12 B.C., .1. was given in

marriage, 11 B.C., to Tiberius; his mother, Livia,

the stepmother of J., persuading Augustus to this,

in order to secure the succession of Tiberius to the
throne. The marriage was an unhappy one, and
the conduct of J. far from irreproachable ; but
Livia's hatred induced her to make exaggerated
accusations to Augustus, and she so wrought upon
his mind, that he astonished all Rome by suddenly
declaring, 2 B.C., that his daughter had so far

forgotten herself as to be guilty of the most shame-
less adulteries, making even the Fonmi the scene of

her nightly vice. In this charge there seems to

have been too much truth ; but it is doubtful if

there was any truth in the allegation further made
that J. and her paramours had entered into a
conspiracy against the life of the emperor. J. was
banished to the isle of Pandataria (now Ventotiene),

near Xaples, and a number of persons of high rank
were put to death or banished for their alleged
participation in her gmlt. From Pandataria,
whither her mother, Scribonia, accompanied her,

she was removed to Rhegiiun (now Reggio), where
she was allowed by Tiberius to remain destitute

even of common comforts, till her death, 14 A.D.

Her son, Agrippa, was put to death by Tiberius

in 14 A.D., shortly before the death of has mother.
Her other sons died in early age. Her daughters
survived her. The elder, Julia, died, 28 a.d., in

the isle of Trimetus, on the coast of Apulia,
whither she had been banished by Augustas
twenty years before for adultery. The yoimger,
the virtuous Agrippina (q. v.) died in 33 A.D., in

Pandataria, to which she had been banished by
Tiberius.

JU'LICH, or, in the French form of the name,
JuLiERS, a town of Rhenish Prussia, 16 miles north-
east from Aix-la-ChapeUe, on the Roer. J. is situ-

ated in a fertile plain, but surroimded by marshes,
which make it very unhealthy. It is said to be
of Roman origin, and was strongly fortified till

1860, when the fortifications were demolished. The
principal branch of industry is the manufacture
of leather. Pop. (1864) 5244—J. was long the
capital of an independent duchy ; and J. and Berg
(q. V.) were united as possessions of the same family.

On the death of the Duke of J. in 1609, began a
dispute as to the succession, which was not settled

till 1666, when a decision was given in favour of the
House of Pfalz-Xeuburg—the Elector of Branden-
burg obtaining Cleves and some of the other terri-

tories formerly united with J. and Berg. The
Pfalz-Neuburg family becoming extinct in 1742, J.

passed to the Pfalz-Salzbach branch, afterwards
electors of Bavaria. By the peace of Limeville, it

was annexed to France, as part of the dep. of Roer

;

and in 1S14, was assigned to Prussia by the Congress
of Vienna.

JUMPING HARE (PedeUs or Helamys Capen-
sis), a South African rodent. Spring Haas of the
Dutch colonists, generally placed near the jerboas
in systems of zoology, but very considerably differ-

ing from them. The head much resembles that of
533
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a hare, although the ears are shorter ; the form of

the body is also like that of a hare, l)iit the liiiid-

lejjs are very long and strontr, like those of a kan-
garoo, and the toes both of fore and hind feet are

armed with great claws. Its powers of leaping are

Jumping Hare (Jlclamys Capsmis).

extraordinary ; it clears 2(1 or ,30 feet at a bound.
Night is its time of aetivity, and it makes mis-

chievous inroads on fields and gardens. Its flesh is

eaten.

JUNGLE, a term now fully adopted into the
English language, but of Bengalese origin, and
employed to designate those thickets of trees,

shrubs, and reeds, whieli .abound in many jiarts

of India, and particularly in the unhealthy tract

called Terai or Tarayani, along the southern

base of tlie Himalaj'a ; and in the SmuUrbunds
(q. V.) at the mouth of the Ganges. The jungles

are often impassable, from tlie thick growth of

underwood, tall gr.asses, and climbing plants. The
soil is generally swampy, and fever and other
diseases abound. Tigers, and other beasts of prey,

elephants, hoars, deer, and other qu.idrupeds are
found in great numbers in these thickets, with
gigantic snakes, and multitudes of uioui;eys. The
jungle flora and fauna are very jieculiar, and the
moisture and heat carry a tropical vegct.ation

beyond its usual limits northward to the lower
valleys of the Himalaya.

JUNGLY GAU (Bus Siilkelanvs), a species of

ox, inhabiting Sylhet and other mountainous parts

of the north-east of India. It is nearly allied to the
Gayal (q. v.) and to the common ox, and has more
the apjiearance of some of the Eurojtean domesti-
cated breeds of ox than any of the otlier wild oxen
of Asia. The J. G., although in a wild state it is

only to be seen in places remote from the habitations

of man, and flees from the encroachments of cul-

tivation, is easily domesticated. Its milk is very
abundant, and of excellent quality.

JUTE MANUFACTURES. The extensive

and daily increasing use of jute as a textile material,

has induced us to give a brief notice of its manu-
facture into fiibrics, by way of supplementing what
has been already said under the head Jute. This
now gigantic industry has sprimg u\i so rapidly, one
might almost say so stealthily, that comparatively
few persons are aware of its importance, and many
have never even heard of the fibre at all. For some
thirty years back, the Dundee mill-owners have
been gradu.a!ly employing it more and more to mix
with tlax, until there is scarcely one of them who
does not use it largely, and the majority now use it

entirely. Jute is more brittle than liax, and will
581

not 8|>in 80 fine, nor wear so well ; but then it is

only about half the ]u-iee, and when woven, is

attr.xctive enough in appearance. In India, it has
been manuf.actured by tlie natives into gunny-cloth
for centuries.

The jute-plant is very largely cultivated in
Bengal, and the fibre is prepared there for exporta-
tion by the process of water-retting. Jute of a
fine glosiiy ap])earance brings the highest price in

the market. It is sjiun by processes similar to
those employed for flax, but as it is from 10 to 15
feet long, it is necessary to cut it into .'i-feet lengths
before it can be heckled. The fibre .ilso requires to
be saturated with whale-oil and water, so as to
soften and render it more clastic, [ireparatory to
sjiinning. Heckling is the first of the spinning
operations, and its object is to remove the coarser
portions of the jute, and lay the lilires in ])arallel

order. The heckle is a kind of comb, with sharp-
pointed steel teeth, from one to two inches in

length. Formerly, the process was done by hand,
but now heckling-machines are used. The heckled
strieks are next taken to the simadtr, or first

drawing-frame, where they are spreail upon an end-
less creeping-sheet, so as to supply the jute contin-

uously to another part of the machine, where, by a
peculiar arrangement of rollers, it is drawn out,
through combs of closely-ranged steel pins, into a
continuous rilibon, called a sllrir. A number— say,
14—of these slivers are then taken to another draw-
ing-machine, with steel combs, and drawn out into
one. In like manner, some 20 of these slivers are
.again drawn into one. The first sliver from tho
spreader has thus, so to speak, been drawn out 280

Jute [Curchorus cnpnularU)

:

A, capsule ; b, flower.

times its original length ; and by this means tho
fibres become thoroughly parallel and equalised.

Tho sliver from the last drawing-frame is still

further drawn out, and at the same time receives a
slight twist in the roving-frame. Finally, the
bobbins of 'rove' are taken to the spinning-frame,
and spun into j-arn upon the ' throstle ' principle.

Just as in the case of flax, the jute tow from the
heckling process is also spun into yarn, in which
case it is first carded by means of a ' breaker ' and
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' finisher ' card, and then drawn, roved, and spun,

as aliove described. Indeed, a great deal of jute, as

imported, is treated in this way without being
heckled at aU.

The larger portion of jute fabrics are woven from
yarn of the natural colour ; but for some purposes
it is bleached ; and when used for carpets, it is

dyed various colours. It bleaches with difficulty,

but it is easily dyed. Among the various kinds of

jute-cloth made, hessian sheetings for packing all

kinds of merchandise are most largely produced

;

but sackings, baggings, osnaburgs, ducks, carpetings,

mattings, and several other stuffs are likewise

extensively manufactured. It is also intermixed
with flax, cotton, and wool for various union fabrics.

Jute carjiets are produced at a wonderfully low
price, viz., from Td. to Is. 3d. per yard. The better

qualities of these are comfortable, and even beauti-

ful, so long as they keep their colour ; but herein lies

their great defect, since all dyes have hitherto been
found to be comparatively fugitive upon jute. It is

affirmed that some colours can now be rendered
permanent by a new process of dyeing them. If so,

a wide field will be opened for the development of

this branch of the trade.

For many years after the introduction of jute in

1S.33, Dundee was the only place in Great Britain

i where it was manufactured ; but now, considerable
quantities of jute goods are made in London, Man-
chester, and Glasgow. Of late, several large works
have been erected in Calcutta for spinning and
weaving jute by English machinery. Dundee is

still, however, the great centre of the trade ; and
there the consumpt of the raw material, which, in
1836, was only 30t) tons, will this year (1SG7) be
about G.5,000 tons, or 500,000 bales. The nimiber
of persons employed in its manufacture in that
town is upwards of 30,000, and it will give an idea of
the vast size of some of the larger jute-mills to state
that, in the one belonging to Messrs Cox Brothers,
there are between "20 and 30 steam-engines, most of
them of considerable size. In one of the weaving-
rooms of this mill there are 800 power-looms

;

and like several of the large Dundee factories, it

contains within itself an iron foundry, a smithy,
fitting-shops, and, in short, all the departments of an
extensive engineering estabhshment.
The total quantity of jute and jute-bagging

exported from India in 1866 was 80,908 tons, which
was valued at £1,499,533. In 1864 and 1865, con-
siderably larger quantities were exported. A little

of this was sent to France and Holland, but about
nine-tenths of it was imported into the United
Kingdom.

lADO'M, a town of Russia, in the
government of Tambov, and 140

^ miles north-north-east of the town
of Tambov, on the river Moshka.
The houses are built chiefly of

.jfC=^ wood, and the principal trade is in

\ ^ honey. Pop., mostly of Tartar

j descent, 7173.

KAKA'PO, or OWL PARROT
{Strigops hahroptllus), a remarkable bird, a

native of New Zealand, belonging to the Parrot
family {Psiltacidae), but of very owl-like appearance,

Kakapo {Strif/ops hahroptllus),

and, hke the owls, nocturnal, or nearly so, conceal-
ing itself in holes during the day, except in very

gloomy weather. The K. takes possession of a hole,

where one exists, among stones or the roots of trees,

but seems also to have the power of making a
burrow for itself. Dogs take it in its hole, although
it makes some resistance ; but, after a little experi-

ence, they learn how to deal with it. It is also

pursued and taken by dogs when rimning ou the
ground. The flesh of the K. is more pleasant and
delicate than that of any other parrot. This
interesting bird has almost disappeared from the
northern island of New Zealand, and is much more
rare in the middle island than it was not many
years ago. It will probably soon be extinct, unless
means are adopted for its protection. It is the
only known bird ha\-ing large wings which does
not use them for flight.

liANGAROO APPLE, a species of Solanum
(q. v.), (S. laclniatum), with a somewhat shrubby
succulent stem, smooth pinnatifid or entire leaves,

and Lateral racemes of flowers ; a native of Peru,
New Zealand, Australia, and Tasmania, in which
latter countries its fruit is caUed kangaroo apple,

and is used as food. When unripe, it is acrid, and
produces a burning sensation in the throat; but
when perfectly ripe, it is wholesome.

KA'NIZSA, the name of two towns in Hungary.
—K. Nagy, a market-town, and once an important
fortress, in the county of Szalad, 120 miles south of

Vienna, with which it is connected by railway. It
has several churches, a monastery, town-liouse, &c.
There is a considerable trade in cattle. Pop. 11,722.

—K. Magyar, a market-to^^^l in the coimty of Bacs,
in a fertile district on the Theiss, 15 mUes south-

south-east of Szegediu. It has several churches, a,

synagogue, high school, &c., and a trade in com
and cattle. Pop. 8855.

KA'NKARI, a town of Asia Minor, in the
pashalic of Anatolia, G5 miles north-east of Angora,
on an aifluent of the Kizil-Irmak. There are
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Iiarracks, and a castle on a neighbouring height.

r.>l.. about 18,000.

KARMA'THIANS (Carmathians), so called from
Abii Said Al-Jenabi, surnamed Al-Karmata, a
Jlohanimodan sect which sjiranr; up in the 9th c.

A.D., under the califate of Al-Motamed, and which,
by a combination of extraordinary circumstances,
succeeded in establishing itself for a time as a
political power which threatened to overturn the
califate itself. What we have said of the par-

ticular creed and tendencies of the Ismailis, under
that heading in the Spppi.emext, began lirst to be
fnlly realised .and developed about the middle of the
2d c. of the Hedjrah, through one Abdallah Ibn
Mainum, .an oculist (kaddah) by ]>rofcssion, and
a Persian by birth. It was he first who, aided by
favourable circumstances, matured a plan which,
for the boldness and genius of conception, and for

the energy and vigour with which it was carried out,

has not many parallels in history. Nothing less

was contemjilated than the union of the Arabic
' confjUerors and the many races they had subjected
since Mohammed's death, and the enthronement of

what afterwards wiis called ' Pure Reason ' as the
sole deity to be worshipped. The advanced .should

be free of all so-ctilled religious fetters, which, .as

symbols and .allegorical actions, should be laid .all

the heaWer on the necks of the less advanced strata
of society. The ' Believers ' and ' Conquerors ' were
to be made missionaries for unbelief, and the imple-
ments for the destruction of their own empire.
Whatever the ultimate plans of Abdallah may have
been, there can be no doubt about the .astute way
in which he set to work for the new faith. With
an cxtr.aordin.ary knowledge of the human heart
and human weakness, he offered devotion to
the believer ; liberty, if not licence, to the ' free in

spirit ;' philosophy to the 'strong-minded;' mystic
ho|>es to the fanatics ; miracles to the masses. To
the Jews, he offered a Messi.ah ; to the Christians, a
Paraclete ; to the Moslems, a Mahdi ; and to the
Persian and Syrian 'pagans,' a philosophical the-
ologj'. His practical exertions, and their wonderful
resiJts, soon attracted the attention of the authori-
ties. Obliged to Hee from place to place, he sought
refiige successively in Karaj, in Ispahan, in Ahwaz,
in Basra, finally, in Salamia, in Syria, where he died,

leaving his son .\hmed his successor as chief of the
sect of the Ismailis. This Ahmed, warned by the
fate of his father, proceeded with greater caution,
more especially \vith regard to the name of the
Imam or Great Prophet, which he left rather
imcertain.

Among the missionaries he sent to Irak, there
was one named Husein Ahw.azi. In the province of
Kufa, this missionary, according to some of the
.authorities, met a man named Hamdan Karmat,
whom he converted to the new faith, and at his

death laid his mission upon Karmat's shoulders,
whom he had previously initiated into the whole
extent of the faith. According to others, however, it

was Husein himself, who from some cause received
the name of Karamita or K.arm<at, a word the mean-
ing of which is rather uncertain—indicating, accord-
ing to some, a man who, having short feet, makes
sm.all steps ; according to others, a man who has
red eyes, &c.

Whoever K.armat was, he was the fittest man to
carry out the original intentions of the founder.
He very soon succeeded in g.aining the full con-
fidence of his flock, which increased daily, and in
making them blind instruments of his will. He
introduced, according to some of the authorities,
absolute communism, not only of property, but
even of wives, among them, and founded one par-
ticular colony, consisting of chosen converts, around

his own house in Kuf.a. This residence of his,

called the House of Itefnge, became the centre of an
immense conspiracy. From this place all the mis-
sionaries were sent out, and all tlie threads of the
great movement were directed, .\mongst the most
noted of those missionaries was one Abu Said, who
w,as sent lirst to Southern Persia, and afterwards to
Bahrein, in the Persian Gulf.

The inhabitiints of Bahrein, which had formerly
been a pronnce of Persia, were partly .lews, jiartly
Persians, who had cajiitiUated with Mohammed, and
had been allowed to retain their own creeds. After
the Prophet's death, they had at once shaken off the
unwelcome yoke, which, however, had .again been
put upon them by Omar. The interior of the country
was inhabited by certain Arabs, highly disaffected
against Islam, the innumerable precepts of which
they disliked with an intense disUke. No wonder

I

that Abu Said made the most marvellous strides in

j

his conversions. In less than two years, he had
brought over a great part of the pcop"le of Bahrein.

' In 287 (Hedjrah) the calif sent an army of 10,000
men against -Vbu Said and his followei-s, but the
latter remained victorious, and made the calif's

own goncr.al prisoner. He now gained undisjiuted
possession of the whole comitry, part of which
he had only conquered as yet, and having
destroyed the old capital H.ajar, m.ade Lahsa,
his own residence, the capital of the country.
While the court of Bagdad was threatened with
destruction by this newly established jiowcr on one
side, two chiefs of another Karmatliian branch
appeared, the one in the neighbourhood of Kufa,
the other in Syri.a. The first w.as defeated, captured,
and tortured to death ; the other was more success-
fiU. The governor of Damascus, who marched
against him, was beaten most ignominiously. This
Kannathian triumph, however, though followed by
a few others, was of but short duration. A decisive
victory (294 Hedjrah), won by the calif's general,
W.asif, for ever put an end to this branch of the
Karmathians.

ilcanwhilc, both Karmat and Abu Said had
become—by what means, is matter of great obscurity
— faithless to their own creed. We have no certain
dates about the death of Karmat. Abu Said was
killed, together with some of liis principal officers,

in the bath in his owti castle at Lahsa, in 301
Hedjrah, by one of his eunuchs; and four years
later, his son, Abu Tahir, became his successor, and
he has left his name indelibly stamped upon the
.annals of Islam. In 311, he seized the town of
B.asr.a. In the next year, he pillaged the caravan
which went to Mecca, and ransacked Kufa. In
315, he once more reappeared in Kufa and in Irak,
and gained so decided a victory over the calif's

troops that Bagdad began to tremble before him.
In 317 (930 A. D.), the great and decisive blow
against Mohammedanism w.as stnick. When the
gieat caravan of pilgrims for the annu.al pilgrimage
had arrived at Mecca, the news suddenly spread
th.at Abu Tahir, the terror of Islam, had appeared
at the head of an army in the holy city itself. All
attempts to buy him off failed, and a massacre of
the most fearful description ensued. With barbar-
ous irony, he asked the victims what had become
of the sacred protection of the place. Every one,
they h.ad always been told, was safe and inviolable
at Mecca. Why was he allowed thus easOy to kill

them—the race of donkeys ? According to some, for
6 d.ays, to others, for 11 or 17, the massacre lasted.
The numbers killed within the jjrecincts of the
temple itself are variously given. The holy places
were desecrated, irredeemably almost. But not
satisfied with this, Abu Tahir laid hands on the
supreme Palladium, the black stone itself.
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Yet lie was apparently mistaken in Ms calcula-

tions. So far from turning the hearts of the faithful

from a -n-orship -nrhich God did not seem to have

defended, the remaining Moslems clung all the more
fervently to it. God's decree had certainly per-

mitted all those indignities to be put upon His

house, but it was not for them to murmur. The
stone gone, they covered the place where it had lain

with their kisses. As often as Abu Tahir did not

distinctly hinder them by force, the caravans went
on their usual annual pUgrimage. In the year

3i!7, the emir of the pUgrimage, Abu Tahir's own
personal friend, first succeeded in persuading him

i

to conclude a treaty by which the pilgrimage was
allowed again, on payment of five denars for every

camel, and seven for every horse. Yet the black

stone, notwithstanding all efforts on the part of the

court of Bagdad, was not returned. Abu Tahir

seems altogether to have been a man of extraordi-

nary abilities. Of his valour, with which he also

knew how to imbue his followers, the following

is told. Wien he had taken away the black stone,

and desecrated the holy places, he marched, with

500 horse, upon Bagdad. The CaUf Moktader sent

30,000 men, under his best general, to meet him .

Havin" ascertained how small were the rebel's

resources, the calif sent a friendly message to him
by the general himself, adjuring him, by their pre-

vious friendship, to desist from his insane attempt,

and to make good his escape in time. Whereupon
he asked the messenger of how many the califs

forces consisted. ' Thirty thousand,' was the answer.
' Then go,' he said, ' and teU your master that he
has just sent three men too Httle.' And calling

for three of his own men, he commanded one of

them to stab himself, the second to throw himself

into the Tigris, and the third to jump over a preci-

pice ; all of which was instantly done. ' You see,'

he continued, ' what my warriors are like, and what
numbers mean against such as these.' The follow-

ing night, he made a sudden attack upon the enemy,
routed them completely, and took the general him-

self prisoner.

Regarding the special form of belief of the K., as

far as it has been preserved to us, it seems in the

beginning—before Ismailism became that mirture of

* naturalism,' ' materialism,* of whilom Sab^ism,
and of Indian incarnations and transmigrations of

later days—to have only been a kind of ' reformed

'

Islam. The prophet Karmat, it was held, had
brought a new Law into the world. By this, many
of the Jlohammedan tenets are altered, many
ancient ceremonies are abrogated, new forms of

prayer are introduced, and an entirely new kind of

fast is inciUcated. Wine is permitted, as well as a

few other things prohibited by the Koran. Certain

other of the precepts met in this book are turned

into mere allegories. Instead of tithes, they gave

the fifth part of their property to the Imam.
Prayer is but the symbol of obedience to their

Imam. Fasting is the symbol of sUence, or rather

of concealment of the religious doctrine from the

stranger.

Abu Tahir died almost absolute master of Arabia,

Syria, and Irak, in 332 Hedjrab. It was not until

seven years later (950 A.D.), under the reign of two
of his brothers who had succeeded him, that the
' black stone' was returned to Mecca for an enormous
ransom, and fixed there, on the seventh pillar of

the mosque called Rahmat (God's mercy), in the
presence of the emir of the mosque and others, a
Spaniard amongst them. Yet the K. were accused

of not having returned the stone itself, or, at all

events, of haWng broken it. Forty camels, it was
also said, had been unable to carry it away ; while

a single one had brought it back, one, moreover,

that had been lean when it started, and had become
fat when it had reached Mecca.
From that time forth, however, the star of the

K. began to wane. Little is heard of them of

any import till 375, 'when they were defeated

before Kufa— an event which seems to have
put an end to their dominion in Irak and Syria.

In 378, they were further defeated in battle by
Asfar, and their chief lost his life. They retreated

to Lahsa, where they fortified themselves ; where-
upon Asfar marched to Elkatif, took it, and car-

ried away all the baggage, slaves, and animals of

the K. of that town, and retired to Basra. This
seems to have finally ruined the already weak band
of that once formidable power, and nothing further

is heard of them in history, although they retained

Lahsa do'mi to 430, and later still Even to this

day there exist, according to Palgrave, some
disaffected remnants of them at Hasa (the modem
name of their whilom centre and stronghold), and
other tracts of the peninsula ; and their antag-

onism against Mohammedanism, which they have
utterly abrogated among themselves, so far fi'om

being abated, bids fair to break out anew into

open rebellion at the first opportunity.—See Weil,

Gesch. d. Chalifen ; De Goeje, Memoire sur les

C'armathes, &c. ; Silvestre de Sacy, Religion lies

Druses ; Sale, Koran ; Palgrave, Arahia, &c.

KAKK, Jea>' Alphoxse, a French literarj' man
of considerable eminence, was born at Paris on the

24th of November 1808. After getting his prelim-

inary education at home from ms father, who was
a distinguished pianist, he passed with much dis-

tinction through the curriculum of the College

Bourbon, in which he afterwards, while very young,
became a teacher. While employed in this institu-

tion, he fell in love, and began to cultivate the

muses ; and a copy of verses which he sent to the
satirical jom-nal, the Figaro, formed his introduc-

tion to the Uterary career. His verses were not

accepted by the Figaro, but its editor asked him to

send something in prose, and the result was that he
became a regular contributor to the journal. Dis-

appointed in his attachment, he revealed to the
.vorld the story of his grief in a novel entitled Sous
les TiUeuls (1832, 2 vols. 8vo). A youthful desire

to astonish, a determination to seem original, made
many ignore the real originality of this work ; and
the curious blending of irony and sentiment, of

good sense and nonsense, which form the author's

manner, was puzzling to simple people ; but the
critics declared the book charming ; and the public,

to whom youthful traits in a novel are never un-
pleasing, on the whole concurred in the verdict.

Encouraged by the success he had met with, K.
soon produced a second novel, which did not dimin-

ish hjs reputation { Une Heure trap Tard, 1833)

;

and thereafter, year after year, he produced new
works, until he has become a prolific author, and a

recognised popular favourite. Fa Diize appeared
in 1834; Vendredi Soir in 1835; Le C/itmin plus
Court in 1836, the last a work in which he again

rehearsed the experiences of his youth—at least, it

is popularly bebeved that in it he told the world his

own story. He has since published Einerley (1838)

;

Genevieve (1838, 2 vols.) ; Clotilde (1839) ; Horteiue

(1842) ; Am Sauchen (1842) ; Pour ne pas etre Treize

and i)e Midi d quatorze Heures (1842) ; Feu Bressier

(1845, 2 vols.), originally published in the Eevue des

Deux ilondes ; Voyage autour de man Jardin (1845,

2 vols.) ; La Famille Alain (1848, 3 vols.) ; Histoire

de Rose et de Jean Duchemin (1849) ; Let Fees de la

Mer (1850) ; Clovis Gossdin (1851) ; Conies et Kou-
velles (1852). Agathe et Cecile ; Fort en Theme;
Soirees de Sainle-Adresse ; Les Femmes; Eaond

;

Lettres icrite de mon Jardin ; Au Bord de la Mer,
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ap]>earcil between 1852 and 1855; Promenades fiors

(If iiion Janlin was published iu 1857 ; La I'eiielope

2i'onna!i(/e in 1858; La Piche en L'au douce el en

Eaii sali''', and tbe Dictionnaire dti Pidiem; in ISGO.

The publication of a complete edition of his works
couimcuced in 1860. The letters and sketches which

be has from time to time written from Kice, his

place of residence in later years—upon liorticulture,

and flowers, and iSshes—the ])leasures of tlic coun-

try and tbe seaside—have been among the most
delightful aud popular of his works.

Iu 1839. M. K. became chief editor of the

Fiffaro, and in the same year he founded a monthly
satirical journal called Les Guipes, which he long

conducted with the most brilliant success, gaining

for himself a very high reputation as a 'uit and
satirist, but making, as was natural, many enemies,

of whom one, a lady, made an attempt upon his

life, which happily proved abortive. Several volumes
of Les Guepes have been reprinted ; so also have
been three volumes of sketches, whicli, under the

title of BourdonnemenU, he began to contribute to

the Siicle in 1852. M. K. has contril)utcd very
largely to periodicals, from which, indceil, many of

his works have been republished. At Nice, where
he has lived for many years past, he has occupied

himself—combining the man of business with the

enthusiast—with the growth of flowers and fruits ;

and the most beautiful bouquets sold in Paris are

made up of the produce of his garden. Several new
varieties of flowers, especially a dahlia, bear his

name.

KA'RSHI (anc. Nakhsheh), the second city in

size aud commercial importance of the khanat of

Bokhara, Central Asia, is situated on the Shehri
Sebz river, 90 miles south-ea.st of Bokhara city. K.
is surrounded by cidtivated land and numerous
gardens. It consists of the city proper and a

weakly fortified citadel, has ten caravanserais and
a well-supplied bazaar, and is considered likely to

be of great importance in the transit-trade organised
between Bokhara, C'abul, and India. K. is distin-

guished for the fabrication of knives of various

Kinds, which are exported to all parts of Central
Asia, as also to Persia, Arabia, and Turkey, where
they realise three or four times the cost price.

According to Vamberj". one kind, with Damascus
blades, and handles with gold and silver inlaid, are

worked with great taste, and might, both for dura-

bility and temper, put to shame the most famous
produce of Sheffield and Birmingham. The inhabit-

ants, estimated (1863) at 25,000, are for the most part

Csbegs, with a mixture of Tadjiks, Indians, Afghans,
and jews ; they are distinguished by their cheerful-

ness and light-heartedness. The Jews have the
privilege of riding even in the interior of the city,

which they are not allowed to do in any other part

of Bokhara.—See Vambery's Travels in Central Asia
(1864).

KASANLI'K, or KEZANLIK, a town of Euro-
pean Turkey, at the base of the Balkan Mountains,
85 miles north-west of Adrianople, on the Tundja,
an afiluent of the Maritza. It has an extensive

manufacture of attar of roses. Pop. 10,000.

KASHI'N, a town of Russia, in the government
of Tver, and 80 miles east of Tver, on the Kashinka,
a tributarj' of the Volga. Great part of the town
is old and ill built, but it is a place of much activity,

rapidly increasing in prosperity and population.

Tanning is a principal branch of trade. A kind of

paint for the toilet is also largely manufactured.
K. is celebrated for the extraordinary number of

its churches and other ecclesiastical buUdings, Pop.
(186:i) 7639.

KATU'XGA, or EYEO, a town of Gando, West
588

Africa, 25 miles from the mouth of a tributary of

the Niger, and about 200 miles northeast of

Abomcy. It is surroimded by a mud wall and a
ditch. There is a brisk trade in yams, corn, go.ats,

sheep, fowls, native cloth, &c. Poi>. supposed to be
about 15,000.

KEBLE, John, son of the Rev. John Kcblc of
Coin St Alwynds, Gloucestershire, and Sarah Maule,
a lady of Scotch descent, w.is born at Fairford,

three miles from liis fatlier's living, AprU 25, 1792.

The elder Kelile, a divine of the school of Ken,
educated liis son at home, and with such success,

that at the early age of 15, he was elected scholar

of Corpus Christi, Oxford, then a small college com-
jiosed wholly of members on the foundation, but
numbering among its scholars such names as Cole-
ridge (Sir J. T.) and Arnold of Rugby. In ISIO,

K. took a first class in Classics and Mathematics

;

and in the next year was elected to a fellowship at
Oriel, one of the highest honours in the university.

In 1812, he gained both the Latin and English prize

essays, was ordained deacon in 1815, and i)riest iu

1816. Even then, he had chosen his career. Neither
the prospect of emolument at Oxford, nor the intel-

lectual attractions of the Oriel common-room, of

which Whately and Copleston were tlien members,
and to which Arnold, Pusey, and Newman were
soon afterwards added, could charm him from his

first love, the life of an English parish priest. For
a while he remained at Oxford as tutor and
examiner, but soon took active clerical duty, prin-

cipally assisting his father. In June 1827, in defer-

ence to the wislies of his friends, he published The
Christian Year, or Thourjhts in Verse for the Sun-
days and Jlohjdays fhrouijhniit the Year, portions
of which liad been written as early as 1819. The
success of the small volume, and its influence
on religious thought in England, can hardly be
over-rated. The number of editions sold (somo
of 3000 copies) is marvellous. Although of <m-
equal merit, many of the pieces being evidently
written to comjilete the original plan, it is a work
of genuine inspiration, combining with rare denth
and fulness of religious feeling, the tenderest sensi-

bility, and a poet's appreciation of nature in her
more svmpathctic and human aspects. In 1831, K.
succeeded Milman as Professor of Poetry. His
olEcial prelections are ingenious iu theory, and
composed in elegant Latin prose. But the time
had come when he must quit the pleasant paths of

poesy for the tumidt of theological controversy. It
was a period of peril for the English Church. Within,
was apathy and want of spiritual life, save only in

the extreme Evangelicals, from whose defects of

learning and taste Oxford naturally revolted. With-
out, a reformed parliament had already suppressed
three Irish bishoprics, and seemed not unreluctant
to lay hands upon the church at home. In his

sermon on National Apostasy (1833), K. gave the
signal for the Tractarian movement—a movement
remarkable for the learning and ascetic saintliness

of its promoters, and whose principles were deep
submission to authority, irajdicit reverence for

Catholic tradition, with firm belief in the divine
prerogatives of the priesthood, the real nature of

the Sacraments, and the danger of independent
speculation. Early in 183.5, old Mr Keble died, and
at the close of the same year the poet married Miss
Charlotte Clark, the daughter of an old friend of his
father, and quitted Fairford for Hursley, a living in

the gift of Sir W. Heathcote, M.P. When Newman
seceded to Rome, K., less logical perhaps, but with a

truer instinct of fidelity to the Anglican Church,
remained firm, and amidst the general dismay,
exerted himself to the utmost to confirm those who
wavered. From this period till his death, his
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iufluence, though comparatively unseen, was not less

felt. When smarting under acU'erse decisions of

cnurts, and hostile measures in parliament, his party
always souglit for iv.'s opinion, and it "was given
with a conscientiousness that spared no pains, and a

singular clearness of judgment even in matters not
strictly clerical. His second volume of poems, TViC

Lyra Innoceniium, was i>ublished in 1S46, in aid of

the fund for rebuilding Hursley Church. Its popu-
larity has never equalled that of IVie Christian

Year, to which, indeed, it is inferior both in poetical

merit and in catholicity of tone. In the winter of

1865, the health both of husband and wife was
seriously impaired. They were compelled to winter

at Bournemouth, and there, in the ensuing spring,

they died ; K, on the 29th of March, at the age of

7-1 ; liis wife a few weeks later. Besides his poems,
K. was the author of a Life of Wilson, Bishop of

Sodor and Man ; an edition of Hooker, usually con-

sidered the standard ; and several lesser contributions

to periodical literature, among others, a Review of the

Life of Scolt, ratlicr famous in its day, originally

published in the British Critic.

KEITH, Jajies, best known as Maksh.^l Keith,
second son of WiUiam, ninth Earl Marischal of

Scotland, and Lady Mary Drnmniond, daughter of

the Earl of Perth, was born at the castle of Inver-

ugie, in Aberdeenshire, on the 14th of June 1696.

He and his elder brother, George, Earl Marischal,

had for their preceptor their kinsman, Robert
Keith, afterwards a bishop in the Scottish

Episcopal Church, and author of two valuable
historical works. The brothers took part, on the
side of the House of Stewart, in the insurrection of

1715, and after its suppression, were attainted (see

Keith, The Fajulv of). Hanng effected his

escape, K. remained in France for some years,

improving his knowledge of the military profession,

and waiting for an opjiortunity of obtaining service.

In 1719, along with his lirother and other Scottish

noblemen, he sailed on board the fleet whicli was
fitted out by Cardinal Alberoni and the Spanish
court for the invasion of Scotland. The Jacobites

were defeated at Glenshiel by the roj'al army,
imder General Wightman, and obliged to retreat.

The Spanish aii.xiliaries were ready to renew the
battle, but the Highlanders dispersed, and K., after

lurking for some time among the mountains, got

across the coimtry to Peterhead, and again escaped
to the continent. He continueil in the Spanish
service, but all his e.xpectations of promotion were
disappointed, in consequence of his firm attachment
to the Protestant Episcopal Church. In 17i7, he
made an application tor the colonelcy of an Irish

regiment, and received, as he himself tells us, the

following answer from the king of Spain, ' that how
soon he knew I was Roman Catholic, I should not
only have what I asked, but that he would take

care of my fortune.' In consequence of this, he
applied for a recommendation to the Russian govern-
ment, which was immediately given, and he received

from the Czar Peter II. a commission as major-

general. He distinguished himself in the wars
with the Turks and Swedes, particularly at the
siege of Oczakoff, and the reduction of the islands

of Aland ; but tiudiug the Russian service in various

respects disagreeable, he entered that of Prussia in

1747. King Frederick knew his merits, and gave
liiin the rank of field-mai'shal. From this time his

name is associated with that of the king of Prussia,

who relied as much on the military genius of K., as

he did on the diplomatic ability of his brother the

Earl Marischal. K.'s talents became still more
conspicuous upon the breaking out of the Seven
Years' War. He shared the doubtful fortunes of

the king before Prague, and was present at the

great victory of Rossbach, and at the retreat from
Olmlitz. His last battle was not far distant. The
Austrians under Daun, and the Prussians under
their kiug, met at Hochkirchen on the I4th of

October 1758, K. commanding the right wing. The
Prussian army was beaten, and K., surrounded and
overwhelmed by numbei-s, while endeavouring to
force his way at the bayonet-point, was shot through
the heart. His body was recognised by Count
Lacy, formerly his own scholar in the art of war,
and was buried at Hochkirchen. The rest may be
given in the words of Frederick's historian :

' Four
months after, by ro5'al order, Keith's body was con-
veyed to Berlin ; reinterred in Berlin, in a still

more solemn public manner, with all the honours,
all the regrets ; and Keith sleeps now in the Gami-
son-Kirche—far from bonny Inverugie ; the hoarse
sea-^winds and caverns of Dunnottar singing vague
requiem to his honourable line and him, in the
imaginations of some few In Hochkirch
Church there is still, not in the churchyard, as
formerly, a fine, modestly impressive monument to
Keith ; modest urn of black mai'ble on a pedestal of

gray—and, in gold letters, an inscription not easdy
surpassable in the lapidary way :...." Dum in
praelio, non procid hinc, iuclinatam suorum aciem,
mente, manu, voce, et exemplo restituebat, pugnaus
ut heroas decet occubuit." ' K. wrote a brief but
interesting fragment of a memoir of his own life,

commencing with the year 1714, and ending in 1734,
which was printed in 1843 by the Spalding Club.
For his military career after entering the Prussian
service, reference may be made to Mr Carlyle's
History of Frederick the Great.

KE'MPEN", the name of two towns in Prussia.

—

1. A town in Prussian Poland, in the government
of Posen, on the border of Sdesia, 43 miles east-

north-east of Breslau. It has two churches, a
beautifid synagogue, and a hospital. Wax-refin
ing, tanning, and brewing are carried on, and there
is a trade in horses. Pop. (1864) 5917, more than
half of whom are Jews.—2. A town of Rhenish
Prussia, in the government of Diisseldorf, and 20
miles north-west of the town of Diisseldorf, near
the Niers. There are manufactures of silk and
wooUen goods, of articles of wood, stockings, and
candles. It is said to be the birthplace of Thomas
A'Kempis (q. v.). Pop. (1SC4) 4714.

KENT'S CAVERN, or KENT'S HOLE, a cele-

brated bone-cave, situated in .a small, wooded, lime-
stone hill, at the junction of two valleys, about a
mile eastward from Torqiiay harbour, and half a
mile from the northern shore of Torbay. It con-
sists of two parallel series of chambers and galleries,

having an approximately north and south direction.

The aggregate length of the eastern series is upwards
of iJ5U feet, and the western is probably longer. It

has two narrow external openings or entrances, in

the face of one and the same low natural clilf, on
the eastern side of the hill, anil both opening into

the eastern suite of apartments. They are nearly
on the same level, about 50 feet apart, 70 feet above
the bottom of the valley immediately beneath, and
from ISO to 190 feet above the level of mean tide.

Nothing is known respecting the origin of its

name, and tradition fails to reach back to the date
of the discovery of the cavern. The earUest known
mention of it is by Polwhele, who, in his Hisionj of
Devon (1793), gives a miuute description of it. At
that time, it ai)pears to have Ijcen much visited by
the curious ; but it did not attract the attention of

scientific inquirers until September 1824, when Jlr
Northmore visited it with the ' double object of dis-

covering organic remains, and of ascertaining the
existence of a temple of Mithras.' He declared
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himself 'Iiappy to say that he was successful in

both objects.'

In lS2r>, the Lev. J. M'Enery commenced those

researches, which extended at iutcnals over fully

four years, and has for ever associated his name
\vitli the cavern. He m.ade arrangements for tlie

TiuMication of an illustrated narrative of his labours

;

l>iit the intention was unfortun.itely abandoned,
j

After his decease, it was feared that his MSS. had

been lost or destroyed ; but after a variety of

fortune, they ultimately fell into the hands of Mr
Vivian of Torquay, who, in 1859, edited and
published them under the name of Cavern lie-

searcJies.

Mr M'Enery's labours may be thus summed up :

(1) In the cave-earth, beneath a thick floor of sta-

laccmite, he discovered remains of the following

animals, of which those whose names are printed in

italics are extinct : great horse-shoe bat, shrew,

badger, polecat, stoat, wolf, fox, wild cat, water-

vole, tield-vole, bank-vole, Norway hare, rabbit,

red-deer, Orsus priscus, U. spelceus, Hycena spelcea,

Fdis spelcea, MacJiairodus lalidens, Lagomys speltea,

£lephas primigenius, lihinoceros ticJtorkinus, Equus
fonsUia, Hippopotamus major, Megaceros hiberniciis,

and Stromjijloceros speloeus. (2) Mixed up with

those remains, and under precisely the same con-

ditions, he met with a considerable number of

flint ' implements,' which had been formed by
man.

Tliough the inosculation of human industrial

remains with the bones of extinct mammals was
confirmed by the subsequent researches of Mr
God^vin-Austen in the same cavern, and later still

by those of the Torquay Natural History Society,

even scientific men were unprejtared for it, and it

was either discredited or explained away. In 1858,

however, a virgin cavern was discovered at Brix-

hani, on the opposite side of Torbay, and was
systematically and carefully explored by a com-

mittee, under the auspices of the Koyal and Geo-

logical Societies of London. The results obtained

were so perfectly trustworthy, and so strictly con-

firmatory of the statements which, from time to

time, had been reported from Kent's Hole, that it

began to be generally suspected that the latter

were, after all, worthj' of credence.

As a resiUt of this feeling, the British Association,

in 1864, ajipointed a committee—consisting of Sir

C. Lyell, Sir J. Lubbock, Mr Evans, Mr I'engelly,

Professor PhiUips, and Mr Vivian—to make a com-

plete and systematic exploration of so much of

Kent's Cavern as still remained intact. Tlie com-

mittee, to which Mr Busk was added in 1860, have

carried on their researches without intermission,

and presented fuU Reports in 1865, 1866, and 1807.

The work is placed under the superintendence of

two of the members, who visit the cavern daily.

The method of exploration is so simple as to be
easily carried on by the workmen, and so accur.ate

as to render it easy to determine the exact position

in which every object was foimd.

The walls of the cavern, in some of its branches,

display traces of the long-continued action of water

running in a sensibly horizontal direction. These
however, may be regarded as indications of the

agency by which the cave was formed, but not

necessarily by which the deposits were introduced.

In descending order, these deposits were: (1)

Huge blocks of limestone, which from time to time

had fallen from the roof. In some instances, two
or more blocks lay one on another. Sheets of sta-

lagmite sometimes lay between them, or invested

the whole, so as to form a dome-shaped mass;
whilst others were without any trace of this

material. (2) Black mould, from 3 to 12 inches
690

deep. (.'J) Stalagmitic floor, from 3 inches to as

many feet thick; but commonly ranging from 10

to 20 inches. With very few excei)tions, it ex-

tended from the walls quite across every chamber
and gallery. In some cases, it was crystalline, com-
pact, and so very hard as almost to defy the work-
men's skill and best tools ; in others, it was earthy,

graniU.ir, and comparatively soft. It commonly
consisted of thin lamina;, alternately crystalliui;

and granular. It contained numerous fragments
and blocks of limestone, and graduated downwards
into an extremely hard concrete or breccia. (4) A
black band, of irregular outline, from 2 to 6 inches

thick, containing numerous bits of ch.ircoal, and
strongly resembUng the black mould above the
stalagmite. This band was exceptional, being

found only in one spot, from 30 to 40 feet from
one of the cavern entrances, where it covered .about

100 square feet only. Throughout about half this

area, it w.as in immediate cont.act with the nether
surface of the stalagmitic floor, from which, else-

where, it was separated by a layer of red loam,

which never exceeded inches in thickness. (5)

Red cave-earth, with angular fr.agments of lime-

stone, from mere splinters to blocks almost as

Large as those lying on the surf.ace. Typicallj', this

de|X}sit consists of about equal parts of red earth

and of stones ; but in some places, the former
greatly preponderates ; whilst in others, the latter

IS most prevalent. Comparatively small wcU-
rounded fragments of rocks, not derivable from the

cavern hill, occasionally present themselves. The
materials of the cave-earth have no approach to

stratification or symmetrical arrangement, and the

stones lie at all angles. Small thin films of stalag-

mite occur at all depths, sometimes encrusting

bones or stones, or cementing them into a firm

breccia. The depth of this deposit is unknown ;

for, at present, it has been found desirable to limit

the excavation to a depth of 4 feet below the base

of the stalagmitic floor.

The objects found in the black mould, above the

stalagmite, form a large and very miscellaneous

collection, including objects extending from the

present day back to meclieval, and even pre-Koman
times. The most important .are stones of various

kinds, well rounded, and occasion.aUy perforated by
marine organisms ; potsherds, representing a large

number of vessels ; curviUneal plates of slate, prob-

ably covers for e.arthenw.are utensils ;
' spindle

whorls;' .amber beads; an awl, a spoon, a wedge,

and a chisel, all formed of bone ; bone combs, which
may be likened to small shoe-lifters ha\-ing teeth in

the broad end; a spe.ar-he.ad, a socketed celt, a
spoon, a fibula, and rings, all in bronze ; lumps of

smelted copper ; marine shells, such .as still exist

in Torbay ; and bones and teeth of various animals,

of existing species, including man.
The comparatively few objects found in the sta-

lagmitic floor include pebbles of various kinds, flint

im|)lements, marine shells, pieces of charccal, and
remains of extinct and recent animals, including

man, and the cave rhinoceros, h3'a;na, and bear.

The black band bene.ath the floor was extremely
rich in objects, of which the princip,al were remains

of the ordinary extinct and recent cave mammals ;

flint implements and chips ; a bone awl ; a bone
fish-spear, or 'harpoon,' barbed on one side only.

The flint specimens were keen-edged, brittle, and
chalk-like in colour and texture. They averaged

about ten in every cubic foot of materi,al.

Throughout the entire depth yet excavated, the

red cave-earth contained bones of recent and extinct

mamm.als and birds—chiefly the former ; fsecal

matter, almost exclusively finely comminuted bone

;

I

ovate and lanceolate flint implements, and flint
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chips ; a bone ' harpoon ;
' a bone pin ; small pieces

of burned bone ;
' whetstones,' and a stone-hammer,

or crusher. The bones are very abundant : most
of them are of an almost ehalk-like whiteness,

whilst a few are discoloured ; many are merely
small splinters; a considerable number have been
fractured, and gnawed precisely after the manner of

modem hyasnas ; several are split longitudinally, as

if for the extraction of the marrow, and in such a
way as to betoken human agency; most of those

thus split have also been scored by hyaena's teeth

;

those immediately under heavy blocks of limestone

aie crushed ; they are all characterised by a specific

gravity greater than that of those found above the

stalagmite ; on the tongue being applied to them,
they all adhere to it ; in no instance have the ele-

ments of an entire skeleton, or anything approach-
ing to it, been found together ; and remains of

many different kinds of animals are often lying in

contact. Certain branches of the cavern appear to

be richer than others in bones ; but wherever the
cave-earth occurs, with its usual accompaniment of

limestone fragments,they may be expected in average

. abundance, irrespective of depth below the stalag-

mite. The faecal matter appears to be confined to

certain branches of the cavern, where it occasion-

ally occurs in heaps a foot high. The bone ' har-

poon ' and pin have the same chemical condition as

the bones—they both adhere firmly to the tongue.

The former was found 2 feet below the stalagmite,

and the latter 4—the greatest depth yet excavated.

The best ovate flint tool was also met with at this

dejith. The 'whetstones' are long narrow pieces

of greenish grit, not such as could be supplied by
the immediate district, but which might have been
obtained from the gravel of the neighbouring rivers

— the Dart and TeigiL Whetstones similar in form
and material have been found in the Bruniquel
caves in France. The 'stone hammer' is a small
ellipsoidal pebble of coarse, hard, red sandstone.

Such pebbles occur plentifully on the central

shore of Torbay. Hammers of this kind are well

known to have been used by the North American
Indians.

It may be doubted whether the investigation

now in progress has made any additions to the list

of cave mammals given by the early explorers ;

indeed, up to the present time, no traces have
been found of Machairodus lalidens, recorded by
M'Enery, or of Hipijojiotamtis major, placed by
Professor Owen in the cavern list. Though some
degree of scepticism exists in certain minds respect-

ing their occurrence in the cavern, the evidence is

such as to justify the belief that machairodus, at

least, may yet be exhumed. In fact, the researches

now carried on are continually adding new con-

linnations of M'Enery's statements, and hitherto

they have failed to bring forth any conflicting

evidence.

Though it woidd be premature to venture on a

general Laterpretation of the facts disclosed before

the exploration is completed, the meaning of a few
of them cannot be misunderstood or qualilied-

From the crushed character of the bones imme-
diately beneath blocks of limestone, it may be
inferred that the cave-earth, on which they lay, was
firm, unyielding, and capable of offering a resistance

to the huge blocks as they fell from the roof ; and
hence it may be concluded, also, that the flint-tools

did not, as ManteU and others supposed, by sinking
through the red earth, reach a depth greater than
that which they primarily occupied.

Whilst it is possible that objects belonging to
different eras may be commingled in the cave-earth,

it is certain that the most modem thing it con-
tains is more ancient than the oldest article in the

stalagmite formed on it ; and as human tools have
been found in the red earth, and bones of three
extinct manmiais in the stalagmite, the contempo-
raneity of man with these extinct forms may be
regarded as certainly established.

It is no doubt true that a very large amount of

labour has been expended on Kent's Cavern without
the discovery of any portion of the human skeleton
in the cave-earth. The fact is one of considerable
interest, but it does not wanant a doubt respecting
man's existence, especially in the presence of such
positive facts as bone-tools and burned bones, to say
nothing of the flint implements. Moreover, the
stalagmite floor, mth its extinct mammals, has
yielded a portion of man's osseous sj'stem—part of
an upper jaw, containing four teeth. In their

Reports, the exploring committee remark, that,

amongst other results of their investigation, so many
instances of the valuelessness of merely negative
evidence have presented themselves, as to encourage
the hope that remains of man, though probably in

but sparing numbers, may yet be found in the cave-
earth.

KB'RKI, a town of Bokhara, Central Asia, about
120 miles south of Bokhara city, on the left bank of
the Jihoon or Oxus. K. is a place of considerable
importance, being a frontier fortress, and the key to
Bokhara on the side of Herat. The town, which is

spread around the fortress, consists of 150 houses,

3 mosques, a small bazaar, and a caravanserai ; it is

also defended by a good wall and deep ditch. The
inhabitants are Uzbegs and Tm'komans, employed
a little in trade, but more in agriculture.—V&m-
berys Travels in Central Asia.

KERX, J. CoxKAD, a Swiss statesman, was bom
in 1808, in the neighbourhood of Arenenberg, io

Thurgau. He received his elementary education at
Zurich, and afterwards studied theology at B41e;
but he abandoned his intention of entering the
church, and turned his attention to law, which he
studied successively at Berlin, Heidelberg, and
Paris. On his return to his native canton, he was
appointed to the presidency of the Supreme Court
and of the CouncU of Public Instruction ; and in
these offices he made himself remarkable by his
talent for pubUc speaking, and the excellent sugges-
tions which his nide acquaintance with other legal

and administrative systems enabled him to make
for the amendment of the institutions of the canton.
K. was member of the Swiss diet for Thurgau in
18.37, when Louis Napoleon came to reside at Aren-
enberg. His mother had settled there, and he had
acquired the rights of a citizen of the canton. The
government of Louis Philippe demanded his extra-
dition, but the Swiss refused to compel him to leave
the territory of the republic. They were threatened
with invasion ; and a spirited discussion took place
in the diet, in which K. took the most prominent
part, and stirred up his countr\-men against the
demands of the French. The canton entirely sup-
ported what he had done; but, fortunately, any
resort to hostilities was rendered unnecessary by
the voluntary retirement of Louis Napoleon. In
1848, K. took an active part in the preparation
of the federal constitution, and some of its best
features are due to his sagacity. He afterwards
established the Polytechnic School of Zurich, one
of the most admirable institutions of its kind in
Europe. \^'Tiile director of this school, in 1857,
he was selected, in consequence of his early con-
nection with Louis Napoleon, to complete the
negotiations regarding the dispute with Prussia

;

and at the conferences of Paris between the great
powers, K. represented Switzerland. It is under-
stood that K.'s influence with the emperor induced
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the latter to iijiousc very warmly the cause of the

rcjmblic, ami to secure the consent of the king of

Trussia to the treaty by which lie renounoeil his

sovereign rights over Xcufoliatel, and the vohintaty

abandouinent, on the part of Prussia, of the indem-

nity of a million fraucs, which the Swiss had stipu-

lated to pay.
j

KEY ISLANDS lie to the south of New I

Guinea, between 5° 12'-G° 4' S. lat., and 132° 40

—

133° 18' E. long. They consist of Great Key, Little

Key, Key Watela, and a number of small islands.

In 1853, two new islets appealed in connection with

carthqu.akes which occurred on the "JGth of Novem-

ber. Great Key is long and narrow, tapering to a

point in the south. North-east Cape is in 5° 14' S.

iat., and 133° 19' E. long. It is mountainous, and

watered by several rivers. The coast is covered

with forests. Area, 294 sq. miles. Many of the

inhabitants are Mohammedans, some Christians,

and the remainder heathen. Vuy. 21,00(1.— Little

Key lies south-west from Great Key, in '>' 31' S.

lat., and 132° 55' E. long. Area, 283 sq. miles. The
shore is low and sandy ; the interior more elevated

and well wooded. 'Pile island is surrounded by

reefs, which yield much bCche-de-mer and tortoise-

shell. It is rich in birds of jiaradise. Unlah and

Tuall.ah, on the north-west, h.ive safe roadsteads for

large shi]is at all seasons. Good vessels are built at

DuTah. Pop. of Little Key, 10.000.—The Key
Islands are fertile, and produce tine timber-trees.

Croats and pigs are abundant. Oil, cocoa-nuts, wood-

work, bCche-de-nier, tortoise-shell, &c., are exchanged,

to traders from Macassar, for rice, sago, tobacco,

sugar, gambir, hatchets, knives, ironwork, elephants'

tusks, beads, guns, and articles of clothing. The
inhabitants are industrious and enterjirising, peace-

able, faithful, and honest ; of a brownish complexion,

moderate stature, well made, with high forehead

and regular features. Their hair is black and curly,

but not woolly. Sago and fruits are principal
,

articles of food. The -i-illages arc mostly built on

heights, and surrounded with stone walls.

KHAFALOU'N, or KHAPALTJ, a town of

Western or Little Tibet, in the territory of Gholab

Sinfh, on the Shayook, a short distance above its

junction with the Indus, 110 miles north-east of

Serinagur. Fop. 12,000.

KHANPU'K. a flourishing commercial town of

North-western Hindustan, on a canal which connects

it with the Indus, 400 miles west of Delhi, in lat.

28° .35' N., long. 70° 41' E. The surrounding coun-

try is popidous, and where irrigated, fertile. The
town is badly built, and most of the houses .are of

clay. There is, however, a good bazaar, and a tine

mosqne. It was formerly of much greater imjiort-

ance than it is now, although it still has consider-

able trade. I'op. 20,000.

KHO'I, a town of Northern Persia, province of

Azerbijan, on the Kotoura, a feeder of the Araxcs,

50 miles north-west of Tabriz, and about 20 miles

north of Lake Urumeyah. The town is well fortilied,

and its principal streets are wide and regular, and

shaded with avenues of trees. It has a handsome
caravanserai, several mosques, and a good bazaar.

It has a considerable trade. In the neighbourhood.

Shah Ishmael totally defeated the Turks under

Selim I., in 1514. Pop. 30,000.

KHU'RJA, a town of British India, in the dis-

trict of Boolundshuhur, the principal place of the

pergunnah of the same name, 54 miles south of

Jleerut, about two miles west of the Ganges CauaL
Pop. 22,147.

KIKI'NDA, NAGY-KIKINDA, or GROSS-
KIKINDA, a town of the Austrian Emjiire, in the

Mi

Temeser llanat, 134 miles southeast from Pesth. It

is situated in a level fertile country. The inhabit-

ants are partly of the Greek and partly of tho
Roman Catholic church. There is some trade in

cattle, anil an important annual fair. The railway
from Pesth to Temeswar passes close to tho town.
Pop. 17,4G2.

KI'MPOLUNG, a to\ra of W.il.ichia, 80 miles

north-west from Bucharest, on a feeder of tho

Arjish, near a pass through the Carptithiiin Moun-
tains into Transylvania. It covers a large surf.ace,

has several Roman Catholic and Greek churches

and convents, and a considerable trade. Poji.

18G0) 828.3.

KINCHOW, a city of Chin.a, in the j)rovince of

Hoo-pee, on the left bank of the Yaug-tze-Kiang, in

lat. 30° 2G' 40" N., huig. 112° 8' E., about 150 miles

west of Hankow. K. is surrounded by a strong

w.all, and is considered one of the keys of the emjiire.

Pop. estimated at 600,000.

KING-TE-CHI'NG, a town of Chin.a, in tho

province of Kiang-si, 240 miles south-west of Hang-
chow, on a small river which falls into Lake Po-

yang. It is the principal seat of the manufacture

of porcelain in China, for which, it is said, 500
furnaces are employed. Pop. estimated at 1,000,000.

KING-WOOD, a very beautiful wood, in small

pieces, used for ornamental work. It is brought

from Brazil, anil is believed to be the wood of a

species of Triplolomia ^natural order Leijuminosce,

sub-order Pajnliomicew).

KI'RCHHEIM, a town of Wiirtemberg, and capital

of a bailiwick of the same name, in the Circle of the

Danube, is situated in a delightful and fertile dis-

trict, at the junction of the L.auter and the Linbach,

15 miles south-east from Stuttgart, and forms the

central point of several public roads. On a height

is seen the old castle of the Teck family, who for-

merly owned the town. The chief buildings are the

royal palace and the Church of St Martin. There

are many orchards and vineyards. The principal

industries are the manufacture of cotton and linen

fabrics, bleaching, making musical instruments, &c.

Pop. (1864) 5548, nearly all Protestants.

KIRK-KILI'SSIA (the ' forty churches '), a large

but ruinous and miserable town of European Turkey,

in P.umili, 104 miles north-west of Constantinople.

The town is situated on a sloping ground near tho

base of the Balkan, is enclosed by walls, and has

many mosques and baths. It is famous for the

manufacture of a sweetmeat, composed of tho

inspissated juice of boiled grapes, formed into rolls

containing walnut kernels. There is a trade in wine

and corn. The pop. is variously estimated at from

1 16,000 to 28,000, and consists chiefly of a mixed

race of Bulgarians, Greeks, and Turks.

I

KISHEXAU', or KICHENEV, a town of Russia,

capital of the government of Bessarabia, pictur-

esquely situated on the Bulk, a tributary of the

Dniester, 95 miles north-west of Odessa. Until

: 1812, when it came into the possession of Russia, it

was a small miserable place, of no consequence ;

since then, however, it has ra])idly increased in

size and prosperity. It now covers three lulls, has

14 churches, a synagogue, gymnasium, several

schools, and a government library. It has exten-

sive manufactures of woollen cloth, brandy, leather,

candles, &c., and a considerable trade in corn, cattle,

flax, henii), tobacco, fruit, wiue, &c. Pop. (1838)

13,000, (1849) 42,63G, (185S) 85,547, (1SG3) 94,124,

composed of Russians, Jews, Cossacks, Poles, Ger-

mans, Armenians, Bulgarians, Greeks, gipsies, and

many other nationaUties.

KLEE'NE BOG (Dutch, little goat), or CAPE
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GCEVEI (AntUope perpusiUa or pygmcea, or Cepha-

lopus pygmcea), a very small species of antelope,

very plentiful in South Africa. It is only about a

foot high at the shoulder; the limbs are slender,

Kleene Boc {AntiU^e perpusilla).

the head long and pointed, the horns very short

;

the colour slaty brown. It lives singly or in pairs,

in busby districts, and is very nimble and active.

Similar species are found in Western Africa.

KLI'PSPRIXGER (Dutch, clifif-springer), or

KAIXSI (Ant'dope oreotragus, or Oreotragiis sal-

tatrix), a species of antelope, about equal in size to

the chamois, and resembling it in habits, found in

the highest mountainous districts of South Africa.

It is of a yellowish-gray colour, and the hair is long,

and stands out from the skia so as to make a rough

Klipspringer [Antilope oreotragus).

"%

fur. The legs and the general form are more
robust than in most species of antelope. The flesh

of the K. is particularly esteemeil ; the hair is also

valued for stuffing saddles ; and it has therefore

become rare in localities where it was once common.
The pinnacles and precipices in which it delights,

make himting it with dogs impossible, but to get

within rifle-shot of it is not difficult.

KNEADING BY MACHINERY. Every per-

son who has witnessed the making of bread by the
ordinary process, must have felt the necessity of

some means for avoiding the contact of hands, often

not too clean, with the dough, and the very labori-

ous exertions requisite for kneading it thoroughly.

On the continent, where bread-making is treated in

a much more scientific way than in Britain, every
operation is now conducted on a large scale by the
aid of admirable machinery ; and the forms of

kneading-machines are very various—the general
506

principle being, however, the same in all. In France,

where they are called Pitrisseurs, that shewn in the

engraving is preferred. It consists of an iron

cylinder, in which an axle works, and around which

are set a number of cur%-ed, blunt metal blades.

The upper half of the cylinder opens (as seen ia the

Kneading-machine.

figure), for the supply and removal of the dough.

In the large bakeries, they are worked by steam-

power ; in the smaller ones, by hand.

KNOT (Tr'mga canulus), a bird of the family

Si'olopacidas, and of the same genus with the dunlin,

stints, &c. It is sometimes called the Eed Sand-
piper. Its whole length is about ten inches. The
feneral colour, in summer, is reddish brown, finely

mingled with black, gray, and white ; in winter,

the plumage becomes mostly ash-gray, and on

the under parts white. The K. frequents high

northern latitudes in summer, and breeds there;

but migrates southwards in winter, and is then

found, sometimes in large flocks, in Europe, Asia,

and America, as far south as the West Indies,

chiefly on fiait sandy shores. It runs about with

Knot {Tringa canutus).

gi-eat activity as the wave retires, seeking its food

on the sands. Its food consists in great part of

small bivalve molluscs, which it swallows shell and
all. It is in high esteem for the table.

KOBRIN, or KOBRYN, a town of Russian

Poland, in the government of Grodno, 139 miles

east from Warsaw, on the right bank of the
53.i
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Machaziea, a tributary of the Horthorn B>i.?. It is

favourably situated for comiuercp. the Machazica,

and alon;: with it the Bug and Vistula, beinj; litre

conuccted by a canal with the Prijiet, and thus with

the Dnieper. There is a Greek abbey here. Pop.

(186.-!) 8207.

KO'NIGSWARTH, a town of Boliemi.-i, on a

feeder of the Beraun, a branch of the Elbe, 79 miles

west-south-west from Praj^ie. It is situated iu a

romantic valley, has a tine castle, belonging; to

Prince Mettermch, mineral springs, and a bathing

establishment. The old fortress w,as destroyed by

the Swedes iu the Thirty Years' War, and the site

having been purchased by the imjierial general,

CounlTMettenuch, in lG18,'he built a castle in the

Italian style, surrounded it with a fine park, and

coUeoteil in it a tine library, with great treasures of

paintings, auticpiities, and objects of natural history.

The altar of the richly-adorned chapel of the castle

possesses many bones and other relics of saints to

which pilgrimages are made. Pop. 7-194.

KORO'TCHA, or KAllOTCH.V, a town of

Russia, on a small river of the same name, in the

government of Kursk, 75 miles south-east of tlie

town of Kursk. The town is well built, and has

several churches. Saltpetre is manufactured, and a

trade iu ajiples carried on. Pop. 6392.

KRAPl'XA, a town of the Austrian Empire, in

the province of Croatia, on a river of the same

name, a branch of the Save, at the southern base of

the Ivanica Mountains, 141) miles south-south-east

from Vienna. The surrounding counti-y is very

fertile, abounding iu corn and wine ; and the town

iuxs of late rapidly increased in size. Pop. 12,888.

K R E'M S I R, one of the prettiest towns of

Moravia, 88 miles north-east of Olmiitz, on the

March. It is the summer residence of the Arch-

bishop of Ohniitz, who has here a fine palace, con-

taining a picture-gallery and a library of 30,000

volumes, llnring the revolutionary disturbances at

Vienna in 1849, K. was the scat of the Austrian

government and imperial councils. Pop. 9110.

KRIS, a dagger or ])0uiard, the universal weapon
of the inhabitants of the JIalayan Archipelago.

It is made of many different forms, short or long,

Hris, or Malay Dagger.

straight or crooked. The hilt and scabbard are

often much ornamented. Men of all ranks wear this

weapon ; and those of high rank, when in full-dress,

sometimes carry three or four, la Java, women
sometimes wear it.

KRO'NENBERG, a town of Rhenish Pnissia,

three miles south-east from Elbcrfeld, in the indus-

trial activity and prosperity of which it has partaken.

Manufactures of linen and cotton are carried on,

also of articles of iron and steel. Poj). (18G4) 7874.

KRUPP'S STEEL. The widespread reputation

of the steel produced in the great works of Herr
Krupp, at Essen, in Prussia, has induced us to give

it a brief notice. His manufactory has been increas-

ing annually from one-sixth to one-third in size for

the last 40 years, until it now covers about 450
acres, and gives employment to some 10,000 persons.

For large metallurgical works, Essen is favourably
situated, being iu the centre of a coal-bearing area,

where coal of the purest kind can be procured at

from 7". to 9s. per tou. There is also at hand the

manganiferous inm ores of Prussia, which have been

founil so excellently adapted for the manufacture of

steel ; but it is believed that tlic admirable organisa-

tion of every part of his manufactory has conduced,
as nuich as anything, to the great success of Kru])p.

With labourers and mechanics who have passed the

regulation-time in the Prussian army, overeeers

trained in the German technical schools, and a small

stair of experienced analytical chemists, ho has

obviously a great advantage in conducting opera-

tions where order, system, aud skill are of para-

mount im])ortance. But even with these benelits,

Krupp's productions would not have g.ained their

celebrity, were it not for the scru]iulous care with
wliich he performs every manipulatiou.

In the article InoN, we liavc described the manu-
facture of steel by tho Cciiientatioii aud JJ>ssemcr

jirocesscs, but there arc several other methods of

making it, aud one of these is by the decarburisa-

tion of cast-iron in the ])uddliug furnace. Tliis ia

the process by which Krupp makes his steel, in

the lirst instance; and the in.aterial he employs is

S/He(ji:te>sen, or specular cast-irou, a highly crystal-

line variety, usually cont.aiiiing aljout 4 per cent, of

manganese. This iron is admirably suited for con-

version into steel. The puddling process for steel ia

similar to that employed for Iron (q. v.), cxccjit that

the former is conducted at a lower temperature, and
requires nicer management ; but in the case of steel,

the cast-u'on to be 0]ierated u])on is never previously

relincd. Cast-iron to the extent of about 4 cwts.

is melted in the puddling furnace, mixed with a

quantity of shag or cinder (chielly silicate of iron),

and stirred with a rabble. During this operation,

the carbon in the east-iron (usually about 5 jier

cent.) is gradually o.xidised by the oxygim present

in the cinder ; carbonic oxide is produced, and as it

escaiies, what is technically termed ' boiling ' talcea

place. When the ebullition becomes active, the

temperature is raised imtil the ai>pearauce of inci-

pient solidification occurs ; tho heat is then lowered,

and the ordinary process of balling proceeded with.

Steel thus produced usually contains from 0'5 to 1

per cent, of carbon ; but if the temiierature is not

skilfully regulated, the carbon becomes wholly
burned away, and malleable iron instead of steel ia

liroduced.

Puddled steel, although useful for moat purposes

in the arts (except cutlery), nevertheless wants
homogeneity, on accoimt of a certain intermixture

of cinder, which is diliicidt to get rid of without
fusion—a defect which is apt to jirevent it from
welding perfectly. In Krupp's works, the jiuddled

steel is remelted into crucibles, in order to convert

it into cast-steel ; and it is the wonderful uniformity

of quality with which he manufactures this in

very Large m.asses, that constitutes the suiieriority

of, aud gives so great an interest to his jiroductions.

The crucibles employed are made with extreme

care, mainly from fire-clay, to which a little

liluiiib.ago is added ; their capacity varies from 50
to 100 lbs., and it is reported that as many as

100,000 are kept drying at the same time. After

being once used, the crucibles are broken up,

whether damaged or not, and mixed with other

material, to make new ones.

In the casting-house where the large ingots are

run, the furnaces, which contain about 1200 cruci-

bles, .are arranged along the sides of the building ;

and in the central portion, the steel moulds, vary-

ing in capacity from 100 lbs. to 40 tons, are dis-

posed in line between two pair of rails, u])on which
runs a movable crane. It is in the casting of such
an enormous ingot as 40 tons of steel (the largest

yet produced) from crucibles of email capacity,
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that the perfect organisation of Krupp's establish-

ment becomes most strikingly apparent. At a given
signal, one gang of workmen remove the crucibles

from the furnaces, while another seize them with
tongs for the purpose, and pour their contents into

narrow canals of wrought-iron, lined with fire-clay,

which converge into the opening by which the
mould is tilled. This is the critical stage of the
ojieratiou, the difficulty being to deposit in the
moidd a continuous stream of melted steel of about
the same degree of heat, so as to cool uniformly,
and to solidify into a perfectly homogeneous mass.
Of such uniform soundness are some of Krupp's
large steel ingots, that one—shewn in the last Exhi-
bition in London, 9 feet high, 44 inches in diameter,

and weighing 21 tons—when broken across, did not
shew the slightest flaw, even when examined with
a lens ; and another, weighing 15 tons, although
broken at eight diflerent places, shewed an equally

perfect structure.

In order to manipulate these extraordinary masses
of steel, there is a steam hammer, weighing 50 tons

—

the mechanical marvel of the works at Essen

—

which has a cylinder nearly G feet in diameter. It

has a 50-ton crane at each of its four corners, and
behind each of these again, there are four heating
furnaces. A movable bench on low massive wheels
serves to remove a large ingot from any of the
furnaces, which is then, by means of the powerful
cranes, and a system of pulleys and crabs, placed on
the anvil, and worked into any desired shape. The
anvil-face weighs 185 tons.

The quantity of steel manufactured by Herr
Krujip in the year 1SG6 amounted to C1,0(J0 tons,

representing a value of about £1,500,000. It con-

sisted chiefiy of rails, tires, crank-axles, shafts,

mining pump-rods, and guns—the proportion of

ordnance being about two-fifths of the whole.

Guns have been made at Essen for the Prussians,

Austrians, Belgians, Dutch, Italians, Turks, Ja-
panese, and also for the English, although not
directly ordered by the government. A brief

inventory of the machinei-y, &c., employed in these

works has been pubhshed this year, which had it

not been issued by the o\vner himself, would hardly
be believed. It states that there are 195 steam-
engines, ranging from 2 to 1000 horse-power, 412
furnaces of various kinds, 49 steam-hammers, 110
smith's forges, 318 lathes, 111 planing-machines, 61
cutting and boring machines, 84 boring-machines,

75 grinding-machiues, and 2l5 special tools; 1000
tons of coal are biu'ned daily, and there are about
11,000 gas biu'ners, consuming in the 24 hours of

the shortest day 400,000 cubic feet of gas. In
the Paris Exhibiflou of last year (1SG7), Krupp
shewed a huge gun intended for a coast battery to

defend the attacks of plated ships. It is made
entirely of cast-steel, weighs 50 tons, and can propel

.a shot weighing lOSO lbs. It took 10 mouths,
working day and niglit without interruption, to

manufacture. The price of the gun alone is £15,750,
and of its carriage and turn-table, which weigh
respectively 15 and 25 tons, £0000 more. He also

cxllibits a superb crank-axle for a marine engine,

about a foot in diameter, which is a remarkable
example of what can now be done in steel, and
augurs well for future achievements ivith this in-

valuable materiaL

KUUSENSTERN,Adam John, Chevalier von,
a distinguished Prussian voyager, was born 8th
November 1770, at Haggud in Esthonia. He served
for some time in the British navy. The Emperor
Alexander, when he ascended the Russian throne,
took up a plan proposed by K. for the promotion of

the American fur-trade, and consequently intrusted
him with the command of an expedition at once for

scientific and mercantile objects. K. sailed from
C'roustadt with two ships, 7th August 1803, and
returned 19th August 1806, and was the first to
conduct a Russian expedition round the world. He
failed in one of the objects for which he was sent
out—the reopening of the Russian trade with Japan,
but made some interesting geogi'aphical discoveries

;

and his carefid explorations of coasts made his
voyage very important for the progress of geo-

graphical science. He published an account of this

voyage (3 vols., Petersb. 1810—1812, with a volume
of maps and plates), which was soon translated into
all tlie principal languages of Europe. The contri-

butions to natural history resulting fi-om the expedi-
tion were the subject of a separate work Ijy Tilesiua

(Petersb. and Leip. 1813) ; and K. himself subse-
quently published a work called Contributions to the

Hydrography of the Pacific Ocean (Leip. 1819), and
several other works on the same subject. K. died
12th August 1846 at Asz, in Esthonia, where he
had an estate.

KRYLOV, IvAN' AjN'DREJEVlTcn, a celebrated
Russian fabuhst, born 13th February 17CS, at
Moscow, was the son of a poor officer in the army,
received the elements of his education at Tver from
his mother, and learned French from a French tutor
who was resident in the house of the governor of
Tver. K. read indiscriminately all books which
fell into his hands. Dramatical works made the
gi-eatest impression on him, and in his 15th year
he wrote an opera called the Kafeinitza (The Coffee
Fortune-teller), which was never represented, but
attracted considerable notice in Tver, and procured
patrons for him, who got Mm an appointment, in

1785, in a public office in St Petersburg. A book-
seller gave him 60 roubles for the manuscript of his
opera, which he spent in buying the works of
Racine, MoHere, and Boileau. In 17SG, he wrote
another tragedy, Philomela, which, although never
represented, was printed in the collection called
The Bussian Theatre. After the death of his
mother, 1788, to whom he was much attached, K.
received a i)ost in the imperial cabinet, which he
resigned two years afterwards, in order to devote
himself to literary work. For two or three years,
beginning in 1789, he occupied himself partly with
journalism, but soon gave it up. He now produced
a succession of prose comedies, among which were
The Crazed Family (1793), 21ie Mocking-bird, and
?'Ae Poet in the Anteroom (1794), which brought
lihn under the Empress Catharine's notice. In 1801,
he was appointed secretary to Galitzin, the gover-
nor of Riga, who, after a time, invited him to his
country-house at Saratov, where he Bjiont some
years in entire leisure. He then returned to St
Petersburg in 1806, where he brought several very
successful plays on the stage. The Milliner's Shop,
The Lesson to Ladies, &c. It was at this time,
when about 40 years of age, that he turned his
attention to that kind of writing which was to
immortalise him. K. having translated some of
Lafontaine's fables, the poet Dmitriev was so struck
with their felicity, that he encom-aged htm to per-
severe in that line. In 1808, the lirst collection of
his Fables (23 in number) ajipcared, whicli met with
great success. Others followed in 1811 and in
1816. In 1811, he was made member of the Peters-
burg Academy ; in 1812, au official in the Imperial
Library ; in 1830, councillor of state ; and in course
of time he was so overwhelmed with honours
and pensions, that, in 1841, when he resigned his
public oflice, he drew from the state and the
imperial treasury the sum of 11,700 roubles. On
the occasion of his 70th birthday, homage flowed
in on him from all quarters. K. died on the 21st
November 1844. Soon afterwards, a national

605
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subscription, in which children eagerly contributed

their suari', was set on foot to raise a monument
to his memory ; and towards the cud of the reign

of tlie Emperor Nicholas, his statue in bronze,

by Kloth, was placed in the Summer Garden at

St Petersburg. Many stories are current of his

eccentricities. Owing to the genuine national spirit,

the joyousness, simplicity, wit, ami good humour
that pervade them, his Fables are the most popular

of Kussiau books, and many single sentences of

them liave become proverV>s. Tliey arc generally

the first reading-book put in the hands of children,

and thus many thousand coi)ies, both in dear and
cheap editions, are iu circulation among all classes.

He produced in all nearly 200 fables, of which
more than three-fourths arc original, and the rest

are imitations. There is a German translation of

K.'s Fables by Torney (Mittau, 1S42), and there are

numerous imit.ations of them in It.nliau and in

French, the latest by Charles Farfait (Paris, 18G7).

KU'XNOJ, or KUXXOUJ, a decayc<l town of

British India, capital of tlie pergunnah of the same
name, in the district of Furrnekaljad, Go miles north-

west of Lucknow, on the Kali Nuddi Kiver, about
three miles from its junction with the Ganges. At
present, the place is little more than an expanse of

ruins, whole mountains of which meet the eye in

every direction, upon a space of ground much larger,

it is said, than the site of London. The greatest

part of the standing buildings are uninhabited, and
tottering to decay. The few poor people now in

the place live in mud huts built up against the
old walls. The present town is about a mile long,

and half a mile broad, with a ruinous fort of no
great antiquity. The most remarkable buildings are
two handsome Mohammedan mausoleums. K. was
formerly ouo of the greatest of Indian cities ; and
according to some, ranks second in respect of

antiquity. One authority considers the town to

have existed before the lirst introduction of Urah-
manism from the West. Until about the ll!lh

c. A.l>., it continued to be the chief city of India;
but in liy4, it was attacked by Shahabuddin
Mohammed, sovereign of Ghoor, who defeated the
king of K., and overthrew that monarchy. After
this, the history of the place consists only of a suc-

cession of disasters. At present, this once celebrated
place contains only 10,000 inhabitants, living iu

great indigence.

KUPPEXIWU'NJ, a fortified town of British

India, in the presidency of Bombay, .3- miles east of

Ahmedabad, on a tributary of the river Saburmuttee.
It has some trade, and manufactures of soap aud
pottery. Pop. 13,000.

KURKA'L, a town of British India, iu the dis-

trict of Paniput, in the North-west Provinces, on the
riglit bank of the Delhi Canal, 73 miles north-east

of Delhi city. The town is surrounded by a ruinous
wall, and is excessively filthy. It has, however, a
handsome mosque. Adjoining the town is a military

cantonment. Pop. 20,178.

'^ ABEDOYERE, Charles AxGEUQrE
JuciiET, Coi'.NT DK, a victim of the

reaction of 1S15 in France, was
^'>'' desceuded from an ancient family

I
in Bretagne, and was born in Paris

,_ m 17th April 17SG. He early
* entered the army ; was adjutant to

Marshal Lannes in Spain, in ISUS, and
received a severe wound at Tudela ; joined

the army iu Germany after his recovery

;

distinguished himself at the cajiture of Patisbon,

and was Jlurat's adjutant at the battle of Fsslin-

gen. On the evening before the battle of LUtzen,

Napoleon promoted him to the command of a
regiment of infantry. Returning to France again

severely wounded, in the autumn of ISl."!, he
married a lady of a family very much attached to

the Bourbons ; and receiving the command of a

regiment, was posted near Vizelle when Napoleon
returned from Elba. He immediately joined him,
and was made a lieutenant-general and peer of

France. He fought with great gallantry at Water-
loo ; and after the battle hastened to Paris, when
he spoke with great violence against the Eoivrbous

iu the stormy sitting of the Chamljcr of Peers, on
22d June ISlo. After the capitulation, he thought
to have escajied to America, but was taken i>risoner,

condemned to death, and notwithstanding every
effort that could be made on his behalf, shot on 19th

August 1815. He was a man of a chivalrous char-

acter, and devotedly attached to the emperor.

LABLACKK, LciGi, a celebrated operatic singer,

was born in Naples in 1795, whither his father

and mother, who were French, had fled from Paris
696

1 during the horrors of the Revolution. His first

engagement as a singer was at the San Carlino
Theatre at Naples, iu 1812 ; he afterwards sang, w ith

much success, in La Seala, Alilan. and in Vienna;
singing also at the San Carlo, at Naples, during the
intervals of the Viemia season. On his first apjiear-

ance in London in 1830, he created a great jiublio

sensation ; and for a number of years, he resided
alternately in the French and English capitals,

singing both iu the Paris and London seasons. He
died at Naples in ISiJS. His voice, a deep bass, has
hardly ever been equalled cither in volume or
quality ; and his actiug, particularly in the charac-
ters of ' Figaro ' and ' Leporello,' was almost as
remarkable as his singing. He w.is the author of a
treatise on singing, published in 1S4.'J; and he long
gave instructions in singing to Queen Victoria.

LACROIX, Svlvestiie-Fea>-cois, a French
mathematician, was born in Paris iu 17Go ; and
though of poor parentage, succeeded through in-

domitable zeal in acquiring so great a knowledge of

elementary mathematics, that, at the age of 17, he
obtained, by the recommendation of Monge (q. v.),

the jirofessorship of mathematics in the Naval School
at llochefort. He was successively jtromoted to a
con-csponding position in the Ecole Normale, Ecole
Polytechnique, the Sorbonne, and the College of

France ; was chosen member of the Academy of

Sciences in room of Borda in 1799 ; and throughout
his long life zealously pursued his duties as a teacher,

widely disseminating a taste for the mathematical
sciences by the numerous elementary works which
were the fruit of his leisure hours. L. is not remark-
able for original discovery in mathematical science

;
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l)iit he deserves to be gratefully remembered for liia

Traite du Calciil DifCrentiel et Integral (Paris, 1797),

a work on Ayliicli he spent immense labour, in order

to make it a complete and harmonious compilation

of the results of all previous research. The value of

such a work may be estimated by Laplace's state-

ment, that it cost him ten years' labour to supply
for himself the want of such a work. L.'s other

writings are treatises on Arithmetic, Algebra, Geo-
metry, Trigonometry, Probabilities, Land-survej"ing

;

Geograph}', JL^thematical and Physical, &o.

LA CROSSE is the name of a field game played
with a ball. The Iroquois Indians have been long
accustomed to play it in Canada ; and some of them
exhibited their skill in the game in presence of the
Prince of Wales, when he was in that colony in

1S60. Eighteen of those Indians, Anglicised in

many of their habits and customs, came to England
in July 1S67, to plaj' the game in a country where
it was not before known.

In what way La Crosse differs from golf, hockey,
foot-ball, and other games, may be briefly explained.

Eveiy player is jirovided with a kind of large

battledore. This consists of a long stick of light

hickory, bent at the toj) like a bishop's crozier

;

strings of deer-skin are stretched diagonally across

the hooked portion in different directions, forming
a network—not so tightly as in a regular Ijattle-

dore or racqnet-bat, nor so loosely as to form a
bag. As the battledore, called the crosse, is five or

The Crosse and Ball.

six feet long, there is great leverage power in

handling it. Only one ball is employed, made of

india-rubber, and eight or nine inches in circum-
ference. Posts or poles about six feet high, with a
small flag at the top of each, complete the equip-

ment. The players divide themselves into two
parties, the reds and the blues ; their number, as

well as the size of the play-field, are nearly optional,

more players being needed as the area is larger,

lied predominates in the di'ess of one party, and
blue in that of the other, for facility in distinguish-

ing colleagues from opponents. To prepare for the

game, a red goal is set up at one end of the field,

consisting of two small red flags on posts, about six

feet high and six feet apart ; a similar goal, but
blue in colour, is set up at the opposite end of

the field. Xow, the object of the game is, for

the blues to di-ive the ball through the red goal,

and the reds to daive it through the blue goal

;

and each partj', of course, strives to fnistrate

the plan of the other. The ball is not thrown by
the hand, but is hooked up from the gi-ass by the

bent end of the crosse or battledore ; it is borne on
the netting horizontally, while the player runs,

and is dexterously thrown off the crosse when the
exigencies of the game requii-e such a manojuvre.

Ko player is allowed to wear spiked shoes ; but a
good hold of the ground is obtained by wearing
mocassins, which the Indians prefer, for the piu'pose,

to regular shoes.

In the arrangement of the men on each side, the
goal-keeper defends the goal ; point is the first man
out from the goal ; cover-point is a little in advance
of point; centre is in the centre of the field; hoyne is

the player nearest to the opponents' goal ; while the

fielders comprise the rest of the players. Beginning
near the centare of the field, the players struggle to

obtain a mastery over the ball, and convey it to the
opponents' goal. Wlien scooped up from the ground,

it is carried horizontally on the crosse, the player
running one of the goals, trying to elude the vigi-

lance of his antagonists. If it seems prudent, he
pitches the ball off his crosse towards a colleague,

who may be in a better position to convey it towards
the goal. The ball is not touched by the hand,
except under special and clearly-defined circimi-

stances. If the ball be accidentally driven through
the red goal by one of the reds, the blues win the
game ; aud vice versd. The players must not strike,

trip up, or grasp one another; nor must any one
lay hold of the crosse of another. One player strikes

the ball off an opponent's crosse with his own
crosse, and not by any other means. Two players

on the same side may fling or carry the ball con-

secutively.

It wiU thus be seen that there is a little of cricket,

of football, of hockey, and of racquet in La Crosse.

The goals present some analogy to wickets in

cricket ; the occasional struggle for the ball is Hke
the ' scrimmage ' of football, though not so rough
and dangerous; the general mode of play may be
compared to hockey ; whUe the battledore claims

some resemblance to the racquet-bat. There is

nevertheless suflicient originahty in the game to

render it wholly a distinct one. La CYosse Clubs
have already been established at Blackheath and
Ilichmond.

LADY FERN {Athyrium Jilix famina, or

Asplenimn filix jamina), a
beautiful fern, common in

moist woods in Britain, with
bipinnate fronds sometimes
two feet long. The whole
plant has an extremely grace-

ful appearance. It is said to

possess the same anthelmintic

properties as the male fern.

L.'V'GOS, a town of Africa,

on the coast of Upper Guinea,

150 miles west of Benin, at

the west end of a long low
island, which lies at the

entrance to a lagoon of the

Bight of Benin, near the

mouth of the river Ognn. A
number of EngHsh and other

traders reside 'here, and the

town contains many good
houses built in the Enghsh
style. L. was formerly a

notorious seat of the slave-

traflfic. It was captured and
destroyed by the British in

December ISol, and a treaty

was concluded by which the

ruler guai-anteed freedom of

commerce, the protection of

Chi-istianity, and the aboli-

tion of the slave-trade aud
of human sacrifices. Pap.

COOO. L. since I SCI has

been a British possession. Va!ue of imports (1862),

£77,933 ; exports, £61,932.

LALT'TA-PATA'X, or PATAN, a town of Nepal,
four mdos south from Ivhatmandu, from which it is

separated by the Bogmutty. L. was formerly the
capital of a small independent state. It is a neat
town, and has some good public buildings. It has
manufactures of cotton, copper, and br;is3. Pop.
supposed about 24,000.

LALLY-TOLENDAL, Thomas ArthttI!, Coo-t
DE, a French general, of historic note as the victim

Frond of the Lady
Fern {Athyrium Jilix

fixmina].
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of a judicial raunler, was horn in DaiipIiinC" in 1G98.

His father, Sir Gerard Lally, was an irisli Jacobite

refuRco, and commander of an Irish rej;iment. L.

distinguidlied himself much as a soldier in Flanders;

accompanied Prince Charles Edward to Scotland in

17-15; and in 17.")G, was made a lieutenant-general

and appointed commander-in-chief in the French

E;>st Indian settlemeuta. He commenced hostilities

against the British in India, took many places, and
besieged Madras itself ; Init sustained a severe

defeat under the walls of Vandarachi, and was com-

pelled to retreat to Pondicherry, which was attacked

in March 17G0 by laud aud sea by a greatly superior

British force. Lally, however, held ont for ten

months; aud before Pondicherry fell, on IGth .January

17G1, the sufferings of its defenders were terrible.

h. was conveyed as a prisoner of war to Kngland

;

but hearing that he had lieen accused in France of

betraying his trust in India, he obtained leave to

proceed to France for the vindication of his charac-

ter. An investigation was promised, but no step

was taken for a year, aud then Lally was only

thrown into the Bastile, where ho remained 19

months before his trial took place. The parliament

of Paris at last, on Gth May 17Gfi, condemned him
to death for betraying the interests of the king

and the Indian Company, aud the sentence was
executed three days after. But his son, supported

by the powerful assistance of Voltaire, procured a

royal decree on 21st May 177S, declaring the con-

demnation unjust, and restoring all the forfeited

honours.—The son, Tr.oPuiMUS Gerard, Marquis
DE Lallv-Tolendal, was born in Paris, oth March
1751. lie was one of those nobles who, in the

States General, in 17S9, >mited witli tlie Third Kstate

;

but alarmed at the democratic tendencies of the

National Assembly, he afterwards allied himself

more %vith the court. Ho lalnnireil to procure for

France a constitution with two chambers and a

privileged aristocracy. He earnestly sought to pro-

tect the king, but was himself obliged to lice to

England. After the Revolution of ISth Brumaire,

be returned to France aud lived at Bordeaux.
Louis XVIII. made him a peer ; but he remained

true to bis political principles, and defended consti-

tutional liberty. He died on 11th March ISoO. He
was the author of a Defence of tlie French Emigi-ants,

which made a great sensation in France at the time

of its appearance, and of many other pamphlets.

LAMBAYE'QUli, a town of Pern, in the dcp. of

Libertad, near the mouth of the river Laml)ayeque,

4'i5 miles north-west from Lima. It is about live

miles from tlie sea ; but has some trade, although
its roadstead is very bad, and fully a mile from the

shore. L. has a church aud several ch-apels. It has
manufactures of cotton fabrics. Pop. 8000.

LAMO'V, or LOMOV, the name of two to\ras of

European Russia, in the government of Peuz.a, and
on the river Lamov, a branch of the Mcdcscha, which
itself is, through the Oka, a feeder of the Volga.

Vcrknii L. (Old, or Upper L.) is about Gt miles west-
north-west from Penza. It has seven clmrches. Pop.
(ISGo) 79i-J.—Nijui L. (New, or Lower L.) is nine

miles south-west from Verknii L., fiirlhcr down the

river. It has three churches, and an annual fair,

which attracts traders from all parts of Russia.

Pop. (186.3) 9630.

LAMPEDIJ'SA (anc. Pelar/ia), a small unin-

hal)ited island in the Mediterranean Sea, about
midw.ay between Malta and the coast of Tunis.

It belongs to the kingdom of Italy, having been
formerly a dependency of Sicily. It is about
seven miles in length, and in most places not
quite one mile in breadth, its circuit being about
13 miles. The western part of the island is covered

sga

with dwarf olives ; and these and other shrubs
supply great quantities of tirewood, both to Tripoli

and Malt.a. Great numbers of wild go.ats inhabit

the island. L. was at one time iidiabited. Kcar it

are the two islets of Liuipione and Linos.a.

LANDED ESTATES' COURT. See Incum-
EEKKD Estates' Cour-is.

LANDERNEAU, a small seaport town of the
dep. of Finist6re, France, 13 miles north-cast from
Bri'st. Only a few small vessels belong to the town,
although al)out 700 enter and clear the ])ort

annually. 1"ho harbour admits vessels of 400 tons.

Pop. (ISGG) G39G.

LA'NDSKRONA, a fortified sc-iport town of

Sweden, on a tongue of land which ])rojects into the
Sound, 18 miles north-north-east from Cojicnhagen.

The harbour is very gooil. Ship-building is carried

on. Corn, lish, tar, pitch, timber, aud alum are the
princi]ial exports. Pop. (1SG4) 0598.

LANGENBECK, Bernhard vo.v, Professor of

Surgery in the University of Berlin, director of the
Royal Clinical llos|iital, and general staff i)bysician

of the army, is nepliew of the famous surgeon. Max
Langenbeck, in Gottingen. Having been ajipointed

(1847) successor to the great operator, DieU'euljach,

in Berlin, he was not long in acquiring an wiually

high celebrity, especially through his great skill

and success in the operation for harelip, as well as

in the replacement of noses, eyelids, and lips. He
likewise earned a gi-eat reputation through bis

execution of the operation of Resection (i]. v.),

in which the diseased or injured jiart only of

a bone is removed, instead of tlie whole limb per-

haps being amputated. During tlic late wars in

Germany, a great field opened itself for this kind
of operation, and hundreds of the wounded who
came inider tlic knife of L. h.ave to thank him
for the jircservation of their limbs. On account of

his eminent services, ho was ennobled, and received

the highest medical rank in the Prussian army.
L. is a man of prepossessing appearance ; and

instead of that bluff harshness wliich, whether
natural or assumed, has characterised so many
great surgeons, ho is eminently teiuler and symjia-

thctic with his ])aticnt3. As a teacher, he is highly
successful ; and the Clinical Hospital in Berlin,

under his personal direction, is the resort of patients
from all countries of the world.

LA'NGNAU, a town of the canton of Bern,
Switzerland, 15 miles east from Bern, in the Em-
menth.al. It is situated on the litis, a branch of

the Kmmcn. Weaving is can-ied on to some extent,

and I/, is the principal mart for the cheese and
linen thread of the Emmenthal. Pop. (1860) 5S60.

LAP-DOG, a name common to all those diminu-

tive varieties of dog which are liejit as drawing-
room pets, and which ladies take witli them in their

carriages. Most of them are Spaniels (q. v.), as the

King Charles's Spaniel, the Maltese Dog, &c.

Gentleness of disjiosition, large ears, aud long hair,

are among the ajjproved characteristics of laji-dogs.

The very smallest of the race is the Mexican Lai--

DOO.

LAPEROUSE, Jean Francois de Galaup,
CouxT DE, a famous French voyager, born near
Albi, in Languedoc, now in the dep. of Tarn, in

1741 ; attained the rank of captain in tlie French
navy ; and was sent, in 1782, to destroy the British

forts or settlements in Hudson's Bay. In tliis

expedition he shewed a remarkable )iower of con-

tending with dilhculties, and accomplished his

object notwithstanding the stomiiness of the sea

and the ice in which it abounded. He signalised

himself also by his humanity towards the occupants
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of the forts which he destroyed. He was now chosen

to command an expedition of discovery sent out by
the French government. He sailed, in August 1785,

with two ships, visited the north-west coast of

America, explored the north-eastern coasts of Asia,

and made important discoveries in that region,

although he failed to discover that object of so

many expeditions, tlie North-west Passage. In
February 17SS, he anchored in Botany Bay, after

which no trace of him was obtained, although

the French government offered a reward of 10,000

francs for information, and sent out an expedition

under D'Entrecasteaux, in 1701, to search for him,

until, in IS'26, the captain of an English vessel,

Captain Dillon, found on the island of Tucopia—

a

very small island to the north of the New Hebrides
•—a number of things which had belonged to L.'s

ships, and which had been obtained from the in-

habitants of the island of MallicoUo, one of the New
Hebrides. Investigation being made by the East
India Company, which sent Captain Dillon for this

purpose, and, subsequently, by the French govern-

ment, which sent out an expedition commanded by
Dumont d' Urville, eye-witnesses were found of the

destruction of two French ships on the coast of

MallicoUo, and five French cannons and other re-

mains of the expedition were found there. It was
fully ascertained that both of L.'s ships had been
wrecked in a storm on a coral reef, and that all on
board had perished. Dumont d'UrviUe erected a
simple monument with a brief inscription in memory
of his ill-fated countrymen. The accovmt of L.'s

voyage, pubhslied under the title of Voyage autour
du Momle (4 vols. Par. 1797, with atlas), was
prepared by order of the French government, from
the journals which were sent home by him fi'om

Kamtchatka. But the collections and note-books
of the naturalists who accompanied the expedition,

perished along with themselves.

LA'ENICA (anc. Citlduni), a town of the island

of Cyprus, in N. lat. 34° 55' and E. long. 33° 37',

situated in a marshy jilain, about a mile from a
bay on the south coast of the island. Owing to its

filthy condition and the neighbouring marshes, L.
is a very unhealthy town. Water is very scarce,

and is supphed by an aqueduct. L. is, however, a
place of considerable trade, the chief seat of the
commerce of the island, and the residence of

European merchants and consuls. There is regular

steam-boat communication vnth Constantinople,

Smyrna, Alexandria, and Marseille, and occasion-

ally with Liverpool. Tliere is no proper harbotir

;

but the bay affords good anchorage. The principal

exports are wheat, cotton, silk, wine, and drugs.

There are many remains of antiquity in and around
the town. Pop. 10,000.

LATEEILLE, Pierm-Andp.ic, an eminent
naturalist, particidarly distinguished as an ento-

mologist, born 29th November 1762, at Brive, in

the province of Limousin, now in the dep. of

Corrt>ze, France. He was descended of a noble

family, but was left an orphan at an early age, and
with very slender means of subsistence. In 1778,

he was placed in the college of Cardinal Lemoine,
at Paris, to be educated for the church. Whilst
hei-e, he acquired the friendship of Haiiy (q. v.).

He now began to devote himself almost exclu-

sively to the study of insects. He completed his

education for the church, and received ordina-

tion—a circumstance which afterwards, in the daj'S

of the Revolution, exposed him to much hardship
and danger. He gave himself, however, chiefly to

entomological studies. His fii-st jiublication was
on the Mutillas of France, insects of the order

Hymenoplera (1792) ; which was followed by very

many other works of the same kind, articles in

encyclopcedias, magazines, &c. In 1796, he pub-
lished, at Brive, his first great work, Pricis des

Caracteres Gtneriques des Insectes, disposes dans
un Ordre Naturel, It was an important step

towards a truly natural system of entomology,

although really a mere sketch of a system. An
interesting incident falls here to be mentioned.

During the fury of the French Revolution, L.

was condemned to deportation, and sent to prison

at Bordeau.x, awaiting the execution of his sen-

tence. The surgeon who visited the prison observ-

ing the prisoner attentively looking at a small

insect (Necrohia ruficollis), was informed by him
that it was very rare, and that he wished to

transmit it to two young naturalists in Bordeaux.
His wish was gratified, and the young naturalists

—MM. Dargelas and Bory de Saint-Vincent

—

exerted themselves to obtain his release, in which
they ultimately succeeded. L. always remembered
this with great gratitude, and has commemorated
the incident in some of his works. A figure of the

insect is engraved on his tomb. L. was again in

danger in 1797, when he was proscribed as an
emitjre ; but again he escaped through the influence

of friends. Having, after the Revolution, relin-

quished all thoughts of the church, he entirely

devoted himself to natural history ; was received as

a corresponding member of the Institute ; and was
employed in the arranging of insects in the Museum
of Natural History. He died at Paris, 6th February

1833, at the age of 70. His works on natural his-

tory are very numerous. The most important,

besiiles those already noticed, are : Hidoire des Sala-

mandres (Par. 1800) ; Uistoire Naturelle des Sijic/es

(2 tom.. Par. 1801) ; Essai sur VHistoire des Fourmis
(Par. 1802) ; Histoire Naturelle des Beptiles (4 tom..

Par. 1802) ; Genera Crustaceorum et Inseclorum (4

torn.. Par. 1806—1809) ; Considerations sur VOrdre
Naturel des Animaiix, &c. (Par. 1810) ; Families

Naturelles du J!e(jne Animal (Par. 1825); C'ours

d'Entomologie (2 tom.. Par. 1831—1833). L. con-

tributed greatly to the present natural system of

entomology ; and his labours in other departments

of natural history were not inconsiderable.

LAU'ENBURG, a town of Prussia, in the pro-

vince of Pomerania, 38 miles west-north-west from
Danzig. Manufactures of woollen and linen cloth,

and of white and common leather, are carried on.

Pop. (1864) 5797.

LATJ'EIA, a town of Italy, in the province of

Potenza (formerly Basilicata), 98 miles south-east-

by-east from Najiles, and about five miles from the
shore of the Gulf of Policastro. Opposite to it is

the imposing mass of Monte Siriuo. L. is an
ancient town, but still of considerable prosperity.

WooUen manufactures are carried on. Pop. (1861)

of L. Superiore, 4791, and of L. Inferiore, 4258

;

total, 9049.

LAU'RTIG, a seaport town of Norway, situated

at the head of a small fiord, which branches off

from Christiania Fiord, The town of L. has of

late rapidly increased in population and prosperity.

It carries on a considerable trade -with foreign

countries, and particidai-ly with Britain. Very
extensive iron-works—the Fritzo iron-works—are

situated near the town. A cannon-foundry gives

employment to many operatives. There are also

snuff-manufactories and distilleries. The harbour
is excellent, and suitable for the largest vessels.

Pop. 4944.

LA VILLEMAEQUlfe, Theodoke-Clattde-
Henki Heksakt, Vicojite de, a Breton antiquary
and Celtic scholar, was born at Quimperle, in Bre-

tagne, on the 6th July 1815. Representing an old
S39
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family of his native province, liia attention was
early turned to its antiquities anil its peculiar
laiiijuage and literature. His lir^^t important worlc
was a colleetion of popular Breton songs and melo-
dies, pulilished in IS.'Jil. with a French translation

and notes, under the title of liarznz-Ilrfh. 'J'liree

years afterwards ajipeared his J'upiiliir Tales of
Jiiel(i(i>tr, to which w.is prefixed a dissertation on
the story of the Kound Table. His next work was
a collection of the jioems of the Celtic bards of the
Cth c, with a French translation, an<l explanatory
and critical notes (1S50). This publication made
the labours of I^a V. widely known. He wa,s ap"-

Jiuinted a correspondent of the Academy of ]5erlin,

and a mcml)er (jf the French Institute (.Vcademy of

Inscriptions and Belles-Lettres). La V. has since

j)ublished a worlc entitled the Celtic Lepends (La
Lejende Celt'iqut) of Ireland, Cambria, and Bretagne,
which contain such of the original texts— Irish,

Welsh, or Breton—as are rare or un])ublished.

La V. is the author or editor of several otlier works
connected with the Celtic literature and languages,
among which are a Breton Grammar, a Breton and
Frenrh JJielionar;/, Bretaqne Ancient and Modern,
and 'Jlie Ureal Myntertj of Jesus, with a dissertation
on the dramatic literature of the Celts. In all

these works. La V. gives evidence of laborious and
]>ainstaking scholarship. At times, he does betray
an enthusiasm which seems exaggerated ; but this

will be readily ji.ardoned in a loeal antiquary and
successful ]iionecr in a new iield of research. Some
of his works have been translated into English by
T. Taylor.

LAWRENCE, SiR William, a distinguished
Burgeon, Avas born at Cirencester, in Gloucester-
shire, in July 17S3. He received a classical educa-
tion at .a school in his native county ; and, in 1790,
went to Loudon, where he became an inmate in
the house of Mr Abernethy, to whom he was
apprenticed. Abernethy was so impressed with
the zeal and capacity of his pupil, that in the
third year of his apprenticeship he appointed him
demonstrator in anatomy to the hospital (St Bar-
tholomew's)—a situation which he hchl with great
credit for twelve years.. In 1S05, he received his
diploma from the Koyal College of Surgeons ; in

LSI.'!, he was ajipointed surgeon to St Bartholo-
mew's; and became fuU surgeon in 1824. In 181.'!,

he was elected a Fellow of the lloyal Society ; and,
within the two following years, lilted the jiosts suc-
cessively of surgeon to the Eye lulirmary in Moor-
fiehls, and surgeon to the Itoy.al Hospitals of Bride-
well and Betidehem. In ISIS, he became one of
the professors of anatomy to the Iloyal College of
Surgeons, where he delivered lectures for four years.
In lSi!8— IS'J'.), he succeeded his teacher, Mr Aber-
nethy, as lecturer on surgery to St Bartholomew's.
Fi-om this period, L. took an active share in the
great questions of reform, which divided the medi-
cal world as much as the political, and pl.iyed the
part alternately of an advocate and an opponent of
innovation. He made many enemies, among whom
came to be numbered his old master, Abernethy,
whom he offended by his advocacy of philosojihical
materialism. Nevertheless, he continued to enhance
his reputation as a surgeon and his position as a
liraetitioner, and contributed many valuable works
to the literature of his profession. He succeeded
Sir Benjamin Brodie as serjeant-surgeon to the
Queen, on which occasion he received his baron-
etcy. He was one of the best, as he was also one
of the last representatives of that great school of
surgeons, of which Cline, Abernethy, Brodie,
Astley Cooper, Ker, and Listen were the leaders.
He died of paralysis, at tlie age of 8.3, in White-
hall on the uth July 18U7. llis writings, which

are very numerous, are chiefly the following: A
Description of the Arteries of ll,c llunian Bodij. re-

duced into the form of Tal/es, translateil fioni the
Latin of Adolphus Murray, Professor of Anatomy at
L'psal ; The Treatment of Hernia ; An Introduction
to ComjHtratire Anatomii and Phi/sioUir/)/, Uinr/ the
Introductory Lecture deliccred at the Iliiijal College
of Surijeons in IS19; A Treatise on the Venert-at
Diseases of the IJyc ; and A Treatise on the Diseases
of the Eye, in general, &c. Of these works, the
most important for his reputation and for the jiro-

fession arc those on the venereal diseases of the eye,
and on hernia.

LAYAMON, also LAWEMAN, author of the
i))-»^ a metrical chronicle of Britain from tlie arrival
of the fabulous Brutus to the de.ath of King Cad-
wallader, tiS9 A.Ii., was, he himself tells <is, a priest
at Ernely, on the Severn, in A\'orcestershirc, and
appears to have flourished about the beginning of

the l.'ith century. Nothing more is known concern-
ing him. The value of tlie Brut is not so much
literary as linguistic. It has no liigh pretensions
to originality, being confessedly a compilation from
Bcde, St Augustine (of England), St AUiin, and
more particularly Waee, the Anglo-Norman jioet, of

whose Brut iVAmjleterre it is in fact mainly an anipli-

fied translation. I'>ut Wace's performance is itself

only a translation, with additions, from (jcoirrey of
Monmouth's Latin Ilistoria Brittonuvi ; .and that
again at least declares itself to be in turn a transla-

tion from a Welsh or Breton original (see Gkoki'iiky
OK Monmouth). It will thus be seen that L.'s work
is only a third reiiroduction of a Celtic story ; but
in justice to the author, it must be stated tliat liis

version is more poetical and dramatic than those of
his predecessors. The great value of the poem,
however, is, as we have said, linguistic rather than
literary. It shews us the Anglo-Saxon cliimging or
changed into Early English, and a study of its

peculiarities of grammar and phraseology enables ns
to trace the process by which the Saxon of Alfred
and the Chronicle became transformed into the
English of Chaucer and Wicliffe. ()ne curious and
important fact is determined by it— viz., that 201)

years after the Norman Conquest, the use of words
of French origin—so marked a feature of Cliaucer's
diction—had scarcely begun. In the .'J2,2.)0 lines

which the jioem contains, there are not more than
.50 such words. The versification is very arbitrary,
exhibiting sometimes the alliteration of Anglo-
Saxon, and sometimes the rhjnne of French ]ioetry.

The work was edited (with a literal translation,

notes, and a gramm.atic.al glossary) for the Society
of Antiquaries of London by Sir Fred. Madden
(Lond. 3 vols. 1817).

LEAPING-FISH (Malarias trldactyhis), a cnrioug
little lish of the Bleniiy family, abounding on the
coast of Ceylon, and remarkalde for leaving the
water to visit every place washed by the surf. By
the aid of the pectoral and ventral fins, and the
gill-covers, it moves across the d.amp s.and, ascends
the roots of mangroves, and runs up wet rocks in
quest of flics. ' These little creatures are so nimble,'
says Sir J. E. Tennent, 'that it is almost impossible
to Lay hold of them, as they scramble to the edge,
and iiliinge into the sea on the slightest attempt to
molest them.' They are three or four inches long,
and of a dark brown colour.

LEATHERCLOTII is one among many names
given to manufactured falirics intenrled to possess
most of the good qualities of leather, without being
so costly. As far back as IS49, a material under
this name was invented in America; and many
specimens of it were placed in the Gre.at Exhibition
of ISol. In ISiJo, a factory for making it w-as
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established at West Ham, in Essex, and the opera-
tions are still conducted there on a scale equal to

the production of 10,000 or 20,000 square yaixls per
daj'. Linseed oil is heated in large coppers to a
certain high temperature, then removed to cool

;

then mixed witli other ingredients, two of which
arc turpentiuo and lamphlaclc. This composition
is used as a kind of varnish to be applied to the
siirface of unbleached cotton. The cotton, woven
to various widths and lengths, is calendered to make
it smooth, and then passed over a roller ; the com-
position is applied to it, and a peculiar kind of

knife scrapes the layer to an equable thickness and
a smooth surface. After being dried in a heated
oven, the cloth is passed between rollers covered
with pumice-dust, to rub the composition smooth.
These processes are repeated four or live times.

The cloth is next painted three or four ti.-nes with
a kind of enamel paint. Some kinds are grained
like morocco leather, by being passed between
rollers peculiarly grooved on the surface ; others

receive a pattern in relief by passing between
embossing rollers ; while the specimens intended
for furniture-hangings and table-covers are printed
in gold and colours. The uses of this leather-cloth

are numerous. The United States army, in 1S62,

had cajies, leggings, and knapsacks made of it.

The leather-cloth made on Seager's patent is in

fact leather, not cloth. It consists of leather parings
and shavings, reduced to a pulj)y mass, and moidded
to any useful or ornamental forms, such as

machinery-bands, buckets, architectural ornaments,
picture-frames, &c. It may be made either hard or

pliant, according to the mode or degree of pulping.

Messrs Spill's ivgetahle leallier is made chiefly of

caoutchouc and naphtha ; the smell of the latter is

removed by chemical treatment ; and the sheets

made are thickened to any degree by successive

backings of canvas. The material is tough, resists

damp, and talics a polish, and is available for

bookbinding, library table covers, carriage aprons,
soldiers' belts, harness, and other purposes.
Szerelmy's leather-cloth is, like some other kinds,

an application of oily pigments to cloth ; according
to the nature of the textde used as a backing
(cotton, linen, woollen, silk, or alpaca), and to the
mode of appl3-ing tlie surface composition, the
material bejomes an imitation of morocco, of calf-

sldn, of enamel leather, or of waterproof cloth. Le
Jeuue's leather substifute consists of a cement or

mastic of caoutchouc or of gutta pcrcha on cloth,

felt, or leather, pressed by rollers, and then pressed
upon a layer of leather. By a peculiar splitting

machine, a thin sheet is produced with an extremely
thin layer of leather upon it. Another cloth is

then cemented to the remaining leather, followed

by another sjilitting ; and so on till the leather is

exhausted. The cloth enables the leather to be
split thinner than would be otherwise practicable.

The resulting substance, therefore, is really leather

on one side, and may be dyed and embossed in

various ways ; the intervening caoutchouc or gutta
percha renders it waterproof. Beard and Downing's
Arlifidal Leather consists of an open linen fabric,

upon which a fleece of cotton or wool fibres is

cemented by a composition of oil and resin, pressed
do'wn by rollers ; two or more successive layers of

fleece and cement thicken the substance. Ground
leather is sometimes mixed with the fleece, and
the surface will receive any of the usual oil

colours.

These various substances, it will bo seen, are
intended in most cases as substitutes for leather,

but in others as a kind of floor-cloth. There are
certain points of dill'erence between all of them and
Linoleum (rp v. in Supplemext).

LEBRI'JA (anc. Nehrissa-Vener'ia), a town of

Spain, in the province of Se\Tlle, 34 miles south by
west from Seville, on an affluent of the Guadal-
quivir, and on the railway between Seville and
Cadiz. It is pleasantly situated on a slight emi-
nence, which overlooks a plain liable to be over-

flowed by the Guadalquivir and its branches. A
large cluirch, originally a mosque, exhibits a strange
combination of the Arabic, Roman, and Gothic
styles. L. is famous for its oil. There are manu-
factures of woollen cloth, hempen fabrics, glass,

potter}', bricks, tiles, and soap. Pop. 7741.

LE'CTIONARY (Lat. Lcdionarmm), one of the
service-books of the medieval church, so called

because it contained the lessons [lectiones) of the
church-service. Of these there are two which
deserve special notice. The first is the so-called
' Roman Lectiouary,' which contained the epistles

and gospels of the Roman missal, and sometimes all

the lessons of all the various services in use in the
Roman Church, in which case it was named the
Plenarium. The most ancient form of the Roman
Lectionary was called ' Comes ' or ' Liber Comitis.'

Its compilation was attributed to St Jerome, and
it appears certain that it belongs in substance,
although not in form or in details, to that age.

The collection was revised and remodelled in the
Sth century. The second of the ancient lectionaries

is that known as the Galilean Lectionary, which
was published by MabiUon from a MS. of the
monastery of Luxeuil, and which is believed to

represent the rite of the ancient Gallican Church,
chiefly because one of the few saints' ofllces which
it contains is that of the peculiarly French saint,

GeneviiSve. It is interesting as shewing that the
Gallican liturgy had three lessons, and not two, as
in the Roman missal. Unfortunately, Mabillon's
MS. of this highly interesting relic of ancient
Gaidish Christianity is imperfect, and no other has
since been discovered.

LEER, a town of Prussia, Hanover, in East Fries-
land, 32 miles west-north-west from Oldenburg, on
the right bank of the Leda, near its junction with the
Ems. Tliere are manufactures of linen, hosiery, &c.

;

breweries and distilleries ; and ship-building yards.
A railway, opened in 1S5G. runs northwards to
Emden, and southwards to Papeuburg, Osnabriick,
and Jlunster. Pop. (1SG4) SS25.

LEGXA'GO, a fortified town of Northern Italy,
in the province of Verona, on the left bank of the
Adige, 22 miles south-south-east from Verona. It
has manufactures of hats and leather, and a con-
siderable trade in wheat and rice. The cultivation
of rice is extensively prosecuted in the neighbour-
hood, and tends to increase its natural unhealthiness.
The country is swampy, and intermittent fevers
prevail. Pop. 10,318.

LEI'PA, or LEIPPA, a to-rni of Bohemia, 42
miles north-north-east from Prague, situated not
far from the right bank of the Polzcn, a branch of
the Elbe. L. has an Augustine monastery. It is

a place of considerable industrial activity, having
manufactures of woollens, cotton, glass, anil earthen-
ware. Pop. 8442.

LEI'TSIERITZ, or LITOMIERCZICZE, an old
w.illed town of Bohemia, on the right bank of the
Elbe, 34 miles north-north-west from Prague. The
situation of the town is beautiful, on the slope of a
hUl which rises from the river. One of the churches
has a tower shaped like a cup, a curious memo-
rial of the fierce religious contests which raged in
Bohemia in the ]5th c, and in which the question
of the use of the cup by the laity in the sacrament
of the Lord's Supper had so great prominence.
Much of the Bohemian glass is polished in L., and
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it has an active trade in corn, wine, fruit, antl fish.

Straw liats ami chicory arc also among its articles

of jirodiico. It is celebrated for a kind of ajijile

called the Borsdorf, which is sent in large quantities

both to Berlin and St Petersburg. Poj). 74S8.

LKI'TOMISCHL, or LKUTOMISCHEL. a town
of Bohemia, 84 miles east-sonth-east from Prague.

It stands on the left bank of the Launcha, an
affluent of the Elbe. A castle, erected in tlie IGth
c, is esteemed one of the finest buildings of its

kind in Bohemia. L. has manufactures of linen,

and an active trade in corn, lish, and wine. Pop.
70S7.

LE'NNEP, a tovra of Rhenish Prussia, 22 miles
cast-south-east from Dusseldorf, in a beautifiU

valley, on the Lennep, an affluent of the Rhine. It

is a principal se.at of the woollen manufacture, and
the cotton manufactiu'e is also carried on. Pop.

(1864) 7253.

LENS (anc. Elena or Lenense), a town of France,
in the dep. of Pas-de-Calais, on the Souchez,
a feeder of the Scheldt, 17 miles south-south-west
from Lille. It is a place of great antiquity, and
was once strongly fortified. It is famous for tlio

great victory gained by the Prince of Condg over
the Germans and Spaniards, under its walls, in

1G4S. In the neighbourhood of L. are coal-mines,

lime-works, and brick-works. Pop. (1S6G) 5738.

LEPI'SMA, a genus of wingless insects, of the
order Thysanura. The best known siiecies is L.
saccharina, sometimes called the Sugar Louse,
because it is often found about old sugar barrels.

It is said to hare been introduced into Britain from
America. All the species of L. and of the family
Lepismidce inhabit moist places, and feed on decay-
ing vegetable substances. They have a flattened,

spmdlc-shappd body, terminatiug in three long
bristles. They run swiftly. Tliey are mostly
covered with silvery scales, which are much used
as test objects for tlie microscope.

LERCA'RA DE' FREDDI, a town of Sicily, in

the province of Palermo, 30 miles south-south-west
from Palermo, in an inland mountainous district.

Most of the inhabitants are employed in the sul-

phur mines of the vicinity ; and the road to
Palermo is much ocouiiicd by carts carrying siU-

phur for exportation. Pop. (ISGl) 9007.

LESSON (Lat. lectio, Fr. ler:on, a reading, called

by the Greeks anagnosma), in Liturgical Litera-
ture, means a ]>ortion of tlie church service aji-

pointed to lie read, chiefly with a view to instruction
and exhortation, not couched in the form of a
pr.aj-er, nor, even when found in the mass or the
communion service, directly bearing upon the con-
secration of the Eucharistic elements. The lessons
of the Eucharistic service in the Roman Catholic
Church are always takeu from the books of the
Old or New Testament {including the Apocrypha)

;

but ill some of the other services of the Roman,
Greek, and Oriental churches, portions of the writ-
ings of the Fathers, lives of saints, and occasionally
short narratives from church history, arc employed.
The very earliest notices whicii we have of the
liturgical serrices of the first Christians, allude to
the usage of reading portions of sacred Scripture pub-
licly in the church. The practice existed among the
Jews in their sjniagogues (Luke iv. 16), and St Paul
frequently alludes to its use also in Christian assem-
blies, in his epistles to the infant churches of Colossi,
Landicea, and Thessalonica. It is even more cir-

cumstantially referred to by TertiUlian (Apolog. c.

39; and again. Prescript, c. 36), and by Justin the
Martyr in his Apology (1 Apol. n. 67). Our informa-
tion regarding the liturgy of this early period is too
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scanty to en.able ns to say what order was followed,
and what jirinciplca were adojited in selecting the
portions of Scripture for these solemn readings;
but from the Fathers of the 4th and later centuries,
it is plain that the selection was in some degree
regulated by the seasons ; and, at all events, that it

w.as not left to the determination of each individual
minister or even church. It would seem that in

general the extracts were so disposed as to present
the several books of Scripture in succession ; but at
particular times, portions were chosen which seemed
approjiriate to these times. Thus, the lessons at
aud after Easter were the Gospel narratives of the
Resurrection; between Easter and Pentecost, the
Acts of the Apostles ; in Lent, they were taken from
Genesis and the other books of the Pent.atcuch;
in Passion-tide, from the Book of Job. In the
modern Greek Church, so strictly is this order
observed, that the Sundays of certain periods are
known liy the names of the Evangelists read at that
time—as the first, second, or third ' Matthew-Sun-
day,' ' Mark-Sunday,' kc. In the Roman missal, the
distribution of the Gospel lessons is regulateil more
by the subjects than by the authors ; and in addi-
tion to the distribution according to time, there is

another which is regulated by tlie nature of the
festivals, or the special characteristics of the saints

to whose offices they are appropriated. The time
and the origin of this distribution are uncertain

;

but it is commonly ascribed, at least in part, to

St Jerome, and distinct traces of it are found iu

several writers of the 5th and following centuries.

In the service-books of the Roman Catholic
Church, the lessons of the missal are always from
Holy Scripture; and they are, uuless in a few
exceptional cases, two in number, the first called

(as being ordinarily taken from one of the Epistles of

St Paul, or the canonical epistles) the ' Epistle ;
' the

other, the ' Gospel.' A second Gospel is com-
monly read, which is taken from the 1st chapter of

St John. The Epistle is taken either from the
canonical epistles of the New Testament, or, less

frequently, from one of the books of the Old Testa-
ment, including the Apocrypha (generally from
Wisdom, Ecclesiastes, Ecclesiasticus, or Proverbs),

but occasion.ally from the books of the Pentateuch
and other historical books. On a few excejitioiial

occasions, chieHy in Advent and Lent, or at the
Quarter Tenses (as the Ember-days are named in

the language of the Roman Church calendar), more
than one Epistle occurs. The distinction of the
' Epistle Lesson ' and the ' Gospel Lesson ' is at least

as ancient as the time of St Augustine (see Aug.
Serm. 176). In the solemn or high mass, each of

these lessons is chanted or recited by a separate

minister—the Epistle by the sub-deacon, the Gospel
by the deacon ; the former being chanted at the

right side, the latter at the left side of the altar.

In the low mass, both are read by the priest ; but
the same difference of position in reciting them is

observed by the single priest. Anciently, one or

both were chanted from an elevated platform or

pulpit called amho, and in Gothic churclies, from a

gallery attached to the rood-screen. The recitation

from the ambo is retained iu the Ambrosial! rite as

still jiractised in the Milan Cathedral. In the

several Eastern rites, the lessons are more numerous
than those corresponding to the Roman Epistle,

being chosen from the Old Testament, from the Acts
of the Apostles, from St Paid's Epistles, and from
the Catholic epistles. The Gospel-lessons are, of

course, taken from the several Evangelists. In the

Greek Church, the former is read by the anagnontrs

ciT Itctor; the latter by the deacon. In the other

Eastern churches, both are read by the deacon, with

the exception of the Syrian Church, in which the
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Gospel is read, not by the deacon, but by the

priest.

The 'lessons' o£ the Roman breviary are more
varied. They occur only in matins, with the excep-

tion of a ' short lesson ' which is found in Prime and
also in Compline. The lessons of matins are some-
times three, sometimes nine in number, according as

the matins consist of one or of three ' nocturns.' See
Breviary. When there are three nocturns, the
lessons of the first are commonly from the Holy
Scriptures, the books of which are so distributed

throughout the seasons, that portions of every boolc

shall be read during the year. The lessons of the
second uocturn consist either of a narrative of the
Hfe of a saint, or of the circumstances of a festival,

or of a sermon or other discourse from a holy Father;
and those of the third are generally from a homily
of one of the Fathers upon the Gospel appropriate

to the festival. The ' short lessons ' of Prime and
Compline consist of sentences from Holy Scripture.

lu the public and solemn offices, the lessons are

chanted, the tones being reputed of ancient origin

;

and the chanting of the Gospel especially being
accompanied with special marks of reverence for

the word of God, as the incensation of the book of the
Gospel, signing it with the sign of the cross, and the

bearing of hghts dm'ing the singing—a i>ractice

which was ab'eady ancient as early as the days of

St Jerome's controversy with Vigilantus. AVhen
the pope officiates solemnly, the Epistle and Gospel
are chanted in Greek as well as in Latin, in order

to denote the union of both the rites in one Catholic

Church ; and at the coronation of at least one of the

popes {Alexander V.), the Gospel was sung in Latin,

Greelc, and Hebrew.
In the Chiu'ch of England the term is used only

of the portions of Scripture appointed to be read at

morning and evening i^rayer, and at the service for

the burial of the dead. The enlargement of this

pax't of the serWce formed a great feature of the

Reformed liturgy, and was a return to the more
ancient use, entire chapters being substituted for

short selected passages. Four lessons are appointed
for every day, two at morning and two at evening
}U'ayer. The first lesson, at each service, is taken
from the Old Testament—which is read through, in

course, once a year (the order of the books being

only departed from in the reservation of Isaiah for

the season of Advent)—and from certain books of

the Apocrypha, viz., Tobit, Judith, Wisdom, Eccles-

iasticus, Baruch, and the histories of Susanna and of

Bel and the Dragon, which are read for the reasons

quoted from St Jerome, in the Sixth Article of

Rehgion, viz., ' for example of life and instruction

of manners,' but not ' to establish any doctrine.'

The second lessons are from the New Testament,
which is read through three times in tlie year—that

in the morning from the Gospels and Acts of the

Apostles, that in the evening from the Epistles.

' Proper,' i. e., special first lessons, are appointed for

all Sundays and holidays ; those for Simdays were
fixed at the restoration of the Reformed hturgy
under Elizabeth, and consist of chapters selected

from the various books, so arranged as to follow the

seasons of the Church—e. g., those during Advent
are taken from Isaiah, those from Septuagesima to

Easter from Genesis and Exodus, so that the account

of the institution of the P.assover, and the going out

from Egypt, falls on Easter Day. The general

purpose of the Sunday proper lessons, seems to be
that of representing the divine dealings with the

Church of the Old Testament. The first lessons,

on the minor holy-days, are taken, in course,

from the didactic books of the Old Testament and
Apocryjiha. Except on the chief festivals, there

are no x'roper second lessons, the New Testament

being ordinarily read through, in course, on Sundays
and week-days, so causing the fixed first lesson to

combine with the varying second lesson, in a manner
which sometimes throws much light on both. Parts

of Leviticus and Joshua, and tlie two books of

Chronicles, are omitted ; and the Apocalypse is

resorted to, only to supply the second lessons for the

feast of St John the Evangebst, and at evening
service on All Saints' Day. The lessons for each
service are ascertained by reference to a calendar,

prefixed to the Book of Common Prayer—the proper
lessons, which always supersede the others, being

given in separate tables. When a lesson is directed

to be read to any verse, it is always exclusive of that

verse. The lessons are allowed to be read by per-

sons not in holy orders, but are directed to be so

read ' as may best be heard of all present.' Each
lesson is followed by a canticle or psalm, after the
manner of the old responsory, and on the principle

that every revelation of the divine character and
dealings aflfords fresh material for His praise.

LEUCORRHCE'A (Gr. leukos, white, and rlieo,

I flow) is a female disease, in which the most
prominent S3Tnptom is the discharge of a glairy

fluid, often in a considerable quantity. For the
special character of this complaint, we must refer to

medical treatises ; it is sufficient here to say that
its general treatment consists in fomentations, the
apphcation of emolients, and in the administration
of tonics and astringents.

LEU'TSCHAU (Hung. Locze), a town of Hun-
gary, in the county of Zips, 120 miles north-east
from Pesth. L. has the oldest Lutheran college in

Hungary. The inhabitants, three-eighths of whom
are Protestants, are mostly occupied in agricultural

pursuits. A peculiar kind of mead made here has
a large sale not only in Hungary, but in Poland and
Silesia. Pop. 5729.

LEUZE, a town of Belgium, in the province of

Hainaidt, 17 miles north-west from Mons, on the
right bank of the Dender, and not many miles from
its source. Dyeing, bleaching, brewing, and cUstill-

ing are actively carried on ; also salt-refining and
the expressing of oil. Woollen and cotton hosiery
and lace are manufactured. Pop. (1S63) 6069.

LE VAILLANT, FEAN901S, a distinguished

traveller and naturalist, particularly eminent as an
ornithologist, was born in 1753 at Paramaribo, in

Dutch Guiana, where his father, a rich French mer-
chant, was then French consul. Wlien he was ten
years of age, his father returned to Europe, and
settled at Metz, his native place. Young Le V.
received a good education. Beginning as a mere
sportsman, he soon became an ornithologist. In
1777, he visited Paris, and inspected the rich collec-

tions of natural histoiy there. He was now seized

with a strong desire to visit unexplored countries,

and embarked, at Amsterdam, in a Dutch vessel for

the Ca]ie of Good Hope. Owing to the accidents of

war, which had broken out between Britain and
Holland, Le V. found himself at the Cape with
nothing but his fowling-piece, ten ducats, and the
clothes he had on. He found friends, however, in

some of the Dutch officials, who assisted him, and
provided him ^^•ith the means of carrying out his

intention of South African explorations. He made
two principal excursions: the first from Decem-
ber 1781 to April 17S2, eastward, at no great dis-

tance from the coast, to the Great Fish River,

whence he returned by a more northern route
through mountainous regions ; the second, in 17S3
and 17S'l, northwards from Cape Town as far as the
Tropic of Capricorn. In both journeys, his love of

adventure was sufficiently gratified, and in the
second he endured hardships not inconsiderable.
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Finding that his health SHlTered from fatijiie and
from the climate, he wisely rclinquishcil further

projects of travel, and returned to Europe, takins;

up Iiis ahode in Paris, where he devoted himself to

the slullin^ of his collection of skins of birds and
other animals, an art in which he excelled, and to

the preparation of works fiivinc; an account of his

travels and of his discoveries in natural history, in

1793, during the Keign of Terror, he was tlirown

into prison, and only escaped the guillotine through

the fall of Itobespierre. He now retired to a small

property at La None, near Sezanne, where he chielly

resided during the remainder of his life. He died

2'2d November 1824, at the age of 71.

Lo V.'s chief works arc his Travels ( Voyarif- dans
VIntCrleur de. i'A/rique, Paris, 1 vol. 4to, or '2 vols.

8vo, 1700; and Second Voyaije dans CIntirieur de.

VAfrlque, '2 vols. 4to, Paris, 1790), which were
speedily translated into English and other lan-

guages, and arc remarkable for their spirited narra-

tion of incident, and the interest with which every

subject is invested ; and his A'alin-al Jlislon/ of the

Dirds of Afrka ((i vols. 4to, Paris, 1790—1812).

He published also several works on p.artienlar de-

partments of ornithology, as a Xatural lUslory of
Parroquct.?, a Natural Ilistorii of Birds of Paradlic,

&e. He made many discoveries in various dejiart-

ments of natural history, but chiefly in ornithology.

LE'VICO, a town of the Tyrol, Austrian Empire,

nine miles south-east-by-cast from Trient (Trent), in

the upiier part of the valley of the Urenta, and near

a, small lake, the Lake of Levico, from which that

river takes its rise. Mulberry trees are cultivated,

and the care of the silkworm and spinning of silk

give occupation to many of the people. Pop. 5074.

LEYDEN, John, a poet and orientalist of some
celebrity, was born at Penholm, a village of Rox-
burghshire, Scotland, Sth September 1775. His

Eareuts were in humble circumstances ; but seeing

is desire for learning, they made an effort for his

education ; and after passing through the ordinary

course of study in the university of Edinburgh, he

was licensed as a pre.acher or ' probationer' of the

Church of Scotland. During the years of his imi-

versity course, he had, however, learned much that

formed no necessary jiart of it, and in jiarticular,

several of the languages of modern Europe, and some

of the oriental languages. He was a most ardent

and enthusiastic student. His varied gifts and

attainments soon recommended him to tlie attention

of some of the most eminent men of the time in

Edinburgh. In 1799, his lirst work issued from the

press, A Historical Account of the Diseorerien and
lietltements of Europeans in Js'^orthern and Western

Africa. About this time also he contributed many
translations from the northern and oriental lan-

gua''es, and original poems to the Edinhimjh Maija-

zine. He contributed to Lewis's Tales of Wonder,

and aided Scott in amassing materials for his

Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border. He was editor

for one year of the <S'co(.? Matjazine. In order to

obtain opportunity of gratifying the strong desire

which he felt to visit oriental countries, he studied

medicine, and in 1802, sailed for India, having

received the ajipointment of assistant-surgeon on

the Madras establishment. Before leaving his

native country, he completed his Scenes of Infancy,

a poem containing Inuch that is beautiful ; but on

which, however, his reputation does not rest so

nuich as on his minor ])ieees, and particularly his

ballads. After his aiTival at Madras, his licalth

soon gave way, and he was compelled to remove to

I'enang, where he ardently prosecuted the study of

the language, literature, histoiy, &c. of the Indo-

Chinese tribes. Having resided for a time in

6U1

Penang, he left it for Calcutta, on being appointed a
Professor in tlio Bengal College ; and lie soim after-

wards exchanged this office for that of a iudge at

Calcutt,a. Wlien the cxiiedition against Java was
inulertakcn, L. obtained leave to accompany the
governor-general thither ; and at Batavia, in tlie

exploration of a library which contained many
Indian manuscrii)t3 in its musty recesses, he con-

tracted a fever, of which he died, after a few d.ay.s'

illness, 2Sth August 1811. L.'s versilication is soft

and nuisical ; but ' he is an elegant rather than a

forcible poet.' His attainments as an orientalist

were extr.aordinary. 'J'he chief evidence cxtaut of

then, however, is an Essay on the Lan;iuar/es and
Literature of the Indo-(Jhinese Natiotis, published in

the loth volume of the Asiatic J!rsrarches. His
Poeliccd Bemains were published in 1819 ; and a new
edition of his Poems and Ballads, with Memoir by
Sir Walter Scott, in 1S5S.

LI, the name of a Chinese measure of length.

The li = •577 Fr. kilombtre = 'SSS (rather more
than one-third) English mile.

LIBRI-CARRUCCI, G uii.i..A.nrE Brutus
IciLirs TiMOLEON', CoDNT, French in.athematician

and bibliogi-apher, son of an Itali.an refugee, who
was condemned at Lyon in ISIG for forgery,

was born at Florence 2d January 180.'J. Having
early devoted himself to tlie study of mathematics,

he became jirofessor in the university of Pisa, where
he contributed to the Transactions of scicntilic

societies a number of remarkable papers (ui The
Theory of Numbers (1820) ; Some Points of Analysis

(1823); 'The General Resolution of Indeterminate

Equations of the First Deyrcc (182G) ; Some Pliysical

Questions {iS29) ; &c.

After 1830, having been compromised in the
politic.ll movements, he was obliged to leave Tus-
cany, and went to France as refugee. He there

found a patron in Ar.ago (whom he afterwards

attacked in the most spiteful manner) ; was natu-

ralised, and in ,a short time electeil Member of tlie

Academy of Sciences, Professor of Analytics at the

Sorbonne, Chief Insjieetor of Public Instruction,

and Superintendent of the State Libraries. He was
decorated with tlie Legion of Honour, and appointed
editor of the Journal des Savants, &c. L.'s works
at this period are varied and numerous. In parti-

cular may be mentioneil his History of Mathemati-
cal Science in Italy from the I'enaissance tu the End
of the \'lh Century (1S3S—1841, 4 vols. Svo), in

which he dis])layed much acuteness ami erudition.

He was, besides, a most determined bibliomani.ac,

and found means of collecting a library for himself,

w hicli contained such a rich stock of incunabula of

all kinds, and of the greatest tyjiograiihical curio-

sities, that several ])ublic sales, which he got up fur

his own benelit, and of which e.acli reali.sed from

£4000 to i'.^OOO, did not in the least degree dimiu-

ish his collection. In consequence of the remark-
aide phenomenon of a library remaining com|iIete in

s[>ite of repeated sales, L. began to be suspected of

making use of his special position to abstract books

and valu.able MSS. from the jiublic libraries. A
rejiort had even been secretly jirepared on the subject

by the public procurator, and communicated to JI.

Cluizot to await his decision. The objects abstraeteil

between 1842 and 1847 were approximately valued

at £20,000. This document was dated 4tli February

1848, and was found in the Foreign Oflice when the

llevolution broke out in that month. The case was
immediately taken up by the courts, and after a

long and careful examination, the accused, who, in

the meantime, had tied to England, was condemned,
Juno 18.i0, to ten years' imprisonment, to ilegrada-

tion, and the loss of his employments. This process
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created a great sensation, and gave rise to au
immouse deal of writing for aud against the con-
demned. The most important is an article by 1*.

Merimee, Lc Procis Librl, in the jRevue des Deux
Mondes (1852), for which the \VTiter was imprisoned,
as having, in defence of a ' book-stealer,' slandered
and insulted the French judicature.

L. continued for two or three yenxs to address
letters and pamphlets to persons in France exclaim-
ing against his condemnation in the highest tones of

injured innocence. The efforts of M. Merimee in

behalf of L., and a petition in his favour, addressed
to the senate in ISGl, only had the effect of bringing
out still more damnatory facts regarding both him
and his family. (He died 2Sth September 1S69.)

LIFE MOKTAKS axd ROCKETS. When
a lifeboat is not at hand, or a raging sea and a
shoal coast render its nse impracticable, a dis-

tressed ship may often receive help from shore,

provided the distance be not too great for the throw-
ing of a rope. A sm.all rope may draw a thicker, aud
that a hawser, and the hawser may sustain a slmg-

ing apparatus for bringing the crew on shore. For
short distances, Captain AVard's hcavinr/stk/c (fig. I)

Fig. 1.—Captain "Ward's Heaving-stick.

has been found useful : it is a piece of stout cane
two feet long, loaded at one end with 2 lbs. of

lead, and at the other attached to a thin line. It

is whirled round vertically two or thi-ee times, and
then let go ; but it cannot be relied on for more
than fifty yards. Kites of varioiis kinds have been
employed, but are not foimd to be certain enough
in action. The firing by gunpowder of some kind
of missile, with a line or rope attached to it, is the
method which has been attended with most success.

In 1791, Sergeant Bell, of the Royal Artillerj',

devised a mode of firing a shot and line from a dis-

tressed ship to the shore. It was afterwards found
to be more practically useful to lire from the shore
to the ship. In 1S07, Captain Manby invented
his li/c-mortar (see Manev, in Sitpplement). His
mortar was an ordinary S^-ineh 24-pounder cohorn,

ii.xed at a certain angle in a thick block of wood.
The missile discharged from it was a shot with

curved barbs (tig. 2), something Uke the flukes of au

Fig. 2.—Captain Manby's Life-shot

anchor, to cateh hold of the rigging or bulwarks of

a ship. How to fasten the shot to tlie rope was at

first a difhoulty : chains were not found to answer
;

but at length strips of raw hide were found suitable.

To assist in descrying the e.xact position of a dis-

tressed shii) on a dark night, in order to aim the

mortar-rope correctly, Manby used a chemical com-
jiosition as a firework, which would shine out

in brilliant stars when it had risen to a certain

height. A third contrivance of his, for replacing the

shot by a shell filled with combustibles, in order to

produce a light which would render the rope visible

to the crew, was not so successful.

Slany variations have been made in the line-

throwing .apparatus. Colonel Boxer has recently

substituted a holt (fig. 3), for the shot, with four holes

at the end ; fuses thrust into these holes shed a

light which marks the p.issage of the bolt through
the air. Trengrove's rocket-apparatus, invented in

Fig. 3.—Colonel Boxer's Life-bolt.

1S21, consisted of an ordinary S-oz. sky-rocket (see

Rocket). Certain jiractical difficidties, however,
affected it, and it tlid not come much into use.

In 1832, Dennett's apparatus was invented. It

nearly resembled the old sky-rocket, but with
au iron case mstead of a p.iper one, and a pole
eight feet long instead of a mere stick : it weighed
23 lbs., was propelled by 9 lbs. of composition,
and had a range of 250 yards. A ship's crew
having been saved by the aid of this rocket at Bern-
bridge in the Isle of Wight, the Board of Customs
caused many of the coastguard stations to be sup-
plied with the apparatus in 1834. Carte's apparatus,
brought forward in 1812, depended on the use of a
Congi-eve rocket (see Rocket) instead of an ordinary
sky-rocket. It does not appear that this ajiparatus

was ever adopted by the authorities. Mr Dennett
next sought to improve the jiower of his ap])aratus,

by placing two rockets side by side, attached to the
same stick ; and it certainly did increase the range
to 400 yards ; but as the simultaneous and ecpial

action of the rockets could not be always insured, the
scheme was abandoned. Colonel Delvigne, of the
French army, invented a li/e-arrow (fig. 4), to be fired

4.—Colonel Delvigne's Life-arrow.

from an ordinary musket. It is a stick of mahogany,
shaped something like a billiard cue ; the thicker

end presses on the powder ; while the thinner end,

loaded with lead, is fitted with loops of string ; a

line or thin rojie is attached to the loops, and the

thin end of the stick projects beyond the barrel.

The jerk, when the arrow or stick is fired, causes

the loops to run down the stick to the thick end :

this action has an effect like that of a spring, pre-

venting the stick from darting forward so suddenly
as to snap the line. The apparatus will scml au
arrow of IS oz. to a distance of SO yards, with a
mackerel line attached. Another French contriv-

ance, Tremblay's rocket with a barbed head, has

been adopted for the Emperor's yacht ; but as it is

to be fired from the ship to the shore, it partakes of

the same defects as Sergeant Bell's original inven-

tion.

The most effective apparatus yet invented is

Colonel Boxer's. Finding that Dennett's parallel

rockets on one stick do not work well, he succeeded

after many trials in a mode of jilacing two rockets

in one tube, one behind the other (fig. 5). The head is

Fig. 5.—Colonel Boxer's Double Rocket (section).

of hard wood ; there is a wrought-iron case, with a

partition between the two rockets. When tired, the

foremost rocket carries the case and the attached

line to its maximum distance, aud the rearmost

rocket then gives these a further impetus. The
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effect is found to be greater than if the two rockets

were ])laced side by side, and also greater than if

the quantity of composition for the two rockets

were made up into one of lar;;er size. The rocket

is tired from a triangular stand, and is lighted by
fuse, port-Kre, or |>ercussion-tube ; the elevation is

determined by a quadrant or some similar instru-

ment.
The lines used with these several projectiles

have varied greatly; but the best is found to be
Italian hfiiii?, spun loosely. It is very elastic, and
when thick enough for the purpose, 500 y;uds
weigh 40 lbs. In Boxer's rocket, the line passes

through the tail of the stick, then through the

head, where it is tied in a knot, with india-rubber

washers or buffers to lessen the jerk. The line is

carefully wound on a reel, or coiled in a tub, or

faked in a box proWded with pins ranged round
the interior—to enable the line to run out quickly
without kinking or entangling. Dennett's (aking-

box for this jiurpose is the one now generally

adopted.
Life belts, jackets, and buoys of numerous kinds

are used, made of cork, inflated india-rubber, &c.

;

but the apparatus now employed in conjunction

with the lite-rockets is known by the curious name
of petticoat-breeclies, or more simply, sling li/e-buoy.

Fij. C.—Lieutenant Sisbcc's Sling Life-buoy, or Petticoat-breeches,

It is not strictly either a belt or a buoy, but a
garment in which a man may be slung clear out of

the water. When a rocket has been fired, and a
line has reached the distressed ship, signals are
exchanged between the ship and the shore ; a
thicker rope is pulled over to the ship by means
of the line, and a hawser by means of the rope.

'\^^len .ill is stretched taut, by fastening to the
masts, &c., articles can be slung and drawn to and
fro. The petticoat-breeches, invented by Lieutenant
Kisbee, consists of a circidar cork life-buoy forming
the top ring of a pair of canvas breeches ; one of

these is hauled over from the shore to the ship ; a
man gets into it, his legs protruding below the
breeches, and his arm-pits resting on the buoy ; and
he is hauled ashore by block-tackle. The crew of

a wrecked ship can thus one by one be relieved.

To prevent losmg the hawser and other apparatus,
when the last man has left the ship, an ai)paratus
called a hawser-cutter is used, working in the ship,
but worked from the shore.

Fuller details, with numerous illustrations, will
, _^

be found in the Engineer for 1S6G, in two papers
|
of Trade with gifts of money, gold and silver and

written by Mr Gray, of the Marine Department of
the Board of Trade.

LIFE-ROCKET DEPARTMENT, or rather,
that branch of the Marine Department of the Board
of Trade which has the m.anagement of life-rockets,
mortars, lines, buoys, and belts, divides with the
National Life-bo.at Institution the labours connected
with the prevention of shipwreck, and the rescue of
shipwrecked persons. This has Ijccn the arrangement
since lSo.5. llntil that year, the life-mortars in use
were partly under the control of the Admiralty,
partly under the Board of Customs, partly under
the institution just n.amed, and partly oelouguig to
private individujds. The Merchant Shipping 7\ct,
p.assed in IS54, and put in force in the following
year, placed the whole under a different organisation.
Leaving the life-boats (see Like-boat) under the
able management of the admirable institution to
which most of them belonged, the other matters
were intrusted to the Board of Trade, under rules
laid down in a general way in the act
To work out properly the rocket and life-saving

system, a topographical organisation is in the first

iustauce adopteiL The coasts of the United Kingdom
are cUassilied into 59 coastguard divisions or wreck-
registrars' districts ; and the coastguard insjiector
of each division or district has control over all the

rockets, mortars, buoys,
belts, and lines kept at the
various seaside stations in

his district There were at
the beginning of 18G7 about
265 of these stations; of

which 40 were pro^^ded
with mortars only, 175
with rockets only, and the
rest with both mortars ond
rockets. Most of the
mortars are Boxer's im-
provement on Manby's

;

and most of the rockets
are Boxer's improvement
on Dennett's. There are
to be no more mortars
introduced, as Boxer's
rockets are found more
effective. The rockets are
made at the Royal Labor-
ratory at Woohvich, and
are supplied by the War
Department to the stitions,

on requisition from the
Board of Trade ; .as are

likewise mortar-shot and shells, fuses, portfires,

sign.al-light3, gunpowder, &c. At each station is kept
a cart, expressly made to contain all the requisites

for the rocket-apparatus. The cart is always kept
ready packed, to be drawn to any part of the coast
most wanted. Eighteen rockets are supplied with
each apparatus ; and a new supply is obtained
before these are exhausted. The main store of

apparatus is kei]t at Woolwich, whence it is sent
to 12 deiiflts on the coast, and from these dCputs
to the stations, by the coastguard cruisers. The
rockets saved S012 lives between 1855 and 1SC5
inclusive. Simjiler apparatus, consisting of life-belts

and life-lines, is kept at a much greater number of
st.itions : at the beginning of IS67, these stations
were nearly 600 in number, provided >vith more
than 2000 belts, and nearly 2000 lines.

The system is worked by the coastguard, the men
being paid so much for periodical drilUng, and so
much for regular ser\ice. There are also Volunteer
Rocket Corps established on certain parts of the
coast Special services are rewarded by the Board
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bronze medaU, gold watches and chronometers, tele-

scopes, binocular glasses, sextants and quadrants

:

these are paid for partly by annual parliamentary
grants, and partly out of the Mercantile Marine
FuncL

LIGHTING OF BEACONS AND BUOYS
AT SEA. Some interesting experiments have
recently been made under the direction of Messrs
Stevenson of Edinburgh, the engineers to the Com-
missioners of Northern Light-houses, ' in order tn

test the practicability of illuminating beacons an^ 1

buoys by electricity,' the success of which warrants
a practical trial, and it is imderstood this is about
to be proceeded with. At various times since the
discovery of the electric light by Sir H. Davy in

1S13, suggestions have been made pointing out the
advantages which might be derived from its use
upon light-houses. It has long been plain, indeed,

that for a purpose of this kind it had properties

which placed it far in advance of all other lights

—

such as its near approach to sunlight in brightness,

its great power of penetrating fogs, and its total

independence of atmospheric air, which enables it to

be produced in a vacuum or under water. Unfor-
timately, its production is attended with great

trouble ; it also requires rare skill to keep it in

perfect order, and even where this is at hand, we
cannot yet place absolute reliance upon its steadiness.

It has nevertheless been in use at Dungeness, in

the soutli of England, since 1SG2, and at La Heve in

France since 1S63, and at both places the light may
be said to be practically successful. But there are

differences of opinion respecting it among light-

house authorities, as the reader will find by con-

sulting an interesting parliamentary paper on the
subject, dated May 30, 1S66. 'flTiether or not the

electric light is to be ultimately adopted for

properly constructed light-houses, there can be
little doubt that for the illumination of beacons,

where no light-keeper is to be constantly on the spot,

electricity must in some way be employed as the

agent to produce the light. As far as can be at

present seen, the ordinary' Electric Light (q. v.) may
be dismissed as unsuitable for beacons. It vriR at

least require to be greatly simplified before it can
be used for such a purpose. In the article IxDticnoN
OF Electric Cup.kents will be found a description

of the method of producing sparks by means of an
induction coiL These sparks can be made to follow

each other so quickly as to appear like a flash

surrounded by a luminous haze. This, then, is the

kind of light with which, when placed inside some
convenient form of optical apparatus (see Light-
house), it is now intended to illuminate beacons.

It is probable that several different arrangements
of electrical apparatus—all, however, producing the
same kind of light—will be tried ; but it will

suffice to give an idea of their general plan if we
explain one of the methods proposed by Mr Thomas
Stevenson, by which, ^vith the aid of instruments

constructed l>y Mr Hart of Eilinburgh, this flashing

light was successiidly produced at Newhaven pier in

186G. In this particular experiment, the electric

cmrent passed through a wire 800 feet long.

Suppose a beacon to be situated at some distance

from the shore, as shewn upon the annexed diagram
(fig. 1). A galvanic battery, consisting of, sa}% six

Bunsen cells, is placed at B in a house upon the

shore. From this, the electrical current is conveyed
along a submarine cable to the beacon, and retiu-ns

by earth-plates at E, E, in the usual manner, to

complete the circuit ; its coui^e being indicated on
the diagram by arrows. The induction coil is

placed upon the beacon at C, and properly connected
with the conducting wire of the cable, so as to

make the current generated by the battery traverse

its primary coiU A wire from each end of its

secondary coil is then conveyed to the focus of the
optical apparatus, the ends of the two wires being
here brought within half-an-inch of each other, and
furnished with indestructible points of platinum.

Fig. 1.

The induced or secondary current, in crossing this

narrow space, produces the succession of sparks
which constitute the light, but as explained under
the head LvDccnox of Electric Curp.exts, it

only does so at the moment the current is inter-

rupted or broken. It is consequently necessary to

have some means of completing and breaking the
galvanic circuit in rapid alternations, so as to pro-

duce the flashes in quick succession. The break for

this purpose is placed at I, near the batterj-.

In the experiments already tried, a great deal
was found to depend upon the peculiar way the
current was broken. None of the breaks in use
gi\Tng a successful result, ilr Hart devised a new
one of an ingenious construction, which produced a
more constant and powerful light. Fig. 2 shews

Eg. 2.

tliis instrument. The difference between it and
other mercury or spring breaks Ues in the fact, that

with them the current is off and on for nearly equal

spaces of time ; but this one is so contrived that

the wire at a is three times longer in the mercury,
b, than it is out of it ; consequently, the current is

three times longer on than it is off, and so allows

the soft iion core of the induction coil to be more
fully magnetised. The result of this is a secondary
ciurent of comparatively high intensity, and of

course the production of more brilliant sparks
between its two terminals. We may explain, that

the moment the wire at a touches the mercury, the
current passes, and the moment it is removed the

current stops—the direction it takes being indicated

in the figure by the arrows. The wire at a alter-

nately dips and rises by the action of an ordinary
electro-magnet, EE, turning the crank c; the
second bottle of mercury is not used to break
contact, but only to continue the current, for which
a spring would answer as well.

By the use of more than one induction coU, the
light can be materially increased, so that there is

607
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now a certainty of being able to produce it jjowerful
enouiili to be seen at the distance of a few miles^
a result wliicli, wlien actu:illy in operation, cannot
fail to be of incalci\lable advanta:^e to the mariner.
8tron}^ hojies are entertained that some means will

bo found of succeeding with the induction coil

upon the shore instead of on the beacon, in which
case there Avill probably be little difficulty in
illuminating buoys as well as beacons. The use of
vacuum tubes, as suggested by Jlr T. Stevenson,
may facilitate this most desirable application of the
electric spark. This gentleman has also suggested
the employment of electricity to ring bells, so as to
give warning to sailors in foggy weather.

LIGHTNING, Accideni-s fkom. According to
the Twenty-eighth Annual Rejiort of P.irtlis, Deaths,
and Marriages, which is just published (August
1S67), and lias reference to the year 18G5, it ap-
pears that during that year 19 persons were killed
in Kngland by lightning : none in London or in the
divisions south of the Thames; 2 in the South
Midland Division, 3 in the Eastern, 2 in the West
Midland, 7 in the North Midland, 1 in Lancashire,
and 4 in Yorkshire. All except 3 were men, and
chiefly labourers in the open air. In a ])ievious
Ileport, 24 deaths were referred to this cause, and
occurred in the following seasons: summer 11,
spring 10, autumn 2, and winter I. Out of 103
deatlis from lightning in live years (1S52— 1S56),
there were 3S in Jidy, and 22 in August.
A person struck by lightning is more or less

stunned and deprived of consciousness for a time,
often, no doubt, by mere fright, in which case the
effect is transient; but sometimes in consequence of
a shock given to the brain, in which latter case
there is a certain amount of paralysis of motion
and sensation. In a case recorded by Boudin in his
O't'ograp/iic MCdkale, 18o7, a gentleman, wlio had
been struck by lightning, remained for an hour
and a quarter ai)parently devoid of any indication of
life; and the paralysis, which usually aft'ects the
lower limbs, may last for many months. Mr
Holmes, in his article on Accidents from Lightning,
in his S'lsti'm of Surrjerii, gives the following list of
other affections caused by lightning: 'Burns, more
or less extensive; eruptions of erythema or of urti-
caria, which are said by one author to have re-
appeared with each succeeding thunder-storm

; loss
of hair over parts or the whole of the body ; wounds ;

hajmorrhago from the mouth, nose, or cars ; loss of
sight, smell, speech, hearing, and taste ; or, in rare
cases, exaltation of these special senses ; cataract

;

imbecility ; abortion.' An<jther curious effect of
lightning is that described under the head of Ligiit-
NIXG-PRINTS. In reference to the occasional loss of
hair, M. Boudin (op. cit.) relates th.at the cai>tain of
a French frigate, who was struck by lightning on
board his ship, could not shave himself on the
following day, the razor not cutting but tearing out
his hair. l'"roni that day, the beard dis.ippeared,
and the hair of the sealji, eyebrows, &c. gradually
fell off, leaving him entirely bald. The nails of the
fingers also scaled away. Sir B. Brodie tells a
curious story of two bollocks, pied white and red,
which were struck in different storms : in both
cases the white hairs were consumed, while the red
ones escaped. As a general rule, it seems that
persons not killed on the spot usually recover.
The bums ]iresent every degree of intensity ; in
some (probably exaggerated) cases, we hear of men
and animals being reduced to ashes, while in
ordinary cases they vary from deep burns, dilficidt

in healing, to mere vesications : they must be
treated in the ordinary method. It was believed
until recently that the bunis are caused by the i

ignition of the clothes : it appears, however, from
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various cashes collected by Dr Taylor (Mai. Jui-ixp.,
1SG5, p. 737), that burns, at all events in some cases,
are the direct result of the electricity. One caso
is so singular that wo sliall give a few details
regarding it. Jlr Fisher of Dudley was called in
to see a man who sixteen hours previously h.ad been
struck by lightning while milking a cow. The cow
w.-is killed on the spot, and the man w.is uiueh
injured, there being a severe burn extending from
his right hip to his shoulder, and covering a largo
jiortiou of the front and side of the body, ifis
mind was wandering; there were symptoms of
inUaniniatory fever, and he was conlined to bed
for 17 days, at the end of Avhicli time the healing
process was not complete. On examining his dres^
it was found that the right sleeve of his shirt was
burned to shreds, but there was no material burn-
ing of any other jiart of his dress. Hence it is

obvious that the dress may be burned without the
surface of the body being simultaneously injured;
and further, that a serious buin may be produced on
tlie body although the clothes covering the part
may have escaped combustion.
The appearances after death vary extremely.

The body sometimes retains the position which
it occupied when struck ; while in other cases it

may be dashed to a considerable distance. The
clothes are often burned or torn, and have a ]iccnliar
singed smell ; and metallic substances about the
])erson present signs of fusion, while such as are
composed of steel become magnetic. There are
generally marks of contusion or laceration; or if

they are absent, extreme Ecchymosis (q. v.) at the
sjiot where the current entered or emerged. In
addition to wounds and burns, fractures liave also
been noticed.

The treatment must be directed to the special
symptoms, which are liable to gi-eat variations. Sir
li. Brodie's advice is as follows :

' Expose the body
to a moderate warmth, so as to prevent the loss ot
anmial heat, to which it is always liable when the
functions of the brain are suspended or impaired,
and inflate the lungs, so as to imitate natural resi)ir-

ation as nearly as possible.' These means should
be fully tried, as res)iiratory action has been restored
after more than an hour's suspension. Mr Holmes
additionally recommends cold affusion, stimulatin'^
enemata, and stimulants by the mouth ; and recovery
(he states) is apjiarcntly hastened by the administra-
tion of tonics, especially quinine, and gentle action
on the skin by means of baths.

LIMOUX (anc. Limosum), a town of France, in

the dep. of Ande, in the centre of a fertUe valley,

on the left bank of the Aude, 52 miles south-east
from Toulouse. There are manufactures of tine

broadcloths, yarn factories, tanneries, ilye-works,

&c. The neighbourhood produces a much-esteemed
white sparkling wine, known as lilanqucUe de
Lhnoiix, which rivals Champagne in excellence.

Diligences ply rcgularlv to Toulouse, Caicassonne,
and'Foix. Pop. (ISGG) 5913.

LINA'EES, a town of Spain, in the province of
Jaen, 24 miles 'north-north-east from .Jaen. 'J'he

neighbourhood was celebrated in ancient times for
its mines of cojiper and leail, which are still very
productive. A fine fountain which adorns the town
is supposed to be lloman. Fop. about G500.

LINCOLN COLLEGE, Oxford, was founded
in 1427 by Eichard Fleming, Bishop of Lincoln, for

a Rector and 7 Fellows, and afterwards greatly aug-
mented by Thomas liotherham. Bishop of Lincoln,
Archbishop of Yorlc, and Lord High Chancellor of
En;;laud, who added 5 fellowships, and gave a new
body of statutes in 1479, in which the election of
Fellows was fimitcd to the dioceses of Lincoln,
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York, and Wells. These limitations were abolished,

however, by an act of parliament, 17 and IS Vict.

;

and the foundation at present consists of a Rector,
12 Fellows, and 18 Scholars. Of the scholarships,

3 belong to the old, and 1 to the new foundation,

12 were founded by Dr Hutchins, Lord Crewe,
Bishop of Durham, and Dr Radford, rectors. The
patronage consists of 11 benelices, in the coimties of

Oxford, Lincoln, Essex, Dorset, and Bucks, of the
annual value of £3097. In 186G, this college had
137 members of convocation and 215 members on
the books.

LINDSAY, The Family of. This Scottish

historical House is of Norman extraction. One of

the race obtained lands in England from the Con-
queror ; another. Sir Walter de Lindsay, settling in

Scotland imder DaWd I., acquired Ercddoun, and
Luffness in East Lothian. The descendant of the
latter, William Lindsay of Ercildoun, High Justi-

ciary of Lothian in the latter half of the 12th c,

acquired the lauds of Crawford in Clydesdale, which
the family continued to hold till about the close of

the loth century. He married Princess ilarjory,

sister of Kin" Wdliam the Lion, and had three

sons. The eldest inherited Crawford ; and the
descendants of the second were the House of Lam-
berton, who for a time ecUpsed their elder brethren

;

but the line of both ended in heiresses ; and Craw-
ford eventually came to the descendants of Wdliam
of Luffness, third son of the Justiciary, who, in the
14th c, added largely to their estates by marriage
with a coheiress of Lord Abernethy. Sir James
Lindsay 'of Crawford was one of the most notable of

the Scotch barons engaged in the battle of Otterbum.
Eakls of Crawford axd Duke of Montrose.

—Sir Alexander Lindsay, younger brother of Sir

James of Crawford, the hero of Otterbum, acquired

large estates in the counties of Angus and Inver-

ness by marriage with the heiress of Stirling of

Glenesk and Edzell ; and his son David, who, on
fadure of the line of his imcle, became chief of the
family, married the sister of Robert III., and was
raised by that king, in 1398, to the dignity of Earl
of Crawford. In the 15th c, the earls of Crawford
were among the most powerful of the Scotch
nobility : they assumed a regal state, had their

heralds, and were attended by pages of noble birth.

Their domains were widely extended over Scotland,

but their chief seat was Firdiaven, iu Angus.
Da\"id, third earl, entered into an alliance, offensive

and defensive, with the eighth Earl of Douglas and
Macdonald of the Isles, Earl of Ross, and wielded
for a time, during James II.'s minority, an authority

far exceeding that of roj-alty. He was slain at

Arbroath in a private feud with the Ogih-ies. His
son, nicknamed ' Beardie,' or the ' Tiger Earl,'

renewed the league with Douglas. On James
having treacherously stabbed Douglas at an inter-

view at Stirling, he rose in rebellion ; and the Earl

of Huntly, lieutenant-general of the kingdom, who
had aided the Oeil\'ies at Ai'broath, took up arms
against him. Earl Beardie was defeated at Brechin,

and forfeited ; but he was afterwards restored to his

lauds and dignities, and to royal favour, and enter-

tained James at Finhaven, who flung down a loose

stone from the castle battlement in fultilment of a
vow which he had taken to make the highest stone

of the castle the lowest. The family attained their

climax of power and wealth under Da%-id, fifth earl,

a faithful friend of James III., and employed by
him iu his most important foreign embassies, who
•was made Duke of Montrose in 1488, a title which
had never before been bestowed in Scotland but on
princes of the blood-royah On the accession of

James IV., an act rescissory was passed of all grants
and titles conferred by his predecessor during the
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last eight months of his reign ; but soon afterwards,

a new charter of the dukedom of Montrose was
granted on a recital of the duke's good services to

the king and his predecessor. David, eighth earl of

Crawford, nephew of the Duke of Montrose, had
the misfortune to have a son known for his crimes
and enormities as 'The Wicked Master; 'his con-

duct led his aged father to consent to a transfer of

the earldom to David Lindsay of Edzell, the next
heir. The ninth earl, who succeeded under this

conveyance, moved with pity for the rightful heir,

son of the ' Wicked Master,' obtained a re-convey-
ance of the earldom to him after his own decease.

From that time, the fortunes of the family began
to decline. The 12th earl was imprisoned by his

relatives as a spendthrift. The 16th earl, a com-
panion in arms of the great Montrose, ha\'ing

no issue, through the influence of a powerful cadet
of the ifamUy, Lord Lindsay of the Byres, a new
patent of the earldom was obtained from Charles I.,

bringing iu his branch of the House before the
descendants of the uncle of the 16th earl, who
had been created Lord Spynie, or the intermediate
cadets of Edzell and Balcarres.

Lord Lindsay of the Byres, Vkcouxt Gak-
NOCK.—Sir William Lindsay, younger brother of the
first Earl of Crawford, acquired extensive estates

with his wife, a daughter of Sir Wilham Mure of

Abercorn. He was hereditary bailie and seneschal

of the regality of the archbishopric of St Andrews,
an office which remained in his family till the
middle of last century. His grandson was made
Lord Lindsay of the Byres, county Haddington, in

1445. The Lords Lindsay of the Byres were sturdy
champions of popidar rights and of the Presbyterian

faith ; their principal residence was Struthera

Castle in Fife. The fourth lord endeavoured in

vain to dissuade James IV. from his fatal expedition

to England in 1513; in consequence of which, James
vowed that, on his return, he would hang him on
his own gate, a threat, of course, rendered futile by
the fatal result of Flodden. The fifth lord was one
of the four noblemen to wrhom the charge of the

infant Queen Mary was committed on the death of

her father. The sixth lord, the fiercest and most
bigoted of the Lords of the Congregation, was
deputed by the rest to obtain Mary's compulsory
resignation at Lochleven, an office which he is said

to have discharged in a severe and repulsive man-
ner ; and the seventh lord bearded James VI. in

the presence-chamber regarding the changes he was
effecting in ecclesiastical poUty. The tenth Lord
Lindsay of the Byres was in 1644 created Earl of

Lindsay ; and in virtue of Charles I.'s above-men-

tioned patent, he became 17th Earl of Crawford,

a dignity enjoyed by his descendants tiH their

extinction. He held the offices of High Treasurer

of Scotland, and an Extraordinary Lord of Session;

and though a warm partisan of the Covenant, he
was a loyal and consistent adherent of the Stuarts.

In 1648, he entered with zeal into the proposal to

raise an army to effect the king's rescue ; and in

1657, while forwarding Charles II.'s plan of march-
ing into England, he was arrested, carried to Lon-
don, and detained a prisoner in the Tower and
Windsor Castle. He was released by the Long
Parliament in 1660, on the recall of the secluded

members, and was reinstated in his offices and
dignities at the Restoration. We find him after-

wards making a strong effort to dissuade Charles

from introducing Episcopacy in Scotland. The
Treasurer's grandson by a younger son was created

Viscount Gamock in 170,'S. The fourth Viscount

Garnock succeeded as 21st Eai-1 of Crawford

;

his son, the 22d earl, was the last of the direct

line of the Bjtcs ; and at his decease in ISOS,
600
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the Crawford earldom returned, in terms of the

patent of Charles I., to the line of Balcarrcs, while

the Crawford Lindsay estates went to heirs-

female. A claim by an alleged descendant of this

branch of the House to both peerage and estates,

was long a matter of public interest and notoriety :

it eventually collapsed from the discovery that the

principal documents founded on were ingeniously

contrived forgeries.

Sir D.^vid Lindsay of the Mount, Lyon King of

Arms, the courtly knight, poet, and philosopher,

and friend of the Reformation in its earlier stages,

was descended from a natural sou of the first Sir

A\'illiam Lindsay of the Byres.

E.uiL OFB.U.CAKRE.S AND Crawtord.—The Lind-

says of Balcarres, in Fife, were a branch, and even-

tually the representatives of the Lindsays of Edzell,

who, as already seen, had temporarily possessed the

earldom of Crawford on the attainder of the

'Wicked Master.' The first of them was Lord
Menmuir, a Lord of Session and Secretary of State

to James VL, possessed of accomplishments and culti-

vation rare in his age. His son David was created

Lord Lindsay of Balcarres in 1G33, and his grand-

son, Alexander, Earl of Balcarres, in 1651, in reward
of their steady support of the royal cause. The
sixth Earl of Balcarres became de jure Earl of

Crawford on the death of the 22d earl, the last of

the Byres line ; and that title has been recognised

by the House of Lords to belong to his son, James,

seventh Earl of Balcarres, and 23d Earl of Crawford,

the present representative of the family. The
Earl of Crawford has further preferred without

success a claim to the didtedom of Montrose, con-

feiTed by James III. Alexander WilUam Crawford,

Lord Lindsay, eldest son of the Earl of Crawford
and Balcarres, holds a high position in Uteraturo,

and is author of Sketclies of the History of Clirisliaii

Art, in 3 vols., a work of considerable value, but

uncompleted ; .and Lives of tlie Lindsays, a family

memoir, combining to a rare extent genealogical

research with biograpliical interest, to which refer-

ence is made for further particulars regarding the

Linds.ays.—.See also Jervise, Land of the Lindsays.

LINGUAGRO'SSA, a town of SicUy, in the

prorince of Catania, on the north-eastern slope of

Mount Etna, 17"25 feet above the sea, 37 miles

south-west from Messina. It is said to derive its

name from the rustic dialect of its inhabitants.

Pop. (1801) 7844.

LI'NGULA, a genus of brachiopodous molluscs,

exhibitiu" the remarkable pecuUarity of a long

fleshy pedicle supporting a bivalve shell, and pass-

ing between the beaks of the valves. They live

attached to rocks in the seas of warm climates,

particularly of the Indian Archipelago and Poly-

nesia. The genus is interesting, because, although

few recent species are known, fossil species are

numerous, and are found in the fossiliferous beds of

Britain and other countries, the seas of which now
produce none of their congeners.

LINO'LEUM is, as its name is intended to

denote, a pecidiar preparation of linseed oiL In

1849, Xiclgs and Eochelder independently discovered

that chloride of sulphur will solidify oil, and render

it usable in many new ways. In 1859, M. Perra
communicated to the Academic des Sciences the

details of a mode of effecting this by mixing and
melting the ingredients, and pouring the mixture
out in a thin layer. By varying the proportions,

the rp^sulting substance assumes varying degrees of

consistency. Thus, 100 linseed oil + 25 chloride of

sulphur, produces a hard and tough substance ; 100
oil -f 15 chloride, a supple substance like india-

rubber ; and 100 oU -h 5 chloride, a thick pasty
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mass. This third kind dissolves well in oil of tur-

pentine. Mr Walton afterwards found that, by the
application of heat, linseed oil will become hard
without the addition of chloride of sulphur. He
conceives that it is not a mere drying, but a
real oxidising. Linseed oil, first boiled, is apjilied

.rs a layer to a surface of wood or glass, then
dried ; then another layer ; and so on till the
required thickness is produced. The sheet is then
removed, and is found to be very much like india-

rubber in elasticity ; in fact, the production of a
layer by this means is analogous to the smearing
of clay-moiddg with caoutchouc juice to produce
india-rubber, as practised in South America. See
CAOUTCnouc. The drjing is a little expedited by
adding a small portion of o,\ido of lead. The solid

oil is crushed, and worked thoroughly between
heated rollers ; and, wlien treated either with
shellac or with naphtha, it becomes applicable in

various manufacturing forms. The term Linoleum
properly applies to the hardened or oxidised oil

itself, but it is chiefly used as a designation for one
of the substances made from or with it, a. kind <if

iloor-cloth. When the oxidised oil is rolled into

sheets, it becomes a substitute for india-rubber or

gutta-percha. When dissolved as a varnish or

mastic, and applied to cloth, it is useful for water-
proof textUes, felt carpets, carriage-aprons, wagon
and cart sheets, nursing-aprons, water-beds, tank-

linings, table-covers, &c., according to the mode
of treatment. 'UTien used as a paint, it is <isefiJ

for iron, for wood, and for ships' bottoms. When
used as a cement, it possesses some of the useful

properties of marine glue. When vulcanised or

rendered quite hard by heat, it may be filed,

planed, turned, carved, and polislied like wood, and
used for knife and fork handles, mouldings, Ac.

When brought by certain treatment to the con-

sistency of dough or jiutty, it may be pressed into

embossed moulds for oniament.al articles. When
used as a grinding-wheel, touched ^vith emery, it

becomes a good cutter. Lastly, when mixed with
ground cork, pressed on canvas by rollers, the
canvas coated at the back with a layer of the same
oil in the state of paint, and the upper or prin-

cipal surface painted and printed, it becomes the
linoleum floor-cloth, for the iiroduction of which
a factory has been established at Staines. Dunn's
patented fabric for similar purposes has no oU in it

:

it is a mixture of cork-shavings, cotton or wool
fibres, and caoutchouc, S]iread upon a cotton or

Canvas back, and embossed with patterns ; it is a
kind of Kajiptulicon {q. v.).

Ll'PPSTADT, a town of Prussian Westjihalia,

on the left bank of the Lippe, 78 miles north-east

from Cologne. It is walled and fortified, and has
five gates. L. has manufactures of woollens,

leather, vinegar, and starch, brandy distilleries,

&c. Pop. (1864) 6910.

LI'RIA, a town of Spain, in the province of

Valencia, and 12 miles north-west from Valencia.

The plain in which it stands is luxuriant with vines

and olives. On the summit of a hill in the vicinity

is the Collegia de San Mijuel, an ancient and vener-

able monastic pile. Pop. 8500.

LITTR:^, Maximilien Paul Emile, a French
journ.ilist and philologist, member of the Institute,

was born in Paris, 1st February 1801. He distin-

guished himself in his studies, and obtained various

honours at the grand competition. He began the

study of medicine, and pursued it so far with dis-

tinction ; owing, however, to personal circumstances,

he did not take the degree of Doctor, nor enter on

practice, but gave himself up to researches in phil-

ology and in the history of medicine. He prepared
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for this by the thorongh study of languages and
literature, and mastered Greek, Sanscrit, and the
principal ancient and modem languages. There
were few subjects of hrunan knowledge to which he
remained a stranger.

At the same time that L. took an active part in

editing various journals and literary collections, he
prepared an edition and translation of the Works of

Hippocrates (CEuvres d'Hippocrate, 1839—ISGl, 10
vols. Svo), a publication which, from its first appear-
ance, was judged sufficient to open for him the
doors of the Academy of Inscriptions, 22d February
1839.

L., who held democratic opinions, and had dis-

tinguished himself among the combatants of July,

became afterwards connected with the National,

and was one of the principal editors of it till 1851.

When M. Auguste Comte's new philosophical and
social doctrine appeared imder the name of Positive

Philosophy, L., attracted by the scientific character

of the doctrine, took it up with great ardour, and
in 1845, wrote a lucid and clever summar}' of it {De
la Philosophie Positive), and afterwards defended it

in pamphlets and in journal articles. He looked
upon the revolution of 1848 as the advent of his

opinions ; but soon undeceived, he retired from
active jjoHtics in October 1848, resigning even his

duties of municipal councUlor of the city of Paris,

duties without salary, and the only ones he ever

accepted. He had even refused the decoration of

the Legion of Honour.
Eetuming to a life of study, L. continued his

researches in medicine, at the same time working
ardently at the history of the French language.

Already master of the old forms of the French
language, he published in the Bevue des Deux
Mondes—to which he has contributed at different

times several papers equally ingenious and learned

—an article called. The Homeric Poetry and the
Ancient French Poetry (La Poesie Homerique et

VAncienne Poesie Franfaise, 1st July 1847), which
attracted great attention. In it he attempted the
translation of the first book of the Hiad iu the

style of the Trouvferes.

The Academy of Inscriptions chose him in place

of Fauriel (1844), to be one of the commission
charged with continuing L'HiUoire Lilleraire de
France (The Literary History of France), and he is

one of the authors of vols, xxi., xxiL, xxiii. In
1854, he was appointed editor of the Journal des

Savants, and he has siace contributed many articles

to that collection. L.'s principal work, although the
last in dat«, is his Dictionnaire de la Langue Fran-
raise, containing, in addition to the usual informa-

tion iu French dictionaries, examples of the several

meanings of the words, with exact reference to the

classical works from which they are taken, besides

the history of the usage of each word in documents
anterior to the 17th centviry. Not only are all

questions of grammar and lexicography (including

etymology—a subject in which French dictionaries

have hitherto been singularly deficient) fuUy dis-

cussed, but historical allusions are explained, and
numerous details given regarding the arts and
sciences, rendering the work a kind of cj'clopsdia.

In preparation for many years, it began to appear
iu 1863, and the fifteenth livraison or number has
already (1SG7) appeared, coming down to letter K.
This splendid work, which promises to be the real

thesaurus of the French Language, so long a desider-

atum, did not prevent the French Academy in

1863 from rejecting the author, whom M. Dupan-
loup denounced pubUcly as holding immoral and
impious doctrines. L. has also published an excel-

lent French translation of Strauss's Life of Jesus

(1839—1840, 2d ed. 1855) ; a translation of Pliny's

Natural History in the collection of Latin classics

by M. Kisard ; Avf/uste Comte Stuart Mill (1866)

;

&c. Previous to the appearance of cholera in Paris,

he published a paper on that malady (1832) ; he was
one of the principal coUalorateurs in the new edi-

tion of the Dictionnaire de Medecine ; long con-

tributed to the Gazette Medicale de Paris ; and in

1837, he and M. Dezeimeris began the medical and
surgical journal called VExperience. We may also

notice from his pen

—

Histoire de la Langue Franraise

(1862, 2 vols. Svo), which is simply a collection of

articles on the ancient French language ; then, iu

another series, jParo^as de Philosophie Positive (1859),

and Auguste Comte et la Philosophie Positive (1863).

He published in 1857 the QSuvres Completes d^Ar-
mand Carrel. His last publication is a volume on
Medieval Literature (1867), being a collection of

articles contributed to periodicals. In July 1867, he
began a magazine, with the title of Philosophie

Positive, which appears once in two months.—JL
Sainte-Beuve has published an interesting Notice
sur M. Liltre, sa Vie et ses Travanx (1863).

LIVINGSTON, Edwaed, an American jurist

and statesman, was bom on 26th May 1764 at
Livingston (afterwards Claremont), in the state of

New York. He belonged to a family which, for

nearly a century, had been of the greatest weight and
distinction in the colony. L. was the son of Robert
Livingston, judge of the Supreme Court of New
York, and the youngest of a very numerous family.

After leaving the coUege of Princetown, he studied
law imder his brother Robert, eighteen years his

senior (see below), and devoted special attention to
Roman jurisprudence. On being called to the bar,

he soon obtained an extensive practice. He had
spent his youth among the foimders of American
independence, all of whom he had known as visitors

of his father, and he at once attained a prominent
position. He was elected a member of Congress
iu 1794; federal attorney and mayor of New York
in 1801 ; and he would probably have been known
only as a prosperous lawyer, had not a great mis-
fortune at this period befallen him. L., as federal

attorney, was intrusted with the collection of debts
to the state recovered by legal proceedings. He
had the greatest aversion to accounts, and intrusted

this part of his duty to a clerk, a Frenchman, who
appropriated the funds to his own purposes. When
L. discovered what had happened, he at once ascer-

tained the balance due to the state, handed over
his whole property to his creditors, threw up his

appointment, and resolved to quit New York. No
entreaty on the part of his feUow-citizens could
induce him to remain. Louisiana had just been
annexed to the United States, thanks to negotia-

tions conducted by his brother at Paris, and
he resolved to settle in the new state. He joined

the New Orleans bar iu 1804, and at once obtained
lucrative practice. He had great difficulties to

encounter. The business had to be conducted
partly in French and Spanish. The law admin-
istered was a strange compound of municipal regu-

lations, Spanish and French law, and the Roman law
of the civilians. A proposal was made to introduce
the common law of England, and this would have
been much to the pecuniary advantage of L., but
he opposed the scheme in an eloquent and con-

vincing speech to the Louisiana Chambers, and it

was decided that the law of the state should remain
based upon the civil rather than the common law.

In the dispute with England in 1814 and 1815, L.

became aide-de-camp and secretary to General
Jackson, and attracted much notice by the admir-
able bulletins he wrote during the campaign. In
1820, he was appointed to draw up a code of ci^-il

procedure for Louisiana. It was the simplest
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known up to that time, was found to work admir-

ablv, aiul rociived the warmest approval from

Bciitliam anil other jurists. L. was then emphiycd

in rc<lucing to system the civil laws of Louisiana.

He had to aid him in the task the Freneh ami
other modern codes, the nomenclature of Scutch

law, and a familiar .icquaintance with all that is

raost valuable in English jurisprudence, and the

work produced, the 'Civil Code of Louisiana,' is

undoubtedly the most successful adaptation of the

civil law to the conditions of modern society. It

was adopted in Louisiana in 1S2.S, and has since

become the law of many other states. L. w.-is then

employed to prepare a new criminal code, and in a

preliminary treatise he laid down the priucijiles on
which he w.os to proceed. He ]iroi)o!ed the aboli-

tion of the punishment of death, and a penitentiary

system, which at once drew general attention to his

labours. His book was reprinted in London, trans-

lated into French, and made a sensation all over

Europe, and tlie author received the congratulations

of the most eminent publicists and politicians of

England, France, and Germany. His code of crimes

and punishments w.ts completed, but not adojitcd

without modifications. L. was elected in 1829

member for Louisiana of the American Sen.ate, and
in IS.'U appointed Secretary of State for Fnreign

Affairs. Two years later, he went to France as

Minister Plenipotentiary to support a demand of a

million sterling made by the United States govern-

ment for indemnity on account of French spolia-

tions, and he succeeded in securing payment. He had
married a lady of Xew Orleans, of French family

and educition, had been long conversant with the

French language, in which he had been accustomed

to plead before the courts of Xew Orleans, and he

became intimately acquaiuted with the leading jurists

and politicians of France. He was admitted an
associate of the Academy of Monil and Political

Sciences, and received the warmest tribute of

respect as one of the greatest philosophical lawyers

of his time, although his distmctiou at home had
been chicHy won as a careful and jjainstaking man
of business. L. died on 23d May 1836, at his owni

est.ite on the Hudson, in consequence of drinking

cold water when very hot.—See notices of his life

in French by M. TaiUandicr and by M. Mignet, and
a long biography by Mr H. Hunt, with introduction

by S. Bancroft.

LIVINGSTON, Robert K., brother of the pre-

ceding, an eminent lawyer and jiolitician, was born
in New York in 1746. He was one of the live

members of the committee charged with drawing up
the declaration of independence. When the consti-

tution of the state of New York was settled, he was
appointed chief judge, a dignity he retained till

ISOl. He was then sent to Paris as Minister Pleni-

potentiary to negotiate the cession of Louisiana to

thp United States, .a duty he discharged with rare

ability. He enabled Fulton to construct his lirst

steamer, and introduced in America the use of

sulphate of lime as a manure, and the merino sheeji,

and in many other ways distinguished himself as a

national benefactor, jle died on 26th March 1813.

The Livingstons whose lives have just been
recorded, belong to an American family remarkable
for hereditary talent and the large number of its

members who h.ave distinguished themselves in the

United States as eminent men of lettei-s, m.igistrates,

lawyers, and divines. They descend lineally from
the lifth Lord Livingston, who was intrusted with
the guardianship of Mary, Queen of Scots, and from
the Rev. .John Livingston, minister of Ancrum, in

Teriotd.ile, the grandson of the nobleman, one of

the most distingiiished of the Presbyterian divines.

John Livingston was born at Kilsyth on the 2lst
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.Tune 160,'i, preached with great success in Irelaml,

and was one of two commissioners sent by the
Scotch kirk to Breda, in Holland, to treat with
Charles II. Kefnsing to take the oath of allegiance,

he was banished, and, in 1663, went to Holland,
where, as )i.ast(>r of the Scotch kirk at Kotterdam,
he spent the last years of his life. He was the
author of several works, the best known of which
is his autobiography, frei|uently pubhsheib—.Sio

Chaillbers's Jiio^iapliical Diclionanj of Eminent
Scnlnmen. His son Kobert was born at .\ncrum in

1654, went to Holland when young, and while still

a lad, emigrated to America, and settled in the
Dutch \-illage of Albany, in the region of the upper
Hudson. He married Alida Schuyler, the widow
of a Dutch clergyman, and bought from the Indians
a vast tract of land on the banks of the river, cm-
bracing upwards of 160,006 acres. Robert Living-

ston, ]iroud of his ancient lineage, had this property
erected into the lordship and manor of Livingston,

and from it have jtrocecded the numerous and
wide-spreading race who have perpetuated his name,
and the lives of many of whom will be found in the

American and French biographical dictionaries.

LIXU'RI, a tow-n of the island of Ceph.alonia, on
the west shore of the Gulf of Argostoli, a long

narrow arm of the sea, and 4 miles west-north-west

from Argostoli. It is a Greek bishop's see. The
surrounding country is very productive of wine and
currants, which are brought to L. for exportation,

so that it h.as a considerable trade. Pop. 6000.

LLERE'NA, a town of Spain, in the province

of Bad.ajoz, and 63 miles south-east from Bad.ajoz,

near the ridge of the Sierra de Constantina. It is

well built, and h.as some good churches and other

public buildings ; it is surrounded by walls, which
are flanked with towers, an<l have numerous gates.

The inhabitants are mostly employed in agriculture

;

but there are some manufactures of linen and
woollen fabrics, leather, &c. Pop. 6000. Near L.,

Lord C'ombermcre with his cavalry routed, on A|>ril

11, 1S12, a French force of 2500 cavalry and 10,000

infantrj', the rearguard of Soult, under Drouct,
retiring after the capture of Badajoz.

LLOYD'S BONDS, the name given to a species

of securities introduced by Mr John Horatio Lloyd,

the eminent barrister, and much employed by rail-

way and other companies, whose power of borrowing
money on mortgage or bond is derived from and
limited by acts of parliament. A Lloyd's Bond is

an admission under seal of a debt being due by the
company issuing the bond to the jierson in whoso
favour it is executed, with a covenant to pay the
sum due at a time lixed, and to pay interest at a
certain rate from the time of issue until payment.
The covenant is made by the company, their suc-

cessors and assigns, with the obligee, his executors

and administrators ; so that a Lloyd's Bond on the

face of it is not assignable, and is not, properly

speaking, a negotiable instrument. The value of it

consists in its converting a simple contract or ordi-

nary debt into a specialty debt, by which the

holder gains a preference over ordinary creditors

;

and in its enabling the holder, armed with this pre-

ference, to raise money upon the faith of the debt,

either by assigning his interest in it, or by dejiosit-

ing the bond as a security for advances. A valid

Lloyd's Bond, as a security, appears to be inferior

to a debenture issued imder statutory authority in

no respect except that its validity can be put in

question.

As railway and other companies which have come
into existence under parliamentary authority, have
no powers except those which parliament has con-

ferred upon them, their power of borrowing is
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limited to the amounts, aiul must be exercised in

the manner which parliament has prescribed. By
the Act 7 and S Vict. c. 85, s. 19, it is declared

illesjal for them to grant any loan-notes, or other

negotiable or assignable instrument, in security of

money advanced, except so far as they are authorised

by statute. In general, they have statutory autho-

rity to borrow only when a certain portion (usually

the whole) of their capital has been subscribed, and
a certain portion of it h.os been paid up. And the
statute S and 9 Vict. c. IG (The Companies' Clauses
ConsoUdation Act) provides that their power of

borrowing must be exercised under the authority

of a general meeting. Previous to the introduction

of Lloyd's Bonds, these restrictions upon borrowing
really limited the liabilities of companies. They
were severelj' felt by companies whose works were
being made or being extended ; which often were
in need of money, which it was impossible or im-
])olitic to raise by means of calls, and whose borrow-
ing powers had not come into operation, or coidd

not conveniently be resorted to. Mr Lloyd relieved

such companies from their difficulties, and to a
certain extent defeated the intentions of parhament
by taking advantage of the fact that companies, if

they were prevented from borrowing, were not
prohibited from getting into debt in any other way,
and granting acknowledgments of their indebted-

ness in any form except perhaps that of a negotiable

instrument. For work done, for goods delivered,

for anything except money advanced, the directors

of a company might grant admissions of indebted-

ness ; and Mr Lloyd supplied a form in which such
admissions would become almost as binding on a com-

Eany as a statutory debenture, in which they could
e sufficiently marketable, in which they coiJd be

conveniently granted by directors on account of all

the important objects for the sake of which they coidd
desire to borrow to any extent, without the sanction

of a general meeting of the shareholders. The only
drawback upon the usefulness (for their purpose) of

Lloyd's Bonds has been, that they have only been
negotiable at high rates of discount; but this has
not prevented companies from using them, in many
cases to a dangerous extent. There are instances

in which lines have been, for the most part, made
by means of Lloyd's Bonds ; and they have con-
stantly been used simply as a colourable means of

eluding the statutory' restrictions upon boiTOwing.
On the other hand, they have been of considerable

service to companies in the first period of their

existence ; and that, on the whole, they are thought
to have been xiseful may perhaps be inferred from
the legislature, in framing the Railway Securities

Act of 186G (29 and 30 Vict. c. 108), not adopting
the recommendation made in 1864 by a committee
of the House of Lords, that nothing should be
recovered upon these securities out of the proceeds
of the traffic of an embarrassed company until the
claims of debenture-holders had been satisfied.

It results, from what has been stated, that a
Lloyd's Bond cannot be granted for money lent,

but can be granted for any other antecedent debt.

It cannot be granted for money lent, though the
money has actually been used in paying ofi' debts
fur which bonds might have been granted. The
bond shoidd state the origin of the debt on account
of which it is granted, but this is not essentiah The
courts will in no case assume that a Lloyd's Bond
has been issued in breach of statutory provisions

;

but eridence of an intention to defeat such provi-

sions wdl invalidate a bond. If there have been
no actual debt (as may happen when a company's
accoimts with a contractor are unsettled), the instru-

ment Avill not create one ; and in that case, the
obligee or holder wiU not be able to recover, even

though the obligee lond, fide believed that a debt
existed ; but it is for the company to j)rove that the

debt did not exist. A Lloyd's Bond must be didy
sealed with the seal of the company issuing it, by
order of the directors, given at a meeting of the

directors attended by a quorum. Directors are not
personally responsible upon a Lloyd's Bond im-

properly issuei The leading case upon this subject

is that of Chambers v. The Manchester and Milford-

Haven Railway Company (5 Best and Smith's

Rep., 588), decided by the Court of Queen's Bench
in Jime IS&i The form of this instnunent (which
must be duly stamped) is as foDows :

' The A. and B.

Railway Company do hereby acknowledge that they
stand indebted to C. D. in the sum of £1000 for

money due and owing from the said Company to

the said C. D., in respect of work and labour done
for the said Company by the said C. D. And the

said Company for themselves, their successors and
assigns, hereby covenant with the said C. D., his

executors and administrators, to pay to him, his

executors, administrators, and assigns, the said sum
of £1000 upon the 1st day of May 1869, and also

interest thereon at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum
from the date hereof untU payment ; such interest

to be payable half-yearly, on the 1st day of .January

and the 1st day of Jrjy in each year.—Given vmder
the common seal of the said Company, the 1st day
of May 1866.—X. Y., Secretary.'

LLUMAYO'B, or LLXJCH-MAYOR, a town of

the island of Majorca, in an inland situation, among
mountains, 15 miles south-east from Raima. It has
manufactures of linen and woollen fabrics. Wine
and brandy are also produced. Pop. 7000.

LO'BAtJ, a town of Saxony, 40 miles east of

Dresden. Kear it are mineral springs and bathing

estabhshments. It has tanneries, mills, and bleach-

fields. In the ancient Rathhaiis, the deputies of

the six towns of Lusatia met from 1310 to 1SI4.

Pop. (1864) 5022.

LO'BOS ISLANDS, two small groups of rocky
islands on the coast of Peru, famous for the great

quantity of guano which they produce. The south-

ern point of the northern group, Lohos de Tierra,

is in S. lat. 6" 29'; the southern group, Loboa de

Affuera, is 25 miles further south. The northern

group is about 12 miles from the mainland. The
principal island of this group is about 5 miles long,

and two miles broad. The southern group consists

chiefly of two islands, separated by a narrow channel,

the largest being about two miles long.

LODZ (Russ. Lodsi), a town of Poland, in the

government of "Warsaw, and 75 miles south-west

from Warsaw. It is situated in a level fertile

country, on a small feeder of the Ner, a branch of

the Vistula. After Warsaw itself, L. is the largest

town in Poland, and is remarkable for the activity

with which different branches of industry are pro-

secuted, particidarly the manufacture of cloth and
other woollen stuffs. There is also a considerable

trade, which is likely to be much promoted by a
branch railway, opened in 1865, connecting L. with
the great Wai'saw and Vienna line. The inhabitants

of L. are mostly Germans, or of German origin. Its

jiop. has of late increased with great rapidity. At
the beginning of the 19th c, the town had only

a few hundred inhabitants ; in 1S54, the pop. had
increased to 23,302; in 1860, to 31,564; and in

1S66, it was estimated as near 35,000.

LOLL B.\ZAAR, an inconsiderable town of

Ivorthern India, in the district of Cush Behar,
between the rivers Durlah and Tista, in Js". lat.

26° 4', and E. long. 89° IS'. It partly occupies the

site of the ruined city of Komotapur, a 'most
stupendous monument of rude labour,' the walla of
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which were 19 miles in circumferenco in the inside

of the inner ditch. Massive ruins are still to be

Been.

LO'NGTON, a town of StafTordshire, England, in

the district of the Potteries, and included in the

jiarliamentary borough of Stoke-upon-Trent. It is

about tr\vo miles south-east from Stoke, on a small

stream, which falls into the Trent, and is on the

line of the North StafTordshire Railway. Part of

the ton-n is knowTi as Lane-end. The growth of

tlie town has been rapid, and is entirely due to the

manufacture of china and earthenware, in which
the inhabitants arc chiefly employed. Pop. (ISGl)

1G,G90.

LOU'LE, a town of Portugal, iu the province of

Algarve, six miles north-by-wcst from Faro, and

1.36 miles south-east from Lisbon. It is pleasantly

situated on a hUl amidst groves of cork trees and
pomegr.anates. The remains of a flourish castle

form a conspicuous feature in the scene. L. is one

of the most thriving places in I'ortugal, and has

more than doubled "its population within the last

forty years. Baskets of aloe-thread are a principal

aiticle of manufacture. Pop. (1S63) 12,150.

LOVER, Samuel, artist, novelist, song-^^Titcr,

and composer, was the sou of a stockbroker in

Dublin, and was born in that city iu 1797. At an
early a^c, he shewed a great desire to become an
artist, and with genius and perseverance, succeeded

80 f.ar th.at, in 1828, he was elected a member of the

Royal Hibernian Society of Arts. In 183.'}, he

exhibited at the Royal Academy a jjortrait of

P.aganini, which is said to have brought him some
rejiutation as a portrait-painter. As a miniature-

})ainter, iu Dublin, he took likenesses of the jirin-

cipal aristocracy and leaders of Irish society. But
while thus engaged, he discovered that he possessed

a genius for authorship as well as for art, and was
encouraged to make some attempts in that direction

by the favourable opinion of Thomas Moore. In 1832,

ho ])ublished a collection of short jiieces, entitled

Laiauls and Stories of Ireland, hy Samncl Lover,

J'.Jf.A., with six Etchinf/.i by thi Author (12nio,

Dublin), which was favounably received, .and followed

by a Second Series, pubhshed in London in 1834.

In 1837, Mr L. settled in London, and having made
authorship his profession, contributed largely to the

])eriodical literature of the day. He also WTote

liory O'More^ a romance of Irish life, which imme-
diately became popular. Its production on the

stage, with the excellent acting of Power in the

principal character, made the author still more
known. His next publication was Handy Andy,
commenced, bul^jnot completed, in Bentlcy's Mis-

cellany ; the entire work, with illustrations by the

author, .appearing in 18-12. In 1844, Mr L. published

Treasure Trove, ilie first of a series of A ccounts of
Irish Heirs, d-c. ; with twenty-six Illustrations on

Steel by the Author. This w.as originally published

in numbers, under the title of L. S. D., or Accounts

of Irish Heirs, &c. As a writer of songs, Mr L.

holds a well-earned reputation : his Rory O^Marc,

Molly Bawn, Low-backed Car, Molly Caretu, and
others, have long been established favourites -with

the public. In 1839, Mr L. published a collection

of his Songs and Ballads, with the words only j
but

considerably more than 100 of his songs have been

separately published with music, composed or

ad.apted by the author himself. In 1844, Mr L.

projected an entertainment called ' Irish Evenings,'

which was very popular both in London and the

provinces. Its success encouraged him to visit

the United States, where his entertainment was

also well received. He returned from America in

1S48, when he made his experiences there the

on

material for a new entertainment, which he gave in

London. Mr L. was for some years in the receipt

of a pension from the crown, in recognition of his

literary merits. Besides the works already men-
tioned, and his numerous songs, Mr L. was author

of Metrical Tales, ami other i^O'-»i.s,. published in

1800. He w.as also the editor of a well-seloctLcl

compilation of songs and ballads, l)y various authors,

entitled The Li/rics of Ireland, published iu 1858.

He died 0th July 1868.

LOW ARCHIPELAGO, or PAUMOTA
ISLANDS, a very extensive group of sni.all coral

islands, lying to the eastward of the Society Islands,

and southward from the Marcjuesas Islands. This

grouj) or archipelago exten<ls from 15°—25' S. lat.,

and from 134°—148° W. long. The navigation of

this p.art of the ocean is, as may readily be sup-

posed, dangerous. Some of the islands are in minor

groii])s, others are quite solitary. The whole pop.

is estimated at about 10,000.

LOWE, Rinnr Hon. Robert, English politii'ian,

born 1811, at the rectory of Bingham, Notts, of which

parish his father, the Rev. Robert Lowe, was rector.

He was educated at Winchester, and University

College, Oxford, where he was iirst-class in Classics,

and second-class in Mathematics, in 1833. He
remained at Oxford, was elected Fellow of Magd.alen

in 1835, devoted himself to tuition, .and obtained

the reput.ation of being one of the best priv.ate

tutors in the university. In 1830, he married, and

gave up his fellowship. He was called to the bar,

by the Honourable Society of Lincoln's Inn, in 1842,

and went to Austr.alia to ])ush his fortune. He
soon .attained a lucrative practice at the Sydney bar,

and at the a.ame time threw himself into the party

and political struggles of the colony, inveighing

loudly ag.ainst the administrative abuses of tho

colonial government. In 1843, he w.as nominated

one of the Legislative Council; anil in 1848, was
elected member for Sydney. He devoted niiirh

time .and thought to the land question, and also

to the question of education. He obtained a

committee, and carried a report in favour of the

Irish National System, which eventually fonned

the basis of the educational plan adopted in

Austr.ali.a. He also obt.aincd some crodit .as a

law-reformer. Some successful land speculations

put him in possession of a moder.atc competency

;

and he returned to England, in 1850, with the

design of entering upon a parliamentary career.

In 1852, he contested the borough of Kidder-

minster as .an independent member with Conser-

v.ativo tendencies. In 1853, he took office under

Lord ,\berdeen, as Secretary to the Board of

(Jontrol, but went out with that ''overnment. He
ojiposed tho government of Lord Palmerston upon

the Turkish Loan Bill, but soon afterwards (.August

1855) accepted from th.at nobleman tho juist of

Vice-president of the Board of Trade Next session,

he brought in, on the part of tho government, bills

for amending the law of partnership, and regnlatiug

the local dues upon shipping; but the Con.seryative

benches opposed his legislative measures with so

much pertinacity and success, that the Prime

Minister, to save the government from defeat, threw

his colleague over, and insisted upon the with-

drawal of his measures. At the general election in

March 18.57, he was invited to offer himself for

Manchester. A requisition was signed in a day or

of his oratory, from representing a Large constitu-

ency, he refused the invitation, and went to Kid-

derminster. Here he became unpopular with
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the working-classes, a riot occurred, and personal

violence was inflicted upon him. He gained his

seat; but in May 1S59, he gladly exchanged his tur-

bulent constituency for the borough of Calne, where
the influence of the Marquis of Lansdowne procured
his return, and which borough he stUI represents.

In June 1859, he became vii-tual Minister for Educa-
tion in Lord Palmerston's second administration.

In this ofEce he excited the same amount of per-

sonal antagonism. His Education minutes were
almost unanimously reprobated by the schoolmas-
ters, clergy, and trustees of schools, and obtained
no countervailing support from any other quarter.

He retained this office, however, until April 1864,

when the House of Commons, on the motion of Lord
Cranborne, then Lord E,. Cecil, having condemned
an alleged practice of the Privy Coimcil Office in

tampering with the reports of the Education
inspectors, L. resigned ofiice. The Premier offered

a Select Committee, and in vain endeavoured to

persuade L. to recall his resignation, and await the
inquiry. He regarded the question as one of per-

sonal honour, and somewhat unnecessarily, as it

was thought, left the ministry. His emancipation
from the restraints of office exhibited Mr L. in a new
phase. No speaker, during the session of 1865, was
so logical, so original, and so daring. Challenging
Mr Gladstone's implied doctrine of an inherent
right on the part of the working-classes to a share
in the government, he delivered an able and powerful
apology for the existing constitution. One passage
in his speech, which was interpreted as imputing
venality, ignorance, and drunkenness to the lower
classes of the constituencies generally, and protest-

ing against the further reduction of the franchise,

led to much denunciation and recrimination. Dur-
ing the recess, L. was appointed, by the government
of Earl Russell, a member of the Koyal Commission
for discovering the nature of the Cattle Plague,
and its remedy. On the introduction of the AVhig
Pi,eform Bill in 1866, L. delivered the first of a series

of powerfid speeches, which largely contributed to

insure its rejection. He was, with other members
of what was called the party of ' AduUamites,'
offered a post in the Derby government, but declined

to leave the Liberal party, from which he feelingly

described himself as a political outcast. When the
Derby government, in 1867, attempted to deal ^vith

the reform question, L., in a series of speeches, vindi-

cated his consistency as an opponent of all reduc-

tion of the suffrage. Circumstances had, however,
changed, and the successful opponent of the Whig
measure foimd himself almost alone in protesting

against a far more democratic measure of household
suflrage. His proposal for the protection of minori-

ties, by permitting, in certain cases, the accumula-
tion of votes on a single candidate, was rejected in

the House of Commons ; but it was engrafted on the

Reform Bill in the House of Lords, and their

amentlment was afterwards accepted by the Lower
House. L.'s or.atory is deficient in passionate

eloquence and depth of humour ; but in acuteness, in

felicity of illustration, spontaneously flowing from
redundant knowledge, and in cogency of argument,
he is almost unequalled among the public speakers

of his day. His elocution is rapid, and his manner
nervous and embarrassed, owing to the want of

early oratorical training ; but his great intellectual

power always commands the attention and admir-

ation of the House of Commons. He stUI (1S6S)

sits and votes with the Liberal party upon ordinary
occasions.

LTJ'DENSCHEID, a town of Prussian West-
phalia, 33 miles north-east from Colo.gne, in a
mountainous district, not far from the right bank of

the Volme, a branch of the Rhine. It has cotton-

mills, and manufactiires of cutlery, buttons, files,

and other articles of hardware. There are calamine

mines in the neighbourhood. It has of late increased

rapidly in population and prosperity. Pop. (1864)

6216.

LU'GO, a town of Central Italy, in the province

of Ravenna, 32 miles south-east from Ferrara. It is

supposed to be the site of the ancient Lucus Dianm.
L. is an important provincial town. There is an
annual fair which lasts from the 1st to the 19th of

September, and is the occasion of a great concourse.

L. has a very considerable trade in hemp, flax, rice,

wine, brandy, &c. Pop. (1861) 8232.

LTJ'GOS, a market-town of the Austrian Empire,
in the Banat, on the Temes, a branch of the Danube,
32 miles east-south-east from Temeswar. It con-

sists, strictly speaking, of two contiguous towns, the

inhabitants of the one, Detjtsch-L., being mostly of

German race, and those of the other, Ropmanisch-
L., or Wali^chisch-L., being Roumanian. The
pop. of the former is 2435, and of the latter 7950.

LXJNAWATJ'EA, a small state of India, imder
British protection, in the Rewa Caunta division of

Guzerat. It is siiiuated on the confines of Guzerat,

and is a continuation of the mountain tract which
forms the extreme north-east of that province.

The capital, from which the state derives its name,
is 160 miles north-west from Indore, on the left

bank of the Mahi, or Myhee, a river which flows

into the Gulf of Cambay, and is in N. lat. 23°

8', E. long. 73° 37'. It is a fortified town, the forti-

fications and town together being about three miles

in circmnference ; and is a place of considerable trade

and activity. The state is about 900 sq. m. in area.

LXJ'NDY ISLE, an island of Devonshire, Eng-
land, in the mouth of the Bristol Channel. It is

about three miles in length from north to south,

and one mile in breadth, having an area of 1800
acres. Its south point is about 12 miles from Hart-

land Point, on the coast of Devonshire, and its north

end about 29 miles from St Gowau's Head, in Wales.

Its shores are rocky and precipitous, and approach
to them is rendered dangerous by numerous detached

or insidar rocks. There is only one landing-place,

which is on the south side, and near it are danger-

ous reefs and insulated rocks. The pop. in 1861

was 48. Near the southern end of the island

is a Hght-house, on a height 567 feet above the sea.

At an early date, this island is said to have belonged

to a family named Morisco, one of whom having
conspired against the life of Henry III., fled hither,

and became a pirate. L. I. was the scene of a

remarkable occurrence in the reign of William and
Mary. A party of Frenchmen landed from a sliip

of war under Dutch colours, on pretence of desiring

to bury one of the crew in consecrated ground, the

coffin being really fUled ynVa. arms, with which the

party armed themselves in the church, having
requested the islanders to leave them alone to their

own funeral rites, and issuing forth, they desolated

the island, hamstringing the horses and buUocks,
flinging the sheep and goats over the cliffs, and
stripping the inhabitants even of their clothes. The
cHfl's of L. I. are the resort of multitudes of gannets,

or solan geese. Granite is the rock chieflj'' prevail-

ing in the island, but slate appears at its south end.

LUTE (Ger. Laut, sound), an obsolete stringed

musical instrument, which has been superseded by
the harp and guitar. It consisted of a table of fir ; a
body or belly, composed of 9 (sometimes 10) convex
ribs of fir or ced.ar ; a neck, or finger-board, of hard
wood, on which were 9 (or 10) frets, stops, or

divisions, marked with catgut strings ; a head, or

cross, on which were placed the pegs or screws that

tightened or relaxed the strings in tuning ; and a
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bridge, to whicli the strings were attached at one

end, the other end being fastened to a piece of ivoiy,

between the head and neck. The nnmber of strings,

originally 0, of which 5 were doubled, so as to make
11, was gradnally increased till they numbered '21.

The performer used his left hand to press the stops,

and struck the strings with his right. A pecvdiar

description of notation, called tal/latuiv,v,'a,s employed
in music written for the lute. The strings were
represented by parallel lines, on which were placed
letters of the al]ihabet, referring to the frets : thus,

A marked that the string was to bo struck open (or

without pressing any of the stops) ; B, that tlie iirst

stiip was to be pressed ; C, the second, and so on :

while over the letters were jilacud liookcd marks,
corresponding to the minim, crotchet, quaver, iSrc,

to indicate time. So carelessly and inaccurately

was lute-music generally written, tliat it is no easy
matter to render it into the ordinary notation. The
lute was formerly in high favour all over Europe as

a chamber-iustrument ; and it was used in dramatic
music to accompany the recitative. In the time of

Handel, there was a lute in the Italian Opera in

Loudon ; and there was a lutanist in the King's

Cliapcl down to the middle of last century.— For a

minute account of the lute, and how to play it, sec

JIace's JIusick's Monument (Lond. 1670).

LU'TTRIXGHAXJSEN', a prosperous manufac-
turing town of Ilhenisli Prussia, IS miles south-east

from I)Usseldorf, Woollen, linen, and cotton manu-
factures are cai-ried on ; also manufactures of hard-
ware and cutlery. Pop. (1SG4) S920.

LU'ZULA, a genus of plants of the natural order
Junccie, difi'eriug from rushes in ha\'ing a .S-secded

instead of a many-seeded cajjaide, and in having soft

jjlane leaves, which are generally covered with
thinly-scattered longish hairs. They do not grow
in wet j)laccs, like rushes, but in woods, pastures,

and elevated mountainous situations. The English
name. Wood-rush, has sometimes l)een given to the
whole genus, but is only appropriate to some, of

which it is the popular name, as L. xylmitka and L,
pilosa, common British species. Perhaps there is

no more common British ]ilant than the Eield-
uusH {L. camiHslris), a plant of very humble
gi'owth ; the flowering spikes of which, congregated
into a, close head, their dark colour relieved by the

Wood-rush {Licula ^ylvaticu) : a, a flower.

whitish yellow of the anthers, profusely adorn di-y

pastures in sju'iug. It is of little agricvdttual value.

The species which grow luidei' the shade of trees

are valuable, as preserving their verdure in winter,

adding to the Iieauty of tlie scene, and iniprovinj;

the cover for game.

M
.ACA'RSCA, or JIARKASKA, a
town of the Austrian Empire, in

l)ahnatia, on a small bay of the
Adriatic, near the mouth of the
Nareuta, and 3-t miles south-east
from Spalatro. The ]ilague carrieil

ofi' h.alf the inhabitants in 1S1.5 and 1810,

and the jjlace has not yet completely
recovered its prosperity. It carries on some
trade, but the greater number of the inha-

' bitants are employed in agriculture and fishing.

Pop". 73S0.

MACCALTJ'BE, an interesting mud-volcano or
air-volcano of Sicily, situated not far from tlic road
between Girgenti and Aragona. It is known to
h.ave been in a state of frequent activity for the last

15 centiuies. It consists of a large truncated cone
of barren argillaceous earth, elevated about 200 feet
above the surrounding plain, with wide cracks in aU
directions, and numerous little hillocks with craters,
which at times emit a hollow rumbling noise, and
throw up a line cold mud mixed with water, a little

petroleum and Bnl|iluircous gas. Reports like the

discharge of artillery arc occasionally heard ; slight

local earthqiuvkes arc felt, and mud ami stones are

thrown up to a height of thirty feet or more.

MACFARREN, George Ai.ex.^ndhu, an Eng-
lish musioal composer and essayist of high reputa-

tion, son of (ieorge Macfarren, a dr.amatic author

and musician. He was born in London, Mai-eli 'J,

ISl.'i, and his education was conducted at the Royal

Aoailemy of Music, at which institution he became
a Professor in 1S.S4. As an oi>eratic composer, Mr
M. is the most characteristic representative of the

national English school—his aim Ijeing to revive the

old English music in modern opera. His earliest

dramatic work, Tlif. JJtrWs Opera, was produced in

1S3S; Don Quixote followed in 1840; and A'01,7

Charles J I. in 1S49, which first brought out Miss

Louisa Pyne in English opera. A cantata, Tlie

Sleeper Awakened, was brought out at the National

Concerts in 1850, Zenore in 1852, Maij-du;/ in

ISoG, and Chrixtmas in 1860. The opera of Hoh'm

Hood followed in the same year, which attained a
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popularity fai' beyond its predecessors, and was per-

formed during a whole season to overtiowiug houses.

The opera di camera of Jessy Lea followed iu 1863
;

She Stoops to Conquer and Helvellyn in 18(54. Mr
M.'s works comprise numerous other small dramatic
pieces, as well as chamber music, vocal and instru-

mental, and several symphonies and overtures. He
has also contributed largely to the literature of

music as a critic and essayist. His Hudimeiils of
Ilarmoiitj, published in 1840, now stands in high
repute. In consequence of the divergence of that
work from some of the prevailing views on the sub-

ject, he was obliged to resign his professorship iu

the Academy of Music, in which office, however, he
was unconditionally reinstated in 1851.

MACLURE, Sir Robert Jorix le Mesurier,
the discoverer of the Xorth-west Passage, was born
at Wexford in January 1807, and was sentifor his

education first to Eton, and afterwards to Sandhurst.

Intended for the military profession, but having no
great love for it, he secretly left Sandhiu'st, and
through the good offices of a friend, was entered as a
midshipman on board the ]'ietun/. He volunteered

for the Arctic Expedition in H.M.S. 7Vr;-or, Captain
Back, in 1830. In this expedition, which returned
to England, after great hardships, in the autumn of

1837, MrM. was rated as second-mate. In Novem-
ber 1837, he received his commission as a lieutenant

;

and in February 1838, was appointed to the Jlostings,

74 guns, fitting at Plymouth ; on the IGth June of

the same year, to the yiagara, 20 guns, on the

lakes of Canada ; on the 17th August, as first-lieu-

tenant to the Pilot, 16 guns, on the North American
and West Indian station ; and on the I8th June
1842, to the command of the liomney receiving-ship

at the Hav.ana, where he remained untd the early

part of 1840. After this, he was employed for some
time in the coastguard service. In 1848, he joined

Sir James Ross's expedition in search of Franklin
;

and upon its return iu 184'J, he was promoted to the

rank of Commander. This expedition had barely

returned to England when it was resolved by the

Admiralty to despatch the vessels composing it,

viz., the Enterprise and the Investigator, on a fresh

search for the Franklin party by way of Behring's

Strait. Accordingly, Captain Richard Collinson,

C.B., was appointed as senior officer to the Enter-

prise, and Commander M. to the Investigator. On
the 20th of January 1S50, the vessels set sail, with
instructions to make the best of their way to Cape
Virgins, in order to arrive at Behring's Strait in

July. The Investigator could not keep up with the

Enterprise, which was towed through the Strait of

Magellan by a steamer, some time before the Investi-

gator got there. After rounding Cape Horn, the

Investigator met with her consort lying at anchor in

Fortescue Baj' ; but soon again they separated, and
met no more during the voyage. Captain M. now
proceeded alone, in the Investigator, towards the ice-

regions. On the 2d of August, after passing through
Behring's Strait, he spied, in lat. 72° N., ice right

ahead. On the 8th, his men first met with Esqui-

maux, close to Point Pitt, where a party was sent

ashore to erect a cau'u, and place a notice of the

Investigator having passed. These Esquimaux en-

couraged them in the belief that, as they jiro-

cceded eastward, they would find an open channel.

As they proceeded, however, along the coast of Ame-
rica, the ice became troublesome, and even threaten-

ing. There were also numerous shoals, which made
the navigation intricate and dangerous. On the 14th

August, the Investigator, after one or two narrow
escapes, found herself quite beset 'with these shoals,

and at last groimded ; biit after about five hours,

again got free, not without the loss of a boatful of

provisions. Ou the 31st of August, the Investigator

reached Cape Bathiirst, from which she continued

to advance for several days in a north-easterly

direction. On the 11th September, unmistakable

signs of mnter presented themselves. On the 10th,

the In vestigator was still advancing towards Barrow
Strait, and on the following day, she reached her most
advanced position iu lat. 73° 10' N., and long. 117°

10' W., about 30 miles from the waters of that series

of straits called Melville, Barrow, and Lancaster,

communicating with Baffin's Bay. The ice now
almost hemmed the vessel in on every side ; and it

was debated by Captain M. and his officers whether
to return, or winter, at all hazards, in their present

position. The latter was the course adopted. During
the next fortnight, the Investigator drifted slowly

first backwards, and then forwards, imtil eventually

she became fixed in the ice, in lat. 72" 50' X., and
long. 117° 55' W. The woollen housing was now
spread over the vessel, and the curtains nailed down
to the gunwale upon the northern side of the vessel,

to shield the men from the cutting blasts of that

quarter. Captain M. and his officers also set them-
selves to devise means for the amusement and em-
ployment of the crew. All were in good health and
spirits, notwithstanding the gloomy prospect of a

long winter in such a region. Rambles on the ice

became frequent ; and ou the 22d October, Captain
M. determined to reach the sea, if possible, Ijy a
sledge-journey. He accordingly set out with a

party of men and officers ; and after sustaining

much fatigue and privation, was at last rewarded,
on the 26th, by a sight of the North-west Passage.
' The position of Mount Observation, from which the
important discoveiy had been made, was ascertained

to be iu lat. (observed) 73° 30' 39" N., long. 114° 3'J'

W., and by lunar 114' 14' W.' After this discovery,

the party returned to the Investigator ; but that

vessel was not destined herself to sail homewards
through the passage discovered by her commander.
All that winter and spring, she remained frozen up
in the ice. In July, she began. to move again, but
the nearest she could get to the passage was 73°

43' 43' N. lat., and long. 115° 32' 30", 25 ufiles from
the waters of Barrow Strait. This was on August
15, 1851. On the following day. Commander M.
resolved to abandon this course, go round the south

end of Banks' Land, antl endeavour, by passing to

the westward of it, to reach Melville Island by that

route. For 300 miles and more, the Investigator

sailed in this direction, without being once checked
by ice. On August 19, however, a sudden change
came ; the ice pressed agaiust both sides of the
vessel, and immense masses threatened to topple

over, and siuk her with their weight. By Septem-
ber 1, the Investigator became completely ice-bound
about 50 yards from the shore. On the 10th, how-
ever, there was another change ; the ice broke from
the coast, carrying the Investigator with it. and she
slowly sailed along for several days, imtil eventually
she settled in a bay, where Commander il. resolved

to winter. To this bay he gave the name of Bay of

Mercy, in gratitude for the escape of the ship and
crew from numerous dangers, as also because tlie

neighbouring land abounded in reindeer, hares, and
other animals, which gave them good supply of

food. In this bay, they passed their second Christ-

mas, and the time wore on until April 1852, when
Commander M. visited Melville Island with a sledge-

jiarty, in the hope of finding some of Captain
Austin's ships, or at least a depot of provisions

;

but was disappointed. He returned to the vessel,

where all were still well ; but in May, the scurvy
broke out among his crew, and increased during the
summer. August came, and still there w.as no open
channel, and in the following month, it became
clear that they must pass a third winter iu the ice.
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It now became necessary to decide what tliey should
do for the future, as provisions were failing ; and
accordinglj', Commander M. announced to his men
that, in the following April, he would send away
."iO of the crew to make their way homewards in

two parties—one by way of

North America up the Mackenzie
^

River; the other by way of Cape i- -^
::

Spencer, Beechey Island ; while [
" '

' '

ho himself, with the remainder
of the officers and crew, would
stay by the ship, spend a fourth

winter, and then, if not relieved,
i

endeavour to retreat upon Lan- '

caster Sound. The men cheer-
|

fully acquiesced; and when April

came, the sledges were got ready
for the retreating parties. On the '

Cth of that month. Commander
M. and his lirst-lioutenant were
\valldng ne5.r the ship conversing,

when they perceived a figure

rapidly approaching them from
the rough ice at the entrance of

the bay. AVhen within a hundred
yards of them, he shouted and
L'osticulated, but without enabling

ihem to guess who it could be.

At length, he came up to them,
and to their joy and astonish-

ment, announced himself thus :
' I am Lieutenant

Pim, late of the Herald, and now in the Hesolute.

Captain KeUett is in her at Dealy Island.' Pim had
come from MehTlle Island, in

consequence of one of Captain

Kellett's parties having discovered

an inscription left by Commander
M. on Parry's famous sandstone

rock in Winter Harbour. Com-
mander M. now resolved, althouf;h

reluctantly, to abandon his sliij'

altogether, and return with Cai>-

tain KcUett to England. Hi' ___±_.--
reached England on September

28, 1854. His first reward was
to receive his commission of Post-

captain, dated back to the day
of liis discovery of the North-west
I'assage. Shortly afterwards, he

received from her Majesty th(>

honour of knighthood. A reward

of £10,000 was also granted to

the officers and crew of the

Invesli'jalor, as a token of national

approbation of the men who had
discovered a North-west Passage

from the Pacific to the Atlantic Ocean. In March

1 856, Sir Robert M. was appointed to the comm.and

of H.M. steam-corvette Eak, serv'ing in the E;ist

Indies and China, but which returned to England

in 1861.

MACROO'M, a post and market .^_,_. ,.

town of the county of Cork, Ireland,
'

situated on the river Sullane, 21 mile.^

west from Cork, with which it is con-

nected by railway. The pop. in ISfil

was 3289. The town consists merely of ..s:i_
a single street, nearly a mile long, and
contains some good houses and shops,

but the gre.at majority of the dwellings

are mean and poverty-stricken.

MAD-APPLE, a name sometimes given to the

Apple of Sodom {Solanum Sodomcum), sometimes to

the fruit of the Egg-plant (q. v.), and sometimes to

the large Galls (q. v.) known as Mecca or Jiussorali

Galls, and which are also called Apples of Sodom,
eis

MAESHOWE', an artificial mound with an
interior chamber, of unknown antiquity, situated
on the mainland of Orkney, about nine miles in
a westerly direction from Kirkwall, and little more
than a mile from the famed Standing Stones of

Vv', 1.—Aiacs;i"we : j^xiltut \ kw.

Stennis. M. is described as follows by a recent

visitor (W. Chambers^ in My IloUdnys, a privately

circiUated work (1867) : ' It is situated in an open

rij. ;.'.—llaeshowe : Uround-phui.

heathy spot ; outwardly, there is little to be seen

only a circular grassy tunudus, or barrow, as it

is called by antiquaries, measuring ,?("> feet high,

.and .about 92 feet in diameter at the b.aso, at

which a low door presents itself. Made aware of

Mi mmm^
Fig. 3.—Kuncs, interior of Maeshowe.

our errand, a girl from the neighbouring farmhouse

arrives with the key of the door, a couple of candles,

and a box of lucifer-matches. We h.ave .also bits

of caniUes with us ; and with the whole lighted,

we enter the aperture, crouching as we advance along
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a passage varying from a Tvidth of 2 feet 4 inches

at the entrance, to 3 feet 4 inches at the opening
into the interior chamber. The height, low at first,

expands to 4 feet 8 inches. The passage is formed
by slabs of stone, above, below, and along the sides.

On issuing into the central chamber, our candles at

first feebly enable us to comprehend its dimensions.

These we at length discover. We are in a vault built

of slabs of stone, measuring 15 feet square, except at

the comers where there are buttresses. The height

is 13 feet. On each of the sides, excejit that with
the entrance, at a height of 3 feet from the floor,

there is a square opening to a cell or recess, the

largest of which is 7 feet in length by 4 feet 6
inches in breadth. The roof of the vaidt had origi-

nally been constructed with slabs advancing suc-

cessively layer above layer to the centre ; but
as a result of recent repairs, when the structure

was cleared out and restored to something like its

former condition, the roof is now partly composed of

arched masonry, with an aperture for ventilation.

As can be easUy supposed, this strange subterranean

chamber is cold and clammy. The slabs of stone

are wet with damp, and nothing induces a protracted

stay but the wish to examine certain Runic inscrip-

tions and emblematic or fanciful figures carved on a

few of the stones. These carvings were discovered

only at the opening and repairing the chamber, an
operation undertaken at the instance of Mr James
Farrer, M.P., a learned and enthusiastic antiquary.

In a privately circulated work on Maeshowe, by Mr
Farrer, and also in a work by Mr J. M. Mitchell,

the car\Tngs have been cxjilained partly through
the assistance of Norwegian scholars. All refer to

Vikings and other Scandinavian heroes, or to trans-

actions in the middle ages. Fig. 3 represents one of

these inscriptions. According to Mr FaiTer's inter-

pretation, it signifies :
" Molf Kolbainson car\'ed

these Piunes to Ghaut"—Ghaut being possibly a

comrade who fell in battle. Mr ilitchell's transla-

tion nms thus :
" Tholfe Kobainsson cut these Rimes

(on) this cave." Such is a pretty fair specimen of

the interpretations of the different inscriptions

;

scarcely two persons agreeing in the signification.

[We have reason to beheve that the diversity here

referred to arises from the fact that imperfect tran-

scriptions of the Rimes had been submitted to the

foreign scholars who acted as interpreters. We are

sorry to learn that damp is hkely soon to deface

these interesting inscriptions.] Several purport to

refer to hidden treasure, a circumstance which
throws a degree of ridicule over the whole, for

no one carves inscriptions on stones telling the

world where money is secretly deposited. Of
the emblematic or fancifid figures, nothing can be
made. One is a figure of a horse with an animal
like an otter in its mouth, a second is a winged
dragon, and a third is a worm knot. These figures

may represent the names of ships, or may be whim-
sicalities signifying nothing.

' There is nothing in these Runes to explain the

origin or use of the structure. We are left to con-

jecture that it was erected as a sepulchral vault

in extremely remote times ; and being opened by
Scandinavian rovers, in the hope of discovering

hidden treasure, they used it as a resort or hiding-

place, and carved the inscriptions which still remain
to attest their visits. Obviously, the building and
the passage communicating with it were erected

on the open plain, and then covered with the earth

which forms the tumulus. There is at some dis-

tance an environing mouud and ditch, still pretty

entire. The whole structure bears a resemblance to

the vaulted tumuli in other parts of the British

Islands. In one at Newgrange, on the banks of the

Boyne, near Drogheda, the walls are composed of

tall blocks set on end ; whereas, at Maeshowe, the

slabs are built one above another (without mortar),

as in an ordinary wall. This general resemblance

points to a common origin. We have yet to learn,

however, why this part of Orkney should be so rich

in memorials of an extreme antiquity.'—For a very

minute account of M., we refer to a paper by Mr
John Stuart, Secretary of the Society of Scottish

Antiquaries, circulated as a pamphlet, 1867.

MA'GDALA, a to^Ti of Abyssinia, about 120

miles south-east from Gondar, on the left bank of

the BachUo, a feeder of the Blue Nile, at an eleva-

tion of about 9000 feet above the level of the sea,

and within a few miles of the mountains of the

Falla countrj'', the peaks of which are covered with
snow for nine months of the year. M. is a small

town, having a pop. of only 3000 or 4000, but has

recently acquired note as the place of residence of

the Negus or king of Abyssinia, and as the place of

captivity of the British prisoners, for whose rescue

an expedition was at last sent out, in 1867, by
the British government. As a fortress, it is regarded

by the Abyssinians as impregnable. Its castle, or

amba, is a rock-fortress, completely surrounded by
a wall of columnar basalt, which varies in height

from 30 to 700 feet. Art has been employed to

add to its strength. The length of the amba is

about three-fourths of a mile, and its breadth from

500 to 800 yards. It contains the king's houses, a

church, the treasury, the jail, several large open

spaces, and a number of groups of soldiers' huts.

The garrison is said, in a letter from one of the

captives, dated 31st August 1867, to amount to

about 1200 men.

MAGNE'SITJM axd .the MAGNESIUM
LIGHT. Although the discovery of the metal

magnesium was made by Sir H. Davy in 1808, it

was looked upon as little more than a chemical

curiosity for about half a century. In 1830, a

French chemist, Bussy, obtained globules of the

metal by fusing globules of potassium, in a glass

tube, with anhydrous chloride of magnesium.
Hussy's labours were followed by somewhat improved

methods, adopted by Bimsen, and subsequently by
Matthiessen, who succeeded in pressing some grains

of the metal into wire. The first great advance on

Bussy's labours was in 1856, when DeviUe and
Caron effected the reduction of the pure chloride of

magnesium by mixing it with fused chloride of

sodium in clay crucibles, using fluoride of calcium

as a flux, and throwing in fragments of sodium

;

they thus obtained magnesium on a larger scale than
any of their predecessors. The most important

part of their investigations was the discovery of

the volatility of the metal All these were, however,

mere laboratory experiments. In 1859, Bunsen of

Heidelberg, and Roscoe (now of Manchester), pub-
lished a Memoir on the great importance of mag- -

nesium for photographic purposes, owing to the

high refrangibility and the great actinic power of

the light emitted by burning magnesium-wire. The
study of this Memoir led Mr Sonstadt to consider

whether, the magnesian salts being so abundant, tho

metal might not be obtained, on a comparatively
large scale, at a moderate price. After a prolonged
series of expensive experiments, he succeeded, in

1862, in producing specimens of the metal, varying
from the size of a pin's head to that of a hen's egg.

Although it burned freely enough, it was still want-
ing in ductility and maUeability, in consequence of

the presence of certain impurities ; but by May
1863, these diflicidties were overcome by a jirocess

of purification by distillation ; and by the close of

that year, he considered it safe to begin manu-
facturing. The Magnesium Metal Company was
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consequently organised, and operationa commenced
at Manchi'ster. One great advaiitauje of liis method
is its simplicity : it can be accomiilislied liy tlic

liands of ordinary workmen ignorant of all chemical

knowledge. The process of manufacture may be thus

described : 1. An anhydrous chloride of magnesium
is prepared by saturating lumps of rock-magnesia

(carbonate of magnesia) with hydrochloric acid, and
then evaporating the solution to dryness. 2. One
])art of metallic sodium cut in small jtieces is placed

in an iron crucible, and covered with five parts of

the chloride. The crucible is covered, and heated to

reilncss, when the chlorine leaves the ni.agnesium, and
unites with the sodium, for which it has a stronger

athnity. When the crucible has cooled, and its con-

tents are removed en mame, and broken, the m.agne-

sium—in that st.ate known as crude m,agncsium— is

seen in nuggets of various sizes, varying from gran-

ides to masses as large as a hen's egg. 3. The dis-

tillatiiin of the crude mct.al is ellected in a crucible

tlirougli which a tube ascends to within an inch of

the lid. The tube opens .it the bottom into an iron

box, placed lieneath the bars of the furnace, where,

on the completion of the operation, magnesium is

found in the form of a heap of drippings, which m.iy

be melted and cast into ingots or any desired form.

The difficulty of obtaining a metal with so little

ductility in the form of wire—the only form that

was originally used for yielding light—had still to

be overcome ; and after various ]>ai-tially successful

attempts to press small quantities into wire by
Matthiesson and others, llr Mather of .Salford

devised a piece of machinery by which the metal is

pressed into wire of VLirious thickness. Mr Mather
also w.as the first who obtained the met.al in ribbons,

in which form, from the larger exposed surface,

combustion takes place more completely. To the

same gentleman is also due the credit of having
constructed the first magnesium lamp, in which the

end of the wire or ribljon is presented to the llanie

of a spirit-lamp. As the wire or ribbon consumed,
it was paid off by hand from a reel, and propelled

between rollers through a tube which conducted

it to the tiamo. A concave rellector diffused

tlie light forwards, and protected the eyes of the

operator.

The fir.st time that a photograph w.as ever taken
by this light was at Manchester in the spring of

1SG4 by Jlr Brothers and Dr Roscoe. That the

magnesium light, in a, more or less modified form,

must ]]rove of extreme value to photography, cannot

be called in question. Besides overcoming the

obstacle of unsuit.able weather for the emjiloyment

of sunliglit, it may be applied both fur the explo-

ration anil the ])hotography of various dim struc-

tures, iinderground regions, &c., such .as the interior

of the Pyramids, of catacombs, natural caverns, &c.,

which could not otherwise be examined or photo-

graphed. Professor Piazzi Smyth, the Scottish

Astronomer-royal, dating from the East Tomb, Great

Pyramid, February 2, 1S05, writes as follows :
' With

any number of wax-candles which we have yet taken

into either the King's Chamber or the Grand Gallery,

the impression left on the mind is merely seeing the

candles, and whatever is very close to them, so that

you have small idea whether j'ou are in a palace or

a cottage ; but burn a triple strand of magnesium
wire, .and in a moment you see tlie whole apartment,

and appreciate the grandeur of its size and the

beauty of its proportions.' According to the writer

of an excellent article in the Technolor/iet for

ISGo, 'M. Madar is said to be engaged on a

series of ])hotogra])hs of the Catacombs of Paris ;

various artists are busy practising on monuments in

obscure recesses of continental churches ; and Mr
Brothers, we believe, contemplates undertaking the
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caves of Derbysliire.' Eor )iortraiture, it is found
to be less successful than was at first cxpecteil,

owing to the intense light within a few feet of the

sitter's eyes ca\ising a contraction of the facial

muscles.

Une of the peculi-aritics of the magnesium light

is, that it displays colours .as they arc seen in sun-

shine. This m.ay be tested, and a very interest-

ing effect produced, by burning some wire in a

garden or conservatory at night. This iicculiarity

is being turned to practical account. The m.agne-

sium lamp, s.ays a writer in the lirUinli Juiinnd nf
Photo'jrdpliij, ]iromise3 ipiickly to become a regul.ir

article of furniture in every silk-mercer's show-room.

'The strength of the m.agnesium light, cou]ile<l with
its easy production, qualifies it for extensive enqiloy-

ment in commerce and war. Unlike the electric

and oxyhydrogen lights, it involves no cumbrous anil

troublesome apparatus. With a coil of the wire in

his waistco.at |iocUet, and a f<^w matches, an Alpine

explorer has instant means for making his where-
abouts known at night. The light has been seen at

a distance of twenty-eight miles at sea ; how much
further, remains to be determined. Commissions
under several governments are investigating its

ca]iabilitie3, and there is reason to believe that it

will very soon be adojited for ship-signals and
light-houses.'

—

TcchnoloijUt, op. cil. In surgery,

the light has been successfully enqiloyed in con-

nection with the laryngoscojie ; and by this means
not only can the slightest sore in the >qiper Jiarc

of the respiratory organs be discovered, but

the saine may be rendered visible to a numerous
audience. How far the m.agnesium light can be
applied to the ordinary purjioscs of illuminating

streets, public buildings, &e., is not yet determined.

The objectors to such applications of the light main-

tain th.at, while light in which carbon constitutes

the ignitible solid possesses a power of ditrusibility

whicli renders objects not directly opposed to the

course of the rays more or less distinctly visible,

the electric, lime, and magnesium lights jiossess

none of this difiusiveness ; their rays being ajipar-

ently ])rojected with a force and velocity which
deprive them of the jiow'er of diU'usiou. An object

])laced in the direct course of the rays is siilendully

lllumin.ated, and the r,ays are projected to an im-

mense distance; but the sh.adows cast by intervening

objects are intensely black, and the rays seem to

pass through the atmosjiherc without producing

much effect, except upon that jiart which is in the

course of the stream of light. ' And herein,' observes

Mr Willmitt, who does not .adopt these objections,
' would appear to reside the supposed cause of failm-e

of the apjilication of this light to ordinary illumina-

tion.'

—

Pliarm. Jonrn. for Ajiril ISC').

It is found Vjy experiment that 2.^ oz. of m.agne-

sium wire will give out as much light .as 20 lbs. of

the best steariue candles, and at tins rate, the mag-
nesium light is not much dearer than that of the best

candles. Mr Grant, the well-known iihotographer,

h.as ascertained that certain aUnys into winch mag-
nesium enters largely, afford nearly as brilliant a light

as jnire magnesium, with various tinges of colour;

thus, one part of zinc and two of m.agnesium pro-

duce an alloy which burns witli a slightly blue tinge

;

one part of copper and three of magnesium give a

green light ; while one \y.ivt of strontium and two of

magnesium give a red light. Such modifications of

the light may prove highly serviceable in signalling,

besides being nnich less expensive in most cases

than the pure light.

^'arious forms of the magnesium lamp have been
devised, the best of which is Larkins's M.agnesium

Powder-lamp, in which arrangement a mixture of

'

finely divided sand and powdered magnesium ia
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projected in >i j;radiiated stream, and is submitted
to combustion, in place of a wire or rilibon of the
pure metal. It is simple in construction, smaU in

size, and very portable ; and the light is continuous,
and quite under control. It is easily ignited, and
as easily cxtiii<;;uished ; and as the magnesium is

linrned in powder, all clock--\vork, &c. is dispensed
with. Amongst the advantages of the light, in

addition to its intensity, may be mentioned—(1)

that it gives off no compounds impleasaut or inju-

rious to man or his suiToundings, such as plate, fur,

paper-hangings, books, &c. ; (2) that' it is alto-

gether unattended with danger from explosion, the
whole chemical process involved being a union of

the metal with the oxygen of the air, and the only
result being oxide of magnesium or magnesia ; and
(o) the portability of the materials.

The great drawback to the more general applica-

tion of this light is its price, but this difficulty will

doubtless be soon overcome. In the Year-book of
Fticts in Science and Art, 1867, p. 17.3, it is stated

that 'one year ago its price was 112 guineas per
lb. ; now (1866) magnesium wire is sold at 3'Z. per
foot.' The expense of the working of Larkins's

Lamp is one pound per hour. 'When the metal can
be obtained more cheaply (the sodium necessary for

its reduction being the great expense), it and its

alloys will probably l^e found serviceable in the
construction of household vessels, cases, light and
simple machinery, &c. ; and it has even been sug-

gested in the American Gas-lir/ht Journal that

when it becomes cheap enough, it should be em-
ployed in the construction of vessels of war, for,

whilst little heavier than oak, it is as strong and
tenacious as steel.

From information directly obtained from the
London agents of the Magnesium Metal Company
(Jlessrs Johnson, Matthey, & Co., Hatton Garden),

we learn that the present wholesale price of the

2)ure metal, in the form of wire or ribbon, of the

ordinary sizes for burning, is 10s. per oz. ; and in the

form of plates, ingots, or powder, is 7s. Gd. per oz.,

while the crude metal sells at 5s. per oz. The respec-

tive retail prices are 124'., 9s., and 6s. per oz. It may
also be mentioned that the present wholesale price

of pure sodium, on which the expense of the mag-
nesium solely depends, is 6». per lb. Any quantity
of wire or metal less than one ounce is sold at the

r.ate of 16s. per oz. ; and as the ordinary series of

ivire run from SO to 200 feet per oz., and those of

ribbon from 80 to 150 feet per oz., a very simple

crdciUation gives the present jirice of the wire per

foot.

MAGNE'TO-ELECTRIC MACHINE (WUde's).

See Electric Light ; Magmetism. Mr H. Wilde of

Manchester has lately (1866) patented a magneto-
clectrio machine, which, with a sufficient expendi-

ture of mechanical energy, can be made to furnish

any amount of current electricity. It accomplishes

this with a simplicity and economy hitherto un-

equ.alled, and it promises thereby to extend

immensely the practical importance of electric

science.

The machine is founded on a new and somewhat
paradoxical principle—viz., that a current or a
viagiiet indeJiniteUj weak can he made to induce a
current or a magnet of indefnlte strength. A general

description will best shew how this is proved and
applied.

Fig. 1 shews a front elevation of a 7-incli machine,

constructed for the Commissioners of Northern
Light-hmises. It consists of two separate machines
—a purely magneto-electric machine, and a machine
which is both electro-magnetic and magneto-electric.

Both machines are in the main very similar, and in

many respects identical, the only difference being iiu

size and power. The smaller machine, JIM', which
is purely magneto- electric, is seen surmounting the
other. The horse-shoe permanent magnet, MM', is

the foremost of a series of sixteen similar magnets,
placed the one behind the other in a horizontal
row. Each weighs 3 lbs., and sustains a weight of
20 lbs. The sixteen magnets are fixed below to the

%^<^

Kg. 1.

magnet-cylinder, c, shewn on a larger scale in fig. 2.

This is partly made up of cast-iron, partly of brass.

The two iron components, ;, i (fig. 2), form the sides

of it, and the brass bars, 6, b, lie between them.

They are bolted firmly together by the brass bolts,

), )'. The magnet-eyUnder is about 12 inches in

length ; in the centre of it is accurately bored a

cii-cular hole, extending the whole way, 2^ inches in

diameter. The inner side surfaces of the magnets

below are accurately fitted to the upright plane

sides of the magnet-cylinder, and are firmly secured

to it. By this means the cast-iron portions of the

magnet-cylinder, i, )', form the polar terminations of

the magnetic battery, the brass bars, b, b, between

them, breaking the magnetic continuity.

A cj'lindrical armature, aa, of east-iron is made
to revolve within the magnet-cylinder. Its diameter

is ,'ijth of an inch less than the diameter of the

cylinder, which enables it to revolve without
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friction in very close proximity to the polar sur-

faces. The manner in which it is centered is, for

thu sake of simplicity, not shewTi iu the upper

Fig. 2.

machine, but it is she^^ii in the lower machine,
where, as is afterwards mentioned, the construction,

tlioiigh larger, is perfectly similar. The framework
for sustaining the axis of the armature is lirnily

bolted at (/g. Fig. 2 gives, as just mentioned, an
enlarged cross suction ; iig. 3 shews an enlarged

side - view. Two rectangular

grooves, w, I, are made on oppo-

site sides, gi\'ing to it somewhat
the appearance of a rail. About
50 feet of insulated copper-wire,

tmo, is woimd lengthwise into

these grooves in three coils (shewn
in section, fig. 2). The coil

thus formed is shut in by wooden
]iacking, W. In fig. 3, this pack-
ing is removed from the two ends,

to shew the longitudinal winding
of the coil. To prevent the wires
from being driven out by the
centrifugal force generated in the

rapid rotation of the armature,
straps of sheet-brass encircle the
armature at regular inter\'als, and
are sunk in gi-ooves prepared for

them in the cast-ii'on. Two caps
of brass, k, k, are fitted to the
ends of the armature, and to

these are attached the steel

journals or axes of rotation, /,./'.

On the further axis (the back
axis of fig. 1), the pulley, ?», is

fixed, round which passes the
strap from the steam-engine which
works the machine. On the other
axis (the front axis of the figure),

two rings are put, one, ?), insu-

lated from it, and the other, «',

connected with it. One end of

the armature coil is in connection

with the armature, and thereby
with the axis and n'; the other
end is insidated and fixed by a
liiuiling-screw with n—n and «'

are thus the terminals of thu coil.

They are made of hardened steel,

and the springs, s and s', which
press against them are of the
same material.

Starting from the position

shewn in fig. 2, the armature in

one revolution induces two oppo-
site currents in the coil, one in

the first, the other in the second
It will be seen (Iig. 3) that the

A-f

half revolutioii.

separation between n and »i' lies oUitjUcly. In this

way, eacli spring, s or «', presses against a different

ring at each lu-ilf-revolution. As « and n' change
their electric sign it is so .arranged that they change
the spring, « or «', against which they press. Th\is, s

and n' receive their currents always in the same
direction; consequently, the wires, o and o', cimvev
the current away from the machine in a imiforin

direction. The armature is made to revolve 25(10

times per minute, and 5000 waves or currents of

electricity are transmitted to the wires, o, o'.

Thus far we have nothing essentially peculiar in

Wilde's machine. The construction of the magnet-
cylin<ler is quite novel, though the i>osition of the
armature, which is decidedly the most advantageous,
is not new, as it was adopted several years ago iu

Siemens and Halske's magneto-electric machine.
One advantage of this position lies in the motion
of the armature not being resisted by the air. In
the ordinary position of the armature, much of the
work applied to the rotation is expended in the
armature beating the air. There is no sucli loss in

Siemens and Halske's or Wilde's machine. Another
advantage is derived from the inductive action of

the magnet being exerted directly on the coil, as

well as through the intervention of the armature.
If the coil were made to rotate without the arma-
ture, cmTcnts would be induced in it of the same
kind as that induced by the armature, though of

feebler intensitj", the maximum ])oints of which
would occur when the coil was moving through the
line joining the poles, and the mimmum points

when it was at right angles to that position. Now
these are the converse of the maximum and mini-

mum induction points of the armature. In the
position in which the armature is placed in this

machine, both armature and coil contribute to the
current, the one most when the other gives least,

and vice vernth The same advantage is not secured
by the ordinary construction.

We come now to describe the singular peculiarity

and merit of Wilde's machine. The current got
from the magneto-electric machine is not directly

made nse of, but is employed to generate an electro-

magnet some hundreds of times more jiowerful than
the magnetic battery originally employed, by me.ans

of which a corresponding increase of electricity may
be obtained. This electro-magnet, EE' (Iig. 1) forms
the lower part of the figure, and by f.ar the most
Indky portion of the entire machine. It is of the
horse-shoe foi-m, E and E' forming the two limbs

of it. The core of each of these, sliemi by the
dotted lines, is formed by a plate of rolled iron, 30
inches in height, 26 inches in length, and 1 inch in

thickness. Each is surrounded by a coil of insulated

copper-wire (No. 10), 1650 feet long, wound round
lengthwise in seven layers. The current has thus,

in passing from the insulated binding-screw, r, to

the similar screw r', to make a circuit of 3300 feet.

Each limb of the electro-magnet is thus a flat reel

of covered \^'ire \iTapped round a sheet of iron, the
roimded ends alone of which are seen in the figure.

The upright iron plates are joined above by a
bridge, I', built up also of iron-plate, and are fixed

below the whole way along with the iron bars v, v

to the sides of a magnet-cylinder of precisely the
same construction as the one already described.

The iron framework of the electro-niaguet is shewn
by the dotted lines. The depth of the bridge is the

same as the breadth of the bars, v', v', which are of

the same size as the bars, v, i: The various surfaces

of juncture in the framework are jdaned, so as to

insure perfect metallic contact. The upper and
lower machine are in action precisely ahke, only tlie

upper magnet is a permanent magnet, and the lower

one an electro-magnet. We have the same magnet-
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cylinder, I, I, the same armature, A, and springs,
S, S', and the same poles, Z, Z' ; the size is, however,
different : the calibre of the magnet-cylmder is 7
inches. The diameter of the lower armature gives
the name to the machine—viz., a 7-inch machine.
Figs. 2 and 3 are on the scale of the lower machine
(fig. 1). The length of wire on the lower armature
is 350 feet. It is 35 inches in length, and is made
to rotate ISOO times a minute. The cross frame-
work attached at r/f) to the magnet-cylinder, in
which the front joiu-nal,/, of the armature rotates
(at Q), is shewn in the lower machine (fig. 1).

A\Tieu the machine is in action, both armatures are
driven simiUtaneously by belts from the same
countershaft. Por the electric light, the cun-ents
conveyed to the springs, S and S', need not be sent
in the same direction. In that case, the separation
between n and «' is vertical ; and each spring
presses against only one ring during the whole
revolution, receiving and transmitting each revolu-
tion two opposite currents. Oil for the journal and
commutator is suppHed from the cup C.
The machine here described is intended for a

three-horse power steam-engine, but more power
might be expended on it. A larger engine coidd
drive the smaller armature faster, and thereby cause
much more energy to be expended, and more elec-
tricity to be induced in turning the lower armature
than with the power of three horses. The machine,
when worked with a power of three horses, will
consume carbon-sticks three-eighths of an inch
square, and evolve a light of surpassing brUliancy.
With a machine that consumes carbons half an inch
square, a light of such intensity is got, that when
put on a lofty budding it casts shadows from the
flames of street-lamps a quarter of a mile distant
upon the neighbouring walls. The same Ught at two
feet from the reflector darkened ordinary sensitised
photographic paper as much in twenty seconds as
the dii'ect I'ays of the sun at noon on a clear day in
March in one minute.

ilr Wdde furnishes for the electro-magnet cylin-
der of many of his machines two armatures : one
an ' intensity armature,' similar to that just de-
scribed; the other a 'quantity armature'— one of
which may be easily substituted for the other. The
quantity armature, instead of insulated copper-wire,
is enveloped in folds of insulated copper-plate, or
ribbon, which offering little resistance, a current of
much greater quantity, though of less tension, is

given off. It is with the quantity armature that
experiments in the heating-power of the machine
are best performed. With a 10-inch quantity
armature, ilr Wilde succeeded in melting an iron
rod 15 inches long and j inch thick.

Wilde's machine enables us to convert any
amount of mechanical energy into electricity. By
increasing the size of the electro-magnet, or by
using a second electro-magnet, induced by the first,

an unlimited amount of energy can be expended,
and so converted. The size and weight of the
apparatus is also small. The entire machine just
described is under 5 feet in length and height, is

20 inches "n-ide, and weighs a ton and a half. Mr
Wilde also contemplates making a smaller machine,
useful for lectures and institutions, to be worked
\rith the hand, which will form a ready and con-
venient substitute for the galvanic battery in electric

experiments.
Mr Wilde attributes the power of his machine to

the power that an electro-magnet has of ' accimiu-
lating and retaining a charge of electricity in a
manner analogous to, but not identical with, that in

which it is retained by the Leyden jar.' The polar
terminals, for instance, of a very large electro-mag-
net can be made to give a bright spai-k 25 seconds

after all connection with the exciting magneto-
electric machine has been broken.
Wilde's machine forms quite an era in the history

of electro-magnetic machines. It is not only mar-
vellous in itself, but it is also equally so in the
investigations to which it has given rise. Wheat-
stone and Siemens have found that the magnetic
battery (MM', fig. 1) may be dispensed with, and
they charge the electro-magnet, EE', by the current
coming from the lower revolving-armature, A. If
the electro-magnet, EE', be once charged, as much
residual magnetism is left as will serve for all time
coming. The amount of this is insignificant, but it

is utilised in the following way. When the arma-
tiu-e begins to revolve, it does so very easdy, almost
as if there were no magnetism to impede it. The
feeble current, however, thus generated goes to
strengthen the magnetism of the electro-magnet.
The increment of magnetism thus produced acts in
its turn on the armature, causing it to revolve with
greater difficidty, and to give off, in consequence, a
stronger current. This mutual reaction between
the electro-magnet and the armature goes on
increasing; and if sufficient mechanical force be
exerted to turn the armature, a current of such
strength would be induced as would melt the wii-es
of the coUs, and destroy the instrument. Wilde's
principle, that a small amount of magnetism can pro-
duce a current of any strength, however great, thus
receives a new and startling verification, and one
which he did not anticipate. It may be asked,
however, what practical result are we to expect of
a machine that generates and consumes its own
current, seeing that, in the machines of AMieat-
stone and Siemens, the current of the armature is

taken up by the electro-magnet ? The armature-
cni-rent may have, however, a divided circuit
between its poles ; one of these being formed by
the electro-magnet coils, and the other by any
external passage offered to it—the current beino-
apportioned to each inversely as the resistance each
route offers. Or, the external circuit may be peri-
odically closed, in which case an instantaneous
current of great strength passes through it, made
up of the proportional part of the armatm-e-current
and of the accumulated electricity of the electro-
magnet, the latter being the larger constituent.
The reaction principle of Wheatstone and Siemens

is a.lso employed in Ladd's beautiful electro-mag-
netic machine, at present the greatest novelty of
its kind. In this instrument, the revolving-ai-ma-
ture is furnished with two cods, one at each end,
each jjrorided -with its own commutator. One of
these coils furnishes the cuiTent that charges the
electro-magnet, and the other gives a current avaU-
able for external use. The fonner of these coUs
supplies the place of the upper armature of Wilde's
machine. Ladd's machine has therefore the ad-
vantage in point of simplicity. So far as it has
been tried, it gives exceUent results. Wilde's
machine is the only one as yet that has been tried
on a large scale, and its performances for the present
stand imrivaUed.

BIAHI'M, a town of the island of Bombay, and
seven miles north of the city of Bombay, to which
it is joined by railway. It is situated on the south
side of the channel separating the island from Sal-
sette, and at the point where they are connected
by a road running partly on arches of masonry,
partly on a causeway. The passage is commanded
by a fort. The town is iU built, and inhabited
chiefly by Christians of Portuguese descent, who
have here a church and some other relics of their
former prosperity. The inhabitants are chiefly
employed in fishing, the place being famous for its

oysters. Pop. 9000.
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MAI'TLAND, a town of New South Wales, in

the cimnty of Northumberland, on the Hunter
river, 9,S miles nortli of .Syf'ney, and 20 miles north-

west nf Newcastle, to which it is joined by railway.

It is divided by the river into East and West Mait-

land. Ti.p. of the former (18G1), ISW : of the latter,

r)C!)4. The former has one or two churches, a eourt-

hou.se, and jail ; the latter, which is the most
thriving ])lace, h.as several churches and schools,

numerous large stores and hotels, and an extensive

niannf.aetnre of toV>acco. Good coal abounds in the

neighbourhood. .tUong with Newcastle, JI. returns

a member to the legislative asseinlily.

MA'IiDAlI, a town of British Indi.a, in the pre-

fideney of Bengal, the chief town of a district of the

same name, is sitn.ited on the left bank of the

Mahununda, about 190 miles north of Calcutta. In

tlie rainy season, it is nearly insulated. It is a

wretched |dace, consisting of ruined houses, forming
narrow irregidar streets, full of hlth. The surroiuul-

ing district has become .a niel.aneholy desert from
want of cultivation. Pop. estimated at about
15,000.

MALLET, Cr.ArDE Francois pe, born 2Sth
June 1754, at TJ61e in Franehe-Comte, became an
eager supporter of the Revolution, rose to the rank
of a brigadier-gener.ll in 1799, was intrusted with the

government of Pavia in 1805, but was removed from
his office because of his extreme republicanism. He
returned to I'aris, and was eng.agcd in a number of

republican plots. Being, in .June 1812, thrown into

confinement along with some roy.alists, he formed
with them a scheme for overthrowing the empire
during Napoleon's campaign in Russia. He made
his escape from ))rison on the night of 23d—24th
October, along with the Abbe Lafon, and entering

the baiTaclis, informed the soldiers that the tyrant

hail perished in Russia. He proceeded to liberate

Generals (Uiidal and Lahorie from prison ; and
having previously g.ained the sujiport of a Ijatt.alion

of the Parisian Guards, he called them to arms,

and went to the residence of HuUin, the command-
ant of the city, whilst Lafon wont with a platoon

to the prefecture. He told Hullin of the death of

the Emperor, and the establisliment of a jirovi-

sional government, and on his manifesting doubt,
drew a pistol and fired it in his face, womid-
ing bnt not kilhng him ; where\ipon the adjutant,

Laborde, rushing in, Hullin and he together over-

powered M., ami took him prisoner. When inter-

rogatetl, he declared that he would have made all

France and all Europe his debtors, if his enterprise

had been successful, and maintained the same reso-

lute coolness to the Last. He was shot, along with
his princip.al fellow-conspirators, 29th October 1812.

MANA'GUA, a town of Central America, in the

state of Nicaragua, in a healthy and fertile district,

on the south shore of Lake Managua or Leon, 50
miles south-east of Leon. The town is the seat of

the government of Nicaragua, and has a pop. of

10,000, chieHy Indians. Owing chiefly to the rival-

ries of the cities of CJranada and Leon, but partly

also to its central position, M. has been selected as

tlie place of meeting of the legislative chambers.

MANBY, Geokge Williaji, favourably known
for his exertions in saving the lives of persons in

danger of shijiwrcck, was born in 1705, at Hilg.iy,

near Downham Market in SulTolk. After studying

for the army, he served seven years in the militia.

Receiving the appointment of baiTack-master at

Yarmouth in 1S03, he had frequent opportunities

of witnessing the ravages produced by stoi-ms on the

coast of Norfolk and Suffolk. A dreadful series of

shipwrecks on a particular d.ay in 1807, when H.M.
gun-brig Unipe was wrecked within GO yards of the
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shore, and 67 lives lost, and when 147 dead bodies
were found on about .'iO miles of coast, drew his

attention forcildy to the subject ; and led him to

experiments which resulted in the invention of the
appar.atus known by his n.ame (see LlI'E MoF.TABS
AM) RocKEi-s in .Sliti.k.mknt). On Febru.ary 12,

1808, he succeeded in .saving the lives of the crew of

the brig Elizahetlt, whicli w;vs stranded at 150 yards
from the shore ; he sent a, rope over to them by
means of a shot, and this rope was the means of

])ulling a boat from the shore to the brig. A career

of usefuhiess w.as thus commenced, which he followed

for the remaining 46 years of his life. In 1810, a
committee of the House of Commons voted £2000
to M., as a token of recognition of his services.

Being apiiointed to re[)ort on the dangers of the
Norfolk and .Snllblk coasts, he recommended the
establishment of luortar-stations at certain inter-

vals. This recommendation was adopted by the
House of Commons and the government ; and by
the year 1S15, there were nearly 00 sncli stations.

Captain M. received a further grant from parlia-

ment in 1 823 of i'5000 ; to which were added
honorary distinctions from many foreign govern-
ments, li; was estimated that, by the time of

his death, nearly 10(10 persons had been rescued
from stranded ships by means of his apparatus. He
wrote two works on his favourite subject, An E'^.saif

on the Preservation of S/tipwrecked J-^crson.^, with a
deseriptive account of tlie Apparatim, tic. (1812) ; and
Practical Observations on tlie Preservation of Mar-
inersfrom Stranded Vessels, and the Prevention of
Shipicreck (1827). In what manner his system has
since been superseded by one of a more effective

kind, is described under LlFB MoKTAKS AND
Rockets. Captain M. died November 18, 1854, at

Pedestal House, Southtown, near Great Yarmouth.—Annual Register.

MANDXT', .an extensive deserted city of India, in

the state of I)har, in Malwa, 15 miles north of tho
right bank of the Nerbudda, in lat. 22° 20' N., long.
75° 27' E. The circumference of the ramparts is

said to be 37 miles, although it is not ]>robable that

the whole of the space w.as occupied. The greatest

and least injured of tho ruined buildings is tho
Jama Masjit, or Great Mosque, the area of which is

raised several yards .above the ground, and is reached
by a large and handsome flight of stairs. It has a
very striking ajipearance. Next in importance is

the m.ausoleum of Hoshung Ghori, king of M.alwa,
who r.aised this city to great splendour. It is a
massive building of white m.arble. .\ecording to

Malcolm, M. w:vs founded 313 a.d. Tho buildings
are principally of Afghan arehiteeturc.

MANEE'.SA, a town of Sp.ain, in the province of

Barcelona, and 30 miles north-west of the city of

Barcelona. It is situated in a fertile and well

irrigated district, on the left bank of the Cardonet.
M. has manufactures of cotton and silk fabrics,

bro.adcloths, &c. In 1811, it suffered severely at

the hand of Marshal Mae<lonald, who set it on fire,

when more than 800 houses, with churches and
manufactories, were burned down. Po]). 13,339.

MANSEL, The Rev. IIenrv Lokoueville, B.D.,

Waynflete Professor of jMoral and Metaphysical
Philosophy in Oxford, w.as born at Cosgrove,
Northamjitonshire, in 1820, his father being rector

of the ])arish. He was educated at Merchant
'J'aylors' .School, ami at St John's College, Oxford

;

and graduated in 1843. In 1855, he was appointed
Reader in Moral and Metaphysical I'liilosojihy, in

Magdalen College ; and in 1859, became W,ayutiete

Professor. In 1867, he received the appointments
f>f Regius Professor of Ecclesiastical History, and
Canon of Christ Church, Oxford. His published
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works are: Aldrich's Logic, with Notes (1849) ;

Prolegomena Logica (1851) ; article Metaphysics, in

8th edition of the Enojdopadia Britannica (1857),

afterwards published separately ; Bampton Lectures
— Tlie Limits of Religious Thought (1858); The
Philosophy of the Conditioned (18G6), in reply to

Mill's Review of Hamiltoyi^s Philosophy. He was
co-editor, with Professor Veitch, of Sir William
Hamilton's Lectures.—Mr Jl. is considered as

belonging to the school of Sir W. Hamilton.
He is well versed in the erudition of Metaphysical
Philosophy, and writes in a clear and elegant style.

His Bampton Lectun-s occSiSioneH. much controversy,

both theological and philosophical. See Condi-
noxED. (He died 30th July 1871.)

MANTES (anc. Medunta), a town of France, in

the dep. of Seine-et-Oise, beautifully situated on
the left bank of the Seine, 29 miles west-north-west
from Paris, on the railway between Paris and
Rouen. M. is a place of great antiquity, and of

much historic interest. It was a town of the Celts,

from which the Dnuds were expelled by Julius

Csesar. William the Conqueror took it by assault

in 1087, put the inhabitants to the sword, razed
the fortifications, and burned three-fourths of the
houses ; but here he received the injury, through
the starting of his horse, which caused his death in

a few daj-s. M. has a considerable trade in wheat,
large tanneries, and saltpetre manufactories. Poji.

(1866) 5186. On the opposite side of the river,

connected with M. by bridges and an islantl, is the
village of Limay, with a pop. of nearly 2000.

MARCH, a market-town of Cambridgeshire,
England, 29 miles north from Cambridge, on both
sides of the Old Nen, which is here navigable for

boats, and on the East Anglian Railway. There is

a junction of five railways at March. There is a

large square market-place in the centre of the town,
and a splendid com-t-house, in which the meetings
of the Middle Level Drainage Commissioners are

held. Pop. (1861) 3600. In the neighbourhood is

March Wet Fen, a drained fen with an area of

3600 acres, from which the water is pumped off

by steam-engines.

MA'RGAY {Felis tigrina), a species of cat or

tiger-cat ; a native of the forests of Brazil and
Guiana ; about the same size uith the wild cat of

Europe ; of a pale fawn colour, with black bands on
the fore-parts, and leopard-like spots on the hiud-

}iarts, and on the rather long thick bushy taih It

has been erroneously represented as untamable,

being, in fact, capable of a complete domestication,

and of being made very useful in rat-killing.

MABIA'NNA, or MARIANA, an episcopal city

of Brazil, in the province of Minas-Geraes, about 12

miles east of Ouro Preto. In the neighboiu-hood are

gold, silver, and lead mines. Poj). 8000.

MA'RIENBERG, a town of Saxony, in the circle

of Zwickau, 38 miles south-west of Dresden. It

has manufactures of linen, lace, and steam-engines,

aud the neighbouring mines give employment to a

great number of the inhabitants. M. has mineral

baths, and an establishment for the cold-water cure.

Pop. (1864) 5414.

MARINE'O, a tow-n of Sicily, in the province of

Palermo, and 1 1 miles south of the town of Palermo,

near a small river which flows into the Gulf of

Palermo. Pop. (1861) S3G0.

MARI'NO (anc. Bovillce), a market-town of

Central Italy, in the Comarca, and 12 miles south-

east of the city of Rome, near Lake Albano. M. is

situated on a high bill above a plain, and is sur-

rounded by strong walls and towers, which were
erected by the Colonna in 1480, and add much to
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its picturesque beauty. According to the writer of

Murray's Handbook, the long street called tlie

Corso, the piazza of the Duomo, and the fountain,

would do credit to many towns of more importance.

At the foot of the hiU of Marino, lying between it

and the ridge of Alba Longa, is a deep glen beauti-

fully wooded, called the Parco di Colonna. This
valley is highly interesting as the site of the Aqua
Ferentina, memorable as the spot on which the

Latin tribes held their general assemblies, from the
destruction of Alba to the consulship of P. Decius
Mus, 338 E. c. M. is also interesting in the history

of the middle ages as the stronghold of the Orsini

family, who first appear in the 13th c. in connection

with their castle of Marino. In the 15th c, it

became the property of the Colonna family, who
have retained it almost without interruption to the

present time. Pop. 6000.

MARKING-NUT, the friut of Semecarpus
anacardium, a tree of the natural order Anacardi-
acece, a native of the mountains of ImUa. It is a

large tree, with oblong leaves, and terminal panicles

of flowers. The fruit is a heart-shaped nut, seated

on a large swollen receptacle. The receptacle, when
ripe, is roasted and eaten, and resembles a roasted

apple ; although, when raw, it is astringent and
acrid. The nut is black, and between the two
coats of its shell there is a black acrid juice, much
in use for marking cotton-cloths, a mixture of

quick-lime and water being apphed, to prevent it

from running, and to brighten the colour. It is

also used as an external application in rheumatism.

MABSIVA'N, or MARSOVAN, a village of Asia
Minor, in the pashalic of Sivas, and 120 miles north-

west of the town of that name, in a wide undulat-

ing plain. It is said to contain 6000 houses, of

which 1000 are inhabited l)y Armenians, and it has

many mosques and fountains, aud some manufac-
tures of cotton stuffs.

MASAY'A, one of the oldest towns of Nicaragua,

Central America, close to a lake of the same name,
40 miles north-north-west of Nicaragua city, and
eight miles from the north shore of the lake of

Nicaragua, near the volcano of Masaya—a broad,

low mountain, about 3500 feet high, with one large

and several minor craters. The last gToat eruption

of this mountain was in 1670, when the lava spread

in a northern direction to a distance of more than
20 miles. This great lava-field is said to resemble

an ocean of inli suddenly congealed in a storm.

In 1860, the mountain shewed signs of renewed
activity. The town is the centre of a very fertile

district, and has a pop. of 15,000, chiefly Indians,

who are said to be thrifty and industrious.

MASCARA', a very old town of Algeria, in the
province of Orau, and 50 miles south-east of the

town of that name, on a slope of the Atlas Moun-
tains. M. was built by the Turks upon the site

of a Roman colony. During the first years of the

French occupation, it was a favourite residence

of Abd-el-Kader, but was taken by the French
in 1835. Pop. (1861) 8629, of whom 5509 were
natives.

MASHE'NA, a town of Bornu, Central Africa,

in lat. Vi' 3' N., long. 10° 2' £., about 240 mUes
west of Lake Tchad. It Hes on the gentle southern

slope of an eminence, the top of which is crowned
nith a rocky crest, and is surrounded with a clay

wall. According to Barth, it is a considerable

place for this country, having a pop. of certainly

not less than 10,000, but without the least sign of

industry.

MASSOWAH, or MASOUA, an islet and town
on the west coast of the Red Sea, in lat. 15' 36' N.,

and long. 39° 21' E., close to the boundary between
625
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Nubia and Abyssinia. At present, it ia politically

connected with Nubia rather than with Abyssinia,

bciug in the jxissession of the Viceroy of Esypt, and
ruled by a governor appointed by him. The island

ia of coral, the soil partly formed from the rock,

partly from sand and brolccu shells. It is only .about

a mile and a qnaiter in circumference, and is distant

from the mainland only about 200 yards. It is

.almost wholly occupied by the town, and contains

a pop. of about 8000, mostly Arabs. The Abyssinian
coast is very destitute of harbours, and M. is of

great importance as a seat of commerce. It carries

on a lar;^e trade by sea with Bomb.ay and with
the Arabian coast, particularly with Jiddah and
Yembo ; and a large trade also by caravans with
Cairo on the one hand, and with Gondar and tl>e

whole interior of Abyssinia on the other. Caravans
start .at all seasons for Cairo and for Gondar ; but
most numerously in Janu.ary, at the end of tlie

rains, and in June, before the swelling of the waters.

Wheat, rice, maize, durra, salt, tob.acco, gunpowder,
sugar, cotton and silk goods, scarlet cloth, glass

wares, arms, and hardwares are among the princip.al

imports from the more distant parts of the world.

From Abyssinia and the coasts of the Red Sea, M.
receives and exports ivory, rhinoceros' horns, wax,
ostrich-feathers, tortoise-shell, myrrh, senna, pearls,

&c. M. has all the worst ch,aracteristics of an
oriental town. Its streets are mere lanes, and
excessively dirty. M. was originally chosen as tlie

place of (lebarkation of the British expedition to

Abyssinia (1SG7), and the st.arting-point of its opera-

tions ; but it was soon found unsuitable, and Annes-
ley Bay, about 15 miles further to the south—the
deepest inlet on the Abyssinian coast—was chosen
for that purpose instead.

MASTER AND SERVANT. There havin"
been reason to complain that the Act 4 Geo. IV.

c. 34, under which disputes between masters and
sen-ants were generally determined, was a one-

sided measure, a p.arliamentary committee inves-

tigated the matter in 1865 and 18G6. The result

was a bill, introduced by Lord Elcho into the
House of Commons, which passed, and forms
the Act .30 and 31 Vict. c. 141, called The Master
and Servant Act, 1SG7. This noteworthy statute

for the first time places employer and employed on
terms of equality—there being no longer room under
it for the reproach that a servant coidd be de.alt

with criminally for a breach of contract, for which
the master was only civilly responsible. Hence-
forth, both parties have the same remedies. The
statute provides that the party aggrieved m.ay lay

his information before a justice, or (except in certain

districts) a stipendiary magistrate, or (in Scotland)

before a sheriff ; and thereupon a summons is issued,

calling on the alleged offender to appear and answer
the charge. Under ordinary circumstances, the case

will be heard not less than two, and not more than

eight d.ays after the issue of the summons ; but it

is provided, that if at any time after laying the

information, it shall appear that the person com-
plained of is about to abscond, he may be reqnired

by a second summons to give security forthwith for

his due appearance ; antl failing his finding such
security, m.ay be detained in custody till the hear-

ing. If the complaint is investigated before

justices, two at least must be present. After trial,

the court may, accoriling to circumstances, either

declare the whole or a part of the servant's Wiiges

to be forfeited ; or else, may order the master or

the servant, as the case may be, to fullil the con-

tract, and (if thought right) to find security for

doing so ; or else, it m>ay annul the contract, and
ap[)ortion tlie wages due under it ; or it may tine

the olfender in a sum not exceeding £20 ; or fix a
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sum due to the ofifended party for compensation
for the injury caused by the conduct of the other
p.arty. When a line is imposed, or damages awarded,
the money is to be recovered by execution against
the offender's goods ; but, in default of payment
being liad in tliat way, the offender may be im-
jirisoned (without hard laliour) for not more than
three months. The possibility of these provisions
being insufficient, in the case of the occurrence of
any of those .aggravated offences which formed the
excuse for the more rigorous law which has been
superseded, is recognised, and whenever it appears
that any injury inliicted on the person or property
of the party complaining has been of an aggravated
character, and has not arisen in the exercise of a
legal rii'ht existing, or reasonably and bond Jiile

snpjiosed to exist, the court may commit the
offender to prison, with or without hard labour, for

a term not exceeding three months. In all pro-
ceedings under the act, the parties themselves are
admissible as witnesses. Altogether, the act may
be said to remodel entirely the statute law of

master and servant.

MASTS, Ikon and Steel. As far back as 1838,
the City of Dul)lin .Steam-packet Company had a
steamer witli hollow iron masts, the masts acting
also as ventilating funnels for the caliins. From that
time, iron has been frequently employed for lower
masts, in sailing-ships as well as in steamers. The
plan has usually been to make them of plates bent to
the proper ciu-vat>ire, jointed by intern.al strips, and
strengtheued by an internal cross flange of plates

secured by anyle-irons ; but sometimes the plates

are lapped. The plates vary from | to § inch in

thickness. Mr Grantham (Iro)t-s/iipbuildin<j) states

that iron masts are 'lighter and stronger than
timber masts ; and when compared with the built-

up masts of large vessels, are rather less expensive.
I' or vessels of the .same tonnage, the difference of

weight is nearly two to three in favour of iron.'

Iron is used for yards .as well as m.asts. An iron

yard was made in 1847 for the Australian clipper-

ship Scliombei-ff, 112 feet long, and varying ia
diameter from 14 to 28 inches ; it weighed 7.i tons.

It was calculated that a tindjer yard of the same
size woiJd weigh 12J tons. Iron m.asts h,ave since
that time been employed in many ships in the royal
navy, made of three vertical ranges of phates bent
to the requu-cd curvature, with butt joints, and
riveted to three T-irons which cover the joints on
the inside.

Captain Cowper Coles, the inventor of the turret
system for ships of war, h.as introduced tripod iron

nuasts of peculiar construction. The real mast is

strengthened and u]iheld by two others, the three
forming a tripod. The central tube, or real mast, is

carried up to form the topmast ; while the side
tubes are carried up only to the height of the lower
yard. The main tulje rests upon the keelson ; while
the side tubes, which are on eithei side of it and
behind it, rest upon parts of the bottom-framing

;

but all three are fastened to the deck as they pass
through. The lower mast only forms the tripod,

and is self-supporting, without shrouds, &c. ; the
to|)mast is secured with stays, backst.ays, and out-

riggers. Captain Coles enumerates many advant-
ages which he believes this construction to possess.

Since the use of steel in shipbuilding has become
recognised, the emj)loyment of the same metal for

masts hiis engaged attention ; steel jjlatcs, we
know, can now be made almost as easily as plates

(f iron; and it becomes a question of incrca.sed

efficiency .against increased cost as to which metal
sh.all be adopted. In some experiments made at
tlie beginning of 1SG7, at an engineering establish-

ment in Southwark, it was found that Bessemer
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steel has more tensile strength than MillwaU iron

for masts ; and that Deane's steel is better than

Bessemer's. Steel being more tough than iron,

weight for weight, a ship's set of masts would be

less ponderous in the former metal than the latter.

Masts of Iron.

Actual use in war and in stormy weather would
be necessary, however, to determine all the relative

advantages of iron and steel for masts.

The subject of the stability of iron masts is

treated with much fulness by Mr Lamport, in a

Paper read before the Institute of Naval Architects

in 1S63.

MATIN DOG, a large kind of dog, now almost

peculiarly French ; but sui)posed to have been
introduced into France from the north of Europe.

It is aUied to the Danish dog. It has rough hair ; a

rather flat forehead ; a rather pointed muzzle ; the

ears erect, but bent down at the tips. It is gener-

ally of a whitish colour, clouded with brown. It

is "tierce, but not very courageous. Buffon, without

reason, imagined it to be the original of many kinds

of dog.

MA'TSXJMAI, a town and port of Japan, and the

largest centre of commerce and population in the

island of Yesso. It is on the south coast, about 60
miles west of Hakodadi, and contains, it is said,

60,000 inhabitants. It extends along the margin of

an open b.ay, facing which is an island with a

beacon, sheltering a harbour capable of receiving the

largest ships.

MAURICE (Duke and afterwards Elector)
OF SAXONY, eldest son of Duke Henry of the

Albertine line (see Saxony), and nephew of Duke
George (q. v.) the Bearded, the most bitter opponent
of the Reformation, was born at Freiberg, 21st

March 1521 ; espoused, in 1541, Agnes, daughter of

the Landgraf Philip of Hesse ; and later in the same
year, succeeded his father in the duchy of Saxony
and its dependencies. He was hardly weU established

in his dominions, till a dispute arose between him
and his cousin, the Elector John Frederic, regarding

their respective rights over the bishopric of Meissen,

which was the common property of the Ernestine

and Albertine lines ; but by the influence of Luther

and of the Landgraf Philip, a temporary reconcilia-

tion was effected. JL took part in the campaign of

1542 against the Turks in Hungary, and gave such
signal proof of military talent, that the Emperor on
his return eagerly pressed him to accept a command
in the armies on the western frontier of Germany.
M. was nothing loath to continue his military

career, but insisted on obtaining the protectorate of

the bishoprics of Magdeburg and Halberstadt, in

recompense of his services; a stipulation to which
Charles would not consent. M. accordingly returned

to his duchy, and though stUl on the most friendly

terms with the Emperor, took part in the delibera-

tions of the Protestant League of Schmalkald (q. v.),

being himself a professed Protestant, and the son-

in-law of one of the chiefs of the League. He
refused, however, though agreeing with the objects

of the Leagiie, to become a member ; and the judi-

cious gift to him by the Emperor of the much-
coveted protectorate above mentioned, and subse-

quently (19th June 1546), a solemn deed of the
Emperor at Patisbon, by which the Ernestine por-

tion of Saxony and the electoral title were transferred

from John Frederic to M., secured the latter's ener-

getic support. When Charles, at the commencement
of the war, was cooped up in Southern Germany by
the army of the League, M., by invading the Saxon
electorate, compelled the Protestants to retire north-

wards, thus relieving the emperor, and enabling him
to subdue Swabia and the Upper Rhine districts.

But by this manceuvre he drew an overwhelming
attack upon himself, and was driven by the incensed

John Frederic from the electorate, deprived of his

own dominions, and reduced to extremitj'. At this

critical moment, the Emperor came to his aid ; and
M. and the Duke of Alva (see Alba), at the battle of

Muhlberg, annihilated the elector's army, and took
himself prisoner. M. was now, in accordance with
the previous agreement, ruler of the whole of Saxony,
with the electoral dignity ; and having obtained from
the Emperor aU the gratification of his ambitious

desires which could be hoped for from that quarter,

their friendly relations became more dependent upon
the course of events. The retention in confinement

of Philip of Hesse, whom M. had prevailed upon
to submit to the Emperor, was the first cause of

estrangement ; the incessant attempts of the Empe-
ror to increase, by modifications of the imperial

system, his own preponderance in Germany, sup-

pUed another ; and though the new elector zealously

supported the Interim (q. v.) of Augsburg in 154'7,

he gradually came to see that his close aUiancc

with the Emperor was alienating from him the

affections of his Protestant subjects. He accord-

ingly at once abandoned the cause of the Emperor
with as little scruple as he had formerly sacrificed

the interests of his relatives and co-reUgionists

;

and, in common with the princes of Kulmbach and
Hesse, secretly sent (May 1551) agents to Paris and
London to negotiate an aUiance against Charles V.,

while he leisurely carried on the siege of the rebel-

lious city of Magdeburg, in order to have a pretext

for keeping an army afoot. Meanwhile, Charles,

at Innsbruck, was employing himself in biiilding up
vast schemes of ambition, little dreaming of the

mine which the man whom he most of all confided

in was preparing to spring under his feet ; till the

manifesto, or rather ultimatum of the Protestant

princes, in which thej' demanded the release of

Philip of Hesse, and the total abolition of the
arbitrary authority of the imperial government ; and
the capture by them of Augsburg, while their allies,

the French, took Metz ; rudely drew away the veil

from his eyes. Without money, without troops,

without allies, nothing but a secret flight from Inns-

bruck appeared open to him ; but he had only got as
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far as FUsscn (a town on the Lecb, oa the borders

of Bavaria and the Tyrol), when the news that M.

was marching in this direction, forced him to hasten

igain to Innsbruck. On April 18, by the mediation

of Ferdinand, king of the Romans, a treaty was
concluded at Linz granting the demands of the

Protestants ; but as it was not to take effect till

May 20, M. emjjoyed himself in attacking (May
18) the camp of Keitti, in which soldiers were

beini; assembled for the Emperor, defeated and

wholly dispersed the imperialists, and advanced on

Innsbruck with the view of taking Charles captive,

when his progress was stopped by a mutiny in his

anny ; and the Emperor escaped. His advance on

Innsbruck so alarmed the members of the Council

of Trent, that they fled from the town, and the

sittings were thenceforth suspended for some years.

Finally, at a convocation of tlie electors and jirinces

of the empire at Passau, the terms of a treaty of

peace were discussed, M. directing the cause of the

Protestants, and Ferdinand atteniling to the impe-

rial interests ; and it w.as ultimately agreed that

Protestants were free to exercise their mode of

worship; that the imperial chamber, from which

Lutherans were not to be excluded, should render

justice irrespective of religion ; and that the Aidio

Council should be composed exclusively of German
ministers. These conditions, which in political

matters secured ' Germany for the Germans,' and in

religious affairs permanently established the prin-

ciples of toleration, were embodied in the agree-

ment called the Peace of Passaa (•22d August 1552).

The bitter dislike conceived by the Emperor towards

M. on .-iccount of these transactions, jiromiited him

to entertain the idea of deposing him from the

elector.ate, and reponing John Frederic ; of which

scheme, ^I. being apprised, he, with his usual sub-

tlety and address, patched up a reconciliation with

the Emperor, and went to take part in the cam-

paign of 1553 against the Turks, who were gi-.idu-

ally gaining ground in IIung.ary. Keturning soon,

he found that one of his former allies, Albert, Mark-

graf of Kulmbach, had refused to accede to the

treaty of Passau, and continued the war on his own
account, making raids on the ecclesiastical princes

of the Rhine anil Franconi.a. M. sjieedily discovered

that the niarkgrafs ap]>arent oljstinacy was the

fruit of a secret understanding witli the Emperor,

who was anxious to secure the services of a general

and army capable of wreaking his vengeance on the

perfidious Saxon prince. So, about midsummer of

1553, M., jrtitting himself at the head of 20,000 men,

inarched to protect his bishopric of Magdeburg
against the ecclesiastical siwjliator, and falling in

w-ith him at Sievershauscn, completely defeated him

{9th July), but received in the conflict a bullet-

wound which proved fat.al, July 11, 1553. Thus fell,

at the early age of 32, a i)rince who had already

established his reputation as one of the ablest gene-

rals and diplomatists of his time. So thoughtful and

reticent, so enterprisiug and energetic, so correct in

judgment and unfailing in action, and at the same

time so wholly devoid of moral sentiment, he is one of
' the most prominent instances of jmwer without prin-

. ciple which the world's history has ever presented.

His calculating, plotting mind was concealed under

a jovial exterior, and a genuine fondness for the

favourite pastimes of the age. Yet this unprincipled

dissimulator's states were the best governed of the

empire ; the great v.as9al was equal with the meanest

peasant in the courts of justice
;
great advances

were made in education ; and though the least reli-

gious man of the time (in fact, honest only in this

point, that he did not ])retend to a piety which he

<lid not feel), the riglits of the various religious sects

were strictly maintained. He died at an epoch
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which was big with the fate of Germany ; for his

settled programme of action w-as, after defeating the
markgraf, to march upon the Low Coimtries, unite

with the French, with whom he had fonned a firm

alliance against the Emperor, and then attack the

latter. Charles V. would have had a]>parently

little chance of offering a successful resistance to

such an overwhelming attack.—See the biognajihies

of this remarkable man by Reutter, Camerarius,
Arnold, Schleukert, and Langenn.
His surviving daughter, Anne, became the wife

of William of Orange, the liberator of the Nether-
lands.

MAXIMILIAN, Emperor of Mexico, other-

wise Ferdinand Maximilian Joseph, Archduke
of Austri;v, was bom on .luly 6, 1832. He was
the son of the Archduke Francis Charles, and the

younger brother of Francis Joseph I., who became
Emperor of Austria in 1S4S, by virtue of acts of

abdication and renunciation by his uncle and father.

M., who received a carefid education, and shewed
himself an apt pupil, entered the Austrian na>'y, and
while in that service, visited Italy, Spain, Algeria,

Albania, and Madeira, all of which are admirably
described by him in a work nn-ntioned below. He
married on July 27, 1857, Charlotte Marie Amelie.

bom June 7, 1840, a daughter of Leopold I., king of

the Belgians. After holding for a time the rank of

vice-admiral, he abandoned the na\-y, and became
governor of the Lombard Venetian Kingilom. In
this jiost, he became a popular idol—thanks to his

line person, affable and graceful manners, and the
conscientious manner in which he discharged his

arduous duties. In ISGl, he was named I'rcsident

of the Upper House ; but he resigned the office in

the same year, and shortly afterwards visited Eng-
land. At this period, events were taking place m
America destined to bring him into more prominent
notice. In 1860, the office of I'resideut of Mexico
had devolved upon Benito Juarez, as chief judge
in the sujireme court. He had just triumphed over

the clerical Jiarty, after a struggle of three years'

duration. The confiscation of church [>roperty, and
the susjKnsion of the payment of European debts

—measures now admitted to have been unavoid-

able—served .is a pretext for an ajipeal on
behalf of the Mexican clergy for European assist-

ance. The French were induced to interfere,

jjerhaps in the belief that the whole po))ulation was
opposed to the liberal government. The French
general, with the heads of the Mexican church and
army, when the city of Mexico had been taken,

called together what they described as an Assembly
of Notables ; and this body, in July 1SG3, decided

that a monarchy, not a republic, was the form of

government best suited to the interests and char.aoter

of the people of Mexico. M. was pointed out as

the European prince who by his birth .and character

would most worthily wear the crown, and a depu-

tation w.os appointed to otTer it to him. Few ex-

pected that lie would entertain the proposal, but
he did so on consideration of duty. He insisted,

however, on having evidence that the population

were in his favour. This was easily obtained, tlie

political and mimicipal offices having been filled by
Conservatives appomted by the French ; and the

scrui)le3 of M. were overcome. On April 9, 1SG4,

he signed a family pact, by which he renounced,

under certain conditions, his rights as an Austrian

prince ; and on the following day, he solemnly

accepted the crowTi of ilexico. On the 14th, he
Bct sail for his dominions. On June 12, he entered

Mexico. He was of course wamdy welcomed
by the clergy and the army; but he soon found

that they and he could not agree. They expected

him to sanction abuses which he felt bound.
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as an honest man and enlightened prince, to con-

demn openly as gross scaadala. The Liberals,

on the other hand, found him an ardent supporter

of all the principles they had for a generation been
contending for, and he gained their support. He
formed a Liberal cabinet, including even some of

those who had been ministers imder Juarez. His
laborious habits, practical acquaintance with admin-
istration, and exemplary Ufe, secured the esteem
and support of many persons who had stood aloof

from party disputes ; and hia position was stdl

further improved by the influence of the empress
with the educated classes of the capital. For a

time, all went well, and IL devoted his whole
energy to inquiries into grievances, the promotion
of banking and railway projects, and a scientific

commission in which he took a deep and special

interest. The great mistake he made was to hear
and attempt to reconcile Mexican parties, who had
no other object in view than power and place. He
could not restore to the clergy their confiscated

estates, but he sought to appease them, and was pro-

nounced a traitor. Then all reform of the finances

was prevented by the French demands for compen-
sation, and this difficidty brought him into collision

with the Liberals. Their opposition was unfor-

tunately confirmed by a proclamation he was
induced to make on October 2, 1865, threatening

to punish with death under the laws of war all who
offered resistance to the government, the republic

having ceased not only by the will of the nation,

but by the expiration of the administration of

Juarez, and his flight to the United States. This

decree he was told was asked for merely to suppress

brigandage, but it was employed both by the Im-
perialist and French conmaanders as a sanguinary
edict, under which many estimable Liberal officers

were cruelly shot as robbers. The northern states

of Mexico had always retained a sort of independ-

ence before the foreign occupation of the southern
provinces, and the French had not reduced them
to subjection. There Juarez and his followers again

raised the standard of independence, and harassed

the French army. At the same time, the success

of the Xorth in the American war, and the dissatis-

faction of the French people with the cost of the
Mexican expedition, compelled Louis Xapoleon to

contemplate the withdrawal of his troops. In vain

the empress went to Europe to enlist support for

her husband, who had lost all his private fortime.

She found that he had proved too honest for some
of his. old friends, and her reason gave way under
the continued grief and excitement brought on by
disappointment. The Belgians and Austrians woidd
have replaced the French legions, but the threats

of America compelled them to abandon the enter-

prise. The French, too, were compelled to retire,

and they were undoubtedly most anxious that M.
should leave with their troops ; but he felt bound
as a man of honour to remain, and share the fate of

his followers. In doing so, he placed himself at the

head of a Mexican faction without the excuse of

subjection to the French. At the head of 10,000

men, he made a brave defence of Queretaro against

a Liberal army imder Escobedo. On the night of

May 14, 1867, General Lopez betrayed him. This
man whom he believed to be his dearest friend,

gave up to Escobedo one night the strongest posi-

tion in the imperial encampment—that where the

emperor slept. The Mexican officer who took pos-

session tried to induce M. to escape as a civilian

;

but he declined to do so, at the risk of compromis-
ing even an enemy. The Liberal Minister of War
ordered M. and Generals Miramon and Mejia to be
tried by court-martial ; and it was in vain the Euro-
pean ministers protested against this breach of the

laws of civilised warfare. How far Juarez interfered

on behalf of M. is not well ascertained, but certain

it is that he at length acquiesced in the decision of

his cabinet. The court-martial consisted of a pre-

sident, aged 23, and six other members, between
the ages of 18 and 20. The trial was of course a
mere farce, and the charges chiefly rested on the
proclamation above referred to and the executions

which followed it. At seven in the morning of

July 19, the three prisoners were removed in car-

riages to the place of execution. Four soldiers were
detaUed for each prisoner, and it was arranged that
all should be shot at the same time. M. said to

those present that he forgave all, as he hoped to be
forgiven, and that he trusted his blood would be for

the good of Mexico. He then placed his hand oa
his breast, to shew the soldiers where to fire, and
opened his arms. The soldiers tired at once. Mira-
mon died immediately. The emperor was wounded
by the four balls; but he did not die till three
unavailing .attempts had been made to terminate
his suS'erin^s. The poor Indians who were present

at the execution wept aloud, and rushing forward,
wiped up every drop of blood which fell. The
account given of the execution by the emperor's
servant Tiidos, and confirmed by other eye-wit-

nesses, filled Europe with indignation, and exposed
the Mexican Liberals to abuse not altogether

merited. Since the death of M., his writings have
been collected, and several volumes are already
published under the title of Aus Meineni Lehen

:

Beiseskizzen : Aphorismen, Gedichte. This work is

remarkable for its elegance of style, and it gives

ample evidence of the abihty and varied attain-

ments of the author, of his good sense, enlighten-

ment, candour, generosity, and scorn for every kind
of meanness. After some delay, the body of M.
was given up to his relatives, and was conveyed to

Europe in an Austrian frigate.

JIAYJIEME, a city of Bokhara, capital of a
khanat of the same name, about 200 miles north of

Herat, on a river flowing north towards the Jihun,

but only part of which has as j-et been traced. It

consists of about 1500 mud huts, a frail bazaar built

of brick, three mosques of mud, and two niedresse,

or colleges, of brick. It is considered by the natives

to be a powerfid stronghold, but its only defences
are a simple wall of earth around the city, 12 feet

high, and 5 feet broad ; and a citadel surrounded by
a fosse, and situated upon a conspicuous hill of steep
ascent. The people of the town, as well as those of

the khanat, are bold and fearless riders, and of

resolute, warlike character. According to Vambery,
he who would wish to take Bokhara must destroy
M., or be siu-e of its friendly feeling.—Tambery's
Travels in Central Asia.

MAYO'TTA, one of the Comoro Isles (q.r.),

ceded to France in 1843, lies in lat 12^ 34'—13° 4' S.,

and long. 44° 59" 15 '—45° 23' E. It is of irregular
form, and measures 21 miles from north to south,
with an average breadth of sis or seven mOes : if,

however, the dangerous coral reefs which surround
the island be included, the whole occupies a space
of 30 mUes north and south, and 24 miles east and
west. The surface of M. is very uneven, and is

studded with volcanic-looking peaks, some of which
exceed 2000 feet in height. The shores of the
island are in some places lined with mangrove
swamps, which are uncovered at low water, and
are productive of malaria and fever. The island is

in most parts capable of cultivation, and contains
eleven sugar-plantations, said to yield a total of

3000 tons, although there is reason to beheve that
this estimate is exaggerated. Nothing but su'^ar is

exported; and the supply of food grown on the
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island 19 insutiicient for the use of the inhabit-
ants. The total yearly produce of the island may
be estimated at £40,000. As a colony, M. has
certainly not fultilled the cxjiectations entertained
by the French at the time of its occui)ation, not-
withstanding the unusually liberal terms held out
to the colonists. The French establishment is on
the island of Zaondzi, inside the chain of reefs on
the cost side of M., and consists of a governor, colo-
nial oHicer, some artificers and seamen, and about
100 soldiers, besides a few native ones. There are
several substantial government buUdings and store-
houses, .ind numerous huts. There is a good road-
stead, and the fort has been recently fortified. M.
is the only refuge for French sliijis in the Indian
Ocean. It is the principal market for the neigh-
bouring islands. Pop. (1864) about SOOO.

MAZAMET, a town of France, dep. of Tarn, 43
miles east-sonth-e.ist of Toulouse, on the Arnette, a
feeder of the T.irn. It has extensive woollen manu-
factures and cloth-fairs. Pop. (1866) 9757.

MAZA'RUON, or ALMAZARRON, a seaport
town of Spain, in the province of Murcia, 27 miles
west-south-west of Cartagena, on the coast of the
Mediterranean. The inhabitants are employed in
fishing and mining—silver ores and alum being
found in the neighbouring hills. Much barilla is

made here. From the number of ruins found in the
vicinity, this is supposed to have been the site of
an important Carthaginian settlement. Pop. about
7000.

^

MAZUFURABA'D, a town of India, in the I

Punjab, about 200 miles northnorth-west of
Lahore, at the confluence of the Jhelum and its
great tributary, the Kishengunga, over both which
rivers there are ferries. It is of importance chiefly
on accoimt of its commanding jiosition at the
entrance of the Baramula Pass into Cashmere. The
Enii)eror Aurungzebe built a fort here, which was i

subsequently replaced by one of greater strength,
(

erected by the Afghan governor, Ata Mahomed. I

MEDE'AH, a town of Aberia, 43 mUes south-
'

south-west of the town of Alpers, consists of a
walled town and suburbs. It is considered as, on

;

the whole, one of the finest towns in Algeria.
There is an Arab market held every Friday.
Under the Romans, M. was a military station.
Poj). (1861) \vithin the walls, 2100: without the
walls, 5700 : total, 7S00.

MEDI'NA DE RIO SECO (anc. Forum Erjur-
rorum), a town of Spain, in the province of Val-
ladolid, 22 mUes north-west of the city of Valla-
dolid, on the Sequillo, an afiluent of the Douro.
This place was a famous emporium in the 14th c,
when its cloth and linen fairs were amongst the
greatest in the kingdom ; it is now a place of little
or no importance whatever. There still exist some
remains of its former greatness, in its arcades, arches,
ruins of a palace, &c In 1808, the town was given
up to pillage by Bessiferes. Popt 5100.

MEE'EAN6, a prosperous manufacturing town
of Saxony, in the circle of Zwickau, ten miles north
of the town of Zwickau. UntU within the last few
years, it was an unimportant, small country town

;

but it has recently increased rapidly in size and
importance, through tke development of its indus-
trial resources. Its pop., in 1849, was 7U5; 1858,
11,147; 1861, 13,626; 1864, 15,714. The manu-
factories produce, almost exclusively, woollen and
mixed fabrics; and in 1863, employed 15,000 looms,
of which about 3000 were in the town itself, and
the rest elsewhere. In 1866, there were upwards of
100 manufactories, the yearly products of which
were estimated at upwards of £2,000.000. A large
export trade is carried on with England, France,

and America, three of the principal firms having
set up establishments in New York. There are
some large tanneries in Meerane. The town itself
h.as within the last few years been very much
improved.

MEIAPO'NT^, a town of Brazil, in the province
of Goyaz, about 80 miles cast-north-east of the

' town of Goyaz, on the river Almas. In the neigh-
bourhood are some gold mines ; and the district
produces millet, barley, cotton, tob.-icco, and sucar
Pop. 8000. '

I

MEKLO'NG, a town of Siam, at the confluence of
,
the Sleklong river with the west mouth of the
Menam, 30 miles south-west of Bangkok. Pop.

I estimated ,it 10,000. The province furnishes salt
for all the kingdom.

I MELA-ROSA, a fruit of the genus Cilnw, and
probably a variety of the Lune (cj. v.), cultivated in
Italy. It receives its name from its fragrance bein<'
thought to resemble that of the rose. It is a 8m.aii
flattened fruit, with a protuberance at the tip, from
which many raised ribs proceed in a star-like form
to the circumference. The skin is yellow, thin, and
adheres closely to the pulp.

ME'LFI, an ancient episcopal town of Southern
Italy, in the proWnce of Basilicata, 32 miles south of
Foggia, on a feeder of the Ofanto (anc. Aufidm). It
is situated on a bed of lava to the north-east of
the lofty (.3000 feet) volcanic Monte Volture, now
extinct, from which it is separated by a deep ravine.
The once mamificent cathedral, erected in 1155, was
alniost entirely destroyed by an earthquake in 1S51,
which at the same time levelled many fine build-
ings, public and private, and destroyed about 1000
persons. The only evidences of volcanic action are
the severity of the earthquakes which occasionally
desolate the district, and the emission at times of
carbonic acid and other gases from the lakes in the
old crater of the volcano, throwing up columns
of water, accompanied by internal rumblings. This
phenomenon generally takes place when Vesuvius
is in a state of activity. The district around the
city is celebrated for its wine. Pop. (1861) 9803.

MELICO'CCA, a genus of trees or shrubs of the
natunal order Sajnndacece, one of which, M. hijuga,
a native of the West Indies, is there univers.T.lly
cultivated for its fruit. It is called the Honey
Berry, and the Jamaica Bullace Plum; by the
Spaniards, Monos, and by the Dutch, Knipnee. It
is from 16 to 20 feet high. The fruit is jet black,
about the size of a buUace. The seeds are roasted,
and eaten like chestnuts. Other species of M. yield
eatable fruits.

JIE'NFI, or MEXFRICI, a town of Sicily, in the
province of Girgenti, 43 miles south-south-west of
Palermo, crowns a long bare height, about three
miles from the coast. Pop. (1861) 9938.

MENHA'DEN (Alosa menhaden), a fish of the
same genus with the Shad (q. v.), which is caught
in great quantities on the coasts of New York and
New England during the summer months, when it
visits them for the purpose of spawning. Its lengtli
is from 8 to 14 inches ; the colour of the upper jiarts
is greenish brown, the belly silvery, a black spot on
the shoulder, the whole surface iridescent. The M.
is not a very paUtable fish, but is rich in oU, whicli
is used by painters, and is considered superior to
linseed oil. Great quantities of this fish are taken
in some seasons, and are sold for manure, one fish
being considered equal to a shovelful of barn-yard
manure, and 2500 suflScient for an acre of land

MERCHANT SHIPPING ACT of 1854
(stat. 17 and 18 Vict. c. 104), a measure which
in many important respects amended, and at the
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same time consolidated, the law of this country
relative to merchant shipping. It was framed and
carried through parliament by Lord Aberdeen's
government, under the special charge of Air Lowe,
Vice-president of the Board of Trade. By the
Merchant Shipping Repeal Act of the same year
(stat. 17 and 18 Vict, c 120), the statutes relative

to merchant shipping previously in force were, with
one or two unimportant exceptions, repealed ; the
new act, which formed an almost complete code of

the laws affecting merchant-ships, coming in their

place. Three acts have since been passed, in some
respects amending, but to a greater extent supple-

menting, the act of 1S54—the Merchant Shipping
Act Amendment Acts, 18.55 and 1862 {stat. 18 and
19 Vict. c. 91, and stat. 25 and 26 Vict. c. 93), and
the Merchant Shipping Act, 1867 (stat. 30 and 31
Vict. c. 124). The act of 1854 is divided into 11

parts ; and the provisions of the two amendment
acts are in general referred to the part of the princi-

pal act to which they severally belong, so as to

facilitate the reading of the three acts conjointly.

The act of 1S67, with the exception of two unim-
portant clauses, is occupied \rith a single subject

—

the enforcement of proper sanitary conditions on
board ships.

The general superintendence of matters relating

to merchant-ships and seamen is, by the act of 18.54,

Part I., intrusted to the Board of Trade. This
department is empowered to issue forms of the
various books, instruments, and papers required by
the Shipping Acts, and to alter the forms when
necessary. Ketiuns are, on its requisition, to be
made to it by local bodies and officials ; and it is

invested with powers for compelling local bodies,

and shipowners or shipmasters, to perform the
duties which the Shipping Acts impose upon them.

British ships, their ownership, measurement, and
registry, is the subject of Part U. of the act of 1854.

And it is provided that no ship shall be deemed a
British ship unless she belong wholly to owners
who are of one of the following descriptions : 1.

Xatural-bom subjects ; 2. Persons made denizens,

or persons naturalised in terms of an act of parUa-
ment, or an act of the legislative authority of some
British possession ; 3. Bodies corporate established

under, subject to the laws of, and having their

principal place of business in the United Kingdom,
or some British possession. But no natiual-bom
subject who has taken the oath of allegiance to any
foreign state can be owner of a British ship, unless

he has subsequently taken the oath of allegiance to

her Majesty ; and he must also—so likewise must
every denizen or naturalised person—continue, dur-

ing his ownership, resident within her Majesty's

dominions, or else be a member of a British factory,

or partner in a house actually carrying on business

within her Majesty's dominions. Every British ship,

with a few unimportant exceptions, must be regis-

tered ; and a ship, unless registered, though subject

to all the ordinary liabilities, is not to be recognised

as a British ship. The registration is to be made
by the principal officer of Customs for the time
being at any port or place in the United Kingdom
approved by the Commissioners of Customs for the

registry of ships ; and by certain specified officers in

the colonies and possessions abroad. The registra-

tion is to comprise the name of the ship, which
cannot afterwards be changed, and the names and
descriptions of the owners ; also the tonnage, as

ascertained by specified rules, the build, and descrip-

tion of the vessel, the particulars of her origin, and
the name of the master. A certificate of registry,

containing all the particidars registered, is given by
the registrar to the master. On this certificate,

changes in the ownership and changes of the master

are endorsed as they occur ; and a new certificate

may be granted, after certain formalities, in exchange
for a former one, or in the event of a former certifi-

cate being lost. The master is the person entitled

to the custody of this document, and it is a penal
offence to detain it from him, upon whatever pretence
of right or title. The certificate is given up to the
registrar on the ship being lost, or ceasing to be
British.

The property in every ship is, for purposes of

registration, divided into sixty-four shares. No
person is entitled to be registered as owner of any
fractional part of a share ; but any number of

persons not exceeding five may be registered as

joint-owners of a share. Counting joint-owners,

who are not entitled to dispose in severalty of their
respective interests, as constituting one person only,

not more than thirty-two persons can be registered

at the same time as owners of a ship. The power
of disposing of the ship or its shares is vested
exclusively in registered owners. Kotwithstanding
this, persons beneficially or equitably interested are
to have their interests protected upon apphcation to
the proper court. When a registered ship, or any
share therein, is disposed of to persons qualified to
be owners of British ships, the transfer must be
made by a biU of sale under seal, according to a
form prescribed, and the names of the transferees
are to be entered on the register as owners of the
ship or share. Mortgages also must be in a form
prescribed, and are to be recorded by the registrar

upon production to him in each case of the mortgage
deed.

In Part III., under the heading 'Masters and
Seamen,' it is provided that local marine boards
shall be established at certain ports of the United
Kingdom ; and that each of these shall consist of

two ex officio members—the mayor or provost, and
the stipendiary magistrate of the place—four mem-
bers apijointed by the Board of Trade, and six

elected annually by the owners of foreign-going
ships and of home-trade passenger-ships. The
local marine board is required to establish an office

(called the Shipping Oiiice in the act of 1854, but
now, under the act of 1862, called the Mercantile
Marine Office) or offices, under the management of

a superintendent (originally called shipping-master),
whose duty it is to afford facilities for engaging sea-

men, by keeping registries of their names and char-
acter; to superintend and facilitate their engagement
and discharge ; to provide means for securing the
presence on board at the proper time of men who are
so engaged ; to facilitate the making of apprentice-
ships to the sea-service ; and to perform such other
duties relating to merchant-seamen and merchant-
ships as shall be committed to them by the Board
of Trade. The local marine boards are also required
to hold examinations for persons who intend to
become masters or mates of foreign-going ships or
home-trade passenger-ships. And no person can be
employed in a foreign-going ship as master, or first,

or second, or only mate, or in a home-trade passen-
ger-ship as master, or first or only mate, unless he
holds a certificate of competency obtained at such
an examination ; or else a certificate of service

obtained in virtue of his having held a certain rank
in the royal navy, or certain employment in the
merchant service previous to the passing of the act
of 1854, as specified in the act. The act of 1862
extended the requirement of a certificate from the
Board of Trade to engineers employed in steam-
ships.* There are first and second class engineers'

certificates, and an engineer cannot be employed
imless he holds the one or the other—according to
his employment and the engine-power of the ship—

•

obtained at an examination, or else in consideration
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of his service previous to IS62, or of the rank ho
has held iu the royal navy.

The uiastt-T of every bliiji, excepting ships of less

than eighty tons burden, c.\cluaivuly employed in

the coasting-trade, is required to enter into an
agreement—in a form prescribed by the Board of

Trade—with every seaman whom he takes to sea

from any part of the United Kingdom. This
document, which must be signed by the master .and

by tlie seamen, sets forth the nature and duration
of the voyage ; the number and descrijition of the
crew ; the time at which each seaman is to be on
board, or to begin work ; the capacity in which he
is to serve ; the amount of his w.ages ; a scale of

provisions ; regulations as to conduct ; and such
punishments for misconduct as the Board of Trade
shall liave sanctioned, and as the parties shall have
agreed to adopt. In the case of foreign-going ships,

the agreement must be made before, and l)e attested

by the superintendent of the Jlercantile Marine
Office ; and seamen engaged abro.ad must be engaged,
if at a colonial port, in the presence of a shipiim|;-

m.aster or Customs officer ; if at a foreign port, m
the presence of the consul. The discharge of the
crews of foreign-goin" ships must be made at the
Mercantile Marine Oliice before the superintendent,

to whom the ship-master must deUver a full account
of the w.ages due to each seaman, and of all deduc-
tions made from them. It is enacted that no right to

wages shall be dependent on the earning of freight

;

and that every stipulation on the part of the seaman
for aliandoning his rinht to wages in the event of

the loss of the ship, shall be inoper.ative. Seamen
are enabled to sue in a summary manner for their

w.ages (if not exceeding £50) before two justices,

or, in Scothand, before the sheriff ; and if discharged
abroad, in consequence of the sale or wreck of the

ship, or of other similar causes, they must be dis-

charged before some functionary, receiving from the
master a certificate of discharge, and be sent home
at the expense of the owner. Some provision was
made in tne act of 1854 as to the amoimt of space

to be set apart for the accommodation of every
seam,an, as to the maintenance of the sleeping-places in

a proper st.ate of order and ventilation, and as to the
supply of medicines for the voyage ; but the clauses

of that act relating to these subjects have been
repealed, and fuller provision for them has been
made by the act of 1SG7. In this .act, special pre-

cautions have Ijeen taken to insure that ships take
to sea with them a sufficient supply of Ume-juice
and other anti-scorbutics ; and the local marine
boards are empowered to appoint medical inspectors

to examine seamen applying for employipent, if the
ship-master desires it.

The act of 1854 provided for the establishment in

the port of London of a general register and record
office for seamen, under the management of a regis-

trar-general of seamen ; and required returns to be

made to this official by the officers of Customs,
and through superintendents of mercantile marine
offices, by masters of ships both in the home and
in the foreign trade, from which a general view
might be had as to the state of our mercantile

marine. Official log-books, in forms prescribed,

ai"e retpiired to be kept in every shij), other

than those exclusively empIo3'ed iu the coasting-

trade, either in connection with or distinct from the
ordinary log-book ; and in these, entries must be
made of numerous specified occurrences. Provi-
sion is made for the punishment of offences against

discipline and good-conduct committed either by
seamen or by ship-masters, and for the trial in this

country of persons charged with any crime committed
upon the high seas. The Board of Tr.ade may suspend
or cancel the certificate (whether of comjietency or

of serN-ice) of any master or mate (1) if, after inves-
tigation, he is rejiorted to be incompetent, or to have
been guilty of any gross act of misconduct, drunk-
enness, or tyranny

; (2) if, after investigation, it

is rc[iorted that the loss or abamlonuieut of, or
serious damage to any ship, or loss of life, has been
caused by his wrongfid act or default

; (3) if he is

superseded by the order of any Admiralty court, or
naval court held abroad under the provisions of the
act ; or (4) if he is shewn to have been convicted of
any offence.

In Part IV., under the head of 'Safety and Pre-
vention of Accidents,' rules are laid downi as to the
boats and life-buoys which are to be carried by sea-

going ships ; and it is pro\nded that the officers of
ustoms shall not grant a clearance to any vessel by

which those rules have not been comiilied with. As
to the use of lights and fog-signals on board ships at
sea, the regulations now m force are contained in
the schedules of tlie act of 1862; where is also laid
down the rule of tlie road for preventing collisions

between ships meeting each other at sea. Certain
stringent provisions are made as to the build and
equipment, and also as to the surveying and certifi-

cating of steam-ships.

For the pro\Tsion3 as to pilotage, contained in
Part v., we must refer to the acts themselves. See
also Pilot.

Part VI. deals with the subject of light-houses.

See LiGHT-norsE ; Trinity House ; and Northeex
LiOHT-uou.^Es in Supplement.

Part VII. relates to the Mercantile Marine
Fund. To this fund are to be carried all fees

and other sums (other than fines aud forfeitures)

received by the Board of Trade under the ])rovi-

sions of the 3d and 4th parts of the act ; all light-

dues or other sums received by tlie general light-

house authorities, under the Gth part ; the lastage

and ballastage dues received by the Trinity House

;

and the fees received by the receivers of wreck,
under the 8th part of the act Out of it are
to be paid the expenses of the local marine
boards ; the expenses incurred by the general light-

house authorities ; any sums .appropnated by the
Board of Tmde for maintaining life-boats, itc.

P,art VIII. makes provision for cases of wreck,
casualties, and salvage. An mquiry is to be made
whenever any ship is lost, abandoned, or materially
dam.ared on or near the coasts of the United
Kingdom ; or causes loss or material damage to any
other ship on or near such coasts; whenever, by
reason of any casualty on board of any ship, on or
near such coasts, loss of life ensues ; and whenever
any such loss, abandonment, d.amage, or casualty
happens elsewhere, and any competent witnesses
thereof arnve at any pl.ace in the United Kingdom.
This inquiry is to be made by the inspecting officer

of the Co.astguard, or the principal officer of

Customs of the place at which the occurrence in

question happened, or of the place at which com-
petent witnesses of it arrive, if it has hapjiened
abroad, or can be conveniently examined ; or by
some other person appointed for the jiurpose by the
Board of Trade. Such officer or person, if he thinks
fit, or if the Board of Trade so directs, may have the
matter formally investigated before two justices or

a stipendiary magistrate ; and the Board of Trade
may appoint some person of nautical skill and
knowledge to act as assessor to such justices or

magistrate. If the conduct of any master or mate
is in question, the magistrates may require him
to deliver up his certificate pending the inquiry;

and the certificate may be cancelled or suspended
by the Board of Trade upon their rejiort. The
Board of Trade has the general superintendence of

all matters relating to wreck, aud has power to
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appoint a receiver o£ wreck in any district. Sal-

vage out of property saved is payable -n-henever

\vithin the United Kingdom any ship or boat is in

distress, and services are rendered in assisting such
ship or boat ; in saring the lives of the crew, or in

saving the cargo or apparel of such ship or boat

;

and whenever any wTeck is saved by any person

,
other than a receiver ; so also all the expenses pro-

I

perly incurred in rendering such services or saving

j

such wreck. Salvage in respect of the preservation
1 of life, has priority over all other claims for salvage

;

and when the vessel aided has been lost, or the
I value of what is saved is insufficient to pay salvage
after pajnng the actual expenses incurred, sums
may be paid in respect of it by the Board of Trade
out of the Jlercantile Marine Fund. Disputes with
respect to the amount of salvage are to be referred
to the decision of any two justices resident at or
near the place where the services were rendered, or

at or near the place into which the ship or boat has
been brought after the serWces were rendered, when
the amount claimed does not exceed £1000; greater
amoimts maj-, by consent, be similarly referred ; or
they may be sued for in the Admiralty courts in

England and Ireland, and in the Court of Session
in Scotland. The justices may, if they think fit,

call in a person conversant with nautical affairs to
advise them as assessor, or as an umpire to decide
any difference that may arise between them ; and the
justices, and also the umpire, are in general required
to give a decision within 48 hours of the matter
ha\Tng been referred to them. Where the sum in
dispute exceeds £50, an appeal may be taken from
the decision of the justices to the supreme courts

already mentioned. ^Tien there is any dispute
between ^e parties entitled as to the apportion-
ment of salvage, the sum due is to be paid to the
receiver of wreck, who is empowered to make an
apportionment. The Amendment Act of 1862
enables the Lord-lieutenant of Ireland to appoint in

any borough or coimty a rota of justices, by whom
jurisdiction in salvage cases shall be exercised, and
makes it competent for any stipendiary magistrate,

in England for any county court judge, in Scotland
for the sheriff or sheriff-substitute, in Ireland for

the recorder of any borough, or for the chairman of

the quarter-sessions in any county, to exercise the
same jurisdiction in salvage cases as is given to two
justices.

Part IX. relates to the liability of shipowners

;

and the provisions of the principal act have here
been materially altered by the act of 1862. Under
the act of 1862, the owners of any ship, whether
British or foreign, are not answerable in damages
for any loss of life or personal injury to persons
carried in the ship ; for anj- damage or loss caused
to any goods on board the ship ; for any loss of life

or personal injury by reason of the improper navi-

gation of the ship caused to any person carried in any
other ship ; or for any loss or damage similarly caused
to any other ship, or the goods on board of it, when
such loss, or injury, or damage happens without their

actual faidt or privity, except as follows : Where loss

of life or personal injury has occiured either alone

or together with loss or damage to ships and mer-
chandise, they are liable to the extent of £15 for

each ton of the ship's tonnage ; where there is loss

or damage only of ships or merchandise, they are

liable to the extent of £8 per ton. The tonnage,

on account of which the liability in these cases

is to be calculated, is, in the case of saOing-ships,

the registered tonnage, and, in the case of steam-
ships, the gross tonnage, without deduction on
account of the engine-room ; and the tonnage of

foreign ships is to be estimated according to the
rules of measurement laid down for British ships.

The act of 1854, however, provided that the
owners of sea-going ships should be Uable in respect
of every loss of life, personal injury, loss of or
damage to goods which may arise on distinct

occasions, to the same extent as if no other loss,

injury, or damage had arisen ; and this provision is

still in force. In cases of loss of life or personal
injm-y, the act of 1854 empowers the Board of
Trade to institute an inquiry, and provides in detail
for the recovery of damages before the sheriflf and a
jury. The damages are to be assessed at £30 for
each case of death or personal injury. These are to
be a first charge upon the sum for which the owner
is liable ; they are to be paid to her Majesty's
Paymaster-general, and to be distributed by him as
the Board of Trade directs ; the Board having power
to direct payment to each person injured—or, in
case of a death, to the husband, wife, parent, or
child of the deceased—of such compensation, not
exceeding the statutory amount, as may be thought
fit. Until this inquiry has been instituted, or until
the Board has refused to institute it, no person is to
be entitled to sue in respect of any loss of life or
personal injury. After its completion, any person
injured, or the executor or administrator of any
deceased person, who is dissatisfied with the statu-
tory amount of damages, may. upon repajTneut to
the owner of the sum he has already paid, bring
his action for damages. But unless he recovers a
sum exceeding double the statutory amount, he is

liable in all the defendant's costs in the action ; and
the sum he recovers is payable only out of the resi-

due (if any) of the aggregate amount for which tha
defendant is liable. Where several actions for com-
pensation have been brought against the shipowner,
whether for loss of life or personal injury, or for
loss or damage,of ships, boats, or goods, the Chan-
cery Courts (or the Court of Session in Scotland)
may, at his suit, determine the amoimt of his lia-

bility, distributing it rateably among the several
claimants, and stopping all actions pending in other
courts in relation to the same subject-matter.

Part X. of the act of 1854 lays down the legal
procedure to be taken in cases arising under the
act ; and Part XI. deals with several miscellaneous
matters of no general importance. The act of
1862 further provides that foreign ships within
British jurisdiction shall be subject to the rules for
preventing collisions applicable to British ships

;

and that upon agreement with any foreign coimtry,
these rules may, by order in Council, be made appli-

cable to the ships of the said country, whether
within British jurisdiction or not. Similai'ly, the
provisions concerning salvage of life, applicable to
British ships, may, by order of Council, be made
applicable, in all British courts, to services rendered
in saving life from the ships of a foreign country,
whether within British jurisdiction or not. The
act of 1862 also contains the law on the subject of
delivery of goods and lien for freight (for which see
Lies).

SIE'RIDA, a town of Venezuela, South America,
capital of a province of the same name, about 60
miles south of the lake of Maracaybo. It was
formerly the largest and one of the most important
cities of Venezuela; but in 1812 it was almost
whoUy destroyed by an earthquake, from which
misfortune it has somewhat recovered, and is again
in a flourishing condition. Pop. 6000.

MERIMEE, Peosper, novelist, historian, and
archaeologist, was born at Paris, September 28,
1803. His father, Jean Francois Leonore, was a
painter of distinction, and secretary to the Ecole
des Beau.x Arts. The son entered the College of

Charlemagne, kept terms as a law-student, and
633
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I early acquainted with English and Spanish

ire. The influence of Shakspearc, CaUleron,
became
literature.

and Goethe was then making itself felt in France,

and the Romantic School, headed by Victor Hugo,

was contending for the possession of the stage

a'.;ainst the classic traditions of Kacinc. M., a

devotee of the new sect, published under a double

disguise his first work, Le Tltldtre de Clara Qazul,

a collection of studies for the stage, professing to

be transl.itcd from the Spanish by a certain Joseph

L' Estrange. This work raised great expectations,

wliich were never realised. M. did not become a

dramatist, and one of these pieces failed when
represented in 1S50. His next publication, also

pseudonymous. La Guzla, hij Hyacinthe Maglanovitch,

was an efTort to embody the spirit of the popiUar

l.-vys of niyria and Montenegro. It was written to

meet the then prevailing rage for Slavonic poetry,

and the materials were taken at second-hand. It

was, however, admired in Germany, and received

the approval of Goethe. JkL now became a regular

contributor to the Revue de Paris and the Jievue des

Deitx Mondes; and after one or two more anony-

mous efforts, signed his name to Tavianr/o. After

the revolution of July, he entered public life, and

before long was made Inspector of Historical Monu-
ments, and in that capacity visited many parts

of Fr.ince, publishing the results of his researches

in a series of Reports. During all this time, he con-

tinued to write for his favourite Reviews a series

of rom.antic tales, in which tenilde, almost repul-

sive subjects are handled ^vith wonderful realistic

power, and in a style singularly clear, condensed,

and vigorous. This series, in which the Etruscan

Vase and the Capture of llie Redoubt are especially

noteworthy, culminated in Colomha (1841), written

by him when fresh from Corsica, and its tales of

vengeance. After this, his greatest and (with

the exception of Ars&ne OuUlot, and Carmen)

his last romance, M. applied himself to historical

researches. The Conspiracy of Catiline and the

Social War, studies of Roman history, preliminary

to a Life of Cses.ar, on which he is said to have been

occupied many years, appeared in 1844. In this

year, he was elected to the chair in the Academy
vacated by the death of C. Nodier. His History of

Dom Pedro the Cruel (1848), dedicated to the

Countess of Montijo, the mother of the Empress
Eugenie, has been translated into English (1850),

and reviewed in the Edinburgh. After the fall of

the Orleans dynasty, he was jilaced on the Commis-

sion to draw u]i an inventory of the art treasures

left by them iu France. In 1854, he iiublished his

False Demetrii, an episode of early Russian history,

the preface to which was written in j)rison, where

he was sent for criticising, in the Jievue des Deux
Mondes (1852), the sentence passed on his old

acquaintance, M. Libri (q. v.), a sentence which he

tried to get reversed in the senate, June 11, ISUl.

M. hag Sso translated from Pushkin and NicoLis

Gogol. Among his latest writings may be men-
tioned an introduction to Marino Vretro's Poetry of
Mnilern Greece (1855), and two brief notices in the

Jievue des Deux Mondes of Edward Ellice, M.P.,

and of Herbert's fresco-p.aintings for the House of

Lords (1864). M. was made a senator in 1853;

1 'resident of the commission for reorganising the

Jiibliothfeque Imperiale in 1858 ; Commander of the

I>egion of Honour, April 12, 1860. He is also one

of the ten memhres lihres of the Acad6mie des

Inscriptions. (He died October 1870.)

ME'STR6, a town of Northern Italy, in the

prorince of Venice, and 5 miles north-west of the

city of Venice, on the margin of a lagoon. It is

connected with Venice, Padu.a, and other places by
railway. There are many villas around the town

6.f4

and along the road to Padua, reaching almost to

that city. M. has a considerable transit-trade.

Pop. 8489.

METEORS. The whole subject of meteors was
treated in the body of the work under the head of

AEKOLITE.S. The subject, however, has since occu-

pied a great deal of attention, and there is at

present a tendency on the part of astronomers and
physicists to separate that class of meteors known
as ' shooting-stars ' from the group of meteorolites

(which includes aiJro-siderites, or masses of meteoric

iron ; eiderolites, which are conglomerates of iron

and stone ; and aerolites, which are wholly of stone),

on the grounds, that the most prominent appearances

of the former are periodic, while the latter seem to

occur at irregidar intervals, and that the former

have hitherto not been jrroved to leave any traces of

their visit on the earth's surface. We are, how-
ever, hardly .as yet in a position to decide as to the

similarity or dissimilarity of the two classes of

bodies.

Popular interest has been largely aroused respect-

ing ' shooting-stars,' by reason of the brilliant dis-

play of them which took place on the night of

November 13, 18CG. This ' star-shower,' the grandest

that has ever been observed in Britain, was con-

fidently predicted, from the occurrence of a similar

shower at the corresponding date in 1799, 183.'i, and
1834 ; and the extremely favourable state of the

atmosphere rewarded those who were on the watch
with a complete view of one of nature's most mag-
nificent displays. The shower commenced about 11^

P.M., with the appearance at brief intervals of

single meteors ; then they came in twos and threes,

steadily and rapidly increasing in number till Ih.

13m. A.M. on November 14, when no fewer than 57
ai>pearcd in one minute. From this time, the

intensity of the shower diminished gradually,

wholly ceasing about 4 A.M. The total number of

meteors which at that time came is-ithin the limits

of the earth's atmosphere was estimated at about

240,000, and the number seen at each of the several

observatories in Britain averaged nearly 6000. This
star-shower, like those of 1833 and 1834, seemed to

proceed from the region of the heavens marked by the

stars 'C and y in the constellation Leo ; and it has

been she^Ti by astronomers that this was the point

towards which the earth in her orbit was moving at

the time ; consequently, she had either overtaken

the meteoric shower, or had ' met ' it proceeding in

a contrary direction. The meteors on that occasion

presented the usual variety of colour, size, and
duration ; the great majority were white, with a

bluish or yellowish tinge ; a considerable number
were red and orange ; and a few were blue ; many
surpassed the fixed stars in lustre, and some were
even brighter than Venus (the most brdliant planet

as seen from the earth) at her maximum. Most of

the meteors left trains of vivid green light 5°—15°

in length, which marked their course through the

heavens, and endured for ,3" on an average, then

becoming dissipated ; though some of the trains

were almost 40° in length, and remained in sight for

several minutes. Professor Airy observed that the

direction of the meteors' flight was little influenced

by the earth's attraction.

On the morning of November 14, 1867, a star-

shower equal in magnitude to that of 1866 was
observed in France and America, but was almost

wholly invisible in Britain, on accoimt of the cloudy

state of the atmosphere.

The brilliant display of 1866 gave a vigorous

impulse to the astronomical investigation of shoot-

ing stars, and it is now generally agreed that

the November meteors move in an orbit round

the sun, inclined at about 7° to that of the earth,
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and that, in all probability, this orbit forms a

ring or belt of innumerable small fragments of

matter, distributed with very variable density of

grouping along it, thus corresponding so far to the

Planetoid (q. v.) group between Mars and Jupiter.

It is also agreed that the motion of this meteor
ring round the sun is retrograde ; that the earth's

orbit at that point where she is situated on Novem-
l)er 13—14, intersects this ring; and that, probably,

ill 1799, 1S33—1S»4, and 1S66—1867, it is the same
group of meteors which has been observed ; and the

last-mentioned hypothesis has been made the foun-

dation of a calculation of the probable orbit and
periodic time of this meteor-ring. The fact that

a November star-shower generally occurs for two
years in succession, and then reciirs at an interval

of 32 or 33 years, seems to indicate that though the
earth may pass through the meteor-orbit every
year, the meteors are so grouped at intervals along
the ring, and their periodic time differs so much
from that of the earth, that it requires 32—33 years

before this accumulating difference amounts to a

complete revolution of either the earth or the ring,

and a repetition of the star-shower becomes possible.

Professor Newton of Yale College, America, who
entered into an elaborate investigation of the sub-

ject, concluded that the 5 possible periodic times

(the earth's being taken as unity) of the meteor-ring

were 2 + .J,,^ , 1 +-j^, and -j^^, and that of these,

the fourth, 1 — -;;j^, or 3o4'62 days, is the actual

period of its revolution round the sun, and
that, consequently, it has described 34 revolutions

while the earth has described 33, the cycle of 34
meteor revolutions differing from 33 years by only
3"17 days ; and in accordance with this estimate, he
calculated its orbit and the approximate extent

(seeing the meteor shower generally occurs in two
successive years) of the meteor-group which pro-

duces the November showers. His conclusions

have, however, been vigorously opposed by other

eminent astronomers, such as Professor Adams
(q. V.) and Mr Alexander Herschel, both of whom
hold that the first four of the possible periods given

by Professor Newton are imjiossible, and that the

last, 3j'.^ (i. e., that the meteor-ring makes „'„,

of a solar revolution in a year, and one complete
revolution round the sun in 33'2o years), is the

cori'ect estimate. If this view be correct, the meteor-
group must be so much extended along its ring or

orbit as to take more than a year to cross the

earth's orbit, and a long time must necessarily

elapse before a fair estimate of this extent can be

obtained. A periodic time of 33| years, and an
orbit which at the same time approaches so near

the sun as to intersect that of the earth, indicate a

path of great elbpticity, akin to those of the comets

;

and the idea of the cometary nature of these meteors

derives support from two remarkable facts, the one

discovered by SchiapareUi of MUan, that this

assumed orbit coincides very nearly with that of

the great comet of 1862 (Professor Adams connects

this comet with the August meteors), and the other

by C. F. W. Peters of AJtona, that it coincides with

that of Tempel's comet.

Mr Alexander Herschel also maintains that the

meteors are of recent origin, probably fragments

from some of the great luminous bodies, and that

though at present assembled in a comparatively

dense group, the difference of their relative velocities

wiU have the effect of gradually distributing them
all over the meteoric ring, when a November shower
will occur every year. Mr Herschel also carefully

observed 20 meteors with the view of calculating

their weight, from the rate of their motion and the

amount of heat (as shewn by their brightness)

evolved in the destruction of their velocity, by the

resistance of the atmosphere, and found their weight
to vary from 30 grains to 74 lbs.

The cause of the luminosity of meteors was long
a point in dispute, the two chief suppositions being,

that the resistance of the atmosphere to a body
dashing through it at about 30 miles per second,
generated so much heat as to produce ignition

;

whUe the other was the action of terrestrial mag-
netism. The point most strongly urged against the
first supposition, by the supporters of the second,
was, that the height at which meteors were occasion-

ally seen rendered any action of the atmosphere
impossible ; but as this objection was founded on
the purely hypothetical opinion that the atmosphere
did not extend more than about 50 mdes from the
earth's surface, it was not very cogent. This
problem was handled by Sir John Herschel in an
able paper published in the Edinburgh Review
(January 1848), in which he clearly shewed that
the very high latent heat of the air in the higher
and rarer parts of the atmosphere, would be suffi-

cient to cause an enormous development of heat in

the event of the air being compressed before a body
advancing into it with a ' planetary ' velocity. This
opinion is now held by almost all eminent men of

science. The enormous heat to which the meteor
is thus subject produces incandescence, after which,
irith more or less faedity, according to the nature
of the materials of which the meteor is composed,
the outer portion becomes Uquid, and, by the power-
ful resistance of the air to the meteor's rapid course,

is thrown off' in a long stream, forming the tail,

which, after rapidly losing its velocity, is precipitated

to the earth as a fine dust like volcanic ash ; while
the meteor thus rapidly and constantly dimiuishing
as it flies along in its headlong course, either

becomes whoUy dissipated into 'taU,' falls to the
earth, or makes its way out beyond the limits of

the earth's atmosphere, and continues its course.

This supposition of exclusive atmospheric agency
also gives a plausible explanation of the phenomenon
of meteors 'bursting,' this being caused by the

sudden heating and consequent expansion of the
outer part, while the interior was still in the state

of intense cold acquired while in interplanetary

space.

While astronomers and physicists in general have
been thus trying to reduce the phenomena of meteors
to a system, their chemical brethren have not been
idle. Public collections of meteoric bodies have
been made at Vienna, the British Museum, Paris,

Berlin ; and private ones by Mr Greg of Manchester,

Baron Reichenbach in Austria, and Professor

Shepard in America ; and opportunities have thus

been afforded of determining the nature of their

composition.

ME'THYLENE, Bichloride op (CjH5,CL,), is

an org, ;nic compound which has recently attracted

much attention from its value as an anaesthetic

agent. Dr Richardson, who has long been studying

the physiological properties of the methyl-com-

pounds, with the view of finding amongst them a

safer compound than chloroform, beUeves, from his

experiments on animals, that in the subject of this

article he has found such a compoimd. As the

deaths from chloroform may be computed, accord-

ing to him, at one in 1500 administrations, it

is obvious that there is reason for searching for a

stUl safer anaesthetic agent Dr Snow, as is well

known, thought thathe had discovered au almost jTOsi-

tively safe agent in amylene (Ci(|H]„) ; but the value

of more than 200 safe administrations was at once

destroyed by two rapidly succeeding deaths ; and
hence a large number of successful cases of the

new agent must be reported before it will displace

chloroform from its present well-deserved position.
635
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In tbe article on Methyl (q. v.), we have shewn that

the composition of hydride of methyl (or marsh gas)

is exiirissed by CjHj,!!. which may be written

CHHHH. Now, according to the theory of sub-

stitutions, one, two, three, or even all four of the

atoms of hydrogen may be replaced by a corre-

sponding number of atoms of chlorine. Thus, (a) if

one atom of H be replaced by one atom of CI, we
have c/ilorUle qfmelliyl, 0^11301 ; (b) if two atoms of H
.ire replaced by two atoms of CI, the resulting com-
pound is bichloride of mttlii/lene, CjH„CI;, the C.Hj
here representing a new radical termed methj'lene,

of which very little is known
;

(c) if three atoms
of H are replaced by three atoms of CI, the resulting

compoiind is ierchloride offormyle, C„HCl3, or com-
mon chloroform, another radical, viz., formylc,

C„H, now appearing ; {d) if the whole of the H is

rej)laced by CI, the resulting compound is tetra-

chlnride of carbon, CCI4. We thus have four new
bodies which may be constructed step by step out

of hydride of methyl or marsh gas, and similarly,

by starting with tetrachloride of carbon, the chemist

may retrace the individual stages till he gets

back to marsh gas. All these derivatives of marsh
gas possess the power of producing anjesthesia when
they are inhaled as vapour by men and animals.

That the latter two—viz., chloroform and tetra-

chloride of carbon—possess this power, has been

long known, Dr P. Smith having especially

directed attention to the properties of the last-

named compound ; but that the lirst two also exert

the same intluence is a fact new to science, for

which we are indebted to Dr Richardson. ' I

iliscovered,' he obser^'es, ' that chloride of methyl
was a certain and gentle anaesthetic in July [1S67]

last, and this led me to hope that something more
stable and manageable coidd be obt.ained—some-

thing that should stand between the chloride of

methyl and chloroform. That substance is now
found in the Viichloride of methylene. That this com-
pound would produce rapid, safe, and easy general

anoesthesia, I discovered by experiment on August
30th of the present year.'

—

Med. Times, October 19,

1S67.

It is a colourless fluid, having an odour like that

of chloroform ; and is pleasant to inhale, as it causes

little irritation to the mucous membrane. It boils

at 88°, and has a spec. gr. of l-.'i44, while that of its

vapour is 2'9.'i7 (or nearly three times that of air).

Hence, it boils at a lower temperature than other

an.'esthetics ; whde its specific gravity, both as a
liquid and a vapour, is lower than th.at of chloro-

form, Iiut much higher than that of ether ; hence,

from its easier evaporation, it requires more free

administration than chloroform, and, from its greater

vapour-density, it should be given less freely than
ether. It mixes readily with absolute ether, and
this combination yields a vapour containing cor-

responding proportions of each, their boiling-points

only diflFering at most by 4°. It also combines with
chloroform in all proportions. It should have a

neutr.al reaction to test-paper. If a trace of acid be
present— which is possible, but not jirobable— its

inhalation might prove dangerous. To prevent

decomposition, it should, like chloroform, be well

guarded from the action of light.

Pigeons are the animals which Dr Richardson
most employs for experiments on anfesthetic agents

generally. They present various advantages over

most other animals ; one of the most important
being that they die with singular readiness under
the influence of these agents. On exposing three

pigeons to the action of the vapour of a drachm of

chloroform, bichloride of methylene, and tetra-

chloride of carbon, the pecuharity in the action

of the bichloride is the absence, in the sleep it
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produces, of the so-called second dejjree of narcot-
ism. The bird glides from the lirst degree directly
into the third, or that of absolute insensibility. The
bichloride enters the circulation freely, and sustiiins

the insensibility so well, that intervals of many
minutes may be allowed to pass without readminis-
tration ; while, from its being transformed alto-

]

gether into vapour at a tem[ierature lower than that
of the boily, it can be more reatlily eliminated from
the system than chloroform, or tetrachloride of
carbon, when its administration is withheld. On
animals, it acts more evenly on the respiration and
circulation than any other of the various substances
which Dr Richardson has tried ; and the only draw-
back, yet oljserved, is, that it sometimes ])roduce3

vomiting; but this misadventure, so far .as we know,
has not yet been observed when it has Ijeen admin-
istered to the human subject, .and pigeons are
known to vomit on slight provocation. The numbers
of the respirations and of the pulse rise and fall

together, which ' is a good point, uecause there is no
condition more perilous than disturbed balance o£
the circulating and respiratory systems.'

All aniesthetics given by iub.alatiou after a certain

dose destroy life ; but that the destructive power
of this new a^ent is less than that of either chloro-
form or tetrachloride of carbon, seems proved.
On tr^'ing the vapour upon himself, after ascer-

taining that it could be safely given to the lower
animals, Dr Richardson inhaled it until it produced
insensibility. ' I found the vapour very pleasant to
breathe and little in-itating, while drowsiness came
on and imconsciousness without any noise in the
head or oppression. I recovered also, as the animals
seemed to recover, at once and comiiletely. I felt

as though I had merely shut my eyes, and had
opened tnem again. In the meantime, I had, how-
ever, performed certain acts of a motor kind uncon-
sciously ; for I inhaled the vapour in the laboratory,

and there went to sleep, but I awoke in the yard
adjoining. This was on September 28th last, when
I inhaled from a cup-shaped sponge. Since then, I
have inlialed the vapour in smaller quantities from
several instruments, with the effect of proving that
there is little ditference required for its administra-
tion and that of chloroform. A little more bichloride

is required in the earlier stages than would be
required if chloroform were being used, the fluid

being more vaporisable. One drachm of bichloride

to forty minims (§ds of a drachm) of chloroform,
represents the difference required ; but when the
narcotism is well set up, less of the bichloride is

required to sustain the effect.'

The materials on which this article is based are
t.aken from a lecture delivered by Dr Richardson on
the 8th of October 18G7. Since that date, he has
tested the action of this compound on the human
subject in five long and severe operations, four of

which were cases of ovariotomy ; and on the whole,
the results have fully realised his expectations.

One of the ladies operated on hatl once been under
chloroform .administered to her by the late Dr Snow;
she w.as therefore able to compare the effects of

the two, and she decided strongly in favour of the
new agent, on the grounds, that ' it caused no sense o£

suffocation, no ringing sounds in the head, no nausea,

and no after-depressing effect whatever, as chloro-

form in her case did ; but it allowed her to drop
into sleep precisely as in natural sleep, and to wake
\rith .aU her senses aroused, as after natural sleep.'

The quantity used averaged a little more than a
fluid drachm every live minutes ; two drachms
being first used. The anoesthesia was, on an average,

com)ilete in five minutes, and was prolonged for six

or seven minutes without readministr.ation. In the

Medical Times and Gazette for November 2, 1867,
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it is reported that Mr Marshall, of Bedford Square,

has administered this fluid ia another case of ovari-

otomy, besides using it in several smaller operations
;

and jlr Gamgee, of Birmingham, has administered
it twice, one of his patients being an infant ten
weeks old.* As yet, no bad symptoms have been
recorded. Mr Spencer Wells has suggested for this

new agent the name of ' Chloromethyl,' which will

probably meet with general approval.

C^iloricle of Methi/l, the first of the compounds
derived by substitution from hydride of methjd,

although not so likely to come into general medical

use as bichloride of methylene, is likely, according

to Dr Richardson, to obtain ' a most usetid and
important place in our remedial treasurj'.' Half an
ounce of it, dduted with water, and with the addi-

tion of a Uttle sugar, acts as a pleasant but potent

intoxicator. lu smaller doses, it might be useful as

a soothing and refrigerating agent.

MEUDON, a town of France, in the de]i. of

Seine-et-Oise, 5 mUes west of Paris, on the Ver-

sailles and Paris Railway. The clidteaii, approached
by a fine avenue of four rows of lime-trees, was
built by the side ofJan older chateau, tlie work of

PhiUbert Delorme, by the Grand Dauphin, son of

Louis XIV., in 1699. " During the Revolution, it

was converted into a factory for warHke engines,

and surrounded with a permanent camp, to keep
out spies. The chateau, as it exists at present, was
fitted up for Marie Louise by Kapoleon, in 1812.

It has a fine terrace, gardens beautifully laid out,

and commands a very tine prospect. The Foret de
JNIeudon is a favourite holiday resort of the

Parisians. Near it has been erected an expiatory

chapel, dedicated to Notre Dame des Flammes,
marking the spot where a terrible railway accident

occurred in May 1842, in which more than 100
persons were burned alive. Whiting is manufac-
tured to a considerable extent, and there are numer-
ous bleach-fields. Rabelais was cure of M. for a

long time. The chateau has lately become a
summer residence of Prince Napoleon. Pop. (186C)

5374.

METJ'LEBEKE, a town of Belgium, in the
province of AVest Flanders, 20 miles south-west of

Ghent, on the Maudel, a tributary of the Lys.
Weaving is carried on, and there are several
breweries. It is near a railway, which connects
it with Bruges and other places. Pop. (1863) 8322.

MEXICO. After the declaration of war against

Juarez by the French, they issued a proclamation
to the Mexican people, April 16, 1862, setting forth

that one of the objects of the contest was to rescue

them from the tyranny of the President, and put
the government of the country on a stable footing.

Little faith, however, seems to have been put in

these professions ; and the invaders, though joined

by Marquez, the military leader of the clerical

party, met with little success till the arrival of

General Forey with a reinforcement from France
in September. Forey then took the command in

chief, addressed a proclamation to the Mexicans,
promising them perfect hbei'ty in the choice of a
new government in room of that of Juarez; and

* Since this article was written, additional cases have
been described in the Medical Times and Gazette, of

November 9, 18()7. In one of these—in which a large

fatty tmnour, weigliing 20 lbs., was removed from the
abdomen—the patient was kept insensible for an hour
and a quarter, and from 10 to 12 drachms were admin-
istered. In the Lancet for November 23, ilr Barnes
of Liverpool records the case of its application to a boy,
aged eight years, whose hip-joint was to be excised.

The operation lasted 30 minutes, during tlxe whole of

whicli time the boy was in the deepest sleep. i

in the spring of 1863, concentrated the French
troops, and marched on Mexico. On his way,
he took the strongly fortitied city of Puebla
after a two months' siege, capturing its defender,
Ortega, and his whole force (May 18) ; and, Juarez
ha^ng fled from the capital, and transferred the
seat of his government to San Luis Potosi at their
approach, the Freuch entered Mexico on June 10.

A fortnight afterwards, a pro\-isional government,
headed by General Almonte, was established, and
an ' Assembly of Notables,' which was called (June
24) to dehberate upon the best form of government,
decided in July, by a vote of 231 to 19, in favour
of a ' Limited Hereditary Monarchy,' with a Catholic
prince for sovereign, under the title of ' Emperor of
Mexico,' and resolved in the first place to offer the
crown to the Archduke Ferdinand Maximilian
(q. V.) of Austria, failing whom, to request the good
otfices of the Emperor Napoleon in obtaining
another monarch. That this resolution was the
fruit of a general earnest wish on the part of the
Mexican notables, the feeble and almost unwilling
support most of them accorded to their chosen
emperor after his desertion by the Freuch, will not
allow us to suppose ; but, on the other hand, we
have not the slightest reason for behoving that any-
thing approaching intimidation or undue influence
was exercised by the French. Most of them doubt-
less argued that a government supported by France
would be sufficiently powerful to maiutaiu the
country in a state of tranquUUty, and in the hope
of this long-wished-for result, cast in their lot for

empire. These changes were, of course, vigorously
protested against Ijy the republican assembly at
.San Luis, aud the two parties prepared wdth eager-

ness to try the fortune of war. On October 1, Forey
departed from Mexico, and General Bazaine took
the command of the French forces, aud commenced
the campaign with vigom'. The result of the
winter's struggle was that in spring the imperialists

were in possession of the whole country, with
the exception of the four northern provinces. On
October 3, 1863, the Archduke Maximilian had
given audience at his chateau of Miramar, near
Trieste, to a deputation which was sent to offer

him the crown, and had accepted it. On May 29,
the emperor and empress landed at Vera Cruz, and
on June 12, made their public entry into the
capital; and soon after the middle of the year,

the imperialists had gained possession of every
state in the kingdom, Juarez fleeing in Augiist to

the United States. As small parties of the rei^ub-

Hcaus still maintained a species of guerrilla warfare
in various districts, Maximilian, on October 2, 1865,
pubhshed a proclamation, menacing with death,
according to the laws of war, all who were found in

armed ojjposition to his government ; the republic
having ceased, not only by the express wish of the
nation, but also by the expiry (November 22, 1864)
of Juarez's term of office, and his flight beyond the
frontiers ; an amnesty, however, being accorded to
such as submitted before November 15. In accord-
ance with this edict. Generals Arteaga and Salazar,

who were defeated and captured, October 13, were
shot on the 21st ; and mauy hunilreds of captured
republicans were dealt with under the terms of
the same order.

This contest in M. had from the commencement
excited the liveliest interest in the United States,
though the civil war, raging there also, prevented
any active interference in the affairs of its neigh-
bour. A general impression existed that France had
taken advantage of the troubles of the United States
to establish its authority firmly on the American
continent ; and this belief, along with the %'iolation

of the ' Monroe doctrine ' by the estabUshment of
637
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im[)eri,ilism in M., iuduceJ the United Stiites to

give all their sympathy and diplomatic aid to Juarez
and Ilia suiiporters. lu November G, 1S65, Secretaiy
Seward forwarded a dispatch to Faris, in which it

was stated that the presence of tlie I'Vench army iu

M. was a source of 'grave reflection ' to the govern-
ment of the United States, and that the latter could
ou no account allow the establishment of an imperial
government, based on foreign aid, in M., or recognise

in that country other than republican institutions.

This disjiatch led to an interchange of diplomatic
notes during the following six months ; the Ameri-
cans holding fimily to their lirst statements, and
even insinuating the probability of an armed inter-

ference on behalf of Juarez ; till the French emperor,
who was wearied with a contest so expensive and,
though successful, so barren of lasting fruits,

ultimately agreed, in the summer of 180G, to with-
draw liis troops from Mexico. The Belgian legion

and some Austrian levies, however, were not
included in this arrangement. Accordingly, from
the autumn of 18GG till February 1867, the French
troops by degrees evacuated M., and their departure
was the signal for a fresh rising on the part of the
Juarists. See Maximiuam and JuAjfEZ in Surri-E-
M EMT.

MEZIERES, a fortified town of France, capital

of the dep. of Ardennes, on the right bank of the
Meuse, on the isthmus of a promontory formed by
the river, which washes its walls on two sides, and
separates it from Charleville (q. v.). It was strongly
fortified by Vauban, and is defended by a citadel.

It communicates with Charleville by a suspension-
bridge. In 1815, the town held out for two months
against the Allies, who besieged it after the battle

of Waterloo. Over the north aisle of the church is

a bomb-shell, which has been sticking there ever
since the town capitulated. In 1520, the Chevalier
Bayard, with 20UO men, successfidly defended it

against 40,000 Spaniards under Charles V. The
banner of Bayard is said to be still preserved in

the Hdtel de ViUe. Pop. (186G) 4651.

MEZQUITE, the name of two Mexican trees or
sluubs, of the natural order Lcf)amiiiosa, suborder
PapUioiinaa;, bciring pods filled with a nutritio\is

pulp. The C0M.MON M. {Alrjarohia rjlandulusa) is a
small shrub, with stems often decumbent, and armed
with strong straight spines. It is found in great
profusion throughout vast regions, chiefly consisting

of dry and elevated plains. In dry seasons, it exudes
a great quantity of gum (Gum Mezquite), similar in

quality to gum-arabic, which seems likely to be-

come a considerable article of commerce, and which
has begun to be exported to San Francisco from
the Mexican ports on the Pacific.—The Curly
M., or Screw M. (Stromhocarjm jmbescens), also

called Screw Bean and Touknil, although only a
shrub or small tree, is of great value in the wild
and desei-t regions of the western part of Noi-th

America, where it occurs along with willow-bushes
near springs of water. Its wood is used as fuel, and
the pulp of its pods for food. The pods are sjjirally

twisted into compact ridd cylinders, from an inch
to an inch and a half in length.

MKZZOJU'SO (Arab. Menzll-Jusmf, vUlage of

Jose[>h), a town of Sicily, in the province of

Palermo, IS miles south-south-east of Palermo city.

It is one of the four colonies of Albanians, who, on
the death of Soanderbeg, in the 15th c, fled to SicUy,
to avoid the oppression of the Tui-ks. They preserve
their language to a great extent, and follow the
Greek ritual, their jmcsts being allowed to marry

;

but, except on fCSte-days, they are not to be distin-

guished in feature or dress from the peasantry of the
rest of SicUy. Pop. (18G1) 5GS6.
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MGLIN, a town of Russia, in the government of
Tcheruigoy, 125 miles north-north-east of the town
of Tchernigov. There is a large cloth-factory, and
a considerable number of German families. Pop.
8045.

MHENDIGU'NJ, a town of British Iudi.a, in the
territory of Oude, 90 miles south-east of Lucknow,
3 miles south of the right bank of the river Saec.
It is a busy, thriving place, with a pop. estimated
at 20,000.

MHOW, a town of British India, in the territory
of Indore, 13 miles south-west of the town of Indore,
near the Vindhyan Mountains, on an eminence on
the Cumber river. Near it are the cantonments,
which have altogether the appearance of a European
town, haNTng a church with steeple on an eminence,
a spacious lecture-room, a well-furnished library,

and a theatre. They are situated at an elevation of
2019 feet above the sea, and are occupied by a con-
siderable force. On the 1st July 185", the sejioys

mutinied here, during the great rebellion of that
year.

MIA'VA, a market-town of North-west Hungary,
on the Miava, an affluent of the Morava, 48 miles
east-north-east of Presburg city. There are manu-
factures of woollen cloth and bagging, and liemp
and flax are cultivated. Pop. 92G9.

MICROZA'MIA, agenus of plants of the natural
order Gijcadacece. They are widely diffused over
Australia. The fronds resemble those of palms, and
are u.sed in the Human Catholic Church on Palm
Sund.ay. The underground stem is large and turnip-
like, but covered with scalee or leaf-scars, and con-
tains a substance resembling tragacanth. The nuts
of M. spiralis are edible, but are only used in times
of scarcity.

MIDDLE LEVEL. Under the heading Bedfokd
Level, a rcmark.alile district, covering 40(),000 acres,

is described, bounding the Wash on all sides except
seaward, extemling landward nearly to Brandon,
Cambridge, Peterborough, and Bolingbroke, and
embracing portions of the six counties of North-
ampton, Himtingdon, Cambridge, Lincoln, Norfolk,
ami Sullblk. It nearly coincides in area with what
is popularly known as the Fens. The whole region
was, centuries ago, converted into an unprofitable
marsh by repeated incursions of the sea, coui>leii

with obstructions to the outward flow of the rivers

None, Cam, Ouse, Welland, &o. Vast ojjcr.atious

have been carried on ever since the time of Charles
I., by digging new ch.annels and outfalls, and em-
ploying windmills and steam-engines to pump the
water from the marshes and ponds into these
artificial channels. The Bedford Level is divided
into the North, the Middle, and the South Levels,
m.in.aged by commissioners, whose powers are de-
rived from special acts of parliament. The
improved value of the land is the fund out of
which the expense of the engineering works is

defrayed. It w.is in one of these districts (the
Midille Level, between the None and the Old
Bedford River) that an irruption took place in
1862, which strikingly illustrates the dependence
of the safety of the whole region on well-formed
and well-maintained embankments. There was a.

sluice, called St Germain's Sluice, situated at the
confluence of the Middle Level main outfall drain
with the river Ouse, near the upper end of anotlier

-irtifici.al channel, known as the Eau Brink Cut. The
drain was made in 1S47, and was enlarged ten years
afterwards to a bottom-width of 48 feet, a side-slope

of 2 to 1, and a level of 7 feet below low-water
spring-tide iu the river ; the rise of high-w.ater

spring-tide at that point was 19 feet, and the
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siU of the sluice 'was 6 feet below low-water

spring-tide.

On tlie 4tli of May 1S62, this sluice gave way
without the slightest warning ; the tidal waters

undermined the brickwork, autl formed a hole in the

bed of the river, into which the worlds of the sluice

sank. The tidal waters rushed up the opening, and
ebbed and flowed throughout a distance of 20 mUes.

The commissioners of the Middle Level applied to

Mr Hawkshaw, the engineer, to devise means for

repaii-ing the disaster. An earth and cradle-dam

was attempted to be thrown across the drain, at

about 500 yards from the fallen sluice ; but this

was relinquished in favour of a permanent coffer-

dam of pile-work, at a distance of half a mile from

the sluice ; and after incessant exertions from May
16 to June 19, the tidal waters were at length effect-

ually shut out by a strong dam. The failure of

the St Germain's Sluice was not the only irruption

that had to be battled with ; eight days after that

failure, under the pressure of a high spring-tide, the

west bank of the drain gave way, on May 12, at

a point about 4 miles from the sluice ; the bank had
been built only to resist upland waters, and not a

rush and a pressure of the sea. The ruptui-e carried

away 70 yards of the bank, scouring out a hole 10

feet deep at the spot, and admitting a rush of water

which covered 6000 acres of fertile land to a depth

of 2 or 3 feet, increased at successive high-tides to

10,000 acres.

When the finishing of the dam had enabled Mr
Hawkshaw to shut out the tidal waters, means had
to be devised for getting rid of the flooding waters,

and providing an outlet for the usual rivers and
land-drainage of the Middle Level. It was resolved

to utilise some of the old outlets at other spots, and

to supplement their action by enormous syphons,

placed oner the coffer-dam. Sixteen syxjhons were
provided. They were made of cast iron, 3 feet 6

inches internal diameter, and somewhat over 1 inch

thick ; they rested on the top of the dam, and ou

incUued framework supported by piles at the sides.

The valves were so arranged, that the syphons coidd

be put in operation, either by exhausting the au- or

by filling them with water. Wben only six of the

syphons were in position, they carried 50,000 gallons

of water per minute over the dam.—For more
minute details of the dam and the syphons, see Mr
Hawkshaw's paper read before the Institute of Civil

Engineers in 1863.

There are large items both of cost and of compen-

sation in works of this kind. Nearly the whole of

the Middle Level is 15 feet below high-water spring-

tides ; it is diiiicidt to keep out the sea-water, and

at the same time to preserve an outlet for the land-

water, especially Whittlesea Mere ; there are 130,000

acres to be drained somehow or other ; but as the

land is rich for farming, the commissioners, in past

years, did not hesitate to spend £400,000 on 11

miles of drain, and £30,000 on the sluice. The
drain runs thi-ough a district called Marshland,

between Lynn and Wisbeach ; and as the bursting

of the bank caused this district to be deluged with

water, the commissioners have had to compensate

the Marshland farmers and others ; the amount of

this compensation has been frequently htigated

between 1862 and 1867. As concerns the land

itself, it is found to be more fertile after such inun-

dations than before, owing to the amount of sUt

deposited on the fields. After repairing the breach

in the bauk, the 10,000 inmxlated acres were drained

without much difficulty, through the Marshland,

Smeeth, and Fen drain, and the Marshland sewer

;

the syphons are permanent channels, to carry off

the usual land-waters regidarly. The syphons were

subjected to a severe trial in January 1867, by the

ice which accumulated around their lower ends ; but
iron gratings effectually resisted the entrance of the

ice into the syphons.

MIKA'NIA, a genus of plants of the natural

order Composite, nearly allied to Eupatorlam

(q. v.). The heads of flowers are 4-flowered, and
have foiu- involucral leaves. M. officinalis is a
BrazUian species, with erect stem, and heart-shaped

leaves, abounding in a bitter principle and an
aromatic oil, and valuable as a tonic and febrifuge.

Af. Guaco and M. ojyifira, also natives of the warm
parts of South America, are among the plants which
have acquired a high reputation—deserved or unde-

served—for the cure of snake-bites. They are

twining herbaceous plants. M. Guaco is remarkable
for the large indigo-blue spots on the under side of

its ovate leaves. The mode of using this plant,

which is one of those called GuACO, or HuACt), by
the Indians, is by dropping the juice of the fresh

leaves into the wound made by a serpent ; or little

cakes are formed of the bruised plants, which are

said to retain their power for a long time. The
whole subject requires investigation.

MI'KLOS (St) TOROK, a town of Hungary, in

the county of Henes, near the Theiss, about 70
mUes south-east of Pesth, with which it is connected
by railway. Pop. 10,437, chiefly employed in rearing

horses and cattle, and in fishing.

MI'NDSZENT, a town of Hungary, in the county
of Csongrad, near the left bank of the Theiss, and
just below the mouth of the Saros, 19 miles north

from Szegedin. Pop. 9163.

BIINE'O, a town of the island of Sicily, in the

province of Catania, 82 miles south-west of Messina.

It is supposed to occupy the site of the ancient

Mence, founded by Ducetius, 459 B.C. Pop. (1861)

8547.

MINK (Mustela lutreola), a species of weasel,

inhabiting the northern parts of Europe and Asia ;

very similar to which in characters and habits is

another species, by some regarded as only a variety

of the same, the M. or VisON (M. vison) of North
America, abundant in almost every part of that

continent. Both inhabit the neighbourhood of

streams, lakes, and marshes ; have semi-pahnated

feet, are expert swimmers and divers, and prey on

fishes, frogs, and other aquatic animals, as well as

on birds, rats, mice, &c. They are covered with a

downy fur, interspersed with longer and stronger

hairs : the colour is brown, with more or less of

white on the imder parts. The American M. is

generally larger than that of the Old World,

being often more than eighteen inches from the nose

to the root of the tail, whilst the latter is seldom

more than twelve. It has also a more bushy tail.

It is very active and bold, and often commits great

depredations in poidtry-yards, carrying off a fowl

with great ease. Urdike most of its congeners, it is

easily tamed, and becomes much attached to those

who caress it. In domestication, it ceases to regard

the inmates of the poultry-yard as prey. It emits

an unpleasant odour only when irritated or alarmed.

The fur of the M. is valuable.

Ml'RTA, a town of India, in the Kajpoot state of

Jodhpur, stands on high ground near the source of

a tributary of the Luni, 230 miles south-west of

Delhi. M. is suppUed with good water from three

large tanks. Pop. estimated at 25,950.

MI'SHMEE BITTER, the root of Coptic Teeta

(see CoPTis), a plant found in the mountainous

regions on the borders of India and China ; of the

same genus with the Golden Thread of the northern

parts of the world, and not uuUke it. The root is

in much use and esteem in some parts of the East
639
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as a stomachic and tonic, and has begun to be known
in Europe.—The root o£ C. triJ'oVuUa is also used aa

a bitter.

MISILBIE'KI (corrupted from Mmzil-al-Amir,

Village of the Emirs), a town of the island of Sicily,

in the province of P.ilernio, 7 miles south-e.ist of

Palermo city. It is a strarrs^lin;:, poverty-stricken

toM-n. It W.13 at JI. that Garibaldi, in May ISGO,

joinod the Sicilian insurgents ; and it ivas by a

short cut from M. to Palermo, through the Pass of

Mezzagna, that he advanced on the latter city and
took it by a coup de main. M. is a notorious

harbour of banditti Pop. (1861) 7231.

MI TTWEIDA, a town of S.ixony, in the circle

of Zwickau, 3.5 miles south-cast of Leipzig. For
centuries, M. has been noted for its industry. The
principal branches of industry are spinning, cotton-

•weaving, manuf,acture of fustian, &c., together with

dyeworksand bleach-tields. Pop. (1864) 8285.

MOFFAT, KoBERT, a distinguished missionary,

was born at Invcrkeithing, Fifeshire, Scotland,

towards the close of hist century. Having resolved

to become a missionary to the heathen, he offered

his services to the London Missionary Society, was
accejrted, and sent by them to South .iVfrica.

Arriving at Cape Town in 1817, he immediately

proceeded beyond the boundaries of Cape Colony to

Kamaqualand, where he entered upon his labours

at the kraal of Africaner, a chief whose name had
lonf been a terror to the people of the neighbouring

districts of the colony, on account of the audacious

raids which he made among their settlements, and

his ferocious character, but who had lately become

a convert to Christianity, and now shewed a warm
desire for its promotion. Here M. laboured for

three or four years with great success, Christianity

and civilisation advancing together. But the situa-

tion, on accoimt of the drought and sterility of the

country, and its very thinly scattered j)opulation,

being unsviitablc for a principal mission-station, he

set out in search of a better locality, and laboured

at several stations in succession in the countries to

the north and north-east of Cape Colony. Wherever

he went, the gospel was gladly received by some of

those who heard it, and in some jJaces by many.

In every place he also guided the jieople in the arts

of civilised life. He made several missionary tours,

and his aiiventures were very remarkable, and are

graphically described inhis work, Missionari/ Lahours

and Scenes in Southern Africa (Lond. 1842), which

he wrote and published during a visit of several

years to Britain, rendered necessary by the state of

his health. This publication, and his many speeches

and sermons during his stay in his native country,

did much to animate missionary zeal, and to direct

it towards jUrica. In 1842, IL returned to his

labours in that country. His daughter is the wife

of the still more celebrated missionary and traveller,

Dr Livingstone (q. v.).

MOGXJE'R (Arab, 'caves,' of which there are

many in the neighbourhood), a town of .Spain, in

the province of Huelva, 43 miles west-south-west of

Seville, rises gently above the Rio Tinto, near the

mouth of which is its port, Palos. The streets are

generally broad and straight, but both the town and

castle are much dilapidated The old Franciscan

convent was ordered in 1846 to be preserved as

a national memorial, but it is now fast going to

ruin, and the wood of the cells stripped off. It was

here, in 1484, that Columbus, craving charity, was

received by the prior, Juan Perez de Marchena, by

whose influence he was enabled to prosecute his

discoveries, setting out from the port of Palos on

August 3, 1492. It was to this port also that he

returned, March 15, 1493, after having accomplished
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the great end of his expedition. Here likewise did
Cortes land in May 1528, after the eompiest of

Mexico, and lodgeil m the same convent which gave
shelter to Columbus. Palos is now a poor decayed
fisliing-port. M. has some trade in wine and fruit.

Pop. 6592.

MOHAMMEDAN SECTS. 'My community,'
Mohamnicd is rejwrted to have said, 'will separate

itself into seventy-three sects ; one only will be
saved, all the others sh.all perish.' This prophecy
has been largely fultilled. Even during the ill-

ness, and immediately after the death of the

founder, many differences of opinion arose among
his earliest .adherents. We have endeavoured
to shew, both under KoR.\.\' and MoiIAMMKI).
ANISM, how the fundament.al book of Isl.am left

certain points undecided by the very fact of its

poetical wording, and how, further, the pecu-

liarity of the Arabic idiom at times allowed many
interpretations to be put <ipon one cardin.al .and

dogmatic sentence. To add to this uncertainty, a
vast number of oral traditions sprang up and
circulated as an expansive corollary to the Koran.

Political causes soon came to assist the confusion

and contest, and religion was made the pretext for

faction-fights, which in reality h.ad their origin in

the ambition of certain men of influence. Thus
' sects ' increaseil in f.ar larger numViers even than

the Prophet had foretold, and though their exist-

ence was but short-lived in most mstances, they
yet deserve attention, were it only as signs and
tokens of the ever-fresh life of the human spirit,

which, though fettered a thousand times by narrow

and hard formiUas, will break these fetters .as often,

and [irove its everlasting right to freedom of thought
and action.

The bewildering mass of these currents of contro-

versy, h,as by the Arabic historians been brought

under four chief heads or fundamental bases. The
first of these relates to the divine attributes and
unity. Which of these attributes are essential or

eternal ? Is the omnipotence of God absolute ? If

not, what are its limits? Further, as to the doc-

trine of God's predestination and man's liberty—

a

question of no small purport, and one which luas

been controverted in nearly all ' revealed ' rehgions

—

How far is God's decree influenced by man's own
will? How far can God countenance evil ? and ques-

tions of a similar kind belonging to this province.

The third is perhaps the most comprehensive ' basis,'

and the one that bears most directly upon practical

doctrines—viz., the promises and threats, and the

names of God, together with various other ques-

tions chiefly rel.ating to faith, repentance, infidehty,

and error. The fourth is the one that concerns'

itself with the influence of re.ison ami history upon
the transcendental realm of faith. To this ch.ip-

ter belong the mission of prophets, the office of

Imam, or Head of the Church, and such intricate

subtleties as to what constitutes goodness and bad-

ness ; how far actions are to be condemned on the

groimd of reason or the ' Law ;
' &c.

One broad line, however, came to be dr.awn, in

the course of time, among these innumerable reli-

gions divisions, a line that separated them all into

orthodox sects and heterodox sects ; orthodox being

those only who adopted the oral traditions, or Sunna
(see ScNNlTEs).
Much more numerous than the orthodox divisions

are the heterodox ones. Immediately after JIo-

hammed's death, and during the early conquests,

the contest was chiefly confined to the question

of the Imamat. But no sooner were the first

days of warfare over, than thinking minds began to

direct themselves to a closer examination of the

faith itself, for which and through which the world
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was to be conquered, and to the book which
preached it, the Koran. The earliest germs of a

rebgious dissension are found in the revolt of the

Kharejites against Ali, in the .37th year of the

Hedjrah ; and several doctors shortly afterwards

broached heterodox opinions about predestination

and the good and evU to be ascribed to God. These
new doctrines were boldl}% and in a very advanced
form, openly preached by Wasil Ibn Ata, who, for

uttering a moderate opinion in the matter of the
' sinner,' had been expelled from the rigorous school

of Basra. He then formed a school of his own

—

that of the Separatists or MotazUites (q. v. in Sup-
plement), who, together with a number of other

'heretical' groups, are variously counted as one,

four, or seven sects.

AVe now come to the second great heretic

group, the Sefatians. The Sefatians (attribution-

ists) held a precisely contrary view to that of the
Motazilites. With them, God's attributes, whether
essential or operative, or what they afterwards
called declarative or historical, i. e., used in his-

torical narration (eyes, face, hand), anthropomor-
phisms, in fact, were considered eternal. But
here, again, lay the germs for more dissensions and
more sects in their o\vn midst. Some taking this

notion of God's attributes in a strictly literal sense,

assumed a Ukeness between God and created things

;

others giving it a more allegorical interpretation,

without, however, entering into any particulars

beyond the reiterated doctrine, that God had no
companion or similitude. The different sects into

which they split were, first, the Asharians, so called

from AbuJ Hasan al Ashari, who, at first a Mota-
zdite, disagreed with his masters on the point of

God's being bound to do always that which is best.

He became the founder of a new school, which held

(1) that God's attributes are to be held distinct from
his essence, and that any literal understanding of

the words that stand for God's limbs in the Koran
is reprehensible. (2) That predestination must be
taken in its most literal meaning, i. e., that God pre-

ordains everything. The opinions on this point of

man's free will are, however, much divided, as

indeed to comljine a predestination which ordains
every act "with man's free clioice is not easy ; and
the older authors hold it is well not to inquire

too minutely into these things, lest all precepts,

both positive and negative, be argued away. The
middle path, adopted by the greater number of

the doctors, is expressed in this formula : There
is neicher compulsion nor free Uberty, but the way
lies Ijetwaen the two; the power and will being

both created by God, though the merit or guUt be
imputed to man. Regarding mortal sin, it was held
by this sect, that if a believer die guilty of it with-

out repentance, he will not, for all that, always
remain a denizen of heU. God will either pardon
him, or the Prophet wUl intercede on his behalf, as

he says in the Koran :
' My intercession shall be

employed for those among my people who shall

have been giulty of grievous crimes ;

' and further,

that he in whose heart there is faith but of the
weight of an ant, shall be delivered from hell-fire.

From this more philosophical opinion, however,
departed a number of other Sefatian sects, who,
taking the Koranic words more literally, trans-

formed God's attributes into grossly corporeal

things, like the Mosshabeliites, or Assimilators, who
conceived God to be a figure composed of Umbs Uke
those of created beings, either of a bodily or spiritual

nature, capable of local motion, ascent, or descent,

&c. The notions of some actually went so far as to

declare God to be ' hollow from the crown of the
head to the breast, and solid from the breast down-
ward ; he also had black curled hair.' Another sub-

division of this sect were the Jabarians, who deuy
to man all free agency, and make all his deecfs

dependent on God. Their name indicates their
religious tendency sufficiently, meaning 'Necessi-
tarians.'

The third principal division of 'heretical sects'
is formed by the Kharejites, or ' Rebels ' from
the lawful Prince—i. e., Ali—the first of whom
were the 12,000 men who fell away from him
after ha\Tng fought under him at the battle of
Seffein, taking offence at his submitting the decision
of his right to the califate (against Moawij-yah) to
arbitration. Their ' heresy ' consisted, first,' in their
holding that any man might be called to the
Imamat though he did not belong to the Koreish,
nor was even a freeman, prorided he was a just and
pious man, and fit in every other respect. It also
followed that an unrighteous Imam might be
deposed, or even put to death ; and further, that
there was no absolute necessity for any Imam in the
world.

Of the fourth principal sect, the Shiites, or ' Sec-
taries,' the followers of Ali Ibn Abi Taleb, we have
spoken under that special heading.

It remains only to mention a few of the many
pseudo-prophets who arose from time to time in the
bosom of Islam, drawing a certain number of adher-
ents around them, and threatening to undermine
the church founded by Slohammed, by either
declaring themselves his legal successors, or com-
pletely renouncing his docti-ines. The first, and
most prominent among these, was Mosaylima (q. v.

in Supplemext). Next to him stands Al-Aswad,
originally called Aihala, of the tribe of Ans, of

which, as well as of that of a number of other
tribes, he was governor. He pretended to receive
certain revelations from two angels, Sohaik and
Shoraik. Certain feats of legerdemain, and a natu-
ral eloquence, procured bim a number of followers,
by whose aid he made himself master of several

provinces. A counter-revolution, however, broke
out the night before Mohammed's death, and Al-
Aswad's head was cut off; whereby an end was
put to a rebelUon of exactly four months' duration,
but already assuming large proportions. In the
same year (11 Hedjrah), but after Mohammed's
death, a man named Toleiha set up as prophet, but
with very little success. He, his tribe, and fol-

lowers were met in open battle by Khabd, at the
head of the troops of the Faithful, and beinf
beaten, had all finally to submit to Islam.
A few words ought also to be said regarding the

' Veiled Prophet,' Al-Mokanna, or Borkai, whose
real name was Hakem Ibn Hashem, at the time of
Al-Mohdi, the third Abbaside calif. He used to
hide the deformity of his face (he had also but one
eye) by a gilded mask, a circumstance which his

followers explained by the splendour of his counte-
nance being too brUliant (like that of Moses) to be
borne by ordinary mortals. Being a proficient in
jugglery besides, which went for the power of
working miracles, he soon drew many disciples and
followers around him. At last he arrogated the
office of the Deity itseK, which by continual trans-
migrations from Adam downwards, had at last

resided in the body of Abu Moslem, the governor
of Khorassan, whose secretary this new prophet
had beeiL The calif, finding him growing more and
more formidable every day, sent a force against him,
which finally drove bim back into one of his
strongest fortresses, where he first poisoned and then
burned all his family ; after which he threw him-
self into the flames, which consumed him completely,
except his hair. He had left a message, however,
to the effect that he would reappear in the shape of
a gray man riding on a gray be^st, and many of his
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followers for many years after expected his reapjicar-

ance. They wore, aa a distinguishmg mark, nothing

but wliite sarnients. He died about the middle of

the 2d c. I ledj rah.

Of the Karmathians and the Ismailis, wc have
spoken under these special headings. We can
scarcely enumerate among the prophets Abul
Teyeb ^Vhmed Al-Motanebbi, one of the most
celebrated Arabic poets, who mistook, or pre-

tended to mistake, his poetical inspirations for the

divine aiilatus, and caused several tribes to style

him prophet, as his surname indicates, and to

acknowledge his mission. The governor of his pro-

vince, liCilti, took the promptest steps to stifle any
such pretensions in the bud, by imprisoning him,

and making him formally renounce all absurd

pretensions to a prophetical oiiice. The poet did so

with all speed. He was richly rewarded by the

court and many princes for his minstrel.sy, to which
henceforth he clung exclusively ; but the riches he
thus accumulated became the cause of his death.

Robbers attacked him while he was returning to his

home in Kufa, there to live upon the treasure

bestowed iipon hira by Adado'ddawla, Sultan of

Persia.—The hist of these new prophets to be men-
tioned is Baba, who appeared in Amasia, in Natolia,

in 638 Hedjrah, and who had immense success, chiefly

with the Turkmans, his own nation, so that at last

he found himself at the head of nearly a milhou

men. horse and foot. Their war-cry was, God is God,

and Baba—not Mohammed—is his prophet. It was
ni>t until both Christians and Mohammedans com-

bined for the purpose of self-defence, that this new
and most formidable power was annihilated, its

armies being routed and put to the sword, while

the two cliiels were decapitated by the executioner.

MO LESKIN AND CO'KDUROY are varieties

of FusTiiVN (q. v.), a term which is used in a generic

sense to include also velveteen, velveret, thick-set,

thick-set cord, beaverteen, and other stout cotton

clotlis for men's apparel—a class of goods largely

manufactured in Lancashire. The general struc-

ture of these fabrics is described under Fustian
and Velvet. They are, in point of fact, all of the

nature of velvet, with a nap or pile on the surface,

and most of them are twilled.

When cloth of this kind leaves the loom, its

surface is covered with loojis like Brussels carpet,

and these are then cut open with a ripping-knife

of a peculiar shape, which the operatives leani to

jise with great dexterity. The hairy and uneven
appearance which the cloth acquires in this operation

is subsequently improved by the shearing process.

The cloth is next steeped in hot water, to get rid of

the paste used in dressing the yarn, and is then

ready to be passed through the brushing or teaseling

machine, which consists of blocks of wood with

concave surfaces covered with card-brushes, working
backwards and forwards in a lateral direction against

wooden rollere, encased in tm-plate, over which the

cloth passes. The tin-plate is made rough with the

burs of punched holes. In the next operation, the

fustian is singed by passing the nap side quiclily

over a red-hot metal cylinder. The brushing and
singeing are repeated three and occasionally four

times, to give the cloth a smooth appearance. It is

then washed, bleached with chloride of lime, and

dyed—usually of some shade of olive, slate, or other

quiet colour.

The different names given to fustian cloths depend
upon their degree of fineness, and the manner in

which they are woven and finished. Thus, smooth
kinds, of a strong twilled texture, are called mole-

skins when shorn before dyeing, and beaverUens when
cropped after dyeing. Corduroy, or king's cord, is

produced by a peculiar disposition of the pile-
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threads. In all fustians, there is a warp and weft
thread, independent of the additional weft-thread
forming the pile ; but in corduroys, the pile-thread

is only ' thrown in ' where the corded portions are,

and is absent in the narrow spaces between them.
Until a comparatively recent period, the quantity

of fustian cloths annually consunu'd in the British

Islands must have been very large, but the increased

price of cotton, and the introduction of cheap woollen
fabrics, have now very much curtailed the use of

them. They are still, however, largely worn by
certain classes of mechanics and labomeiu

MO'LOCH, a genus of saurian reptiles, of the
family Agamidw (see Aoama). M. horr'ulus, an
Austrahan species, is i)erhai)S the most ugly and
repulsive in appearance of all the saurian tribes.

The whole sm'face of the body is covered with

Moloch horridus.

irregular plates and strong sharp spines ; the upper
surface of the head is crowned with two very large

spines ; and on the back of the neck are large

rounded protuberances, covered with granidar scales

and spines. The M. is, however, a perfectly iuotfen-

sive creature.

MOLTKE, BLellmuth, Frbiherr von, Lieuten-
ant-general and chief of the general staff in Prussia,

who planned the Prussian campaign of 18GG against

Austria. He belongs to an old family, who liad

their seat for centunes in Mecklenburg, where SL
was bom, 26th October 1800. Soon after his birth,

his father, a military officer, left Mecklenburg, and
acquired an estate in Holstein, where M. spent the

first twelve years of his lite, whence some biog-

raphers name Holstein as his native laniL He and
his brother were sent to the military academy in

Copenhagen, where iron discipline and military

frugality laid the foundation of his later character.

In 1822, he entered the Prussian anny as cornet.

His parents having by this time lost all their for-

tune, he was left without any means whatever, and
had to undergo many hardships to maintain him-
self in his jiosition, from the very modest pay the

Prussian ofiicers receive ; yet he managed to save

enough to take lessons in modern languages, which
afterwards proved of great advant.ige to him. His
eminent abilities soon x)rocured him a place in the

general staff. The time between 1835 and 18.'i9, he
spent in Turkey and Asia Minor, whither he was
sent by the Prussian government to report on the

war between that country and Mehcmct Ali.

Several anonymous jiublications of his, descrijitive

of the country and the war, are worthy of notice.

After his return, he rapidly advanced through the

different st.iges to the rank of general, continuing,

however, on the general staff.

As Germany is indebted to Count Bismark for

the political and diplomatic part of the work of the
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recent reorganisation, so she is to il. for the stra-

tegical His plan, and how well it attained the end
in view, may be seen in the ai-ticle Geejiany, in the

Supplement. (M.'s strategy in the war of 1870-71

between France and Germany brought the contest

to a like triumphant issue.)

M. is a man of great modesty and simplicity ; he
is reserved, and so little given to talk, that he has

acquired the surname of ' the SUent.' The same
composure and equanimity that he possesses in

council, he also preserves in the heat of the

battle.

MOMBA'SSA, or MOMBAZ, a seaport town of

East Africa, in the territorj' of the Sultan of Zan-

zibar, on a small coralline island off the coast, in

the middle of an estuarv formed by two small rivers,

in lat. 4° 4' S., and "long. 39' 43' E., about 150

miles north of Zanzibar island. The shores of

the island are rocky and abrupt ; and although the

channel may be forded at low water, the attempt

is attended with danger. The town has the usual

Arab characteristics of ruin, neglect, and filth in a

striking degree. The only object of interest is an
extensive fort, buUt on a rock, cut perpendicularly,

in 1596, by the Portuguese, and restored by
them in 16.3o, as an inscription over the principal

gateway indicates. It is a work of considerable pre-

tension, -with upwards of one hundred gims in posi-

tion, but in a ruinous condition. The inhabitants,

the majority of whom are sunk in abject poverty,

mostly live in wretched hovels, scattered among
what remains of the once magnificent buildings.

The town and island of M., as weU as the surround-

ing district, is inhabited by the Wamka tribe. The
harbour is still good, and is commodious and safe.

SI. was \-isited by Vasco da Gama in 1497, when he

found it to be a lar^e and very prosperous town.

It was held by the Portuguese during the greater

part of the period from 1529 to 1720, when it

apiiears to have become independent. The English

held it from 1824 to 1826, when they resigned it.

Since then, it appears to have been possessed by the

Sultan of Zanzibar, and apjiarently is considered a

place of some importance. Burton says that the

inhabitants of M. 'are justly taxed -n-ith pride,

bigotrj', evil-speaking, insolence, tiu-bulence, and
treachery by other Arabs.'

MONASTI'R, a seaport town of North Africa, in

the dominion of Tunis, SO nules south-south-east of

the city of that name, on the Gulf of Sidra. Woollen

and camlet fabrics are manufactured, and there is

some maritime trade. Pop. 12,000.

MOXSELI'CE, a w.oUed town of North Italy, 13

miles south-east of Padua, on the canal of Monse-

lice, which extends from Padua to Este. M. was a

place of importance in the middle ages. It has

several silk-mills. Pop. SIGO.

MONTBRISOJf,a town of France, capital of the

dep. of Loire, 37 miles south-west of Lyon, on the

Vizezy, a feeder of the Loire, stands at the base of

a lofty and precipitous rock. In the vicinity are

mineral springs. Pop. (1S6G) 5854.

MONT-DE-MARSAK, a town of France, capital

of the dep. of Landes, at the junction of two streams

—the Slidou and Louze—which, when imited, take

the name of Midouze, and join the Adour. It is

65 miles south of Bordeaux, with which and with

other places it is connected by railway. The town
has of late years made great progress. It has a

communal college, and mineral warm baths. There

are manufactures of common woollen cloths,

blankets, sail-cloth, and leather. Pop. (1866) 7008.

MOQUE'GUA, a town of Peru, capital of a pro-

vince of the same name, 68 mUes north-west of

Tacna, on the great route west of the Cordilleras.

In the province are many large vineyards, which
produce great quantities of wine and brandy. Pop.

9000.

MORABABAT), a town of British India, capital

of a district of the same name, is situated on a

slightly elevated ridge between the Eamgun^ and
the Ganges, 90 miles east-north-east of Delhi.

There is a large jaU, capable of holding 1800, for

native convicts. West of the town, and separated

from it by the jail, are the cantonments for the

troops, agreeably situated amid luxuriant trees ; the

chief duty of the troops is to guard the great

assemblage of convicts. Pop. said to be 57,414.

MORE'I*IA, or TALLADOLID, a town of

Mexico, capital of the state of ilichoacan, in a fine

valley, surrounded by high mountains, 125 miles

west-north-west of Mexico. There is a magnificent

.aqueduct for the supply of water. It was the

birthplace of Iturbide, the short-lived emperor of

Mexico. Pop. 25,000.

MORE'LLA (anc. Castra ^Ua, the winter-

quarters of Sertorius), a town and important fortress

of Spain, in the province of CasteUon, about SO
nules north of Valencia. M. was the chief strong-

hold of Cabrera, who scaled the castle by rojX'S

furnished by a partisan within, on the night of

the 25th January 1838. It was retaken in 1840
by Espartero, after a brave defence. There are

some interesting Roman and Moorish antiquities.

Pop. 6211.

MOSA'IC WOOL, or WOOL MOSAIC, is a
remarkable application of the principle of mosaic-

work to the production of woollen or worsted rugs

and carpets, having a definite design or pattern,

independent of the ordinary jirocesses of printing

and weaving. Many attempts in this direction

have been made, chiefly on the continent ; but the

most successful is that of Messrs Crossley, in whose
extensive carpet factory at Halifa.x the mosaic wool
is produced as a regular department of manufacture.

In the first place, well-spun worsted threads are

dyed to every colour and almost every shade or tint,

amounting to a himdred varieties in alL An artist

prepares a full-sized drawing of the pattern or design,

ruled all over M'ith cross-lines ; this is copied on
hned paper by girls, each of whom takes as much of

the pattern as will fill a square foot. A workman
(or woman) having a good eye for colour, examines
each square piece of dra\\'ing in detail, and selects

the proper colour of thread suitable to every portion

of it ; the threads are a little over 200 inches

long each, or about 17 feet, and are numerous
enough to pack closely together into a mass of one
square foot in width and depth. A strong iron

framework, 17 feet long, is so arranged that all

these threads can be stretched on it horizontally,

tied at one end, and weighted with 4 lbs. to each
thread at the other. Girls, under the direction of

the workwoman who selects the colours, arrange

these threa<l3 one by one, tying them at one end,

weighting them at the other, and supporting them
on a steel bar iu the middle. This being done, the

mass of 17 feet in length is cut up into blocks

of 20 inches long each, for convenience iu after-

operations. All these processes are for one square

foot only of the iiattern, and they have to be

repeated as many times as there are square feet in

it. Supposing a rug 6 feet by 2, mth a Hon, tiger,

or other device occupj-ing the greater part of the

surface : there must be twelve masses prepared, and
as each mass contains 50,0(J0 threads, there will be
600,000 altogether. Blocks are cut from each mass,

and are phiced in an iron box or frame, side by side

;

thus forming a quadrangular solid 6 feet by 2, and
20 inches deep, with the threads arranged verticalti/.

CIS
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Now, to convert this into a f^eat number of separate

rugs, the jiattern ot which is seen represented on
the njiper surface, formed by tlie ends of tile coloured

threatU, india-rubber is dissolved iu cajuphine to

the consistence of cari)enter3' glue, and liriished

Well over the top, so that every individual thread
shall receive its jiortion ; this bein:: dried, a second
coatini; is applied ; and afterwards a third. A
backing of canvas, or of some kind of strong cloth,

is cemented down upon the mass of threads by a
ghie of the same kind, and is scraped and ndibed
until it adheres to every individual fibre. When
dry, the mass of threads is raised up three-sixteenths

of an inch, by a screw acting ujion a movable bottom
to the box. A very keen circular cutter, 12 feet in

diameter, and rotating 170 times jier minute, (juiekly

severs a horizontal slice three-sixteenths oi an inch

thick, the box of threads lieing caused by an endless

screw to travel onwards to meet the cutter. This
slice, when turned up, presents tlie picture comiilcte,

in a beautifully soft nap or |)ilo of woollen threads,

su])ported by a canvas or woollen backing. It is a
mere question of hand-work to convert this into a

rug, carjiet, coverlet, or wrapper of any kind. A
second repetition of the same processes converts

another slice into a second rug ; and so on, until

the mass of 20 inches in depth has been cut uji into

about a hundred slices, each forming one rug. As
the blocks of 20 inches were originally cut from a
mass of 200 inches, the whole mass produces about
a thousand rugs, all exactly the same pattern. It

is this power of repetition which makes the jn'ocess

pay ; for the great preparatory labour of selecting

and arranging (say) 000,000 distinct tlu-eada could

not otherwise be compensated for.

MOSAYLIMA (Little Moslem), one of the most
important rivals of Mohammed, belonged to the

clan Dill, a division ot the tribe of the Bani Hanifah,
of Yamflma in Nedjed. The traditions about his life

and age are extremely contradictory and legendary.

It appears, however, tolerably certain that he had
risiMi to a certain eminence in his trilie, probably as

.1, religious teacher only at lirst, before ftlohammed
assnined his ])ro]dietical office. The name he w.as

known by among his friends was Kaliman, the

Beni'^nant or Merciful ; a term which Mohammed
adopted as a designation of (iod himself. This

word, which is Aramaic, \\'.as a common divine

epithet among the Jews, from whom Mohammed
took it, together with a vast bulk of dogmas, and
ceremonies, and legends. If, however, M., as is

supposed by son^ie, assumed that name in the mean-
ing of Messiah, Saviour, it would prove that be had
anticiyiated Mobammeil in the apostlesliip, which is

cnmmoidy donit-'d. It was in the ninth year of the

Hedjrah that M.,at the head of an embassy sent by
his tribe, appeared before Mohammed, in order to

settle certain points of disjiute. The traditions are

very contradictory on the circumstance whether or

not M. was then already the recognised spiritual

leader of his tribe. AVlieu they were introduced to

Mohammed in the moscjue, they greeted him with
the orthodox salutation of Moslems—viz., ' Halani

alayk' (Peace upon thee), and after a brief p.wley,

recited the confession of faith. .Shortly after this

event, M. openly professed himself to be a ]>rophet,

as well as Mohammed. The latter sent a messenger
to him, as soon as he beard of this, to reipiest him
to reiterate publicly his profession of Islam. M.'s

answer was a request that Mohammed should share

his jiower with him. ' From Mosaylima, the Apostle
of God,' he wrote, according to Abufeda, * to Mo-
b.ammed, the Apostle of God. IS'ow let tlie earth be
half mine, and half thine.' Mohammed speedily

replied :
' From ilohammod, the Apostle of God, to

Mosaylima, the liar. The earth is God's : He giveth
64t

the same for inheritance unto such of his servants
as He jileases, and the happy issue shall attend
those who fear Him.' Yet notwithstanding these
testimonies, of jirobalily late dates, it seems, on
the other hand, jierfeetly certain that Mohammed
made very great concessions to his riv,al—con-
cessions that jioint to his having secretly nomi-
nated JI. his successor, and tli.at he liy this

means bought M.'s open allegiance during his life-

time. It was not a question of dogmas, though
they each had sjiecial revelations, but a fiuestiou

of suiiremacy, which was thus settled amicably.
'Mohammed,' M. said, 'is appointed by God to

settle the priucip.al jioints of faith, and I to supple-

ment them.' He further had a revelation, in

accordance with Moliammed's :
' We have sent to

every nation its own iirojjhet,' to the effect :
' Wo

have given unto thee [M.] a number of people

;

keep them to tliyself, and advauce. But be cautious,
anil desire not too much ; and do not enter into
riv.al tights.'

When Mohammed was at the point of de.ath, he
desired to write his will. Whatever he may have
wished to ordain, is uncertain ; it is well known, at

all events, that his friends did not obey his order,

and refused to furnish him with writing-materials,

very probably because they did not like to be bound
liy his last injunctions. Sprenger supposes that he
wished formally to appoint M. his successor, and
that it was just this which his surrounding relations

feared. M. then openly declared against Islam, and
many jiarodies of the Koran sprang up in the Nedjed,
ascribed to him. In the 11th year of the Hedjr.ah, it

at last came to an ojien breach between the two
rival powers. Abu Bekr, the calif, sent Khalid,
' the Sword of the Faith,' with a number of choice
troops, to compel M. to submission. M. awaited the
enemy at Kowdah, a village in the Wadi Hanifah.
So fiirmidable indeed was M.'s force, that Walid is

said to have hesitated for a whole day and night
befcn-e he undertook an assault unanimously dis-

approved of by his council. On the second morning,
however, he advanced, and in a battle which lasted
until the evening, contrived, with fearful losses of

his own, to gain the victory. M. fell by the hands
of a negro slave, and his head was cut olT by the
concjueror, and ]ilaced at the lieail of a spear, to con-

vince both friends and foes of his death. Khalid
then advanced to the slain prophet's birtb]ilace, in

order to slay all its inlialjitants. They, however, by
a clever stratagem contrived to conclude an honour-
.able peace, liut had to embrace Islam. The Mos-
leymiau ' heresy ' was thus stamped out, and only a
few scattered remnants of the new faith contrived
to escape to Hasa and Basrah, where they may have
laid the foundation of the later Kannathian creed.

It is extremely difficult to come to any clear

niition of M.'s real doctrines, as all the accounts
that have survived of them come from victorious

adversaries—adversaries who have not hesitated to

invent the most scandalous stories about him.
Thus, a love-adventure between Jl. and the pro-

phetess Sajiih, the wife of a soothsayer of Yaniama,
who is siqiposed to have stayed three days in his

tent, is told with great mhiuteness, even to the ob-

scene conversation that is supjiosed to have taken
place between tliem during that time ; the fact

being that this storj', which is still told with much
relish by the natives, is without the slightest foun-
dation. From the same source, we learn that M.
tried to deceive his followers by coujnring-tricks. It

seems, on the contrary, that M. was of much higher
moral standing than Mohammed himself. Thus, he
is said to have enjoiued the highest chastity even
among married peojile : unless there was hope of

begetting children, there should be restriction of
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con]U!i!al duty. Even the niekname, ' Little Moslem,'
given to him seems to indicate that he, too, preached
tlie unity of God, or Islam, as the fundamental doc-

trine of faith. How far his religion had a socialist

tendency, and oftered less show of dignity and out-

ward morality to its followers, or whether it rejected

fatalism, contained an idea of incarnation, and
invested its preachers and teachers with ,i semi-

mediatorial character, as the latest explorer of the
Nedjed, Mr Palgrave. tells us, we have no means of

judging. But we must receive these conclusions,

probably drawn froui the information of the natives,

\vith all the greater caution, as that story of the
prophetess Sajah, whom he reports, after his infor-

mants, not only to have been properly married to

M., but to have, after his death, become a devout
partisan of Islam, and to have entered an ' ortho-

dox alliance,' does not, as we said before, deserve
the slightest credence.

MO'SKWA, a river of European Eussia, a branch
of the Oka, which is itself a branch of the Volga.

It is celebrated in history for the great battle, called

the battle of Borodino (q. v.), fought on its banks,

7th September 1812, from which Ney (q. v.) obtained

his title Prince of Moskwa. The M. rises in a

marsh in the government of Smolensk, passes close

by the towns of Moshaisk and Svenigrod, passes

through the city of Moscow, and joins the Oka near

Kolomna, in the government of Moscow. The whole
length of its course is about 290 miles. A consider-

able commerce is carried on by boats on the M.,
and it is directly connected with the Volga by the

M. Canal.

MOTAZILITES, or MUTAZALITES, a 'heret-

ical' Mohammedan sect, dating a few generations

after Mohammed, of which brief mention has been
made imder the heading MoH.iMMEDAN Sects.

Their name is derived from an Arabic word, denot-

ing ' to separate one's self,' and originally applied to

any special sect or union of men ; but the M. becom-
ing the most important and dangerous in Islam, they
received this denomination by way of eminence.

They were also called Moattalites—i. e., those who
divest God of His attributes—and Kadarija, i. e.,

' those who hold that man has a free will, and deny
the strict doctrine of predestination.' The first

beginnings of this sect are traced to Mabad, who, in

the time of Mohammed himself, already began to

question predestination, by pointing out how kings

carry on unjust wars, kill men, and steal their goods

and all the while pretend to be merely executing

God's decrees. The real founder of the sect, as such,

however, is Wasil b. Ata. He denied God's ' quali-

ties,' such as knowledge, power, will, life, as leading

to, if not directly implying, polytheism. As to

predestination itself, this he only allowed to exist

with regard to the outward good or evil that befalls

man, such as illness or recovery, death or life, but
man's actions he held to be entirely in his own hands.

God, he said, had given commandments to mankind,
and it was not to be supposed that He had, at the

same time, preordained that some should disobey

these commandments, and that, further, they should

be punished for it. Man alone was the agent in his

good or evil actions, in his belief or unbeUef, obe

dience or disobedience, and he is rewarded according

to his deeds. These doctrines were further developed

by his disciple, Abu-1-Hudail, who did not deny so

absolutely God's 'qualities,' but modified their mean
ing in the manner of the Greek ])hilosophers, viz.,

that every quality was also God's essence. The
attributes are thus not without but witliin Him,
and so far from being a multiplicity, they merely
designate the various ways of the manifestations

of the Godhead. God's will he declared to be a

peculiar kind of knowledge, through which God
did what He foresaw to be s,alutary in the end.

Man's freedom of action is only possible in this

world. In the next, all will be according to neces-

sary laws immutably preordained. The righteous

will enjoy everlasting bliss; and for the wicked,

everlasting punishment will be decreed. Another
very dangerous doctrine of his system was the

assumption that, before the Koran had been re-

vealed, man had already come to the conclusion of

right and wrong. By his inner intellect, he held,

everybody mu.st and does know—even without the

aid of the divinely given commandments— whether

the thing he is doing be right or wrong, just or

inijust, true or false. He is further supposed to

have held, that unless a man be killed by \'iolent

means, his life would neither be prolonged nor

shortened by ' supernatural ' agencies. His behef in

the traditions was also by no means an absolute one.

There was no special security, he said, in a long,

unliroken chain of witnesses, considering that one
falliljle man among them could corrupt the whole
truth.

Many were the branches of these Motazilites.

There were, apart from the disciples of Abu-1-

Hudail, of whom we have just spoken, the Jobbaians,

who adopted Abu Ali Al-Wahhab's (Al-Jobbai's)

opinion, to the effect, that the knowledge ascribed

to God was not an ' attribute ;
' nor was his know-

ing ' neccssai'y
;

' nor did sin prove anything as to

the belief or unbelief of him who committed it,

who would anyhow be subjected to eternal punish-

ment if he died in it, &c.—Besides these, there

were the disciples of Abu Hashem—the Hashemites,
who held that an infidel was not the creation of

God, who could not produce evil.—Another branch
of the M. were the disciples of Ahmed Ibn Hayet,
who held that Christ was the eternal word incar-

nate, and assumed a real body ; that there were
tw-o gods, or creators, one eternal, viz., the Most
High God, and the other not eternal, viz., Christ
.—not unlike the Socinian and Arian theories on
this subject ; that there is a successive transmigra-

tion of the soul from one body into another, and
that the last body will enjoy the reward or suffer

the punishments due to each soul ; and that God
wiU be seen at the resurrection -with the eyes of

understanding, not of the body.

Four more divisions of this sect are mentioned,

viz., the .Jahedhians, whose master's notion about the

Koran was, that it was ' a body that might grow
into a man, and sometimes into a beast, or to nave,

as others put it, two faces—one human, the other

that of an animal, according to the difl'crent inter-

pretations.' He further taught them, that the
damned would become fire, and thus be attracted by
hell ; also, that the mere belief in God and the
Prophet constituted a ' faithful.'—Of rather different

tendencies was AJ-Mozdar, the founder of the
branch of the Mozdariaus. He not only held the

Koran to be uncreated and eternal, but so far from
denying God the power of doing evil, he declared it

to be possible for God to be a liar and unjust.

—Another branch was formed by the Pasharians,

who, whUe they carried man's free agency rather

to excess, yet held that God might doom even
an infant to eternal jumishment— all the while
granting that He would be unjust in so doing.

—The last of these Motazilite sectarians we shall

mention are the Thamamiaus, who held, after their

master, Thamama, that sinners would iradergo

eternal damnation and punishment ; that free actions

have no jiroducing author ; and that, at the resurrec-

tion, aU infidels, atheists, Jews, Christians, Magians,
and heretics should be returned to dust. We can-

not, in this place, enlarge upon the different schools
645
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founded by the M., nor upon their subsequent f.ite.

The vast scientific developniont, however, which
their doctrines begot, .ind which resulted in tlie

encycloii.x'dic hibours called 'The Treatises of the

Sincere llrethren and True Friends,' are touched
upon under Sincere Brefiirkn (q. v. in Supple-
MENT).^See Weil, Oeschichte der Khnlifen ; Sale's

Koran ; Steiner, MutazUilen ; Dieterici, Transac-
lions of the. German Oriental Societij, &c.

MOUNTMELLICK, a market-town and seat

of poor-law union, iu Queen's County, province of

Leinster, Ireland. It is situated on the river

Owenass, a branch of the Barrow, 47 miles directly

westsouth-west from Dublin. The pop. in 1871
was 331.5. The town has long been a chief seat
of the Society of Friends, who established a manu-
factory of coarse woollen friezes and tweeds, by
which many poor children are employed. M. was
also the seat of other manufactures, especially a
foundry, a machine-factory, and a beet-root sugar
factory, the rcsidts of which, however, were dis-

appointing.

MOU'SA, an island of Shetland, remarkable for

an object of antiquity styled Burgh-Mousa, which
consists of a round tower of the class known in the
north of Scotland as Pictish towers. Eurgh-Mousa
occupies a knoll close ujion the rocky sea-beach,
from which m.aterials for its construction had been
taken. The whole fabric is composed of Hat slabs of

clay-slate, whicli have been easUy piled together in a
compact mass without the aid of mortar. In exterior

figure, the tower is round, inclining inwards about

lighted by apertures to the interior ; such dismal
holes being all that we (ind in the way of ajiart-

ments. It is customary to speak of an outer and
inner wall j but the two walls, if we so distinguish
them, are so firmly bountl together by the stair

and otherwise, as to aH'ord a united resistance to

.issault. Obviously, the structure was used as a
retreat in case of attack from foreign enemies,
against whom missiles could be showered down
from the species of battlement formed by the top

of the well-knit walls. According to tr.adition, the
tower of RIousa was occupied by Erland, a Nor-
wegian Jarl, about 1154, when it successfully

eudured a siege that w.os undertaken to recover a

runaw.ay lady ; but how any lady could have found
accommodatum in such miserable quarters, it is

difficult to conjecture. The Society of Scottish

.Antiquaries deserves thanks for having repaired
this line memorial of a former state of society in

Shetland. From its comparatively comi)lete state,

Biirgh-Mousa is considered a good specimen of the
Pictish towers, so called.

MOZDO'K, a town and fortress of South Russia,

in the government of Caucasus, on the Terek, about
142 miles north of Tiflis, on the route into Georgia.

Pop. 10,895, of very mixed descent, but chiefly

Armenians.

MUCH WOO'LTON (i. e.. Great WooUon), a
town of Lancashire, England, sLx miles cast-south-

east from Liverjraol. It has a handsome church,

with a tower and small dome, and scver.il other

places of worship. The to\vn is rapidly increasing in

size on account of the proximity
of a branch of the North-Western
Railway, which runs within two
miles. M. W. has long been
noted for a stone obtained from
a neighbouring quarry, which
gives cm)iloyment to a consider-

.able number of men. Pop. ilSTI)
4(U.'!. A small distance from
M. W. is the village of Little

Woolton with a pop. of about
1000.

Bnrgh-ilousa.

half-way up, and tlien bulging out near the top.

Near the foundation, its circmnference is 158 feet,

and it measures aliout 40 feet in height. On the
side next the sea, there is a doorw.ay, and that is

the only exterior aperture. If there were ever any
door-]iosts, they have disappeared ; it is fea.sibly

conjectured, however, that instead of emj)loj-ing a
door, the inmates had, on emergencies, built up the
opening, for which there is an abundance of loose

materials at hand. Entering the doorway, we find
the wall sixteen feet thick, and looking upwards,
feel as if we were at the bottom of a well, for the
circular interior has no flooring, and the top is open
to the sky. Ojiposite the doorway, there is an
entrance to a j^assage and stair, which wind
upwards, within the thickness of the wall, to the
summit of the building. At different places, there
are recesses, or galleries, leading off from the stair,

MU'CKERS, the popular name
of an extraordinary sect, which
sprung up at Kiinigsberg, in

(rermany, in 1835. The move-
ment seems to have originated in

the dualistic and Gnostic views
I'f John Henry Schiinherr (who
was bom .at Memcl in 1771, and
died .at Kiinigsberg in 1826) con-
cerning the origination of the
universe by the combination of

two spiritual and sensual prin-

ciples. His followers carried out
his system much more completely

than himself. The most notable of them were two
clergymen, Ebel and Diestel, the former an arch-
deacon. By them, sexu.al connection would seem
to h.ive been elevated into an act of worship, and
the chief means of the sauctification of the flesh,

by which the paradisiac state was to be restored.

Ebel .and Diestel founded a society, to whicli
women—some of noble birth—attached themselves.
Three ladies lived in Ebel's house, who were popu-
harly regarded as his three wives ; and Mr Hepworth
Dixon, in his work entitled Spiritual Wives (1SC8),

tells us th.at one of them, a young widowed countess,
whose beloved husband had fallen on the field of

LUtzen, and whom he enticed from the seclusion

and deep melancholy in which she lived, was de-

scribed by him as representing to him the principle

of Light (Liclit-natur) ; another of the ladies repre-

sented the principle of Darkness (Finstemiss-natur)

;
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and the third represented the principle of Union
( Umfassimij). The last was his legal wife, but
held the most subordinate place in his extra-

ordinary household. Ere long, public feeling was
e.Kcited against the M., who were said to be
guilty, under forms of piety, of the most odious
licentiousness in their meetings. The scandal
became great in Kiinigsberg, and a garden there
acquired the name of the Seraphs' Grove. The
subject was brought before the courts (1S39— 1S42),

and the result was that Ebel and Diestel were
degraded from their offices, and the latter was
further punished by imprisonment. It is alleged, !

however, by some who have examined the whole 1

evidence produced, that the decisions did not proceed
j

upon a calm judicial inquiry, but were dictated by
I

strong prejudice against the accused, on account
of their religious views and peculiar eccentricities ;

and, in particidar, that the evidence gives no support
whatever to the charge of licentiousness. Mr I

Hepworth Dixon has directed attention to the
[

similarity of the Mucker movement with th.at of

the Princeites (see Agapemone) in England, and
,

that of the Bible Communists or Perfectionists (q. v.)
j

in America ; all of which took place about the same !

time, and in connection with revival excitement,

although it may almost be regarded as certain that

the originators of these movements had not even
heard of each other.

MUD-FISH (Amia), a very curious genus of

fishes, forming the family Amiidm of the order
Ganoidei of Midler, although its position among the
Ganoidei is determined only by anatomical charac-

ters, in which it agrees with sturgeons and the rest

of that order, for the scales are not ganoid, and are

not osseous plates, but are flexible and rounded,
and destitute of enamel. Similar scales, however,
arc found in fossU genera regarded by Agassiz as

,

ganoid. In habit, the M. resembles osseous fishes
\

rather than ganoids. Except in the absence of

teeth on the tongue, the mouth resembles that of

a trout. The body is long and flexible, with a bony
vertebral column ; there are two nasal cirri ; the
head is flat, covered with a very thin mucous skin,

immediately imder which the bones appear as

scidptured plates. More than ten species are

known, natives of the fresh waters of America.
The WesteFvX M. (A. calva) is from a foot and a
half to three feet long, bluish-black above, white
below. It inhabits the great northern lakes of

North America, and is found as far south as

Carolina. It feeds chiefly on crawfish and other
crustaceans. It is not esteemed as an article of

food, although sometimes used by the Indians.

MUHESU'E, a town of India, in the territory of

Indore (q. v.), on the right bank of the Nerbudda,
j

2S0 miles north-east of Bombay. The fort contains

many houses within its enclosure, but is in bad
repair. There is a new palace, built of gray

basalt, and overcharged with sculptures of human
beings, and of elephants, tigers, and other animals.

There are also numerous and costly Hindu temples,

erected by Ah.alya Bai, relict of Kunda Rao, son of

Maharajah Mulhar Rao. The river, which is here

about 2000 feet wide, has a rapid stream of blue

water, rushing over a rocky bottom ; the banks are

CO or SO feet high in the dry season. Access to

the water is gained by a ghit, or vast flight of stone

staii"s, which extends below the water at its lowest

level. Pop. aboiit 17,000.

MULLER, Julius, a German theologian, was
born at Brieg, on Ajiril 10, ISOl, and is a brother of

Charles Otfried Midler (q. v.), the antiquary. He
studied at Breslau and Guttingen, .at first devoting

himself to law, but afterwards to theology. After

much mental struggle, he adopted religious views

opposed to those of the RationaUsts. In 1825, he
was appointed pastor at Schtinbninn and Rosen,
near Strehlen, where he remained seven years.

Having acquired a high reputation for theological

learning, he was appointed in 1831 second university

preacher in Gottingen, and there lectured on prac-

tical theology and pedagogics. The spirit in which
he laboured there may be seen from his sermons,

entitled Das Chrislliche Leben, seine Kampfe und
seine Vollendung (The Christian Life, its Struggles

and its Perfection ; Bresl. 1834 ; 3d ed. 1847). In

1834, he became Extraordinary Professor of The-
ology in Gottingen, and soon after Ordinary Pro-

fessor in Marburg, from which he went in 1839 to

occupy a similar chair in HaUe. The work on
which his reputation as a theologian chiefly rests is

that on Sin, Die Chrislliche Lelire von der Siinde

(BresL 1839 ; 3d ed., revised and enlarged, 2 vols.,

1849), which has been translated into English (2

vols., Edin. 1852—1853). He has since published

pamphlets on subjects of temporary interest, par-

ticularly in vindication of the cause of Evangelical

imion against the attacks of the rigid Lutherans

;

and in 1850, he began, in conjunction with Neander
and Nitzsch, a periodical, entitled DeuUche Zeit-

schrift fiir ChrUtliche Wissenschafi und Christliche

Leben (Journal of Christian Science and Christian

Life), to which he has since been a very frequent

contributor.

MUNKA'CS, a market-town of Hungary, situ-

ated on an affluent of the Theiss, 178 miles north-

east of Pesth. The inhabitants are mostly artisans,

and the chief production is hosiery. There are also

alum manufactories, saltpetre-works, and in the

vicinity, iron-works and mines of rock-crystal, called

Hungarian diamonds. A short distance east from
the town is the fortress (founded in 1359) of M.,

built upon an isolated height, which, although
small and insignificant-looking, yet, from its strong

walls and advantageous position, has, for the last

few centuries, mthstood many a siege. Since the

beginning of the present century, it has been used

as a state-prison. Pop. 7385.

MU'RGAB, a river of Central Asia, which rises

on the northern border of Afghanistan, in the Hindu
Kush, immediately to the north of the sources of the

Heri (q. v. in Supplement). The M. flows westward,
then north-westward, and finally northward, passing

from amongst the mountains in which it has its

source into the desert plains of Turkestan, where
the volume of its water gradually diminishes, until

it finally loses itself in a swamp in the sandy plain

of Merv, after a course of about 400 miles. In the

upper part of its course it receives many tributaries,

but none in the lower. The most noteworthy place

on its banks is Merv, or Meru (anc. Antiocluna

Marrjiana), a town of Independent Turkestan, about

300 miles south-east from Khiva. Merv was an
important town in the days of the Seljuk dj-nasty,

of which it was the capital, but is now very

ruinous.

MU'RO, an episcopal town of South Italy, in the

province of Potenza, 17 miles north-west of the

town of Potenza. Its castle, built on a height over-

looking the ravine, was the scene of the murder of

Joanna I., queen of Naples. Pop. (1861) 8260.

MU'SCULAR FORCE, Origin of. During
the last two years, the investigations of Pro-

fessor Fick and Wislicenus* of Zurich, of Professor

Frankland and of Professor Parkes, have completely

* A translation of their Memoir may be found in

the Philosophical Magazine for June 1866 (supple-

mentary number).
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overthrown the physiological views on this subject

held previous to the year IStili. While the infer-

ence from previous experiments was, that the effect

of exercise ^^•as to cause a very large increase

in the elimination of carbon, ami a much smaller,

but very ]>crceptible increase in the elimination of

nitrogen, Fick and Wislicenus (from observations

made on the excretion of nitrogen during the ascent
;

of the Faulhorn) deny altogether the increase of the

nitrogen, and come to the couclusiou, that the force

generated in the muscles is the result of the burning

(oxidation) of non-nitrogenous substances (fats or

carbo-hydrates), and not of the burning of the

albuminous constituents of muscular tissue ; and
j

they conclude, that the nitrogenous constituents of i

muscles are rather to be regarded as forming the
I

machine in which these fats or carbo-hydrates are

burned, than as the subjects which are burned.

Dr Frankland (Philomphical Marjazine, September

1866) arrives at the conclusion that the non-nitro-

genous coustituents of the food, such as starch,

tat, &c., are the chief sources of the actual energy

which becomes partially transformed into muscular

work. He does not, however, deny to the albumin-

ous matters a co-operation in the production of

muscular power, but he regards their chief use as

being to renew tte muscular tissue. The nuiscles

are thus the source both of animal heat and of mus-

cular force. The Latest investigator of this import-
]

ant subject is Professor Tarkes, who communicated

the result of his inquiries to the Eoyal Society (see

Proceedinqs of the Boyal Society, Nos. 89 and 94,

1807). Two series of experhnents were made on

soldiers .at Netley. Two men were kept on ordinary
^

diet and on usual work for four days ; were then

kept iu perfect rest for two days, on a diet free

from nitrogen : then finally returned for four

d.ays more to their usual food and work. In the

second series, the same course was adojited, except

that througliout the whole period the men took a
,

constant quantity (302 grains) of nitrogen daily. !

The conclusions deduced by Dr Farkes from these

experiments were, th.at Professors Fick and \yi3li-

ceuus are quite correct in stating that there is no

increase of nitrogen eliminated during the period of

exercise. There is, on the contrary, a slight

decrease. They are not correct in stating that there

is no increase after exercise, for there is a percep-

tible, though not a very large increase. ' Without
going into an analysis of the experiments, which 'i

would oceu])y too much space, I believe,' says Dr
Parkes in his Sanitary Report, contained in the last

volume of the Army Statistical, Sa7tita>-y,and Medi- I

cal Heports, 1867, )). 346, ' my results indicate that

our ideas of the origin of muscular force and of
|

nutrition gcner.illy, must be modified ; tluat during

action, muscles ai>propriate nitrogen, and grow ; and

that they do not give it oil' and waste, as was
formerly supposed, or undergo no change, as Fick

and Wislicenus believe. In other words, forma-

tion of nitrogenous tissues goes on during action,

and removal of nitrogen goes on during rest. The
mechanical force manifested during muscular action

is, however, probably derived from changes in the

carbo-hydrates, especially the fats, which changes

are connected with the appropriation of nitrogen by
the muscles.'

The theory of muscular action which he proposes

for consideration is this. During action, the muscles

apj)ropriate nitrogen ; this act is accompanied by
changes in the carbo-hydrates, which lead to the

manifestation of mechanical force ; these changes

lead to effete products (lactic acid, &c.) in the

muscles, which, as a^iears from Ranke's experi-

ment.^, stop their contraction. Then ensues an
action of oxygen upon the nitrogenous framework

of the muscle, and a removal of the effete product-s

of the carbo-hydrates, so that the nuiscle becomes

again capable of ai^jiropriating nitrogen, and of

acting. The ainount of truth in this theory nuist

be decided by the investigations of others ; it seems

the only one which can explain the facts, if these

have been correctly made out.

Although it is mainly to the above-named physiol-

ogists that we owe our recently acquired knowledge,

it deserves mention that previous investigations

undertaken on different but alhed subjects by other

physiological chemists, .as, for example, Dr Edward
Smith, Lawes and Gilliert, Playfair, and Haughton,

are entirely in accordance with our new views.

IMUSIC RECORDER. Many forms of app.ar.a-

tus have been invented for writing down music in a

legible form by the very act of i)laying it on a keyed

instrument, such as the ]iianoforte or orgau. Begin-

ning with 1747, various attempts had been made to

effect this object, when, in 1803, Mr Fenby invented

and p.ateuted his Plionograph, iu which he brought

in the aid of electro-magnetism. His chief aim, as an

improvement on jirevious api)ar.atiis, was to devise

a method of denoting the length of the notes, as well

as their pitch and the interval between them. On
pressing down any key of the instrument, a stud on

the under side touches a spring ; the spring sets in

action a small electro-magnetic apparatus, which

causes a tracer to pass against a strip of jiajier

moving onward at a uniform rate by means of a

cylinder and clockwork. The paper is chemically

jircparcd, so as to receive a brown stain whenever

the tracer passes along its surf.ace. The lengtli of

each note is exjiressed by horizontal dashes of greater

or less length, made by the tracer ; and the arrange-

ment is such as to denote the lines of the stave as

Hell as the character of the note, liy subsidiary

adjustments, the ajiparatus is m.ade to express

accidental sharjis and fiats, changes of time, &o.

The Abbe Moigno's PItonaiitorjraph, introduced to

the British Associ.ation m 1860, is a contrivance

—

not for noting down sounds in any kind of musical

notation—but for causing a vibrating surface to tell

its number and character of vibrations. A kind of

spheroidal drum is covered at one end with a dia-

phragm or stretched membrane ; a sheet of pajier is

carried along this drum-head by means of clock-

work ; and a system of small levers moves a pen.

A tuning-fork, an organ-pipe, or the voice is sounded

in proximity to the drum, the body of air within

which acts as a reinforcement of the sound ; the

membrane vibr.ates in a manner which can be felt

by the ])en, although not seen by the eye ; and the

pen makes zigzag markings on the paper. When
the sound is produced by a tuning-fork or an organ-

pipe, the zigzag lines are so regular th:it they serve

to count the number of vibrations lielonging to each

particular note. When the soimd is that of a sing-

ing voice, the markings become very peculiar,

especially iu such words as contain the gutturals

)•, rj, &c.

MU'TTRA, a town of British India, capital of

the district of the same name, 97 miles south-south-

east of Delhi, is situ.ated on the right bank of the

Jumna. The fort was built by the celebrated astro-

nomer, Jey Singh (who became Prince of Amber in

1693) ; and on the roof of one of the apartments is

a ruinous observatory, contaiuiug a great number of

astronomical instruments. Access is had to the

river—which, along with the town, is considered

sacred by the Hiudus—by numerous ghits, orna-

mented with little temples ; and its banks are,

every morning and evening, crowded by devotees

of aU ages and both sexes, to perform their relii'i"us

exercises. In Hindu Mythology, it is regarded
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a3 the birthijlace of the divinity Krishna. In

honour of the monkey-god Hanuman, monkeys are

here protected and fed, being allowed to swarm every-

where. There are also great numbers of parroquets,

peacocks, and sacred bulls at large, without owners.

There is a very extensive military cantonment

about a mUe south of the town. M. appears at

au early period to have been of much more import-

ance than it is at present ; and its enormous wealth

and splendour made it an object of attack to the

first Afghan invaders. Mahmud of Ghuznee, in

1017, gave it up to plunder, breaking down and

burning all the idols, and amassing a vast quantity

of gold and silver, of which the idols were made.

After this calamity, it sank into comparative

obscurity. In October 180.3, it was, without resist-

ance, occupied by the British troops. Pop. 65,749.

MYNPURI, a town of British India, capital of a

district of the same name, is situated on the banks

of the smaU river Esun, an affluent of the Ganges,

160 mUes south-east of Delhi. It lies at an eleva-

tion of C20 feet above the sea, and is a favourite

station for troops, as provisions and water are

abundant and good. M. possesses a Jain temple.

The rebels were driven from this place in 1857.

Pop. 20,921.

N
A'FTIA, Lago, a curious small

lake in Sicily, about two nules

from Mineo, in Catania. It is

situated in a plain, amidst craggy

hUls, and is of a circular form,

commonly 60 or 70 yards in

diameter, and about 15 feet deep, but
in dry weather shrinking to a much
smaller size, and being occasionally alto-

gether dried up. In the midst of it are

three small craters, two of which perpetu-

ally send up water iu jets to the height of two or

three feet; the third is more intermittent. The
water is greenish, or turbid, and has an odour of

bitumen. The whole lake resembles a boding

caldron, from the escape of carbonic acid gas, rush-

ing upwards with great force. The atmosphere is

consequently fatal to birds attempting to fly

across the surface of the lake, and to small animals

which approach it to satisfy their thirst ; and an

approach to it is attended with headache and
other painful circumstances to man himself. The
ancients regarded these phenomena with great

dread. They supposed that Pluto, when carrying

off Proserpine, drove his fiery steeds through this

lake, ere his descent to the lower regions. A temple

was erected here to the gods of the two craters, the

Jjii Palki, who were supposed to be twin sons of

Jupiter by the nymjih ThaUa. Pilgrims flocked to

this shrine ; and it afl'orded an inviolable asylum to

slaves who had fled from their masters. An oath

by the Dii Palici was never broken by the master,

who found himself compelled here to come to terms

with his runaway slave. No remains of the temple

of the Dii PaUci'are left, although it is described as

having been magnificent.

NA'GY KARO'LY (i. e.. Great Karoly), a town

of Hungary, capital of the county Szathmar, 37 mUes
east-north-east from Debreczin, on a small feeder of

the Theiss. It has several important annual fairs,

and a trade in corn and cattle. Pop. 10,670.

NAMAYCTJSH {Salmo namaycush), a fish nearly

allied to the salmon and trout, a native of the great

lakes and interior rivers of North America. It is

often taken of a size varying from 20 to 40 lbs., and

is said sometimes to reach 60 lbs. It is much
esteemed for the table. It is caught at the same

fisheries with the stiU more prized 'SYhitefish (q. v.).

NA'NAS, a town of Hungary, in the midst of

extensive morasses, about 110 miles east-north-east

from Pesth. The popidation, partly Protestant and

partly Roman Catholic, is employed in cattle-

husbandry and agricultural pursmts. Pop. 11,337.

NANA SAHIB, a Hindu, one of the leaders of

the sepoy revolt of 1857. He was said to be the

son of a Brahman from the Deccan, and his real

name was Dhundu Punt. He was born about 1820,

and was adopted as a sou in 1827 by Bajee Rao,

the childless ex-peishwa of Poona, thereby, accord-

ing to Hindu law and custom, acquiring most of the

rights of a legitimate son. He was educated as a

Hmdu nobleman—taught English, and brought

much in contact with the European officers, in

whose amusements he seemed fond of participating.

A decision was, however, come to by the govern-

ment of Calcutta, that they should not recognise

rights to pensions or indemnities acquired by
adoption ; and in consequence, N. S. was refused the

continuance of a pension of eight lacs of rupees,

paid to his adopted father under a treaty made in

1818. This is believed to have rankled in his mind,

along with slights he received from the supercdioua

EncSsh youth"with whom he came in contact. He
was allowed to retain some of the state of a native

prince—a retinue of 200 soldiers, with 3 field-pieces,

and a fortified residence at Bithoor, 10 miles west

of C'awnpore. "When the mutiny broke out in May
1857, he offered to assist the English, but instead,

he treacherously placed himself at the head of the

mutineers. The European troops were induced, on

the 2oth of June, to capitulate to N. S., who pro-

mised they should be sent down the Ganges in

safety. They got on board boats provided for them,

but had no sooner done so, than two guns were

unmasked, and a murderous fire was opened upon

them. The sepoys were ordered to shoot the men,

but to spare the women and children, who, wlien

their husbands and parents had been shot, were

removed to a house in C'awnpore. On the 15th

July, Sir H. Havelock, who had advanced to their

assistance from AUahabad, defeated the sepoys in

two eni'agements, one within 8 miles of C'awnpore

;

and N. S. next day directed that the women and
children should be put to death, an order carried

out with unparalleled atrocity. A long series of

engagements against N. S. followed, in which he was
always the loser, and he was ultimately driven

beyond the English frontier into NepaiU. In 1860,

his death was announced, but two years later, new
movements were discovered, which were attributed

to him, and it is not certainly known whether he

is dead or alive. Several persons have been arrested

on suspicion of being N. S., but in aU cases a mistake
649
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has been made. A column has been erected at

Cawnporc in memory of those who perished in the

massacre.

NAPOLEON-VENDEE, or BOURBON-
VENUftE, a town of France, tlie capital of the

dep. of Vendee, pleasantly situated on a hill

on the 'right bank of the Yon, .'j? miles south

from Nantes. The tomi has no manufactures, and

little trade, but derives its importance chiefly from

its being tiie seat of dejiartmental administration.

The town contained only 800 inhabitants when
Nai>olcon I. selected it for the capital of the depart-

ment, granted gi-eat sums for its improvement, and

gave it its present name, which was changed to

Bovfhon- Vendee at the restoration of the Bourbon

family, the name Napukon- Vendee coming again

into use on the accession of Napoleon III. I'op. (in

18GG) 6701.

NA'RDO (anc. Nerehim), a towTi of South Italy,

in the province of Lecce, 8 miles north-north-

east from Gallipoli. N. has manufactures of cotton

goods and snuff, from cotton and tobacco grown

m the neighbourhood. The s\UTOunding coimtry

abounds in olive plantations. Pop. (ISGI) 7513.

NASSrCK, or NASHIK, atown of British India,

in the presidency of Bombay, and district of Ahmed-
nuggur, 95 miles north-east of Bombay, on the river

Godavery, not far from its source. It is a town of

great sacredness in the estimation of the Hindus

—

more revered than even Benares—is a great place

of pilgrimage, the chief seat of Brahmanism in the

Deccan, and the residence of many families of Brah-

mans, some ol them living in great atiluence. It

contains many temples, which are built along both

banks of the Godavery, and on rocks in the river.

They are all of black basalt, and dedicated to Siv,a.

Of far greater interest, however, are the Buddhist

caves, about 5 miles from the town, which are situ-

ated in a conical hill, at a height of about 100 yards

from its b.ase. 'J'hey are rudely executed. The tigures

which they contain are in a state of good preserva-

tion, and the leading figures are those of Buddha ;

but the whole character of the remains is thought

to indicate Buddhism in a state of transition or

compromise with Brahmanism. One cave is 45 feet

square, and its flat roof is wholly unsupported.

Notwithstanding the Buddhist origin and character

of these caves, the Brahmans of N., for the sake of

gain, encourage the popular reverence for them. N.

contains a resident pop. of about 25,000.

NATIONAL EDUCATION, Systeiis of, the

provision made by various states for the education

of their citizens. In England, the term national

education is commonly used as implying only a

pro\'ision made for the instruction of children of

the poorer classes. But it is capable of a much
more extensive application, and in most of the

countries in which the state provides for the edu-

cation of the people, the state regidates, more or

less, all instraction, from that of the jirimary

school to that of the university. In England

national education has no existence. The Parish

.Schools (q. V.) of Scotland at one time made a near

approach to being national, but the altered religious

circumstances of the country have made them cease

to be so. The imperfect means adopted to supply

the deficiency in both parts of the kingdom, are

described under the head of Privy Cou.vcil, Com-

mittee OF, ON Education. See also Schools,

Public and Grammar ; Industrial Schools ;

Reforhlatory Schools, &c. In Ireland the foun-

dation of a really national system was laid in 18.3.'J

in the ' National Schools ' (supplemented since by
the Queen's Colleges and University), the principle

of which is briefly stated under Ireland. These
C50

schools have exhibited a steady and even 8nri)rising

progress, when we consider the determined opposi-

tion they have met with from powerful ecclesiasti-

cal parties, both Catholic and Protestant. In several

of the British colonies the local legislatures have
boldly dealt with the question on the national

princi]>le, in opjiosition to the denominational. See

Victoria. As this is likely to be one of the first

important subjects to come before the reformed

parliament, it may be opportune to give our reailers

a sketch of what some neighbouring nations have
done in regard to it. Before entering upon the

description which we propose to give of the prin-

cip.al systems of national education, it will bo pro-

per to give some account of the oi)stacles which
have hitherto prevented the establishment of a

national system among ourselves, and to indicate

some of the matters as to which we have to look

for instruction from foreign experience.

And, first, in Great Britain the establishment of

a national system of education, and of all inter-

ference with education on the part of the state,

has until latelj' been opposed u])on principle by a

numerons and respectable body of politicians. They
for the most i)art consisted of Dissenters of the

middle class, who, beginning with Voluntaryism in

ecclesiastical matters, had passed on—at least the

leaders had—to the doctrine of laissez /aire in

politics. The otht'rs were chiefly speculative per-

sons, deeply imbued with the same doctrine, who,
profoundly disbelieving in the wisdom of statesmen,

and the capacity of officials, and apparently in the

possibility of foresight in large affairs, held that the

state should undertake as little as possible, and
leave things to what they called their natural

course. The arguments used by these two classes

were not always alike. Individuals of the former

class were apt to go back to the religious ground
from which they started, maintaining that educa-

tion o\ight to be religious, th.at the state ought not

to te.acii religion, that tlierefore education was out

of the province of the state. But what the spokes-

men of both classes most insisted on was this, that

education should be left to the law of snp])ly and
demand, or rather, to the voluntary action of indi-

viilnals, single or combuied. It was in that way,
they declared, that the education of the people

could bo most beneficially carried on ; for so carried

on, it would always bo, both in kind and in extent,

what, on the whole, the circumstances of the people

required. In the hands of government, they said,

an educational system must be, more or loss, an

instrument of state. And at the best, the extent

and the quality of the instruction provided must
depend upon the will of persons who might be very
ignorant of the wants of the people. They used
declam.ation about the bad way in which govern-

ments did everything they attempted ; about tlie

danger of creating a host of new officials ; and
about the impropriety of interfering wth natural

laws, and of discouraging voluntary agency. Then
they enlarged ujion the great progress which educa-

tion had made in England since the beginning of

this century, independently, as they said, of the

state—maintaining not only that it had been as

great as the circumstances of the country per-

mitted, but that it was almost as much as the state

had accomplished in any country; and that it

proved that in England, supply ami demand, or the

vobmtary princii)le, would soon provide for the edu-

cation of the whole ])eople. The greater part of the

increase in the snjjply of education, so far as it

was not due to the action of the state, had come
from the benevolent exertions of individuals. But
their chief reliance was upon the agency of indi-

viduals or societies inspired by benevolence or
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religious zeal. They held that the same objections

did not apply to voluntary organisations which lay

against the state ; tliey declared that it was the

great glory of England to accomplish by such
means things which elsewhere were attempted only
by the state. Combined voluntary action, they
said, was consonant with the national habits and
institutions ; it was a part of the system which
had made the English a free, self-reliant, and
enterprising race ; it should be fostered, not dis-

couraged ; and it was worth our while to pay a
price if necessary, rather than let it be superseded
by the action of the state.

It was answered, first, that the commercial principle

of supply and demand, unless supplemented by the
benevolence of individuals, could not be expected
to educate the people except by very slow degrees

;

that education must create the demand for educa-
tion ; that children of the lower classes in large tomis,
unless assistance or stimulation came to them from
without, had at present no more chance of receiving

instruction than if they were living in Africa. And
the nation would lose incalculably by delay in

educating the masses ; for nothing would so greatly
increase its jiower and prosperity, so materially

improve the condition of the humbler classes, as

the education of the whole people. The importance
of voluntary agencies was admitted ; but why was
the state to be precluded from at least co-operating
with them ? The state, it was said, had a greater

interest in educating the people than any of her
citizens could have ; and, moreover—this was the
real question—could undertake it more successfidly.

Voluntary agencj', it was maintained, was too slow,

too uncertain, too spasmodic in operation, to be
pennanently and solely rehed upon in a matter of

such gre.at national concern. The friends of state

action confidently appealed to the experience of

foreign countries as shewing the superior efficiency

of state education, and pointed to the effects which
government stimulation, on a limited scale, had had
at home. It is now several years since this contro-

versy was at its height. The Voluntaries have
|

since that been acquiescing in the interference of

the state with education ; and recently, several of
i

their foremost men have frankly admitted that

'

they had been mistaken, and that the state, by
what it has done for education, has made good its ,

claim to the regidation of it. The course of political
i

events has recently added greatly to the importance
of popidar education ; and at jn'esent it may be said

that there is practically no opposition upon prin-
ciple to the control of education by the state.

There have always, however, been obstacles to the
establishment of a national system more formidable
than the opposition of the Voluntaries, and these

|

appear to remain unabated.
|

The most important of them are those which are
concerned with the place, if any, to be assigned to
religion in the school instruction. Upon this matter, '

there is a conflict of opinions Avhich seems almost
irreconcilable. A party, which is growing in num-
bers, and which is respectable from its activity and
intelligence, holds that the state shoidd give nothing 1

but seodar instruction ; that religion is beyond its
|

proWnce, and shoidd not be taught within its '

schools ; that, indeed, with a population divided
into numerous sects, a practicable scheme of state
education embracing religion cannot be devised.

To this party, a portion of the English Voluntaries
now seems disposed to ally itself. There are others
who believe it possible to teach an imdenominational
Christianity in schools ; who desire that the state
schoolm.aster should confine himself to this ; and
that dogmatic teaching should be left to the reli-

gious bodies. A third party hold that dogmatic '

teaching should be given in state schools ; that
religious teaching, to have any value, must be dog-

matic ; but that arrangements might be made for

the religious instruction of children by persons of

their own persuasions ; and, at anyrate, that children

should be exempted from the religious instruction

given in a school, if their parents should so desire.

The most numerous body of all are satisfied with
the system of aiding denominational schools which
now exists ; because they approve of schools being,

as for the most part they now are, under clerical

supervision, and fear that by any change the influ-

ence of the clergy upon education would be weak-
ened. Among the managers of Church of England
schools, fault is scarcely found with more than one
point in the present system ; there is an incessant

agitation against the ' Conscience Clause,' which the
state has placed among the conditions of its aid,

by which is stipulated that religious instruction shall

not be given contrary to the wish of the parent.

Between the Denominationalist and the Secularist

there is a difference which scarcelj^ admits of com-
promise ; and until they agree, a national system
is hardly possible. The former would most prob-
ably oppose any scheme for supplementing the
Denominational system—for the purpose of educat-
ing the classes which this system does not educate
•—unless it were to include reUgious teaching.

The question of religious instruction has been
found a troublesome one in nearly every country
where the state regulates education, and there ia

nothing more instructive, in foreign experience, than
the ways in which, in different systems, this diffi-

culty has been disposed of. Ne.xt to this, the most
important thing to be observed is, the parts which,
in different systems, are assigned to the state and
to the locality respectively ; for it is unquestionable
that there are some dangers attaching to state

education, when the influence of the state is pre-
dominant, and th.at the function of the state in

education must be carefully defined. By the mere
selection of school-books, the state could powerfully
influence the rising generation ; and in Austria, and,
it is said, in France also, the school has been made
use of as an instrument of state policy. "With a
popular government, however, there is not much
risk of it being used for sinister purposes ; and in
this country, we are in more danger of having
recourse too little to the powers of the state than of
trusting it too much. The possibility of making
education compulsory, is another matter upon which
foreign systems of education throw much light : we
are perhaps more interested in noting how far
indirect methods can be resorted to for compelling
attendance at the schools. Uj)on the limits of
the instruction which should be attempted in
schools for the poorer classes—a subject which has
been much discussed in connection nith the Revised
Code of 1861—and upon the residts of government
regulation of the middle and upper schools also,

there is much to be learned from the foreign educa-
tional systems. We begin with

State-education in Holland.

There are several countries in which—if school
statistics could be taken as a test—popular instruc-
tion is more widely diffused than it is in Holland

;

but in no European country is it so uncommon to
meet a man who cannot easily read and write.
The primary schools of Holland have a high repu-
tation for the solidity of the insti-uction they
impart, and have, by competent observers, been
declared to be the best in Europe. A small and
wealthy state— rich, too, in the public spirit of its

citizens—with a population singidarly docile and
orderlj', the task of educating the people has been

651
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for HoUaiul cxcci>tionally free from difficulty. It

had the st.Ti't of most other Eiiro]H an nations in the

work of popul.ir education. So far back as 1811, its

primary schools had been celebr.ated in a Report by
the famous ('uvier. It h.as h.ad an education law
since 1806 ; and of this law, though it underwent
modiHcatiou in 1S57, it is necessary to give some
acco\mt. Its author was M. Van Den Ende, who,
from 180G till IS.".'?, had the superiuteudence of

pojiular education in the country.

On the face of it, this law seemed far from making
a complete pro^-ision for the education of the jieople

;

it left much— in any other country, it would have
been a great deal too much—to the )niblifi spirit of

local authorities. It did not make education com-
pulsory ; it did not even enforce the establishment
of public schools ; but it provided for two things
being done thoroughly—the inspection of the schools

and the examination of the teachers—and to this

seems to have been chiefly due its eminent success.

Each province of Holland was formed into a certain
number of school-districts, and over each school-

district was placed an inspector. The insjiector was
made supreme over primary instruction in his dis-

trict, lie was a member of every school-committee,
and school-committees could be named only with
his concurrence ; no teacher, public or private,

could exercise his calling without his permission

;

and he inspected every school in liis district twice a
year. The united inspectors of the prov'ince formed
the provincial commission for primary education.
This commission met three times a year, and
received from each of its members a report upon his

district ; once a year, it sent a deputy to the Hague,
to form, with the deputies from other provinces, a
commission to discuss and regulate school-matters,

imder the direction of the Minister for the Home
Department and his Inspector - general. The
inspectors in the various jirovinces were appointed
by the Home Office, on the presentation of the
provincial commission. It has been said that in

Holland public spirit is very strong. State-employ-
ments are thus deemed very honourable ; and the
inspectors gave their services gratuitously— receiv-

ing only an allowance for expenses. It was
one of the duties of the provincial commission to

examine teachers for certificates. First, the
teacher had to get a general admission—a certi-

ficate of competency, admitting him into the
teaching profession ; he had to get a special admis-
sion also, before he could exercise his profession.

There were four grades of certificates—the first

or second grade had to be obtained by a school-

master, public or private, in the towns ; the third

grade qualified for a village-school ; the fourth
grade was for under-masters and assistants. To
the highest grade were admitted those candidates
only who gaye signs of a distiiii/tiiflied culture. For
public masterships, when they fell vacant, a com-
petitive examination was held ; the successful can-

didate received his special admission— his appoint-
ment to exercise his profession in the school. For
special admission as a jirivate teacher, there was
no second examination ; it was in the poM'er of the
raunicijiality, with the concurrence of the inspector,

to grant it upon application. Although there were
no obligatory provisions in the law, the provincial

and communal administrations were charged by the
government to provide the means of instruction in

their localities, to insure a comfortable subsistence
for teachers, and to obtain a regular attendance of

the children in the schools ; and they did aU this

to the best of their ability. Free schools for the
poor were pro\'ided in the towns ; in the villages,

schools to which the poor were admitted gratui-

tously. Every effort was used, both by the lay

authorities and the clergy, to draw poor children

into the schools ; and the schoolmasters were ])ro-

vided with incomes much superior to what is usually
paid to sclioolmasters in any other European coun-
try. To this M. Cuvier attributed much of the
success of the Dutch schools. Some of the best
scholars were kept in the school to assist in the
teaching ; they became under-masters, and eventu-
ally masters ; and thus, even before the institution

of normal schools, an efficient body of teachers was
provided. In the normal schools which were after-

wards established, school-methods and the practice

of teaching formed a more prominent part of the
instruction than in those of other countries. It

soon api>eared, that the free schools for the poor in

towns were giving better instruction than cmild be
obtained by the lower middling classes ; and inter-

mediate schools had to be established in the towns
(lusschen-sclioolen), in which, for a small fee, an
excellent education was provided. Above the inter-

mediate school was the French school, in which,
besides a sound commercial education, modern
languages were taught ; above that was the Latin
school, giving a classical education, and ])rcparing

for the universities. Tlie classical schools and the
universities of Holland do not receive from foreign

observers the commendation so freely bestowed
upon the other parts of the educational system of

the country.

Under this law, the jiublic schools were non-
denominational ; no dogmatic instruction was to be

given by the teacher or in the school ; but the
instruction was to be such as to 'train its recipients

for the exercise of all social and Christian virtues.'

The religious edncation of the children, however,
was not overlooked. The government exhorted the
clergy of the different communions to take u]ion

them the religious instruction of children of their

o\^^^ persuasions ; and this the clergy willingly did

—giving up a portion of every Sunday to this duty.

The schoolmaster instructed the children in the
truths common to all religions, and on Saturd.ays,

when the Jews were -absent, in the New Testament
and the Life of Christ. M. CuWer, in 1811, stated

that he found the education religious, though not
dogmatic ; and in 1S3G, high satisfaction with it

was expressed by M. Cousin, an earnest advocate of

religious education. It was thought that the
Dutch schools had proved the possibility of teaching
in schools an unseetarian Christianity. But it was
chiefly upon this point that the controversy arose

which led to the enactment of 1857 ; and as regards

it, it cannot be said that the controversy is yet
ended.
There were other matters which excited a demand

for the alterations then made in the law. The
constitution of 1S4S had granted the liberty of

instruction, and was therefore in conflict with
the law of 1806. The school-attendance had
been falling ofi'. Some of the municipalities had
been evading their duty to the schoolmasters and
the schools. It was thought desirable that the
duties of the commune in regard to education
should be carefully defined by law. The changes
made, however, were not of much practical import-
ance.

The law of 1857 granted ' liberty of instruction ;'

still requiring from the private teacher the certifi-

cate of competency, it rid him of the veto of the
municipality and the insi)ector. It expressly pre-

scribes that primary schools, in each commune,
shall be at the commune's charge ; they are to be in

sufficient number; and the states' deputies and
the supreme government are to judge whether, in

any commune, they are in sufiicieut number or not.

If the charge of its schools is too hea\'y for a
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commune, it receives a grant in aid, of which the
state and the province each contributes half ; but
there ia no fixed point at which the commune can
demand this aid. The law fixes the minimum salary

for a schoolmaster at 400 HorLns (about £34) ; for

an imder-master at 200 florins. (The schoolmaster's
salary, however, is usually much higher ; in towns,
not unfrequently four times as much.) It provides

that when the number of scholars exceeils 70, the

master is to have the aid of a pupil-teacher ; when
it exceeds 100, of an under-master; when it exceeds

150, of an under-master and pupil-teacher; for every
50 scholars above this last niunber, he is allowed
another pupU-teacher ; for every 100 scholars,

another under-master. School-fees are to be exacted
only of those who can afford to pay them ; and the

muiiicii:)alities are enjoined to ' provide as far as

possible for the attendance at school of all children

whose parents are in the receipt of public rehef.'

The law defines the subjects of primary instruction

as follows ; Reading, writing, arithmetic, the ele-

ments of geometry, of Dutch grammar, of geography,

of history, of the natural sciences, and singing.

There is stUl a competitive examination for the

office of public schoolmaster ; a list of those who
have acquitted themselves best is made up by the

inspector and a committee of the communal council,

and from this list the selection is made by the

whole body of the coimcil. For the provincial

commission, consisting of the inspectors of the

province, there has been substituted a salaried

provincial inspector ; and the provincial inspectors

are assembled ouce a year to deliberate upon the

state of primary instruction. The Minister of the

Home Department, assisted by a referendary, is

the supreme authority in matters connected with
education.

Upon the subject of religious instruction, the law
was left unaltered. The enactment of 1857 pro\-ides

as follows :
' Primary instruction, while it imparts

tlie information necessary, is to tend to develop the

reason of the young, and to train them to the

exercise of all Christian and social Wrtues. The
teacher shall abstain from teaching, doing, or per-

mitting anything contrary to the respect due to

the convictions of Dissenters. Religious instruction

is left to the difi'erent religious communions. The
schoolroom may be put at their disposal for that
purpose, for the benefit of chUdi-en attending school,

out of school-hours,' This was the conclusion

arrived at, after much excited discussion.

In 1S4S, all religions were, in Holland, placed by
the law on a perfect equahty ; and immediately
tliereafter, an attack was begun by the Romau
Cathohcs on the religious instruction of the schools.

Professedly neutral, they maintained that it was
really Protestant, and probably they were right.

The schoolmasters, on the demand of the Roman
Catholics, were enjoined to comply more strictly

with the law ; and thereupon there began among
the orthodox Protestant bodies a violent agitation

against the law—a movement for connecting every

public school with some religious communion. The
Roman Catholics, believing that in Holland neutral

schools must be Protestant, desired that the instruc-

tion should be purely secular ; and a considerable

party among the Protestants contended for the

same object. The only i)arty in favour of the exist-

ing law were the R-ationalist or New-school Pro-
testants, who attach more importance to the moral
and civilising side of Christianity than to its dog-
matic aspects. Between the Deuominationahsts
on one hand and the Seculai'ists on the other, the
victory fell to this last party. Of course, the decision

was a compromise ; and neither the High Protestant

party nor the Roman Catholics regard it with

satisfaction. The consequence has been that, ad-

vantage being taken of the newly-conceded freedom

of instruction, there has been a great increase

in the number of private elementary schools con-

ducted on the denominational basis. The non-

denominational school in Holland cannot be con-

sidered entirely successftd, since the opposition to

it seems to be leading to primary education being

to a considerable extent taken out of the control

of the state.

State-education in Switzerland.

In no part of Europe has the education of the

people been more successfiUly prosecuted than in

Switzerland. In all the cantons, French and Ger-

man, it has been carefidly attended to by the

governing bodies; and for small commimities, pro-

dded the rulers have intelligence and public spirit,

it is comparatively a simple and easy task. To
those who are interested in school-methods and
school-management, nothing can be more instruc-

tive than tile education of the German cantons.

Their primary schools are unsurpassed; those of

the canton Aargau have the reputation of being the

best in Europe. The exjierience of the French
cantons throws light upon more than one of the

questions which occur in the construction of a
national system. It is with the latter class of

questions that we are concerned ; and to the French
cantons—Geneva, Vaud, Freiburg, Neufchatel, and
the Valais—the following statement is confined.

In these five cantons, the school-system was,

imtil recently, the same in its main outlines; it

was a system designed to put public education in

harmony with the democratic constitutions estab-

lished after the war of the Sonderbund. In
Vaud, it was founded in 1846; in Geneva and
Freiburg, in 1S4S; in the Valais, in 1849; and in

Neufchatel, in 1850. In Freiburg, it underwent
modification in 1856. Its main features were as

follows : The communes were required to provide

and maintain puljlic schools, the state assisting

them when the charge became too heavy. In
general, every place with more than 20 children of

school-age was required to have its school ; every

place with more than 50 or 60, a second school

;

and so on. Infant-schools were recommended and
aided by the state, but their establishment was not

made obligatory. The councQ of state—the supreme
executive—of the canton appointed a Board of

Public Instruction to exercise the government of

education ; but in important matters, an appeal lay
from this body to the council ; and by the coimcU
only could a master be dismissed. The municipality

appointed a communal school-committee, which had
the local superintendence of the schools. Ministers

of religion were eligible for this body, but were not
members of it by virtue of office. It was the duty
of the school-committee to visit the schools of its

commime not less than once a fortnight, besides

holding a public general examination of them once

a year. The teacher requu-ed to get a certificate of

capacity; the examinations for the certificate being

under the management of the Board of Public
Instruction. In Vaud, however, five years' serWce
in a public school exempted a teacher from the
obligation of a certificate ; and in other cantons, it

does not seem to have been rigidly insisted on.

For vacant masterships, there was a competitive
examination, to which persons quaUHed by certi-

ficate or service only were properly admitted; in

A^aud, however, failing qualified persons, other

candidates might be ailmitted to examination, and
provisionally appointed. In Geneva, Freiburg, and
the Valais, there were school inspectors who periodi-

callj' reported to the Board of PubUo Instruction

;
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Vaud and Nciifchatel had no inspectors; the

duty of inspection in these cantons devolved upon
the school-comiuittcc. The subjects taught were
religion, reading, writing, grammar, arithmetic

and book-kcei>ing, geography, Swiss history, and
singing. The instruction given had two or more
degrees (in Geneva, six degrees), according as

these subjects were taught mth more or less

extension ; instruction in both degrees being

usually given in the same school, and by the

same master. Education was to be based upon the

'principles of Christianity and democracy.' Hours
were to be set apart for rebgioiis instruction ; from
the ordinary school-lessons, dogma was to be strictly

excluded ; and it was regarded as the jirovinee of

the minister of religion, not of the schoolmaster, to

give religious instruction, though the latter was not
prevented from gi^nng it in the room of, and under
the responsibility of a minister. In all the cantons,

except Geneva, education was made compulsory;
attendance at school was required from the seventh

to the fifteenth, or from the eighth to the sixteenth

year. If children were privately educated, the state

must be satisfied that their education was sufficient;

such children could be called up for examination
with the scholars of the public schools, and if found
inferior, might be transferred to a public school. A
certificate of emancipation was granted when the

obligatory course had been fulfilled. The law con-

templated that the instruction should be gratuitous,

and in Geneva and the Valais it was gratuitous.

In Freiburg, the school-system was framed in no
small degree for the piu-pose of strengthening the

democratic party against the clerical party. It

provided that no reUgious society should be allowed

to teach ; that persons educated by the Jesuits

should be incapable of hokling any office in church
or state ; it imposed a political oath upon the

schoolmaster ; it prohibited children from being

sent to a private school, except ^vith the sanction

of the inspector and the school-committee ; and if

sent, required that they should come up for examina-

tion every half-year. At the same time, it estab-

lished an excellent programme of primary instruc-

tion. At the elections of 18.56, the clerical p.arty

regained the ascendency in Freiburg ; and in Jaiuiary

185S, the council of state made a considerable altera-

tion in the school-law. It reduced the programme
of primary instruction ; it made the clergyman a

necessary member of the local school-committee,

freed the teacher from the necessity of taking an
oath, and relaxed the obligation of attendance at

the public schools, giving parents Uberty to educate

their children at home or at private schools. In

other respects, the system, as above described, has

been maintained in Freiburg. There has been no

change in the other cantons.

The law as regards religious instruction seems

to work with tolerable smoothness. In Vaud, it

ap[iears that the laxity which prevails as to the

requirement of a certificate sometimes leads to the

admission of unqualified persons as teachers ; and
in Vaud and Neufchatel, complaint is made of the

incapacity of the school-committee to make up for

the want of professional insjiection.

In the four cantons in which education is by law
compulsory, the school-attendance is found to be no

better than in Geneva, where it is not compulsory.

In these cantons, the law provides that parents not

Bending their children to school are to be warned ;

if the warning be neglected, that they are to be

summoned before the tribunals, which can punish

them by fine or imprisonment. But it appears that,

in point of fact, the tribunals are never resorted to ;

and that the authorities are careful not to insist

upon more than the people are easily able and willing

to comply with. In the Valais, the school-year
need not last for more than live months. In Frci-
burj:, the vacation may last for three months ; and
the inspector may exempt from attendance at school
children who are sufficiently advanced, and children
whose labour their parents cannot do without. In
Vaud, the local school-committee may grant to
children above twelve yeare of age, whose labour is

necessary to their parents, dispensations which in a
great measure exempt them from attendance at
school ; the master may grant the scholar leave of
absence for two days in the week ; the president of
the school-committee may grant him leave for a
week at a time ; the school-committee itself for a
month at a time. It appears that in Vaud, the
attendance at the schools had been steadily falling

off from 1S46, the d.ate of the law, up to 1858 ; and
the attendance of the children whose names were
on the books was then reported to be by no means
regular. New branches of industry wliich gave
employment to children had been introduced into
the canton ; and the Council of Public Instruction
seems to have been compelled to sacrifice the law
to the interests of families. The experiment of

compulsory education cannot be said to have suc-

ceeded, because it has not really been made, in

French Switzerland.

Staie-education in France.

At the head of the education of France is the
Minister of Public Instruction ; he is advised and
assisted by the Imperial Council of Public Instruc-
tion, a body the members of which are ajipointed by
the crown for the period of a year. The minister, if

he thinks fit, brings before the council for discussion

projected laws and decrees on pubho education ; he
is bound to consult it respecting the programmes
of study, methods, and books to be adopted in all

cLisses of pubhc schools. The minister has suc-
ceeded to the functions in respect of education
which, imder the first Empire, were conferred upon
the University of France ; he is head of the imiver-
sity, the officials of which still perform a consider-
able part in the management of education, but do
so under his control. As respects the higher and
the professional educ.ition, the imiversity is both
a teaching and an examining body, granting degrees
under conditions prescribed by the minister and
council. The administration of the secondary in-

struction is committed to it, and it shares in the
supervision of the primary instruction. It is com-
posed of 18 Academies, each of which comprehentls
several departments. These academies are so many
local centres of the Department of Pubhc Instruction.

At the head of each is a rector ; the chief officials

under him are called Academy inspectors. The
Minister of Public Instruction is also rector of

the Academy of Paris.

The Academy officials, imder the control of the
minister, have the superintendence of secondary
instruction in the departments within the Academy's
jurisdiction ; there is an inspector for each depart-

ment. The instruction is minutely re.giUated, as

to the quantity to be prorided, as to the subjects

to Ije comprehended in it, and as to its cost ; it

is the chief duty of the Academy inspectors to

see that the requirements with respect to it are

complied with. The inspection is said to be highly
efficient. The lyceum is the principal seminary of

secondary instruction ; in general, the chief town
of every French department has its lyceum. There
is, besides, the communal college. Every town
of considerable population has its communal college.

The lyceum is founded and maintained by the

state, with aid from the department and the com-
munes ; the communal college is founded and
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maintained by the commune, with occasional aid

from the state. The instruction given in the com-
munal college and in the lyceum is substantially

the same in character ; in the lyceum it is the
more extensive. To the lyceum there is usually

attached a preparatory school for the younger
boys. In both lyceums and communal colleges,

there are boarders and day-scholars. French,
Latin, Greek, and mathematics are the principal

subjects of instruction ; arithmetic, history, geo-

graphy, modem languages, and the natural sciences

are also taught. The course at the lyceum lasts

for six years, and qualifies for the degree of

Bachelor of Letters. Religious instruction is

given—to the Roman Catholic boys, by chaplains
attached to the school; to the Protestants, by
a Protestant minister specially appointed to this

duty ; and the New Testament in Greek or Latin
is read daOy by every class. In the lyceums, the
average charge for day-scholars is from 110 francs

(£4, Is. 4d.) to 180 francs (£7, Ss. 4d.) a year ; the
charge for boarders from 800 francs (£32) to 900
francs (£36), according to their age and advance-
ment. In Pai-is, the charges are higher—from £38
to £60 a j'ear for boarders, and from £6 to £12 a
year for day-scholars ; on the other hand, there are
lyceums where the highest charge for boarders is £22
a year. There are public scholarships (bourses)

founded by the state, to be obtained by competition,

the holders of which are relieved from all cost.

The education given is in no resjiect much inferior

—and in some respects it is superior—to that which
is to be had at an enormous cost at the best EngUsh
public schools ; it is far superior to that which, at a
far higher cost, is ordinarily given to children of the
middle classes in England. A private secondary
school cannot be opened ^^thout notice to the
(jublio authorities : they must be satisfied that the
premises are suitable ; and the director must have a
certificate of probation—she^ving that he has served
five years in a secondarj' school—and a certificate of

competency obtained at the public examination for

secondary teachers. The Academy inspector inspects
private secondary schools, but only to see that the
pupils are properly lodged and fed, and that the
teaching contains nothing contrary to morality and
the laws. The minister may, however, dispense
with the certificate of probation, and holy orders
are accepted in lieu of the certificate of competency.
A law, dated the 21st June 1S65, founded a new

course of study in secondary schools—a special

secondary instruction. The object of the special

secondary instruction is declared to be to ' foimd the

sub-officers of industry;' instruction in living lan-

guages is substituted for the classical instruction of

the secondary schools ; the elements of science and
its applications receive great attention—particular

regard being had to the teaching of agriculture and
the sciences which bear upon it. The teaching,

moreover, is intended to impart what may be
called a sound French education. A normal school
has been founded at Cluny for the preparation of

masters for this special secondary instmction.
i

For primary- instruction in France, an excellent

basis was laid by M. Guizot's law of 1833, of which,
indeed, the more important jirovisions have been
retained. The body of legislation actually in force

consists of the law of March 15, 1850, the organic
decree of March 9, 1S52, the law of June 14, 1854,
and the law passed during the year 1867. The
law requires th.it every commune shall maintain
an elementary school, either by itself, or in combin-
ation with other commtmes ; in founding and main-
taining its schools, it is to be aided, if necessary,
by the department and by the state. It must have
taxed itself specially for the schools three centimes

|

per franc of rental before it can claim aid ; the
department must have taxed itself specially two
centimes for the communal schools before the state

is resorted to. Up to the present year, a certain
number of poor children—the number determined
for each school by the prefect of the department

—

were admitted to the school gratuitously ; for others,

a fee was charged, which was collected every month
by the tax-gatherer. The state contributed whatever
was necessary in addition to the commimal and de-
partmental taxation and the school-fees. The law of
the present year, however, provides that all children
are to be admitted gratuitously whose parents would
have difficulty in paying the school-fee ; and that a
commune whose taxation amounts to four centimes
additional may dispense with the school-fee alto-

gether, the deficiency, if any, so arising being made
up by the state. In the large towns, the schools
have long been gratuitous—the communes often
taxing themselves, for school-purposes, beyond the
amount required by law. Up to the year 1S67,
the law did not oblige the communes to maintain
separate schools for girls, though a large proportion
of them contributed towards the maintenance of

such schools. The law of 1867 prorides for the
establishment of girls' schools ; the cost of them

—

the communal and departmental taxation being in

most places previously exhausted—will fall in a
great measure upon the state.

Religious instruction is given in every school. In
France, the Roman Catholic, the Protestant, and
the Jen-ish forms of worship are subsidised by the
state ; and it is provided that, in communes where
more than one of these is publicly professed, each
form is to have its separate schooL The depart-
mental council, however, has power to authorise the
union, in a common school, of children belonging to
different communions. For such cases, it is provided
that ministers of each communion shall have free
and equal access to the school, at separate times, to
attend to the religious instruction of members of
their own flock. To a school appropriated to one
denomination, no child belonging to another is

admitted, except at the ex|)ress demand of his
parent or guardian, signified in miting to the
teacher. Denominational schools are now the nde,
common schools the exception. Previously to 1850,
under M. Guizot's law, common schools were the
nde, but it was found that in them the religious

instruction presented grave practical difficulties.

All the religious bodies appear to be satisfied with
the present system. The schools, though denomina-
tional, are communal schools ; the denominations
have not the management of them ; and they are
all subject to the same inspection.

The mayor and the minister of religion in each
commune have the super\Tsion and moral direction
of the primary school ; in practice, they are strictly

confined to matters connected with its morality.
Cantonal delegates are appointed by the depart-
mental council (the canton is a division larger than
the commune), who inspect the primary schools of
their canton ; but they have no real authoritj' over
the schools ; they are only allowed to make repre-
sentations as to the state of the schools to the
departmental council, or to the inspector. The
departmental coimcil has the chief part in the
regulation of the primary schools ; moreover, no
private primary school can be opened without its

permission ; and if it refuse permission, there is no
appeaL It is the prefect, however, who has the
power of nominating, suspending, and dismissinf
public primary teachers. His authority is usually
exercised upon the report of the Academy inspector
—the university official whose important functions,
in respect of secondary instruction, have already
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been described. The academies have the charge of

the normal schools o£ primary instruction, and the

siii)prvision of the primary schools as regards the

methods of teaching and course of study. Under
tlicm are the primary inspectors, who report to the

Academy inspectors ; above the latter, as regards

jirimary instruction, there are four inspector-

generals, attached to the office of education at Paris.

It is the primary inspector who really superintends

the instruction of the schools ; his labours are

miceasing, his inspection is a reality, for he is not

retjuired to give notice of his visits. The j)rivate

primary schools are subject to his inspection, but
only as regards the provision made for the bodily

health and comfort of the pupils and the mainten-
ance of morality.

The subjects which must be taught in every
primary school, in addition to moral and religious

teaching, are reading, writing, arithmetic, the ele-

ments of French grammar, and the French system
of weights and measures ; there are other subjects

which are facultative—which, in whole or in part,

may be taught, that is, if the council of the com-
mune should so desire, and the departmental council

give its consent. These facultative matters are the

a|)iilications of arithmetic ; the elements of history

atul of geography ; the elements of physics and of

natural history ; elementary instruction in agricul-

ture, the arts, and hygiene ; surveying, levelling,

drawing, singing, and gymnastics. For girls, there
are superior primary schools which teach the facul-

tative matters ordy ; and in girls' schools, instruc-

tion is usually given in needle-work for about three
hours a day.

For the preparation of male teachers, the law
requires every department to maintain a normal
school ; in some cases, however, two departments
are allowed to maintain one jointly ; there are now
70 of these schools. There arc sejiarate normal
schools for female teachers ; of these, the number
was recently 34 ; now that the law is about to

add largely to the number of girls' schools, it will

probably be increased. The members of the reli-

gious orders devoted to teaching, which ]ierform a

great part in primary education, are trained for their

duties in the establishments of their respective

orders. {Of these orders, the most important is

that of the Brethren of the Christian Schools.) The
iustniction of the normal schools is meagre ; it

scarcely exceeds the subjects of primary instruc-

tion ; a considerable proportion of the students,

indeed, acquire only an imperfect knowledge of the

facultative subjects. School-method is what, in the

normal schools, it is deemed most important to

teach. The examination for primary schoolmasters
.—which is conducted by a commission appointed by
the departmental council—is limited to the subjects

taught in the schools. There are two classes of cer-

tilicates, according as the teacher passes in the

oljligatory subjects only, or in the whole or part of

the facultative subjects also. Every male teacher,

public or private, is required to have the certificate

of capacity granted after an examination ; also,

excepting in the case of religious persons, a certifi-

cate of morality. The law recognises a certificate

of stage, to be granted to assistants who have served

as such for three years, as a substitute for the cer-

tificate of capacity ; but this provision has been
unpopular, and the qualification of stage is practi-

cally unknown. Female lay teachers require the

certificate of capacity ; female teachers of the reli-

gious orders are exempted from it. No person can

be a]ipointed a regidar communal teacher unless he
be twenty-four years old, and have served for three

years since his twenty-first year as an assistant, or

as a mppbjinri teacher. The supplying teacher gets
656

a lower salary, and may be employed in the poorer
communes. Tlie salaries are low even in the towns

:

in many of the country communes, the legal minima
are not exceeded : these are— for an ordinary coni-

niuuiJ teacher, i!'24 a year ; for a female teacher, or

a supplying teacher, £20 a year. The commune
pays i'8 a year, besides the school-fees ; whatever is

required to make up the legal minimum, the govern-
ment su]>plies ; and, since 1862, the government has,
upon certain conditions, made slight allowances in

addition to the minimum.
It is in secondary instruction tli.at the education

of France has a decided superiority over that of

England. The primary instruction is scarcely equal
to th.at given in English schools of the same grade.

Mr Matthew Arnold has reported that, in 1859, he
found in French primary schools the WTiting fair,

but scarcely so good as in English schools ; the
reading better, the arithmetic much better, than in

English schools. Of history and geography, the
pupils were far more ignorant than English school-

children of the same age. The ministry of M.
Duruy, however, has been an era of improvement

;

much more attention is given to the facultative

matters now ; especial attention to agriculture and
the subjects connected with the daily life of the

peasant. Mr Arnold came to the conclusion, that

even in the great towns there were no masses of

children left altogether uneducated, that almost all

passed at some time through the schools. Adult
classes, taught in the evenings, have greatly in-

creased in numbers of late years, and are now aided

by the state.

In 1834—just after the passing of M. Guizot's

law—the number of primary schools, [uiblic and
private, was 10.316; in 1857, it was 05,100; in

1865, it was 71,609, of which 42,139 were boys' or

mixed schools, 29,560 girls' schools. In addition to

this, there were, in 1865, infant schools to the

number of 3572, which were more or less aided by
the state. In the primary and infant schools, there

were, in 1865, 4,850,000' scholars—3,500,000 more
than the number of scholars in 1829. Upwards of

2,000,000 children were admitted to the schools

gratuitouslj'. It is estimated that the law of the

present year will lead to the establishment of 11,000

new schools, of which 8000 will be for girls ; and it

was stated in the debate in the Corps Lcgislatif, in

March 1S07, that it would probably increase the

cost of education to the state by seven or eight

mdlion francs. In the budget of 1806 the cost to

the state of the ordinary service of ]iublic instruc-

tion was put at 19,918,121 francs (£796,725) ; the

secondary instruction costing 3,141,000 francs

(£125,640) ; and the primary instruction 6,86.3,100

francs (£274,524). There was also, on account of

primary instruction, an extraordinary expense of

1,100,000 francs (£44,000).

Slate-education in Prussia.

In all the Protestant states of Germany, the

school-system in its main features is the same. The
Prussian system—more celebrated, more extensive,

more practical and thorough than the system of the

minor states—always powerfully intluencing these,

and now likely to influence them more than ever,

is that which must be selected for description.

About this system, M. Cousin, by a strange con-

fusion between it and a project of law—a mere
scheme drawn up by the education minister. Von
Altenstein, never even projiosed for legislation

—

spread misconceptions throughout Europe, which
have scarcely yet been dispelled. It has been greatly

changed, greatly improved since Cousin wrote in

1831 ; but it docs not yet in symmetry and com-
pleteness approach to what he describedl
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In Prussia, there is a Minister o£ Public Worship
and Instruction ; but the officials who under him
carry on the government of education are the officials

of the Department of the Interior. At the head
of the goverument in each prorince is a president

;

over each of the departments into which the jiro-

vince is divided there is a prefect {bezii-k) ; each of

these officers is assisted by a council, of which one
section, called Schtdcollegium, forms a separate
council for deliberating upon the local school-aflairs.

One member of the school-council, called provincial

school-councillor, is associated with the president

for administrative purposes : the prefect has at-

tached to him two departmental school-councillors,

one Protestant, one Catholic, to advise with him,
and to administer the school-affairs of their respec-

tive communions. There is practically a division

made of educational affairs between the officials of

the province and those of the department. The
provincial school-councillor takes the charge of

secondary education within the province ; the depart-

mental school-councillors the charge of the primary
schools of the department.
Over each of the circles into wliich the depart-

ment is divided is an officer, termed a Landrath. who
reports to the prefect of the department. With the
landrath, in the management of pi'imary schools, is

associated the superintendent, the church dignitary

of the circle. The superintendent is ex-offirio in-

spector of the primary schools within the district.

The parish clergyman is ex-officio local inspector of

primary schools within his parish. There is also

for the school or schools of each parish a board
of managers, the com}iosition of which varies in

different provinces. The clergyman is always a

member of it : he is usually chairman. In country
places, the whole powers of the board are often left

in his hands.

In the ' exterior ' affairs of the school—passing
school-accounts, visitation of school-premises, con-

trol of the school-estates, adjustment of the
school-rate, &c.—the landrath is associated with
the superintendent. Its ' interior ' affairs, all

that concerns its teaching and discipline, are,

subject to the established regulations, under the
superintendent's control ; !:>ut, in practice, they are

more under the influence of the departmental
school-councillor. The s\iperintendent, however, is

required to visit the schools, and to watch over the
conduct of the local inspector, and he reports annu-
ally to the government of the department. The
local inspector's province is the interior affairs of

the school. He is expected to visit the schools

diligently, and to be active in the supervision of

them. The religious teaching of the children is

almost entirely done by him, it being his duty to

prepare them for confirmation, which comes at the

end of the school-period. To qiialify them for the

duty of school-inspection, the candidates of theology

are required to attend for six weeks as auditors at

a normal school, and to have attended a course of

Padngoijih at the university. Nevertheless, it ap-

pears that many clergymen are very ill fitted for

this work, and that their powers of interference are

often exercised in ways annoying to the master,

and detrimental to the school. The 'exterior'

affairs of the schools of a parish belong to the board
of managers.

This board is usually composed of representatives

(1) of the patrons, if any, of the school
; (2) of the

parochial clergy
; (3) of the municipal body

; (4) of

the householders. It has a stated meeting once a
quarter ; it meets whenever it is summoned by the
chairman. It maa.ages the revenue and expenditure
of the school, in respect of which it is resjionsible

to the landrath ; it is the trustee of the school-
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buildings and property. It is its duty to see th.at

the regular school-hours are kept ; that no im-
authorised holidays are given ; to it application
must be made for dispensations for periods exceed-
ing a week. Its members should be present at all

examinations and other public solemnities of the
school. In the large towns, there are school-dele-

gacies appointed by the Mayistraf, whose powers
are more extensive, and are in practice the greater,

because in the large towns the pastors pay little

attention to the schools. The school-delegacies have
control over the higher as well as the primary
schools which their constituents maintain ; two
paid members— school-delegates—who must be
members of the Magintrat, exercise the greater part
of their authority. Under the delegacy, for every
school there is a school-board, consisting of the
clergyman and two lay members, whom the dele-

gacy appoints. The delegacy itself is accountable
to the magistrat, and both are subordinate to the
provincial coimcil.

Every commune is boimd to find school-room and
teachers for all the children of school-age belonging
to it. The amount of the teacher's stipend is in

every case fixed by the departmental government

;

there is no legal minimum ; the salaries are usually

very low. Some parishes possess endowments ; but,

in general, the cost of maintaining the schools is

defrayed by means of (1) school-fees, (2) a local

rate, (3) a grant from the national treasury. As
children are only expected to p.ay what they can,

and as the state grants aid only after the strictest

proof of the incapacity of the commune, the weight
of the burden falls upon the local rate. The main-
tenance of the schools ranks with the first charges

upon the local purse. The teacher is appointed by
the departmental councillor ; in a few towns, how-
ever, a certain power of choice is allowed to the

municipal authorities—they may select one from a
number of candidates presented to them by the
government.

School-attendance is by law compulsory for eight

years ; the school-age beginning at the completion

of the fifth year. But in most parts of Prussia,

children, though allowed, are not compelled to

attend till the completion of their sixth year. The
school-period closes with confirmation. A register

of all children of school-age is made up—usually at

the police-office ; every child is registered for a

particular school ; there, whatever his rank, he must
attend, unless a dispensation be got for him from
the landrath. When a dispensation is applied for,

the parents must state the motives of the applica-

tion, and the jirovision to be made for the child's

education. All persons officially connected with
schools are expected to use their influence to secure

regular attendance ; but failing moral suasion, there

are other means of enforcing it. The schoolmaster

keeps a list of absences, excused and inexcused.

When a child's attendance is irregidar, the board of

managers admonishes its parent. If admonition

—

which in general is repeatedly resorted to—has no
effect, a statement is sent to the police-office ; the

parent is fined a small sum for each day of the

child's absence since the last admonition; and the

fine can be levied by execution, enforced by im-

prisonment, or taken out in parish labour. It seems
that very few children escape registration ; but the

regularity of the attendance—in general it is very
regular—varies considerably in different districts

;

the execution of the law being strict or otherwise
according to the temper of the people, their circum-

stances, and the vigilance of the school-authorities.

There are no statistics by which the success of the

law can be exactly tested. In some of the larger

towns, the demand for chUd-laboiir and the erowth
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of pauperiam are adding to the difficulty of enforcing

it. Prussia li.os a factory-law requiring that every

child employed in a factory shall attend school for

three hours a day, and this law is strictly enforced.

Teachers of every class, public and private, have
to pass two examinations. Certilicates are of three

doL^rees of merit—they may be marked *very well

qualiried,' ' well qualilicd,' or ' sufHciently qualified.'

The heads of examination are 'religion, the German
language, the art of school-keeping, geograjihy of

Prussia, arithmetic and geometry, knowledge of

natural objects, %\Titing, drawing, singing and the
theory of music, org.an.' After the first examination,

the candid.ate is eligible as an assistant or provi-

sional master; he must serve in this capacity for

three years before taking the second ; he must ]iass

the second within five years. The second examina-
tion is in the same subjects ; but now most weight
is given to the art of school-keeping. Of the subjects

taught in primary schools, the jirincipal is religion
;

the others are reading, writing, arithmetic, singing,

and the elements of drawing. Incidentally, the

teacher may communicate iufonn.ation about natural

phenomena ; about geography, beginning with that

of the locality and the history of Prussia. The
teaching was much more ambitions before 1S54 ;

before 1854, also, the normal schools, now limited to

a meagre programme, were universities on a small

scale, aiming at the mental training of their stiuleuts,

rather than at fitting them to teach elementary
schools. The change is often ascrilicd, both in

Prussia and out of it, to political motives, having
been made by a jfarty imfriendly to popular

education ; but eminent educationists defend and
approve it. The schools, they say, are now attemi)t-

ing as much as can be thoroughly done in the time
allotted for primary education, and are doing it

thoroughly ; while the ahowy teaching of former

times, with its endeavour to develop the faculties,

and to communicate knowledge, neglected the indis-

pensable elementary instriiction, and, aa regarded
the greater number of the scholars, waa in no
respect successful. The normal school training, it

ia said, now fits the teacher for his duties and his

position in life ; formerly, it rather unfitted him for

them, while fitting him perhai>s for something
better. It is, however, admittedly a defect in the

Prussian system that it offers to the humbler classes

no opjiortunity of carrying their education beyond
the point .it which the elementary schools leave it.

In some of the towns, there are improvement insti-

tutes, where young persons are taught in the even-

ings or on Sundays; but they attempt little, are

badly organised, and are neglected by the school

administrations. It should be stated that the town
schools often teach somewhat more than is taught

in country places—more geography, history, and
natural knowledge—but this, though jiermitted, is

not encouraged by the authorities. Grammar is

entirely excluded from primary instraction. The
only part of the teaching which is less than excellent

is the writing : it has been stated that upwards of

50 per cent, of the recruits are unable to write—the

art, never perfectly mastered, being lost, it must be
supposed, through want of practice.

Aa regarda religious instruction, the rule is, that

the primary school ia denominational—public schools

are set apart, that ia, for cliildren of each of the
religious bodies ; the clergyman who haa the charge

of the school ia the clerg\-man of the body to

which it is ajipropriated. Besides the * Evangelical

Establishment,' in which Lutherans and Calvinists

are combined, there are the Konian Catholics and
the Jews to be provided for ; of other sectaries,

there are not 10,0U0 in all Prussia. The Lutherans
and Calvinists are combined in the school as in the

church. Dissenters are allowed to wthdraw their

children from the religious instruction, and have it

givi'U by their own pastor. Any commune may
establish a mixed school, if it so desire, and if the
authorities permit ; bjit, in practice, mixed schools
are only to be found where it would be very incon-
venient to est.ablish a school for each body. In
mixed schools, the teachers are chosen proportion-
ately from each of the two great religious bodies ; if

there be only one teacher, it is, in some districts at

least, customary that he should be alternately a
Protestant and a Catholic. The experiment of

mixed schools had a long trial in Prussia, and was
foimd to be uns.atisfactory, leading to attempts, or

suspected attempts, at proselytism, and to parish

squabbling. It has been abandoned, not so much
from the wish of the government, as in deference to

the feelings of the people, and to the demands of

the Uoman Catholic hierarchy. But the denomi-
national system is more in accord with the part
which the state assigns to religion in the school.

The school, it is said, should be the organ of the

church for traiuing children to church-membership

;

school and church are expected between them to

form the child into a man contented with his posi-

tion in life. Kelijjious teaching must be given by
the master for an hour every day. In the Protest-

ant schools, the master teaches the Lutheran
catechism to Lutheran children ; the Heidelberg
catechism to the Reformed children. Script\ire

history is also taught ; and hymns, from a pre-

scribed collection, have to be committed to memory.
The master is not allowed to expound the catechism

;

his duty is to see that the chihlren learn it, and
understand the words in which it is expressed. It

is the clergyman who exidaina its doctrines to the

elder children in preparing them for confirmation.

Any oue may ojien a private school of any class

in Prussia who can obtain a licence for the purpose

from the government; but in a city, it must be
shewn that the district in which the school is to

be placed is insufficiently supplied with schools

;

and every private teacher must have passed the two
examinations. Private schools are subject at all

times to the inspection of the school-councillor, and
are bound strictly to foUow the regulations estab-

lished for private schools. The larger towns in

Prussia are not yet adequately supplied with public

jirimary schools
;

)irivate primary schools are there-

fore common in such places : in Berlin, they edu-

cate nearly half the children who are in primary
schools.

Of the secondary and higher education in Prussia,

a brief and general notice must suffice. It has
already been stated that the superintendence of the

secondary schools ia undertaken by the school-

couucUlor of the province; it ia independent of

ecclesiastical control. The larger communes and
the towns are required to maintain middle schools,

giving instruction of a higher order than is given

in the elementary schools, a sound German edu-

cation, and preparing boys for the gynmasia. These
must be pro\-ided to the satisfaction of the authori-

ties, according to the wants of the population. They
are maintained, like the primary schools, by school-

fees, local taxation, and these failing, the state

treasury. Some of the larger towns maintain also

secondary schools of a higher class ; these are of

two kinds—the real-school, and the gymnasiiun or

grammar-school. In such towns, as stated already,

the local management rests with the school-delegacy.

There is, besides, a considerable number of real-

schoola and gymnasia which are entirely in the

handa of the government. None of the real-schools

take boarders ; very few of the gjTunasia do so.

The gymnasium is a classical school i)reparing for
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the uQiversities. In the real-school, mathematics,
scientitic studies, and modern languages are substi-

tuted for the classics, and the insti'uction is designed

to prepare the pupUs, as far as [lossible, for the

pursuits of life. The real-schools grant certiiicates

to their pupils. The rojal real-schools and the
gymnasia (other than those maintained by the large

to\vns) are imder the management of the provincial

school-councillor. Some of the older of those

gymnasia have endowments, but the money neces-

sary for their support is contributed by the state.

Appointments to the schools are made by the
school-councillor ; he appoints the teachers, or

nominates the leet out of which local authorities

have to choose, in all the secondary schools.

Teachers for all the schools have to pass two
examinations. There are boaixls of examiners,
appointed by the pro^ncial government, which
conduct the examinations ; these boards also

examine the students of the gjTnnasia, to test their

fitness for the university. The imiversity in Prussia
is a teaching (or rather a lecturing), as well as an
examining body, and grants degrees in four facid-

ties—Theology, Jurisprudence, Medicine, and Philo-

sophy. There are seven universities within the

territory held by Prussia before the war of 1866

;

in two of these—Breslau and Bonn—there is a

Itoman Catholic as well as a Protestant institute

of theology. The university affairs are administered
by a commissioner appointed by the crown ; all

their regulations are prescribed, and all the appoint-
ments in them made by the state.

State-education in the United States.

In the United States, the education of the people

is out of the sphere of the central government ; it

ranks among the domestic affairs of the several

states, and it is chiefly in the Northern States

—

those from which, before the late war, slavery was
excluded—that systematic attempts have been made
to promote it. The central government has, how-
ever, in more than one instance endeavoured to

assist education in the states, by providing for it

endowments. In the states which contain waste
lands, it puts aside, in every newly-surveyed town-
ship of sis miles square, one square mile, for the
support of schools within the township. The state

becomes trustee of this land, or of the price obtained

for it, which is usually called the Township Fund,
and pays over the yearly income to the township
when it has been settled. The central government,
about 1836, had accumulated in its treasury a con-

siderable balance, the surplus of its income over

its expenditure during several years : this it appor-

tioned pro rata among the states, reserving the

right to reclaim it. This right has not been, and
is not likely to be exercised; and in most of the

Northern States, the income of the ' United States

Deposit Fund' is applied to the support of educa-

tion. Since 1864, by what is called the ' Agricul-

tural College Act,' the central government has

made a liberal offer of allotments of land to the

states upon certain conditions, for the endowment
of one or more institutions in every state, in which
—whatever the other instruction may be—special

attention shall be given to those branches of learn-

ing related to agriculture and the mechanic arts.

Several states are preparing to avail themselves of

this offer.

Every one of the Northern States has its

common schools. Before the war, Kentucky,
Missouri, and Louisiana had each some kind of

school-system : at various points throughout the

fk)uth, particular towns had established schools,

always after the model set in the Northern States.

The new state of Western Virginia has passed a

schoi'1-law since the conclusion of the war. In the
Northern States, besides the endowments above
described—both of which are possessed by most of

the states—every state possesses a school-fund

arising from various sources— sale of lands, taxa-

tion, penalties, and forfeitures—which is usually

vested either in the state legislature or in a Board,

of Education. In one or two of the states, the
income of this fund is considerable, but in gene-

ral it is small. It is usually, but not in all the
states, applied solely to the supixirt of public

schools, or of the normal schools which help to i)ro-

vide them with teachers. Apart from the influence

exercised by means of this fund, the state usually

promotes public instruction only by its legislation,

by which it requires or enables local bodies to make
certain provision for the education of children within
their juristliction. Everywhere, the law leaves much,
and usually the practice leaves everything, to the
local botlies ; and these come short of, or exceed
the legal requirements according to the local

interest in education and ability to pay for it. It

is through the interest of the municipalities in edu-
cation that very ample prorision is made in the
towns ; it is through the force of example, and in

deference to educational experience, that a certain

uniformity of system prevails. There is a close

aiiproach to uniformity both in the law and in the

practice of the several states ; and a description of

the system of one state will be approximately true

of that of other states. The ilassachusetts system
is fittest to be selected for description, as being

the oldest, the most celebrated, that which on our
side of the Atlantic is most identified with the com-
mon schools, and perhaps on the whole the most
successful. Some of the principal variations from
it will be noted.

In 1642—twenty years after the landing of the

Mayflower—the Massachusetts colonists passed a
law requiring every citizen, under a penalty of 20^.,

to teach his children and apprentices, or have them
taught, to read perfectly the English language.

Five years later, they passed another law, requiring,

under penaltj', every township containing 50 house-

holders to support a teacher to teach their children

to read and write ; requiring every township contain-

I

ing 100 householders to maintain a grammar-school
capable of fitting youths for the university. The
present law is different, if not less liberaUy con-

ceivecL The change was made by numerous steps,

and was probably forced on by the circumstances of

the community. The law, as it now stands in the

revised statutes of the state, provides that in every
township the inhabitants shall maintain for at least

six months in the year a sufficient number of schools

for all the children of the township. The teachers

are to be of competent ability and of good morals,

and they are to teach orthography, reading, writing,

English grammar, geography, arithmetic, the his-

tory of the United States, and good behaviour.

Other subjects—algebra, vocal music, drawing, jihy-

siolog}', and hygiene—are to be taught or not at the

discretion of the local committee. Every township
may, and every township containing 500 house-

holders must, also maintain for ten months in the

year a school which shaU give instruction in general

historj', book-keeping, surveying, geometry, natural

philosophy, chemistry, botany, the civil polity of

Massachusetts and of the United States, and the

Latin language. And in every to\(Tiship containing

4000 inhabitants, the teacher must be competent to

instruct in the Greek and French languages, in

astronomy, geology, rhetoric, logic, intellectual and
moral sciences, and political economy. Moreover,

any township may establish schools for children

over 15 years of age, determining the instruction
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to be given, antl appropriate money for their

support. Tlie coinpiUsory part of the law is siip-

porteil by jienalties, but it is said tliat there would
be diUiculty in enforcing them ; at anyrate, tlioy

are not enforced. It is also ])rovided that every
child between 8 and 14 must be scut to schocjl for

at least 12 weeks in a year : the penalty for breach
of this provision is 20 dollars, but the idea of

enforcing it seems never to have been entertained ;

its existence even is not generally known. The law
does not permit school-fees, or, as they are called in

America, rate-liills. There seems to be no fund
arising from waste lands in JIassachusetts ; and
the township raises the necessary funds by a tax
upon property—the personal property of the inhabit-

ants and the capitalised value of their real property
situated within the townshi]). The amount of the
rate is by the law left wholly undetermined : it is

determined by the householders at their annual
meeting. The state endeavours to inlluence the
townships to make a liberal provision by means of

the school-fund, a share of which is given to every
townsliip which has made its returns to the Boai'd

of Education, and has spent not less than at the

rate of a dollar and a half per head for all the

children of the township. The school-fund contri-

bution is very small—less than a quarter-dollar for

every child ; but it is said to have an excellent

influence upon the nu'al townships. No doubt, the
publication of the returns made to the Board of

Education tends to spur on the backward districts.

The management and control of all the public

schools of a township are placed in the hands of a

school-committee, consisting of any number divisible

by three ; the members of this committee hold
office for three years, and one-third of them are

elected annually at the annual meeting of the town-
ship. The committee have the supervision of the
schools ; and it is among their duties to see that no
book calculated to favour the tenets of any parti-

cular sect of Christians shall be used in the schools,

and to require the daily reading of some portion of

the Bible in the common English version. Any
township, by its public meeting, or a city, by its

city-couucil, may require the committee to appoint

a paid superintendent of schools : when this is not
done, the members of the committee receive a small
allowance for the time during wliich they are

engaged upon the school-afTaii'S. But, moreover,

any township may, at a meeting called for the pur-

pose, resolve to divide itself into districts for the

support of its schools. If this be done, the town-
ship uames for each district a ' prudential com-
mittee,' consisting either of one or of three persons,

resident within the district, which is charged with
I)roviding and keeping in repair the school-house, at

the expense of the district, and, if the township so

determines, with the duty of selecting and con-

tracting with the teachers. The district determines
the amount to be raised by it for the budding, or

repair or furnishing of its school; this is collected

by the township collector, and handed over to the
district-committee. The school-committee retains

its fimctions of management, except so far as they
have been made over to the districts ; and hence,

there is a double management of the schools, which
is found to be attended with inconveniences. The
division into districts, too, is said to have led to an
lumecessary multiplication of schools in country
jilaces : people scheme to have the townshij) so

tUvided that there may be a school in their neigh-

bourhood—there are therefore more schools than
are needed, and more than can be maintained in

efhciency. The school-committee—in cities, the
school-superintendent—examines the teacher before
his ajipointment, and grants him a certificate, which

remains in force for a certain time. There are three
classes of certificate—one valid for six months,
another for twelve, a third for two years. The
common schools of a township are open to all

children resident therein between live and fifteen

years of age : none are to be excluded on account of

race, colour, or religious o]>inions ; and it has been
held that a eliild unlawfully excluded may recover
damages therefor in an action of tort.

In New York, in Pennsylvania, and iu most of the
Western States, large municipal powers are possessed
by the coimty, and the county shares with the
township the man.igement of school-affairs. New
York has a state su])crintendent, whose power over
the schools is considerable. In that state, it is the
school-commissioner of the 'Assembly District' in

which the township lies who divides the township
into school-districts ; and it is the district which
determines the sehool-tax : the township is almost
completely ignored. In Now York, Ohio, and Illi-

nois, it is by county ofHcials that teachers are exam-
ined and certificated. In New York, Bhode Island,

and Connecticut, ' rate-bills '—that is, school-fees

—

are allowed, and are usually levied. Several states

besides Massachusetts make school-attendance com-
pulsory : in most of the states, there appears to be
some provision against ' truancy ;

' but it appears
that attempts are not made to enforce the law
except occasionally, in the ease of homeless, wander-
ing children, who are liable, in lieu of a fine, to be
sent to reformatory schools. It has been calculated
that in the city of New York (])op. 800,000) there

are nearly 1 00,000 children who do not go to school

—though in no city is there a better or ampler pro-
vision of common schools.

As might be expected, the school-laws work badly
in country districts. The householders are disposed
to be satisfied with any kind of school, provided it

be cheap, and within easy reach of them ; and tlie

multiplication of schools by the district-system,

makes it almost unavoidable that an insuffi-

cient sum should be s]>ent upon each school. The
teachers—a vast majority of whom are women

—

being wretchedly paid, are badly quahfied ; they are
constantly changing ; scarcely any intend to make
teaching their occupation for life. Few of them
have been trained for their work—the normal
schools which exist being utterly inadequate to

supply the demand for teachers ; and the examina-
tion by a rural school-committee affords but a
slender guarantee of competency. The teacher is

usually ' boarded round ' among the farmers of the
district, and is said to be treated by them with much
observance ; but his income—putting a money-value
ujion the board—has been estimated at an average
of about 50s. a month, and that only during the time
that the school is ojien. In 1804, in 84 townships
of Massachusetts—more than a fourth of all the
townships in the state—the schools were kept open
for less than the statutory period of six months.
The teaching is said to be wonderfully good, consid-

ering the scanty j^ay given ; but where the vaca-
tions last for more than six months, and the teacher
is changed almost every term, thorough and syste-

matic instruction is scarcely possible. It is in the
towns that the working of the school-law has been
creditaWe and successfid. Through the high public
spirit of the municipal bodies, and the great import-
ance attached to education, the support of the
common schools is in general most liberally jiro-

vided for.

In the towns, there is usually a superintendent of

schools, by whom, under and in co-operation with
the general and district school-committees, the
schools are inspected, and the char.acter of the
instruction determined ; liy him the examination of
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the teachers also is conducted. Of the schools,

there are foiu- classes—primary, mtermediate, gram-
mar, and high-schools or academies. Children
usually enter the primary school about 5 or 6 ; the
grammar-school between S and 9 ; the high-school
between 12 and 13 years of age. They are not pro-

moted from one class of school to another with-
out undergoing an examination ; the intemiediate
schools, where they exist, are intended for those
who are too old to be at the primary school, and too

backward to enter the grammar-school. To be
admitted to a grammar-school, a child must be able

to read at first sight easy prose, to spell common
words of not more than three syllables, and to have
acquired a slight knowledge of arithmetic. For
admission to the high-school, the usual requiremeuts
are abdity to read correctly and fluently, an ac-

quaintance with the simple rules of arithmetic, and
some knowledge of geography and grammar. From
these tests may be inferred the average proficiency
expected to be attained by children leaving the
primary and the grammar school respectively. In
the gi'ammar-schools of Boston, the programme of

studies consists of spelling, reading, writing, arith-

metic with book-keeping, geography, English gram-
mar, the history of the United States, natural
philosoph}', drawing, and vocal music : this is

nearly the usual programme ; but in New York and
one or two other states a Uttle more is attempted.
Between the high-schools or academies in the
various states, there are considerable differences.

In the city of New York, for e.xample, the Free
Academy has pretensions to the ranli of a univer-

sity, and gi'ants degrees in arts and science (Bachelor
of Arts, Bachelor of Science, Master of Arts) to

students who have completed with credit the cur-

riculum of five years. But, in general, the high-
schools are schools of secondary instruction, in-

tended to prepare youths for the university

—

instruction being given in the classical languages,
mathematics, the sciences, history, and the English
language and English literature. The usual cur-

riculum is one of four years ; and the students are

not required to study all the subjects taught in the
school. At Boston, where boys are admissible to

the Latin high-school at 10 years of age, the cur-

riculum lasts for six years. There are high-schools
for girls as well as for boys, the programme of

instruction being the same in both. At Boston, the
curriculum at the girls' high-school lasts for three

years ; and ]iupils at admission must be between 15
and 19 j'ears of age. Boston possesses, besides its

Latin high-school and its girls' high-school, an
English high-school, said to be admirably planned
and conducted. The instruction in it closely re-

sembles that given in the real-schools of Germany,
including French and German, and various sciences,

with their application ; being intended to enable

boys to complete a sound English education, and to

prepare themselves for commercial life. Great com-
plaints are almost everywhere made—Boston seems
to be exceptional in this respect— of the irregularity

of the attendance at the primary schools. It is

estimated that in most states not much more than
half of the children pass from these to the grammar-
schools ; but a trifling proportion of the grammar-
school pupils enter tlie high-schools, and of these,

only a small fraction persist to the end of the eur-

ricidum. All high-schools grant certificatesof gradua-
tion to pnpils who have creditably gone through
the coivrse of study. The study of the classics does

not, even in the most pretentious institutions of this

class, seem to be carried very far, much more atten-

tion being given to mathematics and natural science.

In Boston—in many respects the most favourable

example that could be taken—there were, in 18G-1,

32,814 children of school-age—between 5 and 1.5 ; of

these, 26.960 were in school, the average attendance

being 24,617. The number enrolled at the three

high-schools was only 725, and the average attend-

ance 691. The number of students who complete

the five years' curriculum of the New York Free
Academy seldom exceeds fifty. Among the wealthy,

there is said to be a gi-owing disinclination to make
use of the common-schools : their children are usu-

ally sent to private academies. The only serious

opposition to the nou-religious character of the com-
mon-schools comes from the Boman Catholic clergy;

but it is stated that there is a growing feeling upon
this subject among some of the other reUgious

botUes. In many of the New York schools, in which
the majority of the children are Koman Catholic,

clerical influence, insufficient to impress upon the

education the religious character which it would
approve, has obtained, with the tacit assent of the
school-authorities, the disuse of the daily Bible

reading which the law prescribes.

The primary and grammar schools are most fre-

quently mixed schools—that is, they admit boys
and girls ; in the teaching, however, the sexes are

kept apart. The teachers in jirimary and grammar
schools, even in the towns, are usually women ; but
in Boston the principal of a grammar-school is

always of the other sex. The schools are in towns
always (/raded—dirided, that is, into classes com-
posed of those who are at the same stage ; each
grade forms a separate department of the school,

and is taught by a separate master. The usual

number of pupils allotted to a teacher is in the
primary schools about 50; in the grammar-schools
about 35. This system of grading is a cheap system,
because it enables a teacher to take charge of a
large number of pupils ; but it is said to lead to a
want of thorouglmcss in the instruction, the teach-

ing being addressed to the class rather than to the
individual members of it. Want of thoroughness
seems, indeed, the besetting sin of American
teaching, which aims too much at communicating
knowledge, not sufficiently at developing capacities.

In the primary and grammar schools, the education
costs from '25s. to 3i)s. per head ; in the high-schools,

from £6 to £10 jjer head.

Statistics of National Education.

The proportion of children attending school— i. e.,

enrolled in school-registers—to the whole population
of the countries under mentioned may be approxi-
mately stated as follows : England, 1 in 7'7 ; Scot-
land, 1 in G'5 ; Prussi.a, 1 in 6'27 ; France 1 in 9;
Holland, 1 in S'U ; Belgium, 1 in 11; Northern
States of the American Union, 1 in 4'5 ; Switzer-
land, 1 in 7; the minor Protestant states of Ger-
many, 1 in 6'7- These figures, however, must not
be taken as indicating the comparative ditt'usion of
education in the countries named : nor are they to
be relied on as indicating, with anything like
exactness, the comparative proportions of cliildreu

actually attending school ; for the proportion of the
children enrolled which on the average is in actual
attendance, varies in diflferent countries. It shoidd
also be borne in mind that averages conceal the
condition of the worst p.arts of a country : in Scot-
land, for instance, where the school attendance varies
from 1 in 4 of the ])opulation in the best districts,

to 1 in 15, 1 in 20, and even to 1 in 30 in the worst.
See the Ecports of the assistant-commissioners

appointed to inquire into the State of Popular
Education in England, vol. iv., being vol. xxi. part
iv. sess. ISGl ; the second Report of the Scottish
Educational Commissioners, 1S67 ; the Statistical

Society's Quarterly Journal for March 1SG7 ; Horace
Mann on Education in European Countries; Eraser's

6C1
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Report on American (U. S. and Canada) Schools
;

Cousin on German and Dutch Education ; M.
Block's Abstract of Public Documents relating to

Education in France; L'Inst ru'-tion da Peujde, )iar

Pierre Tempels (Bruxelles, 1863) ; Slatistlche JS'^acli-

rkhten iiher das Ekmenlar Schulwenen, an official

return, which gives a complete survey of elementary
education in Prussia to the end of 1S6-1 ; C'on;iris

Internnlional de Bienfaisance de Londres, Nessioii de
]SG'2 ; and Eap})oH et Discussion sur FInstruction

ObVuialoire.

[Since the precedinj; account was \vi-ittcn, the
claims of national education have been more fully

recognised, and, with less opposition than might
have been expected, a national system has been
established in England and Scotland. The Ele-

mentary Education Act for England, 1870, enacts
that every district in which the existing schools
are found deficient shall have a popularly elected

school-board, to manage its rate-supi)orted schools,

levy school-rates, appoint teachers, &c. Elementary
schools are to be supported, and the expenses of

school-boards paid, out of funds called school-funds.

The local rate forms the nucleus of each school-

fund ; but every school uuder the act is likewise
entitled to an annual grant from parliament not
exceeding the income of the school from other
sources, and varying in amount according to the
number of pupils and their proficiency as tested by
different standards of examination. Schokds are
to be open at all times to government inspection.

Religious instruction, if given at all—and this is

left to each board to decide—is to be given at fixed

times other than the ordinary school-hours, when
no child is compelled to attend. It is further left

to the discretion of school-boards to make educa-
tion comjjulsory.—The Scotch Education Act, 1S7'2,

differs materially from the English act on three
points only : first, by providing; that a school-board,
under the Scotch Education Department, is to Ije

elected in every parish and burgh ; secondly, by
making it illegal for parents to omit educating their

children between 5 and 13 in reading, writing, and
arithmetic ; and thirdly, by comprcheudiug higher-

class schools. Otherwise, the acts are much alike.

Every school is to be open to children of aU deno-
minations, and religious instructiim is only to be
given before or after ordinary school-hours. I'ro-

vided they conform to the ' conscience clause,'

.school-boards may make any provision they please
for religious instruction. School-boards are eujoined
to relieve the teachers of higher-class schools, so far

as may be, from elementary work.]

NAU'TILUS PROPELLER is the best known
among many names given to a mode of propelling

steam-vessels by means of a horizontal wheel within

board, instead of a paddle or a screw on the outside.

Hydraulic or Turbine propeller would either of

them be a better designation. Engineers thought
of this mode of propulsion generations ago, and
patents have been taken out for inveutions relating to

it by Toogood, Hayes, Rumsey, Linaker, Hall, aud
others ; but the most successfid attempts to realise

it have been those of Mr Ruthveu. He constructed

a small bo.at, 9 feet long, in 18.39 (tried on the Union
Canal), and a vessel, 40 feet long, in 1844 (tried on

the Forth), to test the principle ; each was worked
by a small steam-engine, and i)rovided with the

hydi'aulio apparatus. In 1S49, Mr Ruthveu maile

improvements in the apparatus, and introduced

them in a vessel, 30 feet long, tried n])on the

Thames. In 1851, he placed a boat in the Great
Exhibition. In 1S53, a vessel on this principle,

called the Albert, was built in Prussia by M. Sydel,

the machinery being sup[)lied by Mr Kuthveu. She
pUed on the Oder as a passenger-steamer for many

|

yeara, and illustrated favourably some of the char-
acteristic features of the nautilus system. The
term of Mr Ruthven's jiatent expired, however,
before the invention had worked its way into u-se in
Engl.and ; aud the Privy Council, in iSG.'i, gave a
further term of ten years. He afterwards began
building a vessel to be called the Nautilus; while
the Admiralty authorised the commeaceraent of the
gun-vessel Wate.rwitck, both to be worked on tho
Ruthveu princi])le.

The Nautilus was first tried on the Thames in
April 18G6. It is fitted with two steam-engines,
of 10 (ninninal) horse-power each, with cylinders
of 17 inches diameter, and 2 feet stroke. Water
is admitted through apertures in the bottom
of the vessel into a water-tight iron case or
compartment. In this case is placed a hori-
zontal turliine-wheel, 7 feet in diameter, acted on
from a vertical shaft connected with the steam-
cylinders. The wheel is divided into comjiart-
ments by jilates or radii of peculiar curvature, and
is placed below the water-line of the vessel, so
as to be always immersed. Two pipes extend
from the wheel-case, one to either side of the vessel,

where they emerge neai-ly at midship. Each ])i[ie

terminates with nozzles, 10 iuehes in diameter,
placed outside the vessel at right angles to the
pi])es ; insomuch that each side of the vessel has a
nozzle pointing ahead aud another pointing astern.

A valve is fitted to each jiijie, at its junction with
the nozzles, to open the passage to one nozzle and
close it against the other ; and the movement Ijuth

of the starboard and the larboard valves can be
governed from a raised deck built over the engine-
house. The wheel-case is always full, or nearly full,

of water, which enters through the ajiertures in the
bottom of tlic vessel. Wheu the wheel is made to
rotate horizontally by the steam-engines, water is

drawn in through the hollow axis, aud expelled at
the jieriphery by centrifugal force ; it can only find
an outlet through the two jiipes, and then through
the nozzles whieli terminate them. Supposing the
nozzles jioiuting astern to be open, and those point-
ing ahead to be closed, the water of the river or sea,

resisting the outrush of tlie water from the nozzles,

|)ro])el3 the vessel forward ; when the forward
nozzles are open, and the hinder ones closed, the
vessel is propelled backwards, or driven astern. The
cajitain, standing on the raised deck, and command-
ing both valves, can close the fore-nozzles, and open
the aft, which makes the vessel go ahead ; he can
open the fore, and close the aft, which makes her go
astern ; he can open one fore-nozzle, and close the
other, which makes her turn. By this remarkable
action, the oflicer can steer the vessel without any
rudder whatever, although a rudder is, for other
reasons, useful ; and the vessel can turn completely
round in a smaller space aud a shorter time than
an ordinary steamer. The exit of the water from
the nozzles is a little above sea-level, a plan found
to be better than actually immersing them. In one
of the trial-trips of the Nautilus, with strong wind
and tide urging her on, and going at full speed, she
was stopped dead in less than ton secoucls, and in

about a quarter of her length, by simply reversing
the valves.

Tlie performance of the Nautilus was so satis-

factory as to lead the Admiralty to expedite tlie

liuisliing of the \Vaterwitc/i, an iron-clad gun-vessel
of 778 tons and IGO horse-power. In this vessel,

the wheel is 14 feet diameter, the curved radii 12 in

number; it rotates (at full engine-])Ower) 39 times
per minute, in a wheel-case 19 feet diameter; the
pipes from the case measure 27 inches by 2.5 ; the
brass nozzles, 24 inches by IS, are continued along
the outside of the vessel, 8 feet on each side of the
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centre ; the lower lips of the discharge-nozzles are

8 inches below water-line, the remainder of the

aperture being above water. The trial-trip, in

October 1S66, was successful in regard to s]>eed, as

compared with the Viper screw gun-vessel, of similar

tonnage and horse-power.

During 1867, the Nautilus and TVaferu-ilcJi. were
subjected to other tests besides speed, in relation to

the following advantages claimed for the turbine

principle. 1. With this wheel there cannot be any
' sUp,' which occasions a certain loss of power in the

paddJe and the screw. 2. The power being uniform

and continuous, the motion of the vessel is likely to

be smooth, little affected by trembling or vibrating.

3. The propelling power being unaffected by a storm,

there will be no reaction on the engines from the

motion of the vessel in a heavy sea. 4. The vessel

is rendered independent of her rudder, as she can be

turned on her centre by the propeller alone, without

the hehu and without steerage-way. 5. The pro-

peller, being placed within the vessel, is less exposed

than the screw or the paddle to injury from shot,

folding, or accidents of war. 6. The projieUer, on

account of its action being independent of the

draught of water, wUl work effectually so long as

there is the barest depth of water for the vessel to

float in. 7. Should the vessel spring a leak, or be

pierced with shot, the regiUar supply of water can

be cut off from the wheel, and the leakage-water

used instead, thereby pumping the hold by the very

act of propelling the vessel. 8. From the peculiari-

ties of action, the hydraulic propeller is likely to

present great facilities for mancEUvring a ship-of-

war under steam.

NEEMU'CH, or NIJIACH, a town of India, in

the territorj- of Gwalior (q. v.), near the north-

western border of Walwa, 320 miles south-west

from Delhi, on a slightly elevated ridge rising from

a weD-cultivated plain. It is 147G feet above the

sea. The native po]>ulation of the tov\-n is only

about 4000 ; but N. has acquired importance

on account of a British cantonment established

here in 1817. Prior to the sepoy mutiny of 18.57

—1859, the officers' quarters comprised about 80

bungalows, beautifully situated among gardens

;

but all, except a single bungalow, were destroyed in

1857 by the mutineers, who massacred the Euro-

peans, and kept possession of the fort for some time,

till it was captured by Brigadier Stuart after a

siege of fourteen days. The situation of N. is

regarded as one of the most healthy in India ; the

climate is agreeable, the nights cool even in the hot

season, the winter seldom so cold as to make fires

requisite, and frost very rare.

NEGAPATA'M, a town of British India, in the

presidency of Madi'as, and district of Tanjore, 124

miles south-south-west from Madras, on a small

estuary of one of the many small southern mouths
of the Cauvery. The manufacture of cotton and
silk fabrics was, in fonner times, extensively car-

ried on here, but has greatly declined in conse-

quence of the cheapness of British goods. A chief

branch of industry is the expression of oil from the

cocoa-nut and from oil-seeds. There is a consider-

able trade mth Ceylon. The harbour is suited only

for small coasting-vessels ; but measures are in pro-

gress for its improvement. It is proposed to connect

N. by railway with Trichinopoly, SO miles distant.

N. was the capital of the Dutch possessions in India,

but was taken by the British in 1781. Pop. 10,000.

NELLO'BE, a town of British India, capital of a

district of the same name, in the presidency of

Madras, situated on an elevation on the right bank
of the Northern Pennar, 20 miles from its mouth,
and 95 miles north-north-west from Madras. It is

irregularly built, and the population in some places

much crowded ; but there are some good streets.

The abundant supply of water contributes to the

health of the town. N. was formerly an important

fortress. It is a curious circumstance that, in the

end of last century, a pot filled with Roman gold

coins and medals—chiefly of Trajan, Adrian, and
Faustina—was found under the ruins of a small

Hindu temple at NeUore. Pop. 20,000.

NE'LSON, the capital of a province of the same
name, in New Zealand, is situated at the north end
of the Middle Island, at the mouth of the Maitai, a
small river, and at the head of a large bay called

BUnd Bay. The situation is very beautiful, on a
flat, hemmed in by ragged hills and amidst almost

tropical luxuriance. The harbour, however, only

admits vessels of 500 tons at high water, and thia

circumstance has much retarded the progress both
of the town and the settlement. The centre of the

town is a hill rising 40 feet above the surrounding

streets, and laid out as a square with an Episcopal

chm-ch in its centre. N. was founded in 1841.

The population in 1871 was 5534, being a decrease

of lis as comi)ared with that of 1SG7. The manu-

factures of the town comprise cloth and leather.

Steamers sail to the neighbouring ports.

NERIA'D, a town of British India, in the presi-

dency of Bombay and district of Kaira, on the route

from Baroda to Ahmedabad, 38 miles north-west

from Baroda, on a feeder of the Sabarmati. It

is the chief town of an extensive and well-culti-

vated tract, which produces much tobacco, and
contains many prosperous towns and villages. Pop.

40,000.

NERVOUS DISEASES OF AN OBSCURE
NATURE A-N-D NERVOUSNESS. Although the

most important affections of the nervous system,

as chorea, convulsions, epilepsy, hydi'ojihobia, hypo-
chondriasis, hysteria, neuralgia, paralysis, spasms,

and tetanus, have been considered in special articles,

there is an infinite variety of (often evanescent)

forms which the diseases of the nervous system
assume, some of which we propose now to consider.

These nervous affections are almost solely confined

to women, and most of them may be regarded as

modified forms of hysteria. Simulated Pregnancy,

or, as tlie French physicians term it, Nervous Preg-

nancy, is an affection of not very rare occurrence.

The abdomen gradually enlarges, the catamenia are

suppressed, and sickness, enlargement of the breasts,

v.'ith the other symptoms of pregnancy, supervene
(as far as they can be recognised by the non-
professional observer), and it is only the non-appear-

ance of the infant at the expected period that leads

to a suspicion of the true nature of the case. The diag-

nosis of such a case is extremely dilficidt, and the

most celebrated accoucheurs have been deceived.

We commence with this extreme instance, as being
singularly illusti-ative of the power which a per-

verted action of the nervous system may impress
upon certain persons. The somewhat allied cases

in which patients persist in fancying themselves
pregnant in opposition to the ojiinion of their

medical adviser (as tlie well-known case of Queen
Mar}', so admirably drawn by Fronde), are far more
numerous. The intestines are often implicated in

cases of a deranged condition of the ners'ous system.
The excretion of gas from the intestinal mucous
membrane is often much increased in the class of

patients commonly called nervous. The rattling

sounds produced by the movement of the gas

—

scientifically known as bomboryrjmi—are some-
times so loud as to prevent the patient from enter-

ing into society with comfort ; and sometimes the
mere fear of the occurrence of these sounds is

663
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Biifficiciit to induce them. A dcpraveil appetite,

scieiitilicaUy known as pica, is a common sjinp-

torn t>f dta-anycil nervous system both in chlorutic

young women, in whom the catamcnial discharge

is not well establiehed, and in pregnant women.
See MoRKlD AprETiTES. The not very rare cases of

fasting women and girls belong to the same cate-

gory. All these cases, however, ultimately undergo
detection.

Dr Parry and other physicians have described

cases of morbid sensibility of the mucous membrane
of the pharynx, in which the muscles of the larynx
are called into violent action if the patient takes a

sip of water or other fluid. Such cases so strongly

simulate hydroi>h(iliia, that they are described as

hysteric hydi'ophobia.

Passing on to the special modifications which an
abnormal state of the nervous system impresses on
the organs of circulation, we have nervous palpi-

tation of the heart, which may readily be distin-

guished fi'om i)a]pitation dependent on change of

structure by due attention to symptoms. There is

a peculiar foi'm of abdominal pulsation, due solely

to nervous influence, which may not very unfrc-

quently be felt on pressing the hand on the patient's

abdomen. It has in many cases been mistaken for

aneurism.
The nervous symptoms implicating the respir-

atory organs are not only the most common of any,

but are alarming and urgent, and m.ay be readily

mistaken for indications of serious inflammatory or

organic disease. Nervous asthma, which is supposed
to depend upon a spasmodic constriction of the

bronchial tubes, is too well known to require com-
ment. Women suffering from a deranged condi-

tion of the nervous system sometimes present

symptoms of what may be termed nervous catarrh

—such as a cojiious flow of tears, free discharge

from the nostrils, and coustaut sneezing. Such
cases ai'e often periodic. They may be treated with
preparations of iron, and are sometimes at once

checked by a pinch of snuff. There are various

forms of cough due mainly to nervous irritation,

the difference in the character of the cough prob-

ably depending on the spot which is the scat of ini-

tation. Tlius, we hear of spa»mo<lic cough, which is

often accompanied by much straining and con\-ulsive

agitation, and somewhat resembles hooping-cough

;

riiiQing cough, accompanied by dyspnaa and hoarse-

ness, or loss of voice ; larking cough, often arising

from irritation of the ovaries, &c. Such coughs as

these are aggravated by depleting measures, ordin-

ary cough medicines, &c., and usually disapjiear

under the use of tonics.

The nervous affections of the motor system are

conveniently grouped by Dr Laycock under
three heads—(1) the first including those eases

in which there is paralysis or sjiasm without
distortion; (2) those in which distortion fol-

lows cessation of muscular equilibrium, as in the

various forms of club-foot ; and (3) paroxysmal
affections. The best exami)le of the Jirst class is

hysterical paralysis of the lower extremities, of

which Sir Benjamin Brodie long ago wrote as

follows :
' I have known not a few, but very numer-

ous instances of young ladies being condemned to

the horizontal posture, and even to the torture of

caustic issues and setons, for several successive

years, in whom air, and exercise, and cheerfid occu-

pations would probably have procured a cure in the

course of a few months.' A notice of such cases as

these may be found in the article Hysteria. Par-

alysis of a lateral half of the bod}', or of one limb
only, may also be merely a manifestation of hys-

teria. The seco7id class is well illustrated by the

following case, which is reported by Mr Shaw. A
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young l.idy who had suffered from a train of symp-
toms indicative of a disturbed nervous system, had
the ankle so turned round that she walked on one
side of the foot. The knee was als<j bent outwards,
and the spine was becoming distorted. Sir Charles
Bell, who saw her in consultation, regarded the
case as one of wilful deception, and in a year's time
his diagnosis was completely established, scarcely
any trace of lameness being apparent. Many of the
joints—as the knee, hip, &e.—may be the seats of
purely neuralgic sym))toms, which so closely simu-
late organic disease of the cartil.iges, as to lead to
the removal of the limb. Carmichael, Brodie, and
others have recorded cases in which this terrible

mistake has been made by experienced surgeons.
Spinal irritation, or spinal tcuderness, is a
mysterious affection, whose diagnostic value is

not vei-y definite, as it may arise from a large
number of distinct conditions, as, for example,
disease of some part of the spinal cord, uterine
disease, chronic disease of the intestinal %-iscera, &c.
One of the most anomalous affections of the

nervous system ever recorded is described by Mr
Holden in the Si Bartholomew's Hospital Reports,
1S67, vol. iii., pp. 299—.S05. The patieut is a bright-
looking boy about 12.!, who, as he lies reading in bed,

presents evcrj- appearance of perfect health ; all that
he comijlains of is what he calls his ' bump,' which is

about the size of a hen's egg, and lies on the right
side of the neck, just above the shoulder. If the
' bump ' be touched, even most gently, the boy
instantly loses all consciousness, and becomes deaf,

dumb, and blind, while his body becomes arched
like a bow, and is supported only by the back of

the head and the heels, while his arms are rigidly

extended. He may be pinched or jiricked, but
shews no sign of sensation. After remaining in this

state for somewhat less than a minute, he draws a
deep long breath, which is followed by a deep sigh.

Instantly the spasm ce.ises, and the body falls,

seemingly lifeless, on the bed. After two other
similar sighs, which occur in a few seconds, the boy
awakes as if from profound sleep, and in a few
minutes is none the worse for what he has gone
through. Whenever the bump is touched—even
when the boy is fast asleep—the same phenomena
occur. (It has been found that, on touching the
backbone in the dorsal region, the same series of

events happen.) By continuous gentle manipulation
of the bump, the boy has been kept unconscious for

twenty minutes. Another and even more remark-
able phase of the boj^'s afl'ection is his crowing and
barking fit, which takes place every day at the
same time, almost to a minute. See the Reports
above cited.

With this illustration, we close our remarks on
what may be termed Anomalou-i Xervous Afflictions.

With regard to Nervousness, which also stands at
the head of this article, we may observe, that it is

a word pertaining rather to the vocabulary of the
patient (and jire-eminently of the female jiatient)

than of the physician. It is usually understood to
indicate a condition of which a restless mobility,

with or without an undue excitability of the nerves
of sensation, is the chief characteristic. For further

information on this subject, the reader is referred

to Dr Laycock's various works, and to Romberg On
DUeases of the Nervous System, 2 vols., translated

by Dr Sieveking.

NEST-BUILDING APES. Reference was
made, but with some hesitation, in the article

GoKiLLA, to certain new species of apes of the same
genus with the chimi)anzee and gorilla, said to

have been discovered by ^I. du Chaillu in Western
Africa. The complete vindication which has since

taken place of that traveller's reputation as a tnithful
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and tnist-svorthy observer, makes it necessary to

give some further notice of these now unquestioned
discoveries, exceedingly remarkable on account of

the habits of some of the animals. To protect

themselves from the rain, they construct nests, or

rather umbrellas, among the branches of the trees,

of long branches and leaves laid one over the other

very carefullj- and thickly, so as to be ' capable of

shedding "water/ The branches are fastened to the

tree in the middle of the structure by portions of

the stems of twining shrubs, abundant in these

forests. When the leaves dry, so that the structure

no longer keeps out the rain, the owner builds

another shelter ; and Du Chaillu says this happens

Xest-buUding Ape (Troglodytes calvus).

once in ten or fifteen days. The nest-building ape
(Troglodytes calvus, called Nshiego Mbouve by the
natives) is nearly four feet in length. Du Chaillu

supposes this ape to rest all night on a projecting

branch under its nest or umbrella, with an arm
roimd the stem of the tree for security. The nests

are generally constructed about 15 or 20 feet from
the ground, and invariably on a tree which stands a
little apart from others, and which has no limbs
below the one in which the nest is placed, probably
in order to safety from serpents and other animals.

These apes inhabit the most lonely parts of the

forests. The nests are never congregated together,

so that this ape does not seem to be gregarious. It

feeds on fruits.—Du Chaillu discovered a second
species of nest-building ape, on his second visit to

the Ogobai, very similar to the Troglodytes calvus,

but which constructs its nest in a somewhat different

fashion. It is called Xshiego Nkengo by the natives.

It makes its nest or shelter at the height of about
20 or 30 feet from the ground, by bending over and
intertwining a number of the weaker boughs, the
foliage of which forms its protection from rain.

NETJ-CHWAXG, or YES'G-TSZE, a town of

the Chinese Empire, in Manchuria. It stands on
the left bank of the river Liaou, about 25 miles from
its mouth, and in lat. 41° X., and long. 122° 30' E.

The Liaou, which falls into the Gulf of Liaou-tong,

at the head of the Yellow Sea, is narigable for sea-

going vessels to N. ; and N. is therefore regarded as

a seaport, and is one of those opened to foreign trade

by the treaty of Tientsin. A British consul resides

here ; but the trade is as yet inconsiderable, and
only to Chinese ports.

NEUILLY (sometimes called Keuilly-sur-
Seixe, to distinguish it from several much less

important places of the same name), a town of

France, in the dep. of Seine, on the right bank of

the river Seine, immediately to the north of the
Bois de Boulogne. N. may now be regarded as a
suburb of Paris, with which it is connected by
several streets, or roads, lined with numerous villas.

Here, near the Seine, and in a large and beautiful

park, formerly stood the Chateau de Xeuilly, built

by Louis XV., and the favourite residence of Louis
Philippe, which was burned at the revolution in

' 1S4S. The park was also then divided into lots for

sale, the consequence bein^ a rapid increase of the

nimiber of houses in Neuilly. N. has manufactures
of porcelain and starch, chemical works and distil-

leries. Pop. (1866) 16,475. ^\^len Louis Phihppe
abdicated, and took refuge in England, he assumed
the title of Count de Xetully.

NEU'jMUXSTER, a prosperous manufacturing
and market town of Holstein, on the Schwale, one
of the head-waters of the Stoer, and on the railway
between Altona and Kiel, 19 miles south-by-west
from Kiel. There are large woollen and linen fac-

tories, tanneries, dye-works, and breweries. Pop.

(1864) 7797.

XETJSTETTI'N', a town of Prussia, in the

province of Pomerania, 92 miles south-west from
Danzig, on the southern shore of the Vilm See.

It is the capital of a circle, and a place of some
importance. Pop. 7000.

NEU'TRA, a town of Himgary, the capital of a

county of the same name, on a river of the same
name, 72 miles north-north-west from Pesth. N.
is a very old town, having been the residence of a
MoraWan prince in the 9th c, before the Magyar
invasion. Weaving is carried on to some extent,

and N. being not far from the Moravian frontier,

has a considerable tranSit-trade. Pop. 9267.

XEVIA'N'SK, a town of Russia, in the govern-

ment of Perm, 50 miles north from Ekaterinburg.

It is on the eastern or Siberian side of the L'ral

Mountains, and stands on the Neiva, the waters of

which flow by the Tobol and the Irtish to the Obi.

The district around X. is famous for its mineral
wealth, particularly for its productiveness of gold,

copper, and platinum. X. has a mint, the tower of

which is remarkable as leaning even more than the
celebrated tower of Pisa. Pop. 18,000.

NEWCHURCH, a very thri\'ing town of Lanca-
shire, England, 19 miles north from Manchester, in

Rossendale, not far from the source of the IrweU.

It has recently and rapidly risen to its present

importance. There are numerous cotton and woollen
manufactories, employing many operatives. Coal is

also wrought in the neighbourhood, and there are

numerous large quarries of excellent freestone. Pop.

about 4000. The neighbourhood is very populous,

abounding in manufactories and other public works.

—Xot much more than a mile to the west of X., is

Pva\rtenstall, a large village, now almost a town, and
rapidly increasing.

XGAX-KIXG, a large and wealthy city of China,

the capital of the province of Xgan-whi. It stands

on the left bank of the great river Yang-tze-Kiang,

190 miles south-west from Xankin. The surround-

ini' coimtry is highly cultivated, and very densely

peopled. The mineral riches of the neighbourhood
are also considerable. X. is a place of busy trade,

great part of the goods intended for Xankin passing

through the hands of its merchants. The trade is

carried on by means of vessels on the river. Porce-

lain and cloth are among the principal articles of

trade.

XIARE (Bos bradticlifros), the wild ox or buffalo

of tropical Western .:Vfrica, is in size and weight
663
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about eqiml to the smaller breeds of British oxen,
but of greater strength. The head is rather small,

the muzzle lilack, the ears long and pointed, and
fringed with beautiful silky hair, several inches
long. The horns are 10 or 12 inches long, curved
bacKwards, and sharply ])ointed. The animal is

gracefully proportioned, having nothing of the
clumsiness of the common buffalo. The body
is covered with a coat of thin red hair. The
tail is tufted at the extremity -n-ith black hair

Kiare {Sos brachichcros),

several inches long. Herds of these oxen were seen
by Du ChaiUu in the open or prairie lands to the
south of the mouth of the Ogobai. They are shy
and fierce ; if woimded, they turn upon the hunter
with terrible fury. No attempt seems yet to have
been made to domesticate this animal, which is

]irobably very capable of it, and might be found
more suitable than other oxen for warm cHmates.

NICARA'GUA, or EI'VAS, a town of the
republic of Nicaragua (q. v.). Central America, on
the western shore of the Lake Nicaragua ((j. v.), 35
miles south-south-east from Granada. It is not a
place of much commerce, the commerce of the lake
being chiefly carried on by Granadii, Pop. 8500.

NICHOLSON, .Jonx, British gener.al, one of the
most distinguished of the later school of Indian
soldiers, was born in Dublin, 11th December 1821.

His father, a i)hysician of considerable reputation
in that city, died when the boy had just comjileted

his 8th year. By his mother, a woman of strong
sense and much practical piety, he was carefully

educated ; and from her he seems to have inherited

or imbibed a certain religious gravity and earnest-
ness of character which was early noted in him, and
continued to distinguish him through life. Through
the influence of her brother. Sir James Weir Hogg,
an Indian cadetship was obtained for him ; at the
age of IG, he arrived in Calcutta, and was soon after

posted to tlie 21st Native Bengal Infantiy, then
stationed at Ferozepore. In 1S4I.I, his regiment was
ordered to Ghizui in Afghanistan, where two j'ears

after, in the disastrous insurrection which avenged
our occujiation of the country, it was compelled to

surrender to the enemy. After a time of miserable
captirity, he regained his liberty, and joined the
relie-N-ing army under General Pollock, to be sad-

dened immediately after by the death, in action, of

his brother Alexander. A ])eriod of inactivity

ensued, during which he was stationed at Meenit,
doing duty as adjutant of his regiment. On the
breaking out of the Sikh war in 1845, he served in

the campaign on the Sutlej, and was present at the
b.attle of Ferozeshah, though, as attached to the
commissariat department, without special oppor-
tunity of distinguishing himself. After the cessa-

tion of the war, through the recommendation of

Colonel (aftervvards Sir Henry) Lawrence, N., now a

lieutenant, was appointed assistant to the resident
at the coiKjueied ea|iit;d, Lahore, and thus fairly
transferred to the ]iolitical branch of the service,
in which most of his future time was passed. But
shortly, with the outbreak of the Sikli rebellion in

1848, there came an interlude of military activity,
in which he greatly distinguished himself. To N.'s
daring and promjititude was due the preservation
to us of the important fortress of Attock ; and soon
after, his success at the Margulla Pass, in interccjit-

ing and defeating a large body of tlie insiirgents,

brought his name prominently before the world.
Throughout the struggle which followed, he rendered
important service ; and at the great battles of
ChiUianwalla and Gujerat successively, he earned
the sjiecial ajijiroval of Lord Gough, to whom he
was immediately attachecL
The Punjab having finally become a British

pro\nnce, Cajitain N. was appointed a deputy-com-
missioner under the Lahore Board, of which Sir
Henry LawTence was president. He h.ad now been
nearly ten years in India ; his strength was some-
what shaken by arduous service, and various illnesses

which from time to time had assailed him ; and
above all, he was anxious to visit and console his
widowed mother, then prostrated by the death in

Intlia, by an accident, of Wilham, his younger
brother. In 1850, accordingly, he took his furlough,
and returned home, taking Constantinople en route,

and visiting, with an eye to professional instruction,

the capitals of all the great military powers of the
continent. On his return to India, he was again
appointed by LawTence a deputy-commissioner in

the Punjab, and for five years subsequently his

work lay among the savage tribes of the frontier.

His success in bringing them under thorough
subjection to law and order, was something mar\'el-

lous ; and such were the impressions of fear and
reverence wrought l)y the force and massive person-
ality of the man, that he became among these rude
populations, under the title of ' Nikkul Seyn,' the
object of a curious kind of hero-worship. So far was
this carried, that a sect actually arose, of NikkiU-
Seynees, who consecrated him as their Guru (or

spiritual guide), and jiersisted—despite of severe
Hoggings regularly iuliicted by the worthy man,
indis])osed to accept of divine honours— in falling

at his feet, and making him an object of express
adoration.

With the outbreak of the great mutiny in 1857
came N.'s supreme opportunity, and the brief

career of glorious achievements in which he de-
veloped in the eye of the world the full ])owcr and
siileudour of his military genius. In the saWng
of the Punjab, virtually ludja was saved to us ; and
under Sir John Lawrence, who had succeeded his

brother, Sir Henry, N.— though not witliout noble
coadjutors to divide with him the honour—perhajis

dill more than any other single man to hold firm

our grasp of the Puujab. He it was \vho suggested
the formation of the famous movable column, by
which mainly the work was done, and presided

over its organisation. Shortly, he was ap])ointed

to command it ; and in his dealings with the sus-

pected regiments of sepoys, he exhibited a parti-

cular combination of boldness with subtlety, dis-

cretion, and astuteness, scarcely too much to be
admired. At Trimmu Ghaut, on the 12th and
14th of .July, he brought to baj', and nearly utterly

annihilated, a large force of the declared rebels.

Things thus made safe behind him, he marched to

reinforce the army of General Wilson, engaged in

the siege of Delhi, arriWng in camp on August 7.

His presence and counsels gave new imjiulse to the

ojierations ; and in every way he strove, ivith fiery

and impatient energy, to expedite the delayed
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assault. A strong body of the enemy having tried

to make their way into the British rear, to N. was
assigned the task of intercepting and bringing them
to battle. This he achieved on August 24, near
Nujuffghur—under circumstances of extreme difB-

cidty, la the most masterly manner surmounted

—

obtaining a most brilliant result in the comjilete

ruin and dispersion of the mutineers. When the
assault on the city was at last ordered, General N.
(for to this rank he had now attained) was selected
for the post of honour ; and on the morning of

September 14, he led the first column of attack.

After the troops had forced their way into the city,

an unforeseen check occurred, and N., ever in front,

exposed himself in the most fearless manner to

animate his men to advance. Conspicuous by
his towering stature, he became the mark of the
enemy's buUets, and fell, shot thi-ough the body.
He lingered for some time in great suffering, and
died on the morning of the 23tl. Over the whole
of India, the victory was saddened by his death ;

for it was felt that in John N., to use Lord Can-
ning's expression, ' a tower of strength ' had fallen.

During the whole war of the mutiny, though it

claimed many noble victims, there fell no man more
regretted in his death than N., or in his death
more worthy of regret. Throughout his career, he
shone—as opportunity offered—a veritable ' king of

men;' one of those born to command, who natu-
rally and inevitably rise to it, and however great
in achievement, seem to need only the hap of ampler
opportunity in the future, to outsoar their great
achievements in the past. Ko one ever seems to
have come fairly in contact ^vith him without being
strangely impressed with this sense of a magnificent
reserve of poiva- in him. It remains only to add,
that his nature was on the one side as gentle, tender,
and affectionate, as on the other it was strong and
brave ; and that, by all who had intimate relations

with him, he was not less beloved for his mild
virtues, than for his sterner gifts honoured and
admired. To his memory all honour was paid. The
Queen commanded it to be officially announced
that, had he lived, he would have been created a
Knight Commander of the Bath ; and by the East
India Compauj', a special grant of £500 a year was
voted to the mother who survived to mourn for

him.—For further details of the life of this man of

right noble and heroic mould, the reader is referred
to the account of him—from which this Uttle sketch
is redacted—given in Mr Kaye's most interesting

work entitled Lives of Indian Officers (2 vols.,

I.ond. A. Strahan & Co., 1SC7).

NICOLAI, Otto, a German musical composer of

note, born at Kciuigsberg in 1S09. His early life

was a struggle with poverty and difficulties. He
studied for three years iu Berlin under Klein ; and
in 1835 went to Kome, where he went through three

more years of study under Baiui. After travellmg
for ten or twelve years over Eiu-ope, be became, in

1847, Kapellmeister at Berlin, a post which he soon
resigned. He appeared as a composer of dramatic
music as early as 1S31 ; but his first work of import-
ance was II Templario, foimded on Scott's romance
of Ivanhoe, which, produced at Turin in 1841,

attained a high and jiermanent reputation. In 1848,

he wrote at Berlin Die Lusiirjen Weiber von lVi7utso7',

on which his renown as a musician is founded, a
work charming for its clear design and lively vigorous
tone, whose overture is almost worthy of Weber.
Two months after the production of this his chef-

cCetum-e, its composer died at Berlin.

NICOSI'A, a city of Sicily, in the province of

Catania, 70 miles south-west from Messina. It is

situated on the crest of a steep conical hill between

two head-branches of the Salso. It has scarcely
any manufactures, but carries on some trade in

corn, wine, oil, and cattle. Near it are beds of

alum schist, a rich mine of rock-salt, and springs
of petroleum. Pop. 14,251.

KIEU'WER AIMSTEL, a town of the Nether-
lands, iu the jirovince of North Holland, five miles
south-by-west from Amsterdam. Pop. (1864) 7306.
A few miles to the east of it is the village of Ouder
Amstel, with about 3000 inhabitants, on the Amstel,
one of the smaller mouths of the Rhine, which
passes through the city of Amsterdam, and falls

into the Zuider Zee.

NISCE'MI, a town of Sicily, in the province of

Caltanisetta, 10 miles north-east from Terranova, and
on the right bank of the river Terranova. In 1790,
this town was visited by an earthquake, and during
seven shocks, the ground gradually sank, in one
place to the depth of 30 feet. Fissures opened,
which sent forth sulphur, petroleum, hot water, and
mud. Pop. 9323-

NISCH, or NaSSA, a town of Roumelia, Euro-
pean Turkey, 122 mUes south-east from Belgrade.

It stands on the left bank of the river Nissawa, a
branch of the Morawa. The town is ill built ; but
many new houses, and a well-supplied bazaar, attest

its present prosperity. N. has long been noted
as the point of meeting of many roads, both of

military and commercial importance. It seems
likely to acquire fresh importance by the construc-
tion of a railway from Belgrade to Constantinople
and Thessalonica. In ancient times, N. bore the
name of Naissos, and was a flourishing tovra of

Upper Ma'sia. About a mile from it is a tower com-
posed of human skulls, erected to commemorate a
victory of the Turks over the Servians ; and not
far off is the hill of Woinik, or Kriegsberg, where,
in 1GS9, the Markgraf Louis of Baden, with 17,000
men, destroyed a Tiu'kish army of 40,000. Pop.
13,000.

NI'TI-GHATJT, a pass of the Himalaya, between
the British district of Kumaon and Tibet. It takes
its name from the vUlage of Niti, in Kumaon, 13
miles south of the pass, in lat. 30° 47' N., and long.
79° 56' E. The pass is 10,814 feet above the level

of the sea. This is regarded as the easiest pass

between Kumaon and Tibet, and is conseqtientlj'

one of the principal channels of trade between
Hindustan and Chinese Tartary. The IJhotias of

Niti subsist chiefly by the carrying of goods in thia

trade. The articles of merchandise are conve3'ed

on yaks, goats, and even sheep. Travellers often

Bufler much from difficulty of respiration on the pass

of Niti-Ghaut, on account of the rarefaction of the
air,

NI'TRO-BE'NZOL. This substance has
recently taken a prominent place amongst the
narcotic poisons. Under the name of Essence of
Mirbane, it is largely employed, as a substitute, in

perfumery and confectionery, for oil of bitter almonds,
which it closely resembles in smell, and to confec-

tionery it gives the smell, but not the agreeable

taste of that oil. It is a pale, lemon-coloured liquid,

with a pungent, disagreeable taste, and distinguish-

able by its odour from all other liquids, except oil

of bitter almonds, from which it differs in the fol-

lowing reaction : Pour a few drops of each on a

plate, and add a drop of strong sulphuric acid. The
oil of almonds acquires a rich crimson colour with a
}-elIow border, while the nitro-benzol produces no
such colour. In 1S59, Professor Casper of Berlin

published an account of this liquid under the name
of 'A New Poison,' and described its effects on doL;.s

and rabbits. In 1862, and since that date, various

cases of human poisoning have been published, both
667
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in this country and abroad. Wc shall briefly notice

tliree cases, in two of wliicli the patient died, after

swallowing a portion of the lliiid; while in the other,

the inhalation of the vapour proved fatal. A lioy,

aged 17, while drawing olf some nitro-henzol by a

siphon, swallowed a portion of the lifjuid. There

were no immediate symptoms ; but he soon felt

sleepy, and when at dinner, ate but little, and said

he feit as if he was drunk. This was between two
and three houi-s after he h.ad swallowed the liquid.

He fell into a stupor, which became deeper and
deeper, until death took place, without vomiting

<T convulsions, twelve hours after the ingestion

of the poison. In the case of a man, aged 43,

who spilled a quantity of nitro-benzol over his

clothes, and went about for several hours breathing

the vapour, the effects were nearly the same. The
progress of each of these cases, both of which are

described by Dr Letheby in the Procecdhxjs of the

Royal Society for 1SC.3, was much the same as that

of slow intoxication, excepting that the mind was
perfectly clear until the coming on of the fatal

stupor, which was sudden, as in a fit of apojilexy.

From that moment, there was no return of con-

sciousness or Ijodily power ; the sufferer lay as in a

deep sleep, and died without a struggle. The dura-

tion of each case was nearly the same, about four

hours intervening between the swallowing or inhal-

ing' of the poison and the beginning of stupor or

coma, which lasted five hours. Nitro-benzol, as

well as aniline, into which it seems to have been

partly converted in the body, was detected in the

brain aud stomach. It is unnecessary to describe

the steps to be taken for the detection of the

poison in all these cases : no one but a professed

toxicologist should be intrusted with an inves-

tigation on the result of which the life and char-

acter of a human being may depend. It is s.atis-

factory to read Dr Taylor's opinion, that ' there

is uo probability that this liquid will be successfully

employed for the puqioses of murder without the

certainty of detection.'

—

Pri>ici}}les and Practice of
Medical Jurisprudence, p. 311. It is worthy of

notice that the vapour of this substance, as it is

evolved from almond glj'cerine soap, has seriously

affected females ; and l)r Taylor mentions the case

of a gentleman who, from using a cake of the soap

in taking a warm bath, fainteil from the effects of

the vapour, and was ill for some months afterwards.

The mode of treatment that shoiUd be adopted in

poisoning liy this substance, is essentially the same
as that which should be adopted in poisoning by
opium.

NITRO- GLYCERINE [C5H5N3O,,, or C^Hj
(yOj)30,;], kno^vn also as Glonoin or Glonoin Oil, is

a compound which is produced by the action of a

mixture of strong nitric and sulphuric acids on
glycerine ,at low temperatures. Two methods of

preparing it are given in Watts's Dictionary of
Chemistry, vol. ii. pp. 890, 801, to which w'e must
refer the reader who seeks for details on this sub-

ject. According to whatever method it is prepared,

it is obtained as a light yellow oily liquid, of specific

gravity varj-ing from 1-52.5 to TG, inodorous, but

having a sweet pungent arom.atic taste ; a single

drop, how^ever, if placed on the back of the tongue,

jiroduces headache and pain in the back, which
last for many hours. It is only slightly soluble

in water, but dissolves readily in ether, alcohol,

and methylated spirits ; according to Adriani (the

Chemical Xeios for Januai-y 3, 1S6S), it does not

inflame or explode when touched by a light; but
regarding its intlammabihty there seems a difference

of opinion, for Kichter of Freiberg, in a recent

Memoir, entitled Experiments vnth Nitro-ghjcerine,

observes that it does not take fire easilj', and when
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lighted, bums, but does not explode, and goes out

as soon as the flame with which it has been brought
in contact is taken aw.ay. On this very import-
ant point, further experiments are required. Hut
although contact willi flame does not cause it to

explode, this residt follows if it is exposed to a
moderately strong blow or concussion, to the con-
cussion due to the explosion of gunpowder, to con-

tact with red-liot iron, and especially to the action

of detonating mixtures aud fulminates ; it likewise

explodes on exposure to a high tem))eratm'c (see

below) ; the exjilosion, however it is produced, being
in all cases excessively rapid, aud unaccompanied by
smoke. It is this explosive power that renders this

compound a useful agent in blasting. According
to Dr Rudolf Wagner, the distinguished Bavarian
technologist, it may be cooled down to 4° without
becoming solid; but this statement prob.ably refers

to the chemically pure compound ; for the nitro-

glycerine of commerce, which has been patented by
a German, under the name of NoheVa Patent Blast-

ing Oil, becomes solid if exposed for a considerable

time to a temperature of 40°, crystallising in long

needles, which are most dangerous to handle, since

they ex|jlode, even on being gently broken, with
appalling violence. At SiO", nitro-glycerine begins

(according to Dr Adriani) to decompose, giving off

red vapours ; and if the heat be suddenly apphcd,

or slightly raised above this point, the substance

explodes with great violence ; while, according to

other observers, it is liable to explode at 240°, or a
little higher ; and if exposed for a length of time to

half that temper.ature, explosion may take place at

180" or less. It is obvious from the formula for

nitro-glycerine that it m.ay be assumed to consist of

glycerine, CjHjO,.,, in which three atoms of hj-drogen

are replaced by three of peroxide of nitrogen, NOj.
The products of the con\plete combustion of 100

parts of pure nitro-glycerine are—water, 20 parts

;

carbonic acid, 58 ; oxygen, 3v5 ; and nitrogen, 18'5;

and hence, it has been calculated that one volume
(say, a cubic inch) of this compound, at a specific

grarity of 1 'G, yields, on combustion or explosion :

Aqueous T.ipour,

Curbonic acid,

Oxygen,
Kiuogcn,

554 volumes (snv, cubic inches)

4U9 „ „
39 M ti

J35 I, „

1293 II II

According to Nobel, these gases expand, on explo-

sion, to S times their bulk ; in which case, 1 cubic

measure (say, 1 cubic inch) of nitro-glycerine will

yield 10,.384 cubic measures (say, cubic inches) of

gases ; while 1 cubic measure of gunjjowder wiU only

yield 800 cubic measures of gases. Hence, it follows

that, for equal bulks, nitro-wlycerine is 13 times as

strong as gunpowder, while for equal weights it is S

times as strong.

The danger of using this compound in mining, &o.

is greatly increased by its instability. Even when
pure, it is liable, at a heat of 70° or less, to undergo

slow, spontaneous decomposition into glycerine, oxaHc
and hydrocj'anic acids, ammonia, &c., with a con-

tinuous escape of gaseous products, which, exerting

pressure on the liquid, renders it so prone to explo-

sion th.at even a slight concussion is attended with
danger ; and the impure commerci.al compound
decomposes far more r.apidly than the pure nitro-

glycerine : indeed, impure nitro-glycerine m.ay, from

this cause, be regarded as 'dangerously self-explosive

even whUe standing quietly ' (Adriani, op. cit.).

JIany of our readers doubtless recollect the

history of a terrific exjjosion that took place on

board the ship European, when lying in harbour at

Colon, Panama, on the 3d of April 1866. Amongst
the cargo put on board at Liverpool were 70 cases

of nitro-glycerine, and one case containing 70,000
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perciission-caps. At 7 A. ii. on the 3d, a most
tremendous explosion occurred in the after-part of

the ship. It was described as most rapid, without
smoke, but with a great flame, and the ship was
immediately after seen to be on lire. The whole of

the deck and cabin aft were carried away, and the
side of the ship was also much damaged, the plates
above the water-line being blown away, and the
parts below it being much injured. For fear of

further explosions, the ship was towed into the bay,
where she shortly sunk, Xor was the injury con-
fined to the European ; the jetty was nearly blown
away, and a vessel lying on the other side of it

was much damaged. Houses in the town were
also partially destroj-ed, the floors in many cases
being torn up ; and altogether about 50 lives were
lost. When the bodies were recovered, they pre-
sented no sign of smoke nor any symptoms of scald-

ing ; and hence it was inferred that the explosion
could not have been produced either by the per-
cussion-caps or by steam. On these and other
grounds, the conclusion was irresistible that the
explosion was due to the nitro-glycerine. An action
was (August 1867) brought at Liverpool by the
owners of the European against the shippers of the
nitro-glycerine, on the ground that no due notice of

the dangerous properties of that compound had been
given ; and at this trial, several of the important
points regarding the explosive properties of nitro-

glj'cerine, which we have noticed, were eUcited
from Professor Abel, chemist to the laboratory at
Woolwich ; Colonel Boxer, superintendent of the
Woolwich Laboratory ; and Professor Pioscoe, who
appeared as scientiiic witnesses. To give some
definite idea of the explosive force of this substance,
Professor Eoscoe stated that one case of it woidd
have sufficed for the destruction of the European.
It is used to a considerable extent in the slate-

quarries in Wales, and in mining operations. A
workman at one of those quarries described how he
had been set to clean a wagon which had held some
of it, which he did by scraping it with a piece of

slate ; and inadvertently throwing the piece of slate

into the wagon when he had finished, the percussion
exploded the remnants of the oO, and the wagon
was blown to pieces. He states that it is regarded
as ten times as powerful an explosive agent as gun-
powder.
We learn from a recent number of the Xevada

Gazette (quoted in the Chemical Jfeies, Augiist 16,

1SG7), that this substance is being advantageously
employed in the blasting necessary for the construc-

tion of the summit tunnel on the Central Pacific

EaOway. The operation is said to be going on 2.5

per cent, faster than if powder had been used. The
small holes required for the oU can probably be
drilled in less than one-third the time required for

the larger ones necessary in using powder. The oil

does much more execution than powder, as it always
breaks the rock from two to sixteen inches beyond
the hole, and also throws out a much larger body.

The oil is here estimated as ha^Tug, in hard rock, a
strength five tirnes greater than powder. It is made
upon the spot, and is considered much stronger as

well as safer than the imported compoimiL It has

been now used for several months, and there has
never been any accident, nor has a single blast

missed fire since the Chinamen commenced filling

the cartridges. Colonel Schaffner of the United
States army has published an official Report on this

compound, to which he gives the name of 'nitro-

leum,' which confirms the fact that its explosive

properties are far greater than those of gunpowder.

From a Report on the same subject by Captain

Grant, R.S., it appears that it is exploded by per-

cussion, and apparently, imder ordinary circum-

stances, by nothing else—neither by friction nor
fire. Generally, a trifling blow is sufficient to
explode it. Its explosive force is about ten times
that of gunpowder. It has all the appearance of

common oil. and is usually carried in tin cases,

each of which holds 25 lbs. Each can is packed in

a wooden case for carriage. In a paper on this

subject by M. Kopp, that chemist holds the view
already noticed, that accidents are mainly due to
the presence of impurities. He states that, by
means of charges of 1500 or 2000 grammes of oil,

from 40 to SO cubic metres of a hard rock may be
detached.
We have already noticed Richter's observations

on the slight inflammability of this compound ; and
as the employment of this explosive agent seems to be
increasing, we shall give his other chief results, so as

to bring up our knowledge to the latest possible

date. The shaft in which the experiments were
made was being sunk 30 feet long by S feet wide,
in hard gray gneiss with occasional joints, which
facilitated the working. From these experiments,
it appeared not only that its power was four or
five times greater than that of the nitrate-of-soda

OTupowder commonly used for mining pivrijoses in

Germany, but that other advantages accrued from
its use, which may be summed up as follows: (1.)

Fewer men are w"anted for working out a certain-

sized piece of ground, and fewer holes have to be
bored than at present. (2.) Xitro-glycerine does not
take fire easily (see above). (3.) The amount
of smoke after a blast is small, as compared with
that of powder ; and workmen can return at once
to the spot when the blast has taken place. (4.)

Holes that have missed, or only partly torn, can be
retamped and shot off, which, with the present
arrangements, is impossible, or very dangerous.
Against these advantages must be set off the follow-

ing disadvantages : (1.) The gases formed during the
explosion of nitro-glycerine have an injurious effect

on the organs of sight and respiration. (2.) Xitro-
glycerine explodes on being struck smartly, and
easily freezes. (3.) The masses of rock which it

removes are mostly very large, and considerable

time has to be spent in breaking them up.

In another set of experiments, the relative cost

of blasting by nitro-glycerine and gunpowder was
compared, and it was found that a cubic fathom of

ground could be removed by the former for£4, 0«. 4(1.

;

the cost amounted to £5, Os. 9S</. when the latter

was used. In sinking a shaft in clay-slate by
means of nitro-glycerine. the cost was under £3 per
cubic fathom. For further details regarding these
experiments, the reader is referred to the Chemical
A'ezi's, November 15, 1867, which contains a transla-

tion of Richter's valuable Jlemoir.

In the Times for December 10, 1867, there was a
notice of a serious explosion from the employment
of this agent \vithin a few miles of the city of

Xew York. The accident happened in the Berger
quarries. Nine persons were blown to pieces, and ten
or fifteen wounded, while the ground was shaken
for fully a mile round, and several houses were
destroyed.

A very serious accident took place on Tues-
day, December 17, 1867, at Newcastle, and occa-

sioned the loss of seven lives. The editor of the
Chemical S^eios, December 20, 1867, remarks, that

'iinless means are taken by the manufacturers
to prevent explosions causing such lamentable
results as these, a valuable blasting agent will

be lost to miners and quarriers. If this be the

case, however, the manufactm:ers of it will have
themselves to blame, for explosions of nitro-

glycerine during transport or storage ought to be
unknown. It has recently been discovered that
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nitro-glycerine ilissolved in two or three times its

bulk of methylated spirit is fiuite inexplosive, aud

that, when required for use, the addition of water

will precii)itate the oil, the layer o£ water and

spirit merely requiring decanting off. The nitro-

glycerine separated in this way possesses explosive

properties quite as active as the original oil, which,

indeed, is frequently rather improved than other-

wise by the treatment. Shipping agents and

railway companies should refuse to receive nitro-

glycerine unless protected iu the manner indicated.'

It will be observed that all these tenil)le acci-

dents are of recent date. Although nitro-glycerine

was discovered about 20 years ago by Dr Sobrero

(now professor at Turin), it remained simply an

object of scientific interest, till glycerine was manu-
factured on a large scale—that is to say, till eight or

ten years ago. We believe that it was at the close

of 1S64 that it first became an article of commerce.

[Jlore recently, a compound of nitro-glycerine

with gun-cotton, the constituents of gunpowder,
infusorial earth, and one or two other substances,

forming a paste, has been invented by Professor

Engels of Cologne, and is coming into extensive use

for mining and other purposes. It has received the

name of lUho-fractettr (stone-breaker), and is de-

scribed as possessing immense power. Its great

recommendation, however, is its safety ; it can be

exploded only by a percussion-cap. It may be let

fall, or exposed to the most violent concussion,

without being affected ; when ignited by ordinary

fire, as a cigar-fuse, it merely bums away with a
slight hissing noise.]

NO'CTULE (
I'espertiUo noctula), the largest

British species of Bat (q. v.), being nearly three

inches long without the tail, which is fidly an inch

and a half. The ears are oval-triangular, shorter

than the head ; the muzzle is short and lilunt. The
N. is only seen on the wing during a short part of

the year, retiring early in autumn to hoUow trees,

caves, or under the eaves of buildings, where many
are sometimes found together.

NO MERE DE DI'OS, a town of Mexico, 35

miles south-east from Durango, in a mountainous

district. Near it are rich silver mines. Pop. 7000.

NOHDEN, a tovm of Prussia, formerly of Han-

over, iu East Friesland, 72 miles north-west from

Oldenburg, and a few miles from the North Sea,

with which it is connected by a canal. Pop. (lSG-1)

6119.

NOETHEKN LIGHT-HOUSES, Comus-
SIOXERS OF, the body corporate which has under its

management the whole of the light-houses of Scotland

and Isle of Man. The body was first constituted

by act of parliament 26 Geo. III., but has been fre-

quently since the subject of legislation. The light-

houses of the Isle of Man were assigned to it in 1815.

By the Merchant Shipping Act, 1854, the Commis-
sioners are so far limited iu their powers, that any

proposal for a new light-house must receive the

approval of the Trinity House, London, and the

outlay must be sanctioned by the Board of Trade
;

the cost, however, is borne by the imperial light-

house fund. The Commissioners act wholly in

virtue of office, and give their services gratu-

itously. The body consists of the Lord Advocate,

Solicitor-general, Lord Provost and senior Bailie

of Edinburgh ; Lord Provost and senior Bailie of

Glasgow ; Lord Provost of Aberdeen ; provosts of

Inverness, Campbelton, Dundee, and Greenock ; the

sheriffs of the following counties—Aberdeen, Ar-gyle,

Ayr, Berwick, Bute, Caithness and Sutherland, Edin-

burgh, Elgm, Fife, Forfar, Haddington, Inver-

ness, Kincardine, Lanark, Orkney and Shetland,

Renfrew, Boss, Wigtown, and Kirkcudbright. The
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business of the Commissioners is conducted at an
office in Edinburgh, with the assistance of a secre-

tary and consulting engineers. In 1867, the number
of light-houses under charge of the commission
was 56, besides buoys and beacons. The Com-
missioners own a steam-vessel, the Pluiros, for

supplying stores to the several light-houses, and
performing annual visits of inspection. The whole
system of northern lights is remarkably well organ-

ised, the merit of which is in a great measure due
to the late Kobcrt Stevenson (q. v.). A Royal
Commission appointed some years ago to inquire

into the management of the English, Irish, and
Scottish hght-houses, has acknowledged that the
' Scotch light-houses are in the best state of general

efficiency, the English next, and the Irish thii-d.'

NOSSI-BE, NOSSI-BAKIN, VARIOU-B^, or

HELLEVILLE, an island on the north-west coast of

Madagascar, at the mouth of the B.ay of Pasoan-

dava, and separated from the mainland by a narrow

channel. It is about 7-i sq. m. in extent ; its

coast-line is very much indented ; and its surface

much diversified. The highest hill is 1700 feet in

height, and is clothed to the summit with magnifi-

cent trees ; but much of the island has a bare

aspect, the forests h.aving been cut down in order to

the cidtivation of rice. The soil is very fertile, and
rice, maize, manioc, bananas, &c., are jiroduced far

beyond the wants of the inhabitants. The soil is

volcanic, and there are several old craters filled

with water. Nossi-Be has been in the hands of the

French since 1840, and is regarded by them as

an important possession, on account of an old claim

which they suppose themselves to have to Mada-
gascar. There is on this island a small town called

Helle\'ille, with a harbour wcU sheltered from the

north and east winds. There is good anchorage

also at several other part5 of the coast. The pop.

of the island is about 6000.

NOSSI-IBRAHIM, or SAINTE MARIE, an
island on the east coast of Madagascar, and separated

from it by a strait of about 5 miles in widtbu It i3

about 40 miles in length from north-north-east to

south-south-west, but only a few miles in breadth.

It is one of the much-prized possessions o£ the

French on the coast of iladagascar, has been in

their hands since 1750, and is their chief place of

commerce on that coast. The soil is generally arid,

and the climate moist and imhealthy. Rain is of

extreme frequency. The pop. of the island is

about 5000. It contains a small town called Saint

Louis—a seaport, and fortified. AJI the French

Eossessions on the coast of Madagascar were placed

y an imperial decree of 1851 under one government,

that of the Comoro Isles (q. v.).

NOTO'RNIS, a genus of birds of the family

RalM<E, nearly aUied to the coots, although in

some of its characters it resembles the Ostrich

family. One species only is known, N. Manlelln, a

native of New Zealand, It is particularly interest-

ing, because the genus was originally established

and the species characterised by Owen, from remains

found along with those of Dinornis and other large

birds of the Ostrich family, called Moas by the New
Zealanders. The bird was, however, ascertained in

1850 stUl to exist. It inhabits some of the most
unfrequented parts of the Middle Island. It is

larger than the other coots, but small iu comparison

with the true moas. The flesh is said to be delicious.

It seems to be a bird likely soon to become extinct

unless preserved by human care, and of which the

domestication would be easy and desirable.

NOVE'LDA, a town of Spain, in the province of

Alicante, and 18 miles west from Alicante, ou the

railway between Madrid and Alicante. There are
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com auJ oil mills, brandy distilleries, and manufac-

tures of lace. Pop. SU95.

NOVELLO, Cl.ijia, a distinguished vocalist,

daughter of the following, was born in 181S. Her
talent shewed itself very early. At the age of ten,

she became a pupU of the French Academy of Sing-

ing for Church-music, and studied in Paris for

several years, foUowing up her studies in after-

years in Italy and Germany. Both in England and
in Italy, she created quite a furore from the j-ear

1S40 to lS-t8 : her singing has indeed hardly ever

been equalled in eqmdity, flexibility, and executive

skill- In 1S4S, she married Count Gigliucci, and
ciuitted the stage, returning to it, however, for a
time from 1850 to 1S54.

XOVELLO, VrN'CENT, an eminent musical per-

former and composer, was born in London, of an
Italian father and English mother, in 1781. At the

age of 16, he was organist in the chapel of the Por-

tuguese embassy ; and even then had attained a large

measure of that proficiency on the organ for which
he was celebrated in later life. He was one of the

foimders of the Philharmonic Society. His miLsical

compositions, which are very numerous, and chiefly

sacred, are considered to have contributed m<ich to

the improvement of cathedral music. As a pains-

taking editor of impublished works of eminent
musicians, he has also done great service to musical

literature. He died at Nice in 1S6I.

NOVGOROT>-3SJEWE'RSK, or NOVGOROD-
SEVERSKO'IE, a town of Kussia, in the proWnce
of Tchernigov, 89 miles north-east from Tchernigov,

on the right bank of the Desna, a branch of the

Dnieper. It is the capital of a district, and is a

place of considerable trade and activity. Pop.

(1863) 7142.

NOVGRA'D-VOLY'KSKI, a town of European
Russia, in the government of Volhynia, 52 miles

west-north-west from Jitomir. It is the cajiital of

a circle, and is situated on the banks of the Slutch,

a feeder of the Pripet, and so of the Dnieper. Pop.

(1863) 7970.

NOWANAGA'R, or XOWANTJGGUR, a seaport

of India, in the peninsula of Kattywar, Guzcrat, at

the mouth of the Nagna, a small river on the south

shore of the Gidf of Cutch, 160 miles west-south-

west from Ahmedabad, and in X. lat. 22° 28', E.

long. 70° ir. It is the principal place of the district

of Hallar, the greater part of which is held as a
jaghire by the chief of N., who bears the title of

the Jam of Xowanagar. His territory comprises

540 \Tllage3, and a pop. of about 210,000. The
town of X. is large and populous, nearly four

miles in circuit. It is a place of very active trade,

famous for the fine quality of the cloth which it

produces, and for the brilliant colours of which its

fabrics are dyed. In the adjacent sea are beds of

pearl-oysters. Copper ore has been discovered in

a range of hills behind the town.

NU'CHA, or NUKHA, a town of Russia; after

Tiliis and Shemacha, the most important town of

Transcaucasia, and the only town of the former
khanat of N. or Sheki, in the north-west of Shir-

wan. It is 120 miles east-south-east from Tiflis, and
stands at the southern base of Caucasus in the valley

of the Kish-Tshai, an affluent of the Alasan, which
itself is a branch of the Kur. The town is sur-

rounded by mulberry-groves and fruit-gardens,

extentling to a distance of several miles. It has
long been famous for the rearing of silk-worms,

silk-spinning, and the manufacture of silken goods.

NtTGGI'XA, a town of British India, in the dis-

trict of Bijnur, dirision of Rohilcund, North-west
Provinces. It is 48 miles north-north-west from
Moradabad, on the route from Moradabad to Hurd-
war. N. is the Birmingham of Upper India, and
is famous in modem times for the manufacture
not onlj' of gun-barrels but of percussion-locks.

Pop. variously estimated from 14,000 to 30,000.

NULLIFICA'TION, in American politics, the
doctrine of the extreme states' rights party, of the
right of a state to declare a law of Congress uncon-
stitutional and void, and if the Federal government
attempted to enforce it, to withdraw from the
Union. In 1832, during the presidency of General
Jackson (q. v.), the free trade and states' rif;hts party
in South Carolina (q. v.), under the leadership of

John C. Calhoun (q. v.), her senator in Congress,
asserted the doctrine of Nullification in a state con-

vention which declared the tariif acts of that year
unconstitutional, and therefore null and void ; that

the duties should not be paid ; and that any attempt
on the part of the general government to enforce

their payment, would cause the \rithdrawal of South
Carolina from the Union, and the establishment of

an independent government. President Jackson
met this declaration with a vigorous proclamation,
in which he declared that the laws must be
executed, and that ' the Union must and shall be
preservecL' South Carolina, standing alone, receded
from her position under protest, and a ' Compromise
BUI,' introduced by Henry Clay (q. v.) in 1833, pro-

viding for a gradual reduction of duties, for the time
settled the controversy.

NYIREGYHA'ZA, a town of Hungary, in the
county of Szabolcs, on the railway between Debreczin
and Tokay. The trade in agricultural produce is

considerable. N. has salt, soda, and saltpetre works.
There are mineral springs in the neighbourhood.
Pop. 17,487.

'DEXKIRCHEX, a town of Rhenish

Prussia, 15 miles west-south-west

from Dusseldorf, near the right bank

of the Niers. It h.as manufactures

of velvets, paper, leather, &c., and

^'like many of the other manufacturing

towns in the same district, has recently

much increased in size and population.

Pop. (1864) 7354.

OB'DEXBURG (Hung. SoiTony ; .inc. Sem-

pronium), a town of Hungary, the capital of a

coimty of the same name, is situated in an extensive

plain, about two miles west from the Neusiedler

See, on the Ilkva, a branch of the Raab. It is

connected by railway with Vienna. 0. is one of

the most beautiful towns in Hungary. It has
manufactures of cotton and woollen TOods, potash,

nitre, tobacco, sugar, earthenware, glass, cutlery,

&c. ; and a considerable trade in vrine, com, tobacco,

wax, honey, and cattle, the products of the neish-

bourhood, which is rich and well cultivated The
wine of Rust, a small town eight miles north of

0., on hills sloping to the Neusiedler See, is one
of the best wines of Hungary, and inferior only to
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Tokay. The Roman station of Sempronium was one

of considerable importance ; and numerous Roman
remains arc found near Oedenburg. Tlic inliabitauts

of 0. are mostly of German race. roj). 20,000.

OE'SEL, an island of Russia, in the Baltic,

belonginc; to the government of Livonia, and lying

across the mouth of the Gulf of Riga. It is aliout

SO miles in length from north-east to south-west,

and about 40 miles in greatest breadth, but the

south-western end consists of a comparatively

n.arrow peninsula. A narrow strait separates the

north-eastern end from the island of Dago. The
surface is undulating, broken liy low hills, marshy,

watered by numerous small streams, and well

wooded The coast is generally formed by high

chtfs. The climate is milder than that of the

neighbouring continental districts. The rocks are

generally calcareous, and the soil is iu many places

gravelly ; the chief crops are whe.it, oats, rye,

barley, and peas. The rearing of cattle, horses, and
sheep, and lishing, are, however, the principal

occupations of the inhabitants. The seal-lisheries

are of some importance. Pop. 40,000, mostly

Lutheran. The only town is Arensbiirg, on the

south-east coast, \x\t\x a pop. (1SG3) of 3378. JLany
of the inhaliitants of Arensbiu'g are of German
descent, as are the nobles and clergy of the island

;

but the peasantry are Esthonian. The islanders of 0.

were in early times noted as pirates. The Danish
king Waldemar conquered the island in the begin-

ning of the L3th centurj*. Albert von Buxhijvden,

Bishop of Leal in Livonia, obtained it from Den-
mark in 1227, in order that he might reduce its

inhabitants to subjection, and convert them to

Christianity. Being parti}' subdued by the Teutonic

Kniahts, it remained for more than 300 ye.ars under
its bishops, the seat of the bishopric being trans-

ferred to the island. The last bishop sold it to

Denmark in 15.50. It remained a Danish pro\-iuce

till 1645, when it was given up to Sweden, and iu

1721, fell into the hands of Russia.

O'FFA'S DYKE, a remarkable relic of antiquity,

an entrenchment extending alon" the whole border

of England and Wales, from the north coast of

Flintsliire, on the estuary of the Dee, through the

counties of Denbigh, Montgomery, Salop, Radnor,

and Hereford, into Gloucestershire, where its

southern termination is near the mouth of the

Wye, in the grounds of Sedbury Park, which over-

look the estuary of the Severn. In some places, it

is nearl}' obliterated by cultivation ; in others, it is

of considerable height, although its appearance no-

where indicates that it can ever have been of much
value as a rampart. It is therefore generally sup-

posed to have been chiefly intended as a line of

demarcation. Nearly parallel with it, but at a

distance varying from a few hundred yards to three

miles, on the eastern or English side of it, is WaiCa

Dyke, a similar relic of antiquity, which, however,

seems never to have been so great a work, and is

now in many jilaces much obliterated. It has been

conjectured that the space between them was
neutral ground where the Anglo-Saxons and AVelsh

met for trading or other puri)Oses. The principal

dyke is ascribed by tradition to Offa, king of

Mercia, who reigned in the Sth c. ; but this is

matter of tradition, and not of history.

OFFENBACH, Jacqpe.s, a composer of dramatic

music, who enjoys high popularity over the con-

tinent, of German birth, Vint a naturaUsed French-

man. He was born in 1819, became chef d'orcheMre

in the Theatre Francais in Paris in 1847, and
afterwards manager of the Theatre des Bouffes-

Parisiens. He has composed a vast number of light

lively operettas, Le Jlariagc aiix Lanlfrncs, La
672

Fille (TElezondo, &&, perfect as musical trifles ; but
the productions by which he is best known are
a series of bouffonnerie.s musicales, or burlesque
operas, including Orplue. aux Eii/ers, La BvUe
Hiliiit, La liarlie Bit n, Iloi Carotle, composed with
the rather questionable aim of parodying music of
a more serious description. The high ])ul)lic favour
accorded to his works has of late years been extend-
ing to England.

O'GOBAI, a large river of Western Africa, which
falls into the sea by many mouths, between S. lat.

0' 40' and 1° 20'. Its delta is very large, and forms a
most complicated network of rivers, flowing amidst
a dense forest The most northern mouth of the

O. has long been known as the river Nazareth, and
falls into a bay of the Atlantic, on the north of Cape
Lopez. Another principal mouth, to the south of

that far-projecting cape, is known as the ilexian
;

and the southernmost, which seems to be the largest

of all, is the river Fernand Vas. These were
regarded as distinct and large rivers, till the explor-

ations of Du Chaillu revealed their relation to each
other, and to the main river Ogobai. The extent of

the basin of the 0., its sources, and the length of

its coui'se, are yet unknown, but it may be deemed
certain that it is by far the largest river of Western
Africa between the Niger and the Congo. For
almost aU our knowledge of the 0., and the country

through which it flows, we are indebted to Du
Chaillu, although, in the interval between his first

and second visits, the lower part of its course was
partially explored by two French expeditions. Not
far from its mouth, the Feruand Vas is joined by
the Rembo, also a large river, although much
inferior in size to the 0., which, after flowing in a

south-westerly course from the interior, bends
northward, and pursues a course nearly parallel to

the coast for about fifty miles, the narrow peninsula

between the river and the sea being a sandy and
grassy prairie, with scattered groups of fine trees,

frequented by herds of the Niare (q. v. in Supplement)
or wild ox of Western Africa, and of antelopes. The
dense forests of the 0. are the main haunts of the

Gorilla (q. v.), and of several other anthropoid apes,

discovered by Du Chaillu, among which are the

Nest-building Apes (q. v. in Supplememt). Prodig-

ious flocks of marabouts also come to lay their eggs

on these prairies, and in the wet season, numerous
pools are formed, which teem with fish. The forest-

regions produce ' few of the mammalia, herbivorous

and carnivorous, so abundant in other jiarts of

Africa ; and even birds are few. About 1.50 miles

from the mouth of the 0., the main stream is

formed by the junction of two rivers, the Okanda
and the Ngouyai—the former, which is said to be

the larger of tlie two, coming from the north-east

;

the latter, which alone was explored by Du Chaillu,

from the south-east. This river, after a long com-se

through the table-lands of the interior, bursts

through the mountain-range which separates them
from the level country of the coast ; the possi-

bility of navigation being here cut off by a mag-
nificent fall, and still more magnificent rapid, in

which the river rushes down a stec]) dechvity
through a rocky chasm. Both above and below the

fall, however, it is quite suitable for navigation by
steamers ; but a great impediment to commerce,
when commerce shall S]iring up in that region, wUl
be found in the difficult bar at the mouth of the

Fernand Vas. The rainfall on the ii])per jiarts of

the 0. is supposed to be very great. The observa-

tions of S])eke and Burton on the eastern side of

tropical Africa, and of Du Chaillu on the western,

concur in shewing that this must be the case. Rainy
and dry seasons alternate on both coasts, but as

the traveller proceeds inland, rain becomes more
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frequent, falling almost every day, and it would
seem at all seasons alike.

O'HLAU, OLAU, or OLAWA, a town of

Prussian Silesia, 17 miles south-east from Breslau,

on the riglit bank of the Ohlau, a branch of the
Oder. 0. is a station on the railway which con-

nects Breslau and the north with Vienna. It is an
ancient town, with a roj'al palace and an old castle.

At the jiresent day, it is a place of considerable

industrial activity. Being the capital of a circle, it

has numerous district courts and offices. Pop.
(187n 7484

OI'DIUJr, an important geniis of minute fungi

of the section Hyphomycetes, growing on diseased
animal and vegetable substances. They consist of

minute tubular threads, forming flocks, white in

some species, brightly coloured in others, simple or

irregularly branched, assimiing in their upper part
the form of strings of beads, which finally break up
into elliptic spores. The species actually existing

are probablj' much more numerous than those which
have lieen fully ascertained. Among the most
important of the vegetable parasites of man is 0.

albicans, which is found on the epithelium in the

Fi^'. 1.—Tluush Fungus [Oldium albicans) : general
view.

mouth aud throat in the disease called aphtltai, or

tlirush, aud on that of the throat in di])htheria, also

sometimes in the nostrils, stomach, and intestines,

on the nails, the ni]i|iles,

and other places. It is

more common in chddreu
and in aged persons, than
in those who are in the
prime of life. It occurs
frequently iu the last

io stages of many diseases,

when the mucous mem-
brane is covered with
nitrogenous decomposable
matter. Indeed, it would
seem that whatever may
be the case as to other
vegetable parasites, no
species of 0. begins its

attack upon a perfectly

healthy surface, either

animal or vegetable ; a
diseased state of the

Fig. 2.—Perfectly devel- tissue being to these fungi
oped thallus threads, a necessary condition of
shewing constrictions, vegetation, ' just as the
partition - walls, and yeast-plant will not vege-
ramifications. tate save in a ferment-

able fluid, that is, in a
solution which, in addition to sugar, contains some
decomposable albuminous matter.' 0. albicans
appears to the naked e-ye as a wliite pasty
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substance, slightly elevated above the mucous
membrane to which it adheres ; but under the
microscope, its filamentous structure is easily

perceived. Its seat is at

lirst on the upper sur-

face of the epithelial

cells, but its filaments

soon penetrate deeply
between them, and the
upper epithelial layers Fig. 3.—Ends of perfectly

are soon worn out, and developed thallus threads,

thrown off by the rapid more highly magnified

growth from below. (460 diameters).

However incapable the
0. albicans may be of attacking a healthy surface,

there can be no doubt that it greatly contributes to
the extension of disease, and that it is very readily

commimicated from one patient to another when
there is catarrh or other inflammatory aflection of

the mucous membrane.
Another species of 0. which has recently attracted

great attention, is O. Tuckeri, regarded by many as
jiroducing the grape disease, of late so injurious
iu the vineyards of many parts of the world, but in

accordance with the views already expressed, per-
liaps rather to be regarded as merely accompanying
and extending the disease. It may probably be the
case that over-cultivation of particular varieties

of grape, and too long continued cultivation on
the same groimd, have so impaired the vigour and
healthfulness of the jilants, as to make them
liable to the attacks of this parasite. 0. Tuckeri
makes its ajipearauce at flrst in the form of a
mycelium of webby, creeping, branching filaments
(lig. 4, 6), which send out upright or decimibent
jointed stems (fig. 4, a). The bead-like joints

of the stems become successively filled with spores,
which are finally discharged in little clouds for tho
multiplication of the species. The grape disease
was first observed iu Kent, England, in the spring
of 1845, on vines in the vinery of Mr Tucker. The
ends of the young shoots assumed a crispy appear-
ance, began to wither, and then dried up. The
unripe grapes were next attacked, becoming covered
with a gi-aj-ish-white bloom, the skin of the grapes
being destroyed, and they rotted and dried up. The
disease rapidly spread over other English vineries

;

Fig. 4.—Grape Fungus {Oldium Tuckeri) : early stage.

was observed about the same time in the vineries of

Paris, and soon in the vineyards of almost all parts

of France, Italy, Greece, Tyrol, and Hungary

;

finally, and in a slighter degree, affecting the vine-

yards of the Rhine. Its ravages extended to Algeria,

Syria, Asia-Minor, and many other countries, among
which is jiarticularly to be noticed the island of

Madeira, where it proved almost completely destruc-

tive to the grapes, and nearly put an end to the
production of the celebrated Madeira wine. The
importation of Madeira wine to Britain in 1S31
amounted to 209,127 gallons; aud in 1861, only to

28,749 gallons. It is probable that the complete
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isolation of the Madeira vineyards made the progress

of the disease more rapid, and its results more com-

plete than elsewhere, by causing a prevalence of the

conditions favourable for it. No kind of vine

escaped. The grape disease is first perceived in

the leaves, which become whitish, in consequence

of a mycelinm spreading over the upper surface of

the leaf. The leaves sometimes curl up, or they

become black at the centre, the blackness extending

towards the circumference, and linally they drop

oflf. The plaut, through loss of its leaves, now

becomes more unhealthy ; the shoots are attacked

by the disease, the stalks of the bunches of grapes,

and the grapes themselves. The parasite penetrates

into the young wood, the shoots are covered with

spots and blotches of a reddish brown, or even

black colour, and look as if a red-hot iron had been

applied to them. Sometimes they secrete a clammy

inodorous fluid all over their surface ; and in many
cases they wither from the top domi half their

length. The affected grapes very often first exhibit

the disease in a single whitish spot on a single grape

of a bunch, which enlarges by r.uliatiug irregularly.

Fig. 5 represents a fragment of a grape with myce-

lium and erect fertile filaments. If in a bunch

Fig. 5.—Fragment of surface of Grape, with oidium
fully developed.

there is one abortive grape, it often shews signs

of the disease, whilst the rest remain free. The
creeping branches of the mycelium are fixed upon

the sktn of the grape by rootlets, which do not

penetr.ite into the juicy pulp. The mycelium sends

up vertical fertile branches of nearly equal height,

densely aggregated, and forming a velvet-like mass.

The extremities of these become beaded ; and at

last the uppermost cell or bead increases in voliune,

becomes detached, and is carried off by some slight

breath of air, to multiply the species by the disper-

sion of its spores. The other bead-lDie cells follow

in succession.

Various means have been resorted to for the

prevention and cure of the grape disease. The
application of pulverised sulphur has been found

useful, the fungus withering and drying up when
brought into contact with a minute particle of

sulphur. The application of sulphur must be fre-

quent, as portions of the mycelium and some of

the spores always escape. The use of suljihur has

been the chief means of checking the spread of

0. in French and other European vineyards ;
it

is now general in the south of France and in Italy
;

and in consequence of its national importance, the

duty on sulphur has been reduced by the French

government. Hydrosidphide of lime has also been

api)lied to ^nes with very beneficial effect. It is

prepared by thoroughly mixing 6S ounces of flowers

of sulphur With the same quantity of slaked lime,
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adding three or four quarts of water, boiling for

about ten minutes, allowing it to settle, and decant-

ing the clear Uquor. When it is to be used, one

quart is mixed witli 100 quarts of water, and it is

poured over the vines.

OIL-FUEL. A great incentive has been given

hy the discovery of copious weUs of petroleum (see

Oil-wells and Oil-tr.vde) to the invention of

some moile of using oil as a fuel for furnaces and

stoves. Such attempts had often been made before ;

but they assume a new aspect now that oil has

become so much cheapened. Nearly lialf the carry-

ing capacity of Euroiiean steam-ships, and more

than half in those which make long voyages, is

taken up with the stowage of coal. Petroleum

(q. v.), if wholly burned, and all the heat utilised,

gives out much more heat than an equal weight of

anthracite or steam co.ah

Mr Richarilson made some experiments for the

foverninent at Woolwich in 1866. His grate con-

sisted of two iron boxes, one within the other ; the

inner contained oil, and the space between the two

boxes contained water. When the water boiled by

the application of heat, and the oil began to arise in

vapour, a jet of steam was admitted to mix with

the vapour. The steam was found to assist the

perfect combustion, so as to avoid the production of

smoke. One object was, to ascertain whether the

refuse of the stills, resulting from the distillation

of shale oil, could be made available as furnace-

fuel. The government published a Report of the

Experiments, with diagrams, in 1866. It w.is con-

sidered that petroleum, nsed instead of coal as fuel,

(I) raises ste.im more rapidly; (2) requires a smaller

furnace and boiler ; (3) maintains a more continuous

fii-e and heat; (4) atfords means of varjang the

intensity of the fire more quiclUy
; (5) is extin-

guished instantly by turning off the oU and keeping

on the steam ; (6) produces no smoke, ash, or dust

;

(7) dispenses with some of the staff of coalers and

stokers; (S) economises space for coal-bunkers ; (9)

reduces the dead-weight carried by the shiii; (10)

occasions no loss of heat by opening furnace-doors

;

(II) keeps the engine-room clean and comparatively

cool; and (12) admits of the furaace-Hres being

lighted much more quickly. A modified form of

oU-furnace was tried at Woolwich by Mr Richard-

son in 1867, not only with refined petroleum, but

with the same oil in its crude form, shale-oil,

naphthaline, creosote, grease, and residuum tar.

Experiments have been conducted witti the same
object in America. Jlr Isherwood, chief of the

bureau of steam-engineering in the United States

navy, conducted a series of experiments, in 1867, on

Colonel Foote's furnace for burning petroleum, and

fitted up the iron givnboat Palos for this purpose,

under the direction of a board of engineering officers.

Most of the advantages claimed for Richardson's

apparatus seem to be equally applicable to this of

Foote.

There is a petroleum furnace by Messrs Wise and

Field, patented in 1SG7, in which the oil is injected

into the furnace by the pressure of superheated

steam. There are many other forms of oil-furnace

by Hill, Stevens, Sim, "Barff, the American Petro-

leum Light Company, &c.

Many of the advantages of oil-fuel already men-

tioned are pretty generally conceded; but the

questions of safetij and cheapness are not yet settled.

OIL-WELLS A>'D OIL-TKADE. One of the

most remarkable trades, suddenly sprung up into

importance in modern times, is that in oil obtained

from subterranean sources. See Naphtha.

It is now known that oil-bearing mineral beds

exist in various parts of America, as weU as m the
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older continent ; but the richest deixjsit hitherto
discovered is in the United States, in Venango
coiuity, at a spot in Pennsylvania not far from the
point of junction of that state and New York state
with Lake Erie. Oil had for many years been seen
floating on the surface of the water of a well near
Titusville

; it was taken up by absorption by means
of flannel, and applied to medicinal purposes. Dr

10 doDars per barrel, or asettled down at about
shilling a gallon.

In .July 1860, oU was discovered in the state of
Ohio, and m-ithin six months, 50 wells were sunk
there. At Sandy Valley in Kentucky, Perry
County in Indiana, Gardiner in Illinois, Yates
County in New York, and Chattanooga in Ten-
nessee, the oU-wells have attracted some attention.

Brewer, in IS.?.?, suggested that it might possibly The Canadian deposit is a remarkable one. Xear a
be used for lubricating and for iUimiination ; and

j

village, now a large tomi, called OU Springs, in
in the following year was formed the Pennsylvania I Inniskillen County, at the southern end of "Xake
Rock-oil _ Company. This Company languished Huron, a busy community has sprung up. In 1857,
until 1858, when Colonel Drake, manager of the while sinking a weU at this spot, in a forest where
Company, and Mr Bo^vditch, resolved to sink a ! much semi-solid tar-like matter had often been

found, the men were surprised by a sudden upburst
of oU. This discovery set enterprising adventurers
to work ; and by the year 1863 there had been more

j

than 200 wells sunk, within an area of only two

I

mUes by one. At first, the oil flowed from most of

I

these weUs ; but the level gradually sank, and the
;
oU could only be obtained by pumping. At the end
of the six years, one half of the wells had ceased
altogether to flow ; and the wells since dug have

j

been stUl more uncertain in their yield. The oU
'< appears to lie in fissures in the limestone ; but the
well-borers have not yet succeeded in finding symp-

' toms whether a particular spot will yield profitably
or not at all. One particuLar weU gave 35,000
barrels in ten months, and by that time had ex-
hausted itself. The recognised rental became, 700
doUars down per acre, and one-third of the oil. The
oU requires refining, to remove the tar, the volatUe
constituents, and the oSensive odour. The Canada
oU appears to be more disagreeable than that of

the United States, and to be less in favour in

consequence.
The average produce per well in Pennsylvania

and Canada cannot be stated, on account of the
extreme fluctuations. In 1801, there was an esti-

mate that 100 wells in Petrolia yielded 15 barrels
per day each. The total American—that is, Canada
and the U. States—product in 1S6S was 3.G9o,000

;

in 1869, 4,717,000 ; and in 1870, 6.535,000 bbls.
;

and in 12 years, from 1859 to 1870, 34,388,100 bbls.

of crude petroleum. The price at Xew York has
ranged between the very wide limits of 9 to 55 cents
per gallon for crude oU, and 19 to 120 cents for

weU jiurposely for oU. They were amply rewarded^
for oil was pumped up at a rate varying from 400
to 1000 gallons daUy. The news being spread
abroad, adventiirers quickly came to the district,

which obtained the names of OU Creek and Petrolia
;

and they experienced every degree of fortune from
utter failure to splendid success, according to the
spot at which they happened to sink their wells.
So rapidly did the works proceed, that by 1860, it

was known that oil existed beneath 100 square
mUes of country, at a depth varying from 70
to 500 feet. In 1801, the first large floiititifj well
was struck—that is, a weU up which the oU rose so
profusely as to flow over the surface, j-ielding 1000
barrels (of 40 gaUons each) per day ; and another
that yielded 2500 barrels. This new good
fortune increased the excitement and the weU-
digging.

The uncertainty in this trade is something extra-
ordinary. On one occasion, a weU was bored with
the usual centrebit to a considerable depth without
any oU being found- On withdrawing the bit, and
putting in the rimer or rimmer to widen the hole,

a vein was struck at the side. The bit had just
missed the vein, and the weU would have been a
faUure had not the orifice been enlarged. This
incident gives meaning to a phrase much used in
America—that of ' striking oiL' On another occa-
sion, a weU was bored which promised to be very
productive, a large amount of oU flowing ; the
owner of the well not being ready to collect it, a
plug was driven into the pipe ; but upon the
removal of this plug, when tanks had been buUt,
the oU had altogether disappeareiL The deepest refined. The oU was fiiit imported into Liverpool
weU simk in the district, more than 1000 feet, yielded
no oU whatever ; and altogether only 15 per cent,

of the borings were successful. Very often, there
was twice as much water as oU in the liquid pumped
up ; and in some instances, the mixed oil and water
was suddenly succeeded by water alone, thereby
putting a stop to any further profitable operations.

^Vhen the oil began to be sent in large quantity
to New York and other towns, the cheapness of

price led to its application as lamp-oU, as fuel to be
converted into gas, and in many other ways : this

led to a constantly increasing demand ; the demand
brought the price up again to a reasonable figrire

at Petrolia ; and the price induced the sinking of
new wells. Considering that the produce of the
district reached 20,000,000 gaUons in 1861, it can
be easUy understood that commercial arrangements
multiplied rapiiUy. Small villages rose into large

towns, with banks, hotels, and wealthy people, aU,
however, begrimed with oiL Titus\'Ule, which had
243 inhabitants in 1855, rose to nearly 10,000 in

1806. Another place, called OU City, had its two
newspapers devoted mainly to oU-news, and trans-

acted business to the amount of £3,000,000 per
annum. By the end of 1866, it was estimated
that there had been 90,000,000 doUars investeil alto-

gether in this and other parts of the United States
;

and that the average i)rice at the well's mouth had

in 1861, since which year the import has steadUy
and greatly increased.

In 1865, a shale w.as discovered in New South
Wales, simUar to the Boghead coal or Torbane-
hUl mineral of Scotland, but richer in oU, and more
free from sulphur. When distiUed at Sydney, from
100 to 160 gaUons of oU were obtained from one ton
of shale. The seam in Hartley district is 5 J feet

thick. Efficient distilUng apparatus has been sent
out from England ; and the shale is either (UstUled
for oU or for gas, according to circumstances. See
N.i.PHTHA.

OLHAO', a town of Portugal, on the sea-coast,

near Cape de St Slaria, and five mUes east from
Faro. Pop. 7025.

OLI'NDA, a city of Brazil, in the province
of Pemambuco, and four miles north-east from
Pcrnambuco. It was formerly the capital of the
prox-ince, and there were bloody contests between
Spain and HoUand for the possession of it. It is

still a bishop's seat, Pemambuco being included in

the diocese. The whole aspect of the town is that
of a place half deserted. Pop. SOOO.

OLIVE'NZA, a town of Spain, near the Portu-
guese frontier, 19 mUes south-by-west from Badajoz,
on a smaU river which flows into the Guadiana.
The chief branches of industry are the expressing
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of oil, weaviiig, and the making of earthenware.
From the treaty for the cession of 0. by Portugal

to Spain in ISOl, Godoy acijiiirej his title of Prince

of the Peace. Pop. 10,000.

O LOT, a town of Spain, in the province of

Gerona, and 22 miles north-west from Gerona, near
the base of the Pj-renees, on the Fluvia. There are

14 volcanic cones close to the town ; the crater of

the largest is a mile in circnmference and 445 feet

in depth. The whole district is volcanic. In many
places, and even in the town itself, currents of air

blow continually from the porous lava. These are

called Bufaduns and Sopladores, and some of them
are conducted beneath houses, and used as refriger-

atories in hot weather. They maintain the tem-
perature of about 53° F. both in hot and cold

weather, but the gust of air is strongest in hot
weather. O. was almost destroyed by an earth-

quake in 1421, but was soon rebuilt. Pop. 12,070.

OXE'GLIA, a town of Xorth Italy, in the province
of Porto Maurizio, on the Gulf of Genoa, 40 miles

east-north-east from Nice, at the mouth of the
Impero, a small river which rushes down from the
Apennines. The harbour is not good. The prin-

cipal article of export is oil. Andrea Doria, the
great Genoese admiral, was born here. Pop. about
SOOO.

OXTEXIE'KT^, a town of Spain, in the jirovince

of Valencia, 45 miles south-by-west from Valencia,
on the right bank of tlie Clariauo, and near the
railway which connects Valencia with Madrid.
Linen and woollen fabrics are manufactured here

;

there are also numerous oil-mills. Pop. 950S.

OOMRAWUTTI, or AMRAWATI, an import-
ant commercial town of British India, in the
district of Hyderabad, SG miles west-by-south
from Nagporc, on one of the head-waters of

the Purna, a branch of the Tapti. The district

which contains it was ceded by the Nizam to the
British government ; and transit-duties, which for-

merly much interfered with the commerce of the
town, have been abolished. Several consider-

able business firms are established here ; and the
chief merchants of Upper India and of Bomljay
have agents, who often make advances to the cotton-

cultivators of the surrounding country, on security

of their crop. There are large cotton warehouses
at Oomrawutti.

OO TEUJI, an Indian fibre, derived from the
stem of Dcvmia extensn, a plant of the natural

order Asdcpiadiace(2, abundant in many parts of

Hindustan. The fibre is soft, white, silky, and
strong, and is regarded as a promising substitute

for flax.

OPPEXHEiai, a town of the grand duchy of

Hesse-Darmstadt, in the province of Khenish Hesse,

on the left bank of the llhine, 10 miles sontli-by-

east from Mayence, and on the railway between
Maj-ence and Spires. It stands on the steep slope

of a hill abounding in vineyards, and carries on
a pretty active trade in wine. 0. occupies the
site of the lioman castle of Bauconia. and was
made a royal palatinate under the Carlovingians.

It afterwards became one of the most important
free towns of the empire. It was taken in 121S by
Archbishop Adalbert of ilayence, in 1621) by the

Sjianiards, in 1631 by the Swedes under Gustavus
Adolphus, and in 1634 by the imperialists, suffering

much upon all these occasions. In 16S9, the
French under Melac almost entirely destroyed it.

The church of St Catharine, a fine specimen of the
German architecture of 1262—1317, a kind of min-
iature of the Cologne cathedral, lies yet in a ruin-

ous condition, except the eastern part, which was
restored in 1838—1S43. Pop. 3010.

ORE'NSE (anc. Ai/u<v caHdm Cilioriim, or Aqurv
Orir)i>ii/s), a city of S|iaiii, the capital of the jiro-

vince of Urense, in Gahcia, near the frontier of

Portugal, on the left bank of the Minho. O.
contains a number of interesting ecclesiastical

edifices. It is highly reputed for ite Iiot sul-

phurous springs, called Lus Buri/os, which issue
—three in mmiber— almost boiliug from a granite
rock in tlie western part of the town. The baths of

0. were known to the Romans, and were in much
repute among the (Joths. 0. carries on manufac-
tures of linen, leatlier, and chocolate. It has a large

trade in hams, which are in great repute throughout
Spain. Pop. 10,775.

OROSZHAzA (pronounced Oroshu.ici), a thriv-

ing town of Hungary, in the county of Bekca
Csanad, 31 miles north-east from Szegedin. Pop.
12,063.

ORU'RO, or, in the complete form of the name,
San Felipe de Asdiria de Oriiro, a town of Bolivia,

the capital of the dep. of Oruro. It is situated
about nine miles east from Desaguadero, and 32
miles north from the northern extremity of the salt

lake of Desaguadero. on an affluent of the river of

the same name which falls into that lake. It is

12,015 feet above the level of the sea, .at the base
of a very high mountain ; but on the other side of

the town is a large plain, often covered with saline

efflorescences. The soil of the whole department
is saline, and far from being fertile, but its mineral
wealth is great. Gold, silver, copper, tin, iron, lead,

.and antimony are among its products. 0. was
founded in 1590, in consequence of the discovery of

silver mines, which )>roved more productive than
any in Bolivi.a, except those of Potosi. It soon
became a wealthy and flourishing city with 70,000
inhabitants; but in consequence of the diminished
productiveness of its mines, and of the anarchy
prevailing in the country after the Revolution, its

popuLatiou declined, and is now only 79SO. It has
recently been made the seat of the Bolivian govern-
ment, and the place of meeting of congress.

O'SCHERSLEBEN, or GROSS-OSCHER,S-
LEBEX, a town of Prussian S.axony, on the left

bank of the Bode, a branch of the Saale, 22 miles
west-south-west from JIagdeburg. Pop. above
7000.

OSTRICH-FARMING. Attempts are being
made to increase the supply of ostrich feathers, or

to facilitate the ]irocuring of them, by establishing

farms—enclosures where the birds can grow and
breed in tameness. In 1859, the Bulletin of tlie

Societe d'Accliraatation contained a note from Dr
Vavassenr, discussing the question whether the
ostrich of South America, the Nandu (q. v.) or Jihea,

can be acclimatised in France. When caught, they
are easily tamed ; and this is the circumstance
which has suggested the idea of n.aturalisation.

They must not be placed in cages, but must have
free range to walk about, secured simiily by a leg-

guard. Dr Vavassenr expressed an opinion 'that

the South American ostrich could live without difli-

cidty in the north of France ; that tliere is no
difficulty in domesticating it ; and that it wiU feed

on almost anything that is given to it, however
coarse.

At a meeting of the Cape Agricultural Society of

Cape Town, in 1864, ilr L. von Maltitz gave an
account of his experience in ostrich-farming at

Colesberg. Towards the end of ISO.'i, he purchased
seventeen young ostriches of three or four months
old, and placed them in an enclosure of 300 acres,

over which they had free run. They subsisted

wholly on the herl)age of the enclosure, save a

little grain given to them now and then. The
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opinion he formed from many months' observation

was, that 35 ostriches might find sufficient susten-

ance iipoQ 300 acres of good grazing-ground. In
April 1S64, he had the wings of the birds cut at

the point where the well-known ostrich feathers

grow ; and they were fit again to cut six months
later. The birds were so tame that they allowed
themselves to be handled, and their plumage
minutely examined. Ha\ang caused the birds and
the feathers to be examined by experienced dealers,

he found that the largest feathers, of which there
are twenty-four on the wing of each male bird,

were worth £25 per lb. ; and that one plucking of

his seventeen bii'ds would yield £10 each on an
average. The probability w.is that the value would
rise to £12 when the birds were older. The birds

cost him about £5 each. The price at Cape Town,
at the end of 1S64, for ostrich feathers brought to

market in the usual way, w.as £25 to £30 per lb.

Mr Von Maltitz anticipated a high rate of profit

from his ostrich-farming.

In 1872, a sheep-farmer in the plains of La Plata
wrote an account of his experience in ostrich

rearing. He was too far distant from the great
commercial towns to make it a paying concerrt
The suggestions in relation to the South American

ostrich, and the actual proceedings in reference to
the South African, are receiving attention in France,
and also in Algeria.

The egg of the ostrich, though coarse, is reason-

ably good food ; but the naturalisation of the bird

derives most of its prospective importance from the
feathers, for which there is at all times a large

demand in the chief Eiu-opean countries.

OSTU'N I, a city of South Italy, in the province

of Lecc^ 22 miles west-north-west from Brindisi,

on the railway between Ancona and Brindisi. It

stands on a steep hill. A considerable trade is

can-ied on, chiefly in the produce of the neighbour-
hood, and the city is a tlourisluug one. Foil about

7000.

OTO'LITHUS, a genus of fishes of the family
Scicmidte (q. v.), having a perch-like form, a convex
head, with celhdar bones, feeble anal spines, no
barbels, long curved teeth or canbics among the
other teeth. A valuable species of this genus is the
Weak-fish, or Squeteagije (0. reijalii), which is

common on the eastern coasts of Xorth America,
from the G ulf of Mexico to the Gulf of St Lawrence,
and attains a length of two feet. It appears on the

coasts only in the warmer part of the year. It

swims in shoals near the surface, takes bait greedily,

and may be readily taken by any soft bait. It

enters the mouths of rivers where the water is

brackish. The tlesh is pleasant, but soon gets soft.

Excellent isinglass is made of the air-bladder.—

A

number of species of 0. are found in the East
Indian seas, some of which are valuable for the

isinglass which is made from their air-bladder, and
some are much used as food, both fresh and cb-ied.

OTTO (or ATTAR) OF ROSES is the volatUe

oil or otto (see Pekfl'MERy) of the petals of some
species of rose, obtained by distillation, and highly

prized as a perfume. It is a nearly colourless or

light yellow crystalline solid, at temperatures below
80° F., liquefying a little above that temperature.

It is imported from the East, where in Syria, Persia,

India, and Turkey, roses are cultivated to a consid-

erable extent for its sake. It is probable th.at the

oriental otto is the produce of more than one species

of rose ; and it is uncertain what species is culti-

vated in some of the localities most celebrated for

it ; but Rosa, Damascena is known to be so em-
ployed in the north of India, and a kind of otto is

sometimes obtained by the makers of rose-water

from Rosa centi/oUa in England. See PiOSE.

Ghazipore, near Benares, is celebrated for its rose-

gardens, which surround the town, and are in reality

fields occupied by rows of low rose-bushes, which
in the flowering season are red with blossoms in

the morning, but the blossoms are all gathered
before midday. Cashmere is noted for its extensive
manufacture of otto, as are also the neighbourhoods
of Shiraz and Damascus. To procure the otto, the
rose-petals are usually distilled with about twice
their weight of water, and the produce exposed to
the cool night-air in open vessels, from whieh the
thin film of otto is .skimmed with a feather in the
moruiug. Twenty thousand iiowers are required
to yield otto equal to the weight of one rupee,
which even in India is worth about 100 rupees, or
£10 sterling. Otto is said to have been first pro-
cured by what may be called an accidental distil-

lation of rose-petals exposed with water to the heat
of the sun, and to have been found floating on the
surface of the water ; and it is still sometimes
obtained in India by such a process. It is said to
be also obtained by dry distillation of rose-petals

at a low temperature. During the distillation of

rose-petals, a small quantity of a solid volatUe oil

comes over (Solid Oil of Roses, see below), which
crystallises and floats on the water in the receiver,

and which is sometimes called English Oil of Roses.

Otto of roses is not unfrequently adulterated with
sandalwood oil, oU of rhodium, ifkc. It is much
used for making hair-oil, a drop of it being enough
to imp,art a pleasant odour to a considerable quan-
tity. It is also used in making lavender-water and
other perfumes. The odour of otto itself is too
powerfid to be altogether pleasant. Another method
of obtaining the scent of roses is described in the
article Perfitmeky. Otto of roses is a mixture
of two volatile or essential oils ; the one solid at
ordinary temperatures, and the other liquid. The
solid od of roses (rose camphor, stearopt^ne of oil

of roses) exists separately in crystalline plates,

melts or fuses at 203° F., and boils at about
592°. It possesses of itself very little odour, is

insoluble in alcohol, but soluble in ether. It is

composed of carbon and hydrogen. The hquid oil

of roses (eleoptene of oil of roses) is a very fragrant
liquid, to which the otto of roses is indebted for its

delicious perfume, and appears to consist of carbon,
hydrogen, and oxygen ; though its composition and
properties have not been attentively studied. The
otto of roses may be regarded as a solution of one
part of the solid oU in two parts of the liquid. To
separate these oils, the otto is frozen at a tempe-
rature below SO' F., and the congealed mass
pressed between folds of blotting-paper, which
absorbs the liquid oil of roses, and leaves the solid.

Another process wliich may be resorted to is to
treat the frozen otto with alcohol, which dissolves

the liquid oil, and leaves behind the solid. The
otto of roses has a specific gravity of S32, water
being 1000 ; it is combustible ; and when its vapour
is diffused through oxygen, and set fire to, a violent
explosion takes place : 1000 parts of alcohol dis-

solve 7 parts of the otto in the cold, and 33 parts
when slightly heated. The principal use to which
otto of roses is put is as a perfume. Milk of roses
and lavender-water owe their fragrance to the
presence of the otto. A good receipt for oil for the
hair is olive oil, coloured by alkanet, and scented by
a few drops of otto, and this is very generally sold
under the name of otto of roses. Medicines are
occasionally perfumed by otto of roses, and it is

sometimes added to unguents and spirit-washes.

OTJGREE, a town of Belgium, in the proWnce of
Liege, three miles south-south-west from Liege, on
the right bank of the Meuse. It has iron-works,

677
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a cannon-foundry, and oil and flour mills.

noighboHihood produces coal. Pop. GOSG.

The reacliiuf; nearly to the roof, the eggs being placed
in the inner chamber on a bed of soft grass and

0'^''AR, a to-mi of Portugal, in the province of

Beira, 17 miles north from Aveiro, at the mouth of

the small river Ovar, and at the head of one of the
Ijrauches of the curious lagoon or bay called Ria
d'Aveiro. See Aveiro. It is a jjrosperous and
rapidly increasing town, and carries on an extensive
fishery and a considerable trade. Pop. (18G4) 10,37 1.

OVEN-BIRD (Furiiarius), a genus of birds of

the family Certldadce (q. v.), natives of the southern
l)art3 of South America, interesting on .account of

the remarkable nests which they construct. They
are sm.all birds, with short wings and feeble power
of fliglit. One species, F. alhogularis, or F. nifus, is

found near Buenos Ayres; another, F. fidir/inosus,

inhabits the Malouine Islands. It is a fearless

little bird, regarding the presence of man so little

that it may be easily struck down with a switch.

Both sexes take part in tlie construction of the
nest, which is generally in an exposed situation,

remarkably large, and of the shape of a dome,
with a small entrance on one side, so as to have
much resemblance to a rude oven. It is made of

clay, grass, &c., well plastered together, and becomes
quite tirra as the clay dries in the sun. Internally,
it is divided into two chambers by a partition

Ovcu-bird {Furtuirius fuliffinosus).

outer chamber seems to be intendedfeathers. The
for the male.

OZIE'RI, a town of the island of Sardinia, in the
province of SassaVi, 26 miles east-south-east from
Sassari, amongst the mountains which occupy the
centre of the island. It stands in a deep valley,

open only to the north, and is therefore peculiarly
exposed to cold winds. Pop. 7143.

ADRO'N, a very ancient town of
Spain, in the province of Coruua, 15
miles south-west of Santiago, on the

Sar, a few mUes from the coast. P.
being the place at which the body of

, ..^ Santiago is said to have landed itself,

was formerly an important place of pilgrim-
age. Pop. 6090.

PADU'LA, a town of South Italy, in the province
of Salerno, 52 miles south-east of the town of
Salerno, in a mountainous district. Below P. are
the ruins of the once famous and magnificent
monastery. La Cerlosa di S. Lorenzo, despoiled by
the French during their occupation of Calabria.
Pop. G7oS.

PAGA'NI, an uninteresting town of South Italy,
province of Salerno. In the church of St Michele
is the tomb of Alfonso de' Liguori, founder of the
order of the Redemptionists, who died here, 17S7.
The Ijody is preserved in a glass case. Pop. at the
latest census, 11,175.

PAKS, a market-town of Hungary, in the county
of Tolna, GO miles south-south-east of Pesth, on the
Danube. The river is here very winding, and the
eastern bank a desert and useless morass. The
town is frequently subject to inundations. Pop.
9070.

PALAY (Cryptoslegia 'jrandijlora), a climbing
plant of the natural order AsdepiadacetB (q. v.),

common in many parts of India, particularly ou the
eastern coast of Hindustan. It yields a very fine

strong white fibre, resembling flax, and which can
be spun into the finest yarn. The fibre is obtained

from the stalk ; the milky juice contains caoutchouc.
P. is one of the most interesting plants which have
recently been recommended to notice in ludia.

PALA'ZZOLO ACREI'DE, a town of Sicily, in

the province of Noto, 29 miles south-south-west of

Catania, is situated on the brow of a hill, just where
it overhangs a deep valley. Near P. are the
remains of the ancient Acrce, founded by a colony
from SjTacuse, on the site of a Phoenician settle-

ment, CG4 B.C. The most curious remains are to be
foimd in some low cliffs beneath the town to the

south, where is a series of arched niches, containing
ligures carved in high relief in the rock. The style

of art appears to be archaic Greek, with somewhat
of an Egyptian character. Pop. 8654.

PA'LMA, or PALMA DI MONTECHIARO, a
town of Sicily, in the province of Girgenti, 14 miles

south-east of the town of Girgenti, near the south-west
coast. It is entirely a modem town, its foundation

dating only from 1637. There is a trade in almonds,
dried fruits, soda, wine, and sulphur. Pop. about
11,001).

PA'LME, or PALMI, a royal city of South Italy,

in the province of Reggio-Calabria, 20 mdes north-

north-east of Reggio, on the coast of the Bay of

Gioja. The town, by means of its port, carries on
an active trade. Pop. 9140.

PARASI'TA, or ANOPLU'RA, an order of

insects, to all of which the name Louse is popularly
given. All live as parasites on quadrupeds and
birds. The characters of the order are noticed in

the article LocsK. It remains, however, to be added
I that the order is divided into two sections; in the
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first of which, Pedlcullden, the mouth is small and
quite suctorial ; whilst iu the second, Xlrmidea, it

is furnished "\\ath mandibles and hooked maxilice.

The species of the first section are found only on
man and mammals; those of the second section,

almost exclusively on birds, although one infests

the dog. The Nirmidea shew much greater activity

than the PcdicuUdea. WTien a bird dies, the bird-

lice congregate near the beak, and seem disquieted,

apparently anxious to change their abode. i

PARATY', a seaport town of Brazil, in the pro- !

vince of Rio de Janeiro, on the west coast of the
Bay of Augra, 90 miles south-west of Rio de
Janeiro city. It has extensive commerce, and
numerous distilleries. Pop. said to be 10,000.

PA'RKESIXE, the name given to a substance
introduced for manufacturing purposes by Mr
Parkes of Birmingliam. It is a combination of

various vegetable ingredients, the number and pro-

portions of which differ according to the quahties
required to be given to the substance. Parkesine
was first shewn in quantity at the International

\

Exhiljition of 1S62. Tlie basis is almost any vege-

table fibre—s\ich as cotton or flax waste, old rags, I

&c. The inflammable nature of these fibres is

subdued by the addition of certain mineral neutral

salts—sulphates, tnngstates, &c. Naphtha is used
as a solvent. Another component is oil, animal or

vegetable, which may or may not be hardened by
chloride of siUphur. The inventor has not made
public the exact mode in which the various

\

ingredients are combined ; but it appears that the
i

elasticity mainly depends on the oil, and the non-
inflammability on the kind of neutral salt employed.

In a paper read before the Society of Arts on the
j

subject of Parkesine, and in a discussion which 1

followed the reading, it was stated that this sub-

stance is not affected by sea-water ; it does not
soften, like gutta-percha, by heat ; it is a good
insulator of electricity, even at a temperatiu'e of
212° F. ; it maybe made either opaque or trans-

parent, plain or coloured ; it ^vill make a very
strong joint after fracture ; it will resist most of

the common acids ; its tensile strength is greater
than that of india-rubber or gutta-percha. In its

hard form, the surface can be so treated as to

imitate marble, tortoisesheU, amber, or malachite.
It may be moulded, pressed, tiu-ned, sawn, jilaned,

carved, rolled, engraved, inlaid, or poUshed, accord-

ing to the consistency given to it in the course of

manufacture ; or it may be made thin enough to

use, when melted, as a varnish or protective coating

or waterproofing. Among the many articles into

wliich it may be fashioned, are included spinnei's'

rolls and bosses, knife-handles, combs, brush-backs,
shoe-soles, umbrella aqd parasol handles, buttons,

bookbinding, tubes, galvanic-battery cells, water-
proof fabrics, surgical implements, and telegraphic

insidators.—It is probable that the eventual success

of compositions such as this will mainly depend on
the price at which the material can be supphed per
pound, compared with the prices of gutta-percha
and india-rubber, the two substances wliich it is

mainly intended to imitate or supersede. The
supply of these two is \vholly dependent on the sap
of certain forest-trees in torrid climates ; the mode
of obtaining the sap is recklessly wasteful ; and it

is not yet known how far a continuance of the supply
can be relied on.

PA'RRAS, a well-built town of Mexico, in the
state of Coahuila, 470 miles north-west of Mexico,
near the east shore of Lake Parras. It derives its

name from a species of indigenous vine much culti-

vated, and has always been celebrated for its wines

and brandies. There are many old Spanish families

here. Pop. SOOO.

PARRISH'S CHEMICAL FOOD is the poim-
lar name for a non-ofhciual preparation medicinally

known as Compound S'pntp of Plwsp/iate of Iron,

every drachm of which contains 1 grain of phosphate

of iron, 2^ of pihosphate of lime, besides soda and
potash. Mr Parrish of Philadeljihia was the fir.st

to publish a formula for this very useful compound.

PARTA'NNA, a market-town of the island of

Sicily, in the province of Trapani, 3G miles south-

west of Palermo, on a slope. Pop. 11,972.

PA'SMA is the name given to a non-ofiieinal

healing-powder, which is regarded as very service-

able in burns, ulcers, excoriations, &c. It is com-
posed of 30 parts of silica, 12 of magnesia, 6 of

alumina, 2 of protoxide of iron, and 50 of starch

from the olgra root.

PATENT LAAVS. Since the introduction of the

amended Patent Law iu 1852 (see Patents), many
manufacturers have boldly advocated the abolition

of the patent system altogether ; on the plea, that

the good results, whatever they may be, are over-

balanced by the bad. The great majority of

adnsers, however, caU for further reform, not aboli-

tion. The Economic Section of the British Associa-

tion has discussed this matter during a long series

of years. The Society of Arts, also, have had many
discussions on the subject ; and the arguments pro
and con. will be found at length in the Transactions

of these bodies. The various Chambers of Com-
merce throughout the kingdom have likewise

debated the subject at length. The actual opera-

tion of the system may be briefly illustrated. Mr
Bennett Woodcroft, iu 1864, examined 100 patents

out of those which had been applied for in 1855.

Of the 100, he found 96 frivolous in character, of

little or no value as to the merit of the inventions
;

4 of moderate value ; and not one of striking

promise. Out of the 100 applications, 70 patents

were granted, of which 1 became void at the end of

six months, 51 more at the end of three years, and
15 more at the end of seven years—because the

patentees declined to pay the successive instalments

of fees. There were therefore, in 1863, only 3
patents left out of the 100 which had been applied

for in 1855. Mr Woodcroft finds that about the

same ratio is exhibited in the whole of the 3000
or so applied for every year. In 100 of the

average applications in 1853, he pronounced that

there was not one invention of much value, 3 of

some, and 97 of httle or no value. In 1S62, he
found 1 of much, I of some, and 98 of little or no
value. As to statistics of actual numbers, see

Patent Office, Lusrary, aub Musectsi.

In 1862, a royal commission was appointed to

consider the whole subject of the patent laws, and
to suggest alterations which might be useful. The
commission collected evidence in that and the two
following j-ears, and made its Report in 1864.

Other commissions and committees have made later

inquiries, and offered suggestions founded on the
evidence collected ; but the opinions expressed, on
almost every point, are most conflicting. The
divided ojiinion of practical men has hitherto dis-

couraged any attempt to legislate on their recommen-
dations ; and the act of 1852 remains still in force.

PATENT OFFICE, LIBRARY, and
MUSEUM. The present organisation of these
establishments arose mainly out of the act relating

to Patents (q. v.) passed in 1852. Rooms were
rented in Southampton Buildings, London, for the
office as reorganised ; a superintendent of specifi-

cations was apjiointcd ; and a plan was adopted for
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making the system as useful to the public as
possiljle.

Tlie Oficf.—All the specifications of patents from
the earliest date were examiucil, and minutely
elassilied according to their contents. The patents
from 1711 to 1852 were found to amount to

the larye number of 12,977 ; and the specifica-

tions of the whole of these were printed between
1S53 and 1S5S. There were a few of earlier date,

between 1G17 and 1711, but none in so complete a
form as to render them worth printing. Tlie wliole

lill many hundred quarto volvimes, with the litho-

Krajihud ilhistratious bound in separate folio vol-

imies. Tlie expense of the whole undertaking—for

paper, jirinting, and lithographing—w.is £92,000

;

the number of copies printed was small ; liut any
single specification can be reprinted if a demand
for it should arise. The next work was to utilise

tliis immense collection by a thorough system of

inilexing. Three indexes were prepared

—

Clo'ono-

lorjiad, A Iphahetical (according to the names of the
inventors), and Suhject-vrntter. Arrangements wore
at the same time made for printing and indexing the
specifications of all patents obtained under the new
law (IS.Vi) ; and this has been done year liy year.

(The total number of jiatents, from 1017 to 1871,

exceeded 70,000.) These specifications are sold

to the jmblic at the price of paper and
print, varying from li'7. to about 4.s\, aver-

aging about Stl. each. The printing and publish-

ing are completed within three weeks of the time
w^hen each final specification reaches the hands of

the superintendent. Any copy of any of these, if

st.aniped and certified, is received in any court of

law or equity in the kingdom, in evidence of the
patent to which it relates, without the necessity

of producing the original document itself. Tliere

are generally ever .SOOO petitions for new patents
every year ; about SCO of the petitioners usually
fail to give notice of their intention to proceed, .and

200 more fall away liefore the actual sealing of the
patent ; so that, roughly speaking, about 2000 specifi-

cations of patents are added to the list every year.

Of this uuinher, not more than 500 to GOO over-live

three j'cars, the patentees being unwilling to pay
the second instalment of duty which becomes pay-
able at the end of the third year ; and very little

more than 100 are willing to pay the third instal-

ment, due at the end of the seventh year. {In 1S71,

the new patents applied for were .).529
; the number

fell to 2.'i3S by the time of filing the s]iecifications.)

To render the new specifications equ.ally available

with those of older date, three indexes are prepared
for each year's collection, of the kinds already

described. There has also been prepared a nfurcnce
index to the whole series. In 1S71, a new plan

was adopted, of publishing weekly abridgments of

the s])ecificatio;is of new patents : dispensing with
any further alphabetical and subject-matter in-

dexes. Besides this, abridgments have been drawn
up of most of the specifications, and will be event-

ually of all : setting forth, in a few words, the

general nature of the invention. These abridgments
are collected into 12mo volumes, one or more to

each class of subjects ; and the volumes are sold at

Od. to 10.5. each, according to their bulk. At the

end of 1S71, there were 77 such volumes, relating to

56 groups or classes of subjects. By reference to

one of these handy volumes, or to the Subjrct-maiter

index, an inventor can see whether any person has

jireceded him in the particular subject for which he
desires a patent.

The Library ami Rfadhirj-room..—Special arrange-

ments are m.ade to render the s])ccifications, and all

tliat relates to them, as available as possible to the

public. Complete sets of the printed sijccifications,
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indexes, &e., have been presented to universities,
government offices, provincial towns, colonies, and
foreign governments ; and ]iartial sets to 300
mechanics' institutes and scientific and literary
societies. A complete set comprises 2880 volumes,
from folio to 12mo, and costs no less than .£2700 for

paper, printing, and lithograjihing ; about lO'J of
these conqilet ' sets have been presented. At
the liead ofiice in Southampton Buildings, a
Reading-room has been provided, open to such
of the public as m.ay wish to consult the
specifications at their leisure. But besides this, the
commissioners have gradually become jiossessed of
a Large and valuable collection of scientific and
technical books and ]ieriodicals, to which additions
are every year made by jnirchase. A new Library
and Reading-room, occupying the upjier part of the
old building, has been constructed at a cost of

.£15,000, and was finished and opened in 1867. All
the scientific and technical works of the Library, as
well as tlie specifications of the patents, may here be
consulted uuder due regulations.

T)ie Museum.—The commissioners having come
into possession, by gift and otherwise, of several
models illustrating patented inventions, had no
place of their own to dejiosit them for preservation
and exhibition. But an arrangement was made
with the authorities at .South Kensington for the
reception of these models ; aiiil, greatly augmented
liy specimens, drawings, diagrams, and portraits, the
Patent Museum now occupies a site adjacent to the
South Kensington Museum.
The commissioners have for many years sought

permission to erect a large and handsome building
to accommodate the whole of their dejiartments

—

offices, Library, Heading-room, ami Museum. They
possess the pecuniary means, but lack the authority.
Their receipts exceed £100,000 a year, in the form
of fees from patentees ; and after a very liberal
expenditure for salaries, superannuation allowances,
editing, compiling, printing, purchase of books and
periotLicals, &c., there is a considerable surjiliis. A
clause in the act of 1852 prevents them from buying
laud and erecting buildings without the consent of
the Treasury. The latest suggestion made by the
commissioners is for permission to build in a new
street to be formed from the Horse Guards to
the Thames Embankment ; but this new street,

involving the demolition of Fife House, has not yet
received legislative sanction.

PATE'RNO (anc. Hijhla Major), a town of
Sicilj-, in the province of Catania, and 11 miles
north-west-by-west from Catania, at the southern
base of Mount Etna. Near P. are salt-springs and
a salt-mine. Poi?. 13,901.

PATTI, Adelina, a iiopular operatic singer of

Italian extraction, born at Madrid in 1843. After
a course of professional study under her brother-in-

l.aw, Maurice .Strakoseli, she sang at an early age
at New York. Her debut in London took place in

1801 as Amina in La Sonnambnla ; and she has
ever since been looked upon as one of the first

singers of the day. Her voice is an unusually high

soprano, of rich bell-like quality, and remarkable
evenness of tone ; to these qualities she adds purity

of style and high artistic finish. Equally at home
in the tenderness of deep passion and the sprightly

vivacity of light comedy, she has also sung with
success in oratorio. She has also won golden

opinions on the continent wherever she has

ap|)eared. Her greatest success is generally con-

sidered to be in the part of Marguerite in (ionnod's

Faust, in wliich she first appeared at Coveiit Garden
in 1801:. In May 1808, she married Henri de Roger
de Caliuzac, Marquis de Caux.
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PATTI, Caklotta, sister of the above, is also

oae of the leading singers of the day, though a slight

degree of lameness has prevented her from appear-

ing much in opera. Her voice is a soprano of un-

usual compass, and of a clear silvery quality, and
much power in the ujiper reirister. Her peculiarly

high notes, and a graceful abandon of manner, have
brought her into favour with the public, though, in

equality of tone, she does not come up to her sister.

She made her dibut in London in 1862, but had for

some time before been in the enjo^'meut of a high
reputation in the United States.

PAUCHO'XTI TREE (honandra pohjandra), a
large forest-tree, of the s.ame genus with the gutta-

percha tree, and producing a substance similar to

gutta-percha, abundant in some of the forests at the
base of the Western Ghauts in India. It is now
supposed that there are several species of Inunandra
in Western India, the produce of all which has
begun to be sent to the market as gutta-percha,

although it is said that none of the kinds is equal in

quahty to the true gutta-percha, obtained from
Isonandra gulla. The wood of the P. tree is very
heavy, and its tenacity is equal to that of teak. A
P. tree ha\-ing been tapped in 40 places, from the

base to GO feet high, has yielded in twelve hours
about eight pints of sap, each pint being equal to

about a pound of gutta-jtercha.

PAZ (L.i) De'aYACU'CHO, a town of BoUvia,

South America, capital of a dep. of the same name,
about 20 miles from the south shore of Lake Titi-

caca, is situated on the east decUvity of the Andes,
at an elevation of 12,000 feet above the sea, on both
sides of a deep ravine, here crossed by nine bridges.

The whole city is suVxlivided into sections by nume-
rous ravines. The streets are generally iiTegular

and steep ; there are some good public buildiDgs,

several educational institutions, a noble cathedral,

and many other churches. It is the seat of a bishop

and a universitj'. La P. is the largest city, and the

principal commercial emporium of Boliria—the
exports consisting of gold, bark, and other products

of the country ; and the imports of manufactured
goods, the bulk of which comes through Peru. This
city, whose original name was Nuestra Senora de
la Paz, was founded in 1348. The name was
changed in 1825 to its present form, in honour of

the national victory of .\yaeucho (q. v.). Pop. at

latest published census, 7G,372, the greater part of

which is Indian. Pop. of dep., 473,322.

PE'GANUM, a genus of plants of the natural

order Ztjijop/iyllacece, of which the only known
species, P. harmala, a half-shrubby plant with
linear, smooth, almost bipinnatitid leaves, and soli-

tary, white, axillary flowers, a native of the Levant
and the north of India, is sometimes cultivated in

gardens imder the name of Svklvm Pa'E. The seeds

are narcotic, and the Emperor Solyman is said to

have kept himself intoxicated by eating them.

They were formerly used in medicine in Europe,
and still are in the East. The Turks use them as

a spice, and also for dyeing red. The plant is

bebeved to be tlie llarinaki of the Greeks, men-
tioned by Dioscorides as one of the kinds of Peijanon.

PEI'SHWA (Minister) was the title of the per-

sonage third in rank and authority at the court of

the Mahratta Maharajahs of Satara, there being

only the Priti-nid/u (Delegate of the Rajah) between
him and his sovereign. However, during the

weak reigns of Sevajee's descendants, the minister

increased in importance, till, at the commencement
of the ISth c, Bala.iee Biswanath, the then

Peishwa, and a man of distinguished administrative

ability and diplomatic talents, made himself vir-

tually the ruler of the Mahrattas (q. v.).

PELLESTRI'NA, a town of Venetia, near the

centre of an island of the same name, 12 miles

south from Venice. The island is about 74 miles

in length, and one mile in breadth. It is one of the

low narrow islands which sejiarate the Lagoon of

Venice from the Adriatic. The island is in great

part occupied by a row of small towns, of which P.

is the largest. Pop. 7193.

PE'MBA, called the Green Isle by the Arabs, an
island off the east coast of Africa, in the dominions
of the Sultan of Zanzibar, the nearest point being

about 20 miles from the coast, and the southmost
point 40 miles north of the island of Zanzibar. It

lies across the 5th degree of S. lat., and in

long. 39° 53' E. Length about 38 miles from north

to south. Next to Zanzibar, P. is the most remark-
able island in the dominions of the siJtan. It is an
irregular coralbne island, cut up in every direction

by creeks, which are much frequented Ijy country
craft engaged iu the slave-trade ; while, owing to the

numerous reefs and shoals, and to the imperfect
survey of the island, they are quite impracticable

for vessels of war. The vegetation is most lux-

uriant. Although the main island is less culti-

vated than Zanzibar, it api>ears, if possible, more
productive, and its fruits, especially the mango, are

more highly esteemed. P. is more unhealthy than
Zanzibar, and the mortality from fever is so great,

that it is a question whether it could Vie kept under
cidtivatiou were the supply of slave-labour cut off.

Chak-C'hak, the chief fort, port, and town, is situ-

ated iu a deep inlet on the western side, and the

narrowest jiart of the island. Its approach is wind-
ing and difficult. The Portuguese long made P. one
of their principal slave depOts. A few merchants
reside on the island.

PEKE'DO, a floiu-ishing town of Brazil, in the
province of Alagoas, 50 miles south-west of Macayo,
on the San Francisco, near its mouth. In the
district, cotton, rice, and other crops are grown.
Pop. of town 9000, of district, 17,574, mostly
Indians.

PEREJASSLA'VL, an ancient town of Russia,

in the gov. of Poltava, 100 miles south of Tcherni-
gov, at the confluence of the Trubesh and Alta,

near the Dnieper. A battle was fought here in

1149. Pop. (1867) 10,047.

PERFECTIONISTS, orBIBLE COMMUNISTS,
popularly known as Free-lovees, or preachers of

Free Love, a small American sect of recent origin,

equally remarkable for the doctrines which they
hold, and for the unfaltering way in which they
carry them out in jiractice. The founder of the
sect, John Humphrey Noyes, is stUl alive, and is

described in a recent work {Neui Amerka, by W.
Hepworth Dixon) as ' a tall, pale man, with sandy
hair and beard, gray dreamy eyes, good mouth,
white temples, and a noble forehead.* In a2)pear-

ance, he is a little like Mr Carlyle, and he is said to

be not a little proud of the resemblance. Noyes
was born at the town of Brattleborough, in Vermont

;

he studied at Dartmouth College, New Hampshire,
where he took a degi-ee ; and afterwards became a
clerk in a lawyer's office at Chesterfield, New Hamp-
shire. In 1831, during the great revival of religion
which swept over that section of the country (under
the preaching of Charles G. Finney), Noyes was one
of those who were aroused to a consciousness of sin
and anxiety about the way of salvatii>n. After a
speedy conversion, he gave up the law to stud}' the-
ology at Andover, in Massachusetts, where he spent
a year in unremitting study of the Bible, under
the instructions of Moses Stewart and Edward Rob-
inson. From Andover he passed to Yale Collet'e, New

"6S1
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Haven, where he was first a student, afterwards a

pre.acher in connection with the Congregational

hoily, and where he became a };reat seeker after

tnith— not as it stands between (iod and man only,

but as between man and man. Here it was that he

arrived at the principal of the ide.aa which constitute

his soci.ll and religions system—deriving them, after

much study and speculation, from the writings of St

Paul. He came to the conclusion that the opinions

of St Paul had been completely misconceived by all

tlio Christian churches ; that all our ecclesiastical

organisations have consequently l)cen blundei'S ; and
that from the apostolic age to his own there had
been no visible church of Christ upon earth. He
conceived that in the age of Paul and Peter there

had been a true Christian church—a communion of

s.oints, in which all were brethren, and all equals

;

but that it pa-ssed away at an early date, on our

Lord having returned in the Spirit, as he had pro-

mised, to dwell among his people for ever. This

second advent of Christ he placed in the j-ear 70

;

and he came to the conclusion, that since then the

true church has consisted, not of any of the reUgious

organisations which have successively sprung up,

but of saintly persons scattered here and there,

sinless in body and soid, confessing Christ as their

Lord, jirofessing holiness, rejecting law and usage,

and submitting their passions to the Divine wilL

He believed that Christ, on his second advent,

abolished the old Law, and closed the reign of sin

which began with Adam ; and that he has thence-

forth set up His kingdom in the hearts of all willing

to accept His reign. For such persons, there was no

longer an)' law or rule of duty ; neither the Mosaic

code, nor the Sermon on the Mount, nor the ordi-

nances or institutions of civil society, were binding

upon them ; they were a law unto themselves

;

they were free to do as they pleased, but—with
exceptions which, however, could not inv.alidate an

eternal truth—imder the inlhience of the Divine

Spirit which dwelt in them, they could only do

that which w.as right. It was owing to the power
of the devil that the churches had gone so far

astray ; but he conceived that the time had come
when, among the new communities of America,

tliere should be set up a perfect model of a Christian

church—in which aU should be brethren ; in which
men and women should be equals ; in which indi-

viduals should be untrammelled by any restraints

save those imposed by the Divine Spirit working
within themselves. Noyes took upon himself the

t;isk of laying the foundations of the true Christian

church ; but his early efforts at est.ablishing a church

at New Haven were very discom'aging ; he made
converts to his views, and they became onl)' too

deeply imbued with his theory—making much of his

doctrine of the abolition of law, but little of his

doctrine of salvation from sin. Each being a law
unto himself, they had conflicting desires, and this

led to quarrelling, and eventually to schism. Among
the men, there were some who contested with Xoyes
the leadership of the fraternity ; and among the

women, one or two who quarrelled \vith him because

they surmised that he was leading towards the abol-

ition of marriage. At the end of three years, he
found that, though he had co-believers, he had no
followers ; and he retired to Putney, disappointed,

but resolved to make a new experiment. He began
with the circle of his f.amily friends. His mother,

two sisters and a brother thoroughly believed in him
and his doctrines, and these, ^^•ith himself, formed the

germ of the new enterprise. In time the circle began
to enlarge. He and his brother took wives, and the

sisters took husbands, and other families joined the

gathering. They built a chapel, and devoted much
of their means to printing periodicals and books. At
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first there was no idea of forming a community.
They were called ' The Corporation,' but hved in

separ.ate houses, and are said to have walked in all

the ordinances of marriage blameless. This con-

tinued for nine fir ten years, wlieu it was deter-

mined to make trhal of the principle of association—
of association under conditions which Noyes deduced
fiom the New Testament ; to establish a ' Bible

Family '—a society disavowing all law and .all connec-

tion with the world, in which all should be l>rethren,

]ierfcctly equal ; in whicli, therefore, worldly goods
should be held in common ; iu which there should

be no a]ipropriation of men and women to one an-

other. This novel theory of the social relations seems

to have Ijeeu the jirincipal basis of Noyes's experi-

ment ; and at length in 1S4G, twelve years after his

cxj)erience at New Haven, and just when the Fourier

Phalanxes were p.assing away, the Putney Association

began cautiously to experiment in Communism. The
connection of the sexes was, upon Noyes's view, as

free from law, as completely subject to the desires

of indiviiUials, as every other human relation ; and
besides, he seems to have thought a community of

i\omen a logical sequence from a community of

goods. He saw that the members of such a society

must be selected and educated for it; and he set up a

Bible class, by means of wliich he gained a sufficient

number of proselytes, and educated them for Biljle

.association. Their property was thrown into a com-
mon stock ; they gave up the use of prayer, all

religious service, and the observance of the Sabbath

;

those who were married renounced their marriage

ties, and a ' complex marriage ' was established

between all the males and all the females of the
' Family.' To get rid of the inconveniences which
had been found attendant upon the exercise of

Christian liberty, Noyes h,ad set up a new principle,

viz., sympathy, !jy which the individual will was to

be corrected, which practically imjiosed upon indi-

Nnduals the duty of <lcferring to the feelings and
opinions of the brethren. He now taught that

the Family was wiser than the individu,al, who
niiiiht stray from the path of gi-ace ; that the
individual was erring when he differed from the

Family ; and that the inclmations of individuals

must be submitted to the opinion of the Family.

Having dispensed with law, he set up public opinion

as a controlling power in its stead ; and free criti-

cism of one another by the members of the society

became an important feature of his system. Quar-

relling, however, broke out among the memhers

;

their differences were brought before the law-courts

;

and when the detads of the Family system became
known, the people of Putney made the place too hot

for the Perfectionists. Their establishment was
broken up ; but a portion of the Putney Family—
about fifty men, as many women, and about the

same number of children—soon established them-

selves in a new home, in the sequestered district

of Oneida, in the state of New York. Among the

things which first drew attention to the Putney

Family was a controversy which Noyes maintained

with "the leaders of another society of P. estab-

lished at Oberliu. The P. were divided upon the

question, whether of the two leading features of

their system, the profession of hobness and the

right of Christian lil)erty, the one or the other

was the more important—some were ' Liberty-men,'

others ' Holiness-men.' Noyes took up the contro-

versy on behalf of the latter.

At Oneida Creek, the new ' Family ' purchased

about 600 acres of forest-land, and i)roceeded to

bring it under cultivation. They have made it one

of the most productive estates in the Union ; they

have also estabhshed manufactures of various kinds;

and in the course of 20 j-ears, they have become a
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prosperous, anJ even a wealthy community. Their

wealth they owe in a great measure to the inven-

tive talent of one of the ' Family,' an old Canadian

trapper, named Sewell IS'ewhouse, who invented an

improved form of trap—the ' Oneida Trap '—which
is now almost universally used by trappers through-

out Americx In other respects, the ' Family ' has

been very prosperous : it now consists of nearly 300

persons, who live together harmonious and con-

tented ; and being already sulKcieutly numerous, it

has to reject frequent applications which are made
for admission to membership. Two similar societies

have been established—one at Walhngford, the

other near Oneida—and both are said to be doing

welL Their neighbours have become accustomed to

the P. and their ways, and let them live in peace ;

Xoyes is even become popiJar. On settling at

Oneida, guided by his experience, he modified many
of the details of his arrangements. Between study

and labour, the life of the ' Family ' at Putney had
been rather a hard one—he told his followers that

in future they should enjoy life, as became men to

whom all things were pure and permitted. The
society chose no chiefs, believing that, without

chiefship, the management of their afiairs must fall

to the fittest persons ; and their affairs have been

ably managei.L The controlling function of criticism

was strengthened by being made more systematic
;

and a regard for the common good, grown strong

through habit, has made persons who disavow all

laws perfectly submissive to the unwritten laws of

public opinion. In the smallest, as well as in

important affairs, the Perfectionist practises sub-

mission to the opinion of his brethren : in small

matters, he usually gathers it by consultation

with some of the older members of the body

;

important ones are submitted to the 'Family 'at

their evening meetings. All are busy ; and they

work as hard for the general interest as men do in

the hope of enriching themselves. The men wear

no particular garb, but usually dress Uke the comi-

try-people around them ; the women have their hair

cut short, and parted down the centre ; abjure stays

and crinoline ; wear a tunic, falling to the knee, and
trousers of the same material ; a vest, buttoning

high towards the throat ; and a straw hat. In this

costume, according to Mr Hepworth Dixon, plain

women escape notice, and pretty girls look winsome;

but, as may be inferred from the treatment of their

hair, it has been no part of the Perfectionist system

to make the women look bewitching. The ' Family

'

has breakfast at six o'clock, dinner at twelve, and

the evening-meal at six in the afternoon ; tlie more

advanced of its members abstain from animal food ;

they drink no beer, and only a weak home-made
wine ; and like most of the new American sects,

they have but little to do with doctors. The women
areallowed a good deal of influence.

While all tlie males and females of the 'Family'

are united by a ' complex marriage,' their inter-

course—whicli, in theur}-, is unfettered by any law

—is, in practice, subject to a good deal of regulation.

Like everything else, it is subject to the opinion of

the society, and certaui principles have been so

steadily applied to it, that they have gained the force

of laws. First, there is the jirinciple of the ascend-

inc fellowship. There should be contrast, the P.

say, between those who become united in love.

That there should be difference of temperament and

of complexion has, they say, been well ascertained

by physiologists. They hold that there should be

a difference in age also, so that the young and

passionate may be united to those who have, by

experience, gained self-control. In ^-irtue of this

principle, the younger women fall to the older men,

and the younger men to the older women. A second

principle is, that there should be no exclusive

attachment between individuals ; a third, that per-

sons should not be obliged to receive the attentions

of those whom they do not like ; and lastly, it is

held indispensable that connections should be
formed through the agency of a third party

—

because, without this, the question of their jiropriety

might be withdrawn from criticism, and also,

because tliis affords a lady an easy opportunity of

declining. The human heart, the P. say, is capable

of loving auy number of times, and any nimiber of

persons at the same time, and the more it loves the

more it can love. The system of the ' complex
marriage ' is therefore suitable to, while monogamy
imposes a restriction upon, human nature ; and they
believe that marriage will be spurned by the

churches as soon as they get rid of the false notion
_

of the essential siufidness of love. They are confi-

dent that, when they have worked out a few details,

still incomplete, their system will be perfect, and
that it will, before long, be imitated throughout the

length and breadth of America. The former failures

of communism they ascribe to the pre\-ious experi-

ments not having been founded upon Bible truth

;

to their being made bj' persons unprepared for the

system ; and to the attempt to combine the mo-
nogamous family with the commimity of goods.

There are foiu- things, according to Noyes, necessary

to the organisation of a tnie family : (1) the recon-

ciliation of its members to God ; (2) their salvation

from sin ; (3) recognition of the brotherhood and
equality of man and woman ; (4) community of labour

and its fruits ; and communism can only prosper

when the pre\-ious conditions exist. The P. hold

that reconciliation to God and salvation from sin

begin in the heart when a man truly believes and
confesses Christ as a Saviour from sin ; but that he
still requires to be perfected in external things ; and
hence the necessity of criticism. A man who is recon-

ciled to God by li\-ing faith, and to his brother by the

humility that loves criticism, is tit to be a member
of a true family having everything in common.
PETiLEBERG, a town of Prussia, in the pro-

vince of Brandenburg, gov. of Potsdam, on the

Stepnitz, 74 mOes north-west of Berlin, and a few
miles from the Jlagdeburg and Hamburg Railway.
There are some woollen manufactures. Pop. (1S71)

73J0.

PE'RTTWELS, a town of Belgium, in the province

of Hainaut, near the French frontier, 44 mUes south-

west of Brussels. It has breweries, limekilns, and
some linen manufactures. Pop. 7S51.

PE'TERHOF, a palace of the emperor of Russia,

on the southern shore of the Gulf of Finland, 15

miles west of St Petersburg, ^vith which it is con-

nected by railway. The palace was built by Peter

the Great in 1711, is still often resorted to by the

imperial family, and is the scene of great occasional

festivities. It contams a very fine collection of

paintings, and is surrounded by line gardens and a

beautiful park. Around the palace, a village soon

gi-ew up, which has become a town of (1S71) 7745
inhabitants.

PETOFI, Sil>'DOR (Alexv-NDEP.), who may fairly

be described as the national poet of Hungarj', was
born at Little KbriJs, in the county of Pesth, in 1S22.

His father was a butcher, and a small landowner in

Little Rumania, and bore the name of Petrovich (son

of Peter)—a name indicating a Slavonic origin, wliich

the jtoet, when he came to manhood, exchanged for

the Magyar equivalent, Petoti In 1S3S, his father

was reduced to poverty bj' an overflo\ving of the

Danube, which destroyed his little estate ; and it

was by the help of relatives that he was able to

carry out his design of educating his sou for a
CSS
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professiou. P. was sent to the lyeeum of the town
of Sclicmnitz. It was while there that he hcgan to

write verses, and first disiilayeil tlie extravagant
fondness for theatricals which characterised liini

throughout life. From the lirst, he neglected his

studies ; ultimately, he ran aw.ay with a band of

Ot;rn)an strollers. His father after some time found
him out, and brought him home, and he remained
for a period in (piasi-custody among his relatives.

When at lengtli he was again sent to school at

Oedenhurg, he almost immediately ran aw,ay, and
enlisted as a common soldier. After lie had been
about two years in the army, a physician, who had
taken pity npon him, procured his discharge, and
he w-ent back to his relations. He afterwards
went to Paiifi, to complete his education. His
passion for the stage, however, drew him aw.ay
from Papa, as it had formerly done from Schem-
nitz ; in 1842, he left it to join a troop of

comedians. His stage-attempts were utter failures,

and he soon parted from the comedians, if, indeed,

he was not dismissed by them. He made his way
to Presburg, and afterwards to Pesth, wliere he
got some employment as a translator from the
English and the French. Among other works,
he translateil a novel by Mr G. P. K. James. As
soon as his literary labour supplied him with the
means of travelling, )iis passion for the stage
returned ujion him ; he went to Del>reczin, and
made another venture as an actor—jilaying the part
of Othello—but failed even more com])letely than
before. At last he had the good fortime to be
invited to contribute to a newspaper at Pesth
—the DcvalUt])—an<l he immediately closed with
the proposal. He made his w.ay on foot from
Debreczin to Pesth—a distance of nearly 200 miles

—

wearing shoes padded with straw, anil carrying in

his bosom a MS. volume of verses, his whole provision

for the journey consisting of two florins, which lie

got from an old school-fellow. It was on his arri\'al

at Pesth that he exchanged the name of Petrovich

for Petijti. Within a few weeks of his arrival, he
had troops of friends and a reputation.

He introduced himself to Viirusmarti, then the

most poptdar poet of Hungary, who received the

shabbily-dressed stranger coldly, and did not readily

consent to listen to his verses. But when he had
listened, he expressed his admiration warmly.
' Hungary,' he exclaimed, ' never had such lyrics

:

you must be cared for.' And from tliat time, he
treated P. as a son, and never rested until his

merits were fully acknowledged by his countrymen.

P. was almost at once received into the Literary

National Circle, .at the expense of whicli was pulj-

lished his Versd; which ajipeared in IS44. This

was soon followed by other volumes, which suc-

ceeded each other with amazing rapidity ; all of

them, though regarded as vulgar by some of the

critics, obtaining an unbounded popularity; so that

it was said of P. that ' he never went to bed at

night, he never arose in the morning, without hear-

ing his songs from the multitudinous passengers in

the public streets.' He sprang almost at a bound
into a ])osition in Hungary similar to that which
Burns holds in Scotland—that at once of the

greatest poet and the representative man of his

country. In 1S48, when the revolutionary move-
ment, which spread over Eurripe, l>egan to affect

the Hungarians, his energies and enthusiasm found

a more useful direction ; he became, by speech

and pen, the advocate of the independence of

Hungary. He was for some time a member of

the Diet, but in October 1848, he became a cap-

tain in the Hung.arian army ; and in the beginning

of 1S40, he was appointed adjutant and secre-

tary to General Bern. He was present at the
est

battle of Segesvar, fought on July 31, 1849, in
which Bein's army was defeated with great
slaughter ; and he was never heard of after that
battle. It is believed that he was trami)led to
death in the lUglit, and that lji.s body, so defaced
as to escape recognition, was buried with the multi-
tude of Magyar dead left upon the field. His
countrymen long believed tliat lie was not dead,
but a prisoner in an Austrian dungeon ; and it is

said tliat among the peasantry this belief is

cherished still. Sever.al false I'etolis have made
their appearance since his death, and much spur-
ious poetry has been published under his name.
Lately, however, his countrymen have subscribed
for the erection of a monument to his memory, and
have purchased, with a view to its preservation,
the house in whicli he w.a3 born at Little Kiircis.

He left a widow—wlio has married again—and one
son. His brother, SrKriiK.s', h.as gained some repu-
tation as ,a pnet.

His poems, 1775 in number, were published in
ten volumes. Most of them are lyrics, of which he
Jinblfshed several collections, under the titles,

l.'iiprcis Leaves on Kldha's Grave; Pearls of Love;
Starless Nhjhis; Clouds. The most celebrated of
his narrative poems—also the longest—are, Janos,
the Jlero ; and Istok, the Fool. His earliest work was
TIte r/H(7.7e //ajHiHfr, published in lS4.'i; his latest,

The Assessor of the J lulijmcnt-seat, which apjiearej
in 1849. A volume, containing a jioem entitled
Tlie Apostle, was snpjiressed by the Austrian
government after the pacification of Hungary,
i'. jnibUshed a novel. The HatuimaiCs Rope, which
was by no means successful, and several volumes of
tales, criticisms, and sketclies of travel ; and he
transhated largely from English and French into the
Magyar.
A selection from his earlier pieces, translated

into German, was published in 1845; and several
Volumes of trauslatinns from his writings have
since appeared in Germany. They have also been
translated into French, Flemish, Polish, Danish,
and Italian ; and lately, an English version, com-
]irising his finest poems, h.as been published by Sir

John Bowriug. The quality of his poetry has been
as fully recognised among foreigners as among his

countrymen: thus, Grimm declared that 'Petofi

will rank among the very greatest poets of all times
and tongues;' Henry Heyne spoke rapturously of

his ' rustic song, sweeter than that of the nightin-

gale ;' and Uhland avowed that oidy old age could
prevent his learning Magyar, that he might enjoy
P. in his native dress.

PETRO'VSK, a town of Russia, in the province
of Saratov, 55 miles north-west of Saratov, situated
on the Medvieditza, a tributary of the Don. Pop.
(1871) 12,749.

PEUTINGERIAN TABLE, the name given to

a most interesting ancient document, which exhibits

the military roads of the Roman Ein[)ire, and
indeed of the world known to the Romans. It is

not, properly speaking, a map; no regard being
[laid to geogr.aphic ]>osition, or the extent of

countries. The great lines of road are laid down
in a narrow strip, as if nearly parallel, all jiroceed-

ing from Itome as a centre ; .and as to rivers, it

only aitpears whether they cross the road from left

to right or from right to left of the traveller pro-

ceeding from Rome. The Mediterranean and other

seas are rejiresented by mere narrow channels. A
small house is the mark for .a town ; important
towns and military stations are distinguished Ijy

walls and towers. Rome, Constantinojile, and
.\ntioch are each re])rcsented by a circle, within

which is a human figure seated; in the case of
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Rome, the figure is crowned. Until very recently,

a portion of the only copy of tliis valtial>le relic of

antiquity known to exist was evidently wanting,

as it terminated abruptly on the west at the con-

fines of Siiain, and included only the eastern parts

of Britain. In the east, it traces ruads through
India to a number of places of trade as far as the

mouths of the Gauges. It is on parchment, and as

described in all the puldications devoted to it,

twenty-one feet in length, and about one foot wide.

It was found m the library of the Benedictine
monastery at Tegernsee, in Upper Bavaria, in the
15th c, by Conrad Celtes, who berjueathed it to

Conrad Peutinger of Augsburg, a zealous anti-

quary, and one of the earliest authors on the

lloman and other antiquities of Germany. Peutinger
began to prepare a cojiy of it for publication, but
died before he could accomplish his purpose, which,
however, was partially executed by Mark Welser,

in his Frarjmenta Tabula; A uliquce ex Peuthigrrorhim
Bihliotheca (Venice, 1.591). The ancient document
itself remained in the hands of the Peutinger

.

family, and attracted no further notice, till it was
offered for sale iu 1714, and purchased by Prince

'

Eugene, who ]iresented it to the Imperial Library of ,

A'ieuna, in which it still remains. An exact copy
I

of it was published at Vienna in 175.S, with an
:

introduction and index by F. C. von Scheyb. It

was again published as an appendix to Katancsich's

Orbis Antiqmis (Ofen. IS'25) ; and at the request of i

the Academy of Mimich, a revised edition, with an
introduction, was published by Conrad Mannert
(Leip. 1824). Since that time, a leaf detached from
the rest has been found in the Imperial Library at

Vienna, but we are not aware that any particular

account of it or its contents has yet been given to

the public. '

The Peutingerian Table does not always agree

with the Aoitonine Itinerary (see Itinerary)
;

some stations and towns being marked in the one
which are not in the other, the distances marked !

being also sometimes different. Bat the two
together throw great light on ancient geography. !

It appears almost certain from internal evidence

that the Peutingerian Table belongs to the third

century of the Christian era, or the beginning of
'

the fourth, although the existing copy seems to ',

belong to a later date. The general character of

the work seems to shew that its authorship is to

be referred to times of prevalent paganism ; whilst

a few things apjiear, jirobably alterations or

insertions of a copyist, which refer to Christianity,
j

PHAllMACOPCE'IA (supplement to the article).

The British Pharmacupma, jiublished in 1864, had
the merit of amalgamating the London, Edinburgh, '

and Dulilin Pharmacopceias ; but it unfortunately

contained so many defects, that, in accordance with
the universal wishes both of the medical profession

and of the chemists, the Medical Council ordered a

new edition to be as s[>eedily as possiljle jirepared.

This new edition has met with general favour from
the profession ; and it is to be hoped that as we

i

have DOW succeeded in incorporating three distinct
I

works into one, we may, in the course of a few years,

hope to have a universal Pharmacopa-ia, or, at all

events, one of so general a nature that the most
i

important medicines of the American, British, and
chief continental Pharmacopceias * shall aU be of

the same strength. The most important additions

to the new edition are beuzoated lard (used for

making suppositories and ointments), bromide of

* The chief continental Pharmacopoeias are the
French, which is also used in Switzerland ; the Prus-

sian, which is mostly used in Germany and Kussia; and
that of Orosi, wliich is used in Italy.

ammonium (useful for sleeplessness, and in hysteria
and epilepsy), carbonate of bismuth and solution
of citrate of bismuth and ammonia (useful in

the same cases as white bismuth), iodide of

cadmium (which may be used in the form of

ointment when the yellow colour of the skin that
follows tlie application of iodide of lead ointment is

objected to), oxalate of cerium (which, in doses of

one or two grains three times daily, acts as a sedative
and tonic, and is of great value in chronic intestinal

irritation, dyspepsia, pyrosis, in chronic vomiting,
and especially in the vomiting during pregnancy),
flexile collodion (consisting of a mixture of 48 parts
of collodion, 2 of Canada balsam, and 1 of castur-

oil, and nsefiU as a protecting coating for burns,
ulcers, and iu erysipelas)

;
glycerines of borax,

carbolic acid, gallic acid, tannic acid, and starch
(which are used as local applications) ; various mer-
curial preparations, us compound ointment of mer-
ciu-y (which is an imitation of Scott's celebrated
ointment for diseased joints), mercury snppositories

(for thread-worms iu the rectum), and the lilack

and yellow washes which are now for the first time
made officinal, lozenges of chlorate of potash,
tincture of peUitory or pyrethrum (used locally for

relieving toothache), quinine ))ills and wine, tincture
of sumbul (vahiable in 20 minim doses as a nervous
stimulant in tyjihoid fevci-, dehrium tremens, &c.),

and tincture of green hellebore, or Veratrum viride

(which, iu doses of from 5 to 20 minims, is useful in

gout, rheumatism, and neuralgic affections).

PHILIPPO'POLIS, a towu of Pannili, European
Turkey, iu the eyalet of Adrianojile, 91 miles west-
north-west from Adrianople. It stands on a small
island formed by the JIaritza, which here becomes
navigable. This island rises as a hill iu the midst
of a vast plain, which extends beyond Adrianople
on the east, and from the base of the Khodope
Mountains on the south, to the Balkan chain on
the north. The plain is extremely fertile, and is

celebrated for the excellence of the rice which it

produces. P. carries on a very extensive commerce
both with Austria and with the East. P. is an
ancient towu, and in the time of the liomans bore
the name of 'J'rimontium. Three-fifths of the inlua-

bitants are Christians, one-fifth Jews and gipsies, the
remainder Mohammedans. P. is the seat of a Greek
archbishop. The North American Board of Missions
has a station at Philippopolis. Pop. about 60,000.

PHI'LIPPSBURG, a town of the grand duchy
of Baden, 16 miles north from Carlsruhe, on the
right bank of the lUiine, at the inotith of the Salz-

bach. In former times, it was one of the most
important fortresses on the Rhine, and belonged to
the Bishop of Spires. During the Thirty Years'
War, P. fell successively into the hands of the
Swedes, the French, the Imjierialists, and again of

the French, who were confirmed in possession of it

by the Peace of Westphalia. In the war between
Louis XIV. and Germany, it was taken by the
Germans imder Duke Charles of Lorraine, and
assigned to Germany by the peace of Nimegiien in

1679; but was again taken in 1688 by the French
under Vauban, and once more restored to Germany
by the peace of Ryswick in 1697- The French cap-

tured it again in 17;J4, and this time with little

difficulty, the strength of the fortress being now
much diminished, although the capture cost the life

of the Duke of Berwick, their commander ; and
they again relinquished it in 17.'i5. During the
wars of the French Revolution, P. was bombarded
in 1799, taken, and its fortifications completely
destroyed in 1800. Pop. 2317.

PHULOWDI, a town of India, in the Rajpoot
state of Jodhpoor, in lat. 27° 8' N., and long. 72° 28' E.

CSS
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rt is built on a rising groiinil, near the bank of a
stream, wliich, after a course of no great lenijtli,

loses itself amidst the sands of the desert,

about 15,000.
I'op.

I'lA'NA DE' GRE'CI, a town of .Sicily, in the
]iroviuce of Palermo, 10 miles south-west from
Palermo, on one of the head-waters of the Beliei.
It w.os the chief colony of the Albanians who settled
in Sicily in the 15th c, taking refuge from Turkish
tyranny. Twenty-three s\ieii colonies were estab-
lished in {-.'alaliria, but only four in .Sicily, where
King John II. granted them land, and guaranteed
to them the free exercise of their religion. The
colony at P. was founded in 14SS. The descendants
of the colonists still follow the Greek ritual, and
adhere to aU the customs of the Eastern Church,
although acknowledging the supremacy of the pope.
The Albanian dress is partially retained among the
poorer cl.asses, and particular!}' among the women.
The inhabitants of P. are mostly husbandmen and
shepherds. The houses are generally mean build-
ings of a single story. Pop. 7270.

PIATRA, a town of Moldavia, G2 miles west-
south-west from J assy, on the left bauli of the
r.istritz.a, a branch of the .Sereth. The church of

P. is one of the oldest in Moldavia. The only
paper-mills in the province are here. Much wood
is tloated down the Bistritza and the Sereth to the
Danidje, to bo exported from Gahxtz. Pop. about
11,00.).

PIA'ZZA, or, more fully, PIAZZA AEMEIUNA,
a t<jwn of Sicily, in the province of Caltanisetta, 17
miles east-south-east from Caltanisetta. It stands
on the crests and slopes of an isolated hill on the
left bank of the Terrauova. It is the residence of
many nobles ami landowners. The chief trade is

in corn, oil, fruits, and other agricultural iiroduce.
Po]!. •2l),;ilO.

PICTURES, Restoration of. Some unportant
observations on the action of light on oil-paintings
have led to a series of experiments by Dr David
Price of the Crystal Palace, and he has succeeded
in demonstrating that the <liscoloratiou of pictures
in galleries and dwelling-hmises arises in a great
measure from the presence of sidphide of hydrcen
gas, which reduces the metal in the white lead, and
thereby gives the dark dingy appearance which so
frequently defaces even modern pictures in some
places where the pictures are hung on walls not
exjiosed to the direct light of the sun. Dr Price
shews that jiictures which have been thus injured
can be completely restored by being fully exposed
to light in a pure atmosphere, the light exerting a
rapid and powerful influence over the lead com-
pounds, even though well protected with varnish.
The same holds good even in a stronger degree in
water-colour paintings in which lead-whites have
been usecL

PIEDUIONTE D'ALITE, a town of South
Italy, in the province of Caserta, and 20 miles
north-by-east from Caserta, at the base of the Apen-
nines, on a branch of the Volturno. It is about 3
miles north-e.a.st from Alife, the ancient AUf<K, a
city of the Samnites, now a small town of only 26S9
inhabitants. In a grand and gloomy ravine, called
the Val d'Inferuo, near P., a torrent issues from
a cavera, which is supposed to derive its waters
through subterranean channels from a lake, about
live miles distant, amongst the mountains. This
and other mountain torrents afford water-power for
a number of cotton, paper, flour, fulling, and copper
mills in and around the town. P. is one of the most
active manufacturing towns in Italy. The exten-
sive cotton-miUs estabUshed by Mr Egg give employ-
ment to about 1500 hands. There are copper-mines

6S6

in the vicinity. Pop. about SOOO. Piedimonte is

the name of several smaller towns and villages in
Italy and Sicily.

PIE DRA BLANCA, a town of the Argentine
Republic, South America, in the proWuce of
Catamarea, and 20 miles south-west frem Catamarca
Pop. 10,000.

PIETRAPE'RZIA, a town of Sicily, in the pro-
vince of Caltanisetta, and six miles south-east from
Caltanisetta, on a lofty height rising from the left
bank of the Salso. There are sulphur-mines in the
vicinity. Pop. 10,290.

PILLIBHI'T, or PHILLIBIT, a town of India,
in the British district of Bareilly, North-west Pro.
vinces, 2S miles north-east-by-east from Bareillv,
on the left bank of the Gm-rah, and on the ro.id

from Bareilly to Petagorah. P. is a place of con-
siderable trade. The P. rice, celebrated throughout
Inilia fur its excellence, is the produce of the'soutli
of Kumaon, brought to P. to market. Pop. 2G,7C0.

PIP, CHIP, or ROUP, a disease of poultry, often
very fat.al, particularly to chickens and turkey
poults. It is very frequent also in young jiheasants.

Adult birds are, however, liable to it ; and when it

appears in a poultry-yard, it often attacks many in
rapitl succession, so that it is regarded as highly
contagious. It most frequently occurs in wet or
very cold weather, and is generally ilcscribed as a
kind of catarrh, although perhaps it might more
accurately be called a kind of influenza. It begins
with a slight hoarseness and catching in the breath,
which is followed by an ofleusive discharge from
the nostrils and eyes, ratthng in the throat, and an
accumulation of mucus in the mouth, forming a
' scale ' on the tongue. The comnnmication of the
disease from one bird to another is sup])osed to take
place through the contamin.ation of the water in

their common drinking-vessel ; and therefore a bird
affected with it should at once be removed from the
rest. Castor-oil is freely administered by some
poultry-keepers. Mrs Blair, in Tlie Ilcnwifc, recom-
mends a table-spoonful, but withoiit saying whether
this dose is for a full-gro%vn fowl or a young chicken.
She recommends also a medicine composed of half
a drachm of dried sulphate of iron, and one drachm
of capsicum, made into 30 pills with extract of
liquorice, one pill to be given three times a day.
This after a certain time is to be fullowed by an-
other compound of sulphate of iron, cayenne ])epper,

and butter. The eyes, nostrils, and mouth are to
be washed with vinegar. In one of the most recent
works on poultry

(
Tlic Practical Pouttry-ieeper, by

L. Wright, Lond. 1SG7), it is specially recommended
that the diseased birds shoidd be kept warm ; they
are to be fed on oatmeal mixed with ale, and to get
plenty of green food. In other respects, except as
to the castor-oil, the treatment recommended nearly
agrees with Mrs Blair's ; but the removal of the
' scale ' from the tongue is not regarded as necessary,

because it will disappear of itself on the cure of the
disease.—It is proper to mention that there is con-
siderable confusion of nomenolatnre as to the dis-

eases of fowls, and that, by some writers, the mere
symjitomatic affection of the tongue is called Pip,
and the disease itself Iloup. The terms, however,
are generally used in the same sense.

PI'ZZO, a seaport of South Italy, in the province
of Catanzaro, 24 miles west-south-west from Cat-
anzaro, on the Gulf of Santa Eufemia. It "was at
1'. that Murat (q. v.), the ex-king of Naples, was
taken, tried, and shot. He was buried in one of the
conmion vaults of a church to the erection of which
he had largely contributed. Pop. 6402.

PLANETOIDS. The indefatigable zeal of
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astronomical observers continues to add to the
number of these minute members of the solar

system that are now known. Eighty-one of them
are mentioned under PljINETOIDs (q. v.), ybur more
(one of which, the 8oth, has since been named lo)

under Solar System (q. v.l ; the 8Gth (Semele)

was discovered by Dr Tietjen at Berlin, Jan-
uary 4, 18G6 ; the 87th (Sylvia) by Mr Norman
R. PoEjson, government astronomer at Madras,
May 17, 1866; the SSth (Thisbe) by Mr C. H.
F. Petei-s, Hamilton College Observatory, Clinton

N. Y., June 15, 1866 ; the 89th by Mr Stephan,
Director of the Observatory at Marseille, August
G, 1866; the 90th (Antiope) by Luther at Billc,

near Diisseldorf, October 1, 1SG6, being no less

than the loth which that indefatigable explorer has
discovered; the 91st by Stephan at Marseille,

November 4, 1866 ; aud the 92d (Undina) by Dr
Tietjen at Berlin, and by Mr Peters at Clinton, U. S.

[The number now (1872) is about 115.]

PLA'SSEY, a small town of British India, in the
presidency and province of Bengal, and in the
district of Xuddea, 84 miles north from Calcutta,

on the left bank of the Bhaghrutti, a river which
derives its waters from the Ganges, and pours them
into the Hooghly, or rather may be said to become
the Hooghly. P. is celebrated in the history of

India for the great victory gained by Clive (q. v.)

over Siiraja Dowlah, subahdar of Bengal, 23d June
1757, a victory, the immediate effect of which
was to transfer the subahdarship to Meer Jaffier,

but which really laid the foundation of British

supremacy in India. The British force at the battle

of P. consisted of not much more than 3000 men

;

and the only British troops were about 650 foot

and 150 artillerymen, the remainder being sepoj's.

The subahdar's force consisted of 18,000 cavalry

and 50,000infantry, with 40 or 50 French artillery-

men, 50 large cannon, and 4 pieces of light artillery.

On the evening before the battle, Clive held a council

of war, at which it was resolved to decline battle,

on account of inferiority of force ; but CUve himself
afterwards adopting a different resolution, crossed

the river, and won a most brilliant victory.

PLINLI'MMON, or PLYXLIMMOX, a moun-
tain of Wales, on the boimdary between the counties

of Montgomery and Cardi^au, 11 miles north-west
from Llanidloes. It is 2481 feet in height. The name
P. is said to be a corruption of the Celtic Pum-
lum07>, signifj-ing Five Rivers, and to be due to the

fact, that five rivers have their source in this moun-
tain ; one of them is the Severn, and another the

Wye. P. is a huge mountain mass, with three chief

summits. Although uot above 12 miles from the

coast, it is iu the midst of a wide waste of muir and
bog. Spurs, or subordinate moimtain-ranges, spread

out from it iu all directions. The view from the

summit is veiy extensive. It was in the fastnesses

of P. that Owen Glendower took his stand, in 1401,

at the outset of his career, issuing thence with a few
determined followers to make inroads on the English

borders.

PLOJE'SHTI, or PLOY'ESTI, a town of Wal-
achia, 35 miles north-by-east from Bucharest, on the

Dimbow, a feeder of the Jalomnitza. It is a place of

considerable trade, and has a great annual wool-fair.

Pop. (1870) 26,468.

PLUME-BIRD (Epimaclius), a genus of birds of

the family Upupidm (see Hoopoe), but exhibiting

points of resemblance both to honey-suckers and to

birds of paradise. The bill is slender and arched.

The plumage is magnificent aud gorgeous, scarcely

excelled even by that of birds of paradise. The
plume- birds are natives of New Guinea and
New Holland. They are variously adorned with

enormously long tail-feathers, great shoulder-tufts
of broad feathers, loose downy plumes, &c. One

Plume-bird (Epimachus albus).

species, E. alius, has remarkable thread-like pro-
longations of the shaft of some of its plumes.

POINT-A-PITRE, a town of the French West
India island Guadeloupe, capit.al of the division of

Grande-Terre, on the Little Cul-de-Sac, 20 miles
north-east of Basse-Terre. The town is well built,

and has a safe and spacious harbour. It is the
centre of the commerce of the colony. Pop. 14,000.

POISSON, Sdieox-Den-is, a celebrated French
geometer, was born at Pithiviers, in the dep. of

Loiret, 21st Jime 1781 ; aud displaying an aptitude
for mathematics, he was received into the Ecole
Polytechnique in 1798. The striking talent he
thus early exhibited, attracted the notice of

Lagrange and Laplace, both of whom anticipated
for him a brilliant future. In 1802, he became a
professor iu the Polytechnique ; in ISOS, a member
of the Bureau des Longitudes ; in 1809, Professor of
Mechanics to the Faculty of Sciences, member of
the Institute in 1812, &c. ; and this list of distinc-
tions was crowned iu 1S37 by his elevation to the
dignity of a peer of France. P.'s whole life was
devoted to the prosecution of scientific research, and
the fruits of his pen number about 300 Memoirs,
inserted in the Journals of Eerussac, Gergonnc,
Crelle, aud Liouville, iu the publications of the
Ecole Polj-technique, of the Academy of Sciences,
of the Bureau des Longitudes, &c. A complete
summary of these labours by P. himself is published
by Arago [Jft'otke.^ Biorjraphi'jves, vol. ii.). Of the
separate treatises published by P., the follo-n-ing

are the chief : Traite de Micanique (2 vols. 1S33)1
I^onvelle Theorie de VAction CapiUaire ; Thcorie
Mathemaliipie de la Chaleur (1835) ; Mimoire stir le

Mouvement des Projectiles dans I'Air, en ayanl
crjard d la dotation de la Terre (1839) ; and lastly,
the celebrated work, Sur rhivarlahiliie des Motjens
Mouvements des grands Axes Planctaircs. P. is

fairly considered one of the chief founders of the
science of mathematical physics, which was brought
by him to great perfection, especially in what
concerns statical electricity and magnetism. Many
other ingenious discoveries and speculations are
dispersed throughout his wTitings.

POKHUTIN, a town of India, in the Rajpoot
state of Jodhpoor, 340 miles south-west of Delhi
It is situ.ated close to a deserted town of the same
name, the site of which is marked by a very con-
spicuous temple in an elevated situation. P. has a
pop. of about 15,000. P. being on one of the great

687
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commercial tracks between Eastern Rajpootana and

Sin<le, much gain is made by the transit-trade.
|

POLY'TRICHUM (Gr. many-haired), a genus of

mosses, having the capsule supported on a static

{xela) which is terminal, and thiis apjiears as an

ulon'.,'ation of the stem ; the peristume single, of 32

or 0-t short etpiidistant teeth, which are curved

inwards, and their summits united by a horizontal

membrane closing the mouth of the capsule. A
nundjer of S]ieeies are found in Britain, of which

the most abundant is P. amimnne, sometimes called

J/iiir-moss, Golden Maidenltciir, and provineially

O'oldihwks ; growing ill heaths and woods, jiarti-

cularly where the soil is sandy ; the stems not at

all branched, or only at the base, several inches

long ; the narrow slender leaves sometimes nearly

half an inch long. This bea\itiful moss is very

common in the most northern parts of Europe and

Asia.

PONA'XI, or PANIANI, a seaport town of

F,ritish India, in the district of JIalabar, on the

south side of an estuary of a river of the same
name, about 0011 miles south-east from Bombay.

The river is navigable only for canoes to the

distance of 03 miles from the sea. The population

is employed in fishing and in trade, having numer-

ous patemars, or sea-going bo.ats. P. was formerly

a much more considerable place, until nearly ruined

by the oppression of Tippoo Sultan. Under the

system of railways by which the Madras territories

are traversed, the eastern and western coasts of this

]iart of the peninsula have been united by a line

from P. to Madr.as. Pop. about SOOO.

POPERIXGHE, an old commercial town of

Belgium, in the jirovince of West Flanders, four

miles from the French frontier. The town is

walled, and has manufactures of lace, linens, and
woollen cloths. Hops are grown in the surrounding

district. Pop. 10,700.

POKDENO'NE, a town of Veneti.a, Italy, in the

province of Udine, 4<) miles north-north-east of

Venice, on the Koncello, a branch of the Livenza.

The town is situated in a pleasant plain, near the

base of the Alps. It is a station on the railway

between Venice and Trieste. The site is supposed

to be that of the Porius Xaonis of the Piomans.

There are several large paper-mills, also cotton and
linen manufactures, oU-mills, manufactures of copper

goods, and glass-works. Pop. 73S3.

PORTEH, D.iviD D., Piear-admiral of the Ame-
rican navy, sou of Commodore David Porter, who
commanded the Essex frigate in the war of 1S12,

w.as born in Philadeljihia about 1S05, entered the

navy as midshipman in 1S29, serving under Com-
modores Biddle and Pattison, jiassed his examina-

tion in 1(535, was employed from 1S36 to 1841 in

the survey of the coast of the United States ; in

1841, appointed as lieutenant to the frigate CoiH/rejis,

and employed four years on the Mediterranean and
Brazil stations ; in 1845, transferred to the National

01)servatory at Washington, and during the Mexi-

can war, to the naval rendezvous at New Orleans ;

again to the eoast-survej", and from 1849 to 1853,

engaged in command of the California mail-steamers.

At the commencement of the war of 1801, he was
appointed, with the rank of commander, to the

steam sloop-of-war Powhatan, and ordered to Pen-

sacola ; distinguished himself in the capture of

New Orleans, and commanded the gun-bo.at and
mortar flotilla which co-operated with the squadron
of Admiral Farragut in the first attack upon Vicks-

burg. In 1803, he aided in the second and success-

ful bombardment, and subsefiuently commanded
the naval forces in James's River, and in the attacks

upon Fort Fisher, captured at the second attack,
68S

January 15, 1805; followed on Febni.ary 19—22, by
the capture of Fort Anderson and Wilmington. At
the termination of the w.ar, with the rank of rear-

ailmiral, he was appointed Superintendent and
I'resident ex officio of the United States Naval
Academy, Annapolis, Maryland.

PORTO-MAURIZIO, a seaport town of North
Italy, capital of a new province of the same name,
on the Gulf of Genoa, 58 miles directly south-west
of (Jenoa citv. Area of ]irovince, 407 sq. miles.

Pop. (1871) 120,053. The town stands on a high
promontory, projecting boldly into the sea, and h.is a
lofty church, painted in brilliant colours. The har-

bour, defended by a mole, is generally crowded with
the jncturesqiic coasting-vessels of the Mediter-

ranean. There is an extensive trade in olive-oil and
agricidtural produce. Pop. 6256.

POST-OFFICE INSURANCE is a valuable

addition to the many useful services which onr
postal establishment has been enaliled to render
Avithin the l.ast few years. Book-post, sam]ile-post,

money-orders, and postal savings-banks, all addi-

tions to the original letter-post and newspaper-post,

have been found to work so satisfactorily, that the
legislature has been encouraged to intrust to the

same organisation a new system of insuring lives

and granting annuities—specially intended to foster

provident habits among persons whose savings can
be but small.

In 1853, an act of parliament made an improve-
ment in the then existing state of insurance law,

by facilitating the purchase of government annuities

through the medium of the savings-banks ; and in

1864, another statute gave a great extension to those

portions of the system which had been found to work
well, effecting at the same time alterations in those

which had exhibited certain defects during eleven

years' working, (ireat facilities are introduced by
this act for securing annuities by small payments.
Not only may the National Del>t Commissioners
employ the trustees of savings-banks to receive and
pay the moneys, at a certain r.ate of remuneration

;

but the Postmaster-general joins in the arrange-

ment, acting as a medium between the public on
the one hand and the Commissioners on the other.

Ample tables and regulations have been jirinted, for

the guidance of the Commissioners, the Postmaster-

general, and the local postmasters throughout the

kingdom. On the completion of these tables and
regulations in 1805, the jiractical working of the

system began. The tables of the premiums to be

charged for life-insurances, for immediate annuities,

for deferred annuities, and for deferred monthly
allowances, are sold by Messrs Eyre and Spottis-

woode, the government printers, for 5!.d. (the cost of

the paper and printing) ; but similar t.ables are kept
for inspection at the local post-offices without
charge.

In regard to insurance, distinct from annuities,

persons of either sex may insure through the

medium of the post-office. The limited ages are

from 10 to 60, and the limited sums from £20 to

i'lOO. In order to afford every possible facility in

the payment of the premium, minute calculations

have been made of the exact sum to be paid at e.ach

instalment, by yearly, quarterly, monthly, or fort-

nightly payments, and terminable or not at a par-

ticular age. In order that there may be some limit

to the labour thus placed on the jjostal authorities,

no jieriodical instalment is made smaller than two
shillings. No one life can be insured for less than

£20 in the whole ; but when a life has been insured

for £20, further insurances may be effected on the

same life from time to time, until the whole sum
for which it is insured amounts to £100. The
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foUowiDg is a tabulated example of nine different

modes of paying the premiiun on one particular

insurance, to suit the convenience of the insurer. A
man in his 30th year may insure £100 to his sur-

vivors at his death :

1. By a single payment of . , . , 43 3 7
2. By an annual payment for life of . .367
3. IJy a quarterly u >, ..0130
4. By a monthly ti « ,.044
5. By a fortnightly ir i. . . 2 2
t>. By an annual payment, until the insurer 1 o ]? in

reaches Gt) years, of ... J

"

7. By a quarterly payment, until the insurer I q ,r q
reaches Co years, of . . . • / "*

8. By a monthly payment, until the insurer i q 5 n
reaches 6u years, of . /

9- By a fortnightly pajtnent, until the insurer 1q n
g

reaches 60 years, of .J
If an insurer who has duly paid all instalments for

five years, should desire, or be compelled by circum-
stances to withdraw from the engagement, a portion

of the past premiums will be repaid to him—never
less than one-third of the total amount.

In regard to immediate annuities, persons of

either sex may purchase annuities of not more than
£50, and for lives from 10 years old and upwards.
The premiums necessarily vary with sex, age, and
amount. Thus, a man aged 65 can purchase an
immediate annuity of £10, paid half-yearly, for

£SS, lS-5. 4d. ; whereas, a woman of the same age
would have to pay £103, 16s. 8J. Two or more
small annuities may be purchased for the same
life, provided the total amount does not exceed
£50. Any two persons may purchase an annuity
on their joint lives, with or without continuance of

the annuity to the survivor.

Deferred annuities form another element in the
scheme. These annuities are very varied in kind,

and the amount of premium depends on a great

number of conditions—amount of annuity ; age and
sex of the person ; length of term for which the
annuity is deferred (that is, the number of years
which are to pass before the commencement of the
annuity) ; mode in which the premium is to be paid

;

and the condition whether or not there is to be any
return of purchase-money under certain contin-

gencies. As examples, taie the following: A man
aged 30 may purchase a deferred annuity of £10, to

commence on his reaching the age of 60, and due
half-yearly, for one immediate payment of £24,
3-i. 4d., or an annual jiayment of £1, Ss. -id. ; in the
case of a woman, the immediate or total payment
would be £32, 8^'. •fe/., and the annual payment
£1, 17«. 6d, If the person on whose life the annuity
is to depend should die before the annuity itself

commences, all the premiums paid up to that date

may be returned to his or her representatives, pro-

vided a contract to this effect is made in the first

instance. The premiums are necessarily higher

for such a contract. The four sums just mentioned,
where past premiimis are 7wt returnable, would be

raised respectively to £i0, 9s. '2d., £2, Os. lOrf.,

£47, Os. lO'i., and £2, 7s. 6d., with the returnable

clause included.

Many persons in humble life would prefer that

the annuities due to them should come more fre-

quently than half-yearly. To suit this class, a
system of deferred monthly allowances is estab-

lished. A man aged 30 may purchase a deferred

allowance of £2, 7s. 3d. per month, to commence
when he reaches the age of 60, by a payment of 8s.

per month, until he reaches that age ; the same
monthly payment by a woman would realise a
monthly allowance of £1, 16s. "id. If the return-

able clause (above noticed) is included in the con-

tract, the man's monthly allowance would be £1,

14s. 2'/., and the woman's £1, 9s. 4t/., for the like

512

payment of Ss. per month. In regard to married
couples, a husband and wile may each be insured
to the fidl amount of £100, and may each pur-
chase an annuity of £50, or a monthly allowance
of £4, 3s. 4d.

Persons whose lives are insnred, or to whom
annuities are granted, through the post-office, have
direct government security for the payment of the
money at the proper time ; and this is one of the
many valuable features of the system. It is not
necessary here to describe the exact routine of pro-
ceedings for making an insurance or purchasing au
annuity; the postmasters whose post-offices have
been raised to the rank of insurance offices, are
fully instructed in the matter, and wiU give aU
requisite information to applicants. We may add,
that the British Postal Guide, an authorised publi-
cation, issued quarterly at 6d., gives a considerable
list of tables of premiimis payable at various a^es
for various kinds of insurance and annuity.

POT-WALLERS, or POT-WALLOPEE.S (from
pot, and Old English wall, to boil or bubble), the
popular designation of a class of electors forming
the constituency of various English boroughs—aa
Ilchester, Honiton, Tregoney, Old Sanun—before
the Eeform Act of 1S32, whose qualification as
housekeepers was considered to be established by
their boOing a pot within the limits of the borough,
over a fireplace erected in the open air. The doing
so was regarded as evidence that the elector was in.

circumstances to provide for his own subsistence,
and not necessitated to apply for parochial relief.

PRAIRIE-Dtr-CHIEN, a town of the state o£
Wisconsin, U.S., on the right bank of the Jlissis-

sippi, three miles above the mouth of the Wisconsin,
and 165 mUes west from MOwaukie. It is a pros-
perous and rapidly increasing town, and in its

neighbourhood are rich copper-mines. Pop. (1860)
6000.

PRA'TO—often, for distinction, called Pkato Df
ToscA^-A—a town of Italy, in the pro\ince of
Florence (Firenze), 10 miles north-west of Florence,
in a fertile plain, on the right bank of the Bisenzio,
a feeder of the Amo, and on the railway between
Florence and Pistoja. There are manufactures of
straw-plait, woollen cloth, cotton goods, silk thread,
&c. ; also soap-works, tanneries, and copper-works.
Copper-mines of considerable productiveness exist in
the neighbourhood. Pop. (1872) 39,594.

PRESERVES, PRESERVED PEOVISIOXS,
&c. In addition to the methods already described
under this head, we have to notice here some recent
efforts to preserve animal food. As yet the most
successful method is by placing it when boiled in
tins of convenient size for household consumption,
hermetically sealed from the air. The waste of
animal food in Australia and South America had
long been a source of deep regret, and the plan of
sending it to Europe in the dried state had only
partially come into use, when the attempt to pre-
serve it in a boiled condition was first tried, on any
scale, in 1866 or 1867. Since then, the quantity of
Australian mutton and beef consumed in Great
Britain has increased very rapidly. In 1872, the
total value of the imports of unsalted meat was
not far short of a million sterling, nearly the whole
of which came from Australia. Tinned meat is not
much inferior to newly cooked beef or mutton in

flavoiu', and is more economical ; its chief defect to
most tastes is that it has the effect of being overdone.
The eminent chemist Liebig suggested the manu-

facture of a concentrated extract of meat ; and this

is now carried on very extensively both at home
and abroad. It is chiefly used by invalids, and for

quickly making soups. Only the lean or musctdar
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part is userl, and tliis is boiled until all but the

fibrin is dissolved out ; the liquid is then concen-

trated until it is brought to the state of a thick

paste, in which state it is easily preserved. Mueh
controversy has of late taken place concerning tlie

nourishing properties, not only of Liebig's, but of all

meat extracts. Still those physiologists who have

least to say in their favour, do not deny that they

have some usefid properties as food, and their use is

decidedly on the increase. The Liebig Extract of

Meat Company is said to have slaughtered, last

season (1872), 150,000 head of cattle.

A few years ago. Professor Redwood patented a

method of preserving fresh meat by a coating of

paraffin ; but tliis substance, from its brittlencss, is

apt to crack, and we are not aware that it is now in

use. Quite recently, Signor Mariotti has patented a

rather peculiar plan, which is more likely to succeed.

It consists in carbonising the whole surface of the

meat by taking advantage of the high temperature

of boiling fat into which it is dipped. No way of

preserving fresh animal food, however, can possibly

excel the simple one of storing it in chambers or

cabins at a temperature as little as possible above

the freezing-point. There are, no doubt, difficulties

in the way of doing this on a remunerative plan,

but some recent experiments tend to shew that they

are not insuperable.

Two large companies, an English and a Swiss,

have been lately formed for the snpply of condensed

milk, and also coffee and cocoa mixed with it and

sugar, in such a way as to be ready for use mth
the addition of boiling water. Coffee so prepared is

at present very much in demand.

PREVE'ZA, or PREVISA, a town of European

Turkey, in Albania, 20 mUes south-west from Arta,

and on the north shore of the strait which forms

the mouth of the Gulf of Arta. Pop. about 8000.

PRIE'GO, a town of Andalusia, Spain, in the

province of Cordova, 45 miles south-east from the

city of Cordova. The inhabitants of P. are chiefly

occupied in husbandry. There are oil-miUs, flour-

mills, tanneries, and potteries. There were for-

merly very im])ortant silk manufactures, but these

have become inconsiderable. Pop. (18G0) 13,464.

PRILU'KI, a town of European Russia, in the

government of Poltava, 138 mUes north-west from

Poltava. It has a considerable trade in corn,

cattle, brandy, and saltpetre. Pop. (1367) 10,670.

PRINTING. In Printing, a remarkable Ameri-

can invention was brought into use in 1807. It is

called the M.atrix Compositor, and is only adapted

for stereotyping, by making impressions on thick,

soft paper of the letters in the order required,

and then taking casts of the same in metal as usual.

The peculiarity of this machine is, that it brings

up any letter the compositor wishes to its right

place in the line by simply touching the key which

answers to that letter, in an arrangement like the

front of a piano, each key being marked -with its

corresponding letter. At the moment the letter is

brought to ils place, it is made to press into the

paper; and in this way the composition proceeds

with only one alphabet of fixed tj-p^s, which are

made of steel to bear the pressure. With practice,

a good compositor wUI work this machine, and thus

form the matrix for the stereotype plates, as fast as

he could set up the ordinary movable types. The

saving in time and the wear of type is therefore

very considerable.

PRI'ZZI, a town of Sicily, in the province of

Palermo, and 30 mUes south-by-east from Palermo.

It is of considerable commercial importance. Pop.

(1861) 11,138.
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PROVI'SIONAI, OHDEU is an order granted
under the powers conferred by an act of parliament,
by a department of the government, by the Secre-
tary of State, or by some other authority, whereby
certain things are authorised to bo done, which
could be accomplished otherwise only by an act of

parliament. The order docs not receive ellect,

however, until it has been confirmed by the lecfia-

lature. Till that time, it is ])urely provisional ; and
even after it has been so conlirmed, and is in reality

an independent act, it retains the title of a pro-
visional order.

Provisional orders have been in operation in
England for many years, and have been found most
useful in facihtating the modification or extensicju

of the provisions of general acts, so as to ada])t them
to the special necessities of particular districts. A
general statute, dealing with an extensive subject
Eke pohce or sanitary improvement, could only
embrace provisions suited to the requirements of

the country generally, and could not be so framed
as to meet exceptional circumstances. When these

had to be provided for, private legislation was neces-

sary; but the cost and delay attendant upon the
promotion of local acts in the usual way were so

great as in many cases to be practically prohibitory.

What was needed, therefore, was a ready and inex-

pensive mode of obtaining local legislation, and the

system of provisional orders was devised to meet
that want. The general act embodied legislation

generally applicable, and gave power to some board

or officer to issue provisional orders, whereby the

general act might be better applied to special dis-

tricts or under peculiar circumstances. Such powers
were by the Public Health Act, 1848 (11 and 12

Vict. c. 63), conferred on the General Board of

Health thereby constituted, but were by the Local

Government Act, 1858 (21 and 22 Vict. c. 9S), trans-

ferred to the Secretary of State. The Turnpike
Trusts Act, 1851 (14 and 15 Vict. c. 38), empowered
the same functionary to grant orders in reference to

the objects of that act ; while the Piers and Har-

bours Act, 18G1 (24 and 25 Vict. c. 45), authorised

the Board of Trade, with the sanction, in certain

cases, of the Admiralty and Commissioners of

Woods and Forests, to issue provisional orders

dealing with a variety of important matters con-

nected with the construction of piers and har-

bours, and the levying of dues and rates. The
Lands Drainage Act, 1861 (24 and 25 Vict. c. 133),

gave power to the Enclosure Commissioners to issue

orders for the purposes specified in that act ; and
the Merchant Ship))ing Amendment Act, 1862, gave,

relatively to its objects, coiTcsponding powers to

the Board of Trade.

All these acts were in full and beneficial operation

in England when the General Police and Improve-

ment (Scotland) Act, 1862 (25 and 26 Vict. c. 101),

was passed, and it conferred extensive powers on the

Secretary of State in relation to the granting of pro-

visional orders for police and sanitary purposes.

Subsequently, the Irish Drainage and Improvement
of Lands Acts of 1863 and 1864 (26 and 27 Vict.

c. 88, and 27 and 28 Vict. c. 72) enabled the

Commissioners of Public Works, and the Oyster

and Mussel Fisheries Act, 1866 (29 and 30 Vict,

c. 85), enabled the Board of Trade, to issue orders

in relation to the subjects of these acts respect-

ively.

Nothing can be more diversified than the objects

to be attained by provisional orders under the

several acts above alluded to, and yet the course of

procedure in relation to them all is substantially

the same. A petition to the proper authority, speci-

fying what is wanted, and supported by such evi-

dence as can accompany the appUcation, is made
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the subject of inquiry by a qualified person com-
missioned for the purpose. After due inquiry has
been made, and the result has been reported to the
authority to which the apphcation is addressed,

the petition is disposed of, either by giving or

refusing what is asked, or by giving it in a modified
form. \Vhen a provisional order is granted, steps

are taken on behalf of the government to have it

confirmed by parliament. In the case of orders

issued mider the General PoUce and Improvement
(Scotland) Act, for example, the requisite Confir-

mation Bill is framed, under instructious from the
Secretary of State, by the Lord Advocate, who
takes charge of the measure through its various

stages. When unopposed in parliament, ten days
or a fortnight usually suffice for the passing of the
requisite Confirmatory Act, which has all the faci-

lities of a government measure. Of course, the whole
expense connected with the preparation and passing

of the order, and the relative Confirmation Act,

is defrayed by the applicants ; but the advantages
of provisional orders, compared with ordinary private

bills, are nevertheless considerable. A provisional

order may be got with greater expedition and at

much less cost than a private bill. It is exempted
from the tedious and costly formalities of comply-
ing with standing orders and making deposits, with
all the formidable fees of the House, and other inci-

dental charges. When opposition is offered, the

opponents are fully heard by the commissioner
appointed to make the requisite inquiries ; and the

grounds of opposition are deUberately weighed, first

by him, and afterwards by the superior authority to

whom he makes his report. The opponents have
thus the satisfaction of knowing that their case has

been considered, with probably the same result as if

it had been suljmitted at much cost to a parlia-

mentary committee. There is, therefore, little induce-

ment in ordinary circumstances to appeal directly

to the legislature ; and, as a consequence probably,

an,opposition to a provisional order in parliament

is exceedingly rare. No doubt, if an opposition on
feasible grounds were offered to a provisional order

in parliament, the whole subject would be referred

to a select committee, who woidd probably proceed

aa in the case of an opposed private bill ; but that,

as has been observed, is of so rare occurrence,

that it does not detract from what has been said in

regard to the advantages of the system as a rule.

PRZE'MYSL, a town of the Austrian Empire, in

the province of Easter Galicia, on the right bank of

the San, an affluent of the Vistula, 53 miles west
from Lemberg. It is connected by radway with
Cracow, and so with the west and north of Germany
on the one hand, and with Lemberg on the other.

P. is a flourishing town, carries on a considerable

trade, and has manufactures of linens and leather.

Pop. 9S06.

PRZI'BRAM, a town of the Austrian Empire, in

Bohemia, 33 miles south-south-west from Prague,

on the Litawka, a feeder of the Moldau. It derives

its importance chiefly from extensive lead and sUver

mines in the neighbourhood, and is the seat of a

superior court of mines. Pop. 76G5.

PSEU'DOSCOPE (pseudos, false, and skopein, to

see), an optical instnunent invented by Professor

Wheatstone, and so called from the fact of its

exhibiting objects, viewed through it, under aspects

the exact converse of their natural appearance. Its

construction is shewn by the annexed figure : abc,

two rectangular prisms of flint-glass, the hypothen-
uses of which measure IJ inch in length, and IJ
inch in depth. The prisms are hinged at c, so

that they may be inclined towards each other in

any desired degree, and are fixed each in a wooden

framework, fastened together by the hinge or pivot
d. By means of the pivot d, the distance between
c and c may be made to accommodate itself to the
different interval between the eyes in various
observers. In using the instrument, the eyes are
placed at E and E respectively. The thumb-pieces
attached to the prisms at a and a, are used in

adjusting the instnunent for distinct vision of any

particular object. The optical effect of each prism is

twofold : it displaces the object, and it procures the
lateral inversion of the image. From the latter cir-

cumstance, it follows that the right-hand side of a
cube, for example, is seen on the left, and vice versd;
this inversion being occasioned by the reflection of the
rays upon the side of the hypothenuse within each
j)rism. By the two refractions undergone by the
rays as they enter and leave the prisms, the axis of

the emergent pencil is no longer directed towards
the real place of the object, but is diverted in

such sort that the convergence of the optic axes
diminishes as the distance of the object diminislies ;

and increases as its distance increases—a complete
reversal of the ordinary conditions of sight, and one
which, in conjunction with the lateral inversion
before mentioned, gives rise to very curious visual

phenomena. See Vision. It is essential to the
efficient use of this instrument that the object be
seen by both eyes ; and therefore the observer,

having placed the object at the usual distance for

distinct vision, should, by closing the eyes alter-

nately, ascertain that it is within the field of each
prism. He should then adjust the prisms imtil the
two images coincide in point of space, when they
will coalesce, and, at first, the object will probably
retain its natural aspect ; but on a sudden, it under-
goes a change, and the converse appearance stands
out to view with the utmost distinctness and
reality. A hat will appear to be turned completely
inside out ; the interior of a basin will appear con-

vex and protruding ; and ' a bust regarded in front
becomes a deep hollow mask.' To facilitate the
illusion, the object should be equally illuminated on
either side, so as to prevent shadows.—For a full

accoimt, see the original paper by Wheatstone, Phil.
Trans., 1852, p. 11, et seq.

PUCCI'NIA, a genus of fungi, of the division
Coniomycetes, all very small and parasitic, on the
leaves or stems of plants, within the tissue of

which the myceUum creeps. One of the most
common species, and the most important, is the
CoKN Mildew (P. graminis), which is almost
always present in corn-fields, and in some years is

very injurious to wheat and other cereal crops. It

is pitchy brown or black, and grows in irregidar

lines, somewhat foUo%viug the venation of the leaf,

the lines sometimes confluent. The spores are sup-
posed to find their way from the root upwards, with
the juices of the plant on which they vegetate, but
this has not yet been proved by observation.

PUE'RTO-CABE'LLO, or PORTO-CABELLO,
a town of Venezuela, in the province of Caracas,

78 miles west from Caracas. It stands on an
island in the Golfo Triste, sejjaratod from the
mainland by a channel so narrow as to be crossed

6S1
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by a bridge. The situation is very unhealthy, but

the harbour is safe and commodious, and a consid-

er.iblo trade is carried on. P. is the port of

Valencia, which is rather more than 20 miles

inland. Pop. 7500.

PULICA'T, PALIKAT, or PALVELAKA'TU,
a to^vn of British India, in the jjresidency of Madras,

and district of Chingleput, 20 miles north from
JIadr.is. It stands on an island in a large inlet of

the sea or salt-water lake called the Lake of Pulicat.

This lake is about 37 miles in length from north to

south, and 11 miles in breadth at the widest. It

contains a number of islands. The communication
between the lake and the sea is by very narrow
openings. The lake is much used as aflbrding

facilities of traffic by boats between Madi-as and
more northern places. P. was occupied by the

Dutch iu 1G09, and became afterwards the capital

of their settlements on the Coromandel coast, but

fell into the hands of the British in 1795.

PULWU'L, a town of British India, in the dis-

trict of Gurgaon, North-west Provinces, 36 miles

south-by-cast from Delhi, on the route to Muttra.

Pop. 12,000.

PUNDERPU'R, or PANDH.AJtPUR, a town
of British India, in the district of Satara, and
presidency of Bombay, 90 miles east from S.atara,

on the right bank of the Bima, a large branch of

the Kistna. It is highly revered by the Hindus,

on account of a celebrated temple dedicated to an
incarnation of Vishnu. Pop. estimated at 20,000,

PUTEAUX, a town of France, in the dcp.

of Seine, at a distance of about two miles from
the western boundary of Paris. It is situated on
the left bank of the Seine, opposite to the Bois de
Boulogne. The situation of P. is a very pleasant

one, aud many Parisians have fine villas here. The
population and industrial activity of the place have
of late greatly increased. Pop. (186G) 9375.

PUTTU N, PATTAN, or AXHULWAR PAT-
TAN, a town of India, in the territory of the Guico-

war, Guzerat, 64 miles north-west from Allahabad.

It stands on the Saraswati, a small river, which is

a tributary of the Banas ; and is a town of consid-

erable importance, having manufactures of swords,
spears, pottery of a light tine kind, aud silk and
cotton goods. P. occui)ie3 part of the site of the
ancient city of Anhulwara, the traces of the walls

of which may still be seen, extending to about five

miles in circuit. Pop. estimated at .30,000.

PYGMIES OF WESTERN AFRICA. Tlie

existence of pygmy races of human beings in Africa
has been often asserted, and many circumstances less

easily credible than their diminutive size have been
reported. See Pvomies. Du Chaillu has recently

discovered the actual existence of a pygmy race, but
of whom the diminutive size is the only remarkable
characteristic. He found them in the mountainous
country on the east of the southern great branch of

the Ogobai. They are called Obougos, and live in

the midst of negro tribes of ordinary stature. They
shewed extreme timidity on being visited by a
white man. In stature, they are only about four

feet and a half. They subsist chieHy on animal
food, but p.artly also on the roots, berries, and
nuts which they find in the forests.

PYNE, LoOTSA, a popiilar English singer, daughter
of a well-known singer, Mr James Pyne, w,is born
in 1S24, received instruction from Sir'George Smart,
and first appeared in public in London in 1842. She
appeared in Paris in 1847, made her dibid in opera in

1849, and has since visited America. She is chiefly

known from her being chief soprano of an English

opera company, iu which she was associated with
Mr Harrison at the Lyceum, Drury Lane, and
Coveut Garden.

PY'RITZ, a verj' ancient town of Prussian Pome-
rania, in the government of Stettin, 25 miles south-

east of the town of Stettin. There are standing
five high towers on the town-walls, built by the
Wends, imder whom it was a place of great strength.

There is a seminary named after Otto, Bisho]) of

Bamberg, near the sjiring where it is said he, in 1124,

baptised the Crst I'omcranian converts. P. has
manufactures of woollen cloth and leather. Pop.

(1871) 7065.

Q
UANG-NAJI, KL'ANG-NAM, or

TURON, a town of Anam, about 75

I

miles south-cast-by-east from Hu§
(q. v.), or Phu-thuan-thien, the capi-

tal of Anam. It is situated near the

head of a be.iutiful gulf, and is a

place of considerable trade.

QUE'DAH, KEDAH, KEDDAH,
KEEDAH, or KIDAH, a half-inde-

pendent state, on the west coast of the

Malay Peninsula, on the Strait of Malacca.
' It extends from about lat. 5° N. to lat. 7° N.,

and its average breadth is about 50 miles. The
British province Wellesley, which lies between it

and the sea-coast opposite to Penang, was separated

from it and ceded to the British in 1800, by a treaty

in which the British agreed to jiay the rajah 10,000

dollars a year. Q. nominally owes a kind of feudal

subjection to Siam, but is in reahty much more
subject to the sway of Britain.—The capital, from
which the state takes its name, stands at the mouth

mi

of a river also of the same name, in lat. 6° 6' N., and
long. 100° 20' E. Its i)op. is estimated at aboiit

21,000.

QUEENS' COLLEGE, Cambridge, was founded
in 1446 by Margaret of Anjou, consort of Henry
VI., and refounded in 1465 by Elizabeth Woodville,

consort of Edward IV. The college consists of a

President and 14 foundation Fellows; the fellowships

being tenable for ten years from M.A. without

being subject to any restriction whatsoever; while

any Fellow who takes holy orders, and has not

a benefice of the net annual value of £300, may
hold his fellowship for life. The new statutes

provide that there shall be at least 14 scholar-

! ships, tenable tdl B.A., ranging between £30

j

and £50 ; the number and value of the scholar-

' ships to be augmented at the discretion of the
I President and t"ellows. Besides these, there are

i5 exhibitions, ranging from £12 to £20; aud there

are funds to the amount of £130 per annum at the

disposal of the President, for the behoof of desers-ing
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students of limited means. There are likeivise a
number of prizes, ranging from £5 to £30. The
College holds the patronage of ten benefices in the

coimties of Bucks, Cambridge, Essex, Leicester,

Norfolk, Xotts, and Wilts.

QUEEN'S TOBACCO-PIPE, the facetious desig-

nation of a peculiarly shaped kiln, which is situated

in the north-east comer of the Tobacco Warehouses
belonging to the London Docks. These warehouses
are rented by government at £14,000 annually. The
kiln consists of a circular brick stalk, bulging out at

the bottom to a width of live feet inside. A side-

door of massive iron, lettered ' V. E., the Kiln,' gives

access to the interior, in which are piled up damaged
tobacco and cigars, and contraband goods, such as

tobacco, cigars, tea, &c., which have been smuggled,
books which are attempted evasions of the Copy-
right Act, &c., till a sufficient quantity has accu-

mulated, when the whole is set fire to and con-

sumed. The total value of the goods thus destroyed

is enormous ; and though this wanton destruction

has often been censured, government still persists in

the practice of periodically filling and lighting ' the

Queen's Pipe.'

QUESALTEXA'NGO, a town of Guatemala,
Central America, the capital of a dep. of the same
name. It is 66 miles west-by-north from Guatemala,

and stands in an elevated table-land, on a river

which flows into the Pacific Ocean. After Guate-

mala itself, Q. is the most important town in the

state. It manufactures cotton and woollen fabrics,

and carries on a considerable trade. Pop. 25,000,

mostly Indians.

QUILLO'TA, a town of ChUe, in the province of

Valparaiso, and 22 miles north-east from Valparaiso,

on the Aconcagua, about 20 niUes from its mouth.

Q. is a station on the railway from Valparaiso to

Santiago, and is a place of some importance and
some trade, the richest copper-mines of Chile being

in its vicinity. To almost every house is attached

a vineyard, but no wine is made. Pop. estimated at

10,000.

QUILO'K (Kaijan Kulan), a to-mi of British

India, in Travancore, 35 miles north-west from
Trivanderam. It is situated on the sea-coast, in a
bight where ships may anchor and have shelter. Q.
has a barrack for European troops, a hospital, a
jail, &c. There is a considerable export trade in

timber, cocoa-nuts, ginger, pepper, &c. The com-
munication with Trivanderam is almost entirely by
canals, connecting the lagoons of the bach-water.

There is similar water-communication with towns
further northward on the coast. Pop. estimated

about 20,000.

E
ACALMU'TO, or EAGALiMUTO,
a town of Sicily, in the province of

Girgenti, in an inland situation, on
the crest of a hill 12 miles north-east

'" from Girgenti. It is said to be of

Saracenic origin. It has a castle, built by
\S Frederick Chiarainonte in the 14th century.

Pop. (1861) 10,397.

RACE, a term employed in some cases, par-

ticularly in the English Channel, to designate the
powerfid current formed by a rushing tide. Thus,
between the island of Alderney and Cape La Hogue,
on the coast of France, is the Race ofA Idemey ; and
oil' the Isle of Portland, on the coast of Dorsetshire,

England, is the Mace of Portland.

RAG TRADE. This trade, even within the
limits of a generation, has undergone extraordinary
changes. Woollen rags, which some thirty years
ago were all allowed to rot on the dunghill, save
the very small quantity required for flock papers
and stuffing saddlery, are now consumed, imder the
name of ' shoddy,' to a vast extent in the manufac-
ture of the cheaper woollen cloths, more than
3I),000 tons having been imported in 1S72 ; and in

the same year, probably a like quantity was
obtained in Great Britain itself.

Linen and cotton rags are, as is well known,
nearly all consumed in the manufacture of paper ;

but of late years the demand for paper has in-

creased at so great a rate, esijecially for the
American and colonial markets, that rags can no
longer be looked upon as the principal raw material
from which it is made. It was stated by Mr
Eoutledge, to whom the country is mainly indebted
for the successful introduction of esparto fibre, at
a meeting of the London Society of Arts, in

December 1S71, that rags were now used alone

only for the paper of bank-notes, ledgers, and such-

like special purposes, esparto fibre being even pre-

ferred as a material for printing-paper. Wood
pidp is also largely used on the continent, as well

as in America, to mix with rags for all kinds of

papers, often forming as much as 70 per cent, of

their weight. For some time past, the amount of

cotton and linen rags annually imported into Great

Britain h<-i3 but little exceeded 20,000 tons ; whUe
the imports of esparto fibre reached, in 1S7I, the

enormous amount of 144,400 tons. Moreover, no

less a quantity than 33,060 tons of rags and other

paper material, but chiefly rags, were exported in

the same year from British ports, neaily the whole

of which went to the United States.

Unfortunately, there seems but too much reason

to fear that the regular supply of esparto, as the

staple material for paper, cannot be depended upon

;

and even though it could, rags will always be of

great value for the better kinds. According to an

estimate published about ten years ago, and which

seems to have been accepted as tolerably accurate,
' the continent consumes only 4 lbs. of paper per

head of its population, requiring 6 lbs. of paper

material for its production ; England consumes S

lbs. of paper per head, requiring 12 lbs. of paper

material ; and America consumes 10 lbs. of p.aper

per head, requiring 15 lbs. of paper material for its

production. At that time, then, the continent had

more rags than it required ; while both Enghaud

and America had to import rags to keep their mills

woing. The state of matters is stUl the same as

rewards the continent ; but, in the meantime, the

increased use of esparto appears to admit of Eng-

lancT sending away as many rags as she imports.

Most of the imported linen rags come from Germany
and France. Cotton, flax, and jute waste from

spinning-nulls are all used for paper-making.
693
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It is believed that the home supply of linen and
cotton rags might be largely increased liy greater

care in housekeeping economy. Mr Herring,
partner in a firm of paper- merchants, and author
of several articles on this branch of industry, pub-
lished, in ISGO, a ' Letter,' addressed to clergymen
and others, suggesting an organised plan for the
attainment of this object. ' There are,' he remarks,
' more rags wasted, burned, or left to rot, than would
make our paper-manufacturers independent of all

assistance from abroad.' Whatever may have been
the case in 18G0, it is plain that, however carefully
collected, all the rags produced in Groat Britain
would now be far short of meeting the demands of

our paper-mills if no other material were used.
The managers of ragged schools in London

organised a Iiag-collectinr/ Brigade in 18G2, wliich
still exists, though diminished of late years.

KAMNAD, a town of British India, in the dis-

trict of Madura, presidency of Madras, 125 miles
north-east from Cape Comorin, and about five or six

miles from the shore of Palk'a Bay. In the centre
of the fort is the palace or residence of the zemin-
dar, one of the greatest of his class in the south of

India, his extensive possessions containing more than
2000 villages, and nearly 300,000 inhabitants. Pop.
about 13,000, of whom 6000 dwell within the fort.

EANDA'ZZO, a tovm of Sicily, in the province
of Catania, at the base of Mount Etna, and eight

miles north-by-west from its smnmit, on the Can-
tara. It crowns the summit of a low cliff of lava,

and ascends the slope above, with brown battle-

mented waUs and Norman towers, so medieval in its

whole appearance, that it has been likened to 'a
town of the middle ages preserved as a curiosity.'

R. is believed to have been founded by the Lombard
adventurers who assisted Count Roger in his con-

quest of SieUy. Pop. (1861) 6727.

RA'NELAGH, a village fonning part of the
suburb of Dublin, is situated two miles south from
the centre of the city. It consists of one princiiial

street with a square, but is surrounded by villas.

The pop. in 1861 was 3866.

RA'VENSBURG, a town in Wurtemberg, and
capital of a bailiwick of the same name, in the
Circle of the Danube, is pleasantly situated in a
fertile and romantic valley, the Schusaenthal, at the
foot of a hiU planted with vines. The jirincipal

industries are spinning wool and flax, weaving
woollen fabrics, linen, and stockings, bleaching,

making paper, playing-cards, furniture, wood-work,
sawing wood, &c. Pop. (1871) 843.3.

RECANA'TI, a town of Central Italy, in the
province of Macerata, on the Musone, 14 miles
south from Ancona. It is a station on the rail-

way between Ancona and Rome. R. was a power-
ful military position in the 11th century : great
privileges were bestowed on it by the Emperor
Frederick II. in 1229, when the whole line of coast

from the Potenza to the Musone was granted to it

for the ereetioQ of a port. Pop. (1861) 6150.

REEVES, Sims, an eminent tenor singer, bom
at Woolwich in 1821. Before attaining his four-

teenth year, he was a clever performer on various
instruments, and tolerably well versed in composi-
tion ; and at that early age he was appointed
organist and director of the choir in the church of

North Cray in Kent. His musical education was
conducted imder J. B. Cramer, T. Cooke, and other
artistes of note. He first appeared in jmblic as a
baritone at Newcastle in 1839. His debut was a
complete success ; and he acquired fresh fame in
Scotland and Ireland, In order to perfect his voice
and style, he went to Paris, and after studying there
for some time, appeared at Milan in the tenor part
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of Edgardo iu Lucia di Lammermoor, when his
singing electrified the audience. He returned to
England in 1847, and coming out at Drury Lane as
Edgardo, was immediately recognised as the first

living EngUsh tenor, and was engaged in 1848 at
Her Majesty's Theatre. In 1851, he was equally
successful as first tenor at the Italian Opera in
Paris. One of his best original parts was in Mac-
farreu's opera of Hobiii Hood, produced in 18G0.

REFORM. The article Reform in the Encyclo-
paidia, closes with the withdrawal of Lord John
Russell's bill in 1860. No one, remembering amidst
what apathy that took place, would have expected,

within so few years, to see the subject revive, and
assume such large dimensions. Mr Gladstone's
speech of 1SG4 first gave new life, and his declara-

tion, that it lay with those who refused the elective

franchise to justify the refus.al, sounded the com-
mencement of the new agitation. At the general
election of 1865, reform was necessarily much dis-

cussed. The death of Lord Palmerston gave the
country a ministry in which Lord Russell led

the House of Lords, and Mr Gladstone led the
House of Commons. This ministry was not long
in attasldng the subject, and the reform discussions

of 1866, so valuable as preparing for the final settle-

ment of the question, commenced. The ministry
adopted a suggestion which Mr Bright had made,
and tabled first a bill dealing with the franchise

alone. Its proposals were of a moderate enough
description, its leading provisions being to give the
franchise to occupiers of premises of the annual
value of £7 in boroughs, and of £14 in counties.

At the desire of the opposition, led by Mr Disraeli

and Lord Stanley, government introduced its

Redistribution of Seats Bill, and the two bills

were combined and sent to committee together.

In committee, parliament proved unmanageable.
Several clauses were carried by the narrowest
majorities, till at length, on the comparatively
small question, whether ' clear ' or ' rateable ' annual
value should be taken as the basis of the franchise,

government was left in a minority of seven. The
leaders, true to the traditions of party, resigned,

and left the question of reform to the Conservatives.
The resignation was beneficial to jirogress. In

the autumn foUomng it, numerous mass meetings,
conducted in general with perfect order, were held ;

and some unlucky speeches of the opponents of any
reduction of the franchise were employed more or

less unfairly in order to get a startiug-point for

the kind of eloquence that such meetings require.

It now became plain that the main drawback
to reform, the alleged indifference of the working
classes, had ceased to exist. Refonn therefore

became inevitable ; and it was equally clear that if

reform was to be carried by the Conservatives, the
couutry would not accept from them a measure of

the moderate character which it would have gladly
taken from the Liberals shortly before.

The meeting of parliament in 1SG7, it is said,

found the ministry of Lord Derby and Mr Disraeli

stiU undecided. But it was necessary to do some-
thing. The Queen's Speech accordingly broached
the matter ; and in the beginning of the session, Mr
Disraeli proposed to deal with the subject by
way of resolution. His resolutions, however, were
vague, and had to be withdrawn, ilr Disraeli

then (25th February 1867) made a speech, in

which he proposed to bring in a bill, with a £6
rating 'franchise in boroughs, a £20 rating in coun-
ties, and with some of what were called ' fancy

'

franchises. With the redistribution question, he
proposed to deal much as his actual bill afterwards

dealt. This proposed bill was imderstood to be a

compromise with a section of the cabinet not
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favourably disposed to reform. However, as it did
not succeed in making matters smooth, the leaders

of the government are said to have reverted to

what was their original policy. The dissentients,

Lord Carnarvon, Lord Cranborne, and General Peel,

then resigned, and (on 18th March) the Reform
Bill of 1867 was introduced.
The bill surprised the country. Mr Disraeli has

since said that, so far back as 1859, he and Lord
Derby came to the conclusion, that if the £10 line, at

which the Reform Act of 1832 had. fixed the borough
franchise, were disturbed, there was no other fixed

line tenable ; and he has made the further revelation,

that he spent the interval between 1859 and 1867 in

educating his party to the belief, that if the borough
franchise was to be dealt with at all, it must be
dealt with in the boldest manner. His bill, there-

fore, carrying out this poUcy, proposed that all house-
holders svithin borough who were rated for the
payment of poor-rates, should be entitled to vote.

There were certain ' securities ' attached to this

proposal. The householder must have resided two
years in the borough, and must have personally paid

his rates. Further, the ' fancy franchises,' which
again made their appearance, had coupled with
them what was called the 'dual vote,' the object of

which was to give to every householder who pos-

sessed one of them a second vote in addition to

the first, which his house would give him. Li
counties, the bill proposed a £15 rating franchise,

and all existing franchises were permitted to remain,

lu redistribution of seats, the bill proposed to take

the second member from each borough of less than
7000 inhabitants, and to divide these seats, together

with the seats taken from the corrupt boroughs,

in nearly equal proportions between the larger

counties and boroughs, giving one also to London
University.

The bUl was not permitted to pass without
many alterations. Government, either influenced

by a sincere desire for reform, or convinced that, as

reform was at anyrate unavoidable, it was better

that it should pass under their management than
under the management of their opponents, were
quite resolved that a bill should pass. They yielded

to the House whenever they well coidd, and when
they could not, the threat of dissolution at once
brought the House to reason. The result of the
labours of the session admits of being shortly stated.

The borough franchise remained substantially as

at first proposed. Much of the session was lost in

devising clauses by which the rating principle could

be applied to those tenants whose landlords com-
poimded for their rates. The principle was, how-
ever, maintained ; and an amendment introduced by
Mr Gladstone, with a view of fixing the hard and
fast line of £5, was rejected. But by a new clause,

the system of compounding was put an end to, so

that the franchise was reaUy given to all house-

holders except those excused from rating on the
score of poverty. The period of residence, on the
motion of Mr Ayrton, was reduced from two years
to one. On the motion of Mr M'Cullagh Torrens,

an important addition was made in the shape of

the lodger franchise. Mr Disraeli's bUl of 1859
had contained a provision of the kind, and some-
thing like it was again added. It gives votes to aU
lodgers who have occvipied for a year lodgings
which would let unfurnished for £10, and who
apply to be put on the roll.

The county franchise was reduced from £15 to
£12 rating ; and there was added (on Mr Colville's

motion) a reduction of the copyhold and leasehold
franchise, giving votes to all owners or liferenters of

the free annual value of £5 in property other than
freehold, which continues to yield a 40«. franchise.

The dual vote was early abandoned, and its

abandonment involved that of the 'fancy' fran-

chises. These have now only interest as matters of

history ; but as the name appears often in the dis-

cussions, it should be mentioned that, in their last

form, they proposed to give votes to all who paid

£1 annually in direct taxes (not including licenses),

who belonged to certain of the better educated pro-

fessions, or who had £50 in a savings-bank or in the

funds. Mr MiU's proposal to extend the franchise

to women found 73 supporters. The vote by ballot

was rejected, equally with the government pro-

posal to take the vote by means of voting-papers.

The comparatively restricted proposals of the

government with regard to redistribution of seats

were considerably extended. On Mr Laing's amend-
ment, the limit at which boroughs then returning

two members should hereafter return only one,

was raised from 7000 inhabitants to 10,000. This
gave 38 seats to be distributed,* making, with the

7 seats forfeited for bribery by the boroughs of

Lancaster, Yarmouth, Reigate, and Totness, 45 in

all. Of these, 25 were given to the larger counties,

which were severally divided into two or more
districts for the purpose.f To boroughs, 19 new
members were given—8 by way of additional

members to boroughs already possessing members,
and 11 to new boroughs.J To the University of

London, one member was given. Mr Laing's pro-

posal to make the scheme of redistribution stUl

more extensive, by applying to all boroughs having
fewer than 5000 inhabitants the system of group-

ing which prevails in Wales and Scotland, waa
rejected.

The only amendment of importance which the

House of Lords succeeded in making, was the addi-

tion of the system of representation of minorities.

By this system, persons voting in London, where
four members are returned, cannot vote for more
than three ; and in the counties and boroughs which
return three members, cannot vote for more than
two. The object is to prevent a majority which
may possibly exceed the minority by only one man,
from monopolising the whole representation. The
plan appeared first in Lord John Russell's bill of

1854, and having then been unpopular with both
sides, does not appear to have been proposed since.

Mr Disraeli took occasion, in introducing his bill, to

declare himself against it. Mr Lowe proposed to

* The boroughs from wliicli one member each was
taken were Andover, Bodiuin, Bridgenorth, Bridport,

Buckingliam, Chichester, Chippenham, Cliipping-Wy-
combe, Cirencester, Cockemiouth, Devizes, Dorchest-er,

Evesham, Great Marlow, Guildford, Harwich, Hertford,

Honiton, Huntingdon, Knaresborough, Leominster,
Lewes, Lichfield, Ludlow, Lymington, MalJon, Marl-
borough, New Malton, Newjiort (Isle of Wight), Poole,

Richmond, Ripon, Stamford, Tavistock, Tewkesbury,
Tlietford, Wells, and Windsor.

f West Kent, North Lancashire, East Surrey (already

having two members each), and South Lancashire
(already with three members), were subdivided, and
two members given to each division, which absorbed

7 seats; and the counties of Cliester, Derby, Devon,
Essex, Lincoln, Norfolk, Somerset, and Stafford, to-

gether with the West Riding (aU already in two divi-

sions, with two members each), were divided into three

parts, each represented by two members, which absorbed
the other 18 seats.

J Birmingham, Leeds, Liverpool, Jlanchester, Mer-
thyr-Tydvil, and Salford got each an additional member.
The Tower Hamlets were subdivided, and got two
additional members. Chelsea was made a borough,
returning two members ; and the following boroughs
were appointed to return one each : Burnley, Darling-
ton, Dewsbury, Gravesend, the Hartlepools, Middles-
borough, Staleybridge, Stockton, and Wednesbury.
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»iUl it iu the Commons; and his proposal was sup-
ported by such men as Lord Cranborne among the
Conservatives, and Jlr Will and Mr Fawcett amon?
the Liberals. Mr Bright joined the government in
opposing it, and it was lost by a majority of 141.
Ill the House of Lords, its insertion was again
proposed by Lord Cairns, and carried by a very
large majority, most of the Conservatives voting for
it, against the government. When the Lords'
Amendments were considered iu the Commons, it

was the only one of them which was agreed to. It
is hardly necessary to say that a scheme such as
that of Mr Hare, for carrj'ing out the principle in a
rigorous and complete manner, was found to be far
in advance of the day.
The opportunity of passing the Reform Bill was

taken to provide for some minor improvements.
The inconvenience of having pai-liament dissolved
by the demise of the crown was obviated, and it was
prodded that ministers of the crown and their
subordinates changing from one office to another
should not have to submit to re-election. A
boundary commission was appointed to re-adjust
the boundaries of the boroughs and counties. Mr
Fawcett's proposal to throw the necessary expenses
of elections, such as the expenses of polling-places,
sheriffs, &c., on the borough or county rates, was,
however, rejected.

Such is the Reform Act (for England) of 18G7.
Its passing, in some shape or otlier, from the temper
of the government and its power of controlling
the House, was at no time in serious risk. The
most critical period was when Jlr Coleridge's
amendment was brought forward, with the view of

making way for Mr Gladstone's amendment of the
£5 rating limit ; and here the government were
served by tlie defection from tlie Liberals of 'the
tea-room' party—a large number of 'extreme' and
' independent ' Liberals, some of whom really pre-

ferred the quasi household sufl'rage scheme of the
government, and others of whom were only resolved
that a bill of some kind should pass, ilr Glad-
stone's amendment was thus defeated.

Acts similar to the English one were passed for

Scotland and Ireland in the session of 1SU8. The
borough franchise for Scotland is substantially the
same as for England, being conferred on every man
who has for twelve months occupied, as owner or

tenant, any dwelling within the borough, except he
has been exempted from poor-rates on the ground
of inability to pay, or has failed to pay. Scotland
has also the £10 lodger franchise. In Scottish
counties, proprietorship to the extent of £.5 of clear

yearly value confers a vote ; the limit of the tenant
franchise is £14. The Scottish act disfranchised
seven English boroughs, and gave seven additional

representatives to Scotland—two of these being
assigned to the universities, and the rest to the larger
towns and counties. The universities of Edinburgh
and of St Andrews return one member jointly ; as

do those of Glasgow and Aberdeen. The Irish act
made no alteration in the county franchise, but
reduced that of boroughs to a £4 rating occupation.
As thus chosen, the House of Commons was

composed, in 18G9, of the following representatives :

Of
Counties.
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passes again from the liquid to the gaseous state,

intense cold is produced (see Heat), and, in

consequence, heat abstracted from everything in

contact with this portion of the apparatus.
The cold cylinder B is shewn in section in fig. 2.

It is so constructed that the ammonia is contained
in an outer jacket, leaving a hoUow space in the
centre. When ice is to be made, the latter is filled

with salt water or other liquid wliich does not
freeze at 32° F., and into this is placed a loosely
fitting metal cylinder D, containing the water to be
frozen. In this way, with a small machine for

domestic purposes, a few pounds of ice can be made
in an hour or two ; but large machines, on the same
principle, are made which produce 440 lbs. of ice

per hour.

An Italian, named Toselli, has recently brought
out a moditication of Carre's machine, in which the
ammonia is volatilised by hot water instead of by a
stove. This is considered to be a practically safer

and more convenient plan.

There is another excellent refrigerating machine
constructed by Mr D. Siebe of London, where
ether is used as the volatile fluid instead of

ammonia. It operates on essentially the same
principle ; but a powerful pump, worked by a steam-
engine, is used to facditate the evaporation of the
ether. Some machines are also in use which produce

Fig. 3.

ice by means of freezing mixtures ; but they arc of

minor importance.
Mr A. C. Kirk, late of the Bathgate Chemical

Works, imdertook, a few years ago, a series of

experiments with a view to the construction of

such an apparatus which would produce cold by the

simple expansion and compression of air. He ulti-

mately succeeded in producing a most efficient

machine, which he patented on the 25th April 1S02,

the number of the specification being 1218.

Although it is not strictly true that the mere
rarefaction of air produces cold, yet it will simplify

the explanation of this machine to assume in the
meantime that it does so. Its simplest form is

she\^Ti in fig. 3, and consists of a C3'linder with a
piston to compress air, commimicating with another
cylinder containing a kind of piston or plunger
where the compressed air is cooled and expanded.
The machine is driven by a steam-engine, and it

may be as well to remark, that the actual relative

position of the cylinders is diSerent from that

shewn in the diagram, which is given rather to
shew the principle of the app.aratus than as an
accurate representation of it.

The compressed .air is forced by the compressing
cylinder A, into the refrigerating cylinder BB,
just at the moment when the position of the
jilimger, PP, is close upon the upper cone D. This
air, which fills the space aa, between the plunger,
PP, and the lower cone E, is of course heated by
the compression ; and in order to cool it again, cold
water is made to circulate in the cone E, by an
entrance-pipe F, and an exit-pipe at G. The next
movement of the machine draws the piston in the
cylinder A to the opposite end, and consequently
allows the compressed air to expand again ; but at
the same moment the plunger, PP, descends close

upon the cone E, thus allowing the space between
the plunger and the xipper cone D, to be at its

fullest when the expansion of the enclosed air is at
its greatest.

By this arrangement, the patentee secures that
the air while being compressed will always be
at the lower, or what he calls the hot end, of the
refrigerating cylinder B ; and while being expanded,
it will always be at the upper or cold end. There
is a regenerator constructed as in the Caloric Engine
(q. V.) of wire-gauze, placed in the middle of the
plunger at C. This, while it allows the air to move
freely through it, prevents the conveyance of heat
or cold from one end of the C5'linder to the other.

The phmger, PP, is filled internally with .sawdust
or some non-conducting material.

We may now explain that the low temperature of

the air which surrounds the cone D during expan-
sion, is not produced by simple rarefaction. That
alone would not produce cold. It is necessary as
well to abstract heat from the air by giving it some
work to do, and here it unavoidably does work, in

assisting to force back the piston of the compressing
cylinder, while in the act of expanding. The air

loses an equivalent of heat exactly in proportion to
the amomit of force which it expends in moring,
or in assisting to move, the piston. See Force.

Before air is admitted into the cylinders, it is

necessary to dry it thoroughly, by first passmg it

thi'ough a box containing chloride of calcium,
because, if any moisture were present, it would
freeze in the regenerator, and stop the action of the
machine. In the particular form of the apparatus
she%vn in the figure, the substance to be cooled is

placed inside the cone D, which is furnished with a
lid L. Here not only water, but even mercury, can
be frozen with facUity.

Most of the machines of this kind which have as
yet been made were required for working on a
more extensive scale than the one shewn in fig. 3
could easily do. In the larger-sized machines,
accordingly, instead of one hoUow cone like D
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(fig. .?), a series of circular V-shaped corrugations

are fixed to the top cover of the refrigerating

cylinder, as shewn in fig. 4. These form annular

passages, through which a continuous current of

V

some fluid not easily frozen, such as brine, flows.

This is of course cooled by the expanded air (in the
manner already explained), at the cold end of the
cylinder, and can be conveyed away in pipes to cool

any substance at a greater or less diistance from the
machine.
The first machine -which Mr Kirk made was

designed for the purpose of freezing out the solid

paraffin from paraffin oil, and the work actually
done by it was foimd to be equivalent to the pro-

duction of two tons of ice in 24 hours, one indi-

cated horse-power being consumed for every 212 lbs.

of ice made. It was not, however, constructed to

work at a greater maximum pressure than 70 lbs.

per square inch. One made to work with double
this pressure would produce four tons of ice per
d.iy, while the cost of it would not be materially
increased.

It is only within the last few years that much
attention has been given to the construction of

machines for the production of artificial cold on the
large scale, but there can be httle doubt that they
will now receive many important applications. There
is no difficulty in working with one on Kirk's prin-

ciple anyT\'here, because it can be so constructed

that even a pair of bellows will compress the air

enough. In this country, besides being available

for the production of ice ; the extraction of certain

salts from mixed solutions, such as sulphate of soda
from common salt—the former separating at a tem-
perature above that which keeps the latter in solu-

tion ; the separation of paraffin from mineral oils

;

and in other chemical operations, as well as for

cooling worts in breweries and distilleries, they
can also be turned to good account in the salting

and preservation of meat. In warmer countries,

they will be stOl more useful, and perhaps most
of all in cooling large hospitals and public build-

ings, by sending a current of some cold liquid

through pipes, just as we in Great Britain heat
693

such buildings with pipes through which hot water
is made to How.

RE'NI, a town of Moldavia, at the confluence of
the I'luth and the Danube, on tbe left bank of
both rivers. It carries on a considerable trade,
exporting large quantities of grain. Pop. about
8000.

RETI'MO, a seaport town of the island of Crete,
on its north coast, 35 miles west from Candia. The
neighbourhood is productive both of oil and wine.
Pop. (1863) 7800, of whom 5800 are Turks, and
2000 Greeks.

REVI'VALS OF RELIGION. The term
Revival of Helirjion, or, more briefly. Revival, is

employed to denote an increase of faith and jiiety in

individual Christians, particularly after a period of
religious declension, and also an increase of religion

in a community or neighbourhood, both through the
revival of those who are already religious, and
through the convcrsio7i of the previously irreligious.

In these appUcations, its use is countenanced by
several passages of Scripture ; the idea which it is

intended to convey is, however, far more frequently
suggested by passages in which the term does not
occur. The idea of revival is more particularly con-
nected with the system of ' evangelical ' doctrine,
and particularly with that part of it which relates

to the work of the Holy Spirit in the conversion of

sinners.

What are commonly called revivals of religion

may be described as religious movements or excite-
ments extending, more or less generally, over a
neighbourhood, or sometimes over a country. By
those who regard them as genuine, it is urged in
their favour, that they are in accordance with what
the Scriptures teach us to expect, and that we have
instances of a similar kind recorded in the Scrip-
tures themselves—both in the history of the Jews,
and in the early history of the Christian Church,
particularly in the effusion of the Holy Spirit on
the day of Pentecost, and afterwards in connection
with the ministry of the apostles, when many were
converted through a single discourse, or, iu other
eases, evidently within a short time. It is further
urged that the promise of the effusion of the Spirit

in 'the latter days' was not completely fultilled on
the day of Pentecost, but relates to the whole
period of the Christian dispensation, and that,

according to many prophecies, we have reason to

expect even more of it in future times than there
has ever hitherto been, so that 'a nation shall be
bom iu a day, and the kingdoms shall be the
Lord's.' The Reformation of the Ifith c, and the
more partial movements of the same kind which
preceded it, are also regarded as essentially revivals

of religion—the Preformation itself the greatest

which has taken place since the apostolic age. The
great development of religious fervour in England
in the 17th c, is, according to this view, to be
considered as a rcviv.al, and the extravagances
which attended it as mere excrescences, like those
of the Anabaptists in the time of the Reformation.
The next gre.at movement of the same kind was
that in the first half of the 18th c, from which
the Methodist churches originated (see Methodists).
It was accompanied with many circumstances simi-

lar to those which have attended later revivals

of religion. The term revival did not begin to be
commonly employed till after this period ; and the
revival which took place in New England and
other parts of North America about the same
time, was then and still is generally designated
the Oreat Awakening. The beginning of this revival

seems to have had no connection with the Metho-
dist movement in England, although subsequently
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they became connected througli Mr Whitefield's

visits to North America. The revival in New
England, n-hich began about 1734, under the mini-
stry of the celebrated Jonathan Edwards at Nor-
thampton, and rapidly extended over great part

of New England and New York, was speedily

followed by similar religious movements in Scot-

land, not altogether independent of it. Such reli-

gious movements had not, however, been unknown
in Scotland before, although very much confined to

particular times and localities. In 162.5 and some
following years, there was a revival at Irvine, under
the ministry of Mr Da'i-id Dickson—a minister of

more than ordinary abilities and attainments, some
of whose works have recently been republished—so
considerable as to be noticed in many histories of

the church of Scotland, and which, because it ex-

tended very much to the neighbouring parish of

Stewarton, and along the banks of the Stewarton
Water—the people of that district frequenting Irvine
on market-days, and hearing Mr Dickson's lectures

—was contemptuously styled by its adversaries the
Steicarton sickness. In 1630, several hundreds are

said to have been converted at once, through a
sermon preached at Kirk-of-Shotts by Mr John
Livingstone, then a young preacher, but afterwards

an eminent minister of the church of Scotland, and
a sufferer for the cause of Presbyterianism. About
the same time (1623— 16'11), similar movements
took place in Ireland \mder the ministry of Scottish

Presbyterian ministers settled in Ulster, and to

which the origin of the Irish Presbyterian Chiu-ch

must in great part be ascribed. The Presbyterians

of Scotland were thus in some measure prepared to

acknowledge the revivals of the earUer part of the
ISth c. as genuine, which began at Gambuslang—
Mr M'Culloch being minister of that parish—in

1742, and speedily extended to Kilsyth and other

parishes in the neighbourhood, as well as to Dundee
and other places more remote. No similar move-
ment, however, took place over the country gener-

ally; nor was there anything of the same kind
again till the very end of the century, when a revival

took place (1798—1800) at Moulin "in Perthshire, of

which Mr Alexander Stewart was then minister.

This was followed in a few years by a revival

in Arran (1804— 1813), imder the ministry of Mr
M'Bride. Other similar local revivals followed, not
unfrequently, and in parts of Scotland widely
remote from each other, both in the Highlands and
Lowlands ; and also in other parts of Britain, par-

ticularly a very extensive one in Wales, resulting in

the formation of the Welsh Calvinistic Methodist
Church, but not confined in its effects to those who
became connected with that church. Local revivals

also in some instances attended the ministry of

evangelical ministers of the Church of England.
In 1839, the attention of aU Scotland was drawn

to a religious movement at Kilsyth, which was
followed by similar occurrences in a number of

other places, more or less evidently connected with
it. The first appearance of an unusual degree of

religious feeling at Kilsyth was in the parish church,
during a sermon by Mr William C. Bums, a son of

the minister of the parish, and now a missionary in

China. The emotion of many of the congregation
broke out in sobs and cries, so that for a time
the preacher's voice could scarcely be heard. For
months, religion was the almost exclusive subject

of interest to a great part of the inhabitants of the
parish, and many meetings for public worship were
held besides the ordinary Sabbath services, at

which great emotion was often displayed. Among
the other places to which this movement notably
extended was Dundee, where Mr W. C. Bums was
then statedly employed in the ministry of the

gospel. After 1839, there were revivals from time
to time in various jilaces in Scotland ; but none of

great extent or interest there or elsewhere in the
British Islands for nearly twenty years. There had,

meanwhile, been many revivals in America, gener-
ally, indeed, confined to particular congregations,

seminaries, or localities, but sometimes extending
over considerable districts ; and throughout at least

the northern and middle parts of the United States,

the idea had become familiar to the popular mind,
that revivals of religion ought to be expected from
time to time ; from which naturally followed the
behef that means ought to be employed to pro-

duce them. From this resulted, in some cases,

increased earnestness in preaching and prayer, with
greater assiduity in the use of all the ordinary
means for the promotion of religion ; in other cases,

direct endeavours to produce excitement, as by
camp-meetings— assemblies of great numbers of

people held in the open air, and at which exciting

addresses were delivered by preacher after preacher,

to work upon the nervous sensibilities of the audi-

ence.

Nothing of this kind, however, attended the
commencement of the great religious movement
which took place in 1857 and in the two following

years. Its origin is ascribed in part to the thoughts
and feelings awakened during a period of great
commercial distress. It began in New England,
particularly in Connecticut and Massachusetts, and
rapidly extended to New York and over the middle
and western states. It was not generally attended
with scenes of great excitement. Strong, but calm
religious feeling was its general characteristic. In
the city of New York, almost every congregation
received a great accession of members, and praj-er-

meetings were held for about an hour in the middle
of the day, which were attended by great numbers
of persons actively engaged in business. More than
2000 places in the state of New York were reported
as partaking of this reWval. Not long after it

began in America, a similar movement took place in

the north of Ireland, not apparently connected in

its origin with that in America, although certainly

connected with it soon afterwards, and promoted by
the news brought across the Atlantic. It is said to
have begim in a prayer-meeting at Connor, in the
end of 1857, and rapidly extended over the whole
north of Ireland, and subsequently to many parts

of Scotland, Wales, and some parts of England. In
some places, it was attended with much excitement
and various forms of extravagance ; more generally,

it was characterised by little else than the intensity

of religious feeling displayed.

Revivals of religion have occurred also in other
parts of the world. About fifty years ago, a wide-
spread movement of this kind took place in Switzer-
land, although not affecting more than a small part
of the population anywhere. Under the ministry
of Felix NeflF, it subsequently extended to the
Protestant districts of Dauphine, and to the neigh-
bouring Vaudois or Waldenses, on the Italian side

of the Aljis. More recently, but throughout many
years, similar reUgious movements have occiured in
Sweden, in many different parts of the kingdom.

Revivals have been accounted for in very differ-

ent waj-s ; but in general, too evidently in mere
accordance with the different religious views of
those by whom the theories have been proposed.
Some have attempted to explain the phenomena of
religious excitement extending over wide districts,

and rapidly spreading from one place to another,
by the supposition of a kind of epidemic disease
affecting the mind. Another opinion very pre-
valently entertained by those who do not see in

revivab anything really good, is, that they are
699
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the result of endeavours to -work upon the feel-

ins^. It is replied, that although this theory

might he plausibly enough advanced, if only such

things were considered as the camp-meetings of the

American Methodists, it is far from being in accord-

ance vith the best ascertained facts as to many of

the revivals which have taken place both in America
and in other countries. It is certain that many of

these have taken place without any aj)parent

attempt to work iipon the feelings, more than is

ordinary and proper in the preaching of the gospel,

and that the greatest display of emotion has often

been connected with preaching of the most simple

and sober kind.—By those who believe in the

reality of revivals, as productive of a true increase

of religion, they are generally ascribed to the opera-

tion of the Holy Spirit, to which, according to the
' ev.angelical ' scheme, the ' conversion ' of every

individual soul is ascribed, and also all increase of

faith and ])icty in the converted. Revivals have,

however, often been regarded with doubt by many
who beUeve in the whole doctrine of the work of

the Spirit as generally held in the Protestant

churches, but who look upon the excitement fre-

quently attending them as inconsistent vnth the

proper sobriety and solemnity of religion, and think

the progress of religion ought rather to be e.\pected

to be gradual, and without very much to call jiarti-

ciJar attention to it at one time more than another.

It is replied, that whilst a blessing on the regular

use of ordinances may confidently be expected, if

duly sought by prayer, there is yet much in Scrip-

ture to favour the notion that particular seasons

may be unusually marked by the evidence of it

;

and further, that revivals, when they take place,

generally shew the usefulness of the ordinary means
employed for the promotion of religion, as they
seldom occur among persons very ignorant of reli-

gion, but rather among those who have previously

enjoyed the benefit of the most faithful ministra-

tions. With regard to the excitement attending

many revivals, it is argued that this excitement

is not wonderful, if persons are suddeidy impressed

with a deep sense of their sins, of the danger of

divine WTath, and of the importance of rehgion ; and
that it is in some measure also to be expected in

those who are brought by a quick transition from

deep distress to a fuU sense of forgiveness and
the favour of God- Are we to be surprised, it is

asked, if persons in such circumstances, after much
efifort of self-restraint, cry aloud in the congregation,

or fall down, overpowered by their emotions ? It is

sometimes alleged by the opponents of reWvals, as

an objection to them, that much of the excitement

manifested in them is merely hysterical ; and some
of their advocates have rashly denied that this is

the case ; others, admitting it, deny that it affords

any just cause of objection, and maintain that

hysterical excitement is natural and tinavoidable in

such circumstances, and however undesirable in

itself, is a manifestation of the reality and strength

of the feelings awakened. They acknowledge, how-
ever, also, that like similar excitement produced by
causes which have nothing to do with religion, it

may extend from one to another, even where the

cause in which it originated does not operate ; and
they therefore refuse to see in it, considered by
itself, any evidence of the religious or spiritual

condition of the persons affected by it.

That much folly and extravagance have often been
exhibited in connection with revivals of religion, is

freely admitted by many who are fully convinced of

their reaUty ; but this, they say, is also only wh.at

might be expected, as the occasion always seems
a favourable and in^•iting one to persons whose
zeal exceeds their discretion, and too often affords
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opportunity for ignorant and self-conceited persona
to thrust themselves forward as teachers and
conductors of religious exercises.

It may be proper to advert to some of the practices
which sometimes take place on occasions of revival,

Viiit wliich are disapproved by all excejit those who
are filled with the desire of seeing excitement ])ro-

duced and increased. Among these is the bringing
forward of persons in the character of new converts,

to conduct jirayer in public, and to address meet-
ings, which they are often among the least cap.able

of doing well. Another practice liable to much
objection is the permitting of mere youths, under
profession of Cliristian zeal, to converse in private

with persons in distress of mind, especially when
these are young persons of the other sex. A third

objectionable practice is the calling upon those who
are anxious about their salvation to come forward
and occupy a place by themselves—or what are

called in America anxious seals—that they may be
individually conversed with, and that special i)raycr

may be made for them, they being thus brought into

a publicity which is undesirable. It is hardly neces-

sary to refer to the absurdity of demanding—as has

sometimes been done—a show of hands from those

who are now resolved to give themselves to the

Lord ! With such tmcommendable practices m.-iy

be classed that of encouraging persons who have
been of very profligate life to recount their own
historj', which has sometimes been carried so far,

that they have seemed even to glory in the enormity
of their past wickedness.

Certain peculiar modes of expression, which might
not unaptly be designated a kind of slang, have
often come into use in connection with revivals of

religion, mth the unhappy effect of exciting disgust

in many minds, and particularly among the most
educated classes of society. Thus, in the revival of

last century in New England, the subjects of the
revival—in a certain state of their experience—were
spoken of as being filed. lu the recent revival in

Ireland, it w,i3 common to speak of those who fell

down suddenly in congregations or in their own
houses as stricken, and as the stricken ones. It was
very common during the same revival to speak of

individuals as hnvia^ found peace ; and this finding

of peace was by some regarded as proof of conver-

sion, or even as indicating the moment of conversion

—all which was considered by many who fully

believed in the reaUty of the revival, as nnscriptural

and delusive.

Among the evils acknowledged to attend revivals

by those who believe them to be real, but who also

believe that there is often much connected with
them which is not the'work of God, is the disposi-

tion to judge of the spiritual state of individuals, as

converted or unconverted. New comrrls, especially

when brought into undue prominence, are apt to

become elated and self-satisfied, and even to regard

themselves as the only true Christians, or as superior

to those whose piety is of much longer standing

than their own. This, however, is not alw,ays the

case, and much depends on the judicious or injudi-

cious conduct of the ministers chiefly concerned
when a revival takes place.

We have endeavoured to present this subject fairly

to our readers ; but it is evident that as to the

opinion to be formed by any one, much must de])end

upon the general religious views which he enter-

tains. As to mere religious excitement, however,

and bodily affections residting from it, many facts

may be adduced to shew, what might be supposed

beforehand, that these may be connected with reli-

gious views extremely at variance. Excitement may
be produced by religious views that are utterly f.alse,

as well as by those which are true. Heathenism
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has always abounded iu it ; Mohammedanism
has much of it ; and it has appeared in the church
of Rome as well as in the Protestant churches. It

is not necessary to do more than allude to the
extravagances of the Flagellants, and to the strange
scenes of the Dancing Mania. Some of the small
sects, also, which evangelical Protestants regard as

most heterodox, seem to maintain their existence by
a systematic working up of excitement.
The subject of this article has been treated in a,

multitude of pubUcatious, almost every revival
which takes place calling forth new pamphlets,
narrative and controversial. The works of Jonathan
Edwards deserve the first attention of those who
'n'ish to study the subject ; and much information as

to the history of revivals will be found in Gillies's

Historical Collections relati/ifj to Remarkable Periods
of the Success of the Gospel. Reference may also

be made to Mrs Lundie's work on Revivals in the

British Isles; and for the revivals in Scotland in

the middle of the ISth c, to Robe's Karralive of
the Revival of Religion at Kilsyth, CamJiuslanij,

and othei- Places in 1742 (new ed., Glasgow, 1S4U).

Edwards maintains the genuineness of revivals with
perhaps more force of argument than any writer has
since done ; and most of those extravagances which
have sometimes attended revivals doivn to the pre-

sent time, might have been avoided if those whose
religious views accord with his had more carefully

studied his discriminating remarks and sober coun-
sels. No work has yet been produced such as
Edwards in one of his letters expresses a strong
desire to see— ' a history of true, vital, and experi-

mental religion, and enthusiasm, bringing down the
history from age to age, judiciously and clearly

making the distinction between the one and the
other.'

KE'AVAH, a state of India, called .^lso B.ighel-
cn>'D, enclosed l>y the territories of the Bengal
presidency, to which it is subsidiary, and having
for its capital a town of the same name, which is

70 miles south-west from Allahabad, and stands on
the right bank of the Tons. The town has a pop.

of about 7000. It exhibits remains of former magni-
ficence, but even the walls and the rajah's palace are

much decayed. The state has an area of almost
10,000 sq. m., and great part of it is well cultivated.

The pop. is about 1,200,000.

RHEYDT, a town of Rhenish Prussia, on the
left bank of the Niers, and on the railway between
Diisseldorf and Aix-la-Chapelle, 14 miles west-by-

Bouth from Diisseldorf. It has manufactures of

silks and velvets, soap, glue, vinegar, and leather,

dyeworks, and some trade in linen. Pop. (1871)

13,762.

KICOBD, Philip, a distingi.iished French phy-
sician, was the son of a wealthy ship-owner, and
was born on the 10th of December 1800, at Bal-

timore, whither his father had gone in 1790, to

repair his fortunes, which lie had lost under the

India Company. He came in 1820 to Paris, where
he was attached in succession to the Hotel-Dieu
under Dupuj-tren, and to the Pitie under Lisfranc.

He graduated as Doctor in Medicine in 1826 ; but
was unable, from the scantiness of his pi-ivate means,
to begin practice in Paris. His professional career,

therefore, commenced at Olivet, near Orleans, and
was thence transferred to Crouy-sur-Ourcq, where
he rapidly rose to distinction as a practitioner. In
182S, he returned to Paris, where he delivered two
annual courses of lectures at the Pitie on surgical

operations ; and was appointed surgeon-in-chief to

the hospital for venereal diseases. This post he held

with brilliant success till his retirement in October

1860. It was here that he won his world-wide

reputation in the specialty which he had chosen

—

a reputation which he owed to his combination of
accurate physiological and jjathological knowledge,
with great manual dexterity as a surgeon, and
fehcitous inventiveness and resource as a physician.
He did much to improve the classification of
enthetic diseases ; and, at the Venereal Hospital
delivered annuaUy, from 1834, a course of lectures

on SyphOologj', for which a special amphitheatre
was granted to him. For his suggestions on the
cure of varicocele and on the operation of urethro-
plasty, he received in 1842 one of the Montyon
prizes. M. E.'s practice is the most extensive and
the most lucrative in Paris, insomuch that while an
inmate of the debtors' prison at Clichy, he was
literally besieged by crowds of patients. He has
been since 1850 Member of the Imperial Academy
(section of Surgical Pathology) ; Member of the
Surgical Society; and consiUting-surgeon to the
Dispensary of Public Health. In 1862, he was
appointed Physician in Ordinary to Prince S^apoleon

;

and in 1860, consulting surgeon to the Emperor;
having already on the 12th of August 1860 been
raised to the distinction of Commander of the
Legion of Honour. His works are numerous, the
more important of them being these : On the Em-
ployment of the Speculum Biviale (1833), invented
by himself; On the Blennorrliagia of the Female
(1S34) ; On the Employment of Mercurial Ointment in

the Treatment of Enjsipelas (1836); The Monography
of Chancre (in which he gives a detailed exposition
of his own system) ; Tlieory of the Nature and Treat-
ment of Epididymitis (1838) ; Treatise on Venereal
Maladies (1838) ; On Blennorrhagic Ophthalmia
(1842) ; Iconorjraphical Clinic of the Venereal Hos-
piital (1842—1851) ; and On Syphilisation and the

Contagionfrom Secondary Accidents (1853). He has
also contributed to the medical journals a multi-
tude of Jlemoirs, Observations, Researches, and
Communications on his specialty. His latest work
is that entitled Letters on Syphilis (3d ed. 1857),
which, from their fluency and grace of style, have
earned for him the name of the Marivaux of

medicine.

RIE'SI, a town of SicUy, in the province of Calta-

nisetta, and 13 miles south from Caltanisetta. It

is situated at the base of a mountain of the same
name, not far from the left bank of the Salso. There
are sulphur-mines in the mountain. Pop. (1861)

9289.

IvIOBA'MBA, a town of Ecuador, 100 miles south
from Quito, situated among the Andes, on an
affluent of the Pastasa, a large branch of the
Amazon. It is sometimes caUed New R., having
been built instead of a former town of the same
name, which was destroyed by an earthquake in

1797, and the ruins of which are 9 miles distant,

at the foot of Chimborazo. Pop. (1863) 16,000, in

great part consisting of Indians.

RISTOm, Adelaide, a celebrated Italian

tragic actress, was born in 1821 at Cividale in
Frioul. Her parents were strolling players, and
she almost began life in the theatre. At the age of

14, she played iu Francesca da Rimini, and in a
few years became the leading Italian actress. Her
talents, her beauty, and her gi-ace made her a
universal favourite. In 1847, her marriage %\-ith the
Marquis Caprauica del Grillo temporarily inter-

rupted her dramatic career ; but after an interval

of two years, she returned to the stage, and appeared
at Rome in 1849 in Alfieri's tragedy of Myrrha. But
the French attack on the city caused her to desert

the theatre for the hospital, where she employed
herself assiduously in nursing the wounded. After

having acted iu 1850 and succeeding years at Rome
701
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and Turin in various characters of Alficri with
immense applause, she presented herself before a
French audience in 1855, when Rachel was in the
height of her fame, a proceeding considered in the
light of a challenge by the first Italian actress to
the (irst French actress. Even at Paris she obtained
a triumph, her genius creating an enthusiasm which
could not be repressed. Without all the sympa-
thetic sensibility of Madame Rachel, she surpassed
her in vivacity and expansion. The Marchesa
Capranica del Grillo was left a widow in ISGl.

RI'TUALISM, the name pojiularly but inaccu-
rately given to the remark.able increase of ceremonial
in the Church of England since the year 18(53. It

may be considered as a development of Tractariau-
ism, though it is one not contemplated by the
authors of that movement, whose aim was rather
to disseminate doctrines than to introduce ritual
chanaes. Its collateral causes may be said to be

:

(1) The great advance of esthetic t.a3te, and the
increased cultivation of the fine arts in the service
of religion. (2) The extended study by the clergy
of ancient liturgies, and the connection discovered
to exist between them and the offices of the English
Church. With the spread of High Church prin-
ciples, certain changes in the mode of conducting
divine service had been introduced by the clergy,
which, though unpopular at first, were widely
adopted, and up to a certain point, had received the
sanction of the law. But the restored church with
low and open benches—the separated chancel—the
altar-table with coverings of different colour accord-
ing to the ecclesiastical seasons, and candlesticks,
and a cross upon or over it—choral serv'ices, and
weekly celebration of the communion, were all that
had hitherto been attempted. To these compara-
tively small alterations, important additions have
recently been made—viz. (1) Special vestments at
the celebration of the holy communion, and at
certain other times, viz., for the celebrant, an alb
and stoles, of different colour, and chasuble; for
the assisting ministers, albs with tunicles, accord-
ing to the seasons. At other times, a cope is worn
instead of a chasuble. (2) Lighted candles on the
altar at holy communion. (3) Incense burned cither
in a 'thurible' or in a standing vessel. (4) The
mixing of water with wine for the communion. (5)

The use of wafer-bread. (6) Elevation of the
elements either during or after consecration. (")

The attendance of non-communicants at the holy
communion. (8) Processions with crosses, banners,
and vested attendants.

These innovations are defended by their pro-
moters on the following grounds of (a) Law, (6)
Doctrine, and (c) Expediency.

(a) The rubric at the end of the calendar in
the Book of Common Prayer enacts ' that such
ornaments of the church and of the ministers
thereof at all times of their ministration shall be
retained and be in use as were in this Church of
England by the authority of parliament in the
second year of the reign of King Edward VI.' The
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in the case
of Westei-ton v. Liddell (1857), ruled that 'orna-
ments' here means, 'all articles used in diWne
service;' that the words 'by authority of parlia-
ment,' &c., refer to the first Prayer-book put forth
in that reign (1549) ; and that ' the meaning of the
rubric, as of the previous statute of Elizabeth, the
language of which it adopts, is, that the same
di-esses, utensils, and iirticles which were used
under the first Prayer-book of Edward VI. may
still be used.' Now, the first Prayer-book of
Edward VL prescribes that at the time of the
communion 'the priest that shall execute the holy
ministry shall put on him a white alb plain with a
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vestment, i. e., a chasuble, or cope ;
' and the .assist-

ants ' likewise the vestures appointed for their

I

ministry, that is to say, albs with tunicles.' It is

therefore inferred that the above are the only legal
vestments in which the holy communion should Tjc
celebrated. To this it is objected (1) That the word
' retained ' can only refer to such vestures as were

;
in use up to the time of the last publication of the
rubric—viz., the surplice in parish churches, and
cojies in cathedrals. (2) That the rubric, when
first inserted under Elizabeth, was limited by the
Injimctions and Advertisements of that reigh, which
aimed only at the restoration of the surplice. (3)
That whatever be the intention of the rubric, it has
been so long obsolete that it is absurd to revive it.

It is answered (1) That the word 'retained' must
have the same meaning that it had in the rubi-ic of
Elizabeth, in which it first occurs. (2) That the
Injimctions and Advertisements were not of sujjreme
authority, and were only intended to help towards
restoring a decent uniformity in divine worship. (3)
That the fact that a law has become obsolete does
not invalidate its force. The same reference of the
ornaments rubric to the second year of Edward VI.
is held to authorise other accessories known to have
been in use at that time, though not specified in the
first Prayer-book—such as lighted candles, incense,
&c. And on the principle, that the Reformed
Church was legally identical with that before the
Reformation—which the 30th canon of 1G03 is cited
as maintaining—it is further contended that all

ancient laws and usages are still in force, except
where directly or implicitly abrogated by sub-
sequent en.actment. And as the chief ritual
authority before the Reformation was the liturgy
of Sarum (the Sarum ' use ' referred to in the
preface to the present Prayer-book), it is to that
standard, as far as possible, that the more advanced
Ritualists desire to conform.

(h) The doctrinal grounds of defence are ex-
pressed in the following statements : (1) The
Eucharist (as the Lord's Supper was anciently
called) is the special institution of Christ, the single
rite of continual observance which He enjoined on
His disciples, and the chief act of Christian worship.
It is therefore right to exalt and dignify it above
all other services, and mark it as standing on different
and higher ground than any other institution. (2)
The Eucharist, according to the universal belief of
the ancient church, is to be regarded as a sacrifice,

commemoralive, as the Jewish sacrifices were antici-

patory, of the death of Christ—not as iterating or
repeating it (which idea alone the 31st article is

held to condemn), but as a solemn pleading and
offering of it before God, as Christ himself ofiers it

in heaven. Hence the position of the celebrant in
front of the altar, and the use of a sacrificial vestment,
as the chasuble is held to be. (3) In the Eucharist,
there is a real presence of Christ, which, though
spiritual, is objective, i.e., not dependent on the
receiver, but as a residt of consecration, and to a
certain extent local. (The growth of this belief is

marked by the change made in a recent edition of
Keble's Christian Year of the words, 'not in the
hands,' in a poem on the Eucharist, to, ' as in the
hands.') Hence distinct acts of adoration, addressed,
not, as is explained, to the elements, but to the
Divine Presence, of which they are the vehicles and
signs.

(c) On the ground of expediencij also, it is con-
tended : (1) That experience proves that the only way
of attracting and gaining a hold on the vast unedu-
cated masses of our towns and cities is by a worship
addressed not merely to the ear, but to the eye.
' Ritualism,' says one of its defenders, ' is the object-

lesson of religion.' Services conducted in grand and
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beautiful buildings—brilliantly lighted—with splen-

did vestments, touching music, costly decorations,

and every outward token of reverence and solem-

nity, will impress the young and the poor as nothing
else can do. Those churches in London where
advanced ritual prevails are said to be thronged
with worshippers—mainly of the lower classes, and
in great proportion of men—when others are almost
empty. (2) A further argument, under this head,
is connected vfith the desire, which has grown up of

late years among the High Church party, for the
restoration of the visible unity of Christendom, and
specially the renewal of communion between the
Church of England and both the Eastern and the
rest of the Western Church ; and with this view,

it has become an avowed object to assimilate the
AngHcan service as much as possible to that of

other Catholic churches.

It remains to notice briefly the effect of these
innovations. It is a remarkable index of the change
of popular feeling within the last ten years, that
such bold and starthng changes, altering the whole
character of the AngHcan service, should, by a
large number of people be not only tolerated, but
approved- In 1859, the attempt of the rector of

St George's-in-the-East to inti'oduce Eucharistic
vestments, led to riots which convulsed the Tvhole

of East London. In the year 1867, in about twelve
churches of the metropolis—and in several country
towns and villages—a far more advanced ritual,

with vestments, altar-lights, and other ceremonies,

appears to attract an eager throng, not of spec-

tators only, but of worshippers. And the spread
of the movement may be judged by the statement,
which appears authorised by facts, that since the
pubUcation of the first Report of the Royal Com-
missioners on Ritual, the vestments have been
introduced in more than thii-ty churches. On the
other hand, among the ' Protestant ' members of the
church, and those of other denominations, the
movement has provoked the loudest opposition.

Most of the bishops have, directly or indirectly,

expressed their disapprobation ; the press, except
two or three journals, which are its strenuous advo-
cates, is almost unanimous in denouncing it ; the
more moderate members of the High Church party
discourage it ; and active efforts have been made
to arrest it by legislative interference. In the
Lower House of Convocation, on the motion of the
Dean of Ely, a committee was appointed to consider

the subject, which, after careful examination,
reported, in June 1SG6, that vestments and altar-

lights, whether legal or not, should not be intro-

duced without sanction of the bishop ; that the
censing of persons and things, elevation after conse-

cration, wafer-bread, and presence of non-com-
municants (except in special cases), were to be
discouraged. In deference to this opinion, the
censing of persons and things has been in some
churches given up. Suits have been instituted in

two cases—one against the Rev. A. H. Mackonochie,
incumbent of St Albans, London ; and the other
against the Rev. T. B. Simpson, in the diocese of

Exeter. The points complained of in these are

chiefly elevation and the mi.xed chahce. In the
beginning of the year 1866, an opinion was obtained,

at the instance of some of the bishops, from five

eminent counsel, among whom were Sir R. Palmer
and Sir Hugh (now Lord) Cairns, against the
legaUty of all ritualistic innovations (the main
grounds of which opinion are given in the objec-

tioiiJi above stated). In reply to this another
opinion was obtained, by the Council of the
Englisli Chiu-ch Union, from nine leading counsel

—three of whom have since been raised to the
bench—all of whom advise in favour of the

legality of vestments, aU but two in favour of altar-

Hghts, and all against incense ; on the mixed chalice
and wafer-bread, they are nearly equally divided.

In the session of 1867, the JEarl of Shaftesbury
introduced a bill—founded on the 58th canon of
1603—to limit ecclesiastical vestments to the
ordinary surplice and hood, in favour of which
more than 600 petitions were presented ; while one
against it, presented by Lord Redesdale, was signed
by more than 9000 clergy and lay communicants.
(An earlier memorial, to the Archbishop of Canter-
burj', against any change in the existing law,
was signed by more than 40,000 communicant
members of the chiu-ch.) This bUl was with-
drawTi on the appointment by the government of a
Commission ' to inquire into the Rubrics, Orders,
and Directions for regulating the course and con-
duct of Public Worship, &c., according to the use of
the United Church of England and Ireland.' The
commissioners were : the Archbishops of Canterbury
(Longley) and Armagh (Beresford) ; the Bishops of
London (Tait), St Davids (Thirlwall), Oxford (Wil-
berforce), and Gloucester and Bristol (Ellicott)

;

Earls Stanhope, Harrowby, and Beauchamp ; Lords
Portman and Ebury ; Sirs Joseph Napier, W. Page
Wood, Robert Phillimore ; Deans Stanley of West-
minster, Goodwin of Ely, and Jeremie of Lincoln

;

Drs Travers Twiss, D.C.L., and Payne Smith,
Reg. Professor of Divinity at Oxford ; Messrs
Walpole, Cardwell, J. D. Coleridge, Beresford Hope,
Abel Smith, J. G. Hubbard ; Revs. H. Venn, J. G.
Humphry, Ji. Gregory, Thomas W. Perry. They
met 19 times, examined 17 witnesses—chiefly lead-
ing clergy of different parties—and on August 19
pubUshed their first Report, to the effect, that ' it is

expedient to restrain, in the public serWces of the
church, aU variations in respect of vesture from that
which has long been the estabUshed usage of the
said church ; and that this may be best secured by
providing aggrieved parishioners with an easy and
eSectual process for complaint and redress.' They
do not, however, recommend any way of carrj'ing

this into effect. Three of the commissioners sign
vrith reservation ; two (Sir R. Phillimore and Mr
Beresford Hope) excepting cases where the authority
of the bishop, and the rights of parishioners and
congregations, are carefully guarded ; and one (Rev.

T. W. Perry) limiting the meaning to those cases
where grave ofi'ence is likely to arise, and the term
' aggrieved parishioners ' to communicants having
reasonable groimd of complaint. The evidence
appended to the Report supplies valuable informa-
tion as to the various practices prevaihng, and the
widely different views entertained. The general
result would appear to be that vestments, and prob-
ably altar-lights, and the mixed chalice are legal

;

that an ornate ritual is useful among some classes,

and might, with certain safeguards, be allowed

;

that absolute uniformity is impossible, but that the
law might be obeyed a good deal more generally
than it is ; that the maintenance of the present law,
with a wide and liberal interpretation, allowing for

differences of education and temperament, but
limited as a maximum to the ritual of the 2d year
of Edward VI., with an honest compUance on the
part of the clergy, and some recognised ecclesias-

tical authority to restrain unauthorised variations,

whether of excess or defect—woidd be most for the
welfare of the church.

KI'ZAH, a town of Asiatic Turkey, in the pashalic
of Trebizond, on the coast of the Black Sea, 40
miles east from Trebizond. It is a place of consid-
erable trade, and has manufactures of fine hempen
fabrics. Pop. 30,000.

ROBERTS, David, R.A., a painter of great
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eminence, was born at Edinb»r!»h on 24tli October

IT'.IG, and began life there as apprentice to a house-

painter. His t.alent for art becoming obvious, he

\v.is set to study at the Trustees' Academy ; and

in 1822 he went to London, where he foimd employ-

ment as a scene-painter at Drury Lane Theatre.

(.Jlarlvson Stantield, since famous as a marine-painter,

was then also working at Drury Lane, and between
him and R. an affectionate intimacy ensued, which
ceased only Avith life. In 1S2G, a picture of 'Rouen
C'atliedral,' exhibited by R. at the Royal Academy,
drew attention by its marked ability. The year

after, appeared his painting of ' St (Jermains at

Amiens.' Shortly after, he left England, and for

seven years was engaged in sketehin" in Spain,

Africa, and the East. As result of his labours,

there was given to the world in 1839 the splendid

work, in 4 vols., entitled Sketches hi the Iluly Land,
Syria, Idinnaa, Arabia, Egypt, and Nubia. The
book contains 246 subjects, lithographed l)y liOuis

Hague, and illustrated by a historical commentary
furnished by I)r Croly. It is the tinest and most
elaborate tiling of the kind perhaps ever produced,

and of itself it would have sufficed for a great repu-

tation to the artist. Pending its appearance, he had
resumed his contributions to the Academy, of which
in 18.39 he was elected an Associate ; the full dignity

of Academician being conferred on him two years

after. From this time forward, he grew steadily in

fame, and in 1854 he was selected by the Queen to

paint for her the ' Inauguration of the Great E.xhi-

bition in 1851
;

' a task which he achieved with
admirable success. In his chosen field of architec-

ture, during all his later life, he was admittedly
without a rival. In addition to his unremitting

%\ork for the Academy, he illustrated many books,

and issued the admirable series of lithographs,
' 8])anish Sketches,' which attained a great popu-

larity. He died November 25, 1864.

ROBERTSON, Joseph, the most accomplished

Scottish autiquary of tlie present century, was born

at Aberdeen on the 17th day of May 1810. He
was educated at Udny, in his native county, at the

grammar-school of Aberdeen, and afterwards at the

Marischal College there. The law was chosen for

him as his profession, but his heart was not in the

task, and from an early age he devoted himself to

literature. His chief attention then, as in his after

life, was directed to researches connected with the

history and antiquities of Scotland; and in 1833 he
went to Edinburgh, the place of aU others best

adapted for the cidtivation of his favourite studies.

While there, he 'WTote, for Oliver and Boyd's Cabinet

Cyclopicdia, a volume on the C'ircumnavi(jation of
tlic Globe, which was published in 1836. The work
by which he became first generally known. The

Book of Bon-aceord, or a Guide to the City of Aber-

deen, was published in 1839. It is justly styled by
Mr Charles Knight, in his Life of Shukspere, ' a

most lively, instructive, and learned volume—

a

model of guide-books.' A continuation of this

work was promised, but was never completed. In

the following year, his Delicim Literarim, a new
volume of Table-talk, was pubUshed. In 1839, he

returned to the north to undertake the editorship

of the Aberdeen Constitutional newspaper; and in

the end of that year, in conjunction with Mr John

Stuart, he founded the Spalding Club, a society

instituted for printing the historical, ecclesiastical,

genealogical, topographical, and literary remains of

the north-eastern counties of Scotland. This society,

formed on the model of the Bannatyne and Mait-

land Clubs, has printed many valuable works on

Scottish archaeology, which otherwise would have

been all but inaccessible. Its earliest jiublication

was a History of Scots Affairs from 1637 to 1641,
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written by James Gordon, parson of Rothiemay,
which was issued in three vols, in 1841, under
the joint editorship of Mr R. and Mr Grub. R.
edited for the same Club a volume of Collections for
a Jlistory of tlte Shires of Aberdeen and Banff {lSi3) ;

tlu'co vols, of Illustrations of the Q'oporjraplaj and
Antii/uities of the Shires of Aberdeen and Banff
(1847, 1857, and 1862) ; and Passages from tlit

Diary of General Patrick Gordon of Auchleuchries

(1859). He also contributed to the lifth volume of

the Bliscellany of the Club, in 18.''>2, a learned paper
On Scliolastic Offices in the Scottish Church in the

V2lh and I3lh Centuries. In 1843, R. went to Glas-

gow to become editor of the Glasgow Constitutional

newspaper. While in that city, he edited for the

Maitland Club, iu 1S4G, a volume containing the

Book of the Collegiate Church of St Mary and St

Anne, Glasgow, and the Cliarlulary of the Black

Friars of Glasgow; and in 1847, the fourth volume
of the Miscellany of the Club. In June 1849, he
contributed to the (Quarterly J!eview an article on
Scottish Abbeys and Cathedrals, which has become
a text-book for all who write on that subject. In
the same year he once more took up his residence

in the Scottish metropolis, on being aiijiointed editor

of the Edinburgh Evening Courant. He discharged

his editorial duties at Aberdeen, Glasgow, and Edin-

burgh with faithfidness and ability ; but he found

a more congenial occupation, when, in 1853, he was
ajipoiuted, through the Earl of Aberdeen, who knew
and appreciated his merits, to the office which is

now known as that of Curator of the Historical

Department of the Register-house at Edinburgh.

In 1863, he edited for the Bannatyne Clul) the

Catalogues of the Jewels, Dresses, Furniture, Books,

and Paintings of Mary Queen of Scots. This volume
contains a Preface which forms a most valuable

contribution to the history of Mary's reign, and

supi)lics information on almost all the controversies

connected with her life. With the sanction and
zealous encouragement of Sir William Gibson-Craig,

Lord Clerk-register of Scotland, he projected the

publication of a series of works connected with the

history of Scotland, similar to those which have

a]ipeared in England under the direction of the

Master of the Rolls. The first volume of that

series, containing the Chronicles of the Picts and
Scots, has recently been published under the editor-

sliip of Mr Skene. R. assisted in other literary

undertakings, and was a valuable contributor to

this Encyclopedia. His articles are generally con-

nected with his favourite studies ; among them are

those on Arcileology, Bukoh, St Coi.umba,

Crannoces, the Culdees, David I., the Family
OF Douglas, Iona, Mary Stewart, and Ossian.

The last and most important of R.'s works
was his Concilia Scotia, printed in two vols., in

1866, for the Bannatyne Club. Tliis work has done

for the Scottish Church th.at which Archdeacon

Wilkins did for the Church of England in his Con-

cilia Magna Britanniee el Hibernice. It contains

the statutes of all the Scottish councils, whether

provincial or diocesan, from the earliest period to

the Reformation, printed carefully from the best

authorities ; and the Preface, which occupies the

greater part of the first volume, is a learned and

authentic history of the councils, and of everything

bearing on the subject of them. The authorities

are quoted with an accuracy and copiousness for

which R. was remarkable, and which contrasts

strongly with the carelessness in th.at respect which

marks some popular historians of the present day.

In April 1864, R. received the degree of LL.D.

from the University of Edinburgh. He died on

December 13, 1866, almost immediately after the

jiublication of his Concilia Scotia. R.'s labours are
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not to be estimated merely by the vorka which
apjiearcLl under his name, or ivhich he is known to

have written. There is hardly a work of any merit
publislied during the last twenty }"ears, in connection
witli Scottish history and antiquities, to which he
did not in some way or other give his assistance

;

and his assistance was given with a thorough
heartiness which only those who have benefited

by it can appreciate. No literary man of his time
was more beloved by his friends and intimate
associates. In the relations of private life, he was
most exemplary.

RO'BIN, besides being a familiar name of the
Redbreast (q. v.) in Britain, and frequently given

to the Bluebird (q. v.) in America, is also in America
tlie usual name of a species of Tiirush (q. v.) widely
distributed from Mexico to lat. 60^ N. It is nearly

twice the size of the redbreast, olive gray, the top
and sides of the head black, the chin and throat

white with black streaks, the under parts chestnut
brown. It remains during winter in sheltered

[ilaces, even as far north as New England, but is

generally a bird of passage. Many arrive in New
Kugland before the snow has disappeared. Large
flocks are to be seen in the Southern States in

winter, where great numbers are killed for the
table, the markets being often glutted with them.
In JIassachusetts, the law forbids the killing of

this bird at any season of the year. Its nest is

often biult near houses. Two broods are produced
in the year. The robin ia a lively bird, and a
general favourite in the northern parts of the United
States. It is often kept as a cage-bird, is very
gentle and easily tamed, and- has a pleasing song.

KOHTU'K, a town of British India, the capital

of a district of the same name, in the great territo-

ri.al diWsioQ of Delhi, North-west Provinces, 42
miles north-west from Delhi. A canal or water-

course, 45 miles long, constructed by order of the

British government in IS'25, supplies II. and the
neighbouring countiy with water from the great

Feroze-shah Canal. Pop. about 13,000.

RONDELET, William, a French natur.alist, born

at Montpelher in 1507 ; died 1566. He became
a medical jiractitioner in MontiielUer, and professor

in the medical school there. He was a zealous

student of natural history, and particularly distin-

cjuished himself in iyhthyology. His Histo'ire entiere

des PoUmns (Lyon, 155S) was one of the first

works which contributed much to the progress of

that branch of science.

BOSA'RIO, a town of the Argentine Republic,

on the right bank of the Parana, 170 miles north-

west from Buenos AjTes, 210 miles by river. It is

the most important town on the Parana, and is

rapidly increasing in popidation and commerce. The
customs duties amount to considerably over £140,000

a year. There is reason to think that the increase

proceeds at a stdl more rapid rate. The exports are

much the same as those of Bueuos Ayres. Pop.

above 40,000.

KOSSIE'NY, a town of European Russia, in the

government of Kovno, 66 miles north-west from

Kovno, on the Dubitza, a branch of the Niemen.

Under the Polish government, it was the capital of

Samogitia. Pop. (1867) 10,7.32.

RO'TA, a town of Spain, in the province of Cadiz,

and six miles north-north-west from Cadiz, on the

opposite side of the entrance of Cadiz Bay. Rota
wine has acquired some celebrity, and is brought

to the British market. Poji. SOOO.

ROTATION OF CROPS. The plants like the

animals of the farm dilTer much in their luibits, and
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in the different sorts of food on which they sub-
sist. The broad-leafed clovers, turnips, and mangold
abstract from the air a large proportion of the
materials of their growth ; Avhilst the narrower-leafed
grains and grasses, especially if their seeds are
ripened, partake more largely of mineral food with-
drawn from the soil. The cereals require for their

healthy nutrition large supplies of phosphoric acid
and silica ; leguminous plants devour a large
share of lime ; turnips, carrots, and clover take up
a great amount of potash. Corn-crops, occupying
the ground during the greater part of tha year,

favour the groNrth of weeds ; well-tended root-crops,

on the other hand, afford better opportunity for

deep culture, for the extirpation of weeds, for the
convenient application of manures; whilst, being
in great part consumed on the land, they raise

its fertility. Mairdy from such considerations, the
farmer of ar.able land is led to grow a succession of

dissimilar plants, or, in other words, to adopt a
rotation of crops. The cereals exhausting the farm,
on account of their ripened seeds being sold off, are
generally alternated with fallow, root, or cleansing
crops, or with beans and ])eas, which occupy a kind
of intermediate position between the cereals and
the roots ; whilst clovers or grasses are taken at
intervals of six or eight years. The rotation most
suitable for a particular farm is, however, greatly
modified by various circumstances, and especially

by the nature of the sod, climate, markets, available

supplies of extra manures, amount of live-stock

kept, &.C. That course of cropjiing is evidently the
most desirable which will economically seciu-e, with
thorough cleanness of the soil, a high and increasing

state of fertiUty.

Jlany rotations are based upon the Norfolk or
four-course system, which consists of (1) Clover or
mixed grass seeds ; (2) Wheat, or in many parts
of Scotland, oats ; (3) Turnips, Swedes, mangold,
potatoes, or bare fallow

; (4) Barley. The details

of this system are generally as follows. The clovers

or grasses are mown or grazed ; when cut, they are

either used green or are dried for hay ; the second
crop is carted home for the cattle or horses ; near
towns, it is sold off; or it is consumed on theground
in racks by sheep, which on most highly cidtivated

farms receive besides a daily allowance of cake or

corn. In districts where town-manure can be
obtained, a top dressing is applied as soon as the
first crop of grass is cut. On the poor and worse
cultivated soils, the grass-crop occasionally remains
down for two, or even three years, thus extending
a four into a five or si.x years' rotation. The clovers

or mixed seeds are ploughed up in autumn, and
followed generally in England by wheat, and in

Scotland by oats. These crops are now usually
drilled, to admit of horse and hand hoeing. After
harvest, the stubble is, if possible, cleaned by the
scarifier, grubber, or plough and harrows ; or, where
the management for several years has been good,
any jiatches of couch-grass or other weeds are best
forked out by hand. The land, especially if heavy,
or intended for mangold drilled on the fiat, .ns prac-
tised in the drier parts of England, may then be
manured and deeply ploughed : the grubber and
harrows, in April or May, suffice to prepare for the
drilling of mangold or Swedes. Heavy land, in-

tended either for roots or barley, should, in spring
be ploughed or disturbed as little as possible. In
Scotland, and the cooler moist climates of the north
and west of England, turnips and potatoes are
grown on raised drills or balks, in which the
manure lies immediately underneath the plant.
Frequent horse and hand hoeings shoidd insure
the thorough cleaning of the crop. Unless in the
neighbourhood of towns, where it is greatly more
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profitable to sell off the whole of the root-crop, part

of the Swedes or mangold ia taken home for the

cattle, but the largest portion is consumed by sheep in

the ticld. After the fallow or cleaning crop, another

cereal crop is grown : under the Norfolk system, this

is generally barley, with which the clovers or seeds

are sown out. Where sewage or tank water is avail-

able, Italian rj-e-grass is often used, and on land in

high condition, early large and repeated cuttings

are obtained ; but rje-grass has the disadvantage of

being a worse preparation than clover for the wheat-

crop which usually follows. The chief failing of the

four-course system consists in the frequent recur-

rence of clover, which cannot be successfully grown

oftener than once in six or eight years. To obviate

this dithculty, one-half of the clover quarter is now
often put under beans, peas, or vetches, thus keep-

in" the grass or clover seeds eight years apart.

The Norfolk four-course system is unsuitable for

heavy land, where a large breadth of roots cannot

be profitably grown, and where their place, as a

cleaning crop, is taken by bare fallow, vetches, or

pulse. Bare fallows are, however, less frequent than

formerly, being now confined to the most refractory

of clays, or to subjects that are so hopelessly full of

weeds as to require for their extirpation several

weeks of summer weather, and the repeated use of

the steam or horse ploughs, the scarifier, grubber,

and harrows. In such circumstances, winter vetches

are often put in during September or October, are

eaten off by sheep and horses in June or July, and

the land afterwards cleaned : this practice is exten-

sively pursued on the hea^vier lands in the midland

and southern counties of England. In such localities,

the following system is approved of— (1) The clover

leas are seeded -with (2) wheat ; then come (3)

beans, pulse, or vetches, manured, horse or hand

hoed ; (4) On good land, wheat succeeds
; (5) Oats

or barley often follow, but, to prevent undue

exhaustion of plant-food, this system requires con-

siderable outlay in artificial manures, cake, and

corn; (6) A fallow, or fallow crop, deeply and

thoroughly cultivated, and well manured, comes to

restore cleanness and fertility ; (7) Barley or wheat

is drilled, and amongst this, the clover-seeds are

sown. On the heavier carse-lands in Scotland, the

following plan of cropping is generally practised

—

(1) Clover; (2) Oats; (3) Beans; (4) Wheat; (5) Bare

fallow or fallow crop, usually including a consider-

able breadth of potatoes; (6) Wheat; (7) Barley,

•with which the clovers or mixed grasses are so^wn.

Under this system, it is difficult, with so fe^K- clean-

in" crops, to keep the land clean ; roots, besides,

are not produced in quantities sufficient properly to

supply either cattle or sheep during the winter.

To remedy these defects, roots may be introduced

after the oats, and would be followed either by

wheat or barley. This extends the rotation from

seven to nine years.

In all well-cultivated districts, whether of heavy

or li<iht land, stock-farming is extending, and a

more vigorous effort is being made to raise the

fertility of the land. Root-crops are accordingly

more largely grown ; indeed, it is sometimes found

profitable to growtwo root-crops consecutively ; thus,

after turnips, Swedes, cabbage, or mangold, weU
manured from the to^wn or farmyard, and eaten off

by sheep, potatoes of superior quality are produced

with one ploughing, and a dose of portable manure.

Speciahties of management occur in almost every

locality. In Essex, winter-beans foUow wheat, are

got off in August, and are succeeded by common
turnips. Near London, and in other southern

districts, early potatoes or peas are grown for

market, and are immediately foUowed by turnips.

In many parts of England, where the soil and
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climate are good, rye or vetches sown in autumn
are consumed in early summer, and a root-crop

then put in.

Good rotations do not necessarily insure good
farming; they are merely means to an end. By
carefully removing weeds, by deeply stirring the
soil, and by applying appropriate manures, wheat
may be gro^wu on the same soil for an indefinite

number of years. At Lois-Weedon, in Northampton-
shire, the Rev. S. Smith has for twenty years culti-

vated alternate three-foot strips of wheat and
well-forked bare fallow; the laud that is wheat
this year being fallowed next. Although no manure
whatever is applied, and only one-half of the

experimental plot is each year under crop, the yield

continues to stand at four quarters per acre, which
is about four bushels per acre in excess of the

average acreable produce of Great Britain. The
Lois-Weedon system, owing to the outlay which it

entails for manual labour, probably could not be

carried out with profit on a large scale. It demon-
strates, however, the inherent resources lying

dormant, especially in clay-soils, and indicates how
they may be rendered available by thorough culti-

vation. It is mainly by such cultivation that

steam-power proves so serviceable in our fields.

The SOU is turned up deeply to the disintegrating

solvent influences of wind and weather ; the neces-

sary operations are rapidly overtaken in good

season ; much work is accomplished in autumn

;

treading and poaching of the surface is avoided

;

whilst a larger bre.adth of roots is attain.able for

the healthy and economical support of the sheep

and cattle stock, which not only directly enhance
the returns of the farm, but also raise rapidly its

manurial condition.

As agricidtural education and enterprise extend,

fixed rotations will be less regarded. The market-
gardener, who extracts a great deal more from his

land than the farmer l^as hitherto been able to do,

does not adhere to any defimte system of croppinij.

If the farm is kept clean and in improving condi-

tion, there can be no harm in growing whatever
crops it is adapted to produce. Cropping clauses

are only requisite during the three or four last

years of a tenancy. The restrictions found in some
agreements, preventing the growth of clover for

seed, flax, and even potatoes, are inadmissible.

Equally objectionable are clauses against the sale

of particular sorts of produce, such as hay or roots.

The fanner, if he is fit to be intrusted with the

use of the land, ought to be permitted to grow or

sell off any crop he pleases, provided an equivalent

in manure be brought back. On well-cultivated

land, in good condition, it ia now the practice

of the best farmers to take oats or barley after

wheat; indeed, some of the best malting barley in

Essex, on the Scottish carse-lands, and elsewhere,

is now gro^wn after wheat. The frequent growth

of cereals, and the heaviest of hay and root crops,

even when removed from the farm, may be fairly

compensated for by large doses of town-dung or

of sewage. The plant-food disposed of in the more
ordinarj' sales of the farm is economically restored

by the use of bones or superphosphate, guano or

nitrate of soda, or by keeping plenty of sheep,

penning them over the land, and supplying them
hberaliy with cake and corn.

RO'TTLEBA, a genua of trees of the natural

order Euphorbiacece, ft-ith a 3—5 parted calyx, no

coroUa, 30—40 stamens si)ringing from the convex

receptacle, and a 2—4 coccous capsule, each portion

having one seed. The species are rather small trees,

found in India and other trojjical parts of Asia.

E. tetracoaa grows in Sylhet, and yields a hard and

valuable timber. R. thictoria is a native of India,
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from the Coromandel coasts to the northern forests.

Its capsules are covered with short stiff hairs,

which, when rubbed off, have the appearance of a
fine red powder, are used in India for dyeing silks

scarlet and orange, and form an article of commerce
in that country. Professor Anderson of Glasgow
has examined this dye-stuff, and in the Edinb-drgh
PIdlosophical Journal for April 1855, has stated his
opinion that it merits the attention of silk-dyers.

The colour which it yields is of great beauty and
great stability.

KOTJHER, EuGfesT:, a very eminent French
.statesman, was born at Eiom, on November 30,

1814. He first distinguished himself as an advocate
at the bar of his native town, at which he practised
up to IS4S. The attention of the country was first

drawn to him by the ability he shewed in a press
[iroseoution, in which he was engaged for the
defence. In 1848, he was returned by the depart-
ment of Puj'-de-Dome to the Constituent Assembly,
which was summoned after the revolution of that
year, and in the following year he was returned
to the Corps Legislatif by the same department.
On the break-up of Odillon Barrot's cabinet, the
first ministry of Louis Napoleon, towards the end
of 1S49, R. was appointed Minister of Justice ; and
with slight interruptions, he has been since then a
member of the French government. In the Corj)3

Legislatif, he shewed himself a moderate politician

;

and he never affected to consider the Republic an
improvement on the constitutional system which
had preceded it. In 1852, he was appointed Vice-
president of the Council of State, with the over-

sight of the departments of Legislation, Justice, and
Foreign Affairs. In 1855, he was appointed Minister
of Agriculture, Commerce, and Public Works, and
in this office he found extraordinary opportunities
for the exercise of his administrative ability. In
the negotiation of the Treaty of Commerce with
England, which—much decried both in France and
in England at first—is now admitted to have con-

ferred immense advantages upon both coimtries,

the negotiations were conducted by M. R. and M.
Baroche on the part of France, by Lord Cowley and
Mr Cobden on the part of England ; the treaty
was signed on January 22, 1860. The arrangements
consequent upon the treaty involved immense labour
and manipulation of details, and the chief part
in adjusting them devolved upon M. E. and Mr
Cobden. In 1863, he negotiated a Treaty of Com-
merce between France and Italy, receiving from the
king of Italy, in acknowledgment of his merits, the
Orders of St Maurice and St Lazaire. He has thus
been the chief instrument in the introduction, or in

preparing the way for the introduction, of free trade

as the commercial policy of France and the neigh-

bouring continental countries.

In Jime 1863, M. R. retired from the ministry
of Agriculture and Commerce, and was appointed
President of the Council of State in succession to

M. Baroche. Soon after, he took the office of

Minister of the Interior; and in October 1863, on
the death of M. Billault, he was appointed Minister
of State. In this office, he had to represent the
government as 'talking-minister' in the Corps Legis-

latif ; and it is admitted that he had no superior as

a debater among the great orators trained under
the constitutional system, and these were able

rivals. His reputation as a debater stands as high

as his reputation as an administrator ; and it may
safely be said that he has no superior, if any equal,

for ability among the French politicians of the

time. In January 1867, when the late emperor, by
a decree, introduced certain modifications of the

pri\'ileges of the Coi-ps Legislatif, and of the rela-

tions between that body and the ministers, M. K.,

with the other members of the cabinet, resigned
office, but he was immediately reinstated in it. He
was appointed a member of the French Senate on
the ISth of .lune 1856. He became Grand Officer

of the Legion of Honour in 1856, and gained the
Grand Cross in January 1860. He was returned
to the National Assembly for Corsica in 1872.

ROUND-FISH (Coregonus quadrilateralU ; see
CoREGONFS), a fish found in the western parts of
North America, from Vancouver's Island north-
wards, in the rivers on the western side of the
Rocky Moimtains, and in the Mackenzie and Copper-
mine rivers. It ascends the rivers in summer to
spawn, spending part of its life, like the salmon, in
the sea. It is a beautiful fish ; seldom more than
two pounds in weight, of a yeUowish-bro^vu colour,
paler on the sides and belly than on the back, \vith
bright and glittering scales, each of which is edged
with a narrow band of dark gray ; the mouth very
small, no teeth perceptible. Before spawning, it is

loaded -n-ith fat, which, on the shoulders, almost
amounts to a hump ; but after spawning, it becomes
thin, and its flesh watery and insipid. In a good
state, it is a very delicious fish, rivalling in excel-
lence its congener, the Wliitefish (q. v.). This fish

is an important article of food to the Indians of
North-western America, and vast numbers are
caught in the rivers as they ascend from the sea.

They ascend in such numbers that no ordinary
contrivances of fishing are necessary, but the fish

are baled out by baskets, little nets, wooden bowls,
or even by the hand. They are cured by splitting
and drying, like salmon. The R, readily takes a
rough gaudy fly.

KOVXJ'MA, a river of South-east Africa, which
enters the Indian Ocean by a spacious bay north of

Cape Delgado. Ordy a small portion near its mouth
was known to Europeans tUl 1861, when Drs
Livingstone and Kirk attempted its ascent in the
small steamer Pioneer, drawing five feet water.
The river was then in flood, and had a strom'
current. After an ascent of 30 mUes, the diffi-

culties of the passage induced the explorers to
return. Another ascent was made by the same
party during the dry season of 1862. "With two
ships' boats, they reached the rapids which limit
the navigation, above 100 miles from the coast, and
half-way to the Nyassa Lake.

Passing through gloomy, unhealthy forests of
mangroves, they entered a healthy plain, covered
^vith heavy timber and brilliantly flaming tropical
plants ; but the country was infested by the ' tsetse

fly,' a serious obstacle to its development. The
river abounded with hippopotami. The travellers

came within two days of the town of N'gomano,
where all the caravans cross the R., but coidd
not leave the boats in order to reach it. Here the
E, is joined bj- the Niende, a large affluent from the
hills on the south-west ; while the main stream
comes from the west and north-west. As the E. is

navigable for only a few months of the year, it offers

little advantage for commerce ; but it affords an
excellent entrance by which to explore the regions
between the Nyassa and Tanganyika lakes. During
his last African journey, Dr Livingstone and his

party left Zanzibar in March 1806. Owing to the
swampy state of the countrj', the party landed 25
mUes north of the R., and striking south-south-
west across the country to that river, followed
it to the point where it is joined by the Leonde
from the mountains on the south-west, near the
eastern shore of Lake Nyassa. On their arrival at
N'gomano, the travellers found the country destitute

of provisions, a tribe of Mazite having swept away
all the food foimd above ground. Dr Livingstone

to;
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prnposed to establish tliP base of his operations at

N'gojuauo, till lie could tiiui his way round the

Nyassa ; and the last authentic news of him received

for a Ion" time was from a letter dated thence on

tlie ISth !May ISOO. lU'ports of his death reached

Eni^land early in ISO", but were happily <lisproved

by a letter from the traveller himself in ISIiS.

ROYEK-COLLARD, Pierkf.-Paul, a French

statesman, born 21st June 1703, at Sompnis (Marne).

I'lie ehiklhood of Iv. was spent at his father's house,

under the severe surveillance of his mother, who
belonged to a family ardently devoted to Jansenism.

He was sent to college at Chaumont, and afterwards

at ,Saint-Omcr, which was superintended by one of

his uncles, the Abbe Collard. Having passed as

advocate at an early age, he jileaded several times

before the old jiarliament ; but from the first days

of the Kevolution he was involved in the events of

that time, haviug been elected one of the represen-

tatives of the commune of Paris. From 1790 to

1792, ho acted as joint-secretary of the municipality.

It was then that he was connected with Petion

and Danton. The events of the 31st May obliged

him to remove from Paris. He then returned to

Sompnis, and lived in obscurity during the whole

time of the Reign of Terror, studying and following

the plough himself, to evade the suspicions of the

Jacobins. Three years afterwards, in 1797, the

electors of this department chose him to represent

them in the Council of the Five Himdrcd. 11.

took an active part in the work of that assembly.

He was one of those honest men who, preferring

monarchy, but fearing a violent counter-revolution,

consented to try the republic with a moderate

government, cherishing the hope, in the meantime,

of an ultimate restoration. The IStli Fructidor com-

liletely opened his eyes and dispelled his illusions.

It was then that he turned his thoughts to what he

believed to be the only hope of France, and that he

began a correspondence with Louis XVIII., which,

however, ceased towards the epoch of the establish-

ment of the Empire. For some years afterwards, he

ceased to have anything to do with politics, and
entered on another career. He was offered the

chair of Philosophy (1S09) by Napoleon, in the

recently created University of France, which he

accepted after great hesitation. Applying himself

vigorously to study for it, he was soon highly

rpialified to fulfil his duties. In the few years

he occupied this chair, he exercised an immense
influence on the philosophy of France. Rejecting

the purely sensuous system of Condillac, he pro-

ceeded eclectically, giving special jiromiuence to the

principles of the Scottish school of lieid and .Stewart.

He originated the 'Doctrinaire' school, of which
Juuflroy and Cousin were the chief representatives.

The Restoration deprived the cause of education

of the services of Royer-CoUard. The Bourbons
dill not overlook the man who had not ceased, since

1798, to maintain their cause; but I!., who had all

along dreamed of the luiion of hereditary monarchy
with an enlightened liberty, was ill fitted to act

with the royalist fanatics now dominant in France.

1!. was appointed President of the Commission of

I'ulilio Instruction (15th August 1815), which office

he held, with the title of Councillor of State, till

July 1S2U. He gave in his resignation at that time,

not wishing to associate himselt with the politics of

the ministry. In 1S15, the electors of Marne chose

him to represent them in the famous 'Chambre
Introuvable ' (q. v. in Supplement). He took part

in all the business of the Chamber, remaining

steadfastly attached to the king, but energetically

opposing the nitra party. In the next parliament,

he rejected, with great energy, the idea of confiding

pubhc instruction to the clergy. 'The university,'
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he exclaimed, 'has the monojioly of education,

nearly as much as the courts have that of justice,

and the army that of the jiublic force.'

At the end of the session IS17, R., for the first

time, withdrew from the government, at least from
the course jmrsued by the ministry. He once more
supported it in a new discussion against the pre-

dominance of the Catholic Church ; but dating from
1819, the rupture was complete. He presented

then the singular spectacle of a devotecl royalist

seconding the efforts of the Liberals. Tlie French
Academy ojiened its doors to him in 1S27; and in

1S28, he was named President of the Chamber of

Representatives. As President, R. had to present

the famous address of the 221 deputies (March
1830), refusing their sujiport to the government,
which the king refused to hear read. Kext day, the

Chamber was prorogued. R. departed for Cliiteau-

vieux, his country-seat, where he went to conceal

fears and regrets which the revolution of .Inly was
to justify. He was re-elected in June 1830, and he

accepted this mandate. In 1842, he withdrew from
parliamentary life, and after that lived in great

retirement.

Although R. had a considerable fortune, he never

departed from the greatest simplicity, excepting for

three things—the purchase of books, charity, and the

receptions which his otlicial position imposed ou
him. He received with politeness, but with a certain

coldness which he could never lay aside. His
salon was very much frequented by the political

world. Every Sunday, the jirincipal leaders of the

moderate opposition .assembled there : it was a large

room, serving as a study, the walls of which were
hidden from top to bottom by shelves loaded with
books ; not a single ornament—no line furniture

—

what was strictly necessary, and no more. There
assembled Cousin, the most eminent of his ])upils

;

Guizot, the Duke de Broglie, Casimir Perier, De
Barante, Villemain, Anqifcre, Andral, De Remiisat,

De Barthclemy, Oabriel, and many others. There
was little conversation, properly so called ; the

slow and sonorous voice of R. was dominant in tlie

room. The subjects were almost always the political

events and the debates in jiarliament ; the acts of

the government were not s]iared. This salon was
the echo of the Liber,al world.

From 1842, R. had completely withdr.awn from
public life, his health, in fact, not allowing him to

occupy himself with public matters. He spent only

the winter in P.aris, returning in summer to his estate

of (Jhateauvieux, where he died, 4th Seiitcmher 1845.

R. was undoubtedly one of the most noted men
of the 19th century. He exercised on his contem-
jioraries a powerful influence, owing more, perhaps,

to the uprightness, firmness, and extreme earnest-

ness of his char.acter, th<an to intellectual power or

genius. Excepting his political speeches, published

in the Monikur, R. left few published works. A
lecture on External Perception apjieared in 1813

;

and his smaller contributions to philosophy are to

be found in Joufl'roy's translation of Reid's works
(Par. 1830).

RSHEW, or RJEV, a town of European Russia,

in the government of Tver, and SO miles south-west

from T'ver, on the Volga, which ])a3ses through it.

It is a place of much commerce, has salt and corn

magazines, and two great annual fairs. Pop. (1807)

17,i328.

RUE'LLIA, a genus of plants of the natural

order Acanlhacea; natives of tropical and sub-

tropical parts of Asia and Austraha. Some of them

are very beautiful, and are common ornaments of

our hothouses. In some jiarts of China, especially

in the pro\-iuce of Che-kiang, and on the mountains
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to the west of Ning-po, a species of this genus, i?.

indir/ofera, is much cultivated for the excellent

indigo which it yields. It is also a native of Assam,
and is cultivated there.—See Fortune's Residence
ajRong the Chinese.

RXJMA'NIA (often writteu Roumania). See the
article Moldavia and Walachia. Since that
article was jjublished, important political changes
have occurred iu Rumania. A military revolt took
place in February 1SG6, which resulted in the depo-
sition of Prince Couza—Alexander John I. His
palace at Bucharest was invaded by the soldiery

;

he was made prisoner, and forced to sign his abdi-

cation, lu both houses of legislature, the Count
of Flanders, younger brother of Leopold II. of

Belgium, then iu his 19th year, was unanimously
chosen Hospodar, and he was proclaimed by the
style of Philip I. ; but he at once declined the peril-

ous honour. Upon this, the choice of the Ruma-
nians fell upon Prince Charles of HoheuzoUern-
Signiaringen, who was ))roclairaed Prince of R. on
April 20, 1SI50, and continues (1S73) to occupy the
Rumanian throne.

KU'SSIAS, All the, the ofEcial designation of

the Russian Empire in Europe, was assumed iu

1654, when the Czar Alexei Mikailowitch styled

himself for the first time ' Tzar of All the Russias,'

after his concpiest of Little Russia and acquisition

of Smolensk from Poland. This ])hrase at iirst

included Great Russia, White Russia, and Little

Russia, though in later times it acquired a more
comprehensive signification. Great Russia, formerly
called Musco^'y, which is by f.ar the largest of these

three cUvisions, includes the ten-itory now compre-
hended in the 19 governments of Archangel,

Olonetz, Vologda, Novgorod, Tver, Jaroslav, Kos-
troma, Pskov, Smolensk (partly), Moscow, Vladimir,

Nijni-Novgorod, Kalouga, Toula, Riazan, Tambov,
Orel, Koursk, and Voronetz ; and is bounded by
Finland, the Baltic Provinces, and White Russia on
the W., and by the governments now formed out

of the old Tartar khanates of Kazan and Astraldian

on the E.— White Rusnia iucluded the provinces of

Vitebsk, Jlohilev, and the rest of Smolensk, and
though long held by the Poles, was finally re-united

to Russia at the first and second partitions of

Poland (1772 and 1793). At the latter period, it

also received the accession of the Polish provinces

of Black Russia, or Minsk, Samo^ilia, the rest of

Lithuania (q. v.), Podlesia, Volhyuia, Podolia, and
Polish Ukraine (now Vilna, Minsk, Kovno, VoUiynia,
Podolsk), and White Russia with these accessions

w.as then denominated West Russia.—Little Russia
contains the ancient Russian possessions in the
south-west, which, in the middle ages, became inde-

pendent imder the Cossacks of the Ukraine, and
were finally reunited to Russia in 1G54 ; and is

divided into the four provinces of Kiev, Tchcrni-

gov, Poltava, and Kharkov. During the 18th c, the
coimtries wrested from the Turks, lying between
Great Russia and the Black Sea, were formed into a
fourth great division, under the name of Southern
Russia. This last includes the districts occupied

by the Don Cossacks, sometimes called .N^ew Russia.—Red Russia was a portion of the Russian princi-

]iaUty of Galich (Galicia), and with the rest of it,

was subdued by Casimir III. of Poland ; it included

what is now the produce of Lublin, in the kingdom
of Poland, and tlie eastern portion of Austrian
Galicia, between Lublin and the Carpathian Moun-
tains, and is inhabited by Poles, and another and
antagonistic people, who are called indifl'ereutly

Red Russians, Russniaks, and Ruthenes.

RU'TE, a town of Spain, in the province of

Cordova, and 43 miles south-east from Cordova, on
an affluent of the Jenil. Pop. 8000.

KUVIGADO, a town of the Grauadian Confe-

deration, South America, iu the department of

Cundinamarca, in a mountainous district, on one of

the head-waters of the Magdalena, in N. lat. 6° 10',

and W. long. 75° 42'. It is 8901 feet above the

sea. The chief importance of the town is as a

centre of trade for a large neighbourhood. Pop.

10,000.

s

-.':JAARLOU'IS, a town of Rhenish
Prussia, 31 miles south-south-east

tiil from Treves, and between four and
five miles from the frontier of

j"*^ France. It stands on the left bank
of the Saar, a branch of the Moselle,

YfV and is a place of some strength, being

'walled, and containing several forts. It is

''of considerable importance as a border fortress.

'There are manufactures of firearms in the town,
and lead and iron mines in the neighbourhood.

There are also wire-works. S. was long in the pos-

session of France, and was fortified by Vauban in

the reign of Louis XIV. The Congress of Vienna
gave it' to Prussia in 1815. Pop. (1872) 7080.

SA'GUA-LA-GKA'NDE, a town of Cuba, on the

river Sagua, about 12 miles from its mouth, which
is on the noi-th coast of the island. It is a town of

consideraV'le importance, and is connected by rail-

way with Villa Clara and other places. Pop. about

10,000.

SAGUENAY, a large river of Canada, falling

into the estuary of the St Lawrence, on the north

side, about 115 mdes below Quebec. It drains

the Lake of St John, which is nearly circular,

and almost 30 miles in diameter. Its course from

that lake to the Gulf of St Lawrence is about 100

miles, and is almost a straight line. It flows between
precipitous clilTs, has nimierous cataracts in its

uj)per part, and is in many places two or three

miles broad. In the lower part of its course, it is

less wide, but very deep, and large ships ascend

it more than GO miles to load with timber from the

settlements on its banks. The name S. is sometimes
also given to the princip.il river which falls into

Lake St John, and which is known to the Indians

as the Chomonchouau and as the Assouapmoussoin.

It rises about 200 miles to the west of Lake St John,

in a region of lakes aud marshes.

SAHARANPU'R, or SUHURUNPUR, a town
of British India, North-west Provinces, the chief

place of a district of the same name. It is situated
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ill .1 plain in N. lat. 29' 5S', and E. long 77° 36',

about one mile east of the Doah Canal. It has a
largo fort, a military cantonment, and a govern-
iiieut depOt. S. is about 1000 feet above the sea, and
the climate is temperate during great ])art of the
year. y. was therefore chosen as a suitable situa-

tion for a botanic garden, for plants requiring a
milder climate than that of Calcutta, and one was
formed in 1817. S. is described aa one of the
most handsome British stations in India. Pop.
about 38,000.

ST A'LBAN HALL, Oxpord, takes its name
from Robert de St Alban, a citizen of Oxford, who
conveyed the building to the nuns of Littiemore,
near Oxford, in 1230. On the dissolution of the
nunnery, it was given by King Henry VIII. to hia
physician, George Owen, D.M., who conveyed it to
Lord Williams of Thame, and Sir John Greshara.
By their assignees, it was finally transferred to the
Warden and Fellows of Merton College, and was
some time after established as an academical Hall.
The princip.al of this, as well as of the other four
halls, is assisted in his duties by a vice-principal

and other officers appointed by himself.

ST DOMI'NGO. In 1863, Spain relinquished
this possession, wliioh is again an independent
republic.

SAINTE-BEUVE, Chakles-Augustix, a French
poet and critic of great eminence, was born at
Boulogne-sur-Mer, on 23d December 1804. His
father, who died two months before hia birth, was
principal des droits retinis at that port. His mother,
a woman of superior character and inteUij^ence, was
by family originally English, and through her the
boy early acquired a familiarity with the English
language and literature. He was educated at

an institution of his native jilace, and afterwards
at the College Charlemagne in Paris. On leaving
college, though his bent towards Lterature was
already pronounced, he was shy of committing
himself to it as a profession, and betook himself to

the study of medicine and anatomy. Shortly, he
obtained a situation at the Hospital St Louis. Here
for some time he worked steadily ; biit his sjiare

time was occupied with literature; and his articles

contributed to the Globe on topics of history, phil-

osophy, and criticism, attracted attention, and in

particular jirocured him the acquaintance of the
celebrated M. JoufFroy. While he was thus waver-
ing between literature and the claims of a profession

distasteful to him, Victor Hugo's Odea et Jiallada
were published, and the impression made upon him
by this work, of which he -wrote an enthusiastic

critique, seems to have determined him finally

to a life exclusively literary. He gave up his situa-

tion at the hospital, and attached himself to Le
Cenacle, along -with Alfred de Musset, the two
Deschamps, and others of the so-called Romantic
School. Shortly, he gave to the world his Tableau
Historique et Critique de la Poeeie Fran^nise, au
X VI.c Siicle (1828—afterwards enlarged in ed. 1843),

which at once established hia reputation as one of

the first critics of the time. His next work, Les
Poesies de Joseph Delorme, though somewhat coolly

received by the pubhc, brought him what perhaps
pleased him better than any applause of the midti-

tude, the emphatic approval of Bfiranger and others

of the literary guild. Les Consolations, pulilished in

1830, was considerably more successful in hitting

the taste of the public. On the cessation of Le
Cenacle, after the revolution 'of 1830, S. attached
himself to the Olobe; and subsequently, he wrote
much in the lictrue des Deux ilondes, the National,
and the Constitutionnel. In 18.34, appeared his

Volupte, a work curious as a study of moral
710

pathologj-, but more curious than pleasing ; and in

1840, he published the first volume of his llisloire de
Port Poyal, a work which, in 1860, he completed in
five volumes. On 27th February 1845, he received
the most distinguished mark of honour which can
fall to a Frenchman of letters, by his election to bo
a member of the Academy. In 1850, he began to
issue, in the pages of the Constitutionnel, the famous
series entitled Oauseries de Lundi, the most delight-
ful of all his woj-ks, and that by which he ia most
widely known. After the coup cVltat of 2d Decem-
ber 1851, he became connected with the Moniteur,
and was appointed Professor of Latin Poetry at the
College de France. Of this a])pointment some fruits

are before the world in hia L'Klude sur Virgile,

published in 1857. In 1865, he was called to be a
member of the Senate.
As a poet, S., despite the fine talent he dis-

played, never succeeded in becoming ])opular, nor
can very high rank be accorded \im. But as
critic, he was ' himself alone,' and his place is by
common consent in the very forc-frout of French
literature. His sjTiip.athies were wide and oatluilic

;

in delicacy of perception, and subtlety of reliued
analysis, he was almost without a rival ; his style is

piquant, lively, fascinating, instinct with individual
expressiveness ; and nothing can exceed the felicity

with which the interest of criticism proper is

combined in his sketches with that of anecdotic
biograi>hy.

Of hia works not already glanced at, the follow-

ing only need be mentioned : Poesies Completrs

(1840, 12mo) ; Critiques et Portraits Littcraires ( 1832
—1839, 5 vola. 8vo) ; Portraits Litleraires (1844,

2 vols. 12mo) ; Portraits Contemporains (2 vols.

12mo) ; Causeries de Lundi (1851—1857, vols. 1—
13, 12mo) ; jfouveaux Ltindis (1863, vols. 1— 11,

18mo) ; not to mention an immense mass of mis-

cellaneous work. He died November 1869.

SAINTE-CLAIRE DEVILLE, He.nki Etiknnf,
French chemist, was bom in March 1818, at St
Thomas, West Indies, and was educated in Franco.

On quitting college, he constructed at his own cost

a chemical laboratory, and for nine years, without
master and without pupUs, devoted himself to

patient studies and skilfid researches. In 1844, he
was commissioned to organise the Faculty of

Sciences of Besan^on, of which, in the following

year, he was appointed Dean and Professor. In
1851, he succeeded M. Balard in the chair of

Chemistry in the Iilcole Normale. Since 185.'J, he
has supplied the place of iNl. Dumas in the Facnlt.y

of Sciences of Paris. In 1861, he was chosen a
member of the Academy of Sciences of the Institute,

in place of M. Berthier in the section of Mineralogy.

S. D.'s earliest investigations relate to dif-

ferent essences and resins, and the most import-

ant are in the department of mineral chemistry.

In 1849, he made known the mode of preparation

and the properties of ,-inhydrous nitric acid, a com-
pound whose existence had been up to that date

ignored. In 1852, he published an important paper

on Metallic Carbonates and their Combinations ; and
in the following year, a new method of mineral

analysis, known as the middle way, in which he
proposes the exclusive employment of gases and
volatile re-agents, against the errors arising from
the use of the filter.

About the same time, he began his researches into

aluminium, a met.al discovered in 1827 by Wohler
of Giittingen, but still very imperfectly known,
and set forth its special properties. Being com-
missioned by Louis Napoleon to seek the best

method of obtaining aluminium at a low price,

he made numerous experiments, jointly with M.
Debray, in the factory at Javel ; and after some
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months, succeeded in producing ingots of the metal.

,
which were shewn in the Exposition Universelle of

1S55. These e.Tperiments, and the properties of

ahiminium, have been described by S. D. in

scientific periodicals ; and among his later papers

are—on the Three Molecular States of Silicium

;

on the Metallurgy of Platina ; on the Density of

Vapours at very High Temperatures ; on the

Measurement of High Temperatures ; on the Per-

meability of Iron to Gases at a High Temperature

;

on the Phenomena of Dissociation in Homogeneous
Flames; and on the Industrial Preparation of

Aluminium and its Compounds. These papers are

published in the Memoires and Comptes Bendus of

the Academie des Sciences de I'lnstitut, and in the

Annales de Chimie el de Physique.

SAINTE MARIE-AUX-MINES (Ger. Maria-
IcircK), a town of Germany, in Alsace, on the Liep-
vrette, 12 miles north-west of Colmar, at the foot of

the Vosges Mountains. It formerly owed its pros-

perity to its silver mines, but these are no longer
worked. Its chief manufactures are cotton fabrics

of various kinds, paper, and cherry-brandy. Pop.
(187i) 12,.319.

SAINT LOUIS, the capital of the French jios-

sessions in Senegambia, is situated on a small low
island of the same name, at the mouth of the

Senegal river. The town covers almost the whole
island. With its fortifications, it presents an
imposing appearance from the sea, but the interior

is mean and dirty. The harbour is good. The
principal building is the government house. There
are COO stores for goods. Saint L. possesses a
botanic garden, founded in 1823. Pop. about
18,000.

SAINT PIERRE, a town of the island of Bour-

bon (q. v.), or Pigunion, on the south-west coast, 34

miles south-west from Saint Denis. Pop. 14,135.

SAINT- PIERRE -LES- CALAIS, a town of

France, in the dep. of Pas-de-Calais. It may almost

be regarded as a south-eastern suburb of Calais, to

which it nearly adjoins, but has grown to a size

exceeding that of Calais itself. It is famous for its

m.anufactures of Tulle (q. v.). Other branches of

industry are also actively prosecuted, as the manu-
factures of leather and beetroot sugar. Pop. (1871)

18,092.

SALE'MI, a town of Sicily, in the province of

Trapani, 39 miles south-west from Palermo. Pop.

about 12,000.

SALINS (ano. Salince], a town of the dep. of

Jura, France, 52 miles north-by-west from Geneva,

on the Furieuse, a feeder of the Doubs. It is situ-

ated in a narrow rocky gorge between two lofty

hills, looking upon a fertile and beautiful valley.

It derives its importance from its salt-works, from

which also it has its name. The salt is obtained

from brine-springs, and the evaporation of the

brine is mostly carried on in a great building, in the

valley below the town, which has long borne the

name of the Salines Boyales : but th.at of the weaker
ajirings is conveyed in pipes to the forest of Chaux,

15 niiles off, where it is first slowly evaporated in

maisotis de i/raduation, and afterwards by boiling.

There are iron-works, soda-factories, tanneries, and
quarries of gj'psum in S. and its immediate neigh-

bourhood. Pop. (1871) 11,350.

SA'LLEE, or SLA, a seaport town of Morocco, in

the territory and former kingdom of Fez, 106 miles

west from Fez. It stands on a low sandy point of

the shore of the Atlantic, at the mouth of the Bu-
Eegreb, on the northern side of the river, whilst

opposite to it, on the southern side, is the town of

Rabat. Both S. and Rabat were bombarded and

nearly destroyed by the French in 1S51. S. was in

former centuries noted as a haimt of pirates, and a

Sallee Hover was the dread of peacefiU mariners in

the Atlantic and Mediterranean. It is particularly

noted for the carpets which it produces, of fine

te,xture and bright colours. They are mostly used

in Morocco itself. The chief export from S. ia

wool. Pop. estimated at about 12,000, of whom
3000 are Jews.

SALMON OF NORTH-WESTERN AMER-
ICA. The rivers of North-^n-estern America abound
in salmon and trout to a degree not exceeded, and
perhaps not equalled, in any other part of the world.

Since the article Salmon was wi-itten, a very inter-

esting account of the most important species has

been given by Mr J. K. Lord, in his work entitled

The KaUiralisl in Vancouver Island and Briliih

Columbia (2 vols., Lond. 1866), to which we are

indebted also for accounts of the Candle-fish, Van-
couver Island Herring, and Viviparous Fish, noticed

in this Supplement. The first place must be given

to Salmo Quinnat, of which Quinnat is one of the

Indian names, a fish similar in quaUty to our

European salmon, and sometimes 70 lbs. in weight.

It is very thick in proportion to its length, the

dorsal outline slightly arched, almost forming a
notch with the tail. The back is light steel

blue, shading to a lighter tint on the sides, and
imperceptibly changing to gray or silvery white,

blushed over with pink, on the belly. The upper

parts, and often also the lower, are thickly spotted

w-ith black stars. Salmon of this species ascend the

Columbia, the Fraser, and other rivers in prodigious

numbers, at the spawning season, and proceed

hundreds of miles, and even in the Columbia 1000

mUes, from the sea into every rivulet, ' filling even
pools left on the prairies and flats by the receding

floods.' In what mxdtitudes they crowd up the

rivers will be even better understood from the

following statements of Mr Lord, relating to a
tributary of the Fraser. ' About a mde from my
camp was a large patch of pebbly gi'ormd, through
which a shallow stream found its way into the

larger river. Though barely of sufficient depth to

cover an ordinary-sized salmon, yet I have seen that

stream so filled, that fish pushed one another out of

the water high and dry upon the pebbles

With one's hands only, or, more easily, by employ-

ing a gaff or crook-stick, tons of salmon could have
been procured by the simple process of hooking
them out.' Mr Lord goes on to express his opinion

that thousands of the salmon ascending the small

mountain-streams never can spawn from sheer want
;
of room. He describes them as dying by scores at

' the base of a waterfall which they could not leap,

where, however, they persisted in remaining till

i
they died from inanition, fresh fish coming up as

the dead ones floated down. A prodigious stench

arises from the multitudes of dead salmon floated

down the rivers. The Indians saj' that all the

I

salmon of this species that come up to spawn die
' in the rivers ; and Mr Lord believes that few, if any,

ever reach the sea again. They seem not to eat

n'hen in the fresh water, and cannot be tempt«d
either by fly or bait, nor is any food to be found in

! their stomachs, although, in the stomachs of those

taken in the tideway or salt water, the remains of

small fish and marine animals are to be foimd. This
kind of salmon ascends the rivers in June and July,

for, unlike the salmon of Britain, it spawns in
' summer.—.\t the same time with Salmo (Juinnaf, a

smaller species, called by the Indians, at the Kettle

I

Falls, the Cha-la-lool {Salmo Gairdneri), ascends

the rivers. Its average weight is only from eight
I to eleven pounds, but when it first arrives in the

I
fresh water, its flesh is fat, pink, firm, and most
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delicious.—A little later in the seasoa, comes the
Weak-tootiii!D S.ilmok {.Salmo paucidcns).—The
nutiimn, .ilso, has its supply of salmon, quite equal to

that of sjirini,' in point of nunibLTS, but inferior in

quality. 'J'hey ascend the rivers in ,Septenil)er ami
October. The autumnal salmon {Salnw bjavxlun
of I'all.as^, a sjiecies known also in Northern Asia,

is a dingy hook-nosed tish, called Hooked Snout
by the fur-traders. The liooked enout, however, is

jicculiar to the males. Salmon of this species are
to be found ' in every stream and rill wliere they
can by any possibility work a passage,' and they
often remain in fresh water, far from the sea, for

four or six months, all of them becominr; emaci-
ated, and many of them dying, whilst the snout of

the male becomes prodigiously elongated, and the

teeth also increase into tusks. As to the multi-

tudes of the fidl-gi'own fish of this sjjecies to be
founil at the proper season in the rivers of North-
western America, the following extract from Mr
Jjord's liook is conclusive. ' At Fi:>rt ITope, on the
Eraser Kiver, in the month of September, I was
going tiout-lishing in a beautiful stream, the Qua-
que-alla, that comes thundering and dancing down
the Cascade Mountains, cold and clear as crystal

;

these salmon were then toiling up in thousands, and
were so thick in the ford that I had great trouble to

ride my horse through : the salmon were in such
numljers about his legs as to impede his progress,

and frightened him so that he phiugetl viciously,

and very nearly had me oif.'—The Red-spotted
Saljiom Trout (Salmo spectahilii) is another valu-

able fish of the same regions. It seldom exceeds
three poimds in weight. It ascends the rivers in

October, when a great Indian liyh-harvcst takes

place. This tish is readily taken by liuoks baited

with dried salmon-roe, or by a small shining strij)

from the belly of a trout.—The Ouecon Buook
Trout (Salmo or Fario sUdlatiis) abounds in the
rivers and streams of North-western America, even
to a height of 7000 feet in the Rocky Mountains.
It attains a weight of three pounds, and is a delicious

lish. Tliis trout is reaiUly taken with lly or bait.

Tlie Indians of these regions take the salmon, as

they ascend the rivers, by various contrivances.

They construct weirs reachmg from one side of a
stream to the other, with openings, through which
the lish pass into large lateral jirisons of closely

woven wicker. They use nets in the bays anil

harbours, when the salmon, pursuing anchovies and
herrings, run into the net, and are caught, and thus
immense numbers are taken. They construct rude
scaffolds or stages of wood among the boulders on
the sides of large rivers, on each of which many
Indian fishers await the salmon, with sm.all nets

fastened to handles, forty or fifty feet in length.

Thirty salmon an hour is not an unusual take for

two Indians to land on a stage. Another and more
curious method, practised at falls, is by means of

great wicker hampers, about 30 feet in circum-

ference, and 12 feet in depth. To make these avail-

able, huge trees are cut down, lopped clear of their

branches, and brought to the edge of the river,

where they are fastened so that tlie smaller ends
overhang the foaming water. To these the wicker
baskets are suspended, where the salmon generally

leap in their attempt to clear the falls ; and in each
basket two naked Indians are stationed all day, fre-

quent relays being necessary, as they are under a

heavy fall of water. As the salmon fall into the

basket, the Indians catch them luider the gills, kill

them with a club, and fling tliem on the rocks.

Mr Ijord says :
' I have known 300 salmon landed

from one basket between sunrise and sunset, vary-
ing in weight from 20 to 75 lbs.' The salmon
and trout of these regions will probably soon be

brought in some form or other to the markets of the
more densely pcojilcd parts of the world.

SA'MBOR, New, a town of the Austrian Empire,
in the province of East Calicia, the capital of a
circle, on the left bank of the Dniester, 44 mdes
south-west from Lendierg. It is a thriving and
well-built town, witli manufactures of linens and
extensive salt-works. Top. 10,.5OO.

SA'NDHURST, a town of Victoria, S2 miles

north-north-west from Melbourne, on the railway
between Melbourne and Ebuca. It is the centre of

an important mining district of the Bcndigo gold-

fields. Pop. (1S71), .along with its suburbs, 27,012.
In the district of S. there are many ('hinese.

SAN FE'Lli, a town of South Italy, in the pro-

vince of Potenza, 17 miles north-west from Potenza,
among the Apennines, on one of the head-waters of

the Ofanto. It has an ancient castle. Fop. OOSG.

SAN FRATE'LLO, a town of Sicily, in the
province of Messin.a, 5li miles west-south-west from
Messina. It st.ands on a height, about five miles
from the sea. At the base of the hill on which the
town stands is a remarkable cave, discovered in

1.S59, and containing i)rodigiou3 quantities of bones
of mammals, with which flint implements are
mixed. Poji. 7200.

SA'NITARY SCIENCE, known also under the
names of Preventive Medicine, State Medicin-e,
Hygiene, and Public Health, lias been variously
defined by different writers. Dr Ma])other's is

perhaps as good a definition .as any. In the first of

his Lectures on Piddle Jlrnlt/i, he describes this

science as ' an apj)lication of the laws of physiology
and general pathology to the maintenance of the
health and life of communities, Ijy means of tlio.se

agencies which are in common and constant use.'

This department of science received so strong an
impidse, about a quarter of a century ago, from the
labours of Southwood Smith, Edwin Chadwick,
Lyon Playfair, and others, that many persons regard
it as of modern origin ; and doulitless to a great
extent they are right ; but on turning back to the
records of early history, we almost invariably find
evidence that the health of the general poimiation
was a subject of legislation. The Mosaic code of

laws—the most ancient on record—contains minute
directions for the cleanliness of the person, the
jnirification of the dwelling and the camp, the selec-

tion of healthy and the avf>idance of imwholesome
food (pork, for exarajile, which in hot countiies is

more commonly ftjund to harl)our ]>ar.asite3 than in

temperate climates, and blood, which is the most
piitrescible part of the anlm.al), the seclusion of

persons with contagious disorders, the regulation of

sexual intercourse at certain period.s, and various
other points bearing on the physical well-being of

the .Jewish nation. The Creeks and Romans,
although not, like the Jews, making hygoene a part
of their religious duties, were far from neglecting it.

' The Laws of Lycurgus,' says Dr Gairdner, ' are not
wanting in very jiointed enactments on sanitary
matters ; and the importance attached by .all the
Greek republics, and in the Platonic ideal polity, to
physical culture, is too well known to require re-

mark. The Roman people, ]>oor and app.arently rude
as it was in its origin, yet found time, amidst its mili-

tary occupations, to construct the Cloaca J\Iaxhnay

as an indestructible and stupendous memorial of its

attention to the drainage and sewerage of the city

at a very early period of its history. At a later

period, aqueducts were made to cover miles ujion

miles of the surrounding j>lain ; and their sjileudid

ruins, still partly used for their original juirpose,

attest the munificence and the abundance with
which the first of sanitary requisites was sui)plied
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to the imperial city.'

—

Puhlic Health in Belation lo

Air and Water, 186"2, p. G. Moreover, we kuow
enough of tlie construction of the private houses
and public buililings of the Romans to see that they
recognised tlie necessity for free ventilation and
good drainage. When the Archiatri popidares, or

state-]th3'sicians, were tirst appointed in the Konian
Empire, is not certainly known. Their mode of

election is described in the Theodosian and Justinian

codes. There were ten of them in the largest towTis
;

one to each district or subdivision ; seven in towns
of the second order ; and live in the smaller ones.

They collectively formed a college, whose duty it

was to attend to the public health ; and they may
be regarded as the earliest type of our 'General
Medical Council.' Gradually, however, as Chris-

tianity spread, an utter misconception of doctrine

led to the neglect of all care of the human body.
While the monks and friars devoted themselves to

good works, feeding the hungry, clothing the naked,

and instituting hospitals, they entertained no idea

of the possible prevention of disease. The}' never
attempted to impress upon their followers the im-

portance of drainage, ventilation, pure and abund-
ant water, &c. ; but when an epidemic arose, it was
supposed to be a manifestation of God's special

anger ; and it would have been impossible to make
them understand that it was the natural rcsidt of a
prolonged disregard of the laws of nature. Those
who have read Dean Stanley's gi-aphic Memorials of
Thomas A^Bechet will be inchned to wonder whether
those who adopted such penances as his could ever

be free from cutaneous disorders. The state of the
towns in England in the l.Sth c. is so clearly

described by Mr Brewer in his Introduction to the
Monumenta Francixcana, that we should have been
glad to have e.xtracted it, if our space had permitted.

Those who have not access to the valuable series

in which Mr Brewer's work is included, will find a

sufficient quotation from it in Dr Gau-dner's interest-

ing volume on Air and Water, pp. 4-t—47. In
another work in the same series—the Liber Alhns,

edited by Mr Eiley—much important information
regarding the general sanitary state of London in

the medieval times may also be found. In addition

to the causes of disease indicated by these "\^Titers,

such as the absence of drainage, the accumulation

of filth, bad ventilation, iusufhcient and often un-

wholesome water, inattention to personal cleanli-

ness, itc, must also be noticed the ordinary food in

those times. The common vegetables f>f our own
day, exceptin" the cabbage, were only slowly intro-

duced from the time of Henry VIII. As turnips

were not then used as a winter-food for oxen and
sheep, these animals were with difficulty kept alive

during the season when grass was scanty, and were
therefore kUled and salted in the beginning of the

cold weather; and during several months, game
and river-fish were the only kinds of fresh animal
food. Macaulay, in his celebrated third chapter on
'The State of England in 16S5,' observes that, at

that time, meat, although cheaper than in former
times, was still so dear that hundreds of thousands

of families scared}' knew the taste of it ; that

bread such as is now given to the inmates of work-
houses was then seldom seen even on the trencher

of a yeoman or of a shopkeeper ; and that the great

majority of the natives lived almost entirely on rye,

barley, and oats. Many imjiortant facts of a similar

nature are also recorded in Fronde's History of
England.

During the ISth c, many important steps were
taken for the improvement of the pubUc health.

Under a proper sj-stem of drainage, ague became
eradicated from extensive fenny districts ; and
with a knowledge of the therapeutic properties of

cinchona bark and arsenic, we can cut short the
disease when it appears. Scur\'y* was all but
blotted out of the list of diseases that proved most
fatal to our sailors ; and vaccination, incomparably
the greatest discovery yet made in this department
of science, was the crowning achievement of the
century.+ The first outbreak of cholera in this

country in 1832, lamentable as it was in itself, was
productive of much benefit in directing the ]niblic

mind to the all-important subject of the prevention
or repression of disease. It was impossible to ignore
the fact that, while the jioor, dwelling in unven-
tdated and undrained hovels, fell victims to this new
and ill-understood disease in thousands, the middle
and higher classes were comparatively safe. All
investigations into the dwellings and domestic
habits of the lowest class of the population revealed
a condition of things of which the general public
had no conception. A new poor-law was con-
sequently passed in 1834, and a commission was
apjtointed to investigate and report upon its work-
ing. The lieport on the Sanitary Condition of tlie

Labouring Population of Great Britain, published
in 1842, and mainly treating of the sanitary state

of the poor and of the character of their dwellings,

may be regarded, as Professor Gairdner^: well
observes, as 'the true starting-point of modern
sanitary legislation.' A ' Health of Towns' Com-
mission,' which was soon after appointed, gave
in two valuable Eeports in 1844 and 1845; and
subsequently, a Metropolitan Sanitary Commis-
sion published Reports in the years 1847 and 1S4S.
These Reports will form a lasting memorial of the
labours of Mr Chadwick and his able co-oper-

ators. IS'or, in this rapid glance at the history of

sanitary science, can the name of Dr WUliam Farr
be omitted, who—again to quote Dr Gairdner's
words— ' found the facts of this science in a state of

almost hopeless and aimless confusion, and has not
only added immensely to their number and value, but
has brought into them light, harmony, order, and,
for the first time in the history of the science, a
determinate method, and an approach to scientific

exactness.' By his system of calculating de.ath-

rates, he has placed an easy and useful method at
the service of his professional brethren, while, by
the formation of life-tables, he has greatly facilitated

the opei'ations of life-assiu-ance.

We now pass on to the consideration of the most
important sanitary agents, beginning with AlK.
Under this head, we have to consider (1) the
amount of air necessary for the full performance of

the respiratory process ; (2) the means of ascertain-

ing when air is impure, or, if impure, what sub-
stances are mixed with it ; (3) the means of purify-

ing contaminated air ; and (4) the diseases due
to deficiency in the quantity, and alterations in the
equality of the air.

(1) The first question can be answered both by
calculation and experiment. By calculation, Dr
Parkes finds that '2082 cubic feet of air must be
supplied per head per hour, so to dilute the products

* AVe regret to state that during; the last few ycii"

scur\'y is again becoming prevalent in the mercantile
service, and occasionally amongst navvies engaged at

places where good food was not easily attainable. In
both cases, it may always be traced to neglect of due
dietetic precautions.

f And yet. in consequence of vaccination being either

neglected or imperfectly performed, no less than 51,034
persons died in Great Britain from small-pox in the
ten years, 1856—1865. In the year 1804 alone, the
de.atlis were 9425. On this subject, see Sir James Y.
Simpson's ' Proposal to stamp out Small-pox, &c.,' in

the ^fc<lical Times and Gazette for January 4, 1808.

J Public Health in Relation to Air and Water, p. 17.
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of respiration aud transpii-ation from the sound

body, as to keep the air always jiure and fresh

(see his Manual of Practical Hyijienc, 18G4, p. 65).

From numerous experiments in which the outiiow

of air was measured, and the carbonic acid simul-

taneously determined, he found that at least l!(l()()

cubic feet per hour must be given to keep the

carbonic acid at its normal level of '5 or '6 in

1(100 volumes, and to remove the odor Immaims
or fetid smell of animal matter. General Morin, in

his Rapport de la Commission sur le C/tauJfage et la

Ventilation des Bdtimens du Palais dc Justice, 18G0,

1,'ives results in close accordance with tliose of

Parkes, assigning the following as the relative

hourly amounts of fresh air (e.x]u-C3sed in cubic

feet) per head in temperate climates : in barracks,

at 1059 by day, and 21 18 by night ; in workshops,

jirisons, and theatres, 2118 ; in schools, 1059; and in

hospitals, 2825, increased to 4236 during the hours

of di-essing the surgical cases, and 5050 during

epidemics.* In mines, if it is wished to keep u]) the

greatest energies of the men, 6000 feet of air per hour
must be allowed. It may be incidentally mentioned
that a horse requires 2460 feet per hour at the least.

It is dilficiUt to lay down any rules regarding the

amount of fresh air required in sickness. The
vitiation of the air by the products of combustion

of gas, candles, lamps, &c., must not be overlooked,

for every cubic foot of gas that is burned, 1800

cubic feet of air are required to keep the aij' imre,

unless the gaseous products are carried oil' in a

special channel, such as is now frequently attached

to gas-fittings. A pound of oil burned in a haniji

may be regarded as equivalent to 10 cidjic feet of

gas, so far as the deterioration of the air is con-

cerned. (For these facts, we are indebted to Dr
Parkes.)

(2) The composition of pure air is sufficiently de-

scribed in Atjiospuere. The impvirities in air may
be divided into : (a) suspended matters, (6) gaseous

substances, and (c) special impurities. Amongst
suspended matters are, according to Pasteiu- and
others, numerous and universal germs of organic

beings, both animal and vegetable, as of vibriones,

bacteria, and monads
;
pollen, spores of fungi, myco-

derms, mucedones, &c. Minute particles of finely

comminuted inorganic matter are also often taken

up by currents of air, and remain in suspension.

These are probably altogether harmless. The works
of man more seriously affect the air in a hygienic

point of view. Particles of coal and of half-burned

carbon (smutsV starch-ceUs (from bakeries and
bread), and, when certain trades are carried on,

cotton fibres, hairy particles of wool, of stone, of

iron, &c., may, when constantly inhaled, give rise

to the production of special diseases of the lungs

and stomach. In the air of badly-ke]it hos]iital

wards, pus-ceUs and epithelial cells are often to be

detected. Most physicians now believe that the

specific poisons of small-pox, scarlet fever, and
measles, which are derived from the skin and mucous
membrane, consist of molecular organic matter,

which, although as yet undetected, must pass into

the air ; and the same remark applies to the so-

called germs of typhoid fever (see the article

on Typhus and IVrnoiD Fevers) aud cholera,

which are thrown off by the intestinal mucous
membrane, and subsequently become dried and

capable of aerial suspension. Amongst gaseotis

matters, which merely pass into the atmosphere

either from natural causes or manufactories, are

various compounds of carbon, suljihur, chlorine,

* The older observers fixed the necessary quantity of

fresh air far too low : Peclet thought 212 feet sufficient;

Arago, ^53 feet : and Dr Keid, 600 feet per hour.
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nitrogen, and phosphorus, with oxygen and hydro-
gen, which it is unnecessary here to einunerate.
IJesides the gases formed by the union of the above-
named elements, we must notice organic vaj>our
from decomposing animal matters and sewers, which
last has been found by OiUing to be carbo-ammoni-
aeal. Amongst special impurities, those caused by
respiration are the most important. An adult man,
under ordinary conditions, gives off, in 24 hours,
from 12 to 16 cubic feet of carbonic acid by the
lungs, and a certain additional quantity, not deter-

mined, by the skin. Watery vapour, ranging from
25 to 40 ounces, also passes oil' daily from the skin
and lungs, together with an undetermined quantity
of organic matter, which is jiartly suspended (as

particles of epithelium, &c.), and partly made up of

organic vapour. This vapour, when collected and
condensed from a large volume of respired air, is

found to be nitrogenous, and has a very fetid smell.

Here there is a most ])o\vtrful source of vitiation,

regarding which numerous chemical analyses have
been made ; for detads regarding which we may
refer to Parkes, op. cit. j)p. 70—77 ; Gaiidncr, op.

cit. p. 69; and Mapother's Lectures on Public I/ealtli,

2d ed., pp. 40—61. There is a condition of the
•atmosphere to which various observers, and espe-

cially Pasteur, have cUrected attention, which re-

quires a [lassing remark. It is what may be termed
the fermentative condition, and depends u])ou the

universal presence in the air of countless germs of

vegetables aud infusoria. It is possible tliat this

atmospheric condition may be concerned in some of

the zymotic diseases. Dr Salisbury, an American
physician, endeavours to shew that the jioison of

measles is due to a fungus which grows on rotten

straw ; anotlier American physician, Dr Flint, ' has

almost fully demonstrated that thesijores of p.ahnella

cause ague.'—Mapother, op. cit., j). 431, &c. Tlic

]>resence of a c/iolera-fungus, which has been
recently proved to exist in the evacuations of all

cholera patients, gives, as will be seen from Mr
Simon's Report of the Weimar Conference,* a hint

as to the jirobable cause of that disease. Hearing

on the same subject is the fact, lately noticed by
Davaiue, that the splenic apoplexy of sheep is

owing to the presence of bacteria in the blood,

and that sheep, rabbits, and horses can be in-

ociUated by transferring into their circulation

the bacteria, which are extremely thin rod-like

organisms, varying in length from ir5'!n;''h to TniVs^h

of an inch. The same observer has just found

(as we learn from the ' Parisian Medical Intelli-

gence,' in the Lancet for January 4, 1868) that

bacteria are to be found in all carbuncular diseases

of any form whatever ; that the supervention of

these little beings in the spleen, the lungs, and the

l)lood, precedes the occurrence of morbid phenom-
ena ; and that the carbuncular blood ceases to be
contagious as soon as the bacteria have disappeared

;

and hence he feels justified in regarding them as

the cause of carbuncle. Another French observer,

M. Poulet, has just detected myriads of infusoria

(monas termo and others) in the breath exhaled in

whooi)ing-cough. If one contagious disease can be

proved to be connected with the germs occurring in

the air, it is almost a certainty that similar diseases

must arise from corresponding causes.

(3) The natiu'al means of purifying the atmosphere
are diffusion, oxidation, the action of winds, and the

fall of rain. In cases where the air is specially

impure, as in sick-rooms where there are contagious

cases, the agents commonly known as Disinfeclaiil.t

(q. v.), or deodorants, are employed. Amongst the

* Ninth Report of the Medical Officer of the Prim
CouncU (1866), pages 29 and 515.
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solids of this class are charcoal (see Wood-chak-
coal), dried earth, aud the carbolates of lime and
magnesia. Amongst the liquids, those in highest
reputation are Condtjs Fluid* (consisting of an
alkaline permanganate, which at once decomposes
ammouiacal compounds, and destroys organic
matter rapidly) and carbolic acid : whilst amongst
the gases or vapours—which are the most powerfid
means of purifying the atmosphere, next to ventila-
tion—may be especially mentioned chlorine, nitrous
acid, and sulphurous acid ; of these, says Dr Parkes,
the nitrous acid is probably the most powerful, but
it is iisefid to employ all three alternately, or even
together. It must be recollected that all these
agents are mere auxiliaries to ventilation, the
primary importance of which must never be for-

gotten.

(4) Abundant experience confirms the view which
might have been a priori inferred from the study
of the physiology of Respiration (q. v.), that the
breathing of impure air must be incomi>atibIe \vith

perfect health. The special impurities which are
worthy of notice as being causes of disease, or of an
impaired state of health, are arranged by Dr Parkes
as follows : (o) Suspended matters

;
(b) Gaseous

matters
; (c) Impurities from several substances

always co-existing.

(a) The suspended matters which are known to
occasion disease in various trades, are very numer-
ous. Thackrah, yi liis well-known work on The
Effects of Arts, Trades, and Professions on Health,
published in 1832, gives the following hst of
workmen who were injuriously affected by the dust
of their trades : Corn-millers, maltsters, tea-men,
coffee-roasters, snuff-makers, paper-makers, flock-

dressers, feather-dressers, shoddy-grinders, weavers
of coverlets, weavers of harding, dressers of hair,

hatters employed in the bowing department,
dressers of coloured leather, workers in flax,

dressers of hemp, some workers in wood, ware-
grinders, masons, coUiers, iron-miners, lead-miners,
grinders of metals, file-cutters, machine-makers,
makers of firearms, and button-makers. To
this list must be added colliers, who suffer from
lung-disease in ill-ventilated mines

;
potters, espe-

cially the class called Jlat-presse)'$, in whom em-
physema is so common that it is known as ' the
potters' asthma ;

' the china-scourers, who all, sooner
or later, become asthmatical from inhaling the light

flint-dust in suspension ; pearl button-makers and
pin - pointers, who suffer from bronchitis and
iiEemoptysis ; the makers of griuding-stones ; the
makers of Portland cement, &c. In some trades,

irritant vapours are more or less associated with
suspended particles in causing disease. Brass-
founders suffer not only bronchitis aud asthma
from the inhaled dust, but also a sjiecial disease,

described by Dr Greenhow (in the Proceedings of
the Medico-Chirtirg. Soc. vol. 4) as Erassfoimders'

Ague, which is apparently produced by the inhala-
tion of the fumes of oxide of zinc ; the symp-
toms being oppression of the chest, with indefinite

nervous sensations, followed by shivering, a hot
stage, and profuse sweating. Coppersmiths aud
tin-plate workers are liable to somewhat similar
attacks. Plumbers, house-painters, manufacturers
of white-lead, &c., are, as is well known, liable to
lead-poisoning. The peculiar affection to which
workers in mercury and its amalgams, as silverers

and water-gilders, are exposed, is described in the
article Paralysis, under the name of Mercurial

* It may interest some of our readers to know that
by washing the cavity of the mouth with a very weak
solution of Condy's Fluid, the odour of tobacco is

instantly removed.

Tremor, or The Trembles. In the various trades in
which arsenical compounds are employed, as in
making artificial flowers, green paper for walls, &c.,
preparing arsenical pigments, &c., the well-known
sympjtoms of chi'onic arsenical poisoning are likely to
ensue. On the subject, Dr Guy has, at the request
of government, drawn up an elaborate Report.

Passing from inorganic or unorganised matter to
organic substances floating in the atmosphere, and
giving rise to a large class of important diseases, we
may remark, that it still remains to be decided in
what exact condition this organic matter exists

—

whether it is in the form of impalpable particles, or
moist or dry epithelial or pus cells; ' and whether it

is always contained in the substances discharged or
thrown off from the body (as is certainly the case in
small-pox), or is produced by putrefactive changes
in these discharges, as is supposed to be the case in
cholera and dysentery, is also a matter of doubt.
But, from the way in which, in many cases, the
organic substance is absorbed by hygroscopic sub-
stances, it appears that it is often combined, or at
anyrate condensed, with the water of the atmosphere.'
—Parkes, op. cit., p. 86. This much is known with
certainty regarding the specific poisons—viz., that
they differ extremely in the readiness with which
they are oxidised and rendered harmless. While
typhus and oriental plague throw off a poison,
which, if there is due ventilation, is readily de-
stroyed, the poisons of smaU-pox and scarlatina
spread in defiance of free ventilation, and retain
their virulence for weeks or months.

(b) The most important gaseous matters in the air
likely to produce disease are carbonic acid and car-
bonic oxide. The normal quantity of carbonic acid in
the air being regarded as -5 in 1000 volumes, ' it pro-
duces fatal results when the amount reaches 50 per
lOOO volumes ; and at an amount much below this,

15 or 20 per 1000, it produces in some i)er3ons, at
an3Tate, severe headache.' Dr de Chaumont, assist-
ant Professor of Hygiene at Netley, has published a
valuable paper in the Lancet for September ISG6, in
which he shews how the amount of air necessary to
reduce the carl>onio acid of respiration to a given
standard could be calcidated ; and in the Edinburgh
Medical Journal for May 1867, he has given ex-
tended formulas for calculating most of the problems
connected with ventilation. Amongst the most im-
portant of his conclusions are the following : (1) We
cannot safely acce]it a lower standard of puritj' than
•06 per cent, of carbonic acid. (2) Uniform diffusion
being supposed, we cannot preserve this standard
with a less delivery of fresh air than 3000 cubic feet
per head per hour. (3) We must provide an air
space which will admit of the delivery of 3000 cubic
feet per head, and at the same time preclude the
necessity of changing the whole air so often as six
times per horn-, for which condition a minimum of
1000 cubic feet is absolutely necessary.' Carbonic
Oxide (q. v.), which is often developed in association
with carbonic acid, is f.ar more actively poisonous
than carbonic acid. An atmosphere containing 4
percent, kdled sm.aU birds in three minutes; and
when 1 per cent, was present, they died in half this
time (Letheby). For the effect of other gaseous
matters, as sidphuretted hydrogen, carbiirctted
hydrogen, sulphurous acid gas, hydrochloric acid

* A committee, of wliieh Sir T. Watson was president,
recently ,-ippointed by the Poor-law Board to consider
the question of the amount of cubic space necessary for
the sick in workhouse infirmaries, report that for
ordinary patients 850, for offensive cases 1200, and for
fever patients 2000 cubic feet should be allowed.
Although these spaces are greater than we find m most
workhouses, it is obvious from the statements in the
text that they are not sufficient.
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BM, &c. we must refer to any of the more elaborate

works on this subject.

((•) The impurilit'.^ from ttereral eo-exislinri agents

next claim attentiun. In point of fact, these are

tlie irajmrities with which we have jiractically

almost always to deal, and it is very j)robable that

a knowledge of the actions of two or more iso-

lated noxious agents might Icail us to very incorrect

conclusions regarding tlie eom[]Osite effect that is

actually produced. When air is vitiated by res])ira-

tion. it is po[iularly believed that the carbonic acid

gas is the chief poisonous agent ; and that the fatality

in such well-known cases as the Black Hole (([. v.)

of Calcutta, the ])rison in which the Austrians were
placed after the battle of Austerlitz, the steamer
Londonderri/, &c., is simply due to the action of

this gas. Tlie true poisonous agencies in these in-

stances are the organic matter, which is always
found in air rendered fetid by the prolonged resjiira-

tion and cutaneous exhalation of a crowd of human
beings, and the deficiency of the oxidation, and the

consequent increase of ])utrescent matter in the

body (see Carpenter's Human Plii/siolofji/, 18G4, p.

r!()4). Putting aside these extreme cases, which are

of rare occurrence, we have abundant evidence in the

Keports of the Health of Towns Commission, and
elsewhere, that the continuous inhalation of an
atmosphere moderately vitiated from respiration

lias an injurious effect on the health. The aeration

of the blood is imperfectly effected, and the nutri-

tion generally is more or less interfered witli.

Although impure air has long been vaguely regarded

as a cause of jihthisis, it is only during the present

century that the fact has been jilaeed on unques-
tionable authority. It may now be regarded as

established, that not only phthisis but other lung-

diseases may have their origin in breathing an
atmosphere contaminated by respiration. The sub-

ject is one of such vital imjuirtauce that we shall

adduce the very strong evidence of Dr I'arkes,

who most distinctly proves that the ))revalence of

]ihthisis amongst our troops is in a direct ratio to

the impurity of the air in the barracks. 'A great

amount of phthisis used to jirevail,' he observes, ' in

the most varied stations of the army, and in tlie

most beautiful climates ; in (iibraltar, MaltJi, Ionia,

.Tamaica, Trinidad, Bermuda, &c., in all which places

the only common condition was the vitiated atmos-

phere which our barrack-system everywhere pro-

duced. And, as if to clench the argument, there has
been of late years a most decideil decline in phthisical

cases in these stations, while the only eircumstance
which has notably changed in the time has ben the

condition of the air. So also the extraordinary

amount of consumption which prevails in the men
of the royal and merchant navies, and which, in

some men-of-war, has amounted to a veritable

epidemic, is in all probability attributable to the

f.aulty ventilation.'

—

Op. cil., jip. 91, 92. A consider-

able amount of cndenee in support of this view is

afforded by comparative patholog)'. The extra-,

ordinary mortality of phthisis amongst the inhab-

itants of the old monkey-house in the Zoological

(jardens, was found to be due to overcrowding and
bad ventilation; and now, in their ]iresent airy

residence, the inhabitants are no longer |)rematnrely

cut off. The overcrowding to which cows in Large

towns are subjected leads to the great amount of

pulmonary disease amongst those animals ; while
horses, which in the worst staljles have more free

air than cows, rarely suffer. Not only are jjulmonaiy
affections induced by the prolonged resjiiration of

air partially vitiated by organic exhalations, but
such an atmosphere seems to favour the spread of

several well-known specilio diseases, as typhus,
plague, small-pox, scarlatina, and measles.
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Hitherto, we have simply considered the effect of
breathing an atmosphere vitiated by the exhalations
given off by persons in ordinary health ; if we now
pass to the consideiatinn of the air of a eruwdcd
hospital-ward, we shall tind the organic mattiT nut
only more abundant, but at the .same time far more
noxious. The convalescence of patients is much
retanled by their being kept in such an atmosphere
(sec Convalescent liosrn ai-s). When the air has
absorbed a certain amount of organic impurity, its

res])iration is very liable to give rise to erysijielas

and hospital gangrene. tifWfrs and old cens/Kiulx,

when opened, give off" sewaiji'-iida containing carbonic
acid, sulphuretted hydrogen, sulphide of ammonium,
and jiiitrid organic vapour. A case is given in the
(irst volume of the jlmltli of Towns Report, which
forcibly illustrates this fact. When a privy con-
nected with a school at Clapham was cleaned out,

2,'i of the children were seized with violent vomiting
and purging, headache, great jirostration, and con-
vidsive muscular twitchings ; and 2 of them died
within 24 hours. Sewer-men are more liable to
typhoid and ty]ihus fever than other jiersons ; but
night-men and scavengers do not seem liable to any
special disease. Tlic effect of diluted sewer-gas, from
b.id drainage, on the health of tlie population at large,

is a distinct question, into which we have not sjiace

to enter, further than to remark that typhoid and
diarrhfea are commonly induced liy the escape of

this gas through our drains and water-closets into
our himses. The effects of the impurities arising
from manufactories of various kinds, are of course
extremely varied ; and the subject is so extensive
a one that it must be touched upon very briefly.

Sulphurous and sulphuric acid are given off from
vitriol and copper-smelting works ; hydrochloric
acid from alkali-works; arsenical fumes and sulphur-
ous acid from copper and le.ad smelting furnaces;
carbonic acid and carljouic oxide from cement-works,
&c. Soap and candle manufactories, if not well
su|ierintended, yield various gases of a rancid smell,

and even that jiowerfiU irritant, acroleine. Gas-
works in which the wet-lime process of purification

is adopted, often evolve sul]>huretted hydrogen to

such a degree as to become a nuisance injurious to

health. Manure-works usually evolve more or less

disgusting smells according to the basis operated on,

and the mode of ])rei)aration. No bad effect on the
health has, so far as we know, been observed in this

country, from the gases given off by such works,
and the exhalations from tiie manufactories of

pnniire.lle, which is dry f:ecal m.atter, are posi-

tively declared, by several of the highest French
authorities, to exercise no injurious action either

on man or vegetation ; but the eminent French
hygienist. Parent Duchitelet, relates two cases in

which poudrette underwent fermentation on board
ship ; and in one of these cases, the vessel lost half

her crew (number not stated); while in the other,

all on board (five) suffered from intense headache,
ji.ain in the limbs, vomiting, prostration, and (in

two cases) diarrha?a. The air of old rjraiKt/ards,

when they arc disturbed, often gives rise to ejii-

deniics of fever; but the effect of the effluvia of

coni[)arativcly recent putrefying human bodies is

much more decided. Numerous cases are recorded
<)f asphyxia and various forms of fever arising fr^im

the exhumation and disturbance of bodies. Uow far

the effluvia arising from staurihter-hoiises and kiuick-

evil's are injurious to health, is an 0]ien question.

Tliere is very strong general evidence that the men
employed at Alontfaucon (where, however, the ven-

tilation is excellent, and no juitrid matters are

allowed to remain) enjoy good health ; and Tardieu,

from a late re-examination of the point, confirms

the old conclusion, except so far aa glanders and
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malignant pustule are concerned. The danger of

breathing the air of 7nar>i/ics also requires notice,

ilalaria seems not only to occasion intermittent

and remittent fevers, but diarrha?a and pure dysen-
tery. Organic matter to the amount of eight grains

has been obtained from 1000 cubic feet of air col-

lected over marshes ; and it is worthy of notice that

it has just the same chemical characters as the
organic matter exhaled from the lungs, turning red
with nitrate of silver, yielding ammonia when
treated with lime, and blackening sulphuric acid I

when drawn through it. See Mapother, op. cit.,
\

p. 87.
IThe next point to be considered is the means to

be adopted for continually changing the air, so as

to keep it in its natural [lurity. We have already
shewn that this change must amount to at least 2000
cubic feet per head per hour for persons in health ; (

and sometimes double that amount, or more, for

sick persons. The general jirinciples of ventilation

having been treated in the article on WAR.inNG and
Vextilatiox, we shall confine ourselves here to

a few su])plementary observations. In whatever
way the fresh air is supplied, there are several

essential conditions to be observed, of which the
following, as stated by Dr Parkes, deserve special

notice : (1) * The enteriiifj air must itself be pure. It

must be warmed if too cold, and cooled if too warm.
(2) Its movement should be imperceptible, otherwise

it will cause the sensation of draught, and will chill.
,

The rate at which the movement becomes impercep-
'

tible is 1.^ feet per second, or 1'36 miles per hour ; 2
and 2.^ feet per second, or I'4 and l^^ miles per hour,

are imperceptible to some persons; 3 feet per

second, or 2 miles per hour, is perceptible to most

;

3.i feet is perceived by all persons. Any greater

speed than this will give the sensation of draught,

especially if the entering air be of a different tem-
]ierature, or moist. (3) It must be well diffused

all through the room, so that in every jiart a
movement shall be going on—in other words, the

'

distribution must be )ierfect. (4) The oiitgoinrj air

must be removed so immediately that there shall

be no risk of a person breathing again either his

own expired air or that of any other person.'

—

Op.
cit. p. 103. The action of the wind is a powerful
ventilating agent. If it can pass freely through a

'

room with open doors and windows, it changes the

air to an extent that can be effected in no other way.
The most serious objection to winds as ventilating

agents by perflation is the uncertainty of their

movement, and the difficulty of its regulation.

When the velocity reaches 4 miles, it is found
I

unpleasant by most i)eoj>le, and is therefore either '

excluded, or only admitted through small openings,

when it fails to become properly distributed. For
the various ways in which the ]ierflative power of

the wiml has been employed in systems of ventila-
j

tion, we must refer to llitchie's Treatise on Ventila-

tion, 1S02 ; Tomlinson's Treatise on Warming and
Ventilation ; and to the chapter on that subject by
Dr Parkes, who gives a tllagram illustrating the

\

mode in which Dr Arnott has most successfully

ventilated the Field Lane Ragged Schools. In the
|

ventilation of ships, the wind is always used, the t

air being directed between decks and into the hold ,

Iiy means of mnd-sails or tubes with cowls turning I

towards the wind. A description of Dr Edmond's
plan of ventilation, wliich is now commonly used in

emigrant-ships, and is being adopted in the royal

navy, is given in a recent article in The Lancet,
on ' The iledical Aspects of the Abyssinian Expedi-
tion.' ' In all cases,' says Dr Parkes, ' in which the
air of a room—as in a basement story or in the
hold of a ship, perhaps—is likely to be colder

than the external air, and where artificial means of

ventilation cannot be employed, the wind should
be taken advantage of as motive agent.' In artificial

ventilation by a fan or screw, it is a question which of

the two methods should be emjiloyed—the method
of extraction, in which the air is drawn out of a
building or room ; or the method of propulsion, in

which air is driven in, so as to force out the air

already in the room. Both plans have advocates
of authority. The advantages of the method of

propulsion are its certainty and the ease with which
the amount may be altered. The stream of air can
be taken from any direction, and can be washed,
cooled, or warmed at pleasure. The fan or wheel
commonly used in propidsion is essentially that pro-
posed by Desagnliers in 1734 ; it is figured in article

BLOw^^G-MAC•UI^ES (tigs. 7, 8) in Supplement. The
following is the way in which it is applied to one of

the largest rooms in this country—St George's Hall,
at Liverpool. The air is taken from the basement

;

is washed, by being drawn through a thin film of
water, thrown up by a fountain ; is passed (m cold
weather) into vessels for the purpose of warming it,

in wliich it can be moistened by a steam-jet, if the
difference of the dry and wet bulb be more than five

degrees, and is then propelled along the channels
which distribute it to the hall. In summer, it is

cooled iu the conduits by the evaporation of water.
This system is employed with success in various
hospitals, asylums, &c. in France and America ; and
during the Crimean war, Mr Brunei introduced
into the hospital of Eenkioi a wheel of Desaguliers'

at the entrance of each ward of 50 beds, which was
worked by hand, and could throw 1000 cubic feet of

air into the ward every miniite.

For information regarding the best means of

keeping the air of rooms at the most fitting tem-
perature, we must refer to the article Wap.ming.
The degree of artificial warmth that should be
given to the air varies according to circumstances.
Healthy adidts, who are well fed and clothed,

usually find any temperature from 50° to 60° com-
fortal.)le ; while children and aged persons require a
temperature of 65° to 70°. In hospitals, the proper
temperature is usually supposed to be about 60°

;

but in those diseases in which there is preternatural

heat, except possibly in scarlatina, a lower tempera-
ture—as from 50° to 45', or even 40°— is more
expedient. In most febrile cases, in the acute stage,

cold air moving over the body is very efficacious

as a cooling agent.

The next sanitary element to be considered is

AVatee. The daily quantity of water for healthy
and sick persons is the first point for considera-

tion. Water is required by healthy persons (1) For
drinking. A man weighing 10 stone wUl take on
an average from 70 to 90 ounces of water in 24
hours, of which 30 or 40 ounces are taken imper-
ceptibly in the solid food, while the remaining 50 or
GO ounces are taken in a liquid form. But the
amount varies extremely. The usual allowance
on board ship for both drinking and cooking is 8
pints per adult daily. (2) For cleansing the 2>erson,

clothes, and habitations. Dr Parkes estimates 4
gallons per head daily as the smallest amount ; and
if perfect cleanliness is to be seciu-ed, and baths* are
taken, at least 16 gallons per head are required.

(3) For sewage, an additional 9 gallons must be

added. The amoimt for a water-closet varies with
its construction. At Netley Hospital, to which Dr
Parkes is physician, Jennings's closets are used, which
require 10 gallons per head daily.

It may be of importance to many of our readers

* A gencr.al bath requh'cs about 50 gallons ; a shower-
bath at least G gallons j and a hip-bath from 12 to 18
gallons.
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to know that a horse drinks from 8 to 12 gallons

daily, and ought to have ."! or 4 more for groominj;

purposes; a cow or small ox drinks from C to 8

gallons ; and a sheep or pig, from 2 quarts to 1

gallon.

The dilTorent sources of water— rain-water, rivers,

and s|)ring8 ; the chief impurities in tliese waters

;

the raetlKKls of detecting tlieni ; and the modes of

purifying bad water, are so fully described in the

article WATER-suprLV, that we have scarcely any-

thing to add on these jioiuts. The organic matters

in different waters used for drinking purposes

require, however, a few additional remarks, on
account of their extreme importance in a hygienic

point of view. To the remarks on this subject in pp.
100—101 of vol. ix., we may add that their amount
varies from O'.*! per gallon to as much as 12 or even

."O grain.'* per gallon, the purest waters in this respect

being those from granitic, or clay-sKate, or chalk

districts. The most common organic mrvtter is

derived from the vegetable kingdom, and consists

of humin and ulmin, and of acids derived from
humus ; all which suljstances are non-nitrogenous,

.ilthougli the acids combine readily with ammonia.
This form of organic matter is far less dangerous

than that wliich has an animal origin, and contains

nitrogen. This organic matter is usu.ally derived

from the contents of cesspools or sewers iiereolatuig

into springs. Its exact composition is not known.
Faecal and biliary matters doubtless contribute to

the composition of this matter ; and in atldition,

decomposed flesh, as the refuse of butchers' 8ho[is

and slaughter-liouses—substances from tripe-manu-

factories and gut-spinners, from size, horn, and
isinglass manufactories, &c., often contribute to the

organic matter of well and spring water. See

Parkes, o/). cit., p. 12. Most of these substances, in

decomiiosing, produce both nitrous and nitric acid

and aumiouia; aud the nitrites and nitrates thus

formed unfortunately not only do not communicate
any bad taste or smell to the water, but actually

tend in many cases to render it especially palatable.

The use of water of this kind is liable to produce
diarrhoea and choleraic symptoms.
The characters of good drinking-water—as laid

down after miich discussion by various sanitary

congresses—are s\immed up by Dr Farkes as follows

:

' It must be transparent, colourless, without odour,

and tasteless ; it should be well aerated {as it then
appears to be more easily absorbed), cool, aud
pleasant to drink ; it must have no deposit ; vege-

tables should be readily cooked in it ; the total

dissolved constituents must he within a certain

amount, which, with some Umitatiou, may be repre-

sented by the following numbers : organic matter
shoidd not exceed 1'5 grains per gallon ; carbonate

of lime, 16 grains ; sul])hate of lime, 3 grains ; car-

bonate and sulphate of magnesia, .S grains ; chloride

of sodium, 10 grains ; carbonate of soda, 20 grains
;

sulphate of soda, 6 gi-ains ; aud iron, 0'5 of a grain.'

For details regarding the mode of examining
water with the view of ascertaining its value for

drinking puq)Oses, we must refer to any of the

leading works on Practical and Analytical Chemistry,
and an especial reference may be made to Professor

Miller's recent Memoir on I'otable Water, and to

l)r I'arkes's section on the examiuati<m of water.

To the substances named in the article on Watkk-
SUPPLY, as purifying water from organic matter, we
may add the following : (1) Permanganate of potash,

commonly known as Condy's Fluid, which decom-
poses organic matter and ammoniacal compounds
by rapid oxidation. A jihysician who has had long
experience on board Australian emigrant-ships in-

forms us that he has often added a small quantity
to the water which, when drawn from the casks,
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was almost nndrinkable, with the effect of at once
rendering it totally iuoirensive, (On this subject,
Condy's A ir and }Valer, llieir fmpurilies ami J'uri-

' Jication, may be read with advantage.) (2) Siryrhnos
potatorum, which is used in India to purify water

;

I the nut being rubbed on the inside of the casks.
' (.S) Certain vegetables containing tannin, as tea,*
kino, the Laurier rose (in Barbary), and bitter
almonds (in Egypt).

', The consequences of an insiificienl .and impure
sup])ly of water are deserving of the most serious

' consideration. The Reports of the Health of 'I'owns

Commission (18-J-l and 1S45) contain much infor-

mation on the first of the subjects ; while tlie Re-

i

ports of the Medical Officer of the Privy Council
abinmd in facts relating to the second subject. We
find that .an iusuflicient supply leads to the person and
clothes not being washed at all, or being repeatedly
washed in the same water ; to water for cooking
being repeatedly used ; to imperfect cleansing of

houses and streets; to the sewers becoming clogged,

and the air thus rendered impure. The natur.al

result is—as in the case of a deticiency of pure .air

—a depressed condition of the gener.al health,

with a tendency to skin-diseases, ophthalmia, &c.

;

while the imperfect cleansing of the sewers favours
the spread of typhoid fever and of choleraic diar-

rhoea. We are indebted more perhaps to Mr
Simon's valuable Reports than to any other source
for the knowledge that a continually increasing

class of eases is found to lie connected with the
use of impure water, the principal noxious ingre-

dients being animal organic matter, especially when
of fa;cal origin; vegetable organic matters, when
derived from marshes ; and some salts, except when
in very small quantities, as suljihates of lime anil

m.agnesia, chlorides of calcium and magnesium, ni-

trates and nitrites of ammonia, &o. The alimentary

inucous nnemlirane is especially li.able, he supposes,

to be affected by impure water. Thus, dyspejisia,

with such symptoms as partial loss of appetite,

imeasiness or pain in the pit of the stomach, nausea
aud constipation, "with occasional diarrhtea, may be
caused by water containing certain quantities (prob-

ably about eight grains each jier g.allou) of sulphate of

lime, chloride of calciimi, and the magnesiau salts.

Diarrhaa may be caused by the use of many of the
great North American rivers, the Ganges, &c., where
much clay is held in suspension. Water contami-

nated with sewage, and containing susjiended animal
and especially fa;cal matter, is a common cause of

an outlireak of this affection, and even of choleraic

symjjtoms. Dissolved animal organic matters doubt-

less have a similar effect, but it is difficult to dis-

tinguish between the actions of these and of sus-

pended organic matters. Amongst other impurities

known to occasion diarrha-a are fetid gases (sul-

phuretted hydrogen), an excess of dissolved mineral
matters and nitrate of lime ; and on most jiersons,

brackish water acts similarly. The effects which
the selenitic well-waters of Paris exert on strangers

are well known. There is abundant evidence to

shew that impure water is one of the principal

causes of Dysentery. The records of our army
surgeons abound in illustrative cases. The dele-

terious effect of the impure water of Calcutta in

inducing dysentery has been forcibly pointed out

by Dr Chevers in the Indian Annals for 1864.

* Tlie w.iter of the Peilio and other rivers in the

north of China is so unjiurc, and lias so offensive a

smell during winter, that the Chinese never drink it

except as tea, when it .seems to lose all its h,id effects.

It is only by using their 'brick-tea' to purify the

water of the steppes, that the Tartars render the water

drinkable.
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In addition to the diseases aflfecting the ali-

mentary mucous membrane of the intestines, there
are certain specijic diseases "which result from the
use of impure water, as Mala7-ious Fevers of various
forms, from the use of the water of marshes ; Typhoid
Fever, from water contaminated with sewage mat-
ters, or the special typhoid poison ; Cholera, from
water into which cholera-evacuations have made
their way ; and possibly Yelloto Fever. (The relation

of impure water to typhoid fever and cholera will

be more fully noticed in a later part of this article.)

To the use of water unlit for drinking purposes are

also ascribed epidemic boils from the presence of

sulphuretted hydrogen ; disease of the bones, as

exostosis, from an excess of carbonate and sulphate
of lime ; calculi (on, we think, insufficient evidence)

;

goitre, from water derived from limestone and
magnesian rocks ; and entozoa of various kinds.

Dr Parkes sums up the department of his Manual
which treats of water in a hygienic point of view
with the following practical conclusions :

' (1) An
endemic of diarrhtea in a commutiity is almost
always owing either to impure air, impure water, or

bad food. If it affects a number of persons suddenly,

it is probably owing to one of the two last causes

;

and if it extends over many families, almost certainly

to water. ("2) Diarrhoea or dysentery constantly
affecting a community, or returning periodically at

certain times of the year, is far more Hkely to be
produced by bad water than by any other cause.

(3) A very sudden and localised outbreak of either

typhoid fever or cholera is almost cei-tainly owing
to the introduction of the poison by water ; and
the same fact holds good in cases of malarious

fever. (4) The presence of lumbrici, guinea-worm,
or Bothriocephalus latus, should always excite sus-

picion of the drinking and bathing water.'

—

Op. cit.,

p. 63.

After the two most important factors in relation

to health, viz., air and water. Soil and Cleil4TE
occupy a secondary, although by no means unim-
portant place. As their practical bearing is less

direct and universal, we will dismiss them briefly.

Soil may aS'ect health (1) by its conformation and
elevation. Thus, amongst hills, the unhealthy
spots are enclosed valleys, where the air must
stagnate, and ravines. On plains, the most danger-

ous spots are at the foot of hills which store

up water, unless a ravine cuts off the drainage.

(2) Vegetation exerts an important influence. If

we i^egard vegetation as divisible into herbage,

brushwood, and trees, it may be laid down as a
general rule, that herbage is always healthy, and in

the tropics, is of great importance in cooling the
ground, both by obstructing the sun's rays and
by aiding evaporation ; that brushwood is almost
always bad, but that its removal may cause a

temporary increase of malarious disease, on account
of the disturbance of the soil ; and that trees should
seldom be removed, unless they decidedly interfere

with the movement of the air, for in cold coimtries

they shelter from cold winds—in hot, they cool the
ground—and in both they may afford protection

from malarious currents. The present condition of

St Thomas in the West Indies, which is now one
of the most pestdent sites we are acquainted with,

is mainly due to the insane destruction of its trees.

The island of Mauritius, which has lately been
visited by one of the most universal and destruc-

tive forms of fever ever recorded, has similarly

sufi'ered from the same cause. (3) The mechanical
structure of the soil is of hygienic importance
in various points of view. Thus, heat is very differ-

ently absorbed by different soils under the same
conditions of exposure. Assuming that sand with
a little lime has the maximum power of retaining

heat, and that its capacity be represented by 100,
then the capacity of clay will range from 7G'9

to 66'7 ; while that of chalk wiU be 61 '8, and that of

humus as low as 49. Hence, we see the comparative
coldness of the latter soils as compared with sand.
The capacities of these soils for absorbing and
retaining moisture are in the reverse order.

As a general ride, there seems to be the following
connection between the geological characters of a site

and its probable healthiness. Granitic, Metamorphic,
and Trap i?ocis are usually healthy : there is generally
a slope, so that water runs off readdy, the air is dry,
vegetation moderate, and drinking-water generally
good. They are, however, supposed to be xmhealthy
when they have become disintegrated, as at Hong-
kong, into a dark-coloured soil. Clay-slate Socks
are regarded as healthy, for very similar reasons

;

water, ho%vever, is often scarce. Of the varieties of
Limestone Rocks, the hard oolite is the best, and the
magnesian (which, if possible, should always be
rejected as a site) the worst. Chalk, when unmixed
with clay, forms a very healthy soil ; but if it be
mixed with clay, it loses its permeability, and is

often damp and cold. The air ia pure, and the
water, though hard, is clear, sparkling, and pleasant.
The Sandstones, if permeable, are healthy ; but if,

from an admixture or underlying of clay, they lose

this property, they are often d,imp. The water
must be carefully examined. The hard millstone
grits are very healthy. Qravels of any depth are
healthy, except water rises through them. Dr
Parkes considers gravel-hillocks as the healthiest of
all sites, and the water as being very pure. Clay,
Dense Marls, and Alluvial Soils must be regarded
with suspicion. Such soils, and especially the
deltas of rivers, should, if possible, be avoided
as sites, and if they must be chosen, thorough sub-
soil draining, careful purification of the water, and
elevation of the houses far above the soil, are the
measures to be adopted. According to Dr Forbes
Watson, nearly one-third of the whole surface of
India is covered by alluvial sod.

Cleuate.—The most important cUmatic condi-
tions connected with the air are temperature,
humidity, and movement, weight, and composition oj
the air. Under the head of temperature we might
enter into the general subject of acclimation ; we
must, however, confine ourselves to the remark,
that Eiu-opeans from temperate climates seem to
flourish in countries not much hotter than their
own, as in some parts of Australia and New
Zealand, although it is yet too soon to decide
whether the general vigour of the race will improve
or diminish. In countries with a yearly mean of
•20' F. higher than their home climate, as in many
parts of India, the race seems to dwindle, and gives
indications of dying out. The endemic diseases of
Europeans in the tropics are liver-disease and
dysentery, but it is uncertain how far other influ-

ences may be at work besides heat in the pro-
duction of these diseases. Rapid changes of

temperature are always dangerous. The sudden
check to the free action of the skin caused
by a cold wind, is sure to give rise to catarrh,
inflammations, and neuralgia. The Registrar-gene-
ral's retiu'DS shew that when the temperatiu'e in

London falls from 45° to 27°, the weekly mortality
is increased by 400, bronchitis being the disease
which mainly causes this increase—an afi'ectiou

which usually does not prove fatal in more than
about 40 cases weekly. The fatal influence of

extreme cold in depressing the nervous system,
and giving rise to a sleep from which there is

no awakening, is noticed in the article Cold.
According to their humidity, climates are also

divided into moist and dry. The most agreeable
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amount of moisture to most persons is when the

rcl.itive humidity* is between 70 and 80 per cent.

In chronic lung-diseases, a still moister air is

nicist pleasant, aud serves to allay cough. The
niorhid effects of undue moisture are always asso-

ciated witli rise of temper.iture. As a general rule,

warmth and great htunidity are less oppressive than

cold and great humidity. There seems to be close

relation between the spreading and the checking of

certain epidemic diseases and the relative moisture

of the atmosphere. The malarious diseases are most
intense when the moisture is excessive ; while plague

and small-pox are checked by a very dry atmosjihere.

Yellow fever seems unaffected by this atmospheric

condition. That the humidity of a climate, irrespec-

tive of other climatic relations, is not injurious to

life, may be inferred from a. comjiarison between the

climates of England and Ireland. The number of

jiersons over 101) years of age is, in proportion to the

pop\il,ition, five times as great in Ireland as in

KiiL;land, and the greatest longevity has been
observed in Connaught, the wettest of the pro-

vinces.t See Mapother, op. cit., p. 134.

The morement of the air is another climatic con-

dition of importance, but it must be considered in

connection with heat and moisture. A cold wind
abstracts the bodily heat in jiroportion to its

velocity ; while a hot \vind, if dry, increases ev.ipora-

tion, and may thus partly neutralise its own heating

power. Variations in atmospheric pressure are of

great importance in relation to health. ' In ascend-

ing mountains,' says Dr Parkes, ' there is rarefac-

tion, i. e., lessened pressure of air, lowered tem-
perature, and lessened moisture above 40(10 feet

;

greater movement of the air; increasetl amount of

light
;
greater sun-radiation, if clouds are absent

;

and the air is freer from germs of infusoria.

Owing to the rarefaction of the air and watery
vajiour, there is greater diathermancy of the

air ; the soil is rapidly he.ated, but r.adiates also

fast, hence very great coolness of the ground
and of the air close to it at night.'

—

Op. cit.y

p. 418. The i)hysiologieal effects of lessened jirescure

begin to bo perceptible at somewhat less than
3000 feet, at which altitude the mercury falls 3
inches. The ]iulse is quickened by 15 or 20 beats,

and the breathing by 10 or 15 inspirations j)er

minute ; there is increased evajjoration from the

skin and lungs, while the urinary secretion is prob-

ably diminished. At an elev.ition of GUOO or 7000
feet, .as in the Swiss Alps, the effect of the

mountain air shews itself in a marked improvement
in digestion, sanguitication, and in nervous and
muscular vigour. At great heights, there is swelling

of the supcrticial vessels, and occasional bleeding of

the nose and lungs; and a sensation of weight is

felt in the limbs from the lessened pressure on the

joints. A residence for some time in a mountain-
air is of great value in all anemic affections, from
whatever cause they may arise. Neur.algia, gout,

and rheumatism are all benefited by high alpine

positions (see Weber On the Climate of the Siinxn

A Ips, 1SG4) ; and scrofula and consumption are almost

absent in the true alpine regions, %\liile jiatienta

affected with these diseases, if brought to such a
climate, rapidly improve. On the other hand, ]mcu-
monia, pleurisy, and acute bronchitis are more
common in high regions than lower down. The

* By relative humiditii we express comparative
moisture, complete saturation being assmned to be 100.

It is determined by dividing the weight of vapour
actually existing in the air {or the absolute humidity),
by the weight of vapour which would have been present
if the air had been saturated.

+ The average annual relative humidity of Ireland is

SS, but on many days it attains as high a point as 94.
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disease formerly known .as 'mountain asthma' seems,
from Weber's observations, to be ci>nmion pulmonary
cmi)hy3ema combined with or followed by chronic
bronchitis.

Food is a subject which has been already con-
sidered in the articles Diet and Food and Dhink.
There are, however, certain jioints connected with it

which obviously fall within the domain fif hygiene
;

as, for example, (1) the quantity of the different

kinds of food required for persons of different sexes
and ages, and imdcr varying conditions of life and
climate

; (2) the determination of the best articles

of food in each class, and whether they are in a
]iroper state for use. The first of these subjects is

to a considerable degree discussed in the article

Diet. The latest and probably the most accurate
statements on this subject are those of I'ettenkofer

and Voit (quoted in Parkes's Sanitar;/ lieport of the.

Army for 18G5) ; a strong average man requires,

according to these ])hysiologistfl, 5'22 oz. of dry
nitrogenous matters, 363 oz. of fat, and 133 oz. of

carbohydrates. They also find that when the food

is sulEcient, the daily excretion of carbon from the

lungs is 8'92 oz. or 3902 grains. We m.ay add that

an average man, at moderate work, takes, in 24
hours, from u'cth to -n'^th of his own weight in solid

and liquid food— viz., from .34 to 46 ounces of so-

called solids, as bread, me.at, &e. ; and from oO to SO
ounces of water. The ratio of the solid to the liquid

food is generally 1 to 2, but may be 1 to 6. (Ireat

bodily exercise requires a greater increase of the
solid than of the liquid food.

It may be interesting to many readers to know
the amoimt and nature of the daily diet of an
English soldier* on home service and the railway
navvy :

Soldier. Navvv.
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upon this subject. The proper arranseirieiit of diet

for the sick is a matter of great dilUculty. In
hospitals, fixed scales must, as a matter of conven-
ience, be adopted ; but almost every special case

requires a modificatiou. For further information on
special diets, the reader is referred to IMoleschott's

Physiolor/ie der Nahrunysmittel (18G0); to Dr Dobell's

usefid Manual of Diet and Regimen ; and to Dr
Smith's Practical Dietary for Families, Schools, and
the Labouring Classes.

The diseases connected with food are so various

that we can only notice the most important. Passing

over those which arise from excess of food generally,

or of one of its classes, with the remark, that a pro-

longed e.xcess of albuminates gives rise to congestion

and enlargement of the liver, and a general state

of jilothora, whili! excess of starchy matters may
possibly atfect the muscidar fibres of the heart

and voluntary muscles, and certainly often renders

the urine saccharine, we proceed to notice the

diseases produced by the deficiency of food. The
liistory of epidemic fevers in all ages and countries

shews the close relation between famine and fever.

The Irish famine of 1847—1S49 is now a matter of

history. In those three years, no less than 579,721
cases were treated in the hospitals alone. Fleeing
in despair, emigrants carried the germs of disease

with them; and the so-called ship-fever which
followed destroyed its thousands. Its malignity

was most aiipalliiig. In one vessel, ,329 out of 349
passengers caught the fever, and 117 died ; and the
mortality in Liverjjool, induced by the contagion of

the fever-strickeu Irish who landed there, suddenly
became the highest ever recorded in any modern
town—the death-rate being raised to 70 per

1000. During the last tliree years, 1SG5— 1807,

the death-rate of this town was 36, 42, and 30.

Dr Mapother is of opinion that the intro-

duction of the potato as an almost sole article

of diet has been productive of much harm, in

consequence of the deficiency of that root in nitro-

genous matters and in salts of lime and magnesia.*

To this source he traces indigestion, consumption,

scrofula, rickets, ophthalmia, and chronic rheum-
atism. The deprivation of starchy food, on the

other hand, can be borne for a long time if fat be
given ; but the simultaneous deprivation of fat and
starch soon induces illness, though albuminates be
supplied.

With regard to salt meat, it must be recollected

that the brine, if it has been used several times,

occasionally becomes poisonous. The evidence as

to the power of diseased meat when eaten to excite

disease, is—if we except the cases in which entozoa

are present—very unsatisfactory. We have the

evidence of Sir Samuel Baker and others that certain

African tribes eat without injury meat swarming
with maggots. In this coimtry, the fiesh of healthy
animals, when decomposing, is sometimes eaten with
impunity, and sometimes occasions severe gastric

* Potatoes contain 74 per cent, of water, 1"5 of albu-

minates, O'l of fat, 23'4 of starch, cellulose, etc. (the

carbo-hydrates), and 1 of salts. The cliief in;^'rcdients of

the salts are potash, about 50 per cent.; and i)liosphoric

acid, about 13 per cent. The juice of the potato abounds
in salts of organic acids (citric, tartaric, &c), which on
incineration are converted into carbonates—the carbonic

acid thus formed amounting to 133 per cent. The
relative proportion of fat to albuminates iji tlic food
which is most easily digested, and at the same time
produces the greatest mechanical force, is as 1 to 2 ; in

the potato, it is as O'l to 1"5, or as 1 to 15. Again, the
starchy matters shoxdd be to the nitrogenous as 3 to 1 in

the beat diet: in the potato, they are as 23"4 to 1"5, or

as 14 to 1 nearly. On this subject see the article Mds-
cnLAK Force, Okigin of, in Supplement.
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intestinal disorders. There is reason, however, to
believe that if slightly tainted meat, poidtry, or
river fish be washed in a very dilute solution

of Condy's fluid, previous to being cooked, all

danger is removed. The occasional occurrence of a
poison in sausages and even in pork pies is well
known, although its nature is not clearly under-
stood. The fresh fiesh of diseased animals assuredly
causes injurious effects in many cases, but not in
all. In the early stage of acute inflammatory
disease, the meat is not altered, and may be eaten
with impunity. Whether the epidemic pleuro-
pneumonia of cattle renders their flesh unfit for

use, is an open question. (See Mapother, ojy. cit.,

pj>. 217—224, who decidedly condemns its use, and
Farkes, ojy. cit., pp. 101— 166, who quotes conflicting

evidence.) The discrepancy of evidence is equally
great regarding anthrax and malignant pustule.

The death of sheep from splenic apoplexy or braxy,
and from smaU-pox, renders their flesh imfit for

food ; while the flesh of cattle destroyed by foot-

and-mouth disease and by typhoid fever has been
largely used in France without injury. The detec-

tion of the adulterations of the ordinary articles of

food is a very important duty in relation to hygiene

;

on this subject, we must refer to Hassali's great
work, and to our article Food.
The object of Clothing is to preserve the proper

heat of the body by 2)rotecting it both from cold
and heat, and thus to prevent the injm-ious action

of sudden changes of temperature upon the skin.

The most important materials of clothing are

cotton, linen, wool, silk, leather, and india-rubber.

Cotton, as a material of cb-ess, wears well, does not
readily absorb water, and conducts heat much less

rapidly than linen, but much more rapidly than
wool. From the hardness of its fibres, its surface

is slightly rough, and occasionally irritates a very
delicate skin. Its main advantages are cheapness
and durability. In merino it is mixed with wool in

various proportions, and this admixture is far prefer-

able to unmixed cotton. Linen is fluer in its fibres

than cotton, and hence is smoother. It possesses

high conducting and bad radiating powers, so that

it feels cold to the skin ; moreover, it attracts mois-

ture much more than cotton. For these reasons,

cottons and thin wooUens are much preferred to

linen garments in warm climates. Silk foims an
excellent underclothing, but from its expense, it

can never come into general use. Il'oo^ is superior

both to cotton and linen in being a bad conductor

of heat, and a great absorber of water, which pene-

trates into the fibres and distends them (hydroscopic

water), and also lies between them (water of inter-

position). 'This property of hydroscopically ab-

sorbing water is,' as Dr Parkes observes, ' a most
important one. During perspiration, the evapo-
ration from the surface of the body is necessary

to reduce the heat which is generated by exercise.

When the exercise is finished, the evaporation
stiU goes on, and to such an extent as to chill

the frame. W^hen dry woollen clothing is put on
after exertion, the vapour from the surface of

the body is condensed on the wool, and gives out
again the large amount of heat which had become
latent when the water wa.s vaporised. Therefore,

a woollen covering, from this cause alone, at

once feels warm when used during sweating. In
the case of cotton and linen, the perspir.ation jiassos

through them, and evaporates from the external
siirface without condensation ; the loss of heat
then continues. These facts make it plain why
dry woollen clothes are so useful after exertion.

In addition to this, the texture of wool is warmer,
from its bad conducting power, and it is less easily

penetrated by cold winds.'

—

Op. cit., p. 353. Leather
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13 used not only for shoes, boots, and leggings, but, in

cold wieidy countries, for coats. Leather and sheep-

skin coats are in common use in Turkey, Tartar)',

Persia, the Danubian Provinces, and in Canada,

where Iniffalo-skins are often used. For persons

specially susceptible to cold, and of delicate organ-

isation, a chamois leather jacket worn over a Haunel

waistcoat may be recommended with advantage

(luring the winter months. India-rubhtr clothing

must be used with extreme caution, f^rom its

being impenetrable to wind, and from its condensing

and retaining the ])er3piration, it is decidedly objec-

tionable ; while, ou the other hand, its ]>rotection

against rain is a very vahiable property. The
CV)uncil of Health of the French army liave refused

to admit waterproof garments amongst their soldiers

;

and in this country it has been prohibited amongst
the London postmen.

In relation to protection against heat, we have

to consider the colour and not the texture of

clothing. White is the best colour, then gray,

yellow, pink, blue, and black. Hence, in hot

countries, white or light gray clothing should be
preferred.

The shape and weight of all articles of clothing

shoidd be such as to allow of the freest action of

the limlis, and in no way to interfere by jircssure

with the processes of resi)iration, circulation, or

dii'estion. In a com])lete treatise on hygiene, a dis-

cussion on the relative advantages and (iisadvantages

of the various articles of clothing used by both

sexes would liud a proj)er place, hut our limited

space totally precludes us from entering into this

subject.

Attention to the State of the Skin is of great

importance in a hygienic point of view. The per-

spiration and sebaceous matters which are naturally

poured out upon the surface of the body, with an
intermingling of particles of detached epidermis,

fragments of fibres from the dress, dirt, &c., if not

removed, gradually form a cnist whicli soon mate-
rially interferes with tlie due excreting action of the

skin. There is little doubt that the daily use of the

matutinal tub, which less than half a century ago
was unheard of, and is now a matter of neces-

sity with most healthy persons who have the

means of using it, has contributed materially to

harden the system against attacks of colds, rheu-

matism, &c. When a tub and sjionge hapjien to

be unattainable, a wet towel rubbed over the

body, followed of course by a dry one, is a good
substitute.

Exercise is the subject that next claims our con-

."iideration, and we shaU briefly notice its effects on
the different systems of organs. (1) The most im-

portant effect of muscular exercise is produced ou

the lungs, the quantities of inspired air and of

exhaled carbonic .icid being very much increased.

Taking the air inspired iu a given time in the hori-

zontal position as unity, a man walking .S miles per

hour inspires Z'2'2; and if e.aiTying ^4 lbs., 3'5 ; a

man walking 4 miles per hour inspires 5 ; and
when w.alking G miles per hour, no less than 7.

Almost tmce as much carbonic acid is exhaled
iluring exercise as during rest. Hence, nniscidar

exercise is necessary for the duo removal of the

carbon ; and it is obvious that in a state of pro-

longed rest, the carbonaceous food mu.st be dimin-
ished, or the carbon will be liable to accumulate in

the system ; and further, it is clear that, for strong

exercise, carbonaceous food should be freely given.

(2) The action of the heart rajiidly increases in

force and frequency during exercise. The increase

in the number of beats may range from 20 to 30,

and is sometimes much more. After exercise, the
heart's action is diminished. Excessive exertion

7-.'3

may do harm by inducing pulmonary congestion,

ami even hajmoptysis, palpitation, hypertrophy,
valvular disease, and occasionally rupture ; while
deficient exercise probably temls to induce tubercu-
lous disease of the lung, weakness of the heart's

action, and probably dilatation and fatty degene-
ration. From these facts we learn, that when a
]ierson commences any new form of exercise or
gymnastics, the heart's action should be watched,
and if the jiulsc rise to 120 or more, the exercise

should for the time cease. (3) The nkin becomes
red from increase of blood in the capillaries, and the
perspiration is increased, being at least doubled,

'i'he bodily heat is kept down by cutaneous evapo-

ration, which reduces the temperature. During
exertion, there is very little danger of chill, but tlie

danger becomes great when the exertion is over,

because there is then a rapid fall iu the heat of the
body, while, the evaporation of the skin continues.

Hence, while the skin may be freely exposed during
exercise, it must be covered immediately after-

wards, in order to prevent any feeling of coolness

on the surface. (4) The musclcn grow to a certain

limit, but over-exercise of any special group may
produce wasting. Care must be taken that the
exercise is of such a nature that all the muscles, and
not single groups, should bo brought into play ; and
that in early training, long intervals of rest should
intervene between the periods of exercise. (Ti) The
ell'ect of exercise on the mind is not clearly deter-

mined; great bodily activity is often observed in

association with full mental activity ; but there is

a fear that, in our great iiublio schools aud univer-

sities, boating and cricket are sujiplanting more
useful subjects, and leaving too little time for the
due performance of intellectual work. (G) Dhicstion

is improved by exercise. The appetite increases,

and nitrogenous substances, fats, and salts, espe-

cL-dly jihosphates and chlorides, are required in

greater quantity than in a state of rest. (7) The
change of tissues is increased by exercise, or, in

other words, the excretions give off increaseil

quantities of carbon, nitrogen, water, and salts.

The muscles retjuire much rest for their reparation

after exercise, and tliey then absorb and retain

water, which seems to cuter into their composition.

Ho completely is the water retained in the muscles,

that the urine is not increased for some hours.

Hence, observes Dr Parkes, there is an .absolute

necessity of water for the acting muscles, and
the old rule, held by trainers, of only allowing

the smallest possible quantity of fluid, must be
wrong.
The amount of exercise which should be taken by

an adult healthy man is a subject of great import-

ance. Professor Haughton, in his Xfio Theory of

Muscular Action, calculates that a Labouring man
daily exerts a muacnlar force to a degree which
may bo expressed by saying, that he would raise to

the height of 1 foot from 250 to 350 tons. For jier-

snns not obliged to labour, the force expended,

including that required for the ordinary avocations

of life, should average 150 tons, which is equivalent

to walking about 9 miles daily. It is unfortunately

impossible to arrange scales of exercise for invalids,

womeu, and children. Professor Haugliton has
.shewn that walking on a level surface is equivalent

to raising the r'.jtli P'"""' "f the weight of the body
through the distance walked. When ascending a

height, a man of course raises his whole weight

through the height .oscemled. Using his formula,

W + W'D , , ,,,.., L.. r ii_
(where W is the weight of the person,

20 X 2240W the weight carried, D the distance walked, 20

the coefficient of traction (see FRiCTlOiV), and 2240

the number of pounds in a ton), we obtain as s,
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result the number of tons raised 1 foot ; and on
applying it, we get the following table :

Eiod of Eserciie.
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for a new tiiiant varies with the soil and the dis-

tance of the lii'dy fi'om the surface. I'ndcr favour-

able circumstances, a coffin containint; an adult will

disajipearwith its contents in about 10 years; while

in a clayey or peaty soil, it will remain a century.

It is (jeuerally assumed that a period of 14 years is

sufiicieut for the decay of an adult, but long before

this time, all will have disajipcared but the skele-

tou. If the ([uestion shoiUd in course of time arise

between burying in the sea and burning, it will lie

decided, l)r I'arkes believes, iu favour of the former,

on the following grounds :
' It is true that the im-

purities iu burning can be well ilill'used into the

atmcis]ilicre at large, and woidd not add to it any
jKTceptible imimrity. But if the burning is not

complete, fetid organic matters are given off, which
hang cloud-like in the air, .and may be perceptible

and even hurtful. As a matter of expense, too,

the .system of incremation would be greater than
the burial at se.a. In the burial at sea, the body
would go at once to support other forms of life

more rapidly than in the case of laud-burial, and
without the danger of evolution of hiu-tful jiroducts.'

On this suliject, the reader may further consult the

Keport drawn up by Mr Chadwick on the State of

Cemeteries ; the Iteport of the Ceneral Board of

Health, lSoS(of which Mr Chadwick and Dr .South-

wood .Smith were members), on the s.ame subject;

Dr Mapother's 14th Lecture ' On the Buri.al of the

De.ad;' and a work just jniblished liy M. ra\Tot,

entitled Ilistoire dcs Inhumations, ISO".

The ReiKirts to which we have just referred con-

t.ain abundant evidence of the necessity for the

universal establishment of mortuaries, or houses for

the reception of the dead until tile period of the

burial. In some parts of fJermany, the deposit of

the dead in such houses is coniimlsory ; and iu

many parts of the continent, there are laws rigidly

enforcing the burial within a certain number of

hours after death.

Before ])rocecding to consider how far our sani-

tary regidations have effected a saving of human
life, it is expedient to give a brief notice of the

chief acts of parliament which have passed, and
government Reports that have been otUcially pub-

lished, bearing on important sanitary subjects.

Beginning with 1833, in which the Factory Chd-
dren's Act was passed ; in 1834, the pr.actice of em-
ploying climbing boys for sweeping chimneys was
abolished ; in 1840 and 1841, the Act to Extend the

Practice of \'accination was p,as3ed ; and in 184'_',

the em]iloymeut of women and children in mines

and collieries was abolished. Then appeared the

General Local Reports on the Sanitary Condition

of the Labouring Classes, 1842, which constitute,

as Dr A. P. Stewart well observes, a ' remarkable
series of volumes, for which we were indebted

chiefly to Mr Chadwick, and which, revealing .as

they did an almost incredible st.ate of matters in

our crowded centres of population, were read by
multitudes with a strange and eager interest.'

—

TIte

Medical and Leijal Aspects uf Sanitary Reform
(1867), p. 5. These Reports of the Ue.alth'of Towns
Commission led to the passing, in rajiid succession,

of 'the Acts for Promoting the Establishment of

Baths and Wash-houses in Great Britain and
Ireland, in 1S4G ; the Towns Improvement Act, in

1847 ; the Public Health, the Nuisances Removal,
and the City of London Sewers Acts, in 1848; the

Metro]>olitan Interments Act, in 1850, followed in

1853 by a similar act for the whole of England;
the Act to Encourage the Establishment of Lodging-
houses for the Labouring-classes, and the Common
Lodging-houses Act, in 1S51 ; the Metropolitan
Water Act, in 1852; the Smoke Nuisance Abate-
ment (Metropolis) Act, and the Act to Extend and
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Make Compulsory the Practice of Vaccination, in

1853 ; the Merchant Shipping Act, with its stringent
provisions for the preserv.ation of the health of our
merchant seamen, in 1854; the Diseases Prevention,

the Metropolis Local Management, the Metro]iolitau

Buildings, and the Nuisances Removal Amendment
.•\cts, in 1855; and the Public Health Act of 1858,

which abolished the General Board of Health, and
vested its powers iu the Privy Council. Since then,

there have been added to the statute-book the Acts
for the Purification of the Thames, in 1858 and
ISUG; the Act for Preventing the Adultcr.ation ot

.\rticles of Pood and Drink, in the same year ; the
Acts (passed in 1860, 1861, and 1SU4) which in-

cluded, under the provisions of the Factory Acts,

women and children employed in bleaching and
dyeing works, in lace factories, and in the manu-
facture of earthenware, of lucifcr-m.atches, of jier-

cussion caps and cartridges, of paper-staining and
of fustian-cutting ; the \'accination Amendment
-Act in 1861 ; the Act for the Seizure of Diseased

and Unwholesome ileat, and the Alkali Works Act,

in 1863 ; the Sewage Utilisation Act, in 1865; the
Labouring-classes' Dwelling-houses Act, and the

Sanitary Act, in 1866.'—Stewart, op. cit., p. 6.

The last-n.amed of these acts—the Sanitary or

Public Health Act of 1866—contains certain clauses

with which every one should be acrjuainted. Its

first part is an amendment of the Sew.age Utilisa-

tion Act, 1865, and provides, inter alia, that any
owner or occupier of premises within the district of

a sewer authority shall be entitled, under certain

conditions, to cause his drains to empty into the

sewer ; but if a dwelling-house is without I'flicient

drainage, the sewer authorities may require the

owner to make a sufficieut drain, emjitying into a

sewer, provided the latter be not more than 100

feet distant ; and that the sewer authority may
provide .a sujiply of w.ater for the use of the inha-

bitants of the district. The second part is an
amendment of the Nuisances Removal Acts—the

word 'nuisance' being m.ade to include ()) any
house or part of house so overcrowded as to be

dangerous or ])rejudicial to the health of its inmates

;

(2) any factory or workshop not kept clean and
]iroperly ventilated ; (3) any fireplace or furnace

not, as far as ]>ossible, consuming its own smoke
;

and any chimney (not belonging to a ])rivatc house)

sending forth black smoke. The rides for the

removal of such nuisances are laid down. The
nuisance authority, moreover, h,as power to enforce

the cleansing and disinfecting of houses or articles

therein likely to retain infection, and to fine those

who disregard the injunction ; to provide a proper

phace for disinfecting clothing, bediling, (cc, and to

effect the disinfection of such articles ; to proviile

carriages for the conveyance of infected persons to

liospit.als, &c. The 25th clause is so important, and
its nature so very little known, that we extract it

verbatim : ' If any person, sutl'ernig from any danger-

ous infectious disorder, shall enter any jiulilic con-

veyance without notifying to the owner or driver

thereof that he is so suil'ering, he shall, on convie-

ti<m thereof before any justice, be liable to a ]ienalty

not exceeding £5, and shall also be ordered by such

justice to pay to such owner or driver all the losses

and expenses they may sutler in carrying into eflect

the provisions of the act ; and no owner or driver

of any public conveyance shall be required to convey

any jierson so suffering until they shall have been

first paid a sum suthcicnt to cover all such losses

and expenses.' The act further Lays it down that

places for the reception of the dead m.ay be pro-

vided at the public exjiense, and that any justice

may, on the certificate of a legally qualified medical

practitioner, order the removal thitlicr of the bodies
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of those who die of infectious disease ;
* and gives

permission that special places for the performance
of post-morlem examination may be provided. The
third part of the act is headed ' Miscellaneous.' It

treats of variou.s points for the better management
of lodging-houses, lays a penalty not exceeding £5
on any person with infectious disorder exposing
himself, or on any person in charge of such a sufferer

causing such exposure ; and a penalty not exceeding
£'20 on persons letting houses, rooms, f»r part of a
house in which infected persons have been lodging,
without having such houses, or rooms, and articles

therein, disinfected to the satisfaction of a qualified
medical practitioner (the keeper of an inn is deemed
to let part of a house to any person admitted as a
guest into sucli inn). It is very much to be regretted
that most of the provisions of this and other acts
bearing on public health are permissive, and not
peremptory.
We may note that since ISjS a Public Health

Department has been established in the Privy
Council, and that the Medical Officer of the Privy
Council, Mr Simon, has, since that date, published
an annual Report of the Proceedings taken under the
PubUc Health Act, 1S5S. These Reports, of which
nine have now appeared, are of the highest import-
ance ; and we should not omit to mention that the
progress of sanitary science has been considerably
advanced by the publication of an annual volume
(of which seven have now appeared) of statisti-

cal, sanitary, and medical army reports, by the
establishment of the Epidemiological Society and
the Social Science Congress, and by the publication
of their Transactions.

It is much to be regretted that the Privy Council
does not more energetically carry out the powers
conferred on them by the Diseases Prevention Act,
1855, and the Public Health Act, 1S5S. Unfor-
tunately, however, it requires some comparatively
rare and startling disease, as yellow fever, plague,
cholera, or cattle-disease, to stir that august body
into activity ; while typhus, typhoid, and small-pox
may ravage our crowded towns and undrained
villages, and carry off their thousands of victims,

unless in very extreme cases, to which the pubUc
press may have called attention. (Of the half

million deaths that occur annually in England,
more than 20,000 are due to ty]>hu3 and typhoid ;t

whOe in England and Scotland, more than 5000
persons annually fall victims to small-pox.J) By
the Sanitary Act, 1866, the Home Secretary is

empowered to interfere, if he see fit, on complaint

made to him of the default of any local authority.

It is sincerely to be hoped that he will unsparingly

put forth the power intrusted to him.

Passing from what has, and what has vot, been
done by government, let us consider what are

the duties of local authorities, and how they
discharge them. On this subject, Dr Stewai-t

gives us much information in his i)amphlet already

referred to. To such an extent has non-interference

prevailed that, except in London, the appointment
of Medical Officers of Health, and even of inspectors

of nuisances, is optional. He ascertained, that of

570 places under the Local Government Act, 1S5S,

and the Public Health Act, 1S4S, with populations

varying from 214 to 200,000, 50 have no inspectors

* Liveiiiool alone, so far as we know, has as yet taken
advantage of this clause. The Council have ordered
the erection of two mortuaries ; and a Protestant
gentleman, Mr Hutcheson, is about to erect, at his own
cost, a mortuary chapel for the Roman Catholics.

(Stewart, op. eit., p. 74.)

f According to Dr W. Budd, typlioid alone is the
cause of from 15,000 to 20,000 deaths in England.

:!: For data on this subject, see the foot-note to p. 713.

of nuisances, 153 have each one; while in 347, one
man holds the double or treble offices of surveyor,

inspector, and collector. In the metropolitan dis-

tricts, with a population of above 3,000,000, the

sanitary force is most unequally divided, for, while

2 subdistricts, with a population of 4000 and 10,000
respectively, have the services of one inspector, St

Maryleljone and St Pancras, with respective popu-
lations of 163,000 and 211,000, have each of them
only two.

A few words on the duties, qualifications, and
position of the Medical Officer of Health, will find a
fitting place here.* His duties and qualifications are

thus laid down in an Instructional Minute of the
General Board of Health, dated December 20, 1855 :

' He will make himself familiar with the general
features of the place, with its previous sanitary state,

and with its existing provisions for health—viz., the

levels, inclinations, soil, weUs, and water-springs

;

with its meteorological peculiarities ; with its burial-

grounds, slaughter-houses, lodging-houses, &c. ; he
will see to the general healthiness of his district,

inquire into the cleanly and waterproof condition of

houses, examine the drinking-water, and observe
whether diseased meat or adulterated articles of

food are exposed for sale ; and will report weekly
and annually to the Local Board.' These are but a
few of his duties, for the proper performance of

which (as the Minute goes on to add), special qualifi-

cations in science are required. ' These lie in path-

ology, including vital statistics, in chemistry, and
in natural philosophy.' For these accomphshinents,
the town of Aberdare offers Shd. a day, or 12 guineas

a year, for looking after the health of its 35,000
inhabitants ; while Paisley gives £20 for the sani-

tary superintendence of a population of 48,000.

Fifty pounds is a common salary, except in the
metrojiolis ; the most liberal salaries are £350 at

Birkenhead and Hacknej', £400 at St Marylebone,
£500 at Edinburgh and Leeds, £600 Loudon
(Proper), while Liverpool has nobly raised the
salary to £1000. Surely £500, £600, and £1000
are not too much for Edinburgh, London, and
Liveqiool to pay, in order to seciu-e the ser-

vices of such men as Littlejohn, Letheby, and
Trench. Dr Russell, the medical sanitary officer for

Glasgow, has £600 a year ; andDrGairdner, one of the
first of our Hving hygeists, is retained as consulting
officer at £100 a year. Not only is the medical
officer's salary dependent on the caprices of the local

board, who may dismiss him at pleasure, but, as

Dr Stewart truly observes, * the very efficiency

with which he performs his duties may be an
unpardonable sin in the ej-es of a majority of his

masters. His statements of facts may touch
the interests of some, his suggestions of remedies
may excite the displeasure of others ; and if the

soundness of his position cannot be assailed Ity

reasoning, passion may suggest—as it has before

now suggested—a reduction of salary or a threat of

dismissal, as likely to bring the offender to his

senses.' Not only is this disgraceful form of pres-

sure brought to bear directhj on the Medical Officer

of Health, but indirectbj on those who have the

power of electing or dismissing him. An amusing
incident of this nature is mentioned in Dr Stewart's

]iamphlet. AVhen Dr Robinson was appointed
Oflicer of Health for Leeds, he found that he had
to grapple with unpar.olleled privy abominations,

* On this subject Dr Lotlujby h.is recently publislied

an excellent Memoir, which will be found in the
Medical Press and Circular for August 7 and 14, 18G7;

and Dr Kumsey's addi'ess O/i State Medicine in Great
Britain and Ireland (Lend. 1867), may also he consulted
with advantage.
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piijgerics by hundreds, numerous slaughter-houses,

the "igantic Bumke-uuisanc'e, and an average death-

rate of 3(1 in 10(1(1. The hattle between science and

filth was prolonged and torrlric, and the |>ig£;erie3

were made the battlelield. The pig-owners, taking

,-ilarm at Dr Koliinson's energy, formed themselves

into a ' I'lg Protection .Society,' summoned ward-

meetings, and commenced an active canvas, for the

Iiurjiose of turning out of the council .all who would
not pledge themselves to vote for Dr Kobinson's

dismissal. The case, after being twice heanl before

the m.agistrates, who declared that the pigs were

a nuisance, and must be removed, was finally

settled on appeal by the recorder, who gave an

order, not for the eviction of the pigs, but for the

daily removal of the manure, for the due enforce-

ment of which a separate inspector would be

recpiired for every Jiig-sty! Under these con-

ditions, is a Medical Officer of Health fairly encour-

aged to discharge his proper duties?

The next points to which we shall direct attention

are the Ni'mbek of De.itus occun'ing annually in

England and Wales, and the Cacsf-s of these
Dkatiis; and we shall then proceed to intjuire how
far the deaths from some of our most fatal diseases

might have been prevented by due attention to

sanitary measures. We learn from tlie Twenty-
eighth Annual lieport of the Registr.ar-gencral of

Births, Deaths, and Marriages in England, which
was published in 1S07, and gives the results for the

year I8G.5, the followmg statistical facts, which bear

more or less closely on our subject. The population

of England, the births, deaths, and excess of births

over de.aths, are tabulated from the year 18.38, when
the system of registration came in force ; and from
this table we cxtr.act the numbers for 1838, 1848,

1858, and for 1801—1805 inclusive:

TMn ending
D<.c^ 31.
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decade 1850— 1859; and this is partly due to the

decrease of the number of deaths referred to phthisis

;

still these deaths reached 53,734 in 1865, the
greater part of them occurring iu adults ; and more
than half the deaths of young women between 20
and 25 were caused by phthisis. The fourth class

of diseases—the dcvelojmiental— were fatal to

77,806 persons in England in 1865 : 8791 infants

born alive died from being premature ; and other
22,436 died of debility before they were a year
old. Besides 1333 deaths by puerperal fever, and
2490 ascribed to childbirth, 490 women died of

specific diseases complicated by parturition. The
deaths by ordinary diseases of the 560,000
enceinte women, constantly existing in the popu-
lation of England, could not be entirely distin-

guished from the deaths of other women of the
same age ; of course they were subject to the same
diseases as others, but probably the class of mothers
belongs to wliat, iu a certain sense, the insurance
offices call select lives. The list of developmental
diseases closes with the deaths of 28,709 persons
from old age, 1 54 of the men and 402 of the women
being of the age of 95 and upwards. Thus we reach
the last class of deaths—the 17,374 persons who
were destroyed hy violent deaths: 15,232 by acci-

dent or negligeuce, 443 under circumstances bring-

ing the case nnder the legal denomination of

homicide, 1392 by sidcide, 6 on the scaffold,

and the remaining 301 not classed. These are

the several ways in wliich 490,900 persons died
in England in 1865.

Now let us see how many of the above diseases

are more or less preventable, and how far we have
already been successful in diminishing them. There
are parts of England in which, for each 1000 per-

sons living, there die annually only 15 ;* while there

are other [larts that, of each 1000 persons, 30 or

moret die annually. The 15 and the 30 are said to

be the respective death-rates of these jilaces. The
average London death-rate is 25 ; and the most
common death-rate in country districts and small
towns through all England and Wales is 20. The
Eegistrar-general's Return, just jiublished (January
1868), shewing the annual rate of mortality in the
large towns of the United Kingdom for the year
1867, enables a comparison to be made of the death-
rates in the last three yeara—1865 lieing the first

year of the publication of these results. Thus, the
average annual rate of mortality per 1000 persons
Uving in the great cities iu each of the years 1865,

1866, and 1867 respectively, was as follows : Bir-

mingham, which is on one of the healthiest sites in

the kingdom, 25, 24, and 24 ; the density of popula-

tion (persons to an acre) in 1867, was 44. Hull, 27,

24, and 25 ; density, 31). Bristol, 24, 25, and 23

;

density, 3.?. Blinbm-gh, 28, 27, and 27 ; density,

40. Dublin, 26, 28, and 27 ; density, 33. Salford,

29, 29, and 29 ; density, 22. Glasgow, 33, 30, and
29 ; density, 87. Manchester, 33, 32, and 31

;

density, 81. Leeds, 31, 33, and 27; density, 11.

* In an article on ' Public Health,' in the Quarterli/

Jonrnal of Science for January 1S68, it is stated that
at Sandown, in the Isle of Wight, which is tlioroughly

di-aincd and well suppUed with pure water, the death-
rate for the last five years has been only 11 in 1000.

As a contrast, we may take the viUage of Child's HiU,
in the parisli of Hendon, in wliich there is no efficient

drainage, and where the open cesspools connected with
the privies often overtiow into the ditches and dis-

charge their contents into tlie river Brent. Here, out of

an entire population of 1000, there were 70 deaths in

18iJ7, mainly from epidemic tyi)lioid.

•j- We have already mentioned that the death-rate at

Liverpool not veiy long ago reached 70; see also the
preceding note.

Liverjiool. 36, 42, and 30 ; density, 96. The annnal
mortality in .Sheffield, in each of the years 1866 and
1867, was 28 and 25; density, 10. In Newcastle-
on-Tyne the annual mortality, iu 1866 and 1867
respectively, was 32 and 31. The results for

London, in each of the three j-ears 1865—1867
respectively, were, annual mortality per 1000 of

population, 25, 26, and 23 ; density, 40. In com-
paring the rate of mortality in one town with that

of another, it should be borne in mind that of the
English towns, Bristol, Leetls, and Liverpool have
each a medical health officer. Birmingham, HuU,
Salford, Manchester, Sheffield, and Newcastle-on-
Tyne have no medical health officer, but most of

these towns, however, have benefited from the
etiicacy of hygienic measures. It is obvious that if,

by sanitary precautions, we could reduce all the
death-rates to 15, or even to 20, an enormous
saving of human life woiUd result.* In the year

1865, Mr Simon suggested that the time was come
for attempting to ascertain the amoimt of benefit

to the pubUc health that had been derived from
the works of sanitary improvement—especiaUj^ of

drainage and water-supply—that had been already

completed, and he was authorised to institute the

inquiry, with the assistance of Dr Buchanan as

an inspector. The result of the inquiry, which
relates to 24 towns,+ with an aggregate population

of more than 600,000 persons, is now pubhshed,
and we shall give a brief abstract of the results

which have been obtained. The numerical results

are given in the accompanying table (page 728),

where A shews at each place in the list what differ-

ence there has been, since sanitary works were estab-

lished, in the general death-rate in 10,000 of the

popidation, this number being taken instead of 1000
to obtain more accurate numerical results. B gives

the general death-rates of A, minus the inconstant

influence which has been exerted by the chief

infantile epidemics ; and similarly E gives the means
of eliminating from A the influence of the cholera

ei)idemics of 1848—1849, 1854, and 1866. The
columns C to G- inclusive are for comparing the

quantities of particular kinds of deaths caused in

each of the places in the two compared periods.

Such ' special death-rates,' used with caution, }deld

the most useful of all conclusions as to changes
WTought in the public health.

From the table, which is fraught with the most
valuable information, in the most condensed form,

we learn that, omitting the influence of cholera,

there has been a diminution in the death-rate in all

but five cases, where the rate has been stationary.

In four of the towns—viz., Cardiff, Newport (Mon.),
ilacclesfield, and Croydon—the reduction amounted
to 24, 23, 20, and I8J per cent. With regard to the
contagious diseases, small-pox, which is capable of

being rooted out by an efficient system of vaccina-

tion, is not noticed here, and tijphusfever has scarcely

occurred in the towns selected for inquiry. The
time has hardly come for estimating the effect of

works of sewerage and water-supply upon measles,

scarlatina, and hooping-cough, inasmuch as epidemics
of these diseases may revolve in long periods.

Meadea and hooping-cough seem, however, to have
slightly declined. Typhoid has very much dimin-
ished with the ample supply of good water, and the

* As in the year 1S65 (the latest for which returns
are published), the population of Englandwas 20,990,946,
wlxile the deaths were 490,900 ; the general death-rate
for that year is 23'4. K tliis rate could have been
reduced to 15, the number of lives thus saved in that
year would have amounted to 170,324 !

+ Twenty-five towns were visited, but we have
omitted Ottery St Mary, because it seems to have
yielded no information.
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purification of the ntmosphere from dccoiiii)osin^'

orgaaic matter, by the abolition of cesa-pools, by
tlraininj, &c. In .Salisbury, Stratford, Croydon, ami
Jltrtliyr, the annual death-rate from tyjihoid baa
diminished 75, 67, 03, and 00 per cent, respectively

;

and in all the towns except three there was more
(ir less diminntiun. In these exceptional cases, it

was found that sewage gases were, by a defect of

the outfall an-angeinent, forced into the bouses.*
JJiarr/iaa api^ars to have been reduced by piiri-

Table illustrating tde Iiirnovi:5iENT.s OP Pdblic Health wnicn uesdlt feom Proper Works op
Drainage and Watee SorrLV.
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most observable either where the soil already con-

tained little water, or where—the town water pass-

ing by the surface or in superficial drains—the deep
drainage consisted of impervious pipes, laid down
in compact channels, so that no extensive drainage
of water could occur either through or alongside of

them. It does not seem that the sewerage of

towns, by the removal of excreta and house-slops,

has acted to reduce the amount of their death-rate
by consumption. Diseases of the lungs other than
consumption have imdergone no regidar reduc-

tion. Dr Buchanan concludes this most valuable
Report ivith the observation, that the progress
made by the inhabitants of most of the towns
in decency, cleanliness, self-respect, and morality,

was at the least as striking as the improve-
ment in their health, measured by the mortahty
returns.

In various articles on special disorders, as Scurvy,
Small-pox, and Tj'phoid Fever, we have pointed out
how completely they are imder the control of

sanitary or dietetic measures. In his exceDent
chapter ' On the Prevention of Diseases in the
Army,' Dr Parkes gives the following list of diseases,

with the methods to be adopted for their preven-
tion—viz. : (1) Specific Diseases—paroxysmal fevers,

yellow fever, cholera, typhus exanthematus, bubo
plague, tj'phoid fever, relapsing fever, bilious re-

mittent fever, eruptive fevers, erysipelas, hospital

gangrene ; and (2) A'on-specijic Diseases—dysentery
and diarrhoea, hver disease, insolation, phthisis,

scurvy, military ophthalmia (gray granulations on
the palpebral conjunctiva), and venereal diseases.*

It is the miasmatic diseases which form the first

order of the class of zymotic diseases, which seem
most imder our controL We have shewn in a
previous page that recent researches tend to shew
that various of these diseases owe their origin to

fungi. We shall conclude this imperfect sketch of

the history, progress, and results of sanitary science

\vith a history of the recently-discovered cholera-

fungus, and with a notice of the other recent

scientific investigations regarding the nature and
prevention of this disease (which may be regarded
as a supplement to the article Choleka). At the
international congress held at Weimar, in 1S67,

the cholera-fungus was the great centre of

interest. The subject had been investigated by
Professors Hallier and De Bary, two of the leading

German mycologists, and the latter drew up a
Report, the following abstract of which is given by
Mr Simonf :

* Both observers find in cholera evacua-
tions, and in the intestinal mucu.^ of the dead body, I

definite organic structures, zooglrea, consisting of

excessively fine gi'anides, clustered more or less

densely in the interspaces of a jelly, which more or

less abundantly surrounds them. The granules
divide and subdivide themselves, to form beaded
threads, which interlace, in immense numbers, into

felted masses in the mucus. The further devclojj-

ment of these organisms has yet to be determined.
Dr Thome, by sowing them, has got, after some
time, larger, round, cell-like bodies, which rapidly
multipUed, and also abundant filamentous fungi
{cylindrO'tcenium), on which grew cylindrical spores,

capable of developing again to filaments. Views as

to the mutual relations of these cells, filaments, and
spores, are for various reasons to be expressed only
with reserve ; and the study of them is so immensely
difficult, that definite results cannot at once be
expected. The significance of these fungi woiJd be
greatly increased if they should bo shewn to exist

in the blood as well as in the bowels of the sick ; but
this, though from some inquiries it seems probable,

must at present be deemed questionable.' It has
been since ascertained that this fungus requires a
high temperature (86° to 112° F.) for its fructifica-

tion, and therefore cannot be of European oricin.
' The doctrine of the cholera-fungus,' says Mr
Simon— ' the alleged discovery that the specific

zymosis of cholera, the bowel-fermentation in

respect of which it is contagious, has essentially

associated with it, and perhaps as its immediate
cause, a definite midtiplying organic form—is not
only of the utmost philosophical interest, but, should
it be substantiated, may also, hereafter, be foimd
capable of very important practical application.

For, as one reflects on the doctrine in all its bear-

ings, specially, as one considers Professor Hallier's

conjecture (based on botanical considerations), that
perhaps the cylindro-taenium is originally a bhght
of rice, something like a clue is for the first time
suggested for investigations, which may hereafter

conduce to the prevention of cholera in its eastern
centres of origination. But for us in Europe, mean-
while, the doctrine may be absolutely sterile of

results. In its broad signification, indeed, the dis-

covery would not be a surprise to pathologists. The
possibility has for some years past been recognised,

that perhaps every fermentatorj' or putrefactive

change of organic material has with it, and pos-

sibly as its cause, a characteristic molecidar living

thing ; and however sure it may have become, that
the choleraic zymosis answers to that possibility, it

remains yet untried whether disinfection {which,
after all, is but a doubtful resource) can deal better

with the process on that basis, than on the purely
chemical basis which has hitherto been the groimd
of our proceedings.'

' It cannot,' adds the same high authority, ' be too
distinctly imderetood that the person who contracts
cholera in this country is ipso facto demonstrated,
with almost absolute certainty, to have been exposed
to excremental pollution ; that what gave him
cholera was (mediately or immediately) cholera-

contagium, discharged from another's bowels ; that,

in short, the diffusion of cholera among us depends
entirely upon the numberless filthy facilities which
are let exist, and specially in our larger towns, for

the fouling of earth, and air, and water, and thus.

* Li connection with diseases or affections wliich may
be totally, or in a very great measure prevented, is

short-sightedness. Dr Cohn, of Breslau, has examined
the eyes of 10,060 school-children, out of which nmnber
1730, or 17*1 per cent., were found to be short-sighted.

Ko village-cluldren were aiJected until they had been at

least half a year at school. Dr Cohn attributes the
evil, in a great measure, to the bad construction of the
school-benches, whicli force the children to read with
their books close to their eyes, and with their heads
inclining downwards.

"t A much fxdler abstract (by Dr Buchanan) of Pro-

fessor Hallier's recent researches into the natural

history of the cholera contagion, as contained in his

pamphlet, entitled Der Cholera-Contagion : Sotaniscke

Untersuchungen, Aert:en und Naturforaclunmitgetheilt,
|

1867, is given in pp. 512—51.5 of tlie Appendix to Mr
Simon's Ninth Report, to which that able pathologist
has added a most instructive note on the earher micro-
scopic observations that had been instituted, especially

by our o^vn countryman, on the cholera evacuations.

On the subject of cholera the reader should also con-
sult Dr Parkes's Sanitary Jieport {Army Medical
Department) for 1865 (published in 1SG7), in which
he discusses the recent additions to our knowledge
of (1) The specific cause of cholera—the cholera-

fimgus ; (2) The spread of cholera by intercourse

;

(3) Its communication by the so-called premonitory
diarrhoea; (4) Its spread by the agency of water; (5)

and its prevention by disinfecting the discharges by
means of carbohc acid, sulphate of iron, and salts cf

zinc.
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seconilarily, for the infection of man, with whatever

contajrioii may l>e contained in the misccllancuus

onttiiiwiiiga of the population.
' Cholera, ravaging here at long inteirals, is not

Nature's only retribution for our neglect in such

matters as are in question. Typhoid fever and
much endemic dian'hoea are, as I have often reported,

incessant witnesses t« the same deleterious influ-

ence ; typhoid fever, which annually kills some
15,000 to 20,000 of our pujmlation, and diarrha-a,

whicli kills many thousands l>e8idcs. The mere
quantity of this wasted life is horrible to contem-
plate, and the mode in which the waste is caused, is

surely nothing less than shameful. It is to be

hoped that, as the education of the country advances,

this sort of thing will come to an end ; that so much
jircventable death will not always be accepted as a

fate ; that, for a population to be thus poisoned by
its own excrement, will some day be deemed igno-

minious and intolerable.'

In conclusion, we may remark, that Mr Simon's
Ninth Report f<ir 186G (published in 1867) is one of

the most valuable contributions to the literature of

cholera that has ever been presented to the profes-

sion. The historj' of this disease in England in 1 866 is

first given. This is followed by a series of scientific

investigations on the foUomng points : (I.) Examin-
ation of the degrees of success attained by difl'crent

methods of treatment of cholera at Guy's. St Bar-

tholomew's, the London, and St Thomas's Hospitals;

(2.) Study of the successive chemical chanr/ct under-

gone by the body in cholera; (3.) Similar stud)',

chiefly microscopical, of the successive anatomical
changes of the affected body ; (4.) Collection of facts as

to the non-coincidence u{ local epidemics of cholera

with such conditions of the local ground-w.iter as

are indicated by a foul state of the surface-wells.

The results of these studies are given in the appen-

dix. Unfortunately, the practical result of these

inquiries is, that in cases of developed cliolera 'our

utmost power is but perhaps some very little ability

of palliation, and in the treatment of incipient cholera

competent phj-sicians are not agiecd that even here

their art has much eHiciency.' In contrast with the
powerlessness of curative medicine, the jiower of

preventing it is about the happiest possession of

science. The evidence of Dr Buchanan and others

clearly shews that cholera may be prevented by due
attention to sanitary works, which provide for the

prompt and complete removal of fsecal impurities,

and the jilentiful supply of water which cannot

have been exposed to this form of contamination.

In addition to the works quoted in this article, we
m.iy refer those of our readers who wish to study
this subject more fully, to the French treatises on
hygiene by Becquerel, Levy, Tardieu, Vernois, and
others. There is, however, no work on the subject

in any language equal to that of Dr Parkes, from
which we shoidd not have ventured to borrow so

freely if we h.id not had the author's kind per-

mission to do so.

SAN JUAN DE LA FRONTE'RA, a town of

the Argentine Republic, the capital of a proWnce of

the same name in the extreme west of the Republic.

The town, C60 miles north-west from Buenos
Ayres, stands on the right bank nf a river, also

called Sau Jiuiu de la Frontera, which rises in

the Andes, and falls into the largo salt lake of

Guanacache. The province is as yet only very

partially settled, but exports considerable quan-
tities of fruits and wine. The chief seat of trade is

this town, which has a pop. of 20,000, almost one-

third of that of the whole province.

SAN LUIS DE LA PU'NTA.the chief town of

the province of San Luis in the Argentine llepublic,
T3U

is situated 445 mdes west-north-west from Buenos
Ayres, on a river, which falls into the large salt lake
of Bevodero. S. has some trade in horses, hides,

and furs. Pop. above 5000.

SAN MA'RCO IN LA'MIS, a town of South
Italy, in the province of Foggia, 18 miles north-

north-east of Foggia. It has some trade in corn,

wine, oil, and silk. Pop. above 15,000.

S.\N MATEO, a t<)wn v( Venezuela, South
America, in the department of Cumana, and 50
miles south-south-west of the town of that name.
Pop. 7000.

SAN SALVADOR, or BA'NZA—the former
being the Portuguese, and the latter the native

name—a town of Africa, the capital of Congo (ij. v.).

It is 120 miles Bouth-east-by-east from the mouth
of the estuary of the river Congo, in a mountainous
district near the source of the river Leluud.a. I'op.

20,000.

SA'NTA A'NNA, or ANA, a town of Central

America, in the state of Sau Salvador, and .S2 miles

north-west-by-west from the town of San Salvador.

Pop. about 10,000.

SANTA Fr;, a town of the Argentine Republic,

on the right bank of the Salado, a large branch of

the Parana, 250 miles north-west-by-north from
Buenos Ayres. Pop. 15,000.

SANTA MA'RTA, a town of the Grauadiau
Confederation, the capital of a province, on a bay
of the Caribbean Sea, 400 miles castnorth-east

from Panama. There is a good harbour, defended
by a cistle and several batteries. Pop. 8000.

SARAGO'SSA, or ZARAGOZA, a city of Spain,

the cajiital of a proWnce of the same name, and
formerly of the kingdom of Aragon. It stands on

the Ebro, here a muddy stream, which divides the

city into two parts, and is crossed by a noble
stime bridge, built in 1437. The city has an
imposing appearance from a distance, being adorned
with numerous slender towers and spires ; but the
traveller, on entering it, finds it full of narrow
winding lanes, instea<l of streets, although the

houses—which are built of brick—are of most solid

structure, and many of them are the paLaces of a
nobiUty who have now ceased to reside here.

These buildings, rich in finely caned decorations

and magnificent cornices, are now mostly inhabited

by agriculturists of a rude class ; their spacious

courts converted into farmyards, and filled with
dung-heaps. Everything about the city indicates

decay and poverty. S. was the Celtiberian Salduba,

but received the new name of Caisarea A iiguata in

2.5 B.C., of which the present name is a corruption.

It was a place of importance under the Romans,
but there are few remains of the Roman city. S.

was one of the first cities of Spain in which
Paganism was generally renounced and Christi-

anity adopted ; it afterwards became rich in relics,

to which miraculous powers were ascribed. S.

w.as taken by the Moors in the 8th c, and recov-

ered from them in lllS, after a siege of five years,

during which great part of the inhabitants died of

hunger. It was taken by the French in 1809, after

a siege of eight months, and one of the most heroic

defences recorded in the history of modern warfare.

See Palafox. S. has a university, founded in 1474.

It has two cathedrals, both interesting as specimens

of architecture ; but the older is in a simjile and
severe style ; the modern one—that of Nuestra
Senora del Pilar—is verj- ornate. The latter

cathedral boasts of a pillar on which the Virgin

descended from heaven, 40 A. D.—an event so

strongly attested, that Diego de Astorga, primtte
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of Spain, on 17th August 1720, excommunicated all Supplement. Captain S., with 13 officers and most

^\ho even questioned it. Pilgrima flock from all of his men, was rescued from drowning by the yacht

neighbouring parts of Spain to this pillar and the
|

Deerkoiind, and brought to England, where he

image of the Virgin, which came down from heaven, expected to take command of one of two rams built

S. suffered grievously at the hands of the French at Liverpool for the Confederates, biit which were

in 1809, and lost most of its treasures of art. It

has a considerable trade in agricultural produce,

mostly carried on by the Ebro ; and manufac-
tures of silks, wooUeus, and leather. Pop. about

63,500.

SARA'NSK, a town of European Russia, in the

province of Penza, and SO miles north from Penza,

at the confluence of the Saranga and Insara, feeders

of the Sura. Pop. (1867) 14,284

SATA'LIAH, another name of Adalia (q. v.).

SAU'GOR, a town of India, the chief to«Ti of the

British district of the same name, is situated iu a

hilly tract, on the Bees or Bes, a feeder of the

Jumna, in lat. 23° 50' N., and long. 7S° 49' E. S. is

the seat of a military cantonment and of a collegiate

school. The elevation is so considerable, that the

climate is moderately cool ; but the cantoiunent is

unh.appily in a swampy and unhealthy situation, an Englishman, John Cockerill, in 1816; the king

Pop. about 50,000, mostly Mahrattas. ' of Holland, to whose dominions Belgium then

SCrCLI, a town of Sicily, in the province of
' belonged, joining him in the enterprise. After the

Noto, on the small river Scicli, 21 miles west-south- revolution of 1630 tockeriU bought up the shares

west from Koto. The wooUen manufacture is
belongmg to the king of HoUand, and the works

carried on. S. is supposed to be the ancient 1

^^^^ame entirely his o™. On his death i-^ 1840, a

Ca^ma. Pop. 10,029. ,

company was formed, caUed i« John Cockerill
'

Sociele, to which they now belong, iuey occupy
SCOT AJs'D LOT VOTERS. The old legal tiie former palace of the Prince-bishops of Liege,

phrase Scot (.\ug.-Sa.x. sceat, pay) ayul Lot embraced ^vhich still forms their front, the extensive gardens
all parochial assessments for the poor, the church, behind it ha\'ing been covered with buildings, where
lighting, cleansing, and watching. Previously to ^i] ^ije processes of machiue-iuaking are carried on.

the Reform Act, the right of voting for members of Forty or fifty tall chimneys are clustered on this
parliament and for municipal officers was, in various spot 'The town depends on these works for its

English boroughs, exclusively vested in payers of '

prosperity. Pop. 21,853.

SEWAGE EARTH-CLOSET. In addition to

seized by the British government. He returned to

America, was included in the surrender, and was
elected Judge of Probate at Mobile, Alabama ; but,

being prohibited by the Federal authorities, he was,

in 1866, appointed Professor of Moral Philosophy

in a southern university. He published the Cruise

of the Alabama and the Sumter, in 1864; and My
Adventures Afloat in 1S69.

SERAI'NG, a town of Belgium, in the province

of Liege, and between three and four miles south-

west from Liege, on the right bank of the Meuse.

It is a station on the railway between Namur and
Liege, and is connected by a handsome suspension

bridge with the village of Jemeppe, on the left

hank of the Meuse. S. is a place of great activitj',

and contains a manufactory of steam-machinery,
locomotives, &c., which is prob.ably the largest in

the world. This manufactory was established by

Scot and Lot.

SCRIBE, AcGUSTix Ei"Gfc>T:, a French dram.atic

writer, son of a wealthy silkmercer of Paris, was
born in 1791. Educated for the legal profession, he
soon deserted it for dramatic authorship. His first

piece, Les Dervis, written by him in conjunction

with Germain Delavigne (brother of Casimir Dela-

vigne), was played in 1811, but till 1816 he cannot
be said to have achieved a decided success. Since

that time, pieces, chiefly vaudevilles, from his pen
have followed each other with the most astonishing

rapidity ; and in such demand were they at the

hand of theatrical managers, that S. estabUshed a

sort of dramatic manufactorj', iu which numerous
collahorateurs were constantly at work under his

supervision. His jilots are interesting, and his

dialogue light and sparkling ; and not a few of his

pieces have been adapted for the English stage. S.

also wTote various novels, and composed the libretti

for a considerable number of welIkno^vn operas,

including Masaniello, Fra Diavolo, Robert le Viable,

and Les Huguenots. He was admitted a member of

the French Academy in 183-t, and died February
20, 1861.

SEMMES. R.iPHAEL, American naval ofEcer,

was born iu Maryland about 1810, in 1828 entered

as midshipman in the sloop-of-war Lexinr/ton, and
was emploj'ed in the service as jiassed midship

the various arrangements noticed under Sewage
for getting rid of the excreta unavoidably present

in every dwelling-house, there is now coming into

use an earth-closet, depending on a peculiar prin-

ciple. In the cess-pool system, night-soil accumu-
lates in a way and to a degree that render removal

very noisome and repulsive : if this removal be

delayed too long, the .atmosphere of the house

becomes tainted in an unwholesome degree. In the

water-closet system, the refuse, when flushed ^nth

water, is carried off through a costly system of

brick sewers, too often into a river, the water of

which becomes sadly polluted thereby. In the

former case, the soil may possibly be made available

as agricultural manure ; and in the latter case, a

similar useful ap7>lication may be possible, if the

sewage in a liquefied state be so diverted as to be
conveyed by pipes to fields or farms. But in the

earth-closet system, the refuse is made innoxious

almost from the first. Experience has shewn that

dry powdered earth, whether field-mould or fire-

ash, has a remarkable deodorising effect on night-

soil, doing that which no dilution by water is able

to effect. The fact has been known more or less,

for a long time, to chemists engaged iu sanitary

inquiries ; but the Rev. Henry Sloule, vicar of

Fordington, in Dorsetshire, has pursued the subject

man and lieutenant untU 1855, when he attained to a successful issue, first for the benefit of -s-iUages,

the rank of commander. In 185S, he was appointed and then of towns, hospitals, barracks, and other

Secretary to the Light-house Beard; but resigned places in which large bodies of persons congregate.

March 26, 1861, joined the naval service of the HaWng found that 1
.J

lbs. by weight, or 1 A pints by
Confederate States, and was appointed to the com- measure, of dry earth is sufficient for each time of

mand of the war-ste.omer Sumter. The career of using the earth-closet, he has devised various modes
Captain S. until the sinking of his famous ship, the of applying it.

Alahama, by the American war-steamer Kearsafie, The commode form is the smallest, for use in bed-

ia described at length in the article At aram* in the rooms, sick-rooms, &c. Under the seat is a metal
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flail, removable through a front door ; while at the

lack, and above the level of the seat, is an earth-

box, lilleil from the top. Eitlier by a handle which
])ull8 ujiwards, or by a lever hinge which inaken the

seat it.ielf move slightly, a valve at the bottom of

the earthbo.x is opened, and a definite quantity of

e.arth falls into the pan. If the (juantity is .ibout .is

above stated, and if the earth be jierfeetly dry, the
prevention of otiensive odonr is surprisingly <'(im-

plcte. The earth-box will hold from '20 to ;il) of

these portions. The contents of the ]iail may be
emptied at leisure, for they remain nearly inodorous
from first to last. They may be either ajijilied at

once as a manure to garden or field, or may be kejit

in a Ilea]) under cover till wantetl. One remarkable
fact in this system is, that the s.ame eartli may be
used two, three, or even seven times over, if it be
well dried after each using ; it becomes then exceed-
ingly rich .as a manure, and yet less offensive to the
senses than what results from the use of cess-pools

or w,ater-closets.

The sini/le fixed closet is adapted for use in the
j>l.aces usually occupied by a privy or a water-
closet ; indeed, the earth-measuring and delivering

ajiparatus may be applied to most existing closets,

as a substitute for the water-t.ank and jiipes. Unlike
the commode, there is a cell or vault instead of a pail

beneath the seat ; this cell may be four feet bj'

three, and of a dc]ith depending on the frequency
with which it is intended to be emiitied ; the sides

shoulil be lined with cement, and the bottom p.aved

with stone or asjihalt. An existing cess-pool,

emptied, cleansed, .and perhaps made shallower,

would in many cases be available. The mixture of

refuse and earth might go on accumulating for a

whole year, with very little ajqireci.alile odour. In
places where a pit or cell cannot conveniently be
made, a movable iron trough may be substituted,

emptied more frequently.

Compound clonets, for use in schools, barracks,

and other places, may consist of as few as two or as

many .as twenty, placed side by side. There may be
a great saving of material and construction ; but
the earth-apparatus must be applied to each sepa-

rately.

Two iinportant conditions apply to the success

of this system— the obtainiu" of the earth, and the
dispos.al of the deposit. Dr Alouat, lns[)ector-gene-

ral of Jails in India, has caused experiments to be
made which shew that dry earth is really better

than any chemical disinfectants for removing all

odour from night-soil. If earth is not readily obtain-

able, it may be supplemented by sifted ashes. Iron
drawers or trays under a kitchen-range, portable
drj'ers of various kinds, and lixed dryers, have been
devised for drj-ing the earth ; this is a matter that

can soon be brought into working order, if the
system were adopted in other ways. Dry earth

might be procured in the summer, and stored in a
cellar or vault for winter use, just as we are wont
to lay in a store of coals. }So sand should be used
with the earth and .ashes ; it is not suitable. No
house-slops of miscellaneous kinds should be thrown
down into the pail or pit : the deposit should not
artificially be liquefied. The dry-earth system is

a|iplicable to urinals at railway stations and
other places where the jiresent existing system
produces most offensive and luihealthy odimrs ; but
a peculiar adjustment of apparatus would be
necessary.

The dis]iosal of the deposit, like the obtaining of

the earth, is more pr.acticable in the country than in

towns
; for the simple reason, that fields are near at

hand ; and it is probable that country districts and
large establishments will test the efficacy of the
system before it is much tried in ordinary dwelling-
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houses in towns. From twenty to thirty shillings
jier ton may be obtained for the refuse.

Many evidences have recently been afTorded of

the successful .adoption of this system. Cajitain
Arniytage, governor of the West Kiding Prison at
\\'akelield, stated, in 1S67, that eartli-closets have
been placed in the cells of tliat building, with a
manifest diminution of the unpleasant odour which
used to jiervade many sections of the prison during
the existence of the water-closet system. A small
kiln has been built for drying the earth, and a store

for earth ])rovided ; the used earth is turned over
and pulverised a few times during a month, and is

then fitted to act .as manure; and it is expected that
this manure will gradually defray all the exjienses

incurred by the adojitiou of the system. In tlic

Dorset County School ,at Dorchester, where a severe

sickness was attributed by the medical men to the
noisome ellluvia from the school-])rivies, the earth-

closet has ]irodueed a marked im])rovemcnt. The
same result h.as followed in a large private school
in .Sus.sex. In the vill.ages of Halton, Buckland.
Weston Turville, and Aston Clinton, on Baron
IJothschild's estate in Buckinghamshire, the earth-

closets have been adopted, •witli a complete removal
of the offensive results of the former eess-jiool

system ; the earth is used six or eight times over,

becoming in the end a very rich manure : and one
m.an and a boy, with a horse and cart, suflice f(U'

all the carrjnng and removal at the four villages.

The Kegistrar-general of Bu'ths, Marri.agcs, and
Deaths, in his Quarterly Keturn for Jidy 18G7,

speaks of the e.arth-closets as promising 'to be as

useful in the departments of public health and
national agriculture as the Rev. Edward Cart-
wright's invention is in the cotton m.anufacture.'

Arrangements have lieen made by the govern-
ment for the adoption of the earth-closet system on
a very large scale in Imlia. In the hospitals, jails,

and lunatic a.iylums of Bengal ; in the jails of the
North-west rrovinces ; in the dispensaries and
prisons of the Punjab ; in the jails of Onde, the
Mahratta Provinces, Mysore, Coorg, and Hyderabad

;

in the latrines of some of the barracks and military

st.atious—in all of these, the system is now adopted.
The medical officers with one voice speak of the
favourable result. The Secretary of State for India,

in September 1S67, made public a communication
from Major Malleson, Sanitary Commissioner for

Bengal, enclosing Keports which he had received

from the various provinces concerning the earth-

closet system. In one of these Keports, Dr Mou.at,

already mentioned as Inspector-general of Jails in

India, went so far as to eliaracterise the introduc-
tion of this sj'stem as ' the greatest public benefit

conferred by a jirivate individual, in a matter so

essential to yiublic health, with which I .am

acquainted.' The Council of India have very pro-

perly made a recognition of the services rendered,

without any intention of profit, by the clergy-

man who has pursued this subject to a successful

result.

The Metropolitan Association of the Medical
Officers of Health, in December 1867, devoted a
special evening to the discussion of the compara-
tive merits of the water-closet and dry-e.arth

systems. Opinions were mostly in favour of the

dry-earth system in consequence of the readiness

with which water-closets get out of order (esjiecially

in the dwellings of the poor), and thus become
sources of grave danger. On this subject, Dr Parkes,

in his latest annual report on hygiene (Army Me.d-

ical Heporls, ISGI), ohservea: 'Th.at the earth plan,

which h.as been proved most useful in India, eau be

applied in England advantageously on a sm.all scale,

is certain ; but it is still a question whether it is
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applicable to our large towns on account of the
large quantity of earth which has to be brought
in and taken away.' It has been introduced into

Lancaster with apparent success. On this subject,

see The Sewaije of Tovms, papers by various authors,

edited by John Hutchman (London, 1S66).

SHAHJEHAXPO'RE, a town of British India,

the jirincipal place of a district of the same name.
North-west Provinces. It stands on the Gurrah,
a feeder of the Eamgunga, 94 miles north-west
from Lucknow. Pop. about 63,000.

SHAKERS, the name commonly given to a small
rehgious sect existing in the United States of

America. The proper or official description of this

sect is the United Society of Behevers in Christ's

Second Appearing ; but its members seem to have
accepted the designation of Shakers, though it was
originally applied to them in ridicule, on account of

certain rhj-thmical movements of the hands and
arms which form ptart of the ceremonial of their wor-
ship. Though the Shaker Societies are found only
in the United States, their creed had an English
origin. The founder of the sect, in whose person
they believe that Christ has appeared a second time,

was an Englishwoman, named Ann Lee, a native of

Manchester, who emigr.ated to Kew York with a
small band of disciples, shortly before the outbreak
of the revolutionary war.

Ann Lee was the daughter of a blacksmith, who
lived in Toad Lane in Manchester ; a very poor
man, who gave her no education, and sent her
while a mere child to work in a cotton-mUl. She
seems to have been a \'iolent, hysterical girl, ambi-
tious of notice, and fond of power, and to have
always possessed, in virtue of her strong will and
vehement temper, a great deal of influence over the

people around her. She married, while very young,
a blacksmith named Stanley. She had four children,

aU of whom died in infancy—to this, perhaps, may
be ascribed the preference of the celibate to the
married life, which she idtimately raised into a part

of her religious system. She became one of the

earliest behevers in a prophetess, who appeared
about a hundred years ago, in the town of Bolton-
on-the-Moors, in Lancashire—a pioor woman, named
Jane Wardlaw, the w-ife of a tailor, who beheved
she had ' received a call ' to go forth and testify for

the truth. The burden of Jane Wardlaw's message
was, that the end of all things was at hand, that

Christ was coming to reign upon the earth, and that

his second aj)pearance would be in the form of a

woman, as pretigured in the Psalms. In subordina-

tion to this, she took up several of the tenets of the

Society of Friends, to which she and her husband
originally belonged ; especially, she raised her voice

against war and against profane swearing. Her
followers believed that she was tilled with the Holy
Spirit ; they received her utterances as the voice of

God ; and she acted as if all the powers of earth

and heaven had been given into her hands. Ann
Lee, on her conversion, began to preach the same
message in Toad Lane and the adjacent streets of

Manchester ; but she soon w-ent beyond her teacher,

and gained the leadership of her co-believers for

herself. It happened that she was brought before a

magistrate, charged with an obstniction of the

streets, caused by the crowd collected to hear her

preach, and she was sent to the Old Bailey Prison

in Manchester. When she came out of prison, she

gave forth, that one night, a light had shone upon
her iu her cell ; that the Lord .Icsus stood before

her ; and that He became one with her in form and
spirit. Her pretension was, that Christ was come
to reign in her person. It was favourably enter-

tained by the followers of Jane Wartllaw ; and they

acknowledged her as their Head, or Mother, in

place of Jane, whose pretensions had never gone so
far. She found, however, that among her neigh-
bours and fellow-workers, her claim to be the Bride
of the Lamb, the Queen described by Da^dd in the
Psalms, e.xcited only jeering and ridicule; and she
received a revelation that she should seek in

America a home for herself and her few disciples

—

that it was in America that the foundations of

Christ's kingdom were to be laid. So she went to

New York, accompanied by seven disciples—five

males and two females. Her husband also went
with her ; but he seems to have had no faith in her,

and he left her soon after their arrival, in conse-

quence of one of the features then introduced into

her system. This was the practice of ceUbacy,
which she had not previously enforced upon her
followers, though she had enjoined it as a duty.

Her teaching was, that men called into grace must
live as the augels do, among whom there is no mar-
rying or giving in marriage ; that no form of earthly

love could be allowed iu the Redeemer's kingdom.
Finding a populous city imfavourable to her designs,

she removed, with her followei-s, first to Albany,
then far into the wilderness to Niskenna, and there

founded the settlement which still exists, of Water
Vhet. It was in the spring of 17S0—when she had
been three years and a half at Niskenna, looking for

new behevers to come in, but making no attempt to

win them—that the first American converts joined

her Society. A rerival had taken place at Albany,
and had spread through the surroimding districts

;

and from Hancock and New Lebanon a deputation
was sent to Niskenna, to see what light its inhab-

itants enjoyed as to the way of salvation. The
deputation consisted of Joseph Meacham and Lucy
Wright—subsequently the heads of the Shaker
Society. These persons became believers iu Ann
Lee ; and through their agency, other converts were
won, and a Shaker Society established at New
Lebanon. Towards the close of 17S0, the revolu-

tionary war being then iu progress, notoriety was
given to Ann Lee's pretensions, through an incident

seemingly unfavourable. Owing to her British

origin, her denunciations agaiust war, and her
refusal to take the colonial oaths, Ann was im-
prisoned for some time at Poughkeepsie, on suspi-

cion of being a British spy. Before she was let out
of prison, iu December 17S0, aU the colonies had
heard of ' the female Christ.' In the following j'ear,

she started upon a missionary tour through New
England and adjacent colonies ; she found the
people everywhere curious to see her, and she made
not a few converts. She did not return to Water
Vliet tUl September 17S3; and about a year after,

she died. Her death was a surprise to many of her
followers, who believed that she was to live among
them for ever ; but her successors—the Joseph
Meacham and Lucy Wright already mentioned—to

whom, on her death-bed, she had made over the
headship of the Society, were ready with a theory
accounting for it. ' Mother Ann,' they said, could
not die, and was not dead, and had not ceased to

live among her people. She had only withdrawn
from the common sight ; she was stUl visible to
eyes exalted by the gift of grace ; she had cast the
dress of flesh, and was now clothed w-ith a glory
w-hich concealed her from the world. So it would
be with every one of the saints in turn ; but the
spirits of those who 'passed out of sight' would
remain near and be in union with the visible body
of believers. This explanation was generaUy
accepted, and has become a vital part of the
Shaker creed.

By Joseph Meacham and Lucy Wright, the suc-

cessors of ' Mother Ann,' the S. were gathered into
733
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settlements, ten in number; and a covenant was
drawn up emliraeing the chief points of their creed,

and of the social system since associated with it.

Their head was, of cotuse, ' Mother Ann'—that is,

Christ—of whom Josejih and Lucy were tem])orarily

the representatives ; ciders and deac<ins, male and
female, were appointed ; the institution of celilj.acy

was confirmed ; and a community of goods waa
introduced. On the death of Joseph Meachani in

1706, * Mother Lucy' became the at)Ie he;ul of the

Society, and she governed it with ample powers for

2.5 years. She named a fem.ale successor with the

title of Elderess ; and the name of ' Mother ' has

not, since that time, been ajiplied to the female

head of the community. The i)resent female heail

is Elderess Betsy (Betsy Bates) ; the chief elder ia

Klder Daniel (Daniel Boler) ; and the nilinf; spirit

of the Society, the official preacher and expositor

frf Shaker doctrine, is Elder Frederick of New
Lebanon (Frederick W. Evans), who is by birth

an Englishman. The S. were, at the census

of 1860, more than 6000 in number, included

in 18 societies; of which three arc in the state of

New York, four in ALissachusetts, two in New
Itampshdre, two in Maine, one in Connecticut, four

in (Jliio, and two in Kentucky. Their numbers
have increased considerably since 1860 ; the intlu-

ence of their opinions has greatly increased ; and tlie

IS separate settlements continue to form a united

and peaceful Society.

Their doctrine has been to some extent developed

as well as systcniatised since the death of ' Mother
Ann.' They believe that the kingdom of heaven
h-as come ; that Christ has come upon earth a second

time, in the form of 'Mother Ann,' and that the
personal rule of God has been restored. Then they
hold tliat the old law has been abolished, and a new
dispensation begun ; that Adam's sin has been
atoned ; that man has been made free of all errors

except his own ; that the curse has been taken
away from labour ; that the earth and all that is on

it will 1)0 redeemed. Believers, on going ' into

union,' die to the world, and enter upon a new life,

which is not a mere cliange of life, but a new order

of being. For them, there is neither death nor
marriage ; what seems death is only a cliange of

f"rm, a transfiguration which does not hide them
from the jiurilied eyes of the saints; and iu union,

as in heaven, there is no marrying or giving in

marriage—the believer owes love to all the saints,

but his love must be celibate in S])irit and in fact.

The believer, living in union, is in heaven. The S.

believe that the earth, now freed from the curse of

Adam, is heaven ; they look for no resurrection

besides that involved in living with them in ' resur-

rection order.' The believer, upon entering into

union, leaves behind all his earthly relationships

and interest!!, just .as if he had been severed from
them by death. And since to be in union is heaven,

the S. hold that no attempts should be made by
them to draw men into union : God, they say, will

draw to them those whom he has elioscii at his own
time. Those who have 'passed out of si^ljt' are still

in union ; and the S. live in daily communion with

the spirits of the departed believers. The belief in a

communion with angels and spirits, is no mere
theory ; it has a most important inlluence upon
their lives; they profess to be more familiar with
the dead than with the living. It being the work of

the saints to redeem the earth from the cfTects of

the curse, Labour is a sacred and [iriestly function,

especially when bestowed in making the earth yield

her increase, and in developing her beauty. It

shoidd be done in a spirit of love ; the e.arth, they
say, yields most to those who love it ; and love and
labour wiU in time restore it to its i>rimitive state.
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According to Mr Dixon, they bestow upon their

gardens and fields the affections which other men
bestow upon family or worhlly goinls. Their
country they regard only as it is a part of the
earth, which they love, and as the favoured land
in which God's kingdom ia first to be est.ablishctl.

In its politics and ita fortunes, they take no inter-

est ; and, indeeil, their whole system is a protest

against the existing constitution of society, ,as well

aa against the ordinary lives of men. Consistently

with their belief in the second appear.ance of Christ

in the form of a woman, the S. seem to believe that

there is a fem.ale aa well as a male essence in the

Godhead—in the motherhood as well .as the father-

hood of God.
A Shaker settlement is, for convenience, divided

into families, consisting of the brothers and sisters,

who live in the same houses, CAch governed by an
elder and an elderess. There arc two orders of mera-
Viers, Probationers and Covenanters— th.at is, novices

and full mendiers. It is on becoming a covenanter

that the Shaker )iuts his pro[)erty into the common
stock. On entering upon residence, he becomes
subject to all the r\des of the Society ; but he is

free—whether a covenanter or a probationer—to

leave the body whenever he pleases. Both men and
women wear a ]>rcscriljcd dress. The men wear a

sort of Arab sack, with a linen collar and no tie ; an
under-vest buttoned to the throat, and falling below
the thighs; loose trousers, rather short; and a bro.ad-

brimmed hat, usually of straw. The women wear a
stn.all muslin cap, a white kerchief round the chest

and shoulders, a skirt drojijiing in a straight line

from the waist to the ankle, white socles, and shoc^
Some latitude is allowed as to the materials of the

dress. Men and women, it ia said, have the loo'ii of

jjersons at peace with earth and Heaven. 'Apart
from a costume,' says Mr Hepworth Dixon, ' neither

rich in colour nor comely in make, the sisters have
an air of sweetness and rejiose, which falls uimu the

sjiirit like music sh.aken out from our vill.age bells.'

[New America, hyW. Hepworth Dixon (Lond. 1867),

from which the materials of this sketch have in a

great measure been derived.] All labour with their

hands, both men and women ; but the latter do only

indoor work. Every man, whatever his rank in the

church, follows some manual occupation, and most
of them have more than one. Working not for gain,

but with loving care, .and with the sense that tlicy

are exercising .a priestly function, the S. are un-

I

rivalled among their neighbours in the arts to which
they apjdy themselves, especially the culture of their

land, and the production of fruits and (lowers. They
ji.ay great attention to ventilation and to all sanitary

conditions; they live .almost cntiicly upon the pro-

duce of the soil, and drink only water ; tlicy employ
no doctors, and take no drugs, and are, nevertheles.'i,

among the healthiest of communities. Their .Society

is recruited mostly by young men and girls ; but
occasionally, m.arrieil jiersons with their children

come ' into union,' and make, it is said, ' very pretty

.Shakers.' Husbands and wives, when they have
come ' into union,' become as brotlicrs and sisters : it

would be thought a weakness, says ilr Dixon, and
almost a sin, for them to feel any personal happiness

in each other's company—they live for God alone,

and their love ought to be shed on .all the saints

alike. The education of the children attached to

the Society is the work of the sisters, and they do
it exceedingly well. The brothers and sisters take

their meals in a common room, eating at six in the

morning, at noon, and at six in the afternoon. Their

meals .are taken in silence, any direction that has

to be given being given by a gesture or in a wliis|)er.

In their church-service, music be.ar3 a prominent

part ; the hymns and chants which .are used being
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all of Shaker origin, communicated to believers in

dreams and reveries by the spirits with whom they

have communion. A deputation of Shakers visited

England in 1S71, and made many converts.

SHINGLES (probably derived from Lat. cin-

gulum, a belt) is the popular name for the variety

of Herpes (q. v.) which is known as //. zoster.

SHIP-BROKER, INSURANCE BROKER.
A ship-broker is a person employed in the buying
and selling and freighting of ships. His duties

include adjusting the terms of charter-parties and
bills of lading, settling with the master for his

salary, collecting freights on goods brought into

jiort, arranging with passengers for the terms of

their passage, and generally managing all business
transactions occurring between shipowners and the
shippers or consignees of goods. The charges made
by ship-brokers are generally about two per cent, on
their gross receipts. Ship-brokers have been nded
not to be within the acts for the regulation and
admission of brokers.

The business of an insurance broker is usually
combined ivith that of a ship-broker. Marine insur-

ance is in Great Britain to a large extent transacted
by brokers. Those who insure are in most cases

capitahsts, who are known to the broker as persons
prepared to undergo any risks which he recommends
to them. The broker, who has a list of persons
ready at a moment's notice to underwrite a policy,

is the mutual agent for both parties. He procures
the subscriptions of the underwriters, arranging with
them the rate of premium and conditions of the
risk, receiving from them the amount of their

respective subscriptions, in the event of loss ; and,

when such loss is partial, arranging the proportion

to be recovered from the different underwriters.

An insurance broker charges a3 profit five per cent,

on the premium, and one-half jier cent, deducted
from all claims recovered from the underwriters.

An insurance broker is personally liable to the
underwriters for the amount of the premium, but
incurs no liability to make good the amount insured
to the owner of the ship and goods, who, in case of

loss, must look to the underwriter alone for indem-
nification.

SHI'SDRA, or JISBRA, a town of European
Russia, in the government of Kaluga, and 80 mdes
south-west from Kaluga, on the Shisdra, a branch
of the Oka. It has manufactures of woollen cloth,

glass-works, iron-works, tanneries, oil-factories.

Pop. (1S67) 10,5i:.

SI'LLOTH, a town and watering-place of Eng-
land, of quite recent origin, in the county of Cum-
berland, at the terminus of a branch of the North
British FiaUway, 20 miles west-north-west of

Carlisle, is picturestjuely situated on the Solway.
The port is of growing importance, and possesses

a good stone dock, with an area of live acres,

having a line jetty, 1000 feet long, jirojecting into

the sea. S. is much resorted to for sea-bathing,

the climate being mild and s.'vlubrious, and con-

sidered highly favourable for those affected with
pulmonary complaints. The mean annual tempera-
ture is 49°, being the same as that of Worthing (q. v.)

on the south coast of England, and only 1° below
that of Torquay. According to the Piegistrar-

gcneral's returns, the mean average death-rate in

S. for ten years is only 10-2 per 1000. S. is of

easy access from all parts of England by rail-

way, and steamers ply at stated intervals to and
from Liverpool, Dublin, Belfast, and the Isle of

Mau.

SIMINIS, WillIj^m Gilmore, American author,

w.as born at Charleston, South Carolina, April 17,

1806, of Irish extraction. He made verses at the
age of seven; and during the war of 1812, celebrated

in rhyme the exploits of the American army and
navy. Left in charge of his graudmotlier at Charles-

ton, he was placed with a druggist ; but at 18 began
the study of law; was admitted to the bar at

22 ; published Harli/ Lays and Lyrical and other

Poems (1827); and' became (1828) editor of The
City Gazette, and published The Vision of Cortes,

Cain, and other Poems (1829), and The Tri-Colour, a
poetical glorification of the French revolution (1830).

In 18.32, his paper, opposing nullification, failed;

and he lost his wife, father, and grandmother, and
took refuge in New England, where, at Hingham,
Massachusetts, he wrote his best poem, Atalantis, a
Story of the Sea (1833) ; and the same year, Martin
Faber, the story of a criminal. From this time, he
poured out rather than AVTote poems, novels, Iiistories,

and biographies in rapid succession, which may best

be classed in groups. Of poems, he published
Soutliern Passages and Pictures (1839) ; Donna Anna
(1843); Grouped Thonyhls and Scattei'ed Fancies

(184.5); Lays of tlie Palmetto—ballads of Southern
heroism in the war with Mexico (184S); Poems
Descriptive, Dramatic, and Legendary (1854) ; Arey-
tos, or Songs and Ballads of the South (1800). Of
dramas

—

Norman Maurin, or the Man of the People;
Michael Bonham, or the Fall of the Alamo; and a
stage adaptation of Timon of Athens. Of prose
romances of the imagination

—

Tlie Book of My
Ladii (\8ZZ) ; Carl Werner (\9'iS) ; Confession, or the

Blind Heart {lS-12) ; Castle Dismal (1845) ; The Wig-
wam and the Cabin, two series (1845, 1846) ; Marie
de Bfmiere (185.3). Of historical romances

—

The
Yemassee (1835); Pelayo (1838); Count Jalien

(1845); The Damsel of Darien (1845) ; The Lily and
the Totem, or the Huguenots in Florida (1845) ; I'he

Maroon, and other Tales (1855); Vasconcelos (1857);
Cassique of Kiawah (1860). Of revolutionary stoi'ies

— The Partisan (1835); Mellichamp (1851); Kather-
ine Walton {\85\) ; The Scout {\8i\) ; TIte Kinsman,
or the Black Riders of the Congaree (1841) ; Woodcraft
(1855); The Foragers (1855); Eutaio (1S50) ; these
five being stories of the war in the Carolinas. Of
local tales

—

Guy Elvers (1834) ; Pichard Hurdis
(1838) ; Border 'Beagles (1840) ; Beaxichamps (1842)

;

Helen Halsey (1845); The Gulden Christnms (1852) ;

Charlemont (1856). His other -n'orks comprise a
History of South Carolina ; South Carolina in the
Revolution ; Lives of General Marion, Captain John
Smith, ChevaUer Bayard, General Greene ; Civil
War in the South; American Loyahsta of the
Revolution ; Views and Reviews of American Lite-

rature; The Morals of Slavery, &c. Residing in
South Carolina during the War of Secession, he
sustained the Southern cause in a weekly news-
paper, and had his house and library wrecked by
Federal soldiers. Of his various aud voluminous
works, some are of high excellence.

SIMPSON, Sir Ja,mes Yocsg, was born at Bath-
gate, Linlithgowshire, in I8U. He early shewed a
peculiar talent for medical observation and research

;

and in the prosecution of his professional studies at
the University of Edinburgh, so attracted the notice
of his teacliers as to inspire all of them with an
active interest in his future career. He graduated
as doctor in medicine in 1832, on which occasion his
inaugural thesis won the highest admiration. Pro-
fessor Thomson chose him as his professional assist-

ant, and employed him in the preparation of his
course of lectures on General Pathology. During
the illness of the professor, Mr S. supplted his place
in the lecture-room with unusual skill and address.
He now began professional jiractice on his own
account; and in 1840, succeeded Professor Hamilton
aa Professor of Midwifery in the University of
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Edinburgh. This position he has heUl with yearly
I

enhanced distinction, and by tlie rigidly soientilic, '

wliilo popularly attractive, character of liis prelec-
|

t.ons, has contributed greatly to the renown of the

Kdinburyli school, both at home and abroati He
w.a3 indefatigable, amid the distracting cares of I

an extensive practice, in promoting the scientific

I)erfeetion of his art ; and his two volumes of

Obstetric Memoirs, edited by Drs Priestly and
Storrer, contain the fruits of much jiatient and
ingenious research. The discovery by which he

win be more jiarticularly remembered, however, is

that of the an.fsthetic virtues of chloroform. The
so-called sulphuric ether had boeu emjiloyed iu

.•Vmerica by Morton to jiroduce ana'sthesia during

labinir ; but to S. belongs the credit of having, iu

1847, lirst introduced to the scientitic world the far

safer, more certain, and now universally adojited

agent of chloroform. Another innovation which
surgical jiractice owes to Professor S. is the stojip.age

of ha'morrhage by Acupressure (q. v. iu Si rri.K-

ment). In his own peculiar field of obstetrics, his

improvements on the old methods of practice are

numerous and valuable ; while his contributions to

antiquarian research woidd of themselves create an
iiulependent reputation in that field. Besides the

01)3tetric Memoirs already mentioned, he pub-

lished a volume im Acui>res3ure ; and many iiai>ers

and notices read before the Koyal and Antiquarian

Societies of Edinburgh. Aijiong these m.ay be

enumerated : Antiquarian Kotices of Le]>rosy ; On
the Contagiousness of Cholera ; Ancient Roman
Medicine Stamps ; Was the Roman Army pro\-ided

with Medical Officers? Notes on some Ancient (ireek

Vases for containing Lykion, &c. ; On Syphilis in

Scotland ; &e. His scientific services were recog-

nised Viy nearly every medical association in either

hemisphere ; while his jirofessional distinction

secured for him (1S6G) a baronetcy from the Queen.

He died on the Gth of May 1S70. I

•SINCKKE 15RKTHRKN, or TRUE FRIEND.S,
is the name of a semi-religious, semi-scientific

Mohammedan order, the beginnings of which are

shroudeil in obscurity, but which, about 070 .\.i>.,

manifested its existence by one of the boldest and
most comjirehensive literary undertakings—viz.. .an

encyclopaedic treatment of philosophy, theology, sci-

ence, ethics, and metaphysics, in a series of no less

than fifty-one treatises. Under the head of Moham-
MEn.VN Skits, and more especially vmder Motazi-
LITES, mention has been made of that immense reli-

fious struggle that .arose but a few generations after

lohammed, in the bosom of Islam, bringing forth

sect after sect; and which, imder whatever name
and war-cr}', simply denoted the reaction of the

thinking minds against the dead-weight of dogmas
and formulas, such as the successors of the Prophet
tric<l in his name, and often enough in direct

contradiction to his explicit dicta, to impose
upon the Faithful. What the Motazilitcs had
attempted was the reconcili.atiou of scientitic specu-

lation, as it had irresistibly gro-wn uj> at the
lii-st contact of the Arabs with Greek literature,

with the religious dogma of Islam. This new-

period of development of Arabic culture, which '

chieHy characterises the epoch of the first Abbaside
rulers, however, was of no long duration. The re-

'

presentatives of the ' orthodox ' schools, who would
not hear of reconciliation, but insisted all the i

more uncompromisingly upon the most literal in-

terpretation, dexterously used against them those

same weapons of dialectics which their adver-

saries themselves h.ad first taught them how to wield.

Setting to work \\'ith proper systems and methods,
they soon built up a scholastic edifice of theology, 1

not easy to be attacked without the most direct
|

io6

outspokenness ; and from this the new schools, the
terror of the calif.ate strong ui)on them, shrank.
It wa.s thus that the Mot.azilites soon disappeared
from the arena. But their Labours had not been in

vain. Silently and liy small degrees this new and
mysterious union of the Sincere Brethren .arose.

Though widely spread, their schools, their houses
of .assembly, their rules, their doctrines—everything
remained, for we do not know how long, a jirofound

mystery ; and ajiart from that which they them-
selves have thought fit to reveal of it, neither

ancient nor modern investigation h>as been able to

discover many traces of their inner organisation
and activity. Not even many of their names have
come down to us, though the ' treatises ' they have
left ]>oint to a multitude of authors, and to many
stages of development. The tone of these treatises

is much more free, and their entire tendency more
radical than that of any of the books of their prede-

cessors. Yet, the desire not to offend the less

advanced in religious matters, and above all, to

reunite rather than to make the breach wider, is

perceptible in their endeavour to use what Koranic
quotations and traditions can be pressed into the
service of free thought, by often very unnatural
processes of allegory and mysticism.

Before speaking of the treatises themselves, we
shall briefly summarise wluat can be g.athered as

to the mutual relations of the brethren of this

secret lodge, and the aims of their association.

There is special mention made of the ' secret

doctrine' which the Brethren shoidd communicate
to e.ach other in their houses of .asscndjly .at those
' stated periods,' at which no stranger was to

be admitted on .any condition. The princijial sub-

jects towards which their conversation was to bo
directed were to be the knowledge of the soul or

psychology, the knowledge of the action of the
senses and the things perceptible through them, the
contemplation and investigation of the mysteries of

the sacred books, of the prophetical revelations,

and the ideas cont.aincd in the divine laws. Their
attention was further to be directed ti>ward3 the
four ' m.athematical ' sciences—arithmetic, geometry,
.astronomy, and (musical) composition. But the
chief suliject of their investigations should be the
knowledge of divine things, which are the end
and aim of all study. The most catholic spirit was
to prevail .among them with regard to the v.ariou3

sciences, systems, or books ; since * our own sj'stem

comprises all, without exception, and includes all

science.' ' The speculations of our school extend
simply to all things—ths sensual and the intellec-

tual—from the moment of their beginning to their

end, according to their outer and inner life—that

which is palpable and clear about them, and that
which is hidden and secret—the Tnith, in fact. For
the true essence in everything is derived from one
primeval origin and general cause, since there is luit

one world and one supreme mind, to which .all the
most manifold phenomena, species and kinds, and
divisions, are to he traced back.' With these words,
the encyclopaedic tendency of the lodge and their

essays is best characterised.

All their knowledge they traced b.ack to four

sources—as indeed this number seems to have
phayed a very considerable part in all their diWsions

—as follows: 1. 'The books that arc known by the
names of the sages and philosophers, in as far as

they belong to mathematics and natural history.'

They do not indicate them further ; but it is easy

to see from the treatises themselves that they allude

to the translations of Greek works bearing the

names of Pythagoras, Aristotle. Euclid, Ptolemy,

Poq)hyry, &c. 2. ' The revealed writings derived

from the prophets,' such as the five Books of
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Moses, the Gospel, the Psalms, the Koran, and
other writings of prophets who had received their

contents through inspiration by the angels and the
' deep mysteries hidden in these books. 3. ' Books
treating of nature'—i. e., that describe and repre-

sent the things now in existence—the celestial

circles, the motions of the stars, the transformation
of matter, the individual species and kinds of ani-

mals, plants, &c. All these things point to abstract

ideas and subtle mysteries of which men in general

saw but the outside, ignoring the mysterious art

and meaning of the Creator hidden within. But
if, in this third dinsion of the sources, the power
of the mysterious and of spiritualism must needs
have become very strong, it seems to have ruled
absolute in that most mysterious and obscure of

all sources, the fourth—viz., 'the divine books, or

the books on the divine things, written by the

angels from the tablet of Fate, upon which all

the divine decrees regarding the world and man
are inscribed. These contain all that refers to

substances, species, kinds, and orders of the differ-

ent souls ; their actions, destinies, metamorphoses,
phase after phase, the heavenly conjimctures and
periods, &c.' For this the Koran was quoted :

' And
upon the Arap ' [the di\-ision between heaven and
hell] ' there will stand men, who will recognise every
one by their distinguishing mark.' These men,
however, are souls who take a higher degree than
other men, like the prophets and martyrs, or the

elect among the believers and learned, or the angels

who appear in human shape.' And that there might
be no mistake as to the members of the secret

brotherhood being alluded to in this passage,

another passage from the same sacred volume is

adduced, which reads : These are the men who live

in houses which God has permitted to be erected,

that His name might be praised therein, in which
men proclaim His praise both morning and evening,

whom even neither commerce nor trade intercourse

keeps from the remembrance of God and the solemn
fulfilment of the duty of prayer. ' This is the state

of our brothers, the highly meritorious, the highly

honoured.'

The supreme (outward) duty of the brethren was
to support one another in case of need. Men are

divided into four classes—those who have wealth

n-ithout knowledge ; those who have knowledge
without wealth ; those who have both ; and those

who have neither. And this at once points to the

necessity of mutual support. Envy and ill-will are

seriously reprobated, and here the ethical por-

tions of the Koran and the Sunnah are appealed

to. But these fundamental principles are further

explained and detailed in the rules almost step

by step ; and it is shewn how each of the four

classes named is to make its support of the

Brethren more effective. Everj-thing should be
directed for the benefit of the soul, not of the

body ; everj-thing for the future, nothing for this

world. Moral qualities are the highest gift of

heaven, and the characteristic sign of the angels

and the blessed in paradise—a wise and happy way
of comforting the poor of. the community, who, by
moral purity, may lift themselves to the same purity

as the best and richest among the Brethren. In

order further to prove how the soul is capable of

the highest perfection by degrees, the various ages

and stages of man are enumerated, and the gradual

progression of all facidties is dwelt upon :iccording

to the 'strength of the soul.' The fourth degree

is characterised as the angelic quality of the

Boul, which is obtained at fifty, and which pre-

pares the way to everlasting life, and to the full

separation from matter. To this succeeds the
' power of ascension,' whereby the member mounts

515

up into the world of the spiritual heavenly beings,

so that he foresees clearly the 'things of the
end,' such as the resurrection, the last judg-

ment, the dispersion, the meting out of rewards
and punishments; how, further, 'the path is to

: be crossed, how he escapes the fire, enters Paradise,

I

and becomes a denizen of the highest realms with

j

the Father of all mercies.' And for this consumma-
I tion, many passages in the Koran and the Gospel
I are adduced—no less than the words of Socrates on
the day of his taking the hemlock ; of Pj-thagoras

at the end of his Golden Epistle, &c.

j
The encyclopedia of treatises which this secret

association has left as the monument of its exist-

ence, was first compiled at Basrah about 1000 A. D. ;

but has (save one often reproduced chapter, called

'The Contest between Man and Animal') never
been jjrinted. The 51 treatises are divided into

four classes: I, the 'Mathematical,' in 13 disserta-

tions or treatises ; 2, the ' Physical,' in 17 ; 3, the
' Origins ' of mental activity, or the thinking soul,

in 10; and 4th and last, 'The DiN-ine Law,' in 11

treatises, the last of which contains a general out-

line of the whole work.
The interest attaching to this production, as the

earliest Encyclopaedia deserving the name, reflect-

ing, as it tdoes, the state of science both of the
East and West at the end of the first thousand
years after the introduction of Christianity, is so

great, that we append a sketch of the contents and
method.
The first 13 treatises, belonging to what may be

called the mathematico-phdosophical division, treat

of Arithmetic, Geometry, Astronomy, Geography,
Music, followed by psychological and ethical reflec-

tions. This part concludes with introductions to
Philosophy and Logic. Throughout, the authors
only treat of the theoretical part of their subject,

without entering into further details as to their

practical side, or teaching them systematically one
by one.

From these preliminaries, the work proceeds to

its second part, the physical division, which com-
prises the whole cosmos in its special phenomena,
and the laws that govern them : heaven and earth,

the three natairal kingdoms, the mysterious union
of body and soul, how the latter pervades the for-

mer, and commimicates itself to all its parts ; the
changes of life and death, joy and mourning, the
senses, and all that is perceptible through them

—

all the great questions, in fact, which most vitally

engage man's attention in this world of growth
and decay. An attemjjt is made to ascertain how
far human understanding can penetrate these dim
regions of speciUation and metaphysics, and even
the languages and their original elements are drawn
into the circle of these investigations, and subjected

to philosophical scrutiny. '

"rhe third division treats of the origins of mental
activity. Heterogeneous though some of its elements
be, it yet keeps its subject sufficiently in view
throughout. The elements of mental activity are
investigated first according to Pythagoras, then
according to the Brethren themselves. !}^ext comes
man both as microcosm and macrocosm. The revo-

lutions of the heavenly bodies, love, resurrection,

the world to come, motion, cause and effect, dogmas
and customs are then treated of ; each and all contri-

buting their share to the aimed-at outward union
between reason and faith.

The fourth division borders very closely on the
supranaturalistic and purely speculative. At the
same time, it touches vital doctrines of Islam, and
treats them in an abstract and very free manner.
How the knowledge of God is gained ; the life of

the sold after death ; the relation of the Brethren
737
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towards each other; the essence of the true

faith ; the divine law ; prophecy ; and the relation

of relii,'ion generally to the peculiar phase of it as

adopted by the lodge; and a number of similar

points are taken up.

So far, in the most general outlines, those iifty-

onc treatises, which, though they be neither strictly

systematically arranged nor methodised, nor free

from repetitions, and by no means so instruc-

tive in detail as the enumeration of the contents

would lead to believe, yet belong to the most cum-

prehenaivo and creditable eifoi-ts of the human
mind.
A small specimen of the manner and method of

these treatises, taken from the chapter (20) on

Plants may not be unacceptable :

' Know th.at the plants are only perceptible as

the visible, palpable phenomena, but that their

artistic working within is secret, invisible, and hid-

den before the eye. It is what we call the part-souls,

what the philosophers call the natural powers, what
religion calls angels, or divine hosts commissioned

with the calling into being and development of the

plants and creatures, with the creation of the stones,

&c. The terms differ, but the sense and meaning

is identical. Philosophers trace these things to

tlie Powers of Nature ; the religious Law to the

Anfels, but not directly to the Blessed and Exalted

Goi For the Blessed God is too exalted to form

a natm-al body Himself—to move and to act bodily,

just as kings, generals, and high dignitaries

are too high to execute any work themselves,

though they are considered theii- authors, through

having ordered and willed them. If, e. ^., you

hear it said that Alexander built Alexandria, you

must not, of course, fancy that he himself bodily

did build the city—he ordered it to be built.

Thus, the works of God's servants are traced

back to the Exalted God, even as the Koran

says : " It is not you who have killed them, but

God."

'

One of the most attractive portions of the work,

and the one which alone has been repeatedly edited

anil translated into many languages (not into

English), is the so-called ' Contest Ijetween Man
and Animal,' which forms a part of the twenty-

first treatise. In this one place alone, man and ani-

m;j3 are introduced speaking ; in all other portions,

rhetoric, ornamented by allegories and metaphors,

mostly well chosen and artistically WTOught, forms

the ordinary style. These dissertations may not

have fultiUed their purpose any more than did the

whole lodge ; but they -ivill be aU the better appre-

ciated when that darkest period of Moh.immedan
history, the 10th c., is taken into consideration.

Hypocrisy stood for piety at the courts of the many
emirs, low cunning for wisdom, the vilest adulation

for fidelity, and oppression for justice. No wonder

this manly and scientific protest was not received

very favourably by so corrupt a generation. Besides

which, the want of strict logical arrangement—

a

circumstance owing probably to the voluntary sup-

pression of the intermediate portion—and the vague-

ness in which many of the most important pomts

are treated, made even the few independent and
faithful minds faU to appreciate it. The chief

cause of the discontent which they excited among
the contemporaries lay in their conciliatory ten-

dencies. Theology pure and simple would not hear

of philosophy. Kehgion, the orthodox champion

said, was a revelation—divinely given, not to be

imderstood even by human intelGgence; philosophy,

on the other hand, was a vain thing, treating of

human things and other futile subjects. The phil-

osophers, though they dared not be quite so out-

spoken on theology, felt no less keenly that there
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was no compromise possible under these circum-

stances, even if they had not repudiated any notion

of being ' reconciled.'

We have treated this subject somewhat more
fully than usual, both on account of its deep intrin-

sic interest, as forming the most striking refutation

of the commonplace notion that the religion of

Mohammed was a stationary, hard, fanatical, and
dotard creed, never questioned or reasoned upon by
the Faithful ; and further, because little or no infor-

mation on the sjibject is generally accessible. The
work itself has, as we have said, with the exception of

the one fairy-tale fragment, never been edited ; and
there are, even among the authorities on Moham-
medan matters, but three or four who have jiaid

special attention to this important subject, and
what fragmentary information wo possess lies scat-

tered in Oriental ' Transactions,' in notes, and in

prefaces.—See Sprengcr, in Asiatic Journal of Ben-

gal ; Flilgel, in DnUsche Morgenl. Ztit-adirift ; Do
Sacy, Notices et Extraits ; Dieterioi, Mcnsch und
Thier ; Nauwerck ; &c.

SIR-I-PUL, a town of Bokhara, Turkestan, 4.5

miles south-west from Balkh, in lat. 36° 21' N., ami

Ion". 66° 28' E., on a river which loses itself with-

out reaching the Jihoon. It is the capital of au

Uzbek chief. Pop. 18,000.

SIjEA'FORD, a town of Lincolnshire, England,

on the right bank of the Slea, a branch of the

Witham, 17 miles south-south-east from Lincoln,

and 52 feet above the level of the sea. It is a well-

built and well-paved town, and has a fine church,

built in the 13th centm-y. Pop. (1871) ;)J'J2.

SMITH, GoLDWiN, LL.D., son of a Berkshiro

physician, was born at Keailmg in 1823. He re-

ceived his education at Eton, from whence ho

proceeded to Oxford, and matriculated at Christ's

Church, but was soon afterwards elected to a

Demyship at Magdalen. His undergraduate career

was one of unusual brUliancy, only equalled, indeed,

by Sir Roundell Palmer and Professor Conington.

He gained both University Scholarships, the Latin

Verse, and the two Prize Essays, and was placed in

the first class in 1845. In 1847, he was elected

Fellow of University College, where he ofiiciated

for a time as tutor. In the same year he was called

to the bar at Lincoln's Inn. The ministry of the

day availed themselves of Mr S.'s services in carry-

ing out their plans of university reform. He was
nominated Assistant-secretary to the iirst, and Secre-

tary to the second Oxford Commission, by which the

somewhat antiquated statutes of the university

were reconstructed, and the rich endowments of

the colleges opened to public competition. Mr S.

was also a member of the Popular Education Com-
mission appointed in June 1858. The chair of

Modem History having been vacated about this

time by the resignation of Professor Vaughan, was
offered l)y Lord Derby to Mr S. He accepted the

offer, and discharged his professional duties with
zeal and efficiency until liis resignation in 1800. In

1868, he was elected to the chair of English and
Constitutional History in the university at Ithaca,

New York, where he has since resided. Goldwin S.

has long been known as a reviewer and publicist of

the highest class, and has completely identified

himself with the more advanced school of reformers.

During the American war, he was an earnest

defender of Federal interests, and combated with

success, in the Daily News and elsewhere, the

singular theories of the rights of slavery and the

duties of neutrals, which were then somewhat
fashionable. He was also active in denouncing the

Jamaica massacres, and in advocating an extended

measure of reform. His lectmes on ' Three Enghsh
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Statesmen,' delivered at some of the chief towns in

the north, called forth the remark from Mr Disraeh,

that he was a ' wild man of the cloister, going about
the country mahguing men and things.' Mr .S.'s

writings are characterised by great extent and
accuracy of information, by a style singularly vigor-

ous and condensed, and by great powers of sarcasm.

Among his ijrincijjal publications may be enumer-
ated : Irish History and Character ; Two Lectures

on the Study of History, vnth a Supplementary Lec-
ture on the Doctrine of Historical Progress; The
Empire, a repiint from the Daily Ifews of 1S62

—

1863; England and America, a lecture delivered

before the Boston Fraternity, and reprinted from
the Atlantic Monthly; A Plea for the Abolition of
Tests at Oxford ; Rational lidigion and the Objec-

tions of the Bampton Lecture in 1S5S; several pam-
phlets on the American question ; contributions to
Oxford Essays ; A Short History of England ; &o.
He is also the author of some of the most admired
compositions in the Anthologia Oxoniensis.

SNOW-BIRD (Junco or Fringilla hyemalis), a
North American bird of the Finch family (Fringil-

lidce], common from Loiusiana to the Fur Countries,

in all the eastern parts of North America. The
wings are rather short, the tail shghtly notched.

The whole length is rather more than six inches

;

the upper parts are lead-colour, the lower parts

white, the two outer t.T.il-feathers white, the next
white margined with black. This bird migrates
northwards early in spring, and southwards late in

autumn. It is often to be seen in small flocks,

visiting barn-yards, and hopping about with the
domestic poultry. In cold weather, it retires to

holes in haystacks. Its song is sweet. From its

frequent famihar approach to human habitations,

the S. is regarded with favour throughout great

part of North America, as the Kedbreast is in

Britain. In the south, however, it is often brought
to market, its flesh being very pleasant. In the
western parts of North America, another but very
similar species, the Oeegon Snow-jinch {F. Ore-

gona), takes the place of this.

SOMBRERE'TE, a town of Mexico, in the state

of Zacatecas, and 90 mUes north-west from Zaca-

tecas, in a mountainous district celebrated for its

rich sQver mines, from which S. derives aU its

importance. Poix 14,000.

SOO-CHOW, or SU-TCHOU, or SOO-CHOW-
FOU {fou merely signifying city), a large city of

China, in the province of Kiang-su, 60 miles west-

north-west fi'om ShanghaL It stands near the

Grand Canal which connects Hang-chow with

NarLking and Pekiu, but its port is Shanghai, with
which also it has water-communication. It is

about ten miles in circumference, and is enclosed

by fortifications, outside of which are four very

large suburbs. The country around S. is level, and
remarkable for its fertility, so that the Chinese

speak of it as a terrestrial paradise. The city has

silk manufactures, printing establishments, and a

large trade in books. In 1857, S. was captured and
sacked by the TaepLngs. In 1863, it was invested

by the Imperialists, under a British officer, and the

rebel chiefs having surrendered, were treacherously

beheaded by the governor of the province.

SPANISH MAIN (i. e., main-land), a name
generally given during the 16th c. and the earlier

part of the ISth to the north-east coast of South
America, from the Orinoco to the Isthmus of

Darien. The name occurs very frequently in con-

nection with the history and exploits of Bucaneers

(q. v.).

SPEKE, John Haxning, an African traveller,

was born near Bideford, Devonshire, in May 1827,

and was the son of Mr W. Speke, the representa-

tive of an old Somersetshire famDy. He was
educated at the Barnstaple grammar-school, and at
the age of 17 went to India. He entered the native
Bengal infantry as a cadet, and saw much serrice

during the war in the Punjab. A keen sportsman,
with a taste for natural history, he employed his
riile with success in collecting for the museums
specimens of the rarer mammals and bu'ds of India,
and with this view he undertook several exploratory
trips into the Himalaya. It was while so employed
that he first conceived the idea of becoming an Afri-

can traveller. The English government had resolved,

in 1S54, to despatch an expedition from Aden into the
neighbouring region of Africa, under the command
of Captain Burton (q. v. in Suppi^ment). S., then
a lieutenant in the Indian army, reached Aden
at this time, on leave of absence, and resolved to
join Burton and his companions, Lieutenants Heme
and Stroyan, Burton went to Harar; and S. was
detached to visit the Dalbahantas, the most war-
like of the Somaidi tribes. On the return of the
travellers to their starting-point on the coast, they
were attacked by 150 men. Stroyan was killed,

and S. made a narrow escape with 11 wounds. The
attention of the Geographical Society of London
had now been called to the subject of the great
lakes of tropical Africa ; and in June 1857, they
despatched Burton and Speke. These travellers

entered the country fi'om Zanguebar, as the Ger-
man missionaries Krapf and Kebmann had done
in 1847, and discovered the great lake Tanganyika.
The details of their discoveries till they reached
Gondokoro, in March 1863, are given in the article

Nile. S. and Grant had passed through the very
heart of what remained of the terra incognita of
Eastern Africa. On their retiirn to England, they
met ^rith an enthusiastic reception, to which they
were weU entitled, as two of the most daring and
successful of modern explorers ; although, perhaps,
some of S.'s most enthusiastic friends have gone
too far in claiming for him a place above other
travellers as 'the discoverer ' of the sources of the
NUe. On the 15th September 1864, S. was killed

by a gun-accident while out shooting in the neigh-
bourhood of Bath, to which he had come to be
present at a meeting of the British Association.—S.
is the author of a Journal of the Discovery of the

Source of the Nile, and What led to the Discovery

of tJie Source of the Nile.

SPENCER, Herbebt, an English author, born
in Derby in 1820. He was educated by his father,

W. G. Spencer, a teacher, chiefly of mathematics,
and his uncle, the Rev. Thomas Spencer, a clergy-

man of the established church, well known for lus
hberal opinions on poUtical and ecclesiastical ques-
tions. At the age of seventeen, he became a civil

engineer ; but after about eight years, abandoned
the profession, in consequence of the large influx

of young men brought into it during the railway
mania, and the consequent undue competition.
During the eight years of his engineering life, he
contributed various papers to the Civil Engineer's
and Architect's Journal. His first productions in
general literature were in the shape of a series of
letters on the ' Proper Sphere of Government,' pub-
lished in the Nonconformist newspaper in 1842,
which were some time after reprinted as a pamphlet.
From the close of 1848 to the middle of 1S53, he
was engaged on the Economist, then edited by the
late James Wilson, M.P. ; and during this time he
published his first considerable work, Social Statics.

Shortly afterwards, he began to write for the
quarterly reviews, most of his articles appearing in

the Westminster, and others in the North British,

British Quarterly, Edinburgh, Medico-chirurgical,
73'j
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Jtc. In 1855, appeared his Prindphu of Pst/chologij.

In ISCO, ]ie commenced the undertaking on which
he is at present engaijed—a connected series of

philosophical works, desifrned to unfold in their

natural order the ])rinciplo8 of biology, psycholog)-,

sociology and morality. Five volumes of the series

are completed : First Principles, Principles of
Bioloflu (2 vols.), and Principles of Psi/choloatj (-

vols. 1S71— 1872). Mr S. displays great knowledge
and ]>hilo3ophical originality. He has applied
imivcrsally, and carried out into systematic detail,

the theory of Evolution or Development.

SPERMATOZO'A (derived from Gr. spcrma,
seed, and zoa, living creatures) is the term given to

the true fertilising agents occui-riug in the male
generative organs. They appear to be formed from
the epithelial linin" of the tortuous seminal tubes,

of which the organ known as the testis is essentially

composed. At the perioil of puberty in man, and
at certain periods annually iu other animals, the
seminal tubes are seen to be filled with cells, from
which the spermatozoa are developed. Without
describing the various changes that ensue, we may
observe, that the spermatozoa arc linallj' set free by
the bursting of the cell-walls, and arrange them-
selves in jiarcels, symmetrically ])laced, witli the
so-called heads in oue direction, and the tails iu the
opposite direction. In the human subject, the
spermatozoa may be described as clear, hyaloid
bodies, each of which cousists of a dilated jiortion,

the head or body, from which a long tail, or fila-

ment, issues. The head is flattened from side to

side, and of a conical form, the pointed extremity
being anterior. The length of the spermatozoa is

about iT^th of an inch. The spermatozoa of differ-

ent animals vary extremely in size and form ; and
for a dctaUed account of these bodies, in different

classes of animals, we must refer to the article

•Semen,' iu the Cyclopaedia of Anatomy and P/iysi-

oloyy. It was formerly supjiosed that sjiermatozoa

were indei)cndent organisms (Hke the infusoria, for

cxamjde), but it is now known that they must be
regarded as epithelial cells (or perhaps nuclei),

modified in structure, and endowed with special

properties. That the integrity of the spermatozoa
is essential for the process of impregnation, is a fact

that cannot be called in question ; but of the nature

of the force which they communicate to the ova, we
know nothing.

SPHY'GMOGRAPH, an instrument by which
we ascertain, and permanently record, the form, force,

and frequency of the pulse-beat, and the changes
which that beat undergoes in certain morbid states.

This instnmient consists of two essential parts : (1)

Of two levers, oue of which is so delicately adjusted
on the vessel the ]iulsation of which it is desired to

examine, that on each expansion of the vessel the

lever undergoes a corresponding slight elevation :

this lever communicates by a perpendicular arm
with a second, to wliich it transmits the impirlse

received from the vessel ; the extremity of this

second lever is armed with a pen-point, which
records the movements thus indicated on a movable
plate, controlled by the second part of the instru-

ment. (2) The second portion consists of a plate,

moved by watch-work, and bearing a strip of paper

on which the sphygmographic tracery is formed.

Mode in tchich the Tracery is formed.—As the

pulse transmits through the levers a vertical move-
ment to the pen-point, and the plate, on which the
tracery is formed, is moved steadily across the pen-

point, an undulating line (fig. 1) is the result: the
/might of the elevations indicating the strength of the
pulse ; and the 7iianber of the elevations delineated

in the time the pen takes to travel, its frequency.

Figs. I, 2, and .3 are fac-similes of sphygmographic
tracings : of these, tig. I is the tracing presented by a
natural )iulse ; figs. 2 and 3 are morbid. The latter
are excellent examples of the tracings produced by

Fig. 1.

the pulse at the wrist in two common forms of
cardiac disease, and exhibit the manner in which
the tracing is modified in diseased states of the cir-

culatory system. ]'"ig. 2 represents the puLse of a
jiatient suffering from an incompetent state of
the valves guarding the orifice of the aorta, the
great vessel conveying blood from the heart. The
l)lnod, in such a case, when ])ropelled into the aorta,

distends it, and communicates a pulse throughout

Fig. 2.

the arteri.al system. When the vessel again con-
tracts, regni-gitation takes place into the cavity of

the heart, as the valves, which should prevent this

regurgitation, and maintain the arterial teusiou,

are unalile to perform their function. The pulse-
l>eat is accordingly atirupt, and of short duration,
and the sphygmographic tracing ])resent3 a series

of abrupt elevations and dejiressions. Fig. 3
represents the pulse met with iu a different form of

Fig. 3.

cardiac disease, in which the valves are so affected

as to obstruct the jiassage of the blood into the cir-

culation : the effect of this on Ithe pulse is to render

its beats we.akly marked and irregular ; and in the

si)hygmogra)ihic tracing, the elevations are dimin-

ished in height and regularity. The pulse, in

extreme forms of this lesion, is represented in

sphygmographic tracmg by a slightly wa\-iug lino.

SPI'THEAD FORTS. The troubled state of

European politics which gave rise in 1859 to the
Volunteer movement, led also to the recommendation
of an extensive jilan of defences for the arsenals and
coast. A Board of Commissioners drew up a scheme
for these defences, to cost about £fi,U0O,OOO, of

which a sum of £2,000,000 was for I'drtsmouth,

Spithead, and the neighbouring coast. At present,

the entrance to the important arsenal and dockyard
at Portsmouth is defended by Fort Moucktou on
the Gosport side, Southsea Castle on the opposite

side, Cumberland Fort at the entrance to Langston
Harbour, Lunqis and Eastney Forts between the

two last named, and some defensive lines between
the island of Portsea and the mainland. £580,000
was voted in 1860 as a beginning, to increase the

number and strength of these forts, to build

detached forts on shoals in the sea between the

mainland and the Isle of Wight, and to raise forti-

fied lines on Portsdown Hill (the princijjal work
being Fort Southwick), wholly northward of Ports-

mouth Harbour. The works were commenced ; but
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the often-conflicting lessons furnished by the Amer-
ican war led to much delay and endless variations

of plan.

The K'ational Defence Commissioners had pro-

posed five advanced forts on the shoals known as

Horse Sand, Xoman or No Man's Land Shoal,
Sturbridge Shoal, Spit Point, and a point interven-
ing between Horse Sand and Portsea Island. But
after much discussion and numerous alterations of

plan, it was only in 1S64 that it was determined
to proceed with the foundations at least of two

—

the Horse and the Noman forts. The foundation of

each fort consists of rings of stone-work, laid on
the levelled bed of the shoal, tapering a little

upwards from a width of 54 feet to one of 43 feet

;

the outer diameter of the ring gradually lessening

from 231 to 213 feet. From 20 to 15 feet of sub-

marine masonry is required. Outside the rings of

stone are layers of rubble, to protect the stone-work
from the action of tidal rush. In the same year,

1864, which placed in abeyance all the Spithead
forts except the Horse and the Noman, the con-

struction of a small fort was begun beyond Spithead
itself, but near the entrance to Brading Harbour in

the Isle of Wight ; an oval fort of 120 feet by 109,

built of grarute within a ring of caissons sunk in

the sand.
All this time the government had not determined

which of three modes to adopt for constructing the

forts, the foundations of which had thus been com-
menced—whether to form them entirely of iron ; or

of granite faced with iron, hke the forts constructed
by the Eussians at Cronstadt ; or simply of granite,

leaving the facing for after-consideration. The plan

most in favour with the government in 1866 was
to erect on each of the foundations at Spithead a

revolving iron fort or tower of enormous magnitude
and strength.

Circumstances in 1867 induced the government
awain to pause. Experiments on the Eodman 15-inch

and 20-inch guns led some engineers to believe that

no iron casing for forts could resist shot of 500 lbs.

to 1100 lbs. from such ordnance; while the roUing

of an armour-plate 15 inches thick (see Ap.mouk-
PLATES in StJPP.) revived the hopes of those who
believe that armour will eventually vanquish guns.

EinaUy, the forts are (1873) nearly finished, of a
granite core, surrounded by a great thickness of

iron plates, which offer a smooth cylindrical face

to the enemy. Above each fort are revolving

turrets of great strength, carrying 35-ton guns,

which throw shells of 700 lbs.

STAJfFIELD, Cl.\p.ksox, a distinguished

painter, was born of Irish parents, in the town of

Sunderland, about the year 1793. At an early

period of his lite, he went to sea, and made frequent

long voyages, among which was that to China. In

the China seas, he passed some years of his life,

and served for a time in the same ship with
Douglas Jerrold ; S. in the capacity of a common
sailor, and Jerrold as a midshipman. While thus

engaged, S. exhibited consideraUe talent both in

painting and drawing. The first person of public note,

however, to observe S.'s genius as a painter was the

celebrated Captain Marrjat, who met with him in the

Mediterranean, serving in a king's ship as captain's

clerk. S. and Marryat afterwards became intimate

;

and in 1840 the novelist employed the painter, then
become famous, to illustrate his Poor Jack. S. left

the nav)', in consequence of an injury to his feet,

through a fall from the fore-topgaUant mast-head
of his ship. He then took to scene-painting as a
means of earning his bread. His first efforts in this

direction were made in the Old Eoyalty Theatre,

Wells Street, WeUclose Square, in the east end of

Loudon, about the year ISIS. He was afterwards

employed at Drury Lane Theatre, and here it is

said that he produced some of his most extra-

ordinary effects. He carried on this occupation
until the year 1S27, when he finally abandoned it,

except on rare occasions. S., while painting for

the theatres, ihad by no means neglected easel-

painting. The first picture by him that attracted
any considerable notice was ' Market-boats on the
Scheldt,' exhibited at the British Institution in

1826. The picturesque grouping, variety of figiures,

and gay costumes were much admired. His
' Wreckei-s off Fort Eouge, Calais,' exhibited in the
following year, also at the British Institution, was
even more successful. In 1S2S, he obtained from
the British Institution a prize of fifty guineas for

another of his pictures. In 1830, S. made his first

excursion on the continent, and in the same year
exhibited at the Academy his ' Mount St Michael,
Cornwall,' which placed him at once in the fore-

most rank as a marine painter. In IS23, S.,

in conjunction with David Eoberts and others,

founded the Society of British Artists. His elec-

tion to the Academy as Associate took place in

1832; and in 1835 he was chosen E.A., in conjunc-
tion mth Sir William Allan. In 1833, S. exhibited

at the Academy the first of a series of pictures of

Italian scenery, painted for the Marquis of Lans-
downe for the banqueting-room at Bowater. In
1834, he commenced a similar series for the Duke
of Sutherland. In 1836, he exhibited ' The Battle

of Trafalgar,' painted for the Senior United Service

Club ; and in 1841, his celebrated ' Castello d'Ischia,'

engraved by the Art-union in 1844. In 1843, he
sent to the Academy ' Mazerbo and Lucello, Gulf of

Venice,' said to be one of the finest landscapes he
ever painted. ' A Skirmish off HeUgoland ' (1867)
was S.'s last contribution to the exhibitions of the
Academy, of which he was so distinguished a
member. His great merit Hes in the skSfid com-
bination of land and sea in the same view. Man
and the works of man are not disdained by him in
his portraiture of nature, and there is frequently a
poetic feeling of the^ highest order in some of his

conceptions, as in his pictures of ' The Abandoned,'
and ' The Wreck of a Dutch East Indiaman.' S.

died on the 18th of May 1867.

STA'TEN ISLAND, an island off the south-east

point of Tierra del Fuego, from which it is separated

lay the Strait of Le Maire. It is about 45 miles in

length from east to west, and about 10 miles at its

greatest breadth, its shores much indented. Its

eastern extremity is Cape St John, in lat. 54° 42* S.,

and long. 63° 43' W. The surface is mountainous, de-

scending to the sea in steep slopes and precipices ; its

general character similar to that of Tierra del Fuego.

STAVA'NGER, a seaport town of the west
coast of Xorway, in the stift of Christiansand, 35
miles north-west from the Kaze, and 100 miles

south from Bergen, on the west side of a wide and
sheltered bay of the Bukke-fiord. It is a very
ancient town, with a very tine old Gothic cathedral,

called St Swithin's. S. has cloth-manufactories

and distilleries. Ship-biulding is carried on. There
is a considerable export trade in timber, oak-bark,

lobsters, herring, and stock-fish. Pop. 12,000.

STAVESACRE (Delphinium stapliisagria), a
species of Larkspur (q. v.), a native of the south of

Europe. The seeds have been used in medicine
from ancient times. They are too violently emetic
and cathartic to be safely employed ; but in powder
they are applied to cutaneous eruptions, and are
used for killing lice. Their properties depend upon
an alkaloid, Delphinia (C.^Hi^JfO.), which is now
used in medicine instead of the seeds, chiefly in

rheumatism and neuralgia.
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STEAM-CARRIAGE. It has been a favourite
idea for many years with amateur and jirofessional
mechanicians (especially the former) to make a light
carriat;e which could lie used upon ordinary roads,
and which should contain a steam-engine and
liniUr to propel itself. In spite of innumerable
.uttoinpts, no jiermanent success Ikts yet been
ohtained in this direction, notwithstanding
that great i)rogi-cs3 has been made in con-
structing steam traction engines for common
ro.ids. The fact seems to be, that while a self-
propelling steiim-carriage to carry only the
wclLiht of a p.assengcr or two can be m.ade
without much ditficulty, its cost \vill be pro-
portionately so heavy, and the trouble of
keeping it in order as weU as of working it, so
great, that it will not succeed commercially.
The true application of steam ujwn common

roads is in the dra\ving of heavy loads which
would otherwise reqviire an iuconvenicntly
large number of horses. Engines for this pur-
pose are called iraction-engbies, and their use,
notwithstanding determined, and too often
ignorant, opposition, seems to be yearly on
the increase. Traction-engines may be divided
into two classes—those with rigid tires on
their wheels, and those with flexible tires.
The former class is the older, and includes
many ingenious but mistaken contrivances
for laying down what was equivalent to an
endless railway for the engine to run upon,
which was at one time thought by many
essential to its success. The best engines at pre-
sent made with rigid tires are those of Messrs
Aveling and Porter of Rochester, which are simple
and substantial in construction, and are used largely
both in this country and abroad. Of the second
class of traction-cncrincs, those fitted with Thom-
son's patent india-riAber tires, and l)y the inventor
called roarl-stfamcrs, are the only ones that have
come into anything like extended use. These tires
are simply rings of india-rubber, four or five inches
thick, stretched over the rim of the wheel, and
protected by a flexible circle of steel shoes from
being damaged by stones, &c. The advantage of
flexible tires is the greater adhesion (in jiropor-

tion to weight) which they give to the engine, and
the saving the machinery from shocks and jars.

They will doubtless be still more largely used when
more lengthened experience has perfected their con-
struction, but the great cost of the india-rubber has
hitherto much hindered their extended adoption.

STEAM-CRANE. The application of steam
to the worlcing of cranes was an obvious one,
and is now universal where much hoisting work
has to be done ; it not only effects a great saving
in labour, but causes the work to be much more
quickly done, a consideration quite as important.
Steam-cranes and winches are now almost invar-
iably used on lioard all large steam-boats, both for

loading and unloading, heaving the anchor, warping
the ship along by means of a cable, and other pur-
poses. When working on a wh.arf, and in many
other situations, it is often very convenient that the
crane should be movable, so that it may go to its

work in the multitude of cases where that arrange-
ment is more convenient than the converse. For
this purjiose it is mounted on a plain railway truck,
cither of wood or iron, the truck being generally
pro\ided with clamps at the ends, by which it

can be firmly secured to the rails when lifting

weights. The balance construction, now universally
adopted for portable cranes, was invented or sug-
gested by the late Mr R. W. Thomson, C.E., in
18.5G—its essential feature being the use of the
boiler as a counterpoise to the weight to be lifted.

as shewn in the figure. The princii)al parts ..f a
steam-crane arc : ]. The boiler, which must be i.f

some very simple constniction, as it h.as so fn-
quently to be worked with excessively dirty water ;

2. The framing, which is generally made of cast-
iron, and supjwrts the boiler, the engine and ge.ir.

and the jib ; 3. Tlie engine (which has almost

always two small cylinders, and is fitted with revere-

ing gear), and the pinions, wheels, drums, &c., for

the hoisting and other motions : 4. The 'jib' (cither

of wood or iron), over a pulley in the top of which
the chain i)asscs, and the purpose of which is to

enable the different objects to be lifted quite clear

of the ground, and deposited, when necessarj-, on
trucks, &c. ; 5. The pillar, whicli is firmly attached to

the truck, and which, passing upwards through the

centre of the frame, forms the jiivot on which it

turns round ; 0. The truck itself, whicli supports

the whole machine. If the crane is stationary, the

truck, of course, is not required, the bottom of the

pillar being imbedded in m-asonry ; and for large

cranes the boiler is generally matle separate from

the machine itself, and sometimes the engines also. A
portable balance steam-crane, like that in the engrav-

ing, is, when complete, fitted with the following

motions: 1. Gear for hoisting, generally with two or

more speeds, to be used according to the Aveight to be

lifted ; 2. Gear for raising or lowering the outer end

of the jib ; 3. Gear for slewing the jib (with Ixiiler

and frame attached to it) ; 4. Gear for propelling

the truck along the rails. Our illustration shews a

complete and well-designed crane of this kind, m.ade

by Messrs Alexander Chai>lin and (Jo., of the Craii-

stonhill Works, Glasgow. It will lift from 5 to

7 tons, according to the position of the jib.

.STEELL, Jonx, K.S.A., an eminent Scottish

sculptor, the son of a car\xr and gilder in Edin-

burgh, was born at Aberdeen in 1804 He received

his education as an artist at the Edinburgh Aca-

demy, and afterwards at Rome. On returning

thence in 1S:!0, he executed a colossal group of

'Alexander and Bucephalus,' which was instantly

recognised as a work of great merit. The promise

of this early work he has since amply fulfilled;

and is now admitted to stand in the front rank of

his profession. His chief works are in E<linburgh :

the colossal figure of the Queen crowning the front

of the Royal Institution, which procured him the

honorary appointment of Sculptor to Her Majesty m
Scotland ; the statue of Scott in the Scott monument,
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a commission which was won in competition ; the
equestrian statue of the Duke of Wellington (1S52),

and statues of Professor Wilson and Allan Eamsay
(1S65). In 1873, a dujilicate of the statue of Scott
was erected in the Central Park, New York.

STOCK-BPvOKER, or SHARE-BROKER, a
person employed in buying and selling stock in
the public home and foreign funds, also in stock or
shares of joint-stock companies. In most of the
principal towns stock exchanges are established,
and the stock or share brokers are members of such
exchanges, and are bound to transact business in
terms of the rules and regulations of the exchange
to which they belong. In London, in addition to
ordinary brokers, there are what are called sworn
brokers, who require a license from the city corpora-
tion, for which certain fees are exacted, before
being entitled to transact business in the public
funds. In the provincial exchanges, the brokers
require no license, nor do they pay any fee to
government or other authorities. The charge for

brokerage or commissions varies from ^ in consols
to J per cent, in raUway stocks; the I'ates for
shares being charged according to the amount of

the share, and in accordance with a scale adopted
by the stock exchanges.

SUEZ CANAL. In the former article on this

subject, the nature of the scheme was brieUy de-
scribed, and Olustrated by a small map ; and the
progress of the works noticed down to the year
1865. In this place, some of the features will receive
a little further explanation, now that the canal is

finished and in operation.

The Port Said Entrance.—Port Said or Said, a
town now containing 10,000 inhabitants, had no
existence in 1862. It became the depot of the
Company, the metropolis of vast bodies of labourers
and other persons employed on the works of the
canal. As the Mediterranean Sea is very shallow
near this point, an artificial deep channel had to be
made, bounded east and west by piers stretching
far out into the sea. Stone for these piers was, in

the first instance, brought from a long distance

;

but afterwards artificial stone was made on the
spot, consisting of two parts of sand and one part
of hych-aidic lime ground into a paste, and poured
into wooden boxes or moulds. ^Vhen the mixture
solidified, the mould-boards were removed, and the
sohd blocks of artificial stone were left from three to

six months in the open air to dry and harden . The
blocks contain 10 cubic metres each, weigh 20 tons,

and were made at a contract price of 'fc francs per
mitre cube. The western pier has a length of 7000
feet, and the eastern of 6000 feet : they are 4600
feet apart at the shore, but gradually approach
towards each other, so that their outer ends are only
2300 feet apai-t. The western pier is continued in

an arc of 1100 yards extent, so. as, with the eastern

pier, to shelter the harbour from all winds. Within
this outer harbour is an inner port, 870 yards by
500, which is kept at a uniform depth of 30 feet, by
means of steam- di-edging. The lighthouse, with its

electric light, is 180 feet high.

From Port Said to Temsah £a7jp.—From Port
Said, the canal crosses about 20 mdes of Menzaleh
Lake, a salt-water shallow, closely resembling the
lagoons of Venice, having from 1 to 10 feet depth
of water. The canal through this lagoon is 112
yards wide at the surface, 26 yards at the bottom,
and 26 feet deep. An artificial bank rises 15 feet

on each side of this channel. Beyond Menzaleh
Lake, heavier works begin. The cUstance thence
to Abu Ballah Lake is 11 miles, with a height of

ground above the level of the sea varying from 15
to 30 feet. Crossing the last-named lake, there is

another land distance of 11 miles to Temsah Lake,
cutting through ground to a depth varying from
30 to 70 or 80 feet ; and then 3 miles further across

this little lake itself. Ismailia, on Temsah Lake, is

regarded as the central point of the canal. While
the canal was bemg made, it grew up rapidly from
an Arab village to a French town, with the houses
of engineers and managers, hotels, shops, cafes, a
theatre, and a central railway-station—the tents of

the Aa-ab labourers forming a distinct town at a
Mttle distance.

The Fresh-v>ater Canal—This extends from the

Nile to Temsah Lake, and was constructed pur-

posely to supply with water the population accumu-
lating at various points on the Hue of the canal;

but is also used by small sailing-vessels. This
fresh-water or 'sweet-water' canal comprises three

portions or sections : (1) from the Nile east or

north-east to Ismailia, on Temsah Lake ; (2) from
Ismailia, nearly south to Suez, on the western side

of the great ship or maritime canal
; (3) from

Ismailia nearly north to Port Said, also on the west
side of the ship caual. The first and second of these

sections are really canals, large enough to accommo-
date small steamer and barge traffic ; but the third

section consists simply of a large iron pipe, thi-ough

which the water is conveyed to the several stations.

Plugs are inserted in the pipe wherever needed, to

allow water to be drawn off for everyday wants.
From Temsah Lake to Suez.—The route crosses

Temsah Lake to Toussoum and the Serapenm cut-

ting, through a plateau 46 feet above the sea, where
the waters were let in by the Prince and Princess
of Wales, February 28, 1869. There is a space of

8 miles from Temsah Lake to the commencement of

the Bitter Lakes, which had to be dug to a depth
varying from 30 to 62 feet, according to the undu-
lations of the surface. In these deep cuttings,

owing to the great width of the canal, the quantity
of sand to be dug out (for it is nearly all sand,
though sometimes agglomerated with clay) was enor-

mous, requiring the constant labour of a large num-
ber of powerfid dredging machines and elevators.

At El Guisr, or Girsch, occurs the deepest cutting
in the whole line, no less than 85 feet below the
surface; at the water-level it is 112 yards wide,
at the summit-level 173 yards, from which the
vastness of the gap may be estimated. In passino'

through the Bitter Lakes, there was more embank-
ing than excavating to be done, seeing that the
bottom of this region is only two or three yards
above the intended bottom of the gi'eat canal. From
the southern end of the Bitter Lakes to Suez, a
distance of about 13 mOes, there is another series

of heavy cuttings through the stony plateau
of Chalouf, varying from 30 to 56 feet in depth.
\\1iere cutting is thus difficult, the surface width is

reduced considerably from the regular width of 327
feet. The canal is intended throughout to be 72
feet wide at the bottom, and 26 feet deep.
On November 16, 1869, the S. C. was opened in

form, with a procession of EngUsh and foreign
steamers, in presence of the Khedive, the Empiress
of the French, the Emperor of Austria, the Crown-
Prince of Prussia, and others. On November 27,
the Brazilian went thi-ough ; a ship of 1809 tons,
380 feet long, 30 feet broad, and d^a^^•ing from 17-1-

to 20-J feet of water. Since then, the canal has
continued in successful operation, and passages have
Ijeen made almost daily, chiefly by British vessels.

The plated turret-ship, Marjdala, passed thi-ough in
January 1871, on her way to Bombay. In 1870,
491 ships, of 436,618 tons, passed through ; and in
1S71, 765 ships of about a million tons. The great
advantage of the canal is, of com-se, the shortening
of the distance between Europe and India. From
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London or Hamburg to Bombay is by the Cayia
about 11,220 miles, but by Suez only 63;i2—th.it is,

the voyage is shortened by 24 days. From Mar-
seille or Genoa there is a saving of 30 days ; from
Tricst, of 37. The rate at which steimers are
allowed to p.iss through, is from 5 to (j knots an hour.
The canal charges are, or were recently, 10 francs
jicr ton register, and 10 francs per head for passen-
gers; yet so many vessels make use of the canal
that the average receipts are about £1000 per daj'.

Tor 1S71, they are stated at about 10 million francs.

SU'LPHUUOUS ACID some years ago became
one of the most popular articles in our Pharnia-
copceia. This sudden popularity was mainly due to
the researches of a Scottish i)rovincial physician,
Dr Dewar of Kirkcaldy, wlio, from beginning his
experiments on cattle during the period of the
late pestilence, extended them to other animals and
to man, and finaUy obtained a series of results,

which, if they stand the test of experience, will

insure for him a place in any future history of

medicine. There is, of course, nothing new in

applying siUphur-fumes—which in reality are com-
posed of sulphurous acid gas—as a disinfectant The
classical scholar will recollect that Ulysses employed
them to remove the unpleasant smell arising from the
dead bodies of Penelope's murdered lovers. ' Bring
brimstone, the reUef of evils,' he exclaims, ' and bring
me fire that I may siUphurise the house.'—Horn.
Oil. XX. 4S1, 4S2. It is also recorded by Ovid
(Fasti, iv. 7.35) and other writers that the sliepherds
of Italy yearly purified their flocks and herds with
' the lilue smoke of burning suljihur.' Professor
Graham's remark, that of gaseous disinfectants,
sul])hurous acid (obtained by burning sulphur) is

preferable, on theoretical grounds, to chlorine, and
that no agent checks so effectually the first develop-
ment of animal and vegetable life, may be said to
contain all that was known with regard to tlie

medicinal value of this gas, till Dr Dewar began his
investigations. In his experiments in connection
with the cattle-plague, he found that the most safe
and convenient apparatus consists of a chafer two-
thirds full of red cinders, a crucible inserted in the
cinders, and a piece of sul)ihur-stick. A piece of
suljihur as large as a man's thumb -will burn for
nearly twenty minutes, and will suffice for a cow-
house containing six animals; and it appears lui-

doubted that if tliere be due ventilation, tliis process
m.-vy be performed four times a d.iy for at least four
mouths with positive advantage to the animals.
When this system had been cfiiciently carried out
—and it has been largely tried by his friends—no
cise of illness, not to say of death, occurred. In Mr
Crookcs's ileport On the Application o/Disinfictanls
in am.iling the Spread of the C'attle-plaijue, that able
chemist observed that ' the value of sulphurous acid
in arresting the progress of the cattle-plague has been
proved beyond a doubt by the cxperimonta of Dr
Dewar, and my own results entirely eonlirm his.'

His experiments in relation to the eattle-plague led
Dr Dewar to the further discovery of the value of
suljihur fumigation in other departments of veter-
inary medicine. Peripneumonia, ringworm, mange,
are amongst the diseases which rapidly disappear
under its influence ; and in the sudden imdetined
illnesses known in Scotland as ' drows ' and ' towts,'
to which most of our domestic animals are liable,

sulphurous fumigation, if applied at the outset,
rarely fails to cut short the attack.

In medical practice, there are three difTerent
forms, independently of the sulphites, in which
sulphurous acid m.iy be employed—viz. (1) As the
sulphurous acid of the British Pharmacopoeia,
which contains 92 per cent, by weight, or about
twenty times the volume of sulphurous acid jras
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dissolved in water
; (2) in the form of spray, which

escapes from the preceding compoimd imdcr the
action of an apparatus called a Sjiray-jiroducer ; and
(.")) as a gas evolved by sjirinkling at intervals small
quantities of ' flowers of suljihur' on red-hot cuidcrs
jilaced on a common shovel, resting on a stool
in the middle of the room. A mixture of equal
jiarts of sidphurous acid and water is highly
recommended by Dr Dewar as a healing agent in
all cases of ' breaches of the skin,' as i)rimary
wounds, whether resulting from injuries ur from
surgical ojjerations, in idcers, burns, bed-sores,
chapped hands, chilblains, saddle-sores (whether of
man or beast), sore nijiples, and in eases of bruises,
such as black-eye, &c. Moreover, in erysipelas, its

soothing j)ro])erties, if diluted with two or three
parts of water, are very .striking. According to Dr
Dewar, the feverish irritability of young children is

speedily relieved by drojijiing from time to time a
few minims (.5 to .30, according to age) of the acid
on a few folds of muslin fastened on the breast

:

hero, however, the action is not local, but is due to
the evolution of the gas which is inhaled. Amongst
the cases in which the acid is serviceable, when
applied in the form of spray or inlialed as gas, are
asthma, bronchitis, cat.arrh, croup, dijjhtheria, facial

neuralgia, laryngeal aflfections, jilithisis (at .all events
as a jialli.ative), scarlatina, and tyjihoid. Dr Dewar
ascribes the healing action of suljihurous acid to its

power of destroying fungi. That the acid has this
power, we freely admit, but we cannot so readily
admit the correctness of his view that all the diseases
in which he has found it serviceable (including jiiles

and chilblains) are dependent on fungous growths.
Dr Dewar reports a case of severe sciatica, in whicli
immediate and perfect relief was afTorded by the
injection of an ounce of sulphurous acid in a break-
f.ast-cupful of gruel into the rectum. There is one
affection of this class, to which Dr Dewar does not
refer, in which it has been prescribed with advan-
tage—viz., the form of gastric disorder in which
Sarcina Ventriculi (q. v.) occurs in the A'omited
matter, the dose being half a drachm, largely
diluted with water.

None of the sulphites or hyposulplutea have as
yet been introduced into the Pharmacopeia. We
notice them here because their action is supjiosed to
depend upon the liberation of sulj)hurous or hypo-
suljihurous acid when the salt comes in contact
with the acid juices of the stomach. It is m.ainly
to Dr PoUi that we are indebted for the introduction
of the sulphites and hj-posulphites of the alkalies

and alkaline earths (soda, potash, and magnesia)
into medicine. From the year 18.57 to the jiresent

time, he has devoted almost all his time to the
study of these .agents. His labours are briefly

summed up as follows by Dr .Sanson in an excellent
Memoir on ' The Germs of Cholera, and the Me.njis

of their Destruction,' published .January 22, 1S68,
in the Medical Press and Circular : ' It was
found that animals could, without any apjwrent
ill effects, swallow and absorb large doses of the
suljihites. It w.as then observed that when the
.animals were killed, they long resisted the jiutre-

factive process. Another series of experiments

—

and in this series 300 dogs were the basis of the
deductions—shewed that the sulphites exerted a
jirophylactic and curative power when septic poisons '

were introduced into the economy. Then, as regards
the human subject, it was found tliat the stom.ach
would tolerate large doses of the suljihites of soda
or magnesia. They were tried in the various enip-
tive fevers, intermittent, diphtheria, tj^jhus, tj'phoid,

cholera and choleraic diarrhoea, pyiemia, puerperal
fever, dissection wounds, malarial infection, &c.
The records of cases treated in this way shew an
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extraordinary amount of success.' In a paper pub-
lished by Dr Polli himself in The British Medical
Journal for Xovember 16, 1S07, he states that since

the promulgation, in 1S61, of his "inews regarding
the therapeutic value of the sulphites, no less than
15S papers on the subject have appeared ; and with
the exception of five or six containing certain criti-

cisms on his labours, ' all the remainder confirm, in

the strongest terms, by many huntlreds of detailed

observations, the value of these remedies.' A scruple

of the salt dissolved iu a wine-glassful of water
flavoured (vith tincture of orange-peel, is the average
dose, and it shoiUd be taken every four hom-s ; and
in some cases, as in typhoid, a grain of quinine may
be advantageously added to each dose. M. de
Ricci (Duhlin Quarterly Journal, November 1866)
prefers the sulphite of magnesia on the grounds, that

it is less impalatable, and contains a larger propor-
tional quantity of acid than the soda salt. He pre-

dicts (and Dr Sanson and other phj'sicians of repute
agree with him) that eventually the treatment of

zjTnotic diseases by the administration of the sid-

Iihites wiU be as fuUy recognised as that of ague by
cinchona.

In consequence of the powerful antiseptic pro-

perties of sulphurous acid, either in the form of gas
or gaseous solution in water, and of the sulphites,

these substances have been employed for the jmr-
pose of preserving meat from putrefaction. A joint

of meat or a fowl submitted to a daily sulphur
fumigation, may be kept fit for use for many weeks.
The bisidphite of lime has been found to be the most
apjilicable of the various compounds of this class as

a preservative ; and Messrs Medlock and Bailey
have patented a method of preserving meat by
means of a preparation of this salt. Iu hot
weather, a few drops of a strong solution of this

salt will serve to keep fresh a pint of soup, jelly,

milk, &c. Dr Dewar patented a method of preserv-
ing meats liy sulphurous acid, or some of its com-
pounds ; but as yet the process has not come into
extensive use.

SUMNER, Chaeles, American statesman, was
born at Boston, Massachusetts, January 6, 1811.

His father was a lawyer, and for many years sheriff

of the county. He wag educated at Harvard
College, where he graduated in 18.30 ; studied law
at the Cambridge Law School ; was admitted to the
bar in 1834, and entered upon a large practice

;

edited the A merican Jurist ; published three volumes
of Sumner's Reports of the Circuit Court of the

United States ; gave lectures at the Law School, but
declined a proffered professorship; and from 1837 to

1840, visited England and the continent of Europe.
On his retiu"n, he edited Vesey's Reports, in 20 vols.,

and in 1845, made his debut iu politics in a 4th of

Jidy oration, on the True Grandeiu' of Nations—an
oration against war and the war with Mexico,
pronounced by Mr Cobdeu the noblest contribution
by any modern writer to the cause of peace. Identi-

fying himself witli the Free-sod party, he was, in

1850, chosen U. S. senator from Massachusetts, in

place of Daniel Webster, where he opposed the
Fugitive Slave Law, and declared ' freedom national

—slavery sectional.' Iu 1856, he made a two days'
speech on 'the Crime against Kansas,' some of

which was of a violently personal character, in con-

sequence of which he was attacked in the Senate
Chamber, May 22, and severely beaten by Preston
C. Brooks, and so severely injured that his labours
were suspended for three or four years ; during which
lie visited Europe for repose and health. Returning
to the Senate, he supported the election of Mr
Lincoln, lu'ged upon him the proclamation of eman-
cipation, and became the leader of the Senate, as
chairman of the Committee on Foreign Relations.

Of late he has in great measiu'e lost the sympathy
of his pohtical frieuds, and has been removed from
the chairmanship, but %vithout abandoning his re-

publican opinions. He has published White Slavery
ill the Barhary States (1853) ; Orations and Speeches

(1850); Recent Sjieeches and Addresses (1856), &c.

SUPPLE JACK, a name given in the southern

parts of the United States of America to the

Berchemia rolubilis, a twining shrub of the natural

order Rhumnacece, which is found as far north as

Virginia. It has oval leaves, small flowers, and
violet-coloured berries. It aboimds iu the Dismal
Swamp and in similar situations, and ascends to

the tops of the highest trees. The genus Berchemia
contains a number of species of twining shrubs,

natives of warm climates in different parts of the

world.—The name S. J. is also given in the West
Indies and tropical America to Serjania (or Seriana)

triternata, a shrub of the natural order Sapindacece,

with a long, flexile, woody stem, which climbs to

the tops of the highest trees, and is used for walking-

sticks. It has poisonous properties, and is employed
for stupefying lish.

SVENIGORO'DKA, a town of Russia, in the

government of Kiev, 150 miles south from Kiev,

on an affluent of the Southern Rug, Pop. (1S07)

11,201.

SWAMMERDAM, Jan, a distinguished

naturalist, was born at Amsterdam, 12th Febiiiary

1637. S., almost from his boyhood, shewed the

greatest eagerness in the study of natural history.

Having entered upon the study of medicine, he
particidarly occupied himself with anatomy, and
continued unremittingly to coUect insects, to inves-

tigate their metamorphoses and habits, and, bj' the

aid of the microscope, to examine their anatomic
sti-ucture. He took his degree of Doctor of Physic
at Leyden, in 1667, and entered upon the practice

of his profession, which his bad health, however,
soon compelled him to reUnqmsh. He continued to

be chiefly engrossed with anatomy and entomology.
His treatise on Bees appeared in 1673 ; a treatise on
Ephemera in 1675. It is impossible, however, for

ns to enumerate his many pubUcations, all of which
were first jiublished in Dutch, and afterwards ti-ans-

lated into Latin, and many of them into English,

French, and German. S.'s discoveries were very
numerous, both in hiiman and comparative anatomy.
His skill in using the microscope was very gi'eat,

and his manipidatiou of the most minute subjects

extremely dexterous. He succeeded in giving dis-

tinctness to the forms of very minute viscera, by
inflating them with air ; a method of his own
invention. It is melancholy to add, that S., who
had always displayed strong religious feelings, and
expressed them iu his writings, was at last carried

.away by the fanatical extravagances of Antoinette
Bourignon (q.v.), began to think all his former
pursuits sinful, and relinquished them for a visionary
religious life of mere meditation and devotion. His
health rapidly declined, and he died at Amsterdam,
17th February lOSO. No man of his time contri-

buted more than S. to the progress of natural
history and physiology. He was the inventor of

the method of making anatomical preparations

by injecting the blood-vessels mth wax, and also of

the method of making di-y preparations of the
hollow organs, now generaUy employed.

SWATOW, or CHAU-CHOU, a seaport town on
the coast of China, in the province of Quang-tung,
212 miles east-north-east from Cautou. It is one of

the ports which were ojiened to foreign trade by
the treaty of Tieu-tsin, and has a resident British

consul. The trade is rapidly increasing. In 1860,
745
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the value of exporta and imports together was
G,17G,293 dollars ; and in 1S64, it was 13,.-!G0,499

dollars. Onium is the chief article of imjjortation,

next to which rank cotton and woollen goods,

metals, and cotton-yarn. The chief exports are

siii^ar, rice, tobacco, and paper. S. is pleasantly

situ.ated on a sheltered bay.

SYME, James, was born in 1799, in the coimty
of Fife, and received a thorough education in art

and medicine, in the University of Edinburgh. In

liis 19th year he began his anatomical studies under
Liston, who appointed him his demonstrator. From
1S25 to 1S32, he lectured on Surgery in tlie Edin-

burgh school, and, while generously refusing to

locture in opposition to his old master in the Edin-
burgh Infirmary, he established a liosiiital at his

own expense, where he delivered a clinical course

for four years. In 1831, appeared his weU-kno\<-n

treatise on The Excision of Diseased Joints ; and in

1832, his Principles of Surgery, which h.as since gone
through many editions, and which has est.ablished

his reputation as a teacher of the first rank. In

1833, he was elected to the chair of Surgery in the

university of Edinburgh, which ho filled with the
highest distinction. In 1847, he gave up his lilin-

burgli chair to fUl that vacated in London by the
death of Liston ; but collegiate misunderstandings
induced him, after six months, to return to Edin-

' burgh. As an operator, Mr i*^. had no superior ; as
! a teacher, he liad no erjual. His innovations in the
jiractico of his art were characterised by so much
ingenuity, controlled by scientific caution, that they

were adopted by all really great surgeons. The
best of his pupils, who are numerous, and scattered

over every quarter of the globe, have been lieard

to declare that their soundest ideas in surgery arc

derived from Syme. Besides the works alreaily

named, ho was the author of valuable treatises on
Diseases of the Kectum; on the Pathology and

Practice of Surgery; on the Structure of the U re-

tina and Fistula in Perinea ; on Incised Wounds ;

&c. He died at Edinburgh, June 2G, 1870.

SZA'RVAS, a town of Hungary, in the county of

Eekes, in a plain on the Kiiros, 22 miles nnrth-east

from Osougrad. It has a con.siderable trade in corn

and cattle. Pop. (18C9) 22,440.

T
[AI-TUA'N, a city of China, in the

province of Shan-si, on the Fuon-ho, an
affluent of the Hoang-ho, 2.50 miles

',/j/ south-west of Pekin. It is said to be
•'Vi: .about ten miles in circumference, forti-

fied and popiUous. Porcelain, iron wares,
- and carpets are m.anufactured.

TAVI'KA, a seaport town of Portug.al, in the

pro\-ince of Algarve, 20 miles north-east of Faros,
'* pleasantly situated at the mouth of the Seqvia. T.

has decayed considerably since 1C.54, in which year,

it is said, 40,000 people in the town and environs

fell ^•ictims to the plague. Pop. (1SG3) 10,903.

TCHERKA'SI, a town of Russia, in the gov. of

Kiev, 100 miles south-east of the town of Kiev, on

the Dnieper. Pop. (1867) 14,433.

TE'CHNICAL EDUCATION (Gr. technc, art)

means special instruction and training for the

industrial arts. This subject has of late attained

considerable importance, in consequence of com-
parisons drawn in the Paris Exhibition between

the manufactures of several continental nations

and those of Great Britain. Some persons main-

tain, that owing to the establishment of schools for

special instruction in industrial arts and manufac-

tures, our neighbours are making much more rapid

progress than we are. Hence, it is assumed that

the government should at once establish schools

for the especial training of pupils intended for

manufacturing pursuits.

The subject of technical training is not, however,

a new one in Britain ; it was seriously started by the

Coiincil of the Society of Arts in London in 1853,

when a committee of that body was appointed to

take into consideration, and to report how far and
in wh,at manner the Society of Arts could aid in

the promotion of a more general and systematic

cvdtivation of arts, manufactures, and commerce.

This committee did their work very thoroughly,

and collected an immense number of opinions and
reports from influential merchants, manufacturers,

and teachers—all of whom insisted upon the want
J46

of this element in the education of the country.

In June 1859, a minute was passed by the Committee
of Conned on Etlucation, estabhshing a system
of scientific instruction in the schools receiving

government aid ; and in consequence thereof,

grants in aid of the salaries of competent teachers,

and prizes to successful pupils, were guaranteed.
The following were the subjects determined ujion as

necessary : 1. Practical and Descriptive Geometrj",

with Mechanical and Machine Drawing, and Build-

ing Construction. 2. Physics. 3. Chemistry. 4.

Geology and Mineralogy (applied to Mining). 5.

NaturaJ History. Thus the government offered the

means for scientific instruction to all classes, and
also furnished the stimulus of prizes to persevering

students ; and already some very important results

have been produced by this system, which has

developed a large number of evening-classes, .and

has attracted very numerous pupils, both adult and
juvenile, nearly all of whom belong to the artisan

classes. The following table will at once shew
this:
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produce a steam-engine, and where also they learn

carpentry and other useful arts. At this school,

very many yoimg men have been educated during

the last twenty years. Very little has been done
for technical education by the Mechanics' Insti-

tutions, which ought naturally to have striven

more in this direction than any other. But there is

one institution of this class which deserves especial

mention, from its great and well-merited success,

and for the benetits it has conferred upon a very

large number of students, who would otherwise

have had no opportimities of obtaining the sound
instruction which has been given to its well-

attended evening classes : we mean the Watt Insti-

tution and Edinburgh School of Arts, which was
established in 1S21, with the intention of affording

instruction to mechanics in the sciences bearing on
their occupations. The subjects taught in the

various classes are, Mathematics, Natural Philos-

ophy, Chemistry, Modelling, Arithmetic and Al-

gebra, Drawing, English, rrench,'and German ; and
for many years, the number of students has been
between 700 and SOO annually. In this school, a

small fee is requireJ, admittiag the student to

the classes of Mathematics, Natural Philosophy,

Chemistry, and English. It seems strange, and a
matter also for regret, that so very useful a plan has

not been adopted in other towns.

The technical schools of the continent have been
called into existence by many circumstances which
do not exist amongst ourselves, and which it is not

desirable to enter into in this article ; but much as

they have been spoken of, they do not seem to have
so large an attendance as might be supposed, and
they are chiefly used by the upper classes. From a

return, made in 1864, of the technical schools of

Germany, Belgium, and France, the entire number
of pupils in the polytechnic schools of all those

countries was only 7151, of which 3000 were in

Bavaria alone, where the want of gymnasia and the

real-schools, so common in other parts of Germany,
seems to drive students to the other class of schools.

From opinions lately collected, it is clear that on
all sides it is felt desirable to increase our means of

science-teaching in public and proprietary schools,

and to endow chairs in our universities for teaching

the higher branches of mechanics, mining, physics,

practical chemistry, and the economic applications

of raw products of the animal, vegetable, and mineral

kingdoms.
Much information on this interesting subject may

be obtained from the Reports of the Department of

Science and Art ; the Journal of the Societi/ of
Arts; and especially from the various papers of Dr
Lyon Playfair, C.B., who has persistently kept the

matter liefore the public ever since 1S51, and the

Eeport published by ilr Samuelson,

TEJXJCIGA'LPA, a town of Honduras, Central

America, is situated on a table-land 3426 feet above

the sea, 25 miles south-east of Comayagua. T. is

the largest and finest city in the state. In the

vicinity are gold, silver, and copper mines ; and in

the north-west of the dep. of which T. is the capital,

is the mountain of Agalteca, a vast mass of pure

magnetic ore. Pop. 12,000.

TEliIilCHE'KRY. a seaport town .and military

station of British India, in the district of Malabar,

90 miles south-west of Seringapatam. The site of

the town is very beautiful, and the neighbouring

country highly productive, the low lands producing

Irwo, and in some cases three, crops of rice in the

year. The cocoa-nut tree also grows in great

abundance, and is put to many uses by the inhab-

itants. On account of its salubrity, T. has been

called the Montpellier of India. There is a natural

breakwater abreast of the fort, formed by a reef of

rocks running parallel to the shore, having a depth

within suitable for ships of 500 or 600 tons. Pop.

about 20,000.

TEPI'C, a town of Mexico, in the state of Jalisco,

on a height 400 miles north-west of the city of

Mexico. T. is the residence, during the rainy

season, of most of the wealthy inhabitants of the

port of San Bias, about 25 miles distant. Pop.

10,000.

THEODORE, king of Abyssinia, otherwise

described as Negus, Emperor or King of Kings

of Ethiopia, a prince whose extraordinary career

has excited much interest since war was declared

against him by the English government. At the

time when the article Aeysseoa appeared in this

work, the subject was not of much importance to

English readers, and a few additional remarks are

therefore necessary to explain the leading events

in the life of Theodore. Abyssinia forms, it will

be recollected, a table-land, which, although lying

within the tropics, has, owing to its great elevation,

a cool and equable climate. Its inhabitants, who
have a Caucasian or European physiognomy, profess

Christianity, acknowledge a bishop or abuna selected

and consecrated by the Coptic patriarch of Alex-

andria, make use of a system of law based on the

code of Justinian, and have otherwise preserved

some share of the civilisation of ancient Kome.

The Abyssinian Empire was at the height of its

power in the 6th c, when it extended to the shores

of the Eed Sea, and even included a part of South-

ern Arabia. The Mohammedan conquests drove

back the frontier to the limits of the table-land

;

and since the 7th c, the inhabitants have been

engaged in a ceaseless warfare with negro tribes,

and with the great Mohammedan powei^. They
have been surrounded on all sides by hostile races.

The tradition of the great power of the Negus
lingered in Europe throughout the middle ages ; and

although separated from the West, the Abyssinians

continued to consider themselves one of the Chris-

tian and civilised communities. In the 15th c,

when on the point of yielding to the invaders, they

appealed to the Portuguese for assistance, and it

was granted, on condition that they should abandon

the rites of the Coptic Church, and yield unqualified

submission to the pope. The promise was given, and
the invaders were driven back. The royal family re-

ceived the Roman Catholic priests, and professed the

tenets of the Latin Church. They could not, however,

induce the native clergy and the people to follow

them ; and their adoption of a foreign creed was the

first step to the weakening of the royal power,

which had been absolute for ages, and which rested

on a firm basis of tradition and custom, particularly

strong among a people in the stage of progress

attained by the Abyssinians. The royal family

stUl represented are of great antiquity, and are

devoutly believed by their subjects to have sprang

from Menelek, a son of Solomon and the queen of

Sheba. The Abyssinian Church certainly dates

from the 4th c, when the first bishop, or abuna,

settled at Axum. The abima is appointed and con-

secrated by the Coptic patriarch of Alexandria,

whose supremacy he recognises. The dissensions

introduced by Catholicism "in the 16th c. were fol-

lowed by invasions of the GaUas on the south, and

the Turks on the north. The bitterness of the

struggle vrith the latter has been increasedbythe large

contribution exacted by the Egyptian government

on the consecration of an abuna, and represented to

be a tribute or acknowledgment of suzerainty. A
frantic jealousy of the T\irks among aU ranks of

Abyssinians is now one of the most prominent facts
'
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in Abyssinian politics. The decay of the royal

power in the ICtli c. leil to a plienomenon frequently

repeated both in India and Europe. Just as the

Merovingian kings of France became mere titular

monarclis, the empei-ors of Ethiopia became ' pup-

i]et kings.' They were chosen from the roy;d stock

by the great feudatories, but retained the mere
insignia of royalty. A\Tien the great chiefs could

not agree in the selection of a monarch, any one

who found himself strong enough would march
upon the eaiiital, and i)lace upon the throne one of

the royal stock, and in his name retain supreme
power, under the name of Ras (head or chief), until

in turn luiseated by a rival adopting the same
course. In this way, there have been as many as

twelve puppet emperors at one time, representing

the same number of riv.ol chiefs. The country has

in consequence been kept in a per|)etual state of

revolution. From its great natural featm-es, it must,

however, be always tUvided into three leailiug

parts: (1) Tigre, forming the northern ])romontory

of the table-land, where the Geez, a Semitic dialect,

is spoken, and through which passes the chief route

to the Red Sea ; (2) Amhara, the middle province,

where the language is the non-Semitic Amharic,

and in which is Goud,ar, the capital and seat of

supreme power ; and (3) Shoa, a southern prolonga-

tion of the table-land, where the language is also

Amharic, but which is isolated from the rest of the

country by intruding tribes of Gallas, an alien race.

Among the minor i>rovinces, the chief are Lasta

and Waag, Semen, Godjam, and Kuara. In the

last century, Gooska, a GaUa adventurer, entered

Amhara, the central province, and securing posses-

sion of the ]Hippct emperor, assvimed the title of

Ras, aud Ibccd his family in jiower at Debra T.abor.

He was succeeded by his son, and his grandson,

Ras Ali, who, within the last quarter of a century,

confirmed the power of his family by successful

miUtary enterprises against the frontier tribes and
the great chiei'.s, aud by the marriage of his mother,

Waizero Jlcniu, a lieantilul and clever woman, to

Johannes, the nominal emperor. Such was the

success of Ras Ali, that his supremacy was acknow-
ledged by aU the great chiefs except Dejaj IJerro

of Godjam, and that anarchy seemed about to ee.ase

for a time in Abyssinia. It was then for the llrst

time that relations were opened between the central

province and England. So early as 1810, while

Great Britain was engaged in her struggle with Napo-
leon, Mr Salt was sent as her envoy to Abyssinia;

but he went no further than Tigre, the Has of which
was treated as an independent sovereign. When
the power of the French was destroj-ed in the east-

ern seas by the capture of the Mauritius, and the

destruction of the French settlements in Jladagascar,

the English government ceased to take any interest

in Abyssinia, and Mr Salt was recalled. One
member of the English mission, however, a Mr
Pearee, remained behind, and acquired the confidence

of Dej.aj Sabagadis, who, in 1810, on the death of

Walda Selasi6s, acquired the government of Tigre.

The favour manifested by the prince last named to

Englishmen induced the Church Missionary Society

to establish a mission within his territories, with
which was connected Dr Gobat, since Anglican
Bishop of Jerusalem. Tigre was conquered, how-
ever, by Dejaj Oubie of Semen ; and the mission-

aries, who remained faithful to the family of the
displaced chiefs, were compelled to leave the

country. An opening was thus made for the

Roman Catholics. They seized the opportunity,
and under Padre de' Jacobis, a very able Neapolitan,

established themselves in Tigre, and succeeded in

making a strong impression on the population,

among whom their leader became known as the
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Abuna Yacob, and was invested with some share
of the veneration bestowed on the native abuna.
In consequence of the large sum exacted by the
Egyptian government on the consecration of an
abuna, the office had remained vacant for many
years. To secure the inlluence of the native church,
however, Dejaj Oubie sent a mission to Egypt to

obtain the appointment of a new abuna, and the
Padre de' Jacobis accomi)anied it, to secure, if

possible, the selection of a priest favourable to

Itome. He was, however, thwarted by the Coptic

patriarch, who appointed Abba Salania, a young
man,]iartly educated in the English Church Mission

at Cairo, and who was afterwards to be mixed u]>

with the fortunes of King Theodore. Shoa had
also been brought into contact with Europe by a
Protestant mission in 1838. Two years afterwards,

the same country was visited by Major Harris; but
owing to deplorable jealousy, no permanent result

followed. The first direct intercourse with Amhara,
the central province, was brought about by Mr
John Bell, an officer of the Indian navy, who had
married an Abyssinian, the daughter of a chief,

and settled in the country. He had taken service

in the army, in which he commanded the m.itchlock-

men, and he had become the most trusted friend

and adviser of Ras Ali. lie liked the country, and
thought it could be opened to English conuuerce

and colonisation with incalculable advantage to

both countries. In 1842, he was visited by Mr
Walter Plowden, a Calcutta merchant, on his

way to Europe from India, to whom he com-
municated his schemes, and imparted his own
enthusiasm. The two Englishmen became bosom
friends, and remained together live years in

Abyssinia. In 1847, Mr Plowden proceeded to

England to lay his views before the English govern-

ment. He was less successful than he exjieeted;

but he convinced Lord Palmerston that under Ras
Ali a central and permanent government had been
established in Abyssinia, and that it was desirable

to open commercial relations with the country. Ho
was appointed consul, but unfortunately his head-

quarters were fixed at Massowah, a seaport within

the Egyptian frontier, a choice which at once e.xcited

the susjiieion, and wounded the vanity of the Abya-
siniaus. On the 2d of November 1849, a treaty was
entered into between Ras Ali and Mr Plowden, and
there seemed every prospect of a close connection

being established with this coimtry, when all that

had been done was rendered useless by the rise of

T., and the entire destruction of the power of Ras
Ali.

In the early p.art of the century, Kuara, a district

of Amh.ara, south-west of Lake Tzaua, w.as ruled

by Dejaj Comfu. The brother of this frontier chief

died young, leaving a widow in great jioverty, and
a son born in 1820, named Kassai, afterwards Theo-
dore. She was compelled to seek refuge with her

boy in Gondar. There she lived in great obscurity,

earning her bread by selling kosso, a sjiecilic against

tapeworm. Wliat her rank was, is doubtfid ; and it

is not known how far her son was justified in

claiming for her descent from the family of the

titular kings. Kassai was admitted to a monastery,

where he spent many years ; but his asylum was
afterwards attacked by an insurgent chief, and
he escaped with diificidty to Kuara. He joined

the army of his uncle, then fighting the Turks ; and
he distinguished himself so much by courage,

iuteUigence, activity, and tact, that he obtained a
wonderful influence over his fellow-soldiers. Dejaj

Comfu died suddenly, and his three sons quarrelled.

To settle their dispute, Birru Goshu, chief of Godjam,
was called in. He entered Kuara, and conquered

the best part of it. Kassai, however, resisted him,
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aud at the head of a numerous band of soldiers

took refuge among the mountains. He was there
attacked by Waizero Menin, the mother of Eas
Ali, who, as we have seen, had married the titular

emperor, .Johannes, aud who at that time ruled
Dembe.a, the district near Goudar, the capital.

Kassai encountered her troops, defeated them
several times, and recovered possession of Kuara.
Eas Ali thought it prudent to come to terms,
recognised him as governor of Ku.ara, and gave
him his daughter in marri.age. This alliance did
not, however, reconcile Kassai and Waizero Menin.
They again quarrelled, and .igaiu Kassai was victo-
rious. He captured Waizero Menin, and compelled
his father-in-law to acknowledge him as Eas of

Kuara and Dembea. Eas Ali had, however, become
alarmed at the power of Kassai, and determined
to crush him. As representing the Eas, Birru
Goshu .attacked him with a powerful army, and
compelled him again to seek refuge in the moun-
tains of Kuara. In the following year, Kassai
entered the field against Bii'm Goshu, conquered
him, and slew him with his own hand. He then
marched against Eas Ali, and drove him to Debra
Tabor, the old stronghold of his family. There he
maintained for a time a determined resistance, but
he was compelled at last to jdeld, and he then
sought refuge in the country of the GaUas, where
he died. Kassai then attacked the Dejaj of Godjam,
son of the chief he had lolled, and defeated him.
The whole of Amhara thus fell into his possession.
Having secured the person of the titular emperor,
he called upon Dej.aj Oubie of Tigrg and Semen
to pay tribute to him. This demand was refused
with insult. Such, however, was tlie power of

this chief, that Kassai dreaded to attack him. The
rivals met in February 1854, and to avert blood-
shed, agreed to allow the magnates of the empire
to decide which had the best right to the throne.
The abuna was more under the control of Oubie than
Kassai, and the latter felt that the weight of the
church woiJd be against him. Padre de' Jacobis,

as already mentioned, had acquired considerable

influence in Tigre. T. made advances to him,
and offered that, if he, as head of the Latin
Church, would support his cause, and crown him
liing, he would compel the people to adopt the
Eomish rites. Dr Beko asserts th.at the Padre de'

Jacobis accepted the oifer. Kassai marched against

Oubie, and in February 1855, a battle was fought at

Debireskifc, in which the hatter was captured, as well

as the Abuna Salama. Kassai, unscrupidously dis-

regarding his promise to the Eoman Cathohc prelate,

now made advances to the Abuna Abba Salama, and
obtained his consent to acknowledge his descent

from Solomon and the queen of Sheba, and to crown
him emperor. The conditions exacted were, th.at

Kassai should support the Coptic Church, and
banish the Eoman Cathohcs. A few days after

the battle, Kassai was accordingly crowned by the

abuna as Theodore of Abyssinia. It was not with-

out reason th.at this name was chosen. According
to an old tradition, a King Theodore was to reign in

Abyssinia, conquer the kingdom of Solomon, and
restore the ancient glory of Ethiopi.a. Kassai

believed, or affected to believe, himseK the man
thus announced. He proclaimed himself a descend-

ant of Solomon, but it does not appear that he
ventured to ignore the titular king ; on the contrary,

since his coronation, he is represented as standing

in the presence of the latter, naked to the waist, as

is the custom of an Abyssinian servant in presence of

his master. On the annexation of Tigre, T. resolved

to attack Shoa, the third gi'eat province of the old

empire. He invaded the coimtry of the WoUo
Gallas, defeated them, aud reached Aukobar, the

southern capital. The people were frightened by
the sudden death of the king, and submitted with-
out a struggle. T. now resolved to extend his
conquests to the Eed Sea, and enter on a crusade
.against the Turks for the recovery of the sea-board.
He had treated up tdl this time the conquered pro-
vinces with great leniency, generally leaving one of
the ruling family in power, and to Mr BeU and Mr
Plowden he extended the same protection they had
from Eas Ali. He he.artily adopted many of their
schemes, and was anxious to ojien up intercourse
with England. It was difBcult, however, to nego-
thate with him. He believed himself to possess the
same claim to respect as a European monarch, and
was kept in perpetual torture by imaginary slights,

and more especially by the respect shewn to the
Turks, whom he regards as barb.arians. His vanity
and touchiness were aggravated by reverses. The
conquest of Shoa had not long been comjileted,
when the Dejaj of Godjam and the prince of Tigro
rebelled, the Latter being supported by the French.
At the time when the Eoman Catholic missionaries
were banished by T., Dr Kr.apf and the Eev. M.artin
Flad entered Central Abyssinia to found a Protest-
ant mission under the auspices of Bishop Gobat of

Jerusalem. They proposed to introduce handi-
craftsmen, not priests, who were to follow their
usual avocations, and, in addition, merely to read
the Scriptures, and distribute copies in the native
languages. The scheme met with T.'s approval.
In April 1856, the first member of the mission
.ari'ived, and othei's followed. Encouraged by
their success, the Eev. H. A. Stern afterwards
went to Abyssinia as agent of the Society for Pro-
moting Christianity among the native Jews or
Falashas, and obtained the consent of the king .and

abuna to found another mission. He went back to
Europe, but returned e.arly in 1S63, accompanied by
Mr .and Mrs Eosenthal. A third, known as the
Scotch mission, w.as founded, and all were well
received. The first quarrels of T. were with the
diplom.atists. He was indignant at the proposal
made by the English Foreign Office to exercise j uris-

diction over criminals in Abyssinia, without gi-anting

him reciprocal rights. In Kovember 1S55, he was
still further irritated by our refusal to receive any
embassy from him without an assurance that he w.as

to renounce all idea of reconquering from Egypt the
Abyssinian territory of which it had taken pos-
session. At this period, our government are accused
of having systematically ignored complaints against
the Turks. They certainly, without justification,

expressed great dissatisfaction n-ith the failure of

Mr Plowden to realise the advantages of intercourse
ivith Abyssinia, although he, in a series of admirable
papers, unfortunately not pubUshed at the time,
proved that it had arisen from causes he could not
have anticipated. Personally, Mr Plowden remained
on the best terms with T., and if he had lived, all

might have gone well. The consul, however, ex-
posed himself to great risks. He was returning to
Massowah from Goudar, when he and a company
of fellow-travellers were attacked by Garod, a rebel
chief. He was wounded, and tiled of the injury he
received. The king and Mr Bell marched against

G.arod, and killed him. Garod's brother then killed

Bell, and a horrible slaughter of the insurgents
ensued. After the death of Mr Plowden, Captain
C. D. Cameron was appointed consul. T. was not
consulted, and the new consul was coldly received
in October 1862. The Egj'ptians were at the time
advancing within the northern frontier of Tigre,

and Abyssinian Christians had been subjected to
indignities at Jerusalem. T. resolved to appeal to
the English and French governments, and wrote
letters claiming their protection. That to the Queen
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was forwarded to Aden, but imfortiinatcly did not

reach Loudon until February 1SC3, when it was

thrust into a i)i^con-hole, and i^'uurcd or forgotten.

In the meanwhile. Consul Cameron was directed to

visit Sennaar, on the frontier of Egypt and Abyssinia,

to judge of its litness to become a cotton-producing

country. The object of this journey was not ex-

jilained to T., and ho naturally believed it to be a

visit by a spy to his enemies the Turks. His sus-

picious were not allayed when the consul, on his

return to Gondar, could produce no answer to the

letter. He had received a dispatch, but it simply

ordered hira to go back to Massowah, and not

to interfere w-ith Abyssinian politics. 'So your

queen,' said T., ' can give you orders to return to

Massowah, but she cannot send a civil answer to my
letter to her. You shall not leave till that answer

comes;' and the consul was detained on parole at

Gondar. In reply to the French letter, M. Lejean

was sent to Abyssinia. A written answer to T.

was read, in W'hich, as if it had been intended

to irritate him, something was said of the protec-

tion accorded by the Emperor of the French to all

Eomau Catholics in the East. This aggravated the

oQence already committed by the French—that of

aiding the prince of TigrC. The letter was torn

and trami)led upon, and M. Lejean, imprisoned

for a few d.ays, was ordered oti" to Massowah.

T. declared he would no longer bo 'humbugged

by missionaries and consuls like a rajah of Hin-

dustau,' and the European residents all felt that

a crisis had come. Ln October 18G3, Consul Came-
ron sent letters to Massowah. His messengers

were stojiped, deprived of their dispatches, and

beaten. On the same day, Mr Stem, who hai)])ened

to pay a visit of ceremony to the emperor, inad-

vertently gave him offence ; and he and his two
servants were ordered to be beaten. The servants

died the same night. Mr Stern himself was so

seriously hurt that his life was despaired of. His

papers were then examined, and found to contain

remarks derogatory to the emperor. He and Mr
Kosenthal were arrested, and on the 20th of Novem-
ber, they were publicly tried with all the formalities

of Abyssinian law—on a charge of having committed

the crimen Icesce majesiatis. Mr Stern was accused of

having circulated the report in Eurojie of T. being

the son of a beggar-woman who sold kosso, and of

his not being the descendant of Solomon and the

queen of Sheba ; while Mr Rosenthal was accused

of having said that the country would fare better

under the Turks than Theodore. The prisoners

were condemned to death, but the sentence was

not carried out. Two days after the trial, dis-

patches arrived for Captain Cameron, but there

was no reply to T.'s letter. Under these circum-

stances, the consul was injudicious enough to

apply for permission to leave. He was arrested

and thrown into the prison at Gondar \vith the

missionaries, where they remained till the follow-

ing summer, when they were removed to ilagdala.

The English government did not seem to interest

themselves about the consul ; but the case of the

missionaries was warmly taken uj) by Lord Shaftes-

bury and the religious public. A letter of Captain

Cameron's was published, in which he said :
' No

release until an answer is sent to the letter to the

Queen.' The subject was brought before parlia-

ment, and the government were compelled to search

for this document. It was found in the pi"eon-

hole where it had been put, endorsed by Lord John

KusselL It had been written in 1862; it was
answered in June 1804. The reply was intrusted

to Mr Hormuzd Rassam, a native of Mosul, who
had been employed in diplomatic service at Aden.

The choice of this envoy was most unfortunate

—
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he being, in the eyes of Theodore, a mere Tiu-k,

and therefore a spy and an enemy. He was not
received till .lauuary 1800, aud then a second cn'or

w.as committed. Mr Rassam accepted a large present
from T., and did not, or was not enabled to repay
it, as was expected, by a gift ecpial in value, although
the necessity of doing so had been fully explained

to the government. T. then sent the EngUsh
envoy, who was treated as a mere beggar, to

jjrison with the other ca)>tive3. This was his

iii-st distinct breach of the law of nations. After
this period, he conducted himself like a mailman :

he caused women and children to be tortured,

dishonoured, and starved in an unheard-of manner.
'Out of 3,OOU,000 inhabitants,' says Dr Blanc in

June 1807, 'he has destroyed more than a third by
war, famine, and murder.' After some unsuccessful

attemjits to negotiate with T., through Mr Flad,

in the early part of 1807, Lord Stanley, in April,

ordered him within three months to deUver uji the

prisoners. He took no notice of the comuumiea-
tiou, and accordingly an expedition was fitted out

at Bombay for theinvasion of the table-land. The
force consisted of upwards of 10,000 soldiers. Early
in November the advanced brigade landed at 2!ulla,

on the Red Sea. From this point, the exjieditiou

advanced successfully in spite of many dilliculties,

and, in the beginning of April 1808, came within

sight of Magdala. On the 10th of A]iril, near

liagdala, T. gave battle to the British forces, aud
sustained a defeat so decided that ho forthwith

made submission to the extent of surrendering all

the European captives in his power; and on the

13th, Magdala, into which he had retii'ed, was
stormed, aud with little diflieidty was taken pos-

session of by our forces. Neither in the battle nor

the assault was there any loss of life on the British

side, only a few being woimded; the Abyssinians

sustained a loss of 500"kille<l and 1500 wounded, tliu

most notable among the former being T. himself, who
was found dead, shot in the head.—See Tlie Briiinh

Captives in Abyssinia, and other works, by C. T. Bekc,

Ph.D. ; the government blue-books ; an article iu

No. 05 of the Westminster Eevicw, New Series ; the

works of Harris, Rudolph, Lejean, aud Dufton.

THERMODYNAMICS, or the DYNAMICAL
THEORY OF HEAT, thoimh literally merely the

science of the relations of Eteat and Work, is now
very generally employed to denote the whole science

of Energy. See Force. We propose in this place

to give a general sketch of this grand modern gene-

ralisation, supplementary to what Viill be found iu

the article just referred to ; but, for the sake of

continuity, we must repeat a little of what was there

given, though in a somewhat iliU'ereut form.

Energy is strictly defined as the power of doing

Work (q. v.), and is of one or other of two kinds

—

Potential or Kinetic. A raised weight, a wound-up
spring, gunpowder, and the food of animals, are

instauces of stores of potential energy. A missile

in motion, wind, heat, and electric currents are

instances of kinetic energy. Sound, Light, and
other forms of Wave-motion (see Wave), are all

instances of mixed potential aud kinetic energy.

The modern theory of Energy contemplates its

Conservation,
Transformation, and
DissiPATioy.

The Conservation of Energy is the statement
of the experimental fact, that Energy is, Uke Matter

(q. V. ), indestructible and uncreatable by any process

at the command of man.
The Transforjiation of Energy is the state-

ment of the experimental fact, that any one form

of energy may in general be transformed wholly or
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partially into any other form. This used to be
known as the Corkelation' of Forces. But it is

subject to the condition derived from the first fact,

that the portion transformed retains its amount
unchangeiL It is also subject to the law of Dissi-

pation, or Degradation, which is a statement of

the erperimental fact, that Energy generally tends

at every transformation to at least a partial trans-

formation into heat ; and that, once in that form,

it tends to a state of uniform distribution, in which
no further transformation is possible.

The original energy of the universe, therefore,

though still of the same amount as at creation,

being in a state of ceaseless transformation, has

been in great part frittered down into heat, and
will at length take wholly that final form.

The history of the grand discoveries which are

briefly summarised in these few lines, has been much
discussed of late—especially in the Philosophical

Magazine—and is now pretty clearly ascertained.

Ne\rton took the first great step. In a Scholium
to his Third Law of Motion (q. v.), he lays down ia

a few clear words the Conservation of Energy as

the embodiment of the experimental results kuo^vn

in his day \vith reference to forces and visible

motions. Part of this statement of Kewton's was
afterwards reinvented under the name of Conser-

vation of Vis-viva ; but all that Newton really

wanted to enable him to complete the Conservation

of Energy was an experimental knowledge of the

nature of Heat, Electricity, &c. That heat is motion
of some kind, not matter, and that the laws of its

communication are the same as those of the commu-
nication of visible motion, was experimentally

proved at the very end of last century by Davy.
Rumford had almost completed a proof a year or

two before ; but he had also made a very fair

attempt to determine the ' Jlechanical Equivalent

'

of heat—L e., the quantity of heat which is equi-

valent to a given amount of mechanical work.

That there is such an equivalent is at once evident

by looking at Davy's discovery in the light of

Newton's Scholium already referred to. But though

the Dynamical Theory of Heat was thus really

founded in 1799, it was not generaUy received.

The first to recall attention to it was Seguin, nephew
of the celebrated Montgolfier (from whom he states

that he derived his views), who, ia 1S39, distinctly

enunciated the equivalence of heat and mechanical

work, and sought to prove by exjieriment that heat

disappears, or is put out of existence, in the pro-

duction of work from a steam-engine.

In 1842, Mayer published a short note, iu which

he enunciated the Conservation of Energy as a meta-

physical deduction from the maxim. Causa ce(/ual

ejfectum. He made no experiments to prove this

general statement, but he made a calculation of

the mechanical equivalent of heat from the specific

heats of air—assuming that when heat is produced

by compression, its amount is the equivalent of the

work spent in compressing. His result was erro-

neous, because his data were imperfect. But it

appears that his assumption, quite unwarranted as

it was, is really very nearly true for air.

In 1843, Colding, led also by some metaphysical

speculations, propounded the doctrine, but endea-

voured to base it upon actual exjjeriments.

Fin;illy, Joule (q. v.), also in 1843, published an
experimental determination of the mechanical equi-

valent of heat (770 foot pounds as the work required

to heat a pound of water one degree F.), which is

within half per cent, of the most trustworthy results

since obtained. Joule had been, since 1840 at least,

making quantitative determinations of equivalence
between various forms of energy ; and was led to

propoimd the general law of Conservation of Energy

by the only legitimate process^viz., experiment,

as contrasted with metaphysical assertions of

what ought to be. The complete foundation of the

science on a proper basis is thus due to him ; though,
as we have seen, portions of it were established

thoroughly by Newton and by Davy.
Before we consider what are the principal fea-

tures of the theory as now developed, it is necessary

to refer to the admirable investigations of Fourier

and Carnot, which, though in some respects defec-

tive, must be considered as real advances. Fourier's

great work, Theorie de la Chaleiir, is devoted to the

laws of conduction and radiation, i. e., to the dissi-

pation, of heat, and is one of the most remarkable
mathematical works ever -n-ritten. Carnot's work,
Sur la Puissance Motrice du Feu, is the first in which
any attempt is made to explain the production o£

work from heat. It is unfortunately marred by
his assumption, that heat is a material substance,

though it is only fair to say that he expresses

grave doubts as to the truth of this hypothesis.

(We borrow our notice of Carnot from a paper
by Sir W. Thomson (q. v.) iu the Ti-ansactions of
the Royal Society of Edinhunjh, 1849.)

He begins his investigation by premising the

following correct principle, sadly neglected by
many subsequent writers :

' If a body, after having
experienced a certain number of transformations, be
brought identically to its primitive physical state

as to density, temperature, and molecular constitu-

tion, it must contain the same quantity of heat as

that which it initiaDy possessed.' Hence he con-

cludes, that when heat produces work, it is iu con-

sequence of its being let down from a hot body to a
cold one, as from the boiler to the condenser of a
steam-engine. His investigation, though based on
an erroneous hypothesis, is extremely ingenious,

and forms the foundation of the modern theory.

We give a sketch of it, preparatory to our account
of the present state of the theory, and for this

pm-pose we choose a somewhat hypothetical case, as

simpler than the most common practical one. This
is the case of a piston working air-tight in a cylinder

closed at the bottom.
Suppose we have two bodies, A and B, whose

temperatures, S and T, are maintained uniform, A
being the warmer body, and suppose we have a
stand, C, which is a non-conductor of heat. Let
the sides of the cylinder and the piston be also non-
conductors, but let the bottom of the cylinder be a
perfect conductor; and let the cylinder contain a
Utile water, nearly touching the piston when
pushed down. Set the cyhnder on A ; then the
water will at once acquire the temperature S, and
steam at the same temperature will be formed, so

that a certain pressure must be exerted to prevent
the piston from rising. Let us take this condition

as our starting-point for the cycle of operations. 1.

Allow the piston to rise gradually ; work is done
by the pressure of the steam, which goes on increas-

ing in quantity as the piston rises, so as always to
be at the same temperature and pressure. And
heal is abstractedfrom A, namely, the latent heat of

the steam formed during the operation. 2. Place
the cylinder on C, and allow the steam to raise the
piston further. More work is done, more steam is

formed, but the temperature sinks on account of the
latent heat required for the formation of the new
steam. Allow tliis process to go on tiU the temper-
ature falls to T, the temperature of the body B. 3.

Now, jilace the cylinder on B ; there is of course no
transfer of heat ; because two bodies are said to
have the same temperature when, if they be put in

contact, neither parts with heat to the other. But
if we now press do\vn the piston, we do work upon
the contents of the cylinder, steam is liquefied, and
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the latent heat dcvelopetl is at once absorbed by B.

Carry on this process till the a7)ioi(nt nf lifal r/inn to

li is ejractli/ equal to that taken from A in the lirst

operation, and jihvco tlie cylinder on the non-con-

ductor 0. The temperature of the contents is now
T, and the amount of caloric in them is j>recisely

the same as before the first operation. 4. Press down
the ]iiston further, till it occu]iies the same position

as befori^ the lirst opei-ation ; adiliticjual work is done

on the contents of the cylinder, a further amount
of steam is liquefied, and the temperature rises.

Moreover, it rises to .S' emctly, by the fundamental
axiom, because the volume occupied by the water

and steam is the same as before the first ojieLation,

and the quantity of caloric tlioy contain is also the

same—as much havinj; been abstracted in the third

operation as was enmmunicated in the lirst—while

in the second and fourth oi>erations, the contents of

the cylinder neither gain nor lose caloric, as they

arc surrounded by non-conductors.

Now, during the first two operations, work was
done by the steam on the i)iston ; during the last

two, work was done against the steam ; on the

whole, the work done i)y the steam exceeds th.at

done upon it, since evidently the temperature of

the contents, for any position of the piston in its

ascent, was greater than for the same position in

the descent, except at the initial and final positions,

wlicro it is the same. Hence the pressure also was
greater at each stage in the .ascent than at the

corresponding stage in the descent ; from which the

theorem is evident.

Hence, on the whole, a certain amount of work
has been communicated by the motion of the

piston to external bodies ; and the contents of the

cylinder having been exactly restored to their

primitive condition, we are entitled to regard this

work as due to the caloric employed in the process.

This, we sec, w.as taken from A, and wholly trans-

ferred to B. It thus ap])ears that caloric does work

by being let down, from a hi;/her to a lower temper-

ature. And the reader may easily see that if we
knew the laws which connect the pressure of satur-

,at('(l steam, and the amount of caloric it contains,

with its volume and temperature, it would be j>os-

sible to api)ly a rigorous calculation to the various

processes of the cycle above explained, and to

express by formida; the amount of work gained on

the whole in the series of operations, in terms of

the temperatures (S and T) of the boiler and con-

denser of a steam-engine, and the whole amount of

caloric which jiasses from one to the other.

Though the above process is exceedingly inge-

nious and important, it is to a considerable extent

viti.ated by the assumption of the materiality of

heat which is made throughout. To shew this, it is

only necessary to consider the second operation,

where work is supposed to he done by the contents of

the cylinder expantling wi7/iOHt loss or gain ofcaloric,

a snjjposition which our present knowledge of the

nature of heat shews to be incorrect. i!ut it is

quite easy, as seems to have been first remarked by
J. Thomson in 1S40, to put C'arnot's statement in a

form which is rigorously correct, whatever be the

nature of heat. J. Thomson says :
' We shonhl not

say, in the third o])eration, " compress till the same
amount of heat is given out as was taken in during

the first." But we should say, " compress till we
have let out so much heat that the further compres-

sion (during the fourth stage) to the original volume
may give back the original temperature."' It is but
bare justice, however, to acknowledge th.at Carnot
himself was by no means satisfied with the caloric

hypothesis, and that he insinuates, as wo have
already seen, more than a mere suspicion of its

correctness.
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If we carefully examine the above cycle of 0)iera-

tions, we easily see that they are reversible, i. v., that
the transference of the given amount of caloric

back .again from 15 to A, by performing the same
o]ierations in the opposite order, requires that we
expend on the piston, on the whole, as much work
as was gained during the direct operations. This
most important idea is due to Carnot, and from it

he deduces his test of a perfect engine, or one which
yields from the transference of a given quantity of

caloric from one body to another (each being at a
given temperature) the greatest possible amount of

work. And the test is simply that the cycle of
operations must be reversible.

To prove it, we need only consider th.at, if a heat-

engine, M, could be niailc to give more work by
transferring a given anicnint of caloric from A to B,

than a reversiolc engine, N, does, we may set M
and N to work in combination, M driven by the
transfer of heat, and in turn driving N, which is

employed to restore the lutat to the source. The
conqiound system would tlms in each cycle produce
an amount of work eipud to the excess of that done
by M over that expended on N, without on the

whole any transference of heat ; which is of course

absurd.

The application of the true theory of heat to

these propositions was made in 1849, 1850, and
1S,')1 respectively, by Hankine, Clausius, .and W.
Thomson. Rankine employed a hypothesis as to

the nature of the motion of which heat consists,

from which lie deduced a great many valuable

results. Clausius supplied the defects of Carnot's

beautiful reasoning; accommodating it to the dy-

namical theory by a very simple change, and evolving

.a great number of important consequences. But by
far the sinqilest, though at the same time the most
jirofound, writings on this subject, are those of

W. Thomson, to be fonnd in the Transactions of
the lloyal Society of Edinhurijh ; and these must
be consulted by any reader who desires to have a
clear st.atement and proof of thermo-dynamical
laws, not complicated by unnecessary hypotheses or

formuhe, and yet perfectly general in its applica-

tion.

In its new form, thermo-dynamics is based on
the two following haws :

Law I. (Davy and Joule.) Vi'hen equal quantities

of meclianical effect arc produced by any means what-

ever from purely thermal sources, or lost in purely

thermal effects, equal quantities of heat are put out of
existence, or are r/enerated.

Law II. (Carnot and Clausius.) If an. engine be

such that, wlieti it is worked backwards, the jihysical

and mechanical agencies in every part of Us motions

are all reversed, it produces as much mechanical

effect as can be produced by any thermo-dynamic

engine, with the same temperatures of source and
refrigerator, from a given quantity of heat.

The proof of this second law dilTers from that of

Carnot (.already given as regards reversible engines)

by being no longer based on the supposition of the

materiality of he.at, but on the following a.xiom, in

some of its many possible forms—It is impossible,

by means of inanimate material agency, to derive

mechanical effect from any portion of matter by
cooling it below the temper.ature of the coldest of

the surrounding objects. It will be easily seen that

the jiair of engines (one reversible) before mentioned
would, if worked in combination, form a perpetual

motion ; and, besides, would constantly transfer

heat from a colder to a warmer body.

One of the immediate and most important deduc-

tions from these principles is—that only a fraction

of the heat employed in any engine is converted

into useful work (the remainder being irrecoverably
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lost). This fraction was shewn by Thomson to be
capable of expression as

S - T
.

S
'

where S and T are the temperatures of the source

and condenser, measured from the absolute zero of

temperature. See Heat. Thus, an air-engine, in

which a far greater range of temperature can be
safely used than in a steam-engine, employs effectively

a much larger portion of the heat supplied to it

;

and there is no doubt that air-engines would super-

sede steam-engines, if we coidd get a material

capable of enduring the great heat recpiired.

THE'RMO-ELECTRI'CITY amj THERMO-
MAGNETISM. If the ends of an iron wire be

attached by twisting or soldering to the extremities

of the copper wire of a galvanometer, and one of

these junctions be heated, the galvanometer indi-

cates the passage of a current in the circuit in a

direction from copper to iron through the heated
junction. The first application of the theory of

energy to this phenomenon is of course as follows :

Since heating the junction produces the energy of

the cirrrent, part of the heat must be expended in

this process ; though it is of course entirely

recovered as heat in the circuit, if the current be

not employed to do e-xternal work. The existence

of the current from copper to iron is thus associated

Avith the cooling of the junction ; and it had been
experimentally shewn by Peltier, that if an electric

current be passed through a circuit of iron and copper,

originally at the same temperature throughout, it

produced cold when passing from copper to iron,

and heat when passing from iron to copper. If the

two junctions be maintained each at a constant

temperature, a constant current passes from the

warmer to the colder junction through the iron

mre ; and by the conservation of energy, the heat

developed in the circuit (together with the equiv-

alent of the external work done, if the ciurent be
employed to drive an electro-magnetic engine) is

equal to the excess of the heat absorbed at the w-armer

junction over that given out at the colder, precisely

as iu the case of a heat-engine. So far the pro-

cess presents no difficulties. But it was discovered

by Cumming in 1823, that not only is the strength

of the current not generally proportional to the

difference of temperatures of the junctions, but that

if the difference be sufficiently great, the current

may, in many cases, pass in the opposite direction.

Thus, in the copper-iron circuit, at the temperature
300° C. of the hot junction, the current passes through

it from iron to copper. Thomson (Bakerian Lecture

—

Phil. Trails. 1855—'On the Electrodynamic Proper-

ties of Metals') applied the principle of energy to

this case, and derived fi-om it the conclusion, that

one of three things must happen, the most rmex-

pected of which was found by experiment to be the

actual one—viz., the startling result, that a current

passing in an iron bar or wire from a hot to a cold

part produces a cooling, but in copper a heating,

effect. This very remarkable discovery, which, taken

in connection with that of Peltier, gives the key to

the whole subject of thermo-electricity, has been

recently made the subject of a valuable experi-

mental investigation by Le Roux {Annaks de

Chimie, 1867).

The theory of such phenomena (and of others far

more complex, involving, for instance, crystalline

arrangement), in complete accordance with the

conservation of energy, has been given by Thomson
(Trans. Royal Soc. £din. 1854) ; but it would be

inconsistent with the character of this work to enter

into any details on so abstruse a subject. A similar

remark must be made regarding his apphcation of
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the principle to the subject of thermo-magnetism, or

the relation of the magnetisability of various sub-

stances to their temperature ; one or two of his

results may, however, be mentioned. Thus, iron at

a moderate or low red-heat experiences a heating

effect when allowed to approach a magnet, and a
cooling effect when slowly dra\\Ti away from it

;

while in cobalt, at ordinary temperatures, exactly

the opposite effects are produced. Similar effects

are in general produced when a doubly-refracting

crystal is turned in the neighbourhood of a m.ignet.

THOUROUT, a town of Belgium, iu the pro-

\'ince of West Flanders, 11 miles west-south-west of

Bruges. There are manufactures of starch, mustard,

hats, and wooden shoes. T. was a place of great

commercial importance in the middle ages. Pop.

above SOOO.

TILLICOU'LTRY, a manufacturing town of

Scotland, beautifully situated in the county of

Clackmannan, on the Devon, nine miles east-north-

east of Stirling, with which it is connected by rail-

way. There are large manufactures of shawls and
plaidings. Pop. (1871) 37-15.

TINNEVE'LLY (Tiru-nel-reU),chiei town of the

British district of the same name, is situated near

the left bank of the river Chindinthoora, 350
miles south-west of Madras. The town of T. is con-

nected -with the town and military station of

Pallamcottah, on the opposite bank of the river.

Pop. about 20,000.

TOBA'CCO-PIPE FISH (Fistularia tabaccaria),

a fish of the family Fistularidie (q. v.), found in the

tropical parts of the Atlantic Ocean, and remarkable
for its form, which is very elongated ; the head also

is prolonged into a very long snout, and from
between the lobes of the short, widely-forked tail,

proceeds a long whip-like ray. It is greenish olive,

with blue stripes and spots.

TODMO'RDEN, a market-town of England, in

the county of Lancaster, on the border of York-
shire, 8 niiles north-north-east from Rochdale, on
the Manchester Railway. The town is well buUt,

has several churches and schools, and manufactures

of cotton. Coal abounds in the vicinit3'. The town
proper of T. is composed of houses belonging to

three townships, the pop. (1871) being 11,998.

TO'RTOISE BEETLE, a genus of coleopterous

insects of the section Tetramera, family CycUca, and
tribe C'assidarice. The popular name is derived

from the resemblance of general form to that of the

tortoise. There is also often a considerable similarity

in colouring. The body is generally somewhat oval

or circular, sometimes nearly square. Cassida riri-

dis, an insect about a quarter of an inch in length,

is not uncommon in Britain. It lives on thistles.

TO'TEM. The ruder races of men are found
divided into tribes, each of which is usually named
after some animal, vegetable, or thing which is an
object of veneration or worship to the tribe. This
animal, vegetable, or thing is the totem or god of

the tribe. From the tribe being commonly named
after its totem, the word is also frequently employed
to signify merely the tribal name. JS'iunerous tribes

with totems exist in America, in Australia, the

South Pacific Islands, and in Central Asia ; and there

are some reasons for thinkiug that such tribes were
once numerous even in Europe among races belong-

ing to what is called the Indo-European division of

the human family.

Among the Red Indians of America, the following

are totems of tribes existing or known to have
existed : the AVolf, Bear, Beaver, Turtle, Deer,

Snipe, Heron, Hawk, Crane, Duck, Loon, Turkey,
Musk-rat, Sable, Pike, Cat-fish, Sturgeon, Carp,
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Buffalo, Elk, Reindeer, Eagle, Hare, Rabbit, and

Snake ; the Rccil-grasa, Sand, Water, Rock, and

Tobacco-plant. Among the tribes of native Aus-

tralians, the totems are similarly, for the most part,

selected from the fauna of the country. The totems

of the Kirghiz tribes of Central Asia .ire all of them
aniiiLils to which (in explanation of their reverence

for them) the tribes trace back their descent.

It has been suggested that the exjilanation of

the crests and emblems of the now disrupted tribes

and clans of our own country, and of Europe gene-

rally, is to be found in the supposition, that the

creature or thing on the crest w.is originally the

totem of the clan or tribe. On this supposition, the

widespread clan Chattan or Cattan, for instance,

which is represented in the Scotch Highlands, and
can bo traced in France, Germany, and Egypt,

would fall to be recognised as the Cat tribe, tuo

cat haWng once been its totem, as it is still its crest

or emblem. It has also been thrown out, th.at many
of the mythical traditions of ancient Greece admit

of a reasonable meaning, if we suppose that there

were anciently in Greece tribes with totems—bull,

boar, and lion tribes ; snake, ant, and dragon

tribes. These suggestions have not yet been put

to the test of a thorough investigation ; but so far

as inquiry lias gone, the results are in favour of the

conclusions to which they point as to the early

condition of human tribes all over the world. A
single instance may be given of success in tracing

baclc a totem to old times and in widely separated

countries. There are numerous existing Snake
trilies both in America and the South Sea Islands,

and there is something like proof that the snake was
the totem of very many and powerful ancient races.

Its worsliip can be traced among Semitic races

;

there are traces of it in the traditions of the Pelasgi

;

there are proofs of it among the Celts ; and tne

most m,agnilicent ecclesiastical architecture in the

world is that of the Nagas—the serpent-worshippers

of Cambodia—still existing, and only recently

brought to light. We may believe that, in the

period of primitive animal-worship, when the serpent

was a creature of so much importance, other animals

also had their worshippers, and that snake-tribes

were not the only tribes with animal totems in

those times, any more than they are among existing

primitive peoples.—See Cambrian Jourmii, vol. iii,

2d series, p. 149 ; Oretfs Jounudu, vol. ii. chap. xi.
;

Mitchell's Russians in Central Asia ; Latham's
Descriptive Ethnolorjy ; Sydenham's Baal Durstri-

gensis ; and foot-note to Kinship in Ancient Grefce,

by J. F. M'Lennan ; Fortnightly Heview, 15th

April and 1st May 1SG6.

TRADES' UNIONS, in their character of

benellt and sick societies, do not f.all within the

range of this article. We have principally to con-

sider them as associations of workmen against

employers, for the purpose of gaining, either in

time or money, a larger share of the protits of their

trade. A brief historical sketch of the growth of

the principle of combination may fitly introduce the

subject.

In one form or other, combination has always
existed, ever since the employed and employing
classes became distinguishable from each other.

For a long time after the Conquest, the inhabitants

of England were of two classes, freemen and slaves.

These relations not permitting work for wages,

there could be then no combination in the modern
sense. About the middle of the 13th c, we find

that wages had begun to be paid, so that for 600
years there have been labourers receiving a money
jirice for their services, competing for employment,
and arranging terms with employers. The power
of legislation was, however, with men who believed
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their interests antagonistic to those of the work-
men, and its complexion was always favourable to

masters. A\Tien, after the great pestilence of I.SIO,

the reduced number of labourers demanded better
pay, it was enacted that carters, ploughmen, and
agricultural servants generally should lie content
witli their ])revious rate of liveries and wages;
they were to continue to be paid in kind where
pajTnent in kind had been customary ; they were
forbidden to hire themselves for the day, l)ut must
take service for a year or other lixed period; a rate

of wages was lixed for weeders, haymakers, mowers,
and reapers ; and their hiring for the future was to

be in public. A little later, in 1.30.3, tlie diet and
clothing of artilicers and servants were lixed by act

of parliament, and clotliiers were required to make,
and tradesmen to sell, cloth of a regulated quality

at a regulated price. Tlie rate at which labour

shouhl be purchased was lixed after this f.ashion

for almost two centuries, and the practice declined

.solely because of the impossibility of preserving it.

But even within the last 150 years, a relic of the

old supei-stition revived, so characteristic as to be
worth notice. A tariff of wages, drawn up in 1725
by the Manchester justices, declares that any work-
man conspiring to obtain more than the rate thereby

fixed, should for the third offence stand in the
pillory, and lose an car. Economical error, it mil
be seen, is by no means the monopoly of the jwor.

One of the earliest forms assimied by combination
is shewn by the statutes, passed about 1400 A.D.,

which excluded from city labour all wlio had been
trained to the plough up to the age of 12 years.

The evasion of tliese acts was the siibject of bitter

complaints from the city inhabitants, whose practi-

cal union against agriculturists was defeated by the

sending of country children into towns as apprentices

before they reached that age. For generations, this

jealousy of corjioration against corporation con-

tinued with more or less intensity. Manufactures
were mainly in the liands of monopolists, and
merchants were successful or not, according as they
happened to be the fortunate possessors of privilege,

or the victims of unjust restriction. Town manu-
facturers did all they could to prevent the growth
in rural districts of industries similar to their own.
Edward VI. 's parliament was induced to legislate

against machinery, and to prescribe limits lieyond

which the woollen trade should not be cariied on.

Guilds and corporations multiplied all manner of

vexatious and impolitic laws, devised for tlie main-
tenance of their own arts and trades, and they
watched with the utmost jealousy the attempts of

outsiders to gain admission. In some respects, this

still remains true of the action of incorporated

trades ; but, with a few sad and sliameful exceptions,

the conduct of associations, whether of masters or

workmen, has partaken in the general improvement
of modem days.

In the more ancient forma of associated labour,

such as guilds and chartered companies, combinations
such as those which now prevail could not exist.

There were no masters and workmen as separate

and opposed classes. Producers were united as

against the community, and they had no reason, so

long as the guild was prosperous, for internal dis-

sension. Wlien, by the abuse of their power in

jirosperity, they incurred hostile legislation, they
became ibsintegrated ; workmen were employed
who had never been apprentices ; and ultimately

the owners of capital and the owners of labour

became distinct and often opposing camps. Instead

of a guild or trade being any longer a compact
monopolist body, acting for itself against the com-
munity, the tendency was thenceforward for com-
bination of one section against the other.
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Trades' unions, organised for purposes such as

those which contemporary unions contend for, have
existed for more than three centuries. So early as

1548, a statute of Edward VI. is directed, amongst
other culprits, against certain ' artiticcrs, handi-
craftsmen, and labonrers,' who had ' sworn mutual
oaths ' to do only certain kinils of work, to regulate
how much work should be done in a day, and what
hours and times they should work. The usual
penalties of tines, pillory, and loss of ears were to

follow a breach of its enactments. Add the regula-

tion of wages to the objects enumerated in this

statute, and we have in efl'ect the trades' imions of

the present day. Many fruitless acts were after-

wards passed to prevent combinations for raising

wages. So long as a tacit bond existed, and
unquestionably one did and does exist, amongst
employers, reprisals ou the part of workmen were
certain, and the only question was, whether the

right of combination shoidd be recognised by the

law, or whether the parties who had recoiu'se to it

should be driven into secrecy and illegality. But
it was not tUl 1824 that the legislature had suffi-

cient wisdom to repeal the numerous and vexatious

acts of parliament by which it had been sought to

prevent the union either of masters or workmen.
By the celebrated act of that year, the combination
of either workmen or capitalists was legalised, so

long as the unions refrained from violent inter-

ference viith ijersons who might refuse to join

them. This act was supplemented by another,

passed in 182.5, which in effect declared legal all

combiuatious to settle rates of wages or hours of

work, and illegal all such as aimed at other methods
of controlling employers in the use of capital, or in

processes of manufacture.

A modern trades' union is a rather complex
organisation. The best definition of them is per-

haps the one given by the Social Science ' Committee
on Trade Societies,' appointed at Bradford in 1859,

and which pubUshed its Report in 186U. The com-
mittee included Mr Charles Buxton, Dr Farr, Pro-

fessor Fawcett, Mr W. E. Forster, Mr J. M.
Ludlow, Rev. F. D. Maurice, Mr Horace Mann,
Mr Thomas Hughes, and many others almost

equally well known, and its investigations were
very searching and valuable. Indeed, its Report is

by "far the best repertory of facts on the subject up
to the present time. A trade society is therein

defined as ' a combination of workmen to enable

each to secure the conditions most favourable for

labour.' The capitalist's accumulations afford him
an advantage which the labourer, without associa-

tion, does not possess. The funds of the union are

intended to supply this deficiency. As accessories,

the unions collect funds for other purposes, such

as benefit societies, insurance of tools, libraries, and
reading-rooms; but their trade objects are those

with which we are especially concerned. The follow-

ing means of assisting and defending the trades

associated are enumerated by the committee as now
in general use— 1. Pubhshing periodically the state

of the trade in different parts of the country ; 2.

Keeping registers of men unemployed and of masters

wanting men ; 3. Assisting men from town to town
in 8eai*ch of employment, and occasionally to

emigrate ; 4. Regulating the number of apprentices

in the trade ; 5. Maintaining men in resistance to

employers ; 6. Regulating number of workiug-hoiurs,

and preparing trade-rules ; 7. Organising strikes.

The advocates of the unions insist that they are

the only means by which workmen can defend

themselves against the aggression of employers. It

is argued that the indi\Tidual labourer has no chance

of resisting the capitalist ou equal terms; that

starvation treads too closely on his heels to permit

his successfully opposing a reduction of his wages,
however arbitrary or unjust. It is urged that asso-

ciations of employers are practically universal, and
that their object is mainly to secure for themselves
the largest possible share of the profits which are

the product of capital and labour united. It is

further said, that in the event of any de])ression of

trade, the masters invariably attempt to reduce
wages; and that when trade improves, they defer

as long as possible the restoration of the former
rate. 'Thus, workmen are the first to feel commercial
disaster, and the last to benefit by better times.

Any attempt to remedy this state of things by
individual action would, it is conceived, be abortive.

The capitalist might easily do without the services

of any single labourer, while to the latter the loss

of employment might be ruin. Association on the
part of the employed class becomes, therefore, a
necessity, and their organisation puts them at once
much more nearly on an equality with employers
when negotiating either as to rates of wages or

terms of labour. That in both these matters there
is a constant gravitation against the workman
seems to be admitted by most who have considered
the subject, and there is difficulty in suggesting
any effective resistance to the downward tendency,
except that of combination. Unionists point to

many regulations in the interests of workmen which
combination has enabled them to introduce, and
while they freely admit that in numerous instances

the contest between laboiu- and capital has resulted

in the apparent defeat of the former, yet they assert

that, in the long run, most of the points contended
for have been gained. They maintain that, in very
many trades, they have succeeded in preventing such
abuses as overtime being developed into a system of

extortion ; of continuous fluctuation of wages, which
they conceive to be in all ways disastrous and
demoralising ; of numberless other forms of oppres-

sion and injustice, which any one man would be
powerless to resist ; and that, in short, the unions
have contributed, more than any other agency, to

make 'the workman's Ufe regular, even, and safe.'

Further, it is contended that the necessity for

strikes will become continually less as organisation

becomes more perfect and uniform ; the just limits

of their action will be more fidly comprehended;
the sufferings and losses of past strikes will act as

a warning against too precipitate action in the
future, either on the part of masters or men ; and
that, in the end, the main results of combination
wUl be secured, without the necessity of having
recourse to the arbitrament of force, either in the
shape of strikes or lock-outs—the latter of which,
indeed, is only a strike of the employers against the
employed.
Yet it cannot be concealed that against this

catalogue of uses may be set many and serious evils.

Some unions dishke the exertion of special or
superior ability by any of their members, deeming
it an injustice to the rest that one should gain
higher p.ay or mn a loftier position. In many cases,

as a matter of dehberate policy, they set themselves
against and tUscoimtenauce any elevation of the
standard of labour, and so act as an effectual bar to

the industrial progress of their class. In other
instances, strikes are determined upon by unions at
times when the position of the market renders suc-

cess impossible, resulting in severe aud prolonged
suffering ; while in some ' highly skilled and hmited
trades,' a far higher rate of wages has been enforced
for a time than the value of the labour performed
would justify, in the end materially checking pro-

duction, or transferring the industry itself to other
countries. The same effect has been produced by
the arbitrary enforcement, in some branches of
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manufacture, of obnoxious restrictions \i]ion the

liours ;\nd mode of workin;,'. Thus, Birmingham

lost niuili of that imrtion of its hanhvare manufac-

ture which is now carried on by machinery, in con-

sequence of the resistance offered by tlie Birming-

ham artisans to the introduction of machine-labour;

and the steel manufacture threatened .at one time
to migrate from SlielHeld, on accoimt of tr.ades'

union dict.ation. It is of course obvious th.at some
branches of labour, if interference were pushed too

far, miglit in this w.ay be transferred, not to other
[

towns only, but to other countries. There is, more-

over, another and serious class of objections. There
can be no doubt that unions foster an unfortunate

spirit of antagonism. Being constantly and con-

sciously on the defensive, they come at Last to suspect

e\-il in every movement, and to put a sinister inter-

pret.ation on every action of employers. The special

interests of the trade affected are too often the only

objects cared for ; and narrow, selfish, and unjust

regul.ations are en.acted for its supposed benefit.

One trade is isolated from another ; one class of

labourers fences itself ofl" against incursions iipon its

peculiar territory, and tries, by the limitation of the

number of apprentices, the enforcement of objec-

tion.ablo terms of service, and other coercive

methods, to remain a close monopolist corporation.

It is needless to point out how injuriously such a
policy affects the working-cl.asses generally, and
what a comjilete subordination it implies of the

general well-being to the desired prosperity of a

small and selfish number. In some trades, the

practice of coercion has gi-own into system.atie

terrorism and crime. The .Sheffield grinders and
the Lancashire brickmakers began \vith merely
refusing to work with non-unionists ; but their

methods of procedure have ended in fretpient

brutal and murderous outrage. The revelations

of the speci.al commissions of 1807 are among the

saddest contributions to English history.

One of these special commissions—that of Mr
Overend and his colleagues at Sheffield—is of suffi-

cient importance and interest to warrant rather

special reference. Out of about sixty trades' nni<ins

in that town, thirteen are jiroved to have promoted
or encouraged oiatrages of various degrees of crimin-

ality, from theft and intimidation up to personal

\nolence and murder. The most ordinary method
of coercion in iiae bears the name of ' rattening,'

and it is employed to enforce p.ayment of contribu-

tions to the unions, and to compel obedience to

their rules. If any workman fall into arrear with
his p.ayments, or infringe the rules of the trade to

which he belongs, his wheelbands, tools, or other

materials of work are secretly removed, and held in

pledge, until he submits to the requirements of the

imion. This is done most frequently under the

direct orders of the union officers ; Viut sometimes a

private member ' rattens ' another, who is known to

be in some way at issue with his society, and takes

the risk of his action being adopted by the re-

mainder. In the majority of cases, on due submis-

sion and a moderate payment, the property r.attened

is restored to its owner. The jiractice is defended
on the ground that it is the readiest and most effec-

tual means of compelling the regular payment of

contributions to the union funds, and of enforcing

obedience to union orders. So thoroughly is it

understood that rattening is the work of a trade

society, that a man whose tools are taken never

thinks of applying to the police for restitution ; he
connnunicates with the secretary of the imion
whicli governs his trade. In cases of contumacy on
the part of a member, it is sometimes .attempted to

saddle his employer with the cost of the rattening,

even when he is no party to the dispute, on the
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ground, that he ought to compel his workmen to

coin]ily with the rules of the union. Itattening i.s

gener.ally successful in securing its ends ; but if it

fail, an anonymous letter is sent to the refractory

person, threatening vengeance in the event of

further resistance ; and in only too many instances,

the threats have been carried out to the last ex-
tremity. Tims, in 1S.')4, a man named Klisha

Parker had his house blown U]i by gunpowder, his

horse was hamstrung, and he himself disabled by a
pistol-shot, because he worked with non-union men,
after being warned to leave liis employment. In
1857, James Linley was shot at and wounded for

changing his business of grinding scissors for that of

grinding s.aws, and keeping a greater number of

apprentices than the rules of the trade prescribed.

As he still persisted, he was shot to death with an
air-gun in 1859. At other times, powder li.as been
mixed with the fdings or other materials near the

working apparatus of obnoxious ])ersons, who have
often suffered serious injuries from its explosion.

The list of outr.agcs, fatal and other, might be

largely extended : but those we have given are not

unf.air reiiresent,atives of the whole.

The bellows-cutting by the chainmakers of thn

midland districts, during their strike of IS.'iO. is

somewhat analogous to the r.attening at Sheffield ;

and disclosures of similar practices were made at

the inquiry before Mr I'ickering and others in Jlan-

chester, also in 18G7. We have not space to go into

detail ; but the examjiles of .Shettield, Dudley, and
Wolverhampton were faithfully repeated. Powder
explosions, ])ersonal injuries, the wholesale destruc-

tion of bricks by trampling upon them while soft,

a shed destroyed liy naphtha, the insertion of

needles into the cl.ay, so as to disaljle the workmen :

such were among the characteristic confessions

made by the witnesses. Among other reasons

given for a strike ^^'-o-s one that an employer had
himself ' set a brick,' a task expressly reserved for

brick-setters ; and among the restrictions on tr.ade

was one forbidding the use in Manchester of bricks

not made within the Manchester district, a circle

abtmt eiglit miles across.

Although in very m.any instances strikes h.ave

been begun and concluded without the intervention

of trades' unions, yet, as a m.atter of fact, all the

more notable strikes have either been organised by
them, or had their direct support ; and of late, the

tendency has been to associate the unions of differ-

ent trades into one body, so far as tliis particular

policy is concerned. This article would therefore

be incomplete without a brief reference to some of

the more remarkable contests between masters and
workmen.
Among the leading strikes, few, if any, have

occupied the attention of the public , more than
the struggle between the Amalgamated Society of

Engineers and their enii)loyers, which took place in

1851—1852. It originated in the determination of

the workmen to .abolish piecework and overtime.

The dispute w'as further complicated through a
demand made by the mechanics .at Messrs Ilibljert

& Pl.att's works, in Oldham, insisting th.at certain

self-acting machines in use there should be attended
to by skilled labourers only. Thirty-four Lanca-
shire firms entered into a written agreement to

mei-'t any action on the part of the men by the
immediate closing of their establishments, which
furnished emi)loyment to 10,000 people. A similar

resolution was adopted by the master engineers of

the London district. The men left work on the 1st

of .January 1852, and the works were fonnaliy

closed on the 10th. The strike virtually ended on
the .SOth March, when the men conceded the points

in dispute, with the exception of an obnoxious
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declaration insisted upon by the masters, that none
of the men emploj-cd should, for the futuroj either
directly or indirectly support trades' unions. The
cost of the strike is understood, besides the enor-
mous loss of wages, to have exceeded £40,000,
includiug moneys contributed to non-society men.
Great numbers of the men emigrated, and fearful
suffering was endured by thousands of families.
The Amalgamated Society still exists, and is one of
the most extensive and powerful organisations in
the interest of labour in the world. In 1850, after
its failure in the great struggle, it started with 7000
members. In I8G0, its members exceeded 17,000,
and in 1872 they numbered 41,075. The totai
income of the society for 1S72 was above £105,000.
It has branches in every part of the world where
Euglish engineers are employed.

The strike of 1S53 in the cotton trade at Preston
was also met by a lock-out. About 18,000 people
were thrown out of work. The struggle lasted

seven months, and during its progress, public feel-

ing was keenly roused. The 10 per cent, advance
in wages contended for was successfully resisted
by the masters, the last chances of the workpeople
being destroyed by the depression of trade con-

sequent upon the outbreak of the Russian war.
The cost of the strike to the workmen and their
friends, in actual money paid, was £105,000.

In 1859, there occuiTed a strike and lock-out in

the Ijuilding trades of London. The object of the
strike was to reduce the workmg day from ten to
nine hours, the existing rate of wages being re-

t.ained. It was met by the simultaneous closing of

225 building estabhshments, at which 24,000 men
were employed. The contest lasted for nearly
seven months, and ended in the surrender of the
men, after an enormous loss in wages and trade

funds. No less than £23,000 was contributed by
other trade societies, in aid of the men concerned in

this dispute.

The mining trades—coal and iron—have within

the last few years shewn marked triumphs of

labour over capital. The great Forest of Dean and
South Wales strikes in the coal-trade terminated

at the beginning of 1873, substantially in favour

of the employed.
The nine-hours movement created great excite-

ment for a time, but is now practically settled in

favour of the labour-classes. The first strike for it

was by the Edinburgh masons in 1861. After an
exhaustive struggle, the masters yielded the men's

demand for a limit of 51 hours a week. Every
year after that, agitation was kept up by different

trades in succession ; and now, in 1 873, the hours

of labour for a working-man all but universally in

England, and pretty generally in Scotland, are so

fixed. 'The exceptions in both countries are a few

in-door trades, and in Scotland the mills of Gala-

shiels, Hawick, and other Border towns. A deter-

mined strike of the Edinburgh book-printers, 1872

—

1873, for the 51-hours limit—which lasted 13 weeks
—terminated in favour of the employers.

The lowering of the franchise to household suff-

rage has lent a new significancy to trades' unions.

They have now become a great power in politics.

There is the Trades' Congress, which holds an
annual conference in the different leading towns,

and discusses questions affecting the interests of

labour. They have not yet begun to publish trans-

actions ; but, no doubt, they soon will, for this

congress is undoubtedly to be one of the controlUng

social powers of Great Britain. It appoints a com-
mittee every year, which sits in London, to look

after the acts of parliament and other public move-
ments afi'ecting trade. Another object they contem-

plate is to get workiug-men retiu'ned as members of

parliament ; but as yet they have not succeeded in

returning one.—Fawoett's Manual of Political Econ-
omy ; Mill's Political Economy ; Wade's Middle and
Working Classes ; Report of the Social Science Com-
mittee on Trades' Societies, 1860.

TKING, a town of Hertfordshire, England, 32
miles north-west from London, near the right bank
of the Ouzel, a branch of the Ouse. It is a neatly
built town ; has manufactures of silk, canvas, and
straw-plait, and is a station on the London and
North-western Railway. The Grand Junction
Canal passes not far from it. Pop. (1871) 4045.

TUBE-WELL is an American contrivance,
introduced into England in 1867, having for its

object the obtaining of a small supply of water in a
very short space of time by the application o£ a
limited amount of manual power.
The apparatus comprises three parts—a tube or

well, a rammer or monkey, and a pump. Fig. 1

shews the several parts, and fig. 2 the state when
driven into the ground. The tube, AA, consists of

an iron pipe about 1^ inch diameter, made in pieces
of convenient length, which can be screwed together
end to end. The pipe terminates at the lower end
with a solid tempered steel point, and is perforated
for about 16 inches from the end with small lateral

apertures. The pipe is driven a short way into the

Kg. 2.

5|u
ground, just sufficient to keep it upright without

falling, and is temporarily kept in that position by
hand. A strong iron clamp, DD, is fixed to the

tube by clamping-screws at a shoi-t distance above
the ground ; and another clamp, BB, is similarly fixed

higher up. Two pulleys are supported by the upper
757
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clamp. The rammer or monkey, CC, consists of

a 50-lb. iron weight, which slides up and down the

tube, encircliuj:! it like a ring or belt. The rammer,
being raised by two men, is allowed to fall with its

full weij,'ht on the lower clamp; thus giving a series

of blows which drive the tube into the ground.
AVlien the lower clamp becomes level with the
surface of the groimd, it is raised up the tube ; as

is like%vise the other clamp, which sup[iort3 the two
pulleys. Successive lengths of tube and successive
shiftings of the clamps afford the means of enabling
the perforated end of the tube to reach soil whence
water can be obtained. When the symptoms
appear of water having been reached, at CO, a small
suction-pump, shewn at the top of fig. 2, is apjilied,

and the water pum])ed. It is only when water is

expected to be reached at a moderate distance below
the surface that this a])paratus is avaihible, as -it is

not powerful enough for great depths, nor is the
bore of the tube sufficient for a large influx of

water ; but the required conditions being found to
exist, the apparatus saves a large amount of ordin-

ary boring. As the water is pumped up, the loose

sand and gravel disappear from the point of the
tube, allowing the formation of a small pool or
well (BB, fig. 2) ; wliile small pebbles which collect

around the perforations act as a sort of filter. The
tube can be extracted from the ground by forcing

the rammer upwards against the upper clamj).

During a trial of this apparatus in the cricket-

ground at Old Trafford, Manchester, the tube was
sunk to a depth of 10 feet in 22 minutes, and water
had been reached in even less than that time. Such
a form of well, it is considered, will be free from the
liability of receiving dirty surface-water ; and no
accident is possible from foul air or from the falling

iu of the sides. A well lo feet deej) was sunk iu

one hour in the Botanical Gardens at Manchester,
and excellent water reached. Another was sunk in

the grounds of St Cloud in half an hour, and
pumped up water at the rate of 20 litres (18 quarts)

per minute. The inventor accompanied the Amer-
ican Federal army, and enabled the troops frequently
to obtain water liy the aid of these pumps. On one
occasion, to try the capabilities of the tube, lie sank
one to a depth of 150 feet, at Ithaca, in New York
state. Tube-wells were sent <jut with the British

military force to Abyssinia.

TtJNKERS, a religious sect, occupying settle-

raents in New England, New York, Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Indiana, &c., and thus pretty mdely scattered
throughout the northern and middle parts of the
United States. They are nowhere numerous, and
are chiefly occupied in the cultivation of the
soil. The name which they take for themselves
is simply that of Brethren, and they profess that
their association is founded on the principle of

brotherly love. The name T. is of German origin,

signifying Dippers, and is due to their dipjiing

in baptism. It is very commonly, by corruption,

pronounced and written Dunkers. In the vicinity

of their settlements, they are generally known
as the Harmless People. They derive their origin

from a small village on the Eder in (iermany,
but have been an exclusively American sect since

the beginning of last century, when they all emi-
grated to America. They had 52 communities or

churches in 1859, and their number is estimated as

about 8000. They reject infant baptism, and have
no ministers specially devoted to the ministry as a
profession. Every brother is allowed to stand up
in the congregation and exhort ; and when one is

found particularly apt to teach, he is ordained by
laying on of hands with fasting and jirayer, and is

expected to devote himself in some measure to the
ministry, although without any stipend or pecuniary
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reward, even if his own cro|)S should suffer by his

neglect of them. There are deaconesses as well .is

deacons among the Tunkers. Like the Quakers,
they use great plainness of dress and language ;

they refuse to take oaths or to light ; they will not
go to law, and until very recently, the receiving of

interest for money w,a3 ])rohibited among them.
They celebrate the Lord's .Supper, and accompany it

with love-feasts, washing of feet, the giving of the
right hand of fellowshij), and tlie kiss of charity.

They anoint the sick with oil in order to their

recovery, depending upon this unction and prayer,

and rejecting the use of medicine. They generally

believe in the doctrine of universal salvation ; but
it Is not a tenet of the sect. They do not insist

ujion celibacy as an absolute rule ; but they com-
mend it as a %'irtue, and discourage marriage to the
utmost dcOTee possilile. They are industrious and
honest, and universally held in good repute among
their neighbours.

Sole dependence upon prayer for the cure of the

sick is the characteristic also of a small religious

sect, of which a few members are to be found in

England calling themselves the Peculiar People.

A case was lately tried at one of the criminal courts

in -London, of parents belonging to this sect, accused

of the manslaughter of their child, through neglect-

ing to secure proper medical advice ; and they were
ac(iuitted. In Switzerland, the name of Dorothea
Triidcl (d. 1SG2) was long famous for the cure of

ailments by prayer. She did not, however, in all

cases, refuse to call in medical advice. In Germany,
a Protestant pastor, Bliimhardt, pursues a similar

system on a large scale, and it is said with great

success. Cheerfulness, temperate habits, jirojier

regulation of diet and exercise, various and interest-

ing occupation of the mind, and frequent but not

excessive introduction of religious reading, exhorta-

tion, and prayer, are the characteristics oihia estab-

lishment, and there is much in them evidently

favourable to the cure of many and especially inci-

pient maladies both of mind and of body.

TU'NSTALIi, a prosperous market-town of

England, in the county of Stafford, 5 miles north-

west from Stokc-upon-Trent, M'itli which it is con-

nected by railw.ay. T. has a good market-place and
town-haU, several churches and schools ; and in the

vicinity, numerous coUieries, potteries, chemical
works, and veins of clay and iron ore. T. is

included in the parliamentary borough of Stoke-
npou-Trent, and the township has a iwp. (1871) of

13,540.

TY'LDESLEY, a weU-built and increasing town
of Lancashire, England, 10 miles west-north-west

from Manchester, on a feeder of the Mersey.

Cotton-spinning is extensively carried on, and there

arc numerous collieries in the neighbourhood. T.

is a station on the railway from Manchester to

Wigan. Pop. (1871) 6408.

TYNDALL, .Joii.v, physicist, was born in 1S20,

or thereabouts. His parentage was humble ; but to

the few educational advantages of his position, he

brought an acute and active mind, whose early

promise has been confirmed by the achievements of

his riper years. On returning from the continent,

where he received part of his education, he found

employment in one of the subordinate grades of the

Ordnance Survey. He was afterwards appointed

Teacher of Natural Philosophy at Queenwood
College, Stockbridge, and there commenced those

original investigations which have distinguished

him among the explorers of science.

In January 1853, T. communicated his first paper

to the Royal Society On Molecular Influences—
Transmission of Heat through Organic Structures.
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It exhibits much of that skill in experimenting and
fertility of resource which characterise his subse-

quent researches, and illustrates certain important

questions in natui'al philosophy. The demonstra-

tion that wood is a bad conductor of heat across the

fibre, and that the bark is a worse conductor than
the wood, explains why trees are not killed by
winter-frosts. And in the fact, that rock-crystal

(pure silica) is a better conductor than some of the

metals, we have a reason for the intense heat in the

day, and rapid cooling at night, of the African

deserts.

Year by year from the date above mentioned,

T. has extended our knowledge of science. His
field of research is wide and varied, as exem-
plified by the subjects of his papers published in the

Philosophical Transactions—On the Vibrations and
Tones produced by the Contact of Bodies having

Different Temperatures (1854) ; On the Physical

Phenomena of Glaciers (1857) ; On some Physical

Properties of Ice (1858—1859) ; On Transmission of
Heat throwjh Gaseous Bodies (1859) ; a series on
Radiation, six papers (18G1—1865) ; On Calorescence

(1865) ; On the Invisible Radiation of the Electric

Light (1865). During the year 1867, he lectured

on Sounding and Sensitive Flames.

In 1855, and again in 1861, T. was appointed

to deliver the Bakerian Lecture to the Royal
Society: the subjects were: On the Nature of the

Force by which Bodies are repelled from the Poles

of a Magnet ; and On the Absorption and Radiation

of Heat by Gases and Vapours, and on the Physical

Connection of Radiation, Absorption, and Conduction,

the latter being one of the series on Radiation above
mentioned. The publication of this series of papers

marks a period in the history of scientific research,

for the facts therein set forth, and the conclusions

drawn from them, demonstrate the relation of

aqueous vapour to racUant heat, and elucidate

certain meteorological phenomena which connect

themselves with some of the profoundest and most
interesting questions of cosmical science.

In 1864, the CouncU of the Royal Society awarded
to T. their Rumford medal, in recognition of his

scientific researches, particularly as bearing on
Light and Heat.
As a lecturer on scientific subjects, T. enjoys a

high reputation. His lectures at the Koyal Institu-

tion and the School of Mines have been marked by
fulness of knowledge and clearness of illustration.

He has distinguished himself also as a traveller,

particularly in the Alps.

In 1852, T. waa elected a Fellow of the Royal
Society, since when he has served twice on the

Council. In 1853, he was appointed Professor

of Natui-al Philosophy in the Royal Institution,

where, as successor to Davy and Faraday, he
sustains the reputation of the place for original

scientific research. His lectures at the School of

Mines have been attended by crowds of working-

men. He is LL.D. of Cambridge, and is a member
of a number of the scientific societies of the con-

tinent.

Besides his papers for the Royal Society, Pro-

fessor T. has written articles in the Philosophical

Magazine and The Fortnightly Review. His sepa-

rate works comprise Tlie Glaciers of tlie Alps,

being a Narrative of Excursions and Events {I860)

;

Mountaineering in 1861 (1862) ; Heat considered as

a Mode of Motion (2d ed., 1865) ; Radiation, being

the Rede Lecture, delivered at Cambridge m 1865

;

Lectures on Sound (1867) ; and a biogi-aphical

memoir of Professor Far.aday (1868). Two recent

works by him are Fragments of Science, and Hours

of Exercise in the Alps (1871). His latest work is

Six Lectures on Light (1873).

TYPE-SETTING MACHINES. The first type-

composing machine on the records of the English

Patent Office appears to be that of Mr W. Church,

and the specification of his patent is dated March
1822. In 1840 another machine of this kind was
patented by Young and Deloambre, and then foUow
a number of others, scarcely a year passing without

one or more being made the subject of a patent.

Moreover, some of them, among others Young and
Delcambre's, were for a long time before the public.

For at least half a century, therefore, the construc-

tion of a useful type-setting machine has been a
problem which a number of ingenious men have
tried to solve, but it is only within the last year or

two that there has been anything more than the

mere appearance of success ; and even now it is

doubtful whether a single one of the few in use is of

real utihty. If the reader will look carefidly at a
page of printed matter, he wdl notice that the

spaces between the words are not equal, and he will

easily understand that to reduce this inequality to

a minimum, requires skill and experience if the work
is to go on swiftly. It is in the doing of this, which
is called 'justifying,' where a machine fails, so that

at the best, so to speak, it can only do half its work

;

because a compositor must afterward space the

machine-setting into lines of equal length. It is

comparatively easy to construct a machine which
wUl, by some mechanical arrangement, drop any
required letter from a series of files or reservoirs of

types, through a channel which conveys it to a com-
posing-stick—that is, which will set up type, in any
required order, but with exactly equal spaces between
the words. Plainly this wOl not be a step in advance
if it takes a skilled workman as much time to divide

the machine-composed type into properly spaced

lines for a page, as woidd, when added to the time

taken by the machine to set up the type for 'justi-

fying,' equal, or nearly equal, that in which the

workman would do the whole thing himself from the

first. The look-out for a serviceable machine is not,

however, hopeless.

In the early composing-machine by Church, ' the

types are arranged in files in a case at the top, each
file being directly over a slit in a horizontal frame.

One of a number of jacks protrudes through each of

these sUts, each jack being connected with a key in

a manner somewhat similar to the jacks and keys of

a harpsichord.' On the depressing of any particular

key, the imdermost type of the file is pushed into a
race, from which it passes to a composing-stick.

It is surprising how closely this description conveys

to us the leading idea in most of the type-compos-

ing machines invented since 1822. Hattersley's

machine, for example, which was patented in 1857,

and which is still one of the simplest, cheapest, and
best, has somewhat analogous movements, but the

keys are arranged more like those of a concertina,

and the details are different. This machine, which
occupies a space of about 2 feet by 3, has a hori-

zontal top stage on which is placed a partitioned tray,

containing the rows of types running from back to

front, each row being of course all the same letter.

Descending vertically along the front of this tray is

a series of as many wires with pistons as there are

rows of types, and these pistons are depressed by
the keys acting by bell-cranks, and then return to

their first position by means of india-rubber bands
or springs. A propeller kept in a state of tension by
an india-rubber string is placed in the rear of each
row of types, and draws them forward to the jjiston.

When the girl working the machine presses down,
say an e key, it depresses the e piston, which pulls

down with it an e type, and dro])3 it into a tube or

channel which conveys it to what represents the

composing-stick, and so on with every other letter,
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figure, coninia, or ' space.' The scries of channels
have a glass front, and converge to a focus or com-
mon outlet, through which every tjpe in succession
passes to its i)ro])er place. JIachines on Hattereley's
principle, but with some of the details much im-
iroved by Mr Fr.iser, are at present (IST.'i) in use
ly a large ))rinting firm in Edinliurgh, who aliirm

that for some kinds of ]ilain setting "they are more
])rolitabIe than doing it by hand. \Vith one of these
machines a girl can compose from ' copy ' at the rate
of from 5000 to GOOO types per hour, but this after-
wards requires to be 'justified,' or divided into
pro|)erly spaced lines, as already explained.

Typo-setting machines resembling the above in
their plan of working have been in operation for
two years past in tlie Times office, one of which
was exhibited at South Kensington in 1S72. In
that oflice there is also a type-distributing machine
at work, which in principle is just their conipo.sing-
niachinc inverted. The former being a necessary
complement to the latter, the want of an efficient
mechanical distributer h.as operated in some mea-
sure as a check to the success of some composing-
machines.

TYUCONNEL, Richakd Talbot, DiTvE and
Earl of, born early in the 17tli century. In his youth,
according to Lord JIacaiilay, he was 'one of the most
noted sharpers and bullies of London.' Soon after the
liestoration, he endeavoured to obtain the favour of
the royal family by blackening the reputation of
Anne Hyde, so as to furnish the Duke of York
with a pretext for breaking his promise of marri.age
to her. Though unsuccessful in this, he succeeded
in gaining the favour of the duke, and contrived to
make himself welcome at the jialace both as a
votary of its pleasures and as a counsellor in affairs

of state. Immediately on the accession of .lames II.,

he was made Earl of T., and put in command of the
troops in Ireland ; and in 1G87, by fawning, bully-
ing, and bribing, lie got possession of the office

which had long lieen the object of his ambition

—

he was apjioirited Lord-deputy of Ireland. His
arrival in that country spread terror and dismay
through the English Protestant po]mIation, who had
already suffered somewh.at under his military rule.

Events quickly justified their terrors. Nearly every
office of dignity in the country was soon transferred
to the hands of the Eoman Catholics. The Protest-
ant party, so long dominant, complained bitterly
that they had become a laughing-stock even to their

own servants, and that to appeal to law w.as vain

;

judgment in every case being given for the native
against the Englishman. But this state of matters
did not last long. The revolution of 1688 had a
sudden and sobering effect upon the rule of the
Lord-depnty ; and there can be little doubt that he
would have submitted to William III. ; but the Irish
peojile threatened that if he dared to sell them fur
wealth or honour, they would burn the castle and
him in it, and put themselves under the protection
of France. On the arrival of James in Ireland in
IGSO, he created the earl, Duke of Tyrcoimel.
After the fatal b.attle of the Boyne, at which he
held high cominand, he retired to France. In 1091,
he returned to Ireland, with a view to furthering the
efforts in favour of .lames, which were still being
made by his adherents. Notwithstanding the
defeat of Aghrim (12th July IG'Jl), and the capitu-
lation of Galway, he made preparatinns for the
defence of Limerick, binding himself and his
countrymen by an oath not to surrender until they
received permission from James, then at Saint
Germain. lie at the same time despatched a
letter in which he stated his conviction that all

was lost. On the llth August, before an answer
could arrive, he was struck wdth apoj)lexy. He died
on the I4th of the same month. He has been
characterised by ilacanl.ay .as ' the fiercest .and most
uncompromising of all those who hated the religion

and liberties of England.' He was survived until

1730 by his wife— ' La belle Jennings' of the court
of Charles II. This lady, so famed for her beauty
and fascinating manner, entered life as maid of
honour to the Duche-ss of Y'ork ; in which jiosition

she conducted herself with a propriety which, time
and place considered, may almost be pronounced
nnique. As wife of the Duke of T., during his rule
in Dublin, her conduct seems to have been charac-
terised both by dignity and ))urity. It is narrated
that when James and her husliand, fleeing from the
defeat of the Boj'ne, reached her residence so lie-

spattered with mud as to be scarcely recognisable,
she dressed herself richly, and received the fugitive
king and his attendants with all the splendour of

court etiquette. She died in a small private nunnery
in Dublin in circumstances of great poverty.—See
Macaulay's JliMory of England, vols, ii., iii., and iv.;

Chambers's Book of Days, vol. i. ed. 1SG3, p. 310;
Mrs Jameson's Memoirs of Beauties of the Court of
Charles II., vol ii. p. 223.

u
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^CAY'ALI, a gi-eat river of South
America, one of the ohief head-

waters of the Amazon. It joins the
Amazon from the south, in S. lat. 4°

40', and W. long. 73° 30', opposite
the town of Nauta in Ecuador ; but

'tj> the whole course of the river is in

, I'eru. It is the largest river that joins
the Amazon above the Brazih.an territory,

and on account of its length, has been
regarded by some as the main stream of

the Amazon, but at its mouth it is not above
half the width of the Amazon. The Maranon
and Huall.aga from the south, with many sm.aller
but still large rivers from the north, have united to
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foiTU the Amazon. The sources of the U. are in

the Andes, Cuzco being situ.atcd on one of its

feeders, which rises considerably further south
;

whilst .another has its rise on the western side of

the Andes, to the north-west of Lima, and after

llowing southward for about I.'jO miles, makes its

way through a cross vaUey, and takes a north-
ward course. Attention has of l.ate been very
strongly directed to the U. as affording means
of communication between the western parts of

Peru and the Atlantic Ocean. It was jiarti.ally

explored by the Count de Castelnau and others
in 184G, by Lieutenant Herndon and Mr Gibbon
of the United iStates navy in 1851, and more
recently by an expedition sent out by the Peruvian
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government. It has been found to be navigable

by steamers from its mouth to towns not far dis-

tant from Lima, 3700 miles from the mouth of

the Amazon. On the branch which comes from
Cuzco, there are falls and rapids, which form an im-

pediment to navigation more than 100 mUes below
that city. The course of the U. is winding, but

generally northward. Without regard to any but

its principal windings, the length of its course is

not less than 1100 miles. It receives many large

branches. The name U. is not given to any of its

head-waters, the chief of which is the Tambo, formed
by the junction of Mantaro, the river which has its

soiu-ees to the north-west of Lima, and the Apuri-

mac, which comes from a more southern region. The
greater part of the country through which the U.
flows is covered with forest ; but it seems very
suitable for colonisation, if easy communication with

the rest of the world were established, the soil

being fertile, whilst the mountains abound iu valu-

able minerals.

TTMA'S", a town of Russia, in the government of

Kiev, 120 miles south of the town of Kiev, on the

TJmanka. It is enclosed by earthen ramparts. Pop.
(IS63) 13,981.

UMBA'LLA, a Large waUed town of British

India, Sirhind, 120 miles north-north-west of Delhi,

on the Guggur. Under the walls of the fort is

the encamping-ground of the British ti'oops. Pop.

21,962.

UMRO'HAH, a town of British India, in the

district of Moradabad, 80 miles east-north-east of

Delhi. It is said to have a pop. of 72,677.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. During
the year 1S67, the United States made several

important acquisitions of territory. In the begin-

ning of that year, all the Russian possessions iu

America were handed over to the United States,

upon pajTneut of seven millions of dollars. The
United States afterwards acquired Samana, on the

north-east co.ast of San Domingo, with an excellent

harbour, suitable for a naval station, from the

Dominican Republic, for live millions of dollars.

And in the latter part of the year, another
transaction of the same kind was entered into

(but not ratified), namely, to purchase from Den-
mark the islands of St Thomas and Santa Cruz.

St Thomas (q. v.) is of great importance as contain-

ing the port first visited by steamers from Eng-
land when they reach the West Indies, and from
which other steamers start for different parts

of that region. The town, however, is very un-

healthy; several steamers have recently arrived

in England with yellow fever on board; and on
grounds entirely unconnected with the transfer-

ence of the island to the United States, the ques-

tion has begun to be entertained whether another

West Indian station should not be sought instead

of it, as the chief centre of commerce.—The
coimti-y formerly Russian America is of great

extent, comprising the whole north-western angle

of the continent of North America, from the

meridian of 141° W. long., with the peninsula of

Alaska and its islands, and also extending south-

wards along the coast of the Pacific Ocean, from
about lat. 60° N., where the meridian just men-
tioned meets the Pacific Ocean, for nearly 400
mUes, to the northern border of British Columbia.

This southern portion of the country is of various

breadth, but nowhere extends much more than fifty

miles from the coast, near which, however, are

several large islands, one of them, Sitka, containing

the principal town and port of the whole territory.

See SrrKA. The whole area of the territory is

about 400,000 sq. ni. ; the pop. is estimated at

about 66,000. Since its transference to the United
States, many Americans have settled at Sitka. The
whole country enjoys a much milder climate than
regions in the same latitude on the eastern coast of

America. Magnificent forests cover great part of

it. Even in the peninsula of Alaska, rain is more
common in -winter than snow. With its good soil,

its pleasant climate, and its excellent harbours, this

north-western portion of America seems hkely soon
to attract settlers, and to acquire great importance.

URIC O'N IU M, an ancient Roman city of

Britain, the site of which is about four miles to the

east of Shrewsbiiry, and is partly occupied by the

village of Wroxeter. The original name seems to

have been Viroconiuvi, which was changed in the

later Roman-British period to Uricouium. It is

mentioned by Ptolemy as existing in the beginning

of the second century A.D. The remaius of the

city shew it to have been a place of much import-

ance. The wall can still be traced near the banks
of the Severn, forming an irregular oval rather

more than three mUes in circumference. It appears

that one of the principal streets of the city occupied

the line of the WatUng Street Road. The remains
of U. have recently been explored by an association

formed for the purpose at Shi-ewsbury, and many
ciu^ous relics of antiquity have been discovered,

throwing great light on Roman ci\'ilisatiou in

Britain. The human remains found in the excava-

tions which have been made, affording proof of

death by violence or by suffocation, shew that the

city did not slowly decay, but was sacked and
burned by enemies, which probably took place

about the 5th century. Of this, however, there is

no certain historic record. The ruins seem to have
remained with little change, except the gradual

process of decay, till about the r2th c, when they

were used as materials for other buildings. Some
of the churches of the neighbourhood were budt of

the old Roman bricks. The walls of buildings are

now found, perfect as far as the previous accumu-
lation of earth rendered it dilficidt to remove the

bricks of which they were constructed. The most
remarkable reUc of antiquity in U. is the Old Wall,

a great mass of Roman masonry, which appears to

have been the side of a great edifice, remains of

mosaic pavements having been found near it, and
apparently connected with it. The edifice to

which the Old Wall belonged is supposed to have
occupied a comer at the junction of two principal

streets. The excavations which have been made,
however, leave it very difficult to explain the

character and purpose of the remains discovered.

Several inscriptions have been found at U., but
none of great interest. A museimi has been formed
at Shrewsbury, in which most of the antiquities

from this spot are collected. Hair-pins, combs, and
rings are particularly numerous amongst them.

U'RINE, Incoxtixence of, or ENEURESIS, is

a troublesome aftection, far more common in child-

hood than in more advanced life. The child may have
no bad symptom of any kind that can be detected,

but it is in the constant habit of discharging its

urine in bed during sleep. It sometimes wakes ^vith

a consciousness that it is performing the act, but

most commonly it is not disturbed. The act may
take place once, or several times, during the night,

and sometimes there is an interval of a night, but
seldom more. The chUd may often be broken of

this unpleasant habit by proper domestic manage-
ment, as withholding any excess of fluids before

going to bed, and by waking it, and making it dis-

charge the contents of the bladder at the time when
the elder members of the family retire to bed.

When such means as these fail^ recourse must be
701
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had to medical .-ulvicc. Blisters to the Eacriim,

which prevent the patient from lying Hat on the

bock, anil consequently prevent the urine from
gravitating towards the most irritable part of the

bladder, are often useful ; and cold douches t<) the

spine, combined with the internal use of chaly-

beatcs, are frequently serviceable. The most cer-

tain remedy, however, is extract of belladonna,

civcn at first, according to the ago of the patient,

in doses varying from -jVith to ^th of a grain, twice
daily, and increasing it, if required, till it gives rise

to marked constitutional disturbance.

The various forms of merhanical pressure that
have been suggested, with the view of preventing
the passage of the urine, cannot be too strongly

reprobatei

'ALE'NCIA, a town of South
America, Venezuela, in the

jiroviuce of Caracas, 85 miles
west-south-west of Caracas, about
two miles east of a lake of the
same name, and about 20 miles
from Puerto Cabello on the coast,

vith which and with Caracas it carries

on an active trade. V. is finely situ-

ated in an exceedingly fertile district,

which cattle and horses are raised in

great numbers. Pop. said to be 16,000.

VALGUARNE'UA, a town of Sicily, in the [iro-

vince of Caltanisetta, 48 miles north-east of Girgenti,

in a mountainous district. Pop. about 9500.

VALLS, an old-fashioned town of Spain, in the
p^o^'ince of Tarragona, in a plain watered by the
Francoli, 55 miles west of Barcelona. V. is sur-

rounded by ancient walls, has manufactures of

cotton, woollen, silk, leather, and soap. The French,

under St Cyr, defeated the Spanish here in 1809

;

but were in their turn defeated in 1811. Pop.
12,655.

VELLO'RE, a town and fort of British India,

presidency of Madras, in the district of Arcot, 79
miles west of Madras, on the right bank of the
Palar. The fort is extensive, is surrounded by a

ditch cut in the solid rock, and contains barracks,
hospitals, &c. The town is large, clean, and airy,

and has an extensive and weil-.supplied bazaar.

The town contains a most remarkable and splendid
pagoda, dedicated to Krishna, whose adventures
with the gopls, or milkmaids, are represented in a
series of elaborate sculptures. Although the heat
of V. is great, it is considered one of the healthiest

stations in the Carnatic. V. was the residence of

Tippoo Saib's family from 1799 to 1806, when
they were removed on account of a sepoy mutiny,
which resulted in a terrible massacre of Europeans.
Pop. 51,500.

VE'RDEN, a walled town of Prussia, capital of a
duchy, in Hanover, on the right bank of the Aller,

here crossed by a bridge, and on the railw.ay to

Hanover, from which it is distant north-north-west

42 miles. Pop. (1871) 6S37.

"VTI'RVICK, or WERVICQ, a town of Belgium,
in the province of West Flanders, near the French
frontier, on the Lys, 8 miles south-east of Ypres.
Pop. about 75ULI.

VIE'RSEN, a prosperous and beautiful manufac-
turing town of Rhenish Prussia, 18 miles west of

Diisseldorf. V. has extensive manufactures of

woollen and flax, as also of woollen, damask, silk

and velvet stufifs, and ribbons ; there are also dye-
works and many other industries, which give
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employment to thousands of workmen. The popu-

lation of V. lias more than doubled itself within the

last few years, being in 1S71, 18,474.

VIERZON-VILLE, an ancient and handsome
town of France, in the de)>. of Cher, 48 miles south

of Orleans. V. h:is blaat-furuaccs, forges, ami steel-

relineries, manufactures of porcelain and earthen-

ware, and a trade in cereals and wine. Pop. (1872)
8276.

VINARO'Z, a town of Spain, in the province of

Castellon de la Plana, on the coast of the Medi-
terranean, 83 miles north-north-east of Valencia.

Shiji-buildiug is carried on, and there are active

lisheries. l*hu bay is open and unsafe. Pop.

9793.

VIRCHOW, KuBOLF, pathologist and publicist,

was born in 1821 at Coslin, in Pomerania. He was
a jiupU of the great physiologist, Joliann MllUer

;

graduated in medicine in 1843; and became, in

1847, prosector to the university of BerUn. The
same year, he was commissioned by the government
to investigate the cause and cure of typhus in

Silesia; and also, in conjunction with Reinhardt,

founded the Annals of I'athological Anatomy and
of Clinical Medicine. The political commotions of

1848 dragged him, in common with many other

votaries of science, into the revolutionary vortex.

He established a journal entitled the Medical
Reformer, and also a democratic club, where he
soon distinguished himself as an orator. He was,

in consequence, elected a member of the National

Assembly, but was not admitted because he was,

in a parliamentary sense, a minor. With the con-

servative reaction, V. had his journal suppressed,

and lost his post, but was elected to the chair of

Pathological Anatomy in WUrzburg. His lectures

at that university were widely po|iular for the

novel views which he struck out, particularly in

cellular pathology. His reputation grew so great

that he was recalled by JlanteuffeT, in 1850, to

Berlin, where he re-occupied the chair of Pathologi-

cal Anatomy, and rendered it the most famous of

its kind in Europe. In 1859, when the liberal

cause revived, he became meniljer of the municipal

council of BerUn, where he distinguished himself as

a reformer of the arbitrary i)olice system then
rampant ; and soon after, was chosen deputy by the

electoral college of Saarbrlick, and by two of the

Berlin colleges. He soon rose to the leadership

of the Opposition, and T)roved a most elfective

antagonist of the encroachments made in the name
of the royal prerogative. He took the lead, in

January 1863, in carrying the address in which the

ministry were accused of haWng violated the con-

stitution. .Such was the energy of his opposition,

that in June 1865 he was challenged to a duel by
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Count Bismarck. It must, however, be always
understood that V. decHnes to be numbered with
the radical party, but accepts the constitution,

and only reserves the right of objecting to those
measures which seem opposed to its spirit. His
physiological and pathological writings are—his

inaugural thesis, De Rheumate Corneas (1843) ;

PliMbltis, Thrombosis, Embolism, ami Leuccemia
(1845—1847) ; Typhoid Fever in Silesia (1848) ; The
Colloid Tumours of the Ovaries, and on Cancer
(1847); awlera (1848—1849); Flexions of the

Uterus, Scrofula, Tubermlosis, Tijphoid Fever (1850)

;

Cellular Pathology (1850) ; The Conjunctiva, &c.

(1851); Amyloid Degeneration (1853); Collected

Papers (1856) ; Cellular Pathology (enlarged, 1858)

;

Morbus Spedalska (a disease peculiar to the
Norwegian coasts, 1859) ; Trichiniasis (1860)

;

Ttimours (1862). He was elected Honorary Member
of the Eoyal jledical Society of London in 1856,
and in 1859, Corresponding Member of the Medical
Society of Paris.

VIVI'PAROUS FISH. It has been mentioned
in the articles Fishes and Reproduction that a
few species of fishes are viviparous, or rather ovo-
viviparous, the eggs being hatched within the

ovary. An example of this occurs in the Vivi-

paroxis Blenny of the British coasts. See Blenny.
But it is the common characteristic of a whole
family of the order Phai-yngognatla, therefore

designated by the popular name of Viviparous Fish,

and by the scientific name of Embiolocidce—a name
formed from the Greek, and signifying viviparous.

The general aspect of fishes of this family is some-
what perch-like ; the scales are cycloid, the gill-

covers are entire ; the lips are thick. On the

north-west coast of America from San Francisco to

Sitka, species of this family are very abundant.
They come into shallow water near the coasts,

when the time approaches for jiroductng their

young, which is about the middle of siunmer.

They swim in vast shoals close to the surface, and

have a peculiar habit of leaping high out of the
water when alarmed, of which the Indians take
advantage to capture them, by striking the water
violently with their paddles, and uttering yells.

The terrified fish leaping out of the water, many of

them fall into the canoes. The Indians also cap-
ture these fishes by thrusting a spear with four
barbed points into the midst of a dense shoal.

They can be easily taken by nets, but are not of

great value for the table. Our figure represents a

Viviparous Fish {Ditrema argenteum).

(From Lord's Naturalist in Vancouver Idand and British
Columbia.)

female, cut open to shew the manner in which the
young are arranged within the mother.

VOU-CHA'NG, or AVOO-CHA^sG, a city of

China, in the province of Hoo-pe, on the Yang-tse-
kiang, at the influ.x of the Han-kiang, about 350
miles south-west of Nanking. This is said to be
one of the finest cities of China, famous for its

learning and for its manufactures in metals. The
pop. is stated at nearly 2,000,000.

w
I

ALLSEND, a parish of the county
of Northiuuberlantl, England, four

miles east - north - east from New-
castle, celebrated for its coUieries,

which produce a very large quantity

)f coal of very superior qualitj'. About
^,000,000 tons of W. coal are annu-

xUy imported into London.

WARREN, Hexry, president of the

nstitute of Painters in Water-colours, was
_ rn in London, September 24, 1798. W.'s

father inherited considerable wealth, which,

however, he contrived to dissipate, and his chil-

dren were left to shift for themselves. The subject

of this memoir at first got a situation in a count-

ing-house ; but afterwards, having an intense love

for art, was placed in the studio of NoUekens,

the celebrated sculptor of the day. At NoUe-

kens's, he was associated with Bonomi and Gibson.

Through Benjamin West, W. obtained an intro-

duction to the sculpture-room of the British Museum,
where he practised both drawing and modelling,

and where he used to meet Haydon's pupils, Bewick,

I

Christmas, and the Landseera. In ISIS, he became
a student of the Eoyal Academy, where he attended

regularly for many years in the company of Etty,

the Landseers, F. R. Lee, Webster, and others less

distinguished. W.'s first paintings were in oil.

He e-idiibited several of these from time to time at

the Academy. One was a subject from Collins's

Ode to the Passions. Etty thought very highly of

I

this picture, and W. repeated it in water-colour, and
sent it for exhibition to the ' New Society of

Painters in Water-colours,' of which he became a
member at its foundation in 1835. Of this society,

now known as the ' Institute of Painters in Water-
colours,' W. has been president for the last thirty

years, during which time, both by his teaching and
example, he has done much towards raising the

English school of water-colour drawing to the

proud eminence that it now occupies in comparison

with the same branch of art in foreign countries

—

namely, the highest place of all. W.'s first great

picture in water-colours was 'The Happy Valley,'

from Easselas—a piece embodjnng both landscape

and figures, and displaying great power both in its
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composition and colouring. A great many of liis

subsequent pietiu-es are on Eastern subjects, leading

some persons to suppose that he has lived a long

time, or at least travelled much, in Egyjjt, the

Holy Land, Arabia, &c. But this is not the case.

Among these Eastern subjects, many are Scriptural,

as
—

' Rebecca at the Well,' ' Hagar an<l Ishmael

cast out into the Wilderness,' ' Christ and the

Woman of Samaria,' 'Joseph's Coat brought to

Jacob,' 'Christ with his Disciples in the Cornfield,'

'The Death of the First-born,' 'The Flight into

Egypt.' Of eastern subjects not scriptural may be

named—' The Dying Camel in the Desert,' well

known by the engraving so deservedly |>opular

;

' A Halt in the Nubian Desert
;

'
' Moslem Charity ;

'

' The Crusaders' First Sight of Jerusalem ;
' aud

' The First Sunset witnessed by our First Parents.'

This picture, with its beautiful landscape and
admirably drawn figures, is said by a good authority

to be ' worthy of being classed with the best works
of John Martin and Danby.* Of subjects not

Eastern there may be mentioned— ' Alfred in the
Swineherd's Cottage,' 'The Warrant exhibited to

the Lady Abbess of a Benedictine Nunnery for the

Suppression of her Convent,' ' Incipient Courtship,'
' Happy Nutting Days,' &c., besides numerous Eng-
lish landscajjes done from nature with much feeling

and truthfulness. W. is an honorary member of

the ' Societe Belgique dcs Aquarellistcs,' and of the

' Pennsylvanian Academy of Arts;' he is also Pro-

fessor of the Fine Arts at Queen's College, London.
He was one of the Committee of Selection in the

Fine Arts Department for the Great International

Exhibition at Paris in 1S55 ; again for that of

Loudon in 1SG2 ; and for that of Paris again in

1S67. W. has written a little book on Artistic

Anatomy, which has gone tlirough many editions
;

also a book on }Yater-coloHr Painting ; two funny
books, Notes upon Notes, and Hints upon Hints;
and an antiquarian work, <)n the Ilifer liarens-

hourne. In 1829, W. was married to Isabella, niece

of John Martin the painter, and has a son, Edmund
George, also a water-colour artist, whose drawings
of landscape—especially when he deals with wood-
land scenery—have, by their originality and truth-

fulness, placed their author in the foremost rank of

landscape painters.

WAK-SERVICES. The science of destruction
had made such rapid progress during the years
in which this EncijclojMdia was in course of pub-
lication, and so many changes had taken place in
the personnel and materiel of the armies of all the
great powers, that to render the more important
descriptive articles complete, it was necessary to
add a few words in the Supplement to Iiring the
information down to the standard of ISGS. The
articles most rcciuiring supplement were the follow-
ing, in their ali)habetical order.

Administratiok, Mflitakv.—This is the com-
prehensive title for all that complicated machinery
by which the military force and energy of a nation

are endowed ^^^th cohesion and vitality. The ex-

pression Staff (q. \.) applies in a somewhat similar

sense to the governing and ministering centre of a
specific army, but is as much inferior to the general

Military Administration as a single army is less

than the country's aggregate military strength. In
every nation the head of the whole administration

is the minister of war, whatever exact title he may
bear. Under him are the great officers charged
with superintending the discipline, paj-ment, and
supplies of the army or its parts wherever situated;

the military manufactures, and the national reserves.

It is not necessary here to specify the various sub-

departments under these chief officers ; but there is

at head-quarters a section representing each civil

department serving with the army, and charged
with the duty of directing and sujiplying that
department with all things reijuired to maintain its

ctiicieney.

Ai)MiR.\L.—The distinction of flag—red, white,
or blue— has been abolished, and the flag-officers

now cimstitute three classes only—viz., admirals,

vice-admirals, aud rear-admirals, all carrying the

white ensign and pendant, and the St George's cross

on a white groimd as their distinguishing flag,

hoisted according to rank at the main, fore, or

mizzeu mast-head respectively.

Ambulance Corps.—The functions of this body
of men are at present undertaken l)y the Army
Hospital Corjis in the British army.—In the French
army, the duty is confided to a section, specially

trained, of the Train ties Eijui/mges Mililaires.

Aktillery, Royal Kkuiment of.—The terms
Battalion, Company, and Troop have been abolished,

in favour of Brigade and Battery, which apply both
to horse and foot artillery. 'The regiment now
consists of 33,500 men, thus distributed :

C brig.iiics of horse artillerv, comprising 30 batteries.

8 I, field (foot) artiiicrr, „ M •,

H „ garrison (fout) artillery, ti 103 *,

3 t, mixed (foot) artillery, , _1^ ii

214

1 1, coast artillery, not in batteries.

1 II depfit artillery, n

33

This force represents from 1200 to 1300 guns fully

equipped for action. Of the foot artillery, the

garrison batteries are readily converted to tield-

batteries by the addition of a few drivers.

Ballistic Pendulim.—The use of this apparatus

as a test of the initial velocity of jirujectiles has

nearly ceased, its jilace having been taken by the

Electro-ballistic Apparatus of Major Navez, a dis-

tinguished Belgian ofticer. This apjiaratus consists

of a pendulum moving on a graduated arc of a

circle, at a known velocity, at the toji of which it

is held by an tlectro-magnet. Tlie projectile is

fired through two screens at a known distance

apart. In passing through the first screen, it breaks

the electric circle, and demagnetises the magnet,
causing the pendulum to fall. As the ball jiasses

the next screen, it restores the circuit and the

magnetic power, instantly arresting the iiendulum
in its downward course. The portion of the circle

passed over by the pendulum shews the time occu-

pied by the ball in jiassing from screen to screen ;

and that distance being known, the initial velocity

becomes a question of very simple calculation. Of
course, the magnet and the two screens are con-

nected by wires with a voltaic battery.

Barrack.s.—The office of Barrack-master-general
had been abolished in 1822, and the duties trans-

ferred to the Board of Ordnance. On the extinc-

tion of that Board in 1855, barracks came under
the control of the Secretary of State for War, who
confides the executive to two departments of his

office—the Director of Works in regard to buildings

and lands, and the Su])erintendent of the Barrack
Department in regard to the personnel. The
system of government has been so far altered since

tlie article Barr.\cks was written, that all the

barrack-masters in any military district arc super-

vised by one of their number, who ranks as

cUstrict barrack-m.aster. The correspondence of tho
whole district with the W^ar Office is conducted
through this officer. Barrack-masters have been
granted relative rank and increased pay, with some
other minor advantages.

Booty.—A very important decision was given by
Dr Lushington, judge of the Court of Admiralty, in

ISGO, on the subject of the degree of co-operation
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which entitled combatants to share in booty. The
ease arose on the question of the Banda and Kirwee
prize-money, captured in 1S57—1S58 by the Central
India Field-force ; and, speaking broadly, the deci-

sion was that only those divisions of an army could
share the booty which were either directly con-

cerned in its capture, or contributing to that opera-

tion by co-ordinate fighting within a reasonable
distance of the principals. This excludes those

portions of the army which inferentially contribute

by keeping the enemy employed in other theatres

of war. The commander-in-chief of the whole army,
with his general and personal staff, take a share as

well as the staff immediately in command of the

capturing division. In the case in point, the cap-

ture was made in Central India, and the divisions

at Delhi, the Punjab, and Oude were held to be
excluded.

Beev'et.—General promotion by brevet has for

many years been abolished in the navy, and in

1854 was abolished for the army. Brevet rank can
at present be obtained in three ways only, and never
extends above the grade of colonel. Captains or

majors may receive brevet promotion for distin-

guished service before the enemy. Lieutenant-

colonels have brevet promotion to colonel, after

commanding battalions or holding certain staff

appointments for live years. When a general officer

dies, the senior major and captain in the army
receive each a step of brevet rank. Surgeons of

twenty years' total ser^ace (or of less service for

distinguished conduct) receive brevet rank as

surgeons-major. These are the only modes in which
brevet rank can be obtained. In the United States

army, however, brevet rank is given in any grade ;

and we find officers with the puzzUng title of
' Brevet-major-general.'

British Na^t.—In 1859, the navy was made a
steam-navy, and sailing-vessels of war ceased, prac-

tically, to exist. Ifo sooner was this accomplished,

at great expense, than, at a still more enormous
outlay, it was found necessary again to reconstruct

the navy by building vessels more or less encased

in iron plates, varying in thickness from 44 to 7

inches. There were in 1867 thirty-four iron-cased

ships in the British navy, of which the Minotaur
and Norlhumherland were the largest war-ships in

the world. Monitors or turret-vessels are being

added, but to this time, rather as experiments than
effectives.

Cajtson.—The following table now shews the

qualities of ordnance in use in the British army
and navy

:

BREBCH-LOAD15G BIPLED GUSS.

Xame.
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Dep6ts.—There are as many depfits as tbero are

regiments »broa<l, the depOts beinj;, for the sake of

battalion training, formed into dcp6t battalions,

which are virtually regiments. The head-quarters

are not at the depOt, but with the service com-
panies ; and when a regiment returns from foreign

service, the dei)Ot joins the service companies.

DocKVAKD Battalions no longer exist, with the
exception of a small corjis at Malta.

Enlistment, Armv.—By an act of 1867, the first

period is lixed at 12 years, and the second at U

years, for all arms of the service. Men are also

empowered and encouraged to enlist for general

service, .is distinguished from enlisting for particular

regiments.

Ensign.—The use of the white ensign is now
peculiar to the British navy ; the red ensign being
assigned to yacht-clubs and non-combatant govern-

ment vessels ; and the blue ensign to vessels of the
merchant service.

FlFER.—A fifer now receives pay at Is. 2d. a day

;

and a fife-major, 2s. 4d.

Fleetwood.—The School of Musketry at this port
has been discontinued.

GoN-CARRiAOEs.—In Consequence of the great

weight of modern artillery, and the enormous strain

produced by its discharge, it has been found cheai>er

and more efficient to construct carriiiges of wrought
iron for all naval and garrison guns of or exceeding

6i tons in weight.
GcN Factories, FiOVAL.—The establishment of

Sir William Armstrong & Co. at Elswick, has ce.ised

to be connected with government. When, in 1SG3,

the government work was withdrawn, a sum of

£85,000 was paid to the Company as com])ensation

for the plant, &c. they had set up for the purposes
of the manufacture.

LAtTNcrr {lio(it).—The launches of the largest ships

of war are now usually decked vessels, fitted with
steam-engines, and ca[iable of cruising antl fighting

on their own account. They are hoisted inboard
when the ship is on her course.

Musketry, Schools of.—The school at Fleet-

wood has been iliscontinued, duplicate establish-

ments being found an unnecessary expense.

Palliser Guys and Projectile.s.—Since the
issue of that portion of the Encyclopwdta devoted to

great guns, a considerable step in advance has been
taken under the auspices of Major Palliser, a cavalry

officer on half-pay. His gims have resisted charges
that would have instantly shattered any others yet
brought forw.ard; and by the aid of his hardened
projectiles, shields have been pierced which had
defied the hea\'iest bolts of all other ordnance.

Although only prominently before the public during
the last three or four years, this indefatigable officer

has been ex]ierimenting from time to time since

1854, always in the one direction, which has resulted

in forming the gun which will in all jirobability be

that adopted by all governments. Cavalry service

in the Crimea and in India interrupted the investi-

gations, but they were always resumed the moment
opportunity olTered. The principle of Major Palliser's

gun is readily understood.

With the large charges used in this country, cast-

iron guns were unequal to projecting modern shot

and shell, and ^vrought-iron ordnance were intro-

duced. These answered their purjwse to a certain

extent, as in the Armstrong and other guns ; but
there w,as an clement of uncertainty in their tex-

ture, and some of them had burst with bad effects.

To this might be added their enormous expense ;

and the fact that thousands of large cast-iron guns
were in store, to all appearance useless. Many
attempts have therefore been made to utilise these
cast-iron guns, the means adopted being generally
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to shrink rings of wrought iron over them. This
has not proved effectual, and the gims have become
preposterously cumbrous. Next, the cast-iron guns
were bored up to a greater calibre, and then a
thinner cannon (called a tube) was inserted, this
tube being a cylinder of wrought iron or steel bored
to the proper calibre. The strength thus added to
the gun h.as been but little. Major Palliser's sys-

tem for converting guns is to insert a tube of

wrought iron ; but that tube is coiled, as in an
Armstrong gun, by winding a bar of iron round
a mandril, and then welding it into a continuous
barrel. These gims have withstood the utmost
strain brought to bear upon them. For the prefer-

able and cheaper process of making new guns, the
iron would be cast in the ordinary way around the
wrought-iron tube. For the purposes of this tube,

Major Palliser finds the softest and most ductile

wrought iron the best, having a certain stretch in it.

The authorities had already found out that thick
iron plates could not bo penetrated except by steel

projectiles; but their use w.as greatly limited by
their great cost. Major Palliser came, by experi-

ment, to the conclusion, that toughness was not a
necessary feature in the shot, and that hardness

—

no matter how brittle the material might be—was
the real thing necessary for extreme penetration.

With this \ie\v, he selected white iron, and ca.st

it in chill, which secures the requisite amount of

brittle hardness. To cast in chill, an iron mould of

the exact shape is employed, with raised studs of

sand inside it. The liquiil metal is poured in (the

sand studs forming holes for the studs of the future

shot or shell to be fixed in) ; and the rapid conduc-
tion of heat by the iron mould causes so sudden a
cooling from the outside of the mass, that the
particles of iron are driven closer together than in

their normal state. This produces intense hardness.

The same inventor has .ascertained the proper shape
for the head of a shot or shell, as opposed to the
flat head, the pointed conical head, and tlie hemi-
spherical head already in use. He determined that
the form of greatest ])ower is the conoidal, which
lies between tiie conical and the hemispherical, the
conoid consisting of the intersection of two circles,

each with a r.adms equal to twice the diameter of

the projectile.

RECRriTiNn.—The competition of the labour-

market at home and abroad telling very disadvan-
tageously against the recruiting-sergeant, a Royal
Commission was appointe<l in 1S6G to consider by
what means the evil might be lessened. Although
all the recommendations of the commission have not
been adopted, several have taken effect. Among
others, an Inspector-general h.as been appointed to
superintend and harmonise all the recruiting ojiera-

tions ; to render the conditions of service more
attractive, the pay of every soldier has been in-

creased twopence a day, with an additional penny
in prospect, if he continue to serve after the expira-

tion of his first period of service. It is, however, to

be obser\'ed that this result caused general dis-

appointment, there being no broad views propounded
by which to render recruiting for the army less

difficult.

ReSKRVE FoRCf-S OF THE UNITED KINGDOM.—By
two acts of 1867—one for an 'Army Reserve' of

50,000 men, and the other for a ' Militia Reserve ' not
exceeding one-fourth the number of militia—power
has been given to organise a more effective body of

trained men of previous goofl service in the army or

militia, who shall be immediately available in case

of invasion or imminent danger, for being drafted

for the period of d.anger into the regular army. It

is understood to be in contemplation to allow

soldiers to commute their last five years of army
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service into a double period in the Army Reserve,
which would leave them at liberty, under restric-

tions, for civil employment, without depriving the
country in any exigency of their services as soldiers.

With a view to harmonise the several constituents

of the Reserve, and to give them that corporate
organisation which is still wanting, a high officer,

the Inspector-General of Reserve Forces, has {April

1868) been appointed at the War-ofEce.
There is a growing feeling throughout the coimtry,

as well expressed in 1S67 by Lord Elcho in the
House of Commons, that every citizen should be
ready to bear arms in defensive war ; and that,

with this view, every young man should serve for

two years or some other short period with the
army on home service. That such a measure
would raise the character of the army, while it

diminished the cost of recruiting, it is impossible
to doubt : how far this system and the purchase
of commissions would be compatible, may be more
doubtful.

Rifled Arms.—Adverting here simply to the
system adopted for rifling—whether by grooves or

otherwise—the bore of the gun or ride, and irre-

spective of the construction of the arm in other
particulars, the scientific inqiuries of the govern-
ment may be said to have been brought to a
close.

In smaU-arms, the competition has lain between
the Enfield, Lancaster, and Whitwoiiih systems.
Of these, taking all considerations into account, it

is held that the Enfield system is incomparably
the worst ; and the Lancaster system of oval bore

the best. If a new rifle be adopted for the army,
when the converted Sniders shall be worn out,

it is probable that the Lancaster bore will be

employed.
In great guns, after protracted experiments with

{

the systems which gave the most favourable pros-

I pects—viz., those of Armstrong, Whitworth, Lan-
I caster, Scott, and the French rifling—it has been

decided to give the preference to the French plan,

with the exception that the grooves are wider and
shallower. All rifled cannon now made in the

Royal Arsenal are constructed on this system,

which is called the ' Woolwich ' system, with a

variable number of grooves according to the calibre

of the piece.

RoDMAU Guy.—This has been extensively used

for large ordnance (smooth bore) in America, and is

said to stand heavy charges. The guns are of cast

iron, cast hollow, and then cooled from within, the

process producing great hardness round the bore.

A 15-inch gun was tried in 1867 at Shoeburyness

;

but the results, though on the whole not unfavour-

able, were scarcely such as would lead to its intro-

duction in the British service. It has been suggested

that a Rodman gim lined with wrought iron on

PaUiser's system, would prove a highly eSective

weapon.

WA'TLING STREET, one of the great Roman
highways of Britain, commencing at Dover, passing

through Canterbury and Rochester to London, and
thence through Uricouium and Chester to Caer-

Seiont, the ancient Segontium, in Caernarvonshire.

From Uriconiiun, a branch proceeded north by
Manchester, Lancaster, and Kendal, into Scotland.

Traces of the ancient road are still to be found in

many parts of its coui'se, and in some it is still an
important highway. A street in London retains its

name. The oridn of this name is very uncertain
;

the most probable supposition is that the original

name was Stratum Vitelliamim.

WATTS, TnoMAS, a distinguished philologist and
librarian, was born in London early in the present

century. At school he studied Latin and French,
and in due time Greek as well ; but he prin-

cipally distinguished himself by his attainments
in English. He read every book that came in his

way, and he wrote, apparently with the utmost ease,

tales, essays, and poetry, very much above the aver-

age, not alone of school-boy composition, but of the
magazine-writing of the day. To a knowledge of the
classics and French, W. soon added an acquaintance
with the other languages of the Latin family—as

Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese ; likewise with the
German, Dutch, Swedish, Danish, and Icelandic.

The facility with which he acquired these several

languages, encouraged him to undertake, from time
to time, the stxidy of some of the oriental tongues,
viz., Hebrew, Arabic, Persian, Turkish, and even
Chinese. In each of these he made considerable

progress, but cannot be said to have mastered any
of them as he did those languages before named,
and as he subsequently mastered the Russian,
Polish, and Hungarian. There are few Engbshmen
who know anything of the three languages last

named, which W. coidd read and translate with the
utmost ease—being as familiar, in fact, xnth their

great writers as he was with those of Germany or
Prance. It remains only to mention that W. was also

well acquainted %rith the Welsh language and liter-

ature, besides ha%dng some knowledge of the Gaelic

and Irish as well. Upwards of 20 langiuiges have
thus been named with which he was well acquainted.

No other Englishman has approached him as a
linguist, considering the vnrietu as well as the
number of languages which he acquired ; whde
of foreigners, it is not too much to say that Mezzo-
fanti alone appears to have surpassed him.

In 1832, W. first became a ' reader ' in the
Reading-room of the British Museum, where, in

studying some of the languages mentioned, he
became acquainted with the deficiencies in the

Uterature of other countries under which our
national library then laboured. In 1837, the Rev.
Sir Baber, then keeper of the Printed Books, pur-
chased, at his recommendation, a small coDection of

Russian books, which W. oiiered to catalogue as a
volunteer. This brought him the acquaintance of

Mr Panizzi, who, becoming aware of his attain-

ments, recommended him for employment in the

hbrary. Accordingly, he was engaged as an assist-

ant in the department of Printed Books, January
1838. At that time, the books were being trans-

ferred from the old rooms in Montague House to

the new hbrar}^ It was W.'s duty to assist in the
rearrangement of the books, and when this was
finished, he was intrusted with the responsible

duty of arranging and placing on their shelves,

according to subjects, aU the new works pur-
[

chased or otherwise acquired for the hbrary. For
this his vast acqiurements as a linguist eminently
qualified him. In other respects also his know-
ledge of languages was brought to bear in the
service of the Museum. He drew up lists of desi-

derata in all the languages of Europe. It was at his

suggestion also that the tii'st large orders were
given for American books. 'The object' (says

W. in a letter to the jirincipal librarian in 1861,

printed by order of the House of Commons in

1866) 'which has been kept in view during the last

three-and-twenty years has been to bring together

from all quarters the useful, the elegant, and the curi-

ous literature of every language ; to unite with the
best English hbrary in England or the world the best

Russian library out of Russia, the best German out
of Germany, the best Spanish out of Spain, and so
for every language from Italian to Icelandic, from
PoUsh to Portuguese. In five of the languages in

which it now claims this species of supremacy, in
767
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liiissian, Polish, Hungarian, Danish, and Swedish, I

believe I may say that, "with the exception of per-

haps fifty volumes, every Ijook that has lieen pur-

cliaseil by tlie Museum within the last tliree-and-

tweiity years has been purchased at my suggestion.

1 have "tlie pleasure of reflecting that every future

studei\t of the less known literatures of Kurope
•will liud riches where I fouiul poverty.' The
number of books classilied and arranged by W.,
while only an assistant in tlic lil-irary, is reckoned at

about 400,000 volumes, and of these as many as

100,000 were arranged upon a plan of his own inven-

tion, now known as ' the elastic system.' ' One of

the advantages,' he says, in the letter before men-
tioned, ' obtained by this system is, tliat when tlic

new library, which surrounds the new Iteadiug-room,

was ready for the reception of books, these 100,000

volumes were removed to their new locality without
the necessity of altering a single press-mark : had
the operation of altering the press-marks been still

refjuired, as under the former system, the amount of

labour necessary to effect it would have been enor-

mous, and the expense nut less than some thousands
of pounds.' Here it may be mentioned that it w'as

W. who lirst suggested the erection of a library and
large reading-room in the vacant quadrangle, where
now rises the splendid dome erected under the
auspices of Panizzi. The suggestion was originally

made in a series of articles contributed anonymously
to the Mec/ianics' Magazine for IS.SG and 1S37, since

that time acknowledged by W. as his own. In one
of these, speaking of the quadrangle, he says :

' The
sjjace thus unfortunately wasted would have pro-

vided accoummdation for the whole library. A
reading-room of ample dimensions might have stood
in the centre, and l_)cen surrounded on all fo\u" sides

by galleries for the books, communicating with each
otlicr, ami lighted from the top.' In ISoG, Vi'. was
promoted to be assistant-keeper of the Printed Books;
and on the opening of tlie splendid new Reading-
room in 1S57, he was most fitly appointed its super-

intendent. In August 18GG, W. was appointed
keeper of the department of Printed Books. . He
died 9th September 1SG9. AV. was a member of

tlie Philological Society of London ; he was also

an honorary mcmljcr of the Hungarian Academy,
to which he was elected at the same time as
the late Lord Macaulay. Among the literary pro-

ductions of W. may be mentioned :
' Notes of a

Header,' contributed to a weekly periodical entitled

The Spirit of Literature, 1830; immerous jioetical

pieces contributed to Linnington's IVtctorical Speaker
and Poetical Class-Book, 18.3.3; A Letter to Antonio
Panizzi, Esi)., on the reputed Earliest Printed Ncivs-
paper, ' The English Mercuric, 15SS,' 1839 ; A
Sketch of the History of tlie Welsh Language and
Literature (reprinted from Knight's English Cyclo-

picdia), 1839 ; more than a huntlred biographies of

eminent men, Kussian, Himgarian, Bohemian, &c.,

contributed to the same Ci/clopcedia ; numerous
articles in the Biographical Diclionary of the
Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge

;

papers in the Transactions ofthe Philological Society,

among which are an ' Essay on the Hungarian Lan-
guage,' and a biographical notice of Cardinal
Mezzofanti ; also contributions to the Quarterly
Peview, the Athenaeum, and other literary periodi-

cals.

WEAVING. There is no branch of manufac-
tiu-e in wliich inventions and improvements are
more rapidly succeeding each other than in weaving

;

but, as a rule, they are of minor importance, and
rarely affect the general principles of the jirocess.

In 1S67, however, the novelty of C'onrex weaving
by machinery was introduced, and although only at
present applied to ladies' stays, seems to promise a

wide apjiUcation to clothing generally, and many
other purposes.

Out of the numerous attempts that have been
made during the hast ten years to weave by
machinery a convex surface, such as is required in

several articles of clothin", hardly one, up to the
present time, has succeeded. This faUure has been
owing jiartly to delicienoies in the various inventions
of tliis kind, and partly to the costliness of carrying
them out. At last, after long and jiatieut trials, a
jiatent convex weaving-loom has been invented th.at

not only answers aU the jHirposes of the hand-loom,
hitherto exclusively used, but also jiossesses the
advantage, wliicli is absolutely necessary in a
country where labour is scarce, of doing ten times
the amount of work in the same space of time.

With the baud-loom, one man can make, at the very
utmost, only four jiair of stays in a day, whereas
the new-invented convex weaving-machine turns
out 40 pair daily. The superior lightness and
flexibility of woven stays, and their jjcrfect freedom
from hard seams, have increased to a very largo

extent the demand for this class of goods. Up to
the present moment, hand-labour alone has been
cmjiloycd in France and Wiirtemberg, two countries

where they have been most extensively manufac-
turecL In the United States, however, where the
high w.ages for hand-labour have necessitated the
most extensive use of machinery, this system could
not be adojited with any possibility of pecuniary
success ; and, iu consequence of this fact, a loom for

weaving of stays and other convex goods had to l)e

invented. This loom, which was constructed under
the superintendence of M. Opper, for the Convex
Weaving Company in New York, does the work
automatically and to perfection.

The jirinciple of a constant length of travel for

the shuttle was adopted for the sake of simplicity ;

but, as it is necessary, in weaving the gores, that
the weft-thread should pass through only a part
of the breadth of the -wai'ii, the Jacquard has been
employed for the purpose of taldng up the ])or-

tion of the warp requii-ed to be woven in that
part. It is impossilde by mere verbal description
to give any adequate notion of this ingenious
machine without seeing it in operation.

WEIR, or AVEAE—called also a dam, and in the
north of England and south of Scotland, a cauld

—

a structure placed across a river or stream, for the
jiurpose either of diverting the water into a mill-

lade, of raising the level of the surface of the river,

and thereby increasing its depth for the purpose of
navigation, or of providing the means of catchin"
salmon and other fish. There is also the waste-
weir, for the purpose of preventing a reservoir
embankment being overtopped by floods ; and tlie

g.auge-weir, for the purpose of computing the quan-
tity of water flowing over it, from a measurement
of the diU'ercnce of level between the crest of the
weir and the surface of the still water above it.

The word is also sometimes used, though perhaps
not quite correctly, to denote a training-wall or
other structure parallel with the general line of a
river, for the ijurjiose of remedying or ]>reventing
loops or sinuosities. A weir may—according to the
purpose for which it is intended, to the nature of

the materials at conim.aud, or to other circum-
stances—be formed either of stone, timlier, or brush-
wood, or a combination of any two. It is generally
}ilaced obliquely across the stream, in order to
make the length of its crest considerably greater
than the width of the channel (lig. 1), and thereby
prevent the water in floods from rising to so great a
lieight as it would do with a shorter crest, to the
risk of damaging the adjoining low lands, and prob-
aljly putting the miUsi above in backwater. In
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sach cases, the mill intake, or the navigation lock,

as the case may be, is generally placed at the down-
stream end of the weir. Much obliquity, however,

makes the current to impinge against and to cut into

the side of the river opjiosite the lower face of the

weir, and to prevent that effect, weirs are some-
times made of the shape of two sides of a triangle, or

rather of that of a hyperbola, with its apex pointing

up stream, which arrangement is peculiarly appli-

cable to the case of there being an intake for a mill

on each side of the river (fig. 2], and the ajie.x is a

A, A, intakes 1 U, fish-pass.

. very suitable place for a fish-pass or ladder. Not
unfrequently, when at a wiile i]art of the river, the

weir is placed at right angles across, and with a

slight ciurve upwards (fig. 3) ; and a natural shelf of

rock is often very advantageously made nse of for

either a mill or fishing weir, the low parts being

made uj) where necessary with stone or timber.

The down-stream face of a weir is generally a

pretty tiat slope of stone ' pitched ' or set on edge,

and with its toe, or lower edge, either sunk into

rock, or protected from being underwasliod by a

row of timber-sheeting piles, and frequently also by
an apron of timber-planking. This slope is either

straight, or made with a hollow curve (fig. 4), so as

to check the tendency of the water to acquii-e

increasing velocity as it descends; and it is fre-

quently divided into panels by timber-framing, so

as, in the event of a portion of the pitclmig being
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washed out, to lessen the risk of the whole of it

being carried away. The up-stream face is generally

a slope dijiping into the water, and protected by

Fig. 4.

A, masonry ; B, pitching; C, clay puddle.

stone pitching, but it ia sometimes a perpendicular

wall. In order to render an ordinary sloping weir

water-tight, sometimes there is under the crest or

coping a row of well-jointed and close-driven timber

sheeting-piles; but those being liable to decay,

without their decay being visible, a better, though a

more difficiUt and expensive arrangement, is to

build a peri)endicular wall of water-tight masonry

under the crest. In either case, generally there is

the additional precaution taken of having a waU of

pounded clay on the up-stream side of the wooden
or stone barrier ; and sometimes a mere wall of

pounded clay alone, in the centre of the weir, is

trusted to, as the sole means of making it water-

tight ; but the latter is not a satisfactory ai-range-

ment, unless the stone-work next to the clay be so

closely compacted by an admixture of gravel and
sand as to prevent any current of water from reach-

ing the clay, and cutting into it. The down-stream

face is sometimes made a nearly perjjendiciUar waU,

which, unless for the obstacle which it presents to

the ascent of the salmon, is a very good arrange-

ment, where the bottom of the channel is solid rock,

so as not to be liable to be scooped out by the fall-

ing water ; else it must have at its foot a level apron

of heavy masonry for the water to fall on (fig. 5).

Kg. 5.

A, masonry; B, pitching; C, clay puddle.

The down-stream face is also sometimes made of a

series of steps, so forming a succession of levels and
Ught falls (tig. 6), which is a very good plan for

Fig. 6.

A, masonry ; B, pitching ; C, clay puddle.

breaking the force of the falling water ; but it, like

the perpendicular face, presents obstacles to the

ascent of the salmon, imless a fish-pass or ladder be

provided.

The weir for the purpose of navigation need not

be in any way different from the mill-weir, other-

wise than that, instead of an intake sluice, there
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A, heck

anil three inches apart,

must bo a Lock (q. v.) with upper and lower gates,

and a chamber between them as long and as wide

as the largest vessels navigating the river. Fishing-

weirs are generally provided with a sort of cage,

called ill Scotland a
cruive, a word which has

been made English by
having been used in

English fisliing - acts.

Tlie ciuive consists of a
cliamber (tig. 7), gener-
ally about four or five

feet in width, and as

^ much or a little more in

length, having at the
upper end a portcullis

grating, called the heck,

with the bars vertical,

!0 as to let small tish

get through, and at the lower end two folding

horizontally sparred doors called the inscalcs,

pointing upwards, but set so as to leave a small

opening between the points, through which the

ascending salmon enter. Partly from the inward
pointing of the inscales, and partly from the instinct

of the lisli to ascend the river, they seldom get out

again, and are easily caught. Frequently, weiis

ser\'e the purpose both of mill-dams and of fishing-

weirs.

A weir sometimes made use of for catching salmon
and other fish in tidal rivers, consists of a sort of

horse-shoe shaped structure of loose stone-work,

through which the water can percolate freely, with
its heel or open end pointing up-stream. The fish

ascend the river with the tlood-tide, and falling

back with the ebb, part get embayed within the

walls at low water, and are either left dry, or are

shut in so as to be easily caught.

Weirs, either of stone or of wicker work, arc also

sometimes made use of as an accessory to what in

English fishing-rivers are called putts and initchers,

being a sort of combination of wooden gratings

acting something like those of the cruive and net-

work ; and in many cases, weirs, either natural, as

formed by rocks or islands, or strictly .artificial, are

used for catching fish by means of an attached poke-

net extended by the current.

By the English common law, no fishing mill-dam

or fishing weir is legal except it be ancient, and
even an ancient fishing-weir must have a free gap,

and every fishing mill-dam must have a proper fish-

pass.

The following are provisions as to weirs in the

EugUsh Salmon Fishery Act, 1S6I : For the pur-

pose of clearly indicating the rights of mill-owners,

&c., in the first place, the expression ' dam ' is

defined to mean all weirs and other fixed obstruc-

tions used for damming up water ;
' fishing weir,' a

dam used for the exclusive purpose of facilitating

the catching of fish ; and ' fishing mill-dam,' a dam
used partly for facilitating the catching )^f fish, and
I>artly for supplying water for milling, &c. (24 and
'2ri Vict. c. 109, s. 4).

The following regidatious are to be observed with
respect to dams : No dam, except such fishing weirs

and fishing mill-dams as were lawfully in use on
the 6th August 1801, by grant, ch.arter, or imme-
morial usage, must be used for facilitating the

catching of salmon. Any iiroprietor of a fishery,

with the consent of the Home Office, may attach to

every dam which existed on the 6th of August
18G1, such a fish-pass as the Home Office may
approve, so that no injury be done to the milling

power, or to the supply of water to or of any
na\agable river, canal, or other inland navigation.

Every person who, in w-aters where salmon are
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found, constniots a new dam, or raises or alters, so
as to create increased obstruction to fish, a dam
already constructed, must attach and maintain in

an efficient state such a fish-pass as in.ay be deter-
mined by the Home Ofliee. By the Tweed Act,
mill-dams, weirs, caulds, and other permanent
obstructions are to be so constructed as to permit
the free run of salmon in the ordinary state of the
river. In Ireland, as in England, weirs are legal,

if they can be traced back to statute 25 Edward III.

Special Fishery Commissioners have power to inquire

into legality of all fishing weu's, and every fishing

weir must have a free gap.

By the old Scotch law, a provision as to mill-

dams is given in the Act 1690, .as follows: 'In
respect that the salmon-fishing within the kingdom
is much jircjudiced by the height of mill-dams that
are carried through the rivers where salmon are
taken. His Majesty, with consent of the Estates of

parliament, orders a constant slope in the mid-
stream of each mill-dam dyke ; and if the dyke be
settled in several grains of the river, that there be
a slope in each grain (except in such rivers where
cruives are settled), and that the said slope be as

big as conveniently cau be allowed, proWding
always the said slope [irejudgo not the going of

the mills situate upon any such rivers.' Cruives
are by various old acts declared to be illegal in

tidal waters, except the cruives and yairs of the
Solway, which is exempted as being a Border river.

By the Scotch Fishery Act of 1862, the com-
missioners are empowercil ' to make general regula-

tions with rcs|)ect to the construction and altera-

tions of mill-dams, or lades, or water-wheels, so as
to allow a reasonable means for the passage of

salmon ; ' and they made a by-law, which has been
sanctioned by the Home Secretary, provitUng that
every dam should have a salmon pass or ladder,

and also ni.aking provision for hecks at the intakes

and lower ends of mill-lades, and immediately above
tlie wheels, and regulations when-ljy the water,

when not used for the mills, should be sent down
the natural channel of the river. The commissioners
are also required to make, and have made, general
rcgiUations as to the construction and use of cruives,

which implies their legality, but only where there
is a prescriptive right.

WE'LLINGTON, a town of New Zealand, the
capital of a province of tlie same name, and now
also the capital of the whole colony, the residence

of the governor, and place of meeting of the
' General Assembly,' or colonial jiarliamcnt. W. is

beautifully situated on a bay of Port Nicholson,
itself an inlet of Cook's Strait, on the soutliem coast

of the North Island. The surrounding country is

ricMy wooded, but the dense forests have begun to

yield to the axe of the settler. AV. is rapiilly rising

in importance, and has many good public buildings.

In June 1SG6, a regular line of steam-packets was
established between Sydney, W., and Pan.ama. W.
is also connected by steamers with all the principal

ports of New Zealand. Pop. in 1871, 7S96.

WHITTINGTON, Kiciiard. As the existence

of this, for his time, remarkable man, is by many
supposed to be as mythical as that of JJliie Beard
and Jack the Oiant-killer, it has been thought not
out of place here to state briefly the few authentic

facts of his life. W. was descended from a good
(iloucestershire family, and was Ijorn jirobaljly aljout

l.'iGO, the younger son of Sir William Whittington,
who possessed the estate of Pauntley in that county.

His father cUed not long after W. was bora, and .as

his mother in a short time married again, Kichard,

who had no fortune, set out for London, to endeavour

to make one by means of trade. That he left London
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on account of ill-usage, liut was induced to return
by his interjiretation of the friendly sound of Bow
Bells, and that he afterwards made his living

through the instrumentality of a cat, are stories not
improbable, but which cannot be well authenticated.

He appears, however, to Lave apprenticed himself
to a mercer, and to have rapidly risen in the
world. It is not known at what date ho set up
for himself, but we find him a member of the
Mercers' Company in 1.392, in which year he was
elected an alderman of the city, and in the following

year was appointed sheriff. In 1398, W. was elected

Lord Mayor of London; was again chosen to fill

that office in 1406; was elected member of parlia-

ment for the city in 1416 ; and in 1419, for the third

time, filled the office of Mayor. These statements
accord with the popular story of W.'s having been
' thrice Lord Mayor of London,' although some
antiquaries doubt if he filled that office oftener

than twice. Vi., on account of various services

rendered to Henry V., received from that sovereign

the honour of knighthood. We are not informed of

the date of W.'a marriage ; but from various authen-

tic sources we learn that his wife's name was Alice,

daughter of Sir Hugh Fitzwarren. She appears to

have died several years before her husband, and to

have left no issue. W. died in the spring of 1423,

aged about 63 years. There can be no doubt that

W. was diligent and exceedingly prosperous in

business, upright and liberal in character—' a
vertuous and godly man, fidl of good works (and

those famous) '—and in many respects considerably

in advance of his time. His liberality appe.ars to

have been unbounded. He lent large sums to his

sovereign, which, according to some authorities, he
did not ask back again. He took great interest

in, and spent much money on the general improve-
ment of London ; was so far ahead of his age as

to erect a public drinking-fountain ; rebuilt, on a
much better plan, the prison of Newgate ; founded
the library of the Greyfriars' Monastery in Newgate
Street; restored the Hospital of St Bartholomew
in Smithfield ; rebuilt the Church of St Michael,

in which he founded a college; 'beside many
other good workes.' In short, W. appears to have
made it the chief aim of his life to discover and
supply all the legitimate wants of his less fortunate

fellow-men. At his death, he left the bidk of his

property to be laid out in purjioses of charitj',

and in completing those works which had been
commenced under his own superintendence.—For
proofs of all the above statements, which have
been well authenticated, and for further details

concerning the life of this remarkable man, we
refer the reader to the Rev. Samuel Lysons's Model
Merchant of the Middle Arjes (Lond. 1860), an
admirable and judicious biography of W. ; also to

various volumes of Notes and Queries.

WILKINSON, Sir Joen Gakdn-ek, a distin-

gi;islied ti-aveller and archsologist, is the son of the
late Rev. John Wilkinson, of Hardendale, in West-
moreland, and was born on the 5th of October 1797.
Having lost both his parents at an early age, he was
left imder the guardianship of the Rev. Dr Yates,
by whom he was sent to Harrow School in 181.3, ami
to Exeter College, Oxford, three years later. \Vliile

a boy, young W. had a strong desire to enter the
navy, principally with a view to seeing foreign

coxintries. He also in early life shewed a great

fondness for ai-chitecture aud scidpture. Wilde at
HaiTow, he made sketches of all the chiurches within

a radius of some nules from the school ; and while
at Oxford, often employed himself in drawing from
the objects contained in the Arundel Collection.

He still further cultivated his taste for architectural

antiquities by trips on the continent made during

his college vacations. On taking his B.A. degree,

he resolved upon making a wider tour on the t nn-

tinent. While in Italy, he became acquainted with
Sir W. Gell, who, perceiving his taste for archae-

ological research, strongly urged him to make an
e.xtensive survey of the remains of Egjiitian cirilisa-

tion ; and in October 1821, he set out for Alex-
andria, as a starting-point for his explorations. He
took up his abode at Cairo, where he learned
Arabic, both to read and speak ; he also studied
Coptic. Making Cairo his head-quarters, he now
travelled through and investigated almost every
part of Egy])t and Lower Nubia. Twice he
ascended the Nile as far as the Second Cataract,
and several times as far as Thebes. At the latter

famous site, he spent more than 12 months in
making explorations ; he also visited the deserts
on either side of the river, and the Egyptian
oases. During subsequent visits, he completed
the exploration of those deserts, and, in fact, made a
complete survey of Egj']it, on a scale of about ten
inches to a degi'ee, which unfortunately, for the
interests of science, has not yet been published.
The same might have been the case ivith his Survey
of Thebes, had not the author engi-aved and pub-
lished it at his own expense. As a result of his
first visit to Egypt, W. transmitted to the British
Museum more than 300 antiquarian objects, besides
numerous specimens of natural historj'. W.'s first

residence in Egypt extended over a period of twelve
j'ears, during which time he composed and published
his first two works on Egyjrtian subjects—viz.. Mate-
ria Hierogb/phica ; containinr) the Er/i/ptian Pantheon
and the Succession of the Pharaohs, from the Earliest i

Times to the Conquest by Alexander, and other Hie- i

roglyphical Subjects : with Plates and Notes explan- \

atory of the same. The preface to this work is

dated ' Pyi-amids of Geezeh, July 1828 ; ' but it was
printed and revised for the author at Malta in the
same year. This work was followed by Extracts
from several Hieroglyphical Subjects,found at Thebes
and ot/ier parts of Egypt, icith Remarks on the same
—also printed at Malta in 1S30, but with a dedi-
cation to Sir W. Gell, dated 'Thebes, 1827.' In
the same year (1830), he pubhshed his Topo-
graphical Survey of Tliebes, Tape, Thaba, or Dios-
polis Magna, in six sheets. In 1833, W., in conse-
quence of ill health, was obliged to return to Eng-
land. In 1835, he pubhshed Topography of Thebes,
and General View of Egypt (Lond. John Mur-
ray). This was followed in 1837 by Manners and
Customs of the Ancient Egyptians, including their

Private Life, Government, Laws, Arts, Manufac-
tures, Religion, and Early History ; da-ived from,
a Comparison of the Paintings, Sculptures, and
Monuments still existing with the Accounts of Ancient
Authors: illustrated bij Drawings of those Subjects.

(3 vols. Lond. John ilurray). This work at once
obtained gi-eat popularity, both from the extent and
soundness of its information, and the agreeable
style in which it was written. It was highly spoken
of by the critics ; and obtained for him also the
honour of knighthood, with which he was invested
in 1839. Many things of importance were, how-
ever, omitted in it, which he afterwards published
in A Second Series of the Mamiers and Customs of
the A7icicnt Egyptians, including their Religion, Agri-
culture, etc. (2 vols, and a volume of plates, Lond.
Murray, 1841). W. again visited Egyjit in 1841
and in 1843. He also visited Syria, Constantinople,
Tunis, and Sicily, returning to England after an
absence of two years, by the lUyi-ian coast of the
Adriatic. During his two years' absence, he also

visited Dalmatia and Montenegro, which gave occa-
sion to the pubhcatiou of his Dalmatia and Monte-
negro, with a Journey to Mostar, in Herzegovina, and
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Jiemarls on the Slavonic Amotions; the History of
Dalinatia and liaijusa ; the Uacoet, d-c. (2 vols.,

Loiul. Murray). W.'s other works are—Modem
Kfiypt and Thebes; being a Description of Egi/pt,

iticiutlinij the Information required fur Travellers in

that Country; with Wood-cuts and a Map (2 vols.,

Lond. Murray, 1843) : JIand-hook for Travellers in

Eijtjpl ; new edition condensed of Modern Egypt

and Thebes (Lond. 1847, and again in 1858) : The

Architecture of Ancient Egypt, with a Large Volume

of Plates Illustrative of the Subject (Loud. 1850)

:

The Fragments of tlie Hieratic Papjfrus at Turin,

containing the Xames of Egyptian Kings, with the

Hieratic Inscription at tlie Back (Loud. 1851) : A
Popular Account of the Ancient EyyplianK, revised

and abridged from his larger Work (Lond. 1854)

:

7'he Egyptians in the Time of the Pliaraohs ; to

which is added an Introduction to the Study of
Egyptian Hieroglyphs, by S. Birch (Lond. 1857),

published as a companion to the Crystal Palace

guides : On Colour, and on the Necessity for a

General Diffusion of Taste among all Classes; tvith

Hemarks on laying out Geometrical Gardens: illus-

trated by Coloured Plates (Lond. 1S58). W. also

contributed notes to The History of Herodotus—a

Jf'ew English Version, edited, with Copious JVoles,

by George liawlinson, M.A., assisted by Col. Sir H.
itawlinson and Sir J. G. Wilkinson (Lond. 1858, and

again in 1862). In 1848, he paid a fourth visit to

^^pt, and a tifth in 1855, when, as he was drawing

at Thebes under excessive heat, he received a coup

de soleil, which compelled him to return home.

During late years, W. has occuj)ied himself in

examining ancient British remains in England and

Wales. The results of his investigations he has

occasionally made known in the Transactions of

learned societies.

WOMEN'S EIGHTS. In 1851, an article in

The Westminster Uniew attracted attention to the

novel subject of the enfranchisement of women.
Since that time, the agitation for women's rights

has in tliis country, and to a stiU greater extent in

America, attained the dimensions of a political

movement. The subject has therefore become one

of general interest. The following is an account of

the claims included in women's rights, and a brief

statement of the chief arguments by which those

claims are supported.

1. The Political Bights of H'omen.—The discussion

has hitherto turned upon the right to the suffrage.

The right to vote is claimed in accordance with the

principles of political reasoning that are held con-

clusive in the case of men. The argument applies

with peculiar force to a democratic constitution.

Democracy involves two ideas. It is a protest

against privilege and against despotism ; it main-

tains that every individual is born with an equal

ri''ht to the protection and consideration of the

law; and it afiirms that every one must have a

vote in order to steure this fundamental right.

The practice of the United States shews a gradual

approach to those principles. Till lately, the

negroes were refused the benelit of them ; but the

prmlege founded on colour has perished, and there

remains now only the pririlege founded on sex.

In England, the right to vote has been made to

rest on the principles of English law. A petition

of women to the House of Commons, presented on

7th June 1866, sets forth, that the possession of

property in this country carries with it the right to

vote in "the election of representatives in parliament.

From the earliest times, the principle of the Eng-

lish constitution, and the spirit of the EngUsh
peojile, have required that no man's property should

be taken for the purjwses of government ^rithout

his consent. Since, therefore, the English law
77S

permits women to hold and manage property, it

seems anomalous and inconsistent that it sh>>ulil

refuse them a vote to protect their jiroperty from
inordinate taxation. Other persons allowed by the

law to hold ])roperty, but excluded from the suff-

rage, are minors, idiots, lunatics, and criminals.

But the principle of disqualification in those cases

does not apply to women. Moreover, there is

alleged to be historical evidence that women have
voted both in counties and boroughs. The disuse

of the privilege is traced to historical causes. Such
was the violence of the time, that women were often

unable to administer their jiroperty, and it was
therefore natural that they should take little part

in elections. Besides, the right to vote was at

first regarded, not as a privilege, but .is a burden ;

for the power of the Commons was low, and the

expense of paying members of parliament was
considerable. The disfranchisement of women is

therefore held to be an anomaly in the constitution,

as it was an accident in history.

The objections to female suffrage are various. In

an argimient in the Times, it is said :
' There exists,

.as it were, a tacit concordat guaranteeing to the

weaker sex the protection and deference of the

stronger, upon one condition only : that condition

is the political dependence of women.' This asserts

a claim on the part of men to make laws for

women, in return for protection and deference. Now,
protection to ])erson and property every one has a

right to who obeys the laws and contributes to the

support of the government. The reason for refusing

votes to women must lie deeper. It may be said

that, inasnuich as women are weak and .at the

mercy of men, men abstain from abusing their supe-

riority only on one condition ; that condition is,

that women shall have no legal rights excei>t those

that men are pleased to give them. In the last

resort, the rights and privileges of any class of men
depend on their might. The nobility established

their privileges when they had power. The working-

class has been admitted to the franchise because
its power h.as incrciseth But women have no
physical power to enforce their rights. If rights

are to be measured by might, women will occupy
the bottom of the scale. This is their i)osition

among savages. But, as civilisation has advanced,

men have learned to renovince the advantage of

their physical superiority, and freely to give women
privileges that could not have been extorted. It

would therefore seem th.at the rights women actu-

ally enjoy do not depend upon, and are not to be
measured by, their physical strength. The rights

of women flow from the prevailing sense of justice,

and justice uow means that the interests of women
be consulted with as much impartiality as the inte-

rests of men. An unjust preference of either would
be mischievous to both. Since, then, the interests

of women shoidd be fairly considered, what reason

can there be to prevent them voting, and thereby

intimating what views they take of their own
interests '!

Another objection to the enfranchisement of women
is, that women have no business with politics, and
th.at politics would withdraw them from their

])roper duties. Is this apprehension well founded ?

(Jranting that domestic life is the proper sjihere of

women, "is it really impossible to unite an interest

in [lolitics with attention to a family ? Ujjon this

subject, we are not altogether without experience.

In the great dissenting churches in Scotland, women,
though excluded from office, vote equ.ally w ith men
in the appointment of ruling-elders, mini.^ters, and
in everything that is decided by a popular vote.

But this pri\-ilege has not 'hardened' them, or

made them ' nnfeminine,' or interfered with their
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household work. On the other hand, it has largely

contributed to the success of the voluntary system

and to the strength of the church. The chimerical

nature of the alarm felt on this subject has been

illustrated by the objections that mi^ht be made

ac'ainst allowing clergymen to vote. ' ^^e should be

told that cler"j-men have no business with poUtics ;

that it was their province to attend to spiritual

matters, and that they ought to contine themselves

to their proper sphere ; that if they were permitted

to participate in political aflfairs, it woiUd deteriorate

from the sanctity of their character; that the

passions roused by political contests were incon-

sistent with that spirit of meekness and holiness

which we look for in preachers of the gospel.

Women are not whoUy excluded from politics. In

some countries, a woman may be sovereign
;
and

history affords many examples of women that have

had the highest capacity for government. \\ omen

in this country, if they have the same qualihcation

as men, have parochial votes. And few would go so

far as to propose that women shoidd not only be

shut out from pubUc affairs, but also be kept

itmorant of politics. Even if family-life be made

their sole occupation, it surely is not to bound the

horizon of their knowledge and sympathies.

The remaining objections may be taken together.

They are of the same kind as those recently em-

ployed against the enfranchisement of the working-

class They are briefly: That the mterests of

women are not neglected, for they are represented

by their male connections ; that women are ignorant

of poUtics ; that they would be exposed to intuni-

dation at home, and to violence at the polbng-

booths ; and lastly, that women do not want votes.

It is not allowed that women are sufficiently repre-

sented by their male connections. Such indirect

influence is not considered, in other cases, to be a

reason for ^nthholding the suffrage. Rich men have

a freat indirect influence, but they have also votes.

It°is an old argument, that operatives were repre-

sented by their employers ; but that argument never

convinced the operatives, and it has now ceased to

affect the legislature. Why, then, should a vicarious

representation, which is repudiated by every class

of men, be considered suflicient for women? Un

the contrary, if women had votes, their mterests

would be better attended to, because no member can

disreirard with impunity any important section ot

his constituents. It would be the pohcy of states-

men to devise and carry out measiu-es for their

benefit. . ^ i vi-
But it is said, women are ignorant of politics.

This objection has lost much of its weight, now

that household suffrage has been established, hdu-

eated women are surely not behind many of the

new voters in political knowledge. Still, women,

in general, know less of politics than men. They

are constantly told that politics form no part of

then: business, and their opinions, like those ot non-

electors, have little direct and palpable influence

on affairs. Pohtical knowledge generaUy foUows

poUtical power. Women have not the stimulus

that acts on men ; they have not the knowledge

that their ojiinions form part of the legislative

There is little reason to fear that the posses-

sion of a vote woidd expose women to coercion and

improper influence. The law has already dehed

a more serious danger. It permits women, and by

special aiTangement, even married women, to hold

propertv, and it trusts its ability to protect them from

the importunities of relations. If women can defend

their property from greedy relatives, they will be

no less able to give independent votes. The objec-

tion that women would be exposed to violence at

I the polling-booths, is not formidable. If such were

the fact. It would be no argument against female

suffrage : it would be an argument agamst polling-

1 booth?. Should the police, however, be unable to

I
protect female voters, there is the easy resource of

[

voting-papers, abeady in use in the elections m the

English universities.

the last objection is, that women do not want

votes A larce number petitioned the Commons

in favour of extending the franchise to women

that possessed a household qualification; those

petitioners represent a very much larger number,

who are kept back by the various social checks

that prevent women taking part in political agita-

tion. Nor can there be any doubt that a proposal

that makes way with men simply on the ground o£

justice, will find stiU more favour with women,

since their interest is ranged on the same side.

The claim of women to the suffrage is not without

support from practical considerations. History

teaches that women must have votes m order to

protect their interests ; men, through aU the vicis-

situdes of history, have shewn a constaut preference

of their own interests. In the words of Lord

Macaulay :
' H there be a word of truth m history,

women have been always, and stiU are, over the

cTeater part of the globe, humble companions, play-

things, captives, menials, beasts of burden. Except

in a few happy and highly ci%'ihsed communities,

they are strictly in a state of personal slavery.

Even in those countries where they are best treated,

the laws are generally unfavourable to them, v.-ith

respect to almost all the points in which they are

the most deeply interested.'

In this country, women suffer from serious

crrievances. They are excluded from the imiversi-

ties, and no provision is made to give them the

hicrh education that men value. In consequence of

this, men enjoy abnost a monopoly of educated

labour. Most of the charitable endowments for

education in England were destined by the founders

for gu-ls as weU as boys ; but they have been gener-

ally appropriated to boys. Christchurch Hospital

was mtended for boys and girls ; it educates 1100

boys and 26 girls. Women also are excluded trom

the professions and the higher branches of mdustry.

The situation of a governess is almost the only one

open to educated women : from other occupations

they are shut out, partly by rides, partly by

neglected education.
. „ ., i c

The law is unfair to women, especially the law ot

marriace. Marriage is constituted by free consent,

and is° supposed to imply the approval of both

parties. Now, it would be a hard bargain, where one

of the parties was offered all the terms of it in the

lump and was therefore obliged to take everj-thmg

or reject the whole ; vet all the incidents of mar-

riafe, all the terms of the contract, are lixed by the

la%v, and the law is made by men. In constitutmg

the 'relation of mamage—a relation of even greater

importance to women than to men— women

have no voice, they have only a barren and

impracticable veto. The resiUt is familiar to every

lawj-er. By the law of England, the custody of a

woman's children, after seven years of age, belongs

exclusively to her husband ; after they reach that

a^e, she has no right even to see them. The com-

mon law strips a woman of her property, and Ie.aves

her fortune at the mercy of her husband; the

husband also can seize his wife's earnings, unless

she is protected by a judicial separation, or by an

order from a magistrate. A married woman cannot

enter into contracts. In practice, this bad law

is avoided by settlements made before marri.age

;

but this protection involves expense, and is in a

creat measure confined to the rich. Jlore recent
° 773
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legislation is as unfair as the older law. In 1857,

the Divorce Court was cstalilished, ami it was
enacted that, for adultery on the jiart of a wife, the

husband coulil ohtain a divorce ; but for the adul-

tery of a husbanil, a wife was not allowi-d a divorce.

In addition to adultery, the husband must be ^'uilty

of cruelty or desertion. This inciinality goes to the

root of the marriage-contract : it means that, in

cousidei'atiou <>f maintenance, .a woman gives her

jierson to her husband, an<l therefore, unless she is

ill-nscd or abandoned, she gets in substance what
she bargained for. The law is severe on offences

against iiro])erty ; it is comparatively lenient in

punishing brutal assaults by husbands on wives ;

garrotters arc flogged, but not wifc-beaters. Finally,

in the words of Lord Brougham :
' 'J'here must be a

total reconstruction of the law, before women can

have justice.'

2. Till' Inihislrial I!i;iJits of Wontrn.—These em-
brace adniissilnlity to all offices, occupations, and
professions ; also admission to the univereities, or

some adequate provision for the education of women
80 as to lit them for hi"h posts. This raises the

question of the jiroper sjmere of women. The pre-

vailing ideas point to marriage as the true, if not

the Bole end of a woman's existence ; but this

theory is inadequate to meet our social difficulties.

Many women are unmarried. What is to be done
with them ? To hinder them from doing the best

they can for themselves, would be a manifest injus-

tice ; therefore, in the interests of single women, all

occupations should be open. But the claims on

behalf of women do not stop there. It is denied
that men have any right to exclude women from
active life, and so drive them into marriage as their

only livelihood. On grounds of justice, the right of

women to enter into industry is conceived as almost
too clear for argument.
The objections to the Industrial Rights of Women

must be noticed brietiy. It is said that the jirojier

sphere of woman is domestic life, and that she is

b}' nature unfit for the struggles of industry. It

ai>[)ears from the census that just one h.alf of

women al>ove twenty years of age are confined to

domestic life. About a third of the adult female

popidation are either of independent means, or

BU])|iort themselves by non-domestic industry ; the

rest occupy a secondary position in the industrial

world, by assisting their husbands in business. But
though the number of women engaged in industry

is great, they are confined to poorly ])aid occupa-
tions, and their labour is for the most i)art un-

skilled. Generally speaking, the women of the
middle class take no part in industry. The real

issue is therefore narrow. It is not, shall women be
admitted to industry? for that is settled ; but, shall

skilled and educated female labour be allowed?
There is no evidence that womeu have no cajiacity

but for the meanest employments. What they are

fit for, can be finally determined only by .actual

trial. All that tlie advocates of women's rights ask
is, do not anticipate the result, or foreclose the
experiment. Some think that while it is desirable

women should not be left unoccupied, they should
not be admitted to industrial occui>!itions, but
Bociety should seek a field for unmarried women in

Bome works of charity or religion, or in some semi-

domestic pursuit. This proposal is an attemjit to

establish, in this country, that provision for iin-

manied women that is supplied by the monastic
system in lloman Catholic countries. The objec-

tion to it is clear. If this semi-domestic pursuit is

the most agreeable and lucrative to women, they
will, of course, hail the discovery of it with glad-
ness ; but if it is not, they may decidedly object to
make martyrs of themselves.
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A common objection is, that to take women
from domestic work would harden them, and
destroy the pecidiar traits of their character. Now,
a great part of what used to be the work of tho
household has passed to another provuico , si>iii-

iiing, weaving, brewing, and baking were at one
time domestic work. If women are to do their
ancient customary work, they must follow it

abroad. Those who beUeve that the peculiar attri-

butes of women are an artificial product of civilisa-

tion, may feel alarmed at any disturbance of the
present condition. But the genuine distinctions

between the sexes flow from organisation, and will

not be obliterated by similarity of education and
employment ; on the contrary, no feminine charm
would be lost, but women would be more sjiirited,

more intelligent, and fitter companions for men.
It is an argument sometimes relied u|)on, that

an admission of vvonicn to industry would be jire-

judicial to men, because it would incieaso tho
supply of labour, and thereby lower the rate

of wages. This objection is founded on tho prin-

ciple, that, when the wage-fund is constant, the

rate of wages falls as the labourers are more
numerous, and rises as they become less num-
erous. But the competition of women is, to some
extent, an exception, for if they do not work for

themselves, they must be suiiported out of the
wages of men. If, however, wages were to fall

below the ordinary standard of comfort, the tend-
ency would be, .by fewer births or emigration, to

reduce the excess of labourers, till the supjily of

labour should be adjusted to the required standard
of w.ages ; and experience shews that wages arc not
jiermanently lowered by the admission of women to

industry. In the working-class, wages adjust them-
selves to a scale enabling a working-man to main-
tain a wife and family.

In the last place, it is said tluat active life

is inconsistent with tlie cares of maternity. This,

of course, has no aii]ilication to the large cl.'iss

of childless women ; and there can be no neces-

sity for jirohibitiug women from entering into

industrial life, if their situation renders it im])ractic-

able. The iucom])atibility between active lite and
maternity may safely be left to look after itself.

From the returns in the census, it appears that one
out of eight married women are employed in non-
domestic labour ; but, since many of their occupa-
tions are not incompatible with household duties,

and since many have no cliiltlren to attend tt>, it

seems probable that only among a small number of

the working-class, the duties of maternity are sacri-

ficed to out-door employment. It is, however, a
moot-point how far maternity interposes a ban-ier to

the industrial education and employment of women.
In the working-class, the mother usually nurses

her children, for she could seldom make a juolit

by engaging in another emploj'ment, and liiiijig a

servant ; but if women were employed in skilled and
well-paid occupations, they would probably leave

nursing, which at present is unskilled labour, to

servants. The solution of the problem must, how-
ever, be left to trial and exi)erieuce. One princiide,

at anyrate, is clear ; exce|)t in so far as women are

occupied as mothers, they should be employed in the

most remunerative work. That would be beneficial

to men, for it would relieve them of a pecuniary
burden ; it woiUd be beneficial to womeu, for it

would make them independent.
The women of the middle class, led astray by a

mistaken .isjiiiMtion to aristocratic leisure, have held
aloof from the struggles and rewards of industry.

This operates injuriously in various ways. It

creates an unnatural competition with working-

women, as in needle-work. Middle-class women
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often discharge duties that might well be left to

upper servants. If they entered into commerce and
trade, they would fit themselves for, and require, a
higher kind of occupation than those thankfully
accepted by poor and untaught women. At present,

the higher walks of bxisiuess, and even subordinate
offices of trust and skill, are monopolised by men

;

hence women engaged in the lower employments
derive little pecuniary benefit from trustworthiness,

experience, or judgment, and have no hope of rising.

If they should attemjit to better their condition,

they are left without encouragement or support.

The exclusion of women of the middle class from
industry is hurtful to themselves. It often leads to

poverty of the bitterest kind—the poverty of gentle-

women. It leaves them without occupation, a prey
to ennui and bad health. It also forbids perfect

comjiauionship and sympathy between the sexes.

The whole scope of a man's education is towards
industry. In it he lives, and moves, and has his

being. But of this world, women have no direct

knowledge. Hence a want of intellectual sympathy
between men and women, and an absence of any
common standard of reasoning and evidence. Nor
is this all. The virtues upon which industrial and
public life repose, do not derive due support from
women. They are ignorant of the difficulties that

beset moral problems under circumstances of which
they have no experience, and their moral wisdom
can hardly go beyond traditionary saws. Indeed,
their influence is sometimes on the n-roug side. A
man wUl be reluctant to injure his family in their

pecuniary interests, for some point of conscience that
nis ivife does not sympathise n'ith, or for objects

that she does not understand.

No account of women's rights wo\dd be com-
plete without some notice of the claim to equality

in man-iage. This is the goal to which history

points. 'Among tribes which are still in a
primitive condition, women were and are the slaves

of men for purposes of toil. 2VII the hard bodily

labour devolves on them. In a state somewhat
more advanced, as in Asia, women were and are

the slaves of men for purposes of sensuality.

In Europe, there early succeeded a third and milder
dominion, secured, not by blows, nor by locks and
bars, but by sedulous incidcation on the mind

;

feelings also of kindness, and ideas of duty, such as

a superior owes to inferiors under his protection,

became more and more involved in the relation.

But it did not for many ages become a relation of

companionship, even between nnequals.' That stage

has now been attained, and, ' for the first time in

the world, men and women are reaUy companions.'

Women cannot be good companions for men unless

they are equals. If they are kept inferior in edu-
cation and knowledge, their influence will tend to

drag men do^'n to their own level. Nor is it enough
that women shoidd be taught merely to talk about
the subjects that interest men, for the intercourse

that is of value is not intercourse between an active

and a passive mind, but between two active minds.
The theory of the subordination of women—that
woman was made for man, and man was made for

himself—uivolves several bad consequences ; for

women being unable to attain their ends directly,

have recourse to management and artifice. It is a
theory that almost forbids the existence of public
spirit in women. Hence their influence is not so

great as might be supposed in counteracting selfish-

ness. The effect is to substitute for the selfishness

of the bachelor the selfishness of the family man.
The general movement of society is from subor-

dination to equality. Under the feudal system,
society was constituted on the principle of subordi-
nation. The land was tdled by serfs, and there

were few but said that serfdom was the natural
position of a creature so low as an agricultural

labourer. But serfdom did not endure, and we have
learned that it is happier for all parties that the
land shoidd be tilled by freemen. And now, too,

negro slavery, the most plausiljle form of slaverj',

has been abolished. The tendency of social changes
is towards equality, as the most satisfactory relation

between man and man ; it also seems to point to
equality as the highest relation between man and
woman.—The subject of women's rights is discussed
in the following : Dissertations and Discussions, by
J. S. MiU, vol. ii., ' Enfranchisement of Women ;

'

The Political and Social Dependence of IFomen,
1867 ; The Industrial and Social Position of Women,
1857 ; Speech by J. S. Mill in House of Commons,
May 21, 1867 ; The Westminster Review, January
1S67, article ' The Petition of the Ladies.'

WORKSHOP REGULATION ACT, 1867 (30
and 31 Vict. c. 146) is an important act for regu-
lating the education of children, and the hours of
labour for children, young persons, and women who
are employed in places not subject to the Factory
Acts. It extends to all such persons employed upon
any handicraft, in auy workshop. Its application
is wide, as the detinition of a 'handicraft' includes
every sijccies of manual labour exercised for gain, and
that of a ' workshop ' includes every place, whether
open or under cover, where any such handicraft is

carried on, ' and to which, and over which, the person
by whom such child, young person, or woman is

employed, has the right of access and control.' The
principal provisions of the act as to the hours of

labour are : (1) That no child under the age of eight
shall be employed in auy handicraft in auy work-
shop

; (2) that no child imder thirteen shall be
employed for more than six hours and a half each
day, or before 6 a.m., or after 8 p.m. ; (3) that no
yoimg person imder eighteen, and no woman shall

be employed more than 12 hours out of any period
of 24 hours, or shall be employed between 9 p.m.

and 5 a.m., and that the intervals for meals and rest

shall not be less than an hour and a half in all ; (4)

that, except in retail establishments employing not
more than five persons, no such chUd, young person,

or woman shall be employed after two o'clock on
Saturday, and that in no case shall they be employed
on Simdays ; and (5) that no child under eleven shall

be employed in gi'inding in the metal trades or in

fustian-cutting. From these general rules, the act
itself makes a few exceptions, and a limited power
is given to the Home Secretary to make others.

The regiUations as to education are: (1) That every
child under thirteen, who is employed in a work-
shop, shall attend school for at least 10 hours in

every week during the whole of which he is so
employed ; and (2) that in computing the time at
school, no time shall bo included in excess of

three hours at once, or of five hours in one day;
or on Sundays ; or before 8 a.m. or after 6 p.m.

Non-attendance at school may be excused by sick-

ness, or dm-ing holidays, or if there be no certified

school within a mile of the workshop or of the
child's residence. The inspector of factories certifies

whether the school is suiiicieut. The obligation to

carry out the regidations as to education, is laid

(under penalties) both on the parent and on the em-
ployer ; and the latter is authorised, on the appli-

cation of the teacher, to jiay him for the schooling

a weekly sum out of the child's wages, not exceeding

a twelfth part of them, and not exceeding twopence
per week.

WO'RKSOP (anciently Wirlcensop), a to^vu of

Nottinghamshire, England, 24 miles north from
Nottingham, on the right bank of the Eyton, a
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branch of the Idle, and near the Chesterfield Canal,

wliiih communicates with the Trent It is situated

near tlie northern extremity of Sherwood Forest.

The town is generally well liwilt, and jj;reat sani-

tary im]irovement3 of drainai;e and sewerage liave

recently been efl'ected. There is a line old church in

the Norman style, with two lofty towers. W. was
formerly noted for its Augustine monastery, of

which, however, there are few remains. Maltinj; is

carried on here to a, very great extent. -Much

barley is grown in the neighbourhood. There is

some trade in flour, timber, &c. W. is also a station

on the JIanchester, SheflTield, and Lincolnshire Itail-

way. Pop. (1871) 10,409.

WUDWA'N, a town of India, in the peninsula of

Kattywar, jtrovince of (Uizerat, 105 miles west-by-
north from Baroila. It is situated on a small river,

which falls into the great salt marsh known as the
Kunn of Cutch. I'op. 32,'220. The surrounding
district is in a high state of cultivation, and is cele-

brated for the cxceileuco of the cotton which it

1
produces.

X
cr^ 9"^ E'RES-DE-LA-FRONTE'RA, or i

, .N^(75.-^ JEREZ^DE-LA-FKONTERA, an!
' f>l^)Oj^' important town of Spain, in the

V'W'S^ig^ province of Cadiz, and 14 miles
ly'^^yX. directly north-east-by-north from
^ '''' Cadiz, near the right bank of the

'\_ ,
'

I i uadalete, and on the railway between

y^y Cadiz and Seville. The houses are generally i

V)/ well built, and the streets and squares clean,

spacious, well paved, and well lighted. The
wealthy wine-merchants mostly reside in the sub-

urbs. X. is an ancient town, supposed by many to

be the Asia lie<jia Ccesariaiia of the llomans. X.
has manufactures of woollen cloth and leather, and
a considerable trade in corn ; but all these are of

little consequence in comparison with its wine-trade.

Shernj derives its name from Xeres-de-la-Frontera.

Some of its hodegas, or wine-stores, are of vast

dimensions. They are not wine-vaults, but stores

erected above grouutl. The greater part of the
wine of X. is exported to England ; and some oi

the principal wine-merchants are of French and
Scottish extraction. Pop. about 50,000.

XERES-DE-LOS-CABALLE'RO.S, or JEREZ-
DE-LOS-CABALLEROS (anc. AVuriV), a town of

Sjiain, in the province of Badajoz, and 40 miles

south from Badajoz. X. is a picturesque old

town, partly surrounded by a Moorish wall. The
ecclesiastical edifices are remarkably numerous.
There are manufactures of woollen and linen cloth.

Amongst the chief articles of trade, besides the

produce of the manufactures, are pigs and fruit.

Fop. about eOOO.

I EA'DON, a town of the West Riding of

Yorkshire, England, six miles north-

er north-east from Bradford. It stands

fW on a hill, on the left side of the valley

of the Aire. It has considerable

woollen manufactures. Pop. (1871) .'524G.

YO'RUBA, or YARIIIBA, a country of

I iuinea. West Africa, lying to the east and

'Uj north-east of Dahomey, in N. lat. 6°—9', and
E. long. 2°—6°. Its area is about 70,000 sq. m. ;

and the pop. is estimated at 2,.500,000. Palm-oil,

cotton, and ivory are the principal articles of export.

Laocs (q. v. in SurrLEMENT) is the port through

which trade with foreign countries is chiefly carried

on. There are numerous large towns in Y., but

the people are little if at all less barbarous in

their customs than their neighbours of Dahomey.

YO-SE'MITE, YO-HAMITE, or AIIWAHN^,
a valley and waterfall of California, in the east of

tlie state, about 57 miles from Coulterville, on a

large feeder of the San Joaquin, and on the western

side of the Sierra Nevada. The scenery of Cali-

fornia is remarkable for its combination of loveliness
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with sublimity ; and in no part of the country yet
explored are these characters so strikingly displ.ayed

as in the Y. valley—a valley of from S to 10 miles

long, and a Uttle more than a mile wide ; in some
places tilled with noble oaks, in others opening out

into broad grassy fields ; with a river rushing

through it about 40 yards in breadth
;
jiine-covered

mountains toweriug with very steep slopes to the

height of 3500 feet; a precipice or 'bluff' in one

place rising perpendicularly 3089 feet above the
valley ; in another, a rock almost perpendicular,

3270 feet high ; waterfalls pouriug over its sides

from heights of 700 to almost lUUU feet ; and one

great waterfall, broken into three leaps, but of

which the whole height is 2550 feet. Of the

other waterfalls on the sides of the valley, the

Pohono, or Bridal Yeil Waterfall, is jiarticularly to

be remarked for its beauty, as well as for its height,

which is 940 feet, and quite imbroken. The Y.
valley has bcgim to attr.act visitors since California

has become peopled, and will probably soon have its

hotels and guides, like the valleys of Switzerland

and the Falls of Niagara,



A'RSKOE - SE LO, or SAINT
SOPHIA, a town of Russia, in

in the government of St Petersburg,
and 1 7 miles south from St Peters-

burg, with which it is connected
by a railway. It has a college

I military school. The palace of Z.

summer residence of the emperor,
^^ founded by Peter the Great in 1710, and the

f favourite abode of Catharine II. The church
of St Sophia is a miniature copy of the

mosque of that name at Constantinople. Pop.

10,637.

ZNAIM, or ZXAYM, a town of the Austrian
Empire, in Moravia, on .a rising ground close to the
left bank of the Taja, 4S miles north-by-west from
Vienna. It is celebrated for the conflict which took
place here between the French and Austrians, on
June 14, 1S09, in which the French were victorious

(see Wagkam). A castle on a height, the ancient
residence of the princes of Jloravia, is now a mili-

tary hospital. Near it is a circular church, sup-

posed to be as old as the r2th centiu-y. Pop. 8676.

ZO'ETROPE, or WHEEL OF LIFE, an optical

instrument, so named from its e.xhibiting pictures

of objects as if endowed with life and actiWty.
Although only recently introduced to the public
from America, under this name, the instrument
itself, which is simply a cjdindrical thaumatrope,
was invented and made the subject of a patent
so long ago as the year 1860. Mr Peter Hubert
Desvignes, the inventor, in his pubhshed specifi-

cation, has very fiUly described various modifi-

cations of the cylindrical thaumatrope ; and the
instruments which, under the name of Mimoscope,
he contributed to the London Exhibition of 1862,

being furnished with pictures of exquisite artistic

finish and beauty, were deservedly rewarded with
'honourable mention.' Sir Desvignes also pro-

posed a stereoscopic form of the instrument, in

anticipation of the one already described under
Stereoscope (q. v.), and has employed models, insects,

and other objects, instead of pictures, with perfect

success. The truly marvellous results shewn in

this instrument depend, primarily, on the well-

known fact, that vision ' persists ' for a certain

short interi'al of time after the occlusion of the

visual ray. It follows from this principle, that, if

a series of pictures,

representing the differ-

ent attitudes succes-

sively assumed by an
object in completing a
given movement, be pre-

sented to the eye so

quickly that the visual
impression of each pic-

ture shall continue until

the incidence of the
one next following, the
object will remain con-

stantly in view, and its

various parts will appear
to execute the move-
ment delineated by the

pictures. The mechanical means for effecting this i

result will be understood from tig. 1, which repre-

sents the zoetrope in its most popular, but by no I

III
I !

Fig. 1.

means most excellent, form. C, a cylinder of
strong card-board, 12 inches in diameter, and 7J
inches in depth, with a metal rim at the top,
and fastened to a circular jiiece of wood, B. The
latter is screwed at its centre to a pivot, P,
which moves freely within the upright of the
stand, S, and forms a vertical axis, round which
the cylinder may be made to revolve with any
desired rapidity ; a, thirteen equidistant apertures,
each

f'ij inch in width, and 3 inches Ion". Each
series of pictures is printed on a strip of thick
paper, 3^ inches in breadth, and 36 inches in
length. In using the instrument, illuminate it well
from above, aud, having placed the picture-strip
within the cylinder, immediately beneath the
apertures, a, rotate the cyhnder with the requisite
velocity (which will vary according to the nature
of the subject), and look through the apertures at
the pictures upon the opposite side of the cylinder.
To avoid the grotesqueness of a number of groups
all seen performing
the same movement
at the same time, Mr
Desvignes devised the
thaumatrope, shewn in

a somewhat modified
form by fig. 2, in which
the cylinder, C, turns
upon a horizontal axis,

P; and by means of
an aperture at the
bottom of the hood,
H, the sight is limited
to the space occupied /
by a single group on
the opposite side of

the cylinder, and, both
eyes being brought into consentaneous activity,
the clearness and pleasantness of the dlusion are
greatly enhanced. In this arrangement, the groups
are arranged, on the strips, one above another, and
not side by side, as in the former; and they are
perforated with apertures to correspond with those
on the cylinder. As has been pointed out by
Mr Desvignes, the width of the apertures should
never e.xceed one-sixteenth of an inch; and the
exterior of the instrument should be painted mat
black.

We will now speak of the principles which
determine the character and distinctness of the
dlusion, and first of all, will endeavour to explain
why it is that the pictures, looked at through the
apertures, are plainly visible ; whereas, viewed over
the top of the revolving cylinder, they run into an
indistinguishable mass.
The effect of the apertures, in this regard, is two-

fold ; they hmit the time during which each group
is pictured upon the retina ; and they limit, or should
be made to limit, the quantity of each group at any
one instant so depicted. Ob-s-iously, if the view be
instantaneous only, the group in that minute inter-

val of time wiU not have moved to a perceptible

degree, and will therefore appear stationary. It is

for this reason that the apertures should be made
very narrow (not exceeding one-sixteenth of an inch,

as above stated), and then, the eye being placed
close to them, the retinal images will not be slurred
—as with wider apertures, and consequent increased
motion of the pictures while under view, they would
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lie—and the maximum of definition is thus attained.

But, ill this case, both the quantity of light reaching

the eye, and the time of its oi>eiation, are insuth-

cient, whicli defects can only be comjiensated by
setting the instrument iu violent motion, thus occa-

sioning an inconveniently rapid recurrence of the

retinal impressions. Instead, therefore, of letting

the whole picture be seen for a single instant, let

us increase the total time of visibility by arranging

that successive small portions of tlie pictiires shaU

be seen in sticcessive instants. This is effected by
withdrawing the eye a few inches from the aperture

;

for the eye being at the apex of the visual angle,

the further it is removed from the aperture, the

greater is the distance within (lie visual angle through

which the aperture must travel ; and prolonged in

a like degree will be the total linif of visibiUly for

each picture. But here another diflicidty is evoked,

manifesting itself in one of the most puzzUng phe-

nomena of this curious instrument. The pictures

are seen as sensibli/ diminished in breadth, the expla-

nation of which is as follows : The longer the time

of visibility, the greater will be the onward move-
ment of the picture while under view ; therefore, if

the left-hand side of the picture come lirst into

view, by the time the advance of the aperture per-

mits of the right-hand side being seen, the latter

will have progressed towards the left, and it will

accordingly be seen relatively nearer to the left

side th.in is its natural position. And this com-
77S

pression, of course, takes effect over the whole of
the jiicture. In the exquisitely elaborate drawings
preiKirod by Mr Desvigues, this compression was
allowed for, to the gi'eat enhancement of the
effect.

Lastly, of the effects due to the pictures them-
selves. If the pictures on the strip be the same m
number as the apertures, the pictures will either

coincide with the apertures, in point of position, or

will be equidistant, each from its adjacent ajierture

;

in which case there will be no ajiparent shifting of

the pictures cither to right or left. But if there be
12 pictures and 13 apertures, the picture-interval

will be greater than the aperture-interval, and only

one picture on the strip can be coincident with an
aperture ; the rest will be situated in advance of the
apertures, each succeeding one slightly more than
its predecessor ; and, as a consequence, seen through
the apertures of the revolving cylinder, they will

apjiear continuously to advance. The contrary will

be the case, if the number of the pictures exceed that

of the apertiu-es. These curious properties, which
make it possible to exhibit figures moving either

backwards or forwards, as well as with movements
proper to themselves, were fully investigated by the

late Professor Faraday ; and we would recommend
those interested in the subject to refer to his Memoir
on Optical Deceptions, contained in his Expert-

mental JResearches in Chemistry and Physics, pi\,

291, et aeq.
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OF MATTERS NOT HAVING SPECIAL ARTICLES.

It has been thought unnecessary to repeat m the Index the titles of the 27,000 articles composing the body of the work.

Any person consulting the Encyclopaedia is supposed, in the first instance, to look for the subject he is in quest of in its

proper alphabetical place. If it is not to be found there, by turning to the Index he is likely to get a reference to it under another

name, or as coming in for notice in connection with some other subject. It frequently happens that subjects, having articles of

their own, are further noticed under other heads ; and where it seemed of importance, a reference is given in the Index to this

additional information. The subjects treated in the Supplement, both principal and secondary, have also been incorporated in

the Index, so as to prevent the necessity of further search.—The title of the article referred to is printed in Italics; and when the

article is of considerable length, the page is given in which the information is to be foimd.

Abbreviations : r., river ; /., lake ; Suppm, Supplement ; tnt., mountain ; /., island , cape.

Aa, Enis.
-Aabenrade Fiord, Slcsz-ig.

Aach, Aa.
Aachen, Aix-la-CkapelU.
Aahmes. Egypt, 789.

Aar, Nassau.
Aarau, Aargau.
Aath, Ath.
Aatholm, Laaland.
Ababde, Nubia.
Abaca, Plantain.
Abaco, Bahamas.
Abai, Abyssinia, Nile.

Aballo, Avalhn. [Sitpp.)

Abana, Barrada, Syria.

Abang, Guiana, British.

Abatembu, Tcntbu.
Abbasides, Abbas, Calif.

Abbate, Ahbe.
AbbaYared {ntt.\, Africa, 66.

Abbeville. {Supp.)
Abbey Craig, Clackniannansh.
Abbiate-Grasso, [Supp.

)

Abbot of Unreason, Foals,

Feast of.

Abbotsford Club, Roxh. Club.

Abdallah, WaJiahis, 40.

Abd-el-aziz, Spain, 16.

Abdelmoumen, A Imoluides.

Abdera, Adra {Supp.)

Abderrahman, Onintiades.
Abd-ul-Aziz, Ot. Emp, 150.

Abd-ul-Aziz, IVahabis, 39.

Abd-ul-Hamid, Ot.Fn!p.i.^g.

Abd-ul-Medjid, Ot. Emp. 150.

Abdulmelek, Ommiades, 71.

Abecedarian H>'mns, Acrostic,

Abel, Algebra.
Abella, Avella {Supp.)

Abeokuta, iStepp.

)

Aberavon, {Supp.)
Aberbrothwick, Arbroath.
Aberche (n), Tagus.
Aberconway, Conway.
Abercom, Lords of, Hamil-

ton FaTuily, 213.

Aberdare, Cardiff, Mertkyr-
Tydvil.

Aberdeen, Earls of, Cordon
Family, 9.

Aberffraw, A nglesey.

Abergavenny, {Supp. )

Abergele, Denbiglishire,

Aberhonddu, Brecon.
Abertawy, Swansea.
Abingdon (/.), Galapagos Is.

Abingion. {Supp.)
Abjuration of the realm. Sanc-

tuary.
Abolitionists, Republican,

Abomasus, Ruudnantia.
Aboraey, DaJwmcy.
Aboo Arish, Vemefi.
Abortion, [Supp.)
About, E.F.V. {Supp.)
AbojTie, Dee.
Abo>'ne, Earls of, Gordon
Family, 9.

Abroma, Byttfteriacece.

Absalon, Axe.
Absinthe, Liqueur.
Abstraction, Gejieralisatimt.

Abu, Elephantine.
Abu (mt.), India, 537, {Supp.)
Abubekr-ibn-Tofail , A rabian

LaJtg. &^ Lit. 34S.

Abu-Hannes, Ibis,

Abu-Jafar, Calif.
Abul-Abbas, Calif
Abul-Ala, Arab.Lang, ^ Lit.

348.
Abul-Aswad-al-Duh, Arab.
Lang, ^r" Lit. 349.

Abu'l-Faraj, Anthology, 2S9.

Abul-Hassan-Ali, A rob. Lang.
<&> Lit. 348.

Abul-Kasem, Arab. Lang.
d^ Lit. 347, Distillation.

Abuna, Abyssinia.
Abuquerque, U.S., {Supp^
Abury, Avehury.
Abu Said, Karmathiasts.
Abu Tahir, Kannathians,
Persian Lang. 6^ Lit. 42S.

Abyla, Ceute.
Abyssinia, Theodore [Supp.)
Acacia, false or thorn, Robinia.
Acacia formosa, Sabicu.
Acacia, German, Sloe.

Academy,Royal,/*rt:«//«^,i95.
Acadia, A nnapolis.
Acanthopis, Adder, Viperidte.

Acanthosoma, Biig.

Acarus folliculorum, {Sztpp.)

AcajTJcan, {Sufp.)
Accent (in verse). Rhythm.
Acceptor, Bill ofEx. 93.
Accipenser, Sturgeon.
Accipiter, Sparrovj-lta-jok.

Accommodation bill, Bill of
ExcJutnge, 95.

Accrington, {Svpp.)
Acephalocj'st, Hydatid.
Acerina, Ruffe.
Acerra, {Supp.)
Acetal, KSupp.)
Ace tification, {Supp.

)

Acetone, Synt/i^sis.

Acetumcantharidis, yesicattis.

Acetj-l, {Supp.)

Ach, Aa.

Achaean League, AcJiaia.

Achalganj , (
Supp.

)

Acheen, Atclieen, Sumatra.
Acheron, A Ibania.

Acherusia [/.), Cocytus.
Acherusia Palus, Fusaro

{Supp.)
Acheus, Sloth.
Achievement, Hatchment.
Achinduin Castle, Lisirwre.

Achlamydeous, Apetalaus,
Flower.

Achlya, Alg<z.
AchmetL, II., in. Ot.Emp.

148, 149.
Achmet ;vizier}, Ot, Em. 149.
Achores, {Supp.)
Achorion, Parasitic Diseases.
Achradina, Syracttse.

Achray {/.), Katrine {/.].

Acid, C/iemistry {Supp. 462}.

Acid tartrate. Tartaric Acid.
Acidulated drops. Tartaric

Acid, 304.
Acidulous waters. Carbonated

Waters.
Acne, IV/telk, {Supp.)
Acne rosacea. Rosacea.
Aconcagua, Andes, 239.
Aconcagua, Sa>i Felipe de
Aconcagua.

Acoooo Coooo, Calabar.
Acqua\-i\-a, {Supp.

)

Acquia, Potomac.
Acra, yerusalem.
.A-crsB, Palazzolo {Supp.)
Acri, {Supp.)
Acrita, Zoology, 359.
Acritochromacj', {Supp.)
Acrocerauiuan promontory,
A ibania.

Acrolein, {Supp.)
Acromion, Scapula.
Actiniae, Attentone, Sea.
Actinocrinites, Silurian Rocks.
Aclinophr>-s, Rluzopoda.
Actitis, Sandpiper.
Acupressure, {Supp.)
Acuyori wood. Idea {Supp.)
Ada, (Supp.)
Adafudia, {Sjtpp.)

Adamantine spar. Corundum.
Adam de la Hale, Opera.
Adamnan, St, {Supp.)
Adampore, A llaJiabad.

Adorns {mt.),li^asltinoton {ter.)

Adams {/nt.), White Afts. -

Adanara(i.), Solorls., Timor.
Adassi, Black Sea^

Addax, Antelope.
Adder, Viper.
Adder {r.), Tzveed.
Adder's tongue, Ophioglosseee,
Addison's disease. Supra-
renal Capsides.

Addorsed, Indorsed.
Address, forms of^ Forms of
Address.

Adelaide {r.^, S. Australia.
Adenanthera, Red Wood,

Sandal-'wood.
Adenitis, {Supp.)
Adenocele, {Supp.

)

Aderbaijan, Azerhijan.
Ademo, {Supp.

)

Adhesiveness, P/trettology, 514.
Adi, Navarre,
Adiabene, Assyria.
Adighe, Circassians.
Adipic acid, {Supp.)
Adipose fin, Salnionidez.
Adityas, Varun'a,
Adjudications, Register of.

Registration of Deeds and
Writs.

\

Adjutage,HydrodynamicSf^B^.

Adjygurh, {Supp.)
Admiral, War Serz'. {Supp.)
Admiralty, BoardofAdmiral.
Adosse, Abaissi.
Adowa, Abyssinia, {Supp^
Adoxa, Aralia.
Adpar, Cardiganshire,
Adra, {Supp.)
Adranum, Adcmo {Supp.)
Adranum, battle of, Timoleon,
Adrogation, Adoption.
Adullamites, {Supp.

)

Adulteration of food. Food
and Dritik, 40S.

Adur (r.), Sussex,
Adventure, ypint Trade.
^desius, Ax2im.
yEetes, Argonauts.
iEgida, Capo dlstria.
-•Egilops, Wlteat, 156, 157.

yEua CapitoUna, Jews, 714,

.^milian Provinces, Etnilian
Provitues.

j^naria, Ischia.

..'Engermland, Angerman*-
land.

.'Enone, ./Egina.
iEolipile, Steatn-engine, 99.
yEolus (i.), Ulysses.

j^ui. Volsci.

AeroUtes, Aero-siderites, Me^
teors {Supp.)

iErugo nobilis, Aacamite.
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.^schynitc. Titanium.

..I^schvnomcnc aspcra, Shola.
^sculus, Norsf-chesnut.
.itscmia, Iscmia.
^thcling, Anglo-Saxons, 261.

Actius, Attila, Rome, 321,

VaUhtintan us.

Affective facuUics, Phren-

Affinity, Consangtiinity\SuJ>p.)

Aff"riquc. St. (fw/A)
Aff"ront«?, Abaissi.

Afium-Kara-H issar, {Supp. )

African hair, Chamirrops.
African Socicty.thc, A/rica,(^.
After-birth, Placenta.
After-glow, Tivilight.

Agalactia, {Supp.)
Agallochum, Aloes Weo^i.

Aga Mohammed, Persia, 423.
Agaric, Fly, Amanita,
Agaricon, Amadou.
Agasias, Satipture, 577.
Agata de Goto, Sta. {Supp.)
Agave vivipara, Razor-strop.
Agbatana, Echatana.
Age, Golden. Silver, &c. Ages.
Agcladas, Sculpture, 577.
Age of Bronze. Iron, &c.
Bronze {Age of).

Age of Reason, Paine.
Aggerhuus, Christiania.
Agglutinate languages, Phil-

o^^Sy> 481—484.
Aghmet, {Supp.)
Agila wood, Aloes IVood.

Agincourt, Azincourt,
Aglabitcs, Barhary.
Aglar, Aquileja.
Agnew, Sir And. Snhbatk, 403.
Agnomen, Name.
Agnone, [Supp.)
Agosta, {Supp.)
Agows, Abyssinia, A/rtca, 69.
Agri, Basilicaia.
Agricultural gangs. Gangs

[Supfi.)

Agriculture, Board of, Agri-
cultural Societies.

Agridagh, Anatolia. 226.

Agri Dccumates, A/emanni.
Agrostis, Bent Grass.
Aguan, Honduras.
Aguara dogs, Dusicyon.
Aguara fox. Cerdocycn.
Aguare, Carlos, San [Supp.)
Ague-cake. Spleen.
Aguilardela Fronlera, [Supp.)
Agur, {Supp.)
Aharun, Arabian Lang. &»

Lit. 348.
Ahmcdnuggur. (Srrpp.)

Ahmedpur, {Supp.)
Ahuramazda, Zoroaster, 360,

361.
Ahwahn^, Yo-Semite [Supp.]
Ai, Sloth.
Aichstadt, EicJtstadt.

Aidan, Scotland, 555.
Aidan, St. {Supp.)
Aidone, \Supp.)
Aigucbcllette [/.I, Savoy.
Aiguillon, Bayof, Vendee, La.
Aiguiss^, Abaissi.
Aigun, Sakhalin.,
Ail^, Abiiissf.

Ailurus fulgens. Panda.
Aime, Dartmoor.
Ain-esh-Shcms, BetJisJutne$h.
Ain-Tab. [Stipp.)

Aiou, Cook Is. [713.
Air, Sanitary Science {Supp.)
Air-cells, Respiration, 20S.
Aird, Ard.
Aire (r.). Yorkshire.
Aire-sur-i'Adour. {Supp.)
Aire-sur-lc-Lys- {Supp.

)

Air martjTS, Pillar Saints.
A i toa, Casuarina

,

Aix. Aa.
Aixanes, Ajcum.
Aizoon, Tetragoniaceee.
Ajuga, Bugle.
Ajuroca, {Supp.)
Akabah, Gulf of. Edom, Red

Sea.
Akalis, Sikhs.
Akals. Drjises.

78 J

Akaroa, New Zealand.
Akbarpur, [Supp.

)

Akenium, Achenium.
Akephaloi, Afonophysites.
Akhalzikh, ISupp.)

Ak-Hissar, {Supp.)
Akhbt, {Sufip.)

Akhmim, Ekhmttn {Supp.)
Akhrida, Albania.
Akhtyrka. {Supp.)
Akinesia, Paralysis.
Akiska, AkJutlzikJi [Supp.)
Akkad, Assyria.
Aktistctoi, Monopkysites.
Akragas, Agrigentum.
Akron, {Supp.)
Ak-Shchr, {Stipp.)

Akshidide, Egypt, 791.
Aksu, Turkestan, 585, \Supp.)
Akyab, {Supp.)
Alabama, the, {Supp.)
A lie , Papilionacete.

Alagon (r.), Tagus.
Alais. \Supp.)
Al Ajb, Mohammedanism.
A lajuela, (Supp.

)

Ala-Kul (/.), Semipalatinsk,
Alalia, Aphasia {Supp,)
Alamandine ruby. Spinel.

Alamo, massacre of the, San
Antonio.

Alamos, Los, {Supp.)
Alan, Ste^vart Family, 121.

Ala-nor, Htuang-ho.
Alanus ab Insulis, Scholastics.
Alas (»//.), Timor.
Alasan (r.), Nitdui {Supp.)
Ala-Shehr, {Supp.)
Al-Aswad, Moltammedan
Sects {Supp.)

Alausa, S/uid.

Alausi, {Supp,)
Alb {mts.). Alp.
Alb (r.), Rhine.
Alba, \Supp.)
Alba, Avezzano [Supp.)
Albaccte, Afurcia, {Supp.)
Albacorc, or Albicore, Tunny.
Alba Julia, Akjermann.
Albania, Aubagne [Supp.)
Albaniae Pyl«c, Derbend.
Alban Lake, Albano.
Albanus (w/.), Albano.
Albany, dukes of, Stevtart
Family, 123.

Albassan, El Bassan [SuppA
Albaten, Arabian Lang. ^

Lit. 348.
Albay, {Supp.)
Albemarle (/.), Galapagos

Islands, Roanoke.
Albert (r.), Australian Ex-
plorations {Supp.), 411.

Albert and Albertine Line,
Saxony, 515.

Albert!, Engraving, 69.

Albert Nyanza, {Supp.)
Albcrtvillc, Savoy.
Albiola, battle of, Yenice, 752.
Albion and Albiones, Albany.
Albiruni, Arabian Lang. £7*

Lit. 347.
Albis, Elbe.
Albostan. {Supp.)
Albox, [Supp.)
Albucasis, Medicine, Hist. of.

Albugo, {Supp.)
Albunol, {Supp.)
Albuqucrqui, {Supp.)
Albury, Nruf South lYales.

Alcahcst, Alcltemy, 114.
Alcaic verse, A keens.
Alcala de Guadira, {Supp.)
Alcala la Real. (Supp.)
Alcamcncs, Sculpture, 577.
Alcamo, {Supp.)
Alcafiiz, {Supp.)
Alcantara (r. ), Etna.
Alcantara, Brazil, [Supp.)
Alcaraz, (Supp.)
Alcaudcte, {StiPp.)

Alcazar de San Juan, {Sitpp.)

Alcazarqucbir, battle of, Se-
bastianistas.

Alcira, {Supp.)
Alckmer, Hinreckvan. Reyn-
ard tJu Fox.

Alcmcon, Anatomy, 2;S.

Alcoholism, Delirium Tre-
mens {Supp.), 494.

Alcoholometer, v4rr*»/ff^/^r, 384.
Alcohol, physiological and poi-

sonous action ok {Supp.)
Alcohols, {Supp.)
Alcora, f5w//.)
Alcorno B.irk, Malpighiacea.
Alcorrunz {mt.), Navarre.
Alcyone, Pleiades.
Alcyonella, Alcyonium,
Alcyonidiura, Alcyonium.
Aldan [r.], Lena.
Aldan [mts.), Altai.
Aldehyde, {Supp.)
Aldehydes, {Supp.)
Al-Dhikr, Koran.
AIdrov.-»ndi, U., {Supp.)
Aldstone, {Supp.)
Alc-cobt, Costmary.
Alcctor, America, 205.

Alcctromancy, Cock.
Alcksandri, Alexandri, V.

[Supp.)
Alcman, Spanish Lang. (p»

Lit. 20.

Aleppi, Aulapolay (^«//.)
Ales, Colopfwn.
Alessandria delta Rocca,

{Supp.)
Alewife, {Supp.)
Alexander, Paris.
Alexander, Prince, Russian
Lang. &* Lit.

Alexandria, Aleutian Islands.
Alexandria, Scotland, [Supp.)
Alexandriiia (A), Victoria L.
Alexandri, V.is. {Supp.)
Alexius II.. III., IV., v., By-

zantine Empire, 471.
Alfarabi, Arabian Lang. 6?»

Lit. 348.
Alfocrs, Papua. 251,
Alfonsine, {Supp.

)

Alfonsinc tables, Alfotiso X.
Alfrcton, {Supp. )

Alfric, Ael/ric.
Algaroba, Carob.
Algarobia, Mez^ifite [SuPP.)
Algau Alps. Tyrol.
Algazcl, Or^'x.
Algcsirah, Bagdad.
Algcsiras, Gibraltar,
Alghazali, Arabian Lang.
&* Lit. 348.

Algum tree, Almug Tree.
Alhagi, Camefs Thorn.
AI-Hakem, Ommiades, 72.

Alhatna, (Supp.)
Alhaurin El Grande, {Supp.)
Alia, {Supp.)
Aliaska, Alaska.
AJi-ben-Abbas, Arab. Lang.
6f Lit. 348.

Alicata. {Supp.

)

Alice Holt, Hampshire.
Alicudl, Lipari.
Alifc, Piedimonie {Supp.)
AHmenliven CSS, Phrenol. 514.
Alise, AUsia.
Al-Jauhari, Arabian Lang,
&- Lit. 349.

Al-Jcsira, Mesopotamia.
Alkali, fossil, &c.. Sodium,

801.

Alkali, volatile, Ammonia.
Alkali, white, Soda, 800.

Alkaline waters. Mineral
IVaters.

Alkanna red. Alkanet,
Alkan-ine, Cacodyle.
Alkendi, Arabian Lang. 6r'

Lit. 348.

Alia capella, Alia Breve.
Alla-ed-din Kaikobad, 0th-
man,

Allan [r.), Corrntfall.

Allan Water, Bogan.
Allay, Alloy {Law).
Alle, Pregel.
Allegretto, Tempo.
Allcnhcnds, Northumberland.
Allen Hill, Kildare.
Allen (/.), Shannon.
Allen ir.), Truro.
AllcrV.), Celli.

All;Hallows, AllSaints Day.
.Alligator tortoise, Emys.

Allobrogum, .Aix.
Alloxan, Murexide, Uric

Acid.
Alluxantin, Murexide.
All Saints' Wood, Brazil

Wood.
All Souls' Coll., Oxford {Supp.)
Allstadi, Saxe-Weitnar-Etsen-

ach.
Allyl, {Supp.)
Almada, [Supp^
Alma Dagh {mt.], Syria.
Al-Madain, Ctesip/wn.
Almagro, [Supp.)
Almahcra, Giloio.

Al-Mamun, Arabian Lang.
a* Lit. 347. Cali/.

Almansa, Murcia, {Supp.)
Almanzora, Granada^ Spain.
Almas, {Supp.)
Almazarron, Mazarron{Supp.)
Almazora, {Supp.)
Almelo, Overyssel.
Almeria{r.), Granada, Spain.
Almcry, Ambry.
AlmodovardelCampo, {Supp.\
Almogavcr, Juan Boscan,
Spanish Lang. &* Lit. 20.

Al-Mokanna, Mohammedan
Sects [Supp.)

Almond, Forth, Linlithgoiu.

Almora, [Supp.)

Almoran, Kumaon.
Almoravides, {Supp.)
Al-Mosliaf, Korart.
Almuiiecar, {Supp.

)

Alne [r.], Northumberland.
Aloe, American, Agave.
Aloetin, Dye-stuffs.

Alocxylon, Aloes Wood.
Alopecia circumscripta. Tinea.
Alora, {Supp.)

Alori, Ilori.

Alosa \yTVLnTi\xs,Ale7vi/e[Supp.)

Alpes Slaritimcs, {Supp.)

Alpetraglus, Arabian Latig.
&* Lit. 348,

Alpha, A.
Alphom, Kuh-hom.
Alpine crow, Chocard.
Alpine warbler, Iledge-spar-

roiv.

Alsace-Zabem. Zahem.
Al Sirat, Mofiammedanism.
AUodex, Violacect.

Alsophila gigantea. Tree Fern.
Als Sund, Diippel {Supp.)

Alsted.J. \i.,Encycloptedia,^%.
Alston, {Supp.)
Altai [mts.), {Supp.)
Altamaha, Ockmulgee,
Altamura, {Supp.)
Altca, {Supp.)
Altena, [Supp.)

Althaea frutex, Hibiscus.
Althing, Iceland, 505,
Althorp, Lord, Spencer.
Altkirch, Rhin, Haul.
Altmeyer, Belgium, 3.

Allmuhl, Bavaria, 760.
Alto-Douro, Tras-os-Montes.
Alt-ofen. {Supp.)

Alton, Kng. {Supp.)

Alton, U.S. JlliMis, {Supp.)
Altoona, {Supp.)
AltOtting, Alten-otting.
Altoviscar, Navarre.
Altrincham, {Supp.)

All (r.), Transylvania.
Aluknunda (r.l, Ganges^ 614,
Aluta {r.), Danube.
Alva, Stirlingsfure, {Supp.)
Alvarado, {Supp.)
Alveolar abscess. Teeth, 331.
Alwen, Dee.
Alwur, {Supp.)

Al>'n, Dee, Flintshire.

Alz Ir.), Chiem-See.
Alzahan, Arabian Lang. ^

Lit., 348.
Amabaxa, Knffraria.
Amafengu, Kaffir.
Amak, Copenftagen.
Amalaswintha, Theodoric,
Amalgams, Gold {Supp.)
Amalthxa, Sibyl.

Amanitine, Fungi.
Amara (w//.\ Apefininet.
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Amarante, [Su^/>.)

Am.iranth bark, Mahogany,
Amasia, or Amasiayah. [Su//.]
Amatebelc tribe, Zambesi,
Zulu.

Amadveness, Phrenology, 514.
Amatrice, [Supp.

)

Amazon stone. Felspar.
Amazulu, Zulu.
Ambarec hemp, Hibiscus.
Ambato, [Supp.)
Amber {t.), {Supp.)
Amberbackin [vits.), Papua,

250.

Ambemon, Papua, 250.
Ambert, Puy-de-Dome.
Ambiguous middle. Fallacy.
Amblycephalus, Hop Froth-
Fly [SuPp.)

Ambo, Pulpit.
Amboyna wood, Kiahoucca.
Ambracia, Aria.
Ambrein, Avibergris.
Ambrette, Hibiscus.
Ambulance corps, War Ser-

vices [Supp.)
Ameland, Zuider Zee.
Amelia, [Supp.

)

Amenemha I., Egypt. 7S9.

Amenophis, Egypt, 790.
Amen Ra, Egypt, 7S7.

Ament, Ameuihes

.

Amenta! Alliance, Ajnentacecs.
Ajneri.i, Amelia [Supfi.)
American aloe, Agaz-e.
American blight, Aphis.
Ajneshaspenias,Zi7r(7^j-/i"r,36i.

Amhara, Abyssinia.
Amherst [i.], Magdalen Is.

Amherst province, Tenasserint.
Amia, ^Ind-fish {Sitpp.)

Amice, Vestments.
Amida, Diarbekr.
Amides, {Supp.)

\ Amiens cathedral, Gothic
Architecture, 26.

Amines, Organic Bases,
Amiot, A tnyot.

Amitemum, Aquila.
Amlwch, \Supp^)
Ammania vesicatoria, Lyth-

raceez.

Ammer, Bavaria.
Ammonis, Comua.,Ammonites.
Ammonium, Ammonia.
Ammonnoosuck (r.), IVhile

Moitntaijts.

Amoeba, Rhizopoda.
Amol, [Supp.)
Amorgos, Greece, 85.

Ampanam, Lombok.
Ampelideae, Vitaceis.

Amphiaraus, Oracle,
Amphipneusta, Respiration,

207, note.

Amphisbsenidac, Serpents, 626.

Amphiuma, [Supp.)
Amplexicaul, Leaves.
Am.T^'W3i\.\,Oomraiuutte[S7tpp.)

Amrita, Ambrosia.
Amru, Omar.
Amstelland, A insterdam.
Amu, Amu-Daria (r.), Ojcus.

Amun-Ra, A mmon.
Amur, A moor, Jifantchuria.

AmurathI.,II.,III.,IV., Ot-
toman Einp. 148.

Amumath, [Supp.)
Amygdalln, {Supp.)
Amyl, iSupp.)
Anabrace, Arabgir {Supp.)
Anacanths, MalaccpterygH.
Anacharsis Cloots, Cloots.

Anacletus, Pope, Roger If,
Anaconda, Boa, Pytlwn.
Anacostia [r.), iVashingion

City.

Anadir, Gulf of, Siberia, 702.

Anadoli, Anatolia.
Anxsihctics.Methylene[Supp.)
Anagni, (Supp.)
Anaima, Zoology, 357.
Anakalt, Coleroon.
Analache, Andes, 239.
Analytical Chemistry, Analy-

sis [in Cltem.).

Analytical machine, Calcu-
lating Machine.

Anam, Cochin China.
Anambas Islands, Rioinu.
Ananas, Pine-apple.
Anasarca, Dj-opsy.
Anastase, Titanium.
Anatidse, An,is.
Ancaste, [Supp.)
Ancenis, Loire-iu/irieure,

Anchises, JEneas.
Ancholme {r.l, Lincohishire.
Anclam, Ajiklam [Supp.)
Ancylus, Limncea.
Andalgala, Fuerte de Andal-
gala [Supp.)

Andegavum, Angers.
Andenne, {S?ipp.]

Anderab, [Sufip.

)

Andersonian University, An-
derson, yohft.

Andes [tnts.), Queensland,
Audkhuy, [Supp.)
Andoe, Lofodett.
Andran, Engraving, 69,

Andre, Loire,
Andrea Pisano^ Sculpture,

577-.
Andreianowsky Islands, Aleu-

tian Islands.
Andrews, St. America, 196.

Andria, [Supp.)
Androcides, Painting, 191.

Andromachus, Med., Hist. of.

Andromeda arborea, Sorrel
Tree.

Ajidros, [Supp.)
Andros, Ba/tamas.
Androscoggin (r.), Maine.
Androsphinx, Sphinx.
Andujar, Supp.
Anesorhiza Capensis, Umbel-

li/eree.

Aneurin, Welsh Lang. &* Lit.

135.
Anezo, P^avarre.
Anfora, A mphora.
Angara [r.], Yenisei^ Baikal.
Angaziya, Comoro Isles.

PkS\%'s\o\^nQXtiS,,Adenitis .Supp.)

Angeiology, Afiatomy, 227.

Angelica Salutatio, AveMaria.
Angelim, Partrtdge-wood.
Angein, A uglcs.

Angels, Bishop, 117.
Anghiari, {Sitpp.)

Angina pectoris. Heart,
Diseases of.

Angle, Trisection of. Quadra-
ture of the Circle.

Anglican Church, Anglo-
Catholic Church.

Anglin, Tndre.
Angomow, [Supp.)
Angoumois, France, 469.
Angra Pequena, Namaqua-

land.
Angri, [Supp.)
Angrivarii, Sajrons.
Angus, earls of, Stezvart
Family, 124.

Angustiura bark, Angostura
Ba rk.

Anhulvarra, RAjpoots.
AnhuKvar, Puttun [Supp.)
Anhydrides, {Supp.

)

Ani, Crotophaga.
Aniens (r.\ Tiber.

Anil, Indigo.
Aniline, Phenyl, [Supp.)
Aniline green, Dye-stuffs.
Aniline purple. Dye-stuffs.
Animal Kingdom, Animal,
An ime. Incensed,
Anio (n), Tiber.

Anion, Anode.
Anis [mt.), Puy, Le.
Aniseed cordial. Liqueur.
Aniva Bay, SahJialin.
Anjana, Marut.
Anjouan, Comoro Isles,

Anklam, {Supp.)
Annaberg, [SuPp.)
Annalee {r.), Cavan.
Annandale and Man, lords of,

Stezvart Family, 123.

Annat, Ann.
Annatom, Nezu Hebrides.
Annatto, A motto.
Annecy, Savoy, {Supp.)

Annesley {^.J, Massowah
{Supp.)

Annonay, {Supp.)
Annoneum or Annonlacum,
Annonay [Supp.)

Annos, Egypt, 789.
Annotta, Arnotto.
Annuities, Post-office Insur-
ance {Supp.)

Annulata, Worms, 279.
Annuloida, Radiata.
Annulosa, Worms, 27S.

Anomaly, Analogy.
Anona palustris. Razor-strop.
Anoplura, Parasita [Supp.)
Ansari, Persian Lang. &=

Lit. 427.
Ansbach, Anspach [Supp.)
Anscharius, Atisgar,
Anspach, {Supp.)
Anstruther, Ftfeshire.
Anta, Egypt, 787.
Antacids, [Supp.)
Antakieh, Antioch,
Antalo, Abyssinia.
AntanarangaPass, Andes, 238.

Anthea Cereus, Anemone,
Sea, 250, 251.

Anthelmintics, Vermifuges.
Antherjea, Silk and Silk-

-ivorm, 724.
Antherozoids, Phytozoa.
Anthochsera, Wattle-Bird.
Anthocyan, Blue.
Antholites, Trigonocarpon.
Anthomyia, Cabbage Fly,

Turnip Fly,
Anthonomus, Weevil.
Anthriscus, Chervil.
Anthropopathism, Anthropo-
morphism.

Antiburghers, U. P. Church,
645-

Anticara, Anteguera.
Antidorcas, Springbok.
Anti-federalists. RepitbUcan,

U.S. 655.
Antilia, Tortona.
Antiochia ad Sarum, Adana.
Antiochia ad Taurum, Ain-
Tab [Supp.)

Antipater, Stoics, 137,
Antipolis, Antibcs.
Anti-renters, Republican.
Antisana, Andes, 239, 240.
Antiscorbutic beer. Spruce,
Essence of.

Antispasmodics, Spasm.
Antjar, Upas,
Antlers, Ruminantia.

Anton [r.), Hampshire.
Antongil Bay, Bembatooka,
Antonia, yerusalem.
Antony [mt.), Ne-M York.
Antony ofPadua, Antonius,St.
Antony ofThebes, Antony, St.
Antrostomus, Whip-poor- Will.
Ant-thrush, Ant-catcher.
Antua, Az'eiro [Supp.)
Antuco, Andes, 239, 240.
Antunnacum, Ander7tach.
Anuka, Egypt, 787.
Anunghoy, Bocca Tigris.

Anupshuhur, [Supp.)
Anus, and its diseases, [Supp.)
Anus, Rectum.
Anvers, Antwerp.
Anwoth, Vitrtfied Forts.

Aonlaganj , ( Supp. 1

Aoudad, Sheep, 662.

Aounlah. Aonlaganj {Supp.)

Apa, Paraguay River.
Apateon pedestris, Arclugo-
saurus.

Apathin, [Supp.)

Apeiba, Tiliacecz.

Apeldom, [Supp.

)

Aperispermic, Albumen.
Apes, Nest-buildifig Apes

{Supp.)
Aphanite, Trap.
Aphasia, {Supp.)
Aphelandra, Acanthus.
Aphemia, Aphasia [Supp,)
Aphis-lions, Golden-eye Fly.
Aphonia, {Supp,)
Aphrodisia, Aphrodite.
Aphrodite, Sea Mouse.

• Apia, Upolu.
Apiine, Parsley.
Aplacental, Mam?nalia.

I Aplysia, Tectibranchiata.

I

Apolda, {Supp.)
,
Apolinapolis Magna, Edfou.
Apollonia, Cyrenaica.
Aponeuroticmembranes, Skele-

ton, 750.

A-posteriori, A-priori.
Apostoolists, ./J«<7^fZ/>^/j/j, 219.
Apparent distance, place.

Vision, 821.

Appellants, Unigenlttis, Bull.
Appendix vermiformis, Alt-

tnentary Canal.
Appin, A rgyleshire.

Apple [fnts. , Irkutsk.
Applecross Sound, Raasay.
Apples, oil of, Valerianic
Acid.

Appomattox {r^, James River,
Virginia.

Appreciation, Appraisers.
Apries, Egypt, 791.
Apt, Vaucluse.
Aptenodytes, Penguin.
Apuleius, Appuleins.
Apulum, Ca rlsburg.
Apurimac, Peru, 437.
Aqus Gratianse, Aix.
Pij\\ixV3ianQvi\x,Baden-Baden.
Aqux Sextise. Aix,
Aqua Ferentina, Marino

[Supp.)
Aqua-Sextise, battle of, Rome,

318.

Aqueduct, right of, Servitude.
Aquilina, Brake.
Aquilonia, Agnone {Supp.)
Aquis Granum, Aix-la-Clta-
pelle.

Arabah, Syria, Red Sea,
Arabgir, or Arabkir, [Supp.)
Arabian tea, Catha [Supp.

)

Aracthus, Arta.
Aracynthus, jEtolia.
Aradus, Phcenicia, 491.
Aragona, {Supp.)
Aragua, Cumana.
Araguay-Guaso, Pilcomayo.
Araguay-Mino, Pilcomayo.
Aramaic lang. Aramtza.
Araneiformes, Pylnogonid^s.
Arapey [r.\, Uruguay.
Arara, J^Iaca-w.

Aras, Armenia, Azerbijan.
Arausio, battle of, Rome, 318.
AraNOilli [mts.), [Supp.)
Araxes, Aras, Azerbijan.
Arba, Dominis, M. A. de.

Arber [mt.) Bavaria, 759.
Arbigny, Chizerots.

Arbil, Arbela.
Arbogastes, Valeniinianus.
Arbor Dianse, Amalgam.
Arborfelix, Eicitstadt.

Arce, {SuPp.)
Archaeology, Biblical, Biblical

A rchitology.

Archaiopteryx, Solenhqfen
Stone.

Archagathus. AgatJiocles,

Medicine, Hist. of.

Archambauld I. Bourhon.
Archbishop [is.), Bonin.
Archedemus, Stoics.

Archegonia, Vegetable Phy-
siology, Tyj.

Archer, Photography, 509.
Archil, Dye-stuffs.
Archilochian Verse, Archi-

lochtes.

Archimandrite, Greek Church,
87.

Arcidosso, {Supp. )

Arctostaphylos, A rbutus,

Arcubalest, A rbalest.

Arculfus, Adamnan {Supp.)

Arcus Senilis, {Supp.)
Ardakillin ;/.), Crannoges.
Ardebil, Azerbijan.
Ardila, Guadiana.
Ardish, Akhlat [Supp.)

Ardishir, Sassanid^.
Ardmeanach, Ross attd Crent-

ariy.

Ardnaree, Sligv.
7S1
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Ardoye, {Su/'P.)

Ard-Kigh, Irtiand,

Arccibo, (3"«/A)
Arcng, Gomuto.
Aremcoli, Scarahaida:

,

Arcnie beds, Silurian Rocks.
Arcnsburg, Oesel [Sup/.]

Argalus, J^isA'/cusf, 356.

Argns, Acarus.
Argilcs, Pyr^n/fs, Ilaittes*

Argcns(r.l, Var.
Argcnsola, Spanish Lang. &*

Lit, 30.

Argcnta, iSupp.')

Argentaro (mts.), Ailaititi.

Argcntau, Ornc.
Argcnlitc, Glance.
Arghel, Ar^el.
Argo, Argonauts.
Argos, A rgolis.

Argostoli, gulf of, Lt.vnri
[Snpp.)

Argoun, Antoor,
Argovic, Aargait.
Aj^enon, Cotcs-dtt'Nord.

Arguin, Bianco.
Argumcntutn, li^ild/otv!,

Argumentum ad hominem,
Fallacy.

Argun (r.), Siberia, 702.

Argyro Castro, Albania,
Arhatas, Jaituts.

Aria, Pyrus.
Ariana, Afghanistan,
Ariano, [Supp.

)

Aricari, A raca ri.

Arichat, Cape Breton.
Aricia, Rome^ 303.
Aricine, Quinia.
Aridacus, Alexander ike Ct.

Ariminum, Rivtini.

Ari5a ig. Invemcss'shire.
Arithmometer, Calculating
Machine.

Arizona, U. S., 647, (Su/p.)
Arjal, Transylvania.
Arlc-shcll, Arc.
Arktos and Arktus, l/rsa
Major.

Aries, Earnest.
Arlon, [Supp.)
Armagli, book of, Irish Lang.
Armed buUlicad, Pogge.
Armentiircs, [Supp^
Armidale, N'e^u South IFales.

Armigcr, Jisguire,

Arming-press, Book-binding.
Anuoric Hills, Cotes-tiu-Nord.
Armour-plates, [Snfip.)

Arms, Breech-loading Arms
iSupp.)

Army Hospital Corps, Sta^
Corps.

Army of Reserve, Reserve.
Arna, Amce.
Amald, of Urcscia, Arnold.
Amatto, A motto.
Amauts, A Ibania.
Amctte {>*.], Mazamet{Snpp.)
Arncy, Fennanagk.
Arnold, Abbot of Citeaux and
M ilo, A Ibigenses.

Arnold, General, Andri^ y.,

U. S., 654.
Amulph, Carloz'irtgians.

Arnut, Eartknut.
Aroc, Sltsvig.
Arokszallas, {Supp.]
Aromatics, \Supp.)
Aromatitcs, Gems, 664.

Aronia, Cratergus, Fyrtts.

Aroostook (r.), IVhite Moun-
tains.

Arosa {b.), Spain, 13.

Arpa (n), Aras,
Arra (r.), Tipperary,
Arracan, Aracait.
Arran Alowddy, Merioneth,
Arralz, Gers.

Arrhes, Diligence.
Arriegc, A rtege.

Arroo, Papua, ^$u
Arroux, Cote d'Or.
Arrow (/,), Sligo.
Arrow (r.), Herefordshire.
Arrow (r.J, Otago.
Arrow (r.j, Superior, Lake.
Arrow-headed, Cuneiform,
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Arrowsmitli, Moreion Bay.
Arrowsmith {*nt.), Wancou-

vet's Island.
Arru, Moluccas.
Arsinoc, Cyrenaiea,
Artabanus, Partkia.
Artamtis, iV'ood-sivallow.

Art and part, Accessary.
Arte Maggiore, Algebra.
Artcmisium, battle of, Them-

istoeles, Xerxes.
Artemon, Humanitarians.
Artemus Ward, Brotvn, C. F.

(Snpp.)
Arlereotomy, (Snpp.)
Arteries, diseases of, [Supp.)
Arteritis, Arteries, Dis. of

iSupp.) 403.
Arthropoda, ll^orms, 278.

Articles de Reims, Rheims.
Artificial Limbs, [Supp.)
Artificial Stone, Stone, Arti-
ficial.

Artillery (/.), Great Slave
Lake.

Artillery Company, Honour-
able, Volunteers.

Artillery, Royal Reg. of, War
Services (Supp.)

Artvin, (Supp.)
Aruba, Curafoa Is.

Arun (r.), S/tssex.

Arundel, Earls of, Ste^uart
Family, 121.

Aruns, Taryuinius.
Arva, Ava.
Arve (r.), Alfs, Rhone, Savoy.
Arx, Arce[Supp.)
Arzen, Algeria, \^z.

Arzignano, [SuPp.

)

Asagraia, Sabadilla,
Asben, AXr.
Ascaris trichiura, TricJwceph-

alus.

Ascella, RhizoPoda.
Asch, {Suf'p.)

Asciano, (Supp.)
Asclcpiades, race of, Aes-

culapius.
.\sclepias aclda, Soma.
Ascomycetes, Fungi.
Ascough, Askezu.
Asdrubal, llasdrubal.
Asfi, SaJTt.

Aseard, Scand. Myth. 525.
Asha, A rabian Lang. <Sh

Lit. 347.
Asharians, MoJtavttnedan

Sects [Supp.)
Ashbome or Ashbum, [Su^p.)
Ashdod, Azotus, Philistines,

Ashdown Forest, Sussex.
Ashera, Pharnieta, 494.
Ashkclon, A scalon.

Ashkoko, Cony, Daman.
Ash-leavcd maple, Negundo.
Ashley (n), Charleston.
Ashtabula, Ohio (Supp.

)

Ashtarolh, Philistines.
Asiago, (Supp.)
Asiento d'Ambato, Ambato

(Supp.)
Asinalunga, (Supp.)
Asinara (/.), Sardinia Is.

Askalon, Phoenicia, 492.
Asmannshauser. Rhine-'wine.
Asoca, (Supp^i
Asoka, Bttddhism, 404, In-

dia, 548.
Asola, [Supp.)
Asopus, Greece, 79.

Asow, Azov.
Asparagin, Solomon's Seal

(Supp.)
Asparagus Stone, Apatite.
Aspe, (Supp.)
Aspersed, Sem/.
Aspheron, Caspian Sea.
Asphyxiated shell, Stinkpot.
Asplenium, Lady Fern [Su/p.)

Aspro, Zingel.
Aspropotamo, AcJtelous.

Ass, Indian, Unicom,
Ass, Wild, Unicom.
Assafoctida, Asafcetida.
Assamar, Glucose.
Asse, Durance.
Asscr, Alfred.

Assessment, Rate.
Asshur, Assyria.
Assignees, Assigns.
Assinie, Ashanti.
A-isis, Sejant.
Associate Synod, U.F.Ch. 645.
Assonance, Rhinie.
Assumption, Tobago.
Astcha, Dehs.
Asteria Sapphires, Cortindum,
Asiharala, Egypt, 787.
Asthenia, Death.
Asthma, Heart, Diseases of.
Astigis, Ecija.
Aslley's New Pit, Dukinfield.
Astoria, Oregon.
Astragal, Gun.
Astragalus, Foot, 409.
Astrape, Torpedo.
Astric, Anastasius, St.

Astromyctes, Star-nose.
Astroni {/.), A^nano.
Asua (r.), Nile, Albert Ny-

anza, (Supp).
Aswins, SArya, Yama.
Aiabyris, Rlwdes.
Atacama Desert, Bolivia.
Atairo (mt.'f, Rhodes.
Atak, Indus.
Ataman, Hetntan.
Atax, Atuie.
Atbara (r. \ Nile, Adowa

(Supp.). Baker, SirS.{Supp.)
Atbo, Edfou.
Atchison, Kansas,
Atcssa, (Supp.)
Athalia spinarum, Savffy.
Atharvavcda, Veda, 728.

Athautf, Spain, 16.

Athclncy, Alfred.
Athene, Minerva.
Aihcnodorus, Stoics.

Atheroma, Arteries, Dis. of
{Supp.) 401.

Atherstone, (STtpp.)

Atherure, Porcupitte,
Atholc, Earls of, Stevjart
Family, 126.

Alhoihis, Egypt,j^%.
Athyrium. Lady Fern [Supp.)
Atina, Trcbizand.
Atlantic Telegraph, [Supp.)
Atlantidx, Africa, 60.

Atmeidan, Constantinople.
Atolls, Coral Islands.

Atom, Chemistry [Supp.), ^ti.

Atomic Weight, C/ietnistry

(Supp.) 461.
Atonement Controversy, U. P.
Church, 646.

Atri, [Supp.)
Atropia or Atropine, [Supp.)
Atrowli, (Supp.)
Atta, Ant, 283, 284.

Attains 1 1 1. Philometer,
Rome, 318.

Atiaran [r.), Tenesserim.
Attar of Roses, Otto [Supp.)

Atiihawmeg, Whitcfish.
Attock, Indus.
Au, Munich.
Aubagne, [Supp^
Aubenas, Ardeche.
Auberjine, Egg-plant.
Aiibcrlin, Pyrinies, Basses.
AubigniS, Lords of, Stewart

Family, 124.
Aubusson , Creuse.
Aucklandia, Putchuk.
Aufklamng, Pietists.

Aughnacloy, Tyrone.
Augicr, G. V. E. (Supp.)
Augst, Basel.
Augusta, London.
Augusta, Agosta (Supp.)
Augusta Vindclicorum, Augs-

burg.
Augustcnburg, Oldenburg.
Aii^stenburg, Prince Frede-

rick of, Slesvig.

Augustin L [Mexico), Iturhide
[Supp.)

Augustoduniun, Autun.
Augustowo, (Supp.)
Auldearn, Nairnshire.
Aulhgas (/.], Desaguadcro.
Aulne, Finistere.
Aulopolay, (Supp^

AuIostomid.x, Fistularidtt.
Aumalc, (Supp.)
Aumcry , A mbry.
Aunc, Dartmoor.
Aupa (r.), Bohemia, 189.
Auntngzib, AuruHnebe.
Aureole, the. Nimbus,
Auricle, Ear.
Auricles, Circulation.
Auriflamme, Oriflamme.
Auripolis, Ingolstadt.
Aurochs, Bison.
Aurora, Nrtv Hebrides.
Auspices, Auguries.
Ausserrhoden, Appcnzetl.
Austin Friars, Augustines.
Austin, John, (Supp.)
Austin, AIoscs, Texas.
Austin, Mrs %., (Supp.)
Australian copal. Kauri.
Australian dammer. Kauri.
Australian explorations, [Supp.

)

Austria, Germany {Supp?\
Authie, Pas-de-Calais.
Autliography, Lithography.
Autobiography, Biography.
Autochthones, Aborigines.
Autoclave, Digester.
Autumn, Seasons.
Aux Ccrfs (/. ), Seychelles Is.

Auxerre, (Supp.)
Auzon, Carpeniras.
Ava, empire of, Burtnah.
Avail of marriage, Wardhold-

ing.

Aval [is.), Bahrein Island.
Ava! Ion, [Supp.)
Avandale, Lords, Strtvart
Family, 123.

Avciro, (Supp.)
Avclla, [Supp.)
Avcn, Dartmoor.
Avens^ common, Geum.
Aventme Hill, Rome, 322.

Avenza, Carrara,
Avenzoar, J\fcdicine, Hist. of.

Avcrdupois, Avoirdupois.
Avcreest, Overyssel.
Avcrie, Indigo.
Avesnes, Nord.
Avezzano, [Supp.)
Avia, Galicia.

Avigliano, {Supp.)
Avignon berries, Buckthome.
Avilcs, Asturtas, (Supp.)
Avlona, Albania, Berat.
Avon [r.), Dartmoor.
Avon (r.), Linlithgow.
Avon (r. ), Nova Scotia.
Avoset, .Avocet.
Avranchcs, (Supp.

)

Award, Arbitration, 359.
Awe, A rgyleshire.

Awkward squad, Squad.
Ay, Moluccas.
Ayamonte, [Supp.)
Ayapana, Eupatorium.
Ayasaluk, Ephestis.
Aycotta, Cranganore.
Aylmcr (/.), Great Slave L.
Ayora, (Supp.)
Ayscough, Sir G. Ruyter.
Avion, Benuicksh ire.

Ayubite djmasty, Saladin.
Azarolc, Crat<rgus.

Ajazil, Mo/tammedanism.
Azimabad, [Supp.

)

Azim's Fort, Azimghur.
Azimuthal condensing light.

Light-house.
Azio, Actturn.
Azogud, Andes, 241.

Azote, Chemistry [Sitpp.), ^6-2,

Azrac!, Mo/utmmedanism.
Aztecs, Mexico.
Azua, [Supp.)

Azuaga, [Supp.)
Azuline, Dye-stuffs.
Azure Stone, Lapis Laztdi.
Azyms, Unleavened Bread.
Azzeddin, A rab. Lang. &*

Lit. 348.

Baalzcbub, Philistines.

Baasher (r.), Algoa Bay.
Baastaards, Griquas.
Baba, Mohammedan Sects

(Supp.)
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Babahan, Fars.
Babahoyo, Guayaquil.
Eabee, Bawbee.
Babegan, Persia, 422.

Babi, Sumatra.
Babine [/.}, Coiuinbia, British.

Babul, Acacia.
Eabur, Baber.
Babwyan {:.), Philippine Is.

Bacchantes, Bacchus, 602.

Bacchiglione (7-.), Ajisiria,

Vicenza.
Bacchus-wine, Najcos.

Bachelors' buttons, Ramtn-
cultts.

Bachilolr.), Magdala[Supp.)
' Backing the field,' Horse-

racing, 428.

Backplate, Breastplate.
Backstays, Rigging.
Back-water, Water-power, 94.
' Backwaters,' Ghauts.
Bacolor, [Supp.)
Bacon beetle, Clavicortiis.

Baconiana, Ana.
Bacs Canal, Zombor.
Bactra, Bactria.
Bacup, {Supp.)
Eadarka, [Supp.)

Baden, Germany [Siipp. ), 535
Badenoch, Lords of, Gordon
Family, 8.

Bael, Aurantiacees.
Bael, Blul.
Baetica, Andalusia, Spain, z$.

Baflfa, Bassa.
Bagaria, (Supp.)
Bagenalstown, CarLnu*
Baggit, Salmon, 446.
Bagheria, BagaTia [S7ipp.')

Eaghistan, Behistun.
Bagirmi, Beghanni.
Bagna-Cavallo, {Supp.)
Bagni di Lucca, {Supp.)

Bagno a RipoH, {Supp.)
Bagnol, Muscatel.
Bagiiolo, {S7ipp.)

Bagradas ir.), Tunis.
Bahar, [Sii^p.)

Bahia, Cotton, 26S.

Bahour, PondicJierTy.

Bahr-el-Abiad, Nile.
Bahr-el-A^sirad, Abyssinia,

Nile.
Bahr-el-Azrek, Nile.

Bahr-el-Gazal, Nile.
Bahr-el-Merj (/.\ Damasats.
Bahr-Jusuf, M<eris {/.)

Bahr Loot, Dead Sea.
Baiern, Bavaria.
Bailey, Sam. {Supp.)

Bailie, Bailiff.

Bailment, {Supp.)
Bailments, Cojitract.

Bails, Cricket.

Bain, Telegraphy 3401
Bain, A. {Supp.)

Bainbridge, Down.
Baiocco, Bajocco.

Bairam, Bciram.
Baise {r.), Garonne, Gers.

Bait-fishing, Angling, 257.

Eaitool, {Sj/pp.)

Bajada de Santa F^, Enire
Rios.

Bajan, Bejan.
Bajazet L, IL, OttomatiEm-
pire, 148.

Bajjerkeit, Pangolin.
Bajmak, [Supp.)

Bajra, Ajmeer.
Bakar, Buccari [Supp.)

Baker {mt. ), Washington {ter.

)

Baker, Sir S. W. (^h/A)
Bakhtegan {I.), Fars, Persia,

420.
Baki, Turh. Lang. &> Lit.

Bakwains, Betjuans.
Bal, Bally.
Bala beds, Caradoc Sandstone.
Balachiam, Cochin-China.
Balaghat districts, {Supp. )

Balais, Balay.
Balao, Transylvaitia.
Balance-sheet, Book-keeping.
Balaninus, Wecznl.

Balanites Egi^ptiaca, Ainy-
ridacecF.

Balanophora and Ealanophor-
aceas, RhizantliecE.

Balasinore, {Supp.)

Balas ruby, Spinel.

Ealasore, Cuttack.
Balassa-Gyarmat, Gyannat-
Balassa {Supp.

)

Balbriggan, Dublin.
Balcarres and Crawford, Earl

of, Lindsay Family {Supp.)
Balcony of PugUa, Minervino.
Bald Buzzard. Osprey,
Baldjik, Baltschik.
Ealdur, Balder.
Baldwin L, IL, Byzattiine
Empire, 471.

Baleen, IV/uzle, 150.

Ealgay Hill, Dundee.
Balira (r.), Andorra.
Balkash (/.), Semipalatinsk.
'2,iA\2sa%;xc\\,Bulubgtirh{Supp.)

\

Ballater, Dee.
j

Eallinderry (?-.), Cookstow?i,
Tyrone.

\

Ballista, Balista.

Ballon d'Alsace, Vosgcs Mts.
Ballon de Guebwiller, Vosges
Mts.

Eallota nigra, Horehound.
Bally, Bali.
Eallymahon, Longford,
Ballymote, Book of, Irish
La?tg.

Balotra, {Supp.)
Baloum tree, Pcstacia.

Ealquidder, Pert/ishire.

Balsam apple, Momordica.
Ealsamo, Giuseppe, Cagliosiro.

Baltic cod. Dorse.
Ealtinglass, Wicklow.
Ealveny, Banffshire.
Balverda, Balsward [Supp.)

Bamboroughshire, Shire.
Bammia, Hibiscus,
Bampura, [Supp.

)

Banana {is.). Sierra Leone,
Banas, {Supp.

)

Banawaram, [S?ipp.)

Banca, Sumatra.
Banchory-Teman, Dee.
Eanda, Bundelcitnd.
Eandajan, {Supp.

)

Bandaleer, Baiuloleer.

Banded sea-snake, Hydrids.
Ban de la Roche, Oberlin.

Eanderillas, Bull-fight.

Bandiat, Charente.
Bandikai, Hibiscus.
Bandon, {Supp.)
Bangor, U.S. Penobscot.
Banian, Banyan.
Banjer (n), Banjennassin.
Eanjoemas, {Supp.)
Eanjoewangi, Java. {Supp.),
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Banjouvangy, Banyuwangy.
Bank-notes, Greenbacks

{Supp.)
Bank's Strait, Melville.

Bann (r.), Antrim, Coleraine,

Neagh{l.).
Bann, Upper [r.], Doivn.
Bannatyne Club, Roxb. Club.

Bannocks, Bread.
Banquette, Covert Way.
Banshee, Benshie.
Banswarra, {Supp.)

Banting, Obesity.

Banza, Congo, San Salvador
{Supp.)

Eaphia, Camwood.
Bara, Kordofan.
Barabras, Nubia.
Earada (n), Syria.
Bara-Isa, Niger.
Earamula, Cashmere.
Earamula Pass, Jhetum.
Barante, French Lang.
Bara try. Barratry.
Baratynski, Russian Lang. ^^
Lit,

Barb, Horse, 424.
Barbacena, {Supp.)

Barbadoes leg, {Supp.)
Barbadoes nuts. Physic A'ut,

Barbarea, Rocket.
Barbarette, Ruatan.
Barberry root, Dye-stuffs.

Barbet, Poodle.
Barbezieux, Charcfite.
Earcellona and Pozzo di Gotto,

{Supp.)
Barcelona, Cuinana.
Barcelona nuts, Hazel,
Barclay, Dr John, {Supp,)
Bardi, {Supp.)
Bardits, Bard.
Bardon Hill, Leicestershire.

Bardsey Isle, Cardigan Bay.
Earebones Parliament, RumP
Parliament.

Earga, {Supp. )

EargaPass, (Supp.)

Eargander, Barnacle Goose.

Ear-gemel, Barr.
Eargusin, Baikal.
Bariatinsky, SItamyl.
Earisan {mts.), Sumatra.
Barium, Bart.
Bark, Barque.
Barkhusen, Hermann, Reyn-
ard tlie Fox.

Barking, {Supp.)
Barking marmot, Prairie Dog.
Barkingsquirrel, Prairie Dog.
Bark-speeler, Creeper.
Barlaam, Hesyc/tasts.

Barle, Exe.
Bar-le-duc, Meuse.
Barley midge, Cecidomyia,
Barmouth Bay, Merioneth.
Barnaul, Altai Mts. {Supp.)

Barnburner, Republican.
Barnes, Rev. W. [Stipp.)

Barnes, Thomas, Times, The.

Earnet, battle of, Richard III.

Barnum, P. T. {Supp.)
Baroach, {Supp.)

Barouche, Coach.
Earquesimeto, {Supp.)

Barr, Bar,
Barracks, War Services

{Supp.)
Barraconda, Gambia.
Earraconda, Sphyr^nidiS.
Earrada, Datnascus.
Earra Rlansa, {Supp.)

Barrancas, Mexico.
Barras, Directory.
Barrasters, Ba rristers.

Earretry, Barratry.
Earrington Isle, Galapagos Is.

Barrow, Kildare, Queen's
County.

Barrow {i.), Barrow-i}t-Fur-
ness {Supp. )

Earrow-in-Fumess, {Supp.

)

Barrulet, Barr.
Ears, Barsch.
Ears Khotan, Baras Khotun.
Ear-sur-Omain, Bar-le-Duc.
Bart, Jean, Barth.
Barthelemy, A. M. [Supp.)

Barton beds, BagsJwt Beds,
Barwon (r.), Victoria. 7S5.

Bar^'gaza, Baroach {Supp.)

Easantganj, {Sttpp.)

Easento (r.), Basiento.

Eashee {is.), Philippine Is.

Bashee {r.), Tembtt.

Bashkirs, Turks.
Basic water. Salts.

Basil ia, Basel.

Basilius X., II., Bytani. Emp.
471.

Basle, Basel.
Easoche, Bazocke.
Basrah, Bassora.
Bass, Base.
Bass, Bast.
Eass, Don.
Passadore, Basidoh.
Tassein, Pegu.
I'asselin, Olivier, Vaudeville,

Eassenthwaite Water, Cum-
brian J^Its.

Basses-Alpes, Alpes, Basses.

Basseterre, Christoplter^s, St.

Eassic acid, Stearic Acid.
Eassorin, Mucilage.
Fastan, Navarre.
liastard, Parent and Child.

Bastard cedar, Chittagong
Wood {Supp.)

Bastard croup, Thyinus Gland.

Bastard guava, Eugenia.

Eastei {tnt). Saxony, 513.

Easto, Quadrille.
Eatabano, Cid)a.

Bataf, Moldavia.
Batansea, Bashan.
Eatanen {;'.), Philippine Is.

Eatanla, Papua, 251.

Batham, Exe.
Bathang, Tibet,

Bath-metal, Alloy.
Bathy, Satnos.
Batjan, Moluccas.
Batley, De^vsbuty.
Batoom, or Eatoum, Batuvt.
Battery, Bunsen's, &c., Gal~
vanism, 599, 600.

Battiferri, Laura, Aimnanate.
Battle of the Spurs, Gui7:egate.

Battock {mt.), Kincardine-
shire.

Batii {i,), Sumatra.
Eatua root, Cissampelos,
Eatu Khan, Russia, 384.
Batz, Bas.
Baucis, Philemon.
Baud, {Supp.)
Eaudrick, Baldrick.
Bauge, Jllaine-et-Loire.

Bauge, subterranean lakes of.

Savoy.
Eauld Cape, Newfoundland,
Baulk, Billiards.
Baume-les-Dames, Daubs.
Eaupettah, {Supp.)
Bautzen, Lusatia.
Bavaria, Germany {Supp.)
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Bay, Floors.
Bayad, Egypt, 7S6.

Bayamo, [Supp.)
Bayard of India, Outram.
Bayard of the French army,
Oudinot.

Bayberry, Catuileberry.

Bayem, Bavaria.
Bayezeed, Bayazid.
Bay-laurel, Clurry-laurel.
Bay of Ail Saints, Bahia.
Bay of Islands, N. Zealand.
Bayonet exercise. Fencing,

2S5.

Bay rum, Spirit.

Bay-stall, Bay-windoiv.
Eaiaar, Bazar.
Beachy Head, battle of. Tour-

ville.

Beacons, Lighting of Bea-
cons, dr'c. {Supp.)

Bead tree, Meliace^,
Beaked whale, Bottle/tead.

Eealtainn, Belteiti.

Bear [L), Bantry Bay, Cork.
Bearberrj', A rbutus.

Beard, use of. Hair, 189.

Bearded griffin, or vulture,

Lammergeier.
Beardie, Loac/u
Bear's paw, Clatn.
lieas, Chenab.
Beatification, Saints.
Beaufins, Apple.
Eeaulieu, Beivdley.
Eeauly, Invemess'Skire,
Beaumaris Shark, Porbeagle.
Beaune, C6te d'Or,
Beaupreau, Maine-et-Loire.
Beauregard, P. G. T. [Supp.)

Eeauvoir, Visor.

Beaver rats, Hydromys,
Becard, Salmon, 449.
Bee d'Oie, Dolphin.
Bechena, Dcllys {Supp.)

Eechuanas, Betjuans.
Becquc. Beaked.
Becse, New and Old, {Supp.)

Becuna, SphyrcEnida.
Bedan-ambran, A rgyleshire.

Bedc, Bead.
Bede, Beda.
Bedehouse, Boad.
Bedesman. Bead.
Bedford, Dukes of, Russell,

House of.

Bednore, {Supp.)
Bed-sores, {Supp.

)

Beebeeru, Bebeeru, Green-
heart.

Bee-bread, Bee, 800.
783
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Beech-drops, Cancer Roct.
liccchmast, Beech.

Ik-cf-wood, Casunrina.
licckanccr, JUkanir \Supp.

)

liccmah, Caiburga,
BcLT. AU, Barley.
Bccroo, Biru.
Beet coffee, Beet-root Su^ar

(Su/p.)
Bcet-ruot sugar, {6"«//.)

Beci-spirit, Beet-root Sus^ar

Befort, Belfort.
' Beggars, TKc,' Cueujr[Su/>p.)
Beggars of the Sea, ll'iliium.

Prince ofOrange.
Begging Hermits. Augnsthtes.
Bcghards, Beguines.
Bcglcrbeg, Beg.
Bego (r.), Theiss.

Bcgultx, Begnines.
Behar. Bahar {Supp.)
Bchbchan, Fars.
Bchring's Island, Bekring's

Strait.
Beigcrland. Beyeriand,
Beilcos. Begkos.
Bei-kul, Baikal.
BciUinc, Beltein.

Beirut, Beyrout.
Beii-al-Haram, Beit.

BcilclMaa, Daphtti.
Bcith, Ayrshire.
Bcit-Iaham, Bethlehem.
Bcitool, Baitool 'Supp.)
Beit Ullah, Mecca.
Bcja, Alemtejo.
Bel, Baal.
Bclccni, Greeuhenrt.
Belcni, Para.
Belfast, U.S. Penobscot.

Belfast (/.), Dir.vn.

Belize, Balize.
Bcljuritf, {Supp.)
Bdl, Melville, Shorthand, Ogy
licllac, Vienne, Haute.
BcUagio, Como (/.).

Bell animalcules, or Bcll-nowcr
animalcules, Vorticellidtr.

Bcllano (/.), Como {I.).

Bcllary , Balaghat (Supp.
)

Bcllay, J. dn. Bonsard.
Bell-bird, Honey-eater.

Bcllcnz, Bellinzona.
Belleville, {Supp.)
Bcllcvue, Jo7va.

Bellino, Bandit.
Bellotto, Bernardo, Canaletto.
Bellows, Blowing-machines

{Supp.)
Bclluno, Duke of, Victor.
Bcllur, {Supp.)
Bel-lush, Assyria.
liclly [r.], Saskatchewan,
Bellyache, Colic.

Bcl-mcrodach, Assyria.
Bcloit, {Supp.)
Bclpasso, {Supp.)
Bclper, Derbyshire, {Supp.)
Eelsazar, Belshazzar.
Beltane, Beltein,

Bcltidum, Rosary.
Bcllurbct, Cavan.
Bclu, Amherst.
Beluchis, Sittde.

Bclud-el-Jcrid, Barbary,
Tunis.

Beluga, Dolphin.
Beliika (w/.J, Altai Mts.

{Supp.)
Belus, Baal, Dido.
Bcn-a-Main, Banffshire.
Bcnarty, Kinross-shire.
r.cn-avcnna, Daventry.
Benavente, {Supp.)
Ecnclach.orBenclcugh, Clack-
mannanshire.

Ben Creach, Argyleshire.
Ben Cruachan, Grampians.
Bender, Gombroon.
Benedetto Odescatchi, Inno-
cent XI.

Benedict, Jules, (5w//.)
I'cnedict Biicop. [SuPp.)
Benedict XIII., Pope, Schism,

Western.
Ecnet Cnllcgc, Corpus Christi.
Bengal Fire; Red, Strontium.
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Bengal Hemp, Sunn.
Bengal Light, Pyrotechny,
Benghazi, T'ripoli.

Bengics, India, 539.
Bern, Bolii'ia.

Beni, Madeira.
Ben i -Hassan , Necro^lis.
Ben Ima, Argyleshire.
Benjamin tree, Benzoin.
Bcn-jenima, Malta.
Ben Klibert. Sutherland.
Ben Lomond, Tasmania, 306.

Ben Lui, Tay,
Ben More, Grampians.
Ben More in Assynt, Suther-
land.

Bcnmore Head, Fair Head.
Bcn-na-buird, Aberdeenshire,
Bcnnc, Niger.
Bcnncar, Cantire.
Bennington, Vermont.
Ben Rinncs, Banffshire.
Bensart (/.), Tunis,
Ben Starvie, F.tive.

Bentang, Eriodendron.
V>*ti\yc\\x\\<^, Dumbartonshire.
Ben Wyvis, Ross &* Crom-
a rty.

Bcn-y-Gloe, Glentilt,

Bcnzerla, Bizerta,
Benzine, Benzole.
Benzoin odoriferum, Allspice.

Pienzoyle, Benzile.

Bcpiir, {Supp.)
Bcrat, Albania.
Bcraun, Mohiau.

Somali land.
Dye-stuffs,
Barbary.
{Supp.)

Supple yack,

Berbers,
Bcrbcrin,

Berbers,
Berceto,
Berchemia,

[Supp.)
Bcre, Barley, Bear.
Bcrengaria, Richard I.

Bcrcsina (r,), Dnieper, Vilno.
Bcreydah, Wahabis, 41.

Berezina [r.], Beresina.
Berezov, Beresoff.
Bcrga, iSupp.)
Bergamah, Pergamus, '

Bergedorf, {Supp.)
Bcrgcroncttc. Wagtail.
Berghcn, Mons.
Bcrg-mclil, Animalcule, 270.

Berg-Zabcrn, Zabertt.

Beri, {Sitpp.)

Berkeley's theory of vision,

Vision, 820^825.
Berkhamsiead. Great, [Supp.)

Berlin Decree, Continental
System, Orders in Council.

Berlin-work. Embroidery.
Bcrmudcz. Geronimo, Spanish
Lang. &' Eit. 20.

Bema, Bertii.

Bernalda, {Supp.)
Bernard, Claude, {Supp.)

Bernard, Richard, Sabbath,
402.

Bernardin Pass, Alps.
Bernay, {Supp.)
Berne, Bern.
Bernese Oberland, Bern.
Bcrncsga, Leon.
Bcmhard, St. Abelard.
Bernia, Berni.
Berniclc, Barnacle.
Bcrnslorff. Christian VII.
Bcroo, Birti.

Bcrolhai, Beyrout.
Berou {r.), Borneo.
Bcrrc, I'Etang dc, RJidne.
Bcrri, Berry.
Berry-bearing alder. Buck-

thorn,
Berthelot, Satire.
Bertinoro, {Supp.

)

Bcrtrandde Born. Troubadour.
Bcrubium, Duncansby Head.
Ber\'ie, Kincardineshire.
Bervies, Haddock.
Berylus, Beyrout, Phanicia.
Bes, Saugor {Supp.)
Bcsanty Cross, Besants,
Bcsscgcs, {Supp.

)

Bessenova, {Supp.)
Bcssi, Sen'ia, 630.
Bessus, Alexander tfte Great,

Bestushev, Rus.Lang.&* Lit.
Betanzos, Coruna.
Betcin, Bethel.
Betel-nut palm, Areca.
Bclhcsda, Caemarz>onshire.
Bethlchemitc Order, Cross,
Order of.

Bcthlcm Gabor. {Supp.)
Bcthune, Cardinal, Beaton.
Bethunc. Pas-d«-Calais.
Betlk, Beiick.
Belle, Betel.

Bctony, Stachys.
Betula, Birch, 103.

Bctulincx, Betulacear.

Betwa {r.), fumna.
Beukcis, Beukelzoon.
Beust, F. F. F. von, {Supp.)
Beuthcn, {Supp.)
Bey, Beg.
Bey-Kcme {r.), Yenisei.

Bey-pore, Bepur {Supp.)
Bezant, Roundle.
Bezant argent, Plate.
Bczant^c, Bezants.
Bczdan, {Supp.)
Bcziers, Albigenses.
Bezoar-stoncs, Coprolifes.

Bhabhur, Cotton Grass,
Bhadarsa, {Supp.)
Bhadri (r.), Bellur {Supp.)
Bhageerclte (r.), Bhadrinnth.
Bhaghircti (n), Ganges, 614.

Bhagruttcc (r.), Burluimporc
{Supp.)

Bhagrutti (r.), Ganges, 615.
Bhagul, Bagul.
Bhamo {r.), Irrawadi.
Bhampnra, Batnpura {Sufp.)
Bliaruch, Baroach {Supp.)
Bhatgong, [Supp.)
Bhals, India, 539.
BhavSnl, UmA.
Bhccl, India, 539.
Bhel, Bael.
Bhcwannce, Bhtnvan {Supp.)
Bhilsa, Bilsa {Supp.)
Bhojpur, {Supp.

)

Bhovnni-Kudar, Bkaz'ani-
Kudar.

Bhowan, {Supp.)
Bhugcisiir, Allahabad.
Bhuji, {Supp.)
Bia(n), Ob.
Biafo glacier, Tibet,

Bialogrod, Akjennann,
Bialy, Bialystok.
Biana, {Supp.\
Bianson (r,), Var.
Bibawan, Atlas Mt.
Bible Christians, Methodists.
Bible Communists, Perfection-

ists {Supp.)
Biborate of soda, Borax.
Bibractc, Autun.
Biceps muscle. Hand, 223.

Bichacz, Bihach.
Bichir, Polypterus.
Bicker, Beaker.
Bidouze, Pyrinies, Basses.

Biela (r.), Bohemia, 189.
Biclaga, Sturgeon.
Biclaia {r.), Timur, Ufa.
Bieloc, Novgorod.
Biclstein, BielshShle.

Bievre, Seine.
Bigahpur, {Supp.)
Bighorn, Argali, Sheep, 662.

Big Laurel, Magnolia.
Bignollcs, Alpes, Basses.
Big Sandy River, Tennessee.
Big Vermilion (r.), Wabash.
Bihar, {Supp.)
Bijapore, (.Supp.)

Bijawur. {Supp.

)

Eiji, Bhuji {Supp.)
Bijnour, {Supp.)
Bijuga (1.), Bissagos.
Bikshu, Buddhism^ 407.
Bila. Bilin.
Bilbilis, Calatayud.
Bilharzia, Trematoda,
Biling, Re/ortnation, 159.

Bilious Fever, TyPhus and
Typhoid Fevers. 615.

|

Bill-book. Book-keeping, 327. 1

Bill of Pains and Penalties,

Bill 0/Attainder. i

Bill of Portland, Portland Is.
Bille. Denmark.
liillows Falls, Vermont.
Bills (in park.), Parliament,

388.

Bilsa, {Supp.)
Bimah, Kistna, {Supp.)
Bimo, Sutnbaiva,
Bindlocs (1.), Galapagos Is,

Bingcrloch, Bingen.
Bingol-su, Aras.
Blnncn, liay of, Amboyna.
Binny, Barbel.
Binondo, {Supp.)
Binue, Benue.
Biomeborg, [Supp.)
Bipinnate, Leaves.
Birbhoom, Beerbhoom,
Birch. Samuel, {Supp.)
Birch-oil, Birch, 104.
Birch-tar, Birch, J04.

Bird {/.|, America, 194,
Bird (/.), Chaos Islands,
)ilrd-mltc, Epizoa,
Bireh-jik, Bir.

Biren, Biron.
Bir-es-seba, Beersheba,
Birclum, Vestments.
Birgiis, Purse-crab.
Biribi, Rouge-et-noir,
Birkenfeld. Oldenburg.
Birket-cl-Kerun, Morris, L.
Birket-cI-Mariult, Mareotis,
Birlaw, Byrlaiv.

Birs Nimrud, Pyramid^ 31.

Birth, Berth.
Yi'is:iri0.^r,Bisulnuggur[SuPP.)
Bisccglie, {Supp

)

Biscoc's Range, Graham's
Land.

Bi>cuit root, Quamash.
Biserta (/.), Tunis.
Blshari, Africa, 69, Nubia.
Bishop-Wearmouth, Sunder-

land.
Bishop-weed, Gout-weed.
}iismark-Schoenhausen,(5'«//.}
Bissayas, Philippine Islands.
Bisulnupgur, {Supp.)
Bisulphide of carbon, Sul-
phur, 200.

Bisulpur, {Supp.)
Bisutun, Behisiun.
Biswamintri, Baroda.
Bitemale, Leaves,
Bitlis {r.), Tigris.
Bitolia, Monnstir.
Bilo-trce, Hajilij.

Bittaclc, Binnacle.
Bittcnfcid, H.von, {Supp.)
Bitter apple, Colocynth.
Bitter cucumber, Colocynt/t,

Bitter (/.), Suez. Suez [Supp.)
Bitter liquid, Bittern,
Bitter of senna, Cathariine.
BhtcT Walters,, Mineral Waters.
Bjelbog, Slaves.
Black (/'.), Ross &> Cromarty.
Black (/.), Polynesia.
Black {mt.\ Montenegro.
Black (r.), Jamaica.
Black \r,), Mississippi.
Black \r.\, Niger.
Blackadder {r ), Benvickshire.
Black-ash, Soda, 799.
Blackbine, Buckivheat.
Blackbird, Moor, Ring Ouzel.
Blackburn, {Supp.)
Black Country, IVest Brom-

tvich.

Black cumin. Cockle.

Black Death,thc recent, (.S*////.)

Black Down, Mendip Hills.
Black draught. Magnesium,
Senna,

Black-eyed pea, Dolichos,
Blackfish, Tautog.
Black gram, Kianey-bean.
Black goose. Brent Goose.
Black grouse. Blackcock.
Black Hawk War. U.S. 657.
Black helmet, Cameo.
P.lack lark, Dumfriesshire.
Black leg. Black Quarter,
Black locust. Honey Locust

Tree.

Black oak. Quercitron,
Black orang, Chimpanzee,
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Blackpool, [Sitpp.

)

Black Russia, Lithuania.
Black saltwort, Glaux,
Black Saturday, Ferthy Five
A rticles of.

Black-shouldcred hawk, Ela-
net.

Black spald. Black Quarter.
Black squitch, Bent Grass.
Blackstairs [int.), Wexford.
Blackstone \r.), Woonsocket.
Black tang, Wrack.
Black Town, Bombay.
Black varnish tree, ^lelanor-

rkcca.

Black vomit, Veiiow FeTer.
Black vulture. Carrion Crozv.

Blackwater, Essex.
Blackwater, Overyssel.
Black whale, Caaing Whale.
Blackwood, Rose^vood,
Blad-el-Djerid, Algeria, 138.

Eladenoch (r. ), Wigtozvn.
Blair-Drummond, Bog.
Blanch Town, South Aus-

tralia.

Blankenstein, Blankenburg.
Blanquette, Sprat.
Blanquilla, Antilles.
Blantyre, Lord, Stewart
Family, 126.

Blasquets, Kerry.
Blastema, Cells, 706.

Blau [r.], Ulm.
Blauw, Blaeu.
Blavia, Blaye.
Blaze, Brash.
Blazing star, Melanthaceee.
Bleeding, Venesection.
Bleiberg, Bleiback.
Bleking, Carlscrona.
Blelham (/. ), Windermere.
Blemmyes, Nubia.
Blench holding, Blanch.
Blennorrhagia, Gonorrhcca,

iSnpp.)
Bleone, Durayice,
Blera, Gravina.
Blessington, Earls of, Stewart
Family, 126.

Bleu de Paris, Dye-stuffs.
Blewfields, Nicaragua.
B Iimbing, Cara tntola

.

Blind Bay, Nelson [Snpp.)
Blindheim, Blenheim.
Blind rat, Mole-rat.
Blister copper. Electro-incial-
lurgy [Supp. )

Blistering agents, Vesicants.
Blistering paste, Cantharis.
Bloaters, Herring-Jishery

, 347.
Bloem Fontein, Orange
River Free State.

Blonde, Chantilly.
Blood-feud, Vendetta.
Blood-letting, Venesection.
Blood-striking, Black Quarter.
Blood-worm, Alidge.
Bloody Council of the Nether-

lands, Alba.
Bloody urine. Red Water.
Blooms, Iron, 636.
Blossom, Floiver.

Blower, Spinfting, 46.

Blowing Cave, Virginia.
Blowing-machines, {Supp.)
Bluebell, Harebell.
Blue-bottle, Centaurea.
Bluebreast, Bluethroat.
Blue-cheeked honey-eater.

Blue-eye.

Bluefish, {Supp.)
Blue gum, Tasmania, 307.
Blue light, Bengal Light.
Blue-light Federalist, Repub-

lican.

Blue Mull Sound. Yell.

Blue wren, Malitrtts,

Blundeville, Veterinary Medi-
cine.

Boarding, Board.
Board of Green Cloth, Sttriu-

ard 0/ the Household,
Toatbill, [Supp.)
Boat-fish, Dory.
Boat-tail, Quiscalus.

Boavista, Cape Verd Islands.
Bobstays, Rigging.
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Boca Coquito, Atrato.
Boca del Drago, Dragon's
Mouth.

Bocland, Bockland.
Boco, Capo, Sicily, 704.
Bode(n), Bielshohle.

Bode, Barons de, [Supp.)
Bodjong, Samarang.
Bodrog [r.), Theiss.
Boehmeria, [Supp.)
Boel, Engraving, 6g.

Bog [r.], Bug.
Bogdo-lama, Lantaism,
Bogdshe-Adassi, Tencdos.
Boghaz, Samos.
Boghead coal, Torbanehill
Mineral.

Boghra {iuts,), Cork.
Bogles, Goblins.
Bog orchis, Bryophylluni

{Supp.)
Bogue, Bocca Tigris.

Bohemian Deists, Abraham-
ites.

Bohemian glass, Casstus,
Purple of.

Bohmerwald, Bohemia, i8g.

Bohodukhov, Bogodottkhov.
Boidse, Boa.
Boiling-point, Tlunnometer,

403-
EoisdaIe(/.l, Uist.

Bois de Chj-pre, Cordiacece,

Elm.
Boissonade. J. F. {Supp.)
Boium, Doris,
Bojahs, Nubia.
Bojana [r. ), Scutari.
Bokel, Benkelzoon.
Bola, Hibiscus.

Boldu, MonimiacecE.
Boli, [Supp.)
Bolivar, New Grenada.
Boll, Lettuce.
Bolor-tag imts.), Turkestan,

583-
Bolsec, Jerome, Calvzn, 526.

Bolsward, (Supp.)
Bolswert, Engraving, 6g.

Bolt-bar, Lace.
Bolton, Captain, Signals.
Boly, Boli {Supp.)
Bomarsund, Ala?id Is.

Bombay duck, Bummaloti.
Bombelli, Algebra.
Bomb-ketch. Bomb-z>essel,

Bombus, Humble-bee.
Bombycidx, Silk d^ Silk-

ivonn, 723.
Bombycilla, Wax-wing.
Bom Jardim, {Supp.)

Bon, Cape, Africa, 66. Tunis.

Bona Bona, Bola Bola.

Bonacca, Bay Is., Ruatan.
Bonaccio, Algebra.
Bon Air, Buen Ayre.
Bonaparte, He de, Reunion.
Bona Vista, Neivfoundland.
Bonchcrie process, Wood-
preserving.

Bond of presentation, Cau-
tion, yudicial.

Bonduc, Guilandina.
Bone-bed, Lias.
Bone-cave, Kent's Cavern

{Supp.)
Bone-earth, Bone-ash.
Bonelli, Telegraph, 340.
Bone-oil, I'ar.

Boness, Borrowstounness.
Bonhard, Bonyhad [Supp.)

Boniface (governor of Africa),

Rome, 321, Valefitinianus.

Eonillo, [Supp.)
Bonington, Painting, 196.

Bonmahon, Waterford.
Bonnet, Fortification, 441*
Bonnet {r.), Leitrim.
Bonnet limpets, Calyptraa.
Bonnet-piece, Niimismatics, 5.

Bonneville, Savoy.
Bonniton Linn. Clyde.
Bonny, Niger.
Bonplandia, Angostura Bark.
Bonte Quagga, Damu.
Bony, Boni.
Bonyhad, [Supp.)
Boobialla, Tasmania, 308.

Book-madness, Bibliomania.
Book of Sports, Sports.Book of.

Book scorpion, C//t'/y/i*r[.S«//,)

B jok-society, Book'club.
Buolak, Boulac.
Bool-work, Buhl-work.
Boomkin, Butnkin.
Boondce, Bundi [Supp,)

Bootan, Bhotan.
Booth, John Wilkes, Seivard,

644, l/.S- 661.

Bootikin, Boot,
Boots, Shoes.
Booty, IVar Services {Supp.)
Bora, Alps.
Bora Bora, Bola Bola.
Bora-dagh {mts.), Albania.
Bora Samba, {Supp.)
Borate of lime, Hayesine.
Borcette, Burtscheid.
Bordeu, Anatomy, 227.
Border 'Heraldry), Bordure.
Bordoe, Faroe Isles.

Bordone, Ambrogiotto, Giotto.

Bore, Bristol C/uittnel,Hang-
Chow-Foo.

Boreal crown, Aurora.
Borecole, Kale.
Borer, Hag.
Eorgetto, {Supp.)
Borgholm, (Eland.
Borgomanero, {Supp.

)

Borgonone, Painting, 195.

Borgo San Donino, {Supp).
Borgotaro, [Supp.)
Borlazzo, Isco [I.)

Bormida, Po.
Borne, Bourbonne-les-Bains.
Borocalcite, Hayesifie.
Borofsk, Boroz'sk.

Boroihme, Brian Boroilune,
Borovitchi, {Supp.)
Borrowdale, Keszvick.
liort, Diamond,
Borysthenes, Dnieper.
Borzna, {Supp.)
Bos, Jufigly Gau [Supp.)
Bos Arnee, A mee.
Bos brachyceros, Zamouse.
Bosch Vark, Wart-hog.
Bosco Reale, {Supp.)

Boshes, Blast Futftace.

Bosjesman's (r.), Bushman's
River.

Bosna (r.), Turkey, 586.

Bosok, Anatolia, 227.

Bosporus, Kertch.
Boston Port Bill, U. S. 653.
Boszormeny, Haiditcks [Sttpp.)

Botany Bay Kino, Eucalyptus.
Botaurus, Bitter^i.

Bothriocephalidae, Tapezvorm,
290.

Botley Hill, Dotvns, Surrey.
Botrophis actaeoides, Actaa.
Botskay, TraJisylvania.
Botta, Buccino,
Botticelli, Engraving, ()^,

Bottlehead, Dolphin.
Bottle-nosed whale, Bottle-

liead.

Bouched, Gun.
Boucher, Engraving, 70.

Boucicault, D. {Supp.)
Boudroum, Boodroom.
Boufarik, {Supp.)
Boulac, Boolak.
Boulton, Matthew, Watt.
Bound, Dr Nicolas, Sabbath,

402.

Bounty, mutiny of, Bligh, W.
Bourbon rArchambau!t,.^///<:r.

Bourbon-Vendt^e, Napoleon-
Vendee [Supp.)

Bourg, Ai7i, Ardeche.
Bourganeuf, Creuse.
Bourgeois, Type, 607.

Boursa, Broussa.
Bourun, Boodroon.
Boussac, Creuse.
Bout-du-monde, Cascade of.

Savoy.
Bouvardia, {Supp.)

Bouza, Abyssinia, Beer.
Bovele, Rhinoceros.
Bovey coal, Brozun Coal.
Bovillas, Marino {Supp.)

B<*w \r.)j Saskatchewan.

Bow-chaser, Chase.
Bowen, Queensland.
Bowfell, Westmoreland.
Bowman's root, Gillenia.

Bow-window, Bay-windoiv.
Bow-wow theory. Onoma-

topoeia.

Box-tortoises, Chelotiia.

Boyaca, New Grenada.
Boyana (r,), Bosnia.
Boyar, Boj'ar.

Boyce, Boece.
Boyle, Plain of, Roscommon.
Boyne, Banffshij-e.

Boyne {r.), Queensland.
Bozrah, Edont.
Brabourne, Sabbath, 402.
Bracadale {/.), Skye.
Brachiale, Brassarts.
Brachionus dorcas. Rotatoria.
Brachirus, Sole.

Brachycephalae, Skull, 760.
Brach-y-Pwll, Cardigafi Bay.
Bracken, Brake.
Bracklesham beds, BagsJwt
Beds.

Bracks. Braxy.
Bractea, bracteoles, bractlets.

Bract.
Braddon, RL E. {Supp.)
Braeriach [mt.). Dee.
Bragan9a, Braganza.
Bragg, General, U.S. 660.

Brahe [r.], Vistula.
Brahmadundu oil, Curuku Oil

{Supp.)
Brahmanas, Veda, 723.
Brahmany kite. Erne.
Brahmin, Brahman.
Brahminy bull. Zebu.
Braid, Mr, Animal Magnet-

ism, 268.

Eraik, Braxy.
Brailoff, Brahilov.
Brain, diseases of. Brain, 304.
Brain-fever, Brain, 304, Ty-
phus ajid Typhoid Fevers,

Brake, Flax-dressing.
Brama Raii, Chcstodontidie.

Brambanam, Indian Archi-
tecture,

Eramber, Rape of, Sussex.
Brancher, Falconry, 228.

Branchise, Gills {Supp.)
Branchiostegal rays, FisJus,

353-
Brancursme, Acanthus.
Brandano, Basilicata.
Brandon {mt.), Kilkeniiy.
Brandt, Stmensee.
Brandywine, Pennsylvania.
Branccki, Targowitz.
Branks, Mumps.
Branning, Leather.
Bras d'Or, Nova Scotia.
Brass instruments. Wind
Instrumen ts.

Brasso, Cronstadt.
Brass soldering. Brazing.
Brassy, Bib.
Bratfish, Chub.
Brathay (n), Windermere.
ilrattocks. Eider.
Brava, Cape Verd Islands,
Bray, Wicklow, [Supp.)
Bray, Mrs A. E. {Supp.)
Braze'lein, Brazil Nuts.
Brazil cabbage, [Sitpp.)

Brazilian eagle, Eagle Hawk,
Brazilian plum. Hog Plum.
Brazilian tea, Gervas.
Brazil pine, Araucaria,
Erda, Montenegro.
Bread, unfermented, Unfer-
fnented Bread.

Bread, unleavened, Unlea-
vefud Bread.

Breadalbane, PertJtshire.

Bread-nut, Cozv Tree.
Bread-plants, Cerealia,
Bread-root, Psoralea.
Bread-tree, Zamia,
Bread-trees, Caffer Bread.
Break-bone fever. Dengue.
Breakspeare. Nicolas, Adrian,
Breast-wheel, Water-power.<^^.
Brechan,Gulfof, Corrirvrekin,

785
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Brcckcnridgcjohn C. l/.S.6sB.

Brecknock, iirecon.

Brcdon Hills, iyorccstershitr.

Brecch-Ioading arms, (Sufip.)

BrecK, Bot.

Brege, Dannie.
Brcnoii Laws, Irish Lang,
Brcmbo, Bergamo.
Brenner Pass, {Su/p.)
Brcnia, Aitstria,
Brcnl h.imacic, BaniacltGcose,
Brcntclla, Cittadella.

Brent goose, BarttacU Goose.

Brcssiiirc, Sevres, Deux,
Bressumer, Breastsntnvter,
Brcitircn of Sociai Life, the
Common Lot, or of Good
Will, Brotherftoads, Relig.

Brethren of the Sword, Teu-
tonic Knights.

Brctwalda, Anglo-Saxofis,i6i.
Brcvcn (w/. ), duinwuni.
Brevet, War Services [Supp,)
Brevier, Type, 607.
Brczow,-!, (Supp.

)

Brian^on chalk, Steatite.

Brian^on manna, Larch.
Bride, St. Bridget, St.

Bridge of boats, Bridge, Milit.
Bridges, suspension, Suspen-

sion Bridges.
Bridgetown, Barhadoes.
BritlRctown, Toines.
Bridle. Briel, Holland, South.
Bricnne-Napolcon, Jirienne-

le-Cli&teau.

Brierly Hill, {Supp.)
Brieve, Breve,
Bricy, Moselle.
Brigach, Danube.
"Rr^gCfGland/ord Brigg{Supp.)
Bright, Sir Charles, Tele-
graph, 335.

Brighthclmstonc, Brighton.
Brigitte, Bridget.
Brihucga, battle of, Vendome.
Brill, the, Briel.

Brilliant, Type, Coy.

Brilliants, Diamond,
Brimstone Hill, Christo-
pher's, St.

Brinjal, Egg-plant

.

Brioude, Loire. Haute.
Brisbane, Moreton Bay.
Brisbane [r.), Queensland,
Brisif, Brizure.
Bristol, Rhode Island.
Bristol Bay, Alaska.
Bristol brass. Alloy.
Erisures, Abatetnent.
Britannia metal, {Supp.")

British America, America,
British.

British Channel, English
Channel.

British Columbia, Canada
(^«M). 448.

Britons, Celtic Nations.
Britzschka, Coach.
Brivas, Brioude.
Brive, Correze.
Brixham, {Supp.)
Brixham Cave, Torquay.
Briz^, Brizure.
Broach, Baroach {Sup^.)

Broad Bay, Lrwts-ivith-
Harris.

Broad Church, England and
Ireland, Church of,

Broadford, Skye.
Broadstairs, Thanet.
Broadstone, Cromlech.
Broadway Hill, Coteswold.
Broang Pass, Burenda Tass

{Supp.)
Brochc, Broach.
Brochel Castle, Raasay.
Brock, Badger.
Brock. General, U.S, 656.
Brocket, Stag.
Broglic, Seven Year^ War,

636.

Brogue, Brog.
Broken Bay, Hawkcsbury,
Bromhcrg, Posen.
Bromsgrove, [Supp,)
Brom n s, Bronte-grass,
Bronchocele, Throat,
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Bronzed skin disease, Supra-
renal Capsules.

Bronzite, Diallage,
Brooks, C. Shirley, {Supp.)
Brookwecd, FimpemeL
Broom-com, {Supp.

)

Brora (r.), Sutlterland.

Brosimum, Bread-nut,
Brosmius, Torsk.
Brosna (r.), Shantwn.
Brothers of Christian Schools,

Schools, Brotlurs 0/ Chris-
tian.

Brothock, A rbroath.
Brougham, Coach.
Brouwer, Bratnver.
Brow-ague, Hemicrania.
Brown, Chas. Foster, [Supp,)
Brown, John, Sabbath, 402.
Brown imt.), Columbia, Brit-

ish, Rocky Alountains.
Brown Bess, Rifled Arms.
Brown hemp. Sunn.
Brown ptarmigan, Moor/o^vl.
Brown University, Rhode Is.

Hroyc , Freibttrg.

Brshesiny, (Supp.)
Bruck, Brugg.
Brude, Ticts.

Bruggcmann, Hans, Carving.
Bruhma, Brahma.
Bruise, [Supp.)
I'niiscrs, Crushers.
Brum, Gomuto.
Brummagem, Birmingham.
Brun, Burnley.
Bruna (r.), Castiglion^, L. of.

Brunai {r.), Borneo.
Bnmanburgh, battle of, Scot-

land, 556.
Brundisium, Brirulisi.

Brunjukc, Broussa.
Brusa, Bithynia.
Bruschc (r.), Strasbourg.
Brush turkey, Talegalla.
Brussa, Anatolia, 227.
Brussels-point, Lace.
Bruttians, Rome, 314,
Bryanilcs, Methodists.
Iirygc-bol, Trinoda necessitas.

Bryhcr, Scilly Islands.
nryophyllum, {Supp.

)

Bubastis, Egypt. 787.
Bub.astis agria, Belbeys..

Bubble-shells. Bulla.
Bubucle, Wlielk.

Buccari, {Sup^.)
Buccinari {i.), Caprera{Supp.)
Bucco, Atellana;.
Buceros, Hontbill.
Buchan, Earls of, Sie^vart
Family, 126.

Buchan Deeps, Buc^tan-Ness.
Bucinaric Islands, Bonifacio,
Strait of.

Buck, Fallow Deer.
Buck-eye, Horse-chesnui.
Bucket fever, Dengue.
Buck ie, Banffshire.
Buckie, Whelk.
Bucking, Bleaching, 148.
Buckingham, Duke of, Rich-
ard III.

Buckland, F. T. {Supp.)
Bucksport, Penobscot.
Bucktails, Republican.
Buczacz, {Supp.)
Budaon, or Uudayoon, {Supp.)
Budd, Dr William, Typhus
and 'Typhoid Ffve?-s, 614,

Buddhism, Ceylon, 738.
Buddie, Tin, 448.
Budc, Guil., BudiTus,
Budhanuh, {Supp.)
Budissin, Bautzen.
Budj ak , Bessarabia.
Budukhshan. BadakJislutn.
Budytes, Wagtail.
Buech, Durance.
Bucna Vista, battle of, Taylor,
Zadtary, U.S. 658.

Buffalo (r.), Kaffraria^ Brit-
ish, Natal.

Buffalo-fish, Chatodontidtr.
Buffcl-headed duck, Garrot.
Buffo, {Supp.)
Bufo and Butonidx, Toatl.

Bugio, Desertas.

Bugis, Borneo.
Bugle horn, Hunting Horn.
Buhre.ich, {Su/>p.)

Buik [r.), Kisiienau [Supp.)
Builth, Brecknockshire.
Buiicnzorg, Java [Supp.), 579.
lUikharcst, Bucharest.
Bukharia, Little, Turkestan,

585.

Bukkc Fiord, CartnSe.
Bukkur. [Supp.)
Bulgarians, Cathari.
Bulge. Bilge.
Bulibani, Bondou,
P>ull, sacred. Zebu.
nulla, Seal.
Bullae, (Supp.)
Bullas, {Su/'P.)
Bullion bar, Glass.

Bullock's h<:an,Ci4StardApple.
Bull of the bog. Bittern.
Bull Run. l/.S 659.

Bull Run (mts.), V'irginia.

Bull's mouth. Cameo.
Bully-tree, Bullet-tree.

Bulrampur. {Supp.)
Bulsar, (Supp.)
Bultistan, Tibet.

Bulubgurh, {Supp.)
Bum-bailiff, Bound-bailiff.
Bum-bee, Humble-bee.
Bunas, Battas [Supp.)
Buncrana, Swilly, Loch.
Bundclcund Hills, India, 537.
Bundcmcer. Fars.
Bunder Abbas, Gombroon.
Bungarus, Bongar.
Bungay, {Supp.)
Bunion, iSuppA
Bunker's Hill, Boston.
Bunsen-buruer, Warming, &*c.

Eunzlau, [Supp.)
Buoyancy, Hydrostatics. 490.
Buoys, Lighting of Beacons,

&^c. [Supp.)
Bur.ada, Barrada,
Eurass. {Supp.)
Burburet, Bay Islands.
Burdckin (r.), Queensland.
Bureaucracy, Bureau.
Bu-Rcgrcb [r.), Rabat.
Burcncla Pass, [Supp.)
Burcng, [Supp.)
Burette, Volumetric Analysis.
Burg, Femern.
Burg, Leyden.
Burg, burgh. Berg.
Burg-bot, Trinoda necessitas.

Burghaz, Burgas.
Burghcad, Elginshire.
Burgher, Burgess.
Burgher Synod, U,P. Church,

645.
Burgh-Mousa, Mousa {Supp.)
Burhamporc, (Supp.)
Burliaunpur, (Stipp.)

liuriats, Siberia, 703.
Burins, Chizerots.
Burke, R. O'Hara, Austra-
lian Explorations (Supp.),

410.

Burke and Hare, Anatomy.
Burlaw, Byrlaw.
Eurlcr, Woollen and Worsted
Manufactures, 265.

Burlington, Iowa.
Biirnoosc, Beduins.
Bums, Rev. Jabcz, [Supp.)
Burnside, General, Richmond,

U.S. 660.

Burnuggur, (Supp.)
Burr, Aaron, U.S. 655, 656.
Eurra, South Australia.
Bursche, University, 664.
Eurslcm, Stoke-upon- Trent.
Burlah, Mango Fish.
Burton, Henry, Sabbath, 402.
Burton, Rich. Fr. {Supp.)
Bum, Moluccas.
Burunhcm, Buranhem.
BurwcU, Erie, Lake.
Busaquino. Busachino.
Buseiito, Cosenza.
Bush (n), Antrim.
Bush-cat, Serval.
Bush-cow, Zatnouse.
Bushuhr, Abusliehr.
Bush-hog, Hog.

Bush-key, Tortu-as.
Busiris, PyramU, 30.
Bussahir, (Supp.)
Bussora, Bassora.
Buslianfoul, Rheumatism.
Busto-Arsizio, [Supp.

)

Bute, Earls and Marquises oi,

Steivart Family, 124.
Buico, Buzzard.
Butera, (Supp.)
Butler, Ben. F. {Supp.)
Butom, Beuthen {Supp.)
Butt, Leatfier.

Butier-and-tallow tree, Penta-
desma, Talloiv Tree.

Butter bur, Tussilago.
Butter-nuts, Caryocar.
Buitcs [mt.]. Sierra Nevaiia.
Button snakeroot, Eryngo.
Butty gangs, Railways, 88.

Byzacium, Barbary.
Bzcwieski, Targowitz.

Caama, Kaama.
Cabades, Sassauidce.
Cabbayc-lrcc, Andira.
Otbcza del Buey, (Supp.)
Caboolture, Moreton Bay.
Cabotsviilc, Chicopee {Supp.)
Oibrcc, ProMg-horn.
Cabrera, Cabral.
Cabriolet, Coach.
Cabrit, Prong-horn.
Cacolet, Ambulance.
Cadaburi (r.), Rio Negro.
Cadamba, [Supp.)
Cad-bait, Caddice.
Cadcr Fromwcn, Denbigh-

shire.

Cadesia, battle of, SassanidiC.
Cadge, Falconry, 229.

Cad valonga , Ca tbalogan.
Calebs, Chaffinch.
C-clentcrata, Radiata.
Cxiian Hill, Rome, 322.

Caer-Gwcnt, Winchester.
Caer-Sciont, Caernarvon.
Cxsarca Augusta, Saragassa

{Supf.)
Cacsarion, Cleopatra.
Ca:sium, Rubidium.
Cxsius, Blaeu.
Cacstus, Cestus.
Caete, CafUi^ (Supp.)
C3h<5te, (Supp.)
Caiman, Alligator.
Cainites, Cain.
Ca i rngorm, A berdeenshire,

Banffshire, Grampians.
Caimharrow, Kirkcudbright.
Caimsmorc, Kirkcmibright

.

Cairntoul, Aberdeenshire.
Cairo, Illinois.

Caite (r.), Bragan^a.
Caitluiess, Earls of, Sinclair
Family.

Caivano, (Supp.)
Cajctan, Boniface, Pope.
Calabar bean, iSupp.)

Calacalla, Chili.

Caladium, Brazil Cabbage
(Supp.)

Calah, Assyria.
Calappa, Cocoa-nut.
Calascibetta, {Supp.)

Calaveras, mammoth trees of,

Wellingtonia.
Calavon, Durance.
Calbc, Kalbe
Calcireous alabaster, Calc-

sinter,

Calcraft, Executioner.
Calc-spar, Calcareous Spar.
Calc-tuff, Calcareous Tufa.
Caldccot, Monmouth.
Calder, Colne.
Caldcra, Chili, Volcanoes.
Calderoon, battle of, Seiint /,

Caldetas, Caldas.
Caldew. Carlisle.

Caldwell, C. Phrenology, 512.

Caledonians, Celtic Nations.
Calela, Casacalenda.
Calcpinc Lexicon, Facciolati.

Calf of Man, Man, Isle of.

Calico bush, Kalmia.
Calidris, Sauderling.
Californian vulture. Condor.
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Caligus, Fish-louse, 356.

Caliope {r.), Queensland, 56.

Calisaya bark, Cinc/tona.
Calixtus III. Borgia.
Calla, [S2c/>/>.)

Callan, Armagh, Kilkenny.
Callan, Mount, Clare.
Callcedra wood, Fiijidersia.

Callernish, {Sn^p.)
Calloma, El Dorado.
Gallon, Sculpture, 577.
Calmont Creek, Sierra Leone.
Calmont {r. ), Mayenne,
Calocephalus, Seal.

Calonyction bona nox, Belle
de Ntdt.

Caloo-sa-hatchee, O-kee-choo-

bee.

Calore, Benevento.
Callabellota, (Supp.)
Caltagirone, Calatagirone.
Caltaro, Dalmatia.
Caltavuturo, [Supp.)
Calvert.Raisley, IVordswortk.
Calvi, Corsica.
Calvinistic churches. Reformed

Churches.
CaKv, [Supp.)
Camaieu gris, Manuscripts.
Caraassia, Quamash.
Cambo, Pyrenees, Basses.
Cambodia (V.), Cochin China.
Camboj a, Cambodia

.

Camboose, Caboose,
Camden, [Supp.)
Camden Fort, Coymici.
Camden Society, Rox. Club.
Camel (r. ), Cornwall.
Camerlengo, Carditial.
Camille, Cordeliers.

Camirus, Rlwdes.
Camoira, {Supp.)
Camowen (n), Tyrone.
Campanella Cape, Capri.
Campanha, [Supp.

)

Campeador, Cid Cajupeador.
Campelophilus, Woodpecker.
Camp fever. Typhus, 615.

Camphilene, Campliene.
Campinas, Rio Grande do

Sul, [Supp.)
Campine, Belgiutn, 1, Ghecl.
Campo Felice, Italy.

Camulodunum, AIalto7i.

Canaan, Pluenicia, 490—491.
Canada, [Supp.)

Canada Creek, West, Trenton
Falls.

Canadian boat-song, Ottawa.
Canadian hemp, ApocynacetE,
Dogbane.

Canadian rice, Cerealia, Rice.
Canale', Canaletto.
Canandaigua, {Supp.)
Canandaigua(/,),^/wy7^f^n«a.
Canarese language, Tamil.
Canatix, Felanitche [Supp.)
Cancer, chimney - sweepers',

Soot.

Cancer of the stomach.
Stomach.

Cancer of the womb, Womb,
Diseases, ^t'c. 0/ the, 252.

Canche, Pas-de-Calais.
Cancroma, Boatbill [Supp).
Cancrum oris, Mouth, [Supp.)
Candela, [Supp.)
Candle-fish, [Sttpp.)

Cane straw or trash, Bagasse.
Can ha, Estremadura.
Canicula, Sirius.

Canje, Guiana, British,

132.

Canker, Mouths
Canna, Canea.
Cannacese, Marattiaceee.
Cannon, Billiards, 98.
Cannon, lVar-ser:'ices [Supp.)

Cannon bone, Ruminantia.
Cannor (/. }, Cra?inoges, 305.
Canobus, Canopus.
Canon, Type, 607.

Canonisation, Saints.

Canons, Regular Canons.
Canque, Ca?ig.

Canso, Troubadour.
Caniabria, Basque Provinces.
Canlago, Costa Rica.

Canterbury, Archbishop of,

A rchbishop.

Cantharides plaster. Vesicants.
Cantharus, Scarabtxus.
Cantliver. Cantaliver.
Can to , R Jmpsodists.

Canto Fermo, Plaittsong.

Canto [r.), Bayamo [Sttpp.)

Cant-timbers, Shipbuilding,
684.

Cantu, Canturio.
Canvas (in painting). Paint-

ing, 147.
Canvas-back duck. Pochard.
Caouana nlivacea. Turtle,

Capac (Manco, Huayna, &c.),

Peru, 438.
Capana, Monte della, Elba.
Cape ash, Meliaceee.
Cape Cod Bay, Massachusetts
Bay.

Cape Fear River, Carolina, N.
Cape guevei, Klecne Boc

[Supp.)
CapeofGoodHope,/'rt;*?/i7,250.

Cape sheep. Albatross.
Capitation grant, Volunteers.
Capitation tax, Ricliard II.

Capitolium, Rome, 308.

Cap la Rocca, Portugal.
Capnio, Rertchlin.

Cap of dignity, Maintenance,
Cap of.

CapoUim, Cherry.
Cappoquin, U'ater/o7'd.

Capra, Capella.
Capreolus, Roe.
Caprera, {Supp.)
Caproic acid, [Supp.)
Caprus, Boar-Jish.
Caprylic acid, Capric Acid

[Supp.)
Capsella, Sltepherds Purse.
Capsular, ' Ligaments.
Capulets& Montagues, {SuJ>p.)

Caqueta, yapura.
Carabineers, Carbineers.
Carabost, Skye.
Caraccioli, Alfonso V. 0/
A ragon.

Caracol, Guayaquil.
Caradoc, Welsh Lang. &= Lit.

136.

Caradrina, Willcnv-moth.
Caramania, Ka?-aman.
Carambole, Billiards.

Caranaiba Palm, Carnahuba
Palm.

Carapano, Cumana.
Carapata, Tick.

Carausius, Saxojis.
Caravals, Ribbonism, White-

boy.

Carbides, [Supp^
Carbo-hydrates, Vegetable

Chemistry, 732.
Carbolic acid, {Supp.)
Carbonates, Carbonic Acid.
Carburets, Carbides [Supp.)
Carcaso, Carcassone.
Carcavela, Rattlesnake.
Cardener [r.), Cardona.
Carder, Woollen and Worsted
Manufactures, 265.

Carders, Ribbonism.
Cardigan B. Pr. Edward Is.

Cardinal (beverage). Bis/tap

(beverage).

Cardinal de Lugo's powder,
Cincfwna

.

Cardiospermum, Sapindacens.
Cardonet, Manresa [Supp,]
Carduchi, Dr^cses, Kurdistan,
Carduelis spinus. Aberdevine.
Caremaia Passage, Billiton.

Caretta, Tortoisc^Jtell, Turtle.
Carham Burn, Border.
Caribou, Reindeer.
Caribs, Christopher's, St,

Caricinese, Cyperaces.
Caricsof the teeth. Teeth, 330.
Carigliano, Muscatel,
Carina, Papilionacea.
Caripe, [Supp.)

Carisbrooke Castle, Wight,
Isle of,

Carjacou, Cariacou.
Carle Sunday, Care Sunday,

Carlingford Bay, Down.
Carlingford {nits.), Louth.
Carlisle, U.S. [Supp.)
Carlisle Bay, Barbadoes.
CarlOman , Carlovingians.
Carlos, San, [Supp.)
Carlshamn, {Supp.)
Carlsten, Sweden, 237.

Carlyle Fort, Convict.
Carmania, Kerman,
Carmathians, Karmathians

[Sufip.)^

Carminatives, Narcotics.
Carnarvon, Earl of, iSupp.)
Carnedd-Llewelyn (/«/.), 6'?i£'7y-

do}i.

Carnsore Point, Wexford.
Carolina catchfly, Dioneea.
Carolina parrot, Macaw.
Carolina rail. Crake.
Caroni, Orinoco.
Carora, [Supp.)
Carouge, [Supp.

)

Carpal bones. Hand, 222.

Carpat, Carpathian Alts.

Carpathos, Scarpanto.
Carpi, Transylvattia.
Carpophore, UmbellifercE.
Carr, Viscount Rochester,
Overbury, Sir T.

Carran-tual, Magillycuddy
Reeks.

Carrapato, [Supp.)
Carrara - water. Aerated

Waters.
Carrera, Rafael, Guatemala.
Carriacou, Grenadines,
Carnck, Ayrshire.
Carrick-beg, Water/ord.
Carrick Road, Corjiwall.
Carrion-bird, fny.
Carrot-fly, Carrot.
Carroting, Fur.
Carrying-trade, Carriers.
Carson City, Nevada.
Carson's [r.), Wasliae.
Cart, Black (n), Renf}'ew.
Cart, White (r.), Renfrew.
Carte, Fencing, 283.
Carter, Dr, Parasitic Diseases.
Carter Fell, Clieviot Hills,

Carthamus, Safflower.
Carthusian Powder, Kennes
Mineral.

Carton-pierre, Papier-mache.
Cartridge, Snider, Breech-
loading Ar7ns [Supp,), 438.

Carum, Caraway.
Carvin-Epinoy, {Supp.)
Caryll, Crail.
Carystos, Eubxa.
Cascade [mts.), Oregon.
Cascade City, Washington

Territory.
Caselli, Telegraph, 340.
Cashan [7nts.), Transvaal Re-
public.

Cash-book, Book-keeping, 227
Cashen, Kerry.
Casherbox, Glass, 779.
Cashmere (town), SerinagJir.

Casia, (^7///.)

Cask-bridge, Bridge, Milit.

Caskets (Rocks), Aldemey.
Casmarynchus, Bell-hlrd.

Cassada bread. Manioc.
Cassia, oil of, Cinnamic Ac.

[Supp.)
Cassidana, [SuPp. )

Cassiripe, Casareep.
Cassis, Currant.
Cassis, Helmei-shell [Supp.)
Cassiterite, Tin, 448.

Cassowary tree, Casuayina,
Cassumunar, Ginger.
Castalian Spring, Castrl.

Castanum, Chesnnt.
Castanulas, Castanets.
Castel, Ch&rieau,

Castello, Monte-Catini.
Castello, Lago di, Aibano,
Castelnau, Peter of, Albi-

genses.
Castel Nuova, Manduria.
Castel St. Angelo, Tomb.
Casliglione, {Supp.)
Castine, Penobscot.

Castle Blayney, Monaghan.

Castlecomer, Kilkenny.
Castlederg, Tyrone.
Castle Douglas, Kirkcud-

brightshire.

Castle Harbour, Bermudas.
Casilemilk, Stuarts of, Ste^U'
art Family, 125.

Castlerea, Roscommon.
Castlereagh (r. ), Darling.
C.istlestuart, Lords and Earls

of, Stewart Family, 123,
Castleton, Dundalk.
Castri, Delphi.
Castro, Chiloe.
Catacaustic, Caustic.
Cataract [mts.], U.S. 649.
Cat Bells, Derwentwater.
Cat Castle, Cat.
Catechist, Catechism.
Catesby, R. Gunpowder Plot.
Cat-fall, Cat [shipboard].

Catfish (r.). Four Lakes.
Cat-fish, Wolf-fish.
Calha, {Supp.)
Catharinea, Prunes.
Cat-harpings, Cat [shipboard).
Cathartes, Vulture.
Cat-head, Cat {shipboard).

Catharine wheels, Pyrotechny.
Catherine Archipelago, Aleu-

tian Islands.
Catholic rent, Roman Cath.
Emancipation

.

Cat-hook, Cat {shipboard).

Ca.t{i.), Baltamas, Guanaliaui.
Catlaw, Forfarshire.
Cat's-foot, Cudweed.
Cat's gold. Mica.
Cat shark, Ccstracion.
Cat Stane, Standing Stones.
Cat's silver. Mica.
Catsup, Ketchup.
Cat thyme, Germander,
Cattle-plague. [Supp.)

Catwater, Plymouth Sound.
Cauci, Wicklow.
Caudal artery. Aorta.
Caura, Ori?ioco.

Causality, Phrenology, 517.

Cauterets, Pyrenees, Hautcs.
Cautery, Bleedittg, 152.

Caux [mts. ), Seine-Inft'rieure,

Cavado (r.), Entre D. eMinho.
Cavaillon, Vaucluse.
Cavarzere, [Supp.)
Cave Hill. Belfast,
Cavendish, Tobacco, 463.
Caverns, Caves.
Cavour (town), Cavor.
Cawdor, Nairnshire.
Cawsand Bay, Plymouth
SoJtnd.

Cayambc, Andes, 239.
Cayo Hueso, Key West.
Cayos, Caicos.

Cazanare, Boyaca.
Cazas, Turkey, 587.
Cazique, Cacique.
Cedar, bastard, Toojt.

Cedar of Goa, Cypress.

Cedar, white and red. Idea
{Supp.)

Cedre la angustifolia, A IIi-

aceous Plants.
Cedrela Toona, Toon,
Cedron, SimarubacetE.
Cefalonia, Ccphalonia.
Cefola, Sofala.
Ceglie, {-S-7.//.)

Ceirog, Dee.
Celandine, Lesser,i?rtKK«c«/wx.

Celeriac, Celery.

Celestial Mountains, Thian-
Shan.

Cell, Grecian Architecture, 77.
Cellular plants, Spiral Vessels.

Celtic Society, Rox. Club.

Celts' pipes, Tobacco-pipes.

Cement, Teeth, 327.

Cemeteries, SatUtary Science
{Supp.), T2-1..

Cenchrese, Connth.
Cenchris, Trigonocephalus.
Ceneda, [Supp.)

Cenis [mt.) Tunnel, Tunnel,
Compressed Air - engine
[Supp.)

Ccntaurine, Centaury.
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Centeics, Tenrec,
Centime, Cent.

Ccnincr, Ton.
Central America, America^

194. 205.

CenlHscus, Trumpet-jfish,

Ccntrolophus, Blackfisk.

Centropomus, Sea-f'ikf.

Ccntunalors, Magdtbur^
Centurifs.

Ceos, Greece, 85.

Ccphalopus, Jmpaon {Su^PX
kUene B0c{Suf>p.)

Ccphalothorax, Spider.

Ccphissus, Attiea, Beeotia,

Orcfwmenos.
Ccphus, Rotche.
Ccphiis pygmacus, Sa-.v/ly.

Ccrastium, Chicktoee<t

Ccrasus, Cherry.
Ccrbcni Tanghin, Tanghin.
Ccrcado, Cuzco.
Cereal Rrasscs, Cereaiia.
Cerebellum, Fhrenology, 513.

Cerebral hemispheres, Brain,

302.

Ceret, PyrSpties Orieniales,

Ccrin, or Ccrotic acid. Wax,
Ccmc, Atlas Mt.
Ccrnobog, Slaves.

Ccrolcin, Wax.
Ccrro dc Pasco, Pasco.
Ccrro de Potosi, Andes, 239.
Ccruminous glands, Skin, 756.
Ccr\-ctri, Cerveteri.

Ccr\'ino,Cardinal, Trent^C. of.

Cervo, Biella.

Ccrvus Canadensis, Wapiti.
Ccstrotum, Cerostrotmii.

Cctonia, Roie Beetle, Turnip.
Ceinrine, Lichen.
Ccltigne, Montertegyo.
Ccttina (n), Dalmatia.
Ccltinji, Montenegro.
Cevadic acid, Snbadilla.
Ceylon moss, Plocaria.
Ceylon tea-tree. Elcrodendron.
Chabcrt, Animal Heat.
Chaco, Paraguay, 257.

Anglo- CatholicChad, St.

Church, 358.
Chaerophyllum tuberosum,

Umheiii/eree.

Chztognatha, Wortns, 279.
Chaillu, P. B. de. {Sttpp.)

Chain-armour, Chain-mail.
Chained book, Book. 324.

Chairs, railway, Bailivays, ZZ.

Chaitya, Tope.
ChakChak, PemBa {Stipp.)

Chalcis, Ceele-Syria.

Chalcopj-riic, Pyrites,
Chalk, red, ReddU.
Chalk formation. Cretaceous
Group.

Chalk-stones, Uric Acid.
Chatonnais, Sadne-et-Loire.

Chalybcates, Mitttral Waters.
Chamba , Caskmere.
Chamber acid, Sulph. Acid,

303.

Chambered limpet, CalyP-
tnea.

Chambord, Renaissance.
Chambrc Inlrouvablc, iSufip.)
Cbamburu, Papaiv.
Chameleon silk, Taffety.
Chamelicon (r, ), Hotuiuras.
Cliamonix, Chamouni.
Champ Lev«5, Enamel.
Chance, Messrs, Glass. 783.
Chancellarj', Cftaneery.
Chancellorsvillc, battle of,

Rappahannock.
Chancres, Syphilis, 258.
Chandah. {Supp.)
Chanderi, Clutftd/uiiree'^Supp.)

Chandhairce, [Supp.)
Chandpoor, {Supp

)

Chandra^pta, India, 54S.

Chank-shcl), (Supp.)
Chanson, Ring.
Chansons de Gcste, Rolatui.
Chantaburi, Siam.
Chantcllc-tc-Chatcau, Allier.
Chanter, Bagpipe,
Ch a o. Desertas.
Chaosyen, Corca.
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Chaou-Chow, Chang-Chow-
Poo.

Chapeau Bras. //at.

ChapeMc-Friih, Derbyshire.
Chapman Barrow^ Exmoor

Forest.

Chapoo, //ang'CkoW'Foo.
Chappin. C/u>pin.

Charbon, Malignant Pustule.
Charettc, Chouans.
Chariot, Coaclu
Charities, law of. Charitable

Uses.
Charles (i.), Galapagos /s.

Charles (r.), Ca$nbridge.
Charles the Fat, Carlovin-
gians.

Charles II. Boscobel.

,
Charles IV. Capetian Dynasty.

I

Charles X., or Gustavus,

I

Charles XI. {Supp.\

Charles XV. Sweden, 219.

Charlock, jointed. Radish.
Charloitc-lown. Grenada.

I
Charmouzis, Greece, 83.

Chamwood Forest, Leicester-
' shire

I

Charollais, SaSne-et-Loire.
' Charta vesicatoria. Vesicants.

\ Chase, Cider.
, Chasseurs d'Afriquc, Algeria,

141.

Chasta {mi.\ Rocky Mts.
Chateaubriant, Loire-in/e-

rieure.

ChSteau-Chinon, NOvrt.
Chateilion. Castellio.

ChaccI, ChiMeau.
Chatctain, Castellan.

I

Chateldon, Puy-de-Dome.
Chatham (r.), Galapagos /s.

Chate, Melon.

!
Chaii, Tiger^cat.
Chatoyant, Obsidian.
Chainan, A. E. Erckmann

{Supp.)
Chaisk, {Supp.\
Chatsworin, Derbyshire.
Chattcrton's compound, Tele-

graph, 336.
Chatian, Clan, Totem.

\
Chatii, Catti.

Chaturaji, Cards.
Chaturpur, Bundelcund.

\

Chau-Chou, S;vatow {Supp.)

Chauci, Saxons.
Chaudlcrc Falls, Ottawa (/.)

Chaud-mcdlcy, Chance-tned-

Chauna, Screamer.
Chauvinismc, (^w//.)
Chavica, Betel.

Chcadle, {Supp.)
Chebucto Bay, Canso.

' Checkmate, Chess, 799.
Chcd.-»bucto Bay, Canso.
Chccna, Millet.
Cheese (of thistles). Receptacle.

Cheese rennet, Bedstraw.
Cheesy metamorphosis, Tu-

I bercle.

I
Cheetham Society, Rox. Club.

I
Chce Tor, Buxton.
Chcga, Carlo, Gtoggnitz.

Cheimaiobia. Winter Moth.
Chciron, Chiron.

,
Che-Kcang, China, 817.

Cheldir, Ak/talzikh {Supp.)
Chclifer, (Supp.)
Chclm, {Supp.)
Clielmer [r.], Essex.
Chclmon, Archer-Jish.
Chclonia imbricata. Tortoise-

shell.

Chelsea Pensioner, Sulphur,
300.

Chelt, Cheltenham.
Chemical equivalents, Atomic

I
Weights.

I

Chemical physicians, ^/<e'^/W/i^,

I Hist, of, 386.

! Chemical toys, [Supp.)
; Chcmicking, Bleaching, 149,
Chemistry, [Supp. )

j

Chemnis, Ekhmim {Supp.)

1 Chemung (r.), Eimira.

j
Chenalopex, Barnacle Goose.

Chcnnapatanam, Madras.
Chenonccaux, Renaissance,
Chenopodium album. Sha-
green.

Cheops, Egypt, 789. Pyramid.
Chcribon, yaiui {Supp.)
Cheroot, Tobacco, 465.
Chcrr>'-brandy, KirscJnvasser,

Chersonese, Heracleotic, Se-
bastopcl.

Cheny, Chert.
Cherubini, {Supp.)
Chcrwell, Ox/ordsh., Thames.
Chesil Bank, /Portland Island,
Chcssart, Cheese.

Chesterfield coal-field, U.S.(i^o,

Chcvin, Chub.
Chewing of the cud. Rumi-
nantia.

Chiari, battle of, P'ictor-

A madeus.
Chibchas, Ke^v Grenada,
Chichmecs, Mexico, 434.
Chickadee, Blackcap Tit-

mouse.
Chickahay, Pascagoula.
ChicLilioiiiiny (r.}, Virginia.

Chickamauga, battle of, U. S.
660.

Chickrassia, Ckittagong Wood
{Supp.)

Chicopcc, (Supp.)
ChilT-chaff, [Supp.)
Chitcotin, Eraser River.
Child-crowing, Thymus Gland.
Children, Parent and Child.

Chtliasm, Millennium.
Chilicothc, Chillicotlu.Supp.)
Chiiihueque, Aiu:ltenia.

Chili pine, Araucaria.
Chilka, Cuitack, Cauj'am.
Chilli. Chili.

Chillicoth<£, [Supp.)
Chilon, Seven Wise Men.
Chilopoda, Chilognatha.
Chimney swallow, Sw'/t.
Chimney - sweepers' cancer.

Soot.
Chim-tal, Corea.
China-bliic, Calico Printing.
Chinandcga, {Supp.)
Chincha \is.), Peru, 435.
Chincha bug, Episoa.
Chine-felon, R/ieumatism.
Chines, Wight [i.).

Chinese arrow-root, Kelumbo.
Chinese edible dog, {Supp,)
Chinese fire, Pyrotechny.
Chinese sugar-cane, Durra.
Chinhai, Ningpo.
Chinoline, Dye-stuffs.
Chiozza, Chioggia.
Chip, Pip {Siipp.)

Chipmuck, Squirrel.
Chippewa {r.), Wisconsin.
Chipping squirrel, Ground

Squirrel.
Chiprc, Cyprus.
Chiretia, Chirata.
Chlrimoya, Cfierinwyer.
Chirton, Tynemouih.
Chisels, Carpentry
Chitlagong wood. {Supp.)
Chitlah, C/uretah.

Chiusa, La, [Supp.)

Chlamydosaurus. Agama.
Chloral, Alcohols {Supp.), -iZ^.

Chloride of sulph. Suip/iur,'2oo.

Chlorocarbonicacid, P/iosgene
Gas.

Chlorodyne, (Supp.)
Chloroform, Alco/wls {Supp.),

384.
Chlorohydric acid. Hydro-

chloric Acid.
Chloromethyl, MethyUiu

{Supp.)
Chloromctry, Chlonmetry.
Chlorophyll corpuscles. Cells,

709.
Chloroxylon, Satin-wood.
Chobanata {»//.), Samarkand.
Chobe {r.), Zambesi.
Choclawhatchce, Florida.
Choczim, Chotyn.
Cholera, Santtary Sc. {Supp.)

720.

Cholorpus, Sloth.

Cholula, p>Tnmid of, Teocalli.
Cholutcca. Honduras.
Chondrology, Anatomy, 227.
Chonka {»*.), Ghegra.
Choo-Keang, Canton, China,

815.

Chopin, Fred. {Sup^.)
Choquard, Chocard.
Chorasmia, Khiva.
Chorisia, Silk-cotton.

Choroid, Eye, 203-

Choroid plexus. Brain, 303.
Chorolque. Ncv. dc,Wmi'«,a39.
Chota Valley, Andes, 341.

Chott Melr'hir, Sahara.
Chotusitz. battle of, Succes-
sion Wars, 179.

Chow, Heen.
Chowan. Carolina, Korth.
Chowries, Vak.
Chowringhec. Calcutta.
Christ Cross Row, Hornbook

{Supp.)
Christiana Creek, Brandy-
wine Creek,

Chnstianshavn, Copenhagen.
Christians of St John, Za^ism,

329.

'Christian Year,' Keble{Supp.)
Christmas, Gerard, Eliza-
bethan Architecture.

Christopher North, WHsoft^
John.

Chromatic aberration. Eye, ao8.

Chrome yellow. Lead.
Chromogens, Secretion.

Chronograph, {Supp.)
Chryselephantine statues,

Sculpture, 576.
Chr>'seus, Dhole.
C h rysobalanacez, {Supp.

)

Chrysohcri^oh,R ussianCrturch.
Chrysographi, Manuscripts,
Chrysolite, volcanic. Vestri-ian.

Chrysomitris, yelliKv-bird.

Chrysophrys, Gilthead.

Chrysopolis, /ugolstadt, Scu-
tari.

Chucks, Turning.
Chucuito, {Supp.)
Chucnpee, Bocca Tigris.

Chui (r.), Semipalatinsk, Si-
beria, 702.

Chulin (r.j, Tomsk.
Chulos, Bud-fight.
Chumalari, Himalaya.
Chumaica, Chogra.
Chumie (r.), Koffraria, Brit.

Chunam, [Supp.)
Chundni (r.), Ganges, 614.

Chun Quoit, Cromlech.
Chupat, Patagonia.
Chuquibamba, Nc\'ado de,

Andes, 239.

Chuquito. Chucuito [Supp.)
Chur, {Supp.)

I Churchyard beetle, Blaps,
Chum (r.), Thames.
Churubusco,battleof, U.S. G58.

Chur-worm, Mole-cricket.

Chusan Han-tsi, Amaranth.
Chultccs, Gunny Bags,
Chuttrec, Caste, 657.

j

Chwolson, Zabism, 331.
Ciablese, Savoy.
Cialdini, {Supp.)

Ciaran, Ireland, 626.
: Cibao, Hayii.
Cibbcr, Sculpture, 577,
Cibol, Welsh Onion.
Cibotium, Pulu.
Cibro, Cyprus.
Cicero, ^ypf, 607.
Cicestcr, Cirencester,

I

Cicindela, {Supp.)

j

Ciconia argala, Argala.
Cidacos, Calahorra.

I Cimandef, Bourbon, He de.

. Cimolos, Greece, 85.

! Cimone {mt.), Apennines.
' Cinaloa. [Supp.)
' Cinchona alkaloids, Quinia.
• Cinchonia, Quinia.
Cinchonicinc, Quinia.
Cinchonidine, Quinia.

I Cmcinnurus, Bird0/Paradise,

I

Cinci Enna, Adamnan [Supp.)

I

Cincture, Vestments.
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Cinisi, {Sri/'P.)

Cinnajneine, Balsam.
Cinnamic acid, iSi/pj^.

)

Cinnamon, oil of, Ciufiatttic

Acid \Supp.)
Cinnamyl series, Cinnamic
Acid [Sitpp.)

Circle of UHoa, Atttlielia.

Circocele, Varicocele.
Circular Head, Tasmattict,yi6.
Circular operation. Amputa-

tion.

Cirrhi, Cirrhapoda.
Cirrhosis, Liver, Diseases of,
Cirripeda, Cirrfwpoda,
Cirro-cumulus, Clouds.
Cirro-stratus, Clouds.
Cirrus, Cirrhus.
Cirsium, Thistle.
Cirta, Constantine, Nuntidia.
Cisapona cetobrix, Almadcn.
Cistophorus, IVren.
Cithium, Lamica [Supp.)
Citoyen. Bourgeoisie.
Citrates of lime, potash, and
ammonia. CitricAcid Supp.)

Citren, Lemons, Oil of.

Citric acid, [Supp.)
Citrin, Rock Crystal.
Citronyl, Lemons^ OH cf,

Citrul, Melon.
Ciudad de Victoria, Durango.
Cive, Chive.
Civet, Perfumery^ 397.
Ci\-itanova. {Supp.

)

Civitas, Rome, 308.
Civray, Vienne.
Claddagh, Gal-way.
Ciaddich, Avl'C^ L.
Cladonia rangiferina. Rein-
deer Moss.

Claerwen, Brecknockshire.
Clain [r.), Vienne.
Clamecy, Ji'ievre.

Clamps, Ship'building, 684.
CLanis, Chiana.
Clare [r.), Corrib L., Tuam.
Clarence, Coach,
Clarence Peak, Fernando Fo.
Clarence (r.!. A^ S. Wales.
Clarias, Siluridee,

Clanmontium, Clermont,
Clark's process, Water-supply.
Clark's (r.l, Tennessee.
Claspers, Fislt£s, 354.
Clatema, Medicina.
Claudia Gens, Appius Clau-

dius.

GaudiusCaecus, Ap. Pyrrhus.
Clavaria, {Supp.)
Claverhouse, Gra/iam, John.
Clavier, Organ.
Clavigo, Compostella.
Clay-slate, Slate.

Clean bill. Bill ofHealth.
Clear cole. Gilding.
Clearing, Wiue, 111.

Clearwen, Cardiganshire.
Cleave Hill, Cotesivold.

Cleaving, Ploughing.
Cleddau. Pembrokeshire,
Cleesh Hills, Kinross-shire.
Clement, Clemens.
Clement VII,, Pope, Schism,

Westerft.

Oement's Strait, BilUton.
Cleobulus, Seven Wise Men.
Cleopatra's Needles, Alexan-

dria.

Clere-story, Clearstory.
Clergy, regular. Regulars.
Clergyman's sore throat,

Throat.
Clerk Register, Lord, Regis-

ter, Lord.
Clients, Rome, 309.
Clifford, Boat-lowering Ap-
Paratics.

Climate, Sanitary Science
[Supp.), 719.

Cbnch (r.), Tennessee.
Clingstones, Peach.
Clinker-built, Clincher-built.

Clint Hill, Ber-wickshire.
Clinton, Iowa.
Clinton, SirH. Andre, U.S.(i$^.

Clintonians, Republicans,
Clod-crusher, Roller.

\ Clod-fishing, Eel.
\ Clodius Albinus, Severus.
\ Clothing, Sanitary Science
' iSupp.), 719.
Clothing, army. War .Ser-

vices {Supp.

)

J Clotho, Puff-adder.
Clotted CTczm, CloutedCream.
Clouet, Francois, Painting,

I 195.

Clova, Forfarshire.
,
Clove pink. Carnation.

I

Clown, Harlequin.
' Club Breton, yacobins.
1
Club-root, Anbury.

\
Clubs, golf. Golf.

I

Club-shell, Clavagella.

,
Clugny, All-Souls' Day,

I
Clusium, Chitisi.

Clusius, Botany, 266.

Clutha, Neiu Zealand,
Clj'peus, Shield.

I
Clyweddog, Dee.

I

Cnicus, Thistle.

Coach-dog, {Supp.)
Coal-naphtha, Tar,
Coalsey, Coal-fish.
Coal-supply, {Supp.

)

Coary (r.), Amazon.
Coast-guard, War Services

[Supp.)
Coast-rat, Mole-rat.
Coatbridge, [Supp.)
Coatzacoalcos, America, 196.
Cobades, Sassanidtz,
Cobaltine, ArsenicalMinerals^

Pyrites.
Coban, {Supp.)
Cobble, Coble.

Cobbold, Dr, Sclercstoma.
Cobequid(w/j.), Xova Scotia.
Cobham, Lord, Oldcastle, Sir

John.
Cobs, Maize.
Coburg, Ontario.
Cocaigne, Nevj Brunswick,
Coccomilia, {Supp.)
Cocculus, Guluncha [Supp.)
Cochlearia, Snail.
Cock, J., Coccejus.

Cockbum Isle, Manitoulinls.
Cockbum Sound, Buac/te.
Cockle, Warming and Venti-

lation, 64.

Cock-metal, Alloy.
Cock of the rock. Rock, Cock
ofthe.

Cock paldle, Lumpsitcker.
Cocktail, Ro-je Beetle.

Cock-up, Lates.
Coco, Cocoa, Sumatra.
Cocoa-nut fibre. Coir.
Cocoa-root, Cocco,
Cocumiglia, Cocomilia {Supp.)
Cocum oil, [Supp.)

Cocus wood, Kokra Wood.
Codarium, Tamarind,
Codbeck (n), Thirsk.
Code Henri, Christophe.
Codex Argenteus, Uljzlas.

Codex Aureus, Trez'es.

Codrolites, Pkosplwrjis.

Coendus, Porcupine,
Coffee-bug, Coccus.
Coffer-fish, Ostracion,
Coffin, Magdalen Island.
Coffre de Perote, Mexico.
Cognation, Ag?tate.
Cognomen, Name. Surname.
Cohesion figures, [Supp.)
Cohesion of metals. Alloy.
Cohom, Coehoorit.

Coirc, Chur \Supp.)
Coiruisg (/.}, Skye.
Coix, Cerealia.
Coke-oil, Gas-tar,
Col, Con.
Colaba, Bombay.
Colair (r.), Ellore.

Colchicia, colchicine, Colcki-
cum.

Col de Tenda, Apennines.
Cold frame. Cold Pit.

Cold Harbour, battle of, U.S.
661.

Coldingham, Ber^vickskire.
Col-di-Tenda, Alps.
Colebrook , Fennanagk.

Colegates, Hops.
Coles, Captain, Turret-ship,
Masts {fron\ ^p'c. (Supp.)

Colkitto, Crannoges, 303.
Colla parte. Ad Libitum.
Collapse, Shock.
Collar-bone, Clavicle.

Collateral relationship, Con-
\ saytguintty [Supp.)

]

Collet, Colezuort.

\ CoUie, Sluplurd's Dog.
Collier, Elisha H. Revolver.
CoUimation, line of. Circle,

Mural.
Collines Xantaises, Vendce,La.
Collodion, Photography, 509.
CoUodioa cantharidis. Vesi-

cants.

Collodium vesicans. Vesi-
cants.

Colloids, Osmose.
Collop Monday, Shrovetide.
Coin [r.], Thames.
Colne [r.], Buckinghamshire.
Colocasia macrorhiza, Tara.
Colombo, Calujnba.
Colonel, War Services {Supp.)
Colonial corps. War Services

{Supp.)
Colonne, Cape, CortonS.
Colophonic acid, Rosin.
Colpetty, Colombo.
Col Roburent [mt.), Alps.
Cols, Pyrenies.
Colt, Colonel Samuel,^^fc/i/fr.
Columbia, Tennessee.
Columbine, Harlequin.
Columbu, Colombo.
Columbus, Mississippi.

Comana, Bostan.
Coma vigil, Typhits and Ty'
phoid Fevers, 612.

Comayagua, [Supp.

)

Combativeness. Phrenology,
514-

Comb-bar, Lace.
Com ino, Malta.
Com in otto, Malta.
Comitas gentium, La-w,
Comitia, Rome. 311.
Commander'sbalsam, Benzoin.
Commanderj', Monastery.
Commediabuffa, Buffo Supp.)
Commemoration, {Supp.)
Commentrj', [Supp.)
Commercy, Meuse.
Commissariat staff corps. Staff

Corps.
Commissions, army. War
Services [Supp.)

Commissure, Brain, 302.

Committees, parliamentary.
Parliament. 288.

Committee's Punchbowl,^ /A^-
basca.

Common milkwort, Polygales,
Communion table. Altar.
Company of the Indies, Mis-

sissippi Sclteme.
Company of the West, Mis-

sissippi Sclteme.
Compass Hill, Canna.
Complement, Trigonometry.
Complutensian Bible, Alcala
de Henares.

Composing-machine, Type-
setting Machine [Supp.)

Composition, Tin, 447.
Compositor, matrix, Printing

{Supp.)
Comprehension, Extension.
Compressed-airengine, {Supp.)
Comptrol department. War
Sendees [Supp.)

Comrawattee, Berar.
Comyn, Cumyn.
Comynes, Comines,
Cona, Glencoe.
Conal Gulban, Adamnan
{Supp.)

Conan, Cromarty Firth.
Conca d'Oro, Sicily, 704.
Concealment of birth. Birth,
Concealment of.

Concepcionde la China, Entre
Rios.

Conception , Newfoundland.
Conciergerie, Paris.

Concionero General, Spanish
Lang. &> Lit. 20.

Concord (town), {Supp.)
Concrete stone, Stone, Arti-
ficial.

Condamine, Darling.
Condenser, Liebig's, Retort.
Conde-sur-Xoireau, Conde,
Condiments, FoodaridDrink,

406.
Condom, {Supp.)
Condrieu, Rhone.
Conduction, Heat, 281-

Condy's ventilating grate,
Wartning and Ventil. 6g.

Conessi bark, Wrighti^i.
Conestoga, Lancaster, If.S.

Confection of sulphur, Sul~
phur, 200-

Confederate States, U.S. 659.
Confessors, Saints.
Confitures, Sweets.
Conflans, Savoy.
Confolens, Charente.
Confronte, Abaissi.
Congestion, iS^PP.)
Congestion in rectum. Rectum.
Congoon, {Supp.)
Congo pea. Pigeon Pea.
Congregation, Oxford Uui-

versity.

Congreve. Sir W. Rocket.
Conia or Coniine, Hemlock.
Coniomycetes, Fungi.
Conisborough Castle, Rother-
kam.

Conister, Douglas.
Coniston Lake, Lancashire.
Conistone Water, Cumbrian
Mts.

Connemara, Gahvay.
Conodonts, Fislies, 355.
Conolly, Captain, Bok/iara.
Conon, Anialcidas.
Conon (r.), Ross 6^ Cromarty.
Conrad, Konrad.
Consanguinity, [Siipp.)

Conser\'ation, T/umto-dy-
fiamics [Supp.)

Conscrvatorium.Conserva tolre.

Consignee, Bill ofLading.
Consignor, Bill ofLading.
Consolato del Mare, Mercan-

tile Law.
Consonants, Letters.
Constable, Painting, 196.

Constantine, King, Andre^vs,
St, Scotland, 555.

Constantine III., IV., V.
Byzantine Empire, 470.

Constantine VI., VII.. VIII.,
IX., X. Byzantine Empire,
471.

Constitucion, Chili.

Constitutional AssocLate Pres-
byter>', U.P. Church, 646.

Constitutiones Apostolicac,
Apostolic Canons,

Constrictor muscles. Diges-
tion, 559.

Construetiveness. Phrenology.
514-

Contas, Bahia.
Coniessa, Gulf of. AtJu>s.

Contilene, Cantabile.
Continued fractions, FraC'

tions. Continued.
Contomiati, Medal.
Contradiction, Identity.
Contralto, Singing.
Contraposition, Conversion.
Contra Remonstrants, Coma-

rists.

Contreras, battle of, Scott,
Winfeld, U.S. 658.

Control Department, War
Services [Supp.)

Contusion, Bruise {Supp.)
Convalescent hospitals, [Supp.)
Convection, Heat, 282.

Conversion, Converse.
Convocation, Oxford Uni-

versity.

Conway, DenbighsJtire.
Coo, Billiards, 9S,

Cook [mt.). New Zealand.
Cooke & \Vheatstone, Tele,
graph, 334, 339, 340.
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Cookery, Food^ Drink, ^<yj.

Cook's Inlet, Alaska,
Cook's Strait, New Zealand,
Coolm Hills, Skye.

Cool Tankard, Bora^.
Coomb, Comb.
Coonoor, Ootacajnund.
Cooper, Sfut/tesbury.

Cooper (r.), CharUstaivn.
Cooper's River, Tybce,

Co-ordinates, Polar, Radius.
Coosa (rj, Alabama.
Coossy, Coosy.
Copaiba, Cofiaiva.
Copaifera, Purple li'ood,

Copalioe, Copal.
Coping, Cops.

Copper (mis.), Cuba.
Copper-green, CkrysocoUa.
Copperhead, Republican.
Copper-nickel, Pyrites.

Copper powder. Bronzing.
Coppice, Copse.
Copra, {Supp.)
Coprophagi, Scarabacidte.
Copiis, {Sitpp.'S

Coquet (n), C/tez'iot Hills.

Coquilla-nut palm, Piassaba.
Coquito, (Supp.)
Coracle, Curraclt.

Comcoid process. Scapula.
Corales, Nicara^ta LaliC.

Coral rag, Oolite.

Coral-root, Deutaria [Supp.)
Cora-mota, Ophicepltaliis.

Coranich, Coranach.
Cora to, (Supp.)
Coray, Corais, Adamantios.
Corbel table, Cornice.
Corcobado, A?tdes, 239, 240.
Corcym, Nigra, Curzola.
Cordelier, Lacs d'Amour.
Cordilleras, Andes, 239.
Cordoba, Cordozia.

Cord tiba , Cordova .

Corduroy, Moleskin (Supp.)
Cordyline Ti, TV.

Cortf, Cora,
Cori, Cora.
Coriaria myrtifoUa, Sumach.
Corio Harbour, Gcelong.
Corkwing, Wrasse,
Corkwood, Cork.
Connac, Aidan {Supp.)
Cormontaignc, Portijicaiion,

446.
Corn-crake, Crake,
Corn-drill, Sorting,

Cornean, Trap.
Cornelian, Carnelian.
Cornelian cherry. Cornel.

Comehssen, Flemish Lang,
<5^ Lit.

Comet-a-piston, Corttel.

Corn-flag, Iris.

Corniche, La. Alps.
Comings, Beer.
Cornish literature, Celtic
Nations,

Com marigold, Chrysantlte-
jnmn.

Corno, Monte, Gran Sasso
d'Italia.

Corn-plants, Cerealia.

Com sawfly, Sawjly.
Comua Ammonis, Ammonites.
Cornwallis, C. F. (Supp.)
Corn-worm, Com Moth.
Coronella laevis, Serpents, 627,
Snake.

Corporal punishment, Flog-
gi'ig

Corpora quadrigemina. Cere-
brum.

Corpora striata, Cerebrum.
Corporation Acts, Test Acts.
Corpse-gate, Lych-gate.
Corpulence, Obesity.
Corpus callosum, Brain, 303.
Corpus Christi, Texas.
Corpus striatum, Brain, 303.
Corradi, Doraenico, Ghirlan-

daj'o, Domenico.
Corra Linn, Clyde.
Corrcggio (town), (Supp.)
Correspondences, science of,

SiveMnborg.
Corroch, Cork, City of.

790

Corrozzo nuts, Ivory^ Vege-
table.

Corr>'brechtan, Corrievrekin.
Corrybabble, Banffshire.
Corry Lough, Shannon.
Corsican moss, Plocaria,
Corsned, Ordeal.
Cort, Engraving, 6g.

Corte, Corsica.

Cortcz.Scaof, California, Gulf.
Corunna, Coru7ta,
Corvo, Azores.
Corj'laccic, Cupulifertr.
Coryphodon, Tapir.
Coryphodon Blunienbachli,
Rat-snake.

Corzuola, battle of, Venice,

^753-
Cosecant, Frtgonometry.
Cosman, Bosnia.
Cossack asparagus, Typha,
Cossacks of the Steppes,

Kirghis.
Cosseir, Red Sea,
Cossikc Art, Algebra.
Cossus, Stag Beetle,

Cossya Hills, Chirra Poonjce.
Cost, Cotice.

Costard, Apple.
Co-tangent, Trigonometry,
Cotcaux, Montreal Is.

Coientin, C/terbourg.
Cnte Rotie, Rhone.
Cfithen, [Supp.)
Cothy, Caerntartlienshire.
Coiia;um, Kutaich.
Cotoneaster, [Supp.

)

Collage-farming, Spade-hus-
bandry.

Cotton famine, (Supp^
Cotton-tree, Plane,
Couching, Beer, 807.

__

Cough, spasmodic, ringing, Sic.

Nervous Dis. (Supp.)
Coidies, Coolies.

Counter-embowcd, Enibo'<ued.

Counter-rampant, Rampant.
Counter-salient, Salient.

Countess's powder, Cinchona.
Coup dc grace, Wheel, Break-
ing on the.

Coup de soleil, Sun-stivke.
Couplet, Rhime.
Courach, Currach,
Couroupita, Cannon-ball Tree,
Course, ship's. Sailings,
Court of Augmentations, Re-

cords, Public.
Coury, Catechu.
Cousin (7-.), Avallon (Supp.)
Cousin - german, German,
Cousin:

Couteria, Guiana Bark.
Couve Tronchuda, Cabbage.
Covenanters, Scotland, CItutxh

of^fix.
Cove of Cork, Queenstown.
Covered Way, Covert Way.
Covington, (Supp.)
Cow, Ox.
Cowal, A rgyleshire.

Coward, Lion.
Cow-bird, Co7u-Pcn Bird,

Cuckoo.
Cow blackbird, Covj-pen Bird.
Cow bunting, Cow-pen Bird.
Cow-cow, Cuckoo.
Cow-^rass, Clover.

Cow-Itch, Caivage.
Cow-plant, Asclepiadacets.

Coxswain, Cocks-wain.

Coyote, Wolf, 244.

Coypel, Painting, 195.

Crab, Roger, (Supp.)
Crabby Bay, Aldemey.
Crab-dog, Raccoon.
Crab-tree, Apple.
Cradle, Launch.
Cradle Mount, Tasmania, yn^.

Craigan-gowan, Balmoral.
Craig Phadrick, Vitrified Fort.

Crake, Firearms, 137.

Crakeberry, Crowocrry.
Crambus, Grass-7noth {Supp.)

Cramond Isle, Forth, Firth.

Cramp fish or ray. Torpedo.
Cran, Herrijig-fisltcry, 347.
Crance, Cap.

Cranes, Hydraulic Cranes
(Supp.)

Craspedocephalus, Trigone-
cephalus.

Crat h ie, Braemar,
Craven, Yorkshire.
Craw, Birds, 109.

Crawfish, Crayjish,
Crawford, Earls of, Lindsay
Family [Supp.)

Creance, Falconry, 228.

Crcationism, Tradudanism.
Credoz, jfura.

Crec(r.), KirkcudbriglUsIUre.
Creedy (r.), Crediton,
Creek Town, Calabar.
Cree town . Kirkcudbrigh tshire.

Creich, Vitrified Fort.
Crescentius, Otho III. of
Germany,

Cress-tiles, Creste.

Cressy, Crecy,
Crested eagle. Eagle Hawk,
Crest-tiles, Creste.

Crcus, Cape, Catalonia.
Creusa, yEneas.
Creuze, Cape, Spain, 12.

Creuzot, Le, (Supp.)
Crib Law, Berjviiks/iire.

Criccielh, Caernarvonshire,
Crickhowell, Brecknockshire,
Cricoid cartilage. Larynx.
Cricula, Silk is' Silkivorm,j2^
Criffel, Kirkcudbrightshire.
Crimissus, battle of the, Tinio-

Icon.

Criniercs, Charger.
Criosphiiix, Sphinx.
Crispalt (mt.\ Rhine.
Criss Cross Row, Hornbook

(Supp.)
Crith, Chemistry (Supp.), 460.
Croagh Patrick, Mayo.
Croaker. Mole-cricket.
Crockelford, Buchanites.
Crocq, Cher.
Crofting, Bleaching, 148.
Cronach, CoranacJt.
Croob (ntts.), Do^on.
Crookcs, Mr, Thallium.

\

Crop, Birds, 109.
, ]

Crops, rotation of, Rotation
(Supp.)

Croquet, (Supp.)
Crorc, Lac.
Cross Fell, Cumberland,

Tyne, Westmoreland.
Cross-fish, Star-fish.
Cross-hatching, Wood-cjigrav-

i"g, 258.
Cross of Cong, Mayo.
Crossopus fodiens, Shre-w.
Cross week. Perambulation.
Crotalophorus, Rattlesnake.
Crotalus, Rattlesnake.
Crolon, Cotrone, Sybaris.
Crouch, Essex.
Croud, Denis, St.

Croup, bastard, spasmodic,
Thymus Gland,

Croupieres, Cltarger.

Crow blackbird, Quiscaltts.

Crow garlic. Allium.
Crown, Arch, 366.
Crown, Corona.
Crown-agent, Advocate,Lord.
Crow-steps, Corbie-steps.

Croyland, Crowland.
Crura cerebri. Brain, 303,
Cerebntm.

Crusenstem, Diomede Is.

Crush-room. T/ieatre, 388.
Cruzada, Lent.
Cryolite, Aluminium.
Crj-ptococcus fermentum. Tor-

ula Cerevisice.

Crystalline, Globuline.
Crystalline lens. Eye, 204.
Crysullisation, water of. Salts.

Crystalloids, Osmose.
Crystal Palace, Sydenham.
Crystal pock, Chicken Pox.
Cservenka, (Supp.)
Cuanene (r.), Zambesi.
Cube, duplication of the,

Quadrature of the Circle.

Cubitt, Mr, Building.
Cuckoo-flower, Cress.

\

Cuckoo's male, Wryneck.
Cuckoo-spit, Froth-Jly.
Cuckow pint. Arum,
Cuckshavn, Hamburg.
Cucurbit, Alembic.
Cuddapah, Balaghat [Supp.)
Cuddies. Coal-fish.
Cue, Billiards, q8.
Cueva, Jfuan de fa, Spanish
Lang. &* Lit. 20.

Cuilcagh (mts,), Shannon,
Culbin Sands, Findhorn.
Culcbra, Virgin Islands,
Culex, Gnat.
Cullcra, (Supp.)
CuHercoats, Tynemouth.
Cullet, Glass, 777.
Culm (r.}, Exe.
Culna, liurdwan, (Supp,)
Culpa, Croatia,
Cultivator, Grubber.
Cumberland (mts.), Appal-
achians, 321, Virginia,

Cumberland, Duke of, George
II.

Cumberland, U.S. (Supp.)
Cumean sybil, Avernus,
Cumin, Cummin.
Cummcragh[m/i.), Waterford.
Cumming, Cumyn.
Cummings, Beer, 807.
Cumulus, Clouds,
Cuneatic, Cuneifortn,
Cuneo, Coni.

Cunningham, Ayrshire,
Cup and saucer limpets, Cafyp-

traa.
Cupania sapida, Akee.
Cupid's arrows, Rock Crystal.
Cupid's net, Rock Crystal.
Cupola, Founding.
Curana wood, Idea (Supp.)
Curarin, Woorali.
Curiae, Rome, 310.

Curieuse (1.), Seycltcllcs Is.

Curiosolito!, Dinan.
Curitiba, Parana.
Curl, Potato.
Curlew (mts.), Roscommon,
Curlew, stone, Thick-ktue.
Curral, Madeira.
Curratow fibre, BromeliacetB.
Curricle, Coach.
Cumica, Blackcap, White-

throat.

Curiatonc, battle of, Radetsky.
Curtesy, Courtesy.
Curthe, Maas.
Curtius, E. & G. (Supp.)
Curuku oil, (Supp.)
Curx-ature, Spine, Cur-vat. of.

Cur-walsch, Romanic Lan~
guages.

Curwen, Rev. J, Tonic Solfi,
Cush, Nubia.
Cusparin, Angostura Bark.
Custozza, battle of, Radetsky.
Cutch, Catechu,
Cuthites, Druses.
Cuttcamundu, (Supp,)
Cutting grass. Hair Grass,
Cutty-stool, Stool of Repent'

afue.
Cutwa, Burdivan.
Cuve-merc, Wine, 222.

Cuyaba, Paraguay (r.)

Cuyahoga, Cleveland, Ohio.
Cyanoplems, Blue-wing,
Cybium, Seir-fish, (Supp.)
Cyclanthex, Pandanacece.
Cycle, Leaves,
Cyclic Poems, Troy.
Cyclostomi, Cartilaginous

Fishes.
Cydippe, Berde.
Cydonia, Canea.
Cyllene, Greece, 79, Arcadia.
Cymmrodorion, Welsh Lang.
^ Lit. 138.

Cymri, Cimbri.
Cymric languages, Welsh
Lang. &^ Lit. 135.

Cynanlhropia. Lycanthropia.
Cynoscephalx, battle of,

Rome, 316.
Cynosura, Ursa Major.
Cynthia cardui. Butterfly.
Cynthus, Dehs.
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Cyphel, Ho7ise-leek.

Cypsela, Aclienium.
Cyreuaica, Ba rba ry.

Cynis (r. 1, Kiira.
Cystic oxide, Cystitu
Cystidians, Silitrian Rocks.
Cythera, Cerigo,Phu:7iicia,^<p.,

Cythnos, Greece, 85.

CytinaceEe, Rizant/ieee.

Cytisine, Labumtivt.
Cytoblastema, Cells.

Czelakowski, Bohemia, igo.

Czerski, Ger^nan Catholics.

Czirknitz {I.), Zirkttitz, L.

Dabrowsk 1 , Doinbro^vski.
Dacca Jelalpur, Fnridpiir.
Dacoits, Oitde.

Dacotah, Dakota.
Dactylobranchiata, Pyroso-

midce.

Daddy Long-legs, Cra7te-JIy.

Dadoxylon, Trigonocarpon.
Daet, [Supp,)
Daff, Lettrim.
Dag^uerreotype, P^iotogrnphy,

508—509.

Dago Island, Rig'a, Gulfof

.

Dagon, Oauues, Philistines,

Dagops, Tope.
Dahgopa, Dagoha.
Dahrel Khotib, Lebanon.
Daiman fr. ), Uruguay.
Dai Nipon, Japan.
Dak, Daivk.
Dakshina, Deccan.
Dal [r.\, Siveden, 236.
Dalame, Dalecarlia.
Dalbo [/.). \Ve?icr, Lake.
Dal by, Queensland.
D'AIembert's principle. Rigid
Dynamics.

Dalfsen, Overyssel.
Dallas. iSupp.)
Dalkeith, Earl of, Bvccleuch.
Dalniatia, Duke of, Soult.

Dalmatian dog, Coach-dog
iSupp.)

Dairy. Ayrshire, (Supp.)
Dal Segno, Repeat, Segno.
Dalton, {S7tpp.}

Damar. Venien.
Damaras. Ovampos.
Damascening, Dnmaskeening.
Damaiim, India, Portuguese,
Dambool, Ceylon, 739.
Dambrod, Dra7tghts.
Dammer (/.), Pomerania.
Damper, Bread.
Damper, Pianoforte.
Damremont, General, Alge-

ria, 141.

Dam-stone, Blast Furnace.
Dan [r.), Roanoke.
Danaides, Danaiis.
Danda (r. ), Angola.
Dando, Congo.
Dandri ff, Pityriasis.

Dane (r.), Congleton.
Dane law, Dane-lage.
Danemora, Sweden, 236.
Dane's Hill, DaTCJitry.
Danes' pipes, Tobacco-pipes.
Danewort, Elder.
Danholm, Stralsund,
Danigan, Philidor.
Danilevski, Ritss.Lang.&^Lii.
Danish tongiie, Scatidinaviayi
Lang. ^ Lit. 522.

Danzig deal, Fir.
Darab, Pars.
Darabgerd, Fars.
Daragunj, (Supp.)
Jiarhy'iif:?,, Ply7nouth Brethren.
Dare, Dace,
Darent (r.), Thames.
Darik, Sltekel.

Darius I., signet of, Ge7ns, 664.
Darjeeling, (Sitpp.)

Darking, Dorking.
Darkling beetle, Blaps.
Damley, Earls of, Stewart
Family, 124.

Dam ton, Darlington.
Darrampoor, Coiinbatore.
Dart, Dace.
Dart (r.1, Dartmoor,
Dasyprocta, Agouti.

Datiscin, DatiscacccE.

Datu, Cape and Bight, Sara-
wak.

Daturia, Atropia [Supp.)

Dauglish, Dr, Unferjnented
Bread.

Daule, Guayaquil.
Davenport, Iowa, (Sjipp.)

David, Emperor, Byzantine
Empire, 472.

Davies, Lady E. Anagram.
Davies. Rev. Edward, Welsh
Lang, dr' Lit. 138.

Davis's Land, Easter Island.
Davj'dd ab Gwilym, Ik'elsA

Lang. &^ Lit. 136,

Dawley Magna, [Supp.)
Dawson (r.j, Queensland.
Day-book, Book-keeping, 227.
Ddaw (r. ), Cowbridge.
Dead, disposal of, Sanitary
Science [Supp.], 723.

Dead man's fingers, Alcyo-
niuju. Coral.

Dead-oil, Gas-tar.
Deadwood, Shipbuilding, 6S4.

Deak, F. [Supp.)

Dean, rural. Rural Dean.
Dearborn, Fort, Chicago.
Dearborn, General, U.S. 656.
Dearne, Don.
Deathadder, Adder. Viperidte.
Deben (r.}, IVoodbridge.
Debts, recovery of, {Supp.)
Decade, Deca.
Decameron, Boccaccio.

Decamps, A. G. [Supp.)
Decatur, Commodore, U.S.6s^.
Deckanee hemp, Hibiscus,
Deck-cargo, Cargo.
Deckle, Paper, 243,
Declarator, action of, Action.
Declaratory statutes. Act of

Parliatnent.
Decompound, Leaves.
Decours, Decrement.
Decoy-duck, Wild-fo^vl.

Deeree-arbiiral, A rbitration,

361.

Decrescent, DccremcTit.
Declaim, [S^ipp.

)

Decurrent, Leaz'es.

De Donis, statute, Recovery:
Deed, execution of, Execu-

tion ofdeed.
Deeds, register of. Records,

Public.
Deel, Boyne, Limerick.
Dee Nettle, Dead Nettle.

Deer Berry, Gaidtheria.
Deer's Hair, Scirpus.
Defamed, Infamed.
Degradation, Orders, Holy.
De Grasse, Count, Rodney.
Dehiscence, Fruit.
Deir, Old. Deer. Old.
Deir- el-Kamr, Dair-el-
Kainar.

Delabole, Camelford.
De laine, Calico Printijig, 512.

De la Rue, Sun.
Delaware Water Gap, Ne'w

Jersey.
Delftshaven, {Supp.)
Delgado, Cape, Tonga Bay,
Delirium ebriosum, {Supp.)
Delirium nervosum or trau-

maticum, \,Supp.)

Delirium tremens, \Supp.)
Delitzsch, [Sitpp.)

Delia Porta, Sculpture, 577,
Dellys, {Supp.)
Delphinorhynchus, {Supp.)
Delphinus, Dauphin.
Delundung, {Sup/'.)

Delvenau, Demnark.
Delvigne, Captaui, Rifled
A rms.

Demavend {mt.), {Supp.)
Dementia, Fatuity,
Demer (n), Diest.

Demetrius, Russian Lang.
^ Lit.

Demiurgos, Gnostics, 802.

Democrats, Republican, U.S.
655.

Demodex folliculorum, Aca-
rus Folliculorunt [Supp.)

Dempster, Deeinster.
Demy, Book, 225.

Demyat, Clackmayinattshire.
Denarius, Penny.
Dender ir.V Alost, Sclteldt.

Dender (n), Nile, 772.
Dendronessa sponsa, Summer
Duck.

Denham, traveller, Africa,66.
Denization, Alien.
Denner, J. C. Clarinet.
Dennery, A. P. {Supp.)
Dennet, Coach.
Denroos, Hibiscus.
Dentaria, [Supp.)
Dentine, Teeth, 327.

Denys, Transfusion ofBlood.
Deobund, {Supp.)
Departure, Sailings.
Dephlogisticated air. Oxygen.
Dephlogisticated marine air,

Chlorine.
Deposition, Orders, Holy.
Depots, WarSerinces [Supp. )

Dera Deen Punah, Derajat.
Dera Futti Khan, Derajat.
Dera Ghazee Khan, Derajat.
Dera Ismail Khan, Derajat.
Derayeh, Dcrreyeh El, {Supp.)
Derborenze, Diablerets.
Derceto, Dagon.
Dereyeeyah, Derayeh {Supp.

)

Derg (/.), Donegal.
Derma, Skin, 754.
Derpt, Dorpat.
Derrick, Tyburn.
Derwent (r. ), Cumberland,
Derbyshire. Ouse, Trettt.

Desaret, Utah.
Descabezado(j«^.),v4«(/(?j, 239.
Deseada, Antilles, Desirade.
Desio, [Supp.)
Dcsmodus, Vampire.
Desmoncus, Jacitara Paltn

{Supp.)
Desmond, Tipperary.
Desna, Dnieper, Orel.

Desnoyers, Engravifig, 70.

Desolation [i.), Patagonia.
Des Patos {I.), Rio Grajide do
Sul.

DespotoDagh(?«/j.)» Turkey,
586.

Despretz, Gems, Arti. 667.

Dessau, battle of. Thirty
Year£ War.

Deutsch or Dutch, Gennatiy,

7^7-
, , .

Development, hypothesis of,

Tribe.

Development, progressive,
species.

Deveron, Doveron,
Devi, Sdktas, Umd.
Devil-in-a-bush, Nigella.
Devil-in-a-mist, Nigella.
Devil's bit, MelajUliacete.
Devil's Bit, Tipperary.
Devil's Ditch, Cambridgeshire.
Devil's Lake, Wisconsin.
Devil's leaf, Nettle.
Devil's Throat, Crotner.
Dewar, Dr, Sulphurous Acid

{Supp.)
Dewas, {Supp.)
Dewi, St, David, St.
Dew-point, Rain, 94.
Dew-worm, Earth-wonn.
Dexter, Base.
Dextro-racemic acid. Tartaric
Acid. 304.

Dhanchi, Dhiinchee.
Dharmasastra, Sanscrit Lit.

475-
Dhi, Indore,
Dhil mastic. Lead, 62.

Dhiuliba, Niger.
Dholka, {Supp.)
Dhoo \r.), Douglas,
Dhoona, Dajumar.
Dhouli, Gliogra.

Dhuns, Himalaya.
Dialium Indicum, Tatnarind.
Dialysis, Osmose.
Dialytictelescope.^/ir/irtJw/rt^/t.".

Diamond, Type, 607.
Diamond Hill, Buxton,
Diapason regulator, {Supp.)

Diapre, Diaper.
Diarthrosis, foints.
Dias, Permian.
Diatesseron, Hannoity oftJu

Gospels.

Dibranchiata, Cephalopoda,
Dichroism, [Supp.)
Dichuill, Ireland.
Dick, Veterinary Medicine,
Diego Ramirez, Andes, 237.
Diepenveen, Overyssel.
Diet, Sanitary Science iSupp.)
Dieterichs, J. F. C. [Supp.)
Dietrich of Bern, [Supp,]
Dieu et mon droit, Gisors.
Dievenow, Oder, Pofnerania,
Dieze, Maas.
Difference engine, Calculat-
ing Machine.

Differential axle. Windlass.
Digby, Sir Everard, Gun^
pozvd^r Plot.

Digenea, Trematoda.
Digenesis, ReproductioTt, 195.
Diggings, Cold. 816.
Dikamalli, [Supp.)
Dike, Dyke.
Dikowa, {Supp.)
Dilemi, Persia, 423, Samant,
Dill [r.), Nassau.
Dilly, Timor.
Dilolo {/.)i Zambesi.
Dilwara, Abu {Supp.)
Dima, {Supp.)
Dimidiation, [Sitpp.)

Dimorphodon, Pterodactyl.
Din, Mohammedanism, 504,

506.

Dinar, Kufic Coins.
Dindigul, {Supp.)
Dinnamare, Monte, Sicily,jo^.
Diodes, Anatomy, 228.

Diocletianus, [Supp.)
Diogenes, iSupp.)
Diogenes of Babylon, Stoics.
Dionysos, Bacchus,
Dioscurias, Coh/iis.

Diospolis, Amman, Tliebes.

Diplbe, Skull, 759.
Dip of the horizon. Depression,
Dipsomania, {Supp.

)

Dipterocarpacese, Dipteracea:.
Dipteryxodorata, Tonka Beaji,
Directrix, Parabola.
Dirhems, Kufic Coifis.

Dirigent, Coiuiuctor.
Dis, Rotn. Relig. Anc. 302.
Discant, Descant.
Discharge style. Calico
Printing, 513.

Discharge with infamy, In-
famous Discharge.

Disco [i.). Barn's Bay.
Discretion, years of. Age,
Discus, Quoit.
Disinfectants, Sanitary Sci-
ence {Stipp.), 714.

Disinfectants, Everlasting,
Agua Regifiee.

Dismembered, Demetnbre.
Disna {/.), Vilno.

Dispersion, irrationality of.

Refraction.
Diss, [Supp.)
Dissection wounds, {Supp.)
Dissentis, Rhifte.

Distaff, Spinni?tg. 46.

Distance, apparent, Vision,S2z,
Disthene, Cyanite.
Distoma hepaticum. Rot.
Distomidae, Trematoda.
Distortion, Spine, Cur-vat. of,
Ditchelling Beacon, Dowfts.
Dittander, Cress.
Dives [r.), Calvados.
Dividers, Compasses.
Dividing Range, New South

Wales.
Divina Commedia, Da7ite.
Divirigi. {Supp.)
Divis {int.), Belfast,
Divot, Feal.
Diyala, Kurdistan,
Dizon, Cdte-d'Or.
Dizziness, Vertigo.
Djaafere, Nubia,
Djalal Eddin, Persian Lang,

(57* Lit. 427.

791
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Djambi (n), Suntaira.
Djami, Fersian Lang. 6*

Lit. 437- ^ ,

Pjati, Sufnaira, Sumbawa,
DjipgeL-ii. DiigSffhai.
Djinn. Genii.

Pjirhik (r), Tashkenti.

Djokjokaru, Java {Supp.\
580.

Djownbcrc. Nubia.
Dinilri, A'ussia, 385.

Dmitricv, Russian Lang. &>
Lit.

Dol)bo, Arru Islands.

Dobchick, Grebe.
Dobundee, Cabui.
Dochart [/.}. Pertltshire.

Dochart {r.), Tay,
Docks, floating, Floating
Docks (Supfi.)

Dock-wail, Retaining Walls,
Doctor Scraphicus, Bonaven-

tura.
Dodaljctta, Peak of, Ghauts.
Dodckaskoinos, Egypt, 786.

Dodcsa \r.\, Enarea.
Doe, Fall&iv Deer.
Doc^biirgh. (^«//.)
Doffing-knife, Carding 0/

Cotton.

Dor, edible, Chinese Edible
DogiSupp.')

Dogberry, Dogivood.
Dogmatic school, Medicine,
History of.

Dog-star, Sirius.

Dog-tailed baboon, Cerco-
cebus.

Dog-tooth spar, Calcareous
Spar.

Dog-tooth violet, Erythro-
niujn.

Dokkum, [Supp.)
Dolabeila, P. C. Rome, 314.
Dolichoccphalx, Skull, 760.
Dolina, \.Supp.\

Dollj Pigfon Pea.
Dollmger, J. J. I. von, {Supp.)
Dolly-shop, Pawnbroking.
Dolo, {Supp.)
Dombrck(r. ), Troy.
Domes, India, 539.
Domfront, Orne.
Dominica, America, 205.

Dominica in Albis, Albe,
Quasimodo Sunday.

Dominique, Dovtinica.
Dominium utile, Superior.
Don, Dom.
Don (r.), Tasmania, 306.

Dona, San, [Supp.)
Donald Banc, Scotland, 556.
Donaldson. A. Book-trade, ^1,2.

Donato di IJ. Bardi, Donatello.
Donciz, Don. Belgorod.
Doniphan, Kansas.
Don Juan d'Austria, John 0/
Austria.

Donnai [r.), Saigon.
Donogh, Ireland.
Doobelloo, Dhalac.
Doom-book, Dom-boc.
Doopsgczindcn, Anabaptists,

219.

Doorba, Cynodon.
Doornik. Toumay.
Dora Baltcaf-)! Alps,Aosta,
Po.

Dora Riparia fr.), Po, Turin.
Doras, Callichthys.
Dorchester, [Supp.

)

Dorchester Heights, Boston.
T>qt6, p. G. {Supp.)
Dorcma, Ammouiacum.
Doris Cove, Gilbert Islands.
Dorking fowl, Ftnvl.

Dormitor {mt.), Montenegro.
Doro Channel, Aiuiros{Supp.)
Dorog, Haiducks (Supp.)
Dorsibranchiata, Annelida.
Dou, Do7u.
Double cnlrj', Book-keeping,

227.

Double vision. Sight, De-
fects of.

Douglas pine. Vancouver's
Jslatid.

Douglnss, Fr. (3"«/>.)

792

Douleia, ItHttge-tiiorship,

Doune, Lords, Stewart Fam-
ily, 124.

Dounc Rock, Donegal.
Doura, Durra.
Douranee dynasty, Afghan-

istan.

Dotirc, Manche.
Douw, Dtnv, Gerard.
Tiov^ (r.j, Derbyshire.
Dove's law ofrotation, Storms.
Dove-tailing, Carpentry.
Dovey, Merioneth. •

Down, Feathers.
Downing Coll.. Cam. {Supp.)
Downs, Darling.
Drac, Is^re.

Dracsena terminalis, Ti.

Xyr:icYienbcrg, Xatal,2ululand.
Draconara, Mtseno.
Draconic, Draco.
Drag-hook. Angling, 257.
Dragon-plant, Arum.
Dragon-tree, Dragon's Blood.

Drainage-area, River.
Drainage of town3,^*^("if(•,641.
Drainage-tubes, {Sup/.

)

Drakoncria, Styx.
Dram, Drachma.
Drancc {r.), Saz-oy.

Drangiana, Afghanistan.
Draper. J. W. [Stipp.)

Drapier Letters, Swift.
Draught, Draft.
Uravidian languages, Tamil.
Drawing-slate, Chalk, Black.
Drevel, Engraving, 69.

Drin (r.), Albania, Bosnia,
Drinassi (r,), Scutari.
Drinking insanity, Dipso-
mania {Supp.), 499.

Drinkwater, Colonel, Gibral-
tar, 748.

Droighncach. Irish Lang.
Drome, M. dc la, H'lather.

Dromme, Calvados.
Drone, Bagpipe.
Dronnc, C/tarente, Coutras.
Dronte, Dodo.
Drover's dog. Shepherds Dog.
Droylsden, {Supp.)
Druggists, C/temists 6r* Drug-

gists.

Drum {mts.), Waterford.
Drumaleague (/.], Cranno_^es.
Drumfish, Pogonias^Sciantdce.
Drummond's Isle, Gilbert Is.

Dnimmossie Moor, Culloden,
Dnipaccx, A mygdalear.
Druz, Dnieper.
Drvotomus, Woodpecker.
D.S. Repeat, Segno,
Dsang, Tibet.

Dualisiic system, Chemistry
'^Supp.], ^63.

Dubilza [r.], Rossieny [Supp.)
Du Buisson, Shale.
Dubuque, loiua, [Supp.)
Duchray. Forth.
Duck (r.), Tennessee.

Duck hawk. Harrier.
Ducos, Girondists.
Duddon (r.\ Lancashire.
Dudwick Hilt, Bucltnn.
Dufftown, Banffshire.
Dufour, G. H. {Supp.)
Duilius, C. Rome, 315.

Duiveland, Zeeland, Xeilter-

lands.

Duke Town, Calabar,
Dulciana, Organ, iii.

Dulcite, Sugar, 1S8.

Dumaresquc, Darling.
Dumbovitza, Bucharest.
Dummodah, Dammudah,
Dum palm, Doom.
Dumtaur, Dhumtour.
Dun, Don.
Dun-vEngus, Arran.
Dunaff Head, Stvilly, Loch.
Dunamare, Queen's County.
Dun bird. Pochard.
Duncan, Rev. H. Savings-

banks.
Dundaf Fall. Clyde.
Dundalk fr), Louth.
Dundee, Viscount, Graham,
yokn.

Dundiver, Goosander.
Dunfermline, Lord, Aber-
cromby.

Dungal. Ireland.
Dungaria, Chinese, Turkestan,

585.
Dunkery Beacon, Exmoor

Forest.
Dunmanus Bay, Cork.
Duninyat, Clackmannanshire.
Dunnichen stone. Sculptured
Stones.

Dunnidecr, Vitrified Fort.

Dunskeig, Vitrified Fort.
Dunvegan, Skye.
Duodecimo, Book, 225.
Diippel, (Sn/p.)
Durant, Tammy.
Durante, Dante.
D'UrbaD, Natal.
Durga, Stiktas, Stva, UviA.
Durgapuja, UmA.
Durham Book, British Mus-
eum, 359.

Diirkheuii, [Supp.)
Durtz, Durazzo.
Diiruy, V. {Supp.)
D'Urvillc (r.), Papua, 250.
Dutchman's pipe, y^ r/j/t^/tjMm.

Dutch mice, Lathyrus.
Dutch white. Baryta.
Duty, Work, 276.
Duty, Steam-engine, 104.

Duykcr-bok, Impoon {Supp.)
Dvma, Duna.
Dwarf standards. Orchard.
Dwina, Duna.
Dyad elements, or dyads.

Triads.
Dyaks, Borneo, Sarawak,
Dyala (r.), Tigris.

Dybbol, Duppel [Supp.)
Dycotcles, Peccary.
Dyer's buckwheat, Polygonees.
Dyer's oak, Quercitron.
Dyer's rocket or weed, Welti.

Dykchcad, Shotts.
Dynamical theory of heat,

Thcrmo-dynamtcs {Supp.)
Dynamometer, Spring Bal-
ance.

Dysart, Fifeshire.
Dysart Hills, Queen's County.
Dysoxylon, Alliaceous Plants.
Dziggcthai, Ass.

F.aglc (/.), Falkland Islands.
Eagle wood. Aloes Wood.
Eagre, [Supp.)

Earache, Otalgia, Otitis.

Earlston, Berwickshire.
Early English, Anglo-Saxon
Lang. &» Lit.

Earth almonds, CyPerus.
Earth-closet, Se-wage Earth-

closet [Supp.)
Earth-nuts, Lathyrus.
Earthquakes, America, 194.

Earthwork. Embankment.
Easdalc, Hebrides.
East River, Long Isi. Sound.
Eastern Empire, Byzantine
Empire, 469.

EasthwaitcWater, irtHrrtj//iV^.

East London, Kaffraria,
British.

East- Lothian, Haddington.
Eau dc Uicc, Venomous Bites
and Stings, {Supp.]

Eau d'or, Lily of tlie Valley.
Ebal, Gerizim.
Ebelmcn, Gems,Artificial,(i(i-j.

Eblis, Adam, Genii.
Ebn, Ben.
Ebii Batiita, Africa, 65.

Ebony, American, W/ieelera.
Eboracum, Vork.
F^ccaleobion, Incubation.
Ecclesiastical historj*, Church
History.

Echatz ir.), Reutlingen.
Echeneidae, Remora.
Echidna, Typhon.
Echinops, Thistle.

Eckcnfordc Fiord, Slesvig.
Eckhart, Venusberg.
Eclogue, Pastoral Poetry.
Ecraicur, [Supp.)

Ecricok, {Supp.)
EcNtasy, Neo-Platonists.
Ecthyma, [Supp.)
Edam, [Supp.)
Eiider, Hesse-Cassel.
Eden, Fifeshire.
Edcnkoben, {Supp.)
Edgar, Scotland, 556.
Edgar Town, Martha's Vine'
yard.

EdgcworlhiaGardncri. Daphnf.
Edible buck-eye, H.-chesnut.

Education, National Educa-
tion {Supp.)

Educationists,Voluntary', Vol-
untaryism, 24.

Educi, {Supp.)
Edwardes, Lieut. Sikh Wars.
Eclec, Kuldja.
Efiingham, Earl of, Reigate,
EfTirsion, Gases, 642.

Egaht<5,Philippc, f?*'/«'(i«j,Z>«c.

Egcdc Island, Spitzbergen.
Egerton, Francis, EUesmere*
Egg-apple. Egg-plant.
Egina, /Egina.
Eijina Marbles, Sculpture, 577,
Eglinton tournament, Car-

rousel.

Egremont, Cumberland.
Egyptian bean, Nelumbo,
Egyptology-, Archaology,
Ehrctiacez, Boraginae.
EilMinstock, [SuPp.)
Eifel, Prussia, 810.

Eifclgcbirge, RhenishPrmsia.
Eigg, Egg.
Eight Nights, Seven Wise
Masters.

Eil (/.), Caledonian Canal.
Einbeck, Eimbeck.
F.inhard, Eginhard.
Einsdorf, battle of. Seven

Years* War, 637.
Eird-houses, Earth-houses,
Eisach {r.), Brenner Pass
{Supp.)

Eisk, feisk [.Supp.)

Eislcbcn, John, Agricola, y.
Eisthal, Carpathian Mts.
Ejutia, {Supp.)
Ekhmim, [Supp.)
Ekron, Philistines.

Elxoplen, Oils, 50.
Elam, Susa.
Elatcritc, Bitumen.
Elaters, Hepatiae.
Elath, Edom,
Elan (r,), Brecknockshire.
El Bassan. [Supp.)
Elbe, Nassau.
El Bostani, Egypt, 787.
El Buka'a, Carte-Syria.

Elburz Mountains, Tehran.
Elcho, Lord, {Supp.)
El Dakkel, Oases, 20.

Elder-flower water. Elder.
Elder rob, Elder.
Election, Parliament, 2yi.

Elector's Hat, Gourd.
Electric eel, Gymnotus.
Electric egg, Induction of
Electric Currents.

Electric light, use of. Light-
ing ofBeacons, &'c. [Supp.)

Electric loom, {Supp.)
Electro - ballistic pendulum.

Velocity, Initial.

Electro-biology. AnimalMag-
netism, 267.

Electrode, Anode.
Electrolyte, Anode.
Eleciro-metallurgy, (Supp.)
Electrophone, [Supp.)
Eleme, Fig.
Elephantiasis, {Supp.)
Elephant's foot, Dioscoreacece,
Elcuthera, Bahamas.
Elfin pipes, Tobacco-pipes.

El Gharbye, Nubia.
El Gh>T, Syria.
El Haje, Asp.
Elic rubies, Pyro/e.
Elisenbad. Bo/temia, 189.

Eltssa, Dido.
Elixir salutis, Senna.
EHzondo, Spain, 14.

Elk, Wapiti.
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El Kab, Eilethyia. Necropolis.
El Kasr, Oases, 20.

El Khulil, Hebron.
Ellezelles, {Supp.)
EUichpore, Berar.
Ellis, A. J. Plwiutic Writ-

ing, 500.

Ellis, W. {Su^p.)
Elodea Canadensis, Ana-

cliaris.

Elohists, Peutateitch, 3S3.

Elom, Finistere.

Ei Pao, Cumatta.
Elphin, Roscommon.
El55ler, F. 'Supp,)
Eiswick. Gujt Factories.
Eltham Palace, Hall, 201,

El UfEa, Algeria, 140.
Elvas, AUmtejo.
Elvina, Coruna.
Elwick Bay, SltapittsJuty.

Elwy, Denbiglishire.
EJytra, Coleoptera.
Elz (r. ), Black Forest, Rhine.
Embarras (n), Wabash.
Ember goose. Diver.
Etnbiotocidse, Viviparous
Fish [Supp.)

Embolism, {Supp.)

Embossed printing. Blind, 157.
Embrued, hnbnud.
Embs [r.), Nassau.
Emerald, Type, 6oj.

Emeraldine, Dye-stuffs.
Emerita Aug\ista, Spain, 15.

Emetine, {Supp.)
Emeu wren, Slalunts.
Emgedesiye language, Agades.
Emir-ul-mumenin, Morocco.
Emmanuel Coll., Cam. {Supp.)
Emmen, Bern.
Empirics, Medicine, Hist. o/.

Empyreal air. Oxygen.
Enaima, Zoology, 357,
Encxnia, Coinmetnoration

{Supp.)
_

Encapsulation, Infttsona.
Encaustic, Painting, igi.

Encephalocele, [Supp.)
Enchanter's nightshade, Cir-

ccea.

Enchondroma, [Supp.)
Encounter Bay, South Aits-

tralia.

Encrome mineral, Ca/pagh
Brown.

Encumbered Estates Court,
Incumbered Estates Court
{Stipp.)

Encysting, Iii/usoria,

Enderby, Dampier Arck.
Enderby's Land, Antarctic
Ocean.

Endermic method of treat-

ment, {Supp.)

Endophlosum, Bark.
Endopleura, Seed.
Endorsed, Indorsed.
Endosperm, A Ibumen.
Endrick (r.), Stirlingshire.
Endrod, {Supp.)
Energy, Force.
Energy, conser%'ation, trans-

formation, &c., of, riurmo'
dytutmics {Supp.)

Enfield rifle, Rijied Anns.
Enfis [r. ), Aghmet {Supp.

)

Enfleurage, Perfumery, 357.
Engelhardtia, Walnut.
English, Type, 607.
English Harbour, Antigtui.
EnLzlish mercurj', Clu-nopa-

diutn.

Engrossing, Ingrossing.
Engraulis, Anchozy.
Enhallow Sound, Pomona.
Enkuping, Maelar, L,
Enlistment, army, War Ser-

vices [Siipp.)

Enna, Castro-Giovanni.
Ennist\'mon, Clare.
Ens, Transcendental,
Enschede, [Supp.

)

Ensete, Plantain.
Ensign, War Services (Supp.)
Entails, register of. Records,

Public, Registration 0/
Deeds and Writs.

Entasis, Column.
Enteric fever, Typhus, &c.
Enthronement, ArdUiisltop.

Entomyza, Blue-eye.

Entre Rios, Argentine Re-
public.

Entrochites, Beads, St Cuth-
berfs.

Enz (r.). Black Forest, Neckar.
Enza, Po.
Enzie, Banffshire.
Eotvos, J., Baron, [Supp.)
Epacto, Lepa?tto.
Epencephalon, Skull, 761.

Eperva, Wallaba Tree.
Ephedra, Sea-grape.
Ephelis, MacuLz,
Ephyre, Corinth.
Epidaurus, Ragusa.
Epidemic cerebral meningitis,
[Supp )

Epigynous, Stamen*
Epilatories, Depilatories.
Epimachus, Plu7ne-bird\Supp.)
Epiphegus, Cancer-root.
Epiphlceum, Bark.
Epiphysis, Ossiffcation.

Episcopal Church, American,
A nglo-Catholic Church, 259.

Episperm, Seed.
Epistajds, Nostrils, Dis. of.

Epistle, the, Lesson [Supp.)
Equations, polar, Radius,
Equilibrium, Statics.

Equilibrium, stable, Stalnlity.
Equinia, {Supp.

)

Eqiiites, Equestrian Order,
Legion.

Equivalent number. Triads.
Equivocation, Reservation,
Eradicated, Erased.
Erasistratus, Medicine, Hist.o/.
Erastianism, Erastus.
Erbia, Yttrium.
Erbil, Arbela.
Ercildoune, Earlston,Rhymer.
Ercilla y Zuniga, Alonso de,
Spanish Lang. ^^ Lit. 20.

Erckmann, E. E. [Supp.)
Erdre [r.), Nantes.
Erebus [mt.), Antarctic Ocean.
Eredia, Costa Rica.
Eresma [r.), Segovia.
Ergent [r.], Albania.
Ergloz (r.), Basel.
Eria, Silk S^ Silkzt'ortn, 724.
ErichEdmiuidson, S'wedin,-2-^%.

Eridanus, Po.
Erie Canal, Buffalo.
Erigal, Donegal.
Eriodendron, Raz^rr-strop.
Erisorti/. ),Lewis-'with-Harris,
Eristalis, Rat-tail Maggot,
Erlenbach (r.), Zabern.
Eriitz (r.\ Bohemia, 189.
Erme, Dartmoor.
Ernee 'r.), Mayenne.
Ernst, H. W. [Supp.)
Erotemata, Lascaris.
Errocht, Ericht.
Erromango, Nevj Hebrides.
Ervum, Tare.
Erythaca, Blue Bird, Red-

breast.

Erythizon dorsatum, Urson.
Er>'thra:, Ionia.
Esaro, Cotrone.
Escambia (r.), Florida.
Eschweiler, [Supp. )

Escondido, Nicaragua.
Escrow, Execution 0/Deed.
Escuage, Scutage.
Escuintla, Esquintla [Supp.)

Esdraelon, Carmel.
Esdud, Azotus.
Esedi, Persian Lang. 427.
Esk, Cumberland.
Eskar, [Supp.)
Eskdale Muir, Esk.
Eski-Hissar, Laodicea.
Esparsa, Costa Rica.
Esparto, Murcia.
Espinosa, battle of, Victor.

Espiritu Santo, New Hebrides.
Esquiline Hill, Rome, 322.
Esquintla, {Supp.)
Es Said, Egypt, jS-;.

Essences, [Supp.
]

Essera '.r.), Aragon.
Essone [r.], Seine.

Estatica, Stigittaiisation.

Estats .mt.i, Ariege.
Esterlings, Sterling.

Esthwaiie [/.), Windermere.
Estienne, Stephens.
Estrella, Costa Rica.
Eswan, Assouan.
Eteocles, Antigone, CEdipus.
Etesian winds. Wind, 215.

Ethbaal, Plusnicia, 493.
Ethelred, England, 59.

E the r, Quin tessence.

Etherow \r.), Glossop [Supp.)
Ethiopian pepper, Guinea
Pepper.

Ethyl, sulphate of, Sulphuric
Ether.

Ethylene, AlcoJwls\Supp. ),^\.
Etruscan language, Etruria.
Etruscans, Rome, yyj.

Ettrick Pen, Dumfriesshire.
Etzel, Attila.
Eucalyn, Sugar, 187.

Eudoxia, Alexei Petrowitch.
Eudoxia, Rome, 321.

Eulachon, Candle-fish {Supp.)
Eulophia, Salep.
Eumenidae, Wasp.
Euphodite, Trap.
Euphorion, Alexandrine Age.
Eupompus, PaintiTtg, igi.

Euptoea humata, Butterfly.
Eureka, Archimedes.
Euric, Spain, 16.

Europa Point, Gibraltar.
European lotus. Date Plum.
Eur>'<iice, Orpheus.
Euscaldunac, Basque Prov.
Euscaleria, Basque Provinces.
Euscara, Basque Provinces.
Eustrongylus, Strongylus.
Eustyle, Intercolumniation.
Eut>'chius, Arabian Lang.
a' Lit. 347,

Evans, Mr, Welsh Lang. &
Lit. 137.

Evans, Miss M. A. {Supp.)
Eve or Even, Vigil.

Eventuality, Phrenology, 517.
Everest [m.), Himalaya.
Evergreen oak, /lex.

Ewe {r.), Maree [I.)

Exalbuminous, Albumen.
Exchange, bill of. Bill 0/
Exchange.

Excision of joints, Resection

of foints.

Excluded middle, Identity.

Excrementitious products, ^^-
crction.

'E.xc<\\i^tMT,Consul,J\fcrca7itile.

Exequatur, Placetum Regium.
Exercise, Sanitary Science

(Sufp.)
Exergue, Numismatics, i.

Exhibitions, industrial, {Supp.)
Exidium, friv's Ear [Supp.)
Exostosis, Ossification.

Extine, Vegetable Physiology,

735-
;

Extract of flesh, Soup.
j

Extrados, Arch, 366.

Exuma, Bahamas.
Eyder, Dennuirk.
Eye [r.), Ber'wickslure.

Eyemouth, Berzvickshire.

Eyeo, Katunga [Supp.)

Eyes, Mining.
Eyess, Falconry, 228.

Eylkhanians, Persia, 423.
Eynort, Loch, Ulst.

Eyre, Eire.

Eyre. E. J. {Supp.)
Eyub, Constantinople.
Eyun, Wahabis, 41.

Eziongeber, Edom, Red Sea.
\

Ezra, Pentateuch, 382.

Faale, Al/iaurin el Grande
[Supp.)

Fabrizio, Fabrtcius, Gtrolamo.
Fachingen, Nassau.
Facial angle, Ethnology, I

Factory- Acts, (Supp.)
Faculty to burden. Appoint-
ment. I

Fadhl A. R. Eddin, Pers.
Lang. <S^ Lit. 428.

Fadievskoi, N'eiu Siberia,

FagopjTum, Buckw/ieat.
Faham, Faam.
Fahlun, Falun.
Fair Isle, [Supp.)
Fainvay, Diomede Islands,
Fairy pipes. Tobacco-pipes,
Fal fr.}, Cornzvall,

Falaise, treaty of, Willifun
tlte Lyon.

Falashas, Abyssinia.
Falcon, J. Ch. Venezuela.
Fall [r.], Oregon.
False acacia, Locust Tree.
False calabash. Bottle-gourd.
False decretals, Isidorian
Decretals.

Falsetto voice. Voice.

Famagosta, Cyprus.
Family of Love, Agapemone.
Fan, Blowing- machines

[Supp.), 4,1^.

Fanad Point, Swilly.
Fancy franchises. Reform

[Supp.)
Fane, Dundalk, Louth.
Fanners, Blowing-machines
[Supp.\ 429.

Faradisation, Tabes Dorsalis,
Farcy, Equinia 'Supp.)
Fardingale, Crinoline.

Fario, Salmon, 445.
Famworth, [Supp.)

Faro, Benue.
Faro, Capo del, Sicily, 704.
Farragut, D. G. [Supp.)
Farsistan, Pars.
Fasa, Fesa.
Fasting-tide, Shrove-tide.
Fast-mass, Shrove-tide.
Fat glands. Skin, 756.
Fauna, arctic, tropical. &c.
Geographica I Distribution

ofAjiitnals.
Faunus and Fauna, Roman
Religion, Ancient, 302.

Faustrecht, Golden Bull
Faustus, Bishopof Riez, Semi-
pelagianism.

Faverge, Valley of, Savoy.
Fawn, Fallot Deer.
Fayence, Faience.
Feale (r.\ Shannon,
Fear, Emotion.
Feame, Fame Isles.

Featherfoil, Hottonia.
Feathering, Oar.
Fecht, Colmar,
Fechler, C. A. {Supp.)
Federalists, RePidUcan, U.S.

655-
Federsee, Wilrtemoerg.
Feeders, Mining,
Feejee, Fiji Islands.
Felanitche, \Supp. 1

Feldberg, Black Forest.

Fellows, Uniz'ersity, 664.
Felsina, Bologna.
Feme Sole, Fetne Coverie.
Fenian Society, [Supp.)
Fens, Middle Lez'el [Supp.)
Fen Town, Finsbttry.

Feodor, Romanoff, House of.

Feral races, Wolf 243.

Fer de Moulin, Millri/id.

Ferdinand HL of Castile.

Spain, 17.

Ferghal, Ireland.
Fergus, Scotland, 555.
Fergus [r.). Shannon.
Ferid EddJn Attar, Persian
Lang. <£r» Lit. 427.

Ferishtah, Persian Lang. 6*
Lit. 428.

Ferment, Wine, 221.

Fern Isles, Fame Isles,

Fernandina, Cuba.
Fernando dc Noronha, {Supp.)
FemandVas; r.), Ogobai[Supp.

)

Femey, Voltaire.
FeroIiaGuianensis.^a/jVwtJa/.
Ferozabad, [Supp.)
Ferrari, Ludovico, Algebra.
Ferreo, Scipio, Algebra.
Ferruchi, Persian Lang. £r»

Lit. 427.
793
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Ferrum tarturatum. Tartaric
Acid, 304

Fcrsala, Fharsabts.
Fertile Isle, Chrisfophfr*!, St.

Ferula, A ttttnoniacttnt.

Ferven^a {r.}, Brneituza.

Fcsch, Jos. [SuJ^p.)

Fciigh, Der.
Fcunica, (i"«/A)
Fever, relapsing, Relapsing
Fever.

Fever, rcmiltent, Retuittent
Fever.

Fever, rheumatic, Rheuma-
tism.

Fever, scarlet. Scarlatina'
Fever-bush, Benzoin.
Fcysul, Wahabis, 40.

Fez, Morocco.
Fibre-platinjr, Goldlace.

Fibro-muscular tissue, VaS'
cular Tissue.

Fibrous tumour, Womb, Dis-
eases, 6r'c. o/. 3$i.

Fibula, Foot, 409.
Fichtelgebirge, Main,
Fidaris, yEtolia.

Field, C. W. (Supp.)
Field-glass, Opera-g-lass.

Ficld-ruih, Luzuia {Supp.)

Ficr (r.), Sa7>oy.

Fife, '£.3,T\soUSte7vart Family,
123.

Fifer, Jf^ar Services 'Supp.)

Fighine, Fi(:line [Snpp.)

Figline, {Sup/'.)

Figueini, {Supp.)
Figucs-caqucs, Date Plum.
Figure, Syllo^sm.
Fiiadelfia, [Supp.)
Filament, Stamen.
Filaria hominis bronchialis,

Strong^lus.
Filaria piscium, Spirvptera.
Fi\AluTC,Sill:&'Sil/rUform,-j2$.

File, LaM.
Filc-fish, Balistes.

Filfila marble, PkiUppnnlle.
Filfla, Malta.
Fillets, Mint.
Filmore, Utah.
Finale, {Supp.)
Fine, Repeat.
Fines and Rccovcrie*!, Fine 0/
Land, Records, Public.

Fin-fish, Rorqual.
Fingerling, Salmon, 447.
Finigucrra, Engraving, 6g.

Finlay \r. }, Columbia, British,

Finnan haddocks. Haddock.
Finow Canal, Gertnany, 718.

Finsterberg {mt.\ Tkuringer-
•ivald.

Fiorentino. Italy^ 657.
Kiorcnzuola, (.S";///.)

Firboigs, {Supp.

)

Fire-backed pheasant, Ma-
cartney Cock.

Fireballs, Aerolites.

Fire-draught, Warming (Sr*

Ventilation, 68.

Fire-flairc, Sting Ray.
Fireweed, Senccio.
Fire-worship, Sun ^^ Fire

Worsliip.

Firminy, [Supp.)

Firola, {Supp.)
First-fruits (m law), Annates,
Firth of Lorn, Cohnsay.
Fish-culture, Pisciculture.

Fisherrow, Musselburgh.
Fi-shcs, showers of, Slunvers

0/ Fishes.

Fishguard ^:i.y, Pembrokeshire.
Fishing, (6V/*.)
Fishing eagle or hawk, Osprty.
Fish-ladders, Salmon, 446.
Fish-maws, Mango Fish.
Fish-plate, Railways. 88.

Fish salamander, Batrachia.
Fish-skin disease. Ichthyosis.

Fish-stairs, Salmon, 446.
Fissiparous multiplication, Re-
fToduction, 195.

Fissure of the anus. Anus
{Supp.)

Fistula lachr>-malis. Lachry-
mal Organs,
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Fitch, PoUcat.
Fitch, Steam-navigation.
Fittri {/.), Smlan.
Fit-weed, Rryn^o.
F'lU-aHn, Strtfart Family.i^i.
Fitzroy (r.), Queensland.
Fiumara, Fiutne.
Fiumicino (f.), Rubicon.
Five-day fever. Relapsing
Fever.

Five fingers, Star-fish.
Flaccus Albinus, Alcuiu.
Flag, War Services [Supp.)
Klagcllum, Runner.
Flagsiadflc, Lo/oden.
Klahault. Comtc dc, {Supp.)

Flail, Thrashing.
FIammingo,Dionibio,Ca/r<tfr/.

Flan of Monastcrboicc, Irish

Lang. &^ Lit. 630.

Flanques, P^lanches.

Flap operation. Amputation.
Flashed glass, Glass, 7S2.

Fleabane, Conyza.
Fleawort, Planta^uea.
Fleche, Fortification, 444.

Fleetwood, War Services

{Supp.)
Flemingites, Sigillarta.

Flics, artificial. Angling, 256.

Flinders (r. ),
Queensland,

A ustra lian Explorations
{Supp.), 412.

Flint (r.), Tennessee.

Fliitermouse, Bat.
Flix-wced, Hedge-mustard.
Floating docks, {Supp.)
Floating gardens. Floating
Islands.

Floating mattress. Water-led.
Floating sweet meadow grass,

Manna Grass.
Floating warehouses, {Supp.)
Florae, Lozh'e,
Flores, Azores,
Florets, Flower.
Floridia, {Supp.)
Floripendio, 'J'/wm-apple.

Flos Adonis, Adonis.
Fioscularia, Rotatoria,
Flotation, Hydrostatics, 490.

Flotc fescue, Manna Grass.

Flotow, Fr. von, {Supp.)
Flo^vcr City, Springfield.
Flowering fern, Osntunda.
Flowering rush, Butomus.
Flowers of arsenic, Arseniaus
Acid.

Flowers of sulphur, Sulphur,
198.

Flowk-wort, HydrocotyU,
Fluke, F'lounder.
Flush, Cribbage.
Flushing, Long Island.

Flutcmouth, Fistularida, 356.

Fly agaric, Amanita.
Fly-fishing, Angling, 257.
Flying fox. Flying Lemur.
Flying opossum, Flying Plut-
langcr.

Foeniculura Capense, Umbel-
lifi-rce.

Foggie, Humble Bee.

Fogo, Cape Verd Islands.

Foktshany, Suvorof, {Supp.)
Folio, Book, 225.

Folkland, Saxony, 514.
Follicle, Glands.
Follicle, Legume.
Folquet de Marseille, Trou-
badour.

Fonka, Cape, Cos.

Fontaine, Algebra.
Fontaincbleau, RenaissatKe.
Fontargente (/«/.), Ariege.
Foo, Heen.
Food, {Supp.), San. Science

{Supp.), 720.
Foramen magnum, Spinal
Cord.

Forbes, Lough, Sltannon.
Forecastle, Fore.
Forcfang, For/ang.
Forest Courts, Forest Lazvs.
Forest Ridge, Sussex.
Forest wool, Pine.
Form, Type, 609.

Formariin, Aberdeenshire.

Fnrmentcia, Balearic Is.

Formylc, MethyUtu {Supp.)
636.

Fort Dauphin, Bembatooka.
Fort du Qucsne, U.S. 653.
Fortcviot, Scotland, 555.
Forth (r.), Tasmania, 306-
Fort Hope, Columbia, British.
Fort Madison, Io7va.
Fort Moultrie, Sumter, Fort.
Fortunate Islands, Pltocnicia,

492- ^
Fortune nay, Nrwfoundlattd.
Fortune, Robert, [Supp.,
Fort Wayne, Imlia?ia. [Supp.)
Fort William, Calcutta.
Fossil alkali. Sodium, 801.
Fouets, House-Uek.
Foula, {Supp.)
Foul bill. Bill ofHealth.
Foumart, Polecat.
Fourchamboult, {Supp.)
' Four Lands,' the, Bergcdorf

{Supp.)
Fous, House-leek,
Fousel-oil, Fusel.
Fovcaux Strait. Neiv Zealand.
Fovilla, Vegetable Physiology,

735-
Foxing, Beer, 809.
Fox-tailcd monkey, Saki.
Foy, Funvey.
Foyers, Theatre, 388.

Foynes, Limerick, Sluinnon,
Fraga, [Supp.)
Fraises, Fortification, 440.
Framboesia, Vaivs.
France, education in. Na-
tional Education {Supp.)

Franchise, Parliament, 283,
Ke/orm [Supp.)

¥Tzin\f.cx\h\xr^,Aix-la-CIutpelU.

Frankenwald {mts.), Thurin-
^envald.

Franklin {tnt.). White Mts.
Fraocheilean, Awe L,
Fra Paolo, Sarpi.
Frasers' County, Inverness-

shire.

Frauds, statute of, Statute
0/Frauds.

Frederick-August I. and II.,

Saxony, 515.

Frederick-Charles, Prince,
{Supp.)

Frederick City, {Supp.)
Frcdericksborg, S-weden, lyj.

Fredericksburg, Africa, 66.

Fredericksburg, Virginia,
{Supp.)

Fredcncksoord, Drentiti, Pau-
per Colonies.

Frederick the Wise, Saxony,

Fredcrick-William, Prince,
{Supp.)

Frcdcrikshavn, Copenltagnt.

Free livers. Perfectionists
[Supp.)

Free-soil Democrats, Repub-
lican.

Free-soil Party, U.S. 658.

Freestones, Peach.
Frc'gatc {i.), Seyclulles Is.

Fregenalde la Sierra, {Supp.)
Freiberg, battle of, Seven

Years' War, 637-

Frcirira, {Supp^
Fremont's Basin, Great Basin,
Fremont's Peak, Rocky Mts,
French chalk, Steatite.

French pie, Woodpecker.
French rye-grass, Arrluna-
tlurum.

French willow, Epilobium.
Freshford, Kilkenny.
F reshman, Cambridge Uni-

versity, 531.

Fresh-water pol>'pe. Hydra.
Fresh-water shrimp. Gam-

martts.

Frcsnillo, [Supp)
Freudenstadt, \Supp.)
Frcycinet's Peninsula, Tas-
mania, 306.

FreysLidtel, {Supp.)
Fribourg, Freiburg.
Friction-wheels, Friction.

Friedeberg, {Supp.

)

Friedrichshall, Saxe-.Metn'
ingen

.

Fricdrichshamm, Peace of,

.Alexander I, of Rttssia.

Fricdrichs-stadt, Leipzig.
Friedrich-Wilhelin's Canal,
Gerynany, 718, Spree.

Frigga, Freyja,
Fringilla spinus, Aherdtvmtm
Frio, Nicaragua Lake.
Frio, Cape, Rio tit faneiro.
Frit, Glass, 778.
Frith, Reformation, 159,
Fritigcm, Valens.
Frog-fly, Froth-fiy.
Frog-hopper, Froth-fly.
Frog-spittle, Frothfly.
Froude, R. H. Tractarianism.
Fruit-sugar, Fructose.
Fuchsinc, Dye-stuffs.
Fucus vesiculosus, Algte*
Fuenie Alamo, {Supf>.)

Fuentcs, Count of, Rocroi.
Fucrtc, {Supp.)
Fucrtc de Andalgab, {Supp.\
Fuhi, Honan.
Fu-kian, Fuh-keen.
VulfiQnuu&.Semi-pelagianism.
Fulham, Convict.
Fulimart, Polecat.

Fulling, Woollen &* Worsted
Manufactures, 265.

Fulness of blood, Congestion

of Blood.
Fulvva tree, Btissia.

Fumitory, common, Fuma-
riacea,

Funaria, {Supp.)
Funcha, Bogota.
Fun fhaus, [Supp.

)

Fung, Fum.
Funghwa, NingPo.
Fungic acid. Fungi.
Fungus Mclitcnsis, CynomO'
rium.

Fungus salicis. Amadou.
Funiculus, Seed.

Funny bone. Brachial Artery.
Furnace, reverberatory. Re-
verberatory Furnace.

Fumarius, Oven-bird [Supp.)
Fumcss, Lancaslure,
Fur seal, Otary.
Fusaro(/.). {Supp.)
Fusible alloy. Bismuth.
Fusils, Lock.
Fusiyama, Japan,
Fustic, young. Sumach,
Futteh-Ali, Persia. 423.
Futtocks, Ship-building, 683.
Futwa, Futtului.

Fyrd, Train-bands,
Fyrd, Trinoda Necessitas,

Fyttc, R/itipsodists.

Gabii, Rotne, 308.

Gabres, Guebres.
Gachua, Ophiceplialus.

Gadajos, GuacUilquiznr.

Gaddi, Taddeo, Painting,

Gadenolite, yttrium.
Gadcs, Cadiz.
Gadhelic, Gaelic Lang. &^ Lit.

Gadjatch,_ {Supp.)
Gaga, Keiskamma.
Gagali, . Podocarpus.
Gagea, Star of Bethlelum.
Gaisin, {Supp.)
Galam butter, Biissia.

Galatea, grotto of, Aci Rcalc.

Gataxias, Salmonidie.
Galegos. Lisbon.
Galenists, Anabaptists, 219.

Galeus canis, Tope.
Galgacus, Agricola, C. f.
Galgocz. FreystAdtl {Supp.)

Galiacese, Rubiacetr.

Galileans, Jexvish Sects.

Galipot, Rosin.
Gall, James, Supuiay Schools,

Gallanda, Gall. St, Canton of.

Gjllaraic, [Supp.)
Gallenstock, Valais.

Gallctylcs, Gallipot.

Galley, Type, 6ckJ.

Gallia Bclgica, B.lgium, 4.
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Gallia Cisalpina. Cispadana,
Transalpina, Transpadana,
Rome, 308.

Galliate, {Sttfip.)

Gallicanism, Galilean Church,
586.

Gallinago, Stiipe.

Gallinazo, Vulture.
Gallinsecta, Coccus.

Gallitzin, Galyzut.
Galloway breed, Ox.
Galloway, Earls of, S/ezvart
Family, 126.

Gallus, Ireland, 626.

Gally-worms, yuliis.

Galofaro, Scylla d" Charyb.
Galoshes, Golosltes.

Galston, Ayrshire.
Galtees {tnts.), Tipperary.
Galvanic pair, Galvanism, 594.
Galvanometers, Galvanism,

601.

Gal-wihara, Ceylon, 739.
Gamant, Abyssinia.
Gambeer, Gambir.
Gambet, Sajtdpiper.

Gambetta, YelloTvlegs,

Game-licences, Game.
Gamgee, John, Veterinary
Medicine.

Gaining, Gambling.
Gamle-by, Copenluigen.

Gamrie, Banffshire.
Gamtoos, Camtoos.
Ganger Rolf, Harald I.

Gangi, {Supp.)
Gangrene of the mouth, Mouia.
Gangs, agricultural, {Supp.)

Gangue, {Supp.)
Gan-king-foo. Gan-hwuy.
Gansfort, IVessel.

Gapau (n), Var.
Garagantua, Rabelais.

Garay, B. de, Steam-engine,

97, Steam-navigation.
Garcia de la Huerta, Spanish
Lang. 6^ Lit. 20.

Garcinta, Cocum Oil[Supp.)
Garden Island. Biiache.

Gardeners' garters, Canary
Grass.

Garden warbler, Beccajico.

Gare (/.), Dumbartonshire.
Garioch, AberdecTtshire

.

Garlic, crow, Allium.
Garnet, pyramidal, Vesuvian.
Garnock, Ayrshire.
Garou bush. Daphne.
Garreg, Flintshire.

Garrogue (r.), Sligo.

Garry, Glen, Inverness-shire.

Garry {n), Tay.
Gartan, Columba.
Gartempe (r.), Vienna.
Garum, A nchovy.
Garvock, Kiiu:ardineskire.

Gaseng, Goat.
Gas-engine, {Supp.

)

Gas-lighting, railway, {Supp.)

Gastein, treaty, Germany
{Supp.}, 532- .,,^ ,

Gasterosleus, Stickleback.

Gastrodynia, Gastralgia.
Gastro-enteritis, Gastritis,

Gastropods, Gasteropoda,
Gatehouse, Kirkcudbrightsh.
Gath, Philistines.

Gatin, Plateau de, Vendue, La.
Gat to, 0»pe, Cyprus.
Gau, Pyrenees, Basses.

Gaudens, St, Garcmne.
Gaulanites, Jewish Sects.

Gauls, Celtic Nations, Rome,
307-

Gaultheric acid & gaulthen-
lene. Winter Green, Oil of.

Gauntlet, Gantlet.

Gavamie Falls, Waterfall.

Gavra. battle of, Fenian
Society [Supp.)

Gawler (r.). South Australia.
Gay-Lussac'sLaw,yl(->t75/a/fi:^.

Gayndah. Queenslatui.

Gaza, P/tcenicia, 491.

Gaza, battle of, Selim I.

Ge. Gsa.
Gean, Cli^rry.

Gebatsch {mt.), Tyrol.

Gecinus, Woodpecker.
Ged, William, Stereotyping.

Gedd, Pike.
Gedrosla, Beloochistan.

Geelvink Bay, Papua, 250.

Geer, Cape, Blanco.
Geilnau, Nassau.
Gelatine, sugar of, Glycine.

Gelders, duchy of, RJu-jiisk

Prussia.
Gelimer, Vandals.
Gell-ale, Ground-ivy.
Gelya, Cantbay.
Gemmiparous generation.
Gemmation.

Gemmi Pass, Alps, Valais.

Gemmule, Seed.
Gemona, [Supp.)
Generationism, TraducianisjH.
Genevre (?«^. I, Alps.
Genipi & Genipp, Achillisa.

Gensano, Genzano {Sjipp.)

Gensonne, Girondists*

Genzano, [Sjtpp.)

Geometers, Caterpillar.

Geophllus, Centipede.

Geordie lamp, Sa/ety-lanip.
' George Eliot,' Evans [Siipp.)

George of Denmark, Prince,

Anfie, Queen.
George's Town, Btafra.
Georgetown, Delaware.
Georgetown, Pr. Edivards T.

Georgetown, Pr. 0/ Wales I.

Georgina, Dahlia.
Gephyrea, Worms, 279.

Geraniacese, [Supp.)

Geranium, oil of. Grass Oil.

Geranium maculatum, Alum
Root.

Gerard, Balthasar, William,
Prince ofOrange.

Gere [r.], Vienne.
German acacia. Sloe.

German carp, Crucian.
German catchfly. Lychnis,
German greens, Kale.
German rice. Barley.
Germantown, Pennsylvania.
Germany, {Supp.)
Germersheim, [Supp.)

Gerome, J. L. (Sr^pp.)

Gerrara, Gttera-ra.

Ghadames, Gadames.
Ghagra, Ghogra, Dude.
Ghardeia, Gardaia.
Ghazel, Gkasel.

Ghebres, Guebres,

Ghent, pacification of, Wil-
liam. Prince ofOrange.

Gherkins, Cucumber.
Ghetto, Rome, yz-^.

Chore, Ghur.
Ghori (r.), Aftderab [Supp.)

Ghosts, optical, [Supp.)

Ghurkas, Nepaul.
Giacomo da Ponto, Bassano.
Giarre, [Sitpp.)

Giarretta (n), Sicily, 704-

Gibbe (r.), Eiuirea.

Gibing, Gybing.
Gibson, Veterinary Med.
Giczin, Gitschiu \Supp.)

Gid, Sturdy.
Gien, Loirei.
Gier-eagle, Lammergeier.
Gig, Boat, Boating.
Gig-mill, Woolle7t &^ Wor-
sted Manufactures, iL^i^.

Giguela, Guadiana.
Gilbert delaPorree,.S"<:/u7/rtJ-i'irj-.

Gilge [r.), Niemen.
Gill (/.), ^/'^^•
Gill, John, [Supp.)

Gill-ate, Ground-iiy.
Ginespie,Thomas, U.P.C. 646.

Gillot, Joseph, Pen.
Gills, Heckles.
Gills, {Supp.)
Gillyflower, stock, Stock.

Gimignano, San, [Supp.)

Gimmal, Ring.
Gimone, Gers.

Ginneling, Fishing {Supp.)

Giorgio Barbarelli, Giorgioue.

Giovanni di Bologna, Satlp-
ture, 577.

Giovanni [San) in Fiore, {Supp.)

Giovanni(San)Rotondo,(i'«//.)
Gipping (r.), Suffolk.

Gipps' Land, Victoria, 785.

Gipsy herring. Pilchard.
Giraffe (r.), Nile.

Girard, Algebra.
Girard College, Philadelphia.
Giroiietie, Epi.
Gitanos, Gypsies, 170.

Gitschin, [Supp.)
Giuseppino, Cesari.

Gizeh, Ghizeh.
Gizzard, Birds, 109.

Glace', Taffety.
Gladbach, [Supp.)
Glade-net, {Supp.)

Gladova, [Supp.)

Gladsheim, Walhalla.
Glanders, Equinia [Supp.)

Glandford Brigg, [Supp.)

Glasnevin, AgriculturalEdu~
cation, 684.

Glass, earliest use of, in Eng-
land, Benedict Biscop [Supp.)

Glass-snake, \Supp.

)

Glastonbury thorn, Haivthor?!.

Glatt [r.], Zurich.
Glead, or Gled, Kite.

Gleet, GonorrJuea'.Supp.'^SAi*
Glenfr.). Bedford Level.
Glendalough, Wicklmv.
Glendalure, Wick/o7v.

Glenelg, Inverness-shire.

Glenelg(r.l, Victoria, 785.

Glenelg, Lord, Grant, Ck.
[Supp.)

Glenever, Vitrified Fort.

Glengariff, Bantry Bay.
Glen Garry, Invemess-shire.
Glen Morriston, Invemess-sh.
Glen Ness, Doon.
Glenshee, Pertltshire.

Glen Urquhart, Inverness-
shire.

Gliadin, Gluten.
Globe animalcules. Monad.
Globe-fish, Diodon.
Globiocephaliis,Crtrtj'«_f/f'Tfrt/^.

Globules, Homceopathy, 401.

Glomach, Fall of, Ross &>
Cromarty.

Glommen, Norway.
Glonoin, Nitro - glycerine

[S7,pp.)

Glory, Halos, 206.

Glory, Nimbus.
Glossinia morsitans. Tsetse.

Glossitis, Tongue.
Glossop, (Supp.)
Gloucester nut, Hickory.
Glover, Miss, Tonic Solfa.
Glover's roll, Roll ofArms.
Glue, liquid, marine, &c. Ce-
ments.

Gluten, Gelatigenous Tissues.

Glycinum, Glucinum.
Glycocine, glycocoll, Glycine.

Glycosides, Salicin.

Clyde [r.)y Louth.
Glykys [r.), Albania.
Gmelina, {Supp.)
Gmunden, {Supp.)

Gnidia, Thynieleacca:.

Gnidos, Cnidus.
Goat's beard. Fungi, 55S.

Godfrey, Gottfried.

Godounof, Eons, Rttssia, 386.

Godrun, Alfred.
God's gift, Dulivich College.

Goenang Api, Moluccas.
Goeree, Hollami, South.
Goes, Hugo Vander, Painting,

192.

Goetz von Berlichingen, Artt-

fcial Limbs (Supp.)

Goff, Golf.

Goggra, Oude {city).

Gohanuh, [Supp.)

Gohfeld, battle of. Seven
years' War, 636.

Goito, battle of, Radetsky.
Gold, extraction by sodium
amalgams, {Supp.)

Goldberg, [Sitpp.)

Golden Age, Ages, Pastoral
Poetry.

Golden carp, Goldfisk.

Golden charter, Transylvania,

Goldene Aue, Saxony, Prus-
sian.

Golden Gardens, Danube.
Golden Gate, San Francisco*

Gulden Horn, Constantinople.

Golden Plain, Nordliausen.
Golden maidenhair, Polytri-
chuni [Supp.)

Golden-tailed files, Ckrysis.

Golden Vale, Limerick.
Golden Vein, Tipperary.
Gold farthing, Rose-noble.

Goldfinny, Goldsinny.
Goldilocks, Polytrichum

[Supp.)
Goldings, Hops,
Gold powder. Bronzing.
Gold purple. Purple ofCtissius.

Gold-seed, Dog's-tail Grass,
Golek Bdghaz, Cilicia.

Golo, Corsica.

Golyzin, Galyzin.
Combo, Hibiscus.
Gomphrena, A maranth.
Gomul Pass, Goolairee {Supp.)
Gonaive, Hayti.
Gond, Tamil.
Gondokoro, Baker {SuPp.)
Goods, India, 539.
Gonidia, Lichen.
Gonoma, Moluccas.
Gonorrhoea, [Supp.)
Gonubi, Kaffraria, British.
Gonzaga, Card. Treiit, C, of.

Good. Stoics.

Good Henry, CJienopodium.
Goodsir, Professor J. [Supp.)
Goodyear, Ch. [Supp.)

Goolairee Pass, [Supp.)
Gooma, Cambay.
Goor, Dziggethai.
Goorjun tree, Dipteracece.
Gooseberrygourd. Momordica.
Goosefoot, CJienopodium.
Goose-grass, Bed-strnvj.
Corse \.r. ), Ganges, 614.
Gordon, Mr, Eyre {Supp.)
Gorebill, Garfish.
Corey, Wexford.
Gorge, Bastion.
Gorges, Gurges.
Gorica, [Supp.)
Gorigunga {r.), Ghogra.
Goritz, Gorz.
Corse, Furze.
Goshob, Abyssinia.
'Gospel,' the, Lesson [Supp.)
Gosselies, [Supp.)
Gota [r.]. Sweden, 236, Wetter.
Gotaland, Gotland.
Gotarike, Gotland.
Cottesgabe, Erzgebirge.
Gotthelf, Jeremias, Bitzius,

Couet, Cotes-du-Nord.
Gouges, Carpe7itry.
Cough, J. B. [Supp.)
Goulard's extract. Lead.
Coulbum, Neuf South Wales.
Gounod, F. C. {Supp.)
Gout, Gaur.
Courami, Goramy.
Gourdon, Lot.
Goumah, Necropolis, TJiebes.

Gout, in com, Corn-fly.
Gout, x\i^\\.iiv3X\z.Rlteumatism.

Gout powder, Duke of Port-

land's, Gentiatt.

Governor, Steam-engine^ 103.
Gowan, Daisy.
Gowdie, Dragonet.
Goyt, Mersey.
Gradiska, Kiistenland.
Crafenberger, Rhine-'wine,
Grafrath, [Supp.)
Grafton, New South Wales.
Graham's Dike, Antoninus,
Wall of.

Graigue, Carlow.
Crakle, purple, Quiscalus.
Gran, Grane.
Crana, Caraglio.
Granard, Longford.
Grancio, River-crab.

Grand Lake, New Brunswick.
Grand Be Island. Saint Malo.
Grand ^^rQ^xd.Bourb.m.Hede.
Grandbourg, Marie Galajite

Grand Charter, Charte,
795
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Grand Chute, AppUton.
Orand-Colomblcr, . yura.
Grande-Com be, La, {Sitpp.)

Grande Porl, Maurititts.

Grand River, Uiah.
Grand seignior, Turkey, 587.
Grand vizier, Turkey, 587.
Grangcncuve, Girondists.
Granier de Cassagnac, \SiiPp.)
Granite Stale, AVw Hamp-

shire.

Granniichcle, {Supp.)
Gran Sasso d'ltalia, Como
Monti,

Grant, Chas. \Supp.)
Grant, Kr. [Supp.)
Grant, Mrs Anne. (Supp.)
Grant, Mrs(of Carron}. [Supp.)
Grant, Pat. [Supp.)
Grant, Sir Francis, {Supp.)
Grant, Sir R. [Supp.)
Grant. Sir Wm. {Supp.)

Grant, Ulysses S. {Supp.)
Granta, Cam.
Granville, Earl. Carteret.
Grao. Guadalaviar.
Grape disease. Oidium {Supp.)
Grape-hyacinth, [Supp.)
Graphis, [Supp.)
Graphotype, [Supp,

)

Grapple-plant, {Supp.)
Grass-moth, {Supp.)

Grass tree, Tasmnniiz, 308,
Grass week, Ferambulation.
Grates, Warming <Sr* VcU'

tilation, 62.

Graubundtcn, Crisons.
Grave, Tempo.
Gravel-rot, Eupatorium.
Gravcnstein apple, Alsen.
Graver, Burin.
Gravity. Gravitation,
Gray (explorer), Australian
Explorations [Supp.], 410.

Gray hen, Blackcock.
Gray, Jn. Ed. [Supp.)
Gray powder. Mercurials.
Gray salts, Rccti/yimy.

Gray Sisters. Brot/ters and
Sisters 0/ Charity.

Gray trout. Bull Trout.
Greal, Craal.
Grease, [Supp.)
Great Kasicrn, {Supp.)
Great Felberg, Nassau.
'Great Go,' Cambridge Univ.
Greathead. Life-boat.
Great Island, Cork.
Great Sound, Bermudas.
Great Swan (/. ), Falkland Is.

Great Thorn (n). Cedar Mts.
Greek Empire, Byzantine
Empire, 469.

Greek mythology, Greek Re-
ligion.

Greek valerian. Poletnouiacea.
Green {r.l, Utah.
Green almonds, Pistacia.
Greenbacks, {Supp.

)

Grcenbone. Garjish.
Green Cloth, Board of,

Steivard 0/ tJte Household.
Green gage, Plum.
Green grosbeak, Greenfinch.
Green Hill, Lanarkshire.
Greenland dove. Guillemot,
Greenlaw, Ber^vickskire.
Green linnet, Greenfinch.
Grecn-maniiring, Rape.
Green monkey, Cercocebus.
Green-room, Tluatre, 390.
Greenshank, Sandpiper'supp.

)

Gregorians, Brotherltcods.
Grcnelle, Paris, 2jt.

Gr^oulx, Alpes, Basses.
Grcuzc, Painting, 195.
Grewia, {Supp.)
Grias, Anch<n>y Pear,
Grief, Emotion.
Grift {r.\ Apcldom {Supp.)
Grig, Scotland, 555.
Grignan, Madame de, Srzngni.
Grignon. Agricult. Education.
Grlgoriopol, {Supp.

)

Grim, Cape, Tasmania, 306.
GrimaUii, Genoa, 684.
Grima'Hi, Harlequin.
Grimaldi, Optics.
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Grimscl Pass. Alps, Valais.
Grindstone (/'.), Magdalen Is.

Gripes, Colic.

Griping pains. Tormina.
Grivcgnde, {Supp.)
Grocer's Itch, Ecthyma {Supp.)
Grodck, (Supp.)
Grootc {is.), Carpentaria.
Grooves, Mendip Hills.
Groschen, Penny.

I

Gros dc Naples, Taficty.
Gros des Indes, Tafiety.

I Gross-Becrbcrg [mt.], ThttrtH-
genvald.

I Grosseto, {Supp.)
Gross-Glogau, Glogau, Oder.
Grossjagerndorf, battle of,

Seven Years" IVar, 636.
Grolte, {Supp.)
Groimd puppy, Menopome.
Grudek, Grodek {Supp.)
Gruner, Engrar'ing, 70.

Gryffc ;r.), Rcft/rcM.
Gry-phite limestone, Lias.
Guaco, Eupatorium.
GuadajociUo, Castro del Rio.
Guadalcfra, Castuera.
Guadalete {r. ), Puerto de
Santa Maria.

Guadalete, battle of, Caitgas
de Onis.

Guadalhorcc (r.), Granada,
Spain.

Guadalimar. Guadalquivir.
Guadalopc [r.), Ebro.
Guadarmena. Aicaraz {Supp.)
Guadarrania {r.), Tagus.
Guadiato, Guadalquivir.
Guadiela (r.), Tagus.
Guajan, Ladrones.
Gualcguarchu. Entre Rios,
Gualcguay, Entre Rios.
Gualticri, Andes, 239, 240.
Guana, Iguana,
Guanaco, Huanaco.
Guanchcs, Canaries.
Guanine, Urinary Sediments.
Guanonicn, [Supp.)
Guardian, Addison,
Guastalla, Parma.
Guaviare, Orinoco.
Guazuma, Byttneriaceet.
Guddling, Fishing [Supp.)
Guebwiller, [Supp.)
Gucr {r.), Cdtes-du'Nord.
Gueret, Creuse.
Guernsey lily, Amaryllis.
Gueux, [Supp.)

Gncvci, Kleene Boc [Supp.)
Guicowar, {Supp.

)

Guido 'of Siena), Painting, 191.

Guier [r.). Savoy.
Guigliano, {Supp.)
Guitloche machine. Machine-
engraving.

Guipure, Lace, 5.

Guisborough, (Supp.)
Guise, [Supp.)
Guixar, Guijar.
Guldborgsund, Falster.

Gulliver's Travels. Swi/t.
Guluncha, {Supp.

)

Gum animal, Galago.
Gum, elastic, Caoutchouc.
Gumping, Fishing {Supp.)
Gun-carriages, War Services

[Supp.)

Gun-cotton, {Supp.

)

Gun-factories, roy.d, War
Services {Supp.)

Gunnera scabra, Ara/ia.
Gunong Guntour, Bandong.
Guns and projectiles, PalHscr,
War Services [Supp.

)

Gunter's scale, Gunter's Chain.
Guricv, Caspian Sea, Dorpat.
Gurjun tree, Dipteracca.
Gurkfeld, {Supp.)
Gurmuklcswar, [Supp.)
Gurney, Mr, Biule Burner.
Gvirrah, Sltahjehanpore [Supp.)
Guthrun, Alfred.
Guzc. Roundle.
Guzerat, Gujerat.
Guzzeh, Gaza.
Gwydir, Darling,
Gv%'>'neddigion, Welsh Lang.
&^ Lit. 137—138.

Gyannat-Balassa, (•S'»//.)

tlycnta. Denta.
Gymnosperma:, Conifers.
Gymp, Gimp.
Gynarkology, Midwifery.
Gync [r.), Tenasserim.
Gyoma, [Supp.)
Gypogcranus, Secretary,
Gyps, Vulture.
Gypsophila, Soapwort.
Gypsy-wor t ,Horehound',Supp.

)

Gyrodactyhc, Trematoda,
Gyronny, Gironne,
Gyroscope, {Supp.

)

Gyrostat, Gyroscope {Supp,)

Haaksbergen, Oz'eryssel.

llaardraade, Harald HI.
Haarfager. Harald I,

Haase, Ems.
Habit. Phrenology, 518.
Habsburg, Hapsburg.
Hacho Moimt, Ceuta.
Hackee, Ground Squirrel.
Hack-hawk, Falconry, i-i%.

Hackles, Heckles.
Hackles, Fowl.
Hackluyt, Hakluyt.
Haco, Alex. 111, of Scotland.
Haddington. Earls of, Hamil-

ton Family, 213,
Hadhaz, Haiducks (Supp.)
Hadramaul, Arabia, 344,
Hadnimctum, Barbary.
Hxmal spine. Skeleton, 751.
Haemanihus, Blood-floiver.
Hacmapophyses, Skeleton. -j^i.

Hsmatocryal, Vertebrata.
Hxmatosepsis, Black Quarter.
Ha;matothcrmal, Vertebrata.
Harmylis, Caraway.
Haggard, Falconry, 228.
Hagge, HajJ.
Hagmatana, Ecbatana.
Hagmcna, Hogmanay.
Haidarabad, ffyderabad.
Haiducks, (Supp.)
Haifa, Caifa.
Halgh, D. H. Runes.
Haikh, Beduins.
Haimburg. Hainburg.
Hain, Grossenhain.
Haines {r.), Somali Land.
Hainichen, [Supp.)
YiA\T-mos.s.Polytrichum{SnPp.)
Hair Stane, Standing Stones.
Hair-stone, Rock Crystal.
Hairumbo, Cachar.
Haje Nasher, Asp.
Hal, {Supp.)
Hala, Halla.
Hale. S. J. [Supp.)
Haleb, Syria.
Halicarnassus, Caria.
Halimodendron, SalinePlants.
Halle, Ch.arics. {Supp.)
Hallcck, Fitz-Greenc, [Supp.)
Hallein. Halle.
Hallowmas, All Saints' Day.
Hz\\s,t:id.t\l.).Salzkammergut.

Halluin, [Supp.)
Haloxylin, [Supp.)
Hatsfang, WeregiUi.
Halteres, Imects, 588.
Halys, Anatolia, 226.
Hamadani, Arabian Lang.
&* Lit, 348.

Hamah, [Supp.)
Hamamat, Egypt, 789.
Hamaxa, Ursa Major.
Hambato, Ecuador.
Hambieton Hills, Yorkshire.
Hamburg, white, Baryta.
Hamcsucken, Haimsuckcn.
Hamites, A vunonites.
Hamlet, or Hamleth, Amleih.
Hamnie, Hanover.
Hammer shell, Malleacete,
H amoaze, Devonport.
Hampton, Wolverhampton.
Hamza, Arabian Lang. &*

Lit. 547.
Hanbalitcs, Sunnites.
Hand-ball, Tennis.
Handeck, Falls of, Aar.
Handicapping, {Supp.)
H andiron, A ndiron.
Handspike, Windlass.

Hand-tennis, F'ives.

Hanefites, Sunnites.
Hangcndenlissen, Funfhaus

{Supp.)
Hankiang (r), Corea.
Han-kiang (r.), Yang-tze-
kiang.

Hanley, {Supp.)
Hanna, Moravia,
Hants, Hampshire.
Happiness, theory of, Stoics.
Harar. {Supp.)
Hardenberg, Oz>eryssel.
Hard Shells. Republican.
Hardt {mts.), Prussia.
Hardware, Blistered Steel.
Hare Bay, Neufoundlund.
Hareld. {Supp.)
Ha rem , Seraglio.
Harengula, Sprat.
Haricot, Kidney-bean.
Harling, Rough-cast.
Harmine, Hannaline.
Harmony Hall, Owen,Robert.
Harmouth , Siluridie.

Harold's Cross, {Supp.)
Harouka, Moluccas.
Harpagon, Falcon.
Harport, Skye.
Harpy, Harrier.
Harquebus, Arquebus.
Harri-kari, Japan,
Harrington Sound, Bermudas,
Harris, Dr, Encyclopedia, 48.

Harrow fr.), Tuam,
Hart Fell, Dumfriesshire.
Hartford, Connecticut.
Haruco, Amboyna.
Haruja, Wart-ho^.
Harvest-fly. [Sup}.)
Harvest-men, Phalangid<r.
Harvey, William, Wood-en-
graving, 258.

Harvey Archipelago, Cook Is.

Hasa, Wahabis, 42.
Hasam {r.), Adowa {Supp.)
Hashish, Assassins,
Hash, Bern.
Hastcnbcck. battle of, Seven

Years' War, 636.
Hastings, Minnesota.
Hatchctinc, Mineral Tallow*
Hauksbee, Haiuksbee.
Haupur, [Supp.)

Hausa, Houssa.
Haute-combe, Savoy,
Hautes-AIpcs, Aipes, Hautes.
Haut Mati [r.], Ahmednug-
gur [Supp.)

Havildar, Zemindar.
Hawaiki, Maoris.
Hawarden, Flintshire.
Hawke's Nest. Virginia.
Hawking, Falconry.
Hawks, Fr. L. {Supp.)
Hawlbolinc (1.), Cork.
Hay, Brecknockshire.
Hayel, Wahabis, 42.

Hayes, Aug. Allen, {Supp.)
Hayes. Is. T. {Supp.)
Hazard, Billiards, 98.

Headers, Bricklaying.
Head-quarters, Quarters.
Head-rope, Bolt-rope.

Health, public. Sanitary
Science [Supp.)

Hearne, Lieut. Coppermine[r.),
Hearse, Herse.
Heartburn, Cnrdialgia,
Heart's Content, Atlantic Tel,

Heart's ease, Violet.

'Hc:iTt-?.trokc,A ngina Pectoris.

Heart-wood, Duramen.
Heat, Thermo-dynamics
{Supp.)

Heat, animal. Animal Heat,
Heal apoplexy. Sun-stroke.
Heath-fowl, Blackcock.
Heavy spar, Cawk.
Hebdomadal Board, Oxford

University.
Hebert, Cordeliers.
Hebron, Labrador.
Hebrus. Maritza.
Hecate, grove of, Ar'emus.
Hecalompylos, Parthia.
Hechingen, Hohenzolleni,
Hcddlcs, Healds.
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Hedgehog plant, [SuPfi.)
I£edge hyssop, Gratioia.
Hedge nettle, Stackys.
Hefa. Cai/a.
Hegelianism, Hegel, G.
Hegius, A. A^ricola, R.
Hegumenos, Greek Church, 87.

Hegyallya [mis.). Tokay.
Heidenmauer, Ribeauville.
Heka, Egypt, 787.
Hekia, Hecla.
Helamys, Jumping Hare

[Supp.)
Helena, Bay Is., Ruaiatt,
Helenin, Elecainpane.
Helgoland, Heligolajtd.

HeUacal year, Catticular.

Heliand, Germany, 724.
Helianthemumvulgare, Cistus.

Heliocantharus, Scarabceiis.

Heliostat, Heliotrope.

HeliotjTpography, [SttPp.

)

Hellbender, Batrachia, J\Ie7t-

cpome.
HcIIendorn, Overyssel.

Hell Kettles, Darlifigion.
Helmet-shell. [Supp.)
Helmond, [Supp.)
Helmsdale Water, Sutherland.
Helonias, Sabadilla.
Helsingborg, [Supp.)
Helvoetsluys, Hellevoetsluis,

Hemeralopia, Sight, Defects of.

Hemerobaptists, Jewish Sects.

Hemionus, Ass.
Hcmling, Harts, Paintirig,ig2.

Hemp agrimony, Eupatoriu}u.
Hempholme, Chilter?i Hun-

dreds.

Hemp-nettle, Dead Nettle.

Hemp-palm, (Supp.)
Hemp-seed, oil of, Hevip.
Hen and chickens, Daisy.
Hendred, East, Chiltern
Hundreds.

Hengistbury, Ckristchnrch.
Hen-hawk, Buzzard.
Henley-on-Thames, [Supp.

)

Henry VIII.'s Survey, Re-
cords, Public.

Henty, Victoria, 786.
Henware, Badderlocks.
Henzada. Pegu.
Hep, Hip.
Heralds' visitations, Visita-

tions, Heralds'

.

Heraz (n), Atnal {Supp.)
Herb Bennett, Gemn.
Herb Christopher, Acttra.
Herbert family, Carjtarvon

{Supp.)
Herb Gerard, Gout-%ueed.
Herb of grace. Rue.
Herb Robert, Geranium.
Herb St Barbara, Cress.

Hen. ^Supp.)
Herisau, Appenzell.
Herjedal, Sweden, 236.
Herm, Jersey.
H ermaness, Shetland.
Hermanric, Valens.
Herman-schlacht, Varus.
Hermes, George, [Sttpp.)

Hermesianism, Hermes^Supp.)
Hermon, Palestine.
Hermopolis, Syra.
Hermosillo, [Supp.)
Hermus (r.), Anatolia, 226.

Hemad (r.), T/u-iss.

Hernandia Gulanensis, A ?na-

dou.
Hemcesand, Angerfnannland.
Herodians, Je^vish Sects.

Heroic Age, Ages.
Heron, Hero.
Herophilus, Medicine, Hist. of.

Herpestes, Ichneumon.
Herring, Vancouver Island,

[Supp.)
Herrings, king of the, Shad.
Herring salmon, Coregonus.
Herris, Harris.
Hermhut and Hermhuters,
Zinzendorf

Herstal, Herisiat.
Hertford, Earls of, Seymour.
Hertha Lake, Rugen,
Herts, Hertfordshire.

Herveland, Liege.
Herz, Henri, [Supp.)

Herzogenbosch, Hertogen-
bosch.

Hesperides Insula:, Scilly Is.

Hesperis, Rocket.
Hesse-Darmstadt, Germany

{Supp.), 535.
Hestia, Vesta.
Hesudnis (r.), Sutlej.

Heteroclite grouse.^yrr/frt/^^j.

Heterogenesis, Reproduction,

195-

Heteropods, Nucleobranch-
iata.

Heyn, Heijn, P. P.
_

Heytesbury, IViltshire,

Hey\vood, [Supp.)
Hexhamshire, Shire.

Hiallland, Shetland,
Hiamum, Fuh-keen.
Hiawassee [r.], Tennessee.

Hibemia, Ireland.
Hidalgo, Mexico.
Hiddekel (r.), Tigris.

Hielmar (/.), Sweden, 236.

Hieres, Hyeres.
Hieronymites, Brotherhoods.
Hierro, Ferro.
High Church, England and
Ireland, Church of, 62.

Highgate resin, Copal.

High Harrogate, Harrogate.
Highland and Agri. Soc. of

Scot. AgriculturalSocieties.
High Peak, Derbyshire.
High Peak, Sidmouth.
High Peak {mt. ), CatskUl Mts.
Hildburghausen, Saxe-Mein-

ingen.
Hildebrandslied, Dietrich of
Bern [Supp.)

Hilden, [Supp.)
Hillah, Babylon, 600.

Hill mustard, Bujtias*

Hillsborough Bay, Prince E. I.

Hilum, Seed.

Hilversum, {Supp.)
Himyarites, Yemen.
Himyaritic Lang. Shemitic
Lang. 670—672.

Hind, Stag.
Hindley, [Supp?^

Hindoe, Lofoden.
Hindon, Jumna.
Hinkelhahn [mt.], Saxe-lVei-
mar-Eisenach.

Hinna, Hemia.
Hiong-nu, Turks.
Hippo, Indian, Gillenia.

Hippobroma, Sapindacece.

Hippo Diarrhytus, Bizerta.
H ippolyte, A tnazons.

Hippophagy, {Supp.)
Hippo Regius, Numidia.
Hiram, Phoenicia, 493, Tyre.
Hirling, Salmon, 449,
Hispania, Spain, 15.

Hitchin, [Supp.)
Hittites, Ramesses.
Hitu, Moluccas, 522.

Hiz (n), Hitchin [SuPp.)
Hoazin, {Siipp.)

Hobbima, Painting, 195.

Hocco, Curassow.
Hochelaga, Montreal.
Hochst, Nassau, Tilly.

Hochwald, Prussia.

Hod, Bricklaying, 340.

Hodeida, Yemen.
Hoei-he, Seljuks.
Hoffmann, A. H. {Supp.)
Hoffmann, E. T. A. [Supp.)

Hoffmann, Melchior, A na-
baptists, 218.

Hoffmann von Fallersleben,

Hoffmann, A. H. [Supp.)

Hofhuf, IVahabis, 42.

Hog-apple, Podophyllum.
Hog-fish, ScorpiEna.
Hog-gum, [Supp.)
Hog-nut, Cob-nut.
Hog-weed, Coiv Parsnip.
Hohescheid, {Supp.)
Holasganz. Bahar,
Holda, H2tlda.
Holibut, Halibut.
Holland Inlet, Prince Ed. I.

Holland, education in, Na-
tional Education [Supp.)

Hollands, Bleaching, 148.

Hollenhacken, Rhine.
Hoile Pass, Black Forest.

Hollow-ware, [Supp.)
Holly (poet). Slouaks.
Holm, Peel.

Holm oak. Ilex.

Hohton (r.), Tennessee.

Holt, Denbig/ishire.

Holt, T. Elizabet/um Arch.
Holy birds. Pillar Saints.

Holy bitter, Hiera Picra.

Holy fire, {Sitpp.)

Holy Innocents' Day, Chil-

dermas.
Holy Isle, Buteshire.
Holy Office, the, Inquisition.

Holy of holies. Tabernacle.
Holy Sepulchre, Holy Places.

Holy Thursday, Ascension
Day.

Holy-water font, tap, &c.,

Benitier.

Home, D. D. Spiritualism.
Home Mission, of Germany,

WicJiem.
Homeritae,.(4ra5irt,346, Yemen.
Hominy, Maize.
Homogenesis, Reproduction,

195-
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Homophony, AntipJiony.

Homs, Hems.
Honda, Magdalena.
Honey bear, Kinkaj'ou.

Honcyhercy,Melicocca iSnpp.)

Honeycomb bag, Ruminantia.
Honey-sucker, Honey-eater.
Honi soit qui mal y pense,

Garter, Order of

.

Honunian, Entellus Monkey.
Hood Isle, Galapagos Islands.

Hood's Canal, Washington
{territory).

Hooker (we/.), Rocky Mts,
Hooker, General, Richmond,

U.S. 660.

Hooks, fishing. Angling, 256.

Hoolock, Gibbon.
Hooper, Swan.
Hoom, Count, IVUliain,

Prifice of Orange.
Hoosic (r.l, Hudson.
Hopenthal, Labrador.
Hop frog-fly, {Sr^pp.)

Hop froth-fly, 'Supp.)

Hopkins [r.], Victoria, 785.

Hopkins, M. Witchcraft, 236.

Hopping Dick, Thrush.
Horze Paulinse, Paley.
Horaforas, Amboyna.
Horde, [Supp.)
Horeymeiah, Wahabis, 41.

Hormazd, Ormuzd.
Hormesta, Orosius.
Hormuz, Ormuz.
Hormuzan, Susa.
Horn, Lippe.
Hornbook, {Supp.)
Horn, Cape, Cape Horn.
Horned hog, Babyroussa.
Homed owl, Eagle Owl.
Horned ray, Cep/ialoptera.

Homed viper. Cerastes.

Home], Launce.
Homstone, Chert.
Horodenka, {Supp.)

Horopter, Vision, 823.

Horse-bee, Bot.
Horse-flesh as food, Hip-
popluigy iSupp.)

Horsel, Eisenach.
Horse mackerel, Scad.
Horse-tail, Equisctum.
Horta, Fayal.
Hospital fever, TyPhus and

TypJtoid Fezers, 615.

Hospital gangrene, Phage-
dcena.

Hostise, Lords Supper, 193.

Hotch-potch, \Supp.)
Hotham's Island, Grahame's I.

Hottentot's bread, Elephant's
Foot.

Hottentot's fig, Mesemhryacetr.
Houghton-Ie-Spring, [Supp.

)

Hougomont, IVaterloo,

Housebreaking, House.
Houses, Siiiiit. Sc.{Supp.]. 723.

Hovas, Madagascar.
Hovellers, Goodwin Sands.
Hovenia dulcis, Rhamnace<e.
Howdah. Elephant, 4.

Howe, General. U.S. 654.

Howling whale, Caaing
Whale.

Hoyle, Edmond, Whist.
H uaco, Eupatorium.
Huallaga >.], Peru, 437.
Huanchaco, Truxillo.

Huasco, Chili.

Hubcrtusburg, [Supp.)

Hucho, Salmon, 449.
Huckleberry, Whortleberry.
Hudibras, Butler, S.

Hueque, Auchenia.
Hufeland. C. W. [Supp.)

Hughes, Thos. [Sitpp.)

Hugo Capet, Capetian Dy-
nasty.

Hu^ri r.), Mysore.
Huisne, Orne.
Huitzilopochtli, Mexico, 434.
Hulls, Jonathan, Steain-navi-

gatioft.

Humboldt (r. and w;/j./, Utah.
Humboldt's Bay, Papua, ^s^.
Humeerpore, AllaJtabad.

Humerus, Hand, 222.

Humin, Huimcs.
Hummel. J. N. [Supp.)
Hums, Hems.
Hungarian balsam, Pitie.

Hungarian wines, Wine, 226.

Hungarj', Germany [Sftpp.),

536.
Hungry Hill, Bantry Bay.
Hung-sew-tseuen, China, 821.

Hung-tsin-hu, China, 815.

Hungus, Ficts.

Hunkiar, Turkey, 587.

Hunnerberg. Nijmegen.
Hunterian Museum, Owen,
Richard.

Hunting dog, Lycaon.
Hunting leopard. Cheetah.
Huntly, Marquises of, Gordon
Family, 8.

Hun ze, Groningen

.

Huon (r.l, Tasmania, 306.

Huon pine, Dacrydium.
Huri, Heri [Supp.)

Hurlgate, Hell Gate.
Hurt, Roundle.
Husch, {Supp.)

Huso, Sturgeon,
Hut, Edfou.
Hutia, Hog Rat.
Huxley. T. H. {Supp.)

H yacin th , Pyrope.
Hyacinth, volcanic, Vesuvian.
Hyaena dog. Lycaon.
Hyalite, Opal.
Hybia Minor, Ragusa.
Hydatid disease of the breast,

Adenocele [Siipp.)

Hydnora, [Supp.)

Hydrastis, [Supp.)
Hydraulic cranes, [Supp.)

Hydraulic engines, {Supp.)

Hydraulic lifts, Hydraulic
Cranes [Supp.)

Hydrocorisa;, Water-bi/g.

Hydrogen acids, Hydracids,
Hydromancy, Divination.
Hydrostatic bed. Water-bed.
Hydrostatic bellows. Hydro-

statics, 490.
Hygiene, Hydropathy, Sani-

tary Science \Supp.)
HylasandHyladx. Tree-frogs.

Hymenaea, Anime.
H ymenium, Fungi.
Hyoid bone, Tongue,
Hypersemia, Congestion of

Blood.
H>-perborean Mts. Ural Mts.
Hj-perite, Trap.
H yperoodon , Botilehead.
Hyphomycetes, Fungi, 557.
Hypnum, [Supp.)

Hypodermic, jfi'wf/^r^Hirf-S"///^.}

Hypog>'nous, Stamen.
Hj-posulphuricacid, Sulphur,

199,
797
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Hyposulphurous acid, Sui-

pkur, 199.

Hypoxanthine, Urinary Sedi-

ments, Urttu.
Hysterotomy, Cttsarean

Operation.
Hythe, {Supp.)

Hywcl Dha. li^iUh Lau£.
£7* Lie. 136.

lalysus, Khodts.
laiiibia. }'aniho.

Iambus, Iambic Verse.
lapygian Peninsula, Otranto.

Iapyt;iai)s, Rome^ 307
lar Connaught, Gaiway.
Ibcmia, Hibernia.
1 benis, Ebro.
Ibi-Gamin Pass, Himalaya.
Ibis, wood, Tantalus.
Iblis, Mohamfntdanistn.
Ibn, Ben.
Ibn Ratuta. Arabian Lang,
h* Lit. 347.

Ibn Mayman, Almeria.
Ibn Vabya, Arabian Lattg,

h' Lit. 348.

I bo. Weebo.
Icc-knccs, Whale, 152.

Iceland spar, Calcareous Spar.
Ichnu&a, Sardinia^ Is. of.

Icica, KSupp.)
Ico, {Supp.)
Icon Amlac, Abyssima.
Iconiiim, Konieh.
Iconium, sultanate of, Othman.
Icononzo, bridge of, Bogota.
Icos, Greece, 85.

Icricok, Ecricok {Supp.)

Ictis, Wight, Isle of.

Idaho. U.S. 647. {Supp,)

Ideality, Phrenology, 515.

I dcographs,///>nif^//tjVj, 36 1

.

Ideology, Idea.
Idle (r.), Trent.
Idnia tribus, specus, &c
Fallacy.

Idunia;a, Edom.
Idzu, Cape, Simoda.
Icrnc, Hibernia.
Icsi, Jesi [Supp.)
Ignis sacer, Rose.
Ignoraiio elenchi. Fallacy.

Ihle, Burg.
Ihne, Oder.
Ij , A msterdattt.

Ijssel, Yssel.

lie dc la Camargue, Bouchcs-
du-Rhone.

Ileo-cxcat \2\\f:,Digestiou,i^%.

Ilcrda, Lerida.
Ilex Paragiiayensis, Mali.
Ilhavo, {Supp.)

Hi, Kuldja.
Iliacfossa, Alimentary Canal.
Iliac passion, Ileus.

Iliad, Homer.
Ilissus, Attica.
Ililz, Servin, 631.
lllcva, Oedenburg {Snpp.)
Ill, Rhin, Bas.
Illcr{r.), Alps.
Illii,'cr, Omitlwlogy.
Illinois nut, Hichyry.
Ilm (r,), Saxe- Weimar'Eise-
nach.

Ilmenau, Saxe-Weimar-Eise-
nach.

Iloilo, Miagao.
* II Passatore,' Bandit.
Hz, Bavaria, 760.

Imago, Insects, 591.
Imail, Wickhvj.
Imhabura, Ibarra.
Imbricaria, Sapotacece.
Imhanipoora, Sofala.
Imoschi, [Supp^
I mpari-pinnate, Leaves.
Impasto, Groundin Fainting.
Imperial liquid. Cream 0/

Tartar.
Imphec, Sugar-cane.
Imping, Falconry, •zi.t).

Implaccntal, Mammalia.
Impoof, Elaftd.
Impoon, [Supp.)
lmpo<;ition of hands. Orders.

Holy.
798

Inaia Palm, {S$tpp.)

Inch Cape. Bell Rock.
Inchniarnoch, Buteshire.
Incisors, Teeth, 329.
Incumbered Estate:* Courts,
{Supp.\

Indal (r.), Siveden, 936.

Indefatigable Isle, Galapagos
Islands.

Indcnmity, Bill of, Bill 0/
Indemnity.

Indcrab, Anderab [Supp.)
Indian ass, Rhinoceros.
Indian Caucasus. HinduKush.
Indian cress, Tropirolum.
Indian hemp, Hashish,Hemp.
Indian jade. Nephrite.
Indian millet, Durra.
Indian oil tree, Bassia.
Indianola, Texas.
Indian ox, Zebu.
Indian physic, Gillenia.

Indian tobacco. Lobelia.

Indicator, Steam-engine, J02.

Indicollite, Tourmaline.
Indicopleustes, Cosmos,
Indigo bird, {Supp.)

individuality. Phrenology,^xd.
Indragiri, Riouw.
Indrapura (r.), Sumatra.
Induration, Sojtening ami
Induration.

Industrial exhibitions. Exhi-
bitions {Supp.)

Inebriates, establishments for,

Dipsomania {Supp.), 500,

Infantile remittent fever,

Worm Fever.
Inflected languages, PkUology,

485-
Infuiidibula, Respiration, 208.

Ingathering, feast of, Taber-
nacles, Feast of.

Ingleborough, Yorkshire.
Inglis(r.), Tasmania, y^tyil.
Ingtuvles, Digestion, 567.
Ingolf, Icelaftd, 506.

Ingres, J. D. A. {Supp.)
Inguinal glands, AnalGlands.
Inhabitivencss, Phrenol. 514.
Inhambane, So/ala.
Injector. GifTard's, {Supp.)
Ink, marking, Silver, 730.
Inkpcn Beacon, Wiltshire,
Innakillv, Yougltal.

Inncrhoden, Appenzell.
Inncs, Thomas, {Supp.)
Innishannon, Batuiou {Supp.)
Innissherkin {i.), Cork.
Innocent II., Pope, Roger II.

Innuus, Inuus.
I noculation. Budding.
Inosin, or Inositc, Sugar, 187.

Insclberg (/«/.), Thuringer-
ivald.

Insomnia, Sleep.

Inspissated juice, Extracts.
Instcr, Pregel.
Insurance, post-office. Insur-
ance [Sut^p.) {[Supp.)

Insurancc-uroker, Ship-broker
1 nlendant-gcneral, Staff.
Intenimna, Teramo.
Intercostal spaces, Ribs.
Internuncio. Legates, Nuncio.
Intestinal fever, Typltus &*
Typhoid Fevers, 615.

Intestinal juice. Digestion,$6$.
Intine, Vegetable Physiol. 735.
Intrados, Arch, 366.
Inverury, Aberdeenshire.
Invoice-book, Book-keeping,

227.
lonidium, Violaceee.

los, Greece, 85.

Ipek, Petsh.
Ipe-tobacco, Bignoniacete.
Ipo. Upas.
Ipswich, Queensland.
Ireton, Henry, {Supp.)
Iriartea andicola. Wax-palm.
Iris {r.), Anatolia, 226.

Irmenseule, Yggdrasil.
Iron, Age of, Bronze, Age of.

Iron Island, Tenasserim.
Iron, wine of. Tartaric Acid,

304-

IroD-bark tree, Eucalyptiu.

ron-froth, Hamaiite.
ron Gate, Servia, 629.
ron-rcftning, Bessetner^s Pro-
cess.

ron-sand. Loadstone.
ronsides, Cromwell's, Crom-
vtell.

ronstone, Black-band Iron-
stone.

jonsione Mount, Tasmania,
306.

ron-wood. Date Plum.
rnn-wood, white, Xantho.vy-
lum.

rrationality of dispersion,
Re/raction.

rritability of muscles. Ton-
icity, Muscttlar.

run, Spain, 14,

s.iac Angclus, A ndronicus.
saacll. Byzantine Emp.^ji.
saacs River, Queenslatul.
sabella II. Spain, {Supp.)
sabnormal lines, Isot/iemtal
Lines.

satis, Woad.
schys, jEsculapius.
sel, Drave.
scr, Flanders, West.
scrj Bunzlau {Supp.)
serine. Titanium.
sgaur, Colchis.

shak-ben>Soleiman, Arabian
Lang. &* Lit. 348.

sis, Osiris.

skandcre, Scutari.
skclib, {Sttpp.)

sker (»*.), Turkey, 5S6.

slamabad, Cashmere.
slampoor, Dacca.
slancf of Desolation, Kcr-
guelen's Land.
slandshire. Shire.
slcbius, Agricola, John,
sle of Bourbon Tea, Faam.
sic of Serpents, Black Sea.
sic Royal, Superior, Lake.
slcs, Lords of the, {Supp.)
sniail, Persia, 423.
smaili, Suez Canal {Supp.)
smailis, {Supp.)
smid , Nicomedia

.

sogonic lines, Terrestrial
Maptetism, 371.

solating languages, Philology,

481, 484.

sonandra, Pauclwnti{Supp.)
sonza {r.), Austria, 568.

srafil, Mohammedanism,
ssik-kul (/.), Semipalatinsk.
ssoudun, Indre.

ssuant, Jessant.
staccihuatl(w//.), Mexico, ^-i;!.

talian paste. Macaroni.
talians, ancient, Rome, 307.
taly, {Supp.)

taparica{i.). All Saintf Bay.
tapicuru (r.), Bahia.
tcnen (r.), Soutfiampton.
thon [r.), Radnorshire.
tri, {Supp.)
tu, {Supp.)
turbidc, Emp. of Mexico,
{Supp.)

tz {r.), Saxe-Coburg-Goi/ia.
van Kalita, Russia, 385.
vanovo, {Supp.)
vay, Parana.
vel, Bedfordshire, Ouse.
vcrdun {/.). Neii/cliatei.

vemia, Hibernia.
visan, Capiz.
vry, battle of, Henry IV.
{France).
xodes and Ixodidae, Tick.
zmid, Nicomedia.

Jablonovy {mts.), Irkutsk.
Jacare, Alligator.
Jacitara palm, {Supp.)

Jack, Pike.
Jackatallah, Ootacamund.
Jack-by-thc-hedge, Alliaria,
Jackson, Pugilism.
Jackson, Tennessee,
Jacobean style of architecture,
Renaissance.

Jacova, {Supp.)

Jaffna peninsula. Ceylon, 737.
Jagalat, Turkestan, 583.
jSgcrs, Chasseurs.
Jahnuvi (r.), Ganges, 614.
Jaik (r.). Ural.
Jailum, Bijbahar.
Jalon (r,), Calatayud.
Jalun, Bundelcuftd.
Jamaica, Long Island.
Janiaicina, Andira.
James Isle, Galapagos Is.

Jamestown, Barbadoes.
Jamuri, Albania.
Janiculus, Mons, and the Jam*

culum, Rome, 322, 323.
Jankovatz, {Supp.)
Jantra (r.), Timotia.
Japan earth, Catechu.
Jarama (r.), Tagus.
Jarchi, Rashi.
Jardin dcs Plantes, Botanic

Garden.
Jargonelle, Pear.
Jarool, Lagerstrcetnia,

Jaroslaf, Russia, 384.

Jar-ra*wamang, Baritalt,

Jasmine fire, Pyrotechny.
Jason (/.), Falkland Is.

Jatropha nuts, Physic-nut,
JSts, Punjab, Sik/is.

Taulna, (Supp.)

Jauru, Paraguay, river.

Java, [Supp.)
Javalon, Guadiana.
Javorskij, Russian Lang. &*

Lit.
Jaw-fall, Tristnus Nasccntiutn,
Jaworow, {Supp.

)

Jaxt, Neckar.
Jay.W. (.y»/A)
Jaz>'gcs, Transylvania.
Jean Paul, Richter.
Jebcl Abad {fnts.), Persia,

419-
IcbclJcbcl-el-Bied, Blanco, Cape.
Jcbcl-er-'rahme, Arafat Mt.
Jcbcl-csh-shcrki, Lebanon,
Anti:

Jcbel Hadnar, Atlas Mts.
Jcbel Katharin. Sinai.
Jcbel Miisa, Sinai.
Jeddah, Jiddah.
Jefferson {mt.). White Mts.
Jegani, Albania.
Jenovists, Pentateuch, 383.
Jehroom, Fars.
Jcisk, {Supp.)

Jejunum, Alimentary Canal.
Jcllinghec (r.), Bengal,Ganges

^

615.

Jelly-fish, Acaleplur.
Jemmingcn. battle of, William,
Pritue of Orange,

Jemtland, Stvedett, 236,

Jcnibazar, Novibazar.
Jcnil, Granada, Spain.
Jenncr, Dr, Typhus and Ty-
plwid Fevers, 611.

Jcrcs, Xeres {Supp.)
Jer-falcon, Gyr-falcon.
Jericho's Ford, battle of, U.S.

661.

Jerusalem oak, Cltenopodium.
Jesi, {Supp.)
Jesses, Falconry, 226, 227.
Jesuit's drops, Benzoin.
Jetcc, Asclepiadaceee.

Jethou, Jersey.

Jews' apple, Egg-plant.
Jew's ear, {Supp.)
Jezebel, Ahah.
Jikadaze, {Supp.)
Jiloca, Ebro.
Jiniena, {^w^.)
Jinn, Genii.

Joachim, Jos. {Supp.)
Joachimsthal, (Supp.)
Joannes Christians, Zabism,

329-

Joannes Eremita, Cassianus.
Joannina, Albania,
jocaste, (Edipus.
Joe Miller's Jests, {Sttpp.)

Joggs, Jougs.
Johannes, emperors, Byzan-

tine Empire, ^T2.
John of Briennc, Byzantine
Empire, 471.
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John of Bruges, Attabaptists,
219.

Johnshaven, Khtcardiueskire.
Johnson, Andrew, [Supp.)
Johnsoniana, A na.

John the Almoner, C/^rj'i'(?j'^fw.

John Tzimiskes, Byzantine
Empire, 471.

John XXIII., Pope, Schisin,
Western,

Jointed pipewort, Eriocaula-
ces.

Joints, resection or excision of,

Resection 0/ yoints.

Joints, stiffness in. Ankylosis.
Jokgrin, Zabertt.

Joliffes, Africa, 70.

Jonathan ben Uzzicl, Targunt.
Jones, Owen, Welsh Lang.
^ Lit. 137.

Jongleur, Troubadour,
Jonzac, Chare7ite-Inferieure.
Joonaghur, {Supp.

)

Jorat, Mont, Vaud.
Jordanes, yomandes.
Jordshani, Arabian Lang. 6f>

Lit. 349.
Josa, Tarifa.
Jotuns, Giants and Dzvarfs,

741.

Joubert, Glass, 783.
Jouffroy, Marquis de, Steam-

navigatio7t.

Journal, Book-keepi?ig, "z-z-j.

Jovinus, Valentinianus.
Jowaree, Dtfrra.
Juana, Cuba.
Juan Manuel, Spanish Lang.
&> Lit. 19.

Juarez, Benito, [Supp.)
Juba, Muscat.
Jubal, or Jublah, Strait of,

Red Sea.
Jubeil, Byhlos.
Jublanik, Bosnia.
Juca, Manioc.
Judcock, Snipe.

Jug ('')> Vologda.

JugSS, Joiigs.

Jugulars, Cirailatimt, 47.

Jujuy, [Supp.)
Julapur, [Supp.)

Julia, [Supp.)
Julian, Count, Roderic.
Juliana, Prunes.
Julian Period, Period.
Julich, [Supp.)
Juliers, Julich {Supp.)
Jumarts, Hybrid.
Jumper, Blasting.

Jumping hare, [Supp.)
Jumping mouse, Decrmouse,
Juncagines, AUstnacece.
Juncus, Rusk.
June-berry, Anielanckier.
Jungfernsprung [int.). Saxony,

513-
Jungle, [Supp.)

Jungly gau, [Sr/pp.)

Jungmann, Boltemia, igo.

Juniata (r.), Susgueltanna.
Junior optime. Wrangler.
Junjera, Concan.
Jupiter, Planets.

Juran^on, Pyrenees, Basses.
Jurassic, Oolite.

Jurat, Affidavit,
Jure devoluto, Patronage.
Jurnut, Earth-nut.
Jurua (n), Amazon.
Justicia, Acanthus.
Justin II. Byz. Empire, 470.
Justinian II. Byz. Entpire,^-jo.

Jusof-ben-Jakub, Alfonso I.

Jutay (n), Atnazon.
Jute manufactures, [Supp.)

Jutes, A nglo-Sa.rons, 261.

Juts, Sinde.
Jyhun (r.), Zeithun.

Kaab-ben-Zohair, Arabian
Lang. <5r» Lit. 347.

Kabinda, Loango.
Kabiri, Pluenicia, 494.
Kabus, Persian Lang. ^^

Lit. 427.
Kabyles, Berbers.
Kachugsk, Lena.

Kadi-kane, Millet.

Kadikoi, Constantinople.
Kadjak Isles, Russia, 378.
Kadoe, Java {Supp.), 580.
Kadom, {Supp.)
Ksempferia pandurata, Tur-

ineric.

Kafu, Nile.
Kahlamba {mts.), Zululand.
Kahoolani, Sandwich Is.

Kaid, Slieep-lonse.

Kaifung-fu, Hona?t.
Kaila, Indus.
Kailasa, Temple of, Ellora.
Kai'makans, Turkey, 587.
Kaisarijeh, Anatolia, 226.

Kaiserstuhl, Black Forest.
Kakapo, {Supp.)
Kakaterra tree, Dacrydiuni,
Kakerlac, Cockroach.
Kakerlaken, A Ibitws.

Kaki, Date Plum,
Kalabagh [mts.). Salt Range.
Kalag\ve [l), Zambesi,
Kalambi {?nt.\ Kaffraria.
Kalambu, Colombo.
Kalamita, Bay of. Alma.
Kalany-ganga, Coloinbo.

K aldera , Scre'w Pine.
Kali, Uma.
Kalihara Desert, Namagua-

laftd.

Kali-mas (r.}, Surabaya.
Kalimazoo, Michigan.
Kali Nuddi {?-.), Kimnoj

[Supp.)
Kalipani, GJiogra.
Kalouga (r.), Borodino.
Kamburg, Saxe-Meiningen.
Kamehameha I., II., &c.
Sandivich Islands.

Kamela, Vermi/uges.
Kamtchadales, KamtcJtatka.
Kanarak, Cuttack.
Kandalak, Gulf of, White Sea.
Kandyans, Ceylo7i, 738.
Kangaroo apple, [Supp.)
Kangaroo rat, Potoroo.
Kangaroo vine, Vitaceee.

Kang-tung, China, 817.
Kanizsa, [Supp.)
Kankari, {Supp.)
Kanowry, Bomu.
Kanpoo, Hang-CJiow-Foo.
Kan-su, Chifia, 817.

Kapunda, South Australia.
Karadagh, Montenegro.
Karague, Albert N'yanza

{Supp.)
Kara Kerman, Babatag.
Kara-kool, Bokluira.
Karakorum [mts.), Tibet.
Kara-kum, Kizil-kutn.
Karasch, Banat.
Kara See, Russia, 377,
Karatchi, Sijtde.

Karlsburg, Carlsburg.
Karmathians, {Supp.

)

Karmoot, Siluridce,

Karmoe, Carmoe.
Karoefa, Papua, 250.

Karotcha. Korotc/ia [Supp.)
Karr. J. A. [Supp.)
Karshi, [Supp.)
Karun (r. ), Shuster,
Kasanlik, [Sitpp,)

Kasbec v'"^-). Terek,
Kasbin, Persia, 422.
Kasenburg. Schivarzburg.
Kashin, [Supp.)
Kasipoor, Kumaoti,
Kassu, Catechu.
Kastron, Antiparos.
KaUhdin [mt.), WiUte Mts.
Katchi, Tibet.

Katherinenberge, Radom.
Katif, Wa/iabis, 42.

Katschalinskala, Dubovka.
KatskiU [mts.]. New York,

state.

Kattegat, Cattegat.
Kattyvvar, Gttzerat,

Katune, Ob,
Katunga, {Supp^
Katunsk {mts.), Altai Mis.

{Supp.)
Kaui, Sandivich Islands.
Kava, Ava.

Kaye, Bishop, Sabbath, 403.
Kayinga (/. ), Victor^ Lake.
Kayserling, Count, Russia,-^Zz.

Kazbeck {mt.), Tiflis.

Kazembe , Cazembe.
Kazvin, Casbin.
Kea, Cang.
Keang-se, China, 817.
Keang-su, China, 817.
Kearsage, the (ship), Alabaina

iStipp.), 380.

Keble, John, [Supp.)
Kedah, Quedah [Supp.)
Kedirie {r.^ Surabaya.
Kedron, ICidron.
Keedah, Quedah [Supp.)
Keeper {mt.), Tipperary.
Kee-wee-naw, Superior, LaJce.

Keffing, Moluccas.
Kefr Cana, Cana 0/ Galilee.

Keg-fig, Date Plum.
Keilberg, Erzgebirge.
Keith, Banffshire.
Keith, Marshal, [Supp.)
Keitloa, Rhinoceros.
Kelsenonesia, Polynesia, 659.
Keller, Engraving, 70.

Kellet Straits, Melville I.

Kelp ware, Wrack.
Kelt, Salmon, 446.
Kemi, Egypt.
Kemi, Lapland.
Kempen, [Supp.)
Kempenfeldt, Admiral, Royal

^

Geofge.
Ken, Cane.
Ken[/.). Dee.
Kenia, Moon, Mountai/ts of.

Kenmare Bay, Kerry.
Kennet [r.], Thames.
Kenneth, Scotland, 555, 556.
Kenosha, Wisco^isin.

Kent's Cavern or Hole, {Supp.)
Kentucky coffee tree, Gym-

nocladtts.

Kenwyn (r.), Tmro.
Kcppel, Falkland Islands.
Keppel Bay, Queensland.
Keptchak, Kiptc/tak.
Keratose, Sponge.
Kerka, Dalmatta.
Kerkhah, Persia, 419.
Kerki, [Supp.)
Kern, J. C. iSupp.)
Kemwald, Unterwalden.
Kerrera. Hebrides.
Kerry Head, Sliannon.
Kershope Water, Border.
Kertch, Strait of, Venikale

Strait.
Keswick (/.), Der^ventwater.
Kv-t, Ob.
Ketch, Jack, Executioner,
Tyburn.

Kelly, Shropshire.
Key, Moluccas.
Key Islands, {Supp.)
Keys, Caieos.
Keys, relative. RelativeKeys.
Keystone, Arch, 366.

Kezanlik, Kasanlik [Supp.

)

Khabs, Cabes.
Khafaloun, [Supp.)
Khafren, Egypt, 789.
Kham, Tibet,

Khamsin, Egypt, 785.
Khan, Caravattsarai.
Khanpur, [Supp.)
Khapalu, K/ui/aloun [Supp.)
Khaifah, Wahabis, 42,
Kassou-Kaye, Kftaya.
Khat, Catha [Supp.)
Khaurezm, Khiva.
Khnum, Egypt, 7S7.

Khoi, [Supp.)
Khond, Tamil.
Khouds, India, 539, Orissa.
Khopah, Trebizond.
Khoper [r.), Don, Penza.
Khor, Tibet.

Khora, Samos.
Khoten, Turkestan, 585.
Khudavenkiar, Anatolia, 227.
Khur. Dziggethai.
Khurja, {Supp.)
Kia-ling [r. ], J 'ang-tze-kiang.
Kiang, Dziggetliai.
Kichenev, Kislienau [Supp.)

; Kidwelly, Caermarthenshire.
Kiery, Amaranth,
Kiesh, Caw Parsnip.
Kikinda, [Supp.)

\

Kilauea (/.)i America, 194,
1 Sandivich Islands.
Kilbimie, A rgyleshire.

Kilbrennan Sound, ArTa?t.
Kildrum, Waterford,
Kileh-shergat, Assyria, 49S.

Kill mane, Zambesi.
Killaloe, Clare.
Killington Peak, Appala-

chians, 321.
Killybegs, Donegal.
Kilmichael Point, Wexford.
Kimair [r.\ Troy,
K im bri , Cimbri.
Kimmeridge coal, SItale.

Kimpolung, {Supp.

)

Kinchow, {Stipp.)

King, explorer, Australian
Explorations [Supp.), 410.

Kingarth, Vitrified Fort.
King-bird, Tyrant Shrike.
King Charles's South Land,

Tierra del Fuego.
King-duck, Eider.
King-ki-Lao, Corea.
King of the herrings. Shad.
King's hood, Ruminantia.
King's Island, Bengal, Bay of.

King's Island. Limerick.
Kingtang, Ningpo.
King vulture. Condor.
King William's Town, Kaf
fraria, British.

King-wood, [Supp.)
Kini Balu, Borneo.
Kino, Jamaica, Seaside Grape.
Kinphu, Corea.
Kin-te-Ching, {Supp.)
Kintore, Aberdeenshire.
Kinzig (r.). Black Forest,
Kipper, Salmon, 446.
Kippure [mt.), I)ublin.
Kirchheim, {Supp.)
Kirensk, Irkutsk.
Kiriaghuna, Asclepiadaces.
Kirkdale Cavern, Caves.
Kirk-kilissia, [Supp.)
Kirkton, Crediion.
Kirtynassa, Ganges, 614.
Kishenau, {Supp.

)

Kishengunga, Maziifurabad
[Supp.)

Kishon, Cannel.
Kish-Tshai, Nuclta [SuPp.)
KisiUr.), Ural.
Kisil-Irmakfn), Anatolia.126.
Kisky Thomas nut. Hickory,
Kissavo, Ossa.
Kitchen middens. Recent
Period.

Kitjap, Soy.
Kitta, Magpie.
Kittalinnies, Appalacltians,

Kizil-Uzen, Azerbijan,
Klar {n\ Wener Lake.
Klaus Narr, Courtfool.
Kleene hoc, {Supp.)
Klek [mt.), Dittaric Alps.
Klephts, A nnaioles.
Klettgau, Schaffliausen.
Klip(r.), Natal.
Klip-dasse, Daman.
Klipspringer, [Supp.)
Kliuchi, Zlatoust.
Kliutschewik, Volcanoes.
Klodnitz, Oder.
Kloster-Erbacher, R/tine-uine,
Klutha, Otago.
Kneading by machinery,
{Supp^

Knees, broken. Broken Knees.
Kneph, A 7nmon.
Kniashnin, R ussian Lang,
&^ Lit.

Knight-heads, Shipbuilding,
684.

Knock [mt.), Banffsltire.
Knockmahon, Waterford.
Knockmeledown (?«/.), Tip-
perary.

Knot, bird, [Supp.)
Knot of Cusco and Pasco^
Peru, 436.
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Know-nothing p.iriy, t/S. 658.

Knox's Isle. Gilbert islamis.

Knysna Inlet, Cape of Good
IJofie,

Kobdo (r.l, Altai Mts. (5«//.)
Kobrin, (Su//.

)

Kochcr (r.), Neckar,
Kochia, Belvedere.

Kocpang . Timo r.

Kocti, Borneo.
Kohik, Bokhara.
Ko-ko-nor, Tibet.

Kokumoil, Cocum Oil [Supp.)
Kolbcrg, Colbe?x.
Koleah, Algeria. 141.

Kolcrum, battle, TippooSahib.
Koles, India, 539.
Kolguev, Kalgnef.
Kolubara (r.), Servia, 629.
Koluri, Salamis.
Komom, Comom.
Komotapur, Loll Bazaar

[Supp.)
Komul, Turkestan, 5S5.

KomuldKina, Gkuuturiijina.
Konaic (r.l, Brahmaputra.
Koncvctz, Ladoga.
Kongsbcrg, Silver, 730.

Kongun, Congoon [Snpp.)
KOniggratz, battle, Germany
(^«/A), 534.

Kunigsborn, salt-works of,

Unfta.
KOnigsmark, Countess A.
Saxe, Count of.

KOnigstein imt.). Saxony, 513.
KOnigswarth, (Supp.

)

Koolokamba, Gorilla.

Koombar, Gmeltna [Supp,)
Kooth, Putchuk.
Kflping, Maelar, L.
KOprili, Moh. Ot. Emp. 149.

Koree (n), Ajmeer.
Korkilo, Cape, Cos.

Kormachiti, Cape, Cyprus.
Koro, Fiji Islands.
Korona, Carlsiadt.
KOrSs (n), Theiss.

Korotcha, [Supp.)
Kosala, Oude,
Kosciusko Unt.), N. S. Wales.
Koscl, Oder.
Kosi. Little (r.), Pumeah.
Kosiia (r.), Almora [Supp.)
Kosmos, CJtaos.

Kosso, Cusso.
Kotclnoi, NeTV Siberia.
Kathen, Cdthen [Supp.)
Kotorosl, Jaroslav.
Kotoura, Kltoi {Supp.)
Kottagherry, Ootacamund,
Kottbus, Cottbus,

Kotzebue's Sound, America,
Russian*

Kowck, Ain-iah [Supp.)
Kowno honey, Lime{Linden).
Kowric, Kauri.
Krafla, Iceland, 505.
Krakov, Craco^v.

Krakowska (r.
), jfavjorow

[Supp.)
Krai, PadisJtah.
Krame, Booth.
Krancn, Peter, Vondel.
Kranichfcld, Saxe-Meiningen.
Krapina, {Supp.)
Krasnoi-yar, Caspian Sea.
Krcmsir, {Supp.)
Kriegsbcrg, battle, Nisch

{Supp.)
Kris, [Siipp.)

Kronen oerg, {Supp.

)

Krotalon, Castanets.
Kruckau, Elntshorn.
Krupp's steel, {Supp.)
Krusenstern,Chev.von,(^«//.)
Krylov, J. A. {Supp.)
Kuang - nam, Quang- nam

[Supp.)
Kuban fr.), Caucasus.
Kudamba, Cadainha [Supp.)
Kuilcnburg, Culenborg.
Kukolnik, Nestor, Russian
Lang. <5?* Lit.

Kulpa [r.), Camiola.
Kuluglis, Barbary.
Kiinawur, Bussahir [SuPP.)
Kund, Tamil.

aoo

Kunduz, Andrrab {Supp.)
Kungara, Nubia.
Kunnoj. [Supp.)
Kupperwunj , [Supp.)
Kurland, Courland.
Kurnal, [Supp.)
Kurnalli. Ghogra.
Kurruinfiili, Chittagong.
Kurshi, Bokhara.
Kiirunmassa, Ganges, 614.
Kush, Ethiopia.
Kusha, Abyssinia.
Kusip, Ovampos.
Kuti Lama, Borneo.
Kutshouk-Kainardji, Otta-
man Empire, 149.

Kvivan-Daria, yaxartes.
Kuyp, CuyP, Jacob Ger.
KvaltS (/".), TromsSe.
Kwang-sc, China, 817.

Kwan-lun, Kuenlun.
Kwei-chow, China, 817.

Kyabuca, Kiaboucca.
Kyanitc, Cyanite.
Kyffhausen, Schwarzburg-
Rudolstadt.

KyGaricp(r.). Vaal[r.).
Kyle, Ayrshire.
Kylcakin, Skye.
Kyle Rhea, Skye.
Kyll, Moselle.

Kyrle. John, Ross, Man of.

Kythnos, A rchipdago.

Laach, R/ienis/t Architecture.
Labcdoyerc, Count dc, [SuPP.]
La Belle Alliance, Waterloo.
Lablache, L. [Su/>p)
La Bossc du £)romedaire,
Mont Blanc.

Labrador tea, Ledum.
Lalmrie, E. Compressed-air
Bath.

Labyrinth, Ear, 730.
Labyrinthibranchida:, Ana'

basidte.

Lacedxnion, Sparta.
La Chatrc, Indre.
Lachlan (n). N. S. Wales.
Laconia, Morea. Sparta.
Lacroix, S. F. {Supp.)
La Crosse, {Supp.)
Lactlne, lactose. Sugar. 187.

Lactometer, Galactometer.
Ladhia, Ghogra.
Ladies' traces, Canary Grass.
La Digne (/.), Seyclulles Is.

Ladislaus I. Hungary, 460.

Lady fern, [Supp.)
Lady's fingers, Kidney-vetch.
Lady's smock. Cress.

Laens, Sweden, 237.
Laertes, Ulysses.

Ljcvo-raccmic acid, Tartaric
Acid, 304.

Lafayette hnt.), Neiv Hamp-
shire, White Mts.

La Fourche (r.), Washita.
Lagan (r.), Antrim, Down.
Lagenaria, Bottle-gourd.

Lagidium, Chinchilla.
Lago di Salpi, Man/redonia.
Lagos, [Supp:\
Lagostomus, Chinchilla.
Lagotis, Chinchilla.

La Haye Sainte, Waterloo.
Lahn, jVassau.
La Hoguc, battle, Tourville.

La Isoletta, Cartagena.
Laisse [r.). Savoy.
Lakaan [tnt.), Timor.
Lakahia, Papua, 250.
Lahta-Patan, (Supp.)
Lally-Tolendal, [Sjipp.)

Lalo, Adansonia.
Lamar, Bolivia.
La Marmolata [mt.), Alps,
Lambasa , Barba ry.
Lambay Isle, Dublin.
Lambcl, Label [her.].

Lambert's nut, HazcL
Lambcye'que, iSupp.)
Lambourn, Berkshire.
Lambrequin, Mantling.
Lamb's lettuce, CoTtt Salad.
Laminitis, Founder.
LammerLaw, Lammerjnoors.
Lamnidx, Shark.

Lamo. Muscat.
Lamoille [r.), I'ermont.
Lampcdusa, [Supp.)
Lampern, Lamprey.
Lampeter, Cardiganshire.
Lampeter Brethren, Agape-
mone.

Lancastrians, Edxvard IV.
Lancret, Painting, 195.

Landau, Coach.
Landau [I.), Aral.
Land-claims, Railways, 86.

Landed Estates Court, In-
cumbered Estates [Supp.)

Landemeau, {Supp.)
Landskrona, [Supp.

)

Landsturm, Latuhvehr,
Lane-end. Longton [Supp.)
Langdale pike, Westmoreland.
Langdon Hill, Essex.
Langenbeck, B. von, {Supp.)
Langnau, {Supp.)
LangQe, Lo/oden.
Language, origin of, Phi-

lology, 483.
Language, science of. Phi-

lology, 480.
Langue d'oui or d'oil, Lan-
guedoc.

Laiiseh, Meliacear.
Lantana, / 'erbenacea:

Lanuvium, Rome, 308.
Lap, Spinning, 46, 47.
La Palissc, Allier.

Lap-dog, [Supp.)
Lap(5rouse, Count de, {Supp.)
Lapis oUaris, Potstone.
Lap-jointed, Clincher-built.

La Rabit5, Abunol (Supp.)
Larantooka, Solor Islattds.

Larat (/. ), Timor-laut.
Larghetto, Largo.
Largo Law, Fi/eshire.
Lariat, Lasso.
Lark [r.), Cambridgeshire.
Larkins's lamp. Magnesium

[Supp.)
Lame, Antrim.
Larnica, [Supp.)
Laryngismus striduhis, Thy-
mus Glatul.

Laryngotomy, Tracheotomy.
Las Lagrimas, Mafaga.
La Soufriiire, Gua*ieloupe.

Lasscil, Telescope, 314.
Lasting, Tammy.
Latent heat. Heat, 280.

Lath, Riding.
Lathe. Batten.
I.atium, Latini, Rome, 308.

Latooka. Albert N'yanza
Supp.)

La Tour-du-Pin, Is^re.

Latreia, Image-worship.
Latreille, P. A. (5'«//.)

La Trezza Bay, Catania.
I^a Trobe [r.), Victoria, 785.

Latter-day Saints, Mormons.
Lauch (r.j, Colmar.
Lauder [r.], Henuickshire.
Lauderdale, Benvickshire.
Lauenburg, {Supp.)
Laufenberg, Rhine.
Launch, War Se*i'ices [Supp.]
Laune {r.}, Kerry
Launy (r.), Cloghcr.
Laura, Petrarca.
Laurel -cherry, Clterry-laurel.

Laurel Ridge [mts.\ Virginia.
Laurencekirk, Kincardincsh.
Laurcntum, Rome, 308.
Lauria, {Supp.)
Laurium, Greece, 79.
Laurvig, [Supp.)
I^ausitz, Lusatia.
Lauter [r.], Bavaria, 760.

Lauterbrunnen, Bern.
Lautern, Kaiserslautem*
L'Autunois, Sa6ne-et-Loire.
La Villenorquc, Vicomte de
[Supp.)

Lavinium, Rome, 308,
Lawajang, Solor Islands.
Lawn, Bleaching, 148.
Law of nature and nations,

Puffeudorf.
Lawrence, Kansas.
Lawrence, Sir W. [Supp.)

Lawrence, St. Montreal.
Lawsonia incrmis, .-i/kanna.
Laxatives, Purgatives.
Lay, Batten.
Lay-abbot, Abhot.
Layamon, {Supp

)

Layton-cum-Warbrcck, Black-
pool [Sup^.)

Lazaretto Creek, T^'bee,

Lazarists, Paul, Vtncent de.
Lazariyeh, Bethany.
Lazarus lis.), Ladrones.
Lazi and Lazistan, Trebizond,
Lazy beds. Potato.
Lea, Essex.
Leach, Entomology.
Leach [r.), Thames.
Leader [r.), Benvickshire,
Lead-glance, Galena.
Lcadhills, Lanarkshire.
Leaf [r.), Pascagoula.
Leaf-woods. Coni/enr.
League of Poor Conrad, Peas-
ant War.

Leainbye (r.), Zambesi.
Lcaolong, Mantchuria.
Leaping fish, [Supp.)
Lcarmount.lhomas, Rhymer,
Thomas the.

Leather-cloth, [Supp.)
Leather substitute. Leather-

cloth [Supp.)
Leavenworth, Kansas.
Le Bas, Engraving, 69.

Le Blanc, Indre.
Leblanc, Soda, 798.
Lcbrija. [Supp.)
Lee, Vanilla.
Lecanora, A rchil.

Lccco (/.), Como, Lake of.

Lech [r.), Danube.
L'Ecluse, Botany, 266.

Lectionary, [Supp.)
Lcctourc, A rmagnac.
Leda {r.). Leer [Supp.)
Leddon, Berkshire.
LedgcV, Book-keeping, 327.

Ledyard, traveller, Africa, (^.

Lee \r.), Tralee.
Lccambye {r, ), Africa, dt.

Leeba [r.), Zambesi.
Leer, [Supp.)
Left-handed marriage, Mor-
ganatic Marriage.

Leg, Vanilla.
Legacy, residuary, Residuary
Legacy.

Legatee, universal. Universal
Legatee.

Legend, Numismatics, i.

Legendrcl*.], Dampier Archi-,

Pdago.
Leger, John, Waldenses.
Legitimate and illegitimate,

Parent and Child.
Lcgnago, [Supp.)
Legray, Photography, 509.,egray, Ph
.enigh [r.). Pentisylvania.

Lchua, Safultvich Islands.
Leicester, Earls of, Steward
ofEngland, Lord High.

Leichhardt, Australian Ex-
plorations {Supp.), 409.

Leine [r.), Hanover.
Lciocome, British Gum.
Leipa, {Supp.)
Leire, Leicester.

Leister, Fishing [Supp.)
Leitha Hills, Austria, 567.
Leith Hill, Surrey.
Leith, Water of, Edinburgluh.
Leitmeritz, {Supp.

)

Leitomiscbl, [Supp.)
Lek, Holland, South, Rhine.
Le-king, Chinese Empire, 818.

Lemberg [mt.), IViirtemberg.
Lcmgo, Lippe.
Lemma, / 'ertebrata, 767.
Le Nain, Painting, 195.

Lenitive electuarj', Senna.
Lennep, {Supp.)
Lennox, Dumbartonshire,
Lennox, Earls and Dukes of,

Stewart Family, 124.

Lens, {Supp.)
Lenten mandates, Pas/oral

Letter.
Lentigo, Macula,
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Lenliilu';, Sfinftactis.

Leo!., IV., v., VI. Byzantim
Empire, 470, 471,

Leo Africanus, Africa, 65.
Leon, Luizde, Spanish Lang:

<5r* Lit, 20.

Leonde, Revttvia [Supp.)
Leonine City, Rome, 323.
Leonisti, Walde7tses.
Leopoldinia, Chiquickiqui.
Lepanto, Gulf of, Corinth,

Gul/o/.
Lepidoliie, Mica.
Lepidostrobus, Si^illaria,
Lepisma, {Supp.)
Leporides, Hybrid.
Leptidae and Leptus, Tick.
Leptis, Barbary.
Le Puy, Puy, Le.
Lercara de' Freddi, {Supp.)
Lerneaji Marsh, Argolis.
Le Rocher d'Aaron, St Mah.
Lescon, Navarre.
Les Saintes, Guadeloupe.
Lesse (r.l, Nainiir.
Lesseps, M. de, Suez, {Supp.)
Lesson, [Supp.)
Lestocq, Elizabeth Petrovna.
L'Estrange, H. Sabbath, 402.
Lestris, Skua.
Letter-book, Book-keeping.
Letterkenny, Donegal.
Lettran, Lectern.
Letters-patent, Letters.
Leuckart, Tapewomzj 294,

Trichina.
Leuccethiopes, and leucopathy

or leucosis, Albinos.
Leucorrhosa, (Supp.)
Leucosia, Lefkosia.
Leukosmia, Lencocythemia.

\

Leutschau, [Supp.) I

Leuze, [Supp.)
Le Vaillant, Fr. {Supp.)
Levanter, Mediterranean Sea.
Levator ani. Anus [Supp.)
Levellers, IVhiteboy.
Leven [r.], Dumbartonshire,
Leven (r.j, Lancashire.
Leven (r. ), Tasnia?iia, 306,
Leveson Gower, Ellesinere.
Levico, [Sitpp,)

Levisticum, U?nbelli/enp.
Lewanda, Russian Lang. &j

Lit.
Lewis, Dampier Archipelago.
Lewis (r.), Washiitgton {ter-

ritory).

Lewis, Ch. Bookbinding.
Lewihi's Fork, Snake River.
Lex Hortensia, Rotne, 313.
Lex Julia, SutJiptuary Laws.
Ley, John, Sabbath, 402.
Leyden, John, [Supp.)
Leyte, Philippine Islands.
Ley-Timor, Moluccas.
Lez, Herault.
L'hombre, Quadrille.
Lhoughor, Caerinarthettshire.
Li, [Supp.)
LiakhofFIslands, Siberia, 702.
Liaou, Neu-Ch-wang {Supp.)
Libertines, Calvin, 535.
Libra, As.
Libri-Carrucci, [Sr/Pp.)
Licata, Alicata [Supp.)
Licentiate, Orders. Holy.
Lichen, Prickly Heat.
Lichen starch, Iceland Moss.
Liche-wache, IVake.
TuichtenhcTg, R7ieHishPr7fssia.
Lichtenstein (trav.), Africa^

66.

Licinian "LTiw, Agraria7t I,azv.

Licking (r. ), Kentucky.
Liddel (r.), Cheviot Hills.

Liebfrauenmilch, It^orms
{tir:i<n).

Liebig's condenser. Retort.
Liebig's extract. Soup.
Liebig's soup for children.
Soup.

Liedertafel, Vaudeville.
Lienz, Tyrol.
Life-line, Life-preservers.
Life mortars and rockets,

[Supp.)
Life-rocket department, (i"////.)
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Life-shot, bolt, &c. Life
Mortars, &^c. {Supp.)

Liffey. Kildare.
Ligament, Bivalve SJtells.

Light, undulatory theory of,

[fndulatory TheoryofLight.
Lighting of beacons and
buoys at sea, [Supp.)

Lightning, accidents from,
[Supp.)

lAg\\tmn^-mt^\.LycopodiacCiS.
Lign aloes. Aloes Wood.
Lilienstein [mt.). Saxony, ^i-^.

Lily, Guernsey, A^naryllidcis.
Lima (r.), Entre Douro e
Min/to.

Limassol, CyPrris.

Limbara [mts.), Sardinia. I.

Limber, Shipbuilding, 684.
Limbs, artificial, Artificial
Litnbs [Sjipp.)

Lime-ball light, Drtanmo7id
Light.

Limestone shales, lower,
Carboniferous System.

Limmat (r.), Alps, Zurich.
Limne, Hytlie [Supp.)
Limousin, France, 469.
Limoux, [Supp.)
Limpopo [r.], Oori.
Linacre, Medicine, His. of,T,%S.

Linares, (Supp.)
Linaria, Toadflax.
Lincoln College. Oxfd. [Supp.)
Lindisfame, Holy Island.
Lindsay, Family of, [Supp.)
Lines, fishing. ArtgHng, 256.
Ling, Heath.
Lingavats, Saiz'as.

Lingga {is.), Riouw.
Ling-jagrossa, [Supp.

)

Lingual bone, Tongue.
Lingua Romana rustica,

Romanic Languages.
Linguetta, Cape, Alba?iia, 104.
Lingula, [Supp.)
Links, Golf.

Linnhe (/.), Argyleshire.
Linoleum, [Supp.)
Linth, Glarus.
Linton, Caftibridgeshire.

Lion monkey, little, Tantarin.
Lipalula, Oori.

Liparis vulgaris. Sucking Fish.
Lippia, Aloysia.
Lippstadt, [Supp.)
I^iquation, Tin, 449.
Liquidation, Joint-stock Coy.
Lina, (3"«//-)

Lismore, iVaterford.
Lismore, Dean of, his book,

Gaelic Lang, dr* Lit.
Lissum, Cable.
Lithang, Tibet.

Lithobius, Centipede.
Litho-fracteur, Nitro-glycer-

ine [Supp.)
Lithomancy, Divination.
' Little Go,' Cambridge Univ.

531-
Little Snake [i.), AnguHla.
Lillorina, Periwinkle.
Littre', M. P. E. {Supp.)
Livas, Turkey, 587.
Li ver-rock

,
Quarry.

Liverworts, Hepatic^.
Livingston, Ed. [Supp.)
Livingston, R. R. {Siipp.)

Lixuri, [Supp.

)

Ljungan, Sivedcn, 236.
Ljusne (n), Sweden, 236.
Llandeilo-vawr, Caertnar-

thenshire,

Llandeilo rocks. Silur. Rocks.
Llandovery, Caermarthensh.
Llandover>' rocks, 6"//«r.^(7C/fej.

Llanerch-y-medd. Anglesey.
Llangefni, A nglesey.
Llanrwst, Deubigltshire.
Llerena, [Supp.)
Llobregat, Catalonia,
Lloyd's Bonds, {Supp.)
Llumayor, [Supp.)
Loading, Tontine.
Loapula [r.), Zambesi, »
Lobau, {Supp.)
Loblolly Bay, Gordonia.
Lobolobo, Violacete.

Lobos (is.), [Supp.)
Lobositz, battle of, Seven

Years' War, 636.
Lob-worm, Lug-wor>n.
Locality, Phrenology, 516.

Locarno, Ticitto.

Lochaber, Inverness-shire.
Lochan-Eilean,Cr<2tt«i?^tfi-,305,

Lochar. Dtunfriesshire.
Lochgilphead, ArgylesJUre,
Lochmdorb, Cranttoges, 305.

Loch Lochy, Caled. Canal.
Lochmaben, Dumfriesshire.
Loch Muick, Balmoral.
Loch-na-gar, Aberdeenshire.
Loch-na-Keal, AIull.

Lochy {r.), Iniiertiess-shire.

Lochy (r.j, Tay.
Lockyer, Sun.
Locofoco, Republican.
Locomotive, Railways, 89.

Locust (r.), Black Warrior.
Locusta, Lobster.
Locust-bean, Carob.
Loddon (r.), Thames.
Lodomeria, Galicia, Austrian.
Lodz, {Supp.)
Loewy, Sun.
Logan, Queensland.
Logan stones, Cornwall, Rock-
ing Stones.

Logcock, Woodpecker.
Log-hut, Hut.
Logon {?-.), Beghartni.
Lohri, Roree.
Loing (r.), Sei?ie.

Lokao, Ifuiigo.

Lolland, Laaland.
Loll Bazaar, [Supp.)
Loma [vit^, Niger.
Lornbardo-Venetian Kingdom,

Venice, 754.
Lomnitz, Carpathian Mts.
Lomond [futs. ), Fifeshire,

Kinross-shire.
London pride, Saxifrage.
London rocket, Hedge-tnusi'
ard.

Long-beard, Bromeliacetr.
Long Bird [i.), Bermudas.
Long Forties, Buchan-Ness.
Long Hope, Hoy.
Long Island, Baluiinas.
Longobardi, Lomba rds.

Long-sight, Sight, Defects of.

Longton, {Supp.)
Longue (/.I, Seychelles Is.

Longueviile, Duchesse de,
Rainbouillet.

Long-wall, Mini7tg.
Lonneker, Overyssel.
Loon, Diver.
Loopers, Caterpillar,

Loop Head, Shannon.
Lope de Rueda, Spanish
Lang. ^ Lit. 20.

Lopez, Paraguay, 258,

Lopez, Cape, Gitinea, Gulfof.

Lopez, Gen. Maximilian
{Supp.)

Lophiodon, Tapir.
Lophophanes, Tit.

Lophorina, Bird ofParadise,
Lorca, Murcia.
Lord Howe's Isl. Society Is.

Lord of Misrule, Revels,
Master of the.

Lords of Erection, Teinds.
Lord's Prayer, Pater-noster.
Loreley, Sirerts.

Lorenco Marquez, Sofala.
Loricata, Reptiles, 197.
I>'Orient, I^lorbihan.

Lorn, Argyleshire.
Lorn, Lords of, Stewart
Family, 126.

Lorraine, Family of. Guise.
Los Pasios, Andes, 239.
Los Pinos, Cuba.
Losse, Gers.

Los Serranos, Patagonia.
Lossie, Elginshire.
Losva, Perm.
Lot [r.), Villencuve d'Agen.
Lota, Burbot.
Lotharius I. Carlovingians.
Loudon, Marshal, Seven

Years' War, 637.

Loudun, Vienne.
Loughrigg Fell, Westmcre-

latui.

Louis II., V. Carlovin^ans.
Louis VL, VII., VIII., X.
Capetian Dynasty.

Louisburg, America, 196.
Louisiade Archipelago, Fa-
Pua, 251.

Louie, (Supp.)
Loup [r.), Alpes Maritimes

{Supp.)
Loup-garou, Were-wolf.
Louse, sheep-, Skeep-lojise.
Louven {r.), Norway, 799.
Louvre, Paris, 273.
Lovat [r.), Veliki-Louki.
Love-feasts, Agap^B.
Love-lies-bleeding, Amar-
anth.

Lover, Sam. [Supp.)
Low Archipelago, [Supp.)
Low Church, Engla^id and
Ireland, Church of 61.

Lowe, Robt. {Supp.)
Lowea, Rose.
Lowenberg, or Lowenkopf,

Siebengebirge.
Lowes, Loch of the, Yarrozv.
Lowthers, Lanarkshire.
Lowtherston, Fermanagh,
Loxa, Ecuador.
Lozere [mt.), Ceventies.

Luabo fr.], Zambesi.
Lubber-line, Compass, Marl'

tier's.

Luca, Lucca.
Luca Borgo, Algebra.
Luca della Robbia, Sculpture^

^ 577-
Lucas, traveller, Africa, 66.

Lucayos, Baliamas.
Luce, Pike.
Luce (r. and bay), Wigtcnvn.
Lucken gowan. Globe-flower.
Lucky proach, Father-laslter.
Lucuma, SapotaceiEt
Lucumo, Tarquinius.
Lucy, Sir T. Shakspeare.
Ludenscheid, {Supp.

)

Ludwig's Canal, Germany, •}!%.

Luffia (n), Africa, 68.

Lugar, Ayrshire.
Lugdunum, Lyon.
LugdunumBatavorum,Z(y^«
Lugg (''). Radnorshire.
Lugna-quilla {mt.), WickloTV.
Lugo, {Supp.)
Lugos, [Supp.)
Lulea ir.), Siveden, 236.
Lulli, Opera.
Lumpfish, Lumpsucker.
Lumps of delight, Ratel'i-

coutn.

Luna, Selefte.

Luna, Gulf of, Spezia.
Luna cornea, PJwtography,yyj.
Lunawaura, [Supp.

)

Lundu (n and w/^.), Sarawak.
Lundy Isle, {Supp.)

Lund>''s Lane, battle of, Scott^
Winfeld.

Lune, Lancashire.
Lunel, Muscatel.
Luni, Sarzana.
Lunule, Bivalve S/tells,

Lupala [tnts.), Africa, 66»

Lupuline. Hops.
Lure, Falconry, 227.

Luschnitz, Moldau.
Lusiad, Camoens.
Luso (r.), Rubicon.
Luss, Dumbartonshire.
Luta Nzige, Little, Albert
N'yanza (Supp.)

Lu-Tchu, Loo-Choo.
Lute, {Supp.)
Lutemberg, Seven Year^
War, 637.

Lutetia, Paris, 271.
Lutter, battle of. Thirty

Years' War.
Lutterbach. Bielefeld.

Liittich, Liege.
Liittringhausen, {Supp.)
Luxemburg, Germany [Supp.\

536-
Lujcor, Thehes.

SOI
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Luyncs, Due dc, RicJuHeu.
Luzan, Ipnacio dc, Spanish

Lapi^. <&* Lii. 30b

Luzula. {Supp.)

Lyciscus, \^ol/, 244.

Lycium, Box-tlwm,
Lycophron, AifxaruirineAffe.
Lycophron, Thessaly.

Lycopsis, Bugioss.

Lycopus, Gypsy-ivort ISupp.)

Lydoch (/.), Raunoch,
Lykc-wakc, Wake.
Lymphangcitis, Weed.
Lympnc, Hytfti {Supp.)

Lyon {r.), Tay.
Lyonia, Sorrel Tree.

Lyre pheasant, Lyre Bird.
Lyric, Pogge.
Lysippus, Sculpture, 577.
Lystra, Bin-Bir-Kiiisa.

Lythc, Pollack.
LyttOD, Columbia^ British.

Maanelvan Falk. IVaterfall.

Mabinogion, Welsh Lang. tSr*

Lit. 136.

Mabola, Date Plum.
Macacus, Rltestis Monkey.
Macacus silcnus, Wanderoo.
MacalHstcr (r.), Victoria, 785.

Macarsca, {Supp.
)

Macarthy's Island, Gambia.
Macauco, Letnnr.
Marcnlubc, {Supp.)
M'Clellan.Gencral, Richtnond.
Macdonald, Flora, Stuart,

Ch. Ed.
M'DowcU, General, U.S. 659.
Macduff. Ba»^.
MacdulTs Cross, Sanctuary.
Macedonian wars, Rome, 316.

Macfarrcn, 0. A. {Supp.)

Mac-Flccknoc. Shad.
M'Grcgor, Robert, Rob Roy.
Machaon, /Esculapius.
Machavanna. Delagoa Bay.
Mache, Corn Salad.
Machcry, A hour {Supp.

)

Machetes, Rttjff".

Mackarcl midge, Rocklittg.

Mackenzie {r.), Queensland.
Mackcrel-guide, Gar/ish.
M'Kinlay, explorer, Attslra-

lian ExploratioHS (i'«//.)t

411.

Maclear, SirT. Triangitlation.

M 'Lc ay ( r. }, AWw South
Wales.

MacIure.SirR.J.IcM., iSupp.)

MacMurrough, Wexford.
Maconnais. Sadne-et-Loire.
Macot. Safoy.
Macouba, Martinique.
Macoya, Macaiv-tree.
Alacp'hcrson, Major, Orissa.

AL-icqnarie Harbour, Tas-
ntania, 306.

Macrocystis pjiifcra. Alga.
Macroom . <,Supp.

)

Mada, Kama.
Madalena, Madeira River.
Mad-apple, [Supp.

)

Madawasca, Ottaiva Riz^er.

>iaddatcna («.), Caprera
[Sufip.)

Madder style, Calico Print-
ing, 512.

Madcnio, Carlo, Peters, St.
NIadhuca-tree. Bassia.

Madiana, Martinique.
Madison (w/.). White Mts.
Madoc, America, igS.

Madoe of Powys, Prince,

Welsh Lang. &> Lit. 136.

Madre de Dios, Patagonia.
Madrepore glass. Glass, 774.
Macnon, AgathocUs.
Maeshowe, {Supp,)
Mxstral, Mistral.
Mfifia, Zanzibar.
' Maga,* Blackwood.
Magalhaens, Magellan.
Magdala, Gennesaret, Sea of.

Magdala, (Supp.)
Magdashooa, Zanzibar.
Magclang, yava {Supp.), ^So.

M aghrib, Morocco.
Magi, Parsees, 299.
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Magister equitum, Rome, 310.

Magncsian limestone. Dolo-
mite, Permian.

Magnesian water, Airated
Waters.

Magnc<^ium, magnesium light,

[Supp.)

Magnetic equator, mendians,
and poles. Terrestrial Mag-
netism, 373.

Magnetism. Animal, Animal
Magnetism.

Ma^ctism of roLation, Rota^
tion, Magnetism of.

Magneto-electric machine,
{Supp.)

Magog, Cog &* Magog.
Magonia glabratn, Tingi.
Magot, Barbary Ape,
Maguey, Agave.
Mahaica, Guiana, Brit. 13a.

Mahaicony, Guiana, Brit. 132.

Muhaleb, Clurry.
Mahamcrti {*"t-), ^az-a

iSupp.), 579.
Maha Sarboji, Sckwarz.
Maha-Singh, Runjeet-Singh.
Mahawclli-ganga. Leylon, 737.
Mah<5, Pondicherry.
Mah<;(i.), Seycltelles Islands.

ALahebourg, Mauritius.
Mahcc, Calls.

Mahi jr.), Balasinore {Supp.)
Mahim. (Supp.)
Mahmoudieh, canal of, Alex-
andria.

Mahmud I., II. Ot. Emp.
149, i.:;o.

Mahon Bay, Nova Scotia.

Mahowa-trce, Bassia,
Mahrcn, .Moravia.
Maixsiti, Society Islands.

Maldan, Calcutta.
Maiden of Norway. Alex-
ander III. 0/ Scotland.

Maiden Rocks, Antrim.
Maiden Stone, Sculptured

Stones.
Maigue ir.). Shannon,
Main jr.), Antrim.
Maine (r.), Kerry.
Mainland, Pomona.
Mainland, Shetland.
Maio, Cape Verd Islands.

Mais del Agua, Victoria, 789.
Maltai (r.), Nelson [Supp.)

Maitia, Society Islands.

Maitland. {Supp.)

Maitland Club. Rox. Club.
Maize beer, Chica.

Majak (r.), Borneo.
Majcstery of bismuth. Bis-
muth.

Majoon, Hashish.
Majunga, Bembatooka.
Makarius, Russ. Lang. &> Lit.
Maki, Lemur.
Ma-kiang, Cochin-China.
Makololo tribe, Zambesi.
Makta, battle of, Algeria, i^t.

Malabar rat. Bandicoot.
Malacca canes, Rattan.
Malachite green, Bice.

Maladctta, Pyrenees.
Malahiie, Pyrenees.
Malakhoff, Due de, Pelissier.

Malaskerd, battle of, Alp-
Arslan.

Malatia, Kurdistan.
Malayalam or Malayitrma,

Tamil.
Malbrouk, Cercocebus.
Malcolmia, Stock.

Maldah, {Supp.)
Malegnano, Melegnano.
Malekites, Sunnttes,
Mali, Maldive Islands.

Mallani, Duck.
Mallemba, Cacongo.
Mallet. C. F. de, {Supp.^
Malleus Maleficarum, Witch'

craft, 235.
Mallicollo, Ne'iV Hebrides.
Maloewa, Ombay.
Malpighian corpuscles, Spleen.

Malta, Pkctnicin, ^<y2.

Maltese-point, Lace.
Maltese work, Eiligre*.

Malucha, Numidia.
Maluli, Orange R. R. State.
Malvern Hills, Worcesterslt.

Mambai, Bombay.
Mambone. Sofala.
Mammaliferous crag^, Nor-
wich Crag.

Mammary tumour, Adetiocele
{Supp.)

Mammoth trees of Calaveras,
Wellington ia.

Manimiurk [mts.), Cahvay.
Mamore, Madeira River.
Manacles, Torture.
Managua, {Supp.)
Manama, Bahrein Islands.

Mana Pass, Bhadrinath.
Manbote, Weregild.
Manby, G. W. [Supp.)
Manchester School, Gibson.

ManchOs, TungHs.
Manco Capac, Peru, 43S.

Mandarin duck, Summer
Duck.

^Landi. Kumaon.
Mandibles, Bill. 91.
Mandioc, Manioc.
Mandrites. Abbot.
Mandu, {Supp.)
Manetobah {/.), Red River
Settlement.

Mangabcys, Cercocebus,
Mangeia, Cook Islands,
Mango ginger. Curcuma,
Mangouste, Ichneumon.
Mangrove hen, Rail,
Manguaba {/.), Alagoas.
Man-hole, Boiler, 195.
Manice, Delagoa Bay.
Manillas, Ring Money.
Manillc, Quadrille.
ALaniple, Legion.
Manitch, Don.
Manitoba (/), Winnipeg.
Manjcra, Beeder.
Mannheim gold, Alloy.
Manning (r.), Nevj South

Wales.
Manresa, {Supp.)
Manscl, H. L. (Supp.)
Mansourah, battle of, Egypt,
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Mansiict^ naturx* Tame
Animals.

ManLiro (r), Ucayali [Supp.)
Mantes, (Supp.)
Mantis crab or shrimp. Squill.

Man-traps, Trespass.

Mantras, Veda, 723.
Manuel, emperors, Byzan-

tine Empire, 472.
Manuherikia, Utago.
Manukau, New Zealand, -^3,1.

I^Lin-wyrth, Weregild.
Mape, Inocarpus.
Mapoota (r,), Zululand.
M ar, Aberdeettsh ire.

Marabhanga, Ganges, 614.

Maracanda, Samarkand.
Maragatos, Leon.
Maraja palm, Bactris.

Marakah, Dongola.
Marakina, Tamarin.
Marangaba, Guava.
Maranoa, Darling.
Maranon, Amazon.
Marash, Kurdistan.
Maravi, Nyassa.
Mara wood. Idea {Supp.)

Marazques, Liqueur.
Marburg, battle of. Seven

years' War, 6^7.
Marcasite, Pyrites.

March, Morava River.
March, {Snpp.)
March, Earls of, Stewart
Family, 123.

Marchan(r.), Alltama{Supp.)
Marcomanni, Bohemia, 90,

Suevi.
Marcy {mi.). New York.
Marden, Calne,
Marcca, Widgeon.
Marccchia (r.), Rimini,
Marc Erythneum, Arabian
Sea.

Marcnnes, Charente - Inf^
rieure.

Maret, Garonne.
^La^garet Mantiasche, Tyrol.
Margarita, Antilles.
Marga>;, {Supp.)
Margeride {mts.), Lozire.
Margosa tree, Meliaceit.
Man, Niger.
Maria \i.), Tasmania, 306.

Mariakirch, St Marie[Supp)
Mariampol, Mariupol.
Mariana {is.), Ladrones.
Marianna, {Supp.)
Marianne (i.j, Seychelles Is.

Mancuana, Bahamas.
Mariefried, Maelar, Lake.
Marienberg, {Supp.

)

Marienthal, battle uf, Turenne,
Marignano, Melegnano.
Marigot, Marie Galante.
Marimonda, A teles.

Marineo, {Supp.)
Marino, {Supp.)
Marion, Alabama.
Mariqua, Oori.
Maris, Sumatra.
Markxska, Macarsca {Supp.)

Mark-durcn, Diiren.

Markelo, Overyssel.

Marken, Zuider Zee.

Markgrafcnhain, Grossenhain,
Marking-ink, Silver, 730.
Marking-nut, {Supp.

)

Markobrunncr, Rhine-xvine.

Marlborough dog, Blenheim
Dog.

Marl-gross, Cl<n>er.

Marlstone, Lias, Oolite.

Marmotta, Olio di. Rhodo-
dendron.

Marony {n), Guiana, French.
Maros (r,), Tlieiss.

Maros Porto, Carlsburg.
Marquette, Superior, Lake.
Marrah, Dar/ur.
Marron d'Eau, Trapa.
Marsaglia, battle of, Victor'
A madeus.

Marsdicp, Helder.
Marshall, Michigan.
Marshall, Texas.
Marsh harrier. Buzzard.
Marsh hen, Rail.
Marshland , Middle Level

{Supp.)
Marsh pennywort,IlydrocotyU.
Marsh rosemary, Statica.

^larsh trefoil, Buckbean.
Marsivan, {Supp.

)

Marsupium, Eye, ao6.

Marta and Mariana, Bolsena.
Martinach, Martigny.
Martin Garcia, Buenos Ayres.
Maru {i.), Timcr-laut.
Marua, Society Islatuis.

Marvcjols, Lozire.
Marwar, Rajpoots.
Mary {r.], Queensland.
Maryborough, Queen^s County,
Maryborough, Queensland.
Mary's grass, Iceland Moss.
Masaccio, Painting, 192.

Masagran, Algeria, 141.

Masaya, {Supp.)
Masbate, Philippine Islands.
Mascara, {Supp.)

Masham, Mrs, Anne, Qiteen.

Mashena, {Supp. )

Mask {/.), Corrib L., Gahoay,
Maskat, Musca t.

Masora, Mnssorah, feivs, 721,

Masoretic text, Bible, 76.

Masoua, Massoxvah {Supp.)

Massangane, Bay of, Sofala.
Massilia, Marseille.
M assi 1 ia ns,Semi-Pelagianlsm.
Massinissa, Carthage.
Massowah, [Supp.)
Master and servant, {Supp.)

Master of the Revels, Revels,
Master of tlie.

Master-singers, Minnesingers,
Masts, iron and steel, [Supp.)
Masudi, Arabian Lang. &*

Lit. 347.
Matachcl, {Supp.)

Matadores, Quadrille.

Mataram, Lombok,
Mataura, Otago.
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Mate, Merchant Shipping
Act [Supp.)

Materials.strength of, Strength
of Materials, i6o.

Mat-grass, Nardus.
Mathematical physicians.

Medicine, Hist^ of.

Matin dog, [Supp.)
Matrix, Type, 606.

Matrix Compositor, Printing
{Supp.)

Matrona (r.), Mame River.
Matronalia, Jutio.
Matsumai, {Supp.)
Mattawa, Ottawa River.
Matterhom, Ccrvin.
Matthiesen, John, Anabap-

tists. 218.

Matthiola, Stock.
Mattock (r.), Boyne.
Matuka, Sofala.
Mauchline, Ayrshire.
Maud, Empress, StepJun 0/
England.

Maughold Head, Man, Isle of,

Maule (r.). Chili.

Maul^on, Pyrenees, Basses.

Mauna, Navigators^ Islands.

Mauna, Sandwich Islands.

Maunch, blanch.
Mauraneria, Styx.
Maurice of Sa-\ony, {Supp.)
Maurolycus, Optics.

Mavering, Glass, 778.
Mavrocardato, Mauracordato.
Mawddach (n), Merioneth.
Maw-worm, Ascaris.
Maxillar>'arch, Skeleton, 753.
Maximilian of Mexico, {Siipp.)

Maximiliana, Inaja Palm
{Supp.)

Maximin, Alexander Severus.
Maximus Planudes, Ant/iol-

ogy, 288.

May, Hawtliom.
Maya, Moluccas.
May-apple, Podophyllum.
Maynguez, Puerto Rico.
May-drink, Couniarin, Wood-

ruff.
Mayer, Anatomy, 227.

Klayhem, Beating&r' Wound-
I

ing.
IMaymene, [Supp.)

Mayo (r.), Sonora,
Mayonnaise, Remoidade,

\

Mayotta, {Supp.)

Mays del'Monte, Rhiza7itJLeee.

Mayweed, Feverfe^o).

Mazamet, [Supp.)
j

Mazarron, {Supp.)
,

Mazufurabad, {Supp.)
j

Mbau, Fiji Islands.

Meade, General, U.S. 660.

Meadow lark, Starling.
Meadow sweet, Spirsa.
Meal, mountain. Animalcule,

270.
Meander, Carici,

Meandrina, Brai}tstone Coral.
Measures, Weights <5?»

Measitres.
Measures, French, Cliemistry

{Supp.)
Meat, preser\'ed. Preserves

{Supp.)
Meat-biscuit, Biscuit, Meat.
Meatus, external, Ear, 729.
Medeah, {Supp.)
Mediasch, Trajisylvania.
Medical officer of health,

Sanitary Sc. {Supp.), 725.

Medina (r.), Wight, Isle of.

Medina de Rio Seco, {Supp.)
Medinat Habu, Ramesses,

Thebes.
Mediolanum, Milan, Sainies.

Medlock, Oldham.
Medusa, Perseus.

Medusa's head. Pentacrinus.
Medviedit2a(r.), Don [Russia).

Meenas, Bundi {Supp.)

Meerane, {Supp.)
Megakles, Peisistratos.

Megala Kastron, Candia.
RIegalopolis, A rcadia.
Megapode, fungle Fo".vl.

Megaptera, W/uilc, 152.

Meghna (n), Brahmap-utra.
Mehadpore, Indore.
Melaponte, {SuPp.)
Meikle, Andrew, Thrashing.
Mei-kwan, Chinese Emp. 815.
Meisiav, Lithuania.

.
Mejerdah (r.), Tunis.
Meklong, [Si/pp.)

. Meknaza, Miknas.
Melancholic diathesis, Scrrf'

ula.

Melanesia, Polynesia.
Melanine, Cuttle-fish.

Mela-Rosa, {Sjipp.)

Meiassic acid, Glucose.
MeleagridcC, Turkey.
Melegueita pepper, Grains of
Paradise.

!Melek Shah, Seljuks.
Meletta, Herring {Supp.)
Melfi, {Supp.)

Melicocca, {Supp.)

Melinda, Muscat.
Melino, Lesbos.
Melita, Malta.
Melitophili, ScarahaddiT.
Melitose, Sugar, 187.

Melkart, Baal.
Melkhout, Sideroxylon.
Mellarosa, Bergamot,
Mell-;, Sc-'res, Deux.
Mellite, Honey-stone.
Mellivora, Ratel.
Melloco, Portulacece.

Melon thistles, Cacteee.

Melophagiis, Sheep-loitse.

Melos, Greece, 85.

Membrana nictitans, Eye, 206.

Mcmbrana putaminis, Allan-
tois.

Memmi,Simone,/'<7ZK//«^,i92.
Memorial, Brief.
Menaccanite, Titanium.
Menangkabou, Sumatra.
Mencheres, Egypt, 789.

Mencius, Meng-tse.
Mendaites, Zabism, 329.
Mendawa {r.), Borneo.
Mendere [r.), Scatnander.
Mene, Selene.

MenezCwz/y.), Cdtes-du-Nord.
Menfi, {Supp.)
Menfrici, Menfl {Sitpp.)

Menhaden, {Supp.)
Menilek, Saieeans.
Mcnilite, Opal.
Meninges, Menthrane.
Menkara, Pyramid, 30.

Mennonites, Anabaptists, -zig.

Menomonee [r.), WiscoTtsin.

Menselinsk, Orenburg.
Menstruum, Solution.
Menteith, Pert/ishire.

Menteith, Earls of, Stewart
Family, 123.

Mentone, Monaco.
Mentu, Egypt, -jZ-j,

Menyanthes, Btickbean.
Mephitis. Skunk, 761.

Mercantile Marine Fund, Mer-
chant Ship. Act [Supp.), 632.

Merchant Shipping Act,(5«//.)
Mercury, Planets.
Mercurj- Bay, Ncj) Zealand.
Mer de Glace, CItamouni.
Mer de Sargasse, Alg^.
Mer Douce, Huron.
Mergellus, Stnew.
Mergulus, RotcJie.

Meriah, Orissa.
Merida, {Supp.)
Merienptah, Egypt, 790.
Mcrim{/.)i Rio Graftde do Sul.

Merimee, Pr. {Supp.)
Merlangus, Whiting.
M e rle, Blackbird,
Merlucius, Hake.
Mermaids' purses, SJuirk.

Mern, Murgab [Supp.)
Merope, Pleiades.
Meropis, Cos.

Merops, Bee-eater,

Merse, Berwickshire.
Mersey (r.}, Tasmania, 306.

Mertola, Alemtejo.
Merv, Murgab [Supp.)
Mervede (r.), Maas, Rhine.
Menvan, Ommiades, 71.

Mesas, Venezuela.
Mesencephalon, Skull, 761,

Mesophloeum, Bark.
Mesothorax, Insects.

Messala, Tibulhcs.

Messalians, Quietists.

Messiah, Saibathais Zivi.

}>less\n:i,Ant. da., Painting,jg2,
Mestre, Supp.)
Mesurata, Tripoli.

Meta (r.). Boyaca, Orinoco.
Meta, Circus.

Metacarpal bones, Hand, 222.

Metal casting, Foitnciing.

Metals, cohesion of, Alloy,
Metal-spinning, Britannia
Metal [Supp.)

Metapontum, Basiento.
Metastannic acid. Tin, 447.
Metathorax, htsects.

Metatungstic acid. Tungsten.
Metau [r.], Bohemia, i8g.

Meteorites, A erolites.

Meteors, {Supp.)
Aleter, Gas, 638.
Methodics, Medicine, Hist. of.

Methone, Messenia.
Methven, Lords, Stewart
Family, 124.

Meth vlene, bichloride of,

iSitpp.)

Melidja, Plain of, Algeria, 141.

Metrosideros buxifolia, Akee.
Meudon, [Supp.)
Meulebeke, {Supp.)
Meuse lizard, Mososaurus.
Mewar, Rajpoots.
Mews, Falconry, 229.
Mexian (r.), Ogobai {Supp^
Mexico, (Supp.)
Mezen {mt.), Cevettnes.

Mezieres, {Supp.)

Mezquite, {Supp.)

Mezzojuso, [Supp.)
Mezzo-rilievo, Alto-rilicvo.

Mezzo-soprano, Soprano.
Mglin, [Supp.)
Mhar, Concait,
Mhendigunj, {Supp.)
Mhow, {Supp.)
Miami Canal, Cincinnati.
Miana, Azerhijan.
Miana bug, Epizoa.
Miava, [Supp.)
Michael, emperors, Byzan-

tine Empire, 471, 472.
MichaelAbaffi, Transyhiania.
Michael House, Tnnity Col-

lege, Cambridge.
Michatoya, Ezquintla{SuPp.)
Mickle Fell, Yorkshire.

Micronesia, Polynesia.
Micropyle, Seed,
Microsporon, Parasitic Dis-

eases, Tinea.
Microzamia, {Sr^pp.)

Midas, Tamarin.
Midas's ear, Auricula.
Middleburg fi.), Eooa.
Middle English, Anglo-Saxon
Lang, df Lit.

Middle Level, {Supp.)

Midgard, Scand. Myth. 524.

Midi, Canal du. Canal, 551.

Midouze (r.), Mont de Mar-
san [Supp.)

Midsland, TerschelUng.
Migliazza {r.), Bosna-Serai.
Mikail -Feodorovitch, Rom-
ano^, Hoitse of.

Mikania, {Supp.)
Miklos, St. Torok [Supp.)
Mikulov, Nikolsburg.
Mibn Decree, Orders in

Council.
Milcom, Ammonites.
Mildew, root. Root-mildew.
Mild yellow fever. Relapsing
Fever.

Miletus, Caria.
Milfoil, Achillcea.

Milford, Delaware.
Miliary eruption, Suda*nina,
Military- administration, War

Serz'ices {Supp.)
Military regulations, Regtt-

lations.

Milk-leg, Phlegntasia,

Milk of sulphur. Sulphur, 199.
Milkom, Moloch.
Milkov, Foktcluiny [Supp.)
Rlillau, Milhart.
M illbank. Convict.
Millboard , Cardboard.
Mill-cake, Gunptnvder.
Millefiori glass. Glass, 774.
Millenary Petition, Hampton
Court Conference.

Miller, Steam-navigation.
Miller, J. Reporting, Par-
liamentary.

Miller's Dog. Tope.
Milling, Woollen and Wor-
sted Manufactures, 265.

Millstone grit, Carboniferous
System.

Milnea eduHs, Meliaceee.
Milner, John, Safes, Fireproof.
Milosch, Servia, 630.

Milt, Fis/tes, 354, Reprodiic-
tion, 197.

MilEsin, Atlas Mt.
Miltzer, Saxony, 515.

Milz {r.), Saxe-Meiningen.
Mimigardevorde, Munsier.
M imusops, Sapotacets.

Min [r.), Yang-tze-kiang.
Minas Channel, Fundy, Bay of,

Minchinadom, Andes, 239.
Mincio, battle of, Germaiiy

{Supp.), 534.
Mindoro, PhiUppme Is.

Mindszent, {Supp.)
Mineo, {Supp.)
Mineral alkali, Sodium, 801.

Mineral pitch, Caouichmtc,
Bitumen.

Mineral soda. Aluminium.
Mines Basin, Nova Scotia.

Minie bullet. Rifled Arms.
Minion, Type, 607,

Mink, {Supp.)
M i nnehaha, Minnesota.
Mmority, Age.
Miolnir, Scand. Myth, 525.
Miomaffb [mt.), Timor.
Mira, Ecuador.
Mirabilis, Nyctagenacece.
Miramichi, New Brunsivick.
Miranda, F. de Saa de, Span-

ish La?ig. dr" Lit. 20.

Mirbane, essence of, Nitro-
benzol {Supp.)

Mirdites, Albania, Croia.
Mire-drum, Biiterji.

Miriti palm, Mauriiia.
Mirkhond, Persiaft Lang. &>

Lit. 428.

Mirmiram, Sanjak.
Mirta, {Supp.)
Mirut, Meerut.
Aliscarriage, Abortion [Supp

^

Mishmee bitter, {Supp.)
Misilmeri, {Supp.)

Misl, Siklis.

Misool, Papua, 251.

Misprision of treason. Treason,
Missebroed, Calla {Supp.)

Missisquoi (n), Vermottt.
Mississippi (in Canada], Ot-
tawa River.

Missouri (r. ), Little, Washita.
Mist, Fog.
Mistra, Soresina,
Mitau, Courland.
Mitchell {mt.), Carolina, N.
Mitchell (?-.), Victoria, 7S5.

Mitchellstown caves. Clog/teen.

Mitteveida, {Supp.)
Miyani, Meeanee.
Moate, Westmeath,
'Moatu\it.es,Motazilites[Supp.

)

Moawiyah, Ommiades, 71.

Mobarrek, Persian Lang. &»
Lit. 428.

Mock-sun, Hales, 207.

Moc-main, Silk-cotton.

Moder, Rliin, Bos.
Moderates, Scotland, Church
of 562.

Moderato, Tempo,
Modulation, Reading 6^
Speaking.

Moel-Siabod {mt.), Snozvdott.

&Ioel-y-Wyddfa {mt.), Snow-
don,

803
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Moe-moe, Tabu.
MatTat. Robert, (i"*//.)

^io^iIcv, Mohiiev.
Moj;onny, Irra'Wtuii.

Moguer, (5V///-)

Mohammed I., II., III., IV.,

Ottoman Empire, 148.

Mohamincds, of Spain, Oph-
miad€s, 73.

Muhammod AH, Mcfumcd.
Mohammedan sects, (i""//.

)

Mohammed - ben - Alhamar,
Spain, 17.

Mohammcd-benjakub, Ara-
bian Lan}:. «5*» Lit. 349.

Mohammcd-bcn-Musa, Alge-
bra.

Mohammed Ibn - Toumcrt,
Almohades.

Moliar. Millet.

Mohaut, Hibiscus.

Mohilla, Comoro Isles.

Mohn {/.). Riga, Gulfof.

Moidart, Loch, Shicls, Loch.
Alokassin snake, Trigone-

cephalus.
Moke, Belgium, 3.

Mokkadam (/«/jr.), Nummu-
lites.

Moko-moko (r.\ Sumatra,
Moksha, Penza, Tambov.
Mokshaiisk, Penza.
Molars, 'Teeth, 329.

Mole (r.), Surrey, Thames.
Molecule, Clumistry {Su//.),

461.
Moleskin. (Sufi/.)

Mobna, Tirso dc, Alarcon y
McnJozn.

Mohno cl Rey. battle of,

Scott, U'ifi/ield.

Molln, Lauenburg.
Moloch, Pheenicia, 494.
Moloch, nat. hist. {Supp.)

Moloc, Cantharis,
Mologa (r.), Novgorod.
Moloicai, Sandwich Islands.

Molossi, £pirus.
Molothrus, Trcopial.

Molikc. H. [Supp.)
Molucca beans, Guilandana.
Alombacho, Nicaragua {I.).

>Iombassa or Mombaz, [Supp.)

Moiia, Anglesey.
M ona , Cercopithecus.
Monacacy, Potomac.
Monadhliadh {*nts.\ ElginsJt.

Monads, Triads.
Monaldesdii, Christina.
Monamincs, Organic Bases.
Monarchians, Patripassians,

Unitarians, 641.

Monas, Sabellius.

Monaslir, {Supp.)
Mon^ada, Orthez.
Mondega (n), Paraguay [r.],

Mondcgo (r.l. Portugal.
Mondhar, Ommiades, 72.

Moncvolagh {mts.}, U'ater-

ford.
Monfia, Zanzibar.
Moiiganui, Nnv Zealand.
Mongrel, Hybrid.
Monitor, Turret-ship.

Monkey-bread, Adansonia.
>Ionkey-flower, Mimulus.
Monk-fish, Angel-fish.
Monk-Wearmouth, Sunder-

land.
Monnica, Augitstine, A. St.

Monochlamydeous, Flower.
Monogcnea, Trematoda.
Monogenesis, Reproduction^

195.
Monokcros, Unicorn.
IVIonomotapa, Zambesi.
Monooho, Rhinoceros.
Monotropa, Winter Green,
Oil of.

Monroe {mt.\ White Mts.
Monselicc, [Supp.

)

MonUgne, Montagnards.
Monlagnes Noircs, Cdtes-du-
Nord.

Montagues, Verona.
Montagues, Capnlets {Supp.)
Montaldi, Genoa, 684.
Montail.T, Pern, 436.

aoi

Montana, U.S. 647, {Supp.)
Mont Blanc, Seychelles Is.

Montbrison, (-?«//.)
Montcalm. A ri^ge.

Montcalm, Wol/e.
Moiii-dc-Marsan, {Supp.)
Mont d'Or, yura.
Monte Epomeo, Ischia.

Moniemayor, Jorge de, Span-
ish Lang. &* Lit. 20.

Montcsa, Lady ofMontesa,
Monte Salvadorc, Lugano.
^Iont^ Santo, Athos.
Monies dc Oca, Venezuela.
Monte Viso, Alps.
Monte Volture, Melfi {Supp.)
Montfcrrand, Clermont.
Montgomery, Gen, U.S. 654.
Montmcdy, Meuse.
Mont Mczcnc, Ardidu.
Montmorcncy,FalIsof, Quebec.
Montmorillon, Vienne.
Montpcilicr scanimony, Cy-

nanchttni.

Montpensicr. Mademoiselle de,

Orleans, J. B. C, Dnc d'.

Mont Perdu, Pyrenees.
Montralicr, A ri'l-ge.

Montrcuil, Pas-de-Calais.
Montrose, Duke of, Lindsay
Family iSnpp.)

Monts de I'Flstcrel, Var.
Mont St Hubert, Ard^che.
Mont Saint Jean, Waterloo.
Mood, Syllogism.
Moodkcc. Madki.
Moog, Kidney-bean.
Mooirivcrdorp, Transvaal
Repnblic.

Moonga, Silk £7* Silkworm,
724.

Moonta, South Australia.
M oonwort, Botrychium.
Moor-ball, Conferva.
Moor buzzard, Harrier.
Moordilla, Barringtoniaceet.
Moorfoot Hills. Edinhurgltsh,
Moor-ill, Red Water.
Moorva, Bowstring liemP.
Moose, gray. Wapiti.
Moosche.id (/.), Maine.
MoosehiUock , Appalachians,

321.

Moquegua, {Supp.)
Moradabad, {Supp.)
Morales, Spanish Lang. £^

Lit. 20.

Moral expectation, T'rpirt^////)'.

Moral sense, Ethics, 140.

Mora-stones, Upsala.
Morat, Bay Islands, Rnaian.
Moravides, Marabuts.
Moray, Earls of, Stewart
Family, 124,

Morbilli, Measles.
More, Antonio, Painting,ig2.
Morelia, {Supp.)
Morella, \Supp.)
' More pork,' Podargus.
Moreri, Encyclopedia, 48.

Morcton Bay pine, Araucnria.
Morgagni, Anatomy, 329.

Morgan, Dr William, Welsh
Lang, (St* Lit. 137.

Morgan, Henry, Bucaneers.
Morgon (r.), Villefranche-
sur-Sa&ne.

Moriah, Jerusalem.
Morinus, Samar. Pentateuch.
Moriicocs, Moors.
Morkvik, Kurdistan.
Morlaks, Dalmatia,
Morland, Sir Samuel, Speak-
ing-trumpet, Waldenses.

Mormond Hill, Buchan.
Mornington,Earlof, Wellesley.

Moroc, Honey-guide.
Moros, Moors.
M oroshkin, R ussian Lang.
&' Lit.

Morotaba (r.), Borneo.
Moroxite, Apatite.
Morphy. Paul, Chess, 801.

Morris, Hugh, Welsh Lang.
&- Lit. 137.

Mors, R/wnish Prussia.

>Iorsc's recording instrument.
Telegraph, 335.

Mortapne, Orne.
Mortam, Manche.
Morulity, bills of, Bills of
Mortality, 95.

Mortars, Life Mortars, &^c.
(Supp.)

Mortgages, lacking of, Tack-
ing of Mortgages.

Mortlach, Ban^shire.
Morton, Dr, Anastlusia,
Morvcn, A rgyleshire.

Mosaicgold, Alloy, Bronzing.
Mosaic wool, {Supp.)
Mosaylima, [Supp.)
Mosbach, Biberach.
Moschatcl, tuberous. Araiia.
Moskiiestrom, Malstr(>m.
Moskwa, {Supp.)
Moslcman, Musulman.
Mosquitia, America, 205.
M0S.S agates, Mocha Stones.
Moss-bee, Humble Bee.
Mosslcmah, Ommiades, 71.

Mostaganem, Algeria, 141.
Mostarda, Sorestna.
Motala (r.i, Wetter, Lake.
Motassem, Calif
Moiazilitcs, {Supp.)
Molclla, Reckling.
Motcncbbi, Arabian Lang.
^ Lit. 348.

Mother Goose, Pantomime.
Mother-of-pearl opal, Cac/io-

long.

Moth-hunters, Goatsuckers.
Motions, Puppet.
Motir, Moluccas.
Motores oculorum, Nervous
System.

Motte-de-Vesoul {mt.), Vesoul.

Mottin, Satire.
Mottley, J. Joe Miller {Supp.)
Motu Proprio, Consalvi.
Moukdcn, Mukden,
Mouldboard, Plough.
Mouldine^of wine, Wine, 222-

Mouldwarp, Mole.
Moulin, Glacier, 767.
Moultrie, Fort, Sullivan's Is.

Mountain blue, Bice.

Mountain damson, Sitnaru-
bacete.

Mountain finch, Brambling.
Mountain flour, Bergmehl.
Mountain green, Green Earth.
Mountain House, Appal-
achians, 321.

Mountain laurel, Oreodaphne.
Mountain tea, Gaulthcria.
MountBarrow, Tasmania,yi6,
Mount Desert, Maine.
Mountjoy, Viscounts, Stewart
Family, 126.

Mount Leinster, Wexford.
Mount Lofty, S. Australia.
Mountmelllck, {Supp.)

Mount Miserj', Christophers,
St.

Mount's Bay, Cornwall.
Mount Scir, Edom.
Mount Wellington, Tasmania,

306.

Mousa, {Supp.)
Mousseron, Mushroom.
Moutan, Peony.
M ou tie rs, Savoy.

Movable, Heritable.
Mowec (i.), America, 194.

Moy {?-.), Sligo.

Moydart, Inverness-shire.

Mozdarians, Motasilites
{Supp.)

Mozdok, {Supp.)
Msta (n), Nox'gorod, Tver.
Mualich, Muhalitch.
Muchcttes, Espringal.
Muchuco, Rhinoceros.
Much Woolton, {Supp.)

Muckers, {Supp.)
Mucus, Blennorrhcea.
Mud-fish, {Supp.)
Muffle, Assay.
Muggelsee, Spree.
Muglitz (r.), Sojcon^', 513.

M ugworl, A rtemisia.

Muhesur, [Supp.)
Miihlcnbach, Transylvania.
Muic ir.). Dee.

M u irk irk , Ayrshire.
Mulberry (r.), Black Warrior.
Mulberry rash, Typhus, 612.
Muldc (r,), Saxony, 513.
Mulcta, Bull-fight.
Mulgedium, Sou/ Thistle.
Mulliacen {mt.), Sierra
Nertada.

Muller, Grinding.
Mullcr, Engraz'ing, 70.
Muller, G. Fr. Russian Lang.
&> Lit.

Mullcr, Jul. [Supp.)
Mullida: & Mullus, SurrnulUt.
Mullyash, Armagh.
Muliilocubr shells. Univalves,
Multiple proportion, law of.

Atomic Tlieory.

Muluia (r.), Atlas Mt.
Mummclsec, Baden.
M unchengratz, battle, Ger-
many {Supp.), 533.

Munden, Minden.
Mundinus, Anatomy, 228.
Mundlaisir, Indcre.
Munecpoor. Cassay.
Mungo, Kidney-bean.
Munjah, Maonjah.
M unkacs, {Supp.

)

Munster, Treaty of, West-
phalia, Treaty of

Muntz sheathing-metal, Alloy.
Muotta [r.), Brunnen, Schwyz.
Mur (r.), Croatia.
Murad Bey, Tunis.
Mura Ussu {r.), Vang-tze-
kian^,

Murchison [tnt.), Saskatche-
wan.

Murfrecsborough, Tennessee,

U.S. 660.

Murg (r.), Black Forest,
Rhine.

Murgab, {Supp.)

Murijthal, Black Forest.
Muriated waters. Mineral

Waters.
Muro, {Supp.)
Murong (r.), Borneo.
Murony, Vampire.
Murrain, Stci^pe, Cattle-
plague {Supp.)

Murrey,
N. S.

Rfurrey, Sanguine.
Murrumbidgcc (r.),

Wales.
Murry, Murttna.
Munimuni. Astrocaryum.
Murwa, Elcusine.
Muscardinc, Dormouse.
Muscari, Grape - hyacinth
{Supp.)

Muscatine, lorva.

Muschiki, Servia, 631.

Muscular force, origin of,

Mush, Kurdistan.
Musi Xr.), Kistna.
Musi \r.), Sufuatra.
Music, Greek, Greek Music.
Music recorder, {Supp.)
M usivum, Bronzing.
Muskegon (r.), Michigan.
Musketry, schools of. War

Services {Supp.)
Muskingum {r.l, Ohio.
Musmon, Moufflon.
Muspethcim, Scandinavian
Mythology, 524.

Mussel-bands, Cardinia.
Mussel Shoals, Tennessee.
Mustafa I., II., III., Otto-
man Empire, 149.

Musuipha-bcn-Abdalla, Hadji
Khalifah.

Mustarabians, Mozarabian
Litur^.

'SluUiz:tlnc->.Afotazilites{Supp.)

Mutina, Modena.
Mutina, battle of, Antontus. M.
Mutism, Aphonia {Supp.)

Mutton-bird, Tasmania, -^eyj.

Muttra, {Supp.)
Mutwal, Calcutta.
Muyscas, AViv Granada,
Mycalc {mt.), Samos.
Myccrinus, Pyramid, 30.

Mycetoma, Parasitic Dis-
eases.
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Mycoderma, Torttla Cerevisia.
Myconus, Greece^ 85.
Mycose, Sugar, 187.
Mydaus, Teledu.
Mygdonia, Nisibis.

Myhee {r.}, Canibay.
Myletes. Salmonidez,
Mynpuri, {Supp,

)

Myology, Afuxtamy, 227.
Myopia, Eye, 207.
Myothera, A nt-catclier.

Myra, Lycia.
Myriandros, Pkctnicia, 492.
Myncaria, Tamarisk.
Myricin, IVax.
Myrmeleon, A nt-lion.

M>Tmica, Ant, 284.

Myrmidons, j^gina.
M>TOn, Sculpture, 577.
Myropetra, Wasp.
Mjirh, Cicely.

Myzomela, Blood-bird.

Naab, Bavaria, 760.

Naango, Biafra.
Nabegha, Arabian Lang. &'

Lit. 347.
Nabon (r.), Fars,
Nadder {r.\ Wiltshire.
Naftia, Lago, [Supp.]

Nagas, Saivas.
Nagasena, Nagnryuna.
Nagia Ragee, EUusim.
'H:i.^^{r.),No'dfanagar\SuPp.)
Nagpore the Less, Chota Nag-
pore.

Nagy Karoly, {Supp.)

Nagy - Kikinda, Kikittda
{Supp.)

Nagy-Szombath, Tymau.
Naharro, Spanish Lang, ^Sj*

Lit. 20.

Nahaveod, battle of, Sassa-
nidez.

Nahe [r.}, RJienisk Prussia.
Nahiyehs, Turkey, 587.
Nahr-el-Asi, Orontes.
Nahr-el-Haleb (r.), Aleppo.
Nain, Labrador.
Nainital (/.), Himalaya,
Najerilla, Ebro.
Nakir, Mokatnmedanism.
Naksheb, Karski 'Supp.)
Nakskov, Laaland.
Namagari (r. }, Vaal R iver.

Namatotte, Papua, 251.

Namaycush, [Supp.)

Namby-pamby. Philips, Amb.
Kamenghan, Turkestan, 584.
Namoi (n). Darling.
Nana Sahib, [Supp.]
Nanak, Sik/ts.

Nanas, {Supp.)

Nanda Devi, Hitnalaya.
Naning, Malacca.
Nan-ling {tnts.), Chinese
Etnpire, 815.

Napo [r,), Amazon,
Napoleon II. Keickstadt,
Duke of.

Napoleona, Belvisia.
Napoleon-Vendee, [Supp. }

Nar (r.), Tiber.

Nar{r.), Wash.
Narainganj, Dacca.
Narborough Isle, Galapagos

Islands.
Nard6, [Supp.)
Narenta (r.), Bosnia, Dal-

ynatia.
Narev, Biilsk,

Narim, Ob.
Narin [r.), Thian-Shan.
Narova, Peipus.
NaiT Klaus, Court-fool.
Nana, Sinde.
Narraganset Bay, Rhode I.

Narragansets, Rhode I,

Narrows, Nevis Island.
Naseberry, Sapodilla Plum.
Nashik, Nassick {Supp.)
Nasmyth, James, Steam-Zuirn-
mer. Sun, 209.

Nassick, (Supp.)
Nat, Egypt, 787.
National education, '\Supp.)

National Sunday League, Sab-
bath, 403.

National workshops. Ateliers
Nationaux.

Nations, University, €6-^.

Natisone {r.), Cividali.
Natives, Oyster.
Natrium, Sodium, 3oi,
Natrix, Snake.
Natural Bridge, Virginia.
Natural selection. Species.
Nau, Cape, Cotrone.
Nauclea, Cadamba [Supp.)
Naupactos, jEtolia, Lepanto,
Naussa, Paros.
Nautilus propeller, {Supp.)
Naval regulations. Regula-

tions, Mil. ^ Nav.
Navel-string, Umbilical Cord.
Naver (r.), Sutlterland.
Navvies, Canal, 551 {ttoie).

Railways, 88.

Navy, British, War Services
(Supf.)

Navy retirement, Retirement.
Navy schoolmaster, Sclwol-
master. Army ^r' Navy.

Nazareth (r.), Ogobai[Supp.)
Naze, the, Scandinavia.
Nazza, Saxe-Coburg-Gotlta.
Neapolis, Naples.
Near-sight, Sight, Defects of.
Neasho {r.), Kansas.
Nechtansniere, battle of, Scot-

land, 555.
Neckar Highlands, Baden.
Necrophorus, BuryingBeetle.
Necrosis, Teeth, 330.
Nectan, Picts.

Neccandra, Greenkeari
Nectanebes, Egypt, 791,
Nedjed, Arabia, 344.
Needle-furze, Genista.
Needle-guns, Breeck-loading
Anns [Supp.)

Needles, the, Wight, Isle of.

Needle-woods, Coniferce.

Neemuch, [Supp. )

Neenah, Fox River.
Neepigon (r.), Superior,Lake.
Negapatam, [Supp.)
Negative, Plwtography, 510.
Negrais, Bengal, Bay of,

Negro (r.}. Red River.
Negrohead, Tobacco, 463.
Negro uioTikcY,Semnopithectcs.
Negus, Abyssinia.
Neilgherries, Ootacamund.
Neill, General, AllaJiabad.
Neiva, Neviaftsk [Supp.)
Nekao, Egypt, 791.
Nellore, (Si^pp.)

Nell's Point, Barry Island.
Nelson, [Supp.)
Nelson [r.), Hudson s Bay,
Nematoneura, Zoology, 359,

Nen, or Nene (r.), Bedford
Level, Cambridgeshire,
Wash.

Nenagh (r.), Tipperary.
Neo-Castro, Navarino.
Neokhori, Pella,

Neoplanta, Neusaiz.
Nepaul paper, Daphni.
Nepaul plateau, India, %yj.
NepeanBay, South Australia.
Nepeta, Catmint.
Nephin [mt.]. Mayo,
Xephites, Mormons.
Nephralgia, Kidneys.
Nephthys, Egypt, 7SS.

Nepidse, Water-bug.
Neptune, Planets.
Neptune's cup, Alcyonium.
Ner [r.), Lodz {Supp.)
Nera (r.), Tiber.

Nerac, Lot-et-Garonne.
Nerchinsk {mts.), Irkittsk.

Nergal, Assyria, 500.

Neriad, {Supp.)
Neris-les-Bains, Montlu^on.
Nero[/.), Rostof
Neroulos, Greece, 83.

Nervion [r.), Bilbao.
Nervous diseases, {Supp.)
Nest-building apes, {Supp.)
Nestorius, Chronicle of, Rtts-
sian Language &* LiterOf
ture, 389.

Nestos (n), Macedonia.

' Ne sutor supra crepidam,'
Apelles.

Netherohy, Rio de Janeiro.
Netta !>.;, Augustowo [Supp.)
Nettuno, Antium.
Netze, Posen. '

Neu-Chwang, {Supp.)
Neuenburg, Neufchatel.
Neuera, Ceylon, 737.
Neufahrwasscr, Danzig.
Neuilly, {Supp.)
Neumunster, {Supp.)
Neural arch. Skeleton, 751.
Neurapophyses, Skeleton, 751.
Neurology, Anatomy, ii-j.

Neustadt, Banya.
Neustadt, Saxe- Weiinar-

Eisejtack.

Neustettin, {Supp.)
Neusulza, Saxe-Meiningen.
Neutra, {Supp.)
Nevada de Tolima , New
Granada.

Ne\'iansk, {Supp. )

Neville, Warwick, Earl of.

Nevin, Caernarvonshire.
New Amsterdam, Berbice,
Essequibo.

New Archangel, Novoark-
hanghelsk.

Newars, Nepaul.
Newborough, Anglesey.
New Braunfels, Texas.
New Brunswick, Caiiada

{Supp.), ^4,7.

Newcastle, Delavuare.
Newcastle, Limerick.
Newcastle, N. South Wales.
Newchurch, {Sttpp.)

Newcomen, Steam-engine, 99.
Newfoundland, Canada

{Supp.), 448.
New Galloway, Kirkcud-

brightshire.

New Georgia, Antar. Ocean.
New Grange (caim'. Cairn.
New Holland goose, Cereopsis.

New Holland \iilture. Tale-
galla.

New Jersey Tea, Red Root.
New Kingston, Kingston-
upon- TSuxmes.

New Lanark, Given, Robert.
Newmilns, Ayrshire.
New Orkneys, Antar. Ocean.
New Orleans moss, Bronie-

liaceee.

New Philippines, Texas.
New Pro'vidence, Bahamas.
New River, Great Kanawha.
New River, Middlesex.
NewTy {mts.), Armagh.
New Sarum, Salisbury.
New Spain, Alvarado.
New Toledo, Cumana.
Newton, G- S. Painting, 196.

Newtown, Wight, Isle of.

Newtownbarry, Wexford.
Newtown - Mount - Kennedy,

Wicklow.
New Westminster, Columbia,

British.
New-Year River, Bogan.
Ngan-Hoee, Gan-H'wuy.
Ngan-King, [Supp.

)

N'gomano, Rovuma [Supp.)
Ngomu, Angonurw [Supp.)

Ngotuane, Oori.

Ngouyai (r.), Ogobai [Supp.)
Niagara and Onondaga epochs,
America, 202.

Niare, {Supp.)
N ib-n i b. Neb-neb,
Nicander, Alexandrine Age.
N icaragua, {Supp.

)

Niccolo of Fuligno, Alunno.
^ice, A IpesAfaritimes [Supp.]
Nicephorus Botaniates, Alex-

ius Comnenus.
Nicephorus Phocas, Byzan-

tine Empire, 471.
Nicholajesk, A moor.
Nicholson, Jn. {Supp.)
^ickc\inG,ArsenicalMinerals.
Nicker-tree, Guilandana.
Nicolai, Otto, {Supp.)
Nicolas Kanabus, Byzantine
Empire, 471,

Nicosia, [Supp.)
Nicot, Jean, Tobacco^ 463.
Nicoya, Gulf of, Carthago.
Nidaros, Trondhjem.
Nidd {r.), Yorkshire.
Nid-EIv (n), Trondhjem.
Nidhugger, Nifikeim.
Nidwald, Untenvalden,
Niende, Rozmma {Supp.)
Niers [r.], Maas.
Nieusiedlersee, Alps.
Nieuwe Diep, Amsterdam.
Nieuwer Amstel, [Supp.)
digger caterpillar, Blackfack.
Night-blindness, Sight, De-
fects of.

Night-cnurr, Goatsucker.
Night-scented rocket, Dame's

Violet.

Nigritia, Africa, 67.

Niihau, Sandivich Islands.
Nijneudinsk, Irkutsk.
Nijni-Kamtchatsk, Kant-

tchatka.
Nikkul Seyn, Nicholson, f.

[Supp.)
Nikolsbiu-g, armistice, Ger-
many {Supp.), 534.

Nikosia, Lefkosia.
Nilgiri, Neilgheny Mts.
Nimach, Neemuch [Supp.)
Nimbus, Clouds.
Nimegueu, Nijmegen.
Nimrud, Layard.
Ning-thee, Irra-wadi.
Ninth-day disease. Trismus
Nascentium.

Ninus, Nineveh.
Niobrara, Nebraska.
Nipissing (/.), Canada, 549.
Nirmidea, ParasiticAnimals.
Niscemi, {Supp.

)

Nisch, [Supp.)
Nissa, Nisch [Supp.), Sigis-
mund.

Nisus, Sparro-w-hawk.
Nith, Dumfriesshire.
Niti-Ghaut, [Supp.)
Nitocris, Egypt, 789.
Nitre-whey, Refrigerants.
Nitro-benzol, {Supp.)
Nitro-glycerine, [Supp.)
Niveile, Pyrenees, Basses.
Nizam-al-MuIk, Seljuks, Alp-
A rslan.

Nizami, Persian Lang. &*
Lit. 427.

' No. 290,' Alabama {Supp.),

379-
No-Ammon, Ammon.
Nobili, Tkenno-electricity.
Noble, Pogge.
Noble, Rose-noble.

Noctua, Cabbage Moth.
Noctule, {Supp.

)

Nogal [r.), Somali Land.
Nogat \r.), Vistula.
Nogays, Turks.
Noguera {r.), Aragon,
Noinnoutier, France, 470.
Noma, Cancrutn Oris [Supp.\
Nombre de Dios, {Supp.)
None-so-prett>*, Saxifrage.
Nonnenstein {mt.. Saxony.

513-
Nonpareil, TyPe, 607.

Nonsuch (/.)» Bermudas.
Nopal, Cochineal.

Norborg, Alsen.
Norden, {Supp.)
Nore [r.), Tipperary.
Norfolk Island pine, Arait-

caria.
Norhamshire, Shire.

Norse. Scandinavian Lang.
&' Lit. 522.

Norska, Norway.
NorthAnna, battle of, U.S.f^t.
North Branch (r.), Tennessee.
North-east (i.), Spitzbergen.
Northern Light-houses, Com-

missioners of, [Supp.

)

Northern Lights, Aurora
Borcalis.

North German Confederation,
Germany [Supp.), 535.

Northshead, Chiltem Hun-
dreds.
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North-west Passage, Maclure

Norton Sound, America^
Russian.

Noss, Brcssay.

No!tsi-Bc, (.V«//)
Nossi-Ibrahitn, (5«/^.)
NotAtion. chemical, Chetn-

tstry {Supp.\
Notoncciid», Watar-hug.
Notornis. {SuJ^p.)

Notre Dame Inlet, New-
foundland.

Nottorno. Semtadf.
Nouba, Wady, Nubia.
Noumenon, Philosophy^ 487,
Substnncc,

Nousa-Laut. Moluccas, 523.

Novara, battle of, Radetsky.
Nova Scotia, Canada [Supp.)^

447-
Novclda, {Sup6.)
Novcllo. C. &V. (5'«/A)
Novgorod-Ssjowe rsk, (5k//.)
Nov^ad-Volyniki, {Supp.)
Novi, battle of, Suz'orqf.

Novitiate, Alonachtsnt, 526.

Novo, Ladoga.
Novogrodck, Lithuania.
Nowanagar, {Su^p.)
Noya Bay, Spain, 13.

Noyes, J. H. Perfectionists

(Supp.)
Nshiego-Mboiiv^, Coriila.

Nu. Es^pt, 788.

Nucha, [Supp.)
Nucva Caccrcs. Philippine Is.

Nuffgct, Cold, 815.

Nug^ina, iSupp.)
Nuff^r, Bednore {Supp.)
Nukha, Nucha (Supp.)
Nullification, (Supp.)
Numb-fish, Torpedo.
Niimen. Ow.
Numcnius, li^itnbrel,

Num itor. Rotnttltts,

Nun, Niger.
Nunez, Senegamhia.
Nuphar, Water-lily.
Nurzck, Biclsk.

Nuthc (r.), Zerbst.
Nyborg, FHknen.
Nyircfryhaza, [Supp.)
NykjObins, Falstcr.
Nylandiscl'.cn Skiircn, Swea'

borg.

Nyroca, Scaup Duck.

Oakingham, Wokingham.
Oak-lungs, Lungivort.
Oat-cakes, Bread, 318.

Oatlike %TX<&,Arrhenatlierum.
Obcordatc, Leaves.
Obdorsk, Ob.
O Becre, Racs.
Ober-Hcsse, Germany {Supp.)

535-
Obertyn, battle of, Stgismund.
Obi (1.). Moluccas.
Obi, Oh.
Obion (r.), Tennessee.
Object-lessons, Urbis Pictus,

Pestalozzi.

Obovate, Leaves.
Obrce, Papua, 250.

Obstetrics, Midwifery.
Obwald, Untenvalden.
Ocean currents, GulfStream.
Ochiltree, Lords, Stewart
Family, 123.

Ochri {/.), Albania.
OchrQite, Cerite.

Ock, Berkshire.
Ockmenl,West(r.), Dartmoor.
Octant, Sextant.
Octave, rule of the. Rule of

the Octave.
Octavo,

^
Booky 225.

Octodecimo, Book, 225.
Oddem, Christiansand,
Odcnkirchcn, [Supp.)
Odet (r.), Finistire.
Odo. Bishop of Bayeux,

William I.^ri. ofEnglafid.
Odylisin, Animal Mag. 26-;.

Odysseus, Ulysses*
Odyssey, Homer.
Oe, O.
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CEa. Tripoli.

Oedenburg, ( Supp.)
CEnanthe, Water Drop>wort.

Oerafa Jtikul, Iceland, 505.
Ocsel, [Supp.)
dj^\v,Scandinaz'ian.^fyth,$^^.

Oesirc Bygd, Greettiaud,

Oeta-Nata, Papua, 250,

Ofcn. Buda.
Offa'sDyke. [Supp.)

Offenbach, Jacques, [Supp.)
Officers' allowances, Ail<ra>-

ances. Officers'.

Ogcchee lime, Tupelo.
Oglio(r.), Iseo[l.),Po.

Ogobai, [Supp.)
Ogress, Roundle.
Oguzian Turks, Ottoman Em-

pire, 147.

Ohlau, \Supp.)
Ohm's law. Galvanism, 603.

Oich (/.), Caledonian Canal.
Oidemia, Scoter, SurfDuck.
Oidium, [Supp.)
Oikel [r.), Ross&^ Cromarty.
Oil City, Oil-wells {Supp.)
Oil-fuel, [Supp.)
Oil ofapples, ValerianicAcui.
Oil of spike, Lavettder.
Oil of verbena, Lemon Grass,
Oil Springs (town). Oil-wells

[Supfi.)

Oil-wells and oil-trade. (Supp.)

Oinomania, Dipsomania,
(Supp.), 499.

Ointments, Unguents.
Oistin, Barbadoes.
Okak, Labrador.
Okanda [r.\, Ogobai [Supp.)
Okavango (r.), Zambesi.
Okement,West(r.), Dartmoor.
Okonagan (r), Washington

(territory).

Olan [mt.]. Alpes, Hautes.
OlauandOlawa. Ohlau'Supp.)
Oldfieldia Africana, Teak.
Old Light Burghers, &c. U. P.
Church, 646.

' Old Man of Coniston,* I^an-
cashire.

' Old Man of the Mountain,'
//assan-bi-n-Sabah.

Old man pipes. Tobacco-pipes.
Old man's beard, Bromeliacetr,
Old Woman's Isle, Bombay.
Olearos orOliaros, Aniiparos.
Olekma and Olckminsk, Lena.
Olfactorj' bulb, Brain, 30a.

Olhao, (Supp.)
Oliguclase, Felspar.
Olinda, (Supp.)
Oliva, span. Lang. ^ Lit. 20.

Olive nuts, EUrocarpaceee.
Olivcnza, (Supp.)
Olona (r.), Milan.
Olot, [Supp.)

Olympia, Washington (ter.).

Olympian Mountains, Ka/i-
couz'er's Island.

Olympus (town), Lycia,
Olyntnos, Macedonia.
Om (r.J, Tobolsk.

Oma, Moluccas.
Omaiadcs, Ommindes, 71.
Omar IL Ommiades, 71.

Ombre, Quadrille.
Ombres Cninoises, Puppet.
Ombronc[r.), Grosseto{Supp.)
Omenck, Greenland.
Ometepec, Nicaragua (I.).

Ommcyadcs, Ommiades, 71.

Omototzi, Kamtchaika.
Omun, Calabar.
Onatas, Sculpture, 577,
Onchus, Fishes, 355.
Ondatra, Alusquash.
Oneglia, [Supp.)
Onciromancy, Divination.
Oneyzah, Wa/iabis, 41.

Onion (r.), Vermont.
Onkaparinga (n). South Aus-

tralia.

Ononis, Rest-harro^v.
Onopordon, Thistle.

Olios agrios, Unicom.
Ontario, Canada {Supp,],4^j.
Ontenienle, (Supp.)
Oolowtce, Cainbay.

Oomrawutti, (Supp.)
Oori (r.), Trattsvaa I Republic.
Oosterschelling, Terschelling,

Ootrum, (Supp.)
Opera buffa. Buffo (Supp.)

Ophiology, Zoology, 357.

Ophiosaurus, Glass Sftake
(Supp.)

Ophir [mt.), Malacca.
Opossum shrimp, Mysis.
Oppa [r.), Oder, Troppau.
Oppcnheim, (Supp.)
Opposition (in astronomy^

Conjunction.
Optical ghosts. Ghosts, Opti-
cal [Supp.)

Optic thalamus, Brain, 302,

303, Cerebrum.
Oral Law, Talmud.
Orange, Routtdle.
Orange root, Hydrastis [Supp.)
Orarium, Stole.

Orb [r.), Herault.
Orbe (r.), Neufchaiel.
Orbitolitcs, Rhizopoda,
Orcades, Orkneys.
Orcagna, A. Painting, ic>2.

Orchard grass. Cocks Foot
Grass,

Orchids, Orchidea.
Orchy, Awe [I.).

Oreo Falls, Waterfall.
Orcus, Roman Religion,
Ancient, 302.

Order-book. Book-keeping.

Order of the day. Parlia-
ment, 287.

Orcllana, Amazon.
Orenburg gum. Larch.
Orcnse, (Supp.)

Orestes, Agamemnon.
Orestes, Odoacer, Rome^ 321.

Orfa, Edessa.
Organ, Phrenology, 513, 514.
Organography or organology.
Botany, 264.

Organzine, Silk <&* Silktvortn,

724.
Oriental jade. Nephrite.
Oriental wool. Carmine,
Oriflammc, Standard.
Original Burgher Presbyterj',

U. P. Church, 646.

Orizava (mt.^, Mexico, 472.

Orkhan, Ottoman Empire,
^M7-

. .

Orkney (derivation of name],
Hebrides.

Orkney, Earls of, Hamilton
Fam. 213, Sinclair Fam.

Orla (r.), Saxe-Weimar-Eise-
naclu

Orlik, Orel.
Ormista, Orosius.
Ormond, Tipperary.
Ormuz, Rock-salt.
Omain, Bar-lc-Duc.
Omiihichnitcs, Birds, Fossil.

Omithogaium, Star of Beth-
leliem,

Oronsay, Colonsay,
Orontiaceae, Calla (Supp.)
Oroszhaza, [Supp.)
Orpine, Sedum.
Orsajo (mt.), Parma.
Orsza, battle of, Sigism.-tnd.
Ortega!, Cape, Spain, 12.

Orthoclase, Felspar.
Orthognathous cranium. Skull,

760.

Orthopaedic surgery. Surgery,
224.

Ortler Spitz, Tyrol.
Ortygia, Alpheius, Syracuse.
Oniro, (Supp.)
Orwell (r.), Suffolk.
Or>xlognosy. Mineralogy.
Osborne, Captain Sherard,

Tappings.
Oschcrslcben, (Supp.)
Os innominatum, Pelvis.
Osiut, Siout.
Osma (r.), Turkey, 586.
Osmanti, Othman.
Osmanlis, Ottoman Empire,

147, Turkey, 587.

Osmerus, Smelt.
Os sacrum. Sacrum.

Ossification, Arteries, Dis.
o/{Supp.\, 402.

Ostcroe, Farife Isles.

Osthcim, Saxe - IVeimaf^
Eisenach.

Ostrich-farming, {Supp.)
Ostuni, (Supp.)
Ost Vaagcn, Lefoden.
Otaha, Society Islands.

Othman L, IL, IIL, Ottoman
Empire, 147—149.

Othyl, Acetyl (Supp.)
Otis, Bustard.
Otjihcrero, Ovampos.
Otoconia, Ear, 731.
Otolithus, (Supp.)
Otsego (A), Susquehanna.
Otter, Ghost-moth.
Otter, Peaks of, Appalachians^

321.

Otter [r.), Norway, 799.
Ottocar, Rudolf.
Ottochar, Odoacer.
Otto of roses, (Supp.)
Ouchy, Lausanne.
Ouder Amsiel, Nienwer
Ams/eliSupp.)

Oudon (r.), Mayenne.
Ouessant, Ushant.
Ouettc, Mayenne.
Oughler {/.), Cavan,
Ougree, [Supp.)
Outou-Kcmc \r.), Yenisei.

Ousc (r.), Sussex.
Ousel, Ouzel.
Ousel [r.J, BuckingJtamshire.
Ouycou, Manioc.
Ovar, (Supp.)
Ovarian tumour. Ovaries.
Ovariotomy, Ovaries.
Oven bird. (Supp.)
Overflackkee, Holland, South.
Overshot wheel. Water-power,

94.
Ovis, Sheep, 66i.
Ovoca, Azroca.

Ovolau, Fiji Islands.
Ovum anguinum. Viper.
Owenmore (r.), Sligo.
Owen Stanley [mt.}, Papua,

250.
Owl parrot, Kakapo 'Supp.)
Owyhee [r.), Oregon.
Oxen-Ie-Field, Darlington.
Ox-eye bean, Co7fage.
Oxford tracts, Tractarianism.
Oxidising flame, Blow-pipe,
Ox Mountains, Sligo.

Oxychloride of carbon, Phos-
gene Gas.

Oxysalts, Salts.
Oyapock, Guiana, French,
Oyster Bay, Tasmania, 306.
Oyster plant, Salsafy.
Ozan , Chizerots.

Ozieri. [Supp.)
Ozokerite, Wax.

Pabbay, Skye.
Pacasse, Pegasse.
Pachacamac, Peru, 438.
Pachcco, Donna Maria dc,
Pmiilia, Juan dc.

Pachyrizos, Root.
Packcnham, Cen. U.S. 656,

Paco, Alpaca.
Pacu, Sahnonida.
Padaviry (r.), Rio Negro,
Padron, (Supp.)

Padula, (Supp.)
Pad us. Bird-cherry.
Paganes, H. de. Templars.
Pagani, [Supp.)

Pagei, Sumatra.
Paget, Hon. Wm. Anglesea,
Mar(juis of.

Pago-Pago, Tutuila.
Paillon [r.), Alpes Maritimes

[Supp,]
Paimbtcuf, Lotre-inffrieure,
Painted tortoise, Emys.
Painted pig. Wart-hog.
Paint Rock fr,), Tennessee.

Paknam, Siam.
Paks, (Supp.)
Palais, Belleisle-en-Mer.

Palamedea, Screamer.
Palancia [r.), Segorbe.
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Palar (r.\ Chln^leput.
Palay, {Supp.)
Palazzolo Acreide, [Supp^
Palikat, Pulicat [Supp.)
Palitsch (/.), Tlieresiopel.

Palki, Palanquin.
Pallet (in heraldry), Pali.
PaJma, iSupp.)
Palmas, Cap^, Guinea, Gulfof.
Palm cabbage. Cocoa-nut.
Palme, or PalmJ, [Sttpp.)

Palm-honey, Coquito {Siifp.)

Palmistry, Clieiromaticy.

Palm-wine, Palms.
Palmj-rene language, Skevi-

itic Languages, 672.
Palo de Vaca, Coiv-tree.

Palos, Afogiier Sufp.)
Palos, Cape, Spain, 13.

Palshat, Coimbatore.
Paludina, Wealden Forrttation.

Pamiers, A riig-e.

Pampas hare. Agouti.
Pampero, Wind, 215.
Pamphilus, Painting, 191.

Pampur, Cashmere.
Pamunkey {r.\, York.
Panaceia, j^sculapijis.
Panaetius, Stoics.

Panama hats, Pattdanacea.
Panaria, Lipari,
Panaro, Po.
Panay, Philippine Islands.
Pancake Tuesday, Shroz'e-

tide.

Pancreatic sarcoma, Adenocele
{Supp.)

Pancreatine, Digestion, 564.
Pandharpiir, PuneUrpur

(Supp.)
Pandokratora, Corfu.
Paniani, Ponani (Supp.)
Panic, Pan.
Panke, Aralia.
Panniers, Packltorse.

Panormus, Palermo.
Panphobia, Fear.
Pantagruel, Rabelais.
Pantaloon, Harlequin.
Pantar, Solor Islands.
Panthera, Wildfowl.
Papa, Bishop, 1 18.

Papandayang, Volcanoes,
Paphos, Pluenicia, 492.
Papier d'AlbespejTes, Vesi-

cants.

Papiete, Tahiti.

Pappenbnrg, Fms.
Papunha, Gulieltna,
Papus, Borneo.
Para, Belem.
Paragoa, Philippine Islands.

Parallel motion, Steam-engitte,

103.
Parallel roads, Glenroy.
Parameters, Variation of.

Paramo de los Papas, A fides,

239-
,

Parana ftowTi;, Entre Rios.
Parang Pass, Himalaya,
Parasita, {Supp.

)

Parasites, root. Root-parasites.
Paralartaric acid. Tartaric
Acid, 304.

Parat>-, {Supp.'S

Pardepis, Sapitidacea.
Pardo, Parana (r.)

Parekhia, Paros.
Parenchymatous worms, Ste-

relntintlta.

Parens, Landes.
Parga, Albania.
Parhelia, Halos, 206.

Paria, Gulf of, Tf^'nidad.
Pariahs, Caste, 657.
Parinarium, Chrysobalanacea

{Supp.)
Parkesine, iSiiPP.)

Parkhurst, Convict,
Parliament of Scotland, Scot-

land, 558.
Parma, Duke of, Cantbaciris.
Parma (r.), Po,
Parmenio, Alexander ilte

Great,
Parmesan, Parma,
Parocatuck, Rhode Island.
Paronychia, Whitlow.

Parras, [Supp.)
Parret (r.), Somersetshire.
Parrish's Chemical Food,

{Supp.)
Parrot, owl, Kakapo {Su^.")
Parse, Parts ofSpeech.
Par5on-bird, Honey-eater.
Partanna, {Supp.)
Parthenay, Sevres, Deux.
Parthenon, Grecian ArcJU-

tecture, tj.
Parts of Holland, Kesleven,

Lindsey, Lincolnshire.
Parus, Tit.

Par vagum, Ptteumogastric
Nerve.

Pashiuba, Iriartea.
Pasht, Egypt, 787.
Pasma, {Supp.)
Pasoeroewan, fava {Supp.),

580.

Passage, right of, Servitude.
Passage-hawk, Falconry, 228.

Passamaquoddy {r. ),Croix, St.
Passaro, Capo, Sicily, 704.
Passau, Peace of, Maurice

[Supp.)
Passer, Sparrow.
Passiflora, Passion-flower.
Passir, Borneo.
Passover-cakes, Bread, 318.
Pasto, Ne^t) Granada.
Pasture, right of, Servitude,
Patani, Siani, Gulfof

.

Patans, Punjab.
Patarenes or Paiarines, Cath-

ari.

Patent laws, {Supp.)
Patent Office, Library, and
Museum, {Supp.)

Patent yellow, Vehotu Colours.
Pa ter, Pembroke,
Patemo, (Supp.)
Pati, yava (Supp.), 580.

Patience, garden, or dock.
Spinach.

Patience Gulf, Sakhalin.
Patino, Patmos.
Patta, Muscat.
Paltan, Puitun {Supp.)
Pattay, Attack.
Patti, Adelina & Carlotta,

{Supp.)
Pauchenti tree, {Supp.)
Paulenzelle, Schwarzbttrg-
Rudolstadt.

Paume, Tennis,
Paumota (/.), Low Archi-
pelago {Supp.)

Paunch, Ruminantia.
Paupers, removal of. Removal
ofPaupers.

Pawn, Betel.

Pawn, Chess, 799.
Pawtucket Falls, Lowell.
Pawtuxet {r.), Rhode Island.
Pa\-ane (/.), Finland.
Payne, R. Bookbifuiing.
Payta Bay, Peru, 435.
Paz (La) de Ayacucho, {Supp.)
Pazend, Persian Lang. ^
Lit. 426.

Peace (r.), Columbia, Brit.
Peach palm, Gulielma.
Peach-wood, Dye-stuffs.
Peacock, A Igebra.

Peacock moth. EmperorMoth.
Peak, the, Derbyshire,
Peak Downs, Queensland.
Peake, Life-boat.
Pearl, Type, 607.
Pearl (r.). Canton.
Pearl opal, Cacholong.
Pearl spar, Brown Spar.
Pearson's solution, SodiufH,

802.

Pease, Edward, Railways, 8$.

Pebble (/.), Falkland Is.

Pecan-nut, Hickory,
Pechih-le, Chih-le.

Pecien, Eye. 206.

Pectoral, Poitrinal.
Pectoralespedunculati,^«^/?r.
'Peculiar People,' Tunkers

iSuffi.)
Peculium, Serf, Slavery,
Pedal, Organ, in.
Pedal-point, Organ-Point.

Pediculidea, Parasitic Ani-
ttiais.

Pedilavium, WashingofFeet.
Pedrotallagalla, Ceylon, 737.
Peene (r.), Oder, Po/nerania.
Peep-of-c^y Boys,Orangeman.
Peers, trial of, Parliament,2g2.
Peganum, {Supp.)
Pegmatite, Kaolin.
Peirseus, Atitens.

Peishwa, {Supp.)
Pekea trees, Caryocar.
Pelagia, Lampedusa (Supp.)
Pel^e {mt.), Martinique.
Pelias, Viper,
Pellegrin, Abbe, Rameau.
Pellegrino, Monte, Sicily, 704.
Pellestrina, (Supp.)
Pelletier, Algebra.
Pellicle, Epidermis.
Peloria, Toad-flax,
Peloric (mts.), Sicily, 704.
Pelt, Falconry, 228.

Pelt, Leatlier.

Peltate, Leaves, 67.

Peltier, Thermo-electricity.
Pelvoux {w^), Alpes,Hautes.
Pemba, [Sujpp.)

Pembuan (r.), Borneo.
Pemphigus, Bullce {Supp.)
Pen, Ben.
Pefia-de-Penaranda[w/.), As-

turias.

Pendle Forest and Hill, Cli-

tfteroe.

Pendulum, ballistic. War
Services [Supp.)

Penedo, {Supp.)
Peneius or Peneus, Thessaly.
Penesta:, T/iessaly.

Penicillium, Vinegar-plant.
Pennant, Pendant.
Pennar [r.], Mysore.
Penny Dog, Tope.
Penny of gold, Rose-noble.
Pentamerus limestone, Silu-
rian Rocks.

Pentapolis and Pentapolltana
Regia, Cyrenaica.

Pentateuch, Samaritan, Sa-
maritan Pentateuch.

Pentathionic acid. Sulphur,
199.

Pentelicus, A tiica.

Penthesilea, Amazons.
Penton^-ille, Com>ict,
Pepin, Lake, Wisco?isin.

Pepper-brand, Blight, Brand,
Pepper-corn, Ear-cockles.
Pepperwort, Cress.
Peptones, Digestion, 561.
Perambulator, Odometer.
Per h2isom^m,Parliament,-2Zi.
Perceptive faculties, Phre-

nology, 517.
Perch, linear. Red.
Perching-birds, Insessorcs.
Percy Society, Rox. Club.
Perdiccas, Alexander the
Great,

Perdix, Partridge.
Perdu, Mont, France, 470.
Perejasslavl, (Supp.)
Pereskiae, Cactea:,

Perfectionists, {Supp.)
Perfoliate, Leaves.
Periander of Corinth, Seven

IVise Men.
Peridium, Puff-ball.
Perig>'nous, Stamens.
Perimbakum, battle of, Tippoo
Sahib.

Periphery, Circumference.
Perisperm, Albumen.
Perispore, Spore,
Periwig, Wig.
Perjury, subornation of. Sub-
ornation of Perjury.

Perkins, Engraving, 68.

Perleber^, {Supp.)
Perowsk ite. Titanium.
Perry, Commodore, U.S. 656.
Perry, W. Reporting, Parlia-
mentary.

Persepolis, PersianA rchitec-

ture,

Persian lilac, Mellaceee.
Persian wheel. Agriculture.

Persulphide of hydrogen, Sul-
phur, 200.

Pertuis Breton, Ri, He de.

Pertussis, Hooping-cough.
Perun, Slaves.
Peruwels, (Supp.)
Petasites, Tttssilago.

Petaurist, Flying P/talanger.
Pcterhof, {Supp.)
Peterhouse, CamMdge Uni-

versity, 530.
Pcteril, Carlisle.

Petitions, Parliament, 291.
Petitio principii. Fallacy.
Petitot, Jean, Enamel.
Petofi, S. (Supp.)
Petong, Packfong.
Pelrasowodsk, Olonetz.
Petrified fingers, Beletnnites.

PetroniusMaximus, Rome,yi\.
Petrovsk, (Supp.)
Petticoat breeches. Life Mor-

tars, &^c. 'Supp.)
Petty, Shelbttme.
Pettychaps, Beccafico,
Petty whin, Genista.
Peutingerian Table, {SuPP.)
Pevensey Bay, Sussex.
Peyer's glands, Digestion, 563.
Pezophaps, Solitaire.

PhacochJerus, Wart-hog.
Phsenogamous, Phaneroga-
mous.

Phaeton, Coach.
Phalanges, Hand, 222, Foot,

410.

Phalaris, Canary Grass.
Phantasiasts, Monophysites.
Pharaoh's hen, Egyptian

Vulture.
Pharaoh's serpents, Sulp/io-
cyanogen.

Pharmacopoeia, {Supp^
Phamabazus, Alcibiades.

Pharo, Faro.
Pharpar, Barrada.
Phascolomydae, Wombat.
Pheasant, homed, Tragopan.
Pheasant's eye, Adonis.
Phege, Damascus.
Phehpoea, Cancer Root.
Phenakistoscope, Stereoscope,

Phenakite, Glucina.
Phene, Benzole,
Pheneus, Arcadia,
Phenic acid. Carbolic Acid.
Phenomenon, Substance.
Phial, philosophical, Bologna
Phial.

Phidias, Pheidias.
Philadelphia, Ala-Sheltr

{S,ipp)
_

Philadelphia, Ammonites,
Philanthropin, Philanthropy.
Philibert L, IL, &:c. Savoy,
House of.

Pbiliphaugh, Selkirk, Selkirk-
shire.

Philippe I., rV., V. Capetian
Dynasty.

Philippeviile, Namur.
Philippine Grossbeak, Baya,
Philippopolis, {Supp.)
Philippsburg, [Supp.)
Phillibit, Pillibhit {Supp.)
Philohela, Woodcock,
Philoprogenitiveness, Phren-

ology, 514.
Philosopher's stone. Alchemy.
Philotaerus, Weaver-bird.
Phinock, Salmon, 449.
Phlegmatic diathesis. Scrofula.
Phoca, Seal.

Phoenician lang. and lit. Phoe-
nicia, 495.

Phoenicura, Bluetkroat^ Red-
start.

Phonautograph, Music Re-
corder {Supp.)

Phonograph, Music Recorder
(Supp.)

Phonolite, Clinkstone, Trap.
Phorm ium,Flax.NewZealand.
Phosphorite, Apatite, Phos-
plwrus,

Phoio-galvanography, PhotO'
graphy, 511.
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Photoclyphography, Pkoto-

grapty, 511.

Photo-hcliography, Heltoiy-

pography [Sufik)
Photo-microgniphy, F/ioto-

graphy, 510.

Photozincography, PJwto-

graphic Engraving,
Phulowdi, {Supp.)

Phyllocladis, Yciv.

Phyllophagi, Scarahaidif.

Phyllostoma, spectre Bat,
Vampire.

Physalus, Rorqual.
Physomycctcs, Fungi.
Physostigma, Calabar Bean

{Supp.)
Phytogcography, Botany, -26$.

Phytography, Botany, 264.

Phytotomy, Botany, 264.

Piai^aba, Piassaba.
Piana tie' Grcci, (•$"»//.)

Piatra, {Supp.)
Piave {r.j, Alps.
Piazza, {Supp.)

Picadores, Bull-Jlght.

Pic d'Anic, Pyrenees.

Pic du Midi de Barigcs, Py-
renees.

Pic du Midi de Pau, Pyrenees.

PicduMidid'Ossau, Pyrefues.
Pichnc-writing, IVriting, 289.

Pickerel, Pike.

Pico Ruivo [tnt.), Madeira.
Picric acid, Carbazotic Acid,

Dye-stuffs.

Picion Island, Tierra del
Fuego,

Picturc-clcaTiing,/*tf/K//«^,i98.

Pictured Rocks, Superior, L.
Pictures, restoration of, {Supp.)

Piculet, Woodpecker.
Piddock, Pholas.
Pie, French or Wood, Wood-
pecker.

Piedimonte d'Alife, (Supp.)

Picdra Blnnca, {Supp.)
Pietcrmarltzburg. Natal.
Pietra Nero, Malta.
Pietraperzia, {Supp.)

Pigeon [r.), Superior, L.
Pigeon-breasted , R ickets.

Pigmy ape, Barhary Ape.
Pignerol, Pinerolo.

Pig-nut, Earik-nui.
Pig-rat, Bandicoot.
Pigs' faces, Mesemhryaceee.
Pig-tail, Tobacco, 465.

Pika, Lagomys.
Pike whale. Rorqual.
Pilatus, Mt. Alpnach.
Pilaya (r), Pilcomayo.
Pilcworm, Teredo.
Pilica {r,\, Radont.
Pillar, Strength ofMaterials,

j6i.

Pillar, Cape, Tasmania, 306.

Pillar of Elisy, Llangollen.

Pill beetle. Armadillo.
Pillesden Pen, Dorsetshire.

PiUibhit, {Supp.)
Pilon, Germain, Sculpture,m.
Pilza (r.), Vistula.

Pimpinella, Anise.
' Pimple ' copper. Electro-

metallurgy [Supp.)

Pimple-mi tc, Epizoa.
Pinana, Custard Apple.
Pinang, Betel.

Pinang palm, Arcca.
Pinara, Eycia.
Plnaric acid. Rosin.
Pincers, Torture.
Pinchbeck. Alloy.

Plncia, Valladolid.

Pincian Hill, Rome, 322.

Pind(5va palm, Attalea.
Pindus (town), Doris.
Pine (r.), Moreton Bay.
Pine-apple oil. Butyric Ei/ter.

Pincga {r.), D'wina.
Pinctum, Pine, 547.
Pinha, Custard Apple,
Pinic acid. Rosin.
Pink, Sainton, 447.
Pink, brown, Dutch and Eng-

lish, Velloiu Colours.
Pink salt, Tin, 447.

8U8

Pinna, Ear, 729.
Pinnalifid, Leaves.
Pinzon, America, i(».

Pioneer {r.), Queensland.
Pip, {Supp.)
Piper, Cidaris.

Piper, Gurnard.
Piper, Peeper.
Piper, Wild-fowl.
Pipe Roll, Records, Public.

Pipes, flow of water in, Hy-
drodynatnics, 484.

Pipe shmb, Aristolochia.

Pipette. Volumetric Analysis.

Pipe-vine, A ristolochia.

Piphlcs, Catliari.

Pipul, Peepul.
Piquery, Parana.
Piramidig, Night-hawk.
Piran Round, Theatre, 388.

Pirate Isle, Bobia.
Piraticaba, Campinas [Supp.)

Pirn, Bobbins, Spinning, 46.

Pir Panjal Pass, Dumdum.
Pisano, Andrea, ^f«///«ri',577.

PishL-ika, Fox River.
Pisiform limestone. Pea-stone.
Pismire, Ant, 282.

Pisolite, Pea-stone.
Pistoja, Cino da, Italy, 657.

Piston, Pump.
Pisuerga [r.), Valladolid.

Pit, Theatre, 388.

Piu fibre or flax. Yucca.
Pitea {r.), Sweden, 236.

Pithiviers, Loiret.

Pitlaud, Indore.
Pitman. I. P/tonetic Writing,

500, Slwrthand, 692.

Pito, Chica.
Piton de Fournaise & Neiges,
Bourbon, He de.

Pi-tsi, Scirpus.
Pittacal, Dye-stuffs.
Pittcnweem, Lord, Ste7vart
Family, 125.

Pitti Palace, Ammanate, B.
Piltston {r.\ Susquehanna.
Pitt, the Elder, Chatliam.
Pitt Town, Hawkesbury.
Pitt Water, 'Tasmania, 306.

Pixies, Fairies, 221.

Pixing, Mint.
Pix liquida. Tar.
Piziuba, Jriartea.

Pizzo, {Supp.)
Pizzo di Case, Apennines.
Placcntia, Ne^vfoundland.
Ptacerville, Cali/omia.
Pladda, Buteshire.
Plain silk. Taffety.

Plains of Promise, Queensland.
Plane figures, regular. Regu-

lar Plane Figures.
Plaiicra, Zelkoua.
Planetoids, (Supp.)

Planking, Shipbuilding, 684.

Planorbis, Pulmojiata.
Plantain, Plantaginea:
Plantain, water, Alismacea*
Plassey, (Supp.)
Plaster, court. Sticking-plaster.

Platani (r,), Sicily, 704.
Platanista, Soosoo.

Plateaux, Table-lands.

Plate-glass, Glass, 781.

Plate-layers, Railways, 89.

Platon, Russian Lang. dfLit.
Platyelmia, Worms, 279,

Plaue Canal, Germany, 718.

Pleasant, Mount, White Mts.
Plectrophancs, Sncnu Bunting.
Pieisse, Elster.

Pleissengau, Saxe-Altenburg.
Plenum, Germany, 721.

Plessis les Tours, Tours.

Plessur (r.), Chur (Supp.)

Plettenberg Bay, Ca^e of
Good Hope.

Pleurapophysis, Ribs.

Plinlimmon, (Supp.)

Pliolophus, Hyracotherlum.
Ploermel, Morbiltan.
Plojeshti, (Supp.)

Plotzk, Plock.
Plough, the, Ursa Major.
Ploughman's spikenard,

Conyza.

Plover, great, and Norfolk,
Thick-knee.

Pluck. Pogge.
Plumbers' solder. Alloy.
Plume-bird. {Supp^)
Plummer's pills, Guaiacum.
Plumpudding-stone, Conglo-

jnera te.

Plusia gamma, Y-moth.
Plutchevsky (mt.), Kant-

tchatka.
Pluviale, Vestments.
Plym (r.), Dartmoor.
Plymouth, Montserrai.
Plymouth, Roanoke.
Plymouth Bay, Massachu-

setts Bay.
Plymouth Breakwater, Break-
water.

Plynlimmon, Plinlimmon
[Supp.)

Po (r.), Yang-tze-ktang.
Poached eggs, Coivry.

Podda (r.), Furtdpur.
Podleys, Coal-fish.

Podol, battle of, Germany
{Supp.), 533.

Podolian marmot, Mole-rat.
Podolinski, Russian Lang.
a^ Lit.

Podolsk, Kaminetz-Podolsk.
Pocphagus, Yak.
Pogodin, Russian Lang. &»

Lit.

Pohono Waterfall, Yo-Semite
Valley (Supp.)

Point-a-Pitre, {Supp.)

Point d'Alenijon, Lace.
Pointel, Glass, 778.

Pointers, the. Pole-star.

Point ofsight, Perspective, 430.
' Points d'appui,' Appui.
Poisson, S. D. {Supp.)

Pokhurn, {Supp.)
Polabians, Slaves.

Polaris, Pole-star.

Pole, Rad.
Poligny, ^ura.
Poling, Tin, 449.
Polite literature, Belles-lettres.

Polk, Uhlans.
Pollanarrua, Ceylon, 739.
Pollard. W/wat, 157.

PoUentia, battle of, AlaHc T.

Pollen-tube, Vegetable Physi-
ology, 7-^6.

Pollct. Dieppe.
PoUinium, Stamens, Vege-

table Physiology, 735.
Pollux, Pugilism.
Pollux, Rubidium.
Polonaise, Polacca.
Poltiel, Skye.
Polyclctus, Sculpture, 577.
Polyghar, Zemindar.
Polygnotus, Paintings 191.

Polygonatum, Solotnon's Seal.

Poiynices, Antigone, (Edipus,
Polypharmacy, Alc/temy.
Polyphemus, Cave of. Act
Reale.

Polyptych, Triptych.
Polystomida:, Trcmatoda.
Polytrichum, (Supp.)
Polzen (r.), Lelpa. {Supp.)

Pomel cross, Pominettic.
Pomelo, Pompelmoose.
Pomeranus, Bugenhagen.
Pomeroon, Guiana, Brit, 132.

Pomeroy, Ohio.
Pomfret, Pontefract.
Pommern, Povterania.
Pompeiopolis, Pamplona.
Pompholyx, Pemphygus.
Ponani, {Supp.)

Ponce, Puerto Rico.

Poncede Leon, Juan, U.S. 653.

Pondicherry kite. Erne.
pond-snail, Liinnera.

Pons Varolii, Brain, 303.

Pontac, Pyrinies, Basses.

Pontano Salso, Manfrcdonia.
Pontarlicr, Doubs.
Poniificale Episcoporum,
Ritual.

Pontivy, Morbihan.
Pontop Pike, Durham,
Pooah, Bcchmerl.t.

Pood, Pttd.
Pool, Billiards, 99.
Pool, the, Thames.
Poole's Hole, Buxton.
Poon, Poona-wood, Tacama-
hac.

Poon spars. Sterculiacea.
Poorce, Cuttack.
Poorhousc, Workhouse.
Poor man's herb, Gratiola.
Poor man's pepper, Cress.

Poomah, hcrar.
Poor People of Lyon, WaU

denses.

Poorundur, Poona.
Pop-corn, Maize.
Pope (beverage), BisJwp.
Popcrmghc, (Supp.)
Popham, Sir Home, Signals.
Poplar Marshes, Dogs, Jsle of,

Popolia, A mphipolis.
Populus, Rome, 308.

Pora, Sumatra.
Porcelain shell, Cowry*
Porcupine (mts,), Michigan.
Porcupine fish, Diodon.
Porcupine grass, Australian
Explorations [Supp.), 410.

Porcupine wood, Palmyra-
wood.

Pordenonc, (Supp.)
Porpessc, Porpoise.

Port, the, 'Thames.
Porta, Baptista, Camera
Obscura.

Port Adelaide, ^S*. Australia,
Portage, Genesee.

Portalegre, Alemtejo.
Port Anson, Australian Ex-
plorations (Supp.), 411.

Porta Pompa:, Circus.

Port Augusta, S. Australia,
Porta Trajani, Balkan.
Port Dalrymple, Launceston.
Port Davcy, 'Tasmania, 306.

Port Douglas, Columbia, B?-it,

Port Dover, Erie, Lake.
Port-du-Houc, Bcrre,Etangde.
Porter. D.D. {Supp.)
Port Gaio, Paxo.
Port Genessec, Ontario.
Port Hood, Cape Breton.

Port Hudson, U.S. 660.

Port Jackson, Botany Bay,
Sydney.

Port Jackson shark, C«/r(ir/(7«.
Portland, Oregon.
Portland Harbour, Weymouth.
Portland powder, Germander.
Port \J\viZo\x\,South Australia.
Port Macdonncll, South Aus-

tralia.

Port Nalloth, Nama/jualand.
Port Nicholson, Wellington

(Supp.)
Porto-Cabello, Pucrto-CahelU

[Supp.)
Porto d'Anzo, Anttum.
Port of Spain, Trinidad.
Porto Grande, Cape Verdlt.
Porto Imperial, Tocantins.

Porto-Maurizio, [Supp.

)

Porto Praya, Cape Verd Is.

Portreeve, Reeve.
Port Republican, Port-au-
Prince.

Port Royal, Martinique.
Ports, Pyrenees.

Port Sorell, 'Tasmania, 306.

Portsoy. Banffshire.

Port Talbot, Aberavon{Supp.)
Portugal (derivation). Oporto.

Portugalcte, Bilbao.

Portugal laurel, Cherry-laurel.

Portuguese man-of-war, Phy-
salia.

Port us Trajani, Civita Vecchia.

Posidonius, Stoics.

Positive, Plwtography, 510.

Poso, Chica.
Post-office insurance, (Supp.)

Postulant';, Monachism, 526.

Posy, Ring.
Pot (paper). Paper, 246.

Potamca:, Naiades.
V<)\.!Lsh-v{3XQT,Ai'ratedWalers.

Potato spirit, Fusel.

Potato stones, Gcodcs.
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Potato War, Succession IVars,
177.

Potidsea, Macedonia.
Pot-metal, Glass, 782.
Potocki, Targowiiz.
Potscherfstroem, Transvaal
Republic.

Potsdam period, America, 202.

Potteries, Stafford.
Pottery style, Calico Printing;

5M-
Pot tree, Brazil Nuts.
Pot-wallers or pot-wallopers,

iSupp.)
Poulton-le-Fyldc, Blackpool

iSnpp.)
Poundage, Tonnage 6^
Poundage.

Pounds, John, RaggedSclwols.
Pout, Bib.
Powtrail, Clyde.
Poyang (/.), Yang-tze-kiang.
Poyning's Act, Parliament,

281.

Pozzo di Gotto, Barcellona
{Supp.)

Prades, Pyrenees Onentales.
Praenomen, Name,
Prague, treaty, Germany

{Supp.), 535.
Prague Compact, Taharites.
Prairie apple, Psoralea.
Prairie-du-Chien, [Supp.)
Prangos. Umbelltfertz.
Prasias (/.), Cran?ioges.
Prasl in Island, SeycJtelles

Island.
Pratincoles, Cliaradriad^.
Prato, [Supp.)
Precelly Hills, Pembrokeshire.
Pregnancy, simulated, Ner-

voits Diseases (Supp.)
Premature labour, Abortion

[Supp.)
Premna esculenta, Verbenacets.
Premolars, Teeth, 329.
Preparation, Anatomy, 229.
Pre-Raphaelite. Hunt, IK H.
Presbytes, Wanderoo.
Presentation ofthe Child Jesus,

feast of. Purification o/the
Blessed Virgin Mary.

Preservation powder. Taxi-
dermy.

Preserved meat. Antiseptics,
Food and Drink, 407.

Preserved provisions, Pre-
serves [Supp.)

Preserves, ( Supp. )

Presl, Boliemia, 190.
Presque Isle, Erie.
Presteign, Radnor, New.
Preston, Tynetnout/t.

Preveza, [Supp.)

Previous question, to move
the, Parliament, 287.

Prevost, Sir George, U.S.
656.

Prevost's theory of exchanges.
Sun, 208.

Price, Rev. T. IVels/eLang.
&> Lit. 138.

Pricking at the belt, Fast and
Loose.

Prick the garter. Fast and
Loose.

Pride of India, Meliacea.
Pride's Purge, Rump Parlia-
ment.

Priego, [Supp\
Prien (r.), Chiem-see.
Prija, Slaves.
Prikas, Ukase.
Priluki, [Supp.)
Primaries, Birds, loS.

Prime d'opal, Opal.
Prime factors, C/temistry

{Supp.),^6s.
Prime mmister. Treasury.
Primer, Long, Type, 607.

Prime staff, Clog Almajtac.
Primordial utricle, Cells, 709.

Prince, H. J. Agapemone.
Prince-berry. Rubus.
Prince Edward Island, Canada

[Supp,),^^%.
Princeites, Agapemone.
Prir.ce of Peace, Alcudia.

Prince of Wales, Cape, Ame-
rica, Russian.

Prince Patrick Island, Mel-
ville Island.

Prince's feather, Amaranth.
Prince's Island, Bia/ra.
Prince wood, Cordiuceee.

Prinos glabra, Tea, 323.
Prinsepia, Chrysobalanace<s

{Supp.)
Printing. (Supp.)
Prionodon, Delundung (Supp.

)

Pripet (r.), Voihynia.
Privas, A rdHche.
Privat-doccnt, University, 664.

Privilege (in parliamentj, Par-
liament, 284,

Prizzi. [Supp.)
Probolinggo, T'tiz'iT {SuPP.),$8o.
Proboscis seal, Eleplutnt, Sea.
Procellaria, Petrel.

Procida, G. da, Sicilian Ves-
pers.

Procidentia, IVomb, Diseases
of, 251.

Procopius, Valens.
Proctalgia, Rectunt.
Proctor, General, U.S. 656.
Product, chemical, Educt

[Supp.)
Professed houses, Monastery.
Proglottides, Tapeuuorm, 290.
Prognathous cranium, Skull,

760.

Prognostications, Almanac.
Prokopovitch, Ritssian Lang.
&^ Lit.

Pro-legs, Caterpillar.
Prolocutor, Convocations.
Prolok, Mount, DifiaricAlps.
Prome, Pegu.
Pronation, Hand, 223.
Proof-spirit, A Icolwl.

Propeller, Nautilus Propeller
[Supp.)

Propensities, Phrenology, 517.
Property, real, Rent.
Proponiis, Marmora, Sea of.

Propylphycite, Alcolwls
[Supp.], 384 (note*).

Prorogation, Parliament, 286.

Proscenium, Theatre, 38S.

Prosencephalon, Skull, 761.

Prosopopceia, Personification.
Prospero Lambertini, Benedict.
Prothorax, Insects.

Protopte rus, L epidosiren.

Protoxide, Oxides.
Proven»,'al, Romanic Lang.
Proven trie ul us, Birds, 109.
Prover, Approver.
Provisional order, [Supp.)
Prowe, Slaves.
Proxies (in parliament), Par-

liament, 282.

Prud'hon, Painting, 195.

'PruTitus,Rectum,Anus\^Supp.)
Prusa, Broussa.
Prussia, Germany [Supp.)
Prussia, education in. Na-

tional Editcation [Supp.)
Prussian carp, Gibel.

Przemysl, fSupp.)
Przibram, [Supp.

)

Psalms of the Steps, Gradual
Psalms.

Psalterium, Digestion, 567.
Pseudonymous, A nonymons.
Pseudopodia, Rhizopoda.
Pseudoscope, [Supp.

)

Pseudo-scorpions, Chelifer
[Supp.)

Psila, Carrot.
Psiloriti, Ida.
Pskoff(/.), Peipus.
Psocus, Termite.
Psophia, Agami.
Psophis, Arcadia.
Psora, Itch.

Ptah, Egypt, 787.
Ptelea, Ephesus.
Pteris, Brake, Tara Fern.
Pteroglossus, Aracart.
Ptilons, Rifie-bird.
Ptisan, Tisan.
Ptyaline, Digestion, 559.
Plyalism, Salivation.
Puberty, legal, Age.

Pubes, Pelvis.

Publicans, Cathari.
Public health, SanitaryScience

[Supp.)
Publilian laws, Rome, 313.
Publishing, Book-trade.
Puccinia, [Supp.

)

Puccoon, Sanguinaria,
Pucha-pat, Patchouli.
Puck, Fairies, 221,

Pudding-pipe tree, Cassia.
Puddling, Iron, 636.
Puebia, yuarez [Supp.)
Puerto-Cabello, [Supp.)
Puffinus, Shearwater.
Puget-Theniers, Alpes Mari-
times [Supp.)

Pughe, Owen, Welsh Lang.
&= Lit. 137.

Puglia, Apulia.
Puglia, Francesco da, Savo-
narola.

Pug-mill, Brick, 338.
Pulcinella, Punch.
Pulicat, (Supp.)
Pulmonaria, Arachnida.
Pulmonary artery and veins,

Respiration, aog.

Pulsatilla, Pasque Flower,
Pulteney-town, IVick.

Pulu-Buru, Amboyna.
Pulwul, [Supp.)
Puna, Poona.
Punching-machine, Punch.
Punctated tissue, IVood 6r'

IVoody Fibre.
Punderpur, {Supp.)
Punjnud, Cltenab, Punjab.
Puno, Ecuador.
Punos, Venezuela.
Punta Arenas, Costa Rica,
San Josi.

Punto, Quadrille.
Punty, Glass, 779.
Pupilarity, Age.
Pupipara, Homaloptera.
Pur autre vie. Estate.
Purbach, Almanac.
Puri, yaggemaut.
Purna [r.),Oomrawutti\SuPp.)
Purnabada [r.), Dinagepore.
Purples, the, Purpura.
Purpurc, Colour [lier.].

Purree, Indian Yellow.
Purses, Ray.
Pursuk (n), Kntaiek.
Purus [r.), Amazon, Peru, 437.
Puruvesi (/.), Finland.
Pushtaneh and Pushtu, Af-
ghanistan.

Pusterthal, Tyrol,

Puteaux, [Supp.)
Puteoli, Campania.
Putten, Holland, South.
Putcing-nets, Prawn.
Puttun, [Supp.)

Pu-tu, Chusan Islands.

Putumayo [r.], Amazon.
Puy-de-Sancy, Dor.
Puy-Vieux, Mont de, Vienne,
Haute.

Pwllheli, Caerftarz'onshire.

Pycnonotus, Bulbul.
Pydna, Macedonia.
Pydna, battle of, Sdpio
^^jnilianus.

Pygmalion, Tyre.
Pygmies ofW. Africa, {SuPp.

)

Pyhajarvi {/.), Finland.
Pylos, Messenia.
Pyne, Louisa, [Supp.)
Pyramus [r.], Zeithun.
Pyrethrum carneum, Persian

Po'tvdcr.

Pyrgita, Sparrow.
Pyritz, [Supp.)
Pyroxyline, Collodion.

Pyrrhic foot, Pyrrhic Dance.
Pyrrhula, Bull-finch.
Pyrus Japonica, Quince.
Pysang, Moluccas.
Pythias, Damon.
Pythogenetic fever, Typhtts
&^ Typlioid Fevers, 615.

Quade, Grane.
Quadi, Silesia.

Quadrantes, Rose-noble.

Quadrat, Type, 6o3.

Quadrequivalent elements.
Triads,

Quaker bird, Albatross.
Quality, in logic. Quantifica-

tia?L of tlie Predicate.
Quang-Nam. [Supp.)
Quantity, in logic, Quantifi'
cation o/the Predicate.

Quantity, in verse, Rhythm.
Quantock Hills, So?nersetsh.
Quarnero Bay, Adriatic Sea.
Quarry, Falcojtry.

Quarter evil, Black Quarter.
Quarter-pieced, Square-pieced,
Quarto, Book, 225.

Quartz resinite, Girasol.
Quartz, smoke, Rock-crystal,
Quaternate, Leaves,
Quathlamba, Kaffraria.
Quathlamba {?nts.\ Natal,
Orange River Free State.

Quebec, Caiiada [Supp.)
Quedah, [Supp,)
Queen Elizabeth's Foreland,

Frobisher, Sir M.
Queensberry {;«^.), Dufu/ries-

shire.

Queen's cadets, SandJiurst.
Queen's Coll., Cam. [Supp,)
Queen's coroners. Queen's
Bench.

Queen's conch. Cameo.
Queen's Pipe, [Supp.)
Queen's ware, Wedgwood.
Queich {r.), Bavaria, 760,
Landau.

Quelpaerts, Corea.
Quercine, Oak.
Quercite, Sugar, 1S8.

Quercus ballota, Racalwnt,
Quercus tinctoria, Quercitron,
Querquedula, Teal,
Quesaltenango, iSuPp.)
Question, the, Torture,
Quetsch-Hahn, Volumetric
Analysis.

Queyles [r.), Tarazona,
Quick grass, Bc7tt Grass.
Quicks or quicksets, Haw-

titom.

Quida, Scandinavian Lang.
&^ Lit. 522, 523.

Quieto, Kjtsterland.
Quiloa, Muscat.
Quillota, [Supp.)
Quilon, [Supp.)
Quina, Cincliona,
Quinate, Leaves.
Quinic acid, Kinic Acid.
Quinicine, Quinia.
Quinidine, Quinia.
Quininism, Quinia.
Quinoline, Dye-stuffs.
Quinquina, Cituhona.
Quinte, Bay, Ontario.
Quippo, Writing.
Quipu, orQuippu, Peru, 438.
Quirinal, Quirinus.
Quiriquino \i.), Concepdon.
Quirites, Rome, 310.
Quiver, Archers, 371.
Quoad sacra, Parish,

Ra, Amnion.
Raab (r.), Alps.
Rabato, Gozzo.
Rabbaih-Ammon, Ammonites^
Rabbets. Shipbuilding, 6S3.

Rabe, Martha, Cailuzrine I,

Racalmuto, [Supp.

)

Race, Cape, Ne^vfoundland,
Race (current), {Supp.)
Rachelberg, Bavaria.
Rachitis, Rickets.
Rack, A rrack.

Radagaisus, StilicJw.

Radaune, Danzig.
Raddle, Reddle.
Radegast, Slaves.
Radiaria, Zoophyte,
Radicle, Seed.
Radilshevitz, Servia, 631,

Radius, Hand, 222.

Rae Isthmus, Melville I.

Raffaello Santi, Raphael.
Raft-bridge, Bridge, Military,
Rafue (r/, Zambesi.

809
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Ragnlbtito, RfgaWuto,
Ungalmuto. HncabHuto\,Stipp.)

Rage, Emotion.
Ragged Robin, Lychnis*
RaunarOk, Scandiuavian My-

lhoit\0'. $'$
Ragotski, Transylvania.
Rag-trade. (.?w//.)

Rahad, Nile.
Rahajan (r.), Borneo.
Raia, K^y* Thomba^k.
Raiatca, Coral Is., Society Is.

Raia torpedo, Electricity,

Animal, 821.

Railway trains, Gas-lighting in,

Gas-lighting {Supp.)

Ra im , Caulking.
Rain-doctors, lieijnans.

Rajagriha, Bahar.
Rdjaslhiln. RAjpmts.
Rajmahal Hills, India, 537.
Raki, Arrack.
Rnlick Islands, Radack.
Ramcc, Bcehmeria {Suflp.)

Ramc Head, Cornwall.
Ram feast, Beltein.

Ramgijnga(r.), Bndnon'.Supp.)
Ramicr, Mount, IVashin^ton

[territory).

Ramisscram, Manaar, G. of,

Ramnad, (Supp.)
Ramnugger, battle of, Sikh

IVars.
Ramps, Rampion,
Rampur, Rohilcund.
Rampiira, Indore.
Ramrec, Aracan [prov.'\.

Ramses, Ramesses.
Ramsons, A lUuvt.

Ram-turai, Hibiscus,
Ranay, Natuna Is.

Rancc (r.), Cdtes-du-Nord.
Kandazzo, (Supp. )

Ranclagh, (Sit/>p.)

Rank, relative, RelativeRank.
Ransome, Frederick, Stone,

Artificial.

Rapaces, A ccipitres.

Rape, Riding.
Raphoc, Adamnan {Supp.)
Rapperschwyl, Gall, St,

Canton of.

Rapti (r.), Ghogra, Oude.
Raratonga, Cook Is,

Ras, Abyssinia.
Ras Mohammed, Red Sea.
Rasorcs, Gallinaceous Birds,
Rat Islands, Aleutian Is.

Rata, Inocarpus.
Ratamanow, Diotnede Is.

Ratan, Rattan.
Ratnnhia, Rattany.
Rathdrum, Wicklo^v.
Rathmclton, Donegal,
Rathmines, Dublin.
Ratnaghcriah, Concan.
Rattan, Ruatand
Rattening, Traded Unions

{Supp.)
Rattles, Respiratory Sounds.
Rattlesnake fern, Botry-

chiutn.

Rattoons, Sugar-cane.
Ratzcburg, Lanenburg, Meek-

lenburg-Strelitz.

Raucoiix, battle of, Saxe,
Count of.

Raucnthaler, Rhttu-^vine.
Ravce or Ravi (r.), Cltenab^
Punjab.

Ravenala, Traveller's Tree.
Ravcnsboumc, Dept/ord.
Ravensbure, {Supp.)
Rawtcnstall, Newchurch

{Supp.)
Ray, Cape, Nnv/oufuHaftd.
Ray-grass, Rye-grass.
Raymond VI, and VII. Counts

of Toulouse, Albigenses.
Rays of fins, Fislies, 353.
Razor-back, Rorqual,
Rca, Rei.
Rea (r.), Birmingham.
Read, Gabriel, Otago.
Real distance, Vision, 821.
Rcatc, Rieti.
Rcbaptiscrs, Raskolnik.
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'Rebecca' riots, Caermar-
theushire.

Rcbeira Grande, Azores.
Recanati, {Suf>p.)

Reccrccl^fe, CerceUr.
Reciprocal proportion, law of.

Atomic Theory.
Recognition, iVardholding
Record of Title Office. In-
cumbered Estates {Supp.)

Rccremcntitious products. Se-
cretion.

Recruiting, War Services
{Supp.)

Rectified spirit, Alcolwl.
Rectus muscle. Patella.
Rcculct dc Toiry (mt.), fura.
Red bird. Cardinal Bird.
Rcd-brcastcd goose, Barnacle

Goose.

Red charcoal, CharhonRoiige,
Red dog, Dhole.
Red flames. Sun.
Redif, Turkey, 588.
Red I, Signals.
Red lead. Red Colonrs.
Red-legged crow. Cltougli.

Redon, llle-et- 1 'Haine.

Rcdondillas, Spanish Lang.
B' Lit. 20.

Red River Settlement, Canada
[Supp.), 448.

Red-tailed hawk, Bnzzard.
Reed, Runiinantia.
Reed r.), Tyne.
Reed bird, Bob-o-link,

Reed-mace. Bulrush,
Reed meadow grass. Manna
Grass,

Reedy sweet water grass,

Manna Grass.
Reck, the. IVestport.

Reel, Spinning, 48.
Reel, angler's. Angling, 256.
Reeve, Ruff.
Reeves, Sims, {Snpp.)
Referee, Arbitration, 359.
Reflecting faculties, Pkren-

oiogy, 5^7-
Reform, [Supp,]
Reformed Franciscans, Re-

collet.

Refrigerating machincs,(6'w//.)
Refrigeratory, Still.

Regalim, Seven.
Regen (r.). Bavaria, 760.
Reggio, Duke of, Oudinot.
Regma, Juno.
Regj Lagni, Acerra [Supp.)
Regnier, Satire.
Regnitz fr.), Bavaria, 760.
Regola de la Cosa, Algebra.
Reguhis, St, AndreuKt, St.
Rcichenbach, battle of, Seven

}'ears' War, 637.
Reidkj5bing, Langela*td.
Rei interventus, Locus Pocni-

tentice.

Rei ms, Rhfims.
\<.c\xiGV.t\'o^,Reynardt/u Fox.
Reisner work, Buhl-ufork,
Rejang (r.), Sarawak.
Relief, Sculpture, 575.
Relief Presbytery, Scotland,
Church of, 562.

Religious fJrotherhoods, Bro-
tlicrhoods, Rcligiotts,

Rembang, ya7'a (Supp.), 5S0.

Rcmbo (r.), Ogobai [Supp.)
Remus, Romulus.
Rcna, Glotnnten.
Reni, {Supp.)
Rennel's current, Biscay, B.o/.
Rennet. Ruminantta.
Rental bolls, Teinds.
Reo, Sahnon, 449.
Repeating circle. Sextant,
Repeating gvms. Revolver.
Republican Fork, Nebraska,
Rescript, Pragtnatic Sanction.
Reserve forces of the United
Kingdom, War Services
{Supp.)

Reshid Pasha, Abd-uI-Medjid-
Kiian.

Residual, Congruous,
Resist st>'lc. Calico Printing,

513-

K<:soTX.{l.),Lrwis-ivith-IIarris.

Responsibility, Belief, 8.

Restitution edict. Thirty
years' War.

Rctc mirabilc, Circulation,^^,

Reticulum, Ruminantia.
Relimo, [Supp.)
Rellnile, Trap.
Retort, gas. Gas, 635.
Retours of Services, Records,

Public.
Rctrone [r.), Vicenza.
Retroversion, Womb, Diseases

is^ Derangetnent 0/ tlu, 251.
Retting, Flax-dressing.
Return tickets. Railways, 90.

Reuse, Neu/chatel.
Reuss, Germany [Supp.\ 535,
Reuss(r.), Alps.
Revivals of religion, [Supp.)
Rewah, (Supp.)
Rcwbel, Directory,
Rewund, Rhubarb.
Reynosa, battle of, Spain, 17.

Rhastians, Switzerland, 246.

Rhaiadr Waterfall, Denbighsh.
Rhamnin, Bucktlwrn,
Rhamphorhynchus, Ptero-

dactyl.

Rhazcs. Medicine, Hist. of.

Rhea Silvia, Romulus.
Rhcidol, Cardiganshire.
Rhein, Rhubarb.
Rheineck, Rhine.
Rheinpreussen, Rlunish
Prussia.

Rheinprovinz, Rlienish Prus-
sia.

Rhein-Zabem, Zabertt.

Rhcnus, Rhine.
Rheostat, Gahianism, 602.

Rheum, Rhubarb.
Rheydt, [Supp.)
Rhinenccphalon, Skull, 761.

Rhins of Galloway, Wigtown.
Rhion, Cape, yEtolia.
Rhipa;i Montes, Ural Mts.
Rliipiptcra, Strepsiptera.
Rhithymnos, Candia.
Rh i zoca rpca:, Marsileacea.
Rhizomes, Carex.
Rhizophagon, Tr^tffle.

Rhodanus, Rhone.
Rhodcr, A veyron.
Rhonchu^, RespiratorySourtds,
Rhongebirge, Bavaria, Saxe-
Meiningen.

Rhun, Moluccas.
Rhus, Sumach.
Rhyddlan, Flintshire.
Rhyme, Rhime.
Rhymney, Cardiff.
Rhynchaspis, Shoveller.
Rhynchitcs, Weevil.
Riad, Waliabis, 41.

Rialto, Isola di, Venice, 750.
Ribalta, Francesco, Ribera.
Ribbing, Count, Ankarstrdm.
Ribble, Lancashire.
Ribbon grass, Canary Grass.
Ribchester, Preston.
Ribeira Grande, St Michael's.
Ribcs, Gooseberry.
Ribs, ^hip-building, 684.
Rice bird, Bob-o-link.

Rice weevil. Corn Weevil.
Richardia, Calla {Supp.)
Richardson, Dr, Methylene

(Supp.)
Richebourg, Lille.

Richelieu, Canada, 548.
Richibucto, New Bruns7vick.
Richmond, Pr. Edward's I.

Richmond [v.), N. S. Wales.
Richmond, Earl of, Tudor.
Ricimer, Rome, 321.
Ricinia, or Ricnia, Rathlittm

Ricord, Ph. {Supp.)
Rideaii, Ottawa [r.).

Ridcau Canal, Canada^ 550.
Riders, Wall-trees.
Rieselstock [mt.), Schwyz.
Riesi, [Supp.)
Rifled arms. War Services

iSupp.)
Rifles, Breech-loadtng Arms

[Supp.)
Right-boys, Whtteboy.

Rights of M.in, Paine, T.
Right whale-porpoise, Del-
phinaptera.

Rlllc, Orne.
Rimi, Eriodendron,
Rimna(r.), Ural.
Rim stock, Clog Almanac*
Rinaldo, Armiila.
Rind, jfumtui.
Rinderpest, Cattle-plagut
{Supp.)

Ringed snake. Coluber.
Ringtail, Harrier.
Rink, Curling.
Rinman's green. Cobalt.
Rinn, Lough, Leitrim.
Riobamba, {Supp.

)

Rio Coco, Nicaragua,
Rio d'AveIro, Aveiro [Supp.)
Rio del Monte, Tagus,
Rio del Rey, Bia/ra.
Rio de Senna, So/ala.
Rio Dulce, Gol/o Dnlce.
Rio Grande, Texas.
Rio Grande dc Lenna, Cftap-

ala,
Rion, Phasis, Poty.
Rios di Senna, Zambesi.
Rio Tinto, Moguer [Supp.)
Rippling, Flax-dressing,
Rissel, Lille.

Ristori, Ad. {Supp.)
Ritardando, Lentando.
Ritualism, [Supp.)
Riva, Tyrol.
Rivas, Nicaragua (SuPP.)
River limpet, Limiura.
Rivers, Mr, Orchard-house,
Rivesalt, Muscatel.
Rivcsaltcs, Pyrln^es Orieu'

tales.

Rivitire du Liivre, Ottaiva [r.).

Riviere duMoine, Ottawa (r.j.
' Rivulet ' controversy, Bin-

ney, Th.
Rizah, [Supp.)
Rjev, Rsltew [Supp.)
Roach (r.), Hey7uood {Su/p.)
Road, right of. Servitude.
Roag (/.), Lewis-with-Harris.
Roanne, Loire,
Roaring buckic, Fttsus.
Robert, Louis, Paper, 244.
Robertina, Sorbonne.
Roberts, David, {Supp.)
Robertson. Jos. [Supp.)
Robin, Redbreast.
Robin, [Supp.)
Robusti, Jacopo, Tintoretto.
Roccabruna, Monaco.
Rochambcau, Count dc, U.S.

65s.
Rochechoiiart, Vien/ie, Haute.
Rock, Spinning, 46.

Rock (r.), Watertowu.
Rock-cork, Asbestus.
Rocket, dyer's. Weld.
Rockets, Life-mortars, &»€.

[Supp.)
Rock-fish, Basse.
Rockhampton, Queensland.
Rock i tes, Whiieboy.
Rock-leather, Asbestus,
Rock manakin. Rock, Cock
of the.

Rock-rose, Cistus.

Rock-shell, Murex.
Rock-snake, Bongar, Python,
Rock-wood, Asbesttts.

Rocky Island, Cork.
Rocky Mt. sheep, Argali.
Rod, fishing. Angling, 256.
Rodach (r.), Saxe-Coburg-

Gotlia.

Rodger, Andrew, Fanners,
Roding {r.), Essex, Thames.
Rodman gun. War Services

[Supp.)
Rodna, Transylvania,
Rod of Aaron, Divining Rod,
Rodolf, Rudolf,
Rodriguez, Island of. Solitaire.
Roe, Fislus, 354.
Roe, soft. Reproduction, 197.
Roebuck, Roe.
Roebuck, Dr. Wait.
Rocr (r.), Maas, Roermoftd.
Rofia (n), Alpheius.
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Rogenia, IVhiiehaii.

Rogers, Professors, A nterica^

Z02.

Rogues' Novel, Spcutisk Lang.
&> Lit. 20.

Rohan, Duke of, Hugnenois,
452.

Rohtuk, {S7tPfi.)

Rohuna, Cedrelaceee.

Rojak (/.), Aleutian Is,

Roker, Sunderland.
Rolandins, Roland de la
Pla Here.

Rolling slock, RaihuaySf 89.

Rolls, Records, Public,

Rom, Gypsies, 170.

Romaic Greek, Greece, 82.

Romaika, Pyrrhic Dance.
Roman candle, Pyrvtechny.
Romance languages, Romanic
Languages.

Romanche, /sere.

Romano, Giulio Pippi.

Roman order, Roman A rcki-

tccture.

Roman strings. Gut Manu-
facture.

Romanus II. III. IV. Byzan-
tine Empire, 471.

Romeo and Juliet, Capulets
[Supp.)

Romerswaal, Beveland.
Romney, America, Owen,
Robert,

Romni, Moldavia.
Romulea, Bisaccia.
Ronan, Adamnan [Supp.)
Ronas Hill, Slietland.

Ronay, Skye.
Roncal, Navarre.
Rondelet, W. {Supp.)
Ronne, BamJwlm.
Rood, Rod.
Roodpeer, Phoberos.
Room, Aca?ttkus.
Roopnerain, Dalkissore.

Root {r.), Raciiie {iozvn).

Root, crown of the, Stem.
Roper (r.), Australian Ex-
plorations [Supp.), 411.

Roquefort cheese, Affrique,
St. {Supp],

Rosalia's, St, wreath of roses,

Rosa?y.
Rosa Marise, Roseo/yencJio,
Rosamond, A Iboin.

Rosamond, Henry II, ofEng-
land.

Rosario, [Supp.)
Rosas Bay, Catalonia.
Rose, Rev. Hugh, Trac-

tarianistn.

Rose apple, Eugetiia.

Rose bay, Oleander.
RoseberryTopping Hill, Cleve-

land,
Rose-chafer, Turnip.
Roseine, Dye-stuffs.

Rose laurel, OleaJider.

Rosemary, Dampier Archip.
Rosemary, marsh, Statice.

Rosencranz, General, U.S. 660.

Roseneath, Dumbartonshire.
Rosenkreuz, Father, Rosi-

cruciaJis.

Rose of the Virgin, Rose of
fericlw,

Rose-point, Lace.
Rose-spots, Typhus and Ty-
phoid Fevers, 612.

'Rosette, Leaves.
Rosewood, Convolvulus,
Rosmarinus, Rosemary.
Rosoglia, Orange,
Rosolic acid. Tar,
Rossieny, [Supp.)

Rosslare Point, Wexford,
Rosso antico. Trap.
Rossoli, Sundeiv,
Ros soUs, Sundew.
RoLa, {Supp.)
Rotation of crops, {Supp.)
Rothay {r.), W'indenuere.
Rothenbcrger, Rhine-wine.
Rother (r.), Don, Yorkshire,

Rother (r.j, Midkurst,
Rothschild, A Imaden.
Rotomagus, Rouen.

Rotorua (/.). New Zealand,
Rottang, Rattan.
Rottlera, Vermifuges {SuPP.)
Rottum, Bornholm.
Rotuli Curise Regis, Records,

Public.
Rotuli Hundredorum, Records,
Public.

Rotuli Scotiae, Records, Public.
Roubilliac, Rysbrach.
Roucou, Amotto.
Rouenneries, Rouen.
Roughan (/.), Crannoges.
Rough Bounds, Inverness-

shire.

Rouher, Eugene, ^Supp.)
Rouillon, Denis, St.
Roumania, Rumaiiia. {Supp.)
Roumpot, Scheldt.
Roundels, Besants.
Round-fish, {Stipp.)

Round-tail, Bull-trout.
Round Top {mt.), Appala-
chians, 321.

Roup, Pip {Supp.)
Rovigo, Duke of, Savary.
Roving, Spinning, 46.

Rovuma, [Supp.)
Row-lock, Oar.
Rowsa, Rousay.
Roxana, Alex, the Great.
Roxburghia, Smilaceee,
Roxolani, Sar^natians.
Royal Canal, Westmeath.
Royal fern, Osmufida.
Royal Islands, Moluccas.
Roy Bareily, Oude.
Royer-CoUard, P. P. {Supp.)
Roymatla, Calcutta.
Royston, Catnbridgeshire.
Rozenburg, Netlierlaiuis.

Rozingain, Moluccas.
Rshew, {Supp.)
Ruabon, Denbighshire,
Ruapahu, Nctv Zealand.
Rubble, Brash.
Rubellite, Tourmaline.
Rubeola, Measles.
Ruble, or rubel. Rouble.
Ruby, Type, 607.

Ruby, Alamandine, Spinel.
Ruby, Bohemian, Rose-quartz.
Ruby-tailed flies, Chrysis.
Rudnik Mts. Servia, 620.

Rudolf, Christian, Algebra.
Rudolphine Tables, RudolfII.
Ruellia, {Supp.)
Rufea, orRufia (r.), Alphcius.
Ruffec, Charente.
Ruffed grouse. Bonasia.
Rufigaliic acid, Gallic Acid.
Rufus the Ephesian, Anat-
omy, 228.

Ruglen, Rutherglen.
Ruisdael, Ruysdael.
Ruiz, Juan, Spanish Lang.
^ Lit. 19.

Rule, St, Andrews, St.
Rumania, (Supp.)
Rumen, Ruminantia.

Rumex, Sorrel.
Rumination, R ujninaniin.
Rumney (

r. ), Glamorgan-
shire, Monmouth.

Rum ons.h,Rowa7ticLanguages.
Rumsey, Steam-fiavigation.
Rumuni, Austria,
Run, Victoria, 787.
Runa, Navarre.
Runcinate, Leaves.
Runes, Maeslwwe [Supp.)

Runic knotwork, Runes.
Runic staff, Clog A Imanac.
Runn, Cutch.
Runstaffs, A Imanac.
Rupel [r.], Scheldt.

Rupertsberg, Bingen,
Rupicola, Rock, Cock of the.

Ruremonde, Roermond.
Rush-nut, Cyperns.
Rusky Mt. Pruth.
Russ (r.), Niemen.
Russell, W. H. Times, Tlie.

Russia, Great, White, Little,

&c. Ritssias, All t/ie [Supp.)

Ru«ian America, America,
Russian, l/.S. {Supp.)

Russias, All the, (Supp.)

Rustenberg, Tra/tsvaal Re-
public.

Ruta, Rue.
Rute, {Supp.)
Rutheni, Russniaks.
Ruthenians, Rom. Caih. Ch.
Rutic acid, Caproic Ac. {Supp.)
Ruticilla, Redstart.
Rutland, Vermont.
Ruvigado, [Supp.)
Ryland, Engraving, 68.

Rymnik, battle of, Suvorcf.
Ryots, Oude.
Ryssen, Overyssel.
Rytina, Siellerine.

Sa, Sais.
Saabs, Africa, 69.
Saale, Main.
Saal-Eisenberg, Saxe-Allen-

burg,
.Saalfeld, Saxe-Metningeit.
Saane, Freibnrg.
Saarlouis, {Supp.

)

Saba, Antilles.

Sabbatarians, Sabbath, 402.

Sabbathaites, or Sabbathians,
Sabbatliais Zwi.

Sabbaths, witches'. Witch-
craft, 234.

Sabia(r.), TransvaalRepublic.
Sabine women, rape of the,

Romulus.
Sabinus, P. Vitellius, Aulus.
Sabor (r.), Braganza.
Sabre-fish, Hair-tail.
Saburmuttee, Cambay.
Sacadina, Borneo.
Saccharates, Glucose,
Saccharomyces, Tortula Cere-

visicE,

Sacramedia, Aorta.
Sacred Isle, Manitoulin Is,

Sacred standard. Relics.

Sacrifice, human, Orissa.
Sadang (r.), Sarawak.
Saddle Peak, Sierra Nevada.
Sadeler, Engraving, 69.

Saenredam, Engraving, 69.

Safeguard, Dragon.
Saffron, bastard, Sa^ower.
Saffronwood, Elaodendron.
Sagitta, Worms, 279.
Sagoskin, Russian Laftg. &^
Lit.

Sagua-la-Grande, [Supp.

)

Saguenay (r.), {Supp.)
Saharanpur, {Supp.)
Sahel, Algeria, 141.

Sahidic, Copts.

Sai, Cebus.
SaVan {mts.), Irkutsk.

Said, Port, Suez Canal[Supp.)
Saigon, dock at. Floating
Docks {Supp.)

Sail-sous-Couzan, Loire.
Snima (/.)» Finland.
St Agnes, Scilly Islands.

St Alban, Loire.
St Alban Hall, Oxf. [Supp.)
St Albans, Vermont.
St Alban's Head, Dorsetshire.

St Andeol, Ardeche.
St Anne {i.), Seychelles Is.

St Anthon/s Fire, Rapliania.
St Anthony's Well, Antony,St.
St Bel, C. V. de. Veterinary
Medicine.

St Bride's Bay, Pembrokesh.
St Cassian Beds, Secondary.
St Colme, Lords, Stewart
Family, 124.

St Colum-cill, Columba.
St Cuthbert's duck, Eider.
St Denis, Bourbon, He de,

Ste Ampoule, La, Rlteims.

Ste-Beuve, C. A. {Supp.)
Ste-ClaireDeville.H.E.lJw//.)
Ste Claude, Jura.
St Edmundsbury, Bury St
Edmunds.

St Elmo, Point of. Valetta.

Ste Marie, Nossi-Ibrahim
[Supp.)

Ste-Marie-aux-Mines, [SuPp.)
Sie-M^n^hould, Mame.
Ste-Reine, AUsia.
St Francis, Canada^ 548.

St Francis Bay, Cape ofGood
Hope.

St Galmies, Loire.
St George, Grenada.
St George's, Newfoundland.
St George's (r.), Sulina.
St Girons, Ariege.
St Helen, Mount, Washings

ton {territory).

St Helen's Beds, Osborne Beds.
St Helen's Roads, Wight,

Isle of.

St Hubert dog, white, Talbot.

St Jacques, Cape, Saigon.
St Jagodi Compostella,(7a//i"/<z.

St Jean de Luz, Pass of, Py-
renees.

St Jean de Maurienne, Savoy.
St Jean Pied du Port, Pass of,

Pyrenees.
St John, Cape, Staten Island

{Supp.)
St John, H. Bohngbroke.
St John (r.), Kaffraria.
St John Long's liniment.

Turpentine.
St John's [i.), America, 205.
St John's (r.), New BruTts-

ivick.

St Jorgo, Azores.
St Julian, Savoy.
St Kitts, ChristopJter's, Si.

St Leonard's Forest, Sussex.
Si Louis, Nossi - Ibrahim

{Supp.)
St Louis, {Supp.)
St Louis [r.j, Lawrence, St (r.)

St Louis [r.), SuPeHor, Lake.
St Lucia \r.), Zululafid.
St Marcellin, Isere.

St Margaret's Bay, Nova
Scotia.

St Margaret's Hope, Forth,
Firth of

St Mark, Grenada.
St Martha wood, Brazil Wood.
St Martin, Re, He de.

St Martin's, Scilly Islands. •

St Martin's summer, Weather,
St Mary, Azores.
St Mary, Lawrence, St [r.)

St Mary's, Newfoundland.
St Mary's, Scilly Islands.

St Mary's Bay, Nova Scotia.

St Mary's Loch, Yarrow.
St Maur, Seymoitr,
St Maurice (r. ), Canada, 548.
St Michel [mt.), Avranclies

[Supp.)
St Myon, Puy-de-Dome.
St Patrick, Grenada.
St Paul (:'.), Ainsierdam I,

St Pauls (/.), Lawrence, St, G.
St Peter's B3.y,Pr.Edward"si.
St Peter's (r.), Minnesota R,
St Pierre, {Supp.)
St Pierre, Hill of, Maastricht.
St Pie rre-les-Calais, {Supp.)
St Pietro di Brazza, Brazza,
St Pol, Pas-de-Calais.
St Sauveur, Pyrin^es, Hauies,
St Sebastian's Bay, Cape of
Good Hope.

St Sever, Landes.
Saint's Isle, Derg.
St Sophia, Zarskoe-Selo{Supp,)
St Thomas, 6^.^. [Supp.)
St Ube's, Setubal.
St Vincent, Gulf, S. Australia,
St Yrielx, Vienne, Haute.
Saisang (/.), Siberia, 702.
Sajo (r.), Rosenau.
Saka, Enarea.
Sakaria (r.), Turkey, 587.
Sakayt-el-Kublee, Berenice,
Sakkariah, Anatolia, 226.

Sakky, Lake of, Taurida,
Sal, Cape Verd Islatids,

Sal, Don.
Salar, Salmon, 445.
Salarias, Leaping Fish {Supp^
Salassi, Aosta.
Salawatti, Papua, 251.
Salcombe Hill, SidmontJu
Salduba, Saragassa (Supp.)
Sale, bill of. Bill ofSale.
Salem, Oregon.
Salembria (r.), Trikhala.
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Salemi, {Su/'fi)

Salcsbury. Wlliam, J^^/s/t

Lang. Cp* Lit. 137.

Salgado {r.), Ico [Supp.)

Sal^ir
(
r. ), Taurida,

Salicaccx, li'iilfnu.

Sflliciria, Warbler.
Salic lands, Saiic Law.
Salient angles. Forti/ication,

Salii, Batavi.
Saline (n). Washita.
Salins, {Supp.)
Salisbury Cathedral, Gothic
Architecture, 25.

Salisbury Crags, Arthur's
Seat.

Salle, Abbi? de la, Schools,
Brotfirrs 0/ Christian.

Sallcc, {Supp.)
Salmalia, Silk-cotton.

Salmon of North-west Ame-
rica, {Sui>p.)

Salmon peal, Salmon, 44S.

Salon [r.), Aragon.
Salsa [r.), Alicata {Supp.)
Salsilla, Alstrcemeria.
Salso (r.), Sicily, 704.
Salsola, Belvedere.
Salsolaccic, CItefwpodtaceee.

Salt (/.), Holyhead.
Salta, Sierra do, Andes, 239.
Saltamentum sardicum. Tunny.
Saltance, Natron.
Salter's balance, Spring Bal-
ance.

Salt Hill, Montem Custom.
Salt of sorrel. Lemon, Salt of.

Salt oil, Bittern.

Saltpetre, Chili, Sodium, 801.

Salt-water fluke, Dab.
Salvage, Merchant Shipping
Act [Supp.), 632.

Salvia, Sage.
Salwarp, Droittvich.

Salwc^n (r.), Tenasserim.
Salza (r.), Enns, Salzburg.
Salzburghcr Head, Nassau.
Samailov, Russian Lang. &»
Lit.

Samara (r.), Somtne.
Samaria wood. Idea {Supp.)
Sambas, Borneo.
Sambawa, Comodo.
Sambor, New, [Supp.)

Sambrc (r.), Maas, Namur.
Sambuli, Simoom.
Samcn orSamien {nits.), Abys-

sinia.

Samcrahan (r. and fut.),

Sarawak.
Samhara, Abyssinia,
Samiel, Simoom.
Samlet, Salmon, 447.
Snmmeas, Sluimmai.
Samnitc wars, Rome, 314.
Samogitia, Lithuania.
Samokrischtchina, Raskolnii,
Samolus, Pimperttel.

Samoo (r.), Timor.
Samoun, Simoom.
Samoyedic language, Tura-
nian Languages.

Samp, Maize.
Sampct [r.), Borneo.
Sampson (1.), Scilly Islands,

Samshoo, China, 818.

Samson's Ribs, Arthur's Seat.

Samsun, Black Sea.
San (r.), Vistula, yaworo7v

{Supp.)
San Antioco Island, Sardinia,

Is/and of.

San Antonio, Cape Verd Is.

San Bernardino, Mount, Si-
erra Nevada.

San Carlos, ChiloS.

San Carlos, Campinas [Supp.

)

Sancerre, Cher.
Sanctuary, Tabernacle.
Sand-box tree, Ilura.
Sanders, Sandal-ivood.
Sanders, Joseph, Railways, 85.

Sand Head, N. &S. Goodwin
Saftds.

Sandhurst, {Supp.)
Sand-mole, Mole-rat.
Sandomir Mts, Radom.
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Sandoway, Aracan [prav.).

Sandown, Wight, Isle of.

Sand ray. Homelyn.
Sand reed, Ammophila,
Sand smelt, Atherine.
^:iX\A%\ovif:,red. RedSandstone.
Sand-wasps, Bembecidee.
Sandwich [is.), America, 194.
Sandwich Harbour, Na$na-
qualand.

Sandwich Land, Antarctic
Ocean.

Sandy Point, Christoplier's, St.

San Fele, {Supp.)
San Fernando, Trinidad.
San Fratello, [Supp.)
Sanga, Galla Ox.
Sangar, Sumbawa,
Sangar Strait, Yesso.

San Gcrmano, vapour baths of,

Agnano.
SanGiuliano,Monte,5iW/>'.704.
Sanguine diathesis. Scrofula.

San Ignacio de Agaua, La-
drones.

Sanitarj^ science, {Supp.)

San Jacinto, battle of, Texas.
San Jose, California.

San Juan (/.), p'uca. Strait of.

San Juan (r.), Nicaragua.
San Juan de la Frontera,

{Supp.)

San Luis de la Punta, [Supple-

ment).
San Luiz de Maranham,
Maranltani.

San Luzia, C. Verd Islands.

San Marco in Lamis, {Supp.)

San Martin (r.), Aragon.
San Mateo, {Supp.)
San Miguel, G. of, Darien.
San Miguel de Ibarra, Ibarra.
San Pietro (i. ). Sardinia, I. of.

Sanpo (r.), hihong.
Sanquhar, Dumfriessh.
San Ramon, Fort, Andes, ^^.
San Roquc \r.), Columbia.
San Salvador, Balutmas.
San Salvador, Bahia.
San Salyador, Bayamo{Supp.)
San Salvador, Congo, {Supp.)

San Scbastian.Cape.CrtM/cwiVi.

Sansevicra, Bcnvstring Hemp.
Santa Anna, {Supp.)
Santa Anna de Tamaullpas,

Tampico.
Santa Casa, Loretto.

Santa Clara, Claire, St.

Santa Crocc [mt.), Cyprus.
Santa Croce, Cape, Catania.
Santa Cruz, Croix, Sainte.
Santa Cruz, Patagonia.
Santa Cruz, U.S. {Supp.)

Santa Y6, [Supp.)
Santa Fe de Guanajuato,
Guanajuato.

Santals, India. 539.
Santalum, Sandal-iitood.

Santa Maria de Puerto Prin-

cipal Puerto Principe.
Santa Marta, {Supp.)

Santander, New Granada.
Santa Rosa, Cd'ahuila.

Santiago, Cttba.

Santones, Saintes.

San Vicente, C. Verd Is.

Sanzio, Rapluiel.

Sao Jose do Norte, Rio
Grande do Sul.

Sao Pedro do Rio Grande do
Sul, Rio Grande do Sul.

Saparoua, Moluccas.
Sapindus's tears. Fir, 334.
Sapor, Sassanid<r.
Saporogi, Cossacks.

Sappare, Cyanite.
Sappho's Leap, Ducato, C.
Sap-roller, Gabion.
Sap-wood, Alburnum.
Sara, Moonjah.
Sarabaitae, Alonachism, 525.

Sarabat (r.), Anatolia, 326.

Saragossa, {Supp.

)

Sarajewo, Bosna-Serai.
Saransk, {Supp.)
Sarapis, Serapis.
Sarca, Tyrol.

Sarcode, Sponge.

Sarcophaga, Blenv-fly,

Sarcoptes, Epizoa.
Sard, Onyx.
Sardo, Sardinia, Island of.

Sardonyx, Onyx.
Sargans, Rhine.
Sargasso Sea, A Igx,Gulfweed.
Sargus, Sheep's-liead,Sparidee.
Sargut, Ob.
Sari-kol, Oxus.
Sarinc [r.), Freiburg.
Sarmentaceae, Vitacetr.

Sarmicnto, Andes, 239.
Sarnen, Unterzvalden.
Sarncr Aa (r.), Untenvalden.
Sarolhamnus, Broom.
Sarp-foss, Glommen.
Sarre {r.). Moselle.
Sarsooty (n), Saras7vatt.
Sari, Sardes.
Sartcne, Corsica.
Sarts, Turkestan, 584.

Sarum, New, Salisbury:
Sasanqua tea. Camellia.'
Sasignan {is.), Aleutian Is.

Sasines, Register of. Registra-
tion ofDeeds and Writs.

Sassafras nuts, Pitchurim
Beans.

Sataliah, {Supp.)
Sati, UmA.
Satin spar, Arragoniie,
Gypsum.

Sattara, Satarfi.

Satureja, Savory.
Saturn, Planets.
Sat umia. Silk and SilMvorni,

^ 7=4-
Sauce-alone, Alliaria.
Sauchic Burn, Bannockbum.
Sa'u'd, Wa/tabis, 39, 40.

Sauerland, Pntssia.
Saiigor, {Supp.)
Sault Stc ^larie, Superior {I.).

Saunders (/.). Falkland Is.

Saurophidia, Blitul-worm, Ser-
pents, 626,

Sauvcgarde, Monitor.
Savage (r.), Potomac.
Savaii, Navigator's Is.

Savanna blackbird, Croto-
phaga.

Save (V,), Garonne.
Savcna (r.), Bologna.
Savenay, Loire-iuf^rieure.
Savcrne, Zabcrn.
Savcr>', Captain, Steam-

engine, 99.

Savoy Palace, Savoy Con-
ference.

Saw-wort, Composite.
Saxe-Lauenburg, Saxony, 515.

Saxe - Weimar, Duchess of,

Amalia.
Saxe-Wittenberg, Saxony, 515.

Saxicola, Stone-chat, W/ieat-
ear. Whin-chat.

Saxifraga crassifolia. Tea, 323.
Saxony, Germany [Supp.), 535.
Saxony blue. Indigo.
Sayan, C/uty Root.
Sayer's Law, Berwickshire.
Sazawa, Moldau.
Scab, Potato.
Scarvola, Advocate.
Scalaria, Wentletrap.
Scala Santa, Lateran.
Scalops, Shre^v Mole.
Scalpay, Skye.
Scandia, Scandinavia.
Scanning, Metre, 429.
Scapa Flow, Pomona.
Scaphltes, Ammonites.
Scapular arch. Skeleton, 753.
Scapulars, Birds, 108.

Scarborough, Tobago.
Scardagh, Bosnia.
Scardian Mts. Macedonia.
Scarf-skin, Epidermis.
Scarifier, GTmbber.
Scarlet fever. Scarlatina.
Scarlet grain. Coccus, Kermes.
Scarlet rash. Roseola.
Scarpa's shoe, Club-foot.

Scarpe (r.), Pas-de-Calais.
Scarus, Parrot-fish.
Scavaig, Bay of, Skye.
Scavenger beetle, Scarabaida.

Scavcnger'sdaughicr, Torture.
Schafarik, Bohemia, 190.
Scham, Syria.
Schamyl, Shamyl.
Scharlachbergcr, Rhine-wtne.
Scharilin, Schmalkald.
Schazk, Chatsk [Supp.)
Schecmakcrs, Rysbrach.
Schellenberg, Liechtenstein.
Schelly, Gwyniad.
Schiedam, Gin.
Schiehallion, Grampians.
Schicrmonnikoog, Friesland,
Schiller-spar, Diallage.
Schilling, Baron von, TeU-
g^<*ph> 339-

Schirbc {mt.), Gall, St.
Schleitheim, Schafflmusen.
Schlina [r.], Caspian Sea.
Schloss-Johannisberger,/i*/;/«f-

wine.
Schneeberg, Ewiger {mt. ),

Salzburg.
Schneekoppe(w/.), Sudeteng*-

birge.

Schncekopf {nit.), Thurin*
ger^vald,

Schokland, Overyssel, Zuider
Zee.

Scholar's male, Chess, 800.

Schflngauer, Engraving, 6g.

Schoodie [r.), Croix, Ste.

Schooley's Mt. New "Jersey*

Schoolmen, ScJiolastics.

Schools, reformatory, Refor*
matory Schools.

Schoppe, Scioppius.

Schouten [is.], Papua, 251.
Schouwen, Scheldt.

Schreckhom (?«/.), Alps, 172,

Schturaz {mt.), Servia, 629.

Schultheiss, Lucerne.
Schumadia, Serz'ia, 629.

Schiilt (7.), Comorn.
Schwalbach, Nassau.
Schwalc (r.), Ncumiitistcr

[Supp.)
ichwarSchwann, Anatomy, 227.

Schwartz, Hans, Carving.
Schwarza {r.), Schwarzburg-
Rudolstadt.

Schwarzkopf {mt.), Witrtem-
berg.

Schwarzwald, Black Forest
Schwegler, Baur.
Schwiclochsee, Spree.
Schyl (r.), Danube.
Sciathos, Greece, 85.

Scicli, [Supp.)
Scilla, Squill.

Scilly (/.), Society Islands.

Scioto (r), Chillicothe[Supp.)
Scipiones Runici, Almanac.
Sclerotic, Eye, 202.

Scodra, Scutari.
Scogan, Court Fool,
.Scoglio Marfo (/'.), Malta.
Sco\ex,Cestoid Wortns,Larva.
Scolo del Casale, Allia.
Scolopini, Piarists.
Scones, Bread.
,Scoor-nan-Gillean (mt.], Skye.
Scopelos, Greece, 85.

Scopus, Umber.
Scorpion fish, Scorparna.
Scorpion grass. Forget-me-

not.

Scot and lot voters, [Supp.)
Scotch broth. Soup,
Scots, Bretts and Scots.

Scott family, Buccleuch,
Scottish Episcopal Church,
Scotland, Church of, 562.

Scotus, Marianus, Ireland.
Scougal, Henr^', Scottish
Lang. S' Lit.

Scouring drops. Lemons, Oil

of.

Scrabster, Thurso,
' Scratched,' Horse - racing,

428.
Screw-allcy, Ship-building

684.
Screw bean, Mezquite {Supp^,
Scribe, A. E. [Supp.)
Scriptorium, Book.
Scripture, Bible, 72.

Scripture-wort, (7rrt/Aw(J"////.}
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Scriveners' palsy. IVriier^
Cramp.

Scrophula, Scrofula.
Scuir of Egg, Egg.
Scurrj' grass, Cress.

Scutching, Fltix-dressing.
Scutching - machine, Cotton^

275-
Scutum, Shield.
Scyranus, S/tark.
Scyrcs, Skyro.
Scythia Minor, Dohntdscha.
Scythian lamb, Barontetz.
Sea-bear, Otary.

Sea-beet, Beet.
Sea-blubber, Acalephs.
Sea-buckthom, BucktJwrn,

Sall&zu-thorji

.

Sea-calf, Seal.

Sea-cat, Wolf-fish.
Sea-centipedes, A mulida.
Sea-cow, Manatee.
Sea-cra>'fish, Lobster.
Sea-cucumber, Beclie-de-tncr.

Sea-devil, Angler.
Sea-eagle, Krne.
Sea-eggs, Echinida.
Sea-fan, Gorgonia.
Seaford Bay, Sussex.
Seaforth (/.J, Leivis-^vitJv-

Harris.

Sea-grapes, Cuttle Fish.
Sea-hare, Tectibrajtchiata.

Sea-holly, Eryngo.
Sea-horse, Hippocampxts.
Sea-horse, Morse.
Sea Island cotton, Cotton^ 267.

Sealed earth, Lemnian Earth.
Sea-lemons, Doris.
Sea-leopard, Seal.
Sea-loach, Rockling.
Sea-louse, Fish-lottse, 356.
Sea lyme-grass, upright, Ice-

lattd, 505.
Seamen, MercJiajtt Shipping
Act [Siipp.)

Sea-mew, Gull.
Sea-milkwort, Glanx.
Sea-nettles, Acalep/zit.

Sea-pen, PeJtuatula.

Sea-pie, Oyster-catclier.

Sea-purses, Shark.
Search, Edward, Titcker.

Sea-reed, A mmophiLi.
Sea-rush, Petinatiila.

Sea-scorpion, Cottits.

Sea-serpent, Gymnetnts.
Sea-side balsam, Cascartlla.
Sea-side beech. CaribbeeBark.
Sea-snail, Sucking Fish.
Sea-trout, Salmon, 448.
Sea-unicorn, Narwhal.
Sea-ware, Wrack.
Sea-worms, A nnelida.

Seb, Egypt, 787.
Sebaceous glands, Skin, 756.
Sebak, Egypt, 787.
Sebaste, Samaria.
Sebastes, Bergylt.
Sebeknefru, Egypt, 789.
Sebesten plum, Cordiacca.
Sebollati (n), Uruguay.
Seboua, Wady, JVubia.

Sebustieh, Samaria.
Secchia, Po.
Secession to the Sacred Hill,

Rome, 312.

Secondaries, Birds, loS.

Secretiveness, Phrenology, ^x^.

Secular canons. Regular
Canotts.

Sedges, Cyperacecz.

Seebeck, Tltermo-elcctricity.

Seebgunge, Ganges, 614.

Seend, Wiltshire.
Seengoor, Jumna.
Seez (7-.}, Gall, St.

Sefaiians, Molunnmedan Sects
{Supp.)

Sefton fancy, Ratuskin.
Segarelli, Gerard, Apostolic
Brethren,

Segnia, Zengg.
Segontium, Caernarvon.
Segovia, Nicaragua.
Segr^, Maine-ei'Loire.
Segre(r.), Pyre?iees Orientales.
Sehi, Anthology, 289.

Seille(r.), Moselle.
Seim (r.), Desna.
Sejrah {i.), Timor-laut.
Selache, Sltark.

Seiachii, Cartilaginous Fisltes.

Selenga, Baikal.
Self-baptisers, R askolnik.

Self-ordainers, Raskolnik.
Selkirk, Earl of, Red River
Settlement.

Selkirk, Earls of, Hamilton
Family, 213.

Selle'(r.), Lot.
Selma (town', Alabama.
Selmas (town), Azcrbijan.
Seltzogene, Aerated Waters.
Selu [i.), Timor-laut.
Selune (r.l, Manche.
Selvas, Silvas.
Semaway {I.), Sujnatra.
Semee, Powdered.
Semgall, Courland.
Semi-Saxon, English Lang.6\.
Semmes, Raphael, Alabama

[Supp.], !Supp.)
_

Semola, Macaroni.
Semoun, Simooin.
Sempione, Simplon.
Sempronian Law, Agrarian
Law.

Semur, Cote-d'Or.
Sena-Gallia, Sinigaglia.
Senaji, Persian Lang. ^
Lit. 427.

Senatus Academicus, Univer-
sity, 663.

Senayi, Persian Lang&^ Lit.

427.
Sendre [r.], Charente-Inferi-

eure.

Seneferu, Egypt, 788.

Senior Optime, Wrangler.
Senj, Zengg.
Senkovski, Russian Lang. &^
Lit.

Senna, Rio de, Sofala.
Senne (r.), Brussels.
Sense-capsules, Skeleton, 750.
Sentiments, Phrenology, 517.

Sentis [mt.), Appenzell.
Sepistan, Sebesten.
Sepphoris. Galilee.

Septinsular Republic, Ionian
Islands.

Sequana (n ), Seine.
Sequillo, Medina {Supp.)
Seraing, [Supp.)
Serapeion, Alexandria, Alex-
andrian Library.

Serbal {mt.), Sinai.
Serbs, Serz'ia, 630.

Serchio, Lucca.
Serendib, Ceylon,
Sergio {mt.'), Ragnsa,
Seriboe (r.), Borneo.
Serio (r.), Bergamo.
Seriphos, Greece, 85.

Serjania, Supple fack (Supp.)
Sermione, Garda, Logo di.

Sermoyer, Chizerots.

Serocystic sarcoma, Adenocele
[Supp.)

Serous diathesis. Scrofula.
Serpent, Fyroteckfiy.
Serpent-eater, Secretary.
Serpent's Mouth, Tritiidad.
Serpent-worship. Ophites,
Totems [Supp.

)

Serra da Junto, ^ Portugal.
Scrra de Calderao, Portugal.
Serra de Estrella, Portugal.
Serra de Monchique, Portugal.
Serrasalmo plraya, Piraya,
Serrere itnt.), Ariege.
Serriere [r.], Neufchatel.
Sertularia, [Supp.)

Serum prseparatum, Sttet.

Servant, Masterand Servant
[Supp.)

Ser\'ice-berr\', Beam-tree.
Services, Rctuurs of, Records,

Public.

Sesia (n), Alps.
Ses^uatchie \r.), Tennessee.
Sessile, Flo^ver, Leaves.
Sestos, Dardanelles.
Sesuvium, Tetragoniacece.

Set, Egypt, 787.

Setines, Athens, 517.

Set-off, Offset.

Setroonjee, Carnbay*
Seulle {r.), Calvados.
Sevan (/.), Armenia.
Sevang, Gosikeka, Lake of.

Sevastopol, Sebastopol.

Seven-day fever. Relapsing
Fever.

Severians, Monophysites.
Seversk, Rtissia, 384.

Sevre-Nantaise [r.], Nantes.
Sevre-Niortaise ir.), Charente-
Inferieure.

Sewage Act, Sanitary Science
(Supp.), 723.

Sewage earth-closet, [Supp.)
Sewalik [mts.], India, 537.
Sewen, Bull Trout.
Seyf-ud-deen, Ghuri.
Seyon (r.), Neufchatel.
Shachovski, Russian Lang.
b' Lit.

Shaden, Siluridce.

Shadoof, Agricidture,
Shahabad, Oude.
Shahjehanabad, Delhi.
Shahjehanpore, [.Supp.)

Shahpur (city). Ears.
Shahpur I. and II. Sassanidee.

Shah Sujah, Afghanistan.
Shahzadpore, A llaliabad.

Shakers, [Supp.)
Shakspeare Society, Rox-
burglu Club.

Shaloo, Durra.
Sham, Umbellifem.
Shambles, Portland Island.
Shamil, Sufzsm.
Shanavests, Whiteboy.
Shanfara, Arabian Lang. &>
Lit. 347.

Shangalla, Abyssinia.
Shang-pe-shan, Corea.
Shang-tung, China, 817.
Shanklin, Wight, Isle of.

Shans, Tenasserim.
Shapinsha, Pomona.
Shard -born beetle. Dung

Beetle.

Share, Plough.
Share-broker, Stock-broker

[Supp.)
Sharp, Gran\'ille, Slaz>ery,

Sharps, Wheat, 157.

Shary(r.), Bomu.
Shashank I. Egypt, 790.
Shasta, California.

Shaston, Shaftesbury.
Shawanese salad, Hydrophyl-

lacet^.

Shayook (r. ), K/uifaloun
[Supp.)

Shea butter, Bassia.
Sheaf (r.), Sheffield.

Shearing strain. Strength of
Materials, 163.

Sheat-fish , Siluridtr.

Sheba, Queen of, Ethiopia.
Shebsen, Sabbatliais Zivi.

Shechem, Nabulus.
Shedder, Salmon, 446.
Shediac, iWry Brunsivick.
Sheep antelope. Goat, Rocky
Mountain.

Sheep-dog, Sheplterd's Dog.
Sheep-drains, Waste Lands,
Sheep's bane, Hydrocotyle.
Shehr, Ve/neji.

Sheikh-al-j ibal. Assassins.
Sheikh-ul-islam, Turkey, 587.
Shekel, Numismatics, 2.

Sheksna [r.], Biclo-Ozero.
Shelit"{r.), Algeria, 138.
Shelton, Hanley [Supp.)
Shen-se, China, 817.

Shepherd Kings, Hykslws.
Shepherd's needle. Chervil.
Sheref E. A. Yezdi, Persian
Lang 6^ Lit. 42S.

Sheribon, C/teribon.

Sheridan, General, Richmond.
Sherwin, Engraz-ing, 68.

Shetland, temperature of.

Great Britain, 65.

Sheyg>'3, Nubia.
Shieldrake, Sltelldrake.

Shikarpur, Desert of, Sinde.

Shlkatze, Jikadaze {Supp.)
Shilfa, ChaffncA.
Shillelagh (town), Wicklow.
Shillibeer, Omnibus.
Shimfa, Nile.
Shin [r.), Sutherland.
Shinar, Babylonia.
Shing-king, Mantchuria.
Shingles (disease), [Supp.)
Shingling, Iron, 636.

Ship - barrow. Sepulchral
Mound.

Ship-broker, {Supp.)
Shipping, MerchantShipping
Act {Supp.)

Shire-gemot, Gemote.
Shire-reeve, Reeve.
Shirvan, Kurdistan,
Shisdra, [Supp.)
Shivers, Brash.
Shoalhaven, Ne^u S. Wales.
Shoay Dagon, Rangoon.
Shooting-stars, Aerolites^

Meteors \SuPp.)
Shoots, Mining,
Shores, Launch.
Shortbread, Bread, 319.
Short fever, RelapsingFever,
Shorthorn breed. Ox.
Shot of grease. Weed.
Shot silk, Taffety.
Shouas, Bomu.
Shoulder-blade, Scapula.
Shrapnel shell, Case-slwt.

Shrewsburj' cakes, Biscuits,

Shriving, Shroz'e-tide.

Shubenacadie, Noz'a Scotia.

ShupayoD, Cashmere.
Shur (plant), Moonja/t,
Shushan, Susa.
Siak, Rioww.
Siak [r.], Sumatra,
Sialia, Blue Bird.
Siamang, Gibbon.

Sias [r.'i, Ladoga.
Sibbens, Yaivs.
Siberian stone pine. Cedar.
Sibylline Books, Sibyl.

Sicambria, Alt-Ofen [Supp.)

Sicca, Numidia.
Sichem, Nalfuljts.

Sicinos, Greece, 85.

Sickle, Reaping.
Sid [r.], Sidmouih.
Siddhartha, Buddhism^ 403.
Sidereal day. Day.
Siderolites, Meteors [Supp.)
Side-saddle ^o\\'Gr,Sarracenia,

Sidi-Rached, Oasis of, Algeria,

Sidon, P/usnicia, 491.
Sidra, Gulfof, Syrtis, Tripoli.

Siebold, Tapeworm, 294.
Sierra Anambahy, Paraguay.
.257-

Sierra deHoiucar,j4//w_/<zrr(U.
Sierra de Perija, Venezuela.
Sierra Maracaju, Paraguay,

237.
Sierra Nevada de Menda,

Venezuela.
Sierra Seca, Segura.
Sierra Tejada, Velez-Malaga,
Sieve (r.), Amo.
SieveroVostochnii,5'^rriiz,7o2.
Siffleur, Widgeon.
Sigmaringen, HohettzolUm.
Sigmoid flexure. Alimentary
Canal.

SignorellijLuca, Painting,z^.
Sigogne, Satire.
Sigtuna (town), MaelarLake.
Sihl (r.), Sch-aiyz, ZUrich,
Sihon, A morites.
Sihor, Nile.
Sikok, or Sikopf, Japan,
Sil (r.), Galicia, Spain.
Silberberg, Frankenstein,
Silenus veter, Wanderoc,
Silex, Silicon,

Silhouette (r.), Seychelles Is,
Silicic acid, Silicon.
Silicule, Silique,
Siljan (/.), Siveden,^-^^.
Silk, vegetable. Silk-cotton,
Silkworm rot, Botrytis.
Sill(r.), Brenner Pass {Supp*)
SUlocks, Coal-fish.

813
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Sllloth, {^w//.)
Silurcs, Stiurian Rocks.
Silva, Desert.

Silvanitc, Glance.
Silver A(;e, Ages.
Silver Glen, Alva [Su//.)
Silvia, Romultts.
Silylmm, Thistle.

Si Slaiu, Sumatra,
Siniarona, Vanilla.
Simaruba cxcclsa, Quassia.
Simeon, feast of, Purijica-

tion of the Blessed Virgin
Mary.

Simcto (r.), Sicily, 704.
Similia similibiis curantur,
Hotncropathy, 400.

Simmcnihal, Bern.
Simtns, W. G. {Supp.)
Simois (r.), Troy,
Simpson, Sir J. Y. (Sufip.)

Simpson [r.), Columbia, Brit.

Simulated pregnancy, Ner-
vous Diseasrs [Supp.)

Sin (town), Pelusiuin.
Sinagawa, Yeddo.
S i na Longa, Asinalunga

{Supp.)
Sinapism, Cataplasm.
Sincere Brethren, [SuPP.)
Sind, yumna.
Sine, Trigonometry.
Slnfonia, Symplwny.
Singhalese, Ceylon, 738.
Singhur, Poona.
Singkarrah (/.). Sumatra.
Singkcl, Sumatra.
Single entry. Book-keepingyZiT.
Singles, Silk^ Silk-a}ortu,-j2\.

Sinister, Base.
Sinno (n), Basilicata.

Sin-oficring, Sacrifice, 412.

Sinople, Colour {Iter.).

Sintleberg, battle of the, Wit-
tekind.

Sintoc bark, Culilawan Bark.
Sintuism, Miako*
Sinuate, Leaves.
Siphnos, Greece, 85.

Siphuncle, A mmonites.
Sipiri, Green/wart.
Sir-Darla, Orenburg.
Siriehoiit, Composii<x.
Sirino, Monte, Lauria [Supp.)

Sir-i-Pnl, [Supp.)
Siris, battle of. Pyrrhus.
Sirvente, Troubadour.
Siskin, Aberdevine.
Sismondi, Comwallis, C- P.

{Supp.)
Sissoo, Dalbcrgia.
Sisters of the Christian Schools,

Schools, Brotlurs of Chris-
tian.

Sisymbrium, Rocket.
Sittcrn, ApPenzell,
Sitz-bath. Hydropathy, 4S8.

Sium, Skirret.

Siwens, Yaws.
Slwah, Oases, 20.

Siwash, Crimea.
Sizandro [r.), Torres- Vedras.
Sjalland, Seeland.
Skaers, Bothnia.
Skalitz, battle, Germany

{Supp.), 533.
Skandericli, Alexandria.
Skate-barrows. Ray.
Skaw, the, Skngen, Cape.
Skeatta, Numismatics, 4.

Skeena, Columbia, British.

Skelly, Chub,
Skene, Loch, Yarrow.
Skerne, Darlington.
Skin, the, Sanitary Science

{Supp.), 722.

Skip-jack, Click-beetle, Plater.
Skiporl, Loch, Uist.

Skipper, Saury Pike.
Skombi (r.), Albania.
Skopta, Uskup.
Skn pu , Orchomenos.
Skypctars, Albania.
Sla. Sallee {Supp.)
Slabs, Iron, 636.
Slade, East Main.
Slade (r.), Stroud.
Slamat [mt.),yava[Supp.\$7Q.

811

Slaney(n), Carlmv, IVex/ord.
Slatc-clay, Shale.
S\ater, A rmadillo, IVocd-louse.

Slate spar. Calcareous Spar.
Slave {r.), Mackenzie Rtver.
Sleaford, {Supp.)
Sleep, morbid, Trance*
Sleepers, railway, Railways,

88.

Sleep-walking, Somnambu-
lism.

Sleeve-fish, Calamary.
Siepez, Mole-rat.
Slcsvig-Holstcin, Oldenburg.
Sleut-hound, Blood-hound.
Site (r.), Slesvig.

Slievardagh Hills, Tipperary.
Slieveance {tut.), Antrim.
Slieve Liarnagh (mts.], Clare.
Slieve Eaughta [mts,), Clare.
Slieve Bawn {mts.)^ Ros-
common.

Slieve Bloom {mts.). Queen's
County.

Slieve Croob, Dozvn.
Slieve Curkagh, Roscommon.
Slieve Donard, Down.
Slieve Gamph {mts.), Sligo.

Slieve Gullion, Armagh.
Slievenamuck {mts.), Tipper-

ary.
Slieve Sawel (w/.). Tyrone.
Slipper limpets, Calyptnea.
Sliver, Cotton, 275.
Slivinza (;«/.), Zirknitz (/.).

Slobodse, Giurgevo. •

Sloke, Laver.
Slovzov, Russian Lang.^ Lit.

Slow-worm, Blindivorm.
Slubbs, Slubbings, &c. Woollen

6r* Worsted Manufactures,

26s.
Smalkald Articles, Reforma-

tion, 158.

Smallage, Celery.

Smaltine, A rsenicalMinerals.
Smeliing-house smoke, Arsen-

ious Acid.
Smeru {vit.), Java {Supp.),

579-
Smievka {r.), Zmeinogorsk.
Smilacc dolce, Dnrra.
Smith, Engraving, 69.

Smith, Goldwln, {Supp.)

Smith, Sir Harry, AUwal.
Smoky quartz. Cairngorm

.Stone.

Smolensk, Lithuania.
Smyrna, Delaivare.
Smymium, Alexanders.
Snaefell, Man, Isle of.

Snake, glass. Glass Snake
{Supp.)

Snake-fish, Bandfish.
Snake-lizards, Clialcis.

Snake-millipedes, Julus.
Snape, Veterinary Medicine.
Snedshill, Shropshire.
Sneeuwberg (w/^j.). Africa, 66.

Sneezewort, AchilUea.
Snejirev, Professor, Russian
Lang. <5»* Lit.

Sneydcrs, Snyders.
Sn ider gun, Breeclt-loading
Arms {S7tpp.)

Sniejas (r.), Karatchef.
Sniggling, Eel.

Snipe, summer. Sandpiper.
Snov, Desna.
Snow Mts. Papua.
Snow, red. Red Sno7U.
Snow-bird, {SuPp. )

Snow-blindness, Sight, Dtfects

Snow-finch, Snow-bird {SuPP.)
Snowflake, Bunting.
Snowfleck, Snoiu Bunting.
Snowflower, P'ringe Tree,

Snowy Mts. Atlas Mt.
Snowy River, Victoria, 785.

Soap-root, Soapwort.
Soar (r.), Trent.
Soar-hawk, Falconry, 228.

Soay, Skye.
Sobat, Nile, 771.
Sobleski, John III.
Social War, Sulla.
Social whale, Caaing Whale.

Society for Northern Antiqui-
ties, Rafn.

Society for Promoting Chris-

tian Knowledge, Christian
Kno7uledge, Societyfor Pro-
moting.

Society for Promoting Religi-
ous Knowledge among the

PoOT, Religious TractSociety.
Society of Jesus, fesuits.

Socii, Rome, 315.

Sociology, Scietues.
Socius criminis, Appro^>er.
Siidermalm, Stockholm.
SolTaridcs, Persia, 423.
Soffit, Entablature.
Sofi Chai (r. ), Binab,
Softening of the brain. Brain,

304-
Soft-shells, Repidflican.
Sogamozo (r. ), Boyaca.
Soham, Cambridgeshire.
Soil, Sanitary Science {Supp.),

719.
Soj, Dnieper.
Soja, Soy.
Solani, the, Ganges Canal.
Solaro, Monte, Capri.
Solenette, Sole.
' Solcre ' Hall, Clare College.

Soleus muscle, Leg.
Solfa, Tonic, Tonic Solfa.
Solidor, Port, St Servan.
Solidus, Penny.
So! is, America, 199.
Soils, Spanish Lang. «SjJ Lit.

20.

Solmona, Sulmona.
Solognc, Loiret.
Solohub, Count, Russian
Lang. 6* Lit.

Solos. Quoits.
Solothurn, Soleure.
Solovjev, Russian Lang. 6*

Lit.
Solubility, lines of, Solution.
Solutions, standard. Volume-

tric Analysis.
Solyman I. 11. Ottoman
Empire, 148, 149.

Solymi, Lycia.
Soma sacrifices, Veda, 727.
Sombrcrcte, (Supp.)
Sombrero, Nicobar Is.

Somerlcd, Oirir-Gael.
Somerset (x". ), Bertnudas.
Somerset [r.), Albert Nyanza

{Supp.)
Somerset, Dukes of, Seymour.
Somerset, Earl of, Ovcrbury,
Sir T.

Sommcillcr, M. Tunnel.
Sommer's Isles, Bermudas.
Somosomo, Fiji Islands.
Sonderborg, Alsen.
Sonderburg-Gliicksburg, Ol-
denburg.

Sondcli, Musk Rat,
Sone, Ganges, 614.
Songari, A moor.
Song-ca, Cochin-China.
Songs of degrees, Gradual
Psalms.

Songuine, Castel-San'CLsin.
Sonnachces, Africa, 69.

Sonneburg, Saxe-Mciningen.
Sonoma, California.
Sonora, California.
Soo-Chow, {Supp.)
Sooders, Caste, 657.
Sounwald, Prussia, Sio.

Soothing syrups, Narcotics.
Sooty tern, Egg-bird.
Soph, Cambridge University,

Sora rail, Crake.
Sorata, Nevadode, Andes,'zy^.
Sorb, Beam-tree.
Sorbin or Sorbite, Sugar, 1S7.

Sorbs, Saxony, 515.

Sore throat, inflammatory,
Quinsy.

Sorghum, Broom-corn {Supp.)
Sorgo, Sugar-cane.
Sarguc, Affrique, St {Supp.)
Sorrel, salt of, Oxalis.
Sorrel cool drink, Hibiscus.
Sosii, Book-trade, 228.

Sosna, Birioutchi, Don, Orel.
Sosva, Perm.
Soihis, Sirius.
Soto, Ferdinand de, U.S. 653.
Soubise, Huguenots, 4$2,Seven

Years' War, 636.

Souchez {r,). Sens {Supp.)
Soufricrc {mt.), Lucia, St.
Souling, All Saints' Day.
Souniathon, Sanchtiuiatlwn.
Soura, Penza.
Souring, Bleaching, 148.

South-east Cape. Papua, 250^

South Esk (n), Tasmania, 307.
Southsea, Portsmouth.
Southwick, Sunderland.
Soutsos, P. and A. Greece, 83.
Sowans, Oats.
Sowbread, Cyclamen.
Spadille, Quadrille.
SpaRnolctto, Ribera.
^Y>^\iX\v\giZ\\ih,Roxburg/icClub.

Span Head, Exjuoor Forest.

Spanish Black, Cork.
Spanish Head, Man, Isle of.

Spanish Main, {Supp.)

Spanish ALarch, Spain, 16.

Spanish plum. Hog Plum.
Spanish wool, Carmiru.
Sparling, Smelt.
Sparring-matches, Pugilism.
Spartleton, Lammermoors.
Spasmodic croup, Thymut

Gland.
Spat, Oyster.
Spearwort, Ranunculus,
Specific heat. Heat, 280.

Speckled wood. Palmyra
Wood.

Spectacle snake. Cobra da
Capello.

Spectator, Ad*Uson,
Specton c\^y.CretaceousCroup.
Spectre-candles, Belemnites.
Specular cast-iron, Krupp's
Steel {Supp.

)

Specularia, Venus's Looking-
glass.

Speightstown, Barbadoes,
Spckc, J. H. (Supp.)
Spelter solder, Alloy.
Spencer, Herbert, (Sitpp.)

Spencer magazine rifle,

BreecholoadingA rms{Supp.}
483.

Spent fish, Salmon, 446.
Spcrcheus, Greece, 79.
Spergula, Spurrcy.
Spermatozoa, {Suf>p.)

Spermatozoon, Vertebrata.
Spcrmoderm, Seed.
Sperm whale, Cacliolot.

Sphargis, Turtle.
Spheniscus, Penguin.
Spherical case, Case-shot.
Sphincter ani, spasm of the.
Anus [Supp.)

Sphygmograph, (Supp.)
Spice-wood, Benzoin.
Spider wheel, Water-power',gs»
Spider-wort. Commclynacece.
Spieglitzcr Schneeberge, ^*-

Icsia, Austriaji.

Spike (/.), Convict, Cork.
Spikenard, oil of, Grass Oil.

Spina, Circus.

Spinach, mountain, Orache.
Spinal ice-bags, Sea-sickness,
Spindle, Spinning, 46.

Spinifex, A ustralian Ex-
Plorations {Supp.), 410.

Spinneret, Silk ^ Silkworm^
723. Spider.

Spinning-jenny, Spinning, 46.

Spinola, Genoa, 6S4.

Spires, Speyer.
Spirit of salt, Hydrochloric
Acid.

Spirit of wine, Alcohol.
Spirit-rapping, Animal Mag-

nctism, 267, 269.
Spirketting, Shipbuilding, 684.

Spirling, Smelt.
Spirting cucumber, Elateriuttt,

Spilal, Hospitals, 432.
Spithead Forts, (Supp.)

Splanchnology. Anatomy^ivj*
Splashers, Wild-fowl.
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Splenic corpuscles, SpUen.
Spondee, Hexameter.
Sponge, Bread, 319.
Spore-case, Spore.,

Sporidium, Spore.
Sporophore, Spore.
Spotted fever, Typhus dr*

Typlwid Fevers, 615.

Spotted persicaria, PolygonecE.
Spotted ray. Homelyn.
Spottsylvaiiia Court-house,

battle of, U, S. 66i.

Spreader, yiite {Supp.)
Spring, Bizialve Shells,

Spring, Seasons.
Springal, Espringal,
Spring Bay, Tasinania, 306.

Spring-buck, Prong-horii.
Springfield nut. Hickory.
Spring-guns. Trespass.

Spring \\QTT\x\^,Ale^vi/e[SuPP.)
Spring tail, Poditra,

Sprits or Sprots, Rush.
Spruce partridge, Grouse.
Spunkie, Ignis Fattens.
Spurred rye, Ergot.
Spurs, battle of the, Guine-
gnie, Battle of.

Squaring the circle, Qztad-
rature 0/ the Circle.

Squetcague, Oiolithiis [SiiPp.)

Squib, Pyrotechny.
Squid, CaUtinary.
Squirrel monkey, Sagouin.
Squirting cucumber, Ela-

teriiijfi.

Sreznevski, Kttssian. Lang.
^ Lit.

Sri, Lakshmi.
Staats Flanders, Zeeland.
Stabile, Francesco, Italy, 657.
Stachytarpheta, P'erbenacete.

Stack of Scarlett, Alan, I. o/.

Stadion, battle of, Tilly.

Staffin, Loch, Skye.
Staggers, Cestoid IVoryns.

Staginaria, Varfiish Tree.

Stag Rock, Cape Wrath.
Stain ton. Entomology.
Stalemate, Chess, 799.
Stalking-horse, \Vild-f<ywZ.

Stamford Brig, battle of, York-
shire.

* Stamping-out,' CattlePlagtte
[Supp.)

Stanchio, Cos.
Standard solutions, Vobime-

iric Analysis.
Stane, Sliotts.

Stanez, Madeira River.
Stanfield, Clarkson, {Supp.)
Stanga [r.], Linkoping.
Sta II hope. Coach.
Stanhope, Ph. D. CJiesterfield,

Earl.
Stanko, Cos,
Stanley, Erie, Lake.
Stanley, Falkland Islands.
Stanley crane, Demoiselle.
Slanz, Untenvalden.
Staphorst, Overyssel.
Staphylinus, Rove Beetle.

Staple, Hasp.
Starch, patent. Rice.
Stargard, Meckletiburg-Stre-

litz.

Starker, Mr, Embossing.
Starkey, Mr, Agapemone.
Starowierzi, Raskolnik.
Star-rooms, T/ieatre, 390.
Star sapphires, Corttnduvt.
Star-showers, Meteors [Supp.)
Starwort, MelanthacccB.
State medicine, Sanitary
Scietue [Supp.)

Staten (i.), [Supp.)
Slate papers, Records. Public,
States' Rights Party. U.S. 655.
Station, Victoria, 787.
Station Isle, Derg.
Statistics, vital. Vital Sta-

tistics.

Statute-labour tax. Roads ^
Roatt-making.

Staunton (r.), Roanoake.
Stavanger, [Supp.)
Stave, Rhime,
Slavesacre, [Supp.)

Stavro Vuno [mt.), Cyprus.
Steam-cans, Bleaching, 149.

Steam-carriage, [Supp.)
Steam-crane, [Supp.

)

Steam-vessels, Nautilus Pro-
peller [Supp.)

Stearophailic acid. Stearic
Acid.

Steatoma, Tumours.
Steel, Krupps Steel [Supp.)

Steel, John, [Supp.)

Steel manufacture, Indian,
Salem.

Steenwykerswolden, Over-
yssel.

Steinach (r.), Saxe~Meifiingen.
Stein berger, Rhine-tjuine.

Steinheil, Telegraph, 339.
Stella, Sivi/t.

Stellatse, Rubiacetx.
Stelliferi, Cross, Order of tJie.

Stemmatopus, Seal.
Stentor, Howler, Vorticeiiida.
Stephanoceros, Rotatoria.
Stephanovitch, Serbia, 631.

Stephen (several ldngs),^^r^/«,

630.

Stephen I. Hungary, 460.

Stephens, Alex. H. U.S. 659.
Stephens, Thomas, Welsh
Lang. ^ Lit. 13S.

Steppe murrain, Cattle-plague
[Supp.)

Stercochromic ^a\n\.in%. Fresco.
Steriza [mt.), Bosnia.
Sterling, Edward, Times, Tlie.

Stembergia, Trigonocarpon.
Stern-chaser, Cltase.

Sterope, Pleiades.

Stettiner Haff, Pomerania.
Steward, Factor.
Stewart (r. ), Eraser River.
Stewart, astronomer, Sun.
Stewart, Dr A. P. Typhus

<5r' Typhoid Fez'ers, 611.

Stewart, Lady Arabella, Stew-
art Family, 125.

Stewart's \. New Zealand.
Slichom.Tncy, Sories Biblices.

Stick-lac, Dye-stuffs.
Stigmites, Chalcedony.
Stille [r.), Schmalkalden.
Stillicide, Servitude.
StiUingia, Tallo^u Tree.

Stillwater, Minnesota.

Stilts, Plough.
Stinchar, Ayrshire.
Sting-bull, IVeerer.

Stinkhom, Phallus.
Stinking rust. Blight.
Stipple, Engraving, 68.

Stock, Orchard,
Stock, Tribe.

Stockades, FoTiiJication, 440.
Stock-book, Book-keeping.
Stock-broker, [Sitpp.)

Stock-pot, Soup,
Stockying of hose. Fashion,

254-
Stoddart, Col. Bokhara.
Stoer (r.)i Denmark, 491.
Stoke, Bedford Level.
Stoke, Stow.
Stone lilies, Encrinites.
Stones, standing, Standing

Stones.
Stonyhurst, Lancashire.
' Stoop-and-room,' Mining of

Coal.
Stor-elv, Gloinmen.
Storm Bay, Tasmania, 306.

Stormbergen, Zululand.
Stormontfield Ponds, Tay.
Stothard, C. A. Bray, Mrs

[Supp.)
Stoughton's elixir. Gentian.
Stout, CUg.
Stout, Porter.
Stowe, David, Sunday Schools.

Strae, A^ve (/.)

Straight-edge, Carpentry,
Strain, Sprain.
Straining-beam, Collar-beam.
Slrake, Shipbuilding, 684.
Strand, Cable.
Strangford Lough, DoTvn,
Strathavon, Banffshire.
Strathdoveran, Banffshire,

Stratheam, PertJtshire.

Strath erne, Shire.
Sirathglass, Inverness-shire.
StrathgryfTe, Renfrew.
Strathisla, Banffshire.
Stratus, Clouds.
Straw, Jack, Tyler Insurrec-

tion.

Strawberry blite, Clienopodi-
aceiB.

Strawberry Hill, Pr. of
Wales I.

Strawberry Hill, Walpole,
Horace.

Strawberry tree, Arbutus.
Streltzi, Strclitz.

Strengnas, Maelar (/.),

Strepsilas, Turnstone.
Stretchers, Bricklaying.
Striated monkey, Marmoset.
Stricture, Gonorrkaea [Supp.),

545.
Strigops, Kakapo [Supp.)
Strikes, Trade/ Unions[Supp.)
Strings, Mining.
Stringy bark tree. Eucalyptus.
Stripa [r.), Buczacz [Supp.)
Stripe-bellied tunny, Banito.
Striped quagga, Daww.
Stroganoff, Ajiika, Siberia,^o^.

Strokestown, Roscommon.
Strokr, Geyser.
Stroma, Pentland Firth.
Stromatology, Geology, 699.
Stromoe, F'aroe Isles.

Strood, Rochester.
Stroudwater [r.), Stroud.
Strovjev, Russian Langitage
&^ Literature.

Slrumo (r. ), Turkey, 586.
Strutting, Floors.
Slrymon (r.), Thrace.
Strzelecki [mt.), Victoria, 785.
Stuart, J. M. Australiait Ex-
plorations [Supp.), 409.

Stuart de Rothesay, Lord,
Stezuart Family, 124.

Stubbekjobing, Falster.
Stubbenkammer, Rugen.
Studium, University, 662.

Stump tree, Gym7iocladus.
Stura, Coni,
Sturiones, Cartilaginous

Eis/tes.

Sturla, Chiavari.
Sturm Head, Cardigan Bay.
Sturm-und-Drang, Gcrmatty,

726.
Stumidse, Starling.
Stuttering, Stammering.
Styca, Numismatics, 4.

Styrax and Styracacese,
Storax.

Suavi, Alemanni.
Sub-arachnoid space. Cerebro-
spinal Fluid.

Suanoda, Sea of, Simonoseki.
Subchloride of sulphur, ^7*/-

phur, 200.

Subclavian veins. Circulation^

47- .

.

Sub-families, Sui-kingdoms.
Subject, Subjective, Object.

Subject, Syllogism.
Sublingual gland. Salivary

Glands.
Submaxillary gland. Salivary

Glafids.

Submersion figures. Cohesion
Figures [Supp.)

Suborbital sinus, Deer.
Sub-salts, Salts.

Subscribing, Book-trade, 230.
Subsoil, Soils.

Succadana, Borneo.
Successor, singular, Singu-
hxr Successor,

Succisio [mt.), Parma.
Succory, Chicory.
Succus hypocistidis, Rhizan-

thets.

Suchona (r,), Dwina [N.),
Vologda.

Suck [r.), Galway, S/tannott.

Sucken and Suckeners, Tkirl-
age.

Sucre, Ckuquisaca.
Sucrose, Sugar, 1S6.

Sue toria, A nnelida

.

Sudaroe, Faroe Isles.

Siidborg, Alsen.
Sudoriparous glands. Skin,

756.
Suerra, Mogadore.
Sue via, Stiabia,
Suez Canal, [Supp.)
Sugar, Beet-root Sugar [Supp.)
Sugar-berry, Nettle-tree.

Sugar-grass, Durra, Sugar-
cane.

Sugar-loaf, Gibraltar.
Stiga.r-lo3.({fnt.),Riodeyafteiro.
Sugar-loaf Hill, Alonmouth,
' Sugar-loaves,' Galerites.

Sugar-louse, LepisTua [Supp.)
Suhl (r.), Saxe- Weimar-
Eisenach.

Suhurunpur, Saharafipur
[Supp.)

Suil Veinn (w/.), Assynt,
Mountains.

Suipacha (r.), Pilcomayo,
Sukara, Naraka.
Sukarchakiya, Sikhs.
Suleiman, Solyman.
Suli [jnts,)y Albania, Suliois,
Suliman, Oinmiades, 71.

Sulitelma, Nonvay,
Sullane (r.), Macroom [Supp.)
Sulphur, A llotropy.

Sulphur [mt.), Lucia, Si.

Sulphur anhydride, Sulphur,
199.

Sulphur cure, Sulphurous
Acid [Supp.)

Sulphurets, Sulphides.
Sulphuretted )\ydro^^Ti,Hydro-

sulphttric Acid.
Sulphuring, Bleaching, 150.
Sulphurising, Wine, 222.

Sulphurous acid, Sulphttr, 199,
[Supp.)

Sulphurous waters. Mineral
Waters.

Sulphydric acid, Hydro-sul-
phuric Acid.

Sulpicius Rufus,Publius, Srdla*
Suize, Lu7ieburg.
Sumarokov, Russian Lang,
&^ Lit.

Summer, Seasons.
Summerside, Pr. Ed-ward's I,

Summer teal, Garganey.
Sumner, Chas. [Supp.)
Sumter (steamer), Alabama

iSuff.], 378.
Sunart, Argyleslure.
Sunday (r. ), Algoa Bay.
Sune, Moselle.
Sunflower [r.), Mississippi.
Sungari, Mantchuria.
Sunium Promontorium, Ctf-

lofitta, Cape.
Sun Kosi, Ganges, 614.
Sunstone, Felspar, Girasol,
Superb warbler, Malurus.
Supination, Hand, 223.
Supple Jack, [Supp.)
Supplement, Trigofwtneiry.
Suppression of urine. Reten-

tion of UHne.
Supranaturalism,i?rt^w?«rt/trw,

Sura (r.), Volga.
Surbiion, Kingston - upott-

Thames.
Suri, Ghuri.
Surinam toad, Pip<t.

Surju, Gftogra.
Surmeneh, Trehizond.
Surtees Society, RoxburgJu

Club.
Suse, Morocco.
Susiana, Bagdad.
Suspected bill, BillofHealth,
Suspension wheel, 'WcUer-

Paitfer, 95.
Sussex marble, PetzvortA.
Su-Tchou, Soo-Clunv (Sfipp.)

Sutermann, Engraving, 69.

Sutors, Cromarty Firth,
Suwanee (r.), Florida.
Sveaborg, Sweaborg.
Svenigorodka, [Supp.)
Sverige, Siueden, 236.
SWatoslaf, Russia, 384.
Svir [n), Ladoga.
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Svislocz, Minsk.
Swabia, Snabia.
Swabisch-Hall. Nail.

Swainsoii, Entomohsyt Ortti-

Swakop, Ovampos.
Swaniincrdam, Jan. {SmPP.")

Swamp oak, Gasnarina.
Swan River Settlement, West-
ern Aitstraiia.

Swaiow, {Supp.)

Sweating, Beer, 807.

Sweet calabash, Granadilla.

Sweet cane. Calamus Aro-
ma ticus.

Sweet gale, CaudUberry.
Sweet juca, Manioc.
Sweet locust, Honey Locust

Tree.

Sweet milk vetch. Astragalus.
Sweet sultan, Centaurea.
Sweet virgin's bower, Clematis.
Sweetwater grass, Catabrosa.
Sweet woods, decoction of,

Sarsaparilla

.

Swenta v^-). Vikoinir.

Swcyn or Swein, Canute.
Swiatowit, Slaves.
Swift, Silk B'Silkivortn, 726.

Swimming-bladder, Air-blad-
der.

Swine {r."), Pomerania.
Swinestone, Siinkstone.
Swinge. Hanover.
Swing-fl>'ing bridge. Bridge,

Military.
Swiss tea, Achillea.
Switzerland, Austrian, Salz-
katnmergut.

Switzerland, education in.

NationalEducation [Supple-

ment).
Syajee Rao, Guicowar[Snpp.')
Sybocs, Onion.
Sychar, Nabnlus.
Sydney, Cape Breton.
Sydney, Algernon, Sidney.
Sylvia, Chiff-chaff {Supp.)
Sylvic acid, Rosin.
Symbolism, Writing.
Symc, James, [Sitpp.)

Symmetry, Rhythm.
Symonds, Rodolph, Eliza-

bet/tan Architecture.
Symphemia, Willet.

Symphoria or Symphoricarpus,
Snawberry.

Symplegadcs, A rgonauts.
Synarthiosis, Joints.

Syndesmology, Anato7ny,^2'j.
Synodites, Coenobites.

Synthesis, Alcohols (Sjtpp.)

Synthetic method, Analysis.
Syriam, Bengal, Bay of.

Syrian rue. Feganum (Supp.)

Syrinx, Riddle.
Syros, Greece, 85.

Szakolcza, Skaliiz.
Szamos {r.), Theiss*

SzanMS, {Supp.)
Szcklers or Szekhelyi, Tran-

sylz'ania.

Szcksna [r.), Novgorod.
Szoboszlo, Haiducks \Supp.)

Taag, Sunn.
Taas, Yemen.
Tab, Ears.
Tabah, Medina.
Tabari, Arabian Lang. 6^

Lit. 347.
Tabaris, Bamboo.
Tabeniow, Banjermannis.
Tablatiirc, Lute {Supp.)
Table Mt- Sierra Nevada.
Table d'hote, Hotel, 437.
Tabriz, Lakcof, UrumeyaJi{l.).
Tabujong (r), Sumatra.
Tabur stycke, Falconry, 227.

'I'acapc, Cabes.
Taciit-i-Suliman, Suliman
Mountains.

Tacitus, Ammianus, Marcel-
linus.

Tackle, Block, Pulley.
'J'acoar>', Paraguay River.
Tacon, Claude, St.
Tadla. Tc/sa.
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Tadoma, Shelldrake.
Taeiiarus, Greece, 78.

Taff ( r. ) , BristolChannel, Caer-
marthensh. Glamorgansh.

Tafilelet, Morocco.
Tagal, Java {Supp.), 580.

Tagherain, A tUxs Mts.
Taghmon, Wexford.
Tagliamcnto (r.), Alps^
A ustria.

Tahaa, Coral Is.

Taher, Calif.

Taherites, Persia, 422.

Tahiti apple. Hog Plum.
Taic language, Turanian
Languages.

Taida, Calcutta.
Tai-hu, China, 815.

Taisch, Second Sight.

Tai-Vuan, {Supp.)

Taj-al-Tuarikh, Saad-ed-din.
Tajiks, Turkesian, 584.
Tajuna {r.), Brihuega.
'iakas, Nubia.
Takazze, Nile.
Ta-kiang(r.}, Yang-tze-kiang.
Takinos (/.), Crannoges.
Takkatu [mt.), Beloochistan.
Takkazie (r.), Abyssinia.
Takvins, Molmmmedanism.
Talcahiiano, Chili, Concepcion.
Tale of a Tub, Swi/t.
Talha, Mimosece.
Taliacotian operation. Rhino-
plastic operation.

Taliesin, Welsh Lang. &*
Lit. 135.

Talisker, Skye.
Tallahatchie (r.), Vazoo.
Tallies in Exchequer, Records,

Public.
Tallow, Water/ord.
Tamandua, Ant-eater.
Tamandua (/.), Shinua.
Tamar, Devonshire.
Tamaricacea;, Tamarisk.
Tamarind plum, Tamarind.
Tambilan \is.), Rioutv.
Tambo (r,), Ucayali{Supp.)
Tambookie, Tembu.
Tambora {nit.), Snmbawa.
Tame (r.), Birmingham.
Tamcga [r.],A marante{Supp.

)

Tamias, Squirrel.

Tamils, Ceylon, 738.
Tamina, Gall, St.

Tanacetum, Tartsy.

Tanais, I>on.

Tanantasia, Savoy.
Tanaquii, Tarquinius.
Tanaro, Clterasco, Po.
Tanera, Summer Islands.

Tangent sailing, Great Circle
Sailing.

Tangleberry, W/tortleberry.

Tangnu Ula {mts.), Altai
Mountains {Supp.)

Tanis, Egypt, 789.
Tanist stone. Standing Stones.

Tanjong Putrl, Nevj Jolwre.
Tanna, New Hebrides.
Tanrec, Tenrec.
Tantallon Castle, Hadding-

tonshire.

Taotl, Mexico, 434.
Taou, Laou-tsze.
Tapanuli, Sumatra.
Tapoa, P/talanger.
Tapoa tafa, Phascogale.
Tappan Zee, Hudson, Tarry-

toTvn.

Taprobane, Ceylon.
Tapu, Tabu.
Taquari, Coxim.
Tara, Meath.
Tarabosan, Anatolia, 227.

Taragurh {mt.), Ajmeer.
Taraika, Sakalin.
Tarandus, Reindeer.
Taranis, Thor.
Tarapia, T/urapia.
Tarbert, A rgyleshire.

Tardouere (r.). Charente.
Tarantella, Tarantism.
Tarentines, Rome, 314,
Tarentum, Taranto.
Tarichsea, Galilee.

1 Tariga, Bolivia.

Tarik, Roderic.
Tarn (r.\ Trent.
T.iro(r.). Po.

'

'I'arpan. Horse, 424.
Tarquinii, Carneto.
Tarraco, Tarragona,
Tarsal spur, Birds, 109.

Tarso, 'Tarsus.

Tarsus, Birds, 108.

Tarsus, Phoenicia, 492.
Tartaglia, Algebra.
Tartar bread, Crambf.
Tartar emetic. Tartaric Acid,

304-.
Tartarian lamb, Barometz.
Tartaro {r.), Villafranca.
Tariessus, Andalusia, Tar-

shish.

Tariurated iron, Tartaric
Acid, 304.

Tar Vale, Clog/ieen.

Tasmanian devil, Tasmania,
307-

Tasman's Peninsula, Tas-
mania, 306.

Tasteless purging salt, ^<7-

dium, 802.

Tatars, Tartars.
Tate, Zouch, Self-denying
Ordinance.

Tatishshev, Russian Lang. <5^

Lit.

Tatlcr, Addison.
Tatra [mts.), Austria, Car-
pathian Mountains.

Tauber (r), Bavaria, Wilr-
temberg.

Taupo (/.), N. Zealand, 741.
Tauranga 'BAy,N.Zealand,j^i.
Taurica, Kertch.
Tauris, Tabriz.
Taut, Thoth.
Tave, Caermarthenshire.
Tavignano, Corsica.
Tavira, [Supp.)
Taviuni, Eiji Islands.
Tavola, Corsica.
Tavy, Dartmoor.
Taw (r.), Dartmoor, Devonsh.
Tawc, Brecknockshire, Gla-

morgafishire.
Tawing, Leather.
Taxaccac and taxus, I-Vru.

Taxila, Attock, Indus.
Taxology, Botany, 264.
Taxonomy, Botany, 264.

Taylors of Norwich, Austin,
Mrs [Supp.)

Tchadda (r,), Benui.
Tchadir Dagh {mts.). Alma,

Crimea.
Tchany (/.)i Siberia, ^al,

Tchar-dagh, Balkan.
Tcherkasi, {Supp.

)

Tchemaya [r.), Sebastopol.

Tchemigof, Russia, 3S4.

Tchcmomorski, Cossacks.

Tchoros, Kalmucks.
Tchuktcliis, Siberia, 703.
Tchulim, Ob.
Tchuruksu, Trebizond.
Tchuv.'\shes, Russia, 381.

Tea, New Jersey, Red Root.
Tea-cucumber, Holothnria.
Teaser, Woollen &> Worsted
Manufactures, 265.

Tea-tree, Leptospermum,
'Icbu. Air.
Technical education, {Sttpp.)

Tecoma, Trumpct-flozuer.
Tecumseh, U.S. 656.

Tcdding-machinc, Hay.
Tedla, Tefsa.
Tee, Curling.
'J'eetotal, Temperance, 348.

Tcf. Egypt, 788.

Tcgbahadar, Sikhs.
Tegea, Arcadia, Tripolitza.

Tcguexin, Monitor,
Tehama, Arabia, 344, Yemen.
Tchuantcpec(r.),--l«/<^/V<i.i96.

Teify, Caermarthensh. Car-
digansh., Pembrokesh.

Tcign (r.l, Dartmoor.
Teilh, Callander.
Tcjucigalpa,. {Supp.)
Tekedempt, Algeria, 142,

Tekoah, Bethle/iem.

Tela vesicatoria, Vesicants.
Tel Basta. Bubastis.
Telegraph, Atlantic, Atlantic

Telegraph [Supp)
Tcl-cl-Amarna, Egypt, 790.
TcU-ci-Safret, Gal'h.

Tcll-bQn. Caperftaum.
Tellicherry, [Supp.)
Telma, Irkutsk.
Tclugu, Tamil.
Tcme, Herefordsh., Severn,

Shropsh., Worcestersh.
Temcs [r.], Banat, Danube.
Temini, Arabian Lang. *&•

/./V. 347.
Tcmminck, Ornithology.
Tcmnodon, Bluefish {Supp.)
'I'cmor, Meath.
Temsah (/.), Suez, {Supp.)
Tenants, removing of, Re^
moving of Tenants.

Tendo Achillis, Achilles Ten-
don.

Tendril, Cirrhus.
Tengiz, Balkash.
Tcngri-Tagh {mts.), ThiafP-

Siuxn,

Tcnimber {is.), Timor-laut.
Ten Kate, Flemish Lang,
&> Lit.

Tcnnif, Abatement, Colour
{lur.).

Tcnnecs (/.}, Menzalek {/.).

Tenochtitlan, Mexico.
Tenos, Tinas.
Tensas (r.), Washita.
Tcnthredo, Sa-wfly.
Teos, Anacreon.
Tcpc Sucnc [mts.), Me.xlco,
Tepic, {Supp.)
Tcplitz, Tdplitz.

Tcquendama Fall, Bogota.
Ter[^.}, Catalonia.
Terai, Oude.
Tercel, Peregrine Falcon.
Terchlorideofformyle, Chloro^

form.
Tcreh, Caspian Sea.
Terequivalcnt elements.

Triads.
Terglu, Mont, Alps.
Tergoes, Goes.

Tcrioli, Tyrol,

Tcrmilic, Lycia.
Termo (n), Bosa.
Tern {r.),'Severn, Shropshire,
Ternate, Leaves.
Tcmey, Admiral De, ^'.5.655.

Terraces, river. River Ter-
races.

Terra Firma, Darien.
Terra sigillata, Lemnian
Earth.

Terricolac, A nnelida,
Terror(w/.), Antarctic Ocean.
Terror, Reign of. Reign oj

Terror.
Terry Alts. Whiteboy.
Tersus, Tarsus.
Tertiarlcs, Birds, 108.

Teniel, Aragon.
Teru-tero, Lapwing.
Test (n), Hampshire.
Testa, Seed.

Testigos, A ntilles.

Testimony, Belief, 8.

Testoon, Numismatics, 4.

Testudo imbricata. Tortoise'

shell,

Tett, Sofala, Zambesi.
Tctrabranchiata, Cep/ialoPoda.
Tetrads, Triads.
Tctrapolitan Confession, Sac-
ramentarian.

Tetrarhynchida;, Tapeworm,
290.

Tctraspore, Spore.
Tctrathionic acid,ir«////Mr, 190,

Tetuan, Duke of, O'Donnell,
Tctuarna, Society Islands.

Teucheira, Cyrenaica.
Teveronc (n), Tiber,

Teviot (r.), Tweed,
Textor, Weaver-bird.
Teyde, Pico de, Teneriffe.

Tez (r.), Altai Mts. {Supp.)

Tha mamians, Motazilites

[Supp.)
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Thame, Mersey.
Thames, Connecticut.
Thapsus, battle of, Cctsar, 491.
Thara Lake, Corrietiies.

Tharawadv, Pegu.
Thatta, Tatta.
Thaumatrope, StereoscoPe,i\-].

Thebaid, Egypt, 786.
Theism, Deism,
Theodemir, Theodoric,
Theodicea, Optimism.
T'hfLoA.OTa.yByzantine Etiip.^ji.

Theodore ofAbyssinia, {S7tpp.)

Theodorus, St, Gregory Thau-
jiiaiurgos.

Theodorus Lascarus, Byzan-
tiite Empire, 472.

Theodosia, Kajfa.
Theodosians, Moiiophysites.
Theodosians, Raskolnik.
Theodotus, Humanitariajts.
Theophania, OtJioII. of Ger-
many.

Theophilus, ByzantineEmp.
471.

Th^rvi, Archipelago, Greece,%$.

Therain, Oise.

Theresa of Castile, Alfonso I.

Thermae Helveticae, Baden.
Thermo-dynamics, [Supp.

)

Thermo-electricity, [Supp.
)

Thermo-magnetism, TJiermo-
electricity [Supp.)

Thetes, Solon.
Thetis's hair-stone, Rock-

crystal.

Thevenot, traveller, A/rica,66.
Thiaki, Ithaca.
Thian-shan nan-lu, Turkestan,

585.
Thian-shan pe-lu, Turkestan,

585.

Thibet, Tibet.

Thier-epos, Germany, 725.
Thionv-ille, MosclU.
Thirty Cities, confederacy of

the, Rome, 314.
Thisbe, Pyramjts^ Thisbe.
Th iva , T/iebes.

Thlaspi, S/iepherd's Purse,
Thodas & Thodawurs, Todars.
Thomas I. Savoy, House of.
Thomason Collection, British

3Iuseuju, 359.
ThomastOTiVn, Kilkenny.
Thomond, Clare, Limerick.
Thompson {r. ), Eraser River.
Thomson (n), Victoria, 7S5.

Thomson, Professor W. Su;t,
Telegraph, 337, 339.

Thonlounides, dynasty of,

Egypt, 791.
Thonon, Savoy.
Thorismund, Attila.
Thorn acacia, Loatsi Tree,
Robiuia,

Thorney, Cambridgeshire.
Thomhill, Sir James, Paint-

ing, 195.
' Thorough,' Strafford.
Thorpe, John, Elizabethan

Architecture.
Thorshalla, ATaelar, Lake.
Thorshavn, Faroe Isles.

Thothmes, Egypt, 789.
Thoumart, Polecat.
Thourout. [Supp.)
Thouvenin, Col. R iffed Arms.
Thrasamund, Vandals.
Thrax, Dionysius, Gramfttar.
Three Chapters, Theodore.
Three Kings' Reef, Cromarty
Firth.

' Three Sisters,* Barrow.
Thresher, Fox Shark.
Threshers, Ribbonism.
Thrombu s, Venesection.
Throstle, Thrush.
Throwing, Silk^ Silkworm,

726.
Throw-stick, IVild-firzul.

Thsin-ling Mts. China, 815.

Thunder-stones, Bclemnites,
ElfA rroiv-heads.

Thur (7-.), Gall, St, Canton
of, Rhine.

Thur, Sittde.

Thurible, Censer, Thui'ifcr.

5^20

Thurmberg, Durlach.
Thum, Count, Thirty Vears^
War.

Thyatira, Ak-Htssar {Supp.)
Thymallus, Grayling.
'I"hynnus, Tunny.
Tia-Huanacu, Peru, 438.
Tiber-stone, Limestone^
Tibia, Foot, 409.
Tibur, Rome, 308, TivoU.
Ticinum, Pavia.
Ticinus, battle of the, Scipio,

P. C.
Tick, sheep-, Slteep-louse.

Tidone, Moluccas.
Tie, Sbtr.
Tierras Calientes, Mexico.
Tierras Frias, Mexico.
Tierras Templadas, Mexico.
Tier-shot, Grape-sftot.
Tiete (r.), Parana River, Itu
ISupp.)

Tiger-cat fur, Serval.
Tigerhnach, Ireland, 627.
Tiger-wolf, Hya-na.
Tigre, Abyssinia.
Tigridia, Tiger-ffower.
Tiguin (r.), Cabaiuan.
Tikritch (r.l, Zvenigorodka.
Tilbury, Coach.
Tilestones, OldRedSandstone.
Tilgate, Wealden Formatioti.
Till (r.), Northumberland,

Tweed.
Tillicoultry, {Supp.)
Tilon, Crannoges.
Tilt(r.), Blair-AtJiol.
Til-wood, Oreodaphne.
Timanthes, Paitiiing, 191.

Timbri, Niger.
Timby, Theo. R. Turret-ship.
Time, Space ^ Titne.
Timok (7-.), Seri'ia, 629.
Timon, PyrrJwn.
Timor, Bosnia.
Tinea, Tench.
Tinea!, Borax.
Tineb, Pelusium.
Tin-foil, Foil, Tin-, 447.
Ting, Heen.
Ting-hai, Chiisan.
Tingis, Bjig.
Tingitana, Atlas Mountains.
Tinker, Skate.
Tinnevelly, [Supp.)
Tinstone, Tifi, 448.
Tintock [int.), LanarksJtire.
Tio-cen-koak, Corea.
Tioga [r.), Sus'quelianna.
Tirailleurs, C/tasseurs de P'in-

cennes.

Tirailleurs d'Afrique, AlgeHa,
141.

Tiran, Strait of, Red Sea.
Tir Enna, Adamnan {Supp.)
Tirowli, Azimabad {Supp.)
Tirring, Quarry.
Tirso de Molina, Tellez.

Tinm, Borneo.
Tissaphemes, Alcibtades.
Tissue, areolar, reticular. Sec.

Cellular Tissue.

Titeri, Algeria, ijji.

Titisee, Baden.
Titulars, Erection, Lords of.

Titusville, Oil-'wells [Sufp.]
Tiza, Hayesine.
Tiziano, Titia/t.

TIos, Lycia.
Tmolus, Lydia, Paciolus.
Tea, Casuarina.
Tobacco-pipe fish, [Supp.)

Tobacco-root, Lewisia.
Tobercurry, Sligo.

Tobias, Apocryplta.
Tobol(r.), Tobtflsk.

Tockenburg, Toggenbjtrg.
Toddy, Cocoa-nut,Date Paint.
Todi, Tiber.

Todiberg, Giants.
Todmorden, (^«//.)
Togrul Beg, Seljiiks,

Tohkani, Albania.
Tokely, Tekeli.

Tokology, Mid-Mt/ery.
Toktcmesh Khan, Timur.
Tolima, Pic de, Amies, 239.
Toll Menasiir, Monastir.

Tolomei, John, Olivetans.
Tolosa, battle of, Almoluides,
Spain, 17.

Toltecs, Mexico.
Tom [r.), Ob, Tomsk.
Tomantoul, Banffshire.
Tombenhom, Sphlgen.
Tombigbee [r.), Alabama.
Tomi, Otchakow.
Tompion, Organ, in.
Tone \r.), Taunton.
Tongariro, Nevj Zealand.
Tonga (r.), Farji'Worth\SuPp.)
Tongheni, Turkestan, 585.
Tonghoo, Pegu.
Tonka (r.), NGhami, Lake.
Tons {?-.), Ganges, 614.
Toongroo, Dhoorcatee.
Toowoomber, Queensland.
Topaz, gold. Rock-crystal.
Topeka, Kansas.
Topical stj'le, Calico Printing,

513-

Topinamburi, yertisaUnt Ar-
tichoke.

To^-l\vaheTS,Shipbuilding,683

.

Torch thistles, Cactece.

Torden, Thor.
Tordina (r.), Teramo,
Torgoch, Cluirr.
Torgots, Kalmucks.
Tor Hill, Glastonbury.
Tore [mt.), Minorca.
Torockzo, Transylvania.
Tonregiano, Sailptitre, 577.
Torrens (/.}, Australian Ex-
plorations {Supp.), 411.

Torrens (r.), Adelaide, Aus-
tralia.

Torridalself, Christiansattd.
Torridge, Bristol Cfiannel,
Devonshire.

Torro, Toro.
Torsion, Strength of Mate-

rials, 163.

Tortille, IVreai/ted.

Tortoise beetle, {Supp.)
Tortuga, Hayti.
Toruvars, Neilgherry Mis.
Torj', Whig &^ Tory.
Tory Isle, Donegal.
Tosa Falls, Domo d'Ossola.
Toss (r.), Rhine, Zilrich.

Total abstinence societies,

Temperance, 348.
Totanus, Greensliatik [Supp.],

Sajidpiper,
Totarra, Podocarpus.
Totem, {Supp.)
Touched patent or bill. Bill
o/Healtk.

Touch-me-not, Balsam.
Touchwood, Amadou.
Touques, Calvados.
Toura [r.), Tobolsk.
Touraco, Hoazin {Supp.),
Planiain-ea ter.

Toumil, Mezquite {Supp.)
Touse, yumna.
Toweym, WaJiabis, 41.

Towton, battle of, Warwick,
Earl of, Yorkshire.

Towy, Bristol Chanriel^Caer-
fuart/ien.

Toxotesjaculator, Arclter-fish.

Toys, chemical. Chemical Toys
{Supp.)

Toys, steel. Steel Toys.
Trachearia, A rackjtida.

Trachinus, Weever.
Traction, coefficient of. Fric-

tion, 519.
Tract Societj', Religious, Re-

ligioits Tract Society,

Trades' unions, {Supp.)
Traeth MawT, Merioneth
Tragopogon, Salsafy.
Tragus, Ear, 730.
Trail-flying bridge. Bridge,

Military.
Trajectum ad Mosam, Maas-

tricht.

Trajectum ad Rhenum,
Utrecht.

Tralee Bay, Kerry.
Tralles, Aidin.
Tram, Silk &^ Silkworm, 724.
Tramore, Waterford.

Tramps, Vagrants,
Tramwaj's, Railways, 85.

Transcendental analysis. Cal-
culus, htjiftitesimal.

Transpuation, Gases, 642.
Trapassi, JSIetastasio.

Trapeza Prothesis, Credence.
Trapezus, Trebizond.
Traquair, Earls of, Stewart
Family, 126.

Trastevere, Rome, 323.
Trauensee, Gmunden [Supp^
Traun (/. and r.), Salzkani-

inergut.
Traveller's joy, Clematis.
Traverse table, Sailings.
Treacle mustard. Erysimum.
Trebbia, battle of the, Sirjorof.
Trebisond, date of. Date
Plum.

Trebnitz Heights, Prxissia.
Tree lilies, Vellozia.
Trefoil, Clover.
Trefrhiw, Conway.
Tregaron, Cardiganshire.
Trehalose, Sugar, 187.

Trelo Vouni, Hymettus.
Tremadoc, Caernarvonshire.
Tremando, Tremolo.
Tremont, Bostoft.

Trente-et-quarante, Rouge-
et-Noir.

Trente-un, Rouge-ei-Noir,
Trenton period, America, 202.
Tresco, Scilly Islands,
Tresham, Gunpowder Plot.
Trestle-bridge, BHdge, Mili-

tary,
Tret, Tare &= Tret,
TreverjTi, Dee.
Trevethick, Richard, Rail-
ways, 85.

Treviri or Treveri, Treves.
Triads, Welsh Lang. &> Lit.

136..
Triballi, Servia, 630.
Tributary, River,
Tributers, Mining.
Trichas Marj-landica, Yellow-

throat.

Trichiuris, Hair-tail.
Trichosis, Ringworm.
Tricophyton, Parasitic Dis-

eases, Tinea.
Trient, Trent.
Trieux, Cotes-du-Nord,
Trifle, Pewter.
Trigone, Bladder,
TrimaborTrimah(r.), yhelum.
Trimelone, Garda, Lago di.

Tring, {Supp.)
Tringa, Knot {Supp.)
Trinitrophenic, Phenyl.
Trinity, Newfoundland.
Trinity Term, Terms,
Trinobantes, Essex,
Triodia pungens, Australian
Explorations [Supp.], 410.

Tricsteum perfoliatum, Tin-
kar's Root.

Triphosna, Surface Grub.
Tripinnate, Leaves.
Triplet, Rhime.
Tripos, Wrangler.
Triptolomea, Rosewood,
Trismus, Tetanus.
Tristomidae, Trematoda.
Triteraate, Leaves.
Trithionic acid, Sulphur, igg.

Trogen , Appenzell.
Troglod>-tes, Wren.
Trogosita, Cadelle.
Troitzko-Savsk, Irkutsk.
Trojans, Troy.
Trolhatten, Sweden. 236.
Trombay, Bombay I.

Trombidium , A cants.
Trommer'stest, .S';<^rtr.i86,i87.

Trona, Natron, Sodium, 801.
Trophonius, Oracle.
Tropldonotus, Snake.
Trostan [mt.), Antrim.
Trotso, Carlscrona.
Trotzendorf, Friedland, V.
Troup Head, Buchan.
Trout, Salmon o/North-zuat
America [Supp.)

Trout, salmon, Salmon, 44=;.
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Troutbeck (/.). Windermere.
Trovii of Australia and New
Zealand, Saimonuite.

Troy (weight). Octroi,

Tniitndo, Atrato.
Trubsch {r.). Saxony, 513.

True Believers, Sincere
Brethren [Supp.)

Trump, game of, IVhist.

Trumpeter, Agami.
'I'mmpct-wood, Cecropia.
Trunk-fish, Osiracion.
Tnish, Thrush.
Trj-phiodorus, Lipografu.
Tsad (/.), Tchad, Lake.
'Jsau-hu, China, 815.

Tschemobolzi, Raskolnik,
Tshapodshirs, Tung/is.
Tshar-dngh [mts.), A/Santa.
Tshousovata, Perm.
Tsiangshan, Ningpo.
Tsikc. Ningpo.
Tsi-tst-har, Manichuria.
Tsna(r.), Oka, Tambov, Tver.
Tsomo {r. ), Kei River, Tembu.
Tsugnr Strait, Yesso.
Tuatha de Danann, Firiolgs

iSupp.)
Tuba, Society Islands,

Tubbcr^cn, Overyssel.
Tuber, Truffle.
Tubcrathi, Berat.
I'ubcs, Pipes.
Tubei, Tibet.

Tube-well, {Supp.)
* Tubingen School,* Bible, 74.
' Tubingen School/ New,

Bible, 7S.
Tubular bridge, Britannia

Ttdntlar Bridge, Strength
of Materials, 163.

Tuck, Casting-net.
Tucker, IVoollen <£r» Worsted
Manufactures, 265.

Tucum and tucuma, Astro-
cn^yum.

Tudas, Neilgherry Mts,
Tamil, Todars.

Tudcia, battle of. Spa:'!, ^7-

Tu-duk, Cochin-China.
Tufaccous limestone. Calca-

reous Tufa.
TufTstcin, Andemach,
Tufted duck, Pocliard.

Tugela, Natal.
Tuisco, Mannus.
Tui-tui, Honey-eater.
Tulang-Bawang [r.], Sumatra.
Tuliibardinc, Marquis of,

Stuart, Prince C. E.
TuIIow, Carlozv.

Tuloma, Kola.
Tulvi or Tuluva, Tamil.
'i'ulukdars, Oude.
Tunibcz. Guayaquil.
Tumble-dung beetle. Dung

Beetle.

Tumbling-net, Tramtnel-net.
Tumbrel, Ducking-stool.
Tumbudra, Dluinvar.
Tumcn-kiang, Corea.

TummeU Loch, Pert/tshire.

Tuinmel [r.l, Tay.
Tumour, fibrous, Womb, Dis-

eases, ^'C, ofthe, 251.

Tunbridge cakes. Biscuits.

Tunga, Boyaca.
Tungabhadro, Kistna, Mysore.
Tungani, Turkestan, 585.

Tung-iing-hu, China, 815,
Vaug-tze-kiang.

Tunguragua, Andes, 240.
Tungurrut, Cliesnut.

Tungusic language, Turanian
Languages.

Tunguska fr.), Yenisei.
Tunic, Vestments.
Tunica palmata, Triumph.
Tunicaled, Bulb.
Tunkers, {Supp.)
Timstal Court, Stoke-vpon-

Trent.
Tunstall, (5"«/>.)
Tuolumne, Crescent City.
Tuoro. Trasimenus Lacus.
Tupa fuillci. Lobelia.
Tuquerrcz, Neixi Grenada.
Tura, Perm.

£13

Turan, Turanian Languages,
Turkestan, 583.

Turbcllaria, Wor7ns, 279.
Turbinella, Chank-sftell{Supp.

)

Turf, Peat.
TOrfan, Turkestan, 585.
Turia, Guadalaviar.
Turk, the. Bark Beetle.

Turkic Unguagc, Turanian
Languages.

Turkish manna, Sugar, 187.

Turk's cap, Gourd.
Turk's Island, America^ 205,
Bahamas.

Turma, Legion.
Tumbull, Dr G. Reid, T.
Turner's cerate. Zinc, 351.
Turning of wine, Wifte, 223.
Turnip butterfly. Cabbage

Butterfly.
Turnip-drill, Solving.

Turnip.sawfly, Sawfly.
Turon, Quang-Nam [Supp.)

Turoukchau (r.), Yenisei.

Turps, Paints.
Turriff, Buchan,
Turrilites, Am monites.

Tursi, Basilicata.

Turtur, Turtle-dove.
Tusca (r.), Numidia.
Tuscaloosa, Alabama.
Tusk, Torsk.
Tusseh, Silk <£?* Silkworm^

724.
Tustan, HyPericacca.
Tutcia, Tudela.
Tutmen, Mining.
Tvcrtza (r,), Caspian Sea,

Tver,
Twecg, Mejwpome.
Twelve Pens, the, Galzvay.
Twe-twe, Akyab [Supp.)
Twig-rush, Cladiuvi,
Twist, Tobacco, 465.
Twite, Linftet.

Two hundred and ninety. No.
(No. 290), Alabama {Supp.)

Ty (r.), Sakhalin.
Ty-cocK-tow, Bocca Tigris.
Tyldcslcy, {Supp.)
Tymy [r.), Sakhalin.
Tyndale, Reformation, 159.

Tyndall, Jn. [Supp.)

'J'ync, Haddingtonshire.
Type-setting machines, (5"///*/.)

Typlia , Moluccas.
Typhlopsida:, Serpents, C;6.

Typhon, Osiris.

Typographer beetle. Bark
Beetle.

Tyrannus, Petchary, Tyrant
Shrike.

Tyrconncl, Donegal.
Tvrconnel, Duke and Earl of,

'(Su/p.)

Tyre, PJutnicia, 491.
Tyrian purple, Purple Colours.

Tyszmanika, Drolwbicz.
Tzana (/.), Africa, 63.

Tzna {r.)y Oka, Tambov,
Vishni-Volotchek.

Ubaye, Durance.
Ucayali, {Supp.)
Udasis, SikJts.

Udinc (n), Gemona [Supp.)
Udo, Audce^is.
Ufa (r.), Zlatoust.
Ugni, Eugenia.
U ig, Skye*
Uj-Videk, Nemaiz.
Ulceration of anus. Anus

{Supp.)
Ulcer ofthe stomach, Stomach.
Ulea{r.), Uleaborg.
Uliassers, Moluccas.
Ulna, Hand, 222.

Ulna (r.l, Honduras.
Ulster (r,), Saxe-Weimar-
Eisenach.

Ulva, Hebrides.
Uman, {Supp.)
Umballa, [Supp.)
Umbashcc (r.), Kaffraria,
Proper.

Umbcllulc, UmbelIifera.
Umbilicus. Seed.
Umbo, Bivalve Shells.

Umbrella tree. Magnolia.
Umbro-Sabellians, Ronte, yyj,

Sabini.
Umcomanzi (r.), Natal.
Umea(r.), Leipland, Sweden^

236.
Umgani, Natal.
Ummcrapoora, Atnarapura.
Umooti, Natal.
Umrohah, [Supp.)

Um Shaumcr, Sinai.

Umtata, Kaffraria.
Umtugcla {r.], Zululand.
Umvoluzi [r.), Zubdand.
Umzimculu (r,), Natal,
Umzimvoobo [r.), Kaffraria.
Umzimyati (r.), Zululand.
Unalasica, Aleutian Is.

Unau, Sloth.
Vnoinn.Grapple-piiint [Supp.)

Undcrcliff. Wight, Isle of.

Undcruruund railway, £^.^.658.

Undershot wheel. Water*
power, 95-

Underwing laoih.SutfaeeGrub.
Undistributed middle, Fallacy.
Ungucntum cctacci. Sper-

maceti.
Uniamcsi (/.), Africa, C8.

Unicorn's horn, Melant/uiceer.
UniequtvaJcnt elements,

Triads.
Unilocular shells, Univalves.
Unimak [i.), Aleutian Is.

Union (r,), Ellsworth.
Union Party, Republican.
United Brethren, Moravians.
United Kingdom Alliance,

Temperance, 351.
United States, {Supp.)
United Slates, education in,

NationalEducation {Su/ple-
tnent).

Universal rose engine,
Machine-engraving.

Unjon, Futtypur.
Unleavened bread, feast of,

Passover.
Unna {r.), Bosnia.
Unstnit {r.), Saxe-Coburg-

Gotha.
' Unterdcn Linden,' Berlin, 52.
Untcrinnthal, Tyrol.

Untcr Sec, Rhine.
Unzjr.), Zirknitz {I.).

Upa [r.), Toula.
Upa Canal, Volga.
Upper Peru, Bolivia.
Upsiloritcs. Candia.
Uramcl, Uric Acid.
Urania, Traveller's Tree,
Uranus, Plaiuts.
Urate of ammonia, Lithic
Acid Diathesis.

Urbanists, Claire, St.

Urchvy. A rgyleshire,

Ure (r.), Yorkshire.
Uredo rubigo vera. Rust.
Urethra, spasm of the. Re-

tention of Urine.
Urgcndji, Turkestan, 584.
Urgungc, Khiva,
Urhxir, Pigeon Pea.
U rla , Guillemot.
Uriconium, [Supp.)
Urine, bloody, Red Water.
Urine, incontinence of. Re-

tention of Urine, {Supp.)
Urine, retention of. Retention
of Urifte.

Urine, suppression of, RcteU'
tion of Urine,

Urk, Netherlands, ZuiderZce,
Ur1 ing ford , Kilkenny.
Urmea (A), Urumeyah (/.).

Urquiza, Don J. J. Rosas.
Ursine opossum, Dasyure.
Ursine seal, Otary.
Urumijah (/.), Urtimeyah {/.).

Ury, Don.
Usnguadero (r.), Nicaragua L.
Usbekistan, Bokhara.
Usdum, Dead Sea.
Ushant. battle off. Howe,Earl.
Usk [r. ), Breckiujckshire,
Monmouth.

Uskiidar, Scutari.
Usquebaugh, Whisky.

Ussel, Corrize.
Usscs (r.), Savoy.
Ustica, Lipari.
Ustrialov, Russ. Lang, b* Lit.
Usumasinta, Palenqui.
Usuri (r.), Mantchuria,

Siberia, 702.
Utgarda-Loki, Loki.
Utica, Barbary, (38i.

Utila or Utilla, Bay Islands,
Ruatan.

Utrecht, Union of, William^
Prince ofOrange.

Utricularia. Bladdenoort.
Uvaria triloba, Papaw.
Uvula, Palate.

Vaagen, Bergen.
Vaagmaer, Dealfish.
Vaagoe, Faroe Isles.

Vacoa. Screw Pine.
Vacovia, Albert N'yattza

{Supp.)
Vacti, Lates.
Vacuum pan. Sugar, 190.

Vadutz, Liechtenstein,
Vaha!is(n), Waal.
Vaigatch, Vaygach,
Vaigaiz, Vaygach.
Vaisya, Caste, 657.
Vala, Witchcraft, 233.
Valaam, Ladoga.
Val d'Aran, Pyrenees.
Val del Bovc, Etna,
Valdenses, Waldenses. ^
Valdez, Spanish Lang. Ct*

Lit. 20.

Valdivia, Chili.

Valencia, [Supp.)
Valentia, Britannia, 353.
Valentin, Anatomy, as;,

Valerien, Mont, Seine.

Valesquez, Diego, Cortes,

Heman.
Valguarnera, [Supp.)
VaUs (r.\ Waal.
Valladolid, Morelia [Sufp.)
Valladolid la Nueva, Coma*
yagua {Supp.)

Vallejo, California.
Valls, [Supp.)
Valognes, Manche.
Valparaiso com, Maize.
Valteline, Alps.
Valvassor, Vavasour.
Vamospircs, Haiducks [SuPP.)
Vancouver, Washington {ter.),

Vancouver L Herring, Her-
ring, Vancouver I. {Supp.)

Van den Bosch, Cape, Papua,
250.

Vanderhelst, Painting, 194,

Vandyke (in dress), FaslUon,
254-

Vanessa, Swift.
Vanishing fractions. Frac-

tions, VoJtishing.
Vanishing point, ^Perspective,

430-
Vannucci, Pietro, Perugi$to.

Vanozza, Rosa, Alexaiuier
VI. Pope.

Vos\^\f\tivs\,Medicine,Hist.of.
Vanua Levu, Fiji Islands.

Vaqueros, Asturias.
Var [r.], Alpes Maritimes

{Supp.)
Varan, Monitor.
Vardar (r.), Turkey, 5S6.

Vardhamana, Malutvira.
Varenn e, Mayenue,
Vargas, Don Juan de. Alba.
Variable cod. Dorse.
Varicolaria, A rchil.

Varied monkey, Cercopithecns.
Variegated laurel, Aucuba.
Variou-Be, Nossi-Be {Supp,

)

\'^ar\'el5, Vervels.
Vasa lacica. Digestion, 566.

Vascular ^\:3^Xs,,Spiral Vessels.

Vascular lurgescence, CoU'
gestion of Blood.

Vassili l.,U.,\\l. Russia,zi$,
Vassili Shouisky, Russia,2^6.
Vassy. Mame, Haute.
Vat-'ivi, Batavi.
Vatazcs, John, Byzantine
Empire, 472.
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Valeria, Sal.
Vjthy, Samos.
Vati Ainbr>-m, Neiv Hebrides.
Vauiiks (r. ), Cape Rhier.
Vecht, Overyssel, Rhijie.

Vechte [r.), Hanover.
Veddahs, Ceylon, -j-^Z.

Ved-el-Kebir (r. J, Tunis.
Vcd-el-Melianah (r.), Tunis.
Vedius Pollio, Slavery.
Veenhuizen, Pauper Colonies.
Veere, Campvere.
Vega, A irnodovardcl Cai>tJ)o

iSnpp.)
Vegetable brimstone, Lycopo-

diaceiB,

Vegetable butter, Avocado
Pear.

Vegetable jelly. Gelatine.
Vegetable leather. Leather-

cloth [Siipp.)

Vegetables for food, Food
(Snpp.)

Vegetable silk, Pidu, Sil/i-

COHon.
Vegeto-alkalies, Alkalimeter.
Veglia, Austria.
' Veiled Prophet,' Moltanimc-
dan Sects [Snpp.)

Vein, contraction of, Hyd?-o-
dynamics, 484.

Veil Sto-ss, Carving:
Velebich {mts.), Dalmaiia.
Veleia and Veleiates, Velleia.

Velekaia, Peipus.
Veleta [vtt.). Sierra Nevada.
Velhas.Rio das, Sao Francisco.
Velikaia, Pskov.
Velino [int.), Apennines.
Vellenore, Pondiclierry.
Vellore, {Supp.)
Velvet leaf, Cissainpclos.

Vena contracta, Hydrody-
namics, 484.

Venas cavae, &c. Circulation.
Vendidad, Zend, 341, and
Zend-Avesta, 344.

Venedi, Sannatians.
Venefica, Witchcraft, 233.
Venephes, Egypt, 7SS.

Venerable, Reverend.
Veneti, Venice, .751.

Venetia, Germany {Snpp.),

536. Italy {Sn/p.)
Venetian-point, Lace.
Venice talc. Steatite.

Venice turpentine, PliU.
Venice white, Baryta.
Vennachar (/.). Katrine (/.}

Ventadour, Bernard de, Trou-
badour.

Ventilator, Archimedean screw.
Blowing-machines [Sup_p.),

430-
^ ^

Ventnor, temperature of. Great
Britain, 65.

Ventoux, Mont, Vaucluse.
Ventricles, Brain, 303, Cir-

culation, 45.
Ventriculus succenturiatus,

Birds, 109.

^'cntuare, "Orinoco.

Venus, Planets.
* Venus of Quiniplly,' Baud

^ cnus's comb, Clicrvil.

A'enus's comb, Murex.
Venus's hair-stone. Rock-

crystal.

Venus's pencils, Rock-crystal,

Venus's slipper, Carinaria.
Vepris undulata, Xanthoxy-
lum.

Ver (r.), Albans, St.

Veratric acid, Sabadilla.
Vcrbas, Bosnia.
Verbena triphylla, A loysia.

Vercingetorix, A lesia, Ccesar.

Verdandi, Norn<e.
Verde, Cape, Africa, 66.

Verde di Corsica dure, Dial-
la^e.

Verden, {Supp.)
Vcrdon, Durance.
Vc-re. Campvere.
Verkholensk, Irkutsk.
Vcrmandois, Valois.

\'ermes, It^'or/ns, 27S.

Vcrmetus, Serpula.
Vermicular motion. Peristaltic

Jllotion.

Vermilion Vass, Sashatc/iewan.
Vermillion (r.), Ohio.
Vemeuil, E. de, Russia, 382.

Vernon, Admiral, PuertoBello.
Verocchio, Sculpture, $-j-j.

Veronica Giuliani, Sti^natls-
ation.

Verplancks Point, StonyPoint.
Verres, Sicily, 706.

Vcrricres, Seine.
Verrucae, IVarls.

Verte, AVrv Brunswick.
Verticil, Vegetable Physi-

ology, 735-
Verticillate, Leaves.
Verulam, Albafis, St.
Vcrvick, {Supp.)
Vespa and Vespida;, IVasp.
Vespertilio, Nodule [Supp.)
Vestibule, Far, 730.
Vcstini, Civita di PenttS.

Veto law. Free Church of
Scotland.

VexiHum, Papilionacece.

Vexin, Coimts of. Standard.
Vezere, Dordogne.
Vezzola {r.), Teramo.
Via Emilia, Reggio.
Via Appia, Appian Way.
Via Dolorosa, Jerusalem.
Viaud, Satire.
Vicar>', Thos. Anatomy, 229.

Vichada, Orinoco.
Victor Harbour, S. Australia.
Victoria, Neiu Zealand.
Victoria, Seychelles Islands.
Victoria (n), S. Australia.
Victoria cross. War Services,

{Supp.)
Victoria Falls, Zambesi.
Victoria Land, Antarctic

Ocean.
Victualling bill. Bill of Vic-

tualling.

Vidal, Peire, Troubadour.
Vidoe, Eider.
Vidua, Wkydauu Bird.
Viena Mountains, j^Etolia.

Vienna (treaty), Germany
[Supp.), 536.

Vienna white, Chalk.
Vienne (>'.), Charente, Loire.
Vieque, Virgin Islands.
Vierlander, Bergedorf [Supp.

)

Viersen, {Supp.)
Vierzon-Ville, {Supp.)
Vigita Magna, Zambesi.
Vigo Bay, Spain, 13,

Vigors, Ornit/wlogy.
Vile and Ve, Odin.
Vilia [r.), Niemen, Vilr.^.

Viilach, Alps.
Villa del Fuerte, F^ierte {Supp.)
Village-system, India, 539.
Villalobos, Spanish Lang. &'

Lit. 20.

Villani, Giovanni, Italy, 657.
Villars, Succession Wars, 178.

Villa Rufini, Columbarium.
Villa Viciosa, battle of, Ven-

dovtc.

Villcnage service. Tenure of
Land.

Villeroy, Marshal, RamilUes.
Villiers, Buckingliam, Duke of.

Vilui, Le7ia.

Vimieira, battle of, Wellington.
Viminal Hill, Rome, 322.

Vinaroz, [Supp.

)

Vincent of BcauvaJs, Encyclo-
peedia, 47.

Vin cotti. Wine, 221.

Vin de paille. Wine, 221.

Vindobona, Vienna.
Vine gall, Cocats.

Vinegar, wood, PyroHgneous
Acid;

Vjngoria, Cancan.
Vin sec, Wine, 221.

Vintschgau, Tyrol.

Violet moss, Violet Stones.
Violine, Dytr-stujfs.

Violone, Contra Bass.
Viper's grass. Scorzonera.
Viqiie, Vich.

Vira, MaJiavira.
Virchow, Rud. [Supp.)
Viretons, Espringal.
Virgilius, Irelatui, 626.

Virgin-Gorda, Virgin Is.

Virginia City, Nevada.
Virginian deer, (^ariacou,

Virginian silk, Asclepias.

Virginian snakeroot, Aristo-
lockia.

Virginian stock. Stock.
Virginius Rufus.T. Rome, 320.

Virgin's milk, Benzoin.
Viroma, Est/ionia.

Virtue, Stoics.

Virtues, Cardinal Virtues.

Visa, Passport.
Viscaya, Biscay.
Vischer, Engrazdng, 69.

Vishni-VolotchekCanal, Volga.
Vishnugungafr.), Bhadrinath.
Vismia, Hypericacece, Wax-

tree.

Vison, Mink {Supp.)
Visparad, Zend, 341, and
Zend-Avesta, 343.

Visurgis, Weser.
Vital capacity. Respiration,

211.

Vitalian, Anastasius I. {em-

peror).

Vita\*a, Moldau.
Vitellus, Devclopinent of the

Embryo.
VIti Islands, Fiji Islands.

Viti Levu, Fiji Islands.

Vitim (r.), Lena.
Vitis, Vine, 79S.

Vitreous humour. Eye, 204.

Vivace, Tempo.
Vivandier, Sutler.

Viviparous fish, {SuPp.)
Vivis, Vez'ay.

Vizezy, jMontbrison {Supp.)

Viziadroog, Concan.
Vizor, Visor.

Vladika, Montenegro.
Vladimir, Prince George of,

Russia, 384.
Vlieland, HoUarid, North,

Netlierlands.
Voandzou, Gobbe,
Vogelberg {mt.), Rhine.
Vogehvcide, Walther von der,

WaWierv. d. Vogehveide.
Vohlgemuth, Engraving, 69.

Voice, Registers of Voice.

Voigtland, Germany, 717,
Saxony, 514.

Voirlich, Ben, Dumbarton-
shire.

Vojussa (r.), Albania.
Volatile alkali, Ammonia.
Volcano (/.), Eoracic Acid.
Volkenrode, Saxe - Cobtirg-

Gotlia.

Volkhof (r.), Ilme^t.

Volkhov, Wolchow.
Volme[r.), LtidcnscJu:id{Supp.)

Volsinii, Ro/ne, 313.

Volta (r.), Ashanti, Dalwmey.
Voltameter, Galvanism, 602.

Volterra, A labaster.

Volterra, Daniele da, Paint-
i'iSy 193-

\ oltumum, Capita.

Vuiundr and Volundar-quida,
ScajulinavianLang. &• Lit.

523.
Voluntary controversy, U.P.

Church, 646, Voluntaryism.
Voluntarj- education. National

Edttcation {Supp.)

Vomiting of blood. Stomach.
Voome, Ilollaml, South
Voragine, James de. Golden

Legejtd.
Vorarlberg. Rhine, Tyrol.

Vorhate Island, Timor-laut.
Vormen, Glominen.
VorOsmarti, Petofi [Supp.)
Vorsova {r.), T/uriss.

Vostermann, Engraving, 69.

Voters, registration of. Par-
liament, 284.

Vou-Chang, {Supp.)
Vouet, Simon, Painting, 195.

Vouga [r.\ Avciro {Su/p.)

Vouziers, Ardennes.
Vo)-utza (r.), Turkey, 586.

Vrana (/.], Dalmatia.
Vriesland, Friesland,
Vriua [r.], Bosnia.
Vulcano, Lipari.
Vulpine opossum, PJmlanger.
Vulturnus, Campania.
Vuna, Fiji Islands.

Vurla, Clazomena:.
Vyborg, Christian II.

Vyrnwy [r.), Montgotnerysh.
Vyse, Gen. Howard, Pyramid.
Vytchegda, Dwina, N.
Vytegra, Onega.

Waag, Comorii, Da^iube.

Wacaka des Indes, Wikana
Wachita {r.), Hot Springs.
Wachtlieder, Minfiesingers.

Wackenroder, Ro7nantic
Sc/iool.

Wadt, Vaud.
Wady Kawas, Bilma.
Wady Magara, Egypt, 780.

Waes, Pays de, St Nicholas,

Waga, D'wina.
Wagel, Gull.

Wager-boat, Boating.
Wager of battel. Battel.

Wagon, the, Ursa Major.
Wah, Panda.
Wahsatch (w//^.). Ui<^^^-

Waiau (r.), Neiv Zealand.
Waigatz, Vaygach.
Wai-ini {r.), Guiaftay Brit. 13a.

Waikato (n), Nezu Zealand.
Wain Ganga {r.), NagPur,
Waitaki, Otago.
Wakatip, Otago.
Wakefield, battle of, York-

shire.

Wakefield theory of colonisa-

tion. South Australia.
Wake Robin, Art^m.
Walderbsenkopf, Pntssia.
Waldheimia, Terebratjda.
Waldo, Peter, Walde?tses.

WaldseemuUer, Martin, Ame-
rigo Vespucci.

Waldshut, Afuibaptists, 21S.

Walet, Biru.
Walfish Bay, Nainaqualand,
Walid, Ommiadcs, 71.

Walis, Spain, 16, Turkey,

587.
Walker, Engraving, 63.

Walkham, Dartmoor.
WalkilUr.), Hudson.
Wallaroo, South Australia.
Wallawalla, Washington {tcr.)

Wallflower cabbage, Brassica.
Wallia, SPain, 16.

Wallis, Valais.
Wall-rue, A spienium.
Walls, retaining. Retaining

Walls.
Wall's Cut, Tybee.

Wallsend. {Supp.)
Walneylsland,^rtrr<?7£'(3';<^.)
Walsh Mts. Kilkentty.

Walter, John, Times, The.
Wamba, Spain, 16.

Wambeys, Gambeson.
Wampee, Aurantiaeece.
Wangaroa, N. Zealand.
Wan-li-chang, China, 815.

Wanlockhead, Dumfriesshire,
Wanny, Ceylon, 737.
Wantsome, Tluxti^t.

Wantung, Bocca Tigris.

Waranger Fiord, Scandinavia.
Warble, Bot.
Warburg's fever drops, Guiana

Bark.
Ward, Guardian.
Warehouses, floating, Floating

IVarehouses [Supp.)

WargOe, Sweaborg.
Warm plaster, Rubefacients.
Wame niunde. Rostock.
Warncria, Hydrastis {Supp.)
Wamow (r.), Rostock.
Warping, Rope &» Rope-
making.

Warree, Benin.
Warren, Rhode Island.
Warren, Hen. {Supp.)

£1!)
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Warren de U Rue, Stereo-

scopf, 1
1
7.

Warren Head, Ckristchurck.

Warrior, &c. targets, Armour-
6lates [Supp.], 400.

War-services, {Supp.')

Wart Hill, Hoy.
Warud, Ami Is.

W.-us^au, Vos/^fs Mountains.
Wash. Distillation.

Washington {mtJ), Appala-
chians, -^zx. White Mts.

Washinstonia, IVellin^iouia.

Wastc-liook, Book-kfrping, -ziZ.

Wastrel lands, Stannaries.
Wast Water, Windermere.
Water, Sanitary Science
{Supp.\ 717.

Water, hardness in, Water-
supply.

Water, resistance of. Hydro-
dynamics^ 484.

Water avcns, Geum.
Watcr-bcctlcs, Gyrinus.
Water-boatman, Boat-JIy.
Water cancer or canker, Can-
crum Oris {Supp.)

Water-cure, Hydropathy.
Water-flannel, Con/eri'a.
Water-fowl. Wild-foivl.
Water-hemlock, WaterDrop-

•wort.

Water-hog, Capybara.
Water hog-loiise, Asellus.
Water-horse, Capybara.
Waterlanders, Anabaptists,

219.
Water-mole, Duck-hill,
Water-moss, Fontinalis.
Watcrof crystallisation. Salts.
Water-pc])per, Polygone<t.
Water-plantain, Alismacces.
Water-rat, yole.

Water-scorpion, Water-bug.
Water-snail, Pulmonata.
Water-soldier, Straitotes.
Waterways, Shipbuilding, 684.
Water-withc, Vine, 799.
Watcr-yani, Lattice Leaf.
Watling Street, [Supp.')

Watson, SheriflT, Ragged
Schools.

Watt, Engraving, 70,

Wattled and combed, Barbed
&> Crested.

Wattled turkey, Talegalla.
Wattles, Fo7vl.
Watts, Thomas. (Supp.)

Watt's Dyke, OJ'a's Dyke
{Supp.)

Waukesha, Wisconsin.
Wavcney [r.], Suffolk.
Waverley novels, Scott, Sir

Walter.
Wax-cluster, GauWieria.
Wax-flower, Clusia.
Wax-moth, Honeycomb Afoth.
Wax-shrub, Candleberry.
^Vay [i.), Moluccas,
Waybread, J'lantagine^,
Wayfaring tr-ee, Viburnum.
Wayland Smith's Cave, Crom-

lech.

Waynesborough, Virginia.
Ways, Launch,
Weak-fish, Otolithus [Supp.)
Weald, Sussex.
Wear, Weir [Supp.)
Wearmouth Monastery, Dctte-

dict BiHop {Supp.)
Wcar>*-all Hill, Glastonbury.
Weasel-snout, Dead Nettle.
Weathercote Cavern, York-

shire.

Weaver {r.), Cheshire.
Weaver's shuttle shell, Co7vry.
Weaving, {Supp.)
Webbe Shcbcli {r.)^ Somali
Land.

Weber, Telegraph, 339.
Weber, E. H. Anatomy, ^n-j.

Weden , Sha tnyl,

Wedge-shapo'l, Cuneiform.
WedgT.vood, Th. Flwtography,

508.
Wed Mzi, Sahara.
Wecms, Earth-h4>uses.
Wccms, King Money.

820

Wecncn, Natal.
Wee pawn, Faivnhroking.
Weeper monkey, Cebtu.
Weerselo, Overyssel.

Wcichsel (r.j, Vistula.

Weights, French, Cliemistty

{Supp.)
Wei! (n), Nassau.
Weir, {Supp.)
Weir's Cave, Virginia.
Weishaupt, Adam, Hlumiuati.
Weiszbrunn, Veszpriin.

Wc 1COm b. Cornzva II.

Weldon, Roanoke.
Wclland, Lincolnshire. Wash.
Wcllcsley [is.), Carpentaria.
Wellington, [Supp.)
Wellington {/'.), Patagonia.
Wellington Strait, Baffin's B.
Well of the Sun, Ammonium,
Wells, Water-supply, 104.

Wemyss Family, Elcho[Supp.)
Wen (?".), Yang-tzC'kiang.
Wendover. Chiltem Hills.

Wcntc, Don.
Wentloog, Monmouth.
Wcrden, Essen.
Werra, Hesse-Cassel, Weser.
Werst, Verst.

Wervicq, Vcrvick {Supp.)
Wcseritz (n), yoachimstJtal

{Supp.)
Wessnitz {r.). Saxony, 513.
West Branch (n), Snsgue-
hanna.

Wcstcras, Maclar, Lake.
Westerliisa, Berzelius.
Western [r.), Si-kiang.
Western cure, Venomous Bites

«Sp' Stings, 757.
Westerschcliing, TerscluUing.
Westerwald. Nassau, Prussia,
Rhenish Prussia.

West France, Neustria.
Westminster Assembly, As-
sembly ofDivines.

Weslre Bygd, Greenland.
West Road (r.). Eraser River.
West Vaagcn, Lofodcn.
Wcstwood, Queensland.
Wet-rot, Potato.
Wcttcr(r.), Hesse-Darmstadt.
Wetumpka, Alabama.
Wey (r.), Surrey.
Weyhill, Andover.
Whale Island, Baffin's Bay.
Whalley, Lancashire.
Wharfc [r.), Yorkshire.
Wharncliflfe, Lords, Stewart
Family, 124.

Wharton Society, Roxburghc
Club.

Whaup, Curleiu.
Wheat aphis. Corn Aphis.
Wheat grass, Couch Grass.
Wheelock (r.), Sandback.
Wheel of life, Zoetrope [Supp.)
Whelk, anatomy of, Gaster-

opoda.
Whelk, red, Eusus,
Whcrnsidc, Yorkshire.
Wherr>', Boating,
Whetile, Woodpecker.
Whet-stones, Hones.
Whew duck and whewer,

Widgeon.
Whey-cure, Sugar, 187.

Whidaw, Whydazv.
Whiddy (/.), Bantry Bay,

Cork.
Whigs, Republican, U.S. C57,

658.
Whiskers (of cats and rodents),

Touch.
Whitadder, Berjvickshire.
White [r.], Niger.
White (r.), Wabash.
White alkali. Soda, 800.

White ant, Tertnite.

White balsam of Peru, Liquid-
ambar.

White Bay, Magnolia,
Wliite-bcllics, Shan States.

Whitcchurch, IVaterford.
White cinnamon, Cauella,
White copper, Tombac.
White eyelid, monkey, Cer-

cocebus.

Whitcflux, Tartaric Acid, 303.

White Hills, Appalachians,
321.

Wlilte Horse Hill. Berkshire.
Whiiehousc I'cak, Chiltem

Hills.

White Inlet, Newfoundland.
White iron, Cast Iron.
\\\i\Kt\^Vi'<,m\\\, Barker's Mill.
White mangrove, Avicennia.
White rainbow, Anthelia.
White rocket. Dame's Violet. 1

White-root bark, Canella.
White-rot, Hydrocotyle.

\

White Russia, Lithuania^
Mohilev,

I

White salts, Rectifying.
,

White sassafras. Magnolia.
1

White Swedish moss. Cudbear.
\

Whitethorn, lla^othom.
White Top (»«/.), Virginia.

'

White whale, Beljfga,Dolphin.
White Woman [mt.), Mexico.
Whiting pout, Bib.

Whitling, Bull Trout, Salmon, i

449-
I

Whittington, {Supp.) I

Whiiworth. Mr, and Whitworth
rifle, Rifled Arms.

\

Whcried, Leaves.
Whorl grass, Catabrosa. \

Whytt, Medicine, Hist. of. \

Wichita, Big and Little [r.).

Red River.
Wickets, Cricket.

Widow bird, IVhydaw Bird.
Wieprz [r.), Vistula.
Wierden, Overyssel,

Wieringen, Holland, Norths
Zuider Zee,

Wiese [r.), Rhine.
Wiessen (r.l. Black Forest.
Wigeon, Widgeon,
Wijayo, Ceylon, 740.
Wijk, Maastricht.
Wilberforcc, Hawkesbury.
Wilbrord, St. Willibrod, St,

Wild ananas, Bromeliaccee.
Wild apricot, Mammee Apple,
Wild-cherry bark. Choke-

cherry,
j

Wild cinnamon, Canella,
Myrcia.

j

Wild clove, Myrcia.
Wild dog, Lycaon.
Wildenowia teres, Restiacea. '

Wilderness, baitleof the. Rap- I

pahannock, U.S. 661.

\Vilde-Weisserit2(r.), Saxony,
\

Wild ipecacuanha, Asclepias.
Wild lemon. Podophyllum.
Wild liquorice. Astragalus,
Wild olive, Elaragfins.

Wildsce, Bmicn.
Wild spinage, Cltenopodium,
Wilhelmstal, battle of. Seven

Years' War, 637.
Wilibald Alexis, Ilaring, JV,

Wilk, Periivinkle, WMk.
Wilkinson, Sir J. G. {Supp.)

Willamette, Oregon.
Willt:, Engraving, 6g.

Willcmsoord, DrentkS.
Willey, Slioddy, Spinning, ifi.

William, Mount, Graham's
Land.

William, Mount, Grampians,
A ustralian.

Williams, Edward, Welsh
Lang. 67* Lit. 137.

Williams, Moses, WelskLang.
^ Lit. 137.

Williams, ^Ir, VitrifiedForts.
Williams, Rev. Isaac, Trac-

iarianism.
Willis's Rooms, Almack's.
Will-o'-the-wisp, IgttisFatuus,
Willow, Spinning, 46.

Willow-grouse, Ptarmigan.
Willow-herb, Epilobium,
Willowing-machine, Cotton,

275.
Willow-leaves, Sun.
Wills, W. J. Australian Ex-
plorations [SuPp.], 410.

Will's Neck, Somersetshire.
Willughbeia, Apocynacca.

Willy, Woollen &» Worsted
Manufactures, a6s.

Wilmot, Lord, Roc/tester.
W'llmot proviso, U.S. 658.
Wilson, Dr Daniel, Sabbath,

403*
Wilson, Robert, Steam-ham-
mer,Steam-navigatioH{note)

.

Wilson's Promontory, Vic-
toria, 785.

Wily(r.}, Wilton, Wiltshire.
Wimpfcn, battle of. Tilly.

Winandermerc, Windermere.
Wincey, Winsey.
Winchester, General, U.S.t^S,
Windhover, Kestrel.
Windlcstrac, Hair Grass.
Windpipe, Respiration, 208.
Windrush (r.), Thames.
Windsor, Hawkesbury, Ver-

mont.
Windward [is.), Antilles.

Wine of iron, Tartaric Acid,
304.

Winfried, Boniface.
Wing-covcrts, Birds, 108.

Winged pea. Bird's Foot
Trefoil.

Wing-feathers, Birds, loS.

Winkelried, Arnold von, Setn-
pach.

Winona, Minnesota.
Winooski, Falls of the, P'er-

tnont.

Winslow, Capt. Alabama
[Supp.), ^80. '

Winstcr, Lancashire.
Winter, Seasons.
Wintera, Wintet*s Bark.
Winter aconite. Hellebore.
Winter cherry, Physalis.

Wirksworth, Derbyshire.
Wirral, Cheshire.
Wisdom, Book of, Apocrypha.
Wisdom ofJesus, son ofSirach,

Ecclesiasticus.

Wisdom tooth, Teeth, 329.

Wise woman, Witchcraft, 233.
Wisla (r.), Vistula.
Witchcgda (r,), Vologda.
Witches' butter, Tremella,
Witches' meat. Tremell.i.

Witches' sabbaths. Witch'
craft, 234.

Witch-finders, Witchcraft, ^-^ft.

Witch-meal, Lycopodiacea.
W i tcbsk , L itliuania

.

Witham [r.), Lincolnshire,
Wash.

Witiza, Roderic.
Witnessing part of deed, Tes-

tatum.
Wittstock, battle of, Thirty

i'tars" War.
Wizin, Russian Lang. ^^ Lit.
Woaded colours. Woollen &*

Worsted Manufactures.
Wodlo, Onega.
Woel, Ghogra.
Woinik, battle of, Ninch

[Sut>p.)

Wolchof, Novgorod.
Wold, Dye-stuffs, 721.

Wolds, Lincolnshire, York-
shire.

Wolf {r.), Wisconsin.
Wolff, Dr, Bokhara.
Wolf-holes, Trbns-de-lonp.
Wolkhof (r.), Ladoga.
Wollin (/.). Usedom, Oder.
Wolmar, Melchior, Beza.
Wolstan, Wulstan.
Women's rights, [SuPp.)
Wonder, Emotion.
Wongshy, Dye-stuffs.
Woo (?-.), Yang-tze-kiang.
Woo - Chang, Von- Chang

{Supp.)
Woodall, Woodpecker.
Wood coal. Brown Coal.
Woodcock shell, Murex.
Wood duck, Summer Duck,
Wood-evil. Cojistipation.

Woodfall, W. Reporting, Par-
liamentary.

Woodford {r.), Cavan, Fer-

inanagh.
Wood grouse, Capercailzie.
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